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FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sportsinens’ Goods. Spartemen’s Goosls. 

COODYEAR’S 
Rubber M’r’g Company, 

AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Coa., 

458, 490, 492 B’ way, cor. Broome st., 

AND 

am making, from Goods of my own Importa- 
tion, a Specialty in 

Corduroy Shooting suits, 
Color of Dead Grass--at $28, including Hat. 

ALSO, WINDSOR CORDS, ALL WOOL, VERY BEST MADE ‘AT $45, 
ALSO CANVAS SUITS—ALL PRICES. SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRIGH LISI. 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 

SPECIALTY. 

FISHING AND HUNTING. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED, 

Russrr Goons oF Every Dzscrir- 
" TION. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

INDIA RUBBER 

Fishing Pas CoalsLeogtis} st touts, Minneapoti 
BOOTS, 

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 
COMPLETE 

Sporting and Camping Outfits 
India Rabber Goods of Every Description 

HODCMAN & CO. 
Send for Price List. 

425BROADWAY and 27 MAIDEN LANE, 
NEW YORK. 

Sportsmen's antes, 

Philadelphia and Savannah Line 
FOR, FLORIDA. 
OR THROUGH TICKETS to FERN AN- 
DINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUS- 

TINE, SANFORD, ENTERPRISE and interme- 
dinate landings on ST. JOHN’S RIVER und inte- 
rior points in FLORIDA, by steamship to SA- 
Vv. NAH, and thence by railroad or steamboat, 

Apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 
idedolphia and Southern ATL S. S. O0., 

Fiep 22, Suuth Wharves, Phila. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 

TAKE THE 
Grand Rapids & Indiana B.R. 
Meckinaw,Grand Rapids andCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michizan North Woods are unsurpassed, 
if equaled, ini abundance and great yariety of 

con 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streame, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 

“TRO TROUL season begins May Land ends Sept @ ‘season begins May 1anden AE 
= The GRAYLING Season opens June] and Sai 

oy. L. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 
INGE, also abound in large numbers in the 

many lakes ane Jakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

to friends or “club” at home, as ice for 
eS canbe had at man eee F 
TAKE YOURFAMILY WITH OU. The scs- 

mery of the North Woods and Lakes is very beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry and bracing. The cli- 
guste is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
man ineaeeee ss Po astone are good, far woe 

Tage in countries Dew eno’ 
afford the finest of fishing. ie aig 

During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 
_ ts will be sold at low rates,and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
; Bore. uae and Kishing Tackle Uarried Frecat 

itis ouraim to makegportsmen feel“ at home” 
this route. For Tourist’s Guide (an attractive 
ustrated bool: of 80 pages), containing full in- 

formation and accurate maps of the Fishing 
Grounds and Time Cards, address A.B.LE _LEET 

Ger. Pass, Acent, Grand Rapids, Mich, 

x J J 

Old Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 
some of the finest waterfowl nud upland 

shooting sections inthe country. Connecting di- 
reet tor Chincoteague, Cobb's Island, and poinia 

, on the Peninsula. City Point, James’ River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountainous country of 
ee heres agente alee Norfolk Berea 

esday. and Saturday. Lewe R 
‘and mureday, at 2 Pat, Ful informe Monday 1 

ation given at ollice, 197 Greenwich Street, New 
York. Eepagay 

Sportsmen's Routes, 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

hrough Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
, enwbett St. Louis, Minneapolis ; 

and St, Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & Northern 
Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS each way daily, be- 
tween Burlington, Albert Lea and Minnea olis, 
crossing and connecting with all East and West 
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geere, 
Ducks, Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. 
Sportsmen and their dogs taken good care of, Re- 
diiced rates on parties of ten or more upon appli- 
cation to Gen’) Ticket Office, ae Rapids, 

woe S 
E. FF. WInsLow, Gen’] Passenger Agent, 

General Manager. tf 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully inyite attention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE CO HS in the 
Middle States. These lines Ea 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dit. 
ilculties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run oyer the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

‘ THE LOVES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Hey Out and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are gold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle citiesto KANE, RENOVA, 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and still 

Hunting. 

Also, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT W. AFTER 
FIN FEATHER. 

ATER SPORT 

L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent, 

Frank THOMSON, Gen'] Manager. feblT-tf 

Chesapeake & Chio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia Bluc Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in- 
their varieties of same and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist, 

through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most; fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Rajlroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsyille 
with the Nerth and Northeast; and at Richmond 
and Chariotteville with the South, All modern 
inmproyements in equipment, 

CONWAY R. HOWARD! 
Ger. Passenger and Ticket Apen: 

my ly oo a - Richmond ¥ 

Sportsmen's Routes, 

LONG IsiuAND 

RAILROAD. 
June 15, 1879, 

RAINS WILL leaye Hunters Point, 
Bushwick and Flatbush aves., cor, Atlantic 

Avenue, Brooklyn; as 
A Mt, 

8 30 Greenpoint and Sag Harbor Mail. i 
8 06 Patchogue, Babylon and Rockaway Mail. 

10 00 Port Jefferson and way. 
11 00 Babylon, Merrick, Rockaway and way. 
.M. 
3 20 Garden City, Northport, Glen Coye, atc. 
4 00 Greenport, Sag Harbor Express (Garden 

City). 
» 30 Babylon Express—Wall St. to Babylon, 1 

hour and 20 minutes. Patchogue, 

y 

5 Jen Cove and way. 
6 00 Patchozue Accommodation, 
6 20 Northport, Glen Cove. 
7 00 Merrick Accommodation. 

SUNDAYS; 

M. 6 (0) Greenport, Sa, 
9 00 Garden City, 

and way. 
M P.M. 

130 Garden City and Hempstead. 
7 00 Garden City, Hempstead, Northport and 

Harbor, Port Jefferson. 
empstead, Port Jefferson 

ay. 4 
Lite theatre train will be mm fromHunter's Point 
and Flatbush ay. every Saturday nightat 12:15 a.m 

FOR 
New Haven, Hartford, Springfield and 

the North, 

The new and elegant steamer C,H. NORTHAM 
leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily (Sundays ex- 
eepted), at3p.m. Passengers go North and East 
it. 11 P.M. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New 

York at 11 p.m., arriving in New Haven in time 
for the early morning trains, | 
Merchandise forwarded by dailyExpressFreight 

train from New Hayen through to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern 
New Yorkand Canada, Apply at Gflice en Pier 
or to RICHARD PECK, Gen’l Aet. 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Cer Company 

S$ PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars * DavyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, ctc., also pro- 
vided with racks and closets for guns.and fishing 
tackle, and kennels fordogs. ~ [ : 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen’l Supt. P. P. C 
Co., Chicago, je2z6 8mas. 

Miscellancons Ailertiseurents. 

MANUFACTURER OF 

Fine Silk and Felt Hats 

KNAPP& VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME, 

Nos. 289 & 290 Washington Market, N. ¥. 

made, 
W 

aweek. $12.0 day at home eagil 
$72 Costly ouifit toee Addrcas TRUE 
Augusta, Maine, - ape 

TROY, N.Y. Free Circulars, 
| Full-Length OOT, in this case, 

ith | $10; LOUNGE, in this case, $3. 
MA Scid Everywhere by the Trade, 

Hotels vn Resorts for Sportemen. 

Bromfield House, Boston, 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Gulf Hammock House, Florida, 

On the banks of the Wekiva River, 

1G now open to receive guests. Fine hunting 
and fishing, unsurpassed in this country, and 

the climate is all that can be asked for, We only 
ask a visit to be convinced that this is the place 
for sportsmen. Board reasonable; $2 per day, 
$12 per week, or $40 per month. 

Mrs. C. B. WINGATE, 
Otter Creek, Levy Co., Pla. 

For reference we refer to Dr. C. J, Kenworthy 
and W. C. Pitman, dealer in guns and sporting 
implements, Jacksonville, Fla, 

For Good Fall Shooting 
—GO TO THE— 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
At Shinnecock Bay, 

Where you will find 

PLENTY_OF BIRDS, 
GOOD GUIDES, 

COMPLETE OUTFIT of DECOYS, 
BATTERIES, ete. 

As well as good accommodations and & sub- 
stantial pill of fare. 

Take Long Island Raitroad for Good 
Ground station. 

M. WILLIAMS, Prop’r. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSH, OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. L., 

Y¥ A PRACTICAL GUNNER and an old 
bayman. Has always on hand the best of 

hosts, batteries, etc., with the largestrig of train- 
td wild-geese decoys on the coast, The best 
ground in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all varieties. Specialattention gives 
by himself to his foe and satisfaction gauran— 
Sate Address WM. N. LANE, Gocd Ground, L, T_ 
yovs tf - = 

DAVIS ECOUSE, 
Weldon, W. C. 

J. R. DAVIS Proprietor, 

Aiways twentyninutes for Dinner. 

De HOTEL has heen oponed by Col. 
- R,DaAvt1s, long and farerably knawn ss 

the proprietor of the Purcell House, Wilming- 
ton, N. C. The Motel has been entirely and 
{lioroughly renoyated throughout, The rooms 
fre Clevannly dumnished with b'nekwalnut mar 
Lic-top furniture and lair mattrasses. ‘Traycllers 
aniinvalids coming South will new find thisa 
comfortable resting place, (a long-felt want sup- 
plied). Guesis will recsive every attention and 
comfort, elepant table and attentive servants. 
‘This isthe Dimer House coming South or going 
North. The best Hetel of its kind on the route 
ta Plovidu. Rutes—$2.00 and $2.50 per day, 

SHOOTING PROPERTY. 
The owner of a place of four hundred acres, 

located on Barnegat Bay, four miles from Toms 
River, N.J., would like to rent a hal? , interest 
toa gentleman of means. Ss 
Good buildings anda yery desirable Place for 

duck.and other sporting. raat 
Address Box 168, Toms River, N. J. 

TEXAS REAL ESTATE. 
A LAKGEH QUANTITY OF CHOICR LANDS 

. in Northwestern Vexas ut low prises. Alao 
adjoining Denison, the railroad center of North 
Texas, and best locality in the State for protit- 
able fruit growing, I offer many small tracts of 
10 to 50 acres each at low figures. Will place 
loans on paying business property with clear 
titles in Denison at good rates, Refevence, Mrst 
National Bank, Denison, Texas. 

J. T. MUNSON, 
No. 215 Main street, Denison, Texas, 

154 to $20 rdayathome, Sam les warts 
$ Me Petree ‘Addvres STINSE &o 



FOREST AND STREAM. De iRaeetiee 5+ 126 
Annminition, Ge. 

ORANGH SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Oranae Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. 
8end postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM-, 

PHLET ,showing SIZHS of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE. 

hala & Rant Pavler £0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. ¥., 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

BIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST. 
ING POWDER. 

_ The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPCNT'S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1801, haye maintained their 

reat reputation for seventy-eight years. Manu- 
“acture the following celebrated brands of Pow- 

cer: 
DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
quickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

Ball and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT'’S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 

1, Pigeon, Duck, and other shooting. 

DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 

grain for pistol shooting. 
DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG, ‘SHEA SHOOTING,” 

FFG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle 
Footing .the IFG sud FYEG for general use, 

burning strong aid moist, 
i SPORTING, MINING, SHIF PING, and BLAST- 
ING POWDERS of all sizes and descriptions. 
Epecial grades for a le Cartridge, Musket, 
Cannon, Mortar, and Mammoth Powder, U. 5. 
Government standard... Powder manufactured 
to order of any required grain or proof. Agen- 
cies in all cities and principal towns throughout 
the U.S. Represented by 

}. L, HNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
WN. B.—Use none but DDPONT'S FG or FFG 

Powder for long range rifle shooting. -{ 

THE HAPANS POE CURPANY 
ie MANUFACTURERS OF ee 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard's Electric Powder.” 

Wwos.1 (fine) to 6 (course). Unsurpassed in point 
gf Strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 

caaisters of 1 ib. only. 

Finzard'’s ‘* American Sporting.” 

Nos. 10) to.6 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 
Ps Up. ke A fine grain, quick and cleun, for ap- 
Ted orairie ¢ ling. Well adapted to shot guns. 

Mazari’s t* Duck Shooting.” 

wows. 1 (fine! to 5 feonrse). 
end 6b and ip 15 
eléan, slisonng e 
venetration. ¥ eld, est, or Wate? shooting, 
if ranks any other brand, and it is equaliy ser~ 
viceuble tor muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazerd's “ Rentuecky Riso.” 

PTMPG, FRG, ani “Sea Shooting” Pt in kegs of 
25, 12h, and Gt Ht ofSibs, FFG is also 
paoked iz t it 5. 3 S. Uirmsstrons and 
quit. (ne FPPGQ and FPG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the * Sea Shooting" 
EG isthe aianiard Hille Powder of the country, 

Superior Mining and Bissting Pewdéer. 
GOVERNMENT CANN! 4 MUSKET Pow- 
PER; aso, SPHOPAN Gi FOR EXPORT, 
OY ANY Jihg i Lith Ue PROVE, 

& MANUPFAUTUREDTOORDER. gp rey) » 
The abore can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany's Agents, it covery prantinent city, orwhole- 
syae at our occ, ay ee 
a 83 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

IN aE SEL 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Nos. % 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Superior Rifle, En- 

field Ritle, and Col. Hawker’s Ducking. on ri 
STITT, 61 Cedar St., N. ¥. Agent for the U.S. 

GLASS BALLS, TRAPS, GUNS, ETC 
PERAPS from $2 to $12, Balls at 90 cents 

pori03. Gunachesp, Catetoeues free. Ad- 
Gress GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS. Pitt 
purg, Pa. May wviy 

Bliscellaneous Advertisements, qvimunition, Gtr, 

| IRA IMAL A Tass 
Shot-Gun and Rifle-Powders Revolutionized. ot ea oe oy eget 

Chilled Shot. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 

" ; 8 GIVES GREATER PENETRATION and BET- 
TER PATTERN than ordinary shot. Equalky 
well adapted to choke-bores, modified chokes and 

Cham p ion | Sh ot Gun and R if | e se SAREE Teh bon 
Our Chilled Shot will be found to be more free 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! slo, heater anid Gpmrantor cind cloorter haved thaw 
any other. 
Send for circular. 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER TATHAM BRO’S, 
for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

/ 8 BEEKMAN ST., NEW FORK. 
absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not Alaa SPR eC of 

strain the gun or heat the barrelsas much in rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion EEO ESTE 

wing-shot of the world; Dr. Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and ain Pehle Se Ue LEE cebed atl 
ins than ordin; mlded shot. 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in ther matches. Our Caanenge ee ee naw ee ee 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, Founded July 4, 1803. 

and is yet open to the world. Address 

DITTMARPOWDER M’F’G Ca., 

P. 0. Box 886. 24 Park Place, New York 

VANITY FAIR 
TOBACCO and CIGARETTES. 
Always Uniform and Reliable. A, 

6 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1878; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878: A i Ch Yled Sh 

; F merican Chilled Shot. 
Adopted by the French Grovernment. On saleinP aris. ea 

. Rivaling the English and All Others. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, WS. KIMB ALL & CO. STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

ROCHESTER NEW YORK. | omce, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 

DUNN & WILBUR, Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
Comaimiissiom Merchants} porcuns, curtery, AND SURGE 

eal Instruments. Safe to handle, WILLNOT 

IN GUM, ane will ae nin Ba vac anu ee SPE een 
everywhere in the United Spr 

BUTTER, GCs, HTC. best aun foil an the market. Sudeo Holes, of 
Bay City, Mich., writes: * [t is the “para~ 

&PECIAL ATTHNTION PAID TO POULTRY AND GAME. tien {have found iu thirty-five years of active 
. « 3 5 and frequent usc of guns.’ 

We send sales and check for net amount immediately after sale. Stencilsand Price | ‘he tradesupplied bysolemanufacturer, GEO. 
Current furnished free on application. Your correspondence and shipment solicited. fi. EATON, 540 Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 

eights, N. J. 
192 DUANE ST., NEW YORK. see Ey piacipalNew York dealers, and by Wm. 

RB 

A FILE BINDER, a tae et tae Mf sce altima, Mita 
Cropley. & Sons, Georgetown, D.C.; Jos. C. Grubb 

Wa WHEN FULL, makes a permanent binding; for {sale by FOREST AND | * on Peete SENT BY MAIS 

reventive nnd cure fer Fever and Aguo,, nothing equals i 

rich blood and i long sickness, _ 

Sj perfect health ant ; Cures Drowst- 
f hess, Bilionsne 

in Hop Bitters. it paing and ach 

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS. 
BROWN'S PATENT} Annapolis School for Boys. 

cant te | 
THE DB! ," 

Cleaner and Oiler 
2 Yor Breech-loading Arms 

in Le ea EB af 

For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush. 
and fuil directions Sent free of postage. | 

Prepares for U. 8. Naval School, U. 8. 
Military Academy, and the Merchant Marine 
Service. For terms, etc., apply to 

In ordering give calibre of gun. Send for circular. 
! 

7 Patentee. CAPT. J. WILKINSON, Principal, 
Went T. VARDLEY BROWN: AG ood Prana 

TRADE ‘SSrtUevrnt Capt. W. holds a certificate of competence from | 
the British Board of Trade. 

John Harriott, 
GsunEensraver. 

Freferences. 

Kear Admiral Guo. B..BALcu, Commanding Na- 
val School, Annapolis. Rey. W.8. SOUTHGATE, 

Prompt attention, first-class Workmanship | SY canolis: GuREe UY ABEORETION: 

ind satisfactory prices guaranteed, — | COPPO RHEUMATISN, NEURALGTA, MALARIA 
“ Sapanule,” v Lycert u 

F “a DF i isa postitive cure; it has never falled. 
22 WINTESM ST, BEST ON, MASS, 6 a week. in your own Ee ee 2 Qysanuie’' has ‘no equal for Chronic Laren 

i eee rtland, Maine.” Tas eae ea tiniie Guicne: al aN aa apped Hands, C 

GEUNK, RED FOX, COON, MUSE RAT | eR eases of the Skin Brvsipelas,Salt hem, Kozema. 
umor © be mca Dp, CLec.; 4 p eri, 

AND MINK H ATKIN SON Throat. Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
* ses, Ladies who suifer from local diffeulties 

BROUGHT FOR CASH FR ANK 4 find immediate relicf, and a permanent eure b 

At the highest market prices 1 Job Print using“ Sapantis. Used i sponge or foot bat! 

= 18 . tiers r¢ y Printer, | | remoyes all soreness of body, limbs an 

Send forcircular with fullpsrticulars. | Book and General Jo t Satisfaction guaranteed on ton ey, yofunded. 

‘ ows : Sok rugvists, Price, Ac., per 
". C. BOUGHTON, 36 and38 John St., New York. | yong, ‘end for lluminated circular and” 

‘No.5 Howard street, : SAMUEL GERRY & COMPAR 
New York, GOMPOSING TOOMS OF FOREST AND STREAM. Proprietors, S31 Bepadway, New Yors 
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PRISONER'S DREAM" FALLS. 
—_——~<="—"——__ 

A DIM, half light hung o'er the glittering verge; 
= A murmur fluttered, faint and soft and low. 

The indistinot, fond dreams of long ago 
Cume floating back, enwreathed in shadowy serge, 

Of tangled mist. A solemn, sombre dirge 
Qolled upward with «© mournful cadence, slow, 

Where down the double fall the steady flow 

Flung out the jetting spray abevery surge 
Of welling water. Draped in silent thought 
Fow-leaning trees swung swaying shadows down 

The rapids—down a foum-flecked, smuous gleam, 

Dipping their boughs caressingly, unsought, 
Above, Hie grim rock's beetling jailor's-frown ; 

Beneath, the fleeting, phosphorescent stream. 

gust Tth, 1879. JOHN Priston TRUE. 

Ghe Gast Branch of the Penabscat, 

TWO HUNDRED MILES THROUGH MAINE IN A CANVAS CANOB, 

FOURTH PAPER. 

OFTEN thought how easily one could stray from 
camp, and if without a compass, be lost in this 

wilderness, While hunting on Lake Superior, one 

autumn some years since, I endured such an ex- 
perience, and the bitterness of if has always remained 
freshin my memory, While passing over the corduroy 

road of thirteen and a half miles which lies between the 

town of Ontonagon, Michigan, and the Minnesota Copper 

Mines, my attention was allured from the road by the 
melodious whir-a-r-z, whir-r-t-r of 4 brace of partridges. 
Stepping aside into the thicket, I followed as fast as pos- 
sible the retreating sound, and after a tedious tramp 
through briers and swamp, I finally brought them to 
bag. In the excitement of the chase I had given little or 

no haed to the path orj to the clouds that were fast 
gathering overhead. Starting backin the direction I 
supposed the road, I travelled, it seemed to me, double 
the distance that would have revealedit, but no farailiar 

path did I find—in fact, I was amazed in discovering that 
Twas back on the same ground on whien I had started, 

There was no reason in the thing, no reasoning against it. 

The points of the compass had been as clearin my head 
as if 1 saw the needle, but the moment IT was back all 

seemed to ba wrong. The sun, which occasionally re- 
vealed itself, shone out of the wrong part of the heavens, 
T climbed one of the tall trees, but tne very stillness of 
the landscape on which I gazed séemed to mockme, I 
was not a novice in woodcraft, and could follow a trail 
readily, I examined the barlk of the trees to see which 
side was the roughest, and then singling owt a number. 

judged of the point of the compass the ma- 
jority leaned, and plunging into the thicket, made 

another and another attempt, I well knew the danger 
of losing my self-control, and sitting down on a rotten 

log, Lcovered my face with my hands, amd waited until 
J felt calm and self-possessed again. I have no idea how 

long ib was, but whea I arose the sun was nearly obliter- 
ated by the clouds, which soon began to discharge their 
contents, in sympathy for my ill-luck, and to reach my 
destination I must male all speed. 

I immediately struck a ‘‘bee line” in the direction 
which my reveries had designated as the right path, 
blazing the trees with my hunting knife as I hastened 
along, ‘Soon I espied an opening, and dashing onward, 
what was my joy to find the old corduroy road, which 
never looked more welcome in its life. 
FromGrand Lake to the junction of the East with the 

West Branches of the Penobscot it is sixty to sixty-five 
miles, the river being shub in on all sides by lofty moun- 
tains or heavy belts of grand old forests, through which 
the swift river tumbles, with only an occasional sugges- 
tion of the lumberman’s axe. There are eleven conspicu- 
ous falls in thisinteryal, yarying from twenty to sixty 
feet in height, while the charming cascades are too 
numerous to mention. The abrupt descents have the 
names of Stair, Haskell Rock, Grand, Pond Pitch, Hull- 
ing Machine, Bowlin, Spring Brook, Gravel Bed, Whet- 
stone, Griudstone, Crowfoot and Ledge Falls, their 
names in many cases suggesting their wild and rugged 
formation. ' : 
The water swept so swiftly through this section that, 

with the exception of the last twenty miles, if was 
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hardly necessary to use our paddles, bul keeping an eye 
to the rocks in our path we could silently enjoy the 
many loyely changes constantly epening in the land- 
scape. But this also was decidedly the hardest part of 
the entire excursion. At most of these falls oux whole 
camp equipage, provisions and canoes had to be 
“sacked” around the falls from one to twe miles, and in 
many cases there was hard climbing along the steep, 
rocky sides of the mountains which followed the river's 
dal while each one of us carried lis portion of the 
oad, 
For two anda half miles, after leaving Grand Lake, 

one is constantly reminded of the day’s experience on 
Webster Stream, by the furious rapids, and we were 
again obliged to tall into action our “ setting poles.” In 
a drenching rain, we were compelled to land on the 
shore, take the canyas boat into our laps and sew the cuts 
in its surface, laughing at the philosophical Taanner we 
submitted to the circumstance, Along the river's bank 
to the west for many miles, are the lovely Traveler Moun- 
fails, whose rambling appearance and daily companion- 
ship are fully represented by their name, 

Stair Falls, the Quartermaster and myself ran in 
our canvas canoe, but the guides tending their birches 
as if they were glass, dropped them from step to step by 
means of ropes, This fall or cascade is a series of steps 
or stairs, some five in number, each about three feet 
high and two feet apart, the best passage being through 
the channel near the left bank. It isa very choice bit 
of scenery, and one that any artist would greatly desire 
to transfer to canvas and work into endless variety of 
composition. A ten mile passage of the swift river, and 
we reached Grand Falls, which although higher than its 
namesake on Webster River, being followed immediately 
by numerous cataracts, did not soimpress one. Here we 
were obliged to make a portage of three-quarters of a 
mile through the dense woods to the fool of the falls, 
and in a heavy shower went into camp on the opposite 
shore, To the ‘‘camper-out,” a rainy day in the woods 
is among the most disagreeable experiences, even under a 
tight tent, good company and plenty of amusement, But 
increase the difficulties by being forced to be out in the 
storm, and to leaye your canoe at a portage and obliged 
to carry on your back through mud and mire all your 
camp éffects, Through the woods you stumble, pressing 
the wet brauches aside, which, in their recoil, push away 
your rubber clothing from which the buttons are fast dis- 
appearing and the rents appearing, and whose special 
protection is sadly deficient, until repetition of such cir- 
cumstances as thoroughly drenches you as if you had 
been without them, The water is dripping from off your 
hat to your neck and rolling down your back in icy rills, 
The position of your arms in carrying your “kit,” are 
such as to lead a looker-on to imagine you are straining 
hard to fill your sleeves with the rain, which you know 
is. a mistake—bnt there is no help for it. You clutch 
tightly to your rifle, as your pack begins to slip, striving 
to keep the locks from the rain, while your boots have 
been innocently occupied in catching every scanty drop 
which fell from your clothing, and you have every feel- 
ing, if not the appearance of the oft quoted *fdrowned 
rat.” You wouldn’t have your wife or other friend see 
you ab this momen’ for anything, How they would 
langb and hurl at you many of your pet quotations re- 
garding the “ poetry, pleasure and yomance of life in the 
woods,” until you had rather endure another storm than 
their irony. ' 
Then the raising of the wet tent into position, the re- 

peated attempts to start the fire, and the holding of every 
individual fir branch to dry in the flame, before perform- 
ing the duty of bed, Two forked sticks, with one across, 
are placed before the fire, and on them you hang boots, 
socks, blankets, and other articles of your belongings ; 
and while the guides are cleaning your guns you examine 
the provision boxes to see if they have escaped the drench- 
ing. It is amusing how stoical and indifferent one grows 
to these circumstances in the woods, and soon makes but 
little of them, retaining as serene and unrufiled a dispo- 
sition as if they were of no account, while aftera warm 
supper and 4 social pipe they pass from memory, 
Twill not weary the reader by a description of the pas- 

sage of each fall from day to day on our route, some of 
which we ran and past others we “ carried,” letting the 
canoes as before over the difficulties by long ropes from 
the cliffs above, After passing Spring Brook and Gravel 
Bed Falls we paddled through a mile or two of heavy 
‘‘yips” and entered some two miles of ‘*dead water.” 
On turning a beautiful bend in the river, what was our 

surprise to observe the rugged growth of pines gradually 
disappear and the landscape immediately softened by the 
Seocaakion of a dense forest of maple, elm, ash, and 
noble oal: trees, whose gnarled trunks pushed themselves 
far into the stream, their branches overlocking above 
our heads forming a canopy that darkened the water. 

Exclamations of surprise yang from our lips as all the 
canoes in “‘ Indian file” drifted through this enchanting 
bower, and we seoae he to ourselves if in the quiet dress 
ofsummer this is so lovely, what must it be when robed in 
autumunal foliage, oe the mouth of big and little 
Seboois rivers, we pitched our tent on the left bank of 

the river near a place known as Hunt's Farm, The soli- 
tary log-house and barn of Hunt's Farm were erected 
some forty-three years ago, and are located on high 
ground in a picturesque bend of the Penobscot River, 

The house outside is painted red, whitewashed inside, 
with low ceilings, similar to the others mentioned. In 
addition to the cultivation of land near the house, an at- 
tempt was made some time ago to press into tillage as a 
melon patch the side of an adjacent mountain. But the 
fruit, ab soon as they grew heayy and ripened, snapped 
their hold on the vines, rolled down the mountain side 
and were crushed atits base. As can easily be seen, this 
elevated farm was not 4 success ; aud now only the bright 
green foliage of a fresh growth of trees is left to tell the 
melancholy story, Mr, Dunn, who, assisted by three 
other persons, takes care of the place, showed us many 
attentions, supplying us with fresh milk and sugar and 
other delicacies that had been foreign to our fare at camp 
fer many days. The manufacture of birch canoes seerned 
to be one of the industries of the place, an immense one 
being then in process of building for a celebrated New 
York artist, Frederick E, Church, Nsq. This canoe was 
twenty-eight feet long, over four feet wide (midships), and 
when completed would weigh three hundred pounds. 

The artist had recently purchased four hundred acres 
of land over on Milinoket Lake, fifteen miles distant, 
a tributary to the West Branch of the Penobscot River, 
one of the prettiest sheets of water in that vieinity, A 
fine view of Mount Katahdin can be had from this spot, 
and men were to leaye this farm the following day to 
erect there substantial log cabins. 

The ascension of Mount Katahdin can with little difi- 
culty be made from Hunt's Farin, where a convenient 

ride on horseback lands you within two miles of its top, 
I shall not forget the climb of Hunt Mountain, about 
twelve hundred feet high opposite our camp, nor the mag- 
nificent view from its peak. 
With Mr. Dunn as guide, in company with the quarter- 

master, I started to make the ascent on the morning of 
August 24th, To clamber up the steep side of a moun- 
tain in the dense wilderness is an entirely different un- 
dertaking from the following of a ‘‘bridie path” to the top 
of Mount Washington. Cutting stout poles, seven feet in 
length, we set off up the mountain side, catching half 
glimpses of the landscape below, as we swung from tree 
fo tree, and rock to rock, which latter had heen made ex- 
tra slippery by a recent shower, and affer two hours of 
laborious climbing gained the bare but welcome erags at 
the top. The first sensation of the prospect from the sum- 
tit, is simply of immensity. The eye sweeps the vast 
spaces that are bounded only by the haze of distance— 
one vast undulating sea of forest trees, which seemed to 
geome rolling in to the mountain’s base, with only here 
and there the glimmer of a lake or stream, and little to 
break the vision save the farms at your feet, where we 
could just distinguish the white canvas of our camp, To 
the left streteh successive ranges of hills and mountains, 
and at their feet coud be had momentary glimpses of the 
windings of the West Branch of the Penobscot, while te 
ourright was its twin brother the Hast Branch, over 
which we had so recently passed, ils misty falls and cas- 
eades subdued to a level with the surrounding landscape. 
These tivo streamssweep away to the south twenty miles, 
and unite in unbroken union at Medway on their way to 
the sea. Before me arose the cloud-capped peak cf 
Mount Katahdin, 5,885 feet high; Wassataquoilk Moun- 
fain, 5,245 feet high; the lofty Traveler and Sourdna- 
hunk Mountains, whioh, with the exception of the first, 
are wooded to their summits, Buwad seams or slides are 
visible along the surface of old Katahdin, which with its 
triple peaked outline seemed fo look down into the val- 
leysS with a fatherly interest. — The thunder clouds had 
just parted and a beautiful raimbow arched the heayons, 
shedding its colors on the glislenmg outlines of valley 
and mountains, Oh! that we might be left alone tor 
hours (6 watch these changes of the landscape, and hear 
the secret voice and dread revelations of these magnifi- 
cent mountains, 

There are thoughts deep and holy which float through 
one’s mind as, gazing down wpon such a scene, one con- 
trasts the smallness of man with the magnitude of Gad’s 
works, and in the weird silence contemplates the perish- 
able of this world withthe everlasting hills, Alter such 
a prospect of the Hast Branch anil vicinity it almost 
seems as if we ought to bid adieu to this enchanting river 
of. our narrative, but if the future tourist shall desire to 
miakeits acquaintance I would like to guide him safely 
over four other remarkable falls to his journey’s end at 
Mattawamkeag, thirty-two miles below, 
Two miles from Hunt's Farm wacame to what is 

known as Whetstone Falls, a series of high picturesque 
cascades. Here we madea short portage on the right, 
hand side of the stream, then shot across and down a 
very steep pitchof the water close to the left bank and 
landed a portion of our baggage, which we carried to a 
point helow, Then the guides van the heavier part of the 
falls, and after passing the quick boiling water at their 
foot rounded to the shove and reloaded the camp kit, 
which we had ‘‘sacked* over the ledges ab the river's 
bank, Then we passed without accident Grindstony sae 
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Crowfoot Falls, each from ten to twenty feat high, the 
name oft the former being so suggestive by its geological 
formation that the Quartermaster declared that he could 
honestly see the indentation of the axle. Another camp 
seven miles from Metlway, and in themorning we passed 
Ledge Falls, which although the last of the pitches on 
the East Granch, was none the lessinteresting, We pas- 
sengers, to lighten the canoes, strolled along the shore 
gathering brightflowers and cnrious colored stones, while 
the guides, alone in their canoes, ran the caturact, meet- 
ing us in the dead water below. These falls are composed 
of slate of a greyish color, which after the first steep 
pitch form into numerous cascades, produced by the 
sharp ridges of rock which, extending ont into the stream 
from both shores, decrease in height as they approach 
the center. A dark rad stone attracted my attention 
and I waded into the water to secure it, and on regaining 
the canoe soon after, threw it Into my camp pag, little 
dyveamning of the value of my prize. On reaching home 
if was examined by an old and experienced lapidary, and 
proved to be one of the finest pieces of jasper ever found 
in this country. A portion of the stone as qn article of 
jewelry incrusted with the magic words “ Ledge Walls,” 
is highly prized and now wort as a souvenir hy the writer. 

The stream now gradually widens, with a strong but 
noiseless flow ; the mountains retire, and the banks of the 
river are for the most part bordered by foot-nills and 
grassy knolis. Glimpses of civilization begin to dawn as 
we occasionally pass a log-house whose lonesome appear- 
ance is only relieved by the happy faces of children at 
the door, Corn fieids wave their tall stems, while broad 
patches of potatoes (for which Maine is justly celebrated) 
flourish here surprisingly, It isasudden change from 
the forest depths, after a month's camp life, and seems to 
ure us towards home more and more rapidly. 
We are soon at the junction of the Hast and West 

branches at Medway (asmall town on the left bank of the 
Penobscot River, of about four hundred inhabitants), and 
are speeding still faster and faster through the broad 
river to Mattawamkeag on the European & North Amer- 
ican Railroad. We have followed the river in its devious 
windings, from a width of fifteen to now an expansion 
of oyer five hundred feet. We have felt the mysterious 
silence of the wilderness at early morn, or as the twi- 
light lessened and the shadows deepened about the camp, 
only broken by the chirp of the cricket or the weird and 
plaintive ery of the loons on the lake, | 

Our tour has been one of daily excitement filled. from 
first to last with grand old forests, noble waterfalls, pic- 
tivesque lakes and cascades ; a region in which an artist 
might linger many weeks with profit to both eyes and 
brush, while the recuperation to one’s health py the out- 
door life in the dry atmosphere cannot be over-estimated. 

Springing ashore we unjoint our rods, pack up the 
camera, collapse the camyas canoe, and with hearts full 
of thanks to the kind Proyidence which has watched 
over our two hundived mile voyage, we bade adieu to our 
puides, as we do now to the reader, 

THOMAS SEDGWICK STEELE. 
ee 

A WINTER IN LOUISIANA, 
—__ 

© thosewho dwell in high latitudes, and among hills 
and mountains, the first sight of “'Tuckepay’ 

‘county, is suuply a revelation. 
Sige a THe fiaf meadow-like land, threaded Iby in- 
pumerable streams and dotted with millions of tiny lake- 
le(s, all of which streams and Jakelets have a common 
pirentage in some huge, monster-like veservair ; all lying 

sparkling bright in the rays of the winter sun, and all 

seeming 10 lead an aimless existence, and all running no- 
where, and all likewise ending nowhere. 

Such is the Attapakas County, corrupted into “ Tucke- 
paw,” as I saw it one bright winter morning in the year 

of our Lord 1859, ; 

Three years of very hard work in the school-‘oom, sup- 
plemented by an intense desire to become thoroughly ac- 
quainted with Blackstone, Chitty, Greenleaf, and other 
jnusty old files of the legal persuasion, had so shaken me 
physically, that I gladly accepted an inyitation from a 
great-uncle to recuperate myself by shooting and fishing 
in Louisiana fora whole winter, ; 

«Behold of me then!” as our lively French friends 
say, on the good steamer Hlephant, flying on the wings 

of sleamaway from the hyperborean regions of Kentucky 
io the soft skies and Italy-like weather of Southern 

Sar Mua was crowded with the usual motley crowd 
that could then be found on every steamer running on 

the Mississippi, from the planter who made five hundred 
pales, haughty, cool, and contemptucus, down to his 

humble compeer of five bales, ignorant, excitable, and 

umble. 
anion sorty, alas, to record thatthere welemany rogues, 
negro dealers, and gamblers, men who, Jat the South, 

liave ever been regarded as chevaliens a imdustrie, that 
is, gentlemen who live ly their wits; exploiters, who 
lived like princes to-day, blazing in diamonds, and to- 

mérlow. 80 poor as not to lave money to bray a single 

ce the first day or two on a steamer, there are nat- 
nrally formed little cliques of those who are congenial in 

jasle and sefitiment. Among those whose acquaintance 

T formed was one of the most agreeable, the most eccen- 

tric, the most lovable men that it has ever been amy good 
fortune to mest. Dr, C—. of Mississippi—l wonder 
if lie still lives. Should he be alive, ancl see these lines, 

hia will know how much the “Major” loyed him, God 

bless him! real. true gentleman! — 

Dr, C— was a little deaf, and it was a source of iu- 

exhaustable fun to me to invent long imaginary conver- 

salions which various persons held about him F dialogues, 

Lam sorry to say, wanting in the altic salt of the Noctes 

Aimbrosiane, but with enough of malicious personality 10 

exuse the Doctor's black eyes to snap, aud his long black 

beard to curl, a sure sign of anger in him, ; 

Then when any of the parties whom I liad so wilfully 
maligned showed any wealmess (leb us say an antiable 

wealcness) tlie Doctor would pounce upon him, as a lordly 

‘Afvican lion lying in-wait for lus prey, and crunch his 
bones ina linguisie way, so that the innocent yictim telt 
vory ad indeed. 
: er Sa was very fond of card playing, and he and 

the mate of the boat, a burly, course fellow, would often 

play euchre hy the hour, ‘The mate was a bully and a 

coward—no unusual combination, It was during ohe of 
these nocturnal orgies, prolonged until the ‘wee sma 
hours ayant the twal” that the Doctor had very uncere- 
moniously given. the naate the lie, Now, I have not the 
least doubt that the mate lied. Indeed, I am certain that 
he lied, hut at that time in the South every fellow tried 
to consider himself the equal of every one, and tried yery 
hard to make himself and others believe that yha was a 
gentleman. In fact, most of the street fights and bloody 
encounters were with men of this class, who haying uo 
education and no refinement, tried to substitute the pis- 
tol for good manners, and often succeeded in literally 
shooting their way into good society. Ths mate was 
ambitious, and as it was the first time that he had ever 
sat down with gentlemen, now was the time to cover 
himself with glory, 
What was my astonishment next morning, after breal- 

fast, when Dr. C., after giviny mea graphic detail of what 
had transpired the night before, he asked me to stand as 
his second ina duel with the mate which had been ar- 
ranged to come off at Baton Rouge. I agreed readily to 
act as the Doctor's second, with amental reservation 
that he should never meet the mate, bully, coward, and 
no gentleman, if I could by amy means prevent it. At 
that time I was a crack shot with revolver, rifie, or shot 
gun, I owned a pair of Colt’s heavy revolvers, with 
which, by constant practice, I could at thirty yards hit a 
silver half dollar every time, At the next wooding sta- 
tion, seeing the mate on shore directing the sable crew in 
their loading the wood, I buckled on my revolvers and 
strolled carelessly up the bank and entered into conyer- 
sation with the mate, 
About thirty or forty yards from us was a dead oak 

literally covered with wild pigeons. These birds, after 
they have gorgéd themselves on acovns, are very tame— 
often allowing several barrels from a shot gun to be fired 
among them before they will fly. Calling the mate's 
attention to these birds, I asked him if he could 
killoneof them with atevolver. ‘No; and nary man 
on year'th kin do it,” was the immediate reply, Asking 
him to pick out a bird for me, he yery sullenly said : 
“That’n pickin’ hisself will do.” Hardly had he spoken 
when the identical bird fell headlong to the earth. “ Ac- 
cident. by G—d !" burst from his pale lips. ‘Select an- 
other,” and, as before, the bird fellto an unnerring aim. 
Two more, and the frightened birds sailed in a daxiz bluc 
column across the river, ‘* Now,” said I, ‘you know 
well why I haye shot those birds.” The trembling limbs, 
the pallid countenance, and the broken, disjointed utter- 
ance but too plainly told that hedid know. In the most 
cheerful manner I assured him that if any harm should 
befall the Doctor, who, he wellknew, couldn’ hit a barn- 
door with a revolver, that I should be compelled, in the 
interests of good society and aera th to avenge his 
death. I further assured himin a friendly way that the 
shooting which he had just seen me do was a mere baga- 
telle; that at ten paces, at the word, I could drive; the 
head of a tack into a boardevery time. I entreated him 
to throw up a half dollar, that I might show him some 
good shooling—shooting that he might remember. But 
he was effectually cowed, hat evening he withdrew his 
challenge, and the good Doctor never knew the reason. 

But, bless my soul! I started to tellof a winter in Louis- 
lana, 

Tt was ona bright winter morning, then, that pulling 
aside the blinds of my window, I looked out over the 
broad waters of alake that lay glaneing and sparkding in 
the morning sun. Myriads of wild fowl were disporting 
themselves in its waters as if they had never heard the 
roar of ashot gun, “Two pretty little skifts lay dancing 
up and down upon the mimic waves, while innumerable 
battetue and * dug outs” completed the marine force, or 
navy of the lake. > 

Dressing myself, I hastened" down stairs, and on the 
landing below found my uncle, aunt and cousins waiting 
to greet ne, and make me feel at home, In ten minutes 
Tifelt perfectly ai home, and I was soon established as 
amt de maison. 
My uncle had married, years before, a lady of French 

extraction. His career had been, in old Kentucky, a not 
infrequent one. Born to immense wealth, fine horses, 
dogs, guns and cards had absorbed it all, and Uncle Gus 
woke one fine morning to find himself a ruined man. 
The Cotton States at that time were the refuge of ruined 
Kentuckians, whose genial manners, whose general bon- 
hommie made them favorites in every circle. My uncle 
had resolyed upon a new start in life, and as a prelimin- 
ary hail married a French heiress, So well had he pros- 
nered, thab when I came to Louisiana to spend miy win- 
er, he owned three plantations and about two hundred 
and fifty negrees. Isay ‘‘about,” for what Southerner 
ever knew his exact number of “ niggers” ? 
My aunt’s father liad been a nobleman of the old 

regime in Prance, and very stately and proud, yet with 
what a kind heart let these lines bear witness, Three 
stalwart sons and two blooming ete completed the 
household; the sons, taught m all field sports and 
French ; the daughters, as was usual in the South, taught 
much more, yet modest and unaftected as children, 

Surely, thought I, as [sat down. to my first breakfast, 
‘s my lines are cast in pleasant places.” f 
A saildle of venison, relic of yesterday’s dinner, broiled 

quail, lecassé. stewed duck, fried perch, corn cakes and 
cafe du lait, made up a most appetizing hreakfast to 
which I did full justice. Here for the first time I saw 
flowers on the table at brealsfast. ‘ ; 
Thad brought my own gun with me, a Westley-Rich- 

avds, No. 12, alarge guage al that time, a hard hitting, 
closé shooting weapon, superior in all things to the mod- 
em breech-loader, except in facility of loading, My 
cousins had guns of French make, serviceable guns 
enough, but apt to get shaky and unreliable at more than 
fifty yards. Wespent that day upon the lake and Tem 
ashamed to say how many ducks fell to my gun, Sutiice 
it to say that ib was slaughter, Thousands wpon tliou- 
sands of ducks, brant and geese were continually circling 
over our heads, and he had but small skill in shooting 
who could not have filled his skiff, much less game bag, 
in @ day's shooting, 
Nowhere in the world can there be found such fine 

shooting and fishing as can be found in tho lakes and 
bayous of Southern Louisiana. ‘Phere issomething apall- 
invly grand about some of the lakes. Giant cypresses, 
wreathed to their towering summits with the funereal- 
looking gray moss, stand like pyramids rather than trees, 
while the wind waving the moss gives it a fantastic and 

weird resemblance ata distance to floating banners, or 
the sails of preatphantom ships gliding’ along noiselessly 
far away over the sea. Then the streains, too, dar, 
secret and mysterious, seetn to hold within their prisoned 
depths of dread secrets, davk, unfathomable, apall- 
ing. Then, too, the forms of animal life are as varied «s 
the scenery. Rank upou rank in serried colimns stand 
the roseate spoonbill and the crested crane, melancholy, 
sedate and silent. Squitvels, black, red and grey, jump 
from tree to tree and violently scold the intruder npon 
their domain, long held by prescriptive richt; alligators, 
widely an deceitfully smilling, bask in the atushine 
upon thousands of decaying logs, or swim along lazily, 
the tips of their noses just aboye the water, looltine like 
old stumps or huge limbs of trees, During this same 
winter Thad anadventure with their alligatorships wlich 
Hearly cured me of all desire to hunt them, One fine 
eyening my cousin Herbert proposed that we should rida 
over to a lake sume miles distant which we had never be- 
fore visited, Taking ourrifles, we were soon spee(ling onr 
way along tothe lake, On our way thither my cousin 
informed me that the alligators im (hat particular lake, 
from some cause, were the most ferocions (hat le had 
ever seen. There were wild stories afloat among the 
negroes, he told me, of acruel planter who made his re- 
fractory slaves wade into the lake and fight the allica- 
tors, by which many of them were Killed and eatin, 
“They certainly have hada taste of man," said Herbert, 
laughing, ‘tand you must watch out, for they are the 
biggest that 1 haye ever seen, and the most of them.” 
Presently we came in sight of the lake, of which, from 
its very singular appearance, I often dream to this day; 
Imagine a deep cirenlar basin lower tlian the lowland 
around it, containing pérhips a thousand acres, 

Not a tree could be seen in the lake, but ils banks were 
thickly clothed with gigantic, funereallooking cy presses 
waying their banners of Spanish moss in the still eveninw 
air, Dark, deep and sullen, it seemed a fit ahode for 
monsters of allkinds. Dismounting at some distance 
from the lake, for fear that the alligators might eat our 
ponics, we walked down to its banks, Neyer shall I fur- 
get the sight that met imy gaze. On every logy and their 
thousands of limbs there were allipators—a very nivict- 
mare of alligators. Cold, dark, slinmiy and cruel as the 
wiuters themselves, the whole svuenescemed the realization 
ofa horrid dream, The alligator isa very lenacious ani- 
joal of life, and nothing less than a halt ounce bal 
planted in the eye or under the foreleg is inmediately 
fatal, That they eat each other I do not aver, but that 
they willtear wounded ones to pieces, I know, My cousin 
Herbert seeing some very rare white cranes on tlie opjie- 
site side of the lake, left me, and I waiked outinto the lake 
upon two huge cypresses that had fallen across each 
other, and from that yantage ground I opened the-bat|ie, 
At first I shot very ooolly, and every shot fold, but JInim- 
dreds of others, attracted by the smell of blood, lashed 
the waterinto foam, and rising beneath my yery feet 
flared at me with hungry, baleful eyes, as if they would 
like to tear me to pisces, as they did with their wounled 

; companions. 
All this made me a little nervous, and haying made a 

shot at one very large, vicious-looking fellow, which only 
enraged him, while loading my rifle I saw a huge one on, 
the Jog behind me. Inch by inch the dreadful reptile 
crept toward me. My hands trembled so that my fingers 
would not hold the percussion cap which T yainly tied to 
pub on the tube, Another moment, and T would huve 
been in reach of his tail, and would have heen swept into 
the lake to be torn into pieces by the Intmery monsters 
who seethed and boiled at my feet. At this instant the 
sharp crack of a rifle rang in my ears, anc 1 suw—yes, Tit 
erally saw the ball strike the monster in the eye, and ibe 
next) moment he fell dead as a stone from thelog, To 
hurry to the shore, to grasp my cousins hand, 
to thank him for nity life, redeemed from a death 
too horrible to contemplate calmly, was bub a me- 
ments work, On our way home he told me that 
when 2 boy, shooting alligators in this lake, the 
party had been compelled to desist, for the alligators pur- 
sued them on land, From that eventful eveniny I Jost all 
desire to hunt alligators ; and excepi an occasional shot 
atone who was too saucy, I confined my shooting during 
the rest of my stay to legitimate game, 

Reared, as I have been, in a country in which the deer 
had been almost exterminated, the number and beguiy of 
these interesting animals was ever a wonder aud a joy to 
me. You might ride through the tall and maited erass 
for hours, and perhaps mot see a single deer; yét, al the 
crack of a rifle, you could see many hundreds of heads 
peering above the tall grass and weeds, seeking to ascur- 
tain your exact location, 
Well do L remember my first dear hunt. Though every 

one in that county practised “‘still” hunting, or stulking,, 
my cousins, Herbert and Kobert, had procured a sill 
pack of deer hounds of the old Virginia breed, short- 
legged, dew-lapped, large bodied dogs, whose ancesturs 
liad doubtless pulled down many a gallwit stag in merry 
old England. 
Everything having been arranged the evening before, 

at an uncomfortably early hour in the morning you are 
roused from sweet dreams by a bright light in your eyes, 
and a gentleman of the African perstasion (leinands in 
the tone of a privilege] domestic: "Is you gwine deer 
drivin’ dis mawanin’ ¢” 
Asa dim remembrance of the enthusiasm of tho pre- 

vious night, stimulated doubtless by my uncle's tine 
claret, dawns upon you, you hurriedly don your shoutmy 
jacket_and go down. A substantial breakfast, but no 
stimulants, for your hand must be steady, to-day, with a. 
wild blast from a lunting bugle, and a chorus of yells 
from the dogs intermingled with the shill cries of al the 
little niggers on the place; with a wild whoop and a 
sweeping gallop, we are all off to the hunting yrommnils. 

Faint streaks of the rosy dawn light up the eastera sly 
as youware posted at your “stand” on the banks of a wide, 
deep streain, and you are tol in a confidential whisper 
that sometimes as many as twenty deer dash through 
that place in order to etoss the stream and getaway from 
the deep mouthed thunder that 50 fiereely and relent- 
lessly pursued them behind. Shivering to your very mar- 
row, for the morning air here is Cold, you sibdoyn on the 
gnarled root of a huge magnollaaud (fy to think of all the 
good you have done and all the evil; wisilisfactory 
book-kneping, wilh the balance on the wrong side; so 
you stop that and recall all that you haye ever read about 
deer hunting, ‘Chevy chase, chevy chase!” therefrain 
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rings in your ears over anil over again like the monoton- 
ous Ghiming of bells, Ha! what lovely lady was that, 
clothed in dress of darkest green, whomiraculously swept 
along ou her mille white steed on the surface of the river. 
Ha! you wake with a starfandrub your eyes, butinstead 
of the lovely lady there is nothing but the dark rolling 
river, 
Hots pass on, the sun mounts high up the heavens, 

and stillno deer. You begin to think that this hunt will 
be a most unmitigated failure! Hark! faintly borne 
upon the morning breeze, the dying notes of an organ ! 
Whileyou are wondering what in theworld an organ can 
ha playing out here in the wilderness for, you hear asharp 
yell of exuitation, and in another instant a herd of deer, 
heads laid back npon their necks, antlers glancing and 
waving in the morning sun, burst upon your enchanted 
sight, and make stvaight for you. You try to count them, 
and mentally resolve that the big buck who leads the 
herd so gallantly shull fall to your unerring aim, Brother 
sportsmen, dost thou recall the first deer that thou in thy 
cillow time didst try to shoot? Alas! all remember the 
delicious tingling that runs down your spine and the super- 
natural Goolness with which you cock both barrels and 
take the most deliberate aim. There is a responsive roar 
from the good Westley-Richards, loaded with fifteen buck 
shot in eath barrel, and ab twenty yards you speculate 
how many of the afovesaid shot have riddled that gallant 
old back, By St. Bride of Bothwell! there he goes across 
the river, breasting (he tide as though he were amphibi- 
ous, aud you fire the remaining barrel im sheer dispera- 
dion at alittle fawn who kicks up his heels derisively as 
the shot go whistling through the branches of the tree 
over your head| You commence loading, and your fin- 
gers twitch 50 neryously that you tunnot cut off the pow- 
qerin the flask! ‘he tact is, you have had 2 severe at- 
tack of ‘‘ buck ager” and have missed with both batrels. 
The dogs come up and eye you reproathfully, and at ihe 
sound of the horn they dash back and you load your gun 
and sit down lo severe meditation upon the deceitfulness 

of all things sublunary, 
The sun mounts higher and higher up the heavens; 

you fall into a dreamy mood, half waking, half sleeping, 
Wher all at once so close that they seem at your very 
ears the full ery of the pack of the deepsnouthed dogs. 
You are calm now; supervaturally calm, and now as 
another herd dashes through the canes, and you glance 
very full down the land as you select an old buck, the 
pride of the front. Again the good Westley-Richards 
Tesponds to your pull, and you haye the satisfaction of 
seeing the old buck turn a complete somersault ; and you 
turn as coolly as in quail shooting to knock over with the 
sscond barrel a yonug ‘‘spike” buck, gayly prancing to- 
wards the river, 

Never again will you have the ‘*‘buck ager" any more 
than yon would have the ‘‘quail ager.” You are gradu- 
ated now. and may perhaps become Hmirifus Professor. 
Your companions rejoin you, a-™ fter an unmerciful 
chafing for having missed the first two, you wend your 
way home as the evening shadows lengthen, tired, hun- 
gry, proud and happy, and so ends your first day’s shoot- 
ng af deer in the **Tuckepaw” country of Louisiana, As 
one days shooting is much like another, lef me make this 
one stand for all, 
Perhaps in no country in the world could there be found 

so much genuine hospitality and so much Arcadian sim- 
icity as coull be found in Southern Louisiana, Iso- 
ated frum the world, these could he in their perfection 
the siniple manners and tastes of which the poets have 
written so much aud of which they knew solitile, Old- 
fashioned lionesty, old-fashioned courtesy, and white- 
handed faith were linked jogether among these French, 
these children of pavents who knew France in her best 
and worst days: when to be a French gentleman was to 
have a passport to all society ; when to be a French peas- 
ant was to lie poor and down-trodden and humble—all 
this ; and these had left their impress upon these people, 
putin 4 modified degree, The gentleman had insensibiy 
Jost his arrogant, overbearing manners; the peasant his 
huinble, crinying ways; intermarriage and free inter- 
course had changed both classes for the better, softening: 
the one and elevating the other. 

Fond of innocent amusement, a dance would get all 
the young people wild with excitement and pleasure, It 
was a pleasurable sight to see all thé youths and all the 
qmaidens arrayed in a decorous row, each set occupying 
for thie nones its own side of the room; and then to see 
the old grey-headed negro who played the fiddle, and the 
younger and less ambitious who played ‘‘de banjo;” 
supported by a gayly ribboned tambourine and a ‘* bones,” 
was a sight indeed! Only on gala nights, when there 
was to be * High Jinks,” indeed, did {he band muster so 
sirong : on other nights the fiddle and the banjo consti- 
tuted the sole musical resource, Very pleasant and very 
funny these dances, as Iwell know, for I was often 4 
participant in them, I remember one “High Jinks” 
night that I had been enjoying myself as only youth 
can enjoy, for [had been the flattered recipient of more 
innocent kisses than If had ever hoped in my wildest 
dreams. One little girl, about stxteen, whom I had 
named on sight Rose de Teche, was particularly promi- 
nent in paying and making others pay the forfeits which 
were the penaliy for any mistake made in some foolish 
yet gleeful and heartsome gaine in which we were all 
engaged, As a forfeit, Thad to kiss the Rose de Techie. 
‘Ag Traised my face from hers my eyes encountered a 
pair of keen black eyes, sparkling with hatred and 
anger. Now, I bad often nade the youths at these 
dances very jealous and T was as careless with this one 
as 1 had been about the vest. But bis look, in spite of 
myself, haunted me, and I felt here was aman far above 
the average of those gay and thoughtless youths whose 
sweethearts I lad danced with and into whose ears f 
liad poured many times soft nothings and softer non- 
sense, Later in the evening I was introduced to this 
gentleman, whomT had never before met, “ Monsieur 
seems a vei'y general favorite with the ladies and seems 
to abandou limsell to tle pleasures af the dance; but, 
what do I say; monsieur is of a gallantry the most pro- 
found and of a politeness the miost enchanting!" In 
perfect French, with peculiar accent on the word ** gal- 
lantry,” and a very slight hiss on the ‘essa’! * dinpol- 
ilesse,” 1 knew that theve was to bea fight, and 1 vather 
glovied in thought that T could knools this lithe and 
tall young scion of Lu belle France into “smithereens,” 
for L had been taught boxing. The only danger was that 
he might have aJsnife, or pistol, But when 1 looked full 

into his eye T saw no assassin there; only an offended 
lover, but a gentleman, 

“Surely Monsieur does not object fo my enjoyment! 
And himself will say that politeness towards ladies is a 
very necessary accomplishment ; and if the beau sex re- 
gard him with eyes of favor it is not his fault.” In fault- 
less Mrench, and with the accent on those words that I 
knew would sting, without a word he left the room and 
J followed him, ‘There was au open space in front of the 
house, With hat and coat off, standing in the moonlight, 
he presented a perfect picture of aman. Hedid not sive 
me long time to admire the picture, hut with head low- 
ered he made a rush at me to buti me, suvh being the 
mode of altack among the French Creoles, 
Unaccustomed entirely to such a mode of attack, he 

tan his head into my stomach with such violence that 
my whole internal arrangements were yery much discom- 
posed, and I measured my full length on the ground, 
With a want of chivalry that T hope was due to defective 
education, he immediately sprang on me and very uncer- 
emoniously commenced pulling my hair and gouging me. 
To disengage myself from him, to spring to my feet, and 
get ready for hin was but the work of amoment. Again 
he lowered his head and came at me, but this time I was 
prepared. To administer a right and left facer, to see 
him #o to grass with a dull, heavy thud, tostep aside, and 
not jump on him, oceupied but another moment. 

Again and again, and yet again, and the last time the 
hlow is so heavy that my brave foenian lies still and mo- 
tionless, a heap of black, contrasted with the bright 
moonlight, At that very time the door opened and my 
little Rose de Teche came on the scene, To fall across 
the body of her inanimate lover, to utter scream after 
secrenin, and ciel! after ciel! was the rather irrational 
conduct of this little French girl. Soon all the revellers 
mate their appearance, and a little cold water haying 
been applied to the prostrate hero he was able to sit up 
and answer some of the innumerable questions that were 
showered upon him by his sweetheart. / 

“JT fought this gentleman” (pointing to me), ‘and he 
knocked me.” Assor/ ‘f enough.” 
our years after, during one of the fiercest battles of 

the war, [ was riding across a portion of the ground over 
which the firht had been most obstinate. A voice weal 
and plaintive called my name. Dismounting, lapproached 
a captain of artillery who had been propped against a 
tree, and so left until the ambulance could come for him, 
What was my surprise to find in him my quondain foe, 
whom Thad fought on that moonlight night about the 
Tose de Teche. With awarm grasp of the hand and an 
enormous drink of apple brandy I left him, for pressing 
duties called me elsewhere. On inquiry some months 
afterwards I leamed that after losing an arm he had re- 
tired from service, to ba enfolded in the beauteous arms 
of the Rose de Teche, whom he married soon after getting 
home, 

Sr, CLAIR, 
ee 

NOTES FROM NORTHERN TEXAS. 
—_.>_—_—_ 

GAINSVILLE, Tex., Jen., 1880, 
Y Jast was from Denison. <A railroad leads from 
that place to this (40 miles), called the Denison and 

Pacific, It stops short at Gaimsyille, buti points bravely 
toward the Pacilic. When it will reach that sea is one of 
the uncertain things, This road was built by the 
energy ani capital of one man, Mr. R. 8, Stevens, of St. 
Louis, Finding af last that the job was too big for him, 
he sold luis road to the Missouri, Kansas and Vexas Rail- 
yoad ata good round price, That conrpany will extend 
the roatl as rapidly as possible still further West. If will 
pass througha grand country, rapidly fillmg up with a 
srand people—a country of immense fertility—a country 
in which any man can soon become independent, if he 
is worth a row of pins, 
From Denison here the country is mostly a rolling, 

‘Hlack waxy” prairie, about six hundred feet above the 
sea, and a belt of timber calied the Cross Tips, but some 
fifteen milesin width, intervenes. The timber is mostly 
post oak, and the soil adark, sandy sort, evidently con- 
taining a good deal of iron. The finest stone in this soil 
isa thin sandstone, filled with iron, <A few feet beneath 
this come the limestonés of the prairies, This timber 
is usually productive—remarkably so in the bottoms ; 
bul it is not suitable for wheat. Ibis also very fine for 
grapes and fruits, particularly the pear and the peach. 
Nature has supplied these sandy, timbered lands with an 
inexhaustible fertilizer of the very kind they most need ; 
bul man’s labor must apply it. The limestone, which is 
found everywhere only a few feet under the surface, is 
soft, containing’ a good dealof magnesia. This on ex- 
posure to the air soon falls into a powder, It is indeed 
nothing but a very rich marl, and everyone here can get 
as much of itushe wants at very little expense, I state 
that this marl stone may be found under the sandy lands 
everywhere. I state so because I have observed wells at 
sevelal various parts of the timber belt, and they all show 
the marl, The black prairies are fine for wheat, as well 
as cotton, corm and other grains. The population is be- 
coming too dense for stock. Still, every farmer can 
easily Garry a good Iunch of cattle, whose mills, butter 
and heef should add handsomely to hisineome. Plent 
of good land still to be lad in this regionfrom $5 upward, 

Gainsville is an odd stick ofa place; population about 
3,000, but crowded with people day and mght; a groat 
place for paloous, restaurants and jimeracks. It being 
the terminus of a railroad reaching out into the West, 
thousands of people come here from the remote frontier 
to trade, dressed in blonses, broad hats, booted and 
spurred, ‘They do not look as if they had just jumped 
out of a bandbox, They would not appear to good ad- 
vantage ina balloon on Fitth ayenue j yet they ave not 
a bad folls for all that. They are social, hospitable, 
polite, often very intelligent. They are not a pleasant 
people to gef into a fuss with, as they don’t Inow any 
bebter Ulan to hurt somebody when they go lolighting, 
But there is no need of anybody having a fuss with them 
unless he cultivates it. Then he can be accommodated 
jn short order, I haye lived with this class of people 
months and montis, and neyer had anything but pleas- 
ant times with them. I am now speaking of the fron- 
liersmen who own property and have families. Ido not 
refer to those graceless yagabonds, the cow-boys. Their 
company is not desirable, though not half so dangerous 
as itis usually accredited to be. I see a good many of 
these cow-boys here, They make things merry some- 

times in the drinking-saloons and brothels when they 
getdrunk, Ag for the citizenship about Gainsville, they 
are a very good-appearing people, quite as much so as 
anywhere else, This whole country is filling up with a 
very vigorous people, mainly from Indiana, Illinois, Ken- 
tucky aud Missouri, 

Met Mr, Geo. H. Ragsdale, who lives here, and whose 
name is known to many of the readers of Forms? AND 
Srruam. He went with me on a jaunt oyer the cowitry 
tospy ont the fauna, flora, soils, ete. Thocountry is gen- 
erally tertiary, but cretaceous rocks with ammonites 
often crop out on the hills. The East Trimity, near 
Gainsville, flows over a vast bed of ammonites and cor- 
als, Quail are very abundant, aud they are different from 
those in South Texas, being larger, They are, I think, 
the Ortyx virginianus ; whilein South Texas we have the 
tevanus. tis strange that these birds do not pass into 
the region of each other and intermix, but they do not, 
Nobody ever say an Ortye virginianusin South Texas, 
nor an Ortyw tewanus in North 'lexas, 

Mr. Ragsdale is devoted to ornithology, and is prepar- 
ing a work on our Texas birds, He is wasting a good deal 
of valuable ammunition by writing notes on ornithology 
for a little paper which probably hus not three hundred 
readers, I tried to persuade him to send his noles to For- 
HST AND SrRwAM, and he promised to send some. He has 
quite a collection of stuffed Texas birds, I learned more 
from him on the subject of birds than I eyer knew before, 
We had a furious “ wet Norther” on us while out, but 
this did not chill ourardor in the pursuil of secience—quem 
tu Melpoiene—but ft forbear, 

In my last I said something of the projection of carbon- 
iferous fossils into cretaceous rocks in Texas, Near 
this place I foundmany pretty fossils of what I take 
to be sniall cyeads. Lhave no books with me, and am not 
sure whether this fossil plant in other regions rose above 
the crustaceans, or éven so high ; yeb I find ib here im- 
bedded in tertiary rocks, 

Don't think this is much of a fish country, The only 
fish I have seen here for sale are cats, perch, and suckers 
though Mr. Ragsdale tells me the black bass is abundant 
in ust Trinity, Here issomething remarkable; how can 
you account for if? Men who have Jong liyed on it tell 
me there is not a gamedish in Red River, and that noman 
ever caught a yaine fishin if, Yet whenever the river 
in an overflow cuts a lake in the bottoms, as it often 
does, thatlake in a short tine becomes swarining with 
black bass, Hundreds are ready to testify to the truth 
ef this. The water of Red Riveris usually much discol- 
ored with sediment, The lakes in the bottoms along its 
margins are clear, N. A, Ty 

diatural History. 
ee 

Do Bnack SNsKes Ear Fisu?—In discussing’ this 
question no little confusion has arisen.in the writings of 
some of our correspondents, not naturalists, who haye 

confounded the true black snake, or racer (Baseanion), 
with dark forms of other genera, especially Trapidonotus, 

We have reeeived « number of communications in- 

stancing the capture of fish by the black snake, but in 

almost every case inquiry has shown that if was to the 
blacle water snake, and not to the true black snake, that 

reference was had. An Ohio cotrespondent, ‘“G. H.,” 
has recently given us quite a detailed account of the cap- 

ture of fish by what was evidently a Tropidonotus, 
ak Se Me 

THE ENGLISH SPARROW PoLYdAnous.—I aim permitted 
to publish the following extracts from a letter addressed 
by Mr. Peter Walker to Prof. 8, P. Baird :— 

“ The English sparrows are not a bird that pairs; they 
approach the domestic fowlin a cock having several hens, 
Knapp’s difficulty with a pair producing thivteen young 
was due to his not observing the nuniber of hens in ona 
nest. Bishop Stanley also saw that there was sonething 
he could not explain. 1 have a tree about ten feet from 
my window, with three boxes info which I can look, in- 
habited by a cock sparrow with four hens. Iput wp one 
box in 1878, and suspected that the possessor was a, biga- 
mist, As the other boxes were put up themale took pos- 
session with another female, That this has not been ob- 
sorved before, I attribute to the likeness between them 
being so great. Twas never perfectly sure of it till T got 
them together, but now Isee that a flock of sparrows, 
like a flock of chickins, has a malo with several females,” 

ELLIOT COUES. 
_—_ 

Tum LINNEAN Sociery or NEw York.—In the Lin- 
nean Society the present winter the interest of previous 
seasous is maintained and some good work has been 
accumiplished, At recent meolings various papers of in- 
terest aud yalue have been read, including the followme : 
Some remarks from a local standpoint on the family 
Silyicolidee, or American warblers, by Ma. H. P, Bicknell. 
Tn the paper it was shown that to none of the families of 
birds represented in our immediate neigliborhood are we 
indebted for a greater number of species than to this, 
Thirty-eight species, including one yariety (Dendroeca 

palmarum pulmearwnt) heretofore unknown from the 
Mlate, were given as haying occurred, seventeen of which 
have been known to breed. These inchide such species 
as ITelmitheyus vernivorus, LHelninthophaya pinus, 
Myiodioctes mictralus, Siuas motacitid, Oporomis 
Jormosa, and Parula cnertednn, It was stated that in 
certain localities, in the spring, the songs of ile first five 
of these might be heard at almost the same instant, The 
loeul distribution of certain species was also dwelled 

Migrating species remaining in the spring into upon, Thee . 4 
June were M. Cancdensis, G. piriladelphia wid D, 
slriata. Mo. WH. A, Mearns read an installment of a 
paper on the Batvachans of Uie iudson Wighlands. A 

veneral reyiew of the anatomical characteristics of the 
class was given, followed by a list of species of the order 

Anuta which had been observed. Wight species were 

recorded, with motes on their characteristics and habits, 

Mr. S. D, Osborne read a list of birds of the order Rap- 

tores, which spend Lhe breeding season, on Long Island, 

in whiel: ibwas noled that tho mabtiled owl, moss hawk, 

sharp-shinned, coopers, red-shouldered, retl-tailed, pnt 

fish-hawkas breed with some regularity ; the great horny: 



é 

long-eared and- barred owls, the broad-winged and spar- 
row hawks, and the white-headed eagle breed rather 
zarely, while no} positive breeding record was given for 
the short-eared, or Acadian owls. 

Mr. L. §. Foster read a list of |birds observed the past 
season near Cloister, N. J., on the Hackensack River, and 
at Greenwood Lake, Among these the chewink (Pipilo 
erythrophthalmus) was mentioned as having been cap- 
tured Feb, 22d, 1879. Mr. C. H, Eagle read a paper re- 
viewing our present knowledge of the pallid sparrow 
(Passerculus princeps), and mentioning the capture of 
two specimens at Rockaway, L. L., January, 1880, Mr. 
Eagle, though recognizing the conspicuous characters of 
the bird, was inclined to favor the view of its being a 
variety of P, savanna. Ten specimens of this sparrow 
are now recorded from Long Island, the most southern 
point at which it has been detected. 

——=—=--<ae—__— 

NOTES ON SOME BIRDS BREEDING IN 

COLORADO, 

The following brief notes are from observations made 

during the season of 1879 in the vicinity of the Goodnight 

Ranch on the Arkansas River, five miles above Pueblo. 

Thaye included in the list only such species as were 
actually seen breeding. The number of species resident 
during the spring and summer in the locality is compar- 

atively small, but the greater part of those breeding are 
very common :— 

Turdus migratorius—Robin ; common ; breeds, 
Mimus polyglottus—Mocking-bird ; breeds abundantly ; 

usually nests in a cactus or a cedar. 
Sialia artica—Arctic blue-bird ; a fow pairs observed 

breeding in holes and trees and crevices in the rocks; a 

nest found April 30th in a hole in the side of a stump was 
built of grass, and contained five young birds just 

hatched. 
Polioptila ecerulea—Blue-gray gnat catcher; found a 

nest in a cedar, June 22d, containing two young and a 

cow-bird’s egg. 
Salpinctes obsoletus—Rock wren ; breeds in great num- 

bers in holes in banks and crevices in rocks, A nest 

found, May 22d,in a hole in a bauk, was placed three 

¥oches from the entrance, and built of grass lined with 
horse hair. It contained six eggs. 
Dendroeca estiva—Summeyr yellowbird ; breeds com- 

monly in the river botton:. 
Teteria virens, var., longicauda—Long-tailed chat; 

breeds abundantly. Nests in the low bushes along the 
river. First nest with eggs taken June 2d; usual number 

of eggs three—occasionally four. 
Hirundo horreorwm—Barn swallow ; a few seen breed- 

ing about buildings. 
Petrochelidon lunifrons—Eaye swallow; breeds in 

large colonies on the rocky sides of the bluffs along the 

river. i}; 
Collurio ludovicianus, var., evcubitoroides—W hite- 

rumped shrike ; breeds commonly among the cedars on 
the bluffs. 

Carpodacus frontalis—Crimson-fronted finch; breeds 
in great numbers; nests in trees, cacti and old barn 
swallows’ nests. 

Ohrysomitris psaltria—Arkansas goldfinch; a few 
pairs observed breeding; a nest found, June 2ist, 
was about five feet from the ground in the forks 
of alimb of a small elm, The nest was built of fine 

ass and weeds, mixed with cottonwood down and 
lined with the down and fine strips of grapevine bark. 
It measured two and one-half inches in diameter outside ; 
inside, one and three-fourth inches; depth outside, two 
and one-half inches; inside, one inch; eggs five, similar 
to those of ©. tristis, Sept. 18th 1 found a nest which 
the young birds were just leaving. 
Pooecetes gramineus, var. ,confinis— W estern grass finch; 

breeds in great) numbers. I found one nest in a cactus a 
foot from the ground, and another in a cedar six feet 
from the ground, built on top of an old mecking-bird’s 
nest. One set of five eggs taken, 
Goniaphea melanocephala—Black-headed grosbeak } a 

few seen breeding, 
Cyanospiza anoena—Lazuli finch ; breeds abundantly, 
Pipilo fuscus—Brown towhee; common resident 

throughout the year; usually nests in a cactus, One 
found, April 29th, was placed in a cavity in the top of a 
dead cedar eight feet from the ground, Nests built of 
weeds and grass and lined with hair. Eggs, three; one 
laid each day until the set is complete. 

Agelaeus pheniceus—Red-winged blackbird ; breeds in 
at mumbers along the river. 

Icterus bullockii—Bullock's oriole; breeds abaundantly. 
' Pica hudsonica—American magpie ; breeds commonly ; 
usual number of eggs, seven, 

Tyrannus carolinensis—Kingbird ; common ; breeds. 
Tyrannus verticalis—Arkansas flycatcher; great num- 

bers breed. ed 
Chordeiles virginianus, var., Heiwryi—Weatern niglit- 

hawk ; very common ; breeds, 
Ooceyzus americanwus—Y ellow-billed cuckoo ; one nest 

with two eggs taken. 
Melanerpes erythrocephalus—Red-headed woodpecker ; 

yare; only one pair seen breeding. 
Colaptes mexicanus—Red-shatted woodpecker ; breeds 

commonly. Took five eggs from a hole April 27th, arid 
May 4th took seven more from the same hole. 

uleo sparverius—Sparrow hawk; common; breeds in 
holes in frees and crevices in rocks. 
Zencidura carolinensis—Carolina dove ; very common ; 

breeds. . ; 
Aegialitis vociferus—EKilldaer plover; breeds abun- 

dantly in the river bottom. 
Tihace WN. ¥., dan, Thi, 1880, Huewan W. Nasu. 

——.- 

Names WanTrD.—We should be pleased to have the 
writers who used the following signatures send us their 
proper names: “ W. B.,” Sept. 11th, 1879 ; ‘*_ Issaquina,” 
Sept. 18th, 1879; ‘*G, G.H., Jr.,” Aug, 23, 1877 5 R. PB. 
G,," Jan, 29th, 1874; ‘J. F.,” Sept. 14th, 1876; “PF. 5, 
B,,” April 9th, 1874; °C. 8, W.,” Dec, 16th, 1875, 

common migrant; arrives May 2d to 10th, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

THE BIRDS OF CHESTER COUNTY, PA. 

BY BE. HARRY WARREN. 

(Continued.) 

"0, Dendrotea virens, Baird—Black-throated green 
oe 

warbler; 

Ui, D. townsendii, Baird—Townsend's warbler. Of this species 
in Chester County little is known. Mr, €. D, Wood, of Philadelphia, 

May 12th, 1863, killed near Coatesville, Pa.,a male of this species. 
The specimen was sold to Mr. Turnbull, of Philadelphia, and 

after his death jyas purchased by Barney Hoopes. Philadelphia, 

The bird, IT have been informed, is now in possession of John 

Krider, Philadelphia. 
78. D. canadensis, Baird—Black-throated blue warbler; com- 

mon migrant ; arrives May Sth to 12th. 
79. D. coronala, Gray—Y¥ellow-crowned warbler; common mi- 

grant; arrives April th to 18th. 
80. D. blackburnie, Baird—Blackburnian warbler; somewhat 

rare; arrives May 6th to 25th. Mr. William B. Hughes, of Phoonix- 

ville, Pa., has a nestand threeeggs takenin thiseounty. <A letter 

sent me by Mr, Hughes contains the appended mention relative 
to the find: “ The old birds were not shot, but were seen al a very 

little distance, and there can be no possible mistake,” = J 

81. D. castanea, Baird—Bay-breasted warbler ; irregularly rare ; 

arrives April 27th to May 14th. —' 

82. D, pennsylvanica, Baird—Chestnut-sided warbler; arrives 

May 4th to 15th; numerous migrant. I saw two of these birds the 
25th of June, 1816 ; another was obseryed July Ist. The plumage 

of the first-mentioned appeared worn. From this fact, as well as 

the late occurrence, I am inclined to think they occasionally 

breedhere. ~ 
83. D. coerulea, Baird—Caerulean warbler; rare migrant, ar- 

riving May 3d to 12th. 

gi. D. striate, Baird—Black-poll warbler; abundant migrant ; 

arrives May 18th to 25th. 
8h. Dendreece wstive, Baird—Yecllow warbler ; common ; arrives 

May Ist to 10th. 
86. D. maculosd, Baird—Black and yellow warbler; migrant ; 

irregularly abundant ; arrives May 10th to 18th, 

81, D. tigrina, Baird—Cape May warbler ; rare migrant; arrives 

May 6th to 20th. 
88. D. palmarum, Baird—Yellow-red poll; abundant migrant ; 

April 20th to 3th. 
89, D. superciliosd, Baird—Y cllow-throated warbler; yery rare 

migrant. 7 
90, D. discolor, Balrd—Prairie warbler; vave migrant, arriving 

April 28th to May 7th. \/ 
91. Myiogioctes mitratus, Aud.—Hooded warbler ; vare ; May th 

to 16th. ~ 
92, M. pusillus, Bonap.—Green black-cap flycatcher ; frequent; 

arrives May 2d to 12th. 

93. MM. canadensis, Aud.—Canada flycatcher; common migrant, 

arriving May 8d to 24th. 
94, Setophaya ruticlla, Sw.—Redstart ; common migrant ; April 

24th to May 10th. If I remember correctly, # nest of this bird was 
found and reported in the FOREST AND Stream (date not known) 

by a gentleman residing in Kenneth Township, Pa. 

95. Pyranga rubra, Vieill—Scariet tanager ; abundant; arrives 

April 29th to May 9th ; remains as late as Oct. 5th. 
96. P.wstiva, Vieill—Summer red-bird ; necidental yisitant. 

97, Hirundo horreorum, Barton—Barn swallow; abundant; 

reaches us April 15th to 20th, 

98. Hirundo lunifrons, Fay—Chiff swallow; abundant; arrives 

April 28th to May 3d. 
99, H. bicolor, Vieill—W hite-bellied swallow ; abundant during 

mirration, but not common during the breeding season ; arriyes 

April 9th to 15th. 
100. Cotyle riparia, GBoie—Sand swallow; abundant, arriving 

April 2ist to May 4th. © 4 
101. Cofgle serripennis—Rough-yinged swallow ; oceastonal, nr— 

riving from April 26th to May 8th, Mir. J. Hoopes Matlack thinks 

he has found the nest of serrtpennis in Chester County- = 

102. Progne purpurea, Boie—Purple martin ; abundant ; March 

®istto April Sth. 

103. Ampelis cedrorum, Paird—Cedar bird ; winter resident; no 

doubt breeds; gregarious. 

104. Gollyrvio boreatia, Baird—Butcher bird ; winter resident, fre- 

quent; arrives in October, departs by April 25th, mostly earler. 

405, Vireo olivaceus, Vicill—Red-eyed vireo ; abundant + jarrives 

April 19th to May 1st. 

06, V7. gilvus, Bonap,—Warbling flycatcher ; common in spring 

and fall ; arrives April 25th to 30th. 

107. ¥. noveboracensis, Bonap.—White-eyed yireo ; frequent; 

occurs May ist io 5th. 

408. ¥. solitarius, Vieill—Blue-headed yireo; somewhat scarce; 

arrives April 20th to May 4th. 

109. ¥. flavifrons, Vieill—Yellow-throated yireo ; common mi- 

prant, arriving May ist to 15th. 

110, Mimus polygloltus, Eoie—Mocking-bird. This species for- 

merly bred in this county, although I have no reason to believe 

that it doesso now. ‘Lo Mr. Benjamin M, Everhart, 2 gentleman 

who has devoted some forty years to the study of the natural 

history of this section, the writer is inflebted for the subjoined 

mention of this bird. About 1859 several birds of this species 

built nests and reared young. for two or three conseentive years, 

in thorn bedges, on the property of the Misses Bennett. Haymg 

seen the statement that the mocking bird will not breed in confine 

ment, I would say that Mr. Byerhart has had them freed repedt- 

edly in captivity. 
; 

M. polyglotis in this county, may be considered as occurring 

only in the past; even a8 wandering visitor it has not been scen 

for years. Nov. 24th, 1879, 0 specimen (?) was taken on the ** Bar- 

rens” north of West Chester, but judging from the somewhat 

worn tail and late occurence I am forced to think the same ao 

escaped captive. 

" 111. Mimus carolinensis, Gray—Cathird ; abundant; breeds ; ar- 

riyes April 28th to May 8th. 

112. Harporhynchus rufus, Cab—Brown thrush; abundant, breeds; 

arrives April 24th to 30th, 

113. Thryothorus ludovictanus, Bonap,—Great Carolina mocking 

wren. Winter resident; not common. 

414. *P. hewickii, Bonap—Rewick's wren: “very rare.” 

115. *Oistothorus palustris, Cab.—Long-billed marsh wren,  Sum- 

mer resident; frequent about marshes; insectiverous. Feeds 

on aquatic Insects and others which frequen
t wet places.” (Mich- 

ener.) Thisspecies we have meyer scen; Vincent Barnard, who 

lived not yery far from Dr, Michener, did not encounter this 

pird, atleast until after 1861, as his catalogue published in that 

year did not contain it. 

116 +0. stellaris, Cab.—Short-billed marsh wren. It has never 

been our good fortune to meet with this bird, yet Michener speaks 

of it as 4 "summer resident; frequent.” Barnard, however, 

131. Curvirostra americana, Wilson—Red erossbill, During severe 
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states that it is ** very rare.” 
~ Ili. Troglodytes, edon, Vieill—House wren; abundant; arrives 
April 26th to 30th. 

118. TL. hyemalis, Vieill—Winter wren; common in winters ar 

rives Nov, 15th to 30th. = 
9, Certhia americana, Bonap.—Brown creeper ; frequent; win- 

ter resident, 
120, Sitta carolinensis, Gmelin.—White-bellicd nut-hateh ; com- 

mon resident, 

121. S. conadensis, Linn,—Red-bellied nut-hatch; raré; winter | 
resident, I know of but one specimen taken within the confines 
of Chester County. 

122. *Polioptila corte, Sclat—Blue-gray pnat catcher; April 
15th to 25th. 

128, Lophophanes bicolor, Bonap.—TDufted titmouse ; frequent; 

resident. J 
1%, Parus atricapiltus, Linn.—Black-capped litmouse; somewhat 

common ; resident. 

125. *Parus carolinensis, Aud.—Carolina titmouse. I have been 

informed that Livingston Hartman, M. D., formerly of this bor- 

ough, took exgs and specimens of this species near Darlington's © 

Corner, Pa. 
126. Erenionhila corvitta, Boie—Shore lark; winter resident; 

somewhat common; gregarious. 
127. Pinicola canadensis, Cab.—Pine grosbeak; rare; winter yis-. 

itant. 

123. Carpodacus pupureus, Gray—Purple finch; common ; spring 

migrant; arrives April lith to May Ist; sometimes winter resi- 

dent. 

129. Chrysomitris tristis, Bonap.—Goldfinch ; abundant; resident. 
120. G. pinus, Bonap.—Pine finch; rave; winter yvisitant. 

‘winters is sometimes seen, 
122. GC. leveoptera, Wilson—W hite-wing ctossbill; winter visitant: 

rare, 
* 133. Aegiothus linaria, Cab.Lesser red poll. This species rarcly 

visits us, but when it does is foundin large flocks. ‘The writer and 
a friend, during the winter of '78 and ‘79, obtained about 140 speei- 

mens. Hor fifteen years prior to this time they had not been seen, 

at leastin any numbers, in this section of the county. Depart in 

April, 
1at. Spizella Monticola, Baird—Tree sparrow; abundant winter 

resident. 
135, S. pusilla. Bonap.—Tield sparrow; common; arrives March 

26th to April 10th. 
136. S. sncialis, Bonap.—Chipping sparrow; abundant; arrlyes 

April 9th to 22d. 
187. Mélospiza melodia, Baird—Song sparrow; common rest 

dent. 
138, + M, lincolnii, Balrd—Liucoln’s sparrow; “imigratory; ex- 

tremely rare.” 

189. M. palustris, Baird—Swamp sparrow ; common migrant; not 

gregarious or resident; arrives April 20th to 30th. 

140. Passerella iliaca, Swainson Fox-colored sparrow; arrives 

March 20th to April 5th; abundant during migration, 

141, Huspiza americana, Bonsy.—Black-thronted bunting; rare | 

arrives April 27th to May 7th. I haye never known it to hreed 

Michener gives it as a ‘summer resident; common,” 

142. * B, townsendii, Bonap.—Townsend's bunting ; but one speei 

men known, 
(To he continued.) 

Hish Culture. 

FISH CULTURE IN CALIFORNIA. 

HB fifth biennial reportof the Commissioners of 
Fisheries for the years 1878 and 1879 shows an en- 

couraging progress of the work in California, and an in- 
creased public interest in the labors of the Commission, 
The fishing industries of California are of great magiii- 
tude; the wealth of the State is not all locked up in her 

gold mines. The pages of the report now hefore uscon«! 

tain some instructive statistics of her other sources of 

yeyenue ; and we have made liberal extracts from this 
instructive document :— 

Since the inception of fish culture in the State one- 

half of the annual appropriation has been devoted to the 

propagation of the salmon (Oncorliynchus quinnat); the 
number of young fish hatched and turned out into the 
Sacramento River during that period being 13,150,000. 
The yearly supply is now 2,000,000, which appears to. 
keep the yield of the river equal to that of former years, 

notwithstanding the increase in the number of sea-lion 
protected by law, the increase in the nets and fishermen, 
and the erection of additional canning esiablishments, 

The following table will show the relative catch for 
the years during which we have caused statistics to b 
obtiined of salmon ‘caught in. the Sacramento and San 
Joaquin and transported to San Francisco, Sacramento 
and Stockton :— z 
Open season"Noy. Ist, 1874, to Aug. Ist, Isis. 
Open season Noy. Ist, 1815, 10 Aug. Ist, 1876. 
Open season Noy, Ist, 1876, to Aue, dst, 1877. - 6,495,563 lhe, 
Open season Sept. 15th, 1877, to Aug. Ist, 1278. 6,520,708 Ts 
Open season Sept. bth, 1878 fa Aug. Ist, 1879......,... 4,482,550 1bz, 

The apparent falling off in the season of 1878-9 was no 
because the fish were not as numerous In the river as in 
former years, but_ in consequence of a dispute between 
the proprietors of the canning establishments and th 
fishermen as to the price to be paid by the former fo 
the fish as they were caught. wy 

The close season, say the Commissioners, is now to 
short. Salmonin large numbers, with eggs fully ma- 
tured, were on sale in theSan Francisco and other mar 
kets from September 15th to the Ist of October, and y 
we lear efforts will be made at the coming session of 
the Legislature to still further reduce it, or to changeit 
toa time when there are no fish coming in from the 
ocean, or perhaps to completely abolish it. Experience 
in all the other States has demonstrated that fishermen, 
as aclass look only to their present profit, and are not 
willing to yield anything that the supply of fish in the 
river may be maintained, 41 

The statistics of the canning establishments in Cali- 
fornia are as follows: Total value of fixtures, including) 
right, canneries, 220 boats, 220 nets, and 120 scow houses, 
$374,500, Six hundred men are employed in fishing and 
800 more in canning, with a large number of Chines 
workmen, 

.. 5,008,781 1s, 
bSTM23 Vhs! 
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The total number of salmon canned in 1878 were about 
220,000, value $263,487; in 1879, 67,523, value $59,576. 

Oregon the salmon fisheries employ 800 boats and 800 
nets to 35 canneries, with a working force of abont 2,000 
amen, of whoni two-thirds are Clhingse, the total capital 
invested heing $1,375,000. In Oregon, British Columbia, 
and Alaska, the 47 canneries put up in 1878 a total of 
604,570 cases, of which the yalue was $3,264,578, and in 
the year 1879 a total of 468,800 cases, valued at $2,018,690. 

The catch of the season of 1877-8, says the report, was 
the largest of. any since we commenced obtaining statis- 
ties, and is in fact the practical result of artificial hatch- 
ing, Fish hatched ina given year do not begin to show 
in the zeturns until three or four years after the young 
fish are placed in the water. After nine years of study 
and observation, combined with considerable practical ex- 
perience, we are prepared to answer the question as to 
the practicability of keeping wp Lhe supply of salmon in 
the Sacramento, notwithstanding the increase of popula- 
ton, extended facilities for transportation. and the mul- 
tiplication of canning establishments, nets, and fisher- 
men. 
fjrs(—There must be an honest close season, faithfully 

observed by the fishermen, to allow u portion of the ripe 
fish to reach the spawning grounds, This would keep up 
anormal supply in the river, which normal supply would 
depend upon the area of clean gravel beds at the sources 
of the streams over which pure water was passing of a 
proper temperature, It would also give a supply of fish 
nt the only places where their eggs could be taken for 
artificial hatching, 

Second—The thousands of sea lions and seals at the 
Golden Gate and in the bay—tarefully protected by legis- 
lative enactment—without doubt catch more fish annu- 
ally than all the nets of the fishermen, Thesé rapacious 
aiimals oljserye neither close season nor Sunday, liye 
waolly on fish, arid are unceasing in their work of destruc- 
tion. ‘They should be reduced in numbers or driven to 
= me other part of the coast. 
Third—A portion of the fish being allowed to reach their 

spawning grounds, and their destruction by sea lions and 
stals ab the Golden Gate prevented, the number of salmon 
in this tiver would depend simply on the amount of 
money which the Legislature should deem proper to ap- 
propriate for the purpose, 

After the female salmon escapes all her enemies in the 
océan, the sea lions at the Golden Gate, the seals in the 
bay. and miles of nets in the river, and swims hlindly 
against a stream of more than one hundred miles of 
muddy water thick with mining sediment, and at last 
Teaches the clean gravel beds of the ice-cold sources of 
the river to perform the ditties of maternity, she is still 
beset by numerons enemies, In the most favorable 
streams the areas are not large—haying proper beds of 
gravel, appropriate depth, and the right temperature of 
Wwater—on which the eggs can be deposited. When the 
eges are deposited, observation and experiment have 
shown that only an average of eight per cent. of them 
come in contact with the fertilizing sperm of the male— 
ninety-two per cent,, of course, die. This eight per 
cent. is liable to be destroyed by trout and other fish, or 
to be smothered by a deposit of sediment caused by heavy 
Taing on the summit of the mountains, 
Ainature female salmon of the Sacramerito will yield 

800 eggs to each pound in weight of the fish ; thus, a fish 
of 20 pounds will yield 16,000e%es. Tt las been estimated 
that, ina state of nature, nol more than two eggs in a 
thousand ever hecome fish. Thiswould giye the product 
of the 16,000 eggs, 32 fish, By the discoveries in arti- 
ficial hatching, these 16,000 eggs can be mace to produce 
15,000 fish. Every egg van be fertilized and kept under 
control and inspection in the most favorable conditions as 
tothe current, putity, and temperature of the water, 
shaded from the direct rays of the sun, and closed 
securely against the almost Innumerable finned, winged 
and furred enemies that are seeking to devourit. The 
young fish, when they come from the egg, can be kept 
and fed until the most favorable period for pjacing them 
in theriver, One million egys cambe taken, fecundated, 
hatched inte young salmon, and turned into the river at 
aii expense not to exceed $1,200, and larger numbers. at 
aless ratio. As they find in the ocean the food upon 
which they grow and become fat, they exhaust nothing 
from the river; therefore, if some fish are allowed to 
reach their spawning grounds, the number of salmon in 
the river Gan be in proportion po the amount of money the 
Legislature may see proper to appropriate for their arti- 
ficial hatching, } h 
Among the other fishes to which attention has been 

given, are the white fish (Coregonus alba), of which Pro- 
fessor Raird gave nearly one million eggs from Lake 
Michigan, A discovery of some importance in the care 
of the young of the white fish was made by Mr, J. G, 
Woodbury, in charge of the State hatching-house. This 
fish lives on the erustacea, found on the rovks at the bot- 
tom of deep lakes, and as it was not known on what the 
young fish could be ferl, it has heretofore been necessary, 
Within a few days after the young fish have emerged 
from the eg2, to place them in the lakes to find their own 
foud. Mr. Woodbury found that by pounding to a jelly 
the feslrof the common salt-water crab, the young white 
fish would eat and thrive upon it. He kept 50,000 0n this 
food for more than two months. his discovery is of 
much interest, as it enables the young fish to be kept for 
some time, and thus distributed to slock mountaim lakes 
that are inaccessible during the winter months, 

Professor Baird also sent, in 1778, 115,000 young shad 
from Havre de Grace, Maryland, and these were placed in 
the Sacramento River at Tehama, where the previous 
importations, 285,00() in all, had been placed. There can be 
no doubt they find congenial homes in Pacific coast 
waters, and ave thriving and producing their kind, Sevy- 
eral thousand mature fish have been taken and sold in 
the San Francisco markets during the spring of 1879, A. 
few are found in market during almost every month in 
the year. After leaying the Sacramento River the great 
body of these fish follow the coast south to the Bay of 
Monterey, where they must remain, finding an aband- 
ance of food; for a few are caught in the nets of the 
fishermen in this bay during every week throughout the 
ear, 

"s The 74 Schuylkill cattish (Auniurus albidus), imported 
from the Raritan River in 1874, and placed in lakes neay 
Sacramento, have increased to millions, and now furnish 
an immense supply of food, They appear to be eqnally 
at home in the rivers, lakes, brackish sloughs of the tule 

lands, artificial reservoirs and mill-ponds. 
The value of all the fish of this species, now caught an- 

nually and consumed as food, would more than equal the 
annual appropriation made by the State and placed at 
the disposal of the Nish Commissioners. This variety of 
catfish has valuable characteristics, which admirably fit 
it for wide distribution and for self-preservation in the 
strugele for existence. The female makes a round nest 
in the bottom of a pond in which she deposits usually 
from 3,000 to 5,000 eggs. These are fecundated by the 
male, who then leavesthem to the care of the female. 
The mother remains over them fanning them with her 
fins, probably to keep them oxyginated with fresh cur- 
rents of water, as well as to prevent them being smoth- 
ered by sediment. She remains in constant attendance, 
driving away every fish that approaches her nest. In 
from six to ten days the young make their appearance, 
Her care does not cease with the birth of the young fish, 
She now swims about them in a circle, keeping them to- 
gether until all are hatched, When all the young fish are 
fitted to swim she leads them off to find food, still keep- 
ing them in a body by circling about them and driving 
back wanderers, as a trained shepherd dog drives in a 
wanderimg sheep; she will at the same time fight an 
other fish that comes near her charge, In another wee 
or ten day they are prepared to search for their own 
food, when they gradually disperse. ‘The popular demand 
for these fish increase as the people learn.its adaptability, 
During the time covered by the report some 3,000 of 
themhaye been distributed to public waters, 

In January, 1878, we received from the epee ae 
Grand Lake Stream, Maine, 50,000 eggs of the land-locked 
salmon. As was stated in our last report, the California 
salmon (quinnat) has the same characteristics, and readily 
adapts itself to a lifein fresh water, The reservoir of the 
Spring Valley Water Company, supplying San Francisco 
with water, and known as San Andreas and Pilarcitos, 
are well stocked with salmon, the product of those pre- 
vented from returning to the ocean by the constructions 
ofthe dams. Lake Chabot, the reservoir from which the 
City of Oakland is supplied with water, is also well stocked 
by the same means, and from young salmon placed there- 
in. In the winter of 1875-6 a large number of young sal- 
mon were placed in the Truckee River. This river has 
its rise in Lake Tahoe and flows into Pyramid Lake in 
Neyada, and has no outlet to the ocean, Some of these 
Salmon are reported to have been taken with the hook in 
the Truckee River this season, weighing from three and 
a half to five pounds. The size to which the Sacramento 
salmon will grow when confined to fresh water depends 
upon the quantity of food to be found in the lake or 
stream. A few years after the dam was erected at the 
San Andreas reservoir salmon were taken in it weighing 
from six to twelve pounds, In ten years they have mul- 
tiplied until hardly any other fish are taken, buf now do 
notayerage to exceed three-fourths of a pound, They 
now mature their eggs and milf when less than a pound 
in weight. The land-locked salmon of Maine do not aver- 
age over six pounds in weight, but they are numerous in 
the lakes, furnish a large amount of food and yield much 
sport bo the angler, as they readily take both fly and bait. 
As they are natives of the cold lakes in Maine we have 
thought the most appropriate places for the distribution 
of the young fish would bein our mountain lakes; but 
for purposes of testing their fitness to thrive in warmer 
waters, a portion were also distributed to lakes in the val- 
ley and on the coast. 
The Eastern trout does not appear, fo thrive in the 

streams of the Coast Range of monntains, These moun- 
tains ave composed of sand stone, which is readily worn 
by the winter rains, and at certain seasons all the 
streams from them carry a large amount of sediment 
and become more or less discolored, There is also a great 
difference in the temperature of the water in winter and 
summer. ‘The natiye home of the Hastern trout, as its 
name intplies, is in the clear cold sources of mountain 
streams. Wherever planted in the clear cold streams of 
the Sierra Nevada, in water flowing over granite and 
alate, they find congenial homes, and thrive and propa- 
gate equally with the native trout. 

Probable there is no trout more valuable for wide dis- 
tribution than the Pacific coast brook trout (Iridea), It 
grows rapidly, occasionally weighing seyen pounds when 
it can feed in sali water at the mouths of coast streanis, 
and often weighing five pounds when confined entirely 
to fresh water containing an abundance of food, as in 
the McCloud River. Some specimens of McCloud trout, 
kept in the hatching-trough in the fishery aj San Lean- 
dro, grew to average seven inches in length in one year 
from the time the eggs were placed in the hatching 
trays. It does not seem to be injuriously affected by a 
long continuance in water containing a large amount 
of vauddy sediment, We are not aware of experiments 
having been made to test, with exactness, the highest 
temperature of waterin which it will exist and thrive, 
but without doubt it will live in water so warm as to 
be fatat to Wastern trout. We believe it could be suc- 
cessfully intvoduced into streams on the Atlantic coast 

tions this season, having talcen over 100,000 salmon eggs 
at Plymouth, from fish which were originally planted in 
the Pemigawisset, and had returned to spawn, and hava 
also taken over 150,000 trout eggs, half of which are the 
property of Massachusetts, and the other half will be 
distributed in yarious parts of New Hampshire, where 
the people will protect them till they have grown to a 
reasonable size. We haye also recetved from Maine 
45,000 Penobscot salmon eggs and 60,000 lamd-locked 
salmon eggs, with more of the latter to come, Tha 
land-locked exes will be distributed about the State, and 
the salmon proper placed in the Pemicawasset. 

SAMUEL WEBBER, 
Asa difference of opinion obtains respecting the age 

at which to liberate fry, we ask our readers to supple- 
ment the experience of the New Hampshire Commis- 
sioner with their own. 

Sea and Rivey Sishing. 
————— 

FISH IN SEASON IN FEBRUARY, 

SOUTHERN WATERS. 

Pompano, Trachinotus carolinus. | Grouper, Hpinephelpus nigritus. 
Drum (two species). Family | Trout (black bass), Centrorpru- 
Sciwnide. tis atrarius. 

Kingfish, Menticirrus netilosus. | Striped Bass, or Rockfish, Roc- 
Sea Bass, Sciceenops ocellatius. cus lineatus, 
Sheepshead, Archosargus proba- | Tailorfish, Pomatomus saltatrix, 

tocephatus. Black Buss, Micropterus salmot- 

Red Snapper, Lutlanie blackpordit: 
~~. 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the Forzsr Anp StrpAmM Directory of 
Game anil Wish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to Bive 

the following particulars, with such other information as they 

may deem of yalue: State, Town, County ; means of uccess; Hotel 
and other accommodations; Game and its Season; Tish and ite 
Season; Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to addreas; after the 
following model :— 

Marne—Zim Pond, Hustis, Franklin County.—lorty-eight miles 

north of Farmington. Muine Central Railroad to Farmington ; 

stage to Kingfield and private conyeyance twenty-six miles to 

the farm-house of Kennedy Sinith; or, better, private convey. 
ance from Farmington to Smith's, At Tim Pond are four Bood 

camps and five boats. Board and use of boat, $1 per day. Five 

miles to walk from farm to pond; team ready to haul biggage to 
camp at reasonable rates. Fish—Trout from May Ist to Oct, Ish 
are yery plenty. Game—Partridges Sept.1stto Dec. ist. Address 
Kennedy Smith, Eustis, Maine. 

ARKANSAS—Wewport, Jackson County.—Station on St, L,I. M. 

& 8. Railway, and boat landing on White River. Game—Snipe, 
plover, quitil, ducks, geese, turkeys, swan, deer, beur; twenty-six 
miles to Swan Lake, ishing—In river, lakes, and village creek: 

hass, pickerel, jack salmon, perch—all sorts—in fact ull Southern 
and Southwestern fresh-water fishes. Hotel—Railroad House, 

P. Mortensen, proprietor. All facilities. Torms reasonable. Ad- 
dress W. H. Bogart, as aboye. 

— ee 

WHEN TO STRIKE IN FLY-FISHING, 

Mo? of the finesse of sportsmanship cannot ba 
taught the novice by written instruction. Thera 

are certain indispensable points in the successful practice 
of the art of fly-fishing which must come to theexpert ° 
only after long experience and discipline, We may talls 
of ‘the twist of the wrist,” but to make that twist so 
neatly and effectively that each repetition of it means 
a Ssh hooked is something which must be learned quite In- 
dependently of the books. There, for instance, is the 
subject of striking in fly-fishing for trout or grayling, 
Veteran anglers who have fished in many of the best trout 
streams of the land and who have deftly struck the gray- 
ling in Michigan and the salmon in the Canadian slreame, 
hold and maintain very different theories on this point, 
One will tell’ you that he strikes as soon as he sees the 
fish moye and before he feels the touch, Another claims 
that the only proper method is to wait until you feel the 
touch of the fish, and then, by a movement as quick ag 
lightning, fasten him. Our own practice is to strike at 
sight; we admit that thereby fish may be missed and 
scared away, which perhaps would be captured if given a 
little more time; but the number so lost ire, we be- 
lieve, less than the scores of misses matie by the contrary 
practice. As a rule, the fly-fisherman cannot strike tao quick. We should be happy to have the experience of 
some of our readers upon this topic. There will be 

where Hastern trout would not thrive. many weeks to interyene ye qe ebat a 
This foregoing resume of the report of Messrs, Red-|. 4 Lt into peantine! ine helene we miy actually 

ding, Throckmorton and Farwell, the competent com- | ? y pra i ane meanwhile it is fitting to 
compare notes, and by discussion enlighten both oure 
selves and the novices who are just learning the rudi- 
mentary lessons in the school of angling, 

\ 
THE SALMON SICKNESS.—Fort Oma 

—Your Oregon correspondent : 
ject has left little more to be said. [ can vouch for the accuracy of his observations and add a simélar incident which cume under my observation, which would seem bo prove that man is also liable to sickness from the same cause. 

I was camping on the head of Bear River, Shoalwater Bay, Washington Tex., with two companions in the month of November, I had heard of tho © salmon. sick- néss, "as 1.is called, but did not pay much attention to it, ‘The stream was full of hook-nosed or dop-salmion an inferior species which is seldoin exten when fresh “un- less during the first rim. Alter remainine in the small tidewater streams several months thay become bruised and scarred in the battle of life > dod sithough I did not then look at them closely, Dhayve no doubt that a miicro- scopic examination would haye disclosed the fish fungus which has been so lately discussed in the Forms AND STREAM, auck which may prove to be the real cause of 

missioners, are sufficient to show that California is fully 
alive to the importance uf the preservation of the fish- 
ery supply, The work is in capable hands, and is pro- 
gressiny in 4 most satisfactory way, 

eee 

Tun Act to Lintrare Fry.—Vunchester, N, H,, Jan. 
26th,—Our experience goes ty show that the best time to 
plant out the young fry is as soon as possible after the 
yoll-sac is fully absorbed, The young fish are then very 
lively and are moving about in all directions in search of 
tood, and have not got uccustomed to being artificially 
provided for, The young California salmon put into the 
Pemigawasset at that stage of their existence, in Decem- 
ber, 1878, in water almost freezing, seemed to stand the 
transplantation very well and were plenty and lealthy 
in the river up to August, 1879, since which time none 
haye heen seen, which makes if probable that they re- 
turned to sali water the first year instead of remaiting 
in the river two years, as is the case with the Atlantic 
sulmon. Wehave at different times taken some of the 
young parr and smelts of the Atlantic salmon which 
have been artificially hatched and planted, and find them 
as game as the natives, and the same is true of our 
iieeding Lrout which we have in our ponds at the hatch- 
jug house. Wehaye been yery successful in our opera- 

Or Neb., Jan. 1880, 
Writing on the above sub- 
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this curious sickness; and perhaps also explain the mys- 
tery of the so-called ‘*moonstruck fish” which had such 
a run fhrough your columns some timeago, One day, 
haying no game in camp. it was proposed to cook some 
salmon. We shot several, one of which was immedi- 
ately cooked and eaten by all. In about a halfhour I 
started out for a hunt: in a short time I felt famt, dizzy 
and sick at the stomach, J crawled to the water and 
bathed my head and wrists, which brought relief and 
enabled mie to reach camp, but in a condition too weak to 
hunt more that day. My companions were similarly af- 
fected, As we ate nothing else but wholesome bread, it 
was undoubtedly the fish which made us sick, T after- 
wards heard of otlier similar cases and saw several dogs 
which had been so-poisoned. 
, W. L, CARPENTER. 

mn —_— 
SaLMoNn PorsoneD Doags.—Astoria, Oregon, Jan. 15th. 

—I saw the communication from your Coryallis corres- 
pondent in regard to the salmon poisoning of dogs. 
have made ingniries among those whose éxperience gives 
weight to their opinions, and these agrea substantially 
as follows : Dogs in Ovegon aie subject to a very bad dis- 
ease resembling nistemper, and supposed to be caused by 
eating fresh blood of the fall salmon. ‘There is no age at 
which they are particularly liable, an:old dog being as 
sure to be attacked asapuppy. They never haye a sec- 
ond attack, and when they recoyer, they recover en- 
tirely, Withouttreatment they are almost sure to die. 
Treated in season they nearly all recover. As the princi- 
pal symptom is an obstinate costiveness, the remedy is a 
mild physic, repeated as often as may he found neces: 
sary. Gunpowder, sulphur and salmon oil haye been 
commonly and successfully used by the early settlers. I 
have been told by an intelligent settler, an employee of 
the Hudson’s Bay Company, in the early days, that they 
used to pive the blood to thei dogs on the arrival of the 
fish, for the purpose of making them sick. Then after 
curing them they would feed them on salmon for the rest 
of the season. He also says lie has seen many dead 
wolves on the banks of streams frequented by fall sal- 
mon, and supposed they were poisoued by their blood, 
Exactly what the poisonous principle is would be diffi- 
cult to determine ; it may be as your correspondent sug- 
gests—an excess of phosphorous—but that a dead salmon 
ever shines like ‘! fox-fire”’ is news to me, though I haye 
walked the beach, bear lunting, at all hours of the night, 
passing himdreds of them in every stage of odorous 
decay, Ihave been told that the only fish they get at 
Coryallis is the fallsalmon, If that is the case, no won- 
der the dogs are poisoned, C. J. 8, 

_——»— 
ANOTHER WOODLAND SHANTY.—Ufica, N. ¥., Jan. 

1880,—I have just read A, D. C.'s letter and your reply to 
it. I judge from his going fishing that it is summer when 
he spends his vavation in the woods, and my own expe- 
rience for many years has convinced me that such a cabin 
as you describe (and I have spent many nights in such a 
one) is far surpassed for cleanliness and general comfort 
by 4n open shanty. My companions and myself have 
built several within the past eight years ; first a wirwam, 
whith was vather cramped (aluhough it is the strongest 
shanty built); then an ordinary open square shanty, 
which was too low on rainy days, and lastly in 1878 the 
satisfactory shanty after this manner: Select a slightly 
sloping situation, where the ground falls say one inch in 
a foot, with a large rock at the bottom of the slope; 
about six feet from the rotk should be the front of 
the exmp, which faces down hill: mark out a parallel 
ogram 8x12 feet, the long side parallel to the rock, and 
on this ground plan lay logs about ten inches in diameter, 
three logs high, except on the side toward the rock, 
which side yeu leaye open. Notch the logs deeply when 
they cross at the corners and slightly on the ends toward 
the rock, and put in small cross-pieces to keep them 
from slipping off one another, At each end of the open 
side erect crotched poles, say five inclies in diameter and 
eight and a half feet high, across which lay a cross pole 
of at least four inches diameter, From this to the back 
logs lay your rafters and fasten them with birch withes 
or nails, Cover the top and open triangles at the sides 
with spruce bark, peeled in pieces fiye or six feet long 
(three rows will cover the roof), laying them like shingles, 
the lower layer frst, Cover the ground within with bal- 
sain beuglis, or, if you can find them, with hemlock, the 
smaller jhe better. Beginning at the back lay them in 
carefully, with the stems toward the front of the shanty 
and with their bottom sides up. Lay a small log across 
the last ones pul in to keep them down and to seive as a 
seat. Build your fire against the rock, and you haye 
what we call the best shanty, We have extended our 
roof till it almost coyers the fire, and built out one side 
of the shanty almost to the rock, hut we look upon this 
as putting on bay-windows, cupola, ete, 

In such a shanty you can put up shelves alone the sides 
and hooks for your gins and poles along the backs, sleep 
comfortably with your feet toward the tlre, and haye a 
house that you can sit up in, without having one that is 
dark and gloomy. Neither do you need anything to build 
it with but an axe and a lew nails, and even the latter 
are not absolutely necessary, Jam certain A. D. ©, 
would like such a shanty if he tried one. 

EGBERT Baga. JR, 

Che Ziennel. 
THE HANDLING OF GUN-SITY DOGS. 

Mae oe years ago one of the worst cases of gmm- 
shyness we 6ver say or heard of attracted our at- 

tention, and we watched with great interest the mnitiring 

patience of the gentleman, who had adopted a method of 

his own to accomplish the desired cure. The owner had 

learned one bitter lesson by experience, und was tliere- 
fore on his guard when a second gnn-shy dog came into 
His possession, His pride and reputation as a, practical 

sporlsman were al stake, and he did nol wndertake the 
task without weighing the system to he adopted in an 
intelligent and careful manner, The result of his case 
was a complete success, an] we take pleasure in piving 
tg our readera the followmp letler, in which, ot our re- 

quest hehas kindly consented todot down his experience, 
Besides the lessons which it teaches, how to, and low 

not to, handle a gun-shy dog, ib inculeates one thing : it 

preaches and practices paliente ; it enforces self-control ; 
it eliminates the irascible and it displays the excellence 

of diseipliné. We believe that thers is no one as well 
fitted to cure a dog of gun-shyness and timidity as its 

owner, The subject of the proper handling of gun-shy 
dogs is understood by few, and every year there are a 

countless number of excellent, wellnosed (logs thrust 

aside and neyer brought to perfection in the field, simply 
because the trainer has not the patience, the brains or the 

tact to rescue the animal from, what becomes his ulti- 
mate fate—a prowling, sneaking uuisance. We com- 

mend the following, knowing that it emanates from the 
long experience of one of Philadelphia's best shots and 
well-known sportsmen :— 

In giving briefly the result of my expefietice in 
breaking gun-shy dogs, I would say, to my knowledge, 
that on this subject many sportsmen of education 
and intelligence adept the prejudices of ignorant 
and, incompetent dog trainers, who either attempt ta 
overcome what is really a ‘nervous affection” by the 
use of rough measures, rendering the ultimate cure of 
the dog impossible, or else they are the yictims of 4 vyul- 
gar superstition that *‘ gun-shyness” is incurable, and 
that it is but rough justice that a *‘ gun-shy dog ” should 
perish by the gun, Thus many a timid puppy of gentle 
descent, who in the hands of an intelligent master 
would haye become a renowned hunter, has been con- 
demned to an untimely death before he has enjoyed the 
rapture of haying a game bird killed over his point, when 
a little patience and judicious handling would have over- 
come his timidity and he would have rendered excellent 
service in the field ; for dogs of neryous disposition are 
noted tor their keen powers of scent and careful hunting. 
A gun-shy pup is rarely found among dogs of low de- 
gree, bul it is generally a concede fact fhat if is the 
result of nervousness and excitability produced by fine 
breeding, I have certainly cured a gun-shy dog; the 
very worst sort of a case—a dog who was not only exces- 
sively timid by disposition, but who had been so thor- 
oughly frightened by the discharge of fire-arms that the 
have appearance of a gun, wilhout eyen cocking # ham- 
mer, fied him with terrible apprehensions and threw 
him into a condition of nervous fright from whith he 
would not recover for hours. Before detailing the pro- 
cess, L would remark, that if proper supervision is taken 
of the rearing of your pup he will not become gun-slyry, 

If a pup displays a timid disposition, let him be very 
gently reared, and let him become gradually accustomed 
to the gun and to the discharge of very light loads when 
he is at his meals; or, better still, when pomting game, 
get some one to stand by and encourage him while you 
discharge a light load at a distance, 1f you once avoid 
his taking a first disagreeable impression you will have 
no further trouble. After you have induced him to stand 
until you have downed the first bird, the battle is all 
over, All that I know on the subject I learned by expe- 
rience with the first gun-shy pup I owned, 1 theorized, 
I tried an experiment, and it failed: ib also resulted in 
the loss ofmy pup. J received a present of another gun- 
shy pup, and hailing the gift as a fortunate opportu 
nity to retrieve my failure, I benefited by my experi- 
ence, devoted much more time and patience to the task, 
and succeeded gloriously, thongli No. 2 was a nivel 
harder subject to deal with than No, i would have been 
if properly treated. The blunder T made in the first case 
was in being too precipitate, and destroying the resulb of 
many days’ work by arash act. Those of ney readers who 
have read the details of the plucky eacounter between the 
two most remarkable of English prizetighters, Jem 
Mace and Jack King, will remember how Mace, alter 
patiently fighting a wailing fight for two hours, when 
his adversary was almost blinded, worn out, and the 
contest practically over, stepped in incautiously to deal 
the coup ce grace, and received a fatal left which felled 
him to the earth and retired him from thefight, My mis- 
take was of this nature. I failed by attempting # tinish- 
ing stroke, when I had my task almost accomplished. IT 
had been accustoming my pup—a large, brown setter, 
aged ten months—to the discharge of caps on an old horse- 
pistol, My process had been very gradual. I eom- 
menced by tying him at the end of a large garden, and 
standing at a distance would discharge a cap while he 
was amused picking some bones, I made gradual pro- 
gress until T arrived at a point when I could dispense 
with the cord and discharge light loads, accompanying 
each detonation with a gift of meat, 
Encouraged by my success, in an unluckly moment it 

occurred to me to demonstrate to the pup by a single 
illustration the folly of his prejudice against the explo- 
sion of gunpowder. Accordingly, one day after extend- 
ing a kindly greeting to him and fortilying his spirib 
with some chicken bones, after a shorh preparatory exer- 
cise with light loads, I assayed my coup de grace, I 
loaded the family pistol with a charge of powder within 
an inch of the miuzzle,and greasing the implement— 
lock, stock and barrel—with ham, fat, so that Diy pupil 
shoul start with an agreeable association connected wath 
it, Lallowed him to mouth it awhile to further encour- 
age his fancy, Then I seated myself confidentially be- 
side him, and while he was munching a drim-stick I 
pulled the trigger. A terrific report followed. As the 
smoke lifted I caught a single glinypse uf that brown 
pup’s tail vanishing from the alley gate, 1 pursued him, 
but he was out of sight. Tmnever beheld him again, and 
I did not advertise for him because I felt conyineed, after 
the shock I had given him, his case would be hopeless ; 
s0 I grew a wiser min on the subject of gun-shy dogs. 
i mention this illustration to illustrate the care witli 
which one nrust proceed in dealing with this nervous 
affection. 

The next subject was the dog I now shoot over, a very 
large black, white and tan seiter, Gross belween Gordon 
and Laverack, now in his fourth year. When given to 
me he was justa year old, an oyersrown, neryous aud 
thoroughly untutered pup. He dil not know a word of 
command, and he had been thoroughly frightened by 
having gimis discharged over him, -A more hopeless case 
could not well be imagined, The bare sight ofa gun ter- 
rifled him, and he would slink off to the darkest corner he 

could find, and lie there trembling all day, and would not 
stir for ours, even to take his food. Remembering may 
experience with the brown pup, [ commenced very cui 
fiously. T began my treatment in August, and killed lhe 
first. birds over Tint the first of the ensuing Norerober, 
During nearly limes months I gaye him his lesson daily. 
The time occupied did not amount to nmch—not over a 
quarter ofan leur a day, anit was a pleasure to note 
(he gradual progress that Lmade, The first step was, of 
course, to auquire the confidence of the dog, because he 
was sonervous when I first got hint that he was afrailof 
people. I commenced my treatment by bringing tha 
pup into my room before breakfast. Twould slut the 
door, and without paying any attention to Titn casually 
produce my gun, and instantly putit ayay avin. leaving 
the dog in the room wntil I was about lo go down Lown, 
when I would take him to the garden, feed anil en- 
courage hin. The next step was to lead him about the 
yard with a check, and carrying thesun on my shoulder, 
and encouraging him with bits of meat, After he lad 
grown accustomed to thid 1 commenced by snapping a 
single cap, and thenfeeding and commending him, twutil 
he was entirely reassured before 1 left him, sol added, 
little by little, until he would stund a, light discharge of 
powder, But Inever dispensed with the check cord, as 
Sfirmly believe if he had once run off antl remiined in & 
sullc in his box my work would haye been entirely un- 
done. When I had entirely cured him of the terror with 
which the discharge of a gun at first inspired him I tool 
lim to apistol gallery, tied him behind the counter, and 
instructed the proprietor not to pay any attention to him 
or willow any one to notice him, TI left food for him, and 
on calling the second day found ny pup inditierent to 
pistol practice. The ist of November I took him over 
to Jersey quail shooting, having of course previously 
taiieht him obedience with the check cord, On the first 
bevy of birds he exhibited splendid nose and stood like a 
tock, Myvight hand bird [dropped dead, but fortunately 
only wing-lipped another with my second barrel. My 
pup cowed down and dropped behind ata loader report 
than he was accustomed to, bub aftera little encourage- 
ment I got him to pursue the wingtipped quail Le 
caught it, and from that moment tlelighted in the report 
ofa gun. Ibavesince done all my shooting over this 
dog. His wasan extreme Gas; a dog only moderately 
gun-shy could have been cured much sooner, ‘This dog 
was naturally so liad he would no doubt have been gun- 
shy if he had been carefully brought up. But le had 
heon very badly frightened, which of course increased 
{he difficulty of curing him tenfold. IT do noth believe 
that pups are bred gun-shy ; thatis, with an innate dread 
ofa gun; they are only nervous animals frightened by 
the novel sound, and it properly ihured tothe gun they 
would never run away from if. JUDEX, 
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—The St. Louis Kennel Club haye furvished us with a 
number of their nicely compiled catalogues, which wa 

will be pleased to distribute, on application, to our 

friends. The club contemplate making a large exhibib at 

the New York show this season. We will publish ina 
short time a full description of tha new shooting preserve, 
recently rented by the club; ib is said to coltail over 
eight thousand acres, 
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ALLin’s BLUE Doas,—Wrineliester, Itss., Dee. 27th, 
1879.—Now that the competition for the big hook is 
drawing lo a close there may possibly be room for siine- 
thing else. I ai credibly informed that Mr, Ethan 
Allin, of Pomfret, Conn,, lias among his excellent breed 
of dogs several that aré dine, lan antl white. Wag, whose 
performance in the field isso remarkable, is of this color, 
Idesire to ask if there is any strain of setter known as 
blue, tan and white, and are there, outside of this kenijel, 
any dogs of that color, Lask because on stating the fact 
to several breeders of dogs the reply bas been that 1 must 
be in error, that there are nosetters marked so ; that there 
aremany black, tan and while, but none liue, I have 
had considerable experience with setters, but do not recol- 
lect to have seen any miarled with hlue. Mr. Allin, who 
has bred dogs for the last fifty years and knows the pedi- 
evee of every dog that has come under his care, does tot 
nnderstand how this color came into jis kennel, One 
yery singular thing about these dogs is that when the 
are pups the blue hair, which is in large patclies, is much 
shorter than the white, and the ears, whith on the 
under sideare tan color, on the outside are a bluish mouse 
aolor, with scarcely any indication of hair, All this is 
changed, however, as thé dog appoacvhes maturify ; the 
short blue haw equals in leneth the white and tan, and 
the ears are clothed in long blue silken tresses, T remem- 
ber meeting Mr, Allin many yearsago at Springfield, 
and while discussing dogs he remarked thathe bred them 
all colors. That statement was more prophetic than 
true, for at that time hehad no bluein his kennel, Those 
who have bred canary birds have often been surprised at 
the results of crossing different colored birds. Can it ba 
possible that the crossing of a black and white dos with 
a lemon and white slut would produce the color found 
on Mr, Allin’s dogs? i. A. B. 
Dogs marked with patches or spota of a bluish color 

are yot uncommon, anid Mr, Allin is not the only owner 
or brecder of what are called blue dogs in this county. 
We, however, do not remember of eyer having seen a 
dog that was blue, tan and white, but there is no veason 
why the phenonienon should not oveur, or after persist 
ent and careful crossings for color, be explained ina 
general way, An article appeared in the Vorrs? any 
Srream of eb. 14th, 1878, particulanizmeg tho fanous 

blue Béltons as described by My. Wdiward Layerack in his 
woul entitled “The Setter,” fron which we condense as 
follows; The origin of the Belton is not well knewn, 
The Marquis of Breadalbane Nad only Beltous in fis ken- 
nel. There are black and tan Geltons, but blue were pro- 

ferred, Many years ago, through Curherlawl and 
Northumberland, England, the breed wasknown, M7, 

Laverudl’s acquaintance with the breed dated baels in 
1872. to some forty-seven years before, The color of these 

dogs was *‘biack or blue and white ticked." Those 
of ou teaders who are interested mm the croggings and 

- _ — i 



thereby changing: of colors, both of animals and birds, 
we can refer to no better anthority than Mr. Darwin, 
Wiis, in lis worl: of ** Animals under Domestication,” 
treats this subject with his usual masterly skill and care- 

ful research. 
——=-—_— 

FRCUNDATION Arrur Spavind,—New York, Jan. 16th. 
—In FOREST AND STREAM of last week I corroborated the 
case of one of your correspondents who spayed a bitch 
which afterward gaye birth to pups; and you, suggested 
thal some of the eggs might have descended previous to 

_ the operation. This was impossible in my case, as the 
bitch was only five months old at the time she was 
spuyed. Thave since presented the case to Professors 
. G. Thomas, J. GC. Dalton and J. G, Curtis, and they 
haye all decided that there must have been at least one 

' sipplementary ovary. Professor Dalton has notes of 
two similar cases; one a cat and the othera bitch; the 
latter having alveady given birth to two litters of pups, 
“nd more expected. Mark Wst, 
The supplementary ovary is of course quite possible, 

ut should be demonstrated before accepted as fact. The 
authorities quoted are of course good only so far as a 
food opinionis good. The experimentwm erucis is the 

only reliable evidence, 
| _—sS 

Mr. Wm, B. SHArruc’s Kennet.—This excellant and 
adinirably managed kennel is in the vicinity of Madison- 
ville, Ohio, fifteen miles to the eastward of Cincinnati. 
The kennel was designed by the owner, Mr, Shattuc, and 
is a model in its way on account of its practicability. There 
aracicht rooms in all, each 6x6 feet; these are raised a 
silificient distance from the ground to prevent all damp- 
nuss from penetrating through the flooring; they are kept 
moderately warm, yet perfectly cleanly and well aired. 
Bach room is provided with its own separate yard, 6x10 
feet, and what is well worthy of imitation every where is, 
that these yards are covered with gravel and road metal 
Of limestone. This rough surface effectually prevents the 
softening of the feet which dogs are liable to during the 
close season, All of these yards open into a large, well 
turfed exercising ground enclosed with a paling ten feet 
high, Of the principal inmates of this kennel, Thorstine 
is perhaps the best known ; a magnificent red Ivish setter, 
who is a8 good as he looks, and shows that he has been 
handled by a master in the art of dog breaking, Czesar, 
a dirt colored pointer, a rare one for ruffed grouse, and 
two couple and a halt of splendidly bred little heagles, of 
which Lee and Lill were prize winners at St ouis. All 
of the stock is in the finest condition, which proves that 
Mr, Saatiue has adopted an admirable system which he 

sees is carefully carried ont. The dogs arefedtwiceaday 
on a stiff, well-cooked mush of Indian meal with the ad- 
dition of 10 or 15 per cent, of meat—which addition gives 
the mush a gelatinous consistency ; different garden veg- 
tables are Yaixed at times with the mush. When the 

dogs are worked in the field the proportion of mean is in- 
creased to 50 per cent.; and complete control seems to be 
altained over the condition and health of the dogs by 
varying the proportions and kinds of vegetables cooked 

With the mush, 
SS — 

TMportmop BuLb-pog Punce,—Myr, John P. Barnard 
Jr,, Boston, Mass., has imported a full brother to hi 
bull-bitch Judy. The dog is all white, and a fine one, 

; ie 
BoLt Dogs StoLen,—The wood-shed of Mr, Edward 

McVey, at Tonmpkinsyille, Staten Island, was entered on 
the night of Jan. 31st, aud a very fine litter of bull-dogs 
stolen, which were of considerable value to their owners 
A liberal reward is offered for the return of the puppies. 

: ee 
—The Westminster Kennel Club will hold their annual 

bench show in New York about the end of April; as yet 
the (utes have not been decided upon, We will furnish. 

ful particulars when they are to be announced officially. 
ne ee 

WameEs CLAIMED.—Fothair—Mn. James H, Goodsell, of 
New York City, claims the name of Lothair for his white 

} and lemon ticked English setter dog, by Royal Ben (Car- 
lowitz-Lucy), out of Lady Beaconsfield (Leicester- 
Orphina) ; whelped Jan. 10th, 1879; bred by Mr. Hdward 
H. Gillman, Detroit, Mich, 

; Madeup and Flirft—Mr. Geo. D. Macdougall, of Mon- 
treal, Canada, claims the name of Madcap for his pure 
black eouker bitch, nine months old, by Mr. E. F. Beards- 
lee’s (Gouvenenr, N, Y,) Dan-Bess ; also the name of Flirt 
for all liyer-colored bitch, nine-months old, Rolls- 
Brownie. 

| Sabro—Mr. Fisher Howe, Jr., of New York City, claims 
the namé of Sabro for black and white ticked, with black 

points, pointer puppy, by owner’s Rex, out of the late 
Se ae bitch Fan (Gillespie’s): whelped July loth, 

S70, 
Neva—Mr. fisher Howe, Jr., of New York City, claims 

the name of Neya for black and white ticked with black 
points, by Strong’s Pete, out of Mr, Barker's Princess ; 
whelped Dec. 6th, 1879, 

<> 

Brep.—Floss-Rattler—Mr. Reuben Reinsmith’s (Allen- 
town, Pa,) bitch Floss (Bismareck-Fanny) to Mr. L, 1", 
Whitman's Llewellin setter dog Rattler, of Forest and 

 Streant Kennel, Detroit, Mich, 
_ Bewuly-Chanter—Dr, F. H. Rehwinkel’s (Chillicothe, 
Ohio) beagle bitch beauty to Mr. J, H, Stoyell’s (Philadel- 
phia, Pa, )imported dog Chanter, Jan. 26th, 
Lilly-Sensation—Baltimore Kennel Club's Lilly(Guido’s) 

fo champion Sensation. Tilly is the dam of Mr. Orgill’s 
Rush, Rose, Bella, etc,, by Flake; also of Sefton and the 
St. Lonis Kennel Club’s Clytie, 
TMaunee I.-Derg—Baltimore Kennel Club's Flounes Ii. 

fo same Club’s Derg, Wlounce If. has never been beaten 
on the bench, and My. ielly, the club's breaker, pro- 
claims her a Yattlerin the field. Derg won first at New 

~ York, 1879; Philadelphia, 1879, and Boston, 1879, win- 
ning every time exhibited, 

Sa 

; he died 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

—We were recently favored with a call from Mr, B, W. 
Kalburn, of Littleton, N. H., who bas traveled very ex- 
tensively, with his camera, over America and many for- 

cign countries. He has been in eyery portion of America, 
Bermuda, Mexico, France, Switzerland, Germany, Italy, 

Palestine and Heypt, in order to obtain stereoscopic 
views from nature, These pictures in artistio merit can- 

not be surpassed, and the subjects are of rare interest. 

Being also a veteran sportsman, his yiews of ‘* The Hunt- 

ers Return,” ‘The Monareh of the Pool,” “ Caught aii 
Last,” and ‘‘ Walton's Dream, or the Fisherman's Vision." 

add greatly to the collection. 

Answers to Covrespontents, 
—_~-——_ 

I= Correspondents who may send us their proper 
name and address will always receive pronupt attention 

in these columns, We require a man’s name for two rea- 

sons : (1) sometimes as a guarantee of good fatth, and (2) 
always asa matter of common courtesy. As a rule we 

do not reply to tiquiries by mail, except in cases demand- 
ing tmmediale advice. 

W. W.P., Kentland, Ind.—Address of paper is New York City. 

J.R.Je., Washington, Pa,—See answer to your question in lash 

number. 

J.'T., Altoona, Pa,—For Hyé quail address Mr. &.H. Malley, 

High Point, N, C. 

1. G. G., Philadelphia, Pa.—lor ferrets send to Chas. Retchea & 
Bro,, Chatham street, New York. 

1, ©, H., Elizabethtown, Pa,—Youmay send your terrapins to 

Enwene G. Blackford, Fulton Market, New York, 

G. L. B., Princess Anne, Md.— We haye no seorés of the walking 
matches, nor do we know Where you could find them. 

ASSANPINE, Trenton, N. J.—The name is that of a Philadel- 
phia maker wlose work had & good reputation, He is dead now, 

we believe. 

IGNonAmus, Topsham, Mass.—To remoye the caps vrom your 
TU. M. G. Co.'s shells, get a, cap extraetor; an implement made for 

just this purpose. 

Ww. S. W., Hayerhill, Mass.—Hugene Bogardus shoots glass 

balls with rifleat lift. Theyare thrown up straight from a trap 

made specially for the purpose. 

Hl. W., Indiana.—See article headed “'The Handling of Gun-Shy 

Dogs,” in the Kennel Column of this week’s paper. It covers the 

ground, and is eminently practicable. 

W.W.2R., Bau Golla, Wis,1. Dr. Carver is in England, 2. Ad- 

dress the paper at New York. 3. Send your game to Knapp & 

Van Nostrand, Washington Market, New York. 

M. M., Reading, Mich.—The metal ball which rings when struck 
by shetis no longer manufactured; was nota success. You may 

possibly find one by writing to dealers in sportsmen’s goods. 

L. G., New Work.—Quail should be put outin March or April, if 

your preserye is in the same climate as New York. Itdepends 

somewhat upon the season, They will breed the same year. 

B., Pa.—What is meant by the word * blinking,” used in connec- 

tion with a dog? Ans, A‘‘blinker” is a dog that backs off his 
point and comes ‘to heel,” or ranges away to find other birds. 

C. G. S., Emerson, Manitoba.—l. The two kinds of shot are both 
good, the choice between them a matter of mdiyidual fancy. 
®. We should advise you to stick to the old powder for best satis- 

faction. 

Raver, New Vork City.—We would adyise you to feed your 

dog, allhough your puppies may have worms. Give it some areca 

nut, which you can obtain with directions lor use from Conroy, 

Bisset & Malleson, 65 Fulton street, city. 

J. H. A., Marion, Ind.—For English hares we advise you to write 

to Dr. Chas. Schmidt, Mast Brunswick, N.J, He is about to im- 

portsome. We do nit know where to refer you for greyhounds, 

Possibly some of our readers nay tell us. 

W, A. B., Montpelier, Vt.—l. Our Chess Column was given up 
because we could not make room forit. Our field is broad enough 

without it, 2. We have seen athletes turn triple somersaults, 

and over the backs of eleyen elephants at that. 

SunscriBeR, Chicago, I1.—You may use buckshot in » choke- 
bore with safety, provided you chamber the shot at the choke just 

within the muzzle. See also the methods of loading buckshot de- 

scribed by correspondents in recent issues. 

J. H. M., Mamaroneck, N. Y.—For quail shooting near New 
York go down to Ocean Lounty, New Jersey. You will find plenty 
of sport at the Imperial Lodge, s'x miles from Tom’s River, which 
is registered in our Directory. Write to N. G. Glover, proprietor. 

F. 1. B., Brownsville, Pal. You may subscribe for the paper 
through the International News Company, Beekman street, New 

York. 2. Send touny of our advertisers of fishing tackle for the 

hooks, You can make them yourself with a file, if you exercise 

a little ingenuity. 

G. H. K.—Use No. 8 canyas for your canoe. Need not allow for 

shrinkage, asthe canyis will be oiled or painted before putting 

atlont. No necd Io that case of water proofing. ‘Try following: 

—Flour of sulphur, one pound; linseed oil, ong gallon; boil until 

thoroughly combined, 

§.N.&., Elizabeth, N.J.—1. Por Spratt’s dog biscuitsend to any 

gun store. 2, The pair Of gun barrels will cost about half the 

price of the gun. A pair of 12-gauge fitted to a l0-eauge gun will 

make the gun lighter. ‘The cosi would be more than itis worth ; 

you might better buy another gum. 

H.C, B., Wausau, Wis—We do not advise you to lay poison for 

foxes, unless yOu are very sure that no dog will find the bait in- 

tended for Reynard. For trapping use fhe spring steel] trap, ora 

dead-tall, Bait with meat and cheese, and take especial pains, to 

Jeaye no human scent. You should handle the trap with gloves, 

5.8, G,, Prenton, Tenn.—! have a gun which has been changed 

from a pin fire to a central fire. Twantit changed so that it will 

eject the shell, Please give me the address of atirm that can do 

the work forme. Ans. Send your gun to WR. Schueter, Boston, 

Mass., orto Olark& Snelder, Baltimore, Md. Both firms are thor- 

oughly reliable, and will do your work well, 

W.W., West Newton, Mnas.—l. The gun made in Paris was fair 

—nvt of supaviov miterial, We should not change it from pin 

(Ire ty central fire, but should prefer yo huy another guu. #, The 

) 

“ Chichester repeating rife” is aothing but a .22 calibre pistol or 

dart barrel with along stock. VThearmiseimply good for noth- 
ing except to be usedasatoy. Keep clear of it. 

Skip JACK.—Nuail on immiediately after steaming. Neilson's 

Pont building; can send it to you upon receipt of price, $1,285. 
Plank on sides of skip-jack to be worked as wide as possible, and 

on the floor ms widess the “sny” or twist ¢dgeways will allow, 

The narrower the plink the easier tu work, but more labor. 

About eight-inch wide amidships and taper as necessary. 

W. C., Muskegon, Mich.—Worms in a dog will cause a harsh, 

staring cont, also denoted by the animal's frequently licking the 
part and dragging himself along in a sitting posture, hence the 

weuring off of hair about the hind quarters, We would suggest 
thil you give your dop areca nut, two one-half drachm doses, 
eyening and morning, after dog has fasted; followed four hours 
after by castor oil, 

T, H. D,, Troy, N. Y.—The extreme accurate range of .32 calibre 
Ballard rifle with the ordinary factory ammunition is considerad 
to be about one hundred yards. The charge of pow¢er is so small 
in the 32 calibre, and the bullet so light, that its accuracy at the 

longer ranges is very much impaired by the wind and other 
causes, 23 compared with the .45 calibre, 70 grains powder, 480 
rains bullet, which is the Goyernment eurtridge, 

WooncocK, Duxbury, Mass.—Wild rice will grow in Massa— 
chusetts ifproperly planted. [t may be put in either in the fall 

orin thespring. In natutal growing the rice ripensand drops 

down in the fall, The winds and waves then pull up the ord stalks, 
which floataway. Theseed should be put into six or eizht fee; 
of water. A soft, muddy bottont is indispensable, Next fall you 
may ret seed of Mr. Chas. Gilchrist, Port Hope, Ont. 

Post Sur@non,—l. We have made inquiries about the eom- 

pany, and, so faras we can learn, they are now unable to supply 
orders. “heir mistake was in advertising before they were pre- 

pared. Have met with seyeral subsequent disappointments in se- 
curing maniufactories, ete, 2 The metal pallfor trap-shooiing is 

no longer manufactured. We believe Squires, of this city, has 
some on hand. He can also supply you with a pair of snow- 
shoes; price, SG. 

W. P. B., Lynn.—We should judge you need a sneak-hox. 

Write to Richard B. Lane, Bayville, Ocean County, N. J, Cost 
$35. Tf you want anything cheaper, build a light punt J0ft. lone, 
8Et. bin, beam, and about Lin, deep amidships, with camber ov re- 

yersed sheer 10 ends, latter about din. deep, the bottom rising. 
Deek over with stout shecting, varnish thickly and have cockpit 
with «pron in centre. Use white pine,+ or fin. thick. Row or 

paddle, Plover in your neighborhood about May 20th. Use No, 
§ shosif wild, No. 9 if gentle. 

¥, B. O., Carleton, N. H.—A, Band Cagree to shoot a match of 

five glass balls each fora wager, terms to be first miss and out; 
that is, of course, the first one missing his ball to be out of the 
contest. .A shoots and misses; B breals his ball, and © does lile- 
wise. The next two shots are counts also, but on the third round 
Banisses, when C claims the money, according to terms agreed 
upon, But B objects, saying that Cis not entitled ts it unless he 

shoots and breaks his ball, as they must have an equal number of 
shots. Whichisright? Ans. Bis right. 

JAK, Greentield, Mass.—l. Your dog is evidently troubled wilh 
canker; wash out his ears with syringe, using castile soap and 
topid water, and pour in the ears two or three times a day a small 
quantity of the following solution: Sugar of lead, ons scruple, 

mixed with one ounce of water. To preyent theanimaltrom flap- 
ping his earsa cap should be placed over the animal's head anda 

tied underneuth the throat. Giyean aperient, say half an ounce 
of Epsom salts, in water, once a week, and mix vegetables with 
dow’s diet. 2, We will endeayor to look up the pedigree you wish. 

Compounp, New York.—Fair performance is 2ibs: coal per H. 
P.perhour, Above that is poor, under itisexcellent. Exper- 

ience anid theory show that the highest boller pressures are the 
most economical. Itis to high pressure in boiler mainly that the 

eoulpound engine ojves is supposed superiority. Long stroke 

single cylinder engines have been built to work nearly as ecouno- 

mically with equal boiler pressure. The one object of compound- 
ing is to preyent condensation duc to excessive expansion and 

lowering of temperature of the steam in long stroke engines. The 
Perkins boiler carries four hundred or five hondred pounds steam 

with perfect safety. Is composed of « seriesof pipes—an im- 
proyementon the Herreshoff coil. 

Hownun Crus, Howell, Mich,—Would a participant for the 

Bogardus Glass Ball Medul be regarded as a professional? If go, 
would lio be regarded as a professional at any other than glass 
pallshooting? Ans. No. There are only few professional shoot- 

ersin the country, and they are recognized as men who make a 
livelihood with the gun. In some branches of sport a man who 
contends for a money prize or with a professional is t* sreby ud- 

judged to become a professional. But this is obviously not the 

case wilh elass ball and pigeon shooting. We believe in, so faras 

practicable, abolishing money prizes in trap shooting conrpeti- 

tious. The substitution of other prizes instead elevates the sport: 
and takes frouritits mercenary features. 

B., Concord, Mass.—1. If a full-blooded Irish setter bitch is lined 
py a bulldog and has pups, will she not be Hable at any future 
time, when lined by an Irish setter, to haye one or more puppies 

resembling in some way the bulldog? 2. If they did not resem- 
ble the bulidog in any way could they be called strictly pure 
blooded Irish setter puppies? 3. Can you give me the names of 
seyerul geod books on the subject of breeding? 4, Over how 

small a pond does the State of Massachusetts have control? Ais. 

i, See unswer to X. ¥. 4, in last week’sissue. 2% No. 38. “*Stone- 
henge on the Dog” contains a chapter on the principles of braed- 

ing. Darwin's “ Animals under Domestication" is also well worth 
renuding by those who wish to try experimental breeding. 4, Wo 

have referred this to the Massachusetts Commissioners. 

== + ea ____ 

ta CuArnis Harnock, having closed his connection with tha 
Forest and Stream Publishing Company, my now be found at his 
office at 61 Broadway, room 23, where all personal letters and eom-~ 

munications should be addressed. 
——$—$———————— I 

Vor S$aue.—Two thousand high grade sheep; young, 

good condition, two thirds ewes, A, W. Gilbert, Colo- 

rado Springs, Colorado. 
— 

Buy None Bur rum Best,—The “Red Rubber Recoil 
Pad” sent, postpaid, on receipt of $2. Recommended 
by the FOREST AND STREAM, Charles L, Ritzmann, im- 

porter of fine guns, S43 Broadway, New York City. 

Send stamp for listof second-hand guns and rifles, —Adv, 
—$—_p~_——_ 

IS Correspondents will please address all letters to 

te Forest und Streans Publishing Company, 
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Dr, T, M. BRewer.—Our readers will learn with un- 

feigned sorrow ofthe death of this well known naturalist 

at his home in Boston, on the 23d inst, Thomas Mayo 
Brewer was born in Boston, Noy. 21st, 1814, of a family 

which had already become noted through the distinguish- 
ed deeds of his grandfather, Col. James Brewer, who 

wasa prominent revolutionary patriot, and took an active 

part in the ‘‘ Boston tea party” of 1778. Graduated at 
Harvard College in 1835, and in the Medical School in 

1888, Dr, Brewer began the practice of a young phy- 
sician, devoting his leisure to the two seemingly discord- 
ant subjects of general politics and ornithology, Having 

displayed marked ability as a writer, he was induced to 

enter the newspaper profession, and for many years was 
kmown as an influential leader of opinion; and he was 

subsequently equally active and prominent in the cause 

ofeducation. To those who may read this brief notice, 
however, Dr. Brewer is best known as an ornithologist, 
He was one of the young naturalists who were the com- 
panions of Audubon, with whom his relations wereof the 
most pleasant nature. The great naturalist honored his 
Boston friend by naming some new species of birds after 
him, Shortly before Dr, Brewer's death he had prepared 
a pleasant paper for one of the monthly magazines, con- 
taining copies of several letters which he had received 
from Audubon, Few of the men who knew Audubon 

are left. 
Dr. Brewer's standing asan ornithologist was very 

high, and while abroad he everywhere met with a most 

gratifying reception among the savants of Hurope. Asa 

writer upon scientific subjects he has contributed works 

of much yalue to American natural history. In 1889 he 

edited a new edition of Wilson’s Ornithology, preparing 

for ita synopsis of all the North American birds then 

known, Ie was the first authority im the country on 

birds's exes ; the work entitled Odlogy of North Amevica, 

written by him in 1856, was a most eluborate publication, 

undertaken by the Snrithsonian Institute, but suspended 

pegause of its great cost. Te wrote much of the bio- 

graphical portion of the History of North American Birds, 

prepared in connection with Messrs. Baird and Ridgway ; 

and frequently contributed to the monthly magazines, to 

the Nuttall Bulletin, and to the FoRrsT AnD STREAM, His 

pen had the happy gift of popularizing the subjects 

treated, and putting them in intelligent form before the 

general reader, The birds were his friends; when he 

wrote or talked of their ways, eld and young uncox- 

seiously became interested, too, 

A SHOCKING REVELATION. 
——»>—- 

ITTLE by little we are gaining an insight into the 
mode of life and habits of thought of the English 

sparrow, and, painful as it isto be obliged to acknowl- 

edge the fact, it must be confessed that, judged by the 

morals of the present age, this bird does not appear to be 
all that he should be. His quarreling and fighting with 
his comrades, his driving off ournative birds from the 
parks and open places of our city, and the incessant clat- 

ter and racket which the sparrow keeps up, might easily 
enough have been excused or passed over; for the first 
two eccentricities we could have attributed to a mere 

effervescence of animal spiritsand love for excitement, 
and the last may be only the sparrow’s way of doing 
what the ornithologists of a past generation used to call 

‘hymning his Creator’s praise.” Yes, these were (rifles ; 

but what well-regulated American mind can refrain from 

shuddering at the information whieh we print in another 
column from Dr. Coues, the well-known friend of the 

birds, that the sparrow is polygamous. Shocking, 

indeed, is this news, and scarcely to be believed had it 

come from any other source. Thename by which it is 

signed, however, compels our unwilling credence. Any- 

thing but this could have been pardoned or overlooked, 
but this is going a little too far. In no well-regulated 
community can such a state of affairs be tolerated, and 
we feel sure that Dr. Coues’ announcement will cause the 

anger of each moralist who reads it to burn hot against 

the daring bird which has brought to the land of the 

American Eagle, and practices under the Stars and 

Stripes, such atrocious customis. 
The friends of the sparrow, if any stillremain to him, 

may feebly suggest ia mitigation of his crimes that we 
have native birds whose habits in this respect are no bet- 

ter than those of the Passe domesticus. It is indeed 

true that there are some of our game birds which are 

yery reprehensible in. this regard, but they have, at least, 

sufficient consideration for public feeling to practice their 

wickedness in secret, withdrawing themselves to the 

woods and fields, and thus avoiding so far as possible 

human observation. The sparrow, on the other hand, 

with insufferable impudence flaunts his immorality be- 

fore our faces in the most fashionable streets of our 
crowded cities, Besides, do not most of the readers of 

FOREST AND STREAM devote, during three taonths of the 

year, every day that they can possibly spare to the pun- } 

ishment of these native criminals. The sportsman pur- 

sues them with dog and gun, and, we regret to say it, the 

farmer’s boy snares them without merey. Their car- 

casses during fall and winter are hung up about our 

streets—a dreadful warning to evil doers. 

But the villainy of the sparrow has not yet been wholly 

revealed. Not satisfied with practicing his devilish arts 

jn this free land, and perchance corrupting the morals of 

some of our weak-minded native birds, the sparrow is 

sly. Hero he has been in the country some ten or twelve 

years, and all the ime an inhabitant of our cities and 

exposed to constant observation, yet such is his infernal 

cunning that up to the present time he had never been 

detected in his nefarious practices. This is clearly 

an insult to the intelligence and obseryation of our 

ornithologists, and we shall be very much mistaken if 

they permit it to pass without attempting at least a re- 

venge, 

But if the state of things which has just been brought 

to light affronts and shocks the moral sense of America 

at large, with what feelings will the news be received in 

Puritan New England? New England, where offenses 

of this nature have ever been visited with such terrible 

penalties ; New En gland, where the man who so far for- 

sot himself as to kiss his wife on Sunday was punished 

by law ; New England of the Scarlet Letter. Shall Ply- 

mouth Rock, hallowed by so many sacred associations, 

be polluted by customs imported from the barbaric 

Orient? Shades of the mighty dead, forbidit! 
The blood of the descendants of the Pilgrim Fathers 

will indeed boil with righteous indignation when this 

last offenee of the sparrows becomes known. Surely 

from Maine to Connecticut no apologist will henceforth 

be found for the sparrow, and we may expect that the 

just wrath of an outraged public sentiment will now at 

last expel the wicked bird from the land of the forefathers. 

Tn calling this matter to the attention of our readers 
we are but fulfilling a plain duty, and we feel that we 

can safely leave the matter to the public to deal with in 

ite own way. Weare sure that the alarm and horror 
with which Dr. Coues’ intelligence has been received by 
us will be shared by all right-minded people, and that 
the favor with which the sparrow has hitherto been re- 
garded by a portion of the community must now give 
place to feelings of condenmation and disgust. 

ane 

—ol. J. J, Doffey, the Sheriff of Hudson County, N.d., 

and recently elected, President of the New Jersey State 

Sportsmen's Aszociation is well fitted to fill the latter posi- 
tion. The Colonel (no fancy title by the way) is an en- 

thusiastic sportsman, an excellent shot and yery popular 

among the {boys.7 Col. Toifey subscribed for the first 

number of the FOREST AND STREAM, 

HOUNDING DEER. 
—— 

"ess is no good reason to warrant or excuse the 
continued existence upon our statute books of laws 

which are ostensibly designed to regulate the killing of 
deer, but which in reality give to self-styled ‘‘ sportsman” 

and market hunter full license to slaughter and exter- 
minate, Possibly the most effective agency in producing 
such laws is the ignorance of legislators who frame them, 
All that the law-makers know—or think they know— 

about deer, is what others, who profess to be informed, 

tell them ; and if this Information be of an inadequate or 
purposely false character, improper legislation is the 
result. 

The question of hounding vs. still hunting is one of peri- 

odical and spasmodic recurrence at our State capitals, If 
the merits of the case were set forth by the adyocates of 

each method, and so thoroughly and fully that dispas- 
sionate and disinterested men could draw therefrom their 
own conclusions, we should thereby have adyanced a step 

toward the proper solution of this vexed subject. We 
haye undertaken to secure such a comprehensive presen- 

tation of the question. Without at present taking issue 
on either side we haye requested those interested to pre- 
sent their own case in the shape of replies to the follow- 

ing questions. As our circulars may not have reached 
some whose knowledge and long experience enable them 

to vive testimony worthy of consideration, we invite 
them now to respond. The subject is one of sufficient 

importance to merit careful consideration, 
So soon as it may be practicable we shall publish a full 

summary of the correspondence. Gamie societies and all 
others interested in securing sound game legislation will 
find of most efiicient seryice the FoREST AND STREAM 

material thus collected. The points upon which we have 
aske@ our correspondents to give their personal knowl- 
edge and opinion are these :— 

ist. What is the character of the eountry referred to? 

2d. What isthe prevailing method of hunting seer? 

8d. Describe, from your own knowledge, hounding deer and its 
effects, Doesit drive deer out of fhe country? 

4th. Describe iu like manner the practice of still-hunting. 

5th. What class of men kill the most deer ?—market hunters or 
parties of sportsmen ?residents or non-residents? 

oth. Would you approve of a law prohibiting hounding deer ? 

Would the residents assist in enforcing it ? 

wth. Would you approve of a law permitting hounding, but pro- 

hibiting the killing or capturing of the deer after it has been run 
into the water? Wouldsuch a law be practicable ? 

8ih. What is the open season for deer? Do you approve of it? 
Ti not, why? How wonld you alter it? 

fith. What are the winter habits of deer, so far as you have per- 

sonally observed them ? 

10th. Add anything else you may (hink pertinent to the diseus- 

sion. 

THE VALUE OF NAVAL DESIGN, 

(63 a recent issue, a correspondent, ‘* Corinthian,” tu 

whom we are obliged for more than one interesting 
and tersely put article from the standpoint of the ortho- 
dox believers in beam and ‘ practical” talent, takes ex- 
ception altogether to the application of naval science to 

the designing of vessels, and yachts more in particular. 

As we know similar views to be in vogue among a large 
fraction of the public, these few lines will possibly serve 

to cause them to reconsider what is generally a too hasty 
assumption and a too radical conclusion on their part, 

The argument advanced by ‘‘ Corinthian” is exactly 
what all others of his way of thinking invariably fall 

back upon when trying to support their side of the ques- 

tion. But we are not prepared to admit that his argu- 

ment will stand the application of fact or logic. In the 

first place we are unwilling to acknowledge that ail the 
yachts turned out by famous builders of *' natural intui- 
tion” are either fast or a success. On the contrary, most 

of the popular builders have launched monstrosities and 
failures about as often as they have been fortunate in hit- 

ting blindly upon the right thing. We have no desire to 
be invidious in these remarks, and must ask ‘' Corinth- 

jan ” and others to recall the list of yachts built or mod- 

eled by the gifted who work by inspiration and not by 
yeason—as our correspondent claitns—and they cannot 

fail to acknowledge the truth of these words. Vor our- 
selves, we are not disposed to grant anything in the way 
of inspiration, but think that even the most popular and 
successful builders are engaged in solying by experiment 
and logic the complicated problems of design after their 

own fashion. Moreover, enjoying a pretty intimate ac- 
quaintance with many builders. we may add that in so 
far as they have reached definite and unassailable con¢lu- 

sions, they will always be found to closely coincide in the 
results of their reasoning or experimenting with the pre- 

scribed laws of modern naval science, On the contrary, 
on those points where their logic is open to criticism, we 
find that builders disagree so radically among them- 
selves, that the only inference to be drawn is that their 
success cannot be assigned to any assumed or suppased 
knowledge or familiarity witk the true laws of naval 
science, but their fast yessels are to be attributed rather 
to a faithful and comprehensiye eye and a mind well 
developed for the dissection and retention of ‘‘ sweet’ 
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looking forms. These they incorporate in their models in 
practice with more or less success, and in proportion as 
they surpass-others in this capacity of mind and eye, they 
produce results better than those of individuals less for- 
tunately endowed by nature. This is all there is to their 
success, and in no way vitiates or niodifies either the cor- 

rectness or the utility of naval design. 
To put the value of the latter in a clear and impregna- 

ble light is an easy matter, ‘* Corinthian” claims that 
builders of fast yachts are ‘‘ born," that study of the 
problems involved are superfluous, But great artists are 
also born.” The great masters, the queens of sony and 

the skillful fashioners of clay, are not the product of 
much despised ‘‘ book-learning,” but the favorites richly 
endowed by nature ; yet ‘* Corinthian” would hardly, on 

that account, think less of studying the laws of perspec- 
tive, give up practice with his brush, or refuse the bene- 

fits of the methodical pursuit of music to his children. 
If by such means they cannot be molded into artists of 
the highest rank, they cam at least be made to compre- 
hend, to value, to copy or to approach the great works 

held up to them as models, and be thereby lifted far 
above the leyel of the ‘“‘ common herd.” 

Tf great nayal architects are *‘ born ”—for arguinent let 
it be so—it is perfectly idle to decry the investigation of 
the elements of their success, and it is these which the 

naval architect examines into and lays bare before the 
world, if possible, so that all may benefit by positive 
knowledge, and no longer travel in leading strings or be 
submissive subjects to the black arts of mystification 
with which yacht builders are so prone to enshroud their 

work—something which in the end they may be less able 
to explain than members of the lay public incapable of 
producing a model equally as fast or able. 

Besides, half a dozen successful yacht builders, 

stretched out over half a century, is not a very heavy 
crop of “inborn talent” for the public to depend 
upon. The yachts of really admirable performances 
hardly exceed ong in fifty, and it is beyond doubt that 

the proportion would be much more favorable were the 
pribciples of naval architecture better understood and 
not so hastily thrown overboard at the occasional lucky 
strikes of jackknife art, It is comparatively an easy 
matter, after long experience with a certain type of ves- 
sel, to design or whittle out satisfactory craft of very 
similar dimensions and form, and for such work the 

necessity of theoretical knowledge may not be very 
pressing, for the effects of slight variations can he 

guessed at beforehand with some approach to truth, But 
let the builders who depend upon “ instinct” once sheer 
off the well-marked course, and they are only too glad 
to grasp at any formula, any figures, anything ‘‘from 
authority,“ as the drowning man grasps after a straw. 
To suppose that structures differing so radically from the 
normal as a Poppoffka ironclad, a Devastation monitor, 

a Czar’s elliptic yacht, a Seabelle, or Jullanar, could have 

been made such complete successes upon the mere guess- 

worl: of a *‘ smart” individual, is sheer nonsense. In 

such works the methodical knowledge of a naval architect 
becomes invaluable, and iu a lesser degree the same holds 

good in the modeling of craft of a moderate tonnage, be 
they yachts, smacks, or launches. 
On the whole, if there are cases where the world is 

happier without Imowledge, it cannot be denied that 
the more we know the better. We fail to see that the 
opponents of scientific design have scored a point in 
fayor of intuitive talent, precarious enough at all times, 
but think that if naval science has not yet reached per- 
fection from a theoretical poimt of view the more all 

hands pull together the sooner will the science be re- 

duced to a shape suitable for every-day application. 
re 

SOLDIER, SPORTSMAN AND NATURALISI,— Wehad a most 

pleasant call last week from Capt. Chas, A. Bendire, 

whose name is familiar to old and new readers of this 
paper. Capt. Bendire’s command is at Fort Walla 
Walla, Washington Territory, whence he has come 
Bast to undergo a surgical operation; meantime he is 

visiting the museums of natural history and noting the 
adyance in the several collections with which he is famil- 
iat. Much of a sportsman and more of a naturalist. 

Capt. Bendire has, during his twenty-five years of ser- 
vice on the frontier, enjoyed most favorable opportuni- 
ties for indulging his tastes. The sections of country in 
which he has been stationed from time to time have been 
vich in scientific material, and more than one museum of 

natural history has been enriched with specimens sent 
from his post. Special attention has been given by him 
to ornithology and odlogy. His collection of American 
birds’ eggs is very complete, and is probably unequaled 

by any other private collection im the country. On his 

present trip Capt. Bendire brings to the National Mu- 

seum of Washington five specimens of fishes, of which 
one is the ‘' red-fish,” and three others are entirely new. 

Concerning the ‘*red-fish,” a memorandum from these 
who have had the tas of classifying it places it as the 
Salmo kinnerlyi (Gill and Jovdau), or red trout, first dis- 

eoyered by Dr. Kinnerly, in Chilowequick Lake, near the 

Frazer River, in August, 1859, and first described by Dr. 
Geo, Luckley in the ‘‘ Annals of the Lyceum of Natural 
History,” New York, VII, 1861, p, 867; full description 
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1872-8, The specimen, however, sent by Capt. Bendire 
was quite a revelation as to the size of the species, being 
three times as large as the others. Both were caught in 

the same month of the year, October, and while dis- 
tinctly disclaiming any disposition to dispute the classifi- 
cation, the Captain thinks that his fish is a different one 

from the specimen examined in the Smithsonian, 

$$$ 

VoLuME Fourtrmny.—We begin to-day a new volume, 
and as it has been for thousands of years the pleasant 

custom of men to mark the completion of one stage or 
life’s journey and the entrance upon another by some 

token of good cheer, we have thought it fitting to express 
our good feeling at this time by some substantial evidence 

of satisfaction, Putting this into shape we appear with 

several of our departments in smaller type than hereto- 
fore. That means more matter in the same space. It is 
a change which will enable us to treat more satisfactorily 
the several departments of our field, and we shall take 
great pains in the future as in the past to put into the 
space accorded each department the very best material 

attainable, 
As the years are adyancing, and one volume succeeds 

another, we are reminded to impress upon the reader the 

value of the books thus formed. The file of the For- 
EST AND STREAM since its beginning is a yast library of 

entertainment «and instruction. The numbers which 
make up a volume are well worth preserving and bind- 
ing. The novice will find in the pages of such a journal 
fulland explicit instruction upon every branch of the 
sportsman’s eraft. Several treatises upon game, guns: 

fishes and fishing might be compiled from its columns ; 
and most admirable books of travel might be made up 
from the sketches of its contributors. 

<<a 

WNorers.—In striking contrast to the dashing and foam- 

ing rapids of Maine, St. Clair pictures the weird and 
funereal scene of a sluggish Louisiana swamp, where 

cypress trees, hung with Southern moss, are reflected from 

the dark waters of the alligator’s home, ‘A Winter in 

Louisiana” has much romance and much strange adven- 

ture about it. Many of our readers will turn from its 

perusal back to the days of theirown personal experience 

before the war. ‘This is one of those sketches which re- 

yeal to us—or rather suggest—the wealth of entertaming 

sporting reminiscences stored up by our friends at the 

South, We could wish that St, Clain’s pen might stimu- 

late others to recall for our readers their tales of South- 

erli sport a quarter of a century ago. 

The Arcadians of Southern Louisiana havenot changed 

since the day St. Clair kissed the Hose de Teche. The 

stranger finds them still the same simple, quaint peo ple, 

preserving their odd prejudices and primitive customs. 

They are aside from the current—off in an eddy of the 

stream, where the flow does not disturb them. 

We can put ever so many of the countries ot Europe 
into the single State of Texas, and haye room for one or 
4wo Eastern States beside. Our correspondent, N, A. T,, 

has the happy faculty of seeing scores of interesting 

things in the great State which he has made his own, and 

this faculty he supplements with another equally felici- 

tous—that of describing what he sees. The fish problem 

he propounds at the close of his letter is one that will 

puzzle icthyologists, 

Among those who called at the Forms? AND STREAM 

office this week was Mr, Charles Gilchrist, of Port Hope, 

Ontario, who, many of our readers will be pleased to learn, 

has made arrangements with the Indians of Rice Lake to 

secure next fall a full supply of wildrice, The gathering of 

this cereal in Canada is reserved to the Indians, white 

men being forbidden to collect it. Mr, Gilchrist has al- 

ready been very successiul in securing from his Indian 

agents large supplies of rice, which he has shipped to all 

parts of this country, as well as to England and Scotland, 

The Indians go out in canoes through the rice patches, 

the man at the bow and the squaw at the stern, with two 

sticks or poles about three feet in length, with one of 

which the rice is drawn alternately from one side and 

then from the other over the canoe, while the other stick 

is used as a flail to beat the seed out into the boat, 

Tf the responses are any indication, our colored pictorial 

posters must be accomplishing their mission ima highly 

satisfactory manner. We still have a full supply on 

hand, and shall be pleased to send them to all who may 

be inclined to post them whiere they may be seen and 

read. Attentionis culled to the prospectus of our com~ 

missions and prizes, as given elsewhere, 

In response to several inquiries we may explain that 

sve do not propose to publish a game and fish directory 

in book form, Such an undertaking would be futile, be- 

cause of the constant change in game localities, Our 

plan, which we are now carrying mito effect, isto secure 

all information of a useful character relating to fish and 

game resorts, to register such notes in a book here, and in 

turn give it to such of our readers as may wish to ayail 

themselves of it, Comprehensively stating the case, we 

1 

propose to act as a medium for the interchange of infor- 
mation, Wehave been led to this by having long known 

the needs of gentlemen sportsmen, and have, after ma- 

ture deliberation, adopted this as the most feasible and 

satisfactory method of supplying this want. That the 
directory to sportsmen’s resorts may be of the most con1- 

plete and valuable scope we cordially invite the active 
cOoperation of every man who may be able to help us by 
his contribution. 

The Bay County Sportsman’s Association gave a ban- 

quetin honor of the State Sportsman’s Assoclation, at the 
Fraser House, Bay City, Mich., last evening, We were 

there in spirit, and only wish we could haye material- 

ized ourselves into tangible form to participate in the 
festivities, 

Ts fish culture a success?” This question is not asked 

now as if was afew years ago, We are finding answers 

toiton allsides. To-day we publish a most emphatic 

and favorable reply in the report of the California Com- 

missioners. 

Anything coming from the pen of Mr, A. Cary Smith 
will be read with much interest and attention by all. The 
long experience of Mr, Smith in practical building and in 
the designing of numerous yachts of all tonnages, as well 

asthe mass of statistics it has been his good fortune to 

accumulate during his long service as Measurer of the 

N. ¥. Y. CG. and §, Y. C., entitle him to speak as an 
authority upon all mattters connected with yachting, 

We welcome his name to our columns, and know that 

the public at large share our pleasure in seeing his ideas 
in print. The very instructive lectures delivered by Mr. 
Smith before the Seawanhaka Y. C. form, as we know, 

astandard whieh governs the modeling of most of the 

yacht builders in America to a larger extent than any 
other source of information. As the question of meas- 
urement has more bearing upon the future models of both 

America and England than is generally supposed, we pro- 
pose to give it all the consideration its importance de- 

Serves. 

We have long since been satisfied that the importance 

of the protection of game from its natural extermina- 
tors in the animal world has not been sufficiently recog- 
nized, Some sportsmen’s associations have offered prizes 
for the greatest numbers of vermin killed; among such 
clubs, that of Luzerne County, Pa,, is conspicuous, Foxes, 
weazels, skunks, owls, hawks and all the pestiferous class 
of preying animals and birds destroy more game each 
season than the poachers and lawless gunners and trap- 
pets. Foxes are reported very abundant this year in 

certain sections of New England and the Middle States, 

Sportsmen in those same sections may, as the result,look 

for a scarcity of game birds. 

oe a - 

Crick? CLUB MERTINGS,—The annual meeting of the 
Staten Island Cricket Club was held at Delmonico’s, 

Broad street, on the 2d inst. The following Board of 
Directors was elected to serve for the ensuing year: Mr. 
William Krebs, President; Mr. E. Wiman, Vice-Presi- 

dent; Mr, H. H, Outerbridge, Secretary, 23 South street; 

Mr. W. M. Betts, Treasurer, 87 Leonard street; Messrs. 

William M. Donald, R. B. Whittemore, EK. W. Stevens, 

W. H, Davidgeand Ashton Harvey. The late Secretary, 

Mr. W. H. Davidge, read his annual report, the pith of 

which, including the club’s averages, have already been 

published in the FoREST AND STREAM’Ss cricket columns. 
The Treasurer's report showed the club’s income for last 

year to have been $2,701.52. This does not include the 

gate money received from the Insh and English matches. 
After paying all expenses there is left a handsome bal- 
ance in bank. The yote on the amendment to prohibit 
members who are also members of other organizations 
from playing against the club in matches was carried by 
a two-thirds yote. ‘The clause does not apply to college, 
school or commercial elevyens. This reform was much 
needed, not only to stamp the club’s individuality, but 
also to protect one or two kindred organizations in this 
vicinity. The chair was instructed to appoint a commit- 
tes of five to revise the present constitution and by-laws, 
and it wisely suggested that the captains of both elevens 
are to be elected by the elevens, and nof selected by the 

committee, as heretofore. The new mode will commit, 
as it were, each player to his choice, and will give less 

opportunity to “kick.” A large number of new mem- 
bers were elected, and the propriety of building a new 

club house is in serious contemplation. 
The St. George’s Club had their meeting at Delmonico’s, 

Twenty-sixth street, on the 2d inst. The following officers 

were elected for the current year: President, Mx, J, T, Sout- 

ter ; Vice-President, Mr. G. T, Green ; Treasurer, Mr. B. 

Mostyn; Secretary, Mr. G. Hyde-Clarke ; Committee, 

Messrs. B. H. Moeran, C, W, Bance, David B. Gilbert, T, C, 

Richardson and J. P. Conover. The suggestion to divide 
the club's ground at Hoboken with the Columbia College 
Club has been referred to a special committee, The 

Secretary's and Treasurer’s reports ‘were both read and 

adopted ; and the club trust this year to piny several out- 

of-town matches. 
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MicRaToRY QUAM T™ Guorara.—An Atlanta corres- 

pondent sends us the following note from the Thomas- 

ville (Ga.), 7imus, the first recognition he has seen of the 
presence of the birds in that section <— 

Mav. J. M. Blackshear caught and sent to town the other 
day, for the inspection of his friends, a dwarf quail, The 
hird appeared on Mr. Blackshear's plantation last year. It 
18 & heautiful, symmetrical Pird, and is very highly prized 
by sportsmen, The Formst AND STREAM gives in a re- 
cent issue, an interesting account of their introduction 
into this country, They are called the Messina quail, and 
area migratory in their nature, During the past few years 
severil thousand have been imported from Messina by 
astern and Northern sportsmen, None, so far as we 
know, have been sent South, and how the little stranger 
found his way down here is a mystery, 

rr Oe 

THE NUW JERSEY WOODCOCK LAW, 

Mornristows, N. J., Jan. 3st. 

Tditoy Poyest and Stream:—There seems evidenta strong dispo- 

silion on the part of some ot our Jersaymen to oppose the efforts of 

the Protective Game Association from procuring proper legisla- 

Tign. Ail this is beyond my comprehension. If [ am not mis- 

tiken, the mihin cause of this outbreak is the proposed abolition 

of summer cock-shooting. Now, it is my firm belief that nine 

out of ten of the sportsmen of New Jersey arein fayor of a law 

prohibiting sulnmer shooting, Ave the wishes of nine sportsmen 

16 be set aside for the unii? By reference to the records of the 

Senute, I find that the bill for the amendment of the game laws 

Was introduced by Senator Lawrenee of Sussex County. If there 

is A. maninthe Stale of New Jersey who is more competent to 

say Whether summer shooting is exterminating the jwoodcock 

than Senator Lawrenté [have yeti to hear of him. Mr, Lawrence 

Was born and brovueht up near whatwere formerly the gre test 
woodeock ¢rouuds in the Middle States, the Drowned Lands of 

Sussex and Orunge Counties. No one will deny that where there 
were a hundred birds (in these wrounds thirty years agro there are 

but twe or three now. Therefore, [ say, if he woodcock are con- 

stintly Geertasing under the present law, let us try to better 

tieir condi ion by the enactment of a nore stringent one. Now, 

upon what erYounds do the opponents of the reform base their 

objection? Thear them say, * We will not have any shooting if 

the proposed new law is passed?" Let me aska question. How 
mummy woodeock will the sportsmen gel if such on alteration is 

Mot made? But it is not, ory brother sportsmen, 1 question of 

how many weodeock you will get, but how many there will be. 

The clamor of the country is for tha farmers to rally and defeat 

the bill, 
What possible benefit: the farmer derives from summer shoot 

ing js unknown (o the yeomunry of New Jersey. As the wood- 
ebck of this State is un inoffensive little fellow, and neyer dam- 

apes the summer crop to any appreciable extent, he cannot be 

epiled a pest, and as the majority of our farmers do not revel in 

woodcock shooting I fail to seethe occasion for this hue and ery. 

Trashing that the present session of our Legislature will give us 

a Jaw which will improve the shooting in this State, Lam, yours 

in the interest of true sport, Jursny. 

There is nothing astonishing in the fact that the New Jersey 

séunimer ;woodeock bill should have ils antagonists, for its oppo- 
nenisare mostly found on examination to be either seliish per- 
sons calling themselves sportsmen, or else yillainously bad shots, 

‘ho former, 45 9 class, are the most dificultto deal with; they 
would blindly kill the goose that lays the golden egg, reasoning 

thatas fe is uncertain they might not be spared to bein at the 

cackling. The other class are easily sorted ont and readily-dis- 
posed of. Ti would he well tohave « special act passed in their 

behult, allowing then the privilexe of blazing away whenever 
the spirit moyes them. For Heayen knows it would only keep 
our (riend, the ;woodeock, ia good tying trim, for woodeock are 

bard io ground." 

Game Bag and Guy. 
eae 

GAM IN SEASON IN FEBRUARY. 

Hares, brown and gray. Wild duck, geese, brant, &te, 

FOR FLORIDA. 

Decr, Wild Turkey, Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Ducks, and Wild Fovw1. 

+ Bay birds *? generally, including various species of plover, sand 
piper, suipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, xyo- 
gets, otc., coming undér the group Linlacole or Shore Birds. 

—$—— 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY, 

In sending reports for the Forrst AND STREAM Directory to 
Game nod Kish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following particulars, with such other information as they 
may deem of value; State, Town, County ; means of access: Hotel 

and other accommodations; Game anditsSeason; Fish and |tsSea- 
80D! Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address ;— after the fol- 

lowing model — 

ARmkKANSAsS—Clinton, Van Buren Counmty.—Little Rock und Fort 
Ainith Railway to Chimmers, from thence by wagon. Turkey, 
deer, bear in greater abundance than elsewhere in the State. No 

Ganebrakes, rom here itis easy to xo to Sugar Loaf, Peter Cresk, 
Owl's Coye, * Big Bottom,’ Greasy Valley, the Meadows," the 

“Gourd,” Devil's Fork, "Possum Walk, the * Gulf)’ and several 

other desirable places. Country wild and mountainous; people 
tWiendly and obliging. Hotel—Hartwell Greeson, proprietor; $1 
per day. Address Richard Poe, Msq., as above, 

——— 

—Mr, i. M, Messenger, of the Bromfield House, Boston, 

Mags., with a party of four others, has gone to North 

Carolina, where he will spend somo weeks quail shooting. 
_ ——$> 

—The éariboo, Cervus tarandius, is seldom seen in New 

York City, in fact, not over twenty have ever heen shipped 
to this market. It was our good fortune, however, to in- 

spect, yesterday, at the restaurant of Mr. John Snther- 
land in Liberty street, two magnificent specimens, 4 bull 
and acow. They were shot by an Indianin the neighber- 
hood of the Reviére Dupont, Canada, and described by 

him as ‘‘ nice fat,” each tdeer haying weighed in life over 
fa0 pounds, ; 

THR Rivineron Guy AND RirLe Ciup.—The annual 
meeting of the club, formerly known as the Social Gun 

and Rifle Club of Philadelphia convened Jan. = 17th, 
al the Union League Club, when the name was changed 

tothe Rivington Gun and Rifie Club of Philadelphia. 
Né doubt under the new title the members will acquit 
themselves individually as craditably as they did under 
the old name. 

The reports at fhe annual meeting were of tle most sat- 
isfactory nature; the membership numbers sixty-eight, 

and the club has no debt, with a balance in the treasury, 
That the meetings meant something last year will be 

learned from the following summary taken from the 
shooting record for 1879, and sent to us by a correspond- 
ent :— 

The club gives an annual prize for the best score made 
at 40 birds from 5 traps, handicap rise, This was won by 
the score of 37 killed, the winner standing at 30 yards, 
The next best were 4 of 35 killed, 1 of 34, 3 of 33, ete. 
Number of members who took part in these contests, 34; 

largest number in any one match, 21; total number of 
birdsshot at im matches for aboye prize, was 1,221; killed, 
871; missed, 350; percentage killed, 714; highest percent- 
age inany match, 81; lowest percentage In any match, 
63 ; number of clean scores of ten ‘‘straight,” 7; highest 
individual score in four monthly matches, 87 ouf of 40, 
or 921 per cent. 

Besides the above we haye had a great many matches 
for other prizes, all of which were well atttended, as you 
may judge from the following record :— 

Total number of birds shot at on the elub?grounds dur- 
ing the year 1879, was 7,481; killed, 5,337 ; “missed, 2,141, 
Per cent, killed, 71}, or, omitting double bird shooting, 
73 per cent. F 
We also gave a prize for glass ball shooting from three 

Bogardus traps, 18 yards rise, won by the ‘score of 76 
broken out of 80, Excluding rifle shooting, we find there 
were about16,000 shots fired upon the grounds during the 
year, CRUMMEL, 

—>___—_ 

New York Srarm SrorTsMen’s AssocraTioy.—The 
Seneca Falls Reveille gives the following encouraging 

report of the preparations for the next convention of the 
Association, which will be held there :— 

it haying been decided to hold the annual shoot of the 
State Sportsmen’s Association under the auspices of the 
Seneca Gun Club of this village, preparations are being 
made for the largest and most suceessful gathering of 
the kind ever witnessed in the State, Neither time norex- 
pense will be spared in promoting the objects of the As- 
sociation. The generous hospitality of our citizens will 
be extended to all members of the Association who may 
gather here during their annual tourney, and all our 
sportsmen will vie with each other in the magnanmity of 
their efforts to make the conyention a gratifying success. 
We hope for the attendance of an unusually large num- 
ber of the sportsmen of the State. They may be assured 
that the occasion will be one of profit and of pleasure. 
Our home sportsmen to whom were entrusted the cares 
and responsibilities of the convention of 1872, and who 
managed it so successfully and satisfactorily, wili have 
the coming conyention in charge, The Seneca Gun Club— 
which embraces within its menibership such well-known 
names as Silsby, Hoag, Lawrence, Stacey, Parrish, 
Tubbs, Ten Eyck, Niver, Selleck, as wellas many others 
—will omit nothing in its efforts to make the coming 
convention worthy of the highest commendation. The 
prizes which it will offer for competing shots will sm- 
pass those of any other meeting. They will be numer- 
ous, valuable and worthy of the sharpest contests, Al- 
ready arrangements have been perfected for cbtaining 
birds in great numbers, and there will be no delay be- 
cause of any neglect in this respect. The convention 
will be held at an opportnne time, and all our citizens 
will feel it mcumbent upon them to contribute in every 
way possible toward making it a credit to our village and 
an honor to the Association, 

——>———_ 

Vermont Fox Huntina,—Pittsford, Rutland Co., Vi. 
—Jan. 27th,—In issue of Jan, 15th I notice an account 
of a New Hampshire fox hunt, in which the parties bag- 
ged two foxes in one day. It is not unusual for fox 
hunters in our town to bag two foxes in a day’s hunt, A 
few weeks since, Mr. Burdett and Mr. Morgan, of this 
place, were out, and bagged five red foxesin one day, On 
Dec. 4th Mr, Elliott and myself were ont, and at 1 A, mM, 
the first fox was started; at 38 P, M, the third fox was 
bagged, among them an old veteran who was toothless 
and tipped the beam at 13} pounds. Two of them fell to 
my 10-bore. In this hunt only only one dog was eet 

. 

MASSACHUSETTS AND NorTH CAROLINA—Marlboro, 
Muss.—The Marlboro Sportsman's Club have held one 
glass ball shoot since the new year came in (Jan, loth), 
and bad a nice pleasant afternoon for outdoor sport. We 
had out about a dozen shooters, and shot sweepstakes. 
The President of the club, Dr. Chamberlain, made the 
remark, when he took three first prizes in succession, 
that his little gun had not forgotten its cunning, but 
aiter that, Eager, Fay, Lughton, Bodrey. Brush and some 
of the boys had a chance to shake hands with some of 
the money, Weshall shoot onca in two weeks the rest 
of the winter. One thing we copied from the Worcester 
Club, to which many of our members belong, that is to 
have hot coffee on the stove in the club-house all the 
time when the shoot is going on; it keeps a man warm 
and in good hunior, or at least it helps to. 

D. 8. Mooney, one of our most popular members, has 
just returned from Currituck, N. C., where le has been 
for the last eight weeks and has had some splendid duck 
shooting. One day he killed with his Schuyler gun one 
hundred and twenty ducks of different kinds, but a ma- 
jority of them were red-heads. He also had splendid 
quail and snipe shooting, with a few woodcock, He took 
his splendid setter dog ‘* Boss” with him, and he was the 
admiration of the natives there, as they haye nothing 
but duck dogs, They make very little account of any- 
thing but duck antl sea-fowl shooting, The weather was 
very warm most of the time, which made canyas-hacks 
very scarce, DB, 

Nuw Jersex—Imperial Lodge, Tom’s River, Jan. 31st. 
The weather still remains warm, with no ice whatever in 
the bay. The duck shooting remains good, with a pros- 
pect of continuing ; and some good bags of red-heads and 
broad-bills, with occasionally a canvas-back, are mado 
every shooting day, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 
are the days in Musquito Cove, where the duck now aré, 
Shooting on the main bay is allowed on all days. 

S&S. K., Jr 

PENNSYLVANIA—ATlentown, Jan. 30th,—The one hun- 
dred migratory quail, which were imported last spring, 
were released on farms in Lehigh County ; and out of this 
lot, to my knowledge, not one coyey was hatched, One 
or two pair were seen last fall, but where they are now 
no one knows. The Jand is full of **Bob Whites,” and if 
the ae will not get worse we shall have plenty by 
next fall. 

Norges From KEentucky.—IMill Springs, Ky., Jun. 20th. 
—Our crop of quails isnot up to anticipations based upon 
the multitudes of pairs seen during early summer. ‘The 
very few wing shots of this county have hunted It lit- 
tle, and the annual influx of visitors has yet to report, 
Parties from abroad haye invariably manifested so great 
a degree of pot-hunterism in neither sharing game with 
farmers over whose lands they shot, nor having game 
served where they sojourned, that numerous conspicuous 
posters would have surprised, and divers “ Git out of 
thar’s” amazed them had they come around as usual. 
My first day’s sport of the season, in company with an 

enthusiastic young visitor during the holidays, resulted 
in twenty-eight of the fattest quail thab I ever saw in 
the same bag, and eight hares that were singled out be- 
cause of their extraordinary size, Many wild turkeys 
have heen killed in my immediate neighborhood ; a deer 
was chased within earshot of my house recently; the 
music of a neighbor's pack in full chase is enjoyed semi- 
weekly—oftener if the weather be winsually propitious, 
The last report from three of the boys amile away 
was that they were in hot pursuit of a black bear which 
had strayed in from the adjacent high mountains. Mal- 
lards were on the creeks and overflowed meadowlands in 
countless droves during the few chilly days of December, 
but disappeared with return of the sprimglike weather 
which has preyailed the past four weeks or more, Re- 
markable weather—mercury in shade often registering 
60 and 70 Par, More than one thunder storm recently. 
Several of our Central Kentucky huntimg clubs have 
long been accustomed to making annual excursions fo 
the mountains of Hast Tennessee in quest of deer, and 
two or thres came to grief this fall through ignorance of 
an ordinance against Kentuckians trespassing on that 
sacred soil and the prerogatives of that favored people, 
and a deaf ear to the warnings of their brethren just over 
the line who know. Their convictions were that hunters 
on the border would selfishly confine them to Kentucky 
Suey. and they pushed ahead cheerfully, to he 
promptly hauled up before an uncompromising tribunal 
that promptly lightened their treasury of the full penalty, 
said fo be $50 for each offence. We knew that the slowly 
returning trains were not funeral processions from a 
sister State, KRENTUCEIAN, 

WILD Picrons.—Oxford, Ohio, Feb. 2d.—Pigeons are 
reported feeding in the bush north of here. There was a 
novel match at a little town ten miles up in the country, 
It was veported that there was to be a glass ball match 
on Saturday afternoon, but through some mismanage- 
ment the balls did not come. To avoid disappointing 
those that came they used potatoes, The match wis a 
satisfactory one, I believe, Tre-LAnp, 

lowA—Pomeroy, Jan. 26fh—We have been having a, 
very open winter, and during the last two weeks it has 
not been cold enough to freeze nights a great deal of the 
time. The sky appears warm and hazy, similar to In- 
dian summer, The ice is nearly all thawed out of Twin 
Lakes, and for the present has ruined the hopes of ice- 
house owners. During a thirty-ntile drive across the 
country to-day I saw a large number of prairie chickens 
aud quail, while around the lake were large flocks of 
ducks and geese, and occasionally a string of pelicans 
were seen floating lazily along, ABE DACOTAH, 

Anizona.—Cump Thomas, Jan. 9th.—Quail shooting 
has been yery good here this season. My scove is 760 
quail, about 20 Wilson snipe and 40 ducks, Very few 
snips and ducks stop. G, HM, 

THE FountalIn Gun CLte.—On Monilay last the Foun- 
tain Gun Club held am enthusiastic meeting in their cosey 
new rooms at Harry Miller's in Brooklyn, Wvery chair 
was filled and ‘standing room only” was the ride, The 
occasion was the regular monthly business meeting, 
Since the club’s members determined to possess a head- 
quarters secoud to none in this vicinity, the interest of 
the residents in the reighborhood became decidedly 
aroused. 
The " Heights” near the ferry is sufficiently provided 

with social club houses such as the Brooklyn and Kings 
County, but the equally important ‘ hill” around Pros- 
pect Park was without such convenience. The Foun- 
tain Club appear to have met this necessity, and now its 
members May, without interruption, and with proper 
privacy, come together in an elegantly furnished suit of 
apartments and pass a social evening im a friendly ganis 
of whist or euchre, or, if so disposed, meet worthy antag- 
onists in the philosophical games of chess and draugiits. 
Scarcely had the improvements been inaugurated ere the 
applications for membership began to pour in, Indeed, 
the President was sv importuned by many members that 
he felt it his duty to call a special meeting toreceive the 
petitions and set the examining committee at work that 
their reports might be acted upon at the regular meeting 
of February. At this last meeting the committee ra- 
ported fayorably on nineteen of the applicants for active 
membership and nine nominations for honorary mempber- 
ship, and all were elected. The club now mumbers about 
125, and bids fair to be the largest in the State. 
Good-fellowship has always }prevailed, One reason for 
this is the invariable opposition shown to gambling, ne 
matter in how insidious aform ib may appear, 
election it was decided ta add another room to the ac- 
comimodations now existing, and the necessary lease was 
taken, and the former satisfactory committee—Messrs. 
Wingert, Chamberlain, Hines, White!and Beggs—were 
empowered to proceed immediately with the embellish- 
ments. Mr. Chamberlain presented the club with a 
beautiful statuette chandeljer, the counterpart of that 

erthe » 
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recently given by the President. An executive com- 
Witte consisting of James White, Charles W, Wingert, 
Prank C. Chamberlain, J.J. Bennet and William Cleayer, 
Was appointed fo meet like committees from the other 

* chibs nniting in the movement to invite the State Sports- 
men to hold the Conyentionof 1881in Kings County. It 
was unanimously determined to celebrate the anniver- 
sary of the conception of the club, Washington's Birth- 
day, with the usual ‘crow shoot.” <A committee was ap- 
pointed to procure the necessary crows and provide the 
usual dinner at John MeMahon’s hotel at Sheepshead 
Tay. Thess annual reunions have become an institu- 
tion, andare always anticipated with a pleasure which 
has never failed of acconyplishment. A pleasant inci- 
dent was the vote of thanks given to the several donors 
of the decorations about the rooms, 

WHERE TO GO FoR TRAPPING.—Dugdale, Chesler Co., 
Pa,, Fan, 3ls£— Your ‘*Game and Fish Directory,” just 
started, is just the thing needed—the only trouble, most 
of the notes and extracts given will be in most cases 
*‘‘blow-your-own-liorn style, as a kind of advertisement 
for certain proprictors of hotels, and the most primitive 
out-of-thesvay places will not come into notice, Hyery- 
hody has them hobby, and mine is, emphatically, trap- 
ping, although I enjoy boating and hunting. I wish we 
could have accounts of more out-of-the-way places, fre- 
qnently known of by your readers, as being great re- 
treats for otter, mink, marten, raccoon, etc, I am sorry 
to say professional trappers as 9, rule ave not much giyen 
to intelligence or reading, and hence we do not get much 
from them. Now there are plenty of hunters frequenting 
these wild tetveats in quest of large game who are of our 
most intelligent citizens, who are sufficiently observing 
to give jtccounts of what they have seen to be of great 
use to the trapping fraternity in looking up a locality for 
operations. There are undoubiedly splendid localities for 
fur-bearing animals in parts of Nova Scotia, Maine, the 
tide-vater région of Virginia, and eastern counties of 
North Catolina, Have you not resident subscribers, or 
those on your subscription lists who have been through 
some of the wilds of countries named, that could give 
some reliable information, with names of parties with 
whom correspondence could be opened? I would give as 
a g00d place, which I am familiar with myself, West 
Point, White Co., Ark., as head-quarters—prinecipal di- 
rection of operations for good trapping and deer hunt- 
ing, hittle Red River, to junction with White River; 
along White River, up or down. Another good place, 
from head of Raft Creek down said creek, which is a 
small stream, sluggish and very crooked, flowing south- 
east into White River. Game: Deer, turkey, and squir- 
rel, For trapping: Otter, coon, mink, wild cat, Ac- 
commodations on upland adjacent to Raft Creek with 
most of the planters, For information, addréss, with 
stamp, Jos. M, Lindley, Esq., West Point, White Co., 
Ark. SuEraar Boznat 
Tan AuxtInmary AHEAD.—New Berlin, Duval Co., Fld., 

Decerrber 20th, 1879.—Messrs, Auviliary Rifle Barrel Co., 
New Haven, Conn.—Gents: The rifie barrel I purchased 
of youl is dving as well as any one could wish for, and far 
surpasses My expectations, both in execution and con- 
yenience. ' 
Huve used it a great deal on alligators, ete., and in 

ool hands it is certain death, Have Iilled several at 
yery long distatices, and for turkey and deer it is just the 
thine, 
Had a ‘‘shoot” with an old-fashioned rifle that has 

quite a reputation about here, and the result was as 
usual, viz, : Auxilianty ahead ; other ‘‘no where,” and the 
longer tlie distance, the more your barrel led, Your new 
folding sight is not in the way in the least, and with the 
riflo barrel, makes the most effective as wall as the most 
complete arm I ever used, 
Should adyise every one owning a breech-loader to 

have one, especially if they intend coming Sonth, They 
will nof have reason to regret, and may feel, as I do, 
tbhanktul that I own a Shelton auxiliary barrel. 

R. 8. GRISWOLD, 
$$$ ee 

BOY AND GUIDE. 

LoweLt, Me., Jan. ist. 
HE first game I ever shot was a partridge, Ifound 

the log that he drummedon. It was a large pine 
that had been felled for lumber, but for some defect had 
never been moyed. The stump was quite tall, and when 
{ wanted to see the partridge drum I would get the stump 
between me and the bird, andcreep up the stump, My 
father had an old flint-lock gun, and L kept at him for it 
until finally he let me have it. I shouldered ib and 
started into the woods for the old drummer. I got that 
stump in range and went up to it as though my life was 
depending, Iran the muzzle over the top very slowly, 
took sight and fired, I killed my bird and took it home, 
the proudest boy ever seen. I kept up this practice whien- 
ever father would let me go. Deer were plenty, and after 
awhile I tried for one of them, Ifound an old ‘ cut- 
down” about one mile back in the woods wheres they used 
to come to feed. The fire had burned it over, and the 
young sprouts anid weeds made good food for them, ‘The 
groud was pretty well stocked with stumps and logs, 
and oné morning I got up before if was light and took 
the old flint-locl: and started tor the ** cut-down,” intend- 
ing bo be there by the time it would be light enough to 
ses, When I got there [paw two deer, and they had not 
seen me, So I skulked and crept on my hands and knees 
part of the time, until T thought Iwas near enough. I 
gob my gun oyéra stump for a rest, but it would wiggle 
all over the deer, Tt was a large buck standing broad 
side, I held my gun as still as 1 could and blazed away. 
Both deer van into the woods, I followed on to see if I 
could find any blood, as I had heard father tell about 
following them by the blood. Soon as I got on their trail 
T found blood, and soon I founda piece of bone some 
thres inches long. IT picked it up and ran home to show 
if tp father, When he saw ib he told me that I bad 
broken the deers leg. We went back with the dog, 
Soon aa we gob on the spot we heard the wounded 
deer. Lranfor him, and when I got to him the dog had 
him jy the hind leg; it was the broken one, and he was 
Capexing about lively, dvagging the dog, I got hold of 
hin, and betweon us both we held hin wntil father came 
up and cut his throat. When T fired at the deer my gun 
qwas loaded with what we called a slug, Tt was a bar of 
leat about one inch long that would just slide down, 

Twas as That sg had hit his lez in the gambrel joint, 
proud now as I was a few years before, when I killed the 
first partridge. So T went on killing a deer oceasionally, 
and soon as I was able to buy a gun I secured one with 
petcussion caps, and I was yery successful with it. I 
used to put in about nine buckshot and a round hall top 
of the shot, J killed a great many deer with this gun. 
I soon learmed to manage a bark canoe and used to go 
hunting deer where they cama out to fhe lakes and 
streams to feed, I was pretty sure to get near enough to 
shoot one if I could see the deer before he saw me, 

I would work along near the shore, and when the deer 
looked up I would keep perfectly still until he went to 
feeding or turned his head fromme, Sometimes I would 
stick bushes and weeds, tall grass, etc,, in and about the 
bow of my canoe, I find this a very good way to get up 
to ducks and all kinds of game when it is convenient to 
usethem. Ihave kept on until [ have hunted them most 
all ways that | ever heard of, I make my own canoes, 
snow-shoes, and moccasins; also make for others, and 
am now making for lumbermen and hunters, I go as a 
guide and furnish guides, canoes, etc., for parties during 
the hunting season, At one time, some years ago, 1 had 
a party from Rhode Island ; I took them tothe Schoodac 
Lakes for the purpose of hunting deer with dogs, There 
were nine of usall told. Deer were plenty, the lakes 
wers plenty, and high winds were plenty, too, The most 
of the deer we started would go to some lake where there 
was no one to watch, or some part of the lake where we 
could not get nor hear the dog, When I hunt witi: dogs 
IT don’t find it as I have heard some writer say, that any 
boy that could row a boat or shoot a gun could get deer 
by the ton, J find thatif a dog starts a deer near one 
Jake, if there is another lake three or four miles distant, 
he ig most likely to go there. It requires skill, practice, 
and good judgment to be successful with dogs and canoes, 
but with the windy weather we had and the many lakes 
we managed to get four, When the party were intending 
to start for home the wind blew a gale and we had seve- 
ral lakes to cross, They waited two days for the wind to 
die down, but there was no let up night or day, so I sent 
one man to show them the way by land. ‘The rest of the 
guides stopped with me to take out the deer, etc., assoon 
as the wind would allow. As soon as they had gone, we 
guides took our guns and started out to see what we 
could get on a still hunt. I took a cruise off, and on my 
way back IT was ascending a high hill, when nearly to the 
top I saw a big buck standing head from me. I shot and 
Tsaw him hobble off, I went up and saw that he bled 
quite freely, but he had started with the wind and being 
shot in the hind parts IT thought the safest way for me 
was to go to camp and getadog;Ididso. It wasnearly 
sunset and the wind still a whirling and twisting the 
trees as though it meant to take them all out by the 
roots, When I got back to camp found one of the 
guides there, We each of us took a dog and led them 
till we got where I fired at the deer. I let one go and 
kept the other on the chain to lead us on the trail, but 
we soon heard the one we let loose at bay, not thirty 
yards distant. We let the other loose and ran to see the 
fun; but that buck would fight a good battle. I had to 
shoot him down, He was very large and fat; much larger 
than any one we had. LIwanted to ‘send him whole 
as possible, so I only opened just enough to get ont his 
entrails, We bent down a small tree and hung him up 
for the night. The next morning we slung him to a pole 
and lugged him a mile through the rough woods to the 
lake. I thought he weighed a ton before we got there, 

J, DaRnine. 
$e tn oe 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 
=. 

THE DEXTER PARK TOURNAMENT, 

The pigeon shooting tournament at Dexter's Park, L, 1., last 

week, was one of the most notable eyents of the kind that has 

attracted the attention and participation of the crack shots of 

this vicinity for some months. The summary of the shooting is ag 
follows :— 

First Day, Jan. 28th.—Sweepstalces, $5 entry—Shot for at 10 birds 
each, from H,and T. traps, 25 yards rise, 80 yards boundary, using 

one barrel only ; L.1.8. C. rules; closed with i entries :— 

Killed, 
all} @. Hance. -.....6....005 =f a ACE sy Lay alee 8 eel ule ll 

PW. Seloyer. - cee Mamet ei ety te at oe 9 
+MGlIS, ....- 6. = th UL thet gake Te Gh ah al 9 
VERVE telettcnsieib elseif. a'sis ots ely ee Sea SD 5 
Gild@rslee@ye@.....- 2.6 cece eee enn kot Of0 T2441 1 0FO 6 
Samters._,- avd TUF C0 Whale i) ale le tint 5 
H. Smith... poe Eth er el de cere 5 
ia yc Satay xn wale arte sis eed e Holwiniesh ole MT b ie tue al ak (ny yaa to) 4 
Pfaener-..-.-: oO TUTLOOO w 3 
al bourses eer Penal OPEL thoy, 3 
PAS WSR DA etiah ela dllet sacietele «6 1To0o1010 Ww 8 
{Divided second and third money. 

Same Day.—Sweepstakes, $5 entry—Conditions nas 
sweep; closed with 15 entries :— 

in previous 

r Kile, 
Miles Johnson, ......-..¢+--.0e0-+ tine Tr ge it aval 10 
W. Garrett, ... Pagal IL dt GC PMU ae ail at 9 
Gildersiceve, Z pea eth al! Bi a OT ale 8 

To2tiziidilid?yTi s 
On Md On i 
PTivitoodiszsg 
YY1OtLidicy 7 
iE SLs PS ae Vit vk a) i 
i) ala a ath Til SP sat 6 
ES ENTS Oe Ou 0) 6 

Hance (killed one out 015), Smith (4 out of §), Selover (3 out of 
i), Miller (2 out of 6), and Robertson (8 out of 9) withdrew. 

Sweepstakes, $5 entry; shot for at 10 birds each from 6 traps, 
80 yards rise, 80 yards boundary, using both barrels; L, I. 8. C. 
rules; closed with 23 entries :— 

Willed. 
BOTS Pel OOLe-ab pdese eth «eerie cohs Le ee eae a rece a 10 
WUVOG. . 44-24 6+2222ts pee Eh Sip trl Gal erteeiiy LH W 
Broaiwayt.,...-..--- pes dle ae al iD pit sal pals) Ww 
+Greenwood ......... DOE Th eae lk Sie ey, 1p 
Thouipsos.---~-- eae ie Wal ak ot Bla) Tak a al g 
FPfnender......-...;---- eo pal atoee: Gian 4 
PI nasiesb thet dnitaskessoder nbsnws TRE al tk oh aaa), 4 
Heyer. ...-- See al letter Rea bed Tri H 
SOE es Sods ORs, «ae esagrear be Boh fh 3 
GOGH, oe. ee Po eee ed) i ele o 8 
Une [lebron ee a= SO Tei t bo 2 1 7 
HCl pecs eer: a: FR darts Died oi ( 7 
Bergen.....-.. Statist Peewee 15 by Sef § 
SehWerid ys sysecs sees Lotodaotroad 3 
Doyleyy sy i222 522 ate eh Oto OO to 3 
Madison (killed 5 out of §), Gildevsleeye (8 oitt_of 6), Johnson (1 

out ot4), Hatice (2 out of 5), Wilson (3 op of 6), Miller (missed 4) 
Belover (4 out of 0), and Height out of $) withdrew, 
* Divided the stakes, 

Second Day, Jan. 28th—First Swoepstakes.—Open to all comers ; 
$5 entrance; wt 6 pairs of birds each; from plunge traps; 31 

yards rise; 80-yards boundary; 1} ounces of shot; ties decided at 
3 pairs of birds each :— 

Foiled. 

ME} LBW. ok oes cane aie 1 10 Wt tt It i) 
NinerLele bese ys wats ae, rie 11 WL Wt OL i it] 
iON Too) Pein oe. Roce od HH O11 UW 10-1 tt I 14 
F. Gildersleeve./. el... lL Ot 1L 1 WT O1 it 
I, Bmith -1i OF) 11 10 T1—tl Ov. 10 
M. Johnson, 2-11 11 107 115 1U—10 g 
W. Selover.. il Ol 10 11 OO 7 
Colonel! Butler. ..............5 OL OL OL OL It 6 
Second Sweep s.—Open to all comersy $5 entrance ; at 10 

sinwle birds each; 45 yards rise from FH. and rR, traps; lies decided 
at 27 yards rise, miss and go out i— 

Kitled. 
Mr. Solimaon.....--.-...++2--+ =o th aaa a them yal 9 
Mr, Brewer .. 1908 Faget Sy UN a ao eta oa 9 
Mr, Townsend pio al@at ok aE le at ot i) 
Mr. Brown khliii01i01L1 1) 
Mr, Gilder: TSO seleete WL epey 16 say 9 
Mr. Jone. 1LOLRQ2i2 111 0-1 9 
Mr. Faas Sota eh ah aren 8 
Mr, Bell.. it Ose Tero te lv. 8 

Third Day, Jan. Slst—Firet Sweepstakes.—Open to all comers; 

$5 entrance; at 10 single birds each; 27 yards rise; 80 ynrds boun- 

dary; from H, and T, traps; 1} ounce shot; the use of one barrel 

of the gun allowed ;— 
TGiltend. 

Dr. lee ak ah peal) a att att] 
Mr, coe a LS leal aka yl 10 
My, Heic: SR a aT TORS ay ih ea lat ) 
Mr. eels Lol el et ie Cee aL g 
Mr te Oh ed sh an & 
Mr LCS ele ee Suey ui 
Mr. W TOVSE At) tae ih hei 6 
IMP SELVES weet) nea datiecaiint Oe ee ec en Ue i) 

Second Sweepstakes.—Upen to all comers; $5 entranoe; at 10 
single birds each; 25 yards rise; from fuur plunge traps; ties de- 
cided at 5 birds each :— 

Feitled. 
My.F.Gildersleeyven1 1 1121%¢*212IA1iazid i 
Mr. Height... ..... Pr. bit tio et 1k” as 
Mr. Brewer..._.... QPS) thom gai aa aD ae la ya 
My. C. Hance..-... Ue BIS ay lea anh Nolet a ale Pa 0s aft] 1L 
NEE MTS oe es te a Se a ert 10 
Mr. Wilson.......4, a OD tL Fi ee ete 8 
Die THbo. at ptt tr god § 
Mr. Heyer...-... Set ah ak al ghee i 

PENNSYLVANIA—Vorthumberland, Feb. 3d.—A hoot took place 
here on last Saturday for the first time in seyeral months, We 

intend organizing a elub on the 7thinst., when you will hear from 

us rezularly, ‘The following is the score :— 

REDE ON hatebe eter ne ceiieein: te ee eee O01TLIDTALI eT 
CTS er Pa teat cts ole lel oy ae Oy 0) Oe Sr 
Werholt ODeii pope aw assed teas “ -O07T10001 21 5 
Goose: (Po peters 5 be- 1000021011 15 
Chie iesbitieiies OM eh eaten OlLLIiLOLI101 1% 

Jos. Eyerard, 23 out of 25; Geo, Fioney, 19 out of 25; Geo, Say- 
idge, 15 out of 25; Sami, Burk, 45 out of 50. J.H. EY 

Lona IsuAnp SHoorrmne OnvB.—Dexter Park, Cypress Hille, LT, 
Feb. 2d.—Virst contest for new gun; 7 birds; 5 ground traps; 

handicapped rise; 80 yards boundary; using both barrels; club 

rules; ties shot off at 8 birds each — 
W. Wynn.......-.. 25 Lid Pe ira 10, 
Capt. Baulsir, -.. 2 QB al ail glk “ab leer 8 
fi. Madison........ 25 A a CTR et Rl ie big Me i! 
T. Broadway - BD Ly A 10% dT Eo 9 
Mills) .....22. - 24 PTiovdiittrrii1do 9 
W. Lemken 122 AC ah abel th oe =aly 0) vi 
Dr. Talhot....-... 25 OT or -=0 6 
Turner .....-- a BL Tote to 1 0-9 6 
AcCkurst -... + eee WWhsaGk al waleete) 2h lah i) 1 
Hanee. = 20 o#1 0111210 0 5 
Midway . 23 Wowdhed Galt: Gs shit 4 
Murphy +. 23 LE eS ee Oreck 4 
Millen fete att se 23 Toe Ona Cian tants al 3 
Laneate (24 yards) killed 2 out of 6; Thompson (21 yards), 1 out 

of 5; Brower (1 yards), 1 out of 2, and Robinson (23 yards) missed 
1, withdrew. 

UNKNOWN GUN CLuB.—Dexrter Park, L. I., Jan. 2d.—Reeiular 
tionthly contest ; prize, gold badge; shot forat? birds each ; Jt 

ounces shot; 80 yards boundary: H, and T, traps; useof 

barrel only :— 

Johy Sehroder...1 11111 1—7| D. Wersehe....... 1011 —3 
H.Vunstaden,Jr.i 11111 1-7) Win. Lemken.....1 011 +t 
John Rathyen,..1111110—6|#H. Knebel........ 110 —2 
H. Van Staden...11110 G-Papeshs Se 5 O11 aed 
Win. Tomford..,1 11 * —3 | J, 8chliemann....0 1 7 —2 
OC; Medlereci2iis ys 0111 5) Es ODL. - ye eee 101 —2 
Tie shot off :— 

John Seliroder..-.... 11110—4| H. Van Staden, Jrv.-..11111-5 
Glass-ball shoot same day won by John Schliemann, who broke 

14 out of 15. 

MinErR ROD AND GuN CLus.—Club grounds at Springfield, L. L., 

Jan. 20th; match af10 birds each; 5 traps; 30 yards :— 
IMinets feeds: ssy2sste ag sept ap pece a, TPVAVLI100R0 1218 

-OTDO0ODLODOL ES 
re lak Tub Daya” dele ye Ee 
~0011000071 14 
~O001000 0 T 1-8 
01021200tT71 2 1-6 

Bnoglup PV et SL OO ie 
This is the secand time Mr. Miner has won the gold badge 

Match av glass balls; rotary traps; 18 yards :— 

Winer, Bp eg ere ug 0) 00212201 0 1-4 
SASTCa as Vaal, Sg a pe ie nA 100o00g0gar160)dUOY 
WtriecLicise Senice oth aeteie ats ade Oe Teal 2 te 9 
IMPS ORM ps resevctectisein «s tea Lizdodo]. 06 
Huss... 2.21.4 O1l110i10216 
Dayis.... ner 0100010 0-3 
2 UE TWO RR borchgsteeces GOSeC OAR SLe Loiiiaiiit1ry 

New Jersny Gun CLun.—West Side Park, Jan. 21st.—Regular 
monthly shoot at birdsand balls. ‘Mhe first contest was for the 

Champion Glass Ball Badge; 20 balls; three traps; bandicapped 

rises:— 

Sanders............ 20 111211211011101111011—-17 
SPAMLOW?. satel ete 2 T11T11T111111111111000-7 
MEUOEE + eenty as 18 OL1LTLTO00T1T111100107T111-4 
Dusenberry ....,,. 18 OLTOLOOOLILTLTIL11I1IL90O—k 
WilMME.. - es ere leas 18 OL1111100111010000011-T1 
Canton......2. bet eeeld O1000W 

‘Nie on 17, miss and out; 25 yards rise; won by Saunders. 

The next contest was for a $150 Parker oun; 10 birds; 71 yards 

vise; | barrel; H. and T. ground traps; club rules :— 

Up Vetie TOO KIO o.oo tets kemscveldeb he dee ie ea Pah 
Bi. DiSGObGPrys ce. is ey ee 102 3 Te Perk ieee Teath 
Go. Wilms.222 2 cets dees: Sab sl ail sh FS afte 
J. Cadmus, +2. 2.2245 7.-2- Pt eat aca hah SLY oie 
W. Hughes...-......-..... a RSL TE SE Oe ee Ot 
OcSedorI ae. Pee 2 ae TO eel ie eG eee ae 

-PPTACOLT1 0 0 0—5 
oie al as —4 

Sremacts tment ne tut Mets Tt ech 08 Fe —'s 
+l 1 0 0 DO oy ae 

J.S5ipp.... rk ste OLS Oe Oya re: —T 
HA. Warne. 010 Ww = 4) 
J. Pearson -0 0 ww —) 
We Diloltssess pp) sees. canoe -9 0 0 Ww —v 

A sweep at 3 birds followed :— 
[Cen essnicOno econ —3 Hel 0-1 
[One (hats): Wes Pees Pees td i-s3 ---i ) QT 
Duseanberry “a 1-3 -1 0 0O—F 
Pearson... d-s,| Steers: --..... -....5-. 0 0 Et 
PONTE eye ea re ea 1—3 Vectaecoterere Ok oC)! Creal 
Vun Broekle.......--.- 0 12 d-2 
Mr. Cable killed hig bird and jyon the stake, the rest missing: 

theirs, Gil, W., Secretary | 
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On10—Velsonvitte, Jan. 24th.—_Matoh between John MeGary, of 

EE ali and Jas. Roy, of this place; ground trap; Ohio rules — 

SA SGRE EE ye BAS 5 veal 4 pNP = PE hn Bl es 
Medary.. pee pie It) T10T10072171 E21 

JAS, Roy, 

Bocarpus’ Last CHALLENGE—The challenge of Captain Bo- 

fardus has drawn out the following through W. W. Judy, of 
North Filth street, St. Louis, Mo.: Laeccept the offer of Captain 

A. H. Bogardus to shoot himamatch at pigeons in New York 
some time in June or July, 1880, on the following conditions:—To 

shoot at 100 best rock or wild pigeons each, from five traps five 

yards apart, 80 yards rise, Woglish rules, suns not to exceed i0- 

bore, use of both barrels, 1} ounce shot, the dead birds to be 

retrieved by a dog; for $1,000 a side, $500 forfeit, with the option 
of raising it to $2,000 a side on the day of shooting, Captain Bogar- 

dus to allow $500 for expenses, and to deposit that amount, to- 
gether with $400 forfeit, in the hands of the New Yerk Clipper, 

as stakeholder, on or before May Ist, 1880, and to give forty days’ 
notice in said paper of the time and place of shooting. I reserve 

the vrigit, in aecordance with his offer, of not giving the name 

nntil the time of shooting. AN ENGLISHMAN. 
Jan. 5th, 1880. 

Ciacinnati, Jan. 28th.—The following is the score made 

in the sixth and final competition for the champion badge given by 

the Cincinnati Shooting and Fishing Club for best glass balls shot. 

In these matches the Bates & Baum rubber-band traps were used, 

haying a throwing capacity of 40 yards, and the rise being 18 

wards made the shooting very difficult. A screen was used in all 

matches, and the balls were thrown in every direction. Out of 
the 120 balls shot at, Whetstone broke 102 and Caldwell 99, Whet- 

stone winning by 3 balls. Scores were made by other members of 

the club, but were not counted, as they withdrew from time to 

tine — 
wae Caldwell , Pines steal 
J.C, Whetstone... Woah ened eral! 

“The Rifle. 
—$——<>__— 

MAssaAcnusEetTs—Boston, Feb. 2d, Mammoth Rife Gallery.—The last 

week of the New Year Rifle Match has outranked all others in fine 
shooting, and brought out the crack shots from the several rifle 

associations in this yicinity. Mr. BE. F. Richardson made four 

clean scores and received $80 in gold. Mr, Merrill made three 

clean scores and received $60 in gold. Mr.H.L. Lee, Mr. E. B, 

Souther and James N. Frye were successful in getting one clean 

score and receiving $20 in gold each, All of the above gentlemen 

ave members of the Massachusetts Rifle Association. One year 
ago the extra prize of $20for a clean score was offered by the man- 

agement, and during the year it has been won sixteen times—six 

times in 187) and ten times in January, 1880, and hereafter the 

management will offer an extra, prize of $20 to any one who 

makes the largest number of clean scores during the month. The 

following are the prize winners in the New Year Rifle Match, 
with their scores in detail ; 150 feet: rounds, 8 TPGSEIEIEN: 40:— 

5 5 3 EB. H Richardson... 1.) 2-2-tu eres snes 

RL SERENA TLL Meh ba acn ui ih ae iie eit -ecees et j 120 
* l 

H. B. Souther....,,. Sfiaekidar! 118 

TT A TRTOLG Wy yeh ees erie <i hi 

My Rta bi righ a. ate a Bac? Siig 

a es = TG Gee Eee ee Pn a 

TONES CROs Cre Ot Hee He He OL CR OTS Ciact oreo 4 
J = 3 WY AL PORTA. 25-5 - ci epyuteetacarei«s 

StOrer SSeS FR SS Crore Srcror crerer creat TIN oy & Ste OF OTOTST CAOTOr Crear enor Sr oro Greet Sen are Wert ROUT Grover ororer tn oror Sater Srarct oren CROVST CAG Or Goror Sore Spee ots Crore crore Srener Groner crvoren Creer Grane creer orenot crover SHOTS GIS CHoNSr Coron Soo oreo Cuoten crenct « Se Ae Sa ee ne 

= 

SUCH OU CC CAN ST He He Or Croncr ete ee et eS et u 

Boston, Feb. 2, Magnolia Gallery —This popular resort for rifle- 

yen has heen filled during the week to participate in the favor- 
ite ring target match, and unexceptionally brilliant results haye 
een achieved. BR, F. Schaefer aguin heads the list with 344, and 

is tied by 8, C. Noyes for same amount, with the handicap allowed 
him. Messrs. Richardson and Hollis also tied for 342 each, 
and Messrs. Farrow and Ellsiyorth tie Tor 3849 each, the 

best shooting ever done in the gallery. Friday eyening Mr, E, F. 
Richardson of the Massachusetts Rifle Association,{stepped into 

gallery, made 10 consecutiye pbull’s-eyes, and took $15 in gold, 

offered by the management for the brilliant feat. Monday Mr. 
Tudivig will offer $40 in gold to any person with any rifle who can 

mate 10 consecutive cartons, a half-inch ring inside the one-inch 

ving. In connection with this yaluable offer three other elegant 

prizes are offered, valued at $40, for the month of February. 

With such inducements offered the gallery will be filled by the 
jmarksmen, aud Mr. Bennett, the manager, will be a busy man for 
the ensuing month. Following is the summary of last week's 

shooting: :— 
RING TARGET MATCH. 

IW SOMACTON aos. Sule. ant). 113 115 116 —34t 
ie Tee tea ees sete bes ate Ht ath Britke fae 

Richardson. : su ll 1 —BAo 
ze] its eer 2 state AIS ane 16 —8i2 
L. W. EPA , 110 108 331x 9-840 
G.W. Bllworth. lil iil B34x 6—310 
a. Smith. ....- 3 112 —i3o 
W. W, Arnold 113 112 —838 
@.D. Harrisun_-...........-. 107 108 S24x12—386 
Hi. Walters....-.- 110 109 —338 
TM Baxter... 106 106 821x12—333 

.C, Stone. ,.. 110 111 —a3l 
URGMAll-, 2 22eare aoe is ie 325x 6—331 
J. R.F, Schaefer —8i 
GC, Lawrence li 106 823% 9-820) 
DOMES STIT Se obec tsidiaseierisles« irk 108 110 —323 
BN AWISTIN) OS cen ea asa hfe .cai ih 109 109 326 
J. 8, Bennett 106 106 Bl6x 9—325 
SHCPGEO a esis cree oes 105 101 — 
F. Dudley... 94 TL B02x12—314 
A. C, Gould 06 95 203x12—305 
TP. Grace 100 101 —ait 
E, James 1 104 290x12-—302 
C. J. Foy.. 93 QT 209x12—B11 
A... Brackett. 02 95. 266x12—271 
W.H. Farnham. 98 93 93 281x15—206 
, TI. Russell 106 3 90 281% O—28T 
@. A. Smith... 99 94 100 2093x12—805 
5, Hoyle.. . 88 BE 90 262x12—274 
ih, W. Blake. . , 16 ST $1 PA4x 12—256 
G, BE. Faynham. . 83 80. 78 241xc1b—2b6 
BE Siminys). 22 2 5 ais sega 79 81 bt Bld xe4— 238, 

Boston, Jan. 8lst.—There was a good attendance of members of 

the Masgachusetts Rifle Association at Walnut Fill Range this 
afternoon, the occasion being the fifth competition in * Every- 
body's Match,” The weather conditions, as far as light, shades 

and temperature were concerned, were good, buta strong wind, 

that varied from 9 to 10 o'clock in direction, and from one and 

one-half to three points in intensity, served to perplex the bull's- 

eye seeker to a considerable extent. Inspite of this drawback 

several of the competitors succeeded in making very good scores. 

There were 100 entries, and appended are the best scores ;— 

Wi. Chiazles.....-.2-,e0y- esesriee 5 6 G6 BF A eM oe BS, 
W. HH. Jackson 44545 5 5 5 546 
J. Borden........ 445 45 5 4 5 5—46 
HW... Daw. ¢.2.42-2-222. 55445 45 4 4-45 
Ce RC abit ee eee eee eee wo. 4 6 6 45 4 4 4 6 5-45 
W. Howard 44545 44 5 4 5—4¢ 
E. F. Richardson.. 4544445 5 5 444 
eM pix, ee ree 16544444 5 § 4-44 

J. Wicholé...,.2-.5.-+.- -544456 45 4 8 4-42 

W. Charles used a military rifle in making the aboye-recorded 

score, ard in accordance with the rules of the match is entitled to 

count two additional points, making his record 47. 

The return match of this association with the Medford Amateur 
Rifle Club, which was to haye taken place Feb. 4th, at Bellevue 

Range, has been indefinitely postponed, as several members of 

the Massachusetts team are out of town and unable to compete 

on that day. 

Hopkinton, Jan. 24th.—The rifle club held a shoot at their range 
at Claflin’s Grove this afternoon. The light was good, but there 

was astrong and unsteady ll o’clock wind. The conditions of 
the match were 200 yards; off-hand; 10 rounds; re-entries being 
perniutted. Below is the summary :— 

ESSEC os lalelel rc uate 4546 55 4 4 4 545 
WW Hee Clestiains on ogy pes Jeet nee: +538 38444 5 4 4 4-40 
CF. PSO OU8 it ia2 veh ew ee Shay 32 4444444 4 5 2-39 
CiSHROKCA eraibee> = BST hes £4544 3 6 3 3 3-38 
Q.FS Brith 3 fe. 2st eben 5 B43 43 38 4 2 8-8 

New Bedford, Jan. 24th A team from the New Bedford Rifle 
Association had a shoot at Bay View Range this afternoon, mak- 
ing the following scores by strings; possible 50; 200 yards range; 

off-hand :— 

John Drowne. .-:.......24s scenester scesee. 45 a1 — 
Thomas A. Smith... - AS « 43 4) 
Fred. A. Bradford... . 43 41 
Daniel D. Briggs.... - 43 37 —_ 
Belnia Krpers \_ 1/77 ee. We eae ee 42 37 = 
Oliver HeGditord 4 psa epene. ane eerce ene 2 Eu 32 
George W. Parker. . 41 38 37 
Hi. P. Babeock...... . . 89 35 35 
Charles M. Hussey 4 . 38 33 bL 
CHATISS EA GA is oa tekdeerte ms Aoteletee tel tisboes iso ry 36 32 

ConneEcticut.—Collinsville,Jan. 28th, Canton Rodand Gun Club 

Riverside Range; practice meeting at 200 yards, off-hand, left 

arm extended ; 3lbs. pull, 10shots :— 

Mass,Creed. 
J, Pfister... 10 9 2 0 86t 8 

8 8 77 239 
11 10 10 11 12— 99 43, 
2 11 8 8 1—-10l 45 
We il 10 10—9L 42 

. 5. Case.. 1010 ¥ 9 6 Ii 89 41 
GF Lewis. 8 8 8 6 10 5 10-90 41 

New YORK RivLe CLus.—F eb. 8d.—The first regular practice of 
the club at 200 yards actual distance took place on Wednesday, 
Jan. 2ist, at Hartung’s Park, Morrisania, when 10 men shot, 
making 638 points, shooting 15 shots apiece. Mr. O’Donnoll made 

4 very fine score--70 ont of 73—and Mr. Mangam made 65, with an 
inney, with a Remington State model rite. On the following 

Wednesday (Jan, 28th) the score for 10 men stood 632. Consider- 

ing that the men are more or less rusty, not having shot for some 

months, we think that these two days’ workis very passable. Mr. 

Howlett led the last day’s scores with one of 67, beating his 

score of the previous day by one point, 

ZETTLER CuuB—tThe first competition fora Gold Medal, pre- 
sented by Mr, I. H. Brown to the Zettler Rifle Club, took place at 

Guttenburg Shooting Park on Jan. 26th. Scores as follows; 30 
shots per man; ring target; } inch rings ;— 

Henry Oehl......--0...525 os 663 | G, Joiner 
Peter Fenning........ hie ae 624 | R. Zimmerman 
Te He Bnown of ciciteinece td 613] W. D. Ward 
TRAN TOPS Bs) Bs han 14 600 | #. Fabarius . 
(OAs he $5 SAA 85 Sas obb es 60a | T. Broadway 
CGS AOttlenysa oes bettie 6083 | J. Blumenburg 
MM, DOTIEr; ) ye veo ee Peeaie tt BOS | Dorie hae a, eee 
wl: Dee) ty Levcaneone 5o2 
WE PABUCLEL paw eae te . 581) Grand LOEH Dee eleta tees sie Deen aa 
Next competion will tuke place at the same place Feb. 8th. 

FISHR’s GALLERY.—Broovklyn, VW, ¥.—The Empire Club match 

for Ballard rifle was ended last week, J. W. Todd being the win- 

ner. Homer Fisher was the winner, in Saturday night special, 

with the score of 11i—possible 125—German ring target. The re- 

duced ring targets arc meeting with a great deal of favor, as be- 

ing a better test of marksmanship than the Creedmoor. Mr, F. 

H. Holton, on January 14th, made off-hand a score of 229 in ten 
shots—a possible 250—in the target fired at the centre of bull’s- 
eye, counting 25, measuring only 3-16 of an inch. A prize of $10 
(ten dollars) is offered to any one who will excel it, 

Oxn10—Cineinnati, Jan. 1ith.—The following is the seare made 

by the Cincinnati Shooting and Fishing Club in the sixth compe- 

tition for the Baker Medal ; 200 yards; off-hand; 15 shots; Massa- 
chusetts-Creedmoor :— 

J. R, Weston... OU 
W. Caldwell,,.,. i Ou 
lL, Fender...,.- 4/10}17) UO}! 8) TWO}1]| 145 ot 
M, Gindelin-.., - 9) 8/10} TN) LA}1T) BLD) Opie} 10)) 142 oe 
G. Hensen... .-- Yd} 8} 8) 8) 8) SIC} BLIP LO) 6)10)) 136/62 
— Gennett.......- G{12) 90) 8) 9) GF} 7) SIG) 7) 18862 
aes Campbell S/O) 10) 1 | 8) 8} GLO) 4) 6) O)10]| Teqjas 

tall i] 9) SLC] G) FLO) EFL} 8} 7] Fj} THe 
6) 7) 8] FT] ayTd] 8) &] 8] &} 6 tol) 119/57 

Weston...-.<-. 9 11 8-28 1%|Caldwell...... 8 10 10-28 10 

Oincinnati, Jan. 24th, 1880 —Score made by the Cincinnati 
Shooting and Fishing Club in the seyenth competition for the 

Baker Medal; distance, 200 yards ; position, off-hand; 15 shots at 
Massachussets-Creedmoor targets :— 

Wames, BS 
eas 

G Wensen--< _ 4. .... 10} 8/10) 9/12) 9) 10) 1} Lt) £2)| 148/66 
H. Stickels, QYLT)LI) TDL] 10) 12) S| 8) 148) 56 
L. 13] G) SyLO)17) B) ELOVTAPLT}) Dts )et 
JA O}1G)12)10)12) §) Sil) TPM) &}) 142) 03 
ae ig 6} LG) 10/11] 10/10) 1G) 2) 8) kept) | 240) 61 
J. R. Weston 8) SLT} LO] IG) 8) OhiG) 9) 137| 50 
D. ‘T. Insney. - 10} 8]07) 6} 8)10) 7) L011 }12 130|2 
M. pence $) 9) 7) 6) 9) 7} 10) 10) 10) 10 734/60 
QO, Topt. 12} #]LO)17) 7] FZ) 12 1G) 7] 8 he 
W. Hil 8) 7] &) by A) S110] 7] S}1E 131/31 
W. Caldwell 7] 9} 3) 6) 7) SM) 8] F 130,60 
Ww. Campbell, . G| S112) B12} G] 7 318 126\49: 

C. 
New OrRLEANS—Jun. 230.—Lo-night the members of the Cres- 

cent Rifles, in full uniform, under command of Captain Pleasants, 
marched to the residence of Mrs. Thibault, on Euterpe street, 

where Miss Ella T, Thibault presented the company with a hand- 
s0meé guidon, 

Mr. W.C. Flower, First Sergeant of the company, accepted the 

gift with appropriate remarks, und in return of the compliment 

oa behalf of the company, presented the fair donor of the guidon 

with one of the company’s badges, 

Arsherp. 

WITH BOW AND ARROW AMONG THE WILD 
PIGEONS. 

MONG the numerous articles written for FoRnsr AND STREAM 
on the subject of archery is_a communication from Will H. 

Thompson, whose views agree yery well with my own opinions 

and early experience. But I beg leave to correct Mr. Thompson 

in the belief that he and his brother were at any time the only 
archers in the United States, During my boyhood days I livedin 

close proximity to a tribe of Indians, of whom I took my first les— 

sons in the use of the bow, and subseqtiently became much at- 
tached to that kind of sport. Partridges, wild pigeons, squirrels 
and numerous small fry fell yictims to my aim. I continued the 

practice of shooting with the bow and arrow until long afterI 

became familiar with the use of the rifle. Itis a healthy exercise, 
especially for young people; it strengthens the arms and chest 

and toughens the muscles. The exercise has never wholly lost 
its charm with me, and although out of practice for many years, 

I think that I could pulla pretty strong bow yet, 

The bows which the Indians used In eatly days (say fifty or sixty 

years aco) were made of white ash or!hickory, worked out of sea- 

sSoned timber and washed oyer at different times with hot oil. 

They became impervious to water and still retained the natural 

strength and suppleness. However plenty hickory and ash trees 

muy be, there are comparatively very few which are of the qual- 

ity which is required to make a goodbow. The strings were made 

of a single strand of rawhide evenly cut and slightly twisted and 

made perfectly round by rolling, being about the size of common 

fence wire and apparently about as hard, Blunt-headed arrows 

were used for killing birds and small game, and were invariably 

used among the wild pigeon roosts and nesting grounds. 

Among the happiest recollections of these latter days are those 
that carry me back to boyhood sport among the wild pigeons. 

Reader, have you ever visited the nesting grounds of wild pig- 

eons? If not, I believe you have missed seeing one of the wonders 

in natural history. The first and most extensive nesting grounds 

that I yisited was in the western part of the State of New York as 
early as 1825, The nesting began in Cattaraugus County, near 

the Allégheny River, reaching north to the town of Collins, Erie 

County, covering asection of country about thirty milesin length 

and supposed to ayerage six miles in width, including a partor all 

of the following towns: South Valley, Cold Spring, Napoli, New 
Albion, Dayton 4nd Towanda, most of which have been organ- 

ized and settled long since the date above mentioned. Here was 

an area estimated at 180 square miles, covered with a thick growth 

of timber, every tree bearing from one to fifiy nests, according 
to size of top, Here I enjoyed the satisfaction of rambling through 

this enormous hatchery. Although I was a youngster at that 

time, the remembrance brings many fond recollecilons. IT have 

visited some considerable number of hatcheries since then, but 
small in comparison to the extent and magnitude of this. None 

but large and extensive forests, with an overabundance of beech 

iist, could support such 4 yast body of pigeons during the time 

Cf.building, hatching and feeding, which lasts six or seven weeks, 
more or less. The building begins about the Istof April, or be- 

fore if the spring is favorable; of course the supply of food is the 
product of the year preceding, which has remained under the 

snow during the winter. The nest consists of a bunch of dry 
sticks and twigs, which seem to be slightly thrown together, yet 

they areso strongly and ingeniously conneeted with the branghes 

tnat winds or storms cannot dislodge them. 

One of the wonders is where all the sticks and fangs were gath- 
ered, which were used in the construction of those nests. If there 
were only one or two thousand the material could eusily be found 

but when the number reaches up into so many millions, we are 

at a loss to know where all the nesting material could be col- 
lected. Tt was seldom that more than oue young pigeon was 

raised on a single nest, but occasionally two were found. During 

the time of building and hatching, the mast on the hatching 
grounds would be mostly consumed, consequently the old birds 
were compelled to forage lov long distances to collect 196d while 
feeding their young; and not the least wonder is the instinctive 
knowledge by which each pair is enabled to return direst to their 

own nest, which is a counterpart of the thousands of others in 
close proximity. 

Perhaps there is yyian that will draw out a whole tribe of 
Indians, old and young, like a pigeon hatchery. The flesh of 
young wild pigeons is Tat and juicy and fine flavored, and doubt- 

Jess 8 young pigeon is the sweetest and daintiest meneal that ever 

tickled 1m Indian’s palate. Here were gathered at different points 
most of the natives, old and young, from three or four tribes of 

Indians. Here the best archers from the Builalo, Cattaraugus, 
and Alleghany reservations had met for a trigl of skill. [am not 

well posted in the scores of modern times, but it was then and 

there that I saw greater feats in archery than lever witnessed be- 

fore or since. 

It seems that the Seneca nation of Indians haye wholly or nearly 
abandoned the use of the bow, save among the small boys. 
Piney Falls, Jan, 13th. ARSTLER, 
$e 

SCORING IN ARCHERY. 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,, Jet. —th, 1380, 

Halter Forest and Stream — 
In your issue of Dec. 25th I notice Mr. *‘ Massasoit Bowman" 

comes to the frontin fayor of the presentsystem of counting, 

wanting more particularly to have the gold stand well in figures. 
One of bis propositions is that the additional rings are a conces- 
sion from good shots to poorer ones. A natural inference is that Mr 

Bowman" is one of the few who so badly use up the gold when 

ever they appear before the target meaning business. Another 

nithral interende (from this distance, decidedly more probable), 
is that he is among the army of archers, who, by an occasional 

seratch-cold, make up the average lowered by more whites and 
blacks, while his opponents keep steadily accumulating blues aod 

reds. Granted, that the gold is the mark for al! archers; I haye 

yet (6 hear of one who van catch it every time, or who despises the 
red or blue when credited to bis or her score, That the riflemen 
have found the Creedmoor target about right, is evident enough; 
and they don’t worry over a ‘four’ as much as they would if it 
made a difference of two instead of one againsi them. Why 
should an archer have a greater penalty than & rileman for corre- 
sponding shootiag ? The iwo are more nearly alike than any other 

—— 
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Sports T can recall, justnow. IT claim that ascore of 200 made up of 
blues and reds, is betterthan a like score made up all the way from 

white to gold. Lelaim further, that the blue-and-red man is a bet- 

archer than the other, and should be entitled to as much consid- 
eration in the matter of system of counting. As far as the quea- 
tion of haying the gold for the mark goes, a target made up after 

that standard would have very litile charm for the majority of 

archers, and detract yery much from the pleasure of shooting, as 

few archers would find much plensure ov satisfaction in spending 

most of their time chasing after arrows which missed the mark. 

Tf Mr, ' Massasoit’ will put up a clout of that sort some day, and 

try, say ninety arrows (American Round allowance), Ifancy his re- 

spect for the additional rings would increase in proportion to the 

contracted appearance of his score, und fatigue of legs wearied 

with much arrow -huuting, I remember my first impression of 
the present system of counting was to wonder what genius took 

the time to study up such an odd system to impose on the con- 

tiding archer, When the natural frst idea would be of numer'cal 

siacession, 1, 2,3, 4,5; and tha next impression was to wonder 

how long it would take the archery fraternity to awalcen to the 

fact that the system should be changed and (in my humble 
opinion) improved. Tt would make it more intelligible to the 

general public, be moee easily counted and understood, and saye 
mental wear and tear of scorers and shooters. Lwould suggest 

to my New England fellow-archer, that, after he had tried the 

new aystem, 1 & (put in a big full-faced fellow, Mr. Compositor) 
would perhaps look as big to him as ay (smallest you have, Mr. 

Oomposftor) does now. Atall events, [hope the discussion now 

going on in your columns will eventually lead to the change, and 

thatit will bemade soon. I want all the whites I usually get to 
stand u better ehanue; and perhaps Mr. “ Massasoit Bowman" 

won't object to that sort of thing himself, after he gets a little ac- 

customed toit. Wecan’t allbe champions, The California archers 
are talking upa League for the Pacific const, and, if accomplished, 
the Bustern archérs may rest assured this change will be strongly 
adyocated, and, as far as I ean Judge, adopted. When will the 

National Association do as mich? PACTFIC Poor SHor, 

GALESHURG, Tl, Jip. 19l/, 1880, 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 
Permit me to express my sympathy with Mr. Brownell in his 

desire that the present system of archery scoring be reformed— 
at least thoroughly discussed. 

The sdvantuge thut laryer arrows haye over smaller, is compar- 

atively a small matter; and the difficulty of determining upon 

which side of the line the extreme point of the arrow strikes, is 
obyious. A more practical plan would be to giye an arrow stvik- 
ing tio eplors half the sum of both, Thus, large arrows would 
have tha advantage just outside the diyidinz line, and small ones 
just inside. 
The element, of liek at long ‘anges can be made more unim- 

portant in a hetter way than by thanging the relative yalues of 

the colors of the target. Leaye these values as they are, and add 
something to the score for each hit as such, say, at eizhty yards, 

one, at one hundred yards, two, I give an exampleat each dis- 

tanee :— 

Presi nt Method. Proposed Method, 

Boards| 2 Hits; Bepre..109° $8 Hits; Segre. .102:28—199 
Peo | outed IS Saree ree 1OYurds}ig 6 gh TIB 

Of course, the amount of allowance for hits should be deter- 

mined by the judgment of our most experienced archers; but it 

seems to me that there should be some allowance at the long 
ranges, 
My $22 bow is knotty and crooked, I knew no better than 

to select such 4 one; but, after all, T selected better than T knew. 
The record shows that, though “a rum un’ to look at, it isa good 

uv" to shoot. This record begins August 21,1879. Since then I 
have recorded al York Rounds, 4.464 arrows ; 43} American Rounds, 
$,930 arrows—total, 8,394 arrows. 
Many Scores I did not record at all; neither is account made of 

flight-shooting, in which T have indulged considerably; and,espe- 
cially ft will be obseryed that there is no record from June Ist tu 
August 21st, during which time T shot quite as assiduously as later, 
though atshorterranges. Ithink I must have shot at least 15,000 
arrrows with my bow, I haye broken several strings upon it; 
and three times inadvertently pulled an arrow through it; still, 

the “ crooked old stick," as one manufacturer called it, is there— 
the only bow luse. A few days since it threw an ordinary forty- 
six target-arrow two hundred and thirty yards. I need not. say, 
whilo I um pleased with my bow, lam ashamed of myself; but 
such a verdant archer needed just such a tenacious bow. 
Permit me to say in conclusion, that the purpose of a bow, as it 

seems to me, itnotto lust, but to shoot, I havea Japanese bow 

that I neyer use, though Lam sure I gould never break it, 

T, R. W. 
es 

HAWZHORNS ys. Pequossetts.—Boston, Jan. 24th.—Mateh be- 
tween Hawthorn Archers, of Boston Highlands, and Pequoss- 

ette Archers, of Watertown. Two rcunds of 30 arrows each, ladies, 
shooting at 40 yards, and gentlemen at 40 yards — 

HAWDHORN ARCHERS, 
Ist Round, d Round. Total. 

EH, Brackett,.,---.., 1 = Moeos Ae ae 148 182 330 
Dr. J. Dwight. ....- ae Bagh 155 B06 
R. Worthington, Jr aye) 131 Sut 
fA Pest cls, owners: 150 ny 269 
Miss R. Wilson. . ese ee Lod 114 256 
Miss F. W—.... one 130 118 TAR 
Miss J. Wilson, reine re Be 108 RAT 
Miss G, Bracicett,.......---.----. i a te 119 239 

1,152 1,047 2,199 
PRQUOSETTE ARCHERS. 

as ive he StH ez hes tate Se eeies od 124 162 276 
A. 5, Brownell.. 135 12 207 
8. B. Abbott, Di 12 228 
N. D. Abbot. 00 re 90 
Miss Walker. i 107 Pres 
Mrs, Silsbee, ., 8&5 119 207 
Mrs. Shackford 10 72 188 
Ladies’ Average. 105 102 Pia 
Gents! Averigiese = ye. fant zany s-=22 a 2 132 

886 935 1,871 

Several of the arshers have not shot for some time, and this 
circumstance, together with the yery trying light on the targets, 
affected the scores considerably. Several of the gentlemen haye 

frequently passed 200 score, and the ladies haye shot as high a 
175, at 30 yards,and 141 at 40 yards. H. Ay 

—-— SO 

New YorkK ARCHERY CLuB.—The New York Archery Club has 
persevered in its search for winter quarters, andis now admirably 
locaied at the Ninth Regiment Armory, Twenty-sixth street, be- 
teen Seventh and Ehth #yenues. The drill-room of the ar- 
tmory, the use of which was obtained throtigh the courtesy of Col. 

Biephen O, Ryder, is 910x200 feet, and 64 feet high, affording full 
voom for 4t-yard, 50-yard and 60-yard shooting, The regular 
meotings of the chi) will be held here every Saturday evening, 

and as the club has so cordially opened its doors to the interested 
publie we look for an increased interest in thisnoble game. The 

membership is rapidly increasing. At the last monthly macting 
five new names were added to the roll and three others were pro- 
posed, 

Last Saturday evening was the first practicein the armory. The 

ladies shot for the monthly prize, which was Thompson's ‘* Witch- 
ery of Archery.” Mrs. Dr. De Luna won it with o score of 365. 

The gentlemen shot for the weekly badge, and it was captured by 
My. Breeze with 4 total of 580—90 arrows at thirty yards. The 

return mateh with the Ascham Archers, of Brooklyn, B. D., we 
understand, will now soon be shot; while the club has another 

challenge on its hands {rom the Oritani Clb of Hackensack, N.J- 

The gentleman who sent the two linen-thread how-strings a few 

weeks ago will confer a favor by sending his address to Dr, A. B, 
De Luna, West Thirty-second street. 

—_—_ 

Nnw Y One vs. Bosron.—lew Fork, Jan. 30i,—Archers in New 

York and vicinity are respectfully invited to send official scores 

ofthe Am 2rican Round to W. Holberton, care of Conroy, Bissett & 
Matleson,| Fultonst., or to W. C. Beecher, 237 Broadway, so that. 

ateam of six may beselected to shoots match with the Roston 

archers nex t Decoration Day (May 20th), the first match to be shot 

at Mount Morris Park, and the return match in Boston on some 

Jater date ccores to be sent in by May Ist. Matches for positions 

onthe tea + will he shot during that month. 
W. Ho.pusron, President Oritani Archers. 

———<>— 

—The veteran Major A. G. Constable, President of the Brooklyn 

Archery Club, has been unanimously elected Second Vico-Prasi- 

dent of the Grand Mutual Archery Association for the ensuing 

year. —_——_—. 

—In reference to Mr. Gray's bow, which a correspondent stated 

last week waa returned to the manufacturers hecanse it was mIis~ 

shapen, Messrs. Conroy, Bissett & Malleson ex plain that the how 

was sent hack to them simply because Mr. Gray wished to ex- 

chanve it for a heavier one—Mr. Gray's letter and the bow Stself, 

both now to be seen at thoir office, showing this. 

Pachting and Boating. 
KEgLs AND (uTrers.—The new yacht now building by Alonzo 

Smith at Islip for Mr, J, G. Cassatt will be rigged asa eutter. The 

Cornelia, originally built for Dr, Vondy, J. C. Y. C., has been sold 

to Mr. Chas. Warren Lippitt, of Providence, R.1I., and will be 

tured intoakeel. Verily, sizns of the times. 

YACHTINGIN LAY JOURNALS.—Itis unfortunately true that the 

lay journals haye as arule yery poor accounts of yacht racing in 

their vicinity, Sometimes the nautical flights of the Bohemian 

tar are inseruiable and wondrous in more ways than one. The 

Philadelphia Sunday Aferewury is an exception to the rule, and a 

most agreeable one at that, for in its yachting column the hand 

of the adept can be traced in eyery line, and weare glad to now 

that our contemporary intends continuing in its good ways. 
—EEEE 

“Sappro,."'—This schooner has been laying up fer two months 
past in the old harbor of Marseille. but has now been taken into 
dock to have her copper looked after and prepare for the great 
Nice races. It is also snid that her spars will be lengthened to 

the old racing proportions. If Sappho will only be put in the 

hands of an American skipper she is safe for the big: prize. 

MpaAsuREMENT.—Classification according to length only is gen- 
erally condemned, and this judgment has in our eyes all the more 

importance, since it is not only the expression of the majority 

putit einanates also from the most competent yachtsmen best 

acquainted with the marazement of races.—Le Yacht. 

Screw YAacut—The generally accepted percentages among 

naval architects are: Wooden vessel equal 100, then iron yessel 

equal 60, and composite vessel 66. In small yesselsthe difference 
is not so great, especially when special construction or heavy 

plating is necessary to secure rigidity in iron sloops. Mischief 

weighs aboutas much as a wooden sloop, but has her weights 
disposed to better advantage for strength and stability. 

Thr MorE THE MERRTER.—Our esteemed contemporary, the 
Spirit af the Times, sees danger to American yachting 1n the fleet 
of steamers now building. But in reality there is none; we haye 

sea-voom for all, and if a limited portion of the community prefer 

the greater certainty and greater speed of finescrew steam yachts, 
by all means let us have them—the more the merrier. here will 
always be enough among the other half of the public to choose 

the romance, roominess, cheapness and adyenture peculiar to the 
sailing craft, A glance at the fleet of big steam yachts in Bng- 
land shows that we are a long ways off from driying out the sail- 

ing yacht, for in America the preponderance of the Jatter is much 

freater thanin England, yet no one dreads any dire consequences 
to the prosperity of the noble ficet of cutters, yawls and schoon- 
ers abroad from any inordinate or abnormal weakening in favor 
of steam. Anything that sets the American sfloatand carries 
him out to sea away from the dyspeptic desk and business wor- 

ries will be sure to make a man of him, whether he hoists his flag 

aboard a first-class steamer orat the masthead of a flying schooner. 
If the ivon frames of deep draft, seaworthy steamers are going 
up in many yards, neither will the builder of wooden sailing 

yachts couplain,for he is busy swinging hisadze from morning till 
night. Prosperity in one branch goes hand in hand with activity 

in the other, for both are indications of the growing wealth of 
the nation, 

Lyman's Rowine Guar.—With the spring the demand for Ly- 
tain's bow-facing rowing gear is likely tospurt up afresh. For 

family and sportsmen’s use we know of nothing better, and Mr, 
Lymn has many testimonials indorsing the sdyantages clalined 

for his invention. Prices have been reduced. Mr, Lyman also 
builds excellent boats of allkinds. Send for his circular. 

Tor BoArisc,—Sturgeon Bay, Wis., has got an ice yacht, and 
undertakers are smiling at the business gutlook. This is the 
opinion of the Sturgeon Bay Advocate: “To travel a mile a 
minute is something to be proud of, and to tell to your grand- 

children when you take them wpon your kneos to delight their 

innocent souls with the usual alter-supper batch of liesabout the 

wonderful experiences of your piddy youth. But suppose that 
you stop atthe rate of « mile a minute! Ay, there's the rub. 
Why, you wouldn't haye any grandchildren to lie to. What's the 

use of traveling a mile a minute at the risk of a black wulnut 
ulster and a season ticket to the cemetery?” 

Protecting Suis’ Borpoms.—Says fron: “It appears that 
during a surveying expedition In Natal, which was being carried 

out for the Colonial Government, the discovery was made that a 
strongly glutinous juice or gum, which issued trom certain plants 
belonging to the natural order Buphorbiacese, when eit with the 

clearing knives, adhered so firmly to jhe blades that it was very 

dificult to remove, It was further found that the iron so coated 
did not rust, and that when immersed in the sea no barnucles nor 

marine life would touch it, In its pure state the gum isan ex- 
tremely bitter and irritating poison. To render its application 

practicable it requires to be combined with some other substance, 
To elfect this it is necessary to dissolve the gum in a preparation 

of spirits, and in that condition it will readily combine with ordi- 

nary pigments, the combination forming a material which when 
spread upon A surface wives a glossy coating to it, and one, more- 

over, which is inyperyious to air and moisture, while its own pe- 

culiar protective property remains unimpaired. A series of ex- 
periments were carried out on an extended scale, and were so 

successful that they led to works being established for the pro- 

duction of this composition ona large scale hy the Protector 

Fhud Company, of No. 8 Leadenhall street, London. The reason 
of this success is explained by the circumstance that the juice of 

the Buphorbia, hich forms the base of the fluid, being of such 

fin intensely bitter nature, paralyzes the efforts of all insects to 

attach themselyes to a surface or bore into any substance coated 

with it. With regard to its practical application to ships’ bot- 

toms, the testimony of ship-owners and others who have used it 
foes to show that the results ave very satisfactory.*! 

ADJUSTING COMPASSES.—In Hngland some trouble saems to 

haye been had about irreguliot deviations of the campassin new 

iron stesmyachts. Itis well known that the observed deviations 
obtained from “swinging ship” are apt to undergo considerable 

modification with material changes in climate, and if foreign voy- 
ages are contempleted by the new iron yachts now building, too 
much care in obtaining the deviation (variation and local attrac- 

tion) cannot be taken, Aboye all, have the tables prepared by an 

expert, and do not trust to the erude operations of a hero of the 
“belaying-pin ” variety, who views with superciliousness any- 

thing that he has not been taught in the narrow range of his own 
experience. 

COLLAPSIBLE BOATS.—W6 are certainly farahead in the matter 

of collapsible yachts’ dingeys. The“ Berthon"” boat of England is 

twice asheayy asthe “ Coughtry,’’ more complicated, folds in less 

space, more costly, and no better in model. We haye recently 

inspected a “Coughtry,"' at Moore's, in Broadway, and for the 
smallsum of $35 the owner of the small sloop can gcta handsome, 

buoyant and exceedingly well finished 9ft. tender. With such 
boats in the market, there is simply no excuse for anyone going 

off on a cruise without a boat stowed ontop of the “ house," in 

the weather gangway, or below. A ‘ Berthon” of similar size 

weighs 110 lbs,, and exposes canyas only to beaching, Tn time an 

exnort trade in the ** Coughtry” boats should be looked for. 

THE CZAR'S YACHT.—Readers may remember the sudden de. 

velopment cireular vessels received through the instrumentility 

of Adm ral Popoff, of the Russian nayy, under whose directions 

several “ Popoffkas” were built at the Kronstadt arsonals some 
yearsago. A further experiment in this direction is to be made 

with the new yacht now bnilding for the Czar, The contract has 

been awarded to John Elder &Co,, of Glasgow. The model will 

be elliptic, with fat bottom, of the following dimensions: Leneth. 
230ft.; beam, 153£t.; draft forward, 6ft.; dvaft aft, 16ft.; mean draft, 
6ft. 3in. Three engines: of 10,500 horse-power collectively, and 

an expected speed of fifteen knots. The cost, exclusive of fur- 
niture and decorations, will be $1,000,000. The experiment will 

be watched with much interest, but we haye not much faith in 
her seagoing qualities. 

“Onronta.”—As this famous English schooner will be one of 

those most likely to be matched against Idler during the pro- 

posed yisit of the latter to Europe, it will be interesting to 
note that she has had four tons of lead put in her keel, and lead 
substituted for the iron inside, She is bound for the Nice races. 

“ Formosa."—The Prince of Wales has bought this beautiful 

100-ton cutter, and English papers expect him to do some more 
extensive yachting this year. , 

Srram Yacurs In ExGLAND.—They build them over there 
aboutasfast as they can be launched. In the language of the 

imaginative reporter, ‘‘ there is now a perfect saturnalia of steam 
yacht building’ in England. Here is asample: Messrs. Cunliffe 

& Dunlop, of Port Glasgow, are building a new yacht for Mr. 

N.B. Stewart. Length over all, 192ft.; between perpendiculars, 

1i0Tt.; beam, 27ft. 8in.; draughtof water aft, 13ft. 6in.; tonnage, 
over Measurement, 600. QGompound, surface condensing engines; 
cylinders, 26 and 46in,, with 27in. stroke; indicated horse-power, 

600. The néw vessel will be built of iron,to class100 A,under special 
suryey of Lloyd's. Feathering serew of the Bevis patent, 10ft. 
Gin. diameter, of gun-metal. NRiggedas a three-masted, pole- 

headed schooner ; mainmast, 110ft. deck to truck; head-room, 

8ft.; two saloons below are 25x14ft,; deck saloon, 10x$ft.; nine 

state rooms, two of 18sx1stt. 

MINOT SMITH'S SHARPIES.—We learn that the sharpie built by 
Minot Smith at Port Jefferson, and now in the Southern fruitand 

vegetable trade, has given much satisfaction. His sharple is, how- 
ever, rather a departure from the orthodox, and in principle uc-~ 
tually approaches the sloops. Forward she has a narrow floor 
dead-rise to her floors, whieh starts from the horizontal ag 
the stepping line of the floors rises, thus securing a long, ensy en- 

trance, as well as a long run with moderate beam. Such a boat 

with a load aboard can be easy in rough water, but she is hardly 

to be considered a sharpie any longer, but rather a sloop modal 

with a sharp knuckle to the bilge aft, with the adyantageof light 
draft and cheap construction, 

nt ee 

QUESTION OF TYPE, 

Riitor Forest and Stream :— 
Lhave read with mich interest the several articles in your yal- 

uable paper on the type question, especially those by Mr. Kirby 
nod the one in your last issue signed “ Corinthian.” 

Although far more ready with the tiller and the ribbons than 
the pen Ttake up the latter, un peu mealgré moi, to refute several 

assertions in those communications that are hardly consistent, 
with the facts. Lregret that into doing I shall have to refer so 

much tomy own person and doings. 

‘Corinthian, to proye the superiority of American models, 

claims great speed for all of Fish's, Kirby’s, and many of Blla- 

worth's and Steers’ models, ete. According to the records Mr, 
Kirby has two only that haye disting wished themselves 1m a signal 

manner, Mannesing and Arrow. His sail-boats are many of them 

fast. Mr. Ellsworth's Gomel and Elephant, in the weatlier they 
were designed for, are wondurs. Mr. Fish has produced sume 

very fast racing craft, namely, While Cap, Viren, Hua, Visio and 

some others that, in my humble opinion, cannot be so olussed, for 

instance, Leis, that upset on a summer's day in a whole sail 

breeze; Anchantiess, that Eyenia (half her tonnage) defeated in 

England in a thrash to windward, and—well I had Wetter stop or 
Ishall have some “ touchy" owners about my eure. 

Mr. Steers’ America, allow me to inform “Corinthian,” is not 

a“rule of thumb" vessel, She is a beautifully designed grati, 
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Mr. Marrett, in his book, speaks in great admiration of this, and 
distinetly states that her speed cannot be attributed solely to her 

sharp enb'ance, but to a carefully designed model, beawlifully 

balanced with centres of grayity, lateral resistance, etc., most 

Judivionsiy placed, 

As to iIny challenge to Mr. Clapham, “ Corinthian” should be 

sure OF his facts before he pours his broadsides into my unfortu- 

mile self. T offered to sail Volante in a strong breeze of my choos- 

ing against any 40-foot sharpie, and, her owners willing, will do 

80 still, But I did not offer to sailan able 40-foot boat, with gear 
like Volante, single-handed, at sea in a breeze, IT weigh 110 

pounds, and am not strong at that. Ihave crosscd the * pond” in 
a ¥00-tonner in winter, and rounded Hatteras in a 5°-tonnor in 

Pebriuary, but T never supposed any one wilh any experience at 

allwould answer my challenge with such a wild proposition as 

that offered hy Mr. Clapham. I will sayin this connection that I 
wis not aware at the time that this gentleman was engaged pro- 

fes ionally inbullding the elgss of vessels headyocates, or I should 
not have offered to sail him, I haye no desire to interfere with his 

business, ind sincerely hope no harm has come of it. 

Mr. Kirby’s articles contain much thatis interesting and in 

structive, but, unfortunately, in trying to prove his theories he 

does not stickto facts, and thus proves toomuch. TJ did not in- 

tend taking up his assertions as to Vindexr, but “ Corinthian’s” 
article necessitating a reply, I thought I might perform the well- 

known tricicof the stone and two birds. 

Mr. Kirby, in order to prove that Arrow type is as good in 

strony winds and lumpy water as the deeper class, cites the June 

regatta of the N. Y. Y. C., in which Arrow beat Vindex nine 
minutes, asserting that it was done ina strong breeze, and that 

the botts tyere ofone size. Im the first place, Arrmp is 6G1ft. Sin. 

L.W. L.; beam, 20ft. 2in.; draft without board, 5ft. 4in,; and she 

earries 22 tons ballast. Vindew is 56ft, 4in., LL. W. 1.4 beam, lift 

4in.; draft without keel, 6ft.10in., and carries 1j tons of ballast: 

Ave these two vessels of the same size? Secondly, the weather 

was very lightinsidethe Hook. Here Arow beat Vindex badly, 
as all good vessels of her class should beat Vindez class; put out- 

side, in the strong breeze, where, according to his account, Vin- 

de acted so badly, the club record shows she gained eight 
minuteson the larger yessel. The race ended in a handsome yic- 

tory for the Arrow, T admit, but the smooth water and moderate 

wind ingide did the pusiness. Tor all this, Vinder was second, 

heating every other one-master, with or without time allowance, 
as she went on the record assecond for the Bennett Cup which 

Arrow won. In this—the last season Vindewx was in commission— 

shestarted in tio other races, and won them both. 

Volante may not, as ‘* Corinthian” says, be up to her best form, 

or to any form, for that matter, but she has raced twice, and won 

hoth times, ‘hands down,” defeating in the first race the nearest 
bout—a larger one—fifteen minutes even, and in the second the 

nearest one—LOft. longer—about seyen minutes, 

Permit me on closing to state that I am not an “ English eut- 
ter’ man, as some of your correspondents appear to think, for f 

helieve in medium beam and good depth (no extremes), and also 

emphatically to assert that, although a deyoted yachtsman, I am 

not “ Deyoted Yachtsman,” as Lam informed many belicye mei 

to be. 
Hoping your readers willpardon my haying kept that objec- 

tionubls person, “ self,” so long before them, I subscribe myself, 
ROBERT CENTER. 

Se 

THE RACING CLUB OF AMERICA, 

Editor Forest and. Stream :— 
In your issue of 22d inst, is published an able editorial on 

“Wacht Racing Not Declining,” in the comparative table accom- 

panying which this squadron is rightly credited with haying 

sailed fhe most races in 1878. For 1879, however, the precedence 

is #iyen to the Beverley Yacht Club, with 10 races and 177 startera- 

‘Phe Roynl Noya Scotia Yacht Squadron is entitled, I claim, to the 

place of honor in 1879, as in 1878, for there were sailed I (eleven) 

raced in 1879 with 58 starters. This increase, by-the-way, in races 

and starters proves the correctness of your contention, 

F. CG. SuarcwrRAst, Honorary Secretary, i. N. 8. ¥. 8. 

Halifan, Jan. 21h. 
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MEASUREMENT, 

Editor Forest and Stream i— 
While reading areyiew of last year's racing by “Rouge Croix,” 

Twas struck with his remarks on“ measurement.’ This subject 

is one that has given a great deal of trouble in the past, and prop- 
ably alwiys will constitute a somwhatl complex question, There 

has long been a desivefor a uniform measurement of some kind 

eo that a yacht might sail in a number cf races under the auspices 
of different clirbs, and still give and tale the same allowances. As 
it ig now, eyery club unfortunately has its own method, and boats 

that sive time in one club possibly take time in another. 
'The first question a man asks when araceis talked Of is, “ What 

is the measurement?” and this question has made no end of 

drouble, and caused misunderstanding. In the first place, to 
settle upon some rule it must beconsidered what are the quali- 

ties wanted ina good boat. Speedstands first with most. Next 

comes good behaviorinasea, power to carry sail, and steer and 

work well. Speed is generally arrived at by good beam and large 

suils,oribmay be obtained, under certain conditions, by smail 

heam, coupled with alow centre of gravity. Attention has lately 
een turned to this latter plan to a greater extentthan before, In 

Boston oearly all the new boatshaye some weight on the keel, 
fad eyen the most pronounced adyocates of the shallow and 
broad beam type are not adverse to lead for ballast, in the altuin- 

mentof similar ends. The weights can be more concentrated and 
stowed linyver down, making a £ain in power to carry sail. 
Good behavior in a sea is commonly attained by high freeboard 

and plenty of ballast. This applies more particularly to small ves- 

sels, ns large vessels are found to do well with comparatively 

moderate hallast, owing to their size enabling them to go through 
aud“ overpower” wayes that would interfere seriously with a 

small vessel’s way. After these qualities are obtained, head room 

and room below may next be considered. These three dimensions 
—leneth, beam and depth, or head room—should be left to the de- 

sizner to use or not, as he may elect, and no pressure in favor of 

or against any one dimension should be permitted in a fair rule 

of nreusurement. Haying gone roughly over these requirements, 
Jef us enumerate the various measurements in yogue, and s¢e 

what effect they haye on the type or boat, and how free they have 

left the desizuer. 
Length comes first, and is most used in clubs where small boats 

are in the majority. 
The oud points in this measurement are that heam and depth 

ave left lo be used or not, according to the judgment of the de- 
signer; while at the same time it is known at the outset what the 
allowance will be. Thisameasurement produces wide aud heayily 

sparred boats, that are unfit for any extended cruising, When 

caught in a sea-way the heayyand long mast has ereat influence 
on the rolling and pitching, and though the sails may be reefed 

the mast still exerts its momentum and makesa jyide boat * yay” 
and wallow about at a dreadful rate and to a dangerous extent, 

If the mun who is caught in this way increases the length of his 

boat he will shut himself out from prizes that he might haye wou 

before on account of the time allowance for the addition to his 
Jength. He therefore has 4 strong inducement to keep his hoat 

agehe is, though he knows she would be all the better for more 

iength and less beam, 

* Cubic contents" is the next system we willconsider. At first 

this seems a good measurement; at all events one which is theo- 

vetically correct at least, The designer can use what dimensions 
he chooses and adopt any form, without hinderance and without 

finding himself handicapped in any direction. He can lengthen 

his boat, aud only pay for what he puts on in cubic feet. But 
‘when he wants to raise the freeboard in ordér to obtain more 

head room, and keep the water clear of the deck in rough 

weather, he finds that even an inch will make a great increase in 
the bulk. I know that yery bulky boats haye won prizes, and 

boats have been raised with great gain in comfort; but the added 

height raises the centre of gravity, makes the boat draw more 

water, and does not necessarily add to the speed, except on rare 

oecasions; yet the good results of high freeboard for cruising 

will not be questioned. Still an allowance must be paid for this 

added bulk, the same as if it had been put on the bow or stern, 

where it would be more of an advantage to higher speed. 

For u case in point we will consider the Viren and Regina, 

The e boats are so evenly matched that afew seconds has proved 

+o be all the difference in along race. Suppose the owner of Re- 

gind should raise his boat and do away with part of the house, or 

all of it, the sloop wjould be better for it. She would have more 
head room forvard, and more room in every way below, and the 

water would be kept off her decks. Butit would not add any— 

thing to her speed in ordinary weather; she would draw more 

water: would not carry her sail quite a5 well as at present, since 

the centre of effort would be higher, and also the centre of gray- 

ity. The boat would be better off for “allaound” qualities, but 

her market value would be less on account of her inability to sail 

with such as Viren. The schooner Intrepid measures 13,422 cubic 

fect and the Tidal Wve 9,152, yet the Tidal Ware is 7tt. Gin. longer 
than the Inlrepit and Tin. wider. Still the Intrepid has to pay a 
penalty on cubic measurement in a race for the very qualities we 
all are anxious to see an able sea boat and wholesome yacht 

possess. 
Suppose that a design has beon made, and carefully worked out 

with all centers properly balanced. The cubie contenta are 

fizured up, and it is found to be rather more than some other 
craft thatisto be sailed against, though the rival may, forall 

that, belonger on the waterline. What can be be dune under 

these circumstances? The new boat isnone too deep, we will as- 
sume, but free-board counts more than any other part in adding 
to the cubic contents, and nothing is left us but to cut it downu— 

to reduce her cubic contents to that of the rival yacht. ‘he de- 

signer knows that the time is worth more to him than the free- 
board inarace, and though convinced that low ‘free-board is in- 

compatible with good ‘all round" qualities, he is compelled, 

nevertheless, to cut itdown, and then add to the house to make 
up the head room, and of course regrets it eyery time the wind 

blows or the sea rises. 
The next system of measurement we will consider is ‘length 

and beam.” This was used fora long time by the N. Y. ¥.C., and 

is now the rule of the Seawanhaka Y. ©, This measure— 
ment can be used for all sizes of boats, and anybody can measure 

a yacht, and compute the area without trouble, By this rule the 

designer knows the allowance of time before he begins to worl: 
uphispling. ‘he boat may have as much free-board and depth 
as is needed, and she may be full or lean as niay be wished. 

The working of such a rule tn practice on various types of 

pboatsnext demands attention. In 1878 the Schemer, a representa- 
tive of the wide and shallow type (87 17-100 £t. water line, and 

14 5-10 't. beam). sailed a vace with the Volante, though the Intler 
syas inthe same class. Volante isa moderately narrow and heayy 

displacement boat (89 95-100 ft, long on water line, and 12 05-100 1f, 

benin). The weuther from the Southwest Spit, ont and back, was 

just what the Volante likes, but Schemer beat her considerably 

more than the time’allowd. Volante} carries fabout ten tons of 
Jead, and Schemer about three and a half to four tons, part iron 

and part lead. 
The Vindea* in the same kind of arace barely managed to beat 

Comingand Addie VY. ‘This shows,in my opinion, that the meas_ 
urement will answer for all types of boats, and is the only rule 

where the narrow and deep as syell as the short and wide boats 

ean sail together with alair “‘show''foreither. In light weather 
the beamy boat can allow the deep, narrow one, and heat her 

time, and in bad weather the narrow, deep one can pay off the 

seore to her wide competitor. When this measuceéiment was used io 

the N.Y.Y.C., the Sudic in strong winds yery often beat the Gracie, 

though Gracie was a longer boat, The number of prizes won by 

Sadie go to prove her claim to being a good, safe boat, and at the 
same time nfagtone. The Orion may also be mentioned as a boat 

of moderate beam with some depth, Her record speaks foritself. 

li may be said that this measurement jis rather too fayorable to 

the “cutter type. Itisto be regretted that no decisive trial has 
been made between the cutters that have been built und the 

beamy boats, so thatmore comparisons could be instituted, But 

as far as can be judged at present, inthe weather we have in the 
summer, I do not think it is likely that the very narrow typo will 

come into general fayor for racing. 

The sreat adyantage in aslightly narrower style of hoat with 

good head room is, that they will bé much safer and laye more 
room below for the same outlay of money, In the near future 

we must have a “* Racing Association,” and length multiplied by 
heam seems to be the only method under which all types ean meet 
wt the line with satisfaction. And if we do cruise to Boston and 

Kastern waters, for instance, and get caught off Cape Cod with 

the wind northeast, in a short, wide, heavily-sparred racer, # sin- 

gle experiment of thal kind will do more to encourage daeper 

and heavier boats than any amount of writing onthe subject. On 
this seore I can speak from experience, A, Cary Sure, 

Wew York, Jan. 20th. 

SomereinGe ABouT CRICKET GROUNDS.—In our next issue we 
will publish a thoroughly practical article on the laying out of 

erickel grounds and howto keep them in order. Thearticle is writ 
ten by Mr. George Giles, professional of the St. George's Cricket 
Club, of this city, This will be the jirst paper of the kind ever 

published in America, us all previous articles which haye ap- 
peared on this subject have been copied from English publica— 

tions, and, of course, only applicable to the English soil and 

olimate. 

ORroret on TRH Icn.—The cold snap which we are now having, 
should inspire the cricketers in this vicinity to huve a jolly good 
fume on thie ico, 

Drichet, 
—— 

AVERAGES YOR 1879. 

EUREKA CRICKET CLEL OF FREDERICTON, N. 1. 

Weare indebted (o Mr. GS. T. Bliss, Honorable Svaretary of Lie 
Bureka Cricket Clup, for the following resume of the past season 

at Fredericton: “The Bureka Club was orgauized on May 25th, 
1879. In past years we made a mistake by not haying two clubs, 

Fredericton has heretofore always stood above any other crivk- 
eting centre in New Brunswick and Noya Scotia, but the past 
suiimer is the first time that there has been any eridket playing 

here since the Twenty-fourth Regiment left, fully ten years azo 
so that we are not as well up in the game as we were then.” 

Of the siz matches played three wera won and three lost. The 
following is the summary :— 

P First Second. 
Dute and Place. ‘ ate Thy HR apes Datos 

ri dj { Buoreka....,, sr SL (8 w, 5 
May dist, at Fredericton... | Predericton.. .39 bd OL 

Won by seyen wickets, For victors—Bhiss,20and f notout, Bor 
Fredericton—F, H. Allen, 8 and 12; the latter score Includail 9 six 
hit out of the erounds. 

Jrmesthatredericton.. {BUCK ef KN) a 
Won by six wickets. For winners—Best score, G.8. Allen, 13 

not out, 

2 aye At; Bureka.,...... fo 24 (no w'ts 99 June 21th, al Frederiéton. { Tredericton,..89 $0 down) 10 

Decided by first innings. for Prederivton—Colwwell, 20; Me- 
Laughlan, 3notrout; Rutter, 10. For Bureka—Rand, i not out, 

7 } Hureka......-- 16 4 1h July 4th, at St. Johns...- | Bredericton..48 “4 48 

Decided by first innings. Wor winners—MeLaughlan and ttit- 
ter, each. Wor Hitreka—O' brien, 23, best scare. Wor Wyrederice- 
ton—G. W, Allon bowled finely, 42 balls, 8 runs, 4inaidens aud 7 
wickets, followed closely by Itutter with 38 balls, runs, § maid- 
ens and 2 wickets, 

adayi j Bureka....,.. 65 103 1G 
July s0th,at Fredericton. Fredericton «129  —20.(8w) Tal 
Frederieton won by eight wickets, Por winnérs—Strect, 285 

EB. A, Allen, 16; MoLavurilan, 15 not out,and Colwell, 15 and 10 not 
out. Tor Hureka—Sutherland, 8 andls; Hanlan,7 and 15, «ud 
Botsford, 2and il, 

2. : F } Bureka.........45 (2.7) .. 45 
Aug. 28th, at Fredericton) pyedarioton...4d si Ad 
Decided by first innings. Por winnevs—Bliss, 22 not out, Dor 

losers—Street, 12, 

BATLING AVERAGUS. 

EUREKA, FREDERICTON. 
G, 8. Allen 3.2.0.1 irri tot 9. | M. J. MeLaughian,,,,..-.-., 11, 
AU LL Erp eerie gets sa ope og fk OLY EMI edie bets awte tenuate pally 
G8... Bliss tiegass d.isit. re te | Woe Alien yh eee -tee de ete 
Be O Brien l pisces. ance Ke | (AS IASB a: face = ate tere oe Oi 
Ve Hagen. cge sels 6. | L, E. Be Tweedie, .,.---- | --: 4- 
A.G, Botsford.......... fy GSW PAULEY 0 ao eco 
W. Suthetiand........... f 8. |G. W. Allait-.........-. 
G. Jarvis ...2...- Pe B-|| eG. erhhers ie, wh bla 
C.D, Byrne. .-... tress tee 2.) I Cy NEON Oe ee. a 
OE. Ria ne bes fegrsse 2. | J, Robinson, ,-....-.,-- res 
W. Adams ..c.....-55 4. 2, | Hi GC. Kingston....t..... (ode Ay 
F. Straton..... Or | amventnee 
We. Jar Vig, t2p2.ese.stee apsdite ky 
CUES RiGhardg. sei den lecs dente) Le 

MANHATTAN CRICKET CLUB, 
The annual meeting of this old established and excollent ovicket 

club, of New York, took place on Jan. 27th, at the restaurant of 

ihe veteran cricketer, Mr. James Smith, Wo. 53 Broad street. A 
number of new members were elected, and a wniform donsist- 

ing of grey trousers and éliirts, hats of Panama shape, with reel 

and black stripes, wis adopted. The club will continue i) Play 
on the Prospect Park parade grounds, 2 letter offering the use of 
same haying been received from Chief HngineerJohn ¥. Uulyur. 

The election of officers resulted ns follows :—President, James 
White; Vice-Presidents, Willian MeKenzia, Jr., aud James V. 

Kirby; Secretary, L. Love; Treasurer, It. 2, Start; Manasing 

Committee, Messrs. Jentina, Jackson and Hurburt, 

Through the kindness of the clab’s Seerctary, My, . Lave, we 

are enabled to annex the following summury uf Jast scason’s 
matches and ayerages :— 

SUMMARY OF MATCHES. 
Virst Bleven. 

May 30, Paterson, N. J-; vs- Paterson United Dleven; wou on 
first innings by 5) runs. _ 
June 16, Paterson, N, 7.4 vs. Paterson Club; won by iin iunines 

ind36 mins. 
June 26, Hoboken; ys. St, George's ; lost on first jnnings by 60 

runs. 
July 4, Prospect Park; ya. Paterson Club; won on first jai- 

ings by 35 runs. 
_ July 2%, Prospect Park; ys. Staten Island; won on first in- 
ings by 53 runs, 
July 24, Albany; vs. Albany Club; won on iirst liniigs ly 18 

runs. 
August 9, Staten Island ; vs. Staten Island; lost by 9 wickets. 

_ September 17, Prospect Park; ys. Albany Club ; won om first in- 
ings by 67Tune. 

Second Bleven. 
June 6, Prospect Park; vs. Stuten Taland ; drawn. 

; J ane 2, Prospect Park ; ys. St. George's; won on first innings 
y 23 runs. 
June 1%, Prospect Park } vs. Columbia ; won by 23 rims. 

A ane #0, Prospect Park ; vs. Newark (1st); lost on first inniows. 
y lruon. 
August 2, Prospech Park; vs. New Work (Ist); won on fivst 

innings by 36 runs, 
September?, Prospect Park; vs. New York (Ish); wou on first 

innings py 18 runs. 

RECAPIZUDATION, 

Won. Lost. Draiin, Total, 
First Eleven matches......... mcbote Eto 07 2 0 bo} 
Second Eleven matuhes...... ----- 4 1 6 

10 3 a 4 

BATTING AVERAGES, 
First Mleven. 
z > 6B : BE = 
BS 2 ab abe ws 
oe. Seo eee ss 

Vuniee. eee se eG a 3 5 

eo | COS Cee 
LG. Pr Scott... We a. an-2- a2 12 Tai 3] 2 1 Ita 
2, K, Uoaper - aoe 108 ett mu Wt 2 D4 25 
5, RB, Greig: ___ SGP SOR ae ehIF- 970, Aes 
4, W, Gravatar, 4 a the us fo Os 22-85 
5. UL. Middleton, 4 5 6L OL ot i) U2,80) 
6. Dr, B.A. Wilber eee hOe JEL 0 a0 a) 0) 0.60 
7. Uy. 2. deukins.... 5 8 63 1h COP ee OES 
8, U. A, Dellar w.- 2 & 1 TF i 9,50) 
§. 8... Hostord-.-.-.-- - Te x52! Bi> AWY HLL 

10. Ww8. Beoth 2-0... & i] 30 at] “Ve etd 7.a0 
i. G. W, Jackson......... 8 9 5p Fy Wy 7. 
12, Ge Voyan, 229), 7 23 15 iT al 3) Bib 
18, W, Muciteuzie,........, 5 a 2a a ay 2 571 
T4708 Coyueds fea har cdntee 8 4 14 3 uw WwW 25 
U., He IMGEE. yee dese & 4 a v ToL 3, 
1. W, Ohippendale..:.,, ina 8 oh 2 a a 3. 

* Blgnifies not oun," 

_ ai 
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office direct from the ground, and theso particulars are posted up 

outside the office a5 soon as received. As stated before, this waa 

jhe tyreuty-third contest, the score standing ten victories for New 
South Wales and twelye for Victoria, the Sydney men haying 

won the lasiisix matches consecutively, but they still are two in 
arrear. D. Gregory captained the New South Wales men and 
Boyle the Victorians. The following is the score :— 

SSS 

BATITNG AVERAGE. 

Sacond Bleverty 
25] : ae 

SS 2 ee es FS of 
= Ss. =} 2% z c= =o 
uy = & = Deri oe Sas 
& 2 i a" Se ie Ke 

Naries, re deedes Ste ew 
ce a eS ge 
eee > Lees 

1.0. A. Dellar.., «e- 4 i 85, i 2 1 416 
By eS CU a eee hse 22 3 4 RE lv 7 1 SANT 
3. G. L. Middleton........6 10 7 2 St 0 7-40 
4. G. Hayward.... --. Bar| 3 «(19 Ww, 0 6.33 
6. C. W.Jackson..,, SBF UL, 03 19 «WwW 0 6.30 
6. CG. A, Seymonr......... 3 6 2A 8 16 i 5,80 
7. Dr. BLA. Hulbert...... 3 BD 623 od 19 1 8.75 
Pare SOOLUun dem nes: ae 7 Al) ab 17 0 5-71 
9, Bh. G. Ames.. mat; 5 22 1020, 1 5,50 

10) "Ut. Coyne. —-.. aw 4 8 Pt mb lb 1 §.48 
li. J. Tueker os o 4 & 6 8 1 8.20 
12. W. Mackenzie. ie emt 1 aL. 0) a. 
33. 7. W, Castle, 6 pe ai Hie 10 2 2.43 
14. H.'Tneker .. eS a 5 8 3 0 1,87 
do GPPatlss ook Pete: z 6 ri) 1 g 0 af 

BOWLING AVERAGES. 
First Hleven. 
mae GS) Bo fe 

B28 2 8 Ss 8 Sze So le oh Ta! oS . > $$ 
= 3 7 : | = = = 

Wanes. ig ts % c a : , te St 
+ 5 + ‘ ' < - o a4 
oe ON ee ee 
> 2 5 : : 4 ae 

_S,B. Hosford..-..6 12 413 6 18, 28 1 Q 5.18 
2 Cc. W. Thokson.. v4 5 173 13 § 13 a 1 5.61 
3. W. Brewster.......5. 8 657L Wii 2h 28 it) 0 6,73 
a, RK. Hooper \.++.---+ 3 & I8t 88 4 7 1 QO 12.57 
5, R. Greig ...--. bolt] pay {18 4 uN 2 0 ib. 

6 B.F.Jeuking,...-4 4 % 8 6 L 8 0 2 
Second Hever, 

Bop ob le = f OB 
SEs & 2 g 3 2 Re Samet) Kh Eke See ee pet ee 
Seinen 2 FS ae es 

Names. w oS , : oe = 3° 
fe ep : 7 7 f 4 Sorat 
mt : ~ 3 Be eres 
8s i : b G ft Rae 

1. We Seott........-,4 6 368 93 19 8b 3 1 4,04 
20, W.Juckson......6 9 608 21 2 41 4 2 §.14 
SW. Mackensle......4 6 236 68 Id 18 wm 0 6.20 

NEW YORK CRICKET CLUB. 

Althouh this club was only organized in August last, it played 
nine matches, ol! which it won three and lost six. The following 
js a correct summary of the matches, with batting averages :— 

AUGUST 2D, AT PROSPEC! PARK. 
Tinst Second 

Tnnings. Tanings. Total. 
PVEW. COUN eae oes Fees ees PeSeAd Sees | =e 29 _— Pat] 
Manhattan (2d). ...-....-.- adeyoedeur bac + 65 58 123. 
Lost by 86 runs on first innings. 

AUGUST 22D, AT PATERSON. 
New Work..-:312651 sens v2 veetssLihee= suas 35 124 
Patersoi.., Be Shae tens nlaemketat na Oc D5 Tia 

boruns. 
SEPTEMBER 2D, AT PROSPECT PARK, 

46 

Lost by 

Now York... — AG 
Manhattan (2d)... — 59 

Lost by id runs. 
SEPTEMBER ISTH, A HOBOKEN, 

New York.....- bee tee fueset pees coiit cas yi) 4d 123 
Sb. Georwe’s (20) ......-...0ee Dive -Werana tanto 28 91 
Won by 32 runs. 

SEPTEMBER 23D, AY PROST RCT PARK, 
Now York.....--- jase aSAL Rae Saga 5 Sh OL 18 ui 
PPAEYSOQIn ar celts ener sai o-s-4+t eee Cindy gee ral HT 78 
Won by Lrun. 

OCTOBER ITH, AT HOBOKEN. 
New York.. fisiyieccen pire aay oa 5t 
St. George's (Cd) 7 Ay 126 
Lost by 26 run 

OCTOBUR 1bTa, AT HOBOKEN. 
New York...... Pik, - ie eee a a — 103 
Columbian Collere......5.-------+ wee ePID: — BL 
Won by 53 runs. 

OCTOBER 27TH, AT STATEN ISLAND. 
ING W oY DT yesh oil edennss.et ies ag Bea nae Pp maces 3) Bi 52 
Staten (sland 1... 6. cece cree ee Serer duet BY 116 
Lost by 64 runs, 

NOVEMBER Sra, AT PATRMRSON. 
New York. - vi _ Td. 
Paterson ... _ 83 
Lost by 9 ru 

BATTING AVERAGES, 

Re ! 2 8 hh B 2 2 af ef 2 k¢ 
SS Jet ee 
= a i == a= & = 3 

Names. 4 ‘ : = = = == 

{ : : = i aS 
meg ty ee : ae Ge 

G, Giles, Tits... eres --s reat) «1 Ra 562 52 0 13 
R. Letts .... 6 8 18 P4 ie 2 9.3 
W. Uaird .. vt he yl 23 B) 7.7 
J.B. Froed. -4 18 73 16 16 0 5,8 
MSY OBEY: cok fe Bie aaa. bff = 8 dd 88 WW Wi 2 6.2 
G, Galidiwell....--..-.-.+--- -5 8 387f 18 18 1 45 
J, Cuddihy ...... wrt ps Seo eels 12 it) 4B 
VR GRE ay ree et eds. 8 30 13 13 0 44 
R. Bacon----- tree oa a id 5 5 1 41 
W. M. liendriumi,,--: 3 Wily Oo “12 12 1 4.0 
Th, Taekson ... ..2-..7-22827 be 19 8 8 1 BA 
J. Allworth........ aaser i ay 13 B9 a 19 0 3.0 
N. Hichks..... ae, 56 WwW 4 4 0 2.0 
IR OOULEI nin ces fea spe 2 B 3 0 1.5 
Ne CD EUS ety mae hele = os of. 4 5 2 2 4 11 
G. DAvitipston ..2...-.+ u 3 0 0 0 1 — 
The bowling averages are omltted,as they were but imperfectly 

enteredin the score books. George Giles, Jr,, und J. Allworth, 

howeyer, did excellently. 
2 

OricknT ty AusvRATTA.—The twenty-third contest between 
{he rival colonies of Victoria and New South Wales had Just been 
concluded when the last mailleftfor England. These annual, or | 

yather six-monthly matches, are looked forward to with immense 
interest by the two Gricket-loving colonies. A match is played at 
{he commen coment of cach season in either Melbourne or Sydney, 

and the return is played later on. This yea the first match was 
played in Sydney, and the Victorians took up from Melbourne a, 
yery sivong team. The details will be perused with some inter- 
est hy American cricketers from the fact that nearly the whole of 

the members of the Australian team which visited America in 

1878 were engaged on either one side or the other. It will be re- 

membered that that team was a combined one from the whole of 

Australia, but in the match under notice they were playing for 
‘their respective colonies, viz., Horan, Boyle, Blackham and Allan 
for Victoria; and Spoiforth, Grepory, the two Bannermans, Mur- 
dock and Garrett for New South Wales. As an instance of the 
{mynunse Interest taken in cricket by all classes of the community 

io Australia, we may instance the fact that: thousands of people 
fssemble outside the Australasian office during the afternoon on 
which the match is being played in Sydney (800 miles off), the rea~ 
son being that the proprietors of that paper make special arrange 

tents to get the fall of cach wicket and score telegraphed to their 

NEW SOUTH WALES, 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
Murdoch, c. and b. Boyle......21 s§t. Blackham, b. Palmur., ic. 16 
©. Bannerman, c, Cooper, b. 
BU sherk ife) Hence a eee 106 Dy ATOXAMGGM. oe eisjele ne alee 29 

A. Bannerman, b. Cooper.....52 c. Cooper, b. Alexander_...... iy 
Byans, st. Blackham, b. Coop~- E 
idee eae eSh kn aeiss a2 8 o. Horan, b. Cooper....,.-..... 3 

Thompson, 1. b. w., b. Allan..25 b. Alexander...,. .--., 218 
Spofforth, b. Palmer........... 1 st. Blackham, b, Cooper.....-- 0 
Garrett, b, Boyle., ..-- TH SOULS Joe. eas eee tales 6 
Gregory, bot out. 19 b, Cooper.. . 6 
Morris, b. Palmer. ..13 b. Cooper.. 7 a 
Geary, b: Boyle... - 0 «. Slight, b. Cooper. -. 0 
Tindall, b. Boyle. -, 4 b, Cooper... 10 
TSOP AS, ooh eens oe Aen ebb. SS Metre ey tele ssh owe se sae sas 5 

Toral...... peube oct | Sioa Fe 2 AL SEOUL tr pis po Poste al soe ples [oee Ls 
VICTORIA, 

First Innings. 
Slight, c. Mouris, b. Spofforth,15 
Marshall, c. A. Bannerman, b. 
PEAS ULL See 2 ey ose cg 48 b. Evans. . 

Horin, ¢. Geary. b. Tindall...19 b. Hvans . 
Allan, c. Gregory, b, Tindall..28 b. Tindall. 

TUM OUbs-i+-2- ferret: 

Campbulk b. Byans.:....-.--:. 6 h. Spofftorth...... Afi 
Alexander, c. and b, Byans. . 8 bh. Spofforth........,... Jetty 
Blackham, b. Tindall....-....- 1 ¢. Garrett, b. Spofforth.- 10 
Boyle, c. Morris, b. Spofforth.26 b, Spoiforth...,..-.,-......---- 3 
Tennant, 6. Spoiforth, b. 
SACL. ps Pender ee cbe motos 10 G.and b. Tindall. __............ 2 

Palmer, c. A, Bannerman, b. 
Spoftorth 2. Salve pitas STETU CTU We tie thalgs atria minty e-3)sce.clecersseyeit 6 

Cooper, not out-......,---..--- 1 c.andb. Spofforth -.:1.-:..1., 1 
BESTS Sy pie ea lie ne lees Settee eee DYE pte el tele ok eeede tray amd «22 +06 

Tlotal, ..cs..ceres Letty dts sh de IGN UDOT es ot ene ete oe eeein sa) LL) 

UNITED STATES v8. CANADA.—The Hamilton Jdvening Limes of 

Jan. 28th says, in referring 10 our suggestion thata Cricket Asso- 

ciation he formed in Canada :—* We perfectly agree wilh the re- 

marks in the Forrst AND STREAM ; and as, according to all the 

sporting papers on the other sidé, the Hamilton Club is the 
champion olub of the continent, and works perhaps moro hav- 

tmoniously than any, we would suggest that a meeting be held in 

Hatilton at as early a date as possible to form the assouiation.” 

Royaw Crry Craicknr Coun.—At the annual meeting of thisor- 

ganization, held at New Westminster, British Columbia, Jan. &d, 

the following Board of Directors was chosen for the ensuing 

year :—W. Moresby, President; 0, N. Treer, Vice-President; W. 
A. Keary, Seeretary—Treasurer; Conimittee of Management, W- 

N. Bole, J. W. Harvey, J.8. Clute. About thirty members were 
present. The club financially isin a flourishing condition, There 

are no honorary members, all being contributing and active. 

There are seventy-two members belonging to the club. he club 

intends to challenge the San Francisco Club some time in May, 

DesTROY THE VERMIN,—The following extracts from 

an address recently delivered by Mr. Everett Smith be- 

fore the Sagadahoe Association for the Protection of 
Fish and Game, at Brunswick, Me., contain some very 

sensible suggestions relating to game protection. Mr. 

Smith's extended experience as a sportsman and worker 

in the cause of protection giye him especial authority on 

such topics i— 
In Great Britain the creatures that prey upon the game 

are termed ‘‘ vermin,” and the extermination of yermin 
forms one of the most important duties of the game- 
keeper. Upon a certain tree near the kennels, the game- 
keeper hangs all the yermin killed, that his master may 
behold! practical evidences of duties well performed. I 
haye devived mush pleasure from the examination of 
such collections, not only by the yariety of specimens, 
but by the proof of many more valuable lives saved by 
the sacrifice of these creatures. In the north of Europe 
and Great Britain the ravens and hooded crows are 
among the most deadly enemies to field game, These 
birds not only kill many young grouse, but also destroy 
their eggs. The game-keeper therefore makes especial 
efforts to destroy the ravens and crows, as well as the 
hawks and owls, by the destruction of their nests and 
young, by gun, traps, etc. Weasels are diligently trap- 
ped ; but the foxes, although the most deadly of vermin, 
are not killed as such, but preserved to afford sport with 
the hounds, In New England, however, where the na- 
ture of the country forbids fox hunting as practiced in 
old England and in our Southern States, the fox should 
be treated as the inveterate poacher and outlaw that he 
is, and especial means taken to exterminate him, Those 
familiar with his habits know that the favorite resorts of 
the fox here are among the alders and birches, where he 
finds woodcock and young grouse in summer, and hares 
in winter. I do not know that foxes eat the eggs of birds, 
as do the skunks and some other small animals, but if, 
after an unsuccessful hunt for field mice in an old pas- 
ture, the fox seeks the adjoining coverts frequented by 
grouse and woodcock, he is only too sure of capturing a 
substantial and dainty morsel.3)The gentle and unsuspi- 
cious nature of the woodcock renders it an easy proy to 
the fox, and it is especially subjected to his attacks, from 
the fact of residing in just the places most frequented by 
the fox at all seasons ; and it breeds so early in the spring 
that it is one of the first birds to afford reynard a change 
of diet and gratification to an appetite that has become 
rayenous from the short rations of along winter. Of 
the vermin” in this State, the foxes and weascls are 
foremost, and I would urge all persons interested in the 
protection and increase of ruffed grouse and woodcock 
to take active measures to exterminate them. I would 
suggest forthe furtherance of this object, that sportsmen’s 
associations offer a reward for every one killed, naming a 
sum such as would when added to the value of the skin, 
be an inducement for the trappers to take them. The 
practice of putting out poisoned bait is highly dangerous, 
not only to the lives of all the dogs for miles around, but 
porsons have been seriously poisoned by skinning ani- 
mails thus killed. Trapping is a most effective method, 
and often a whole family of foxes, old and young, may 
be taken by traps. The following method is often very 
successtul ; Let the trapper select a knoll in the vicinity 
most frequented by the foxes, and plow two furrows, the 
longer the better, over this knoll, crossing at right 
angles on its summit. At the point where the furrows 
cross each other, set the trap; and if this is well done 
many foxes will be taken during the season, 

AVomans Calunur. 

A MICHIGAN SPORTSWOMAN, 

T behooves us women to improve every opportunity. 
_ that is presented for us to come to the front and show 

that we are competent to write, spealcor yote, just as the 
case demands. Weasa class are not thought to be quite 
f0 inferior to the opposite sex as we were in days gone by, 
yel there is still existing a feeling of superiority over us. 
To prove this a fact, take a remark I heard a gentleman 
make concerning the first article that appeared in the 
Woman’s Column in Forrest aAnp SrrRwam, Tt was this: 
‘© No oneneed try to make me believe that a woman wrote 
that, for its too well written.” Wow I believe a woman 
wrote if, and that said gentleman will see ere twenty 
years haye elapsed that a woman can not only write a 
spicy article for a sportsman’s journal, but is oapable of 
doing any work that requires brain power eyttally as well 
as aman, 
Ldonot know whether the editor of forest AND STREAM 

be a woman’s-tight's man, sol will not write a sulirage 
article, but I do think he would nol have been so kind as 
to give usa column in his paper if he had expected it to 
be filled with lines utterly devoid of sense. I thanix him 
for paving the way, so that editors of other papers may 
follow after. He has given us ladies an opportunity of 
spending a fey pleasant moments occasionally in writing, 
and, in the words of Sol Smith Russell, I say: ‘*Ciirls, 
improve your opportunities.” 
My object in writing this article is to haye one mora 

added to the list of wormen who do not think it yulear to 
use firearms. I never awoke to the fact that I could use 
them until one year ago Jast spring. My husband and I 
were in Petosky, Mich,, afi that time, He went to kill 
pigeons (for they were there in great numbers), | to sce 
the country, Ie had from the first of our acquaintance 
been anxious for me to learn to use firearms, and so on 
this particular trip he took a gun with him for me to use. 
Well, the second morning after our arrival I decided to 
fo with him to shoot at pigeons, never thinking T could 
hit one; but, strange to relate, Lcame in at noon with 
two dead birds, shot on the wing, This was the first of 
many happy hunting days to come, 

Since then Thave been more successful; can lll more 
than two birds in a forenoon, now. As I look back Lo 
those first two pigeons, I know if was nothing but un ac- 
cident my killing them, for I was too exeited to tale 
aim. It was at one time a mystery to me to know how 
my husband could arise at 2 o’clock in the morning, eat a 
cold breakfast off the mantelpiece, and hurry ont into the 
poisonous early morning air, to some hunting ground 
that must be reached before sunrise, and eallit fun, 1 
marvel no longer. The mystery is solved, for I can. do 
the same thing myself, now. I am cn hand to go every 
time he is, 

Tt’s not so much the killing of birds LT enjoy, as it is the 
pleasure I give my husband by going with him and tale 
ing an interest in his sports. He will punt a boat for me 
a whole day, just for the sake of seeing me shoot ducks ; 
and in the field he neyer—well, “hardly ever’'—shoots 
atthe same bird Lam aiming al, He has never served 
me but one mean trick smee we have hunted together, 
and that was last summer. I decided one afternoon that 
I would like to try my hand at shooting meadow larks : 
so we drove from our home about five miles, and came to 
a field where there were quite 1 number of them; but 
they were along ways over in the field away from the 
road, so my hushand, pointing to a stump near by, said 
to me, “ You take your gtn and sil behind this stump, 
so the birds can’t see you, and Iwill go across the field 
and geare them up so they will fly your way,” Well, I, 
as a dutiful wife, minded, aud stationed myself, gun in 
hand, behind the stump, and he went across the field to 
send the birds tome. I sat there for some time; at last 
T heard bang! bang! from across the field. I did not 
raise my head, but thought, “he has frightened some 
birds, and they will be coming right this way,” But no; 
they did not come. Another bang! and yet another, 
Then I ventured to raise my head above the stump to sea 
what my husband was doing, but he waved his hand for 
me to keep quiet; Lsank down again ; but | was in such 
a cramped position that ] could endure it no longer, T 
rose to my feet just in time to see a lark fall. Vhen it 
dawned upon me that [had been a subject of foul play. 
Mr. M. had been having fun at my expense, but 1 paid 
him back by killing more birds before the afternoon was 
over than he did. I forgave him, and we had a delight- 
ful ride home at sunset. 
Thave killed quite a variety of game, pigeons, ducks, 

meadow larks, prairie chickens and partridges, and the 
best of itall, [have never had an accident in conse- 
quence of my shooting, Some say I will vet, and when 
Task them why, they say, ‘Oh, because you are a wo- 
man,” Icall to mind one in particular who was very: 
much alarmed for fear I would shoot my cuide, whom I 
had with mein a boat when I was on the Jordan River 
trout fishing, This gentleman, who was afraid I would 
kill some one, was one of those ‘nice little men with 
more money than brains, and was from Chicago, He 
had seen me sitting in the boat, killing squirrels lhab 
would come out so daringly on the trunks of old trees 
that overhung the water. He thought this very reckless, 
so he took my guide confidentially to one side and tole 
him that his life was greatly endangered by being i that 
boatwith me. Tho guide told him he did not need any 
ot his advice ; he was nob afraid Mrs, M—— would shoot 
him, This was quite a teiumph for me, and 1 think the 
Chicago man will be less ofticious in the future, 

There is one greab drawback to taking this out-of- 
doors recreation, and that isthe difficulty in proouviny 
suitable clothing, especially foot wear, head covering and 
jacket that would protect ws as well as the men are pro- 
tacted from the cold, warm and damp weather, anc last 
but notleast, burrs. When Twas West shooting prairie 
chickens I thought Thad just the suit to weat, but it 
proved a failure, My dress was shorb, bub ib was of ladies’ 
cloth, and oh ! how those Nebraska burrs did cling to it. 
T wore men’s boots because they were high, but the burrs 
fot in the tops of them and I was far from happy, Whiy 
would it not pay seme dealer in sportsman’s goods to 
make «speciality of ladies’ outfits, so that we can hunt 
and fish without suffering more inconvenience than aman 
does? Jd, M, 
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Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 
§ WE do not employ any authorized agents or canvassers, we offer our friends in every locality who will give any time or attention to collecting and forwarding sub- 

scriptions, the following inducements to obtain subscribers for the “FOREST AND 

Collect Subscription price, 
Commission to be retained, 3 

Amount to remit us, 5 

3 months, $1.00 
* 25 

15 6 

6 months, $2.00 
50 

$1.50 

1 year, $4.00 
je GOD 

1S S00: 2 

2 years, $7.00 
oo retes 

as 

TREAM” at the rates and commissions given below : 

8 years, $10.00 
3° re 2,00 

$5.50 « $8.00 3 

Condition to the above Commissions, we ofier the follewing CASH PREMIUMS: 

To the ere sending us the largest amount of money obtained from new subscr oper, whose names are not now on our books, at above net rates, Rootes January 
1880, and July 1, 1880, 

To the a Sentig g the next largest amount, in accordance with the above. conditions, 
To the third on the list, 
And to the fourth, 

Sample Copy, Subscription Blanks and a handsome ‘Show Card (to be posted i in a conspicuous place) sent free on. application. 

; hoi Oe rarely, 
Genilemen’s 

Underwear. 

Buckskin. 

Shirts: 

We are making excellent 
work in shirts, and guaran- 
tee not only fit, but the satis- 
faction of the buyerin every 
respect. 
Dress Shirts, 
Night Shirts, 
Negligee Shixts, 
Boys’ Shirts.; 

Half-Hose: 

Neck- Wear: 

All the latest. 

Gloves: 

Kid, 
Leather, 
Cloth. 

Handkerchiefs: 

Just received. 
Splenat English and Pon- 

Silk. 
Poika-Doty tartan, damas- 

sée, twilled, etc. 

Tilustrated catalogue sent on request. 

—— 

Lord & Taylor, 

Broadway and Twentieth Street. 

REEL. 
STEEL PIVOT AND CUP-CENTER ACTION, MUL- 

TIPLYING, ADJUSTABLE CLICK, 

No 1—Maskinonge Size. = - 

No. 2—Black Bass Size, large 

No. 3—Black Bass Size, medium, 

No. 4—Black Bass Size, small, 

THE“ IMBRIE” 

BLACK BASS 

; . DSIC NO Gad WVLS 

5 

« A "NALYSWAI PASS SY,, 

jo 9weu 98} jNOYyM SUIN 

_U8S SUON ‘SAsfeepSse|o-ysuyy ye Aq oyes4s04 

/ 

“This must bene of those Mist Colored Leaders’ 
MANUFACTURED BY 

CHARLES F. ORVIS ; 
MAN CHESTER, VERMONT. BN 

RODS AND ALL KINDS OF TACKLE SENT BY MAIL. SILK WORM GUT, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED 
CATALOGUE. MENTION “FOREST AND eae 

Mliscellancous. 

KEEP’S SHIRTS 
ARE THE VERY BEST 

Boys’ ar ures: ‘Shirts, all complete, best 
quality, $1 e: 
oe EEP’S coors eee SHIRTS, 

on lain seams to finish, 6 tor $7. 
whee *S CUSTOM SHIRTS, very best, MADE 

TO MEASURE, 6 for $9. Fit fuaranteed. 
See SHIRTS, all ‘sty. les, extra length, $1 

eac 
An elegant set of extra heavy gold-plated But- 

tons presented to purchasers of six shirts. 

KEEP’S KID GLOVES FOR GENTS, 
the yery best, plain or embroidered, $1.10 per 
pair. 

KEEP’S UMRBRELLAS. 

BEST GINGHAM, patent protected ribs, $1 
each. Warranted. Witty per cent, stronger than 
anv other umbrella. 
REGINA and TWILLED SILK UMBRELLAS 

and CANES in all styles. 
KEEP'’S UNDERWEAR 

UOmprises: all the newest and best goods for Fall 
wear. NTON and ee TWILLED 
Re NNED from 5c. to $1.50. ANGOLA 
TLEECE, SCOTCH WOOL and ‘SHETLAND 
SHIRTS and DRAW HRS, from 60c. to $2.50 each. 
SCARLET WOOL KN TT SHIRTS and DRAW- 
ERS, $1.25 to $1.50 each. 

THE LATEST NOVELTIES 
Are now ready in Gents’ Silk, Linen and Cam- 
pric Handkerchiefs, Searfs in elegant designs 
and effects. Our gold-plated J Peta: is the best 
uality. Scarf Rings, Pins, Studs, Sleeve and 

Collar Buttons atabout half the usual cost else- 
where. 
Shirts only delivered free. 
Merchants will be furnished with trade circu- 

tars on application, as we furnish the trade on 
the most favorable terms. 
Samples and Circulars mailed free. 

KEEP MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 
681, 633, 685 & 637 Broadway, New York. 

: 

og ieee Se Sale, Hliscellaneous. 

OR SALE—Two W. &C. Scott & Son 
guns, 10-gauge, fine Damascus, and war- 

ranted in "every particular; price $75. Also one 
Colt gun, 12-fuuge; price $40, Address box 641, 
Boston P, O., Mass. Jan.22-tf, 

20 MALE FERRETS FOR SALH—$ 
apiece; no stock sent C.0.D.; send post- 

office money ‘order. Address CHARLES H. VAN 
VECHTEN, Victor, Ontario Co., N. ¥. Jan.29-t£, 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
(Rubber), os a ag ese aainBlee by mail, 25 
cents. Our D Setey aratus ig deadly 
on ducks; by mai 31. D Divi G DECOYCO., 

Rochester, N, Y. 

For Sale, 
250,000 BROOK TROUT FRY, 

At reasoable rates. Address for prices to 

J.B. & F. N. EDDY, 
Randolph, Cattaraugus County, 1S on 

iRoS § GUN, Bone ese muzzle-loading, 16- 
gauge, made by Schaefer, Boston; in per- 

fect order ; splendid shooter. Price $10. H.W. 
EAGER, Marlboro, Mass. Feb5,1t 

Mate, 

ANTED,—500 pair of quail for stock- 
lands of Lancaster Game Association. 

F. A. DIFFENDERFFEN, Sec., 
Janl5-4t Lancaster, Pa. 

AUDUBON’S BIRDS. 
AX GENTLEMAN having a set of Audubon’s 

birds, half size, in good order, which he 
would e to sell for 75 cents, will | please ad- 
dress at this office, vad, ’ 

A MANUAL OF 

OMOEZOPATHI 
Weterinary Practice. 
Designed for all Domestic Animals. 

Secoud Enlarged Edition, Ilustrated, 
Large Byo, , Bubstantially bound, Pricé $3.00. 

This book is specially written Tor the Stock-ralacr, Fanctor, 
Ulvery-stable man, and Farmer. The directions for ‘treatment 
sre plato, concise and reliable, Sent froe by mall on receipt of 
price. ‘Address: BOERICKE & TAPEL'S How corarnic Prana 
ters at New York, Philadelphia, Ballimore, Chicago, New aR 
Ivana, San Franciseo. — Thisltios4 Estatillslied in TAMA. ay 

Vel 
Ghe Heunel, 

Se lll OE 

roe SALE—Very handsome cocker spaniel 
bitch ; choicest stock in the country. 

LEWIS, Suspension Bridye, N. Y. Pinopbit 

For SALE—A magnificent imported stap- 
hound bitch, two years old. A 

H. H,, care this office. Br Ae A, 

OX-HOUNDS—Four pups, four months old; 
bitch, six years old—forsale. Address B. T,, 

this oilice. Feb5,1t 

Fok S5ALE—An imported black and tan Setter 
Dog, two years old, has not a white hair; 

good size, and a beauty. A brindle and white 
ull Terrier Bitch, fifteen months old; very 

handsome; weighs 25lbe.3 perfeotly clever. A 
Bull Terrier Dog, nearl y all white, with small 
lemon spot on head; yery fine; weight, 25!bs.; 
and two Fox Terrier Puppies, 3, ‘Bye eons ‘old; 
fullpedigres, Address * yrile street, 
Boston. Febb,2t 
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Che Aennel. 

BAGLE PUPPIES FOR SALLE ; out of 
superidr Encshsh stoet of Our own i:mporia- 

tion, Immediate application necessary to se- 
cure them, Addvess HE MONTGLAIR HON, 
Montclair, N. J. Teba, it 

OR SALH—Red Irish Setter Pups, eight 
— weeks old, sirong and handsome, by chan- 

Pion Berkley und Maz, she by champion Hicho 
and Movtler's Hileen (imported) ; five dop's, taree 
bitches; will sell cheap, if taken atonre. For 

rice, ete., uddress J. A, ROCE WOOD, 416 Wash- 
ston street, Boston, Mass. We ho, tt 

| WILL BUY A PURE IR(SH SBIR 
« bitch, five months old, Address F. J. 
ROBBINS, Wethersfield, Conn. _ Febs it 

OR SALE CHEAP—A few very hand- 
some Cocker Spaniel Puppies; they are in 

color dari: liver and white; beautifully marked, 
andare from imported stock. OYUAS. DENTE 
SON, Hartford, Qonn. Rebar 

OR SALE—Pea 1, a half Laveract: and half 
Llewellin titch; black, wiitte and ticked ; 

very handsome; three years old; is a first rate 
‘rood bitch; thorouchly house broken : pedi- 
greesent on application. Iecannot hunt her on 
acebunt of ill-health. She hus been bred but 

GRAND STGGK FOR SALE. 
1, COTINT—Imported red Drish setter, whelped 

May 12th, 1878: a remarkably fine dog; una- 
broken. 

9. SEPOY—Lemon and white setter dog. by 
Gladstone, outof Mersey; whelped March 10th, 
1879; unbroken. 

8. GHIPPS—Liver pointer; first.nt St. Louis, 
W879; also in special class; whelped Au. Ist, 
1878, by chammpioa Cmser, out of Moll; a yery 
oem ys unbroken und fast dog. 
pi. MITTS —liver and white pointor, hy Row, 
out of Topsy: whelped in 1878; a very promising 
and partly broken biteh. 

5, RUGELEY—W hite and Jemon pointer dog, 
by Sensation, out of Oppill’s Rose; whelped 
Sept. hth, 1878; fit for the highest competition ; 
ready for field woris. 

6. DOLLY VARDEN—Tine setter bitch, by 
Drvid, out of Nilson; whelped April 24th, 1879. 
Por further particulars and prices a dy to 

GHORGH FOX, 
No. 1,411 Puirmount avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Jan-2ot. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
he US Fi.” 

“Tn the Sind.” 

Rush is lemon and white, and winner at New 
York. Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Lonis- 
yillaShows. He is an excellent ficld dog: fine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch. For full partic- 
ulars, pedigree and field qualities address 

LDIIIND ORGILL, 
1,096 Dean street, Brookiyn, N. ¥. 

au.22-11. Fee $25. 

OR SALE—Champion Rory O'More red Trish 
puppies, outof my Ginsle; two bitches, seven 

months old, de¢p red, yard broken, stand to 
Bhot, and willretrieve, Also twa brace doe pup- 
pies, all red, whelped Jan, Ist, 1880; same sira and 
dam. Address G. W. DASSPORD, White Plains 
PPO. 5 Ny Yo Jan.22-26, 

LINCOLN & HELLYAR’S 
KENNEL DRAFT AT AUCTION, 

WEDNESDAY, Feb. 4th, 11 A, M, 

Red Irish and English Setter Puppies, some of 
which are broken. 
At BARKER'S, cor. BROADWAY & 89TH ST. 

Janiz,3t. 

OR SALE —Seven thoroughbred English Set- 
F ters. from one to eighteen months old, by 
champion Leicester, Rob Roy (now dead) and 
the late imported dog Penn, outof two equally 
as weil-bred bitches, yiz., Pocahontas (Dora- 
champion Rock) and Mignon (Poeahontas-Rob 
Roy). For prices, pedigrees, etc., address ISAAC 
YEARSLEY, Ih. Box 9%), Coatesville, Chester 
County, Pa. WanZ23h 

OR SALE.—SENSATION—Queen II. 
Pointer puppies.—A few puppies of the 

above celebratéd stock for sale; terms reason- 
able. Queen IT. is by Champion Sancho, ex- 
champion Queen Il. These puppies are now 
over three muntheold. Address Garratt Roach, 
Box 33 Colleze Point, L. T- Jan 16 2m5 

We 1879. 

| 

This cut is a fac-simile of the Sportsmen’s Chain, pai 

Ghe Sennel. 

eversiok Lodge Kennels: 
The following celepraied Dogs are in 

the sind, 
BSocs: 

St Bernard dog “Marco”; rough coated, two 
years old; amagnificent animal—Kev. J. Cum- 
ming Maodona’s stock—second prizes Hanover 
Bhow and Rochester, 
New Foundland doe * feeper''; four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel Show, isy9. 
Pointer dog, * Croxteth,”; liver and white; one 

andahalf year old; out of Lord Sefton's re- 
nowned stock—one of the handsomest pointers 
ia the United States. Second prize In the H an- 
over International Show. 
Blue elton setter, * Decimal Bash," eighteen 

months old; sired by Llewellyn's celebrated 
a "—a magnificent stud doy—neyer exhib- 
ited. 

Irish setter, ‘Rover II"; pure red ; son of Muc- 
dona’s champion “Rover.” Never exhibited. 
English setter, ‘ Ranger IL’; a pure bred Lav- 

erack, som of Muncdona’s celebrated ‘ Ranger” 
iis get won firstat Hanoyeraud Paris shows, and 
second at. Puppy Stakes in Eastern Tiela Trials, 
IST#. 
Stud fee, $25.00. 

Le ror SA = 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

Bitches. 
St. Bernard ‘Braunfels,’ rouzh eoated, out of 

Piince Solm’s celebrated stock; a magnifivent 
biteh, in whelp to “‘Marco,” ist prizes in Han- 
over and Rochester show. 
Pointer * Queen,” liver and white. Ist Westmin- 

ster Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to ‘‘ Croxte!h. 
Gordon setter "Beauty," Ist Boston Show 15/3, 

@nd New York Show 1378, A 
Pointer ‘Dora’- iiver and white, 

“Aueen" and * Sancho." 
Blue Belton setter" Silk 
Trish Setter’ Moya,” ont of Col. Iilliard’s 

“ Palmerston,’ In whelp to ‘*Royer LI. 
Hngelish Setter Donna,’ white and lemon. 
Pups cau he secure. by an early application. 

Besides Joffer forsale pointers and setters of 
minor quality, butof good thoroughbred stock; 
full pedigrees. Also, several puppies of chaim- 
pion * Quaen,” by champion ** Sensation.” 
Heying cnzared the services of Mucdonua’s re- 

nowned field trial breaker Lam prapared th buok 
orders for thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autumn, 188). Particulars will be furnished on 

application to A. BE. GODETFEROY, 
Guymard, Orange Co., N. ¥. 

out of 

MANGE. 
MANGE, MANGE. 

GLOVER'S IMPERTAL MANGE CURE is war- 
ranted to cure all kinds and tonditions of mange 
or skin discuses of any nature on dogs or cnttie 
without injury to the animal. One Sean 
is usunliy all that ia necessary. H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop’t’r Imperial Kennel. Tont's River, N. J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 69 Fulton 

st., N. Y.; John P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos. 0, Grubb & Co., 72 Market st., 
Phila.; F. P. Taylor, 72 Bast Mad ison st., Chicago; 
Orookes, Wilder & Co., #04 North Fourth st. St. 
Louis. Price, 50 cents. 

URE LAVERACK PUPS FOR SALE,—Sire, 
the great sire of winners, Carlowitz, dam 

Princess Nellie, she by Pride of the Border, out 
of champion Petrel the dam of Gladston. Also 
pups by Carlowitz out of other bitches, at hard- 
tinie prices. Medicines for all diseases; collars, 
whips, whistles, chains, couplers, cheek-cords, 
muzzles, ete, M.VON CULIN, Delaware City, 
Del. Jan.8tf 

POR SALE OR EXCHANGE—1 pair 
white English setters, 1 pairwhite Enplish 

actter pips, 1 coon snd rabhit doy, 1female fer- 
ret, | small black and tan. For pedigree and full 
particulars address GEO, A, TRACY, box 197, 
Willimantic, Conn. Will be sold chenp or ex- 
ehanged for breech-loading shot yun or Brahiwa 
fowls. Jam 2e4t, 

@ PORTING.—FOR SALE—A couple of 
\ fine young Irish setters, puppies, outof yery 
fine stouk, at No. 4 East Dighth strech. Jan.29-tf. 

POR SALE—A handsome thoroughbred 
Gordon setter ; alsoa thoroughbred pointer ; 

both well broken, stuunch and good retrievers. 
Address H. SMITH, 31 Park Row, N-Y. Janz9,2t 

Cee es of my cocker 
_ spaniels can be obtamed of Mr. John T. 

Waters, urtist, Wranklin, Delaware eae NuYy 
Prite 24 cents each. M. P. MOKDON, 

Jan29-tf. Proprietor The BlucStur Kennels. 

=. Ghhe Bennet. 

SPRATT’S PATERT 
LONDON 

Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes. 
Awarded Silver Medal, Paris, 1878—Medal from 

British Government, and 21 other Gold 
and Silyer Medals. 

Trade Murk, 

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES 

FRANCIS 0. De LUZE & CO, 
18 South William Street, New York. 

Also Spratt’s Dog Soap, aud dinect orders taken 
for Spratt’s Modicines, 

Train Your Own Dogs. 
¥Y THEUSE of M, Von Culin’s patent 
Spike Collar, dogs of any age, no matter how 

old or stubborn, can be thoroughly trained in » 
fraction of the tine réquired by any other 
method. TJlstrained dogs broken of all 
faults, no matter how long practiced. Dogs 
broken of bird biting, gun-shyness, whip-shy- 
ness, shot-breaking, unsteadiness on the point, 
ehasiny birds aod rabbits, hedge hunting. Any 
dog, old or youny, tunght tu retrieve (put in 
your hand) as a duty, no play; to point gaie, to 
back-stind, drop to shot, hand, wing and ward, 
to quarter his rronnd,and work to hand and 
whistle. To hunt up headed for liye game and 
for foot scent in retrioving cripples. 

DISTEMPER AND WORMS 
Distemper and worms kill more dogs than all 
other diseases combined. Learn how to prevent 
and vure. Send 25 cents for book on treat- 
inent of distemper in dogs. 
Send 3ct stamp for letters from sportsmen in 

all parts of America, who haye used my collar. 
Price, with book of instruction, by mail post 
paid, $4. 

M. Von Culin, Delaware City, Del. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure, 

and Fiea Destroyer. 

For sale by ail Druggists at 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale Ayents—Bruen & Hobart, 214 Fulton 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Mline & Co., 300 N. Third 
Sireét, Phila.; Finley & Thompson, 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.: Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore. 
Cure oa Destroyer sent by mail on receipt of 

fad., to L, A. MICKH, Haston, Pa. 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St, 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best European strains. To be sold for no 
fyult. For prices, pedigrees, ete., address. 

Iu ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.S. A. 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 
M, P, WicKoon, Franklin, Delaware Co., N.Y. 

ISHEP ONLY COUIXERS of the finest 
strams, I sellonly younystock. Tguarantee 

sitistau ionand sate delivery lo éyery customer, 
sciul und inielixent dogs cannot be Les bt 

beaten Tur ruffed grouse and woddeock shont- 
ing dind relieving. Correspondents inclosin 
Stamp will wet prinved poudigrecs, circulars, tes 
mioninis, ef t 

ir i 
an 

{OR SALE—Gordon setter pups ; two 
spayed bitches, one dog; whelped Sept. 11th 

1879; will exchange for Buglish mastiil pup, 
cocker or clumber spaniel: imported stock, full 
edigrea. Address . M. DORK, Jxn,, Dedham, 
ass. Deo.16-tf. 

| The Renwel. 

ASA L. SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N. Y. 

GORDON ENGLISH, AND FIELD TRIAL 
SETTERS 

Or Purest STRAT. 

Heas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs, 

A BANE TO TLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 
i tases POWDER is euarantecd to kill 

fleas on dogs or any other animals, or money 
returned. Jtis putup in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates ita 
uso. Simple and efficacious. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

AREGA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 sents per Box by mail, 

Both the above are recommended by Rop Ane 
Guy and Forssr AnD STREART, 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
6 Fulton Street, N. Y. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, © 
1 Cortlandt Street, N. ¥, 

IN THE STUD. 

“RED GROvuUSE,’’ 
IMPORTED IRISH SETTES. 

Address EDWARD LOHMAN, 171 Bast 87th st. 
N.Y. Jan [5-Im 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters und Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skilland judement. 
Dogs have duily access to salt 

a water, 
- N.B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
prees. Address H.C. GLOVER,'Toms River, N. J 
163 

OREST AND STREAM KENNEL. 
Lisyellin setter, Rattler, in the stud. Rat- 

tler is a handsome blue belton,black points, win- 
ner of four bench prizes; sire, Rob Koy, he by 
Layeruck's Fred,out of Slatter’s Phoabe, founder 
of the Held trial strain, winner of five Enclish 
field trials, out of pure Leverack imported bitch 
Pickles; she by Lilewellin’s Prince, winner of 
two firsts and three championships, out of 
Liewellin'’s Gill 11.; no better blood in Ameriea. 
Willserve bitches at $15, Litters warranted. Tam 
breeding to Rattler the following bitches :— 
Mell, a beautiful blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack, dam Spot, winner of first and second 
specials at Detroit, Mich., 1879, also firstat Boston 
T8379 in native classes; Fly, a very fine roan bel- 
ton bitch, sire Shot, dam imported Fannie; Pat, 
orange and white, out of Belle, hy Royal George- 
Fuppies bred from above, fine stock, for sale 
chexp, Address, with stamp, L.l, WHITMAN, 
Detroit, Mich. Decl tf 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Anthor of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &e. 
begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition, 

N. B.—A bad dog never loft the Doctor's Ken- 

nels. deci tf. 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I om pre- 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setlers or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelre, and sunrantee satisfaction, i£ 
the dog has all the natural instincts. Refer— 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Saree 

et 2.tf 
SSS 0 Se ee 

WN THE STUD.—The pure Laverack dog 
. Pride, by Pride of the Gorder x Petrel. The 

only pure Laverack in New fineland. Ter, $30. 
Address H. ’. DEANE, Box 1.612, Boston, Mass. 

sept. 4—t, f. 

oct 12 

F 

tented by N, M. SHEPARD, April 15, 
This Chain will be made from the very best quality of ROLLED GOLD PLATS, or what is known a5 Gold 

Filled, and will be warranted to wear equal to 4 Solid Gold Chain from four to six years. 
bé#S each, Liberal diseouuts to Clubs oy Societics ordering twelye or mors at ome time. t 
Pigeon, Glass Gall or Target Shooting, consistiug of Shot, Shells, Cartridges, and a Gun or Rifle for bar, will also 
be made of Solid Gold upon upplication, at the lowest market price, 

The retail price will 
Embleimatic for 

I KHEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE AND WELL-SELECTED STOCK OF 

PATENTED 

APRIL 15, 1879. 

Huy 

eSi81 V BD tog 
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EYERYTHING IN THE JEWELRY LINE.. z3 
I WAVE A COMPLETE ASSORIMENT OF mea 

Masonic, Cdd Fellows, Knights Pythias, Eastern Star Pins, Rings and Jewels Sz 
OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE. ee z 

Shooting, Rowing, Athletic, Firemen’s, College and School Medals, g22250 
raz 

ARE A SPECIALTY WITH THIS HOUSE. 5 Fine 

We haye the larrest stock on hand of any housé in this country, and do more business in this line than any eS ae 3° 

other house, SLND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 25c. q ate 
eae 

| pi ysts! N. M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton Street, New York. = geu 
BPECLAL ORIGINAL DESIGNS, NOT IN CATALOGUE, FURNISHED ON APPLIOCA'LION 5 8 = 

T manufacture to order at short notice all the Army Corps Badges of the United States, both gold and Z Ee o 

giver, Fall information given upon ap ion. P SSE 

Ail the Army Corps Badges on hand and Manufactured at Short Notice. S 322 
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[Fesruary 5, 1880. 

#Lublicntions, 
———— 

PORTSMEN’S 
NEW LOOKS, 

HALLOCK'S 
SPORTSMAN'S 

GAZETTEER, Price postpaid, $3. 
PRACTICAL 

TAXIDERMY 
an 

HOME DECORATION. Price postpaid, $1.50. 
By Jos. H, Barry. 

THE DOGS OF 
GREAT BRITAIN, 

AMERICA and 
OTHER COUNTRIES, Price postpaid, $2. 

Comprising the essential 
purts of the two standard 
works on the Dog. 

By STONEHENGE. 
AMERICAN WILD FOWL 

SHOOTING. Price postpaid, $2. 
W. Lona By Jos. W. 3 

HOw TO HUNT AND TRAP. Price post- 
paid, $1.50. 

By Jos. H. Barry, author of “Practical Tax- 
idermy." 

FRANK FORESTER’'S 
COMPLETE WORKS. 

Complete Manusl for Yeung Sportsmen, Price 
yt $2. 

FIELD SPORTS OF JU. 8. 
2 yals. Price postpaid, $4. 

AMERICAN GAME IN ITS EASON 
FISH AND FISHING OF U.8 
SEEN SCENES AND CHARA 

VOIS. 8 see ye - 

We will mail eny of the above on receipt of 

prices named. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 

111 Fulton street, New York. 

To American Anglers. 

THE ENGLISH 

FISHING GAZETTE, 
Devoted to Angling, River, Lake and Sea 

Fishing, and Fisk Culture. 

SixrEEN PAGES FOLIO. 

Price 'lwopence. 
(EVERY FRIDAY.) 

Vol. 11, commenced with the number for Jan. 
Lunder new management. The GazetTre is the 

only paper in the English language entirely de- 

yoted to Angling, Fish Culture, ete. 

Free by post ONE YEAR for 12s. 6d. or 

$3.25 in P. 0. 0. or U. S. Postage Stamps 

to any address in the United States. Half 

a year for half the price. 

(eA copy of the current number and pros- 
pectus can be had (pest free) by sending 6 

cents in U.S. Postage Stamps to the Mana- 

ger FISHING GAZETTE, 1 Crane Court, 

lest Street, London, England. maré tf 

Field, Cover and Trap 

Shooting. 

BY CAPT. BUGARDUS, 

New and enlarged edition, containing instruc 

Zions for glass ball shooting, and chapter on 

Breeding and Breaking of Dogs by Miles John- 

son. For sale at this office. Price $2, 

“THE SETTER,” 

BY LAVERACK. 

For sale at this office. Price $3. 

J. Cypress, Jr.'s Works. 

TWO VOLUMES. 

Price $5 by Mail. 

OAN BE HAD THROUGH THIS OFFICE. 

— 
sl 

Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 

a trip made by a party of Boston gentlemen to 

ons 

BARES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
i vide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 

aepIS Tnereas Dixyille Notch and 

of Connecticut, Androsco ein, Magalloway and 

Sandy rivers. 288 pages. 40 illustrations, Paper 

covers, 50 cents. 
AR) ’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 

RTH SMAINE WILDERNESS 
ILLUSTRA- 

‘A comprehensive and thorough hand- 

esorts of Northern Maine, The tours 

or "the Kennebe Penobscot and St. John 
to 

hey re re ages. 14 illustrations. Paper 

tove Pu noatie nd pest by 
id, on © re) ice, ress 

mail, postpaid OF FERRAR, Jaumules Plain, 
Mass. 

Briscellaneous. 

(Formerly Dr. Craig's Kidney Cure.) 
A vegetable prepaiece and the only sure 

a remedy in the world tor Bright’s Disease, 
Diabetes, and ALL 

@ Urinary Diseases. 
&-Testimonials of the highest order in proof 

of these statements, 
\ For the cure of Diabetes, call for War- 
mers Safe Dinbries Cure. 
For the cure of Bright*a and the other 

diseases, call for Waruer’s Safe Midney 
Zand Liver Cure. 

: BaS-WARNER’S 
, Safe Remedies are 

sold by Druggists 
and Dealers in 

ei Medicine every- 
4 where, 

4H. H, Warner & Co. 
Proprictors, 

=4 ROCHESTER, N, Y, 
Bey-Bend for Pamphlet 

and Testimonials. 

Hidney, Liver, and 

1 CURE 

E. i. HORSMANR, 
MANUFACTURER GF 

Fine Archery. 

Send for descriptive price list. 80 and 82 
William street, New York. 

“Wahmakanta,” 
With the “CROSBY PATENT AXE COVER.” 

‘Tac. Hussey ; 1 am deiighted with it ; it makes 

my camping cuttit complete, and is just the 

thing I have been Jooking for these many years. 

Send for a circular. 

A, S. CROSBY & CO., 
WATERVILLE, ME, 

“oan COD-LIVER OIL AAOLLER’ 

? 
. 65 

Is perfectly pure. Pronounced the best by the hish- 
est medical authoritiesin the world. Given highest 
awardat 12. World's Expositions, and at Paris, 1878. 
Sold by Drucgists, W. H. Schieffelin & Co..N. ¥. 
— nnn 

RUIWART EESs.S.hee. CHAMPAGHES Established 172%. 

Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

Verzensy, dry, full bodied, rich flayor. 

Carte Blanche, Fruity, delicate flavor, not too 

dry. DODGE, CAMMEYVER & CO., 

1 Cortlandt St., Sole Ag'tsfor the United States. 

The only genuine Camp Axe in America. Says | 

Miiscellancons Advertisements, 

May1é 4t. 

WILKINSON & CO., xe 2 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION. 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order, 

Sportsmen's Gootls. 

CARD’S 

Last Patent Target Thrower 
Wit IneROvVED epaaly AnD Naw RUBBER 

TOP, 
Protected by two United States Patents and one 

in Great Britain. 

~ Patented May 7, 1878, and April 22, 1879. 
f fees only rotating trap that throws every way, 

or can be made to throw in any desired direc- 
tion, or that can be made to throw every way, ez 
cept at shooters and spectators, all of which are 
poverty the above patents. Remember you 
et no b (unless you wish them) in your fa 
at have rights and lefts, ancall other angles. Sen: 

Ton ce OUEee. Price $10 at factory. No getor 
0 fs 

3 WILL H, CRUTTENDEN, 
GENERAL AGENT, 

Cazenovia, N. ive 

USE THE BGOGARDUS PATER? 

Rough Glass Balt 
AND HIS PATENT 

22 GLASS BALL TRAP 
S oa 

For Wing pace They 
ean be bad trom all gun 
deslers. Headquarters 
forGlass Balls and'T'vaps, 
A.H. BOGARDUS, No. 
158, South Clark strect, 
Chicaco. Send for Price 
List. For Traps—-HART 
& SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 
“Vield, Coverand Trap 

Shootinm,”’ theonly book 
ever published by 2 mar- 
ket hunter, can behad at 
the above address, Price 
$2. 

FERGUSON'S PATENT 

EAMP, JACK = BOAT LAMP, 
with 

LOCOMOTIVE REFLECTOR, 

The most complete Lamp for 
Sportamen, Boatmen, Night 
pene and others, yet 
roduced. 

PGombines Camp Lamp.Head. 
Staffand Boat Jack,Handan 
Derk Lantern, Beit Lamp, ete, 

~ Has no chimney; burns either 
Signal, Lard or Sperm Ol. 

THE ‘“*EXCELSIOR” 

DASH AND GARRIAGE LAMP. 
With Locomotive Reflector and, Reversible 

Dash Clamp. Has no chimney. Burns either 

candles. kerosene or other oils. Pits ANY KIND 
OF DASH OR VEHICLE. F 

Send stamp for Circulars. 

FERGUSON'S RUST PREVENTER. 
The best article yet invented for Fire-Arms, Out- 

lery, Tools, exposed parts of Machinery, etc. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, Sole Ir, 

65 Fulton street, N. ¥. 

Gus, Amnunition, Gtr. 

THE SNEIDER GUN.. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
LEVER ACTION 

In the world, 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 

Equal in finish, symmetry of outline, and mate- - 
rial, to the duést English guna, and at; 

more reasonable prices, 
The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only re- - 
bounder with which missfires will not occur, 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

For ‘‘ Workmanship, Rebounding Locks, and” 
Compensating Features of Action.” 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. | 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK. 

Pin Firo Guns Changed to Central Fire. 
Muezle Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loaders. . 

Clark & Sneider, 
214 West Pratt Street, Baltimore. 
Send for Dlustrated Catalogus. 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, 
- SYRACUSE, 
NEWY Yori. 

Maker of Fine Guns. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot-G@un. 
SIMPLE AND 
BURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock. 

Chokehbore Barrels. 

For close, hard shooting excelsfall others. Ex 
tra heavy guns for ducks a specialty. Send stamp 
forcircular. HYDE & SHATTUCK, Manutactu- 
rers, Hatfield, Mass. 

WM. R.SCHAEFER, 
61 Elm st., Boston, Mass., 

f Dealer ia 

SPORTSMEN'S EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of : 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 
To Order. 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load— 

ing SHOTGUNS. A fulllineof the Clabrough- 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of race Be 
guns, alwayson hand. Particular attention 
pald to CH ea vals to shoot close 

THE GUN OF THE FUTURE. 
WM. POWELL & SON’S 

HammerlessShotGun, $250 
the finest mechanical action, the surest safety catch, finest finish. Pattern 

Bene eat - Sole agents in New York 
for CARD'S REVOLVING BALL TRAP. 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
Sole agents for the United States, 

Whese Guus are on Exhibition at 84 Chambers St,, New Work City. 



Sportsmen's Goats. 

i= 

Rubber Wig 
AND 

488, 490, 492 B’ way, 

AND 

FISHING AND 

GOODYEAR’S 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

25 BROADWAY, cor, FULTON ST. 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

Rupsrr Goops or Every Drscrir- 
TION. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

Company, 

cor. Broome st., 

HUNTING. 

ners RUBBER . 

Hist Pants CoalsLeeets 
BOOTS, 

RUBBER CAMP. BLANKETS, 
' COMPLETE 

Sporting and Camping Outils, 
D 

india Rubber Goods of Every Description 

HODCMAN & CO. 
Send for Price List. 

425BROADWAY and 27 MAIDEN LANE, 
NEW YORK. 

Sportsmen's Routes. 

Philadelphia and Savannah Line 
FOR FLORIDA. 
OR THROUGH TICKETS to FERNAN- 
DINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUS- 
SANFORD, ENTERPRISE and interme- 

diate landings on ST. JOHN’S RIVER and inte- 
rior points in FLORIDA, by steamship to SA- 
VANNAH, and thence by railroad or steamboat, 

Apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 
wadelphia and Southern Mail 8. 8. Co., 

Pier 22, 5outh Wharves, Phila. 

“HE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE. THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRapidsandCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Bluck Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
F4MoU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of tha 

Grand Traverse Region 
a | eyhchsgon Nee Woods as unsurpassed, 

i e abundance and great yarict: 

SERGE Toa ascend ta,sooceamn abound in thes is, and 
the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
“The TROL ceasonbegins Ma e season begins land ends Sept.1. 
The GRAYLING Season pene June land ead 
‘oy. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKERELandMUSCA- 

LONG, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. | 
The Se Sen Can readily send trophies of his 

akill to his friends or “club” at home, as ice for 
Sybase aiy can_be had at Ne poets: 

TAKE YOUR FAMILY WIT OU. The see- 
mery of the North Woodsand Lakesis very beau- 
tiful; the airispure, dry andbracing. The cli- 
mnate is peculiarly beneficial to those suifering 

Way Fever and Asthma Affections. 
Rani ee accommodations are good, far ae 

ing the average in countries new eno to 
afford the finest of fishing. bi 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

_ ets will be sold atlow rates, and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 

Dogs, Guds and Fishing Yackle Carried Freeat 
Dwuer’srisk. 
Ttisouraim tomakesportsmen feel “ athome” 

onthisroute. [or Tourist's Guide (an attractive 
illustrated hook of 80 pages), containing full in- 
formation and accurate maps of the Fishing 
Grounds and Time Cards, address A.B. LEBT. 

Ger, Pass, Avent, Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Cld Dominion Line. 
[HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of tho finest waterfowl and upland 
shooting sections in the country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincotezgue, Cobh’s Island, and points 
onthe Peninsula, City Point, James’ River, Cur- 
Tituck, Florida and the mountainous country of 
Virewinia, 'Tennesses, etc. Norfollc steamers gail 
‘Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lésves, Del,, 
Monday and ®hursday, at 2 pi. Full inform- 
Bi1dn given ayollice, 197 Greenwich Street, New 
ork. sepes iv 

Sportsmen's Routes. 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & Northern 
Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS each way daily, be- 
po bes Burlington, Albert Lea and Ninmea olis, 
crossing and conuecsitly. site all Bast and West 
Linesin Iowa, run throughsome of the finest 
huntin: nds in the Northwest for Geese, 
Ducks, nated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail, 
Sportsmen and their dogs taken good care ef. Re- 
duced rates on rece of ten or more upon appli- 
cation to Gen’) Ticket Otfice, pais Raj oI 

ed. t! 
E. F. WIxstow,, Gen’l Passenger Agent. 

General Manager. w 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 

ING PARKS and RAC 
States. These lines bein: 

FROM ALL IMPORTANT POIN'S, avoid the dif- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 

enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

j THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
algo reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
In Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the ue in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, B 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Btill 
Huating. 

Also, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and peintson the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER, 

; L. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass. Agent, 
Frank THOMSON; Gen’l Manager. feblj-tt 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angter to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- [ 
ginia Llue Ridse Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Allerhapy Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and ineluding in 
their yarieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing taekle, and one dog for cach 

sportsman carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque see- 
nery Of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northyest and Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South, AU modern 
inyproyoments in equipment. a 

CONWAY RB. HOWARD> 
Cen, Passenger and tied Agent,- 

may ly ichmond 

Sportsmens’ Cools, 

dam making, from Goods of my own Imperta- 
tion, a Specialty in 

Corduroy Shooting Suits, 
Color of Dead Grass--at $28, including Hat. 

ALSO, WINDSOR CORDS, ALL WOOL, VERY BEST MADR AT $45, 
ALSO CANVAS SUITS—ALL PRICES. SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICE 1187. 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 

Sportsmen's Boutes. 

LONG IsUAND 

RAILROAD. 
June 15, 1879, 

RAINS WILL leave Hunter's Point, 
Bushwick and Flatbush aves., cor. Atlantic 

Avenue, Brooklyn: 
AM. 

8 30 Greenpoint and Sag Harbor Mail. 7 
§ 06 Patchogue, Babylon and Rockaway Mail. 

10 00 Port Jefferson and way. } 
11 00 Babylon, Merrick; Rockaway and way. 

P.M, 
3 30 Garden City, Northport, Glen-Coye, etc. 

on ‘ 00 Greenport, Sag Harbor Express (Garden 

: y 30 Babylon Express—Wall St. to Babylon,1 
hour and 20 minutes. Patchogue. 

430 Port Jefferson and way. 
_ § 00 Babylon and ee ‘ 
5 30 Locust Valley, Glen Cove and way. 
6 00 Patchogue Accommodation. 
6 30 Northport, Glen Cove. 
710 Merrick Acconrmodation, 

SUNDAYS. 

m. 6 00 Greenport, Seg Harbor, Port Jefferson. 
9 00 Garden City, Hempstead, Port Jefferson 

and way. 
M P.M. ae | 

1 30 Garden City and Hempstead. 
4 00 Garden City, Hempstead, Northport and 

way. 
5d theatre train will berun fromHunter's Point 

and Flatbush ay. every Saturday night at 12:15 A.M 

FOR 

New Haven, Hartford, Springfield and 

the North, 
The new and elegant steamer C.H. NORTHAM 

leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily (Sundays ex- 
Rested at3 Pm. Passengers go North and East 
int 11 Pm. ' : 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New 

York at 11 P.M., arriving in New Havenin time 
.for the early morning trains. — c 
| Merchandise forwarded by dailyExpressFreight 
itrain from New Hayen through to Massachusetts, 
“Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern 
New Yorkand Canada. Apply at Office on Pier 
_or to RICHARD PECK, Gen'lAgt. 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

§ PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
‘Anew cars DayyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton,” 
which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, ete., also ones 
yinet Ww. sap Sere aoe al for guns and fis) 
iacl and kennels for dogs, 

tea tinas rates and car desired information 
furnished on application to Gen’l Supt. P. P. C. 
Co,, Chicago, je26 mos. 

Miscellancous Adertisenents. 

MANUFACTURER OF 

Fine Silk and Felt Hats 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 

| POULTRY AND GAME, 
Nos, 289 & 290 Washington Market, N. ¥. 

aweek. $12 a day at home easily 4 q ay 

94 Costly outfit free, Address TRU 
augusta, Maine, , 

made, 
& 0O., 

Hotels wand Resorts for Sportemen, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

€ 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Gulf Hammock House, Fiorida, 

On the banks of the Wekiva River, 

S now open to reeeive guests. Fine huntin: 
and fishing, unsurpassed jn this country, mal 

the climate is all that can be asked for. We only 
ask a yisit to be convinced that this is the place 
for sportsmen, Board reasonable; $2 per day, 
$12 per week, or $40 per month. 

Mrs. C. B. WINGATE, 
Otter Creek, Levy Co., Mla. 

For reference we refer to Dr. C. J. Kenworthy 
and W. C. Pitman, dealer in guus and sporting 
implements, Jacksonville, Fla. 

For Good Fall Shooting 
—G0 TO THE— 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
At Shinnecock Bay, 

Where you will find 

PLENTY OF BIRDS, 
GOOD GUIDES, 

COMPLETE OUTFIT of DECOYS, 
BATTERIES, ete. 

As “well as good accommodations and a sub. 

stantial bill of fare. 

Take Long Island Railroad for Gara 
Grouna station. 

M. WILLIAMS, Prop’r. 

Wild Fowl Shooting.. 
RING VILLE HOUSE, ORSPORTSMEN’S RE. 

TREAT, SHINNECOCE BAY, L. I., 

1g A PRACTICAL GUNNER and an old 
bayman. Has always on hand the bestof 

boats, batteries, etc., with the largest rig of 
pd wild-goese decoys on the coash. The best 
ground in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all varieties. epee attention gives: 
‘by himself to his aptaay and satisfaction gauran- 
es eancnese Wit. N. LANE, Good Ground, L. 

vs 

DAVIS ELOCUSE, 
Weldon, N. C. 

é. RK. DAVES Proprietor, 

Always twenty minutes for Dinner. 

i 4 HOTEL has been oponed by Col. 
J.R. Davis, long and favorably known as 

the proprietor of the Purcell Louse, Wilming- 
ton, N. C. The Hotel has been entirely and 
thoroughly renovated throughout. The rooms 
are elegantly furnished with b-ickwolnut mar 
ble-top furniture and hair mattrasses. ‘Travellers 
andinyalids coming South will now find thisa 
comfortable resting place, (a long-feit want sup- 
plied). Guests will receive every attention and 
comfort, elegant table and attentive servants. 
This is the Dinner House coming South or going 
North. The best Hotel of its kind on the route 
to Florida. Rates—$2.00 and $7.50 per day. 

SHOOTING PROPERTY. 
The owner of a place of four hundred acres, 

losated on Barnegat Bay, four miles Tram ‘Toms 
fuyer, N.J., would like to rent a half interest 
j0 a gentleman of means. 

Good buildings anda very desirable place for 
duck and other sporting. 
Address Box 163, ‘Toms River,’ N. J. 

BP. 

TEXAS REAL ESTATE. 

LARGE QUANTITY OF CHOICE LANDS 
in Northwestern Texas at low prices. Also 

Will pl 
with clear 

ference, Pirs& 
ou paylle business prop 

tin Denison at wood rates. 
oHal Bank, Denison, Ve 

» t. MUNSON, 
No. 215 Main street, Denison, Texar 

Paranal i ak 

S beak Per day abbeys, Sampiss worn 
5D LO B20 Bice “Adgensa STINSON 6 CU, 
Portiand, Me, 



FOREST AND STREAM. 
Suanition, Cie 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

_ Creedmoor. 

ELEGTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. 

Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

DER. Furnished FREE, 

Lain & Rand Powder v0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. ¥.; 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONTS 

RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDER. 

The Most Popular Powder in Vue. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1902, have maintained their 

great He tare forseyenty-eight years. Manu- 
ture the following celebrated brands of Pow- 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
quickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

ll and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Wos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 

Ball, Pigeon, Duck, and other shooting. 

DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 

grain for pistol shooting. 
DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG, ‘SEA SHOOTING,” 

der: 

¥FG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle 
ghooting ,the FFG and FSFG for eneral use, 
bgt burnin: Sane Ene moist. 

© SPORTING, MINING. S IFPING, and BLAST- 
ING POWDERS of all sizes and, descriptions. 
Special grades for export. Cartridge, usket, 

on, Mo: » and mmoth Powder, U. 8. 
Government standard., Powder manufactured 
to order of any required grain or proof. Agen- 
cles in all cities and principal towns throughout 
the U.8. Represented by € 

¥. L, KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S FG or FFG 

Powder for long range rifle shooting. 

THE HAZARD POWER COMA 
& MANUFACTURERS OF 

NPOWDER. 
Hazard's ‘‘Kleetric Powder.” 

Wos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness, Packed in square 
F canisters of 1 1b. only. 

Hazard's ‘American Sporting.” 

Wos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 Ib. canisters and 
2% 1b, Ieegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
‘4nd prairieshooting. Well adapted toshot guns. 

Hazard’s “Duck Shooting.” 
waa. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In land 5 1b. canisters 
and 6} and 12% Ib. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
enetration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
tranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘‘Kentucky Rifle,’* 

FEPG, FFG, and ‘Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 
25, 121, and 6} lbs, and cans of 5 Ibs, FFFG is also 
packed in 1 and+1b. canisters, Burnsstrong and 
moist. The FF PG and FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting’ 
FG is the siandard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROO#, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. a@ 

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 
pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 

9 at our office. 
= 28 WALL STREET, NEW YORE 

GLASS BALLS, TRAPS, GUNS, ETC 
RAPS from $2 te $12, Balls at 90 cents 
per 100. Guna cheap. atte free. Ad- 

adress GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS. Pitts 
burg, Pa. May 291ly 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
(Rubber), $2. a hundred; samples by mail, 26 
cents, Our Lat D gn eer is deadly 
on ducks; by mail, $1. DIVING DECOYCO., 

Rochester, N.Y. 

§2 Gold, Crystal. Lace. Perfumed & Chromo 
Cards, name in Goldand Jet, 

Bros., Clintonville, Ct. 
«y Cli 
rag B77 Ten nadvo P Vickery. Aj 

Miscellaneous Aivertisements. 

Shot-Gun and Rifle-Powders Revolutionized. 

POWDER OF 

IS UNEQUALLED 
for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and giveg little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr, Carver, champion rifie-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in ther matches, 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published m our cireulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world, Address 

DITTMARPOWDERMF'GCo., 
P. 0. Box 836. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

THE WORLD! 

BY GUNPOWDER 

Our cnauenge 

24 Park Place, New York 

VANITY FAIR. 
TOBACCOand CIGARETTES. 
Always Uniform and Reliable. 

6 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878: 

Adopted by the French Government. On salein Paris, 
Peerless Tobacco Works, W S KIMB ALL & HE 

ROCHESTER NEW YORK. 

DUNN & WILBUR, : 
Coma rmiissiom Merchants 

BUTTER, SoGcs, To. 
SPEHOIAL ATTHNTION PAID (‘TO POULTRY AND GAME, 

We send sales and check for net amount immediately after sale. Stencils and Prics 
Current furnishedfres on application. Your correspondence and shipment solicited. 

192 DUANE ST., NEW YORK. 

A FILE BINDER, 
HICH, WHEN FULL, makes a perm: t binding ; ; AND 

W STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, iit Tulton st, N.Y aa wig neem tee : 
=4 art * = 

Je is kmmposstblo to remain long elck when Hop Bitters are used, so perfock are they in thelr operation. For W 

Balmy sleep,! 

good digestion, 

yich bleod and 
perfect health 
in Hop Bitters. 

a7 er 

A Skin of Beauty is a Joy Forever.) 

) DR. T. FELIX GOURAUD'S 

ORIENTAL GREAM, OR MAGICAL 
BEAUTIFIER 

Removes Tan, 
imples,Freck- 
es, Sallowness, 
and 

andis so r 
less wo tasic 
te to bo gure 

6 prepara- 
tion is properly 
made. Accept 
no counterfeit 
Hagges 

t) stingu- 
ished Dr. L, A, 

Le TS Sayre, said ton 
lady of the haut ton {a patient:)— As nee Mes 
will usé thera, I recommend *Gouraud’s Cream’ as 
the least harmfulof al the Skin preparations.” Al- 
s0 Poudre Subtile removes superiiuous hair with- 
out Belong toe the skin. 

Mare. M. B. T. GOURAUD, Sole Prop., 45 Bond 
St, N. ¥. For gale by all drugsists and Faney 
Goods Dealers throughout the United Biates, 
Canadasand Burope- ; 

A YEAR andexpensesto agents. Outfit 
ugusta, Me ie 

> es, > A Hitle Hoppa 
ee] ay Bitters savesbig pad 

po-g Joctor Wille aad 
sa long sickness. 

Cures Drowsi- 

PARENTS AND GUARDIANS. 

Annapolis School for Boys. 

Td 

Prepares for U. 8. Naval School, U. S. 
Military Academy, and the Merchant Marine 
Service. Tor terms, etc., apply to 

CAPT. J. WILKINSON, Principal, 
Annapolis, Md. 

Log W. holds a certificate of competence from 
the tish Board of Trade. 

Eiteferences, 

kear Admiral Gro. B..Batcu, Commanding Na- 
yal School, Annapolis. Rev. W.S. SOUTHGATE, 
Annapolis. 

FRANK H. ATKINSON, 
Book and General Job Printer, 

36 ana 38 John St.yNew York, 

COMPOSING TOOMS OF FOREST AND STREAM, 

66 aweekin your own town. Terms and $5 
outfit fres, Address H. HALLET & CO., 

TRADE 

[FEBRUARY 12, 1680. 

Aummnnition, Gir. 

Tatham & Bro’s, 
-NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

“CHILLED” 
ERICAN > 

AM DRO? SHOT. 

Compressed Buck Shot. 
First Premium Centennial Exhibition. Report 

—“Hxact uniformity of size, truly spherical form, 
high degree of finish and general excellence. 

Founded July 4, 1808. 

SPARKS’ 

American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English ond Ali Others, 

STANDARD DROP _AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD, 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, Ne, 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
ProEsess. CUTLERY, AND SURGI- 

calInstruments. Safeto handle, WILL NOT 
GUM, and will keepin any climate. Sportsmen 
everywhere in the United States pronounce it the 
best gun oil in the market. Judge Holmes, of 

¥ City, Mich., writes: “It js the best prepara- 
tion I haye found in thirty-Lye years of active 
and frequent use of guns.” 
The trade supplied by sole manufaeturer, GEO, 

B. a TON, 540 Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 
eights, N.v: 7 eH . 

Hee by principal New York dealers, and by Vi 
oe Coy 

"SS wy TAL 

CURES BY ABSORPTION. 
RUEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA. 
“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 

isa 
“ anule "has no equal for Chronic Lame- 

ness, e Back, Lumbago, Spraii 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, an 
eases of the Skin,Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eczema, 
Humors_ of the Sealp, etc.; Diphtherla, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
eases, Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permancot ours hy 
using “Sapanuise, Used in sponge or foot bi 
removes all soreness ef body, limbs and feet. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 

Sold by all D f > And. Ce ee Tees ated chcaids inl asda im GERKY & COMPANY, 

ostitive cure; it has never falled. 

Proj vistors, 237 Broadway, New 
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THE SANDPiPER. 
— 

vl oa B little sandpiper that has a great stride 
Like a king of the fairies, and toys with the tide, 

Ts w Jolly wood fellow of infinite pride. 

He signals your presence, assuming much fear, 

And pipes of the danger that’s coming too neur, 

Or whistles alarm thal others may heir, 

He eyes you obliquely, u comical way, 

And flutters a distance as much as to say, 
Thus far and no farther, and there you may stay. 

But if you should trespass he'll nod in disdain, 

Then tell his displeasure with might and with niain, 
And skim o'ér the Water to safety again. 

When danger has passed him he settles his phimes, 

The micn of importance he quickly assumes, 

Subaqueous searching he grayely resumes. 

Ah, litle sandpiper of fairy-like stride, 
With beautiful nature so closely allied, 

Pye noled thee often with loye und with pride, 

-A river is flowing through life to the sea, 
A river that faney oft pictures to me, 

Where the soul is a rathbler and thought is like thee. 
JEROME BURSEYT. 

Spring Cime by the Blue Hidge 
Grout Streams. 

K 
“J WNa former paper I casually allided to an intention I 

then had of taking down from the nail on which for 
years it had hung, my long neglected fly-rod, and setling 

out in search of trouting Iccalities more congenial to the 
lovers of fly-fishing, At the end of the long, cold, dry 
weather that persecuted us through May, after waiting 

and watching the heavens for days and days, the limit of 

niy opportunities for absence was reached, and as the 
su rose over the mountains on a harsh and dewless 
morning, 1 found myself with C,, jogging away from 

home with distended saddle-bags and fifty miles of road 
between us and our destination. The rugged chain of the 

Blue Ridge Mountains towered upon our left, and our 

liorges’ heads pointed to the north. With further partic- 
nlars Iwill not bore my readers, since strangers coming 
to this part of the world to fish would be foolish to 
choose the eastern side of the range, with the wealth of 

trout streams that sparkle down the mountuin sides of 

the western counties open to them. The case though is 
different with residents whose lot happens to be cast upan 

the sunny side, for there is a yast difference to men 

with occupations, between a trip that entails two days 
wpon the road and one that demands four, Neither will 
1 tax the patience of my reader with a detailed account 

of a wearisome vide of fifty miles. The trout streams, or 
Tshould rather say the brooks that held tront higher up, 
trickled feebly over our horses’ feet at the innumerable 

fords through which we crossed, The usual motley array 
ot anglers for white chub and suckers that every stream- 
washed Virginia hamlet exhibits were there, seated on 

fence rails—a melancholy band. At one village, or a spot 
that had been a village about the time of the Revolution- 

ary War, beneath whose crumbling walls dances a clear 
purling stream, the store keeper had erected over the 
water arude pier from the summit of which his lordly 
legs are to be seen dangling from court day to court day, 
and where doubtless, with one longing eye upon his store 
door and the other upon his float, he chews in silence and 
sadly runiinates upon the days that are no more. The 
populace are also there, in rows along the bank, or 
perched upon the rocks in mid-stream—blaelk and white 
—sad and dejected. 

“ Caught anything ?” 
* Nothing,” 
And the refrain is echoed dismally from mouth to 

mouth along the shore, The thought occtr's to one that 
if such a show of anglers can be turned out in such an 
puBropitious state of water and weather, what a happy 
time the chub and suckers, the horny-heads and catfish 
must have of it on showel'y days. 

Ask: me not to recall the wicked—the cruel fabrications 
is to mileage thal were poured into ears ears along that 
sd and winding track. Asan old horseback traveler 1 
am prepared to find men and women who will without 
nalicious intentions double or halye a distance that they 

may traverse twice a week. I am prepared to come 
across individuals who look you straight in the face and 
calmly deny the existence of considerable towns six 
tiles from where they are standing, Iam nof at all sur- 
prised when a blacksmith of good character, or a yery 
high-toned store keeper tells me my destination is five 
miles off and I find it fiftteen—but the dwellers upon this 
Virginia highway fairly and squarely outlied any roadside 
population upon whose tender mereies I have yet been 
thrown, Their diversity of opinion not only on several 
occasions deprived us momentarily of our breath, which 
was a small matter, but finally robbed us of half our 
much required night's rest, The small hours nrust haye 
been tolling ere the tardy moon at length rose just in 
time to throw her rays upon the chimneys and gables of 
the hospitable mansion that was to be our shelter, and it 
is needless to add that that night the terms bed and sleep 
were synonymous. I don’t know that there is anything, 
to my idea, more heart-breaking than the act of travers- 
ing in the darkness of the night an unknown road in a 
strange anil thickly wooded country. People who are 
aceustomed only to the superb highways of the Northem 
States, and whose idea of road traveling is to sit behind 
trotting horses and watch the milestones dash by every 
few minutes, would find it hard to realize the tedium of 
accomplishing long journeys through countries where a 
more primitive civilization exists, In winter time let us 
forbear description ; we are supposed to be writing about 
trout fishing, and gladly do we confine our utterances to 
matters percaining to the leafy months when, if it has 
not rained for a few days, and you are riding, not driv- 
ing, and it is daylight, your wife and family may see 
you start without particular cause for alarm. But sup- 
posing your route to be through the Piedmont section of 
the State, and any of the other conditions are present, 
if you have not already insured your life I should recom- 
mend you to do so for a considerable sum. But, jesting 
apart, when a strange road enters a river, on a moonless 
night, that you take if for granted only is shallow and 
and apparently never emerges again, the most equable 
tempers are apt to be tried. Such is frequently the case 
where a mountain torrent for several hundred yards does 
duty for a road—evident, though uncomfortable by day, 
but by night, bewildering, 
Tam, I’m afraid, a little hardened by constant famili- 

arity to the sublimity of nature, but as I looked out of 
my bedroom window in the morning the panorama that 
the raising of the blind revealed was beautiful in the ex- 
treme. Thesun, I am ashamed to say, had risen, but had 
not yet dried up the dew drops that glittered over the sur- 
face of a well mown lawn, on fragrant hedges of osage 
orange, and on the fresh green leaves of myrtle and of 
ash, Beyond stretched a long and level valley, rich in 
fields of wheat and clover, through the centre of which 
lines of willows and alders marked the course of a stream 
whose murmuring was plainly audible in the stillness of 
the morning air. In the background, dwarfing every- 
thing else into insignificance, rose the mountains of the 
Blue Ridge, clothed in all the beauty and the glory of 
spring, Nota cloud hung round the clear cut pinnacles 
with which each summit was crowned. Coid and dis- 
tinct their razor edges, bristling with winds, swept and 
ragged forests, cut the sky and the ear could almost fancy 
the sound of the waterfall that leaps down those fairy 
glens on which the black shadows of early morning were 
still vesting ; butin the words of Byron, if 1 do not mis- 
quote them :— 

Tired of up-gazing still, the wearied eye 
Reposes gladly on a5 smooth a yale 
As ever spring yelud in prissy dye; 
Where a bold river brealts the long expanse, 
And woods along the banks’re waying high, 
Whose shadows in the glassy waters dance, 
Or with the moonbeams sleepin inidnight'ssolemn trance. 

Alas, in our valley there was no sign of rain. The buz- 
zards soared till they became as specks in the sky. The 
swallows wheeled far from earth. The wind blew gently 
and unmeaningly from the South and anglers’ hopes were 
atzero, Soon after breakfast, with feelings anything but 
entluisiastic, we started with our host, and laden 
with supplies for two days to our fishing grounds. 
After a seven mile ride along the banks of a most 
charming river we arrived at its forks in the angle 
of which, at the base of the mountains, exactly where 
the realms of trout and creel fish met, we drew rein in 
front of a picturesque log house with surroundings very 
different to those usually found around the rude home- 
steads of the monntaineers, Here dwell Zach whose 
roof tree has ever been a rendezyous to the few anglers 
that come from a distance, and who, alwaysa keen trout 
fisherman, has of late years heen enrolled among that 
best order of piscators—a, fly-fisher. 
What might be called the ‘rise of fly-fishing” on the 

two streams that unite their waters at this pomt is not 
without interest, and we devoutly hope it is only what 
has already taken place and what will in some future 
day take place on many another mountain river. 
_ Bome half dozen, or less, years ago an artificial fly or a 
jointed vod was a thing unknown, and all the angling 
that was previous to that time done was confined, or 
almost entirely so, to the mountaineers, who own or rent 

nd from the population for six or seyen miles up each 
ork, 
About 1874 two gentlemen from the nearest city crea- 

ted some astonishment and raised to a considerable ex- 
tent the derisive mirth of the local fishermen by wading 
up the middle of the stream, rigged out with tackle, etc., 
from London or New York, and armed with ten foot fly 
rods, landing nets, and ereels. The scorn of the old 
boss” fisher of the mountains knew no bounds, I can 
well picture to myself old Jessie roaring with langhter 
from beneath his vast forest of beard and whiskers as he 
laid the small hook of a black gnatupon his rugged palm, 
“What! catch trout with that’ar hook and bit of feather?? 
However, catch trout they did, and as old Jessie in 

these days now says, ‘‘ They pinely raked "em." 
Since that day the superiority of the fly has been un- 

questioned, and eyen greatly exaggerated; too much 
stress being laid by the mountaineers on the lure itself 
and too little on the manipulation thereof, 

Other gentlemen from a distance have since sought the 
spot—a new angling era opened—and now the tallc along; 
banks is not of poles and snoods and stick baits and such 
like barbarous jargon, but of coch-y-bondus and red spin- 
ners of reels, fly rods, and casting lines, while for a half 
worn out fly a lad will willingly carry your basket and 
net all clay. Old Jessie confesses that his reign is o'er, 
and that ‘* ’em ‘ar fellahs from the low countty can beat 
us all with their darned flies and fixin’s.” Jessie occa- 
sionally fishes with a fly under protest, but he likes some- 
how or other to be alone at the time, Whether hedesigns 
to play his fish has not been fairly ascertained, but it is 
supposed from the rapidity with which the few flies he 
can get hold of vanish, and from the amount of ‘ wha- 
lers” that he “hangs,” but “break away,” that his 
treatment of his fish is not of a yielding order, F 
Twelve o'clock on a bright May day, with low water, is 

not a cheery time to commence fishing, and im this case 
the result justified the outlook, for not till 4:30 did any 
one of us, | believe I am correct in saying, even rise a 
trout. The simmering hours of noon swelcered by, the 
mocking rays of old Sol pierced even the leafy canopy 
above our heads, and that bright and hopeless aspect of 
things piscatorial reigned everywhere that causes the 
most enthusiastic angler to wind up his line, lay down 
rod and seek some shady spot, where, if the imsects allow 
him, he may stretch his limbs and wait for better times 
with all the patience that, asa member of the brother- 
hood, he is credited with. 

There is a certain indescribable point, however, even 
on the warmest afternoon, when a decided change be- 
comes evident tothe keen instincts of the trout fisherman; 
a change that marks, howeyer faintly, the approach of 
evening, When the sun has fallen low enough to lose 
his full force, and his light rather plays round you broken 
by mountain tops and woodland trees, than glares as be- 
fore on the back of your neck, lopg shadows creep 
over the pools and quiver in the gentle breeze that so 
often heralds the close of day. In thedeep gorgesa dark 
feeling arises that almost makes you shiver, and a gray 
light steals over the water that tells the angler his time 
has come, 
A bite of flies comes sailing down the current bebween 

the moss coyered rocks and down into the long still pool 
we have so long been sleepily watching, till plash, plash, 
its long unrufiied surface once more breaks into life, and 
as the civcles widen and disappear, our energy and ardor 
return, and slipping off a woodcock for 4 coachman we 
turn our faces down stream, and try with probable suc- 
cess the pools and riffles that had appeared so tenantless 
in the morning. Thus if wus on the day in question ; the 
evening feed, and a very short one at that, was our only 
chance of scoring. At every turn during this short inter- 
val one met a brother of the angle who had hurried 
down from his corn patch high above our heads, dragged 
his ponderous sapling from its hidden corner ih some ivy 
thicket, and was thrashing unmercifully the surface of a 
well remembered pet pool with the discarded remnants 
of a“ coachman” or a '' miller.” No unwhipt stream 

was this!—no unsophisticated trout were these !—but 
highly educated specimens of the finny race, and care- 
fully instructed day by day. An open water lear a Scot- 

tish border town is not more thickly lined upon a fast 

day than is this laughing, brawling river al certain times 
of the day and season, but il is none the worse for that ; 

in fact, since the bed-ticking(*) business was stamped 

out ib is said the trout have avtually increased. Weonly 

caught twenty-five between the three of us that evening, 

but on the other hand it must be fairly admitted that 

they were twenty-tive trout, nol five tront and twenty 

troutlets, asis often the case in such streams, and weighed 

exactly eight pounds. On arriving at dark at our quar 

ters we found Zach away ata hole where a week preyi- 

ously he had landed a tront of the asiouishing size (for 

the parts) of two and a half pounds, Since then he had 

hung and lost, according to his own account, several 

*«thumpers “in the same pool by whose banks he had 

resumed his post night after night, where the glancing 

(+ method the mountaineers had of Sinking a bed-ticking 

in i) iat ena scooping the fish out previgus to the State fish law, 
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of his white hickory pole might be seen by trayelers 
along the wagon road long after darkness had fallen and 
the stars peéped forth. Tl-tongued fame has it that 
many of Zach's highly prized and hard gotten flies sail 
backwards and forwards thro’ the clear depths of that 
pool firmly imbedded in the grim jays of monster trout. 
Another report afiirms that Zach was one night seen 
prone on his face at the brink of the pool grappling with 
what was supposed to be, in the darkness, a gigantic fish, 
when suddenly there game a splash, followed by a dead 
silence, and then the surrounding forest was addressed 
with an oration that, according to my informant, was 
evidently more suitable for the time and place than for 
these pages. But Zach is as good a sportsman as ever | upon the bear-hunter’s favorite dish, bear's liver, well 
breathed. Reared among pot-hunters that had never | seasoned, and partly broiled on a stick held over the coals 
even heard of a fiy, and one of the most successful bait | of the camp fire, then covered with what hunters call the 
fishers of his district, as soon as ever the nobler art was | ‘cau fat” from the bear, and again held oyer the fire 
introduced among his people, his sporting instincts were | until well cooked. 
superior to all mative prejudices, and flinging aside his We were a party of five on our annual hurt. For 
bait box and his hooks, he began with the disadyantage | twenty years has *‘ Mestier” roughed if in the camp for 
of rough tackle his sporling life over again, and has be- | from three to six weeks omt of every yerr, always being 
come, as far as hooking trout, go at any rate, a very fair | preatly benefitted thereby. Hunting to me is a pleasure, 
fiy-fisher; he is a boisterous advocate of his new | although 1 wovk hard from peep of day until after som- 
craft and amusingly contemptuous of any other. | ber night has claimed the forests for its prowlers. In 
The next morning showed signs of rain, and I started | vain, in mud, in sunshine and cold, every day when in 

off alone, commencing about a mile above the louse, | camp, except the Sabbath, is put in in hunting or fishing, 
where the fall was particularly steep, and forming Vor the last eight years we have hunted in Sontheast 
thereby a succession of as perfect pools as the eye of | Missouri, sometimes im ‘‘ Nigger Wool Swamp,” and 
angler ever gazed on. The first half-hour promised to be | sometimes on Little Riyer. The principal reason why 
a repetition of the preceding day ; not even arise came to | our faces have been turned in that direction is from the 
cheer me, On a sudden, however, a slight spattering of | fact that we found a railroad on whose magnificent 
rain began to fall, and at the same momenta heavy bite | coaches we were welcomed, and whose officers seemed to 
of flies came sailing down the water. Flop went a trout | take pleasurein giving us accommodations, No railroadin 
ina tempting spot beneath a rock where I had in yain | this country offers better hunting facilities for the sports-_ 
made many casts. In an instant I felt a new man, and | man than the St, Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern 
drying my flies with a sweep in the air, dropped the} Railway, When you have your game the agents, con- 
leader about a foot above his nose. In less time than it | ductors and baggagemen take every pains to help you get 
takes to relate it I was fast in a game halfpounder, | it homefresh andclean, Sportsmen all know how eager 
which in due course was safely basketed. The pool was | weare to get to our families a deer fresh, clean and life. 
not twelve feet wide, but fishing up-stream and landing | like, just. as dressed on the clean leaves where itfell. Mr, 
my fish at the tail I managed to. take two more half-| 0. W, Ruggles, General Passenger Agent, is efficient, gen- 
pounders out of it—an unusual contribution for so. small | tlemanly, and ever on the alert in the interest of his pas- 
a space. In the course of the next hour several more fish | sengers. 
were basketed and many lost from want of a landing: net, Bui to the hunt! We had made unusual preparations 
after which they all but stopped feeding. Wishing to} for this year’s sport. While hunting last winter at a 
hecome acquainted with the stream, 1 fished rapidly up | friend’s house in Arkansas, I Wad discussed with him 
in a desultory manner thro’ a drizzling, misty rain, to} what would be a killing ville, and on my return home 
where its size became such as was eminently moré suited | wrote Mr. Van Dyke in the premises, We had settled 
to a worm than a fly, Hating a leisurely lunch and stroll- | wpon a Winchester, between their 73 and °76 models, 30- 
ing back again to the head of the best water I con-} inch barrel, 60 grains powder, and 300 grains lead, and 
menced fishing down, and at the same time the vain | had induced them to make mea gun to that order, and, 
began to fall in earnest. The discomfort of a stream of | in my opinion no gun was ever manufactured thal pro- 
water pouring through the crown of a straw hat and | vided a truer or more deadly weapon. It is absolutely 
racing down my back was, however, soon more fan | accurate, shooting as close at any distance as ever did the 
compensated for by the way the fish began to rise. What | famous Kentucky target rifle: and when you get over 100, 
would I not have given fora landing net ! and up to 200 yards, it requires no elevated sight or. al- 
“<The greatest drawback of fishing down stream, to my | lowance for distance, but will put its ball where you hold 
thinking, when fish run a fair size, 1s the amount of good | it; and from the well proportioned load it does not jar 
water spoiled in landing theta. And when you have a] you, {tis alkilling gun and will be Jargely used in the 
half-pounder in prime condition ina rapid mountain} South, Their ’78 model is an exceedingly satisfactory 
stream, upon the finest tackle, surrounded with rocky | gun, and for close shooting is # paragon of perfection, 
cliffs, and minus a Janding net, heaven knows what a} My. Wills, one of our patty, and an exa¢llent rifle shot, 
dance he will sometimes lead you before he is safe in the | used a ‘73 model, with which he would hit a squirrel’s 
creel, Such was the writer's case for the rest of that | headin anytres. I saw hie sit in the tent and knock a 
evening. No trout could haye risen better. I fastened | squirrel out of a tree full ninety yards distant, hitting its 
a fish in every likely place on which my flies fell; and | head, He killed five out of the first six deer shot at with 
the river here was one long suctession of likely piaces, | it, anda turkey less than 150 yards from him, if still, was 
and free from brush withal. About four o'clock the | ina dangerous proximity to him, 
water thickened and jit.a stop to all fly-fishing for the | We were indebted to Col, 1, A. Lindsay, a true, gener- 
rest of theday. Icounted out for my share in Zach's | ous, whole-souled gentleman of the South, for teams and 
kitchen thirty trout ns the result of the day so abruptly | hunting horses. If open-handed welcome constitutes 
put an end to—a plump, even lot of {fish, None were | hospitality, then are the people of the the Southern 
under a quarter, none over half a pound, Their agero- | States entitled to thal meed of merit from the sportsman 
gate weight was ten pounds, Zach returned trom his| ofthe North. They take us by the hand and give us 
pool triumphant with a three-quarter pounder about the | abundantly of their stores. Isaac was cook, and Jo, 
same time. That night rain fell heavily, and all thought | boy of all work. We were each provided with a riding 
of fishing was over ; so in the morning we bid adieu to | horse, had two wagons, an eight ounce, fifteen footsquare 
Zach, not, however, till I had made him my fast friend | Baker & Murray six foot wall tent, and thus equipped, 
for life by presenting him with some gut and flies, and at | left the habitation of man and sought the wild seclusion 
his earnest solicitation with some feathers, dubbing, etc., | of beasts of the forest and birds of the air. 
that had lain wndisturbed in my book since the days when On Nov, 19th we broke canrp where we had been deer 
T was infatuated enough to scorn using bought flies, and | hunting and started for the bear regions, We found the 
to consume a good many precious hours that might haye | parties with whom we had arranged for hear dogs in 
been better spent, in manufacturing my own, yeadiness for us, and soon we were in camp on a river in 

Ihave before alluded to the semi-superstition with | the swamps of Arkansas. The land was densely set 
which ignorance has invested in these mountains the | with a heavy growth of timber, briar, and cane patches, 
artificial fly. On an adjoining river the largest riparian | ‘The first noting out we counted forces and found that 
owner happens to be a professional man, and I presume | we mustered nine inen and twenty-three dogs. Messrs. 
an educated one, orby way of beingso, Tworiles ofthe | Eli Bradsher and Major Godby seemed to be the bear 
best water this enlightened being preserves specially | hunter's, pwr ewcellenece, and to them was given the can- 
against the use of fly. For bait fishing he gives permis-| trol of the hunt. When about six miles above Camp 
sion freely. O, ye gods! When was’ there anything to | ‘‘ Guess,” the reliable old start dog, showed evident indi- 
approach this. The relapse of the civilized savage to bar-| cations that Bruin had been there. Very soort he gave 
parism is nothing to it, A preference I haye heard ex- | tongue as he nosed on a log where the bear had walked 
pressed in these parts for bad roads over good ones be- | the nighti before, and ina jifty twenty-five dogs were try- 
cause the latter are conducive to overdrawing, isa patch | ing to see which of them could make the juiost noise. 
upon it. The rejection of a railroad offered to tlie in- | The trail led into a canebrake, and when the dogs got 
habitants of the Upper James is, perhaps, the only in-| half way in they jumped the hear and strung out with 
stance of ignorance and conservatism combined that can | nine men following them at break-neck speed. The bear 

in any way be mentionedin the same breath. Howeyer, | kept the heavy cave for several miles and then struck 
tosee trout in out of the way places preseryed at all is | preen and blackberry briars 80 dense that it seemed im- 
something, though the above mentioned is certainly are- | possible for man and horse to follow, The home of the 
markable commencement for a proprietor to make, black bear is in the roughest and most inaccessible places 

As Lrode home regret was the most prominent of my | thatcan be found, He delights inan old “ deadening,” 

feelings thai I had let so many years slip by in ignorance | or windfall, that has grown up with green and blackberry 
of these waters, and neyer before did Tso heartily endorse | briars, elbow brush, aud vines; and, when hunted with 
the well worn line that old Virgil, I think, left tis :-— dogs, always runs through the thickest part of this kind 

“0 mihi prostantos referat sieJupiter annos.” of country, The denser the briars, brambles, and cane- 
RIN@Wwoop brakes, the more certainly will they take to them in their 

y effort to escape man and dogs. 
I was monnied on a compact, fleet and sure-footed 

horse, that became electrified with excitenient the mo- 
ment the dogs started, and seemed determinei to keep 
up with them, 1 had listened with attentive ear to the 
conversation of old bear hunters, and had come to the 
conclusion that the best way for a novice to be in at the 
killing Was to trail some old experienced hunter, When 
the chase bezah T pulled my horse behind and in the 
wake of a well mounted and recognized hunter who had 
the pebavalee of heing a Pet rider, We jan el loge, 
made roads through canebrakes, green an ackberty 2 
briars, vines and eee Spaateden be all the time going | had followed us back Beou Gia eet seep veal 
ata speed that in(licated insanity on our parts, On we sien ent get to camp, ane 1e | Says | 
went until, as we thought, we had left all the party far |“ We ed eight dees Halt yan 
behind: now and then overtaking and passing some of | and enerally long chases, Ws 
the slower dogs. We had run some [ive or six miles whet 
just ahead of us 1 heard a man urging on the dogs, Look- 

heard a cracking of the brush, and looking around say 
that fellow core galloping along, right. towardsme, I 
stood still, and when he got to that old log I let him have 
it. Twas a little scared, and you se¢ 1 nearly overshot 
him, but the ball broke his back, and down he came, 
loaded up as soon as I could, pouring down the powder 
without measuring, and then pushed down the ball with- 
out any patch, Ithought it took melonger to load than ever 
before, and then I let him haye it in the burr of tha ear.” 
The slayer of the bear was none of our party, buta tall, sun- 
burned son of the sunny South, who was camping and 
Inunting in that neighborhood, and was at that momenta 
happy man, That evening and the next day we feasted 

ing, [discovered from the speed at which he was going 

that to be in at the killing I would have to abandon my 
leader and overtake the man that was outrunning us. 
The first opening in the woeds that offered a reasonable 
hope Tslackened my pull on Selim and away he went 
until he came up with the man. For abont two miles I 
followed him, then from the excited manner of the dogs 
I judged that they were about up with the bear, Again 
pulling Selim from behind and tonching him with my 
spur we were soon up with the leading dogs, who had 
overtaken and were fighting the bear, Ah! grand m- 
deed is the wild music of the doys, rolling in the — 
ear in a wild tumultuous Babel, when you know that 
they have overtaken and are baying a bear, the noblest 
of all game that is hunted with dogs. Running upto | 
where they were, 1 saw the bear take to and climb a — 
large black gum tree. 1 jumped from my horse— 
drew my revolver (an army size Smith & Wesson) 
and was in the act of shooting syhen I felt a hand 
laid on my shoulder and heard a voice exclaim—' Don't 
shoot !" Turning, I recognized my last companion in the. 
chase who had ridden a ‘John Gilpin" race as well as 
myself. Th was of no use, howeyer, to urge me not to 
shoot, as Thad traveled several hundred miles to lilla 
bear, and in fact my nerves were tingling with excite- 
ment, I shot once—twice, and down rolled Bruin. The 
dogs covered him, and it was then apparent why my 
friend had requested me not to shoot. Itlooked as thought 
the bear would kill the entire pacle of dogs, as he was 
making frantic efforts to get them within his grasp, 
ran up and putting my pistol close to his head—puiled ; 
but the cap failed to explode. By this time my taro 
friends in the chase were down, and running tp, poured 
broadsides into the struggling bear that settled him. T 
was then informed, and had if demonstrated that a 
wounded bear was a dangerous animal when hunted by 
a pack of dogs. My two shots had taken affect ; one just 
behind the shoulder and the other inthe neck. The one 
in the body would have proved fatal before the bear 
could have got away, but did not deprive him of the yee 
of himself sufficiently to haye prevented his lolling the 
dogs. The hunters came straggling Mm, coming to the 
sound of our horns. Each had his mishap to tell that 
prevented him from killing the hear. On looking around 
we discovered that we had’ killed him within a half-mile 
of camp. We sent for a yoke of oxen, hilched 
the chain into the bear’s mouth and ‘snaked him into 
camp. 
One other exciting chase, and I will leaye yourreaders 

to kill their own bears. A Mr. Winingham, wlio lived on 
the river aboye our camp, came down and told us that | 
bears were abundant about his place; that he had been 
feeding oneall fallon reasting ears. We moved up and 
pitched ow tent in his yard, The next morning we » 
started. and when about a mile back of his field the dogs 
struck a cold trail, From the maimer in which the 
trailed. the knowing hunters said tt was an old she with | 
her cubs, Often the dogs would be following at the same 
time two or three trails that van parallel with vach other, 
and would allcome together again, Wehad been follow- - 
ing them for a mile or more, when all of a sudden some 
of the leading ones went off with a cry and rush that told 
they had jumped the bear, And now the race began, | 
That morning Major Godby had given us uolice that he 
intended killing the next bear. When hestarted tyulled 
Selim in behind him and trailed him for two miles ; then, | 
seeing that the Major's horse had aboul pegged out, it was 
but an act of prudence on my part to give him the go-by, 
TL watched until lsaw the dogs makea tum, and the 
Major at the same time going straight ahead into a. briar 
thicket, from which he could not extricate himself, hut 
would have to go through it. Without notice to him, I 
gave Selim a pull ithe direction that the dogs had taken, 
and away we went, leaving the gallant Major struggling 
in the briar thicket, In about half a inile the dogs over 
took andl brought to hay the bear, and when T cama iy 
were fighting him, When pressed by thé dogs the bear 
turns to fight, and the trained dogs, watching every op= 

portunity, fly in and nip the bear behind, The heap 
furning to fight the dog that nipped him, is again nipped 
by another dog who has been. watching his chance, al- 
ways keeping away from his head. He stands this as 
long as he can, and then starts to get away from his noisy 
tormentors. No sooner does he get straightened out than 
the dogs again come up to him and again commen oe nip- 
ing him, and he again turns to he again nipped hy 

another dog. And this goes on until the hunters come 
wp and kill him, or he takes to 4 tree, When T eae a 
to where the dogs and bear were fighting I saw that ab 
was a monster of 4 bear, and at the first opportimity com 
menced shooting, In this we have to be careful, aa the 
dogs arecireling around the bear and there is greaf dan- 
ger of shooting them, 1 shot three times, and then he 
made fora briar thicket near al hand, I saw I could not 
follow him in it, and T ran around to wheve I thought he 
would come out. Just as I got to the openme Tsaw hin 
coming not more than thinty feet fromi ne. Ishot with- 

out apparent effect. On he came right toward ine, anid 
when within ten feet of me I gave hima second shot that 
struck him in the eye and settled Trim. There he lay, 4 
thing of beauty, ane as majestic m the struggles of death 
ag he had beanin his defiance of dogs and man while in 
life. The sun was shining brightwhen Icameup to yim, 
it being one of those halcyon. November morninus pecu- 
liar to the South, He was between mu and the sun, and 
his glistening black form showed like satin in its soft 
rays. Soou the hunters came up, and all agreed that it 

was the fattest and Jargest bear that they had seen for 
vears, averring that it was*t Winingham's corn-fed hear” 
‘We dressed him on the ground, and on measuring found 
that he “ cut six inches,” that is, six inches of pute fat in 
thickness on the loin between, the skim and leal meat, 
He had killed one of the dogs before! got up tohin. We 
did not miss the dog until after we had started to camp, 
The next day we went to look for him, but could not find 
him. A few days after I returned home I reucived a 
letter from one ef our party whe had remained for a few 
days’ longer hunt, saying ¥ ‘‘! found Gol, Lindsay's dog 
dead; hewas bitten through the shoulders; ho was on 
our tail, uear the banks of the Broatl Mouth," The dog 

aa 

A MISSOURI BEAR HUNT. 
se 

&€ + MUST go over to that fellow, or he will blow all hig 
I brains through that horn. It must be Anthony, 

ov Wills, for no other one of our party would malke snéh 
y. fuss over the killing of a deer.” Suite: action to 
thought, I rode over to where the man was tooting his 

horn so vigorously. On rounding adense briar thicket I 
eymein full yiew ofhim. ‘I've got him,” were the firsi 

words that greeted meas I camein sight. ‘Got what?" 

Tasked. ‘“Abear.” ‘A bear, where?” " Here lie is,” 
pointing to the huge carcass of a black bear that lay 
motionless in the edge of the thicket, ''How did you 
killhim?” ‘Well, you see that little hickory tree, T 

was standing by it, expecting every minute lo see 4 daar 
come sneaking out of that thicket, when all ab ones 1 
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dogs were then trailing when they jumped the Wining- 
hain bear escaped by the dogs all ae after him. And 
now, to sum up, we killed three bears before we left and 
thirty-two deer; a gray eagle that measured seven feet 
from tip to tip; turkeys, ducks, coons, swamp rabbits, 
squirrels, woodcocks, quails, ctc., etc., and are now at 
home enjoying with our families the trophies of the 
hunt, MIESTIER. 

Platural History. 
—_ 

THE BIRDS OF CHESTER COUNTY, PA. 

BY B, HARRY WARREN. 

(Concluded) 

-. 143. Plectrophanes nivalis, Meyer—Snow bunting; occasiona 

resident; gregarious. | 

144. + P. lapponicius, Selby—Lapland longspur ; * \winter resident; 

very rire.” 

Hb. Passercuius savanna, Bonap.—sayvanna sparrow; common; 

arvives April [8th to May Ist. 

146. Pooecetes gramineus, Baird—Bay-winged bunting ; common; 

arrives March 20th to April 10th; during mild winters is some- 
times found. — 

147. Cofuriicnlus passerinus, Bonap.—Yellow-winged sparrow ; 

frequent; April20th to May Ist. 

148. * 0. henalowii, Bonap.—Heuslow’s bunting. I haye neyer 

— seen this species. Mr. P. G. Wickershain, of West Chester, informs 

me that he now has three evgs of this bird, taken near West 

Ohester, Pa. 
149. Zonobrich ie, lensophrys, Swainson—White-erowned sparrow ; 

Pe 
nes Z. albicollis, Bonap.—Whilte-throated sparrow ; abundant in 
spring and fall, but not abundant in winter. 

Thi. Passer domesticus, D and G.—English sparrow; abundant 

yesident. By all practical, unbiassed observers in this locality 
this. species is pronounced a pest, and its speedy eradication is 

renerally hoped for. 
162. Juneo hyemalis, Sclat—Snow-bird; abundant winter resi- 

dent; arrives in October, departs:by Muy ist. 
153, Guiraca ludoviciana, Swainson—Rose-breasted prosbeal. T 

am advised by M. B. Everhart that this species: about eighteen 

yearsago bred somewhat commonly. Mr. E. on several occasions 

found their nests with eges and young: seyerul of the latter were 
taken. One was kept asa pet four or five years. The last in- 
stance of its midification in Chester County of which T have 
knowledge was neav Deborah's Rock, Hast Bradford Township, 

on the property of Edge Cope. There a nest and three eges were 
found by Titus Bennett, of West Chester. I think this find was 
1875. Lhave observed this bird as & migrant, not rare, arriving 
from May 16th to 27th. 

154. | G. cwrulea, Swainson—Blue grosbeak ; “ summer resident; 
very rare" (Michener). I have never met with this bird in the 
country. 

165. Gyunospiza eyaned, Baird—Indigo bird; abundant; arrives 

May 4th to 18th, 
166. Cardinalis virginianus, Bonap.—Redbird; abundant resi- 

dent. 

157. Pipile enythrophthalmus, Vieill—Chewink; abundant: ar- 
vives April 18th to 30th, This bird occasionally feeds on the Col- 
ornde beetle, Last summer I dissected a male bird, which re- 
vealed two or three of these beetles. 

Ths. Dolichonys: oyziverus, Swainson—Bobolink; reed bird ; com 
mon; migrant; arrives May 8 to 15. 

169. Molothrus pecoris, Swainson—Cow bird; abundant? arrives 

March 27 to April 12. Mr. H. Garrett, of Willistown, has noted 
this bird as an occasional winter resident. 

160. Agelatus phoiticeus, Vieill—Red-wingeéd blackbird; abund- 
ant; arrives March 2 to 30. 

A61. Sturnellé magna, Swainson—Meadow lark; abundant; resi- 

ie. Teterus spurius, Bonap.—Orchard oriole; common; arrives 
April 30 to May 5. 

163. L hatlimore, Daudin—Baltimore oriole; abundant; April 28 

to May 4. 

164, Scolecophagus ferrupinetts, Swainson—Rusty blackbird; com- 
mon ; migrant; arrives March 8 to April 7. ; 

165, Quiscalus versicolor, Vieill—Crow blackbird; yery abundant ; 
sometimes winter resident. 

166. *Corvus carnivorous, 

rare.”’ 
167. C. americanus, Aud.—Crow; abundant; resident. 
168. #0. ossifragus, Wilson—Fish crow. I have understood that 

a nest was two or three years smce found by a ologist of this 
place along the Brandywine Crock, Michener says it is a “res{- 

dent, rare.” 
169, Cyanura cristata, Swainson—Dlue jay ; resident; much more 

numerous in summer than winter. 

Bartram—American rayen; “very 

170, Ectopistes migratoria, Swainson—Wild pigeon ; small parties 
appear in the spring and fall. F 

141. Zenaidura caralinensts, Bonap.—Carolma doye; abundaut 
resident; two broods. 
V2. *Meleagris gallopave, Linn.— Wild turkey : resident in years 

gone by; now extinct, 
173. tOupidonia cupido, Baird—Pinnated grouse; ‘resident; now 

becoming extinct in this country.” (Michener.) This decidedly 
Western species we laye neyermet, Our oldest sportsmen and 

several ornithologisissay they never knew or heard of the prairie 

catalogue. : 

Wi4. Bonasa wmbellus, Steph Ruffed grouse: common in certain 

sections; resident. 
TiS. Ortyx virginianus, Bonap.—Quail ; resident; common ; fre- 

quently collect in large flocks and migrate southward. 

176. Coturnio communis—Migratory quail. In the early part of 

June, 1879, ninety-five of these birds were liberated in the seyeral 
townships wbout West Chestcr, but as yet we haye no positive 
proot of their breeding. 

17. *Grus americanus, Ord.— Whooping crane; ‘* not common,” 
This species I have never seen, 

118. Garzetta candidissima—Snowy heron; rare migrant, 

179. *Heroditis egretta, Gray—White heron; ‘seldom found.” 
This species [haye never seen in Chester County, but have a 
specimen taken in Lancaster County, Pa, 

: 180, Ardea herodias, Linn.—Grent blue heron; frequent mi- 
grant; arrives April2to 15. 

181, Botaturus lentiginosus, Steph.—Bittern ; frequent migrant : 
April {to 72, A male of this species, taken Dee, §, 1879, along the 
Brandywine Creek, istiow in my cabinet. 

182, Bulorides direscens, Bonap.—Green heron ; abundant ; ar- 
vives March 27 to Aprili2. 

hen occurring in Chester County. Barnard dyes not give it in his 

183. Nyeliarded gardeni, Baird—Night heron ; common ; arrives 
April 4 to 18, 

~ 184. Charadrius virginicus, 
grant, 

185, Acgialitiz vocifenus, Cussin—Kallder; common ; sometimes 
resident. 

36, Squatarola helvetica, Cab.—Black-bellied plover ; rare mi- 

grant. Michener records if us “summer resident; rare.” We 

have no knowledge of its oecurrence in summer. 

187, Phitohela minor, Gray—Woodeock; common; seldom oc- 

curs In winter, 

188, Gallinago wilsonti, Bouap.—Gray snipe; abundant spring 
Migvant ; arrives March 19to Aprill. Michener gives this species 

asa" summerresident.’ T haye yet to see my first snipein the 

summer, although during spring migrations I haye taken nuni- 
bers. 

189. Tinga wilsonii—Least sandpiper ; migrant; somewhat com- 
mon, 

190. *Gamhetta melunoleuea, Bonap.—Tell-ale, This Michener 
fivesas a ‘‘summerresident; not frequent.” Barnard, however, 

records it as “scarce.” T haye never seen it. 

191. G. Jltvipes, Bonap.—Yellow legs; rave migrant. This {s 
also mentioned by Micherer as a ‘tsiummer resident ; freqnent."’ 

1, Rhyacophilus solitarius, Bonap.—Solitary sandpiper; coms 

mon migrant, arriving April 25 fo May 7. This bird Mighener say- 
is a ‘summer resident.” 

198. Fringoides macularius, Gray—Spotted sandpiper ;abundant:; 
arrives April 15 to 23. 

1h. Actiturus bartramius, Bonap.—Field plover ; combion ; ar 
rives April 22 to 30, 

195, Rallus virginianus, Linn.—Virginiarail, A cunner informed 

me that he killed a bird of this species along the Chester Creek, 
Nov. 7, 1879. 

196. Porzana earolind, Vieill—Sora ; migrant; somewhat com- 
toon. 

197. Fuliea camericcet, 
rare. 

198. Gallinwla galeata, Bonap,—Florida gallinule; accidental. 

199. Bernicla canadensis, Boie—Canada’ goose; oceur as a mi- 
grantin Mareh, April and November. 

200. Anas Hoschas, Linn,—Mallard; this was taken by H. B. 
Graves, 

201, * Anas obscura, Gur.—Black duc; rare. 

22. * Spatula elypeata, Boie—Shoveller; rare. 
203. Aim sponsd, Boie—Summer duck; oceasional. 
204. * Puli affinis, Baird—Little black head; rare. 

205. Aythya americana, Bonap.—Red head; occasional winter 
yisitant. 

206. * Bucephala albeola, butter-ball; not common. 

20%. Hrismatura rubida—ruddy duck; frequent. 

208. Mergus americanus, Cass—Sheldrake; common in early 
spring, winter and fall, 

200. * Lophodyytes cucullatus, Reich—Hooded merganser ; rare. 

210. Thalasstdrome leachit, fnm.—Leach’s petrel. During a gale 
in September one was driyen to our boro, and in an exhausted 
condition was picked up by Dr. Martin, who presented it to me. 

all. Chroicocephatus philadelphia, Lawrence—Bonaparte's eull; 

two or three specimens taken along the Brandywine. 

al2. Hydrochelidon plumbed, Wilson—Black tern ; hyo specimens, 
male and female, were taken by Titus Bennett, 

a3. Sterna wilsont, Bonap.—Wilson’s tern; C.D. Wood has pre- 
pared specimens taken in the county. 

alt, Sterne fuliginosdé, Gm.—Sooty tern. Inthe spring of 1878 a 
specimen was presented to me hy a gentleman who found it dead 
in a field. 

215. Colymbus torquatus, Brunn—loon ; occasional. 

216, + Podiceps griscigena, Gray—Red-necked grebe; “rare.” 
217. Podieeps coriutus, Latham—Horned grebe; rare. 

218. Padiympbus podiceps, Lawrence—Carolina grebe; frequent. 
__ 

ARRIVALS AT THE ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN, CINCINNATI, UP TO 

Fes. 1st.—One prairie hare (Lepus campestris), two kit foxes (Vui- 

pes velox), five California ground squirrels (Spermophilus Deecheyi) 

one raccoon (Procyon lator), one ‘opossum (Didelphys virgintanus), 

one golden cagle (Aquila canadensis), three horned owls (Bubo 
virginianus), one red-tailed hawk (Buteo borealis), one scarlet ibis 

(Ibis rubra), one prairie chicken (Cupidonia cupido), all presented 

one brown coati CVasuc nasiea), received in exchange; five undu- 

lated grass parakeets (Melopsittacus wnidulatus), hatched in gar- 

den. FRANK J. THOMPSON, Superintendent. 
—_—— 

THE BirpDs or Mrxico,—Our correspondent, A, W, B. 
has been quite successful in collecting specimens of Mexi- 

ean birds. He writes from the City of Mexico under date 
of Jan. 12th :— 

Owing to pressing business IT am compelled to retwmn 
to the United States by next steamer. My collections are 
quite extensive, and I believe are the most complete ever 
collected in this valley, and are much finer than those in 
the National Museum, this city. shall return perhaps 
next winter to work up the birds of the Atlantic seaboard, 
of which the history thus far is very incomplete, 

Prof, Sumichaust, of the Smithsonian Institution, has 
just forwarded me a letter from Tehuantepec to spend the 
summer with him, which I was compelled to refuse, T 
shall leave an agent here who will forward specimens to 
my collection. My next trip will he from Pembina, Da- 
kota Territory, up the Red River of the North, andif pos- 
sible to Lake Winnipeg or Hudson’s Bay: start June 20th, 

—<$—___ 

WILD Birps In ConriInpmMent.—We are kindly permit- 
ted by the recipient of the following letter fo publish it 
for the benefit of our readers, The experience of the 

writer is a most interesting one, and we hope that his 

example may be followed by those of our readers who 

are interested in our game. Much yaluable knowledge 
anent many of out most interesting game birds might be 
gained in this way :— 
My DEAR Sir: Your very kind letter of 11th to hand. 

In reply I beg to say [ don’t care a fig whether they are 
spruce birds or ruffed grouse, for I can keep either or 
both kinds in captivity. Two years ago last winter I 
wintered four ruffed grouse, and in the spring they laid 
sixteen eggs ; but whon setting time came they quarreled 
about the one nest that the coop contained, so 1 took the 
eggs and put them under a bantam, hatching some hali- 
dozen, and some of them lived to be two weeks old, but 
finally died one after another, as I did not then under- 
stand their food. Last April a friend at Houlton, Me., 
sent me a pair of spruce birds, but the cock died soon 
after arriving, The hen laid four unimpregnated exes, 

Borkh,—Golden ployer; rare mi- 

Gmelin—Ovot ; migrant; somewhat 

and sat on them five weeks! She is now moulting, but 
smart amd lively, Now if you can get me any of either 
kind T shall be glad, and I hope you will be able to tell 
the cocks from the hens, and attach a small tag to the leg 
of te former so I can tell them, as IT cannot always tell 
them apart. Iam a cripple, and haye been for five years 
more or less, I have beenabsent all summer in search of 
health, visiting many parts of the West ; but I really be- 
lieve that a trip in the woods with you would do me 
more good than anything else, 
Lhave a fine yearling buck caribou, tamer than a cos- 

set lamb, Ihave four deer, two bucks, one doe and a 
splendid fawn eight weeks old. TJ havea fine old rayen, 
four years old, from Sheffield, England ; also a this year’s 
young one, bred on the rocks on an island off Machais, 
Me, Jt have a pair of fine English ferrets, and next weelc 
I expect to receive from Hot Springs, Ark., a full-grown, 
tame white possum, which is as rare among their numer- 
ous possums there asa white squirrel is with us. J shall 
also receive along with the possum a fox-squirrel, jet 
black, with the exception of a white ring encircling his 
body just back of the forelegs. Now can't I coax you 
down here to see me and my specimens of natural his- 
tory? I have also some nicely mounted animals and 
heads. M. W. Charr, 

Danville Junction, Me. 
a A 

WANDERING WeEBS,— Meysville, Aré.—I notice in your 
issue of Dec, 4th a communication from a correspondent 
in Milltown, Maine, speaking of showers of web floating 
in the air, Such phenomena are of frequent occurrence 
here, and axe supposed by many to herald the coming of 
the Rocky Mountain locust (Caloptenus spretus), but the 
letter of your correspondent, together with your foot 
note and thé observations of myself and others while in 
the East, would tend to make one doubt the correctness of 
this theory. Still these clouds of web in this part of the 
country are always accompanied by more or less prags- 
hoppers, and as they (the web) come only from the North, 
West, or Northwest, would tend to confirm many in the 
belief that they are produced by grasshoppers ; and as 
Professor Wise held that the higher air currents set to- 
ward. the Hast, might it not be possible that the webs are 
carried to immense distances, and eyen to the Atlantic 
seaboard? Besides this, many persons claim that these 
webs are only seen when the hoppers are on the wing to 
the North and West, and hoppers were reported plenty 
in parts of Kansas at the same time that immense clouds 
of web were floating over here, about Oct. Ist, 1879, So 
much for theory, now let us have facts from some one 
who knows. We refer our correspondent to what has 
already appeared in these columns and to the works 
which we have cited, for information on this subject, 

E. W, Scorr. 
———— 

Tar MANATEE IN FLORIDA.—Marietta, Ga., Jan. 8ist. 
—Your correspondent, Mr, Le Baron, in his interesting 
paper on the manatee in your issue of Jan. 22d, would 
seem to imply that this animal is not found north of tha 
St. Lucie River. C. J. Maynard, in his *‘Mamimals of 
Florida,” places it as far north as the Indian River Inlet, 
but “is confident that it does not occur in Mosquito or 
Halifax lagoons,” 

In the winter of 1878 the carease of a recently killed 
manatee was found in the Halifax River, or lagoon, the 
skull and sonie of the ribs of which were procured near 
the spot by the writer and deposited in the museum of 
the Chicago Academy of Science, and it is believed by the. 
residents on the Halifax that this animal still exists in 
the Tomoka and Spruce Creeks, fresh-water streams 
fiowing into the Halifax at least 150 miles north of St, 
Lucie. 8. €, C, 

a 

OrTERs UNDER THE IcH,—Indian Rock, Dee. 19th.— 
Otters are as much at home in the water under the ica 
as they are in the air above it. This is my explanation 
of their power to travel long distances under the ice 
without breathing fresh air, though whether I read, 
dreamed, or was told 1t, I cannot say, Before the animal 
dives under the ice he takes in a good breath, and when 
he needs more air he breathes it out and the air rises in 
bubbles against the ice and the water purifies it; then 
the animal just puts his nose up and by some slighl 
movement which f will not attempt to describe inhales 
it again. I haye frequently seen where otter have 
crossed ponds two or three miles wide under the ice, by 
going in at the inlet and coming out at the outlet. 

FRED, 
Our correspondents observations are interesting, but 

his explanation is a little too vague to be quite satic~ 
factory, 

et 
APROPOS OF ALBINOS.--A partial albino yvobin was 

caught by Mr, Drake, of South Cayuga, Haldimand Co,, 
while it was feeding in his back yard, haying been left 
by its companions this fall. Tt was caged and seemed to 
do well for a time, but finally died when he brought it to 
me, Itis beautifully marked, the head and shoulders are 
pure white, breast mottled white and red, the upper and 
lower tail coverts are white, as are also occasional fexth- 
ers in the wings and tail; bill and legs are straw colored, 
I was glad to preserve the skin and mount it, 
Some years ago Ll examined the intestines of a partial 

albino black squirrel and also a blackbird, which was 
turing white,and in each I found tapeworms. My 
robin underwent a like examination, and, strange to say, 
T found four tapeworms in his intestines, 
Query—lIs this always the case in albinos! 

; G. A. MeCaniom, 
Dunnville, Ont., Canada, Dee, 20th, 1874, 

—<—-——— 

UseruL INFORMATION ABOUT THN SkuNK.— Pinalhauven, 
Maine, Jan. 12th.—In your issue of June 12th, 1879, your 
genialand gifted correspondent * Old Judge,” in “ Some 
New Pacts on Skunks,” makes one statement which I 
think should not go unchallenged, and with which Itake 
issue, Hesays: ‘It is a known fact that the skunik 
whien lifted by the tail camnot throw his cologne,” ete. 
Now, with all due deference to the “facts” and opinions 
as expressed lsy this gentleman, I can avow most posi- 
tively that this malodorous animal can throw his per- 
fume abundantly under the circumstances or conditions 
mentioned, With your permission I will give you and 
your humerous readers a bit of my experience in this 
business, Some fiffeen years ago, while young man in, 
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college in Brunswick, Maine, my landlord, Capt. Dresser, 
came to my room one morning with the thrilling an- 
nouncement that an ‘ essence pedler” had taken pos- 
session of his stable, and that he would like my assist- 
ance in either routing him out or PaTEDIANE him dead or 
alive. My chum and class mate, Dr. Henry A, Dean, 
then of Foxboro’, Mass., and I immediately repaired to 
the stables, where we discovered his mephitic highness 
snugly ensconced in the old gentleman's woodpile. Being 
of good size he was unable to entirely conceal himself 
within, and his candal appendage remained hanging out- 
side, a most beautifully tempting opportunity for my ex- 
eriment, Informing my companions of whatI had 
eard or read, I boldly suspended the fellow by the tail, 

aller a hard struggle to extract him from his hole, dur- 
ing which operation he made no sign of the devyiltry 
within him, WhenTI first suspended him he happened 
to be back to me, but with a quick squirm he succeeded 
in putting himself face to face with me, when, whew! 
heavens and earth, whata fog. I remember distinctly 

* that the atmosphere was rendered of a bluish cast by the 
abundance of the fellow’s essence. I remember also that 
Idropped the scoundyel, and that he made good his_es- 
cape, leaving only his card with me, but not till he had 
successfully ruined a nice, brand-new suit of clothes, The 
charge was, I think, quite evenly distributed from my 
chin to miy toes, the pattern being excellent and the 
penetration amply sufficient for all purposes. Now should 
any one have any idea of ever acting upon the informa- 
tion so kindly volunteered by ‘' Old Judge” I simply ad- 
vise him to don a suit of cast-off clothing, or he will cer- 
tainly have occasion to replenish his wardrobe, I should 
giye him Mark Twain's advice, ‘* Don’t.” Mepicos. 

Hish Culture. 

ARE AQUATIC PLANTS DESIRABLE IN FISH 
PONDS? 

Ni Councin Buures, Iowa, Jan. 1880. 
HERE is considerable question among pisciculfur- 
ists, as to whether aquatic plants are desirable in 

fish ponds ; and this is certainly not a one-sided question, 
It is contended, onthe one hand, that they should not 
be permitted, as they furnish a lodgment for dead fish 
which thereby become concealed from observation and 
remain in the water until putrefaction takes place, thus 
fouling the water and subjecting the living fish to disease. 
Also, that they afford a shelter and concealment for the 
innumerable enemies of fish; and, again, that certain 
portions of the plants are continually breaking off and 
becoming decomposed, thereby fouling the water; that 
fragments drift against the outlet screens, causing them 
to become clogged. These are certainly potential argu- 
ments, such as the writer is free to admit haye deterred 
him from making use of aquatic plants, Yet Iam fully 
convinced after having given the matter full considera- 
tion, both pro and con and by experience, that every ar- 
tificial pond should be supplied with aquatic plants, 

Tt is a well known fact, that in feeding, no matter how 
much gare may be used, a large portion of the food from 
time to tims becomes wasted by reaching the bottom, 
until in time there is such an accumulation as to render 
the ponds foul with the humic gas created by decompo- 
sition, which necessitates the frequent cleaning of ponds. 
This is known to all practical pisciculturists to be the 
most laborious and disagreeable work about an establish- 
ment; hence, anything that will lessen the necessily of 
drawing off aud cleaning ponds should be most eagerly 
sought after, This, the writer claims, can be largely 
done by the tse of aquatic plants. In this connection it 
will be proper to consider how and why fish are injured 
by foul ponds. In the respiration of fish asin that of 
other animals, the membrane of the gill organ (the lungs) 
absorbs the oxygen and gives out carbon, Inthe decom- 
position of both vegetable and animal matter the forma- 
tion and liberation of carbonic acid goes on with great 
rapidity. The oxygen and carbonic acid gas becomes 
mixed, whereby the oxygen becomes tainted (so tospeak), 
and the fishare unable to obtain sufficient oxygen for the 
purpose of respiration. Now, it is a well known fact 
that the respiration of plants is the opposite of that of 
animals, That is to say, they take in carbonic acid and 
giye outoxygen. Hence, if we haye our ponds well sup- 
plied with aquatic plants, they will absorb the carbon 
respirated by the fish and given out by decomposition, as 

the same is taking place ; thus, in a great measure, pre- 
yenting the ponds trom fouling. Almost any aquatic 
plant is good for this purpose, but more especially the 
simpler forms of alge, such as confervee, In connection 
with aquatic plants, I would recommend haying gaster- 
opods (snails) especially the limncea and planorbis (pond 
snails), These will consume the vegetable matter con- 
tinually given off by growing plants and the multitude 
of spores (seeds), particularly of conferue, which would 
otherwise soon fill the water, Ishould also recommend 
putting in the pond a few bottom-feeiling fish, such as the 
acipenser (sturgeons). ‘This would, ina great measure, 
prevent waste in feeding. By using aquatic plants in 

the manner above directed the writer believes that ponds 

would scarcely ever require cleaning, and that, perhaps, 

by the occasional use of some harmless disinfectants 
cleaning would neyer be necessary, As to this I cannot 

now say, but lam about to make an experiment in this 

direction, tle result of which I willimake public m due 
course of time. } 

In addition to the benefit of keeping the ponds pure, 

aquatic plants are in a number of ways useful. ‘They 

help to supply the fish with food, more especiaily when 

young; afford them shade, and shelter them in case of 

ailment against the rapacity of their comrades, Who 

has not noliced when a fish in the pondis in the least 

ailing that almost innumerable other fish will nibble 
away at him until the poor fellow expires, literally for 

want of rest? In cases of this kind the aquatic plant is 
a fine protection. J . 

Tm conclusion, the writer will state he has two ponds 

exactly alike, containing fish in the same quantity and of 
the same age, The one is considerably sheltered from 

the light and contains no aquatic plants; the other pond 

is open to the light and filled with plants and snails 

(limnceg), In the latter the fish are fully double the 

size of those in the former. ‘The fish are in perfect 

health and the pond has not been cleaned since last 

spring, Wu, A, M¥NsTER, 

CALIFORNIA. SALMON FOR THE Mississipri—Jachson- 
port, Ark., Jan, 80th,—Kditor Forest and Stream :— 
Over a year ago the writer, through Forest anp 
STREAM, called attention to the fact that on the White 
River of Arkansas suitable waters for the spawning of 
the California salmon could be found seyeral hundred 
miles nearer the gulf than on any other tributary of the 
Mississippi. Of course no opinion was ventured as to 
whether the waters of the Lower Mississippi could be 
safely passed by this fish, whether the temperature of the 
gulf was such as he could endure, or whether the food 
supply there would be found suitable and sufiicient. 
These matters can only be settled by extended experi- 
ment. A short time since I was vratified to see in some 
of the Missouri papers an account of the planting of the 
larger part of 100,000 salinon in the waters of White River, 
they haying been considered by the Dish Commissioners 
of the State more suitable than other watersof the State, 
This is a move in the right direction, hbutis a very small 
beginning. At least 500.000 young fish should be placed in 
the stream each year for five successive years before the 
experiment can be said to have been fairly tried. In view 
of the difficulties in the way and the magnitude of the 
enterprise this would not be too much. Success even at 
that rate would be cheap enough, Firmly believing as L 
do that it would not be impossible to stock Mississippi 
waters with the California salmon, I ain anxious to see a 
systematic attempt made. Will HOREST AND STREAM 
agitate the question? Sanmon Roz. 

—— 

Wiscoxsin—Uadison, Feb. 2a.—From an interview 
with President Dunning, of the Wisconsin Fish Commis- 
sion, we learn that there will be ready for distribution m 
the spring, af the Madison hatchery, about one million 
brook trout fry, and that parties desiring them should 
immediately make application to any one of the menibers 
of the commission, or to the superintendent of the hatch- 
ery, stating in the order the number of fry desired and 
giving the name of the railroad station nearest to the 
point of delivery, The superintendent will notify par- 
ties before the day of shipment, and they are expected to 
be prepared to receive the fry at the depot and transport 
them to their destination. The names andl residences of 
the commissioners are as follows:—Philo. Dunning, Presi- 
dent, Madison; J. V. Jones, Vice-President, Oshkosh; ©. 
L. Valentine, Secretary, Janesyille; H. W. Welsher, Su- 
perintendent, Madison ; Mark Douglass, Melrose ; John 
F, Antisdale, Milwaukee ; C. Hutchinson, Beetown. 

RoOvaR. 
—————— 

Nesraska.—The fish iarm of Messrs, Romine & 
Decker, on the Platte River, two miles from South Bend, 
ig thus described by a paper of that State:—Mx. Romine, 
some time ago, conceiyed the idea of hatching fish inthe 
beautiful clear ypring water, which flows from the high 
bluffs on his farmi to the Platte River. He therefore pro- 
cured some of the best spawn he could find, and, prepar- 
ing at considerable cost a fine pond, placed them there- 
in, Their healthy progress, and Mr. Romine’s success 
in cultivating the finny tribe, drew the attention of those 
interested in this business, and in a short time, spawn 
was sent to Mr. Romine to be nursed under his care into 
fish, He then took in with him his present partner, Mr. 
Decker, 2 gentleman who had some knowledge of fish 
culture, and their joint efiorts are as follows: They have 
now hatched 90 per cent of the 200,000 spawn received 
from the U. 8. Fish Commissioner. This spawn was re- 
ceived in Oct., 1879, and they have in their hatching de- 
partment now, 100,000 spawn, 50,000 of which are living 
fish, swimming about, and are in good healthy condition. 
They have in their lower pond 1,000 two year old trout, 
which weigh about one anda half pounds, They have 
also in the second or middie pond about 10,000 yearling 
trout, wh’ch weigh alout oné pound, also 25,000 about 
eight months old. all infthe finest healthy condition, The 
two heautiful springs oi clear water flow continually into 
the different sluices leading to (he ponds, the body of 
water at the main outlet being 27 cubic inches. In 
speaking with Messrs. Romine & Decker, we learn from 
them that their facilities are comparatively wasted, as 
they can accommodate and cultivate with care and suc- 
cess ten times the amount or number they now haye, as 
the natural facilities they hhaye at their place are not 
near utilized. A more beautiful place or a better oppor- 
tunity was neyer presented for the culture of all kinds of 
fish than that of Romine & Decker, and we trust that 
our fish commissioners will do their best to haye those 
fine natural advantages for fish culture fully taken ad- 
vantage of, What isnow wanted there is the spawn of 
the German carp fish, and such other fish as grow to a 
large size, 

<_<. 

Xearny Meraons.— Quincy, Il.—lditor Forest and 
Stream :—I liave been much amused at the discussions in 
regard to inventions in lish culture and to see how many 
persons claim my inventions, 1 am a modest man, and 
do not often care to see my name in the newspapers, but 
as 1 regard Forest anp SireAm in the lightof a scien- 
tific recard of lish culture, I ami tempted to break: silence, 

For the benefit of future histurians of fish culture I 
will say that in 1830 IT took spawn by the dry method, 
which is now ctre(lited as a Russian discoyery. Tn 1881 IT 
used glass jars with wire beams coated with gas tar for 
hatching the ezgs of the California salmon, and thie fol- 
lowing: year I used the eones for hatching the grayling. 
I do not carve particularly about pressing wy clans 10 
these irventlous aud merely state them in the exuse of 
truth and correct history, as my work has eyer been for 
the good of the people, and I have never cared to make 
iva merely personal matter nor to cater for cheap noto- 
Tiety ; 

In a former number of your paper you gave a descrip- 
tion of my fish ponds under the head of “A Successful 
Fish Culturist.” That is time, I have been a most suc- 
cessful one, and 1 gay it modestly, | have been a source 
of ideas to others in the business, which they, hwve nob 
always acknowledged ; but I am pleased to see them 
adopt them, I at one time owned 500 mules of nets and 
employed a regiment of fishermen on Lake Superior in 
the earlier day when the country was wild, and once 
while camping in the woods alone wolves and owls kept 
me awake and in terror, and I thought I should be de- 
youred every motent, 

If Thad been eaten up 
other country would haye 
Ihave been making some 

then some other man in some 
had to do the fish hatching. 
experiments im crossing the | 

catfish with the fresh-water muscle; a thing which the 
men who are called scientists say can’t be done, but T 
have done it. Tam sorry that Ihave not got the young 
ones to show you, but they are m the Illinois River some~ 
where SETH PERKONS, 

— 
FOREST AND STREAM AT THE BERLIN Dxposrrioy.— 

Uniled Stales Commission ish cul Ilishertes—Wash- 
ington, D, O., Feb. Alh.—Kditor Forest and Stream:—lt 
is not unlikely that the U.S. Fish Commission may make 
an exhibition at the Berlin International Exhibition of 
what relates to the fishery industries of the United States, 
and ithas occurred to me that possibly you might like to 
exhibit a bound file, complete from the beginning, of 
Forms’ AND SPRMUAM, as Gue of Lhe journals indirectly 
connected with tle progress of fish culture and fishing in 
America. The volume could be returned to America 
afterward, though it would be preferable to present 
them toa prominent person or library in Murepe. 

Yours truly, SPENCER I, BAIRD, 

PRODUCTION 4ND ConsumpTion OF Visu.—The follow- 
ing figures were quoted ly Congressman Morton, of New 
York, in his speech advoewling the appropriation of 
$20,000 to enable the United States to be represented in 
the International Fishery Wxbibition in Berlin, next 
April, The figures show the comparative production and 
consumption of fish by the leading nations of the world -— 

annual ainnuat 
Pracyet. Consuniption. 

Nira rg beens ae eee ences Boden 313,600,000 sULO,! 
Brance.:-:- ce 32,805,000 O80, 765 
United States, 8.505.010 $5777.000 
Greut Britwin- 7,5 U8, 800 $1,424,000 
Bussis 8,00. 00 

ported, in 1874, about $3,200,000 
worth. 

Sea and Zivey SHishing. 
See 

FISH IN SEASON IN FEBRUARY. 

SOUTHERN WATERS, 

Pompano, Trachinotus carolinus. | Grouper, Lpingphelpue nignitus, 
Drum (two spevies), Family | Trout (black bass), Centrurpris- 

Setwenide, tis carte. 
Tongtish, Menticirvrus nebulosus, | Striped Bass, ov Tockfish, Roc- 
Sea Lass, Selwnope veellatus. evs Lineatus. 
Sheepshead, Arc/iwsargus proba- | Tailortish, Pomatomue saltatyin. 
theepnelus, See Lass, Mitroplerus satnnai- 

des} 
Red Snapper, Liljanus Vldckfordtt. 

—_—>_— 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

Tn sending reports for the Toresr AnD &TREAw Directory of 
Game anil Tish Resorts, our correspondents dre roquested to five 

the following particulars, with such other intormation as they 

may deem of yalue: Staite, Town, Connty ; nieanus of access; Hotel 

and other uccomunodations; Game andits Season; Fish und its 
Season; Bouts, Guides, ete.; Name of person to nddress, 

_— 

THE Connecticer Lakrs.—Second Lake, N, H., Feb,— 
—Winter yery mild; no prospect of snow enough to as- 
sist Ina nioose slauglter, as many are inclined to way, 
Nature will beat legislation in their protection. Ihave 
obtained a specimen each of snowy hawk and acadian 
owls recently, The hotel at the outlet of Conneeticut 
Lake has changed hands, und will be enlarged and 
repaired as well as the increasing prospect demands. Tt 
is mow Owned by the Conn. Riyer Lumber Go, 

Epw. Norton, 

Vermont—Bennington, Feb. th.—The trout fishiny for 
next spring bids fair to be good, At the present writing: 
all the stveams are clear of ice. Vhe brooks this winter 
have kept pretty high, which isa good sign here, The 
spawning beds last fall were covered with trout; I 
counted torty on one bed, the smallest of which would 
weigh half a pound, The season here opens the ist of 
May, but asa general thing the water is not low enough 
for fishing until about the 15th, There is some very 
large trout here in the creeks and ponds, I haye taken 
trout, wilh bait, of over two poutils weight, and have 
seen them caught even larger. The dye trom the Ben- 
nington Woolen Mills is fast driving the trout from the 
Main Branch, and there does not seem to be enough in- 
terest in the fishing to have it stopped, G. F. 0. 

Massacnusetis—New Bedford, Feb, 4th,—The vemark- 
ably mild weather up to the lst of Pebruary has enabled 
the fishermen from this yicinily to take large fares of 
cotland tautog on the ledges at the nrouth ot Buzzard's 
Bay and off of Westport. ‘Two men in one day last week 
caught one thousand (1,000) pounds of these fish on 
Brown's Ledge. Owing to the seme cause, mild weather 
and want of ice, the eel fishery has been jmoportionately 
light, Simelts and a few herrings have appeared. 

CoNnoHA, 

44 nGLInG Priaks.—Chathum Village, Columbia Co,, 
N.Y), Heb. Gih,—The annval meeting of ovr Jillle club 
tor the election of officers and the awarding of prizes 
took place on Monday evening, Feb, 2d: T, Kh. Burrows 
was Ghosen President for the ensuing year; C. D. Hidolk, 
Seeretary and Treasurer; O. M. Whylani, A, J. Fellows 
and W, M. Kk. Burrows, Weigh Masters, 

The prizes offered last season were three fly Looks 
(Russia leather), for the three heaviest bass taken within 
a radius of seventy miles of the village, Thoy were 
awarded to A, J, Fellow, O. M. Wired and C. D, 
Hicok. The ceremony was of the simplest possible char- 
acter, There were nO speeches, inasmuch as the gentle- 
men all protested that they were better at ishing thi 
speech-mnaking, and for proof, pomted to their vecord, 
Vherefore, Mr, Fellows, who caught the largest Dass 

(three pounds, six ounces), just walked to the desk and 
took the first choice, Mr. Whyland the second, which, of 
course, deprived the third man of a choice, though not 

of a. book, . 
The prizes put up for the coming season ecangist 

of a bamboo telescope rod, donated to the club by cur 
new president. and a. waterproof braided sills line, 

Tt was estimated that over 100 pounds of trout had 
been taken by the clib during the lash season out cf 
streams in this yicinily ; and 11 was vesolved that some 
evening in the coming season & trout supper be indulged 
m by the menibers anu their wives, tha tot to be fur- 
nished by the elub from their own hooks and lines, Al- 
ready the most zealous members are polishing their 
ereen-hearts, and inspecting their braided sills, snells 
fnd flies in anticipation of the event, Ay, gy 

. 
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A SPORTSMANS TENT. 

[The metric notation in the following article may not be famil- 
jar to all out readers. We therefore give the equivalents in fect 
and inches:—1 meter, 39.37 inches; 1 decimeter, 3.937 inches; 1 

centimeter, 8927 inch; 1 millimeter, .0894 inch; 1 kilogram, 2.2016 

pounds; lgramime, 16.43 grains; 1 life, 1.057 quarts.] 

IX years having proved the usefulness of this tent 
under greatly varying conditions, this account is 

written, as it may be of use to some who, wandering in 
their vacations among the mountains far from shelter, 
feel the need of protection from changes in temperature, 
rain and insects. 

In making a tent for exploration several objects were 
kept in mind :—Firsf, it must be light; second, if must 
be waterproof; third, well ventilated, else half the ben- 
efit of a sojourn among the hills will be lost; fourth, it 
must afford protection from insects, or in warm cliniates 
from reptiles ; fifth, the method of pitching should be 
simple, as on a march it is offen desirable to avoid a sud- 
den shower, The tent to be described has met these re 
quirements ;—Weight, 3 kilogrammes. 

In shape the tent (Fig. 1) is a cone, the height about 2 
metres ; the diameter of the base, when set up, is 250 
centimeters. Fig, 1 shows it hung from a branch. 
Many tinies in a forest country this method can ba used, 

orif a brauch cannot be found then a simple way is to 
fasten to a pole tied between two tress about 3 metres 
apart. Ins treeless region it is advisable to have three 
bamboo poles, each, 5 metres long, jomted in two places 
like a fish rod. 

The butt of each should he provided with a pointed steel 
rod 9 centimatres long and 4 millimetres in diameter. 
When the tent is to be pitched these poles are brought 

tozether and tied in the form of a tripod, the tent being 
hung from the point. 

The tent (Piz. 1) is made of nine equal segments of Pe- 
quot unbleached cotton sheeting, which is to be shrunik 
bafore being used. How to cut the segments with least 
waste is shown in Fig.2; ABCD is onesegment, All 
the figures were drawn to scale, but in making the pho- 
to-lithozraphs care enough was not taken, therefore all the 
important measurements will be given, Hach seement 
is to be cul out 10 centimetres wide at the top, Fig. 1, A 
to B, and 94 centimetres wide at the bottom, Fig. 1, C to 
D, The length is 40 centimetres. As 2 centimetres are 
in all cases allowed for ssams and hems, ail these dimen- 
sions in the finished tent are reduced 4. centimetres. 

To form the doorway one seam remains unsewed for a, 
distance of 120 centimetves from the lower edge of the 
tent. 

Over this opening is sewed the weather-flap, Vig, 1, 
D. G. This is of the same material as the remainder of 
the tent. It is 1 metre wide and 160 centimetres long, 
after being sewed to the tent and hemmied at the bottom. 
Sew it on 140 centimetres from the lower edge of the 
tent, 

This weather-flap is placed in front of the always-open 
door as a protection from rain and sun, 

Tt is stretched oyer a horizontal pole supported by the 
fotked stakes, as shown in Fig, 1, 

Tt extends to within a few centimetres of the ground, 
and is held to the npright forked stakes by pieces of tape 
10 centimetres long, sewed to each lower corner. 

Fig, 6 shows the inside of the tent at the doorway. The 
observer is supposed to be in the tent and looking out. 
The dotted lines represent the sides of the doorway, 
turned back outside, Over the triangular space thus left 
is a picue of fine muslin, too close for midges to get 
through. This is represented in diagram by the crossed 
lines, If is madestrong by a binding of cotton cloth, 2 
centimetres wide, This binding issewed to the tent along 
the upper and left hand edges (Pig, 6, D, 1, I). The bot- 
tom and right hand edge are free, the latter being pro- 
vided with stud-holes, through which pass brass shirt- 
studs, the heads of which are seen in Fig. 6, at A, A, A, 
A, A. When in use the muslin door is buttoned between 
two narrow bands of cloth, sewed to the tent at the right 
hand side of the doorway. In Fig. 6 the inner of these 
folds is, for a short distance from the bottom, turned 
back to show how the muslin door is buttoned. 
The tentis fastened to the ground by steel pins, passing 

through loops sewed to the tent. 
These are shown at J, J, J, Fig, 1, and the loops more 

plainly in Fig, 4. 
The loops are ten in number, male by doubling pieces 

of linen tape, 3 centimetres broad and 28 centimetres 
long. 
i loop is to be sewed to each of the eight closed seams 

ofthe tent, The other two are to be sewed, one on each 
side of the open seam forming the doorway. Sew each 
one on with a double row of stitches, beginning 10 centi- 
metres from the bottom of the tent and extending up 
each side the tent seams for 10 centimetres. 

The object ef sewing on the loops 10 centimetres from 
the bottom is that when the tent is pitched, the bottom 
for 10 centimetres is turned in and lies flat upon the 
ground ; so that by covering this with fir boughs or moss 
¢here can be no open space bebween the tent and ground 
for insects or reptiles to enter through. 

a Fig. 1, K, K, K, represents strips of Jinen taps 20 cen- 
‘timetres long and 2 centimetres wide. To each of the 
nine seams in the tent body sew one of these strips. 

The sewing should begin 3 centimetres below the top of 
the tent bod: ;and extend as a double row of stitches 
down each side of each scam for a distance of 8 centi- 
metres, ‘hree centimetres aro lefl; unsewed at the top, 
because the muslin cap, yet to be described, is tucked im 
between the linen strips and the topof the tent bady. The 
upper ends of these nine strips are Jooped over the ring, 
shown in Fig. 5,and sewed. Through the hole in the 
center of the bar bisecting the ring (Fig. 5) passes the sus- 
pension cord (Vig. 1, B), The ring is 5 centimetres in di- 
ameter, 
, itis made of brass wire, 4 millimetres in diameter. 

Only the caps (Fig. 1, C) nowrequire description. 
There are two of these, thaugh only the outer one is 

shown in the drawing, 
This is ot cofton, like the ten§ body, 

of muslin, like the door. 
The difmonsions are tho same. Thay are cones, 30 centi- 

aitiias high, with a diameter at the base of 24 centi- 
metres, 

The inner one is 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
diameter, which fitting to the suspending cord prevents 
water from entering the tent at the apex, 
The outside cap is turned up as in the figure, answer- 

ing two purpuses :—Virsb, to prevent rain from entering ; 
second, to create a draft’ by deflecting the wind. The 
inside or muslin cap is tucked under the upper edge of 
the tent-body, between it and the suspending strips, 
IKK K, Fig. 1, serving in connection with the muslin 
door as a perfect protection against insects, yet allowing 
of good ventilation, -As these are the important features 
of the tent, attention is called to them. 
The tent pins, Fig. 3, are pointed rods of steel, heavily 

coated with zinc, Theyare teninnumber. Length, 25 
centimentres ; diameter, 4 millimetres. 
Two of these are permanently fastened together by 

being tied one at each end ofa piece of linen cord, which 
when drawn ptraaent separates the pins by aldistance equal 
to one-half the diameter of the base of the tent when 
pitched, 
Two others are fastened in the same way, the distance 

between them being equal to the distance between the 
loops J J, Fig. 1. 

After the tent is made, before sewing on the muslin 
door and adjusting the muslin cap, dip it into the follow- 
ing fluid to render it waterproof; Naphtha, 8 litres; 
parafiine wax, 1 kilogramme ; cosmoline, 50 grammes. 
Dissolye the parafiine and cosmoline in the naphtha by 
heating to about 37 centigrade, 

As 4 considerable time is required for solution, keep the 
mixturein a large bottle until ready for use ; then pour 

The B 

[TENT DESIGNED BY DR. ROLLINS.) 

into a proper vessel, and dip the tent intoit. After re- 
moving wring out the fluid, hanging up the tent in the 
sun, or ifin winter, iroy in the mixture with a sad-iron, 
after the naphtha has evaporated, If desirable, dip the 
tent again ; the amount of Huid given will allow of this, 

After sewing on the muslin doorcand adjusting the 
muslin cap, the tent will be complete. 

To pitch the tent:—Push one of the tent pins into the 
ground in the centre of the spot chosen for the tent, then 
with the other, which is attached by the cord, mark 
acirele on the ground, If the pins are fastened at a 
proper distance, the circle will have the same diameter 
as the base of the tent, 
Now with the other two pins, which were fastened by 

the shorter cord, mark on the circle the points where the 
tent pins are to go, Then pass a pin through a loop and 
push it into the ground, Do this with theremaining aime 
pins and nine loops, Now by pulling on the suspending 
cord, which has been thrown over a branch, the tent will 
tise into form, After fastening the cord, turn in the 
lower edge of the tent ten centimetres, laying it flat 
upon the ground. The object of this, as mentioned he- 
fore, is to make the junction with the ground as tight as 
possible, to preyent reptiles and insects from entering. 

After placing the weather flap, Fig, 1, B, in position, 
the tent is ready. . 

Before going to bed, cut a piece of thick bark, making 
a smudge on it, Place in the tent ; close the cotton door ; 
after a minute draw down the cap, After five minutes 
take out the smudge, throw back the cotton door, draw 
the muslin door across the opening, lift up the cotton 
cap, draw down and tuck in the muslin cap. Enter 
the tent before all the smoke has escaped, adjust the 
weather flap, button the muslin door, crawl into a blan- 
ket and sleep without being annoyed by insects, or 
dreaming of finding a rattlesnake or a scorpion in your 
blanket. WiLtiaM Hurpert Rouuins. 

Boston, Dee, 20th, 1879, 

is 

A TEMPORARY SHANTY.—Toronto, Feb, 2d.—Select two 
trees, ten feet apart. Between them and at a height of 
eight feet nail a three-inch pole to form a ridge, and then 
on either side slope light poles, driving one end into the 
ground and nailing tlie other to the ridge-pole at a spread 
of eight feet. Cover these with pine or cedar bark, which 
is éasily procurable off dead or fallen trees, talking care 
to lap the edges of the bark so as to throw off water. A 
light coat of pine tops and a second layer of bark will 
give additional security. Bind the whole with light sap- 
Ings. The ends can be mate by driving in small up- 
rights and weaving between them pine tops, leaving wt 
one 6nd an opening to serve as a door, The above may 
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BASS FISHING AT CHARLESTON LAKE, 

New Youre, Meh. 6th. 
T wish to introduce to the lovers of fly-fishing a lake which has 

neyer to my knowledge been mentioned in the columns of For- 

EST AND STREAM. Itis inthe Province of Ontario, Canada, and 

about 4s secluded from civilization as any sportsman could de- 

sire. Charleston Lake, the body of water T speak of, may be 

reached in two ways. One by going from New York to Clayton, 
St. Lawrence County, N. Y., and rowing up the Gananoqite River 
from the town of that name through the “Drowned Lands." 

This necessitates two carries and a thirty-mile row before reach- 
ing the lake. A second and easier way, thourh far less agreeable 

to a lover of scenic effect and the woodsin all their wildness, is 

to go to the sinall yillage of Rockport, on the Canada side of the 

St. Lawrenee, about opposite Alexanfria Bay, and drive from 
there to the foot of the lake, twenty miles, He who does not care 
for bass fishing need not go. That is the only fish the lake con- 

tains, if I except sonie few pickerel and numerous lake trout 

which can only be caught by trolling with heayy sinkers, one to 

two hundred feet below the surface—a modus operandi which 

most fishermen will concur in pronouncing with me no sport. 

But for bass Charleston Lake is the place par excellence. Shourd 

you be a noyice at casting you may troll with 4 heavy rod and a 

ping of ilies and have sportenough. Leave all your fancy flies 

ut home and use a large red or white fiy, as these will take nina- 

tenths of all the fish caught. 

But to the expert who can cast well his fly itis simply perfec- 

tlon. Whatasensationitis! You stand up in your boat awalt-« 

ing afayorable place to cast. Your boatman pulls slowly and 

evenly around a rocky shoal. One skillful turn of the wrist, your 

line flies out, and seemingly before your fly has touched the water 

there is a rush, a flash, and your ueryes tingle with the shock on 

your seyen-ounce rod as your line whiazzes from the reel. Gradu- 
ally the rush ceases and you commence to reel in. Now is the 

time to bring all your sikillinto play—a single Slip, a slackening 

of the line, and your fish is gone. Slowly you bring him along, 

and nearer and nearer heapproaches the net which your boatman 

keeps in readiness by his side; but he sees the boat, and with re- 

newed strength js off again. You were tilken by surprise. Your 
line slackens a little, and your fish jumping from the water shakes 

the hook from his mouth andislost. You are disappointed now, 

but better luck next time. Another bassis hooked; but to your 
surprise he comes in without a struggle. Faugh! It is a rock- 
bass, and you throw him away, recognizing one of the evils of the 
sport. But now you have better luck, and after gnother strug- 
gle your fish lies gasping in the net, 4 perfect type of a gamy bass 
cold and blielk like the water he has just involuntarily left. 
S5uchis the sportas I found it at Charleston Lake; and as this 

lnike is not well known either to Americans or Canadians, the bass 
arcin greitnumbers. A one-pound black bass here will give as 

much sport and show as much fightas a fish of twice his weight 
in the St. Lawrence. Another peculiarity of these fish is the fact, 
yerified by personal experience, that the bassin this lake seems to 
go on and off the shoals periodically; so 1t happens sumetimes 

that one may haye cood fishing one week and poor the next. On 
our last trip to this place the fish did not vise well to a cast; they 

arere on the shoals, 1nd most of those taken were caught by those 

who trolled with a long line. Ordinarily, however, when you find 

them on the rocky shoals and on the edge of weed-beds they will 

rise well; later in the season they seek the deap water when it is 
almost impossible to take them. 

If any of the readers of this journal have a weelc to spare let, 
them go up to this lake in July for the best fishing, and in Sep- 

tember for the best shooting and fishing combined. ‘The 

‘Drowned Lacds"” through which they will pass they will find 
black with ducks, and the grouse around the lake are very plenti- 

ful, thougl hard to get at. A congenial party prepared to rough ° 

it need not fear any lack of fun. You can stay at tbe hotel (2) 

(by courtesy) for $6 each per weck, or you can camp out either on 

the main land or onsome oneof thenumerous islunds. In neither 
place will you be bothered with flies ‘or mosquitos. Our party 
averaged lastseason twenty-five bass a day per boat, not count- 

ing the fish under three-quarters of a pound, and fishing only in 
the early mornings and afternoons. 

If any party would like te try their luck at Charleston next 
summer my advice would be to {go direct to Llayton by the New 

York Gentral Railroad, and hiring men with their bouts on the 

riyer to row up the Gananoque Riyer to the lake, and camp out, 
All the boatmen are good cooks and can make a camp with any- 
pody. Noone who takes this trip will eyer regret it. The fine 

scenery, the good fishing, and the pleasure of camping out, all 
tend to make a visit pay better than most places. As far ag I 
know, but two other parties besides ours ever visit the lake, and 

this is in itself a recommendation, About the shooting one must 
deposit at the Custom-House on entering Canada a sufficient sum 
to voyer the duty, which money he will recciye back on leaving 
Canadion territory. This isa rule applying to flre-arms of all de- 

scriptions. I cannot speak from personal experience about the 
fall shooting, but while at the lake during the month of July we 
siiy many grouse and even some fewducks. From the appear- 

anee of the country and the abundance of wild rice and food of 
all leinds, ft must be as the guides declare—a fine placo for duols. 

At any rate, the fishing will well repay any parties who may per- 
chance wish to make a nice trip irrespective of roughing it. 

W, D. 

NEW PUBLICATIONS, 

THE NUTTALL BULLETIN.—The opening number of yolume five 

of the Bulletin of the Nuttall Ornithological Club comes to us on 

the Ist of January with yery attractive contents, and we wel- 
come it as warmly as eyer. It would be difficult for any one who 

has notwatched with care the rapidity with which the love for that 

delightful science, of which the Bulletin is the recognized repre- 

sentative in this country, has sproud among the people, to appre- 

ciate how great a work this publication has done for science dus 

ring its shortlife, The constantly increasing numberof ornith- 
ologists throughout the length and breadth of the land, and the 

vastly improved character of the work which they do, bear wit- 
ness toits usefulness. 
The present number opens with a delightful article by Mr. 

Brewster, on the Habits and Distribution of the Philadelphia 
Vireo (Vireo philacdelphicus), which is followed by a most interest- 
ing slcetch by Mr. Bieknell, entitled Kemarks on the Nidification 
of .Lovia Curvirostra Americana, with a Description of its Nest 
and Eggs. Or frequent correspondents, Messrs. T. 5. loberts 

and I’. Benner, present a Contribution to the Ornithology of Min- 
nesota, in the shupe of a list of cighty-six species of birds ob~ 
seryed in the counties of Grant and Traverse of that Stato, 
Among the birds noted were threo not proyionsly reported irom 
that State, viz: Plectroplanes orndius, Calamospies bivelor and The apex is perforated for the passage of 2 suspending 

cord (Fig. 1, B). . 
Hig. 1, A, represents a disc of rubbey 4 ygntimetres in 

not havemuch ‘‘selid comfort,” but it will answer the 
purpose canbe runup in a few hours, and is na loss to 
gave be ‘ J. G 

‘Tyrannus verticalis. Dr, Cowes’ paper 02 the Nesting in Misgouri 

of Dinpidonas acadicus and Enipldunas trot is of great interest. 
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In this number Mr, Deane gives a number of Additional Cases of 
Albinism and Melanism in North Amerivan Birds, and adds thirly- 
nine species tt} these previously Mentioned as sometimes ulbi- 

hotic. Mr. Rideway'’s two articles—the first on Six Species of 

Birds New to the Fauna of Tilinojs, with Notes on other Tare Tli- 
mois Birds, and the other on Current Objectionable Names of 

North American Birds—are both very yaluable and interesting ; 

fa is also Mr. Nelson’s An Afternoon in the Vicinity of St. 

Mighsel's, Aluska. 
Recent Literature and General Notes ocenpy nearly one-half of 

the January Dumber of the Bulletin, and areas interesting and as 

full of news as they usually are. 
The number az a whole is most excellent. 
— 

Che Zennel. 
——j——— 

THE MONTREAL BENCH SHOW. 

MontTREAL, Quebec, Feb. 'Tth. 
BLL, our Show is over; and I for one, am not 
sorry. Neither are my dogs—to tell the truth, 

they were pretty sick of it. The Montreal Poultry, Dog 
and Pet Stock Association has been in existence for some 
years, and has done good work in the encouragement of 
the breeding of thoroughbred stock of all kinds, The 
dog-men have talked for some time of separating from 
the parent Association, and I, for one, hope they will; 
for 1 know little about poultry and fancy stock, and care 
Jess. For that reason, and because it will probably not 
interest your readers, 1 will make no mention of the 
poultry, etc., department, further than it was a pretty 
and entertaining sight to see so many beautiful fowls and 
pigeons, étc,, and pass on to the dogs without delay. 
The prizes in each class were; $2 to first, $1 to second, 

As you enter the building ‘you find yourself among 
the setters, pointers. greyhounds, etc. These classes were 
yery poorly filled, both as to quantity and quality, witha 
few notable exceptions, howeyer, The rough deerhound 
dog was a beauty of the true type. He was the only one 
exhibited, 

A magnificent white greyhound dog, owned by Mr. 
Harry ©. Gibbs, of Ottawa, though exhibited by J, Lind- 
say, was a feature of the Show. Jeff is an old friend 
of mine, and with his spotless snow-white coat and ex- 
quisite symnmétry, attracted a great deal of attention. 
The two bitches exhibited were fair. 

Pointers were poor, asaclass. First and second were 
fine, large, well-built dogs; the rest. I did not much 
fancy. Hnglish setters were very good, indeed, Notably, 
the first-prize dog, a big orange and white. Tish sevters, 
first and second, were very good ; the other two exhibited 
were mongrels—more like St. Bernards than setters. 
Two Gordon setters, exhibited by Dr, Niven, were sunply 
grand, especially Blossom, The other arrived after the 
judging, so was not placed. One good Irish water spaniel 
and a pair of fox-hounds completes that flat. Below were 
the mastiffs and St. Bernards, all splendid—three bean- 
tiful clumbers, four bulldogs, and the Newfoundlands, 
The first Newfoundland dog was a beauty ; his head was 
simply perfect, and he was ably seconded by the second- 
rize dog, who was a trifle larger but with a coarser 
read. Therewas a third dog that T admired, making a 

trio hard to beat, or to equal either. The rest, dogs and 
pitches. were poor. There was a bear on this flat, and 1 
believe one of the bulldogs broke loose and had to be 
carried home in pieces after lis interview with Master 
Ursus. _ . 
Among the smaller dogs, two beautifnl spitz are first 

to be scen, Then a long’ row of fox-terriers, The first 
prize dog was a nice chunky little fellow with faulty 
ears. however. There were about thirty dogs and bitches 
in this class, and all good ones. At this stage you pass 4 
fine Norfolk spaniel; who should be down stairs, anc 
come to the bull-terriers, large and small, These are all 
good, particularly the small ones. 

Then came the cockers, four dogs and eight or nine 
bitches. First dog a perfect little beauty, liver colored. 
about twenty or twenty-five pounds; he has no pedigree 
unfortunately, but is stilla valuable dog ; Nis owner ro- 
fused to part with him at any price. Second dog, blacik 
and while, a late importation, very law; rest very poor. 

First bitch, Cora, is a beauty, the very image of the 
first prize dog—in fact Mr. Cunningham mistook her for 
his dog on entering the show, Second prize bitch Mad- 
cap, a very pretty black jitch, enh pounds, Flirt, 
full sister to Cora, antl a good bitch was~ unnoticed, 
These three are the property of the writer and are only 
nine months old, A pretty blackand white bilch, mate to 
the second dog, was also unnoticed, Colleys wereagrand 
class all the way through; nota bad dogin the lot, A 
pretty King Charles, four beantiiul Blenlieims (one with 
a litter of puppies) a family of rough fox terriers, num- 
berless beautifil Sikyes and Yorkies, notably the prize 
dogs, and a few good toy terriers complete the list, There 
were also some good Italian greyhounds, 

The thanks of all the exhibitors are due to Secretary 
MeLaren and the committee. -A more liberal use of dis- 
infectants would haye been more agreeable to visitors 
and visited, but that will probably be amended at our 
next show. The dogs were well fed and well cared for 
and the classes were well divided, so that ignorant yisit- 
ors had no difficulty in knowing what they were looking 
at, The patronage by the public was most liberal. Lord 
Lorne visited the show on Thursday and was much 
pleased witht the whole affair, ‘The following is the offi- 
cial list of the prizes :— 
Bough Deerhound Dog—First pre, BF. Stanclitte. Greyhound 

Bitch— First prize, J. 0. King ; second. 8. Cursloy, Greyhound Dog 
—First, Jus. Lindsay gltaliun Greyhound Dog—First. 1. E. Doyor; 
second, A. €. Senecal. Pup Bitch—Virst, A. 0. Senecal. Vox- 
hound Dog—First, BF. Stanclitte. " 
Spanish Pointer Biteh—J. Limer. English Pointer Dog—Hiret, 

W. EH. Kintoul: second, H,H. King, Bnelish Pointer Biteh—Virst, 
H. HH. King. Double-nose Pointer Bitch—W. 8. Eyans. 
English Setter Liog—Wirst, F, Stanclitfe; second, John Ryan. 

English Setter Bitch—First, W. Prendergast. English Setter Bitoh 
Pup—First, F. Stancliite, Lrish Setter Dog—First, W. H. Risrtoul; 
second, R. McG. Stewart. Gordon Setter Dog—First, J. 3: Niven. 
Clumber Spaniel Doy—Kirst, W. McGibbon; second, Joseph 

Hickson. Clumber Spxuiel Bitch—First, Joseph Hickson. Cocker 
Spaniel Dog—Virst, James Cunningham; secund, M, Holes. 
(ogler Spaniel Bitch—First, Geo. D. McDourall; do. second. 
Singlish Shepherd Dog—First, Joseph Hickson, Rough-Coated 

Colley Doz—First, James Tait; second, Napoleon Prefontaine. 
Rough-costed Colley Litch—Wirst, Alex, Uhanbers. 
coated Colley Pup—F¥iret, Dr. 8. J, Andres. Smooth-coated Colley 
Dog—First, Thomas Trvine; setond, Thomas Brown. Smooth- 
soated Colley Bitch—First, James ait: second, W. MeGilabon. 
Pommeranian, or Spitz Dog—First, J. N. Parent, Jr, Pomme- 

qanian, or Spitz itch—Nirst, J. N, Parent, Jr 

Be 

Rough- 

Newfoundland Dog—First, W. Cowie: second, James MeCor- 
aay Newfoundland Ritch—First, Robt, A, Hlliott; second, W. 

are. 
_ Mastiff Dog—First, Richard Fletcher; second, T, J. Rice, Mas~ 

tif Bitch—Virst, G. MeNider. 
rapt as ae ee aa T, Vinet, 
French Poodle Doy—Second, Alexander Grant. Prench Poodle 

Bitch—tThird, Geo, Jordan, 
Wavy-coated Retriever—Third, John Appleton, 
Bull Verriers, under 16 ponnds—Dog, tirst, Geo. Jordan; second, 

J. KR. MeLaren. Bitch—first, W. Macheth; second, 5. R. McLaren, 
Jr, Bull Terriers, over 16 pourds--Dox, first, W. Auld. Bitch, 
first, G. Jordan, Fox Derricrs—Dops, first, L. Galarneaw; second, 
George Jordan, Bitches—first, John Roberts; seoond, George 
Jordan, Fox Terrier pup—first, Thos. Peeney; hon. mention, 
Mrs. W. MeKenzie. Black and ‘lan Terriers, Bitiches—first, W. 
Cowie; second, John Roberts. Skye Terriers, Dog—tirst. A. M. 
Bowman; second, D.J. Laurie. Bitch—first, W. B, Powell; sec- 
ond, Sas. Hood. Y¥ orkshire Blue-tanned Terriers, underT pounds, 
Dog—ifrat John W. Millan. Bitch—first, W.Cox, Yorkshire Blue- 
tanned Terriers, over 7 pounds, Dog—first, John Weir. Bitch— 
first, J. and A, Black. 

King Charles Spaniels—tirst, J. A. Devine, Blenheim Spaniels, 
Dog—tirst, Jos. Hickson; seconddo, Bitoh—first, Jos. Hickson + 

Care Smooth-coated EON EE SUES John Roberts.! 
Norfolk Spanie]—first, J. B. Kerr, 
Red Fox—tirst, Walter Hughes. = 

Raeccoon—first, Walter Hughes. 
Otter Terriers—tirst, Dr. J. G. Nichol. 

——$<—_— 

ENtRmS VOR THE Derey Stakes.—New Vork, Feb. 6th. 

at its meeting in Patoka, I, in 1879. 
CHARLES H. RaymMonp, President, 

—__~}>——— 

SQUIRREL Dod,.—Missouri Valley, Towa, Feb. 5th.—t 
have seen several letters in your paper relating to “ Best 
Dog on Squirrels.” At my home in Pennsylvania squir- 
rels are yer'y plentiful, and in the last ten years I haye 
killed a great many with the aid of my ‘full blooded yel- 
low cur,” and a better and truer dog for the above game I 
have yet to huntover. In the fall, when they are cutting 

the year when they are on the ground in seareli of food, 
a little dog is what you want, My little fellow, after 
finding the track, follows them to the tree and begins a 
sharp barking. Should the squirrel jump from one tree 
to another the dog will follow, and is sure to tell you 
wheres the game is upon your arrival. Quite frequently 
they stop on the first or second branch and begin to bark 
at the dog as ‘OC, Hf, A.” tells of, In this Western country 
you will find the large fox squirrel. They are very plenty, 
and a bag of thirty is nothing uncommon for a day’s 
sport. J was down to the Missouri River last week and 
saw lots of geese, We also have lois of quail, chickens 
and turkeys. G. H.W. 

——— 

Eruan Anuty’s Bruun Dogs.—Rockville, Conn, Feb, 
9th.—In your issué of Feb, 5th I saw an article on ‘than 
Allin’s Blue Dogs.” I had the pleasure of seemmg Mr. 
Allin’s blue dog Pag, in the fleld last fall and thought 
one or two incidents of that day’s sport would be of in- 
terest to some of your readers, There were five guns in 
the party, with three dogs, We were hunting a swamp 
for ruffed grouse, started a flock of seven birds, bagged 
two; the balance scattered in all directions, As I hai 
never seen Allin's dogs workI decided to follow the for- 
lunes of Fag, calling my dog to heel. Very soon we saw 
Fag drawing on very slowly and carefully for thirty or 
forty yards and make his point. Mr, Allin walked a 
and tried to urge him on, but without success. He would 
take Fag by the tail and spin him round and round, but 
the dog was paralyzed—had lost all power of motion. As 
it was high twelve we called our companions to refresh- 
nent, leaving Fag with the bird, After dinner we lif 
our dudheeugand chatted for a while, when one of my 
companions walked up the bird and killed it, thus re- 
heying poor Fag. Just at dusk, as we were walking down 
the rozd, on our retum home, we missed Fag, and look- 
ing back, saw him two hundred yards away in the center 
of the road, pointing. One of our party said, ‘* We have 
just passed there with all our dogs ; I guess Fag is point- 
ing Meadow Moles.” We all laughed except Mr. Allin, 
At his suggestion we returned and ranged ourselves in 
the rear of Fag. My dog was sent in to put up the birds. 
We all fired over Pag’shead, After gathering our birds 
we noticed Fag still holding his point. Mr. Allin said, 
** There must be more birds laying close in the bogs.” So 
we walked in, drove out and killed two move, 

L,8. Le 
———— 

AN IntenLiemnt Dog.—Sardis, Miss,, Jan. dist.—The 
following was told me (and told for the truth) by a 
friend ; Some time ago there was an old one-eyed pointer 
named Jake, who, like the average tramp, took his meals 
where he could get them, but, unlike the tramp, he would 
slay with the last man that fed him until invited away, 
Qua cold and sleety evening old Jake made a call on one 
of our sportsmen, and spent the afternoon yery comfort- 
ably lying by the fre. When it grew time to go to sup- 
per old Jake was invited ont, but refused to go, and as 
the gentleman has a big heart (like all true sportsmen), 
he concluded to let Mr. Pointer remain, and bring his 
supperto him. He did this, and allowed the old fellow 
to remain until bed-time, when he was driven out, and 
the door thamb-bolted from the inside. Our friend retired, 
and was soon lostin slumbers, How long he slept he 
does not state, but some time during the night he was 
aroused to his senses bya cold wind blowing in on him, 
He looked and saw the door ajar. His first thought was 
‘«Somebody’s broken in on me,” but he couldn't imagine 
what any person could find in bis office (law) they would 
have. Hearing a slight noise at the fire, he looked, and 
there sat old Juke. The fire had nearly died out ; still a 
few ‘‘chunks” remained, and old Jake, after haying 
opened the door and come in, was putting the chunks 
together with his paws, and actually blowing the dying 

our friend could stand, He got out of bed, made old 
Jake pallet near the fire, put' on more wood, closed the 
door, and let the sagacious canine remaim over night, 

—_+>— 

SHooTiwe Docgs.—Piermont on Hudson, Jan, 26th.— 
The writer has used cold lead in breaking wild dogs, 
but cannot call to mind an instance where it ever did any 
good, Some yearsago I was presented by Dr. A, R, 
Strachan, with a pointer puppy, by Peg te out of ore 
he proyed to beithe most intalligent dog I ever saw, 

second, do, Broken-baired Toy Terriers—tirst, J.S8tanford. Best 

—Having weighed the evidence Jaid before me in the 
matter of the eligibility of puppies for the Derby Stakes 
of the National American Kennel Club in 1880, I decide 
that the first day of April, 1879, is the limit of birth for 
entries of puppiés in that State, as established by the club 

nuts, it is best to hunt without a dog, but at that time of 

embers to infuse new life intothem, That was more than- 

the fall of 1872 I shot over him in Ohio. Thouzh gene- 
rally very obedient, one day he worked too far off ; would 
not mind the whistle; sol gave him acharge of No, 8 
shot, some half-dozen pellets of which struck him; he 
came back immediately ; I scolded him and teld him to 
hie on, when he did the same thing over again, Idid 
not want to shoot him again, but promised him a good 
thrashing when T did cateh him, which T soon had a 
chance to do, as after going some hundred and fifty 
yards he came to a point ona bevy of quail ; since that 
time I have never shot at a dog and never shall, At one 
time I had a yery promising young setter; he used to go 
to one of the neighbors to play with his young dog, The 
man thought the best way to drive mine home was to 
sting him with shot, so the dog came hack with ons eye 
out. Another case; a friend of mine had a splendid 
young pointer; he would not mind, so at about forty 
yards he gave him a charge of No. 8s, with four drachms 
of powder behind it. The dog droped dead—he hardly 
kicked ; s0 much for training dogs with cold lead, Kiclk- 
ing a dog is about as bad, Perhaps the best field dog I 
eyer saw was lamed for over a year by a kick from his 
brute of a master; the kick was altogether uncalled for, 
but the brute (I mean the master, not the dog) was 
unk, Noman will own many first-class dogs in a life- 

time, so Wwe cannot be too careful of them, An old 
Scotch friend of mine had an old pointer which lived to 
be sixteen years of age before he died. The old man 
would cry when talking about him, and say if he had 
taken better care of the dog when he was young he 
might have lasted a year or two longer, but as it was 
now, his shooting days were over. He joined the dog in 
the happy hunting grounds about four years after. Gen- 
tlemen, take good care of your dogs, or you may, like my 
old friend, look back and regret you did not use them 
well, though his dog was used better than most dogs, 

W, FF. S@T5EL, 
—p——_—_—_ 

WHosk Doe 1s Tuts ?—Peule’s Cross-Roads, Spotlayl- 
vania Co,, Va., Feb, 4th,.—If the young Englishman who 
got to bucking at peach and honey and mountain apple- 
jack, some time since, at Charlottesville, Ya,, and let 
those articles beat and get away with him, and took the 
cars when ‘ All-a-board !’ was sounded, leaving his'young 
imported English cocker spaniel chained toa settee in the 
gentleman’sreception room—which dog was subsequentl: 
stolen by a negro—will write tothe undersigned, he wi 
take great pleasure, without charge of any sort, in re- 
storing so good and valuable a dog to his rightful owner, 

R. M. Conway, 
— eS 

IMPORTED Trish Purrins.—A very promising brace of 
red Irish setter puppies arrived here a short time ago, 
consigned to Dr. §. Bleet Speir, of Brooklyn, N, Y., and 
teshipped by that gentleman lo their purchaser, Dr. J. W. 
Downey, of New Market, Frederick County, Md, The 
puppies were by champion Count, out of Maybe (lhe lat- 
ter the dam of so many winners), from the well-known 
kennel of Mr. Atneas Falkiner Nuttall, Tiltour, Newtown 
Mount Kennedy, County Wicklow, Ireland, Dr, Dow- 
ney deserves great credit; for his liberal efforts in perfect- 
ing the breed of Irish setters, which will be rewarded by 
his putting in the field dogs that will be hard to beat. 

ores Le 
TueortTEp STock.—The steamer City of Chester of tha 

Inman Line, which arrived here on Sunday last, had on 
board a very promising pair of setter puppies irom th 
kennel of Mr. A. F, Grant, Derum Villa, Newport, Eng® 
land, for Mr. J, H, Dew, of Columbia, Tenn. The pup- 
pies were consigned to Mr, E. B, Goldsmith, of 58 Wall 
street, the well-known forwarding agent, who kindly 
sent us word of the arrival of the foreigners ; we found 
the puppies in excellent condition, but from the dark 
quarters in which they were stowed, to be out of the way 
in the unloading of the ship's freight, we were unable to 
have as good a look at them as we wished, In our next 
issue we will endayor to give full particulars about them, 

Eas ok 

Mr. H. W, Livineston’s KenneL,—Mx, Henry W. Liy- 
ingstou, of this city, is about organizing a kennel for 
sporting dogs at Flushing, Queens County, Long Island, 
having engaged the seryices of Mr, William W, Titus, a 
competent trainer and kennel-man, who has, with hig 
brother, managed a breaking kennel at Centreport, Long 
Island, and has given good satisfaction to many gentle- 
men of this yicinity who have placed dogs in lis charge. 
The quarters for dogs consist of one large and several 
small buildings, with ample grounds and plenty of sun- 
light, shade and air, The grounds, if necessary, will he 
further extended, and the buildings willimmniediately wi- 
dergo the necessary alterations to conyert them into a 
complete kennel, a, future issue we will give our rea~ 
ders a description of the canine inmates of the establish- 
ment, 

—_—>—— 

Names Craimep—Random and Rhond.—Mr, Edmond 
Orgill, of Brooklyn, N, Y,, claims the names of Random 
for lemon and white dog, and Rhona for lemon and 
white bitch pups, by champion Snapshot out of cham- 
pion Rose, whelped June 17th, 1579, r L 

Riot and Romp IL—My. Kdmind Orgill claims the 
names of Rivt for lemon and white dog, and Romp IL 
for lemon and white bitch pups: by champion Rush out 
of champion Romp, whelped June 16th, 1879, 
Rowell and Rue.—Mr, Edomnd Orgill claims the names 

of Rowell for lemon and white dog, and Rue for lemon 
and white bitch pups, by champion Snapshot out of 
champion Ruby, whelped August 12th, 1879. 
Roper,—Mr, H, Herz, of Pittsburg, Penn., claims the 

name of Roper for his liver colored setter dog, out of Mr, 
J. W. Gillespie's importid bitch Rosa, by Karl ; whelped 
March 23d, 1879. Ne ia ’ 
Tom.—Mr. Eph, Allen, of this city, claims the name of 

Tom for his red setter, out of Mh, George Hode’s bitch” 
Dutchess IL (Dash I—Dutchess L.), by Mr. Chas, Sheypard ; 
dog Roy, (Shipman’s Tom, Governeur's Bita Liza). Tom is 
fifteen months old and well broken, | 

WueErs.—Cosette—Mr. Robert Long’s (Boston, Mass,) 
English setter bitch Cosette, Gay-Diana, on Jan, 10th 
whelped six puppies, three dogs and three hitches, by 
Grouse, Romp-Cosy, Color of puppies lemon and white. 

Floss,—Mr. J. B. Harrington's (Buffalo, N. ae cooker 
spaniel bitch Floss, Fan-Rake, on Feb, 6th whelped six 
uppies, two dogs and four bitches, by Con. McKoon's 

Rara-Duisy. All beautifully and evenly marked—dark 
liver and white, 
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BALES—Beulah and Rose I—Mr. A. H. Mcore, of 
Philadelphia, has purchased frem Mr. Edmund Orgill, his 
pointers, Beulah and Rose II, 
Mr. J. J. Jordan, Winchester. Virginia, has pnr- 
chased from Mi. Henry W. Livingston, New York, the 
white and lemon pointer pup Consul, whelped November 
24th, 1879. by Orgill’s champion Rush (Flake-Lillie), out 
of Livingston's Rose (champion Snapshot Gypsy). ~ 

mae a 

Cricket. 
———— 

SOMETHING ABOUT CRICKET GROUNDS, 

OR a good roomy ground, inclose our acres, and make 

| fYorn end to echdas levelas possibile. For good wear and 

for olasticity, let it be w soil of black earth mixed with loanty 
clay, s0 thatif tie position lics low it will allow thewater to run 

off, yet leaving it just hard enourh for the ball to play from the 

piteh without digeine or cutting, for if the ball Guts the ground 
jm its pitch, Wefore reaching the wicket, the jbatsman will be 

bafiied, ind have diticulty in playing it properly, or in some cases 
playingitatall. Thus il may deyiate so much from its true 

course that an accident to the batsman may be the result, in- 
Stead of a fine hit or a correct bitlof play, allof which is very 

likely to so unnerys the player that he may lose his proper batting 
form, and retire witha round 0, or a yery small'score, as the vase 

may he. 

Tn the first formation or making of a ericket*ground especial 
care should he taken to have the match wickets or centre part of 
the #round as level aa possible, and when made, another import- 

ant item is néver to be lost sightof, that is, the rnoning between 

the wickets—2iin lightly, and away from the pitch, so as not to 

make the slightest indentation, scratch orslide in trying to turn 
in 4 hurry, for if you do so—which is too offen the case—the 
whole labor of a day or two in preparing the wicket is thrown 

away, ind the pleasure of theplay or matchis most assuredly lost 

past vecovery. UL you would see a cricketer in his best spirits 
and in his sweetest temper, show him, when he comes on the 
ground, @ true, level wicket, withoul holes or hills, and you will 

gnd cannot helpsaying. * What anice, sood-tempered fellow that 

man is, t be sure,’ and he will, in eight cases out of ten, play 

well, and show you good form, 

It has fallen to my lot to see such{a good wicket that good 
bowlers shook their heads, and said: “ Th will be pretty hard to get 
Mr. Lane out on this wicket, and those that will haye a good 

time to-day will he the side that wins the toss, and go to the bat 
first.” Well, on that wicket the bowler’s remarks proved cor- 

rect, and L witnessed one of the bestand most exciting matches I 

ever saw. [twas England vs. Surrey,” in 1860. Surrey was at 
that thie in her best and strongest form, and a common saying 

on the Oval where this matchfwas played at that time was, 

“Surrey sgainst the world!’ Wer supporters were not disap- 

pointed, for Survey won the match, but by just how many runs I 

donoftemember. Mr. Lane, 1 do know, made 72 and 52 not out, 

and ‘vas presented with a hew bat tor each fonings score, This 

was not the only victory olitained by Surrey over England, for in 

1858 Surrey defeated England by one innings, the scores heing— 
for Boyland, i2and 154, awzuinst Surrey’s 224 in firstinnings. Billy 

Gallyn in that match hit off an excellent 102,and H. H, Steven- 
50n Glean bowling twelve of Hogland’s wickets; and Hnogland at 

that time was very strong, forit included such well-known names 

as G, Parr, G. Anderson, J. Jackson, G. Tarrant, T. Hayward, R, 

Carpenter, Tinley, Clark and Willsher; and for Surrey, F. P. 

Miller as captain, with GC. J. Lane, ¥. Burbidge, Mr, Dowson, H. 

H. Stevenson, W_ Catfyn, W. Mortlock, G. Griffith, J. Caesar, T. 
Lockyer and Tom Sewell—the finest team Surrey ever put in the 
field, and very rarely lost & match, their fielding being as near 
perfection as possible, for Mortlock’s long-stopping and Lock- 

yer's wicket-keeping were a treat to gee. In bwo successive sea- 

sons Mortlock long-stopped to 1,200,balls, from which only three 

byes were scored. 
Tn the match Surrey ys. Yorkshire, in 1862, Caffyn's bowling was 

usefil, as will be seen from this match, as a sample. When 
both innings for Surrey had been played Yorkshire wanted 80 
Tuns to win; Caffyn and Tom Sewell, Jzv., bowled: four of the 
Yorkshiremen were out for 8 tuns; their fifth wicket went with 

the score at 24, the sixth at 2a, their seyenth and eighth at 26, and 
thicir ninth and tenth atti. Thus Surrey won by 85 runs. The 

bowling was ss*follows :— 
Rus. Wides. Wichets. 

IFRAE UTS len loe sph ,ebebecow a4» b _ 5 
Tom Sewell, dr.:-. 1... 23 ab 25 1 4 

Much could be said of Surrey's good and true men, from‘1850 to 

1865. tL willjust tell you one other little performance of a Surrey 

man, andthenstop. Mr, Miller, in asingle wieket match with 

Mr. Gilbert. on the Oval, in 1851, ran 13 runs for one hit—the high- 
estsingle bit ever recorded in the cricket field. More rus haye 

hesn made on theice, but not of. Ina match, 23 runswere made 

by one hit by Mr. Moir, of Chertsey, Surrey, on what is called the 
Abbey Meads,-close by where old Chertsey Abbey once stood. 

There had been un overflow of the Thames, and the Meadows— 
some two miles in extent—were covered with water, It came on 
a hard frost, and Mr. J. Moir, who was then captain of the Chert- 
sey Cricket Club, sugeested’a match on the ice, If was gotten up, 

aid was alentiresicecess. The big hit that realized 23 runs was 
made in that match. < 
Some may say, ‘' Do good wickels always realize long scores 7” 

My answeris, ' Not always ; but Tl would add that on good, tee 
grounds or level wickets the chunces ave ten to One in favor of 
the batsmati, for if he is but an ordinary player the confidence he 

will feel will bring out his best qualities, and show a form that 
would be simply impossible on a bad wicket. He takes confidence 
himself, and with # little caution to stop or play the good ones, 
and hitting hard and free at loose ones, he finally settles down to 

his play, and to the surprise of thé more expert players, runs up a 

good score, for when he at last retives he has # good double 
figure at the end of his name, which wins the match for his side, 
and males hiin for that day, atleast, the hero of the hour, Thus 
it will be seen that a good wicket is everything to a cricketer, 

To obtain this correct and true wicket, a great deal of time, pa- 

tience, and constant labor is necessary, Taking itfor granted, that 

you baverade your ground properly, and obtained a good general 

level, you will have to watch very closely to see if any one or 
more Places should drop or sink. Should this proye to be the 
ease, immediately tale ott the sod; lay it on-one side, and bring 
some good fine soil and fill it level with the vest; then replace the 

sods and quicily beat or press them, not too much, and you will 

sun seé the turf all alikeand perfectly smooth. When you haye 
made the sods meet, tind they fully touch into each other, if you 
haye nol jointed thent well, sow in the cracks a little grass seed, 
and in ashort time it will growand unite with the other grass, 

and all become strong together. When the prass has growo, say 
from ove inch to one iuch ag t hult, nol longer, it must be cut 

th a good mover, ad thon well-rolled ; but not overdone 
J ye eet e + - ae o aa welt Pe 

to kill the grass; and so from time to time continued, until ihe 
sod is thiél: and strong like # wood styong carpet} then the ball 

will play from if without leaving » mark or indentation, then 

your wicket isa ood one and{ready for plity, the like Of whieh 

ean be seen on all the first-class grounds in Hngland, avd on 

which invariably long scores are ade. Lam sure thatif such a 

ground was made in this country, and kept solely for cricket, 

our Young Ameri¢a boys would then make long scores, which 

would fayorably compare with those of the nmateurs on the 
other side; and I would warrant my existence thatin two sea- 

sons T could get such a wicket. 

What are very much neglected on the groviiids about here are 

the worm hills that are constantly made, and require much atten- 

tion. If they Are neglected, they will ruin ony grownd; canse 

it to look and become knotty, and make it so uneven that it 

would be simply impossible for the ball to play true, This I know 

has been ignored by the professionals avout here, simply because 

itentails onthem 4 Jittle extra work. Much of the pleasure of 

the mateh at Staten Island, with the English Eleven, was marred 
on that account. Tam now speaking of the flelding alone and nat 
the wicket, which was a yery good one, Those thal saw the 

match, and wondered to see even the * crack” Englishmen mutt 
the ball so badly when on the ground, did not know that, al- 

though the field lnoked so nicely and prethily ati a distance, it 

was full of worm hills and knobs from end to end, and just made 

ita matter Of chance whether you took the ball in your hand or 

itstruck some part of your body. All players, who understand 
anything of ground-work, know that what I say is true, A simple, 

cheap, and effectual remedy for the above, is what English ground- 

men call the bush-harrow, which is made of blackthorn bushes, 
Platted inand out ofa frame made for the purpose, which is simply 

a few narrow strips of boards nailed together,with a piece of cord 

lied to two of the ends. Drag this over the ground just as soon as 

the worm hills are a little dry, which does not take long if the sun 

has been shining an hour ortwo. <A large piece of ground can be 
gone over, backward and forward, in about one hour anda halt: 

and the benefit deriyed is yery great, for i) not only levels the 

hills, hutit spreads the nice fine soil and feeds the young grass 

Which benefits and repays you for your little trouble, T have 

never yet seen anything of this kind used by any cround-keepers 

Since Ll have been in this country, The result has, therefore, been 

very few good wickets, and bad out-fielding, When I found T 

could not obtain blackthorn bushes here in New York, I made 4 

plain, simple frame of strips of wood about four feet square, and 
have used it on the 8t, George's ground ever since | first came to 
them in the fall of 1874. Tt answers the purpose admirably, and L 
don’t wish for anything better; neither do IT mean to apply for a 

“patent,” nor wish to reserve any rights for so yaluable and in- 

dispensable an article on the cricket field. \ Moreover, I will bind 

myself to stand a bottle of the best champagne to the fivsh protes- 

sional, Outside Of the St, George’s grounds, that will make one: 

and use it, for the good oF cricket and the salvation of noses, eyes, 

and teeth, 

Tt is sometimes the cuse that a portion of your grounds may 

look alittle thin or bare. [f you have such a spotsow a little 
extra grass seed. Timothy, with lawn seed, is the best mixture. 

Sprinkle a little black soil over the bare spot, and if will feed the 

seed and help the roots of the old grass. The new grass will then 

grow strong like the old, and a little attention will give you in 

about two seasons a good strong sod, which will be almost like a 

earpet. The places where the Howlers and eyen the batsinen 

make holes, wearing off the grass entirely, must be made food by, 

putting in new-ent sods taken from some outside cormer of the 

field, where it can be spared, having as near as possible the same 

shadeas the turf. Bring the sods to the holes; lay them exactly 

over, 80 that the bare spots are covered; then with your edging. 

Knife cut close to the sods, and down into the earth the depth or 

thickness of the sod you intend putting in; then take your sod off 

the bare place und remoye the earth, taking eare not to disturb 

What you do not want removed or you will not have a good fit. 
Let the hole be just the depth of the sod, and solid at the same 

time, with no stones aboutit; then take ot! your sod and fit it in 

the same way you eut it, and if you have done the work well no 

one but yourself or a practical sodder would detect it. lam sorry 

to say that too little attention is paid to this yery interesting 

matter, the result being that good wickets are often lost because 

of the inartistic manner in which sodding is often done. To be 

sure, where there is much play either in matches or practice, itis 

more than the work of one man to keep the ground in proper re- 

pair, as it inyolyes a yast amount of care and attention, which all 
grounds must have or they suffer thereby, as likewise the tem- 

pers of the players. All this may cause members to become cure- 

less in coming to their grounds for practice, or they may eyen- 

tually leave the club altogether. — 
Thus if we ever expect to flourish in cricket on this side as in 

Bngland, our first object must be to make good grounds, keep 

them in good order, and then teach and encourage it pmonge the 

youth of America, and ere long we shall haye an eleyen that will 

do credit to New York, and play our friends on the other side a 

good game whenever they pay us a visit, which we hope they will 
continue to do until we can hold our own with them, and finally 

be 2 match for them on equal terms GEORGD GILES. 

Hoboken, N. J., Feb, 2d, 1880. 

Answers to Correspondents. 
—$—<$< 

A. M., Columbia, 8. 0.—Is it injurious to breed a bitch to her 

sire? Ans. Yes. 

J. A., Pery.See issue Aug. 7th for article on building vanyas 

canoes and back files for rig. 

L. M.N., Belvidere, N. J--The addresses of the Ballard rifle 
makers will be found in our advertising columns, 

J. HW. A,, Marion, Ind.—Address George B. Inches, (2 Boylston 
street, Boston, Muss., or George Morgan, Oswero, N, ¥. 

G. J. B., Jersey City, N. JI hayea pointer puppy that has 4 

bad habit off holding his tail high. Tail has been docked. Can 
you recommend aremedy? Ans. We cannot. 

B. B., St. Louis, Mo.—The St. Louis Cricket Club visited New 
York and Philadelphia in September, 1878. he eleven was as 

follows: Sharpe, Richardson, Mordaunt, Dale, Day, Spencer, Jef- 
treys, Lyeeti, West, Hisenbury and Temple, the latter being eap- 

tain. ~ 
CENTRE-BOARD.—Coriing is one of Bob Fish'’s beamy, scoop 

models, good enough for racing, but we must be excused from 

rounding ‘the Cape" in her kind. It is tempting Providence, 

See notice jn this week's issue for particulars. It was not the 

Corning, but the Coming. 

A.W. G., York, Pa—The books on rifle shooting best known 

are Wingate’s “Rifle Practice’? and Laidlaw's “ Ritie Firing,’' 
the latter published by Lippincott, Both are intended for 
soldiers, but contain many hints of generalyalue. There is room 

for a gO0d book on rifle shooting. 

W. #,, St, Dayids, Ont.—Common sense should tell you bow to 
ts 

divide up the ordinary expenses ofa trap shoot. Put the same 

pringiples into play in yoursport that you do in common life. Petty 

disputeshyhich arise from imperfect*preiminary understanding of 

conditions ave hardly inportantenough to engage the serious at. 
tention ol grown-up men. 

7. iK.B., Hast New Market, Dorchester Co., Md.—We cannot 

ive you the explanation which you ask for. An examination of 

the food of birds killed in the different situntions that you men- 

(ion might afford a clue. Probably the wet drives them from the 

woods, but just why it does so we cannot say. Investigate for 

yourself and let us know the result. 

T. B. G., New York.—I have a red sutter bitch puppy six weeks 

old; she has just been taken sick; 1hé following are the syinp- 
toms: Cin keep nothing on her stomach, vomits blood and is. 

very weal, draws herself up an seems to be in great pain. Ans, 
Your puppy is too young todo much for. Give hera little castor 
oil with mill. Worms are the probable ciuse of the trouble. 

5. W. T., Oshawa, Minn.—!. In what year did Rob Roy (eocker 

Spaniel) win af the Boston Show? 2 What wus the dam and sire 

of Beauty, formerly owned by §. Favlé, proprictor of the Htvile 

Kennels, Franee. 3. Whnt was the dam of Neptune and who 

owned him? Ans. 1. The dog you name ws Hola first prize dog. 

2and #. Unable toinform you; perhaps some of our friends may 
be able to. 

J.G. KNownron, Whitesboro, N. Y.—l, Please give me direc- 

tions through your paper for spaying a bitch? 2, What is the 

best food for youn puppics? Ans, 1. The operation of spaying 
a biteh is both inhuman, unnatural and yseless. You must apply 
to ® veterinary surscon. 2. The most suitable food for puppies 
under live Months is milk; after the puppies haye been weaned 

gradually add Iread or boiled oatmeal porridge. 

, A. P.P., Pleasantville, Pa.My setter has heen troubled this 
winter by lus shedding of his hair; coatlooks dry. he dog looks 

and eats well. What shall I do to cure him of this annoying 
trouble? Ans. Apply the following lotion: sub. act. of lead, two 

drachms; pure glycerine, one and # half ounces; tine. arnica, 

half ounce; rain water, six ounces; rub well into the skin every 
other day. Let us hear result. 

H, fl., Penn.—1, Whatis the healthiest food for a dog that re- 

ceives but little exercise? 2. Is!the Hotchkiss rifle a good fire- 
arm, anda reliable one? Ans.1, Indian meal mush, with meat 
and vegetables mixed in it,isa good feed for dogs. Regulate 

quantity of meat and vegetables to condition of dog. A dog 

thatis exercised but little should be fed sparingly twice a day. 

Should the animal become constipated, give him a meal of boiled 
liver every now and then. 2. Ves. 

8. ¥.G.—Duxbury Y. C. publishes no club book and we have 
not the dimensions of the Sirene. The best builders advertise in 
our columns, and you should apply to them. They can furnish 

ally niodel desired. The Hermes schooner is 38ft. deck, 84¢t. Tin. 
w. 1, 12{t. bin. beam, and Tft. draft, with keel. May be cousidered 
as approaching the“ medium” type. Is a serviceable and hand- 

some craft, Belieye she was built by Watson, Plymouth, Mass., 
but we are not certain. 

J. 1, Cincinnati—Ice boats sail faster than the wind in all oases 

except when before it and when the wind isso light as just to be 
able to overcome the friction on the runners and barely give the 

boat way. ‘Lhe effect of the wind is cumulative and keeps adding 

continually to the speed until the relative direction of the wind 

is brought so far forward as to diminish its etfest. This is the 

limit to the speed attainable under the circumstances. When be- 

fore the wind it cannot act cumulatively because the boat keeps 
running away from it, diminishing the wind's force every time 

the boat darts away at a greater speed. She must therefore drop 

again to a speed no greater than that of the wind, 

Fish Ponps, Massachusetts.—According to the Massachusetts 
Laws, Ch. 384, Sect, 710 14, “The riparian proprietors of any ponds, 

the superficial area of which is not more than twenty acres, and 

the proprietors of any pond, or parts of pond, created by ar- 

tificial fowage, shall have exclusive control of the fisheries exigt- 

ing therein. The fishery of any pond, the superficial area of which 

is more than twenty acres, shall be public. The Comiiissioners of 
Fisheries may lease ponds, which exceed twenty acres, for the 

purposes of fish cultivation, such leaye nob to ailech any other 

public rights than the right of fisheries. Any pond, within the 

limit of twenty acres in area, bounded in part by land belonging 

to a town or county of Commonwealth, shall become the exclu— 

sive property of the riparian proprietors Only upon the payment 
of a just compensation, for their riyhts therein to the town or 

Stale Treasurer, or County Commissioner.” For your own infor- 
mation consult the text. 

A. 8fEELE, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Saturday, Feb. jth, Irequested 

Mr. Madison, gunsmith, No. 564 Fulton street, Brooklyn, to load 

me a number of 12-zallge shells with 14 ounce of Messrs. Tatham 
Brothers’ chilled shot No, 8. I proceeded to target my hammer- 

less Greener, and upon counting the shot marks in the target T 

found in one of them 41$ and in the other 493. Referring to 

circular dated New York, September 21st, 1877, and addressed 
by Tatham Brethers to “sportsman and dealers in shot," 1 
found that one ounce of No. § shot contains 399 pellets, conse- 

quently 14 ounce should contain 44%. I thought of course that 
Ma. Madison had made a mistake in loading the shells and spoke 
to him about it, He measured out of a har of Mr. Tatham 

Brothers, marked No, 8 chilled shot, one ounce by Dixon's meag- 

ure No, 1,109 scraped, and proceeded to count the pellets in my 

presence. He found 436 pellets, consequently 187 more pellets 

in each ounce than Messrs. Tatham Brothers claim, Upon 

examining the different pellets I found a considerable alf- 

erence in the diameter of the same, some heing 

larger or smaller than others, which undoubtedly accounts for 

the irregular pattern and bunching of the shot on the target. 
LT eounted afterward the number of pellets in one ounce, Dixon's 
measure, No, 1,109 of Tatham Brothers’ soft shot, and found 405 

pellets. Will the Messrs. Tatham please explain? Ans. A short 
time ago Tatham & Brothers’ sieves got slightly out of order; the 
consequence Was that considerable shot, much inferior to the 

usual quality, was put on the market before they were aware of 
the fact. ‘They now haye entirely new aud improved sieyés 
Their “ standard” shot will be found to count within yery few 

pellets of what isclaimed. To give ercater uniformity to their 
shot, they take out sizes that are noti exactly standard, bag them 
up und brand the same, except that the figure on the pag is fol- 
lowed ov preceded by either a dot, ov —, to denote that it is not 
exact In measurement, Dut still possessing the same finish and 

uniformity, and Js practicallyas good for tll purposes but making 

targets. 

Buy None Bur tam Best,—The ‘Red Rubber Recoif 
Pad” sent, postpaid, on receipt of $2. Recommended 
by the FOREST AND STREAM. Charles L, Ritzmann, im- 
orter of fine guns, 948 Broadway, New York City, 
and stamp for list of second-hand guns and rifles,—Ady, 
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Eprrontan Nores.—We will have a heayy snow-fall 
next Monday, atleast that is what Mr, Henry G. Vennor, 

of the Canadian Geological Survey, says; and when Mr. 
Vennor says that it will snow if generally snows. As 
long ago. as Jan. 22d hesaid, and published the predio- 

tion, that it would snow on Feb, 2d or Feb. 3d, It did. 

Besides the snow storm next Monday, Mr, Vennor pre- 

dicts others on March 17th and 21st. 

Mr.F, A, Ober, *‘ Fred Beverly,” returns to Martinique 
this month to pursue his ornithological labors and to 
gain the necessary materials for a work on the birds of 

the Lesser Antilles. 

A notable feat of mountain climbing has been success- 
fully performed by three adventurous travelers, who last 
month ascended to the summit of “Mount Chimborazo. 
This lofty peak of Ecuador ranks as the sixthin eleva- 
tion of the Andes. Its snow-covered top towers 21,442 
feet above the sea, and is seen two hundred miles from 
the coast. ‘The ascent of this vast dome is attended with 
hardships and obstacles which have hitherto bafiled the 

determined attempts of the most daring explorers, In 

1802 Humboldt and his companions, after the most 
arduous exertion, avrived within 2,000 feet of the sum- 

mit—a point then believed to be the highest point ever at- 

tained by man. In 1831 another attempt was made, the 
party then reaching an elevation of 19,690 feet. When 
we wentto school we were taught that Chimborazo was 
a volcano; but the party who went up to the summit last 

month report thabno crater exists, nor are there any 

evidences to be discovered to indicate that the mountain 

is of volcanic origin. 
oe 

Pacipro Coast Logico,—An esteemed California con- 

temporary has ingenuously accounted for the salmon sick- 

ness noted by our correspondents as occurring among the 

dogs of the Pacific slope. The explanation of the phe- 

nomenon consists in denying its existence. Besides being 

eminently scientific, such an elucidation is valuable be- 

cause it cures the dogs. We trust that ouramiable friend 

may not allow ils candle to burn away unseen ina dog 

kennel, Thereare yery many perplexing questions which 

the world is waiting to have solved. If, for instance, this 

California logic cam cope successfully with the bafiling 

problems of the yellow fever germs and can restore the 

victims of that dread disease by simply denying the exist- 

ence of the scourge, surely its genius should pot be thrown 

away to the salmon-siok dogs of Oregon, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

THE UNITED STATES AT THE BERLIN 
EXHIBITION. 
aes 

ROFESSOR Spencer F. Baird writes that the bil] 

proyiding for the representation of the United States 

at the coming German Fishery Exhibition, having alveady 
passed the Hause, bids fair to go safely through the Sen- 
ate as well ; and in that event the necessary preparations 
will be immediately entered upon for insuring sucha 

satisfactory display of our fishing industries as the lim- 

ited time will permit. That the United States is to be 
represented is a subject of congratulation. We haye 

already published in detail the prospectus issued by the 

promoters of this enterprise, which includes : (1) aquatic 

animals, alive, stuffed, preseryed in aleohol, or repre- 

sented in pictures, casts, ete.; (2) fishing gear and im- 

plements; (3) pisciculture, hatching apparatus, models 

of well known breeding institutions, fish-ways, aquaria 
and illustrations of the development of some of the 

most important species, such as oysters, salmon, etc. ; (4) 

appliances for keeping and conyeying- freshly caught 

aquatic animals; (5) models of appliances in use for the 

preparation and preservation of the produce of fisheries 

for commercial and household purposes; (6) models of 

fishermen’s dwellings and costumes ; (7) scientific inyes- 

tigations regarding the stock of fish, physico-chemical 

researches, aquatic plants in relation to fish culture, 
herbaria, etc.; (8) history of implements of fishing, orig- 

inal or in reproduction from the oldest times downward ; 
and (9) literature, statistics of fisheries, and maps show- 

ing geographical distribution of fish, 
From this brief veswme it will be seen that the Berlin 

Exhibition will be a gathering of all that can he useful 
in extending our knowledge of the present condition of 
the fishing industries of the world. The display there 

made, and the comparisons instituted, cannot fail of re- 
sulting in direct increase of knowledge and a consequent 
advance in the science and methods of fish culture and 
fish capture. We need not argue at this day concerning 

the commercial and industrial importance of interna- 
tional fairs and exhibitions, nor need we urge American 
fishermen to improve the opportunity at Berlin, 

next April, of comparing American methods with 
the most advanced appliances and practices of for- 

cign nations. 
—See 

DOSING DOGS. 
—_—>_—_ 

T is an almost universally acknowledged fact that afar 
greater number of our canine friends come to their 

death by physic than by the vicissitudes of the field and 
flood, or than those that pass away in aripe old age with 

their heads upon the hearth rug. Right well in the pre- 
sent sporting decade is Macbeth’s utterance obeyed : 
“ Throw physic to the dogs,” though it is truein this pro- 
gressive agethe materia medica of dog-doctoring has 

made a grand stride, and tin filings and powdered glass 
have had to give way to areca nutand the flowery kousso. 

Because a dog looks at the end of his tailitis no rea- 

son that he is afflicted with worms, or that his innermost 

parts should be converted into an apothecary shop, The 
fond master buttonholes his veterinary friend in the 
street to tell him that he has just given his dog Dana pill, 

He smiles most blissfully, as if he had performed some 
feat similar to making a double shot, He leff Dan much 

better—the deg was in perfect health, On his return 
home Dan, having become restless from internal rumb- 
lings, wanders about in a listless way until a fly or some 
crawling insect tickles his ear. Heshakes his head to 
drive the prowler away, which assures his good master 
that his favorite is a victim to canker. Vile concoctions 
are at once squirted into his brain, and new nostrums 
poured down his gullet. Rendered ten times more rest- 
less, the dog totters around in his canker-cap like some 
old woman ata fair, It now occurs to the doting owner 

that he hasnot yetfelt the dog's pulse ; this is done, because 
the master feels reassured, A brace of fleasnow put inan 
appearance, and Dan tries to remove them with his claws : 
it is then apparent that canker is not the evil, but mange. 
The cap is removed, and the dog, delighted to regain the 

freedom of his ears, flaps them to his heart's content. 
This action causes serious indecision in the mind of his 
master, but at last mange gets the uppermost, and mix- 

tures and decoctions are plastered over the animal's coat, 
the dog being fortunate if all his hair is not clipped off 
and his skin sand-papered to kill the parasites that lie 

hidden there. Frequently the animal has to endure an 
attack with patented appliances, directed somewhat after 
the manner of Munchausen’s bear, When at last sleep 

falls upon the tired victim his twitchings are taken for 
chorea, snortings for lung disease, while his anxious 

master groans and is at his wit’s end, Thus this illns- 

trates the fondness of man for his dog and the iron con- 

stitution of the animal, 
The great secret, however, to prevent the real sickness 

of dogs is early and constant care, The kennel in which 
they are housed should be kept sermpulously clean. We 
believe, for sanitary purposes, that all kennels should be 
built ot wood, so that if any infectious disease should at 
any time attack the stock they can be buined to the 
ground and new kennels rebuilt im their place ab but | 
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trifling expense. Itis a well-known fact that kennels, 
and eyen hospitals for the matter of that, becomeimpreg- 
nated with the germs of disease, and the contagion, 
under certain conditions, is sure to crop out at some 

future period, 

As itis the flooring that becomes the most damp and 
foul, and is so dificult to keep dry and pure, it occurs to 
us that all kennels should be raised from the ground a 
suliicient distance to let the air have full sweep under 
them, The tioor then being made movable, could be 

arranged to work on a center pivot at each end, thus 

enabling it to be reversed daily, and when in position to 

be secured by a bar or bolt. This would always present 

a dry floor eyery twelye hours, while the soiled side 
could be washed and left to dry and syvecten in the air. 

Food of the proper quality and quantity is fully as 

necessary as cleanliness, and shoud depend upon the 
breed and temperament of the animals, and whether 

they are being worked hard, or laying by during the close 

season. A dog requires more meat when he is being shot 

ever than when he is only being exercised, and at all 

times the Indian mush should contain vegetable stuff 

and greens. Water for dogs cannot be too pure, cool 
and fresh, and the best kennels are those which are sup- 
plied by a running stream, If anything, pure water is 
more desirable than fresh food. 

Thus, under the above systematized arrangement,should 

a dog be taken sick the kennel-man will discover the 
change at once, and often as readily be enabled to trace 

the sickness to its cause. Itis delay, ignorance and the 

abuse of medicine that causes the direful diseases of 
which so much has been written. There are but few dis- 

orders which if taken at once in hand, and by the exer- 
cise of proper judgment, cannot be nipped in the bud, It 

is the mania for dog-dosing, procrastination in attending 

the dog when the disorder first makes it appearance, 
which proves futal and causes our duty to be such a diffi- 
cult and so thanklessa one. WRarely is it that our advice 
is called npon until all experiments haye failed at home ; 

and although then we are but imperfevtly informeu, wa 
are expected to prescribe a treatment which will in all 
cases cure, there being but little margin left for the sweep 

of death’s scythe, Unfortunately for the many, we are 
not clairyoyants, nor possessed with the secret of the 
grand elixir, or with the healing salve of the great 
Bakhtyar Nameh—would that we were, that we might 

distribute broadcast our samples free, 

Like the diseases of human beings, those of dogs re- 

quire a treatment which must be governed by each indi- 

vidual case, as there is no specific to cover each distinct 

ailment. If, therefore, our friends will remember this, 
and carefully describe the symptoms of their dog’s disor- 
der on its first appearance, we will be enabled to admin- 
ister more thorough adyice, and will at once give each 

case our careful attention, To enable us to proceed inthe 
Field Department of this paper in a comprehensive way, 
we have atranged {o furnish a report on specimens, They 
should be forwanded to the Columbia Veterinary College, 
No. 217 Bast Thirty-Fourth street, this city, and in all 

cases the express charges must be pre-paid, ‘This ar- 
rangement will admit of our treating diseusesof an epi- 

demie character in the most direct way, which may lead 

to the saying of many yaluable animals of the same 

kennel. 
__—__——_sant-« ~<a» fe 

MAKING THE ROUNDS. 
—$_<>—_—— 

HY should, we not, just as well as our cousins 
across the water? What is to hinder ouw racing 

meu from deriving all the benefits, advantages and ex- 
periences of a regular series of “rounds” along cur 
coast during the breezy months of spring and fall, and 

from cruising, as at present, during the heated term when 

most men can sparea lengthy period or vacation to an 

extended voyage and life aboard their yachts? Racing 

among the larger vessels in the American fleet has be- 
come almost obsolete, and but little of it. isdone in New 

York waters. A little more liberality in ideas and a few 
concessions exacted from the close corporation system, 
nowy the fashion, will serve immeasurably the public ends 
of yachtracing, put much life into the sport, and above 
all make it worth while for the ardent lovers of a match 
to keep their ships in trim for such work, if necessary, 

from the day they ship their hands to the day they haul 
down their fighting colors*and lay by for the icy interreg- 
num of the fierce winter's blasts. A littlaamicable coGp- 

eration on the part of leading members among the larger 
clubs would change the aspect of affairs totully, ‘From 

an occasional desultory club race, calling owt but ameager 

list of representatives, we could and ought to haye a reg- 

ular series of ** fixtures,” so framed with regard to date 
and entries that an owner could count on racing his ves- 
sel not once or twice a season, but a score of times if he 

feels inclined, thereby footing up his ‘‘totals” for the 

year to something he can look back upon with pleasure 

and satisfaction. 
To this end three things are necessary. Matchesshould 

be open to all yachts of certain designated clubs supposed. 

to be the peers in the compmmity of the club offering 

prizes,. The latter should represent purses OF cups of a 

value proparglopate to the expppses aud trouble involved 
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in coming to the line, and finally the dates of races should 
be harnioniously settled in order that owners may take 
advantage of the opportunities offered. To this we may 
add a fourth requisite, the offering of “ town" or ‘ citi- 
zens," cups by the niunicipalities or by voluntary sub- 
scription among the residents of those ports whose trade 

and society will be enriched by the congregation of yachts 
a public match would induce. 1 

In a modest way something of this sort has already been 

attempted from time fo time, and the results have always 
been 60 satisfactory that we hope to see a similar line of 

policy pursued after a more permanent and definite as 

well as enlarged fashion, When once the ball is set in 

motion it will keep rolling of itself. One season such as 
we here propose, would put racing among our craft of 
large tonnage on so sound a basis that we would hear no 

moré sorrowful wails about its decline. Itis not that the 
spirit of racing is absent, but simply because the oppor- 
tunities are wanting and the direction in which to oper- 
ate not understood that an apparent pall of apathy has 
overtaken the racing of the big ones. 

There is nothing in the Constitution which forbids 
cities from offering ample purses when the general public 
is thereby to be benefitted. Such offers are not merely 
for the welfare of a class, but would serve in many in- 
stances to stir the life blood of trade in sundry sleepy 
towns along the coast to an unwonted extent, and put 

sheckles into the tradesmien’s pockets. Besides, we have 

plenty of precedences of the kind and similar appropria- 
tions have been made time aud again for like purposes, 
often, enough without as much gain to the community as 

the presence of a fleet of yachts and the attendant crowd 
of visitors would produce, The tender official consciences 
of mayors and city adminstrations can therefore vote 
public regattas without the least compunciion as to a 
sacrifice of their chances in tle next world, and since the 

benefits in this ate evident enough or could be readily 

made so, we ask the various municipalities along the 
Sound and “down East” to consider these lines in the 

light of an open letter addressed to them for the benefit 
of the inteftests they are especially charged with. <A 

thousand dollars out of the strong box of Port Jefferson, 

Greenport, Stonington, Saybrook, Salem, Duxbury, Ports- 
mouth, and double the amount from the coffers of New 
Haven, New London, Newport, New Bedford, and Port- 

land, with five thousand from Philadelphia, New York, 

and Boston, would not only give yachting such an impe- 
tus and fresh lease of life as it has never yet had, but 
would return many times the amounts named to the 

credit side of the public ledger in the way of trade and 
popularity, reaching all classes, from the huckster to the 

mayor who may keep a livery stable or be a bank presi- 
dent. There isaniine to be worked in this direction, and 

the port which takes its cue from these columns will be 
the first to reap the haryest of stray coins which are the 

proverbial accompaniment of the yachtsman, and many 
a fair one will be induced to impart her luster to a com- 
munity the yery existence of which was a geographical 

uncertainty before its name became linked with the fame 

of a great yacht match, 

If, then, the leading clubs join hands, whatis there to in- 

terfere with the establishment of aregular round from New 

York tothe Hast, and from the East to New York? 
With the Seawanhakas starting the ball with an open 

Gorinthian match, say in early June, the Atlantics fol- 

lowing in a week, next the Broollyn, if that clubis to be 

revived, as we hope it will, the New York Y, C. toward 
the latter part of the month, the professional races of the 

Seawanhalkas following in tapid succession : let the fleets 
then begin to gradually work their way to the eastward, 
whether in squadron ona cruise or with a roying com- 
mission, and pick up what there isin the way of town 
cups aud citizens’ prizes, All the aboyeraces, if must be 
noted, should, in accord with the programme proposed, 

be open to yacht clubs willing to recognize each other as 
brethren of the same color, and the entry should by no 
nieans be confined to the half-dozen likely racers of any 

one club. 
“inthe Hast the same tactics should be pursued. The 
Portland, the Enstern, the Boston, the Salem, the Dor- 
chester and other clubs, can throw open their lists to all 
comers, and arrange dates to suit. When the local 
matches haye been decided, they will make their way 
around the dreaded Cape and take in the municipal events 
that may offer at the Vineyard, New Bedford, etc., and 

be on hand in time for the grand affair of the season, a 
series of three or four days’ racing off Newport, the water- 
ing place of America, and which by popular selection 
should become the Cowes of this Continent. There, in 

the month of August, might be found the yery flower of 
allthe great clubs, the sloops, schooners and steamers, 
and a finer pageant than the races they would sail could 
not be brought aboutin any other quarter of the globe. 
When the battleis over, when yachts of Hastern build 

shall have pitted their keels and lead against the skim- 
ming hulls of our smooth-ywater flyers, and the Jockers of 
the best shall groan with the weight of cups and memen- 
toesof the season, or the banlk books of the flectest be 
swelled by the thousands, then let the swallows of the 
summer he homeward bound again, the flyers from tlie 

East hoist their pennants for the outside voyage, those 
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of the West watch a chance for a smooth sea and a fair 
wind to waft them once more through the Fisher Straits 
into the placid waters of the more congenial Sound, On 

the return passage fallracing should be found at such 
ports which haye postponed their dates so as not to clash 

with other events, and finally a series of matches at home 

would wind up a season that has been spent fo some ad- 
vantage, that has brought all yachts of the country to- 

gether to test their metal, that will pass into history and 
form a topic long to be cherished andremembered, Ah! 
that would be yacht racing indeed ! 

Business interferes? Nota bit of it; on the contrary, 

no means could be found by which the business hours of 

the business man would be taxed so little as by this sys- 
tematic method of racing. As nearly all the yachts re- 
ferred to carry pid hands, and many of them are quite 
liberally supplied with this article, why let the yachts 
lay idly at anchor week after week with the hands grow- 

ing sleek off the cabin pantry? The oflener the owner 

is on board the better. but if is seldom that his presence 
is really necessary in amatch—some are in the way— 
and as long as he has to foot the bills, let him get the 
equivalent from, his craft by sending her the rounds of 
the racing ports in charge of her master, or a friend, and 

join her by rail, or steamer whenever he has 4 chance to 

quit Exchange and feels like getting a whilf of the Lord's 
free air once more and the sight of a horizon not 

bounded by brick, The Sound and the Hast are accessi- 
ble alike, and the time consumed in getting in and out 

of harbor when at home might as well be spent on the 
cars or a steamer carrying the owner within hailing dis- 
tance of his ship, the trip being made by night with ‘all 
the modern conyeniences,” if time be precious, 
As to expense, when once fitted for racing, as all 

yachts which indulge in a match only once a year gener- 
ally are, beyond the hiring of extra hands for a match, 

it amounts to little or nothing. <A slight saving in Piper 

Heidsieck will cover the bill, and what genuine yachts- 

man will begrudge his gear its needs while living high 
down below ? 
When the interests of the sport have grown and devel- 

oped on the Lakes, a similar series of ‘* rounds” may be 
instituted to serve like ends upon the great fresh waters 
of the inland districts. 

It is pleasing to know that as long as we cannot have 
the whole programme, there is some chance of several 

clubs combining to meet during the summer, with a 

view to racing ina manner similar, to all intents and 

purposes, to open” matches; and that the efforts of 
those interested may be the means of rousing the dor- 
maut spirit and waking up all hands to the opportunities 
now passed by is the wish of every good and loyal tar. 

Let us once hays racing carried on in a business-like 

way, and we warrant a heavier crew of seamen among 
bankers, lawyers, brokers and merchants, and a sounder 

lot of yachts in our fleet ina single year than we row 
turn out in a decade. Weare tending in the right direc- 
tion as it is, and are bound in the end to bring up just as 
indicated above ; so we trust these reniarks may do some- 

thing toward hastening the day when the picnic fea- 

tures of racing and the shriveling isolation of clubs, now 
all drawn up and petrifying in their own shells, will give 
way to something akin to what all devotees of the sport 
would rejoice to see—racing carried on upon a broad 
national basis, not upon the yacillating hobbies and ca- 

prices of a set, a clique, a club. 
a a 

THE CORRUPTION OF SPORT. 
EE —— 

OR some weeks past there bas beena famous battle 

of brains in Gotham. The champions of the chess 
board haye found worthy antagonists, and the mimic 

war of white and red waged ruthlessly, while the chess 

world stood witn suspended breath looking oyer the 
shoulders of the combatants. And now that it is all over, 
and the ‘' championships” duly awarded, it has leaked 

out that there were unseen agencies presiding over the 
destinies of the heroes, and upon the battle-field moved 

potent agents as noiseless and as unsuspected as the gods 
upon the battle plain of Troy. The American Bird 0’ 
Freedom, as she appears in conquering pose upon the 
coin of the realm, screamed harshly and effectively in the 
strife, and the Goddess of Liberty in gold proved a for- 

midable antagonist of the Queens in red and white ivory, 
This evidence of foul play inan intellectual game, which 

from its yery nature is supposed to be ‘‘ above board,” 

has naturally shocked that portion of the public which 

had not already wisely concluded that such a denouement 

would naturally follow the conclusion of the chess tour- 
nament. 
America, our college professors tell us, is in her money- 

making stage; and it takes a less astute individual than 
the ordinary university professor of Political Hconomy to 
see that the average American citizen is—to employ a 
very slang but avery significant expression—‘ton the 
make.” The mighty dollar is the controlling agency in 
eyery branch of social and public lite, Possibly this 
generalization may sufliciently account for the mercenary 

element of so many forms of alleged sport, Generous 
emulation in physical strength ov skill gives place to sor- 

did clutching after purses, gate money; entrance fee or 

prize—provided this last be conyertible into cash. We 
are not now necessarily referring to the notorious pedes- 
trian hippodromes, nor to ring encounters. Wehaye in 

mind more than one shooting club whose weekly meet- 
ings are only so many gambling sclhiemes among a cliqua 
for the gathering in of the purses and entrance feces, By 

a preconcerted understanding this ring manages to se- 

cure loits members the yarious money classes, and so 

divides thestakes. Theconfiding stranger who has come 

to pit his skillagainst theirs is unmercifully and remorse- 
lessly fleeced and packed off for the simple gull that: lie is. 
And yet these very trap-shooting pot-hunters willaffect to 
regard with virtuous indignation the recognized poti- 

hunter who shoots game for the market. If there be a 

distinction between the two, we submit that it is a dis- 
tinction without much, if amy, difference. One shoots 

for the money directly; the other, for that which will 
bring him money. The samestyle of proceedings not 

unfrequently occur in rifle shooting. The history of 

American yachtracing contains some most disreputable 
records of a similar dishonorable and wnsportsmanslike 
character, Base-ball has long since been unhappily rel- 

egated to the control of the ticket and pool seller, and a 
sport which possesses many merits as a popular, inex- 
pensive and practical pastimes thereby sadly cast into 

disfavor. 
With the constantly recurring cxamples of this 

mercenary feature of participation in sport, true devo- 

tees of sport for the sport’s sake need not be warned 

against implicating themselves even in the appearance of 

evil. Our popular pastimes are too important in their 

liygienic influences alone to be cast into a disrepute 
which will bar gentlemen from engaging in them and 

reaping their benefits. Weote with greal pleasure and 
asa welcome sign of the times that some of our gun 

clubs haye abolished morey prizes in their regular club 

matches, Ifmembers are inclined to contend for purses, 

they ate not debarred from so doing; that is their matter, 
But when the club shoots as a club the competitions are 

so conducted that the participants are contending for 

well earned and respected superiority in quick sight and 

steady aim, not fora paltry sumofmoney, It behooves 

sportsmen who would win most credit for the particular 
form of out-of-door recreation wluch they may select, to 

jealously guard its associations from contamination by 
the presence and influence of the pot-hunting trap 
shooter, rifle shot and yachtsman. Happily for the 

gentle art ib can never come within the category of the 
pastimes which are bought and sold. 
ed 

SPORTSMEN IN CONGRESS. 
ee 

SENATORS AND REPRESENTATIVES WHO LOVH ROD AND GUN. 

HE number of sportsmen in Congress atthe present 

time is another eyidence‘ot the constantly increasing 
propularity of field sports. Members of Congress are 
representatives of the people in more senses than a politi- 

cal one, They reflect the social and mental status of 
their respective constituencies by their manners and con- 

yersation in private, quite as well as they represent the 

views of their political party by their votes in the House. 
A dapper, gentlemanly Congressman from New England 

or the Middle States is as different from the representa- 
tive of a frontier district as black is from white. An ex- 
pert can almost invariably tell from what section of the 
country a Congressman comes by his dress and general 
appearance. A majority of the members of the House 
are lawyers, If not sportsmen themselyes, they haye at 
least an idea of what the true sportsman desires to be, 
from knowledge of the game Jaws and experience in 

actions for trespass and violations of those laws. Before 
the war the sporting gentleman in Congress almost in- 
yariably came from the South. Even he was not a wing 
shot nora master of the long range rifle. His kennels 

were filled with fox and deer hounds, and his stables con-~ 

tained hunters which would do credit to the fields of Eng- 
land and Scotland. To him the deep mouthing of his’ 
hounds was the sole music of the chase, and of the infi- 

nite pleasure of the silent tramp behind the setter and 
pointer he knew little or nothing. At that time the 
hunter in the East neyer came to Congress, He was a 

being who was generally regarded by his money-making 
neighbors as a lazy, ne’er-do-well, whose ouly redeeming 

traits were his boundless good nature and willingness to 

divide his game with his friends, The farmer usually 
ewned a gun, but it was used as a weapon of defense 

against predatory animals and birds, and occasionally as 

the means of securing game which was known to abound 

in adjoining forests. 
Now there are three members of the House who haye 

won prizes in pigeon matches. There are a dozen nem- 
bers who are expert wing shots, and the nuinber of 
Senatorsand Representatives who take their vacations in 

company with rod aml gun cannot readily be estimated. 
T will mention bub afew of the gentlemen im Congress 
who are expert fishermen or Lunters. Woremost in the 

list of experts with rod and fly is Vice-President Wheeler, 
Fishing is his sole means of recreation when Congress is 

not in session. With only one exception, during the past 
eighteen years he has disappeared from sighlin the wilds 

ofthe Adivondacks for several monjhs each summer. 
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The Saranac Lakes are his favorite resort, and the trout 
is his favorite fish, Great stories the Vice President can 
tell of his fishing trips through the great forests of 
‘Northern New York, He has taken the beautiful trout 
from streams where never before a fly had been cast, He 
has witnessed the inyasion by tourists of choice pools dis- 
covered by himself, and has seen the spotted beauties 
neatly exterminated from lakes and streams where they 
once leaped to his attractive files in countless nunibers. 
A year ago last summer Mr. Wheeler took Mrs. Hayes 
and a party of ladies and gentlemen from Washington to 
one of his favorite resorts in the Adirondacks and gave 
them a taste of camping out and fishing, 

Senator McPherson, of New Jersey, is an ardent sports- 
man, He owns two setters, onea pure blooded Irish, and 
the other of thoroughhred English breed, which, it is his 
boast, can be hunted day after day without speaking a 
word to either, They are broken to perfection, and their 
movements in) the field are directed solely by motions of 
the hand, Until the past season Mr, McPherson has 
always kept a sufficient number of birds on his country 
place in Northern New Jersey to afford him and his 
friends excellent sport, Lastspring his handsome coun- 
try home was destroyed by fire, and the quail on the es- 
tate, itis feared, haye suffered from trespassers, Besides 
quail shooting Mr. McPherson loyes ducking, and he owns 
a No. § guage gun weighing fourteen pounds, built ex- 
pressly to slaughter canvas-backs and red heads. During 
the past year Mr, McPherson has suffered considerably 
from illness consequent upon boo strict attention to his 
duties as Senator and his business in Jersey City. Last 
summer, not feeling strong enough to endure the fatigues 
of the chase, Mr. McPherson went to the Thousand 
Islands and amused himself by taking five pound bass 
with a fiye ounce rod from the waters of the St, Law- 
rence, In this agreeable exercise the Senater quite recoy- 
ered his health, 
Senator Wade Hampton, of South Carolina, is a true 

sportsman, The bes evidence of his devotion to the 
charms of the chase is the single leg on which with the 
assistance of a crutch he is compelled to drag himself 
about the Senate chamber, General Hampton went 
through the war, fighting boldly in several of the most 
desperate battles of the rebellion and escaped with- 
out serious injury, A year ago General Hampton, who 
is very fond of riding after hounds, participated in a fox 
chase near his residence in South Carolina. The horse 
upon which he was mounted proving a useless animal, 
General Hampton, rather than abandon the sport at- 
tempted to ride a mule, The animal kicked him in the 
leg severely. breaking the bones, Amputation was nec- 
essary in order to save the General’s life. Jtis said that 
General Hampton is inclined to complain of the hard fate 
which took him safely through the war only to be maimed 
for life by the kick of a mule. 

Senator Beck, of Kentucky, is also fond of the chase, 
He follows the hounds in season after deer and fox to the 
dismay of his wife who fears that an accident may hap- 
pen to him in the field. Shortly before Congress met, 
Senator Beck was thrown from his horse and ‘received 
bruises which laid him up for several days. 

Senator Hamlin, of Maine, is fond of fishing, the 
Rangeley Lakes being his favorite resort for sport. Sena- 
tor Windom is also something of a sportsman, There are 
other Senators fond of gun and rod, but those I have 
named are the only ones who may be considered deyoted 
to field sports, 

Foremost among the gentlemen in the House, who are 
sportsmen of repute, is Mr. Acklin, of Louisiana. Lyisited 
him at his handsome residence on Capitul Hill recently 
to examine his extraordinary collection of fire-arms, all 
made for him to order by a London firm, The barrels 
of his pistols and guns are of finest Damascus steel, and 
the wood used in their construction is Nnglish walnut. 
Mr, Acklin is one of the very few gentlemen in Washing- 
ton who now owns regulation duelling pistols, They can 
be loaded either from the breech or the muzzle, so as fully 
to comply with all the regulations of the code. The har- 
rels are about a foot long, .88 calibre, and two-pounds 
ull of trigyer. These pistols have neyer been used im the 

field, although they were spoken for last winter at the 
time Senators Conklin and Lamar had their wordy diffii- 
culty on the floor of the Senate. The imsulting language 
used by these Senators was afterward recalled, satisfac- 
torily to both gentInmen. Mr. Acklin isan expert shot 
with the pistol. The two duelling pistols cost Mr. Acklin 
in England $315, First, in the collection of shot guns 
shown the correspondent, was a 12-cuage-weapon christ- 
ened the “snipe gun” by Mr, Acklin. This gun weighs 
eight and a half pounds, and has the Purdy top-action, 
An inyention of Mr. Acklin’sis attached to this, and to all 
of his guns. It consists of two small steel projections 
from each side of the standing bridge, so that the barrels 
when snapped down ready for firing fit closely on each 
side between these projections, The design of the in- 
yention is to prevent lateral action, as from continuous 

the world than in West Feliciana Parish. In 1875, My, 
Acklin kept a record of his shootings. On March 17th of 
that year he bagged 302 snipe, and on the day following, 
241, making a total in two days of 548 snipe killed by a 
single gun. Mr, Acklin is of the opinion that this record 
has neyer bagn beaten, Myr, Acklin has two gold medals 
won in championship pigeon matches. One badge bears 
the inscription, ‘' J. H. Acklin, Champion Pigeon-Shot 
of the South,” The other medal styles him *! Champion 
Pigeon-Shot of Louisiana.” Both medals were earned in 
New Orleans, Mr. Acklin believes that he did his best 
pigeon shooting in Memphis, where he killed forty-eight 
out of fifty, double birds. Ma, Acklin’s duties in Congress 
occupy his time fully and he has no opportinity to in- 
dulge in his fayorite sports. He has shot in a few sweep- 
stake matches with friends here in Washington and al- 
most uniformly came off winner. ] 
Another ardent hunter and trap-shovter is Congyress- 

man Finley of the Bighth Ohio District, Mr. Finley is a 
lawyer by profession, and every spare day that he can 
find during the season is spent, by him in the field, There 
is some tolerably good chicken shooting in the vicinity of 
Mr, Finley’s homé, but when he can take a vacation of 
two or three weeks he starts for Spirit Lakes in North- 
western Iowa, where he slaughters ducks and chickens to 
his heart's delight, There is good fishing in the lakes tao, 
and the rod and line are always companions with the gun 
when the Ohio Congressman starts out for sporl. Mr 
Finley is an expert at shooting glass balls, He uses a 
Scott gun, 

Gen, Anson G. MeCook of the Highth New York Dis- 
trict also has a reputation here as a good shot before the 
trap at pigeons or glass balls, Of Mr. McCook’s perform- 
ances in the field I know nothing, but he possesses all the 
physical requirements of a good shot, and his ability at 
the trap was learned, I believe, from previous experi- 
en¢e in the field. 

ongressman Poehler of the Second Minnesota Dis- 
trict Holds prizes won at the trap, He is a member of 
the local shooting club at Henderson, Minnesota, and a 
member of the State Sportsman's Association. Pinna- 
ted grouse are found in abundance near.Mr P ehler’s 
home, and he is a constant hunter during the season. Mr. 
Poehler was born in Germany and came to the United 
States in 1848. All that he knows about wing shooting 
has been learned by him on the prairies. Mr. Poehler is'a 
sportsman in the highest sense of the word. The Daly is 
his favorite gun, 

John H. Kenna, of Kanawha, West Va., has represented 
the Third District of his State in Congress two terms. 
Mr. Kenna isan enthusiastic deerand fox hunter. Every 
year a. party of gentlemen from Kanawha go out for a 
week or two with hounds and have a royal good time, 
There are few birds in the mountainous region in which 
he resides excepting ruffed grouse, and that lordly bird 
is seldom found in great numbers. The fox hunting near 
Kanawha is done on foot, The members of the Long 
Island Glub may be inclined to laugh at the idea of fol- 
lowing hounds on foot, but a single visit to the mountain- 
country of West Virginia would at once dispel the idea 
that hounds there could'be followed on horseback, The 
hunting field isa succession of high rocky ridges or spurs 
from the mountains, leading down tio the creek bottoms, 
As soon as the dogs strike the trail the course that the fox 
will take is well understood by the hunters, They goto 
the top of aridge and take seats, Thefox circles around 
the ridge in full view of the hunters, the hounds in full 
tilt after him, Being closely pursued reynard crosses 
over to another ridge; the hunters follow, obtaining an- 
other view of the inspiriting picture, and so on until the 
chase ends, The delights of this healbaful exercise, the 
grand mountain scenery, and the opportunities afforded 
during the chase for the use of the gun cannot be ima- 
gined by one who has not participated in the sport. 

Tt must not be thought that all of the sportsmen in 
Congress delight in the pursuit of small game, One of 
the most famous bear hunters in California represents 
the Fourth District of that State in the House. Rom- 
naldo Pacheco, of San Luis Obisho, is the gentleman’s 
name, and he estimates the number of bears he has killed 
himself, or has helpéd to ill, at 100. Mr. Pacheco was 
the son of wealthy parents who owned immense grazing 
lands and flocks in the neighborhood of Santa Barbara. 
As soon as he was able to sit astwide a horse he learned to 
ride, and at the age of twenty-one he was an expert horse- 
man, Mr, Pacheco also became unusually proficient in 
the art of throwing the lasso, an implement which was 
used by all herders. Bears were plentiful near his home, 
and Mr. Pacheco learned to hunt them as follows -—Pour 
mnen, experts in the use of the lasso, would ride to the 
place where bears could be found. Getting upon the trail 
they would ride after bruin and bring him to bay. While 
the bear was standing upon his haunches each of the four 
men would almost simultaneously throw their lassoes over 
his head, and riding in opposite directions strangle the 
animal ov fasten his legs so he could not run, when he 
would speedily be dispatched, An unusuallyacute imag- 
ination is not required to perceive if one of the four 
lassoes failed to encircle the bear, or the horses ridden by 
the hunters were not perfectly trained, that the conse- 
quences might be extremely unpleasant. Mr, Pacheco 
tells a number of blood-curdling stories of accidents which 
have happeued in the pursuit of bears with the lasso. 

Of the other members of the House who are good shots 
and fond of hunting IT will name General Joe Hawley, of 
Connecticut ; Mx, Robertson, of Louisiana, and Mr, Gun- 
ter, of Arkansas, oO, 

Washington, D.C. 
a 

GAME PROTECTION. 
—<—->——_ 

Tax THE Guns,—We invite the fullest expression of 

opinion upon the question of taximg shot guns. A New 
Work correspondent writes as follows -— 

New Yors, Feb. 2d. 

often do you lear of anybody being fined or punished? 
What isthe reason? Because nobody takes the trouble 
tocomplain, and everybody has not the time to do it. 

I have heard of quail having been brought to New 
York last month through the Long Island Railroad, by 
the brakesmen and baggagenien of that road. Why, as 
a sportsman, did Tnot make any complaints? Because 
Thad not the time to do it, and, besides, very likely I 
should have had to fight the whole railroad company, 
with yery little prospects of haying the scoundrels 
punished. Hyery sportsman knows that on the 81st day 
of last December there was more game left over than 
there was at any previous year, at least for the last three 
years. Lam told that whole coveys of quail were shot by 
pot-hunters on Long Island within the last three weeks, 
while this last; snow lay on the ground. 
Why. then, should we have this prohibitory law passed, 

all for the benefit of those pot-hunters? For my own 
part, [ do not care whether this law is passed or not. IT 
can have all the shooting I want, if not in this State, in 
some other. But as a sportsman 1 protest against the 
passage of such prohibitory law. Bverybody has not the 
time or the money to go West or South, and Tam not 
selfish enough to see tliose that camnot go elsewhere de- 
prived of their sport. Tf sucha law shonld be passed, 
what is a man living in the city to do with his dog, es- 
pecially if he isa good one ? I have talked this matter 
over with a gaod many shooters, and they are ail of the 
game opinion—such a law will only benefit the pot- 
hunter and the marketman, because the pot-hunter will 
have so many more birds to shoot at, and the marketman 
or hotel-keeper, having to sell fem on the sly will charge 
and get so much more for them, 
What, then, is to be done to save the birds ? Theanswer 

is very simple—enforce the laws that we have got now. 
The Society forthe Prevention of Cruelty to Animals has 
its special officers ; why should we not hayeours? The 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals pays 1ts 
own officers ; why should we not pay ourown? What 
with, you willask me, I think if could be done easily, 
as long as we keep if in our own hands, anddo not let the 
politicians get hold of it. First, let there be put yeazlya 
license, say from (liree to five dollars, on every shot gun 
in use—mark, I only say shot gun ; I not not include the 
tifle. This would not interferé with nor infringe on any 
constitutional rights or liberties. Our patriotic young men 
could keep up their practice with the rifle, and the sports- 
men—the only one interested—would haye to pay for 
theirgun. Secondly, let each shooting club in the State 
béasscssed yearly from fifty to one hundred dollars, ac- 
cording to the numbers of their members. By these 
means there could be money enough vaised to get, all 
over phis State, efficient men, paid well anough to protect 
the game and to have the game laws enforced. Let such 
men be appointed so as to have power all over the Stata, 
and not inone single county, and thereby you will soon 
stop all sniring and trapping, all shooting and selling out 
of season, and we shall have no need of any prohibitory 
law, The pot-hunters will disappear, and whoever will 
carry a gun will be more orless the ideal of a true gentle- 
man. 
What say my sportsmen friends ahout this? Any- 

how, let them raise their voices against any prohibitory 
laws. A TRUE LOVER OF THE SPORT, 

———e oe 

Miomc¢an SPorTsMmn’s AssoctaTion,—The fifth annual 
meeting of the Michigan Sportsmen’s Association at Bay 

City, Mich,, last week, was attended by a large and en- 
thusiastic delegation of sportgmen from the various clubs 
ofthe State, and was in every way a grand success, 

Blaborate essays upon various subjects of interest were 
read, and the Association well sustained its reputation as 

an earnest body of men, 
et oe 

EXPORTING QUAIL From Norra Caroniva.—onroe, 
N. C., Feb. 2d.—Editor Forestgand Stream :—l see by 
your last issue that'a gentleman now at High Point, N. 
G., proposes to make arrangements for the shipnrent of 
quail from that town. He, perhaps, is not aware that 
there is a law to prevent the shipment of quail out of the 
State, and it was owing to the fact of so many birds: 
being shipped from there and Greensboro, a town a few 
miles distant, that such alaw was passed, I Jearn that 
nearly two hundred birds were at Greensboro not long 
ago: the party attempted to smuggle them thronglt, jut 
unluckily for him, one of old Bob White's” feathers 
was seell sticking out of the box a little too far, which 
led to the discovery. The man trying to ship them got 
syind of news and was seen no more. Thal) agent no 
doubt had bird pie for days. H, SuiTH, 

DEER IN VERMONT,—Bennington, Vt., Keb, 9{h,—The 
deer placed on the mountains at Manchester haye reached 
this place. One has been on the Hast Mountains for pey- 
eral weeks and is quire tame, Some hounds started one 
the other day and it ran through the upper part of the 
village. The farmers and lumbermen im the vicinity of 
Woodford claim that they have seen three or four at 
once, and that they are yery tame, coming off the inoun- 
tains and feeding with their cattle. G, F..0. 
ae eee _ 

Maine,—Bangor, Feb, 5th.—The Norombega Shooting 
Club, for the protection of game and fish and improye- 
ment in wing shooting, was ovganized last evening, with 
John P, Tucker, President; T. White, Vice-President; 
W. F, Seavey, Seeretary; Fred T, Hall, Treasurer. The 
President, Secretary and ‘Treasurer, ew officio, with 
Messrs. Duygan and Abbott, constitute the Executive 
Committee, The Bogardusrules of shooting, with a con- 
stitution and by-laws were adopted. The organization 
starts off with eleven members and will receive many 
others. ; 

the barrels to one side, My, Acklin’s duck-and-pigeon 
fun weighs eleven and a half pounds, The single breech 
is provided with four sets of barrels, and it really answers 
the purpose of four distinet guns. Two sets of barrels are 
12-guage, built to consume six drachms of powder. Two 
sets of barrels are 10-guage, in which the customary 
charge is seven to eight drachms of powder, The 
barrels are choked to suit all distances at the trap, 
One set of barrels is full-choked: on another set the lett 
barrel is full-choked, and the right barrel is a modified 
choke-bore; on another set the left barrel is modified 
choke, and the right barrel smooth; and the fourth set 
are smooth and bell-mouth muzzles. The ‘‘ Express" 
double-vifle built by Purdy for Mr. Acklin, is a model 
weapon for large game, Four drachms of powder and 
an explosive bullet is the customary load, Recently Mr. 
Acklin gave to a friend a regular ducking-gun, 8-bore, 
which, owing to the time he is engaged in his profes- 
sional and legislative duties, he had no opportunity to 
use, Mr. Acklin’s fire-arms, bought from Purdy, cost 
him, including custom's duties, over $3,500, The repre- 
sentative from Louisiana when he came to Congress 
abantloned his kennel, and gave thirteen blooded setters 
to his friends. é 

The plantations belonging to the Acklin estate are on 
the Bayou Teche opposite the mouth of the Red River. 
Tt is a wonderful country for game birds and wild -fowl, 
Snipe, woodcock, quail, ducks, geese, etc,, are always 
plentiful in season, There is no finer snipe sho ting in 
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New Jersey Quam SEAso¥,—Toms River, NV. J., Feb, 
5th.—Permit me for the benéfit of your readers tomake a 
correction inan article appearing in your Game and Fish 

Directory. issue of Jun. 29th, dated Riverside House, 

Forked River, Ocean Co,, N, J,, wherein if is stated that 
the open. season for qnail is from Nov. lst to Feb, 1st. 
Tt should read from Nov. 1st to Jan. 1st., for the latter 

date is that on which the season closes in this State. 
H, C, GLOVER, 

President Ocean Co, Game Protective Association, 
~~ 4 a ye 

Bditor Forest and Stream — 
I notice that there is a movement in Albany toward a 

(wo-years’ prohibitory game law. There is only one class 
of sportsmen that can profit by such a law—that is, the 
pot-hunters. Laws or no Jaws, the pot-hunter will be 
bound to shoot, and a certain class of markefmen and 
hotel-keepers will be found ready to buy their game, Allow 
me to ask you, Have we not gainelaws enough? I shall 
say we have too many, and they are too complicated al- 
ready, The game laws are broken every day, hut how 
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Game Bag and Grn, 
GAME IN SEASON IN FEBRUARY, 

Haves, brown and gray, Wild duck, geese, brant, ete. 

FOR FLORIDA. 
Deor, Wild Turkey, Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Ducks, and Wild Fowt, 

“ Bay birds’ generally, including various species of plover, sand 
piper, suipe, enrlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, avo- 
bets. ete., coming under the group Limacule or Shore Birds. 

——_~<>—_—_ 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

Tn sending reports for the Foresr Anp Stream Directory to 

Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 
the following partichiars, with such pther information as they 
may deem of yulue; State, Town, County ; means of nqcess; Hotel 
and otheraccommodations; Game anditsSeason; Fish andits Sea- 

son; Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address ;—atter the fol- 
lowing motel :— 
Minyesora—New Ulm, Rrown Co.—Reached hy Chicago and 

Northwestern Railway, 467 milus from Chicago. MHotel—Mer- 
Chant’'s, Chas, Brust, proprietor; $2 perday. Proprietor is gen- 
mine sportsman; best Gare taleen of dogs; food driving at rexson- 

able rates. Ganie—In fall after Aus. lath, pinnated grouse; nfter 
Sept. Ist, reese, brant, duck, mallard, oanvas-back, ttal, ete; 

ployer, srane and peligan; not plenty in spring. There are at 

least a dozen lakes within i radius of [fteon miles, where ducks 
ave yery plenty in fall. Mishing—Not very good; pickerel and 
blacic bass. For big burs of grouse write to : 

: C. M. H, HEEpEMAN. 
—_.>__—_ 

New Hayor Guy Cioe.—Old squaws still remam un- 
usually plentiful, with a good sprinkling of coots, The 
weather has been so windy of late that there has been but 
little shooting done in that line, Foxes and rabbits are 
yery scarce. Arinstvone & Fulton have concluded not 
to furnish any more game for the Hast Hayen hotels 
through their agent, Capt, Stephen Thompson, We were 
surprised to see Folsom’s heart fail at the last feather ball 
shoot, backed as he was by the little Alderman gun. Our 
President expects a fine rabbit dog, which Howard is 
breaking for him, He gave us a field trial exhibition in 
Pop's store the other night, and all declared it first-class. 

SCIssOR ACTION, 

Nrw Jrersexy—Toms River, Feb. Wth.—Some ice this 
seek, but all gone again, Yesterday, Friday, was the best 
shooting day of the season in Mosquito Cove. Thirty- 
eight red-head ducks were Idlled aud bas¢ed im one 
stand by two men, and good scores were made al round, 

+, JE, 

TENNESSEE—Washville, Feb. 1st.—Foxes, quail, and fish 
are abundant—each can be found within a few miles of 
the city. and dogs, guns, and fishing tackle of the most 
approved kinds are always ready for any kindred spirit 
which may chance our way, J. D. A, 

ARKANSAS—Maysville, Feb. 3d.---Hunting here has 
been poor owing to the warm weather, yet a large 
number of deer and turkeys have been killed by the In- 
dians, and hardly a day passes that one ov more saddles 
are nol brought to town (current price fifty to seyenty+ 
fiye cents in trade), Quails, ducks, etc., in abundance, 
now, but chickens very scarce. EB. 8. 

Jasksonport, Feb. 3d.—Geese and ducks here in fair 
numbers now omaccount, we presume, of the cold weather 

_ ‘they are very wild. Wo other sport, No fishing as yet; 
but in that respect ‘* every prospect pleases.” YELL, 

Montana.—Mr, Jameson, the young Irish baron, who, 
fot the past severalyears, has journeyed from the green 
sod to engage in hunting and fishing sports in Montana. 
was unusually successtul this season, his wagons return- 
ing loaded with the antlers of elk, moose, deer, mountain 
sheep and antelope, and the pelts of grizzly and black 
bear, mountain lion, lynx, wild cat and other splendid 
trophies of the chase, These valuable possessions, care- 
fully preserved and packed, haye gone forward to the old 
country, while Mr. Jameson, disbanding his party of 
tour, and accompanied by his body servant, starts soon 
on a journey around the world, 

DuceimG on Bia Swan.—Pillsbury, Minn., Jan. 26th. 
—This lake is situated about 115 miles northwest of St, 
Paul and is knewn as Big Swan, It is four miles long 
and a trifle over 1 mile in width, and its eastern shore 
is covered with patchesof wild rice which make it just 
the place for ducks, In company with a gentleman 
from Massachusetts, we tool: our duck boat and at early 
dawn started for the lake, and after some rather hard 
pulling against the stream (we preferred taking the outlet 
of the lake for our path rather than the overland route) 
we soon came to the large bed of rice just althe foot 
of the lake, where our fun began, We haye not space 
to describe that days sport, but suffice it fo say we 
bagged sixty-seven ducks and took a good nap at noon in 
the bargain, A sportsman can reach this lake at a cost 
of about $7 from St. Paul, via Little Falls. Board ean 
be had from $2.50 to $3 perweek., Sportsmen desiring 
to visit the place would have a much hetter time if they 
would bring camping outfit along with them, The water 
abounds in pickerel, black rock and *‘ calico” bass, and 
nearly every kind of fish incident to fresh Water. They 
bite very readily and we have taken from thirty to forty 
in one day with fly bait. As we sit by the window pen- 
ning these few lines we look out and count twenty-nine 
prairie chickens within easy reach of my choke-bore 
which hangs on the wall, My finger slightly itches to 
press the trigyer of my ceutral-fire Winchester, which is 
sure to cut their heads off, but, alas! the law is out, and 
Imust not indulge. Any sportsman desiring to know 
more about this place can do so by making if known 
through the columns off Forms’ AND STRWAM, or by in- 
‘closing stamp and addressing as above, 

A, D, CARPENTER, 

Tom Anciunr Duck Hatprs.—k. M. Pool, tle editor of 

the Niagara Falls (N, Y,) Gazette has been inducted into 
a gastronomical soviety of that town whose members are 
not only sportsmen, but bon wivants as well :— 
The ‘Honorable Orderof Ancient Duck Haters''is a local 

sovieby of quite recent origin whose object of existence is 
unmistakably acknowledged in its name, ‘lhe member- 
ship at present comprises Messrs, J, M. Witmer, H, H, 
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Sheldon, ©, B. Davis, O. 11. Piper, Wm. Samways, 5, T, 
Murray, H, F, Pierce, John P. Hulett, Wim. Pool. James 
H. Boyd and R. M, Pool, Messrs, Witmer and Sheldon 
have been the hosts at both the ‘*Grand Mats" that have 
been given, 

The order have had two sittings at Mons. Romaine’s 
Rendezyous Francais, the second last Wednesday even- 
ing, and we can bear witnoss as a duly initiated member 
of the society that the cognomen of the order is no yain 
and empty sounding phrase. but that membership implies 
an intimate acquaintance with fowl the date of whose 
death the memory of man runneth not back to recall. 
The mantle of yenerable antiquity that enfolds the fra- 
grant dishes is not woven, however, of unsocial and im- 
penetrable gravity, but in its impalpable presence adds a 
very maaied and peculiar mirthfulness to the spirits of 
all, 

Last Saturday evening Mine Host Isaacs, of the Pros- 
pect House, gave an elegant banquet to 4 number of in- 
vited friends from both sides of the river. The invited 
guests who were present were Messrs. C, H, Dayis, J, M. 
‘Witmer, J, V. Carr, H. H. Sheldon, Geo. H, Curtis, L. W. 
Pettebone, R. O, Fulton and R. M. Pool, of Niagara 
Falls; and Messrs. 'T. F. Ellis and Chas, Davis, of the 
town of Clifton, Messrs, 8. T. Murray, H. F. Pierce, 
F, R, Delano, H. S. Wareand A. J. Hamlin, of this place, 
and J. P. Hulett, of Clifton, were unable to be present, 
and sent their regrets. 

BucksHot iy CHOKE Borws,—North Platte, Neb., Feb, 
4th.—I notice in your issue of Jan, 29th two articles on 
buckshot in choke bore guns, IJ like both of those gen- 
tlemen’s mode of loading, hut I have met with more and 
better success by loading in the following manner, using 
afnll choke No. 10 gun: 6 drs, of Dupont’s eagle duck 
No, 1 powder, using 2 pink edge wads on powder as tight 
ascan be put by hand. The gun will chamber 3 No, 4 
buckshot nicely af the muzzle, I put 9 of them in the 
shell and pour hot tallow and white wax upon the shot, 
and place a thin black edge wad upon them with a neat 
crimp, With such loads [ have killed deer at 110 yards. 
T killed seven out of ten deer dead, the distance varying 
from &5 to 110 yards, and wounded two so that they 
could not get away, and followed the other one for one- 
half mile and found him, a big buck weighing 180 lbs., 
dead. Most of the sportsmen here have their shells 
loaded in this way. WwW. W.C, 

Large SHor in CHoKm Bores,—Dunbarton, N. H., 
deb, 1st.—Why do not some of your contributors who 
have been describing their several different methods of 
loading choke bores with large-sized shot give the targets 
they cun make at long range, say 80 yards, msfead of 
saying that such and such load will stop a deerat 75 
yards simply because they may have killed one at that 
distance, Surely a load which would give 4 pood average 
at 80 yards, in a dU-or 4))-inch target would be more satis- 
factory than an occasional pood target at a much lonzer 
distance, A couple of years ago, while making arrange- 
ments to go to Florida, I trieda few shots with buckshot 
in a 10 bore 94, pound gun, 5 drs. powder, 15 buckshot 
Ghambered at muzzle, af 90 yards, 40 inch target. The 
first shot put 5 shot in a 24-inch circle in centre of target. 
Ithen thought Lhad the best gun for buckshot I had 
ever seen, but after several shots changed my mind, as 
sometimes I never struck the target at all, and in most 
cases only put one or two shot in the 40-inch square, 
Singe then Ihave tried many of the different ways of 
loading, such as filling space between shot with melted 
wax and tallow, using sections of paper cartridges cut to 
fit the muzzle of gun, etc., but never could get as 
good an average as with loose shot, Greener, in his work 
on choke bores, states thata good gun loaded with buek- 
shot which chamber at muzzle and the space between the 
shot filed with melted tallow, should put the whole 
charge inside the head of a flour barrel at 40 yards, This 
may beso, but it is very much better shooting than I 
have ever seen. 

Now, dropping the buckshot, I would like to ask some 
of your readers (who own close-shooling guns) what 
would be an extra good target for a 12 or 10 bore gun, 
with 4 or 6 drs, powder, 14 BB shot, at 30-inch target, at 
80 yards, The best shooting I haye seen with this size 
of shot was made with a 10 bore 10 lbs, Parker gun at 45 
yards, 24-inch target, six shots, the average was 83, Sanie 
gunand same charge (4 drs. ltoz.), at 80 yards, 30 inch 
target, 4 shots, averaged 114. The 80 yards target was 
made off-hand, shooter holding about two or three inches 
above centre of target, Some of the gun makers say 
that they never have targeted their guns at this distance, 
and do not Inow what woud he considered extra good, 
I think: if would interest us to know what to expect from 
a good pun at this distance with the sized shot Ihaye 
named, C, M.S. 

Reco Paps.—London, Jan, 131l.—Hditor Forest and 
Stream :—In your paper of Dee, 15th I notice the follow- 
ing: ‘‘ A La Porte, la., gunner was lying in the bottom of 
a boat, and discharged his gun at some ducks, but not 
having it firm against his shoulder, the recoil was with 
such force that he broke his collar bone.” It will, no 
doubt, interest your readers to learn that a simple device 
for preventing accidents of that nalure, or rather for pre- 
venting a gun from kicking af all, is now adopted by 
many English sportsmen and mililary and naval officers. 
The device is the invention of Col. H. A. Silver, of the 
eminent firm of $8. W. Silver & Co., of London, and con- 
sists simply of an anti-recoil heel plate, composed partly 
of hard rubber and partly of soft vulcanized rubber, 
joined firmly together, and fitted on to the butt of the gun, 
it makes a yery neat finish, and will wear as lous as the 
gun lasts. No effort has so far been made to introduce 
the device into America, hut Col, Silver has secured a 
United States patent, and intends soon to send samples of 
his heel plates for inspection by American sportsmen 
and others interested im shooting. JOsHPH Dixon, 

QuaAtL SHOOTING IN TexAs.-San Antonio, Tewas, Jan. 
29th,—The quail of Texas are somewhat different from 
those of the North ; not in looks butin habits. An early 
start found us by 7 A.M, amongst the corn fields of the 
Colorado River. Our dogs, two as fine blood as can be 
had, found scent within ten yards of the fence we had 
just climbed. J.’s gun gaye them both barrels, mine one 
—nota feather. Shot tov quick, withouta decited air, 
Birds well marked down by tall weeds; hieing our dogs 
on;atramp of half an hour; decided the birds had run, 
Dogs came to a point 200 yards further on; abird toeach 
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of our guns. Covies well scattered and afforded us two 
hours’ good shooting and many a one missed for another 
time. ‘'It's strange,” remarked J., ‘how much shot a 
quail can carry,” We entered another field; separated, 
and had our dogs on two separate coyies about the same 
time. Banging away a half-dozen shells, had them well 
scattered and working into each other till we had them 
rising like snipe; still J. was not satisfied; his shells 
were too heavy. ‘‘Loaded too much powder,” he re- 
marked ; ** four drachms, How much do you shoot?’ J 
remarked, ‘‘Talways give a gun all she will sland undar, 
12 gauge, 8t1bs., charge 5 drs., 1} 02s. No. 9 shot, is what 
Luse attrap and quail, duck or anything comes alone, 
Use a good gun and pay a liberal price forit : it’s a plea 
sure to usea fine tool.” TL like tosee a bird drop as if hit 
hard, which cannot be done with small charges, Tallow 
some guns do not require such charges, biifit's the excep- 
tion, not the rule, We had our shooting coats well lined, 
and started to deposit im our wagon. Stillonrdogs came 
to seyeral points, and J. made some remarkably good 
shots, dropping a quail full 50 yards by giving six feet 
held ahead, Wurther on we sighted a ha\wk sailing oven, 
Ashe neared [held on him, He seemed perfectly safe; 
had taken a good measure with his sharp eye. T ran my 
gun about six feet ahead and touched the left tiiggzer, to 
see him double up and strike the hard ground just five 
yards behind us. ‘Big loads,” I remarked, ‘‘always 
count." Depositing our game in asafe place from hawks, 
we agreed to hunt the Colorado bottoms, a mass of gvapa- 
vines, weeds eight feet high, mixed up with small post 
oaks. The dogs could not be seen' ten feet aboad, and 
guail in all directions, perched on trees and darting over 
our heads in such confusion that we could not shoot low 
for fear of striking each other ; birds fell every where, and 
the dogs were confused, dropping one bird to pick up an- 
other. We gathered what we cowd find, just 45, and 
started for home to get the cockle burrs out of our boots, 
pants and sleeyes, Our dogs, orange and white, would 
have been taken for red Trish on sight, JT haveseen these 
same dogs hunt all one hot day coyered with burrs, one 
with three needles of the prickly pear through her nose, 
and still ready to stand a point and retrieve her bird, 
I's said a setter cannot stand Texas. I have seen the 
Spanish pointer, foot-sore, tail bleeding, lying under a 
shade, his master using a whip to get him out to no pur- 
pose; our blue bloods, tongue bloody but still game, and 
having to be called in, ranging too wide. I believe to 
keep pace with our bred dogs i sportsman must handle 
hammerless guns, the most improved shooting coats, 
belts and every approved tool, and he may just keep even. 
with them. ALMO, 

THE Younc TRAPPERS,—They were brothers, aged res- 
pectively nine, eleven, and thirteen, named Nathaniel, 
Peter, and Philip, whom the boys used to call for short 
“Nat,” ** Pete,” and “Phil.” Like all other country boys 
thirty years ago, they weve suddenly struck with a mania, 
for trapping and snaring rabbits. The woods in which they 
plied their amateur skill were situated three-fourths 
of a mile from their native New Jersey village, on a 
farm owned by one Dr. Kissam, who had in his employ a 
negro called Joe, who took yery kindly to boys. The 
heavy timber of the woods had been cut down two or 
three years before, and the old stunsps were fringed with 
anew growth of saplings, which were about the right 
size to berid down for snares. Ib was a crisp November 
afternoon when the young trappers struck a bee-line for 
the woods, Boys always go *' cross lots” when bent on 
fun. As for the fences, they skip through or over therm 
like grasshoppers, and like them they care but little for 
the growing crops, Then, too, what wonderful feats of 
pedestrianism they are capable of | Wirstitis a quick wall, 
so that the smalier lads haye to trot to keep up, and then. 
a run, faster and faster as they near the spot where thay 
are to have their sport. Well, they reached the woods 
in fine glee, with all the necessary implernents of war in 
hand, strings, jack-knives, and sweet apples for bait. 
They had little difficulty, with Joe’s help, who joined 
them in the woods, in selecting suitable places for their 
snares, By sunset all were ready for the unwary libltle 
“cotton tails,” The three sides of a hallow square were 
laid up. the sapling bent, the string tied on, tlie noose 
adjusted, and the bait placed. There were three—one 
for each boy. Nat’s was nearer the edge of the woods 
than the others, 
What expectations ayoke in their breasts that night | 

How lively their imaginations worked! How they fall. 
asleep with their minds full of snares, and their first 
thoughts in the morning were aboul them, Pele woke 
Nat, with whom he slept, and then called Phil, in the 
next room, They were now dressed aud off for the woods, 
though it was yeb quite dark, for they had sole misgiy- 
ings as to Joe’s honesty, and feared that he might haye ib 
in his mind to go there before them and rob them of their 
Pane, 

0 By the time they reached the woods it had grown 
a little lighter. and as they approached the first snare, 
Phil, who was ahead, shouted ont, ‘Nat's snare is 
sprung.” They all struck a run through the bushas, and, 
coming closer, ‘' He's gota rabbit,” cried Pete, -‘ No,” 
said Phil, “it’s two white for a rabbit; ifs a “possum,” 
When they arrived at the spot the truth came out to their 
utter dismay ; it was asheep. Such a scared loi of boys 
you never say, The woods were in the pasture grounds, 
and they had actually caught one of the Doctor's sheep. 
What to do was the question, after they had recovered 
some ['roln their great surprise and alarm. Near by was 
the stump of a tree which had blown over, The over- 
throw had made an extavation where the roots used 
to be, and they resolyed to drag the lifeless carcass inte 
that, which they did, and covered it up as well as they 
couliL with leayes. Then they hastened to the other 
snares, which were found unmolested, completely demol+ 
ished them all, and returned home in a very different 
mooi, ds can be readily imagined, from that which (hey: 
were in when they went there with hearts fall of happy. 
anticipation. for one whole week, wlule Joe was hunt- 
ing the country over for that lost sheep, the young trap- 
pers went about like little criminals, carrying in their 
anxious bosoms the guilty secret. By-and-by the sheep 
was found, tle mode of its death discovered. and it de- 
yolved upon the father of the young trappers to pay forit, 
and with a horsewhip to puta most emphatic finish to the 
episode, ‘The boys, however. were agreed in the opinion 
that a sound thrashing is 4 light affliction compared with, 
the agony of bearing about in one’s bosom & guilty se. 
orah, Aix, - 

il th od 
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TWO WEEKES AT THH CAPE, 

Aug. ist L. and myself started for a two weeks’ trip 
among the marsh birds, our destination being N san 
Chatham, CapeCod. By four and twenty hours we were 
safely ensconced in a little shooting shanty, havin 
passed the first night on the mainland, built for the specia 
purpose of harboring the happy individual who, ‘‘ far 
from the madding crowd,” go there to get a few days’ 
shooting at the bay birds. 

This shanty is located about a mile from the extremity 
ofa narrowstrip of land, extending from Orleans, a town 
situated seven or eight miles north of North Chatham, 
being distant from the mainland nearly a mile and a half, 
though in places much nearer, 

Bill Smith, a worthy gunner, kind-hearted fellow, mine 
host, and withal a good shot, made up our party. Ne 
dog was necessary for our sport, so I left Roy (a favorite 
setter) abhome. Once at the shanty we were happy, free 
from the heat and din of the noisy city we had just left ; 
and after having laden a few shells and exchanged 
many a good night we turned in and slept soundly until 
next morning, when, rising with the sun, we each don 
our shooting-jackels, and with half a dozen decoys in our 
hands and our pockets filled with shells we repair to our re- 
spective stands, or rather pits excavated in the sand just 
above high water mark, there to lie perdu, and await, 
with Izaal’s patience, the arrival of the plover, yellow- 
legs, red-breasts, or any of the numerous sandpipers which 
peters the sand flats at low tide as far as the eye can 
reach, 

So there Tam, reader, squatted d la Turk, and all on 
the qui vive. to catch, if possible, any whistle which may 
come tome from afar. ‘The report from L,’s gun further 
up the beach warns me to lower my head, and ere long 
the well-known cry of ‘* tue, tue, tue,” is heard, and tells 
me that yellow legs were the victims of L.’s aim; and 
now, bearing down toward me, emitting their cry of 
alarm, I descry a small bunch of those birds, which, on 
devious wing, are about to pass, but seeing six of their 
would-be companions sitting on thestrand they swerve. 
As their sides are exposed I press the trigger, and one 
falls riddled by an ounce of No, 8, while the others, be- 
fore they have time to escape, present a good shot for my 
left, which is duly delivered. Picking up two Summers 
and one Winter, I again resume my former position, and 
so the sport continues, until the tide having risen sufii- 
ciently to cover the decoys forces me to leave the stand 
and go to the shanty, where I meet L., who has done 
himself credit with his W. & O.Scott & Son,and depositing 
our birds ona “brant-pen” hard by, we enter the hut, 
and seated around the festive board laden with game (?), 
ees and coffee, discuss the events of the morning’s shoot 
aud the probable chance of sport on the morrow. 

I forgot to mention that although unaccompanied by 
any dogs we did have some four-footed animals about us, 
nay, under us; in short, rats lived, sported, and sang 
songs to us in the evening when desirous of sleep ; be it 
unsportsmanklike or not we did killsome of them at dusk 
when they came out from under the flooring to attack 
our game larder on the brant pen, we did set traps for 
the culprits, and we did rejoice when reclining in the 
arms of Morpheus to hear their tunes occcasionally 
changed and to find next morning either a rat or a foot 
in the trap. 

In the evening when not employed in destroying the 
yermin we would sit around the table reading the ForEsT 
AnD STREAM between the frequent puffs of smoke which 
rolled lazily upward from our fragrant manillas, or, lay- 
ing aside the latter, would devote our time to loading car- 
tridges, 

zs Tics: Bill, the brown backs seem to be rather scarce 
this year, and if they’re not along soon I'd like to know 
when you do expect them, for here it’s the 8th of Aug- 
ust, now, and beetle heads are not scarce, while the yel- 
low legs, curlew, willet and the hordes of sandpipers are 
in order, all of which are stated in the yernacular to ar- 
rive later than the red breasted snipe (brown back),” 

« Well,” replied that worthy, ‘1 cal’ate they be either 
gone by outside, or, following the coast more closely, 
have crossed down below, for we certainly haven't had 
much of a flight this season.” Whether the squeal of an 
unfortunate rat is worse than the audible sounds coming 
from the lowest bunk would be hard to say ; be it as ib 
will, neither induced sleep ; soon this ceased, however, 
and ourslumber was wrapped ina stillness broken only 
by an occasional squeak from a night heron who chanced 
to be within hearing, or by the murmur of the distant 
billows rolling up on the beach outside. 
And so the days pass quickly by, and we pursue our 

various enjoyments ; when the tide favors we are always 
in our stands, but when entirely out and the birds are 
scattered far and wide we wade about in the shallows 
with a sort of spear to pierce the flounders or place-fish 
which dart off a short distance to bury themselves in 
the sandy bottom, thus protecting themselves about as 
beneficially as am ostrich does, which, concealing its 
head under a bunch of leaves or tuft of grass, deenis 
itself safe from its pursuers; these fish, with their 
back-bones extracted, and fried in cracker-crumbs and 
eggs, form a very desirable change in our menu. 
Ail things must come to an end, and so the ‘ultima 
dies” of our jaunt was soon upon us: the brown backs 

didn’t come in numbers sufficient to yield much sport, 
but the variety of the bags made each day compensated 

in a part their size. And now, patient reader, if not 

amused I trust at Jeast I leave you not entirely unin- 

structed ; and hoping, dear sirs, I have not crowded your 

inestimable paper too much, I remain now and anon 

your would-be friend. H. W, A., JR 

ES | 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 
—_—__—_—_<>—_— 

Sconus,—Secreturies of clube are invited to send an 

scores of matches. Such reporis should reach us as 

early as possible after the date of the meeting. 
er 

}ASSAGHUSETTS.—THe third glass-ball match under the auspices 

ofthe Massachusetts Rifle Associntion began at Walnut Hill yester- 

day, Fel. 11th, and will continue on successive Wednesdays until 

Moreh sist inclusive, Match besins at 11 A.M.; open to all comers ; 

single visos, 18 yards; donblerises, li yards; Bogardus rules; charge 

of shot limited to Lpouncess ench score to consist of 80 bulls (5 sin- 

ple Sdouble aud 5 rotary), and the prizes will be won by the agere-
 

gateof becores wheneyer made ‘Ties will be degided on the in- 

verse order of shots. Exact ties will be shot off. Entry fees for 

each score, including the balls: Members of the Massachusetts 

Rifle Association, 50 cents; non-members, first entry cach day, 75 
cents; all re-entries, 59 cents each; practice scores, 20 balls, mem—- 

bers, 30 cents; non-members, 40 cents. Competitors in match to 

be handicapped. A handitap list of competitors to be posted at 

the shooling pavilion on the range. Worty per.cent. of the entry 

fees to be divided in seyen prizes, viz., 10, 8,7, #,4,3 and 2 per 
dent. 

Boston.—The Raymond Sportsman's Club have been doing some 

excellent work before the traps, and are now anxious to meet a 

tearm from some other club, as the following invitation will in- 

dicate: “ Bosten, Jan. 31.—The Raymond Sportsman's Club here- 

by challenge any organized glass-ball club in the State of Massa- 

chusetts to shoot a team match fora puree of $50, $25 a tide. The 
teams to consist of ten men, each man toshoot at 20 balls, 10 from 

rotary and 10 double trap. The match to be shot on the grounds 

of the Medford Rifle Association nt such time as may be mutually 

agreed upon. More than one club accepting the challenge, the 

purse to be divided into two prizes—60 per cent. of the money for 

the first prize and 40 per cent. the second prize, Clubs acvepting, 

to have been organized previous to date of this challenge, and 

teams to be selected from actual members at present time. 

(Signed) Jaines Emery, Jr., Secretary, R.S.C., 33 Commercial 

Wharf.” 

Fountain Guy Cius.—Parkville, L. T., Fei, 4{,—Ninth monthly 
conlest of the members of the Fountain Gun Club fora gun, at 7 
birds each ; handicap rise; 80 yards boundary; 14 ounce shot; from 

6 ground traps; the use of both barrels allowed; ties decided at 3 

birds each :— 
Yards. iilled, 

Mr. G, Chappell -...---, -.--- #5 01111111111 10 
Mr. W. Conover,. . 28 1111110-111—-0 i3) 
Mr. H. Haas.... . 26 1011111—111-47 9 
Mr. Sheridan 23 1111011—110-0 8 
Mr. Stane. 2B 1011111110 5 
Mr. Selover......-....;222255 25 111011110 7 

New Jersey—Keyport, eb. 20.—Regular monthly contest of 

the Raritan Shooting Club for the gold badge; 7 birds; handicap 

rise; 80 yards boundary ; 1} ounce shot :— 
Yards rise. 

WUE WETTER: wip tee ete Oe oe criofchite Slc| ote fol L fel ee 7 
Gea Wallis: tate ens: Seog es VS Bs Be es 
Wnt, Gur tis. p00. es is cree ane er 24 Ob aba ha ie alan 
Wim. ELO]MGS\4 fees-e cneres- c= 31 011311 1-6 
He. MeCabes.: (222.2225 4 PhO) b os 
Win. Hampton.....---. oo 4 2b Pt 0 2D 0 ds 
VCHibh, Saheb hteos scene - Be 11010 0 1-4 
J.Ivans... 24 12721001 04 
G. Maurer... al Dt Seba 
GL. F. 8, Brow: 2L 110001 1-4 
G. M. Britton, 2 0 OG: D050 dF 
TT, L, Seabrook 21 00010 0 0-1 

aL 09012010 0% 
pal 0 0 1 O retired 

fafet ee be 

Essex vs. JERSEY Crty HEIGHTS.—Match at pigeons; Wssex 

Gun Club, of Newark, N. J.,and Jersey City Heights Gun Club; 7 

birds each ; 5 ground traps; 25 yards rise; 8) yards boundary ; 

both barrelsallowed. The match was interrupted by frequent 
snow squalls, and the birds were a grand lot of Hyers—two circum- 

stances which combined;to severely test the skill of the contest- 

ants :— 
ESSEX GUN CLUB, 

Hayes 2.0... 11111117} Johnson.......... 11101105 
Brieninall,....... 1011110-5| Bennett,,,.......11010014 

use) heer ees 2s aL I Watts; «. 0-2 ica ae 01100114 
Brown.....-,----+ 00111115] Baldwin....,..... 1111100—-5 
J. Von Lengerke.1 01011 1—6| Willegrod 01110104 
PP GIP beter tats vio} 11111117] Hope...-. -.1110001-+4 
Pinte Meee ws see 011011 1-5| Peer,,.... L110 0—5 
H. VYonLengerke.l 111111—T| Wrightso 10101104 
Burnett --111011 1—6| Keller.... 11111016 
Belcher... 001000-2 a 

= dy 
56 

JERSEY CLIY HEIGHTS GUN OLUB. 

Cummings........1110110—5| Levering... ....- 11110105 
McCool,.. «10010114 Lewis........--.. LOLOLI 1-5 
Fowler -.1110111-4| Baton.......... OL1LT1I111 6 
PSST RNs penne 101110-4| J. Warrison...... 106 bx grea Pa Sn 
W.&. Canon 11110 > 01110014 
Yerington 01101 wl 01171116 
LArOve. 3442 2:=% 10111 1101111-6 
COlEe ene. e rice: = O1111 11110015 
Powers,.......--- 10100 10101115 
Gifford...,...-... ahah ibal 48 

49 
Gun AND FisnryG CLus.—The regular monthly shoot of the 

Boiling Springs Fishing and Gun Club.of Rutherford, N. J., took 

place Feb, 4th, Mr. Coe winning the medal again :— 
Fe? S BAB CARES Soe OCP cuit 21 SMe tery Tt ye oa Bs Sr 
J. WH, Vreeland. WOaisaned | 000702001 214 
BW. Ay Peamevet, 2.25 .s. reece es 19 0011200001 0-8 
L. Gonsmulter,;,.-:-.--2-222)4 16 001210000 002 
Wists aeseesebiede ueegen 15 000000000 
J. Glastaeter ...2.i...-..e22es- 1 o10060000012 
PENNSYLVANIA—Muney, Jan. 1st.—Lhe Young Men's Shooting 

Club is the name of an organization recently organised with a 

membership of ten gentlemen—Dela Green, B. L. Bowman, 

Clarence Walle, Clint Guyer, Clarence Sprout, James Guyer, 
Frank Buck, Jere. Fowler, William Dimm and T. P. Warner. The 

following isa score shot Feb. 17th at pigeons and gluss balls, the 

balls thrown from a Card rotary trap :— 
Pigeons. Batls. Tutal, 

Whiner. ..5-222 iT lee ft eee 1621212123111 0-14 
Green th eiigal &l 02.10 t 2 Dat 0s 
Sprout Tijrydi2o01 21 Ol 
Buck. 1 oe ees 
Fowler OD tot Dae TF DSI 
C. Guyer Yee get sts 
J. Puyer be (Ta el eM sa ak Sy 
Bowman o01011210 04 
Dimm Peg kT i re 

RIVERTON GuN AND Rirue Crus.—Philadelphia, Jan, 21th.— 

There will be a monthly trap match on the second Saturday in 
each month, commencing in February, at 10 birds each, handicap 

rise. Atthe end jof{the year four prizes will be ‘awarded the 
contestants in these matters, on the following lerms:—One to the 
highest aggrezate score in any four of these matches; and one to 
the next highest, open to members who are handicapped oyer 

twenty-five yards; and two prizes in same manner, open only to 

members placed twenty-five yards and under. The handicap d’s- 

tance now fixed will continue throughout the year. On the fourth 
Saturday in each month, until finally won, there will be a contest 
for the double bird trophy, preseated by General Grubb, und for 
other prizes after that is decided. Rifle matches will take place 

on the third Saturdays in April, May, June, July, August, Sep- 
tember and October; and three trophies will be awarded on the 
following terms :—For the highest aggregate score in any 
three matches, one prize for one hundred.yards, one for two 
hundred yards, and one for five hundredjyards; but no member 

to win more than one prize. 

CONGRESSIONAL PIGEON SHOOTERS. —Woshington,D.C,, Feb. 1th. 
—A Congressional pigeon match occurred at Brightwood Park, 
bout three miles from this city, last Saturday. Congressmen 

Finley, Acklin, Poehler, Robertson, Steele and a few of the 
friends participated. The weather was raw; a seyere wind wis 
blowing directly from the traps, and the ground was covered 
with snow. A majority of the birds were good fliers. Four sweep- 

stake matches were shot; tive birds each; 21 yards rise; $5 entran 

fee; 6 per cent. to the first, and 40 per cent. to the second, Ties 
were settled at 24 yards rise. In the first match, three birds each 

were allowed to settle ties. In the other matches, miss and out 

was therule, The following wus thé score — 
FIRST MATCH. 

Binley, --.:::2-2-2::1 J 0 0 1| Robertzon..-, -:-2.0 100090 
NAVE BPRS nas Aipee doces 1 1 0 1 1| Simmons... BP) ek 
Maddox..-. -.....- 10 1 i 1) Acklin.-. waa): Pella 
Wagener... ,=---- pl a SP StB Sle eee nite ahelelele aoo00a01 
Poehler: ,..---2.+1+-- 11110 
Wagner won fi'stmoney, Mills won second money by killing 

tyo out of three birds. 

Tin bt legs 44 Be obaedne 
Mills... aaa 
Maddox 
Warner 
Poehler 
Mills and Wagner divided first money. Acklin beat Barker one 

birdin shooting of the tie, and took second money, 
"HIRD MATCH, 

Finley -l 1 0 1 Oj Acklin. fab 
Mills, Ole el th wy Poehler Died) alee 
Maddo fl, UUEd 10 Stecle.... 1010 
Warner ... St ipeloiLa| 
Acklin won first, and Wagner and Poehler divided second 

POURTH MATOH, 
Winley...---- 0.0 Vom. DO Wapner-<: 7: 2=::2-- 
Ackbn . 0 111 1| Maddox......- ait 
TU eee Oot DP 1) Poehler ye. i 

Tn shooting off the ties Acklin killed four straight birds, and 
won first money. Mr, Finley killed three birds, and took second 

money. €. M. Ogdenacted as score-keeper and referee. 
Onto—Canal Fulton, Fel, 4th.—The following is the score of fiya 

of our club at a glass-Dall trap shoot, Jan. 27th:— 
George Hoover ik aly Saat ab trast, Te Aas 
TR AStO Glee Se Ee pt oe 
Jobn Campbell 71 0 2 00) 0 OY 0) 
Rt. Myers 80103211061 0-5 
Charles Labb 12110010601 0 0-5 
Wooden balls 

GeOrbe HOOYVEL 2-2-2224 ese tsa es ee 10420 2 T ba 28 
ROCK ee oe ee Benes) tanec tare bee. 1001601001 Q@4 

John Campbell........--- ...0-------, T° Fit) We A) 0 0d 
W. Ni. Myers.....-.-. Rae ee er ie Ps Rage ad ek 
Oharles Labbe........... Sea aes Sion -Gon1r0000 * ed 

rh 

Norrs Poatrn SporvsMen’s Cuup,—North Platte, Neb., eb. 4th. 
—Our chib had a match to-day, four inembers being present; zlass 

balls; 18 yards; reyolying trap :— 
(NORGE VAN GAMP. Breaks. 

TLLIIAZALLLLLIOLLIITVOLLITIL1I1T1I1I81111011I-« 
W. W. CONKLIN, 

L1T1L2V112211012121011101031011711111141011-81 
ISAAG DILLON. 

11112111110T0111731110011111110101111-30 
A. H, BRADLEY. 

01271011111 0102110131111111101111111~-50 
Thirty-five shots each. 
Some very good shroting was done by Hon. G, 0. Barton's gon, 

fulrteen years Old, breaking 18 out of 25. Ww. W. 0, 

The Rifle. 
RANGE AND GALLERY. 

MAssAcuuserrs—Bosttn, Feb. Ttt—Walnut Hill, to-day, pre- 

sented a willtry appeavance. The snow between the pavilion and 

the targets produced a glare in (he early shooting which troubled 

the marksmen. The light, however, was of the best, and the wind 

faye no trouble, showing upon the dial § o'clock, and coming from 

the east. The attendance was large, seventy eutries being made 

The spectators also were numerous, among whom was Mr. Rus- 
sell, of the Holyoke Rifle Club. In the afternoon the weather con- 

ditions changed and the shooting was done in a blinding snow- 
storm, but better shooting has neyer been done at Walnut Hill 

range. Mr. Charles heads the list against all comers with a mili- 
tary rifle with 47, and tivo points added for a handicap, giving him 

49 out of the 50. Captain Jackson comes next wilh bis milltary 

rifle, with 48, under the same conditions. With the sporting rifle 
brilliant work was done, as the summary indicates ;— 

W., Charles (mil.) 10, 22-- secs e-2 suas 64 445 5 5 5 & 4-47 
Captain W. H. Jackson (mil.) -6 44645 4 4 5 b-4d¢ 
ES Wi Ti Wi jiloye ole ete oa 44656 6 5 4 5 3—4h 
hh, F. Richardson §58 4555 4 f& 4-47 
N. W. Arnold -4£6566545 5 4 § f 4-47 
W. Howard -6 484444 4 6 5 5-47 
J. Nichols. 65446 45 4 5 5-416 
KR. Davis. .. op#¢#5453 5 5 5 5 5—45 
L. B. Southe -§45545 44 4 5-45 
CeRuGrittingsl: waeriseers) coe. nye 444455 5 5 5 4-45 

Boston. Magnolia Gallery.—In the Carton Match R. BP, Schaffer 

and W. Henry tied, at 10 bull's-eyes each. Next week the man- 

agemenpolfer a new match, with cash prizes amounting to $75, 
to be known as the “Cornell Match.'’ The first prize is $30. The 
rules of the National Rifle Association will govern the match, An 
extra prize of $15, in gold, is offered for ten bull's-syes mude with 
any rife of .22 calibre, open to all “comers. Contestants 
using the United States musket will be allowed tivo points hand 

cap, open sights, six-pounds pull. 

Bosvon MAmMMote Ririy GALLERY.—The $50 rifle mktch which 
cominenced on the Istis fash becoming popular. Mr. C, Rdwarde, 
of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, heads the list this week 
with three s¢ores of 39 ;jhe made fourteen consecutive bull's-cyes, 
although not successful in getting aclean score, The following 
is the standing to date; 150 Tenby rounds Sygeuble ee 
GO, Bdwards..--....---++---+++: 

ant eg 

Franti: Hollis-_- - 38 38 39 115 

U. A. Pollard -. 37 BT 39 113 

FB. Sears «..... . 36 37 38 i 

N. 8. James » 30 3a ag 109 

HB. Shumway. 35 35 8G 106 

C, H. Russell at 55 Bt 105 

Geo. Estes., - 35 33 35 105 

A.0: Staples : 80 35 35 105 

0. RK, Curtis .. Bi) Hs) 31 OL 

ZerveeR WueLn CLup—No. 7 Bowery, Feb. 3th—The second com- 

petition for the Brown Medal was shot to-day; leading scores as 
follows; possible 730 ;— : 

G71] N. Downing...,.-...-......- | 58. 
(24) J. Blumenbere,.,,. 

T. O'Neil... 
@. G. Zethle: 
M. B. Engel 
F. Pabarus 
M. AL, Biggs. 

D. Miller... -- qe 
P. Fenning 
G. Joiner. 
OC. Tiudson 
KR, Zimmer 2 
M, Dorder, --.- 005 

This elub has recently clallenged the Helvetia Rifle Club ta 
shoot a team match, 14 mon, 200 yards, uny ville, An answer haa 

heen tedeived declining to shoot, for the reason that thoy were 
shooting breeoh-loaders, 
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Connagcricur—Collinsvitio, Feb.4ti,—Canton Rod and Gun Club, 
Riverside Range; practice meeting at 200 yards, off-hand; 3-lbs+ 
pull, 10 shots ;— 

Mass. Creed. 

O.B: Hulliv... i... teed) 8:10 11% 049 291010 8—95 42 
J, Laubenstein...- asad 9 71010 911 810 1W—o 42 
J.D. Andrews, ,..... - 5 T1712 6 8 8 1010 10—Nt 2 
Bidwell............ . § TT 69 6 £1110 5-6 aT 
J. Pfister....... gS SS eich ot 6 8101012 6 7 7 & 2-71 Sa 
N. R. A—The Meard of Directors have asked the Secretary of 

Wart to authorize the three division commanders— Gens, Mc- 
Dowell, Sheridan and Hanegek—to raise teams fur the Hilton 

Trophy contest in Beptember next. 

Gol, Wingute, Capt, Story and Col. Scott will be the range com- 
mittee for the coming season. Col. Ward, Major Fulton and Col. 
Cowperthwyaite will act as prize committee, and Major William- 

son, Capt. Casey and Mr. Jas. Grant as the iingnce commiltee, 

—The membet's of the N. Y. Rifle Club will practice ap Hart- 
ung’s Park, Morrisanin, each Wednosday. 

New Jarsny—Creenvilte.—Two lnmdred dollars in prizes baye 
been offered for wrifie tournament to he held at the range of the 

Belvedere House; 10 rounds off hand at resdy-neasurement tar- 

wot are lived with .22 cal. rite. M, Geiger, Rh, H. Drwke and T. 
Myer are the shooting committes, with W.M. Farrow and M. Fitz 

referces. Re-cutrics ave unlimited, ant the tournament will re- 

main open for a month, or until 200 targets have heen shot. 

Bssex Vs. FeeLINGHuYsEN.—Newark., Nu7., Meb. le —A match 
tol: place on Wednesday, Neb. 41h. between the Mrelinghuysen 
find Essex Rifle Associations on the range of ihe former, resulting 

as followsi— 
FREUINGHUYSES. 

BAW) Dy. oe ns oe =: “| W. Ducher... eeri-2 pips 42 
it. Westerman .. BAS ATSIC | od. cette. Be celtee cipte AL 
BR. Ex Beach, -..,.~ SA TT GP Sh) eee eee ke . te 
A. GO. Yeumann, ...,,;, ,-. 46) 0. Doon.... hipaa 4b 
Ch. Bi Sy i uneee « Red) Bl ps LONS 6s a vayry piles agree = 43 
Pie WV YUMA ries ereetone fees Fy | MILE OTMANiosct - bet-enc hae ied 39 
1. RK. Denman... ..- 1. BT} PY, ie ~ 45 
TS SCO eth DY oa A Seas 5 EB 43 | J. 3 Mie Biri. cme as 43 
GSodens 7. wee BO) PL Duteher ee Ad 
Geo. Wiegman.,...-... -. .... 4G] W. Cleavland ., ..,........... 39 

Total_.---. pee ares FARM MLCOGHN Seer ie Pe As ove.tirinedstnige 424 
Average, 43 d-5. Averape, 422-5, 

Shortrange; distance 7) ft; Ballard rifle. Thisis the third match 
shot by the associations, whieh winkes the Mrolinghuysens cham- 
pious, haying wou 2outot 3. H. GN 

New ORLEANS—Pv)). Ist.—Although the weather was threaten- 

{ng this morning, the members of the New Orleans Rille Club and 
sdnie of the members of the Washington Artillery met at the New 
Orleans Rifle Parl: for practice and had quite a liyelytime, After 

syime individual shooting two teams of three men each were 
formed, and a match, of which the following is the score, was 

shot ;— 
a (200 yards .3 5 4 5 4 4 5-30 
Charlton ,,...--- aed | 400. yards i:5 46 b 6 £ 4-39-69 

{200 yards....-...4 5 4 4 4 4 5—30 
Sorapurn. ~~ == s-->: 1500 yards hb 45 5 4-32-62 

; $200 yards...... 54456 4 4-29 
VLR re ote desde piote {aul yurds ht65 46 4-31-60 

VAM SCC! seca zie ctotete toe cf elds trine huinaens te 418 
‘ 4200 ff 4 4 5-3 

AUTIB). <2 -=4 sere tes 1 500 45 5 4 4-31-63 
a 1 4200 44 5 5 4-30 
PDT eed 8s BO oo = 1501) 5 45 5 4-3L-61 

5 4200 dh 4 4 5-29 
Gertels....-.--) om Pio 5b 4 4 5-80-59 

Grand total, (.08 fedeyages seas comets Pinas geet aise 

The members of the New Orleans Rifle Club hive determined 
to mect every weel, and if it hesin their power they will reyiye 

title shooting in this city. ! 

Pancy SsHoorine—Tbere is another doctor in the field, and this 
is how the Kingston (Can.) Wiiy tells of his doing .—* Dr. Knight 

witha long Winchester repeating rifle, began at 200 yards and 
made ten straight pull's-eyes; position, standing; size of bull’s- 
eye, six inches in diameter, Then fivmg 500 yards, bull's. eye 

fourteen inches in diameter, he made fifteen bull’s-eyes out of 

sixteen shots. After having a warm, as the weather was yery 

cold, the Doctor displayed his short-range Winchester sporting 
yifie, doing some wonderful shooting. First he took the pipes 
from the mouth of a friend al filly yards, breaking six in sneces- 
sion, the length of the stems of the pipes being four inches; then 
he shot six filty-cent pieces, held belween the thumb and finger, 

at forty yards' distance. This was done without a miss. The 
Doctor finished bitting twenty-two apples ont of twenty four, 
thrown into the air by the hand, as glass balls and trap were not 

to be bad in Kingston. The Doctor is canfident that he can break 
ninety-five glass balls out of oli¢ hundred. At last he filled the 
inagazine of his Winchester rifle (sixteen curtridges) and dis- 

Charged the whole at a bull’s-eye eighteen inches in diameter, 
distance 100 yards, in the short space of just thirty seconds, 

tl Ot 

WHAT A HUNTER THINS, 

San ANTOSTA, Tex. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 
Thaye from time to iime been much interested in the diseus- 

sion asto whit was the best sporting rifle, and my observations 

liye been quite extensive, and, to me, resulted yery sutisface 

torily. For game nolarger than deer, hear aid panther, ny con- 
elusions are that there is pothing equaltua Winchester, .44 cal. 

Tiere in Texas, especially the western portion of the State, where 
deer are killed every wihier by the thousands, ove has a pretty 
fair opportunity to obsurye what rifies pre the most used, and 
with whatetfect. Ihive seen aliwjost every male of rifle used, 

but by all, ov nearly all, professiounl hunters the preference is 
viyen tothe Winchester, 44, 73 model. 

Now, as to Express bullets and large caliber, 1 thinks much of 

the talk to be nonsense or a wuste of breath, al least so far os 
ite larger boreis concerned, The killing force of a ball depends 

more on its power of penetration or striking force than sizo— 

that's my opinion, at least, aud ihatis formed from observation, 
A dt Winchester will go cléar through & Lexus deer trom énd to 

end, and thatis ullany gun could do. ‘To illustrate: While on a 

huntin Noyembcr In the mountains in Nurilnvest Texas, on a 
bear hunt, old bruin yas shut through and through with a .bo 
Needle gun, yet he kept up his pace until another party rushed 

up and gaye hima shot froma 45 Colt revolyer, which finished 

him. Now, the hole or opening made by the Necdle gun was 
wuuch Jarge® than the revolver bull had made, yet wos uot so 

effective. Why? Simply because it was not so well placed ; and 

permit me tosay that thatis simply the whole scuret. <A correct 
or accurate shooting gun, well aimed, and of 44 cal, will do the 

_ worl: justas well, and notbe so disastrous to the shoulder of the 

shooter, I've had enough of your kickers, . 
Now, 1 wish tu say something about deer running. I baye seen 

a®deer, with his heart torn to flinters by diifereut caliber balls, 
run from one to five hundred yards; while had the same ball 
struck the spine the game would haye been instantly down, T 

don’t consider an Expres or Explosive bull any more fatal than 

= 

no 41 Winshester, Why? Simpiy because the explosion tales 
place at the slirface or near the surface, and not only retards the 

foree of the ball, but giyes it less killing power. I say let us 

haye more practical and less theoretical talk, and you can get 
hundreds of practical huniers hereon our border to testify to 

what I say. 
Twill give aun instance that oceurred to me in November fast, 

One morning erly, just as soon as it began to breglc day, 1 

started out after deer, and had gone about a quarter of a mile 
from camp, when I eameupon a bunch of seven or eight deer, 

Which were about 159 yards from me, and took deliberate aim on 
afine, large doe and fires. LTheard the ball strike yery plain’y. 

My aim wis toput the bull in at point of shoulder, as the deer 

stood quartering to me, exposing the right shoulder. I found 

afterward the shot tad beentrueto my gim, The ball entered 

just in front of right fore-shoulder, and came out just behind the 

lefi shoulder, You see the course of the ball was quartering 

through, and seyered the govta artery, close to the buse of lung, 

and vanging very close to the heart. Now, this is generally con- 
sidered » yery fatal shot, yet the doe mude two juinps, then fell 

orlay down. OQOninyapprouch she jumped up and vin up a hill 

a hundved yards, {hen lying down, Lagain approached cautiously, 

but being brushy and stony vround she again took the alarm, 

and ran overa handred yards turther. TVhistime I pave her more 

lime, aud approached her more cautiously, and os her breathing 

Was very distinct—I being able to hear the blood push from the 

wound with every breath—it was easy to follow. had got within 
twenty five or thirty yards before she choked with blood. ‘The 
ling's Were completely filled with blood. Dr. Gray, of Chicago, 

wlio was one of the party. and myself, ade a very thorough 

Autopsy, so Lknow of what write. Now,an Express ball or a 

ball of large caliber could not have made—following the sume 

course—a more seyere and fatal wound. Tsasy at first the shot was 

fatal,and as Thad a desire to see what length of time she would live 
and the ability of speed, I didn't attempt to shoot her again. Tf 

have seen dozens of deer shot through the heurt, and that organ 

rendered almost into Tragments, and do not think one of them 

eyer dropped in their tracks, and most of them ran oyer a hun- 

dred yards, 

Tsay I prefer the Winchester rifle for sporting purposes to any 
other. My reasons are: First, you haye, as I use a 28-inch octo- 

gun barrel, sixteen charges in reserve, which can be rapidly 

used, Then they are very accurate in aim, and do not affect a ner- 

vous person by theheayy recoil that the 17 gr. powder, 420 er. ball 

do, Infact, the Winchester 4£ cal. rifie IT consider by tar the most 

practical sporting riile- 

I think Mr. W. Rabbethanda correspondent from St. Lonis 

who subseribes himself * Hunting Qifle,” on the wrong traek, I 

speak from expericnce, I triedthat line untill gottired. Mora 

deer are shotinside of a hundred yards than over that distanee, 

Oceasionally one is shot two, three, or four, or eyen six hundred 

yards, but hercin Western ‘l’exas, at least, where deer are only 

still-hunted, there are very few shot over 1 yards, or 140 ut most, 

and atthat distance I findthe rifle I speak of the most accurate. 

1 groped about in the dark for several years, and I give my ex- 

perience thinking it might be of use to some brother sportsmen. I 

can safely say to W.B.D. Gray that the Winchester, .44 ecal., 25 

inch octagon barrel sporting rifle is 2 accurate as any sporting 

rifle up to four or fiye hundred yards, andI dare say he will uever 

have occasion to shoot atgame at a greater distance. 

Men who make a business Of killing game for a liying certainly 

adopt the best gun, or what they think the best, and nine out of 

ten of these men use the Winchester, 

for fear some may suspect this as a paid-for article, I will say I 

never had eyen as much usa cartridge of the Winchester Arins 

Company that I didn't pay for, and I have never had a word of 
correspondence or otherwise with any member ofthe company. 

B, 

SHELLS THAT DO NOT SricK.—Toledo, Ohio, Web. Ist.—Editor 
Forest and Stream :—My experience with mid-range .40 and Creed- 

moor 4¢ Ballurd shells has been, for the first few times shooting, 

perhaps 15 per cent. of the shells to expand, so as to cause trouble, 
but never have I failed to remedy it for gond. 

I think the frouble is that a portion of the shells are soft, and 
others at aspring temper; and when they haye been used long 

enough for the soft ones to,become hardened (which they always 
do by use), then by ¢hueking them on a lathe, and witn a little 

emery paper] cut them until they fit perfectly, there will be no 

further trouble, provided that the shells are properly cleaned and 

the balls not driven into the shells. I have seen shells wholly 

spoiled by not cleaning and then forcing a molded ball (half-inch) 
into them. 

There is one thing which is unaccountable to me, and that is, 
my dé shells, or part of them, contract at the mouth when shot, 

und will not receive the same style of ball without being rimmed 
out. Will some one give the cause? Ag 

East Boston, Feb. 6th.—Rditor Forest and Stream :—After hearing 
silenily my fayorite rifle and shell aitacked by strangers—tew 

and far apart it is true, but nevertheless adversely criticised in 

the Tormst AND STREAM to the effect that the shell styled “‘ Hyer- 
lasting” expands to an extent which yenders it useless after a few 

lirings—lI feel compelled to plainly state my experience. T haya 

shot a Ballard with the Everlasting straight shells (40.65) for the 
past two years, firing the ritle at a low estimate thirty times a 
week, and haye not yet met the leastannoyance with the shells 

nor with the rifle if it was cleaned; and further, this is not only 
my experience, but I have neyer heard a word of complaint 
Against the Hverlasting shell or Ballard rifle during the two years 

Thaye been a meniber of two prominent Massachusetts clubs. 
lt will beat once scen, a firm turning out thousands of rifles every 

year, that there will necessarily a few imperfect rifles get into 

the market. The imperfections of a rifle will first show themselves 
in that part whieh is ipostin use, and as the shell has to conform 
its suiface every time the rifle igsshot to the surface of the echam- 

ber, the honest cause for complaint, if any, will We fonnd in the 

chamber of the rifle, andnotin the shell. 1f one orders a rifle of 

A manuiacturer and finds it is imperfect, his first impulse is to 
send it back where it came from, have it remedied, and returned 

free of expense before publishing & criticism on shell or vifle of 
whose “meuns’’ the gyerage shooters know so little, however, 

well posted he may be regarding effects. OG. M. Guinn. 

For SALE,—Two thousand bigh grade sheep; young, 
food condition, two thirds ewe A, W, (Gilbert, Colo- 
rado Springs, Colorado, 

__~_—_ 

Burrer Times.—The business revival and new era of 
prosperity which has commenced are in keeping with the 
increased health and happiness all over the fund resulting 
from the general introduction uf Warner’s Safe Kidney 
and Liyer Cure. ‘The changes wrought by this remedy,” 
says Rey, Dr. Harvey, ‘‘seem but little less than mirac- 
wlous.”—[ Adv, 

cAigherp. 
— 

NATIONAL ARCHERY ASSOCIATION. 

At hoon on the 28th day of January, 1880, at the Paimer Houae in 
Chicago, the annunibusiness meetingtof the National Archery 

Association was cnlled to ordér. Tn the absenceof the Fresident, 

Mr. Frank Sidway, of the Buffalo Toxophilites, was called to the 

chair, the Convesponding Secretary, Henry C, Cavyer, Bsq., acting’ 

as Seeretsry of the meeting. <A letter was read from the Presi- 

dent, Hon. Maurive Thompson, which was receiyed and ordered 

published jn the organ of the association, the Wonks Any SoRBAM. 

The minutes of the last meeting, which was held at Crawfords- 

ville, Ind., Jan. 23d, 1879, were read and approved. Tho report of 

the Recording Secretary was read and approyed. The réport of 

the Qorresponding Secretary was rend and approved and ordered 

to be published in ihe Forrst AND 81reAM. The Corresponding 
Seeretury haying acted as Tygasurer, his report was fecepted aa 

Treasurer also. The report of the Executive Conimittes was re- 
aeiyed and ordered placed on file. The delegates then pioceeded 

to discuss the propriety of amending the constitution in seyeral 

particulars. On motion of Frank Sidway, Dsq., it was vesolyed to 

amend trtiele-4 of the constitulion by striking out the words 

“fourth Wednesday of January in each yearat 12 o'clock wt,” and 

substitute therefor the words “ Monday next preceding the grand 

annual meeting it 1 © Glock M." 

Upon motion of Mr. Wdward Brewster it was resolved to amend 
Article 6 of the constitution by adding the words, “ Each society 

shall pay to the Corresponding Secretary on or before June Ist in 

cach year, 48 annual dues, asum equa! to $1 for euch male mém- 

ber in said club, and no person shall shoot at the grand annual 

meeting unless the dués of his or her society shall haye been paid 

asaboye. Each archer entering the competition for prizes at the 

grand anniial meeting shall pay an entrance fee of $5,” 

Upon motion of Henry C. Carver, Esq., it was resalyed to strike 

out all of article 7 of the const tution which follows the words 
‘voluntary withdrawal of societies.” The following resolution 

was introduced by Ilenry C, Carver, Hsq., end carried by a unan- 
imous vote :— 

Whereas, It having been found necessary for the success of the 
first grand anniial meeting of the National Archery Association 

that a contingent puaranty fund be prepared apainst loss to the 

Executive Comittee in the conduct of said meeting, and in pur- 

suance whereof a wriften instrument of guaranty was prepared 

and executed by the signatures of many generous archers and 

patrons of archery throughout the United States, and whereas by 

the excess of expenditures of said meeting over the receipts, it he- 

ea’me necessary to assess against each and every subseriber to 

said guaranty fund the sum of thirty-eiglit (68) per cent. of the 

amount by him subseribed ; and, whereas, the Kokomo Archers, 

of Kokomo, Indiana, subscribed to said gusranty fund the sum 
of $800, and pledged themselves in honor to pay their proportion- 

ate part of the aforesaid loss, and whereas. upon prosentation of 
their proper assessment, they uiterly refused to fulfil them pledge 
to pay their assessment or any part theraof, Wherefore, Be it 

resolved, that because of the wanton ‘breach of their plighted 
faith, which between gentlemen ind brethren In any cause should 

ever be held sacred, the suid Kukomo Archers are hereby expelled 
forever from the National Archery Association; that the Record- 

ing Seeretary is hereby ordered to expunge |lieir names from the 

voll of societies of the associutijm, and that tilis resolution be 
published in the Forest AND SrrwAas. 

Upon motion of H, C. Carver, Esq., it was resolyed to amend 

Article V. of the constitution by striking out the words “from 

the delezates present.” 

Upon motion of Will H. Thompson, Esq., it was resolved to 

hold the second grand annual meeting of the National Archery 
Association at the City of Buffalo, N. ¥., on Tuesday, Wednesduy 

and Thursday, the 13th, 14th and 15th days of July, 1880, 

Upon the motion of Henry C. Carver, Esq.,a vote of thanks 
was tendered to the retiring President. the Hon. Maurice Thomp- 
son, for the yaluable services rendered by him ta the associatioa 

during the year of his Presidency, and although he declined to 

allow his name to be further used in connection with that offive 
on account of the press of other labors, it is earnestly hoped that 
he may often give to the associntion the benefit of his encourage- 

ment and advice. 

The following officers were then chosen by unanimous yote, tu 
serve until the next annual business meeting :— 
President—Heary C, Caryer, Highland Park Archers. 

First Vice-President—Frank Sidway, Buitfalo Toxopbilites. 
Second Viee—President—Maujor A. G. Coustable, Brooklyn Arch- 

ers. 
Third Vice-President—t. P. Chester, Commodus Archers, 
Reeoraing Secvetary—D. V, Rt. Manley, Toledo Arehers: 

Corresponding Seeretary—, B, Sniith, Bulfalo Voxophilites. 
Tyreasurer—h, B. Smith, Buffalo Toxophilites. 

Breeutive Conimittoe—Samuel §. Spaulding, Buffalo: BE. B. Smith, 
Butfalo: John B. Sage, Buttalo; Frunk Sidway, Bulfalo; S$. BE. 
Fagan, Chicago; Will H. Thompson, Crawfordsville, 

Upon motion the association adjourned to meet at the Palace 
Hotel, at Builalo, N. ¥., on Tuesday, Ju y 18th." 

FRANK SrpWay, President pro teu, 

Henry C, CARVER, Seéretary. 

Mer. Carver's Report. 

Mn. President and Delegates of Ne National Archery Aseoelattion:— 

The time appointed by the National Archery Association under 
its Constitution for the holding of ils Inaugural business mecting 
having now arrived, I hayeé the honor tosubmit a bwel resumé of 

the year’s acecumulition of fucts and incidents in the history of 
archery, us tormed and directed by the National Archery Aseoci~ 

ation of the Uniled States, Late in the fall of 147, 1 Tew gentle- 

men archers, realizing the necessity of a confederation of clubs 

nder one reneral mangement, nnd of giving national life and 
strength to so pure and fascinaluy 4 recreation as urchery, agi- 

tuted the subject of calling 2 Conyention for the purpose of per 
manentuationul organization. All of the prominent clubsthrough- 

out the country, wilh one aceord, indorsed this moyemént and 

united upon Crawfordsville, Iid., (the accvedited home of ar- 

chery) as the fiting place for holding such Convention, Aceord- 

ingly, tie mneecting was called for January 23d, 1879, at Mayor 
John W. Ranisay's Office in Crawlordsyille, and there, at the ap- 

pointed time, the foundation stane of uechery in America wis lid, 
deep and firm, and true, and lias been builded upon, wid the sub- 
slructure is now & superstructure, tid itis the bounden duty of 
eyery member identilled with the Association to see that the 

worl: of building goes on until thecdifice is completed, Of archery 
it may well be said (what can scarcely he said of other national 

sports). that it offers no temptingly dark corners where rascallty 
can hide, und meyer has shown any painful and startling dis- 

closures of personal profijzacy or corruption; but we may boast 
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of it a5 possessing attractions that call together ladies and gentle- 

men of a high order of intelligence. Itis distinctive and exclu- 

give in its demands upon recrveatiye ambition, and it is the duty of 
this meeting to so order its deliberations and enactments, as to 

preserve and perpetunte the high character of the pastime which 

it is conyened to regulate and honor. 

The report of the inaugural proceedings at Crawfordsville T 

now beg toread. * * * * The Constitution of the Association 

haying been carefully prepared and reviewed by the Committee 

appointed, it was handed over to the Seeretary, who ordered two 
hundred copies printed ind mailed to the different archery clubs 
in the States, and, in the few months preceding the grand inau- 

gural meeting, the Association added to its membership eight so- 

cieties, and on August Ist the roll-call of members was as fol- 

lows :— 

Wabash Merry Bowmen, Crawfordsvill, Ind. 
Kokomo Archers, Kokomo, Ind. 

Des Moines Toxophilites, Des Moines, Lowa, 

Highland Park Archers, Highland Park, Il. 

Chicago Archery Association, Chicago, 
North Side Archery Club, aE 

Batayin Archery, Batavia, 
Buffalo Toxophilites, Buttalo, N. Y- 

Brooklyn Archery Club, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Robin Hood Archery Club, De Pere, Wis. 

Arden Archers, Marietta, Ohio. 

Toledo Archery Club, Toledo, Ohio. 
Cresent Bowmen, Charlotte, Mich. 

Hastings Archery Olub, Hastings, Mich. 

Comnodus Archers, Lawrence, Kans. 

“i 

This list shows that the National Archery Association, of the 

(mited States, in its first year of existence, counted its member- 

ship from representative clubs scattered oyer eight Stites, which 

is a flourishing exhibit—all things considered. In addition to the 

intent of our Association to centralize and form laws for the geu- 

eral government of archery societies, it also provided and en- 

enacted that there should be held each year 4 grand «nnual meet- 

ing of its members for competitive shooting for Association and 
private prizes, as per Article 8th of the Constitution. The first 

meeting was appointed to take place in Chicago, and continue 

fhrouh the three days, from August 1th to 14th, inclusive, The 

members of the Committee delegated to prepare a programme 
und order the arrangement of prizes, worked faithfully, patiently, 

and conscientiously at the very difficult task assigned them, and 
they congratulated themselyes upon its completion, that they 

had molded well their work; yet, at the conclusion of the grand 
mecting, this Programme Committee discovered that it had made 

many rave mistakes, which, in yiew of its haying had no antece- 
dent ex erience to build upon, was generously condoned by the 
archery public. That the first srand fanuual meeting was a great 

success (in those elements of geniality, harmony, and interest, 

which Gonstitute genuine success), has been admitted by all those 
who witmessed, and thearchers who participated in, its festivities. 

The attendance of archers was most encouragingly large for a 

first mecting—twenty ladies and fifty-four gentlemen competing 

for the many and yuluable prizes offered. The Championess and 

Champion Medals were wou with respective scores of 541 and 624. 
Totus compare our champion’s score at this first national meeting, 

with the results of the first tive years of the English grand national 

meetings. Their initial gathering of archers was held at York in 

1s44, with no lady, and sixty-five gentlemen competitors, the 

Champion Medal haying been won with a score equal to 442. 

Their second meeting (1845) at York: Competitors--11 ladies; 110 

gentlemen; highest score, 537. Third meeting (1846), also held at 

Yorl:: 88 gentlemen competitors; no Jadies; champion's score, 

419. Fourth meeting (1847), at Derby: 6 ladies; 68 gentlemen; 
medal won by veteran Peter Muir, of Edinburgh, with u score of 

631. Tiftth meeting (1848), ab Derby: 5 Jadies; 74 gentlemen; 

champion's score, 581. ‘Thus, through a period of five years, the 

English champion’s score, on the Double York Round, but once 

exceeded the greatest score made at our first meeting, and that 

by but seyen points only, while the gross hits of our champion 
were I72t0 Mr. Minis’ 153; while not until the eighth year of its ex- 

istence as a national organization, could the Hnglish Grand Na- 

tional boast of so greal, a number of lady contestants as our 

yecord shows for its opening event. Henée, if comparisons can 

inerease and strengthen hope and zeal, we May assuredly feel en- 

ergized and encouraged in our good work. 

the event would suggest to the newly-elected committee that 

much confusion and unnecessary labor and delay may be 

avoided hy eare in the arrangement of «0 improved system of 

suoring. Your Committee plead guilty to having undeér-esti- 

inated the importance of this very important feature in pre- 

paring for the met ting of August last, and 80 loosely kept and 

confused were the score sheets, thatitreyuired many days of 

hard work to straighten und confirm them, The light of last 

year's experience syill be valuable to us in preparing for the 

sedond Grand Meeting, and let us take due counsel from its les- 

sons, that we may havea perfect programme this year, justly and 

wisely distributing prizes, a perfect order of shooting, with no 

hitches ov discords; 2 perfect plan of scoring, that shall show 

porrect agerezate scores at the completion of each dozen arrows. 
Let us haye harmony, enthusiasm and perpetual good cheer all 

through our second Grund Annual. A littlesare and fore- 

thought willinsure this, und it will bea pleasant memory to us all. 

Tn embodying and submitting to you my report as Correspond- 

ing Secretary, I beg to state that by force of circumstances the 

duties of Treasurer also tacitly and coercively de¢yolycd upon me, 

Twas obliged to become personally responsible for necessary 
urinting and stationery pills, and to advyande the money required 

to pay such bills, aud to carry on the work of the Assveiation. 

My account as Treasurer shows receipts from initiation fees $160. 

Disbursements:—Duties and charges On prizes from England, 

$47.91; stationery, printing and stamps, $105.10; total, $153.04. 

In view of the necessarily Jarge outlays incumbent upoa the Bx- 

ecutive Committee in completing preparations for the first grand 

annual meeting, it was deemed necessary to raise 2 contingent 

fund, in order that the burden of expense might be equitably 

shared. A doecnment wis accordingly drafted and cirenlated,and 

subsoriptions receiyed to the agprecate aniount of $3,700, At the 

conclusion of the August meeting a statement of receipts: and 

expenditures incurred was prepared by mysclf, aid it copy_sub- 

mitted to each guarantor, showing the gross receipts to huye 

been $1,100.07, and the expenses $2,197.74, leaving a delicit of 

21,201.07 necessitating an assessment of thirty-eight per cent. 

upon each suarantor’s subseription inorder to pay all debts and 

sash prizes. Hyery euarantor cheerfully and promptly honored 

+ljos> yasment, with the single exception of the Kokomo Archers, 

Whu had subscribed $800 to the fund. This club, as a body, re- 

S\sed to sati-!y their pledge, which they should haye held sacred. 

The amoiut of their defaleation, however, was paid into the 

tirtasury by Lowe individual members of other clubs, enabling me 

ee 

In preparing for the inaugural meeting the detail of work was | and the Secretary will furnish blanks upon which the suores may 

varied and complicated, and your Executive Board in reviewing be reported to him. 

to pay eyery cash prize snd every claim infull, Thus the integ- 
rily ahd good faith of the Associntion in this, its first year of life, 

has been sneredly preserved ; and f congratilate you, gentlemen, 

upon the stability with which your Association enters upon its 

second year of existente, and by united perseyerenve and fidelity 

on your part, it shall become national in character and interest, 

as itis now in name. Hunry C, CaRynEr, 
—-»——_ 

PRIVATH PRACTICE CLUB. 

es the adjournment of the business meeting of the Na- 
tional Archery Association, which was held at Chicago, on 

the 28th day of January, the archers there assembled as delegates 

formed and adopted the constitution and rules of a Private Prac- 

tice Club. The vast advantages of such a society to both the mem- 

hers and the mass of arehersin general can be seen at 9, glance. 

Practice will be reduced toa system. “Eyery arrow shot will be 
carefully delivered, because the shooter will know that his ayer- 

age score depends upon each shot. Eyery archer will see in the 

monthly reports Of the Secretary the true measure of the skill of 
different archers, a thingy unknown before, asall archers only pub- 
lished their best scores, and now all will be reported. Scores of 

100 and 120 with twenty-four arrows at sixty yards will now ap- 

pear attached to some names and in close company with scores 

by the same archers of sixty to seyenty-five points. Thisis asit 
should be. It is nof the exceptional scores which should be 

printed, but the average scores. The Private Practice Club will 
do more for archery in this country than any other organization 

except the Grand National Association, and will do much to make 

the tourneys of that association a success. Eyery archer in the 
country who hopes to attain to a high position in archery should 

at once attach himself to the Private Practice Club, The club 
elected ths following officers :— 

President—E. V. Church, Charlotte, Mich. 

Vice-President—Edwin B. Chester, Lawrence, Kansas, 

Seeretany and Treasuyer—Will H. Thompson, Crawfordsville, Ind- 

The first season of practice will be a short one, running only 

until the annual meeting at Buffalo on the second Tuesday in 

July next, therefore all archers who desire to become members 

should apply to the Secretary atonce. The Secretary will send to 
the President of every society known to hima copy of the Por- 

pst AND STREAM containing the constitution and rules, and begs 

of such personsreceiving papers to call the attention of members 
of their societies to the importance of making early applications 

for admission to the club. The English archers two years ago 

formed such a private practice club, and the archery editor of the 

London Field declares that thearchers of Great Britain owe more 

toitthan any other organization forthe rapid advancement made 
by the mass of British archers in the past two years. By the 
classing of archers the adyantage of the expert over the beginner 
is curtailed and an opportunity given to all to gain a prize. Byen 
in the classes the prizes are so arranged as to make uncertain the 
suecess of those scoring highest. For instance, in each class the 

archer who averages best at the whole York Round's shot will pet 

first prize. The sume archer may also average best at each of the 

ranges, but he is barred trom taking another prize. The number 
making the highest sngle round gets the second prize, He may 

notayerage well at any of the ranges, or only atone of them. So 
as to the three other prizes. Now as to the class into which the 

areher should place himself we can only say, “aim high.” The 
Seuretary, after much consultation with the leading archers of 

the country, would suggest that the classification should be made 

gbout thas;—Each archer who feels that he is reliable 
for an sayerage score of sixty points with twenty-four 

arrows at sixty yards should attach himself to the Class L 

Those averaging less than sixty and more than fifty points, 
Cluss IL. Less than fifty and more than forty points, Class ITl. 

Less than forty points, Class TV, Of course no class can be com- 

posed only of archers of exactly the same degree of sicill, only 

approximately so, Some may imagine thatall the grading is put 
low, but the most careful examination of records will show that 

an average in both publie and private shooting of sixty points 
with lwenty-fourarrows at sixty yards is good work for an archer 
of two years’ experience, and any archer who can make such an 
average should unhesitatingly enter the first class. At the annual 

meeting in July the classification will, without doubt, be rear- 

ranged in accordance with the proved skill of the members. The 

members should at once, upon joining the club, begin a careful 

detail record of their shooting at the ranges of the York Round, 

By the constitution and rules a member may practice at ranges 

of fifty yards and under, and at ranges of 120 yards and oyer, at 
his pleasure; bul each and every arrow shot al. any of the ranges 

of the York Round must be reported, so that the club will know 

precisely the average skill of each member, The monthly reports 
of the Secretary will appear In the Forrst AND SrRHAM about 

the 10th of exch month, giving the details of the shooting of each 

member for the past month, and will be watched for anxiously 
by all earnestarchers. The object of forbidding any shooting at 

any ranges longerthan fifty yards and shorter than 120 yards was 
to prevent a member practising at such approximute distances as 

would #ive him an undue advantage; say at sixty-one yards, 

seventy-nine yards, and ninety-nine yards. The perfect fairness 
of the plan commends itself to all fair-minded persons. Huriy 

inthe names. Letus haye two hundred members by March Ist. 

Alveady a large number of leading archers have joined. The first 

monthly report of the Secretary for the hal! of February, begin— 
ning on the 15th inst,, will appear in the POREST AND STREAM On 
the lith day of March, and although the membership will neces- 

sarily be smallat that time and the scores few, hesause of the 

wintry weather, asturt willbe made, Woon H. THOMPSON, 
Secretary Private Practice Club. 

CONSTITUTION AND RUBES OF THH PRIVATE PRACTICE CLUB. 

T. his Society shall be called the Private Practice Club. 
TL. Tishall be the object of this Society to cnvourage the sys- 

tomatic practice of the pastime of archery af the ranges of the 

York Round and by every eifort to promote the skill of each 

member. 
IM. The membership of this Society shall consist of such gentle- 

men dehers in good standing in the United States of America 15 
shill oiaike zpplicution, in wyriting, to the Seeretury of their de- 

sire to become members, indicating in sail letter thd olass to 
whioh eich desires to be atéached, and paying to said Secretary 

un admission fee of one dollar. 
TY. The officers of the Private Practice Club shall be a Presi- 

dent, a Vice-President, and a Secretary, who shall be ex officio 

Treasurer. 
V. Itshull be the duty of the President (and in his absence, of 

the Vice-President) to preside at the meetings of the Club, to 

call special meetings at such times and places us shall be neces- 
sary, to present to the members entitled thereto the prizes 
awarded to them, and to perform such othtr duties as usually de- 

yolye upon the executiye officer of a society. 

Y1_Itshall be the duty of the Secretary to keep arecord of all 

the doings of the Club in a book by him kept, and te receive and 

duly account for all moneys and property of the Club. He shall 
keep a detail record of the scores made by each member, and re- 

ported to him, showing in said record the olass to which cach 

member belongs, the date Of each score shot, and ihe hits and 
yalue of each score at each rane, He shall at the end of eyery 

month make out a detail report of the doings of the Club, and 

forward the same to the organ of the Olub for publication. At 

each annual meeting of the Club he shall present a complete re- 

port of the doings of the Club for the prevedjng year, showing 
thé whole number of York Rounds, and parts of Rounds, shot by 

each member, the rveragze score, the average hits, and the high- 
est single round, and the average score ah each range made by 

each member of the Club; and upon said report the prizes shall 

be awarded and pail by the President, by an order drawn by him 

ou the Secretary. 

VIL. The Club shall hold one annual business meeting at the 
same date and place of the annual business meeting of the Na- 
tional Archery Association, to receive the report of the Secretary 
and the prize awards of the President, and to transact such other 

business as shail come before the Club, and shall at such meeting 
elect officers for the ensuing¢ year. 

VIII, The members of the Olub shall be divided into four 
classes, to be lnown as Class 1, Class 2, Class 3 and Class 4, and the 

Clubshall offer five cash prizes in each class, as Yollows :—The 

whole amount of the iniligtion fees received from each class shall 
be divided into fiye prizts, the first prize to he twenty-eight per 

cent., the second prize twenty-four per dent., the third prize 

twenty per cent., the fourth prize sixteen per cent. and the fifth 

prize twelye per cent, of the whole sum, The prizes shull be 
awarded as follows ‘— 

To the member making the highest average in his class at the 

single Yorls Round._--.--- cemieezepecees PS WPrIZe. 
To the member making the highest individual sdore in his 

class at the single York Round,...-..,..--- . -Becond Prize. 
To the member making the hirhest ayerage score at the 100 
yardsrange...., -,--. satocnsadiuteinscpast ty E42 22 Third Prize. 

To the member making the highest ayveraye score at the 80 
SPELLS WERYAIY ee ee eee Stee = eles dels eee ol ee Pale eatee Fourth Prize. 

To the member making the highest average score at the 60 
yards range.....-.... Adopcuthoseoe | 2 hoo eup ed Fifth Prize. 

Provided, that no member shall be awarded more than one 

prize. 

IX. The practice of the members shall consist of the York 

Round (or some one or more of the ranges thereof), which may be 
shot through upon any duy, except Sunday, andjat any place, or 
any one or more of the ranges may beshot upon one day, andthe 

remainder upon the next orany subsequent day, and at the same 

orany other place. Proyided, that no trial shots or any inter- 

inediate practice at any of the ranyes of the York Kound, or ot 

any rane longer than 50 yards, and shorter than 12) yards, shall 
be allowed, 

X. Since it isnot practicable for private practice scores to be al- 

ways attested by a witness, itis permitted each member, upon his 
own personal henor, to report to ihe Sucretary his own scores, 

and any member who shall be found to haye nade a false roport 
shall be expelled from the Club, shall lose all place in the seore 
lists, and the Secretary shall cause a report of such wet to he pub- 
lished in the organ of the Club, 

XT. Onthe first day of each month the shooter shall forward to 
the Secretary a detailed report of every score shot by him atany 

of the ranges of the York Round, giving the date and place where 

each score was shot, and the hits and score at exch range, and the 

Secretary shall record the same to his credit. The shooter is not 

required to shoot all the ranges of the York Round, bul may 

shoot only the range or ranges he may desire, and his scores at 

such range or ranges shall be counted, and considered in the 

award of prize for said range or ranges. And ifaujember shall 

shoot the York Round, and shall also shootan excess of sGores at 
one or more of the ranges, the said excess shall be considered in 
awarding prizes for said range orranges, Dut each and every 
arrow shot atany Of said ranges atany time or Dlace must be duly 
reported, whether shot’ in private, in a match, or at 4 public 
meeting. 

XIL. In awarding prizes, 2 tie in score shall be decided by hits, 

and in case of a tie in both hits and score, the amount of the 
prize shall be equally divided between the members so tied. 
XIU. In addition to the prizes offered by the Club, any metiber 

making three goldsat an end at any of the ranges of the York 
Round, atthe grand annual meeting of the National Archery As- 
sociation, shall receive from every member of the Club, whether 
present or not, the sum of twenty-five cents. 
XIY. Any special prizes offered by members or patrons of the 

Clubshall be awarded upon the conditions llxed by the donors, 

regardless of the result of the{cdumpetition for the cash prizes 
asyarded by the Club. 

Machting and Zaating. 
ay 

YACHTING NEWS. 

DESIGNING YAOHTS.—We enll attention to the card of Mr A. 
Cary Smith, to be found in another eolumn. Mr. Smith bus de- 

signed so many successful yachts that any praise of his work here 

would be supertiuous, He has achieved in the Intrepid what is as 
Tare as remarkable—a perfect combination of seagoing and eriis- 

ing qualities of the highest degree, with racing capabilities of no 

mean order. Asa mutter of record the schooner Intripid stands 
to-day the most successful combination of all-round qualities 160 
be found in America. 

Town Cors.—Says the Boston Herald, very truly :—* It is sug— 
gested by many persons interested bothin rowing and yachting 
that the city should be more liberal with the pleasure sailors next 

Fourth of July than heretofore; that prizes sufliviently yuluable 
to attract the best yachtsin the country be offered, and thata 
sailing regatta grander in proportions than any yet witnessed in 
these waters be arranged. Whatever is worth doing wt all is 

worth doing well, and if the yachtsmen will only make half an 
effort, and not let the arrangements for the Fourth of July Re- 
gatta go by default, they can have just such a regatta us is sug- 

gested. People have tired of seeing the same yachts gall against 
each other at every regatta, and a little novelty next year would 

be the proper thing. Independent of the city’s purses, a citizens’ 
grand prize for all yachts could doubtless be prooured with a Lit- 
ile effort.” 

—We wonder if the City Fathers of New York will ever become | 
nautical enough to deyote a portion of the municipal appropria—_ 
tions for the Fourth of July to yacht matches for craft of all 
tonnages, from the big schooners down tothe open boat There 

are both less useful and less popular methods of sper dine public 
funds in yogue. — 

‘Dau Canin Locxer—Marine Glue—Glue, twelye parts; water 

— 
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enough to dissolyé; add yellow resin, three parst; and? wheuo 

melted add turpentine, four parts. To polish woodwork.-Rule 
down with pumice-stone and water till smooth, then polish to 
& Dbeight surface with powdered tripoli and linseed oil. 

Motive Povwer—lrom practice this rule has been deduced: a 

Sailing yessel haying a length six times that of her breadth re- 
quires for afspeod jof ten knots per hour an impelling force of 

48 pounds per square foot of immersed section if the shipis of 

normal shape, 

QUAEER Crry YAcH?T Croek.—Many new boats, In¢luding cabin 
yachts, have been added to'the fleet, and a club-house is soon to 

be erected. A committee has becn appuinted to consider this mat- 

ter. We congratulate Our Philadelphia friends upon the decisive 

turn affairs have taken looking WW ihe,permanent establishment 

of real yachting in their waters, 

Tam ComMING.—Eyery one knows this sloop and her enviable 

record as ufast racer. Therecent sales nearly made matchayood 

of her, atid it is only too likely that her skipper and crew of two 
ten haye been lost by trusting their fate to a larger vessel which 

went ashore in the same gale, ind was completely wrecked + {! 

Haston's Neck, 4,1. The Comin belongs to Mr. Stephen Pea- 
body, and was the latest uddition to the wrowing fleet of the pros- 
perous Atlantic ¥.C. She had been ‘ordered round" from New 

Lendon to New York by tow, her owner desiring lo haye her put 
in Commission at an early date, The tug left the Thames Feb. 2% 

with the brig Guixeborouglh and the yacht in tow. During the 

nicht a northéast gale overtook them, and the tug was oblized 

to rdund to with her tow for safety of the Thintbles. The yacht 

then broke adrift, and the brig sdon followed suit. The latter 

went ashore of Northport, and all hands were lost. The Conving 

was sighted four days later off Southold, anda fisherman put off 

to herand anchored her, The next day her owner hitd the sloop 
taken around to Greenport to refit. As both anchors were on the 

bows and the boats at the dayits, it became evident that her crey 

had not made any attempt to stay by theirjvessel aud trust to the 

ground tackle, bub had sought obher means of safety. The chate 
and Marks of epllision on one side also scemed to indicate that 
the yacht had been laid alongside of a larger vessel, from which 

the conelision wis reached that Capt. Gurmaine, his brother and 
a deck gpand had boarded the Giischorouyh and met their 

death with the latter’s crew. Attime of writing nothing has 

yet been heard of them. The Coming {carried away her spars, 
ripped her jib, 1nd had some damage done to her deck fitings; 

Otherwise she seems to be in fair enough condition alter the 

pounding she underwent on the beach. She was built'by Poillon 

in 1868 for Mr. Nichols trom 4 model by “ Bob" Fish, and is 621. 

6in. on deck, S7ft. w-. L, 20Ft, beam and 5ft, din. deep. She was sub- 
sequently sold to Mr. H, If. May, of Boston, then became the prop- 
erty of Mr. Samuel P. Blagden; veappearing in New York waters 

again, was once more sold to Mr. G. G. Hayen, N, Y. Y. ©, and 
acquired only quite recently by Mr. Peabody, lof Brooklyn. It 

seems almosi Inuredible that such a flagrant case of wreckage 

could occur within the confined limits of the Sound, and it is to be 

regretted that full information will not be forthcoming untess 

some Of the unfortunute srow supposed to be drowned should yet 

turn up. ° 

THE Runaway,—This fast littlesteam yacht has been bought by 
Mr, H. A. Buck, of the spirit of the Vimes, from Mr, Belden, the 

latter building a large irons. s. yacht in Chester. Vice-Com, John 

R. Waller is also reported as having purchused the fleur de Lis. 

What the gallant Vice-Gommodore wants \vith two schooners is 

a mystery. = 

ENGumsa WiINNeENGs.—Value of prizes sailed for in British 

waterssvas for 1855 oniy $13,500 ; in 1876 the maximum was reached, 
amounting to $47,409, and in 1879, owing to husiness dppressions, 

the figures were $51,000. Inthe same year the winnings in Amer- 

iva Gongisted of 84 prizes, with a yalue in the neighborheod of 

$9,000, 

Tan Denrierre.—Mr. Henri Say is again cruising down the 

coast in his fine steam yacht Menrictte, a new shaft haying been 

supplied by Malster & Reany, of Baltimore. 

A Lapy Yacurine.—Mrs. Brassey, already well known ty the 

literary world, hasadded to her fame as a writer and acute ob- 

server of current affairs in her latest book, entitled “ Sunstine 
and Storm In the East,” published by Longmans, London, In it 

Mrs. Brassey records her impressions of the places visited during 
a cruise in the Mediterranean in 1874 and 1878, and portrays life as 
ghe fougid it in Constantinople and the Wast, and adds in an 

appendix the approximate expenditures of the cost of a yacht 

and keeping her in commission. 

OsHKOSsH YAcuT Cnun—<A correspondent writes ;—" We claim 
to haye the fastest yachts of/their size on the Contivent. Am 
aware this is a large bonsl, but we tre able and williay to make it 

good. We have often enoughjbeaten New York built bouts with 

our native stock." 

NorroLe As A YACHTING PoRT.—It is rather strange that ao 
ilttle fall and winter cruising should bejndulged in hy those who 

have the leisure for a-yoyare to the southwardjduring the * off 
months. With Norfolk as a headquarters, many a line day may 

be found during falland winter where anchors may be tripped to 
‘advantage fora sail up Chesapeake Bay, or, with the time at 

eommand, fora more extended yun down the coast, with, per- 

chance, 2 visit to the Bermudas. Norfolk hus a fine harbor for 

yachts ; no hetter, infact, could be made to order, ‘The city sup- 
plies water and provisions at very moderate rates. The holding 
eround im the harbor fs pood, and the anchorage not too deep, 

while in the bays and bights any number of yachts ean lay in 

safey, without fear of fouling with the passing traffic. What 

should commendthe place to the New York public] especially is 

the excellent communicatian to be had with Nortolic by way of 
+he Old Dominion steamship line. The yessels of this company 

sail threetimes a week with clockwork regularlity, ure always 
on time, and leave nothing to be desired in the way of eomtort 
and even luxury of the tubleand sleeping accommodations, A 
trip on the Old Dominion, the Wyanoke, Munhattan, ot any of the 

other steamers flying the louse flag of the 0. D. Oo., hecomes a 
wholesome and delightful voyage, deyoid of all the horrors of a 
prolonged trip at sea, owing fo the size and iitness of the vessels 
for their work, and passenvers may know that their satety as well 

as convenience is intrusted by the company ouly to officers of the 

highest qualification as seamen and gentlemen. 
Distance between Novfolic and New York is virtually annihilated 

for the yachtsman can leave New York one day alter Dusiness 
hours and pull aboard his yachtin Nortolk the afternoon of the 
nextday. Returning, the sume lime only need he consumed, 

With his headyuurters in Elizabeth River, hois, murdoyer; within 
easy vouch of Currituck, the game districts ofthe coast, and the 

Southern interiov/all of which oifer unsurpassed inducements to 
the devotees of rod ani gun. {We Icnow that several yachts pro- 
pose filtine out sooner than usu, wilh the intention of passing 
the chilly months of earlyispring inthe more eenial latindes off 
Ham 9 Roadss and we hope thatin time the eustom of mi 

erating southward will become as much a habit among yachts- 
men here as the anuval pilevimage to the Mediterranean is 

among our British cousins. 
New York YACHT Onve.—Théannual meeting of this club was 

held Peb, Sth at their club rooms, Iyenty-seventh street and 
Madison avenue, “with Commodore 8. N. Kane presiding. Che 
Commiodere positively declined re-election, as ha proposes to be 

absent in Nurope most ofthe season. The following board was 
ultimately elected fov 1880;—Commodore, William H. Thomas, 

Riuinbler schooner ; Viee-Commodore, John R. Waller, Dawntless 

schooner ; Rear-Commodore, James D. Smith, Hstelle schooner ; 
Secretary, Charles A. Minton; Treasurer, James: 0. Proudfit, 

Messurer, A. Cary Smith; Fieet Surgeon, Alexander M. Fisher, 

M. D.; Regatta Commititee, Daniell. Worden, Chester Griswold 

and G. L, Huight ; Committee on Admissions, 8. Nicholson Kane, 

John R. Dickerson, F. W. J. Hurst, Robert Center and Charles}H. 

Stebbins ; House Committee, N.ID. White, H, N. Alden, W. L. 

Blatich andl’. B. Asten. 
The committee haying the subject in consideration reported in 

fayor of abolishing the June regatta und turning oyer the ex- 

peuses of same to a * cruising steamer" excursion before noticed 

in these columns. Tho club, however, disposed of the scheme by 

yoting it down, 4nd the annual regatta was fixed for June 10th 
upon motion of Com. Dickerson. It is also proposed to offer a 

special prize for first class keel schooners and the usual prizes for 

keelsloops. Itis fortunate for the clubthat the “revolution- 

ary’ intention of abolishing the regatta did rot pass, or Th would 

haye been years before the club could haye regained the loss such 

an ilL-considered step would undoubtedly haye inflicted upon it. 

A committee was also appointed—including Messrs. A. Cary 

Smith, Robert Genter and Com. Dickerson—to reconsider the sys- 

tem of measurémentin usé and to recommend what changes it 

would be desirable to make. 2 

Basr River YAcHr Cron.—This is the pame of a new club re- 

eontly organized at Greenpoint, L. 1, with the following officers: 

Commodore, William Sivaere; Viee-Commadore, Myron Clenard ; 

Beeretary, James Gerard; Treasurer, Edward Gussum; Sergeant- 

at-Arms, James Conway. The necessity for multiplying our 

smnall clubsis opén to question. A dozen or so of open boats are 

not cnoueh to constitute a club of st’eneth or influence. Tt would 
stein that a consolidation of the smaller clubs is much more 
needed than anything else among the émaller fry to promote 

their interests. 
Dror.—Com. Voorhis is reported as building an iron steam 

catamaran, at Nyack, about L05tt, long, Jackson & Mathews, 

of Greenport, are building-a fine sloop yacht for B. ¥, Dawson. 

M.D,,5.¥.C.. She is 48ft. on deck, lift. heam, and 4ft.3in, draft' 

without board. Will be named the While Away- J.O. Brown. 

of Tarrytown, as in hand a sloop SDft. long, 17fft. beam, and 5ft 

2in. hold, for Mr. W. W. Thompson, of New York. ‘Toronto 

parties are about to build a 5-ton cutter, most likely in Coburg, 
rOnt. -Herreschoff!, of Bristol, is building @ 8.5, yacht for Mr. 

Graham, of Baltimore. She is 120f% long, létt. beam, and 61ft. 

hold, and is to haye compound engines. The Herreschoff Manu- 

acturing Gompany is also busy with several torpedo launches for 

foreign governments, and with building their coil boilers. 

Samuel Holmes, of 122 Front street, has got out the specifications 
for a couple of steamers, 140x25x10, for the coasting trade, and 

they are now in the market. They will be fitted with compound 

envines, 20 2nd 25in. cylinders by 24in. stroke. 

THE CANOH ConGress.—Mr. N. H. Bishop writes that he is in 

full correspondences now with all sections of the country, and 

that the suecess of the Congress seems assured. Mr. Jonathan 

Darling, of Lowell, Me,,informs us that he proposes to be pres 

ent with some of his birch-bark canoes and that he will bring 
along some Penobscot Indiaus as experts. Contemporaries, by 

the way, should not yet the Canoe Congress mixed up with any 

rowing eyents on Lake George. It isa separate affair altogether, 

and requires no bolstering up, nor do canopists propose to be 
made the tail-end to any rowing regatta, The racing of the 

Canoe Congress and the proposed National C, C, has been fixed 
tor Aug. 8d, 4th, 6th and 6th, with headquarters at Caldwell, Lake 

George. 
<< ——— 

NATIONAL YACHTING AssocraTION.—A general meeting 
of all the delegates appointed will be called for March 

ist, at the St. Dennis Hotel, New York. Circulars to this 

effect will be issued. Yacht clubs situated at a distance 
should make arrangements to yote by proxy, if their del- 

erates canhot attend in person. The results of the meet- 

ing will be forwarded to all chibs participating, before 
being finally adopted. Clubs can join the movement at 
any time by communicating with the Secretary, Mr. 
John Frick, Post-Office Box, 2070, If any club has failed 

to receiye the circulars of the Association, it is because 
its address was unknown to the Committee, 

ooo 
THH PAST YACHTING SEASON, 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
In this week’s issue [see lam pulled up vather sharply by a 

correspondent hailing from the happy yachting grounds of Hali- 
fax, and whose twin de plume happens to bo the name of a crack 

sloop in that locality. He corrects my statement that the non- 

sturting of the Sweepstake race fixed for the 22d July, in which 

the Hebe, Petrel and Secret (sloops) and the Seafoam (schooner) 

were engazed, did not cause ‘‘some heart-burning.'’ Almost 

synchronously T have received a Gommimmication from the re- 
feree on that ocegsion, enclosing the original ‘' articles’ under 

which the race was to be sailed. From this document I perceive 
that I was “ misinformed’ when IT stated that this race was to be 

‘nay or play’—a statement which I made on the faith of infor- 
mation received from a Halifax correspondent, 

The articles do not, however, contain such a, proviso, und its ab- 

sence of course causes my remarks to fall fo the ground in all 

save as regards the * heart-burning,” which was vouched for very 

plainly by my correspondent’s in formant—one of the Corinthians 

engaged in the race. Thaveno hesitition in apologizing to the 
refereo, Mr. Passow, whose reputation as an upright and con- 

scientious man equals his fame in Nova Scotia as a yachisman.D had 

not the least intention of wounding his feelings, but could draw 

the only conclusion from the facts, as I then believed them to be, 
namely, thal be ought to have started the race. As if was not 
‘play or pay,” and three of the contestants refused to go, or 

rather their pilots did, my impression is, the referee could not 

uel otherwise. Where the mistake lay, in my opinion, was in not 
inserting the pay or play” clause, which should govern such 
muteches. 
Tu writiug my review I had perforce to trust at times to infor 

mation obtained from others, and onch regret thut in this in- 

stance the result should haye been to unjustly, although unwit- 

| tinwly, retlect upon u pentleman deservedly held in high respect, 
RovuGgz-Cror. 

HINTS ON CANOE BUILDING. 

Hditor Forest and Stream — ; 
It may interest a few of your many readers to haye an actual 

builder of canoes detail how the thing is done, and if others will 

follow my example, canoeists may be better able to select such 
canoes asin model and make-up are best suited bo their wants. 

First, the model. |That of which I build most of is n modified 
type of the Rob Roy’—the sume in length and breadth, but 

haying much more ‘ bearings,” more dépth, and more camber or 
gurye of desk than the foriginal canoe of that name—therefare 

more roomy, Dore steady and capable of carrying move sail. Any 

good builder can, however, make to order to any dimensions 

giyen, and in length, depth, beam, sheer, tumble home, or 

aunuber of deck,can come within a fraction of an inch, if need be, 
We can, therefore, lay.aside model and proceed, or rather we will 

take the above-named model asa sample, and deseribe the con~ 

atruction of such a boat, 

The first stepis the same as in building an open boat of similar 

dimensions. Keel, stem and sternpost are gol out, and plawed on 

the “forms,” and securely fastened there. Next the siding of 

one-quarter inch cedar, six strealks on each side, is titted—got out 

to pattern—and puton. Iuse a copper nail, spacing the distance 

with careand nail two inchesapart. Now, the shell—foritis but 

an efe-shell—is taken off the forms or mould, and painted inside, 

When dry, the ribs of red elm, <4 inch, half round jn shape, are 
putin oneand a half inches apart, nailed on every Jap, and to the 

keel with copper nails, well clinched. Careistakento have the 

nails come exactly between those whieh hold the siding only, so 

so that they aré at un even distance of one inch apavt the entire 

length of the canoe, 

Bulkheads of cedar are now earefully fitted, three feet from 

each end. Here the jack-knife carpenter is the best man on the 

job. Deck timbers of sawed cedar, #xlinch, four-inch curya, all 

of one pattern, are put in about one foct apart, and the combing 
18x42 inches (may be more or Jess at pleasure), of three-cighth red 
elm, with bent corners, is secured to its place—the ends fastened 

to deck timbers, and the sides strengthened by small oalx knees, 

The Mast sockets and steps are next fitted, according to the rig 

to be used, 

The canoe is now painted two more coats inside, including dew 

timbers, and the end compartments carefully tested, to be sure 
they are water tight. Next, the deck of cedar or pine, three-six- 

teenths of an inch thick, is put on, lor which purpose some three 

hundred liye-cighth inch screws are required. The combing and 

mast sockets are taken out, and rasp and sand-paper used on the 

deck until a smooth surface is obtained, after whichit is primed 
over, and the holes made by the screw-heads filled with putty 

apd again sand-papered. It is now ready for its covering of 

cloth, which should be of the best and strongest bleached cotton, 

This is laid on in fresh paint, drawn yery tight, and tacked along 

the outer edge of the siding. Atthe man-hole it is cut out and 

tacked over the inner edge of the timbers supporting the 

combing. The gunwales are now put on, the mast sock- 

ets and combing replaced, and such other work as hatches, bacl- 

board, stretcher, ete., made, and the trimmings fitted, but not 

permanently put on as yet. 
The canoe is now ready for its final visit tothe paint shop. 

Virst the deck is primed, and the under side of if is painted two 

coats. In from three to five daysit pets a coat of “rough stuff,” 

which requires fiye days in which to dry, when itis rubbed down 

with pummice stone. This is repeated from three to six times, or 

untilit is assmooth and hard as ebony. ‘The number of coats 

needed will depend much on how well the wood workman has 

done hispart. It now gets the three coats of color, and the siding 

the same, or if fmished in oil, the siding receives one coat oil, one 

shellac and one of varnish. <A coat of rubbing yarnish is next, 
ondeck, After this is rubbed down striping and gilding Is in 

order. Then another coat of best coach yarnish. Put on mast 
plates, cleats, etc., and yolr canoe isready. 

Six weeks’ time is the very least in which such a canoe ean be 
{urned out, and double that time is much better to make a porfeet 
job. The object of covering the deck with cloth is that it pre- 

yents splitting in the sun, and makes it absolutely water tight. 

Such a canoe without trimmings; will weigh about sixty pounds, 

and in that condition connot be sold below seventy-five dollars, 
Of course, good, serviceabie canoes can be built for half that sum, 
if desired, but the coach roof finish to the deck will not be in- 
cluded. : 
As you have already given us an article on “ Rig,” from the 

yery able pen of Commodore Chase, of the J. C. 0. C., I need not 
trespass further on your columns, J, H. Rusaron, 

Canton, .N, ¥. 
$$$ 
YACHTING IN THE WEST, 

Hditor Forestand. Stream :— 
T take the liberty of correcting your list of winning yachts 

justice to Robert Brand, the builder of the yacht Carrie Morgan 

ot Lake Winnebago. Your list enrolls her with the Neenah Yacht 

Ohib, while it shouid haye been the Oshkosh. She is owned by 
Geo, W. Burnell, Commodore of the Oshkosh Yacht Club, You 

also give her credit of haying won three races out of four, while 
the fact is she has won first money infive out of six, Vhe yacht 

Carrie Morgan came out in the spring of 1878. She is 25ft. keel, 
9ft. Gin, beam and s2ft. over all, and draws about 2ft. bin, in bal- 

last and spreads about 9) square yards of standing canvas. The 

first year she won three races out of five,and five out of six the 

next year, making out of the eleyen races sailed eight first prizes 

won. The first race won by her was on the 23d day of Aupust, 

1878, beating the famous yacht Nivbe in a twelve-mile race by 

jim. 225. She also owns the Lancaster prize, which she was 

obliged to win three consecutive times against the combined Heet 

of the lake in order to holdit, and also carries the champion pen- 

nant of the lake. Lake Winnebago, with its fleet of yachts, is 4 

source of much pride to our citizens and an object of much 

praise by strangers. We have the finest feet west of New York 

consisting of about sixty craft—schooners, sloops and cats, 

Among the most noted are the Carne Morgan, Niobe, Pencuqua, 

Mystic, Myra Bell and Mermaid—the Penagua having won first 

money in nineteen races and the Viobe in twenty-two, The latter 

jou rezatta at Geneva Lake in the summer of 1877 beat the cele-~ 

brated yachts Geneud and Whisper (formerly of New York Y. C.), 

and afterwards at Madison again beat the Geneva, winning $150 

in gold. The Geneva and Whisper were both built by the well- 

known builder, P. MeGilhan who enjoys the reputation of being’ 

the fastest builder in America, In 6yery instance wherein yachts 

of Hastern build or elsewhere have been brought in competition 

with those built by Brand, they have met with the same fate. 

Tn conclusion 1 would say that Lake Winnehbaco, for yachting, 

fishing and other like sports, such us camp life and cruising, is un- 
surpassed by any in the United States, and parties seaking such 
recreation can do no better than come here and spend a sumr 

on its shoves, Owing to the constantly increasing number 
itors there is also an excellont opening here fora hotel. 

Oshkosh, Wis. 
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SOMETHING ABOUT TRESPASS. 

The law of trespass is of constant inter- 

est to sportsmen, who are perhaps more 

liable than any other class of men to un- 

wittingly offend against its provisions. 
The last quarterly report of the State 

Board of Agriculture of Pennsylvania con- 
tains an article upon this subject, from 

which the following points are drawn by 

a local paper :— 
Trespass is defined as ‘‘any transgres- 

sion of offense against the law of nature, 
of society, or of the country in which we 
live, whether it relates to a man’s person 
or his property.” his is its widest 
meaning, Ordinarily, however, it has re- 
ference only to an entry on the property 
of ancther without authority, and in do- 
ing damage while there, whether much or 
little. The law gives the owner exclusive 
control over his property. Any infringe- 
ment of his rights without his permission, 
or justified by legal authority, therefore 
constitutes a trespass. It does not need 
that the land should be inclosed by fences. 
The law supposes an imagimary inclosure, 
which answers every purpose, and the sim- 
ple act of passing it constitutes trespass, 
although no haria should really result to 
crops, cattle, or aught else. Even a per- 
son legally authorized to seize certain 
goods on a man’s premises dare not break. 
open doors for that purpose; if he does, 
his authority avails him nothing and he 
becomes a common trespasser. Neither is 
a person justified in so arranging spouts 
as to discharge water on another man’s 
land, even though he never steps off his 
own grounds: nor to permit filth to pass 
a boundary line without due perniission, 
When a spout first discharges on a man’s 
own premises and the contents then find 
their way toa neighbor's premises it does 
not constitute a trespass. 
Hunting and fishing, however, consti- 

tute the most common and annoying 
sources of trespass to which our farmers 
are subjected, Customhas induced some 
people to believe they can hunt or fish on 
the lands and waters of other men with 
impunity. Nothing .is wider of the fact 
than this, Because there can be no prop- 
erty in rabbits, quail, squirrels, pheasants 
and other feral birds and animals, they 
think these may be pursued wherever they 
may be discovered, Itis hardly necessary 
to say that the same laws governing tres- 
pass in other cases prevail here. No mat- 
ter that neither grass nor grain are tram- 
pled down, whether gates are left closed, 
bars left up and no rails broken, the pur- 
snit of such game on the lands of another 
without permission is trespass. To even 
enter an wnclosed piece of wood, where 
there are no crops to be injured, in pursuit 
of game, which may have taken refuge 
there, is a violation of law—quite as much 
ag if a wheat field in ear had been tram- 
nled down. Fox hunts, which are again 
ecoming common in certain sections of 

this and the neighboring counties, are all 
in violation of law, and every farmer 
whose acres are passed over by the hun- 
ters without his sanction haying been pre- 
yiously obtained has recourse in the law 
against the sportsmen for trespass, 

SS 

—The orguinette is one of the most in- 

genious musical inventions of the age. 

hose who aremusically inclined will find 

ihis little instrument a never-failing 

source of amusement. Read the adver- 

tisement elsewhere and write to the man: 

ufaciurers for a circular. 
ee 

KEEP’S SHIRTS 
ARE THE VERY BEST. 

KEEP’S PATENT PARTY MADE SHIRTS, 

only plain scanis to finish. f for $7. 

K@PPS CUSLOM SHLts, very best, MADE 

7O MEASURK, 6 for G1). iit guaranteed. 

‘An elegant set_of extra heavy. gold-plated 

puttors presented to purchasers of six shitts. 

KEEP'S KID GLOVES PUR GENTS), 

the very best, plain or embroidered. $1,10 per 

ea KEEPS UMBRELLAS, 

PEST GINGHAM, Patent Protected Ribs, $1 

eae. Warranted. Kitty per cent stronger Than 

ay other umbrella. 

REGINA ayn DWILEED Sibic UMBRELLAS. 

KEEP'’S UNDERWEAR. 

Flannel and Knit Shirts and Drawers in White, 

Scurict and Fancy styles, from 6c. to $2 50 each. 
TH LATEST NOVELTIES 

In Gents’ Silk, Linen, and Combric Handker- 

chiefs. Scarfs in eluvunt desizns and effects, 

Bhirts only delivered free. . 

Merchants will be furnished with trade circu- 

jars on application, as we furnish the trade on 

the most favorable terms. 

ffamples and Cireulars mailed free. 

KEEP MANUFAGTURING COMPANY, 
031, 643, 635 & G37 Broadway, New York. 

ee
 

Sporting Books, 
(OLD AND NEW), 

Catalogue No, 2 just issued, A choice selec- 

tion of early editions of Franti: Forester’s Sport- 

Works. A superb copy of the folio plates to 

‘san’s Ornithology, etc. Send stamp for 

~enes land 2 to 
“THORPE, 60 Nassau Street, Ny ¥- 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
TmMporter of FINE BRHVECH-LOADING GuMNs, 

943 Broadway, near Twenty-third St., New York City. 

Fine 

FISHING TACKLE. 

Hire Arms of Every 
=-5\' 

CUTLERY 

of the 

Finest Quality. 

Wescription, 
AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO SHOOTING AND FISHING OUT-FITS. ALSO 

OPTICAL GOoDS. 
The * RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” (Recommended by the FOREST AND STREAM), Sent postpaid for $2. 

GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. 

The Celebrated “ABBEY” 
2-0, SALMON SIZE, + . 

1-0, GRILSE, : “ 

; SEA TROUT, - : . 

No. 2, MAINE TROUT, - ; 

8, BROOK TROUT, large, : 

4, BROOK TROUT, medium, - 

No. 5, BROOK TROUT, small, - 

COOKS 
GRAND EXCURSION TO 

= UROPE ! 
1880 evan WAW PARTY, 1880 
Grand Annual Educational Vacation 
Party. Annual Wid-Summer Party, 

Pamphlet containing full particulars, with 
WEAP OF EUROPE, sent free on application, 

St es Tickets, for Independent Travelers, by all 
routes. 
Cook's Excursionist contains fares for over 
1,000 tours; by mail, 10 cents. 

Address, THONRIAS COOK & SON, 
261 Broadway, New Yori ; P.O. Box 4197. 

for Sale. 

yOR SALE,—A Smith and Wesson 32- 
calibre, new model revyolyer; nickeled; 

with attachable stock; Winchester loading tools, 
aminunition, ete. Also new Parker shot gun 
case of black walnut, low for cash. Lock Box 513, 
Morson, Mass. Febl12-1t. 

4 OR SALE.—A WM, GREENER breech 
loading gun, 12-gmge, 7} Ibs,, 30-in., fine 

Jaminated steel barrels, rebounding locks; cost 
new $125; price $35. A good shooter and in per- 
fect order. H.W. MERTEL, 593 Main st, Patter- 
son, N Febi2-1t. 

q OR SALE AT A BARGAIN—A new 
Reniington Mid-Range Rifle, vernier and 

Wwind-gaue¢e sights, 40-cal., 70 ev., C. F., half octa- 
gon bbis., pistol grip, fancy stocks, loeding tools, 
bullet mold, ete., complete; fine cleaning tools; 
300 rounds ammunition. Sold for want of use at 
a sacrifiee. ddress M. W. MULFORD, 

1196 East Grand st.. Elizabeth, N. J. 
Feb12-lt. 

OR SALE—Two W. & C, Scott & Son 
guns, 10-gauge, fine Damascus, and wr- 

ranted in every particular; price $75. Also one 
Colt gun, 12-giuge; price $40. Address box 641, 
Boston P, O., Mass. Jan.22-tt, 

For Sale, 
250,000 BROOK TROUT FRY, 

At reasonable rates. Address for prices to 
J.B, & FN. EDDY, 

Randolph, Cattaraugus County, N. Y. 

WILD RIC SEED for sale.  §3 00 
per bushel. Supply lim- 

ited. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

Manted. 

AUDUBON’S BIRDS, 
NY GENTLEMAN haying a set of Audubon’s 
birds, half size, in good order, which he 

would like 10 sell for $75, will please ad- 
dress at this office. win .29-1f, 

OWLS WANTED. 
50 cts, each paid for the dead birds delivered 
3) in good condition at my address. W-. J 
KNOWLTON, 168 Tremont st., Boston, Mass. 
Febl2-2m, 

i 

For the Summer of 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

FAC-TIMILE OF NO. 4. 

SHELLS LOADED TO ORDBIt, SEND STAMP FOR LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS, 
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CLEARANCE SALE. 
Twenty Per Cent. Reduction. 

ORDER TO REDUCE OUR STOCK AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE before removing N 
I to aur new store, and to make room for our new stock of 

Etammericss Guns, 

we offer our entiye stock of guns with bammers at 20 per cent. reduction from ourcatalogu 
Most of these guns are of newest design and all are of standard makes, as follows:— SS Ee 

1 JAMES PURDY,in case, 12-bore, 7 lbs. 
5 EM. RILEY, & CO.,10-bores. _ 
2 W,&C, SCOTT & SON (3 Primier 

quality). Other qualines from 
$70 to $150, including 2 20-bores. 

4 W. W. GREENER, ranging from 
21 P. WEBLAY & SON, $60 to $200 
9 WESTLEY RICHARDS,“ * $150 to $300 

9 COLTS, 
17 PARKER BROS, 
138 E, REMINGTON & SON, * D3 

$10 to $200 

ranging from een to ame 
0 $12 

J $4 3 NICHOLS & LEFEVRE; one “KE” a 
andtwo'D” quality; and about 
{5 cheaper grades ranging in 
price from $30 to $50, 

Under our proposed reduction any of theaboye guus will be sold atn discount of 20 per cent. 
from above prices. Also the following 

Seconad=-handa GQupe: 

S-bore W & C SCOTT & SON 11 lbs, choked, 
THEE OS clasle ohn Aces = Bs ee Bee hae ee 

1 10-bore J. D. DOUGALL, lock 
fast; 8} Ibs. mett........---. sees tence eee $200. 

1 TOLLEY double Express Mtifle, 60 calibre, 
Det ; 

110-bore W. W, GREENER, Treble-w 
fast; 8£1bs., nett... . 0. Pia ah che ~ 

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. 
Our new stock of 

W, W. GREENER and WESTLEY RICHARDS HAMMERLESS GUNS, 
will be the largest in this country, Hammerless catalogue ready for distribution about April Ist. 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 

41 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

The Rewnel. 

ENGLEWOOD KENNEL. 
Yo Sportsmen, 

I AM prepared to board a limited num- 
ber of dogs. Setters und pointers thoroughly 

(ield broken. Address C, C. TOWNSEND, 
Febl?-3m. Englewood, N.J, 

OR SALE.—Spayed pointer bitch, 3 
years old ; very superior on rulled grouse. 

No fault. Price moderate, Address E, 8, H., 
care S. Ranuney’s Box, Ashfield, Muss. 

Hebl2-1t. 

FoR SATLE—Good cocker spaniel bitch: 
good on pheasants and partridges; one year 

three months old; liver colored. P. C. KEIL- 
MAN, P. O, Box 235, Tamaqua, Pa, 

ANTED.—A bitch to act as foster mo- 
ther. Must be good disposition, healihy. 

and to whelp bythe léth of March; a tair price 
will be pnid for herservices. DR.J.W. DOWNEY, 
Febl2-1t. New Market, Fredk. Co., Md. 

“THE SETTER,” 

BY LAVERACK. 

For sale at this office. Price $3, 

The Henel. 

FOR SALE—A magnificent 
hound bitch, two years old. 

H. H., care this office, 

impocted stag- 
Apply to H. 

q OR SALE—An imported black andtan Setter 
Dog, two years old. has not a white hiir ; 

good size,and x beauty, <A brindle and white 
Bull Terrier Bitch, fifteen months old; very 
handsome; weighs 25lbs.; perfectly clever. 
Bull Terrier Dog, nearly ull white, with small 
Jemon spot on head; yery fine; weight, 25lbs.; 
and two Fox Terrier hd live months old ; 
Tull pedigree. Address “ CRIB," 23 Myrtle evreet, 
Boston, Feba,2t 

ies SALE— Pearl, a hslf Laverack and lal 
Llewellin bitch; black, white and ticked 

very handsome; three yeurs old; is a first rate 
brceod bitch; thorourhly house broken ; pedi- 
greesent onupplication. T cannot hunt her on 
account Gf ill-health, She has beer bred but 
once, and that was to champion Gladstone. 
Pers sa TSAAC FISKE, Worcester, Mass. 

‘eh, 2 

ROR SALE—Red Irish setter pups, eight 
weeks old, trong and bandsome, by cham-=- 

pion Berkley and Mag,she by champion Hicho 
and Fottler’s Eileen (imported) ; five doge, three 
bitches ; will sell cheap, if fatten at onee. For 
price, etc., address J. A. ROCK WOOD, 476 Wash- 
ingion street, Boston, Mass, ebi2.2t 
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Ghe Kennel. 

Neversink Lodge Kennels | 
Tho following celebrated Dogs are in 

the stud. 
DocGs: 

&t Bernard dog *Mareo"’; rough coated, two 
years old; amagnificant animal—Rey, J. Cum- 

ing Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanover 
Bhow and Rochester. 
New Foundland dog “ Keeper’; four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel Show, 1879, 
Pointer dog, * Croxteth,”; liver and white; one 

anda half year old; out of Lord Sefton’s re- 
nowned stock—one of the handsomest pointers 
an the United States. Second prize in the H an- 
-over International Show. | 

Blue Helton setter, “ Decimal Dash,” eighteen 
months old; sired by Liewellyn’s celebrated 
has magnificent stud dog—never exhib- 

g 

879, 
Stud fee, $25.00. 

or Sale. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

Bitches. 
St. Bernard “Braunfels,” rough coated, out of 

Prince Solm’s celebrated stock; a magnificent 
itch, in whelp to “M *’ Ist prizes in Hun- 

Pointer ** Queen," liver and white. IstWestmin- 
ster Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to “ Croxteth. 
Gordon setter “Beanty,” Ist Boston Show 1878, 

2nd New York Show 1878. 
Pointer “Dora’- diver and white, out of 

“{Queen” and “ Sanvho.” 
ue Belton setter Silk 

Trish Setter” Moya,” out of Col. Hilliard's 
Palmerston.” in whelp to “ Rover IT. 
English Setter’ Donna,” white and lemon. 
Pups can be secure. by an early application. 

Hesides Loffer forsale pointers and setters of 
inor quality, butof good thoroughbred stock; 

full pedigrees. Also, several puppies of cham- 
spion Queen," by champion ‘* Sensation.” 

Having engaged the servicés of Macdona’s re- 
nowned field trial breaker Lam prepared to beok 
orders for thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autunin, 1880. Particulars will be furnished on 
sapplication to A. E, GODEFFROY, 

Guymard, Orange Co,, N, XV. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
«se RUSH.’ 

“In the Stud.” 
Rush is lemon and white, and winner at New 

‘York. Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Louis- 
-yille Shows, He is an excellent field dog; fine 
nose. fast, stylish and stuunch, For full partic- 
sulars, pedigree and field qualities address 

EDIWUND ORGILE, 
1,096 Dean street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Fee $25. Jan.22-tf, 
ES 

PORE LAVERACK PUPS FOR SALE.—Sire, 
the Lay sire of winners, Carlowitz, dam 

*Princess Nellie, she by Pride of the Border, out 
of champion Petrel the dam of Gladston. Also 
spups by Carlowiltz out of other bitches, at hard- 
“time prices. Medicines for all diseases; collars, 
whips, whistles, chains, couplers, check-cords, 
muzzies, etc. M. VON CULIN, Deluware Cily, 
Del. | Jan.8,tf 

oes SALE OR EXCHANGE—1 pair 
white English setters, 1 pairwhite English 

s8etter pups, 1 coon snd rabbitdog, 1female fer- 
sret, 1 sn I black and ayy has pg and full 
-particulars address GRO. A. TRACY, box 197, 

iWimantic, Conn. Will be sold cheap or ex- 
changed for breech-loading shot gun or Brahms, 

fowls.” ' Jan.29-4b. 

PORTING.—FOR SALE—A couple of 
fine young Trish setters, puppies, ont of very 

fine stock, at No.4 Bast Bighth street. Jan,29-tt. 

9, OR SALE. SENSATION—Queen IL 
Pointer puppics.—A few puppies of the 

“above celebrated stock for sale; terms reason- 
“able. Queen IL is by Champion Sancho, ex- 
ssiampion Queen IL. These puppies are now 
<ever three months old. Address Garrett Roach, 
Box 33 College Point, L. I. Jan 15 2mo 

TURE IRISH SHTTER, — Champion 
Eleho, Plunket, and Rory O'Moore stock, 

from six weeks to one year old, for sale at very 
Jow prices, Also, a perfectly broken Irish bitch, 
‘py Hicho. Address, E. J. ROBBINS, Westerfield 
Conn. 

Ghee Fennel. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 
LONDON 

Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes. 
Awarded Silver Medal, Paris, 1878—Medal from 

British Government, and 21 other Gold 
and Silver Medals. 

ee 

Trade Mark. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATIS 

FRANCIS ©. De LUZE & CO, 
18 South William Street, New York, 

Also Spratt’s Dog Soap, and direct orders taken 
for Spratt’s Medicines, 

Train Your Own Dogs. 
Bt THE USE of M. Von Culin’s patent 

Spike Collar. dogs of any age, no matter how 
old or stubborn, can be thoroughly trained ina 
fraction of the time required by any other 
method, TIll-trained dogs broken of all 
faults, ne matter how long practiced. Doga 
broken of bird biting, gun-shyness, whip-shy- 
ness, shot-breaking, unsteadiness on the point, 
ehasing birds and rabbits, hedge hunting. Any 
dag, old or young, tuught to retrieve (put in 
your hand) asa duty, no play; to point game, to 
back-stand, drop to shot, hand, wing and word, 
to quarter his ground,and work to hand and 
whisule. To hunt up headed for live game and 
for foot seent m retrieving cripples. 

DISTEMPER AND WORMS 
Distemper and worms kill more dogs than all 
other diseases combined. Learn how to prevent 
and cure. Send 25 cents for book on treat- 
ment of distemper in dogs. 
Send ect stamp for letters from sportsmen in 

nll parts of America, who have used my collar. 
Prise, with book of instruction, by mail post 
paid, 33. 

M. Von Culin, Delaware City, Del. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure, 

and Flea Destroyer. 

For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale Agenta—Bruen & Hobart, 214 Fulton 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co., 409 N. Third 
Street, Phila.; Finley & Thompson, 35 Magazine 
Sireet, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.: Trimble & Kieibacker, Baltimore, 
Cure oa Destroyer sent by mail on site of 

25¢., to L, A. MICKE, Easton, Pa. 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennei offers 

for sale several magnificont imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefull ¥ selected from 
the best Huropean strains. To be sold for no 
fuult. For prices, pedigrees, etc., address. 

‘Lu ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., 0.5. A. 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

—or— 
AM, P, MoKoon, Franklin, Delaware Co., N. ¥, 

KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest 
strains. I sellonly young stock. Iguarantee 

rutistaction andsafe delivery to every customer. 
Phese beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
besten for ruifed grouse and woodcock shoot- 
jug and retrieving, Correspondents inclosing 
stamp will get printed pedigrees, circulars, testi- 
monials, etv. 719 
BOE ODS TS 

Re SALE—Gordon setter DEPs ; two 
spayed bitches, one tat whelpcil Sept, 1th 

1879; will exchange for English mastiil pup, 
cocker or clamber ata imported stock, full 
edigres. Address WB. M. DORK, Jz., Dedham, 

Nislog? Dec.18-tf. 

Ghe Heunel, 

ASA L. SHERWOOD. 
Skaneateles, N. Y. 

GORDON ENGLISH, AND FIELD TRIAL 
SETTERS 

Or Purest STRATNS. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 

pais POWDER is guaranteed to kil? 
fleas on dogs or any other animals, or mone 

returned. Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use. Simple and eflicacious. 

Price 50 cents by mall, Postpaid. 

AREGA NUT FOR WORMS IH DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full direstions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recommended by Rop AnD 
Gow and Forest And StRHAM-. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
63 Fulton Strect, N.Y. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, & 
1 Cortlandé Street, N. ¥.. 

IN THE STUD. 

“RED GErOouUs=z,” 
IMPORTED IRISH SETTES. 

Address EDWARD LOHMAN, i71 Bast 87th st. 
DE: Jan ti-1m 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

alill nnd judgments 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

oot 13 

water. 
N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

pupnies; #lso, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H.C. GLOVER,Toms Hiver, N. J 

GOREST AND STREAM KENNEL, 
Liewellin setter, Rattler, in the stud. Rat- 

tler is a handsome ble belton,black points, win- 
ner of four bench prizes; sire, Rob Roy, he by 
Laverack's Fred,out of Slatter’s Phasbe, founder 
of the field trial strain, winner of five English 
Held trials, out of pure Laverack imported bitch 
Pickles; she by Llewellin’s Prince, winner of 
two tirsts and three championships, out of 
Liewellin’s Lill IL.; no better blood in America, 
Willserve bitches at $15. Litters warranted, [am 
breeding to Rattler the following bitches ;— 
Mell. a beautiful blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack, dam Spot, winner of first and second 
specials at Detroit, Mich., 1879, also firstat Boston 
189 in native classes; Fly, a very fine roan bel- 
ton bitch, sire Shot, dam imported Fannie; Pat, 
orange and white, out of Belle, by Royal George. 
Puppies bred from above, fine stock, for sale 
cheap. Address, with stamp, L.F, WHITMAN, 
Detroit, Mich, Decl ,t£ 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &€, 
begs to inform Lad.es and Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition. 

N. H.—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken- 
nels. deel9 tf. 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am ge- 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seyen months’ work 
out of the twelye, and fuarantee satisfaction, if 
the doz has 4ll the natural instincts. Refer— 
ences On application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. <A. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Bie ie Os 

Cte 
Se ee ee Pe 

N THE STUD.—The pure Laverack dog 
Pride, by Pride of the Border x Petrel. The 

only pure Layerackin New England. Fee, $30. 
Address H. FY. DEANE, Box 1,612, Boston, Mass. 

Sept. +t. f. 

Misrellancous. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES, 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE! 

H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY, 
‘ 

WaAREROOMS 

88 Broadway, New York: 
82 and 86 State street, Chicago: 

17 South Fifth st., St. Louis, 
SO 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 

Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 

NOTARY PUBLIC. 

No, 237 Broadway, Room 7, New York City, 

All business vromptly attended to. nova 

F. Julius Xaldenberg, 
MANUFACTURER OT t 

MEERSCHAUM PIPES, 
CIGAR HOLDERS, Etc. 
Also, AMBER &TVORY 
GOODS of oyery de- 
speription, of which I 
have a large and elegant 
assortment on hand. 

ARTISTIC CARVING a 
= specialty. 

Portraits of Men and favorite Animals carved 
Py onde and executed in tho highest style of the 
art, 
Repairing done in the best manner, 
Send stamp for Lustrated Price List to P. 0. 

Box 91, New York. 
Received the only award for American made 

Meerschaum Goods at the Centennial Exhibition, 
by the International Jury. | 

Factory and Salesroom—125 Fulton Street. 
ERANCH STORES—No. 6 Astor House, Broadway: 
71 Nassau,corner John Street, New York. 

. leaner an 
Por breceh-lead 

Tn ordering give callbre of gun. 

Address? TF. YARDLEY BROWN, Patentes, 

DING; Pa, } 

dohn Harriott, 
GSunpnsraver. 

} Prompt attention, first-class Workmanshije 
and satisfactory prices guaranteed, 

22 WINTELST, BOLT 0A MASS, 

QEUNE, RED FOX, COON, MUSKRAT 
ie 
5 AND MINK 

BOUGHT TOR CASH 

At the highest market prices. - 

Qi8end for circular with full particulars, 

EC. BOUGHTON, 

Ca tNo. 5 Howard street, + 
New York, 

1879. 

‘ sp) —— - ? 

This cut is a fac-simile of the Sportsmen’s Chain, patented by N. M. SHEPARD, April 15, 
= This Chain will be made from the yery best quality of ROLLED GOLD PLATE, or what is Inown as Gold 

i) Filled, and will be warranted to wear equal to a Solid Gold Chain from four to six years. The retail price will 
be $8 each. Liberal discounts to Clubs or Societies ordering twelve or more at one time. 
Pigeon, Glass Ball or Target Shooting, consisting of Shot, Shells, Cartridges, and # Gun or Rifle for bar, willalso \§ 
be made of Solid Gold upon application, at the lowest market price, 

other house, 

attver. Vuli information given upon 

Al the Army Corps Badges on 

Emblemutie for 

I KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE AND WELL-SELECTED STOCK OF 

EVERYTHING IN THE JEWELRY LINE. 
) I HAVE A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF 
Masonic, Odd Fellows, Knights Pythias, Eastern Star Pins, Rings and Jewels 

OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE. 

Shooting; Rowing, Athletic, Firemen’s, College and School Medals, 
ARE A SPECIALTY WITH THIS HOUSE. 

‘We have tho largest stock’on hand of any house in this country, and de more business in this line than any 
SEND FOE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 25c. 

N. M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton Street, New York. 
SPECIAL ORIGINAL DESIGNS, NOTIN CATALOGUE, FURNISHED ON APPLICA1ION 

Tmanoufacture to order at short notice all the Army Corps Badges of the United Btates, both gold and ' 

‘hand and Manufactured at Short Notice. 
on, 

PATENTED 

APRIL 15, 1879. 

Sunn 

J 7 et "HV “dx VO 

d 19Aa pury aq} jo Hum) 

ufeyd poos B pus AqIpenw w1o0jion 
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Misretlancars. Lublications. - Hiscellancous Advertisements, 

PORTSMEN’S 
NEW LOOKS, 

——— 7 

HALLOCK’S 

ALINTE - rice post . 
PRACTICAL Pompe, 

TAXIDERMY 
and 

HOME DECORATION, Price postpaid, $1.50. 
By Jos. H. Barry, 

THE DOGS OF 
GREAT BRITAIN, 

AMERICA and 
OTHER COUNTRIES. Price postpaid, $2. 

Comprising the essential 
parts of the two standard 
works on the Dog. 

By STONEHENGE. 
AMERICAN WILD FOWL 

SHOOTING. Price PPO RED AME, $2. 
Ss, W. Lona. By Jos, 

HOW TO HUNT AND TRAP. Prico post- 
paid, $1.50. 

By Jos. H. Barry, author of “ Practical Tax- 
idermy.” 

FRANK FORESTER'S 
COMPLETE WORKS. 

Complete Manual for Young Sportsmen, Price 
post paid, $2, 

FIELD SPORTS OF U. 8. 
2 vols. Price ieee $4. 

AMERICAN GAME 1N ITS SEASO 
FISH AND FISHING OF U.8........ 
PSE, SCENES AND CHARACT: 

Oe Eee ee Genet ocak et Rigi Verek 

BITTERS 
In eliminating the impurities of the blood, the 

natural and mate sa eee is the cure of Scrof 
uilous ond other Skin Eruptions & Diseasca 
including Cancers, Ulcers, and other sores, 

It is the best Blood Purifier, and stimu- 
lates every function to more healthful action, 
and thus a benefit in all diseases. 
Dyspepsia, Weakness of the Stomach, 

Constipation, Dizziness, General Debil- 
ty, etc., are cured by the Safe Bitters. It is 
unequaled as an Appetizer and Regular Tonic, 

It is a medicine which should be in every 
family, and which, wherever used, will save 
payment of many doctors’ bills. 

ottles of two sizes; prices 50 cents and $1. 

SAFE, Bes-WARNER’S 
KONE? BQ Safe Remedies are 

SA 1 sold by Druggists 
’ & Dealers in Med- 
icine everywhere, 

H. H. Warner & Co., 
AY ; Proprictors, 

a ROCHESTER, NW. ¥. 
8GFSend for Pamphi: 

and Testimonials. 

We will mail any of tho above on receipt of 

prices named. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., Bs “ 

111 Fulton street, New York. ee - 

To American Anglers. 

THE ENGLISH 

FISHING GAZETTE, 
Devoted to Angling, River, Lake and Sea 

Fishing, and Fish Culture. 
SrxrEEN Pacus FOLro. 

Price 'Twopence. 
L (EVERY FRIDAY.) 

Vol. TIT. commenced with the number for Jan. 
1. under new management. The GAzetrTnis the 
only paper in the English language entirely de- 

voted to Angling, Fish Culture, etc. 

Free by past ONE YEAR for 12s. 6d, or 
$3.25 in P. 0. 0. or U. S. Postage Stamps 
to any address in the United States. Half 
a year for half the price. 

E. |]. HORSMAN, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

Fine Archery. 

("A copy of the current numberand pros- 

pectus can be had (pest free) by sending 6 

cents in U.S, Postage Stamps to the Mana- 
ger FISHING GAZETTE, 1 Crane Court, 

Fleet Street, London, England. maré ti 

Field, Cover and Trap 

Shooting. 
BY CAPT. BUGARDUS. Send for descriptive price list. 80 and S82 

William street, New York, 

New and enlarged edition, containing instruc 

tions for glasa ball shooting, and chapter on 

Breeding and Breaking of Dogs by Miles John- 

gon. For gale at this office. Price $2. 

SHOOTING, FISHING, 
YACHTING, SWIMMING, 

BATHING, AND BICYCLE 

C. B. 

Mayls 4t. 

WILKINSON & CO., 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
‘BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION. 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order, 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

CARD’S 

Last Patent Target Thrower 
Witn IMPROVED SPRING AND NEw RUBBER 

P. 
Protected by two United States Patents and one 

in Great Britain. 

“* Patented May 7, 1878, and April 2, 1879. 
Hf iets ouly rotating trap that throws every way, 

er can be made to throw in any desired direc- 
tion, or that can be made to throw every way, €2> 
cept at shooters and spectators, all of which are 
covered by the above patents. Remember you 
et no balls (unless you wish them) in your i 
ut have rights and lefts, ancd.all otherangles. Ser 
oe circular. Price $10 atfactory. Nochargefor 

' WILL H, CRUTTENDEN, 
GENERAL AGERT, 

Cazenovia, N. Y. 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Bali 
AND HIS PATENT 

. GLASS BALL TRAP 
For Wing practice. They 
can be had from all gun 
dealers. _ Headquarters 
forGlass Balls and Traps, 
A.H. BOGALRDUS, No. 
158, South Clark strect, 
Chieago. Send for Price 
List. For Traps—HART 
& SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 

“ Field, Coverand Trap 
Shooting,” the only book 
ever published by a mar- 
ket hunter, can behad at 
the above address. Price 

ie 

Guns, Amuunition, Gtr. 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
LEVER ACTION 

“In the world. 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 

Equal in finish, symmetry of outline, and mate~ 
tial, to the finest English guns, And at 

more reasonable prices, 
The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only re-- 
bounder with which miisafires will not occur, 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

For “Workmanship, Rebounding Loc and 
Compensating Features of Pica 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING, 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire.. 
Muse Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loaders. 

Clark & Sneider, 
214 West Pratt Street, Baltimore. 
Send for Dlustrated Catalogue. 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, 
SYRACUSE, 

NEV TORE. 

Maker of Fine Guns. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE, 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 

DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock. 

Chokebore Barrels. 

For close, hard shooting excels ull others. Ex 

SIMPLE AND 

J. Cypress, Jr.’s Works. 
TWO VOLUMES. 

Price $S by Mail. 
CAN BE HAD THROUGH THIS OFFICE. 
———E ae 

EVERY READER 
ot 

FOREST AND STREAM 
Needs one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 
HASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES. By Charles A.J, Farrar, 
A spicy and fascinating story of sportsman’s life 
in the wilds of Maine. In this booka great deal 
of valuable information isimparted in a pleas- 

eautifully illus- 
trited with fuli-page engravings. Handsome- 
ly bound in rests $1.50. Ready May ay 

¥ 

Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 

n trip made by a party of Boston gentlemen to 

L the Rangeley Lakes region. 224 pages. 12 illus- 

ant and attractive manner. 

CAMP LIFE IN {HE WILDERNESS. 

trations. ats covers, 50 
; 

Me Notch and Parmacuenee, Dixyi C 
zin, Magalloway and of Connecticut, Androsco. 

Sandy rivers. 2 
tions. and 9s larze map. Paper covers, 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 

TED. A comprehensive and thorough hand- 

book ot the Moosehead Lake yezion nnd the 

sporting resorts of Northern Maine, with map. 

The tours of the Kennebce, Penobscot and 
St. John rivers, ascent of Katubdin, etc., are 

lainly treated, 224 pages. 14 illustrations. 
er covers, 5) cents. : 

yy j 4P of the Richardson 
revion and the waters ot 

FA rs Kis ‘ 101K f 
fangeley an 

cae iayeue M Printed on tough linen 

paper, doth coy 50 cents. 

FPARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 

and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 

resorts of worthern Maine, also the head- 

waters of the Kennebee, Penobscot and St. 

John vivers, Printed on tough linen paper, 
0 cents, 

me 

avers. oO 

SokRARS. SPEREGSCOPIC 
VIEWS of the 

entire Riebardson aod Hangeley lake region. 

Taree size, ench 23 cents. ene ape ene. 

“= Any of the akcve publications fen 

a opinstuntis on meet oe BMGC a piaiee 

es ra T. Dec3l ” 

a ET 

UIA 
er Covers, OCD RANGELEY | these Wines to be unegualed in quality. 

A complete and re- 

liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
eadwaters 

Contains 256 pages. 50 illustra- dry. 

1 Cortlandt St.,Sole Ag’tsfor the United States. 

FERGUSON’S PATENT tra heavy for ducks a specialty. Send stam: 
GARMENTS. forces, HYDE & SHATTUCK, Manufactun 

The best made goods in the world. og rers, Hatfield, Mass. 

Write for Descriptive Catalogue [ A JACK S } 
and state the sort of garments ani a ' 
material desired. with 

GhO. C. HENNING, 
Washington, D. 0. LOCOMOTIVE REFLECTOR. WM.R.SCHAEFER, \\ —— 

ee ” "iil The most complete Lamp for 

ciate sts as Dy veces ietane| 64 Elmst., Boston, Mass, 
With the “CROSBY PATENT AXE COVER, . produced. an eases 

i Ca Axe in America. Says Combines Camp Lamp, Hea , 

pteese stants ie denghted with it; it aiwieet Statf and Boat Jack,Handand 
{ Dealer in 

my camping outfit complete, and is just the Dark Lantern, Belt Lamp, etc. J 

thing I have been Jaoking for these many years.” Tias no chimney; burns either 

Send for a circular. f§enal, Lard or Sperm Oil. 
© a 

A, S. CROSBY & CO., LEbe oe EXCELSIOR” 

WATERVILLE, ME. And Manufacturer of 
DASH AND CARRIAGE LAMP. 
With Locomotiye Reflector and, Reversible 

Dash Clamp. Has no chimney. Burns either 

candles, kerosene or other Oils, Frts AN¥ KIND 

OF DASH Olt VEHICLE. . 
Send stamp for Circulars. 

FERGUSON'S RUST PREVENTER. 
he best article yet invented for Fire-Arms, Cut- 

lery, Tools, exposed parts of Machinery, 
ete. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, Sole Wr, 

65 Fulton street, N. ¥. 

PERE & FILS. penscone, GHANPAGRED 
Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

To Order. 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD: 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

ing SHOTGUNS. A full lineof the Clabrou, ‘h: 
Moore, Bonehill, aud other makes of impo 
guns, alwayson hand. Particular attention 
paid to CHORE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATT’S DOG FOOD, etc., etc. 
Gum stocks bent, warranted to stay, All work. 
executed in the most skillful manner, 

Verzenay, dry, full bodied, rich fiayor. 

Carte Blanche, Fruity, delicate fiayor, not too 

DODGE, CAMMEYER & CoO., 

UN OF THE FU 
WM. POWELL & SON’S 

Tt has the finest mechanical action, the surest y 
Soe oo : Sole agents in New ‘York for CARD'S REVOLVING BALL TRAP. 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 

These Guns are on Exhibition at s4 Ohambers St., New Work City. 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 

HammerlessShot Gun, $250. 
safety catch, finest finish, Pattern, 

Sole azents for the United Stajes.. 
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Sportanen’s Goods, 

=a 

INDIA RUBBER 

Fishin Van, (oalsl evn 
AND 

BOOTS, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

COMPLETE 

Sporting and Camping Outfits 
India Rubber Gooisof Byery Teseription 

HODGMAN & CO. 
Send for Price List. 

425BROADWAY and 27 WAIGEN LANE, 
NEW YORE. 

Sportanien’s Routes. 

Fhiladelphia and Savannah Line 
FOR, FLORIDA. 
OR THROUGH TICKETS to FERNAN- 

DINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUS- 
TINE, SANFORD, ENTERPRISE and interme- 
diate landings on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and inte- 
Tior points in PLORIDA, by steamship to SA- 
VANNAG, and thence by railroad or steamboat, 

AS ply to WML. JAMES, General Agent, 
wladelphia and Siuthern Mail 8S. 8. Co., 

Pier 22, South Wharves, Phila. 

«MHE FISHING LINE.” 

TAKE THE 
Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRapids andCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
and the aeisnig an North Woods are unsurpasse 
seaanlea ta cabundance and great variety o: 

BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 
the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING as found 

ters. 
OUT season begins May1 and ends Sept.l. 

The GRAYLING Season opend June l aud/ends 

Packing fish gan be had at many points. 
TAKE VOUR FAMILY WITH OU. The see- 

ery of the North Woodsand Lakesis ve beau- 
ilful; the air is pure, dry and bracing. e cli- 
site ig peculiarly beneficial to those suffering 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
eS :: iterated ne are good, far Ate 

1) verare In countries new © t 
atone et purest of Za = puree 

6 season Roun ip Excursion Tick- 
ets will be sold at low rates, ie attractive tain 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guds and Fishing Tacide Carried Freeat 

imi ets nits 4 : 
ourgiin to male sportsmen feel “at home” 

outhigsroute. For Tourist's Guide (an attractive 
etre neole of 80 pages), pai aud in- 

5 Paccurate maps of the Fishi 
Grounds and Time Cards, address A. Et LEED,” 

or. Vaiss, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Old Dominion Line. 
TH paren ect of tllis Line reach 
some Of the finest watertow! and upland 

showting sections in the country, Donnetine di- 
rect fur Chincoteague, Cobly's Island, and points 
onthe Penineula. City Point, James’ Hiyer, Cur- 
Tituck, Plorida and tha woltiniainous country of 
Virsinin, Nenneseer; etc. Nortole steamers gail 
Jursday, Thurscay, aod Saturday. Lewes, Dol. 
Monday and Thursday, at 2 pn. Full mform- 
“ation giyenavoiice, 197 Greenwich Street, New 
Foi Beprs zy 

COODYEAR’S 

Rubber Mvg Company, 
AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f'g Coa., 

488, 490, £02 Byway, cor. Broome st., 

7 AND 

2%) BROADWAY, cor, FULTON ST. 

RUBBER GUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 
FISHING AND HUNTING. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. GUR OWN MAK 

AND GUARANTEED, 

Rupsrr Goons or Hynry Drscrip- 
TION. 

Send for Tilustrated Catalogzte. 

Spertomnys oie, 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
AND 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and $f. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & Northern 
Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHHAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS each way daily, be- 
tveen Burlington, Albert Lea and Min ERRORS, 
erossing and connecting with all Hastand West 
Linesin Iowa, running through some of the fihest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, 
Ducks, Pinnated and Rutfed Grouse and Quail. 
Sportsmenand their dovs taken good care of. Ke- 
duced rates on parties of ten or more upon appli- 
cution to Gen’) Tiéket Olfice, eaten Rapids, 

E. F. Wrssiovw, 
General Manager, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING KS and RACH COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dit- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
Without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 

also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Co and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are gold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle citiesto KANE, RENOVA, 'BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting, 

Also, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQU AN, and peints on the NEW JERSHY COAST 
renowned for 5ALT WATER SPOR'T AFTER 
Fin AND FEATHER. 

L. P, FARMER, Gen'l Pass, Agent. 
Pa4anr THomson, Gen'l Manager, febi17-tt 

BS, 

Gen] Passengor Agent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angier to 

the Eest Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia Blue Ridye Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
eock, mountain trout, baat Eire, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. 

. The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
nious watering places and summer resorts, 

The _ Only Route via White Sul- 
> , Phur Springs. 
Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 

West, Novthwestand Southwest; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; and at Richmond 
and Charlotteyille with the South. Al 
laproyements in equipment, € 

3 CONWAY RB. HOWARD; 
_ Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent,’ 

mypiy % =~ Richmond 

modern r 

Sportsmens’ Gootls. 

CORDUROY SHI 
A SPECIALTY ! 

TING SUITS 
From Goods ofmy own Importation--Dead Grass Color, 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, 

VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 
Full linés of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete, 
Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J; 
New York Office, 1/7 Broadway, 

Syovismew'a Routes. 

LOoxe ISLAND R. R,—LEAVE HUN- 
TER'S Pl (Flatbush Ave.. B'klyn, 5 min, 

entler)for Babylon, $.85 A.M, 3,35, 4.35, 5.35 P.M. 
Bulndays, 9 Aa : 

Col. P’t& Whitestone, 4.85, 8.45, 10, 1185 A.m., 
2.85, 8.85, 4.85, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.36, 7, 7.35, 9.45 Pat, 12.15 
midnight. 
Sundays, #.35,10.85 A.M, 1.95, 5.05, 7,10 P.M. 
Flushing, 6,3¢, 7.30, 8.46, 10., 11.85 A.M., 2.35, 3.35, 

4.85, , 5.85, 6, 6.8, 7, 7.05, 9.45 P.m., 12.15 night. Sun- 
days, 9.35, 10.35 A.M., 1.86, 3, 5.35, 7, 10 PM. 

‘ar Rockaway, 635, 11 A.M, 4.35, 536, 7P.M. 
Rockaway Beach, i0 an. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Great Neek,G.30, 7.33. 11.55 4 of., 4.35, 5,95,6.85 Pat. 

Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9.85 A.M,,5.35 P.M, 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 6, 10_A.M., 

1.85, 3.85, 4.25, 6.30, 6.35 PM, From Wlathush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday. Wed., Fil. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdzy and Sunday only fram Flatbush ay, 
$30 P.a. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.96, 6.36 P.M, 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley and Roslyn,8, 10A.m., 

8.35, 4.35, 6.85, 6.385 Pa. Sundays, 9 A.M. 6.05 P.M, 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 6 A.M., 3.35 P.M, 
Huntington and Northport, §, 10 A... 4.35, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 Pm. 4 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, § A.M., 3.35, 5.85 P.M 
Port Jefierson, 8 A.M.,4.35 P.M. Sundays,9 A.M. 
Patcborue, $,35 A.2t., 4.35,5.35 Pat Sundays, 9 
M. 
Richmond Hill, Glenéale, 8.25, 11 A.M., 3.85, 4.35 

5.35, 6,7 P.4i. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
baturday nichts, 12.15. Sundays, 9 AM., 6.35 PM. 
PUNTERS PML & Lu St. ANNEX—Leaye 

Pier 17, @. R. (foot Finest.) for Hunter’s P’t, 3.30, 
10.5), 11.30 A.M, 3.06, 4.05, 6.759605 p.m, Kurther 
inte mation, tickets, commutation, etc., 220 
Ss wety. W. M. LARIAN, Gen’! Pars. Agent. 

BOW 7 
New Haven, Hartford, Springfield and 

the North. 
The new and elegant steamer C.H. NORTHAM 

leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily (Sundays ex- 
Gay tey, atepm. Passengers go North and East. 
atl PM. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New 

Vorkat 11 P.m., arriving in New Hayenin time 
for the carly morning trains. = 
Merchandise forwarded by dailyExpressFreight 

gain from New Haven through to Massachusetts, 
ermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern 

‘New Yorkand Canada. Apply at Office on Pier 
orto RICHARD PICK, Gen'lAgt. 

A 

‘To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars * DayyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
én, sleeping apartments, lavatories, ctc., also pro- 
yided with racks and closets for guns and fishing 
tackle,and kennelsfordogs. __ s, ; 
4 Diagrams, rates and other desired mformation 
furnished on application to Gen'l Supt. P. P. Cc. 
Co., Chicago, je26 3maos. 

giscellancous Adertisements. 

TEXAS REAL ESTATE. 
A LARGE QUANTITY OF CHUICE LANDS 
-& in Northwestern Texas at low prices, Also 

djoining Denison, the railroad center of North 
Texas, and best locality in the Stete for profit- 
able fruit growing, I offer many small tracts of 
0 to 50 acres each at low figures. Will place 
loans on paying business property with clear 
titles in Denison at.good rates, Reference, First 
National Bank, Denison, Texas. 

’ J. T. MUNSON, 
No. 215 Main street, Denison, Texas. 
a ooo 

5, Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
ORSGUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGI- 
calInstruments. Safe to handle, WILLNOT 

GUM, and will keepin any climate. Sportsmen 
every where in the United States pronounceit the 
best oil in the market. Judge Holmes, of 
Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘It is the best prepara- 
tion Thaye found in thirty-five years of active 
and frequent use of guns.” 

‘The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO, 
4 es Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 

e 3, N. J. 
Sold by pemacipal New York dealers, and byWm., 

Read & Sons, Boston, Mass. ; B. Kittredge & Co., 
Cincinnati, O.; 1. E. Maton. Chicago, Th. Brown 
& Hilder, St. Louis, Mo.; Thos. . Parr, Cleye- 
and, O.; Trimble & Eleibacker, Baltimore, Md. ; 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D. C,; Jos, 0. Grubb 
& Co, Philadelphia. 1 : 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MATT. 

THE 

WILSON PATENT ADIOSTABLE CH ATR, 
Stee WIT TAIRTY UHANGHS O¥ POSITIONS. 

be Pailor Library, Mvalid Chair, 
Uhild’s Geib, Bed or Lounge, 
combining beauty, lght- 

ness, strength, simpli- 
city, and comfort, 
Everything toanexact 
science, Orders by mail 

le promptiy atlended to. 
Goods shipped to any 
address, C.0. D. Send 

—— at p Tor atishrated 
= — autalopne; quote! Wor- 

READING POSITION: est and Sireara,’? Ad- 
dress Phe Wilson Adjus, Chain Wrz Co., d61 
Broadyay, N.Y. , oo Ste 

Sintels Nad Resorts for Spovisuen, 

Bromfield House, Besten. 
Bs 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Guil Hammeck 
On the banks of the Wekiva River, 

S now open to receive guests. Fine hunting 
JL and fishing, nnsurpassed in this country, and 
the ¢li eis all that can be asked for. We only 
ask a Visit to be conyineed that this is the plave 
for sportsmen. Board reasonghle; $2 per day, 
$12 per week, or $40 per month. 

Mrs. C. B. WINGATE, 
Otter Creek, Levy Co., Fla. 

For reference we refer to Dr. ©. J, Kenworthy 
and W. ©. Pitman, dealer in guns and sporting 
implements, Jacksonyille, Mla. 

For Good Fall Shooting 
—GO TO THE— 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
Al Shinnecock Bay, 

Where you will ind 

PLENTY OF BIRDS, 
GOOD QUIDES, 

ees 0 

As well as good a a 
etantinl pil! of fare. 

Take Long Islanwk Railroad for Good 
Growna station, 

M. WILLEAXS, Prop*r, 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE, OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNHCOCK BAY, L, L., 

Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER and an old 
payman. Has always on hand the hest of 

beats, batteries, etc., with the largest rig of train- 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast. Ths best 
ground in the vicinity of New York for bay snips 
shooting of all yarieties. Special attention give 
by himself to his eee and satisfaction gauran- 
4s aces Wal N , LANE, Good Ground, L. L 

Ov 

PAYS ELOUSE, 
Weldon. N. ©. 

J. R, DAVIS Proprietor, 

Always twenty minutes for Dinner. 

eyes HOTEL has been oponed by Col, 
J.R, Davis, long and fayorably known eg 

the proprietor of the Purcell House, Wilming- 
ton, N e Hotel has been entirely and 
thoroughly renovated throughout. The roome 
are elegantly furnishod with b/ack walnut mar- 
ble-top furniture and kair mattrasses. Travellers 
andinyalids coming South will now find thisa 
comfortable menting. place, (a long-felt want sup- 
plied). Guests will icceive every attention and 
comfort, elegant table and attentive servanta, 
This isthe Dinner House coming South or roing 
North. The best Hotel of its kind on the route 
to Florida, Rates—$z2.00 and $2.50 per day. 

Mliscellancoys, 

SHOOTING, FISHING, 
| YACHTING, SWIMMING, 

_ BATHING, AND BICYCLE 
GARMENTS. 

The best made goods in the world, 
Write for Descriptive Catalogu 
and state the sort of garments an 
muterial desired, 

GO. C. HENNING, 

be Nahmakant ae 

With the “CROSBY PATENT AXFB COVER.” 
The only genuine Camp Axe in America. Says 
Tac, Hussey: ‘Dam delighted with it; it makes 
my camping outfit Gomplete, and is just ths 
thine 1 have been looking for these muny years. 
Send for a circular. 

4, 8. CROSBY & CO; 
WATERVILLE, Mm 

SITY 

KNAPP & VANNOSTRAND, — 
POULTEY AND GAME, 

Nos, 280% 200 Washington Market, N.Y, 
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ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. |TIh UMIED STATES MINING INVESTMENT U0, 
Grange Lichining, 61 Broadway. New York. 

Orande Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLURT ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

DER, Furnished FREE, 

President-EDWARD BATES DORSEY, 

Secretary—S. A. WHEELRIGHT. 

EDWARD BATES DORSEY, Mining Engineer. 
WM. H. GUION, ot Williamé & Guion Steamship 
Line. 

CHAS. M. FRY, President National Bank of New 
York, 

D.S. APPLETON, of D.Appleton& Co. Publishers 
ARTHUR B. GRAVES, President St. cholad 
National Bank. 

G vee WARREN, N. Y. Life Ins. Co., Boston, 

JAS. D. FISH, President Marine National Bank. 
ye HAVEMBYER, of Hayemeyer, Eastwick & 

Jo., Refiners. 
WM. L. JENKINS, JR., of Wm. 8. Nichols & Co., 
Bankers. 

THOMAS MANNING, Broker. 

| WM. PITT SHE 

== —_— 

Treasurer—H. B. LAIDLOW 

Counsel—COUDERT BROTHERS. 

DIRECTORS: 
CHARLES E. PARKER, of Gay & Parker, Bos- 

ton, Mass. 
J,l, BABCOCK, Treasurer Adams Express Co, 

Ane ea RMAN, late Receiver and Treas- 
Vie kh. 

JONATHAN ODELL, Banker. 
ULYSSES 8. GRANT. JR., Lawyer. 
JAMES P. ROBINSON, Consulting Dogincer, 
New York. i 

C.A. WHIDTIER, of Lee, Higginson & Co., 
Bankers, Boston, Mnss. 

AF. WILLMARTH, Vice-President Home Fire 
Tsurance Co. 
GO. B. WEST, Commission Merchant, 

HENRY W. FORD, President National Bank of 

ey A. FLINT, Consulting Engineer, Bos- 
ry s, 

CHAS.L. PERKINS, of Perkins & Choate, Banker 
J. BAKER, Vice-President of St. Liocis! ai San 

BUNTAMIN GARNOLD. of B D} NG. LD, of B. G. Arnold & Co. 
HENRY M. TABER, of GC. ana H. M. Taber. — 

_,, This Company has been organized to meet a pressing want, both in this country and abroad, 
viz., that mining properties offered to the public shall have the guarantee of vesponsibie parties 
that they have received the most thorough investigation and examination by competent and relia— 
ple Sueutaers RE aE MA ee pel for that purpose, and the assurance that the property is 
yie gy € ield for 5 ry regular dividends to investors, fr tie actual Sariineson tie Minos? many years tocome, regular dividends to inyestors, from 

hi The names of the officers of this Compan y afford ample security that what is promised will be 
certainly fulfilled. To avoid the possibility of personal liability, or assessments, all organizations 
promoted by this Company will be hazed on a nominal capital, far below actual yalue and subserip- 
tion price, and the forms, ete., adopted will be under the most eminent legal advice. 

The first property offered by the Company, with its fu!l indors¢ment and recommendation, isthe 

Spring Valley Hydraulic Geld Company, 
situated in Butte County, Cal., and consisting of two of the best grayel deposits in the country, 
with an ampie supply of water and a complete system Of reservoirs and piping for working sitme. 
One of the properties forming the consolidation in the last seventy days’ work cleaned up $80,791, 
whieh earnings will be largely increased under the present organization. : 

All the reports on this property indicate that dividends amounting to a large percentage on the 
supseription value can be regularly maintained for a very long period. 

A contract for fifteen yeurs hasbeen made with Professor Edison, which will give a handsome 
returo from the tailings, which haye heretofore been wasted. 

Officers and Directors of the Spring Vatley Hydrawice Gold Company : 
CHAS. M. FRY, Pres. National Bank, New York. 
A. FOSTER HIGGINS, U.&. Lloyd's Marine Ins. 
R.M. PULSIFER, Proprietor Boston ** Herald.” 
JAMES W. SIMONTON, Agent Ascociated Press 
EDWARD BATES DORSEY, Mining Engineer. 

For further Information apply at the office of 

THE U. S. MINING INVESTMENT COMPANY, 
61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 

EDWARD BATES DORSHY, PRESIDENT. 

Lafln & Raw Paver £0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. ¥u,5 

‘eral BERR STC RL IA AS PU A 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONTS 

RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDER. 

The Tiost Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER, MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, haye maintained their 

io réputation for seventy-eight years, Manu- 
facture the following celebrated brands of Pow- 
der: 

DUPONT'’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Nos, 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
quickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

Ball and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Sos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), Beene slowly, strong, 
and clean; creat penetration } adapted for Glass 

Ball, Pizeon, nek, and other shooting. 

Republic. 
A, FOSTER HIGGINS, U. 5. Lioyd’s Marine 
Insurance. 

L, B. GREENLEAP, of Tower, Giddings & Co., 
Bankers, Boston, Mass. 

ARTHUR SEWALL, President Bath National 
Bank, Bath, Me. 

: DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
: grain for pistol shooting. 
DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG, ‘SHEA SHOOTING,” 

FFG and FFG. The FG for long range rifle 
hooting .the FFG acd FENG for general vse, 

- __ burning strong and moist, 
© SPORTING, MINING, SH[PPING, and BLAST- 
ING POWDERS. of all sizes and descriptions. 
Foetal grades for export. Cariridge, Musket, 

non, Mortar, and Mammoth Powder, U. 8. 
Government standard,. Powder manufactured 
to order of any required grain or proof. Agen- 
cies in all cities and principal towns throughout 
the U.8. Represented by & 

¥. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DOUPONT’S FG or FFG 

ton, Mres. 

BENJ. G. ARNOLD, of B. G. Arnold & Co. 
HENRY M. TABHR, of G. C. & H. M. Taber. 

Shot-Gun and Rifle-Powders Revolutionized. 

name DTT MAR POWDER. 
GU DER. 

Hiazard's “Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6(coarse), Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleaniiness, Packed in square 

canisters of 1 1b. only. 

Bazard’s “ American Sporting.” 

Sos. 1 (fine) to # (coarse). In 1 1b. canisters and 
my 1b, keos, A tine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
Tana prairieshooting. Welladapted tosbot guns, 

Eazard’s “Duck Shooting.” 

aes. 1 (Bne) to (coarse). In land 5 1b. eanisters 
and 6} and 12: lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remurkably close and with great 
enetration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
tranks any other brand, and it js equally ser- 
yiceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

& Hoazard's “Kentucky Rifle.” 

FrIG, PPG, and ‘Sea neat ” FG in kegs of 
25, 123, and #} Ibs. and eans of bbs. FFG is also 
packed in 1andiJp.canisters. Burne strong and 
jinist. The FEPG yond FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” 
WG isthe standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DEER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 

ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOP, 
& MANUPACIU RED TO ORDER. ¢y 

The above can behad of dealers, or of the Com- 
any's Aments, in every prominent city, or whole- 
nae tir OCS, 
meee 88 2201. STREET, NEW YORK, 

Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 
POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 
for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gryes little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much im rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr. Carver, champion rifie-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in ther matches. Our cnauenge 

and is yet open to the world. Address 

ITTMAR POWDER M’F’G Co., 

sand bith P. O. Box 836 24 Park Place, 

VANITY FAIR 
TOBACCO and CIGARETTES. 
Always Uniform and Reliable. 

6 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 18765 Paris, 1878: 

Adopled by the French Government. On sale mP aris. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, WS. KIMB ALL & c 0. 

ROCHESTER NEW YORK, 

Ww Git Sst 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
, 2, 8, 4, 5, 6, 7%, and 8 Superior Rifle, Hn- 

paid ite, and Col. Hawkers Ducking. ‘OW. 

STITT, 61 Cedur St., N, Y. Agent for the U. & 

SKUSE TATE 

GLASS BALLS, TRAPS, GUNS, ETC 

TRAPS from $2 to $12, Balls at 90 cents 

peri. tins cheap. Catalogues free. Ad- 

Gross GREAT WESTHRN GUN WORKS. Pitt 

bors, Pa. Muy 201y 

————————— 

EXPLOSIVE TARSET BALLS. 
bber), €2 a hundred; samples by mail, 28 

ae Decoy D ving spparsts het 

3; byinail, $l. D Cy } TOs. 

ee eee Rochester, N.Y. 

EDWARD A. FLINT, Consulting Engineer, Bos- 7 

W.S. NICHOLS, of W.S. Nichols & Oo., New York 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, | 

Amnunition, Gir. 

IMPORTANT FINANCIAL ORGANIZATION. TATH AMS 
LMPEROvV =a 

Chilled Shot. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 

GIVES GREATER PENETRATION and BET- 
TER PATTERN than ordinary shot. Equall 
well adapted to choke-bores, moditied chokes ani 
cylinders. 5 

Beware of lHnitations, 

Our Chilled Shot will be found to be more free 
from shrinketje, more sphorical, niere wniform in 
size, heavier and of brighier and cleaner finish than 
any other. 
Send for circular. 

TATHAM BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN 8T., NEW YORE. 

Also manufacturers of 
PATENT FINISIL 

American Standard Drop Shot, 
and COMPRESSED BUCK SHO‘, more uniform 
than ordinary moulded shot. 

Founded July 4, 1802. 

American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others. 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER- 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 

TRAD "Stl TAL 

CURES BY ABSORETION. 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 
‘“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 

iga postitive cure; it has never falled, 
“Sapanule”’ has no equal for Chronic Lame- 

ness, Lame Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Bezema, 
Humors of the Scalp, etc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatcry dis- 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
lind immediate relief. and a permanent cure b 
using “Sapanuiv. Used in sponge or foot bath 
remoyes all soreness ef body, limbs and feet. 
Sntistaction guaranteed or morey refunded. 
Sold by all Druggists. Price, §0e., and $1 per 

bottle. #nd for iluminated circular and 
BAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY, 
¥ro xietors, 237 Broadway, New York 

“are 
FERGUSON'S PATENT 

CARP JACK = DOT ARP, 
with 

LOCOMOTIVE REFLECTOR. 

‘ Phe most complete Lamp for 
W Sportsmen, Buatmen, Night 
Watchmen and others, yet 
produced, 
Combines Camp Lamp, Head. 

Staind Bost Jack, Jlaindan 
> Dark Lantern, Belt Lamp, ete. 
Has no chimmey; burue elther 

Sfenal, Lard or Sperm Oil, 

THE “EXCELSIOR” 
DASH ARD CARRIAGE LANIP. 
With Locomotive Reflector and Reversible 

Dash Clamp. Has no chimney. Burns either 
candles, kerosene or other ofls. DTrrs ANY KIND 
oF DASH OR VEHICLE, 

Send stamp for Circulars. 

FERGUSO%’S RUST PREVERTER. 
The best article yet invented for Fire-Arme, Cut- 
lery, Tools, exposed parts of Machinery, ete. , 

ALBERT FERGUSON, Sele Wir, 

£5 Fulton street, N. ¥. 

- 
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Blates rom lorthern Cesxas. 
=a 

ROM Gainesville I sped buck to Denison. While 
writing from the latter placa I forgot to mention 

the hide and peltry houses which I yisited. They show 
a véry various game, Besides the skins of cattle, they 
show those of buffaloes, bears, deer, antelope, wolves, 
panthers, wild cats, coons, paccaries, beavers, otters, 

pivet cats, syuirrels, skunks, jaguars, etc, 1 never saw 
§uch yariety of skins anywhere else in Texas, except 
Gainesville. This would leaye the unsuspicious to think 
that these animals are more numerous in this region 
than other parts of Texas, But this does not necessarily 
follow, This great variety of skins is due to the nearness 
of the Redinan. Weis by nature a hunter, and it is hard 
fo make anything else out of him, These yarious hides 

are the fruits of his bent of nature, as well of his necessi- 

fies, The Texan never thinks of skinning a skunk, 
peccary, wolf, or panther, Their hides are left to rot 

with their bodies, The Indians are more provident in their 

way, Saving everything that has any yalue. They must 
hiavea rare time of it in skinning a skunk or a peccary. 
I judge that beavers are yery numerous in the B. IL. T. 
(short for Beautiful Indian Territory), for their skins are 

in these stores by scores and hundreds. To the Indian 

must not be credited the buffalo skins. These are brought 
in by the Texas cow-boys, who play sad hayoe with the 

buffaloes when they come down, saying nothing but 
their skins. This year the crop of these hides is small. 

Not astonishing, since a year or two ago more than 
200,000 of these animals were destroyed in Texas. A few 
years more and the buffalo will haye taken his departure. 
We can't save him, Congress may pass laws to that 
end, but they will be in yain. Unless a company of 

Cavalry accompanies eyery herd of buffaloes as an es- 

cort, how can you keep the cow-boys from slaughtering 
them and reveling in the slaughter? Can’t be done, 
~ In Denison I found a gentleman who had a young buf- 
falo bull in his yard. [asked him if hethought the but- 
falo would make a cross with the domestic cow, or had 

any knowledge on that subject. He said he had neyer 

himself witnessed any experiment in that line, but had 
been, told by one who claimed to speal of his personal 
knowledge that it would not succeed, asthe cow impreg- 
nated by a buffalo bull lost her life in parturition, He 
said this was by reason of the ‘‘hump” imparted by the 
bull to his offspring. Buffalo cows are humped but little. 
How would it succeed with the domestic bull and the 
buffalo cow? I think the experiment ought to be tried. 
T believe it would improve our heeft both in quantity tothe 
carcass and in quality, 
From ! enison I rode south to Sherman, nine miles. It 

has 10,000 people, and is surrounded by one of the nablest 
countries inthe world. Tt is good for wheat, corm and 
cotton, which are all grown on the same farms. Country 
enerally a rolling, black, waxy prairie, resting on a soft 
imestone of the Tertiary age. Sherman would be pretty 
ifitsstreets were paved. Built on a black, waxy prairie, 
im ramy weather it can beat creation for mud. The people 
area good class, Americans for the most part, who seem 
to be about equally divided between North and South. 
They live in perfect harmony, as completely blended to- 
ether as itis possible for a people to be. It isaneyery-day 
thing to find a ** boy in blue” married to an ex-rebel girl, 
and a ‘boy in gray” married to the ‘* boy in blue’s’’sis- 
ter, Lthink the Northern element preponderates in num- 
bers. It is a progressive and prosperous community. 
This may be said of all North Texas which [have seen on 
this trip, When the railroads push on further west, Sher- 
man must necessarily lose some sf the great trade which 
she draws from thal direction; but in spite of this she 
musb always be prosperous. She can keep fat on the 
great country around her, and grow fatter as this graat 
country increases in population and wealth, which it is 
rapidly and steadily doing. ; 
+ McKinney is about thirty-five miles south of Sherman, 
on the Houston and Texas Central, It is a place of 
about 2,500 people. The county in which it is situated 
is said to be the richest in Texas. Itis said that there is 
not a foot of poorlandin the whole county, As far as 
Thave been able tio observe this is certainly correct. The 
Tand is the same black, waxy sort, resting on a soft mag- 
“nesian limestone, which is here called the “white roel.” 
“This stone is a marl, and is easily cut-by the plow when 
ib comes near the surface, The English would call it 

‘cors-brush,” Where this.rock comes neat the surface 

wheat doesnot grow merely, but lixuriates, IJt spreads 
itself, For cotton the deeper bottom lands are preferred. 
This country is very beautiful; rolling prairies coyered 
with wheat fields and clustering houses. There is plenty 
of timber for useful purposes, bub it is confined to the 
bottoms. Land is high priced here—from $10 to $50 an 
acre,and very little to be had. The people seem to be 
mostly Kentuckians. Theyare powerful and muscular 
for the most part, with something of an appearance of 
roughness, but their ladies are yery pretty and winsome, 
Tean’t help but think that these tremendous fellows 
ought not to haye such dainty and sweet little ladies. 
They should havo giantesses, There are rnany gentle- 
men sportsmen here. Their gameis principally quails, 
chickens, curlews. ete, They ave taking an interest in 
TOREST AND STREAM, and a bookseller has largely in- 
creased his order for the paper in thelast day or so. 
While speaking of the somewhat roughish appearance of 
some of the men, I had no reference to manners : simply 
to the dresses and an honest sun-buimt complexion. But 
the men who run farms cannot be expected to look all 
the time like a Dandy Dinmont, nor is it desirable that 
they should so look, 

Tf I could find something to criticise and abuse I would 
do so with some pleasure, Irather like satire, and need 
only a small showing to indulge initright severely, But 
as yet I seem to have no showing. 
From McKinney to this place is about jhirty-five miles 

south on the Houstonand Texas Central. They claim a pop- 
ulation here of 20,000, and this claim seems not to be ex- 
aggerated, It has postal delivery and is the metropolis 
of north Texas, It has the aspect of all new and unfin- 
ished cities ; that is, it has a great many handsome build- 
ings scattered over ils wide space, and a great many poor 
buildings flanking the fine ones on nearly all sides. If 
the fine buildings of Dallas could all be gathered together 
and placed alongside and in front of each other, it would 
make a very respectable city in size, and of much beauty, 
Tn the meantime, if all the rattle-traps and shanties were 
clustered together, Timmbuctoo, I fancy. would be rivaled 
if not excelled. The shanties are disappearing and good 
buildings taking their places, but they are so numerous 
that if will take this process a long time te wipe them out. 
Yet Dallas is liable to take a tremendous start upward at 
any moment; in which case the shanties now existing 
will yanish like magic, There are two great trunk 
lines of railway already here, one running north 
and south—the Houston and Texas Central, and the other 
east and west—the Texas and Pacific. Besides these there 
are the Dallas and Wichita, now built some twenty-five 
miles to the northwest ; the Dallasand Cleburne to the 
southwest, projected; and the Dallas & Southeastern, 
projected. Should these projected railroads be built or 
fairly started, there is no telling what Dallas, might not 
be. This isa railroad builcing age; there is plenty of 
money lying loose, eager for profitable investment, and 
as money put in these contemplated railroads could not 
be otherwise than profitable, it would not surprise me at 
any moment to see them become lively institutions, 
Each and all of them would run through a region 
scarcely equaled in natural resources. |The Texas and Pa- 
cific has recently waked up from a long rest and will be 
built 750 miles westward as quickly as money and 
muscle can do it. As if builds westward, hundreds 
of thousands of people will pour into_this now almost 
wnoccupied country, adding a new Empire to Texas, and 
wealth and power to Dallas. I candidly believe it to be 
the best place [know of ta invest a little money. The 
country around it im every direction is a paradiss of 
beauty, fertility and healthfulmess, I donot exaggerate. 
Tspealc facts. 4 
The only important manufacturing industry now here, 

is the flour-mill business; but the place is finely situated 
for almost every sort of manufacturing industry, whether 
of cotton, wool, leather, wooden, or other fabrics, The 
Trinity River skirts the town, furnishing plenty of water 
to be converted into power by fire. Tor the present, fuel 
is rather high, Wood is three dollars a cord, and coal is 
delivered ib large lots at $5 a tou. When the Dallas and 
Wichita Railroad is extended about forty miles further, 
itwill reach a wood territory ; andfuel will then be much 
cheaper, With cheap fuel it does not seem to me possi- 
ble to prevent Dallas from becoming perhaps the most 
distinguished place in the Southwest. San Antonio 
may rival, and even exceed her after a whils, since her 
natural capabilities are great; but this cannot be until 
she becomes the center of a number of railroads, and 
when this may be no one can tell. ‘The soil around here 
is about the same as I have described in other portions of 
North Texas, and the people the same; that is, about 
half-stalwart Yankees and halt-stalwart Southerners, 
with a smart scattering of Germans, elic. 

_ A point that strikes me with great force here is this: 
That itis the finest point now in the United States for 
the building up of a splendid, money-making daily jour- 
nal, The Galveston News, which has full sweep in every 
other portion of Texas, and deserves ib, too, is here left; 
out in the cold, for apaper published in Dallas can reach 
all North Texas from twelve to twenty-four hours ahead 
of the News, ‘This gives the Dallas paper an over- 

whelming advantage, On the other hand, the St. Louis 
papers are more behind than the News. Therefore a first- 
class paper here would be without competilion, unless an- 
other should start under its shadow. The Galveston 
News has built up.a large fortune, and a paper here as 
good as the News would build a larger fortune in a much 
shorter tine, because it hasamuch larger constituency al- 
ready provided and growing with great strides. This 
idea has stuck me with such force, and haunts me so 
persistently, that in spite of my penchaut to pass the rest 
of my days in quict life in the country, I find myself 
strongly tempted to pitch again info the roughand tumble 
of daily journalism, How printing-ink does stick to a, 
fellow’s hands when he has once gotit well on them! IF 
some smart Yankee, with sonie money, who may read 
this, feels stricken with a similarweakness, let him write 
tome. We may club together and put a great ball in 
motion, which may well roll on, there's (no telling how 
long. 
Ot course, Lhadto go and commune with the rocks 

here, as [do éyerywhere. They are tertiary limestones, 
but drifted cretaceous shells, belonging to the topmost 
strata of that formation, are numerous in the creek beds, 
During tertiary time all this country was filled with 
big turtles. Their shells are greatly abundant in the 
rocks. Here about Dallas some pre-Adamic fellow un- 
doubtedly kept a preat turtle ranch, and provided he 
had sale for his cattle, he was certainly very rich, When 
he wanted to catch one for market I suppose he went out 
and roped him, just as the Texas cow-boys of to-day doa 
beef, Tam strucl: with the great quantity of drift which 
may be found in nearly all this country, where the ereta- 
ceous and tertiary deposits come together. It seems to 
have followed the course of the sea as it receded, form- 
ing ashingle sometimes many feet in thickness. I no- 
ticed this at Gainesville, covering the cretaceous deposits, 
also'at Denison, and again here. Often if presents the 
appearance of a true drift, crowded with broken creta- 
ceous rocks ; at other times of an ordinary sea beach com- 
posed of rounded pebbles rolled up by the wayes. The 
close of the eretaceous period of Jonah was undoubtedly 
marked by some extraordinary turmoil of the waters. 1t 
looks to me like a thundering and furious flood had swept 
over the land and poured into the Hocene Sea.. I can see 
no other way of accounting for these excensiye and num- 
erous piles of broken crefaceous rocks and clay. 
Since I come to think about it, I have seen in many other 
parts of Texas the unmistakable signs of great ciluvial 
action at the close of the cretaceous. ext, Westward, 
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A DEER HUNT ON THE PACIFIC, 
_—_—_—~<—_—- 

NE fine sunny morning in September, wilh Tom 
Ww— and an Indian named Jimmy, I started to 

take a hunt; and in order to guard all the runawys we 
toolx two canoes, Tom and myself in ohe, and Jimmy in 

the other. The dogs we bad were: old Jack, as good and 
true a dog in his day as ever ran a trail, but now through 
old age rather slow and not to ke depended on for a 
second run, although keen and staunch when fresh; 
Fritz, a half-breed cross between a fex-hound and a 
spaniel, a good, steady, fast little fellow, but lacking the 
full melodious voice that is so pleasant to the ear of the - 
hunter; Vulcan and Venus, two fine hownd pups of fhe 

game litter, who at that time were just commencing their 
sporting edugation, and who atlerward turned out as fine 
a pair as could be wished for by any one, 
On arriving at the place where we intended to hunt, 

jhe dogs were turned loose and at once took to the woods, 
They vieeded no starter, each one seeming anxious to be 
the first to start the deer. The ground at this place on 
Buzzard Inlet is rough and broken, heavily timbered, 
with here and there a small siream wending its way 
down the hills. Almost inyariably the deer, when taking 
water, comes down one of these creeks, aid a knowledge 

of their situation enables a person to anticipale, gener- 

ally, where the deer is coming out. But a short time 

elapsed before we heard Venus giving tongue, then Jack, 

then Vulcan and Fritz—the latter’s short, sharp bark 

bemg strong in contrast to the bell-hke voices of the 

others. In a few moments the whole of their voices 

blended into one comtinuons din, the echoes of which 

thrown back from the mountains opposite on that calm, 

bright morning, was to us the most delightful of all 

music. Up and down the coasb, arauncl the small hills 

which abound there, back almost out of hearing, thence 

toward us again, so close that our eyes were glancing in 

every direction, every moment expecting to see the deer, 

came the sound of the dogs, when alter about an hour’s 

run they took a straight course up the coast towards 

the stand the Indian was watching, whith wails a narrow 

place at the entrunce to Port Moody and a favorite deer 

grossing. Thinking that Jiminy was sure of the deer, we 

pulled up leisurely, bat did not hear his gun; a pomt 

jutting out near the runway prevented our seeing him > 

the wind had now sprung up and was blowing a little 

fresh, and to this we attributed our not hearing him 

shoot, On turning the point judge of our astonishment 

at seeing all the dogs on the beach eagerly searching for 
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the trail, the Indian standing by his canoe, and no deer 
insight. On accosting him he assured us that no deer 
had come in, and that the dogs had coms out of the 
woodsashort distance above. I at once made up my 
mind that he had been asleep and allowed the deer to 
get away, and subsequent information proyed I was cor- 
rect; but to make sure, we hunted the dogs up and 
down the beach half a niile each way to see if the deer 
had taken water and then came back on the same side— 
a favorite trick of does. particularly early in the season 
before they separate from their fawns but one rarely 
practised by a buels, who, if he once takes water, strikes 
out for the opposite shore and goes there, unless fright- 
ened by a noise or turned by a boat. After giving the 
dogs ample time to find the back track to the woods, had 
the deer taken to the same side as we were on, and not 
being able to find any, I concluded our hunt for that 
day was atanend. I was not in the best of humor with 
myself or master Jimmy, being annoyed with him for 
losing the deer, aud at myself for trusting to his watch- 
fulness. Icalled the dogs to the canoe and prepared to 
ga home, Madam Venus, however, was not satisfied 
with this state of affairs and jumped out of the canoe 
and made for the woods; neither coaxing nor scolding 
would induce her to come back. At length, when out 
of sight and perhaps out of hearing of miy voice, we 
were cogitating whether to leave her and go home, or 
not, knowing she was safe, as she would go to one of the 
logging camps near by when through with her hunting, 
when we heard her burst forth in a manner that assured 
us she had started a deer, and was close enough proba- 
bly to see it—so loud, frequent and angry were her utter- 
ances. This turned the tide of affairs, and shoving the 
eanoe ashore, we let all the dogs go, and ina few mo- 
ments all were in full cry. 
Determining not to lose this deer if we had anything 

like a chance to get it, and cautioning the Indian to keep 
his eyes open this time, we went below to watch the 
lower runway, and on arriving there, probably a half a 
mile below the upper one, and certainly not more than 
twenty minutes after the deer was started, on looking 
around we,saw back of us a fine buck in the water. We 
wheeled the canoe around, and in doing so attracted the 
attention of the deer which turned and changing his 
course from right angles to the shore, commenced swim- 
ming away from us parallel to it, Isaw he was likely to 
g0 ashore, and as the dogs had made two runs would 
nrobably refuse to make the third if this deer got away 
from us this time, Although a long way off I determined 
to make ashot, as he was rapidly nearing a point which 
would, as soon as he turned it, hide him fromus, Be 
sides my breech-loading shot gun I had a Ballard sporting 
rile, Tlifted the rifle and shot, but apparently missed. 
He turned at this and with a few strokes reached the 
shore and took a course up the beach. When he came 
to the Indian, Jimmy fired and missed him, but turned 
the buck back, Old Jack, who had come back to the 
eanoe where the Indian was, now took alter the deer. 
After running a short distance down the beach, the other 
three dogs, who by this time had come out of the woods, 
met the deer which, however, ayoided them and kept on 
towards Tom and myself, A prettier sight I never saw, 
before or since ; the deer a few yards ahead and the dogs 
close together, giving all the tongue they could, As the 
buck came opposite to me I lifted the gun to shoot, but 
dare not do so for fear of killing somes of the dogs, so 
close were they together. At last the deer jumped a log 
and widened the distance, when I shot him in the head, 
killing him instantly, On cutting him up we found the 
rifle ball had entered a little to one side of the tail and 
traversed the entire length of the body parallel to the 
yerterbral column, lodging in the neck; but it didnot ap- 
pear to affect him in the least, or decrease his rate of 
speed. Although I haye been at the death of many a 
eer, this was the mest exciting hunt [ ever took part in, 

The same afternoon a friend of mine informed me that 
the first deer we had run in crossed the inlet, and as a 
strong tide was running, was carried down some distance 
and was killed by some Indians near their camp, and he 
had ravely seen as fat a doe ag she was, Mowitcn, 
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BIRD NOTES FROM LONG ISLAND. 

BY GWORGR LAWRENCE NICHOLAS, 

{Norr.—Our correspondent, Mr. Nicholas, has sent us 

a very interesting list of the birds observed by him dur- 
ing the summer of 1879 on and about Shinnecock Bay, 
Long Island, The list includes notes on 101 species, and 
contains no little valuable information. With our corre- 
spoudent’s permission we have made such selections from 
it ag appear to be of the greatest ornithological interest 

and print them herewith.] ‘ 

Sialia sialis—Blue bird; very common. I have wit- 
neased matty a quarrel between these birds and the imar- 
tins. The martins generally come off victorious, and the 
blue birds are compelled to resort to holes in trees, where 
they breed in great numbers. ’ ; 

Oerthiu familaris—Brown creeper, Saw a single speci- 

ynen on the 20th of July, 
Parula americana—Blue yellow-back warbler. Saw a 

single specimen on the 14th of July, 
Seiurus ludovicianus—Large-billed water thrush, Ob- 

tained a single specimen on the ol of Augnst. 
Cotyle riparia—Bank swallow, These birds are also 

very common, and breed in great numbers in the sand- 

banks. 1 tool several nests containing eggs on the 6th 
of July. One of the nests contained a youve bird, an 

eee nearly ready to hatch, and two perfectly fresh eggs. 

A number of the other nests contaimed eggs nearly 

hatched and fresh ones. From this [ infer that the swal- 

lows at (ines gi tinto each other's nest. 

Progne purpuren—Purple martin; very common ; 

breed in vast numbers in the boxes prt up tor their use, 

and alsoin holesintrees, ’ 
Tachycineta bvicolor—White-bellied swallow ; com- 

mon. Thia bird, like the martin, breeds in holes in 

trees. They also build thei nests under the eaves of 
the barns and heuses, and it iv Do} uncommon to wee the 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

eaves of a barn sheltering twenty or thirty of these nests 
and the 1:esis of the cliff swallows, 

Collurio ludovieicnus—Logger-head shrike, Obtained 
a single specimen of a young bird onthe 4th of August. 

Tyrannus earolinensis—king-bird ; common. hile 
at the same place in the sumimer of 1877 I found one of 
these birds’ nests, containing two eggs. Itook one, and 
came down from the tree, and the bird came back, but 
left it again after being there about half a minute, On 
again ascending the treeI found that the other egg was 
gone. From this I think that the bird must have carmed 
the ege to a place of safety 

Taleo sacer [?—Ed.|—Jerfalcon ; saw a single speci- 
men in the latter part of August, 

[Since this article was in type we haye received from 

the author the following note with regard to this occur- 
rence — ‘ 
Your favor of the 9th received, and I would say by way 

of reply that I am quite positive as to the identity of the 
jerfalcon (Falco sacer) which Isaw. It was quite early 
in the morning, in a pine swamp quite near the bay, L 
first observed the bird perched on a tall dead tree; he 
afterward came slowly up to where I was, not flying as 
hawks usually do, but flapping along much after the 
manner of a crow. He approached within about sixty 
yards of where I stood, and my companion, who was 
nearer to him than I, fired af him but failed to kill, I 
afterward observed him slowly moving over the marsh, 
and although I watched him until out of sight I did not 
see him sail as other hawks do, but he was continually 
flapping his wings. He perched often, and I af one time 
saw him catch some kind of large snipe or curlew. 1 
regret yery much that [ could not obtain it, and had such 
a short time to observe it, but from what I saw I am 
positive thatit was none other than the falco sdcer. 

In the absence of amy more direct and positive evi- 

denve. we are inclined still to doubt that the bird seen 

was Falco sacer. It appears nich more probable that it 
may haye been Falco communis, a species which is known 

to breed in Connecticutand Massachusetts. By reference 

to Dr. Merriam’s excellent list of the birds of Connecticut 
(Trans. Conn. Acad. vol. iv., 1877) our readers will ob- 

serve that this species has been taken on Long Island 
Sound in June, and an occasional specimien might well be 
found on Long Island,—Eb.] 

Ortyx virginianus—Quail ; very common ; these birds 
are rapidly increasing in numbers; they come almost up 
to the doors in seeking their food. 
Ereunetes pussillus—Semi-palmated sandpiper ; com- 

monin August. This bird is noted here in very large 
flocks. Soabundant are they that a single discharge into 
a flock has been known to kill as many as one hundred. 
They are here know as the ox-eye. 
Limosa jfedoa—Great marbled godwit; saw a single 

specimen, This bird is here known as the red marlin, 
Totanus semipalmatis—W illet; T had the guod fortune 

to obtain one of these birds, whichis almost pure white, 
haying only a slight brownish tinge onthe wings. The 
bill was lighter than it usually is. The eyes were black, 
and the feet colored as usual. 

Totanus sokitarius—Solitary tattler, This bird, I have 
reason to think, is quite rare here. I obtained but one 
specimen, and that none of the gunners of the bay could 
name. 

Actiturus bartramius—Upland ployer; quite com- 
mon, but very wild. ‘This bird is here known as ‘ hu- 
mility.* 
Macrorhamphus seolopaceus (?)—Thissbird I obtained with 

another which was said to be the same, but I afterward 
found it to be a dowitcher (Macrorhamphus griseus). 
They were shot in the company of five dowitchers. The 
one which I am still in doubt about had a yery strange 
note, being entirely different from that of the dowitcher ; 
it was made up of several quick, sharp whistles. The 
length of the bird, taken from the dry skin, is 11# inches, 
the bill over 24inches long, I am quite sure that itis 
not a dowilcher, as it is quite different in color, the 
under parts being like those of Tringa canwtus, and only 
the throat and sides under the tail being spotted. The 
tail when spread looks decidedly tawny. Mr. Lane, with 
whom I was staying, says that for the past three years he 
has seen these birds in company with the dowitchers,and 
thatthey seem to be increasing in numbers, He and the 
othergunners of the house also say that they have never 
heard this bird give a note anything like that of the 
dowitcher, 
Se 

RAVENS AND CROWS. 

HE rayen dwells mostly in the mountainous and 
rocky regions of the United States and British 

America, extending southward into Mexico, According 
to Prof. Baird they inhabit the entire continent of North 
America, but are rare east of the Mississippiriver. See 
Pacific Railroad Report yol, ix, p. 560. ANY 
The raven is a,rara bird east of the Mississippi, being sel- 

dom seen far away from rocky precipices and mountains, 
In hotanical excursions among the mountains of the 
Southern States I have often seen and heard them, nor is 
their voice unpleasant to me, for it has been a frequent 
accompaniment of things which I love—mountains and 
tough scenery, The raven dwells and breeds in the 
mountainous regions of Texas, from the mountains of 
Llano County northwestward to the Rio Grande and be- 
yond into the mountains of Mexito. Beyond Port Davis, 
on the route to Fort Quitman on the Rio Grandé, in El 
Paso County, there is a noted camping place called the 
© Crow’s Nest.” Here there is a spring at the base of 
some perpendicular. cliffs, im wn inaccessible cavity of 
which the ravens haye a nest. Ona trip to Bl Paso in 
1875 Isaw this nest. Our party was large, and we always 
encamped at night. In the morning as soon as westarted 
forthe day’s journey, and were beyond shooting distance 
from the camp, flocks of ravens went there to get the 
fragments of provisions we had left. In Texas the crow 
does not dwell in the region inhabited by the raven, In 
Texas north of Austin few crows are found west of the 
Colorado River, I think none breed west of San Antonio, 
but they ave increasing rapidly and enlarging their 
boundaries, An old surveyor who had surveyed and 
levated much land in Western Texas told me that thirty 
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or more years ago in thelatitude of Austin no crows were 
found west of if beyond a few miles. 
Audubon, appealing to the known generosity of the | 

American people, says he ‘cannot but wish that they 
would reflect a littla and become moreindulgent towards 
our poor, humble, harmless and even imost servicebale — 
bird, the crow.” But the crow is not poor, notwith- 
standing the old saying, ‘‘as pooras a crow.” Blest with 
an appetite for both animal and vegetable food, nature 
provides bountifully for his wants, and he skillfully sup- 
plies them. Nor is he humble, for thers are no birds 
more bold, arrogant and noisy than he: nor is he harm- 
less, but a thief and robber. He robs the nests of other 
birds of both eggs and young, and this is one great cause 
why insectiyorous birds are dacreasing and crows m- 
creasing in many parts of the country. Here the crows 
destroy watermelons by going from one mielon to an- 
other and picking small holes into them, as if testing 
each one, only making a hole just big enongh to spoil 
themelon. A near neighbor of ihine who raises water- 
melons for market told me that the crows destroyed at 
least $25 worth of his melons last year, and the damage 
would haye been much greater had not the field finally 
been guarded by amanwithagun, Thisman said that he 
could nof shoot any of them because one crow was 
always stationed as sentry to give notice of his approach, 
Crows are fond of pecans and acorns. The last fall they 
took most of the pecans in this neighborhood, more than 
usual being taken because a short crop of corn was raised 
and gathered early, leaving the crows without their usual 
supply. 
Many years ago, when Iwas living m Northern New 

York, In Yates County, I could not find the nest of one 
of my turkey hens, and I knew she had been laying for 
several weeks. One day Twatched until IT saw her go on 
4 nest under some plum trees about twenty rods from the 
house. I then went to the house and up stairs to a win- 
dow where I could see the turkey, and as soon as I saw 
her rise and begin to cover her nest with leaves I started, 
and when almost there a crow who had been watching 
alsoon a near tree flew down, darted is bill into the 
egg, raised his head and flew away triumphantly wath it, 
There were no more eggs in the nest, the crow having 
carried them off as fast as laid. Audubon relates that 
he has seen them do the same thing with the eggs of 
wild turkeys. In Western New York they used to catch 
young chickens, and so they sometimes do in Texas} 
hence, for all these and many more sins, I dislike crows | 
and wouid give them no protection. i } 
Audubon mentions thata bounty wags given by one 

State—he does not giye the name—for the destruction of 
crows, and that 40,000 crows ivere there shot in one 
year, besidesa great number of young ones which wera 
killed in their nests, and also other old birds were de- } 
stroyed by poisoned grain spread onthe ground. My 
watermelon neighbor tried to iill the crows with poisoned | 
corn, but they would not touch it, 8. B. BuckLEY, | 

Austin, Texas, Jan. 9th. 
—_—_ 

PassercuLus Princers In New Jprsey, Philadel | 
phia, Pa., Jan. 30(h.—While gunning on ths southern | 
end of the Seyen Mile Beach, New Jersey, December | 

30th, 1879, I tooka female Passerculus princeps, J first | 

noticed it flying in a flock of shore larks amonyp the sand | 
hills, and seeing that it was a sparrow different from any » 

T had before met with, [followed up the flock and shot | 
the strange bird while sitting on a piece of wreck, Ti | 
proved to bean Ipswich sparrow, and on searching for 

others came on one or two, but was unable to secure 

them, As Iwas only on the beach for aboub half an 
hour, I did not have much time to look for them, but | 
have no doubt but that they were common among the 
sand hills. I believe this to be the most southern locality 
where this sparrow has been taken, its most southerly 
record being Coney Island (Nuttall Bulletti, July, 1877). 

Wm. Li. ABBOTT. 
—~<—_——_. 

Winter Notes rrom Low4.—Our correspondent W), ta 
whom we have in the past been indebted for so many 
interesting bits of Natural History news, sends us from 

Coralville, Iowa, a few notes referring to the mildnegs of © 
the present winter in that State. She says :— 

Charles Hoover, of this place, shot a Wilson’s snipe 
in this vicinity December 3d....0n the morning of the 
6th of January our ears were grested by the sweet notes 
of robin red-breast....Several individuals report haying 
seen flocks of geese passing northward January 18th, 

— 

Missourr OrNITHOLOGY.—We notice in the January 
number of the Kansas City Review of Science and In- 

dustry a pleasantly written article entitled * Peculiaxi- 
ties of Missouri Ornithology,” by Ermine Case, Jr. The 
essay, though the information which it conveys is some- 
what elementary; is written in a popular style, and ig in- 

teresting. 
——»>—_——" 

Ausino ROBIN AND BLACK OPOSSUM.—Jcchsonpord, 
Ark., Jan, 8th,—Two years age I killed (and I think re- 
ported in you paper) an albino robin near here, The 
specimen had the albino eyes, but the plumage, both the 
dark and the red, was evenly mixed in with white, alter- 
nating a white and slate-eolored feather on back, a white 
and red on breast. PEyen the wings and tail were thus 
variegated, In my eagerness to secure the specimen I 
killed it at short range and could not preseryeit, The 
appearance of the bird while alive was very cingular, 
nae of the curiosities of this season is a perfectly black 

opossum (Dicelphys virginianus), the skin of which T 
saw yesterday at the store of Mr, John McDowell, of this 
place. This may be common enough, but was the first 
for YELL, 

—_—— 

Nuw Froripa Rovru.—aA new steamer has been put 
on the Western Coast route of Plorida, She is under the 
command of Capt. Greenleaf, anil runs from Ceday Keys 
to a point below Homosassa, touching at all important 
and wnimportant points, and with the good nature of the 
average Florida steamboat, running up into all the creeks 
and swamps that may chance lo atiract the sportsman 
traveler's eye, i 
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fish Culture. 
———— 

THE IMPORTANCE OF FISH CULTURE, 

HE following extracts are from the speech of Hon. 
Levi P, Morton, of New York, before the House 

; 
Prorgetion TO PoromAo Visn,— Washingfon, eb. 16,— 

Mr, Samford, of Alabama, whois a member of the House 

Committee on District of Columbia, has introduced a. bill 

for the much needed protection of fish in the Potomac 
River within the jurisdiction of the District. Iv pro- 
vides :— 

Sea and Aivey SMisiing. 
ee 

PISH IN SEASON IN FEBRUARY. 

SUUTHERN WATERS. 

Pompano, Trachinotus carolinus. | Grouper, Hpinephelpus rigr bus. 
Drum (two species), Pamily| Trout (blacic bass), Celtronpris- 

5 e Mae : > i " ith f Svitenide. (is atrarius. j 
of Representatives, durmg the discussion of the bill to Hehe leila Tae a eataae mani aite , eae Kingfish, Po Henupats Striped Bass ov Rookflsh, Rec- 

i i 7 5 tot ¥ ? i mae ay | Sea Bass, Sulceenops oeellatius. tus Tineutus. A 
appropriate $20,000 to enable the United States to berep~| other contrivance, stationary or floating, in the Potomae, | Sheepshead, Archosargus proba- | Pailoriish, Pomatoyus saltatrin. 
resented at the Berlin Mishery Bxhibition :— 
The production of fish is a souree of national wealth, 

and in the early history of the world it was a preyentive 
of famine and distress, HWxperience has shown that while 
it is a luxury of the rich it is preéminently the poor man’s 
food. This is understood thoroughly in the countries 
where food production and cheap living are carried to 
the fteatest perfection, It is estimated that about forty- 
fiye millions of Chinese subsist almost entirely on fish. 

But it is not merely inland fisheries that are of import- 
ance to the poor. The sea fisheries are hardly less su, 

properly developed, the price of fish would be so much 
lowered that the man who could not buy would he rare 
indeed, and so little capital is uecessary for the business 
that there would be sufficient profit left to those who car- 
ried it on. 

Other countmes do not lovk upon fisheries as we do, 
One of these international exhibitions was held at Ber- 
gen, Norway, in 1865, at, which the fish of all the great 
countries and many of the lesser ones were well repre- 
sented, Insignificant Bayaria sent 69 contributions; 
Great Britain, 174; Sweden, 868, and Holland, 435, Tlow 
many camefrom this country? One! Another exhibi- 
tion was held in France in 1866, and our fish were not 
presented at all. 
’ The French government has given so much material 
aid to this business of fish culture that nearly all her 
waste waters have been gurned into nests for the propa- 
gation of fish, One of the earliest and most extensive 
‘establishments for the culture of fish is that erected by 
France at Huningen, which went into operation in 1852, 
and in six months had artificially fecundated 3,000,000 
eges and produced 1,600,000 living fish. 

tis only necessary to call the attention of the public 
to the subject for it to appear that there is not a State 
which is not interested in the matter, 

Mr, Chairman, not many years ago the vast internal 
improvements of this country—the erection of mills, 
dams and factories—threatened the extinction of the 
most valuable species of fish inour rivers. This calamity 
was prevented by the timely discovery of the art of pro- 

“pagating fish by artificial means, and at the same time 
the demand was greatly increased through the aid of 
tailroads, which have made transportation easy between 
‘femote points in a brief time. 

In 1840-50 salmon cost twenty times the price it com- 
tmanded when we ceased to be colonies of Great Britain, 
The Connecticut River, which had been one of the most 
fertile fish streanis in the world, became almost depleted. 
Few, however, understand the methods of replenishing 
our waters from which the most valuable species of fish 
have been banished. This result is due to a discovery 
made in Germany, and afterward in France, that fish can 
be propagated to almost any extent by artificial means. 
This simple fact has led to the creation of one of the 
most important indusities of moderntimes. Thenations 
of the world haye derived incalculable benefit from this 
discovery, and we are now invited to join in an interna- 
tional comparison of the character of our fish and the 
methods of our fish culture. Tt is to this science to 
which I have referred, and which this resolution is de- 
signed to encourage and extend, that weowe the restock- 
ing of our waters ; to this we owe the fact that millions 
of young shad were hatched at Holyoke, Massachusetts, 

‘and turned into the Connecticut River. 
In view of the possibilities of our shores, our measure- 

less streams and our inland seas, we should lead all na- 
tions in the world in availing ourselyes of every item of 
information on a subject of such importance to our peo- 
ple and their industries, The annual value of salmon 
alone in Ireland is now about $2,500,000, while in this 
country it averages from thirty to forty cents a pound, 
‘The oyster-beds in Virginia alone cover an area of about 
seventeen hundred thousand acres, containing about eizht 
hundred millions of bushels. 

It appears that. in 1874 Norway and France, each 
snailer than some of our States, produced respectively. 
one-third more fish than the United States. In 1862 
the tonnage of American ships engaged in the sea fish- 
eries amounted to 204,197; in 1874 it had fallen to 78,290 

within the district of Columbia, after the 30th day of | tvsephalus, Black Bass, Micropterus salmots 
May in any year. That during the fishing season, viz: 
From the 1st of February to the 30th day of May, in 
every year, there shall be observed in each week a closed 
season, beginning at sundown on Saturday evening, 
and ending at midnight on Sunday night, during 
which time it shall be unlawful to lay out any hand seine 
or float net, or fish the same, and all stake-outs and the 
leaders of all hedge ponds, fyke nets or weirs shall be 
lighted clear of the water, so as to allow unobstructed 
passage to the fish: Provided, That in the case of weirs 
it will be sutiicient to remove a section of the hedging 
next the pond or pen, not less than twelve feet in length, 
That it shall be unlawful for any person to take in any 
other minner than by angling or with the out-line, any 
fish of the species known as ‘t black bass” or ‘* salmon.” 
That it shall be unlawful for any person to have in poses- 
sion or expose for sale in the District of Columbia, after 
the 30th of May in any year, fish of the shad or herring 
species, fresh, under a penalty of $5 for every fish so ex- 
posed or found in possession, thati any person who shall 
offend against any of the provisions of this act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon sufficient 
proof thereof in the Police Court shall be fined not less 
than $10 nor more than $100 for each offense, and shall 
forfeit to the Dsitrict his nets, boats and other apparatus, 
which shall be sold and the proceeds of such sales and 
all fines accruing under the act, shall be paid into the 
Treasury, and therefitom to the informer, in each case 
where conviction ensues, shall be paid the sum of $2, 
Provided, That nothing in the act shall be constructed to 
prohibit angling or fishing with the out-line, or to preyent 
the commissioner of fish and fishing or his agents from 
taking from the waters named in any manner desired fish 
of any kind for scientific purposes, or for the purpose of 
propagation. 

Red Snapper, renner Me hiaenforadt, pe 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

Tn sending reports for the fonrsST AND SQREAM Direotory 
Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following particulars, with such other information as thoy 

may deem of yalue; State, Town, County; means of access; Hote 

and other accommodations; Game anditsSeason; Wish andits 

Season; Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address. 

a ee 

SNARING AN ALLIGATOR, 

N my last I detailed the efforts made to snare a deer 
I and the results attending, which efforts led to the fol- 
lowing exciting adventure, 

Our stay in the section referred to was protracted into 
the summer, and we spent much of our time tishing, We 
were truly in an angler’s paradise. ‘lwo miles back of us 
was the W— River, with numerous large creeks empty- 
ing into if. Six miles westof us was the bay info which the 
W- and S—— rivers emptied, making a yery commodi- 
ous harbor. In front of us, five or six miles away, was the 
Atlantic, with numerous small inlets and numbers of 
smallislets. Fish of every description was abundant, 
and it may well be believed we enjoyed ourselves to the 
utmost. Or most serious drawbacks were snakes and 
alligators, and so numerous and so ugly were these that 
till this day the cold shivers creep down tny back when L 
think of some of our narrow escapes from these venom- 
ous and disgusting reptiles, 
One day we had been fishing in one of the “ reserves" 

—an immense body of water reserved to flood the rice 
fields—and we hadi found snakes and alligators particu- 
larly numerous, so much so that they became almost our 
sole topic of conversation, We had shot large numbers 
of them, so many, indeed, that we failed to extract any 
further interest from it. 
While we were talking, one of the party said ; 
My , why don’t you and Joe snare one of these 

'gators? Your success with the old bucks warrants you 
in trying your hands,” 
A laugh followed, as it always did at any mention of 

our deer serape. 
“Whatsay you, Joe?” Tasked, when the laugh had 

subsided, 
ae can do it,” be answered, ‘‘and if you say so, we 

will,’ 
Of course Lassented at once, 
When we reached home we began to discuss ways and 

means, and in the course of the next few days we rigged 
up the following contrivance; we procurred a strong 
seven-eighths manilla rope, forty feet long, a small halter 
chain (twisted links), eight feet long ; and 4 piece of welt 
seasoned hickory, The latter we cut to a length of eight 
inches, leaving the diameter one and a half inches, and 
bringing the ends down to a long sharp point. At the 
center we girded it with a quarter inch groove, leaving 
the diameter still one inch. We now repaired to the 
blacksmith, and had him forge a link three inches Ion 
of quarter-inch iron, one end of which we slipped into 
the grooye on our stick, and then putting the halter-snap 
in the other end we put the center of the link into the vise, 
giving it a seyere nip, bringing the sides of the links to- 
gether and securely fastening the stick of wood to the 
link, To the other end of the chain our rope was fast- 
ened. Our snare now had the appearanceof a cap T with 
the upright stroke very much elongated, We now pro- 
cured a ten-pound chunk of beef, into which we securely 
wattled the piece of hickory, and then, bringing one end 
of the stick parallel with the chain, we fastened it there 
with a bit of yarn, 

Repairing to the reserve wa selected a spot, secured our 
rope toa pine tree growing near ifs edge, and then by 
the aid of a canoe we carried the bail out as far as the 
rope would permit, ‘To insure the floating of the bait 
near the surface of the water we laid the rope across a 
five-foot strip of plank. Everything completed, we re- 
tired to await developments, Harly next morning we 
wera at the reserve, and there, sure enough, we had a 
| Soul fast, and judging from the muddy condition of 
the water he was a whopper, and had been there some 
time. The rope was movimg through the water in quite 
arapid manner, and without unfastening it we made a 
pw with all our strength, but we might as well haye 
tried to lift an elephant by the tail, The question now 
was what to do with the chap since we had him, and in 
order to solve it the whole party were invited into the 
discussion, After much talk it was suggested and agreed 
to that we make use of a small wagon and a pair of 
mules belonging to the party, I went forthe team and 
in my haste did not take time to put the body on the 
wagon, it haying been removed for the purpose of haul- 
ing wood. THastily throwing a plank across the bolsters, 
T seated myself and drove over to where the party 
awaited me, 

The rope had been secured by a slip—low without 
passing if around the tree, so we had only to fasten the 
loose end to the hind axle and drive away, and thus slip 
the knot and make a direct pull on the ‘gator, After se- 
curely fastening this rope to the axle 1 seated myself on 
the plank and gave the mules the slack, The mules were 
young, fiery and hardly broken to harness, and had re- 
p2zatedly run away, endangering our lives on more than 
one occasion; but we had not thought of this in our 
excitement. For a moment after starting the team there 
was a strain on the rope, and then oul came the huga 
inonster, covered with mud and lashing the water into 
foam with his tail, the noiso he made resembling to some 
extent the beatings of a huge propellor. The mutes both 
looked around ; and as they did so the monster gaye a 
roar that made the yery earth tremble—and the team, 
alligator, and your humble servant staxfead for home, Tha 
distances was about two miles, and [think if Rarus had 
seen us he would have left the track with a broken heary, 

—_>— 

| HaroHine TROUT IN 4 CELLAR.—Hagle’s Nest, Web. 10th. 
—And now a word about a trout enthusiast in Stamford, 
New York, John N, Bennett isthe man, He has now 
five fine trout ponds well stocked with various sizes. 
Only last spring’ he lost over three thousand nice trout, 
many of them large, through the filthy drainage of a 
creamery on the stream which supplies his pond; but 
that has beenremedied by more care at the creamery and 
a grated filter of ten feet depth at the inlet to the ponds. 
And now, in the depth of winter, with the thermometer 
much of the time below zero, Mr. Bennett is hatching 
trout in his cellar ina most ingenious and interesting 
way. He pumps water from his well into a barrel, and 
through asmall pipe lets it ruminto a box constructed on 
the principle of the Holton hatching box. Heusesabout 
one hundred and fifty gallons of water in twenty-four 
hours, and has succeeded in hatching seventy-five per cent. 
of theeggstaken. Hetookthe eggs from troutin his own 
ponds. The eggs taken on the 14th of November com- 
menced hatching Jan. 24th, temperature of water kept 
about 45 deprees. Thefry are lively and doing well. 
Now this is a nice winter indoor amusement, and per- 

haps next winter some more readers of the Forms7 AND 
StReAM will try it. Mr. Bennett is ons of your subscrib- 
ers, and as earnest in fish worship and fish culture as Seth 
Green himself, Nip BUNTLINE, 

—————— 

4 LiBeRaTING PRY.—Miramichi, Web. 12t).—An article in 
FOREST AND STREAM of 6th inst. leads me to ask through 
you whether it does not occur to your fish culturists that 
the proper time to liberate artificially propagated fish 
is a week or two before they are to liberate themselves 
from the oya? Have any of your readers interested in 
fish culture tried the experiment of depositing the eggs 
on natural spawning grounds, and watched the result? 
There is an Opinion held by many who kuow some- 
thing of the subject that much better results may be 
obtained by disposing of the ova in the way suggested, 
than by keeping the young fish until they are famil- 
jarized with objects which, in their natural condition, 
would frighten them info seeking protection, and con- 
peauenuly become easy prey ‘to the almost innumer- 
able finned, winged and furred enemies seeking to de- 
your them. W. G8. tons, ; 

Tn the fish trade in 1865 Norway had a balance of trade 
in her fayor of $12,588,975, Why was this? Because 
she resorted to fish production as it is proposed the Uni- 
ted States should do. In this connection the United 
States Fish Commissioner again says :— 

“Norway is the only European tation that has a gcien- 
commission occupied officially in the supervision of 

the fisheries, and in devising methods by which they may 
be carried on and extended with the least possible waste. 
‘To the labors and observation of such men as Dr, Boeck, 
Professor Sars and others, is due much of the present 
éfiiciency of the Norwegian fisheries,” 
~ In 1867 we mmported about as much fish as we exported. 
Tf we devoted sufficient energy to the business we could 
‘export one hundred times as much, and need import none 

—-»—— 

NespraskA—North Platte, Web, 4th.—I was commis- 
sioned by our North Platte Sportsmen’s Club iast week 
to go for 5,000 salmon fish, which the State of Nebraska 
have been stocking: their streams with to plant in the 
waters of some of county streams, which we did; and 
will put in bass and trout in their season, W. W. OC, 

ee 

—In the Salinas, or salt marshes, near Cadiz, Spain, a 
pectiliar kind of crab abounds, of which the hind claws 
are considered a great delicacy, These are pulled off 
from the live crab, which isthen set free to develop an- 
other pair, 

_—~p_>— 

—Hiforts are to be made to secure the enactment by the 
Texas Legislature of some laws for the protection of fish, 
The only enactments now in force provide for the con- 
struction of fishways and prohibit the use of nets and 
traps between Feb. 4th and June 14th, 

Fish culture isin itsinfancy. Itsresourcesare immea- 
surable, It may approximate and even rival agriculture 
inimportance, Its development will giye emiployment 
to large numbers of men and bring food within the means 
of the poor as well as of the rich, The propriety and 
utility of international exhibitions, where the represent- 
atives of our nation can learn the nature of the products 
‘of the others as well as show its own in a universal mar- 
ket, can no longer be questioned. 

—The United States Mining Investment Company will 
be hailed with satisfaction by a great niany of our 

Western friends who haye an eye to the golden épportu- 
nities the untold wealth yet hidden in the ‘ Rockys” is 
bound to afford, The hunter and trapper and the sports- 
man on a tour often meet with the chance of picking up 
some “prospect hole” for 4 mere song and developing 
what was a ‘* location” pure and simple into a promising 
mine, When they seek to float their lucky ventures, no 
quicker or surer method can be found than to obtain the 
offitial indorsement of the United States Mining Invest- 
ment Company, 
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The mules left the Yoad—in fact, made a new one with- 
out the aid of a surveyor—and that alligator bounded in 
the air as he never bounded before. Now and then he 
would rap against a tree, but be scarcely touched the 
ground, and I had serious fears fora while that in his 
anxiety to go dhead he might put a head on me; how- 
ever, we reached home at last, and the mules, completely 
winded, stopped of their own accord. When we came 
to sum up we found all the “run” taken out of the 
mules, one tire gone, three spokes in another wheel 
broken—in fact, the wagon a wreck; my suit of clothes 
torn to rags, and my person bruised, torn and bleeding 
by the terrible whipping of the trees and bushes over 
which we had passed; and a fourteen-foot alligator 
with every bone broken and almost skinned by his con- 
stant banging against the trees, More anon, 

ELAIR-TRIGGER, 
$a 

“) FISHING IN THE GULF OF MEXICO, 

UST as the sun was sinking in the West one June day 
in the lowest of the Louisiana lowlands, the powerful 

tow-boat Ocean steamed up tothe wharf. Our party of 
twelve or fifteen ladies boarded her, and with merry 

musit and song weran out through the jetties, 

Do youremember how only a few yearsago Mr. Hads 

was criticised, and laughed at for proposing to hold the 
grand river in ** Willow Walls;” how Congress reluc- 
tantly granted him the privilege of operating, at his own 
expense, on the smaller of the three passes, the one that 
was useless for commerce, through which even the light 
draught vessels that visited New Orleans could not pass- 

This vast river, which I have hunted and fished along 
from its sources in the Rocky Mountains to its mouth, 
brings down in solution with its flood an immense 
amount of sand, At the broad lake, formed at the head 
of the passes, where it separates into three mouths to 
seek the ocean, it becomessluggish. This causes thesedi- 
ment to settle and form shallows, and the same cause, 
the rapid flow of the fresh water being deadened by strik- 
ing the heayy wall of salt water, forms bars at the 
mouths, After the Congressional permission was given 
work was commenced, Vast quantities of willows were 

- collected and interlaced into mattresses; thousands of 
tons of stone were brought from the Ohio, for we have no 
stone in these low lands, and with the stone the willow 
mattresses were sunk, one on top of another, until two 
long narrow lines were run through the swamps and out 
into the Gulf. Damsand dykes were built at the head of 
the passes to get the proper _yolume of water to run he- 
tween these new hanks. Wing dams were run out at 
numerous points tonarrow the channel, form eddies, and 
to catch the sediment so that it would build banks against 
the mattresses. Great cribs built of logs and tilled with 
rock were sunk to protect the sea ends. Gradually the 
current quickened, and what the engineers cull the scour 
commenced ; that is, the current wore the bottom of the 
chapuel away. It went on, little by little, and grew 
deeper and deeper, and to-day thereis a clear channel of 
twenty-eight feer depth, Whe sediment settling in the 
eddies of the wing dams has builta solid bank against 
the mattresses on the river side, and the sand of the Gulf 
has washed in against them on the outside and formed 
veefs and preat niarshes covered with long grass and canes, 
making a feeding ground and haunt for thousands of sea 
birds and bay birds—a splendid winter sporting ground. 
The jetties are now being capped with concrete, Towers 
have been built on each end containing great iron cubes, 
in which the concrete is mixed and einptied into a car 
that is rum underit; the caris then run out oyer 4 rail 
track that extends along theirtop. Large plank molds 
have been built, resting on the stone and willow ; into these 
molds the concrete is dumped from the car and left to 
harden into immense blocks of stone, some of which 
weigh seventy-two tons. And now thewillow walls that 
so many laughed at ne the solid banks of theriver, the 
new land fomming on either side of them keeps them in 
place, the current running through scours a deep chan- 
nel, and the lateral current of the Gulf, running across 
the ends of the jetties, will prevent any bar formation 
there. The continuous parapet of concrete that is to 
finish the top will form asolid mass of rock, against which 
old ocean can lash himself to spray and rainbows, 
Steaming out on to the Gulf we reached the fishing 

grounds. The music andl the song ceased, Descending 
to the deck we were soon engaged with the lines and 
bait that Capt. McClellan had kind/y provided, 

First fish tor one of the ladies, a beautiful sea trout, 
Salmu trutia. Then a silyery ribbon fish, by another 
lady. Amidst a splashing and screaming—tor ladies will 
geream when they go fishing—a red snapper was 
drawn on board—a right noble fellow, Wedid not, as is 
customary, ‘- cut his throat to save his life” This fish 
is an inhabitant of deep waler, andis so organized that 
he cannot live m shallow, but smuthers. Hence, when it 
is desired to preserve him aliye in tanks a thin steel is 
run through his throat, eutting ole of his wind-bags. 
With this pierced or cut, he can be kept, and lives near 
the surface a long time—the only instance in natural 
history that cutting a being’s throat isa benefit, 

Reader, are you an epicure? It a, have you ever 

tasted recl snapper fresh from the brine of the Gulf i 

give the sheepshead his place as a food Ssh, butitis in a 
niche one degree below. Both were biting vight briskly 

this eyening. We could tell the species by the strike. 

The sheepshead is comparatively lazy, and not so gamy, 

but the réd snappertakes the bail wath a rush, and fights 

5 the end, 4. 
We caught small fry of all kinds, many of no ‘yalue; 

but one of the ladies said, as she added alittle cat to ber 

lot, '1t’s all tish that conies on my hook, and Tanti going 

to take bis and little tomake my pile,” Shehad hardly 

finished spealting when she screamed and held back on 

her line asif there was a runaway horse at the other end, 

Capt, McClellan, standing near, grasped the line and 

calied for a buaf-hbook ; and wow the tug commenced, 

the gallant Captain and @ pretty givl on One end, and a 

sharlc on the other. One moment the shark would seem 

to be palling them. overboard, the next tlie line would 

Gomesluwly up. Weall looked anxiously on, fearmg the 

line would break, or the Captain and the lady be pulled 

into the Gulf; and J am sure every sportsman will agree 

with me that any vesull would haye been preferable to 

having the line breals, Une of the men stood by with a 

boat-hook, ashesaid, ‘to give him a slomach-ache when 

= 

boy 

he showed above water." Atlength he gota chance. A 
quick lunge, and the boat-hook was firmly fastened m 
his tough hide, Another hoolt was made fast, and he was 
raised over the bulwarks, and added to the lady’s pile. A 
single switch of his tail, and where was that pile and sey- 
eral others near? He scattered fish, chairs, men and 
ladies in eyery direction, and we thought would haminer 
the deck through with the terrific thumps of his tail; but 
the sailors soon showed their love for the family Clar- 
chanas glancus by beating him to death with boat- 
hooks, Another, but smaller one, was captured, and the 
piles of food fish were augmented by catches from both 
sides of the boat. 

The merry *‘ Yo, heave aho,” blending with the music, 
song and laughter, reminded us that the anchor was 
coming up for the home run. Point A, L. Outre light 
was seen to the east, and soon we were running in be- 
tween the ved and white lights that mark the mouth of 
the jetties. The present lights are only temporary, but 
it is the intention of the Government to erect two hand- 
some towers, one at the extreme sea end of each jetty— 
structures worthy to mark the entrance to the conti- 
nent's grand water way. 

Just us we passed in a great steamer passed out, Our 
little tow-boat looked like a toy alongside of her, the huge 
black hull, chimneys, shrouds and spars towering high 
above us into the darkness, and we knew that she ex- 
tended down into the water not less than twenty-five feet. 
She had come over what had been the shoals at the head 
of the passes, over places in the pass that three years ago 
were coyered by less than five feet, and was passing out 
over a bar, on the turn of which at Southwest Pass the 
Government had spent years of time and millions of 
money in an unsuccessful attempt to maintain by dredg- 
ing adepth of fourteen feet, JOHN A. BIGLER, 

Ee 

THE LARGEST FISHING TACKLE ESTABLISH- 
MENT IN THE WORLD. 

i ND this is Alcock’s | How familiar the name! What 
a host of reminiscences rise as we enter the doors— 

* Round bend Kendall,” * Kirby,” ‘‘sneck bend,” ** Al- 
cock’s best ;" all spring up like phantom forms, Through 
the kindly courtesy of Mr. Alcock we were shown 
through tlie different apartments and saw the various 
manipulations the wire taken from the coil undergoes, 
until the delicately pointed, japanned hook is ready for 
the market. In one corner af a room there was a large 
pair of upright scissors ; with a quick snap two hundred 
or more pieces of the required length were cut from a 
bundle of wive; six to ten of these pieces are taken, 
held firmly against an iron baz, and an incision made 
with a sharp knife, for the barb. Next the filer takes 
each one separately with a pair of pliers, holds it in a 
vise, and with afew deft movements of a file, the em- 
bryo hook is pointed. Now they are bent on different 
forms, This is the christening period. They come forth 
Sproat, Limerick, O'Shaunnessy, Kirby, Kendall, Sneck 

| Bena, Hollow Points and Rounu Points, The hardening 
process is the next in order. As we enter this depurt- 
ment cur nostrils are assailed by a fearful stench of 
burning fish oil, We would like to retreat—an instant’s 
consideration—we decide toignore the olfactory netvesand 
keep on. Here we are shown rows of ovens, all filied with 
pans of burning, blazing hooks, They are kept in this fiery 
furnace from fifteen to twenty-five minutes, then taken 
and thrown into the bath of oil. We were informed 
they formerly used water for cooling, but now they con- 
sidered oil the best. True to Yankee instinct, I queried 
why. The workman did not enter into a learned discus- 
sion on the molecular construction, or atomic properties 
of steel, and the consequent differentiation of the parti- 
cles in cooling as a Boston gir) might have doné, but 
with a wise ned and a firm pressure of the lips said, ‘The 
oil is the best.” I thought the oil was used to keep visit- 
ors from infruding. The hooks taken from the oil are 
quite brittle, To remedy this they are reheated. During 
this process, which lasts but a few minutes, they are 
stirred briskly in sand, 
We next yisited the scouring room, Here were eight 

small barrels, all filled with hooks and fine sand, revolv- 
ing and turning round and round with a deafening clash 
and clang, In this room the workmen escaped quizzing. 
The noise was too much for me, Now for the finishing 
touches—the japanning. The japan is a black, tarry liquid 
made in Birmingham, the coniposition of which seems 
to be a trade secret, as 1 failed to learnit. Two coats of 
japan is apphed; they are heated moderately in an oven 
and thoroughly mixed after each heating, 

In the wareroom we are shown immense quantities of 
hooks all sizes, done up in packages of thousands and tens 
_of thousands, ready to be shipped to all parts of the world, 
Here is the smal! delicate hook for France, so diminutive 
that the rude scale of inches has to be laid asideand only 
the French milimetre can do it justice; hooks for 
Canada, United States, Australia, and New Zealand ; 
triple hooks, double hooks, hooks flattened, hooks ringed, 
hovks headed, and hooks eyed, All kinds of hooks for 
all kinds of fish, 

But the manufacture ef hooks is only one depart- 
ment of this establishment. In the yard there are 
slacks of cane and yatious waod seasoning forrouds. The 
rods are evenly tapered with a spring and action similar 
to the Norris rod, We miss the delicate seven ounce 
split bamboo that takes the precedence in the American 
market, The fishermen un this side of the water are so 
enamored of their heavy double action rods that none 
other suits, and the manufacturer must of course cater 
to the demand, We were shown a large variety of reels, 
and lines of all kinds—the old-fashioned silk and hair, 
dear bo the heart of a Scotchman, ’ 

1 might admit the flies were the bestmadein Redditch, 
‘but I neither could nor would grant they were equal to 
sume madein the States, A noticeable feature in the 
improvements on fishing tackle are the artificial shrinrp, 
wornis, frogs, beetles of various patterns, grasshoppers, 
and a burly humble-bee ; all remurkably life-like. The 
spinning baits are legion in number gud tine in quality, 
Their only drawback for the American market is the light 
gimp and small hooks, a detect which can be very easily 
remedied, 
Among the novelties for 1880 there is the proper Col- 

orado spoon,” This is the result of a nightmaré on the 
arrival of the first Colorado beetle in Liverpool. Lt is a 
long slim white ghost, with three arms extending on each | 

side ready to grasp—not the patato yines but the first un- ) 
wary fishy On taking our departure Mr. Alcock observes, 
glancing around at all the paraphernalia of the craft, 
“The business is alla deception.” Such is life. 

Redditch, Dee, 15th. SARA J, MCBRIDE, 
ee 

WHEN TO STRIRE With AFLY.—Referring to obsera- 
tions in your issue of 5th inst, in reference to the time to 
strike in fly-fishing, I think anglers will agree that itis a 
matter which, in the nature of things, desides itself, I 
have no experience in any other fishing except that with 
the fly in fluvial waters, and although I am, perhaps, as 
keen-sighted as others 1 cannot remember any instance 
in which I ever saw either a salmon or trout rising to my 
flyin time to know whetherit was in position to be 
struck, ‘‘ Frank Forrester” speaks of ‘the eye of faith 
and the finger of instinct,” to which I attribute the suc- 
cessful striking of either trout or salmon, It cannot he 
a matter of deliberation. You see the swirl mace by the 
salmon, or the ‘ flip” of the trout, and you feel that you 
have struck him with that instinctive movement which 
we call tke “turn of the wrist.’ You may male the 
casting and trailing of the fly matters of careful and 
scientific study, but the strike is much more a matter of 
the domain of “! faith and instinct” than of sight and de- 
liberation. D, G, SuitH, 

Miramichi, N. B., Feb, 12th 

Fishkill Landing.—Feb. 16th,—In your issue of Feb. 
5th 1 noticed an article headed ‘* When to. Strike in Ely- 
Fishing,’ Now without any idea or wish of changing 
the theories of any one, or without claiming that miy 
way is the correct and only one, I venture to give my 
experience, and think perhaps in so doing I may induce 
some of may more skilled brothers to give their yiews on 
the subject, and in thav way we may all obtain abt least 
one new idea. As a rule I have found that the strike can- 
not be given too quiekly after the fish breaks the water, 
for the instant a trout takes any artificial ily he detects 
the fraud and ejects it if not fastened. At times when 
trout are not hungry and rise lazily to the surface, they 
do not come with a rush, but follow up Lhe line and suck 
itin, Atsuch times the motion of the dorsal fin in the 
water is often mistaken for the signal, and the strile is 
given before the fish reaches the fy. And then, again, 
trout will leap clean out of the water and over the fly ; 
at such times it is very difficult to hook them, but when 
the fish are hungry and come straight for the Inre, stake. 
at sight, and snore fish will be fastened than by waoting 
to feel them on the fly. For an illustration, think of some: 
evening when you haye lingered on the stream for a few 
more casts unfil if has grown so dark that you can no 
longer see your flies on the water, or your fish rise, and” 
the only signal you have is the splash as the old wily» 
trout darts from under an old log or rock where he has 
passed the day in a dreamy sort of mood waiting for ev- 
ening when he can come out and make his supper on the | 
silver miller and other flies that are so unfortunate as fo | 
drop on the water, At this time in the eyening how 
many more trout one fails to hook than when he can 
strike at sight, That a trout will always hook himself, 
as some maintain they will, is, I think, a mistaken idea, 
although it is yery often the case, and in my opimion 
more of the fish taken after dark hook themselves) 
than ave secured by any skill of the angler. What say; 
others, G. 

Che Henne. 
——— 

Tur New York Dog SHow.—The committee of man- 
agers of the Westminster Kennel Club have fixed upon 
April 27th, 28th and 29th as the dates foy holding their 
fourth annual dog show in this city, and have leased the 
Madison Square Garden (late Gilmore's) for that purpose, | 
The premium list, which will be issued in 2 few days, is 
on a liberal seale, and in some respects an improvement 
on preyious years, Tor instance, Mnglish setters have 
been divided into imported and native classes, and the 
class for red and white setters, which caused so much 
confusion in previous years, has been done away with, 
The show is also to last but three days, instead of four, a 

change which will be hailed with joy by all exhibitors aa 
limiting the time that their dogs will be on exhibition, - 
Mr. Ghas. Lincoln has been reéngaged as superintendent, | 
and takes possesion of his office at No. 141 Pulton street. 
(oyer Monquin’s restaurant) immediately, The judges 
have not yet beon fully decided upon. The committee” 
have written to Mr. Hugh Dalziel, Kennel Editor of the 
London Field, inviting him to come oyer and judge the | 
imported classes, pets, ebc. 
Perhaps the most interesting feature of this year's 

show will be the colly or sheep-dog trials, which are to be 

held in Central Park on the sheep there on the day fol- 
lowing the last day of thedog show. Tor these trials the, 
committee will give #100in cash as prizes, and probably 
other prizes will be offered. As there will probably be 

no dog shows in Boston, Philadelphia or Baltimore this: 

year, the New York show promises to be on a scale of 

unusual magnitude. The names of the managers of this: 

year's show are C. DuBois Wagstall, W. M, ileston, Hy 

Walter Webb, R. C. Cornell and Louis B, Wright, 
__S 

Narronan AmertcAn Kenvet Crup.—We tall special 

attention to the notice in another column of Mr, Charles 

H, Raymond, President N. A. K. C,, who, in his appoint 

ment of Mr, Charles De Rongé, of this city, as Secretary, 

has made an excellent choice. Mr. De Ronge is mostad- 

mirably fitted for the position, being both a successful 

breeder and an wnusually fine handler of dogs. 

The conditions under which the Pirst American Field 

Trial Derby will be run are also specified in our adverts- 

ing columns, Later on the dates aud place will be an- 

nounced, 

iia — 



out, and we press forward toward the hunting-ground, 

when I, emulating weakness, bore my whole weight 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

far from the home of his fathers, into whom 'fwas 
bred, he still retained their monk-y tricks, K 9 

We have to thank the writer of the above for photo- 
graph of the fine dog referred to in accompanying sketch. 

es 

RUARY 19, 1880,] 

Writres.—Deisy—Mr, Gillespie’s (Goshen, N, Y.) red 
setter bitch Daisy whelped, Jan, 28th, ten puppies (five 
dogs and. five bitches), by Mr. Camphell Steward’s cham- 
pion Duko, winner of gun prize in New York show, 1879, 
Hach puppy was marked with a small white spot on fore- 
head, Bitches all disposed of, \ 
Kaie-Glen—Dr, Holmes’ Gordon setter Kate, out of Dr. 

Martin’s Rose, Dr. Speir's Gypsum, to Dr, Aten’s cham- 
pion Glen, 

TOX HUNTING IN MARYLAND, 

PomonkKey, Feb. 10th, 1880, 
EFORE the wai, in this section of the country the 
hunters who participated in fox hunting raised the 

goriuine old English hound, These dogs were from 
twenty inches to two feet tall, with long ears, legs, bead 
and tail. Nearly all of them were white, with brown 
spots. They were good dogs for a long chase, very per- 
severing and plucky; they were often known to run all 
day and part of the night, We founé out that they were 
too slow for red fox hunting, but the very thing for grays ; 
a8 they wete such sudden death to grays and Killed but 
very few reds, the consequence was we had killed nearly 
all the grays, while the reds were increasing very rapidly, 
We then conchided to breed thefox-hound with the grey- 
hound, to give them niore speed. Wefind, after breeding 
them until we get them seyen-eighths fox-hound and one- 
eighth crey, that they are far superior to the old fox 
dogs. They are not so large, are hardly ever over nine- 
teen inches tall, black and tan, bark plenty, and while 
they cannot trail as cold as the old dogs, they trail well 
enough for this section, They run with their heads up, 
very much like the greyhound, and make just the dog for 
ted fox hunting. 

Once u year all of the best dogs from the different ken- 
nela in the county are brought together for a big- hunt. 
This year the 28th of January was the day appointed by 
our sportsmen to have achase, By 6 o'clock on the eve- 
ning of the 27th the men, horses and dogs had all arrived 
at the placefram which they were to star next morning. 
And now the festivities of the occasion commence in 
earnest. There had been a bountiful supper prepared ; 
all the young folks about the neighborhood were present, 
and after partaking of the repast we adjourned to the 
parlor, and there made things lively by singing, dancing, 
é(ic., until the small hours of morning. At 6 o’clock the 
following morning we were in the saddle, the dogs are let 

Bnenise Prep Trin Dersy.—The entries for the 
sixth Field Trial Derby have just been issued, Thestales 
are fox setter and pointer puppies born in 1879. The 
stakes are £100; £50 goes to the first, and the next best 
pointer and setter £25 each. The dogs will be fried on 
partridgesin May next. The entries have closed with 
128 subscribers, being eight more than last year, and in- 
cluding in the entvies thirty-one pointers and seventy- 
seven setters. We give the following summary of those 
who have entered either pointers or setters, or both — 
J. Armstrong, Edwin Bishop, Elias Bishop, J. Bishop, T, 
B, Bower, B. Bulled, T. Cunningham, Douglas Duncan, 
Viscount Downe, Rev. §, Hast, Barclay ield, A, Fletcher, 
H, Grant, Baron yon Gustedt, A, Gibbs, Daintry-Hollins, 
A, James, Sir Thomas Lennard, R. Ll.-Purcell Llewellin, 
A. P. Heywood Lonsdale, W, Lort, F, Lowe, G. Lowe, 
G. De Landre-Macdona, 8. Nott, G. Pilkington, T. Pilk- 
ington, Major Platt, Joe A. Platt, James 8. Platt, E, W. 
§, Popham, R. Lloyd Price, J. H. Salter, Rev, W. Shield, 
§. E. Shirley, Prince Albert Solms, Sporting Dog and 
Field Trial Club, T. Statters, J. Todd, Messrs. Weyman 
& Buchanan, J, H, Whitehouse, 

2 
Kenxet Coos Stup Boox—Von, I.—Entries should 

be made for Vol, IT of the stud bookat once, Blanks 
and information can be had of the secretary pro tem, 
John W, Munson, St. Louis, Mo. In all probability the 
work of compilation will begin very soon, anil it is de- 
sirable that entries should be in before that work begins. 
Theré are many dogs entered in Vol, 1 that have changed 
hands since the worl: was published ; others have added 
to their winnings, and others still were entered in Vol, T 
and need to be entered correctly. All such should be 
entered again in Vol. Il. It is becoming yearly more ap- 
parent to breeders and owners that a dog must be regis- 
tered in the stud book to make his pedigree of any impor- 
tance, 

——— ie 

Porntrer Dog TeLb.—This fine pointer has recently been 
placed in the stud, and all parties wishing to secure bis 
seryices should address Ang. Bredemeyev, keeper, Col- 
lege Point, L, I. 

Vomans Column. 
——$<}>—— 

JERUSALEM. 

“ Man's work is from sun to sun, 

But woman’s work is never done." 

H OW many times has the above quotation been audi- 
bly repeated by me since my husband became the 

owner of a certain piece of personal property in the 
shape of a pointer puppy. The quiet stillness of a bright 
Sunday morning in July was broken in upon by his 
arrival, after a two days’ journey by rail. He was gaunt 
and very hungry, and seemed rather reseryed unless 
shown to a basin of bréad and milk. After many consul- 
tations we named him Jerusalem, and never was 4i 
mother more tender of her child than was 1 in amusing 
and caring for that puppy for one whole week, then I 
began to see the other side of the pictiire, for I found to 
my sorrow hw was not one of the acquaintances that 
wear well. He would be one of the most affectionate 
and obliging creatures hefore my face, but as soon as my 
back was turned I could rely on him no more than could 
Ophelia on Topsy. Old boots and shoes were brought 
from neighboring yards to be piled upon the front door 
steps—bones and all manner of rubbish were unéarthed, 
much to my surprise and mortification. Up to this fime 
we had considered ourselyes very fortunate in having: 
water to use froma running stream just back of the 
house, Occasionally the water would be drawn down 
through the day, and this Jerusalem soon discovered by 
close observation, and would invariably wade mto the 
black nad as far as his body would permit, It was after 
oné of these ablutions that I found him one afternoon, 
very comfortubly lying up in the baby’s carriage where 
her white cloak had been left for a short time. You can 
jinagine my exclamations and gestures and frantic en- 
deayors to get him out and secure the cloak, which very 
much resembled a mop, and while viewing it at arm's 
length wondering what to do, my attention was attracted 
toward the house, and there through the open doorway 
I Saw seated very quietly in my best upholstered chair, 
that animal. Rushing at him I very indignantly caught 
him by the nape of the neck and hurled him into the 
middle ef the floor—another moment and he was out 
doors looking very much surprised and wondering, no 
doubt, how one could make such a fuss over such small 
mutters. Fora few days he seemed quite penitent, and 
thus it came about that he was let into the kitchen, Hay- 
ing company one day, {had quite forgotten the fact of 
his being there until reminded of it by a peculiar noise 
which grew louder as lapproached the door, It sud- 
denly ceased on opening it, and a more novel sight I 
neyer saw. In the middle of the floor stood Jerusalem 
surrounded by small bits of something which upon ex- 
amination proved to be the remains of my best sun-bon- 
net which he had stolen from its accustomed peg and 
torn into shreds, I was nearly convulsed with laughter, 
and the company arriving upon the scene of disaster 
joined heartily in as we gathered up the fragments, 
Another lull, but not of very long duration. One Mon- 
day afew weeks ago, while eating dinner a neighbor's 
boy called and informed us that the puppy was tearing 
the clothes off the line. We rushed out with fearful 
misgiving and if * Murdock’s Goat” had again been let 
loose i the yard the sight would nof have been more 
appalling. One sheet had been successfully used to mop 
the entire back yard ; another hung in tattered strings 
so that if was almost beyond recognition; shirt wrist- 
bands hanging by a few threads, and Jerusalem swayin 
back and forth with his teeth firmly planted in the end 
of a tablecloth. Me looked the picture of despair a few 
iwinutes Jater when chained for the afternoon, and I 
looked very much the same way, as with tub and wash- 
board IT whiled away the rest of the day, He is now 
abont eight months old and people say he will get over 
all these tricks, bub the question is, shall T ever live to 
see if, DISCONSOLATE, 

P. 5.—This Jerusalem is the ‘Shot’ my husband wrote 
you abont same time since, and you answered us through 
your corresponlents’ column that for his rheumatism 
T should give him half-teaspoonful of soda three times a 
day. Ihave followed your instructions and the pup is 
batter of in. but is yeh somewhat lame, Since writing 
you for advice we have thought that his rheumatism 
may haye heen caused by being in the water so much 
last summer, The Genesee River runs across the back 
end of our yard, and the little fellow used to be playin 
and swimming in the water a great deal there until col 
weather setin. If this is the origin of it we may never 
be able to eradicate it from his system, He will be nine 
months old the 20th of4 the present month, and is 
full of life, He has his growth very nearly ; now weighs 
sixty pounds and meashres twenly-eight inches around 
the chest, 

which is about two miles distant, and right on the Po- 
tomae River. Having arrived on the edge of the woods 
the dogs ave thrown off, and after riding about a mile fur- 
ther one of the dogs gives tongue, tho others are packed 
up with hint immediately, but the trail is not very fresh, 
80 we have to follow it along the river for two or three 
Miles before we reach the dwelling-place of Mr. Reynard, 
But now commences the sport of the day inreality, He 
is up and off like the wind, with forty-live as good dogs 
ab his heels asever gladdened the heart of hunter, From 
the first two or three maneuvers he had made we 
Knew we had jumped an artful old red. He dodged 
about for some time to get the start of the dogs, and then 
started down the river for a neck, and ran to the ex- 
treme end of it, there doubling on the dogs coming up the 
other side of the neck, back to where he started from, 
and went up the river several miles; but being pressed 
hard he again doubled and came back home; after trying 
to get away from the dogs there for some time by bis 
cunning artfulmess, and not getting away, he again 
started fora denabout three miles off ; but he had to cross 
alargée open field, and there old Greely closed up on him 
and soon sent him to that land from whence no traveler 
returneth ; and thus endeth the hunt, POMONEEY. 

——$_<—_—_ 

Dosing A Boston Doc,—The following story is told by 

a young Boston physician, and is particularly pat now in 
connection with the article ‘‘Dosing Dogs,” published in 
our editorial columns last week, The physician is fond 
of repeating the yarn as an experience which confirms 
his allopathic principles :— 

Like some other undergraduates of Cambridge, he 
was, now and then, late in getting home for the night, 
a fact which was regularly and noisly proclaimed by a 
too vivilunt dog on the premises. He endured this canine 
officiousness for a while, but finally resolved to end the 
days of tlie vexatious animal at the earliest practicable 
moment, In making a canvass of his armory of destruc- 
tives, ha fell wpon a case of lomosopathic medicines, 
which had fortuitoushy come into his possession along 
with othsr inherited lumber. There were some millions 
of the tiny saccharine globules in little glass boitles, 
duly Jabeled, and presumably covering tise whole 
aes, medica, as well as all the regulation degrees of 
altention. They were emptied in a large bowl, where 
they, of course, presented an whdistingwshable mass of 
sugar pellets. The dog, which was known to be fond of 
candy, wus treacherously invited to partake, and accep- 
ted the offer wilhout suspicion. Fle smelt, he tasted, and 
swallowed the whole mass with evident satisfaction. 
The nascent doctor, who had been nurtured under homeo- 
athic influences, was also satisiied that he had accom- 
lished his murderous purpose, But he was Mistaken. 

So far from dropping dead, as was expected at the end 
of his repast of potencies, thedog actually looxed up at 
his entertainer and wagyed his tail with gratitude. 
Neither did he slowly fade away and die, as if under the 
combined jufluence of baneful drugs heterogencously 
mixed. No; hé not only retained his vitality and noc- 
turnal vigilance unitnpunted, but became the fast friend 
of the youth who had meant to exterminate him. Tt is 
not to be wondered at, perhaps, that an ardentand slight- 
ly illogical youth snould, by this experiment, have lost 
his faith in the principles of Hahnemann and finally 
put ont his shingle as an M. D. of the old school, 

—>— 

Aw ALPINE ADVENTURE IN MASSACHUSETTS,—Sterling, 
Muss., Feb. 14tl,—A few days ago I had to take a 
long walk in the storm, and had no companion but 
ene of my friend Collins’ Saint Bernards. The blinding 
storm and deep dufts suggested Alpine dangers, and 
I thought to ses if blood Would tell. The dog was in 
advance, fullowing a snow hidden footpath, and I sunk 
down undbserved prone on my face. A moment and 
he came bounding back to me and gave a low whine, 
but receiving no response he dug the snow from be- 
neath my face, ani, inserting his nose beneath my 
ehin, pushed until he actually raised my head and 
shoulders from the snow, and repeated the operation 

a 
A LApy AND Her Dogs.—An old lady named Signora 

Lafvanche, better known as the ‘Mamma de Can” (the 
mother of dogs), has just died at Milan, and she had ac- 
quired a great notoriety in Italy through her affection 
for the caning race. She was so fondof dogs that she 
had us many as two hundred or three hundred in and 
about her house, and she was several times compelled to 
change her residence owing to the complaints raised by 
her neighbors. She has left the whole of her forte to 
to be spent upon building hospitals for dogs in various 
parts of Italy. 

——— 

IMporten NewrounpLanps.—Mr, Peter McGill, of 
Brooklyn, N. Y,, has jusfireceived a pair of Newfoundland 
dogs from Halifax, N.S. The animals (a dog, Lion, and 
a bitch, Pet) arrived in the steamer Al/vaib7a@—the former, 
a noble animal, being presented to Mr, BH, D, Bassforil, of 
this city, and the bitch, who is a beauty, being retained 
by Mx, McGill for breeding purposes. She is to be bred 
to Lion. a 

Does TRAINED.—We take pleasure in calling attention 
toan advertisement in another: olumn. Mr. Smith’s ref- 
erences are too well known to need further comment on 
our part as to his capability. 

GrREeYHOUNDS.—We are informed that Mr. J. F. Grant, 
of Brookville, Kansas, has a fine kennel of greyhounds. 
Attention is called to advertisement in another column, 

——>—_—_—_—. 

Mr. A, Hi, Moorn’s Kennev.—The kennel of this Phil- 
adelphia gentlemen, which was partly destroyed by fire 
some weeks ago, Will be rebuilt in about a month, 

—<e—__— 

BELLINA KENNEL.—Mr. E. OG. La Montagne's Jsennel at 
Far Rockaway, L, L., will hereafter be known as the Bel- 
lina Kennel, 

—_— 

Names CLaimep,.—Captain—Messrs. Frank and A. J, 
Connor, New London, Conn,, claim the name of Captain 
for liver and white poimter puppy, out of Mrs, R, Van 
Velzer’s imported Ran, by his Sensation 11, 
W. L. Leavitt, of Flushing, L. I, claims the names of 

Romulus and Remus for his orange and white (with black 
points) setter dog pups, whelped June 24th, 1579, These 
were sired by his (mow Olils’) Sir Lancelot, out of 
Simond'’s Puff ; both prize winners. 

Mr. B. C. La Montagne, of this city, claims the names 
of Duke of Austerlitz (blue Belton, seven months), and 
Ballyhale (orange Belton, seven months), fordog puppies, 
and Lady Caprice (blue Bellon, seven months). Bellina 
(orange Belton, seven months), Medora (orange Belton, 
seven months), out of Abby by Guy Mannering, 

a 
Saups.—dArmida—Mr. Isaac Yearsley, Jr,, of Coates- 

ville, Pa,, has sold his lemon and white Llewellin setter 
bitch Armida (Leicester-Pocahontas) to Ma, F. A, Diffeh- 
derfer, Lancaster, Pa. ; ; : 

Berlley and Dufce—Mr. A. H. Moove, of Philadelphia, 
Pa,, has just purchased from Mr. John Pottler, Jr,, the 
celebrated brace of Irish setters, Berkley and Duke. ‘hie 
price is a round sum, but has not been given for prtb- 
lication. ; 

SaLEs.—Mr, George Waddington, of Geneva, lowa, has 
sold his fine setter bitch Pearl to Mr. M. A. Stearns, of 
Dansville, N. Y. 

—$———— 

Brep.—Diana—Major—ii, Pottinger Dorssy’s (New 
Market, Md.) beagle bitch, Diana, to Mr. Wm, 1, Brad- 
bury’s (Nason, Olange Go., Va.) imported Major, Web. 
11th. 
Basie tveieh Ts eR Leth re oe 

beagle, Rosy, to Mr, Bradbury's 11 inch basket beagle, Gima SuavuguTer Two Hunprep Yar = 

(Chanter—Ladybird) Feb. Tith.- tite: grave of an Indian apostle, St. deapihaunde ie a a hice 
Crafiy-Finder—Mr, Bradbury's tmported beagie bitch, | hill at York, Me. He was converted ‘and passed fifty 

Cralty, to Mv, Bradbury's Minder, Feb, 12th, yeurs iu preaching to the sixty-six Indian tribes of the 
Leah-Koynt Ditke—My. |, A, Dittenderfer’s (Lancaster, | country, and died on the Ist of May, 1662, at the age of 

Pa.) Leal to ohiumyion Royal Duke. , ninetytour, Eis funeral was conducted with preat 
Lady Lorne-Riederiek—Mr. FP. A, Dilfenderfer's Lady | pomp, andl the Indians sacrificed 95 bucks, 67 does, 8 er- 

Juorne to Mr, A. FH. Moore's Rhodevichs, mines, 23 buffaloes, 110 ferrets, 832 martins, 240 wolves 
Arimida-Ruscoe—My. i, A, Diifenderfer’s Armida to | $2 wildeaits, 452 foxes, 620 beavers, 500 fishes, 99 bears, BG 

his stud dog; Roscoe. moose, 50 weasels, 400 otters, 52l) raccoons, 112 rattle- 
Lady Sie ee neice G, ©, La Montagne’s fox ter- | anales, 2 catamounts, 900 musijashcs, 69 woodchucls 

riev Lady Gip to Mr, Haine’s Rattler, Feb, 7th, , 1,500 mints and $3 porcupines, : 

a gee 

Upon him; but the moment IT stood erect he bounded | 
off, burking joyously, en route for home, ever and anon 
returning -t upsuyea himself of my continued safety, 
till we reached home, So l made up my mind though 
q 
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MR, THOMPSON'S LETTER{TO THER NATIONAL 
ARCHERY ASSOCIATION, 

CRAWFORDSVILLE, Ind., Jam. 2th. 

T the Officers and Members of the National Archery Assoctabion 

the United States: 
In response to the proper official call, you haye met Ia order by 

your delegates t consult regarding preparations flor the second 

annua National Tournament. 
The syand meeting at Chicago lastyear was a marked and cheer- 

neg success. Byreference to the history of the English national 
meetings it will be seen that our champion medal was wou by a 

much hizherscore than that which stands opposite the first British 

champion's name, 
Our next national meeting will, L think, surprise the archery 

world, not especially perhaps by very high scores, but by the 

Jarge number of food scores, From reports of private practice 

coming infrom every direction Lam led to believe that the score 

Made by our champion last year will be Tequalled and passed by 

many archers at our coming meeting. 

TI am especiwlly glad to report that lady archers all over the 

eouniry are enthusiastically advocating and practising tne longer 

ranges ; and | would recommend, in orderto make our meetings 

uniform with those of England: the adoption of the “ National 

Round” of Great Britain in place of our Columbia Round.” 

One of the special features of Our first meeting I should be glad 

to see retained, yiz,, the Team Contest, with the modification of 

dropping the tivo shorter ranges and confining it to a fixed num- 

ber of arrows at sixty yards, or sixtyand eighty yards. Itought 

to be the aim of our Association Lo especially foster and encour- 

agzelong rangeshooting. An international contestwith English 

archers is a probability of the near future, and we must meet 

them at the York Round. 

Ttisa cratifying compliment to our efforts toward making the 

refined and healthful pastime of archery 4 national one,that other 

associations have followed in our wake, in the Hast as well as in 

the West, Lebusextend every courtesy and encouragement to 

these itindred organizations, to which enfll suggest the propriety 

of 4 changein our constitution, admitting fo ourannual contests 

any American archer in good standing whoshall pay the fee re- 

quired, no matter to what association hemay belong. Evhink we 

ought to see that in adopting such a rule the English National As- 

sociation has taken taken astep farin advance of our exclusive 

policy. Our ohject should be to extend our influence by a 

liberal manasement. Great care should be taken not to array 
the National Association against the local organizations, but, on 

the otherhand, our lines should be dvawn so as to treat all archers 

alike. 
Ther to return my thanks to all the officers and members of the 

National Assotiation for their inany courtesies and pleasant 

favors during the time Ihaye seryed in my present capacity, and 

to wish them a happy season for 1880. MAURICE THOMPSON, 

——<$<$<ai > 

SHALL WE CHANGE OUR SYSTEM OF SCORING ? 

— WAVE never been accused of undue conservatism, but 

haye always looked earmestly into any proposed improye 

ment, and have always desired to adoptiit or reject it solely upon 

its merits. When the discussion began in this country, some 

months ago, with reference to the propriety of changing the plan 

of scoring in archery target shooting, although the bare mention 

of such a thing produced a shock of astonishment, we determined 
to investigate the matter thoroughly before deciding to adyocate 

or combat the proposed change. 
The first objection to a change which presented itself to our 

mindand which is certainly a serious one, arises from the confu- 

sion which would be unavoidable for a long time in comparing 

scores made this year and last year with those made after such 

ehange. While if is in theory a very easy matter to bring scores 

veeoyded in the presentatyle to the basis of 1, 2,3, and 5,in prac- 

tice it is a yery difficult thing todo. For instance, to choose at 

random from the score-book of the writer aseore of twenty-four 

arrows at sixty yards, shot on the 16th day of September, 1879, at 

fhe present regulation four-feet target, three arrows al an end, 

the details being as followa:— 
@ 1-6 6 7-7 38-35 5—b 7 1-5 7 1-3 13-5 15-108, 

Now, in order to reduce this score to the proposed basis it would 

be necessary to reduce eachred (no golds were made) three points, 

each blue two points, cach black one point, and count the whites 

justasnow. Should the score, for instance, be 144 arrows at any 

range, this reduction would bea tedious thing. A greater trouble 

syould exist in the fact that suores have been and always would 

be reported simply thus (for the above) :—Hits, 24; score, 108. So 

the reduction would become at once iinpossible, Nov the chief 
yalue of reported scores consists in the possibillty of readily com- 

paring our scores with them and noting the comparative skill «t 
different archers and the improyement or retrozression of each. 

Tf this comparison is difficult, few will take the trouble to 

male it. 
But for argument sae grant that in a year or two all American 

archers could be brought to think that their old scores, registered 
after the present style, were of no particular value as matter of 

referents, yet die pleasure and vale of comparing our 

scores with those of our trained and wonderfully skill- 
ful cousins in Great Britain would be practically lost, 

How greats deprivation this would! be, ask such  skill- 

ful and enthusiastie archers as Maurice Thompson, H. C 

Garver; Frank Sidway, Tac Hussey, E. 1. Church, Dr. 

B. G. Weston, John Worcester, John A. Booe, Theo, MeMechan, 

Geo, I. Henry, L, L. Peddinghaus, J. D. Patiierson, BE. W. Deyal, 

and a hundred others of the most skillful and studious toxophi- 

lites of this country, whose names T could giye. To the beginner 

who confines his practice to ranges of from thirty to fifty yards 

no such considerations weigh, because no possibility of such com- 

parison exists, hécause ot the English practice for gentlemen be- 

ing never al less range than sixty yards, and for the ladies neyer 

Jess than fifty yards. But just so soon as the genuine lover of 

archery attains to such slill ab ranges of sixty to one hundred 

yards us opens to his eyes the rarer beauties of the pastime, he be- 

gins (o compare his scores with the veterans of theisles. There 

ig food ahd nourishment in it, “We grow with that we contem~ 

plate,’ and the study of the achievements of such magnates of the 

bow as Word, Bramhall, Spottiswoode, Maitland, Moore, Holmes, 

Fisher, Palairet, Rimington and Everett, will do more than any 

new avatem of scoring te bring the archer to the front rank of the 

yotarjes of the bow. 
, 

But even if this difficulty could he overcome, or if it were con- 

coded that we have no particular reason to compare our scores 

syith those of the archers of Britain. we nextlook to the proposed 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

benefits to be derived from such a change. If there are any 
really sood reasons to change our gold yalue to 5, and the other 

colors ranging down to 1, what are they? Several earnest 

archers, who, no doubt, haye only the good of the pastime 
at heart, have lately written forthe PoRmst anp SrRmAM yery 
interesting articles u'on the subject—namong them Mr, A. 5. 

Brownell, of Boston ; j.c. A. W, Hayehs, of San Francisco, and a 
gentleman signing himself  'T.R, W." 

A careful investigation of the diferent objections to the pres- 

Sent system, and the arguments in fayor of the new system, 

urged in ihese letters, develops the singular fact that some of the 

strongest Objections to the present system pointed out are argu- 

ments directly against the theory of the gentlemen presenting 

them, Mr. A. W. Huyens, of San Francisco, in bis article in the 
FOREST AND BrrReAM of the 5th fost. says:—'tT claim thata acore 

of 200) made up of blues and reds is better than a like score made 

up all the way from white to. gold. I claim, further, that the 
blue and red man is a better archer than the other, and should be 
entitled to as much consideration in the matter of system of 

counting.” All this for the purpose of showing that the gold has 

an undue proportionate yalue! Yet the fact is that the exact op- 

positeis true. ‘he red and blue haye the adyantage all on their 
side, The archer who, as Mr. Hayens says, “ makes up his scores 

of blues and reds,’ instead of being placed at a disadvantage, is 
vastly benefitted by the present system of scoring. Wor instance, 

should two gentlemen shoot thirty arrows, and one strike with 

fifteen arrows in the red and the other fifteen arrows fn the blue! 

he would score 180 points. Should his adyersary’s score be “ made 

ap all the way from whites to golds," it would rur thus :6 whites, 

6 blacks, 6 blues, 6 reds, 6 golds, or 150 points, giving the 

“blue and red man” the very advantage Mr. Huyens claims he 

should have. Butin practice he would have a vastly greater ad- 

yantave than is shown by the above caimparison, because the 

gentlemon whose scores were made up,of blnes und reds would 

in practice get hia hits Gastead of 15 reds and 15 blues) ; thus: reds, 

11; blues, 19; score, 172. While the one who scored “all the way 
from white to gold" ywould get: his seore (hus: Golds, 1; reds, 4= 

blues, fi; blacks, 8; whites, 11; score, 102. Of course, every seore 

would not show the same proportion of the different colors hit, 

but in theory it should always be so, and in practice wheraa large 
number of scores, say one thousand scores, should be shot, the 7e- 
sult would be about asindicated. This comes from the relative 

areas of the different colors, each being (without counting trac- 
tions) a8 follows: Gold,72 square inches; red,217 squave inches; blue 

362 square inches; black, 506 square inches; and white, 681 square 

inches. Further, in making the above calculation My. Havens 
theory has been given the adyantage of some fractions. <A fur- 

ther adyantage in practice i. possessed by the poor, hampered 

“ved and blue man" in the fact that since some arrows of each 

shooter will miss the target entirely, the“ blue and red man” will 

suffer least, becquse oné who can shoot so regularly as to get all 
his hits so near the center will very seldom miss the target, while 

the shooter whose hits are scattered from center to cireumfer- 
ence will lose a great many arrows. 

The same writer in treating of the proposed change hus also 

said: ‘ Itfrequently happens that on archer will make fewer hits 

than his opponent, and still get away with him.” ‘This is yery 

true, and would still be true with the system proposed or any 

other system of scoring from a graduated target, If this were 
not 80, there would be no use of piying yulues to the colors at all. 

‘Ifthe wold is valued at 6 and the white atl, the rule still holds 
good that one archer may make more hits, and get less score than 
his opponent. 

Mr. Brownell,in PorRst AND STREAM Of Jan.'15th, says; “There 

being & possibility of a chance gold counting more than two 

blacks and two whites, I submit that chance may carry off tha 

palm against merit.’ He might heye put ita little stranger, and 
saida chance gold would ontscore eight good whites; and yet, 
though this be true, the gold and white, as they nowscore, are in 
exact proportion to each other—the area of the gold being 72.38 
inches, and that of the white, 65144inches: so that if we depend 
entirely upon chance we willayerage nine whites to one gold. The 
red, blueand plack are not properly proportioned in the scale, put, 

singularly enough these are the colorswhich are supposed to need 

some special legislation in their behalf. The yalue of each color 

in the proportion that they should actually have is 4s follows: 

Gold, 9; red, 3; blue, 1.8; black, 1.3, and white, 1—caloulaied only 
to the nearest one-tenth. Now scores kept upon such a basis 

would be in theory perfectly fair, but in practice the same 

trouble would arise in an aggravated form. Thus one gold just 
inside the margin would equal three reds, each located within a 
half-inch of the gold. Yet who would think the first score equal 
to the lust? No doubt the archers who framed our system of 

scoring took all this into consideration. Another very important 
matter seems to have escaped the attention of the critics of the 

oldsystem; thatis, that no praduation of yalues is correct for 

more than one particular distance. To illustrate, suppose two 
competitors shoots wenty yards at a regulation target, thirty 
arrows eauh; hewould be the mostaccurate and reliable archer 
that cyer lived who should seore 40 consecutive colds. His ad- 

yersary would be a mere muif,and worthy of no sort of com- 
mendation, who scored 15 reds, 15 blues, and failed to touch the 
gold; yet the perfect archer who might pul every arrow in the exact 
center of the gold would only score 270 to his opponent's 180—only 
90 points in 270 ahead; and yet the gulf would be one which no 

humad life is long enough or human skill great Gnough to over- 

pass. Kut suppose the targets are placed one hundred yards 
apart; now the white and black rings, which at thirty yards were 

useless, come into play. Atshort range they were not needed, at 

long range they are. One who hits the blue at one hundred 
yards feels the same elation that he does who scores a red; yet at 

forty yards the red is accounted a fairshol and the blue a poor 
one. In other words, as the distance is increased the target 
should be enlarged,so as to keep the proportion truce, Should 

two competitors shoot at five yards, and onescore all his shots 
pin-hole golds, {he other all golds also, but ayeraging all oyer the 
surface of the gold, euch would score the same, yet one be 4 hun- 

dred times as skillful as the other. The gold is too large for fiye 
yards, and not large enough for one hundred yards. At seyenty- 
five yards it is about vight, A little thought will convince any 

one of the utter impossibility of graduating vahies for the target 

colors so as to prevent, or measurably lessen, the effect of chance 

without changing the yery elements of archery. For instanoe, in 
the plan proposed by Mr. Browiiell and others, two archers shoot 

one hundred yards, one arrow each, fora prize. Qnestrikes with- 

in the black, but at the extreme outer ede of that color; the other 

strikes in the extreme inner edge of the white. The two urrows 

are just touching, only animaginary line separating them; yet 

one scores twice as much as the other, Now this is oll very well 
to talk aboutin theory, butin practice it amounts to nothing. It 

is true that yery frequeniiy the archer wlio makes the greatest 

number of hits gets beaten in score, and it is nearly always the 

result of the poor shooting condition of the archer who seores 

’ é ‘. . ‘ 
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and out of form, while the poorer archer isin good condition, the 
result will be that the expert, by reszon of his knowledge of his. 

weapons, perfect judgment of elevation, his power to loose “ever 

more alike,’ and the knowledge of the minutis of his craft, will 
get all his arrows within the general circumference of the target, 
but will from his unsteadinecs and feeble nerve drift all over its) 
surface, and his hits will run low in yalue, On the other hand,) 

the poorer shot being in fine condition, will hold with utter steadi- 
ness, will get sometimes three or four splendid hits in succession ; 

but from less knowledge of the small points in archery he will) 

sometimes get a false loose, or he will draw his right hand a little 

100 low er too high, and will miss the target seyergl fect. He will 
pet feyror hits but more score than his accomplishéd adyersary- 

Every archer who has practiced a great deal will remember how 

much better his bits have counted on some days than upon others. 

A study of himself will show the cause to be not in the target, but 

in his own physical condition, The writer on the second day of 

the grand national meeting at Chicago, with seventy-two arrows 

ata hundred yards, stored 42 hits, 180 score. Neyer before or 
since has he stored thatnuumber of hits without getting at least 
160 score, The target was not at fault; it was not carelessness; 

the result was wholly due to two causes—physical feebleness and 
the neryousnéss siteadant upon a great public meeting. This) 
defeotiye shooting was not only exhibited in the hundred yards 

work, but equally soat the other ranges. With 39 hits at sixty 
yards he seored only 155, when his usual scove to the hit before 

that day hud been between 5} and 6. The elementof chance cuts 

yery little figure in our scoring when any large number of ar- 

rows are shot. As between two archers who each average 20 hits 
out of 24 shots at sixty yards, the element of chance is of no mo- 

ment; and if itwereit cannot be guarded against. By Mr. Brow- 
nell's system the hit in the red would be worth four-flths as 
muchas 2 pin-hole gold, when any part of the gold is just three 

times ashardtohitas the red. Of course the same defect is in the 
present system of scoring, but why fly from present ills to those 
we know not of? As before shown,even if the rings were 

giyen their just proportionate value.no real benefits would ac- 

crue. 
Archery has been studied in Great Britain by learned and en- 

thusiastic yotarit “for many hundreds of years. During the last 

thirty yearsiti, reached such a state of perfection, that gentle- 

men have shot be, (er at one hundred yards than any of our fiye 

best shots haye averaged at half the distance. Ladies, at great 
public meetings. haye, with twenty-two pound bows, at sixty 

yards, made 96 consecutive hits; and, on one occasion, Miss: 
Betham seored 432 at the single National Round, of forty-eigcht 

urrows at sixty yards, and twenty-four arrows at fifty yards; her 

last dozen arrows scoring 160 points, Can it be for a moment sup- 
posed that they have let the centuries go by without most thor 

oughly disuussing this matter? Can it be possible that they would 

be 80 matchlessly cunning in the construction and use of this 
most difficult of all weapons to conquer, and yet not see these 

ularing defects which appal us now? On the contrary, they | 

early found that if the rings of the target were made of the width 

we give them, that the white must count one, and the gold nine 

to be in exact proportion to each other. Then since it would be 
awkward to give any fractional yalues to the other rings, and - 
since a regular graduation from the § to the 1 would be less 
awkwurd than the nearer units of $-3—2—1 1, they gave them | 

the regular graduation which we now haye. Of course the diffi- 
culty might have been ayoided by first choosing the representa- , 

tives of yalue, say 1—2—3—4—and 5, and so svaduating the sizes or 

widths of the rings as to haye made the just proportions; but am 4} 

tazret with a gold of 9.0 inches in Giameter, and the red ring of 
only 2.4 inches in width, would look awkwardly—and yet the pro- 
portion would be proper. Each would have the same surface | 
inches. There would be one particular range where this propor- - 
tion would be right in practice; but how would it do at ten 

yards? The Hnglish found this out (they bad found out eyerys | 
thing in archery twenty yeara ago), and their targets were ar- | 

ranged in size and graduation of colors according to distance for a | 

long time; but Ford and others showed the foolishness of this, at | 

any ranges greater than fifty yards, und it ceased, 
We Americans are a queer people, We don't want to do any- - 

thing like an Enylishman, even if he is right. Tho writer doas | 

not claim to be an exception to the rule. When he began target 
practice, he would shoot two hundred and eighty-eight arrows in — 
anafternoon! Major Fisher rote him a warning letter, but he © 

aniiled at the idea of the shooting of any number of arrows injur- 
ing him! He used a sixty-five-pound snakewood bow,and laughed ~ 
at the well-u.eant advice of that glorious old veteran of sixty | 

years’ practioe—Peter Muir—who wrote him to use a forty-six 
pound yew. He praised a suakewood as being the pur excellence | 
of bows, despite the unanimous testimony of the archers of Great, 
Britain, that no bow approached a yew in eyery desiruble quality, 

He stoutly maintained that the best loose, wos that which gaye 

the lowest trajetory with the same welght of weapon, despite the 
fact that the greatest archer who ever touched a string declared 
against him, To all these,and many more erroneous opinions 
he dung with trug Americun pig-headedness, until bitter ox. 

perience upon each and every point foreed him to acuept the 
truth. So with hig former style of drawing to the ear (instead of 
nuder the chin, ag the English do); of shooting without aiming 
over the end of the arrow; of allowing his string to strike hia 
arm-guard, and many another grievous errors, So our embryo 

American archers are now about our style of scoring, for we are 
all but tyros yet. We think we see a grievance when there isnone 

and be it enemy or wind-mill, we at once charge! Mr, Brownell 

even thinks that the archer who shoots ble urrows bas ou ad- 
yuntage oyer the one who shools a small one. If that be so, let 
the other fellow buy him some biz ones! But he will make a mia- 
take if he does. The arrow which is of the right weight and suffi- 

ciently rivid, is all the better by being small, Now all thisfriendly 
criticism is not for the purpose of ansivering somebody, but solely 
for the purpose of saying archers from the mistake of changing 
that which does not need change; which would work as badly 
atter changed as now,and which would lead to confusion and 

dificulty. Mr, Havens says thatit is very desirable to come to the 
1, 2, 3, 4, 6 method of scoring, because riflemen huye adopted that, 
system at Creedmoor, and throughout the country. The riflemen, 
however, do not shoot at 3 target which even resembles ours, 
thelr long-range Creedmoor targets having a bull's-eye of three 
feet diameter, while the other rings are not. at all proportional 
like ours; and fna!ly their counting surface goes off inta the 
form of a rectangle. If any change is necessary to enable the 

riflemen and us to score alike (and no such emergency exists), let 
them come to ourscoring. Oursystem of scoring was old when 
the Indians owned the Creedmoor marsh, To the riflemen who 

want to know why we don't adopt thelr system of scoring, we 
may with propriety answer, alter the manner of the urchin who 
was asked by the minister why he was hallooing while he, the 
minister, was going by, and replied hy asking, “ why the minister 
was zoing by, while he was hallooing?"’ We occupied the score 

low in value to the hit. If « first-class archer isshooting at sixty > ground first,and adopted as good a system as they. Let us no, 
abandon it now, and chase a phantom, yards with a third-rate archer, the expert being feeble, nervon 
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Timnoy the gentlemen who are urging the change are carnest 
‘and thoughtful men; butif they will let our score system alone 
until they study archery one year more, they will not then desire 
a change. Tn good faith, with the cause of the good bow at heart, 

“they are sowing the seeds of discord in the early days of the 
} matchless pastime in our own land. Let us not do this. Ifwe 
study more to hit the gold we have, and less about the elements 
of chance, we will be better archers, We all meet our competi- 

_ tors before the same target, Ulider the same circumstances. Who 
ig afraid of chance? Win, W. THOMPSON, 

New Yore Anonsry Curk.—The Saturday evening meetings 
for practice ofthis club are increasing in interest, a large num- 
ber of spectutors witnessing their shooting every week. They 
have had representatives also from the Brooklyn Club; Oritani 

Archers, Hackensack, N. J.; Ascham Archers, Brooklyn, EB. D,; 
and North Side Club, Chieayp, TIL, all taking an active part in 

the shooting, 
In securing the armory of the Ninth Regiment, where they 

are, the club did a skillful stroke of business, causing’ an in- 
crease of interest among their own members a5 well as of those 
jnterested in the royal gamo outside of the club, The return 

match with the Ascham Archers is spoken of to take place Sat- 
urday eyening, Peb, 28th, at the armory. ‘Che regular monthly 

meectin# will take place Wednesday eyening, Feb. 25th, at the 
residence of the Secretary, Jas, W. Auten, Jr., 339 West Thirty- 

second street. 

BROOKLYN V8, ASCHAM.—The return match between teams of 
the above Brooklyn Archery Clubs took place this week at the 
Archery Hall, Division ayenus and Clymer street, Bastern Dis- 
{rict. The Ascham team was i command of Capt. Chapman, and 
the Brooklyn under the supervision of Capt, Woyt, Mr. Mande- 
yille, of tie Aguham, scoring for the Brooklyn team, and Mr. 

Pearsall for that of the Aschams. The distance was 30 yards, and 
each team shot,0 arrows in rounds of 30 arrows for each contest— 
ant, each round consisting of 10 ends of 3 arrows each from 
each bow of the team. When the last round had ended the score 
4yii jo od tobe as follows:— 

’ ~ SCORD OF ENDS, 

Brooklyn —-.:-:: (eer, es. 54 02 50 66 CO 69 68 58 80 74-625 

Ascham. -- os) ts ft 53 55 63 85 40 55 61—547 
Brooklyn ... --...---.+++-- G0 G2 te 1 YO 60 74 60 48 57-620 
Ascham... . 70 45 62 47 ot tt G1 TY 49 61—586 
Brooklyn . 40 80 G4 68 46 44 Ui fi Ge 62—f29 
Ascham.. .- .. G4 51 58 %2 68 51 52 Gh 68 44—ayL 

INDIVIDUAL SCORES. 
BROOKLYN. 

; ateishars 104 202 208 Bet 
Hoyt. 190 170 155 515 
PAPIKGY s- Shen teeny pore twee eee eens ti 120 121 
Stoutenboroug 145 387 

Total... e-ntetttaeeees 629 = 1,874 

AL 5 a'ee lit 4T7 
erste 138443 
Brown 2 145 418 
GHOLOWs 6. en = 28 130 389 

Total... bet 727 

Maswers to Gorvesponlents, 
Se 

H. W. A., Jr—Send us your address. 

C. G. H., Lathrop, Mo.—See answer to your question elsewhers 

jn this column, 
C. B. 5., Orange, N. J—Write to H. C. Glover, Tom's Riyer, N.J., 

or to A, H, Corwin, Forked River, N. J, 

J.¢., Altoona, Pa.—It is unlawful to trap and export quail from 

WNortls Carolina. 

G. W. W» Rockford, TL—Dr. Henshall's address is Cynthiana, 

Kentucky. 
H. M, A., Troy, N. ¥.—The open sexson for deer in Virginia is 

from Sept, 1st to Jan. 1th. 

Hi. F. D., Vecumseh, Mich—We know of no book specially 

treating of ferret raising. There is some demand for them. 

TROUT, Haston, Pa,—You will find in the country accessible from 

Charlotte, N. 0., deer and quail. The fish are pike, bass and trout. 

‘A, B.—Adsress the letter im our care, and we will forward it to 
Ma. Harvey. He leayes for Bnzland in a few days. 

A. W. B:, New Preston, Conns—See answer to your question 

elsewhere. 

0, H. R._Coughtry's bont is yeryZseryiceable, and is all that is 

claimed forit. Sond to him for circular. 

0. J. G., Biddeford, Me.—We haye never examined the deyice. 
jt may be worth the price of the article for you to test it 

yourself. 

fi. W. B., Olean, N. Y.—The Harpers publish the “Blements of 
Meterolozy,” by Prof. Bliss Loomis; price #175. We cannof vouch 
forthe firm you inquire ahout, 

E. C. S.. New York—You might secure liye wild turkeys 

through tte dealers in gamein Washington Market. Fora young 
puifalo apply to Reiche & Bro, Chatham street, New York. 

J. B. K.—Foyr information about the unimproved lands of Ten- 
nessee and Missouri write to the Commissioners of _Immipyration 
at Nashville, Tenn., and St. Louis, Mo, 

BrowNsSvILUIAN, Brownsville, Tex.—Your concealhnert under 
anom de plume will not, we trust, prevent us thankine you for 

izind favor of late date. We recognize the courtesy, though it 

be anonymous. 
F. G., Benuington, Vt.—The recoil of arifie hegins with the 

movement of the bulletin the barrel, and ceases when the barrel 

is again Glled with ‘ir after the bullet has left it. 

#. 1.1, Fordham, N. Y.—There is no fishing in the Bronx River. 
You may find the tent you want by visiting the tent-lofts adyer- 

tised in this paper. 

J. 8. D., Beililchem, Pa.—We should’adyise you to send to the 
manufacturers, and they will fit you out with the arm best 

apopted to the purpose. 

G, M. A,, San Uraneisco.—l haye a black-and-tan puppy. How 
can TL keep him from growing? Ans, There aye several methods 

which can be adopted for stunting a dog’s growth; but as ihey 

are unsafe we cunnet recommend them. 

i. 6. E., Boston, Mass,— Wo must refer to onr lady readers your 
inquiry for a raceipl! Tor the best inode of cooking covts and 

shelldrales 50 48 remove their fishy taste. Possibly some of our 
lady correspondents may give us the desired information. 

N.8., Monvoe, N. C.—Will & gun ehambered for a 2] shell shoot 
well withw2{ shell or 24? If not, why? Ans, You can use the 
smaller shells; but as they lenye a little space for air the recoil 
will be greater. 

Brivo, Marrisville, Mich I wish to buy a fine Newfoundland 
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bull pup dog; can you tell me where I can get one? Ans. You had 

better advertise for oncina our kentel coliimn. You will no doubt 
be successful. 

T. M, W., Charlestown, Mass.—1. The nee Mortimer is used by 

different makers in Boglund. We do not know the particular 

mark you mention. 2. You can safely load your ‘b., l-gauge 
fun with 32 drs. powder, if It is a good one. 
WESTERNER.— Wisconsin has three regularly organized yacht 

elubs—the QOskosh, Neenah and Madison. There are, besides, 

several summer or regatta associations, Yuchting on'the lakes is 

picking up very fast, 

L, G. W., Manchester, N. H—The firm of Allen & Wheeler for- 

merly manufactured fire-arms at Worcester, Mass., but areno 

longer in the trade. They were among the carliest manufac- 

turers of cartridge reyolyers, and used to make the ‘pepper 

boxes." 

W. . G,, Sardis, Miss,—There will, inall probability, never be a 
minatch between Carver and Bogardus. Carver is new in Hngland 

or on the Continent, Bogurdusis West. You need never look for 

a hone side $10,000 pigeon match Letween them, nor between any 

other two men, : 

C. S., Keenansville, Gan.—What constitutes off-hand shooting? 

Musta person stand upright, orcan he rest the left elbow on his 

Ikmee? Ans, The shooter must stand erect on hisfeet. He may 

reat his Jeft elbow against the left side or on the left hip, but 

nothing further. 
A.W, 8., Chicago.—l, What rifle would you advise me to take to 

Washington Territory? 2. Is a reel necessary in fly-fishing ? Ans. 

1. You may form an intelligent opinion from the letters published 

in the rifle columna from week to week. 2, A reelisthe correct 
thing for scientific fishing. 

w.A.C,, Great Bridge, Ve.—Where can I buy volume 2 of 

‘‘Vandeleur,” by the author of ‘The Military Sketch Book,” 
printed by J, & J, Harper in 1829. Ans. A copy might be picked 

up at some of our old book-stores, The Harpers know nothing 

of a copy to be had now. 

Rimaprr, Boston, Mass.—There*haye been yery exhaustive 

sketches of the Western cattle industry published in our maga- 
zines. By reading these you can determine for yourself whether 
to ro into the business or not. You must make up your mind to 

“yough it’ and to toilhard. The work is exceedingly laborious. 

Secure your situation before you start if you can, 

&xrpprr—lind center of immersed fore-and-aft section; then 

cut sails so as to bring the center of effort a little forward of it, 
the amount varying with ihe bluffiness of your model. If full 

forward on the inclined line, locate the center of effort further 

forward, than if fine. See works on naval architecture, Cannot 
give specific answer without knowing Something apont the 

schooner. 

S$. P., Promised Land, N, ¥.—The difference in the shooting qual- 

ities of your guns cannot he readily explained. The difference 
in the gauge has something to do with it, but that cannot fully 

explain jt. The difference in material of barrel counts nothing, 
Two guns which are made exactly alike in regard to size and 
weight, and whiich are loaded in exactly the same manner, will 

five different results. 

R. M.B., Philadelphia.—1, For breaking gun-shy dogs s*eé our 

issue of Feb. bth. 2. The gun isagood one. 38. The proper load 
for guns yary with the weight and gauge of the arms. Lf you give 
us these we can tell you about the proper charee, 4. The target 
cirele referred to in testing gun patterns is thirty inches in 

diameter. 5. We have conflicting statetcrnts ubour the party to 

whom you refer, 

W.S. K.—I haye a bitch eighleen months old that | would like 

to have spayed. Isshetoo old, or, in ofher words, would she be 

more likely to die of the operation than if younger? Ans. The 
operation of spaying should be performed as soon after weaning 

as possible. Weare opposed to the practice, believing it to be in- 
human. Your bitch is too old, and she would, of course, ruu 
greater danger than if younger, 

M.8., New Bedford, Mass.—l. My dog hasa habit of biting his 
rump’ all through the summer, which creates sores on him. 
What shall Idoforhim? Ans. Give two grains of areca nut to 
euch pound of dog, followed by castor oil. tiub the sores with the 

following ointment: Glycerine, four ounces; sulphate of zinc, 
four drachms; addone wine-glass of water. 2. Go to any gun 
store for rifle cartridges. 

SARATOGA, Saratoga, N. Y.—“ J, Cypress, Jr.," wasa pseudonym 

adopted by Wm, P. Hawes (1803-1841), and over which he contrib- 

uted sketches of sport, adventure and fancy to the magazines of 

that day. ‘Yhese fugitive papers were collected by Herbert and 

published in two small volumes in 1842. They are now of course 
out of print, and the yolumes to be obtained comparatively ex- 

pensiye. ‘There are many pleasing things in these random 

sketches. 

©. A., Washington City,—Please tell me what to dofor my setter 

dug. Heistyoand a half years ol¢ and weighs 45 pounds. Has 

had small worms, and after a dose of areca nut, passed a tape- 

worm. His noseis warm and dry; appetite good. Whatshall £ 

do for him? Ans. Administer threv drop doses of tincture of 

geonite three times a day in teaspoonful of water. Do this for 
four days, discontinue for two days, and renew if symptoms pre- 

_yail until eure is effected. 

N. C. L., Salem, Mass—What will preyent my dog from snap- 

ping his ears, and rolling his head violently? He has sores on the 

end of his ears. Ans. Your dog has external canker, Weak mer- 

curial ointment should be applied once a day. Tle a cap over 

the dog’s head to prevent him from seratching and shaking his 
ears. Be careful to mix yegetables with the dog’s diet. Give 

Epsom salts; half an ounce in eight ounces of water once a week, 
Write result. 

W. EH. W., Phila.—My setter bitch, nine months old, has beau 
unfortunately lined by my oldsetter. 1, Will this interfere with 
hergrowth? 2. Willit break down her constitution, andinterfere 
with her wurking qualities in the future? Ans. 1. Most prob- 
ably. 2. Not necessarily, but do not breed herapain for vyer a 
year, No bitch should be served until she has fully matured, 
and is eighteen months or two years old. The ayerape breeder 

isin too much of a hurry to raise stock. 

J.J. A., Lawrence, Mass.—My setter, two months old, does nat 

seem right. He is lively as can be ont of doors, but when he 
comes inside he seems rather drowsy. His coat is dull, oyes heavy, 
nose rather dry, and he sprawls himself on the floor at full 

Jength; jerks and trembles in his sleep; his appetite is poor. 
Aus. Try teaspoonful of salt dissolved in water, several times a 
day. This can be poured down the dog's throat. If relief is not 
found, then piye doses of five grains of calomel, repeated twice 

within tavelve hours, followed by small doses of castor oil six to 

eight hours after. 

J, J. B., Canada,—2. Which is the hest adapted breed of dog for 
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grouse, quail and ;woodeock in Canada? 3. Some time since we 
heard that a eross between a poiuter and 4. setter was recom- 

mended? 4. Wherecana good dog be obtained thar has a fine 
nose and will work well, price tensonable? 5. Wil) there appear 

‘ny articles in your paper on the working of dogsin the field? 

Ans. 2. Hither a setter or pointer, 3, The cross between a pointer 
and nsetteris called a dropper. Theyare at times excellent dogs. 
4. Areally good dog is a rare avis, and will command a ood price, 

We must refer you toouradyertising columns. 5, Yes, The first 

of the series will be on the handling of dogs on English snipe. 

OD. MoG., Rutherford, N.J.—Seo answer to“ J. T. P., Var," 
in issue of Jan. 20th. It willinform you aboutfox-hounds. The 
doy you refer to is the dachshund, orteckel. The scenting power 

of these dogs issaidto be very good. They are chiefly used in 
Germany for hunting the badger, whence the name. The ferret 

isa native of Africa, but hasbeen domesticated in Burope, where 

they are used for driving rabbits outof their holes in the war- 

rens. In this country they are used principally in ratting. They 

fire always muzzled when beiug handled, which prevents their 

catching the animal hunted for, sucking their blood and going to 

Sleep in the holes. ‘ 
G. A. R,, Cleveland, Ohio,—Will you please giye through the 

columns of your valuable paper the names of some of the princi- 

pal books on the birds and mammals of North America? Also, 

please state where they can be bought. Ans. Birds—Coues’ Key 

to the Birds of North America, Birds of the Northwest, Birds of the 

Colorado Valley; Baird, Brewer and Ridgway,Birds of NorthAmer- 

ica. These are the most recent works on birds. Mammals—Au- 
dubon and Bachman, Viviparous Quadrupeds of North America 
(Loekwood & Co., New York); Coues and Allen, North American 

Rodentia; Coues, Fur-Bearing Mammals; Jordan, Manual of 

Vertebrates. Tor Audubon write to Lockwood & Co., New York; 

for Jordan's Manual to Jansen, McClurg & Co., Chicago, T., and 

for Coues’ works, to Dr, Plliott Cones, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C. 

J., Baltimore, Md.—My pug dog (age not stated) for some time 
past has been passing blood at intervals. I haye on seyeral occa- 

sions given worm medicine and followed it with a dose of cas- 
tor oi] and generally he comes around all right, but it is only for 

about a week, when the trouble returns. I have not seen that he 
passed any worms after my treatment. His coat is in bad condi- 

tion. If you can, advise me what to do for him? Ans. Your 

dog probably has congestion or chronic inflammation of some por- 

tion of the intestinal track. Give small repeated doses of castor 

oil and laudanum, small teaspoonful of the former to one-half 

teaspoonful of the latter. Repeat once or twice a day until re 

lief is found. Number of doses to depend on the severity of 

symptoms. 

Sport, Torresdale, Pa—My red Irish setter has a large lump 

on his throat; it does not seem to trouble him, Me eats well and 

seems to be in good health, I first noticed this lump afew days 

ago; itcame allatonce, The lump is hard and not tender to tha 

touch. Ans. You haye neglected to state the exact position of 
the lump, whether it is in between the angles of the lower jaw- 

bone or back of the jaw-bone behind the ear. You had better, 
however, Clip the hair off the part afflicted and paint the swelling 

with tincture of iodine once a day for a wcelk; to prevent the dog 
from scratching the tumor, tie a carpet apron around his neck, 
which will coyer his shoulders, and give him two grains of iodine 

of potassium twice a day, two hours before feeding. Feed liber- 
ally and allow plenty of exercise, Let us hear result, 

Kno, Prairie, Miss.—l. What is the difference between a cocker 

spaniel and any other spaniel? 2%, Whatare both goodfor? fA 

Are they both jand and water dogs, and are they first-class bird 

dogs? Ans. There are different varieties of the spaniel, the 
most common of which are the cockers, King Charles, springer, 

black and tau, Blenheim, chimber and water spaniéls, At the 

last New York bench showy three classes were exhibited, namely, 
the Irish water spaniel, clumber and cocker, or field spaniels. The 

cocker is distinguished by heing the smallest of the land spaniels. 

2and 8. The spaniels can be divided into tywo classes—land and 

water dogs. The former are uged for fishing game, and the lat- 
ter for retrieving wild-fowl and water birds. Cockers are mugh 
used in England for both woodcock und pheasant shooting. Mr. 

M. P. McKoon, of Franklin, Delaware County, N. ¥., has some 

eelebrated dogs; we will give notice of them next week. 

w.P.S. and F. M. R., Indianapolis—We are two boys aged 

cixhteen and nineteen, both engaged in business as clerks. Our 

fathers offer us together $3,000 to wo out West into the cattle 

business. Both of us are utterly ignorant of cattle and farm life, 

and hesitate on that account. Which would you adyise us to do, 

go orstay? What fire-arms would you advise us to procure for 
hunting game? Ans. ‘Lake $200 of your money and go out to ses 

for yourselyes. You cannot expect to make cattle-raising or any- 
thing else asuccess without first learning something about it; 

nor is eapital the only requisite. Success in any undertaking de- 
pends so much upon a man’s individual character, energy and 

good sense that it would be hazardous for utter strangers to 

venture such adyice as youask of us. Scores of fortunes have 

been made in the cattle business, and seores of men, too, have 

failed. Ifafter your trip of inspection you decide toembark in 

the business, you will probably have learned by that time the 
necessity of serying an apprenticeship init, Take a rifle if 
you wish to combine pleastire with business. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

To PRESERVS FLOWERS.—A good wayto keep cut 
flowers fresh is to lay them in wet clothes. Take them 
out of the vases at night, sprinkle with cold water and 
then wrap them in cloths made very wet with cold water. 
The weight of the cloth will not crush the most delicate 
flowers, while it keeps out the air, and prevents their 
falling to pieces or opening still more, ‘ 

To preserve health use Warner's Safe Remedies, These 
are almost of miraculous power in temoying diseases for 
which recommended. The wonderful curative qualities 
they are possessed of is vouched for by tens of thousands, 
—[ Adv. 
—A few hours of time and. an expenditure of a few dol- 

lars in setting out shade and ornamental trees will amply 
recompense him who plants them. Some of our New 
England villages have of late years organized yillage nm- 
provement societies for tree planting and otherwise beau- 
tifying the public streets. The example thus set is well 
worth following, Wecommend to our friends the notice 
to befound elsewhere of the Babylon Nurseries. 
Goop Evmrnce,—When such men as the Rey. Dr. 

Rankin, Rev, D. Haryey, Prof. Green, Dr. Bartine, Col, 
John K, McChesney, E. W. Neff, anda host of others 
equally tstworthy, certify oyer their own signatures to 
the marvelous efficacy of Warner’s Safe Kidney and 

Liver Cure, in the diseases for which it is reommended, 
it is time to dismiss doubts on the subject, [ Ada, 
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CONSTITUTIONS OF CLUBS.—We are in constant receipt 

of letters inquiring for forms of a constitution and bye- 
laws for sportsmen’s clubs. Weshall esteem it a favorit 

clubs will transmit to us copies of their forms, Their 

dissemination extends the good cause, 

———— to 

—The reception accorded the President of the New 
York State Association for the Protection of Mish and 
Gamé upon his recent visit to this vity was highly grati- 

fying, and gives evidence that the sportsmen in this east- 

ern section of the State are rapidly increasing in num- 

bers and are coming to take an interest in the affairs of 
the State Association, It has taken several years of per- 
sistent labor on the part of a few individuals to teach the 
sportsmen of this vicinity that there was a solid organiz- 
ation in the State, and that it has already held twenty- 

one aunual conventions, each one of them superior to 

those before it, But now a sudden change has taken place 
in this respect, and when Mr, Silsby, the President of the 
association, came here, it appeared that the clubs of Long 

sland could not do enough to show their appreciation of 
the Association and in making his stay agreeable, An 

impromptu banquet at Mouquin’s, drives and receptions 
were the order of the day. ‘The Kings County clubs will 
be well represented at the Seneca Falls Conyention, and 

they are all working in harmony to that end. In their 
fellowship and concert of action they are setling an ex- 
amplé worthy of imitation in every section, - 
a 

—'The older I prow,” writes ‘‘ Ned Buntline,” tue 

more I love fishing, for 1 can wade streams easier than I 

can tramp over land in search of game.” Angling is the 

gentle craft; par excellence the employment of a quiet 

day. Men may angle when they may not shoot. The 

tramp over the fields and through the svoods with gun 

and accoutrements presupposes a certain superabundance 

of vigor. It is the fit sport of the young man whose 

glory is in his strength, and of those who are in the prime | 

of life. As mien grow older they forego the tramp after 

game and go out more often with rod and reel, The 

anglers passion never ceases, An old man finds in the 

solitude of the streams a fit scene for living over his life 

again in the memories which there father about him, 

playing in and out with the shadow of the leaves and the 

flashing of the stream, 
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JUDGES AND THEIR GRITIGCS. 
_>——. 

ITHIN the last few months, and noticeably imme- 

diately after the inaugural of the Eastern Field 
Trials, we have been in receipt of abatch of letters. from 
parties requesting us to write scathing articles on the 
judges and their decisions. Applicants haye also ap- 

peared in the body, who haye urged and endeavored to 
persuade us to take up their cudgels and smite in a back- 

landed, covert kind of way the gentlemen who did not 

decide in favor of their friends’ dogs. As yet, however, 
no winner has put in an appearance or written us abusive 

letters on the subject, so that we presume that toa few, 

ali least, the trial decisions appeared to be just and cor- 

rect. Ifthey had been otherwise We are sure that there 

were gentlemen who were recorded as winners who would 

have been as ready to disclaim any errors of judgment or 

partiality regarding their dogs as the friends of the 

owners of animals that were beaten. 

Really, matters are getting so bad, both here and in 

England, thatit seems that there cannot be a bench-show 

nor a field trial without the sporting press being for weeks 

afterwards flooded with communications from the large 
army of unsuccessful compefitors, the poor judges being 
the bulls-eyes at which they aim. It therefore appears 
tous that a continuance of this course will, within ashort 

time, deter, in a direct and indirect way, if it has not 

done so already, the very men who are specially adapted 
to stand as judges—in what may now be termed the an- 

nual sporting pillories. As a relief for this we occasion- 
ally hear it said by those of the broad-brim persuasion 

“that the only way so save this trouble is tc award each 

entry an equal prize.” This ingenious method, however, 
is not the remedy we would suggest for stopping what is 
vulgarly called * kicking.” 

It is to be presumed that every one that places his ani- 

malin a bench show, or runs him in a field trial, isaware 

that the dog is intended for competition, and that there 

are to be judges to pass on his merits and failings. That 

the exhibitor should know the names of the judges is of 
paramount importance, Once knowing their names he 
can determine for himself whether they are fitted for the 

position ornot, and whether they will be perfectly un- 
biased in their decisions. If he resolves that they are 
not heshould not enter his dogs, there being no obliga- 
tion for his doing so. Butif he does enter his animals 
he thus accepts these individuals as fit persons to judge 
his entries, and thus binds himself to abide by their judg- 
ments. If ther. he adopts the latter course and 

finds too late that he has been wronged in a willful man- 

ner, he world show more spirit, good sense and manli- 

ness, by quietly submitting to the injustice which he hag 
no power to remedy, and ever afterwards refusing to 
enter his stock in any show or trial conducted by the 

same management, 

In all sporting matters the duty of the judges is an 
onerous and an extremely thankless one, and a most 

liberal allowance should always be made for contingent 
errors. At the same time, however, it should be borneim 

mind that there is a vast difference between errors of 
judgment and intentional wrongs, We mark this dis- 
tinction because we notice that correspondents of the 
“kicking” class usually begin their epistles in an inco- 

herent tone, alluding to the mistakes of the awards, when 

they really point to supposed wrongs that have been done 
them, and, as is often the case, they wind up with direct 

charges. Undoubtedly there are at times just griey- 
ances, because in all sporting matters Incompetent per- 

sons will be selected to fill the high offices of judges and 

umpires. Take, for instance, the old English game of 
oricket, and itis found thatthe only proper person to 
umpire the game is one who isa practical player himself ; 
he nust be this ; but itis not because he is a crack player 
that it fits him te decide the points of the game; he must 

he something more. Thusonthe same ground, because a 
gentleman owns halfa dozen good dogs and is a rare 

good shot, if is no reason why this fits him to stand alone 
and judge the working of a number of dogs at a field 
trial. The only man who is really worth a rap for the 
position of judge in the field is one who has made shoot- 
ing over dogs in allsections of the country a life-long 

study. What does an old woodtock shooter who has 
never been out of the cover of his county know about 

dogs that aye been handled only on prairics? Ishe a 

fit person to lay down the law? And yet he may excelin 
the cunning of that branch of his craft, No, heis no 
more fitted than the prairie sportsman is to judge the 

most killing coyer dog ever littered. Therefore, to sum 

the matter up, let gentlemen of universal experience fill 
the list of judges; their names should le announced 
when the entry roll isopen. Then will the exhibitors 
commit themselves morally, and either courtesy or a 
sense of shame will oblige them to quietly abide hy the 

decisions of the judges whom they have practically ac- 
cepted. All this willthen tend to make shows and trials 
more popular, and exclude from both the bane of all true 
sport, the chronic grumbler. 

nn hel ee 

—We commend to Professor Elliott Coues and other 
anti-sparrow partisans the experience of Tobit, as detailed 
in the ninth and tenth verses of the second chapter of the 
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Apocryphal book bearing hisname. The marginal notes 
willin turn afford some consolation to the friends of the 
bird ; putting these aside, however, the inference is that 
the habits of the ancient bird which dwelt in the walls 
of Nineveh, in the reign of Sarchedonus, were yery sinti-| 

lar to his modern Anglo-American cousins, who litter up 
the stoops of brown-stone fronts in the modern city on. 
Manhattan Island. 
Oe 

Wingate vs. LAipney.—When late last fall Laidley's 
“Rifle Wiring” was sent ont among riflemen the elose— 
similarity of the work to the small compilation of Gen, 
Wingate on thesame subject led many who were familiar 
with rifle literature to cast it aside as of no value, since 

it contributed so little that was not already known. It 
was evident that Col. Laidley had only a closet or theo-. 
retical knowledge of rifle practice, and that his work at 

best was only an attempt to provide a book for the army 
by an army officer in preference to one prepared by an 
outsider and a member ox the National Guard. But while 

it was almost a certainty that the work was not to ereate 

mmere than a transient riffle in rifle circles, Gen, Wingate 
did not allow the bald {and bavefaced infraction of his 
copyright to go unnoticed, As the case went almost at 
once into the courts, the Formst anp StrRmamM has ab- 

stained from making any comments on the controversy, 

not eyen going to the extent of a notice of the Laidley 

book. Within the past few days the action in the United 
States Courts has reached a conclusion, in a complete vic- 

tory for Gen, Wingate, by the issuance of a decree of per- 
petual injunction against Col. Laidley and his publish- 

ers, the fulltext of the decree to be found in our rifle 
columns. Thematterjhas been watched with a sharp in- 

terest by army officers, since the curious spectacle was 

presented of an officer high in the service of the ordnance 
department, when ordered by his superior, the Chief of 
Ordnance of the Army, to prepare a book, filching entire 

sections with the poorest shadow of a change in phrase- 
ology, and when the work was approyed hy thse Secretary 
of War, and sent far and wide to army posts and officers ' 
all over the country, to haveit judicially determined. 

by an action in equity that Col, Laidley had appro-: 

priated that which was not his own and palmed it 
off on his superior officers as an original work. He did 
not give the least credit to the sources of his information, 
nor did his superiors detect the character of the work! 
which was presented for their approval, The whole 
matter is one which does little credit to the army side in | 
the controversy. It isa fair, flat acknowledgment that 
the man thought most competent in the whole army of | 
the United States to prepare a work on rifle practice was | 
not so competent, but did not scruple to appropriate, to\ 
use no stronger term, what he could not himself prepare. | 
West Point has neyer hada work on this important 
branch of military science; there are many works on ° 

gunnery, many on the foree of explosives, and reports * 

many and various on small arms and magazine rifles, | 
but a work from which the soldier may learn how to use 

his infantry arms has not yet been in possession of the » 
army of the United States. The National Guard secured 
auch a work, made rapid progress in rifle firing, so much 
so as to completely defeat picked teams of regulars, and _ 

now, a8 a crowning mishap inthe chapter of accidents 
which regular army rifle practice has thus far heen, an 

official high in rank is convicted of an offense which gives 
point to Gen. Wingate’s closing phrase in his review of 
the infringing work, that Col. Laidley had shown him- 
self unworthy of consideration as an officer and a gentle- 

man. Thematter, however, should not be made a per- 
sonalone. ‘he blame must rest on the army as a whole. 

Ithas been sadly and lamentably deficient in this im- 
portant branch, and ifs ignorance and helplessness is in 
nothing so conspicuous as in this latest decision. 

Wo was Jonny A. GRINDLE?—Where did he live 
and what disgraceful thing did he do, that that most de 

testable fish-reptile, the ' Grindle,” * lawyer,” "dog-fish” 

(Amic calva), was named after him? Had any one else 
asked that question we should have referred them to our 
frequent correspondent ‘‘ Salmon Roe,” of Jacksonport, 
Ark., who is well yersed in theichthyological lore of lis 
section ; but it happens that *Salmou Ros” is the very 
one who propounds the puzzle. Weare probably safe in 
assuming that the question was sent to us, not because 
our friend really wished to know who John A, Grindle 
was, but rather an expression of intense disgust after a 

day of vexatious experience wilh the ugly and voracious 
fish in question. Tt is a summing wp in one ferse inter- 

rogatory of a whole page of anathemaand expletives. But 
“ Salmon Roe” errs in casting the odium of the Grindle- 
fish back upon the memory of the man after whom it is 
named, Itis surely an unsafe assumption to premise that 
because a specimen of natural history is an unpleasant 
thing to deal with, any ill repute should thereby be attach- 
ed toits god-father. It is considered quite an honor than 
otherwise to have one’s Latinized patronymic incorpo- 
tated into the scientific nomenclature of what Oliyer 
Goldsmith designates Animated Nature, We are ac- 

quainted with some men, whose craying after fame does 
not extend beyond securing for their names such a pisca- | 
torial immortality; nor, so far as we may judge, are 
they at all fastidious about the game qualities or spevifig” 
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characteristics of the particular species which is to bear 
‘their memory into the bogs, swamps and ocean depths of 
posterity ; finely flavored food fish or misshapen mon- 
strous mim eater—it’s all one and the same to them. 

Viewed from the zesthetic side of it, however, it may 
be urged that the name which is linked to that of 
the food fish will be oftenest heard at the brealsfast 
table of the pedant, while the namie which is tucked on 

ag ous of the spines of the ugly denizen of the lakes and 
rivers will be sounded with the impatient exclamations 
of disgusted anglers. The ‘‘Grindle” is a case in point— 
a greedy, ill-mannered and savage fish, tenacious of life 
and comparatively as powerful with his tail as a Florida 

alligator, and not the thing to meet when one is fishing 

for other game. By the way, this peculiar fish would 
haye made a fair showing in our ‘Fish Swallowmg 
Tish” stories, for here is what Dr, D. 0. Estes says about 

one of their peculiar habits — 

While the parent still remains with the young, if the family be- 
tome suddenly alarmed, the capacious mouth of the old fish will 

open, and in rushes tho entire host of little ones; the nely may 

is at once closed and off she rushes to 2 place of security, when 

again the little captiyes are set af liberty. 

This is all we can tell our correspondent in reply to his 

query. If he is not satisfied with our answer, possibly 
some one else may bring to gaff a better reply to his in- 

quiry ; and if so we should be glad to publish the size 
and weight of the catch. 
+ 

Wanrep.—Daft's American Dleyen is to play the Eleyen 
of England, a three months’ match—i7th, 18th and 19th 

of May, for the benefit of the Cricketer’s Fund Friendly 
Society, The match is under the auspices of the Mary- 
lebone Club. Another charity which this much-looked- 
up-to organizatiou could at the same time bestow, would 
be a set of rules, framed in a manner that people in a 
strange land might dimly comprehend. Except the ac- 

count of the adventures of Alice in Wonderland and the 
Hunting of the Shark, the equal of the Marylebone laws 
for descriptive clearness has neyer been published. We 
have enjoyed studying out the mysteries of ‘‘shorts” 

and “puts” and ‘‘calls;” the terms of the race track 
haye hud some charm, and ‘‘ bluff,” ‘ straddle,” ‘‘ante,” 

teall” and ‘ go-you-one-hetter ” have possessed their in- 
terest, but the length and infinite mystery of the present 
laws of cricket and their primitive nomenclature oyer- 

come one with dismay. Of course it is great fun to the 

initiated, but seriously it appears to us that if the 

laws were siniplified it wouid help to make the game 

more popular in America.—‘‘’Ows that?” 
ot Oe 

Notrs.—The slaughter of buffalo goes on, and one won- 
ders at the vast number of these animals there must have 

been and must be even yet to stand this wholesale de- 
struction year after year. Outside of a regularly ap- 
pointed abadlfoirand a winter deer-yard, there is nowhere 
in the world such systematic, business-like and relentless 
killing as on the buffalo plains, The Texas cow-boy, as 

pictured by our correspondent, is one of your ghouls who 
delights in bovine murder, and his craving for blood will 
never be quenched until his sport is spoiled by the ex- 
termination of his victims. 

The Avion Ball to be held at Madison Square Garden 
this evenmng will be the most elaborate affair of the ball 
season. Among those present will be Capt. Diehl, Capt. 
PD. D. Yuengling, Capt, Geo. Aery, and a host of other 
gentlemen ywhiose nf™mes aro well knownin New York 

rifle circles. 

Wisconsin has fallen into line by the formation of a 

State Sportsmen’s Association for the protection of fish, 
gamoand birds. To the Kinnickinnie Club, of Milwau- 
ee, belongs the credit) of the inception of this movement. 
We weleome the new association to the ranks’ of the 
workers for game protection, and with all the nore plea- 
sure because the members of the body are men who mean 

business, All success to them. Wisconsin is a grand 
State for game and fish; to properly protect the present 

supply and to iuspre against diminution will demand 
systematic and untiring labor, 

There has bsen an unusual crop of small boys in the 

police courts recently, Most of the little rascals were 

hrought up on the charge of having run off from home or 
school with the avowed determination of fighting Indians 
or becoming pirates, There aremany reasons why young 
folks become restless and dissatisfied at home and think 
that they can better their condition by starting out on 
die war path. One cause of the trouble is the vicious 
literature upon which their brains and souls are fed, If 

behooves every father and mother to see what kind of 
looks and papers their boys are reading. There are 50 

many good (not goody) books now that no lack of the 
proper mental food can be urged as an excuse for cram- 
ming young heads with pernicious nonsense, It is a 
niosl excellent plan as well to make a child interested in 
some hobby, or special pursuit; something which is not 

exactly play. Let him keep an aquariuna and study the 

habits of the fishes in it; give him a quarry of rabbits ; 
set him at breeding faticy pigeons or poultry ; give him 

some hints in botany ; wlien he is old enough fit him out 

‘appreciated. 
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with rod and line, or with dog and gun; and when you 
haye taught him to go out into the fields with his eyes 
open for the thousand and one wonders in his path, you 
need not fear that he will elope with the gun and start 
out after redskins, In short, you who love rod and gun 
and the fields and the landscape, see to it that your sons 

arelearning of this wisdom of the natural world ; culli- 
yate in then your own sportsman’s tastes, and our word 

for it they willrepay the teaching ten fold, 

One of the New York daily papers makes a specialty of 
the accidents which happen to sportsmen, By indus- 
triously wathering reports of-these casualties from Maine 
to Texas quite a grim record is collected ; formidable 

enough, in fact, to point a very capacious moral, Yet it 

would not be difficult te show that, even during the most 
perilous period of one’s early acquaintance with fire-arms 

the handling of guns is a safe employment. Mr. Charles 

Francis Adams asserts that the statistics of railroad 
casualties show that the safest place in the world is ona 
railroad express train at full speed ; and reasoning in like 
manner from the percentage of the sportsmen who are 

injured among the total number of men who use fire-arms, 

we might conclude that thesafest position in the world is 

at the rear of a loaded gun. The fallacy that leads to so 
much disaster is the eyident conyiction entertained by 
thoughtless gunners that the safest position for them- 
selves or their friends is at the muzzle of a gun which. is 
both loaded and cocked. Nothing buta casualty ever 
teaches these mén their error, and when they learn the 

Ipsson it is usually too late to profit by it. Meanwhile 
let no one be daunted by these industrious newspaper 
collections of shot-gun casualties. Tens of thousands of 

guns are handled with impunity, and more men have 

been killed within the last twelve months by the imple- 
ments of labor than by those of sport, 

Commenting upon a recent French novel, the Boston 
Literury World observes that a.‘ passionate love for nat- 

ural scenery is manifesting itself more and more all 

through modern French literature,” which perhaps means 

an advance of French literature in general, and a 
purification of the French noyel in particular, which 

would certainly not be injured by a liberal supply of fresh 

air and natural scenery. We do not naturally turn to 
France for word landscape-painting, 

From the swamps of the euphoniously named Cow 
Tsland, in Louisiana, comes the weird, strange story of a 
hen which has hatched out seventeen alligator eggs, and 
now perambulates about the premises with her interesting 
brood. And Florida—emulous Florida, which is always 
one ahead—has her hen too, Three of her eggs were 
swallowed by asnake, which theivate hen pursued into 

the woods and slew. Several days afterward a farm 

hand discovered three young chicks picking their way 
out through the skin of their reptilian incubator. 
a 

GAME PROTECTION. 
—<—<—— 

MICHIGAN SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATION, 

HE fifth annual session of the Michigan Sportsmen's 
Association convened at Bay City, Feb. 4th and oth, 

The former meetings of the association have been char- 

acterized by earnest and practical discussions of live ques- 
tions relating to game and fish and their protection, and 

the Association has earned for itself the name of being in 
reality whatits name imports. The attitude of the mem- 
bers and the spirit by which they axe actuated were ad- 

mirably expressed by Mr. W. C, Colburn, one of the 
delegates from Detroit, who said ;— 

‘We are neither mora nor less than citizens of the State, 
who in point of character and intelligence, I claim, will 
compare favorably with any other hody of citizens who 
assemble together in convention in behalf of any object 
that affects the business, health and wealth of the whole 
State. I hold that the especial work of this association 
is in the direct line of sustaining and producing wealth 
for the State, as iniportant, in its measure, as the cultiva- 
tion of the soil and the production of its grain or fruit 
food for the people, We go to the Legislature with no 
selfish ends to serve, but only in the interest of the pre- 
servation and perpetuation of all valuable food game, 
animals and fishes—a subject of far greater importance 
tothe people, especially to the residents of the more 
recently settled portions of our State, than is generally 

I think that the dignity of this body, and 
the importance of the work we have in hand, should be 
more plainly and emphatically asserted, and tho resolu- 
tions under consideration, if adopted by this convention, 
will be a move in that direction,” 

The officers of the association forthe past year were : 
President, H. 5. Holmes, Grand Rapids ; Secretary, 1. B, 
Roney, Bast Saginaw ; Treasurer, N, A, ates Battle 
Creek ; Director for four years, Cyrus W, Higby, 
Jackson ; Director for three years, W. C. Colburn, De- 
troit ; Director for two years, E. €. Nichols, Battle 
Creels; Director for one year, D. H, Fitzhugh, Jr,, Bay 
City. 

The following clubs were represented by their dele- 
gates ;— Central City Sportsmen's Club, Jackson : Gyrus 
W. Higby: John N, Squires, Chas. Woolcott, Geo. Allen, 
Moses K, Bortree. Hast Saginaw Game Protection Club : 
J, R, Livington, T. B. Spencer, George L, Remington, C. 
M. M. Norris, C. L. Judd, Bay City Shooting and Fish- 
ing Club; Georges Greenwood, W. G. Carrier, BE, A. 
Cooley, F, L. Westover, J. R, Hitchcock, Kent County 

Bl 

Sportsmen's Club, Grand Rapids: Harry Widdiconrb 
J. © Parker, W. CG. Dennis, George A. Gould, KE. 
Barnard. Bay County Sportsmen's Association, Bay 
City; §, 'T. Holmes, D. B. Fitzhugh, Jr., 8. A. McLean, 
&. Van Dusen, John Wilkins. Lake St. Clair Fishing and 
Shooting Club, Detroit : W,C. Colburn, L, W. Tinker, 
John fF, MeMillan. Point Mouillie Shooting Club, De- 
troit: H, AH. Gillman. Howell Shooting Club: B. H, 
Rupert, Charles G, Jewett, R. H. Rumsey, E.G. Angel, 
Edwin Wilcox. Messrs. N, A, Osgood and H, ©. Nichols 
were received as delegates from the Battle Creel Sports- 
men’s Club. 

Tn his opening speech to the Convention, President 
Holmes suggested that the most effective way to secure 
proper game legislation would be to secure the services 
of some ardent and judicious game protectionist to go to 
Lansing with well prepared bills, and stay there, working: 
in this interest till final action on thesame, This is a 
course which has been adopted to carry ont the ends of 
otherinterests, nor is there any reason why it should not 
prove equally effective in this brane of legislation, 

One feature of the society’s work hasbeen the presen- 
tation of voluntary essays by its members and others, and 
the report of committees appointed to prepare papers on 
assigned topics. There were anumber of these essays 
read at the last meeting which merit attention, bothfrom 
the matter contained in them and also because they giye 
evidence of increasing interest in the ethics of sportsman- 
ship and the science of natural history, Mr, Gillman, 
who read a paper on sporting dogs, prefaced his thor- 
oughly sound remarks by paying 4 high tribute to both 
the practical breeder and breaker, and their necessary 
qualities, not only as thinking men but as experimental- 
ists. He most epportunely referred to the great revolu- 
tionary stride which has taken place during the last six 
years, showing that the starting point was in the initial 
bench show first held in Michigan, which has led to-day 
to the firm foot-hold of wonderfully improyed stock 
throughout the length and breadth of the land, In touche 
ing upon the expediency of field trials, he strikes the ke 
note in these ringing words; “An animal may be al 
bred, and good looking and symmetrical enough to win 
at a bench show, but if it does not possess, in addition to 
blood and beauty, first-class field qualities it is not worth 
breeding to,’ For the best season torun the trials, he 
rightly advocated the early and usually favorable weather 
of November ; and he also wisely adyocates a central loca- 
tion for the holding of same, The expenses attending 
all field trial exhibitions Mr. Gillman considers to be the 
stumbling blockin their way, until a large number of 
first-class dogs are owned in each community, In the 
mean time a system of codperative field trials is sug- 
gested, based upon the support by all dog owners in each 
individual State. The abolition of nursery stakes is most 
properly advocated, as being injurious to the animal and 
leading to no conclusive results. The only proper stakes 
being for puppies, braces and the free for all. The pro- 
per time “when adog shall come of age” is also discussed, 
and a preconcerted attack upon railway dog yates and 
extortionate baggage men advised, The paper concludes 
with a kindly plea for man’s most faithful animal. 
Thexeport of the committee on nomenclature was an 

exhaustive discussion of the subject, designed to secure 
the use of acorrect and uniform system of names for our 
game, This paper will receive further and fuller notice 
from us, 

Mr, #rank N, Clark, of Northville, a member of the 
U. 8. Fish Commission, read a paper on the ‘‘ Red-banded 
Trout of California,” urging its merits as a game and food 
fish, and recommending that it be transplanted to Michi- 
gan waters. This was followed by a full history of 
* Michigan Fish Culture,” prepared and read by Mr, J- 
G. Portman, of the State Fish Commission ; and a further 
contribution to this branch of the Association’s work was 
an essay by Mi. Mather, 
The committee on lawsrecommended that the provision 

against exporting deer out of the State be made a separate 
bill, that’ the opposition thereto might not, as it had done 
before, defeat the measure which they deemed best for 
the protection of that animal, The bill recommended 
provides ‘that no person shall pursue, hunt or kill any 
wild elk, wild buck, doe or fawn, save only in the Upper 
Peninsula, from the first day of August tothe 15th day 
of Noyember, and in the Lower Peninsula from the i5th 
day of September to the 15th day,of November, inclusive, 
in each year, or kill at any time any deer when it is in its 
red coat, or any fawn when it is in its spotted coat, or 
have in his possession the skin of such deer or fawn in the 
red or spotted coat, and the having in possession the skin 
ot such deer or fawn shall be prima facie evidence of such 
illegal killing. No person shall at any time kill or cap- 
ture any deer in the waters of any of the streams, ponds 
or lakes within the jurisdiction of this State.” It further 
fixes the open season for wild turkeys from Oct. ist to 
Jan. Ist ; woodcock, Sept, Ist to Jan, 1st; prairie chicken 
or pinnated grouse, partridge, grouse of any species, 
wood duck, teal duck, mallard duck and gray duck, from 
Sept. Ist to Jan. ist. 

‘The election of officers resulted as follows ; President, 
Dr. B.S. Holmes; Secretary, H, B. Roney ; Treasurer, 
N. A. Osgood ; Director for four years, D. H, Htzhugh, 
Jr, The Convention then adjourned, to meet at Lansine 
on thefourth Tuesday in January, 1881, bs 

There were so many topics of interest deseryine of 
fuller mention than we can here give them, that we shall 
recur tosome of them next week, 

ll ee, 

ANOTHER STATE AssoctaTion.—The Kinnickinni 
Club, of Milwaukee, Wis., now three years ae an 
energetic and earnest body of men who are makin 
their influence felt for the protection of game and the 
advancement of the interests of sportsmen, ‘he third 
annual banquet of the club was held last week at the 
Newhall House, Milwankee, on Tuesday evening, at 
which gathered a large number of loval sportsmen and 
invited friends from all over the State. There were tha 
usual festivities of such a happy occasion; for Wiscon- 
sin sportsmen always know how to enjoy themselves 
when gathered together ; but the movement which de- 
serves special mention was the organization of the Min- 
nesota Sportsmen's Association for the Protection of Fish, 
Game and Birds. The laws and rules are much the same 
as the Michigan Association, with the following changes 
from the Michigan Association laws :—‘* And any mem- 
ber of this association who shall be found guilty of any 
violation of the game laws of this State shall be expelled, 
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and any auxiliary club which fails to discipline any of its 
Members for such violation shall be dropped from the 
Tolls of the association." The following are the officers 
elected ;—Presijient, Fred, Reitbrock, Milwaukee; Vice- 
Presidents, C, Simonds, Milwaukee; R. M, Boyd, Racine ; 
G,. A. Winchester, Whitewater; RK, H. Strong, Barahoo ; 
©, BE. Norbeck, La Crosse; W. K, Delaney, Mayville; Chas. 
Felker, OshJrosh; Wm. Merrill, Prairie du Chien; M. T, 
Bailey, Madison ; W. W. Corning, Portage ; T, S. Powers, 
Tomah ; J. G. Rowell, Beaver Dam ; P, F, Tiel, Bau Claire ; 
W. A. Van Brunt, Horicon ; Sam, Viefield, Ashland ; J, C. 
Neville, Green Bay; F. A. Turner, Stoughton; L, M. 
Wryate, Fond du Lac; H, W, Jones, Waupin ; John Laigh, 
Oconto : Peter Greeley, Muckwonago; M, J. Hagan, Frank- 
lin; , A. Taylor, Hudson ; Jacob Kolter, Wausau; Lou. 
Walker, Plainfield; J. H. Boyle, Winneconne; F. W, Sack- 
ett, Berlin ; Secretary, 8. J, Williams ; Treasurer, Stuart 
Murray ; Committee on Legislation, James A. Mallory, 
D. W. Small and Geo, AH. Mariham, 

The officers of the Kinnickinnic Gun Club are :—O, W, 
Robertson, President ; Stewart Murray, Vice-President, 
and A, G, Jones, Secretary and Treasurer, 
ri ee 

THE MicRATORY Quam IN GrorGiA.—Thomasville, 
Ga., Feb, 12th.—In your last number is an account of a 
migratory quail caught on Mr, James Blackshear’s place, 
near Thomasyille. Some negroes working in a field saw 
the bird rise near them and pitch thirty or forty yards 
away in grass cover. Marking the spot they surrounded 
it and caught the bird, which was brought to Thomas- 
yille and kept ina cage for nearly a week. It was kept 
as a curiosity, no one having ever seen the like before in 
these parts. I begged its life. and asked to have it re- 
turned to the place of its capture and liberated. 

Unfortunately it refused food (rice), and died the day 
before it was to have been freed from captivity. I have 
not heard of any others in Thomas County this year; but 
in the winter of 1878-79 a small bevy—four or five—were 
kmow to be on Mr. Blackshear's farm. 

THE OLD Docror. 

Game Bag and Gay. 

GAME IN SEASON IN FEBRUARY. 

Hares, brown and gray. Wild duck, geese, brant, ete. 

FOR FLORIDA, 
Deer, Wild Turkey, Woodsok, Quail, Snipe, Ducks, and Wild Fowl. 

Bay birds generally, including various species of ployer, sand 
piper, snipe, cnrley, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, ayo- 
cers, etc., coming under the sroup Limacole or Shore Birds. 
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GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the Fores? anpD SprEAm Directory to 

Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 
the following particulars, with such other information as they 

may deem of value: State, Town, County; means of access; Hotel 
and other accommodutions; Game andits Season; Fish and ltsSea- 

son; Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address, 
ers 

Tar STATE CoNVENTION.—The Convention of the New 

York State Association for the Protection of Fish and 

Game, which is to be held at Seneca Falls next spring, 

proniises to be the largest gathering of sportsmen ever 

yet brought together in this State, My. Horace Silsby, 

the President of the Association, has been for several 

days in this city, securing prizes, and his efforts have 

met with most gratifying success, A large number of 

handsome and valuable prizes have already been se- 

cured, and the list promises to be more complete and 

generous than ever before. The following committees 

have been appointed by the Seneca Gun Club :— 

On Birds—J, F. Lawrence, H, V. Burton, William Par- 

rish, J. G. Stacey, Wm. V. Van Rennsselaer. 

On Prizes—O, H. Williams, Francis Bacon, E, W, Bull, 

Jobn Cuddeback, Levi Van Buskirk. 

On Grounds—M. Hoag, Sol. Carman, H. R, Selleck, Hi. 

H. Adair, J. A, Niver. 

On Printing—Henry Stowell, E. A, Rumsey, H, CG. Os- 

borne, J. D, Pollard, J, N. Hammond. 

On Finance—W, P. Elwell, R. ©. Wayne, J, T, Miller, 

Jr., A. R. Palmer, G, M. Guion, 

On Fly Casting—J, B, Murray, C, H, Tuttle, J, H. Par- 

sons, ©. H, Westcott, Henry Fox. 

On Rooms—J. H. Gordon, J. G. Minges, H. Stowell, 

Millard Frantz, E, Rosencrans. 

On Pistol Shooting—Sam, Jacoby, I. Nearpass, E. Hill, 

H. J. Purdy, M, Burroughs. 

Gn Rifle Shooting—J. B, Tubbs, H. R. Selleck, J, 

Grozker, John Nearpass, Geo, Esterly, 

On Reception—Gen, G, M. Guion, Gen, J. B, Murray, 

J. D, Pollard, A, L, Childs, W- R, Kennard, Henry Mar- 

shall, A. Cook, ©. W- Bull, A, H. Comstock, H. Burt, 

R. Merritt, John Van Buskirk, John McIntosh, Francis 

Bacon, B. Lester, A. Hollenbeck, L, Goodman, D. Marsh, 

F, Maier, F, Brady, George Hayt, Wm, Van Renusselaer, 

W, Duntz. 
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PRACTICAL MuTHop or Preventing Rus?.—Rust is one 

ofthe baues of the sportsinan’s life if the owner of 4 gun 

happens to live in a moist, damp region, A Bennington 

(Vt.) correspondent, R. M, L., scids us the following 

method of preventing gus from rusting while in 

disuse :— 

Allow me to recommend to your readers a yery simple, 
et absol!\(-ly certain, method of preventing rust in the 

ores of .ivs and fowling-pieces, By this means I kept 
my guns in perfect order ivr six years in the destructive 
climate of India, where the dampness and sea air during 
+he monsoons are foes alike to the sportsman and his 

guns 

The method is as follows : 
nearly filling the bore of the gun. Then take a strip of 
cotton cloth (canton flannel is best) from an inch wide up 
to three inches, according to the size of the bore, and six 
inches longer than the barrel of the gun. Saturate it 
with any good oil or vaseline, double about two inches of 
the end over the end of the cleaning rod, and press into 
the bore, The remainder of the cloth will, with a little 
assistance, fold ifself lengthwise around the cleaning rod 
as it is introduced, thus filling up the vacant space en- 
tirely. You will see that by thismeans the air is com- 
pletely excluded, and even the small quantity originally 
in the barrel is driven out. Where air cannot go mois- 
ture cannot, and the gun may remain untouched for 
mouths, or eyen be immersed in water, withoutinjury to 
the bore. Gen, Wingate recommends pouring melted 
tallow into the gun, filling the bore. You will see that 
the method I use is much preferable, as the gun can be 
examined at any time, or prepared for service in a few 
seconds, by simply withdrawing the rod. R. M, LB, 
Bennington, Wi., Feb. 11th, 1880, 

are ee 

Sagacious Quam snp Iprlotic Emus,—A correspond- 
ent of the Sacramento Bee claims that the California quail 
understand fully the import of the legend, ‘‘ No shooting 
allowed,” and he says that the man would be hooted who 

should express incredulity on this point. He adds :— 
Twasso fortunate the other day as to secure the privi- 

lege to shoot in a field well guarded on all sides with the 
usual inscription, I found quail only near the warning, 
but there in great quantities. I will suggest that all those 
gentlemen who contemplate a quail-shooting excursion 
shortly to provide themselves with a goodly quantity of 
signs marked, ‘No shooting allowed,” and place them, 
without regard to order, in different places on the pro- 
posed ground. 

A different bird allogether is the great, stupid emu of 

Australia, to capture which the hunters employ devices 
very similar to the artifices of antelope hunters on our 

Western plains. A writer in the last number of the Lon- 
don Field gives this amusing description of emu hunt- 

ing :-— 
They may also be easily shot by adopting the follow- 

ing means: The emu seems possessed of an insatiable 
curiosity, and if it sees an unusual-looking object on the 
downs, it is not satisfied until it has fully investigated 
that object, no matter how difficult the circumstances 
under which it has to conductits researches. The plan 
adopted when emus are wanted is, on seeing a mob of 
them feeding inthe open, to ride within a quarter of a 
mile of them, dismount, hang up your horse, walk a few 
yards away from him, and throw yourself flat on the 
ground, taking care that you are in full view of the 
birds, The more you then rollabout, kick up your heels, 
shout, whistle and perform all manner of antics, the 
sooner will the birds come round you to see what new 
denizen of the downs has made its appearance. At first 
they will stand and stare with astonishment, but they 
soon begin to approach nearer and nearer, till at last they 
are within arm’s length. You may then, if so disposed, 
pot the whole lot, as the report of the gun or rifle merely 
causes the survivors to ‘' jump round.” toquickly return 
again to continue their examination of the unknown ob- 
ject, The emu forms a very primitive nest by merely 
scratching together a little grass into a. small heap, on 
which she lays seven to nine dark green eggs, weighing 
on an average about two pounds each. The eggs roasted 
are extremely good eating, and the man who can polish 
off more than one at a sitting is blessed with a tall appe- 
tite, 

Haye inadéa cleaning rod 
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SportsmMEn’s Rourrs iv MonrAna.—The following 
memoranda from our correspondent at Fort Custer, Mon- 

tana Territory, are of practical value, We published a 
short time ago from the same writer a short account of 

the excellent trout streams of that country ;— 
As Lhave received letters of inquiry in regard to routes 

to this country, I thought by giving you the information 
it would be more generally received by those who con- 
template a trip fo our country, Parties who wish to 
come in winter should take the Union Pacific Railroad to 
Rock Creel, where Colonel Patuck’'s stage line connects, 
From there to Custer is something near 400 miles, which 
is made in sixty-five hours when roads are good, In 

boating season Captain Grant Marsh runs from Bismark, 

landing passengers and freight at’ Port Custer landing, 
and those coming by way of river will be well accomimo- 
dated and cannot help enjoying the trip,\as the captain is 
a perfect gentleman, and has made the fastest tinte ever 
made on the Yellowstone. ‘Those wishing pack and rid- 
ing animals can always buy such animals, as thereis a 
surplus in this country, There is alsoa stage line run- 
ning from Bismark to Miles City, at the mouth of Tongue 

River and on up the Yellowstone to the mouth of Big 

Horn. From there to Custer I do not Inow their sched- 

ule time, These different routes are well stocked with 

game and fish, but closer to the mountains is better for 

trout, Clark’s Fork of the Yellowstone is alive with these 

speckled beauties, but not s0 large as I haye heard of 

being caught, The largest trout I ever caught was in 

Stinking Water, which was eighteen incheslong. They 

are not as sweet as the mountain trout, nor have they 
as fine a flayor, Wu. A. ALLEN, 

—>_— 

Gray Harrs,—Miss Leslie in her famous cook-book 

heads the receipt for roast hares with the instruction to 
‘first catch the hares.” Nov, if there isone person aboye 
another, of whom wwe have had a practical illustration, 

who is able to do this, itis Mr. F. C. Backus, of Pittsfield, 

Mass. He is not only an expert in the way of knocking 

them over, but has been kind enough to submit several 

fine samples for our discussion, 

DORCHESTER Sporrsmmn’s Cuvp.—A club with the 

above name has been formed at Dorchester, Mass. ‘The 

officers are: President, Ool. Henry Smith ; Vice-Presi- 

dent, D. F, Eddy ; Secretary and Treasurer, George EB. 

King, The club is composed of influential gentlemen, and 

promises to be a strong addition to the sportsmen’s or- 

ganizations about the Hub. 

ConspoticurT TRAPPING.—Rey, Ebenezer Gifford, of 

Wallingford, Conn., did not waste time Jast year in frnit- 
lessly bemoaning his meager salary, but killed 48 musk- 
rats and 12 skunks, selling their pelts. 

Snipp Our of Season,—Aftica, N. ¥., Feb. tih—I shot 
asnipe on the 6th of February, and it is being set wp by 
d. O, Ogden, a taxidermist of this place, 

FRANCIS M, WILSON. 
Cazenovia Guy Cuup.—Cazenovia, N. Y., Feb. 12th.— 

The members of the Cazenovia Gun Club had a pleas- 
ant entertainment a few months ago, The Secretary, 
Henry J. Mather, had a deer sent him from Michigan 
and invited the sportsmen to dine with him at 6 P. m.; 
need hardly say-that all were punctual, and aright jovial 
time we had of it. Some one remarked that they were 
sorry that there were not two deer sent ; another that it 
would be too dear for our Secretary, All united in say- 
ing that they hoped if any of the other members of the 
elub had friends West that they would send on plenty 
of deer, and that the member would follow the example 
of our worthy Secretary. Crittenden haying now the © 
club medal, presented the club with another to be shot 
for the coming season, FIAMMERLESS, 

Vireinia— Upper Paxton, Feb. 12th.—The gunners last 
fall did not bag near all the quail and rabbits in this 
township, and there is a fair sprinkling of that deserip- 
tion of game still around, 

Nortu Carouisa.—Monroe, Feb, 11th.—Game is scarce 
in this section, The quail have never recovered from the 
freeze out they had here three years ago, An attempt to 
havea game law in this county has resulted in the post- 
ing of nearly all the land, and the farmers say they won't 
raise birds in the summer for men to kill for amusement 
in winter, and it is difficult to gef ground to shoot over, 

SNIPE. 

TRNNESSEE—Savannah, Feb, 7th.—This week the long- 
expected polar wave came to our relief, bringing the 
ducks with it. They were very wild, and no large bags 
have been made, The greatest number killed in one day 
to any one sun was eighteen. J was unfortunate m 
haying a bright, mild day, with little wind, for my ex- 
cursion, and bagged only eleyen. Nearly allthe ducks 
are mallards, with a sprinkling of teal and an occasional 
woodduck, Wo sprigtails yet, Wit. 

Onio—Wapakoneta, Feb, 10th,—A large flock of geese 
passed over this place to-day on their way to the big 
reservoir (17,000 acres) ten miles from this place, in this 
county. The water is open in places, and both ducks and 
geese have been here all winter, The shell drake has been 
most abundant. We look for fine sport in a few weeks, 
as the reservoir is bank full, and the old timbers and wil- 
lows make fine cover and feeding places, CG, P. Di 

Towa—Dubuque, Feb. 'ith.—A new shooting club has 
been formed here which is named the * Julien Gun 
Club.” We have twenty members, and the officers are 
as follows: OC. H. Gregoire, President; F, A, Miller, 
Vice-President ; William Y. Bissell, Secretary; J. C, 
Gregoire, Treasurer, W. YB. 

A Norm From Asroap,— Dresden, Jan. 2ist.—Editor 
Forest and Stream.—Our shooting season is over, and 
was yery poor, Last season we killed on ten thonsand 
acres near the city of Dresden, 685 hares and 757 part- 
ridges; this year 287 hares and 425 partridges. A great 
deal of game was killed this spring by heavy frost. 

Hi. STRUVE. 

TH Souru-Sipz CL.vs.—The annual meeting of the 
South-Side Sportsmen’s Club, of Long Island, took place 
Monday night at the Hotel Brunswick; there was a large 
attendance of the members. ‘The report of the Treasurer 
showed that the club was financially flourishing, and that 
the membership, which is limited to one hundred, is full. 
The names of several candidates were necessarily laid 
over, The club passed aseries Of memorial resolutions 
relating to the death of its late President, Recorder 
Hackett, in offering which Mr. John H. Develin recalled 
the long career of Mr. Hackettias President of the club :— 
“Tn his youth Recorder Hackett manifested an heredi- 

tary devotion to the sports of the field and water. Jater 
in life his extraordinary nerve, quick eye and rapidity of 
action placed him in the foremost ranks as an expert 
sportsman, so that the fame of his marvelous skill with 
pistol and gun precedéd him wheresoever he went, and 
became known and excited admiration, if not envy, even 
in the first of the Pacific cities. Nor was he a mere blind 
devotee of the gentle art. He was pervaded with a ceey 
love of nature. The forests and streams, the hills, = 
leys and fields which he traversed in pursuit of his fa- 
vorite amusement ministered to this sentiment. Under 
their influences his manner and spirits, somewhat somber 
at times, would become joyous, and his quaint remarks 
or odd speeches would quicken and delight the brightest 
of his companions and enliven and amuse the dullest of 
his attendants. His manly form, his ready humor, his 
fund of anecdote and story, his inimitable powers of nar- 

ration, his love of harmony, and his genial spirits drew 
around and endeared him to his many friends throughout 
the whole country.” } : 

‘An election of officers forthe ensuing year resulted in 
the unanimous chvice of John Benkard as President 5 

Charles Banks, Vice-President; William M, Pleiss, Treas- 
urer; John EH, Develin, Counsel, and George W. Hall 

and Roland Redmond, Executive Committee, 
The keeper of the club-grounds at Islip reported that 

the prospect for trout-fishing for the a proaching season. 

was excellent, and that it would probably be the best 

fishing since the organization of the club in 1866. Since 

then it bas acquired 800 acres, which afford preseryes un- 

surpassed in any country for purposes of hunting and 

fishing. There are three miles of streams and fitty acres 

of pands throughout the celuh's grounds which are filled 

with trout, and during the season of birds and deer there 
is much capital shooting afforded. 

SomETHING ABOUT SHOT AND PaTrEeRNs,—Pihiladelphia, 

Feb. 14th.—Hditor Forest and Stream :—When I desire 

to test the shooting qualities of a gun I inyariably use 

Sparks’ chilled shot, which I have never known to vary. 

About a yearago I wrote an article describing the manu- 

facture of shot ab Sparks’ shot tower, which was printed 

in your journal, a short extract from which may not he 

out of place/here. It is as follows :-— 
% The melted metal is poured into pans with bottoms of 

Russia sheet iron, perforated so small that for the No, 12 

size 
The metal oozes through these 

holes would scarcely admit the point of a pin, 
praca , holes and enlarges tnd 
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forms in globules on the under side, and drops a sheer 
fall of seventy-five feet into a well containing from six to 
eight feet of water. The smaller sizes (say from No. 5 to 
No. 12) are cast in pans perforated with holes several 
sizes smaller than the shot, so as to allow the pellets to 
enlarge after they ooze through the perforations, while 
the larger sizes are run through pans with holes larger 
than the shot, as the metal contracts in cooling, Great 
care is necessary in inixing the metal, as if not of the 
proper quality it would run through the holes, dropin 
strings, and no shot could be produced. 
‘The shot is then taken out of the water (several sizes 

being in the mass), placed in drying pans heated by 
steam, and carried up a short distance, from which it is 
allowed to run through an inclined trough into areceiver, 
which process dries if; from the receiver it passes into a 
tumbler, which cleans it, thence through a screen on to 
jass tables, These glass tables are five in number: the 

first one is slizhtly inclined, so that the shot can roll over 
if on to the second, which is less inclined, the inclination 
of the tables diminishing until the last one, which 1s per- 
fectly level, is reached, There is a space of about two 
inches between each table, and a fall of about two and a 
half inches from one table to the other. The shot that 
are perfectly round roll over the first table, a distance of 
three feet, and skipping the gap fall wpon the next table, 
and so continue until they reach the last one. from which 
they roll into another receiver, All the fat or imperfect 
shot fall between the tables, and are collected together for 
re-melting. From this Jast receiver theshot pass by means 
of pipes into brass cylinders, which are perforated with 
holes the exact standard sizes, There are a number of 
these cylinders, from No, 12 to No. 1, and for the larger 
shot, B, BB, BBB, 1, TTland F. These cylindersare turned 
slowly by steam power, and work with the precision of 
clock-work, The No. 12 size fall through the holes of the 
cylinder into a zinc-lined box, and the larger sizes are 
carried by means of a connecting pipe into the No, 11 
cylinder, from whence the shot of that size drop into a 
receiving box, and so on through all the various sizes up 
to F. By this process it is almost impossible for the shot 
to become mixed.” 

If your correspondents will use Sparks’ shot in their 
experiments they will find that when they measure out 
an ounce of shot-they will have the exact number of pel- 
lets sel forth in the circular, and no mixture of sizes, An 
ounce of chilled shot, Sparks’ No. 8, contains 432 pellets ; 
of soft shot thére are 426 pellets in an ounce, GeG: 

AntTi-REcom Paps.—WNo. 943 Broadway, N. Y.. Feb. 
18th.—Editor Forest and Stream :—I notice in yester- 
day's issue of your paper a letter from a gentleman from 
London, who writes that ‘‘anti-recoil pads” are not 
known in this country, fo which I would beg leave to 
reply that I haye been sellmg recoil pads for several 

ars, and had Mr. Silver's pad (the one alluded to in the 
totter) illustrated in my catalogue of 1876, American 
sportsmen to whom [have shown the pad do not like it 
for the reason that itis necessary to cut off about an inch 
from the stock of the gun and adjust same permanently, 
mukinge not afine finish toa gun, which you can see by 
the sample I send, which is supposed to be finished for 
adjusting to gun, The ‘red rubber recoil pad” is far 
superior to the Silver pad, as it can be applied and taken 
offin a moment, soas to he used for heayy charges only. 
Tt is not necessary to go to any expense in altering the 
stock of gun, which spoils the looks and symmetry of the 
whole gun, The rubber in the ‘‘red rubber recoil pad ” 
is much softer than in the Silver pad, and therefore 
better adapted to take off the recoil, 

CHARLES L, RITZMANN, 
We have already noticed the recoil pad in our columns, 

and have mentioned its advantages. The contrivance 

accomplishes its purposes admirably, For kicking guns 
—and some guns will kick despite the most careful load- 
ing—we recommend Mr, Ritamann’s pad. 
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BUCKSHOT IN CHOKE-BORES. 

Tong Praivie, Minn., Jan, 22d.—My brother and I 
both own Parker guns, 10 bore, 10 lbs., fine Damascus 
barrels, choked soastopivea target of 212 No, Sshotina 24 
inch circle at45 yards, at the shop. Wehaye experi- 
meénted a good deal of late in shooting buckshot. We 
have not tested thoroughly any new methods, but loaded 
our shells the same as with fine shot, using care not to 
shoot any size that would wedge im the choke. We com- 
menced with 000, and kepl using larger sizes as they 
would chamberin our guns, until we got to No. 4, of 
which size our guns chambered three very loosely in the 
choke, using nine fora charge. The distance in all our 
trials was 60 yards, and in all cases we used 5 drs, powder 
and two pink edge wads inthe powder. The target used 
was a 24 inch circle, and of 27000, constituting a load, we 
could putin 1210 16 of these shot, but of the sized shot 
between this and No. 4 we couid get in but few, the guns 
throwing them wild, ILoading several shells carefully 
with the No. 4, we tried them, and in several cases put 7 
out of the 9in the circle, 4 in the centre of the circle and 
the others eyenly around, one of the nine being generally 
thrown pretty wild. Tm all our trials at 60 yards we never 
failed to get in less than 5, and they were all driven with 
such force as to pass througha 2} inch plank. Onone 
occasionmy brother went back to 100 yards and tried a 
shot and got 7in the circle, which I belieye cannot be 
beaten by any gun in the States. On one occasion re- 
cently I put 212 No. A shot in a 15 inch circle at 50 yards 
with a load of 4 drs. of powder and £ of an ounce of shot, 
or almost the entixe charge. For my part I prefer 10 lbs. 
fora No. 10, and 9 lbs. fora No. 12, and not an ounce 
lighter, as the game here is mostly duck and requires 
heayy charges, which with a lighter gun will bruise the 
shoulder seyerely. I would add another half pound to 
miy 10-pounder if I could, and believe I could shoot bet- 
ter. en differ in this matler the same as in any other, 
but I do not believe any one can use 5 drs, of Hazard in a 
10 bore of less than 9 lbs. weight all day withoub being 
much more knocked up thanif he had handled the extra 
ound ;nordo I believe he could do as good éxecution. 
am speaking of field huntivg, where it requires 6 drs. 

of powder tofetch the game. 
lie FOREST AND STREAM isa yey welcome visitor, and 

Thave gained much knowledge from its pages, It is so 
comprehensive. There is no game here now, and il 
makes one feel envious to read accounts of the exploits of 

* 

brother sportsmen in move fayored climes. But Spring 
will soon come, when f can again feel the gentle (liump 
of my gun at my shoulder, and see through the curling 
smoke the tumbling mallards. Uf is a good place fon 
sportsmen to come for deer-hunting, bul; it is twenty 
miles off the railroad. Game is plenty within easy reach 
of our hotels, 7 or 100 deer being killed this fall within 
four or fiye miles of town. N. W. P: 

Oconto, Wis., Feb,, 1880.—I will repeat the latest de- 
vice, as it is really a useful discovery : Split one side of 
paper shell (as suggested im Dec. 4th number) so that 
when pressed together if, easily slips into the muzzle. 
Now for 10 gauge gun place paper shell on table, close it, 
and put in 12 buckshot as follows : Take largest buckshot 
of which it will easily chamber three, and over each 
layer but the last put on a thin pasteboard wad ; now at 
the height of the last 8 buckshot cut off the paper shell 
and you have the desired length to ent your paper shells 
or concentrators. You haye only to slip these into the 
brass shell on the powder wad, put in your layers of 
buckshot and their pasteboard wads, cut to fit the paper 
shell when closed, and puta pink edge wad on the last 
layer of buckshot, which should come just to the top of 
the concentrator, Load for 10 lb. gun as follows for 
brass shell: 4 ozs. powder, 1 No, 8 pink edge wad, buck- 
shot in concentrator as directed, and then 1 No. 8 pink 
edge wad on buckshot, not pressed down too tightly, If 
you haye an old paper shell that just slips into the muz- 
zle you have only to slit it; ifitis one of your No. 10 
paper shells you must cut a piece out fomake it small 
enough to slip into muzzle. You must in syery case 
split the shell, for two reasons; firsh, so as to be sure it 
will not stick at the muzzle; second, so that it will open 
out to fill the brass shell when inserted init, Your layers 
of buckshot, of course, will luy loosely in the brass shell, 
butithe thin paper wad keeps them in place. I may be 
ywrone, but my theory is that when this load reaches the 
choke the paper shellis closed firmly around the bucl- 
shot and it passes outas true as ifin a cylinder bore, The 
largest buckshotis the best, as they are more apt to bleed 
adeerif he isnot killed dead on thespot. | haye frequently 
tried “*R, J.’s” method, stated in VorEST AND STREAM 
of Jan. 15th, but while it is a decided improvement on the 
ordinary way, [considered this mode so much betterI did 
not suggest his. In deer shooting the great desideratum 
is to have the gun shoot the largest buckshot closely, 
You can pepper @ big buck full of No. 8 buckshot and yet 
not stop him. This method is useless for fine shot, as the 
paper shell only blows out a few feet beyond the muzzle, 
and Eley’s concentrators, 1 suppose, ara good enough for 
fine shot. a WES ils 
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SHOOTING MATCHES. 
— 

Scorrs.—Secretaries of clubs are invited to send im. 
scores of matches. Such veports should reach us as 

early as possible after the date of the iheeting. 
occa 

TH SPORTSMEN OF WORCESTER.— Worcester, Mass,, Peb. Wth.— 

The close season for ame heing upon us, sportsmen in this yicin- 

ity are devoting considerable attention to the modern substitute 

for the more enjoyable and exhilarating sport of the fleld—glass- 

ball shooting. At the present time there are two well-equipped 
shooting clubs (not rivals) in this city, cach haying a good mem- 
bership, grounds and houses; while there is probably no city of 

its size in the country whose sportsmen can justly claim as many 

fine guns as are owned and used in Worcester and its enyirons. 
During the last few months Mr. Wm. kt. Schaefer, of Boston, 

who enjoys an enviable reputation for honest dealing, and whose 

ability to successfully bore gins for hard and close shooting is 

not excelled if equaledin this country, has placed quite a large 
number of new guns of fine quality of the Schaefer and Daly 

manufauture, principally the latter, in the hands of Worcester 

shooters, with which creditable scores are being made. 

With one of the Daly guns a prize (an elegant powder horn 

with solid silyer mountings), donated by Mr, R. R. Shepard, of 
this city, was won on the grounds of the Sportsmen’s Club Jan. 

80th, by Mx, M. 1). Gilman, from fourteen contestants, who broke 
nineteen out of twenty balls at eighteen yards rise. The balls 
sere thrown from a Card rotary trap as improved hy Mr. C.B, 
Holden, which improvements render the trap much more efficient 

and durable, and which throw the ballsso swiftly that they land 

fifty yards or more from the trap. 
On the same grounds 4nd from the same trap a fifty-ball match 

was shot Feb. 6th betweeu Messrs. L. KR. Hudson and W.8. Perry, 
which has furnished opportunity for considerable good-natured 
chatting among their respectiye friends. 
Mr. Hudson used a 10-gange Scott and Mr. Perry 2 20-cauge 

Parker, the former winning the match by the ereditable score of 
4§, the latter scoring 43. One of the local papers alludes to the 
eyent as follows :— 
An interesting glass-ball match of fifty balls on aside came off 

on the W.8. C0, grounds yesterday—Youth ys. Age, Age scored 
48halls; Youth, 43 balls. Inference; ‘ Wisdom’s ways ave ways 
of pleasantness,”’ 
We may here state that Mr. Hudson would proye a very hot 

rival for any man of his years (nearly seventy) In the country, and 

amatch between men of thatage would he of special interest and 

adevided novelty. Are there not among the many readers of the 

Forney AND STREAM those of three score and tan who would like 
to distinguish themselves by making such 4 match ? 

Sportsmen here regard the conditions of the challenge recently 

issued through the press by the Raymond Club as 4 substantial 
handicap in favor of the challenging club. Bao. 

RHODE IsuAnp.—A bill to prohibit pigeon shooting from traps 
in Rhode Island passed the House of Representatives of that 

State last Thursday, and our correspondent surmised that it 

would pass the Senate. 

Rrversiwwn Coous.—Pitisfield, Mass., Feh. lath —At the annual 
meeting of the Riverside Rifie and Gun Club, held at the Burbank 
House Thursday evening, the following officers were elected for 
the ensuing year:—W. A. Wentworth, President; R. Burbank 
and Henry b, Pierson, Vice-Presidents; ©. A. Baroni, Secretary ; 
W. W. Tracy, Treasurer; W. W Tracyand 0. Y. Preston, Officers 
of the Field; J. H.$Wood, Captain; W, G. Backus, Jr, W. L, 
White aud Dwi¢ht M. Couch, Executive Committee. 
New Haven, Feb. 4th—The New Haven Gun Club is na yery 

prosperous and flourishing condition, since its newly organiza— 

tion and By-Laws, ete, Ti now consists of nearly fifty members 

including the best wing, duck and glass-ball shots m the city: 

with several first-class rifle-shots, and the winner of the Schuyler’ 
Hartley, and Graham Badges of 1876 offered forrapidity and aceu! 
rate shooting, Never was there such a fine collection of new and 
uostly gins at any club shoot, a5 there was at the last medal shoot, 

Had it been generally known that the shoot was to come off om 
that day, there would have been a much larwer number entered 
for the Badge. Mr. Beers has won the Badge twicethis year. He 
stands the best show for the Champion Gold Badge for 1886, 

yulued at $50. The score for the last Badge Shoot is as follows: 
Beers, 20; Moore, 17; Folsom, 18; Hanson, withdrew—taken sick; 

Leete, 17; Howard, 19; Jorey, withdruw—broken gun; Bunsen, 
Wiz Tangdon, 17; and Meryin, 16. Cc. 
Lowa Isnanp 8uoo11ne Couen.—Dexler Park, L. I, Feb. 16th.— 

Reerlar monthly contest for the Championship Cup of the club; 
shot for al 7 birds each, from H. and T. traps, handicapped rise ; 

80 yurds houndary; L. 1.8. C, rules; closed with 21 entries, with 

privilege of withdrawal :— 
Yards Killed, 

CG, Aimee. 26 uh alae gh al ah ol T 
Willard. . yz dal sal eyes a al 6 
W. Wyiian. -- 25 L2Vii0 10 5 
G, Gildersiee 25 Chea ST aa) 5 
H. Peterson. 2 126 LA VoL Wd & 
Kitridve .. 25 Pipi O04 5 
Van Staden)_----2--- 3 Tis DSO seh 5 
T, Broadway....--+-.--------+: 25 ee OE Perea ty i 
IB eWOSW =f. is pits Wop- ty =p 20 (that ties gh a 5 
Fi. Madison) 2:esa st. 8. 8 ese Cee aQioik al 4 
Dr Walbot. We. we: 2 wet heh eT 90117001 3 
Dye Murpby. eS he -rpeee 23 Hi LT wed 0.0 3 

Brower (21 yards) killed 20ut of 8; Lemnken (22), 1 ontof3; Baul- 
sir (21), Lout of 2; Turner (21), 1 ont of 2; Harris (22), 1 out of 4, 
Mills (24), missed 2; Midway (23), MeGaw (21), Robinson (23), missed 
1 each and withdrew. 

* Fell dead out of bounds. 
Referee—Mr. R. Robinson. 
A match will be shoton Friday next at the Brooklyn Driving 

Park between Dr. B. Talbot, of New York, and Mr. Height, of 
New Jersey: for $250 a side, 50 birds each, 25 yards rise, H. and T, 

traps; trap, find and handle. 
WaAssau Guy Chve.—Derter Park, L. L., Feb. 17th.—Annual con- 

test of the Nassau Gun Club for dinner, shot for by teams at 10 
birds each, from H, and T. traps, 25 yards rise, 80 yards boundary ; 
both barrels allowed; Long Island rules :— 

a. Y. BERGEN’S TEAM, 

J. V. Bergen (Ceptain)....-...-.--- 11 
H. Smith 
W, Selover.... 
J, Van Wicklen. 
D. Van Wicklen 
A. Hass, 
i, Ryder.. 
GC, Lemiken.- 

Total... - 

Killed. 

SCHRSHoREH Set tech CHO eee oO Sie oooH Poseeie Ft ee pe tt te pe 

3 | aosasamo 

Judge H. Lott (Captain)....,..... 
Hy PATIStosods vl ene = ete nas 

J. Doyle...- ++: 
Mrs homde..-., 22222821 steer eee Soseouee BooeRwow 

al 

Sl ameoemome 

Minar Ron ayp Gus Crus.—Springfeld, L.1., Feb. 12th.—Frons 
five traps, 5 yards apart, 80 yards rise; 80 yards boundary :— 

Yurds. . Falla. 
Miner, . 30 Ue Ee Ie Tete tse a 
Engler . 30 Flot beie ih, fal Ay at 9 
Dayis . 80 DS Tere Tt Te a vi 
Claney-- 30 Pe OI et Ov us 
Vaskant 2 Tpaead oF alert ce Det q 
Woods 1 80 DP O e had 7 
Steers. --2-...,---..-- 30 Os ON Get SES idee! 5 
Nuw Jersexy—seabright, Feb, 15th—Sweep. of 5 palls; Mole’s 

rotary trap; 19 yards rise; guns, 16-bore :— 

A. F, de Navatro..,. 11 111—4| Horatio Johnsen.... 0101 1-8 
Richard Doughty...11011—4|A.G.de Navarro... 01111-4¢ 

A. G. de Nayarro took second money. 

Second Sweep.—Same conditions :— 
A. F. de Navarro.... 1111 1—5| Horatio Johnson....01111—4 
Richard Doughty...11111—5| A.G.de Nayarro....1 1111-6 
Ties of 5 divided first and second. 
Match at double balls from Mole’s double rotary trap; 1) yards 

vise; Bogardus’ Rules :— 

A.W, de Navarro..-...~---- Syeie see on ¥elg ..-- ll 10-11 4 
A. G. de Navarro ......-.-..------- as il 10 11 Ls 

+Darkness broke up match. To be continued at next meeting, 

Che Kifle. 
AMERICAN RIFLES WantTED IN InpIA.—Editor Forest 

and stream :—Sir, I haye lately seen the catalogues of 
three or four of the leading rifle makers in the State, and 
am much surprised at the the cheapness of the weapons 
therein deseribed, which is I believe due to the fact that 
machinery is so largely if not exclusively employed in 
their manufacture, and 1 am sure if they were advertised 
and became well known, they would be much in demand 
by sportsmen in this country to whom it would be a boon 
if the Sharps, Ballard, Winchester and other companies 
had agencies at cither Calcutta or Bombay, 

There is one thing, however, in which American rifles, 
to Indian notions, compare rather unfavorably with 
English ones for sporting purposes, and that is in their 
weight, which is about 14 pounds, on an average, heavier 
than thatof English pieces of the same calibre!; for in- 
stance, the weight of .40-calibre rifles is from 9 to 10 
pounds or eyen more, and of ,45, heavier still, while Eng- 
lish .40 rifles are made to weigh as low as 7} pounds, even 
double-barrels, and ,45, from 7% to 9 pounds—a double ,40 
express in my possession, 294-inch barrels, weighing jue 
9 pounds, shoots 120-grains powder and 340-grains lead 
as pleasantly (even at a target) as a 12-bore shot gun with 
8} dvachms and 1} ounces, 

The weight of a sporting rifle is of the greatest import- 
ancvein most cases; of course the special heavy weap- 
ons used for certain kinds of big game shooting ave not 
as a rule carried by the shooter. so they are exceptions, 
but the weapon which should always be in one’s hands, 
ready for any emergency, if much over § pounds in 
weitht, is apt, especially in a climate like that of India, 
to be regarded as an incumbrance, and to be handed to 
the gun-bearer, a course which leads to much disappoint- 
ment and loses one many chances, besides being danger- 
oug, 1 believe that a .40-calibre express, taking 70 to 90 

grains powder, and weighing about 7 pou nds, or if @ 

tnove powerful weapon is thought necessary, a 45, talk 

ing say 120 grains, and weighing not over 8 pounds, 

would be the most handy and useful weapon to have in 

one's hands, and would not giye much recoil with the 

light express bullet, 
‘The ordinary 45 or .50 express bullet makes a most 

deadly explosive shell if the hollow 1s filled with a mix- 
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ture of chlorate of potash and sulphate of antimony in 
equal parts by weight; these should be ground fine sep- 
arately and mixed dry on a plate of glass or china witha 
quill feather in very small quantities—the mouth of the 
bullet should be closed with a wax pellet. This mixture 
is rot it all sensitive, and the loaded bullets can be car- 
ried very safely in the cartridge—it is used for ex- 
plosive spherical shells for smooth-bore guns as well as 
for rifles, with great success. BENGAL SEPOY, 

Poona, Dec, 20th, 1879. 
St ee 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

MAsSsSACHUSETTS—Boston, Feb. 1ath.—Mammoth Rifle Gallery.— 

The $50 rifie match is progressing finely, and bids fair to excel 

the January match. Mr. N. Wilder, of the Glass Rifle Association, 
hus made three clean scores of sight consecutive bull's-eyes 
each, ov the highest possible score in the match, and now heads 
the list, closely followed by Mr. EH. F. Richardson, of the same 

association, with tio clean scores anda splendid 39. This places 

him second, butas the incentive to make clean scores is twenty 

dollars in gold, no doubt Mr. Richardson, before the month is 

finished, will try and outrank Mr. Wilder in this respect; but there 

are other gentlemen who-hare their eye on the extra prize, and 

no one is sure of it until the month is ended, or until the last 

shot is fired on Saturday night, the 23:h. Last month Messrs. 

Richardson and Merrill were tie with three clean scores cach, or 
the highest possible, namely, 120. They met inthe gallery last 

Wednesday evening to shoot off for the first and second prizes. 

The gallery was crowded with riflemen and friends of the con- 

testants, and some excellent shooting wasshown. Mr. Richard- 

son wasin the bestform. Mr, Merrill had been unwell fora 

week. They shot ten scores each, or a possible 400. Mr. Richard- 

fon made a splendid record of 397 (average, 379-10), which was re- 

qnarkable shooting. For the first four scores they were tie, but 

from that time Mr, R. had the game all hisown way. Mr. Merrill 

took his defeat kindly, and no doubt will try and tie Mr. Richard- 

fon's score this month, whatever it may be, fora chance totry and 
win on the nextshootoff. The following is the summary in the 

February match :— 
Total. 

N. Wilder.......... ie inher 40 40 40 120 
E. F. Richardson.........-,.. 30 40 40 119 
Charles ©. Edwards........... 39 Ba Bi a 
U. A. Pollard.... 89 389 3) apie 
@eatertill .....t ss. a ere 33 3 39 116 
William H. Harrison......... 38 39 BH] i16 
Frank Hollis.................. a8 38 39 115 
ERUPT OS. ore yy- ere end us ieee 38 84 115 
Gi rdon McKenzie.....,,,..-. aT 33 39 iit 
Dees sa) EEUU Po) es ejuraie airs ieee 37 37 39 118 
E, Walters..,..-... 87 37 pais 112 
i, SCWS: oi .iee-es 30 BT 88 i 

lur rife match has shown some wonderful shooting. Mr. N. 
Wilder, of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, was successful in 

getting three scores of eight consecutive bull’s-eyes, the highest 
possible score in the fitty-dollar match. Hemade two consecu- 

tive scores of eight bull’s-eyos. Last month Messrs. Richardson 

and Merrill were ticd with three clean scores each, or the bighest. 

possible score, pamely,120, They metinthe gallery Wednesday 

evening, Feb. 11th, toshoot off. Mr, Richardson made a splendid 
record of 379 in possible 400,and won. The following is the 

standing of the several competitors to date in the February 
match ; 150 feet; rounds, 8; possible, 40:— 

Total. 
SS WALRGR car erie tes 0 +~-- 40 40, 40 120 
E. ¥. Richardson : AQ 40 119 
©, Bdvyards....... 30 39 i 
U.A. Pollard 39 3) iy 
wo. Merrill. .......5- 39 39 116 
William TH. Harrison. . 89 39 116 
Frank Hollis,...... 38 39 15 
S.C. Noyes.--. --- 88 39 15 
Gordon McKenzie. 38 id 115 
Nu &. James ..-. 2c ae a7 3p 113 
E. Walters... a7 38 12 
MBCALS WO «celts <= =F 37 38 11 

George W. Morse... aT BT 111 
.L. Bames....... 39 37 108 

W. E, Guerrier, - 3 iy 106 
Thomas Hove... 3a 36 106 

a5 36 106 
35 ob 105, 
Bd 86 105 
Bay aa 108 
Bin) is} 105 

Baston, Fvb. 14th.—A large number of well-known shots of the 

Massichuseits Rifle Association took an early train to-day for 

Walnut Hill, to participate in the seventh renewed competition 

in the Everybody's Match, which has proved one ef the most pop- 

ular and satisfactory matches ever shotat the hill, The wind dial 

gave a cross or west wind and steady, indicating 9 to 10 o’clook, 
‘There was not a single cloud. The light was capital,and as the 

heayy rain of the night previous had carried off the snow the 

gentlemen had no reflection to affect good sighting. Hardly had 

the match been called when all calculations were upset, for the 
wind suddenly changed several points, becoming ' fish-tail " at 12 

o’clock, then changing back several points, and continually vacil- 

lating in the most perplexing manner. Windage was taken off 

and put on, and when all the targets were opened itseemed to be- 
come intensified in its yelocity, and positively unmanageable, To 

add to the perplexity of the riflemen, lights und shadows were 

constantly thrown upon the targets from heavy leaden clouds 

which sailed across the horizon. Under the weather conditions 
the results with a United States rifle, with no wind gauge, are 
worthy of special mention. There were eighty-five entries, the 

best being given :— 
*Capt. W.-H. Jackson (mil.).......... 5555 5G 44 4 3 
W, Oharies....--.... ficg .45 4545 5 5 5 5-47 
J. 5: Sumner ce -4444554 5 5 5 5—46 
EB. W. Law....- -5 6445 6 5 & 4 4-46 
W. Howard... 4 5th 4 4 5 4 545 
H. Tyler (mil,), -55445 444 4 4-45 

RK. Griffing.... 4465 6 44 45 4 4 5-44 
J. F, Brown (mil). 6544443 4 4 b-4d 
J.Nichols........4- -456544564 8 4 4-44 
Eo EL peer . -4 45444 5 4 4 5-43 
By Davie, ot yee say. 9455 48 ¢ f 5 3-43 
J. Borden... ..- Tebabes 565544423 4 4 4-4 

+ Two added for handicap, 

New Bedford, Feb. 1%th—The New Bedford Rifle Association 
held its rerular meet at Bay View Range to-day and did yery good 

work, consider:ng the weather conditions, The conditions were 
off-hand; 200 yards; 10 rounds. The following scores show how 
the club is progressing :-— 

Georve W. Parker..-.-.....--00e0e00e 6454444 65 4 4-43 
Selmi PEvers .222 6... ewe 44445 44 4 4 542 
Oliver HB. Gifford -...---. .---.---,-- -44 45 44 4 5 &£ 3-41 
Daniel D. Brigws......-..., peters 6¢3845 8 4 4 6 5-4] 
Charles A. Gray... cc. cee ceee tenes 8545 43 4 4 3 4-40 
Thomas A. Smith. ...... .1.. 446445 43 4 4-39 
Willard Nye, dv....----:6---04:.-4 £5 38 44 8 4 4 4-89 
Clifford Baylies.......+----..+.---- 05+ 444483 4 3 8 4 5-88 
Harleon P, Babcock .....---......-.. B44443 4 4 5 3-38 

Gardner Feb. 14th. At the Hackmatack Range to-day the Jol- 

lowing scores were made by the members of the Gardner Rifie 

cami aa 
AND STREAM. 

Chih, ten shots each, using the inch ring and Creedmoor target 

combined; distance, 200 yards; off-hand; 10shots:— 

FOREST 

SRL Ens oe pene ds ut 80 168 H. C. Knowlton.........---...+5 ih a pe are 46 1) 

AYE sna i66 45.55 0046 ys 145 ao8 45 a4 

83 146 
ai 89 
vi 141 
43 95 
vil) 141 
4 85 

65 135 
45 88 
in 110 

82 

iron and general refittings, has been well filled during the week, 

and the new '!Cornell” match is becoming popular. The condi- 
tions of the match are off-hand, 100 fee: :— 

OEROUIS I Techies chieleies sea Iie wba 2 soot 565 5 5 6 6 5 6§—50 
i. F. Richardson -5 5 56 6 56 6 5 5 5 5-50 
RE. Schaefer: 2.2... 45555 5 6 5 h-19 
W. Henry.,.,.- +; 455 45 5 5 5 5—48 
Gude! Obyis Cy oy (ie Sy Se eS 4555 55 4 & 4 48 
G. Grome BD 566 45 4 5 6 5 5-47 
G. Rel sSehaeferi. 2. .i.c. tae Ge -6 4555 6 4 4 5 4-45 
ALB Thomasg,---.-.: tats 54 4545 5 4 5 4 4-46 
CORI CHS SF ial OW lotelols Ble Bieter 5 44 4 5 4 5 5 5-45 
OFG Brackett o20/ 065.4 oles 455545 6 4 445 
pesos. pee Se ee eee ae hse asaiiowe fs aed 855 45 5 5 5 4 4-45 
Ms Amd oreon! Yipee +5 2p se dug eee = eae 44444 5 45 4 fF 5-44 
WN. James £44 4 4 5 4 4 5-44 
W.H. Parnham 4445 4 4 4 5 5-43 
Mat Balidise lye: Soa 45 44 5 4 4 4 5-49 
L. H. Woughton,..----.--- 545844 4 4 5-45 
HSTUGREOWeonder nidecee- eseideh ser aiee 6454444 4 4 4-2 

On Feb. 14h Mr. E. I’. Richardson doubled his preyious per- 

formance, as the following record shows :— 

E. P. Richardson. bs 6 5 5b 6 
Re-entry.-:-+.- 5 6 6 4 5 

MASSACHUSETTS—Medford.—tin October last the Medford Ama- 
teur Rifle Association adopted anew method of dividing the short 

range target. Itis the regular target of the N. R. A, in size, 4 ft. 

x 6 ft. divided as follows: Bult's-eye 8 inches diameter; bull's-eye 

circle 17 inches diameter; center 26 inches diameter; inner 46 

inches diameter; outer4ftx6ft, Bull's-eye counts 6; bull's eye 

circle counts5; center 4; Inner3; outer 2. It will be seen from 

the above thatthe only yariation from the regular target is in 

dividing the center into two rings thus enabling a finer compari- 

son of scores, 

THE FANCIEST OF FANCY SHOOTING.—Boston, Feb. 14th, —Rditor 
Forest and Stream :—We notice an article In your last upon fancy 
shooting done by Dr. Knight of Kingston, Canada. It was very 

fair for fancy shooting, but we have a man wo tells a bettr, 

story. He used to knock ten cent pieces from between the teeth 
ofatriend at 100 yards, and could shoot a whole line 9f pieces 
from the fingers of his friends. The first was placed off twenty- 

five paces und held an old-style three-cent piece; the second tive 

paces further, and held a ten-cent piece; the third fiye paces 

further and held a tivo-cent piece; the fourth,a quarter; the 

fifth, a half; the sixth, asilver dollar. The seyenth was placed 
twenty-five paces from the last man and helda tin pailand caught 
all the pleces. He never missed till one day the tin pail contained 
six index fingers instead of coins. And now his sport is stopped 

because he has no friends, Another gentleman shot off- 
hand atthe head of a flour barrel one mile, and never missed, 
and was never 50 happy as when cutting the heads from wild 

m@cese as they flew over. His rifle was the “old pet" muzzle- 
Joader, 82 to the pound. 
We all like fanoy shooting and would be pleased to do the 

honors for the Doctor should he come this way. However, he 
will find us but yery plainshots. We never dared to shoot should 

a man put his head out of the pit 100 fect from the target. We do 

not ke to risk malming or killing a friend just for gur sport. 
We know that a rifle bullet will just as quickly go through a 
friend’s head as exhibit our skill. Therefore any friends of ours 
we try to keep out of the way, and satisfy ourselves by pounding 
away atan iron target. We hope before we put our friends up, 
and it is our intention to make use of them, a straight-jacket will 
prevent, it. BT. L. 

Connecricur—Collinsville, Feb. 11th.—Canton Rod and Gun Olub 
Riverside Range; practice meeting at 200 yards, of-hund; 3-]bs. 
pull, 10 shots !— 

Mass. Creed, 
O:G. Hull,..-. 6... ee 1011 611 8 11 11 10 10 71—%9 4 
J, D. Andrew -11 9 911 9 6 & 810 10-8 42 
Bidwell....... 81010101011 5 §& 1 11—t8 4} 
J. Laubenste 1110 6 8 9 7 B &8U1i—wR 43 
G. F. Lewis ...- W1W? 5 9 T G10 2-90 40) 
H, Fancher {9 8 78 510 5 $1279 au) 
J, Plister... 47 9 61210 a2 9 2 8-0 36. 

Nuw Yorr—Jamestown, Feb. 11fh—The regular monthly medal 

shooting of the Ghaut. Sportsmen's Association took place thi- 
afternoon on the 200 yards range, buf on account of the rough 
weather ibere was a poor attendance and some poor shooting. 

The leading shots were (rounds, 10; possible, 50): H. V. Perry, 40; 

D.I. Langworthy, 86. We use the “Mongrel” target, a cross le- 
tyeen the German Ring and the Oreedmoor, but there is a move 
made toward adopting one of the “thoroughbred” targets. 
There are a few breech-loading rifles here, but so far they fail to 

come up to the point ot securing the medal. Mr. Perry has nowy 
won the medal four times inside of a year with a muzzle-loading 
rifle of bis own make, PINACENTER, 

Brookhjn, Fishers Gallery, Feb. 9th—The Bullard rifle match 
opened this evening; open to all comers using .22 caliber rifle; 16 

shots at 300 yards target reduced; for a.22 Ballard rifle; to be won 

three times, 1, P. White won it for the first time with 47 out of 
50. On tbe evening of the thJ. W. Todd won the special match 

with 118 in possible 126 atring target reduced. 

New Yore Riecn Coos.—Feb. lith.—At the regular shoot to- 
duv the total score for 10 men was 643, or 61 3-10 average per man 
¥, J, Donaldson, our Captain, made 70 outot 75. Messrs. Daly and 
Howlet made 69 apiece, Mr. Daly’s ranking first. To sustain in- 

terest the team is divided, and shoot side against side. 

Scuunrzen Notes.—The first meeting of the Directors of the 

Schiietzen Park at Union Hill, N. J., took place last week. The 
following officers were elected:—President, Colone! 8. 6. 8. Lewis; 

First Vioe-President, Fred, Harenburg; Second Vice-President, 
ex-Captain Aug, Ermisch; Treasurer, Hy. Offormann; Tinancial 

Secretary, J. F, W. Mangels; Recording Secretary, A. Briezhef; 

Corresponding Secretary, P. 0, Crevier, 
Practice shooting will commence this month Zas soon as tle 

Captain and the two Scvhuetzen masters setup the programme for 

jt, A fox hunt will tale place on the 23d inst. at the Schuetzen 

Park, Union Hill 
On the 6th inst. the Independent New York Schuetzens held 

their general mecting at headquarters, A- Geil’s Walhalla, Major 

J, J.Dieh! in the chair. Officers for the present year were elected 

[PeervARy 10, 1880, 

as follows :—Captain, Colonel J.J. Diehl; First Lieutenant, Adam 
Geib; Second Lieutenant, Ghs, Bruns; Orderly, Theo, Peldstein ; 
Shooting Master, D. J. Stein; President, WH. H. Hoenack; Record- 

ing Secretary, Conrad Geib; Financial Secretary, Adam Geib; 
Treasurer, D, Brubacher; Trustees, ex-Captain Val. Loewer, 
Fred. Handrich, Gonrad Waldock. A committee consisting of 

Messrs. Colonel A, Stauf, Fred. Handrich and Theo. Feldstein was 
appointed to prepare for the next sunimer excursion. Washing- 

ton and Richmond or Newport are in view. Mujor George Aery, 

now Captain of the New York Schuetzen Corps, was again made 

honorary member of the Independents, 

A grand fox bunt will take place on the 25d inst.at Union 

Hill Schuetzen Park for the benefit of Wm. Kirbel, well known 
by almost all the German shooters of the United States. The 
foxes will be let loose on the above said duy at 1 o'clock Par, 
the hounds unchained a balf nour later. 
The Helvetia Rifle Club receiyed lately a challenge from the 

Zettler’s, but declined to accept it, as they are done with muzzle- 
loaders and only shoot with breech-loaders. The time shooting 
on practice days was reduced from five to three minutes. 

The New York Schuetzen Corps held their annual meeting 

and election February 3d, at 93 Forsyth street, Major G. Aery 

presiding in the absence of Captain D. G. Yuengling, Jr. The 
following gentlemen were unanimously elected to form the Bx~ 

eentive Committee of the ensuing year, viz.:—George Acry, Cap- 

tain; DB. H. Fienken, Recording Secretary; J. H. Meyer, Treas- 

urer; Hy. Roettzer, Corresponding Seeretary; D. H, Lippold, 
Financial Secretary; Philip Klein and John Brummerhop, Shoot- 

ing Masters. The corps will haye their annual ealico hopon the 

10th of March at Beethoyen Hall. 

The Manhattan Rifle Chib, George Aery, Captain, will celebrate 
Washington's Birthday (the 23d inst.) with a prize shootiug match, 

open to all comers, at Schuetzen Park, Union Hill, N. J,; dis- 
tance 200 yards; any rifle allowed; two kinds of tarrets will be 

opened—ring and bull’s-eye (pool) target. On the ring target are 
10 prizes, viz., $10 the first and $1 the last; entrance fee, 51; ad- 
ditional entrance, 50 cents, without limit. All money received 

onthe bull’s-eye targets, after deducting premiums and expenses, 

will be equally divided among the bull’s-eyes shot; a premium of 
$3 for the most, $2 for the second most, and $1 for the third most 

bull's-eyes shot willalso be pald, Shooting will commence at 10 

o'clock A.w. and endat dark, intermission from 12 to 12.30 o'clock. 
Besides the aboye shooting the grand fox hunt also takes place, 

to commence at 10.30 o'clock. 
The New York Sehuetzen Corps held their annual meeting Feb. 

12th at Germania Assembly Rooms, Capt. John F. Gerdes pre- 
siding. The following gentlemen were elected officers for the en- 

suing year: John F. Gerdes, Uaptain; W. Schumacher, Recording 
Secretary: W. Brinckerman, Financial Secretary ; H. W. Cordts, 
Tveasurer; W- Watts, Custodian; A. Krouer, Collector; Finanes 
Committee, I. Bischof, W. Wahrenberger and — Sihacht; Shoot- 

ing Masters, J. W. Schneider and — Raub. 

TH WINGATE-LAIDEEY CoNtNST.—In Noyember Jast a suit in 
equity was commenced by Messrs. W. C. & 'l. P. Church, the pub- 
lishers of Wingate’s *‘ Manual of Rifle Practice,” against W. Tt. 

Pelton, the New York agent of Messrs. Lippincott & Co., the pub- 

lishers of Laidley's ‘‘ Rifle Firing,” Yor having exposed for sale 

copies of the later work upon the ground that if infringed their 
copyright in Wingate’s ‘‘Manual,"" Mr. Pelton, upon being sued, 
notified both Messrs. Lippincott and Colonel Laidley of the action 
and requested them to defend 1b, which they both declined to do. 

Upon his answer stating these facts, and that his violation of 
the complainant's copyright was unconstitutional, the following 
decree was entered by Judge Blatchford, of the United States 
Circuit Court, on the 16th inst., perpetually enjoining the defend- 

ant from selling it :— 
The above-entitled action coming on to be heard upon the 

pla ntiif's bill of complaint and upon the defendant's answer 
thereto admitting the violation of the plaintift’s copyright, on 

motion of George W. Wingate, of counsel for said complainants, 

itis ordered and decreed :— 
Firat. Lhat the complainants are the owners of the copyright 

of the several editions of the '*Manual for Rifle Practice, in- 
cluding Sugestions for Practice at Long Range, and for the Par- 
mation and Management of Rite Associations,” by General 

Georze W. Wingate, General Inspector of Rifle Practice of the 

State of New York, mentioned in said bill of complaint, and that 

the same and each thereof hasbeen duly copyrighted by them, 
and such copyrights are valid according to lay. 

Second. Dhat the defendant has infringed upon said copyrights 
by exposing forsalein the city of New York, without the com- 

pltinant’s consent, and knowing that the publishers thereof had 
net obtained their consentin writing or otherwise, ten copics 
ofa book entitled“ A Course of Instruction in Rifle Piring,"” by 

Col. 7. 1D, 8. Laidley, U.S. A., which book fs largely compused of 

extracts copied from the several editions of said Wingate’s 
“ Manual of Rifle Practice,” desertbed in said bill of complaint, 
ond fs a violation of the copyrights thereof owned by the com- 

plainants. 
Thin. That thesaid defendant and his agents and associates, 

and each of them, be, and they are hereby, perpetitally enjomed 

and restrained from printing, publishing or pxposing, for sale 
acy eopy or copies of the said Laidley's * Rifle Sxercises," or any 
other work embracing any portion of the several editions of said 

‘' Manual for Rifle Practice’ described in the sald bill of com- 
plain, or of either thervof, and thata perpetual writof injunc- 

tion be issued to that effect. 

—f, M. Kiser, of Elk City, Clarion County, Pa., accepts tho 
offer of Capt. A. H. Bogurdus, as given on his programme, to 
shoot Hugene Borardns, his son, ® matol at 100 glass bals with a 

Winchester rifle, according to rules which govern the champion- 

ship medal. 

BOOKS RECEIVED. 
—<—_—. 

Tan SPoRTsMAN'S YEAR Boor. Cassell, Petter, Galpin 
& Co,, London, Paris and New York. 
This is the title of a new annual which will ba welcomed by 

2portsman and journalist alike. The rapid extension of sports of 

all kinds has rendered awork of this nature an indispensable 
adjunct to all libraries. Though records of the best performances 

are published in Journals of allsorts from time to time, they do 
notappear inashape which renflers ready reference & matter 
easily accomplished. Editors in particular, who are supposed to 
be walking encyelopedi~ of all an’ everything, will find the 
’ Sportsmin's Annual” an excellent hook for consultation, snd 
When puzzled about the best time, the highest jump, the number 
and addresses of clubs, the rules and regulations of any depart 

iment of sport, the pages of the Annual will glye him rellet in 

settling yexed points and in dewiding between his esteemed cor- 
respondents, A and B, who are at lovgerhcads Uponsome ques- 

tion of the year's doings among the chumplons. The Annual, 
being an English publication, does nok take in American records 

jn detail, but in some of ils departments refers in a general way 

< 
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to Influences deriyed from this side of the Atlantic. With each 
successive year, greater completeness in tha book may be ex- 
pected, and possibly American feats may find a place in its pages as 
well, so that international eontrast can be made. In Its yachting 

pages, the Annual does FOREST AND SvREAM the honorof quuting 

extensively fyopm our columns, and, what is more, has the honesty 
to acknowledge the source of its information, Especially attrac- 

tive are the introductory articles with which cach chapter is pre- 

faced, slviizan accountof tho origin of the yarious sports from 

the earliest year of thelr development. Prom these we will take 
the liberty of quoting as owvasion presents itself. The book is 

yery presentable, in point of tpye and paper. and is ably edited by 

Mr, J. Keith Ancus. 

MATHEMATICAL TABLES. 
Loekyood & Co,, London, 
These tables SOU DOSE a handy little yolume of the well-known 

‘s Weale’s Series," and contain all the mathematical references re- 
quired for the solution of trigonomietrical, astronomical and nau- 

tical calculations. Those relating to thelatter two subjects haye 
been added to the book by J. R. Young, formerly of Belfast cal- 

lege, The work is divided into two parts with a double object, 
The first to explain and filustrate the use and application of log- 

arithms for the practical caleulator,or second part, This, how~ 

eyér, has been kept entirely separate, so that if may be used 

ly any one without eyen underslaiding the theory underlying 

the construction and derivation of the tables. Many skippers, 

tinding themselves promoted to the cabin without havimg enjoyed 
the advantages of good schooling and not haying the time at 
once to study the reasons * why and whercfor,” they are anxious 

enough to avail themselves of just Sich an arrangement, and the 
ready sale of the bouk is proof of its popularity amiong this class. 

As trigonometry and the use of logarithms are the stepping 
stones to navigation, the concise rules given will suffice to find & 

ship's position ; the mariner in the meantime making as much of 

astudy of the theory us he has a mind to,and omitting what 

may not be of use to him. The book also contains tables of pro- 

portion, interest, mensuration, mechanics, hydraulics, ete., to 
which the intelligent ship captain willoften find occasion to refer. 

Price in Dnglund, 80 cents. 7 

—The Star Almanae for 1880, besides much of politics 
{n which our readers may have a decided interest or none at all, 

has in ita good line of sporting events ind summaries, prepated 
by John H. Robbins, the sporting editor, which isa sufficient 
#udrantee of the accuracy of the dates and records, The turfis 

covered yery fully, and in matters of interest to trap and rifle 
shooters the notes are copions, and selected with discretion, Its 
price is ten cents, and in uny one of its departments itis worth fac 

above that figure. 

Cricket, 
ed 

WispEn's CRICKETERS’ ALMANAG FOR 1580.—We 
haye just received from Mr. John Wisden, of 21 Cran- 
bourn street, London, England, a copy of his ‘* Gricket- 
ers’ Almanac” for_ this year. Itisa complete record of 
the full scores and bowling summaries of the principal 
matches played in 1879. ‘The little bool, for though it 
contains 216 pages, is small in size, is a marvel in its 
Way not only for the different subjects which it covers, 
but asa reliable and perfect record, Besides the data, 
which is interesting to all cricketers, it has a full account 
of the visits of Lord Harris’ Team in Australia and Datt’s 
in this country. The price of the almanac is one shilling; 
it can be had of Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia. 

EE 

PRESENTATION TO WILLIAM Oscrorr.—On Dec, 16th, 
a large company assembled at the White Hart Inn, Red 
Hill, Nottinghamshire, on the occasion of the presenta 
tion to Wm. Oscroft, by his Arnold friends, of a gold 
watch, as a mark of their esteem, and a token of his suc- 
cess In the cricket world, especially during the late Amer- 
ican tour of Richard Daft’s Kleven. Oscroft, who is now 
thirty-six years of age, first developed his skill on the 
Arnold ground, and throughout his long and successful 
career his friends and admirers have neyer forgotten 
him, and this feeling found expression on Tuesday 1 in the 
presentation to him of a handsome and valuable gift, 
his distinguished cricketer may now be considered at 
the zenith of his fame, as he was the highest average 
professional scorer Jast season, which form he kept 
through Daft’s tour, he being then top scorer among the 
premier cricketers of England. A dinner preceded the 
presentation, which was attended by over a hundred per- 
sons. Mr, Councilor S. Robinson ore and among 
those present were My. J. P. Ford, Mr. R. B. Spencer, 
Mr. Herbert Walker, Mr, W, Lamin, Mr. W. Williams, 
Mz, 8, Fisher, Mr. James Acton, Mr. W. Hibbert, Mr. 
Phipps, &c, Tn addition to Oscroft, there were several 
professional cricketers present, including J, Selby, 

, Wild, J. Oscroft, A, Anthony, Jas. C. Shaw, etc, 
The usual toasts having been proposed, the Chairman 
next read several letters apologizing for non-attendance ; 5 
among those who sent being Messrs. R, Datt, R, H. 
Steezman, G. M. Royle, BE. Oseroft and R. Howett. In 
his letter, R, Daft assured the Chairman that Oscroft’s 
conduct both in America and at home fully deserved any 
compliment or kindness they could show him. The 
Ohairman then presented the testimonial to Oserott, 
and in so doing, said it was intended by the in- 
habitants of Arnold as a token of their esteem 
and appreciation of l\is merits. (Loud cheers). The 
testimonial would haye assumed a greater magni- 
tude had not the subseription list been confined to the 
village in which Oscroft was born. The Chairman then 
said that the Oscroft family had been conuected with 
cricket for seventy years past; six brothers of that name 
haying challenged any six brothers in England, one of 
the six being the father of William Oscroft. After some 
further remarks tlie Chairman made the presentation and 
roposed Oscroft’s health, after which Mr, Councilor 
i P, Ford followed ; When his friend Richard Daft and 
himself took out the team to America, they were anx- 
ious to get, not only the best_cricketars, but the most re- 
spectable professionals in the country. He believed 
the results showed that thay obtained both (Cheers). 
They went out to show the Americas what true cricket 
was, and in that they also sneceeded, The teams they 
met with toolc their defeats in a manly way, and had the 
Americans got a little bit the best of it, it would have been 
better for the tour in a financial point of view, They 
were determined, however, to upliold the ericket of Eng- 

a anid, intespective of gate money, aie Pord then spolee 
very highly of the conduct of the English professionals, 
which was shown by the fact that wherever they went 
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By Henry Lay, C, E. Crosby, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

they had invitations to coms again ab some ne ie | Ln time, 
He commented on the fact that the Trish team, then out 
in America, declined tu meet the Wnglish team, although 
they had promised to do so, and notwithstanding 
that there was 4 gereral desire for the match, Por his 
art he shoul look back with pleasure on the tour dur- 

img many years to come. If there was one more than 
another in the team whose conduct was more steady and 
respectable than another it was William Oscroft ; his 
quiet demeanor, good character, and excellent cricket 
earned the respect of every one he mot with. Mr. W, Os- 
croft, who was receiyed with loud cheers, thanked his 
Arnold friends for the valuable present they had made 
him; he should forever cherish this present, and he 
hoped long to wear it. He thanked the Chairman and 
Mr. Ford for the remarks they had made concerning his 
conduct, When he went out to America he went with 
the intention of doing the best he could for his native 
village and his county, and he was glad to say he was 
now well recompensed for it, He thanked the committee 
and the donors, and also those who had by showing their 
faces that night_manifested their appreciation of his con- 
duct. 

_ 

A REVOLVER TinArp From.—New York, Feb, {th—Hditor Forest 

dnd Stream —In your issue of the Sth inst. I notice your report 

of the annual meeting of the Staten Island Oricket Club of this 
city. After mentioning the amendment of the by-laws probibit- 

ing members of other clubs who are members vf the Staten Island 

Cricket Club from playing against the Staten Island Cricket 

Ghib, you comment thus ;—“ This reform was much needed, not 

only to stamp the club's identity, but also to protect one or two 

other kindred organizations in this city." Now, Mx. Editor, with 
all due respect to your opinion, I yery much doubt if this amend- 

meni can be termed areform; nor do I seo what protection it 

affords any other organization. Judging from the reports of the 

Staten Island Cricket Club in your paper and its great increase 

of membership, I should hardly think its by-laws needed any 
amendmentin this respect, and apart from protecting kindred 

organizations in this vicinity, iti seems bent on protecting itself, 

nnd there it ends. Tt doesn’t fight to save its friends, 

If T interpret it rightly, it bars its own members, who are mem- 
bers of another club, from playing against it? Now it seems to 

meif aman has belonged to one club for a few years and then 

joins the Staten Island Cricket Club and these two clubs were 
about to play a triendly contest, there is nothing unsportsmaniike 

or unericketlike in that individual playing against the Staten 

Island Cricket Club; nor do J see how it affects any other organ- 
ization except the unfortu: ate individual who belongs to both 

elubs and who, haying paid his money, is not even permitted to 

-| “take his choice," but to play with the Staten Island Cricket Club 

against the elub which has the prior claim to his skill (i. ¢., if he 
las any) or not play at all, but simply “lool on.” And so, Mr. 

Editor, [fail to see the reform in this amendment, andT fail to 
see how it will benefit the club or the game of cricket, and espe- 

cially in this country, where the game is in its infancy, andthe 

less restrictions the better, 
A MEMBER OF MANY CLUBS. 

At this time we refrajn from any ohservations on the aboye, 

believing that an answer from one of the non-reyolvers will be 

sufficient for the ‘* Meniber of Many Clubs.” 

ee ae 

AVERAGES FOR 1879, 

MERION CRICKET CLUE. 
HE official report of the Ground Committee of the Merion 

Oricket Club of Ardmore, Pa,, a3 presented at the recent 

annual meeting by Mr. Richard H. Reilly, Chairman, shows that: 

“The club played inallnineteen matches during the pastseason. 

The first eleven played five, of which jit jon three and lost two. 

The second eleven played fourteen, winning seven and losing 

seven. During the summer the second eleven had visited New 

York and defeated both the St. Georre’s and Staten Island second 

eleyens. The club, for the first time in its history, had played on 

its own ground two foreign matches—one with the Gentlemen of 

Treland and the other with Datft’s team of English professionals. 

The grounds had been inclosed, and this year improvements and 

additions to the club-house and grand.stand were in contempla- 

tion. Theseagon had been a prosperous one, the club's list show- 

ing that seventy new members had joined since the last report.” 

All this is very good, and we congratulate the Merion gentlemen 

on their club's success. Weare, however, surprised to learn fvgm 

the above that the first eleyen only donned their flannels fiye 

times during the season, though we presume the international 

matches interfered to an extent with the club's regular fixtures. 
The eleyen began by,defeating the Young America Clib, and this 

should have been a sullicient incentive to have played more 

matches during the spring and early summer, The second eleyen 

did brayely ; fourteen matehes is a good record, and shows that 

they do not mind a few defeats. We ourselyes are rather partial 

ta second eleyens, and know that they must be cherished ten- 

derly, not only on account of the “jolly old duffers” who play on 

them, but on account of the “rising generation” of erieketers 

who need our constant care and patient training. Although we 

take prent interest in the doings of our young friends, yet our 

heart goes back to the older ones, who through thick and thin 
have done so much to keep the game alive In its darkest hour. 

“ Bear Arne on their forehead, Time! Strew roses in their 
wiy 

The young in heart, however old. that prize the present day, 
And wiser than the pompous crowd, are wise enough to play. 

“T love to see 2 man forget his blood is growing cold, 
And leap, and swim, or gather flowers, oblivious of his gold; 
And mix with children in their sport, nor think that he is old, 

“T love to see the man of care take pleasure in a toy, 
T love to seé him row or ride and tread the grass with joy, 
Or hunt the flyin cricket-ball as lusty as a boy.” 

After all, a cricket match is notas much a matter of life and 
death as may besupposed. Of course itis pleasant to be with the 

winners; but where is the game that one side or other does not 

Jose? If with the unlucky ones, look cheerful, and say with 
Jacob Paithtul, ‘Better luck next time.” Why, for the fear of 

being defeated, debar from. some old ericketer, who his set his 
heart on a game, the pleasure of hesring his old bones crack? 

Thus even a cricket conimittee has an excellent chance for util- 

iziny the golden rule, the doing of which will add more to the 
popularity of the game than the measuring of every one by 1ts 

own individusl one-inchiape. We claim that all members of a 
élub, from the old gentleman who is plueky enough to turn up on 

our cricket {lelds, down to the modest, timid boy, should have an 

equul chance given them, Donot all lovers of the game uphold 
tht both old and young cantakea hand? If thisis the case, why 

not carry out the doctrine if it be sound and true? In a country 

where the game isso new that biany of its original founders and 
Putronsarestill alive, itis but nutural that many old players should 
adliere to the customs of the past. Let the rising generation re- 
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member this, and the old boys that the youug ones are to fill 
their places, and all will be well, 
We learn that Mr, George Ashbridge, one of the leading spirit 

of the club, has retired from the management, finding that the 

eommittee business interfered with his usefulness as captain, Mr, 

Ashbridyve has acted wisely; it is about one man’s work to suc- 

cessfully handle a first-class eleven, and to keepin trim, so as to 

remain on it. No member of a club needs more pravlice and at- 
tention to the club's practice than its exptain; le is looked up ta 

by his eleyen, and his frequent failure to “come off has a de- 

moralizing eifect. 
Through the courtesy of Mr. Edward F. Sayres, the club's Sec- 

retary, we are enabled to give the averages for the past senson. 

They are as follows — 
BATTING AVERAGES, > 

_ First Eleven. 
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Toseph M. Pox,....,--2.---.. fazerb Y a3 8 22.00 
Albert L. Baily........ ay eateries 4 5 avi 738 Tl 21% 
Wred. Le Baily. SS 6 yi malig 60 1 10,50 
John B. Thayer, Jr ,....--. 4 es 6 92 36 1 18.40 
Willian Stvoud.....,...... ven ae 2 3 82 RE 0 16.00 
Sutherland Law............--.-+. 5 7 62 ok 1 10.38 
Tlorace Sayres,,,-...,--- -+- post. 7 69 49 0 9.85 
Charles 8, Haines......-..-..-.-- 5 u bi oat 0 9.50 
Join W. Hoffman... ..........-- 1 L 8 8 U 8.00 
G. Ashbridy 6, Captain, ams) 6 46 28 0 7.06 
William P, Muston,,. .2..-.--..- z 3 12 7 0 4, 
DRC MOIS) ail beers niet tr i] 7 2 11 0 4. 
George C. Thayer .,.:.-...:1..... 3 4 & 4 1 2.66 
John 8. Watts:.....-.....---.+--+ a 3 5 3 1 2.50 

BOWLING AVERAGES, 
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Wm. Stroud....,-...-; reese 4 ab 21 p35 BL 3 13,1 
Dr. Casper Morris, Jy.,.--.-- 8 13 mz BY 5} 9.38 
Meredith Bailey eel iL og a0 0 g 
G. 5. Phillor......- , 10 16 10920 3 8.48 
J. R. Williams . ee! 10 vis) 33 1 8.83 
J, 5. Walnee.... IL 19 122 30 2 TAT 
Geo. C, Thayer. 2 4 2 12 1 qf 
Philip P. Peace... . 8 14 NG. 21 1 585 
My Ewing... ......5..-5- et! 15 Ww 8688. 0 6.67 
W. L. Bailey A oon oy WZ 5S 29 1 5,25 
T. Herbert Chase, as 8 33. «13 0 4.75 

. I. Mavile........ ey 10 4) 16 1 Ade 
A. Evang Ra as be aeme aed ab ed 5 ) 35 9 1 487 
R.A, Montgomery... . . 10 18 73 IL 1 4.29 

Lf, se 10 A() 15 0 4 
ty 16 55 il 2 8.93 
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se 4 10 § ) 2.50 
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7 12 14 7 - 1.75- 

oytiie averages of second eleven not preserved, 
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Mounp QGrry OricKET CuuB.—This well-known &t. Louis, Mo., 

elub has now, & member's list of over ninety members, and is able 

to place in the field one of the strongest eleyensin the West. It 

is in a flourishing condition, and is hopeful that one of the oricket- 

ing orsanizations of the Bast will yisit the West this season and try 

conclusions with them. The officers of the club are as follows; 
President, George Bains; Vice-President, Colonel Joel; Treas- 

urer, F. Julian; Secretary, W. H. Chambers, Committee—A, 
Leslie, W. Fortes, F. Hackey, and J. Crutwell. The Captain is 

A. 8, Treloar, well-known in cricket circles as haying brought out 

the English Clown Cricketers in 1876, and as sometimes playing 

with the Peninsular Cricket Club of Detroit, Mich. 
TAR NORTHWESTERN AMERICAN ELEYEN.—Warly in August of 

last year we noticed in our Cricket Column that a moyement was 

being made at Montreal to raise an eleven of cricketers to vislt 

Englund. This has culminated; and the Northwestern American 
Cricket Eleyen is the result, The management of the team is in 

the hands of Mr. Miller, and the eleyen, which is now being 

formed, will probably sail in April. 
Unrrmp Starrs vs. CANADA.—I he Toronto Mail, which is consid- 

ered the cricket paper of Canada, says “ the FOREST AND STRHAM'S 

article an the formation of a Canadian Cricket Association is a 
most valuable suggestion, which Canadian cricketers would do 

well to take to heart, and endéavor to ufilize.’’ Indorsement 

from such a source as this is indarsement indeed. If, therefore, 

Mr. &. Kennedy, Captain of the Hamilton Club, would take this 

iatter in hand, Canada for once would tura ont a representative 
team. Mr. Kennedy has had the experience of a yisit to the States, 

and, when here, he demonstrated that he was not only a good 

cricketer, but an excellent manager. As Hamilton has proyed 

the crack club of Canada, they should take the lead in this 

matter. 
Hurry Carpenter) onee professfonal for the St. George’a 

Crivket Club, is wintering at Sandbills, Texas. We recently 1e- 

ceived a letter from him requesting that his best wishes might be 

distributed to all the menrbers of his old club, 

Tan AUSTRALIAN Visit 10 EXGLAND.—Me. James Lillywhite, of 
London, who is the authorized agent for the Australian ‘Team 

which will reach England about the end of April, has just received 

a letter from Messrs. Murdock and Boyle, who were nppointed by 

the Austtalian Association after its collision with Mr, Conway, to 

select the team, stating that: * Already we have from Victoria, 

Messrs. Blackham, Boyle, Hight, Palmer, Alexander, and Muc- 

Donnell; and from New South Wales, Messrs, C, and A. Banuer- 

man, Spoiforth, Murdock, Massey, aud we hope to preyail upon 

Mr. Fivans to go."" Mr. Hornby told us, when he was in New York 

last spring, that Massey and Eyans were the best men in Austra 

lin. Tbe team: is supposed to bea more formidable one than the 

last, and that all Englishmen will forget the Sidney outrage of 
lust year, It is presumed that Mr. Philip Sheridan will avt as 

maniging agent, 

—Martin MolIntyre, once professional for the Germantown 

Cricket Club, has been engaged for the season by the Ulster 

Cricket Club, of Belfast, Ireland, 
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WSTERN CRICKET ASSOCLATION.—A movement is being made 
by the Mayor and many other prominent citizens of St. Louis, 
Mo., to astablish a Western Cricket Association- 

PROMADELPHIA-GERMANTOWN CLUBS.—There is a hitch in the 

sontemplated consdlidation of these clubs, the Germantown 

@bjecting tothe abstract proposition to change the name snd 

terms of organization. 

Tih NORTIWESTERN AMERICAN THAmM—Has already arranged 
through ifs manager, Mr. Miller. many matches, the first to be 

played with the West of Scotland Club, at Glasgow, and second 

with the Marylebone Club, London. Foremost in the team stands 
Mr, A. 8, Treloar, who is now residing at St. Lonis, It will be re- 
membered he brought over the Clown Oricketing Team in 1876. 

MONTREAL CRICKET CLuB.—VWe learn with regret, from one of 

the prominent members of this old organization, thut this club is 

about to be disbanded, 

—Wytroft, the swift bowler, has been engaged for the season 

hy Lord Shefiield to couch the Sussex Club. He is to be paid yery 

liberally, tohaye Gshing und boating, and to be allowed to play 
in all the great matches at Lord’s, and to have certain other priy— 

lleges, which causes the enyy of all the professionals in England, 

Machting und Boating. 
<> 

BUFFALO YACHT CLUB.—The editor of these columns 
returns his thanks to the members of the B. Y. C. for his 
recent election to the club as an honorary member, 
Yachting is rapidly developing on the lakes, and the 
B, Y. C, will put forth all its energies to maintain the 
high place if now occupies among the promoters of the 

sport in the West. 
am > ee 

YACHTING NEWS. 

YACHTING IN FRANCE.—Our transatlantic contemporary, Le 

Faeht, has published its second ‘‘ Annual,” a little volume full 

of Interesting and valuable material to French yachtsmen. What. 

with complete tide tables, magnetic variation, calendar, list of 

clubs, knotting and splicing, French harbors, ete., the book is 

certain to be found in the Skippers’ libraries of the rapidly in- 
Greéasing fleet of French yachts. 

JERSEY Criry CANOE CLUs.—At a general mecting of the Jersey 

City Conoe Club, held in Jersey City on the 1th day of February, 

the following officers for the ensuing year were elected :—Com- 

modore, Chas. H, Chase; Vice-Commodore, Robt. D. Wynkoop; 
Secretary, Edward A. Ransom; Treasurer, B. Frank Newton; 

Measurer, Robt. J. Wilkin, The Hxecutive Committee consists of 
the Commodore, Vice-Commodore, Secretary, Treasurer (e7-fficio) 

and Marcus L. Higginbotham. The Regatta Committee are Wm. 

¥. Fitch, W. Harry Potts and Karl F. Bergman. A Finance Com- 

mittee consisting of Marcus L. Higginbotham, H. A. Ransom and 
Wm. Y. Fitch was appointed to investigate and report at the next 

general mecting, on the 10th day of March, as to the building of 
a club-house. A committee was appointed to arrange with the 

New York Canoe Club for canoe races on every Saturday, The 

Jersey City Canoe Club was organized one year ago and now has 

afieet of twelve canoes, with many more in prospect this season. 

BurraLo Yacut Cive,—Officers for the year:—Commodore, 0. 

LL, Bryant, of yacht Cygnet; Vice-Commodore, 0. M. Cordell, of 

yacht Hlectwing; Treasurer, Jno, 8. Provoost; Secretary, P. G. 

Cook, Jr; Measurer, A. N. Chilcott. Regatta Committee :—J. J. 

Williams, Chairman; T, P. Frank, Edward P. Fields. House Com- 

taittes :—H. A. Vedder, Chairman; C. M. Cordell, J. J. Williams. 
The fleet consists of six sloops and fiye schooners. The annual 

regatta will be sailed about the middle of July. Delecates to the 

National Yachting Association :—H, EH. Benedict, H. B. Doyle and 
C, Leo Abel. 
RaomG in 1879.—The following additions and revisions of our 

Lists of Racers and Winners have been collected since their pub- 
lication :— 

LI8? OF RAGES. 
May 80th—S. F. ¥. C. Regatta. Faun, not Fawn. 

June 3ist—Bn. Y. C. Regatta. Adrienne, not Breeze, won. 
July Ttth—Name of winner was reported as Titania. 

Aug. ith, not 9th, was date of Newport Y. 0. Regatta. 
Sept. 19th—Cat-boatsweepstakes. Add seyen entries. 
Sept. 22d—Q. Y. C. Race. Add five entries. 
Oot. 16th-18th—S. Y. C. Race. Four, not fourteen races, 

TInt OF WINNERS: 
Abbie M., not Abbie 1H. 
Capt, Gwinn, not Capt. Given. 
Annie M. Belongs to B. Tolman. 
Clara, E. B. ¥. CG. Four races, not three. 

Coquette,Salem Y.0. Cat, not sloop. 

Daisy, E, B. ¥.C. Two races, not one. 

Dream, H. Y.C. Add onesecond prize. 
Rdith, Bn. Y.C. Did not win a second prize, 

dro, Osteryille. Add one second prize. 
Mit, Q. ¥.C. Won one race of a series, not 4 champion. 
Bifin, Q.¥.C. 8.1, nots.c. 

Emma, B. Q. ¥.C. Four races, not three. 

Fairy, Bn, ¥.0. Nine races, not sight, and tyyo first prizes, not 
one. 

Titania is 8 canoe, and add one first prize. 
Hector, E. B. ¥.C. Five races, not four. 

‘Hoiden, B. ¥. C. Won one championship, add this, and take off 
ne of the two stare against her name. 

Ida May, Poughkeepsie, Won one first prize. 

Ideal, Fairhaven, Did not win a first prize. 

La Belle is 32.4, not 82.7. 
Lady Emma, Four races not three, 
Leona, Salem Y.C. A championship mark, not a star. 
Lily, t.N.&. ¥.8. Owner's name is Weeks, not Meeks. 
Mischief, 8, ¥Y. C, Take star out of column of races and in- 

mort ad. 
Sunbeam. Nineraccvs, not eight, 

Unknown. Six races, not four. 
Wanderer, Calf Island, belongs to J. Turner, 
Carrie Morgan, Oshkosh Y, C., sailed six races, winning first 

money five times. 
Datrr.—south Boston Yacht Club may build a new club house 

thus #eas0on.——The Boston und Dorchester Clubs are the only 
enes owning club houses in Boston waters. In the vicinity are 

those of the Lynn and Salem Yacht Clubs.—Muriquita, keel 
sloop, is receiving new deck dnd eabin house in Boston; she re- 
mains in the Quincy Yacht Club.Capt, Bass, of Boston, who 

owns the smart little Rocket, has got up a New rig for setting 
spinnakers on small craft.—McManus is the Sawyer of Boston, 
and makes the muslin for the Tast ones thare,—-Oapt, Harris, of 
Bey View, Boston, has Onished his 45th yacht, a cat 21-ft, long 

now for sale,——A. L. Jackson, Dickens at., Dorchester, Mass., is 
building a keal cat 29-ft. long, 11-ft, beam, for the 8. B. ¥. C—— 
3. 8, Adelita, Mr, Peabady, is haying sponsons clapped on her side. 

and will receive a new pilot-house, The old Julia is being re- 

decked near Chelsea Bridge, Bast PostonFPierce’s new oat for 

the Mediterranean will be shipped abroad shortly.—The new 

yaw! building by D. J. Laylor,in Bast Boston, has tour tons and 

&U0 pounds of Jead in her keel, and is to be a very stylish craft 
throughout, 

Hyenise YAcuT CLuBs.—Brighton Sailing Club has 252 mem- 
bers, Royal Alfred, 300 menabers and 153 yachts. Royal Cinque 
Ports, 360 members and 230 yachts! Royal Lrish, 360 members and 

50 yachts. Royal London, 450 members and 312 yachts! Royal 

Southampton, 400 members and 215 yachts! Royal Victoria, 320 
members and 114 yachts! And many others of the same caliber. 
That looks like business. 
ot oe 

SLOOP, CUTTER AND CENTER OF GRAVITY. 

Fidilor Forest and Stream — 
Mr. Center haying given a reason for his unwillingness to ac- 

cept my proposition to Volante or any other 40-ft. keel yacht, it 
but remains that I should thank him for his unintentional indorse- 
ment of my claim thut the well-designed sloop is handier and 

more easily managed than the cutter. Mr. Center beng well 

known as a long-time amateur tar, his opinion carries weight. 

From Mr. Center's standpoint—the deck of a cutter—my propo- 

sition that two 401't. yachts, handled by two men each, should 

make the circuit of Long Island in rough weather, is perhaps a 

wild one. 

Tam well aware that the cutter would require from four to six 

menif any speed were expected of her, but whether Mr, Center 
knows itor not, my boat— which is apt # sharpie after all—can ac- 

complish the trip easily and speedily with one man and a boy for 

all hands. 

This covers the whole ground of my claim as to the relative 
merits of tyo the types of boat. THOMAS CLAPHAM. 

Roslyn, Feb, 0th, 
Se 

THE NATIONAL YACHTING ASSOCIATION, 

Tn a reeent issue we publish a letter from the Honorable 
Secrectary of the Royal Nova Scotia Yacht Club, setting forth 

the fact that his club sailed more races in .879 than any other in 

America, 

Tt is little to the Gredit of yachtsmoen this side of the Canadian 
border that the Halifax club, with a much shorter season, should 

take the lead in yacht-racing on this continent, Their entries are 

nearly all cabin yachts, we believe, and go to show how much sport 

can be got out of racing, when a sensible rule of measurement, 

fixed bailast, and the authoritative sailing rules of the British Y. 

R. A. are enforced. Comparing the activity, the largepercentage 

of the total fleet entered, the successful management of this 

club, with the meagre display of fighting flags and the faint- 

hearted racing among our large clubs much more favorably situ- 

ated, it becomes only too evident that, as racing yachtsmen, we 

have quite as much to learn as we haye as cruising tars. There 
we have, on one hand, a population of not much over 50,000 aup- 
porting in inclement waters aud a short season an energetic club 

of cabin yachts which sailed eleyen races in one year; and here, in 

New York, with a million or more to druw upon, the leading elub 

is actually engazed in considering the advisability of giving up 

racing altogether, and the other clubs are equal only to a race or 

tivo, and one club not even equal to a single natch or a solitary 

cruise | 
And in face of such an exhibition so unfavorable to ourselves, 

there are individuals so blinded by narrow ‘spread-eagle "’ preju- 

dice as to claim that in yachting, racing or cruising, America 

leads the world, when, in fact, we are behind every nation which 

follows the sea for sport, especiaily in yiew of our unequalled fa- 
cilities for indulging in all the branches of this pastime, The corn 

might just as wellbe acknowledged; there isno sense in pretend- 
ing what we are not. Howis such a eondition of backwardness 

to be explained? 
First: The abominable, lubberly custom of shifting ballast 

among the junior clubs deters real yachtsmen from pbuilding 
small cabin crafts (the nursery of the seaman) to be enrolled upon 
their club books, for the honest yacht with the sailor-owner re- 

celves no sympathy from the sand-bag athletes, and the larger 

clubs debar from their books allships of moderate tonnage, either 

by statute, asin the N.Y. Y. 0. and E, ¥.©., or by the oyerwhelm- 

ing interests of larger yachts which overshadow the little fel- 
lows’ efforts to such a degree that they are left out in the cold, 
and yethave not strength or enterprise enough te form a genuine 

racing club among: themselyes, in which not the length of one’s 

purse, butaspirit of pluck and emulation in seamanship shall 
constitute the cementing influences. 
Second. The prevalence, in consequence of the above, ofatype 

of broad and shallow ‘‘open boats,” unfit for most the duties 
richtfully to be expected from a yacht, and in reality more * sail- 
ing machine” (han cruising craft ; lacking inthe most ordinary 
requirements of stowage and comfort; discouraging cruising 
and“ yachting” in the full meaning of that term among owners 

of small craft; unbandy in rig; dangerous and treacherous in 

qualities ; costly and generally worthless; contributing to the 

advance of nothing, unless making business brisk for the under- 

jaker of the nearest town. 
Third. The want of combined action, the localism and clique- 

ism which demands of every village owding half a score of yachts 

—boats is the proper term—the needless expense, red tape and 

ludicrously liberal distribution of office entailed by the formation 

of a club," instead of joining a strong and established union of 

thelindin some otherport. The low fees charged for entrance 
and the petty yearly subscriptions, leaving the majority of these 
infant organizations on the brink of financial distress from the 

very word “go,” and necessitating racing for picayune purses 
anditinware,and the short-sighted custom of opening entries only 
to the bucolic wonders that happen to constitute the * club." 
Fourth. The tendency to make society uifalrs, excursions and 

drinking bouts of match sailing, usually ab the expense of the 

club instead of those participating in the social excesses. 
Fifth. The practice of putting society leaders af Lhe herd of 

iifairs, instead of active aud experienced sailing, members, and 

thegeneral encouragement of the former Glaus at the expense of 

the latter. ; 

Sixth, The distressing mixturetot classification and .time allow- 

nee and sailing ‘ules ; the want of confidence among owners 

their slayery to sailitg' masters, and the stunting of the Anglo- 

Baxon's love lor enterprise and adventure, traceable to the ince- 

pacity of our present models to safely take to distant cruising 

unless of large enough tonnage to overpower the seas they are 

‘jikely to meet, thereby confining “going foreign” to the limited 

class fortunate enough to possess hig" oraft. q . 

Yachting in America is by no means what it might be—what it 

oughttobe. The National Yachting Association hag a herovlean 
tack bafore It, and work enough ahead for many years, if it is to 

be true to its duties, and liye up to publicexpectation. On ail 
the aboye subjecta its voice should be heard in time. When fully 

constituted and safely established, the National Yachting Agso- 
eiation will haye upon itsshoulders the responsibility of lifting 

the sport from its present crude and desultory ways to paths 
more dignified, more popular, beneficial, logical, liberal and 

lasting. 
rt ti 

NATIONAL YACHTING ASSOCIATION, 

New Yor, Feb. 13th, 1880. 
Hdiior Forest and Stream ;— 
The committee representing the yacht clubs who initiated the 

movement for the formation of a National Yachting Association 

have decided upon calling a meeting of the delegates appointed 
by the clibs, to be held on Monday, Matreh Ist, at § o'clock P.M, 

at the St. Denis Hotel, corner Broadway and Eleventh street. 

Yacht clubs who haye not yet appointed delegates are respect- 

fully requested to dc so before the Ist of March, in order to Laye 
as complete a representation as possibile. JOHN FRIcK, See. 

——————t ae 

A NATIONAL RULE OF MEASUREMENT. 

Hditor Forest and Stream :— 
PP your issue of the 6th inst. a discussion has been inkugurated 

which is of more importance to yachting in American waters 

than any other. [refer to the true method of “measurement,” 

Itseems to be conceded that what is needed is some Measurement 

which shall not) encourage the constriction of a class or type of 

yacht in which the qualities most desirable in a sea boat must be 

materially sacrificed to insure her winning races. It is admitted 

that the English method of measurement has resulted in the 

building of one kind of yacht for racing and another for cruising. 

Ts not this attributable to a rule of measurement which forces an 

abnormal construction in order to win in their races? On the 

other hand, the American measurement, based upon length alone, 

appears to be equally yicious. It obliges the yachtsman who ex- 
pects to win in Our summer winds and waters to give his craft an 

abnormal breadth of beam, which impairs her seagoing qualities. 
Such rules of measurement must be injurious in their ultimate 

effects upon this fascinating and manly sport. It reduces the 
yacht to a racing machine, in which no man cares to cruise for 

health and recreation, in preference to a good * allround" craft. 

Of the two other methods of mexsurement referred fo by Mr. 
Smith, that of ‘cubic contents" and that of “lenght and beam,” 
itseems to be admitted that the first mentioned is theoretically 

and practically correct when applied to yachts of the same or sub- 
stantially the same freeboard. In such eases no yacht, whateyer 
be her style or type, is handicapped in any way. 
But when one yacht has nore freeboard and better seagoing 

qualities, she gains nothing in racing qualities thereby, but rather 

loses on account of the center of effort being higher, and yet she 
is handicapped by all the additional cubic contents her increased 

freeboard creates. This is a fair statement of the argument and 

of the difficulty encountered in the “ eubic contents” system from 

those who have triedit, As to the other system of measurement 
—‘length and beam’’—if T understand Mr. Smith, he admits that 
theoretically it gives an advantage to the narrower beam or ‘eut- 

tertype” of yacht model, but thinks our summer weather will 

not favor a very narrow type for racing. 

To this lam slow toagree. The yachtsman #oes in to win, and 

very properly. That is his hour of triumph. He will orvise 

bout in a flatironu-shaped craft in America all summer and take 

all her discomforts aS a sea boat and otherwise in order to conie 

out ahead in two or three races. He will navigate a craft of 
about the general proportions of the same flat-iron, set edge up, 

in England all the season and stand the heat, and hatches balitened 
down and decks constantly drenched in a sea way forthe same 
object. : 

Tf, therefore, 4 rule of measurement is adopted in America 

which giyes advantage to a narrower beam and the American 

yachtsman finds himself ciphered out by it, what would be the 
inevitable result? Summer weather, I believe, would not stand 
in the way a moment. Our Yankee yachtsmen would take to 
narrow beam that would cipher better than the prototype; they 
would shave down the English flat-iron set edgeways until it 

would hardly cast a shadow, if possible,in order to win. 
Asa delegate to the National Yaehting Association seeking In- 

formation, I wish to propound a question or tivo for answer. Re- 

yerting to the ‘cubic contents" system, we have -—— 
1, Amethod of measurement that is theoretically and practi- 

cally correct and fair botween two yachts of however different 

type, provitied they haye the same freeboard, 
2, Every inch of additional freeboard added to either of these 

yachts over the other is only detrimental to her racing qualities, 

although it may be of advantage to her sea-going qualities. 

Tf this is so, the question I wish first to ask is, why not leaye off 

all the “cubic contents” due to this added freeboard in her 

meagurement? It would not ijn 9 race be unfair to the other yacht. 
Itseems to me somerule can be adopted to practically accom— 

plish this. ‘There is certainly some minimum limit to the free- 

board of a yacht to render her a decent vessel. Indeed it seems 
to me that there is a limit, proportioned to the length, below which 
if would not be advantageous to reduce the froeboard. This 

being #0, could not yachts be divided into classes according to 

lengih or otherwise, and g line of freeboard be established for 

measurement ata certain height above the water for each ~class. 

Then let all the “ cubic contents” below a horizontal plane pass- 

ing through this line be estimated, and the yacht which actually 

has freeboard extending higher would not haye it counted 

against her in “ cubic contents.’’ 
‘ 

Any yacht whioh was built with less freeboard than the height 

of this measurement line would probably lose more than she 

would gain, because, without doubt, she would not be fit for any 

average sea, and she would lose by the submersion of less counter 

aft when by the wind. 
; 

Or if advisable, any yacht S0 built might have her “cubic 

contents" estimated, as ifshe was builf up to this measurement 

line, on the ground that she could not be a suitable vessel unless 

so built up, and should be handicapped for her departure from 

correctnayal construction. 
Tf in any way we can devise a modification of the * cubic con— 

tents” system which shall be fair as between all styles of yachts, 
substantially it will be of great benefit, because for all the parts 

of the yacht below the water line this system is eonceded to be a 

fair one, and haying a definite and similar portion of the yacht to 

deal with above the water line, and having in the water ne itself 

a definite and established horizontal plane to measure this yisible 

portion from, we ought tobe able to reduce the conditions to 

such an equality as to give fair play to apy construction of naval 
architecture in comparison with any other. 
Let us hear from the champions of each system, and we shall 

all probably learn from the discussion, Davin Haut Rice, — 
Bostom Feb, ith, 

——<&x—— ~~ 
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MEASUREMENT. 

N order Sthat a question/gsimple enough in itself, may he ex- 
-* plained to the best advantage, it will be advisable to first ab- 

tain a clear understanding of the purposes to be keptin view- The 
object, and the only object, of measurement and time allowance 

among yachtsis to eliminate differences of size, so that the real 
comparative value of various models may be established by the 

test of racing. 
Itis quite manifest that if one vessel outsails another smaller 

than herself, the result is not a true indication of the relative 
merits of the two, until a correction has been applied to the 
larger one,and whereby the effect of her excess in sizé willbe elim- 
inated—viped out, asit were. The result asit would then stand 

represents a just comparison of the value of the models for 

speed. We established from this the first axiom ;— 
I, Measurement and time allowance are applied for the purpose 

of eliminating differences in size, and for thaf-purpose only, 30 that 

variety in size may not bea hindrance to the practical compartson 

of varlety in shape. : 
The object settled clearly in our minds, the next step will be 

naturally directed to the means by which the ends of measure- 

ment and time allowance are to be attained, 
That the reasoning adopted shall be logical and free from all 

gecondary disturbances whereby side issues would be created, we 

will devote attention to the simplest and plainest case imayin- 

able. A. and B. desire to match their yachts for the purpose of de- 

ciding whether A.’s Pinback, of 100 tons, or B,’s Shellback, of 120 

tons, possesses the lines or shape most favorable to the deyelop- 

ment of speed. Che secondary considerations of wind, tide, 

sailorizing, foul bottom and the like, we presume to be equal in 

both yachts, so that the question at issue will not be over- 
shadowed by irrelevant matters. The race is sailed, and Pinback 
leads by 10m. at the finishing line. It willnotbe pretended that 
the 10m. represents a correct gauge of the superiority in point of 

apeed of Minhack over Sheliback, for the latter has had the ad- 
vantages of the momentum dueto her excess of twenty tons. If, 

with this advantage in her fayor, the rival Fivtback has, neverths- 
less, beaten her by 10m., the question becomes, by how much 

more would she have been beaten with the momentum of twenty 
tons (‘‘ power,” among yachtsmen) obliterated? ‘The answer to 
thisis to be looked for in the tabulated allowances which experi- 
ence has shown to be the amount due as a correction for the 

excess of 120 tonsoyer 100 tons. When this allowance” has been 
added to the actual period (10m.) by which the larger boat has 

been outsailed, then we will have a correct expression in time of 

the difference in the yalue of the two vessels’ models for speed. 

Certainly nothing can well be plainer than this, and since sound 
logic’ compels us5 to allow for differences in size, our second 

axiom follows as a matter of course :-— 
IL. ‘Size is the correct basis upon which time ts to be allowed, and 

therefore a thseretically correct system of measurement must be 

based wpon size. 
Tf alittle digression be permitted, we willhere explain a phe- 

nomenon, common enough in practice but explicable upon 4 ra- 

tional basisto comparatively few, and also thereby meet an ob- 

jection which we know willoccur to almost eyeryone when try- 

ing to accept, for once and all, the two axioms above mentioned. 

We allude to the well-known fact that size per seis anadvantage 

altogether apart from model, and that size should be paid for to 

the full extent, even though the excess may be used for filling up 

@ vessel’s model, and deteriorating from her speed. To obtain an 
accurate and correct estimate of her altered model in competi- 

tion with another, it ismecessary to make her account in full for 
the increase of size,in spite of such increase havingered interf 

with speed, for an iacrease of size of itself carries with it an In- 
orease of  power,''no matter what its effect on model one way or 

the other, and time allowanco is granted, according to axiom I., 

for the yery purpose of neutralizing such a difference in power, 

and notin the resultingspeed. A little reflection on this point 

may be indulged ia to advantage, for itis through failing to haye 

axiom I. before their eyes thatmany confound the purposes of 
time allowanee, and declaim wrongfully against making a vessel 

pay for heavier tonnage because the excess may not have promoted 

her speed—in fact, may have madea slower boat, But then it is 

just to find out how much slower than another she may haye be- 

come thafishe must, nevertheless, pay for her increased size. This 

must be clearly understood, and anyone wishing to advance a 

scheme of meusurement and allowance must ilrst master this 

proposition, and neyer get astray, or his logic will not bear the 

crucial test of close reasuning. 

Why a larger vessel has a natural advantage over a smaller one 

will be gleaned from the following figures ;— 

Tonnage. Speed. Momentum, |Ratios of Resistance. 

100 2 knots. 200 Say 2. 
200 2 knots. 400 Say 3. 

100 6 knots. 600 18 
200 6 knots. | 1,200 36 

The comparison is made between schooners of 100 tons and 200 

tons. Assume that a certain wind will drive both alike fast (2 
knots) owing to the larger one having asomewhat clumsier form, 

and that their resistanecss can be represented by 2 and 3 respec- 

tively. When the speed of the two has increased, let us say, to 

6 knots, in consequence of a freshening of th3 wind, the niomenta 

will have grown from 200 to 600 and from 400 to 1,200, exhibiting a 

much wider limit at the higher speed than at the lower. 

Ratios of Dif-|Difference of 
Ratios of Re- forence to Re-| Resistance due Speeds. Difference. sistance. sislance of| to difference of 

smaller vessel.) form. 

2 2B L 0.8 {  anim0) 

6 18-28 18 1.0 + ones) 

Tf the whole of this increase in momentum be necessary to 

overcome the inereased resistance offered by the clumsier model, 

then the two yessels will still remain sailing side by side. If, how- 

ever, only-a portion thereof is required te balance the increased re- 

sistance, then the remaining “power,” or momentum stored up, 

will serve to dr.ve the 200-tonner at some speed greater than six 

knots, and she will forge ahead of the smaller schooner in spite 
of the latter’s finer model. To continue upon our assumptions : 

The resistance in ordinary models increases as the square of the 

speed at low velocities, hence that of the 100-tonner will at six 

knots be represented by eighteen. That of the 200-tonner, how- 

aver, we accept as increasing in aslightly faster ratio owing to 

bluffer form, and if taken as the 2} power of the speed will 
amount to 36, as noted in the second table above. The same table 

shows in the third column the differences between the resistances 
and in the fourth those differences have been referred to the re- 

sistances of the smaller schooner. Now it is evident that if at 

two knots an excess in momentum of 200 was required to over- 

come the larger yessel’s clumsiness, the amount required at six 

knots will have increased above 200 in the same proportion as the 

ratios 0.5 and 1.0. In other words, 400 out of the difference be- 

tween 1,200 and 600 will be used up in overcoming the excess of 

resistance due to inferior form, leaving 2 momentum of 200 as 

& greater spead than six knots, from which it follows that when 

the 100-tonner aequires that rate the 200-tonner will go by her. 

From the aboyeit will appear plain enough that to obtaim a 
correct expression of the superiority of the smaller veusel’s form 

for speed the larger one must be made to account for her total 

excess of size (100 tons), for the whols 100 tons has coma into play 

—first, in making up for want of good form; and second, in actu- 

ally driving her ahead. In estimating the difference between 

two forms it is manifest that difference in size must pay, 00 

matter where found. Axiom I., therefore, holds in all cases. 

The next requisites will be granted by all without argument 

SIT. A perfect system of measwrement for time allowance must not 

place a premium upon any one form in particular, but must leave the 
designer absolutely wuntrammeled in all directions alike. 

Any rule which takes into account only one or two dimensions 

necessarily compeis the designer to extend in the directions or 

direction not taxed. Only one special form or type can be the 

outcome of such 3, rule, independently altogether of the desira- 
bility of such type for other purposes than evading just compen- 

sation torivalsin arace. Ample proof of this is to be found abroad 

and at home. In England, where length and beam are taxed, 

yachts grow narrower and deeper from year to year. In America 

where length generally supplies the standard, yachts grow 

shorter, stumpier, wider and deeper with each succeeding sum- 

mer. On the other hand, the Royal Nova Scotia Y-. 5. finds its aya- 

tem, in which all three dimensions are considered, not only thor- 
oughly satisfactory from a theoretical pointof view, but capable 
of matching the greatest varieties in type from one extreme to the 

other. 

1V. No system of measurement should be permitted which has & 

tendency in practice to produce piridesirable or dangerous pecy- 

liarities. 

No words need be wasted upon this. If it js found in practice, 
as has been asserted, that measurement by size has a direct influ- 

ence upon freeboard, and will compel owners to cut if down to 

the minimum permissible for summer racing, thereby losing in 

cruising comforts and endangering their vessels in squalls and 

short seas, it is not very difficult to circumvent this objection. 

Adopt a standard “depth for measurement” for different classed 
or sizes of vessels, make such depth depend upon length or other 

suitable factor, and the yacht designer will at once build up to 

the limit and not short of it, Danger of low freeboard will then 
beremoved, 

V. Thesystem must admit of ready application and verification in 
practice. 

Though the exact size of a vessel is to be attained only from 

drafts or plans, a sufficiently approximate rule ean be devised for 

every-day practice which will place the adoption of a theoreti- 

cally correct system within the capacity of the smallest club. 

Substitute for the gauging or calculating of cubical contents 

the simple multiplication of the three principal dimensions, 

length, beam and “standard depth,” and the whole problem has 
been solyed. A tape line, a plumb bob and a man who can read 
numbers is the whole stockin trade. Such a rule is founded upon 
logic and common sense, is unassailable mathematically, and is 

the only one which will in addition conform to the demands of 
the five axioms mentioned in this article. 

Any rule which does not conform to them is faulty in eoncep- 
tion, and certain in the end to prove vicious in effect. 

—A cricket match was played at Acapulco, Mex- 

ico, in 1876 with a temperature of 135 degrees in the 

yet unused. This will exert itself in driving the larger yesselat ‘SUN. 

Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 
S WE do not employ any authorized agents or canvassers, we offer our friends in every locality who will give any time or attention to collecting and forwarding sub- 

scriptions, the following inducements to obtain subscr 

Collect Subscription price, 3S months, a ae 
£ 

Commission to be retained, 3 

Amount to remit us, 3 - 15 

6 months, $2.00 
6 .5O 

Gr tt $1,50 toys 

1 year, $4.00 
1 oT GG 

$3.00 

ibers for the “FOREST AND STREAM” at the rates and commissions given below : 

Condition to the above Commissions, we offer the following CASH PREMIUMS: 

To the person sending us the largest amount of money obtained from new subscribers, whose aames are not now on our books, at above net rates, between January 

1, 1880, and July 1, 1880,  - 
To the one sending the next largest amount, in accordance with the above conditions, - - =~ = 

To the third on the list, = = = 

And to the fourth, 
Sample Copy, Subscription Blanks and a handsome Show Card (to be posted in a conspicuous place) sent free on application. 

2 years, $7.00 3 years, $10,00 
2 1.50 3°“ 2.00 

2 “ $6.50 3 “ $8.00 

a 3 2 = = = - ~ $100.00 

Speco, fas & Bo - 50.00 
7 2 - ~ + -— 95.00 

Subscriptions may begin at any time during the year, and may run any length of time, but no subscription will be entered on our books until the money for the same 
has been received at this office. 

No commission will be allowed on the first SINGLE subscription, 
after (he commission can be retained on each succeeding subscription. 
to $100 of the cash premiums m six months, 

but the commission due on the first two subscriptions may be deducted from the second, and there- 
You are sure of the commission which you retain, and also have an equal chance to get from $25 

To any Person sending us before July 1, 1880, two new subseribers for one year, or four new subscribers for six 

Months, and Eight Dollars Cash, we will send, in place of commission, any one of the following Articles: 

Jordan's Manual of Vertebrates. 
A copy of Forrs? AND STREAM for one year. 
A three-piece double-ferule, lancewood tip, 
ished , Lrout or Bait Rod. 

To any Person sending us, before July, 1880, 

Two copies of Forest and Stream for one Year. 

A four-piece, double ferule, guides and reel-band, hollow, 

butt, extra tip, full mounted, Batt or Brass Rod. 

One 8-piece do. bly Kod, 

full mounted, pol- 

Coues’ Field Ornithology. 
CRE aehtay, Outfit, consisting of Rod, Reel, Line, Snells and 

Ooks, 

One Russia-leather Ply-book, and one dozen assorted Flies, 

one, five-feet lancewood Bow, Horn Tips, and one dozen 23-inch 
rows. 

One pair Club Skates. 

Sixteen Dollars eash, and Four New Subscribers for One Year, or Hight new subseribers for six months, we will 
send, in place of commission, any of the following Articles: 

A good Fishing Outfit, consisting of rod, reel, line, hooks | One Gent's sia-foot self-lancewood Bow, made to weiyht, 

or flies and snells. 
One full-length Fly Book, and two dozen assorted Flies. 

Coues’ Key to North American Birds, 

and one dozen half-notched polished Arrows. 

One Set Parlor Archery, complete in box. 
One pair nickled-plated Club Skates, 
One Parlor Air-Gun. 

Write your name and the name of the person to whom the panes is to be mailed, plainly, and do not forget POST OFFICE ADDRESS, TOWN AND STATH, 

Remit, if possible, by postalmoney order, 
can be obtained, inclose money in Registered Letter, 

Now York, January let, 1880, 

check, or draft on 
Addyesss 

ew York, payable to order of FormsT anD STREAM PUBLISHING Company, If neither money order nor draf} 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 
New York City, N. ¥, 
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Sor Sule. 

FORSALEIN PART ORWHOLE, 
WeryComplete OutnHt 

OF- 

HREECH-COADING © GUMS, _ RIFLES, 
And Fishing Rods, 

Of finest quality, most desirable styles 
and made by manufacturers of highest 
reputation, 
The property of a gentleman, who on account 

of ill health wishes to dispose of them :— 
1W.& 0. Scott &Sons premier quality,32x10, 94 Ibs. 
1W.&0, Scott& Sons premier quality,30x12, 8 lbs. 
1W.& C. Seott &Sons first quality, 34x8, 124 Ibs. 
AH of the above in sole leather cases with fix- 

tures complete. 
1W. & C, Scott & Sons first quality, 30x12, 7} Ibs. 
1 Wm, Moore (made by W. & ©. Scoti & Sons), 

28x16, 7 lbs. 
These in enameled cases with fixtures complete. 
Winchester Repeating Rifle, model 1876, pistol - 

grip. 
Peep & Beach combination, vernier and wind 

gauge sights, in leather case with suitable 
Qmmunition. 

1 Winchester Repeating Rifle (carbine), model 

1Remingtcn Breech-loading Rifle,— inch bbl, 
a2-ciulibre, 

1Stevens New Model Pocket Rifle, 18-inch bbl., 
.32-cal., with extra barrel .22-cal.,in mahog- 
any case. 

1 Wesson Breech-loading Rifle, 28-in. barrel] .32- 
calibre with extra barrel 26-inch, .22-calibre, 
in leather case. 

1 Leonard 3-joint, 6-section Split Bamboo Trout 
Fly Rod with extra tip and tip case. 

2 Trunk Rods, 8 joints each. 
4 4-joint Rods suitable for general fishing. 
The above articles have been but little used, 

never abused and in a condition almost equal to 
new. For further particulars and price, address 

TRIMBLE & KLEIBACKHR, 
200 W. Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md. 

Feb19-1t. y 

Trees. 
[REL Ea who contemplate planting 

largely of fruit or ornamental trees this 
spring are invited to visit the nursery of P. H 

‘oster at Babylon, Long Island, N. Y., and ex- 
amine his extensive stock; a selection out of 

,0U0 fine specimens; an assortment well adapt- 
ed to ocean exposure planting, All at lowest 
rates. Feb19-4t, 

Ke SALE AT A BARGAIN—Two Nichols and 
Lefever breech-loading shot guns; one 10 

bore, 82-inch, 10 lbs.; the other 10 bore, 30-inch, 9+ 
Ibs. both *C" quality; cost $150 each; will be 
sola for $100 each; both laminated steel,rebound- 
ing hammers, pistol grip, patent fore-end, and 
absolutely new. Address B. B., this office. 

E 

INE BREECH-LOADER FOR SALE.—P. 
Webley &Son, maker. Pistol grip, top ac- 

tion, rebounding locks, extension fore-end piece, 
10-30-9. Every improvement on this gun; ele- 
fantly finished; used but yery little; perfect 
order; lowest price, $55. Address ‘* WEBLEY’S 
SS EEE ER," office *FPorest and Stream." 

€ it. 

For Sale, 
250,000 BROOK TROUT FRY, 

Atreasonable rates, Address for prices to 
J.B. & KF. N. EDDY, 

Randolph, Cattaraugus County, N. Y. 

WILD RICE see). fer ee iy ine 
per bushel. Supply lim- 

ited. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

AManted. 

AUDUBON’S BIRDS. 
NY GENTLEMAN having asetof Audubon's 
birds, half size, in good order, which he 

would like to sell for $75, will please ad- 
dress at this office. wan.29-tf. 

OWLS WANTED. 
50 ets. each paid for the dead birds deliyerad 

“in good condition at my address. W. J. 
KNOWLTYON, 168 Tremont st., Boston, Mass. 
Feb12-2m. 

Hliscentlaneous. 

KEEP’S SHIRTS, 
GLOVES, UMBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, QC. 

Samples and circulars mailed free. 

KEEP MANUFACTURING COMPARY, 

1,299 Broadway, bet. 33d & 34th sts, | 841 Fulton st., 
637 Rroadway- (| Brooklyn, 

LAURIE o& McCLATCHEY’S 

fJOMOEOPATHI 
VID DICINE. 

Nioth Edition, 10i4 Vases. Large Gvo., well bound; Price $5.00 
Sent free by Mail cn recefpt of rice. 

‘This{s the most complete nnd comprehensive work on the sub- 
u EB Send for descriptive catalogue, 

Addvesk: HOENICKE & 1 AFEL'S Homaorarurc Puanuac” aat 
Now York, Philadelphis, Baltimore, New Orleona, Chfeagx., Saw 
francisco, Tho Oldest liom mopat! ic Medi ne Rouse in iho U, 8. 

UINAR PERE & FILS. PU ARDA PTE Estabiished 1729. 

Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

VWerzenay; dry, full bodied, rich flavor. 

Carte Blanche, lruity, delicate flavor, not too 
dry. DODGE, CAMMEYER & CO., 

1 Cortlandt St., Sole Ag'tsfor the United States, 
tn 

$72 aweek. $12 a day at home easily made. 
@ Costly outfit free, Address TRUE &CO., 

Augusta. Maine. 

=. Pittsfield, Mass., Cuts Free. 
NW Full-Length CO'D, in this case, 
W210; LOUNGE, in this case, $8. 

ill sold Everywhere by the Trade. 

A YEAR and e3 
free, Address P 

jansesto agents. Outiit 
. Vickery, Augusta,Me. 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
Importer of FINE BREECH-LOADING GUNS, 

943 Broadway, near Twenty-third St., New York City. 

Fine 

FISHING TACKLE. 

Kire Arms of Every 

CUTLERY 

of the 

Finest Quality. 

Description, 
AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO SHOOTING AND FISHING OUT-FITS. ALSO 

The "RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” (Recommended by the FOREST AND STREAM), Sent pustpa 
SEND STAMP FOR LIS’ OF SECOND-HAN GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. SHELLS LOADED TO ORD-R, 

or TiIcAr GOoopDs. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

id for $2. 
D GUNS. 

al 

PACVYL AHL OL LNNOOSIG TIVdsdI 

"ASYUMAIOA B/eSG 104 

Fine Archery. 
—_4——- 

PATENT.RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
'FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES. 

In Shooting Porwer 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows have no 

Superior. 

Bows sent C. 0. D. on trial when 25 per cent. 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be returned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges. 
Tilustrated circulars sent free, 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 und 126 Worth street, New York. 

Th ts impossitile to remain Jong sick when Hop Bitters are used, eo perfect are they in their operation. 

Balmy sleep,' a A little wp EAE 
itterssavestizg 

Boodieelipaations ‘loctor Willaand fi 
rich blood and long sickness. 
perfect health Cures Drowsl- 
7 : ness. Billousness 
in Hop Bitters. pains and sclres| 

ne ei ee oceans nich ES SEES 

J Exact Size of No. 7. 
3 

SSS 

_ Factory ean Nee ee 
The Hennel. 

The Rennel. 

MANCE. 
MANGE, MANGE, 

GLOVER’S IMPERIAL MANGE CURE is.war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions ot mange 

for skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 

without injury to the animal. One application 
is usually ull that is necessary. H, GLO TER, 

Sole prop’t'r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N.J. 

Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 
st., N, Y.; Join P, Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston: Jos. ©. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st, 

Phila.: F. P. Taylor, 72 East Madison st., Chicago; 

Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St. 

Louis. Price, 50 cents. 
a 

OTICE.—A DOG TRAINER.—The un- 
dersigned, now prepared to take a lim- 

ited number of dogs fur thorough handling and 

breaking, respectfully offers the following well- 

known gentlemen as references: Mr, F, Schuc- 

hardt, 62 William st. N-Y.; Mr. M. R. Dennis, 

Newark, N.J.; Dr. W.8. Webb, 48 Wall st., N.Y; 

Mr. Chas. Heath, Newark, N. J., and Mr. Edward 

Leverch, 111 Reade st., N. Y. For particulars and 

prices, apply to I. E. SMITH, Eides Hel Ne if “ae 

“THE SETTER,” 

BY LAVERACE. 

For sale at this office, Price $3, 

ATR OF GORDON SETTERS, eight 
months old (pedigree unsurpassed), and one 

pointer pup,! will trade for 2 pointer or setter not 
over two and half years old, with good nose and 
well broken on snipe, woodeock and aoe Ad- 
drezs GORDON, office this paper. ‘eb.19-1t. 

foe SALE—Red Irish setter pups, eight 
weeks old, strong and handsome, by cham- 

pion Berkley and Mag, she by champion Elcho 
and GSE SoueR ea 4 es dogs, ‘ree 
bi 2; will sell chen aken at once. For 
price eiovndaress J. A, ROCK WOOD, 470 Wash- 
neton street, Bostun, Mass. Pebi2,26 

ENGLEWOOD KENNEL. 
To Sportsmen, 

AM prepared to board a site aus 
ber of dogs. Setters und pointers thoroughly 

iad broken, Address C. GC: TOWNSENT), 
Febl2-3m. fnelewood, N. J 

oo I g is 

OR SALE—A magnificent imported stug- 
hound bitch, two years old, Apply to H. 

H. H., care this oflice. 

OR SALE. —BLAGK AND WHITE 
tan Gordon slut; good pedigree; two years 

old; handsome and stanch; good retriever from 
jund or water; hunted on grouse, quail and 
woodcock, Address BOX 200, Fall iver 

‘ 
? 

Lane, New YOrk., 

Pickerel, Nos. 6,5,each 75 Cents. 

Maskalonge, Nos. 8, 7, each $1 

Black Bass, Nos, 44, 4, 3,2,each 65 Cents. 

for Fevér and Agne, nothing equals it, 

WATIOMAL AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB. 
New Yorn, Feb. 17th, 1880. 

GRSUANT to the authority invested in me 
by the National American Kennel Club, at 

its meeting held at Patola, Ill, Nov. 24th, 1879, 
lnave appointed as Secretary of the N. A, K_C, 
Mr. CHARLES DE RONGE, of No. 5) Broad 
street, New York City, who has accepted the 
position, und entered upon the duties of his 
office, 

All entries for the Field Trials of the Club and 
for 1he American Derby of 1880, for the forth- 
coming second volunie of the N, A. K. C. Stud 
Book, allnominations for membership, and all 
communications on business of the Club, should 
be addressed to re 

CHARLES DE RONGE, Secretary N. AK. C., 
(P.O. Box 044) 51 Broad St.,N. ¥. Clty. 

CHARLES H. RAYMOND, ' 
President N.A.K.C, Feb.19.2t 

National American 

Kennel Club. 
FIELD TRIAL DERBYotf 1880 

pee first: American Field Trial Derby will be 
run under the National American Kennel 

Club Rules, about the third week in November. 
ab ea eae ee 2 be hereafter announced, 
‘or setter and pointer puppies y alter APR aA 1879. PP: whelped on or 

Firs vize. 10; Second, $100; Thir s 
Entries, Five Dollars euch, to. be paid at hia ee 
eptry; Ten Dollars additional each for starters. 
to be paid before starting, ’ 
Entries, giving full particulars as to color, 

marking, Hope as and name, must be made 
on or betore APRII Ist, 1380, to the Seore. 
tary of the National American Kennel Crub. 
Any number of dogs, the property of one 

owner, canrun forthisstake, The names and 
pedipree of all the puppies entered will be sent 
to all the sportsmen’s papers for publication. 
The forfeit money to be added to the stake 

and divided between the winning dogs in the 
sameratio or proportion as the stake is divided. 

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL Ist, 1880. 

For blank forms of entry apply to 
CHARLES DE RONGE, at 

Secretary N. A. Ix, C., 
(P.0, Box 991.) No. 51 Broad St,, N. ¥. City. 

Feb.19,6t 
eet SS ee ee 

pee SALE. — Silky-coated Yorkshire 
terrier bitch—fit for exhibition. A match- 

less blue Angora cat. Small English pug; fe- 
male; Willoughby strain. Orders for rat-killin 
terriers promptly filled, C, MILLEN, No. tiSecond 
at, New York, Febi9,it 



FOREST AND STREAM. : 

The Benet, ! Ghe Rentel. 

SPRATT’S PATENT ASA L. SHERWOOD. 
LONDON Skaneateles, N. Y. 

Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes.|cornon enenisu, AND FIELD TRrar 
—— SETIDERS. 

Awarded Silyer Medal, Paris, 1878—Medal from Or PouREST STRAINS. 
British Government, and 21 other Gold ao Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 

Steadman's Flea Powder for Dogs. 
A BANE TO TLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 

HIS POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
fleas on dogs or any other animals, or money 

refurned. Ttis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use, Simple and ellicacions. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

AREGA HUT FOR WORKS Il Beas. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put 1p in boxes contdining ten powders, with 
full directions for use, 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the aboye are recommended by Rop AND 

4g Die Bennet. 
2 —— ee 

-Hleversin’ Lodge hennels 
j 
The foilowing celebrated Dogs are in 

the simd. 
Does! 

St Bernard doe * Marco"; rough 
ears old; a may nificent sanimnl—R 
aa Macdona’s stock—sevond prizes 
Bhow and Rochester. 
New Poundlsnd dog" Keeper’: four years old; 

first prize Westaninster Kennel Show, 1879. 
Pointer dog, * Oroateth,’'; liver and white; one 

anda half year old; ont ef Lord Sefton’s re- 
owned stock—oue ofthe handsomest pointers 

in the United Status. Sevond prize in the H an- 
over International Shovy. 
Blue velton setter, “ Decimal Dash,” eighteen 

months old; sired by Llewellyn’s celebrated 
“Dash ”’—a magnificent stud doz—never exhib- 

Hliscellancous. 
SS 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES, 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

H. W. CCLLENDER COMPANY, 
WT BEER eons - 

738 Broddway, New York; 
8£ and SG State street, Chicago: 

I? South Pisihst., St. Louis, 
d. 

Trish setter, ‘Rover II; pure ved; san of Mac- 
dona's chanipion “ Rove Never exhibited. 

English setter, Ranger 11"; a pure bred Lay- 
@rack, son of Macdona's celabrated “ Ranger" 
His get won firsiat Hanoyeraud Paris shows, and 
second at, Puppy Stakes in Wastern Field Trials 

Stud fee, $25.00. 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 

Attorney and-Couwnsellor at Law, 
NOTARY PUBLIC. 

Trade Hirrk, 

80LE AGENTS FOR TIE UNITED STATES 
or Sale. , Gun and Forms? anp Sriean, 

The get of the following thoroughbred PRANGIS 0. De LUZE & 00, 7 eee No. 227 Brondway, — 
Bitches. 18 Sonth William Street, New York, COMRGY, BISSET & RAALLESGH, : Wey: Haase M ewe otis 0 LCy, 

65 Fulton Street, N, Y, 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, © 
oot 2 1 Cortlandt Sircet, N.Y. 

All business promptly attended to. noyZ 

UA LAA TLE 
=f : 

8t. Bernard “Braunfels,” rough coated, out of 
‘Prince Solm’s eblebrated stock; a magnificent 
itch, in whelp to “Marco,” Ist prizes in Wan- 
over and Rochoster show. 

Also Spratt's Dog Soap, and direct orders taken 
for Spratt’s Medicines. 
ae =: 

Pointer * Qneen,” liver ani w nite, lstWestmin- 7 Ea: ari 

oe Eau he 1978, in ee to" ca f IN i H E Se U D 5 IN THE STUD. BROWS ONTEN 

Bordon suiter “Beaty,” 1st Goston Show 17s, CRED GEOou Sr,’ 2 

Botte bork iva” TELE, INFORTED IBIS SUITES. | 
Pointer “Dora' uiyer and white, out of 

“Queen and “Sandcno TAN “ 1. c ease ’ Sa br (ies vat THE REST) Pie haltmsersen'' Silke? (FER, THIRTY DOLLARS), SUES ARD LOHMAN, 171 aS ial ah — cS Gleaner and Oiler 

Trish Setter” Moys,’ ont of Col, Hilllard’s 
Palmerston." in woelpio “ Rover LT. 
English Setter Donnas,” white and 
Pups cau he soacnve. by an early ap 

a 

ap oh in market, 
For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patch 

and full dirsetions sent free of poste i 
In ordering give calibre of gun, Send for cirenlar 
cuit T. VARDLEY BROWN, Palenton, 

i WEADING, Pa. 

A liverand white ticwed pointer dog; pedigree 
teristered; bred at tha Huval Kennels (Prince 
Leopsid), Siemaringen, Germany ; iaported by 
the tev. Hermon ©. Beret a superb fiekl dogy 
hroken tiy the french dpesier par force; hunted 
for six yrars Ou snipe, woodecock, quail and 

ed uzrouse, His halt brother, from whom Tell 
hardly to be Gittinenished, wis artist's model 

for thegame pictures CF the Dresden Art Gallery. 
Received Ceujennial award; neyer exhibited 
since. 
Address AUG BRIDH MEYER, Kucper, 

(7.0). Rox al.) : College Point, L. T. 
oS 

PAY THE BITCHES, AND EKBEEP 
TiEM.—Pull insirucsons tor this operation 

may le obtained by addressing R. ALOIS, 67 
West Ninth street, New York, and remitting one 
dolius after the same have been received, 

Feb.10-2t 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Disienper Cure, 

and Eiew Desirayer. 
For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each. 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

ougily Field Broken. 
Young Dos liandled. with 

skill avid judyment. 
? Dogs baye daily access to salt 
nes water. 
‘i W.B.Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs fox sale; full pedi- 
rreos, Address H.C. GLOVBR,Voms River. N. J 

FLORESE AND STREAM KENNEL, 
i Liewellin setter, Rattler, in the stud: Rat— 

io points, win - 
b Roy, be by 

Besides Lofer forsale potters and 
ming’ qualify, batof good t Pad OCF 
full pedizrees. Aisp, several puppics of chinie 
Dion“ Queen,” by champion “Ss 

Thaving cn ert thie lees OF Macdona's re- 
nowned field trial breaker Lain pr d ta Dye 
orders for thoronghly broken cogs, deliverable, 
Autinin, 1880. Particulars will bo furnished on 
application to A. BE. GODDPFROY, 

Guymaréd, Grange Co. H. ¥. 

Sener 

denn Marriott, 
SunRInsrawer. 

Prompt attention, first-class Verzmanship 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
ss He EJ Ss E.”7 

“Un the Str? 
Rush is lemon and white, wud winner at Now 

§ York. Boston, Philatelphia, St, Louis and Louis- 
Cvillu Shows. Ho is un excellent Feld dog: jine 
aed fast, stylish and staguet. Por fat) partic 

§ dlars, pedizree and fiel! qualitios address 

JEDDNL GIT ih <b RGAE 
* 1005 ean sireet, Hrooklyn, N.Y. 

Heo e753." Janeth. 
oe ee ee eee 

WILL BUY a thoroughly broken 
Irish bitch, Gr $10 an Trish bitch, five 

montis old, containing blood ef Phinket and 
Rory 0° &. J. ROBBINS, Wethers- 

Beppe. 

and salisiuctory prices guaranteed. 
Uleris a handsome blie belton,bl: YP guaranteed, 

nér of four bench prizes 5 5 J 
Laverack’s Fred,outot Slatter’s Plicebe, founder 
ot the ela trial stra, wa vr of live Hnelish 
eld trials, out of pure Layersck imported bitch 
Pigkles; she by Liewellin’s Prince, winner of 
two ff and three championships, out of 
Lievellin's LiVTL; po better blood fA America, 
Willserve bilches at $15. Litters warranted. Tam 
reediua to Rattler the following bitches:— 
Mall, a heawtif blue belton, black poits, sire 
duck, diam Spot, winner of first and second 
specitls at Detroit, BMiek., 1379, also firstat Boston 
Isitlin nealive elasses; Wly,a very fine roan hel- 
ton bitch, sire Shot, dam imported Fannie; Pat, 
oruize and white, out of Belle, by Royal George. 
Puppies bred from above, fine stoct, for sale 
cheap, <Addvess, with stamp, &.F. WHITMAN, 

it, Mist Decl] if 

Se 

Annapolis School for Boys. 

Prepares for U. S. Naval School, U. 8. 
Miltary Academy, and the Merchant Marine 
Service, Hor terms, ete., apply to 

CAPT, J. WILKINSON, Principal, 
Annapolis, Md, 

Capt, W. holds a certificate of cow patence from 
the British Board of Trase, 

ELeotorences. 

tear Admire] Gro. B..BAten, Commanding Na= 
yal School, Annapolis, Key. W.5S, SouraGars, 
Annapolis, 

Git 

ith 

Friudesate Agents—Lruen & Hobart, #14 Fulton 
Street, N. VL; Smith, Kline & Co., 508 N. Third 
treet, Philn.; Finjey & PThonipson, 45 Magazine 
Street, New Orloans. La; W. H. Holabirdy Val- 
paraiso, Ind.: Trimble & Hicihacker, Ballimore. 
Cure oa Destroyer sent hy mail on veeeipt of 

PRG., bi, L.A. MiCiin, Uaston, Pa. 
sneer ores 

iT, BERNARDS FOR SALE.—tThe un- 
dersiened, wishing to redide his kennel offers 

for sate several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Peorrnerd dorsand bitenes, carefully selected from 
{he best European strains. To le sold for no 
fault. Wor prices, pedioregs, etc. adlress. 

Dn ROY 4. COLLINS, 
Sept 15-tf Lanéaster, Mass., U.S.A. 

eae Ee eee 

_USGRER SPARIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

—— 

M, P. MeKcon, Praatiin, Delaware Co,, N, ¥. 
i KEUP ONLY COCKERS of the finest 

ftrains. I setlonly young stock. Tguarantee 
sansfaction indsafe delivery to every customer. 
These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for ruffed grouse and woodcod) shoot- 
ing and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing 
stamp Willyet printed pedigrees, circulars, testi- 
Mmonials, etc. w9 

Dr. Gerdon Stables, KR. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“BRACTICAL KERNEL GUIDE,” &5, 
begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 
sired breed, flt for the highest competition. 

WN. B.A bed dog never left the Doctor’s Ken- } 
decid tf, 

t ne lob oF jreyhounds of any 
age to suitpirchasers; well traied on wolves, 

antelope, deer and rabbits, Wor description ana 
pric s of dogsnddi'css 

J.T. GRANT, Brookville, Kansas. 
Does wilt be delivered in Kansas City free of 

eharee, Fe}.19-tf, 

ok SALE OR BXCIHANGE—1 pai 
) white Hnelish setters, 1 pairwhite Enis 

setter pups, 1 coon rod rabhit doz, 1female fer: 
ret, T small black and tin. Tor pedigree and full 
particulars nddress) GUO. A. TRACY, box 107, 
Willimantic, Conn, Will be sould vheap or ex- 

cGhinged for brecch-loading shot gun or Urahmy 
fowls. dam.23-4t. 

ee ; = cae 

Is perfectly pure. Pronounced the bést by tha high~ 
est medical authoritiesin the world, Given highest 
award at 12 World's Expositions, and at Paris, 1878 
Sold by Druggists. W. H. Schieflelin &: Co,,N.X- 

FRANK H. ATKINSON, 
Book and General Job Printer, 

3S ané38 John St.. Rew York. 

COMPOSING TOOMS OF FOREST AND STREAM. 

DINE LODGE KENNELS.—I sm pre 
pared to take a limited number of das, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly, I give my puppies seyen months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dos has all the natural instincts. Iefer- 
ences on upplivalion. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with |: 
discount {o parties at. long distances. A 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Georgin. 

Oct 2,tf 

‘N THE STUD,—The pure Laverack dog 
Pride, by Pride of the Border x Petrel. The 

only pure Layernck in New Engiand, Fee, $30. 
Address H. F, DEANE, Box 1,612, Boston, Mass. 

Sept. 4—t, f. 

A PORTING.—FOR SALE—A couple of 
.) fine young Irish setters, puppies, out of very 
fine stock. al No.4 Wist Bighth streec. Jan.29-tf. 

OR SALE,—SiNSATION—Queen IT 
' re uae puppies—A few puppies of the 

OR SALE—Gorion setter HY) ups ; two 
spayed bitches, one dog; whelpe:l Sept. 11th 

1879; will exchange for Hnylish mastif! pup 
cocker or clumber spaniel: imported stock, full 
edigree, Address I, M. DORK, JR. DYedhum, 
ass. Dee.18-tf. 

“Above ceishruted stock for sale} terms reason- 
able. Queen LI. is ly Champion Sancho, ex- 
ghampion Queen Ii. These puppies are now 

{ ayer three months old. Address Garrett Roach, 

. 

a week in yourown town. Terms and $5 
R66 outfit free, Address H. HALLETT & CO. 

ox 38 Collere Point, f, I. Jan lj 2mo 
Portiana, Maine. 

eam 
PRERE 
eon =3 
B26 F! 

: : HES, os oe: 

. This cut is a fac-simile of the Sportsmen’s Chain, patented by N. M. SHEPARD, April 15, ATE peo 5 hy 
1hy0. ‘This Chain will be made from the yery best quality of RO fee GOLD SLATE, or what ialnow ee Gold eae TED = aaa 
Filled, and will be warranted to Wear equal to a Solid Gold Chain from four to six years. The retail price will |. P 187 aS BUS 
Recreate Gee toes or eorianes egetn dy ghee or more ut one nar celeste son as APRIL J5, 1879. #5 o 3 RQ 

| a or Large hoting, consisting of Shot, § 7 Te i 7 rl WwW 80 1% rs = 

be mada of Solid Gold pon Baoloanens atthe he weat eee eae Rees mae Era i se g 23 g ee = : Feet 

ep _ - . :: Bood a 

a SES 
I KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE AND WELL-SELECTED STOCK OF Beas ant 

msse a 
} Y F Boo EVERYTHING IN THE JEWELRY LINE. ess 

I HAVE A COMPLETH ASSORTMENT OF 2S 250 
” : ; : : ‘ ese) 
Masonic, Odd Fellows, Knights Pythias, Eastern Star Pins, Rings and Jewels mo Ett | 

OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE, TES 239 
BS wn 

Shooting, Rowing, Athletic, Firemen’s, College and Schoo! Medals, EQ #6 EO 
‘ oot be 

ARH A SPECIALTY WITH THIS HOUSE. ‘, papel 

- We linye the largest stocle on hand of any house in this country, and do mores business in this line than any S eres a 

olher house. BENE PGR WLLESTRAGTRD CAWALOGUE, 25c. i ae 

\ E228 
WN. M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton Street, New York. e f6 

: 2s 
oi SPLCIAL ORIGINAL DESIGNS, NOTIN CATALOGUL, FURNISHED ON APPLICALION 2 ce B fo 

J manvfaetitre ta order at stort noties all the Army Corps Badges of the United States, both yold and 23 oF 
@ayer. Pullintormaticn piven won appicstion. a) S_ 

Ali the Army Corps Badges on hand and Manufactured at Short Notice. nas 
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Alisesianeewns. Publications. 
———— 
ese te 

NEW EOOKS, 

HATILOCK'S 
SPORT ATITRER. ‘Price post VAD . Price postpaid, $3. 

PRACTICAL Roe HE 
TAXIDERMY 

an 
HOME DECORATION. Price pesipaid, $1.50. 

By Jos. H, Bariay. 
THE DOGS OF 

GREAT BRITAIN, 
AMERICA and 

OTHER COUNTRIES. Price postpaid, $2. 
Comprising the essential 
parts of the two standard 
works on the Dog. 

By StONEHENGE, 
AMERICAN WILD FOWL 

SHOOTING. Price postpaid, $2. 
By Jos. W. Lone. 4 

HOW TO HUNT aA gee Price post- 
paid, 31,50. 

By Jos. Hi. Barry, author of “Practical Tax- 
idermy.” 

FRANK F@RESTER’S 
COMPLETE WORKS. 

Complete Manual for Young Sporismen. Price 
postpaid, $2. 

FIELD SPORTS OF U. 8. 
2 vols. Price postpaid, $4. 

AMERICAN i IN Ivs SEASON...... $1.50 
FISH ANDF NG 2. 

EVO ane) OP esas. lalsnltetnitneed Bere ey tis seem Pare 00 

on 5) 
Warner's Safe Pilla are an immediate 

fe stimulus for a Peepid iver, and cure Cote 
FY tiveness, Dyspepsin, Biliousmess, Ril~ 
Biious Mbinrrincen, linlaria. Fever and 
fq Asue, and are useful at times in nearly all 
F| diseases Lo canse # free and regular action of 
fj the Bowels, The best antidote fur all Piala- 
fi rial Poison. Price, 25 cents 2 Box. 

Warnemns Safe Nervine quickly gives 
Si rest and Sheep to the suffering, cures Wend~- 
Hacheand Notimicin, Prevents Epileptic 
2 Pits, and is the best remedy for Nervous Dros 
Hineifem brought on by excessive drinking, 
Hl over-work, mental shocks, and other causes. 

# 8 It relieves the pains of 
aM all disenses and is nev- 

erinjurious to the sys- 
tem. The best of all 
Hervimes. 

Bottles of two sizes 5 
7 prices, 50 ets.and gi. 

O07 WARNER'S Bafe 
Bemedics are seld by 
Drnegists & Denlers in 
hiedicine everywhere. 

3H.H. Warner& Co. 
Preprietors, 

ROCHESTUR, N.Y. 
(e7*Send for pamphlet and 

testimo sae hy : 

= We will mail any of the above on receipt of 

prices named. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO,, 
i111 Tulton strcet, New York, 

To American Anglers. 

THE ENGLISH 

FISHING GAZETTE, 
Devoted to Angling, River, hake and Sea 

Fishing, and Fish Culture. 
Srxtren Paces Foro. 

Price 'lwopence. 
(EVERY FRIDAY.) 

Vol. TL. cominenced with the number for Jan. 

1. under new management. The Gazerreis the 

only paper in the Enelish language entirely de- 

yoted to Angling, lish Culture, ete. 

Free by post ONE YEAR for 12s. Gd. or 
$3.25 in P. 0. 0. or U.S. Postage Stamps 
to any address in the United States. Rall 
a year for half the price. 

om 

‘1. HORSMAR, 
MANSUFACIURER OF 

ne Archerv, 

(eA copy of the current number and pros- 

pectus can be had (pest free) by sending 6 

cents in U.S. Postage Stamps to the Mana- 
ger FISHING GAZETEE, 1 Crane Court, 
Hleet Street, London, Bngland. mar6 tf 

Field, Cover and Trap 

Shooting. 
BY CAPT. BUGARDUS, 

We 5: 
are 

Nie, 
tite My 2 

Send for descriptive. price list. 
William street, New York. 

CARB’S Wew and enlarged edition, containing Instruc 

tions for glass ball shooting, and chapter on 

tease maw 

80 and 82 

Breeding and Breaking of Dogs by Miles Jobn- 

gon. For sale at this office. Price $2. 

J. Cypress, Jr.s Works. 

Last Patent Target Virower 
Wit Ineroven Serine AnD New RUBBER 

STor, 
Protected by two United States Patents and one 

jn Great Britain. 

- - Bliscellaneons Aivertigements, 
=| 

WILKINSON & CO,, 
7 yeas ew 
ee, MEDALS, 
_» BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order. - 

=< 

Mayli 4t, 

Guns, Simnanition, Gtr. 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOT 
LEVER ACTION 

In the world, 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 
Equal in finish, symmetry of outline, and mate 

rial, to the finest English guns, and at 
more reasonable prices, 

The Snelder Rebounding Lock used, the only re! 
bounder with which missfires will not occur. 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

For “Workmanship, Rebounding Locks, antl) 
Compensuting Features of Action.” 

GUNS RE-BOKED YOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK, ' 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire} 
Muzzle Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loadere 

Clark & Sneider, 
214 West Praté Strect, Baltimore) 
Send for IMustrated Catalogue. 

WM.R. SCHAEFER 
61 Elmst., Boston, Mass., } 

Syortamens Goats, 

DSE TERE BOGARBUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Ba! 
EE 

ars. 

AND HIS PATENT 
_ GLAES BALL TRAP 

For Wing practice. They 
can be had from all gun 
dealers, _ Headquarters 
for Glass Balls and Traps, 
A.H. BOGARDUS, No. 
348, South Cinri street, 
Chicazo. Send for Price 
List. Vor 'Traps—HART 
& SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 

‘“Trield, Coverand Trap 
Shooting,” the only book 
eyer published by a mar- 
ket hunter, can behad at 
the above address, Price 

SYRACUSE, 
WiTVT TORE. 

Mealcer of Fine Guns. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE, f Dealer in 

THE NEW AMERICAN | c } 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. SPORTSMENS  EQUFREET 

2 SIMPLE AND Breech Leading Shot Gun 
To Order. 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 
g RIFLES, und of the DALY breech-loag 

ing SHOTGUNS, <A fuliline of the Clabroug 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of importe) 
guns, abways on hand. Particular attention 
paid to CHOKE-ROKING GUNS to shoot clos: 
and bard. SPRATI’S DOG FOOD, ete, & 

forcireular, HYD & SHA’ Gun etecks bent, warranted to stay, All wor 

rers, Hattield, Mass. executed in the most ekillful rnanner, 

CEMA RARNCE SALE. 
Twenty Per Cent. Reduction. 

N ORDER TO REDUCE OUR STOCK AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE before removir 
to our new store, and to make room for our new stock of 

Etammeriess Guns, 

DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock. 

Chokebore Barrels. 

¥For close, hard shooting excelseall others. Ex 
tra heavy guns for ducks a geo ¥, Send stamp 

U OK, Manufactu- 

TWO VOLUMES. 
Price $S by Mail. 

OAN BE HAD THROUGH THIS OFFICE. 
a a 

we offer our entire stock of guns with hammers at 20 per cc nt. reduction from our catalogue price§ 

Most of these guns are of newest design and all are of standard makes, as follows:— 

1 JAMES PURDY.in case, 12-bore, 7 lbs. 9 COLTS, ranging from $50to 

5 EM. RILBY. &CO., 10-bores. Wt PAKKER BROS, ecient $50 to 

22 W.&C. SCOTT & SON @ Primier 13 E, REMINGTON & SON, * $40 to 

quality). Uther qualities from 3 NICHOLS & LEFEVRE; one is" 

$70 to F150, including 2 20-bores, andtwo" D” quality; and about 

j4 W. W. GREENER, ranging from $70 to $30) 75 cheaper grades ranging in 

21 P. WEBLAY & SON, us 860 to $200 price from $30 Lo $40. 
9 WESTLEY RICHARDS, * & $150 to $300 

Under our proposed reduction any of the aboye guns will be sold at a discount of 20 per cen 

from above prices. Also the following 

Second-hand Guns: 

1 TOLLEY double Express Rifle, 60 calibre, 

t 

EVERY READER 

$ 

of 
FOREST AND STREAM 

Needs one of th 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 
EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES. By Charles A. J. Farrar, 
A spicy and fascinating story of sportswan’s life 
in the wilds of Maine. In this book a great deal 
of valuable informution Bet in a pleus- 
ant and attractive manner. Beantifully illus- 8-bore W &C £COTT & SON 11 Ihe. choked, 
pee meat f it li-page. oe si fins Spee ee : xe ate 

ound in cloth, price $1.50. Rea ay Ist. = il 22, 1879. ne etapa cab ns sales no eee ttt bee oreees BLE cere enews eerteress tees os potesss ettisess 

OMe TH IN Has WILDERNESS.» by | roe tented ays aap thar April22, 1879. wy, | 4 0-bored, 1. DOUGADE, best qualitysiock, | |110-bore W. W, GREENER, Treble-wedge 

Charles A. J, Farrar. An amusing account of T or can be made to throw in any desired direc- fast; 8} Ibs. mett.....-....6. eet e eee F200, fast; BE 1DS., MCtt... 2c... eee se ee eee ates 

a trip made by 2 party of Boston gentlemen to 4 i made to throw ever way, ex- 

the Rangeley Lakes region. 224 pages. 12 illus- tion, or that can be aie Uy 
cept at shooters and spectators, all of which are SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST, 

trations. Paper covers, 50 cents. ed by the above patents. Remember you 
FARRAIS RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY | get no baths (unless re ay in panrtace dy Ournem stacker 

LAKES ILLUSTATND. A completo and re- | bat have rights and lofts, and all other angics. er ‘W. W. GREENER and WESTLEY RICHARDS HAMMERLESS GUNS, 
liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixville Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscogyin, Magalloway und 
Sandy rivers. Contains 255 pages. 50 illustra- 
tions, and a larga map. Paper covers. 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA 
THD. A comprehensive wid thorough hand- 
book of the Moosehead Lake region and the 
sporting resorts of Northern Maine, with map. 
The tours of the Kennebec, Penobscot and 
St, John rivers, ascent of satahdin, ete, are 
lainly treated. 224 pages, 14 illustrations. 
aper covers, 69 cents. 

PARKAKS POUKEY MAP of the Richardson 
and Hangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Worthwestern Mane, Printed on tough linen 
paper, cloth covers, 50 cents. 

TARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Take 
aud yicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
yesorts of wWorthern Maine, also the heud- 
waters of the -Koynehec, Penobscot and &f. 

John rivers. Printed on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers. 50 cents. f 
PAKRA'S SLAKHUSCOPIC VIEWS of the 

entire Richardson and Kaugeley lake rewion, 
Taree size, eaeh 25 cents, Bend for catawioue 
EB Any of the atcye publications sent by 
Piet, Doetinid, OM TCE E GT prrim. -A bitin 
CHARLES A. J BARRAR, Jamaica Tain, 

5. T. Ducst 

for circular, Price $l0atfactory. Noc 
boxing. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
GENERAL AGENT, 

Cazenovia, N. yy. 
= 

ae ia fer day uthenie. Samples worth 
$5 LO SLU Stree “Ado-ns STINSON & CO. : 
Portiand, Me. 

will be the largest in this country. Hammerless catalogue ready for distribution about April Ist} 

J. PALRIER O’NEIL & CO., | 

44 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

THE GUN OF THE FUTURE 
WM. POWELL & SON’S 

« , >HammerlessShotGun, $20€ 
It has the finest mechanical action, the surest safety catch, finest finish, Patte 

auataneed Sole agents im New York for CARD'S REVOLVING BALL TRAP, 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 

. 
Sole agents for the United Stat 

These Guus are ox Exhibition at 54 Chambers St, New Work City, 



SPECLALTY. 

iNDIA RUBBER 

‘ CGCOODYEAR’S 
\, Rubber M’’g Company, 
i AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber /« 

Glove M’f’g Co., [ 

488, 490, 492 Bway, cor. Broomest,,’ 

AND 
205 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST. 

, RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 
FISHING AND HUNTING. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
OUR OWN MAKB 

AND GUARANTEED. 

) RUBBER Goops oF HyERY Dzscrip- 
TION, 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

Sporisniens Boutes. 

Eshing Pais (tals.ewgis} se Louis, minneapotis 
AND 

BOOTS, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

COMPLETH 

porting and Camping Outfits 
Tnatia Rubber Goods of Every Deseription 

HODCMAN & CO. 
Send for Price List. 

425BROADWAY and 27 MAIDEN LANE, 
NEW YORK, 

Sportsmen's Hotes. 
3 

Philadelphia and Savannah Line 
_FOR FLORIDA. 
OR THROUGH TICKETS to FERNAN- 

JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUS- 
FORD, ENTERPRISE and interme- 

diate landings on ST. JOHN’S RIVER and inte- 
‘Tior points in NLORIDA, by steamship to SA- 
| NAH, and thence by railroad or steamboat, 

Appl to WM. L. JAMS, General Agent, 
Philadephia and Southern Mail 8. S.0o., 

Pier 32, 80uth Wharyes, Phila. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
| TAKE THE 
rand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRapids andCincinnatifbort Line 

Trout, Grayling, Seta Black Bass Fisheries, 
AND HH 

FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
_ The waters of the 

tained, 
TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
only in those waters, 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept.1. 
pe GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends 

‘ov. 1. 
_ BLACK BASS, PIEE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 
ONGE, also abound in large numbers in the 

Many lakes and lakelets of this territory, 
The Speen can readily send trophies of his 

skill to his friends or “club” at home, asice for 
if ae ee can be had at many points. 

KE YOUR FAMILY WIT OU, The sce- 
’ y of the North Woods and Lakesis very beau~ 

; the air is pure, ey and bracing. The eli- 
mate is peculiarly benelicial to those suffering 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
ahs hotel Besommodations are good, far gure 

pass: eaverage in countries new eno to 
ai ord the finest of fishing. ~ We 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

Bts wwill be sold at low rates,and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, ends and Fishing Tackle Carried Freeat 

Eire 

Et isouraim to makesportsmien feel “athome’? 
SH this route. For Tourist's Guide (an attractive 
Mustrated book of $0 pages), containing full in- 

Grounds and Time Cards, address A.B.LERT 
Ger. Pass, Avent, Grand Rapids, Mich, 

i . * * 

Old Dominion Line. 
‘HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 

- some of the finest watertowl and upland 
ioting sections in the country. Connecting di- 

Gt for Chincoteague, Cobb's Island, and points 
the Peninsula. City Point, James’ River, Cur- 

tick, Florida and the mountainous country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, ete. Norfolk steamers sail 

esday, Thursdey, and Suturday. Lewes, Del, 
peay: and cpr at 2 P.M. Full inform- 

On FIVGD a Office, Greenwich Street, New 
Ty - sepa ly 

formation aud accurate maps of the Fishing 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
hetween St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & Northern 
Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS each rae daily, be- 
tween Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all Hastand West 
Linesin lowa, running through some of the finest 
huntmg grounds in the Northwest for Geese, 
Ducks, Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. 
Sportsmen and their dogs taken good care of. Re- 
duced rates on parties of ten or more upon appli- 
cation to Gen’! Ticket Office, Geder Beraae: 

E, F. Wrxsiow,, 
General Manager. 

T0 SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully inyite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE CO SES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif- 
ficultiés and dangers of reshipment, while the ez- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
Without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 

also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the aera 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BRD- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MIN NEQU.A, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. —~ 

» Also, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 

Gen’l Passenger ours 

renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
| FIN AND FEATHER, 

L,. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass, Agent. 
FRANK THomson, Gen'l Manager. feb17-tf 

Chesapeake & Ghio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Munting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their yarieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
eock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
: phur Springs. 
Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with tho 

West, Northyest and Southwest ; at Gordonsyille 
with the North and Northeast; and at Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South, All modern 
improvements in equipment, éi 

os CONWAY KR, HOWARD 
Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,” 

mey Jy am = Richmond V_ 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Saturday nights, 12.15, 

York at 11 P.M., arriving in New Haven in time 

orto RICHARD PECK, G onl Apt. 

. Sportsmens’ Enos, 

CORDUROY She TING SUITS 
A SPECLALTY ! 

From Goods of my own Importation--Dead Grass Color, 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD 

VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 

Send for Price-List and Samples. 
Full lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete, 

Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, WN. J. 
New York Office, 177 Broadway, 

Sportsmen's Routes. 

ONG ISLAND R. R.--LEAVE HUN- 
TERS P'T (Flatbush Aye,, B'klyn, 5 min. 

earlier) for Babylon, 8.85 A.M, 3.35, 4.35, 5.85 Pa. 
Sundays, 9 A... 

Col. P't& Whitestone, 7.45, 8.45, 10, 11.35 A-m., 
2.35, 3.85, 4.35, 5, 5.85, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.85, 9.45 P.m., 12.15 
midnight. id 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M., 1.85, 5.35, 7,10 P.M. 
Flushing, 6.30, 7.35, $8.45, 10,, 11,385 4.M., 2.35, 3.35, 

4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.35, 7, 1.35, 9.45 P.M., 12.15 night. Sun- 
days, 9.35, 10.85 A.M., 1.35, 8, 5.35, 7, 10 P.M. 
Far Rockaway, 8.85, 11 A.M., 4.35, 5.35, 7 P.M. 

Rockaway Beach,10 A.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.35. 11.85 .4.M., 4,35, 5.35,6.35 P.M. 

Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9.85 A.M., 5.35 P.M. 
‘Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.M., 
1.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.85 P.M. Prom Flatbush av. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 

| Monday, Wed, Fri, and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Y Wednesday and Sunday only from Flatbush av, 
9,30 P.M. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.35, 6.35 P.M. 

Glen Cove, Locust Valley and Roslyn,8, 104..., 
3.86, 4.35, 6.85, 6.35 P.M, Sunday's, 9 A.M., 6.25 P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M.,3.85 P.M. 

Huntington and Northport, &, 10 A.M.. 4.85, 635 
P.M, Sundays, ? A.M., 6.85 P.M. K 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M., 3.35, 5.85 Pw 
Port Jefferson, § A.M.,4.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, $.85 A.M., 4.85,5,55 P.M. Sundays, 9 

A.M, ‘. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.85, 11 a.m, 3.85, 4.85 

5.35, 6,7 p.m. Monday, Wednesday, Wriday and 
f Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.85 P.M, 

HUNTER'S P'? & WALL ST. ANNEX—Leave 
Pier 17, B. R. oot Pinest.) for Hunter's P’t, 8.30, 
10,80, 11.80 A,M., 3,05, 4,05, 5,5,6.05 p.m. Further 
information, tickets, coin mutation, ate., 220 
Bway. W.M. LAFPAN, Gen’l Pass. Agent. 

1 

FOR 

New Haven, Wartford, Springfield and 

the North. 
The new and elegant steamer C.H. NORTHAM 

leaves Pier No. 25, Hast River, daily (Sundays ex- 
tepted), at3P,M. Passengers go North and East 
vt 11 Pew. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leayes New 

for the early morning trains. F 
Merchandise forwarded by dailyHxpressFreight 

) train from New Haven through to Massachusetts, 
“Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern 
"New Yorkand Canada, Apply at Office en Pier 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

RS PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new ears * DavyCrocket" and ‘Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro-~ 
vided with racks and elosets for guns and fishing 
tackle, and kennels for dogs. h 
* Diasrams, rates and other desired information 
furnished on application to Gen'l Supt. P. P. C. 
Co., Chicago, je26 8mos. 

Miscelhaneons Adevtisements. 

TEXAS REAL ESTATE. 
A LARGE QUANTITY OF CHOICE LANDS 

in Northwestern Texas at low prices. Also 
adjoining Denison, the railroad center of North 
Texas, and best locality in the State for profit— 
able fruit growing, I offer many small tracts of 
0 to 50 acres cach at low figuyves. Will place 
loans on paying business property with clear 
titles in Denison at good rates. Reference, First 
National Bank, Denison, Texas. 

J.T. MUNSON, 
No. 215 Main street, Denison, Texas. 

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS. 
Annapolis School for Boys. 

Prepares for U. §. Nayal School, U, 8, 
Military Academy, and the Merchant Marine 
Service, For terms, etc., apply to 

CAPT, J. WILKINSON, Principal, 
Annapolis, Md, 

Capt. W-. holds a certificate of com petence from 
the British Board of Trade, 

Eteferences, 

fear Admiral Gro. B,.BALcH, Commanding Na- 
yal School, Annapolis.; Rey. W.S. SourHaate, 

UIMART tioncones: CHAMPAGUES 
Oonnoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

theee Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

Voertenay, dry, full bodied, rich flavor. 

Carte Blauche, Truity, delicate flavor, not toc 

dry. DODGE, CAMMEYER & CO,, 

Cortlandt &t., Sole Ag’tsfor the United States, 

TTT AYEAHRandexnensesto agents: Ontit 
ci if tree, Anidyess P 0. Vickery. Augusta,Me, 

Fintels antl Resorts for Sportanen, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

HUROPHAN PLAN, 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

RTS 

Guif Hammock House, Florida, 
On the banks of the Wekiva Kiver, 

S now open to receive purests, 
and fishing, unsurpas: 

the climate is all that ce 
ask a visit to be convince 

I _ Fine hunting 
Sat in this country, and 

For Good Fall Shooting 
—GO TO THE— 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
At Shinnecock 

Where you will find 

PLENTY OF BIRDS, 
GOOD GUIDES, 

COMPLETE OUTFIT of DECOYS, 
BATTERIES, ete, 

As well #8 good accommodations and a sub- 
stantial bill of fare, 

Take Long Island Railroad for Good 
Ground station. 

M. WILLIAMS, Prop’r. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE, OR SEORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L, L. 

Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER and an old 
baymen. Has always on hand the best of 

boais, batteries, ete., with the largest rig of train- 
ed wild-gcese decoys on the coast. The best 
#round in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
Shooting of allyarieties. Special attention giver 
by himself to his suests, and satisfaction gauran- 
pens Goo WAL N. LANE, Goo Ground, O, tr 

TOV. 

Bay, 

DAVIS Hous =, 
Weldon. W. C. 

J. R. DAVIS Proprietor, 

Always twenty minutes for Dinner. 

4 Bae HOTEL has been oponed by Col, 
J, R, GAvytis, long and fayorably knewn as 

the proprietor of the Purcell House, Wilming- 
ton, N. ©. The Hotel has been entirely and 
thoroughly renoyated throughout. The roams 

) are’elegantly furnished with hinck walnut mar- 
ble-top firrniture and iair mattrisses. Trayellera 
and invalids coming South will nowdind thisa 

} comfortable resting place, (a lone-felt want sup- 
plied). Guests willreceive eyery attention and 
eomtort, elegant table and attentive servants, 
This isthe Dinner House coming South or going 
North. The best Hotel of its kind on the route 
to Florida. Rates—$2.00 and $2.50 per day, 

AMisceianenus. 

SHOUTING, FISHING, 
YACETING, SWIMMING, 

BATHING, AND BICYCLE 

GARMENTS. 
The best made goodsin the world, 

Write for Descriptive Catalogue, 
and state the sort of garments and 
material desired. 

GEO, C. HENNING, 
Washington. D. G. 

“Nahmakanta,” 
With the “CROSBY PATENT AXE COVER.” 
The only genuine Camp Axe In America. Says 
Tac. Hussey: “lam deiighted with it; it makes 
Imy camping cutfit complete, and is just tha 
thing I have been looking for these many years. 
Send fora civeular. 

A, S CROSBY & CO., 
WaAtTERVInLE. Mn, 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 

POULTRY AND GAHE 

Nos. 289 & 290 Washington Market, \ Y 
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ORANGE SPORTING |Shot-Gun and Rifle-Powders Revolutionized.| |atham & Bro’s, 
NEW YORK, 

POW DER. 
Orange Lichtning. 

DITTMAR POWDER) =<" 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 
for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. I+ is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrelsas much inrapid firmg. CaptainBogardus, champion | 

wing-shot of the world; Dr. Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and Compress ed B uck Shot. 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in thew matches, Our cnautenge} First Premium Centennial Exhibition. Report 
: i 4 —‘Txact uniformity of size, truly spherical form, 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, | high degree of finish and general excellence, 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 

Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

DER. Furnished FREE. 

fafa & Raw Paver C0, and is yet open to the world. Address 

DITTMAR POWDER M’F’G Co., 
P. 0. Box 836. 24 Park Place, New York 

VANITY FAIR 
TOBACCOand CIGARETTES, 
Always Uniform and Reliable. 

6 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878: 

Ae by the French Government, On salein Paris, SPA RKS’ 

eS WS. KIMBALL & C0. American Chilled Shot. 

Fine Archery, 
Riyaling the English and All Others. 

—_—_~<_—— 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND| 
BAR LEAD. 

PATENT. RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 
Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Jibei 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
\FROM 23 TO 36 INCHES, 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

DUPONTS 
RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDER. 
The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

Dp UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, have maintained their 

eat reputation for seyenty-eight years. Manu- 
acture the following celebrated brands of Poyw- 

der: 
DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
quickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

Ball and Pigeon Shooting. ~ 

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
gud clean; great pene beep adapted for Glass. 

Ball, Pigeon, Duck, and other shooting. 
Boe DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 

# quick, strong, and clean Powder, of yery fine 
a grain for pistol shooting. 
' DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG, “SEA SHOOTING,” 
FFG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle 
ghooting .the FFG sad FS¥G@ for general vee, 
at, burning strong and moint. 
© SsPORTING, ING, SHIPFING, and BLAST- | 
ING POWDERS of all sizes and deseriptions. 
eons grades for sae Cartridge usket, 

on, Mortar, and Mammoth Powder, Uv. 8. 
Government standard... Powder manufactured 
to order of any soe grain or proof. pet 
oles in all cities and principal towns throug’ out 
the U.S. Represented by é 

8, L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. ¥. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S FG or FRG | 

Wowder for long range rifle shooting. 

PIR RATAN POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOW 
Hazard's ‘Electric Powder.’”* 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 

canisters of 1 Ib. only. 

Hazard’s “American Sporting.’* 

Nos. i (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 ]b. canisters and 
Ib, kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
fand prairie shooting. Welladapted toshot guns. 

Hazard’s ‘Duck Shooting.” 

ez. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In Land 5 lb. canisters 
and 61 and 124 Ib. kegs. Burns slowly and yery 

in Shootings FPower 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows haye no 

Superior. 

Bows sent C. O. D. on trial when 23 per cent. 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be returned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges, 
Illustrated circulars sent free. 

CURES BY ABSORPTION. 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 

Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 
isa tele pate it has never falled. 

E e” has no equal for Chronic 
> ness, Lame Back, Lumbago, Sprains, tere p S U Apa e O N & Pp O N D = ==——— | Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 5 . : = | eases of the Skin, Hrysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eozema, 

: a Humors_ of the Scalp, etc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 

Factory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York. 

clean, shooting remarkably close and with great a find immediate relief, and a permanent c 

peaeticaimeseaetanta: | Eyl, HORSMAN, | *°5.", Touecosscns | Ene ilies sd ting atta 
r w - Bet ke 3 E > ‘ 1m 

yiceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. USI RTE NS AUSSIE LER = : Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded 

Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.” 

FFRG, PRG, and “Sea Shooting’ FG in kegs of 
25, 123, and 0} lbs, and cans of 5Ibs. FFG is also 
packed in Land ¢1b. canisters. Burnsstrong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are fayorite brands 
for ordinary SROUENE and the ‘Sea Shooting” 
FG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. | 

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER, 

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- | 
pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- . 
pale at our ofiice, 

88 WALL STREET. NEW YORE. 

. ORIENTAL GREAR, OR MAGICAL | vottle. ona for laminated oireuar and vali Vv, fy y SA LY bottle. end for illuminated circular and cards, Fine Archer BEAUTIFIER EI SUERTE 
FERGUSON'S PATENT 

CAMP TACK 2 BOAT LAMP, 
with 

LOCOMOTIVE REFLECTOR. 
: Sh 
t The most complete Lamp for 

tionis properly Watenn ce ay rere es t perly men an 
mnade. Sees a other, Yee 
no counterlei mbines Camp Lanr 
of similarnsme Staff and Boat Saale Hee 
The distinzu- Dark Lantern, Belt Lamp, ete, 

Removes Tan, = 
pimples, Freck- 
tes, Sallowness, 
and every 
blemish on 

sqpeauty. It has 
stood the test 

Y ot thirty years, 
and is 50 hariz~ 
less we taste 
it to be sure 
the prepara- 

r ‘i ished Dr, L, A. Ha: hi : i 

GLASS BALLS, TRAPS, GUNS, EITC F i TF = one Sayre, paid tp SYenal, Lard or Sperm Oil. Piney: RUNS Ost 

RAPS from nde ady of the haué ton (a patient :)\—“ 4s you ladies rf 

$2 te $12, Balls at 90 ce wal use them, I BER ‘Gouraud’s Grea” 8 THE EXCELSIOR 2 
the least. harmful of al the Skin preparations.” Al- 
se Poudre Subtile removes superfluous hair with- 
eut injury to the sicin. DASH AND CARRIAGE LAMP. 

Mur. M. B, T, GOURAUD, Sole Prop., 48 Bond With Locomotive Reflector and Reversible 
§t,N.¥. For sale byall druggists and Fancy Dash Clamp. Hus no chimney. Burns either 
Geeds Dealers throughout the United States, | candles, kerosene or other oils. Firs aor 
Canadas and Eurepe, or DASH OR VEHICLE. 

Send stamp for Circulars. 

$72 Sty oultt feo” Andrew TUE £0. | FERGUSON'S RUST PREVENTER. 
Augusta, Maine. The best article yet inyented for Fire-Arms, Cut- 

lery, Tools, exposed parts of Machinery, ete, 

per. 108. Guns cheap. eRe free. Ad- 
dress GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS. Pitts 
burg, Pa. May 29ly 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
(Rubber), $2 a hundred; samples by mail, 25 
esnts. Our Decoy D ying apparatus is deadly 

gn ducks; by mail, $1. DIVING DECOYCO., 
Rochester, N. ¥. 

———— a 

dayathome. Samples worth | = ! Gold, Crystal, Lace, Perfumed & Chramo 

$b to $20 Siren, Adareaa STINSON & CO, | Send for descriptive price list, $0 na Sz 62 Cards, name in Gold and Jet, 10c., Clinton ALBERT FERGUSON, Sole M’fr, 
Fortiand, Me, William street, New York, Brog., Clintonville, Ct. 23 sss sea eg if5 Fulton street, N. ¥. 

> 7 . . 

————— 
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Marmechenee and the Rangeley 
| Girenit, 

UR ‘party, consisting of N, A, Roberts, F. Steven- 
son, Jr,, PF. 8. Fay and the writer, left M—— on 

hemorning of Aug, 19th, 1879, for the woods, At Boston 

We purchased a round trip ticket for eighteen dollars, and 

| taking the Hasterh Railroad at 8.30 4,m., reached Port- 
anil at 12.20 p.m. At this place a portion of the train is 

“transferred to the Grand Trunk depot, thus avoiding: ex- 

pense of carriage across the city, At the Grand Trunk 
_depot.a fair dinner is furnished for fifty cents, and at 2 

“PM. the trayeler resumes his journey, via the Grand 
Trunk Railroad, Sixty-three miles takes him to Bryant’s 

Pond, where he arrives’ at 4.20 Paw., and there he finds a 
coach in waiting to take him to Andover, twenty-one 
miiles. As soon asthe coach is loaded we move onward, 

and ina couple of hours’ time we reach Rumford, eight 
tiles inland, where horses are changed, and we get a 
Yery comfortable supper. After a half hour’s delay the 
‘driver cracks his whip, and we resume our journey in the 
‘deepening twilight, Shortly after leaying Rumford we 
Move cautiously down the west bank of the Androscog- 
gin River, but when we reach the border, look in vain 

forabridge. Before us is a stream of some thirty rods 

a width, with a brisk current, whose waters are dark 
‘and threatening, and oyer which we are to be transport- 

ed, Thereis no ferryboat, only a small floating wharf, 
just large enough to hold a coach and four, but with no 
‘Safezuards. Without ado, however, the horses are 

driven thereon, bit there they are sure to stop, ‘* Neyer 
fear,” says the whip; “‘they don’t love the water any 
More than you do,” Fairly wpon it, and the ferryman, 
by means of ropes connecting with a large cable 
tethered to either shore, draws the nose of the wharf up 
to the cable, and the current setting against it, it starts 
dike ai thing of life. and in a few minutes the Horses dash 

ite opposite bank, ‘The sensation is both exciting and 
ecable, . 

Byening is now fairly upon us, and we creep slowly 
along in the darkness thirteen miles further, oyer a rough 

hilly, but, picturesque, road, till we reach Andoyer, a 
aitter of three hours’ journey, arriving usually from 9 ac, : iy 
930 rm, At Andover are, two good hotels—the 
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Andover House, the ancient hostelry, and French’s, 
lately built. 
From Andoyer to ‘Arm of the Lake,” on the Richard- 

son (or ‘* Welokenebacook”) the distance is twelve miles, 
but no Concord coach takes one there; the road forbids, 
for itis rough, rugged and rocky, and it requires a buck- 
board to accomplish the journey, Leaving Andover at 
8 A.M. you soon leaye denuded fields behind, and plunge 
into wooded lands, where tall and shapeless trees obscure 
the sun and partially shutunt the light of day, the only 
opening visible being a rugged, narrow road, which winds 
its sinuous course through the unbroken forest, 
About hoon you emerge from the wilderness to find 

yourself once more in the sunshine upon the borders of a 
beautiful lake, the Welokenebacook, where, planting 
yourself upon a rock or stump, you possess your soul in 
patience, tillin the distance yousee a faint trace of smoke 
rising bheavenward, and soon the little steamer, the 
Welokenebacook—a mere toy—approaches the landing. 
An honr is spent after its arrival in ‘‘ wooding up” and 
getting things aboard ; then the little screw slowly worms 
you across the lake to Middle Dam, four miles distant in 
miles and forty-five minutes in time. ‘* Anglers’ Retreat” 
is the name of the new ‘hotel’ that holds outits inyita- 
tion to receive you, and as there is no ‘‘ opposition” house 
here there are no yociferating hackmen clamoring in your 
ears the various hotels they run for; but you get quietly 
off the boat and pursue the even tenor of your way up a 
long plank walk toe the backwoods retreat, where you are 
kindly taken in charge for the moderate sum of $1,50 per 
day. The old Retreat has outlived its usefulness, and is 
now falling to pieces from gradual decay. Worms find a 

-| home in its rotting timbers, and horses and cattle find 
protection from the inclemency of the weather beneath 
its roof. What anignoble use to dedicate its historic 
walls to! How many a merry pathering have its tim- 
bers witnessed! How many jolly songs and cheery 
laughters have its primitive walls reéchoad | 

Alas! neyer more will its dumb sides resound the 
hearty jokes that went round in those early days when 
few drank in the glories of this famous fishing ground. 
But it is not my purpose to moralize, but to paint as 
nearly as possible an accurate picture of this delightful 
country ; and haying reached this point in our journey 
let me say, taking Middle Dam as the starting point, it is 
my purpose to give practical information of time, dis- 
‘tance and expense of making the Rangeley circuit, if I 
may be allowed the figure of speech, and at the conclu- 
Sion of this article may be found a compact summary 
table for the scrap book of the sportsman, 
From Middle Dam there are two routes to Parmechenee, 

yiz., via Indian Rock, and the Megalloway. Haying 
chosen the latter my description will be by that way. 
The old carry from Middle Dam to Umbagoe—Cedar 
Stump—has been abandoned, and the new carry now fol- 
lows the old road about three miles, when it turns to the 
northward and strikes the east arm of the Umbagog, five 
and a half miles all told from Middle Dam. he 

The steamer Diamond at present makes three trips 
weekly, starting from Upton about 8 a.m. Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Saturdays, reaching the arm at 9 A.M; 
thence to Errol Dam, and returning up river reaches 
Brown’s Farms, on the Megalloway, about noon, where 
a comfortable spring wagon takes you to the farms, two 
miles distant, for dinner. A buckboard leaves M, D. each 
steamer day at 7 a.m. The road is very rough and 
rocky and you ride for $1 or walk, as you choose, send- 
ing your luggage by buckboard at seventy-five cents per 
100 pounds, If you ride, the fare of $1 includes the car- 
rying of your luggage. 

At Brown's Farms you make a bargain to carry you to 
Fred, Flint’s camp, at the head of Ariscoos Falls, seven 
miles, or previously arrange for boats to meet you at 
Brown's and pull to the foot of the falls and then carry 
around. The former is the better way. Five dollars took 
our party and luggage from Brown’s to Flint’s, From 
Brown’s to foot of falls the road is good, but the carry 
around the falls is very bad, and luggage must be taken 
aoe ona buck and you must walk or take a terrible 
jolting. 
You reach Plint’s usually late in the afternoon, and if 

wise you tie up here for the night, for you will find a 
comfortable dwelling of modern pretensions—neat, com- 
fortable beds and a good table, with plenty of milk, for 
Fred, keeps a cow, and I can youch that she gives rich 
mul Terms, $1.50 per day for sportsmen and $1 for 
guides. : 
At 6,30 A.mM., Aug. 28d, we shoved our boats into 

the current, and the strong arms of our guides began 
pulling us up the Megalloway. The river at this point is 
some eight or ten rods wide, with no perceptible current 
upon the surface, yet with a strong wndertow. Four 
miles the hour is called ‘* good time,” and as the distance 
te the foot of the Little Megalloway—where you dis- 
embark—is thirty-three miles, it’s a pretty good day’s 
work to make the river in one day trom Flint's Camp, 

The points of interest between Flint’s and the Little 
Megalloway, 7, ¢., the lishing points, are, from point to 
point :—Flint’s to Beaver Brook, two miles 5 Parker Hill 
Pond Eddy, two miles; Bog Brooks, one mile ; Narrows, 
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four miles; Hunter’s Camp, five miles; Lower Metallic 
Pond, one mile; Foot of Meadows, four miles; Upper 
Metallic Pond, five miles ; Head of Meadows, five milés ; 
Foot of Little Megalloway, four miles ; total, thirty-three 
miles. 

As we were anxious to make Danforth’s Camp by 
nightfall we omitted fishing en route, and at 12,45 p.m, 
we found ourselves at a camping spot near the Upper 
Metallic, twenty-four miles from Flint’s, Tethering our 
boats to the bushes on shore, we disembarked and soon 
had a fine kettle of tea steeping over a brush fire. Tea, 
by the way, is the nectar of the guides ; give them Blenty: 
of meat and they will pull as long as the oars hold out ; 
and right here is a good time, while we are waiting for 
the pot to boil, to say a kind word for our guides, John 
Eastman and John Olsen, both faithful, trustworty and 
reliable guides, and thoroughly familiar with this section 
of the country ; ever willing to do all that is required 
and strictly temperate in their habits, both denying the 
use of ardent spirits, Woaile waiting for steam to get up 
—in the teapot—we yisited Metallic Pond to look for 
deer; we saw afresh trail, but the deer which made it 
was 707 est, so as the law ‘‘ was on” we didn’t shoot him. 
After a hasty, but. by no means light lunch, we resumed 
our boats, and lighting our pipes, drunk in the beauties 
of nature as we lazily and dreamily puffed our way up 
stream. A word about the Megalloway. It is what might 
be termed a flat, lazy stream, with clear and creeping 
waters, bordered on either hand by low lands thickly 
covered with spruce, tamarack, hemlock, etc., mostly 
soft wood, Its course is very crooked, and it often 
‘* boxes the compass’ in a half-mile run, This, added to 
the wild, rugged aspect of the surrounding country, gives 
a touch of romance to the journey, 
Resuming our journey we find nothing of special im- 

portance to interrupt our dreamy thoughts till we arrive 
within three-fourths of a mile of the landing, Here we 
encounter rapids too strong to stem with loaded craft, so 
we leave our luggage to the care of our guides and find 
our way along a well beaten path near the riyer, while 
our guides pole up the beats. Adelay of some thirty 
minutes is occasioned by the rapidsand we again embark, 
but only to make about one-fourth of a mile, when we 
find ourselves, at 3,30 P.M., at the foot of the Little Me- 
ralloway, thirty miles from Fred. Flint’s; and our jour- 
ney’s end by water. Spiked toa tree hard by you will 
find these words :— 

“ Wor a team to cross the carry fire two shots, and on being an- 
swered fire two more. Q.8, BLN, 

Eleyating our double-barrelled Parker atanangle of 
45 degrees, we fired In quick succession two shots of 
buck, then attentively listened, when, after a little, 
through the branches of the tall forest trees came the 
sharp ¢rack of a rifle, when again we gave two more, and 
in less than thirty minutes there came limbering down 
upon us an ordinary stone drag, drawn by a dilapidated- 
looking horse, which presented the appearance of an ani- 
mal féd upon the proyender of the country, brush, But, 
nil importe, he took our truck safely oyer the carry, four 
miles, to Parmechenee Lake, at the modest charge of five 
dollars, while we made the same on fool in one hour and 
ten minutes. The carry, after leaving the Megalloway, 
takes a westerly course for about one half mile, where 
you reach ‘ Spoff Flint’s Camp,” or G. 8, Flint’s, which 
is situated on the border of ‘‘Sunday Pond,” which he 
has stocked with trout for the entertainment of his 
guests, His camp isa comfortable one, and, on dit, he 
sets a very good table, At this point the carry turns 
northward, and three and one half miles further, over a 
comfortable but somewhat hilly path, you reach the 
south border of Parmechenee, At the termination of the 
carry is erected a flag-stait which boasts a white flag of 
peace. Quickly to the pinnacle we hoisted the emblem, 
and in afew moments our eyes were gladdened by the 
sight of a minature speck a mile and a half up the lake, 
which upon appoach proyed to be a boat to take us to 
**Camp Caribou,” the name with which John 8. Danforth 
has christened his wilderness lodge. In twenty minutes 
we were all safely stowed, and in twenty more we moored 
our boat at his wharf, just as the hands of our watches 
had passed the figure which divides 5 from 6 P.M, , 
We were greeted by our old guide with an enthusi- 

asm which awakened the pleasant memories of four 
years ago, when we first apes nies this section, and 
before any lodge disturbed the quiet of its waters. The 
cool breeze of the lake, after our hasty doing of the 
carry, sent a slight chill through our frames, and we 
were right glad upon step ing into the lodge to find 
a merry white birch fire blazing upon the iron hearth 
of an old-fashioned Franklin; and after the usual in- 
troduction to the brothers of the red present we made 
ourselves at home before the genial fire glow. A short 
history of Danforth and his camp I am sure will nob 
proye uninteresting at this time, _ i 
Some four years ago “Johnny Danforth” conceived 

the idea of planting his foot in this beautiful and se- 
guestered spot, and to that end set about arevline hig 
cabin on the shores of this mountain-hemmed lake; 
but ere he had it inclosed againsb the elements of the 
fast-approaching winter a yoice of authority slayed his 
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hand, Again he essayed to fell the towering pine to 
the same end, but again were his labors stayetl in their 
progress, and now hie found that a petty jealousy of a 
camp proprietor below was exercising ils influence 
against his getting a foothold here, Being a stranger, 
with no influential friends, he was unable to get a per- 
mit from the land-owners, while he and his motives 
were grossly traduced by his jealous opponent, Noth- 
ing daunted, howeyer, he now determined to anchor 
here, So with the indomitable pluck of a master back- 
woodsman, as he is, he shouldered his ax, marched up 
the lake, selected a quiet spot where the fierce blasts of 
the season would not too roughly visit him, and with 
afew well-timed strokes laid a goodly number of the 
denizens of the forest low, and in a short time had con- 
structed a raft of mighty logs, thoroughly secured to- 
gether as only a skillful woodsman knows how to do. 
Upon this solid foundation, anchored off shore, he piled 
his logs and raised his cabin, and ere the winter snows 
visited him in earnest we find him toasting his weary 
limbs over a cheery blaze that beamed from Iris hearth, 
Man has too much reverence for genuine pluck to swf- 

fer it to go long unrewarded, His indomitable perse- 
verence won him the respect of the land-owners, and 
an acquaintance began which ended in a permit to erect 
his lodge upon asmall island at the upper end of the 
lake, and last winter he gave the finishing touch to his 
now roomy and comfortable camp. 

The island upon which his buildings (three in number) 
are located contains about one and a half acres in area, 
All the buildings ase framed of spruce, with spruce stnd- 
ding and rafters, and clapboarded with planed clap- 
boards. All of the timbers, studs and rafters are peeled, 
and, there being no finish inside, their glossy surfaces 
give appearance of varnish, and render the rooms decid- 
edly cheerful. The main building, which stands imme- 
diately in front, is two and a half stories high, 20x80 on 
the ground. ‘This is occupied by ‘'the family,” Mr. and 
Mrs. Fickett, formerly of Brown's farms, who attend to 
the culinary department and “run” the hotel for “John- 
ny.” ‘he kitchen and dining room occupy the first floor, 
and bed-rooms aboye, Immediately in the rear of the 
main room is the general comfort room, or guests’ sitting 

~ room, 2 building 17x20, all in one room even to the ridge. 
A large open Franklin sends out a meUow warmth into 
its ample space, while the dennded rafters of spruce glis- 
ten and shinimer in the evening firelight. The appoint- 
ments are simple. <A. sinall writing desk fixed against 
the wall. a half dozen shelves with a few books and 
papers, the vinpedimenta of departed sportsmen, a sinik 
with wash. bowl and towels, two smiall tables, a wooden 
bench, a few home-made chairs and a swinging ham- 
mock are all Is wallsare decorated with actual drafts of 
three large trout, caught here sce the camp was erected, 
the largest representation having been taken by Henry 
CG, Haven, June ist, 1679, at Little Boys’ Falls, and weighed 
five and a half pounds. Farther back, but to one side of 
this building, is the lodging camp, 20x30, having six com- 
fortable rooms on the lower floor, and six beds, all in one 
room, in the attic. 

Through the long and dreary winter of ‘78 and “79 
‘ Johnny,” with only one assistant, toiled and struggled 
with his pet scheme, seeing no friendly face but his com- 
paniou’s from fall till spring. Boards and timber were 
all wrought by hand, with the aid of ax, saw and plane. 
To appreciate the task one must see the whole affair, 
which isa marvel of handiwork. But I will not weary 
the reader with description. only simply add Camp Cari- 
pou is the jaost comfortable lodge T ever caine across in 
the wilderness. Somewhat difficult of access, rates of 
living here are hizher than in some places, heimg $2 per 
day, or $10 per week. A good table, with plenty om it, 
alwaysinyiles the hungry fisherman to such fare as trout, 
yenison, ham and eggs, griddie cakes and maple syrup, 
tea, coffee, ctc., ete, T must be pardoned for saying a 
kind word for ‘‘Johnny,* Heis the best guide I ever went 
into the woods with. Hleyen years of hardship in the 
forest primeval have given him a thorough knowledge of 
all that is useful to a sportsman. Te is naturally very 
intelligent, auc possessed of a Natural knack ab wood- 
craft, and what he doesn’t know about itis searce worth 
the learning. Trapping in winter, and fishing and hunt- 
ing in summer, have given hina a familiarity wilh the 
country and a store of useful Imowledge, He is thor- 
oughly honest, reliable and temperate. 
The points of interest about Parmachenee are, first, 

the lake proper, about the shoals of which trout are 
plentiful, and aay be taken in quantities in the season, 
ranging from a quarter up lo six or seven pounds, ‘lhe 
lake itself is about three miles long hy two wide, and al- 
most entirely surrounded by mountains, whichare thickly 
studded with trees and thick undergrowth, and presents 
upon a still day a most charming picture, The most 
promising fishing point is Little Boys’ Falls, three miles 
from Camp Caribou, viz., one mile to the mouth of the 
inlet (the Megalloway), and two miles up river. The 
Falls” are a sifiall attair, being a drop of only six or 
eight feet over a broken ledge, but at the foot is a deep 
pool where large trout love to congregate. We 
tried our flies here, but got nothing larger than half 
ound, 
At the outlet of the Jake, one and a half miles from 

camp, the fishing is fine in June and September, and large 
trout are frejuently taken here. The largest taken by 
our party weighed about two pounds, 

Farther down the stream, about a mile below the out- 
let, Black Cat Brook empties into the river and trout are 
abundant, but not so large as above; however, they are 
often taicen weighing from one to tyo pounds. 

Our party remained at Danfortl’s five days, and, al- 
though we had trout at every meal, we had to stop catch- 
ing, because we could not eat thetn fast enough, 

Parties visiting Danforth’s, if they haye a taste for 
something wilder, will find good hunting and fishing in 
the back country. Tront, deer, and all inds of game he- 
ing plenty ten or twelye miles back, or wp the Megallo- 
way River. Rump Pond, eight miles up stream, is 4 fa- 
youite camping ground, and parties can get fitted out at 
Danforth’s for the expedition, I would remark in pass 
ing, that, to visit Parmechenee, parties need not tak 
blankets or any outfit whateverd{or camping out, for they 
can be had at Danfortl’s, From the Rangeley Chain to 
Parmechenee is now bul a day’s journey, however you 
may £0, unless you prefer to idle by the way, and try the 
favorite fishing pools which abound along the river banks, 

Atter a pleasant tarry of five days at Parinechenee, we 
purned on faces homesyard, 

At 8.30 A.m., Friday, Aug, 29th, we bade adieu to the 
pleasant island, and at 9 A.M. we reached the mouth of 
the Black Cat, two and one-half miles, where the west end 
of Cupsuptic Carry terminates, A few minutes snfficed to 
pack our guides and gather our own load, and we started 
across the carry, This carry is called five miles; but 1 
have walked over a great many and yalue my opinion, 
and I enter it upon amy journal as eight miles. We were 
all pretty good walkers and loaded light, and were three 
hours and five ininules making if, This, however, in- 
cluded thirty-five minntes in stops, making the actual 
time two hours and thirty minutes. Zin roufewe came 
upon a flock of partridges and bagged the lot—seven, 
We could not help it. they would not fly; and we shot 
them down in cold blood, not for sport, but because we 
wanted them for our supper. 
Much has been said about this being a bad carry, but 

we all pronounced it an exceedingly good ons. Thereis, 
occasionally, a windfall, it is true, but they are few, and 
now and then a steep declivity, but they are nob many, 
The underbrush is all cut away, the path well-beaten, and 
but fewrecks beset your footsteps, Twish, indeed, I might 
never encounter a worse. 

Reaching the banks of Cupsuptic River about 12 M., we 
waited thirty minutes before our guides came up, It 
should be borne in mind that they carried about seventy- 
ge pounds of luggage each, which may explain their 
elay, 
Th tained quite hard at spells while crossing, and we 

were somewhat wet when we gol over. We built a fire, 
however, and as the rain held up we got pretty nearly dry 
by the time our guides arriyed. We found our boats in 
wailing to take us down the river; and I will remark by 
the way that Danforth keeps boats constantly at both 
ends of this carry for the accommodation of sportsmen 
going and coming. 

After a hasty lunch, which all did ample justice to, we 
shifted out cargo and poled our way down the narrow 
and shallow Cupsuptic a distance of eight miles, where 
we encountered rapids, and leaving our boats at the head 
of the same, again shouldered our luggage and made a 
carry of ahalfmile to the foot of the rapids, where other 
and better boats awaited us. At this point the rain came 
heavily upon us, and we were glad to ayail ourselves of 
a friendly tent which a brother sportsman had erected 
here, but who at this time was temporarily away. About 
5 7M., seeing no signs of clearing weather, we donned 
our rubber coats and pushed our boats into the current, 
The stream now becomes wider and deeper, and our 
guides bent to their oars, Shortly after starting the rain 
came in torrents, ehliyened occasionally with thunder 
and lightning. One of ovr party discharged lis gun, 
which burst a cloud in our immediate vicinity, and its 
contents threatened to deluge us for a few moments, but 
by dint of bailing we kept afloat. From the tout of the 
rapids to Indian Rock the distance is eight miles, yiz., 
four to the head of Cupsuptic Lake and four more across 
it to In¢lian Rock. 
Two hours’ pulling took us to Camp Kennebago at In- 

dian Rock, whichis situated about one mile up Ik<ennebago 
stream, where it and Rangeley stream unite to empty 
thei waters into Cupsuptic Lake, The view from the foot 
of the rapids to Cupsuptic Lake is yery delightful, wild, 
romantic, 

Cupsuptic River for most of the way is very narrow 
and very crooked, more so than the Megalloway, which 
is so crooked that the water sometimes forgets which way 
to flow. The channel is shallow ant narrow, and at points 
we had difficulty in getting through the narrow passes, 
which were choked with the dry float-wood. Along its 
banks, where sand bars make their way out into the 
stream, we saw multitudes of deer tracks, and in one in- 
stance those of a caribou, Ducks, too, are quite numer 
ous in its waters, but it requires great care to get within 
shooting distance. 
Haying reached Indian Rock our journey is nearly 

over. Camp Kennebago is owned and run by an associa- 
tion of sportsmen who loye to angle, and who believe— 
may their tribe inrease !—in obedience to law of fish and 
game. They have two large buildings deyoled to their com- 
fort (one just finished), besides one for guides and other 
necessary out-buildings. The Superintendent, C, 8. Rich- 
ardson, remains here the entire year and looks to their 
affairs. He is a genial, good-natured soul, with proper 
gifts to fill the position to which he has been assigned, 
Of medium height, with beaming face and piercing eye 
and long gray whiskers and moustache, he leoks a very 
Puritan—a Miles Standish as it were. He greets you 
with a happy smile and happier word, and chiring your 
stay his quaint remarks furnish you an untold fund of 
pleasure. 
Camp Kennebago is open to visitors during the season, 

except in June and September, when ib is deyoted to 
members of the club and their friends, ‘The regular 
charge for board is $1.40 per day, and less by the weels, 
and they set the best table in the wildemess, The camp 
is situated about twenty rods from the confluence o! Ken- 
nebago and Rangeley streams, and some of the finest fish- 
ing hereabouts is at this junction where the walers unite, 
Leaying Indian Rock to complete the lake circuit we 

pass down the river on the little steamer Ogwassoe into 
Cupsuptic Lake, thence into the Mooselucmaguntic, 
making our first stop ab Soule’s camp, about two miles 
from Indian Rock, a comfortable lodge looking out npon 
the lake, and whose doors are always opeén—for a, consid- 
eration—to the sportsman, 
Leaving Soule’s the steamer makes its way across the 

lake, eleven miles, when if enters a narrow outlet a mile 
in length and finally brings up at Upper Dam, wherea 
small hotel anda half dozen other buildings look out 
upon this narrow neck of water, ‘The fishing at this dam 
is often very fine, and while we were stopping at the 
rock Marshall Whitney, guide and tyer of flies, of Upton, 
took three good trout, weighing respectively six and a 
half, five and a half, and three pounds, 

A. carry of one-fourth of a mile takes us to the head of 
Lake Molechunkemunk, where the steamer {Vela/ene- 
bacools makes its connection with the upper lakes. Leay- 
ing Upper Dam the steamer passes down the lake above 
named through a narrow ueck of water about a mile in 
length and into Lake Welokennebacook, or more often 
pothaps called the Lower Richardson, From Upper Dam 
to Middle Dam is about ten miles, j 

T have how given the complete circuit, haying started 
from and reburned to Middle Dam; and] haye little more 
to add to conclude this sketch of the Rangeley sec- 
tion, 
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Coming in via Andover we determined to go out vie. 
Farmington, From Indian Rocls across the carry to 
Rangeley Lake is one and three-fourths miles. Travelers 
walk and their luggage goes across on i buekboard for 
$1. The steamer runs on the Rangeley every day, Sun- 
days included, anc leaves foot of the lake at 10 A.M, 
Prom this point to Rangeley City is six miles, which the 
litle steamer Mollychunkemunk makes ip about an hour, — 
arriving about 11 o’clouk. The stage from Rangeley City, — 
however, docs not leave till 2 o'clock, thus giving ample 
lime for dinner. There ave two hotels here, the Range- 
ley Lake House and the Oquossée, The former is much 
the larger, Rangeley has a population of alyout; 500 in- | 
habitants. 

After touching at Rangeley the steamer continues on 
to Greenvale, at the head of the lake, thvea miles distant, 
and passengers can stop ab either point for dinner, 
Greenvale has only two or three house, Rangeley Lake 
is considered the handsomest of the lakes, bul it does not 
adtord the best fishing, 

Leaying Rangeley at 2 P.M, you soon find yourself upon 
a yery hilly and somewhat sleep road—now up, Dow 
down, but affording a very fine view of the smmrounding 
tountry, which presents on cither hand lofty mountains 
and deep valleys. Your progress is necessarily slow, 
oe ae as the horses upon this route are none of the 

est. . 
Four miles an hour is a fair average, The first stop- 

ping place after leaving Rangeley City and Greenvale is 
Beech Hill, or half-way house, where we changed horses, 
nine miles from Greenvale and twelve from Rangeley, 
About 5 Pw. we renewed our journey, and about 7 

P.M, we droyeup to the Barden Mouse at Philipps, Me, 
ning miles from Beach Hill and twenty-one from Range- 
ley. A word for the Barden—it is first class. Philipps 
has a population of about 1,500, and supports two or 
three good hotels, 

To reach Farmington in time for {he train (5.45 A.M.) 
you must leave Philipps early ; so ab4,30 we were called to 
breakfastand at 6 A.m. we weresmoling our pipes on the 
stags top just as the sunwas putting in an appearance, 
About 74.3, we reached Strong, asmall township, where 
we crossed Sandy River upon 4 suspension bridge, ex 
changed mails, and recrossing, resumed. our route over a 
rough and hilly road. sAt 8.30 we droye upto the depot, 
and at 8,45 wersoved ont of the station. rom Farn- 
ington to Portland is eighty-four miles, and the train ar- 
tives here at 12.57, giving thirteen minutes to conueet 
with Boston and Maine or astern for Boston. The: 
trains run jhito the Eastern Depot at Portland. jit if yor 
wish to take the Boston and Maineyou ¢hange at Boston 
and Maine transfer station. 

For convenience of referencve and for the scrap-boole T 
tive below a table of distances, limeand fares from Gos- 
ton to Parmechenee and return — 

|Distanee. | Lime, 3 
=| Fares 

| atten | BE 
Boston to Portland ....--.....--.-....) 108 4 00 |)... 
Portland te Bryant’s Poni. .— He a A (3 80 
Bryant's Pond to Rumford. -- & 2 00 050 
Rumford fo Andover....---..+ at = {0 110 
Andover to Arm of Lake. .... . 8 4 0 2 0 
Arm of Gulce to Midfle Dam, -.:..... 4 0) 45 07% 
Middle Dam to Arm of Umbayog ; 

ak 2 00 1 00 

10 2 00 1 00 
= B Oo a 0 26 

Brown's Farms to Ariseoos Carry... - a 0 0 4 5 (i 
Across Carry to Fred, Plint's........- 1p 1 UO ¢ for party 
@red. Flint’s to foot Litthe Megalla- 
RAY cee eet eee es Hn 9 00 Boat. 

Tattle Mevalloway to * Spotl Plint's + 15 Book 
Spoil’s to Parmechenee....... tees i it 1 00 & 
Parmachenée to Dantorth’s Camp... i] 0 20 Boat. 
Dantorth's to Binek Cah Mrook.....- na 0 40 Front. 
Across Gupsupti¢ Carry..... Aah a 2 30 Dat, 
End of Carry to Cupsiptio Wal § #30) Thoits 
Carry around Falls... Dee eyes ls) helace i 0 % Loot. 
Tooto!l Falls to head of Cupsuptic 
Tipteerers rl cone ns, aes ta ee veal 4 1 Boat. 

Head of Cupsuptic Lale to Indlin 
PROG at eee ese ~ 4 1 Ww Ronat. 

Indian Roel to Soules 2 0 20 7 06 
Soule’s Camp to foot af | 

prelsl (beekeeper eer Seon eb u 1 20 bh ade 
Hoot of Modselucmuguntic to Upper { 
PEt aR Seen ee eEeY besa ee 7 0 10 1100 

Upper Dam Carry to Mollyehunk- 
Friar Ged mes 5 eS t FeR QeeeH yee Be t ) 10 Woot, 

Upper Dam to Middle Dat... -. i) 1 30 1 00. 
Todinn Rock to Rangeley 

It 0 30 1 00% 

yt 1 00 Were 
0 80 1 10 
LOU 81] 4 tee 

ee 2 00 | 200 
Thilips to Farmington. . 3 30 1 60 
Farmington to Portland___. & 18 aes 
Portland to Boston... ...cs.eeu ee 4 i 525 

4Tncluding bizzare. 

Steamer connections on Mollychunkamunk, or Lowe 
Richardson:—Leaves Middle Dam for Upper Dam, 6 4.M.; 
leaves Upper Darn for Middle Dam, 10 \.a1.; leaves Mid- 
dle Dam for South Ann, 11 A.a,; leaves South Arm fo 
Middle Dam, 12 to 1 P. M.: leaves Middle Dam for Upper 
Dam, ito 3 Pp, M.; leaves Upper Daum for Midale Dam, 
4 7M., connecting on each trip at Upper Dam with 
steamer for Indian Rock, etc, 
On Mooselnemaguntic or Upper Richardson the steamer 

leaves Indian Rock for Upper Dam, § A,an, and Upper 
Dam for Indian Rock, 3 to 4 ¥.m., making only one trip 
daily, connecting with the steamer on Jower lule. 
On the Umbagog, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays 

the steamer loaves Upton fer Middle Dam Carry about 
8 4. u,; leaves Middle Dam Camry fer Errol and Brown? 
Landing, 94. M,, leaves Brow.’s Harms for Upton, 12 te 
1¥. M. 
On Rangeley Lake the steamaer leaves Ranyeley Outlet 

for Greenwich and Greenvale at 10 A.M; leaves (return 
ing) Greenwich for Rangeley Outlet af 2p, One trip 
daily. 
Thaye now, patient reader, finished the task which I 

set mysel about, viz., to furnish information which ne 
guide book contams, yet the want of which IT exper 
enced when contemplating this most delightfil trip, By 
its aid you may, with patience, caleulate the time 
quired and expense necessary to make any Dip you 
desire. In passing, [ would remarl: theta small party 
can easily wake a two weeks trip from Boston for p0b: 
You can add to this by extrayayarce snd saye opon i 
by camping out part of the time. If you attempt in, tal 
the advice of the writer of am article which appear 
the Forust AND STREAM a few weeks since— 
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‘se1se cannoli he questioned. Make up your mind to besin 
your enjoyment with {he beginning of your trip. Male 
yout bargains in adyance when you can, and if you know 
precisely where you wish to go, buy through tickets ; you 
ean easily deviate-here and there and strike your circuit 
again, You will find a delightful country and plenty of 
trout, but it may not fall to your lot to capture the large 
ones, Take such as rise to your fly and rest content, An 
ordinary shot-eun is of ittle use, as a rule, for birds, 
without a dog. ‘They are too tame to fly, and the chances 
axe you will pass without seeing fhein, For deer, a rifle 
cor gan with buckshot is what you need; at jhe proper 
Beasoo you cn shoot all you ought to with either. 

Finally, vin to be a true sportsman, keep your temper, 
don’t bully your guides, and you will be happy and 
return a better man from your intercourse wilh nature, 

Guo, A. May, 

alainval Histon. 

WINTER IN WYOMING, 

Goma, Wyoming Ter., Feb, Tcl, 1880. 

Miilor Forest and Sireany — 
TL sent you a little while ago a list of some of the birds 

which have ventured to brave the severities of a Wyo- 
ming winter, Small as that list then was, ithas become 
of late still smaller, Wor the past month I have looked 

in vain for a wiug to darken the wintry sky. Even our 
solitary Collmio Ludovicianus excubitoroides, the com- 
mon slirilee, has left, and eagles and hawks have either 
kept at home or gone elsewhere, The weather has been 
more severe of late than in December. 

We notice that on a day preluding a storm, after avery 
mild one, birds ave about, especially birds of prey, and 
for a good reason, for at the same time there seems a gen- 

eral premonifory stir aniong the other animals. Snow- 

shite javl-rabbits begin to run about, as if seeking for a 

Suitable shelter against the impending storm. Towards 

eyening many of these run frolicking out into the open 
prairie, and sit on their hannches like specters ; then not 

unfrequently an owl is seen hovering over their play- 
ground, while eagles and hawks haye been watching 
them. during the day. There is an uneasiness, tac, among 

the herds of cattle, and in our mines we not pnfzequently 

find the abundant footsteps of those little marauders, the 

Mountain rat (Neotoma cinerea), showing that they, too, 
have been on the stir during the night, looking for some- 

thing to steal and amuse themselves with, during the time 
that they are to be snowed in, Snow-birds begin to ap- 
pear in small flocks around the railroad station, The 

snow-binting of late has been the commonest of these, 
The gray crowned finch (Leucosticte teplirocotis) lias not 
called on us for some time. With the snow-buntings a 
few days ago, during very severe weather, I saw ashore 
lark (Bremophila alpestris), the first IT haye seen doing 
duty im this region as a snow-bird, though common 

enough during the simmer months, when Ihave often 
found its nest im a slight depression at the roots of a tuft 
of grass. especially in Colorado, and later on haye caught 

the fledelings, In South Park, Colorado, at an altitude 

of 10,000 feet, I have noticed them during the early fall, 

and thought I recognized some change in their plumage. 
This specimen was very tame, and was feeding with a 
‘couple of snow-buntings around the station at Como, It 

seemed as if its colorswere brighter than usual, especially 
‘the yellow under the black cravat and the soft roseate 
Biue on the back, like the last blush of awinter sunset on 
the prairie, Perhaps he was gétting himself up with a 
view to Valentine's day, or possibly the colors may have 

x seemed brighter by contrast with the snow. 
One summer day in Colorado, myself and three com- 

 panions were caught in a terrific thunder and hail storn 
‘on the open prairie, We took shelter in a broken-down 
‘claim shanty, and amid the roar of the thunder and a 
perfect bombardment of hailstones as large as marbles, a 
number of these little binds came in under the boards for 
‘shelter and nestled at our feet, fearing less the presence 
of man than the storm of frozen bullets outside, Mr. 
“W. H. Reed, of Como, who is well known to the readers 
of this paper as a hunter and close original observer of 
“nature, says that once during a heavy snow storm an Hre- 
“mophile, came into his tent and took shelter there for some 
days, feeding out of his hand and allowing itself to he 

“freely handled, He also relates that one day on passing 
abanic of drift snow lying against some sava-brush he 
Moticed some little holes in the snow, and on removing 
the bani he found a hundred or more of snow-birds 

of two species—the Mremophila and the Juneo hiye- 
Malis, or Wastern snow-bird, and the common snow- 
bird—huddled together, The holes, he thinks, they had 
‘pecked in the snow for air-holes, and the whole party 
“were there coniplately snowed in, waiting till the storm 
was passed, reminding one of tlie sheep in Colorado, 
which when overtakenin a snow drift are suid to worl: 
down to the bottom and feed on fhe grass till released, 
Of this batch, however, they caught [itty or more, and 
{ Five nnd fifty snow-birds 

Made a Christmas pie. 

Such being the premohitory signals of a snow storm 
‘amone the fathered and four-footed animals, it behaoyes 
nan to take warning, eather in a pile of firewood, put an 

no 
In 
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that conld freeze is frozen stiff, T once tried to paint im 
water colors with a red-hot stove at my back; but the 
brush would throw nothing butice on the paper. ‘Cher- 
mometer is between 20 and 80 dexrees below zero, and on 
Christmas Day, 35 to 38 degrees, 

Outside astorm is raging ; nob merely the falling snow, 
buta dense cloud of driving drift—so dense that the sta- 
Vion, only thirty yards (listant, is barely visible, Owing 
to the tremendous and almost ceaseless gales the snow 
never lins more than a few inches deep oma leyel in Wy- 
omine, bul is often drifted info enormous banks. The 
trackmen, whom the stern rules of the Union Pacific 
Railroad oblige to. are the only ones to torn ont, and they 
come back at dinner lime veritable pictures of old Mather 
Christmas, heards and moustaches ona sheet of ice, and 
not unfrequently with frozen noses and. ears which haye 
to be brought to by a colil application of snow. Large 
herds of cattle Ny bellowing before the storm, and many 
drop out by the way, and their frozen carcasses dot the 
prairie next day. At this season they are also, especially 
the lons-horned Texans, particularly ferocious, Many an 
encounter has occurred this season batween our men and 
{hem, ia which the genus Hono has been glad to take to 
the rocks. The bulls donot always have it heir own way, 
however, for one of thent happening to meet a stout Irish 
trackman armed with a sledge-hammer, in a railroad cut- 
ting, disputed the right of way and charged. The man 
struck him fair between the eyes, and “ Slernit haan 
bos. 

The storm generally lasts for two or three days, and is 
tlion as suddenly followed by soft, mild weather, ‘Then 
appear the tracks of all the fauna of Como on the snow, 
Rubbits have sallied out in the night to call on cther rab- 
bits and inquire how they have weathered it; hares have 
crept out from their thick sage brush to listen to tbe 
howl of the coyote, whose tracks are seen everywhere, 
and in some places a general scurry on the snow shows 
where some hare or rabbit has doubled on his pursuer. 
Then again curious little imprints at regular intervals, 
with a straight furrowed line between them, show 
Where some mouse or gopher has made plunging leaps 
through the snow, so much ont of his depth, dragging his 
tail atter him, Such are the ‘footsteps of the night.” 
Jf the weather is fine a few hawks or eagles may rarely 

be seen against the sky. Such is a brief sketch of pretty 
tough winter weather in Wyoming, A, Lakns. 
th Oo i 

ABOUT THE BOHEMIAN WAXWING. 

: CLEVELAND, Ohio. 
WN November of 1839 T first met with Aimpelis garrulius, 

that beautiful, stvange, wandering bird, of which so 
much has been said and so little known, Iwas in com- 
pany at the time with the late Dr. Jared P. Kirtland, and 
as a student, was in search of some kind of a bird in order 
that he might teach me the art of taxidermy, We only 
met that afternoon with a flock of birds that we supposed 
at the time to be the common cherry bird (Ampelis ced- 
rorwm). By a lucky shot we procured a number for the 
evening's work, which was spent in skinning and mount- 
ing apaitof them, the Doctor remarking all the while 
that they were the largest and mosf extraordinary col- 
oved cherry birds he had ever seen ; in fact before we gol 
through our work he declared them to be the regular, 
genuine Bohemian waxwing, which up to this time had 
never before been taken in hand by an American natu- 
ralist. To be sure Dr. Richardson, im his *‘ Fauna Borea- 
lis Americana,” mentions secing a single male specimen 
athe Hudson Bay House in 1831, but was not able to 
procure it, From his observation Audubon added this 
species to the fauna of North America, Dr. Kirtland, 
after his discovery, was not slow to make it known to 
Audubon by letter, The returning mail brought an 
answer that the bird in question must be the common 
cherry bird, as the Bohemian waxwing was a Huropean 
bird, and the one mentioned by Richardson was only a 
wanderer from the Old Continent, Doctor Kirtland then 
sent to Audubon a fine skin of this bird, but I do not 
know that the latter look further interest in the matter 
or even recognized in any way that the bird was common 
to the country. 

Until within the last ten years the Bohemian waxwing 
has been 4 constant winter visitor liere, arriving the last 
of November in close flocks of fitiy to two hundred and 
hore, remaining in certain localities where food abound 
ed through the winter. A few stragelers have been often 
taken as late as the ist of May. In December of 1844 T 
saw a flock of these birds on their way South that must 
have numbered many thousands by careful calculation. 
The flock was over two miles lone by twenty rods in 
width. I procured several specimens from among them, 
The day following this Hight was the commencenient of 
the heaviest snow-storm that has visited this locality since. 
The great altxaction for the waxwing here was the abun- 
dance of mountain ash berries; every lawn and front 
yard grew many of these trees; of late they have pone 
out of fashion, and the waxwings with them, 

1 have asked of the Park and Cemetary Commissioners 
fo plant tho mountain ash so as to call back this beauti- 
ful winter visitor. 

The Bohemian waxwing does not breed in this region, 
but Tam informed by Captain John Standard (the discoy- 
erer of Standard Rock, Lake Superior,) that during four 
years’ restdence ai De Tour, on the Sault St, Marie River, 
he has never missed seeing this bird in wumbers during 
the entive summer months. He believes they nest m that 
locality, and as Captain John is a good ornithologist and 
obsezver, I believe with him that they nest there; 

Dr. ©, Sturuie. 
Our correspondent, J, K. Lum, who writes to us from 

Skookum Chuck (Oh ye gods!), Lewis County, Washing- 

ton Territory, about Ampelis garvulus, says :— 
Numbers of these beautiful birds haye-made them ap- 

pearance here this winter for the first time in the history 
of the country, ' ee 

Youre Brrps mw Waiyrrr.—in view of the unusual 
severity of the present winter in Hurope, the following 

interesting in such a severe winter as we are having. 
Had (he season been unusually mild, the occurrence of 
young birds probably would have been noticed 48 one of 
the signs or conseqnences of such mild wealler, T need 
not pive the readings of the thermometer fox more than 
one day, but the winter here is the severcat one T ever 
experienced, In the firsh week of last Noyeinitier I found 
a young slowworm (aboutdin. long) en the road in Spar 
ham, Onthe 14thof the same monthI dugup three 
living imagos of Jelolontha vulgaris, Isit the éustermn 
of this species to hybernate in the perfect state? Nov. 
16. [heard the snoring noise as of young barn owls in 
the roof of Sparham church. Do adult bar owls make 
this snoring or hissing noise also, or is their cry contined 
to the cackling sound which I believe is peculiar to old 
barn owls? Noy. 20. At Holt I saw tavo young barn 
owls (downy nestlings) unable to fly, hey wera dead, 
but fresh enough for stuliing, and Mia. Dac (oll me he 
had two similar ones broughtin the previous week, Noy, 
26. In Sparham I shot two young wood pigeons with 
long filaments of down still adhering fo tha upper wine 
coyerts and secondaries, Dec, 2, Thermomoter revistered 
half 2depree below zero. Dee. 4. I bageed two more 
very young pigeons, ‘The next day L shot one more 
pigeon with downy nestling filaments on its wings. On 
the 11th of the same month two leveretis, the size of rab- 
bits, were seen in Sparham, Dec. 13. I saw a barn owl 
y ont of its nest (in Sparham church) ‘snoring’ on tha 
wing, and heard one or nore still snoring in the nest 
whilst it was flying away. Dec. 15, A youne slowwornt 
and three warty newts hybernating 4ft, below the sur- 
face of the ground at the bottom of a gate post. I saw 
them just after they were taken up with the old post, 
Dec. 21 and 25. I heard the suming noise as of youne 
harn owls in the church. On the28thT heard a, {saint his- 
sing noise as of still younger barn owls, as well as the 
older ones, in the same partof the church roof, The 
next day [shot avery young ringdoye, Jan, 7, 1880. 
We found a dead nestling bam owl im the nest im the 
church roof, There were probably more alive, but 2 
great part of the nest was inaccessible, ancl we only saa 
the dead one, which was rather “ high,” but fresh enough 
to have been alive a fortnight previously. On revisiting 
the nest at night J heard the snoring and hissing noises, 
loud, faint, anil fainter, as of barn owls of tines different 
ages, Jan. diand15. Lheard the owls as before, anit 
one evening (about the 15th) I saw two barn owls fly 
snoring fromthe nest, They both settled on an asn trea 
inthe chureliyard, and allowed me to wall moder and 
look up at them. ‘They flew close round me soyeral 
fimes, generally, lighting on the tree after onch round, 
I believe they are young and but just able to fly, 

—<—— 

Unxirorma NoMmENcLATURE. — We publish below the 

scheme presented by the Committee on Nomenclature 

before the late Convention of the Michigan Sportsmen's 
Association, at Bay City, and which, with jhe exception 

of the substitution of the name ‘ quail” for the name 

“colin,” was adopted by the Association. ho views ox- 
pressed by the Committee are founded on the right ides, 

that of absolutely loval names, and substituting the 

names which belong to the various species, and by which 

they are known to biolovists, the men who muy tainly be 
supposed to know more about the animals than other 
people do, because they haye made the animuls their 

special study, So faras the English names go, what the 

Committee says is very well, but they haye tried to do 

toomuch., It is yery doubtful whether the masses of the 

people can ever be educated to the point of calling even 
our common game animals by their scientifie names ; 

and, if they can be brought to this point, i) will be just 

as easy for them to) learn the proper names is wrong 

ones. The yarious gelerd into whiuh the srouse, for ex- 
ainple, have been divided, are generally exeapled by orni- 
thologists and should be employed ; nnd ihe same is ue 

of the deer. LU! we are going to try tojeach people, let us 
teach them what is tight in the first place, and thus save 

double labor :— 

DEER Gunus.—ilk, Cervus alécs, conamonly calleil 
moose, This animal is identiesl with the ell of the old 
world, and should be 50 called, althouzh Jiis native 
American name, moose, is not & misnomer. « 

Wapiti, Cervus canadensis. Improperly called ol and 
grey moose, This isan American form, probably having 
no representative ia any other part of the world. The 
name ell should never be applied to him, as it helen &s to 
another species. 

Deer, Cervus virgiumanus. Also called Vireinia dear, 
red deer and American red deer, / i 

Caribou, Cervus tarancdits, Also called woodland eara- 
bou, woodland reindeer and reinleer, 
GRovsr GENUS.—Grouse, or ui nnated grouse, Tetriée 

eupido, Also called prairie chicken and praizia hen. 
Rufied grouse, Teirao wybellus. Improperly valled 

partridge, and pheasant, As this fine bird js nicither a 
partridge nor a pheasant, but a grouse, he should be re- 
spectfully addressed by his own nanie. 

Spruce grouse, Tetrao cadensis. Synonyms: Canada 
grouse, spotled grouse, black grouse, and Canada par- 
twidge and spruce partridge. Asitis nota partvidge, of 
course these last two numes will not be applied to this 
hird by any intelligent person. 

Sharp-tailed grouse, Telrao perdioccetes. Sometimes 
called prairie hen or chicken, or sharp-byiled partrid re, 
Comty Gunvs,—Colin, ov Vireinia colin, Grtyw vii : 

anus, Synonyms: Quail, partridge, Virginia tail, Vir~ 
ginia partridge, Maryland quail, or partridge, and Boi 
White, 

‘hese synonyms are all inappropriate, or lyelone to 
other birds, except the last, and should not fie applied to 
this excellent and useful species of game. Bob \White is 
not imappropriate, and has baen used considerably of late 
by some enthusiastic namneamakers, but we like ile name 
colin best, It is enphonions, easily spoken and wvitten, 
and has the merit of age and the claim of priorily, Web- 
ster defines colin, the American partatdge, Pendiy: ein in- 
tanus on Oryx vinginianus, and gives Baird as authority, 
“Chamber's Encyclopedia says, “ Colin—see Virginia 
quail,” Qn, turning to that page, we find Virginia quail, 
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or calm (Ortyx), a genus of birds of the family Tetro- 
anidae, closely allied to the quails and partridges, but 
differing from both, * * * The best known species is 
the Virginia colin (O. virginianus), ete. Why this old 
and appropriate name has been dropped is an enigma, 
but the propriety of reviving its use is clear, 

a 

Crows,— Washington, D. C., Feb. 2ist.—I read with 
much initerest the article on *t Ravens and Crows,” by 
Mr. Buckley, in FOREST AND STREAM of this week, as I 
do all your articles on subjects of natural history, and 
was reminded of some traits of Corvus americanus in this 
section of the countrys Vast number of crows may be 
seen morning and eyening flying over Washington, on 
their journey to and from Chesapeake Bay and the 
pineries of Virginia, where they roost, Dead fish, defunct 
quadyupeds anda thousand and one delectable reminis- 
cences of Baltimore sewers, cast up fromthe deep, are 
the attractions. What I wanted particularly to mention, 
however, is the fact that in the early spring these ugly 
birds have a bad habit of finding unprotected lambs on 
the loosely managed farms in Maryland and Virginia,and 
pecking the eyes out of them. In this matter the 
crows are great epicures. An experienced occulist 
could hardly remove an eye with more ease 
and facility than these merciless crows. They 
are also death on young chickens, and are as bad 
as hawks on the prairies in finding and destroying 
new broods. In some of the pineries large quantities of 
guano are obtained and used in fertilizing the thin soil of 
these States, which is about all the benefit the crows are, 
and that is small recompense for the damage they inflict. 

J,C, B, 

Ortmrs UNDER THE Icn.—Houlten, Me., Feb. 14th.— 
My experience coincides with that of ‘‘ Fred.,” as stated 
in the last issue of Forust anp SrrmAm, and I will add 
further, that it takes a smart unter to run down one of 
these animals swimming under the ice. Otter, mink, 
and muskrats are taken by spearing through the first- 
formed ice when clear and thin, just strong enough to 
hold a man while in rapid motion, The hunter strikes 
them as they rise to breathe, The breath is oxygenized 
by contact with the water almost as soon as expelled, 
but when hard pressed more or less is wasted and the 
quarry svon, weakens for want of it. JACK. 

oe , 
WHAT Martin LoTHER THOUGHT OF THE SPARROW.— 

Ohicago, [il.—A large tree in front of my library windows 
is the perch nearly all day of innumerable sparrows, to 
my cheerful entertainment, and an alley at the side of 
my house is their principal feeding ground, where I ob- 
serve their food is grain. 

Yet Lremember picking up, some five or six months 
ago, a helpless callow bird, unmistakably sparrow, with 
afresh angle worm in its bill. Is ib yet settled what is 
their chief fond ? and has the sparrow war ceased, or only 
subsided for a time? 
Among the miscellanies of Luther's ‘‘Table Talk” 

(Bohn’s edition, page 368), are the following lines, which 
I cite for the benefit of My. Coues, to show the opinion 
that Luther had of them three and a half centuries ago: 
—The sparrow is a most yoracious animal and does 

eat harm to the crops. The Hebrews call it ftschinp, 
ft should be destroyed whenever found.” TDs Ly 

Sith Culture 
FISH CULTURE IN MASSACHUSETTS, 

HE Massachusetts Commissioners are from year to 
year perfecting the system of fishways in the va- 

vious rivers of the State, and in this way providing free 

passage for the fish to and from their spawning grounds. 

The large fishway built at Hast Taunton, over what is 
known as Squaw Betty Dam, has given general satisfac- 
tion, and the conflict which has existed for half a cen- 

tury between the mill-owners and the fishermen has fin- 
ally been settled, or at least transferred to other battle- 

fields. The inspection of the passage of fishes up the 

Lawrence fishway was continued through the year from 
May 5th to Noy. 1st, and a record kept of two observa- 

tions daily, The number of salmon thus noted was 
twenty-eight, the other fish being alewives, suckers, chubs, 

bass, shad and eels. 
Serious depredations were committed ab the South Had- 

ley fishway, Thousands of fish were taken from it, and 

the services of a Superintendent were found necessary 
here to protect the State's interests, The efforts to obtain 
shad spawn here were rendered futile by the exorbitant 
prices insisted upon by the owners of the seming pounds 
there, and the Comniissioners of both Massachusetts and 
Connecticut felt warranted in resisting their demands 

even with the loss of the spawn. It is suggested that 

another pound might be provided lower down the stream, 

where the Commissioners would be independent of the 

ivate establishments. ; , 

Pihe breeding of trout, though not strictly within the 

province of the Commissioners’ work, has been prosecuted 

to utilize the breeders acquired by the State in the lease 

of the hatching ponds at Plymouth, N. H.; over 100,000 

spawn have here been produced, of which one-fourth be- 
long to Massachusetts, and ib 1s proposed to distribute 

these to parties who will keep a record and furnish sta- 

tistics regarding them, They will be ready for delivery 
in April. ‘ 

Massachusetts received as hershare of the land-locked 

salmon (Salmo sebago) from the works at Grand Lake 

Stream, Maine—240,000 eges—of which 224,763 were suc- 

cessfully hatched and the ily distributed to some twenty- 

aight ponds throughout the State. 

The returns fron most of those who received these fish 

are sufiiciently encouraging to warrant a further distri- 

bution of them, All parties must make application im 

writing, giving a careful description of the pond in which 

they desire to place them, — The plan is te furnish them 

at the State hatching-house in Winchester, free of charge, 

to all applicants haying under their control any of the 

The State of New Hampshire has passed a law extend- 
ing the time for taking salmoh to 1882, m order to carry 
out what has been so successfully begun; a similar law 
should be passed by Massachusetts, 

—_——_~<——_ 

«Sury Pureins’? Hyprips.—lk Lick, Somerset Oo., 
Pa,, Feb, 16th.—Editor Forest and Stream :—Mr. Seth 
Perkins, in the last issue, says he has crossed the catfish 
with the muscle.” Will he please give us the details? 
He is respectfully requested to stand up in meeting and 
tell what he knows about the matter, HM, 

The number of animaleule in a single drop of water 18 

past finding out, but if has been estimated by careful 

students that this host of living creatures is doubled and 
trebled when the drop of water is dyed with pigment and 

flows from the tip of an ordinary Gillott pen. 
correspondent first read and comprehend the facts de- 
tailed in the paper published elsewhere with the title 

** New Discoveries in Natural History.” Then he may be 
prepared for the next st+p in the mysteries of ink-bottle 
fish culture, 

preat ponds of the State. For transportation, parties 
should bring with them good clean half-barrels or milk- 
cans, holding ten or twelve gallons, a thermometer, and 
a dipper for aGrating the water. The half-barrels will 
carry from 4,000 to 5,000, and the milk-cans about 3,000. 
The introduction of these fish into ponds having neither in- 
let nor outlet will for the present be discontinued. There 
will probably be about 200,000 for distribution next 
spring. No orders will be received after the 20th of 
April, 
None of the spawn of the California salmon, although 

freely offered by the United States Commissioners to the 
States, has been acecepted by any of the New England 
Commissioners this year, 

There seems to have been a general feeling, without 
preconcerled action, that it was best not to incur any 
further expense in trying to introduce them in our waters 
until something more was known about them, ‘The oft- 
repeated assertion that these fish all die after spawning 
has been pretty thoroughly exploded. But although rapid 
in their growth, and apparently very healthy, they have, 
from some unknown cause, failed to report themselves, 
Of the hundreds of thousands that have been putinto our 
rivers, not one adult fish has been seen or taken, and, so 
far as we know, not a single smolt has been caught in 
any of our streams. It is to be hoped that the cause of 
this apparent failure will be discoyered, and that the en- 
ergetic and praiseworthy efforts of the United States 
Commissioner to introduce them into Eastern waters will 
yet be successful, 

There was an increased run of salmon inthe Merrimack 
the past season oyer that of the preceding one, They 
came in schools during the month of June; but very few 
made their appearance after that month. During the 
greater part of June there was scarcely a day that they 
jee not seen either in the fishway or around the mouth 
of it, 
Another noticeable fact was that some of the fish were 

unusually large for this river: one which passed the nets 
at Plymouth during a heayy rise of water was killed in 
attempting to scale Livermore Falls. It weighed over 23 
pounds. Doubtless it was of the first year’s plant, — 

The season has been an unfortunate one for sscurin, 
these fish for breeding purposes, Hither the water woul 
be so high that the nets could not be maintained, or so 
low that the salmon were deterred from making any 
effort to reach their breeding-grounds. A few hours’ 
rain in the mountains will raise the river at Plymouth 
very rapidly from four to six feet. During the low stage 
of water many salmon could be seen in deep pools below 
Plymouth, .At New Hampton, late in the season, no Jess 
than eight large ones were seen in one pool, The 
drought has been severe this fall, and it is probable that 
many salmon haye spawned in the rapids below Liver- 
more Falls, instead of going above, as they otherwise 
would have done. 

The exact number of young salmon deposited aliye in 
the riverin 1875 isnotknown, They wereintrusted to the 
care of Mr. Wadleigh, then Commissioner of New Hamp- 
shire, whose inexperience caused considerable loss ; and in 
one instance the fish were disposed of in a direction not 
contemplated by the Commissioners of this State. These 
things have had their effect in lessening the number of 
adult fish taken at the hatching-house. The planting of 
1876, under the care of John McNeil, was by far the 
largest and probably the most successful effort that has 
been made in any ove year toward re-stocking the river. 
The result of this planting will be due the coming season. 
A good many salmon have been taken along the coast 

in pounds, weirs, and gillmets. Oneman near Newbury- 
port took twelve, and many were taken near New Bed- 
ford, and sold in that market. Yet, of allthe statements 
receiyed from the fishermen giying the number of edible 
fish taken by them, only two report any salmon. 

There were many parrs and smolts found in the Pemi- 
gewassett the pastsummer, which must have come from 
spawn naturally deposited by the salmon that reached 
the head waters during the last two years. 
Below will be found extracts from the report of Mr. A. 

H. Powers, Commissioner of New Hampshire, and super- 
intendent of the hatching-house, in the joint interest of 
the two States :— 
- *The 867,500 California salmon mentioned in my re- 
port one year ago were distributed in the month of Janu- 
ary asfollows: 25,000 were put in the Contocook River. 
28,000 in the Salmon Valls River, and the remainder in 
the Pemigewasset. At any time till the last of August 
these salmon (parrs) could be seen in large numbers any- 
where in the river near the hatching-house, from three 
to five inches long, very lively, and apparently healthy, 

‘* From our breeding trout 160,000 egvs have been taken. 
Twenty-two Atlantic salmon haye been taken this sea- 
son, weighing from eight to twenty pounds each. The 
first was caught June 13th, and the last Oct. 29th, All 
were caught at night, or before 6.30 4.m. Thirteen were 
females, and from them we have secured over 100,000 
eggs. For over thirty years nob a salnion passed up the 
Pemigewasset. This is the first fime, in this country at 
least, that any considerable quantity of eggs has been 
taken from mature salmon caught from a depleted river 
artificially re-stocked. The result cannot fail to ~be 
highly gratifying to those who have, or have had, the 
matter in Charge, and has, to a certainty, demonstrated 
that the-faith of the few, who argued that the rivers 
could be re-sto¢ked to advantage, was well founded. 
Those who have belieyed it impossible must now he 
eoniangee that it is not only possible, but quite prac- 
icable,’ 

That the California salmon, put into this river in 1878, 
survived the winter and summer up to the last of August, 
making a much more rapid growth than the Atlantic sal- 
mon, is certain; but whether they will be found next 
summer as smolts, or whether their sudden departure last 
swimmer was final, remains to be seen, Of the large num- 
ber that have been turned into the Merrimackduring the 
last five years, this is the only instance in which any 
trace of them has been detected so late in the season, 
The Bucksport establishment for taking Penobscot 

salmon spawn was reopened this season, and the money 
heretofore used to pay for the transportation aud ex- 
enses of California salmon was used to secure spawn 

trom this place, 
The 100,000 eggs taken at Plymouth, with what may 

he obtained from Bucksport, together with the natural 
deposit in the river, will make a fair planting for the 
commyg season, : 

— 

Wuith Fish FoR Lake OnrTARrto.—Rochester, Web, 
12th—I think there will be an effort made to stock Lake 
Ontario with white fish, and any parties knowing where 
they are taken in large numbers during their spawning 
season, will confer a favor by letting me know by letter, 

SETH GREEN, 

Sea and River Sishing. 
220g 

FISH IN SEASON IN FEBRUARY. 

SOUTHERN WATERS. 

Pompano, Trachinotuscarolinus. | Grouper, Dpinephelpus nignitus. 
Drum (two species). Family | Trout (bluck bass), Centronpris- 
Scionidc. tis atrarin. . 

Kingfish, Menticirrus nebulosus. | Striped Bass, or Rocktfish, Ros- 
Sea Bass, presto te Heellatus. ous lineabus. 
Sheepshead, Archosargus proba- | Tailorfish, Pomatomus sallatrix. 
tocephatus. Black Bass, Mivroplerus salmot— 

des; 
Red Snapper, Lutianus blackfordii. 

owe 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the Formsr Anp StrEAm Divectory of | 
Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following particulars, with such other information as they » 
may deem of valiie: State, Town, County ; means of access Hotel 

and other accommodations; Game anditsSeason; Fish and 

Season; Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address. 
—<—_—_ 

Dr, RouuN’s Toent.—The dimensions of the segments 
of the tent described in our issue of Web, 12th, are: 10) 
centimeters wide at top; 94 centimeters wide at bottom 
and 240 centimeters in length, 

— oo 

Connecticur.—A. land-locked salmon weighing four. 
pounds has heen taken from Simpsic pond, Rockville, this) 
winter. 

ae 

MicuigAan—Alpena, Feb, 2d.—Long Lake is six milés 
from Alpena, which is situated on Thunder Bay. Lake Hu-) 
ron, Reached by daily boats in summerfrom Bay City, 
four boats per week from Detroit. Long Lake tsa beautiful | 
sheet of water nine miles long by one and one-half miles ; 
wide ; plenty of black bass, perch and pike and partridges, | 
Over 1,500 deer killed in this county last season; good: 
accommodation at Long Lake House; charges reason~) 
aan 

“ FINE BLACK Bass FisHing.—Oswego, NV, ¥., Feb. 218t,— 
As the February sun casts bolder and yet bolder glances 
over our shoulders; as he climbs the southern heavens, 
and the springtime crow begins to examine the half) 
naked fields with critical eye and Dolby. cawing, the fish- 
erman’s blood gurgles in his veins with freshened vigor, 
and rods, lines, flies and creel are taken from the shelf 
and overhauled with a business-like air which discounts 
the weeks that yet intervene between the mud and slush 
of to-day and the rustling leayes and purling riffles of 
June, and while the time yet serves and adecision is still 
to be made as to ** where shall we go this year,” let me 
call the attention of my brethren of red and reel to what 
this location can offer. 
We have here a summer city delightful beyoné com- 

parison, a temperature of from 60 deg. to 78 deg. Far. ; 
the grand Ontario before it, the blue Chonagnen in its 
midst, and as charming a country upon either hand as 
the Indians eyer gazed upon. From our breakwater and 
piers in season we take pike, ciscoes, bass and shad, all 
with the fly, and all to be caught within thirty minutes’ 
walk of any of our hotels, Our Yiver, now civilized 
under the name of the Oswego, swarms with black bags, 
pike and shad, and for several miles above the city it is 
wide and shallow, with numerous rifts and falls, render- 
ing’ it a paradise for the fly caster. 
Within a dozen miles we number as many good trout 

brooks and ponds, and from this point one may with equal 
ease go down the St. Lawrence, up to the Walls, or into 
the Adirondacks. Our air is clear and bracing, our nights 
cool, our scenery beautiful, our citizens friendly and hos- 
pitable. Fineaccommodations may be had at any of our 
hotels at reasonable rates, and the expenses of the fisher 
man in his journeyings, either upon lake, river, or into 
the country, are ridiculously small. A boat with oars- 
man can be had at any time for twenty-five cents per 
hour or two dollars per day, and board and camping, the 
opportunities for which are many, will not exceed one 
dollar a.day, 
From New York, Oswego may be reached by the O. & 

W. R. R., the N. Y, C. and D. L. and W., via Rome or 
Syracuse; from the west by the N, Y, C., the 5. C., and 
the L, O. 8.; from the east by the R. W. &0,, and by 
water from Ogdensburg, Charlotte or any of the upper 
lake ports, by a daily line of propellers. The expense 
from New York is seven dollars, and proportionate rates. 
from other points. . - 
We raise the finest_ strawberries im the month of Jul; 

of any State in the Union, and our black bass are the 
the most gamy. With a welcome forall, remain, : 

Hi, HAMILTON, 

4 
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__ Awnrican Fishing Tackim ABROAD,—Messrs, Conroy, 
Bisset é& Malleson, of this city haye had the honor of be- 
ing selected by Prof, Baird, U.S, Commissioner Fish and 
Wisheries, to furnish a complete exhibit of American fish- 
ing tackle and anglers’ equipments, to represent Ameri- 
ean progress in the manufacture of rods, reels, lines, etc., 
atthe International Wxhibition at Berlin next April. Al- 
teady many of the Hnglish anglers are recognizing the 
fine quilities of the split bamboo fly-rods. made in this 
country, and in the coming Exhibition the Huro- 
pean anglers will have the opportunity of seeing the 
Tesults of American skilled labor in the manufacture of 

fishing tackle, This firm will not only supply all the 
different styles of rods, including salmon, grilse, trout, 
black and striped bass, split bamboo and wooden rads, 
‘Teels, lines, flies and ily rods, and the many odds and ends 
“comprised in an angler’s ontfit, but also the different 
Siiyles of wading boots, stockings, pants, ete., portable 
Kits, stoves, boats, fishing cars aud fishing suits of every 

“Mhaterial, making a most interesting and complete ex 
hibit. 

_ SALMON AS ' MARKS Or MoutH.'"—The following novel 
“method of determining the age ot certain Indians is given 
‘by a writer in the English magazine Good Words, and 
the locality referred to the Skeena, on the Canadian 
Pacific Coast. This does not exactly make one’s mouth 
water, but its grating is as effectively chilling as the 
filing of a saw :— 
Near almost every village we found men engaged in 

fishing, for, as we passed here about the niiddle of June, 
the first run of salmon had already commenced, and sal- 
mon is the staple, almost the exclusive, article of food 
among these Indians. When the salmon fails, as it has 

“sometimes done, the distress and destitution are very 
reat, far the natives seldom raise any kind of vegetables, 

the character of the country, as well as of the people, be- 
ing adverse to agriculture, When, however, the salmon 
gan be taken in their ordinary abuudance, a man may in 
less than a month lay in his supply of food for the year, 
phe salmon are cured, after being cleaned, simply by be- 
ing dried im the sun; and, as the Guring-ground is usually 
‘Neat the beach, quantities of sand are blown over the fish, 
One result of this is that the teeth of the Indians are 

adually ground down by the sand which has been in- 
“corporated with their food, so that you can approximately 
tell the age of an Indian by ‘‘mark of mouth,” the 
“teeth of the young being but slightly affected, while those 
‘of the aged have, in most cases, been worn down to the 
‘fums. ‘The dried salmon ara stored in a cache, a large 
“box or casing made of rough-hewn cedar boards, and 
cusually built around a tree at some distance from the 
‘ground. No Indian will interfere with another man’s 
‘salmon-eache ; it is as safe asif if were guarded bya 
“regiment, 
] er 

“Priy” Fisoinc.—Once Sic Humphrey Dayy was dis- 
covered by some friends, sitting on a stile, rod in hand, 
and deste tHe air with his fishing line. «At the ap- 
“proach of his friends he entreated them to stay back 
qwhile he continued his aerial sport. Their patience ex- 
hausted, they went up to him and were saluted with the 
exclamation : “* Was there ever anything more provok- 
ing? Ifyou had only remained quief another minute I 
should have caught him; itis most vexatious.” On be- 
ing asked to explain, he added; ‘‘I haye been amusing 
myself watching the feeding habits of the dragon-fly ; 
he snaps up the midget voraciously ; so I baited my hook 
with one, antl lad good sport trying to hook him, and if 
you had kept back a little longer I am sure I would have 
got him,”’—Temple Bar. 
Te 

THE FLY AND TROUT, 

\ Haaue’s Nest, Stamford, N. Y, 
Bditor Forest and Stream —An experience of over forty 

years in all the trout waters of the United States, Terri- 
| tories, and much of British America, using the fly 
| wherever it was practicable, has taught me that to strike 
with the flash of the trout from the water is the surest 
way to hook him. lam confident my old friend George 
Dawson—better fisherman doves not exist—will say the 

| same thing. Nep BuUNTLINE, 
DLater—‘One word,” or a dozen or two, more about 

fly-fishing, [ should, in my preyious note/on the subject, 
Have said—that “hardly ever” did I miss a trout if I 
‘struck on its flash from the water, One cannot he too 
quick—except in a rain shower, Last summer I had 
whipped a magnificent poolin the Beayerkill with almost 
eyery change of fly Thad, fit for the season, but every 
east was in vain—the pool was full of lazy-trout, from a, 
pound weight down, that wouldn't even leok at tempta- 
‘tion, A boomi—noi a political one; or I should not have 
beet there—a, boom of thunder announcing one of the 
Budden showers pequliag fo that wildérmess section, 
caused me to look for shelter, I found it under a big 
Bhelving rock which overhung the side of the pool, and 
just thenj along came Egbert Tripp, a native on the 
siream. ‘ Coloiel,” said he, * put a couple of black ants 
on your leader and you'll see fun as soon as the rain be- 

ns.to fail.” Tsaw that he was fixed for the “fun,” and 
Taying aside my old leader, I put on one of the Orvis 
niist-colored, and put on two of my smallest black flies. 
Tn a few seconds a heayy shower fairly made the water 
boil, and in Ldropped my black ants, They had hardly 
touched the water when they were seized by two as large 
trout as there were in the pool, and forthe next fifteen or 
twenty minutes Tdid nothing but drop in and pull out. 
There was no tail play in the work there. I filled my fif- 

teen-pound basket without leaving the spot, and Hebert 
pwas as busy as I, Now how do you suppose that native, 
‘born aud brought up on those waters, accounted for 
this? He said that in a shower thousands of black ants 
‘ave swept from overhanging trees, dead limbs, etc., into 
the stream, and that ina shower trout are therefore on 
fhe lookout for a feast. Nep BuNTLINE, 

——§-—— 

—The theory is advanced that trout which have been 
saneht with rod and line and then used as breeders mani- 
fest a knowledge and fear of the rod, while their progeny 

Th the same ponds are undisturbed by the same rod, 
“This is am indigenous American idea; but to English 

ing belongs rm honor of haying introduced the tele- 
ioné into deep water and actually listening to the con- 

ation of the monsters of the deep. 
| 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

NEW DISCOVERIES IN NATURAL HISTORY, 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 

Great competition was entered into by your corre- 
spondents some time ago to secure the big fish-hook. 
I don’t want to lieunder the imputation of wishing to get 
your hook, nor re-lie,as I fear too many competitors 
frequently do, upon mythical subjects in order to obtain 
a big vulgar ** fish-hook,” ‘ Cod-hook” no doubtit would 
be, particularly after your labor of cod-ifying the heaps 
of communications sentin, My ideas are more of the 
upward migratory tendency, soaring above those lower 
orders of fishes which appear to be the principal standard 
for the genius of your ‘ fish swallowing fish” fraternity, 
Mine will be the nobler fish, the lordly salmon, as the 
text forthe tale to be told, Nor would I be satisfied with 
the yulgar cod or catfish hook so eagerly sought for, but 
should demand-for a prize the more genteel and aristo- 
cratic ** Lady Marton,” ‘' Jock Scott,” or ‘Silver Doctor,” 
But to the point, In seeking knowledge the perfect ordi- 
nations of nature are apparent in everything, and diffi- 
culties which appear quite insurmountable are frequently 
overcome by the simples) agencies. 
Nodoubt many of your readers will have either visited 

or read of the famous Canadian salmon rivers of the 
Gaspe Basin in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The Dart- 
mouth has, or had some few years ago, about twelve 
miles up from its estuary, an impassable barrier to the 
ascent of salmon, caused by the passage of the river 
through a narrow gorge or fissure of the mountain, and 
then fell almost perpendicularly over a ledge of rocks 
about eighteen feet in height, Below this fall is avery 
deep hole, in anglers’ phrase, a salrnon pool. Here these 
fish congregate after ascending from the sea, waiting if 
erchance an opportunity would be afforded them for a 

further migration upwards in search of spawning 
grounds ; and it has been of great interest for the writer 
to wateh the numberless yet ineffectual efforts made by 
the salmon to surmount the fall. Yet strange to say, sal- 
mon were frequently found aboye this perfect barrier, 
which sorely puzzled the minds of fishermen and others 
how this could be; and stranger still, the salmon found 
above the falls were always large male fish, Now for the 
sequel. One pleasant afternoon (somewhat late in the 
season), after casting the fly in vain in this pool, a ledge 
of projecting rock over the fall was reached, where, look- 
ing down into the foaming water below, the salmon 
could be seen making their leaps to surmount the fall. 
Not wilfully desiring to violate the Canadian fishery 
regulations, the singlé gut was taken off and a well worn 
* Jock Scott’ fly was baited with a small sized trout and 
fastened to the double casting line and. dropped into the 
pool amongst the salmon; every now and then a great 
commotion was apparent amongst the fish, as if all were 
running at the bail at once, but ‘nary a bite was got.” 
Getting tired of this, the line was partially reeled up, 
leaving the trout bait dangling just above the water, and 
to view the beauties of nature I laid myself down, when 
lo! a beaver rose out of the water just on the opposite 
side of the fall and passed along upon the side ledges, 
where a few inches of water trickled over, till he as- 
cended the falls on the level with myself, and then passed 
up the river. Seyeral salmon were leaping and appar- 
ently following this beaver to the point where he first 
commenced his ascent. Shortly afterwards another 
beaver began a similar journey, followed by two 
or three salmon leaping after him upon the first 
ledges, where after struggling to get further on, 
they soon slid back again intothe pool, Just at this mo- 
mnent away went the musical click of the reel, and seiz- 
ing the rod it was soon found that something unusual was 
at the end of the line, ‘The continued ‘* reeling up” and 
“clicking” at last became tiresome and monotonous, es- 
pepial’y as nothing could yet be seen which caused the 
abor ; when all at once the broad tail and part of the 
body of a large salmon, quite dead, was seen bobbing up 
and down on the surface, whilst an incessant pulling and 
tugging was kept up by something else below the sur- 
face, Patience and perseryerance will overcome almost 
everything; as ib did in this case, so it will with you, 
good reader, when you will have read this great discoy- 
ery of the astonishing means pursued by salmon to sur- | 
mount the most difficult obstacles in their way, in order 
to reproduce their species, Evidently something foreign 
to fish was on the hook, asa hairy head and pair of 
twinkling eyes presented themselves above the water— 
fish and flesh appearing at the same time inclined the 
thoughts towards a mermaid. It, howeyer, turned out 
to be a comely little beaver; after some further strug- 
gling both objects were landed and found to be half 
beaver, half salmon, not united side by side, Siamese 
Twins-like, but hooked together head and tail. Whilst 
rapid passages are offen made through the ‘Gut of 
Canar,” and as your correspondents vouch for the almost 
miraculous digestive process of ‘fish swallowing fish” 
aud fish-hooks dd tfinitum, the trout bait swallowed 
by this beaver did not pass through his stomach and be- 
come transformed into the gut-apercha fish-hook, found 
on the lower jaw of the male salmon, but the latter had 
nevertheless actually hooked hiniself on to the tail of the 
former, from which he could not extricate himself, and 
consequently died. This peculiar capture immediately set 
eae wits to work for theorizing and for obtaining know- 
edge. 
Our ideas ran thus:—lTwo beavers going oyer the 

falls; salmon Pai after them; a big cock-salmon 
hooked on to a beaver's tail; none but male salmon 
found aboye the falls. Putting all these circumstances 
together, the exclamation arose—“'By hookey, I’ve got the 
solution,” and here it is; Tt is well known how intensely 
strong the migratory instinct of salmon is to overcome 
rapids and falls, imducing them to try every possible 
means to accomplish it, generally following some promi- 
nent leader who, if he proves successful, is immediately 
followed by the others, This old dead pioneer salmon 
no doubt had made many trials lo get over the falls, and 
noticing the beaver leading the way, thought best to 
play the ‘old soldier” by eatching him by the caudal 
organ, when the salmon’s hool-bill perforated the beay- 
er’s tough leathery tail, in which it became clinched as it 
were, and could not-be extricated. A tussle then com- 
menved, ho doubt, for the mastery, and in the struggle 
both rolled into the pool below, where the salmon came 
to his untimely end ; the beayer becoming exhausted and 
(hungry sought the dangling bait on ths ‘Jock Scott,” 
and he, too, came to grief, Mencethis wonderful discoy- 
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ery in natural history, which may yet be utilized to 
supersede the construction of artificial salmon ladders, 
curtailing their expense by using well trained dogs to 
help migratory fishes over otherwise impassible barriers 
on rivers. 

The shades of night setting in, the camp, a short dis- 
tance below, was sought, Coffin, the guide, was a dis- 
believer at first of the whole proceeding when related to 
him, but being of an inquiring mind and not being will- 
ing to be outdone in fishing loré on his native riyer, dis- 
appeared next morning before daylight; returning late 
for breakfast he was questioned about his absence, He 
replied; * Sir, IT couldn't sleep all night with that ‘beaver 
salmon before my eyes, and I felt like taking a hand in 
myself, and I have succeeded, Now, Mr. W—, I'll 
five in that you are a more scientific man than I be in a 
thinkin® and in a-cogitatin’ out how them big he-salmon 
gets over the falls. bub P'm a more practical man than 
you be, for I see’d a big chain of beavers and salmon thie 
morning fifty feet long, all taggle-hooked together, heads 
and tails, sloping right over the top of the falls full lick.” 

This full corroboration of the circumstance by the more 
“practical” man will no doubt satisfy you, Mr. Editor, 
and your many readers that two very important discoy- 
eries in natural history have heen brought to light in this 
narrative, both of which have puzzled the brains of the 
most astute ichthyologists and fishermen to explain, 
namely :—How the Salmo salar and their descendants 
are sometimes found in waters which it was held to be 
impossible for them to reach by their own agency ; and 
the still more knotty question of ‘* tha use for the cartil- 
aginous excrescen¢é,” or “bony hook,” found on the 
lower jaw of the male salmon during the spawning sea- 
son, FIsH AND Tors. 

P. 8.—As no scaly “hybrids” (d la Seth Green) were 
ever found in the river from the co-habitation of the 
beayers and the male salmon, the Canadian Govern- 
ment, in its wisdom, cansed several charges of dynamite 
to be apphed to the ledges forming this cataract, which 
tore away large masses of the rock, so that male and fe- 
male salmon and their legitimate progeny are now found 
in large numbers scores of miles above the Dartniouth 
Falls. PLE. 

Che Zennel. 

TO MAX. 

pas following lines \ers composed by a young lady who, after 

returning from the city, where she had beea visiting some 

friends, had received a photograph of a gentleman’s dog. She 
had become yery much attached to the dog, and before taking 

leave of him must needs take with her 4 look of his hair,” refer- 

ence to which is made in her letter addressed to dorgy, whose 

nameis Mux. The esteemed epistle is worthy of a wider appre- 
ciation than that of Max's circle of acquaintances, and wo have 
heen permitted to publish it here :— 

MARSHLANDS, ied. 6th, 
DEAR MAXIE :— * » Web. Gh, 1880, 

Ttrust you'll not think it a crime 

If in sending my thanks J inclose them in rhyme; 

Between reason and rhyme [ searcely could choose, 

So greatly your picture awakened the muse. 

IT cannot express my delight and surprise 

On seeing once more your darling brown eyes; 

It is you to the life, from your neat spotted hose 

To the shining cold tip of your innocent nose— 

And the eloquent words of a Burke would fail 
Indeseribing the dignified curl of your tail. 

But Maxie, old boy, where’s the genial smile 

With which so often your friends you'd begulle 

Into giving you many a bone or bit, 

Or on the sofa, unchidden, letting you sit? 

Were you thinking so gravely, Max, of the past? 
Or, “ banish the thought," was it but the repast? 
Tm sure you'll not make so ignoble confession, 

"Tis only, you'd say, my ‘Sirius expression.” 

Tever shall cherish, with the fondest of care, 
Your jinage and the lock of your bonnie brown hair 

Though another the wit of the house may brag, 

Long, long dear Max, may you be the wag. 

Sincerely your friend, 
$$ rr ee 

THE NEW YORE DOG SHOW, 

HE Fourth Annual Bench Show of Dogs, to be held 
under the auspices of the Westminster Kennel 

Club, at Madison Square Garden, this city, Tuesday. 

Wednesday and Thursday, April 27th, 28th and 29th, will 
provide for seventy-four classes, with the following list 
of premiums, in addition to which a silyer medal will be 
awarded to the third best in all classes where two money 
prizes are given :— 

Class 1.—Mastiffs—dogs, first, $20; second, § 
2. — Mastiffs— bitches, the same. Class 3, ae 
dogs and bitches, $10; silver medal t2 second. Class 
4,— Rough-coated St, Bernards —dogs, $20 and $10 
Class_5,—Bitches, the same. Class 6.—Smooth-coated 
St, Bernards—dogs, $20 and $10. Glass 7.—Bitches 
the same. Class 8.—St. Bernards—puppies, $10; silver 
medal to second, Class 9. — Newfoundlands — dog or 
bitch, $20; silver medal, Class 10.— Puppies, silver 
medal. Class 11.—Siberian or Ulm—dog or bitch, $15 - 
silver medal, Class 12.—Greyhounds—dog or biich, S16 
silver medal. Class 13.--Deerhounds—dog or bitch, B15; 
silver medal, 4 : 

Class 14.—Champion Pointers, over 55 lbs.—dogs, $35 ; 
Class 15.—Over 50 Ibs,—bitches, $35, Class 16. Paink. 
ers, oyer 5) Ibs.—dogs, $30 and $20, Class 1'7,—-Over AO 
Tbs.—hitches, $30 and $20, Class 18.—Champion Pointers 
under 55 Ibs.—dogs, $39. Class 19,—Under 50 Ibs. 
bitches, $85. Class 20:—Pointers, under 56 lbs.—dogs sh and $20., Class 21—Under 80 Ibs.—bitches, $30 and 
20. Class 22,—Pointer puppies—dogs, $10 ; sil : 

Class 23.—Bitches, $10 ; Silver medal ‘ Soe 
Class 24.—Champion English Setters—dogs, $85. Class 

25.—Bitches, $39. Class 26.—Imported English Setters— 
dogs, $30 amd $20, Ulass 27.—Bitches, $30 and $20. Clase 
28.—Native Bnglish Setters—dogs, $30 and $20, Clags 29, 
eee i eteaa gee Pu een Setter: pup: 
pies—dogs, ; silver medal, ass §1,—Bitch . 
silver medal, eons 
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Tn Classes 32 to 87 inclusive, a white spot: or frill will be | less well cared for. Werun both fox and wild cats with ayes rE 
alloweil: beta black, white and tan dog must go in the | our dogs, but this breed of dogs is not so good for cat a aUoma Ws Galumn, 
Uneliel Setter Class. as for fox, because i) ey circle too fax, PHO, fy) : i) en 

—<— 7 at Ti 1 

Ty-BREenpInd.— Winchester, Mass., Leb, 18th,—You say eS poe Ca ASD Cee ea 
breeding a bitch to her sire would be injurious, Is not " 
this a mooted question? I haye a flock of partridge : Bay Crry., Micx,, February, 1880. 
Cochin fowls, which I have hired in-and-in for six or | 2ditor Forest and Stream :-— ; 
seven years—it would be hard to beat them. The famous| The pleasantly written letter from my friend J. M., 
short-horn cattle were obtained by breeding in-and-in, | Which appeared in this column not long since. attracted 

_and has not every strain of animals been established in | @Y attention and recalls many pleasant assovialions, 
thasame way? Iknow very well what is said and the | Chicf among which was six weeks spent together in 
theortes that are put forth in regard to it, but practically | Northern Michigan, accompanied, of course, by one of 
every sticcessful breeder owes his success to breeding in- | the sterner sex, Mr, M,, a Nimrod and an angler of great 
andin, B.A. B. PE ost asi scene es our eoieee dehah We tes J crane. 

SAAMI tht Fast hs ae ee _.|and Boyne Rivers, whose cool, bright waters flow into 
f ee leading phy siologists and scientists of to-day are | ping HS and from thenee, at Charlevoix, into Lake 
very unanimous in opinion that in-breeding in the human | Michigan, ‘The banks of the Jordan, luxuriant with 

race, even within bounds permitted=by law, is not con- yine, férn and moss, and overhung with cedar, whose 

duciye to cither physical, mental, or moral development, Re ee ‘ oe ae these aallereaiay te re bter Bae 
5 Ek aw eh ‘ ‘ tamarack wilh a BAC d mapie, to- 

but decidedly Hn reverse, ku proportion as we descend gether wit the sweet wild perfume and deep eettades 
in the scale, the illresults are less pronounced, or manifest; | broisen only by the merry ripple of the swil{ly-fowing 

chiefly because the various developments of the animalare | water and music of the whispering pines. furnishes a, Te- 

@i0, Clase 59 -Bull-T eae aa less pronounced, but the evil still remains } and whiexe in- bic pes a Ueber pesteaeer eens ee 
#0, Class 59,—Bull-Terriers—doge or bitch, $15 < B10. . Be eyed ew ese eet i rea Trequented str a Wwite- re. 8, ; 

Class te Patmos dexter: ere eee ; Glass ih gees 3 aS eles, srguieeg CR becomes epeT est is the fit pone of the much-sought mountain trout, A 
Skye-Terriers—dog ot bitch, $15 and $10, Class 63,— and very serious.” We do not declaim against all in- 

Pugs—dogs, $15 and $10. Class 63.—Bilches, $15 aud $10. breeding, but where it can be avoided and still secure the 
Clas s—dog on bitch, silver medal. Class 65, | prominent or desirable features of type which we desire 

jutting moss-grown log, round which the eddying water 
‘whitls, and the spreading cedar shades, may he the 

33 G44.—Puppie 
~-Seotch Terriers—dog or bitch, $10; silver medal. Class | to reproduce or develop, itshould bedone. Thus in-breed- 

ing, per se, is an evil, andhas been marked by the disap- 

friendly protection of seyeral lively inhalitants, too 
wary for the temptation of brown hackel or grecn 

fi,--Black and Tan Terriers, oyer 5 lbs,—dog ar bitch, dragon, L ‘ ; . 

$15; silyer medal, Class 67.—Dandy Dinmont Terriers— pee iN Arriving at this cool seclusion, our heretofore vigilant 

(log ov bitch, # silver medal, Class 63,— Yorkshire proval of all ages, deteliorating diseases and steriliby compamion declared he would not be bothered ly etapa 

Terriers, blue and tim, over 5 Ibs,—dog or bitch, $19 and | being the most prominent evil results in the human race, and procuring us the services of a trusty guide, left us to 
#10, Class 6).—Same, not exceeding 5 Ibs., $10 and R10. =r follow our own devices, Often 

Class 70,—Toy Terriers, other than Yorkshire—dog or IMPORTED Purring FoR Til Montvimw Kennnn,—Imn ++ With eun and rod he'd Jeaye us, 

hiteh, S15 > silver medal. Class 71.—ing Charles or | the Fores? anp StRwAM of Web, 12th, we noticed the ar 

Bienheimn Spaniels—ilog or bitch, $10; silvermedal. Class | rival of a fine brace of Laveracix puppies ; we are es 
enabled through the courtesy of Mr. Jos. H. Dew, of 
Columbia, Tenn., to give the particulars. The puppies, 

Pursuant of bis sport.” 

Nor would we see him again until the hour of noon 

72.— Japaneses Spaniels—doe or bitch, $10; silver medal. 
‘hounds—log or bitch, $10 ; silver 

Blue Queen and Blue Princess, were purchased through 
Mr. George Lowe, Secretary, BE. K, ©, of Mr. HH. F. 

- 
brought him to the trysting cedar tree, wheres a lunch 

Class '73.—Ttalian Give would he spread, followed by a siesta enhanced by a pil- 
medial, Class il.—Miscellaneous or Foreign Class—dogs low of fragrant moss—a cool breeze which uever failed, 

or bitwhes not included in above classification, $20, $15, and lulled by the weird song of the water-thrush, ; 
$10 ; two silver medals. Grant. of Newport, England, their breeder, hoy ara| ,, “5:0 —— being much inclined to rival her he bet fd 

The entries closed April 12th. Catalogue of classifica- py te Lowe’s dog; Tam O'Shanter, who is by champion ee ie a Ben return vuck ga ero nae of 
= ate are . ia . ; ock out of champion Rum; and out of Mr. Grant's | 8Cer: Bua + quite approy’ Perot race PT . 
ee a BUISg, A ith rules and seus and entry | witch La Reine, Karey ad by Blue Pace cuion see ea our time was spent in fruitless attempts at sciontilic wrisb 

blanks, may be obtamed of the Superintendent, Mr. | puppies are as pure Laverack as can be found anywhere, | movements; and it was with praiseworthy patience ae 
Charles Lincoln, whose office is at 141 Fulton street, |and combine fine crosses to old Blue Dash. Lg | Skill that our good guide disentangled from ead 
W. ¥., over Mouqnin’s Restaurant. Reine is own sister to the field trial winner, Blue Bell IIT. ae ae peer clio peat a cole id Pas 

Dpto ee cern rcAda: veseiyed 4alarenion he brace reached C ia, in fair condition after their | Pub donot imagine that so n ya ee as 
pine puPaben Chena ree aulncedty peer ec 16 lag sel yer me cee ay eee Bol etena ees pane sages ties out its reward, for besides many lesser bentties that 

cess of any of the entries formerly received at such an EE aoe Sa ei eld raced our boat-well two-pound attraction, so sliy: 
i : 4 —»—— eraced our boat-well, was atwo-pounca Lon, Mi 

early date; and this, with other indications, leads the} Wuostunster Kexnru Cuun’s New Kennun.—We are andanoone Uae te eee eD Sere cede aie 
Mangement to anticipate a very large show. informed by Mr, Robt. C. Comell, Secty, and Treas. of We See of a landing-net to induce him to change 

W. K, G., thatthe club has just taken a lea f six ae : i — : jus e ease of sixt: a ve 4 ; ears 

Mn. M, P. Mekoos* +f: acres of the old Litchfield Warm at Babylon, 1. T. Pos. While pursuing these rod exploits Rime ae aS sig 
n. M, P. choox's Cockmk SPanieLs.—In a, late | session will he taken by the club es scon as the house and made ow headquarters at Mr. W ebster’s, whose domiti @ 

number we made brief mention of the excellence of Mr, | kennels are put in order, which will be in about two | ¥25 the only house for many miles peed au a 
felcoon’s stock, and at the same time noticed that we | weeks. comfort could not he found, Tne aes saute by oe? 

l recei ¢ ma Ney squared timber, piled up in block fashion, reminding ene 
liad received for our album, ten card photographs of jis ofthe legends of their grandfathers time, The upper 

little cockers, taken by Mr. Jolin 'T. Walters, a neighbor 

of the proprictor of the Blue Star Kennels. The reputa- 

tion of Ma. McKoon’s fine collection of handsome and 
healthy dogs is so well established in this country that 
further remark as 10 their beauty is unnecessary, but be- 

story was one large confortable room, capable of be- 

coming as inany as there were blankets to hang from the 

fore noticing the distinguishing feahumes of cockers, we 
wish to call altention to the fact that experience has 

beams above, thus making a wall at once sufficient and 

useful in the way of 9 pin-cushion, and so forth, And 

shown Mr, McHcon’s dogs to be superb workers, as in al- 
‘must every case they have turned out well. Tt is an as- 

this recalls an incident, Coming in Jate one afternoon, 

tonishing thing that cockers are not more generally used 

J—— and I were in time to witness the arrival of a lady 

and gentleman from Chicago. And standing im the 

in this country, particularly in sections where the under- 

brush is so dense and intertwined that full-sized setters or 

background, thinking dubiously of our short eingham 

pointers cannot force their way. Tale Montsuk, for in- 

gowns and thick boots, beside this exquisite lady, we 
heard her inquire loftily of Mrs, Webster to he shown int- 
mediately to her apartments! Mrs. W. looked ahasbed, 
but politely asked her to follow, and ushered theludy into 
a newt little room, whose gray partilions were gently un- 
dulating in the sammerair. They didnot stay long. 
Again we were cliding swiftly and silently down the 

river, in the soft light of the setting aun A sat ha then 

ripate rhere sock: at ti rf ri Soy a duck, in quick succession came itting wp the stream, 
BuaTaes wet pmeOg ong it times are plenty in the serub- A gentleman in the boat behind us arose, expecting to 
brush thickets that help to fill up the hollows between bag the game, afler giving the lady a first chance. A. re- 

the hills. One little cocker would move more birds than port from fhe lady’s 10-guage shot gun, followed by a 

a dozen setters and all King Pharaoh's descendants put splash and dead bird, was the result, Lt was a teiumph= 

together. Unlile tle pointer or setter, the spaniel always ant moment for her, being among the first of her wing 

works with his nose to the ground, and does not carry his 
head in the air feeling for a body scont. Thus, this pecu- 

liarily places him at anadyantage over other keen-nosed 
dog in covers where the air has but little chance to cireu- 

late, Experienced traimers tell we that kindness is quite 
ot of the pale of possibility in breaking the spaniel, and 
that nothing will do but severity; we do not agree to 

this. Let the puppy be eight months old, handled with a 
tyenty-yard cord, and then introduced among three or 

shots. 
After four weeks af this delightful sport we bolook cur- 

four broken dogs, and the taslx of breaking is a conrpara- 

tively easy one. When he has been taught to work at a 

selyes to sailing, Our erat, whieh was foo large for ihe 
river, we had leftatitsmouth, Embarking with suit- 

proper distance—for with spaniels distance is to be incul- 
cated first and principaly—then turn to teaching him to 

cient provisions. we cruised along the breezy expanse of 

« down charge,’ and work and time will do the rest. Tt 

Fine Luke, tenting over night beside a pateh of bertics. 
Tt was our purpose to reach by slow deyrees the head of, 
the lake where empties the Boyne River, and there in 
small boats to (ry the fishing, My friends caught 
numerous fine trout, while I had an opportunity of Lhor- 
oughly doing an adjacent duck marsh with but moderate 
resulis. My game was of un undistinguished sort, such 
as hawk, mink, porcupine, bluejays and squirrels, wilh a. 
few paviridgesand pigeons, And hiere lel mesay, with dus 

svas Herbert who first called the attention of the sporting 
public to the invaluable qualities possessed by this 
sprightly, jolly litfle field companion, whose merry laugh 
woultl drive the teper woodcock from his morning julep. 
The breaks and thickets surrounding Merritt's Island 

forced the thoughts of the newly-fledged Englishman 
back to the covers of the British coast and the woodcock’s 
hairits in the Norwegian inland woods and marshes. He 

saw ab oncé Lhe advantage of the cocker for woodcock 

modesty and for the cucouragemént of my gunrsliy 
sisters, that I seldom aimed at anything without feeling 

shooting in this country, And as far ag his theory went 
Herbert waa ‘‘ dead to rights.” F 

_ Olass 32,—Chainpion Black and Tan Setters—dogs, $35, 
Class 33.—Bitches, 435, Class 34,—Black and Tan Setters 
—dogs, $30 and $20. Class 35.—Bitches, $30 and $20. 
Class 34.—Puppies—dogs, $10; medal. Class 37,—Bitches. 
pl0; silver medal, Class 38.—Chammpion Red Irish Set- 
ters—dogs. $35. Class 59,—Bitches, $35, Class 40.—Red 
Trish Setters—dogs, 430 and #20. Class +1,—Bitches, 30 
and #20. Class 42,—Puppies—dogs, 0; silyer medal, 
Class 45.—Puppies—hitclies, £10; silver medal. 
_Class 44,—Ivish Water Spaniels—dogs or bitches, $15 ; 

silver medal. Class 45.—Clumber Spaniels—dogs or 
bilehes, $10; silver medal. Class 46,—Cocker or Field 
Spanicis—dogs, 418 and $10. Class 47.—Bitches, $15 and 
$10, Class 48.—Puppies— dogs or bitches, silver medal, 
(Class 49.—Fox-hounds—dog or bitch, $15 and $10, 
Class 50.—Beagles—dog or bitch, $15 and $10. Class 51. 
—Daschunde—dog or bitch, $15; silver medal. Class be 
—lox Terriers—dops, $15 and $10. Class 58,—Bitches, 
lb and 10. Class 54. Puppies—dogs, silver medal. Class 
bh.—Bitches, silver medal. Glass 56.—Collies—dog or 
bitch, $20 and $10, Class 57.—Puppies—dog or bitch, sil- 
yer medal. Class 58,—Bulldozs—dog or bitch, $15 and 

c 

=e 

Sr, Louis Bencu SHOw.—The St. Lonis Kennel Club's 
Bench Show will be held Oct, 5th, 6th. 7th and 8th, 

—$ <a 

Brep.—Countess Bear-Count Roeket,—The Montyiew 
Kennel’s Countess Bear to Count Rocket. 
Daisy Dean-Count Fred—The Montyiew Kennel’s Daisy 

Dean to Count Fred. 
Blaze-Lineoln,—The Montview ISennel’s Blaze to 

Lincoln, 
Daisy L-Sensation.—The Westminster Kennel Club's 

Daisy IL to Sensation, Jan, 23d. 
Paillus-Sensation.—Ths Westminster Kennel Club’s 

imported Pallas to Sensation, Jan. 24th. 
Pixie-Grap.—Mr. Robert C. Cornell's fox terrier bitch 

Pixie to Mr. Howard Mitchell's Grap, 
Venaus-Vietor.—_Ma. Henry B. Skiles’ beagle-bitch 

Venus to Messrs, Pounalland Elmore’s Victor, Christiana, 
uancaster Go,, Pa., Feb. Gth. 
Psyche-Rush.-Mr. Hl. N, Munn’s Psyche to Mr, Hd- 

mund Orgill’s Rush. 
Tint—Glen.—My, B, Francis’ (Newark, N, J.,) black 

and tan setter bitch Plirt—Munn's Dink gut of Field’s 
Alce, litter sister to Mullen’s Belle and Pryor’s Belle+to 
Dr. Aten’s Glen, Jan, 26th, 
Ruby. My, Edmund Orgill has sold his pointer bitch 

Ruby to Mr. A. H. Moore, of Philadelphia, 
Countess Royal-Faust—Mr. 5. B. Dilley's Countess 

Royal to St. Louis Kennel Club’s Faust, 
Spot-Bow,.—Ma. James Grittain’s Spot to St, Louis Ken- 

nel Club’s Champion Bow, 
—_—<—_—_ 

Santrs.—Count Fred anc Dashing Model,—The Mont- 
view Kennel, Columbia, Tenn., sold, last week, Count 
Yred and Dashing Model to Mr, A. 1. Moore. of Philadel- 
phia. These dogs were imported in 1879. 
Viees'oy.— Mr. WW. Smith, Raleigh, North Carolina, 

has purchased from Mr. Henry W. Livingston, of this 
city, the lemon and white pomter dog pup Viceroy, 
whelped November 24th, 1879, by Orgill’s champion Rush 
(Mlake-Lilite), ont of Livingston’s Rose (Snapshol-Gypsy). 

The notice of sale of Berkley and Duck to My, Moore, 
of Philadelphia, in_our last issue, was erroneously 
printed Berkley and Duke. 

confident of success, Of course, my conlidence has bean’ 
frequently shaken, but still holds out, wd I love to 
shoot, 
Among the attractions of this river—which, in my 

opinion, does not equal the Jordan—ivas a spring of ice- 
cold water bubbling from a bed of rocks, and overhung 
with anossy logs, Lingering here for a few days, we 
again took to our boat and-bervy patches, trolling for hiss 
and talching a maskenonge as we went. Never shall £ 
forget the first night we camped. The day had been 
warm, but breezy, and we fitted from shove to shore, 
while the water, as it parted from our bow, made a merry 
monotone accompaniment for the banio and guitar 
aboard. and our songs rang out and were echoed hack 
from the wooded shores around us, <Atlength we were 
induced by the beauty ofa certain hillside to tarry for the 
night in itsshadow, And runningin under the lee of 
Horseshoe Island, we came toa stop in the stilly waters 
and went ashore in stall hoats—scurrying to thesmunmit 
of the hill fora look at the surrounding country in the 
light of the dying day. Slowly descending, we found 
our guides had not been idle, as a large pail of red fruit 
testified, 

The picture still lingers in my mind; The last red glow 

———— 

Keswick, —The St. Louis Kennel Clib’s imparted 
ointer-hitch Keswick has whelped one dog and three 
bitches to Mr, Pilkington’s Garnet. 

SraTE ConsTABLES.-_-Commienting upon theinefficiene y 
of the **duck police * of that neighborhood, appuinted by 
local political infinence, the Havre Republican, of Havre 

de Grace, Md., makes a point forthe system of having 
game constables appointed by the Gcyernor. We are 
pleased to see such an intelligent opinion expressed ;— 

One of the radical defects of the law isthe appointment 
of the duck police by our county commissioners, A pill 
is about to. be.presented to the Legislature placing their 
appointment in the hands ofthe Governor, The position 
of duck police is Dow made a political appointment, and 
ag such is asubject for bargaining and trade. Place the 
appointing power in the hands of the Governor, and lot 

—>—. 
- Goria Fox-Hounvs.—Amenieus, Ga., Feb. 15th.— 
The breed of fux-hounds mentioned by ‘*J,A.G,,° in issue 
of Jan, 29th, is a favorite with ws—sensible, fast, reliable 
and splendid bottom, One thing aliout them rather 
peculiar is, the ving never goes entirely around the neck, 
1 am not cevtain where the original stock came trom, 
bat it is said they came from Maryland. The peouliar-| the guiine's unite in recommending gentlemen wh he if i . ; i 
ity of shedding the hair in summer seems to Be conve- bee abe ai peepee tlle cedar pie plaice ear Herne soon the aiaetal b 1 f are satistied will faithfully carry out the law im all ifs| white sails of our little eraft auchored upon the placid 
nist to the dogs, but it makes them liable to mange wn- | proyisions, and the result will be more satisfactory, water, our bright camp-fire and fragal supper of bread 

- ‘ or S - ’ : ‘irew A Ua ree | ‘ 
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erries and barbecued tront on forked sticks ; while with 
‘the merry laugh and stories were mingled the sad notes 
of the whippoorwill’s songz, ~And thus was a bright day 
closud, anc niglt fell over all, 
Many Wore sailing aid shooting excursions have been 

my happy lot in company With genial companions: but 
of that another time, FB, G..G. 

LAKEVILLE, Cown,, February,1850, 
Liditor Forest and Stream:— 

T wrote my former communication to you while my 
husband was off on one of his camping tours, and he 
saw it first in his paper, after his return. After reading: 
a little he commenced laughing and saidit reminded him 
of old Duke, but he soon recognized its author by the 
truthful picture portrayed. A frieid in the city of N, B. 
also recognized tha facts and said ‘Ruth forgot to tell 
about the pup losing his tail;” so I think it appropriate 
vight here, This friend is also a sportsman, and at that 
timehad more Inowledge of dogs than my husband, so 
he said if he were in his place he would aye the cords 
drawn out of the pup’s tail so he would always carry it 
straight, and that the mode of procecdiwe was to take 
the tip of the tail between the teeth, then give a sharp 
hite and twist, and pull at the satae time, and the cords 
wold draw out to theroots of the tail, and he also yolun- 
teered to do the job, ‘They were in the sitting-room, and 
thinking to get it done before I knew it, and not thinkmg 
it would \bleed, caught the pup and bit off histail Of 
course he got away as svon as possible and went aromnd 
the room close to the wall making good time with both 

- tail and feet, then out through the hall, and eyery jerk of 
the tail seni a mark of blood on the wall. You may 
judge of the cousternation of those men when they saw 
what had been done. That dog was the bane of my ex- 
istence. Te would get cut and be sure to follow me just 
when I did not want lim, I remember his coming aiter 
me once when a mile from home and nearly train time. 
T coaxed and scolded and finally broke my umbrella, and 
he would goa few feet and stop, till finally 1 bad to let 
him go with me. I put him in the baggage car and wheu 
T reached town Tmade him come to heel and took him to 
my liusband’s office and left him ‘and the remains of my 
ambrella, 
_ saw one communication which ploased me very much, 
I think if was gioned R. I’, §., who says she goes hunt- 

dug with her Jragband, but I think if she lived in Connecti- 
cut she would soon tire of hunting, as she seems to only 
hunt on prairie or open ground, Now I can shoot a gun, 
but I never tried going out hunting, for my husband is a 
dian nearly six feet tall, and dresses in heayy boots and 
Jegeins and a waterproof suit that is heavy; and when I 
see that all scratched and torn and covered with mud, I 
feel sure he has seen some briars and swamps. | But I can 
fish, and often go trolling ou oun lake and haye caught 
some fine bass myself, and IT am the fisherman of the 
family as my husband is the hunter. 

Tecan cook the birds after they ave shot, Perhaps you 
would like to know my methods of cooking, so I will tell 
‘You some of them, Woodcockare best broiled ; quailana 
soipe are hest tried with bacon, till done to 4 good brown, 
and grouse are good made in a pie or stufied with oysters 
anil crackers, but they should be parboiled always, as it 
takes all thestrong taste from them, Of course this is 
no fancy methud of cooking, but I assure you they are 
good, aud I should like some one else try and see for 
themselves, : 

T think 1 yust tell you of some dogs owned once by my 
husband and a friend. They were setters, six months 
old, when they came to them, and as they arrived in the 
evening were shut in the wood-house till morning. They 
were fired and so did not disturb us till morning, when 
they managed tolget the door open and went on anexplor- 
ing expedition overthe grounds. Seeing some hens by the 
barn iliey made a raid on them. They singled out each 
a hen and went for them, and I never saw hens plucked 
80 quickly before, There ywas'a cloud of feathers, and the 
dogs were collared and shut up again, but no chickens 
Were raised that summer, and only four were hatched, 
and those Duchess tossed wp and caught till they died 
the second day after they were out of the shell, The 
friend heing alittle more forlimate raised a few, but they 
all bad a crooked back, and I presume Duke tossed them 
S06, hut probably did not commence on them as young. 

There is one dog in the village which seems to be a gen- 
eral favorate with the people. Te belongs toa sporls- 
man and has seen the day when he was hard to beat 
Tuning. but alas! heis growmg old and independent ; 
he goes where he pleases and will #o half a mile to ber a 
Wvink vather than help himself atthe stream close by, 
eis a vroat tease and also very affectionate. RUTH. 

Avewers to Govresponlents. 
——<>—_——_ 

Ww, 0. G., Cincinnatus, N. Y—See advertisement pages for 

hatter, 

Wd. P,, Pittsbiire, Pa.—We cannot tell you where to look for 
jive quail. 

BRELCH-LOADER, Pennsylvania. This name is that of the gun- 

maker, who makes tle gun, 

G.S8. 01, St. Patd, Minn. —Thoe Wuttull Bullet) is published atthe 

~Fssex Institute, Salem, Mass. 
H.W. &B., Bangor, Me,—See note elsewhere relating to the di- 

mension of Dr. Hollin’s tent. 

it. D. M., Glevelaid, Ohig.—Sea “Seq and River Fishing.” 

P, BD. Pranic, Lyndon, T.—Por books on Natuyal History see 

auewers in last weel's issuc, 

W, J. &, Roxpury Station, Conn.—Bor bait seines, write to J, 

FP. Travers, Beekman strect, N.Y, 

JR. W., Greenusburzh, Ta,—Black bass Spawn when three years 

old; possibly they inay veproduce when tyo years of age. They 
- spawn in May and June, 

SHELDRAKE, Vincentown, N.J.—A good tyist barrel will slight- 
dy expand when fired, lut the contraction of barrel afterward 

hasno etfect upon the velocity of the shot. . 

0.5, §., Cincinnati, O.—The makeris at Liege, and makes good, 
cheap guns, The leyer under guard is a strong action. When 
ot i use leaye hammers down on plahgers. 

A. A, B.—1. You can run theriver, And if theve are falls or dams 
marry around them, 3, The nameonw your leek plates isnot that 
fumaker, Dho guns bearing it ave generally of low grado, 

i 

G.W. ., Boston, Mass.—By the term “ Native” English setter, 
in the Ney Yorke Show, will be understood n dog born in Bng- 
jand, or whose sive and dam were both imported from England, 

G. DB, N., Hath, Me.—You should chamber bnekshot in choke- 
bores, otlierwise its use is dangerous and injurious to the gun. 
The matter as been pretty thoroughly writien up of late in this 

paner.. 

Moprn VAcrTts.—A correspondent writes that an Bnylish hook 
on model yachts, hy Jas. BH. Walton, Victotta Model Yacht Club, 

can be obtamed from book-cellers generally, Price in Lendon, 

as. lid. 

i. W.G., Greenfield, Mass.—Wim. Tallon, 114 Bloomfield street, 

Hoboken, N. J., can furnish you with pedigree of the dog to 

whieh you refer, if you are willing to pay for its compilation or 

eopying in Ireland. 

G.I. T., Philadelphia, Pa.—My setter pup, six months oid, is 

rather curly, Will he outgrow this, or will it inevease? Both his 

father and mother have straight coats. Ans. Unless inherited the 

eurl is likely to dcerease. 

J, H, K.—The lite has been boiled out of your marine ghie, and 

the residue is insoluble and useless. Begin with a fvesh lot and 

do not allow it to evaporate over a fire any more than possible. 

Keep fluid by mild heat only. 

W., No. 8, Coltimbus, O.—Please tell us what an S-guage shot 
gun ourht to do at target, and the proper testing loads. Ans. 
We can tell you if you give weight of gun, tell 4s whether it is 

choked or not, ete. Your question is too vague. 

Back Action, Hartford, Conn.—You will find quail shooting at 
Tom's River, N.J., Vorked River, N. J., or in North Carolina, Mor 
the former tyo, sce former numbers under our Game Directory; 

and for last, consult note in another column. 

lL. M., New York—.Can you give me the name of a trainer of 

Canische, or black French poodles? Ans. We lsnew of aman, but 

he has disappeared from New York, and is probably away with 
some traveling show of trick dogs. Perhaps one of our readers 

may know. Ask the Aquarium managers. 

W. 8. K., Lawrenceville, Ga.—Was the Winchester ritle used 

in the late war? If so, did it shoot sixteen times? Ans. The 

Winchester is an improvement on the old Ienry, which was 

used in the Jate war and carried seventeen shots. The gun did 

not take the name of Winchester till 1866. 

OCruiseEr—Wishes to know from our readers who haye had ac- 
inal experience with Coughtry’s collaspsible dingey :—1, Porta- 

hility and facility of stowage. 2. Carrying capacity. 3, Sea- 

worthiness. 4. Wear. Dor yacht ensigns and burgees witte to 
Annin & Co., 99 Fulton street, New York ; also for price list. 

T. P., Boston, Mass.—_If you dp not approye of the sports dis 

cussed in the Forest AND STRMAM and to the adyancement of 
which it is deyoted, do not read the paper. There are a good 

many thousand people in the United States who do participate 
in out-of-door sport, and ten years from to-day there will be as 
many thousands more. 

¥F, anp A. J. C., New London, Conn.—The eyes of my pointer 

puppy are filled with matter all the time, and his breath is bad, 

What shall I doforhim? Ans. Keepthe eyes clean with tepid 

water, and perhaps use occasionally a little weak alum water. As 

you say the dog has recovered from the distemper, proper fesding 

and plenty of exercise will in time correct the bad breath, 

H. W, I'., Rutherford, N.J.—Can you give me pedigree of my 

Gordon setter bitch, nowin herfourth year? She was sired by 

Jerome’s Shot, her dain being Duchess, which I think also be- 

longed to Jerome. Ans, Shot was imported by Mr, Carroll Liy- 
ington ; pedigree unknown. Duchess was imported by a son of 
Mayor Havemeyer, haying been presented to him by Sir John 

Bright. 

H. B., Hoboken, N. J-—Please inform meé what I can sive a dog 
who lias the mange, to make his hair grow out. He is perfectly 

bare on some parts of his body. Ans, Attend to his general 

health and groom him oneea day. No ointment or lotions are of 

any avail. Tepid water baths, without soap, with plenty of frig- 

tion, may be used to advantage. Is there any irvilatign of the 
skin? If thercis, write again. 

G. W. P.—My setters puppy is six {months old; ever since he was 

three months old, has been troubled with belching. Has a large 

yard to exercise in and ~ good warm kennel in which to sleep. 
Has been fed on 9, general dict. Can yeu suggest a remedy? 

Ans. The dog will probably outgrow the hiccoughing, but you 

might administer a dose of ofl, followed by twenty grains of siub- 

carbonate of bismmth after each meal, 

S. P. 0., Coudersport, Pa.—My spaniel dog has been lame off and 
on for some time. For the past ten days he has been quite lame, 
and On examination of his foot I found that between his toes iti 

looks ved and raw, and is swollen some? Ans, This is probably 
one o! the various forms of mange. Try Glover's Imperial Mange 

Cure, advertised in another column, Give five drops of Mowler’s 

Solution of Arsenie fiwice 1 day in food. Continue for some 
time and write us fully the result of treatment. 

A, J. G., Bridgeport, Conn.—The sketch, Spring Time by the 
Blue Ridge Trout Streams,” was substantially the same as two 

sketches published in the Pores AND StRreAM last November. 
The mistake arose from a very curious train of circumstances, 
the airthor supposing that his original article—the one published 

last—was lost, and rewriting it from memory. A comparison of 

the tayo forms In which it appeared is exceedingly interesting, as 
showing the working of the author's mind in rewriting a partially. 

forgotten article. 

J. A. G., Howard, Ohio—1. Isitinjurious to allow fox-hounds to 
lie on a haymow, preparatery to running? 2. Should they be 
tiad up o allowed the freedom of the building? 8. Should they 
be thin ida flesh, or in tolerable good Hesh and solid? 4. What is 
the best food in preparing fora race? Ans.1, Hay does not maka 

a good bedding, ds it is too dusty for dogs to lie or moyeypon ; 

#vod clean straw is the best. 2. All dogs should be allowed their 
freedom. 9, They want to be in good training trim, as is the case 
with the race horse. 4. Meat diet, with plenty of exercise. 

}1., Bath, Me.—I send you a piete of dry, solid, hard spruge with 

a BB shot, fired from a Seott breech-louder at sixty long 
paces. Ibis ole of taree shot which, fired from the cylinder bar 
yel, strucka No. f enyelope. With the choked or left barrel T 
putseyenteen No.8. shot in the same enyelope at forty yards, em- 
bedding’ them the full diameter in the wood. Haye winged a 
ting fisher al eighty yards. The cylinder Darrel will pattern 140 Not 
8 shot in.a30-inch ring, at forty yards, and the choke barrel 255, 
Hoy isthisforal?-gauge? Ans, Yourgun has excellent pene- 
tration, and the pattern given ofthe choked barrel tip-top; that 
of the cylinder hore, ordinary. 

J. 8. Brooklyn, L: !—i, Thaye a hound hitch which is expected 
towhelp on the 10th of March; willitbe too coldto haye herwhelp 

lin yard? Tsalso continually eating grass. 2. Villa gun 12-:uuge, 
28 inches, carry the sane distance and have like penctration as one 

18-pauge, 60 inches, both full choke and made by saine maker 

Ans. 1. Certainly; she should he comfortably housed. 2, The 

powder is gencrally supposed 10 haye expended its full force at 

2Linches. Henee a longer chamber is an advantage tu aiming 

simply. Siutas wesnid last week, we cannot compare the shoot- 

ing qualities of guns satisfactorily by these data. Two guns of 

exactly the same make and dimensions willshoot very differently. 

TP. U. 5., Washington, D. 0.—My setter, a pure Liewellen bitch, 
eleven monthsold, came ju beat a few weeksago, and thinkin» 

her too young, Idecided not to breed her at present; but by acci- 
dent she was seryed by a native liver-colored setter of fine field 

qualities, but with inferior points for beuch showing. What bear- 

ing if any will this have upon her future progeny, and how will 

it affect heras a broed bituh, supposing hereafter she We served 

by dogs of as fine breeding asher own? Ans, She is liable in sub- 

sequent litters to haye puppies resembling the size of the first. If 

the dog has the merits attributed to hin by yon, it will not affeot 
her injJurionsly as brood bitch. 

J. A., Pepin, Wis—l. Would like to get some live carp; could 
you tell me the nearest place were they can be obtained ? 2. Would 
you give me the color, height and other points of the King 

Charles spantel ? 3. Is he a good retriever? Ans, 1, Apply to your 
State Fish Commissioners, of whom the Secretary is Mr. 0. L. 
Valentine, Janesville. 2, The King Charles and Blenheims ori- 
einally belonged to the group known as cockers, but they are 

now only used as toy dogs. The color liked at present is black 
and tin, or black, tan aud white. The original King Charles were 

blacikand white, with long earsand noses. The weil of a full- 

grown dog should not be woder ten pounds, In Worest Anp 

StRHAM of Jan. 20.187), there is an article on spaniels, to which 

werefer you, 8. The King Charles, like auy other doz, ean be 

tanght to feteh and carry, but his long hairy coatisapt to become 

covered with mud atid wet, which occasions ltim s0 much distress 
that we consider him useless after an hour or tivo. 

A. R., Cape Girardeau, Mo.—Wiien T want a few hours' pure on- 

joyment I take down my file of the Forms anp Stream and 
reyel in its pleasant pages, wherein I find na politics nor other 
party or porsonal strife to stir up bad fecling. In it all is har- 
mony. I havea fine breech-loader which, after two years of con- 

stant use, [donot understand. We are told to use, for vommon 

use, three drachms of powder, and when if is so londed the re- 

bound is fearful, often making my shoulder so painful that I have 
to stop for the day, and sometimes will be lamed for several days 

atatime., No remedy this IT have of late reduced the charge to 
two drachms, and as before one ounce No, § shot; with this 

charge I fail to bring doyn the game; bring showers of feathers, 
but few fowls. One gunsmith states that the shoulders of the 

shell chamber are too high, and the rebound is caused by the wads 
striking’ against them when they leave the shell; and he pro- 

poses to dress them down to the height of the brass shell. Ang 
The trouble is undoubtedly in the shoulders of the chamber. 

Have them trimmed down ; it will greatly improve the shooting 

of yourgun, We have known of many guns being improved by 

this. You cannot bring the birds down with two drs. powder, 

FRENOH, Staunton,Va.—B. and 8, shoot a pigeon match, f 

yards rise, 80 yards boundary, each having 10 birds and entitled to 
both barrels. S.at the gun winged his scyenth bird with the first 

barrel, the bird dropping about 20 yardsfrom the trap. B,re- 
marked to §,: ‘You need not shoot again, I will sive you that 

bird.” The bird was retrieved from within the boundary, a fey 
feet from wjwhereit fell, and scored to 8. B. at the gun fired both 
barrels at his ninth bird, which being struck Jit about 20. yards 
from trap. §.remarked to B.: “Twill give you that bird’? In 

attempting to retrieve the bird it rose andflew some distance over 
the boundary. Referees decided the bird as lost and scored it 

against B., taking the ground that B. and §. had no say in the mat- 

ter. Was the decision a correct one? Ans. Yes, so far as the 

actual performance of the contestants was concerned. S8.’s sey— 
enth bird should haye been scored, because he gathered it within 

bounds; B.’s ninth bird not scored, because he tid not rather it 

within bounds. But B. gaye S.the latter's seventh bird regard— 

less of ils being retrieved, and §. in like manner yvaye B. the lat- 

ter’s ninth bird; hence in getting the score S. should, as asimple 

point of personal honor, count B.'s ninth bird as dead. The cus- 
tom in such a case also, where the shooters apree, is to score ac- 

cordingly; as there was no disagreement here, the referee ex- 

eceded his authority, 

B., Lewiston.—I have a pointer bitch pup, cleyen months old 
which for several months has heen ailingjandivery dumpish ; poor 

appetite, cats but little; is exceedingly thin; about every two 
weeks she has a violent symptom.and lies on her back with feet 

extended; whines and barks as though in constant pain; then she 
will stretch, lowering her hind-quarters {o the floor, fore-quar- 
ters well up, in which position she will stand five or ten minutes, 

when she will reverse, lowering the forward part of her bodyand 

elevating thelatter part. One of these positions she occupies 
most of the time for three or four days, when she quiets down and 
becomes sluggish again. Iler first attack waslast fall while we 

were out grouse shooting. At this time sho laid down, whined 
and barked, and seemed in the most violent pain, reluctant to 

move, and paid no attention to birds we shot. She is warmly 
housed, has been fed with scraps from table principally, also 

seraps of meat cooked with meal; have fed her raw meat some 
within last two months. She prefers sweet cuke, doughouis and 
any kind of sweet food to anything I can give her. Ans. Symp- 

toms as described seem to indicate colic, in which case A dose of 

castor oil and laudanum when the symptoms first appear will give 

relief ; tablespoonful of former and balf-teaspoonfulof latter. Tt 

would he well to inyestigate carefully whether there isany exist- 

ence of muscular rheumatism. Discontinue ihe sweet-cake- 
doughnut diet. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT, 

[From the * Old Salamander Drug House.) 
CHrceaGo, Il., Ja. 12¢h, 1880. 

Messrs, H, H. WarNER & Co., Rochester, N. Y.: 
Gentlemen; We trust our order will reach you in sea- 

son to be promptly filled, The demand for your Safe 
Remedies, especially the Safe Kidney and Liver Cure, is 
continuous and increasing, and our customers speak in 
the highest lerms of their value. Several vases of cures 
which have come under our observation are complete and 
most remarkable. Very truly yours, 

VAN SCHAACK, Stnvenson & Co.—Adu, 
tess ae, 

—The tours planned and conducted by the Messrs. 
Cook, whose advertisement will be found elsewhere, em- 
brace travel in every pari of the wlobe, and by removing 
all the fatigue of planning and schedules, etc., the Sys- 
tem so successfully pursued for many years is becoming 
eyen more generally adopted than ever before, Whether 
the tourist goes alone, or with a party, he should avail 
himself of the numberless advantages of trayeling under 
the care and (direction of this bureau, 
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= Fish AND GAME IN QUEBEC.—The third annual dinner 

- of the Fish and Game Protection Club of the Province of 
Quebec was recently held in Quebec, the following mem- 

bers and invited guests being present, Mr. Romeo 
Stephens presiding and Mr. W, H. Kerr, Q. Ci, occupy- 
ing the Vice Chait: Hon. Peter Mitchell, Andrew Rob- 

ertson, 8. B. Foote, Lieut.-Col. J. H. Isaacson, Dr, F, W, 
Campbell, Jas. Stewart, Buclide Roy, Louis Sutherland, 

A. N. Shewan, J. H, Stearns, Hugh Beckett, W. 5. 

Walker, J. Try Davies, F. Henshaw, A. Force, E. CG. 

Monk, A. F. McIntyre, J. C, Wilson, F, Drummond, 
James Johnson, Jr., L. R. Ord, G. U, Ahern, Dr. Alloway, 

F. J. Brady, W. A. Rintoul, J, B, Robertson, A, Webster, 
Chas. Cassils, Arch. Cassils, Hugh Patton, C. Holland, 

W. 8. McFarlan, A, Davidson Ross, John Robinson, P, 

BH. Normandeau ; Mr. Reeyes, representative of the Sher- 

prooke Club; Dr. Mayrand, representative of the St. 
Andrew's Club; Capt, Kane, Chas. Robinson, G, §, Wil- 
son, Alfred Rudolf, G. H. Matthews, R. A, Alloway, W. 

Crowthers, etc, The occasion was one of much good 

feeling and mutual congratulation upon the success of 

the Society’s work, Special and well deserved compli- 
ments were paid to Mr. Whitcher and his officers for their 
efficient services in fish culture and protection. 

—_ ae ae 

—London has had another six-days’ walking match, Bos- 

ton is threatened with a ‘‘female pedestrian” show, and 

Weston and O'Leary are to go-as-you-please in San Fran- 

cisco, With these warsand rumors of wars on all sides 

of her, New Work city is certainly to be congratulated 

upon her immunity and present freedom from this par- 

ticular form of lunacy. Possibly a few more dog shows 

at the Madison Square Garden may elevate the sporting } 

tastes of the populace toa higher form of amusement. 

New Yorkers could well afford to give up these walking 

matches, and, following the admirable example set them 

by the Westminster Kennel Club, substitute a series of 

annual horse and cattle fairs, pigeon shows, yes, and 

even cat shows. 
rr 

—The man who brought his pigeon to pot by shooting 

up the chimney, as detailed elsewhere in'‘theaccount of a 

shooting match, performed an unparalled feat im the 

annals of pigeon shooting, and as he probably devoured 

his bird, may reasonably lay claim to the discovery of a 
new species of ‘chimney syallow.’, 

AN ADMIRABLE SCHEME, 
—ES 

OME two years ago we described and commended the 

plan of the Jolly Club, a New England association of 
men, women and children, who repair each year to one 
of the beautiful headlands jutting owt from the Vermont 
shore into Lake Champlair, Here the club has a minia- 

ture wild-wood village of rough and rustic but comfort- 

able cottages, with the forest aisles for streets and the 

vast stretch of wood and water for corporation limits. 
The members leave their homes in various Eastern cities 

in the spring and gather at this delightful rendezvous 
for the summer months, Shooting, fishing, boating, 

archery, croquet, botanizing, sketching, dreaming in the 

hammock, and a dozen other diversions and amusements, 
make up the vacation life. The gentlemen come and go 
as their business demands, while their families remain to 

gain health and pleasure, We once fell in with a hard- 

working New York physician, who in mid-summer was 

hastening here and there among his patients and looking 
longingly away from the noisome streets of the city to 
the restful camp of the Jolly Club up in Vermont. 
We referred to the club when we wrote of it before as 

a New England institution, and held it up as ‘a bright 

and shining example to be known and imitated of all 
rood people, North, Hast, South and West, throughout 
the land.” It is with much gratification, then, that we 

now note the probable adoption of the same plan by some 
of our friends in Michigan, Granted that the western 

projectors of the plan never heard of the Jolly Club, it is 
still on the platform adopted by the Vermont institution 

that the new club is to be founded, It is then a triumph 

for the Jolly Club party of American pleasure seekers, 
and we hail with much satisfaction the growth of such 

sound aud healthful ideas of summer recreation. For 

the meaning is that men and women are coming to see in 

the great world of nature, and outside of the town, fit 

dwelling places for body and soul; and this in turn pro- 

mises increased participation in the health-giying recrea- 

tion of the forest and stream. 

Tn his opening address to the members of the Michigan 
Association, at Bay City, the other day, President Holmes 

introduced the project of a summer or fall encampment 

for the members of the Association and their families, 

The meeting at Bay City, like all the conventions of the 
Michigan Association, was so wholly devoted tothe more 

serious work demanding attention that there was not op- 

portunity for much sport, nor did the season inyite to the 
field. The proposition therefore was to select a suitable 

site on the bank of some lake or river, where, in the later 
summer or fall, tents and lodges might be erected, and 
where the members of the Association, with their fami- 
lies, might gather for such a time as might be found con- 

venient. 
Such a scheme inits main features is admirable, Tt 

proposes, first of all, to gather sportsmen together where 
they belong—in the field. Save for a business meeting, 

a convention of sportsmen in town isa manifest anomaly, 
The practical instruction to be gained, the theories to be 
advanced and tested, the mutual giving and receiving of 

instruction in woodcraft and field work, all these things 

are to be accomplished out-of-doors, Two days of actual 
field work will accomplish more than two weeks of 

theorizing in a hall, 
Again, the comprehensive plan proposed includes the 

family. The views of the FOREST AND STREAM on this 

point are so well Imown as to require no exposition here, 
We have set before us as our mission the advancement of 
field sports in their proper places and a participation in 

them not-as the chief end of man but as conducive to 
accomplishing that end, We have taught that the man 
svho is engaged in commercial pursuits is a better busi- 

ness man if he exchange fora time his day-books and 

ledgers for the fly book and tourist's guide, and that the 

professional man will be most successful in the long run, 

who breaks away from the routine of his work fora trip 

into the woods. Some men become so neryous and 

fidgety and out of sorts that their fellows are glad to 

miss them fora time while they are battling the black 

flies up in the Adirondacks. Society ought to ostracize such 

of its members and send them off to become men again 

jn the wilds. We do not-have room for the expansion of 

our souls in the city, The best natured men inthe world 

are those who come into the FormsT AND STRHAM office 

on their return from a vacation trip after quail or trout. 

One cannot help breathing in good nature with the ozone 

of the pine woods ; one’s jarring spirits must come into 
tune again in harmony with the strains of the forest trees 
swept by the night winds, and the metallic music of the 
woodland rivulets. There is no such soothing melody of 
man’s handicratt as these harmonies of nature’s chords, 
And if this dwelling in tents or sleeping beneath the sky 
be good for one man, it is good, too, tor a score ora hun- 

dred, and for old and young, menand women. It is that 

we may instill into our children somethmg of our own 

tastes that such schemes as this of a woodland encamp- 

ment deserve to be put into execution, The plan offers 

an excellent supplement to the sportsman’s regular field 

days. . 

Michigan and Wisconsin and Minnesota are rich in 

beautiful sites forsuch enterprises, Within their borders 

are scores and scores of inland lakes, surrounded by dense 
forests, where fish and game abound, and will abound 
for a century to come. The railroad facilities are such 
that easy access may be had to the chosen camp, and 
men or families may come or go as they choose, 

The plan justin the form proposed by the President of 
the Michigan Association may, however, prove imprac- 
ticable. Hail fellows well met, who are the best com- 

panionsin the the world for a genuine roughing turn, will 

not stand the ordeal of a family encampment, What 
means quiet enjoyment to one man is an insufferable 
bore to another, A miscellaneous gathering of sports- 
men—admitted to the hospitalities of the grounds on the 

strength of their sporting proclivities alone—might not 
prove the congenial company anticipated by the pro- 

jectors of the scheme. Indeed, the demands of such com 

panionship are exacting inthe extreme. To make asuc- 

cess of a woodland camp the membership must be deter- 
mined by the same rigid rules which obtain in society— 

those who make up the controlling element must hay ® 

the privilege of excluding uncongenial factors, and for 

thisreason it strikes us the plan of President Holmes may 
to great advantage be so modified as to provide for a 

careful selection of the guests. 

This issomething which time willity, Let the experi- 

ment, in some shape or another, be put to the test not 
only in Michigan, but in every State inthe Union. If it 
has already been introduced and successfully accom- 

plished, let the fact be known through the Formst AND 

STreamM, for the instruction and benefit of others. 
$a eee 

NATIVE AND TRANSPLANTED Fish,—Our angling friend, 
* Dexter,” of Albany, commenting upon the gradual dis- 

appearance of our strictly indigenous fish, agrees with us 

that the artificially grown fish lack the pluck and gami- 

ness of their predecessors, He says :— 

Ten years ago, when first I commenced fishing in the Mohawk 

River, the black bass, small mouthed, were there in abundance; 

and noble fellows they were, too—strong, heavy biters and sayv- 

age, vigorous fighters; their flesh hard, flaky and delicious. Tn 

afew years they commenced to grow scarce and a fresh supply 

was added. ‘The past few years we have heen catching plenty of 

them, # trifle under size. When they bite there is not the slight- 

est resemblance to the actions of their predecessors, bul just the 

opposite; they are not as strong fighters when hooked. Neither 

do I consider them as good eating. 

Making all due allowance for the lapse of years, during 
which the fishing of the past, in common with other 
pleasures, takes on the excellencies of a backward vision, 
there are very patent reasons why the artificially bred 
progeny should afford comparatively tame sport. In their 
natural state the fish areall subject to the law of the sur- 

vival of the fittest. It is then only the strongest, most 
vigorous, and best fighters that live to take the fly. Give 
us the dwellers in the swiftly rushing streams, whose 
months of battling with the turbid waters have devel- 

oped their fullgame qualities ; they are worthy of a man’s 
best skill ; to drive them quivering and palpitating from 
their watery home is no child’s play; they alone are fit 

objects of costly tackle, railroad fares and long tramps, 

One lordly monarch of the wild wood pool, lying on the 
grass while your own heart beats with exultation, will 
make the beam descend, though there be a dozen liver- 

fed sluggards in the opposite scale, 
<r 

Goop Quam SxHoormea.—A gentleman who has just re- 
turned from Cleyeland County, N. C., reports the quail 
shooting there the best he ever found anywhere, He 

stopped at King’s Mountain, which is on the Piedmont 
Air Line, thirty-three miles from Charlotte, N. C. The 
route from New York is to Washington, thence Rich- 

mond and Danville Railroad to Charlotte; fare, $16.40, 

which includes tickets only, King’s Mountain has two 

hotels, terms moderate, The country is rough and the 

shooting grounds close at hand. The birds are abund- 

ant, bevy after bevy flushed im succession, and large bags 

therule. Visitors should take their dogs with them, as 

the local supply is limited, If this information is not 
specific enough, a letter may be sent to Capt. Bell, at 
King's Mountain, who is one of the two sportsmen in the 

place. 

BuRROWING QuATL,—The same gentleman relates a 

novel incident which transpired during his stay at King’s 
Mountain, With his companions one morning he was 

approaching a little ravine, where from appearances he 
judged there were birds, when sute enough his doy came 

toastanch point. Coming up, they found a dead quail a 
few feet from the dog, which evidently had just been 
killed by shot, presumably from their own guns, and 
then mangled by some animal or bird of prey, But this 

was not the object of the dog’s attention; he was point- 
ing to a hole in the ground, a discarded burrow perhaps, 
some few feeb away, Wondering at this, ow friend’s 

guide stooped down, put his arm into the hole as far as 
he could reach, and pulled ont a liye quail. They took 

some sticks and dug away the mouth of the hole ; the arm 
was again inserted, and out came another quail: a third 
bird was added to the novel capture, and then they 
stopped, not because there were no more quail in that 
hole, but because they could not reach any more. The 
presumption is that the birds, frightened, had taken 

———————— 
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refuge in this underground retreat; but their ignoble 
capture, like that of Reynard in his hole, was certainly 

extraordinary in this country, where we are not faccus- 
tomed to run our birds to earth, 
— oe a - 

Worss.—The table of contents which will hereafter be 

found upon the first page will materially facilitate refer- 
ence to currrent numbers and to the files, This is an im- 

provement which, with theintroduction of date hnesnow 

at the top of every page, will be appreciated by our 

readers, : 

The pot called the kettle black, and it is not an infre- 

quent thing to hear a self-confessed violator of game 
lasy sportsmanship and decency enveigh against the pro- 
fessiona) pot-hunter, 

Every aggrieved angler owes ito the craft to resist the 

implication in the current newspaper squib that, ‘it’s the 
amateur fisherman who hires 4 haul.” 

Several months ago we commended the plan of a 
FOREST AND STRBAM scrap-book, and we have since 
learned of several such books being made, Those who 
do not preserve their files will find the serap-book an ex- 
cellent thing, The amount of matter worthy of preser- 

yation in such form is greater than one would think 

without trying the plan. One of our correspondents 

writes of a seb of books kept by himself, one devoted to 
natural history, another to hints and instructions in 

shooting, another to fish and fishing, etc, 

We wish to call especial attention to ihe advertisement 
in another column on wild rice, Many of our inland 

ponds might be made the resort of wild fowl by a judi- 

cious distribution of this very nutricious and thrifty 

cereal, Ibhas proved of vast benefit in the West. Mr, 

Chas. Gilchrist is a sportstnan of practical experience 
in the habits and feed ot the aquatics and knows where- 
of he speaks, The rice is very prolific after the first sow- 
ing, and spreads very rapidly. It is also very fine in 
flavor as a dessert, 

The paper.on our first page descriptive of the ronte to 

Parmachenee Lake and the Rangeley Circrit contains as 
tanch information as the average guide-book—and more, 
too, for the author wrote it to supply just the facts 
omitted in the hand-books of trayel. Prospective Maine 

fonrists may profitably adopt the suggestion to preserve 

the pages for future reference, 

The index to Volume Thirteen will be forthcoming 
shortly. Its publication has been unavoidably delayed, 

but we trust its usefulness may be inno wise impaired 
thereby. 

As the spring is near advancing we are receiving re- 
quests for information about fish and game resorts. The 
directory which has been organized at this office is re- 
ceiving the attention of our friends and has already 

proved of material assistance. We again remind our cor- 
respondents all over the land that they may render yalu- 

able aid in this work by sending in at an early date such 
details of shooting and fishing resorts as they may be in- 

formed of. Postal card reports are amply sufficient, See 
the notice in another column, 

To our correspondent, ‘‘ Guy Rivers,” who some time 

ago detailed in these columns his luckless adventures 
during a voyage down the Mississippi, we commend the 

newspaper accounts of the tour of Capt. Hemphill, now 
ona honeymoon trip down the Father of Waters. The 
happy couple huve their boat all to themselyes—not 
another soul on board, The crafb is decked with flags, 
streamers and evergreens, and the popular captain is 
everywhere hailed with steam whistles and cannon. 

Sing hey, the gallant captain that you are. 

Ruskin will lecture on St. Patrick’s Day before the 
London Institution, and his theme will be: “* A Warning 
to Snakes,” He is reported to be a student of snakes. 
What Ruskin has to say about them, whether his lecture 

be scientific or not, will be well worth listening to, 
oo 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.—It will be remembered that wa 
noted some weeks ago the sad death of Mr. E, B, Staples, 
of Sarasota, Fla,, who had been known for years to our 
reacers as Major Sarasota, and we mentioned at thesame 

time the straitened circumstances of his family, Tt gives 
us pleasure to publish this acknowledgment from Mrs. 
Staples, which is dated at Sarasota, Fla,, Feb. 5th :-— 

‘I desire to express through your columns my grateful 
thanks and appreciation for the sympathy and aid which 
has been extended fo me and mine in our hour of great 
desolation and destitution, On the 15th of November 
T received from your corporation twenty-five dollars ; 
Thanksgiving day, from Capt, Silas Stearns, appointed 
by the Smithsonian Institute, a magnificent supply of 
groceries and teh dollarsin money ; Dec. 9th, from Mr. 
John H. Knapp, of Wisconsin, five dollars ; Feb. 1st, from 
Mr, W, Grosby, of New York, five dollars, and from Dr, 
Ferber, Mv, Brooks, Mr. Steels arfd Mr, Benedict, twenty- 

-fiye pounds of bacon and fiye pounds’ of coffee, 

GAME PROTECTION. 
——>—— 

(G2" Secretaries of game clubs and others are inmted to 

send us early notices of changes in yame laws, reports of 

the doings of societies and other notes of news. 
a 

THE DEPLETED GAME OF LONG ISLAND AND TTS 
RESTORATION, 

BRooxkiyyn, Feb, 15th. 
ONG ISLAND, that once famous Utopian, but now 

L alas! deteriorated paradise of thesportsman, has not 
been totally exiled from the memory of a few gunners 
still living, whose convivyiality filled the halls of Jim 
Smith’s tabernacle in years gone by, and who still seek 
employment for the spaniel and the fowling piece among 
her meadows, bays and woodlands; scenery rivaled by 
none elsewhere on the continent of North America. The 
pinnated grouse, once abundant from Brooklyn to South 
Hampton, takes no more its noon-day siesta within those 
obscure coyerts; the drum of the ruffed grouse is heard 
less frequently than in former years, though this bird is 
by no means extinct, and the noble stag, who in early days 
broke his fast and slaked his thirst where grew the lily 
pads in many linypid streams, haye, saye a few degener- 
ated stragglers, left the slopes for holis far remote from 
the ruthless hand of man. 

Albeit these denizens, like the red man, have fell by 
the tyranny of the pale face, Long Island still possesses 
attractions for the sportsman which might be multiplied 
were her game laws properly enforced. It was the neg- 
lect in this respect that suffered the extermination of 
the heath hen from the brush plains, though as early as 
1791 laws were framed for her preservation, but alas! 
they mattered naught, as did the wisdom of the fool who 
closed the cage after the bird had flown. Nor would I 
ortray faithfully the depleted vales and woods of our 
eautitul Isle did I omit the mention of one other fact, 

melancholy as it is true, viz., the destruction of ‘ Great 
Point,” at Montank, Time was, and very recently at that, 
when ifthe goggles of wild geese that swarmed to this 
point in quest of their favorite food could by any en- 
deayor be computed and placed before those who have 
never been there, the facts would be given the widest 
ineredibility ; and not wishing to fill the young sports- 
man’s heart with the sorrowful regret that he had not 
been thrown into this world twenty years earlier, I may 
be pardoned if Lomit the record of some of the bags 
made in this vicinity, and simply add that if the eel pots 
be destroyed and the luxuriant duck-weed allowed to 
grow again, nm a few years quite respectable shooting 
may be had at this old haunt; otherwise 1 prophesy the 
absence of those days forever, 
But Long Island is yeti a favorite hunting-sround. 

Myriads of wild ducks and geese throng to the placid 
bosom of her bays and inlets, and the little quail is also 
abundant in some of the rural districts. Though TI do 
not admire nor countenance summer woodcock shooting, 
T gould take you, reader, were I so inclined, to where you 
could indulge to your heart’s contentin this unmanly 
sport ; but [know you would refuse togo, Tknow of a 
covert whose familiar picture is now before me; a small 
piece of swamp and thicket whose full radius does not 
exceed two furlongs, where, on the 3d of July a year 
ago, well known parties from this city killed woodcock 
whose aggregate numbered into the forties; and on the 
day following another party, numbering four gentlemen, 
killed a similar quantity ina brake about a stone’s throw 
from the first mentioned locality, which had been re- 
served for them} and had they sway over other lands 
adjacent the result of that day’s woodcock shooting 
would haye reached a heavy figure, All this was accom- 
plished within afew hours inthe morning, I have to 
add that ere they found their way to the table some of 
them were amass of putrefaction, 

Such is a faithful representation of the past and pre- 
sent of the once famous one hundred and twenty-five 
miles of sand bar, and all, yes, I shall yenture to say all, | 
for the lack of wise legislation. 

There are, perhaps, no gurgling streams, no meadows, 
no glens or leafy woods, in which the errant cow-boy 
can pillage with such safety as those wpon Long Island. 
Obscured in a Suffalk County hamlet, he sets his snares 
when the sun is sinking behind the woods, and knowing 
their whereabout, he scarcely awaits the dawn when he 
has his traps emptied, account of stock taken, and while 
yet the villagers ave dreaming has found ready sale to 
some baggage master on the railroad. What does he 
know about section so-and-so of the game laws; much 
less, what does he care when ten cents may be readil 
obtained for a § plump” or perhaps a half-staryed ‘ Bo 
White “—poor ‘* Bob,” my heart beats with love for 
thee! andwhen he has promised the baggage master 
the day previous to bring such-and-such a number the 
next morning, and then roaming about the village “ cock- 
a-doodle-doing ” as to how he ‘‘ketched " “‘leyen” quails 
and “‘ tree” woodpile quawkers and ‘*a duced ofa big buck 
rabbit,” and changes the silver from one pocket to the 
other for good luck on to-morrow, when, if by chance he 
should meet farmer Jones’s African—gun he has none. 
So how can he be made to respéecta Jezal notice? Who 
is going to watch him? What will be done with the 
small boys? 

dt has been said to me: ‘What care you or I what 
these fellows do, so that we have birds to shootat?” I’m 
thankful that my mind was never trained to such a view 
of the question as that, and to tell the frank truth I pay 
far greater attention to the movements of the habitants 
of the woods than I doto the maneuvers of my own 
race, YT want tosee the lower class of animated nature 
protected ; IT want to see the few sections of law worth 
anything at all duly enforced ; I want competent men {io 
handle all the game legislation ; and I don’t want a two 
years prohibitory law, nor the shot gun taxed, It is not 
necessary to go that far at all. 
And now, how shall we go about this thing effectively ? 

Twilltell you. Let every sportsman put in an appear- 
ance at) Seneca Falls next July, Let the council fire be 
kindled, and let our supplications rend the winkle, Let 
us agitate this subject to such an extent as to demand 
altention, It is an American idea that whena portion 
of the community feel burdened with that portion of law 
relative to them, they shall have asay inthe matter, It 
is the duty of the State Association to think gravely upon 
this subject, 

Mr. Editor, I give the prefatory notes upon Long 
Island to show what that locality was once, and to show 
what it is now, atid what its future is likely to be. 

HARRY FENWoop, 

MIGRATORY QUAIL, 
—— 

Boston, Feb, 20th, 
| Heitor Forest and Stream :— 

The quail reach Messina in their migrations about the 
middle of March, and the flights continue until the mid- 
dle of April, sometimes until Ist of May. A letter ia 
from two to three weeks going from here to Messina, 
The latest possible time for sending an order (and getting 
it executed) would be the first part of April. The latest 
date at which an order could be sent and be probably 
executed would be considerably earlier. To make this 
clear I quote as follows from a letter of Mr. Braun, dated 
Jan, 17th, 1880; ‘*A short time ago one of our Messina 
papers brought out an article stating that the catching 
of quail was to be prohibited entirely before next spring, 
and consequently I abandoned all hope of further expor- 
tations. But now hear that the licenses which were 
given out last spring for the duration of one year will re- 
main in force for their full term, so that those catchers 
who took their licenses late last spring can make use of 
them for a part of the next flight. New licenses ara no 
more given ont under the previous conditions. Before, 
any one that had alicense could go catching anywhere 
in the whole Kingdom of Italy. The license was per- 
sonal, and cost only 20 shillings. Now a new law has 
heen issued, according to which the new license is per- 
sonal and can be used only for a marked piece of ground 
not exceeding 25 meters Meee 27 yards) in length, and 
20 meters (about 21% yards)in breadth ; and, besides this, 
the cost has been raised to 60 shillings for each license. 
These determinations of course do away with all hope of 
getting any more quail after next spring, as nobody can 
see his way clear to pay 60 shillings fora license on which 
he may, perhaps, be able to catch not twenty birds during 
the whole flight. ‘This is the work of our sportsmen, who 
fear that the increasing demand for live birds will reduce 
the stock of quail, and perhaps in time put an end to our 
quail hunting. As the birds appear here in such im- 
mense quantities, I doubt whether this would ever be 
the case, but I must acknowledge that the bird-catchers 
are yery annoying indeed when one is out gunning,” 

Tiis plain from the above extract that it is better to 
have all orders in by March istat the latest. Atthesame 
time, it is not at all improbable that orders sent in aslate 
as the middle of March, or even, possibly, the ist of 
April, would be executed. Our first order will be sent 
forward on or before March 1st. If any who desire to 
import cannot get theirplans completed by that timethey 
can order later, and all orders received before April 1st 
will be sent along to Mr. Braun, the gentlemen ordering 
bearing in mind that in all cases Mr. Braun reserves the 
right to return the money, less the small cost of the ex- 
changes, if he cannotsecure the birds without loss to him- 
self, After April Ist I think it would be useless to for- 
ward orders. 

The following letter from Mr, Braun may be interest- 
ing to your readers, Horace P, Topsy, 

MESSINA, Jan. 26th, 1880. 
Mr. Horace P. Tobey, Boston, Mass., U. S. Av:— 

Drsar Smr—According to your request in your last 
favor, I will write you a few lines upon matters con- 
nected with migratory quail, giving you in a few words 
such facts as 1 have gathered from my own experience. 

T will begin by saying that the quail are not stationary 
with us, or at least not here in the vicinity of Messina, 
A few have, however, been found to breed in the plains 
near Catania. During their short stays here in spring 
and autumn they must be considered as travelers, and 
their habits are not the same that they are at their home 
—that is, at their resting place. They arrive here almost 
tired to death by their long flight across the sea, and 
oftentimes they are so exhausted that they falldown in 
the streets of our city ; then they can be easily picked 
up, Some that cannot stand the long flight are often 
seen to drop down into the sea, where they show them- 
selves to be clever sailors. They lie quietly on the sur- 
face of the water and lift one wing to the wind, thus 
spreading a minature sail, by which they are oarried 
safely to the shore. 
They migrate almost exclusively at night, very rarely 

in the day time. They generally arrive here in the 
morning early, remain during the day, and continue their 
migration the coming evening. When it is moonlight 
they fly high and alight upon the mountains ; while with 
a covered sky they fly low and alight on the plains. I 
have not been able te find ont here that the quail have a 
particular time for feeding and another for resting, as I 
eae seen them move about in all hours of the day, This 
is owing of course to the irepularity and disturbance 
they meet out here. But in Germany where they nest I 
havenoticed that they have about the same habits as the 
partridges, viz., feed in the morning early, toward noon 
and at sunset, and le upthe rest of theday. They make 
their nests upon the ground, and are not very particular 
in the choice of their nesting-place. The female laysfrom 
eight to eighteen gray-colored and duck-sprinkled oggs, 
which are about the size of pigeons’ eggs. The young, 
like the young of the partridge, are able to run about the 
day they arehatched. I have seen them run witha part 
of the egg-shell still on their backs. The quail generally 
does not breed more than twice a year. 

The catching of the quail is done with nets and snares, 
The former implement, which is mostly used on the Ital- 
ian continent, is the same kind of net that is ordinarily 
used in other countries for catching birds. The catching 
is done at nighi, and in order to attract the passing birds 
the catcher uses a decoy whistle, with which he imitates 
the monotonous ‘‘ pich-ter-wick” of the quail. The im- 
plement mostly used here in Sicily for catching quail is 
the share, It is used im the followimg way :— 

The catcher digs in the winter small trenches, about 
twelve centimeters (about four and seven-tenths inches) 
broad, in the field, on each side of which he sows rye, 
which forms in spring, when grown up, a kind of an 
alley, Across the trenches the catcher fastens, about iilty 
centimeters (about nineteen ches) apart, small sticks in 
such a manner that a quail can comfortably pass below 
them, To the middle of each stick asnare, made of ho 
hair, is fastened, and in the trench some seed (her 
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is the best) is scatlered. When the quail goes into the 
trench (o feed on the seed it gets caught by the neck. 

To your question what kind of dog we use here to find 
the quail, I must reply that in this country, where almost 
eyery oue pretends to be a sportsman, all kinds of dogs are 
used, even terriers and poodles not excepted. But no 
doubt spaniels and pointers ave the best dogs for quail 
shooting, The quail generally squats before the dog, 
and yreinains a zootl while before starting to fly; but 
when it is rainy weather I have experienced that they 
don’t squat, butirun before the dog, Shooters here gen- 
erally ¢o out alone, and every one shoots on his own 
account, During the flight in spring our mountains and 
eorn-fields are perfectly covered with shooters, and when 
quail are plentiful the firing seems like that of several 
veriments in a battle. With a good dog a practised 
shooter can well kill 100 or more quail in a day, Two 
years aco last April I shot with my central fire gun, cal- 
iber 16, powder FFF and shot No. 10, seventy-three 
quail, from 3 to8 o'clock in the morning, and might have 
shot many more if I had been better provided with am- 
munition. Though the quail arrive here in large flocks 
they separate during the day, and are mostly found singly. 
Toward the end of the fight im spring they are often 
found in pairs. They stay only one day with us, and as 
they always fly against the wind it often happens that 
oue day we have plenty, and if the wind changes in the 
evening not a. single one can be found the next day. 

Yours, very truly, Cari EF. Braun, 
——__—_—>-- a 

MIGRATORY QUATL IN PENNSYLVANIA.—The following, 

taken from the Westchester (Pa.) Republican, will be of 

interest to many of our readers -— 

Since the close of the shooting season sportsmen have 
been comparing notes in regard to the Messina or migra- 
tory quail, which were turned loose in Chester County 
jast summer, and the general conclusion has been that 
the birds scattered over a large area of countyy on being 
set free, Tn conyersation recently with a resident of 
West Marlboro’ Township, he informed us that while out 
shooting with a companion in the fall the dogs flushed a 
covey of birds consisting of a hen and seven or eight half- 
grown birds, On rising they flew close to the ground in 
such a way that made it exceedingly difficult to get a fair 
shof, and the hunters only succeeded in obtaining one 
young bird, which they decided to be a cross between 

‘the imported and domestic breeds. This is the only case 
of this nature coming to eur notice, but we would be 
elad to hear of anything in connection with the introduc- 
tion of these birds. 
EE 

MIGRATORY QUAIL IN ViRGINIA.—Rock Spring, New 
Baltimore, Va., Feb, 9th. Asit may be interesting to 
those gentlemen who have been to the trouble and ex- 
pense of importing and turing down the “European 
quail,* I wish them to know through your paper that 
one pair settled close to me last year, bred and reared a 
bevy of aboutadozen, They never were disturbed by 
gun or dog all season, and only one young one was killed 
by chance, in this way: the colored boy when crossing a 
branch at the bead of a swamp the whole beyy fluttered 
under the horse’s legs, and he made acut at them with 
his whip and killed one, What became of them after I 
can't tell ; inay be they are “away down in Tennessee” 
by this jime, and should I heay of them again, or others, 
this fallT will report. Bos Warn, 

* Jersey's” belief that nine sportsmen out of ten are in favor of 

a how prohibitiag sunimer shooting is, I think, wrong. T agree 

with him in regard to the law, lit [do not believe that nine sports- 

men out often areinfayorotit. Accordmg to an oldlaw of New 
Jersey, any man has the right to shoot on his own lund the year 

argund, ot he can transfer his tight to any of lis friends, pro- 

viding he gives him his permissionin writing. The upshot of it is 

Tlst every year by the lath of June the woodcock are nearly all 

killed, <A few years ago—not so very many, eifher—I had ocea- 

siom to soto Paterson ona yisiton Decoration Day—that is, fhe 

30th of May. Happening to take awalk through the country with 

a friend of mine, a resident of Paterson, we heard, or rather 

counted, thirty-hyo shots firedin a piece of wood adjoming a 

swainp. We ¢rossed the fence, and came face to face with the 

shooter, Hisdog was then on apoint. Up jumped a half-fiedged 

woodcock, and bang! went the gun, Byidently the bird was un- 
touched, but as he could not rise three yards above the ground 

aur sportsman's doe caught him in the air before he could alight, 

This sportsman proyed to be a permanent and most active mem- 

ber of the Paterson Game Association—so I was told afterward ; 

but as he was shooting on bis own Jand, he could see no harm in 
shooting woodcoeck on the 30th of May. 

1 have not the slithest doubt thatif “ Jersey” counts among his 

nine-tenths this kind of sportsmen, heis certainly right; butif he 

counts as sportsmen people who cannot go out shooting when- 

ever they please, but only do go when the law is off, he is certainly 
tiistaken, 

I haye not missed in New Jersey one singlo Fourth of 

July for the last ten years, but [ must confess I huye found the 

birds becoming scarcer and scarcer eyery year, because they had 

been killed before the season by parties that hunted on their own 
evounds, or by some friends of theirs from the city, to whom thoy 

had given permission to shoot. 

If Jersey” can preyail on Senator Lawrence to have this 

old law repealed, [have no dowbt that he will find yery little op- 

position to his bill ; otherwise fhere will not be any necessity for 

this new law, as by the Ist of October there would not be loft 
any more woodcock than there is now under the oldlaw. The 

land owners and their friends would shoot anyway, and, as tha 

boys say, would have all-the pudding” to themselyes. Rise wp, 
Jerseymen! W. 

There is no such provision in the present New Jersey 
game law; and the old law referred to by our correspon- 
dent is repealed by the late laws. 

BiLoomspure, N. J. Peliruary, 1880. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

In this yicinity (eastern part of Warren County) we have very 

few good woodcock grounds, and the birds found only enable us 

<0 break our young dogs. During July we generally find a few 

birds and can manage to bag five or six in an hour or two of hard 

work. In October or Noyember we yory seldom get a chance at 

them. This is owing, I suppose, to their being all shot off during 

the summer, Lagree with Jersey” in all that be hns said on 
this subject. ‘There is little pleasure in shooting half-grown or 

partly-feathered woodcock, especially when the thermometer 

stands at 90 Gee. in the shade and nearly every thread of one’s 

garments is satdrated with perspiration. 

Old sportsmen here tell us that fifty ot sixty years ago there 
were plenty of good woodcock prounds, and it wis no strange 

feat for lwo suns to secure a bay of sixty birds in afew hours, 

Now nearly all of these rounds are utilized, and where once were 

large tracts of alder s\yamps there are farms or fields. 

Some of our selfish sportsmen argue thatif we get no shooting 

in July we will get none in the fall, as woodcork move southward 

iben and are potto be found. How they know that none will be 
found in the fall T cannot tell, for there has never been any left 

Ss , : 
re after July to be found at all until the next year. Let us hayeno 

THH NEW JERSEY LAW, summer shooting at alland then we can know the truth. Tam 
es in favor of haying quail, woodeock and grouse shooting open 

RAvoen Rook, N. J., Wob., 1830. Oct. 15th. If we are fo have no woodcouk shooting until Ootoher 
Biitor Forest and Stvedin :— 
Your Morristown, N. J., correspondent, “Jersey,” goes over 

those who oppose his pet woodcock lay rough-shod. There ave 
before the present Legislature some half # dozen game law hills: 
not one that should be allowed to become a law, il the true 

sportsmen and the people of the State could have their say. No 
one of them is intended for the whole State, but lor some favored 

Jocalities. Idor instance, in Hunterdon, Mercer and other coun- 

ties, ;woodcock breed in goodly numbers, aud leave on the first 

full moon in July, or sooner if the season is fayorable, and arc 
seldom afterward seen in these localities; consequently they 
have no fall woodeock shooting, although they breed them, 
Worthern Jersey will receive all the benefits of suchalaw, as they 

go there during their moulting season, so there is nothing wjon- 

derful in the opposition to the proposed law from parts of the 

State aifected, while other lcalities more favored are advocating 

it. 
The Game Protective Association have incorsed a propositiou 

to open the close season for rabbits and quail from the 10th or 

45th of Octoher, instead of November Ist as at present, and I have 

reason to belieye their billis now before the Legislature. Such 

2 bill should be branded as the pot-hunters’ bill, calculated to ex- 

terminate thu game of New Jersey before itis fitfor use. What 
an exibition of skillit would be to see a member of the Associa- 

tion sally forth on the 16th of October, flush a covey of quail, 
drive them into some grassy meadow, and then shoot them ull 

singly while {hey are yet tame, and some of them not much 

larzer than sparrows. None but?villainously bad shots and pot- 
Tninters advocate such alay. Stillthis Association doesit. Am 1 

correct? 
Tf Senator Lawrence will introduce a bill for the preyention of 

wood-chopping, and to stop the sun from shining so hot, so as 
to not dry up our swamp lands, he will accomplish about as 
much in the way of woodeock protection as by the proposed lay. 

Wo true loyer of shooting wishes to see our game birds ruthlessly 
distroyed ; but when one section of the State attempts to legis- 

Jate in their own interest nnd against another section, they will 

ind opposition, and not al together from selfish persons or notori- 

ously bad shots, either. 
Of the half dozen bills before the Legislature, there is but one 

that deserves consideration, and that is Senator Beekman’s bill, 

prohibiting the shooting of game birds and rabbits from Jan. 
dst to Dec. Ist. Amend his bill, make it read from Dee. 15th to 

Woy. isth, then those yvillainously bad sbots early in the sea- 

son, and tracking snow hunters i the late season, will have to 

contine themselves to oe month, which, owing to the growing 

seercity of game is enough for all practical purposes, the Associa- 

tion to the contrary notwithstanding. PATIO Pusy. 

Nay Yor«, Feb. 18th, 
Aditor Forest and Stream.— 
Althoughat the present not aresident of New Jersey, I consider 

“elf somewhat ofa Jerseyman, having liyed there formerly, 
~ted there for the last fifteen year ry ; 

[think we ought to quail shoojing at one and the same tine. 
P.M, 

Game Bag and Guy. 
Se 

GAME IN SHASON IN FEBRUARY, 

Haves, brown and gray. Wild duck, geese, brant, etc, 

FOH FLORIDA. 

Deor, Wild Turkey, Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Ducks,and Wild Fowl. 
“ Bay birds”! generally, including yarious species of plover, sand 

piper, suipe, crvleyw, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phialaropes, nyo- 
cets, ete, coming under the group Limaculee or Shore Birds. 

———S— 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

Tn sending reports for the FOREST AND STREAM Directory to 

Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following particulars, With such other information as they 
may deem of yalue: State, Town, County; means of access; Hotel 

and other necommodations; Game andits Season; Fish and ItsSea- 

son; Boats, Guides, etc.; Nante of person to address. 
—— 

INFORMATION WANTED. 

Correspondents are desirous of information of the above nature 
rekiting to (1) Bush River, Md.; (2) good quail shooting in Ohio on 

the line of the Pittsburg, Cincinnati and St, Louis Railroad: (3) 
localities for camping out in the vicinity of Grafton, or near the 
Cheat Mountams, in West Virginia; (4) suipe shooting within 100 

miles of Indianapolis, Ind.; (5) the name of aguide living at or 
near Brulé Lake, ninety-five miles north of Ottawa. 

——_$}—— 

Coormng Sua Town.—New Bedford, Feb, 2ist.—Your 
correspondent asks the mode of removing tho fishy taste 
of sea-fowl. If he will carefully remove the fat from the 
inside, and then skin them, soaking a few hours in water 
foremoye the blood, he will find that sheldrake, white- 
wings, etc,, will taste no more fishy than a duck or 
goose, and, in fact, a sheldrake served in this way is as 
palatable asa wild partridge. Even an old loon under 
this treatment makes a very good dish, I write from 
experience, CONCHA, 

Brooklyn, Feb. 22d,—My mother used to cook coots 
and sheldrakes in the following manner; First, put in- 
side of each bird one or two onions, then put them into a 
pot of cold water, and set the pot over the fire until it 
just comes toa boil, Then take the ducks, rinse them 
out, and roast them same as any other fowl Iven 
coots, when cooked thissyyay and served up with currant 
jelly, are not to be despised, 

Lone Isuanp Sportsmen's AssocraTion.—A meeting 
of five delezates from ench of the following sporting 
clubs of King County—Long Island Shooting Club, the 
Brooklyn, Fountain and Nassau Gun Club. and the Long 
Island Foresters’ Cluab—was held Jast weekat the rooms 
of the Long Island Club, and after a long discussion 
srowing oul of a misunderstanding on the part of the 
delegates of the Long Island and Brooklyn clubs, they 
supposing that the former meeting was merely tempo- 
vary in character, it was resolved that in order to remove 
all misunderstanding on the subject the ‘‘ members of the 
several clubs now present do now enter into a perma- 
nent organization, Known as the Long Island Sports- 
men’s Association.” This was passed unanimously, ancl 
the following officers were then elacted —President. Mi. 
G, A. Chappell; First Vice-President, Dr, H. F. Aten, 
Brooklyn Gim Club; Second Vice-President, Dr. W. 
Wynn, L. 1. $. C.; Third Vice President, YW, Selover, 
Nassau Gun Club; Fourth Vice-President, Charles E. 
Tiske, Fountain Gun Club: Fifth Vice-President, Henry 
Thorpe, Lone Island Foresters’. Club: Secretary, Abel 
Grook, Fountain Gun Club; Treasurer, R. Rabmson, lL. 1. 
8. C.; Assistant Secretary, H. B. Cook, Fountam Gun 
Club. An Executive Committee, consisting of tive mem- 
bers from each club, was then appointed, the officers of 
the Association being members ea-officio. The mecting 
adjourned for two weeks, when bylaws will be adopted 
and active monsures engaged in loward effecting the ob- 
ject of the Association. 

A New PenysyLvantA Cihes.—Northiumberland, Pa., 
Feb. 16th.—A. meeting of ths sportsmen of this place 
was held on iast Saturday eyening to form an associa- 
tion for the protection of fish and game. Officers were 
elected as follows:—President, Jesse James: Ist YVice- 
President, Jos. Amckst; 2d Vice-President, Sam. D, 
Burk; ‘Treasurer, W. E. Taylor; Secretary, Joseph W. 
Everard; Members present, Zachary Taylor, G, W. 
Smith, C, C, Jones, Jos. P. Huine, Geo. Sayidge, Jas. JX. 
Bright, Levi Bussler, W. F. Garrihan, Geo. Fiewer. 

This is something that has long been needed in this 
section, and if the right steps are taken if will be a great 
advantage to farmers and sportsmen. The association 
was named the Susquehanna Sportsman Association, and 
a bounty of fifty cents will be paid for all hawks killed 
within a certain distance, except to members of the asso- 
ciation. J, H, ©. 
Omo— Woodstock, Feb. 18t.—This has heen a sorry old 

winter to the lovers of field sports in Ohio. No quail 
shooting, and on account of the mild winter, no orher 
shouting to speak of, until within the last few days. 
There have been a few wild pigeons Aying, but no regu- 
lar flight that Ihave heard of. I have mot seen a dozen 
wild ducks this winter, which is something remarkable 
in our part of the State. T, M. 

Orecon—Porlland, Jan. 25th.—In company with B, 
of Gedar Creek, W. T., L paid a short visit to the flooded 
erain fields of Washington County last Saturday, and we 
had some fine sport, bringing home thirty-six dicks, 
Saw nuinbers of ducks, geese and swans. We expuri- 
enced a hearty welcome from Mr. J. L, Hallett, at yuose 
handsome farm we made on headquarters. and whose 
hospitality is always extended to the sportsman. Ata 
small lake near this place a short time ago one of [he 
farmer boys killed twenty-nine ducks at one shot, and 
crippled several more. MULTNOMAU, 

Just WHat Wr Tunnk.—Indivnmpolis, Tad, Heb, 10th, 
—Of course I cannot get along withont Pormsr aNp 
Srmmnam, No orthodox minister can live without if} and 
notsuffer, I amwaiting for the duck season to open, and 
meantime occasionally clean my grt. M. W. It, 

Elisworth, Wis., Feb. 8th,—l have shot buckshot if 
deer with good success, First, you can’t expect shot to 
go tie unless they are round; and, as you buy thu, 
there is hardly a perfect oue im a sack, They all have 
feats and feathers, which auts as rudders to steer (ham. 
So T take an old file and bwush off all of these one by oue, 
and drop them into an old atone jug, throwing ayyny all 
that have holes in them, Then shake for about a minute, 
till they are all smooth—then I haye perfect shor, Ni OW, 
in loading shells, the more powder you use the more 
force you get on the shot, and the more they scatter. So 
in loading, decrease the powder instead of incressine, ag 
most men do, J use in twelve shells 24 drams F powder, 
and four layers of buckshot; that will chamber four, J 
T find they make an even spread, wilh sufficient pene- 
tration. 8.W..5; 
re 

SOME GUNS THAT T HAVE OWNED. 

WN what IT am about to write, i solenmly disclaim any 
intention of either praising any make, or makers of 

guns, or to record anything to their disadvantage, bnt 
simply to give my own honest impressions of a zoor ei:n, 
and to say something of some that I live owned, 

It was in 1849 that L bought my first gun. The 
callow days of sweet sixteen made me look upon that gun 
as perfection. Thirty-six inches in the clear, with a drop 
of seven inches, and pob-metal,as I am a sinner, aiid 
14 bore, she would iil! squirrels like a stroke of Jiht- 
ning, and would kiek like a newspaper mule, Years 
have rolled over my head since, and 1 haye had many 
hairbreadth escapas by flood and field, but on loaking 
back, with my present Imowledge of guns, I think 1 was 
never in more danger than when J fired that gun with 4 
full-size charge. 

In the light of subsequent events T nov know il. My 
uncle owned a slave, aboul my own age, whom T teed 
taught to shoot, aul who was my ivdns Achales, accom- 
panying mein all my hunting excursions. The hithest 
aibition of this sable sportsman was to kill a © ereen- 
head * duck, Finding that he was never allowed to kill one 
when with me, he stole the gun ohne Sundayand marched 
flown to the creek, accompanied by the whole ** drop- 
shot” gang of the plantation. Reasoning, like may 
other philosophers, from a sound basis, but arriving wt an 
erroneous Conclusion, Pete put in two charges of powder 
and shot in each barrel, thinking that, if ona charge 
would kill, two woultl do the work much better. Find- 
ing a large flock of ‘‘green-heads” trusting to the sanc- 
tity of the day, and quacking as they never do quack 
except on Sundays, aided by the shelter of a water-fence 
Pete Bree io within twenty yards of the devoted birds. 
Resting his gun on the fence and taking careful aim, he 



 Pupnvary 26, 1880,] 

‘pulled both twiggers af once! Never was Sabbath still- 
Nezs ‘broken by a more outrageous roar! Tt came boom- 
ing into the windows of the country church, and startled 
nervous old ladies atid stopped the choir in one of their 
pvandest efforts, What time Pete lay on bis back with 
one arm broken, and a very large sexment of his woolly 
scalp blown clean away, Lshallnot record ; nor how le was 
toted up to the “hig house” by his mother and his father 
with loud ullilations ; nov how the chorus was swelled 
by the ‘‘drap-shot” gang, each of whom bore a ‘' green- 
head” as a peace offering to the offended powers ; nor how 
Tfonnd the barrels blown entirely off the stock, and a 
yawning chasm jn each to show how strong Dupont’s 
FFG powder really is; nor how Pete, fully recovered, 
never ventured to fire a double charge any more, for- 
ever! My gnn was gone, and (his was the end of my first 
gun: and, indeed, marked an epoch in my sporting ex- 
perience and my inowledge of guns, Not long after this 
my wicle went to Philadelphia, at that time the city to 
which most good Western men went. He brought with 
him a lot of cheap English guns, but all of them strong 

i au serviceable, Among them was a little gun, 
28-inch barrels, and 14-bore, which. after long per- 
suasion, was turned over to me, ‘*‘to have, to hold, and 
to keep.” Tam airaid to say how much game I killed 
With that ¢un, nor can I tell what bard usage it had : but 
iti served me honestly and faithfully for long years, and 
with it] became a better shot on the wing than I have 
ever been since. J} have killed deer with it, often, and 
wild turkeys too nunrerous to mention, and, as for ducks, 
though inferior to some large guns that I have owned, 
yet she would Jill them at fifty or sixty yards, nearly 
Gabiain eA » 

ear's rolled on, and I left the home of my boyhood and 
went South. I gaye the old gum to a fesicahe na deter- 
mined to buy i fino sun next time, And I did, too. None 
ms your $39 guns for me. I ordered a Westley Richards, 
or which I paid #185 ; and, for the price, it was the poor- 

est gun thabT ever owned, I used it for two years and 
then sold if for $75, which causes me to say that in all 
hand-made guns there is a reat difference in the shoot- 
ing: qualities of guns that are honestly made by good 
makers, Some defect in the boring ox in the finish will 
cause poor shooting, And here also let me say that I 
POON owned a Wesitlay Richards, the gift of a dead 
ee that was all that a gun could be. Costing, I be- 
lieve, Rar, or 75 guineas, ib was a superb gun. Its only 
fault was that it was too small, Almost all ens in those 
days that were made in England were 14-bores. Such 
guns would suit English sportsmen, for their same skoot- 
ing 1s at a niuch closer rangé than ours. But this sun 
if held fairly on, would kill a quail every time at sixty 
yards clean, and would shoot No, 4 shot at ducks with a 
power that you never see in the modern breech-loader— 
weapon worthy of any gentleman, Tt was carried off by 
somé li¢eroes in the wake of Sherman’s army, and per- 
haps at this day, rusted, battered and shorn ofits beanty 
adorns’ some negroe’s cabin as “de bestest gun in fie 
State.” Farewell, old pun! Never shall I own one that 
is for A Moment coniparable to thee, honest sun, made 
by honest men. Snmiediately after the ‘‘wah®* T bought 
another Mnelish gun—Bonehill, I think, muzzleloader 
forwhich I paid $45. She did famous work, too, amone 
the birds, butwas entirely worthless with coarse shot, Sha 
would shoot up talifty or sixty yards with 8s or 9s with as 
much yin as any of them; but putin a charge of 6s or 
4s, and turn Inose amoug the ducks, and yon came home 
at night with a very bght bag. The next gum that I 
owned was a Powell, u4zle-loader, a maker whose guns 
are very popular in the South, Thirty-two inches in the 

- barrels and of eight and one-half pounds weight, she was 

a superb gun with No, Sshot. I haye often killed ducks 
with her at ninety yards: but with 10s she was ‘*no ac- 
count.” 
And this brings me to the subject of breech- 

loaders ys. muzzle-loaders) Unthinking partisans of 
each mode yehemently contend for their own mode, 
Now both are wrong. When breech-loaders were firsl 
made there was a want of penetration and, indeed, of 
pattern, ‘These defects baye been eliminated in ai great 
yneasure, and now most good breech-loaders* shoot hand 
aud close. Of course the old-fashioned breech. pattern 
could not give the same penetration as the patent breech, 
paapat like the letter V,in the muzzle-loader. But by 
choking the gun, or boring so that tle diameter was less 
abthe muzzle, the breech-loader could deliver the charge 
very compactly, aud by the use of the wads on the pow- 
der the gas was so conlined that penetration was secured, 
A first-class muzzleloader is hard to beat, Indeed, to 

tell the truth, put the best breechdoader in the world 
against the best muzzle-loader in the world, and my word 
for it the breech-loatler will go to the wall, especially in 
peneiration, Let wild statements be made on either side, 
bub thisis sober truth, Heavy the conclusion of the whole 
matter, In using the breechtoader you gct rid of three 
nuisances af one fell swooy), the ramroed, the shot-pouch 
and the powder-flask. You load your shells at home by 
afixed charges and do not trust to uncertainties, How 
often in our muzzle-loading days haye we cut off about 
24 os, shotinstead of 14, Ah! then there was a black 
shoulder when that gun was fired. Then, for flexibility 
of use, forall that renders sporting a joy and an ecstasy, 
sive nie the breech-loader, Allsportsmen now who order 
a sun have it made breech-loading, for the day of muz- 
gle-loaders is oyer foyever. Facility of loading, fexi- 
bility of use, and when all defects are cured, equality of 
alfern and penetration or range, will render the breech- 
gader the gun of the future, especially the hammerless 
gun. For years Ihaye always carried my gun ab full 
cock, knowing that in front-action locks this was the 
only absolutely safe way of carrying a gun, I presume 
that the same principle obtains in the hammerless gun, 
Tnever saw one, but they must be carried at full cock 1 
should think, and the locks must be frent-action, 
But there are some miysteries about guns that science 

can never solve, 1 once saw pains a) gun, no mis- 
take about the imetal, that would killa squivrel out of 
the top of the tallest gum in the creek swamps of Mis- 
‘sissippi, and Jet; me assure you that a gum tree in that 
State means something particularly tall; but only one 
barrel would do it, the other was up to the full standard 
of pot-metal worthlessness. Now, was that barrel acci- 
dentally choked? Jfso, then the horingisall. i haye 
long suspected that metaltias but liffle to do with the 
shooting qualities of guns ; of course Damascus steel will 
last longer and give’a sharper shooting gun, and is abso- 
tg a » tes . all | a) Td , 
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Chappell. - 0 0 0 1 1-2/Smith,.....2.... Tiida ot 
Garrett. ~ 2) Ot 2 1-4) Wihite hits 2 od WT db 
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Agar... 0 0 0 0 0—O| Fisher........ 6: 1io0v0 oO? 
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lutely safe. No common gunis safe, ‘The daily strain 
ypon any gun will develope its hidden weakness with 
even 8 dis. of powder and 1 oz of shot, And 
here let me say thatT find 3 drs, of powder and 1 oz, 
shot amply sufficient for all upland shooting, When 
game is wild T put in 8) drs. powder, 1 oz. shot, None 
but the merest fyro will use4 drs, powder and 17 ozs. 
shot in #12-gauge gun in upland shooting, The discom- 
fort of the severe recoil, the added noise and smoke, and 
the inevitable headache resulting from the successive 
shocks, render jhe lighter charge the fayorite with all 
knowing sportsmen. Early in the season, for quail 
shooting, I use 24 drs. powderand1oz. No. 10shot, With 
No. 121 can do good work, but my first bird from the 
covey is torn to pieces on account of the great number of 
shot with whic: If strile it, 

Again, there is another nrystery that science cannot 
solve. T onee had my boat anchored in a miil-pond 
among buttonwood bushes for the purpose of shooting 
ducks, Now it was impossible to shoot on the wing, for 
above and all around me were gigantic cypresses, clothed 
from head to foot with mess. Immediately in my front 
was a clear space about twenty feet square. In this clear 
piece of water the ducks would alight before seeking their 
roosting-places in the adjoining bushes, Well, my first 
visitors were a pair of wood ducks, killed dead as the tra- 
ditional Czesar, with one barrel, Hardly had T slipped in 
another shell when four mallards flopped downi—thrze of 
the four killed dead. 

In rapid succession they came, mallards and wood 
ducks. I missed five shots out of sixteen at twenty-five 
yards. That the shells were loaded alike I now, with 
i4 ounce No. 6 shot, for I loaded them myself. Now, 
who can account for those five misses? Hvery bird musti 
have been hit, for the miller found three mallards in the 
pond the next morning dead ; and as Twas the only per- 
son shooting in the pond on that evening I presume that 
the birds fellto my gun. Now, no one can say that at 
point-blank distance I should not have killed every bird, 
* Unaccountables,” says some wise fellow, That is no 
answer. If a good gun—and I.shoot no other—every 
charge should be distributed in precisely the same man- 
ner, 
With a promise that L shall resume this interesting sub- 

ject again, I will close by saying that mo one can tell 
svwhen that accommodating and often contrary weapon— 
a shot pun—is going to shoot. You drive your charge 
of No. 8’s clean through a bird, and the next one escapes 
for want of penetration. You hit one with two dozen 
shot, and another one ai the saine distance and same bar- 
rel is killed with two shot. Who knows? Guten sabe! 
With this consolatory reflection I sign myself, 

Lawtonville, Ga., Feb. sth, St. CLAIR, 
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SHOOTING MATCHES. 

Scorus.—Seeretaries of clubs ave inviled to send i 

seores of mutches. Such reports should reach us as 

early as possible after the date of the meeting. “! 
ow 

A Goosn-Eaq SHoor.—The members of the Yountain Gun Club 
of Brooklyn, L. 1, held their:mnusl Washington’s Birthday shoot 
on Mondety, 23d inst., at MeMahon’s Atlantic Hotel, Sheepshead 

Bay, L.I. The club members and friends lett their elegant rooms 
at Harry Miner's in carriages about noon, with all the conyeni- 

ences foragoodafternoon'ssport. The shoot was merely a contest 

for sport made by dividing the club into two sides of 17 men each 

Fountain Gun Chibrules; ground traps; 6 birds each, at 25 yards 

vise. The strong cold northwest wind prevailing will account for 

some of the poor scores ;— 

The shoot throughout afforded both members and guests great 
sport, us severe) of the bust shots mude the poorest scores. At the 
oe of the dontest a bountiful vollation was partaken of at the 
otel. é 

Broowiyyn Gus Cous.—Derler Park, Jamdica Road, D.f., Veh. 
21()).—The monthly handicap contest at 10 birds each; 80 yards 

poundary; from five ground traps; 1 ounces of shot: gun to 

first, U0 shells to second, 300 shells to third, and 200shells to fourth. 
Ties decided at 8 birds each, miss and #0 wwt:— 

Fares. Tiled. 
Wits cen psp Ttee Ae CU ier teeter feed Shack 1 it: Ag 
Robinson.. Fea Si a 0 ay Id ane 
+Billings --- 4 (ie abe ai) Gl gale ply th at eh pt 8 
(Willard .., aH OP SR atex ileal al Ti) Vi) 8 
Peferson, . fit aE TiO ah ht al al 8 
3 Ot=s4)\ doen one ly Hee se Set ig 8 
tTolimson. — mit aL a aly Tent Sa ee G)a 8 
FGeU As... oe 2 i” aLeglig Watiealty: TT a) Real 8 
zWaite:. AO eoy ee al ee) O° at BF Sp 8 
Teaqitrh seen ss et eet IED) eS eis): 0— 0 7 
Ait}cims. - 2-92 2:52). < } D0 i tT eo i 
Bryar.. .2% 0 011221 * 169 14 y 
Ttivers.. #2 1100120 0 1 0 6 
Creed... ate COR Cy OMe Tot) ee TO 8 
Stephens,,,,---.... 28 Loo ) 
Divided second prize. Divided third prize. 

—The tenth average monthly handicap contest of the Fountain 

Gun Ghib fora Parker gun came off atthe Driying Prrk, Paris- 
ville, i. I., Fab,—th. The conditions were 7 birds each—three at 
2) yards, to at 26 yards, and two at al yards rise; 80 yards 

houndary; tivo plunge traps; 11 ounces of shot; the State Asso- 
ciation rules to govern. ‘Ten gentlemen weve in the contest, as 

follows — 
Filled, 

Mr. Cherry... s+ . Soa) ot ils oT oa 
t Peele mDi eerem Sb 

; ro Hab ar al Val) xi] fy 
bir pce Ube tig. 51 a0 as ad er 

My, Mudison,...--. Sha Liao + 
Ma. Smith, -.-.1<- Su Tht aE Ut es Dae | 

Tele lexL Oty OF A 
2 shat se nt aller tiie sy 
0Oo004201 a 

oar Le (0; 1.0 iD) I 3 
My, Lemken,-.--- ete debt Soh eee nO. Tae 22 

* Fall dead out of bounds. 
Referee—Mr, Henry Miller - 

Yonkers, Peb. 234.—Pigeon mateh; 30 birdsa side; Long Island 

rules. Girds exceptionally lively; heavy wind; very largo nun- 

ber of gentlemen spectators, H. Waring, 10; 1. Waring, Jr., hy 

total, 19; 4dead ontof bounds. A. Austin,i; W. Linn, §; total, 

18; d dead out of bounds. 

Ney Yor« Guy CLus.—Rergen Point, NV. J., Feb. 2hl—_Optionnl 

sweep; 7 birds; handicap rise; one money >— 

: Yards, Billed. 
Tet G igi eee eee ee ee leo es ah Peak mil 7 
A. B. Dexter... ao) TP Os 6 
Col. Armstrong. igi’, Mgt abot) 5 
M. Simonsun..-. Ll SLL 4 
R. Knowles, --...-.--. 2... o111 8 
*Secoud sweep; same conditions :— 

TAC SCD GOCUGL, pipes: aes aseeh eae we oe Ob BT Mt. ve 
I, Knowtes.,... paged, 60) 1 eit 6 
Col, Ammstrong. au I tek ol ak gh) a 
M. Simonson.-.. 2 Vot0) Wet 5 

. Dunleivy 2 he 0 ae 4 
A. Allen. -..- Oe Aleta lala 5 
M. Millner. 26 10011 3 
i. K. Lee... ab OF tod 3 
A. Brown)..-.. eee 0 TE at 2 
SED etal PE tSL EL er elalet fe se of, see eee wow sotdod $ 

Third sweep ; same conditions =- 

WO OURO es 1 pees ettess as oan abs a21722112111 16 
T. G. Talmatn, a0) 1a at Pb tor 
Dr. Barton. . Marie lt Dolph esl 0 7 
M. Wilson.....--. BARBS SA ARE RON ABD OO taste ie er a G 

The Barron Cup, presented for competition by Dr. Jolin ©. Bar- 

ron; opento all members; entrance fae, $10; 10 birds; handicap 
vice; to be won three times hy sume person before heewming his 

property. There were twenty-four culries. The following wore 

the best scores -— 
Yards. ITT oth. 

Col. Armstrong Tet. 4? 4 Del ei ee 
H. Clay Lat! Dott Tot ef, pel 9 
W. Godfrey (ak ah ie alk ah vay i 
A. Aviliur Tete ls te AAO i 
J, ¥, Tallavan. POs eels De fs 
Tt, Bate Die erie =O. & 
W. St Tend eds Oe 5 
tle 11000101 4 
KR. Pees oo1T1T01O01 ue 
FL. Dunl@avy....c.se cece eee eS 2 he TR le « 
R. Knowles, .-::, ee he Oh, BO) dela: ab eth ap 4 
1, GO) Dap ys n- -2- 7. 20.) OSeOe see a 

Shoot off:— 

Gok Armstrong.......---......80 211 a 
IRENA rerio Gers does Bc. mw OD 1 

Essux Gun Ciun—Newarhk, N. J., eh. 1th.—The regular 
mouthly contest of the members of the Essex Gun Club took 
place on Wednesday afterncen at Erb's grounds on the Bloom- 

field road, The excellencs: and convenience of this place, are 

amon the reqsons why the club has always a large turn out 

The meeting on this occasion was an unusually larve one, séven— 

teen members going to the score, with the hope of winning the 

cluh's trophy, The shooting began shortly alter 3 o'clock, and 

Mr. Erb had furnished a fine lot of birds, The wind, which was 

blowing a gale from the score to the traps, made the shooting un— 

usually difficult, but this interfered hut little with the gond form 

of the eracks of the club. After a closely contested bout between 

Mr, BR. H. Brientnall, Mr. Hayes and Dr, Pindell,the trio which won 

the New Jersey State Association Cup last October, and Mr. John— 

son, the former landed himself the winner,with a clean seore of 10, 

each of his antagonists recording 9 out of 10. The fine shuoting 

of Mr. Brientnall is worthy of comment, as almost all of his birds 
were hard-drivers, which were cilled, as the seore will show, with- 
out the use of the second barrel, save on the eighth round. Out- 

side the ground, and surrounding the inclosnre, there was a laree 

army of ‘‘ outside shooters," whose incessant picket tire did much 

to alarm the more fortunate of the feathered tribe. The turn- 

pike road presented an unusually lively appearance, particularly 

when the outsiders indulged in a go-as-you-please after an escap- 

ing pigeon. During one of the laps, the accidental and vather 

premature discharge of one of the * Long Tom’s” occasioned 

imuch comment; but, as it only removed the two ornamental but- 

tons on the back of a coat of one of the shooters, the race went 
merrily on. The most successful of the outsiders was a gentle 

man whose residence adjoins the grounds; besides exhibiting 
some really fancy shooting from his dining-room window, he 

progured one fine bird which had perched on the chimney of his 

house, by adjourning to the kitchen and emptying the contents 

of his breech-loader tip the flue. These, and other like incidents, 
marked the afternoon’s sport. The following seore will show who 

did the best work :— 
Conditions: At 10 birds each; from five tvaps; handicap rise 

1+ ounce shot; 80 yards boundary; both barrels allowed; cluh 

rules :— 
Killed. 

Mr, Brientinall TRL ale at et aU 
Dr. Pindell,.... ie ih ah ph gh abi ak th a i] 
Mr. Johnson, geo tk ita AP Te iP hom i) 
Mr. Tlayes. . eo gy ate iwi alah al! 9 
Mr, Burnett. AAG Oe ie oS ead § 
Mr, Hunt, ,— Oe ro 1 Pe a 8 
Mr. oeller...-5. AAT oO hoe Al a § 
Mr. Rohertson = v1 Lele Ta GH at 5 
Mr. Wrightsom., .-... . jie BEF he HOU AE aleab il Ge 7 
Mr. Hope Oa TL De deen 4 
Mr. Belcher tok De Oo tf 
Mr. Pentz....-.-- O1T1iad0 1001 O 5 
Mr. Itlingsworth cat Wie al Tah ey 20> al 5 
Mr. Pier___......- poate OO be dG 5 
Mr. Willigerod 2b Hoy oD Oo 1 0 I Hy 
Nar Dngeet y <5. p= Pa) 100 1012000 4 
Mr. Brown........----4- 25, *0o0 0010100 WW 2&2 

+ Killed second barrel. 

The Essex Gun Club has accepted an inyitution from the Jersey 

City Heights Gun Club to shoota friendly match. March Wh has 

heen named as the day; and the contest, which will take place at 

the West Side Driving Park, Marion, N.J., is tu be governed by 

the rules of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club, 

New Jerser—Ridywood, Feb, 230.—Wirst annual shoot, Wash- 

ington’s Birthday, by members of Ridgewood Gun Club; pigeons; 

21 yards rise; ground trap; 60 yards boundary <— 

Abram Hepper.----. 0.0 0 1 1—2| Irving Bogert....-.. 1000-8 
‘A, Van Blareow..... 00 010-1] Albert Bogert... .. 1 1001-5 
GV. Hepner...... 11* 114 
The wind blew a wale all day. G, V.H. 

Mounrarw Oak Goy CLrup—Fort Lee, N. J., Web. 23d,—Wash- 

mgton's Birthday contest for gold badge; Huber revolving 

tvap with screen ; 21 yards rise ; 40 balls each: F.Yruax seored 
28, missing only his léth and 27th ; R. Benison, 27, missing his Ist, 

jith and 22d; Wi. Huber, 26, missing his Sth, 16th, 21st and 27th; Ky, 

Thomas, 27, missing his 14th, 22d and 80th; A. Marshall, 25, missing 

his 4(h, 13th, 230, 23th and 30th; L. Annett, 19; J. Glaser, 10; J. 
Wan Gelder, 10; J. Manix, §; and B, Coxhead,4. Alter (the badge 

shoot William Benison, thirteen years old, shot a Tantoh of 25 

bulla with John Glaser, breaking 21to Glaser's 8. 

Onrco—Oineinnatt, Fuh. Wth—Score of a pigeon mato shot all 
Ross Lake Park, between H,J. Koch and Ferd. Witte, both ot 

this city; 15 singles; grqgund traps; 26 yards rise; and ten 

doubles troni plunge traps at, the usual distance 5 Gach party, to 
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trap, find and handle forthe other. The birds were picked for 
the occasion, and proved to bea rare Jot :— 

11010212212220d210 21 «1-11 
Ol 10 11 10 10 air 

“710010000101 000-5 
{40 11 16 10 11 : 

He 2 

Huber trap; 18 yards rise -— 
GG SAVIOR Oy) 0. sc bac} oe oe eee: 271217 .0 1.0 0 0.0—5 
ee We Smmith so. pest Meee Sree 0021120010 0-4 
YELP HVAOE. 200.) nate ariel reece eee TE aR es ere 
Zi TAWIOL 60 ataeodstecer sie ene tener us pl). O0s el OT 05 
DES ONCE. --. wr atspsmenssiiacdsesse ip 40,4 2d es 
(0) RSPEI} LBS B ADE Aco i 2340 is aoe 02.0 2 2 2.3.7 10-7 
Jos. H. Everard.. 1111110101111 1111 01111111 

PHILADELPHIA Gun OLuB.—Andalusia, Feb. 23d.—Virst of a 
series of matches to take place within the current year for a 

Eilyer cup, to be awarded the contestant killing the greatest num- 

ber of birds infourmatches. <A heavy southwest wind prevailed 

throughout the match, which, in addition to the excellent supply 

of birds, rendered brilliant shooting exceeding difficult :— 

Yards. 
Hew. Bickley +; 1.52. 2k. 28 +0 ted Dy det 0s 0h 
TW. Bickley... . -. 28 +o so. tee te 
MELA ele 3) Oe ere tore 
Whelan......-.........- .- 26 o+00021 0110-4 
@, McAllister,.....-..... ». 29 OF PK ee te 008 
G. G. Carson......:------ .. 28 Ot + + 1 + +t 0 0 1-7 
B, Rogers.... 21 Dt 6 RE 08 F200) = OF =F. 
Dr. Roberts. 26 Met ab re eG} 
H. Carson + 28 Oot + 1 tof 2 ow P08 
Stewart.... -- «1.r---: =. 28 VETS WEE oh he all Sab sy 7 
TONE, BB 2 28 TL ROO) oh) eal ae (ay 
Johnson..... 26 Og 1a 0 = 
8. Wetherill. 26 *+0000* 00 0 O41 
Patterson..... 26 11000%4 010 g-4 
Alexander Bid 28 DOO Ol ad alt 

* Dead out of bounds. illed with both barrels. 

The Rifle. 
RANGE AND GALLERY. 

MAssACHUSETIS—Boston, Feb. 13th.—Mammoth Rifle Gallery.— 

The third week of the month has shown better shooting than the 
favo preceding ones, and the crack shots of this section have had 

large scores accorded to them. Mr, Prank Hollis, of the Medford 

Rifie Association, was successful in getiting a clean score the first 
of the week and placing himself third on the list. Mr. Hollis was 

the first one who ever made a clean score in the gallery, which 
svasin April, 1879, and this is his second one. Mr. E. I’, Richard- 

gon got two clean scores this last week, which makes four so far 
this month and places him to the front for the extra prize of $20 

+ any one making the highest number of clean scores during 

¢he month. Mr. N. Wilder and Mr. Richardson are tie on the $50 

rifle matoh, with the three highest possible sores each, followed 

closely by Messrs. Hollis, Edwards, Pollard, Harrison and Merrill. 

The following is the standing of the seyeral competitors to date; 

150 feet; rounds 8; possibie 40; three scores to win :— 

40 490 a) ichArdson...:-......55 40 p 

XN. Reena We Lh ke 40 40 40 120 
Frank Hollis --- 89 89 40 118. 

C, Edwards 39 39 39 117 

UW, A. Pollard......-- 39 39 89 i 

William H. Harrison 39 39 39 ni 
J. Merrill. - 38 39 39 116 
5. C. Noyes. 38 38 89 115 

Gordon McKenzi 37 88 39 14 

N, 5. James aT aT 39 118 

E. Walters ie Pd af ue 

eee : Ff # 
Sea ent y > 35 36 37 108 
A.C. Gould..... , 36 36 86 108 

W.E. Guerrier, ... - 3d 35 36 106 

Thomas Howe.....-. . 3d 85 36 106 

BH. Shumway:-......- he) 30 36 106 

MU Pratty.:.,.2. 5-7. . 3¢ 35 36 103 

C. H. Russell ....-- -- . Bt 35 36 105 
Geo. Hstes.,....--- . 3d 39 85 105 
J. R. Thomas - 85 35 ba) 105 
A. G. Staples .- . 35 35 35 105 

Gye Curtis, -.-.4.35-- 34 35 85 104 

Geo. D. Hdson -...---- Bt 35 85. 104 

Thomas Jones....- B4 35 85 104 

Geo. M. Smith.. Bt 84 35 103 

A. H. Morris..-. “r+ a e 35 ae 

PDS Wilt. ore. eases eee binae 

4 5 

UST Ctr pe ot or RSI Te Croc WOME oro crore 1 He pe oe oe OT POUR RoR Gro OT oT Peco ot OV a ae ee OT OU OTE Coron ot 

‘At the Magnolia Gallery the crack of the rifle has been inces- 

sant in the ‘ Cornell Match.’ The inducements offered are lib- 

eral :—$75 in cash, divided into eight prizes, fiye scores to win 

Mr, B. F, Richardson leads all comers to date with 248 ont of a 

possible 250. Following ure the best scores made during the 

week :— 

50 49 60 50 as ichardson...-...--- 40 245 

® Holle aD Ree 4g 0494 49 50 BAB 
R. F. Schaefer...--... ---- 49 49 4 46 46 31 

J. M. Smith. --;:...41..00-- 46 Ai 47 47 47 pate 

GB: Harris. .... .:-+524 -:- 48 46 47 47 45 2338 

W. Heperey.....-..-.-2-+:- AG 43 46 46 4G 232 

W. H. Farnham.........+-- 45 45 47 45 45 eet 

A.B. Thomas........ -..-- 45 45 45 46 46 ei 

J.R. Pi Schaefer....-....-. 46 45 45 46 44 226 

hand, using the inch ring and Creedmoor target combined :-— 
R,..84 89-173 

G. F. Elsworth +e i¢ 45 seat 
..-Bo or 

E. EB. Nichols ...-----+ ie8 44— 99 
SR...77 $3—100 

L, ET. Dodge.------++++- Uae "10,,.48 45— 
~ R...7 80—1 SG. BR. Prattesssseserre seen] Og ea 

Charles Merritt.......--: Be apeto Oot 

Wahefields Feb. 218t.—The’ Wakefield Amateur Rifle Aseociation 
closed thelrJanuary series of competitions to-day. Marksmep 

were divided into two classes, and handicapped according to 
their preyious records. Below are given the winning scores in 
both classes, with the handicap allowance added to the scores in 

the first class, E. F. Brooks receiving four points, and D. H, 
Walker two points :— 

Me 56 5 6 & 5—at 
Hi. EF. Brooks.....-.- Mids cele eee ey 5 6 45 6 5 5—34 

(5 5 5 4 5 5 5—34106 
5665 5 5 4 4-33 

1D Wealltetiss ose neyo ceeees o 5 5 4 5 4 5 4-22 
5 45 5 5 4 6—33—102 
6 5 45 6 5 4~—233 

B. F. Richardson.........,....-...0.0. -- 56 6 45 6 5 5—34 
565 56 4 4 5 5—33—100 

SUCOND CLASS. 
445 5 5 4 5-82 

Oy POGI@RSOn es Beep resee ees a see 44546 5 4-31 
445 4 5 4 5—31—9£ 
4643 5 5 4-30 

DY OMaS WatiN saps enidewee steels Hewes NOT 45 5 4 4 4 4 4-30 
14455 5 5 3-31-41 

; " 5445 4 4 4-30 
Willit iGWissep sete scteck ce ddet ese 4645 4 4 4-30 

456 44 4 4 5—30— 90 

At the range on Monday last a new competition, to be known as 

the ** Shot-Gun Match,” was opened. The following prizes will 

be offered: First, a double-barrel breech-loading shot gun; 

second, a pair of powerful field-glasses ; third, revolver and case 

with cartridges; fourth, etc., cash. This match is open to all 
comers, at 200 yards, seven shots, any rifle, three best scores to 

count. Competitors will all shoot as one class, and will be handi- 
capped as follows: Records of 35 points on seven shots will be 

handicapped 10 points on the total of three scores; records of 34 
points on seven shots will be handicapped 8 points; records of 33 

points on seven shots will be handicapped 6 points; records of 

B2 points on seyen shots will be handicapped 4 points; records of 

31 points on seyen shots will be handicapped 2 points, The range 
will be open for competition in the “ Shot-Gun Match" af 1.30 on 

Saturday afternoons, and all day on holidays that may oceur be- 

fore the series ends. 

ConneEcricot—Collinsville, Web. 18th.—Canton Rod and Gun Club; 
Ttiverside Range; practice meeting at 200 yards, off-hand; 3-lbs. 

pull, 10 shots :— 
Mass. Oreed 

13 rl ae ed gee te Obs 1111 7101011 9111012—-102 4 
s 610121110 8 8 9 T—92 42 

01012 711 7 7 790 45 
18711 7 8B T—ss 42 
910 7 510 7 88 40 

ik bo eheatiey l= Si ae 
77 37 

rifle club, Feb, 20th, at Seaside Range, the following scores were 
made at 200 yards, 10 shots :— 

PoP = GE Bille} s):has COONAN oS 55444544465 44 
Harry Nichols........,..-2:..-225 455454444 5 44 
Gao. FS Ball. eo ens le. 563544454465 43 
Philo M. Beers............4++. +555 54444465444 42 
SUG ans mae ee eon send 45454444 4 4 42 
Tsadce McCourt. ...,.-.:2.¢¢4t 5. 455383644444 42 
8. V. Nichols... -43 44445454 4} 
D, E. Marsh...... -4508554446 ao 
John Slatcher... 4 384258446 4 388 
DavideGongar 2). 9, weesatees £33845044 438 B4 

In the Silverware Match of seven shots, and re-entries allowed, 
the winning scores were as follows :-— 

Harry Nichols.....---:2:s 5456-02 lactenseeg 5 46 5 5 33 
S. H. Hubbard... 5 5 46 4 33 
D. H, Marsh...... 55 5 4 4 31 
Tsaac McCourt... 56444 4 31 
Geo. F. Hull..... 4444 65 30 
MOAI CCT NE dole Ae ee oe Las | 644 5 4 30 

In the Record Match, ten shots, no re-entries, 200 yards :— 

Harry Nichols... ..,,:---.+s:---- 54444544 5 5 44 
(ey fay Wen sr RA SR es Sees 55 6445444545 44 
DOR. Marsh cl. ae 446554446544 43 
8. V. Nichols. ...- -44554455 3 4 48 
Sha eubbard.-20. 6 ee, eee y see 44443564465 4 4) 
Dayid Conpar.:) 0.2 cess sp-s-- 56334434430 83 

The wind was blowing quite heavy at the time of shooting. We 
have about forty members, and the club is in quite a prosperous 
conditions. R.S. BASSET, Secretary, 115 Crescent avenue. 

New YorkK—Feb. 22d.—The third competition fora gold medal 

presented by J. H. Brown to the Zettler Rifle Club took place at 

Guttenberg Shooting Park to-day; 30 shots; 200 yards; }-inch 
ring turget; any rifle; scores as follows :— 

W, Milton Parrow-s:-ss: -..- 655 | J. BH. Brown -- v.05 sec ee pees 616 
CG. Judson. ..54-,,-..- - s-2 ++6382 | P. G. Penning. ..-. 2. 2..3.42..: G16 
oT) eM GET MO -hcbe st eiesb ilies tee 631 | N. Downing....;—--...,,.,-.- 560 
GC. G, Zettler. .- cc... 628 | I. Fabarus........---......--- 558 
G Upiner.ts.5)-2- ee Get. Nae OLN GILG pb pleitdackb & Pearce 567 
46 ROT e er as 5! 626 | R. Zimmerman,...... --...... 5al 

New Yors Riis Cius.—scores of the N.Y. R. C, for two 
weeks. The scores were shot on ring targets and are notso good 

as might be expected, inasmuch as the bull’s-eye being larger the 

men were at a loss as to elevation. 

Feb. 11th._Ring target, nine men, 2,167; average, 240 7-9; Creed- 
moor count, 584; average, 59}. _ 

Feb. 18th.—Ring target, 2,296 ; average, nine men, 265 1-9; Creed- 

moor count, 554; average, 615-9; J. 8. Case led witha score of 66, 
Creedmoor, each day. 

Unron Hiny PARK—Union Hill, NV. J., February.—H. W. & A, ©, 

Nolte have leased the large platform andall the principal refresh- 

ment stands for the period of three years. Arrangements for 
teams, prize-shooting, picnics and festivals can now be made by 

applying to the directorate of the park,JBusch’s Hotel, Hoboken: 

On1o—Cineinnati, Feb. 1th.—Score made by the C. 8, and F, 
Club in the eighth competition for the Baker Medal. Messrs. 
Hensen, Caldwell, Baum, Disney and Koch in this match shot 

against Messrs, Weston, Koehler, Gindelin, Fender and Hall for 
a supper, the conditions being that the seore made in the medal 

match should count for both. As will be seen, Henson's side wou 
by a score of 686 points, against 677 points made by the other ; dis- 
tance, 200 yards; position, off-hand :— 

Bia 
Narnes. 2 S 

a bad 

D, T. Dismey...-.... -..} SUT} 9} TID) 9)11)11) 1011) 9]1012) 10) 1.) 151)67 
L, Fender... eee ef} F) SEL2) BPLDIT) 9)11) 1} 10) 12) 12) 7] 10) 114) 18) 68 
M. Gindelin.........,. 9)-0} 9} G) 8)10)10) L0}10)10)10)19) A) 8} )) 748/66 
G. Hensen...... . 12) 8} LG} 8) yd) 9} 8) BPTI) 8] ret 10) 10)) 747/65 
W. Caldwell - | SPLIELG) 8] S)01) 9)10} 8)10} 9)70) @, 0} 6) 140) G1 
We Ball. ten. | 8] 7} 9) 8)12] 9) 7) LO}11) 10) 6) 9) 11) 9)10)) 130) 61 
Theo. Baum... -{10) 8} 7] 5/12) 8) 8]10}10) 7) 6), 7 1 
J. R. Weston.. +] T] 6] 6} 9} 7 G}10) 6)10)10) 9) 8) 9 
"A. Koehler ,_., ~~~ |12}10) 10) 8} 6) 2}11) 9} 10} 9}10) 8) 0 
H. J. Krch..,... -......| 8] 8} 9] 8} 9] 9] 8) 9) 8) 6) 6 

Tie:—L, Pender, 7 11 6-26, D. T. Disney, 7 11 10—28. G. 

Recorw.—Salem, Mass. Feb. 19th. In the columns of your paper, 
Jan. 29th, 1880, is given 4 specific for the recoil of breech-loading 
rifles, and as I have owned eight of them of yarious styles, all of 
which are bound to kick if I shoot them, I naturally feel some in- 
terest in the prescribed remedy ; bub, when the remedies will give I | 

worse results than the disease, I think even army mules ought to 

be exempt from taking them, And so with the riffe, leh it kick, 
for it will do the best work in that way. Iam satisied your cor- 
respondent's knowledge mist be very limited on rifles, for, if the 

rifle kicks the moment the powder burns, 4s your correspondent 

tyould make us think, Crockett would neyer haye killed bis coon ; 
and the only thing I wonder at, is that he didn't get two kicks 

every time he fired; one, when the powder burned, and another 

when the ball left the muzzle of his rifle! And, should your cor- 
respondent continue his tests, he may be able to cause his mile 10 

push ahead when he fires if and stop its mulish kicking, making 

still better scores, and getting better penotration—the two great 

desiderata sought for. 

Tam of the opinion that recoil, or low trajectory, and great pen- 

etration are incidental to each other; and when your correspond- 

ent asserts that better shooting would result from his new 

methods of loading, I must take issue with him and propose that 
he back up his statements with scores, and not the pen, which is 
mightier than the rifleand more apt to make a bull's-eye. 

= PENETRATION. 

A GEORGIA Hunrer.—Bryan, Ga., Feb. 1hth,—Editor Forest and 
Stream:—I read with much interest Mr. Rabbeth’s experiments 
with the *‘ Express bullet’ in your issue of Jan. 8th, and have seen 

no mertion made since of the “* Winchester express’ mentioned 
by him. Lhave one of these rifies that I bought last fall, cal. .50, 

95 grain powder, anda more perfect gun for a hunter I do not 
think can be made. The trajectory is almost flat upte 150 yards, 

quite as far as a deer can be shot at with any hope of killing. The 

bullet has in every instance with me worked perfectly, and I do 

not believe there are many animals that can stand up agninst the 

shock of the ball. I can only youch for deer; for them I ask no 

better gun. I shot a steer to try the gun, and the interior of the 

head was ‘‘torn to pieces’’—as a friend remarked, death was so 
instantaneous that the animal would not bleed properly when 
the throat was cut. I can shoot yery rapidly with the gun; the 

recoil is very slight, not more perceptible than with the .44, wad 
48, and I feel that with this gun it is my fault if my deer goes 
off. I do not wish to say that deer have not been killed over 
150 yards, but very few are killed over that distance in any coun- 

try that I have seen, and when I kill one at 100 yards I feel yery 

well satisfied, particularly if said deer was running. As you 

know, [have no interest in writing about the Winchester, except 

that I am perfectly satisfied with it. As for accuracy, [oan put 

my bullet every time where I hold the pun, and ifsaid ball is not 

where it should be the fault is mine, not the gun's. The bullet 
will open instantly on touching a deer, and when shot too far 

back, instead of losing your meat, as is the case often with a 

deer shot with a small ball behind the vital parts, my express 
opens such a hole whenit goes in that the blood at once rushes 
out in such volumes as to soon stop the animal, and the trail can 

be followed without trouble. G. L. A. 

Arsherp. 
a 

PERSONAL._Mr. J. 0. Blake, formerly with Mr. E.1. Horsman,of 

this city, and well known to the archery world, has become infec- 

ted with the enthusiasm of the Western Toxophilites, and follow- 

ing the star of empire, has repaired to Chicago, where the bows 

are popularly supposed to twang the loudest and the arrows fly 

the thickest. Mr. Blake now presides over the archery depart- 
ment of Mr. Wilkinson, 77 State street, Chicago, where he willvel- 

eome all his old friends. The Brooklyn Archery Club tendered 

him a farewell banquet, and presented their departing comrade 

in arms with a handsome album of Piersall’s excellent photo- 
graphs of the club's members. He, he! 

NoOrrinGHAM ys. AsCHAM.—On Washington’s Birthday, Feb. 
23d, the Nottingham Aychery Club of Elizabeth, N. J., paid a visit 
to Brooklyn, E. D., and there engaged in a friendly contest with 

the Ascham Archers at their hall, corner Division ayenuwe and 
Clymer street. Sides were chosen by Dr. Bailey, of the Notting- 

hams, and Mr. Chapman, of the Aschams, five gentlemen and 

four ladies shooting an each side, Three rounds of 30 arrows each 
at 30 yards were shot with the following result :— 

Ist 30 2d 30 3d 30 
Arrows, Arrows. Arrows. Total. 

Dr, Bailey's team. ..... O23 os 1We7 1049 3050 
Mr. Chapman's team.. 906 BOL $10 2620 

Showing 489 points in favor of Dr. Bailey’s side. At the close of 

the contest a team shoot of 30 arrows at30 yards took place be- 
tween the tyo clubs with the following result :— 

NOTTINGHAM CLUB. 
Dr. Bailey 

ASCHAM CLUB, 

Mr, Price. ..::.<. 
Mr Gentile...) 82if.228. saa ced 
Miss Brandegeé... ,-,----.: -- 22) Mr, Brown -..:-....... .. J... 3 
Mrs. Bailey.... .....-----..... 98 | Miss Von der Luhe,........... #1 

Motel)... 4 eee a eee: . 681 
This match was closely contested, the Elizabeth archers carry- 

ing off the honors with four points, Muny visitors were present. 
Mr, E.1, Horsman, of the Brooklyn Archery Club, took part in 
thefirst match. Atthe close of the shooting Mr. Andrew Geyer 

entertained both clubs at hisresidence on Bedford avenue. Ai) 

expressed themselves well pleased with the day's sport, A return 
match will soon be shot at Blizabeth, N. J. 

NEWs AND OPINIONS FROM BOsToN.—Boston, Feb. 21st.— One fine 

afternoon the past week I went out on the range and shot the 

American Round with the following score: 60 yards, 92; filty 

yards, 108; forty yards, 139. Total, 339. As Thad notshot out of 
doors since October last, nor since that time at a longer distance 

than forty yards, I was gratified to find the totalscore to be just 
equal tomy best score of Jast fall, and Tfeel that practically our 
indoor range is a success. 

We Eastern archers are sorry to learn that the National Assoot- 
ation did not adopt Mr. Maurice Thompson's recommendation, to 
admit to their competitions archers outside of the club members 

of the Association. ‘There are several Hastern archers who would 

be willing topaya reasonable entrance feefor the priyilere of 
shooting in such a competition, but being alone in their club in 

that desire they would be expected to pay the expenses for the 

club, which with a male membership of fifteen to twenty is more 
than they care to pay. 

The Private Practice Club has in yiew a worthy object, and we 
shull Jook with great interest for its monthly reports. We wish it 

success in all its aims, though there is in its rujes that which will 
preyent our becoming members. We object to eash prizes as an 
inducement to shooting; also to the payment of a penalty which 
we cannot have the benefit of unless our club joins the National 
Association. 
Ibis intimated that the Eastern Association will, under certain 

restrictions, opén its meeting the coming season to archers out— 

side of club members of the association, A. N, Drew. 

MrxcHicaAN ARCHERS.—Battle Oreek, Mich, Web. 6fh.—The 
following record may not be uninteresting to some brother 

SS — 
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archers. This practice score of ten days—Jan, 2lst to Jan. Slat 
inclusive,Sunday excluded—made by asix month's man,Mr, Frank 

H. Duncan, of the Battle Greek Archers, at adistance of thirty 
Yards. Its chief interest lies in Its Ne a aa a 
Total number rounds.. 
Grand ayerare . 
Averaze of best six 
Best 90 arrows feongoaubive)s Vie demmeoe-d 
Best 48 arrows . 386 
Best 30 arrows iY aah 
Average to end in 101 rounds . 
Average 1o arrow in a rounds, elt (approx. ) 
Total number arrows... we ¥ 
Distance walked,........... eee eee eee eee 3G priles 
intaineopleds ic ich sie Sedo Se Aitaipores 40) HOS ‘(appros. ) 
'BArtriE Creek ARCHERS.—Battle Greonk Mich., Feb. 19th—The 

cold jyeather forces us to shoot indoors, and consequently at short 

Tange. The following score, made by Frank H. Duncan, of the 
Battle Creek Archers, Feb. 9th, may excite to emulation some be- 

ginner in the witching sport: 
Bight successive rounds of 30 arrows each at30 yards; ayerage 

to each round, 250; highest 90 arrows, 754; highest 48 arrows, 412; 
highest 30 arrows, 256. In the eight rounds he made 165 golds, 70 

reds and 5 blues, but once making below 21 in an end. He made 

no blacks, whites nor misses. He four times made 12 golds in suc- 

cession. WN. A. 0. 
Onro—Thledo, Jan. 8lst.—Match between John Wilkinson, of 

the North Side Archery Club, of Chicago, and Dean V. R. Manley, 
of the Toledo Archery Club; number of arrows, 90; distance, 40 

yards :— 
Ist 30. —?d 30— —8d 80— —Total.— 

John Wilkinson... 28 170 80 164 ey 1570S 8S 491 
Dean V.R. Manley, 30 160 30-186 80 «6180 )=— 90) 526 

‘'ar Des Motyns TOXOPHILITES.—Des Moines, T., Feb. 5ih,— 

+ As * experience meetings,” or more properly retrospective views 

on the past year of archery, seem to be haying'a boom, I feel that 

the West should not withhold its mite. The Toxophilites of Des 
Moines have had 4 very pleasant and satisfactory season, and can 

look back on the past and note with commendable pride their 
progress as a club since their organization, two yearsago. Our 
scores by the lady members at the Columbia Round haye ranged 

from 300 points down. For gentlemen at the American Round, 

from 500 points down. No long ranges were attempted last sea- 

son by the club. Our weather is too cold and the winds too bois- 

jerous for successful practice of archery during winter’ months' 

and only ina fow instances since last October has any archer been 

rash enough to attemptit. Lam aware of the fact that itis early 

to speak of the grané national tournament to be held at Buffalo, 
N. Y., four or five days of next July, It seems to the writer that 
as everybody is entitled (or ought to be) to a fortnightly vaca- 

tion in midsummer, would it not be a good idea for all who 

destre to go to lay their plans and husband their resources with 

this end in view. There certainly carMmot be a more delightful 
trip—by land or water—to this beautiful city by the lake to enjoy 
afew days’ recreation in one of her many handsome parks and 

gimost in earshot of one of nature's grandest and most wondrous 

works—Niagara Falls. Tac Hussey 
A CoMANCHE Bow.—Boston, Feh. 4th.—I have read with interest 

the articles on the different woods for bows, and beg leave to 
offer a mite onthe subject. Years ago T was in the habit of making 
pows of red cedar, which one gentleman preferred an inquiry 

about. I found the material excellent, so far as elasticity was 

eoncerned, but brittle,and apt to warp. Pursuing my experi- 

ments, I glued astrip of leather along the back to counteract the 
latter fault, and, pouring oil over the wood, lizhted it, and 

scorched it, [found it toughened the wood considerably, and for 

years neyer used any other bow. [hayein my possession a Co- 
manche bow, the description of which may be interesting :— 

Length, 8 feet 3 inches; width, 2% inches; thickness, } inch; 

made of spruce, and backed with a mat of buffalo sinew, glued so 

firmly a3 to defy both weather andtime, The string was also of 

sinew ; and after I broke it, [never couid get another that would 
stand the strain. A sheaf of arrows accompanied it, that were 

also a curiosity in their way, The shafts were in two parts. (1.) A 
30-inch veed apparently, with a woody outside. (2.) A short piece 

of wood inserted in the end, of an equal diameter as the shaft, 
to which the stone and head was fastened with sinew resembling 

eatgut, while both joints and feathers (hawk) were fastened with 
thin bands of the same. The whole was about thirty-three inches 
in length; and I have seen a strong man draw that three-feet 

bow to the head, and send an arrow over a fence one hundred and 
gixty-three yards away! I could not doit though. 

J.P. TRAE. 

AynotHHe INDIAN Bow.—Putnam, Conn, Jan. 3lst.—Kitty years 
ago saw a yery old bow and arrowsat Yarmouth, Mass. It was 

said to have been used by an Indian who lived near Plymouth at 

the time of ourforefathers, Itwas made of alimb of cedar, and 
beautifully proportioned, and was worn very smooth. Around 

the middle was a fine braid, which was filled up with a kind of 
glue. Tt looked as if it had seen a deal of seryice, There were 
two arrows with it. Ithought they were made of walnut. They 
seamed to be heayy, were pointed with sharp stone, and other 
end feathered for about seven inches. Thearrows seemed to be 

stained with blood. I carefully meastred the bow, and after- 

wards made one as nearit as I could, andit was the best bow I 

eversaw. I killed considerable game withit. I pointed my ar- 
rows with glass, and many a woodchuck [ have tumbled oyer. I 

once recollect shooting two partridges from a tree that our dog 
Bose hadtieed. Game of all kinds was abundant there, especi- 
ally about the Plymouth woods. G. F. W. 

Fiorsman’s AnRows.—ivew York, leh. 2ist.—Editor Forest and 
Stream :—My attention has been _cajled to a communication from 
Mr. L. L. Peddinghaus which appearedin a recent issue of your 

Aper. 
ene Mr. Peddinghaus' remarks were, to some extent, compli- 

mentary to my make of arrows, they had a tendency to mislead 

the public mind in regard to what Iam now manufacturing. 
J quote from his letter :— 

Florsman‘s arrows are excellent; we have used more by him than 
any other maker. But when be makes the pile to fit the stele per- 
fectly, so they will not bend whenever they strike anything hard, 
and puts his feathers on without cutting creases in the stele, then 
they will he the par excellence of arrows. 

While theseremarks may apply to last year’s goods, they doa 

great injustice to the “ par excellence of arrows’? which T am now 
making. The “pile? I now use is bored from solid metal. The 

" stele''is made from the same English deal asused by Aldred, of 
London (which Limport), and fits the pile perfectly. 

Tuo longer cut ‘ creases" or grooves in the “stele,” but glue the 

feathers on the outside surface, All my footed arrows are 
fenthed wilh peavock feathers. 

Thaye spared no expense to make my arrows absolutely per- 
fect, and have succeeded, &s the following letter will prove. 

BH, [. HORSMAN, 
—— 

ORAWEORDSYILLE, Ind., Feb. 2d. 

Mr. H. I. Horsman: 
n Dzan Sir:—On Thursday, the 29th of January, afterthe meet- 
ie Of the National Association at Chicago adjourned, seyeral of 

the distinguished archers present—among whomayverd Mr. Henry 

OC, Carver, Mr. W. B. D. Gray and others of the Highland Park So- 
ciety; Mr. Tac Hussey, of the Des Moines Toxophilites; Mr. FB, 
P. Chester, of the Commodus Archers, of Lawrence, Kan,; My. B, 

T. Church, of the Charlotte Archers, of Charlotte, Mich.; Mr. 

Walter Burnham, of the Chicago Archers, and several others, in- 
eluding your humble servant—went down to the Exposition 

Building, and shot iyenty-four arrows at sixty yards, Hyery min 

used your new footed, peacosk-feathered arrows, and without ex- 

ception pronounced them to be the best arrows ever shot, 

You have achieyed perfection, and American archers ought to 

riseup and thank you. Since I cnme home I hayveshot them 

with Maurice, and he pronounces them simply * superb."’ 

Sincerely yours, Wii. H. THOMPSON. 

Cricket. 
——$——<——— 

AVERAGES POR 1879, 

YOUNG AMBRIOA CLUB OF PHILADELPHTA, 

This crack club of the United States played in all, twenty-five 
matches, thirteen first eleven and twelve second eleyen, Of the 

first, nine were won, three lost and one drawn. The second 
eleven won eight and lost four. The first eleyen yisited Hoboken 

to play the St. Georges of New York, and Baltimore to contest 
with the organization of that city, The second eleven played 
three matches and won them all with ease. Itis unquestionably 

the strongest second eleyenin America, The following summary 

of matches and averages, both batting and bowling gives the re- 
cord of the season :-— 

FIRST ELEVEN MATOHES. 
First Second, 

Dete and Place. Sides Tinings, Linings Total. 

Merion........--.. T24 = 1Zt 
May 10—Ardmore.. 4 Young Ameérica.. 93 = 93 
Lost by 31 runs. 

: Philadelphia...... 59 — 59 
May 1i—Nicetown.. { Young Seinen. 168 — 165 
Won by 106 runs, 

May 30, June I— { Germantown...... yi} 3 
7 Nicetown....-.-.,.+ Young America...128 

Won by 70 runs. 

St. George’s....... ~ 43 76 
June 4, 5—Hoboken | Young America-175 — 
Won by an Innings and 56 runs, 

1 Haverford Dorian... ..4-~0.+ 69 via 
une (—Mavertore.) vo.ng America..119 28 ui 
Won by 7 Wickets. 

; Baltimore. ...:...- 43 24 67 
June 14—Baltimore. | Young America,, 49 22 7 
Won by § wickets. 

r Belmont... ...... 113 — 113 
June Z1—W. Phila... { Young America. 130 102 (8 w'k’t) 232 
Won by 17 runs. 

June 28—Chestnut } Chestnut Hill..... 58 74 130 
EGGS ge ee erties } Young America. .135 — 135 
Won by an innings and) runs. 

¥ Baltimore...:.-... 62 106 (6 w'k’t) 168 
July 3—Nicetown.. { Young America. 218 — 218 
Won by 156 runs. 

taten Island..... 63 
July 2i—Nicetown., { St see g America. 

Won by 109 runs. 

59 (Gw'k’t) 122 
= 172 

= Hamilton.....-... 74 5 (no w'k’ts) 79 
Aug. 2%, 28—-Stenton | Young America.. 28 60 43 

Lost by 10 wickets. 
x Philadelphia...... - = = 

Sept. 13—Stenton.. | Young aenartods 815 — 815 
Drawn. 

ie 17, 18, 20—Sten- { Daft’s Team...... pual _ cyal 
oF se ihc heke te { oung America... 64 AT vu 
Test by an innings and 60Tuns, 

SECOND ELEVEN MATCHES, 
Germantown (2d). 72 95 167 

May 3—Nicetown... { Young America... 35 61 96 

Lost by 71 runs. 
. Belmont (2d)...... 3a 8b 12) 

May 10—W. Phila... 4 Young America... 56 63 119 
Lost by 2 wickets. 

. Merion (2d)...-... ra 68 95 
May 31—Ardmore.. { Young America, 142 = 142 
Won by an intings and 47 runs. 

7—Chestnut { Philadelphia (2d).. 44 U4 118 
Tah ts 11 (8 w'k’s) 129 Dekitdclelahiest st Young America, .118 
fron by 74 runs. 

Germantown (2d), 46 vis 123 
June 14—Nicetown. | Young America.. 74 187 211 
Won by 88 runs. 

Wakefield (Ist).... 71 vis 148 
June 28—Nicetown. { Young Ameriea., 22 63 85 
Lost by 63 runs. 

Merion (2d),...... 68 115 3 
July 12—Ardmore.. 4 Young America... 34 80 (B w’k’t) 114 
Lost by 24 runs. 

Staten Island (2d). 60 _ 60 July 17—Nicetown. 18 Sh atray caer ae = At 
Won by 166 runs, 

St. George’s (2d).. 42 (6 w'k's) 71 
Sept. 4—Hoboken.. {3 Young Renate id sa a 141 
Won by 112 runs. 

: | Newark (1st)... .. BL 50 74 
Sept. 5—Orange.-.-) young America, .127 =— 17 
Won by aninnings and 53 runs. 

taten Is- ee Island (2d). 82 — 32 
Bent ean mf a th. { Young America. .202 — 202 
Won by 170 runs. 

Newark (1st) 61 - 61 
Oct. 21—Stenton. .. Ay ) Young ae aaa, 37 zs 97 

Won by 86 runs. 
ue M BATTING AVERAGES, 

Hirst Kleven. 

B 2 F gs 2 
S S$ g 22 = ss 

6 = He. = 

Names. 5 aed Ee S se 

eee, ee 7 i . oa = 8% 
a . ’ . oh a 

. R.S. Newhall... eater 18 2 2 29 
2 G. M. Newhall. 12 15 224 8st 2 17,3 
8. D, 8. Newhall...:+.<- 19° «268 «46 2 15.18 
4, E,W. 9 16 29 yo sae 
5. J. B. Tl 3 2 0 die 
6. 0. A. i 162 50 0 1012 
7. A. Van Renssalaer Tha Top. 218 3 9.11 
&. J. H. $8 2a* 3 9.7 
9, A. P.E i 69 20% 1 1.3 

10. BR. L. 1B - 89 he 0 61 
i. H. U. Brown w 6 4b 3 5.6 
12. C. Gibbons, Jr. i 360OC«d 0 23 
13. J, O. Pease, Jr.-.--.- 8 SEMNEEGe ME | fle 
14. R. R. Pease.....--. 1 Gog 83; 0 3 
+Not out. 
The following pas played In the pupae of matches attached 

to their names: MOTE 2 AAW Gowen, 1; ‘Kingston, 4 ip 
Carpenter, 2;_ BR, Randal all, 1; Weight, Jt, 3; Gs Rargedntet 
f Woolston, 1; ‘T. Dando, i; 8.4. Wright, 1} H. Browa, ly J 
Clark, 2; N. Noble, 2, and J, Weis iat, 1;— nod; ’ 

BATTING AVERAGES. 
Seeond Hleven. 

S 2 2 8 7 yh 
see SS “3 

Names Ss ee Os 2 2 
tue SS GS Tees 

PD 
1. J. Henry 4 89 30 0 21 
ae J. OF 16 280 ~=—s 1 18.10 
3. H, L. 163 «64 0 181 
4. R. i. 4 59 = 60 O 14.3 
h. A. Br 13 164 6 0 12.8 

"6. J. 8. 15 164 23 1 11 10 
Ev. S.P 8 69 45 2 i113 
38. J. OL] 8120 iby ultia? 
9. R. 1b 130 8 1 9.4 

. 4 28 826 1 91 
. Ww. 10 i 1 Te 
» 3 21 «12 0 Mi 
aad 10 Sy 40 0 5.7 
Pett Ie 3 1 5. 

16 (3 et) 3 49 
17 8 0 4.1 

. W. D. Chure ret 13 31 9 3 81 
Seven others played, but their ayerages did not reach 3. 

BOWLING AVERAGES, 
First Eleven. 

a ae 
ee eo ESE) eS se eb Gt 

Names : ; ch a ss 

: j ; j : : 83 

1. HL, Brown...,.... Aa te es ce 
2. H.W. Clark,.......--- 717 «199 54 30 1 0 6.03 
3. C, A. Newhall........ 1,652 466 139 62 0 DL F.b1 
4, D. 8. Newhall, AMG 612 75 69 0 0 8.87 

Second Eleven. 

p Ra 2 348 
'. a Sy 

oe ee ee 
Names P & 7 : : 25 

4 : . F ok: 
: : ‘ : S23 

189 58 49 0 1 3.86 
196 33 32 1 8 6.12 
26 3 4 0 0 6.50 

386 20 58 0 1 6.65 
129 10 19 0 0 6.79 
74 Ht 10 0 sae 
69 0 8 1 0 8.62 
20 1 0 0 0 =_ 

OuR PoLicy.—We have recently received from many promi- 

nent ericketers, both in the United States and Canada, the warm- 

est congratulations in regard to our policy in editing the cricket 
columns of this paper. We must confess that these encomiums 

have made us feel more than repaid for our care. Let us, how- 

eyer, at this time define clearly what our policy really is :—It is not 

only the correct: publishing of a certain number of scores and 

averages, butit also aims to adyance the popularity of our game 

of games. Itis an undisputed fact that the large and widely scat- 

tered circulation of the Formst AND STREAM has done more in 

one year to unearth the lovers of cricket in this country than was 

ever done before. We, therefore, often leaye the cricketing cen- 
ters behind us, believing that Philadelphia and New York, and 

other like places, are full able to care for themselves, and go out 

into the by-ways where the broomstick stumps and sting-handle 

bats still hold undisputedsway. Te their enthusiastic owners the 

cockles of our heart are warm, and we would now say a word in 
their behalf, Ifanannual match could be arranged by the Amer- 
ican Cricketers’ Association, the proceeds of which to be deyoted 

for the encouragement of the game in charity schools and out-of- 

the-way places in the United States, where proper cricketing 

material otherwise would never find its way, it would doa yast 

amount of good, and at least practically attempt to do what is 

talked about a great deal—the advancement of American 

cricket.” 

Aachting and Canaeing. 
——_—___. 

("Meeting of the National Yachting Association, 

March 1st, atthe St. Denis Hotel, Broadway and Tenth 

street, at 8 P.M. 

THE BUSINESS OF THE N, Y, A. 

N the national coat of arms of Belgium is the legend, 

“union fait la force.” In all great enterprises, 

whether of a commercial nature or otherwise, combined 

action has been found conducive to the best results, 
That a powerful and influential body should moye more 

rapidly to the goal of ripe development and complete 

success than the isolated and limited efforts of indivyid- 
uals stands to reason, It is for promoting the common 
good that clubs are formed in which the individual loses 
his identity in a class, and similarly it will be for the ben- 
efit of all that the clubs again should combine ina gen- 
eral association of national range and strength, in which 
the preponderance of local influences should be sunk with 
a view to the production of grand results beyond the ac- 
complishment of clubs in their capacity as detached 

bodies. Almost all varieties of sport have come to rec- 
ognize the force of these remarks, and have banded to- 

gether for the attainment of general prosperity and the 

welfare of those devoted to a specialty. The time hag 
now arrived for yachtsmen to follow suit and take up 
the wake marked by the jockey clubs, base-ball leagnes, 
athletic organizations and boating fraternities, The 

growth of yatching in America has, owing to the great 
extent of our coast, the distance between ports, and the 
different local influences at work, as a matter of course, 

been surrounded and affected to a more or less extent by 
a great yariety of customs and practices, It is desirable 

to unify, codify, purify these, and settle down to sound 
and rational principles of government, so that in the 
future the sport may more rapidly attain the promising 
spread in popularity and healthy expansion upon perma- 
nent foundations which haye of late years opened{up 
to it, 

Itis for this reason that FOREST AND STR@AM was the 
first to adyocate the institution of a central national com- 
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bination of yacht clubs, and we are glad to see that our 

influence seems to have been sufliciently powerful to 
bring about the convocation wished for, and our thanks 
are due to séveral minor contemporaries tor the ready 
manner i which they haye fallen into line and taken 
their cue from these columns, We willnow point out, in 

ageneral way, in what directions the National Yachting 

Association, scon to assemble, can exert its labors to the 
best advantage. Among the many subjects it should 

lend its consideration to, we deem the following the 

most essential, premising that as liberal a course of delib- 

erations as consistent with beneficial and tangible effects 

will bring about the most far-reaching and acceptable 

results :— 
1. The adoption of a strong constitution and by-laws, under 

whick the Nationgl Association is to have life andaat. 
2 The ippointment of a committee of appeul, to whom ques- 

tions nt issue and disputes of local or club authorities and judges 
can be referred for final adjudication; in short, an executive com- 

mittee, with defined duties and jurisdiction. P 
8. A uniform system of classification for the entire country, so 

thatasingle and inrelligible denomination of class may be ad- 

hered to from Maine to Texas. 
4. A rule of measurement, the same for all yachts without ex- 

ception, in which the fiye axioms enumerated in our last issue 
shill be striclly observed. 

5. A common set of sailing rules, defining the rule of the road 
and the amenities of yacht to yacht, whether eruising or racing. 

ti. All matters relating to ballast must be settled according to 
anaccepted plan. If shifting ballast cannot yet be abolished, the 

manner of shifting, the kind of ballastipermissible, and the classes 
of yachts jhich are at liberty to avail themselves of shifting, 

should befixed upon, Rigging out dead or alive ballast on plans 

or hy means of rope spans should be discountenanced, and the 

eyil limited as far as possible, if deemed advisable, by offering 

the inducement of more liberal prize money to races sailed with 

iixed ballast. An expression should also be given concerning 

dumping or spilling ballast alter the starting fun. 

¥. The limitation of crews to the number necessary to hands 

racing yachts, so 2s to do away wilh live ballast and excessive 

rigs. 
§. The definition of a Corinthian and a professional for obvious 

reasons, 
%. Time allowance adapted to yarious measurementsand lengths 

o! conrses, 

10. Races to be held by the association. 
11. The publication of an “ Annual,” containing list of members, 

clubs participating, yachts and their details, registration of pri- 

vate colors, addresses, officers aud other matter. 

12. Allowances to different rigs in mixed rig races. 

13. Annualdues to vive practicai effestto the operations of the 

Association, 
it, Fines und penwlties fo be administered. 

15. Club-house and museum or repository of models, donations 

and library. 
1G. Distinguishing colors of the Association, their shape and 

sive. 
17. A systematic course of lectures and entertainments con- 

duciye to the spread of a taste and knowledge of the science and 

art of the sport, which may be printed in the ‘* Annual” for the 

benelit of those residing uta distance. 
15. Rules for compiling records of races to be obseryed by Sea- 

retaries of clubs belonving to the Association. 
1). Grnising with prizes for seamanship, as explained In FoREST 

AND STREAM, Feb. 5th, : 
29, The eneral interchange of opinion and courtesy, the tights 

and civilities to he extended to yachts of the Association visiting 

strane waters, and a yearly banquet when the treasury is full. 

21, Application iio Congress for the simplifleation of the 

Revenue and Treasury regulations goyerning yachts. 

We cureest the appointinent of one or more committees to 

eonsider the moreimportant and pressing of these subjects, and 

the turning over to a epecial committee of all that is left, with 

insteuctions to report upon what additional legislation they deem 
desirable (o incorporate in the Association rules, besides devising 

the means to accomplish what they recommend. This will ayoid 

confusion and delay at the mestine. 

In conelusion, we remind the delegates to the first general 
meeting, which is {o take place March Ist, as anounced, that 

many contlicting interests and ideas will be represented, and that: 

it will be the duty of each delegate to Overlook to some extent 

personnl preferences and hobbies, so that out of chaos order nay 

eome. In the end all ave to be congratulated and will benefit 

alike from united action,andeyen though some influence may 

unduly preponderate at the outsct through oversight or qyant of 
experience in common, everything is sttre to find its proper level 

in time, and what cannothbe accomplished to-day cin be finished 

or rectified to-morrow. 
Delevates unable to attend im person should be repre- 

sented by proxy. Nothing will be final at the first meet- 

jog, until placed before exch club for consideration and approval. 

The meeting stands in no wise committed to anything whieh has 
appeared in these columns, but isfree to act according to its own 

choice upon all points. 
ee i 

ACTION OF THE §. F, ¥, C, 

TLOW weappenda copy of a letter received by the Secretary 
of jhe Committee on National Yachting Association from the 

S$. 9, ¥.C., and which is hore published as an example of the ap~ 
proval the tormation of a National Association meets with on 
the Pacific Coast, and which ilusttates the liberal spirit of the 

San Francisco yachtsmen, and their generous and willing support 
of a movement initiated forthe adyancement of all parts of the 
country — F 

SAN PRANOrsCO, Cal, Feb. 14th. 

Mr. dors Weick, Seerclary National Yachting Assoetatton : 
Dan Sin +—Lhave the honor to inform you that the following 

delegates haye been appointed by the San Francisco Yacht Chib 
tc attend to matters connected with the National Association :— 

Ax-Commoslore R. L. Ogden (yaw! Mist), ut present at No. 5LBroad 
street, New York; J, Clem Uhler (yawl Jimeratd), at present at 

Tebanon, Pa., and Charles G. Yale (yawl Hid), 202 Sansome 

treet, San Francisco. 
he San Fraticises Yucht Club willlicartily indovse any move- 

qent calculated to pull the yachting Interests of America on their 
p operfooting, Although ata great distancefrom the yachting 

center of the United States,and, to a certain extent, isolated, we 
feel none the less interested in all which shall promote the gen- 
eral welfare of our favorite pastime, } 
The yachtsman’s road between New York waters and those of 

San Franciséo Bay.although the longth of tyo oceans, had already 
heen traversed By one of your yachts, and we hope some day to 
return the visit in a vessel of Pacific build, 
Although debarred, from force of circiimstances, from social 

companionship \ith the fraternity in the Wast, we hope, threuzh 

the new Association, to see established a community of interests 
whieh shall result in a closer relationship between yachtsmen in 
different parts of the country. So faras we dan assist in accom- 

plishing this objectin any way, the Association can command iis. 

Let me add that you can assure a hearty welcome to all mem- 
bers of clubs belonging to the Assoclation who may at any time 

come to ourshores. Tfthey will be kind enowgzh to make them- 

selves known as yachtsmen to any of 18, they will be made free of 

the club-house, and nity, on any of onr yachts, “wet their jack 
ets" with the spray of the Pacific. 

Respectfully, CHAs. G. VALS, 

See’y San Francisco Yacht Chib. 

0 

YACHTING NEWS, 

Roya Noya ScorrA YACur Sguapron.—The annual meeting 
was held on Thursday, Feb. 12th, Lieut, BE. R. Hussey, R-G., Vice- 

Commodore, presiding. Nheannual report of the Committee of 
Management wasread by the Hon. Secretary. I) conzratulates 

the Squadron on the large inerease of membership and of yachts, 

the fleet now numbering thirty-eight vessels. The Squadron has 

justly earned the title of “the racing club of America,” bestowed 

upon it by FOREST AND StrReAM—haying in each of ihe past tia 

years sailed more?traces than any other elub in America, 

In 1878 the number of races sailed was ten, with forty-cight 

starters; andin 1879 the number rose to eleven, with sixty-eight 

entries and fifty-eight starters. The number of prizes 

grew in proportion, nineteen being won in 1879 to sixteen in 1878, 

OF these prizes twelye were given by the Squadron, one by Mayor 

Tobin, two by the officers R. A. and R.f., who repeated their 

handsome gilts of 1875, and the remainder by the offivers of the 

Squadron, The prizes were won as follows !— 

f Ist. 2a 
Yachis, Owner. Tons. Prize. Prize. 

Psyche.....,.. Sloop W.#H. Brooliield....- 7 =] x 
EVeneGy. i. onli 8 2 1 
Muta.:... 4 1 
Seafoam, . 1 1 
Phantom. 1 1 
Lily..... 4 1 sl 
stots sepals 1 1 
Petre iis 1 x 
Wolante.....-: 4h 1 

For the coming season Hig Honor Licutenant-Goyernor Archi- 
bald has kindly offered a cup to be sailed for, 

The Hon. Treasurer's accounts were, as sual, roferred to the 
Committee of Management for audit, andthe discussion of ques- 

tions proceeded with. A resolution proposed by the Hon. Secre- 

tary to alter the present rule of measurement was voted on by 
yacht owners, and negatiyed, whereupon the moyer gaye notice 

of a resolution, to be brought forward at thenext general meet- 
ing, providing thatin the case of yachts with immersed counters 

the whole length of immersion shall be added to the mean length 

on keel and between the pendiculars for the calculation of the 

tonnage. The rule governing flying starts was amended by 

enacting thatin all class races no time shall be allowedfor differ- 

ence of start, and that in open races the difference of time at tho 
start up to fiye minutes;shall be allowed for in caleulatine 

the timeallowance, but any yachtcrossing the line after the ex~ 

piration of five minutes from the starting gun shall be disquali- 
fied. .A motion to allow schooners to enter in united races at 
three-fifths their real tonnage, and to give and receive tinié al- 

lowance on their reduced rate, was, after being amended by al- 

lowing yavls to enter at four-fifths their real tonnage, carried on 

adivision. Mr. F.'S. West gave notice that at the next meeting 

he would move that this be rescinded, The Hon. Secretary gaye 
notice that he would moye a resolution defining the status of the 

officer of the dayin charge ofa race. The election of officers and 

committees for the Current year was then proceeded with by 

ballotpwith the exception of the Commodoreship,the vesult being , 

Commodore, His Excellency the Marquis of Lorne, K.T.,G.0.M.G., 

Govyerncr-General of Canada; Vice-Commodore, Lieut. EH. R. 

Hussey, R. B.; Rear-Commodore, F. 0. Sumichrast; Ton. Secre- 

tary, F. 0, Sumichrast; Assistamt Seeretiry mid Hon. Treasurer, 
W.H.Troup. Committe of Manarement: The Pag Officers and 

Ton, Tréasuver, ex dfieio; 7. Cronan, 3. A. White, J, W. Stairs, J. 

BE. Butler, FS. West. Sailing Committee: The Plag Officers and 
Hon. Treasurer, 62 officio; 1. M. Passon, Lieut. 0. C. Cirter, 1G.; 

W. H. Brookfield, W. Hedley, L. Briand. Mvasurers: J, E. Butler, 

G. H. Inke. The fixtures for the season of 1880 will be unnounced 

at the zeneral meeting in April. 

TrHREE Morn Currprs.—Thelittle iron schooner Mic, 18ft. water- 
line, which has craised several thousand miles along he coast. 
has been bourht by Mr, Pagan, of this city, and will be altered into 

acutter. She may be termed a whale-boat model of large dis- 

placenienf and deep draft, haying 6lt. bean: and 2tt, bin. water, 

We haye also just finished the desizn ofa 6-tonner for a Canadian 

gentleman, and an 8-tonneris to beJaid down immediately for 

New York owners. 

Ovr Yacor BurLpErs.—Scarcely a week has passed of late but 

thatit has been our agreeable task to call attention to some fvesh 
accession to the advertisements of yacht-builders and others in 

thetrade. The support given by the business community to this 

journal is the best prool ofits extended and yeryrapidly growing 

circulation. And well they may take advantage of our lead, for 
this journal enjoys a virtual monopoly of the yachting interests 

of America, having driven all rival flags from the sen. Our cit- 
culation among the yachting community is largerthan that of 
all other publications eombined, taken several times over, and we 

liayeamone this one class alone more readers than the entire cir- 

culation of many aminor contemporary devoted to the stable or 

to the retailing of ‘longshoreman’s yarns. Wedeem it buta duty 

to advertisers to warn them against tho false representations of 

sundry little sheets which do not hesitate to seek trade at the ex- 
pense of truth. Thereis a wide margin between the brazen pre- 

yarieation in an advertisement of ‘4 million anda half copies 
issued to date’ and the reality of a petty circulation of not much 

over fiye hunitred, if that many. Sheets which have to resort to 
such palpable falsehood to secure even the recognition of their 

existence cannot offer much inducement to advertisers, and of 

this we have the testimony of those who were bezuiled into the 
meshes of the schemers. ‘This week we call attention to the card 
of Mr, Suinuel Ayers, yacht-builder, who bas the best facilities in 

hisshop for any class of work, Besides a number of smull oralt 
he has about completed 4 45tt. sloop, of which we may give fur- 
ther particulars. 

IvEMS FROM THE PACtrTC.—The sloop elle, Mr. Hyde P. Bowie 
has beon in commission all winter in San Francisco, A new 53-ft. 
Jauheh will be built in the same city, and the Fidtchon is recetying 
anew cabin, The schooner Peart built by Captain Turier, is for 
sale; likeyi ob Sappho, the yar] Pwist, of Benicia, and the 

sloop Fi, und Stone’s hew Gift. This also reported that the 
schooner J. C. Cousins tas heen sold to C, O'Conner nnd may be 

put into the trade. Mr, Mefenough, lier former owner, will 
build a new oratt, also the owner of the Sappiia. 

Two Bi Ceart.—Mr. Sears, of Boston, formerly ower of 
Woywdrd, 15 Waving 2 now schooner built down Bast, said to be 
(i Tt. long; and 8am Pine, of Greenpoint, has contracted to 
biild a steam yacht, 71x15, for My. Hinds, of Brooklyn; tntines, 
10x10, by Rowland, of Norwalk, Conn. 

* 

SHAWANHAKA Yacrr Crun.—Tho uonual dinner of the elub 
at Delmonico'’s last Friday was participated in by a number of 

rucsts representing other prominent eluhs, The best of feeling 

prevailed, and at a late hottr, when wl hands sqmared away tor 
home, the hospitality of thy alah was fully appreciated. 

YAcut FoR SaLe.—in another column will be found the notice 

of a 25-ft- keel yacht for sale. Sheis just the crat—f-for extended 

eruising and can be purchased ata great bargain, fully fitted. 

CRUISING IN €MALEDR BAY.— , . . It wns blowing fresh 
very fresh, from north, and as we ¢ot nbreast of Meagher’s Beach 

Light, old Millett, foremast Jack. nodded, ia the direction of 

% “smoker,” traveling rapidly toward the yacht. Then 

was the time to shorten siil, but we were not Wise in time, faney- 

ing that she would drag whatshe cold notearry, With cabin 
doors wide open to the cockpit, wi ole mainsail, forosnil, fib and 

Inizzen on hier, we let her talceit. Whew! the next second we 

wondered whether we had gone to the bottom without knowing 

it; the sea was all oyerus, pourine into coolkpit and cabin edit 

vran brio, Down helm, let ily foresheet, down mninsail! Nota 

moment too soon. She shivered, quiyered, trembled under the 

blow of the tempest, fut she uprose slowly from that uncomtort- 
able and dangerous position on her heam-ends, and it was bail and 

pump like old boots to free her, asshe wallowed in the trough of 
the sea. Hard up the helm, tet her pay off, and run her lil we get 

vid of this yery superfluous mass of lijuid; and let us thank our 

stars the Nymphaea is deep and carries her ballast low down. 
Where would your famed shallow model be now? Uh! un- 

pleasant to think of. I can't swim astroke, nnd if Lwereas oud 

as Webb I should have no chauce with this lee-roing tide. ATL 

right, skipper; keep her ou Wer sourse again. And sp we beat up 
under hondsail and mizzen and evawl into Purcell’s Cove. . . . 

A word abottt the yacht. She measures d2tt. over all, 20ft. on 
the water-line; has a beam of $ft. Gin. and draysStt. aft. She is 
vigged with a pole mainmast, a standing bowsprit and a sate 

mizzen; nolquile the right thing, I imow: so docs her owner, 

Mr. C. E. Brown, and he agrees with mo, especially sinea the 

eruise whereof I write, that a running: lopmast, running bow- 

sprit and big mizzen would be improvements. She is too open 

also for outside work. Fler vast cockpil is uncommonly comfort- 
able in landlocked waters; but,oh, ye gods and Jittie fishes, jen't 
ita mistake in open water! There were days, and worse, nights, 
in the course of our wanderings when eyery mun aboard heartily 

wished she were flush-decked, and that she sliall be when she 

Nain ventures out slong the const. But her cabin is pleasant and 

snug,and in fine weather the disadyantayes of the cockpitare 

not apparent, while its conyventence is undoubted, the punt fittine 
in nicely and heing outof the way when sailing. ... Cane 

George was our furthest point on the way; no wind to epeak of, 
butluckily & strong tile, which swept us up to the breakwater 

tinder the expe, where, as the tide turned, we deemed it prudent to 
remain. Tf was very pretty country all round, and quite enjoy- 

able. A similar experionce on the Tuesday ; wind a shade stronyer 
and fair, and we glided past Pictou Inrbor, intending to fo inside 

the island and lave a lool at the town, but that would have in- 

yolyeda pull against wind and tide, and there was too much of 
the latter nnd not eneush of the former fo risk the beat. We 

rested content with speaking the pilot-hoat and sending’ a tele- 

gram to our friends at hameé toapprize them of our sate progress. 
The same pilot-bont, by the way, bad had a lesson about yachts 

and their speed which f fancy her crew will notsoon forget, The 
famous Afaerica, with thatwondrous pace of hev's improved by 
the substitution of lead for fron, 4 200d purt of the précious metal 
being on hor keel, was ortlising in these waters. It was plowing 
yery fresh, and her owner, yielding to the wishes of his euests 
determined to make for Pictou Harbor. Up wentthe signal for nN 
pilot, and shortly afterward the pilot schooner tacked to feteh 

the yacht. Somchow,instead of ranging justahegd of her, ihe 

Pictou fellows found themselves wbout smile astern, nor was it 

till the America was hove to that they were able to fetch up to 
her, “Sure you're a steamer," says Pilot Macdonald, as he stepped 
on board, to the General. And it took a lithe while to convince 

him that the yictor of 1451 was not a tea-ketthe—Rouge Croix in 
Thint's Megazine. 

Toe CAbIx LockeR.—To Preserve Sails: Nothing will remove 

mildew. Serub with Castile soap, sprinkle with diluted lime 

witer, dry inthesun. But the best plan is to treat all new sails 
as follows, and thercby prevent mildew; Dissolve in MM wallons of 
water 1 pound of finely powdered shim, anid 2 onnaos of finely 

powdered sugar of lead; when thorouylly dissolyed, steep the 
sail (o he prepared so that the solution will permeute eyery purt 
of the same for ten hours. After drying, It will be rendy for use 
For heavy canvas, increase the amount of alum and sugar of 
dead. Rubber Cement for Meniing Hurd. Ruler: Ruse toxether 

equal parts of guttn-peycha and genuine asphaltuin: apply hot to 
the slit or joint, closing same with pressurs. Strength of Rivels: 

The shearing strenzth of & j-inch rlyet; passing throngh two 

plates, is tan tons; and the double shedving straneth of a inch 

rivet, passing through thrée plates, is cizhtecen tons, This will be, 

for a J-inch riyet, single shen, eighteen tons; double shear, 

thirty-two tons. Plating of Steamers: In tle steamship Queen, 
400 feet long, the garboards are {inch thick, sides ¢ inch, with 
the strakes at beamt-ends doubled, 

a 

MARINE ART IN WATER COLORS. 
— 

Editor Forest and Strean. — 
To the Academy of Desi*n, where the annual exhibition 

ef water color paintings is at present to be seen, I went,- 
not long ago, specially to view the mavins display. Not 
with the eyes of a professional critio or artist, buf simply 
with a yachtsman’s eyes, and [ write them up {or down) 
with a yachtsman’s ben, a pen which will prove, I trust, 
to be as quick to recognize artistic excellence and techni- 
cal merit as ready, fo nobice faults, 

In the North Room we have : 
No, 25. ‘'Mornimg on the Shore,” by C. M, Dewey, 

whichis a pleasing picture, well drawn, well painted, 
natural and dewy, as it should be in the morning, 

Nos. 35and 68 are scenes on the Rhine and Scheldt, by 
Samuel Colman, Not up to his high-water mark. Water 
and sails indicate a calm ; smoke and pennant call for a 
breeze—‘ a most amusing paradox,” Dutch geile alw: 
seem to be ridiculously proportionate to size of how 
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Remind me of story about W. R. Travers. Travers hired 
My. Hatch's yacht for the season, with crew aboard. 
Found that the steward couldnt make a cocktail, Mr. H. 
having runa temperance yacht, and ‘‘ neyer carried any 
whiskey, sir.’ ‘ Well,” said Mr, T,, ‘you'll have to learn 
to makeit, We sometimes carry niore sail than whis- 
key, And sometimes we carry more whiskey than sail: 
but we never hoist more than we can carry of either one. 
Don’t be afraid,” 

No. 56, by Fred §. Cozzens, represents a paddle-wheel 
coasting steamer making her way at half stroke through 
floating ice, in a snow storm, Excepting a slight sud- 
denness of shading on the starboard bow, she appears to 
me to look remarkably like a coasting steamer making 
her way through floating ice in a snow storm, 

No. 75 is a characteristic sketch of DeHaas, showing a 
rough-looking schooner on the starboard tack under three 
lower sails. Execution bold and toney, but the drawing 
of fore and mainsail leachesis decidedly faulty. Sorry 
to see none of A. Cary Smith’s here. His outlines are 
always right, 

Thete 1s a lovely bit of surf and shore in this room by 
Wim. Huston (103), but ‘‘skyed” outrageously by the 
committee, Near it hangs a quiet but effective twilight 
scene on the Thames, by Geo. Hitchcock. Reminds one 
of some of Dickens’ descriptions of the London docks. 
The old dismantled hulks are wonderfully hulky, but 
their shroudless masts are vilely stepped. 

The bast marine in the room, by all odds, is No. 113, by 
H. P. Smith, and as good as any marine in water color 
need be, Water, rock, cloud, gull, yacht, each is sui 
generis, ‘A group of boats,” by Reinhart, (135) is 
nicely drawn and boldly treated, but rather unnatural in 
coloring, which however is somewhat harmonized by 
distance, 

Passing into the Hast Room the first picture to deserve 
attention is 143, by Henry Farrer. Inever saw the moon 
rise on the Hast River, but doubtless if is as Mr, F. has 
depicted it, Nor did I ever see a bark with masts in one 
single stick from keel to trucks, and idont believe he did 
either, But the picture is a pretty one, though not so 
pleasing as Nos, 263 and 316 by the same artist. 
No. 224, ‘*The Wreck,” by R. F. Bloodgood, although 

unpretentious, is enough to show that the artist can draw 
a boat and colorit, The effect is not marred, moveover, 
by the usual stock properties in the way of anchors, 
buoys, cables and other articles, which would certainly 
have been long since appropriated by the regulation 
wrecker in the red shirt, who is generally to be ohseryed 
busily engaged in doing nothing whatever, while ple- | ground, which otherwise is very good, 

Forest and Stream and 

HORDS'T AND STREAM. 
thoric seagulls hover fearlessly around. 
spared us these the artist has our thanks, 

No. 242 is a very creditable contribution by D. M. 
Buniket, representing a smiall oyster-sloop moored to the 
meadow bank at low tide. The sail lacks texture, to be 
sure, but the drawing and foreshortening are so correct 
that it is scarcely worth mentioning. Itis evidently an 
out-door study and not mere studio work, barring, per- 
haps, the mainsheet traveler, which should run over 
instead of under the tiller—anarrangement which is very 
unhandy in tacking and dangerous in jibing, 

In the West Room we find another gem of Tuston’s in 
the ** Wreck on Long Island Coast,” and not far off another 
wreek-piece, called “The Morning After” (295, by J. 
Thorpe). A better name would have been ‘‘' The Follow- 
ing Year,” for the wreck is altogether too weatherbeaten 
for one but twelve hours old. But itis well handled, and 
the clouds are better than usual. 

“David and Goliath” (297, by E. W, McDowell)—a small 
tug towing a large vessel, with a very black hawser, by 
the way—is stiff and amateurish, but above the average 
in tone and coloring, though these will not redeem de- 
fective drawing. I shall look for something better next 
year. 

‘Morning off the Isle of Shoals” is the name 
of a carefully studied composition by Mr. Cozzens 
(No. 828), and no less carefully painted. 
of sloops and schooners in the doldrums, the sails 
idly flapping fo and fro, with reef-points slatting, 
booms creaking, and the sun struggling through the 
yellow mist —all these are not easy to transfer to 
paper. But Mz. Cozzens has done this with rare success. 
His work shows much improvement over last year’s; but 
as he is quite a young artist that is to be expected, His 
craft are as a rule correctly drawn, sparred and rigged, 
His weakness may lie in his shading, but his sails are 
canvas, and his ships float in water, notin paint. 

No. 846, by F. A. Silva, coversa good dealof paper, and 
distance does the same thing for the defects. But a closer 
view discloses much inaccuracy, for which there can be 
no excuse eyen on the ground of ‘artistic effect,” no- 
tably in the elevation of the schooner’s foregaff, the peal 
of which, though dropped, is already higher than the 
springstay, while the port main shrouds are over the for- 
ward crosstvee at the masthead. Like those of Mr, Far- 
rer, his masts and topmasts seem to be all of a piece. In 
his Connecticut Shore” (210) the same inattention to 
trifling essentials is observable in the unnatural hanging 
of the lazy jacks of the inevitable big sloops in the middle 

For haying 

A. group: 

Mr, Symington’s ‘‘ Morning on the Lake” (868) is good 
though rather hard and cold, but much better than his 
** Young Fisherman” im the North Room. Neither can 
be strictly called marines, however, though boats and 
water enter into both. 
A pretty drawing by f.H, Smith, in the corridor, called 

* Noon. Seabright,” is worth more than a glance, but is 
scarcely a, marine, so I pass on to No. 638, “A Bit of 
South Cove, N, dJ.,” which one may recognize from afar 
off as the work of Henry Muhrman, the “impressionist.” 
The *‘impression” it produced on me was—well, it looks 
like a lot of boats, bridges and buildings as they might 
appear after an earthquake, dynamite explosion and tidal 
wave which, having subsided, has lef{ things pretty 
badly mixed, But perhaps the paints got mixed, or it is 
hung side up. However, it is artistic and bold, very bold. 
A wiple ‘Study of Boats,” 648, by G. Reynolds, de- 

serves a better place than a dark corner, They are yery 
cleverly drawn and painted. 

No. 684 is a breezy drawing (in chalk and crayon, T 
think) by §. G, W. Benjamin, full of marine spirit and 
correct, except perhaps the position of sloop'’s mast. 

“ Homeward Bound” (709), by J. G. Brown, in black 
and white, is the best example of its kind in the building, 
Strengthy, clear and true to reality. The*old boatman is 
a boatman, and his boat is fairly flying over the waves, 
sual T observe with regret that she carries a leeward 
eln. 
The Black and White Room contains but few drawings 

that can properly be mentioned here. But Nos. 374 and 
391, by Farrer, will serve as examples. of an all foo com- 
mon error—namely, that of leading shrouds too far for- 
ward on the side of the vessel which is away from the 
spectator. The result is that the vessel and her rigging 
give each other the lie, whereas the artist ought to 
father it. 

Trout fishermen will thank me for calling their atiten- 
tion to a littie Adirondack gem, 207, by John Johnson, 

J. L. i. 

—Ii looks as if the ground hog prediction might be ful- 

filled after all. The old prophecy on which this faith is 
founded has a much more substantial basis of authen- 

ticity than the spurious rhymes of Mother Shipton, and 
is as follows :— 

Yf£ ye wudd-chulkke seez hys shaddo inn ye sunne, 

Six wokes of wynterre sholl haye bezunne; 

¥f ye wudde-chulke hys shaddow doe nott sce, 

Six wokes of sprynge like weather thayr shall he. 

/ 

and Gun. 
§S WE do not employ any authorized agents or canvassers, we offer our friends in every locality who will give any time or attention to collecting and forwarding sub- 

scriptions, the following inducements to obtain subscribers for the * FOREST AND SPREAD” at the rates and commissions given below : 

Collect Subscription price 
Commission to be retained. 

Amount to remit us, 3 

3 months, $1.00 
: zs 25 

Nrgs) 

6 months, $2.00 
ee 50 1 ‘ 

(oy $1.50 Ls 

1 year, $4.00 
: 1.00 

$3.00 

2 years, $7.00 3 years, $10.00 
2 “A 1.50 3 FR 2 

2 * $5.50 “3 

Condition to the above Commissions, we offer the following CASH PREMIUMS: 
To the person sending us the largest amount of money obtained from new subscribers, whose names are not now on our books, at above net rates, between January 

1, 1880, and July 1, 1880,  - 
To the one sending the next largest amount, in accordance with the above conditions, - - - - 
To the third on the list, - = = 2. 

And to the fourth, = 
Sample Copy, Subseription Blanks and a handsome Show Card (to be posted in a conspicuous place) sent free on application, 

= $100.00 

Subseriptions may begin at any time during the year, and may run any length of time, but no subscription will be entered on our books until the money for the samo 
has been received at this office. 

No commission will be allowed on the first SINGLE subscription, but the commission due on the first two subscriptions may be deducted from the second, and there- 
after the commiission can be retained on each succeeding subscription, 
to $100 of the cash premiums-in. six months, 

You are sure of the commission whith you retam, and also have an equal chance to get from $25 

To any Person sending us before July 1, 1880, two new subseribers for one year, or four new subseribers for six 

Months, and Hight Dollars Cash, we will send, in place of commission, any one of the following Articles: 
Jordan’s Manual of Vertebrates. 
A copy of Fonmsn AND SirrvAm for one year. 
A three-piece double-ferule, lancewood tip, full mounted, pol- 

ished Lass, frout or Bait Rod. 

Coues’ Field Ornithology. 
phe Wishing: Outfit, consisting of Rod, Reel, Line, Snells and 

ooks. 
One Russia-leather Fly-book, and one dozen assorted Flies. 

One five-feet lancewood Bow, Horn Tips, and one dozen 25-ineh 
Arrows. 

One pair Ciub Skates, 

fo any Person sending us, before July, 1880, Sixteen Dollars cash, and Four New Subscribers for One Year, or Hight new suvseribers for six mouths, we will 
send, in place of commission, any of the following Articles: 

Two copies of Forest and Stream for one Year. 
A four-piece, double ferule, guides and reel-band, hollow, 

butt, extra tip, full mounted, Bait or Brass Rod. 

One3-miece do Fly Rod. 

Write your name and the name of the person to whom the paper is to be mailed, 
Remit, if possible, by postalmoney order, check, or draft on New York, payable to 

A good Fishing Outfit, consisting of rod, reel, line, hooks | One Gents sia-foot self/ancewood Bow, made to weight, 

or flies and snells. 
One full-length Fly Book, and two dozen assorted Flies, 

Coues’ Key to North American Birds, 

can be obtained, inclose money in Registered Letter, Acddresss 

New York, January 1st, 1880. 

Env Sule. Sov Sale. 

and one dozen half-notched polished Arrows. 

One Set Parlor Archery, complete in. box, 

One pair nickled-plated Club Skates. 
One Parlor Air-Gun. 

plainly, and do not forgeb POST OFFICE ADDRESS, TOWN AND STATE, 
order of FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. Tf neither money order nor draft 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 
Wew York City, N. ¥; 

sor Sue. 

FCR SALE. 
250,000 BROOK TROUT PRY, 

Atreasonable rates. Address tor prices to 

TB. ¢¥. NEDDY, 
Randolph, Cattaraugus County, N.Y. 

TOR SALE AT A BARGATN—Two Nichols and 
; ef er Ae eabcloa line shot guns; one 10 

neu. 10 tbs.; the other 10 bore, 30-inch, $) 
poth *G? quality; cost $1H0 each; will he 
‘or $100 caeh; both ianrinated steel,rebound— 
ammersy pistol anipy pate 1 fore-end, and 

ely DEW, 4 

Feb26-2t, 

Addvess B, B,, this ollice, ¥ peer 
nm 

ICE LAKE, CANADA.—WILD RICE 
for sowing in fields, lakes and fish ponds. 

Delicious for desserts. 
One bushel to twenty-five, $2 per bushel. U.s. 
duty two cents per jb. added. 
ders before August Ist, 1850, honored one to four 
hunégred bushels. Address CHAS. GILCHRIST, 
Overseer of Wisheries, Port Hope, Ontario, Can. 

WILD RIC 
ited, KR, VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis, 

Very scarce this season. 10-360, 

Next season ov 

Feblg-26. 

ON KEBL CAPI = 5 TT 

REED for sale. $3 00! | 4, 
per bushel, Supply lim- | new; $400. 

Birenm office, 

EE 

(INE BREECH-LOADER FOR SALE—P. 
. Webley & Son, maker. Pistol grip, top ac- 

tion, rebounding locks, extension fore-end mece, 
Every improvement on this gun; ele- 

gantly finished; used but very little; pertect 
order; lowest price, $55. Address 't WEBLEY'S 
BREEUH-LOADER,” office “Worestand Stream.” 

YACHT ; Wither 
cutter orsloop rig; handy, fast, com letely 

found for eriising’; one-ton iron on Ireel; sails 
Address“ CAPTAIN,’ Forest and 

wanted. 

AUDUBON’S BIRDS, 

50 ots. each paid for the dead birds deliverad 
jin good condition at my address. W. J, 

KNOWLTON, 168 Tremont st, Boston, Mass, 
Pebl-wm, ’ Pebab-aty 
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MMisrenllanents. 

Valencia Silk Worm Gut, 
FOR FISHING TACKLE. 

The undersigned has received direct from one 
of the best manufactories of Murcia, Spain, an 
assorted invoice, which is offered at the follow- 
ing prices :— 

Per 1,000. 
MARANA :— : 

Firsts, extra long, heavy, to su- 
perior, extra heayy, short, 8 
grades, ...- _., $6 50 to $15 00 

Seconds, extra long heayy to sec- 
onds, regular, long, 4 grades... .$5 00 to $9 00 

Thirds, superior, short, heavy-.... $3 50 

PADRON:— 
Firsts, extra long, heavy,to firsts, 

short, 4 grades...........16-. 0. $250 to $6.00 
Seconds, superior, long, to sec- 
onds, short, 2 grades............ $200 to $400 

REGULAR :— 
Superior to common, 9 grades, 
FRU GITN Sy Spon n o ee ME $100 to $250 

The above assortment of Gut is offered 
in quatities to suit. 

To enable purchasers to order with accuracy 
the grades they*require, I will send, whenever 
desired, sample thousands of assorted Gut, con- 
taining ten grades from extra heavy to extra 
fine, at $5 per 1,000, net. 

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

F. LATASA, 
35 BROADWAY, 

Rooms 42 and 43. 
Post Office Address: 

P.O. Box 2,708, N.Y. 

CATALOGUE FREE TO ALE 
* WHO APPLY BY LETTER, 

iclerson¥n. 
35 CORTLANDT ST. NEY ORK. 

‘ 

5 sR 
2 Ahifle tractice 

The ' SrANDARD TARGET,"’—For Rifle Practice. 
Size Ginches, Bulls-eye 1} inches. Range, 100 
feet, off-hand. The zones rise by area instead 
ot diameter. 
Marksmen willappreciate the new departure 

which this target has inaugurated. The accurate 
rifleman now gets the true value of his shots, 
while on old-style targets the record was so taint- 
ed by the element oi chance as to give but a 
vague idea of the shooter's skill. For instance, 
on a 200 yard Creedmoor a “ center,’’ scoring 4 
hasten times the area of a ‘bull,’ scoring5. Byery 
rifleman knows that uo degree of skill or care will 
give immunity from occasional misses, and un- 
der the oldsystem it was almost the rule for good 
marksmen to be beaten by vad ones. One man 
would pile up eight snug bulls outof ten, but 
lose the other two, while his competitor, ‘* shoot- 
ing for fours,’ would scatter his strays all over 
the buard center, blunder one shot into the edge 
of the bull,and win! Now in deer stalking, and 
shooting at 80 yards, the winner would have 
svounded and lost one deer, while the loser would 
have struck down eight, all shot through the 
heart. Of course there are people who still con- 
tend that under the old method * all had an equal 
chance; which is very true. But itis also true 
that their equality of chance would have 
been in no wise impaired if they should have sat 
down and thrown dice to determine who was the 
petter shot. In contests of skill every element 
of chance should be eliminated, P 
Arrangements have been made for supplying 

these targets at a merely nominal price, and it is 
now an easy matter to gauge relative skill by 
uniform practice, and to communicate definite 
results without obscuring them by explanatory 
details. he targets are mailed, post-paid to any 
address in the United States at fifty cents per 
hundred, and quitea liberal discountis made to 
galleries and dealers. Send orders to CUSSONS, 
May & SHEPPARD, Glen Allen, Virginia. 

KEEP’S SHIRTS 
ARE THE VERY BEST. 

KEEPS PATENT ee MADE SHIRTS, 
only plain seams to finish. 6 for $7. 
TO EBPS CUSTOM SHIRTS, yery best, MADE 

TO MEASURE, 6 for $10. Fit guaranteed, 

‘An elegant set ot extra heavy gold-plated 

puttons presented to purchasers of six shirts, 

EKEEP'S KID GLOVES (FUR GENTS), 

the very best, plain or embroidered, $1,10 per 

pair. KEEP’S UMBRELLAS, _ 
BEST GINGHAM, Patent Protected Ribs, $1 

each. Warranted. Witty per cent stronger than 

any other umbrella, 

REGINA and TWILLED SILK UMBRELLAS. 

KEEP’S UNDERWEAR. 

#Fiannel and Knit Shirts and Drawers in White, 
d Fancy styles, from 60c. to $2 50 each. 

Scarlet atten LATEST NOVELTIES 
In Gents’ Silk, Linen, and Cembric Handker- 

chiefs, Scarfsin elegant designs and effects. 

hirts only delivered free. 
Merchants Will be furnished with trade circu- 

lars on application, as we furnish the trade on 

the most favorable terms. 
Samples and Circulars mailed 

KEEP MANUFACTURING 
431, 633, G85 & 637 Broadway, 

free. 

COMPANY, 
New Zor 

ny 

ring 

CLAY BIRDS! CLAY BIRDS!! CLAY BIRDS!!! 

oS: 4 —— 
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Beck’s Patent Clay Birds and Trap. 
Pronounced by all Who Haye Seen it as the Best 

Substitute ever Invented for a Living Bird. 

*+Phes like a live bird; is as hard to hit asa live bird; 
affords as good practice as liye birds, and ata nominal cost. 
The bird is made of clay, burned hard, and breaks when hit 

Our Trap will throw the Clay Bird further than any trap will 
throw a ball; keeps it inthe air longer, and gives the shooter 
plenty of time to coyer. In using these birds you secure 

Better Practice than Glass Balls Give, 
And ayoid the many objectionable features of balls, 
Give them a trial, for you are sure to be pleased, and you can't 

invest a small sum of money to betteradvantage. 
Price of Birds, $2.00 per 100. 

BECK &ECKEL, | 
Send or circulars. 

564 Sonth Meridian Street, INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

Traps, 6.00 each, 

MANUFACTURERS, 

FLY BOOKS. 
REGULAR, with Plastic Band................ eee roe te 7 3 5/2 
BEST MOROCCO, with Leather Strap...... Me VL ARE a Un sp eure oa ee eri eeu il eae 
RUBSIA, dno ee ire beet bout pie SESE SHINN. Bo ed 4.00}5-00) [6.00] 18,00 

SLIDING" inte heathet <Cakalin 4h Oe hyp te ein Peter ic nateme tah Feil ii as | he ae 
ae aoe wer ts aa a oe patent.clips. {..)0.5s.- 0. st i382 Screen fl 4.00 

holding $ dozen flies at full length) with pat slips. eee 2. : SAMI, Hittes ustite (lhe © SORT SOS oer ate OMDB. cnn a 6.00) 
Inches long................ Se Bee A lipo ahebe eet She otod) eet 4 ial 5 54 6/64] 7 74 | Sie] 9 

TACKLE BOOKS. 
Regular Quality...... ....$1 75 | ‘The Perfection,” large and fine... GOs bey nes acon RONUO 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 

Balmy sleep, 

good digestion, 

rich blood and ” 
perfect healtir 

in Hop Bitters, 

q ai 

SOLIS 

48 Maiden Lane, New Y°rk. 

For Weakness and General Dobility, and as a preventive und curo for Teyer und Ayue, nothing equals i, 

A little Hop, 
Bitters saves big 
fbetor Bills and 
loug sickness, 
Paes Dow 

ness, Biliousness 

in hi 3 ee ee eee iz ae 

IS : 
A =i Ds 
LG PRIZE MEDA 
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ESTABLISHED 1828. 

UIST’S Seeds 
are celebrated. “FER ALCE-=- 
énallthemar 

Cc Oo U N T. R I E kets of the world 
au for their Purity 

and Superior 
Quality. 

Being exclusively of 
our own growth, from 
the Choicest selected 
Slocks, we can there- 
Sore warrant them as 
represented. 

Plant them once 
you will plant 
hem always. 

3 Buist’s Alma- 
nac and Garden 

SS Manual for 1880, 
containing 192 pages 
of useful informakion 

=on gardening opera- 
= tions, free to all, 

Buist’s Whole- 
sale Prices mailed 

ROBT. BUIST, JR, 
= 3 to Merchanlsand Seed 

EED GROWERi—— Dealers on applica- 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. tion. Address, 

SEUNS, RED FOX, COON, MUSKRAT 

AND MINK 
BOUGHT FOR CASH 

At'the highest market prices. 
Send for circular with full particulars. 

B, C. BOUGHTON, 
No. 5 Howard street, 

New York. 

Ghe Kennel. 

Ree SALE.—One Gordon setter bitch, 
well broken, also one Ethan Allen bitch 

eleven months old. For pedigree and other par- 
eet Sadness G. W. DALL, Fall River, Mags. 

Heb 2u-1t. 

ORKSHIRE TERRIER PUGS.—One 
fox terrier, good rat-killer, $12; finer one 

for $15; full pedigree. Angora cat. Orders re- 
ceived for ali kinds fancy dogs. C, MILLER, 
Peb26-1t No. 6 Second 8t., New York. 

ENGLEWOOD KENNEL. 
To Sportsmen. 

AM prepared to board a limited num- 
ber of dogs. Settersand pointers thoroughly 

Address C. C. TOWNSEND, 
Englewood, N. J. 

I 
field broken. 
Feblz3m. 

RARE CHANCE.—To reduce my (pone le I 
rish setter 

bamton, N.Y, 

The Hewvel. 

MANCE. 
MANGE. MANGE. 

GLOVER’S IMPERTAL MANGE CURE is war- 
ranted to cure all kinds and conditious of mange 
for skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One BppHeaion 
is usually ull that is necessary. H. GLUVER, 
Sole prop’t’r Imperial Kennel, Tom’s River, N.J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

st., N. ¥.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; sos. C. Grubb & Co., 712 Market sb., 
Phila.: F.P. Taylor, 72 Hast Madison st., Chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St. 

Price, 50 cents. Louis. 

N OTICE.—A DOG TRAINER,—The un- 
deérsigned, now prepared to take a lim- 

ited number of dogs fur thorough handling and 
breaking, respectfully offers the following well- 
known gentlemen as references: Mr. F. Schuc- 
hardt, 52 William st.,N. ¥.; Mr. M, R. Dennis, 
Newark, N-.J.; Dr. W, 8. Webb, 48 Wall st., N. ¥.; 
Mr. Chas. Heath, Newark, N. J., and Mr. Edward 
Leyverch, 111 Reade st., N.Y. Por particulars and 
prices, apply to T. B. SMITH, Stovlsholin, N. FA “at 

6 ” 

K 9 KENNELS. 
DOGS BROKEN. 

Will take two more dogs to break. Price low, 
snd terms easy. Stamp for particulars, 

Will take a few dogsto board after March 20th, 
when we moye our kennels near Doyer, Del. 

E. & C. VON CULIN, 
P.O, Bor 18, Delaware City, Del. 

. Peb.26,if 

Che Bene. 

WATIONAL AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB: 
New Yor«, Feb. ith, 1880, 

peer aN to the authority invested in me 
4 by the National American Kennel Club, at 
its meeting held at Patwka, DL, Noy. 24h, 1879, 
1 nave appointed as Secretary of the N. A. K.C. 
Mr. CHARLES DE RONGE, of No. 51 Broad 
street, New York City, who has accepted the 
BeatiOr, and entered upon the duties of his 

ce 
‘Allentries for the Field Trials of the Club and 

for the American Derby of 1880, for the forth- 
eoming second volume ofthe N. A. K, ©. Stud 
Book, allnominations for membership, and all 
communications on business of the Club, should 
be addressed to 

CHARLES DE RONGE, Sceretary N. A. K.C., 
(P.O. Box M44.) 51 Broad St., N. Y, City. 

CHARLES H. RAYMOND, 
President N.A.K.C, Feb.19.2¢ 

National American 

Kennel Club. 
FIELD TRIAL DERBY! 1880 

HE first American Field Trial Derby 
Aik run under the National ‘Amotiven ate 
Club Rules, about the third weel in November. 
Bet, ae Roe 12. be herestter announced, 
or setter an ointer puppies whe alter APL we Se pp. whelped on or 

irst Prize, $160; Seeond, $100; Thir A} 
Entries, Five Dollars each, to” be paid at ee a 
entry; Ten Dollars additional each for starters 
to be paid before starting. i 
Entries, giving full particulars as to color. 

marking, sex, pedigree and name, must be mada 
on or before APRIT Ist, 1880, to the Secre- 
tary of the National American Kennel Cmb 
Any number of dogs, the property of one 

owner, Ganrun for thisstake. The names and 
pedigree of all the puppies entered will be sent 
to all the sporismen’s papers for publication 
The forfeit money to be added to the stake 

and divided between the winning dows in the 
same ratio or proportion as (he stake is divided. 

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL Ist, 1880, 

For blank forms of entry apply to 
CHARLES DE RONGE, 

Secretary N. A. K. G,, 
No. 61 Broad 8t., N. ¥. City. 

Feb.19,4t 
———— ee = “hh aces 

Praca ica tae _ mos. 3 ed tind shot oyer by my 
this winter at Currituck; Srarconted peal 
broken; an invaluable animal for a duck 
shooter: pedigree, from my Rose; winner of lst 
ee at Bench Shows in Boston and New York 
n 1878. Price $100. GARD‘R G. HAMMOND. 
Bere ncgH Conn., (Walnut Groye.) : 

(P.0, Box 994.) 

a 

Ha oie Tie pcos and white 
se pups—dog and bitch—three months 

old; full pedigree, ands A No. 1 iiel I ~ 
dress Box 642, Hillington, Conn, ‘ oneee 
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Ghee Heunel, 

Neversink Lodge Kennels, 
"The following celehrated Dogs are in 

the sind. 
Does! 

St Bernard dog “Marco”; rough coated, two 
-years old; amarnificent animal—Roy. J. Gum- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanover 
Bhow and Rochester. 
New Foundland dog * Keeper’; four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel Show, 1879. 
Pointer dog, ‘‘ Craxteth,"; liver and white ; one 

anda half year old: out of Lord Sefton’s re- | 
mowned stock—one ofthe handsomest pointers 
‘in the United States. Second prize in the H an- 
-over International Show. 

Blue elton setter, Decimal Dash,” eighteen 7 
months old; sired by Lilewellyn’s celebrated 
SU marnificent stud dog—neyer éxhib- 

Trigh getter, ‘Rover II"; pure red; son of Mac- 
dona’s champion ‘Royer.’ Neyer exhibited. 
English setter, Ranger I’; a pure bred Lay- 

erack, son of Macdona’s celebrated * Ranger" 
His get won firstat Hanoyeraud Paris shows, and 
Second at: Puppy Stakes in Eastern Field Trials 

Stud fee, $25.00. 
or Saic. 

The get of the following thoroughbred 
itches. 

ster Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to *' Croxteth. 
Gordon ET es 1st, Boston Show 1878, 

2nd New York Show 1878. 
Pointer out of 

retarted to bool: 
orders tor thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autuom, 1830. Particulars will be furnished on 
sapplication to A, BE, GODEFEROY, 

Guymard, Orange Co., N. ¥. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
“Fe Us ii.’ 

“Jn the Stud.” 
Rush is lemon and white, and winner at New 

York, Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Louis- 
ville Shows. He is an excellent ficld dog: fine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch. For full partic- 
‘lars, pedizree and field qualities address 

EDMUND ORGILL, 
1,056 Dean street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Fee $25. Jan.22-t£, 

OR SALE.—A fine red Irish dog pup, 
one year old, by Elcho and Stella, both im- 

pred, ie CHAS, DENISON, Hartford, Conn. 
Teb26- 

BHAGLES.— Will sell two choice beagle 
hound bitch pups, whelped Noy. 1,1879. May 

and Dan. Send stamp for pedigree, etc. GEQ. 
POUNALL, Christiana, Lancaster Co., Pa. 

Feb26-1t. 

OR SALE—Red Trish setter pups, whelped 
Jan. 121h, 1880, out of my Irish setter bitch 

Cuba, by A. Gubner’s dog Frank. For price, 
Pedlerest etc,, address 4. F, WITTE, 236 Colum- 
ia street, Brooklyn, N. Y. Feb.26,26 

OR SALE—A fine lot of ah ees of any 
age to suit purchasers; well trained on wolves, 

antelope, deer and rabbits. For description and 
Brice of dogsaddress 

J.T. GRANT, Brookville, Kansas, 
Dogs wili be delivered in Kansas City free of } 

ohare, Feb.19-if. 

PORTING.—FOR SALE—A couple of 
fine young Irish setters, puppies, out of very 

dine siock, at No.4 Mast Bighth siveet. Jan.29-t0. 

OR SALE,—_SENSATION—Queen IIT 
Pointer puppies.—A few puppies of the | 

aboye celebrated stock For sale; terms reason- 
able. Queen IT. is by Champion Sancho, ex- 
barrio Queen Il, These buppics are now 
over tliree months old, Address Garrett Roach, 
Box 33 College Point, L. I- Jan 14 2mo 

Ghe Benuel. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 
LONDON 

Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes. 
Awarded Silyer Medal, Paris, 1878—Modal 

British Government, and 21 other eola = 
d Silver Medals. 

—— 

Trade Mark, 
SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES 

FRANCIS 0. De LUZE & CO, 
18 South William Street, New York. 

Also Sprati's Dog Soap, and direct orders taken 
for Spratt’s Medicines. 

IN THE STUD, 
TELL, 

(FEB, THIRTY DOLLARS), 
Aliver and white ticked pointer dog; pedigree 
registered; bred at the Royal Kennels (Prince 
Leopold), Sigmaringen, Germany ; imported by 
the Rey, Herman ©. Berg; a superb field dog; 
broken by the French dresier par force; hunted 
for six years on snipe, woodeock, quail and 
rufied grouse, Hishalf brother, from whom Tell 
was hardly to be distinguished, was artist's model 
for the game pictures of the Dresden Art Gallery, 
Receiyed Centennial award; never exhibited 
since, 
Address AUG, BRIDEMEYER, Keeper, 

(P. 0. Box 81.) College Point, L. I. 
End 

EE THE BITCHES, AND KEEP 
THAEM.—Full instructions for this operation 

may be obtained by addressing Kk. MORRIS, 67 
West Ninth street, New York, and remitting one 
dollar alter the same haye been received, 

Feb.19-2t 

MICKE’S 
Never Fuiling Dog Distemper Cure, 

and Flea Destroyer. 
For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale _Agents—Bruen & Hobart, 214 Fulton 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co., 309 N. Third 
Street, Philas Finley & Thompson, 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, ¢Val- 
paraiso, Ind.: Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, 
Cure oa Destroyer sent by mailon receipt of 

25c., to L. A. MICKE, Easton, Pa, 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selectéd from 
the best European strains. To be sold for no 
fault. For prices, ay éte., address. 

£& ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf _ Lancaster, Mass., U.S.A 

COCKER SPANIEL = 
BREEDING KENNEL 
M, P. McKoon 

{ ENE. ae te COCKERS of the finest 
Strains. I sellonly youngstock. Iguarantee 

Satisfaction andsaie delivery to every cae 
hese beautiful and intelligent dees cannot be 
heaten for ruffed grouse and woodcock shoot- 
ing and retrieving. Correspondents inclosin 
étamp will get printed pedigroes, circulars, testi- 
monials, ete. a) 

» Hranklin, Delayare Co., N.Y. 

SSS SE 

OR SALE.—Four fox terrier puppies, 
three dogs and one bitch ; all handsowiely 

marked, from my bitch Nellie, commended in 
uppy class at last New York Show. Price 
wenty ($20) dollars each, or would exchange for 

a good Pug” a08: W.J.COMS' * 
"eb26-3t 105 Canal St., Providenee, TR. 1. 

SS eee eee 

OR SALE—Gordon setter pups ; two 
spayed bitches, one dog 5 syhelped Sept. 1th 

i879; will exchange for Hnglish mastiff pup 
cocker or chimberspaniel: imported stock, full 
Fenleree Address EH. M. DORK, JR. Dedham, 

ass. Dec,18-tf. 

j returned. Ttis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
} ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 

Ghe Hewvel. 

ASA L. SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N. Y. 

GORDON ENGLISH. AND FIELD TRIAT 
SETTERS 

Or PouREsT STRAINS, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman's Mea Powder for Dogs, 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 
GPRS POWDER is guaranteed to kill 

fleas on dogs or any other animals, or money 

AMisrellueos. 

PATENT QJISTADE CHAI 
TH THIRTY CHANGES OF POSITIONS, 

_ Library, Invalid Chair, 
Child’s Grib, Bed or Lounge, 
combining beauty, light! 

ness, strenyth, simpli- 
city, und comfort. 
Everything to an exact 
Science. Orders Dy nail 
promptly attended to. 
Goods shi 

WIL 

eam,’ Ad- 
rM'fg: Co., 66h 

use. Simple and efficacious. 
Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

AREGA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use, 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recommended by Rod AnD 
Gun and FOREST AND STREAM. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. YL 

HENRY O. SQUIRES, & 
1 Cortlandt Street, N. ¥, 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY- 
WW AREROoMMs : 

788 Broadway, New York: 
84 and 86 State street, Chicago: 

I? South Fifth st., St. Louis. 
SS 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 

Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 
NODTARY PUBLIC. 

oct 12 

9 WILL BUY a thoroughly broken 
ep) Trish bitch, or $10 an Trish bitch, five 
months old, ¢ontaining blood of Plunket and 
Rory O’More. Address Hi, J. ROBBINS, Wethers- 
field, Conn. Feb.19.2t 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment. 
Dogs haye daily access to salt 

water. 
N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

cen dogs for sale; full pedi- 
.C. GLOVER, Toms River, N. J 

No, 237 Broadway, Roum 7, New York City 

All business promptly attended to. noyz 

puppies; also, Parente 
grees. Address 

OREST AND STREAM KENNEL, 
Llewellin setter, Rattler, in the stud, Rat- 

tleris a handsome blue belton,black points win- 
ner of four bench prizes; sire, Rob Roy, he by 
Layerack's Vred,out of Slatter's Phoebe, founder 
of the field trial strain, winner of fiye English 
field trials, out of pure Layerack imported bitch 
Pickles; she by Llewellin’s Prince, winner of 
two firsts and three championships, out of 
Tlevyellin’s Lill TI.; no better blood in America. 
Will serve bitches at $15. Litters warranted, Tam 
breeding to Rattler the following bitches :— 
Mell, a beautiful blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack, dam Spot, winner of first and second 
specials at Detroit, Mich., 1879, also firstat Boston 
1879 in native classes; Fly, a very fine roan bel- 
ton bitch, sire Shot, dam imported Fannie; Pat, 
orange and white, out of Belle, by Royal George. 

i _BROWN'S PATENT 
Tun DEST 

Cleaner and Ojler 
E = For Breech-londing Arma | 

| bs In market, ; 
For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush, 

and fuil directions sent free of postage. i 
In onisring give calibre of gun. Send foreircular. jy 

| Address Ts. YARDLEY BROWN, Patentee. fj 
|! MtEADING, Pa, 

John Harriott, 
Puppies caned sala ane Lin aa Suh Bin Ssrawv er. 
sheap. dress, with stamp, L. F. T A : : 
Detroit, Mich. - Decilif | Prompt attention, first-class Werkmanship 

and satisfactory prices guaranteed, 

23WINTED ST. BOSTON, MASS, 
Dr. Gordon Stables, BR. N. 

TWYFORD, BERES, ENGLAND, 
Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 
that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition, 

WN. B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor’s Ken- 

nels, deol? tf. 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am ore: 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. [sive my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has all the natural instincts, Kefer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording 16 length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. <A 

| WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Ceote a 
a 

N THE STUD.—The pure Layerack dog 
Pride, by Pride of the Border x Petrel. Ths 

only pure Laverackin New England. Fee, $30. 
Address H, F. DRANE, Box 1,613, Boston, Mass. 

Sept. ++. f. 

Trees. 
pane who contemplate planting 

largely of fruit or ornamental trees this 
spring are invited to visit the nursery of P. WH. 
Foster at Babylon, Long Island, N + and ex— 
amine his extensive stock; a selection out of 
300,000 fine specimens ; in assortment well adapt— 
ed to ocean exposure planting. <All at lowesé 
rates. Feblo-tt. 

FRANK H. ATKINSON, 
Book and General Job Printer, 

86 and 38 John Sty Rew York. 

COMPOSING TOOMS OF TOREST AND STREAM, 

a week in your own town. Terms and $5 
$66 outfit mesh Address H. HALLETT & CO., 
‘ortland, Maine. 

ee) 
peeae 
So" a ie] = Bao: 

I : Aiteia dese 
This cut is a fac-simile of the Sportsmen’s Chain, patented by N. M. SHEPARD, April 15, ebean pate This Chain will be made from the very best quality of ROLLED GOLD PLATE, or what is known as Gold gSeat 

y Filled, and will be warranted to wear equal to a Solid Gold Chain from four to six years. The retail price will a ag =) 5 Lee a ee SnouDeS PORTERS or epoteicd wee tiyelye or more at one time. Hmblematic for Ree g 2 + r Taree noting, consisi fa) 5 , Cartri 7 ifle | "Wi 4 
be made of Solid Gold aaa application, at the TaWest market ue aE Ons Site Pe bets tor pate wills ty £ ae z 4 

> x Shag 

a ageaa 
= : = SY Bo ac i ee I KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE AND WELL-SELECTED STOCK OF EERIE 

> eonake EVERYTHING IN THE JEWELRY LINE. gabe A 
=a) 

De I HAVE A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF Bsa 4 20 
' Masonic, Odd Fellows, Knights Pythias, Eastern Star Pins, Rings and Jewels ne ES i>) 

OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE, 83° E50 
- - A 2 en Bi 

Shooting, Rowing, Athletic, Firemen’s, College and School Medals, Be 28 EO 
a 

ARE A SPECIALTY WITH THIS HOUSE. eas a 
We haye the largest stock on hand of any honse in this country, and do more business in this line than any Es 24 

_ other house, SEND PCH ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 25c. i ney 
a EO 

N. M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton Street, New York. z ae 
-_ Em 

SPECIAL ORIGINAL DESIGNS, NOTIN CATALOGUE, FURNISHED ON APPLICATION 13 Bee ie, 

T manufacture to order at short notice all the Army Corps Badges of the United States, both gold and Fi c 
Giver. Full mformation given upon apploation, y 25 . ‘ r S E P 
AH the Army Corps Badgeson hand and Manufactured at Short Notice. & 
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#Lublications. 

PORTSMEN'S 
NEW BOOKS, 

HALLOCK'S 
SOON AETTEER, P : . Price postpaid, $3. PRACTICAL packaich er 
TAXIDERMY 

and 
HOME DECORATION, Price postpaid, $1.50, 

By Jos. H. BArty. 
THE DOGS OF 

GREAT BRITAIN, 
AMERICA and 

OTHER COUNTRIES. Price postpaid, $2. 
Comprising the essential 
parts of the two standard 

d works on the Dag, 
' BY STONEHENGE. 
AMBRICAN WILD FOWL 
i SHOOTING, Price postpaid, $2. 

By Jos. W. Lone. 
HOW TO HUNT AND TRAP. Prico post- 

eal Pr 

Br Joa Barry auithor, of « Practical Tax 
ermy.’ 

FRANK FORESTER’S 
COMPLETE WORKS. 

Complete Manual for Young Sportsmen, TPrice 
ja $2. 

FIELD SPORTS OF TU. §. 
2 vols. Price postpaid, $4. 

AMERICAN GAME IN [1S SEASON...... 
AND FISHING OF U,S......,..--.---- 2 

SPORTING SCENES AND CHARACTERS. ne 
Mea ELIF ge sl cieicevalew > bn aete fais be sntens| ta <irtelb-a ’ 

We will mail any of the above on receipt of 

Prices named, 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO,, 
111 Fulton street, New York. 

To American Anglers. 

THE ENGLISH 

FISHING GAZETTE, 
Devoted to Angling, River, Lake and Sea 

Fishing, and Fish Culture. 
SroxrenN PAG=S FOLrO, 

Price 'Twopence. 
(EVERY FRIDAY.) 

Vol, I. commenced with the number for Jan. 

1. under new management. The GAgznrry is the 

only paper in the English language entirely de- 

yoted to Angling, Fish Culture, ete. 

Free by post ONE YEAR for 12s. Gd. or 
$3.25 in P, 0. 0. or U. S. Postage Stamps 
to any address in the United States. Half 
a year for half the price. 

| E2-A copy of the current number and pros- 

pectus can be had [post free) by sending 6 

cents in U, 8. Postage Stamps to the Mana- 

ger FISHING GAZETTE, 1 Crane Court, | 

Eleet Street, London, England. maré tf 

Field, Cover and Trap 
Shooting. 

BY CAPT. BUGARDUS. 

New and enlarged edition, containing justruc 

tions for giass ball shooting, and chapter on 

Breeding and Breaking of Dogs by Miles John- 

son. Forsale at this office, Price $2, 

J. Cypress, Jr.'s Works. 
TWO VOLUMES. 

Price $S by Mail. 
CAN BE HAD THROUGH THIS OFFICE. 

EVERY READER 
of 

FOREST AND STREAM 
Needs one 0° these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 
BASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES. By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicy and fascinating story of spertsinan’s life 
ju the wilds of Maine. In this booka great deal 
of yaluable information is aes in a pleas- 
ant and attractive mapner. Beautifully illus- 
trated with full-page engravings. Hanudsome- 
ly bound in cloth, price $1,50, Ready May Ist, 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
a trip made by a party of Boston gentlemen to 
the Ranches. Lakes region. 224 pages. 12 illus- 
trations. Paper covers, 50 cents, 

PARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
TAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
liible guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixville Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, Magalloway and 
Sandy rivers. Contains 2a6 pages. 50 illustra- 
tions, and a large map. Paper covers, 50 cents, 

FPARRAR'S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
pp. A comprehensive and thorough hand- 
book of the Moosehead Lake region and the 
sporting resorts of Northern Maine, with map. 
The toursof the Kennebec, Penobscot and 
St. John rivers, ascent of Katahdin, ete,, are 
plainly treated. 224 pages. 14 illustrations, 
Paper coyers, 50 cents. ; 

FARRAR'S POCKE! MAP of the Richardson 
and Hangeley lakes region and the waters ot 
Worthwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
paper, cloth covers, 50 cents, 
ARRAR’S POCKED MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of .orthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. 

John rivers. te ee on tough linen paper, 
h covers. cents. 

Po R's SYBREUSCOPIC VIEWS of the 
entire Richardson and Rangeley lake region. 
Doree sine, cach 25 cents. Send for catalogue, 
“= Any of the above publications sent by 

“d, postpaid, om receipe of price. Aidress 
RLES A. J FARRAK,. Secure ee te, 

esos 

FOREST AN 

Miscellaneons, 

he tetimoniais of thehigh estimonials of the 8) i ites siniemonts._ ighest order in proof 

‘or the cure of Diabetes. = 
ners Safe Dinhbetes ee Sb 

i For the cure of Bright’s and the other 
q liseases, call for Warner's Safe Midney 
gaanmd Liver Cure. 

NEE: a ReS-WARNER’S 
Safe Remedies are 

Druggists 
i ealers in 
Medicine every- 
where. 

H. H. Warner & Co. 
Propvietowrs, 

ROCHESTER, WN, ¥. 
ay Send for Pamphlet 
GS Testimonials, 

ae 

H. L, DURCKLEE’S PATENT 

Camping and Mining Stove. 
Py iiss the thing for people camping out 

for a short or long time. FOUR. SIZES; pri- 
ces RHASONABLE. Send for descriptive a@reu- 
lars, with prices and terms. 

Will Gook 

*suOoSIOd SI 104 

UNPACKED. 

a / 

12x12x20 INCHES. ‘SG ¢¢ “LELOIMAA 

NO. 1—CAMP PACKED. 

Made"and sold by TAUNTON TRON WORKS 
CO., 87 Blackstone strect; Boston, Mass. 

Last Patent Target Thrower 
Wiru IMPROVED SPRING AND New RUBBER 

Stop. : 
Protected by two United States Patents and one 

in Great Britain. 
ym we ens 3 

~' Patented May 7, 1878, and April 22, 1870. 
THE only rotating trap that throws every way, 

or can be made to throw in any desired direc- 
tion, or that can be made to throw every way, ez 
ceph at shooters and spectators, all of which are 
asta the above patents. Remember you 
vet no balls ioplees ou wish them) in your face 
Bat have rights and lefls, ancall other angles. Send 
for circular, Price $10 atfactory. No efor 
boxing. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
GENERAL Seer 

2 

NO 

D STREAM, [Fapruary 26, 1880, 

Miscellaneous Adverticements, 

Mayls 4t. 

. WILKIN 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
“BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION. 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order, 

SON & CO., 

Sportemews Goods. 

USE THE BOGARDBUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Ball 
AND SIS PATENT 

) 7 GLASS BALL TRAP 
S se Har NESE Prac hice: They 

can be had from all gun 
deslers. Headquarters 
forGlass Balls and Traps, 
A.H. ROGARDUS, No. 
158, South Clark street, 
Chicago. Send for Price 
List. For Traps—-HARYT 
& SLOAN, Newark, N. J. 
Field, Cover and Trap 
Shooting,” the only book 
eyer published by a mar- 
ket hunter, ean behad at 
the above address, Price 

ee 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, 
SYRACUSE, 

NEV YORE. 

Maker of Fine Guns. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE, 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 
SIMPLE AND 
DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock. 

Chokebore Barrels. 

For close, hard shooting excelsvall others. Ex 
tra heavy guns for ducks a specialty. Send stamp 
forcircular.. HYDE & SHATTUCK, Manufactu- 
rers, Hatfield, Mass. 

Guns, Aunnmition, Gtr. 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
LEVER ACTION 

In the world, 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 

Equal im finish, symmetry of outline, and mg) 
Tial, to the finest English guns, and at i 

more reasonable prices. 
The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only re- 
bounder with which missfires will not occur. 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

For ‘Workmanship, Rebounding Locks, and 
Compensiting Features of xction,” ; - 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO. ANY CROOK, 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire. 
Muzzle Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loaders. 

Clark & Sneider, 
214 West Pratt Street, Baltimore. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue, 

WM. R. SCHAEFER, 
61. Elm st., Boston, Mass., 

] Dealer in 

SPORTSMEN'S — EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 
Tro Order, 

GENTS for the gale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

ing SHOTGUNS. A fullline of the Clabrough- 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of imported 
guns, always on band. Particular attention 
paid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SBPRATT’S DOG FOOD, etc. etc. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay, All work 
executed in the most skillful manner. 

Twenty Per Cent. Reduction. 

1 ORDER TO REDUCE OUR STOCK AS MUCH AS POSSIBLD before removing 
to our new store, and to make room for our new stock of 

EiZamameriess Guns, 
we offer our entire stock of guns with hammers at 20 per cent. reduction from our catalomue prices. 
Most of these guns are of newest design and all are of standard makes, as follows :— 

1 JAMES PURDY, in case, 12-bore, 7 lbs. 
5 EM. RILEY, & CO,,10-bores. 
22 W.&C. SCOTT & SON (3 Primier 

quality). Other qualities from 
si to $150, including 2 20-bores, 

14 W. W. GREENER, ranging from $70 
21 PP. WEBLEY & SON, 3 it 6 
9 WESTLEY RICHARDS, ‘ 

from above prices. Also the following 

8-hore W &CECOTT & SON 11 lbs. choked, 

fast;'8} Ibs; Meth... 2. wy. ae pee eetteee == $2 

to $200 
60 to $260 

“$150 to 2300 
Under our proposed reduction any of the aboye guns will he soldat a discount of 20 per cent. 

9 COLTS, 
17 PARKER BROS, 
18 BE. REMINGTON & SON, ve +s 
3 NICHOLS & LEFEVRE: one “ER” 

andtwo"D” quality; andabout 
15 cheuper grades rauging in 
price from $80 to $0. 

roe as te 
$10 to $90 

Second-hand GQuns: 

1 TOLLEY double Express Rifle, 50 calibre, 
nett - 

110-bore W. W, GREENER, Treblesyedge 
fast; &)Ths., nett......... $15 

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST, 

Ouruew stock of 

W. W. GREENER and WESTLEY RICHARDS HAMMERLESS GUNS, 

will be the largest in this country. Hammerless catalogue ready for distribution about April Ist- 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CC., 
44 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

F THE FUTURE. 
WM. POWELL & SON’S 

- 

»Hammerless Shot Gun, $250 
Tt hag the finest mechanical action, the surest safety catch, finest finish. Pattern 

guaranced, Sole agents in New York for CARD'S REVOLVING BALL TRAP, 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 

E Sole arents for the United States 

These Guus are 01 Exhibition at 84 Chambers St., New Work Citys 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sporteamen’s Gaods. 

COODYEAR’S 
Rubber Wire: Company, 

AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

488, 490, 492 Bway, cor, Broome st., 

AND 

5 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST, 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 
FISHING AND HUNTING. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

Rusper Goops or Every Derscrre- 
TION, 

Send for Mlustraied Catalogue. 

fe RUBBER 

Fishing Pats Coals. eoens 
BOOTS, 

RUBBER CAMP. BLANKETS, 
COMPLETE 

STAM MANION 

> 

— Tip 

TesSuMizEs SE F 

| 

\\ 

Sporismens Routes. 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Lonis, Minneapolis. 

Sporting and Camping Outfls, | eurineton. Rapids & Norte 
| QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS each wine daily, be- 

} tween Burlington, Albert Lea and TREO 
| crossing and connecting with all East and West 
| Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, 
Ducks, Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. 
Sportsmen and their dogs taken good carcot, Re- 
duced rates on parties of ten or more upon appli- 
cation to Gen’! Ticket Office, Setee Rapids, 

ied) 

E, F, Waoxsiov, Gen’l Passenger Agent, 
General Manag tf 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention tothe / 

. SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTIN! G PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, svoid the dif- 
ficultiesand dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

_ THE LINES OF 

D 
India Rubber Goods of Every Description 

HODCMAN & CO. 
Send for Price List. 

425BROADWAY and 27 MAIDEN LANE, 
NEW YORK. 

HSporvisnevs Bouter, 
er. 

Philadelphia and Savannab Line | 
FOR FLORIDA. 
OR THROUGH TICKETS to FERNAN- 

DINA, JACKSONVILLE, 8T. AUGUS- 
TINE, SANFORD, ENTERPRISE and interme- 
diate landings on ST. JOHN'S RIV DR and inte- 
rior points in FLORIDA, by steamship to SA-.} 
YANN AH, and thence by railvond or steamboat, 

Apply, to WM, L. JAMES, General Arent, 
iwadelphia and Svuthern Mail SS. Co., 

hh Wharves, Phila. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 

Pier 22, Sout: 

1 tee 

Mackinaw, GrandRapidsandCincinnatiShortLine | Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
FOR THE also reach th Litt 

rout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, DE Maas Sen 
sy AND THE 

FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in pe ee and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle citiesto KANE, REN OVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESS IN, RALSTON, MINNHQU.A, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
if equaled, in the abundance and great variety of Hunting. 
Mish contained: . he peau ue 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and Also, to 

The famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 

ain TROUL bea wins Mayland 8 e 8eason begins May 1 and ends Sept.1. 
The GRAYLIN eason opens June land eas 

Noy, 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MUSCA- 
INGE, also abound in large numbers in the 

many Inkes and Jakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

Skill to his friends or “club” at home, as ice for 

SQU_AN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COASI 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT ARTER 
FIN AND FEATHER. 

L. P, FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent. 
FrRANE THomMsON, Gen'l Managor. febli-ti 

q 

packing fish can be had at_ many points. 5 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. a 

nery of the North Woods and Lakesis rears Chesapeake & Chio R. R. 
| The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Wunting and Fishing — 

Grounds of Virginie and 

West Virginia, 

tiful; the wir is pure, amy and bracing. The celi- 
mate is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering 
with . 

Hay Feyer and Asthma Affections. 
sent pee accommodations are good, far aie 
assing the ryerage in countries Dew eno to 

afford the finest of fishing. - 
During the season Round Trip Hxeursion Tick- 

ets will be sold at low rates,and attractive train 
facilities offered toa Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guds and Fishing Tackle Carried recat 

owner's risk. 
itisoursim tomakesportsmen feel ‘‘athome” 

wuthis route. For Tourist’s Guide (an attractive 
iilustrated book of 80 pages), containing full in- 
formation and accurate maps of the Fishing 
Grounds and Time Cards, address A.B . 

Ger. Pass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mich. 

ginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
} Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Malley, and including in 
their yarieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. 

.The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 

' nery of the Virginia 
mous watering places and summier resorts, 

Old Dominion Line. 
4 I ‘HE STHAMERS of this Tine reach 

some of the itnest waterfowl and upland 
Bhooling sections in the country, Gonnecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb’s Yaland, amd points 
on the Peninsula, _ City Point, James’ River, Cur- 
Tituck, Mlorida and the mountainous country of 

inia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers gail 

_ »y Phur Springs. 5 
‘Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South, All modern 
improvements in equipment. 

Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Le r y 
Monday ‘and Thursday, at 2 Pit, Full infor CONWAY R, HOWARD® 
mtion given at oflice, 197 Greenwich Street, New Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,| 
Yok © —  peprsiy | may ly a > Richmond Y) 

TUCKERTON, BEAGH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, |. 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- f 

Mountains to their most fa- |r 

The Only Route via White Sul- |! 

CORD 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CG 

Send for Price-List and Samples. 

New YVork Office, 177 Broadway. 

VELVETEEN FUST 
Full lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete, 

Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J: 

Sportewens’ Cools. 

UROY SHOOTING 
A SPECIALTY 

From Goods ofmy own Importation--Dead Grass Color. 

| SU 

RD 
[AN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 

Sportsmen's outed. 

ONG ISLAND R. R,—LEAVE HUN- 
TER’S P'T (Flatbush Aye., B’klyn, 5 min. 

earlier) for Babylon, $.35 A.M, 3,35, 4.35; 5.35 Pm, 
Sundays, 9 A.M. 

_ Col. P’t & Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.35 A.m., 
2.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.35, 9.45 P.M, 12.15 
midnight. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.ar., 1.85, 5.85, 7, 10 pom. 
Flushing, 6.8C, 7.85, 8.45, 10., 11.85 A.M., 2.35, 3.35, 

4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.35. 
days, 9.85, 10.35 A.M., 1.85, 3, 5.85, 7, 10 B.a1, 
Far Rockaway, 8.35, 1b A.m., 4.85, 5.35, 7 P.21. 

P.M. Sunday, 9 A.M,, 1.35, 6.35 P.a1. 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley and Roslyn,8, 10A.m., 

8.85, 4.35, 5.89; 6.35P.M. Sundays, 9-A.M., 6.85 PM. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M.,3.35 P.M. 

i|/Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.M.. 4.35, 6.35 
P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 Po. " 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 4.M., 3.35, 5.35 Pp. 
Port Jefferson, 8 A.M.,4.35 P.M. Sundays,9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.85 A.M., 4.35,5.35 par. Sundays, 9 

A.M. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.86, 11 A.m., 3.95, 4.35 

5.35, 6,7 Pw. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundiys,9 A.M., 6.35 P.M, 
HUNTER'S P'l & WALL ST, ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, E. K. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter’s P’t, 9.30, 
10.30, 11.80 A.3f., 3.05, 4.05, 5.95,6.05 p.m. Further 
information, tickets commutation, ete., 229 
Bway. W.M.LAFFAN, Gen'l Pass. Agent. 

FOR 

New Haven, Hartford, Springfield and 

the North. 
The new and elegant steamer C.H. NORTHAM 

teayes Pier No. 25, East River, daily (Sundays ex- 
papren), at8em, Passengers go North and Hast 

P.M. 
d ¢ NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New 
York at 11 P.., arriving in New Haven in time 
for the early morning trains. 

Merchandise forwarded by dailyExpressFreight 
| train from New Hayen through to Afassachusetts, 
“Wvermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern 
(New York and Canada. Apply at Office on Pier 
orto RICHARD PECK, Gen’] Act. 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
fil new cars‘! DavyCrocket” and ‘Izaak Walton,” 
‘svhich are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro- 
‘vided with racks and closets for guns and fishing 
tackle,and kennelsfordogs. 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen’l Supt. P. P. C. 
\Co., Chicago, je26 3mos. 

Miscelluncons Advertisements. 

In eliminating the impurities of the blood, the 
i natural and necessary result is the cure of Seram 
M wlensand other Skin Eruptions«< Diseases 

Bl including Cancers, Ulcers, and other sores, 
Tt is the best Blood Purifier, and stimu- 

ij intes every function to more healthful action, 
@ and thus 4 benetit in all diseases. 

Safe Remedies are 
sold by Druggists 
& Dealers in Meds 

3 icine everywhere, ~ 

H. H. Warner & Co., 
Proprictors, 

ROCHESTER, N. ¥, 
) &a>fend for Pamphlet 
f ond Se 

athome. Saniples worth 
Address STINSON £00. S5.o pom 

70 ites, Address F ensesto agents. Outfit 
. Vickery. Augusta,Me. 

, Ts 7.85, 9.45 Pa, 12,15 night, Sun- 

Annapolis, see eee Se 

Motels xd Resorts for Sportemen, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

a GZ oS 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

For Good Fall Shooting 
—GO TO THE— 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 

At Shinnecock Bay, 
Where you will find 

PLENTY ‘OF BIRDS, 
GOOD GUIDES, 

COMPLETE OUTHIT of DECOYS, 
BATTERIES, etc. 

As well as good accommodations and a sub. 
stantial pill of fare. 

Take Long Island Railroad for Good 
Grouna station. 

M. WILLIAMS, Prop’r. 

DAW IS ELTOUSS Ea, 
Weldon. W. C. 

J. R. DAVIS Proprietor, 

Always twenty minutes for Dinner. 

"peas HOTEL has been oponed by Col. 
J, R. DAyis, long and favorably known ag 

the proprietor of the Purcell House, Wilming- 
ton, N.C. The Hotel bas been entirely and 
thoroughly renovated throughout. The rooma 
nave elegantly furnished with b/ack walnut mar 
hle-top furniture and hair mattrasses. Travellera 
undiztyalids coming South will now tind thka 
comfortable resting place, (a long-telt want supe 
plied). Guests will receive eyery altentionand 
comfort, elegant table and attentive seryanta, 
This isthe Dinner House coming South or going 
North. The best Hotel of its kind on the route 

; to Biorida, Ttates—$2.00 und $2.50 per day. 

Miscellaneous. 

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS. 
Annapolis School for Boys, 

Prepares for U. S. Naval School, U, 8, 
Military ‘Academy, and the Merchant Marina 
Servico.— For terms, etc., apply toBeiveus (mice 

CAPT, J. WILKINSON, Princip: 
Annapolis, Md, 

Capt. W.holds a certificate of com petcnes from 
the British Board of Trade. 
ToS —— = 

Mia. EReferences. ~~ = 

Kear Admiral Geo, B..Batoxn, Commanding Na- 
yal School, Annapolis: (Rey. W.S. Souraaarg, 

Ae real 

MOLLER’ S HORWE- 

Is perfectly pure. Pronounced the best by the high- 
est medical authoritiesin the world. Giyon highest 
award at 2% World's PO aE and at Maris, 1878. 
Sold hy Druggists. W, A. Schieffelin & Co.,.ML 

“Nahmakanta,” 
With the ‘CROSBY PATENT AXE COVER” 

s only genuine Camp Axe in America, Bays 
Tee eer: “Tam delighted withit; if makes 
my camping cutlit complete, and is just the 
thing I haye been Jooling for thosé many years. 
Send fora circular, 

A, S. CROSBY & COQ. 
WATERVILLE, Min 
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ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Oranae Ducking: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELEGTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. 

Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 
PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

DER. Furnished FREE. : 

Lalla & Rand Powder (0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Yes 

GUNPOWDER. 
-~ DUPONT'S 

RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

\ING POWDER. 

Z The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, have maintained their 

apa utation for seyenty-eizht years. Manu- 
a ture the following celebrated brands of Pow- | 
er: 

| DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, | 
Quickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass | 

Ball and Pig eon Shooting. 

; DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING, 
‘Nos. 1 (coarse) to 8 (fine), pumine slowly, strong, 
aud clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 

+ , Pigeon, Duck, and other shooting. 

DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE, 
‘A quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 

grain for pistol shooting. 
i DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG, ‘SEA SHOOTING,” 
FFG and FREFG. The FG for long range rifle 
ghooting .the FFG sed FFFG for general ure, 
be! _ burnin, prone ane moint, 
F SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING, and BLAST- 
ING POWDERS of all sizes and pes ens: 
Special grades for export. Cartridge, Musket, 
eee Mortar, and Mammoth Powder, U. 8. 
Government standard.. Powder manufactured 
to order of any required grain or proof. Agen- | 
¢les in all cities and principal towns throughout 
the U.S. Represented by € 

®. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. ¥. | 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S FG or FFG 

Wowder for long range rifie shooting. A 
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GU NPOWDER. 

Hazard’s “Electric Powder.” 

Nos. i (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 

j for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. I¢ is 

j all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in ther matches. Our cuauenge 

| Adopted by the French Government, On sale in Paris, 

j#ine Archery. 

Hliscellaneous Advertisements. 

Shot-Gun and Rifle-Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 
IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and doeg not 
strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion 
wingsshot of the world; Dr, Caryer, champion rifle-shot of the world $ and 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

DITTMARPOWDERM’F’G Co., 
24 Park Place, New York | P. 0. Box 836. 

VANITY FAIR | 
TOBACCOand CIGARETTES, 
Always Uniform and Reliable. 

6 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1878; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878: 

—_=_—_ 

PATENT. RAW-HIDE BAGKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Werranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
\FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES. 

Im Shootings YVovrvver] 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows have no 

Superior, 

Bows sent C. 0. D. on trial when 25 per cent. 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be returned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges. 
Lilustrated circulars sent free. 

4 from shrinkage, more 

TRADE 

Anumevition, Gir. 

TA TH AWIS 
IMPROVED 

Chilled Shot. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 
GIVES GREATER PENETRATION and BET- 

TER PATTERN than ordinary shot. Equally 
yell adapted to choke-bores, modified chokes and 

| cylinders. 

Beware of Imitations. 

Our Chilled Shot will be found to be more free 
r r Fe vabaenry more uniform in 

size, heavier and of brighter and cleaner jinish than 
any other. 
Send for circular, 

TATHAM BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN S8T., NEW YORE. 

Aliso manufacturers of 
PATENT FINISH 

American Standard Drop Shot, 
and COMPRESSED BUOK SHOT, more uniform 
than ordinary moulded shot. 

Founded July 4, 1808. 
a 

Finn — 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others. 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

| Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 

"Sf Brerw TAL 

BY ABSORPTION. 

canisters of 1b. only. 

Hazard’s ‘American Sporting.’’ 
Nos. i (Ane) to 6 (coarse). In 1 Ib. canisters and 
3 Ib. kegs. A fine grain, pick and clean, for up- 
‘snd prairieshooting. Welladapted toshot guns. 

Hazard’s **Duck Shooting.” 

Snes. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In land 5th. canisters 
and 6+ and 12} 1b. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
enetration. Kor field, forest, or water shooting, 
tranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- | 
yiceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. : 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York. 

E.]. HORSMAN, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

‘ CURES 
| RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA. 

“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine f 
isa Heel eure; it has never tal led. Eeeete 

\ apanule”’ has no equal for Chronic Lame- 
ness, Lame Back, Lumbaro, Sprains, Piles, 
Ohapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 

| cases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rhenm, Eczema, 
|| Humors of the Scalp, ete.; Diphtheria, Sore 

Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory diz- 

Hazard’s ‘Kentucky Rifle.” in 

PREG, FFG, and ‘‘Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 
95, 124, and 6} lbs. and eans of 5Ibs. FEFG is also 
packed in land } 1b. canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are fayoriie brands 
for ordinary SpORRNES and the ‘*Sea Shooting” 
TG is the standard Rijle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DER; also, SPECIAL, GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
Or ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOB, 
@ MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. = 

Fhe above can be had of dealers, or of the Com~- 
pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 

at our office. 
isons 63 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

BING aL Srzx 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY’S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7; and 8. Superior Rifle, En- 

field Rifle, and Col. Hawker’s Ducking. A 

STITT, 61 Cedar St. N. ¥. Agent for the U.B. 

oo 

GLASS BALLS, TRAPS, GUNS, ETC 

RAPS from $2 to $12, Balls at 90 cents 

per 190. Guus ch ss », Cntalogues free. Ad- 
@UN WORKS, Pitts- 

dreas & T WHS es 

burg, Pa, 

Chas. Reishe & Bro., 
find immediate relief, and a permanent cure ee 

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALE KINDS OF 

using “Sapantac. Used in sponge or foot bat 

Birdsand Rare Animals: 

removes ull soreness of body, limbs and feet. 

SUITABLE FOR 

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 

Zoological Gardens and Menagerics, 
| 54Chatham St., third door from N, William. 
RARE AMERICAN 3M) ee ALWAYS PUR- 

ForSaLe.—Mandarin Ducks, Golden and Silver | 
Pheasants (China); Spux-winged Geese, Peeptian 
Geese (Africa); Widgeons, Red Headed Ducks, 
Brant Geese (Europe); Wood Ducks (America). 

CHAS. RELOHE, Henny RrrcHe, 
sep2] New York. 

Established 1559. 

2 . nM . 

Taxidermist Supplies. 
IRD SKINS, Bird Stuffers’ Tools, Glass 
Byes for Stuffed Birds and Animals, ete, 

Send stamp for reduced price list. 
A.J, COLBUEN. 81 Boylson St., Boston, Maza. 
Parnron Mica for Bird Stinds, Rock Work, etc., 

40c. per package by ma a new thing , te ir 
N dV Vv | use. 

vr Natural Histor Store. 
Mstablished 1859. 

‘Taxidermists’ and Naturalists’ Supplier. 
Send for catalozue containing complete lst of 

the birds of the United States, with prices for the 
mounted birds; skins and eggs in stock; also 
rice list of birds’ eyes and taxidermists’ supplies. 
inva a fine lot of foreign bird skins and good ; 

Fine Archerv. 

oe t 

Send for descriptive price list. | 80 and 82 
William street, New Yeoan 

9 aweek. $12 8 day e# home easily made, | supply of heads, horns and antlers of animals, 
J. KN Ny, 

y vi Costly ous free, Address TRUER &CO.,, 168 ‘Tremont street, Boston, Bf Noy 

bottle. 

Senal, 

4 Dash Clamp, 
/ candles, kerosene or other oils. Frrs any Kina 

Sold by all Druggists. Price, 40c. da 
end for illuminated cirauiay and een 
SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY. 
?roprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 

FERGUSON'S PATENT 

CARP, JACK = HOAT LAMP 
with 

LOCOMOTIVE REFLECTOR. 
i = 
\ yy The most complete Lamp for 

Sportsmen, Boatmen, Night 
atchmen and others, yet 

pee cuted: 7 
lombines Camp Lamp, Head, 

Staff and Boat Jack, Hondand: 
=> Dark Lantern, Belt Lamp, ete 

ny 

se Has no chimney; burns eith 
Lard or Sperm Oil. > ns ees 

THE “EXCELSIOR” 
DASH AND CARRIAGE LAMP. 
With Locomotive Reflector and_ Reversible 

Has no chimney. Burns either 

or DASH OR VEHICLE. 
Send stamp for Circulars. 

FERGUSON'S RUST PREVENTER. 
The best article yet invented for Tire-Arms, Out< 
Jery, Pools, exposed parts of Machinery, etc. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, Sole Mfr, * 
[f'5 Fulton street, N. ¥ 
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\ [ HAVE entertamed the idea of writing down, for the 
benefit of my fellow sportsmen, something about 

the game and fish of this region, The imaginary person 
T represent, belonging as;he does to one of the oldest, 
most respectable, and aristocratic families of the State, 

respectable for their virtues, eminent for their abilities, 

and yenerable for their antiquity, naturally takes great 

delight in anything that redounds to the past, present, or 

prospsctive glory of the Commoniyealth. He takes great 

pleasure, therefore, in fiving you some account of the 

game and fish resources Of his native heath, which, though 

gradually diminishing from indiscriminate slaughter and 

no protection, are still more considerable than in any 
other part of the Union with which he is acquainted. 

Since the publication of “ Travels in Arkansas” by the 

English naturalist, Nuttall, and the humorous sketches 
of Col, T. B. Thorpe and “ Peter Whetstone *—long since 
oul of print—no extended account of Arkansas has ap- 
peared in general virculation, Thelimits of one letter 
syould hardly be sufficient for this purpose, even if the in- 
terest would justify. To be brief, then, the game of this 
State may be divided into two classes, tlesame as the pop- 

mlation ; local and migratory—old citizens and carpet- 

bagvers; no offente toward that worthy class of our fel- 

Jow-citizens is here intended. The migratory portion of 
(ho game may be subdivided into such as come tastay all 
winter, antl such as merely pass us on their long spring 

and fall journey, To the former subdivision belong many 
of the ducks, to the latter the geese. Most of our local 

game is semnianigratory, that is, it moves about and 
changes location accordingly as the mast hits or misses, 
always keeping an eye to the main chance, passing from 
upland to bottoraland, from open woods to canebrake, as 
the food supply vequires. Italways happens when either 
deer, bear, or turkey are unusually plenty in any locality, 
the others will not be faraway, Your correspondent is 
exceptionally fortunate im liying on the border land he- 
tween the low and hill country, from whence ib is easy 
to go to either, and where the opportunities for accurately 

locating the best hunting grounds are unusually good, 
ut more of this under the appropriate head. Arkansas 
as an area of more than 50,000 square miles and a popu- 
ation of less tham half a million—less than ten to the 
quare mile, rather unequally distributed in town and 
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Attractions of Aakansas. 
————— 

country—the towns far oufnumbering the country dis- 
tricts in the matter of rrowth. The State, for tha pur- 

sy | Poses of a brief account of its game resources, may be 
divided into four sections: the Northeast, Northwest, 
Southwest, and Southeast, each possessing distinctive 
chavacteristics, 
The northeast portion of the State extends southward 

to White River and westward to Black River, and borders 
on the State of Missouri and the Mississippi River. It is, 
as a tule, low and swampy, possessing heavy timber and 
heavy canebrakes. The ‘sunk lands” constitute a con- 
siderable portion of thispart of the State, It is traversed 
by innumerable sloughs and has many lagoons and 
cypress swamps, There is a range of low hills running 
through it, known as Crowley’s Ridge. The gen- 
oral direction of the ridge is from northwest to southeast; 
it terminates ati Helena on the Mississippi River. The 
principal rivers other than those named, are St. Francis. 
L’Auguille—pronoune¢ed “ Lanugell’—Bayou de View, and 
Cache, all sluggish, chocolate-colored streams, mere rib- 
bons in dry weather, immense floods when up, These 
streams and thei tributaries, as well as the lakes, or 
lagoons, are well stocked with black bass, pickerel, all 
sorts of perch, and such coarse fish as drum, buffalo, and 
cat ad nauseum. As might be inferred, this vast region 
is alive with game, and owing to the inaccessibility of a 
portion of it in the winter and spring months, serves as a 
sort of a game preserve. Jt is more sparsely populated 
than other portions of the State, Deer and bear abound, 
and itis not long since elk were known to exist in the 
vicinity of the sunk lands, There are large areas of fer- 
tile land, elevated just ahove the regions of eternal wet, 
and these are the sites of such settlements as have been 
male. By the use of light boats nearly the whole of this 
region might be traversed. That itis capable of yielding 
the finest of sport may readily be inferred. In the late 
fall and winter months countless millions of ducks and 
geese literally cover the waters. The far-famed Swan 
Lake is situated in this section, In the western part of 
this region the proportion of dry land grows greater. 
Here deer, bear, and turkeys are found in their native 
simplicity. Tradition tells of wild turkeys breeding with 
the tame fowl of the barnyard, Parallel with, anda few 
miles from Black River, flows Cache, through a veritable 
sportsman’s paradise. On its banks, in days past, lived a 
sportsman, known to fameand your columns as “Guyon,” 

) Numerous tales illustrating his prowess as a deer-slayer, 
are shillto be heard. Said an old friend of his, sadly, 
“Te, Guyon, must be growin’ old; he don’t hunt nothin’ 
but birds, and don’t keep no dogs but these setvin’ point- 
ers,’ 
Thad almost forgotten to mention Rob White. He is 

here with his cheering note, not in great abundance, but 
sinfficient for royal sport. Snipe and plover are plentiful 
at times, but dont tarry long. There area préat many 
fur-bearmeg animals throughout the entire regien. Swans 
and geese tarry awhile—sometimes all winter, <A full 
and detailed description of this quarter of, the State 
would make my letter too long. 

Northwest Arkansas extends from Black River west- 
ward to the Indian Territory. Immediately on emerging 
from Black River bottom, going west, one comes to up- 
land, then hills, then mountains, The surface is diver- 
sified, however, and there is some prairie. Water fowl 
are not so abundant as in the part first described. The 
country is better settled, There is, however, a broad ex- 
panse of waste land, unbroken wilderness, and of course 
abundance of game. Inseagons when the mast fails in 
the lowlands and ** hits” in the hills, deer, bears and tur- 
keys are found here without trouble. The streams are 
rapid and clear, and fishing bears a closer resemblance to 
sport. Black bass, jack salmon, striped bass, pickerel 
and all sorts of perch are found, There being moresmall. 
grains raised than in other parts of the State, quail are 
consequently more abundant, 
Southwest Arkansas lies between the Arkansas River 

and the Louisiana line, extending far enough east to em- 
brace the town of Hot Springs. It is mountainous in 
places, but has more water courses than the parh just 
described. In the matterof game itresembles the North- 
west, but has also some waterfowl. The fishing is ve- 
ported not so good asin other parts of the State, There 
are, howeyer, localities that form an exception to the 
generalrule, 

The southeast part of the State lies south and east of 
Little Rock, having Lower White River for its northern 
boundary, It abounds m quail, turkeys, deer, bear, and 
has a fair supply of water fowl. Tt has immense cane- 
brakes and some extensive prairies, On the latter is to be 
found as good prairie chicken shooting as the United 
States affords. The area, however, iz limited to the two 
counties of Prairie and Arkansas. Here are also sand- 
hill cranes, Plover and snipe in countless millions in 
their season visit these prairies, In the river bottoms 
close to these prairies are immense canebralkes, where 
deer and bear may be found in—I had almost said—un- 
dimmished numbers. At Crockett’s Bluff, on Lower 
White River, righbin the very midst of all these good 
things, lives that prince of Arkansas sportsinen and good 
fellows, Gol, Bob Crockett, nota rough and burly back- 

more at home. 

woodsman, but a ‘sure-enough” gentleman sportsman, 
of good address and polished manners, Col. Bobisaiman 
of fine ability, full of anecdote, well informed. and wields 
afacile pen, He delights in field sports and engages in 
them without stint when his professional engagements 
do not interfere. If he could be drawn out he could “a 
tale unfold” about Arkansas that would cause all other 
tales to seek obscurity. He was here in tho haleyen days 
“befoh the wah.” 

Tt will be observed that in speaking of fish I haye not 
said ‘‘trout” once. This is becanse the apeckled trout 
(S fontinealis), is not found in Arkansas, por is the ruffed 
grouse. The absence of these daintiest of the dainty 
among fishes and birds, is a sad deprivation to one rearéd 
in their haunts, and it takes a very long time—how lony 
I do not know—to conquer the ‘‘ hankering ” atter thens. 
Not even the eloquent and persuasive article of yom able 
Kentucky correspondent has been sufficient to render me 
forgetful of my first love of the mountain stream, or jo 
make me altogether satished with the black bass. While 
Tam sincere in my atmiration of the game qualities of 
the bass, still from putting together the vod to the * xrace 
after meat,” I can see nothing to entitle him to the mis 
applied name of trout. Then the surroundings of thet: 
respective dwelling places, the clearness of the water, the 
purity of the air, the grandeur of the scenery—there, is 
no comparison, The truth is, that in the South and « 
great part of the West, the black bass is ‘‘ the best Bill 
can do,” and that is the whole story. But here the ven- 
erable Governor, whom I represent, feels called upon by 
his regard for his name and fameand the traditions of hig 
family to reassert himself.; He wishes if to be distinctly 
understood that what his native State may lack in qual- 
ity, she makes up, and more too, in the quantity of jhe 
game she possesses. Besides the black bass, anyhow, is 
no slouch,” and the wild turkey no * fool hen * to be 
killed by any novice just because he wants to. To an 
unstinied abundance of game, which by judicious legisla- 
tion is capable of being fostered and preserved, or eyen 
increased to any desirable extent, nay be added a winter 
climate as near perfect as any in the Union—just cold 
enough to lay insects and reptiles, and warm enough fo 
make it pleasant to be owtiall day long. Surely these afford 
a most potent reason forthe most abounding thauktuiness. 
The stranger sportsman will find in Arkansas a generous 
old-fashioned hospitality, which whilo it ‘* yaunteth uot 
itself,” is none the less sincere. Ina worl, genuine old 
Virginia hospitality, with the ostentation, the wind, the 
the ‘old Firginyah,” left out. The people of the State 
are Southern in their manners and habits of thought; 
but they have imbibed much of that ‘“‘broad spirit of 
freedom,” and possess in an eminent degree the “ game” 
qualities attributed by Irying to the frontiersmen of tha 
West. Plain and unassuming, but hearty and vordial— 
tough, it may be in exterior, but sound at heart; thero 
are no people among whom the sportsman, whatever his 
party or creed, or if he haye no party or creed, Lae feel 

(iL, 

Jacksonport, Ark. 
=4 = gen 

REEL. FOOT LAKE, 
es 

Musing wpon the shore I said, 
“Oh, take and waters blue, 
Nis time ta shoot the gay green-he@ad, 
And the sad wild goose, toa.” 

—ATIER SOME FELLOW WHO WAS Arbon TENN YON. 

AVING been prevented by the prevalence of yellow 
fever in Memphis, and the consequent quarantine 

restrictions, from gving to Grand Prairie, Avk,, after pin- 
nated grouse, for two seasons im succession, we deter- 
mined to try Reel Foot Lake this season for ducks. Con- 
sequently on election day, after having duly deposited 
our votes, we boarded the north-bound fram ou the Mo- 
bile and Ohio Railroad. Our party coysiated af Cal. W., 
Walter C., Gray P., Forney G., and the chronicler of 
these records. ; 

Ti was a clear, stil day, cool and bracing; a good 
yoad and splendid cars, and plunging through receding 
woodlands bright and glorious with the may tints of 
autumnal foliage : through cotlon fielas, white with the 
fleecy staple; through corn fields, sere and naled ; 
throush blue cuts and red cuts; over trestles, and ACTOS 
long reaches of swamp lands, we veached Union City, 
Tenn., at nightfall, Here we left the ham, and haying 
dispatched ahead, found a good square meal awaiting us. 
From this point the Jake is distant eighteen miles—ac- 
cording to the reckoning of the inhabitants—by our cont, 
ab least twenty-five. ; : 
A bargain was soon struck with a Tiverynian to be om 

hand at daylight with a conveyance to fale us lo the 
lake, We consumed the time after supper. until IL 
o'clock, loading shells; anil it is the next thing to a- 
miracle that the roof was not blown off the Planters’ 
or whatever is the name of the hotel. However, we got 
through safely ; and the Colonel and I, hayme been as- 
signed to one roont and one bed, rolled in together: 
and just as we had got comfortably straightened out, 
down came the {two-dollar bedstead—a, most fearful ancl 
irrreparable wreck, I am satistied they thought below 
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stairs—from the way they camo pouring up—that we had 
bursted a keg of powder. Nothing was lett us lt to go to 
another room, a th we found two beds, but one with a 
Mmaninit. So we laid our four hundred pounds of hu- 
manity on the remaining one as gently as possible, and 
were entering the borders of dreamland, when pop went a 
slat! This necessitated a little movement to get out of the 
snageed place, when ratitle-bung went two or three more, 
We got up and pnt them in again, but it was time 
wasted ; for, as s0om as we would lie down, out they 
woud pop again, In the meantime the man in the other 
bed was sleeping as soundly as old Rip Van Winkle in 
Catskill Mountains, and doing some as able-bodied snor- 
ing as one ever listened to. Now, W. intimated, next 
morning, that lindilged-in some * appropriate remarks,” 
and wanted to throw my hools against the door to wake 
the fellow ; but I deny the allegation and denounce the 
allegator, 

The floor was 0 taken up by a stove, our dmpedimenta, 
etc., both under the bed and all around, that we could 
not find space enough to put down our bed—and as there 
was no help for it—we had to lie there, doubled up into 
the shape of a couple of figure 5's, until dawn, Ihave 
slept on the battlelield, surrounded by the dead and the 
dying; I have slept in the snow; I have slept on the 
sodden earth, with a winter's rain beating down upon 
me; I havyeslept on the top of a staked and rideredfence ; 
Thave slept inthe saddle; T have sleph ina bug-ififested 
bed, in a hut in the pine hills, but nowhere and with no 
surroundings have I eyer passed a more miserable night, 
And still the fellow in the otker bed snored on! “Not 
poppy, nor hysop, nor mandegora, nor all the drowsy 
syrups in the world, could ever medicine him into a 
sounder sleep,” than was on him then. 

At the first peep of day we were up, and, having hauled 
the rest of the party out of bed, we breakfasted by lamp- 
light, deposited ourselves and baggage in a two-horse so- 
called spring-wagon, and rolled ont for the lake, 

The road tins past some splendid farms, and through 
some magnificently timbered woodlands ; indeed, I never 
saw finer timber anywhere. Some of the poplars and 
pin-oaks were simply immense, ‘The face of the country 
is, at first, gently undulating; bul as you approach the 
lake it) be¢ome more broken, Wurther on, deep valleys 
and steep ridges take the places of the gentle rises and 

- Hat vales, At length, on the summit of one of these hills, 
five or six miles from the lake, a freshening breeze bore 
to our ears the sounds of the far-away skirmish ; plainly 
the gunshots could be heard ; and how instantly and viv- 
idly it brought back the recollection of those dreadful 
days, whefi those rambling discharges foretold the terri- 
ble shock of battle that swept over the bloody fields at 
the first Manassas, at Shiloh, at Perryville, at Murfrees- 
boro’, at Chickamauga, ali Franklin, 

* When the ranks were rolled in yapor, and the winds were laid 
with sound,” 

Tt was precisely like a skirmish; the continuous and 
irregular ‘popping, with an occasional big gun that 
sounded like a piece of artillery. ‘** Murry up, driver, 
they are at it below there.” Whaling his animated 
equine skeletons, he urged then into a trot on the down 
grade portions of the road, Ascending a long rise, we 
came suddenly in yiew of the valley in which the lake 
lies. Although we could not see the water from the sum- 
mail of the hill, on account of the intervening timber, we 
could trace ita limits by the dead trunks of trees that 
stand in it... [tis a scene of surpassmg beauty. Hrom the 
point where we stood, by 4 precipitious break-off, the 
valley lay before and beneath us, level as the ocean, bil- 
lowed with the foliage of the gigantic forest; golden and 
bloudy xed with the dyes of autumn, and glorified with 
the sunlight ofa perfect autumn day, it stretched far 
away, and seemingly swept on to the Missouri hills beyond 
the river, rom that valley came the incessant boom of 
guns, and far beyond we could mark the smoke curling 
up from the chimney of some steamboat that plowed the 
bosom of the bather of Waters. 

‘( Boys,” said W., ‘if I don't kill a duck, Lam repaid 
for iny wip.” Long we stood there, taking in the beauties 
et the scetie before us, 

Tt is the generally received belief, that all the valley 
slid down to ib present leyel at the time the lake was 
formed, This is all sheer bosh. ‘he water coyers bul a 
small portion of the valley, arid tlie timber in the Jake is 
totally difterent from that on the adjacent shoves, Lb is 
almost entirely cypress, slowims that the land now sub- 
merged was, siice the time the jresent forest has grown 
up, lower than that which is wicovered, as cypress 
always grows im yery low marshy grouid. It would 
have been a matter of utter iapossibility for such a slide 
to have ocourred without alfeciing the perpenticwar of 
some vl tie wees, as the yalley is two or three buudred 
feet Welow tlie level of the adjacont hills, However, we 
will leaye this tothe peolopist. 

Descending by a steop aud rugged road we reached the 
Jeyel below, and rattling on a mile or more reached our 
4 Hotel "—the Mecea Of Tennessee duck shooters. ‘* Gar- 
penter’s ” is sitaaled Wieht on the bank of a small bayou 
that runs parallel with the lake Jor some distance. A 
port of pontoon bridge, made ol floating logs, stretches 
aoross the bayou, opposite Lhe house. The house itself as 
a rudé structure, built in a sort ol lacustrine style of 
architecture, Set wp aboye high-water, on large posts ov 
suctions of logs, its holding capacity seems unlimited, 
as there were about thirty shoolers in the four rooms, 
besides fie faniily—consisting of the old man and his 
wife, several sons, and the inevitable pretly gil. Now, 
1 did not intend saying a word about Walter and the 
Colonel trying. to' pass themselves as unmarried nen, be- 
cause iieiy Wives might vel hold of this paper, and I 
don’t watt them to ludse their hair; but they would 
stick to it, that 2 cussed*the sleeping fellow at Uinon 
Oity. Hence this revelation; and when their better halves 
eet holt of ib, Ave dhe lacy. 
he dave cousished of dish, pork ajid ducks—stewed 

ducks. biled ducics, baled ducks, roasted: ducks, smoth- 
ered ducks and shook ducks—and the space below the drh- 
ing=room Was ivstocued with strings and bunches of 
ducks. Uavihe hastily worried down some of the afore- 
gud grub, Gray abel 1 sheppei—or rather crasyled—into a 
dug-owt and yriddled down the bayou. On the way down 
we met our triend Tom ©., aud Capt. 3., of Hickman, 
ify,, who had just come trout the bottom of the lake, 
whence they had gone—guns, shells and all, in some 
twelye feeb water. By astreak of good luck they had 

managed to fish out their guns. These dug-outs are 
the shakiest concerns, in the way of water crift, that I 
ever attempted to navigate. They are nob much bigger 
than an old-fashioned plantation bread tray ; you have to 
art your hair in the middle to keep them leyel—and the 
east hobble, slap overthey go, bottomupward, Iweuld 
as soon attempt to shoot from the back of a Kicking 
mule as from one of them, At a fisli-house on the shore, 
we procured a guide and struck out for a point about 
three miles off, Pulling through a narrow ditch we en- 
tered the lake. The first view is dismal in the extreme, 
The water is covered with a brownish green scum, the 
floating seeds of the long moss that grows in the soft 
ooze in the bottom, stalks of the lotus, or water lily, 
with their umbrella-shaped leayes, dead and sere, lift 
themselves aborye the brown scum, weird and ghost-like, 
and rustle and shiver with every passing breeze. On ei- 
ther hand, far as the eye can reach, stand the branchless 
trunks of gigantic cypresses, bleached and worn by the 
sunshine and tempests of nearly seventy years. Ibis a 
scene of utter desolation and impresses you at once with 
the conviction that some sudden and awful convulsion 
of nature hollowed out this dreary waste of water. Long 
ago—as long as the Good Book allots the years of thé life 
of man—thess blanched and fire-scarred trunks lifted 
their heads, green with their feathery foliage, to the light 
and air of Heaven, The shock of the earthquake came, 
the ground was upheayed near the river and depressed 
further back, The water in Reel Foot Creek, finding no 
outlet, gradually filled the vast depression, The trees 
died, and their bleached skeletons stand and will stand 
until the next generation shall have passed away, silent 
witnesses of that fearful convulsion. The lake is some 
eighteen or twenty miles long, and from one to four 
milés wide. Where we were the water was at no place 
over twenty feet deep. Towaris the centre of the lake 
the water is clear and of aslightly bluish color, the re- 
flection of the cloudless skies aboye, 

**++*" Oft from, out it leaps 
The finny darter’ with the glittering scales, 

Who dwells und revels in thy glassy desps, 
While chance some scatteréd water-lily sails 

Down where the shallower waye still tells its babbling tales." 

The water-lily, or letus, grows in all the shallows, It 
has a seed-pod shaped some what like an inyerted wasp’s 
nest; containing from one to two dozen nuts, very much 
like a small acorn and as hard as iron. After these nuts 
the ducks come, according to some; others swear a duck 
neyer eats them. A friend, who has shot them for years, 
told me he had opened hundreds of ducks of all kinds, 
and had never found a single yonquapin in one of them, 
But whether they eat them or not, the ducks come there 
in myriads. The navigation of this lake ina dug-out is 
not the easiest thing in the world. Thousands of stumps 
stand just far enough below the surface of the water, in- 
yisible in the moss, to strike your boat, They are as slick 
as ice, and if you are not careful you may run on one, 
and, slipping off your dug-out, will be capsized. Sub- 
merged logs and ‘limber jims” add to the difficulties, 

Pulling through all these in our tottering craft, we 
reached the point and took our stations, The ducks are 
kept stirred up by the constant firing, and Hy from one 
part of the lake to another, usually guing over some pro- 
jecting point of land; or they fly in and out of the nu- 
merous arms that project far inland. We had taken our 
stands in some high cat-tails fifty yards apart. Single 
ducks and small bunches were flying by. Presently a 
magnificent mallard, gorgeous in green and purple, with 
incuryed wings, swooped right down on Gray, Picking 
up his gun he cut away at him with both barrels, and 
Mr, Mallard, without a feather touched, sought other 
quarters. “If Twas over there I would feel like taking 
that paddle to you!" *‘‘T'll be hanged if I can see how 
missed him,” said he, ‘‘ Mark right!” Down swooped 
a lady mallard on me, Carefully I held on her and 
pulled trigger. “With a loud quack, quack, she screamed 
upward, and Teut away at her with another barrel } she 
continued tomount and I stood looking at her in much 
astonishment. ‘Shall I come over with the paddle?” 
asked Gray. Then the evening flight having conimenced, 
they began coming thick and fast. Mallards, gadwalls, 
widgeons, butler balls, teals, pintails, ef omme genzs, 
Fearfully we shot, and the day was nearly spent when 
we got tie hang of it, and began to knock them right 
and left. I wish some of those ** holding-on-theory ” 
fellows had been there. Night coming on, we pulled 
for the other shore, Going back, we came near going to 
the bottom, Contrary lo the adyice of our guille, we 
pulled hurd for the land, as we were fearfully hungry ; 
while going at a yery fast lick we ran square on top of a 
stump with such force that the how of the concern was 
lifted high above water, and a perfect terrent came pour- 
ing inastern, G, had presence of mind enough to fall 
flat in the bottom of the dug-out and thus shift his 
weight forward, It was as dark as Erebus, and when our 
guides came up, we were about a quarter of an inch 
aboye water at the stern. ‘Che least motion and down 
we would go, He tried in vain fo get us off, and was 
about to give it up, when Col, W, and Capt. 8. came 
along, and after a long trial got us afloat, 

Téis needless to add that we went slow from thence 
to land. Weowere terribly tired when we reached the 
house, and our shoulders were considerably hammered, 
We found that the rest of our party were ahead in the 
number of ducks bagged, albeit Gray and I considered 
them all mere tyros and ourselyes veterans, Some of 
them declared that it took two men to fairly see a **but- 
terball;” one to say ‘here he comes,” and another to say 
“there le #oes,” and that a cannon-ball was nowhere 
in pomt of speed to one of them, 
We were up belimes next morning and pulled for a 

point farther up the lake, It had turned warm during 
the night, and we did not see many ducks until late in 
the afternoon. J had killed eight fine mallards and afew 
small ducks from a, point, and Gray several more, when 
we pulled up to the mouth of anarm and had some shoot- 
ing at long range, the ducks flying very high, I shot 
from alos behind a muskrat bed, and G, from an im- 
mense hollow stump, bubit took a good many shots to 
pep aduck. After sunset we started to row back, and 
had not left our places a hundred yards when the ducks 
commenced pouring in tofroost. Now if we had remained 
wwhere we liad been all afternoon we could haye bagged 
three times the number we did, as our boatman could 
haye picked them up as fast as they fell, and we could 
have Bae nmiuch better shooting froma solid footing than 

from a tottering dug-out, The fact is, I could shoot only 
those that came in square from (he front, for wheneyer 
I fired over the side [ was certain the canoe waa going 
oyer, Well, we made it hot for them until utter dark- 
ness putastop to our shooting. Inever saw anything 
come in faster, except swallows to a chimney on a sum- 
mer’s eve. ‘The air was dark with pinions,” and rustle 
of wings and lond splashing as they dropped into the 
water was continuous, The yonquapins were yery high 
and as thick as the hairs on a dog’s back, and ifwas very 
dark, so we got only.a small per cent, of those shot down. 
Tt was late at night when we got back and our boys were 
just on the point of organizing a party to go in search of 
us. But perhaps we were not tired and hungry, and the 
brown eyes of the pretty girl opened in astonishment as 
fish and potatoes, and ducks and pork disappeared be- 
neath the folds of Gray’s capacious canvas, and I was 
not far behind, if I was handicapped with a headache, 
When we went back to our room we found Walter, For- 
ney and the Colonel piled in bed, boots, hats and all, and 
as sound asleep as the fellow at Union City, and we were 
not long in following suit, 

The next day Gray and I went back to the point we 
had occupied the day before; the others went down the 
lake. Col, W, killed a goose—the only one bagged, For 
easy rowing wa went further from shore, where the 
water was free from vegetation. It was quite clear, 
and of an average depth of six feet, I noticed some 
yery singular water tortoise. They were about the size 
of a common ‘highland terrapin," iris-hued, with an 
orange-colored bottom shell, Prodigious mumbers of 
coots kept flapping up before us, butwe did not molest 
them as we were after larger deer. Theday was warm 
and clear, the ducks flying very high. We did not get 
many shots until late in the afternoon. WhileI was on 
my log my friend Major Val. Y., of Columbus, Miss., 
came by witha darkey paddler and a miscellancous cargo 
of ducks, coons and minks, The ducks didnot come in 
so thickly as on the previous evening to the roost, and 
commenced coming in later, so we did not haye half the 
shooting we anticipated. One old mallard came along 
by Gray, Ho cut away at him, dropping him about ten 
feet, but he climbed up again, Then he gaye him the 
other barrel, letting him down about the same distance 
as before. Passing mel gave if to him right and left. 
The first shot dropped him about ten feet; the next put 
him in the water, When he hit the water he struck out 
like a champion rower, Then I slapped in two more 
shells and opened fire on him again, The first shot 
turned him bottom upwards, but he righted and struck 
out again; the next shot knocked him clear out of the 
water, but he stillkept going, and the boatman, becoming 
unmanageable, broke shot, rushed in and knocked him 
in the head with a paddle. He was just a little the hard- 
est duck to killl ever saw. ‘* We bore a charmed life that 
would not yield”—except fo a paddle. We shot until 
pitch dark, the flashes from our guns leaping like tongues 
of fame far upinto the ar, Pulling back through the 
darknesa the black shadows of the trees along shore made 
the surface ef the water appear to slope landwards, and 
one could scarcely divest himself of the idea that he was 
going down an inclined plane. 

This was our last day, and our bag was far from being 
a good one. But, comrades, whose fault wasit? Vor 
did we not shoot until our shoulders were battered black 
and blue? But we had lots of fun, and learned enough 
of the lake to do better next time. And, friend Forney, 
if you did not eat enough fish and duck and ketchup 
whose fault wasit? Not the landlady’s I am sure. 

The sportsmen at Carpenter's were mostly from Nashe ~ 
ville. Wefound them genial, courteous, whole-souled } 
ventlemen, and the writer is indebted to Mr, Nicholson + 
for a large bunch of mallards that helped oub his bag : 
amazingly. Capt, Atwell Johnston and the Méssrs, , 
Young, from Columbus, Miss., and Mr, Vass, from 
Mobile, were encamped opposite Carpenter's with 4 | 
splendid outfit, They killed a great many docks. 
Homeward bound the horses relused to pull at the big | 

hill going up from the valley. We had to take out every- 
thing, even the seats, and carry them te the top, and the 
teanis barely made it with the empty wagon, When ws 
got tothe summit we were dry withrage and extreme 
toil, breathless and faint, anc nothing stronger than 
lake-water within seventeen miles of us, while W, lay on 
the ground fresh as a bridegroom, having kindly con- 
sented to watch the horses while we carried the load up 
the hill, After a weary drive we reached Union City in 
lime for alate dinner, That night, net wishing to have 
any more bedsteads mashed, the landlord separated the 
Colonel and [, and the last thing I heard from him he was 
yelling for ‘‘ Bob” to bring some water, They put me in 
the bridal chamber, and all nigh|Jong Iwas trying vainly 
toshoot from a tottering dug-out—with a gun that would 
never fire—the myriads of ducks that eleayed with 
shadowy and noiseless pinions the boundless air of ys- 
terious dreamland, 

“Tor a mallard I'ye waded the marsh, 
And hunted each pool én the lake, ol | 
Mine is not the luck 
‘To obtain thee, O duck, : 
Ov to doom thee, O drake, like a draca." 

Corinth, Misa, 

Alatural History. 

A Correetioy.—In our remarks on Uniform Nomen- 

clature in our last issue we were made the victim of an 

unfortunate printer’s error, which we desire to correct 

without loss of time, Referring to the action of the 

committee on Nomenclature of the Michigan Sportsman” 

‘Association, we are made to say; ‘The views expressed 

by the committee are founded on the right idea, that 

absolutely localnmames, and substituting the names which 

belong to the various species and by which they a 

known to biologists,” etc, The sentence, as printed 

means, so farasit means anything, the very reverse, 

what we intended tosay, We wrote; ‘*The views ex 

pressed by the committee are founded on the right idea, 

{hat of abolishing local names,” etc, Our readers will se 

the importance of making this correction, 

Quyonr. 



FOREST AND STREAM. 
REMINISCENCES OF MY PET GROW. ° 

COOPER'S POINT, Feb: 3d, 
Bilitoy Forest amd Stream :— 
Waving read many very interesting accounts of tha 

‘gacacity of birds in the FoREST AnD STREAM, Tam induced 

to présent the following vecollections: One afternoon 
while pushing the marsh I noticed what T at first sup- 
posed fo be aking rail. As lapproached the bird I dis- 
dovered it to ba a young crow crippled in its port wing. 
tool: if in the skiff and soon forsot the cireumsatance, 

On my return to the boat-house, however, the crow re- 

thinded me Thad lefisomething, took if home, and 
with careful nursing he soon became strong and fal, and 
correspondingly saucy. I was at the timein the whole- 

Je duy goods business at Front and Market streets, Phila- 

Iphia, and lived just over the water at Cooper's Point, 
inyaviahly crossed the riverin asroaall sailing skiff (barr- 

ing stormy wether) in the morning, returning in the 
yvening, Jim” always accompanied me, and his favor- 

roost was either af the masthead or on my weather 
shoulder. A long sand-bar running north from Smith's 

nd divides tha eastern and western channels, termi- 

Hating in bulkhead from the Jersey shore, leaving a 

Small swash passage between, difficult to navigate, Jim 
Nad the ssundjigs down fine, and always gave orders to 

ack slip in pure crow language when we were ap- 
proaching the botlom, On ons occasion he was resting 
m my shoulder and watching me intently, The tide 

Heing low and the wind ahead I was obliged to make 
pliorltacksand maneuverskillfully, Presently a ‘theader” 

put theskiil ashore on her center-board. In an instant 

the hivd struck mein the face with both wings, and with 

| shrill derisiva cry flew away, evidently disgusted. 

for o longtime he refused to go with me on the water, 

Mii! one afternoon IT was racing with a larger boat, and 

justas I passed her Jim settled down on my shoulder 
With delighted spproyal, We were friends after that. 

never allowed me to let the sail shake along the huff 
an instant without makmg a fuss about it, and 

iderstood when it was time to jibe over, and always 
me knowil. His great delight was to see the skiff 
ven through the heavy seas, though half drowned by 

Spray. Io never seemed quite to understand the 
yw Of reef nettles. When a flock of crows would 

s8 Over us Jim generally left me for a few minutes to 

luige in the innocent amusement of making them 
f." He was the fleetest bird lever saw and the most 

graceful. He was game all the time, but one day a 

@ bird chased him imta theskiff{. He tried hard to 
ke me belieyea he was unwell, but somehow I never 

Mnderstood it thatway, He neyer entirely got over the 
mortification, and it was his last battle. Hea was ex- 

tremely fond of me, and as I write he seems to look at 

ms approvingly from his perch, though his eyes are 
sy now. I was always under the impression that 

im Was to the (Jersey) mam or born, not so much from 

superion intelligence as the peculiar sand-bar color of 
wing tips. Delaware passed a law giving five cents 

rhead for eyery crow killed, I presume on account of 

color, As he eould not well be putin the stocks or 
ed, thenext best thing was to cut his head off, The 

ows naturally sought protection in early morning 

his across the water to Jersey, where they fed sump- 
ously all day, returning home in the Jate twilight to 

‘onst. Jima had great powers of discrimination, and 
“could fell a foreign crow at long range, and on such he 

Made terrific slaughter, but the State never “ divied.” 

we have champions for almost everything in these 

rdays, I would like some time to piye you an ac- 

ani of our champion *‘boat upsetter,” A large and 
mdsomely devised silyer medal attests his prowess, 

RG. W, 
—$—$——— 

Norus rRom CorResPonpents.—Our friend, C, M, C., 
New City, to whose capture of a king rail with a frog 

s throat we referred recently, has sent us a note in 
mard to the matter giving fuller particulars of the cir- 
mstances. Hesays: The frog was about four inches 
if when extended, and about one inch in breadth, and 

alive when drawn from the bird after it was shot, 
About one-half an inch of the feet protruded from the 

of the rail....A. I, de N, notifies us of the shooting 
ihe “Pines,” of New Jersey, of a ruffled grouse of a 
it golden color, and asks if itis nota rara avis, We 
mmé that itis a blanched specimen, or partial albino, 

ough normally colored birds of this species ara some- 
| Very pale, 

———_— 

DRUMMING OF RUEFED Grouse aT Niautr ry WINTER, 
—tam an ardent adniirer of the TorEsT AND STREAM, 

uve been recently re-reading the back numbers, in 
T have noticed inany articles on the ruifed grouse, 
e not seen. anything like the following ; While en- 
oniNegro Mountam, Somerset Co., Pa., Dec. Ist, 

I beard yuifed grousa drumming at the hour of 
‘ht, The moon was shining brightly ; the ground 
with three inches of snéw, and meteury about 
above zero, This is something very unusual, is 

¢ often drum duving the night in spring and fall, 
imown of their doing so in the winter, 

un exceptional one, we imagine, 

BIRDS AND MAMMALS INTRODUCED INTO NEW 
ZHALAND, 

Ei have been favored by the following epitome ofa 
aper 6n the above subject by H. M, Brewer, Hon, 

Sec, anganui Acclimatisation Society, New Zealand, 
lately read (January 15th) at the Linnsean Society of 
London, 

The author refers to Di. Buller’s volume on the New 
Zealand Bird-fanna as not written too soon, for the rapid 
disappearance of many highly interesting forms is to be 
deplored, to wit, the kakapo (Strinaps habroptilus), New 
Zealand quail (Colwrniw Nowe Zealandice), bell bind CAn- 
thornts melanin), etc. 

But to import Hnglish birds to supply their places is 
not without its difficulties, Native enemies are to be con- 
tended with ; for example, the New Zealand owl (Vinow), 
it is asserted, wages, destructive warfare against the 
smaller finchesand songbirds, Of 100 diamond sparrows 
liberated on the Island of Kawau by Sir George Grey, few 
escaped the ravages of this little owl; and on the Hon, 
Mr, Stafford’s grounds at Wellington, anumber of insec- 
tiyorous birds beg let loose, these soon attracted a host 
of owls to the serious discomfiture of the former. 
Notwithstanding, finches of yarious sorts have suc- 

ceeded, and undoubtedly increased to such anextent that 
there is now no danger of their extermination, ho slty- 
lark may even be found enlivening some districts with 
its cheerful, varied music, OF other species acclimatized 
there may be mentioned starling, thrush, blackbird, chat- 
finch, goldfinch, yellowharnmer, house and hedge spar- 
row, Indian mynah, ringdove, golden ployer, jay, Aus- 
tralian and Tasmanian magpies, Muscovy duck, black and 
white swans, Californian, Australian, aud Madagascar 
quails, partridges, pintails, grouse, and pheasants of 
various sorts, etic. 

The pheasant now abounds, and even shooting licenses, 
are granted. Fifteen birds were turned owt in the Wan- 
ganui district in 1866. These have now spread all over 
the province, 6venfarinland. Two friends of the author 
lately bagged seventy in one day, and this by plain, open 
shooting. 

The China pheasant (? P, torgudtis) is most nunertus, 
although the common sort (.P. eoleicus) is mereasing. 
ltisasingular circumstance that on the occurrence of 
a tremorof the ground from an earthquake the cock 
pheasants set up a continuous crow either of fear or de- 
fiance. 

In the North Island the partridge (Perdix cinerea) 
thrives less vigorously than in the South Island ; Canter- 
bury especially, with its cereal crops, affording perbapsa 
better feeding and breeding ground, The red-legred par- 
tridge (Caceabis +f) is plentiful inthe Rangitikei dis- 
trict of the Wellington province, bubit appears fo remain 
where first located, Blackbirds and thrushes, and the 
Indian mniynah (Acridotheres ginginianus) ave seen in 
large numbers in the Nelson proyince, 

Of mammals imported by the societies the following 
axe the chief ;—Thé red, the fallow, the Sambur, and the 
California deer, Angora goat, hare, kan garoos. wallabies, 
and oppossums. <A consignment of thirty-three fallow 
deer was lately made by Mr, Larkworthy, and of twenty- 
eight which arriyed in safety eighteen were turned out m 
the Waikato, and ten in the Wanganui district. On the 
hills in the neighborhood of Nelson large herds of wild 
red deer are reported to have been seen. Fallow deer set 
free near Richmond have increased, The author here 
appeals to the proprietors of Hnglish déer-parks for some 
of those fawns annually killed when if is desirous to pro- 
cure fal doe venison. 
Hares have multiplied almost too rapidly, and one 

peculiar feature is that the female in New Zealand pro- 
nuceés six or seyen instead of two or three at a birth. 
Already the southern farmers complain of the hare’s de- 
structive qualities, and coursing clubs meet bi-weekly 
during the season, Thus from a former paucity of mam- 
malian lifein New Zealand there begets a tendency to the 
contrary, and possibly ere long its fatima will liave ap- 
proximated to that of the Mother Country,—J. Muri, in 
Sand und Water. ; 

— 

Tun Hearing or Fisu.—We printed, some time ago, 

somé observations on the voice of fish, contributed to 

Nature by an Hast Indian correspondent, which seemed 

to indicate that these animals were capable at Teast of 
producing vocal sounds; and recently Mr, Hugh Owen 
has sent to Land and Wafer some interesting olseryva- 
tions and conclusions of his, which we are sure will be 

perused with pleasure by most of our readers, He says :— 
Tt is exceedingly doubtful if fish possess the faculty of 

hearing in the ordinary sense of the term. Mz. Buckland 
has accurately described the nature of the sensation they 
do possess, a8 vibration, There cannot be a doubt that 
fish have no possible conception of either vicinity, direc- 
tion, or distance of the vibratory disturbances they re- 
ceive. A distant vibration disturbs a shoal of fish as 
much aga near one; and fish feeding eagerly at the bait 
will be alarmed and dispersed by the beat of a steam. ves- 
sel a mile off, All the stories of fish coming to he fed at 
the sound of a bell or of a whistle are, of course, fables, 
Such sounds made in the ain will not communicate yibra- 
tions to the fish beneath the surface of the water, They 
assemble only hecause they see a figure, and are accus- 
tomied to be fed upon such occasions. 

In trying some experiments on this point, I kept care- 
fully out of sight, and simultaneously discharged the two 
barrels of a double gun on the bank of a pool, the surface 
of which swarmed with small fry. Not cone was alarmed. 
I merely dropped the breech of the gun sharply on the 
ground, and the whole surface of the water was in an in- 
stant flashing with the fish affrighted at the vibration 
caused by the shock. Any experiment on the hearing of 
fishes, made in the sight of them, must necessarily be 
imperfect and illusory, On the other hand, the heavy 
footstep of a fisherman on the bank will as effectually 
scare the Anny tribe as the sight of hin would do. 

The perfect use of the auditory organs of the higher 
mammals is just as much the effect of education as is 
that of the tongue, the hand, or the eye, A young child 
had no apprehension of the direction of any sound until 
practice has instructed the brain, A puppy, on hearing a 
eall or awhistle, will look all round in perfect ignorance 
whence the sound proceeds, When the education of the 

| organ is perfected by experience, the direction and esti- 

- 

mate of distance is arrived.at with unconcious rapidity, 
Wild animals are sensitiva,s;alive to fhe direction and 
distance of sounds, The7,]) 3 not much disturbed hy a 
distant noise, and only reoqi [slowly away in a contrary 
direction, This power #7,“ mating distance and direc- 
tion cannot be possessed 6, ‘aes, to which the element in 
which they live only comnijmicates a universal yibra- 
tion, equal in all directions. ' 

The auditory apparatus of fish is curiously analogical 
to that of manimals in some Pee nite mes in tha 
ear-bones already mentioned. The otolith is probably 
the analogue of the ineus of the human ear, and in some 
fish the rudimentary eyidences of the other tjwo—mallens 
and sfapes—are to be found. The principal divergence is 
in the absence of the eustachian tube, although the late 
Mr. Jonathan Couch, of Polperro, the eminent ichthyolo- 
gist, thought he discovered a trace of its analogue in cer- 
tain fishes which haye an open tube attached by a nery- 
ous plexus to the chamber containing the otfolith, and in 
communication with the surface of the air-bladder. This 
distovery was, by consent, communicated by me to the 
Naturalists’ Society of Bristol, on Oct. 1, 1863, and if the 
deductions are correctly drawn, the airbladder is not 
only the organ of buoyancy, but a huge tympanum also, 
by which every vibration, however slight, is communi- 
cated to the animal. 
The subject is an interesting one, and by no means ex- 

hausted, Any naturalist, who will carefully investigate 
and record his observations on the still obscure theories 
of the hearing of fish, may obtain a Huropean reputation 
al little more cost than the exercise of industry and per- 
severance, 

—— 

Winter GBirps In New Hampshike.—lVarnen, N. A, 
Feb, 2d.—In this vicinity, I am sorry to say, there is 
almost a dearth of the feathered tribe the present 
winter. There were a few redpolls about in the fall, but 
Lhave neither seen or heard of any since ; no grosbeaks 
at all, About the middle of December a fine flock of 
snow liuntings (P. nivalis) appeared, containing several 
hundred individuals, and this is the first flock of mora 
than a dozen ov so I have seen for three years, they hay- 
ing been yery scarce here during that time. I wanted a 
few and went for my B.-L, They had alighted on a flat 
piece of field up a little rise ; ] went for them; saw three 
or four near together just on the top of the rise ; thought 
perhaps they would answer my purpose, and fired, but 
on going up to those was somewhat surprised to see the 
snow for same rods beyond strewn with dead and 
wounded birds. I secured fourteen, twelye of which 
were in fine condition for mounting. Since that day I 
have not seen, I think, more than a dozen individuals of 
this species, There have been very few yellow birds (0, 
tristis), or tree sparrows (iS. monticola) about, and almost 
none of late; and not one pine finch or crossbill have I 
seen this winter. Even the jays have absented them- 
selves to a great extent, though I hear one occasionally, 
but do not remember to have set eyes on one for two 
months, or near that. Parties who were to procure me 
specimens of this species do not bring them in; they 
were very plenty in the fall. This would seem to prove 
the partial migiation of the species, not perhaps to a 
warmer latitude, but certainly to a diiferent locality. An 
occasional yisit from a pair of nuthatches (Sitta cayolin- 
ensis), and a few days’ sojourn of a pair of brown-creep- 
ers (Certhia familiarts), complete, or very nearly so, my 
observation on birds for the past twomonths. The famil- 
jar chickadeo I haye not mentioned, as that little genius 
we always have in our woods, A friend reports haying 
seen a white-throated sparrow about the Ist of January 
and taken a fme male purple-finch (Carpoducus purpur- 
cus). These are rare winter birds in this vicinity. Wa 
now have a feeling that spring will in a few weeks be 
with us, and our little friends will be on their return, to 
cheer us with their glad songs and lovely presence, Al- 
though the season has been quite mild here, I hope some 
winter fo report from a less blow-real (boreal) locality, 
and where bird, beast and fish do more abound, 

M,C, H, 
pe 

Wurn po Baars Haye Youna?—ilenominee, Mich,, 
Jan, 2ist.—A large black bear was killed a fow miles 
north of here the 18th of this month. The bear was 
first seen the day before near the railroad, but no effort 
was tiade to killit. Its appearance on the 18th brought 
out a few men, well armed, who had no trouble in killing 
her. They found her aboye the average size and quite 
fat, By looking around they soon found her den, and in 
it three small cubs. They must haye been but avery few 
day's uld, as they were small and eyes not yet open, They 
were carefully handled and taken away to bs brought up 
on a bottle, 

Ts not this very early for bears to haye young, and 
is it not yery uncommon for the old bears to be ont 
while the cubs are. so young? I have seen bears in the 
latter part of the month of May so small that two could 
and did sleep comfortably in a common hat. Thus ib 
appears there must be a great varialion in the time of 
bringing forth their young. M, 

The subject of the breeding of bears is ona about 

which comparatively little is known. We think that they 
usually bring forth in January, but believe it to be unus- 
ual to find the mother about when the young are so 

small, As bearing on this subject of the breeding of 

bears, we quote the following note contributed to the 

London Field by Richard J, Rowley. He says :— 

In April, 1873, I was driving from Pueblo into New 
Mexico to sce the Maxwell grant, purchased by Mv. Wad- 
dingham and someother Englishmen, Lstopped all night 
at the Overland Hotel, in Trinidad, on the Purgatoira 
(called Picket Wire in Colorado), and found in the office, 
under the stove, wrapped in flannel, a young cinnamon 
bear, a week old, perfectly blind and fed on milk out of a 
baby’s bottle, Some Indians had killed a female bear on 
the Raton Mountain, and when opened found two youns 
ones just ready for birth; one died, this was the other. 
T took the trouble afterwards to inquire what became of 
it, and learned it had been sold to Capt. Schuyler, to take 
to Philadelphia, The cub had a good thick coat of black 
hair, 

A Foyine Spippr.—Warner, N. H.—! had heard of 
spiders flying, but until about twelve years ago liad never 

seen the thing done, One day in the fall of 1867, whilg 
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xesting with a feyy others nest the top of a hill called the 
Bald Mink (from its haying) yy, tees hear its summit and 
being one of «group called ® ¢,,,,Mink Hills), I noticed a 
spider, in appearance mug.~— e our common house 
spider, having rather lonfy £8 svith nota large body. 
This spider, when I first sav. twas perhaps fifieen feet 
away towards the southwost from which quarter the 
wind was blowing lightly. ‘is position was that of a 
spider hanging on an upright web, but I could see no web at 
all: it sailed along without the least perceptible motion, 
and I wondered how it was held so gracefully in mid-air 
andat the same time moved along so smoothly. It 
passed within a few feet of us, and all saw it plainly, but 
justas it had passed a little and was at a point cpposite 
the sun I saw what before had not keen noticed but what 
the reflection of the sun then revealed, a single line of 
web, which 1 saw distinctly on both sides of the spider 
for a Loot or more in the direction it was going and several 
fest behind it. Iconld seeit plainly as if passed a par- 
ticular point, and noticed that the web was seemingly 
bent down at the point where the spider rested with its 
two forward legs slightly bent over the thread. I think 
Idid not see the end of the web on either side of the 
spider, and could nof tell wlicther it-was sliding on the 
line or whether both were floating together, but feel very 
sure that there was no other line or web in the imme- 
diate vicinity of my first flying spider, M, C, H. 

— 

Is ir A Mickarony QUAIL?—Phitludelphia, Jan. 27th.— 
While out gunning on Jan. 22d, at Georgetown, Del,, Mr. 
Jacob Vaycett, of that town, killed a bird that resembles 
our quail very much, buf which is nearly white on the 

fishermen. These boats, a skiff, twelve live-boats for 
young fish, minhow nets, etc,, constituted mu outfit. 

On the second day of September, 1878, with a crew of 
twelve men, all told, we started on the trip, which was 
eminently successful, especially so in the first part. As 
estimated each day by the. men engaged in the work, 
there were taken during the trip 1644 bushels of these 
young fish. Estimated atthe same rate per bushel as in 
1876 we took 3,290,000. We fished usually only such 
sloughs as were entirely cut off from the river and nearly 
dry, and such as haye since been entirely dry, The fish 
taken from them were saved from certain death, and 
were just asmuch of an accession to our waters asif they 
had been hatched andreared to the same size and age, 
They wete natives of our waters, healthy and beyond the 
most hazardous period of their lives, and used to finding 
their own food, If the waters ofa great viver tan be 
stocked in a few years with a few dozen fish, as has heen 
done with bass in the Potomac and Connecticut rivers, 
surely we have a right to hope much from so extensive a 
planting as this in our tiyersand lakes, The total cost 
of the trip was less than eight hundred dollars, “which 
amount would male the cost of the fish caught and dis- 
tributed less than twenty-five cents per thousand, This 
work, for cheapness and effectiveness, I think can scarcely 
find an equal in the whole history of fish culture, and for 
this our Commission and the people at large are greatly 
indebted to the railroads for their free and generous aid, 
without which the work would have been impossible, 
As a whole, the work of fish culture in Iowa has been 

a success, and the report concludes :— 

trol the whole product of their factory. The price of 
wire Tuling, at Sheffield and the general stagnution of 
trade iY England enabled the Messrs. Hemming and Mr, 
Imbrie to obtain concessions as to quality and price that 
put them in a position to acconrplish the results we now 

see before us. 
We hope some day to see this firm manufacturing all 

their goods in this country. They assure us, however, 

that there is as yet no prospect of making thei’ fish- 
hooks here, Almost everything else they can make here 

anidexport lo England at a profit, 
While at their store we saw also a lot of their very 

bes) goods, which haye been ordered by the United 
States Government for the Smithsonian Institution and for 
the Berlin Exhibition. Vhe excellence of their rods, 

reels and flies is well knowm, but we wert astonished at 

the magnificent collection of flies. Some of these flies 
cost over $150 a pross to tic. It would pay any angler 
living in this vicinity to call and see them before they 

are delivered to the Government, 
——@——- 

Fry-Fisuine For Saap.—New Yors:.—As the shad sea- 
gon will soon baupon us, I would like to ask Mr. Hamil- 
ton, whose letter from Oswego appeared in Forpsitt AND 
STREAM Feb. 26th, if he will be kind enough to give a 

-| brother angler some points with regard to fly-fishing for 
shad : what kind of tackle, how much line, kind of fly, 

breast and lower part, and very much resembles a field 
lavk on the back. In shape it differs very materially 
from our quail, as ib is not near so plunip, haying quite a 
long, slim appearance, Mr. Fawcett very kindly presented 
me with the bird, which I am having set up, and any 
person wishing tosee the same can do so by calling at my 
place, 1403 SouthEleventh street, Philadelphia, 

- EpWARD MAHER, 

‘We presume that the bird is a migratory quail, 

FISH CULTURE IN IOWA, 

HE Third Biennial Report of the Towa State Fish 
Commissioners (1877-8 and 1878-9), now before us, 

contains abundant evidence of the energetic efforts of the 

Commissioner, B. F. Shaw, Esq. In addition to the 

public labors of the State Commission there has been a 
largely increased interest in fish culture among the peo- 
ple, shown by the establishment of numerous private 
hatcheries, of which there are now some thirty in 

successful operation, The total distribution of fishes im 
various waters during the past two years have amounted 

to 4,807,800, being an increase oyer the same period im- 
mediately preceding of 1,242,100, These have been—of 

foreign fish :— 
* Shad--40,000 in Cedar River at.Cedar Rapids, 40,000 in 

the Des Moines River at Moingona, and 20,000 in the 

Boyer River, Lake irout—619,000 in 1878 and 411,000 in 

1879, Salmon—as the period of the return of the fish 
planted in the Cedar River in 1874 is nob until 1880 or 

1881, the Commission has thought it best to defer further 

operations in this field until the success or failure of the 
former trialhas been ascertained. California salmon— 
281,500. Land-locked salmon, of 500,000 hatched in the 

spring of 1878, only 155,000 were saved from an epidemic, 
They were distributed to Silver Creek, Clear Lake, Cedar 

River, Imas River and the Des Moines River, Brook trout 

—the success of the distribution of 1877 has shown that 

some of the Iowa streams are remarkably snited to these 
fish, and attention has therefore been paid tothem. Of 

110,000 eggs, the majority were successfully hatchéd and 
distributed, some being kept as breeders. The report 
advises that carpand smelts be introduced into Iowa 
waters, and we doubt not that the former at least will 
prove an invaluable acquisition to fhe food supply of the 

State.” 
By far the most interesting work of the Commission 

has been the preservation of the young native fish left by 

the receding waters in the shoal sloughs of the Mississippi 
River, This undertaking has already been described in 

the FOREST AND STREAM, but we transcribe the sentences 

of the report :— 
Millions of native fish die in sloughs along the Missis- 

sippi river 6very season when the water is low, Thefish 
deposit their eges in these sloughs in high water in the 
spring. The young fishare hatched in due time; after- 
ward the water recedes from the sloughs. They are cut 
off from the river and gradually dry up, and the young 
fish perish. ‘The soft-rayed finned-fish die first, leaving 
the hardier varieties, such as biack, ~yellow, and striped 
bass, wall-eyed pike, crappies, sunfish, catfish, bullheads, 
druiuifish, ete. To save a portion of these fish from cor- 
Tain destruction, and plant*them in waters where they 
could live and thrive, has been one of the most cherished 
plans of the Fish Commission, To aidin the accomplish- 
mnent of this purpose, I first saw the superintendents or 
feneral managers of the varions railways Ttunning across 
the State from the Mississippi River, and procured their 
eonsent to assist in the work, by moving an aquarium 
car, giving us water from their water-tanks, stopping 
trains to distribute Gish, etc., which necessary assistance 
they cheerfully gave free. Thesuperintendent of the C., 
B. & Q. Wy, kindly furnished a suitable car for the pur- 
nose, which i 4 proper time was arranged in a similar 
ut more effective marner than the one described in a 

former report, that was used for the same purpose in the 
fall of 1876. Arrangements were made lor the use of the 
little steamer Dart, and a flat-hoat or barge, and they 
were filted up for the convenience of an effective crew of 

In estimating the results of any labor, it is only fair to 
also estimate its cost, If we take from the total amount 
of appropriations for fish culture in iowa, the cost or 
value of permanent. improvements and necessary fix- 
tures and implements, with cash on hand at this writing, 
we will have expended on fish culture and distribution 
only asum equal to one cent for each individual in a 
population of 1,500,000, during the past six years. In 
making public improvements in some moderately popu- 
lated township, if we were limited to a sum equal to 
only one-sixth of one cent per year for each individual, 
we certainly should not expect very great results. With 
an amount equal only to this in the past five and a half 
years, the results obtained point to lasting benefits that 
will more than-equal those produced by any other eyual 
amount of money ever expended in the history of th 
State. With the small resources at hand, and nearly 
three hundred miles square of territory, it has been im- 
possible to visit and stock every small stream or body 
of water, but the work has been as general as pos- 
sible, and it is hoped in due time will benefit eyery avail- 
able water in the State, 

Evidences of success in fish culture are peculiarly hard 
to obtain. We can see growing crops from the time the 
seed bursts the ground until the harvest is gathered ; 
but a lake orstream may be full of growing young fish and 
present no sign of the fact. They may be caught im 
large quantities, and the fisherman, {vom some cuuse, 
fail to make his success known, and with fish planted in 
our waters this is to a certain extent the case, as I have 
learned in several instances. Abundant evidence has, 
however, in spite of these facts, come to hand. 

So 
New Yorsk—Rochester, Feb, 23th,—Feb, 28d we took 

6,000 spawn from two California mountain trout and im- 
pregnated them with the milt of the Hastern brook trout, 
This is the earliest in the season we have ever taken the 
Califorpia mountain trout spawn, We shall continue to 
take spawn from our brools trout until about the middle 
of March, SEDH GREEN, 

| Sea and River Hishiny, 
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TISH IN SEASON IN MARCH. 

SOUTHERN WATERS. 
Pompano, Trachinotus carols. | Grouper, Dpinieplelpus nigritus. 
Drum (two species). Family | Trout (black bass), Controrpris- 
Scienides. tisalrurius., —_ 

Kingfish, Menticirrus nebulosus. | Striped Bass, or Rockfish, Rov- 
Sea Bass, ae ee Hell Ubus. cus lineatus, 
Sheepshead, Arehosargus proba-| Tatlortish, Poniitomag — leetrie. 

Black Bass, Mieroplerus alinoi- 
des, IM. prelbielees. 

Snapper, Lubjunus luckfordit. 

rt te 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the Forest AND StneAm Directory of 
Game and Tish Resorts, our correspondents are requested {6 vive 

the following particulars, with such other information as hey 
may deem of value: State, Town, County; mcansol access; Hotel 
and other accommodations; Game and its Season; Wish and is 

Season; Bouts, Guidesyete.; Namie of person to address. 
—>————— 

Goop News ror ANGLERS,—We called at the store of 
our friends Abbey & Lubrio last Monday, While there 
we were shown some extra grade fish-hooks which they 
have been making. They label these hooks (whether 

loose or snelled) ** Highest Quality.” They are of all the 
approved bends, such as sproat, Carlisle, snects, Tendall, 
ete, Of course the finer are higher than the samic bends 
in rexular quality ; but no angler will grudge the trifling 

advance, 
It may seemalight thing to improve the quality of 

hooks, but when itis remembered that; the demand for 
the yery best goods is always comparatively small, and 
also that the expense of the undertaking is Just as great 

as if the demand were large, we think all anglers will feel 
thankful that this enterprising fimm is far-sighted enough 

to see that such efforts are certitin to prove cyéentually a 

good investmeut. 
Tt may be remembered that we said lash April that Mr, 

Tmbrie had gone over to Redditch, England, the great 
manufacturing centre of fine fish-hooks, Well, he spent 

the whole of last summer in that little uninteresting 
town of Worcestershire. While there he entered intoan 
arrangement with the best and largest liouse in that 
place (T, Hemming & Son) by which his firm con- 

locephals. 

and any other particulars which he may call to mind. 
Also, if he knows of amy bait that has been successfully 
used in angling for shad, This subject I have never seen 
fully written up, alihough I haye read the ForREST AND 
Srrmam fora number of years, and if Mr. Wamilton can 
and will gratify us in this respect he will receive the 
thanks of many fishermen who are now in the dark, 

SHAD O. 

The approved Hies for shad are the white miller and 

soachman, They shold be about the same size as those 
used for bass. In fishing, let the fly sink a bit below the 

surface, as in early fishing for trout in cold weather. 
The mouth of the shad is exceedingly tender and great 

care must be exercised lest it be pulled all to pieces. We 
should be glad to hear from shad anglers who may detail 

their experiences for the benefit of our correspondent 
and others, The fish may be taken with a fly after they 
have le!'t the salt water, where they ave never caught in — 

this way. a Sm 

GLOUCESTER FISHERMEN AND THE NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
—The number of distinct contributions by Gloucester 
fishermen to tlie National Museum of the United States 
now numbers 617, embracing many thousands of speci- 
mens, some of great interest to science, A recent contri- 
bution from the crew of the schooner Ofis P, Lord num- 
bered over tiyenty specimens, some of them quite emr- 
ous, taken on a single trip to Georges banks. Among 
other recent contributions of great value is a curious — 
fish known in acientific nomenclature os the Axvfrones- 
thes niger, which was found in the stomach of a halibut 
takeu on Grand banks, This fish is a nutiye of the South, 
being found in the Gulf of Mexico and other warin lati- 
tudes, and has never before been taken so far north, This 
specimen was about eight inches long, 

—s 

Onoypaca County FisHing Crup,—Syracuse, N. ¥., 
Feb, 24th.—In the fall of 1877 a few gentlemen of this 
city, secing and appreciating the necessity of a united / 
effort in enforcing the law protecting fish ih waters of 
this county, met and organized the aforesaid club, the 
sole object of which was protecting fish in this section 
from the rapacity of marketnien, who were tuking fish 
by seines, nets and other devices not permitted by law, — 
and in quantities and at such times as had nearly deple- 
ted the waters of this county, particularly Onondaga 
Lake, situate as itis just on the borders of and within 
twenty minutes’ drive of our city, 

In the spring of 1878 the club employed as detective 4 
“Jolly John Bull,” who has since proved that he cannob 
be bought or driven, and who ‘does nof seare worth a 
cent,” and instructed him to ascertain by whom, whem 
and where, the game laws protecting lish were being vio~ 
lated, and report to the club. Upon receiving such infor-_ 
mation summons were issued to such vidlitors to call at 
the ‘squire’s office’ and show cause why judgment 
showd not be taken against them in sums shipulated by 
law, Conviction followed in every case, and many of 
these men gaye up their nets and signed an agreenienh 
not to again brealk the law, and were leb off by payment 
of costs. These promises have generally been kept 
Others, more pugnacious, and having less sense, and who 
“would do tis and would not dothat,” found themselves | 
in the Onondaga County penitentiary, serving a day Jor- 
eyery dollar of judgment taken agamst them. ‘fis wan 
ner of enforcing the law was decmed the most cHectua 
and more conclusive than to first destroy the nets, as has, 
been done in some other seclions of the State, thereby, 
involving embittered and lengthy litigation, that invari- 
ably arvays these arketmen against all protectiye clubs 
and organizations. Depredations have since been, and 
undoubtediy will be, committed, but these ‘sinners’ 
have had fair warning and a liberal treatment, without 
persecution, and if again caught they will get the full 
extent of the law withoutfavor, The lake and streams 
in question are rapidly filling with countless small fish; 
and larger fish in greater numbers were talcen last season 
than in years before. 
The club has aver two hundred members, composed of 

many of our best and most prominent citizens, and has. 
aceomplished much that commends itto the public, and 
inténds to continue the good work, Now if obher sim 
lar organizations be formed in every county of this Stute, 
having the protection of fish their only object, and t) 
law be so enacted as to forbid taking fish in inland 
waters except by hook and line, it would nob be nat 
years before there would be such quantities of fish 
avery lake and stream and rivulet that none but a lung 
tic would ever again think ofensue. fu net ora seine, 
Incidental to this subject, I would like to say that, 

notice by (he FoREST AND STREAM that protective. 
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Pits continuing to erganize in every State of the Union. 
but I de not see, and cannot learn. that any special, de- 
cided, or continuous efferts are made to enforce the law, 
and these clubs, without such action, area sham aud an 
expensive delusion, It is time that what hus heretofore 
been no man’s business should now bo made by coneen- 
trated action every man’s business. AYRACUSH, 

feet, and each ons provided with a separate yard six by 
fourteen feet. These are used for the general stock, and 
are occupied by one or a brace of dogs. We then come 
to four larger kennels, two.on a side, for brood bitches 
and puppies, the two puppy kennels haying a large coy- 
ered extension jutting oul into their large yards. AU the 
kennels being so contrived thatthe dogs can be viewed. 
from either the inside or out, and be moyed about from 
one kennel to another without being brought in contact 
with other of the stock, The cool-room is supplied with 
boilers, cooling-trouchs, and all the appurtenances of a 
well appointed kennel. Mr, Godeffroy superintends in 
person the whole management, but he is also ably as- 
sisted by Philip Thurtle, wlio was sent out from England 
about a month ago by the Rey, J. ©, Macdona, 
Since then Thurtle has had charge of the kennels and the 
handling of the dogs ; he is known as a thoroughly com- 
petent man, haying gained a reputation on the other side 
as a first-class field trial trainer, haying successfully 
broken and haudled Plunket and other well known win- 
ners, Apptoachable from the cock-room and two out- 
side gates under the Jee of the Lshaped barn buildings, 
isthe exercising ground, a very large enclosure with 
plenty of sun, yet shaded here and there by several old 
apple trees. This has been thoroughly gravelled and 
bedded with stones, andis an admirable placeto help keep 
‘the stock in gvod condition, 

Of the thirty-eight dogs now kenneled on the farm, the 
large liver and white pointer Croxteth, by Lowe’s Young 
Bang,—#. Price's Bane—Davies’ Luna ; out of Macdona’s 
Jane,—Lord Sefton’s Sam and Flirt, claimed our special 
attention 45 an animal that would do well on the bench, 
and still better im the field, He has only been in this 
country since last August, where he was brought by the 
Rey, J. C, Macdona. He is now alittle over two years 
of age, strongly built, with great propelling powers, and 
has a remarkably fine head; it may be well to say that 
Croxteth, through his ancestors, Sam, Hamlet and 
Drake, combines the best blood of Lord Sefton’s, Mo, 
Whitehouse’s and Sir Richard Garth’s strains, and is half 
brother to Sir Thomas Lennard's wonderful pointers, 
Priam and Scamp, winners of first and second prizes at 
the Field Trial Derby, 1878, and is also grandson of cham- 
pion Bang, winner of ten field trials, and never beaten at 
a doz show; thus combining good looks with good work 
in the field. Through his ancestors, Cornwall Legh’s 
Mars, Newton’s Ranger, and Garth’s Mite, he inherits 
the grand strain of blood that culminated in Mr. Garth’s 
extraordinary pointer Drake, who, with Mr. Macdona’s 
wonderful setter Ranger, ranks among pointers as 
Ranger does aniong. setters, as the fastest and greatest 
champion field trial winner of this century. Croxteth 
won fourth in the English Field Trial Derby, 1879, out of 
127 entries, and won second prize at the International 
Dog Show, at Hanover, May, 1879. For Southern quail, 
and especially for Western shooting, Croxteth would bea 
grand dog ; he possesses an easy lope, which carries him 
over the ground which he has ai excellent notion of coy- 
ering as it should be done, We had an excellent oppor- 
tunity of seeing him handled by Thurtle, who has him 
under right control, and Croxteth exhibited a nose of ad- 
mirable quality, ‘The day was anything but a fit one for 
any practical test of the dog’s ability, but although the 
wind blew fiercely in eddies, and at intervals the snow 
squalls spattered in his face, he placed his birds astonish- 
ingly well and went to them as straight as an arrow, thus 
illustrating the form that has been accredited (6 his an- 
vestors. AH this was the more commendable when it be 
remembered that the dog has never scented or been 
worked on quail until the day previous to this private 
trial. 

Returning to the kennels, we made a thorough tour of 
inspection, and at once recognized fhe half imported and. 
half native liver and white pointer bitch Queen, winher 
of first prize at the New York Show in 1878 ; she had be- 
side her two fine puppies of two weeks old by Croxtath, 
Next came another bench favorite, the liver and white 
pointer bitch Dora, Queen-Sancho; she has but one 
uppy Jeft three months old, also by Croxteth, This 

sprightly little bitch we noticed in the puppy’s kennel, 
where we also saw a brace of puppies by Sensation out of 
Queen. Turning to the English setter class of dogs, first 
came the imported blue Belton Decimal Dash, sired by 
Liewellym’s celebrated Dash out of Duchess. Dash 1s 
about two anda half years old, is a splendid stud dog 
and has never been exhibited. Close to him was ken- 
nelled the celebrated Ranger IT, son of Maedona’s won- 
derfil Ranger, wpon whose pedigree and remarkable field 
exploits the sporting press of Kurope is never tired of ¢i- 
lating. Ranger Il, isthe sire of H, R. H., the Prince of 
Wales’ Ruby, first prize Brighton, 1876; Paris, 1876; Lon- 
don, 1877; Bath, 1878; and Mr. Lorts’ Lass of Llanlug- 
gan first in the Puppy Stakes at Shrewsbury Field Trials, 
1876. Ranger I. himself being the first prize winner ati 
Manchester, 1875, and second at Birmingham, same year, 
ete, The excellent trio is completed by a fins orange and 
white setter, Ranger-Rival, by Ranger out of Macdona’s 
Moll. The red Irish setter class is represented by a 10- 
ble specimen, Royer U., abont two and a half year’s old, 
pure red, by Macdona’s champion Rover outof Fletcher's 
Nina; he has never been exhibited. 

Principal among the setter bitches are :—The splen- 
did Thaverack setier Moll I., litter-sister to Ranger-Rival ; Sof tho Massachusetts, Philadelobia and W. 
alia has only been in the country a month, and is now in | Of members of the Massachusetts, Philadelphia and West- 
whelp to Ranger I. Imported red Irish setter Moya, Col, | ster Kkennel Clubs, who will act as a Goard of Appeals, 

Hilliard’s Palmerston-Miley’s Rouge; she is in whelp to| 24, Foreign breeders are invited to exhibitat thisshow 
Rover 11, Champion black and tan setter Bealtty, Mh. H. and their dogs, which can be shipped to the care of 
S. Jaifray’s Ned-Juno, first prize Boston, 1878, second the Superintendent, will receive eyery care and atten- 

champion class New York, same year. Lemon and white | #00- In the event of dogs from abroad, sent oyer 
English setter Nelly IL. Ranger IT,-Grainger’s Nelly ; she | ¢Pressly for this show being entered in the non-sporting 
is int whelp to Decimal Dash, Lemon and white English | Classess, the premiums im such classes will be raised fifty 
setter Donna, Ranger 1L,-Donner’s Lassie; and the blne | Per cent. It is partic ularly requested that foreign exhibi- 
Belton setter Silk, white, tan and black ticked. In addi- | tvs will advise the Superintendent in ample time of their 

tion to the abova there is a fine brace of puppies, one aoa ee and of steamer by which their dogs 
nels ita e hoyle avsleca be op | ave to be shipged. r . ‘ 

boadies Nek be Ranger Il detonate pmnuey ue of Zoe Cenfcates of award will only be issued to winners 

Of the non-sporting classes there are two splendid | Of !st (tor od prizes, , ‘ 
rough coated Bt. Bernard dogs. The bitch Branfels was |_ 25. No dog Oo be ac gene perrnyes from the 
horn in 1876, and was imported by Mr, Godeffroy from | building until 10 o'clock on ‘Thurday night. 
the kennels of Prince Solms; her color is ion yellow aris a 4 
with black marking, particularly on the head; she is a A Tmt PROM TrXAS.—Galvesion, Teas, Feb, 14th,— 

nuhla dog and isin whelp to the doe Marco, who is alsoa | Tam mucli surprised that those who own goad sporting: 
fine animal; he is by Macdona's Pasha out of Prince | dogs in the West, and who wish to dispose of them 
Solms’ Minka ; bis color, lion yellow and white marking. | (sportsmen, I mean, not professionals), do not advertise — 
We cannot close this list of admirable dogs without al-| them. Am satistied buyer and seller could be got to- 
luding to the tvery protty little fox terrior bitch Lady | gether soon if such were the case. PR 

Gay, by Paulo out of Nettle: she has just whelped four 
fine little puppies, by Rattler, and was in her most ami- 
able mood ue we met her at the keeper's house. 

Tn bidding good-bye to the Neversink Lodge, its ken- 
nels ancl inmates, we must stop to say to Mr, God- 
effroy that we wish him all the success and enjoyment 
that his enterprise and gaol tashe richly deserve. May 
his game register show for years to come, the jolly good 
days that ib has recorded in the past. 

NEW YORK BENCH SHOW. 

= = 
—WNext season the Leatherstocking Club, of Oswego, will 

have a fleet of a dozen ov more skills and canoes on the 
Little Sandy pond. which has been leased by a few of the 
members. Major N. A. Wright has justreceivad a white 
eedar ducking skiff from Rushton, of Canton, St. Law- 
rence county, which willgo into the fleet, Itis a regu- 
lar nonpariel, 

Premiuin lists and entry blanks for the Show may now 
be had on application to Mr. Chas, Lincoln, Superintend- 
ent, No. 141 Fulton Stteet, New York, 

The following railroads have, through their superin- 
tendents and agents, agreed to transport free of charge \ 
over their lines, to and from New York, all dugs aceom- 
panied by their owners, which are intended for exhibi- 
tion in tle Show :— 
Pennsylvania Railroad—Frank Thompson, Gen, Man- 

ager, 
“Long Island Railroad—, M, Heald, Gen. Ticket Agent. 
New York, Lake Erie and Western Railroad—J. N, 

Abbott, Gen. Pass. Agent. . 
New Jersey and New York Railway—J. W. Hasbrouck, 

Supt, 
Central Railroad of New Jersey—H, P, Baldwin, Gen, 

Pass, Apt, 
Following ave some of the rules and vegulations ;— 
2. Eyery person who enters a dog for exhibition must 

be the bowie fide owner (or the duly authorized agent of 
the owners), at the time of closing the entries, and must 
identify itin the entry by its name, and, if known, its 
age, and also, if Inuown, the names of its sire and dam. 
TE the name of adog which has won a first prize has 
been changed, hisname atthe time of its winning any 
and every such prize, and the place thereof, as well as its 
present name, must be given, If the names of its sire 
and dam are not known, he musi be entered, “pedigree 
unknown.” 

4, Puppies may Conrpete in grown classes, except in 
classes where they are specially excluded, and will be 
judged as if matured. but cannot compete in more than 
one class, 

5, A dog which has, when a puppy, won a first prize in 
a, puppy Class, is not thereby disqualified from competition 
in a class where firsh prize winners are excluded, 

6, A dog, to compete in a Champion class, must have 
woua first prize inanopen class ab Springfield, New 
York, St. Louis, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Boston "7S or 
79, Detroit, St. Paul, or Pittsburg; and a dog, having 
won a first prize ali any show held as above, cannot com- 
pete in an open class when there is a Champion class for 
its kind, but must compete in such Champion class. 

7, A dog affected with mange, or other contagious dis- 
ease, is disqualified from exhibition, 

8, The scales of points given in the third edition of the 
‘Dogs of the British Islands,” by J. H. Walsh (Stone- 
henge), will beused by the judges, when necessary, in 
judging the dogs. . ? 

14, An imported Nnglish setter is understood to be one 
directly imported, or whose sire and dam were both im- 
ported, ‘ ; 

9, Exhibitors will be permitted to take home their dogs 
eyery evening alter ten o’clock upon leaving a deposit of 
five dollars with the check clerk, and surrendering their 
identification tickets, both of which will be returned on 
the reproducing of the dog in the morning before nine 
o'clock. If prize winners should be taken out and not 
returned, the prizes will be forfeited, 

11. Exhibitors need not accompany their dogs, They 
can be sent direct to the exhibition hall. 

12, The managers will use due diligence for the care 
and safety of all dogs exhibited (watchmen. being on duty 
both nieht and day). 

13. The members of the committee and managers will 
be in constant attendance, and especial attention will he 
given to the care of pet dogs, commodious boxes with 
wire netting being provided for the same, Hach of these 
boxes will have a, hasp and staple attached, so that the 
owners may, if they see fil, keep their dogs under pad- 
lock and key. 

15. No dov' will be received unless supplied with a suit- 
able leather collar and chain. ~ 

16. Bitches with pup, and small pups weaned, will be 
provided with suitable pens, if application is made at 
time of entry, 

17. No dogs, except those from abroad, will be received 
before 7 Aw, Monday April 26, or after § A.M, Tuesday, 
the 27th, All dogs will be received at the Madison avenue 
entrance, 

18. The show will be opened from 9 Arto 10, p.m each 
day. 
3 1. Railway arraugements for the transportation of dogs 

are in course of completion wilh all railvay companies 
centering in New York, and will be duly announced. 

22. Mach exhibitor will be furnished with a season 
ticket, free. No attendants's ticket will{hbe issued, except 
as season tickets, which will be sold at the usual rates. 

23, All disputed questions, except those of merit, in 
any way connected with the judging, will be referred 
to and decided by a committea composed, if possible, 

—_—— 

—One day last week at Opdensburg, Win. Stillwell, while 
fishing through the ice, caught fifty-eight fine perch. Tle 
baited a double hook with worms and fourteen times he 
hauled wp two fish, 

Che Ziennel. 
— ge 

THE NEVERSINK LODGE KENNELS, 

HERE is probably no place in this vicinity where 
the traditions of the past in connection with hig and 

small game shooting cling more closely than they do will 
the once wild and inaccessible valley of the Neversink. 

Tt ig in this beautifully picturesque location, now within 
Gasy reach of New York City. that Mr, A. 8. Godefiroy, 
proprietor of Neversink Lodge, Has laid out his game 

preserve and established his kennels, The fam, which 

covers over one Lhousand acres, is wilhin (wo miles of 

Guymard, Orange Co,, N, ¥,, on the Erie Railway, and 

ahout eighty miles from this city, Nestling as if dogs 
froni side to side of the valley, itis most favorably located 

for being thoroughly preserved, nor haye we ever seen 
any section better adapted naturaliy for the purpose for 
which if is intended. 

The preserve is divided by skirtings of low brush and 
wild grass into.a series of large open flats, these being 
subdivided by a miagnificent trout slreant of over four 
milesin length, This has been dammed in four places, 
thus enabling different sections of the woodcock cover to 

he flooded and kept in fine feeding condition. Another 
wrinkle, also adopted to attract the much prized long- 

bill, is that from time to time during the autumnal 
Nicht, spots on the ground are raked clear of (he under- 
hbrush and drift stuif before the flooding is resorted to, 
40 that when the water drains off the cover is dotted with 
hare patches of loamy soil, Paths have been ent through 
the centre of tha strips of coyer,,but the brush and 
tdergrowth hive otherwise been leff unmolested, leay- 
ing an excellent harbor for the different varieties of 
eqime that abound on this well-stocked preserve. We 
can conceive of no better place for the holding cf field 
trials, as the scrubby nature of the brush would admit of 
the dogs being easily kept in sight, while the broad 
Neversink River, which makes its course through the 
yalley, with an occasional duck or snipe along its edge, 
wonld admit of retrieving being done from the water. 
Besides a largenumber of native quail, there is an excel- 
lently contrived quail house stocked with over one lun- 
hred and fifty birds. These are to be turned ont shortly 
to make room for a large shipment of over seven hundred 
which has been ordered and will be delivered withinafew 
weeks, Ruffed grouse are quite abundant, and English 
pheasants are to be introduced. Twenty-tiye couple of 
English rabbits arenow on their wayto a newly made 
warren in a Yankee home; the bunnies haying been 
sent by Mr. Fleetwood Sandeman, of London, 
Before speaking of the main kennel it would be well 

to Stale that each of the outlying tenant houses are pro- 
vided with a small kennel, so that as occasion requires 
(logs oa, be farmed out and separated from the rest ot 
the stock, On the same principle the puppy kennels are 
removed by oyer halfa milefrom the main kennel. 

Tt is delightful to say that poachers and trespassers 
find but little comfort in wandering on this spot, and 
that when captured, as they are nearly sure to be by one 
or other of the sixty men employed on the farm, their 
‘Jotisnot a happy one,” During the winteran unrelent- 
ine war against both ground and wibged yermin has 
been carried on and # rather novel means adopted for 
shooting off of the latter. Itis a method much resorted 
to in Germany, but little known in the United States. 
Tu the centre of one of the open fields a pit is dug large 
enough toadmita man ; thisisroofed so as to conceal him ; 
a live owl, the larger the better, is then wired to a tip-up 
or pedal about twenly-tive yards away from the pit; this 
is controlled by a cord, and worked to make the owl 
flutter as oceasion requires. The ow! soon becomes the 
object of attack of all the hawks and crows in the neigh- 
borlhood, and as they circle about the head of the emblem 
of wisdom, they are easily shotirom out the blind, Be- 
sides this there are certain gins and steel traps plaved in 
convenient perching places that tend bo make the life of 
alazy hawk extremely monotonous. Altogether, it is 
one of the most complete, and in many respects the best 
systematized kennel farm that we liaye ayetseen in this 
country. ' 

The location of the main kennel is simply perfection 
for the sporting and larger classes of dogs. Situated as 
it is on declining ground between thesheltering hills that 
form the northern pnd southern boundaries of the valley, 
and within a stone's throw of the head of the sparkling 
spring waler stream, it receryes both the morning and 
afternoon sum, ‘he building, whichis of wood, is eighty 
feet in length and sixteen feet in width, is admirably 
ventilated by rows of windows under the eaves of a hig 
peaked roof, and we noticed a wonderful absence of all 
dogey smell. Tho flooring is raised from the ground, 
thus precliding all dampness, and ihe kennels are ranged 
on either side of a long and moderately wide enivy that 
zuns through tlie length of the bnilding fo the cavk-r0om, 
which occupies the width of one end of the struciure. 
Entering the building from the other end we pass six 
kennels on both sides, ech of theso being six by eight 

ay 
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INFLUENCE OF PREVIOUS SIRES. 

. BLACKSBURG, VA., Feb. 12th, 
Extitor Forest and Stream :— 
A correspondent asks ‘‘Are the whelps of a puresetter 

bitch by a pure setter dog, pure setters, provided the bitch 
hada litter formerly by a bulldog,” and yousay no. Lam 
aware of allthat has been writen on this point by able au- 
thors, and yet I doubt it, I speak from experience, for 
I haye been looking for a case of transmitted influence 
of a former sire for more than thirty years, and have 
not found one. In an extensive experience as a medi- 
cal practitioner, I have examined the children of a 
large number of women by second marriages, and 
never saw anything more than a mere fanciful resem- 
blance to the former husband in moral, mental or phy- 
sical traits. I have had setters for many years, and 
yery often bred setter bitches alternately to pointer and 
setter dogs, finding the so-called droppers the best field 
dogs, but never saw any case of the influence of a for- 
mer sire in any of the many litters so bred. My ex- 
perience with fox hounds has been greater, with the 
same result. Ihaye examined the foals of some thou- 
sands of mares bred alternately to jacks and stallions 
to see if I could find any traces of the former sire, but 
entirely without success. Ihave also made extensiye ex- 
aminations of cattle, sheep and swine, and haye made 
experiments to see if I could produce any such thing. 
I haye done the same with chickens, cats and other 
animals. Now, therefore, unless such cases were ex- 
cessively rare, I think I ought to haye hit upon one 
in thirty years’ observations. I have examined all the 
cases which form the stock in trade of authors, and 
there is scarcely one of them that does not admit 
of explanation as a common case of atayism, for little 
or nothing is pretended to be known of the ancestors 
of the animals in either male or female line. I find no 
such cases where there is a pedigree of authentic charac- 
ter. Asto Mr. Darwin’s pangenesis hypothesis, it seems to 
ms to be the most extravagant and extraordinary of all 
recorded hypotheses, If Prof, Agassiz had not written 
anything on the question, I would look upon the whole 
thing as moonshine. The facts brought forward by 
that great naturalist go to show that in the lower ani- 
mals an individual may in a certain sense have two or 
tore fathers, forin them ova may apparently be partially 
impregnated in a yery immature state of development, 
For instance, the father which impregnates the ova 
which produes one litter, say of guinea pigs, may at 
the same time partially impregnate those which form the 
crop for the next litter, and they, being fully fertilized sub- 
sequentiy by another male, and then the young produced 
having two fathers are as apt to be like one as the other, 
But in luighor animals, where fay longer intervals elapse 
between the successive oyulations, the chances of such a 
thing are vastly lessened. Ispeak from very ample ex- 
perience, however, and regardless of all theories, when I 
advise that no one shall giye up breeding from a yalu- 
able setter bitch which may have been unfortunately im- 
preguated by a dog of another breed, 

M. G. WLizny, 

= You will see we say below to A. W. B. that ‘‘it is a nat- 
ural tendency, not an absolute law.’ Your negative ex- 
perience does not disprove the positive experience of 

other reliable observers, nor have we said that this nat- 

ural tendency extends to other classes of animals than 

those which have their progeny in litters. There is no 

reliable evidence that it applies to the human race. 

Boston, Mass., Feb, 16th. 
Editor Forest and Stream — 
Inyour issue of Jan, 29,X Y Zasks: “I have a pointer 

bitch three years old; has been bred two or three times 
toa No. 1 pointer; is now in whelp to an English setter, 
Will this cross affect her future progeny, and in what 
way?’ Your answer to him, and also to B., Concord, is; 
‘‘Not necessarily so, but itis not positive that it will not 
affect her future progeny. Should the bitch haye been 
bred in the first instance to a setter there would have 
been indications of the cross ever afterwards.” Now, 
for the benefit of the above persons, I should like to re- 
late my experience in the same subject, On the 17th of 
October, 1877, I had a St. Bernard bitch accidentally 
covered by a Newfoundland dog, and as it was her first 
heat [supposed that she would in her future progeny show 
the crass. When she whelped she was dam to seven as 
black puppies as I ever saw. Words were inadequate to 
express my disgust, but I thought I would try again, 
and watch the result, July 4th, 1878, she whelped) the 
sire being a thoroughbred St, Bernard dog, and as fine a 
litter of puppies as Lever saw, I haye since bred several 
litters, and never saw the slightest indication that she 
was ever cross-bred. I have also seen several crosses 
svhen it showed itself in the next litter, but not in the 
third, A, W, B, 
We should haye said there probably would haye been 

indications of a eross eyer afterwards, It is a natural 

tendency, not an absolute law. 
——_>—- 

—Mr. Robinson, of the N.Y.N.H. & H. Railroad, has a 

yery fine pug, which, having been picked up on the Lon- 

don streets, was brought over to America by Capt. Goss, 

of the Constantine. Pugzgy, who richly merits a more 

dignified name, has all the points of the finest pug strain, 

is really a handsome animal, and, we understand, will be 

entered at the coming New York Show, 
—<$_<— 

LARGH Importation or Dogs,—Mr, A, H, Moore, of 
Philadelphia, intends sending a large striug of entries to 

the New York show, Mz. M. has coming over from the 

other side seventeen or eighteen dogs—pointers, setters, 

etc. It isto he hoped that these will teach here jn season 

to be exhibited. 
———— 

Tan DerBY.—Reimember, entries for the National 

‘American Kennel Club Field Trial Derby close April ist, 

Puppies born on or after April ist, 1879, ure eligible, 
————- 

CLAIR Hunt.—Monteliir, N. J., Feb. 28th.—The 
Hontolale Hunt, of Montclair, N, J., are ubout to send to 

England for another importation of beagles, They breed 
only from {horoughbred stock, 

Names CuatMep,—Vicloria.—Miss Julia Wygant, of 
Peekskill, N, Y., claims the name of Victoria (Beau- 
Belle) for her black and tan cocker, from the kennel of 
pe CG. Waddell, Topeka, Kansas, whelped Noy.23d, 

Prudent and Marvel.—Mr, Garrett Roach, of this city, 
claims the nanies of Prudent and Marvel for his two 
pointer bitch puppies by Mr. Orgul’s champion Rush out 
of Mr. Van Wagenen’s champion Duchess, whelped June 
21st, 1879; bred by Mx, Geo, Van Wagenen, this city. 
Maxim end Charm.—Max. Geo, Van Wagenen, of this 

city, claims the names of Maxim and Charm for his two 
pointer bitch puppies, by Mr, Orgill’s champion Rush out 
of his champion Duchess, whelped June 2ist, 187) ; bred 
by Mu, Van Wagenen. 
Eluine.—B, & C. Von Culin, Delaware City, Del,, wish 

to claim the aboys name for their lemon and white setter 
bitch puppy, by Pontiac (he out of champion Petrel out of 
Pride of the Border) ont of Dr. W. W. White’s Queen 
Anne; she by Carlowitz out of Queen Bess, whelped Jan, 
ist, 1880, 
Nipp—Mc, C. WH. Hauptman, of Irvington, N, Y. 

claims the name of Nipp tor his red Irish setter bitch, 
IAPS sen to him by Mr. H. R. Bishop, of Irvington, N. 
Y. Nipp is out of Mr. Bishop's Biddy, by his Doctor, 
born March 2d, 1879. Mr. George Laick, of Tarrytown, 
N, Y., is breaking her, 
Byron,—Mr. Tinsley, of Hamilton, Ont., claims the 

name of Byron for liver, white and tan colored cockur 
doe, by his Dash out of Mr. R, Day's Floss; whelped Dee. 
2th, 1579. 

Sis and Bub.—Mr. James Chubb, of Cleveland, O,, 
claims the names of Sis and Bub for his two red Ivish 
setter puppies, bitch and dog. Sis for bitch by champion 
Elcho-Gip, prize winner Pittsburg, Pa., bred by Mr. W 
A, McIntosh, Sept. 10th, 1879. Bub for the dog, Arling- 
ton-Flora, both prize winners, bred by Messrs, Lincoln & 
Hellyer, Warren, Mass., Oct, 15th, 1879, 
Trip.My, Geo. H, Bigelow, of Natick, Mass,, claims 

the name of Trip for his dark lver and white cocker 
spaniel bitch, weight 201bs., bred hy Mr. Chas. Allen, of 
Woreester, Mass., out of his Cute by Grip ; whelped June 
3d, 1878, 
Livy I17.—Mr. Geo, H. Bigelow, of Natick, Mass., 

claims the name of Livy III for his orange and white 
Llewellin setter bitch, out of Livy I-Livy-Prince, owned 
by Mr. Liewellin, by Dan, Leicester-Peeress; whelped 
June 20th, 1879, ee 
Satms,—Racket._Ma, Garrett Roach, of this city, has 

sold to Mr. D, Ferguson, of Milwaukee, Wis., his liver 
and white pointer dog Racket, by Sensation out of Queen 
I Ih 
Rob,—Mr. J. Yeasley, Jr., of Coatesville, Pa., has sold 

his setter Rob (Rob Roy-Pocahontas) to Mr, Arnold Bur- 
gess, of Hillsdale, Mich. 

——— 

Wuenrs.—IToss.—Mr. N, L, Lafreniere's Floss whelped 
Feb, 22d, seven puppies, four dogs and three bitches, by 
Mr. H. £. Deane’s Layerack setter Pride. 

—_ > 

Brep.—Belle-Lord Dujfferin—Mr, George ©, Colburn’s 
pointer bitch Belle has just returned from a visil to Mr, 
C, DuBois Wagstaff's lemon and white pointer Lord 
Dufferin. Belle left Babylon, L, I, yesterday, and has 
gone to Boonton, N. J., for the season. 
Counless-Roderick. —Mrx. J, Yeasley, Jr,’s, Countess 

(Leicester-Pocahontas) to Mr. A, W. Moore's imported 
Roderick. 

—>—_—_ 

Dratu—Mack.—Mr. D. D. Lawlor, of the Grand Cen- 
tral Depot, had the misfortune to haye his Irish water 
spaniel Mack run over and killed on Beb, 14th, Mack 
was a veteran prize winner and was well known to all 
exhibitors in the Hast. 

alrgherp. 
SS : 

TARGET VALUATIONS. 

Bosron, Feb, 28th. 
Editor Forest anid Stream: 
The tyro m archery accepts at first everything ns it is, as haying 

the sanction of the authorities. As they progress and become 

hetter neqnainted with its practice and theory, those of u think- 

ing mind who find things which to them seem to be wrong ask, 

Why is this as fl is? and they look to those jwhom they consider 

authority for an explanation or reason, that their misunderstand- 

Ing may be corrected and that they can go on with the feeling 

that all isas itshould he. 
Such was the writer's condition when he put the question, Are 

the ngs of the target valued in ejyuitable proportion ? 
Having no feeling in the matter saye to getata right and just 

gouclusion, he hopes that otherswill have only thesame intent, 
and that the yiews of those interested may be fairly presented, 

not only as opinions, but with reasons for those opinions. 

Mr. Wi!) H. Thompson, in the Pores: anp STREAM of Feb, 

19th, misrepresents the writer, unintentionally, we believe, by 

saying, ‘Mr. Brownell eyen thinks that the archer}who shoots 

big arrows has an advantage over the one who shoolsa small 

one.’ This statement, by virtue ofits origin, will be accepted by 

many as a fact, and they will not havea correct opinion of his 

idens, for Mr. Brownell never thought or expressed that opinion, 

and a natural inférence would be that. Mr. Thompson, being mis- 

taken in that assertion, may be in some of the others expressed jm 

the same article. 

The opinion whieh I first expressed ia this question of the rela- 

tive valuation for the seyerl rings of the target was that the 

eold and red received too liirgea per cont, of the total valie, and 

at the expense of the white and black. This | thousht could be 

remedied by yaluing the seyeril rings from one to five, which 

would transfer 2; per cent. of the total value of the target fron 

the gold to the white, and 14 per cent. from ‘ped to black; and it 

should be remenibered that I referred particularly to the York 

Round in considering the question, where as I have before shown 
the majority of hits are in Wack and white. 

Tuave certain reasons for thinling, as 1 did, and asked for the 

objections, and why the present values were adopted. As Mr. 

Thompson gives them in bis commu nication they seem lo be— 

First. The difficulty which would result to those who wish to 

eompare scores will those which lave been nade Vnder the prea- 

ent valuation. j F 

Seeond, That the valuation of the rings of a target should be in 

proportion to their area, and that the English early found this to 

be the case, though they do notfollowit, , 

Now, I am not wholly satisfied with this statementand the 6x- 
planation of their great yariation fromowhat they found to bea 

fact, particnlarly a8 it is not borne out Jn practice; indeed, it 
seems to me that it can be proved a fallacy- 

‘lwo archers shoot an arrow each ab a target, What is the cri- 

terion Of merit? Proximity to the center. Shooting two or 

more arrows,the merit must be in their aggregate nenrness to the 

center. How is this to be determined? By measuring the dis- 
tance from the center to the point hit by each arrow, the total of 

these distances givine the aggregate, and the less this distance the 
better the shooting. 
Now, to compare this theory with the theory of yaluation by 

area, A shoots fiye arrows and makes a bit in ench color exactly 
half way between the inside'and outside rings. Tbose hits would 
score by the ratio of aren 16.1,and their aggregate of distance 

from the center is sixty inches. B shoots five arrows and makes 

tio reds, one blue, and two whites, also iu the center of those 
colors, The value of these hits by the area is 10.4, and their weere- 

wate of distance sixty inches, exactly the same as A's arrows. — 
With the distunce the same it is not just that A should hayea 
score nearly 60 per cent. better than B. 

We haye a target of a certain sive, with the distance from the 

center to outside divided into fiye rings of equal diameter, and 

desire to retain its size and divisions. 

To rate these seyeral rings by their distance from the center we 
find that the ratio is exactly 1,2. 3, 4 and 5, Thatis to say, the 

second ring extends twice, the third three, the fourth four, and 

the fifth fiye times the distance of the first from the center. 

These yalues would contemplate the smuller scores being the 

best. And to make the larger score the best we must invert the 

order of yalues. This is supported by measuring from the outside 

toward the center, and wo find that the second ring is twice, the 

third three times, the fourth four and the fifth five times the dis- 

tance of the first rine nearer the center, and should increase in 

value in that proportion. AndTarriye at the following conelu~ 

sion :— 
There fa but one accurate method of comparing scores in shoot- 

ing, and that is, to measure the distance from the center to each 

point hit, and diyide the aggregate by the number of arrows 

shot, giving you the nyerage distance from the center for the 

whole number of shots. 
This would necessitate a target large enouch totake in all ar- 

tows shot, and is, of course, impracticable for weneral use, but 

in this way we can figure Oui the difference between scores, and 

compare it with the difference In the same scores, figured by one 

or another yaluation of the rings of the target. In this compu- 

tution 1 ayerage the hits in each color as being midway between 

the inner and outer edge of that color, and multiply the distance 

from the center of the target to the center of the color by the 
number of hits in that color. For golds, I take one-half the dis- 

tance from the center to the outer edge (2.4 inches) ns being the 

average of the hits for golds. 

The missesal ayerage as hitting the center of an imayinary ring 

outside the white, and ofthe same breadth, or 26,4 inches trom 

the center. 

Thave figured all the American Round seores made at Beacon 
Park, by this measurement, by the one to nine, and by the one to 

five valuations, comparing one-half with the olber; and also 

many singlé scores n the same seyeral ways, and haye not found 

iin instance but in which the difference by the one to fiye values 
was nearer the difference by measurement than the difference by 

the one to nine yalueg. 

To illustrate, 1 will tuke the scores previously mentioned, 20 
hits, 145 value, reyalued $7, and 30 hits, value 122, revalued 9A. 

By the present valuation, the score of #) hits exceeds thut of 0 

hits 18.8 per cent., by the revaluation 14.4 per cent., and by 

measurement 14.1 per cent., showing the revaluation to differ 

{rom the measurement only three-tenths of one 1percent., while 

the present valuation differs nearly 5 per cent. Takine twosixty- 

yurd scores from my score-book, 23 hils Tl or 47, and 17 bits 98 or 

45, the present yalue of the 17 hits exceeds that of the 23 hits 2.8 

per cent; while by measurement the 23 hits average 38 ofan inch 

nearer the centre, and by the revaluation 2 points more than the 
17 hits. 
Taking the Beacon Park scores of 50 hits, 202%, and 45 hits, 201, hy 

measurement, the 56 hits aversge 11 of an inch nearer the center 
than the 60 hits, showing the 55 hits to be the best shooting, and 
it should have the larger score; reyulued, if exceeds the score of 

60 hits two points. 
Ttis only in the comparison of a score of many hits and small 

yalues with the score of few hita und large valies that the rela— 
tive positions are changed, and I ask, is itanything butjustice to 

the many hits in the outer colors to give them their just propor- 
tion of the total value of the target? 

Let us give fair and jst consideration to all suvzestions and 
improvements, for they cannot materially change archery from 
whatitis and will be. Make every conceivable finproyeinent or 
change In the equipment—'tis but a small partof the play—for 

you will yet haye the crowning portion of the sport, the indiyi- 

duality of the archer, unchanged and unchangeable. 

As for the difficulty of comparing scores, a5 long as we retain 

our 48 inch target and the five equal divisions of it, there will be 
but little trouble for anyone to compare their scores with those 

of old or with others of the present time. Hach arvher has, or 
should haye, his detailed score in his score-book. If A, who uses 
the 1 fof values, wishes to Compare his score with any made hy 
the present valuation, he hag only tofigureup his hitsin the say- 

eral colors by that valuation, and vice versa for B, if he uses the 

present valuation, nnd wishes to vompare his score with A’s. 
T cannot understand why it is that Mr. Thompson wishes us to 

practice archery another year before we ask questions, and sees 

discord in discussion. Ifthere is thatin our present system of 

arebery whieh will not bear discussion, itis better to out with t 

At once, 
Tt is, of course, to be desired that we keep a uniform valuation, 

and Lam notone toadyvise 4 chunge without due and proper con- 
sideration, Nor would I yet think of counting the for and 
avainsl ; bitin view of the forecoing facts it does scem to tie that 
{here is something in a proposition which is harmonious in theory 
and practice, as against one that does not accord in those par- 
ticWlars. ANDREW 8. BROWNELL. 

——— 

Pacirio Coast ARCHERY ASSOCTATION.—San Francisco, eh. 
20th.—Six clubs were represented by their delegates at the meal. 

ing of organization to-day, the Oakland Row Club, by F.C. Hay- 
ens and Al. W. Havens; Pacific Archery, by C.C. Cadman, Hur- 

yey Dornealand T. M. Ward; Robin Hood Archery lab, by J. P. 
Allen, A, F. Low and W. L. Oliver; Cavital Bow Club and Sher- 
wood Foresters of Sacramento, by G. W. Leftwich; Merry Kores- 
ters, by Daniel O'Connell (Al. W. Havens, proxy). ©. C, Cadmon 
calied the meeting to order, and stated that the object Was to furs 
ther the practice of archery throughout the Tuited States, Dhe 
following officars were then elected:—President, C. C, Cadman; 
First Vice-President, N, fi. White, of Sacramento; Second Vice 
President, J.P. Allen; Recording Secretary, Waryey Durneal 
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Treasurer, Al. W, Huvens. Executive Committee:—Daniel 
O'Connell, F.C, Havens, Fr. M. Ward and George B, Mills, with the 
President added as an ex-wfieia member. The rules and by-laws of 
the Pacific Archery Club were adopted with a few changes, for 
the government of the Association, 

Tt was decided to have two general meetings every year for 
competitive practios, onc in Mayand onain September, At these 
meetings it is proposed to have a visitors’ prize, open to all argh- 

ers living in parts of the State where no ¢lubs arein existence, 

Allteam shooting must consist of four members in eavh team 
shooting the American Round. The champion medal to be shot 

for acabrding to the * Double Yor« Round," and the championess 

medal avcording to the * Double Columbia Round,” 
i 

CORTLAND ARCHERS.—Cortland, N. ¥., Feb. 28th.—At our regu- 

lar weekly meeting for practice at Van Bergon Hull the follow- 

ing scores were made by the members of the Cortland Archery 

Club, who were present; distance; 30 yards; 00 arrows each :— 

1st.30. 2d 80. 8.30. Total. 
Dr, F. 0 : Hy: ELE pp el tm = 200 LO 213. 202 610 
eee Gioia “4554 i: 180 200 5o0 
Jag. ee er eRa 18g 194 bail 
F551 008 ey eee ee 180 ave 506 
AY Nabi ant Tht 160 465 

1. B. GE. soe 14a 146 459 
Dr. G. A. Smith 148 Ii! A457 
Mrs. A, Mahan.....-....-... nat) 84 302 
The club began practice early in December, 1879, and but, few of 

‘the members had had any preyious practice. We will send you 
scores Wiade At regular club practice from time to time, and hape 

other archery elubs will do the same. A. M. 
(ee 

—The New York Archery Club haye a masquerade sociable 
this evening. 

Answers to Correspondents. 
ee 

(8° Correspondents who may send us their proper 
name and address will always receive prompt attention 
in these columns. We require w man’s name for tworea- 
sons ; (1) sometimes as a guarantee of good faith, dnd (2) 
always asa matter of common courtesy. 

R. B. D,, Prescott, Ont.—See answer to another inquirer. 

Gray, St. John, N, B.—The so-called ‘' pheasants” are properly 
ruffed grouse. 

J. ¥., Philadelphia.—Write to Manning's Yacht Agency. Ses his 
advertisement, 

T., New York Ctty.—The lady, so far as we can learn, is no 
longer in business. 

W. A. &R., Brooklyn, N. Y—For the instruments apply at any 

taxidermist’s store. 

W.S,L., Jamestown, N.¥.—Write to E. I. Horsman, New York, 
for lifting machines and spirometers, 

J. C. V., Warwick, N. Y.—The open season for trout in New 
York, is from April Ist to Sept. Ist, 

C.T.§., Philadelphia.—You probably haye in mind the mullet 

sucker, which goes by half its name in the different localitics. 

F. A. J., Fort Garland, Cal.—Write to the National Rifie Asso- 
ciation, New York, for rules goyerning Creedmoor matches, 

E. F. G.—If you will write to G. H. Thomas, Duxbury, Mass., he 
will give you dimensions, ctc., of Hermes aud Siren, schooners. 

H. &., Toronto, Can—C, was returned; therefore A. wins his 
het. A walk oyerin a “play or pay ’* match is considered a race, 

“ Ar.'—Will ‘*Al." who wrote sketch of Sharbot Lake, Ontario, 

in our issue of July 10th, 1879, please send his address to this office? 

G. 8. O., St, Paul, Minn.—The Wuttall Bulletin is published at 

Cambridge, Mass. <All business communications should he ad- 

dressed to Ruthven Deane. 

C. E. M., Baraboo, Wis,The stone is common iron-stained 

quartz, of no commercial value, and does not indicate the pres- 

ence of any metalliferous ceposits. 

J. B., Fort Meade, Dakota.—You will find what you want by 

writing to Hartley & Graham, Maiden Lane, New York, Let us 
hear from you of condition of game, 

‘ 

J, H. B., Ottawa.—You may send your fish in the spring and 

Bummer to Chappell & Storor, Fulton Market, New York. Prices 

yary, and Mr. Chappel] will keep youinformed of market rates. 

BR. FP. B.—The recipe for preserving sails was furnished by reli- 

able parties, and we consequently can recommend it. Avoid all 
strong acid or chemical solutions, as they are liable to rot the 

canvas, 

CruIsER, Portland._The rig should be governed by the yacht's 

Btability. We should suppose that water-line hoist was excessive. 

About 7 per cent. will be ample for forty-foot sloop of usual 

model. 

J. ¥. D., Altoona, Pa.—We donot know where live quail may be 
purchased. Tf any of our correspondents can inform us we should 

be extremely oblimed for tle sake of many readers who are seck- 

ing birds for restocking purposes. 

Kt. M., Bath.—We never knew any one who actually tried the 

eutter rig to go back tothe sloop. Talkis cheap, but facts count, 
Wote the rapid increase in cutters Hast and West. Bee letter 
from Micligan this week. 

8. T. L., Applebachsyille, Pa.—l. You may write to Martin Ben- 
jamin. 2. The collie dog is the best for bringing the cows home 

from pasture. A great many farmers use them for this, You will 

See something about them elsewhere. 

H. H., Hoboken, N. J.—Your query was incorrectly printed in 
last week's issue; you having stated that your dog bas had the 
mange. If you find that the friction treatment does but little good, 

you might rub the bare spots with cod liver oil. 

CAMBER.—Camber implies & rounding upward, as applied on 
pige 39 of Neilson’s * Boat-Building ;” the keel curves upward ati 
bow and stern, and ywouldtouch the floor at those points only if 
turned upside down. The author is a little obscure. 

E, L., Hannibal, Mo.—1. We cannot give you the dimensions of 

(the steel canoes. Ii is not in the market. 2. It is unsafe to use 
4drs. powder in the $45 decarbonated steel guns, Some of them 
will stand it and others will not; itis best to be on the safe side. 

H. M.H., Cincinnati, O.—T haye a red setter bitch out of Bass- 
ford'’s Gipsy aud Rory O’More; she is now eight months old and 
only weighs twenty-eight. pounds; is not this too light? Ans. 

From thirty-five to forty pounds would be about the proper 
W eight. 

C. W. E., Boston, Mass.—Your answer last week should have 
tead: By the term “ Imporied” English setters, in the New York 

_ Bench Show, will be understood a dog born in England, or whose 
pire and dam where hoth imported from Hapland Bee the rule 
of the Club elsewhore, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

EB. W. ©., Gorsicana, Texas.—Messrs. Cassell. Petter, Galpin & 
Ov., of this city, are publishing a most excellent seriul, termed 
“The Iinstrated Book of the Dog,” Tt is by Vero Shay, and 

eoversthe ground you wish, Iiis issued in monthly numbers at 

40 oonts eagh., Beven nimbers now published. 

H. M.L.—To churter 2 yacht in Boston, apply to the buildars, 

ete,, at City Point, or advertise your wants in our columns, 

About $25 to $40 a month for good craft, TPorlong period, special 
terms, For nayigation pet ‘' Yachtsman’s Handyhook,’’ Wil- 
iams & Co, 287 Washington street, Boston. Price about $2. 

CG. 8. K,, Washington, D. C.—Please give the exact age and pedi- 
gree of the Layerack puppy presented by Mr. Chas. H, Raymond 

toa friend in this city, Thedog is white and lemon, and is named 
Cossack, Ans. Cossack is by Morford’s Don, out of Raymond's 
Fairy, and is, we believe, about ten months old. 

CO. #, H., Gleyeland.—1. ls a cylinder-bore interior to a choke- 

bore? 2. Is a load of ddrs, powder, oz. shot too heayy a charze 
for a fine Parker, weight between 7 and 8 pounds, cylinder-bore 

No. 12? Ans. 1, Yes, for shooting qualities, if you mean two guns 

of the game grade. 2. No, but more powder than is usually used. 

J, K. P,, Baltimore, Md.—In the vicinity of Winniper, Manitoba, 

you will find all the game you want—pinnated and rufied gronse, 

woodcock, duck, ployer, geese, swans, cranes, pelicans, ete., and 

white hares. Itis a magnificent land for gaine and fish, Thereis 

also much large game in the country easily accessible from Win- 
hipeg. 

N. H., Williamsport, Pa,—TWas a. 80-inch barrel gun any adyan- 

tage over a 28-inch in aiming, ind if so whatisit? Ang. The ad- 

yaotage is in haying the sights further apart, and is inapprecia- 

ble atshortrange. In long-range shooting the superiority of the 
30-inch oyer the 28-inch is very considerable, other things Leing 

equal. 

G. F. D= Write to the Bureau of Immigration, Tallahassee, Ma., 

for information relative to lands about North Worth, Ma. There 

isabundance of Goyernment. land in that State, and plenty more 

that may bo had for a song. To engage in orange culture go to 

the southern and south-eastern portion of tho State, below the 
frost line. 

G. F. P., Macon, Ga.—l. We know nothing of the firm you men- 
tion; believe they burst up, and burst every one who dealt with 

them. 2. The rifle you mention is not to our knowledge handled 

by any of our advertisers, and we know little of it. The best re- 
peating rifle, according to the testimony of our correspondents, is 
the Winchester. 

A. O., Baltimore, Md.—For anatomy you will do well to procure 

“Owen's Anatomy of Vertebrates,’ Longmans, Green & (Co., 

London, 1870. For fishes, get ‘ Jordan’s Manual of Vertebrates,’ 
Junsen, McClurg & Co., Chicago, 1878. We shall shortly publish a 
list of text books and works of reference in some of the branches 

of Natural History. 

B. D. B._We belieye it is only a certain prodess of paper-boat 

making which is patented. But no one will harm you if you 

build only for your own pastime, thouch the law allows you to 

do so only for experimental purposes; & Very vague phrase, which 
ean be made to coyer a great deal. Marine glue or shellac yar- 
nish will serve the purpose. 

L. B. W., Hayt's Corners, N. Y.—l. The Winehester rifle has 

best cvst steel barrels, 2% It is safe for rapid firing. 3. We do 

not know anything of the otherrifles. 4. You do noi need any 
oil on your rubber boots, 5. For rubber goods ‘send to the firms 

who fre represented in our advertising columns. 6, Carver fs in 
Burope. 7. Bogardusis at Chicago. 

¥. A. K., St. Paul, Minn.—My pointer has an eye which is con- 
stantly running and much intlamed, vaused by a kick from a 
horse some six months ago. Havetried a number of applications 

with no suecess. What had best be done? Ans, Nature of the 
injury too indefinite. Write more explicitly, and name the appli- 
cations you haye tried and which have failed. 

¢., Valdosta, Ga—We should think that A and B, haying tied, 
ought to play it out. Weare not authority on Cassino, however, 
nor on any other game of cards. Should we profess to be, this 

column would be deluged with a never-ending series of calls for 

eavd decisions, the settlement of which would be hardly worth 
the while of an intelligent and disinterested man. 

B. A., New Vork.—The strain of Mr. J.B. Miley’s Grouse ig ex- 

cellent on both sides. On the sire side Gift goes back to La 
Touche’s celebrated breed, and Andrew Dunne, who owned Loo 
and Game, had his breed of Irish red setters for over flfly years. 

Rouge, the dam, goes back to Hendrick’s and Clauricarde’s breed, 

the latter haying the reputation of being among the purest in 

Treland. 

D. W., Esperance, N. ¥.—l. The Tathams use avoirdupois 
weight, 1 ounce of which contains 437: troy grains, 480 grains Lroy 

making one troy ounce. 2. All of Dixon's implements are num- 

bered for gonyenience in ordinary goods. The numbers are arbi- 

trary, and beyond designating different articles haye no signifi- 
eance. The measures Nos, 1,105 and 1,107 differ only in style of 

handle, notin size. 

F. D, L., Indianapolis, Ind.—My Gordon setter, three years old, 

has a black substance growing oyer his eyes, which now covers 

about one-quarter of the eye, and in order to see me or any ob- 

jectat u little distance he has toraise hishead.. Will consider it a 

kindness for you to advise me what to do. Ans, Ii is probably 

due to a growth that can only be removed by a surgical opera- 
tion. We would advise you to consult a medical practitioner, 

w. A. §., Greenfield, Muss.—My setter dog has a white film grow— 

ing over one of his eyes, Can you, through your valuable paper, 

inform me what will remove the film and restore the sight? Ans, 

If the filin is duc to opacity of the cornea it will be permanent; if 
of move simple character, it may be removed by dusting into the 

eye twicea day a very finely pulverized powdery, consisting of one 

part white sugar and two parts calomel, Write the result of treat~ 

ment, 

'P, W. J., Unionville, Conn,—l. By chambering shot/is meant so 

arranging the pellets on the wad in the shell thatthey will be flat— 
each one down upon the wad, and the whole luyer fitting snugly in 

the shell, In choke-bores the shot should be chambored on a wud 

fitted into the barrel of the gun atits most confined point. You 

will find many useful hints on this subject in recent numbers of 
this paper, and a little experimenting will show you how many 
shot your gun will chamber. 

Crursen.—&. informs us that after a season's experietice with 
Goughtry’s collapsible dingeys he can recommend them in all re- 
spects, They weigh only from $5 to 60 pounds, according to size; 
ave easily folded and expanded ; stow into their length, half their 
peam and five inches thick; are quite seaworthy and wear well, 
butit will not do to overloud them, as they become cranley when 
deeply immersed. A nine-foot boat will carry hyo men in safety, 
put thres willbe too much forher, 
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C, New York.—I haye asetter bitch two and a. half years old 
that haswartsinher mouth. Whatshalll do for her? Ans. You 

donot state if ile warts are isolated erawths or so numerous as 

to constitute an eription of warts. Tl the former, use a ligature, 

f¢., a silk thread tied very tightly around the hase of each wart ; 
if the litter, use caustic of nitrate of silver. Bit ihe dog in etther 

treatment witha piece of rubber hose; you will then be able to 
work move freely and quickly. 

W. B. B., Cooperstown, N. ¥.—1, T havea rifle, * Greene’s patent, 
Nov. 1ith, 1867,"" but liaye never bean able to obtain’ ‘cartridges 

that would fit it, %. Does the sun load at breech or inuzzle? 

Ans, 1. Your vifle, like many others made at that time, is anti- 

quated, and you cannot an cartridges for it. Better dispose of 
itand geba modern arm. 2. We confess ourselves unable to tell 

you. You might look up the patent records fut. ae and 
seo what Greene claimed it to be. 

J.W.T., Ashland, 1l.—My uncle, near here, has a fish pond, coy- 

ering about seyen weres and running down in (pth trom four in. 

to tenft, Ttis stocked wilh our native fish. Mow would it do to 

sow part orall of it with wild rice, s0 48 o Wakeita good feeding 

place for ducks and geese? Ans. This would add much to the 

sporting value of yourpond. Rice may be somrreithetin spring 
orfall. We haye twoadvertisements of sead forsale in another 

column. Follow the directions already published by ourselyes 
and you will besuccessful, 

BR. W. B. Derby, Conn.—My dog is excessively’ constipated. 

Have tried pills jnd injections, but thus far without relief. Ags 
might be expected, he fats little. WhatshallIdoforhim? Ans, 
Feed no meat for a week with the exception of boiled liver, to ba 

mixed with yegetables and corn meal properly cooked. For im-— 

mediate relief, an enema ofa tablespoonful of castor oil mixed, 
andif medicine is needed subsequently, ateaspoonful of castor 

oil with two of olive oil oncéa day, combined with plenty of 
exercise. 

A, B.5., Suitland, Md.—My setter bitch three years old has a 

very bad cough, She coughs continually, except when lying 

down or when asleep. She isin good order, and cats well, her 
eyes do not discharge, nor does she in any way show distemper. 

When she is coughing shetries to vomit, but does not sueceed, ~ 

Please advise me what to do. IT donot know whether she has had 

the distemper or nof. Ans. Try tablespoonful of salt dissolyed 

in water, followed Ina few hours by an ordinary dose of castor 
oil. Write to us the further symptoms, : 

ForEsicur.—l. How heavy should a .45 cal. rifle he-and what 
length Of barrelfor shooting up to #00 yards necurately? 2. 

What game may be found in Maine? 38. When may game be 
killed under existing laws of that State? 4. Where can New- 

house's steel traps be bought? Ans. 1. Nine and « half pounds, 
With 30-inch barrel. 2. See in last week’s paper descriptions of 

the Rangeley country. 3. The open seugons of that State are: 

Deer, Oct. Ist to Jan, Ist; sea fowl and plover, Sept. Ist to May 

Ist; quail and pinnated grouse, Jan. Ist to Sept. Ist; salmon, 

April ist to July 15th; land-locked salmon, trout and togue, May 

Ist to Oct. ist; black bass, Oswego bass and white perch, July 
Ist to April lst following. There are a number of special loedl 

provisions. 4, Hor sale by the Oneida Community, Oneida, N. ¥ 

M. P. Mc., Franklin, N. ¥.—Some unpvineipled parties in this 

town, Who hayes some extraordinary poor specimens of cocker 

spaniels which they breed for sale, haye named them the same 

names as some of iny fine specimens, evidently with the intention 

to deceive the purchasers of their pups, for by their pedigrees one 

might suppose them to be outof mystock. Whati is the best rem- 

edy inthe matter? Ans. There can be no remedy except to make 

the matter known as thoroughly as you can among your patrons. 

There is no law to prevent a man from numing his dog anything 

he may please. Common courtesy regulates these things. If 
any purebasers of coeker spaniels are deceived throueh. misrep- 

resentations, that is a matter for them to take care of. If you 

ean show any positive injury lo your own Lee de,cousult a lawyer, 

B., Boston.—Itis generally assumed that wide, shallow boats will 

not profit by ballust on fhe keel. They have, orought ta have, suffi-| 

cientstability without such sids, and if they baye not, their model 

is so faulty that lead outside would not improye them much, as to 

beeffectiyeit should be camied ata depth. Noexperiments are on 

record to cover such case3,and we think the extra friction added 

would hurt more than the gain In stability, which would be 

but slight. A keel would, however, mulke her steer much better, 

and be easier on herhelm. The fanlt is one of trim, or wrong 
location of center-board, if the model is nol extravayant. Chang- 

ing to jib and mainsail might be advisable, as the cal-riz is the 

worst balanced of any deyised. As an experiment, however, it 

might be desirable to try weight on keel, though public opinion is 
against success, but public opinion is loosely formed, and may be 

in error, We haye no data to give a more decided answer. Gen- 

erally, stvetahing ballast more fore and aft will make a boat less 

“quick "in rough water. 

A SussoriBeER, Palmer, Mass,-Please advise me what to do for 
my setter dog. Symptoms are a smacking of his jaws while 

uryake, awallowing in sleap, and making # noise us if his mouth 

Was sticky and cluminy. He lies stretehed upon the floor while 

in sleep, and his legs jerk and twitch. Mis coat is dry and faded 

along small of hack and sides. Seems very neryous at limes, and 

will start suddenly as Tf hivhtened, when allis quiet. Appetite 

is seldom poor, I feed him on scraps from table, Indian meal 

cake, wheat bread aud crackers; the¢o Tsometimes give in milk, 
Ans. Milk should not be given to grown dogs, but buttermilk may 

at times be mixed with food. Yourdog has worms. As you neg— 

lect to give the age of the dog it is impossible to state the exact 

quantity of santonin which we would sugwest you to lve; we 

therefore lenve to your jndginent to sdminister two doses; ad- 

cording to aye, of from tivo to four or live grains of santohin in 

Binall piece of bread: one dose in the evening on an empty stom- 

ach, followed the next morning by similir dose, wid from four to 
six hours after from hall!-oince to ounce of castor oil. 

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT. 

MaLaArta Drestrovep.—G. A, J, Gadbois, of Brockville, 
Canada, certifies that he was prostrated by a malarial 
disease contracted"in Texas, and was quickly and com- 
pletely cured by the use of Warner's Sate Pills and Safe 
Bitters. He adds: 7 shall never travel in that climate 
without your Safe Pills and Bitters as a part of my out- 
fit.— Adv, 

—$—<—$<——s 

Canadian trout anglers should not fail to read the no- 
tice of Messrsi Inwin and Clarke, who have built a sports: 
men's hotel at Mayanetewan village, 

—<—»—. 

—The Old Judge who passed sentence upon the particu. 
Jar brandl of tobatco bearing his official seal was never 
accused of eorruption, nor did a jury ever find a yerdioli 
contrary to his charge. , 
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Norrs.—‘ Wallace” is mistaken when be says that few 

clerrymen isdulge in field sports, There may he few 

wlien we compare ministerial gunners and anglers with 

tlas whole clerical body, but our experience goes to show 

fnat a 4aree proportion of ministers follow the trout 

siveims and mark down the beyies, and as a class the 

clergy are as favorably inclined to field sports as are the 

ynembers of any other profession. We took our first 
lesson in trouting, one Monday morning. years and years 

4g0, up in a mountain brook, from a man to whose ser- 

inon we had listened the previous day, Our correspond- 

ence brings us into pleasant relations with many clergy- 
men, who reail the Forms? AND STREAM and write for its 
colwmns; indeed, some of the best known pseudonyms 

which appeav in this journal belong to ministers. ‘There 
is no conflict here. Good health, cheerfulness, manly 
yigorand strength are as desirablein ministers as in Jay- 
men, Their acquisition and preservation are not only 
right from a worldly standpoint, but—unless we very 

much avistake the spirit of the Gospel—are Biblical as 
well. He is an uywise clergyman who withholds his 
sympathy and influence from properly conducted field 

sports and clubs organized for participatgin them, No 
minister need sacrifices his dignity nor influence by join- 
ing a gun or fishing club. 

'Nhe use of popular misnomers in natural history is by 
no means limited to America, A writer in the Asian 

sives a tabulated list of eighty-tive names popularly and 
erroneously given to as many mammals, birds, reptiles 

and fishes, and this he claims is only a partial list at 

that. 

“Vell” paints a glowing picture of the attractions of 
Ajykansas. ‘The paper will do to file away for next fall 
and winter. The mention of Guyon fs particularly ap- 

propriate, coming with a letter from thab person, which 
we publish. With Reel Foot Lake duck shooting to be 
Wad. the Memphis sportsmen might well defy the restric- 
4gons of yellow feyex quarantines, 

This has been a remarkably open winter, and that may 

account for the presence at this season of the sea serpent 

off the New Jersey coast, Mem.—Sixty feet long ; dorsal 
fin eight feet high ; color, black and white, A little fel- 

low, nineteen feet in length, alongside, Observed by 
Captain Maloney, of the schooner Frank Atwood. 

—$—$—$$—— 
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THE COLLIE OR SHEEP-DOG. 
_, 

S announced in our issue of Feb. 1th, the West- 
minster Kennel Club contemplate” inaugurating at 

Central Park, a sheep-dog trial on the 80th of April, the 
day following the closing of the Bench Show ab Madison 
Square Garden. This practical illustration of the usefnl- 
ness of the collie will undoubtedly be the most interest- 
ing feature of this year’s programme; and if properly 

carried out, as we are assured it will be, will sive the in- 

habitants of our cities an opportunity of witnessing the 
wonderful intelligence of an animal which belongs 
strictly to the rural districts. All field trials of this kind 
that tend to display the usefulness of dogs, and the won- 

derful sagacity of each individual class, do more than 
amuse and interest for the time being; they teach a les- 
son and ‘preach a sermon of instruction, This is a step 
inthe right direction, and we trust the time is not far 
distant when water trials for Newfoundland dogs will 

follow this initial movement. We are thoroughly con- 
vineed that the intelligence and capabilities of the vari- 
ious breeds of dogs ontside the sporting classes is not suf- 
ficiently utilized, and it should be man’s ambition to 
strike at something higher than making him beg or give 

his paw. It is the fortunate lot of the sportsman to have 
proved to him daily the wonderful intelligence of his 
four-legged companion, and the absolute necessity for 
him. To one, however, who never leayes his city home, 

the dog does not command the same respect. If he is 

small he is constantly being associated with circus trick 
dogs that affect a pipe, or should he be large, with the 
unfortunate mongrel that is harnessed to the prowling 

yag-man’s jingling cart. For one reason alone should 

bench shows then be patronized, for they tend to eleyate 

the dog in the scale of the animal kingdom. 
Unquestionably the Newfoundland is one of the greatest 

favorites outside the setter and the pointer, From early 

youth his excellent and steady qualities are impressed 
upon our mind. No child’s book or early primer is with- 
out his picture, and the variety of occupations in which 

he figures is incalculable. On one page we see him en- 
forcing a strictly moral lesson by dragging the pilfering 

school-boy from off the apple tree, while over the leaf his 

courage is displayed in rescuing a young miss froma 

duck-pond graye. We grow up to recognize in him all 
the amiable, generous and domestic characteristics of a 

fine disposition, combined with a courage and fearless- 

ness that is sure to win man’s heart. Therefore, we take 

it, thatarace of powerful dogs of this breed could be 

yery profitably employed at our life-saving stations, and 
that at times their sagacity, watchfulness and feartess- 

ness would prove of great advantage, How often it is 
that a ship-wrecked crew almost gain the shore and are 
drowned in the very face of ashelvying beach. These 

dogs could be trained to patrol the beach and give a 

warning, after the manner that the St. Bernards are 

trained for the service of the Hospice ; while the tutor- 

ing to save a drowning person could be easily effected by 

means of lay-figures similar to those used some time 
since at the water trials in England, Thus in a short 

time the honest Newfoundland would have gained for 

himself quite as romantie- and weird a history as his 
stately brother way up upon the Alps, 

But to return to our mutton, The sheep-dog trials 
were first inaugurated at Bala, North Wales, by Mr, R. 

J. Lloyd Price, and later on this gentleman gaye London- 

ers a treat by bringing a flock of one hundred wild Welsh 

sheep up to the Alexandra Palace in 1876, the following 
interesting account of which we extraci from the 
“*Tlustvated Book of the Dog,” by Vero Shaw :— 

Here three sheep were picked out of a flock (which 

was folded in a remote corner of the park), and were car- 

ried to the field of operations on the side of the hill. 

They were then liberated, and the dog whose turn it was 

to work them was required to pen them ina small fold 
situated in the middle of the green bounded by Lhe race- 
course. The only assistance the dog received was from 
his master, who was, however, forbidden to touch the 

sheep under penalty of disqualification. ‘Those acquainted 
with sheep will fully appreciate the difficulties of the task 

thus set the shepherd and his dog, for wild Welsh sheep are 
yery unlike the civilized ones met with nearer towns.” 

To quote further from the account published at the 
time in the Live-Stock Journal —** Some of the dogs were 
s0 well trained that many spectators expressed the utmost 
astonishment at the intelligence they displayed, Some 

of them lie down before the sheep so as to let them re- 

cover their equanimity ; then they get up quietly, move 
a step forward and lie down again; this they repeat over 
and over again, producing a corresponding step of the 
sheep toward the entrance of the pen, and finally they 
fairly drive them in, almost unconsciously to them- 

selves.” 
From the above description if will be seen that the col- 

lie field trials at Central Parl will be properly recognized 

as an additional feature in this year’s showy. 
qos a ——— 

Several anonymous correspondents, whose fayors would 
receive attention were they accompanied with names of 
writers, are respectfully referred to the notice at the 

head of this page. 

—He is sailing under false colors. Wehearof him every 

season ; now in the woods of Michigan, slaughtering a 
deer out of season and lhen leaving the carcass where it 

fell, because he dared not go to pick it up; again, mmder 
cover of official position, yanking out the gravid fish, 
Now comes the story of his exploits in Maine, shooting 
the mother swallows over their nests. He is sailing under 

false colors, because he calls himself a sportsman and. 
when opportunity offers talks feelingly of game laws 
and the need of more efficient protection for our game. 
There is a well vecognized punishment for the master of 

a ship on the high sexs who Hies the wrong flag at his 
top. Sportsmen owe it to themselves to disown and de- 

nounce these fellows who rig out under false pretenses, 

—A woodcock in full plumage was found clinging to one 

of the windows in the Grand Central Depot, this city, 

last Saturday, and recovered by Mr, T. B, Moody, who 
will have him prepared for one of the decorations of the 

Superintendent's office. 

—Mr. H, W, Messinger, of Boston, has returned from ai 
yery pleasant fortmight’s quail shooting in North Caro- 

lina. Mr. Messinger stopped at Tarboro, a thriving vil- 
lage, right in the midst of a magnificent quail country, 

with a few woodcock and plenty of wild turkeys. The 
route is to Rocky Mount, between Weldon and Wilming- 

ton, thence eighteen miles on a branch road. ‘Tarboro has 

good hotel accommodations at moderate rates; and the 

people are among the most hospitable in the land, 

—March came in like a lamb; whether or not the old 

adage will proye true remains to beseen. Spring notes 

haye already begun to reach us from observers in differ- 

ent sections of the country, showing that ab least the 

birds have made up their minds to warm weather. 

—The Onondaga County Fishing Club has made itselfa 

power in the land by vigorously carrying out the work 

for which it was organized, namely, seeing that the laws 

already on the statute books are enforced, This is alto- 
gether a different undertaking from that of securing the 
enactment of new laws. Let us have other societies es- 
tablished on such a working basis. 

THE SALMON OF ALASKA. 
Bae | 

‘ SiTkKA, Christmas, 1879. 

HE mail steamer arrived on the 2ist inst, and left 
on the 23d inst., and this is the 25th, 

You people who livein the world can hardly realize 
how much is covered in the above puragraph, We here 
in Sitka, outside of a circle with but a miles radius, 

have existed six weeks with as little communication with 
the rest of our planet as had the inhabitants of Neptune 
or Uranus till the arrival of said steamer, with her weekly 
mail, fraught with good and eyil tidings, long looked for, 
hoped for and dreaded, transformed our lives: from leth- 

argy to confusion and excitement, And when the dip of 

hex colors as she turned ahead full speed indicated to us 
that again we were left to our own resources, to hopeand 
pray that another month of our lives would pass away as 
quickly as possible, a reaction came, and our happiness 
at the sight of her bow was equaled by that of her stern, 
For during her short stay we could neither read, eat nor 

sleep comfortably, for while so doing we might be wast- 
ing precious moments, during which we might he gath- 

ering in from the careless utterances of those favored 
mortals who had just come from the world, and would 
goon return to it, some bitsof news which they might 
drop. But though we could do nothing else we had to 
write, for failure to answer during that brief period of 
confusion, letters just received and hardly understood 
and digested, made a full month's difference in the time 

of their receipft—a consummation most evidently to he 
struggled against ‘ 

For a full day after ber departure I forswore the pen; 
and gazed with awe at the iromense pile of papers and 

periodicals I must attack andwade through before I 
could be even. I filed them all. by dates, though, and 

have before me the task of reading up complete files from 

Oct. 13th to Nov. 27th. Andit wsa tusk ina country 
where one’s reading has to be done by artificial light, 

I began, of course, On my FOREST AND STREAMS, and 

Thave spentany Christmas up to this hour (3 p.m.) in first 
skimming, and then, for reasons which presented them- 

selves, carefully re-veading your issues from Oct. 2c to 
Nov, 27th inclusive, that of Oct. 16th not haying been 

received. While so engaged, I have made a few notes in 

regard to points on which to write you; for 1 think that 

T cannot employ my time to better advantage than by 
giving you, and through you the lovers of natural his- 
tory, afew connecting links between sets of facts pre- 
sented through your columns by various contributors ab 

different times, and in one case add a little more testi- 
mony already given upon the solution of a problem 
which you say ‘‘has been the subject of earnest inquiry 
and investigation by leading naturalists for the last seven 
years,” viz., as to the identity of the rediish of Idaho, 
While skimming I was struck by the engravings in your 
issue of Nov. 13th of the redash of Idaho, and ejaculated, 

« Redfish! Dog salmon!” And summoning some piscato- 
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tial friends, my opifiion was confirmed, Then I read 
earetully the letter of Capt. Bendire. Your foot-note re- 
ferred hack to issue of Oct, 23; read in ib Bendire’s first 
letter and your comments, and am ready to assure you 

that in gaying from the description above given of the 
tedfish, there seems every reason to believe them identi- 
eal with salmon, a variety of whick are so common in 

Alaska, as described by our special correspondent there,” 

you were beyond a question correct, The sketch and the 

description of the vedfish fit the dog salmon perfectly, 
which salmon are in fall yery plentiful in all fresh water 

streams inthis vicinity, Capt, Bendire is correct in 

judging that the hump could have been more strongly 
portrayed, for I have seen many specimens where the 

contour line I haye drawn on the sketch which, I return, 

would more correctly represent the hump. But Lieut, 

Backus has done wonderfully well, considering the di- 
lapidated condition of the specimen from which his 
sketch was made, And it is possible that he hesitated to 
give the hump in all its grotesqueness, fearing that he 
might exaggerate, Buton the other hand, itis quite 
possible that in his specimen the hump was not more 
miurked. T lave seen atthe same time and place num- 

bers of the fish with the hump in all ils stages of devel- 
opment, from a glizht elevation to a hold protuberance. 
And at the same season the fish yary in color from the 

bright silyer of the fresh salmon through varying shades 
of tarnishing and change until the deep red, and at times 
purple-red hue of the dogs, is attained, and coincident 
with this change of color isthe change of shape. It is 

my belief that the entire change is produced by the effect 
of the fresh water, and isa symptom of the disease hy 

which, after spawning, so many of the fish die. It isso 

looked upon by those who, at the cannery, become very 

familiar with the fish, At it alldogsaretigidly tabooed ; 

in fact, they are never brought in, for as the seines are 

emptied, fish by fish: Into the boats, poor Indians hover 

near, and for the aid they render with their canoes re- 

ceive all of the dogs, and even some, which to my inex- 

perienced eyes would haye passed muster, were cast out 

by my friend Tom McCauley, who manages the fishing 
branch of the cannery. The Indians claim that when 
smoked the dogs are better than the clean salmon, but 
I can give no opinion on the subject ; they depend on the 

dogs, which thoy rake out in great numbers from Indian 
River, for their winter supply of food, I have the re- 
sources of the cannery, which I prefer, at my command. 
Tspoke of the dogs being caught in the seines ; this oc- 
curs only atthe closidg of the season, In early summer 

none are taken. Mr. McCauley has kindly supplied me 
with some statistics about the fish, and although in in- 
corporating them im this letter I shall be compelled to 
repeat some portions of the information, as given in pre- 
vious letters, I will be enilty of the tautology rather than 

of omission. 
The fish make their first appearance in these waters 

about the middle of May, and about the middle of June 
are plentiful enough to start operations at the cannery ; 

the ‘‘season” lasts from ten to twelve weeks. During 

this season Mr. McCauly has observed seyen different 

kinds of salmon, all of which are good for canning and 
for the table ; bul two varieties which come latest are the 
most valuable ; the flesh of these is yery red and rich with 
oil. Each of these varieties has a distinct Russian and 
Tndian name Qyhich names I will spare you, type-setters). 
About the ist of August the fish begin to make for the 

streams, and great })umbers die in them, The fishing is 
earried on by meats of seine boats, generally in pairs, the 

boats coming together catch sight of a school—not by 

seeing numbers of them jumping as I had supposed—but 
one or perhaps two are in the air at once, and that some- 
times at considerable intervals. The Indians have a say_ 
ine that ‘for one salmon that jumps there are a hundred 

in the water.” 
Watching till the school is syidently approaching one 

of the channels hetjyesn the many islands, they pull rap- 

idly for the most convenient point, on which one end of 

(lia seine is landed, and when in their judgment the 

school is within reach a, boat pulls rapidly around its sup- 

posed locality, dropping the seme, which is perhaps a 
hundred fathoms loug and two desp, 

There are moments of anxiety as the two ends are 

drawn upon, but al the first sight of a fish darting across 

the narrowing space anxiety isatan end. The fish make 

no attempt to leap eut, Tidian boat crews buy these 
seines and outfits early in the season and clear theiryalue 
(3300 or $490) before tt is over 
During the last season there were packed 6,000 cases of 

24-pound cans, each 144,000 pounds. The largest catch 

of any one day was 86,000 pounds; the greatest quantity 

sanned, 9,000 pounds; the largest fish weighed fifty-one 
pounds, and the average weight was twelve pounds. 

In the letter of your correspondent C, R,” from Port- 
land, Oregon, in your issue of Oct. 30th, several species 
of salmon common to the coast are deseribed so well that 
Tiecognize as Alaska visitors in the order mentioned by 
him the “gwiindt.” the ‘‘steck heads,” the ‘silver 

fish,” and the dog salinon ; but for reasons given I differ 
with him in pronouncing this last a separate variety. 

Allof his salmon, though, differ in ono essential point 
from those of Alaska, His will and ours won’t, take a fly. 

Ee 

Thaye given them a faithful trial, and I have a choice 
assortment of the best flies. 

Neither haye we been able to induce any salmon, of 
any variety, fo take any kind of bait or lure, and we 
have tried faithfully trolling and bait fishimg—only once 
with suceess ; In October a salmon ten inches loug was 
caught ona hook baited wifh venison, which had been 

lowered for rock cod, over the ship’s stern. And I have 

caused quite a number of “dogs” and of salmon in good 
condition, just taken from the sea, to boa opened, and 

have never found a particle of food in their stomachs, 
Upon one occasion only haye [had any evidence that 
they might take a hook, and that evidence was slight, 
While fishing in a deep pool in Saw-Mill Creek, in which 
a number of ‘dogs’ were monotonously circling, Lieut, 
McClellan, who was fishing near me, amused himself by 

casting his hook, baited with roe, in front of them, but 

they paid no attention to it for some time. Af last, 
though, he hooked one and it brake his line, but he is nof 

af all sure that the fish bit, In one point only can T de- 
tect any difference between the red fish of Idaho and the 

dog salmon of Alaska, and that is in the season of their 

running up the rivers. Bendire gives this at Wellowa 
Lake as beginning in July and continuing through Au- 

gust. Inthe Alaska riyers they begin to appear in Sep- 
tember and continue till late in October. 

Study of the letter of C, R.” helps me to another 

nice little point in natural history. He describes very 
correctly the salmon trout of which T have caught bush- 

els this summer, but which in September grow very 
scarce, and in October disappear altogether from our 

streams, Coincident with our loss occurred ‘°C, R,’s” 
gain, for in the streams near Portland he says they begin 

in September and continue through October, therefore that 
salmon trout migrate in the fall to the South, seems to be 

a fairly deducible result. But again I find a difference, 

or rather the difference. ‘OC. R.’3" salmon trout take 

flies, ours will not, nor will ours take any kind of bait 

but salmon roe, and they won't touch that until it gcts 

to the bottom, and the only way that we can tell when 

they do take it is hy constantly jigging at the line, and if 
we find resistance, overcome it and put the resister in 

the basket. ‘'C. RR,” assigns as avreason for the salmon 

not taking the fiy in early spring, the muddiness and 

height of water in Columbia River and tributaries. That 

reason won't work here. When the creeks are at their 

normal height, and the water so clear that the fishes’ eyes 
are visible, they won't touch a fly. Perhaps it’s because 

they have sense enough to know that as there are no real 
flies here, anything resembling one must be a fraud, 

Ihave one more ‘‘ note” touse as a text, and then I 

will give oyer my task of reviewer. I want to say a few 

words in regard to. the letter of Professor Gill, in your 

issue of Nov. 6th, and to your comments thereon. The 

letter of the Professor embodies the, at first sight, extra- 

ordinary statement that there actually exist little fish 

which arenot only capable of swallowing much bigger 
ones than themselves, bul which haye been caught in 
jlagrante delicio. And you receiye his story with so 6vi- 

dent an incredulity that, so far as I can find out by read- 
ing up to my latest number, the Professor has refrained 

from furnishing you with the additional and promised 
information. 

Now, Mr. Hditor, 7 detect in the Professor's letter a 
little evidence which convinces me that in spite of its or- 

dinary wariness, the YorrEsT anp STREAM has been 
sold.” You didn’t take notice of one qualifying phrase 
in the Professor’s letter. I did; and initlies the sell. I 

back the Professor's assertion, and I think J canin a few 

words induce you to admit the probability of his story, 
and you can then withdraw your offered prize of a, fish- 
hook. 

T will quote from the letter. He says, in describing the 
small or ‘‘ outside” fish, that ‘with its stomach empty, 

it would haye measured less than one inch in height.” 

He omits to give the height when the stomach is not 
empty. I won't say full, forl don’t believe that even 
the Professor knows the exact limit of elasticity of the 
stomach of a Chrasiiodus niger, whatever that may be, 
for I don’t know that I know the particular fish of which 

he speaks by the aboyetitle ; still lmay have seen plenty 

of them. Even the explanation, ‘one of the gadoids,” 
don’t enlighten me much; for were he to wrife you a 
chatty letter in which reference might be casually made 
to the Bernhardus-eupageris, or the Slrongylo-centrolis- 
drobachiensis, or the Miya-avinavia, comparatively tew 
would recognize in the creatures the hermit crab, sea 

urchin and common clam; but I believe [know it, If ft 
don’t, I know one—yes, several—which FE think will fill 

the bill, Iwill throw out of the question certaim of the 

radiates which, when prepating for a good dinner on say 

an oyster considerably larger than themselves, protrude 

their stomachs, and with them outside of their bodies, 

envelop and digest the oyster at leisure, 
There is found in the waters of the Gulf of Mexico a 

fish termed by sailors the ‘‘drum fish,’ from a sound 
which it emits, similar somewhat to that of a muffled 
drum, 

This fish, by inflating its abdominal sac, becomes nearly 
spheroidal in shape; and when in this condition, with 

ifs stomach not empty; the height from top of back to 

lower surface of helly is over two-thirds of its length. 
The common toad fish, when taken from the water, ig 

of a noymal shape, but scratch its belly and whata mota- 
morphosis takes place. I might multiply instances, for 1 
have seen fish in China, Japan, Al'rica, South America 

and Alaska waters whose power of swelling the stomach 
is so great that T could readily believe them oapabla of 
performing the feat of the professor's “‘eadoid.” And 

any one who has examined the telescopic joints both ati 
the inner angles and at the center or chin of the Laphrus 
amertcinus (goose fish), can see that jaws so furnished 

would admit of a, wonderful amount of expansion, 
This letter is hardly an Alaska, letter, but I cannot but 

think that in piecing together the varions items whicly 

have appeared in your columns, I haye seryed your paper 
equally as well as though T had deseribed to you in the 
orthodok manner, “struggles of speckled beauties.” 

Pismo. 
==) 0 

A DUCK STORY FOR “ PISECO,” 

CHELSEA, MAss., Jet, 14th, 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 
Reading the spicy letter of your correspondent, “ Pi- 

seco,” last evening, recalled to my mind my first duck in 
South Carolina, In the spring of 1868, a boy of fifteen 
years, I found myself in the service of Uncla Sam. I 
held (when not being punished for some boyish prank) 
the responsible but not lucrative position of messenger 
hoy on board the iron-clad monitor Nantucket, just ar- 
yived in Port Royal harbor, Going on deck the first 
morning I was surprised and delighted to see the number 
of wild fowlin the harbor. One large flock in particu- 
lar, about four hundred yards to windward of us, drew 
my attention as I saw a small sail-boat maneuyering to, 
get within range of it, After awhile the occupant of 
the boat concluding he was near enough, “‘lef go” bath 
barrels, killing three birds instantly and badly wounding 
another who flew straight at our ship, dropping in the 
water at about fifty yards to windward. I was intensely 
excited at this, for 1 had been an enthusiasiastic sports- 
man at home, where I had left a fine double-bartel and a 
knowing young spaniel. Grasping a few pieces of coal 
lying on deel I immediately opened fire, and at the third 
or tourth shot hit the duck on the head, turning him 
over on his back ; when as he floated past the ship I se- 
cured my prize. What to do with it now that I had 
secured it was a problem, I was no favorite with the 
sable genius who presided over the ship’s galley, and 
without his permission how was I to cookit? While 
pondering over my dilemma, the lieutenant passing said, 
“°S., what have you there?” ‘*A wood-duck, sir, won't 
you accept it?” Wor I wanted some one to vet the 
benefit of my shot, ‘*Thank you!” said he, Turning to 
the steward, ‘+ Steward, have this cooked for my bréal- 
fast to-morrow.” ‘* Yas-sar,” was the reply, and the ducle 
was faithfully and scientifically done. Our nayigating 
officer was a bluff “ old skipper” from the merchant ser- 
vice, who also acted ,as caterer of the ward-room mess, 
Now, among our officers was a young ensign named 
Starr, who always insisted that the caterer had reseryed 
sundry daimties upon which he was in the habit of lunch- 
ing during the long hours of the mid-watch, and as fate_ 
would haye it, this night in particular he was determined 
to tind the secret store of goodies. During his watch 
that night he cautiously rummaged the ward-room pan- 
try and was rewarded by finding a nice lunch covered 
by aplatter, Taking ib on deck he procceded to demiol- 
ish the same, mumbling his elation between the mouth- 
fuls. So pleased was he with his joke on the caterer that) 
the next morning he related the story to the whole mess. 
Shortly after, at breakfast, the eutenant, with a smile 
that was child-like and bland, said to the steward : 
Steward, bring on my duck,” The platter was brought 

and uncovered by the steward, who turned almost white 
with horror on finding nothing buta small lot of well- 
picked bones. The smile faded from the lieutenant’s lace ; 
a frown began to gather, when, happening to catch the 
eye of theensign, heremembered the story of the midnight 
forage. The whole mess saw the point at once, and euch a 
shout of laughter followed. Long years have passed 
since then ; the gallant lieutenant now signs himself as 
‘* Piseco,” and writes entertaining letters from “Sitka,” 
Tf this should Gatch his eye and he remembers what 
“tremendous grins” distorted the visages of the fore- 
mast hands, this will inform him that the said grins 
were caused by the ward-room steward relating this 
story to aselect circle of ‘old sliellbacks” around the 
smoke-stack that evening. H, Aw8, 
ee 
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MIGRATORY QUAIL IN PENSSYLVANIA,—JVorthumber- 
land, Pa., Feb. 24th.—About the middle of this month a 
covey of five migratory quail was seen three miles from 
this place, Although it is contrary to their habits to re- 
main here over winter, yet this season has heen a very 
open one, and they might not have migrated in the fall. 
They were seen in the early partof the season by the 
gentleman who located them in the spring about tho 
same place. Our informant is a sportsman, and reliable, 
yet he never had an opportunity to examime the migra- 
tory quail closely. Te describes them as being niuch 
smaller than our native quail, and very swift flyers. Wa 
located six pair here last spring, but not much was heard 
of them, as we did not look after or try to Aigo SReey 

H} 

Boston’s Famous Woopcock.—Boston. Feb. 26th,— 
Several months since, at the instance of the Society fox 
the Protection of Game, was instituted a complaint 
against Hall & Whipple, proprietors of Young’s Hotel, 
for having in their possession woodcock within the sui- 
son prohibited by secticn 1 of chapter 209 of the General 
Statutes, Tt appeared in evidence that tlie defendants 
served a woodcock ta aguest and received payment there- 
for, and it also appeared that said woodcock was nob 
killed, taken or caught within the lnnits ofthe Common- 
wealth of Massachusetts, but was taken, caught or killed 
in the State of Pennsylvania, ata season and time when 
it was lawful by the lay of that State to take, catah ov 
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Kill woodeock, and was dead when brought into this 
Commonwealth, Onthis ground the defendants asked 
the court to directa verdict of not guilty ; and further 
asked the Court to rule that the defendants had not com- 
mitted any offense under the laws of the Commonwealth, 
But the Court declined so to rule, and instructed the jury, 
as matter of law, that the defendsnts were liable under 
the statute aforesaid, and directed a verdict of guilty. 

The defendants excepted and the case was argued be- 
fore the full bench of the Supreme Court, which to-day 
sent down the following reseript; 

Hxception sustained. Verdict set aside and a new trial 
ordered. The defendants are not punishable under the 
Statute 1789, c. 209. for having in their possession, offer- 
ing for sale and selling a woodcock which is admitted to 
have been lawfully taken or killed in another State. 

This is the loophole of the law, through which innum- 

erable woodcock may pass despite the earnest work of 
the Society's officers, 
tt + Oe 

Tar NEw Jersey Law.—Morristown, March 1at,— 
Hititor Forest and Stream ;—I notice in your issue of 
Feb, 26th, the communications of two gentlemen re- 
plying to my letter on the New Jersey Game Law. A 
careful perusal of these letters fails to reveal to me 
where the views of your correspondents differ materi- 
ally from mine. ‘Fair Play.” in his letter, says: ‘‘ Of 
the half-dozen bills before the Legislature, there is but 
one that deserves consideration, and that is Senator 
Beekman’s bill, prohibiting the shooting of game birds 
and rabbits from Jan, 1st fo Dec, ist.” If “ Fair Play” 
gives the woodcock a place on the list of game birds, 
then he would carry the abolition of summer shooting 
beyond anything I het contemplated. But the inhabi- 
tants of the northern counties would be left out in the 
sold, both figuratively and literally, were the killing of 
swoodecock prohibited until Dec. Ist, or eyen Noy. loth. 
Tn most winters we are blessed with an abundance of 
“ beautiful snow" long before Dec. ist, so thatif any 
woodcock had the courage to stay through one of our 
storms, if would not afford much pleasure to wade 
through snow-drifts in pursuit of the festive timber-doo- 
die, And yet “Fair Play” cries against ‘* one section 
of the State attempting to legislate in their own inter- 
est and against another section,” 
Your ofher correspondent, ‘ W.,” agrees with me in 

every particular, for he writes: ‘‘If ‘Jersey’ can preyail 
on Senator Lawrence to have this old law repealed, I 
haye no doubt that he will find very little opposition 
to his bill.’ As you have stated, it is entirely unnec- 
essary to take any such measures, as the old law re- 
ferred to was repealed by the act of 1874. JERSEY. 

Game Bag and Guy. 
—>_.—— 

GAME IN SEASON IN MARCH, 

Hares, brown and gray. Wild duck, geese, brant, ste. 

FOR FLORIDA. 
Deer, Wild Turkey, Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Ducis, and Wild Fowl. 
‘Bay birds " generally, including various species of ployer, sand 

piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, ayo- 
eets, ete., coming under the group Limacole or Shove Birds. 

OO 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the ForEsT AND STREAM Directory to 

Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to giye 
the following particulars, with such other information as they 

may deem of yale: State, Town, County; means of access; Hotel 

and otheracoommodations; Game anditsSeason ; Fish and Its Sea- 

gon; Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address. 
—————<- 

—Ducks are now flying at Good Ground, L, I, 

miss them, 

Don't 

— oe 

A Brep ror THE CaMP.—Warsaw, Ind., Feb, 23d.— 
Tamanold camper, and have experimented in many 
ways, and through many contrivances, to obtain a com- 
fortable night’s rest in camp, but as yet have not suc- 
ceeded. I would be pleased to haye some of your corres- 
pondents suggesh a bed that can be carried in a small 
compass, yet strong and comfortable. H, Z, 

The camp lounge, advertised elsewhere, is well spoken 

of hy those who have tested its merits, The hammock 
is alsoa comfortable bed after one becomes accustomed 

to it, Some campers simply proyide themselves with a 

huge bag of canton flannel, or, in cold weather, of duck, 
lined with wool, into which they crawl, and then lie 

down on the softest spot onthe ground. This is particu- 
larly convenient for horseback travelers, being light and 
compact, and serving as well for saddle-bags. As a bed, 

it keeps out vermin and cold at the same time, There 
are many forms of home-made beds and bedsteads for 

use in the camp. Onecan readily construct a light frame- 
work, which may be carried in a compact bundle and put 
together in the woods. The bed in these should be of 
canvas or duck. One of the simplest things of the kind 

ever coming to our notice was a sheet of canvas six feet 
square, folded over and sewed together along two of the 
edges, forming a bag six feet long, three feet broad and 

open at both ends. Through this were run two poles, 

which rested at either end on logs orin forked stakes. 
This formed a cot; and if greater warmth or softness 
were desired, the bug was used as a matsrass and filled 

with mous or leaves, A camp bed is largely the result of 
individual ingenuity; perhaps some of our readers will 
eomply with the above request, and describe the beds 
used by theniselves. 

—>—- 

New Guns.—Wo haye been permitted to examine 

some samples of new guns sent to Mr, Henry 0, Squires, 
of Cortlandt street, by W. W. Greenery. The first is a 

new gun, of which Mr. Squires is sole agent for the Unt 
ted States, called “The Club Gun,” which name is on- 

graved tipon the rib, and is to be also put upon the heel- 

plate. Mr, Greener will maintain in these guns the repu- 
tation whieh he has established asa first-class maker, if 

the ono we saw was asample. It has the favorite top- 
action, double bolt and extension rib, pistol grip and 
patent fore-end, and the hammers, when cocked, are 

entirely below the line of sight. The barrels are lamina- 
ted steel, perfectly straight so far as cam be seen with the 
eye, and choked on the best principle, and it is represented 

as being an excellent shooter. Whatpleases us greatly is 
the balance of the gun, not being, as are s0 many choke 
bores of inferior make, top or muzzle-heayy. The price 
is fixed at $85, bringing it within the means of the 
masses, and must he based on large anticipated sales. 
The next gun is the Treble-wedge Fast, with hammer, 
haying Mr. Greener’s cross-bolt, which he claims as the 
strongest action made, There is nothing special to note 
in this gun, further than that the piece is much lower 
than ever before advertised in our columns, The gun 
that interested us most was the Hammerless Breeoh- 
loader, and we are glad to know that these guns are now 
brought down to a price where thay interest a large mass 
of sportsmen who have not felt like investing what has 
seemed like a fancy price ina gun, This subject of ham- 
merless guns is becoming of so much interest to sporte- 
men that we purpose shortly giving some some further 
attention to the subject. In England the hammerless 
is fast superseding all other kinds, and all the principal 
makers are now building them, applying to them their 
own system of action, etc,, and so far we haye been un- 
able to learn of any dissatisfaction being expressed with 
them when brought to a practical test. We would be 
glad to hear from those ‘now using them, as to whether 
they find any serious objections, and how they could be 
further perfected, as we are well satisfied, from their 
simplicity and strength, and the rapidity with which they 
can be fired, that they are the coming gun, or, 43 Mr, 
Greener states it, “the gun of the future.” 

——or 

New Yorx—Lowville, Feb, 19th,—I recently received 
a fine large raven (Corvus corax) killed while flying over 
Round Pond at Stillwater, Beaver Riyer, by one of Dun- 
bar’s guides. Last week IT got a very nice dark otter, 
caught by Johnnie Beach at Beach’s Millon Burnt Creek, 
Both of these specimens I have added to my collection. 
By the way, Beach said that he set two traps in a spring, 
and a mink got in one and the otter in the other. The 
otter laid all the blame on the mink and tore him all to 
pieces in his rage, Pretty good success for an amatenr 
trapper, H. W. Hay7. 

New Yore—Hornellsville, March 1st.—A woodchuck 
was killed here Feb. 19th, A large panther {has been 
seen several times within the last two weeks at Canaser- 
aga, ten miles from here. J.O. F, 

First Snire.—Philadelphia, Pa., Web, 28th.—Yester- 
day Mr. James Adams shot (us far as we can ascertain) 
the first snipe of the season, He took his old bitch and 
oung dog Ben fora stroll down the meadow, talzin 

iis gun along, When he arrived on the meadows 0 
South Broad street, below the Greenwich railroad, Ben 
came toa stand, with the bitch—the mother of Ben— 
backing him. Mr. Adams at first did not think the dog 
was standing a bird, but when he found the bitch backing 
he took another view of the matter, got himselt in work- 
ing order, and flushed a very fine bird, Killing it. The 
bitch retrieved the dead bird. ‘This is the first snipe the 
dog ever saw, and Mr, Adams is more than proud of his 
dog, which promises to be a good one, as itis only just a 
year old. C, 

ScorrpaLe SprorrTsmen’s AssocLATION, —Scottdale, 
Pa., Feb, 24th—We have organized an association at 
this place to be known as the ‘‘ Scottdale Sportsmen's | 
Association,” organized on Feb, 17th, with H. B. Orr as 
President; B. F. Hubbs, Secretary; J. W, Arnholf, 
Treasurer; 8. K, Dunkle, Jno. Wright, E. A, McConn, 
Thos, Baily and W. N. Porter, as Directors, Our asso- 
ciation bids fair to proye successful, haying taken in 
twenty-two members on the 19th inst. We are located 
within fifty miles of the Alleghany Mountains, and within 
ten miles of Laurel Hill Ridge. The Youghiogheny 
River, five miles (distant, is well stocked with black bags 
and salmon. A great many deerand turkey are killed 
on the Alleghanys and Laurel Hill, also some fine black 
bears. Grouse and qnail are wonderfully plenty in the 
immediate neighborhood, BF, 

DELAWARE QuatL SHoOoOTING—Philadelphia, Pa.— 
Géorgetown, Delaware, is a good point to gun for quail. 
Tt is reached from Philadelphia by P. W. & B. R.R. and 
from New York by the QO. .D, 8.8. Co, Quail season be- 
gins Noy, ist and expires Feb. 15th, Brick Hotel ; first- 
class accommodation, with teams if desired, I have been 
going every season for past filteen years, 

EpwaArD MAnER, 

Taxas—Galveston, Web, 14th.—On account of scarcity 
of rain the shooting has not been as good as usual this 
season, Ducks are not abundant, and Meena paar 

CrP: 
Iyprana—Washington, Feb. %ith—Hunting in this 

yicinity has been yery slim this winter. Quail all froze 
out last winter. Dr. Harned and W.D. Bynum, of this 
city, went about seven miles west of this place, one day 
last week, and succeeded in bagging twelve ducks. Dr, 
Jones, Dr. Lacy and W, D, Bynum have ordered three 
new breech-loading shot guns, Weare having a yery 
ynild winter, and several of our fishermen went out one 
day this week and captured fourteen bass. 

M, B, Rinmy, 
—_——— 

Wromne SHooTING CLUB PRESENTATION.—Cincin- 
nati, Feb, 28th.—Among the clubs in this vicinity the 
Wroming Shooting Club stands ot the head for real en- 
terprise. Whether individually or collectively, this elub 
is nof excelled at the trap or in the field. Of all the 
twenty-live members there is none more enthusiastic and 
no oné held in higher esteem by his fellows than the Rey. 
Jos, Gamble, of the Wyoming Presbyterian Church, 
Possessed of good social (ualities, excellent pulpls abili- 
ties, and a full share of good common sense, he com- 
bines all these with a great loye for the rod and gun, the 
field and the stream, making him one of the truest of 
true sportamen, After a residence of eight years in bia 

present locavion, he now leaves a host of friends and re 
moves to Plattsburg, N.Y. <A lew evenings since, some 
of his companions in the field met him at the residence 
of Edw, Mitchell, Esq., and were most royally enter- 
tained by Mr: Mitcliell, than whom no more clever sports- 
man ever shouldered a gim. A glorious supper was pro- 
vided, to which the forest, field and stream had paid lit- 
eral tribute, after which an elegant repeating rifle was 
presented to Mr. Gamble. as a token of remembrance 
from the little company of friends present. The presen- 
tation speech was made by Hon. Judge Harmon, who, 
being an expert with the rifle,aimed directly at the heart 
and made a ‘good clean lit,” Mr. Gamble, taken en- 
tirely by surprise, accepted gracefully and responded, 
extending a hearty invitation to visit him in his new 
home, where his friends would always find the * latch- 
string” on the outside. The hours went swiftly by as 
tnany happy experiences in the field were related, and as 
the good man’s friends reluctantly said farewell, it was 
with the wish that his good example and influence might 
be felt in the new friendships he will form as they have 
been in those he leaves behind, and all expressed the 
hope that they might often meet again in the forest and 
in the field and hear the familiar music of his faithful 
Bee and the echoing wlack of his handsome new 
rifle. 

I mention this incident as encouraging to thosa who 
are interested in the elevation of those pleasures in which 
the true sportsman finds so much enjoyment, Few min- 
isters of the Gospel know anything practically of the 
pleasures and benefits, physically or mentally, the 
would gain by engaging in active exercise with the ro 
and gun, This lack of knowledge is accounted for to 
some extent from the fact that in the minds of many 
good people there is a prejudice against ministers engag- 
ing in such sports, which is caused by the abuse of these 
sports by many who are not true sportsmen, ‘The influ- 
ence of a club conducted on correct principles does much 
toward destroying this prejudice against the most health- 
ful of all recreations, Just such a club is the largest 
shooting club in this locality, whose meeting's and public 
matches are attended fby ladies and gentlemen who nei- 
ther see nor hear anything in the least objectionable. 
There are many such clubs now, and the number is rap- 
idly increasing, as there seems to be a growing interest in 
that direction among professional and active lusiness 
men who realize the need of some healthful recreation, 

WALLACE. 
_—_—o 

Recom Paps,—While the subject of recoil pads 1s up, 
I want to say a word in indorsement of what you have 
said of Ritzman’s pad. It isa very ingenious and taste- 
ful contrivance, and a great comfort to one who shoots 
heayy charges. I am using one on a 7-gauge single-bar- 
rel pun weighing 74 pounds, with 7drs, l’, G, powder and 
1} ounges shot. ‘The recoil, syen of so light a gun, is not 
unpleasant, while the power is unmistakable. At 60 
yards, 0 shot go through seasoned inch pine boards like 
bullets, and geese that get in the way fare pretly much 
like the boards, Without the pad 1 would not like to 
use over Sdrs. powder with if. I get execution that 1 
never got froma gun before, The pad can be removed 
from my goose gun to my 12-gauge in a moment and fits 
either equally well. Gunners that need a pad for recoil 
need not fear a mistake in getting this. Boone. 
ae 

PATTERN AND PENETRATION, 

QuEBEC, Feb, 24th, 
Editor Forest and Slream :— 

Isee many persons in your columms giying their ex- 
perience in theshooting of their guns, Some are better ; 
some are worse; but all of them give only the particu- 
lar gun they uss themselves. In the subjoined table you 
will find some trials that I haye made myself, and with 
different guns of yarious makes, and as a list of trials I 
think they will compare favorably with any that I have 
seen in your paper. 1 may say that all the guns had one 
or both barrels full choked, some of them one barrel 
medium. This can be seen by the targets. I was most 
particular in all my trials to pive every gun an equal 
chance, The gun was wiped outafter every shot, so that 
every one was clean for a second trial, [used No. 7 
Canadian soft shot, 1} ounces to charge; and just here 
allow me to say that there is a vast and unexplained 
difference between the size of Canadian shot ‘and the 
same number made in the States. In the columns of 
you paper some time ago you guve the numberof pellets 
to the ounce of American shot as from 279 toe 290, accord- 
ing to the maker, or, in other words, from 547 to 362 
grains to thecharge of 1} ounces. Jn J+ ounces of Can- 
adian shot there are, by actual count, 465 pellets, or S70 
pellets to the ounce. Of this 1 am positive, as I was 
struck by the great difference, and I opened several new 
bags of this size as it came from the manufactirer, to 
see if there was any difference in that way, but found 
none. I then weighed my ounce on a fine postal balance, 
that would balance by a pellet, {hen counted it, and m 
every case I was within two or three pellets of the same 
number—370 pellets. This difference in the number of 
pellets will account for what are seemingly very large 
targets, according to American standard of number of 
pellets to charge. Tused a fine quality of rifle powder 
made by the Windsor Mills Powder Company, near Mon- 
treal—a powder that burned quick and iioist, Th was 
vather coarse grain, and I use(l 4draciaus, weighing im 
every instance 274 grains to thedrachin, 

I used the regulation 30-inch circle target, al lorty 
yards, measured distance, To try the penelration L used 
boards out from dry spruce, one-quarter ineh {hick, 
placed solidly one behind theother, one inch apart, On 
some of the days of trial it was rather windy, bub taking 
everything into consideration all the trials were about 
equalin this respect, 
The shots were fired two ateach pair of targets, and the 

targets marked and numbered for Iuture reference, 
These targets I kept, and can show them if required, 
Nearly all the guns were of different qualily, and in the 
bo ieee list, with the exception of one, all were of very 
high quality. These guns were actually ied by myself, 
and Icould haye increased the number of makers, but 
did not think the gunsT could have gotsuilable for the 
purpose, as some of them were cylinder bore, and it 
would be absurd to pit them agaist the choke-bores in a 
trial of targeting. All the shells were loaded with ona 
hard and one Bley pink-edga wad over powder ald one 

——— 
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pink-edea over shot, 
larger than shell. 
The guns used were :—Remington, ordinary make, fac- 

tory price, $65; Pox, fine qualify, price, $150; Nichols, 
fine quality, made to order, $150, full choke ; Parker, or- 
dinary make, factory price, 875; Baker, ordinary make, 
factory pri ics, $40; W. & Powell, fine pun, full choke, 
$225, hammerless ; W. & C, Scott, fine gun, right barrel 
full choked ; Greener, full choke, fine gun, $225; W, 
Richards, fine gun. right barrel full choked ; Rigby, fine 
gun, made t) order, $24): Webley, fair quality, full 
choked ; Claborough, ordinary quality, full choked, I 
used brass shells with the Remington, Nichols and Scott : 
with the ethers paper shells ; loading in all cases with 
dirs, powder, 1fozs. shot, The paper shells of American 
makeare fully equalto the English in every way, andT 
think a trifle less expensive, The Ameritan brass shells 
are ahead of the Hnglish in everything but cheapness, and 
Tsuppose the difference in price accounts for the differ- 
ence in quality. 
Following is the tabulated result of the test :— 

Tu brass shells wads two gauges 

— Gun. Bore. KR. B. DL. B. Penetravion. 
Reming ton.. 212 271 Bz + 1-16 0 
ee ae 13 B09 284 i hi 

Nichols.. 10 AAT 815 4 t 1-16 
Parker....-..- .- AMS 219 + ¢ ak 
Baker-- aT R 333 355 as 1-18 
We & Powell... ... 12 41 S54 es =: x 
W. &O. Scott. 19 Bal 271 FE ae 
Greener. ._. --.-.2:. g nye 364 + ¢ 1-16 
Ww. Richards, . 326 a1 + ess a 
oT Oa RO age Cae ae 241 + = 1-6 
Webley io... ANT t } 0 
Claborough.._-- 530 S21 t 0 

*in penetration colunin shows that the shot penetrated this 
board far enough to stick. 

None of the shot penetrated the fourth board. 
AU SABLE, 

<= a 

The glass ball shooting elub of Holliston, Mass., has 
reorganized for the ensuing year, and elected the follow- 
ing officers: President, Warren Carpenter; Secretary 
and Treasurer, Fran Case ; Directors, Artemus Leland, 
G. L. Sanborn, Orrin Josly ne They will open the season 
with a match ou Fast Day. 
$a OO Oe 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

RAYMOND Srorrsman’s Crun'—Bellenus Range, Medford, Mass, 
Fob, 2th — 

Double Trap. Rotary Trap, Pola. 

L. @. Johnson. f 10 20 
G. B. Blanchav 7 g 1a 
K.P. Gleason c 9 19 
B. I. Fiske 10 19 
0. 1, Gooda. 10 18 
H. Dutton. 9 16 
A, Skinner. 8 16 

New Havin Gun Crun.—New Haven, Conn., Feb. 26th.—On Feb, 
23d, being a holiday, there was.to haye been a big shoot on the 

elub grounds; but owing to the unpleasant jweather in the fore- 

noon, and the wind blowing a perfect hurricane in the afternoon, 

there were buta very few present. The great feature of the day, 

# mateb between Howard and Sanford, which had been the topic 
of conversation eyery evening at the club-room by their friends, 

did not come off, Mr. Howard not being present, owing to sick- 

néss in his family. 
At3 p.m. the members present shot for the gold club badge from 

the Card trap; 20 balls. The seores were: Jorey, 12; Folsom, 

15; Armstrong, 9; Hansen, 14; Calvin, 15; Beers, 9; Langdon, 16; 

Bronson, 10. Mr. Langdon won the badge. After the badge shoot 

Beers and Sanford shot a match from the Card trap. Aftera long 

and hardly contested match Sanford won by two balls, Consider- 

ing the perfect hurricane that was blowing, their score was re- 
warkably good. As they secured the score we are unable to 

give it, Cc. 

Long IstanpD Gun Crun.—Deater Park, L. I, March 1st.—Match 
at 7 birdseach; handicap rise; 80 yards boundary; 1} ounces of 

shot; from 5 ground traps; for a gun valued at $100, to the best 
Shot; 350 shells to the second best, 250 to the third, and 200 to the 

fourth; ties decided at 3 birdseach ; missand go out. The follow- 

ing isthe score :— 
Bee Hise, Killed, 

Mr. Ropinson......- 1itiiititol 9 
Mr. Hanae... r Lidi1iiiv0o01 8 
Me. Bower .. 11111720-11111111 14 
Mr. Wilson... wee 11111 LL1TL1110 18 
Mr. Henry..-.., ---- cA 1111011116 8 
Mr. Beoudwayt oe 25 11i1L0017-111111111 14 
Mr, Milist: ..:..... 24 OLTPTT OLR. 10T a 11111 14 
Mr, Madison....-... 25 0111111211110 10 
Mr. Aclkers., 1a {LO1 110-1111 0% 9 
Mr. Harris 22 111011010 6 
Mr. Mider‘ 2a 1110010 4 
Mr. Chappe. 3 1010011 4 
Mr, Woosters...,....25 1010110 4 
Mr. Murphy+ Feet nee 20 0110110 4 
Mr. Van Staden.. .. 22 1100000 2 
Mr, Durner.....0.5.. ral 010 1 

+¥Fell dead oni of bounds. + Divided third prize, +Divided 
fourth prize, Referee, Mr. Black. 

Nassau Gun Crus.—Dexter Park, DL. I, March 2¢.—Monthly 
handicap contest ; prize, silver cup; 7 birds each; 80 yards bound- 

ary; 1} ounces of shot; H.and’l. traps; one barrel only allowed ; 
ties decided at 3 birds each :— 

Yards Rise. Killed. 
Mr. Brown ....:2 .-s1 --- 23 OS at I, 9 
Mr Smith... ...--2-, ---- 25 1Tiiztoiii*i1 uf 
Mr, D. ee ee 22. * T1121 14-0 6 
Mar. Abrams,--. - --. 2B ai et Babe Sle se 6 
Mr, Garrett. +20, Ct eo Gat h 
Mr. Oehls.......... a2 AF Sy ih ity 4 
Mr. J, Van Wicklen 28 a ed eS eae 2i) 4 
Mr. Bochme, 22 yards, 2; Mr, Forbel, 23 yards, 2 

yards, 1; Mr. Doyle. 23 yards, 1. 

* Fell dead out of bounds. 
Referee—Mr. Reed. 

First GERMAN Hustine Cuve.—New York, Meh. 25th.—Quar- 
terly handicap match for Club Medal, shot at Staten Island, Sca 

View Race Course. Messrs, Bobling. Braun and Pfaender, 25 yards, 

the rest 21 yards :— 

; Mr, Bergen, 24% 

Yards. Killed 
eCUP Sab eee eee f-eee Oe Ue tO 0 zr 6 
B. Bohling.. SOI D000" A ae 5 6 
Chs. Braun -01000000 00 2 1 
Chs. Nagel, OTTO OO 0 0 0 10 Bt 1 
P. Hemmer...-::22-:2-- 0 00 OWI OI) D 21 3 
¥F, Pfaender.. =e ERE iy cl FEST ST hn ee 4] 
J. Von Lenser. Nantes Does ter (ei at] 
R. Fahriz...... OULD RI oO Oa 0 AL A 
H. Zahn... 001000000600 21 1 

 *F.Sauter-- Gt ala! Ae elif ak at Fi T eae 
J. Ribsam.. ViGeOS eis tt AO; ee 6 
L. Maisch.. [ f ier herpes cs 6 

. Klein 0 0 OLooo 11 AL 3 
| «G. Bechtel, 20 1 rest Bea a ne et 6 
HH. Geig.... SOV) Dea et at 8 

ir enpoint Shooting Clup and 1 

i 

_A friendly match petween the Gr 

the First German Hunting Club, of New York, was then shot; 25 
yards rise :— 

GREYNPOINT SHOOTING OLUE THAM. 
Killed, 

G, Bullwinkle.... Oe 07 0st iy 
FL.N. Ferreti. yl Os fie Od S Ts =p: 3 
dN. Riker ODT eo ol i 0 4 
W, Krivnbedk ho BLUE AE UE Th 5 
T. Kroeger th ah they Vth gt tle ah 6 
i. Lewis... LOD 1 thet vi 
W. Cameron 1ToLrd001 0 3 
A. Parmento..... Taleo) ce eG ie 5 

Motels | os saes res sy seas ate one ards wee abhs asd ¢pa:— 22522018 ' 38 
FUIST GERMAN HUNTING Chun. 

PUSS STaME ss o00T1O070 8 
1. Maiseh., Mga Ut a AUS TU The er a 
iS Bttuetitis vouts siege wot 0 OO O00 00 1 
1 OGL! eee eee eee PEAY Th Sa ae fi 
Ga Becktaly yy sf 2 vee, PETE TENTS AEE tf a baa 3 
elie ES TWA Distasi Me lois serecte teehee eee cee sie Lay et 6 
FP. Fiaender. Sed Ta oD a tt 6 
Je Von Lengerke....., 244.) 5---see Oecd Oe hae ah SL 5 

Weir Bley Wee Brecon By Meee frp ree srerad baoe be a un Gge see 81 

Tirst sweepstakes, same day and grounds, 21 yards rise }— 

Missed, Killed, 
Chs, Braun.. eT es | 1 z 
John Bohlin... pee te Batt 1 2 
J. Von Lepgerke. at all 1 2 
Richard Fahrig.. we i wl 2 1 
Fred, Pfaender 00 0 3 — 
Win. Krumbee OS teT 1 2 
J. Kroeger:...... Biny ah a. —_ 3 
Ay Obrig’ i.) e.. wo Oe OF I 2 1 
WD. Lewis............ ds TI == 3 
Fred, Sauter. ........ ety ity fh) 2 1 

Mayer! ...---........ 900 3 — 
Ps ethics) rth ua ea SSA 102 1 2 

Messrs. Kroeger and W. Lewis divided first and second money. 

Messrs. Braun, Bohling, Krumbeck and Parmento divided third 

money. 
Second sweepstakes; 21 yards !— 

ie ue 
Hi, Lewis: .. ..---- 1 J. Von Lengerke, 1 0 0 
Fr. Pfaender...., 0 5 — Wi, Bullwinkle. 0 0 1 1 
Chs. Braun....: 0 i 1 1 |Wm.Krumbeck,,110 2 

Mr. &. Lewis took first; Mr. Wm. Krumbeck second money. 
THOS. WILLIAMS, Referee. 
H. Gera, Secretary. 

YACATSMEN AT THE SCORE.—Port Morris, Feb. 23d.—Glass-ball 

shooting on the grounds of the Kniekerbocker Yacht Club, foot 

of One Hundred and ‘Thirty-second street and East River, Port 
Morris. Handicap shoot for the Gun Club Medal; 15 balls; ro- 

tay trap :— 
Geo. Dennerlein 23 yards,... 811001111011011—10 
W. Potter, Jr. 20 yards 117011100111001—10 
D. P. Caughi: 2 yards.-..101111010001111—10 
T. N, Jaques. 25 yards.... 1000011111110 11—10 
sate EG 25 yards....001011111110011—10 
"_ B. Cheds poyards.... L11i010010011100—-8 
ALE, Mollie ,. Byards....1019070000110000—5 

In shooting off the tie Dennerlein broke 4; Potter, French and 

Jaques 3 each, and Caughlan 2 out of 5. 

The other match was also at glats balls for a miniature silver 

rifle presented by Secretary A. Varian; 15 balls; 18 yards; rotary 

trap :— 

Wie PQbUEr, Wis 2s cb ek. sean cheesey enn 111110111111110—-38 
I, B. Chedsey »11111111111011 0-13 
G. Dennerlei LD OPO De LP ote LI 
1, N. Jagues.. --0171110011101101—10 
A. A. French.. - 0111101110 withdrew. 
D. EF. Caughlan.. i ge 01111100 withdrew. 
Ane res Mil Merce Sas Pen settee s see snes 00 withdrew. 
Dee COLE es fe: Bacahe = orice wae ss tne 000 withdrew, 
WA SiG Warts Lorene te ns! 0001 withdrew. 

The prize was wou by Potter—he breaking 5 straight, at 21 

yards; Chedsey broke 2. Considering the high wind tkat pre- 

yailed throughout the day, the shooting was yery good. 

CunpraL Guy Cu0n.—Cohoes, Feb. 26th.--Scores of match shot 
by the Central Gun Club of Albany, Renssalaer and Saratoga 

counties, for a gold medal; Card's traps; Bogardus rules; 10 glass 
balls. J. Pickering, holding the. 1879 badge, shoots 23 yards :— 

(Omen eeansip tree pe Awe one DES Ae aap anes 00001000 00-1 
GE MEST EE pee ee Dine ee tray Crt 
Jy HOpPPper: ct. cs -11100000 0 0-8 
M. Campbell eShop etic) Peete abc ap ea a ath) 
J, Mannin: Pt OF OOP Oy 
J, Haneoe OTOOOTL 10 e4 
A. Paul. -..- lel al gh sk iL ah lea iat 
C, Young .100001010 038 
QO. Alden....... Rg Mina ya Shea ade nal 
J. Degolyer cohol ghah ie thee 6 th isa) 
W. Campbells ic. cca tee eee dy A El te 1 et 110): 
G..Wi. P. Campbell; -.:.-2:..--..« 110000000012 
OPIIGET OSE tie dee deere = Si tively ste ie ig 
SUATOH NEN ge) Aa te eee edo: Oe Ae SSI TO) le S518: 
I. Piekering, -O000T0T10O0 8 
A, Laing....- Ack ale 30) fit ss) ii eee, 
O. R. MeDona el Te 1 10 
J, Titcompb, ieee UL eter TOPO peels Oo it 
H. J. Mann 00000000021 
I Durfee. pat Pah a Lig a TP er TT al 16 Ty 
5, Lansing s1itT oor 0 bod dt 16 
Pp. Troy.. ele te 0, ly eet est <9 
BuBabcock-+seas.ie>27 44+ bases" -logdodooodgodgtT 2 
Tiebiclceniieawn, che vied tlasen lesa 1000012110216 
WN. Lewis (gun burst). 

First tie— 
M, C: bell. .\..3.. 11111—5/| 0. Pluckrose........ 11110—4 
A. Paul Fo A 11111-5/C. kh, ‘MeDonaid. 110103 
W, Campbell......-. 011114 if. Durfee. -..4--- 544 00110—-2 

Second tie :— 
M. Campbell .---...-. VOT 4A, Paul, ..c2.0... 2. 11101-4 

Third tie :— 
M. Campbell-....... 11111—5| A. Panl.....-... «5.5 111115 
Fourth tie :— 

M, Campbell........ 11111-5|A. Paul............. 110114 

‘Ties for leather medal :— 
O. Dexter.....,.....- 001060—1| H. J. Mann._....-.. .-00000-0 
Naw Jerspy—Washineton’s Birthday—or rather the 23d, the 

day celebrated—was a gala day with the disciples of the trigger in 

Jersey City, and in fact, from all accounts, throughout the State. 

Two interesting matches were shot on the grounds of the Jersey 
City Heirhts and the New Jersey Gun Clubs, besides numerous 
sweepstakes. The day proyed anything but favorable for good 
scores. A very strong wind, with frequent squalls of snow and 

clouds of dust, bothered the marksmen greatly, 

The first match wasa find, handle and trap match between two 

members of the New Jersey Gun Club, 25 birds each, 21 yards rise, 
one barrel, for $25 aside. And here we wish to put in our em- 

phatic protest against these trap and handle matches for money, 

as they ave conducted at present. Where money is at stake the 
shooters and thelrimmediate friends seem to drop, for the time 
being, all the finer and better feelings of their nature. ‘Their 

hearts become callous, and every nerve seems strained to win at 

the sacrifice of everything else. A more outrageous exhibition 

of cruelty to dumb animals was rarely witnessed, eyen in olden 

tiles, when such things were tolerated, than was to be seen near 
West Driyin® Park on last 23d of February. 
Thyyo then calling themselyes sportsmen would deliberately 

every time approach the trap, and while one cut or bitoff the en- 

five rump of the bird, the other applied to the raw and bleeding: 
part the oil or essence of cayenne. The poor suffering creature 

was thus placed in the trap, und of course when released in the 

agony of its throes jwould dash away here and there in eccentria 

flight, thus making ahardshot forthe other shooter. This sys- 

tem of plucking feathers, putting ping, ete., into the body of the 
birds, or sticking coat-plaster over the eyes—the right or left eye, 
as the trapper wishes the bird to fly—is not only abominable, but 

itis heinous, and we wouldsend up foralong term such perpe- 

trators as soon as we would for shooting or arson. We are glad 

to gay that this was only the act of two men, abetted, perhaps, by 

afew others who had money onthe result. ‘The tyyo clubs, the 

New Jersey and the Jersey City Heights, were strong in their 

eoudemnation of the whole affair, and members of both clubs 
declired that no such disgraceful scene would eyer take place 

on their grounds, orbe tolerated by any member of these clubs 

again, 

As usual, the best shooter, but the merciful man, was oul- 
birded in the match—that is, mutilation, oil of cayenne, ete., won. 

The following is the score — 

Md. Kid. 
J. Van Brackle....LL1111101*0100*1100111100 10 1h 
TW TIRED sree QOLFILOLTL*OO11I1F00011*1 be 

The other match was unique in character and rich in results. 

Two of the crack shots of the new Jersey City Gun Club were 

pitted against each other for a handsome sportsman’s clock for 

the club-room of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club. John Powers, 

the banker, backed Van G., while Al. H. (glorious Al., the Treas~ 

urer and the Achilles of the club) went his bottom schooner om 

Will. T. The pools in the club-room for a number of days previ- 

ous haye fluctuated somewhat; but the banker had the call de- 

cidedly. Van had the reputation of more experience at the trap, 

and was therefore considered more reliable; but had he the stay- 

ing powers? There wasthe rup. 

The match was 10 birds each; 25 yards rise; 1 barrel; for a firat- 

class sportsman’s clock for the eclub-room. Heritage furnished 

the birds, and they were bummers. F. Thompson pulled the traps; 

Dr. Burdett acted ag umpire, referee, judge, etc, Will. T., firat om 

score, cut down a left diver handsomely. Then the crowing com- 

menced. Van G. hadasimilar bird, but owing to nervousness failea 

to score, Will. next killed his bird neatly; morecrowing. Vair 

came to the scratch somewhat demoralized, and the bird proving 

a lightning calculator, failed to communicate. Will. then had # 
streak of lightning, and saw all the feathers go off together; but 

this did not seem to quiet Van's nerves, for he overshot his next} 

bird, Of course more courage for Will, and he grassed his biped 

through a long shot. More crowing on the part of Al, H, ang 

friends. Van seemed to be completely demoralized, for he misse& 

acomparatively easy bird, making 4 goose eggs to Will’s.1. The 

next bird for Will. was a tough one, and he didn’t ruffle a feather. 
The nextfor Van the same. Will. then had a fair bird and missed. 
This seemed to give some courage to Yan, for he made a magnifi- 

cent shot On a blue rock, going downwind at the rate of sixty 

miles, more or less. And here is where the banker comes in. 

Thinking his man might be out-birded, and judging that Al. hada 

private basket oftwelye or thirteen birds therein that were old 

stagers and “hard to find,” he slipped around to gather one in for 

Will.; but to the astonishment of the fewy in the secret, the bird 

only owned up on the trap, and then deliberately spread its wings 

to fly inward, hovering in the air a moment, affording the easiest 

of shots to Will., who didnot fail to take advantage of the same. 

Will. then, in his excitement, hoarsely whispered to Al,, “Am I far 

enough ahead? Can he catch me?” Then came a goose apieua, 
But Yan trying one more shot, knocking over his bird nicely, 

gavyeup the contest. As the banker assumed the responsibility 

for the whole match, and he isa man of means as well as exquisite 
taste, the club may well congratulate themselyes on the prospect 
of a valuable ornament to their fine rooms. 

The whole affair was heartily enjoyed by all; and now Will. T. 

wants it distinctly understood that he is no duffer, and is ready to 
shoot the best man in the club. 
The following is the score ; 10 birds; 25 yards rise; 1 barrel; usual 

rules; fora clock :— 
Killed. Missed. 

Will. T. ll thy wi TN tie al Gr al 5 4 
Van G....,.. 00000210 t1wyW 2 6 

The boys are expecting a good time, as well as a close one, with 

the Essex Club, on the 10th inst. As itis pretty well known that 
the latter club have been adding largely to their number lately, 
among them some of the best shots in the State, the J, C, H. will 

haye to do some very fine work to win. 

New JeERser—Matawan, Feb. 27th.The first shoot of the Mount 

Pieasant Glass Ball Club took place here to-day on their grounds 

at Mount Pleasant for a badge —— 

Wriwls WOrrelly 4 2s2-:eepes ee2reese re hes Se hl ele Wi 
Peter Roberts.....- sae QD 0D Pt ats 
George Walling. OF ig? Sho eo Tay? 
Wim. Smith. ..... PIO L 0207 £6 
Joseph Walling. . 01002110 1 065 
James Roberts..... 00010000 0-38 
In shooting off the tie Roberts defeated Worrell by one ball. 

New Jmrsny Gun Cuup.—West Side Park, Feh. 23d.—Regular 
monthly club shoot for champion gold badge; 7 hirds; MH. and T. 

ground traps; 80 yards boundary; Mr. Warne shot at 23 yarda, 
the rest at 21 :— 

W. Hughes...... Ue a be 0 aS ee ee ay 1001011-4 
J. Cadmus . --11110116| H. Warne........ 11001003 
(oF TBUBIE Ys 1101] 1-5) A. Hughes......, 0101100-8 
I. Howell. -. 101011 1—5| DT. Hughes.. -0001100-2 
G. Wilms,....... ot) OLD 0—4 1) Toffey,.. 0... 0 0 withdrew. 
IT, Cables. cu..-, 00110 1—4 

The most of the birds scored missed were hiurd hit, the high 
wind carrying them out of bounds. 

Tirst sweepstakes :— 

Dusenberry...........+ 1 1 1-8] Powers........+-.- 0 1 0-1 
Dunlap........... Freeones Sa Vase bap ase se aesnkie Wily E—at 
Van Gelder. -Liwtks CEI yee eS 1 (+4 
aay ne. WES ce a ae Pearson. . teF- cell O00 
Wilms...-....-.-. 1 1 0-8) Gable.....c.ee. cc 10041 
Howell. ........ .l 0 1-2) Sanders... 6:.)..-.-+ 402: 1 8 0-1 
Warne .-- zea) QO) d= Sidon. oer pace ea vee 0 0 0-6 
BIPEGY ie webs settete » 2 0) L2 

Ties divided. 
Second sweep :-— 

1 1 1-@)|'W- Hughes:.,.. 2.0.0: oo i-i 
Howell. -t 1 1-8/%. Hughes... .:. -0 0 t1 
Cadmus 1 0 1-4] Sexow.....+-- --1 0. 0-1 
Tausley 1 1 0-2} Crackwell . .0 0 11 
Wilms 1 0 1-®|Sanders.. 0 1 a1 
CO. Warn 0 1 1-2) Ely.. 0 —0 
Sedor 0 1 1-2} Pierce 0 —t) 
Cable .0 0 1-1} Eyeritt. 0 —0 
Powell «1 0 0-1] Smith.. a!) —0 
Bios reteset pene Lt 0. 0-1 

Hirst divided. Second to Cadmus. 
The extreme wind caused the poor scores. G. L, Wi, Sec. 

West Exp Onvs.—Mt. Pleasant Club, D. C., Mob. 23d.—A vary 
large party of gentlemen gathered by invitation at the shooting 

grounds of the West End Club to witness {he pigeon and glass-hall =_— = 
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contests. Hirst match—four pigeons; 2l yards rise; 80 yards boun- 

dary — 

De. Van AEE 101 1 Mr. Ogden,.,.,.- aoease 
Mr. Ed. Sherwood ...- 1001 

This was Mr. Orden’ ‘5 maiden “Spot at the trap. 

Conditions of the second mateh: 10 glass balls; 18 yards rise; 
volary trap used; 1 prize to the best score :— 

Mr. Hoskin' P00 Sel sal, SUD 8 
Mr. Woode 1101211 0-7 
Mr, Simons... - Ta ae St =p) 

e match ; 1 prize :— 

Th) ah Os a 
Mr. Woodey. is GP ale abe Sh eg UE ary 
Mr. Currey. oy the the te ah ie sb Te 3 
Mr. Simons... wl1li1011110-8 
Dr. Van Aroun.- -0610 100 10 IT 1-5 
M. Ogden Po 2°0°1' ) 1 20.46 

Thire was a yery strong wind, which accounts for the small 

scores made, 

PaenysytvantA—Lebanon, Feb. 29th.—_Some of our amateurs met 

yesterday afternoon to have ashoot. It was raining :— 

¥F. H, Reinochl 110111—5|L. Kreiner.....--- 00111 0*-3 
FP. Kreiner. 110111-5| H. Phillips........00* 100—1 
Wa Bock, ? 1.057 - 0011013 

Reinoch! and F. Kreiner divided first; Bock and L. Kreiner 
second. J.C.B. 

Philadelphia, March 2d.-Score of pigeon match shot near | 

Tacony on Feb. 28th by party of gentlemen, for a handsome sole- 

leather gun case; 15 singles; ground trap; 26 yards rise; 80 yards 

boundary ; 1: ozs. shot ;— 

J.D. Conover... .... agile il ae GL Aye ne ES Te kip TE 
BAST ecyyalitemabomtna| 0 ele 1 sl aet den tal a ote Nest 
W. H. Pratt, ...0.0..0 eal cleetect2ay a] Ord etl el teen ers 
LL. W. Sharpes... Ho Tesh Tat SES! ze Ta eit 
R. Wilson... Pedal ip iesk Goa ot a hy a Ew 

M. Levis. iN Stake Sse fe at ae th ahh Say 
Ties shot off :— 

Sharpe... 1 11 1-4 1 1-8|Levis..1 111144 0-4 

FLORIDA.—Jacksonville, Feb. 2ith.—State Fair Shoot; 25 glass 

balls; card rotary trap :-— 

Frenchy Johnson........ 111211111111111111111111-% 
TeOeSteelen! jc. 100 P0020 71111 11:11—22 
W:. H, Datimer.......=--- 1111110010111110110111111—20 
Mayer Jones,.... .......0111101101111011100111111~—19 
Geo. Wolfe.......6...06-- 1011211411111111111111111-—%t 

Judge: Capt. Paul Boyton; scorer: M. C. Worts. T. ¢..8. 

rt 

A CARD. 

Brooxkxuyy, N. Y., Mareh 2d. 

Editor Forest and Stream — 
Tt has been reported that ata recent pigeon shooting match at 

the Brooklyn Driving Park the birds were badly mutilated. The 

Fountain Gun Club, which holds its contests on the same 

prounds, having been notified of the occurrence, felt in duty 

bound to stamp such practices with its strongest disapproval; 

and ata meeting of the club March Ist, the following resolution 

wis unanimously adopted :— 

Whereas, Information haying been furnished that at arecent 
ape tae shoot at the Brook yn Driving Park by parties net mem- 
if eat of this Glib, nor under its control, the birds were muti- 

Tresolvéd, That this club protests againstsuch outrage, and that 
a committee of five be appointed to “call on Mr, Howe, and while 
exonerating him from participation in this late match, insist that 
no fresh occurrence be again permitted pon the grounds of the 
Brooklyn Driving Park. 

The committee appointed consisted of Messrs. Kearney, White, 

Wingert, Hanly and Goodwin. FouNnrary Gun Chua. 
HVRANK P. Pices. Sec. 

ee 

A DAsTArDLY OuTRAGH.—Hdilor Forest and Stream ;—The 

Rhode Island Legislature has just put its little foot on pigeon 

shooting, arid though I’m an old sportsman I’m glad of it. I 

doubt whether, in the aggregate, the birds suffer any more hy 

heing shot than by shuffling off their mortal coil by nature's pro- 

cess; but I'm heartily tired of these boyish single-bird contests. 

Tt is no test of skill in shooting; good neryes and constant prac- 

tice will enable almost any man to make a good score. 

Oonsidering it in the light of cruelty it is noble and human in 

comparison to the “beastly” deeds that I heard of in Maine last 

summer. Certain parties who disgrace the name of sportsman 

used to 20, for practice, to a swallow bank and shoot the old birds, 

Jenying the young ones to die by the slow, gentle death of starva- 

tion. It seemsincredible that anything calling itself a man can 

have so small a soul, but so it is, and the proper place for sucha 

thing is the penitentiary. Dipyats. 

The writer of the above has a right to the expression of opinion 

le has written, for he has before now scored his 28 out of 30 birds, 
double rises. Single bird shooting is, however, difficult enough 

Che Rifle. 
(Ss 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

MASsSAGHUSETTS—Boston, March Isi—Mammoth Rifle Gallery.— 
The fifty dollar rifle match, for the month of February, is ended, 

and husshown the most remarkable shooting eyer done in the 

gallery. Mr. N. Wilder has made five clean scores and takes the 
extra prize of $20 for the same. Mr, H, I’. Richardson has made 
four clean scores; Mr. W. H. Harrison has made three clean scores, 

aud Mr. J. Merrill has made two, and Messrs, Hollis and Walters 

haye made oue each, making in all sixteen clean ‘scores during the 

match, which out-ranks the January match, which had ten clean 

scores. All of the above gentlemen are members of the Massa- 
chusetts Rifle Association except Mr. Hollis, and he is a memher 

ofthe Medford Rifle Association, For the month of March the 

management offer a new mateh called the Consolation Rifle Match, 

with $70 in cash prizes, divided into two classes, as follows: All 

who haye ever won a prize in the gallery to be in the first class, 
all obhers to be in the second class. he prizes in the first class 
are $10, $7, $5, $3; in the second class there will be six cash prizes 

of $5, $6, $5, $3, $2, $1; also an extra prize of $20 for any one 
making the highest number of clean scores during the montn. 

The Gonditions of the match are as follows: The match to con- 
tinue through the month of March, and no competitor in the first 

cluss can shootin the second class; and no competitor can receive 
but one cash prize, except he may win the extra prize for the 
highest number of clean scores. During the month the match is 

open to all comers. Any .22 caliber rifle; shots cight; position, off- 

hand; trigger, three-pound pull; the three best scores during the 
month to win. The following are the prize winners for February, 

with theiy scores in detuil—it will he seen that Measrs, Wilder, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Richardson and Harrison sre tie for the first three prizes, each 
having the highest possible :— 

Ne WWM? cece sees ceoeeses eee. jee eee eh s 
1555555 5 540 

Qh. F. Richarson . BPR, Vise ears 5 4 5 3 3 2 8 

[pe Bb B es ba 
WH Harrison... 9.222822 0., cide. eo 5 5 5 8 5 5 5 

1s 5555 3 5 bo 
5; Meni cr eee ee Pema on eee ebeee 

(555555 5 54m 
Prank Hollis..........-- 15 9 Te ie ae a ee 

(55 55 5 5 5 5-18 
C. Bdwards.....-.........-...-, Pee ee it 5 B 5 5 4 3 

P lh 455 5 5 5 bo 
U. A, Pollard ........ het, Sen eee pees 

eee ge pe 
EB, Waiters.............- SPR, x SRG 545555 5 

(55465 5 5 5 5-18 
G.E.R, 

Boston, Feb. 29th—W alnut Hill, famous for its wonderful shoot- 
ing, had another crown added to its glory Saturday. The gentle- 

men who gathered in the Pavilion, exchanging their weekly 

greetings, looked out upon a day as near perfection as any rifle- 

man could desire, and as they prepared to face the butts their 

faces beamed with smiles. The soft warm air hardly stirred a 

leaf; the gray light made sighting casy. he men did not get 

down to their real work till after their usual lunch. Sumner put 
up 48 with his sporting ; Capt. Jackson closed with 45 with his mil- 

itary, which the gift makes 50. Sumner worked-in his usual 

way, and put up 10 bulls, making a clean score and tieing Farrow’s 

fine score in this same match. Capt. Jackson followed with a 4%, 

which records 49. Charles made a clean 49, and the other well- 

known names did wonders. An examination of the scores shows 

for itself. The average of the 16 shooters is 46.6, while the ayer- 

age of the first team was 47.8. We give below the scores :— 

ee anT Res Bho Moctbob rkapsi oi b 56.56 516 55 b & G50 
W.-H. Jackson (military). -§6545455 5 5 4-50 
We Charles) cs cl5a2 a teks fare heews 2a be 56555 5 5 4 5 h 5-49 
Ge LS Watiship poder sammie eee aee 6455 5 5 5 4 5 5—48 
SSI OWCR Sole a). tacts bite tyiriats ciate 9655 4 5 4 5 5 5—45 
IN, FW? pA Old. Jo. 0Unee BSR ene 45555645 5 6 447 
CyB Ginitiins ewer, ary S 455565 4 4 5 5 5-47 
WAP APGHOI bate ol aeccote ita 455655 44 5 5 5-47 
SOF Yao FR eet rinodelth Anata’) #5 454545 5 5 4 546 
Ue INTGHOIS o teat dune nun eee on rane oaee 545445 5 5 5 4—45 
g0}S5 ae Siayol ie PR A a 55545 44 5 5 4 46 
H. UL. Lee (military -4545 44 5 4 5 446 
EH. B. Londher....... -5 4445 56 45 4 5-45 
H.W Css a oy ee 45444 5 4 6 5 4-44 
LG WINNT oe es Sian ug OS hulle ee ee 556 444 6 4 5 5 3—44 
C.W. Meiges ROM AW ae on -55855 445 8 5-44 

MAGNOLIA GALLERY.—The secret of infallibility seems to be 

almost within the grasp of some of the riflemen who visit this 
range, and the peppering of the bull’s-eye is most persistent and 

close. The past week has been a busy one, and some yery large 

scores have been made. H, I’. Richardson stands at the head of 

all comers with 248, and Mr. Franks Hollis follows with 247, in the 

possible 240, the conditions requiring five scores of ten shots each 
to be fired. The shooting of the other contestants was first-class, 
as the summary indicates :— 

E. F. Richardson.. 49 BO 49 50 50 PAS 
Lh 49 49 all 6) AT 

48 48 48 49 PAL 
R. E, Schaefer. .... 49 47 46 46 237 
J.M. Smith.... ... 47 47 «490 (48 236 
Se IU labial as wage) Oi peeee soos 47 AT 7 AT 236 
Wr Phere ah seh eee 48 46 46 AG 232. 
M, B. Hutchings? . 222.2. e 45 45 45 46 48 22) 
Wie he Harries 5 ei eee ens reg 45 450 47 46 45 229 
Wie Piotnss wet ieee eeW esac 45 45 46 4600 4 238 
J, HeeH) ISGOHBLGKe sa. preter tes ab 45 45 46 44 226 
Fe UCROULGL: Ora bt op ean ridst eek weal Bl 47 At at 4h 224 
EB. F. Brooks....., ee ak ee canes 3 45 45 45 46 et 
Ia EST he hides eee ele iolerh ene = 4 44 42 45 44 Paty 

Gardner, Feb. 28th.—The following are the scores of tha Gard- 

ner Rifle Club at Hackmatack Range to-day, 200 yards; using the 

inch-ring and Creedmoor target combined; 2 scorcs of 10 shots 

each :— 
Total, 

G, F. BUsworth.......:0---..005 
3 ate 

BON, Dodge: toc. nse vt oe 

Chester Hinds... ...--. 10.2... 05 in ane 

Fr. Nichols .......2.-.seseee-2s5s sf 4 

FEyS.Bieree....2 gm eesee) 84 15 Ms 

William Austin...-....- Vi a0 

G2 Wi. Hentyises: toque csaap: > } 4 oe 

Wakefield, Feb. 28th.—_The members of the Rifle Association held 
the second competition in the shot gun match this afternoon :— 
E. F. Richardson -56 6 45 5 4 4-82 
HUES Ogilvie PAN Se 4 22 
F. Winship. --. 565 44 4 5 431 
Rowen Howard 564445 4 4-380 
Thomas Cann............-- 545 43 4 4-29 

Medford, Feb. esth.—The regular ooinpetition in the rifle and 
shot gun matches, under the auspices of the Raymond Sports- 

man’s Chib, where shot at Belleyne Range, Medford, to-day. 

The weather conditions were magnificent. Mr. Dayid Kirkwood 

made 57 out of apossible60. According fo Creedmoor count the 

score would stand 48 out of apossible 50, The seores urea as fol- 

lows :— 
ho D. Kirkwood........ .6466 66 6 : 

ee R, Schaefer ... 65 6S & 8 5 § 5—it 
J, Cushing: Ae 5645 6 6 4 5 6 5 5—al 
E. C. Arthur......-... ge 44358 65 8 6 5-2 

Springfield, March 2d.—Score of the Rod and Gun Rifle Club 

made to-day at their weekly practice shooting, with changeable 

wind and light, at 200 yards; possible 60:— 
Tota. 

L, H. Mayott........ yy AN a4555 445 6 647 
S.c. Buimgtand en eaters ee ey 45 5 6 5 5 5 4°4 5-47 
J, H, Mathewson a45 4645 4 5 5-46 
G. BE. Dayton ...:;. 4554 4 4 5 5 & 5-45 
8. H. Barrett. wb 24 5b £4 44 5 6-46 
W. Ef. Chapin.. .6 46 44 65 4 4 4 3-H 
A. Locke..-.... -5 4544465 4 4 4-43 
TS AL yWallSOns >is. oe 46353 5 4 4 4 4 5-45 
Dr. Clark....-. 4445 6 £ € 8 4 4-41 
cy Oe UE sl ee oe .8 656 ¢@ p44 4.4 4 5—40 
Gee CAT BE OT or es 50> Hiam nies ce eee 44444 4 4 4 4 4-40 

ConnecrriouT.—Collinsvilic, Web. 25th—Canton Rod and Gun 
Club. Practice meeting ar 200 yards, off-hand, with left arm ex- 
tended; 3lbs. pul! :— - 

Mitss. Creed. 
US Laubenstein... . gti 9 91010124 45 

Andrews..... - 921101111 Te Reid 612-100 44 
Atl Foes 2 710 9 910121010 H1l—ft 41 

Lewis...... 1110 611 9 10WI— 41 
Fancber............u0,00. 910 & 8 T 4 91010 

s 
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Hew Haven—Phenie Rifle Gallery —The attendance during the 
past weekshows that this new rifle gallery is becoming more 
popular. The new metallic cartridge, introduced in the early 

part of the week, for military rifles, is meeting with great favo" 
among military men, the majority of those who have used it 
being very well pleased with the result obtained, It shoots with 

perfect accuracy ata distanee of seventy-five feet, with a charge 

of3 grains of powder and 130 oflead. If arrangements can be 

made, team shooting will be introduced among the different 

military companies, forsuitable prizes, with this cartridge. One 

new feature added to the Gallery, by the request of one of tha 

members of the International Team of 1876, is bullet practice, .50 

caliber round bullets being suspended by a thread at the end of 

the Gallery, instead of the regular target. As manyas eight out 

of ten have been hit by some of the crackshots. In the All- 

Comers’ Match for the gold badge,{value twenty dollars, some 

brilliantscores have beenmade. Mr. E. J. Watrous, of tis city, 

heads this list with a straight 60, being closely followed by several 
49s, the scores standing :— 

Miah IL URULS anne n Otten Sa ay eee 56 65 6 5 6 5 5 5—50 
Ti, Nusbaum?:...-....-. Ne tibeae eeenen £555 5 6 5 5 6 5-4) 
AN USUAIBDL cs rete te niase) seratbesas 4555555 5 5 5—49 
BiN ails. - 2 Bee S348 1G oe PER 545 55 5 5 5 6 5—4D 
Ne ULL ON lente nieeicine sit verirtie.- cle acer #54555 5 Bb 5—49 
SRI CH EI ee leaded mele le eb ie 4 455 5 4 5 5 4 5 548 
J. AUGNBON. ss. e eee ee 56 6 6 5 4 6 6 4 5-48 
C. Ball.. . wD 5 5 45 5 4 4 5b 5A 
5 MeQueeney. he 556 56 46 38 5 6 6b 5-4 
ATS ADO ITAOL: Hieed Roa ee osteo ts *355 55 65 5 6 4-47 
JeWelehs fo. se T= te tar BI £5555 5 5 4 4 5-40 
ws Pardee, -- 225-7 pe epestee sy ts Yi ay, ot 45655 5 4 4 5 545 
TTReRVVALISOOO Slee elites ecicislcierr 4445 5 5 5 4 5 4-45 
Al ETOAC Ee alan iil Leldelent cite ois & 5566 5 444 4 5 4—45 

New Yor«e Rirce Crun.—iNew Fork, March ist.—The New York 
Rifle Club, owing to some unforseen reasons, only had five men 

out on Wednesday, who made 1,308 (ring target), 2613-5 average, 
and 63 2-5 average for Creedmoor count, A. J, Howlett leading 
with 70, Creedmoor, and 315ring. M. M, M. 

EMPIRE RIFLE CLuB.—Feb. 28’h.—Matches at Hartung’s Park; 

200 yards; Fruit-Dish Match :— 
J.H. Brown.,.5565544455 AT 
N.D.Ward..... 4445445444 42 
J.W, Todd... .. 45544543 5 544, less2 points handicap 42 
W. M. Farrow-. 444445544 53, ae points handicap 40 
F. A, Holton... 4545444544443, les33 points handicap 4 
W.H. Cochran. 6543443444 40 
D. F. Davids... BHF 4444548 su 
H. Fisher,....-- 4444 i 3444440), 1ts32 pointshandisap 38 

Me euitin Match; izes = 

W. M. Farrow..:..... edie de hanee $5555 54465 48 
D. F. Davids 565445 5°5 4 Ay 
¥, H. Holton,....-... 445455 4 6 5 Lit 
AS GOREN 1 chick itfivione ebb bial’. 665444546 5 ae 
Laer SEE A dota tele Snead On ark, 

in Cochran, 43. 

Brookyn—tThe first Ballard rifle match at Fisher's Gallery was 

ended on Monday, Feb. 23d, Mr. T. P, White winning in threa con- 

secutive competitions with seores of 47, 48, 47. 

Mr. A. H. Cobb was the winuer in the special match Saturday 

evening, Feb, 28th; score 118 in a possible 125, the highest score 

ever made in the gallery with five shots on ring target. 

Tie Maynarp Rirne.—A Boston correspondent who shoors 

the Maynard rifle writes;—We wish to haye it understood that 

the Maynard rifle jis a sateonetouse. You haye probably re- 
ceived the account of the splendid shooting done by Mr. EB. F- 

Richardson on the 28th of January in the Mammoth and Map- 
nolia Shooting Galleries in Boston, making threes full atrings of 

eight shots each, 150 feet, all bull's-eyes, and one at 100 feet, win- 
ning $75 cash, together with an additional $15 if the scores are 

not beaten during the month of January, You may nol haye 

been informed that this shooting was all done with # Maynard, 
22 cal., butsuch isthe fact, and also the splendid scores made by 

O. M. Jewen, alias J. A, Mattoon, alias J. Merrill, are all made by 

fhe Maynard, and many other members of the Massachusctts Rifle 

Association useitalso. 

Cricket. 

AVERAGES FOR 1879 

UXBRIDGE CRICKET CLUB. 

This Canadian Olib was organized several years ago, and owing 

to mismanagement had greatly fallen off, but during the past 
scason the members seemed determined to makean effort to re- 

trieve their fallen fortunes; and looking over the scores and 
analysis, they show that they succeeded well. During the season 

eleyen matches in all were played, of which, eight)were foreign 

and three home games. Of the foreign mutches, fiye were won 

and three lost, and the bachelors were victorious over the Bene- 
dicts in two matches out of three. Through the kindness of the 

Club's Secretary, Mr. Edwin R, Rogers, we are enabled to give the 
following comprehensive report of last season's play :— 

SUMMARY OF MATCHES. 

Ma i First Ge ef Tote 
Date and Place. Sides, ee naings otal. 

June 6th, at Ux-| Uxbridge.......... 18 (2 w) so 
bridge { Brougham......... 3 52 
Won by eight wickets. 

e With, at Ux- a Eee - a 39 138, 
aoe ge... Whitby... . 08 156 232 

sLOst by 99 runs. 

For Whitby, S. Ray contributed a splendidly made 74, and H, 
Garrett a good 35. For the home club, L, Caszells, 32, and L. Hemp- 
hill, 21. The bad defeat was owing to the loose fielding of the 

home eleven. 

ly Ist, at Ux-1] Uxbridge....--..., 37 48 (6 w) 85 
idee eC Toronto Lacrosse. 64 80 Sd 

Won by four wickets. 

Tor Uxbridge, E. R. Rogers bowled 7 wickets for 6 runs; 
caught one, thus helping 10 dispose of nine out of the ten 

wickets. 

, sth, at Broug-| Uxbridge... ...:.. 38 122 160 

dist enare HE { Brougham........- a] 40 og 
ADEA oh ees 
Won by Sums. 

The feature of this match was the excellent and long innings of 
L, Hemphill, for Uxbridge, who carried his bat for 62 runs. 

ly 39th, at Ux-! Uxbridge., ..--. 138 + 138 
a deen nie Pe eBeny: yerton... .--.. 412 33 73 

Won by an inpings and 03 runs. 

For Uxbridge, T, Bolster, 24, not out; F. Goulding and L, 

Hemphill, 23each ; E. R. Rogers in bothinnings bowled 159 balls, 
£3 maidens, 13 runs and 9 wickets. 

Aug, 25th, at re aoirgrantesd Selene 
Toronto..... .. 

Lost by an innings and 18 runs. 

For Toronto, Logan and Behan did good execution with tha 

83 
WL 
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Sept, folb,at Beayer— ee ed bom Ata c 20 137 
TON ee v-. { Beayerton....... at $1 
Won by 66 runs. 

Beta ae wiser WRC Pa 
Lost yy 21 2s. 

A very closely contested match, where thera jvasa fine exhihi- 

tiin of good cricket, For the yictors, Mathewson and H, Laing 
bowled well, 

BATTING AVERAGES. 
Bt ae el Ag 
Stee Bowe he ae wae 2 & £5 wee fe 

; = = b 3 
Naines. OS et ses =, 

Sy oe Ss 
3 q 3 + P% 

i, Hemphill..... Tape eae eto Pitas 63 & 16-62 
L, Gasseus. ... vo eeeee 4 8649 BS a2 O 12.35 
F. Goulding... aye ite. bh 40° 26 Mee 0 8.00 
A. M, Gilpin, ry erent) 73 2+ raf ) 7.30 
T. Bolster. ....... Pe Re mC ere! AD 2% 6,00 
G. WW. Widdifield..—....-.....--.: 9 39 i) ati u! 4.87 
ee Wew Gil Mitsn.. © Lab dene ne las BERG eg 1s 4.25, 
TOR: Jtoperae.. . 098. oonce ce eee Wh ode 05 24 GQ 4,18 
TELS: aye Fi Be Se a kl as . 1g 44 10 18 1 8.6 
W, W. Nation,. ¥ 6.20 17 8 8 1 BAO 
George Leak’. .it. he. 7S BB i) 9 T_ 328 
W. H. Warnilton -,)---.:-.,.---. ,9 20) 8 6 QO 2:22 

* Not out. 
FOWLING AVERAGES. 

se B 8 ¥ = ut =| = = = = aS 
= & & c=) e = =F 
& i : 3 e = = 

Names. Sie a ; a Py Sin 
s ' i : ) 2c 
: : r : : Sm 

EAR. Rogers.....:::..0:-12 662 188 «bt 808 6.05 
J.B. Gould. eet 980 nay 61 ak; 49 5 2b 
TG. Wempbill.....--...-..-. 89] Pave 48 3 44 6.84 

eee 

ANSWER TO “A MEMBER OF MANY Cuuns.''—New Yori, Feb, 
21st.—The contribution to your issue of Feb. 19th, by “A Member 
of Many Clubs,” was written by a gentleman who evidently leans 
rather to the interests of Christianity than of cricket. This may 
be quite unintentional on his part, but it would nevertheless seem 

to be the fact. He desires to do away with strife of any kind. He 

would have the Staten Island Oricket Club actas a sort of pro- 
lector to the kindred oreanizations in the vicinity of New York, 

and tight “tohave its friends’ and’ he doubts whether the late 
amendment of that club's Constitution was passed with a view to 
areform which prohibited its members from playing against it, 
even though they are older members of other organizations. 

In the tirst place, the Staten Island Cricket Club was not organ- 

ized tor the purpose of saving its Eriends, its object in this respect 
being, and haying always been, to take care of itsell. [thas found 
the task a dificult one enough, accompanied as it has heen wilh 
all the drawbacks which usually attend a uew enterprise. The 
“Member of Many Clubs" rather takes it for granted that the 

kindred organizations in the yicinlty are in a state of begg@ary 
and must need fall back upon outside resources to support exis- 

tence. We must confess this state of affairs is novel to us. 

However the fact may be now, the records of’ matches for the 
just three seasons haye shown such a condition of affairs that 
ie kindred organizations’? haye come in tor their share of 

the spoils and of yictory equally with the Staten Island Club. 
The Staten Island Cricket Club has always been in the main op- 

posed to reyolying ; and whenever it was practicable to get along 
with its own exclusive members, it has generally doneso. The 
present Hourishing condition of that club is due to the vigorous 

exertions its own members haye made to secure attractive 

#rounds, a increase of menibership, and a capable professional. 

Tt has now 4 list of members which seems to guarantee that in the 
future its eleyens can be made up from its own members; it 

thinks that it is to the interest of cricket thut some rule should 
exist probibiting a pooling of New York clubs, and it has passed 

the amendment referred to for this purpose. 
Tf a club by its own neglect and inactivity has allowed itself to 

pun doryn to the level of stagnation, the course forit to adojt is 

the course which every new club has before it, and that course is 

to set to -work and exert a vigorous activity and interest. Dy 

such means success is certain to result. Let the custom once be 

retornized of wetting a club’s bone and sinew fom the ranks of 

some other club, and it will invariably make up its elevens from 

such sources, ind never rely upon its own recruits. 

Oricket matches are the most exciting and envaging Uses or ap- 

plications of cricket. Most men in practice study skill to the end 
{lat it may serye them and their club on match days. Every man 
attaches most value to that which is exclusively his own, and will 

make the greatest sacrifices to obtaimit. This rule holds good in 

all human affiuirs, and soit is with clubs. A victory secuved with- 
oulany aid from outside sources, is what a club enjoys beyond 

anything else. Such a practice infuses vigor in cach member of 

the cloven, and they all work bogether as one mun to one pur- 

pose, and ive their best individual and collective work. 

Destroy this sense of exclusive ownership and individuality by 

an interchanse of members, aud you destroy one of the chief in- 

centives to the, perfection and success of cricket. 

We are informed the Staten Island Club liad this end solely in 
view bythe passage of their amendment to their Constitution 
prohibitiny revolyiug. CricknY, 

See ee 

MonrrpaL Crarckmr Ouue—Mr. FP, Stanclitle, Soeretary of the 

M.C. 0,, writes that his cab is n0fto be disbanded, and that the 
prospects for the coming season aré better than they haye been 

for along tine. We are heartily glad to hear this good news, and 

wish the old Montreal Glub u successful ycar. Ibis their tura to 
visit New York, aud we will give them a warm welcome when- 

ever they may come. 

Hachting and Canoeing. 
NATIONAL YACHTING ASSOCIATION, 

VERY harmonious meeting was held Marcel ist iv the parlors 

of the St. Denis Hotel, ati which the foliowing clibs were 
represented.: San Franciseo, Gulfalo, New Jersey, Jersoy City, 

Salom, Me., Coluibia, Hmpive, Hudson River, Yonkers, New Bed- 
ford, Cleveland, Willianishure, East River Yacht Cluj), Nationul 
¥.C., of Jersey City, Oshkosh, Albany, Portiand, Me., and Chicago 
—righteen in all. 
An organization was fected with Vieo-Commodore W. H. Dil- 

worth, N.J, ¥.C.,us President; John-Brick, Colombia Y. C., a 
Beeretary and Trensurer pro fem; and George M. Mansileld, 
Salem Bay ¥.0., sud Charles G, Yale, San Pranciseo Y, C., as As- 
sistant Secretaries, After general discussion a gonstitution was 
adopted, and grdered to be sent to all the clubs participating Low 

* 

ratification. Tt qwag also determined to elect an Hxecutiye Com- 
iniltee of thirteen by ballot of the clubs as a working body, to 
dvaw wp a code of by-laws, sailing rules, ete., and the annual 

club dues were fixed at $15, Clobs ware requested to contrib- 
utu $3. each to coyer the necessary printing of the consti- 
tution for circulstion umong them, and other expenses. After 

TAtification of the constitution further steps will be taken to per- 

fact detsilsatthe next meeting. to be held in New Yorkthe séec- 

ond Wednesday in April. 
The letter of indorsement from the San Francisca Y. C. was re- 

ceived with considerable acclamation. The request of the Al- 
pany ¥. C.for the adoption of & national hurgee was favorably 
yesuiyed, and will be referred to the Executive Committee for 

action; and the letter from the Oleyeland Y. GC. in relation to 
granting the fill privileges of a yacht’s license to craft under 
twenty tons, will be sent to all clubs for signatures and united 

action. 
Clubs can still join the Association on the same terms as those 

already participating’ wntil the constitution has been finally 

aflopted, when their admission wil, of course, be subject toa yote 

of the Association. 

re 

YACHTING NEWS. 
EE —— 

SHAWANHAKA YACHT Crug.—An important meeting of this 
club took place af Delmonico'’s March Ist, Commodore W. A. 

W. Stewart presiding. The following members were added to the 

club; Messrs. W.loward Mitchell, John A. Stewart, Jr,, Edward 

P. Mitchell, Charles BH. Jenkins, Roger M. Sherman and Sidney 

Y. Stratton. {The resisnation of Mr. John ER. Waller was ac- 
eepted with regrets. Uhe sum of $2,150 was appropriated for the 

lub fixtures of the year as under -— 
First Bvent—Monday, May 3ist (Decoration Day), opening 

crnise of the club, at 10.30 4.38,,from Tompkinsyille, Staten Island, 

round the Southwest Spit buoy to Grayesend Bay, where the 

friends of the club will be entertained at dinner at some con- 

venient hotel. 
Second Bvent—The Corinthian race, Saturday, Tune 12th, for 

second-class seliooners, and first, second, third and fourth-class 
sloops; the prizes to he $100 to the winning schooner, $100 to 
winuins sloops of the first and second class, $85 to the winner of 
the third, and $65 to the winner of the fourth class, with indiyi- 

dual prizes of $5 to cach man in the winning yachts. 

third Event—The Corinthian cruise, io begin on such day in 
July asthe Commodore muy hereafter select. The usual Mourth 

of July race at Oyster Bay is io be omitted this year, and a race al, 

the end of the cruise substituted, 
To the open matchosit was decided to"admit only yachts of the 

New York, Atlantic, Hastern and New Bedford Yacht Clubs. It 
was also resolved that sailing masters, cooks and stewards should 
leoep below decks during Corinthian races, and that pilots should 

not be carried. Toe club has adopted 4 rubbev button in place of 

the brass or gilt ones on the uniform, and anew eap after the pat- 

tern ol the Wnvlish nayalseryiee. Onthe Corinthian cruise only 
working topsails to be allowed, and no booming out poles except 

yerularspinaker booms. The mest important resolution was 
offered by Rear-Commodore Schuyler, ereuting a prize for sea- 
manship during the annual cruise, on a basis similar to that 

adopted by the San Prancisco Y. C., and adyocated in these 

columns, 

Royab Noya Scorrs Y¥.S8.—The squadron sailed eleven races 

during 1879, with sixty-eight entries and fifty-eight starters and 

nineteen prizes. Of these twelve were presented by the Squad- 

von, one by the Vice-Commodore, Rear Commodore and Hon, 

Secretary ; three by the Hon, Secretary, one by Mayor Tobin, of 

Halifax, and two by the officers of the Royal Artillery and Royal 

Engineers stationed at Halifax. The Squadron now has thirty- 

eight yachts on the list, and new ones will be added this season. 

out, and will be knocked down to the highest bidder March 13th, 

Thesteamboat company paid all damaes, and Mr. Bryant will 
probably buy. 

ADDIE Voorms.—Lotsof them are coming to if. This well- 

known sloop is to haye her spars cut down, and will receive a 
cruising suit from Crutes' lott in Boston. The Lillie, Messrs, Dil- 

lingham & Band, follows in the sameline. Once rid our sloops of 

their excessive smooth-water spurs, and their speed is sone, Then 
we will take to a more moderate model, which ean be driven faust 
under asensiblerig, With a reasonable rig our present yessels 

ave decidedly slow ; itis only by oversparring that we mulke them 

#0, and when this fact becomes known we expect to see improye- 

ments made in form with a view to reducing resistance, and not 
altogether in the direction of excessive stability, consequently 

cutting down to cruising dimensions—in other words, to what 2 

yessel can carry—we)lwelcome as a! step that is sure to lead ta a 

commendable modification in model. 

IDLER AND CAMBRIA.—In tiking a lay monthly contemporary 

to task for some harmiess “spread-cagleism,” the London Field 
has the following :— 

‘By the way, the Cambria in 1870 sailed 2 mateh against the 

Idle? round Block Island buoy and back in a tine breeze—the only 
real breeze the Cambria had during any of her matches in Amer 

ica—and in a turn of twenty miles to windward Cambric heat Tdler 
nineteen minutes. The Idler carried away her bobstay, hut ai the 

time the Cambria was'so far to windward that practically the re- 

sultwas not affected by the accident. The Cambria beat the Idler 

four or five times altogether, and Idler beat Cambria twiee in light 

wind. At any rate Tiller must at present be a diiferent ship from 

what she was in 1870if she can show * Jdler"’ on her stern (o the 
English yachts allround the course at the next squadron regatta, 

We should like to see what the Mirandw would do with the Idler 

in a twenty miles thrash 10 windward in a breeze that would make 

the former house both her upper slicks. If we haye a tearing 
westerly breeze, like that in the match round the Wight last sea- 

son, we should expect to sce Celonia, Ayeria, Miranda and Sea- 

belle bearing up round the Needles, while Idle would be still 
jumping at sea off St, Catherine's. Perhaps after all it is mot 
the Tdler of 1/0 that the English yachts will have to chase round 
the Cowes course in 1830.’* 

The Idle? has been altered considerably since 1870; she lias been 

lengthened and ‘‘ deepened” and now has a flush deck, Her sea- 

going powers haye been materially improyed, but she is prob- 

ably no smarter than in 1870, when she ranked as. one of our fast- 
est, We certainly think there are several schooners in England 

which in a lumpy sea would give Jdie7 a severe drubbing, though 

in turning’ to windward in moderate weather Tiler might turn 

the tables, especially if there is much lee-coing tide. The dinven- 

sions of Idler are 106 ft. over all; 97 ft. water-line; 22.5 ft. beamy 

with ) ft. 10 in, draft without center-board. Built hy Sam’l Pook, 

of Fairhaven, Conn., in 1865, and altered by Henry Steers, of 
Greenpoint, in 1874. Sails by J, M. Sawyer. Draft with board 

down about 18ft. Is one of the most sightly schooners we have, 
and is now owned by Mr. Fish er, of Chicago. 

CONGRESS AND STmAM YAcurs.—The Scientific American very 

truly remarks :—In his report for 1879 the Supervising Inspector 
General of Steam Vessels took notice of the excessive license tee 

for steam yachts and other small vessels using steam power, and 

suggested that a charge of $5 would be enough for the annual 

inspection of such craft. 
“The objection to the present fee of $25 is tiyo-fold} itis out of 

proportion to the size and importanes of the vessels paying the 

license, being as much as is charg'ed for steamers of 100 tons bur 

den, and it is practically prohibitory to a large class of men who 

would otherwise build and use such vessels for pleasure or profit. 
“Tt is gratifying to note that a bill has been introduced in Con~ 

gress to carry out the Inspector General’s recommendation. Its 

passage would be altogether beneficial.” 

With the exception of Herreshoff’s experiments we have been 

almost at a standstill in America, while England has developed 

the? Willan’s three-cylinder, the Wigzell & Halsey_rotury, the 

Perkins and other radical innovations and improvements, and 

notably the efficiency of high sneed engines of the common loco. 

motive slide-valve type, as in the Thorneycraft launches. 

Sanpy Hook Licar.—Notice has been giyen by the Light- 

House Board that in consequence of the encroachment of the ser 

upon the site of the present light-house known us Rast Beacon 

Light, Sandy Hook, the light will be exhibited on und after Mareh 

15th from the iron tower recently erected on the site occupied as 

the East Beacon in 1850, and which is situated 374 feet from the 

present light-house structure, in & course bearing south by east 

from it. The new tower is of cast-iron and is painted red, The 

lantern is painted black. The light will stand forty-two feet 

aboye the base of the tower snd forty-six feet aboye mein sea= 

level. 

Sriau ANOTHER—Rear Com, Sumichvast, R.N. 8, ¥.&., will 
hoist his pennant aboard a fine new 20-ton cutter about the mid 

dle of June. She is now building in Halifax, Tron ballast inside 

and on keel, 

Yacur Cruns ty France—The recent annual report. of the 
Yacht Club dé France shows on its books H8 yessels, with an 
aggregate tonnage of 8,453, Or an average of! 57 tons to each 

yacht, The amount of prize money offered by the club to racing 

associations under its auspices was $3,400. This is vertainly nots 
bad exhibit. There are now twenty-eight regular elubs in France, 

besidés some forty rezutti Associations. 

Provisions Ruw SHorr.—The two venturesome indlyidusls 
from codfish latitudes, Burrill ard Coombs, who left Boston July 

9th last yearin a whaleboat ot about one and 2 quarter tons, 

brouxht up by steamer in New York. They left portin the lithe 
Golden State, intending to reach Australia in time for the Mel— 
bourne Pxhibition. Byerything went well until thoy quit Port 

St. Juro, Cape Verde Islands, which they had made in fit'ty-cight 

days. Rough weather was met, but the tiny craft seems to haye 

performed well enough, and the voyage might haye been accou- 

plished had it n6t been for carelessness in stowing the provisions, 

which were all spoiled by the sea andbadto be tossed oyerboard. 

They tried for St. Helena, but were dilyen to leeward, and when 

almost exhausted tor want of food put thei helm up nnd made 

un island of! Lhe coast of Brazil, where they reuruited for awhile 

among the fishermen and then sailed for Bahia and returned 10 
this city by mailstermer. Both men are in full health and see no 

reasou why a.small boat, properly modeled and titted, cunnot £o 

to sea a8 well us tship. 

UNION REQAPTAS IN Bosron.—'The nevessity for a National 
Yachting Association is shawn by the following call to Boston 

yacht clubs :— 

OSHkosa YAonw CLuB,—fditor Forest and Stream :—At & meet- 
ing ofthe O. Y. G. to take some action in reference to a comuiuini 

cation fYom the National Yachting Association, to be heldin New 

York in March next, the following delegates were elected to rep- 
yesent the O. ¥.0,, viz.;Commodore George W. Burnell, Mvank 

Heiliv' and George M, Hasbrouck. 
The election of George M, Hasbrouck Secretary, in place of F_ 

J, Clark, removed from the State, was conceded to be a good 

choice. All communications addvessed to him will receive prompt 

atten tiou. 
We also orgunived what is to be known as the ‘‘ Sportsman's As- 

sociation,” to prohibit the wholesale slaughter of fish and game 

in this section of the country. Olficers: C. W. Relker, Presi- 

dent; A. W. Weisbrod, Secretary ; H. B. Harshaw, Treasurer, 
G, C. M. 

Nauvines Yacar Crun—At Salem, Mass., a2 new yacht club 
has been formed called the * Nautilus Yacht Club,’ and the fol- 

lowing officers have been elected tor ihe ensuing year:—Commo- 

dove, J. W- Dodye; Vice-Commodore, J. Remon, Jx,; Mleet Cap- 
taln, Snow Eich; Measurer, A.J. Prisbee; Secretary and Wreas- 
vrer, Frederiek Cute, The club has alreidy a membership of 

forty, and has about twenty-five boats entered, including some 

of the fastest yachts in the vicinity. There are six boats build- 

ing tor members of the club, eG. 

ORvise oF THE TupRtA—Mr. Ashbury, formerly owner of Cajn- 

brid and Livonia, bus been doing some extensive eruising in the 

B0-ton yaw! /beria, haying visited tle coast of Brazil in her. She 

abrived ab Portsmouth, England, Feb. 2d, thirty-three days from 

Barbadees, The passage was very stolny, but the yawl behaved 

exesedingly well, and was not once hove to, although she passed 

ships that were lying to under lower topsails. 

Nw Vacurs.—Besides the large 55-ton sloop noticed in these 
columuns,Cuthbert, of Tyenton, is lengthening the 10-ton yaw! Sur- 

prise, building 9 10-ton yawlfor Capt. Murray and Me, Duggan, and 

asleam yacht, 4oft. lone, for S. Stevenson, of Brockyille. 

in Berm YAH? foas2.—The value of British yachts is es- 

timated at $20,000,000, Including only those over fiye tons, Smaller 
wraft are classed as sail-boats only. The fleet gives employment 

to 5,00) su llors. 

An OLD STAGER—There is hauled bpatthe{footof I street, 

South Boston, the old schooner Bull Bow of Charlestown, built in_ 

1846, This craft has the original planking put on when she was 
built. Ble is well preserved, and likely to last many years yet. 

Those who should know say sheis very tastand weatherly.—Boslun 

Ifercld, 

EXPHRIMEN'TS With BALEAST.—When the Bosian sloop Gael was 
lnunched she had allinside ballast. Next season about 1,500 pounds 
of iron were placed on her keel, and her performances were con- 
sidered mulchimproyed. The third season lead was substituted for 
yen, and she excelled her previous record, especially in heavy 

weather. No theory about this, 

TH LASTOY A CRACK.—The famous Undine, sunk by collision. 
with |, steamer in Boston Harbor last syjnmer, has heen hyuled 

“ Onup Lloust, Harrison SQU0 ATH, 
* Hoston, February, 180. 

“Dmar Sue: A enminittee has been appointed by the Dorches- 

ter Yacht Qlub to confer with committees of lhe other nejghbor- 

ing clubs, jbo shill see fit, for the purpose of drawing Up a un 

“ DORCHESTER YAcu Chm, | 
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form set of sailing regulations and system of measurement for 
time allowanee, under which wnion regattas are to be sailed. 
“We do not desire that the clubs commit themselves now to 

adoptsny particular set of rules, but think the proposed Associa- 

ion should result Inaset of regulations which it will be for the 
fnlladyantage of all to adhere to, 
“Hoping to hearfrom you as soon as conyenient, we remain 

yours truly, 

workings of the two rigs inall kinds of weather, It is needless 

to add that they are decidedly in favor of the cutter. 
Ihave during the pasi six years owned cats, sloops and one 

cutter,and my experionce is thata cutter can be handled safer, 

easier and dricr in heavy weather than can any other small yacht. 
L, W. Wanna. 

* CORINTHIAN “AND HIS CRITICS. 

Biitor Forest and Stream — 
Tt seeins that my last communication, instead of being simply, 

as intended, an answer to the criticistias of your correspondents 
“ Rouge Oroix" and“ Martin Gale,” in reference to practical ex- 

perience in yacht or nayal design, and correcting some mistakes 

made by them in their communications, especially regarding the 

Seamanship of the former, which remarks unfortunately wore 

omitted by you from my communication, has raised a hornet's 

nest about my ears, or rather is deemed worthy of an editorial 

and aformal answer from the devoted (but not Devoted) yachts- 
man, Mr, Robert Center, who, in doing so, seeks “ to kill two birds 
with one stove.” While ucknowledging myself a Corinthian, who: 

perliaps, is more ready with the pen than with the tiller, I haye 
still some smattering of the subject treated of, principally ob- 

tained from a study of well-known authors, aud obseryation of 

the performance of our own yachts for a series of years. 

Mr. Center instances the well-known America, designed by Mr, 
Steers, and speaks of the compliment paid her designer by Mar- 
rettin his book. He truly says, ‘that her centers were adjusted 

with considerable skill and judgment.” This simple acknowledg- 
ment to a practical man was not only forced from Marrett, bul 

from all England by her performances; and they further paid 

him agreater compliment, by immediately lengthening forward 

all the yachts in England. 
Regarding his challenge to sail Volante against Mr. Clapham’s 

sharpie, my mention of it at all was simply to correct 2 mistake 

in reference to said challenge by your correspondent, ‘'Kouga 

Croix.” I take Mr. Clapham’s acceptance in good faith; nnd no 

doubt Mr, Center could be accommodated and fairly met, even il 

he objects to going single-handed around Long Island in the 

Volante. As to injury to the business of Mr. Claphanr by the suid 
race, Il haye no doubt that it would greatly benefit it. 
Tam pleased that Mr, Center giyes ‘‘ Bob” Fish credit for good 

things. I remain with the impression that he did produce two 

nuts, the Whitecap and the old Vision, which were not to be 
cracked by the Dream or the Vindex. Regarding the Lois, does he 

remember the club race, when the Vindeo, that famed heavy 

weather yacht, was in distress, even in the Narrows, water knac- 

deep on deck, masthead and topmast gone, while every other yes- 

sel in the fleet was carrying topsails? 
As to vindicating the speed of Vindex, in comparison with 

Kirby’s Arrow, Task lilm to read the record of Vindea ; It will do 
him good, He instances the Viiidex winning two races; also 

the Volante “hands down.” Now, I must confess, I do not under- 
stand the term “hands down,'' as applied to yachting; and, while 
acknowledging my ignorance in that particular, can only imagine 

it applies to some Corinthian Regatta, or in a crewd of would-be- 

exper(s who are being initiated into the mysteries of yachting, or 

to rerattas without an antagonist worthy of tha name, somewhat 

after Mischief’s late victory. 

As to your editorial comments, friend Bditor, upon the value of 

naval desion, you seem to intimate that I hold seience in disdain, 

whereas I haye the profoundest respect for seience, Science 

utilizes electricity, but all theories as to electricity are but as- 

sumed; andso1 hope I may regard somewhat in the same man- 

ner nayal design, its theories, especially regarding speed, being 

assumed. 
As to such triumphs of science, you instance a Popoifha or a 

Devastation monitor. Without enteriug the profound mysteries, 

let us take some English authority on the subject, since they ap- 

pear fashionable among Corinthians. Iinsiance the capsizing of 
the ivon-clad frigate Captain, and later the frigate Huryniedon, by 

which disasters so many lives were lost. In the exhaustive in- 

vestigations by the Amiralty which followed thefirst disaster, the 
verdict was that scientific principles were strictly followed in her 

construction, and all preper and necessary predautions were ob- 

seryed, and that the disaster was simply a visitation of Proyi- 
dence, or rather an “unaccountable.” So, perhaps, with the up- 
fortunate Mohawk, s0 often quoted by you. Her Captain, per- 
haps, was a Corinthian in matters which required expertness and 

judgement. 

Now, as to the quotation from the great masters, in whom un- 

known genius often succeeds where sclence and education fail, 
Haye you ever observed one of our yessels-of-war? Do not look 

at them casually as they lie in the Navy Yard, but ask from the 
officers and tars who man them of their performanceatsen. They 

will tell you that they often roll their yard-arms in solid, so that 

the sea can be seen from the lower hold through the mam-hatch, 
These, howeyer, are triumphs of skill, upon whose design untold 

wealth of science (principally German) has been exhausted. In 

opposition to this look at the frigate Viagari, designed by our 
practical man of genius, Steers. Bullt under the greatest opposi- 

tion of would-be-scientists, and, although acknowledged by the 
Bovlish to be the finest and speediest yessel-of-yar ever con 

structed, finally tinkered and destoyed by those who in doing so 

Jarge center-board schooners. The records prove that a fast ves 

sel cannot be handicapped under this measurenient bya slow one. 

Tn continuation, be instances the Regine and Viren, and inti- 
mates that Kegina would, with thore freeboard, tave better ‘all 
round qualities,” Alss! the present Vision haa sl round qual- 

ities." For myself T will none of them, 
The next system of mea surement he considers is our measure- 

ment of Corinthians, the Seawanhaka, and probably the coming 

measurement of the New York Club, To exemplify the working 

of this measurement he instances a race of Sclemerand Volante. 
in which Schemer defeated the Volante. In other words the little 
Schemer, carrying four tons of ballast, defeated a powerful yes- 

sel carrying ten tous of lead, after being heavily handicapped by 

time in her own weather, 

Ttsimply proves that the Volante must be remarkably slow, and 
that it is dificult even for ‘“ Corinthians’ to handicap a spacdy 

vessel, even when particularly interested in so doing. 
Regarding Viren and Coming, he proyes that the well-lmown 

speedy Coming can be defeated by a bandicap of time to a slow 
one by this proposed measurement. In fact, to myself, not par- 

ticularly interested in measurement, his laboredargumient simply 
results in attempting to reduce by time speedy Vessels to a level 
Wilh slow ones, the same problem whielt our Boglish friends have 
been at for many years, upon whose measurement a yessel can 

be produced which has but ona measurement, consequently 

would be allowed 80 much time in a race that there could He but 
onc result, 

Perhiips, finitlly, it may be an adveantege, sinca having tried the 
known, and failed ta produce other than “all round qualities," in 

the unknown future,we may ba move successful in produciny 

sometthing which may challenge the admiration of the yachting 

world by defeating our now speedy vessels by handicap of meas- 

nrement, 

Apropos of cutters, the Yolande I understand to be one of the 

flag-ships of the Seswanhaka Yacht Club. Tf the Commodore in- 

tends fo command during the cruise of that squadron, I advise 

hin always to start the day before. Upon this subject I will only 
mention 2 remark by a celebrated English yacht designer upow 

viewing one of our cutters. His adyjse was to “lool the designer 

up; perhaps ho may design anothey.”" CORINTHTAN. 

Feb. 12th. 

“PRANK B, PEABODY, Chairman. 
* OOOLIDGE BARNARD, 
‘ GuorGe 8. RICE, 
“HARRY 8. MANN, 

‘Committee of D. Y. Cc. 

‘Pp. §.—Please send answer to B, Barnard, Harrison Bquare, 

Boston." 

THE FAsNi.—Mr. Bryant, of Boston, has bought the largesloop 
Fannie (laid up in Gowanus Basin), built at Mystic by Richmond 

inist!, She is T2ft, decks, 66 w, 1., 28ft. 9in. beam, 6ft. in. hold, lift 

dratt with board, 5ft. without. 

Tin Mipas.—This little sloop” has been hauled out at Piep- 

eras’ yaud in Greenpoint, and will be altered into a keel, Boston 

fashion. a 

TRE CABIN LOCKER.—I's vemove old paint: Slack three pounds 

of stone guicllime in water and 6ne pound American peerl ash, 

as thick as paint; apply with an old brush and letit remain for 

twelye or fourteen hours, when the print will peal off easily. 
Black varnish: Two pounds gum shellac, hyo pounds umber, one 

gallon linseed oil and one-quarter pound of lamp black; boil to- 

other for four hours over a slow fire. Painting: A gallon of 

mixture, or say six pints ray linseed oil, one pint boiled oil, and 

one pint turpentine; requires from twelve to fourteen pounds of 

dry paint, On woodwork a gallon of paint will cover from 450 to 

690 squave feet, on iron about 700. Putty: Spanish whiting and 

linseed oil well beaten and kneaded intoa stiff paste. Litequer 
for brasswork: Hight ounces of shellac and one gallon of spirits of 

wine. 

THe Drevrnence.—< little so-called nautical journal of the fiy- 

leaf variety hasbeen making the rounds of our advertisers of 

late misrepresenting this journal, and spinning correspondingly 

inflated mendacity inits own behalf. The facts in the case are 

these: The sheet in question has only recently emerged from dis- 

honorable bankruptey ; has notes ontstanding; is shirking its lia- 

bilities nnder the lee of petticoats ; never had a paying circula- 

tion, in its most prosperous days, of one thousand, and now has 
probably mich léss even than that; its columns are replete with 

* decoys” and “ deadheads; it has no influence, and is of odor- 

ousreputation. The general circulation of FOREST AND STREAM 

ts thirty times 1s reat, and among yachtsmen we haye a hundred 

times as imany readers, for the puny ‘longshore sheet cannot 

muster fifty of that class onitsbooks. In spite ofthis,it adver- 

tises itself a8 having the “largest circulation.” Business ob- 
jained by such misrepresentation is equivalent to obtaining 

money under false pretenses, and parties who have been swindled 

by itcan recoverin the courts. If, with these facts before them, 

our patrons choose to throw money into the gutter by giving-the 
petty sheet alluded to theirsupport, itis none of our concern, 

‘but we propose to see that they do so with their eyes open. A 

comparison of our columns with those of the fraudulent pre- 
tender will save our advertisers from falling into his clutches. 

The ‘longshore sheet; must seek its vielims in other channels ; its 

eharacter is too Well known in this latitude, und its unserupu- 

jous mendacity will be exposed in these columns for the benefit 

ofthe public. Further particulars can be had on application. 

MmASUREMENY.—An Eastern yachtsman writes as follows con- 

oerning our receut article on measurement :— Allow me to con- 

gratulate you upon your last article on measurement. It goes 
right tothe point, Itis timely and will serve to clear away much 

of the iynoranee which has prevented a proper understanding of 

the subject heretofore. It establishes a foundation and gives us 
an authority ipon which we can proceed in our future considera- 

won of the subject.” Owing to press on our columns further 

material on this head has heen postponed. 

MEAscurEMENT IN FRANCE.—It is to the credit of our French 

cousins that they are vestiye under the infliction of the old 

Thames rule and that they refuse to accept it in wood grace any 

longer. The Yacht Club de France has taken the bull by the 
horns, and others are proposing a congress to settle the vexed 

question. Wecommend to their consideration the fiye axioms 
drawn up in anarticle in our last issue. 

Tor Brsr Meptum.—There is no advertising medium equal to 

Pores?’ AND STREAM for bringing to public notice yachts for sale 

or wanted to purchase. Its circulation among the yachting publica 

is larger than that of any journal, whether daily, weekly or 

monthly. It coversthe whole country. Notlong ago sschooner 

advertised 4 sinwle timein these columns broughta purchaser in- 

side ofa week, anda, recent card of the same nature has resulted 

in numerous answers to its first insertion. Parties intending 

to offer yacht property cannot do better than ayail themselves of 

our cireulation. 

Wav thn Pusnic Tainks.—A letter from the East says:— 
‘“Weheartily indorse your yiews as expressed in your journal, 
which the yachtsmen of onr club here thoroughly appreciate." 

AUoman's Calin, 
THE PENNSYLVANIA PLAN, 

PENNSYLVANIA, February, 1880, 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

J peruse the Forms AND STREAM each week with inter- 
est, and think the editor deserves all the praise we can 
give him, in publishing a man’s paper of sa much inter- 
est to women and children. Our boys love the bear 
and fish stories very much; and of course they are going 
to take Fores?’ anp StTREam when they get to be mon, . 
My experience as a sportsman’s wifa would be very 

pleasant if if were not for the dogs, but alas! those heau- 
tiful pointers and setters haye no charms forme. If the 
setters would only set still and the pointers keep their 
heads pointed toward the barn, instead of pointing it 
in the back door whenever if is left open, | could endure 
ib; (in fact Ihave tosay, may). Im the fall one very busy 
day I was helping prepare dinner, and as it was baking 
day there happened ,to be only one loaf of bread—*! the 
last loaf.” J nid it out on the shelf, when the next thing 
that attracted my attention was our *‘ Flora.” She had 
pointed the loaf and was retrieving with it as fast as pos- 
sible, and only half an hour to dinner. Iimagine, if you 
ean, how smiling IT must have looked, and with what eood 
evace IT prepared more ; and as J told my husband of m 
prisvance he only stroked the hend of ‘the beautiful ani- 
mal and said: ** Mistress ought to haye been more care- 
ful and not to have left the door open, hadn't she?" 

Unlike the most of you girls, [am gun-shy, thougl I 
rode several miles the other day with the gun in our ent 
ter. I really hope to be brave enough to try my hand 
at shooting some day, but should prefer glass balls to 
birds. I really enjoy seeing my husband shoot plass balls, 
IT think he jis a capital shot, and have often tried to cet 
him to challenge Bogardus, which I presume he will do 
some day. I hayenever accompanied my husband on his 
hunting trips, but expect to do so next fall if nothing 
happens. My husband is a physician, 

Tride with him a great deal and enjoy the wild and pic- 
tureeque scenory of old Pennsylvania yery much; in fact, 
our lives wre gliding on very exsunily, and if wives only 
seek happiness they will tind it, if their husbands are 
sportsmen ; and Liry to pnt up with all their eccentrici- 
ties; but deliver me from such a trial as Zena had. keep- 
ing a dog under the bed nights. PAULDVA, 

Sounp On THE Duck QuEsTIoN,—The Northecst (Md.) 
Record complains, in a recent issue, that Maryland duck 

acknowledged their incompetence. 
And nowas to our own yaunted scientific yachts, I willnot 

give you the yain task of pointing to one instance, where a so- 

culled sefentific vessel has been produced and developed speed 

without some or other modification of rig or otherwige. In a 
contemporary Iwas amused in reading the record of one of our 

scientifically-tigged yachts. After specifying her alterations, 

such as in one instance of cutting a few feettrom her bowsprit; 
in another, adding nine juches of skag aft, then yemoying it on 

another oceasion; he continues and informe the reader that, her 
speed being remarkably freo, she needs but a few additional cloths 

to her mainsail to be one of the fastest vessela to windward—she 
being at present, as is well-known, notably deficient in that ve 

spect, 
In reading: the article upou yacht measurement by Mr. A. Cary 

Smith,I syould respectfully beg leave to call his attention to some 
things which haye probably escaped his notice, as seen through 

other glasses. In his objection to length as a messirement he 

seizes upon ths old ery of our Boglish friends, * Seaworthiness,” 

and its tendency to produce wide, henyily-sparred vessels, and 

gives us a fearful picture of the behaviov of over-sparred vessels ; 

for the gentleman who sparred Vindew, Madeap, Intrepid, Vidal 
Wave and the new Misehie/, remariably cool, to say the least. 
Is length not the principal element of speed? In considering 

cubical contents a3 4 mensurement, he compares the schooner 

Intrepid with Tidal Wave. Would it not be better and fairer to 
compare Tyitrepid with Rambler, one of her class? He certainly 

cannot object to Rumblur for want of freeboard or depth or speed 
either, in the comparison. 
As to his Objection to froeboard heing taxed, witness the per- 

formances of Palmer, the pulitest as well ag the fastest of ou, 

Yaout Tor SaLE.—aA fine little 5-ton eruiser, ready ta go into 
commissiol, is Offered at a grent bargain. See our ‘'forsale” 

eohimns, 
a i 

EXPERIENCE WILL TELL. 

MUSKEGON, Mich , vb. 2ist. 
Baitor Forest and Strcan — 
The statement made by Mr. Thomas Clapham in your issue of 

the 1th inst., that it would require “‘from four to six men to 

handlé a forty-foot cutter, if any speed was expected from her,” 
ig 80 Much at variunce with my own experience that I cannot let 

jt pass unchallenged. Wither his cutter isnot rigged ike mine or 
lis men must be yery slow. I have a cutter-rigged yacht 
86x9 $-12x5 fect, and with the assistance of one goodman I can 

handle her in ordinary weather, and with two men besides my- 

self Lean handle her in any weather where it is possible for a 

poat of her sizetolive. I haye seen the cutter-rigged yacht Eadu, 

while sailing in company with mine, and carrying whole mainsail, 

staysail, jib and topsail shortened down to single reefed mainsail 

and staystli—her skipper expecting a seyere squall, which, how- 
eyer, passed ahead of the yacht—veefs shaken out, and all the 

flist-muutivned cloth spread, while the yacht continued on 
her course, and the entire time occupied for both operations was 

not quite ten iiinutes, aud the work was douehy two boys, both 

wnder civiteen years ofage, These same boys with two others 
went Ona four weeks’ cruise last season, visiting Mackinaw and 
the yarious islands at the foot of Lake Michigan, crossed to Green 
Bay, ibence up the shore to Kenosha, and from there home. Part 
of the time they were fin company with a erack sloop from thu 
qrest shore, and had plenty of opportunities of comparing the 

' 

shooting is being ruined by the incursion of ‘‘an army of 
sports from all the ends of the earth who come down here 
and bang away like mad, spoiling the sport as well as the 
profit that rightly belongs to the citizens of the State,’ 
and the writer calls for a layy which shall limit ducking 
licenses to citizens of the State. Lt is sate to assume that 
this is not the Chesapeake and Susquebanna professional 
duck hunters themselves, for no one knows hetter than 
they do that the greatest income from the ducking 
grounds is derived from these so-termed “‘sports” from all 
the ends of the earth, for, as the Havre Kepublican per- 
tinenily observes, the sportsman from abroad cannot go 
down there “and bang away like mad,” unless they char- 
ter one of the regularly licensed craft of those waters, or 
own their own craft, which are governed by the same 
lays that regulate’ those of citizens, This editor adds: 
‘©Mr, Jos. Bailey (of the well-known firm of jewelers, 
Phila.), whom we mention by way of illustration, asserts 
that every pair of ducks he kills on our flats costs him at 
least $10, and if he thought that he was doing the slight- 
ast possible injury to a single person in Havre de Grace 
he would never shoot another duck in our waters. This, 
we believe, is the sentiment that governs nearly all who 
visit our waters for the purpose of shooling’ ducks, occa- 
sionally. In our judgment the punners of Hayre de 
Grace should be united in some course of action. We 
haye Jaws and legislation enough on the subject—in 
fact, haye too much, The laws as now on the s.atute 
books were passed in precisely the shape our gunners de- 
sived them, and if its provisions were faithfully carried 
out thera would, no doubt, be more ducks killed and 
less grumbling.” 
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Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 
S WE do not empley any authorized agents or canyassers, we offer our friends in every locality who will give any time or attention to collecting and forwarding sub- 

scriptions, the following inducements to obtain subscribers for the “FOREST AND STREAM” at the rates and commissions given below : 

Collect Subscription price, 
Commission to be retained, 3 

Amount to remit us, 3 

3 months, $1.00 
iss 25 

fe 15 6 

6 months, $2.00 
“te 50 

$1.50 

1 year, $4.00 
1 +) 1.00 

1 SeEOO 2 

2 years, $7.00 
2 i 1.50 

3 years, $10.00 
3 fas ae 

Condition to the above Commissions, we offer the following CASH PREMIUMS: 
To the person sending us the largest amount-of money obtained from new subscribers, whose names are not now on our books, at above net rates, between January 

1, 1880, and July 1, 1880, 
To the one sending the next largest amount, L 
To the third on the list, 
And to the fourth, 

Sample Copy, Subscript 

n accordance with the above conditions, 

ion Blanks and a handsome Show Card (to be posted in a conspicuous place) sent free on application. 

* $5.50 3 © $8.00 

ee 5 ie caf ue Leaooe 
- = = = 95:00 
=; te 50.00 

re pe ee eo 

Subscriptions may begin at any time during the year, and may run any length of time, but no subscription will be entered on our books until the money for the same 
has been received af this office. 

No commission will be allowed on the first SINGLE subscription, but the commission due on tha first two subscriptions may be deducted from the second, and there- 
after the commission can be retained on each succeeding subscription. 
4 $100 of the cash premiums in six months. 

You-are sure of the commission which you retain, and also have an equal chance to get from $25 

To any Person sending us before July 1, 1880, two new subscribers for one year, or four hew subscribers for six 

Months, and Hight Dollars Cash, we will send, in place of commission, any one of the following Articles : 
One five-feet lancewood Bow, Horn Tips, and one dozen 25-inch Jordan's Manual of Vertebrates. 

A copy of FOREST AND SrReAM for one year. 
A three-piece double-ferule, lancewood tip, full mounted, pol- 
ished Bass, Trout or Bait Rod. 

Coues’ Field Ornithology. 
One Fishing Outfit, consisting of Red, Reel, Line, Snolls and 

ooks. 
One Russia-leather Fly-book, and one dozen assorted Flies. 

Arrows. 
One pair Olub Skates. 

To any Person sending us, before July, 1880, Sixteen Dollars eash, and Tour New Subscribers for One Year, or Eight new subscribers for six months, we wiil 
send, in place of commission, any of the following Articles: 

Two copies of Forest and Stream for one Year. 
A four-piece, double ferule, guides and reel-band, hollow, 

buit, extra tip, full mounted, Bait or Brass Rod. 

One 3-piece do Fly Rod. 

or flies and snells. 
One full-length Fly Book, and two dozen assorted Ilies. 

Coues’ Key to North American Birds. 

A good Fishing Outfit, consisting of rod, reel, line, hooks | One Gent's six-foot self*lancewood Bow, made to weight, 
and one dozen half-notched polished Arrows, 

One Set Parlor Archery, complete in bow, 

One pair nickled-plated Club Skates. 
One Parlor Atr-Gun. 

Write yourname and the name of the person to’ whom the paper is to be mailed, plainly, and do not forget POST OFFICH ADDRESS, TOWN AND STATE, 
Remit, if possible, by postal money order, check, or draft on New York, payable to order of FoRmST AND STREAM PUBLISHING Company. If neither money order nor draft 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 
can be obtained, inclose money in Registered Letter. 

New York, January 1st, 1880, 

Addresss 

Wew York City, N.Y, 

National Guard Roll Book. 
FOR NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS’ USE. 

The most Complete Book of its ind Published! 
Book i 

ab 
with red roan slip cover 

Cork Vent, 

m plain binding singe rieisniset isd ve nels atielapEpewets latices Se etl ppd af FT See od Rs ater! bas ee 

With blaek Russian slip iCOvers 22s etl e chs cy ees ecleens serves de veve wsiistse scons aa 

or Patent Cork, 

To pour fluids from a bottle without removing cork............ 9 2 

Martin’s Equation, or Awerage Tables. 
ERAS VIOT A OAT EN AC GOTT co hee etctricte she oft Pele cslcuryy bnsleysrasotote|olelb [ants snus ld opel a, oe WiGor eater $1 50 
Any of above sent by mail post-pdid, on receipt of price. 

WILBUR & HASTINGS, 
Manufacturing Stationers, 40 Fulton street, New York. 

A FILE BINDER, 
Yeas WHEN FULL, makes a permanent binding; for sale by FOREST AND 

STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 111 Fulton st., N.Y. 75 Cts. Sent by mail, $1. 

Miscellaneous. 

AUIMAR CAMP AGNES 
Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

Fheee Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

Werzenay, dry, full bodied, rich fayor. 

PERE & FILS. 
Established 1729. 

Carte Blanche, Fruity, delicate flavor, not too 

dry. 

Cortlandt St., Sole Ag’tsfor the United States. 

al 
AUDUBON’S BIRDS. 

vanes GENTLEMAN having asetof Andubon'’s 
birds, half size, in good order, which hoe 

would like to sell for $75, will please ad- 
dress at this office. van.29-tfe 

GWLS WANTED. 
50 ets, each paid for the dead birds delivered 

’ in good Gondition at my nddress. W, J, 
KNOWLTON, 168 Tremont st., Goston, Mass. 

Febl2-2m, 

A 

DODGE, CAMMEYER & CG., 

antes. 

FIRST-CLASS SALESMAN, disen- 
gaged March Jsth, desires a position as 
eeper or Salesman; twelve years¥experi- 
Would take a line of sporting goods on 

Book 
‘ence, 
commission or salary. For Al references, ete., 

' pacers for twofweeks Lock Box 947, et Asa, Bye 

| 

for Swe. 

M AYNARD RIFLE FOR SALEH—26- 
inch barrel, 85 caliber, with breech com- 

bination, open and peep sight, extra handsome 
stock, in perfect order, showing no signs of wear, 
haying been but little used. Is perrectly accu- 
rate, and tine i hee ee every way. Withit are 150 
or more shells, bulletmould, louders, flask, clean- 
ing rods, screw-driver,&c., the whole costing over 
$60; will be sold for $25. 

CHARLES DENISON, 
Mar 4-16 Hartford, Conn. 

— TON KEEL CABIN YACHT; Hither 
cutter orsloop rig; handy, fast, completely 

found for cruising; 6ne-ton iron on keel; sails 
new; $300. Address *CALTAIN,” Forest and 
Stream office. Beb26-2t. 

ICH LAKE, CANADA.—WILD RICE 
J for sowing in fields, lakes and fish ponds, 
Delicious for desserts, Very scarce this season. 
One bushel to twenty-five, $2 per bushel. U.%. 
duty two cents per Ib. added. Next season or- 
ders before August Ist, 1880, honored one to four 
hundred bushels, Address CHAS. GILCHRIST, 
Overseer of Fisheries, Port Hope, Ontario, Can, 

Feb?6-21. 

WILD RIC SEED for sale. $3 00 
perbushel. Supply lim- 

ited. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. 

FOR SALE. 

250000 BROOK TROUT FRY, 

At reasonable rates, Address for prices to 

J,8.&¥F.N. EDDY, 

Randolph, Catlaraugus County, N. ¥, 

o 

a 

Lulilivations, 

PORTSMEN’S 
NEW BOOKS. 

HALLOCK'S } 
SPORTSMAN’S : ; 

GAZEDLEDR. Price postpaid, $3. 
PRACTICAL 

TAXIDERMY 
an 

HOME DECORATION. Price postpaid, $1.50. 
By Jos. H. BATry. 

THE DOGS OF 
GREAT BRITAIN, 

AMERICA and } 
OTHER COUNTRIES. Price postpaid, $2. 

Comprising the essential 
parts of the two standard 
works on the Dog. 

By STONEHENGE. 
AMERICAN WILD FOWL 

SHOOTING. Price postpaid, $2. 
By Jos. W. Lona. 

HOW TO HUNT AND TRAP. Price post- 
paid, $1.60. 

By Jos. H. Barty, author of ‘' Practical Tax- 
idermy.” 

FRANK FORESTER’S 
COMPLETE WORKS. 

Complete Manual for Young Sportsmen. Price 
post aid, bee 

FIELD SPORTS OF UV. 8. 
2 yols. Price postpaid, #4. 

AMERICAN GAME IN Tf’S SHASON 
FISH AND FISHING OF U.S............ Jinad As 
SPORTING SCENES AND CHARACTERS. ne 

# VOIS:. Se: 

We will mail any of the aboye on receipt of 

prices named. 
. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUL, CO., 

111 Fulton street, New York. 

To American Anglers. 

THE ENGLISH 

FISHING GAZETTE, 
Devoted to Angling, River, Lake and Sea 

Fishing, and Fish Culture. 
Srxrenn PAGgus Fouro. 

Price 'Twopence. 
(EVERY FRIDAY.) 

Vol, Ii. commenced with the number for Jan. 
1, under new manavement. The GAzvrrn is the 
unly Panes in the English language entirely de- 
yoted to Angling, Fish 

Free by post ONE VHAR for 12s. 64. or 
$8.25 in P. 0. 6. or U.S. Postage Stamps 
to any address in the United States. Hali 
a year for half the price. 

Culture, ete. 

"4 copy of the current number and pros- 
pectus can be had (pest free) by sending 6 
cents in U.S. Postage Stamps to the Mana- 
ger FISHING GAZETTE, 1 Crane Court, 
Fleet Street, London, England, maré tf 

| \ 

Aublications. 

EVERY ce ADER 

FOREST AND STREAM 
Needs one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, 

BASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKHS. By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicy and fascinating story of spertsman’s life 
in the wilds of Maine. In this book a great deal 
of yaluable Information isimparted in a pleas 
ant and attractive manner. Beautifully illus- 
trated with full-page engrayings. Handsome- 
ly bound in cloth, price $1.50. Ready May Ist. 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J, Farrar, An amusing account of 
a trip made by a party of Boston gentlemen to 
the Rangeley Lakes region. 224 pages. 12 illns- 
trations. Puapor covers, 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
Hable guide to Richardson and Mangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixville Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, Magalloway and 
Sandy rivers. Contains 246 pages. 50 illustra- 
tions, and a large map. Paper covers, 50 cents. 
eS MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTIRA- 
TED, A comprehensive and thorough hand- 
book of the Moosehead Lake region and the 
sporting resorts of Northern Maine, with map. 
The tours of the Kennebec, Penobscot and 
St. John rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are 
lainly treated. 224 pages. 14 illustrations. 
nper covers, 60 cents. 

FARHKAK'S PUCK BY MAP of the Richardson 
and Kangeley lakesregion and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
paper, cloth covers, 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S POCKWE MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of worthern Maine, algo the head- 
waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot and Bt. 

John vivers. Printed on tough linen paper, 
eleth covers. 50 cents. 
VARRAIVS STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS of the 
entire Richardson and Kungeley lake region. 
Large size, cach 25 cents. Send for catalogue, 
eer Ary of the stcve publications sent by 
mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. -Address 
OHARLES A. J FAuitAR, Jamaicn Main, 
Mass. W. DreRt 

Shooting. 
BY CAPT. BUGARDUS. 

Now and enlarged edition, containing instrue 

tions for glass ball shooting, and chapter on 

Breeding and Breaking of Dogs by Miles John- 

gon, Fersale at this office, Prices $2 

J. Cypress, Jr.'s Works. 
TWO VOLUMES. 

Price BS by Mail. 

CAN BE HAD THROUGH THIS OFFICE, > 
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Hew Advertisenents. | 

KEEP’S SHIRTS, 
GLOVES, UNBRELLAS, UNDERWEAR, &C, 

Samples and circulars mailed free. 

KEEP MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 

1.299 Broadway, bet, 33d & 34th sts. { 341 Fulton st,, 
G37 Rroadway- rooklyn. 

BAWLISS’ 

NICKEL PLATED RE-CAPPER AND 
EXTRACTOR. 

HIS IMPLEMENT is used for 10 or 12-cauge 
_brass or paper shells, thus saving the cost of 

one implement, Pronounced by Capt. Bogardus, 
fisher and others, the best implement they ever 
used. Price $2. Liberal discount to the trade. 
H. BAYLISS Sole Agent and Manufacturer, 

45 Western st., Providence, R. TI. 

Che Hemel. 

National American 

Kennel Club. 
FIELD TRIAL DERBYof 1880 

HE first American Field Trial Derby will be 
run under the National American Kennel 

Chib Rules, about the third week in November, 
1880, time and place to be hereafter announced, 
for setter and pointer puppies whelped on or 
after APRIL 1st, 1879. 

First Prize, $150; Second, $100; Third, $50. 
Entries, Five Dollars each, to be paid at time of 
eutry ; Ten Dollars additional each for starters, 
to be paid before starting, 
Wntries, giving full particulars as to color, 

marking, sex, pedigree and name, must be made 
on or before APRIL lst, 1880, to the Secre- 
tary of the National American Kennel Club, 
iny number of dog's, the property of one 

owner, canrun forthis stake. The names and 
pedigres of all the puppies entered will be sent 
to all the sportsmen’s papers for publication. 
The forfeit money to be added to the stake 

and divided between the winning dogs in the 
sameratio or proportion as the stake is divided, 

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL Ist, 1880. 

Por blank forms of entry apply to 

CHARLES DE RONGE, 

Seerectary N. A. K.C., 

(P.O, Box 994,) No, 51 Broad St., N, ¥. City. 

Feb.19,6t 

MANGE, 
MANGE, MANGE. 

GLOVER’S IMPERIAL MANGE CURE is war- 
ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
for skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One eee 
is usually wll that is necessary. H. GLOVER 
Sole prop’t’r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N.J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

st., N. Y¥.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Roston; Jos. C. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phila. I. P. Naylor, 72 Hast Madison st., Chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st.,St. 
Louis. Price, 50 cents. 

J OTICEY.—A DOG TRAINER,—The un- 
we dersigned, now prepared to take a lim- 
ited number of dogs fur thorough handling and 
breaking, respectfully offers the following well- 
known gentlemen as references: Mr. FP. Schuc- 
hardt, 52 William st., N.Y. Mr. M. R. Dennis, 
Newark, N.J.; Dr. W.8. Webb, 48 Wall st., N. ¥.; 

r. Chas. Heath, Newark, N. J., and Mr. Edward M 
Leverch, 111 Reade st,, N. Y. For particulars and 
prices, apply to 1. &, SMI, Stockholm, N. J. 

Feblg,3t 

RARE CHANCE.—To reduce my kennel, IT 
oiter for sale my handsome red Irish setter 

biteh Kate, 18 months old, staunch as a rock; 
with capital nose,and a goodretriever; hunted 
lust fall. Price $25. Also two magnificent red 
Trish biteh pups, two months old; these pups 
combine the blood of two great champions, 
Plunket and York. Price $10 each, Pedigree 
furnished. Address CHAS. F, KENT, Bing- 
hamton, N.Y Feb.26,tt£ 

SENS Ei want to haye two or three 
yaluable setter and pointer puppies thor- 

oughly broken and trained on quail, woodeock 
and snipe by an experienced man who lives where 
this kind of game is plenty. Virginia, Maryland, 
Delaware or Southern New Jersey preferred. 

~-+ Address with full particulars, including price, 
veferences, &e,, 
Marat J. H. C., Forest and Stream office. 
oe 

OR @ALE.—A beautiful cocker spaniel 
A" itch: iv} €910r, liver and white; three months 
old; importc Stock. Price. $10. CHAS. DEN- 
ISON, Hartford Conn. .Mar4-1t 
aay 

OR SALE,.—A very beautiful two-year- 
Fr ,old, thoroughbred, black and tan, English 
fox ound bitch, She isan excellent breeder, and 
«jicknowledged by competent judges ta be the 
prettiest animal that they ever saw. Desiring to 
sell ot, I also offer, at fair figures, thirteen good 
fox-hounds, some of which purchased at a dis- 
tance. For further particulars address HARRY 
LOW, Orangeville, (ol, Co., Pa. Mar4,lt 

i 

FOREST AND STREAM. Acces en 
Extra-fine Trout, reversed wings $1 50 

fe « fs i ue es Pat Beso 

“Maines « ee Aas |. Ss aetna 
“Black Bass, small So. tS 6) 4 eter a Fo OS 
fs ot large fr i ob ae 3 00 

Bo Se «trolling “ = © » 5 += - 400 

3S OOto G6 OO * Salmon, according to pattern - 

We have over three hundred patterns in stock, and can tie any pattern to order, Prices are given per dozen: we do not 

sell less than one dozen, but will give any assortment in the dozen, -All our flies are tied on our celebrated Spring Steel Sproat 

Hooks, 

Flies tied in the ordinary way (without reversing wings) at one-third less than above prices. By turning back the wings the 
beauty and DURABILITY of the fly is vastly increased. 

J. B. CROOK & CO.,, 
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in % Fishing Tackle, Archery, 

—* GUNs. 

“AND ALL KINDS OF SPORTING GOODS, 
50 Fulton street, N. Y. 

Sole Agents for THOMAS ALDRED, London, manufacturer of the Finest Archery in the world. 

; inlties for 1880. 
THOMAS ALDRED'S Yew Bows, from $25 to $75. SERS Bpertalnee vi 

RICHARD DAFT’S Cricket Goods. c aes J. B, CROOK’S Hexagonal Fly Rods, Solid Reel Plate, $20. '3 
J. B. CROOK’S Lancewood and Lemonwood Bows, $7.50. _ F ; "a 

: J. B. CROOK’S Newport Bass Rods, suitable for Trolling and still Baiting for all 
kinds of salt water fishing, eight to nine feet, German Silyer Mounted. Pepper Cane two feet and two tips, $15. : 

Send 25 cents for Ulustrated Catalogue tor 1880, giving Hints on Archery and Rifle Shooting and the Rules of Cricket, Foot Ball, Lawn 

en Glass Ball Shooting and a Synopsis of Wishing, giving a description of Fishing, when te go and what Tackle to use. 
. 8.—Nothing but first-class Goods sold at this Establishment. 

H. L, LEONARD'S 

SPLIT 

L — 

BAMBOO RODS. 
With Patent Water-proof and Patent Split Ferrules, the former protecting the wood from moisture 

and the latter making it IMPOSSIBLE FOR THESE RODS TO BREAK AT THE FERRULE. 

Trout and Bass Fly, - - $25 Grilse, with Reel Plate, - $40 
Bass Bait, - = - - 25 | Salmon, * ~ - = 50 

(With Reel Plate $5.00 additional). 

WILLIAM MILLS & SON, 
7 Warren Street, = = 2 = - New York. 

PUNE. Faerie. Tei: 
Send for Price List. 

ap i CLAY BIRDS! CLAY BIRDS!! CLAY BIRDS!!! 
Pgh did Beck’s Patent Clay Birds and Trap. 

oe es 
4 ae: R Pronouneed by all Who Haye Scen it as the Best 

WW om a] 7 poe 7 on x vee) tyr o~ ru say wy ——— Substitute ever Inyénted for a Living Bird. 
ena P 

| Fhes like a live bird; is as hard to hit asa live bird; 
affords as good practice as live birds, and at a nominal cost. 
The bird is made of clay, burred hard, and breaks when hit 

with shot. i 
Our ‘Trap will throw the Clay Bird further than any trap will 

throw 2 ball; keeps it in the air longer, and gives the shooter 
plenty of time to cover. In using these birds you secure 

Better Practice than Glass Balls Give, 
And avoid the many objectionable features of balls, 

Give them a trial, for you are’Sure to be pleased, and you can’t 
invest a small sum of money to better advantage, 

Price of Birds, 12.00 per 100, Traps, $6.00 each, 

BECK & ECKEL, 
Sendffor circulars. MANUFACTURERS, 

54 South Meridian Street, INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 
Se ees 

N a ee 

ah ti Vi l IAT 
= 
a 

shi 

Seas pS Sa EN 

Debility, aud se 4 preventive gud cu¥o for Fever and Ague, nothing equals i, For Weskness and General 

A little Hop, 
Bitters caves bie 
iloctor Hills and 
long sickness. 
Cures Drows!- 

hess, Billousness, 
pains and aches! 

Ghe Hennel. | 

For SALE—Six pure breed beagle pups, 
** Prentis-Fannie” ‘‘ Martenet-Gess” stock, 

three dogs, three bitches. For price, address 
M. K., care Trimble & Co., 

Mar 4-1t Baltimore, Md. 

ten 5 Sys eres ramets 

It {2 impossible to remain long sick when Hop Bitters are used, co perfect are they in their operation. 

osama Eigemeg Bulmy sloop, eee 

E ood digestion, 

rich blood and 

sf perfect health 

Adin Hop Bitters. ii 
feet 

Ghee Aewmiel, 

OR SALE.—Chesapeake Bay dog, 1 
mos. old; trained and shot over by mysell 

this winter at Currituek; warranted perfectly, 
broken; an invaluable animal for a duck 
shooter ; pedigree, from my Rose; winner of Ist 
prize at Bench Shows in Boston aud New Yor! 
in 1878. Price $100, GARD'R G. HAMMOND, 
New pongeD. Conn., (Walnut Grove.) 

attr, 

Ghe Kewell, 

ENGLEWOOD KENNEL, 

To Sportsmen, 

I AM prepared to board a limited num- 
ber of dogs. Setters and pointers thoroughly 

field broken. Address C. C. TOWNSEND, 
I ebl2-3m, Englewood, N.J- 

O EXCHANGE—Irish setter pups, 
rca Shee ale in face with white, for 

good breech-loading shot gun, Address : 
Mar 4it 2s C, H, THOMAS, Duxbury, Mass. 

Fe 

as 

Fo SALE CHEAP—Red Irish and Eng- 
lish setters, both imported and native 

stock, of all ages. Amy person wishing a good 
dog, as a companion at home and in the field, can 

securea bargain by writing toCHAS. DENISON, 
Harttord, Conn, Ee; Mari-lteul 

OR SALE.—Two Lemon and whit 
setter pups—dog and bitch—three month 

old; full pedigree, anda A No.1 field stock, 4 d. 
ress Box 54%, Hillington, Conn, . Feb? 



uur 4, 1880. 

7 Ghe Henne. r 

~ Nevetsink Lodge Kennels, 
The following celebrated Dogs are in 

Ghe Acnnel. 

SPRATT’S PATENT 
‘ LONDON 

Meat Fibrine Dog Cakes. 
: the stud, Awarded Silyer Medal, Paris, 1878—Medal from 
; Does! British Government, and 21 other Gula 

Silver Me 
Bi Bérnard dog “Marco') rough coated, two aut Bure mcrae 

Old; a magnificent animnal—Rey. J. Cum- 
ming Mavdona’s stock—sevond prizes Hanover 
Show aud Rochester, 

_ New Foundland dog Keeper"; four yenrs old; 
first prive Westminster Kennel Show, i879. 
Pointer doy, * Croxteth,” ; liver and white; one 

4 ahalf year old; out of Lord Sefton’s re- 
“nowned stock—one of the bandsomest pointers 
fn the United States. Second prize in the H an- 
over International Shovy. 
| Blue selton setter, “ Decimal Desh,” cightcen 
“months old; sired by Llewellyu’s celebrated 
“Dash ”—a magnificent stud dog—never exhib- 

“Trish setter, “Rover II"; pure red ; gon of Mac- 
dona’s champion “Rover.” Neyer exhibited. 
' Buglish setter, *‘ Ranger Il'': a pure bred Lay- 

ck, son of Afacdona’s celebrated ‘t Ranger” 
8 fet won firstat Hanoveradd Paris shows, and 
ue nd gt. Puppy Stakes in Eastern Pield Trials 

Stud fee, $254.00. 

Tt 

Trade Mark. 
SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES 

FRANCIS 0, De LUZE & CO, 
1S South William Street, New York. 

Also Spratt’s Doe Soap, and direct orders taken 
es. 

PN Ee Ss DUS: 
TELE, 

(FER, THIRTY DOLLATS), 
Adliver and white ticked pointer dog; pedigree 
reristored; bred at the Koyal Kenriels (Prince 
Leopold Sigmaringen, Germany } imported by 
the Key. Herman C. Berg; a superb field dow: 
broken by the French dresier par fores; hunted 
for six years on snipe, woodeork, quail and 
ruffed grouse. Hishalf brother, from whom Tell 
whe hardly to be distinguished, was irtisi’s model 
for the gaine pictures of the Dresden Art Gadlery, 
Reseived Cenjennivl ward; neyer exhidited 
since, 

> or Saic., 
“ The get of the following thoroughbred 

; ESitcohes. \ 
St. Bernard ‘“Graunfels,” rough coated, ont of 

Prince Solm's celebrated stovk; a magnificent 
bitch, in whelp to “Marco,” lst prizes in Han- | 
eyer anil Kochester show. Y 

_ Pointer “‘ Queen,” liverand white. IstWestnin- 
ster Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to * Croxteth. 
Gordon setter Beauty,” Ist Boston Show 1878, 

@nd Ney York Show 1573. 
_ Pointer ‘‘Dora’- siver and white, 

neen and “ Sancno 
_ Blue Belton seer" & 

ish Setter * ihe out of Col. Liliiard’s 
he 1 

out of 

‘almerston.” in whelp te “Royer Ii. 
Pglish Setter Donna," white and lemon. 
Pupscanbe secure. by an early appliciiion. 

ides Totter forsale pointers and getters of 
or quality, butof good thoroughbred stock; Address AUG. DRIDEMEYHER, Keeper, 
Ipedicrees. Also, several puppies of cham- | (P.O. Box 31.) College Point. L.T. 

rok SALE—Red Jrish seier pups, whelped 
Jan. 121, 1880, out of my_ Irish setter bitch 

Cuba, by A. Gubnews dog Frank. Tor price, 
Pedizrs >, ete., udiress EB. W. Willh, 236 Cotum—- 
bia street, Brooklyn, N, ¥. Feb.25,;2t 

ion * Queen,” by champion * Sensation.” 
Having engaged the seryices of Macdona’s re- 
pyned ficli trial breaker Tain prepared to beole 

-erders tor thoroughty broken dogs, deliverable, 
autuinn, 1880. Particulars will be furnished on 

lication sit A. TE, GODEFFROY, 
: 

| Ap 
™ zuymard, Orange Ca,, N. ¥. 

SGHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER. 
eo Fe Si.’ 

“In the Sta.” 
_ Rush is lemon and white, sndainner at New 
)Work. Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Lowis- ; 

é Shows. He is an excellentticld dog: tine 
loge. i SLYlish and staunch. For full partie- 

| wats, pedizree and field qualities address 
EEVDNTTIIN GS ChEEG HELL, 

1,006 Dean streef, PED 1, BRS 
an 2y-tf 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure, 

and Wied Destroyer. 
For sale by all Druggists at 20 Cents each. 

5 Magazine nm a 

. Holabied, Val- 

25¢., 60 Lb. A 

FOR S T. BERNARDS ALE.—tThe un- 
SJ) dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel offers 
for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Leruard dors and bitches, carefull x selected from 
the best European strains. Ty be sold for no 
fault. For prices, pedijrees, ctc,, address. 

Lu ROY 4, COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Taneaster, Mass., U.S. 

“ROCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 4 

. —cr—_ 
MP. #ickoon, Franklin, DolawareCo,, Ni ¥. 
KEP ONLY COCEERS of the finest 
striins, I beilonly youngsiock, Iyuarantee 

Biliilscnonandsate delivery to every customer, 
Diese peiutifal and intelligent dogs cannot be 
heaten for muted grouse and woodcock sloot- 
ing nnd retriéying. Correspondents inclosins 
stamp willget printad pedizrees, circulars, testi- 
morals, ete, a) 

Fee $25. 

UK 9 KENNELS. 
DOGS BROKEN. 

Will take two more dogs to break. Price low, 4 
andternis easy. Stamp for particulars: 

Will take « few dogs to board after Mareh 20¢n, 
myhen we hove our kennels near Doyer, Del. 

E. & C. YON CULIN, 
Delaware City, Del. 

Hely.24,tf 

ai. 

PP. 0. Box 18, 

)yHOR SALE—A fine lot of greyhounds of any 
J! 226 to suit pnrehasers; weil trained on wolves. 
‘antelope, deer und rabbits. For deseriptien an 
price of dogsaddress 

J.7, GRANT, Brookville. Nansas. 
Dogs wili be delivered in Kunsas City free of 

| eharge, Feb.10-1f. 

i) QEORTING.—FOR SALE—A couple of 
J fine young Trish setters, puppies, oul of yery 

stock, at No.4 Bast Wighth slreer. Jan.29-t1. 

OR SALY.—Vour fox terrier puppies, 
three dogs and one bitch; all handsomely 

marked, from my biteh Nellie, commended in 
puppy class at last New York Show. Price 
twenty ($26) dollars each, or would exchange for 
agood" Pug" dog, W.J.COMSTOUK, 
Pei26-3t 10) Canal St, Providenee, 1, 1. 
St 

OR SALE—Gordon setter pups ; two 
spayed bitches, one dog; whelpett Sept. 1th 

i879; will exchange for Bnglish muastifi pup, 
cocker or elumber Sere imported stock, fii! 
redizree. Address I. M. DORI, Jn., Dedbum, 
Mee Dec.18-1£, 

SSS 

i ‘OR SALE.—SENSATION—Queen IT 
= Pointer puppicz—A few puppica of the 

bove celebrated stocir for sale; terms reuson- 
ble. Queen Il. is by Champion Santho, ex- 

uhamipicon Queen Il, These puppies are nuw 
Over three mionths old, Addvess Garrett Roach, 

x85 Collere Point, L. J. Jan 15 2gmo 

FOREST AND STREAM. 99 

Bhe Hemel. 

ASA L. SHERWOOD. 
Skaneatsles, N. Y: 

GORDON ENGLISH, AND FIELD TRIAL 
SETTERS 

Or POREST STRAINS. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worns! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A DANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 
6 hee POWDER is guaranteed to kill 

fleas on dogs or any other animals, or money 
returned. Tt ia put up in pitent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use. Simple and efiea cious. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid, ] THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES, 

AREGA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. | 
A CERTATN REMEDY. 

Put up in, boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 60 conts por Box by mail. 

Neth the above arp recommended by Ron AND 
Gon nud roresT AND STREAM, 

CONRGY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
“ 65 Tulton Street, N, Y, 

HENRY C, SGUIRES, © 
1 Cortlandt Strect, N.Y. 

Hliscetlancons. 

THE WILSON PATENT 
4 ADJUSTBLS OHATR, 

WITH TAIKTY CHANGES OF 

POSTON. 

Purlor Library, Tnva- 
lid Chair, Child’s Crib, 
Bed or Lounge, eom- 
bining beauty, light- 

Fness, streneth, simplf{- 
city, and comfort. 

f Everything toan exact 
= = Science, Orders by mail 

, BHADING POSITION. promptly attended to. 
Ceiuts nee to any address, ©. O, D. Send 
Stamp for iimstrated Circular; mention this pa- 
per, Address Wilson Adjus. Chair M’Pe Co,, 

661Broadway, N.Y. 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

oct 12 H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY, 
WARE ROonrs :: 

788 Broadway, New York: 
82 and 86 State street, Chicago: 

AZ South Fifth st., St. Louis, 
RE 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 

Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 
NOTARY PUBLIC, 

No. 237 Broadway, Room 17, New York City 

All business promptly attended to. noy3 

WILL BUY a thoroughly broken 
Trish bitch, or $10 an Irish bitch, flye 

months oid, eontaining blood of Plunket and 
ltovy O'More, 
field, Conn. 

Address E. J. Beane 
S 

Setters and Pointers thor- 
oughly Field Broken. 

Young Dogs handled with 
skill and judgment. 

Dogs have dailv access to salt 
witer. 

N.B—Setter and Pointer 
puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Addvess H.C. GLOVER,.Toms River, N. J 

POREST AND STREAM KENNEL, 4 7 ils | 
q Hiewellin setter, Rattler, in the stud. Rat- BROWN’S PATENT 

tleris a handsome blue belton,black points, win- fauercere| 
nerof four bench prizes; sire, Rob Roy, he by GUN CLEANER, | 
Laverack’s Ered,out of Slatter’s Phebe, founder 
of the field trial strain, winner of five Enlish 
field trials, out of pore Laverack imported bitch 
Pielles; she by Liewellin's Prince, winner of 
fio dirsts and three championships, out of 
Lieswellin’s Li TT.; no better biood in America. 
Willserve bitches at $15. Litters warranted. Tam 
breading to Rattler the following bitehes :— 
Mell, a henutifal blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack, dam Spot, winner of first and second 
s ls ut Detroit, Migh., 1879, also firetat Boston 
1s) intutive classes; Ely, a very fine roan hel- 
ton biteh, sire Shot, dam imported Wannie; Pat, 
orange and white, out of Belle, by Royal George. 
Puppies hred fom above, fine stock, for sale 
che Address, with stump, L.F. WHITMAN, 
Detroit, Mich. Deel tf 
<= 

Br. Gordon Stables, KR. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Anthor of the 

“PRACTICAL KENHEL GUIDE,” &0. 
bees to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 

that he purehnses and sends out dogs of any de- 

sited breed, fit for the highest competition. 

N. B.—A bad dog neyer left the Doctor’s Ken- 

neis. decl9 tf. 

v Bor breech-loading Arms 
in market, r 

one Cleaner, Patches. Brush 
{and full directions sent iree of postzze. + 
‘Yn ordering give calibre of gut. fiend for circular. |! 

Adds Te YARDLEY EROWN, Patentec. | 

Gleaner and Oiler | 

" READING, Pa, 

Johm Harriott, 
Gun EInsrTrawver.s 

Prompt attention, first-class Workmanship 

and satisfactory prices guaraniced, 

S2SWINTEL ST. BESL0N, MASS, 

Trees. 
panies who contemplate planting 

largely of fruit or ornamental trees this 
spring are invited to yisit the nursery of P. H. 
Fo:ter tf Babylon, Long Island, N. Y., and ex- 
aluine his extensive stock; a sélection out of 
300,000 fine specimens; an assortment well adapi- 
ed to ocean exposure planting. All at lowest 
rates. Febla-it. 

FRANK H. ATKINSON, 
Book and General Job Printer, 

86 and 38 Johit St., Rew York. 

pre LODGE KENNELS.—i am pre: 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelye, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog tas all the natural fustinets. Refer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time T keep the dog, with 
discount to partios at long distances. | 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Gennes 

et 2; 

N THE STUD.—The pure Laverack dog COMPOSING TOOMS OF FOREST AND STREAM, 
. 

The 
*/* a weckin your own town. Terms and $5 

£66 outiit Fee Address H. HALLET & UO., 
Portland, Maine. 

cee x 

1874. 

be $8 each. Liberal discounts to Clubs or mee 
be mude of Solid Gold upon application, at the lowest market price. 

This cut is a fac-simile of ihe Sportsmen’s Chain, patented by N. M. SHEPARD, April 15, 
7 This Chain will be made from the very best quality of ROLLED GOLD PLATE, or what is known as Gold 

» Filed, and will be warranted to wear equal to a Solid Gold Chain from four to six years. The retail price will 

2j } at ee Sovletics ordering fwelye or more at one time. t 
Pigeon, Glass Ball or‘Varget Shooting, consisting of Shot, Shells, Cartridges, and 2 Gun or Rille for bar, will also hs 

b WLLOZJUIL eSavl Vv 

d 1940 pupy ong Jo gurqy 

PATENTED 

Emblematic for #% 
puy 480 

APRIL 1s, 1879. 

ai 

As = 
ay 

other house. 

Silver. 
AH the 

I KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE AND WELL-SELECTED STOCK OF 

EVERYTHING IN THE JEWELRY LINE. 
s I HAVE A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF 
“Masonic, Odd Fellows, Knights Pythias, Eastern Star Pins, Rings and Jewels 

OF MY OWN MANUPACTULE. 

Shooting, Rowing, Athletic, Firemen’s, College and School Medals, 

ARE A SPECIALTY WITH THIS WOUSE, 
We have the largest stock on hand of any bouse in this country. and do more business in this ime than any 

SEND EGR ILLUSTRATED CATALGGUEM, 25c. 

N. M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton Street, New York. 
SPECIAL ORIGINAL DESIGNS, NOTIN CATALOGUE, FURNISHED ON APPLICATION 

Tmannfaoture to order at short. notice all the Army Corps Badges of the United Btatea, both gold and SMe 
all information given w2pon applicatl 

Army Corps Badges.on hand and Manufactured at Short Notice. 

2340 Aq peounonord $1 HY ST, 

“Dl]Gud aq} eiojeq paouy 

"MiG GNV GOW GNY WYaUls INV TLsauol—soduvpod “H 'V ‘Ld VO 

ULE) PuY 40ONs ‘Tous Jo yuani}LossE 
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Sportsmen's Gas. 

FINE BREECH=LOADING 

Shot Guns 
At a Bargain! 

THESE ARENOT CHEAPGUNS, 

BUT ARE 

Good Guns! 
: ATA 

LowexrPxrice 
Than they can be purchased for else- 

where. All of them 
WARRENTED TO 

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, | 
Send for Descriptive List. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDON, 
Cazenovia, N. Y. 

WM.R.SCHAEFER, 
61 Elm st., Boston, Mass., 

f Dealer tn 

SPORTSMEN'S EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 

Teo Orcdex:r. 

Hage TS for the sale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY tkreech-load- 

ing SHOTGUNS. A fulllineof the Clabrough: 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of imported 
guus, always on hand. Particular attention 
paid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATI’S DOG FOOD, etc., ete. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. work 
executed in the most skillful manner. 

E.H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

,GUNSMITH, 
, B64 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

‘The Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Daly 

! Guns. 

ee eye and Riflemen’s Sundries. 

@. D. Send stamp for Aviswers to quéries. Nefers 
ences from all the clubs of the city. decly tf 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
THR ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
2 LEVER ACTION 

In the world, 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 
Equal Mm finish, symmetry of outline, and mate, 

al, to the finest English guns, and at 
more reasonable prices, 

The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only re- 
pounder with which missfires will net occur. 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

¥For “Workmanship, Rebounding Locks, and 
Compensating Features of ction.” 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire. 
Muzzie Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loaders. 

© Clark & Sneider, 
214 West Pratt Strect, Baltimore. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 
_ Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sight 
is a great improvement in rear sights. 

Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Conn. 

scription. 

Pittsfield, Maszs., Cuts Free. 
Full-Length COW, in this case, 

Go] id; LOUNGH, in this case, $8. 
| sold Byerywhere by the Trade, 

ITo Ettimgsge tosgetincose. 

| Send stamp for circular to 

Send for circular containing full de- | 

Guns, Ammunition, Ete. 

FOX’S PATERT 

BREECH -LOAGING SHOT GUL, 

| Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. — 
The barrels slide one side. 

Prices from $50 to $300. 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 

103 Milk Street, Bosten, 

¥. H. RAYMOND, Treas. 

Rifle Pat raclice. 
The “* STANDARD TARGET.”’—For Rifle Practice. 

Size Binches. Bulls-eye 14 inches. Range, 100 
feet, ol!-hand. The zones rise by area instead 
of diameter. 
Marksmen will appreciate the new departure 

which this target has inaugurated. ‘he accurate 
rifleman now gets the true.yalue of his shots, 
while on old-style turgets the record was so taint- 
ed by the clement oi chance as to give but a 
vague idea of the snooter’s skill. For instance, 
on a 200 yard Creedmoora “ center,’ scoring 4 
hastetimes the area of a “bull,” scoring 5. Every 
rifleman knows thatno degree of skill or care will 
give immunity from occasional misses, and un- 
der the oldsystem it was almost the rule for good 
marksmen to be beaten by bad ones. One man 
would pile up eight snug bulls out of ten, but 
Jose the other two, while his competitor, ‘* shoot- 
ing fer fours,” would geatter his strays all over 
the board center, blunder one shot into the edge 
of the bull,and win! Now in deer stalking, and 
shooting at 80 yards,the winner would have 
wounded and lost one deer, while the loser would 
have struck down eight, all shot through the 
heart. Of course there are people who still con- 
tend that under the old method ‘‘all had an equal 
chance;” which is very true. But it is also true 
that their equality of chance would have 
been in no wise wit ps if they should have sat 
down and thrown dice to determine who was the 
better shot. In contests of skill every element 
of chance should be eliminated. 
Arrangements haye been made for supplying 

these targets at a merely nominal price, and it is 
now ab Gasy matter to gauge relative skill by 
uniform practice, and to communicate definite 
results without obscuring them by explanatory 
details. he targets are mailed, post-paid to any 
address in the United States at lifty cents per 
hundred, and quite a liberal discount ismade to 
galleries and dealers. Send orders to CUSSONS, 
May & Sarprarp, Glen Allen, Virginia. 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
(Rubber), $2 a hundred; samples by mail, 25 
sents. Our Decoy D ying apparatus is deadly 
on ducks; by muil, $1. DIVING DECOYCO,, 

Rochester, N. Y. 

Fine 

FISHING TACKLE. 

GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. 
a 

HE T 

| CHARLES 
Importer of FINE 

943 Broadway, near 
ASE 

Eire Arms of Every Description, 
: AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO SHOOTING AND FISHING OUT-FITS. ALSO 

“ 7 ECOIL PAD,” (Recommended by é r 

The “RED RUBBFE RE SHELLS LOADED ‘TO ORDER. SEND STAMP FOR LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. 

LIB 

J : Sole agents for the United States) 

-_ ‘hese Gues are on Exhibition at 84 Chambers St.. New Work City 

ae 

[Manon 4, 1880, 
7 

Hiscelluneous Advertisements. 

Cc. B. WILKINSON & CO.,, 
L IY 

212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free - 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order, 

Mayl5 4t. 

Guns, Animation, Ete. Guns, Amamumition, Gte. 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATEN® 

Rough Glass Bail 
AND HIS PATENT 

GLASS BALL TRAP 
For Wing practice. They 
can be had from all gun 
dealers. — Headquarters 
TorGlass Bails and ‘fraps, 
A. HH. BOGARDUS, No. 
148, South Clark street, 
Chicago. Send for Price 
List. For Traps—GART 
& SLOAN ,Newark, N. J. 

*“ Vield, Coyerand Trap 
Shooting, 'theonly book 
ever published by a mar- 
ket hunter, can behad at |, 

= the above address, Price 

‘SALE. 
Twenty Per Cent. Reduction. 

N ORDER TO REDUCE OUR STOCK AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE before removing 
to our new store, and to make room for our new stock of 

Etarmimericss Guns, 
we offer our entire stook of guns with hammers at 20 per cent. reduction from our catalogue prices.) 
Most of these guns are of newest design and all are of standard makes, as follows :— 

1 JAMES PURDY, in case, 12-bore, 7 Ibs. 9 COLTS, ranging from $50 to $125 
6 EM. RILEY. & CO., I6-bores, 17 PARKER BROS, fy ie to $125 
p2 W.&C. SCOTT & SON (3 Primier 13 B. REMINGTON & SON, “ * $40 to $90 

quality). Other qualities trom 8 NICHOLS & LEFEVRE; one “I” 
$70. to $159, including 2 20-bores. 

14 W. W. GREENER, ranging from 
21 P. WEBLEY & SON, s “$60 to $2 
9 WESTLEY RICHARDS, * ‘¢ $180 to ¥300 

Under our proposed reduction any of the above guns will be soldata discount of 20 per cen 

from above prices, Also the following 

Second-hand Guns: 

1 TOLLEY double Express Hifle, 50 calibre, 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 

Sold by principal New York dealers, and by Wm- 
Read & Sous, Boston, Mass.; B. Kittredge & Co, 
Cincinnati, O.; E. EB. Eaton, Chicago, Il.; wr 

Louis, Mo.; Th 

and two‘ D”’ quality; andabout 
75 cheaper grades ranging in $70 to $200 
price from 330 to $50. 

8-bore W &C SCOTT & SON 11 Ibs. choked, 
NGG 9 Sch ceeora ss EE Sata MOC gdh an/t-teele wen Gee e pine peanavvea sine Pee 

1 10-bore J. D. DOUGALL, best qu ck 110-bore W. W, GREENER, Treble-wedge | 

fast; 8: Ibs. nett ere) Uk fast; 8} Ibs., nett.....+ Wir en $ 

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST, 

Ournew stock of 

W. W. GREENER and WESTLEY RICHARDS HAMMERLESS GUNS, 

will be the largest in this conntry. Hammeéeriless catalogue ready for distribution ubout April Ist. . 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CC., 

4{ Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

BREECH-LOADING GUNS, 
Twenty-third St., New York City. 

CUTLERY 

of the 

Finest Quality. 

oops. 
MHieee SenCu Ee the FORESLE AND STREAM), Sent postpaid for $2: 

ERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

WM. POWELL & SON’S 
HammerlessShotGun, $250 

It bes the finest mechanical action, the surest safety catch, finest finish. Patter 

auaraned, Sole agents in New York for CARD'S REVOLVING BALL TRAP. 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 



SSS 

Sportsmen's Guods, 

CGCOODYEAR’S 

Rubber M’?r’g Company, 
AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’s Co., 

488, 490, 492 B' way, cor. Broome st., 

. AND 

25 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST, 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 
FISHING AND HUNTING. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED, 

Russrr Goops or Byrry Drscrir- 
TION. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

INDIA RUBBER 

| 

1 
AND 

BOOTS, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

COMPLETE 

sporting and Camping Cutts, 
India Rubber Gocdsof Every Deseription 

HODCMAN & CO. 
Send for Price List. 

ASEROADWAY and 27 MAIDEN LANE, 
! NEW YORK. 

Sportsurews Routes. 

Philadelphia and Savannah Line 
FOR FLORIDA. 
WOR THROUGH TICEETS to FERN AN- 
im DINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUS- 

ANFORD, ENTERPRISES end interme- 
7 #3 on ST. JOBN’S RIVER and inte- 

lor paints in WLORIDA, by steamship to SA- 
ANNAH, and thence by railroad or steaniboat, 

Apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Avent, 
Philadelphia and Southem Mail S. S..Co., 

Pier 22, South Wharyes, Phila. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
kinaw,Grand Rapids andCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
nt, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 

k 

5 AMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 
[* or 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
_ Whe waters of the 

1 Grand Traverse Region 
nd the Michigan North Woods are unswrpassed. 

waled, in fhe abundance and great variety o 

LTROUT season zinsMay1 Gl season begins May 1 and ends Sept.1. 
6 GRAYLING Segson opens June land Snaia 

Olc BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 
GE, also abound in large numbers in the 
y lakes and lakelets of this territory, 

The-spo an can readily send trophies of his 
to his friends or club” at home, as ice for 

aAcking fish can be had at many points, 
AKH YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU, The ace- 

of the wees Wogds pe ted is very beau- 
; the pure, dry and bracing. Whe cli- 

te is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering 
¢ 

ay Fever ond Asthma Affections, 
he hotel accommodations are good, far sur- 

asking theayerage in countries new enough to 
ford the finest of fishing. 
During the season Round Trip Hxcursion Tick- 

Ibe sold at low rates,and ettractive train 
ties offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 

nnd Fishing Tackle Carried Freaat 

ormation und accu 
unds And Lime 

rand Rapids, Mich, 

. ec . 

ominion Line. 
STHAMERS of this Line reach 

me ol the finest waterlowl and upland 
$&ectionsinthe country, Conuecting di- 
hincutesgue, Cobb's Island, and points 

+Peninsula, City Point, dates’ River, Cur- 
fiel) Wloriduimd the moz:mininons country of 

Bini, Pennessas, ele. Norfoile steamers sail 

gna Scala) a Pee Hal rue? Z tt aM. 2 ‘ovi~ 
Pear alice, ut 

S pepriy 
' 

a 

Greenwich Aurect, New | 

HSyovismens Routes. 

Shine Pan 00 NIN St. Louis, Minneenslis 

’ ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Serine Gars 
betyreen St. Louis, Minneapolis 

{ and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & Northern 
Railway. 

| QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS each waar daily, be- 
tween Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and conneeias with all Hast and West 
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese. 
Ducks, Piated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. 
Sportsmen and their dogs taken good care of. Ke- 
duced rates on pas of ten or more upon appli- 
cation to Gen’! Ticket Office, Cedar Rapids. PGs, 

ye 
E. F. WINsbLow, Gen’l Passenger Agent, 

General Manager, tf 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectiully invite attention to the ri 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE OO URSHS in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS. 
PROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif- 
ficulties and Aanere of reshipment, while the ox- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury, 

—+. | THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Penneylyania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to KANE. RENOVA, BRD. 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
‘ Hunting. 

Also, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQU_AN, and peints on the NEW JHRSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER, ‘ 

LL, P, FARMER, Gen’l Pass. Agent. 
FRANE THOMSON, Gen’l Manager. fepli-ti 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sporisman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing ft 

* Grounds of Virginia and 

‘West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
eee Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Jieghany Monntains, Greenbrier and New 

Rivers, nnd Kanawha Valley, and ineluding in 
their yarietics of game and iish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, Dickerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free, 

. The Route of the Tourist, 

through the most beautifw and picturesque sce- 
nervy of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
“Sp _ phur Springs. a 
£ =. > 
Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 

West, Northwest and Southwest; al Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; and at Richmond 
and Charlotteville with ths South, All modem 
improyements in equipment, @ 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 

Gen, Passenger eae Te Agents 
= =r a 3 md ¥) 

Weare ae 

may _ly 
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Syporvtemens’ Goods, 

CORDURCY SHO! NG Sui T$ 
A SPECIALTY ! 

From Goods of my own Importation--Dead Grass Color. 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR ORD, 

VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 
Full lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saidie-Bags, Leggins, ete, 

Send for Price-List and Samples, Addiess 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, MM. d: 
New York Office, 177 Broadway, 

Sportsmewa Boutes. 

ONG ISLAND R, B--LEAVE HUN- 
TEHR’S P°T (Flatbush Aye., B'klyn, 6 min. 

earlier) for Babylon, 8,85 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.35 Pm. 
Sundays, 9 A.a. 

Col. P't& Whitestone, 7,85, 5.45, 10, 11.35 A.at., 
2.85, 3.85, 4.35, 5, 5.86, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9.45 P.m., 12.45 
midnight, 

C, 7.85, 8. 15 
6.85, 7, 7.35, » 12.450 

days, 9.35, 10.35 A.M.. 1.35, 8, 5.85, 7, 10 P.M. 
‘an Rockaway, 4.35, 11 A.M., 4.3), 5.35, 7 PM. 

Rovkaway Beach, 10 A.M. Sundays, 5 AM. = 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.85.11.35 ao, 4.35, 5.95,0.35 Pw. 

Suturday nights, jes. Sundays, 0.65 A.M., 6.35 PM. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.ar,, 
1,85, 3.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.385 Pat. From Flatbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
;Monday, Wed., Pri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
‘Wednesday and Sundayonly from Flatbush av. 
POj0P.M. Sunday, 9 A.at., 1,85, 6.85 pia. 

Glen Cove, Locust Valley and Roslyn,8, 10A.m,, 
3.85, 4.85, 5.35, 6.95 P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M, 6.85 Pat, 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M., PM. 

i/Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.M.. 4.35, 6.35 
PM. Sundays, 9 A4.21., 6.35 Pu. ij 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M., 3.85, 5.85 P.M 
Port Jefferson, 8 A.M,,4.35 P.M, Sundays, 9 A.M, 
Patchogue, 8.35 4.M,, 455,505 P.M. Sundays, 9 

A.M. 
Richmond Hill, Glendate, 8.35, 11 A.M., 3.85, 4.35 

6.36, 6,7 P.m. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday jaye 12.15. Sundays, 9 4.M,, 6.35 P.M. 
HUNTER’S PT & WALL ST. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, BE. R. (toot Pinest.) fer Hunter’s P’t, 8.30, 
10.30, 11,20 A.M., 3.05, 4.05, 6.056.05 pm. Further 
information, _ti¢ket commutation, ete., 2 
Bway. W. M. LAPRAN, Gen’l Pass. Agent. 

FOR 

New Haven, Hartford, Springficid and 

the North. 
The new end elegant steamer 0.H. NORTHAM 

leives Pier No. 25, Hast River, daily (Sundays ex- 
cepted), at8 P.M. Passengers go North an 
nt 1 P.M. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New 

York at 11 P.M., arriving in New Haven in the 
for the early morning trains. | 
Merchandise forwarded by dailyExpressFreight 

train from New Haven through to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern 
New Yorkand Canada. Apply af Office on Pier 
orto RICHARD PECK, Gen’t xt, 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

§ PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars DayyCrocket” and "Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro- 
vided with racks and closets for guns and fishing 
tackle, and kennels for dogs. __ . 
% Diagrams, rates and other desired information 
furnished on application to Gen’'l Supt. P. P. G, 
Oo,, Chicago. 326 dos. 

Wiscellacons Advertisements. 

e Wervine quickly gives Wernes’s 8 2 p 
Rest and Sicep to the suffering, cures Mead. 
saehe and sees dase Prevents Hpileptic 
Fits, and is the best remedy fo! Nervous Iros- 

brought on by excessive drinking, 
, mental shocks, and other causes. 

5 trelieves the pains of 
all diseases and is ney- 
erinjurious to the sys- 

_ tem, Phe best of all 
Newvines. in 
Bottles of two sizes ; 

prices, 50 ets. and S12, 

07 WARNER'S Safe 
Remedies are sold by 
Bruggzists & Dealers in 

edicing everywhere. 

AH. Warner & Co. 
Proprietors, 

ROCHESTUR, N, Vs 
Bul for pamphlet and 

tration 
over-wo 

5 to G20 [sess ‘hades OTINEON GOD. 

71 Cstce, Adarees © ensestoagents, Outfit 
. Vickery, Augusta,Me, 

ast fF 

Roteis and Resorts for Sportemcy. 

Bromfield House, Ecston. 

—GO TO THE— 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
At Shinnecock Bay, 

Where you will find 

PLENTY OF BIRDS, 
GOOD GUIDES 

COMPLETE OUTEIT of DECOYS, 
BATTERTES, etc. 

As well as good accommoadatious and pa sut- 
stantial pill of fare. 

Take Long Island Railroad for Good 
Groung station. 

Weldon. N, C. 

J. BR. DAVIS Proprietor, 

Always twenty minutes for Dinner. 

HIS HOTEL has been oponed by Col. 
J.R. DAvis, long and fay j 

tho proprietor of the Prureell House, Wilming- 
ton, N.C. The Hotel his been entirely and 
thoroughly renovated throughout. The rooms 

(iy finished with binck walnut mar- 
ijureand hair mattresses. Trayellara 

a3 coming Eouth will now find thisa 
fortaole resting place, (a long-lelt want supe 

Guests will re r& OV Lorwition and 
comfort, Elegant table and attentive seryarts. 
This isthe Damer House coming South or geing 
Werth, The best Motel of its tind on theroute 
to Hiorida, Rates—$2.00 and $3.50 per day. 

HO! for TROUT FISHING. 
POHE FAR-FAMED waters of the Mag- 

anetlewan are now within cusy access of 
Toronto and the outside world, and are still teem- 
ing With speckled trout. We have erected a larwe 
and comfortable hotel in Maganettewan Village, 
and are prepared to offer every facility to our 
sporng triends by way of canoes and guides to 
the trout lakes and streams tributary to the Mag- 
anetiewan, and can offer the best of trout fishing 
within « mile of our hotel; will haveiceand facil- 
ities for packing fish, so that they can be taken 
fresh to any part of the Northern States. The 
road froin Rousseau (the head of stcam travel) bas 
been Macadamized and the journey shortened by 
half a day, so thet parties leaving Toronto can 
get here in one and a half days. Come up and 
Bee Us. TRWIN & CLARKE, Proprietors, 
Maganettewan Post-Olfico, Ontario, Canada, 

Miscellanenns. 

“TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS. 
Annapolis School for Boys. 

Frepares for U. 8. Naval School, U. 8. 
Military Academy, and the Merchant Marine 
Service, Wor torms, etc., apply to 

CAPT. J. WILKINSON, Principal, 
Annepolis, Md. 

Capt. W. holds a certifiente of cox peionve from 
the British Board of Trade. 

Eieterencesi: 
Kear Admiral Gro. B..BAncH, Commanding Na- 
yal School, Annapolis. Roy. W.8, S0uvHGATE, 
Annnpolis. 

“Nahmakanta,” ahmakanta, 
With the “CROSBY PATENT AXT) GOVER.” 
The only genuine Camp Axe in America, Says 
Tie. Hussey: “‘Lanidetighted with il; it makes 
my camping ewttit complete, and is just tha 
thing I have been lodling forthese many years,’ 
Send for «# circular. 

AS CROSBY & OO, 
Warrrvitis, Mn, 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 

POULTRY AND GANE 

Nog. S89 & 298 Wushizgton Market, % ¥ 
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Svanninition, te. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtning. 

_ Grange Ducking: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 

Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 
PHLET ,showing SIZHS of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE. 

Lal & Rand Powder (0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. ¥., 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPGNTS 

RIP LH, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDER. 

|The Most Popular Powder in Uses _ 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
a tablished in 1802, have maintained their 

at reputation for seventy-eight years. Manu- 
eackire the following eelebrated brands of Fow- 

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
iWos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (Ane), unequaled in strength, 
qpickness, and cleanliness; adapted tor Giass 

lland Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKIN G, 
Wos, 2 (coarse) to 8 (fine), buraing slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penesration; adapted for Glass 

Ball, Pizeon, Duek, eid other shooting. 

38 DUPONT'S HAGLS RIFLE, 
A quick, stronz, and clean Powder, of yery fine 
i grain for pistol sheoting. 
PUPONT’S RIFLE, WG, ‘SHA SHOOTING,” 

and FFEG, The FG for long range rifle 
thooting ,the FFG cxq FYFE for general nee, 
) Borne strong nd Mort. 
F- SPORTING, MINING, SALFFTNG, and BLAST- 

G POWPRERS of all sizes end descriptions. 
ecial grades fer expart, Cartridge, Musket, 

on, Mortar, and Mammoth Powder, TB: 
ernment etandard,, Powder manufactured 

order of any required grain er proof. Agen- 
gies in all vities and principal tewns througheut 
the U.S. Hepresented by ae 

9, L. RNKELAND, 76 Wall Street, N. ¥. 
WN. B—Use none but DUPONT'S FG ox FFS 

Powder for long range rifle shooung. 
me! ELE 

CT 

ders 

BHazard’s *Mectric Powder.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 ( Unsurpassed in point 
of strenzra # ea. Packed in square 

a a of I boontu, 

Waesrd’s “Amerisan Sporting.” 

od Vad we 

Hecard's Duck Shooting.” 

ea. 2 (ne) tof (coarse). Ta Land 41d. canisters 
and 6b anc k Burns slowly and yery 
glegn, sho bly clus and with great 
nenetratsan, field, forest, or water shooting, 
jéranka any other prand, and it is equally ser- 
Jiceable for muzde or breech-loadets, 

fer Bazard’s “WMentucky Rifle.” 

25, 124, 2 bs, and eans of blbs. KEG is also 
pa a 2 , Burnsstrong and 
70 The ¥ sid re favorite hrands 
for ordini et na the Shooting” 1 

FG is the sinadard Lf 

Superior Misiag 

Powder of the country. 

and Blastiag Powder. 
d MUSKET POW- 

DEB; aisn Ape! POR EXPORT, 
OF ANY HGUIEED GEAIN OR PROOP, 
& MARUPACTU RED 20 ORDER, 

The above aan be had of dealers, or of the Com- 
nye Ag in every prominent city, or whole- 

Baie at ou 
6a Li STREED, KEW YORE, 

», WING SHOOTING WiTH RIFLE, oasis 
 Lyman’s patent combination Gun Bight 
is a gvoat improvement in rear sights. 

Send fer cirewla: containing full de- 
& seriplion. Addreds 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Conn. 

uy ae ae eel 
pecpaere CS PAE 

SS 

GLASS BALLS, TRAPS, GUNS, ELC 

A Bieta from $2 ba $12, Balls at a ee 

= er 0. dune crsad. Cntalomues Tree. at- 

aresa. GHEAT WREIKEAN GUN WORKS, Picra- 

burg, Pa, 
May aly 

wing-shot of the world; Dr, 

NPOWDER. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
Biscellanenns Bivertisements. 

|Shot-Gun and Rifle-Powders Revolutionized, 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF 

IS UNEQUALLED 
for strength, accuracy, Cleanliness, and paves little smoke, recoil, or noise. 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and doea not 

strain the gun or heat the barrelsas much in rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion 

Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in the matches. Our cnauenge 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world, Address 

|DITTMAR POWDER M’F’G Co., 
24 Park Place, New York 

VANITY FAIR 

P. 0. Box 836. 

THE WORLD! 

BY GUNPOWDER 

TOBACCO 

“MILD ”—Rare ld Virginia. ** HALY&S”—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1878; Phila, 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries. 

| Peerless Tobacco Works, WS. KIMR ALL Ma CC. | American Chilled Shot. 

Fine Archery, 
————<__—_— 

PATENT. RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES. 

In Shootims Power. 

The Raw-Wide Backed Bows haye no 

Superior. 

Bows sent C. O. D. on trial when 25 per cent. 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
eatisfactory can be returned. and money willbe 
refunded, except express e2arges, 
Tilustrated ciroulars sent frec, 

SUTTON & POND, 
Wactory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York, 

E. 1. HORSMAR, 
MARUDPFACTURER OF 

Fine Archery. 

Send for @escriptiya price lst, 280 and $® 
William street, New ie 

16 

ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

A Skin of Beauty is a Joy Forever: 

DR. T. FELIX GOURAUD'S 

ORIENTAL GREAM, 62 MAGICAL 
BEAUTIFIER 

Removes Tan, 
(peg tears 
es, 5allowness, 
and 

and is 90 harra- 
“less wo taste 
ig to bo sure 
the prepara- 
tion is properly 
made. Accept 
no eounterfeit 
otsimilarname 
The distingu- 

= ishod Dr. L.A, 
Se SSS wal Sayre, said ton 

lady of the haut ton (@ patient:)—" As yon latices 
unlluse them, I recommend ‘Goutaud's Cream’ aa 
the least harmfulof ail the Skin preparations.” Al- 
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Alnfrequented Regions of the 
x Adirondacks, 

—_——— 

WILL endeavor to describe a few localities in the 
& northern portion of the Adirondacks, most of which 

have been comparatively little frequented by sportsmen 
from abroad. There are buttwo roads in the country, run- 
hing north and south, reaching up into the heart of the 

Adirondack region. One is from Malone, running directly 
south to Paul Smith’s on St, Regis Lake, and past 
Meacham Lake; the other from Moira and Brushton, 

I fourteen niles west, running directly south and parallel 

‘to the other to Blue Mountain, After going ten miles 
south there is no road crossing from one to the other, 

and all the country between the two is an unbroken wil- 
dermess, All the parties going in at the northern end of 

the Adirondacks, or nearly all, have gone in by the Ma- 
lone voad, and of course that portion in the western part 

of the county has not been nearly as much hunted as 
the eastern, except in the extreme south end, which has 

‘been bunted and fished over by parties fitted out from St, 
Regis and Saranac Lakos, and by parties coming in by 
Tupper’s Lake, The road that runs south from Moira 
ends at Blue Mountain, twenty-four miles south of here, 

. Tt is nearly opposite Meacham Lake on the Malone Road, 
about fifteen miles west of there and about twenty-five 
quiles northwest from $t, Regis Lake, or Paul Smith’s 

house. There is a house there kept by Henry Phelps, 
with all kinds of accommodation for sportsmen, and 
tharges reasonable—$1 per day for board, and $1,50 for 

guides. He will rig out parties with camping rigs, boats, 
etc., who wish to go to some of the streams and ponds in 
the vicinity. The honse is large and coimmodious; he 

seta a good table, has good beds, and is much better liked 

than the former proprietor, Merrill, who died a year or 

so ago. The foot of the Sixteen-mile Leyel of the St, 
“Regis River is near the house. Boats can run up sixteen 
tiles on this, and it is a splendid place for deér and 
trout, with a bear occasionally. The localities, which are 
Mostly new, and have been but yery little visited, will 

ll have to be reached by way of the Blue Mountain 

Wolf Pond, eight miiles southwest from Blue 

bound in trout, some of a large size, and in any decen- 

Mountain House, is but very little visited. The upper 
wanuches of the Parishyille River rum close to it and 

kind of a day one can catch all the trout he can carry, 
Deer, bears and panthers are to be found there. 
there in June last, and at night the deer would come 
around the shanty and whistle at all hours; and we 
frequently heard a catamount scream, and one of the 
party saw two on the banks of the pond. There is no 
toad in there, only a blazed trail, When I and my 

-| party went in, we had Mr. Phelps take our boat and 
baggage on a jumper—a sort of sled—and part went 
ahead and cleared the road; the rest stayed by the sled 
and helped it over logs, and in that way we got along 
very well, Theriver thereis fifteen to twenty-five yards 
wide, and there are levels of still water aud rapids. The 
leyels baye to be fished from a boat. 

There is another branch a short distance below, which 
is smaller, but it is full of trout, and has never been 
fished by a dozen. different persons. I did not go to it, 
for we got more trout than we wanted where we were 
close to our camp. There is a very good shanty at the 
pond, made of logs, with a bark roof, with a door and 
small glass window, belonging to a trapper who traps 
here in the late fall. All the country west of Blue 
Mountain is an unbroken wilderness for miles, until you 
come to the back settlements in St. Lawrence County, 
and there are several ponds and streams which have 
no name and are only frequented by trappers and a 
few still-hunters, Cavanaugh Pond is only three miles 
from Blue Mountain House and is a great resort for 
deer and other animals, but if is not much of a place 
for trout. Many deer were killed there last season by 
only a few persons hunting. Mr, Phelps keeps a boat 
there, and has a rough shanty built on its shore. All 
this country west of the road for eight or ten miles 
north of Blue Mountain House has never been yisited 
but by very few, if any, sportsmen. It is oub of the 
way of parties coming from the large sporting housés in 
the eastern section of the Adirondacks, and the only way 
they can reach it is to come down the St. Regis River, 
through Sixteen-mile Level, and this would be a trip no 
guides would like to undertake. 

Three miles up the Sixten-mile Level on the St. Regis 
Riyer, Quebec Brook empties, and about five miles up 
the brook is Muddywaska Pond. Itis a rough road into 
it from the river, and a boat has to be carried more than 
half the way. It is a good long day’s tramp to go there 
from the Blue Mountain House. The pond itself is not 

uch, but there is a level above and below it of about 4 
four miles in length each, with deep water and many 
trout of large size. It isafamous place for deer and 
other animals, It has been yisited by some few from 
abroad, ‘who went in with guides from McCollom’s on 
the Meachain Road, but few have been in, on account of 
the distance from any road, I have been there several 
times and always had good success. At the foot of the 
lower level there ave a few beavers yet, and one is occa- 
sionally seen. [have seen birch trees four inches in di- 
ameter freshly cut by them; and they were there last 
season, for a friend of mine saw one while he was fishing’ 
at the falls, One was killed two years ago. I have 
caught many big trout in both the levels, and have 
hooked some that took hoolk and most of my line off 
with them several times. Thestream can be fished nicely 
witha fly froma boat. Parties going in must take a 
boat in with them, as none are kept there, except by 
some hunter who hides his boat. I and two others ex- 
pect to have one there of our own next season. We have 
one now at Wolf Pond if no one has found it and made 
away with it, ; 

Four miles below the Blie Mountain House, on the 
river, is Spring Coye House, at the head of another level ; 
ibis owned by Den Smith, He keeps sportsmen and acts 
as guide himself, and is a good one. He will furnish 
boats and provisions and everything for camping out, 
and will go anywhere with parties at a reasonable price. 
He was up on the*Sixteen-mile Level four weeks last sea- 
son, with two young gentlemen from New York City. 
He is a good cook and understands all about hunting and 
fishing. His address is the same as that of Mr. Phelps, 
St. Regis Falls Post Office, Franklin County, N. Y, _ Par- 
ties going to either had better write a week or so in ad- 
yance, and if to Mr. Smith he will meet them at St. Regis 
Falls. His place is some distance off the main road. 
About five miles lower down the river is the Hum- 

phrey Leyel, eight to nine miles in length. Several fam- 
ilies live near there and will take a limited number of 
boarders, Three or four families hve in that vicinity, 
among whom is old Bill Edwards, who has killed more 
large gare than any one man in the northern part of 
the Adirondacks. He has killed seven catamonuts or 
panthers, and bears and wolves by dozens. He acts as 
guide and will go with parties to any locality, but can- 
jot furnish anything but boat and dogs. Mr. Dimmick, 
a resident there, will always accommodate a few boarders 
at seventy-five cents per day and throw in the use of his 
boat. Ib would bea good pee for two or three to spend 
a, week or more, wlio coul 

is about fifteen miles from here (Moira), and if the 
wished to go oft to any other place they could ge Wd-| Fuller, same post office, Ragged Lake, the State Dam 

several small ponds near there in which trout are quite 
I was | bumerous ; besides, good trout-fishing can be had in the 

river. The Hast Branch of the St. Regis empties into the 
Middle Branch near the foot of this level, and along both 
streams here is a great place for deer. It was on the 
Hast Branch, near here, that a party of three killed four- 
teen deer and a bear in one week November last. Up the 
East Branch, through its whole length to where it rises 
in Meacham Lake, is an unbroken wilderness, except one 
or two small clearings of an acro or two ; one at the only 
place where it runs near a traveled road, That is at the 
old Sanford & Skinner Saw Mill, at the foot of a level of 
eight or ten miles. A Mr. Sampson keeps a housa here 
and boats, and has seyeral grown up boys who act as 
guides ; it isa good locality for deer-hunting und trout- 
fishing also, and is the greatest place for ruffed grouse I 
know of; in fact they are plenty all over the North 
Woods clear down to this village. 

I haye given you a sketch of some of the localities 
that I know of, where good sport at either hunting 
or fishing can be had, places I have yisited myself, But 
there is a large portion of the country between the two 
main roads, which I never visited, and I know of no one 
who ever did. 
The Blue Mountain House is situated in a fine locali > 

and the view from it is the best of any sporting SeraLiane: 
ment I ever visited in the mountains. One can look from 
its door over a tract of country sixty miles in extent. 
White Face Mountain, in Hssex County, is in plain sight, 
also Debar Mountain beyond Meacham, and the whole 
chain of mountains in the northeast and St, Regis in the 
southeast. It is the best place I know of for the Sports- 
man to go to that is easy of access, and to fit out from to 
go to other localities not much frequented, to camp out, 
and the cost will not be one half what it would be at St. 
Regis Lake and other places east and southeast, Of 
course they have not all the extras to be found at Paul 
Smith's or Martin’s and other older establishments, but 
plenty of good food and good beds, with board by the 
week for $4, 

I go independent of all. Ihave a tent, boat, sheetiron 
stove, etc, I camped seven weeks on tlie Sixteen-mile 
Level all alone in August and September last. Toole 
along a sack of flour and all other things and did my own 
cooking and baking, The whole trip did not cost me over 
$15 from home, I killed a eal many spruce partridges 
in September. They are living on berries then and 
have no bad taste. Icaughta great many trout in Au- 
gust with a fly in the nrany deep sprmg holes along the 
leyel, and gave a great many away to blue berry parties 
who come in there in August to gather the berries. The 
first week I was there I heard a catamount scream regu- 
larly every morning about 3 o'clock on Buck Mountain, 
opposite my camp, and shortly after an old hunter gath- 
ering spruce gum over there saw him or his mate, 

There are ane or two places on the Malone Road to St. 
Regis Lale, where much better hunting and fishing can 
be had than in the vicinity of tae sportin@ establishments 
orhotels. MeCollonys, about half way between Meacham 
and St. Regis Lake, is yet agrand good place to go for 
deer or trout. I went there every season for eight or nine 
years previous to the last two. Osgood River and Hay’s 
Brook, close by, are good trout streams, and I have 
caught a troutin each that weighed three pounds, one 
three pounds two ounces by MecUollom’s steelyards, and 
the other measured twenty inches in length, I neyer 
fished in Hay’s Brook but what I got my basket full of 
trout, Ibis the best stream for trout in the hot days in 
July and August I know of, as the water is cold on ac- 

count of the many springs along its banks, and trout mn 
up it from Osgood Riverand Meacham Lake, (The Os- 
good River enters into Meacham Lake). There are some 
large trout in it, but the average run from eight inches ta 
twelveinchesin length, withsome up to eighteen inches 
and twenty inches. Muddywaska Pond lies west of McCol- 
lom’s some eight miles, and a fewfparties go in this way. 
Spring Pond, Chain Ponds, Baker Pond and Rice Pond 
are all within two miles of the house, Mr. MecCollom 
will accomodate a few boarders al from $1 to $1.25. THe 
has a large farm, keeps forty or fifty head of cattle, haza 
large ice house and isa good hunter. Quebec Pond and 
Folusby, Jr,, are six and seven miles southwest of there, 
They are frequented considerable by parties from St, 
Regis Lake. On the whole I consider MeCollom’s the 
best place for hunting or fishing on that road. The head 
of Meacham Lake is’ only four miles north, and parties 
wishing to go there will take his boat down, and they 
can fish and hunt there if they like, as he often doss, 
Meacham Lake affords better sport in my opinion than 
any of the old sporting establishments, or rather locali- 
ties, which have had hotels near them for any length of 
tume to accommodate sportsmen, Mr, Fuller has taken 
considerable pains to keep the lake stocked with young 
trout, and has a regular hatching establishment of his 
own. Salmon trout are caught there weighing from 

handle a boat themselves and | twenty-five to thirly ponnsk in May quite frequently by 
fish and enjoy the mountain air at asmallexpense. it| trolling, Mr. McCo om’s addyess is A, C, MeCollom, 

Duane P. O., Franklin Co., N, Y, Mr, Fuller’s is A, R, 

wards for guide, or some of the others there. There are|on Salmon River, and the Bend on same riyer above 
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sation in the alley, and got his promise not to mention 
his mode of catching trout even if he was engaged by Mr, 
Mann. While Hostetter and Mark Lowis were biting the 
end of the last strawberry iu their julep, Bill Mann en- 
tered, and after an introduction and a few words of ex- 
planation in regard to the locality where troulb were 
abundant, an agreement was enfered into whereby Bill 
Mann was to give Hostetter $10 if eighty trout were canght 
inone hour, Ten dollars to the hunter was a mountain 
of wealth, and the next morning he was on hand bright 
and early. Bill Mann showed himself’ wilh a fancy rod, 
silver reel and a box containing any number of different 
colored flies in his hands; and at this novel appearance 
Mark and the hunter naturally smiled ; but the secret of 
their smile they kept to themselves, and as they jogzed 
along up the banks of the creek the witty hunter kept the 
other two in a state of excitement by his wonderful yarns 
about trout fishing and hunting the “ yvarmints” that the 
mountains above were full of, After a wall: of two miles 
they came to a spot where the creel: widened into a large 
pond, or small lake, the water of which was as clear as 
crystal, and the nimble fish were sporting about as thick 
as locusts, hiding themselves under the rocks at the near 
approach of the human step. All around, was solitude, 
the very sky being shat out froni view bythe thickness 
of the foliage, 

‘‘ Here we are, gentlemen,” said Hostetter, and imme- 
ately thereon Mr. Mann commenced to rig the end of his 
line with a purple fiy; but Hostetter ended that amuse- 
ment by saying: ‘ Pub that foolish new-fangled notion 
away. You came here to get eighty trout in one hour; 
now I'll save you all that trouble by catching them my- 
self, and to save any dispute, when I enter that water, 
time me,” 
Thereupon Mr. Hostetter divested himself of his boots, 

and, after rolling his pants up as high as possible, took a 
piece of common twine out of his pocket, and making a 
running noose on one end entered the silvery pond, say- 
ing, “ Pull out that watch.” 
Mark Lewis was not surprised, becanse he had seen the 

same operation performed before ; but Bill Mann looked 
on this queer proceeding with eyes and mouth open, 
wondering what the next act would be. He had not lone 
to wait, for the moment Hostetter entered the water, he 
ran his left hand in under the rocks, which frightened 
the fish, making them swim out, and as sure as fate one 
would get his head in that noose which the hunter held 
in his right hand, which no sooner done, than ‘Old 
Hoss *—as he was affectionately called—would jerk him 
up and throw him out on the grass, when Mark Lewis 
attended to the comfort of the victim by placing him in 
a basket lined with sedge, his operation was continued 
with a lightning rapidity, and at last Hostetter, with face 
coveréd with persiration, looked up as if resting himself, 
and said: ‘‘ Have you kept tally, Mr, Lewis?” 

‘*T have,” answered Mark, ‘“‘and there are eighty-three 
in the basket, now.” ‘ How is the time?” asked “ Hoss,” 
and the answer came back from Bill Mann, *' Five seconds 
to spare.” 
Getting out of the water Hostetter dried his limbs in 

the wild grass that was around there in abundance, and, 
redressing, the party turned their faces toward the hotel, 
‘Old Hoss” carried the basket, and between intervals 
Bill Mann ventured to ask the term oy name of that kind 
of fishing, 

“Dulling, sir; and if is the only safe way of fishing in 
this creek, for fies they won’t touch, and the shade of a 
rod frightens them.” 

“Well, I must say," remarked Mv, Mann, ‘that this 
style of fishing is expeditions, but amore barbarous pro- 
ceeding I know not of, for if does not give the trout a 
fair chance.” 

“Neyer mind about that,” replied ‘‘ Hoss,” ** fishing is 
no pastime to me; time is, howeyer; and whenever you 
make another bet of this kind, be sure and go a-dulling,” 

After a pleasant walk the two miles were covered and 
the Springs were again reached, when, turning the 
corner, who should be seen standing on the porch of the 
hotel but Professor Jackson and Honest John Letcher. 
Bill Mann, in his blunt way, sang out; ‘Come, Pro- 
fessor, and see the snakes.” 
A second invitation was not necessary, and, when 

Professor Jackson looked on the innocent darlings in 
the basket, he exclaimed; ‘* Bless my soul! these are not 
the kind of fish I saw while standing on the bridge. They 
are beautiful |” 

Bill Mann’s wagon was brought before the door, the 
basket of fish placed under the seat, and, before driving 
away, he placed the promised note in Hostetter’s hand, 
and the latter in company of Mark Lewis made a call 
upon the pet snakes in the glass cage, wlo were found 
doing so well that another call was made on Charley 
Hunt, who enjoyed the story how Bill Mann caught the 
trout, 

That night, in Mann’s Hotel, Lexington, a party of 
students sat down to a supper won by Bill, and enjoyed 
themselves amazingly in Hstening, to his great exploit; 
but if there are any of said students aliye to-day, they 
kmouw for the first time how those fish were canglit. 

Tt is hardly necessary to say that the modest Professor 
was afterward the celebrated StonewallJackson ; Honest 
John Letcher, the first war Governor of Old Virginia ; 
and Bill Mann, Captain of the famous Rockbridge Axtil- 
lery, Mark Lewis and Hostelter served an apprentice- 
ship, the former as scont and blockade runner, and the 
latter as sharpshooter under the modest Professor; and 
as for Charley Hunt, the mixer of delicious juleps, he 
became the mixer of olher delicacies while first officer 
of the Fayette Artillery. 

Fishing is as good as ever in Rock Alum Creek, but I 
hope that the barbarous practice called “dulling” has 
gone out of fashion. SPERRY. 

Titusville, are all good {places for game and trout, but 
being near Malone they are overrun and fished and hunted 
to death soon after the seasons open, the same as it is in 
yicinity of St, Regis and other Jakes and ponds in that 
neighborhood. ... The old Northwest Bay Road, run- 
ning across the Lower St, Regis district from east (io west, 
or northwest and southeast, is not now in use, only as a 
foot-path, except at the western end, It-was built by the 
ariny of the war of 1812, when they went from Crown 
Point lo Lake Ontario, and has grown up with bushes 
and filled in with fallen trees so as not to be passable 
with a wagon. ALBERT CORNISH. 
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DULLING FOR TROUT. 
— +> — 

URING the summer of 1857 the Rockbridge Alum 
Springs, in Virginia, were crowded with distin- 

guished visitors from all parts of the South, who came 
there principally to drink of the health-giying waters. 
The town of Lexington, seventeen miles distant, always 
sent its quota on special occasions, such as ball nights, 
concerts and excursion days, to Jordan Springs, ten 
miles south, Among the many who represented the col- 
lege town at the springs, and who were sure to be there 
the latter part of every weels, were John Letcher, a mem- 
ber of Congress at that time, and T. J. Jackson, a, pro- 
fessor in the Virginia Military Iustitute. These two 
gentlemen were constant and steadfast friends then and 
in the squally days that came after, and their chief 
amusement while at the ‘ Rock Alum” was derived from 
the pleasure of rolling top, pins —# game both gentlemen 
were very fond of, The alleys were situated on the edge 
of a creek bearing the name of the springs, and at the bot- 
tom of the towering Mill Mountain; and herein honest 
John Letcher and the modest Professor enjoyed them- 
selyesin an innocent way, 

The priicipal hotel in Lexington was kept by a wag 
named Mann, a jolly good fellow, a prime favorite with 
the students and most of the townspeople, and al- 
waysready to bet on any point there was the slighest dis- 
pute about, This latter talent of his was the magnet that 
drew the young students to Mann’s Hotel; and one eyen- 
ing, while a party wassitting in the capacious office, the 
subject of trout fishing was brozched, and as it was well 
known that Rockbridge Alum Creek, two or three miles 
above the springs, was alive with those delicate fish, the 
conversation naturally drifted to that spot, and great 
were the stories told in regard toit. Among the many 
exaggerations, Bill Mann said that he had caught eighty 
trout in one hour in said creek, and could perform the 
same feat over again. Thies was pooh-poohed, of course, 
and resulted in a student offering to bet a dinner for ten 
that such a fishing feat was impossible, stating that he 
was willing 1o lose the wager if Mann would bring back 
eighty trout, and give him his word and honor that said 
fish were taken out of the water in the space of an hour, 
Now, tlie tact isthat Bili Mann neyerperformed what he 
said he had, but spoiling fora bet of some kind, he threw 
out this proposition as a bait, and getting a bite, was 
bound in self-defense to try and win, 
#The following day Bill Mann hitched up his team of 
trotters, and after a ride of a few hours’ duration ar- 
rived at the Rock Alum Springs, and after registering his 
name he meandered out to makea call on Charley Hunt, 
to whom he reyealed the secret of hissudden visit, Hunt 
yowed that he could not assist him, but advised him to 
make a call on Jolin Letcher, who was then in the ten-pin 
alley. Hither Mann repaired, and was greeted on his 
entrance with a Virginia welcome, and invited to take a 
part in the game then gomg on, which he accepted, and 
during one of the breathing spells between ‘‘ strikes” and 
€spares” Mann told the Congressman of his mission, and 
asked his assistance and advice in the matter ; but John 
Letcher referred him to T. J, Jackson, saying «: ‘* Pro- 
fessor, Bill Mann has come over from Lexington for the 
purpose of winning a wager by catching eighty trout in 
onehour, and as you area devoted follower of Walton, 
perhaps you may be able to tell him in what part of the 
creek troutare so plenty that they will nibble at a hook at 
the rate of eighty to the hour.” 

@he modest Professor was very seldom known to laugh ; 
but this specah, coming from his intimate friend Letcher, 
made him smile, as he neyer was known to fish, and 
knew no tore about Rock Alum Creek—except that part 
near the springs, where trout would only liye long enough 
to run the blockade on their way to the James—than a 
man in New York, for fishing was not his forte; and he- 
lieving thal honest John intended a joke at his expense, 
he said: ‘Mr. Mann, as far as my being a disciple of 
Walton, I give you my word, sir, that I never read his 
book in my life: hut I have stood on the bridge and 
gazed on the water for many moments, expecting to see 
oneof those silvery troub [have heard so much about in 
conversation at these springs, and I declare that I’ve 
never yet seen one. ‘The nearest approach to a fish that 
my eyes beheld was what I would call a water-snake, and 
if those are the kind of trout you are after I have no 
doubt but wht you will be able to find many, sir.” 

Mhis was said by Jackson in such a suber way that there 
svas no doubt but what he was in dead earnest, and more 
especially so as he was not given to joking ; but the after- 
ward renowned Ge eal was nol posted inregard to trout, 

‘ 1 will show, 
pe ene bee in the allay, a quiet inspector of the interesting 
game, was Mark Lewis, who was thoroughly informed on 
trout fishing in the creek and the different methods of 
eatching thei, Overhearing the conversation, and see- 
ing that the gentleman after tront did nob find much con- 

solation or knowledge in that quarter, Mark stepped up, 
saying: “I beg your pardon, gentlemen, and, turning 

to Bill Mann, continued, ‘if you are anxious to get eighty 
trout in one hour's fishing you can do so, sir; but I re- 
quest that you continue your ganie, and this evening, in 

Charley Hunt's, you shall know all about the fishing. 

This voluntary advice from # strangerseemed to be gat 

isfactory to Mr. Mann, and the game of ten-pins went on 

antil uearly dusk, nen the party weut to their respec- 
ive preparatory to supper, 
ieee ee a this prae a professional hunter named 

Hostetter at the springsin a twofold capacity—as a show- 

man of trained snakes in day time, and a hunter of bears 
by night. Hewas an odd character, who looked upon 
everything in the light of business; sporting as a pastime 

was secondary with Lim, but he knew the favorite haunts 

ol the doer, bears and the trout better than any person in 
that locality. ‘To him Mark Lewis spoke of the conver 

The gun and fishing-taclde stores report good business, 
and this is a good indication that sportsmen are prepar- 
ing for the opening of the season, The trout fishing in 
New York State opens April ist, and we are advised that 
the event will be duly telebrated by the usual Fulton 
Market display of trout. Trom general reports, it may he 
predicted that the summer and fall before us will be unu- 
sually favorable for sport with rod and line and gun and 
rifle. The columns of the MorEsT AND STREAM this weelk 
eontain much information as to resorts and routes for 
sporting excursions. These reports will be found more 
teliable than the ordinary guide books, 

Alatural Histarn. 
— 

BOOKS OF REFERENCE, 

A VERY gratifying evidence of the increasing interest 

in natural history, so-called, in this country, is the 
frequency with which we receive inquiries from readers 

for books of reference to aid them in their studies. Some 
of these questions come fo us in yery puzzling shape, and 
indicate clearly enough that their propo “ders have very 

crude ideas as to the scope of the term aural history. 
It is manifestly impossible to name any 1 og]e work that 
will enable the reader to gain an adequate conception of 
the whole scope of biology, The most that we cah do is 
to give a short list of works which they may profitably 
use in commencing their studies, and, as they advanve in 
them, lo recommend the student tospecialists in various 

departments who may be willing to advise them further, 
It isan unfortunate fact that very many scientific works 
are so costly as to be beyond the reach of the average 

reader, but this cannot be said of most works recently 
published in this country. Most of the works ennmer- 
ated below can be obtained from any boolk-seller, or if 
not known to the ones applied to, they can at all events 
be obtained by the intending purchaser by writing to the 
publisher, Government publications can often be oh- 
tained through the Congressman of the district in which 
the person desiring the bool: resides. 

We have divided the list to male it more easy of refer- 
ence. 
MAmwmMans.—Prof, §. F. Baird, ‘‘Mammals of North 

America.” ‘Pacific R. R. Explorations and Sur- 
yeys,” Vol. VIII, 1857, Washington, D. C., Goyern- 
ment Printing Office. 

Dr. Harrison Allen, '!Monograph of Bats of North 
America,” 1864, Philadelphia, 

Coues and Allen, ‘ North American Rodentia,” 1877, 
Washington, Government Printing Office. 

Coues, ‘* Pur-bearing Animals.” (N. A, Mustelidee), 1877. 
Washington, Government Printing Office. 

Caton, '* The Deer and Antelope of North America,” 
1878, Chicago. 

There are other works, some of them illustrated, which 
are rarer and more coslly than those mentioned ahove, 

but the student, with the information which he caw 

obtain from any of those cited, will be in a position ta 
select for himself what he wishes further, The books 

to which we have referred contain, moreoyer, the lat- 

est information that wa haye on the various groups o 
which they treat. Interesting papers on mammals are 

to be found scattered through the various Government 

Reports and supplementary publications that have been 
issued in such numbers within the past few years, as 
well as in the various publications of scientific societies, 
Turning now to the next. class of vertebrates, we find : 
among the literature devoted to 

Birps.—Baid, Brewer and Ridgway, ‘ History of Nortli 
American Birds” (3 Vols., including only the ‘* Land 
Birds,” so called), Washington, 1874. (A fourth vol 
ume devoted to the ‘‘ Water Birds” was to hay 
completed this work, but the cost proving greater than 
was expected, it has never been issued. We have 
understood that efforts have been made to print the 
fourth volume by private subscription, and trust they 
miy be successful.) 

Coues, ‘‘ Key to North American Birds,’ Naturalist’s 
Agency, Salem, Mass., 1872 (Indispensable to the orni 
thologist or collector), 

Coues, *t Birds of the Northwest," 1874, W: 
D, C,, Government Printing Office, 

Coues, ‘‘ Birds of the Colorado Valley,” part 1, Wash- 
ington, 1878, Goyernment Printing Office. t 

Cooper, ‘““Orinthology of California,” edited by 5. F. 
Baird, Vol.J, ‘* Land Birds,” University Press, Gam 
bridge, Mass,, 1870. (Only one volume issued). 

Tt is, of course, hopeless to attempt to enumerate an 

portion of the special ornithological papers and local list 
which have been published, nor is it worth while to refe 

at Jength to the well known, but costly, illustrate: 
works like the originals of Audubon, Wilson, Bonaparte, 

Swainson, Richardson and others. Cheaper edition 
of most of the latter have been published, Any on 
who desires further information with regard to this sub 

ject cam easily satisfy himself by veferring to the orni 
thological bibliography which accompanies Dr, Coues’ 
** Birds of the Colorado Valley.” 

It is scarcely necessary to say that the literature a 

reptiles is much less extensive than that of the birds 
A few works, howseyer, may be quoted. 

Reprives.—Holbrook, ‘‘ North American Herpetology, 
5 Vols., Philadelphia, 1842. (A superbly illustrate 
work). 

Bairdand Girard, *‘ Catalogueof North American 
tiles,” Part I, Serpents, 1853. 

Agassiz, ‘Contributions to the Natural History of 
North America,” Part Il, North American Testudi- 
nata, 1857. f ‘ 

Cops, ‘' Check List of North American Batrachia an 
Reptilia." Cope, ‘‘ Partial Catalogue of the Cold 
Blooded Vertebrata of Michigan,” 184-5, 

rad minor papers in Government Reports and els 
where, 

Norra AMBRIOAN Fisthes.—Jordan, ‘' Manual of Verte- 
brates,” Jansen McClurg & Co., Chicago, 1879, (Con 
tains imperfect bibliography), _ 

GmngRaL ZvooLosy,—Packard’s ‘Manual of Zodlogy,” 
New York, § Holt & Co., 1879 (Other manual 
by Tenny, Nicholson and Orton), 

ashington, : 

Rep 
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spaces between being packed closely with sawdust. Ail 
the interstices between the small boxes and the sides of the 
chest were packed with ice, thus preserving the same 
temperature thoughout the journey, Further protection 
was piven by means of thick felt at the top and bottom 
of the chest, The small percentage of loss was due to the 
moss falling through in some places, which occasioned 
pressure on some of the eggs, No time was lost in plac- 
ing the ova into the hatching boxes, the water, by means 
of ice being brought to a temperature of 62 dezrees. All 
the damaged eggs were picked out. Dr, Hector visited 
the gardens and took great interest in the proceedings. He 
expressed himself warmly to Mr. Farr on the excellent ar- 
ranpements generally, which he said le would commu- 
nicate to the Government, So far there is no room for 
doubt as to the ultimate success of the experiment, at; 
least in Canterbury, andif the other societies who share 
in the general distribution of the ova are equally careful, 
the colony generally will be enriched by a most valuable 
addition to their yarieties of fish. Under ordinary cir- 
cumstances two months would probably elapse before the 
eges would be hatched out, but this time will in all likeli- 
hood be considerably shortened the water in the hatching 
boxes being at a higher temperature than those in which 
the ova ware brought from America, the cynditions are 
more fayorable for an early development of the young 
fish. The greater proportion, when sufficiently matured. 
for distribution, will be placed in Lake Coleridge. Mr. 
Johnson, of Opawa, also received a case of the ova, which 
arrived in equally good condition, This parcel was 
brought through by the 6.50 train from Lyttelton, thick 
india-rubber blocks being placed under the chest, to lessen 
the injury from vibration. An additional box of ova ar- 
rived in the same chest, to Mr. Johnson’s private order 
from America, 

The colony, in the first place, is greatly indebted to the 
knowledge and experience of Mr. Clark, of Northville, 
Mich,, who collected and packed the ova, for their 
safe arrival in New Zealand, and secondly to Mr. R. J, 
Creighton, of San Francisco, who from the first has 
shown a keen interest in the success of the experiment. 
ee 

LIVER-FED FISH. w 

\ K 7 i scarcely find a peker in which something is not 
; said of hyer-fed fish ; and from the general tenor 
of numerous contributions one would be led to supposa 
that fish fed on this aliment were not only inferior in 
quality, but that they were actually Navored with the 
essence of liver. How frequently we read of the glo- 
rious trouting tours by which the participants were en- 
abled to vregale themselyes on the wild, toothsoma 
brook trout, taken fresh from the limpid waters of the 
purling brook, So far, very good. Undoubtedly this 
magnificent little fish can be eaten with relish at all 
times, and more especially so after exercise in the pure, 
free, open air. But when, added fo all this, I am in- 
formed that these natiye denizens are superior to their 
cultivated brethren on account of their freeness from 
the taste of the everlasting liver on which the latter 
are continually fed, I ask to he permitted to enter my 
protest. And right here the thought suggests itself, Is 
not all this assumed difference in the taste of the wild 
and cultiyated fish a mere matter of imagination, sug- 
gested from the fact that it is generally known that 
pisciculturists usually feed their fish on liver? Who.is 
there actually engaged in practical pisciculture that has 
not, by reason of their frequent handling of liver in 
feeding, learned to abhor it as an article of food for 
themselyes, no matter how fond they have been of it 
in the pas? Certainly the actual taste of liver has not 
changed, but the change is only mental, As illustrative 
of the imagination in producing liver tastes, I will give 
an incident rélated to me by Mr, B. P. Shaw, our State 
Fish Commissioner. it is as follows :— 
A yaletndinarian and her daughter were staying at 

the resort of Mr. H. F, Dousman, a trout culturist, at 
Waterville, Wis., where she hoped to regain her health 
by obtaining the pure country air and feasting on brook 
trout. For some time the trout were eaten with a keen 
relish, and the lady was in no way sparing of her praise 
of their excellent favor. But unfortunately, after the 
lapse of some little time, she chanced to read some 
newspaper, stating how cultivated fish were fed on liver 
to such an extent that they actually tasted of it. This 
was too much; she began at once to sea that the fish 
which she formerly relished so much had a liver taste, 
and began to long for the native trout, which had not 
thus become contaminated by the skillof man. She 
made her wants known to Mr, Dousman, who informed 
her that native trout in that yicinity were quite abun- 
dant, and if she wished he would take pleasure in substi- 
tuting them for the cultivated, for which the lady ex- 

ce aee cate : failure to imtro- | pressed many thanks, and at once relieved her mind from 
Hihe hisisry of the Gray averspe ai Salute all further thoughts of liver. The native trout wers duce American whitefish into New Zealand is well known; \ . i 

but undaunted by the loss of the first consignment, fresh | promptly furnished and in course of preparation for the 
negotiations were entered into by the Goyernment through | table, when the Cau En ey laughingly entered the kitchen 
Mr, R. J, Creighton, of San Francisco, the result bemg a with some of those horrid liver-ted trout, declaring that 
complete success—that is to say, up to the landing in | the cultivated fish were excellent, that she never tasted 
prinie condition of the oya, which arrived by the last) any liver about them, and that she was determined to 
California mail, The boxes containing the ova arrived | ascertain if it was not a mere whim of her mother's. 
in Auckland by the Australiaon the 11th inst. Thoy were | She accordingly prepared hoth kinds of fish for the table, 
at once transhipped into the Hinemoa by Mr. Firth of that bringing her mother first the cultivated fish, saying, 
city. and.arviyed in Lyttelton early on Saturday morning, | ‘Here, mother, are some of your native fish,” The 
A list of the various places in the colony and the quantity | mother, after tasting them, said, ‘There, that tastes like 
of eggs assigned to each, hag already been published, and | fish; there is no liver taste ahout this,” After finishing 
the box which Mr, 8. CG, Farr received on behalf of the | these fish with a keen relish, the daughter brought in the 
Canterbury Acclimatization Society, contained approxi- | native fish, saying, ‘Here, mother, are some of the liver- 
mately 300,000, but the number will he diminished, from | fed fish; taste them, and see if you can really discover 
unavoidable causes, to the extent of about five per cent, | any difference,” The mother, after tasting them, said, 
By the kindness of Mr. Conyers, Mr. Farr went down to | ‘O dear, take them away ; Ican’t bear them; they do 
Lyttelton on Saturday morning by special train, accompa- | taste so of liver, I presume if 18 unnecessary to slave 
nied by the Society's curator and garne-keeper, and | that the old lady left the place soon after discovering her 
brought the consignment upto the gardens, No time was mistake. ee Ff 
then lost in unpacking them, Thanks to the careful In the writer's opinion, many of those persons who 
manner in which they were packed by Mr, Clark, the ova | can 60 readily discern the taste of liver, would also dis- 
arrived in splendid condition. They were contained in | coyer some disagreeable taste in Lamellibranchs, such as 
fiye smaller boxes and packed im two layers. each box | oysters, clams, etc,, did they know that these were or- 
haying at the bottoma bed of soft moss, and over the moss ganized creatures, with alimentary canals, stomach, etc,, 
was laid a piece of while screen, Upon this the eggs were | as would also be the case with the native fish, were these 
laid, the greatest care being taken to preyent the eggs | parties intimately acquainted with the food consumed by 
overlapping one another. Over the lower layer of eggs | them in their native waters, But let us inquire why 
was placed another piece of screen, and over that another | should fish fed on liver taste any more of their tood than 
bed of moss. The outer chest into which the fiye smaller | those which feed on the slimy worm or any other sub- 

| boxes were fitted, and which was made expressly for the | stance? There is thee in good, frash liver which, purpose, Was conatructed with false sides and bottom, the | when taken into the stomach, generates deleterious gases, 
’ 
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Wintre Witarinn?—Brooklyn, N. ¥., Feb, 28d.— 
Liditor Kopest wid Stream :—T have recently taken great 
interest in rifle shooting, and therefore haye become a 
reader of your valuable and interesting paper, feeling 1 
cannot become a skillful rifleman without availing niy- 
self ofits useful and instructive articles upon all sports 
in feneral and guns in particnlar, 
In your last isstie I noticed an item relating to the 

mildness of the winterin Jowa. I think I can tell of 
something more remarkable, On the 80th of last De- 
cember | was out shooting crows along the-Shrewsbury 
River, New Jersey, in order to test anew double rifle I 
had just purchased. On crossing a swampy hollow, 
through which ran a small brook, I came upon a large 
garter snake swimming in the water. It remained 
motionless when it-sayy me, so I shot and killed it. This 
is the first instance I haye known of a land snake taking 
to water, and that, too, in the middle of winter. On my 
return I ran upon a little yellow dandelion, growing 
fresh and bright as in summer, and alsosaw several blue- 
birds, which had evidently been deceived by our mild 
winter, and imagined spring was at hand. 
_ if you deem (his worthy of notice, you may make an 
item, of it. FORESIGHT, 

Our correspondents observations are well worthy of 

record, antl weare glad to print them. That the snake 

should have been about at such adate was certainly re- 
markablo, There was nothing very surprising, how- 

eyer, in finding it in the water, 

The dandelion was scarcely less ouf of season. Tt was 
the last of itsrace,no doubl. We plucked one in full 

bloom Feb, 15th, in aliard snow-storm, 
Sante aeieeee teal 

ALBINOS IN CALIFORNIA,—Nature seems to have played 
some strange freaks among the feathered tribes this season. 
Naturalists and dealers note the arrival of many game 
birds and other species that have exchanged their origi- 
nalplumage forone of white, Atone naturalist’s several 
curious birds may be seen. Perhaps the most uncommon 
isa little green-winged teal which came in a few days 
ago among a shipment of other birds from up the Sacra- 
mento, It is of an ashy color on the back and has a white 
breast. The green spot on the wing is changed to a dark 
color, A female widgeon that came in recently from up 
the San Joaquin River is of a bright chocolate color on 
the breast, while the back is of an ashen hue, A mud- 
hen shot at Borden Island about two months ago is mot- 
tled on the back, haying white spots scattered through 
the usual coat of black, The breast is of a blueish cast, 
with small white feathers intermixed. The crown and 
sides of the head are blue and white. A pair of valley 
quail were recently shot by George Dlkerenkatter, of 
Scarsyille, San Meteo County, that were white all over the 
body, with the exception of the markings on the breast, 
which retained their wonted color, A brown and white 
salt marsh rail, killed at Alviso afew months ago by a 
sportsman of this city, is another freak of nature never 
before heard of, naturalists say, Another is a white robin 
which camein some time ago, This bird is nearly all 
white with an occasional black feather,—San Francisco 
Ohponicle, Feb, Tth, 

FENERAL ANATOMY,—Owen, ‘* Anatomy of Vertebrates,” 
Tongmans, Green & Co., London, 1868. Huxley, ‘ An- 
atomy of Vertebrated Animals,” London, 1871. Hux- 
ley, ‘The Anatomy of Invertebrated Animals,” Lon- 

_ don, 1877; J. A. Churchill, New Burlington street. 
sTROLOGY.—llower, '* Osteolozy of the Mammalia,” 
acmillan & Go,, London, 1870. (Also' Huxley and 

_ Owen on vertebrates above cited), 
Tysncts,—Packard, “‘Guide to the Study of Insects,” 
‘Salem Naturalist’s Agency. 

——<—<$_<$ 

Wotrres.—In an interesting article published in the 
luburn Daily Advertiser, Mr, Frank R, Rathburn, well 
mown to our ornithological readers as one of the anthors 
fa most yaluable list of the birds of Centyal New York, 

kes a very vigorous attack on the English sparrow. 
¢ paper alluded to is in two chapters and is entitled 

‘An Exotic Tramp.” In his denunciation of the bird 
lie writer makes use of some rather vigorous English, but 
cannot be denied that the subject is one which calls for 
phatic language. An interesting feature of the paper 

he testimony from the yarious countries of Europo 
iu to the grain-deyouring procliyities of Passer do- 
wnesticus, cited by the writer. Speaking of Algeria, he 

i 

The reports from this country are alarming. In 1877, 
fis stated, that on one estate alone 200 acres of rye were 
completely deyoured by the sparrows before it was 

ipo, that not a single corn was havvasted - and it was 
culated that in a neighboring wood, some 150 acres in 
font, there weré 284,000 nests. 

. +,» The Yonkers Gazetie of February 14th contains 
per on the same subject by E, P, B., whose initials 

80 well known to our readers that we presume ifi is 

necessary to fill out the name. The article is written 

& very temperate and conyinving style, and (leals prin- 

aipally with the utter failure of the sparrow to accom- 
jlish what was claimed for him on his introduction, that 

6, the reduction of our insect pests, and withits quar- 
somo and noisy habits and the altacks which it makes 

on our native birds. Tho writer refersat length to Dr, 
es’ admirable paper on the status of Passer domesticus 

America, and concludes by demanding that the bird 
eft to shift for himself and no longer be protected by 

evial legislation or fed and petted above our native 
by kind-hearted and well-meaning but injudicious 

eople,... Of quite another sort is an appeal printed 
in the Quebec Morning Chronicle and appropriately 
gned ‘Cock Sparrow.” The writer takes occasion to. 

im the numerous friends of our innocent little fellow 
jizens, the sparrows, that the dangerous shbrike or 

buteher-bird is ‘‘around” and is. already committing 
yoc in their feathered ranks. This very afternoon the 
titer and another gentleman, while standing near the 

Hall, were eye-witnesses to a bulcher-bird carrying 
a poor little sparrow in its talons, high over the houses 
it, Louis street, having, itis presumed, pounced upon 
rey among the trees between the City Walland No. 1 
Station. Hxtermination should be the order of the 

yas regards the entire race of these feathered maraud- 
...» Dr, Paul B. Barringer, in a letter to Dr, Coues 

printed in the March Naturalist, and dated Dallas, N. ©., 
: unces the advent of Passer domesticus in that State. 

In the February number of the Naturalist appeared 
most valuable article on The Conyolution of the Trachea 
the sandhill and whooping cranes, from the pen of 
yalued correspondent, Mr, T. S. Roberts, The writer 

an admirable description of the course of the 
hea in Grus canadensis, that of G. americana 

fing been already described by Dr, Couesin Forest 
STREAM and in ‘' Birds of the Northwest,” and gives 
ent figures of the sterna of the two species with the 

remoyed so as to show the course of the trachea in 
Mr, Roberts’ descriptions and figures are so ex- 
gly suggestive that we cannof but hope that fur- 

investigation may giye him results which will prove 
interesting, if not startling. 

Ee 

RaLLus HLEGANs iy Connecricut.—On Sept. 17th, 
1879, lsecured a fine female Rallus elegans, which was 
killed here in one of our marshes by a gentleman who was 
shooting the common rail, 
As the examples of this bird in Naw Hneland are not 

many, we think the above worthy of record, 
Jno, H, Sacer. 

Portland, Oonn., Feb. 28th. 

Sich Culture, 
AGOLIMATIZATION OF WHITEFISH IN NEW ZEHA- 

LAND. 

U, 5, Commisston, Fish AND FISHERIES, 
WasHineton, D, C., Mareh 4th, 

Editor Forest and Stream i— 
Isend you for publication in FOREST AND STREAM, if you 

think: best, the following slip from The Press, of Christ 

Church, New Zealand, of January 19th, This details a 
yery succésstul experiment in the transmission of white- 
fish eggs, by Mx, Frank N. Clarlc, of Northville Mich., and 

as such should be permanently recorded, 
Spencer F, BArRD. 

—. a 

IGNS OF SPRING.—Mr. John H, Sage writes us from 
riland, Conn., that Quiscalus purpureus appoared there 

. 20th, and that this is the earliest date of which col- 
ors there have any record. ... From Perth Amboy, 
., J. Lu. K, writes, under date of Feb. 27th : ‘ Crow- 
birds made their first appearance here to-day.” . . 
Baraboo, Wis,, comes the following note, dated 

26th: “A few bluebirds haye made their appear- 

and also a few flocks of mallards haye found 
in way to the Baraboo River, which is now free from 
.., We take the following extract from the 
ohn (N. B,) Daily Telegraph of Feb. 27th : ‘* An am- 

naturalist informs us that a night or two ago 

heard the notes of a woodcack in a rural portion 
ortland, This bird usually returns to us in the spring, 

not before, and his presence here now is most re- 
arkable. It is also noteworthy that we have had robins 

#6 every morning during the present winter, which 
also been heard singing. The red-berries, of which 

y are so fond, have been very plentiful.,., A 
walk in the woods on Saturday, Web. 28th, re- 

slad the fact that the catkins of the alders ara about 
r to open, and that the skunk cabbage (Symplo- 

is in bloom, The song sparrows, blusbirds and 
p ackbirds are apparently getting ready to go 

eeping; the buds on the elms aré ewelling and 
the grass is becoming green, No 
some cold and stormy weather yet, | 

an a hand, 
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to be absorbed by the membrane of the intestines, and 
thus carried by means of the absorbaents into the blood, 
The liver isa lobulated gland, and each lobule has its 
veins, arteries, capillaries, nerves and absorbents. Being 
thus organized, it has the same means of building its 
substance and carrying off the impurities as the muscu- 
lar fiber and other portions of the body, But, it may be 
said, the liver is that gland by which the bile is secreted, 
and may not that affect its food qualities? Why should 
it? Isnot this very bile absolutely necessary to diges- 
tion? And again, how is this bile secreted? It is from 
the yeinous blood, and carried to the gall bladder, 
which forms its reservoir, which is not used as feed. In 
chyleification no substances are combined, and thus ab- 
sorbed into the system, excepting those that are neces- 
sary for its sustenance (unless it should be gases); those 
that are not thus. necessary are passed off as the fecal 
discharge. Hence, in determining the quality of food 
for a given animal, we must consider its natural food, as 
to whether it is vegetable or amimal, and what ingredi- 
ents are necessary for itssustenance, as albumen, fibrine, 
sugar, etc. Now, it has been ascertained by analysis that 
liver contains albumen, fibrine and casi, and that ib 
elaborates from the blood liver sugar, all of which makes 
it a most excellent pabulum. Cf course I do not mean 
+o be understood as advocating liver as the sole food to 
be used. I believe in a variety of food, but I contend it 
should be that, principally used, and that there is no ar- 
ticle of food that will produce a greater growth or fish of 
finer flayor. I believe I may takeif as conceded that fish 
fed on liver grow more rapidly than any other, If true, 
then it follows that the fish must be of fine flayor. Why 
not? The food is wholesome. Inhabiting clear, cold 
water, the flesh is firm, The growth being vapid, the fish 
is fat. The curd (small portions of fatty matter between 
the flakes of the flesh) is well developed, and Lask how 
can your fish be other than of fine flavor? 

Wu. A, MynstEr. 
a 

AMERICAN FisH CuLTuraL ASSOCIATION,—The ninth 
annual meeting of the American Fish Cultural Associa- 
tion will be held at the Directors’ room of the Fulton Mar- 
ket Fishmongers’ Association on the 30th and 3ist of 
March, te : 

The scope of the association has sradually widened. 
At first it owed its support to trout-raisers only, and 
formed a protective union; to-day it embraces all ques- 
tions relating to our fish and fisheries, both sea and in- 
land, whether of their culture, preservation, habits, or 
vapture for profit and pleasure, and it has now a member- 
ship of oyer two hundred, comprised of naturalists, fish 
culturists, fish dealers, fish commissioners and anglers— 
all of whom are directly or indirectly interested in in- 
creasing the fish resources of the country, either by sci- 
entific study or practical experiment. 

Sea and River Hishing. 
FISH IN SEASON IN MARCH. 

SOUTHERN WATERS. 

Pompano, Trachinotuscarvlinus. | Grouper 
Die (two species), Family | Trout (bl: ( 
Scienide, | tis atrarius. 

Kinetish, Menticirrus nemulosus. | Striped Bass, or Roelstish, Roe- 
Sea Bass, Sciw@ops ocellatus, cus lineqtus. 
Sheepshead, Arenosargils proha-| Tailorfish, Pomatomus  Tlatpia. 

tocephalus, Black Bass, Wicropterua almoi- 
des. MM. pallidus. 

Snapper, Luli blaekforait, 

rr 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

Tn sending reports fur the PorEsT AND SrrReAm Directory of 

Game and Fish Resoris, our correspondents are requested 0 give 

the following particulars, with suvh other information as they 

may deem of value: State, Town, County; means of access; Hotel 

and other accommodations; Gaine and its Season; Fish and its 

Season; Boats, Guides, ete.; Name of person to address. — 

Epinephelpus nigrilits. 
ack bass), enlrorpr'ls- 

—— 

FREE FOR TWENTY-Five Cents.—The following list of 

lucky fishing days is given to the readers of the Forrst 

AND STREAM confidentially and free of charge, To all 
others the Canadian genius who invented if makes a 
charge of twenty-five cents, He claims, too, that the pre- 

diction is well worth the modest price asked for it, AIL 

the men who observed his dates last year, now testify to 
the reliability of the predictions. This year the lucky 

fishing days will be as follows, water and weather being 
Jjavorable :-— 

March 11th, 12th, 18th, 14th, 15th, 16th; April Th, 8th, 
Oth, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th; May 4th, Sth, tth, 7th, Sth, 
9th, 10th, 80th, Bist ; June Ish, 2d, 3d, 4th, Sih, 6th, 28th, 
29th, 20th; July Jet, 2d, sd, 26th, 27th, 2th, 29th, 30th, 
Sist; Aug. 2ist, 22d, 284, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th; Sept. 
1Bth, 19th, 20th, 2lst, 22d, 28d; Get 15th, 16th, 17th, 
18th, 19th, 2ist, 22d; Noy, 12th, 18th 4th, 15th, 17th; 
Dec. Lith, 12th, 14th, 

—_— 

Varmont—Sheldon, Feb, 26th.—A few years ago this place 
was noted for its mineral springs, and still further back 
asa country abounding in fish and game, but now its 
glories have nearly departed. Its miner sl waters are 
mostly used for washing purposes. Nearly as good as 
rain water, old womensay. Small speckled trout are to 
be found in the brooks a few miles back in the interior. 
The creek which runs through the village now furnishes 
only pickerel fishing, but we hope toscon haye something 
better, as one of our local sportsmen, Ma, Henry Caseau, 
has made an attempt to stock it with black bass and 
perch, Franklin Pond, a body of water some three miles 
by one mile in size, 1s situated a few miles northeast from 
here, and ali certain seasons of the year gives good sport 
to the bass-fisher, and good sport the year ronnd to the 
perch-snapper. A beautiful body of water called Fair- 
field Pond (Silver Lake) lies a couple of miles southwest 
from this village. These waters contain speckled trout 
and landlocked salmon. Its waters are well adapted for 
these fish, and if protected against pot-hunters, who 
sweep the spawning beds, it xvould afford as much or 
more sport to the scientific fly-fisher than any other 
body of water of the same size (2x4 miles) in the State, 

STANSTRAD, 

a  ———4 a 

MASSACHUSETTS, —Duabury, March 1st.—The fishing 
here i proper season is for cod, smelt, mackerel, perch, 
fresh and salt water; tautog, trout, pickerel, catfish or 
horn pout, lobsters and the renowned Duxbury clain, 

GROUSE. 

ONONDAGA Fisning Civs.—The annual meeting of the 
Onondaga County Fishing Club, of Syracuse, N. Y., was 
held last ‘Thursday evening, The old officers were re- 
elected for the ensuing year as follows: President, Reu- 
ben Wood; Vice President, Alexander H. Dayis: Secre- 
tary, F. §. Wicks; Treasurer, W. ©. Anderson. ‘The 
executive committee of five was also reelected, 
The club resolved to procure young trout from the 

State hatchery for the purpose of stocking the waters of 
Onondaga Creek, at an expense not to exceed $20, the 
fish to be deposited in the creek under the direction of 
the executive committee. The club's appropriation for 
stocking Onondaga Creek is sufficient to secure 30,000 
young fry. The efforts of the Association in this direc- 
tion will be highly appreciated by all who enjoy angling, 
During the meeting an extract was read from the pro- 
ceedings of the New York Sportsmen’s Club highly com- 
mending the work done by the Onondaga Fishing Club 
in protecting the waters of this county, 

TENNESSER.—Savannah, March 2d.—-Our fishing season be- 
gan last week by acouple of early anvlers taking twelve fine 
bass. They reported the fish sluggish and not inclined to 
feed. Since then we have had heavy rains, and the streams 
are fulland muddy, preventing fishing, Lheard recently of 
asmall fish, unlike any other before seen there, being 
caught in Buffalo River last month, which was believed 
to be one of the California salmon put in that stream last 
March. It measured some four or more inches mM length, 
and was caught on ahook bya ‘ perch fisherman,” After 
being carefully examined it was restored to the Sars 

ILL, 

MICHIGAN.—Traverse Oily, March 2d.—Traverse City 
is fast becoming one of the most popular of sunimer 
resorts. Dasy of access, both by land and water, if is 
a place that is the joy of the heart of any sporting 
man, Were, in their season, you will find deer, rabbit, 
foxes; brook trout by the million, Mackinaw trout in 
the bay, black bass in the inland lakes, quantities of 
pigeons, and, in fact, almost anything that will help to 
kill time for the sportsman. Fine hotel accommodations 
al the Park Place at a very reasonable rate. FRED. 

Nepraska Bass Wisnine.—Omahe.—l give ihe first 
bass caught in Nebraska in 1880 of sufficient size to just- 
ify publication, It was taken on the 25th inst, sixteen 
| miles north of this city, and was weighed on the day fol- 
lowing on a Fairbanks’ counter scales in the presence of 
several other persons and brought the scales down at six 
and a half pounds plus. This fish, Micrapterus salaoides, 
is the largest one the writer has ever seen, and no doubt 
the largest ever taken in Nebraska. If a larger one is 
taken during the year I hope it will be reported to the 
FOREST AND STREAM. Bos Waite, 
St oe 

THE MUSKOKA LAKE COUNTRY. 
x 
I would invite every one that could spare the time 

to try the Muskoka country, Ontario, where fishing and 
shooting, in their seasons, cannot be excelled, For 
speckled trout fishing, the South Branch of the Muskoka 
is Al. Thehead waters of the Maganetawan River are 
hard to beat‘for the speckled beauties, and the Namina- 
taygoug or South River will hald its own with any of 
them, Then for maskinonge, the Muskosh and Moon 
rivers ave first-class, and I can safely say that French 
River cannot be beaten for maskinonge, pike and pick- 
ere] ; and lakes Rosseau, Joseph, Spider, Turtle and Man- 
itowaba, and the hundreds of other smaller lakes cannot 
be touched in the whole Laurentian country for black 
bass fishing. In the autumn deer are plentiful, partridge 
are found everywhere. Moose are killed in the vicinity 
of Lake Nipissing in good numbers, also wild geese and 
ducks. 

The routes to reach these sections are as follows: 
Leaye Toronto per Northern Railway to Grayenhurst, 
thence by steamer to Bracebridge, and then by stage 
fourteen miles to Baysyille, on Trailing Lake, for trout 
fishing on the South Muskoka and North rivers, 
Wor maskinonge fishing on the Muskosh and Moon 

rivers, tale the sleamer from Gravenhurst to Bala, For 
bass fishing on Jakes Rosseau, Joseph and ‘Turtle, take 
steamer from Gravenhurst to ‘ Pratt's.” For trout 
fishing on the Maganetawan and the Nanunataygong, or 
South River, take stage from Pratt’: to Maganetawan 
Village thirty-seven miles, and for South River, stage it 
twenty-four miles further north to Commonda. For 
bass fishing on Spider and Manitowabah lakes, take 
stage from Pratt's to Parry Sound, twenty-four miles; 
and for French River, take steamer from Parry Sound 
to French River. And if the sportsman is not too thin- 
skinned, while the black flies and mosquitos are brows- 
ing around, he will enjoy himself immensely, as hun- 
dreds liave dove before him, Guides and canoes van be 
had at all the different Nei mentioned, Any person or 
varty wishing for further information, Iwill be willing 
and ready to give it. McoGurrin, 
Parry Sound, Ont., Feb, 27th. 

x 
THe Muoswoxa Laknis.—Quebee, Feb, 29th,—Rditor 

Forest and Stream -—A very pleasant summer trip can 
be made at very smiall expense to the back lakes of Mus- 
koka from almost any part of the Northern States. This 
country is as yet virgin forest, broken by mountains and 
dotted with small lakes from the size of a fish pond to 
some of milesinarea, All these lastare full of gray sal- 
mon trout from three to nine pounds in weight, ani also 
of the genuine Salmo fontinalis, which, allow me to say, 
is not a poor liver-fed specimen of his race, but splendie, 
gammy feilows : many of them will tackle 4 balance of fiye 
pounds draught. I myself haye caught them of this 
weiglit several times, and trout from one to three pounds, 
and so plentifnl that they cease to be sport after a time, 
The route: Go to Toronto, take the Northern Railway to 
Bracebridge, fare $4.50, including meal on steamer during 
latter part of journey (lime, seyen hours) ; go from Brace- 
bridge to Baysville, distance twenty miles by wagon, fare 
according to number of party, average price #1; take 
boat to Phillips, at head of lake, fare about same; then get 
Allen, or Alvyen Phillips, to guide, They axe both first- 
class men, and know all the country for 150 miles around, 

They are hunters and trappers by business, and also make 
canoes, buckskin moccasins, etc, Average price for 
three weeks about $30 each for party of, say three, not 
counting fare to Toronto, from point of starting, For a 
larger party the expense is proportionately less, Of 
course this amount only covers the necessaries ; it can be 
mae larger at the option of the parties going. Best time 
from 15th May to 16th July, AU SAUBLE, 
oo 

PRINCE ARTHUR'S LANDING, ONTARIO. 

ORINCE ARTHUR'S Landing is situated on the north shore of 
Lake Superior (200 miles northeast of Duluth), in the District 

of Algona and Provinces of Ontario, Dominion of Canada. Itis 

within eighty miles by water of Nepigon Riyer, the celebrated 

trout grounds, and may be reached from Duluth by Lhe steamers 
of either the Collingwood or Sarnia Lines, two boats of each line 

leaying Duluth eyery week during the season of navigation; or 

the traveler may come by the same lines from either Sarnia or 

Colling wood—these places being reached, the former by the 

Grand Trunk and Great Western railways of Canada, the latter 

by the Northern and Hamilton and Northwestern railways of 
Canada. 
There are two first-class hotels at Prince Arthur's Landing, yiz> 

“'The Queens," James Flaherty, proprietor, and ‘The Pacific,” 
John P. Vigars, proprietor. Board from $1.50 to $2 per day; re- 

duced rates by the week or month. Sail-boat and man may be 

had for $3 perday. In addition thera are three steamers which’ 

may be chartered at from $15 to $30 per day, to convey tourisls to: 

Nepigon aud the outstanding trout streams, of which there ave 

—Carp River, fourteen milés south of Prince Arthur's Landing» 
Mackenzie River, fourteen miles northeast, and Blende Riyer, 

twenty-tive miles in the same direction from here, while MeVie- 

ar’s Creek empties into the buy in the outskirts of the town, and 

Current River, two miles from here. On the latter stroums goo 

fishin may be had by walking out them two to three miles, Aw 

other cveek crosses t colonization road (the Dawson Route) siv 

miles out, and stillanother river (Neebing) crosses the Oliver towns 

slip-road six miles out. The litter stream has hardly ever boen 
fished, owing to there being mo access to the 3ame till last fall 

when the road was built. Of all these streams Carp Rivar is pro 

ably the finest fishing, the largest fish haying baeu caught—p 

four-pounder (trout) being no uncommon ovcnrrence. Ne 
licenses are Yequired to fish any of these streams. The trout 

son from Muy 15th to Sept. 6th. Good sport trolling for ee | 

isti and pike of large size may be had at any timein the Kamin 
quia, three miles from here; while trom Sept. 1st to UOet. ist an 

quantity of salmon trout may be caught trolling in the bay 
adjoining and in Thunder Bay. } 

Partridge and duck shooting may be had, bot to a limiter 
extent, from Sept. Ist on to close of navigation ; and during wint 

ter months caribou shooting is to be had within twenty miles 
But unfortunately we are almost jnacdessible after navicatiqy 

vlosea, us we have no railway until the Canadian Pacific is finished 
which will be in three years, 

I need not speak of Nepigon, which is alrendy so well known " 
the numerous readers of FoRESt AND SrReam, but Twould sw 

this word of warning lo those yoing there, yiz:—Neéyer birys 
licket to Nepigon, for the steamers seldom call there, althoug 

so advertised, The sportsmun's best plin is to purchase a ticke 

to Prince Arthur's Landing only, and if be decides on poing 

Nepigon to charter one of the steamers or asail-boatand BF 
from here there. This will saye numerous disappointments ag 

the probability of heing carried all avound Lake Superior botol 
being landed at Nepigon, if at all. 

Provisions aud supplies of ail kinds, including tenis, may | 

purchased here, but sportsmen would do well to bring their ow 

tackle, as the supply of rods, hooks and lines would not satisfy 

yeteran or even a scientific fishorman, 

Indians and canoes may be had in abundance, there heing @ 
Indian settlement of 300 six miles from here, Any questions wh 

be cheertully answered by inelosing a stamp to tie at Prine 
Arthur's Landing, Thunder Bay, Ontarlo. 

GrorcE T. MARKS 

; 

practical art of fly-fishing, and we accordingly reprod 0 

the tyranny of tackle-makersonsuch amatter. Who hg 

ment and even terrorthe perceptions of so shy a creatu 

banlx when he has essayed to cast for them, where jr 

of a fish than a black or mahogany-colored pole from 

of the sort, cannot well be conceived. There are in if 

and most successful trout-fishers I know casts sidewa 

to reach the margin of the walter; and Iam quite 

almost parallel to the water. This cannot be right 

When you are casting a yery long Jine you must have 

ter I quite object to ; but the question is, What can W 

then, after giving it a light rub of sand-paper so aa | 

<> 

VARNISHED FLY-RODs AND CASTING SIDEWAYS,—F rang] 
Francis is deserving of attention when he balks about 

from our English contemporary the following hints : | 
I have often pondered on the subject of varnished fA 

rods, and wondered why we tamely submit ourselves 

not seen the’ flash of a rod half a mile away? And whale 
such an astonishing thing as a flash of this kind is 
jected on to the water, that it should not fill with amaz 

as a downy old Hampshire trout, is hardly to be 
pected, What angler of any experience has not off 
seen trout bolt ima sudden scare up under some wee 

ably they may have been rising rapidly, just previously} 
And cannot the scare very well be traced or imputed# 
this cause? Anything more calculated to catch the ef 

feet to 15 feet long, varnished so brilliantly that you ¢ 
almost see your face in il, and waying about over | 
head wildly where he is not accustomed to see anythil 

matter two things to be considered, yiz,, first, 
should you waye it over his head at all? and, second 
why should it be black and shining? One of the Bg) 

that is, his rod is rarely upright and seldom oyer 
water—projected at an angle of 45 degs, or thereabol 
from the body ; the red is checked as soon ag it is abi 

that in anything like fine weather or fine water this 5 
is far preferable to the wpright and full sweep wif) 
leaves the rod at the end of the cast projecting over 4 

must, more or legs, stare the fish; and I mean to 
next season and get into that way of casting. Of com 
this is only when you are casting a fairly moderate Uj 

rod upright, or the fly will '‘ take to grass ;” Im then 
fish, being s0 much further off, are less likely #0 
frightened by it. As regards color and varnish, the 

which shall replace it? Ishould like some one better 
in these matiers than Iam to give ihe some adyice hé 
Would it do fo yarnish the plain wood without color, a 

rough it, slightly to paint it over some smoley ov sky-bi 
color? The question is, what color would show le 

Li. + 



against the sky or cloud? I mean to try something of 
this sort, but I should like to try that which has the best 
‘chance of success. FRANCIS PRANCIS, 

es 
F 
, SaLmon-rorsonep Doas,—Portland, Oregon, Feh, 12th, 
-—In a recent issue of your yaluable paper you published 
‘an article from your Coryallis correspondent in relation 
to salmon-poisoning of dogs. The writer stated correctly 
and plainly this strange disease, or rather alfection } but 
in a later article he writes, among other interesting ad- 
ditions to his former article, that he does not know of a 
ease of poisoning by salmon or mountain trout, I have 
seen sucha case, which resulted fatally to the dog affected, 
but it was from the entrails of the salmon trout, Tho cir- 
cumstances are as follows: While fishing in company 
with a friend in M. Creek, about thirty miles from this 
city, we caught quite a number of fine salmon trout, and 
when we returned to the house where we made our head- 
narters, wé cleaned our fish preparatory to packing them 

Th our creels for transportation home; while we were 
thus engaged, a large and fine-looking deer-hound would 
come up occasionally and after smelling around a bit, 
syould swallow the offal of as many fish as we had 
cleaned at the time; he took in all of the entrails of 
eight or ten of fhe fish, and then his appetite for them 
seemed to be satiated, The next morning he seemed un- 
well, and by noon he was continually coughing and’ 
teiching, caused, I suppose, by an atute inflammation or 
irritation of ihe lining membranes of the esophagus ; 
his nose was hot and feverish, at times he would drink 
water with apparent relish, bul would soon vomit it up, 
together with a small quantity of bile, enough to give to 
the matter thus thrown up the characteristic yellowish 
eolor of the aboye mentioned secretion, and showing 
eonclusively that the digestive apparatus was oul of 
order and one of the causes of the sickness, By evening 
dhe was in much distress, his eyes looked sunken and hag- 
gard, his coat was ruffed and had lost its gloss, and he 
hegan to look emaciated, although in good condition 
when he partook of the offal, which, by the way, he 
could not haye taken hecause of any great degree of 
hunger, as he was well cared for and used more as a 
watch-dog than asa hunter. As I returned to my liome 
the following morning I was unable to watch the pro- 
ress of the case, but learned that the dog died three 

Says afterT left. I had seen many cases of salmon sick- 
ness, and lost two dogs from if myself; one of them a 
setter eighteen months old, and the other an Esquimanx 
or Kamschatka dog whose exclusive diet almost was 
fish—chubs and suckers—which I would catch for him, 
but when it came to salmon, which I fed him, supposing 
of conrse thah it would not affect a dog who lived, as it 
were, on fish, he went the way of all good dogs. 

MULTNOMAH, 

The Pacific Life, speaking of this salmon sickness, says 

that the hunters of California and Oregon prevent the 
“trouble ty feeding salmon fonursing puppies, and it does 
them no harm to eat the fish afterward. 
rn 2 ee 

A BOAT IN THREE HOURS, 

Purnanm, Feb, 27th. 

Diilor Forest dnd Strean :-— 
As some of your readers may not have the money to spare to 

buy, or the ¢onveniences to build a boat, I will describe how, 

withsut money, I made one of the best cloth boalsT ever saw. I 

ihad recently returned from the Upper Missouri and had often 

heen in a bull-boat,’ made from the green hide of a buitfalo. 

Tlived near some splendid ponds abounding in trout and other 

fish, and had neither money nor cedar. I found some good hogs- 

head hoops; [ selected the best one; and thew taking tyo strips 

of board fastened them to the keel hoop, which bad been opened 

out so a3 to form a buckhone, bow and stern, to keep it upright. 
T then got about thirty good barrel hoops and tied them all along 

with stout turred twine to the keel hoop,and tivo more hogshead 

hoops, which were tied one end of each to an end of the keel hoop, 
and then bringing the other ends round tied them to the other 

end of the keel—this made the side or rail. The ends or tops of the 
barrel hoops were next tied to these rail hoops, This produced a 
‘skeleton complete, and it looked first-rate. I then pasted some 
eld newspapers together and laid them on the skeleton to peta 

good pattern, and cut some heavy twilled bed-ticking to 1t and 

liad it sewed together, This cover was put on and over the frame, 

and with some old paint [ gayeita good thick coat and allowed 

it todryin the suo. Thusin three hours, from the time the keel 
was lnid, my boat was completed. The same afternoon I made 

my paddles, and next morning, although the paint was not dry, I 

sould wait no longer, but, talking if wpon my shoulders, was awiy 
for the pond. [twas us tight as a bottle, and many 4 fine string of 

trout I eavight with it. I used that boat about two years, and sold 
it to a couple of fellows for three dollars. G. FP, W. 

Che Ziennel. 
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OUR LONDON LETTER, 

TwYFoRD, Berks, England, February, 
Editor Forest wid Stream :— 
As I write, though February is well begun, King Win- 

ter rules us with as firm a swayas ever. Water freezes 
‘fifty times a day in the kennels, and it is impossible to 
swash a dog without endangering his life. But for long- 
coated dogs the daily use of a wide-toothed brush and a 
MIetallic comb serves every useful purpose, so long: as 
they gat plenty of exercise. 
There are, of course, no dog shows of importance ati 

present in this country, and men are filling up their lei- 
sure time by squabbling in the sporting press and pulling 
each other's dogs to pieces. There is some very hard hil- 
ting too, Lassure you, for be they ‘‘gentle or simple,” 
wone fight with such vim and maliciousness as men of 
the canine world, _ 

In your impression of Jan, 14th I find a Mr, G,, Plush- 
ing, L, TL, requesting information about 2 puppy (pointer) 
with crooked legs. Of conrse if, as you presume, he has 
teen kenneling in a barrow, and tying up his puppy, the 
legs will have become mechanically Geanieds On the 

| other hand, the crookedness may he due toa rickatty 
mdition of the boned, This woul, ing sporting puppy, 

hardly admit of 2 eure, and tha quicker) play to get rid 
pf tha disorder would! be to hie the : 
: meG f 

ii ‘ 
wf Incl kage gained by experldues; "4r Te dlegaas is 

es 

dogs. 
the Scotch terriers would make admirable bear-dogs for 
your canebrakes, 
in the States, but haying been out in Greenland for a 
year or two I have enjoyed some splendid sport with the 
great Arctic, or Polar bear, He is probably three times 
as large and at Jeast as fierce as any grizzly I ever read 
of. But we would never think of slipping any large 
breed of dog on him. The following account of a bear- 
hound called Brick istaken from my last book entitled 

Greenland bear-hound. 
Brick was the mosi useful dog, either on the ship or on 

a large dog. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

2, And in those that 
3. Cold is often an ex- 

most common in Ingh-bred dogs. 
have been much bred in-and-in. 
citing cause, and especially the cold of a damp kennel. 
4. Bone meal and Parrish’s chemical food given to the 
bitch while carrying the pups is a preventive. 5, The 
jreatment consists of plenty of govud foud, with bone 
meal in it, iron tonics, cod-liver oil, lime-vater and mill, 
axercise, pure air and friction to the limbs, 

in the same journal W. J. P., of Danbury, says his 
dogs have distemper; that they have inflamed throats, 
Croc p ae of the jaw, and die in a few hours. This sounds 
terribly suspicious, for thesymptoms W. J. P, names point 
to dumb rabies in some form. Danbury yets should ses 
to it. DIsee you prescribe chlorate of potash in the ear- 
lier stage of distemper. I'm glad of this, for L myself 
have found this salt, in conjunction with a little of the 
bicarbonate and the nitrate of potash, almost a specitic 
if taken, orrather given in time. 
Tshould have mentioned that bone meal is nothing 

more or less than fresh bones—not tooth-brush handles— 
well pulverized, 
use in this country, and it is now generally employed as 
= natural adjunct to dogs’ food, Spratt's firm make if 
16re, 

I believe I was the first fo suggest its 

By thewway, [ have heard a deal more ahout the new 
German biscuit farce—‘Macdona plus ye German pro- 
fessor,” 
corner in your next or next, Pil give it. 
may tell you the English public have not been gulled by 
this wonderful ‘cheap food for dogs." 
keep it far away from my kennels, bub send me Spratt 
galore ! 

The story is amusing, and if youll grant me a 
Meanwhile, T 

May the Lord 

Tread with great interest an article of yours on bear- 
Tam fully of the writer's opinion when he says 

T haye no knowledge of bear-hunting 

*Ladies’ Dogs.” It may be of interest to you :— 
‘“Perhaps you never heard of a breed of dog called the 

Be if mine to enlighten you. 

the ice, that T eyer met with. He wasn’t by any means 
As far as I can recollect, he appeared to be 

a breed between a large skye and a Russian retriever. 
From this you can form some notion of his size, his 
shagey coat, his camesomeness, his pluck and his swim- 
ming powers. But it was on the ice after all that Brick 
showed to the greatest advantage, and fully proved his 
claim to the rather high-sounding title of beax-hound, 
Brick had been so often to Greenland that he seemed to 
know all about everything connected therewith, When 
his master, rile in hand and fully equipped, came on 
deck, Brick jumped at once on to the capstan, and (hence 
sprang upon the doctor's shoulders, and so got safely and 
scientifically over the side. 

“Brick efjoyed the sealing, even when there were no 
bears about, but at the heels of Bruin, Brick was quite in 
his element. The skipper assured me that by this dog’s 
agency alone three or four bears at least were bagged 
every year; and before this voyage was over I had ain- 
ple opportunity of secing vhat this statement was in no 
way exaggerated, 
‘A large dow would have had no chance with a Green- 

land bear—not jhe largest dog that ever walked on four 
lees; for any dog of large breed would instantly close 
with the bear, and be torn to pieces In a few seconds, 
But Brick kmew a lrick worth two of that. 
‘Wher this dog saw a bear upon the ice he at once 

fave the alarm, and then went after the enemy ‘like a 
streak of greased lightning’ And here was Brick's 
method of bear-hunting. When Bruin ran, Brick bit 
Bruin’s heels. Bruin, enraged, wheeled round to demol- 
ish Brick, Grick laughed in Bruin’s face, keeping out of 
the way all the same, so Bruin lost precious time, and 
the guns got alongside,” 
And now to conclude this short letter by mentioning 

another matter, The dogs I have sent out to the States 
have given great satisfaction. This gratifies me much. 
In numbers they have been few, in quality good. The 
seeing of a dog fairly started causes me nosmall anxiety, 
expense and trouble, Were I less sensitive in mind I 
might avoid this by starting the animals from my own 
railway station, bul if I let any poor dog go like that I 
wouldn't sleep for a week. So1 maleethe journey (thirty- 
three miles) to London the day previous to the vessel's 
sailing, cab it over the city, and train it next morning to 
the docks. Then there is the butcher—not only to pay, 
but often to bribe, T aiso never fail to make friends with 
some kind-hearted passenger, who, as a rule, promises 
delightedly to look after the export. Haying sven the 
ship off, I've done allIcan, But T often wish I were go- 
ing along with it, And so I have promised myself in 
June or July a little run to New Yorl, Baltimore, etc., 
to see how doy matters stand in the States. This is a 
chance [ think your readers who may wish good peui- 
gree dogsshould not miss. The dogs I really can get good 
for them at reasonable prices are as follows: Beagles, 
Blenheims, King Charleses, bull terriers (either bench- 
ers or fighting dogs), collies (the most fashionable dogs in 
England), dachshunds, terriers (any lind), tnastiffs, St. 
Bernards (they are high-priced, though), Newfoundlands, 
retrievers, pugs, monster Danes, pointers and setters, 1 
don’t advise anybody to import, Coulrers are very diffi- 
eult to get. Deer-hounds, fox-hounds and blood-hounds 
are procurable, but certainly not cheap. Any infornia- 
tion wanted I shall be pleased to give. 

Gorpon Srasues, M, D,, R. N. 
—————— 

Two Ayrcpotrs aBour CoLLEY Doas,—Over forty 
years ago there was a delightfully illustrated bool: pub- 

lished in London by Edward Jesse, author of * Gleanings 
in Natural History,” from which we reproduce the follow- 

ing ascounts of the wonderful instinct of the now fash- 
ionable colley dog :— 
The owner of asheep dog haying bean banged pame 

yepre ago fox chee} stealing, the follosying faot ameng 
others respecting ty Gop! wad authenticated by eyidenae 
nhigiial, Whey fhaiman intended to vical ay sheep 
ie did ot Mo dt hilueulE Hui dabalig’ {hye cle) ty du nt 

and nearly incredible when they are. 

shepherd’s arm atadistance far beyond the sound of 

voice is sufficient to repulate all their movements ; and 

you may see them a mile or two olf, on top of the hills, 

obeying every gesture of their master, pointing out vari- 
ous and complex operations, 

siw a colley once in Perthshire taking a flock of sheep toa 
Palkirk Tryst or Fair; and as the read was dusty he 
chose to indulge his charge occasionally with a bit of 

green wall: and nibble, 

seryed a gapin a hedge he bounded into the field and ran 
on to the far extremity of the route; if he found an 

opening there he returned and drove the sheep into the 
pasture to pick up a little on their way ; if not, he occu- 
pied the gap and resolutely denied them entrance, driy- 
ing them, with barking, along the turnpike road, 
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business. With this view. under pretence of looking at 
the sheep with an intention to purchase them, he went 
throngh the flock with the dog at bis heels, to whom he 
secrelly gave a signal so as to lef him know the individ- 
uals he wanted, to the number of ten or twenty out of a 
flock of some hundreds. He then wentaway, and, at a 
distance of several miles, sent back the dog by himself in 
the night time, who picked out the individual sheep that 
had been pointed out to him, separated them from the - 
flock and droye them before him by himself till he over- 
took his master, 16 whom he relinquished them. 

These creatures perform such acts on the Scottish 

mountains in regard to the guidance and direction of 

flocks that they are utterly incredible without being seen, 

The waving of a 

Mr. Jesse aliirms that he 

To accomplish this, where he ob- 

ees ais *. 

New Yorr Dog SHow.—In addition to the names of 
therailroad companies given last week, letters have been 
received from the following roads, saying that they will 
carry dogs freo to and from the show when accompanied 
by their owners: Great Western R. R. of Canada, Wm, 
C, Edgar, Gen, Pass. Agent. 
New Jersey Midland R. R., J. C, Anderson, Gen. Pass, 

Agent, 
Wabash, St. Louis and Pacific R, R., H, C, Townsend, 

Gen. Pass. Agent. 
Canada Southern R. Rv Frank E. Snow, Gen. Pass, 

Agent, 
Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore, G. A. Dad- 

man, Gen. Pass. Agent. 
Grand Trunk Rh. R. of Canada, W. Wainwright, Gen, 

Pass. Agent. 
Atlantic and Great Western Rt. R., W. B. Shattuc, Gen. 

Pass. Agent. 
Old Colony R. R., J. Sprague, Gen, Pass, Agent, 
Old Colony Steamboat Co., G. L, Conner, Gen, Pass, 

Agent, 
Providence and‘ Stonington Steamship Co., L. W. Fil- 

kins, Gen, Pass. Agent, 
The following Express Companies will, on the payment 

of their usual rates to the show, return dogs free: 
Amerivan, United States, Del. L. & W. andthe “ New” 
Express, bul it must be distinctly understood that the 
companies take no risk, aud dogs to be returned free 
must receive a certificate saying they have been exhibited 
at the show and paid the rates to the show. 

The applications for blank forms have been very 
numerous from all parts, indicating that the show will be 
very large. 

JupDaES.—Mastiffs, St. Bernards, Irish water spaniels, 
clumber and cocker spaniels, fox-terriers, bulldogs, bull 
terriers, pugs, Dandy Dinmonts, terriers and Yorkshire 
terriers—Hugh Dalziel, Esq., Kennel Editor London 
Field, England, 

Newfoundlaunds, Siberians, grey-hounds, deerhounds, 
dachsbunds, collies, King Charles and Blenheim spaniels 
Japanese spaniels, Italian grey-hounds, Scotch terriers, 
Skye terriers and toy terriers—Dr, Gordon Stables, Sur- 
geon Royal Navy, England, : 

Native English setters—S, T, Hammond, Wsy., Spring- 
field, Mass,, and Hon, John §. Wise, of Virginia, with 
Hugh Dalziel as referee. 
Imported English setters, black-and-lan settors, red. 

Trish setters and pointers—Hugh Dalziel, Nsq.; 8, T. 
Hammond, Esq,.; Hon. John 8. Wise, 

—_——$—_—_ 

Entries ror THE DerBy.—New York, March 9th. 
The following entries for the Field Trial Derby of the Na- 
tional American Kennel Club have been received up to 
this date: Black snd white ticked setter dogs Dashing 
Chief (Dash IIT.-Dora IT), Dashing Jewell (Dash TIT.- 

Phoebe) ; liver and white ticked setter dog Dashing Jerry 
(Dash IIL-Phosbe); black and white ticked setter dogs 
Dashing Joker and Dashing Joe (same parentage); Count 
Bick (Dash I11.-Countess I1.), Count Tick (Drake-Vesta), 
Count Tell (Drake Ada); black and white ticked setter 
bitches Countess Clytie (Dash IIT,-Countess IT.), Countess 
True (Drake-Gountess Ada). All the aboye entered by 
the Harvard Kennel Club of Boston, Mass. Cécile (Mor- 
ford’s Don—Raymond’s Fairy), orange and white set- 
ter bitch, entered by Mr. Robert Sewell, New York 
City ; Duke of Austertitz (Guy Mannering-Abbey), setter 
dog, and Ballyhale (sxoxe parentage), setter dog; Bellina 
(same parentage), setter bitch, entered by Mr. Wh, C. La 

Mentagne, New York City; Lady Caprice (same parent- 
age), setter bitch, entered by Chas. De Ronge, Short 
Hills, N, ¥., Prye and Rock (Don-Fairy), setter dogs, en- 
tered by Mx. Theo, Morford, Newton, N. Mi 

OAS. Dm RONGEH, Sec*y N. A, K, C. 
— 

* GockERS FOR \WoopcocK AnD GRrousn.—Hornellsville, 
N. Y., Mare 8th.—t have had some experience with 
dogs for grouse, woodcock, squirrels, etc., and I haye 

learned this fact, thata cocker spaniel is the best, In 

fact 1 bolieve a cocker spaniel 10 be the best dog for gen- 

eral use there is. They are not too large to keep in the 

house, are good watch dogs, are faithful and kind to 

children, and can be taught all kinds of tricks easily 

They cannot be beat on ruffed grouse and woodcock, 

They hunt and retpieve naturally, and will run rabbits 

ood (although I never allow mine to do so). I do not 

Think it hurts them to tree squirrels, They do not nead 

from six to twelve months’ training before they are fit for 

anythin, A cocker will do good wark when.six months 

ald, thed one last mamner which was poy fiva months 
ald Aug: det, whem the woodeook engion opened; and the 
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first day she had four woodcock killed over her and re- 
trieved them all. She was hunted almost every day 
through the open season, and had over 150 ruffed grouse 
and woodcock killed over her. JOHN. 

—— 

FRCUNDATION AFTER SPAVING.— Ithaca, N, Y.,Feb. 27th. 
—I have read several articles in your paper in regard to 
bitches bearing puppies after heing spayed, which induces 
me to tell you of a similar case that occurred here, A 
gentleman living here had a spaniel bitch spayed when 
she was seven months old. When she was one year old 
she had a litter of puppies, but has never been in heat 
since. POINTER, 

The above only corroborates what we have already 
said, which appeared in issue of January 15th, 7, e.: ** If 
the ovaries were removed as thoroughly as you say, we 

yery much doubt her ever having a second litter, It 

must be remembered that the dog’s cestrum occurs only 

about twice a year, and it is possible that her condition 
at time of spaying was physiologically such as to permit 

ofoyum fecundation. The similar operation upon the 

opposite sex has often left the power to procreate once— 
at least it has been so reported.” Complete removal of 

the ovaries will certainly prevent fecundation. 
eS 

KENNEL NOTES, 

WHELPs,—JVelly I7.—Mr. A. B. Godeffroy’s English setter Nelly 

TI. whelped seven puppies, three dogs and four bitches, by Decimal 

Dash, 
(ucen—Mr. A, B. Godeffroy’s champion pointer Queen whelped 

eleyen puppies, by Croxteth ; all dead but tio. 

Moya—Mr. A. E. Godeffroy’s red Irish setter Moya whelped seven 
pulps, four dogs and three bitches, by Rover II. 
Daisy—Mr. C. H. Thomas’ red Irish setter bitch Daisy whelped, 

Web. 15th, ten pups (eight dogs, two gyps), by Grouse; gyps dis- 

posed of; rest doing jell, 

Brup.—Sill-Decimal Dash--Mr, A. E. Godeffroy’s blue Belton 

Silk to Decimal Dash. 

Dora-Crozteth—Mr. A. BH, Godeffroy’s pointer bitch Dora to 

Croxteih. 
Flirt-Captain—Mr. A, E. Godeffroy’s cocker bitch Flirt to Mo- 

Koon’s Captain. 
Jaunty-Faust—St. Louis Kennel Club's liver and white pointer 

bitch Jaunty to Faust. 

Fanny-Victor—Samuel Rissel’s beagle bitch Fanny to Pownall 
& Elmore's Victor, by imported Rattler-Bluebell, Feb. 28th. 

Beauty-Victor—George Pownull’s beagle bitch Beauty, second 

prize winner at Philadelphia show, 1879, to Pownall & Elmore's 

Victor, hy imported Rattler-Bluebell, March Ist, 1850, Christiana, 

Lancaster County, Pa. 
Pct-Don—E. F, Mercilliott’s (N. Y.) Pet to Morford’s Don; Don 

out of champion Grace by P. H. Morris’ Lark. 

Rambler-F'ly.—The imported stud-beagle Rambler, belonging to 

the Montclair Hunt, of Montclair, N. J., has just returned from a 

yisit to Mr, John Whitaker's beagle-bitch Fly at Philadelphia, Pa. 

Sauus.—Mr. L. H. Smith, of Strathroy,Ontario,has just sold Mr. 

A. H. Moore, of Philadelphia, 2 brace of bitches, young sisters to 

Lass O'Gourie, for $1,200, and they are now probably in Mr. M.'s 

kennels. Itis said no dogs, for beauty, ever left Mr, Sinith’s kken- 

nels which ave their equal. 

Carlow—Mr. H, 0. Beyering, of Warsaw, Wis., bought on March 

2d the liver and white cocker spaniel dog Carlow, whelped March 

1sth, 1879, out of Bess, formerly owned by Mr. W. BE. Shedd, Wal- 

tham, Mass.; by Captain. 

NAMES CuAtMED.—Mr. D. P. Bosworth, New York, claims the 
following names for his cocker spaniel puppies, out of Clare, by 

Mr, Wm. Goff’s Dandy, whelped Dec, 17th, 1879: Dandy IL, Clare 

IL, Cricket, Pete, Psyche, Tansy. 

Woman's Column. 
= 

CANOEING ON TH! DERWENTWATER, 

URING a trip through England last spring my hus- 
band and myself visited the lakes about the middle 

of May, when everything was at the height of its loveli- 
ness, as is usually the case at that season. 

Our first stop was at Keswick, on the Derwentwater, a 
neat little English town, under the shadow of Skiddaw, 
a mountain of considerable height, although it might not 
appear of much importance to an American. Southey 
lived in Keswick a number of years. The lake is almost 
surrounded by high hills, and has three picturesque 
islands; one of these was formerly the residence of the 
Earls of Derwentwater, but is now completely deserted. 
We found any quantity of various kinds of boats to hire 
for excursions on the lake. Onur choice fell on two Rob 
Roy canoes. The English ladies are particularly fond of 
canoeing ; it is really astonishing the ease and grace with 
which some of them handle the double paddle. Afteran 
easy pull of three miles we arrived at the end of the lake, 
which is only three miles long by one wide, We hauled 
our canoes up on the pebbly beach and walked about a 
quarter of a mile to the Falls of Lodore, immortalized by 
Southey’s poem, ‘‘ How Does the Water Come Down at 
Lodore.” -Here we crossed a running brook, where we 
saw the speckled trout darting about in the shadows. 
How we did wish sea rodand reel, and that the streams 

i all preserve: . 
Pr ccagatany down the Borrowdale Valley for two miles 
and a half we came to the Bowder Stone—an immense 

rock, thirty-six feet high, sixty-two feeb long, weighing 

two thousand tons, They say it was carried there during 

the glacial period, but more probably lias rolled down 

from one of the mountains. The valley is rather narrow, 
walled in on both sides by high cliffs, and considered 
more beautiful than any other in the lake district. 
We took dinner at the Lodore Hotel, then launched our 

canoes, but didn’t have such an easy pull back to Kes- 
_ wick, for the wind was blowing hard, and had raised a 
little sea, that occasionally washed over our boats. We 

were nearly half an hour trying to weather one point; 

finally had to give it up and make a carry across the said 

penethe on we landed on St. Hubert’s Island to gather 

flowers, for in some places it was nearly covered with 
rimxroses, grow ing down almost to the water's edge, 
y husband brought out a small portable camera, which 

es 
FOREST AND STREAM. 

he had stowed away in the forward part of his boat, and 
took a good negatiye, with the canoes in the foreground, 
the lake, the opposite shore and mountains beyond. We 
again took to our boats, and aller a short paddle we 
reached our hotel in time for tea and hot muffins, which 
they know how to make in Keswick to perfection. 

ISYACK, 

Argherp. 
PRIVATE PRACTICE CLUB. 

SINSE the publication of the constitution and rules of the Pri- 
\ vate Practice Club in your issue of Feb. 12th the Secretary has 
been in receipt of hundreds ot letters of inquiry with reference to 

the purposes of the club, and how membership could be secured 

To every one of these he has given a reply, with full particulars, 
and seyeral archers have attached themsolyes to the club, and 

very many more haye indicated their intention to join during the 
next month. The club now has the following membership, 
divided among the three first classes :— 

First class—T. R. Millard, Will. H. Thompson, Maurice Thomp- 

son, J. D, Patterson, Tac Hussey, Geo. F. Henry, BE, B. Weston, 

0. W. Kyle, Edwin Devol, Lorenzo Deyol, Theo. MeMechan. 

Second class—E. T. Church, W, P. Lacey, G. W. Sherman, . §. De 
Graff, C. BH. K, Baxter, frank H. Walworth, L, L. Peddinghaus, 
C. J, Slack. 

Third class—E, P. Chester, C. C. Moore, C, G. Hammond, B.F. 
Wells, J. B. Deyol, Howard Fry. ~ 

So shoria time has elapsed since the publication of the consti- 

tution and the rules that few haye had opportunity to join, umd 

of those who haye become members several haye been preyeuted 

by stress of weather from shooting any scores. The state of the 

weather also accounts for the fact that nearly all the shooting: has 

been at the 60-yard range. The shooting ¢rounds haye been so 

wet, the winds so boisterous, and the weather so generally bad 

that members haye done little at the long ranges. Considering 

the disadvantages under which the shooting has been done, the 

shooting is a surprisingly good one, the ayerage of the entire 

Scoring in the three classes at 60 vards being within asmall frac- 

tion of 77 points with each 24 arrows. From such a beginning it 

is safe to predict that during the summer this general ayerage will 

be raised to 100 points. Itwill be interesting to note the advanze- 

ment in this general average of all the shooters. The Secretary 

cannot but remark the evident value of each member endeayer- 

ing to shoot the York Round regularly through, beginhing with 

the 100-yard range whenever it is at all practicable to doso. As 

the scoring is much more easily reported thus, the practice is yery 
much better for the shooter, and certainly more in accord with 
the spirit of the P. P. C. 

The Secretary begs to say that since itis not clear from ¢he Jan- 

fuage of the constitution and rules of the club as to whether a 

York Round is to be made up by the Secretary from n shooter's 

report, out of detached scores shot at the different ranges upon 
different days, when nothing appears to show that such ranges 

were consecutively shot, he has construed the meaning to be 

that each York Round, whichis shot as a round consecutively, 

and reported as a round, shall be recordedas a York Round; but 
otherwise, detached scores at any of the ranges which were not 

skot in sequence will not be so reported, but will have placeas 
of that range only. The York Rounds, which are shot as such, 

should bereported with the 100-yard range first, tllen the 80-yard 

range, followed by the 60-yard range, The scores of the York 

Rounds shot by the members from Marietta, Ohio, were thus shot 

and reported, and their exainple is commended, 

The Secretary further re(juests that each archer who does not 

shoot a York Round through will endeavor to shoot one of the 

ranges through—that is, either 72 arrows at 100 yards, 42 arrows at 

80 yards, or 24 arrows at 60 yards. The shooting of a fractional 

number of arrows at any range adds much to the difficulties of 

the Secretary in making wp the averages of each shooter, Tn 

this repori some fractional arrows, such as “8 shots xt 100 yards," 

have been omitted, though in the final report of the Secretary, 
upon which the prize awards are made, they willbe recorded. An- 

other matteris especially pressed pon the attention of members 

—to see thit their scores are correctly reported. Jn the reports 

to the Secretary for February, no less than seven impossibilities 

occur. Thus one archer reports 12 hits, 49 seore; another, 1% 

hits, 41 score; another, 18 hits, 97 score, and other similar mis- 

takes. Of course, these records cannot be true, asno even num- 

ber of hits can make an odd number in score, and vite versa. Now, 

since the mistake would be just as likely to ocour without appear- 

ing in this impossible form, itis presumable that there are as 

many more mistakes which the Secretary cannot discover, 
Archers should certainly be more careful in their reports. Since 

the Secretary did not wish t record ascore in animpossible form, 

and supposing the mistakes to be smitll, hea has penalized such 
mistakes by deducting one point from each score s0 reported, so 

ag to make the hits and score uppear consistent. Thus the score 

18—97, was corrected to 18—U6. 

Such a penalty is surely not unfair, since it isthe error of the 

archer reporting the score, and since technically such a score 
could be disregarded entirely, Itis to be hoped that arvhers will 
yery arefully examine their reports before sending them to the 
Secretary. Itisalso ureéd upon members that they mail their 
reports to the Secretary at once upon the closiny of each month, 

as il requires much labor at his hands to prepare his monthly re- 
ports, and he should receive each archer’s report by the 4th of the 

month. 
Below are the scores :— 
up ; CLASS 1. 

&. B. Weston, Highland Park, [l.—24 arrows at.60 yards :—15-fl, 
19-87, 18-00, 18-64, 19-101, 21-105, 16-78, 20-62, 14-68, 10-G1, 16-60, 21-97, 

14-56, 16-70, 18-66, 21-89, 16-78, 13-51, 17-61, 16-70, 19-95, Average, Tit. 
Maurice Thompson, Crawfordsville, Ind.—48 arrows at Bb) 

yards :—34-144. Average, 144. 24arrows at 60 yards :—20-90, 31-109, 
W7-81, 22-106, 21-105, 21-98, 20-88, 22-110, 19-79, 21-125, 1-85, 21-103, 

22-102, Averare, 98 12-13, 
0. W. Kyle, Highland Park—#4 arrows at 66 yards :—19-83, 23-109), 

17-63, 18-82, 16-52, 19-77, 17-7, 28-151, Average, 84. 

Will Ii. Thompson, Crawfordsville, Ind.—72 arrows of 10 yards: 

—24-84, 26-86, 29-138, 21-88, Avyeraze, ¥7, 46 arrows at $0) yards :— 

85-145. Average, 145. 24arrows at 60 yards:—18-76, 21-101, 21-99, 

21-77, 21-105, 20-110, 21-121, 23-131, 21-109, 22-08, 8-108, 22-98, 24-112, 
21-85, 22-120, 22-108, 20-122, 28-125, 28-09, 22124, 20-90. Average, 

106.47. 
Wadwin Devol, Marietta, Ohio—36 arrows at 80 yards;—51-183. 

Average (vith 48 arrows), $1. 24 arrows at 60 yards :—21-107, 19- 

115, 20-94, 18-96. Average. 103. 
Lorenzo D. Deyol, Marietta, Ohio—48 arrows at 80 yards —2-11, 

96-110, Average, 1104. 24 arrows at 60 yards:—li-78, 22-82, 18-12. 

Ve! The 
“i 4 = Se Lawrenae, Kan.—72 arrows at 100 yurds ;—11-41 ; 
24 arrows at 100 yards —4-20, Average (per 7? arrows), 551. 48 ar 
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rows at 80 yards :—-36, 15-51, 10-46 (f shots), 3-8. Average per 48 
arrows, 4. 24 arrows at 60 yards :—13-59, 20-84, 10-40, 14-57, 0-23, 

18-55, 15-75, 17-65, 13-59, 14-72, 14-40, 12-40 (8 shots), 2-4. Average, 
623-18. 

Tac Hussey, Des Moines, Iowa—48 arrows at 80 yards :—20-92, 

21-0, 27-105, 23-89. Average, 964. 24 arrows at 60 yards+—20-104, 
22-102, 22-110, 29-90, 20-104, 22-86, 17-55, 18-06, 21-123, 22-123, 18-86, 
19-75, 19-88, Average, 95 5-13. 

CLASS I. 
Frank H. Walworth, Saratoga, N. ¥.—24 arrows at 6) yards — 

16-60, 15-43, 18-76, 18-82, 12-48, 15-51, 18-f4, 16-68, 15-58, 20-84, 14-50, 
14-42, 18-78, 16-58, 12-30, 15-71, 18-74, 18-80, 19-97, 19-97, 17-77. Aver- 
age, 66 1-7, 

0. G, Slack, Marietta, Ohio—York Rounds :— 
Feb, 28d—100 yards, 12-42; 0 yards, 18-72; 60 yards, 

round, 47-188, 

Feb. 25th—100 yards, 19-79; 80 yards, 18-41; 60 yards, 9-37. Total 
round, 41-157. 
Feb. 27th—100 yards, 19-65; 80 yards, 25-097 60 yards, 14-54. otal 

round, 58-218, 48 arrows at 80 yards :—20-68, 14-44. 80 yards ayer- 

age, 64 4-5. 24 arrows at 60 yards :—19-69, 16-58, 15-63, 6) yards 

average, 63}, 

L, f.. Peddinghaus, Marietta, Ohio—York Rounds :— 

Feb, 744—100 yards, 50-96; 80 yards, 25-03; G0 yards, 22-104, Total 
75-293. 
Feb. 25th—100 yards, 32-128; 80 yards, 35-187; 60 yards, 22-120. 

Total 89-385. 

Feb, 27th—100 yards, 41-163; 80 yards, 86-178; 60 yards, 19-105. 

Total 96-446. Average York Round, 3743. Average at 100 yards, 
129. Average at 80 yards, 136. Average at 60 yards, 1093. In the 

last score at 80 yards this archer got three golds al an end. 

Parm 8. De Graff, Charlotte, Mich.—?4 arrows at 60 yards ;—18- 
102, 21-89, 18-58, 21-87, 20-06, 16-84, 20-86, 18-68, 23-118, 17-98, 17-77, 
20-88, 16-90, 20-74, 20-98, 19-91. Average, 87. 

RT. Church, Charlotte, Mich.—?4 arrows at 60 yards:—17-93, 22- 

110, 16-48, 18.68, 15-73, 16-72, 17-87, 1-84, 20-96. 11-47, 21-101, 1-97, 
19-73, 18-84, 21-107, 18-92, 14-48, 14-50, 18-70, 20-102, 18-76. Average, 

7919-21. 

j-69, Total 

CLASS If, 
E, P. Chester, Lawrence, Kans.—72 arrows, 100 yards :—§-18, Ay- 

erage, 18. 45 arrows at 80 yards:—I7-57, 21-79, 11-52, +8. Average 

49. 24 arrows at 60 yards:—L260, 14-5, 16-78, 16-70, 12-52, 10-48, 6-30 
10-40, 4-22, 15-55, 9-33. Average, 49 5-11. 

J, B. Deyol, Marietta, Ohio.—?4 arrows at 60 yards ;—15-67, 12-48. 
Average, ii. 
Edward I, Wells, Marietta, Ohio :— 

YORE ROUNDS, 
100 Fards. 80 Yards. 60Yards. Total. 

20-fb 18-65 52-17 
10-40 12-82 28- a8 
16 fit 18-61 44-1 

Average round, 148. 74 arrows at 68 yards:—18-94, 19-87, 15-69, 
14-64, 18-80. Average at 100 yards, 414; average at 80 yards, 53hy 
average at 60 yards, 60}. . 

C. G. Hammond, Highland Park, Tll.—%4 arrows at 60 yards :— 
14-58, 12-68, 1-14, 14-80, 12-30, 15-67, 10-50, 13-69, 11-68, 12-54, 15-37, 7-19, 

12-5, 0-57, 10-34, 13-55, 7-27, 14-58, 16-50, 15-63. Average, 402, 

Wis. H. THOMPSON, Secretary and Treasurer P. P. Club, 
> 

New York Arcunry Crie,—Last Saturday evening the return 

match between this club and the Ascham Archers, of Brooklyn, 
E, D., took plice at the Ninth Regiment Armory. In the original 

match there wore four gentlemen and tyo ladies on each team, 
but Saturday evening only one lady contested from euch chib 
owing to sickness of one of the Aschams’ flair archers. ‘he Now 

York Club bad prepared everything in good shupe for the revep- 

tion of their guests from across the river, and after the arrival 

of the latter, both teams practised u little before commencing the 

triaLofthe evening. At 8 o’clockshooting commenced, The hall 
presented # fine appearance, being filled with a large number of. 
spectators drawn together to witness the first exhibition of the 
kind in this city. The interest taken and the pleased looks indi- 

cated that archery hus already taken a good hold upon the peo- 

ple, and hereafter we may see nt affairs of this kind much larger 

numbers. Tt is something for the New York Archery Club to ba 

proud of, to be able to say they were the first ulub to introduce 

this royal sport to the public of the City of New York. The 
Ascham Archers haying lost the first match, naturally perhaps 
felt ns though they would like to win the second, thus causing 
the third one necessary. But the New York boys (and girls) did 
their best to retain their prestige, which they accomplished in 

good form, Although better scores were made by all of those 

contesting atter the match was over, still the record below shows 

a great improvement on the part of both clubs since their last 
match. 

After the match sides were chosen, ineluding archer guesta 

from the Brooklyn Club, and the sport indulged in until 11 
o'clock, 

The New York Club meets every Saturday eyening at the Ninth 
Regiment Armory, where they are pleased to see visitors, 

The following are the scores of each team :— 4 

NHW YORK TEAM—30 YARDS, 90 ARnOW:. 
— Uounds—, Titts, Total. 

5 100 Ti él ( 
-+- 14 165 = 200 tat) bad 

- 160 Tid 1i6 a9 Ay 
= eee cal V5 lil &7 ART 

SES Bae J14 Tt 159 Bg 

Totals, .......-ce00e vestere 146 749 85GB 
ASCHAM ARCHERS—30 YARDs, 00 ARROWS. 

, ——Rounds—, ix, Total. 
Miss Vonder Luke... ....::2.,.. 105 1h6 103 mit Tote 
Mr, Browne'. .}).0)25 1 49168 80 406 
Mr. Clipman,.,, 150 158 85 461 
Mr, Geyer)... —- . ee a Tas 4g) 87 4560 
Mir. Merk ¢-25 2 eee 148 150 8l 

TtGpa tas Seen ae a eee 764 7B og Be 

ARCHERY SCORING, 

New ¥ Feb. \¢ 
Enditer Forest and Stream :— aS 
Mhe discussion of irchery scoring hasnow adyancedso far that 

a changeis probable in the nearfuture. Thatitisa question o 
widespread interest is proyed by the communications from the 

East, from Mlinoisand from far-off California. After Mr. Hrown- 
ell’s opening article the writer stated the negative arguments in! 
turn, forthe purpose of bringing it to an issue, and proyoking di 

cussion. Mr, Brownell has ably stated the numerical argumen 

in fayor of a change. Myr. “ Pacific Poor-Shot"—' Poor” is 
doubted—has addeda tew spicy remarks upon the sanie side, ani 
“th, Rt. W.' bas contributed a noyel method of corrections to Pp 
fially obliterate “ chance” at the longer ranges. 
AJl this is excellent, but why stop uta change in numbering 

Why not makes thorough alteration of colors, as well as nun, 
ber ? Gold, red, blue, black and white is a matter of toxopnility 
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itimentand tradition, as well as 4,7, 6,81. Ti weare to change 

rscoring for a better und fairer method, why not change our 

Tone colors as well, and adopt the best combination without re- 

Answers to Correspondents. 
——_——_—_ ~ 

oc tosentiment or tradition? 

AdLarchers who use the longer ranges know that beyond sixty 
“or seventy yards the apparent diameter of the targetis so reduced 

“as to practically prevent aiming distinctly at the gold. he aim 
7s tt the target asa whole, because the colors are so blended and 

Beauced by distance that the Him must be at the target, and not 

atany small portion. At eighty yards, to aimat the old and to 
‘aim ai the target are, inordinary daylight, synonymous, while by 

igoslight the same effect results at a nearer distance. 
Now, if, instead of the gold with its concentric colored circles, 

“We shouldface our targets with white canvas haying a central 

“spot of black ten inches ora footin diameter, and jhe remaining 
“spice divided into four rings of equal width by narrow concen- 

trie lines of black, should we not have a mark which, if any dis- 

tance, would offer one well-delined, prominent center for our 

aim? And sucha target, numbered from 5 to J, woulda be avail- 
‘able for all times and places, and to 4 large degree destroy the 
“undue yalue of chance hits. 8.5. R. 

(GE> Correspondents who may send us their proper 

name and address will always receive prompt cttentian 

in these columns. We require a man’s name for two rea- 
sons; (1) sometimes as a guarantee of good faith, and (2) 

always asa matter of common courtesy, As a rule we 

do not reply to inauiries by muil, except in cases demand- 

ing immediate advice, 
_—_—>>—_. 

J. M. 0., New York.—See another answer. 

F. W.—Huve written to the Treasury Department for tha Infor- 

mation desired. 

St. WARNS, Dansyille, N. Y.—The Baltimore Bench Show was 
held in 1878, April 28d to 26th. « 

J.¥., New York.—We should advise yon to take a Winchester 

rifle for grizzly bear shooting. 

J.S.G., Union Church, Miss.—We shall be pleased to publish 

your club scores. There isno charge. 

R.&.. Vernon, N J,—Quail ean be boughtof Messrs, Whitley & 

Morris, 218 Washington street, New York. 

E. W. M., Philadelphia, Pa—The choice between the guns is, 1 

matter of taste, asis also the style of uction. 

J, W. Faicohild, Wis—There is no book specially prepared fora 

game-score book. You may use an ordinary blank memorandum 

book. 

FE. M. W.—t'o preserve tents from mildew apply the recipe pub- 
lished in the “ Cabin Locker » of ouryachting columns, issue Feb, 

2th. vo apply parafiin, melt it and apply while hot. 

J. M. D,, Jr., Yale College, New Haven.—Good duck shooting 

near New York may be found on Long Island. See the reports in 

our game columns. 

Foresiquv.—You may find grouse and quail shooting in Maine 

in thé fall. Goin September or October. The season extends 

from Sept, Ist to Dec, Ist. 

P. 8. W., Clarion. Pa—l. For Cones’ book see our Natural His- 
tory column. 2. Tell us where you want to go duck shooting and 

we may help you. 

0. D. L., Swedesboro, N. J.—The trout fry advertised by Thomp- 

son Bros., of Aquetong Ponds, New Hope, Pa., will do well in 
your ponds, and we should advise you to try them. 

Bos Warr, Omaha, Neb.—You are mistaken about our prize. 
We did not make such proposition, but we shall be glad to hear 

from you nevertheless, 

T. D. McA., Middletown, O.—Conlin fof this city publishes his 

own targets, and you may procure them direvtly of him. Write 

to James 8. Conlin, Rifle Gallery, Broadway, New York. 

A. 8. H., Van Ettenyille, N. Y—You will find instructions In 

fishing and hunting in Hallock's “Sportsman's Gazetteer." Mor 
small game ulso consult Bogardus’ ‘ Field, Cover and Trap Shoot- 
ing.” 

PF, B, J., Plattsburg, N-¥.—1. We cannot tell from the?pattern 

whether your gun is full-cholked or not, 2. You can safely use 

the 5-dras. powder, 1jo%. shot, bul you will find it probably too 

much for your shoulder. 

B. L. F., Boston.—We know nothing of any such gun maanufac- 
turedin America, By writing to the advertisers of this style of 

gun you will receive circulars setting forth what is claimed for 
it. We shall shortly discuss the subject. 

Sr, HaLns, Rochester, N. ¥.—In what class in the coming’ show 
should [enter my white and black ticked sefter bitch Pearl, by 
Whitman's Grouse, out of Valentine’s Nellie? Ans. Native Eng- 

Hkh Cluss, 

CG. GC. B., Washington, C. W., Ohio.—Will you give me iu brief 
the characteristics of the Beltoustrain of setters? I haye one by 

imported Belton, said to be out of imported Rose. Ans, See 

FOREST AND StneAm, Feb. 1th, 1878, and Web. ath, 1880. 

F,, Baltimore.—Please inform me whether there is any work 

which treats of sport with rod and gunin California. Ans. None 

that we know of. The files of the Forrsr AND STREAM contain 

articlés concerning almost eyery kind of California sport. 

B. W. 8., New York City.—The address of man asked for, the 
trainer, [s Drownyille, KR. 1. His charge for breaking is $12 

per month, with the understanding that he is to have dog one 
year. 

Kinas County.—We publish the article elsewhere, and should 

haye rendered tinto Cesar the thing which belongs to Cesar did 

it bear his superscription, You will greatly oblige by sending us 
the omitted address, 

G. B, M., Raleigh, N. C—The Winchester, 78, is as accurate as 

any gun carrying the same charge of powder and lead. There 

can be no question as to iis accuracy at 200 yards. The price of 

gun asked in round barrel is $31; in octagon barrel, $37; both 

models, '%6, 44-00, 

A.S,5.,Philadelphia, Pa.—You may find the picture, “A Priendly 

Service,’ by consulting some of the déalers in pictures and prints. 

We haye no means of ascertaining its author. hea cut in the 

Forusr anpD StRHAM was reproduced from an engraying iu a 

Freoch sporting paper. 

J.W.M.and 0. H.J., Boston, Mass—1, We know nothing of 

the révolver. 2. You will not find any shootingin Noya Scotia 

in July and August. Later you may have moose, caribou, part- 

ridge, woodcock, snipe and teal shooting, Non-residents are re- 

quired to take out alicanse fee, $20. 

R. M, L., Torresdale, Pa.—Wiite to Dr. Gordon Stables, Twy- 
ford; Berks, England; be ean procure the dog you wish at a rea- 

sonable price, Dy. Stables will visit this country in the early 

summer and Intends bringing ayer a number of selected dogs of 
different breeds, 

0. W., Minnesota dunction,—We know nothing of the book you 

inquire for, If you wish instructions in shooting, by Bovardus’ 

“Tield, Goyer and Trap Shooting.” ‘The firms whose names you 
will find in onr advertising columns, publish catuloeues of their 

goods. By sending for these and cousulting them, you will find a 
shoiee of firearms. 

R.M. B., Philadelphia, Pa.—t. For 12-caliber, 8} lbs, yun, use 2 
to 3idrs. of powder, Jozs,shot, Uhe ordinary powder you will 
find satisfactory. 2. If your gun is choke-bored, it will have 

stamped on the barrels * Not for ball.” 3, Ifa cylinder-bore, you 
may safely have it converted into A choke-hore. Syuires, No.2 

Cortlandt atreel, will doit. Cost, $2.40 per barrel. 

<> 

OnTO Srave ARCHERY AssocraTron.—The Executive Commit- 
tee, and the delegates of the yarious archery clubs throughout 

“the State of Ohio, will convene at the Gibson House, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, on the 17th of March, for the election of new officers, etc., 

‘and selecting a place for the holding of the second Grand Annual 

‘State Tournament, Clubs throughout the State that are not yet 
“members of the Ohio State Archery Association should make 
application at) once to the Corresponding Secretary, My. Chas. 

Welker, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Cricket. 
a 

: COLUMBIA COLLEGE CRICKET CLUB. 

Tt is yery gratifying to state that the Columbia Collewe Cricket 
“Whab, of this city, is ina fair way for snecess. The membership 

will be largely increased this coming season, and a genuine spirit 
and interest will be aroused in the college thereby. We may say 
that the past season was as successful as could be expected under 

the circumetandes, and we cannot compliment Mr. G. Hyde-CGlarke 

too highly for the tact which he has shown in bringing about such 

1 excellent result, The establishment of cricket in the college 
ails heen due entirely to his perseverance. He is an excellent 
iptain aud he possesses a full knowledge of the game. The club 

46 organized last spring after the first match, on May lst, versus 

namalgomated tirst and second eleven of the Statsn Island; it 

aad then that Mr. Hyde-Clarke was elected President and Cap- 

; Mr. J. P. Conoyer, lute from St. Paul's School at Concord, 
W. H., Vice-President; Mr. W. F. Morgan, Secretary—Treasurer. 

ut Of the whole vollege just eleyen men took up the game, of 

hich four had neyer played cricket before, and most: of the 
ihers but yery little; infact the only three that had played reg— 

ly were Messrs. Hyde-Clarke, Conoyer and Egan. Besides 

iese there were the two Morgans, De Forest and Emmet, \jwho 

chad played at school; and the rest of the eleyen, Herrick, Barnes, 
Vorrey and Weaver, who had neyer played. The regular bowlers 

Were the three first-uamed, while Morgan, 8r., Barnesand Weayer 

rere tied at different times. Inthe batting ayerages Wyde-Clarke 

gine first, followed closely by Hgan, both securing double figures, 
‘Conover did not play up to his standard, while the two Morgans 
‘and De Forest showed the next best batting form. The fielding 

was veuerally fair at all times, Conover and Torrey especially 

distinguishing themselves in this line. Herrick made runs in 
Philadelphia in the Pennsylyania University match, as did alsu 

Barnes; but the style was essentially base-ballish, Ail hands 
showed their intention of becoming cricketers by practicing reg- 
arly. The short season in the autumn being particularly 

ncouraginy, the old team not only turned up again, bull inuny 

ey hands talsing hold; and we expect there will be no little com- 
elitiou for places on the team this spring. 
‘The one inter-collece match was the one alluded to above 
vith the University of Pennsylyania, the Philadelphians win- 

ning by 82 runs. For Columbia College Hyde-Clarke secured 
and 10; Bean, 15 and 14; Herrick, 6 and 10, and Darnes,1 and 

fHotout. Lhe principal scorers on the University side were 

B. Thayer, 14 and 38, and G, Murphy, 11 and 43, Thayer and 
fyde-Clarke doing the best with the ball. The University eleven 

I] he inyiled to visit New York in Juneot this year, and the 
amutch will become an annual fixture. 
usd promote the desiredinterest it is proposed thatthe eleyen 

should take a trip to Albany, Bostun and Concord before the 
natch yersus Penusylyania University takes place. As it seems 

impossible to convince the Central Park Rip Van Wiukles that 
Whe college boys will dono harm to the turf which was originally 
laid out for the nse of the cricketers of New York City, itis ex- 

pected that the St. George’s Club will share their ground at 

Hoboken, N. J., with Columbia College this season, 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT, 

 RocHESTER STILL AHHAD—A Wins? Prizm Taken AT THE 
fortp's Farr BY A ROCHESTER FIRM-—The Worltl’s Fair 

pf 1879 was held at Sydney, New South Wales, the prin- 
cipal city of Australia. Exhibits were there from all 
arts of the world, including those from the largest and 

known cigarette and tobacco manufauturers. Not- 
withstanding the many varieties of German, Russian, 
Mrench, English and American cigarettes and tobaccos ou 
“ibition, the display of cigarettes, Vanity Fair tobacco, 

ate., made by W.S8. Kimball & Co., of this city, was 
awarded the first prize by the commissioners. A cable- 

m {rom Sydney yesterday announced this fact, ‘This 
triumph for Rochester and its manufacturing indus- 

mies. Six first prizes have heretofore been woon by 
imball & Co., at great exhibitions, this making the sey- 

enth.—hochester Democrat and Chronicle.—[Adn, 

AN EXCELLENT Ourrit,—The Bost hoot t Bxe } oLrit,—The Boston shooting sui 
lyertised by G. W. Simmons & Ce., haye been in oh for 

rears all over thecountry, and have received the unani- 
mous indorsement of eportsinen. The man who invests 

them will be repaid ten titnes over in comfort. 

; ae ae 
3 mit Tores.—The business revival and new era of 

erily which is now fairly inaugurated, is in keeping 
With the increased health and happiness seen all over the 
and, and is one of the vesulls obtained from the intro- 43 . f bert ee , PIONEER, Alpena—Lt is true that the pressure of water in a vat on of Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Gure, ** The depends only upon the heizht of the column, and not upon the 

och Harvey; } muse. ‘The pressure apon the gides of to yats J feot high, one little less than miraculous,”"—[ Ada, 
es ees by this pales So: Rey. Dr. 

} i 
3teet diameter, and the other 9 feet diameter, is alike; but the 

3 

vat of smallar diameter is a much stronger structire, so the one 

of larger diameter will require stronger hooping, or Internal 
bracing. 

ROYAL, Belyidere, Tll.—T have owned and seen many revolyers 
that will not revolye, on account of the eurtridge expanding 

backward against the frame of the revolver, Have experimented 

and cannot determine the cause of the trouble, Ans. Good makes 

of revolvers do not give this trouble. You must have purchased 

fm inferior weapon. It is impossible to explain the trouble 

without seeing the arms. 

C. M. B., Bedford, N. ¥—My Newfoundland pup, six months 

old, occasionally steals eves. Will you tell me the best yay to 

cure him of such a bad habit? He is whipped every time he does 
it—eyery time at least that he is found out—butstill once in & 

while he will do it. Ans, If you punish him severely it ought to 

remedy the trouble. Be sure that the dog knows what he is 
whipped for. Sometimes an egg partly blown and then filled with 
red pepper will destroy the e¢g appetite. 

A. B.S., Md.—Please giye me adyice as to my heagle puppy 

cight months old, He has beenrunning a prentdeal lately of 

nights, and is quitesick, He seems to have a kind of stiffness all 
over. Whenever he is touched heseemsin pain. He refuses all 
food. Ans, Doubtless your dog is suffering from rheumatism, 
Warm, dry bed,no meat except boiled liver for a week or two, 

and twenty grains of bicarbonate of soda three times a day, dis- 

solyed in a little water; also give a dose of castor oil. 

CO. BE. W., New York.—Most taxidermists wash their specimens 
with cold water, and then, having smoothed them with a dry 

cloth so as ta remove as much of the moisture as possible, lay 

in dry plaster of paris, and dust it through the feathers. The 

washing should be done after the skin has been taken of. Blood 

and grease stains on old prepared skins can sometimes be removed 

by adding a little soda or spirits of hartshorn to the water, but it 

is always a difficult matter to cleanse skins that are thoroughly 
dry. 

H. B. Horn, Toronto, Canada.—Can you inform meif the cop- 
per or copperhead snake is very yenomous and plenty in Michi- 

gan, on the border of the St. Clair, or is it only a bug-bear of the 

natives, as was the case anent rattlesnakes on the islands of 

Niagara River (Nayy Islind)? Ishot there two Julys and found 
afew woodcock and one thousand wood-tick, but no rattlesnakes. 

Ans, We baye no knowledge on the subject, but presume the 

snake is not abundant there. Perhaps some of our readers can 
inform you. 

W.S., Philadelphia.—You might add to your collection The 

Dog,” by Idstone; “The Setter,” by Edward Layerack; “ Youatt 

on the Dog; ** The Dog,” by Dinks, Mayhew and Mutchinson. 

For a book on dog handling we haye neyer yet seen anything as 
good as Hutchinson's “Dog Breaking.’ Messrs. Cassel, Petter, 
Galoin & Co., 596 Broadway, this city, are publishing a most com- 

plete and excellent serial termed “ The Tilustrated Book of the 
Dog,” by Vero Shaw ; it should be in the library of every sports- 
man. 

TRAP, Princeton, N. J.—In a pigeon match from H. and '!’. iraps, 

placed say fifteen yards apart (the shooter nol to know which 

trap is to be pulled), A goes to the score. By inadvertence of the 
puller both traps are pulled simultaneously. A fires and kills 
with first barrel, in bounds; with second barrel kills the other 
bird, but ontf bounds. Now the trap whicl was to haye been 
pulled was say H. trap, whereas the bird killed in bounds came 

out of T. trap. The referee decided it a missed, or dead out of 

bounds bird for A. Do you think he was right? Ans, No. A 
should be given one dead bird. 

G, C. 8., Middletown, Pa.—To make bird lime: Boil down linseed 

oil of the best quality until it becomes thick and glutinous. Boil 

in earthen pot, in open air, for two or thres hours, and be sure 

that the cover of the pot fits tightly, so that the oil will not cateh 

fire. When boiled, set away iy lin vessels with tight-fitting covers. 

To use it: Select small, dry sticks, as thick as & shraywand eight 

inches long. Sharpen the edges, smear them with the limé, and 

fasten the sticks into grooves cut in a stake stuck into the ground. 

Place a ‘‘call bird” asa lure. When the birds alight upon the 

sticks they pull them out from the main stake, and when fying, 

the wings, coming in contact with the line, are pinioned to the 

sides. 

J.M., New Haven, Conn.—I have a valuable pointer, two years 
old. Although his nose is coldand moist, his eyes and nose nin a 

Ikind of mucus, and he bas a cough, no appetilo, and what le does 

oat, throws off again, andis losing flesh. Ho had the distomper 

when nine months old—had itslightly, Tlis general appearunce 

looks as if it was another attack of distemper; still | cannot say 

thatitis. He has been hunted six days a weele in the South for 

the Jnst tfvo months, Sickness may be caused from overwork. 

What shalll do? <Ans. It is probably an attack of the epizootica 

disease. Feed no meat exceptboiled liyer. Giye two #rains of 

quinine three times a day, and a little sulphur three times a week. 

OG. W. B., Boston, Mass.—The pedigree of (he pointer bitch Belle, 
owned by Mr. George C. Colborn, of this city, isas follows: Belle 

ws whelped June 22d, 1870, on shipboard; is of medium size, and 
in co.or lemon and white. Hersire, Rollo, also lemon and white, 
was sold, and went to India; be was said to be first class in the 
field. Ter dain, Belle, No. 1,043, BE. K. 6. B., was whelped 1868, bred 

by Mr. Wilson, and sold to Mr. F, R. Bevan, Western Grove, 
Southampton, Eny., who in turo sold her to Mr, Ross, who brought 

herto this coutitry. In colorshe wasliverand white. Toth sire 

and dim ave of the Lang strain, and also include the strains of 

Mr. Edpe and Lord Derby, 

0. T. &, St. Join, N. B.—l. The firm we have investigated 
and find lo be fraudulent. 2, The recipe for terrapin stew is as 

ftollows—it is furnished by Mouquin, the famous eaterer of Ful- 

fon gircet, this city: After the terrapin has been bled, put Into 

boiling water for ten minutes, Then take off the shell and cutup 
into small pieces, being careful not to break the gall bladder. 
Stew in a little butter, adding a bouquet of carrot, leeks, bay- 

leaf, one onion with cloves, and a ladle of broth; glass of Madeira 
wine. Letthe whole stew slowly on covered Yange. Before sery— 

ing’, add «1 sliced lemon and a hard-boiled eve cut into small 

pieces. 

Constant Rnapent, Brooklyn, N. Y.—A friend of mine and my- 

sell think of starting on horseback and riding from New York to 

Colchester, Conn, Aswe might stay out over night I should ike 

youto say what we had best take. Of course; wa want to muke 
it. as light for the horses as possible. We each have rifles; should 

weearry them? Should wecarryfly-rods? Where can TE yet a 

book whieh will give me the principal voads from New York to 

Colchester, or from New York to New Haven? Ans. Go to 4 
hotel or farmhouse at night. You willwanta good civilized bed 

after riding all day. Leave the rifles home; the trimmps won't 
trouble you, and Sitting Bull isnot on the war-path. The fy- 
rods, howeyer, may come into rood service. For mapof country 
try the Coltons', William street, New York. 
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Noves.—By request of Prof. Baird, Mr. Walter Brack- 

ett, of Boston, willsend his famous salmon pictures for 

exhibition at Berlin. 

At the meeting of the New York Association for the 

Protection of Fishand Game, last Monday evening, it was 

decided to have one good bill drawn up by the Associa- 
tion and its enactmentat Albany attempted. In this way 

the game legislation will be taken out of the hands of in- 
competent or interested parties. The bill will be pre- 
pared at once and published in the newspapers, so that 
the public may have an opportunity of judging for them- 
selves of its merits. 

The Adirondacks are popularly supposed to have been 

fished out. 
has been disgusted by the scarcity of trout and the ob- 

trusiveness of the tin can and the paper collar—two of the 

modern traces of semi-civilization. Yet thereare regions 

where one may find abundance of game and fish. Some 

of these localities are designated on our first page to-day. 

Duck shooting is fairly inaugurated in the Bastern and 
Middle States. Excellent reports come to us of the flights 
of birds, We invite our friends who have success with 

the ducks to send us early reports of the same. We 

should also be pleased to hear of the game prospects of 
the country. 

“t Wallace's Guide to the Adirondacks ” is the standard. 
Intending visitors to those regions should provide them- 

selves with it. We furnish the book. Price $1.50, 
Tay 

ral te Herald Trish Relief Fund is developing some 
curious phases of charity, Next Saturday evening, at a 
hall in this city, the exponents of the manly art are to 
give a benefit in the gaod cause, when *' Dangerous Jack,” 

Paddy Ryan, Pete McCoy, and others, will punch each 
other’s heads in aid of old Ireland. 
eS a et 

PERSONAL,—Mr, John Harvey, of the Harvey Ship- 
building Co., Wivenhoe, England, left for home by the 
Parthia yesterday, Mr, Haryey, during his stay in 
Avnerica, won many friends by his affability and genial 
disposition, and his views upon yacht design we found as 
broad and liberal as they were intelligent, We had the 

pleasure of examining a fine lot of models he brought 
with him, including those of that peerless trio, Seabelle, 

Miranda and Jullanar, concerning which ¢ hook might 

be written, ‘The models and plans drew forth praise from 
ali who were fortunate enough bo obiain a view of them 

Many a summer visitor to the NorthWoods |. 

farmers dislike, despise, abhor and oppose such a waste 
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THE MUTUAL INTERESTS OF FARMERS 
AND SPORTSMEN. 

HE right side of the much-vexed question of game 
protection certainly and always is the due protection 

of game at all times, both when the law forbids taking 

game and when it allows it to be taken. The right side 
also includes the use of none but fair means of taking 
fame and in fair quantities. 

The article in a recent number relating to the game of 
Long Island and its former abundance and variety, and 

the present deplorable scarcity, with some of the causes 

which have led to it, and the best means of renewing, or 

at least of augmenting the supply to a reasonable quan- 
tity as much as present circumstances and careful man- 
agement may secure, was a very attractive, luminous and 

readable sketch. Yet ib suggests two points which may 
be urged courteously and amicably in a few words, as in 
fact the writer of that article may himself have it in his 
own mind to suggest in a future article. These sugees- 
tions, too, are by no means confined to Long Island, but 
are equally applicable to the whole Union, They are : 1. 

The means of protecting feathered game by the aid of the 

farmers. 2. The limit of slaughter which sportsmen 
themselves will set to their own pleasure. 

Now, first, the means of protecting feathered game, 
particularly young birds, till they are of proper strength 
and size to have a fair chance for life, or a fair share of 

them to renew and perpetuate their race, is a most vital 

point. Omitting at present the discussion and even the 

mention of all other means, there is one precaution and 

protection which of itself alone would suffice abundantly 
to enforce thoroughly all the game laws, and in fact go 
far beyond the scope of the laws—namely, such a uniform 
system and policy on the part of all sportsmen as will 

give all the land-owners a warm and steady interest in 
raising and sheltering and defending all the broods of 

young birds on their farms. If all the farmers on the 
Island were one and warmly one in this matter the worl 

would be done up thoroughly, for they are lords of the 
land, 

In very many instances, us matters now stand, farmers 

and gunners are not friends in these matters, and have 
no interest to befriend each other, Without going closely 
into particulars—which in fact is not necessary—the fact 
is that there are gunners who are brutes and wild beasts 
when their gunning-feyer is at the height, and who, like 
so many Malays running a-muck, will recklessly trample 

down crops in a ten-mile walk, damage and exasperate 
the farmers all the way; perhaps if accosted, and that 

ina proper way, insulting or damning the farmer, or to 

the disquiet or alarm of his wife and daughters shooting 

into his doves, possibly while the doves are near the 

house or on the home lot or onthe barn roof. Such gun- 
ners come out from the cities every year and aye a dis- 

grace, and worse yet, a great injury to all the real gen- 

tlemen who like now and then to handle a gunin the 

right way and time. One is an offender, and the next ten 
are blamed and hated on account of this one, 

Let all the farmers and their sons and hired men find 
it pays them to protect birds and they will do it and 
satisfy all parties, The. gunners are willing to pay for 
their sport more than the pittance of ten cents a quail, 
which a sly and stingy baggage-master hands out secretly 

to the trapper. The dime is a bigger coin to the hard- 
handed farmer's boy, scanted of spending-money, than a 
quarter is to many a sportsman, Let all parties under- 

stand each other and the birds will he left undisturbed, 
and will be carefully protected till the honorable gumers 

come at the appointed time and pay for the sport that is 
then and thus guaranteed them on good grounds, some- 

thing as in the eld country, hut in the right way for 

American citizens. The practical details ought not tobe 
at all difficult to arrange in most parts of the Island, nor 
in other sections of the country, But if some farmers 

are dogs in the manger—do not shoot nor let others shoot 
on their farms—all the better, for there will be safe 

harbors, secure game preserves, where the birds will come 

up to full strength, and from which they will take wing, 
to be shot elsewhere or to procreate another generation. 
Secondly, the limit of slaughter. Itisan axiom which 

nobody can deny thatihere must and will hesome limit to 
the number of birds that any decent and provident sports- 
man will kill under the greatest temptation, for the more 

birds there are killed one season, of most yarieties ex- 
cept sea fowl, the fewer will be left to breed and replenish 
the stock for the next season. ‘‘A mass of putrefac- 
tion,” says the writer to whom we haye referred—the 
splendid woodcock ruthlessly butchered to satisfy the 
killing mania, not to be eaten hy the gunners, not to be 
given to friends, not even to be sent to invalids in hos- 
pitals if nothing better occurred, not even to be sorry 
for, least of all to be leff to increase and multiply an 

ample quantity of birds for the same or other gunners in 
future. Of course the writer meant to explain it witha 

good reason, but failed to explain, and there it stands, 

sickening, ‘fa mass of putrefactionu.” No wonder the 

and greedy butchery, : 

Theremedy ought to benovery difieult matter, namely, 
by establishing among sportewaen a public opinion to ra: 
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strain wholesale killing of game and killing of all pros- 
pects of future game therewith, and itis to the encour- 
agement of such a sentiment that the Forrst AnD STREAM 

is lending its influence. It ought to be settled that no 
true sportsman will kill merely and solely to kill; that 
such a spirit is cold-blooded cruelty, which has not the 
excuse of the hot-blooded criminal, for he often repents 
bitterly and does works meet for repentance. Zf the eun- 

ner would always pay for the birds he shoots, and if he 

shoots only what can be properly used, the farmers of 
the Island and the State and the Union, ina vast majority 
of cases, would welcome such gentlemanly gunners, and 
perhaps be proud to rank among them as warm friends! 
of fair and lawful sport, 

These two points, upon which we cannot too strongly 

insist, are of vital interest to many thousands of men, 
whose interests in the matter are really identical in the 

long run, if only regarded in the proper light. But if 
the farmers are expected to protect and supportand favor 

quail and meadow larks,in order to let mischievous or 
butchering eunners kill ninety-five out of eyery hundred, 
without thanks or pay, perhaps with serious damage to 

crops, temper and comfort, the sport is rather too one- 
sided, Rather let mutual arrangements be made to equal- 
ize it and to harmonize it all around, 
et 

THE INTERNATIONAL FISHERY EXHI- 
BITION. 
ee 

HE exhibition which opens in Berlin on the 20th of 

next month is not one which will attract crowds of 
people from all parts of the world to revel in sight-seeing 
and other holiday indulgencies, but its importance, from 

a commercial, scientific and fish cultural point of view, 

will prove to be far beyond what those who are not 
familiar with our fisheries would imagine il to be capable! 
of, At this gathering of the fishery products of all na- 
tions we have much to show the people of other countries 
in the way of preserving fish-foad in all its forms of dried, 

salted, canned, smoked, put up in spices, in oil, refriger- 

ated, caviare, *‘ extract of fish,” prepared bails, etc., as 

well as much to learn, The same can be said of im- 

provements in modes of capture both by the commercial 
fishermen and by anglers; our display of rods and fine 

tackle will probably be unexcelled, while in the matter 

of methods and apparatus used in fish culture it is only 
necessary to say that nothing is lacking in this depart- 
ment, from which other countries have long borrowed 
from us. . 

The exhibition will bs the means of comparing om pro- 
ducts with those of other countries, of injroducing such 
of them as proye to be better or cheaper than others, and. 

of bringing those which may he inferior up to a bigher’ 
standard. As the American exhibit is to bo made under 
the direction of Professor 8. F; Baird, it is certain that it: 

will be more full and creditable-to the country than 
could be made by any one not.haying the resources at his’ 

command. We know that Professor Baird, having the 
fishery statistics for the census of 1880 upon his hands, 
and the building of the fish-hatching steamer Fish Hawt, 
in addition to his duties as Secretary of the Smithsonian 

Institution, and Fish Commissioner, was not at allanxious 

to make a display at Berlin ; but the persistent requests 
of the German Fishery Association through our Minister 
at Berlin, Mr. White, finally moved Congress to action, 
when, as a matter of course, the arrangements were 
placed in the hands of Professor Baird, who, notwith- 

standing the limited time which interyened between the 
passage of the bill making the necessary appropriation 
for this purpose, and the date of the opening of the exhi- 
bition, has, by the aid of his corps of trained assistants, 

gathered all that was not already in the Smithsonian 

collection, and will have a display which few countri 

outside of Germany can equal. 

The enormous strides which have been made in these 
directions by our country within the past fifteen years 
may be partly realized by the fact that at the Interna- 
tional Fishery Exlibition held at Bergen, Norway, i 

1865, the United States was represented by barely one ex- 

hibit. Then fish culture was an experiment here, and few 

preparations of fish were In the market, except salted 
mackerel and dried cod, while now we could not enti 
erate them all within the limits of this column, not t 

mention the display which will be made of netting, hoa’ 
and all the implements in use. Mr. BE. G, Blackford, 9 
‘Fulton Market, and one of the Fish Commissioners of the 

State of New York, will send over fish in ice, consisting: 

of shad, salmon, trout, bass, red-snappers and such other 

fish as may be in the market, as well as afew of ine 
famed Michigan grayling, which will be sent him fo 
this purpose by that well-lmown erayling angler, Mr. D. 

H. Fitzhugh, Jr., of Bay City, Mich. These, with sam 
ples of fish-guano, fish-oil, plaster casts of our princip: 

food-fishes, charts of fisheries, models of hatcheries am 
canneries, models of the National carp-ponds at Wash 
ington, and of the different fish-ways will make a mo 
extensive, and nearly exhaustive exposition of our fish 
ery and fish cultural resources, while the persons selected 
to go over in charge of them wil! be instructed to mak 
a Tull report of all, exhibits and awards, thus affordi 
thoee wha de not seo the Exhibition #4 opportunity 
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in the least, The hest way to get ont of this trouble 1s to 
prohibit all shooting during the close season ; make it an 
offense for a person to be found gunning, Iam as much 
interested in game protection as any one, yet L scarcely 
have time to amuse myself hunting; but think pot-hunt- 
ers might be led to turn from the error of their ways if 
4 little of the law, as il now stands, were administered 
to them, H. M. 

NEAR tA ADIRONDACKS, JI’eb, 25d, 
Etitor Forest and Stream :— 

I decidedly object to a proposition to tax guns and 
omit rifles, for two thirds of the deer-hunting is done 
with rifles, and in Northern New York there are ten dol- 
lars invested in them to one im shot guns, Perhaps it 
woul be well enough not to tax rifles owned by clubs, 
which are used at target practice only. But I know sey- 
eral who belong to rifle clubs in the cities and large towns 
wi come up here every fall to hunt deer with a rifle 

L of some kind, which should be taxed as much as any 
fun, What your correspondent says about a two years’ 
prohibition law is perfectly correct. It would only ben- 
elit the pot-hunters. Why under the sun don’t they find 
a way to enforce what laws we now have before making 
more? As the law is now (allowing August hunting, 
which JT think isowrong), if it could be rightly enforced 
wwe would soon have the woods full of deer, Just con- 
sider the great numbers which are destroyed every year 
aut of season—two thirds, at least, of all killed during 
the year, If these had been allowed to breed, with those 
which we still have (which are many more than one 
would suppose), there would be deer enough without any 
tivo years’ prohibition. I say to our legislators at Al- 
bany, go to work and contrive some plan to prevent the 
slanghter out of season, Tax ourguns or anything to do 
il. but make no more laws until those we have can be 
enutorced, Thereis not a man in Franklin or St. Law- 
rence county, who frequents the Adirondacks, but knows 
what I say is true. ] know deer are killed out of sea- 
s0n, and in many instances the parties are known who 

: killthem. But theresidents are not going to enforce the 
laws. That ought tobe known by this time, There is 
no one who cares more for the preservation of game than 
I do, still there is not a year passes but what I could se- 
cure the conviction of dozens, yes, hundreds, if I chose, 
for violating the game laws. 1 cando no more than hun- 
dreds of others, if they wished. But we have many 
reasons for not doing so, which I have neither the time 
nor space to give here, Suffice it to say, we won't and 
don’t do it, and if any of your readers want to find ont 
the reason let them come here and reside, and practice 
hunting in the Adirondacks, and enter complaints against 
them. ADRION ONDACE, 

—— 9 

A New Marine Assoctation.—Pe: land, Me., Heb. 28th, 
—Of late there has becn evinced in this locality a con- 
siderable interest in the protection of game and fish, and 
if has finally taken shape in the organization of the 
‘©Gumberland Game and Fish Protective Association,” 
with its headquarters at Portland. The association has 
started under favorable auspices, its list containing some 
of our most prominent business men in the professions 
and trades. We have already twenty of the leading 
sportsmen of the city. and more are to come im. Our as- 
sociation should number at least a hundred with the ma- 

* terial at hand. . 
The permanent organization has Robert B. Swift for 

President, Samuel Hanson, Vice-President, and Her 
bert M. Sylvester, Secretary and Treasurer, This as- 
sociation does not wish to be regarded as a shooting club, 
but has for its primary object the enforcement of the game 
and fish laws, and to preserye and foster the game and 
fish which in season afford such healthful and appetizing 
sport. 
Pe have here in Guarberland County fine woodcock, 
snipe and plover, partridge and sea shooting in their sea- 
son. Salmon abound plentifully in Sebago Lake and its 
tributaries, bass and trout in its many ponds and streams, 

Tt is proposed to make the association a county organ- 
ization, to embrace among its workers all true lovers of 
sport, thereby to promote unity of action, the knowledge 
of natural history, and to obtain all the benefits of 
a successful organization of this kind, and ultimately to 
obtain an act of incorporation which shall bring with it 
full power in the association to enforce prosecutions in 
its own behalf; and we hopeto take rank with the best 
of kindred associations, and to he able to accomplish a 
good work, H. M. SYLVESTER. 

The Cumberland Association has started out with ex- 

cellent principles. We shall take great pleasure in re- 

cording its good work in the early future, 
—_——<>_——_ 

MicRaTORY Quam IN PenysyLvAnia.— West Chester, 

Pa., March 11th.—Last June ninety-live quail were lib- 

erated by the sportsmen of this borough and near yicin- 
ity, principally in the several townships bounding West 
Ghester. For some ten days or two weeks following their 
liberation (six or eight were freed in a different place) 
they were frequently seen and reported. Subsequent to 
thia time, however, no reliable information has come to 

the writer other than from Messrs. George Little, Bean- 

mont Oat and James Ingram, farmers residing in the yi- 

cinity of West Chester, The two gentlemen first named 

on several occasions during the summer, and, T believe, 

early autumn, saw the quail, but noted no merease im 

the number which were liberated on their properties, 

‘As regards their breeding we haye no personal knowl 

edge, Mr, James Ingram (on his place five birds were 

placed), however, advises us that he had in his possession 

@ young quail, that had been found by his son in a field 

where the strangers had been repeatedly seen and heard. 

The bird, although not seen by any ornithologist, or 

other person familiar with the species, Mr. Ingram states 

pusitively was a Messina quail. His reasons are: small 

size of bird, peculiarity of bill, and, as above referred to, 

habitual frequenting of his premises. 
Mo the efficient manavers Uf the Daily Lacal News the 

thanks of the sporting fraternity of Chester County are 

due for the untiring efforts (by admitting in their col- 

umns all inquiries relative to the quail free ef charge) 

which these gentlemen manifested in relation to our im- 
rtation. We regret to say that, notwithstanding the 

iberal contribution of valuable space by the journal al- 

ready named, but little authentic evidence (we do not 

——— ——— ————— 

refer to the observations of Messrs. Little and Oat) was 

adduced to show that the quail eyen reniagined in the 

bewail the decadence of skill in the field. 

the young gentleman with kids is all the better for his 
jaunt, and possibly he may in lime enter so truly into 
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county longer than afortnight. Inregard to their breed- 
ing, we think the Ingram “find” is the only one which 
has any degree of plansibility about it. Seyeral of the 
gentlemen who were conspicuous in the importation 
movement, with whom we haye conyersed upon the sub- 
ject, are melined to look upon the importation as a fail- 
ure, i B, HARRY WARREN. 

—_<—>_—_—_. 

LEaicH Assocration.—Allentown, Pa., March 8d,— 
At the regular meeting of the Lehigh Game and Fish 
Protective Association the following officers were elected 
for the year 1880: President, W. H. Kramer; Vice Pres- 
idents, J. Newhard, E, Ritter and E Kramer; Treasurer, 
Henry Bitting ; Corresponding and Recording Secretary, 
C. H. Bitting; Assistant Secretary, Abraham Stuckert; 
Board of Directors—Harry Cooper, J. Newhard, William 
Kramer, H, Berryman, C. Lewis Huber, R. Reinsmith 
and Augustus Eberhard, of Catasauqua. C. H, B, 

Game Bag and Gur. 
GAME IN SEASON IN MARCH. 

Wares, brown and gray, Wild duck, geese, brant, eta. 

FOR FLORIDA, 
Deer, Wild Turkey, Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Ducks, and Wild Fowl. 

“ Bay birds" generally, including various species ot plover, sand 
piper, snipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, ayo- 
cets, ebe,, coming under the group Limacole or Shore Birds. 

a 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the FOREST AND STREAM Directory to 

Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following particulars, with such other information as they 

may deem of yalue: State, Town, County; means of access; Hotel 

and otheraceommodations; Game anditsSeason; Fish and itsSea- 

son; Boats, Guides, ete.; Name of person to address. 
Ss 

Livk @vai.—Limited orders for live quail can be 

filled by Whitley & Morris, 218 Washington street, New 

York. Price $6 per dozen. 
as 

CosTLy AMMUNITION.—Sportamen are constantly coming 
across curious things and haying add experiences, Our cor- 
respondent *‘ Buckeye,” of Hudson, Ohio, sendsusa story 

of a deer’s head sent from Cleveland, Ohio, to Hudson, in 
which the taxidermist found imbedded in the lower jaw 
a three-cent silver piece, a ten-centsilyer piece and a five- 

cent nickel. In other parts of the head were some buck- 

shot and a rifle ball. The coins were battered and bent 

out of shape and had shattered the bones. Evidently, 
our correspondent suggests, soma one was short of am- 

munition, or else had the buck fever. 
SS 

—We are not among those who deory the things of the 

present to find all good in the past. We believe the 
world is moying, The rough-and-ready forefather who 

went out with his flint-lock could draw a bead on a squir- 
rel and put the ball above that particular individual hair 

of the head, below which custom would not tolerate mu- 

tilation, and doubtless your dilettante who fears to soil 

his lavender kids will miss the squirrel entirely, and the 

tree too. for that matter, But we do not for that reason 

We hold that 

the spirit of the thing that his kids will he left at home 

and his eye will sight more quickly and his arms hold 
more steadily. 

—_—>——__ 

—The Chinese must go, Twenty-eight sportsmen con- 
tested for a shot gun at Seattle, W. T., last month, and, 

after they had finished their scores, a Chinaman, who 

rns a wash-house at’ that place, requested the privilege 
of trying his skill, and was allowed to doso, He beat all 
the scores aud won the prize. 

———— 

—The third annual reception of the Fountain Gun 

Club, of Brooklyn, took place Weduesday evening, Feb. 
4th. Tt was a most eujoyable affair, and everybody 
seemed to be haying the yery best kind ofa time, One 
of the prettiest features of the eyening was a little six- 
year-old lady, with dark flowing hair and laughing eyes, 
who used her litile feet in a way to charm all beholders, 

——————— 

Witp Picrons.—Jefferson, Ohiv, March 6th.—Pigeons 
began flying over this place on Thursday morning. Bri- 
day morning a great many passed over, but the trappers 
were unable to light any, the wind blowing so strong the 
stool pigeons would not work. Abowt eight o’clock im- 
mense flocks passed oyer from the east. 

—A party of gunners at Bay Ridge, L. I, last week te- 
ported that they started some twenty-five woodcock, 
among them an albina. 
MassacHuserrs.—Duxbury, Feb. 23d,—The past season 

has been the most open one for years, consequently not 
many ducks, whistlers, sheldrakes, etc., bagged, What 
were shot were in the best possible condition. The bay 
at the present time contains large flocks of fowl but very 
wild, ‘The game birds here in thei seasons are as fol- 
lows : Partridges, quail, woodeock, snipe, teal, upland 
plover, sora, rail, peep, yellow legs, ring necks, black duck, 
cuots, whistlers, sheldrake, quanders, rabbits, foxes, a 
few mink, muskrats. Thirty-eight miles from Boston, 
Old Golony Railroad. two hours en route, Hollis Hotel, 
J, B, Hollis, proprietor, GROUSE. 
Woronstrr SporsrMmn’s Cuus.—Woreester, Marchi 

Ath. At their annual meeting this week the members of 
the Worcester Sportsmen’s Club elected these officers : 
President, A. P, Pond; Vice-Presidents, W, 8. Perry, 1. 
', Smith; Treasurer, Gilbert J, Rugg; Secretary, Sted- 
man Clark; Directors, Alba Houghton, John Goodell, M. 
D, Gilman, C. B, Holden. 
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Syren Our or Saason,—Boston, March 8th.—Mr, Oz- 
good, of this city, captured a Wilson's snipe on the 28th 
of January last, which I haye mounted, H. ALS, 

First Loxe Ishanp Snire.—New York, Moreh 9th.— 
Mr, C, A, Willets, of Phishing, lL. T., had the pleasure of 
killing the first snipe of the soason at that place on Feb. 
24th, 1880, Tt was the only one seen, R, L, 
ew York, March $th—Yesterday, the 8th inst, T 

killed on Long Island two English snipe, As this is 
rather early, should you deem if of enough importance, 
you might mention it in your next issue, GW, 
PENNSYLVANIA— Washington, March 5th.—The Wash- 

Sportsman’s Association has been organized with 7 mem-~- 
Meg of thirty-five, and it is hoped to double the num- 
er. 
Virginta—FPetershurg, March 6th.—Bleyven shells, one 

hour, halfa mile from railway depot, seven Hoglish snipe. 
Markets full of ducks and robins. J, a K 

Mississipri—Union Church, Feb. 27th,—We haye a 
shooting club here with a membership of ten, Shall send 
you some of our scores, 

ILuiors—DeKulb, March 8tl).—The prairie about here 
is now dotted all over with ponds, and ducks are very 
plentiful, more so, I am told, than they hays been for 
years, but they are yery wild and fly very high, and great 
skill and good guns are needed. Some good bags are 
made eyery day and there is sport for all. Chickens are 
numerous in season, and so are the sportsmen, so that in 
the immediate vicinity of the city the ‘* season is made 
very short; but the wilds and lakes of Wisconsin are 
close by, and we need not lack for sport. W. R.-K, 

Onlo—Clevelund, March ith.—Was out yesterday, 4th, 
and shot a Wilson snipe in yery good condition indeed, 
Is not this yery early? Neyer Killed one before garlier 
than March 9th two years since, of which I then advised 
you; have shot here nearly half a century around Cleve- 
and, A friend of mine sprung a woodcock 22d of Peb- 
ruary; but the season is so very early; every indication of 
spring—trogs calling, worms up, and other Southern 
birds are here some little time since. JAMES CHUBB, 

Lone IsuAnD Sportsmen's ASsocrATION.—The Long 
Tsland Sportsmen’s Association held its adjourned meet- 
ing Monday night. Mr. Chappel, the President, wasin the 
chair, Delegates were present from five clubs, The 
principal business was the adoption of a constitution and 
by-laws, The general scheme provitled makes each ac- 
tive member of every club of the association a member 
of the association, All the farmers on the Island who 
are in sympathy with and will codperate In the objects 
of the organization, are made honorary members. A 
roll showing every member of each club willbe prepared, 
which will be of benefit for reference. The objects of 
the organization are specified to be ‘To secure the pro- 
pagation and protection of fish, game and birds by the 
recommendation and enforcement of judicious laxys pro- 
hibiting the killing and sale of game and fish during im- 
proper seasons, and the wanton destruction by unsports- 
tmanlike means, Also to foster genuine social spirit and 
unison of action among the several elibs of Long Island 
and their members, and encourage skill in the use of 
the red and gun,” 
The following resolution was unanimously adopted and 

incorporated in the constitution: ‘That this association 
denounces the mutilation of birds as unsportsmantlike 
and barbarous, unworthy of gentlemen, and calculated 
to bring trap-shooting unjustly into distepute, and we 
pledge ourselves to do everything in our power, us an as- 
sociation and as individuals, to preyent such practice and 
punish its perpetrators.” If was also declared that any 
member guilty of such mutilation should be expelled, 
and thereafter remain ineligible fo membership, 

The meeting adjourned to meet at the Fountain Gun 
lub rooms March 18th, at 8 P.at. 
Monnor County Notes.—Roelhester, N. Y,, Mareh ath, 

—William Billinghurst, inventor of the Billimehurst reel 
and manufacturef of the Billinghirst target rifle, died in 
this city on the 4th inst., of paralysis, aged 73 years. He 
was in the gun-making trade hare nearly fifty years, and 
doubtless thousands of your readers have handled wea- 
pons made in hisshop. Inhis prime of life ho was an 
ardent sportsman, and in his later years was excelled by 
few as a rifle shot, 
A few wild geese have been seen thus early in this 

yicinity, and business is ‘looking up” among the gun 
dealers. Robins and bluebirds have been here tor some 
days past. An acquaintance of mine who knowsa hawk 
from a heron yesterday saw a flock of wild pigeons in one 
of the towns of this county; they are the firstI haye 
heard of in the State this year. 
The Monroe County Sportsmen’s Club held its anaual 

meeting last night and reélected the following officers + 
President, W. J. Babeock ; Vice President, J. HW. Brown ; 
Secretary and Treasurer, L, A. Pratt. The ¢lub has 
ordered two hundred migratory quail through Horace P, 
Topey, of Boston, and is on a good financial basis. There 
are ninety-nine paying members on the roll and applica- 
tions for admittance pending. 

At the charter election Tuesday last George M. 
Schwartz, an efficient game constable, who has held the 
office the two previous ternis, was reélected by a flat- 
tering sao and jn spite of a determined movement to 
defeat him, set on foot by law-breakers whoin he had 
prosecuted for legal fishing, EXPLosivyrE TARGET, 

WorTLAND Gun CLus.—Oortland, N, Y.. March Tth.— 
At the annual meeting of the Cortland Gun Club held at 
Mr. B. E. Miller's office last evening, the following offi- 
cers were elected for the ensuing year: President, A. 
Mahan ; Vice-President, C. P, Walrad: Secretary, B, B. 
Miller; Treasurer, A, Schermerhorn. 
The extremely mild weather of the past winter has 

enabled the members to practice glass-ball shooting fre- 
quently, and some excellent scores have been made, 
There is much interest manifested, and tha menibership 
is ead A pleasant and profitable season is antici- 
pated, 

MontTANA DEER Hontinc.—San Trancisco, Feb. 28th. 
—I inclose a paragraph or two from ty oll chum, Diek 
Eddy, which may mterest you, Under date of Jan. 0th, 
Missoula, Montana, he writes: ‘*I was out Wmfling day 
before yesterday and killed ten deer, and wel ont yes- 
turday to bring them in and killed fiye more.” Under 
date of July oth from same place, he says: ‘° When I 
wrote you last I had only started in to hunt, The Quar- 

el er —~— 
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termaster at Port Missoula and myself went below here 
about forty miles and hunted ten days; we killed fifty- 
five deer and eight mountain sheep,” What do you 
think of that for a hunt? ; ; 

BruLe LAke—Quebee, Feb. 29¢h.—T see in your paper 
to-day some person asking information as to 4 guide at 
or near Brulé Lake, north of Ottawa, If he wants to 
write to any one on the subject let him address his letter 
to the Postmaster, River Desert P. O., Township of Mani- 
waki, Upper Gatineau, Ottawa Co,, Prov, Quebec, This 
direction is absolutely correct, bub if too long let them 
leave out the name of the township and it will go just as 
well. Ifthe parties inquiring are thinking of going there 
for sport ] am afraid they will be disappointed at the 
poor show of game, All the lakes are full of the gray 
trout, Known in this part of the country aslunge, but the 
gaméis scarce and hard to get at, There are moose, cari- 
hou, bears, wolves, hares, some partridge, and ducks in 
summer and early fall, lut all the shooting, as I said be- 
fore, is poor. I haye several times been far up the Gati- 
neau, and I find that the best guides are the Indians. 
The white men are not of much account, Indians can 
be got for fifty cents a day, withtea and fobacco. They 
will find canoes and all necessaries of this kind, They 
are always to be found at the Desert, but let any one be- 
ware of allowing them any whisky, except in cases of 
extreme necessity, Best arm for this sechion is a good 
heayy cthoke-bore or Winchester rifle, AU SAUBLE, 

—— 

DUCK SHOOTING ON LONG ISLAND, 

The ducks are flying on Long Island, and we need not 

urge our city friends to improye the opportunity, Below 

are reports from three famous ducking grounds. The 
first is from William Lane, Good Ground, L. I., and was 
written last week, Good Ground is on the Long Island 
Railroad, three hours and a hali from New York :— 

There are lots of red-heads and broadbills in the bay, 
There are more red-heads now than I ever saw in the 
bay, and they are getting in good shape to kill, 
Commenced to break up to-day and bids fair to make 

good shooting, but itis so early I can’t get people started, 
Geese will be along soon now; some in the bay, but 
know too much, 

Lhave just returned home from a grand day’s sporting 
ati Quogue, Long Island (one mile east of Shinnecock 
Bay), and it may prove interesting to your many readers 
to' know what sort of a “grand” time Thad. I left New 
York last Thursday afternoon, and by 7 o'clock 
that evening found myself enjoying my after-dinner 
cigar in Joé Howell’s comfortable parlor, and, I must 
contess, asking rather anxious questions about the mor- 
row. [ve shot so much on the south side of Long Isl- 
and and have met with so many Litter disappointments 
that the experience has alniost driven me to despair of 
ever having a really good day’s shooting, but this time 
Fortune proved a willing mistress, Friday dawned warm 
and clear, with not a putf of wind, much to our disgust}; 
but we managed to Jalla few birds during the afternoon. 
A great many ducks were going toward the north, and 
occasionally a small gang of geese, but they did not seem 
to wint to stop,and we watched them with aching 
hearts, Toward sunset the wind commenced to blow 
sharp from the south, and Joa’s eyes sparkled as he told 
me his hopes of the morrow, We retired early, and at 
4o’clock I found myself shivering in the blind, with 
the men rigging the stool off the poimt and the wind 
blowing a gale from the southwest—a dark and gloomy 
day—a ‘‘ ducker’s ” day—so everylhing promised, 

“T think we'll have them to-day,” said Joe, as he laid 
his Parker on the rubber coats beside me, 

They were moving now, and, in fact, I could distinctly 
hear the sharp whistle of wings overhead, Jt made me 
feel good, I can tell you. At last the day dawned dark 
and #loomy, and I could see the long, low bluffs across 
the bay, and presently adarlz mass in the air, A warn- 
ing whisper from Joe, and we lay as still as death. 
“Now give it to*em !” and four barrels rang out in the 
gloomyair, Fourdead and I could not tell how many 
wounded (with a precious little chanve of getting them, 
either), Broadbills are expert divers, and when wounded 
will swim a considerable way under water, making it 
very difficult to shoot them over. Joe succeeded, how- 
ever, inretrieying two, and by the time that he had re- 
turned from his long pull 1 had several more dead among: 
the decoys. I felt at last that [ was to haye a *‘ day,” 
and soitproved. Single and double shots were frequent, 
and as the last rays of the setting sun glanced across the 
waters I counted up my blue-billed béauties—thirty-one 
—a famous bag (point shooting, remember, gentle 
duckist) at any time on Long Island, If I could have 
retrieved the cripples the bay would have counted close 
on fifty, Atall events, Iwas more than satisfied, and 
returned to town with a much more favorable impres- 
sion (and a much heavier bag) than IT have hitherto ex- 
perienced. 
Dueck shooting this spring promises well on Long 

Island. The bays are frea trom ice. and have been so 
almost the entire winter, Uunsequently a great number 
of birds have remained, and will make excellent shoot- 
ing, to say nothing of those that are to coine, Those who 
contemplate a few days’ sport will do well to consult J. 
P, Howell, at Quogue, al whose placeI stayed, He is a 
thorough bay man,anod has everything pertaining to duck 
shooting in perfection, Charges are reasonable, 
New York, March 3d. BLUE-Bint. 

Forgood gunning at this season, and a good bay man 
and gunner, I would recommend Allanson Hdwards, of 
Gentre Moriches, Suifoll Co,, L., wie Long Island 
Railroad to Moriches Station. Hither write Edwards to 
meet party at station or take Moriches stare to his house. 
His charges are $3 per day to take parity out and 1,50 
per day for board, 
Edwards and myself shot yesterday from the shore 

(there being no battery shooting in Moriches Bay, from 
Smith's Point to Quogue) twenty-five ducks—sprigtail, 
teal, black and widgeon, There is a State law against 
battery shooting in this hay, in defiance of which one of 
the resident giuiners uses a battery, and is liable under 

elawtoadineof $100. He shot one hundred birds on 
asday. On Monday, the 22d, a friend and myself 
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brought down fifteen ducks and cight geese. The 
weather was too mild for geese yesterday. I consider 
Moriches Bay very fine ground for sportsmen, if the 
resident gunners will protect their interests by rigidly 
enforcing the law aefine battery shooting and jacking 
birds at night, which latter process of slaughter is 
chiefly indulged in by the life-saving crews, who desert 
their post of duty, aud are one of the canses of the “ de- 
pletion of game on Long Island,” referred to in your 
issue of 26th ult, [wish you would use your influence 
to protect this section, as it is one of the best in the neigh- 
borhood, and will so remain if properly treated, 
New York, March 5th, Bh W,. 
—— oe 

WINTER IN NORTH CAROLINA, 

} ees seen frequent inquiries in the FOREST AND 
STREAM regarding North Carolina and the sports 

to be found there, and realizing the increasing interest 
toward all parts of the South asa sporting resort and 
refuge from the chill blasts of our New England winters, 
ft am persuaded to give a little sketch of Edgecombe 
County and vicinity, It is situated in the northeastern 
part of the State, on the Tar River, about seventy-five 
miles from the seaboard. The principal town, as well as 
one of the smartest towns in the State is Tarboro, 
numbering abont twenty-five hundred inhabitants, of 
which the colored population are in plurality by about 
three or four to oue white, 

The geographical peculiarities of this part of the State 
are very interesting ; undeniable evidences exist of its 
haying once been the bed of the ocean, the surface of the 
soil often containing an endless variety of sea-shells, and 
by digging afew feet, a mixture of bluish earth, shells 
and fossil bones, called **marl” is obtained, which, 
mixed with guano, cotton seed, or ashes, is used as a fer- 
tilizer. The character of the soil isasandy loam, and 
gives more satisfactory results to the owner, with a crop 
of cotton, than any other, and though the low prices of 
cotton for the past few years have greatly impoverished 
the land-owners, they are waiting for a season of higher 
prices on the old staple that will pay up the debt, Some 
attention, however, is being paid to corn and the cereals. 
This section is slightly undulating, but nearly level, and 
is artificially draimed by digging a system of canals and 
ditches which empty into the Tar River. Springs are 
surprisingly numerous fora country of this character, 
and the ditches always contain good water, an import- 
ant item for ourselves and dogs, Had it been otherwise 
our setters would haye suffered even in winter months. 
On account of the climate the pointer prevails in the 
South. Ah! that statement needs qualifying; for the 
prevailing dog in North Carolina is a mixture, a com- 
pound, a conundrum, a “what is it.” All sizes, all 
colors, all shapes, and as you pass across country you are 
saluted by the confusion of yoices of from three to six 
of these specimens at every poor darkey’s cabin, You 
may ask, how the poor man can afford to feed so many, 
Just see them once and you will then understand. It 
costs hint no more to feed six than it does one, The nrys- 
tery of their origin is only equaled by their ability to 
exist, 

In spending a month in this historical land of cotton 
and darkeys, we located at Tarboro, reached viw Philadel- 
phia, Washington, Richmond and Weldon, all rail, or by 
the Bay Line via Norfolk, ete. As a healthful resort 
the climate, like the latitude, isa happy medium between 
New England and Florida, with no cold winds, and sel- 
dom any snow or ice; a bracing frosty morning air, 
balmy noonday, and soft mild eyening. Socially con- 
sidered, we found good hotel accommodations at fair 
prices. many good shots with gun and rifle (the natural 
result of their being subscribers to FOREST AND STREAM), 
and a hearty, cordial and courteous people ; and we made 
many friends whcm we shall remember and cherish on 
our list with strongest feelings of friendship. Last but 
notleast—the game, This consists, first, of the quail 
(called here “‘ partridge”), of which there seemed no limit 
in numbers, and to these we devoted most of our time 
and powder, filling good bags in spite of their matured 
strength and activity at this season of the year. There 
are also sufficient woodcock to vary the sport, and the 
spring months of March and April bring with them 
plenty of snipe. Wild turkeys cannot be successfully 
hunted here without previous baiting, but are more 
numerous in some adjoining counties. Tho local law 
allows the owner of land to prohibit shooting by posting, 
but even those who had availed themselves of the right 
freely gaye us invitations to come and shoot, P 

Since May, 1877, the State has giyen attention to arti- 
ficial propagation of food fishes, and during tho time 
several thousands of young fry of California salmon, 
Jand-lock salmon and brook trout, haye been hatched and 
turned into yarious waters of the State from the hatchery 
at Swannanoa Gap, Buncombe Co., and the supply of 
these valuable fishes is thereby rapidly increasing. 
Conclusion : Go to North Carolina for health comfort 

and sport, M 
Bromjield House, Boston, February, 1880, 

—_—<—- 

A Wortuy Examenn.—Wuslington C. H., Ohio, March 
1st.—The severe winter of 1878-79 destroyed many of our 
wail, yet in some localities where the cover was favora- 

ble they survived it. Our Legislature then gave, or tried 
to give us, a close season this year, The fear of appre- 
hension puts our boys to trapping and netting, us well as 
encouraging them to shoot them in coveys while pre- 
tending to hunt rabbits, and in the absence of the gun- 
ner, the dread destroyer of the quail, the hawks make 
their appearance, and by the close of the winter there are 
fewer quail left than if the season had been left open, 
This season, however, there has been but little attention 
given to the law, buf numerous efforts have been made 
toward the destruction of the hawks, ‘These hawks de- 
stroy a majority of the hens, thus leaying us with a 
surplus of cacks. When the matimg season sets in, they 
spend much time in fighting and eventually in destroying 
one another's nests. We do not want our regular game 
law tampered with, but we do want ib enforced and made 
popular, which will insure us great quantities of birds. 
Our late trespass law has had a most salutary effect, and 
stimulates our boys to sportsmanlike conduct. 

The writer offered a premium of a fine gun to the party 
who would produce the most hayyi-hens by the 15th of this 

| month, and that gun will perhaps cost 1,000 hawks their 
scalps, ‘This offer has also stimulated some individuals 
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of other localities to do likewise, and while they may kill 
many hawks they will not save so many quail as if they 
had commenced earlier, Can you not addyise other in- 
viduals and shooting clubs to do likewise? Cc. Cc. B. 

—_— 

Eigur DoLbar Stove Twists.—Sheldon, Wh, March 
1L0th.—Game has dwindled down to the smaller varieties 
—truffed grouse, foxes, rabbits, ete. The sportsmen here 
are mostly of the primitive kind, who cling to the tradi- 
tional muzzle-loader, tree their grouse with a small deg, 
take a, dead rest, and blaze away at fifteen paces from 
their game, Wonderful are the stories that they tell 
about the performances of guns owned or seen in their 
boyhood days. ‘They were genuine Stubb and twist, 
cost $8 or $10 in New York, sir,” In-vain do you attempt 
to reason with them by proving first that aStubb and twist 
barrel alone could not in those days be bought in London 
for $10 or double that amount; second, that with our 
improved system of boring our best guns now cannot be- 
gin to equal ihe performances that they claim those cheap 
cuns were able todo, I believe that many things that 
occurred in our childhood become with age preatly mag- 
nified, and could we now see them repeated we would 
find that we haye been nourishing the most absurd fal 
lacies, 
A lone lynx lately passed over the adjacent hills, 

which caused great excitement in the village, even gro- 
cery pitch and penny dvaw-poker were abandoned for a 
time. Many were the ways suggested to defend the town, 
One stalwartson of a Vuleanthought that he could knock 
him out-of-time with his sledge. Poor little ‘' Felis can- 
adensis,’ whose timidity prevents you from preying on 
anything more formidable than a rabbit or young spring 
lamb, did you but know what terror your presence ex- 
cites in the heart of mankind, you might with impu- 
nity, were it not for the yillage curs, in some of your 
jovial moods place our town in a state of siege. 
The winter has thus far been 4 singular one ; alternate 

snow and rain—u good one for small game. Ruffed 
grouse are yery plenty, which augurs favorably for next 
season's shooting. STANSTEAD, 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

MASSACHUSETIB— Quincy, Warel hth.—The Merry Mount Shoot- 
ing Glub had their wer kly glass-ball shoot Saturday afternoon. 

Following are the scores, the highest possible total being 20 :— 

Rotary Trap, Double Trap. Totat. 

George Monk......-.....-:-- apap mst: t ui] 10 19 
John Curtis, 2d.....--......-.. 3 10 15 
wz. Keating... -... 79 8 ly 
Thomas Curtis % 6 3 
N. Curtis.... 8 8 16 
CG. Prescott, .. Ww § 5 
H. O. Studley - 6 6 12 
P. Chubbuck i iH 12 
T. Fernald 4 3 Ve 

—Seyeral of the Massachusetts Clubs haye arranyed for meet- 

ingson Fast Day. The Worcestér Sportsmen's Club have inviled 

(the members of the Marlborough Club to join them upon that oc- 

casion, 

Holliston, March 6th—The Glass Ball Shooting Club bas reor- 

ganized for the coming season, with Warren Carpentur as Presi- 
dent, and Frank Cass, Secretary and Treasurer; Directors, 

Artemus Leland, George L. Sanborn, Ortin P. Joslyn, The open- 

ing match game will be on Vast Day, 

FounrAw Guy CLvs.—Brookjn Driving Park, Parkville, D. 7.4 

March 3d.— Regular shoot from 6 ground traps; handicup rise ;— 

ais. Tolat 
FIGS) BOTs hor nceiacts a. coco aes be Cy Mine CO aie gr 
EP VETASS fee doses eee tee 26 1o2vi7y 025 
W,_A. Cheny. --- 2 21171110 16 
DONG BLOWILL sn +a ree arr 23 11217210486 
G. Helmsteadt., - 2a O11t00 1 O38 
W. HR. Hunter. a O OF 0 27 OFO 0-1 
W. Selover. - a OF 0h eee 
D. Lemken.. OF 1 0 1 O*1 0-38 
‘Theo, Brown i 0 O212 0 1 
P. Raveohall, Jr 23 000 11 0 1-3 
M. J. Kearney. MS 1 100104 14 
J, O'Connor... ---- 22) say peist Te O1101 1 +6 
ai la STIG en tne cust in «eee res 2a 000 OF1 1 1-3 

FP. P 

CAZDNOVLA Guy CLuB.— Cuzenovitt, VN. ¥., Mcwreh sa.—Pirst shoot 

for gold badge presented to the clib by Wil. A. Cruttenden, 

Ten balls; Card’s rotary trap; winner handicapped three yards 
évery time he wins baded, up to thirty yards. ‘ies shot off from 

the Gistance each shooter ocelipied during the shoot. Very high 
wind blowing, which made the shooting yory dificult; 17 yards :— 

Name. Yards. Total. 

MOrg@ e122 =tctecgcs-dseaes iT Doo T 
BARS Vlei e es we 2 Lig gta gk alte oat vi 
Cruttenden, -. 1, tp ak al ie all Ge it 7 
TETINWE eee DO OD Se ee bh 
Duyer Ve TEV) ST ah a ae 9 
Atwell . PAs Pap een if vt 
Mather... eC) It Be ae ST a LT a 
Stanton OF aL" ih SEOs ete T. ‘4 
Epgleston...,:--.. IE ee RY ibe) " 

FLAMMHRTEES, 

PENNSYLYANIA—Muney, Mirel 8t.—Below please find sanves 

made in a friendly contest between the menibers of the Lycoming 

Sportsmen's Club, of Williamsport, andthe Hatamerless: Guo Club 

of this place, on Saturday, March fith ;— 

WILLLAMSPORT, 

Aug. Koch, 1B 
A. Davidson 13 
GC, Hogun,.. 11 
G, 'Vingmar 18 
W. Ed. Hels, 14 
J. Bubl..-. - = 10 
WSS. Licey... 2-5 15 

Dela Green. ,.. .---: W 
QO. Sporut.. .. - 17 
Olint, Guyer, ... 18 
J, Guyer---..+ ab) 
GL. Watt....... 18 
J. Fowler..... iby 
Chas. Guyer ace 

Williamsport, §£; Muney, 99. 

New dnrsny—Patersan, Moreh 4th.—Partridge Gun Chib wateh 
for u gold badge. Wonby Henry Halliday; 14 yardsvisi; Iuber 

trap i— 

Chas. Van Onelen LOOTITOOTLL1O01171010 1 
J. MeNeil... 1TO00ON0UOOO01TTOTONTIIL 8 
Heury Halli TLLOLTVOTLOL10ONTLTITNit 3s 
Ben, Mastel..- --TILTIOLOOLOOOOLOLOON Lf 
Herman Mertul...,, ..,- OQLLL0LTLTOLLI0V01I 0000 Oo 

CoAxen Gon Chus.—Vincenlown, Moreh 3d.—The newly-orpan- 
ized plass-Pall club of this place held thoi first shoot here (o.day 

for a bade, to be Won three times in succession hefore hecoming 
the permanent property of any ong member, Card's rotating 
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trap; 18 yards rise; 1: oz. shot; very lively wind, W.D. Haines, 

field captain; J. Watterman, referee; N. H. Peacock, scorer :— 

GROEN TANT, poste oes tele Worse rept Sl SR RO ne 5, 
W. D-. Haines. 000002122101 1-4 
Wd) DNick......-- wend Gok OO” oY 7, 
F. 8. Hilliard . a Tae 9 Baws lak Wis Os re Ue 5 
J, W. Haines.. 1106000101 0 0-4 
R. J. Trick—- -0110600110 0 04 
W. Alloway -1011021 00 0 0-4 
S. 5. Butterworth, absent. 

FS. Hilliard won badge, to be again contested for on April 3d. 
SHELDRAKE, 

MrcatgAn—Traverse City, March 2d.—A sportsman’s club has 

been organized here. We have got glass-ball shooting nicely 

started. Are new at the business yet, and a very fine score could 

not be expected. It is:- 
Lockwood .:..-.-... 

Corsurgne Guy ChLun.—leburie, Ter, Feb. 24t1h.—Cleburne 

Gun Clitb's first practice shoot at glass balls, 10 ballseach; 20 

yards rise; revolving trap :— 
O. P, Listor....-; s stedwics.! 24 Bian OES Ss ed Pe pe eg) 
G. H. Maxey..... - . 2| FP. P. Penderry. . a 
Ate Alona] G6 6a 0s SSeS 2 5| L. 8. Sleughter.. 4 
Sam Criner_ Pea eal sfobet Lace 4| C,N. Gunn.--- 13 
SPAS PeIL.-. 1p =. . 2.| A. J. Cowley... ----. T 

The majority of those who participated fired at their first glass 
balls to-day: indeed a few never having seen a trap and balis 
béfore. IZAAc. 

7 1D * 

Che Aifle. 
—~<—— 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

MAssacruuserrs—Boston, March Sth—_Mammoth Rifle Gallery.— 
The new classified rifle match, or consolation match, commenced 

last Monday, and the indications are that it will hecome very pop- 

wiar. Mr. N. W. Arnold wassuccessful in getting a clean score of 
eight cousecutive bull's-eyes, with agood 38 and 39, placing him to 

the front in the first class, closely followed by D. N. Sherburne 

svith three good 393m the second class. Gordon McKenzie and 

P. D. Swift are leading al] others with two 36s and a good 38, but 

Mr. MeKenzie outranks Mr. Swift. This second class is forall who 

have neyer won a prize in the gallery, and is becoming yery pop- 

ular. The following is the standing of the severai competitors to 

date; 150 feet ; rounds $; possible 40; three scores to win :— 

First class- 4 Total 
N.W, Arnold .. 38 39 40 it 
D. N_ Sherburne 39 39 39 U7 
G. Edwards -... aT 38 39 114 
Frank Hollis.,.-..-. . aT 38 383 113 

Second class. 
Gordon MeKenzie.......,.-.-- 36 36 88 110 
P. D. Swift 36 36 38 110 
F. J. Bonney - 35 36 38 109 
J. Golden..-.....-.. 33 35 30 106 

NS GPRUITGSS vena byolelojot en emir soos 35 104 
Geo. Bstes;..,.-.-+. 1. DE 3a 3b 104 
A, U. Staples. . BL 35 35 104 
O.R. Curtis ... . ot BE 35 103 
Go. D. Wdsond::s.2).0--2 see 34 at B+ 102 

The $50 rifle match, which is ended at the Mammoth Rifle 

Gallery, showed'some yery large scores; the best that the gallery 

everhad. Messrs. Wilder, Richardson and Harrison are tied for 

the first three prizes which will be shot off thispext week. Fol- 
lowing are the winping scores for February; 150 feet; rounds §; 

possible 40; three cores to win ;— 
W. Wilder,... -. .49 40 40-120 | Frank Hollis -...- 39 39 40—118 
Hi. F. Richardson..40 40 40—120 | C. Edwards... 39 39 39—lIT 
W. TL. Ha n..40 40 40-120) U.A, Pollard......39 39 89—117 
J. Mevriil....... .-39 40 40-119! E. Walters ~....--.58 38 40—116 

Bozton Galleries The crack of the rifle has been incessant dur- 

ing the week, day and evening, at the Magnolia. Mr. Frank Hol- 

lis still lends all comers, although there bas been a gallant strug- 
gle for the lead by such capital shots.as Richardson, Hall, Schaefer, 

Smith and Harris. This match closed on Monday, March 8th. 

Following are the best scores made during the week :— 
CORNELL MATCH. 

5 Ts F. Hollis. ..-154 --- <4. + 49 49 50 50 50 
4. I, Richardson. . 49 60 49 50 50 248 
H. Hall... ss<- , 48 48 48 49 49 242 
R. BF. Schaefer -. 49 49 47 46 46 237 
J. M. Smith... . 47 vs sq 47 48 238 
i. Harris,... . 48 47 47 4T 7 236 
W. Henry... .- - 46 48 46 46 4h 232 

W.H. Friman.... . 45 47 46 46 4 231 

M. ii. Autchings- 45 46 46 46 48 229 

A.B. Thomas... . 45 45 46 46 46 228 

J. I’. R. Schaefer ~ 46 45 45 46 4h 226 

G. F. Elsworth. . . 45 45 45 4t 45 224 

d. Jerome,..... » 45 47 44 4t Ad aed 

B. F. Brooks....,.------+ 43 45 45 45 46 224 

he management opened on March 9th a new classified match, 

to which all comers are inyited, with any rifle of .22 cal., 8-pound 

pull, strictly off-hand. The total yalue of prizes is $115, divided 

into first, second and third classes. The first class included all 

svho have made 47 or more; the sceond those who have a score 

of 4tand Jess than 47; the third class those having 43 and less ; 

thernles governing the National Rifle Association to he acknowl- 

edged; no competitor can win more than one prize in each class; 

three scores to win. An extra prize in cash ($25) will be given to 

any one making the highest number of clean scores during the 

match, 

Boston, March 6th.—The tenth competition in Hyerybody’s 

Match, which took place to-day at Walnut Will, attracted a large 

pumber of riflemen and many spectators. The magnificent scores 

made atthe last mect put the marksmen upon their mettle, and 

each one of the part*cipants wished to improve his former sccre. 

Ajl the good shots were present. Many did not finish their scores, 

ag their record could not be improved, and also to save fummuni- 

tion. The day was cool, the sky overcast with leaden clouds 

which produced a good light in the early stages of the contest, 

The wind also was steady during the morning, blowing strong 

from the east, und indicating 12 o'clock. In the afternoon it be- 

cume fickle und unreliable and required constant watebije. Capt. 

Jackson again came to the front with his military for 50, with two 

points added for the ha ndicap, a® previously noted, which makes 

favo full seores made duripy this mateh, This shooting upholds 

the reputation of the Walnut Hill marksmen. There were 110 

entvies; the best were as follows :— 

lant. W. H.Jackson (military), 6h 45.5 45 5 5 5 5 4-50 

Gr charies ae 556455 6 & 5 5-49 
J, Nighols.--- -- ca 55556 5 45 4 5-48 
iW. W. Law..... —-- 7 144545 5 9 5 5 4-4 

FET NE ee ee oe 8 4 4555 8 4-H 
Mo Tyler (military)... 4 5 6 5 oo 
a a nibae, St CW 4445 45 5 5 5 6-40 
1, F. Brown (military). £4544 5 3 9 6 54h 
AV. Howard... ..--- 9546 5 5 8 5 4 §—46 

ui. B. Souther 556 +4 4 4 6 4 4—44 

ay. 8, Guerrier 44¢¢ 4 ¢ 4 5 4 $41 
44244483 ¢ 4 4-00 i. OC. Gomi. |, -. 262. 

Wakefield, March Uh—Ths Wakofield Amatouy 
Hifi Acioplation 

Hold p cowpetition shoot at Their ren"o Pout a) Uhely shot AYA 

series. A goodly number of sportsmen were present. The fol- 
lowing are some of the best scores :— 

E.V. Richardson........-....-... { ; z a 7: 2 ; ge 

DayRDORMyIott ey Nemes Te te SERB meR Ween pee 
Roger Howard....-.-.2....2.0... 13 : : i : = 

Williant Levis 2-oa\u is ti te eae reuapaee 
Frank Winship. .-.......-......++ } 3 ; : : 3 par 

George Towle..-:...-.-..:.:. Veet i4 3 3 Z , 2 Seats 

Medfr'd, March tih.At Bellevue Range to-day the following 

scores were made in the “ classified series :’— 
(WORN Bb cee ages er n=. gene ke ele net B 6 
KR. Abbott..., an 
A. 3. Archer 453 
H. Withington 551 
A. J. Greene 
J. Hastman .,. 

i SC ETH OT He He POO sIDAw Hm G2 St Se St tt Sp Ot OU rt ot ce a WH TST OT St CO Cr ST Ot tot He ST OH SST DPW OT CoH oT 

1 a i) 

R. Sawyer.... 3—48 
F. Mason.... wh 5—44 
ROBNSr Maye ey Oe” Maer: oe eee rere 3—43 

Mr. Souyet won the general prize in the first, Mr. Abbott in the 
second and Mr. Green in the third elass. 

Gardner, March 6th._¥Following are thescores of the Gardner 

Rifle Club, held at Hackmatack Range to-day; two scores of 10 

shots each; 200 yards; off-hand; using the inch ring and Creed- 
moor target combined ;— 

—Totals— 
Ha Gs Fie Ge, Eid G. 
79 45 83 45 162 90 

S. N. Dodge..--... - 8 44 3 45 156 89 
G.¥, Elisworth . 69 44 81 44 4150 88 
Frank Nichols...... iT 45 66 41 14 86 
J.Newton....-.::....-. ~64 43 fl 48) «(125 86 
Kio Wwiton 2)-.-e met .-5- mente -64 43 60 42 24 85. 
GC. Merritt..... .33 19 49 (387 82 56 
GASH Ayal. es see eee Bt 9 25 360 OD 70 54 

Springfield, March 9th.—Scors of the Rod and Gun Rifle Club 
made to-day in a drifting snow storm, with an attendance of ten 

shooters; 200 yards, off-hand ; possible 50:— 
Total. 

WE. CRAM. Sines tee ces ee 640 655 6 44h 5 47 
8. 5. Bernstead. +5 54444579745 46 
Dr. Young... 5555544445 45 
L. H. Mayott. 5645455455 4 46 
J, A. Willson. -5644445454 65 4h 
8. H. Barrett. -45555 46444 45 
J. H. Lewis... 454534455 4 44 
SJ Arms. J2..5- 5444444545 43 
COTS UMIGL ATE ee viet ete seebeiyeuts 44444553 4 4 41 

Connecricur— Collinsville, March 3d.—Canton Rod and Gun 

Club, Riverside Range. Practice meeting at 200 yards; off-hand; 

3-pounds pull 10 shots :— 
Mass.Creed. 

F. Fancher....... 9 9 11 10 JO 12 11 11 4 «10 «Ih 44 
J.D. Andrews... 19 9 10 10 11 9 YT 10 12 10 98 42 

1220) 8 8 9 6 WL 30 10 9 gt 42 
ll 11 8 10 10 10 12 8 6 94 42 
10 910 8 10 7 9 8 9 1 92 «41 
BI9 DOs We TY ee OAL TS 83 39. 
6 id ae GS a) OLED NS) 18) i: 80 8639 

PH@NIXVILLE RIFLE GALLERY.—Wew Haven, March 6th.—Owing 

to the inclemency of the weather during the past week the at- 

tendance at this gallery has not been so large as the week previ- 
ous. The scores stoad (75 feet): ‘ 

Ex-Lieut. Bassett 5 55 5 5 55 6 b=56 
EB, J. Watrvous.... . 55545 5 4 5 5-48 
H. Monson (rest) = oy 565 5 5 5 5 5 5 5-50 
Dine poaiithe gee ae Peps seas ee seater 4555 5 5 6 4 4 4-46 

Match between E. J. Watrous and Ben. Lewis: 10 shots -— 
SRST MiwvIS. nel ees deeded eee 545545 5 5 5 548 
Bi, J, Watrous ..2...-:.........-..5.5 5 6 4 4 5 4 5 4 5-46 

ZertLer RiFLe CLus.—Shooting for club prize March 8th; 20 

shots; Creedmore targets reduced to gallery distance; possi- 

ble 100 :— ‘ 

Po Tenino 2 Biles doeen-= scree 
A. H. Brown... 

B. Zottler,.. .1-.--=,+ oe 
(Ca heratt ch dor soem Ech. - 95 

New Yore.—March 6th—The Zettler Rifle Club shot their 
fourth competition for the Brown Medal at Guttenberg, N. J.; 
30 shots; military riflo; 200 yards; ring target; scores as fol- 

lows :— 

eeese 

EVl@elal sac eee. sae ey ite 6419 | LL. Manning.....,,.--.-4----- 578 
CG. G. Zettler.....,...-.7..5... 640 | B.-Zettler.... . OTT 
J.H. Brown......-- Fret yy 633 | N. Downing. . 5ST 
[ORGS rtfsaine ty bee peepee: $18 | D, Culhane. -. 636 
Te MilLGree rads atest ne ee ceeee 616 | M. B. Engel -- S07 
P. G. Fenning:.:...:.5.-...2. 614}. O'Neil. . . 497 
AL Dorier..9...-. 5 e-taagee: 608} C. Recht....... peennseder cone 490 
Mer rU UELE Tat t-elis sleleie sm reirirre 599 | I’. Fabarus, retired. 

New Yorke Rir.e Crus.—vew York, March 9th.—Scores at ring 

and Creedmoor targets -— 
A. J, HOWLETT. 

Rance. see eke soyee 19 24 19 21 24 18 2. 21 19 21 21 18 22 25 A—BIT 
Creedmoor....-...-.- 44455455445 5 45 5 570 

M. M. MALTBY. 
Ring ....... ..------- 25 24 22 19 10 21 23 18 23 19 25 22 22 21 19-318 
Crecdmoor,....-..,-_ 5 5 4 354545455 56 5 4— 

¥. ALDER. 
Mites ceces tee . 13.19 12 23 21 21 23 18 2 18 21 21 19 21 16—290 
Creedmoor 444555545 45 5 4 5 468 

¥. J. DONALDEON. 
RIDES pte e nae ees 15 7 16 25 23:19 14 15 16 11 25 15 18 19 19—257 
Creedmoor.....,---- 43455444485 44 4 4 60 

J. Wy MANGAM. 
THe ea ee 8 21 15 17 10 21 17 22 12 10 11 14 22 16 19-235 
Creedmoor.....-..-.- 354435456433 45 4 4 60 

G. J. SEABURY, ‘ 
BAN Sey oe es se 18 13 23.12 19 22 20168 62411 1 16 11 1h6—227 
Oreedmoor........... 4 45 445 54353 2 4 3 4-59 

Total for six men, ring count, 1,630; average 27d}. Total for six 
men, Creedmoor count, 387; average 642. 

Empire RivLE CLuuB.—March 6th.—Matches at Hartung’s Park; 
200 yards; 10 shots; ‘first dish match"; handicap :— 
10 el QAM 8 Fry al Pana PP sod Se f= vo benes 56555 5 44 4 5 446 
J. Wh. Brown? .-,.... 66. eseees 2-24 \4 65 5 56 5 5 4 6 5 5-48 
N.1). Ward!...--.-.-2 22 sss ee. 6554445 4 5 4-45 
.5W. TOddt. ees Se APES bee Se 44545 45 4 5 546 
Wr, M. Warmow?#). 8250.2. =ce:--==-----t 5h 45 5 5 5 4 4 5-AT 

+ Less 3 points handicap, 45, + Less? points handicap, 44. + Less 
3 points handicap, 44. 

W.A. Robinson.,.,....,. .----44] H. Fisber... .....4.5---..5 «39 
FF. A. Holton 40). P, White... .., fe ee 42. B2 
A. H. Cobb oe AD 

“ Subscription match"; 6 prizes; 200 yarde; 10 shote:— 
NAW MOG ys assy: pangs s-fa+ che te eee eet! ai gd mere meS glean eae 
J. H. Brown - s 64454 5 5 4 6 5-47 
MAG Ths WO Ds ays opti e eee Piers 654565 4 4 5 5-47 
W.M. Farrow .,.,- ne $5 hb 5S 4 Dw 4 5-8 
WT. AOltons 24125 4--.- Fe 2-2 -p 2222 7555645 75 4 4 547 
W. Hy Coohran.... 6p peeee ee 4 | By WalsOn ry iee ein reriens Sd 

Fy TRYUGCY jeer pecry ee ey he BP Haat sey nentntethieety: 
By DAVID er ciieevecgrens Ek | Be 
N, AVA is easen CLE teh LN Le 

. » Wiehardgon..,.osjisiye 

RP WE eareeperngege nes 

a. 

y cAy HODIGBOM iy iripete yiet 

CREEDMOOR.—The directors of the N. KR. A. haye instituted two 
new matches, which will be entered upon at the opening of the 
tange at Creedmoor Apri] 3d. Their conditions are; Uff-hand 

individual match to be shot on the first, second and third Satur- 
days of each month, beginning in April; open to everybody; rifle, 

any; distance, 100, 200 and 800 yards; five shots at each; competi- 
tors allowed two entries, but only the highest score to count; 
competitors using military rifles will receive an allowance of one 
pcint at each distance; competitor making the highest aggregate 
score of three competitions participated in during the month to 

receive $20 or trophy; second highest score, $15, and nine others, 

sums decreasing gradually to 35. In addition to the above, 40 per 

cent. of the entrance money at each competition will be divided 

equally among the first five competitors. 
Off-hand team match to be shot on the fourth Saturday of each 

month, beginningin April; open to teams of four men from any 

rifle club or association or military organization in the United 

States, or from the marine corps or thenawy. Bach organization 

represented may enter more thau one team, but no competitor to 

be a member of more than one team in the same competition. 

Prizes each month: 1. To the team making the highest aggregate 

score at each competition, $20 or trophy. 3. To team making sec- 

ond highest aggregate score as above, $15. The other conditions 
are as in the preceding match. 

ScHuETzeEn Norrs.—The Helvetia Rifle Club, of this city, held 
its first series of shooting for 1880 last week at Hartung’s Park, 

Morrisiana. The shooting was very well attended, about thirty 

members being present, but the weather wasadverse. The dis- 

tance was 200 yards, The target were for precision ehooting both 

with breech or muzzle-loaders; 25 half-inch ring targets; for 

time shooting (time allowed, three minutes for each man); regu- 

Jar Creedmoor targets. 
The Newark, N. J., Shooting Association held their annual 

meeting the 80th of February. According to the report of the 

Secretary, the association numbers 192 members, including three 
honorary members. For the present year the following officers 

were elected: President, Martin Jesler; Vice-President, F. H. 

Wismer; Shoting Masters, William Huyes, August Bezeron, John 
Klenert; Secretary, A. C. Fromann; Financial Secretary, Wil- 

liam Schmander, Jr.; Financial Committee, A. Volheje, Joseph 
Christl; C. F. Seitz. 

The grand shouting festival of the Southern Schuetzenhbund 

takes place at Savannah, Ga., from the 23th to the 22d of April 
next. 

Newark, N. J—The regular monthly match for the Association 

Badge was shotat Frelinghuysen's Range, March Ist. Out of a 

possible 50 the following ecores were made :— 

A.C. Neumann-...---.---.---- 47 | Walsh... .- St pep/OIErwbslch wpe Te Bs 
Geo, Zimmer..,. 47 | Walte....--.. . 43 
Weigmann,... .,. 46 | F.1D. Seden 4 
C@. Soden... .. 11. <= «eee 46) Denntann . 48 
Dynes. Syn ste teehee eee: = sean 45} Lytle -_- . 43 

The shoot-off gave the badge to Mr. Nevmann. 

LovistanA—Wew Orleans, Feb. 20th.—To-day, the Washington 

Artillery Sharpshooters assembled at the New Orleans Rifle Park, 

to contest for the battalion cup offered by the W. A. R. Club for 

competition. The winner must have five winnings for possessor 

ship. Lieutenant Dudley Selph was the victor by two points. 

The following is the score; with military vitles, six-pound trigger 
pull:— 

Fards 

Dudley Selph,,.. ...4..+... +... 209 Faget (eee as 

P.Mitchel.,..0..2. ---eceeeeneen aetnine  Gakh peeeiee oye 
C. W. Charltqn,.— -.-..-., - area i ; i : vag 

Witt, ATMS. eee ce Cage bedeerete = +n 3 : 2 4 (oat ead 

UeOesporle F292: 228 2 Be ein eee * . - mete oe 

The members of the New Orleans Rifle Club indulgedin pool 
shooting at mid-range, 500 yards. Messrs. Haskins, Maloney, 

Miller and others had bull’s-eyes and cartoons layishingly given 

them by the marker. ‘ 

Asmall detachment of the military were on hand trying the 
200 and 500 yards ranges, with good results. 
The battalion cup will be contested for every two weeks—five 

shots each, at 200 and f00 yards. 

MicHicAn—Detroit, Feb. 25th.—The members of the Cheboygan 
Gun Club are getting down to pretty fine work in rifie shooting. 
The championship badge has been shifting fvom one to another 

of the members until they about all think they are championa, ov 
ghould be, This afternoon four of the members of the club shot 
off-hand at 200 yards range, and notwithstanding it was very 

windy, the wind coming in gusts, they made the following credit- 

able soores out of a possible 100 ;— 

Chas, Kitchin 4444 4454445545454 445 Bh 
T. A. Perrin @44444456445443543534 2&0 
W.S, Hump B44444445343045455544 77 
W. G. Bogegs.- 5333844585 35555538 3844 vi 

The first fifteen shots of Kitchin and Perrin were for the cham- 
pion badge. 

On1o—Cineinnati, Feh. 22d.—S8core made by the Cincinnati 

Shooting and Fishing Club in the ninth competition for the Baker 

medal ; distance, 200 yards; position, off-hand ; 15 shots at Massa- 
chusetts-Creedmoor targets :— 

212 
Wames. a |e 

@ |S 
J. RH. Weston.- ~.}10} 810} B/N) UT) S)12} 0) 8) 7) 8) 1O}td} 111) 4366 
L. Fender -| 9) 81) 9) 9/19) 7/10) 8) 8) )10)0}) 144165 
D. T. Disney 12] 11) 10} 9)19)20) 8) 8) 10) S)10} &) 10) 8) &}) 1426s 
H. Stickels... 13/11) 9} 7] 9} 9} BLO) G11) 819) giro} 10|| T4zl64 
W. Caldwell ,- A UO]TE} BHI} S) 8) 10] 1} O10) F]17) 4) to}! IBelét 

10} 8) 8/10) 9/10) 7/19)10) 7] O)2)09) S} Si) Waals 
«| 10} 19] 10}10) 10/10) 8) 8) 5) 7) 8) &] e) la) Sh) a828i60 

t i} 7] 9) 8) 810/19) 8} Th11)_7| 8) 8)1a)} 73) 
8] GLO) S) 2) GT) TEN 12}10)19) 8) a ai) 131\61 
11} S)12) 8) 8) 6) 7) 2) 4p Tpa2|Te) 9) 7) 117159 
9) By 5) 6) &) BO} TO) Q) 3) 9) 2} 0101! 1138/55 
Tl 9) 7 8-21 9) 3} 4] 3] 8) 9} 0} 2] 8i] aelao 

Cc. 

Merirs of GALLERY Rirces.—Boston, Mareh Tth.—Hditor 
Forest, and Stream :—1 notice in your issue of March 4th a para- 
graph from a, Boston correspondent, who shoots the Maynard 

Tifle, in regard to the fine shooting done with that rife at the 
Mammothand Magnolia Rifle Galleries, in Boston. I think thera 
are olher rifles nnd riflemen whose scores compare fayorably 

with the shooting done by Mr. KE. F. Richardson and Mr. 0. M. 
Jewell, alias J, A. Mattoon, alias J, Merrill, which the following 
statement will show, comprising all the perfect scores ever 
made io the Mammoth Gallery :— 

With the Maynard, O. M. Jewell has made tive olean scores, and 

£. F. Richardson, one, With the Ballard, Mr. Jewell lias made two 
clean scores; Mr. Richardson, two; N. W. Arnold, six; W. H. 

Harrison, five; F, Hollis, two; and Megers, 0, Edwards, H, L, Lee, 
&, B. Sonthor, KR. Walters, and J, N, Prye, sling J, Nichole, 
aliag N. James, alias J, Amea, President of tho Mrsiie 

f Chusetta Bike AFCoIAT Ou; One gledn BOON! eMin, This mele fl 
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total of thirty-four clean scores in all—twenty-two with the Bal- 

Jard and twelye withthe Maynard. The management of these 
galleriss bar no rifle, even allowing the contestants to shoot 

their own, which privilege Messrs. Richardson and Jewell exer- 
cise, NIPPER. 

——S 
Tre LYM An Sign?.—Mr. William Lyman, the maker of the new 

rifle rear sight, lags received the following letter from & member 

oft the Utah Rifle Association, It was entirely unsolicited, and 
Was accompanied by orders for other sights to be used by other 

marksmen of Salt Lake City :— . 
William Lyman, Heo.:— Save Lace Orry, Utah, Jam, 19th, 

DEAR Srr: Thesight you sent me by Fe eneee: mail reached 
here three daysaro. LT could not make it iit thesmall Ballard, so 
I fitted to n Maynard, .22. Myself and Mr. Sharp, the owner of the 
gun, Went ont to try the sight ar flying objects. He tired a few 
shots, and at once saw that the sight was superior to any ojien 
sight, and so expressed himself. [ trind it, and on the lirst effort 
broke the balland made a string of fifteen or sixteen shots, hand- 
ing backthe gun withoutamiss. We tried then on objects at 
various distances, for the purpose of ascertaining its adaptability 
to quick aiming, and the result surprised us. Vor firing at the 
word of command it excels Sythe, Taversaw. Of course, we 
van imaging what it would be in the field and forest. 
One of oursportsmen sugested that while its superiority was 

Manifest in those branches of shooting, it might not be adapted 
tO xccurate shooting atamark. Do satisfy myself and him I shot 
in the presence of two witnesses, ten shotsat the target I send 
you herewith, the resulf of which you can, of course, appreciate. 

3 5 The distance was twenty feet, and you will see that 
there fis not room to place two bullets side by side in 
the longest diameter of the target, ull the shots cutting 
into one hole. This with a cominon hunting front 

q Sisht and the Lyman rear sight, with large aperture. 
Thiave made many other wonderfully fine shots with 

it it all distances, but will not weary you with the story. 
In eonchision, | have tosay that | consider your sight the per- 

fection of suidea, which, simple as itis, comprehends the seeret 
of conrplete mastery oyer arifle. To old eyes it must bea per- 
tect God-send. G. A. MreBans, 

———— 

A HUNTER'S EXPERIENCE WITH BULLETS. 

BOULDER BAsrin, Montana. 
Hditor Forest and Stream :— 

The articleof Mr. Cleveland in your issue of Aug. 28th, 1879, re- 
calls a discussion that tool place in your columns nearly two 

years since, ani Task space to submit additional facts in support 

of the views then adyocuted. 
It will be recalled thatin answer to some strictures of British 

rifle experts—to the effect that forall the practical purposes of 
liuhting, ete., the American long-range hreech-loader tas as use- 

Jess an arm as the British muzzle-loader—-I commended the Amer- 
joan gun as on admirable arm for hunting large game, witha 

propermodification of sithts and ammunition. This opinion was 

based upon nearly two years’ experience with one of the Ameri- 

cin long-range arms—hunting in Montant, using a 450-crain solid 

all. These views were commented upon unfavorably by several 

on this side of the water, notubly by H. W.C.(Mr. Cleyeland), who 
seemed to ridicule the idea of taking such a weapon in the fleld, 
The only tangible reagzon giyen in support of his view was that 
the yery sharp twist of the grooving, necessary in the long-range 

Weapon, nécegsarily and per se caused too high a trajectory for 

hunting purposes. This objection was successfully controyerted 

by mein reply, Lthink, by quoting the practice of some of the 

best vifle¢makers of Great Hritsin, who in the Express rifle—je- 
Bigued especially tor flatness of trajectory—used, In some cases, as 
sharp tyist to the grooving asis used in our long range. Some 
experiments of my own were also Introduced, which, at least to 

my sutisfaction, proved the error of his views. The opinion was 

then adyanced that in « well-constructed rifle, flatness of trajec- 
tory, celeris priritus, is dependent practically upoo the relatiye 

proportion of weights of powder and bali. 

So much by way of recapitulation and as an introduction to 

what follows. ‘This same long-range rifle hus been used by me 
since that digseussion, and its powers fully tested upon the large 

game (antelopes, deer, buflalos, elks, mountain sheep and grizzly 
beurs) of the finest game region of this continent. The following 

score of game for the present season to this rifle, to this date, in- 
dicates, by the large proportion of animals killed to those hit, a 

destructiveness scarcely second to any rifle, and certainly shows 
the adaptability of this class of weapon for hunting purposes, 
Nothing is claimed for myself on the score of extra skill either as 

na vifleman or nimter, for I aim only an average one; nor is any ep- 

pecial merit claimed for this rife over other arms of its class, for 
itis only an average one. What merit [do claim is the successful 

adapting of the hollow-pointed or Express bullet to an American 

rifle, contrary to the opinion of so many that the light Express 

bullet could not be used in any American ritie with Express 

charges on account of its system of rifling. With the exception 
ofa few elks killed for bear baits, and a few males of each kind 
for specimens, the dim was to kill no animal—bear, of course, ex- 

cepted—except for food. When it is recollected what small 

amount of each carcass can be keptin warm weather and packed on 

animals over mountain trails, if can be realized how many an- 
jmals ean be utilized, even by asmull party, in several months’ 

exploration of the Yellowstone National Park and the mountains 
to the noth and Gast, Witha little exertion double the amount 
of deer and elk could haye been easily killed than is given below 
This oan be the more easily realized when it is stated that six of 

the elks were Idlled in ten minutes’ firing, and were quickly util- 

{ved by a ranchman for his winter's supplyof ment; also thee 
elksatanother time and two on two other occasions io a shorter 

time. 
Two bullets wete used. In animals no larger than the deer, 

shells were loaded with 105 grins by measure (103 wrains by 
weicht) of Curtis & Harvey No. 6, and @ 276-grain hollow-pointed 
alloyed pall, 8-16 ineb oritice. Hor animals larger thau the deer 

(elks, bears, big horns, ete,), same quantity of powderand a 340- 

train alloyed ball, 10-04 inch orifice. 
The classification below is made from notes taken of the locality 

and character of each wound at the time, 
The game was killed by myself, and does not Include what was 

killed by the packer or others of the party, nor by any hunter in 
the yicinity. The score ia clatmed as a Tair test of the rifie's 

capacity. In making out the percentage of “kills” (without a 
second shot) to the ‘hits,’ no shot is counted that did not strike 
the spinal column or within the cayity between point of shoulder 
and hips, for rarely ‘hits’ from any viflein the imbs will secure 
pame without 9 second shot. 

Flos EVE Seb e AES RTE SS USS BR ame At eee sree tee ea . Be 
Hit in limbs, And required second shut @ 
Leaving total bit fulrly in body_..-..- 2 
Of these requiring second shot,.... ee ee eile lee 1 

(ox Tine) | 0) 
The2i killed dead fell within u distance of twenty yards, and 

were shot at distances yarying from fifty to three hundred 

yards, : 
Motal elk and mountain sheep... veep es rte 
Hit in limbs first shot, aud reqUlring second second shot,. ..-- 25 
Leaving bit tainly in pody-.-.....----.-----26 22 sess se 31 

“Shot at from forty to three hundred yards +-~ 
f these vequirin ONG nGteeeee se erect Meat rats gtit iW enann Oo 9 Sa ne Ox proportion of 1 ta 1-6) ; 

The 4 animals fell with one }mndred and fifty yards, and where 

shot, 
This does not include 8 bull elk and 1 big horn ram known to be 

hit, and sonie, with limbs broken, that escaped into timber and 

not found, 
Total bear killed (grizzly, 7; byvown hear, 1) i. ed 
Requiring the second shot....-.-........ Pee ey ere Pee ee 1 

(Orlin 8.) 

One killed at one hundred and fifty yards, balance from twenty to 
seventy-five yards. The grizzly—shot the second—yould have 

died within » short distance, had he not, atter the usual number 
of antics, righted up and came immediately down the hill toward 

me, and it was deemed advisable, by way of experiment, lo give 

him a second shot when within twenty-five yards. The bears were 

approached on foot and unattended, except the one shot af one 

hundred and fifty yards, who was killed by merely didymounting, 

This of itself argues confidence in one's rifle. These sight bears 

were all so hard hit that only one gave the usual “ baw!" given 
when not fatally shot, Of course, with such game the necessity 

was always recognized of putting in the first shot at close quar: 

ters, and doing it well. 

Big-horns are nearly ashard tokilldead aselk. With any arm ib 

is very diffigult to knock down in his track a bull elk, unless hit 

in brain or spinal column. Well hit behind the shoulders, they 
will usually stand from three to ten minutes before falling. Three 
of the big-horns and six of the elk were killed with the light bul- 
let, and withoutasecond shot. They were all, however, well bit, 

The condition of an animal (amount of flesh on its ribs) materi— 

ally affects the Expvess bullet. The more flesh, the lower the ye- 
locity of the splinters of the ball on entering the cavity—which 

is really the measure of its destructiveness. An ayerage elk will 

measure aft. 2in. (15} hands) high; 7H't. from rump to tip of nose, 

as he stands; 6ft, in girth, and 30in, depth of chest behind the 
shoulders, and will welgh 7501bs. when in fair condition. 

The rifle is so sighted that with a 275 gr- ball and with fine sight, 

its point blank is 125 yards; coarse sight,2W0 yards, trajectory rising 

seven inches. Turning up a leaf, and using a 340 er. ball, fine 
sight, 125 yards; coarse, 200 yurds, The second leaf also giyes a 

point blank for light ball of 250 and 300 yards. 
As to accuracy, I haye grouped ten consecutive shots, with the 

27h er. ball, within an eightinch ringat 200 yards; also ten con- 

secutive shots within a four inch ringatl00 yards. From tento 

tyventy shots (dependent on state of atmosphere) can be fired 

with the lizht ball without materially fouling the barrel. 

These details may appear tedious, but they have a material bear- 

ing on the adaptability of nny weapon for hunting purposes, The 

object of this paper is to make apparentthis showing for one of 
the Americun long-range rifles, and that, althourh only ‘in 

calibre, itcan be made sufficiently destructive for the largest game 

of this continent. 
Idon't mean by the aboye that'were I going to order an arm, 

especially for bunting, the long-range model would be selected. 

I would prefer, on account of carrying on horseback, a tyo, 

probably four, inches shorter barvel and a shell to hold 110, 

pérhaps 120 grains powder. But what would be required would be 

a rifle of the extreme accuracy of the long-range model (call It 

by what name you choose and leave the length, ete., io the 
builder). With me ons half the pleasure deriyed from the use of 

the rifle Ig in target practice, and with me one rifle is as much as 
it is desirable to look after. 1 is for this reason f want a rifie 

thatin afew minutes can be transformed from a target to a hunt- 

ing rifle, and vice versa. Whoever has traveled around by rail, as 

I haye, with two guns, with two outfits of shells, ammunition, 

ele, knows its annoyance and trouble. This would be doubly ex- 
peusiye and annoying if traveling through mountains by stage 

orby pack animals. 

Any one who attempts the latter mode of potting about will 

8000 appreciate the hixury of haying only one rifle and outfit to 

look after, and will never be bothered with two. You also wanta 
rifle as ght as possible and of power Sufficient to master any ani- 

mal you are liable to meet,from a blue grouse to a grizzly 

bear. 
1 was glad to sce by a late clrcular that one of the Express rifle 

makers coincides in some of my views, Alexander Henry, Bdin- 

burgh, whose reputation a3 a match and Express rifle maker, is 
second to none in Great Britain, advertises ‘a match and Express 
Tile combined,” which means, I presume, that he uses express 
bullets and express sights in his recular breech-loading match 
rifles. Though the length of this article has exceeded first inten- 
tions, afew words in auswer to Mr. Cleveland’s last. With Mr, 

Van Dyke I certainly understood him that his model rifle (40 eal. 
40 grain, 20 inch) was unrestricted as to district, and was the more 

impressed in that regard from his bringing forward as examples 

of its desttnctiveness the tigerof India and the buifalo bull 

of the Western plains. His articles are not before me, but of 

course I stund corrected, I was equally surprised, however, that 
2 rifleman of his experience should find evidence of the flainess of 
trajectory of a rifle, from the fact of a ¢ood rifleman centering 

the tiger's eye at forty yards. Had he oot reiterated this opinion 

in his last ecard, Imight have thought myself mistaken in his 

meaning, asin the other instance, 

The fact of « rifle with a driving center at any distance, proves 

nothing, except that it ts sighted for that particular dislance. 

American sporting rifles are sighted for different distances --tifty. 

seventy-five and one hundred yards, Tf the ritleman in question 
“ drew a fine bead" on the tiger’s eye my inforence would be the 
rifle was sighted for fifty yards. Sighted for seventy-five yards 
the center could be driven by holdiay a little under, by one who 

knows his weapon well. So thapwoti! more particulars are given 
of this shot it proyes nothing except the nerye and gkill of the 
rifleman,and probably his ‘good fortune,” too, as Mr. VY, sug- 

esta. 
The term “flat trajectory” ig very indeBnite, so also “fine 

sight” and * conrse siglt, unless we kuow by careful experiment 

how much the trajectory rises when sighted for a certain distance, 
By my own ides of the term I do not see how a fiat trajectory con 

be gotten from Mr. C.’s model rifle with a forty-grnin charge and 

the conical ball of say 200 grains, # proportion of powder of one- 

fifth. Nothing less than a proportion of one in two ands hall 

and one in three will vive a fiat trajectory up to 200 yards ood 

with proper weightto the bull. No reflection ig meant in the 

above on the Maynard ritle, which siands scarcely senond to any 
of our breech-loaders 98 2 close shooting und excellent irm. Be- 
sides, I haye great respect for it £3 owe Of twout the “ plonece” 
American breech-loaders. p, 
Boulder Basin, Montana. 

Mounp Orrvy Cricker OLUB.—Ata nlécting of this orpaniza- 
tion held at St. Lonts on Feb. lith, the following officers were 
elected for the coming season :—President, Mr. George I’. Neale; 
Vice-President, Mr. George M, Forster; Treasurer Mr. F. 
Hackey; Seeretary, Mr. Willian: H. Chambers, 208 South Main 
alreet; Committee, Messrs. P. Adair, E, H, Lycett, J. 6. Gage, 1, 
Penn gud William Brodie; Captain, Mr. Julian Ruttwell. 

Hachting and Ganaeing. 
——————— 

THE HERRESTIOPE OES TEKe OF STEAM PROPUL- 

W"* take pleasure in laying before our readers a com- 
plete exposition of the Merreshofi system off 

steam generation and propulsion, as applied to pleasure 
and sporting yachts, 

The Herreshoff Manefacturing Co,, of Bristol, RB. 1, 
are now at work on their sixty-filth steam vessel—w list 
which includes steam yachts, launches, pigs, torpedo 
boats and gunboats, varying in sizefrom 17ft. to 135%b. in 
length, These vessels have all attained the highest speed 
in their several classes, and are always noted for the fine 
lines of their hulls and for the general excellence of their 
workinanship, both in hulls and machinery, j 

Let us first examine in detail their boiler, which pre- 
sents a combination of new and remarkable qualities. Tt 
is the invention of the Herreshof! Brothers, and is the 
subject of two patents in this and foreign countries, 
By reference to the annexed cut the manner of con- 

struction and its operation can be easily understood, 
The boiler consists of a coil or coils of wrought iron 

pipe placed vertically over a civcular furnace, the whole 
being surrounded bya double or treble jacket or shell ter- 
minating inasmoke-stack ontop. The producis of com- 
bustion cannot escape at tha top of the coil, which is 
closed, but are obliged to find theiy exit through the 
spaces at the side between the several turns of pipe which 
form the coils, Thus the influence of the fire is brought 
to bear in avery efficacious manner upon the heating sur- 
face, giving thereby a very high economic result. 
The feed water ispumped into the upper coil, A, which 

seryes as afeed-wa- 
ter heater, through 
which it flows to 

agbhe inner pat of 
the main coil, B, Ta 
the coil Bthe water 
as it approaches the 
bottom becomes 
more and more 
evaporized. When 
it finally yveaches 
the end of ths 
outer coil, C, only a 
small portion of the 

=| Water, say ten per 
i cent, which has 

been forced in at 
A. vemains liquid. The contents of the coils are discharged 
through the pipe E into the separator, D, in which the 
ateamand waterbecome separated. The steam flows off 
through the pipe F to the superheating coil, G, from which 
it is taken directly to the engine. The water, whieh has 
been separated from the steam in the separator, falls to 
the bottom of it. Theheight at which it stands may be 
known by the glassguage H. The excess of feed-water 
blown off from the separator is returned to the coil A by a 
circulating pump. Asimpler method, however, but ac- 
companied by a small loss of heal, is to discharge tha ex 
cess of feed-water into the condenser, whenceit is talcen 
by the air pump and delivered into the hob well, from 
which itis taken bythe feed pump and again carried to 
the coil, A. 
The boiler is absolutely safe from explosion—a most 

comforting assurance to all in its neighborhood, Tt is 
less than half the weight of ordinary boilers, and can be 
putinto operation in a remarkably short space of time ; 
only jive or siv minutes are required to vaise steam. Its 
economy of fuel is claimed to be equal to the best form of 
boilers in use—a claim which peéms reasonablein view of 
the large amount of heating surface exposed. 
The engines adopted by this company are of the eom- 

pound condensing type, and possess many advantages 
oyer the old plain system—notably, economy of fuel and 
freedom from the noise and other nuisances connected 
with exhjusting steam into the open air. There is also by 
this method an increased durability-of working parts, 
owing to working the steam at a high rate of expansion. 

The accompanying cut is of a compound condensing 
engine for yachting use, lt is from the photograph of 
the engine exhibited in New York in 1879, at the Fair of 
the American Institute. To ittand to the boiler medals 
of excellence and a diploma were awarded, 
We summiarize the advantage offered by this system as 

follows; First, 
the extrams 
lightness of the 
inachinery and 
boiler, which 
Lives to the yes- 
sel a maximunt 
degree of speed, 
bnoyaney and 
seaworthi nes 5, 
with « miini- 
num of 4 
anos 
draught 
water. Second, 
by the use of the 
Horveshott boil- 
er perfect sufety 
is insured, with 
compactness of 
form. and dura- 
bility of parts, 
as natural draft 
only is used in 
the Gonsimp- 
tisnoffuel, The 
quickness tb 
which steam 14 

sriised is a mosh 
myporlant fea- 

eture, Which Is 
highly appreei- 

—S=—= fee ated by yachts- 
men and sportsmen whe ' brook no delay when on plea- 
sure bent.” ‘Third, by the use of tho surfice condensing 
engine fhe amount of fresh water vequired is reduced to 
a mmimum, 30 gallons of which will suffice to carry 4 15 
h p, yacht 300 miles, As has been noticed, the absence 
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of noise caused by exhausting steam is of great value 
considered from a sporting view, because the approach 
to fame is made mote sure and easy. Fourth, through 
using the compound systém the greatest economy of fuel 
is obtained ; witness its success in the transatlantic steam- 
ship service and British yachts, the old style of engine 
being entirely displaced by the compounds during the 
last ten years, Although the money yalue of the fuel 
used in asteam yacht is not large, still economy in its 
use is important, because the vessel is enabled to make a 
longer trip with a given amount, or the number of times 
necessary to coal up is lessened and a nuisance mitigated, 
The following is adescription of a sporting yacht built 

by this Company a few months since for Messrs. Charles 
R. Flint and Joseph T, Earle, of this city, Shehas been 
in successful operation in southern waters, and shown 
herself to be everything desirable for the purposes for 
which she wasintended. Length, 24ft. ; beam, 6fb. 9in, : 
depth, 3ft, 6in, ; draft of water, 2ft.; speed, 74 miles per 
hour: consumption of coal, 20 Ibs. per hour; weight of 
boat, including machinery, 8,000 Ibs. Ter interior is 
beautifully finished in mahogany, cherry and oak, An 
important novelty in the form of a folding tent and awn- 
ing combined was furnished with this boat, Itis formed 
by employing a number of curyed longitudinal ribs of 
wood, the ends of which are pivoted at the extreme for- 
ward and after parts of the standing room or cockpit. 
These ribs are covered by waterproof cloth, and when 
not in use fold themselyes in a compact form on the gun- 
wale of the boat just outside the rising. The tent may 
be instantly raised by swinging the uppermost rib or bat- 
ten over to the opposite gunwale, When thus closed it 
forms a perfect protection against wind and weather and 
gives plenty of room to stand up under. Hither side of 
the tent may be raised at will, or hoth sides of it may be 
partly raised when needed as an awning. This folding 
tent will be found an important addition to all open 
launches, giving a ready means of protection against the 
elements and mosquitos, 

The Herreshot? Manufacturing Company haye now in 
course of construction several vessels which deserve spe- 
cial notice. A fine steam-yacht for Mr. Graham, of Bal- 
timore, the keel of which was laid the 1st of February, and 
the yacht is expected to go into service the ist of May. 
Length over all, 120 ft.; beam, 16 ft.: depth, 6; ft. Her 
main cabin, situated aft of machinery, is 21 ft. in length, 
and is to be finished in oak. Out of this open three state 
rooms and a pantry, all finished in maple. 

She has one vertical compound engine, the cylinders 
104 in. and 18 in. 
by 18 in. stroke, 
The boiler is of the 
coil system before 
described, and has 
a grate 5 ft. Sin, in 
diameter. Maxi- 
mum speed, 20 
miles an hour. For 

ated a large dining 
riom, kitehen and E 
quarters for the 2 
Grew. The after stateroom is fitted up with bath tubs 
and eyery modern convenience. This beautiful model has 
been numed the Gleam. There are also nearly completed 
at the company’s workshops two launches for the United 
States Navy, cach 33 ft. long and 8}ft. beam. They are 
very handsomely finished internally with mahogany, 
cherry and oak; metallictrimmings of polished bronze. 
They are to be furnished with improyed compound en- 
pines, and their trials will take place early in April. A 
forpedo-boat for the Imperial Government of Russiais in 
an advanced state of vomplétion; length 60 ft. and beam 
7ft, Engine, 120h, p. Sheisexpected to steam twenty 
miles per hour, and will probably leaye this country early 
in May, Thesummer campaign of 1880 is now opening, 
and visitors from all parts of the country are received 
daily and shown the different operations im process. 
There are fiye or six steamers belonging to different par- 
ties which are kept there during the winter, and many 
hands are now employed in painting and preparing them 
for the coming suinmer’s duty. Altogether the machine- 
shops and yatds of the Herreshoff Manufacturing Com- 
pany present a striking scene of activity and bustle; the 
steam vessels, yachts and torpedo-boats they turn out haye 
a just reputation for speed, symmetry and durability. 
The Herreshio& brothers are members of the Institution 
of Naval Architects, London. Tt is only fair to add that 
for originality in conception and boldness in design the 
inventions and improyements of this firm constitute a 

star in our firmament of mechanical achievements of 

which the country may well be proud. That their coil 
(em should form the basis for imitations in design 

Biroad isa compliment to the Bristol builders, for their 
brilliant ideas ave being plagiarized and built upon exten- 
sively in Hurope, asa glance at our engineering exchanges 
shows. Their flexible shafts, midship propellers, safety 
valves of the simplest and most reliable kind, in which 
springs and combinations have been superceded by a sim- 

ple oblong bar of steel, all give evidence of the depth of 
insight and mechanical adroitness which haye given 
Bristol (R. 1.) a world-wide name, and carried the reputa- 
tion of American skill to all quarters of the globe. We 
should very much like to see the Herreshofts try thei 

hand at a Gituna, Lightning, or Miranda of twenty-four 
inile fame, 

eo 

("To CorrmsronpEnTs.—Owing to the press upon 
our columns we must request correspondents to observe 

brevity and terseness in their letters, Come to the point 
at once, avoid repetition of ideas, and remember that 
anything appearing in this journal is read hy tens of 

thousands every week, and is therefore open to challenge 

by those of another mind, Aboye all, avoid stupid per- 
sonalities and insipid flings; as arguments they are not 

in the least convincing, but are rather the evidence of a 

wreen pen and immature ideas, and besides, we propose 

to draw the line stvictly in this journal and exclude all 
matter which is not creditable to gentlemen, Some 
correspondents have misconstrued the liberty accorded 

then as # privilege to indulge in license which has been 

yery properly resented in some letters to hand, and which 
will pe published next week, Those who cannot comply 

with the above, ant who are unable to write from the 

standpoint of gentlemen, may hereafter expect to find 

their communications relegated to the waste basket. 
——— 

THE FACTS IN THE CASE, 

N justice to our correspondent, ‘*Corinthian,” we 
i printed his letter in full last weel, without comment, 

as evidence that we have always desired these columns to |. 
be perfectly [impartial to all. No one will object to the 
right of ‘‘ Corinthian” to entertain impresssions of his 

own concerning the performance of yachts, often 

enough open to honest differences of opinion. But 
wherein his letter sheers off the course of sound deduc- 
tion, he will not object to being cautioned, ‘no higher,” 

The Hurydice (not Hurymedon) was an old-time frigate, 

‘“razeed” into a corvette long before modern naval sci- 

ence had come tothe surface, and had nota vestige of scien- 

tific design about her, Her capsizing in a squall is proof 
that a litt2e more science and a little less ‘‘ talent * would 
have saved her from the catastrophe which befell her, 

although the sticks would have been taken out of any 
yessel under the circumstances of being struck by a 

white squall with stun'’-sails set below and aloft, ‘The 

capsizing of the Captain has never been laid to the 

charge of Providence. She represents a yery plain case 
in which the superciliousness characteristic of the marlin- 

spike in matters appertaining to naval architecture 

usurped the legitimate province of thenaval draughtsman, 
Long before the Captain was launched, H, J. Reid, M. I. 

WN, A., pointed out clearly the danger to which *‘ rigged 
monitors” were liable, in his papers on curyes of stabil- 
ity, Captain Cowper Cowles, R. N., however, like many 

another old seaman, fancied that, having won reputation 

in his proper sphere, he was also better able to judge of a 

vessel's design than others who make such work a spec- 
ialty, and departed radically from the drawings approved 
by the admiralty. After the disaster, the curve of sta- 

bility of the Captain was calculated atthe Admiralty, 
and yery plainly indicated wherein the turret ship fell 

short. It is quite certain, that had the curve been caleu- 
lated before the vessel left port, no sane person would 

have allowed her to proceed to sea, The Captain is 

therefore only another illustration of the danger of 

trusting to luck ande‘ natural” talent in mechanical 

structures, A glance at her curve of stability in com- 

parison with those of the monitor Mitnionomah, the 
broadsides Vanguard and others, and the high freeboard 
turret ship Monarch, tells the whole tale in a second. 

Our correspondent is referred to the transactions of the 
I, N. A. Instead of Proyidence being at fault in the 
matter, it was a clear case of ignorance assuming the 
garb of knowledge. Concerning the behavior of our 
nayal vessels at sea, we can testily from experience that 

they leave little or nothing to be desired in this respect ; 
our correspondent has put too much faith in the yarns 

of political demagogues and sensational newspapers, 

As for ‘‘scientific” sail drafts, if a simple case of statical 
balance is to ba considered such, we have furnished tco 

many sail plans to yachts not to know that balancing the 

center of effort and the center of lateral resistance holds 

in practice quite as well as in theory. Our correspond- 
ent, possibly not knowing all the ‘ins and outs” of other 

men's business, must not charge every designer with the 

results he may observe. Owner's crotchets, kind and in- 

fluential friends acting as oracles, and special objects. 

often have a more powerful voice in the planning of a 
vessel than the designer's conyictions, The latter works 

like any professional person, ‘to order,” and can be 
charged only with success or failure when free to follow 
his own ideas, which is seldom the caso, 

— T_T 

THE CANOE CONGRESS. 

Editor Forest and Stream — 
Your issue of the Ist of January, 188), came to hand a few days 

ago, and it is to the very considerate kindness of Mr. N. H. Bishop 
that Lowe the pleasure of haying same, 

The ides of a Canoe Congress is by no means new, as the ap- 

pended circular willshow. In the summer of 1877 the idea was 
first started in public ata canoe lunch of the Clyde Canoe Club on 
an island in Loch Ridun, Kylesof Bute, at which a good dozen of 

the best of the ©. C. C. were present. Meeting with a hearty svp- 

port there, circulars were drawn up, printed and distibuted 

among the members of all the canoe clubs in Great Britain. Prom- 
ises of support and attendance were numerous, and had all the 
promises been fulfilled there would haye been a “* congress" of 
over fifty. The so-called International, or rather Inter-Canoe Club 
cruise, was a most complete failure, as not more than 4 dozen 

took part in it, seyeral of whom had not the stamina to paddle 

their canoes againsta really strong wind up the Kyles, and there- 

sult of the whole concern was a most complete fiasuo, 
The primary reason of this signal failure seemed to haye been 

the difficulty of canoeists, many of ;whom had business to detain 

them, 10 arrange to get away at the time appointed; others again 

objected to take their canoes long railway journeys, and 4 gen- 
eral want of spirit seemed to peryade the canoeing fraternity. 
Although the number of canoeistain this countvy can be count- 

ed by hundreds, yet there is very great difficulty even at the 
“ crack" races at Hendon to convene a gathering of a couple of 
dozen. Now, for our American cousins to expecta large turn out 

from “ over the water” is too much of sgoodthing. The days of 
clunship here have departed, and even were a.dozen Hob Roys to 
play the “ Gathering of the Clans” ons dozen bagpipes all oyer 
Acotland, and send round a hundred “ Fiery Crosses,” s0 little 

18.11; Swan, 17; Tempus, 27.2; 

28.10, The Portland Y, ©. is represented in the National Yachting 

canoeing spirit is there that not a dozen good paddles would 
hurn wp. 

Much better luck is to be hoped for on Lake George, that little 
queen of lalres, and certainly any canaeisl going there from here 
will require to be well lakun care of, as there 21e Tew who would 
fo so far fora Canoe cruise. A National Canoe Clib cannot he 

formed allatonce. There would be great dificulty in arranging 

beadynarters and likewise convening meetings for general or 

committee purposes; but with Mo. Bishop, Mr. Norton, and a few 
more well-known American names,the thing seems almost already 

done. Success to the Canoe Congress and a Jarge turn out in 

August, is the wish of Charis GY. Ktxa, 

Royal ¢. C., Clyde snd Mersey ©, C. 
Liverpool, Bngidnd. 

—The following wus the programme of the Inter-Canos Club 
eruise, 1878 :— 

Route —Start from Rosoneath, 12th July; at 9 aa, and down 
Frith of Clyde via Cloch and toward Lighthouses toward the 
Kyles, the camp for the night being settled by the captain of the 
erutse. The principal camp to be on the Bute shore opposite 

Kames and Tighnabruaich (or TInnens). where members can join 

Jater on, by steniner from Greenock, distance about twenty-five 
miles. 

Distipline,—The cruise to be under the management of a cap- 
tain and two mates, assisted by a committes of representatives 

from each club, and to consist of a quartermastor (one who knows 
the ground) and a purser. 

Fiags.—Bach club to fy its own flagin all eases at the mast-head 

Private flug at the peak. The captain and officers to be distin- 
guished by. special lay curried At the mizxen mast-head or flag- 
Taast att. 

Euch canoeist will make his own arrangenients as to proyisions 

and camping gear. Plenty of facilities for proyisions along the 
route, 

Charts.—Intending cruisers are recommended to obtain West 
Coast of Scotland chart-sheet 2, No. 2,159. Price 8s. ad_ 
Racet.—Races will be held along the route. Purther partienlars 

afterwards. 

Canoeists of all clubs, and also those who are not members of 
any club, but who are friends of members, are reyuested to inti- 
mate their intention.of joining at an carly date te one or other 
of us, 

CHAkLES G. Y, Kine, R.0.C., 0.0.0., and M.0.0., 

6 Grove Park, Liverpool, 
Fred Goon, R.0.0.E, (Mate), 

. Danish Consulate, Anil. 
W.S. Houpey, M.C.C, (Mate), 

The Breck, Anfield, Liverpool. 
—>— 

YACHTING NEWS. 

PORTLAND YAour Crus.—The annual meeting was beld March 
3d, and the reports of the officers showed the club to be In u pros- 
perous condition, It hasia7 members with twenty-elght yachts, 
the Ovrinthian element predominating strongly, much to the ad- 

yantaye of the club. It isproposed to renoyute and enlarye the 
club house at the end of Custom House pier and make the ports 

half-way harbor for yauhts from Boston and New York bound 
East fo Mt. Desert, the neighboring waters of whieh are rapidly 
becoming the régular summer cruising rrounds for an inoréasing 
fleat from the southward: The officers for the yeur are: Comino- 

dore, Win, Senter, Jr.; Vice-Com., W. Willis Goold; Fleet Captain, 
Geo. C. Owen; Secretary, Geo. D. Rand; Treasurer, P. El. Jor- 

dan; Measurer, J.T. Dyer; Reyatta Committee, Com, Wim. Sen- 

ter, Jr., ex-offieto, T. K, Jones, G. W, Rich, I. T. Wyer, I, L. Mosely, 
The match for the challenge cup has been fixed for May 20th, 
Additions Kaye hven made to the library and an actiye season is 
certain. Visiting yachts are sure to receive any attentions re- 
quired. The fleet consists of the following vessels, with their w 
Llengths qunexed: Schooners, Banshee, 23.5; Conimadore, 41.45 
Tdlewitil, 34.7; Laurel, 274 Lizzie T, Davis, 85.5; Lotus, 39> Minnie, 

36; Wallie, 25; Petrol; Ray, 50; Spartle, 39.8; Undine, 24.4: Wnis- 

per, 27. Sloops: Casco, 82; Hilda, 21.7; Georgie, 29.9; Gussie, 22,35 
Grave, 27; Mller, 2; Mary, 22.8; Mist, 204; Novelty, 20.0; Sprite, 

Twilight, 26.7; Vole, 17.6; Witlie, 

Assoolation, 

ATLANTIC Yaour O1rys.—The annual spring races have been 

fixed for June 9th. The officers for the year are as followa: GCom- 

mudore, Latham A, Fish ; Viee-Commodore, Henry W, Hogins 
Ktear-Commodore, W. R. Vermilyo; ‘Treasurer, R, C. Field; 
Measurer, John H. Rhodes; Corresponding Secretary, J. L. 
Marcellus. ‘Trustees, George A. Thayer, J. R. Maxwell, G. H. 
Ripley, H. 5. Manning, W. H. H, Becbe and J. HW. Rodes; Regatta 
Committee, J. L. Marcellus, George A. Weber and J. L. Van 
Wyck. Weunderstand that somemembers of the club haye pur 
chased property at Buy Ridge, L.1.,near the Manhattan Beach 

Railroad, and that they propose to erect 1 club-house, and pos- 
sibly a breakwater to secure 4 good harbor, In place of Gowanus 

Bay, which is now being filled in and shoaling rapidly. 
Eastern Yaort? Crus.—The following are the officers for the 

year:—Commodore, 'T. D. Boardman; Vice-Commodore, 0, W. 
Amory; Rear-Commodore, Henry 8, Hovey; Secretary, Henry 

B. Jackson; Treasurer, Patrick T, Jackson ; Measurer, Georre A. 

Goddard; Regatta Committee, Joho Jeffries (chairman), Daniel 
Appleton, Robert S, Russell, Francis W- Lawvence, Georre A. 
Goddard. A club-house is soon to be ereoted on Marblehead Neck 
whichisto bea model of itskind. A store-house will be keptin 
connection with it forthe convenience of yacht owners, Out- 
door sports, archery, croquet, ete., will be encouraged in the 
grounds. 

SOUTHWARK YAGHY Cius.—At the annual meriing held March 
Ist ut their headquarters, 1,233 South Second street, Philadelphia, 
the sual reports were submitted. The clubnumbers 158 membdrs 

with 39 boats. They average 15ft. din. long, 4°ft. tin. beam and 
dbin: deep. They carry masts from 22 to 24ft. long, booms Z2ft. 

Theiy sails have 17¢t. hoist, 29ft. leach and i1rt, tin, head, The offi- 

ters for the year are; Commodore, John H. Roach; Vice-Com- 
modore, J. F. Quinn; Rear Commodore, Francis George; ‘Treas- 
urer, Isaac Shurp; Secretary, James Winterbottom; Measurer, 
William Maltman; Regatta Committee, Frank Maxwell, Samuel 
Rhoades, Isaac Sharp, J. F. Quinn und George W. Carlley. 
BeyERLY YACHT CLuB—Oficers elected for the year as fol- 

lows: Commodore, Walter Lioyd Jetlries, of the Bluebell; Vice. 

Commodore, George Lee, of the Pert; Secretary aud Treasurer, 
Richard D, Sears, of thé Payche; Measurer, Arthur B, Denny, of 
the] ; Regatta Committee; George P. Gardner, of the 

Olga; J. Grafton Minot, of the Breeze; Francis ©. Lowell, of the 
Nord; Sidney W, Burgess, of the Hoiden; Richard D, Senra, of the 

Psyche, And the following Committee has heen gelected to con- 
ter with the Dorchester Yacht Club concerning oniform safling 
rules Tor Boston waters! Walter Lloyd Jeffries, Edw, Burgess 
Patrick Grant, Jr, ’ 
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Satem BAy Yaces Cron.—Since its incorporation the Salem 
Y¥.C.has been called the Salem Ray Y.C. Tts fleet is rapidly 
growing. The well-known Vif, Brenda, Breeze und other large 
Bostou yachts haye joived, Its tine clubhouse and sheltered har- 

bor offer strong inducements, aud as the management of ulfairs 

isin the hands of wide-+nwake gentlemen, who see in yachting 

something else thitn drinking bouts, the §. fi, VY. 0. is destined to 

become one of the leading organizations on the coast. 

Bosron YACHT OLuB.—An exchangesays: “Tho Boston Yacht 

Club took a new lease of life last year, and, with young men 
forarepatta committee, could boast of the finest regattas, both 

innumber of craft and amountof prizes, of any club in New 

England. As the same gentlemen are retained on the committee 

for the coming season, there can be no doubt but the reputation 

earned last senson will be retained,” 

DokcrPsreR YAcH OLuB.—Messrs, King and Clark, of the 
Dorchester Yacht Club, yachtsmer well known in Boston and 
yieinity, haya sold the fast center-board sloop Waif to Mr. C. I. 
Adams, Jr, of tie Quiney Y¥. C., and expect to have a sloop of 
about 40ft. the coming season. The Dorchester Y. C. are pre- 

paring tle dates fur reyattas for the season, which promises to be 

a very brilliant one. ’ CENTHR-BOARD. 

Qurwoy YAonur CLun.—Opening regatta set down for May 15th. 

Many new boats will appeny under its colors. Peter Turner is 

building an istt. cat, Leloisanother, and Mayberry is finishing one 

of 20ft. 
HAvrernmn YAcur Cron,—Mr. EB. WV. Brown has had a new 

eraft buflf2iH't. long, with a toomy cabin. Sle isto be used mainly 

for cruising, : 
Currrrs FOR Muxrco—The Nev York Safety Steam-Power. 

Company is filling a contract for three steam reyenue cutters for 

the Mexican Goyernment. The bulls are being built in 8am 

Pine's yard, Greenpoint, from models furnished by the well 

known modeler, Chas. Hillman, of City Island, They are 65ft, 
long, 12!'t. beam. 5ft. Gin. deep. The engines are of the Babcock 
& Wilcox compound type; cylinders, 8! and 12in. by 12in. stroke ; 

pressure, 120lbs.; schooner rigged; cight tons coal in bunkers. 

Boiler is of the cylindrical return tubular Iind, 5ft. diameter and 

8ft. long, haying 450 square feet heating surface, and is huilt of 

Olissteel, Uthree-cighths of aninch thick. They will have trunk 
cabins, carry two lifeboats and a erew of ten men, and are in- 

tended to steam cight hundred miles on their bunker capacity. 

Tar VALHALLAR.—Messrs. Lawley & Son, South Boston, expect 

to launch the new keel sloop they have in hand early in April. 

New S 

KEEP’S SHIRTS 

Advertisements. 

She is 40ft, on deck, 30ft, w. 1, and J4ft, besm; frames of white 

oak, tx3lin,, spaced 1in.; planking nearly all in one length of yel- 

low pine. Her cabin trunk is 17ft. bin. long, Oft. and tin. high: 

height between decks, if. 2in.; bwo staterooms, w.c., housing 

topmast; inlended for eriiising aud racma. The same huildevs 

are at worl on two hollow topmusts for the fanmous old -lrnantica, 

which are t) fo on end before her departure for the West Se 

also a hollow boom und topmast for the Dream. 

SENSIBLE.—Says the Boston Herald: “Seyeral new steals boata, 
under 20ft., are being built in and around Boston, among them 

one by Tileston of Dorchester, only 18ft. long. Keel-boats of this 

size are again becoming popular.” Wyidently, Boston no longer 

suifers from the center-board craze, but has recoyered from the 

mania, and New York shows unmistakable signs of following. 
With keels, low ballast, less beam and more depth, eyen the *lit- 

tle ones” will boldly take to distant cruising. Model is what we 

want for safety, not tonnage. 
A COAsE In Pornt.—We learn from the East that, “in regard to 

joining the National Yachting Association, we hardly think we 

could get a committee together to represent us, as the N. Y. A. 

is apparently going to allow shifting bailastin small hoats. This 

we can neyer consent to in any form. 

As yet, no sailing rules haye been drawn up by the N.Y. A., 
and we should not like to assume to speak for them on this head, 

Our own yiews have always been sufficiently pronounced in the 

matter, but the N. Y. A. will sail its own ship as it chooses and 
take the consequences. 

New YAcu7.—Mr. A. Carey Smith isengaged upon the design 

ofa craft for a gentleman in Boston, upon the principles so suc- 

eessfully applied in the famous Madcap, which won her maiden 

race oniy three days after bending sails,and subsequently three 

races hand-running, in one week,against yachts from five to eight 

feet longer. 

Tae ActryE.—We learn that alterations were made to this 

yacht, departing from the original design furnished. This proves 
the correctness of some of our remarks in this issue, and should 

bea caution to critics not to let. slip thea dogs of war until they 

are in possession of the bot tom facts. 

Trae Doupat.—This sloop, formerly the property of Governor 
Straw, of New Hampshire, and built by Herreshoff, of Bristol, has 
been purchased by Mr. Arthir L, Dean, and In accord with the 

prevailing tendency, has been altered into a keel by Smith, of 

City Point, South Boston. 

Nrw Rourr to Newrorr Asp Brock IsLAnp.—It is proposed 

REELS 

by the Long Island R. ft. to male connection at Greenport, L. T., 
wilh steamers (9 Newport. and Block Island, This will place three 

yachting ports in direct communication with each other, and will 

prove of great service to vachtsmen. 

Tam Viring-—This ginnd keel sloop i> tece.ving a thorough 
overhauling inside, and may have to figut hard for it with new 

Vatlidlin. Lawley & Son, who seem to do most of the work in 

Boston, have the job in hand. 

Bounp ABROAD.—Pieree Bros., of South Loston, will shortly 

ship a cabin-cat to some American residents In Turkey. She is 

27ft. long, 23rt. w. 1., and It. beam. 

SIGNS OF THE Trmes.—Sloop Mabel, of I orshester, W. H. L. 

Smith owner, has come to it likewise. Sha is to have an iron 
shoe of 1,800 pounds added “where it will do the most good.” 

Sensible Mabel. 

MRASUREMENT.—A correspondent object: to the proposal to 

adopt some standard freeboard for measureinent, und adds; “ Let 

aman build whathe likes and take his chauvces."’ Tt it can he 

shown that such a course will not clash with our “ Axiom LY.,” 

his suggestion has our approyal. Butiflir would lead to the eon- 

struction of dangerous and uncomfortablo low freeboard ma- 

chines, the adoption of a standard freeboard or depth is much to 

be preferred. In countenancing ‘standard Ceplh” in these eol- 

mmns we were giving voice to the fears of many that actual depth 

would proye incompatible with seaworthiness, a quality which in 

American yachts needs nursing more than any other, Lt these 

fears can be shown to be groundless, and if freebourd will not 

suffer by measuring actual depth, then our correspondent’s sug- 

gestion to substitute the latter for an assumed figure will meet 

with indorsement, for ib will simplify measurenient to & multi- 

plication 6f three main dimensions. We may add, that length" 

should be the mean length, to prevent an otherwise imperative 

stunting of overhang. 

Possibly, before resorting to the more complex rule involving 

“standard freeboard,” it may be well to apply simply tho “ three 

dimensions rule'' and obserye its effect upoji design. If the 

eloyen foot of low freeboard shows itself, then it would be time 

toseekacure. We ure led to these remarks, because we know 
the difficulty of making anything but the yery simplest formula 

popular among the masses, and rather than risk x coutinuance of 

the present erying eyilof “simple length,” any compromise on 

the basis of three dimensions will be a relief from the charge of 

shiftless superficialty which must hang over the community just 

as long as length rules the day. 

e 
MULTIPLYING BLACK BASS. 
i VE , 7a uy S. 

ARE THE VERY BEST, SINGLE ACTION TROUT CLICK, FINE PRICHS 

KEEPS PATENT PARTLY MADE SHIRTS Brass een Gras... bo! BESS cB Pee, + 15 $8 oH $3 25 3 a se oH 
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An élegant set of extra heavy gold-plated BRAD LSS irene taba etnesimeccdeamsecrep ths aoa is 40) 00 80 100 
puttons presented to purchasers of six shirts, 

KEEP’S KID GLOVES (FUR GENTS), 

the yery best, plain or einbroidered. $1,10 per 
air 

pet EHEEP’S UMBRELLAS, 
BEST GINGHAM, Patent Protected Ribs, $1 
euch. Warranted. Fifty per cent stronger than 
any other umbrella. 

REGLNA AND TWILLED SiLKE UMBRELLAS. 

KEEP’S UNDERWHAR. 

Flannel and Knit Shirts and Drawers in White, 
Scarlet ce one styles, from ble. to $2 50 each. 

LATEST NOVELTIES 

In Genta Sik, Linen, und Cambric Handker- 
chiets, Scarfsin elegant designs and eifects, 

Shirts only delivered free. 
Merchants will be furnished with trade cirou- 

jars on Ropieniions us we furnish the trade on 
the most favorable terms. 
Samples and Circulars mailed free. 

KEEP MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 
631, 633, G35 & 637 Broadway, New York. 
rE 

RUIVART sssoisncor. GHAMPAGHES Established 1729, 

Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

Verzenay, dry, full bodied, rich flayor. 

Number 

GRAND 

Marte Blanche, Fruity. delicate flavor, not too 

dry. DODGE, <CAMMEYER & CO., 

Cortlandt §t., Sole Ag'tsfor the United States. 1880 
Part USE 'THE BOGARDUS PATH 
Bampuiet 
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For Wing praenoe. They dress; 
can be had from all gun’ 
dealers. Headquarters 
forGlass Bailsand Traps, 
AGNEW & Co., 153 First 
AV, Pittsburgh, Pa; A. 
H. BOGARDUS, No 158 
Sout Clark street, Chic- 
ago. send for Pr ice List 
For Tr es art & Sloan, 
Newark, WN. 

“BRield, Cov er and Trap 
Shooting,” the only book 
a published by & may= 
ket hunter, can be had at 

Price $2. he aboye address. 

£66 aweek in yourown town. Terms and $5 
outht free, Address H. HALLETT & CO,, 

Portland, Maine. 

tov Sale. 

FOR SALE. 
250,000 BROOK TROUT FRY, 

Atrveasonable rates. Address for prices to 

COOK: = 

EUROPE! 
For the Summer of 

ANNUAL MAY PARTY. 
Grand Aunnal Educational 

Annual Mid-Summer Party. 
containing full particulars, with 

VAP OW HUROPE, sent free on applivation 
‘Tourist Tickets, for Independent Travelers, by all 

ok’s Excursionist contains fares for oyer 
GLASS BALL TRAP ei tours; by mail, 10. cents. 

WHOMAS COOK & SON, 
261 Br cadway, New York ; P.O. Box 4197. 

Ebonite Ge Quallty); 
$3 $50, 

DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE ONLY. 
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Randolph, Cattaraugus County, N.Y. ROU on By Ye ea 
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CUT REPRESENTS THE 

SHOOTING SUIT, 
SPORTSMAN’S OUTFIT MADE. 

SEND FOR CIRGULAR AND SAMPLUS WITH RULES FOR MHASURE, 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 

Oak Hall, Boston, Mass, 
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Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 
3S WE do not employ-any authorized agents or canvassers, we offer our friends in every locality who will give any time or attention to collecti i = 

scriptions, the following inducements to obtain subscribers for the “FOREST AND STREAM ” at the mates ad commissions given teow Sad eae 

Collect Subscription price, 3 mor 
Commission to be retained, 3 

Amount to remit us, 3 

Condition to the above Commissions, we offer the following CASH PREMIUMS: | 
To the person sending us the largest amount of money obtained from new subscribers, whose names are not now on our books, at above net rates, between January 

1, 1880, and July 1, 1880, ~ 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

To the one sending the next largest amount, in accordance with the above conditions, 
To the third on the List, 
And to the fourth, 

Sample Copy, Subscription Blanks and a handsome Show Card (to be posted in a conspicuous place) sent free on application. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time during the year, and may run any length of time, but no subscription will be entered on our books until the money for the same 
lias been received at this office. 

No commission will be allowed on the first SINGLE subscription, but the commission due on the first two subscriptions may be deducted from the second, and there- 
after the commission can be retained on each succeeding subscription. You are sure of the commission which you retain, and also have an equal chance to get from $25 
to $100 of the cash premiums in six months. 

To any Person sending us before July 1, 1880, two new subscribers for one year, or four new subscribers for six 

Months,and Eight Dollars Cash, we will send, in place of commission, any one of the following Articles: 
Jordan’s Manual of Vertebrates. 
A copy of FOREST AND SrREAM for one year 
A three-piece double-ferule, lancewood tip, 
ished Bass, Trout or Bait Rod. 

To any Person sending us, before July, 1880, Six 

Two copies of Forest and Stream for one Year. 

A four-piece, double ferule, guides and reel-band, hollow, 

butt, extra tip, full mounted, Batt or Brass Rod, 

One 8-piece do Fly Rod. 

Write yourname and the name of the person to whom the pape 
Remit, if possible, by postal money order, check, or draft on New 

full mounted, pol- 

Coues’ Field Ornithology. 

Hooks. 
One Fishing Outtit, consisting of Rod, Reel, Line, Snells and 

onths, $1.00 6 months, $2.00 1 year, $4.00 
a pads! fe .50 || St 1.00 

Wis) 1S eee $1.50 lt * $3700 2 

Arrows 

One Russia-leather Fly-book, and one dozen assorted Flies. 

teen Dollars ensh, and Four New Subscribers for One Year, or Hight new subscribers for six months, we will 
send, in place of commission, any of the following Articles: 

or flies and sneils. 

NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED. A. comprebensive and thorough hand- 
book of the Mousehead Lake region and the 
sporting resorts of Northern Maine, with map. 
The toursof the Kennebec, Penobscot and 
St. John rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are 
Iainly treated. 224 pages. 14 illustrations. 
aper covers, 50 cents. 

PARRAL’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
paper, cloth covers, 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of worthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Ki maebec, Penobscot and St. 

Prinu.ed on tough linen paper, 

can be obtained, inclose money in Registered Letter, Addresss 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 
Ti ap 3 

= E 
New York, January 1st, 1880, New York City, N.Y; 

Publicntions. Publications. Blanted, The Kennel, 

=e ANTED—Double-barrelled bieech- b 
EVERY aie Sey , . ECR ~osdene loading shot gun must be cheap. Ad- SPRATT ) PATENT. 

FOREST AXD STREAM i tae Enea ental aye Oe LONDON, 
Needs one of these - * : ‘ : 

—_—_— ia . = 
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PASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT PRACTICAT GAZETTEER. Price postpaid, $3. AXY GENTLEMAN haying aset of Audubon's £ "3 

RANGELEY LAKES. By Charles A. J. Marrar. : TAXIDERMY birds, halt size, in good order, which he 18 South William Street, 

A spicy one cabot Ane, piory. oe aporismiiays ite a6 pia vie i sell for $75, will a eS oat WONG 

in the wilds of Maine. In this book a great dea. = “ 4 - dress at this office. van.29-tf. EW YORK, 

of eUAD tS information is imparted 1 a ee HOME BON rigemereD rads $1.50. 

ant and attractive manner, Beautifully illus- St 3 i x 

trated with full-page engrayings. Handsome- THE Sean | BRITAIN OWLS WANTED. SOLE AGENTS. 

ly bound in cloth, price $1.50. Ready May ist. A “AMERIC! SPRATT’S 

CAMP LITE IN THE WILDERNESS. By MERICA and sg Kp ct uopaid for the dead birds delivered 

Charles A.J. Farrar. An amusing account of a SUSE P ae $2. dD Se De GHEE end aneGs a Y a le D re) Cc re A K E Ss 

ae sheatoeas pain oe OAS Hemet iy ie parts of the two standard aN YE 168 Tremont st., Boston, Mass. 5 

trations. eee covers, 50 cents. ore oa the Dog. ebl2-2m. 
SrEArES 

BARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY | a yoptcan LEO at 

LS De ee oa an SpRe pee raneeel SHOOTING. Price postpaid, $2. FIRST-CLASS SALESMAN, disen- DOG SOAP 

Parmachenée, Dixville Notch and headwaters | ow mo TURP OND TRAD. Pri gaged Mareh Joth, desires a position as 3 

of Connecticut, Androscoggin, Magalloway and . . rice post- | Bookkeeper or Salesman; twelve years’ experi- 

Sandy rivers. Contains 256 pages. 50 illustra- paid, $1.50. ? ence. Would take a line of sporting goods on SPRATT’S 

tions, and a large map. Paper covers, 60 cents. By Jos. H. Barry, author of “ Practical Tax- | commission or salary. For Al references, etc., 
FARRAR'S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE dermy. address for two;weeks Lock Box 94%, Pittstield, FO Re AG E FOO D 

Fohn rivers. 
cloth covers. 50 cents. 
PARRAR'S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS of the 

entire Richardson and Rangeley lake region. 
Large size, each 25 cents. Send for catalogue. 
p= Any of the atove pubtications sere by 
Inail, postpaid, on receipt of price. -A idress 
UHARLES A. J FARRAR, Jamaica Viain, 
Mass. T. 1) ek 

ee 

Field, Cover and Trap 

Shooting. 

BY CAPT. BUGARDUS. 

Wew and enlarged edition, containing Instrue 

tions for glass ball shooting, and chapter on 

Breeding and Breaking of Dogs by Milea Jobn« 

son. For sale at this office. - Price 3% 

eee ste ee ee 
J. Cypress, Jr.'s Works. 

TWO VOLUMES. 
Price $5 by Mati. 

GAN BE HAD THROUGH THIS- OFFICE, § yeet Street, London, 

1 

FRANK FORESTER’S 

Complete Manual for Young Sportsmen, 
eee 2. 

FIELD SPORTS OF U. §. 

COMPLETE WORKS. 
Price 

2 vols. Price Te $4. 
AMERICAN GAME IN ITS SEASON $1.50 
FISH AND FISHING OF U.S8.....- 2.50 
ING SCENES AND CHARA 

WO. Sot ei gt ns tee semis 0) eas orem, Cees 

We will mail any of the above on receipt of 

prices named. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB, CO., 

111 Fulton street, New York. 

To American Anglers. 

THE ENGLISH 

FISHING GAZETTE, 
Devoted to Angling, River, Lake and Sea 

Fishing, and Fish Culture. 
Srxrehw PAs Fouio, 

Price ‘lwopence. 
{EVERY FRIDAY.) 

Vol. I1T. commenced with the number for Jan. 
{, under new management, Vhe GAzerrn 1s the 
only paper in the English language entirely de- 
yoted to Angling, Fish Culture, ete. 

Free by post ONE YEAR for 12s. 6d. or 
$3.25 in P. 0. O. or U, 8, Postage Stamps 

to any address in the United States. Half 

a year for half the price. 

es" A copy of the current numberand pros- 

pectus San he had (pest free) by sending 6 

cents in U. 8. Postage Stamps to the Mana- 

ger FISHING GAZETTE, 1 Crane Court, 
England, maré if 

One full-length Fly Book, and two dozen assorted Flies, 

Coues’ Key to North American Birds. 

A good Fishing Outfit, consisting af rod, reel, line, hooks | One Gent’s six-foot self-lancewood Bow, made to weight, 
and one dozen half-notched polished Arrows, 

One Set Parlor Archery, complete in bo, 
One pair nickled-plated Club Skates. 
One Parlor Air-Gun. 

ris to be mailed, plainly, and do not forget POST OFFICE ADDRESS, TOWN AND STATE. 
York, payable to order of FoRmST AND STREAM PUBLISHING Company. If neither money order nor draft 

Mass. far4,2t | 
The Seve, . 

ANTED—I want to have two or three 
valuable setter and pointer puppies thor- 

oughly broken and trained on quail, woodcock 

aud snipe by an experienced man who lives where 

this kind of gameis plenty. Virginia, Maryland, 
Delaware or Southern New Jersey preierred. 
Address pane full particulars, including price, 

ECs 
J. H. C., Forest and Stream office. 

references, 
Mar 4-4 

ENGLEWOOD KENNEL. 

To Sportsmen, 

AM prepared to board a limited num- 
ber of dogs. Setters and pointers thoroughly 

Address C. C. TOWNSEND), 
Englewood, N. J. 

I 
field broken. 
Feb 12-3. 

ANTED—A lemon and white pointer 
pup. Address, stating price, pedigree, &c., 

MarU-ot. “8.A.L.,” Forest and Stream office. 

ai
l 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE—A first- 

EF class rabbit hound (dog), sound, handsome, 

atrue driver, and only two years old. Will ex- 
first-class pointer or cocker spaniel 
to ten months old. Address 

‘A. McDONALD, Rockland, Me. 

change 10r a 
dog from five 
Mar 11-1t. 

Dee 

Fe SALE, CHEAP —Irish setters Red 

, by Druid ex-Peggy; Erwin, by 

Baeoneict, ex-Quail . Address Edward Loh- 

man, 171 East 8ith st., New York. Mar 11-1¢. 

ee Te
r 

ANTED—A bitch to act as foster 
mother; must be good disposition, young 

and healthy, and whelp about March 19th, anda 
u ill be paid for her services, A. 

reasonable price wil. Pp Piiindet. 
W i Garden St. 

H. MOORE, J,i/11 Spring Mari1-1t. 
phia. 

2 years, $7.00 
2 ae 1.50 

One five-feet lancewood Bow, Horn Tips, and one dozen 25-inch 

One pair Club Skates. 

[Maron 11, 1880. 

8 years, $10.00 
cs ai 2.00 

« $5.50 3 « $8.00 

$100.00 
75.00 
50.00 
25.00 

FOR HORSES. 

National American 

Kennel’ Club. 
FIELD TRIAL DERBY >of 1880 

HE first American Field Trial Derby will be 
run under the National American Kennel 

Club Rules, about the third week in November, 
nap ee pate oe be chet ania nceds 
for setter an ointer puppies whelped o: 
atter ae at 1879. ie : aie 

First Prize. ; Second, $100; Third, $50. 
Entries, Five Dollars each, to be paid at ey 
entry ; Ten Dollars additional each for starters, 
to be paid before starting. 
Entries, giving full particulars as to color, 

marking, Sex, ypouiexee and name, must be made 
on or before APRIL ist, 1880, to the Secre- 
tary of the National American Kennel Ciub. 
Any uumber of dogs, the property of one 

owner, canruon forthisstake. The nameés and 
pedigree of all the puppies entered will be sent 
to all the sportsmen’s papers for publication: 
The forfeit money to be added to the stake 

and divided between the winning dogs in the 
sameratio or proportion as the stake is divided, 

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL fst, 1880. 

For blank forms of entry apply to 

CHARLES DE RONGE, 
Secretary N. A. EK. C., 

(P.O, Box 994.) No. 61 Broad St., N. ¥. City-- 
Feb19,6t 

ARE BARGAIN—The celebrated 
pointer doy King Phillip, winner of three 

vizes; thoroughly broken; large, handsome 
eep liver, three years old, at one-half his value 

if taken immediately. Address W.T. IRWIN, 
Mar 1i-lt, Topeka, Kan, 
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“Manou 11, 1880,] FOREST AND STREAM. 

=< 

Bhe emit. 

Neversink Lodge Kennels, 
‘The following eeryeatel Dogs are in 

8 

anda half year old; out 

sind. 
BocGs!: 

St Bernard dog “Marco; rough coated, two 
years old; a magnificent animal—Rev. J. Cum- 
™ dona’s stock—second prizes Hanoyer 
‘Show and Rochester. 
New Foundland dog ‘' Keeper": four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel Show, i879. 
Pointer dog, “ Croxteth,” ; liver and white; one 

of Lord Sefton's re- 
" *nowned stock—one of the handsomest pointers 
tn the United States. Second prize in the H an- 

over International Show. 
’ Blue Belton setter, “ Decimal Dash,” eighteen 
months old; sired by Llovwellyn’s celebrated 
“Dash "—a magnificent stud dog—neyer exhib- 

Trish setter, ‘Rover II"; pure red; son of Mac- 
dona's champion ‘ Royer.” Never exhibited. 

English setter, “Ranger II"; a pure bred Lay- 
rerack, son of Macdona’s celebrated ‘* Ranger" 
His get won firstat Haneveraud Paris shows, and 
second at. Puppy Stakes in Eastern Field Trials 

70. 
Stud fee, $55.00. 

or Saic. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

Bitches. 
St. Bernard “Braunfels,” rough coated, out of 

Prince Solm’s velebrated stock; a magnificent 
bitch, in whelp ta *‘Marso,” Ist prizes in Han- 
‘over and Rochester show. ; 

Pointer Queen,” liver and white. lstWestmin- 
ster Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to *' Croxteth. 
Gordon sattor ‘Beauty,"' Ist Boston Show 1878, 

2nd New York Show 1878. 
Pointer “Dora’- liver and white, out of 
sQuesn" and“ Sancho.” 

lue Belton sefter** Silk 
Trish Setter” earl eut_of Col, Tiliard's 

“Palmerston.” in whelp to “Royer I. 
Hnglish Setter’ Donna," white and lemon. 
Pups can be secureu by an early application, 

Besidea Loffer forsale pointers and ssiters of 
minor quality, butof good thoroughbred stock; 
full pedigrees, Also, several puppies of cham~ 
pion * Queen,” by champion “‘ Sensation.” 
Haying enzaged the services of Macdonn's re- 

nowned tielil trial breaker Lam prepared to hook 
orders for thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autumn, 180. Particulars will be furnished on 
application to A. BE. GODEFFEROZ, 

Guymard, Grange Oo., N.Y. 

MARCE., 
SCRATCHES. 
GLOVER'S IMPERIAL MANGE CURE is war- 

Fanted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diséases of any nature on does or cattle 
Without injury to the animal. One supplication 
igusuallyallthatisnecessary. ForSCRATCHES 
in HORSES if has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Bole prop't'r Imperial ennel, Tom's River, N, J. 
Ag nts: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

ist., NM. Y.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos, C. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phila: ¥.P. Taylor, 72 East Madison st,, Chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Oo., 604 North Fourth st., 8t. 
Touis. Price, 5) cents. 

K 9 KENNELS. 

DOGS BROKEN. 
HWaying removed our kennels from Delaware 

City to this fr-superior frame district, ;whers we 
have evary facility for breaking, breading, bonrd- 
ang and exercising on land and water, we invite 
inquiry. Inclose stainp. Price low. Terms easy. 

E. & €C, YON CULIN, 
P, 0, Box 218. Dover, Del. 

JOR SALE—A fine lot af greyhounds of any 
age to suit purchasers; well trained on wolves. 

antelope, deer and rabbits, Vor deseription anid 
price of dogsaddresa 

J.T. GRANT, Brookyillo, Kansas. 
Dogs wilt bs delivered in Kansas City tree of 

charge, Veb.19-tf, 

PORTING.—FOR SALE—A. couple of 
fine young Irish setters, puppies, out of very 

fine stock, at No.4 Bast Wighth street. Jan.20-tf. 

OR SALE.—SENSATION—Qneen TI 
Pointer puppies—A few puppies of the 

above celebrated stock for sale; ferms reason- 
able. Queen Hl. is by Champion Sancho, ex- 
champion Queen Il, These puppies are now 
over threaé nionths old. Address Garrett Roach, 
Box 33 College Point, L. I. Jan 13 2mo 

\ Fai 

This cut is a facsimile o f the Sportsmen’s Chain 

Ghe Henne. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure, 

and Flea Destroyer. 
For saleby all Driuggists at 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale Agents—Bruen © Hobart, 214 Fulton 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co.,209 N. Third 
Street, Phila.; Finley & Thompson, 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, ba.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore. 
Cure oa Destroyer sent by mail on receipt of 

25o., to lL. A. MICK, aston, Pa. 
Sa SS 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel offers 

for sale several ara are imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogsand bitches, carefully selected from 
the best Huropean strains. 
fault. For prices, pedi 

Sept 18-tf 

To be sold for no 
G8, 6iC., address. 

La ROY 4. COLLINS, 
Lancaster, Mass., U.S.A. 

COCKER SPARIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 
M, P. Molioon, Franklin, Delaware Co., N.Y. 

KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest 
Strains, T sell one young stock. Iguarantee 

satisfaction andsafe delivery to every customer, 
These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for ruited grouse and woodcock shoot- 
pee py ea Correspondent inclosing 

s6t printed pedisre olre - 
monials, ete, “ ? ps sas iin 

OR SALE,—¥our fox terrier puppies, 
three dogs and one bitch ; all handsomely 

marked, from my bitch Nellie, commended in 
puppy class at last New York Show. Price 
twenty ($20) dollars each, or would exchange for 
agood'* Pug” dog, W.J.COMSTOCK, 

Feb26-3t 105 Canal St., Providence, RB. 1. 

GHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTE 
e¢ Fe CS Hi.” 

“In the Stud.” 
Rusi is lemon and white, and winner at New 

York, Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Louis- 
ville Shows. Ha is an exeellent field doz; fine 
nose, fast, Btylish and staunch. Wor fill partic- 
Ulars, pedigree and field qualities address 

EDIE NED GEG, 
1,054 Dean street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

‘ Jan.22-tf. 

Skaneateles, N. Y. 

GORDON ENGLISH, AND FIELD TRIAL 
SETTERS 

Or PUREST STRAINS, 

Br. Gordon Stables, BR. N, 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &&. 
begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 
that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

gired breed, fit for the highest competition. 

W. B.—a bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken. 

decld tf. 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—i am pre 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly, I give my puppies seven months’ werk 
cut of the tyelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has all the natural instincts. Hefer- 
ences On application. Prices, $50 and §75, ac- 
cording to length of tinte I keep the dog, with 

p distances, A 
THR, Cairo, Thomas County, Georgia. 

Oct 2,tF 

discount to parties at long 
Wi 

Mass, 

) 5 WILE BUY a thoroughly broken 
QD et Tish bitch, or $10 an Irish bitch, five 
months old, contsining blood of Plunket and 
Rory O'More. Address BE, J. ROBBINS, Wethurs- 
field, Conn. Feb.19,it. - 

Ghe Henrtet. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 
yes POWDER is guaranteed t) kill 

fleas on dogs or any other animals, or mone 
returned. Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use. Simple and eficacions. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

AREGA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS- 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use, 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recommended by Rop anp 
Gow and Forzsr AND STREAM. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Tulton Street, N. Y. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, © 
1 Cortlandt Street, N. ¥, oct 12 

cs 

{mperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. _ 
Young Dogs handled with 

sicill and judgment. 
Dogs haye ees access to salt 

F water. 
a N.B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H.C, GLO River. N. J 

OREST AND STREAM KENNEL, 
Llewellin setter, Rattler, in the stud, Rat- 

tler ig.a_ handsome blue belton, black points,win- 
ner of four bencli prizes; sire, Rob Roy, he by 
Laverack’s Fred,out of Slatter's Phoebe, founder 
of the ficid trial strain, winner of five lnglish 
field trials, out of pure Layerack imported bitch 
Pickles; she by Llewellin’s Prince, winner of 
two firsts and three championships, out of 
Liewellin's Lill T.; no better blood in America. 
Willserve bitches at $15. Litters warranted. Tam 
breeding to Rattler the following bitches ;— 
Mell, & beautiful blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack, dam Spot, winner of first and second 
specials at Detroit, Mich., 187), 2186 firstat Boston 
1879 in native classes; Wy, a Very fine roan bel- 
ton bitch, sire Shot, dam imported Fannie; Pat, 
orange and white, out of Belle, by Rayal ‘Georze. 
Puppies bred from above, fine stock, for sale 
chez Address, with stamp, L.F. WHITMAN, 

p Mich. Decl tt 

~ 

Gunidermay, Ete. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro. 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF 

Birds and Rare Animals 
. SUITABLE FOR Q 

Zoological Gardens and Menageries, 
phiChatham St., third door from N. William, 
RARE AMERICAN ANIMALS ALWAYS BOR- 

CHASED. 
For Sann.—Mandarin Ducks, Golden and Silyer 

Pheasants (China); Spur-winged Geese, Eeyptino 
Geese (Africa); Widgeons, Red Headed Duclrs, 
Brant Geese (Kurope); Wood Ducks (America), 

REICEE, HENRY REICHE, 
New York. 

Established 1859. 

. * PI 
Taxidermist Supplies. 

TRD SEINS, Bird Stuffers’ Tools, Glass 
4 Byes TOF SL os Geta ane Anbnals, ete. 

Send stamp tor reduced price list. 
Pat J, OOBBURN, 31 Boylson St., Boston, Maza, 
Parayon Mica for Bird Stands, Rock Work, ete, 

490. per package by minil a new thing 5 ges 
uss. ] ’ 

4 J 
| vr ‘el - Natural Histor: Store. 
Established 1859. \ 

Taxidermists’ and Naturalists’ Suppites, 
Send for catalogue containing, complete list of 

the birds of the United States, with prives for the 
mainted birds; skims and eges in stock; also 
rice listof birds’ eycsand taxidermists’ stipplies. 
ave pe aig af Tone 12 Bele and goog 

supply of heads, horns and antlers of animais. 
Dt | : WwW. J, KNOWLTON, 

148 Tremont streat, Boston, Mass. 

Hvisrellaneos. 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADSUSTBLS CHAIR, 
WITH TAIRTY CHANGHS OF 

POSITIONS. 

Parlor Library, Inya, 
lid Chair, Child's Crib= 
Bed or Lounge, oom 
bining beauty, lighte 
hess, strength, simpli- 
city, and comfort. 
Byerythimg to an exaet 

= Science. Orders by maik 
READING POSITION. promptly attended to. 

Gouus siapped to any address, ©. 0, D. Send 
Stamp for Illustrated Circular; quote Forest and 
Stream, Address Wilson Adjus. Uhair M’'Pg Co. 

661Brosdway, N. ¥ 
ee a 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES. 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY, 
VW AE BRoonts 

788 Broadway, New York: 
84 and 86 State street, Chicago : 

17 South Fifth st., St. Louis. 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 
Attormey and Counsellor at Laws 

NOTARY PUBLIC, 

No. £37 Broaflway, Room 17, New York City 

All business oromptly attended to. nov 

. BROWN’S. PATENT 
: GUN CLEANER. 

> Cleaner and Ojfer 
Whee? Fur Gruech-leading Arma 

—Sps “4g in market, 
For One Dollar, ane Cleaner, Patches, Brush 

and fuji directions sent free of postage. 
In ordering sive calibre of gun. Stind fer circular. 

6: Polentee Address T, YARDLEY BROW MtorsG, Pa. | 

Gun ingraver. 
Prompt attention, first-class Workmanship 

and satisfactory prices guaranteed, 

SSWINTHs SD. BOSTON WASS, 
See 

Trees. 
QDARTIBS who contemplate planting 

largely of fruit or ornamental trees this 
spring are invited to visit the nursery of P. H. 
Poster At Babylon, Long Island, N. ¥,,and ex— 
amine hia extensive stock; a selection ont of 
300,000 fine specimens; an assortmentwell adapt 
ed tp ocean exposure planting. All at lowest 
rates. Febl9-45 v—ti. 

SUGAR MAPLES. 

A CHOICE COLLECTION of these or- 
numental trees, of assorted sizes, roots 

pruned and ready re soe eer Also. 
eversrevis and fruit trees forsale by 
ip eh W. CHISHOLM, 

Prospect avenue, near IMath st.. N. ¥. 
7 

FRANK H. ATKINSON, 
Book and General Job Printer, 

36 and38 John Si.. Rew Yori. 

COMPOSING LOOMS OF FOREST AND STREAM, 

eet] 

Sc 

patented by N. M. SHEPARD, April 15, PATENTED 

1 + 

“Wed VO. 

ist}. ‘This Chain will be made from the yery best quality of LOLLIED GOLL 
% Willed, and will be warranted to wear equal to a Solid Gold Chain trom cot 
>: Se ae ee cranes eeutee, RE Poalpitee gpdering: iitelve or more at one time. Hmblematic for 

On, 4 agen n Sishng oO oO ) Jartridy : Rifle for bar, will also 
be made of Solid Gold upon application, at the lowest market trae a tm ae I ae 

LATE, or what is Inown as Gold 
rom four to six yoars. The retail prica will APRIL 15, 1870. 

4943 Puls ay JO Say 

Ol-sSOCeYp0E “H 

TOO LO TLE 

I KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE AND WELL-SELECTED STOCK OF 

q OWL auo AisAe AQ peounouodd sr urEN) SiG 

-AOUOM STITT Bas UleuY Pood ze puE AENnb wagon 

ORLQUM ay] GLOTeq Deoyd 

SS 

EVERYTHING IN THE JEWELRY LINE., \W 2 
; TTMAVE A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF \) z 
" Masonic, Odd Fellows, Knights Pythias, Eastern Star Pins, Rings and Jewels = 

OF MY OWN MANUPACTURD, as i 

Shooting, Rowing, Athletic, Firemen’s, College and School Medals, ge0 

ARD A §PECTALTY WITH THIS HOUSE. 
We hays the largest stock on hund of any house in this country, and do more business in this line than fay 

oblicr house, SEND OR ULLDSTEATED CAWALORUE, bc. 

N, M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton Street, New York. 
SPECIAL ORIGINAL DESIGNS, NOTIN CATALOGUE, FURNISHED ON APPLICATION 

Emanufacture to order at hort notice all the Army Corps Badges of the United States, ‘both gold and * 
aiver, Pol information given upon application, 

All the Army Corps Badges on hand and Manufactured at Short Notice. 

a any 

}SuIORPON!| O47 0A O3 Jt FO "HD Uy CO 
— 

PSOTTG AV] 4U SUtAUuyy WOUND Pus Joys TIeGR Jo JUST AOsSAe SArui poen fmoets Apea wea Sayyed 
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Spariseys Caois. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Gis, Bunanition, Cte. 

FINE 

Shot 
At a Bargain! 

THESE ARE NOT CHEAPGUNS, 

BUT ARE 

Good Guns! 
AT A 

LowrerPrice 
Than they can be purchased for else- 

where, All of them 
WARRBNTED TO 

GIVE PERELCT SATISFACTION, 
Send for Deseriptive List. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDON, 
Cazenovia, N, ¥, 

WM. R. SCHAEEER, | 
61 Elm st., Boston, Mass., 

§ Dealer in 

SPORTSMEW'S — EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 
To Orcexr, 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

ing SHOTGUNS. A fullline of the Clabrough- 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of imported 

Particular, attention 
shoot close 

guns, always on hand. 
paid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to 
and hard. SPRATI"S DOG 

executed in the most skillful manner. 

E. H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL é 

GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Strest, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker end Daly 
Guns, * 

‘UN Stocks gltered to itthe shooter. Guns 
borad Labag ior papery ay PRERy OteS Dh 

Game Shooting, Pis Grips ed n Fires con- 
yerted to Central Fires, New Barrels fitted, Hx- 
tension Ribs, New Lumps, ete. 
Repairing of every yee ay done in an hon- 

est manner and at reasonable rates. 
Madison’s Browning Mixture, A1,50c. per bottle. 

, $Sportsmen’s and Riflemen’s Sundries. 
Shells loaded Al, and goods sent everywhere Cc. 

©. D. Send stamp for answers to queries. Kefer- 
ences from all the clubs of the city. 

THE SNEDDER GUN. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
@ LEVER ACTION 
Y In the world. 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore, 
Equal in finish, symmetry of outline, and mate. 

rial, to the finest English guns, and at 
more reasonable prices. 

The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only re- 
bounder with which missfires will not occur. 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 
For “Workmanship, Rebounding Docks, and 

Compensating ‘Features of Action.” 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING, 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire, 
Muzzle Loading Guns Aitered to Breach Loaders. 

© Glark & Sneider, 
214 West Pratt Street, Balitimore, 
Send for Iustrated Catalogue. 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 
SHRIPLE AND 
GURABLE, 

' Rebounding Lock, 

Chokehore Barrels. : 
Ros close, 13 shone deel bet peers eae 
si eayy guns for ducksas 7 bang 
tor aeurtar HYDU& SHATTUG » Man ufactu- 
rere, Hatticld, Mags, 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. 

Wo EXimsctogetmcose. 

| Send stamp for cireular to 

FOOD, etc., ete. 
, Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. All work 

May & SHEPPARD, Glen Allen, Virginia. 

sents. Our Decoy D ving a 
on ducks; by maii, $1. DIV 

decl9 tf F 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH LOADING SHOT GUR,| 

The barrels slide one side. 

Prices from $50 to $300, 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 

103 Milk Street, Boston, 

I. H. RAYMOND, Treas. 

z Vora 
Abifie Pacti a 

Size Ginches. Bulls-eye 14 inches. Range, 100 
feet, off-hand. The zones rise by area instead 

| of diameter. 
Marksmen willdppreciate the new departure 

which this target has inaugurated. Theaccurate 
riflemarn now gets the true value of his shots, 
while on old-style targets the record was 80 tainte 
ed by the element of chance as to give but a 
vyagueidea of the shooter's skill. For instance, 
on a 200 yard Creedmoora “ center,” scoring 4 
hasten times the area of a “bull,” scoring 5. Every 
rifleman knows that no degree of skill or care will 
give immunity from occasional misses, and un- 
der the old system it was almost the rule for good 
marksmen to be beaten by pad ones. One man 
would pile up eight snug bulls out of ten, but 
lose the other two, while his competitor, “ shouf- 
ing for fours,” would seatter his strays all oyer 
the board center, blunder oze shot into the.edge 
of the bull,and win! Now in deer stalking, and 
shooting at 80 yards,the winner would have 
wounded and lost one deer, while the loser would 
have struck down eight, all shot through the 
heart. Of course there are people who still con- 
tend that under the old method * all had an equal 
chanee;" whichis very true. But it is also true 
that their equality of chance would haye 
een in no Wise impaired if they should have sat 
down and thrown dice fo determine who was the 
better shot. In contests of s/ill every element 
of chance should be eliminated. 
Arrangements have been made for supplying: 

these targets af a merely nominal price, and if is 
now an Gasy mutter to gauge relative skill by 
uniform practice, and to communicate definite 
results without obscuring them by explanatory 
details. The targets are mailed, post-paid to any 
address in the United States at fifty cents por 
hundred, and quitea liberal discount ismade to 
galleriesand dealers. Send orders to Cussons, 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
(Rubber), $2. a hundred; samples by mail, 2 

Rparains is deadly 
ING DECOYCO., 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, | Eaton’s Rust Preventer.. 

rt 
’ + 

i 

Oi 
The “STANDARD TARGE?."—For Rifle Practice. | 

Rochester, N. Y q 

[Maron 11, 1890. 

Mlisrellancous Blvertiseniaenris. 

. WILKINSON & CoO.,, 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order, 

Mayl6 4. 

Grins, Semnuitiot, Cte, Guns, DAuvaunition, Ete. 

OR*GUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURG 
cal Instruments. Safe to handle, WILLNOT 

GUM, and will keep in any climate. Sportsmen 
eyerywhero in the United States pronounceitthe 
best gun oil in the market. Judge Holmes, of 
Bay ity, Mich., writes: “It is the best prepara- 
tion Ihave found in thirty-five years of active 
end frequent use of guns.” 
The trade supplied by solemanufacturer, GEO. | 

Lf pe En ae Pavonia Avenue, Jersey City | 
eights, N. J. 
Sold by rincipal New York dealers, and by Wm. 

Read & Sons, Boston, Mass. ; 5, littredge & Co., 
Cinoinnati, 0.; EH. E. Katon, Chicago, 11.; Brown 
& Hilder, Bt. Louis, Mo.; Thos. W. Parr, Cleve. 
and, O.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, Md. ; 
Cropley ak Sons, Georgetown, D. G.; Jos, C, Grubb. 
& Co. iladelphia. 

» “CANNOT BE SENT BY MATL. 

CLEARANCE SALE. 
Twenty Per Cent. Reduction. 

1 ORDER TO REDUCE OUR STCCK AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE before remoying: 
to our new store, and to make room for our new stock of 

SYRACUSE, 

NWIIWT YO E. 

Maker of Fine Guns. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

Eiabmeriess Guns, 
we offer our entire steck of guns with hammers at 20 per cent. reduction from our catalogue prices, 
Most of these guns are of newest design and all are of standard makes, as follows:— 
1 JAMES PURDY, in case, 12-bore, 7 lbs. 9 COLTS, ranging from $50 to $125 
56 EM. RILEY, & CO., 10-bores, li PARKER BROS, 3 ‘$50 to. $125 
22 W.&C. SCOTT & SON (8 Primier is B. REMINGTON & SON, * +" S40 to $20 

quality). Other qualities from 8 NICHOLS & LEFEVRE; one *h” 
$70 to $150, inchiding 2 20-bores, andtwo'D” quahty; andabout 

lt W. W. GHBENER, ranging from $70 to $200 55 cheaper prades ranging in 
21 P. WEBLEY & SON. M o i 50), 5 $60 to $200 
9 WESTLEY RICHARDS,“ $150 to $300 

Under our proposed reduction any of the above guns will be sold at a discount of 20 per cent, 
from aboye prices. Also the following 

Second-hand Gums: 

Bare W &CE&COTT & &ON 11 Ibs. choked, 

1 0-bore J.D. DOUGALD, pest @ 
fast; 8} lbs, nett............ 5 

SHND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. 

Our new stock of 

W. W. GREENER and WESTLEY RICHARDS HAMMERLIESS GUN 8, 

will be the largest in this country. Hammerless catalogue ready for distribution about April Ist. 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 

i ETERS Ua UD 
CLAY BIRDS! CLAY BIRDS!! CLAY BIRDS 
Beck’s Patent Clay Birds and Trap. 

Pronounced by all Who Have Seen it as the Best 
Substitute ever Invented for a Living Bird, 

Flies like a live bird; is as hard to hit aga live bird + 
affords as good practice as liye birds, aud et a nominal cost. 

price trom $20 to $40. 

1 TOLLEY double Express Rifle, 50 calibre, 
THOTT, els nen ncwieleielwielseis rie. wiaelglw ose dete cise was 

| 1l0-bore W. W, GREENER, Treble-wedge 
fast; 82 lbs., nett... = bed te eee tees 

I! 
pic 

a i i 
H 

nN : 
l l The bird is made of clay, burned hard, and breaks when hit 

a i ae
 
cc with shot, 

Our Trap will throw the Clay Bird further than any trap wild 
throw & ball; keeps it in the gir longer, and gives the shooter 
plenty of time to cover. In using these birds you secure 

Better Practice than Glass Balls Give, 
And ayoid the many objectionable features of balls, 

HA | 

HL 

i Give them a trial, for you are sure to be pleased, and you can't. 
\ invest a small sum of money to better advantage. 

t 4 Price of Birds, {$2.00 per 100. Traps, %6.0@ each, 

vai 
e =| = 1a BECK & ECKEL, 

= a) Benditor-oireadner MANUFACTURERS, 

THE GUN OF THE FUTURE. 
54 South Meridian Street, INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

WM. POWELL & SON’S 

HammerlessShotGun, $250: 
Tt has the nest mechanical action, the surest safety catch, finest finish. Pattern. 

guaranced, fole agents im New York for CARD'S REVOLVING BALL TRAP. 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
2 Sole agents for the United States 

These Guns ire cn Exhibitien at 84 Chambers St., New Work Ciiw-3 

| 
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Sportsmen's Gootls. 

COODYEAR’S 
Rubber Mirg Company, 

AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f*z Co., 

488, 490, 492 B’ way, cor. Broonie st, 

AND 

205 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST, 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 
{FISHING AND HUNTING. 
TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 

SPECIALTY, OUR OWN MAKE 
AND GUARANTEED. 

cm 

Rugsrx Goops oF Every DEscRIP- 
TION, 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue, 

. ae RUBBER 

Fishing Pants Coals] aors 
BOO'LTS, 

RUBBER CAMP. BLANKETS, 
COMPLETE 

Syoriswmen's Ronrtes, 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

' j t and St. Paul. 

Sporting and Camping Dutt, Burlington, G, Rapids & Northern 

i QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS each may daily, be- 
-dveen Burlington, Albert: Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all Fastand West 
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest 
huntin; rounds in the Northwest for Geese, 
Ducks, Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. 
Sportsmen and their dogs taken good careot. Re- 
duced rates on parties of ten or more upon uppli- 
cation to Gen'l Wicket Office, ey poe 

|B, F. WrNstow, Gen’l Passenger Agent. 
General Manager, tf 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully inyite attention te the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 

India Rubher Goods of Every Description 

HODGMAN & CO. 
Send for Price List. 

485BROADWAY and 27 MAIDEN LANE, 

NEW YORK. 

Sportsmen's Houtes. 

Philadelphia and Savannah Line 
FOR FLORIDA. 
OR THROUGH TICKETS to FERNAN- 

DINA, JAOKSONVILLE, §8T. AUGUS- 
TINE, SANFORD, ENTERPRISE and interme- 
diate landings on ST. JOHN'S RIV HR and inte- 
rior points ORIDA, by steamship to SA- 
VANNAH, and thence by railroad or steamboat, 

Apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, ; 5 0 afforded by their lines for reaching moat of the 
H phic.end Southern Mall S. S. Co. | TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 

Middle States, These lines being CONTINUOUS 
. FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINT: 
ficulties and a ers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run _oyer the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 

avoid the dif. 

“)HE FISHING LINE.” 
=a ithout failure or inj 5 ’ T ‘AKE THE : withou 3 or se me 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
ee Reeineweres ee! eins Tae also reach the best localities for 
Zrout, Grayling, a sluek Bass Wisheries, GUNNING AND FISHIN G 

FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
2nd the Michigan North Woods are unsurpasse: 
if equaled, in the sbundance and great variety o. 
sh contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streants, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 

The TROUT Season begins May land endsS tc) Reason be; ay Land ends Sept.1. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends 
‘oy. 1. . 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportaman can readily send trophies of his 

to his friends or “club” at home, sa ice for 
packing fish can be had at_ many Pointe 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The sce- 

mery of the North Woodsand Lakesis very beau- 
tiful; the air is pure, dry and bracing. The ch- 
pe is peculiarly benelicial to those suttering 

Hay Fever ond Asthma Affections. 
The hotel accommodations are rood, far sur- 

Massing theaverare in countries new enough to 
afford the finest of fishing. 
Durin g the season Kound Trip Excursion Tick- 

#46 will be sold at low rates,and attractive train 
dacilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 

Bogs, Guds and Fishing Tackle ed Freeat 
eyoers risk, 

t#souraim to makesportsmen feel * athome’” 
Onthisroute. For Tourist's Guide (an attractive 

dormicion Go Sects ear Te ccuratés MAps oO 9 Fis 
Grousésand Time Cards, address A.B. LEET. 

Ger. Pass, Avent, Grand Rapids, Mich. 

in Penneylyania and New Jersey. RXCURSION 
’ TICK ETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle citles to KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, EQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
/SQU AN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER. 

L, P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent. 
Frank THomson, Gen'l Manager. febli- 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Eoute of the Sportsman and Angler tu 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia Blue Ridge Monntalis, Valley of Virginia, 
Alleghany Muouritiins, Greenbrier aud Ney 
Riyers, and Kenawha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of same and fish, deer, beay, yrild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, lishing favkls, and one deg for each 

Sportsman carried tree, 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and pieturesqne see- 
nery of the Virginia, Mountains to their most ('n- 
mous watering places ind summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 

Old Domini i 
‘HE STHAMERS yea Hine. | 
some of the finest wate: 

Bhooting sections in the Bini soe Sea echy 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb's Island, and points | West, NW = j T sf, Northwest 4nd Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
hee ae sula. _ City Point, James! River, Cur- | sith the North and Northeast; and st Richmond 
Virgini Tor and the mountainous country of gud Charlotteville with the fonth. All modern ‘ginia, pRneEsee ee oe ppepmens sail in’ provements in equipment. @ 

4 7 urday. ’ Monday’ and Thureday, at 2 Pe. Full infor. CONWAY R. HOWARDS 
Ation given at oitice, Greenwich Street, Naw Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, | 
Fork, “iad => Eva Rope ly may Iy Mi 2 ' Richmond ¥ 

“ TRR’S P°T (Flatbush Ave. 
earlier) for Babylon, §.35 A.M., 

COAST * 

Sportsmens’ Enos. 

YY SH iG SUITS 
SPHCLALTY ! 

From Goods cf my own Jmportation--Dead Grass Color. 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD 

VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 
Full lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Legigins, ete, 
Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, WH. J. 
New York Office, 177 Broadway. 

Syortsmen’s Routes, 

ONG ISLAND R. R.--LEAVE HUN- 
B’klyn, 5 min, 

2.55, 4.36; 6.35 P.M 
Sundays, 9 A.M. 

Col. P’t& Whitestone, 7.35, 5.45, 10, 11.45 A.M, 
2,35, 3.85, 4.35, 5, 5.85, 6, 6.85, 1, 7.30, 945 P.M., 12.1 
midnight. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 a.m., 1.85, 6.35, 7, 10 p.m. 
Tlushing, 6.30, 7.35, 8.46, 10,, 11.35 4.M., 2.85, 3.35, 

4.35, 6, 6.35, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9.45 P.M, 12.15 night. Sun- 
days, 9.35, 10.85 A... 1.85, 3, $.85, 7, 10 P.M, 
Var Rockaway, 8.35, 11 A.M., 4.35, 5.05, 7 P.M. 
eet Beach, 10 A.xu. Sundays d AM. 
Great Neck,6.80, 7.35. 11.35 a.m, 4.5, 5.35,6.35 P.M. 

Saturday nights, j2.5. Sundays, 9.95 A.M., 5,36 P.M. 
,Garden City, Queens snd Hempstead, 8, 10 A.M., 
1.85, 8.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35 Pat, Drom WMatbush av. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Pri, and Saturday, 12,15 night, 
Wednesday and Sunday only from Flatbush av. 
0.30 P.M. Sunday, 9 A.at., 1.86, 6.95 P.M, 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley and Roslyn,8, 10A.M., 

8.5, 4.85, 5.38, 6.35P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.85 P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M., 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, §, 10 A.m.. 4.95, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 PM, 3 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, § A.a1., 3.35, 5.35 P.M 
Port Jeiferson, 8 .A-31,,4.35P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.85 A.M,, 4.96,5.35 Par. Sundays, 9 

AM. 
Richmond Hill, Glenéale, 8.85, 11 Aw, 3.85, 4.35 

6.35, 6.7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
HUNTER’S P'T & WALL ST, ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, B. R. (toot Pinest.) for Hunter's P’t, 8.30, 
10.30, 11.30 Aart, 3.05, 4.05, 6.05605 pat. Further 
information, tiekets, commutation, ete., 220 
Bway. W.M, LAFPAN, Gen’! Pass. Agent. 

FoR 
New Haven, Hartford, Springfield and 

the North. 
The new and elegant steamer C,H, NORTHAM 

leayes Pier No, 25, Bast River, daily (Sundays ex- 
pepted)s at3P.M. Passengers go North and Bast 
nt il P.M. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New 

York at 11 p.M., arriving in Now Hayen in time 
for the early morning trains. 
Merchandise forwarded by dailyExpressFreight 

train from New Hayen through to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern 
New Yorkand Canada. Apply at Office on Pier 
orto RICHARD PECK, Gen'l Agt, 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S§ PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new ¢ars “* DayyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, layatories, eic., also pro- 
vided with racks and closets for guns and fishing 

| tackle, and kennels for dogs. 
» Diagrams, rates and other desired information 
furnished a application to Gen’l Supt. P. PC 
Co., Chicago, Je26 mos. 

Aliscellanesnd Advertisements. 

! (Formeriy ‘Dr. Craig's Kidney Cure.) 
my A veretable fares and the omly sare 
h) remedy in the world for Brigint’s Ibisesse, 
f Dinbries, ond ALL Hi 
Mm Urinary ibiseage; 

idney, Liver, and 
S. 

mM Ste" Testimonials of the highest order In proo 
ie Of these statements, & prove 

j) Swi-For the cure of Diabetes, 
jnei"s Sate Dinbetes Cure. reo Nua 
 kee-Kor the cure of Brigii’s and the other 
Wi diseases, call for Warmera Sufe Midney 

Liver Cure. 

; RES" WARNER'S 
Safe Remedies are 
sold by Druggista 
and Dealers in 
Medicine everys 
where, 

Proprietors, 

ROOHESTER, Ny, Y, 
We Bend for Pamphiet 
nd Testimonials, 

$5 to $20. B5cce “kigne gHINSON NOR. 
ee 

rset ao . Vickery. Augusta,Moe, |. 

P Aotels und Resorts tor Sportsmen, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 
nt 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

For Good Spring Shooting 
—GO TO THE— 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
At Shinnecock Bay, 

Where you will find 

PLENTY OF BIRDS, 
GOOD GUIDES, 

COMPLETE OUTFIT of DECOYS, 
BATTERIES, etc. 

As well as good accommodations and a sub- 
stantial bill of fare. 

Take Long Island Railroad for Gord 
Ground station. 

M. WILLIAMS, Prop’r, 
P.O. Address, Good Ground, Lony Taland, N.Y. 

DAVIS ECOUS=, 
Weldon. N. C. 

J.T. DAVIS Proprictesr, 

Always twenty minutes for Dinner. 

HIS HOTEL has been oponed by Col. 
J.R. Davis, long nud fayorably known ag 

or of the Puveell House, Wilming- 
‘Uhe Hotel has been entirely and 

izhly renovated throughout. Tue rooms 
are clegantly furnished with block walnut mar 
ble-top furniture and kaiv mattrasses, Travellers 
andinvalids coming Bouth willl now find thisa 
comfortable résting place, (@ long-felt want sup- 
plied). Guests willreecive every attention and 
cornfort, clevant table and pttentive servants. 
'Thig isthe Dinver Heuse coming South or going 
North. The best Hotel of its kind on the route 
to Florida. Rates—2.00 and $2.50 per day. 

HO! for TROUT FISHING. 
if Ree FAR-FAMED waters of the Mag- 

anettewan are now within easy access of 
Toronto and the outside world, und are still teem- 
ing with speckled trout. We have erected a large 
and comfortable hotel in Maganettewan Village, 
and are prepared to offer every facility to our 
zpos friends by way of canoes and guides to 
the trout lakes and streams tributary to the Mag- 
anetiewan,and can offer the best of trout fishin; 
within amile of our hotel; will hayeiceand facil- 
ities Tor packing fish, s0 that they can be taken 
fresh to any part of the Northern States. The 
road from Rousseau (the head of steam trayel) has 
been Macadamized and the ROuEney shortened by 
half a day,so that parties leaving Toronto can 
get here in one and a half days. Come up and 
see U8. IRWIN & CLARKE, Proprietors. 
Maganettewan Post-Office, Ontario, C anada. 

i 

Migcetancons. 

FVIGLLER'S "cin COD-LIVER ONL 
nAL 

i aD) oh E2 
Ta perfectly pure. Pronounced tha beat by the high- 
€st medical authorities in the world. Given highest 
awerdat 12 World's Expositions, and at Paris, 1873, 
Bold by Druggists, W. H. Schiemelin & Co..N.Y. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
POULTRY AND GAME 

Nos. 289.6 290 Washington Markesi, \. ¥, 

Trees, 
ARTIES who contemplate planting 

largely of fruit or ornumental frees this 
spring are invited to yisit tha nursery of P. H. 
Mosrer at Babylon, Long Island, MN. ¥., and ex- 
nthine lip extensive shock; & selection ont of 
800.00 Tae epelipens; an nasorlment well adapt 
ed to oc@in éxposure planting, AIL ut lowest 
rates. Peblist 

SUGAR MAPLES. 

A CHOICE COLLECTION of these or- 
a Tamental irees, of assorted sizes, roots 
pruned and reacy for immediate planting. 
avergreena and fruit trees for sale by 

W. CHISHOLM, 
Progpect nvenne, near 163sttr at, WY, 

Alsu 
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Sumnevition, Cte. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtning. 

Orange Ducking: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 

Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 
PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

DER. Furnished FREE. 

Lalln & Rand Ponder ¢0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. ¥., 

GUNPOWDER. 
, DUPONT'S 

RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 
ING POWDER. 

, The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

|B) eae GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, haye maintained their 

ire peg forseventy-sight years. Manu- 
ripe 6 following celebrated brands of Pow- 

ert 
DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Wos. 1 (eoarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
re Hate cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

and Pigeon Shooting....~ 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Wos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (ine), burning slowly, strong, 
gnd clean; great [asda de thas apted for Glass 

, Bal, Pigeon, ck, and other shooting. 

kx» PUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
>. ‘; nari for pistol shooting. 
DUPONTS RIFLE, FG, ‘SHA SHOOTING,” 

ayey it. 
a and BLAST- 

grades t Bree an idee, Moskot etal es for export. 6, Mus) 

tes Mortar, and Maramoth Powder, Uv. 8. 

Government standard.. Powder manufactured 

to order of any resets in or proof. Agen- 

cies in all cities and principal towns throug: out 
the U.S. Represented by € 

¥, L, KNEELAND, 70 Wall Strect, N. ¥. 
W. B—Use none but DUPONT'S FG or FFG 

Powder for long range rifle shooting. 

“TNE HAZARD POWER COMPAIY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Flazard’s Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Packed in equare 

Guaistess of Lib, only. 

ravard’s “American Sporting.” 

‘os. 7 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 Ib. canisters and 

Ib. kegs. A fine grain, awgle and clean, for up- 

lgnd prairieshooting. Well adapted to shot guns. 

Hazard’s ‘(Duck Shooting.” 

ea. 1 (Ane) to 5 (coarse). In land 5 1b. canisters 

and 6% and 12} 1b. kegs. Burns lel and yery 

clean, shoo remarkably close and with great 

enetration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 

4jvanks any cther brand, and it is equally ser- 

Ficeable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.” 

PRG, FRG, and Sea Shooting” FG in kege of 

35, 12}, and 6} Ibs. and eans of 6 Ibs. FFFG is also 

packed in land 4Jb. canisters, Burnsstrong and 

mot. The PEPG and FFG are favorite brands 

for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” 

FG is the standard Rife Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powéer. 

OVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 

BE: also, SPRCIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOH, 

° MANUPACTURED TO ORDER. a 

The above can behad of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 

fe at our office 
ee Oe WALL STREET, NEW YORK, 

IBIN Gia SE 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 

sariahe Ba 8, ¥ 
STIPT, 61 Cedar St.. N- ¥. 

6, 7. 
Gol. Hawker’s Duckings. 

Agent for the 

aaa a enn 
eee 

ea 

eS —— — 

ak made. 
&CO., a week. $32 a day at home 

B72 acer oulat roo Address TRU 
Augusta, Maine. 

54Chatham St., third door from N. William. 

and 8. Superior Rifle, En- 

v.8. 

Misrellanecns Atwertisements. 

Shot-Gun and Rifle-Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POW DIR. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQGUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 
for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise, It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing, CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr. Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in thew matches. Our cauuenge 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our ciroulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world. Address 

DITTMAR POWDER M’F’G Co., 
P. 0. Box 836. 24 Park Place, New York 

TOBACCO 

VANITY FAIR cctiions 
“ MILD"'—Rare Old Virginia. “HALY@S"—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on sale in all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, W.S. KIMB ALL & 00 i 

Fine Archery, 
PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES. 

Im Shooting Povrver) 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows have no 

Superior. 

Bows sent C. O. D, on trial when 25 per cent. 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be returned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges. 
Tilustrated circulars sent free. 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York. 
ee ee ————— ee 

Garideruy, Ete. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro. 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF 

Birds and Rare Animals 
< SUITABLE FOR 

Zoological Gardens and Menageries, 

3 GUN CLEANER. ; 
Bx TRE DEST 
Gb Cleaner and Oiler 

) For Breech-losding Arma 

; ass In market 

For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush) 

| and full direstions sent free of postage, f 

ltn ordering give calibre ef gun. Bend for cireujar. gui 
Patentee, | Address T. YARDLEY BROWN, Paice ise 

RARE AMERICAN ANIMALS ALWAYS PUR- 
CHASED. 

For SaLe.—Mandarin Ducks, Golden and Silyer 
Pheasants (China); Spur-winged Geese, Egyptian 
Geese (Africa); Widgeons, Red Headed cks, 
Brant Geese (Kurope); Wood Ducks (America). 

CHAS. REICHE, HENRY REICHE, 
sepa New York. 

_ Lyman's patent combination Gun Sight 
is a great improvement in rear sights. 

Send for circular containing full de- 
scription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Conn. 

Established 1859. 

Taxidermist Supplies. 
BE SKINS, Bird Stuffers’ Tools, Glass 

Eyes for Stuffed Birds and Animals, ete. 
Send stamp for reduced price list. 3 

_ J, COLBURN, 3i Boylson 8t., Boston, Maas Pittsfield, Mass., Cuts Free, 

Paragon Mica for Bird Stands, Rock Work, eta., 
Full-Length COT, in this case, 

49e. per package by mail # new thing; bestir $10; LOUNGE, in this case, $8. 

iyi ty Sold Everywhere by the Trade 

FRANK H. ATKINSON, 
Book and General Job Printer, 

use. 

Natural Histor Store. 
Established 1859. 

Taxidermists’ and Naturalists’ Supplies. 

Send for catalozue containing complete list of 

the birds of the United States, with prices for the 

mounted birds; sking and eggs in stock; also 

rice list of birds' eyes and taxidermists’ supplie
s. 

Have a fine lot vt foreleg Bie Bane and good 
heads, horns and antlers of ant ; 

pg Mag W, J. KNOWLTON, 
"168 Tremont strect, Boston, Mass. 

36 and 38 Johiv Ste, Hew York. 

FOMPOSING ROOMS OF FOREST AND STREAM, 

4 than ordinary moulded shot. 

Ananition, Cte. 

TA'THAWS 
IME ROV ED 

Chilled Shot. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 
GIVES GREATER PENETRATION and BET- 

TER PATTERN than ordinary shot. Equ 
well adapted to choke-bores, modified chokes 
eylinders. 

Beware of Imiitations. 

Our Chilled Shot will he found to be more fres 
from shrinkage, more spherical, more uniform i 
size, heavier and of brighter and cleaner finish than 
any other. 
Send for circular. 

TATHAM BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORK. 

Also manufacturers of 
PATENT FINISH 

American Standard Drop Shot, 
aud COMPRESSED BUCK SHOT, more uniform 

Founded July 4, 1803, 

SPARKS’ 
+ American Chilied Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others. \ 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND | 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. . 

nnn 

TRADE 

CURES BY ABSORPTION. 
RHEBUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 
“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, | 

is a postitive cure; it bas never falled. 
" am has no equal for Chronic Lame— 

ness, me Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Pilea, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dig- 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eczema, 
Humors of the Scalp, etc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permanent cure b 
using “Sapanuie. Used in sponge or foot bath 
removes all soreness or body, limbs and feet. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 

Sold by all Drugyists. Price, 50c., and $1 per 
bottle. Send for illuminated circular and cards 

SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY. 
Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 

FERGUSON'S PATENT 

CHM, JACK" BOAT LAMP 
with 

LOCOMOTIVE REFLECTOR, 

The most complete Lamp for | 
Sportsmen, Boatmon, Nicht 
Watchmen and others, yet 
produced. | 
Combines Camp Lamp, Mead 

Staffand Boat Jack,Handand 
Dark Lantern, Belt Lamp, ete. 
Huas.no chimney; burns either 

ignal, Lard or Sperm Oil. 

THE “EXCELSIOR” 
DASH AND CARRIAGE LAMP. 
With Locomotiye Reflector and_ Reversible 

Dash Clamp. Has no chimney, Burns either! 
candles, kerosene or other oils. Firs ANY KIN 
oF DASH O& VEHICLE. 

Send stamp for Cirowlars. 

FERGUSON'S RUST PREVENTER, 
The best article yet invented for Fire-Arma, Onte 
Jery, Tools, exposed parts of Machinery, ete. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, Sole Mir, 
& Dulton stratt, N. 
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HETHER in the tangled thickets of spice wood 
in Indiana or Kentucky, the home of the ruffed 

grouse, or in the somber silence of a Southern pine for- 

est, there is a beauty in the forest, trackless and illimit- 

able, that can only be surpassed by the solemn expanse 

of ocean itself; and, indeed, there is a great similarity 

between the dwellers in the woods and the reckless sail- 
ors who braye death in every form upon the mighty deep, 

At this season of the year one can see vast numbers of 
doves feeding on the grass seeds in the cotton patches, or 

ou the few cow peas that haye been left by the hogs in 

the corn-fields. They afford very fine shooting, for 
they go like the wind, and none but a hard-hitting, 
close-shooting gun will bring them to grass. 

I have been much amused at the discussions that have 
been going on in FOREST AND STREAM anent the hold- 
ing on a bird, when a cross shot or ahead. As all the 
shots at doves are cross shots, these gentlemen, were they 

to shoot here, would have a “‘beggarly account of 
empty” shells and no birds. At forty yards, or further, 
T aim from three to five feet ahead of my bird, and 
even then I sometimes shoot behind. En passant, I 
remark that the only successful way to kill either quail, 

ducks, or doyes is the “swing,” Follow the course of 

your bird, throw the gum ahead, and pull trigger simul. 

taneously, All this talk about “snap” shooting and 
deliberate shooting is all ‘‘bosh.” Deliberate prompti- 
tude is the rule, and he who departs from it can neyer 
shoot well, nor even make an ayerage shot. Some 
Writers say that you must have the sight in front of 
your bird, I have never found any use for the sight 

on my gun. I never see it whem I shoot. Nor do I 

believe any but a “poke shot” ever does, See that your 
gun is on a line with the bird, for goodness’ sake ; pull 
trigger, and don't, i beg, ‘poke |” 

Following in the wake of the flocks of doves are a 

great yarieby of hawks and other predaceous birds, 
Prom the stately buzzard hawk, down to the tiny “blue 
darter,” they swarm Gyer all the fields, There is a hawk 
here called the “rabbit: hawk,” of which I have never 

“killed but one specimen, and that being similar to your 

marsh hawk, but with a greater breadth of wing, and 
4 much larger and finer bird, Indeed, a specim I 
wounded very severely was almost eagle-like in size, I 

was sitting on the banks of a little stream, bathing my 
hands and face, after a long tramp after quail, when, 
happening to look at my dog, [saw from his eager looks 
that he saw some bird in the air, To snatch my gun 
and look up was the work of a moment, Coming down, 
sailing along with no perceptible motion of his wings, 
was a huge bird, with square head and fierce, yellow 
eyes. I had no time to change my shells, so I gave 
him each barrel in succession. He fell like a stone to 
the second barrel, but the 8s were not heayy enough. 
Before I could reload he rose and flew off with a ra- 
pidity of which I could scarcely believe so large a bird 
capable, Iam sure that he neyer caught another rabbit, 
Tam yery sure that af about twenty yards, the distance 
that I fired at him, I have killed mallards stone dead 
with the same gun and the same size of shot, I should 
like very much to see this bird dead, for they are very 
rare indeed in the South 
The “blue darter” (Falco minor) is the most destruc- 

tive of all our birds of prey. Not much larger than a 
quail, they possess great muscular power, and can carry 
off a doye with no trouble whatever, Woe to the covey 
of quail that this little robber finds in the open, One 
gone, day after day he feasts upon them, until not a 
solitary one is left to pipe his cheerful Bob White in the 
morning, or call in plaintive notes in the eventide, He 
hag eaten them all, No wonder the sportsman hates him. 
No wonder he crouches down by the fence and waits by 
the hour for his arrowy form to shoot overhim. And 
then, with what real joy he sees the cloud of feathers 
float down the wind, and knows that the spoiler is laid 
low. ‘The 8s do the work for him yery effectually. 

There is another species of hawk here fully as destruc- 
tive as the ‘darter,’ but in another direction, He is 
called in the South, par’ excellence, the ‘chicken hawk,” 
and woe to the brood of little or big chickens that this 
Ishmaelite bird finds wandering from the farm-house, 
from under the watchful eye of the good wife. He 
swoops down in the quiet gray of the morning, ere the 
farmer's boys haye fully opened their eyes, and the chickk- 
ens are fondly looking for those worms of which they 
dreamed during the stilly watches of the summer night. 
What a hurrah! Aunt Dinah, the black cook, sallies 
forth with a broom; Jake, her son, with a stool, upon, 
which he has been sleepily nodding; her daughter, Cleo- 
patra, with the frying-pan; the farmer, with a rusty 
double gun, shouting, ‘Where is he; where is he?” the 
dog, Bose, with an intelligent appreciation of the exigen- 
cies of the situation, haying in the meantime seized Jake 
by the leg, while the audacious cause of all this uproar is 
sailing off with a chicken in his claws, which he will 
pick and eat with a serene contempt for Aunt Dinah, 
Jake, Cleopatra, the farmer and Bose, He repeats the ex- 
periment next morning with precisely the same result, 
only varied as to the actors in the tragedy, for Bose, with 
an impartiality highly to be commended, bites Aunt 
Dinah the next time, and then next morning bites Cleo- 
pata, and so on until he gets back to Jake. 

As you walk over our pine woods you will see little, 
curious mounds of fresh earth thrown up at almost reg- 
ularintervals. These are the homes of the ‘* salaman- 
der,” a little rodent, allied in species to the prairie dog, 
They are very shy, and not many Southerners have ever 
seen one. I was shooting quail one evening, and sent my 
dog, a mere puppy, to bring me a dead bird. Ashe gaye 
the supposed bird mto my hand several birds rose near 
me, and while marking them down J took hold of what 
T thought was a bird. A sharp bite, that met through my 
thumb, convinced me immediately that it was no quail. 
In an agony of pain, I flung it on the ground, killing it 
instantly, Ib was my intention to mount the specimen, 
but our cat made her supper on him, while I was eating 
mine, Lregret it very much, for I have never seen one 
of them since that time. That they must be entirely 
vegetable feeders, I think admits of no doubt; but, as 
they work entirely in the night, it is almost impossible to 
find out much about their habits, They are singular 
little animals, and would well repay scientific investiga- 
tion were it not for the causes mentioned above : their 
extyeme shyness and their nocturnal habits, I have 
never seen any monograph about them, and I would be 
delighted to hear from some one on the subject. 

Of all American forests, the py ” woods show 
least bird life. You may travel miles upon miles, and 
see nothing in the shape of a bird, unless you are quail- 
hunting, and then the coyeys are not yery plentiful. 
Occasionally you may hear the shrill trumpet of the blue 
jay, or the complaining, querulous note of the tom-tit, 
ut solemn, weird stillness reigns over all things, 
Sometimes a “ fox-squirrel,” your common red squirrel, 

will elevate his tail and career with railroad speed 
through the wire grass. He means business, this foxy 
denizen of the ‘‘ piny ” woods, and does not mean that 
any shotgun—choke bore or any other bore—shall bring 
him to bag. He is so tough, and selects such outrage- 
ously tall pines, that the wise sportsman rather avoids 
collision with him and pretends not to see him as he sils 
enthroned on the very topmost bough of the tallest pine 
in a radius of a mile, with his flag-like tail waving in de- 
fignce to the breeze and to the gentleman with tlie shot- 

gun below, who, with a deep sigh over the limited capa~- 
bilities of shotguns, ‘‘passeth,” Yet, again and again 
haye I killed them, but often with an expenditure of 
ammunition not at allinagreement with the value of the 
game, The only satisfactory method of shooting them 
is with the rifle. Then you fool Mr. Squirrel, indeed | 
For, as the whip-like report rings upon the still air, you 
see hirn quiver fora moment upon the limb, and then 
fall sheer a hundred feet without touching a limb, 
There is a nuisance to the quail shooter here which 

you Northern sportsmen know nothing about, I meana 
little bird haying a tail longer, in proportion to their 
size, than the proudest of all peacocks; a true sparrow, 
called here the ‘*swamp sparrow,” but no more like the 
swamp sparrow of Kentucky than he is like a wild tur- 
key. Any bird dog will take their scent, and I haye 
seen the best-trained pointers come toa dead point on 
them, You should see the look of shame and indigna~ 
tion that crosses the dog's honest face when the game is 
flushed and found to beasparrow. He hangs his head 
with a mental determination never to allow himself to 
be thus trapped again, but the very next one he falls 
again. 
“We have had no snipe-shooting here for a long time. 

In fact, such an impetus has been given to sport of late, 
and so much haye most men improved in their shooting, 
that the Northern sportsmen do not leave many snipe for 
us of the South. The national game bird is Bob White, 
loved of all generous sportsmen. 
A December quail is the hardest bird to hit, and being 

hit, the hardest bird to bring to bag for his size in the 
world. Theman who can kill them can kill anything, 
You killseyen or eight in succession, and you piume your- 
self that you are going to redeem that miserable shooting 
that you did in the branch the other day, For, entrenous, _ 
ou missed fully that many or more in the thick cover, 
Fou walle along with elastic steps, and lo | another point, 
You walk up your bird and you shoot; shoot with all 
your skill at that little fast diminishing point, and you 
are notrewarded with a single feather. You goon, and 
directly you shoot again, and this time the feathers float 
down the wind in a little cloud, but your bird only flies 
with accelerated speed. Next time you fire at fifteen or 
twenty yards and your bird is torn all to pieces. Thus 
you shoot all day, but while makiug a fair bag you won- 
der why you cannot make your uniform doubles, as you 
did in October. Noman can do it. The best field shot 
in the world can make but few doubles on December 
quail. Not any with whom I have ever shot, 
Many writers for your paper state that they lall most 

of their quail within twenty-five yards. Such men do 
not need any but the most ordimary guns. A good gun 
will render all birds killed at that distance worthless for 
eating, or nearly so. My own opinion is that if sports- 
men were to use No, 6 instead of No, 8 in their choke- 
bores the shooting would be much more satisfactory, 
Then deliberate shooting in the open will be the rule, and 
not the exception. ButI haye yet to see the gun, no 
matter who the maker, that will uniformly makea good 
target with No. 6 at forty yards, If thrown close enough 
there isa want of penetration. Forsuch a gun, if any 
pun-maker will make me a cheap and good one, I will 
pay him for it and make him famous all over the world. 

In concluding this rather rambling and decidedly 
desultory article] must congratulate you upon the last 
number of your paper, Wull of all that is of interest to 
the sportsman, it goes beyond that, and is full of interest 
to all genial, hearty men, Theman who wrote the article 
last fall about Southern quail-shooting has been there, 
and here’s the hand of ‘‘ gude fellowship” to him, and an 
earnest invitation, should he ever come down my way, to 
come and seeme, Tohim, and tosuch ag he, the latch- 
string always hangs outside. St, CLAIR, 

Lawtonville, Ga., Jan, 21st. 

A SANGUINARY DEER HUNT. 
——— t 

But T never chose to pul more than a single ball into my 
piece; and in this manner, being a good markstinon, I procured a 
considerable quantity of game.—BENVENULO CELDINIL 

HERE were two of us. The first clause of the sen- 
tence Lhave quoted from that delightful book, 

Cellini’s ‘‘Memoirs,” hits me very well, for I shoot al- 
ways a rifle; but my companion—well, the Captain is 
something like one of the speakersin a conversation in 
the last number of Puneh :— 

Old Boy—What's your father? 5 
New Boy—Poét, painter, sculptor, architect and musician. 
Old Boy—Crimini! Is hegreat? 
New Boy—The greatest that ever lived. 
Old Buy—T never! And whatare you going tu be? 
New Boy--Dhe same as my father, only greater. 
Were he interrogated he ought to answer—although he 

would not, as his modesty sits astride the pyramid of 
his perfections in the mysteries of wood and water craft, 
looking 4s big as any of the pile—something in this way ; 

“Shoot any with a rifle?” 
** Good as they make ‘em.” 
“ How are you with the shot gun?” Q 
“T can handle a shot gun twice as well as I cana rifle,” 
(I know he killed wn pheasants last fall.) 
“Eyer do anything with a ily ¢ 
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*T don’t brag about throwing a long line, because it’s 
hardly ever necessary in fishing, bul 1 can place a fly as 
straight as I can shoot; and as for fish—!” 
Tremember meeting him one winter, in Si a ted 

just after he had heard that hetween the wolves and the 
ad weather he had lost—I forget how many of the fine 

sheep he had on his place up the country. 
“Why, by Jove, old fellow! How are you? I aim 

very glad to sée you. How are all fhe sheep coming on?” 
‘Oh pshaw ! sheep-vaising is an infernal humbug. Do 

you know I caught four thousand trout last summer?” 
Dear old fellow. How strange it seemed that we, who 

in times gone by had been s0 much together, should be 
starting oul in company for the first time in thirteen 
years. Why, ia the old days we had killed deer and 
caught trout among the Adirondack lakes and streams ; 
together waded and whipped the ‘ Lock,” bagged ducks 
on the North Carolina sounds and taken pot shots at 
bears in the Dismal Swamp, to say nothing of such small 
affairs as the first day of the season and a warm corner 
of the marsh, when the tide was good and rail plenty ; 
then we had been two years together in the army. 

Ttiseemed to us both that it could not be for naught that 
we should be starting out that morning, It was the 21st 
of November, A, D., 1879. The snow was fresh and just 
right for tracking ; the wind bid fair to blow, for @ still 
hunter likes it noisy overhead; and then we had not 
hunted together for so long, and we had doubtless im- 
proved in the long years of separation, Surely the old 
luck would hang by us and we shouid return laden with 
the spoils of the chase. It cones back to me now that a 
year or so ago IT wrote you an account of **The Rock 
Camp,” a description of bear-hunting, in which I recited 
the ordinary requisites for a bear-hunt, and showed, at 
least to my own satisfaction, that one may haye a yery 
enjoyable hunt and delightful time generally, even when 
some one inconsiderable trifle—in that case it happened 
+o be Lhe bears—is omitted from the list, And now you 
begin to have a suspicion, a little bit of a speck of an 
idea as to what is coming, don’t you? You know how it 
is in the story books, where the poor, aspirmg but deter- 
mined youth, or the tender, pensive, thoughtful (petting 
up diablerig, the’finale generally shows, and in this case 
it was the wretched does that Hoored ws) maiden stands 
at the threshold of action, as it were, wondering, doubt- 
ing perhaps; then admiring, wishing, hoping; presently 
daring, and then, alas, experiencing, As yet, however, 
for our illustration, only standing on the threshold and 
looking out upon the wind-pufied clouds and the dark 
blue-black horizon of the cruel, cold world, The horizon 
of the future ought to be blue, because of its yacuity, 
and yet if is so olten rose-colored, 

Cold it was, certainly; the thermometer not yet below 
zero, bub low enough to make active exertion very agree- 
able where we were. We were looking ont on a yery 
blue-black horizon, the dark hemlock-crowned ridges 
that marked the course of the Clarion, Instanter and 
Straight creeks, [hadnot thought about hunting. I hap- 
pened to have a yery good chance to visit the Captam, and 
perhaps to eat my Thanksgiving Day dinner with him, 
ut the snow, which began falling while I was yet flying 

along in the comfortable Pullman car, kept at it all the 
while, as, wrapped in ulsters and buffalo robes, we talked 
oyer old times, the Captain and I, seated in a covered 
wagon behind his black mares which put us over the 
seven miles from the station to ‘‘ home,” and by morn- 
ing had fallen in quantity just right for a ‘* good track- 
ing snow,” + 

The Captain had killed several deer this fall already. 
Were deer plenty? Yes; the oil wells over about Ken- 
gua, ebc.. liad driven the deer into this part of the coun- 
try, and we were sure of great sport if the snow held, 
"And how about guns?” ‘You take my Winchester. 
You always shoot a Winchester. It will just come 
right.” 
if Then what will you use?” ‘Oh, I'll take my light 

#hot gin and use buck shot.” 
Did Ewish for my own gun? Possibly you may find 

out presently, I shot an 1873 model with 20-imceh barrel 
and rather coarse sight, but I generally know just about 
where it will shoot and how much of the front sight to 
allow. The Capvain’s gun, which I was to use, is an 1866 
model, long barrel, using only two-thirds the powder of 
the other, and with a new front sight put on only a few 
days before my arrival, I had noidea how the gun would 
hold up. Moreover, the cartridges had run out and all 
that could be had in Wilcox were old Henry cartridges, 
with little powder and pointed ball. Iwas idiot enough 
fo march off without trying the range of the gun, 
Look here; do you want me to go on and give you 

an account of our doings? Allabout them? Because 
you know we ou—’ 

‘© What! You do not mean to say that you two people 
—anighty hunters—went out on that snow for—for—how 
many days was it, and only—on-l-y—a—a —abh—l— : 
Bxactly—certainly we did; just so. You have hit it 

“ton T” (hit ib better than we did). We went out as 
jong as the snow lasted, you know, and that was for— 
for—what-you-may-callit—a—and—and then—we had 
to come home every night, you mow, because the Cap- 
tain could not lie out at night on account of his health ; 
and so we only got a little while to hunt each day, We 
syould strike a track about 9 A.M. and had to stop hunt- 
ing by 3 P.M, lo get home, : 
How niany deer did we get? Why, as J said, we only 

- —a—we didwi—a. Thatis—a—, ; : 
This 38 worse than the Rock Camp, - will write you a 

letter, aud fell you about it, You don't like people to be 
long-winded, go I will put it in your correct style. See 
now :— 

Wiiu.cox, Penn., Nov. 29th, 1879, 
litor Forest and Stream ;— A 

sane start for home to-day, after a hunt with your 

friend the Captain. Went out on the 2ist. Scored good, 

I. Winchester; Captain, shot-gun, Started doe before 

we saw her. Taulawwed, Captain got running shot; 

broke aleg. Followed on, Meta dog ; do had caught 
jeer, and dog's master had scooted off with it, Followed 

him to yoad where he had backed it, and we lost him, 
Went out on the 22d. Tracked up a big buck; saw where 
he bad walked, then fed. Caution, sh ! Here's 
where he went.” ““Hm!hm! Allright, Go easily. 
eSttepl «What is itv’ ‘See one there,” (in a 
whisper); “lia went by that bi, hemlock. Hasy, Dow ; 
he’s ot far.” A pause, then t Captain with subdued 

emotion, ' Look at his borng over that log,” "By Jove, 

he’s a whacker,”” There he was twenty steps off, I stood 
on tiptoe; could not see his head, only the horns and 
ears. We could hear him sniff in a suspicious manner. 
Traised the gunn. ‘Bring him out of that.” ‘ Ma—a !” 
said the Captain. Up jumped the buck, a veritable hand 
credo, and I—as a certain Philadelphia lawyer once said, 
**Think of it, gentlemen of the jury, it might haye been 
murder !*—missed him clear and clean. The captain 
took arunning shot, and the buck left unharmed, 
We went out on the 24th. Huge old buck and big 

doe. Could not separate them. Saw them standing to- 
gether after awhile; estimated, one hundred yards ; 
brushy. I fired at buck standing; gaye half the front 
sight. Bnuekleftin peace. Doe jumped afew steps to 
left—further than we thought; mistook her for fawn. 
Captain cried, ‘Kill the fawn.” Could not see her, 
Handed him the gun; he fired five shots in quick suc- 
cession. Heayy cartridges, all undershot, Doe left. 
Followed on, After a while saw the buck standing 

watching backtrack, Snapped at him. Tried to throw 
out cartridge and pump in new one; extractor slipped 
off cartridge. Triedagain. Deer saw motion ; vamoosed, 
Near night: bear track; onthe jump; somebody scared 
him; no use following. Gone away over to Driftwood. 
Gave up and went home, Dinner, glass of wine, pipe, 
letters and papers, bed. 

There you hayeitall, Gamein poy ; deer thick; a 
good many huntersin the woods. Two friends of yours 
were out for several days, and got—[ Come, that will 
do,—Ep. | and got—[That will do,—Ep,| All right, 

OC, Cuay. 
rt er 

LOST IN THE MAINE WOODS. 

Wit dog, gun and blankets I left Bangor the 30th 
of October, 1879, via H. and N. A. Railway, arcriyed 

at Jackson Brook station, and by Manly Stevens’ line of 
stages for Princeton was conveyed as far as Waite, where 
I took conveyance to the house of Stephen W. Neal, 
where I was kindly entertained for the night. 

On the 31st, after breakfast, with Mr, Neal as guide, I 
set out for West Masquash Lake—more than five miles— 
where I was to join Mr. A. H. Benson, the well-known 
ticket agent of the Maine CG. R, R. in Bangor, and George 
Thornton, of Jackson Brook, as guide and cook. 
On the second day of Noyember we agreed for a hunt 

as far out as Ory Lake, some two miles, in the hope of 
RaeLRe: ducks on lake and grouse on way to and from 
ake. 
Soon after leaying camp, 10 o'clock, my clumber 

spaniel started a covey of grouse, Following some in 
their flight into the dark woods, Isecured three, Mr, 
Benson and guide passed on before me, the guide saying 
to Mr. Benson: ‘‘ Why not help Fairbanks shoot these 
partridge.” ‘Oh! he enjoys it very much, hag just 
joined us, had bad luck yesterday and wwe will not trou- 
ble him.” Following up the wood over which my com- 
rades had passed, I came to a branch road across which a 
tree had fallen. Seeing a trail up the maim road, on I 
went, unconcerned, expecting very soon to find Ory Lake 
and my companions. It is trne I gave my attention es- 
pecially to the spaniel, for it wasa fine afternoon and 
the birds were out in forte, and I occasionally bagred 
one, thinking little of distance. Finally I reached the 
lake, where, to my surprise, no person was to be seen. 
The lake was smalland I walked around it, taking a short 
rest, and turned my steps for camp at 2 o'clock. To my- 
self I said, I will not returm by the same road and brook, 
but beat up anew route in hope of more game, and I 
turned to the right for a short distance, and then well ta 
the left to bring myself out at the road and brook as 1 
neared my camp. Clmbing some quite high land I saw 
a lake in the distance over the forest. Not for one mo- 
ment did I question that it could be other than West 
Musquash, upon whose white sand beach one camp was 
situated. To myself I reasoned: you are turned about, 
that is your lake, go in direction of what you can see, 
Here was my fatal mistake, though I pushed on heed- 
lessly in direction of luke seen. Icame out to the lake 
at dark after a long and tedious tramp, and to my great 
surprise if was a water I had neyer before seen. After 
discharging my breech-loader quite a number of times 
without answer, I became fully alive to the fact that I 
was lost in Maine woods, Darkness and disappointment 
settled over me alike, and sullenly T retired some quarter 
of amile from the lake, built a fire; others were built, 
and by light of all I selected a Spot for the night and be- 
side the last fire built i sat down to contemplate my situ- 
ation and take stock of my resources with which to meet 
the contingencies, [had a box of matches, about thirty 
in number, fiye ruffed grouse in hunting-coat, small 
pocket-knife, dog, gun, watch and some fifteen cart- 
ridges, 
seg had made close acquaintance with me by this 

time, as no dinner had been served before leaving camp. 
I relieved a grouse of a coat of feathers, roasting over the 
fire with the aid of a birch stick. Nothing was left of 
that bird, as the dog sat near to catch eyery bone. More 
wood. was gathered for fre—thirst came—and by the aid 
of fire I found a frozen shore of the lake and took a slow, 
but long, deep drink, Returning to the fire I arranged 
some bark for a bed, and placed my hunting-coat under 
my head fora sleep, Soon after 4 sensation of something 
burning came oyer me, I sprang up to find the sleeve of 
my hunting-coat well on fire, and a lively and repeated 
stamping only made that enemy of my apparel and sleep 
go down. Thirst again overcame sleep, and a second visit 
was made to thelake, After this another partridge was 
introduced to the fire in the same manner as before men- 
tioned, and at-2 o'clock on the morning of Noy, 3d I left 
ny fire and by the aid of the moon took a course to the 
east, I had thus far supposed myself upon the same 
chain. of lakes, and thought if I only could reach the 
next lower lake I would find camp. Had been trayeling 
about one hour when my dog gave voice, an unusual 
thing for a clumber spaniel, and | moved up in the hope 
of meeting something worthy or buckshot ; but before I 
had proceeded far, the dog returned to me rubbing his 
face upon the leaves. Ifound sime hedgehog’s quills in 
his lip, which J soon remoyed, Pushing on for nearly an 
hour J concluded to try my yoics, in the hope that some 
oue might be within sound and answer. True enough, 
there came ai answer; but such ayell! Iwas startled 
above messuré; and while in the attempt to fix the 
character of my respondent, a yell deeper and more 
thrilling than the first came, and my mind was then 

. 

busily engaged in settling the question as to length of 
claws, teeth, kind of fur which this monster must pos- 
sess, when again came this unearthly yell, so frightful 
this time that T left the thought of animals, claws and 
teeth, believing that nothing under the heavens could 
send out such tremendous Screeches—the last always 
more hellish than the former—buta screech owl, 
At 4 o'clock the moon settled down, leaving the woods 

dark, and I built a fire and rested until dawn, continuing 
east by stars and sun. Finding a road, I followed, and 
the same proved to be a corduroy built for the most part 
over the brook, though in some places the brook was over 
corduroy. This terminated in an awful swampy bog, near 
the lake evidently, though I was disappointed in not 
seeing the lake, and was obliged to retrace my steps, 
which cost me a hard walk of several miles, In this deep, 
dark swamp I found a deer path, which I followed for a 
mile, coming upon higher swamp land. Here 1 climbed 
a tree, and from the top, which was only reached after 
great effort, I beheld a great swamp of spruce woods 
with a ridge of hard wood far in the distance on either 
hand. Descending, I changed my course to the south, 
and after avery long tramp I passed over the ridge of 
land in the hope of finding the lake. Upon the side of 
the ridge, at 11,30 4.m., I came upon an old camp more 
than fifteen years old. I halted to roast a grouse and rest ; 
water was at hand, and myself and dog both showed signs 
of great fatigue. The grouse devoured, I wrote a notice 
upon some birch bark :— 

Iam lost! for God’s sake find me— 

dating and signing same. All of the day, so far, I had 
left trails as plain as possible, well knowing that my 
friend Benson would never quit the woods without 
tidings of mein some form, { had fully comprehended 
my situation, my chance of finding my way out, of he- 
ing found, and of remaining and wandering about in 
this great wood for weeks, and finally, when all else 
should fail me for food, of eating my faithful spaniel, 
and of the awful death by starvation if all should fail 
finally. Tt was not a frivolous question, and no smile 
overcame my countenance as I sat in the sun by the fire 
that day, Here let me say, that in years past [ had in- 
vested in my own wares, in life insurance policies, to the 
amount of $16,000, and remembering my wife and chil- 
dren, in view of my condition, if was a source of con- 
solation to me that provision was made for them in the 
event of the worst before me. 
About 12.30 I reluctantly left the old camp, and within 

an hour came to a wood road which had the appearance 
of having been used within two years by Jumbermen, 
The road led me from my course westerly, but I resolved 
to follow, and, if possible, get sight of the lake, trudg- 
ing along with eyes upon the ground to pick out good 
footing, and thus save the wear and jogele of the body 
as much as possible, Reader, imagine my joyful sur- 
prise when, casting my eyes up and forward, I beheld 
twomen. A moment told me they were lambermen, in 
the act of hewing asled bar. Walking up to the nearest 
man [ said with much feeling — 

“Tf Twas ever thankful to see the face of mortal man, 
it is to see yours,” 

He gave me such a look that Tat once told him my 
story, He invited me into his logging camp justat hand, 
making tea for drink and giving me plenty to eat, My 
heart was light, and so full of joyand thankfulness that 
Tcould eat but very little then, To my tirsb question, 
“Where am I?” he answered, ‘On Scragely Lake.” 
“How can I return to West Musquash Lake?’ He re- 
plied, ‘‘By lake, ten miles; and thirfy by wagon road." 
This was indeed interesting news, but all was bright now 
since I was no longerlost in the woods. My newly formed 
friends recommended a return by water principally, and 
this plan was adopted as most feasible. The two brothers, 
Moore, proprietors of the camp, agreed to accompany mé 
ag far as the house of Dock Wooster, on Pleasant Lake. 
About 4.30 Gelock the canoe was carried from Junior 
Lake across to Scraggly Lake, say a mile, and three of 
us, with the dog, all in the canoe, went the length of that, 
long lake, arriving at Cedar Rapids Carry at dark, and 
as the Messrs. Moore did not have knowledge of the carry 
we did not find the path. After an hour spent in the 
yain effort to find even a passage by the stream, about 
and in which we floundered, we gave the case up for the 
night, built a fire, went into the woods, and with the aid 
of anax constructed a bush camp and made a huge fire, 
which was kept bright all night, The night was cold and 
snowy, and notwithstanding fire and camp we suffered 
much; myself much more than on the previous night 
eens any shelier—the weather had been growing 
colder. 
Onthe morning of Noy. 4th we left camp at light, 

Some snow had fallen, and the day was dark and disa- 
greeable, The guides took the canoe upon their shoulders 
and on we went. Itseemed a very lony distance, and I 
felt as though we were turning too much to the left, but 
I did not offer any suggestions, since I had thus far 
proved myself the lost man. A mile brought us to the 
lake, and soon the canoe was launched, all stowed away 
and away we went, We had proneaded about two miles 
when one brother said to the other; ‘‘Gideon, we are on 
Scraggly Lake.” Landmarks soon convinced Gideon that 
his brother was right, and about we turned, Iwas care- 
ful not to make any unpleasant: remarks about this mis- 
take, feeling that I was in their hands, Again we landed, 
and the brothers took the canoe wp with a will, not 
allowing it to go down until launched in the waters of 
Pleasant Lake, about one mile. This mistake on the part 
of the guides will be fully appreciated when itis known 
that these men had for years Jumbered upon these ver 
waters. At Pleasant Lake more trouble presented itaul? 
the wind was blowing squally, and with three men, dog, 
gun and axin our birch, I did not deem it prudent ta 
attempt to cross the lake, therefore we skirted the shore 
until the wind had less rake, and then shaped our course 
to the landing in front of the house of Dock Wooster. 
Walking up the landing, I saw a large, tall man, with 
close cut features, fine blue eyes, and light hair reaching 
to his shoulders. To him Isaid: “Iam one ot the lost 
tribe of the children of Israel,” Comprehending at once _ 
tay situation, he took me into his log-house, where ] met 
his wife and éight children. Here I got thawed out (for 
ice was upon all in the birch), something for myself and 
guides to eat, and paid them well for conyeying me to 
Wooster’s, About i0 o'clock Dock Wooster announced 
himself ready, and by canoe took me toa poinyin the 
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direction of my own camp, and a tramp of two hours 
brought us to the white sandy beach of West Musquash 
Lake, wherenpon I fired a shot and was answered. Soon 
we met Mr, Benson, and TI rushed forward and grasped 

bis hand, he expressing the same feelings of joy at mect- 
ingame, Three shots were then fired at intervals, as 4 
signal that I had returned, The men returned one by 
one, for my friend Benson had spared no trouble in the 
effort to find me, engaging the whole crew of Iumber- 
men, under Joseph Neal, who had just arrived, to begin 
operations, Mr. Neal, with all of his men, gave up their 
time, and absolutely refused pay, When Mr, Thornton, 
our guide, and Mr, Neal were neating our camp, I went 
down to meet them. Thornton sprang forward to me, 
paying, ‘‘My God, is it you?” and Mr. Neal came up and 
gave me his hand as though I were an old friend. Men 
with such hearts and generous impulses are not always 
athand to help the lost and distressed, After a good 

dinner, the remainder of the day was devoted toa dis- 
cussion of the catastrophe. I then knew how faithfully 
my friends had continued to hunt for me. 

'o those who haye followed this account I will add its 
lesson as Isee it. Do not leave your coripass in camp as 
I did, even when going out with a guide. Always have 
amap, When you feel you know the course, do not let 
water seen in another direction divert you from your 
course. If lost at night, retrace your steps in the morn- 
ing. I would have so done, but supposed the lake one of 
a chain upon which I was camped; it proved one of an- 
other chain of lakes, 

It seems to me that people in the rural districts are 
more generous and willing to lend aid to others, without 
reward, than people living in our cities, My misfortune 
became known in Bangor before my return, and a short 
notice appeared in the Whig, but I had written my wife 
a note saying Iwas outsafe. A hound followed me out 
of the woods against my expressed wish ; therefore with 
two dogs, one led by rope, and with torn shoes and shabby 
clothing, I presented quite a figure. 
Joséph Jefferson was that very evening to appear in the 

city as Rip Van Winkle. My wife greeted me at my 
house door, when I pulled the bell, and after surveying 
me for a moment, said, ‘Well, old Rip, you have come,” 
Bangor, Me., January, 1880. H, N. FAIRBANKS. 

We supplement our correspondent’s expetience with 
this account of what, inthe ‘sporting’ parlance of the 
day, might be termed a six days’ go-as-you-please walk, 

‘There was no purse up, but the man was walking for his 
life :-— 

_ Thishybrid individual was by occupation a voyageur 
in summer and a trapper and hunter in the winter season. 
His mental caliber was very ordinary, being unable to 
tead or write, and his habit apathetic, living much alone. 
Some of his ponies haying strayed off upon the prairie 
during the winter months, he went in quest of them. 
The prairie was the native heath to him, which he had 
trodden from infancy with the same assurance that ordi- 
mary mortals walk the pavement. He had no fear of 
being lost ; every depression in the snow-clad earth, every 
stunted shrub, was 4 landmark fo guide him on his way. 
Yet, after an absence of half a day a storm arose which 
obscured the landscape, and, despite his prairie craft, he 

found himself lost. Heaccepted thesituation, and know- 
ing that any efforts to extricate himself until after the 
subsidence of the storm would only prove fruitless, set 
about making preparations for his safety from freezing. 
He attached himself to a clump of cottonwood trees as a 
land-mark, and walked in a circleaboutit. Night came 
on, and he still walked. Day followed, and night again 
found him still walking and the storm unabated, At 
ength his moccasins wore off his feet. He took the long 
 militaires’ from his hands and tied them on in lieu of 
Bhoes. Then he walked on through the third, fourth and 

fifth days and nights, supporting life by chewing his 
leather hunting shirt. The sixth morning found his feet 
frozen and striking the beaten path like bits of wood ;his 
hands were in a like condition, and his face but little bet- 

“ter, During that day, h6wever, some wandering Indians 
discovered him in an apparently dying condition. They 
took him toa eis ARopnE: fort, and after the surgeon had 
bereft him of portions of both hands and feet, and taken 
apiece from his face, he got well, 
When found by the Indians, itis worthy of remark 

that, with the exception of exhaustion, the man was 
mentally more acute than when he was firstlost, During 
all those fearful days and nights the combination of ter- 
ror, despair, and, above all, longing for human compan- 
jonship, had striven against that dull intellectuality and 
apathetic temperament in vain, There was an indiffer- 
ence to, and ignorance of, the finer parts of the torture 
which effectually shielded him from danger. He simply 
did not know eltiongh to experience any of the feelings 
which would have wrecked a higher order of intelligence. 

And here is the story of a man who was lost on the 
plains in February, 1878 :— 

This unfortunate person was an officer of the company, 
and had started im the depth of winter, along with 
four others, to visit a distant post, Their means of con- 
‘yeyance were horse-sleds, instead of the ordinary winter 
‘yehicles of the country, snow-shoes and dog-sleds, The 
gentleman was a first-rate trayeler, and accustomed 
from boyhood to such work, He knew the country well, 
and fora man of his strong constitution the severity of 
the winter's cold had too few terrors, At the crossing of 
the White Mud River he yolunteered, as the party with 
which he traveled had run short of provisions, and their 
alads, in consequence of deep snot, traveled heayily, to 
push on alone, with the intention of sending back assist- 
ance fromthe fort, He followed the track correctly 

ter having: hung a portion of his clothing upon a tree to 
attract the attention of any BageeT Py he Jay dawn and 

was frozen ti) death. When his dead body was recovered, 
lay with one hand on his heart, the other contain- 

ing @ compass, . ie F 
‘Whe hall-breeds who found his body read by his. tracks 

in the inow the wholw history of this fierce fight for life— 

read if with the same ease that you read the account 
There was not a foot-print or from the page before you. 

mark anywhere but formed a linkin the chain of eyi- 
dence, They knew from the varied hardness of the snow 
about the man’s tracks just how long before they had 
been made; from the length of the stride when he was 
walking deliberately and when excitedly, and adduced 
therefrom the state of mind he was in at the time, They 
knew he had not taken proper precaution to sustain 
his failing strength, because the leather of his mittens 
and moccasin tops, which he might have eaten, was 
untouched, It was very easily comprehended by these 
experienced plain-dwellers, too, that the poor victim, 
on realizing himself as lost, must have grown so excited 
as to lose his presence of mind, or he would haye known 
his necessary general position with regard to the river, 
und haye acted otherwise than he did, With his practi- 
cal knowledge of the use ofa compass, and of the country 
over which he traveled, he could haye brought himself 
to any point he chose. But the dread terror of being 
lost had deprived him of reason in three days, 

dlatural History. 

NOTES ON THE PINE GROSBEHARE, 
(Pinicola Enucleator.) 

ESTERDAY I saw three of these beautiful birds in- 
dustriously picking up their dinner in a patch of 

woods. They were quile tame, and I drove within 

twenty feet of them, and paused quite a while to obserye 
and admire them, as they are old friends of mine. Four 

years ago they were quite plenty in this vicinity, and a 

large flock of them came regularly every morning to 

feast upon some frozen apples that hung on a tree within 

ten feet of my window, They were very tame, and sang 

so sweetly that I determined to capture some of them if 
possible. Fixing a slipnoose upon the end of a fishpole I 
succeeded in roping ina pair of them; the male was a 

young one, andthe female I judged tobe two or three 

years old. There was an old male in the flock, gorgeous 
with his beautiful scarlet plumage, that I tried very hard 

to capture ; but he was too wary forme, I got the noose 

over hishead several times, but he would twist out of it 
with scarcely an effort, and neyer move from his perch 
nor cease his cheerful song. We always appeared glad to 
see me, and to be quite interested in my experiments ; he 
would nod and wink atme in the most knowing man- 
ner in the world, and, in spite of my best efforts, he pre- 

served his liberty, and aftera few daysI saw him no 
more, 

The pair that Thad captured I placed in a large breed- 
ing cage that was about three feet square ; they did not 
appear to be at all alarmed, but took kindly to their new 
home and at once commenced eating, and in less than 

an hour they were twittering and singing, happy and 
contented. Hor many weeks they appeared to thoroughly 

enj oy themselves, and became so tamethat when I let 

them outin the room they would fearlessly alight upon 

my head or shoulder and feed from my hand, I never 
saw such beautiful feathered peta; they kept up an al- 

most constant song from early dawn until eyery ono in 
the house had retired for the night: Their song was not 
loud but very sweet and musical. 

We were all very happy in their companionship until, 

alas | one fatal day, inspired by my evil genius, T brought 
home a newly mado kingbird’s nest and carefully placed 
if in one corner of their cage, and all of us gathered 
around to see what they would do. The male did not 

pay much attention toit, buf aftera cursory glance set- 
tled down on his perch and resumed his song, The fe- 
male from the first appeared to be very much interested 
her eyes glistened, and her head kept bobbing and turn- 
ing, and as soon as the nest was in place she hopped up 
and perched upon its edge and critically examined every 

portion of it, She appeared very much pleased, and with 
a low expressive chirp alighted upon the perch, and with 

many knowing nods and smirks and pretty little ruffling 

of her feathers, she sidled up to her companion, all the 
while talking and crooning in her most silvery accents, 

and throwing her wing over him lovingly nestled close 

to his side, and in dulcet tones, with drooping head was 
sweetly murmuring the ‘‘old, old story,” when he—the 

heartless brute—awkwardly backed out from her loving 

embrace, and nonchalantly walking over to the feed dish 
commenced eating. With a plaintive chirp she followed 
him up and ardently pressed her snit, but when she ap- 
proached him he would retreat, and after several trials 
with no better result, he took refuge in one corner behind 

the bath dish. Then, with a despairing glance at the 

loved nest overhead, with cach particular feather stand- 
ing on end, and with a harsh, discordant croak that 
plainly said r-r-r-evenge, she went for him tooth and nail, 
and whacked and banged him around until, fearing for 
his life, I interfered and made him desist, No sooner 

did Itake my hand from the cage than this incarnate 
fury pitched into him again, and I was obliged. to separ- 
ate them, 

After a week of solitary confirlement, during which 
neither of them uttered a single note of song, I returned 
him to the cage with her. No sooner had T shut the door 
than, with dilated eyes and open mouth, this virago went 
for him again and knocked him ¢lear across the cage, I 

picked up a little stick and struck her two or three times 

and made her leaye him, He had been very meek and 
forbearing up to this time, nof making the least show of 

resistance ; but no sooner did ha see the effect of my pun- 
ishment upon her than he boldly asserted his manhood 

and bravely sailed in and gaye her a thrashing that com- 
pletely subdued her, 

There was no quarreling after this, She sulked and 
moped in her corner, refusing food and drink, and a few 

days after we found her dead—a victim of blighted affec- 
tion. After she was gone a changs came over the male ; 

he uttered no sound save a mournful chirp, and appeared 

to miss his companion sadly, He gradually pined away, 
and in less than two weeks we ‘‘laid him gently by her 
side.” Ido not propose to adorn my simple tale with a 
moral, but cannot forbear expressing the hope, dear 
reader, that neither your end nor mine may be like this. 

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 15th, SHADOW, 
—_——— 

With Derr.—The Richmond (Va,) Stafe has recently 

contained a number of notices of the killing of white deer 

in Virginia, and has devoted some space to speculations 

as to the origin of this new “species” and the causes 

which brought it into existence. The strain on the intel- 

lect of the scientific editor of our contemporary ought to 
be relioved, and we therefore take pleasure in assuring 

him that white deer are not very uncommon, scarcely 
more so than white robins, and that they are killed not 

infrequently in all sections of the country. Albinism is 

a freak of nature too commonly obseryed to excite much 

surprise, 
——<>—_—— 

Birp Notes FrRoM PHONNSYLVANIA.—From the Daily 
Local News, of West Chester, dated Feb. 7th, 1880, the 

following mention of the bluebird is taken ;— 

Mr, Speakman Gray, of Caln Township, erected a bird. 
box on his premises, which wastaken possession of during 
the warm weather we had a few days ago by a pair of 
bluebirds. Three eggs were laid by one of them in this 
box, which was blown down in the recent storm and tho 
éges broken. The birds were hovering: around the prem- 
ises for several days in search of their nest, and were ap- 
parently in great tribulation over their loss, 
Hawks, other than sparrows (7. sparvertus), and red- 

shouldered, are rather scarce, 

T have this winter seen or obtained twenty odd of the 
red-shouldered species, all of which were in the adult 
plumage ; not one young bird was noted, 

Other season's collectors hereabouts considered them- 

selves fortunate if two or three adult red-shouldered 

hawks were taken, An immature bird of this species, 

howeyer, was not looked upon as rare or specially da- 

sirable. The query with the writer is, what has produced 
the unusual presence of only the adult red-shouldered 
hawks ? 

Sparrow hawks and an occasional sharp-shinned haw: 

almost daily enter into West Chester and regale them- 
selves on English sparroyyg, to the great satisfaction. of 

the citizens of this place, 

Grow blackbirds and robins are now abundant. Birds 

of these species in imited numbers may be found as res- 
idents nearly every winter, 

A lady, whose veracity is unquestionable, tells me that 
some few winters since she caught alive a number of 

snow-birds (J, iyemalis), One of the number got so tame 

as to follow her about the house and yard; when called 

it would come and alight on her hand, 

One day, in her yard, our informant was engaged in 

feeding her pet. it sitting on and eating from her hand 
While thus occupied a cooper’s-hawk swooped down and 

snatched the bird from the lady’s hand, The hawk after 

committing the depredation flew to a tree a few yards 

distant, and only vacated it after several stones had been 

hurled (no doubt wide of the mark)athim, B, UW. W, 
West Chester, Pa,, Feb, 19th, 1880. 

—_——_~>——. 

ABOUT THE BOHNMIAN WAXWING.—Brockport, N. Y., 
March 2d—Hditor Forest and Stream :—In Dy, Sterling's. 
notica ot the Bohemian waxwing (Ampelis garrulusy 
FOREST AND STREAM, Feb. 26th) are several errors. 
o far from ‘‘neyer before been taken in hand by am 

American naturalist’ previous to 1839, ii was a well- 
known though rare visitor to several States, Audubon 
in 1888 mentions it as occurring in Pennsylvania and 
Long Island, several being shot in 1881 and 1832. In the 
latter year it also occurred in Boston. Several were shot 
in Nova Scotiain 1834, Krom these specimens Audubon’s 
figures and description were taken. Dr. Sterling ig alse 
in error about any doubt existing respecting Richardson’ 
specimens. Mr, Drummond shot seyeral in March, 1826, 
near the Athabasca River, and Richardson met with it the 
same year at Great Kear Lake in flocks May 24th, Ele alse 
saw @ flock of several hundred on the Saskatchewan the 
following year in May. Bonaparte describes and figures 
the bird from Athabasca specimens in 1828 and Richard- 
son in 1829, 

As to Audubon’s letter and Dr, Kirtland’s skin there 
must be some mistake, as Audubon was well acquainted 
with 4, garrulus as an American bird before 1839. 

PEREGRINE, 
We thank our correspondent for so promptly calling 

our attention to this very manifest error, and feel our~ 
selves to blame for the inadvertence which allowed it ta 
appear in these columns, 

The statements of Audubon and Richardson are so pos+ 

itive as to the occurrence of the bird at the dates they 
mention that there seems to be no possibility of a doubt 
aa to Dr, Bierling having made some mistake, Rich. 
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ardson’s descriptions are taken from a male and female 
killed at Great Bear Lake May 24, 1826, Bonaparte’s 
from a female killed at Athabasca March 20, 1825, Full 

information on the early history of the species can be 

obtained by consulting the authors referred to. 
ciel le 

BEAVER-CATCHING IN CANADA. 

NE of your correspondents has rather a queer story 
O about haying kepta mink ten hours under water 
without drowning. That mink must haye been specially 
built for the purpose, or else provided with some patent 
apparatus for breathing under water, because an ordi- 
nary mink will drown in about five minutes. I can as- 
sure you of this from my own observations, as I have 
drowned them often, when caught in steel taps, in order 
to keep the skin white and clean. If they are killed 
with a stick, it leaves a red patch on a pelt, which spoils 
its appearance. 

Talso had occasion to drown a beaver once, in order 
to settle a point between a Canadian trapper and myself ; 
he maintained thata beayer could remain under water 
for an hour without drowning, while I thought that a 
quarter of an hour would be the utmost. We selected 
for the experiment a middling sized beaver, with»the 
following results. We secured him by putting his fore 
aw in a No. 3 Oneida trap (Newhouse’s), and shoved 
im under water. After three minutes he showed signs 
of distress, and bubbles of air began to escape from his 
mouth, he struggling at the same time to rise to the sur- 
face; five minutes, still struggling slightly; ten min- 
utes, we drew him up quitedead, Possibly the great ex- 
ertions he made to escape exhausted him sooner than if 
he had been free, but I don’t think it could haye made a 
difference of more than a couple of minutes, 
You will probably wonder how we could select a beaver 

to suit our purpose. Let me explain how they are caught 
here in the winter under favorable circumstances. First 
of all the lake must not be too large, as the work is rather 
tedious. From five to six hundred yards long is consid- 
ered quite large enough for two men to work over in 
one day. The tools required are an axe, a shoyel and an 
ice-chisel, the latter being nine or ten inches long, three- 
quarter inches wide and half aninch thick, with funnel- 
shaped top to insert a handle six feet long, Armed with 
this, a hole is then made in the side of the lodge near the 
surface of the ice, whichis the thinnest part. At the first 
stroke the beavers evacuate the premises and make a 
rush for their holes, which are situated at intervals all 
round the lake, but generally where the banks rise ab- 
ruptly, If the lodge is a large one, there is about fifteen 
or twenty of these holes, What we call a large lodge here 
contains eight or ten beavers—two old ones, four two 
years old and four young; they very rarely exceed that 
Humber. The outlets of the lodge being barred with a 
couple of stakes to preyent them from coming there to 
breathe, a search is then made for their place of refuge. 
“This is done with the ice-chiss! im the folowing manner: 
Standing about three feet {rom the shore the ice is struel: 
with the point of the chisel ; this is repeated at every step 
in going round the lake, On nearing a hole the ice emits 
a hollow sound on account of its being much thinner, 
owing to the going in and out of the beavers. Its exact 
location being found, the ice is cut away and the en- 
trance barred with stakes. This operation is performed 
till all the holes are stopped. A small sapling four or 
five feet long, with a slight bend in it, is then cut; this is 
jnserted through the water and into the under-ground 
hole; if the beaver is there its presence is soon detected 
with the point of the stick. The ice-chisel is brought into 
use once more; a couple of strokes are given over the 
beaver’s head on the shore. Thoroughly frightened he 
+uxns round to seek shelter elsewhere, but is met at the 
entrance by the stakes; not daring to go back, he 
crouches on the bottom near the stakes. ‘The hand is 
then inserted in the water; its hind paw felfi and taken 
hold of; then drawing it half out of the water, a blow 
with the axe is given on the backbone, and he is thrown 
on the ice. Two are sometimes found in the same place. 

The above performance is renewed at each hole, till 
there is no more. 
Some Indians haye dogs trained for this kind of hunt; 

it saves a great deal of labor, as their sense of smell en- 

ables them to find their holes immediately, 
Godbout, Canada. Nap, A, Commau, 

oe 

PRAIRIE CHICKENS Drinzine.—Wew Bedford, Neb., 
Feb. 8th.—Editor Forest and Stream :—Having fre- 
quently heard it stated that “prairie chickens” drink 
nothing but dew, collected from grass and leaves, [ haye 
thought the following item might be of interest to some 
of your many readers. 

Last November, while waiting for geese on one of the 
numerous sand-bars in the Platte River, a flock of pin- 
nated grouse came from the prairie and lit near the 
water; after looking around for a few minutes they 
walked in where it was a few inches deep and com- 
menced drinking. ‘They stayed on the flat about half an 
hour, taking frequent drinks, and at times were within 
thirty feet of me. Have frequently seen large flocks of 
them drinking just before sunrise, but never before had 
been able to get nearer than thirty yards, 
We should be glad to know whether these “‘prairie 

chickens” were pinnated or sharp tail grouse, 
——<—— 

Cat AND RATTLESNAKE,—The following blood curdling 
tale is told by the Americus, Ga,, Republican :— 
About three weeks ago, during the beautiful sunny 

weather we have had which induced the trees to bud and 

ploom, I was walking in my garden one morning, thinking 

about preparing for an early start for spring vegetables, 

syhen J saw a large rattlesnake sunning. My first im- 
ulse was to go to the house, geta gun, and killit, But 
‘ooking around, I saw a very large house cat cautiously 
eresping upon the reptile. Auticipating a fight, and 

equally desirous of getting rid of the cat, which killed 

chickens, I concluded to witness his attack upon the 

snake, The cat crawled upon its stomach, pulling along 
on its feet, whisking its tail from side to side, and every 
pow and then stretching its neck to view the snake. 
When about eight or ten feet off the snake suddenly coiled 
up; sprung its rattle, faced the cat and darted its forked 
fongue oubrapidly, The cat commenced a ranid —. el. 

ee 

——— eee, 

around the snake, so fast in fact that the eye could hardly 
keep up with it. Atlastitgot near enough and made a 
dart at its enemy, but through providential reason went 
high above the snake ,which also struck at the cat, thus 
breaking its coil. The cat went too far and by the time it 
turned to face its foe, the reptile was again coiled and 
ready forthe attack. Thesame method was adopted and 
carried on for four or fiyé times, occupying at least half 
anhour. The cat wished to catch the snake, but seemed 
aware that if it missed the neck it would be certain death. 
At the sixth assault they met and instantly the snake 
was wrapped in seyeral folds around the body of the cat, 
which used its sharp claws with deadly effect, Tlie cat 
had been bitten on the head and neck several times, and 
both continued to fight. The snake was torn nearly to 
shreads, but did nof unloose its coil around its victim, 
The poison was swift and deadly, but before the cat died 
it caught the snake's head inits mouth and crushed it, and 
fighting they died, the snake enwrapping the cat im its 
coils. The snake measured four feet eight inches, and 
had thirteen rattles, 

————— 

How to HANpum Sxkunns.—Ferrisburgh, Vt.—Hditor 
Forest and Stream :—I do not know what skunks can do 
when lifted by the tail, and do not care to experiment 
with the animals for the good of science and natural his- 
tory ; but I remember when I was a youngster a skunk 
got into our cellar, and my big brother having heard of 
this as a safe way of handling them, tried it successfully 
on this one. Witha pair of tongs he raised him carefully 
by the tail, carried him out doors, gave the holding of 
tongs arid skunk over to me, proud asa drum major to 
haye so important a duly assigned me, and then blew the 
unwelcome visitor’s brains out with a heavy charge of 
shot, with no unpleasant results to any but the skunk. 
As I said before, I do not know what he could have (lone, 
but should suppose he would have done his worst, as to 
be so transported cannot be yery soothing to even the 
tranquil soul of & skunk. AWAHSOOSE. 

—— 

CoLLIsion BETWEEN A BLUEBIRD AND A LOCOMOTIVE, 
—Stanley, Morris Co., N. J., Mareh 6th.—Hilitor Forest 
and Stream:—To-day, as I was walking along the track 
of the D. L, & W. BR. R., I noticed 4 bluebird perched on 
the telegraph wire. The afternoon mail train came thun- 
dering down the track, around the curve. When. it was 
but a few yards away, the bluebird started to cross the 
track ; but either through fright or by miscalculation, it 
struck the boiler of the engine and fell, stunned, to the 
ground, I picked it up; it slowly revived and flew away1 

Large flocks of blackbirds, robins and ducks have 
made their appearance, and I anticipate good sport with 
the latter during the next six weeks along the Passaic 
River and in the ‘* Great Swamp.” 

Harry D, B, Pace. 

ae A 7 ty Lish Culture. 
—_—>—. 

THE MOVEMENTS OF SALMON IN THE SHA. 

Ws the results of trustworthy observations are 
interpreted with caution, certain conclusions pre- 

sent themselves respecting the movements of salmon in 
the Newfoundland and Labrador seas, which may be ac- 
cepted as a first approximation to correct views. The 
subject is important, because it becomes a guide to the 
movements of other species of fish from which informa- 
tion of practical value may be gathered, 
As the result of limited personal observations, sone in- 

quiry and a good deal of careful searching into records, 1 
have arrived at the following first general conclusions as 
to the habits of salnion in the sea, on the coasts of New- 
foundland and the Atlantie Labrador :— 

1.— Salmon in the sea t/iere. move and feed in separate 
schools throughout the greater portion of the year, and 
in different localities they are taken m nets on the coasts 
from the early part of May to Christmas. Alternating 
schools are always probably on the coast. 
2.—The schools are distinct in respect of age and sex, 

keeping apart in so far that adult salmon, or salnion, say,, 
oi (he fonrth year from the hatching of the egg, school 
and feed together; salmon of the third year, or grilse, 
feed anu school together; salmon of the second year, or 
smolts, do likewise. In these particulars they resemble 
the cod and the herring, which feed and school and haye 
separate winter haunts according to age. 
3.—The adulé males do not school and feed with the 

adult females in the sea, nor do the malés of the third 
year (grilse) school with the females of the third year in 
the sea, 

4.—All the schools have 4 definite sea area as their 
home, which may be represented by the area immedi- 
ately opposite to the rivers in which they were horn, ex- 
panding seawards, so that the area occupied by different 
schools overlap one another. They do not confine their 
visits to fresh water to any particular river, but yisit for 
short periods xiyers adjacent to the one in which they 
were botn, Adults always endeavor to reach the river in 
which they first saw the light, for spawning purposes. 
5.—AI schools approach the coast by well-defined fish- 

paths, and almost always in the same direction, being 
against prevailing tidal currents, In this they agree with 
the general moyemients of the cod and the herring, 
Should prevailing winds temporarily change the direc- 
tion of the tidal currents, the! fish accommodate them- 
selves to the change. Should an unusual abundance of 
ice be pressed upon the coast im the spring, the fish re- 
main outside of the ice or endeavor fo skiriit. They re- 
fuse to pass under melting salt-water ice, probubly om 
account of the cold heavy brines descendmp from the 
melting ive. They do not appear to shun fixed! or floating 
ice in the winter, which is not melting, The cod and the 
herring ave also influenced by the same conditions, 
6.—Approaching the coast m the spring they feed raven- 

ously upon vaplin, sand-celsy and young herring, which are 
also nearing the shores at the satie period. Schoo! follows 
school in regular succession, bub the old males are first, 
the old females second, They are followed at an interyal 
of a fortnight or three weeks by the male prilse ; respect- 
ing females of the third year there is no evidence ayail- 
able, 
The winter homes of the great body of salmon are on 

the seaward slopes of the sea-bottom outside of the 100- 
fathom line of soundings or thereabouls, and generally it 

would seem just out of the teach of the havp-seals. 
There are probably two million harp-seals wintering on 
the coast of Newfoundland, but although these activa 
marauders frequently bring cod and ‘ turbot,” the Green- 
land halibut, and flat-fish generally, to the ice-floes and 
ice-pans, I haye not heard of a’single salmon being 
brought up by seals, Nevertheless, since large salmon 
are caught in deep water off the Island of Pogo up to 
Christmas, schools of this fish are on the coast, in deep 
water, at that period, and they have been taken there in 
seal nets. In such deep bays as Trinily, where there are 
from 120 to 320 fathoms of water, salmon are not untre- 
quently cast upon the shore during winter storms, but 
these are probably either spring-spawning fish, or schools 
swiftly resisting fresh water under the ice. 

Tn order to form a proper conception of the general 
spring movement of salmon in the sea on a grand scale 
it is necessary to refer to a map of Newfoundland and 
Labrador. The distance from Burgeo Islands (longitude 
57 deg. 40 min.) on the south coast of the island to Ukka- 
siksalik (latitude 56 deg.) on the northern Labrador is 
about 1,500 miles, The salmon strike the whole of this 
long extent 6f coast line between May 16th and July 16th, 
a period of sixty days, The general absence of iceon the 
Labrador coast diminishes this period to six weeks, 
This is what we see, buf from it we must not infer that 
detached or isolated schools are not constantly coming 
from and going to the mouths of tivers at all times of the 
year, The presence or the incoming of food at the spring 
season of the year brings the great body of salmon shore- 
ward at that period, 
“They stream in from deep water to shallows near the 
shore to feed 6n the forms of life which are born there, 
or which gather for asimilar purpose, or which are drifted 
shoreward by the never-ceasing action of tidal currents, 
for these play a very important part in the distribution 
and maintenance of marine life on all the coasts of north- 
em seas, 
A vast army of fish bearing the colors of Salmo salar 

advance from the continental submarine slopes 1 stusees- 
sive battalions toward the coasts through # degs. of lat- 
imide as far as Fern Bay, some twenty miles beyond 
Ukkasiksalik, for there the salmon may be said to cease. 
They do not appear again until Ungaya Bay is reached, 
inside of Hudson Straits. . 

SEX OF THE SCHOOLS. 
Newfoundland waters offer no exception to fhe rule 

that the malés come first to the coast in the general spring 
movement. Ithas long been well known as a natural 
law, with rare exceptions, that the males of most species, 
be it-of fish, flesh or fowl, are the #rst to gather together 
with the increasing warmth and light of spring, Darwin 
pointed out this fact with regard tothe salmon many years 
since,* /He also mentioned the greit loss of males every 
year from fighting and tearing one another on the spawno- 
ing beds. He quotes numbers to show that amoug sal- 
mon the males arrive first at the mouths of rivers, the 
females following after. Thus in 1865 Mz, Buist took 
sixty males aut of seventy fish caught in the first rans’ 
for obtaining the ova, In 1867 Mr, Buish at the outset 
took ten males to one female. Mr. I’, Buckland records 
similar disproporlions between males and females in the 
first runs Of trout. Mr, Wilmot goes so far as to spealt of 
*tjhe indisputable fact of grilse taken in rivers being 
always males.” Mr. W, EL, Hudson, of the Gonnectieut 
State Fishery Commission, mentions that all the salmon 
first caught and opened in the Connecticut River proved 
to be males. 

5128 OF THE FISH IN THE DIPFRRENT SCHOOLS, 

The following enumeration of the size of the mesh of 
nets used in different districts refers to different periods 
of time, going back seyeral yoars. 
show how experience dictated the mesh best adapted to 
take the largest quantity of fish, regardless of the conse- 
quences to the fishery of the future, Acting upon the 
ascertained fact that the schools first approaching the 
shore consisted of the largest fish, subsequently followed 
with great regularity by schools of a much smaller size, 
the mésh was varied to suit each schovl. I$ may be pre- 
mised that nets are generally set ab right angles to the 
shore and chiefly at headlands. They are set singly or in 
fleets, with a pound or trap at the extremity according to 
the strength of the tidal currents, 
East Coast—1, Conception and Trinity Bays.—Virst 

run May 20th to July 5th; mesh 6iuchos, Second run 
July 5th to Aug. i0th ; mesh 54 to 5 mches. 

2, West part of Notre Dame Bay—Pirstrun Jime 6th to 
15th; mesh Gineches, Second run; Diesh 4 inches. 

3, Notre Dame Bay (southern part).—Pirst ron June 15th 
to 20th; mesh 54inches, Second run July Ist to 10th; 
mesh 44 inches. 

4, Cape St. John to Quirpon—June 20th to Aug, 10th; 
mesh 64 to 5 inches, 

5, Twillingate and Fogo Tslands.—Very large salmon 
taken in deep water at the headlands ine Noyember and 
December up to Christmas; mesh 8 to 64 inches. 

6, Hamilton Inlet (Labrador), July ist to Aug, 5th; 
mésh, 6} to 6 inches, 

7, Northern Labrador (North of Cape Harrison), July 
15th to Aug. 15th ; mesh, 6] to 64 inches. 

Tt will be observed that there is only one run of salinon 
specified for sea or headland fisheries: north of Uape St. 
John, Newfouudland, ‘The grilse and smaller-sized 
salmon are taken in the vivery as far as Quirpon, but 
rarely in thesea, as isthe case further to the south, "The 
relative sizes of the salmon taken abt the hesillands and 
at the mouths of rivers and in rivers, may be gubhered 

from the facb that between Cape Jolm and Quirpon 30 ta 
40. salmon are required for a tierce of 300 lbs., but of the 
river salmon it takes from 100 t0 120 to a Werce, Mr, 
Knight} states that he has taken salmon in Noyermboer, 
and counted the ova, “A salmon of 18 lbs. gave 6,600 
egus of the size of partridge shot, This salmon would 
probably haye been in condition to spawn in April, _ 

The capture of salmon about, islands destitute of rivers 
is worthy of note, Such islands are i— 

1. On the svuth coast—the Burgeo Islands, Pass 
Islands, 

8. On the east coast—Fago Island, Dwillingate Island, 
the Morse and Barbe Islands, , 

3, On the Labrador—Grady Island (latitude oo deg, 
45 min), 
.. The movements of grilse and small-sized salmion on the 

* Descent of Man. 
_4 Evidence belore committee of the House of Assembly, 18io 

a 

It is introduced to. 
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Tt Atlantic Labrador coastis an interesting question, which 
Thay be noticed subsequently, 

DIRECTION OF MOVEMENTS IN THE 8A. 

Tn describing local movements I shall commence with 
the south coast of Newfoundland, then turn to the east 
Atlantic coast of the island, and progress northwesterly 
toward the Fiord, at Okpaet, or Fern Bay, onthe North- 
ern Labrador, Here Salmo salar ceases to put in an ap- 
pearance, and is replaced by Salmo immaculatus, or the 
true sea-trowt, which has its home in these nortl@rn 
waters, and where it attains a sizé and beauty I have 
never seen approached in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, 

District of Fortune Bay (south coast)—The rule in 
this district is that salmon are always taken moving 
toward the west, or, as it were, out of the bay. Prevail- 
Ing winds alteoting the tidal currents sometimes change 
the direction the fish are pursuing. 
Placentia Bay (sowtl codst)—The large fish are always 

taken moying to the southwest, or out of the bay, The 
large salmon here ara now never taken but off headlands 
or situations confronting the open sea. 

Conceplion Bay, Trinity Bay.—On the northern as 
well as om tlie southern sidé of these bays it is alleged 
that salmon are always, as a rule, taken as if coming 
from the west, or, as in the other bays already mention- 
ed, as if going out of the bay, - 
French Shore. (so-called), Cape Johi to Quinpon Bay. 

—Salmon are generally caught on this stretch of coast 
asif coming from the south, or ent of the bays. Gen- 
erally it may be said that the salmon taken in nets on 
exposed portions of the coast are almost always caught 
asilimoying out of the bays, Of course, this rule does 
not hold good at the extrentities of the deep bays, for 
there the tidal movements are guidéd by the configura- 
tion of the land. 

In studying these and similar observations, which show 
remarkable regularity in the movements of the salmon, 
Wwe must give attention to three leading features; First, 
to the winter homes of the salmon ; second, to the sup-— 
posed habit of biennial spawning ; third, to the relation 
which most of the moyements of all kinds of fish bear to 
tidal currents. 
The supposed habit of biennial spawning gives us two 

classes 10 deal with : those which come on the coasts to 
seek spawning rivers, and those which follow their food, 
and o¢casionally seek fresh water for sanitary purposes, 
such as freeing themselves from external and internal 
parasites, Tt isunnecessary for the purposes of the 
present outline sketch to enter into any discussion re- 
specting the biennial spawning habit, Butit is advisable 
to glance at the winter homes of the salmon and the life 
ofthe sea in deep waters where winter fishing has long 
been carried on, and by its results has enabled us to be- 
come indivectly familiar with the teeming submarine 
valleys and floor of the ocean, a thousand feet below the 
ea on the south coast of the island of Newfound- 
and. 7 

WINTER HOMES OF FISH. 

The south coast of Newfoundland descends like a 
sloping wall, or in abrupt terraces, in many places to 
depths of 1,200 feet and even 1,600 feet, The sea there, 
close to the shore line, furnishes us with a wonderful 
spectacle of fish life. Hvery winter, inchidine October 
to April, upward of 30,000,000 to 50,000,000 pounds 
weight of codfish are lifted froma depth ranging from 
600 to 1,200 feet and brought to the surface. Zf we trans- 
plant ourselves in imagination to the floor of the ocean, 
one, two and three miles from the bleak wall of rocks 
which form the ocean front of the south coast, wa may 
see upreared before usa jagged or terraced slope, with 
many deep-cut indents or valleys, rising to an altitude of 
1,600 to 2,000 feet, and of this huge escarpment five- 
sixths lie below the surface of the sea, These serrated 
slopes, and the sea floor from which they rise, are the 
winter homes of innumerable fish. The large cod are at 
the bottom with vast schools of young herring and cap- 
lin, for these are sometimes found in their, stomachs 
when caught, The breeding herring occupy the higher 
slopes and: lie closer inshore. They are found in a zone 
which extends from 60 fathoms or 3800 feet up to the sur- 
face at the edge of, and under, the ice which covers the 
indents or fiords, ‘The adult or full-grown salmon I con- 
jecture arealso roving about the deeper slopes and bot- 
tom, for they rise with and follow the caplin to higher 
levels in the spring, and are taken with these fish in 
their stomachs. But they soon become satiated with 
such abundant food, and the caplin, as they near the sur- 
face and approach the shotes in June, are followed hy 
the second rum o! the smaller or younger salmon which 
are called by the fishermen ‘the caplin school,” because 
they approach the shores simultaneously with the caplin, 
Some details as to the whereabouts of the profound 

depths close to the shore ling to which I have referred 
may be acceptible, for in relation to the fish life they sus- 
tain they have no parallel in any part of the cold water 
world on this side of the Atlantic, They have their rep- 
resentatives off other coast lines in the form of abrupt 
‘anced slopes, but these are from 50 to 100 miles from 
and, 
Baie D'espoir leads out of Hermitage Bay and the en- 

trance to it is 24 miles broad, with a depth exceeding 
270 fathoms or 1,620 feet. Close to the coast on either 
side there is more than 100 fathoms of water. Ibisa 
artly submerged fiord, and has many kindred records of 
ormer ice action on the bold front of the south coast, 
in Belle Bay, which lies within the well-known Fortune 
Bay, 1,000 feet will not touch the bottom in many places, 
and but, as ib were, a few rods from land. Towards the 
head of Placentia Bay we find on the Admitalty charts 
146 fathoms marked within two miles of the land, and 
all along this coast three or four miles out there is pro- 
foundly deep water. A mile anda half from Cape La 
Hune it takes a line 650 feet long to reach the bottom. 
Near to the Burgeo Tslands 1,000 feet will not suffice, In 
La Poile Bay_we miy fish with a line 700 feet long, but 
near Sagona Island we must take 1,000 feet and more to 
touch the bottem with our bait. Along this southern 
Goust of Newfoundland, fishing operations are conducted 
in the winter months, from October fo April, and in 
order to fotm some conception of their niagnitude in 
times past, we may turn to an official report published 
some years ago hy the Newfoundland Government, 
‘Brom this report we glean thal the actual catchers ot cod- 
fish between Cape Ray and Point May then numbered 
about. #000 souls, During the winter they caught 145,- 

000 quintals of fish, This auanRy, at 112 pounds to the 
quintal, would represent 16,240,000 pounds of cured fish, 
or more than 60,000,000 of fresh codfish lifted from the 
sea by 2,000 men during the winter months, fishing with 
lines and from boats. The entire fleet of Gloucester, 
Mass,, did not bring into port a greater weight of all 
kinds of fish during the whole of 1879. In addition to 
the codfish there are the winter herring, the breeding 
fish, lying close inshore, of which 450,000 barrels were 
caught, 

It'is from these profound and populous deptlis, where 
eod, young herring, caplin, and probably laiunce range, 
with an innumerable multitude of sub-arctic fishes, and 
an infinite host of the lower forms of life, all fed directly 
or indirectly by the unfailing Labrador current, that the 
full-grown silyer-sided salmon rises in the spring to pur- 
sue his food along the islands, headlands, promontories 
and walllike cscarpments of the south coast of New- 
foundland. On the east Atlantic coast of the Island and 
the Labrador coast these features arereproduced in various 
localities on a less grand scale, and in many parts the 
steep escarpinents are replaced by gentle slopes which 
lead, within from five to fifty miles from the land, to pro- 
found depths, ‘That the fish life in these depths on the 
easter coast is vastly abundant during the winter season 
we know fromthe fact that from time immemorial the 
seas there have supported, every winter, such a surprising 
number of hatp-seals that an annual average slaughter 
for half a century of upward of 300,000 of these animals 
has not produced a very sensible impression on their 
numbers, although it has changed, by experience of 
danger, their habit of trimming the shores of the bays. 
When we consider that tle harp-seal feeds largely on fish 
during the winter, although in summer it lives chiefly on 
crustaceans (shrimps, ¢te.), we can form an idea of the 
vast quantities of fish food these animals must consume 
during the five months they are on the coasts. They 
bring numberless cod and flatfish on to the ice, and it 
would be an interesting fact to know the general size of 
the fish they catch, so that a positive proof might be ob- 
tained that the smaller sized cod winter in a shallower 
zone than the average full-grown fish of forty or fifty 
pounds in weight, 
We are now in a position to consider the movements 

of salmon in the sea as far as regards the large schools of 
achilt fish which are first taken at the headlands during 
the earliest Visible runs in the spring, The schools come 
inshore from deep water with and against the rising tide, 
and begin to feed without amy special regard for river 
estuaries or freshwater, for they strike and coast about 
small islands and bold promontories stretching far into 
fhe ocean and destitute of rivers, just as frequently as 
they visit the headlands which guard the estuaries. They 
pursue a course in shallow water parallel to the shore 
line and against the tide; they go out to sea again just 

CHART SHOWING MOVEMENTS OF FHEDING FISH. 

as the tide begins to turn, and when in deep water they 
turn round and swim against the ebb tide. At the turn 
of the ebb they approach the shoreagain and pursue their 
course a& before, against the flood, going out to sea ate 
the turn, Their movements, as will presently be shown, 
are in the form of aseries of loops or ellipses along the 
coast, the straight line connecting these loops being in 
deep water. Let us take, by way of illustration, the 
moyement of the first schools of salmon in Trinity Bay, 
on the east coast, Here they are taken in nets on both the 
north and south sides of the bay, as if going out toward 
the open sea. They are, in fact, caughtmoving eastward 
against the rising tide, At the turn of the tide they pass 
into deep water, and, yeering round, swim against the 
ébb until the tide begins to rise again; they then ap- 
proach the shorea second time, but their journey in deep: 
water has brought them further up the bay, and as they 
coast against the flood, following the indentations of the 
coast line, they do not cover nearly so much ground in a 
straiglt line as during their direct course in deep water 
against tha ebb, By repeating this moyement, and by 
passing in deep water through donble or more of the dis- 
tance they lose on the coast, théy make their way to the 
head of the bay, which in Trinity is reached about ten 
days after they strike the headlands at the entrance. In 
the case of eddy-flood fides on the coast the movements 
are reversed, as well as when winds alter the direction of 
the flood. If these movements of the feeding fish be 
plotted they will form a continuous line parallel to the 
coast, with loops init ali irregular intervals. The loops 
tepresent the moyements of the fish toward and on the 
coast, the straight parts in deep water the progress up 
the bay or along a coastline. Iam persuaded that many 
fish, not excluding the mackerel and schools of young 
cod, approach the coast and feed in a similar manner, 
coming in with the food and going out to sea with the 
ebb tide. 

The first schools of salmon whose moyements in the sea 
have heen desevibed are composed of the largest adult 
fish, but whether they are all breeding fish or all fish of 
an of-spawning year, or mixed!schools of old adults, can 
only be determined by further inquiry; but I think that 
im general it will be found that they inelude both classes, 
which separate when they reach the mouths of rivers 
they desire to ascend. The next schools, which follow a 
fortnight or three weeks later, are composed of young 
adult salmon and grilse. These appear to pursue the 
same method of appoaching the coast as the large fish, 
and they make for the estuaries and mouths of rivers, 
ascending them when not barred by nets, as is unfortu- 
nately the case toa large extent in Newfoundland. Be- 
fore attempting further to describe the movements of 
salmon in the sea ib will be necessary to glance at the 
spawning process and the hatching of the egg, which may 
well serve for a future communication, 

HENRY YOULE HInp, 
Windsor, Nova Scotia, Feb, 17th, 1880, 

Sea and Rivey Mishing. 
———— 

FISH IN 5EASON IN MARCH, 

SOUTHERN WA'TERS, 
Pompano, Trachinotuacatolinus. | Grouper, Bpinephelpus nigritus, 
Driim (two species). Family | Trout (black bass), entrorpris- 

Seiwnidces. " tis abrarius. 
Kingfish, Menticirrus nebulosus. | Striped Bass, or Rockfish, Roe- 
Sea Bass, Sciw@nops ocellatus. cus lincalus, 
Sheepshead, Arehosargus proba- | Tailortish, Pomatomus  ltatria. 

tocephalus. Black Bass, Microplerus almei- 
des. M. pallidus. 

Snapper, Lulianus blackfordit. 
oe oe 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY, 

In sending reports for the FOREST AND Stream Directory of 

Game and Wish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following particulars, with such other information as they 
may deen of yalue: State, Down, County ; means of access; Hotel 

pand offer accommodations; Game and its Season; Fish and its 
Season; Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address. 

ait ce OY al 
Ton OPENING OF THE TROUT SEASON,—The Jong-looked 

for ist of Aprilis ncw close at hand, On that day be- 

gins the spring war on the Salmo fonlinalts in this State, 
Anglers, who haye been looking fondly at their tackle 
during the long closa season, are now scrutinizing care- 
fully their tools and getting ready for their cherished 

sport. We haye usually, at this season, called the atten- 

tion of anglers to some facts in regard to the preparation 

of their tackle, arrangement of casts, etc., and we now 

follow our custom; not that we would dictate to old 

anglers (who, sometimes, like tha heathen, are ‘‘a law 

unto themselves”), but merely with the desire to giye 

the results of our experience for the benefit ‘‘ of whom it 
may concern,” 

First. The hook: should be the sproat bend,” and it 

should be the very best make of this bend, Be sure your 
hooks ave the very best that can be made, It is the poor- 
est economy to save money here. 

Second. The size of the hook should be about two 
numbers larger than those used later in the season. The 

trout have not, in Jocalities where the law is enforced, 

been fished oyer for some seven months; consequently 
the prime necessity of small hooks is not present, Of 

course every one knows that one should use as large a fly 

for trout as he can without fear of scaring the fish. Wa 

do not give the proper numbers of sproats to use, because 

what would be small for some localities would be large 

for others. Let us merely say, use two sizes larger than 

you found most successful at the close of last season. 

Third. What flies should be used? We think that, es- 
pecially at this season of the year, the little jungle cock 
‘shoulders ” are a great addition to almost every fly, and 
a small spray of the crest of the golden pheasant can be 

mixed with the tail of most flies to great advantage, 
The following flies (with above additions, if possible) are 
the best for the opening day; (1) Grizzly King ; (2) Im- 

brie; (3) Light Corduroy ; (4) Professor; (5) Abbey ; (6) 
March Brown ; (7) Spider ; (8) Cooper ; (9) Brown Palmer, 
red body; (10) Grey Palmer, green body; (11) Black 
Palmer, yellow kody ; (12) Scarlet Ibis, Using these flies 

in making your casts, beginning at the end of the cast 
hearest your line, we would advise as follows :— 

FOR AN OVER-GAST DAY. |i = FOR A BRIGHT DAY, 

Cast No. 1, 12, 1, 2. Cast No. 1, 6, 7, U1. 
Cast No. 2, 10, 4, 8. Cast No. 2, 2, 4, T. 
Cast No. 3, 9, 3, 5. Cast No. 8, 6, 11, 4, 

The fourth suggestion is this: Be sure to remember 
that, if the air is very much colder than the water, and 

particularly if the surface of the water is broken by a 

cold wind, the trout are much more apt to take the fly 
just below the surface than on the surface. 
We have said nothing about bait fishing, On this point 
we would only say; Hels and flounders are in season, and 

the bait fisherman should take a day in Coney Island 
Creek, or anywhere else than in trout waters, 

We hope to receive accounts of the triumphs and re- 
verses of our readers. 

— 

Wo Winn Tet Hiatt—Our correspondent, ‘Salmon 

Roe,” is unsatisfied with our view of the character of an 
alleged John A. Grindle, and insists in imputing to that 

gentleman the unsavory fame of the dogfish, which is 
supposed to bear his name, Doubtless, as he ayers, 
‘Salmon Roe” is sincere in his quest of information on 
this point, but he is certainly guilty of a prave offense in 

his statement, ‘It is reasonably certain that he was a 
lawyer,” and that he must have lived in Mississippi, Tli- 
nois, or possibly in Indiana. Every lawyer (and ‘Salmon 

Roe” himself is one) owes it to his profession to prove 
either that Mr. Grindle was, as Marc Antony said, an, 

honorable man, or else thati he did not belong tu the bar 

And every patriotic sentiment should impel the citizens 

of Mississippi, Indiana and Illinois to a like consideration 
of the fair fame of their respective States, Now who will 
tell us of Mr, John A. Grindle, when and where he 
lived ? 
“Salmon Roe” writes from Jacksonport, Arkansas, 

March 6th :-— 

Tn a recent editorial article in your paper you make the 
mistake of supposing thai I inquire who John A. Grindle 
was, by way of invective against the fish bearing his 
name, Nothing could be more foreign to my intention, 
Iwas in search of information in goodfaith. Besides, 
such a feeble way of handling ‘cuss words” is not an 
Arkansas failing, Ee 

T will give you my conjectures as to Mr, Grindle, and 
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would thank you to ask the question, who he was, to 
your numerous correspondents, It is reasonably certain 
that he was a lawyer, and perhaps a politician also, He 
must have been a greedy, grasping, unconscionable fellow, 
anil must have lived in Mississippi, or the part of Dlinois 
jmown as Egypt—though there is a part of Indiana where 
such a man might have lived, I can find no one in this 
State who knows anything about him. Jam almost cer- 
tain the Amia calva was not named after him by way of 
compliment. Please help me find out who he was. 
I have seen the full name, John A, Grindle, applied to 
the fish in print, SALMON ROE, 

—_—_——<-—— 

A Came BeD.—<Aflantie City, March 7th.Seeing in 
the last FOREST AND STREAM a piece on ¢amp beds I 
thought I would tell you ofmine, whichT have used for 
six weeks at atime and found yery comfortable, It is a 
double piece of ticking, ft. long by 4ft. wide. It hasa 
place for a pole at each side and also at each end. These 
poles are laid in forked sticks, in the manner you have 
already described. We fill up under the ticking with 
hemlock or Florida moss as the case may be. To keep 
this from. scattering all over the tent we make sides of 
board, orif we are without such a useful article we lay 
poles one on top of the other till they are leyel with the 
ticking at the top and bottom, as well as at the sides, so 
that no hemlock can get out. When we want to make 
our bed soft werun a stick under the ticking and stir it 
around, which Tam sure is quite a novel way of making 
beds, but the result is such that I haye often wished our 
hotel chambermaids would copy. I never put hemlock 
boughs as a top layer, but strip them, thus making a soft 
and comfortable bed, the beauty of which is you have 
nothing to carry excepta piece of ticking, which folds 
up in a yery small space. VICTOR, 

Fort Wayne, Ind., March \hth,—In your issue of March 
4th “ A, L.,” of Warsaw, asks for a comfortable camp 
cot, Allow me to suggest to him and othersthat the best 
thing for the purpose is a cork mattress, 6ft. 2in, by 2ft, 
6in. They are light; can be rolled up into a very neat 
package ; can be used in any place ; are much more con- 
venient and not as heayy as camp cots; cost 60 per 
cent. less; are warmer, etc. The objection I have to 
the cots is, the feet sink into the ground, making the cot 
uneven and breaking it. I have used the bed-tick for 
years, but have been many a time without anything to 
fillit, Hammocks cannot be put up in a small tent, and 
are ynhandy in a large one. WILLIS D, Mater, 
“} —>— 

A FisHing Tre THROUGH CANADA WILDS.—@uebec, 
March 11th.—t can give you yet another yery pleasant 
trip that can be made at small expense from Toronto and 
will not take more than say two weeks. ‘Take the 
Toronto and Nepissing Railroad to Coboconk atthe head 
of Balsam Lake. Here take guides, of whom plenty are 
easily found in the village at acost of $1 per day, or $1.50 
if canoes or skills are to be supplied. Then the choice of 
two routes is open, and they are both good. Go north to 
Mud-turtle Lake, and then Gull River to Gull Lake, 
Again follow up Gull River after leaving the lake till 
Lake Boshkung is reached. Here is fine fishing and 
shooting in fall. A portage of about three miles brings 
one into Lake Kashaganigamoz, a very large lake with 
sood fishing. If another route is desired go south from 
‘Coboconk, through Balsam Lake, then a short river, and 
80 Into Cameron’s Lake. Another short river trip brings 
us into Sturgeon Lake ; then through Pigeon and Buck- 
horn lakes info Deer and Salmon Trout lakes, In all 
these Jakes the fishing is good ; trout, black hass, maska- 

Restigouche rivers, is 76 miles, 
Fraser—an excellent, house, with accommodations for fifty or sev- 

enty-fiye ruests, Mr.F., an intelligent Scotchman, will do eyery— 

thing to make his guests comfortable; terms, $2 per day. 
ways get your guides through him, and he will see you are not 

imposed upon. 

mits at $1 per day per man, 

Hotel Fraser, kept by Daniel 

Al- 

He leases six miles of the river, and grants per— 

The Restigouche ia one of the most famous riyera in New 
Brunswick, and the salmonfrun yery large, ranging from eight to 

fifty pounds; thirty, thirty-five and forty pounds are not uncom- 

mon cutches, 
the Miramichi or Nepiseguit, and usually opens from bth to 10th of 

June, and keeps np through the summer, The largest fish are the 

first that run up. Splendid pool within a stone's throw of the 
hotel. Distance from here to Riviere du Loup, 176 miles; from 

there to Quebec, 125 miles, 
John, 460 miles; St. John to Quebec, 588 miles; Quebec to Boston, 
460 miles. Total, 1,445 miles. 

The season is about ten days earlier here than at 

Whole distance from Boston to Bt. 

Round trip tickefsfrom Boston to Restigouche yi St. John, 
aud return yia Quebec, can be procured for about $31. 

Dxpenses of fishing at Restigouche per day: Board, $2; board 

of two guides, $2.50; permit, $1; canoe, 50 cents; two guides per 

day, $1.50. Total expenses per day, $6.50. As the water is very 
‘quick,’ two guides are indispensable per man. Estimated neces- 
sary expenses for two weeks’ trip from Boston to Restigouche, 

$150. Plenty of sea trout six miles below Metapedia, running 

from one-half to five pounds in weight. 

For particulars address Daniel Fruser, Metapedia Station, N. B,: 

Waverley Hotel, New Castle, N. B.; J.H. Wilbur, Bay View Hotel, 

Bathurst, N. B. Guo. A, Fay, 

Weat Meriden, Conn,, March 9th. 
re 

HOW WE FOUND AND FISHED THE SOUTH FORK. 

N more than one occasion last summer did we haye our euri- 
osity aroused by reports relative toa certain trout stream 

thatlay away backin the tangled woods of Wyoming County, 

Pa. We overheard one old veteran saying that he knew where 
he could get a basketful of the speckled beauties when all other 

sources had failed him; and still another telling of a stream 
that was filled with snow water even up to the 4th of July. 

From remarks dropped at one time and another, we gathered 

that it must be a very late stream, running through a deep gorge 
for almost its entire course; and on whose banks snow could be 

found almost any time in June. 
As near as we were able we ascertained, after diligent inquiry 

and search of maps, that it was called South Fork, s0 named on 

account of the branching or forking of the Mehoopany Creek; 
that it flowed through the pure wilderness, that no houses were 

within many miles of it, and thatif we fished it we would be com- 

pelled to spend a night in the open woods. These difficulties, how- 
ever, did not frighten my friend H. and myself from our deter- 

mination to sesk out and fish this wonder ful stream, so on the 3d 
of July last, about § o’clock in the morning we left home fora 

few days’ trouting. It was a delightful ride, oyer mountains and 

across valleys. And indeed, I know of none more pleasant and 

exhilarating than this same early morning ride of a party bent 
ona day’s fishing. It was about? o'clock when we reached Bow- 

man's. Creek, perhaps the best trout stream in this part of the 
State, as many a fisherman with well-filled creel can testify. This 

creek was stocked with salmon two or three years ago, but never 
a one ofthem has been heard of since. We cannot stop here, 

however, although it does not seem natural to pass by this scene 

of many a good day’s sport, und the only one of any pretentions 
hereabouts. Welearn that we are still eleyen miles from South 
Fork and are advised to ga fiye miles further up the cresk to the 

house of Mr. Foute, a noted hunter and guide, and put up thera 
for the first night, and in the mesntime we can fish the main 

success, but as before could get no large trout. 

stream atthat point. Twelye o'clock finds us jsafely housed at 
the end of the first day’s journey and thirty miles from home. 

After a hearty Junch we rigged up our rods and started to whip 

the main stream. For myself, I can say that I neyer fished more 

diligently in my life, carefully whipping every pool, changing 

my flies from dark to lightand again to a mean between the fiwo, 

Butall tono purpose. We wererewarded with onlya paltry half- 

dozen, and those were small. Théroughly diszusted we went 

Jonge and lunge are plentiful, with good duck and part- 
widge shooting in fall, Deer shooting is also good about 
the upper lakes after leaving Salmon Trout Lake. Go by 
wail, or follow the Ottanabee River in skiff to Hiawatha 
village, on Rice Lake. Good bass and maskalonge fish- 
ing ; duck shooting in fall. Then by rail to Cobourg on 
Grand Trunk, and so to Toronto and home. When in 
Boshkung Lake it is but a short distance, with compara- 
tively few portages, to Trading Lake. Then down the 
South Branch of Muskoka River and through Muskoka 
Lake to Gravenhurst, where the Northern Railway is 
taken for Toronto. AU SAUBLE, 
a __ 

x NEW BRUNSWICK SALMON RIVERS. 

HE three rivers, Miramichi, Nepisseguit and Restigouche, are 

all reached by the Infereolonial Railway, which runs 

from St. John, N. B., to Riviere du Loup on the St, Lawrence. 

Tf the Restizouche is the objective point I would recommend 

going via St. John and returning yia Quebec to Boston, as the 

distance from the Restig¢ouche to Boston is the same either way. 
Route from Boston to St.Juhn by cars? Boston to Portland, 108 

miles; Portland to Bangor, 136 miles; Bangor to St. John, 206 

miles. One through train dally from Boston to 8t. John, via Bast- 

ern Railroad at 7 P.t., reaches Portland at 11.30 p.m. and Bangor 

next morning at 6,10 A.w.; connects there with European and 

W. A. Railroad, leaving at 7.20 A.m,, thus giving one hour and ten 

qninutes for breakfast. Penobsent Exchange Hotel near the sta- 

tion; first-class. Arriving ab St. John same day, 6.45 P.m., making 
419 miles and 24 hours’ time from Boston ; fare. Beston to St. John, 
$10. Parties preferring can take one of the steamers (Tnterna- 

tional Steamship Co), which leave tyice a week in spring and Tall 

and three times in the summer at 8 A.M. from end of Commercial 

Wharf, Boston; fare, $5.50, exclusive of state-rooms and meals. 

Train leaves St. John, Intercolonial Railroad (Northern Divis- 

ion), 8A.M., arriving at Miramichi, town of Newcastle, 167 miles, 

aboutirp.m, Hotel, Wayerley; situate about quarter of a mile 

from Miramichi River; butnotishing here. Take ateam seyen- 

teen milcs up riyerto Indiantown, and go to Frank Jardin's hotel, 

small affair, but best there is; terms, $1.50 perday. Fishing 

here food in the season, from 10th to 20th of June; salmon only, 

ranging in weight from eight to twenty pounds. Guides not in- 

dispensable. Can fish fram the shore or from canocs. 

Fyrom Miramichi to Bathurst is 44 miles; Bay View Hotel; no 

fishing in the immeditate vicinity. The Nepisegult, famous for its 

salmon, empties here, bub if is necessary to take a team up the 

yiyer; good fishing nine miles up at Rough Waters, and at points 

along up river to Grand Falls, twenty miles. Fishing may be done 

from the Danis or in canoes, Guides pleuty for $2 per day, 

Scenery enchanting 48 you FO up the river. Season does not 

usually commence til) June lth or later, and continues through 

the summer. Permits necessary; charge nsually $1 per day per 

rod. Settlements along the banks near Rough Waters. Grand 

fishing pool ttthefalls, Camp necessary. Salmon range six to 
tyenty-fiye pounds. 

back to Foote’s where we got supper and spenta couple of hours 

listening to the stories of our host of bear and deer hunts, and 

how he was the first to find the great pigeon roost that was in this 

neighborhood a few years ago. 
There were still six miles of dense woods between us and the 

mouth of South Fork. Toreach it we were compelled to drive 
fiye miles up to Dutch Mountaih. Here we found rk man to guide 

us over the mountain four miles anda half to our destination. 

On the way over he went a few steps Lo one side toshow us a deer 

lick that he had constructed some time before, by forcing some 

rock salt in among the roots of a tree. We can plainly see tracks 

that have been made the night before. Also in crossing the ridge 
he points out tracks that are apparently fresh. We cross the main 
stream and another branch called Bellows Brook, and here we are 
atlast on South Fork, and it is with mingled feelings of satisfaction 

and disappointment that we gaze on the almost anythical stream. 

Before parting with our guide we contracted with him to. drive our 

horse back to Foote's, from which place we were distunt eleyen 

miles. In the face of this we were rash enough to start fishing up 

stream. But what did we care? We had come to test for our- 

selves the truthfulness of the stories we had heard, and we did not 

propose to leave any stone unturned. Big catches, big trout, the 

Jong and hard road we had come, all tended to work us up to the 

highest pitch of anticipation: 
H, prepared to make the first cust while I involuntarily ceaséd 

operations to watch him, Cautiously he japproached a beautiful 

pool, first making a few rapid caste in the stream below, so as to 

render his line of the proper length. Gently and deftly he lands 
the feathered delusions on the further side of the pool, and slowly 
works them bask toward him. But nothing rewards thut cust. 

The line describes # graceful curve behind the back of the anxious 
fisherman, and again does he propel the flies fairly over the hid- 

ing place of the hoped-for trout, The flies had hardly touched 

the water before there is a strike, to which H. responds witha 
quick jerk. It was one of those little beggars that rarely get the 
fiy the first time. The result was, the trout missed the fly and 
H. missed the trout and succeeced in landing his leader in the 
top of an adjacent tree, and with disgust depicted on his face he 

prepared to climb. We had no room to complain of our success 
as far as catching small trout was concerned, but no large ones 

came to our creels. We were disappointed. Instead of the deep 

gorge, we found an average Pennsylvania stream, now Howing 
quietly along some level space and again tumbling with 4 splash 

and roar over huge rocks and bowlders. 
Phat night we lay down on a moss-coyered rockin the clothes 

that we had Ween fishing in all afternoon, and between the wading 
of thestwearm and a heavy shower that we had had during the after- 

| Nepiseruit to!Metapedia stution, junction of the Metapets and | noon they werepretty wet. We managed to start a small fire, but 

on account of everything being so wet,and not haying an axe, It 
did not amount to much. We slept probably an hour and # half 

and spent the rest of the night trying to keep warm by sitting in 

the hole where the fire had been. 
The longest nights come fo an énd some time, and if was with 

feelings of satisfaction that we hailed the coming of morning. As 

soon as it was light enough to see we started to our Iast day's fish- 

ing with twelye miles of stream to travel. We met with yarying 
At the junction 

of South Fork with the main stream the tug of war began. The 
creek bed is completely filled with huge bowlders, and the whole 

distancé must be trayeled by stepping from onestone to another, 
which soon becomesa very tedious operation. Add to this the 
discolored water, caused by flowing through the tamarack 
swamps. When onesteps into it he does not know whether he is 

going up to his knees or to his neck. 
We did not spend mich time in casting in the mu&in stream, only 

now and again when some pool more tempting than its neighbor 

presented itself. And we soon tired of this, because for the most 

part our casts were made in vain. Only on one occasion was this 

monotony varied, when H., standing on a rock in the midst of the 
whirling current, hookeda lusty beauty. In some unaccountable 
way he became entangled in his line, but with rare good fortune 

he sulcceeded in drawing the trout up on the rock, and then sit- 

ting down on him. 
Tiow anxiously did we pecr around every spur of the mountain 

and every bend in the creek in hope of seeing a clearing! And it 
did seem as if the end of that day's tramp would never come; but 

come it did at last, and with it two of the most tired fishermen 

that ever castafiy. Upon ealeulation we find that we haye over 

800 trout, varying from six to ten inches in length, and they did 

look yery prétty when laid out in the ics-box side by side. 
We left Foote's at 3 o'clock in the afternoon with a thirty-mile 

drive beforeus. Westopped for supper at Vorkston, and again 

at Bowman's Creek, reaching P. about 4 o’clouk next morning 

with all our fish in good condition, Taking itall in ull, it was 

avery eujoyable trip, and one which we intend to repeat next 

Bulmer. 
We noticed one peculiar fenture of this stream, viz., that not a 

single minmow was seen in all the time we were on if. And cone 

sidering thut this is a fayorite aiid very successful bait for calch- 

ing large troutin this part of Pennsylvania, we are both of the 

opinion thatif a party were to go there with a stock of minnows 

for bait they would catch more large trout in this way than with 

u fly. 
Tt is also a splendid field for shot gun and rifie, there being an 

abundance of both large and small game, such assquirrels, pheas- 
ants, deer and bear. Our guide told us that over eighty deer were 

shot and taken from there during last season. These wonds sre 

distant only nine or ten hours' ride from either New York or 
Philadelphia, and offer excellent adyantages Tor city sportsmen 

who cannot spare the time to make mure extended excursions in 

Bearch of sport. 

Che Aennei. 

SOMETHING ABOUT BREAKERS AND DOG 
BREAKING, 

COMBINING THE VIEWS OF COL, HUTCHINSON AND OTHER 

FAMOUS HANDLERS, 

NO. I. 
© insure good sport the shooter must be provided 
with good dogs. Wowevyer abundant game may he, 

there can no be teal sport without good dogs; and how- 
ever scarce game may be, a good day's sport is only at- 
tainable with good dogs, and by a person who feels what 
sport is, and who does not look upon filling the game bag 
asthe sole end and aim of the sportsman’s occupation. 

The mere act of killing game no more constitutes sport 
than the jingling of rhyme constitutes poetry, Since, 

then, if you want a first-class dog, break him yourself ; 

if, however, you cannot spare the time, be careful to select 
a breaker who lives where game is plenty—a man with a. 

good temper and a plentiful store of patience to fall back 
upon—and of all things avoid a bad shot, for he is quite 
sure to be either a careless person or an impatient one at 

times, 
It is to be presumed that you haveselected a young dog 

that carries his head well up when beating, and not one 
that works with his nose to the ground. Though bear in 
mind, that a pottering dog that '‘ tracks” can be some- 
times cured if taken im hand when young, by working 
him on an overflowed snipe meadow, where the birds lay 
ou the high tussocks and rafts of floating reeds. He isthen 
obliged to feel in tne air for the scent, and the splashin 
made by his forelegs obliges him to keep his head we' 
up, This system does away with the old-fashioned me- 
Chnscat contrivance called the puzzle-peg, 
The most killing dog is one that has had but one mas- 

ter, for he unconsciously studies his owner’s disposition 
along with the daily rudiments of his education. The 
Babel of dog language is then unknown to him, as he 
knows but one yoice, one dialect and one code of oral and 
manual signals, Thus he is never at a loss to compre- 
hend his master's meaning, and unbounded confidence in 
each other takes the place of perplexity and distrust, It 
has often been a mystery to us how borrowed dogs really 
could adapt themselves to anew language so readily, for 
at a moment’s notice an entirely new list of orders must 
be obeyed, and, asis often the case, issued by those unfit to 
command, Hence we consider it equally as necessary for 
the handler to be ‘‘broken in" as we do the dog, and 
the number of good dogs that are yearly ruined are the 
living examples of the truth of this assertion, 

The common sense (for there is no secret) in dog break- 
ing is this: Never order your dog to do an impossibility. 
and after commanding him to execute your wish, make. 
him obey and stick at if; be consistent even if it takes a 
week, and do not leave him until you have conquered. 
You will find by experience that you and he will haye one 
or two grand tussles, but if you but firmly insist and use 
judgment you will be astonished and gratitied at having 
Won a complete victory when least expected. Of course 
there are plenty of dogs who learn in time to obey a new 
master’s yoice most excellently, and there are old steady 
fellows that cannot be induced fo do wrong even when 
“hunted” by a raw hand; but if one wishes to see the 
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perfection of beating and working out the fine points of 
each shot, let him carry the game bag ten yards in the 
rear of the owner of one ora brace of dogs oyer whom 
birds are killed te enable the pot at home to be kept 
boiling. Between this pair or trio the picking up of the 
scattered bevy has been reduced to a science, There is no 
one bevy shot, followed by a few random cracks at the 
birds when they have been marked down, this finishing 
it; buta well-directed plan, well carried out, that in the 
end fills the game bag, and shows to perfection the well- 
trained and cleverly handled dog. For the excellence of 
the art of shooting is to leave behind yuu at the end of 
re day the least number of birds unmoved on your 
eat, 
Tn the paragraph above we were led inadyertently to 

make reference to what is generally known as the “ pot- 
hunter,” Now, not wishing at the ovtset of this paper 

_to be misunderstood, we take the liberty of digressing and 
piving our views on the subject, because we frequently 
ear in these civilized parts, the so-called ** pot-hunter ” 

held up in derision. First of all, our interpretation of 
the term ‘* pot-hunter,” is one who is compelled to shoot 
for a living, that he either kills game which he has the 
audacity to deyour himself, or he carries it to the nearest 
market where he there disposes of it. However, in 
either cass the game is utilized, which is more thay can 
be said of the spoils of many a shooting trip, so wan- 
tonly left to rot when it has been shot down, It is not 
necessary that the ‘‘pot-hunter” or murket-shooter 
should be a poacher, shuot out ef season, or that he 
should bunch his birds any more than those who decry 
him. Ninety-nine times out of a hundred it is this very 
‘ pot-hunter” whois first sought out by city sportsmen in 
their outings, to act as guide, philosopher and friend, 
and we remember on moré than one occasion seeing the 
**pot-hunter’s * dogs find all the birds. This has led us to 
consider this appellation of ‘‘ pot-hunter,” a species of 
tant used by a class of tyros to whom the birds, so to 
spt are sour. So if you do not break yourself, you 
will, after casting about, probably end in sending your 
dog toa ‘‘ pot-hunter ” to be broken. 
_ Before thumbing through the 315 rules for dog train- 
ing, given us so thoroughly by Col. Hutchinson, and 
making reference to other practical writers, it may be 
well to say that we will have to apologize for some 
errors and no doubt for many deficiencies in attempting 
to condense a method for the training of dogs. Were we 
to offer an article based alone on our own experience, we 
would be at once accused of plagiarism, for no subject 
has been more thoroughly hackneyed, or written more 
threadbare, than the education and breaking of dogs; 
and yet, like Oliver Twist, the public is constantly ‘ ask- 
ing for more.” 
When a dog is six or seven months old his education 

should begin, although you ought to have required obe- 
dience from his infancy, Beware of calling your dog by 
aname similar in sound to words that may be used for 
command: for example: Don—down ; Charm—charge ; 
Joe—toho, ete, To simplify the code of command, the ten 
following words will be found to cover all that is abso- 
lutely necessary :— 
ist.—The dog’s name, to be used at close quarters only, 

to which he should come in, 
2d,—'‘ On”—to run forward, or to get up. 
3d,—* Careful”—to take heed. 
4tbh.—* Toho”—to stop still. 
5th,—* Charge "—to crouch on the ground, to drop to 

hand, at the report of the gun, 
6th,.— ‘* Dead "—to encourage to seek for 4 dead bird, 
Tth.— etch *—to retrieve the bird. 

, Se Loose”—to drop the retrieved bird in your 
and, 
dth.—* Heel *—to come to heel. 
10th.—‘‘ Ha!”—to be used to correct or check any 

action, such as crossing a fence, ete. 

We wolild adyise eyery one to adopt a whistle peculiar 
to himself, We for a long time have accustomed our 
dogs to the three notes of the black-breast plover, using 
the two first in a low tone, to attract the dog’s attention, 
for him to receive the hand signal—and the sharp, shrill 
sound of all three, to call him to us. Although whistling 
is apt to disturb the game, it is an infinitely better call 
than shouting the name of your dog all over the country, 
Penn,” in his clever maxims on angling and chess, ob- 
serves to this effect: ‘If you wish to see the fish, do not 
let him see you.” And with respect to shooting, we may 
say : If you wish birds to hear your gun, do not Jet them 
hear your voice. 

No dog should be taken in the field until he perfectly 
understands the meaning of certain words and signs; 
and in pursuance of the plan, you ought to give these 
lessons when you are alone with the dog, and in a place 
where his attention is unlikely to be attracted by other 
matters, Give them alsowhen he is fasting, as his facul- 
ties will he clearer and he will be more eager to obtain any 
reward of food. A quarter of an hour's daily house- 
breaking for four weeks will effect more than months of 
constant working in the field without preliminary tuition, 
Allow no one, whether wife, children, or friend to assist 
you; nor at any time while the dogis being educated, to 
interfere in any way. Call the dog to you by the whistle 
you propose always using, and attach a check-cord to his 
collar, Throw him a small piece of meat, saying, ‘ Dead, 
dead.” Repeat this several times, tossing it into different 
parts of the room, and let him eat what he finds, Then 
throw a piece, saying, ‘ Dead,” and the moment he gets 
to it, check him by jerking the cord, at the same fime 
saying, ‘‘Toho,” By pressing on the cord with your 
foot, you can restrain him as long as you please. Do not 
let him take what you haye thrown until you say the 
word ** On," accompanied by a forward moyement of the 
arm. Letall your commands be giyen in a low yoice. 
After a few trials with the check-cord you will find your- 
self enabled, without touching it, and merely using the 
word ‘ Toho,” to prevent his seizing the meat until you 
say ‘On,’ Should he draw toward the meat before he 
has obtamed leave, jerk the cord and jerk him back to 
the spot {rom which he stirred, He is not to quit if until 
you order lim, ocoupy yourself aS you may, At odd 
times let him take the meat the moment you throw it, 
thal his eagerness to rush forward to seize ib may be 
continued, only to be instantly restraimed af your com- 
mand. To teach him to ‘charge, raise your arm 
perpendicularly and cal) out,“ Charge !* when 90. holding 
up the hand, and press him down with the other until he 
assumes a crouching position, Make him lis well down, 

. 

his fore levs extendéd and his head resting between them, 
Nothing is more sloyenly than to allow him to sprawl on 
his side, orshould he be of timid disposition, roll over 
on his back, with his legs in the air. Do not let him raise 
himself toa sitting posture, Walkabout him, around him, 
and after a sufficient time call him to you, Perfect him 
in Charging very thoroughly ; practice him at odd times 
and in your walks, always remembering that your com- 
panionship will tend to enlarge the dog’sideas, As dogs 
are very imitative, a well-broken dog will aid you very 
materially atan advanced stage in this difficult part of 
your puppy’s education. At very uncertain, unexpected 
times catch his eye, having previously stealthily taken 
hold of the check-cord—which should be a long, light 
ons—and then hold up your hand, If he does not in- 
stantly drop, jerk the check-cord violently and drag him 
back fo the exact spot where he should have erouched 
down. Admit of no compromise ; you must have implicit, 
unhesitating, instant obedience. When you quit him he 
must not be allowed to crawl aninch after you. If he 
attempt it, drive a spike into the ground and attach the 
end of the check-cord to it, allowing the line to be slack ; 
then leave him quickly, and en his running after you he 
willbe brought up with a sudden jerk, So much the het- 
ter; it will slightly alarm him, If the dog is not of timid 
disposition a spiked collar can be used to advantage at 
this period of his education, Take out your whip—it 
should be a stinging one—and let him feel if as you take 
him back tothe precise place he quitted. Do this in- 
variably, though he may haye scarcely moyed, Then 
make him again ‘* charge,” always observing to jerk the 
cord at the moment you give the command. After a 
short time he will be certain to lie down steadily, until 
you give him the order, **On!"tomoye. Most probably 
he will not at first rise when he is desired. There is no 
harm in that. Go up to him, pat him, repeat the order, 
“On | and lead him for some paces, ‘‘making much of 
him.” When he is well confirmed in this important les- 
son fake him on a level, cleared piece of ground, and as 
ractice only makes perfect, continue the instruction, al- 
owing the dog to range about, dragging the check-cord 
after him, 

It is now the proper time to introduce him to the sight 
and sound of a gun and to the report of which he should 
be trained to drop, and for the following sufficient rea- 
sons ;— 

If there is any fault to which a dog can become ad- 
dicted more vile than another it is that of “running in.” 
When once admitted, it heads a list of vices that not 
only stamp the dog as perfectly worthless to his owner, 
but it makes him a spoil-sport and nuisance to every one 
with whom he comes in contact. When this habit is once 
established it is an extremely difficult one to eradicate, 
Tf the dog does not charge at the firing of the gun he will 
soon begin to “run in” to retrieve his birds without wait- 
ing for the proper order. After two or three rough and 
tumbles with a crippled bird he will begin to chase those 
that are not aoa From this moment all discipline is 
gone, and unsteadiness and flushing will become the order 
of the day. The neighborhood will be awakened with 
shouting and shrieking, the gamut of the whistle will 
sound in the air, to be followed by the cracking of the 
dog whip and the grunts and yells of the luckless brute. 
It is about this time that the ** breakers with cold lead” 
heayein sight, and shortly the air is tainted with the 
fumes of sulphur and the odor of perspiration and blood. 
Almost every reader that has had any experience in 

the field has been a witness tv some similar scene, Has 
it occurred to you that the dog was not the one in fault, 
but the handier, on whom all the blame should rest? If 
not, be assured that it isso; and if you are not an im- 
passive person, but one who is apt to speals your mind, 
direct all remarks on the subject to the animal with the 
two legs—and may they do him good, 

In the days of the muzzle-loader it was yery much 
easier to consistently enforce the dropping to shot than 
it is now with the breech-loader in the hands of every 
dog-handler, Thus you, as well as the dog, have a lesson 
to learn, and you should always remember not to move 
on until you have seen that your dog has charged. For 
no maiter how thoroughly you have him under control 
at the start, unless you keep him on all occasions up to 
his duty he will soon deteriorate and drift into bad habits 
that will be hard to break him of and make him anything 
but what he should be—a first-class dog. Therefore, 
break your dog to drop to shot, and the moments that 
are consumed in keeping him at his charge will be re- 
turned by hours and days of pleasant sport. The min- 
ute’s rest will neither hurt you nor your dog, but tend to 
steady the nerves of each. 
We can well understand that if a dog could be broken 

to stand perfectly still instead of crouching down he 
would be much better able to mark his birds, and that in 
cold weather, in wet places, charging is sayere on him. 
But not one young dog of the right sort out of a thousand 
can be made to stand immovable, and the difference be- 
tween lying and standing in water is not so very great 
after all; the dog in the long run having to suffer more 
from numberless floggings than he eyer would from the 
cold, 

Enrrizs FoR THE DerEy.—New York, March 15th.— 
I send you additional entries received simce your last 
week's issue, which, be kind énough to insert In next :— 
Drake (Tory-Jaunty), white and liver pointer dog; 
Trinket (Tory-Jaunty), white and liver pointer bitch; 
Lena (Tory-Jaunty), white and liver pointer bitch ; Me- 
phisto (Waust-Zeal), white and liver pointer dog; Trap 
(Tory-Jaunty), white and liver pointer dog ; Viking (Tory- 
Jaunty), white and liver pointer dog ; Marguerite (’aust- 
June), white and liver pointer bitch, entered hy St, Louis 
Kennel Club, Chas. H. Turner, Secretary; Cushla (Eicho- 
Fire-Fly), red Trish setter bitch, entered by Mr. W, C, 
Harding, Stamford, Conn.; Clyde (Eleho-Gypsey Queen), 
red, white tipped Trish setter, entered by Mr, Wim. A. 
MeIntosh, Pittsburg, Pa, ; Cambridge (Gladstone-Clip), 
blue Belton setter dog ; Dawn (Gladstone-Clip), blue Bel- 
ton setter bite, entered by Mr. L. H. Smith, of Strath- 
roy, Canada; Sir Alfred (Derg-Kathleen), pure red Irish 
selter dog; Prince Hal (St, Elmo-Maida), orange and 
white getter dog, entered by Dr. 5. Fleet Speiv, Brooklyn, 
N. ¥.: Max (Dash T11.-Gift), white and black setter dog, 
entered by Mi, A. E. Sterling, Cleveland, Ohio 

Gas. De RonGE, Secretary, N. A. K, ©, 
——> 

Broep—Ek. A. Mercilliott’s Champion Grace io P. H, Morris’ 
Champion Lark, 

Answers to Correspondents. 
> 

x. Y. Z., Washington, Pa.Send us your iiddress. 

G. F. B,, Boston, Mass.—See note on Bilt: Lake in last week's 
issue. , 

1, 5, H.—Write to the Commissioner of Inimigration, Lansing, 

Mich. 

Com. P.— Articles on time allowance and measurement will be 

continued next week. 

¥, W,, Erle.—Concerning importing yachts from Canada, see 

yachting columns this week, 

ProNuHER, Florida—Thanks for your letter on yacht club house 

for Florida. Will publish shortly. 

L.C. W.,New York.—You can haye your pin fire changedto # 

central fire by Mesars. Clark & Sneider, of Baltimore, 

ConsrAnm ReApIR.—See Lyman'’s advertisement of “ Bow 

Facing Rowing Gear.” It is yery useful and practicable. 

A.B. C.—Isin a quandary about Salem Bay and would Jike to 

know the bearings by compass of the bay ihe Salem Bay Y. C, 

derives its title from. 

Hianu SPerp, N. Y.—Write to Herresho Manufacturing Com- 
pany, Bristol, R.1.,for estimate. Advantages siated in xeticle 

last week. Read again. 

SunserrtsEer, North Bloomfield, O.—You will find 4 report of the 

English gun trial of 1878 in Greener’s book, “ Choke-Bore Guna.” 
2. Nitric acid and wood pulp. 

W., No. 8, Gohimbus, 0.—When your $eauee gun puts un ayer- 
age of from 100 to 110 pellets of 1jo%. No. 7 shot info a dl-inch oir- 

cle at sixty yards, you may be satistied with the pattern. 

A.W.#8.—You send letter for information, but fail to give any 
Postoffice address. The party you mention is undoubtedly bad 

and will soon get his deserts. Government officers are after him. 

ENTUUSTAST.—The London Jel is mob in fayor of length 
measurement. It knowa too much to be caught by any such 

clap-trapaifair. Wo will take the matter in hand to your satis- 

faction. 

TInqumar, N. ¥Y.—The safety appliance for preventing the cap- 

sizing of Open bat will shortly be advertised in this paper, Sail 
with fixed ballust by all means, unless you are practising for a 

circus clown or a conl heayer. 

PRoOsANO.—Apply the shellac first, then light coat ol paintand 

yarnish oyer all. Or omit the paint, which will make the canoe 

lighter. Wet the canvas when you stretch it over the frame, eo 
that it will shrink on without wrinkles. 

Q., Long Prairie, Minn.—My rubber boots have been punctured 
by anail, and as they are yet new I wish to know if there is nota 

way ti stop the leak effectually. Ans. Send to the rubber stores 
for rubber cement. See addresses in our advertising pares, 

M. N., Grand Rapids, Mich.—I haye aun, the stock of which ia 

too straight for me. Can you give me the name of some repu- 
table person or firm by whom TI can have the stock bent, so as te 

remedy the defect. Ans. H. C, Squires, No. 2 Cortlandt street; 
New York. 

W.G..S8., Brookline, Mass.—I find thut grass lines (like sample 
Tinclose) are very kinky, Can that fault. be remedied? Ans. All 

these lines have the same fault, You can only partially remedy 
it by putting your line full length indhe water, and when reeling 

in taking good care to wind straight. 

BrRooKLYN.—The Brooklyn Y.C.is not as yet represented in 
the N. ¥. A, The person claiming to represent that club and who 

had himself made Chairman of the preliminary committee js an 

impostor. He has been ousted from the N. Y. A.at the instiga- 
tion of this journal, Haye no dealings with him. 

Reapur, New York City.—l. The largest size of shot used in 
choke-bores without chambering is No. I, 2. Dr. Henshall, of 
Cynthiana, Ky., is preparing a book on the black bass, and this 

wil probably be what you wish. 3. You will find excellent blacis 

bass fishing at Oswego, N. ¥. See late files of this paper. 

D. L., New York.—Your $165 gun is'afair and safe weapon, The 
name on the lock-plates is not that of the maker, the latter being 

as mentioned by you. Barrels of Connecticut steel are made of 

steel and iron scraps welded together. The barrels of your gun 

aremade of different kinds of iron without the steel. The charges 
of 3drs. is sate. 

C. M. $.—Rushton builds ten canoes to @very one of Hyerson. 
Weuld advise a modification of the “Sbhndow.” See baocle files 

for canoe building. Will give further directions shortly if pos- 
sible. Or get Baden-Powell's book, ‘‘ Canoe Cruise in tha Baltic,” 
which contains much information, from Williams & Co., 783 Wash- 

ington street, Boston. 

W.P.C., Binghamton, N. ¥.—The fish-hooks sent for our inspeo- 

tion reflect credit upon the ingenuity of the maker, but as fish- 

hooks gp, we should not advise your friend to undertake their ex- 
tensive manufacture with high anticipations of the mevreantile 

side of the venture. The best made hooks of the day are the re- 
sult of a great many years’ éxperience and # large outlay of cap- 
ital. 

J.J. B., Ontario, Can.—Last fall while shooting in Western On- 
tario I killeda fine specimen of a bird; it had a beautiful red-crest: 

or top-not, awwhite riug around its neck, and white tips on the 

wings; the rest of the bird was very black. It was no doubt of 

the woodpecker species, as if made the woods ring with its pill 
and chattering noise. Now was it the bird deseribed hy Mr, 

Venor, of Montreal, in last week's issue, pileated woodpecker, 
Hyjlotomus pileatua? or was it the Picus forealis? The inhabi- 
tants called if the “Cock of the woods.” Venor calls it*! wood- 

cook." Whoisright? Ineversaw but one before; they are very 
raré specimens in this part of Canada. Aus. You say nothing 
about the size of the bird, a yery important point. It certainly 
was not Picus borealis, and probably was the pileated woodpecker, 

Ayjlotomus pileatus. 

Sonsckrmer, Munccy, Pa.—l. Is there @ hammerless pun now 
made over which tle shooter las as'go0d control of hummers, 

i.e, in raising undlowering themat pleasure, as our old suns with 
hammers? 2 In any hammerless gun nowmeade can hammers, 

after being raised, be lowered in any other way thun to thie 
them down? 3. Would not the inventor of & hamimetless cun 
that could be louded or broken down into position for loading 

without cocking by 80 doing, and one whose hammers coukl be 
raised and lowered at pleasure, have a good thing? Ans. 1, The 

shooter has practically the same control of Ikwwiners sa in the 

ordinwry gun. When opened for the insertion of shells tlie gun 
may be cocked again, unecocked by simply lolding back tho vrig- 

gers. 2, The hammetless gun, when loaded ond cocked, miy be 
uncocked by opening and closing, while the triggers are held 

back. 3, We could not dacide without oximinms and compar- 

ing the two actions, ‘The present hammerless is of about as sim-~ 
ple and rapid manipulation as could be wished for 
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REMOVAL. 

N or before May ist, the Forust AND STREAM will 
remove to the new office, now being specially fitted 

up for its reception, in the New York Times building, 

Nos, 39 and 41 Park Row. 
This change of quarters is one of imperative necessity, 

When we moyed into our present office,in the spring 

of 1877, they were thought to be all that we should need 

for years to come. But since then our staff has been 
largely increased, our clerical force has doubled, our 
mailing facilities have become insufficient, other 

things have advanced and enlarged in proportion, and 

to-day Fulton street is too marrow forus. We must have 
room to expand. To frankly confess the truth, too, we 

haye long wearied of the unceasing stream of humanity 
and traffic, that with rumble and roar and jar never- 
ending rolls on beneath us; and we are disgusted with 

the forest of telegraph poles which haye grown up be- 

fore our windows. Possibly, as the poets say—and it 

is a yery pretty thought—the wires are instinct with 
living messages of life and weal and woe; but the poles 
themselves are sorry specimens, and we shall be glad 

to exchange them for the trees of the City Hall Park, 
and the birds (7. e., English sparrows), One other en- 

vironment here in Fulton street has sadly annoyed us, 

That is the varnish sign across the street, which for 

three years has formed the limit of our horizon ; this, 
too, we shall exchange for an outlook over the Jersey 
hills, and to the sunset beyond. 

In short, we are moving into much more spacious, 

central and convenient offices, where we shall have room 

to surround ourselves with all the appurtenances of the 

craft, specimens of American game, mementoes of 

camp life and other things congenial to our tastes. 

And there, in thefuture, as here, in fimespast, we shall 
welcome our friends, old and new, and from Park Row 

fhe Forust AND Strbam, let us trust, may go forth as 
full of good things as are the volumes which have 

marked its growth while in Fulton street, 
een ep 

—Mr, Edmond Redmond, of Rochester, N. Y., a corre- 

spondent of FOREST AND STREAM, and the inyentor of the 

diving decoy and explosive target ball, in 1877 invented 
and projected the ship railroad for the Isthmus of Darien, 
which engineers now say 18 superior to a canal for the 

purpose of transporting yessels between the oceans, 
ee ea 

—We must again urge secretaries of clubs to send us 
their reports as early as practicable after,club meetings, 

UBLISHING COM-" 

Nores.—His name was Gosling, He boasted that he 
was the greatest walker that had ever been known, and 

that he was going to bring the champion helt back from 
Bngland by an original system of pedestrianism invented 

by himself, This brilliant plan was to take 4 deep breath 
and then by the application of bandages to keep this air 
stored up in his lungs fora week. It was a grand con- 

ception. Its realization promised to revolutionize the 
world. But they decided that the inyentor was affected 
with the form of insanity known as the ‘‘ general paraly- 
sis of the insane.” So the belt will stay in England, and 

the life of man will still be three-score years and ten, 

Some months ago we published an account of an al- 

leged extraordinary slaughter of cariboo in New Bruns- 
wick, and in commenting upon it we took occasion to 
note that few perpetrators of such butchery were moved 

to detail their exploits in print. The ‘Sanguinary Deer 
Hunt,” on another page, is as decided a contrast to this 

as could well beimagined. It mustnot beinferred, how- 
ever, that because upon this particular occasion the writer 
of the sketch did not (or says he did nut) bag any game 
he is therefore no hunter. The factis that many a deer 

has fallen to his rifle, and now he can well afford to con- 

yert the tragedy of Hamlet into a comedy, with Hamlet 
left out. 

Indeed to fully appreciate the humor of such an ex- 

perience as this, one must have passed beyond the stage 

of the novice, who is eager to kill for the sake of making 

his record, It is the veteran who really comprehends the 

ludicrous incidents of the battle-field, and the scholar or 

specialist of established repute who is not afraid of 
practical jokes. Here is a case in point, told by the cele- 

brated English naturalist, Rev. J. G. Wood :— 
There is a cairn, broken and battered, on the summit of the hills 

near the Vale of White Horse, and visible from the railway. A 

very well-known author refers in a very well-known book to that 

cairn as 4 Danish monument, whereas, I built it myself; and, by 
the same token, there isin the middle of it a flatron without a 
handle. Jokes of this kind are yery preyalent among scientific 

men, Thereis, for example, one of our best entomologists who 

prides himself on his skill in manufacturing insects. If they haye 

wings. he discharges the color by chemical means, and paints them 

afresh. He substitutes various parts of yarious beings for those 

of the creature which he manufactures, cutting out from an old 

champagne cork anything that may be found wanting. He once 

tried to palm off on me a most ingenious combination, The head 

was made of cork, the wings were real wings, only turned the 

wrong side upward, and the body had been taken fo pieces, 

painted and yarnished, Unfortnnately for himself, this yery 

cleyer forger of entomological rarities had visited one of those 

houses where the celebrated cardinal spider lives, and had added 
the legs of aspider from Hampton Court to the body, wings and 

antennee of insects from all paris of the world, The spider's legs 

betrayed him, but the author of the entomological forgery was 

not in the least disconcerted at (hediscovery of the fraud. There 

are no school-boys who enjoy a joke half as much as your cele- 

brated scientific and literary men. Their reputation is too safe 

for cayil, and when they get together they are as playful as so 

jmany kittens. The museum of the late Charles Waterton wasfull 

of zoblogical jokes, 

Itis among the most experienced and capable sports- 
men, too, that we must look for advanced sentiments in 

sporting ethics. The men who study wood lore most 
thoroughly and intelligently, and who become familiar 
with the secrets of the forest and stream, are those from 

whom we most often hear protests against unmanly and 

unsportsmanlike conduct. Among those who have so 
courteously offered us their experience in the different 

methods of deer-hunting is Mr, T, 8. Yan Dyke, of San 
Diego, Cal., whose note accompanying his letter admir- 
ably illustrates what we have just said. He writes :— 

I take pleasure in answering your questions about deer hunting, 
though Iam doubtful ifT can help the cause much, so long as the 
idea prevails, andis helped along by sporting writers, that the 

primary use of game is to eat; that one of the greatest boons 
youchsafed to man is to get his tonth into a haunch of venison, 
and that the market's claim to respectis inyioluble. Howeyer, I 

am about twenty-five years ahead of the time in my views, soI 

will not bother you much with them. 

Mr, Walter M. Brackett, of Boston, is best known to 
American anglers as the author of the famous four salmon 

pictures, so often referred to in these columns. Té must 

not be thought, however, from the frequent mention of 

these masterpieces of fish-painting, that Mr, Brackett 
has neyer done anything else. .A true artist is rarely sat- 
isfied to rest on his laurels, The notice of Mr. Bractiett’s 

contribution to the Berlin Fishery Exhibition, which we 
made from a brief newspaper mention last week, did that 
gentleman injustice in stating that he was to send to 
Germany one of this series of salmon pictures. The 
painting which he furnishes to Prof. Baird will be a new 
work, upon which the artist is just now pulting the fin- 
ishing touches, and is said by those who have'seen it to 
reflect great credit upon this branch of American art. 

Virtue is alleged to be its own reward, and it often 

happens, in the realm of canine morals at least, that the 

practice thereof is attended with no more substantial 
compensation, It will be remembered that Mr, Richard 

Moncure Conway, of Spottsylyania County, Va., some 
weeks ago advertised in the FoREsST AND STREAM a lost 
dog which had come into his keeping. And now, 
after thus seeking to restore the animal to ils rightful 

owner, he writes: ‘Some one has stolen the cocker— 
the only dog I ever lost in that way.” 

Philadelphia is excited over fhe birth in that city of a 
baby elephant, The mother is Hebe,” the great; black 

Asiatic elephant of the London Circus. 

Modern science maps out the floor of the ocean with — 
the same exacimess as the plains of the continents; de- 
termines the altitude of mountain ranges on land and in 

the sea alike, and follows the movements of the inhabi- 
tants of the deep as intelligently as those of the beasts of 
the field. Few persons, outside of the circle of workers 
who are actually engaged in the work, realize the won- 
derful perfection to which the methods of this branch of 

scientific investigation have been brought, and the im- 
portance of the results attained. Professor Hind’s paper 
on ‘* The Moyements of Salmon in the Sea” illustrates the 
progress in this department of knowledge, and is, more- 
over, a most valuable addition to the series of important 

papers contributed by the author to this subject. 
OT oo 

Witp Rich ror THE RanqdeLEys.—Mr. J. A, Li, Whit- 
tier, noticing in FOREST AND STREAM an advertisment and 

editorial notice as to wild rice to be had from Charles 
Gilchrist, of Port Hope, Ont., has purchased from him 
the balance of his present supply, and purposes to plant 

it in the shallow waters around the head of Lake Molle- 

chunkamunk, one of the Rangeley Lakes, as soon as the 
icé goes out this spring, in the hope that hereafter visi- 
tors to the lakes (and especially those visiting Birch Lodge, 

Mr. Whittier’s fishing camp) may enjoy good duck shoot- 
ing. FOREST AND STREAM will be kept informed as to the 
result of the experiment, which no doubt will be watched 

with interest. All the Rangeley Lakes now needgis as 
good shooting as there is good fishing. 
OO a 

Am@RIcA AT Breriiy.—The following appointments 
have been made for the representation of America at the 

Berlin Fishery Exhibition next month: Prof. G. Brown 
Goode, deputy commissioner in charge ; Mr, Fred Mather, 

department of fish culture; Mr. F, W, True, care of the 
exhibits ; Mr. Julius I, Rockwell, secretary ; Mr. Joseph 

Palmer, taxidermist in charge of casts; Capt, Joseph W. 
Collins, in charge of fishing apparatus. The experts are 

charged not only with the exhibits in their own depart- 

ments, but also to inyestigate and report wpon all Huro- 

pean methods of gathering statistics of fish culture and 
fishing. The party sail on the 20th inst, in the North 
German Lloyd steamer Neckar from Hoboken, We shall 
be in receipt of letters from our special correspondent, 
and have made arrangements for securing the fullest 
and best reports of the Exhibition. 
to ee 

GQUR ALASKA LETTER, 
ale 

THE KURO-SIWO — THE AURORA-BOREALIS — SOMETHING 
ABOUT THE PEOPLE—ORNITHOLOGY, 

SITKA, Jan, 18th, 
TEAMBER day, the great and about the only event 

which interrupts the monotony of our life here, has 

come and gone; but although the mast-head has been 
manned by as eager lookouts as ever watched for the 

black smoke on the horizon of a blockade-yunner, their 

watch has been in yain. She has failed to connect, and 

what is worse, we hardly hope for her to-morrow, and 
perhaps another week may pass leaving us newsless and 
letterless ; for if the stormy weather and the blinding 

snow-storms, which have for a week buried Sitka and 

kept the sky obscured, have extended to the southward, 

she has had no weather that would justify her risking 
the trip through the devious and tortuous passages be- 
tween Portland and Sitka, And if running, it has been 
at slow speed. . 

This has proved a blank month for fishing or hunting, 
and except the occasional bagging of a pintail (Anas cdéu- 

daculd), ora ‘long-tailed duck,” and an occasional ‘‘saw- 
bill” by a lucky rifle shot over the stern, the game re- 
sources of Alaska have not been diminished by me. 
Coues’ description of the ‘‘long-tailed duck” is perfectly 
that of the duck which is most common here now ; they 
come in small flocks and are very shy, The Indians bring 
in a few mallard, buffleheads, or butter-balls, all of which 
are yery food, especially the mallard. 

Plenty of vension and some few ptarmigan are brought 
in daily, but the deer are getting poor and the 1utting sea- 
son has begun, My fishing has been confined to attacks 

on a case of Culting’s canned salmon, which is good ; a 
box of Alaska herrings packed in Portland, which are not 

good, and one of ‘boneless codfish,” which my Cape 

Ann experience teaches me toaccost as “pollock,” If we 

haye been deprived of other resources, we have had 
plenty of climate to furnish us with something to think 

about, I think we are prepared to out-brag a Californian, 

eyen if a Forty-niner. For seventeen days the thermom- 
eter has been below freezing ; so low down, in fact, that 

to-day with it up to 41 deg. we feel as thongh ii were 

rather warm. It did touch minus 7 deg,, and it didn’t 
touch plus 24 deg. during the period. 
Having nothing else to hunt, I attacked the kuro-siwo 

—(please don't let your type-setter get that word ‘ kun- 

suir,” as he did in a previous letter)—and have succeeded 
in obtaining some valuable data about it, all of which is 
duly reported. I will only lumber your colunins with 

the fact gained, that with a range of yariation of air 

— 
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temperature of 57 deg. the temperature of this Japanese 
gulf stream varies less than 8 deg, With air at 50 deg., 

the water was 48 deg.; with airat minus 7 deg.. the water 

was plus 40,5 deg, 
And the extreme cold weather rendered yisible to us— 

and a beautiful vision it was too—the map of yapor 
which constantly arising from this body of warm water 

causes the excessive humidity of the climate of Alaska, 
Tt whirled and danced in the wind and assumed all sorts 

of fantastic shapes, resembling smoke, or dry steam, 
more than it did fog, Bits of it would get caught by a 

gust of wind and go whirling and dancing and shaping 
itself into niikt rings. 

At ten feet from the surface it became invisible at the 
lowest temperature, and at plus 14 deg. it ceased to be vis- 
ible at all. The warming effect of this river of warm 
water upon adjacent shores was made manifestto us by a 
comparison of the records of two thermometers—one on 

board ship, in the midst of it, and one well back fromthe 
beach, ashore. Atall times the record on board was the 

higher hy 1 deg. to 3 deg. ; and this difference was great- 
est in the day time, with a bright sunshine, 

We had, too, another sensation in the way of a natural 

phenomena granted us, which, if we had not come to 

Sitka, we might have passed our lives without seeing and 

enjoying, viz., an aurora borealis, which came up to the 
most vivid description that I haye everread, It occurred 
onthe morning of the 17th inst., and although I had left 
a masquerade ball because I was sleepy, at 1 a.m., I felt 

fully repaid for sitting up fill after 3 4.m. to watch it. I 
will essay a description, but I know PU fail. 

A dense black bank, reaching to, perhaps, half their 
height, above the chain of high hills which, from rorth- 
west around by north to northeast, form our horizon, 

made for them a gloomy background, against which the 
peaks, crowned with perpetual snow, stood out in bold 

relief. This bank was surmounted by a curtain of white, 
reaching some ten or fifteen degrees further toward the 
north star, Away back behind this curtain—perhaps at 

the Pole itself—skillful operators were giving with a 
camera of immense power an exhibition of phantlasma- 
yoria (luse the Spanish word, for know of no English 

oné that conveys to me theimpression), so grand that it 

was well worth the price of admission, even if the latter 
were a winter in Sitka, 

T call the upper banka curtain, for such it seemed, and 
white, because no other shade would have permitted the 
slighest changes in hue of these celestial fireworks to 
haveso plainly shown themselves, In reality this curtain 

was for two hours seldom white for more than a few mo- 

menis, for nearly constantly its hue was changing froma 

pale green tinged with pink to a deep rosy flush, and 

its shape, too, varied, At times its contour would be un- 
dulative like wayes, and these undulations would pass 
from west to east, and disappear, and at others it would 

show a sharp, distinetly-drawn arch, as perfect as ever 

seen in a rainbow. These colors would brighten and fade, 
as though these yarious hued fires were adyanced and 

drawn back, As well as a little thing can represent a 
great one, the varying intensity of glow of a captured 

firefly is typical of these changes. 
Occasionally the whole curtain would tremble, then 

suddenly a broad band of brighter glow would shoot up 
into the sky, and reach aboye its upper edge ; this would 

be quickly followed by another, and soon the curtain 

wis traversed by many bars of elongating and shrinking 

light, For a space they would mark time, and then go 
dancing off to the eastward ; mew ones, or the same old 

ones, coming back around the curtain, asin a theatrical 

procession, would appear at the western extreme, and fol- 
low their leaders. 

At times the black bank would draw up into a peak in 
one place, and from its summit a jet of light would sud- 

denly dart upward, and I could make no mistake in judg- 
ing that the exhibitor was depicting a volcano in eruption, 
Toward 3 4.M. the exhibition drew to a close, a dense 

bank which had been arising from the southward invaded 

the region of the Aurora, the temperature rose, and the 

hygrometer showed the approach of rain, and to-day we 

have it, the fist in nearly a month; a steady, constant 

pour down, alternated with intervals of snow, the flakes 

of which, larger than geese feathers, melt as they fall, 
Our cold snap is oyer, the weather has changed, and 

whether there is & connection between this marked 

change and the aurora, or simply a coincidence, I'll leaye 
to more learned meteorologists than I am to establish, 

Jan, 23d.—No steamer yet, and you who get from day 
to day your mails can yery little appreciate the length of 
the five days thatwe have been expecting her, And yet 

we cannot wonder thatshe hasnot come, She is com. 

tmanded by a weatherwise old seaman, and has for pilot 
- another, and neither of them, certainly not both, would 
aye exposed her and her people to the dangers that 
“syould haye attended an athempt to get to Sitka during 
the last five days. It has raimed and hailed and snowed 

and squalled steadily, and the surf comes rolling in over 
the low islands in a way that makes us congratulate our- 
selyes that wé are snugly moored instead of outside 

catching: it,” 
I dott want any more ‘‘phantasmagorias’ to come 
ywhere near steamer day; they are all yery well to 

taper off with aftera “baile”, but, likesome other very 
early morning dissipations, the after effect is not pleas- 

ant. It has struck me this evening that there is probably 

among your readers—in fact I know there is—those who 
would relish a little information gathered upon the spot 
in regard to the manners and customs of the new lot of 
United States citizens to whom by our treaty with 
Russia we fell heir, Minerya-like, in this respect and no 

other, these people came full grown into this new world, 
but, unlike her, they brought with them therecollections 
and habits of the one in which they had previously lived, 

In 1868 the United States became the proprietor of this 
country and of its people, and became enabled to boast 
with the English that the sun never sefs on her posses- 

sious, which ought to count for something in reckoning 
up the profit and loss of the invested seven millions, 

The people here, some three hundredin number, hardly 
as yet realize that they are citizens of the United States, 

and an attempt toimpress upon the more intelligent ones 

among them that such is the case is met with either in- 
difference or resentment. ‘'No,T am not,” said a lady to 

me when I tried to convince her that we were fellow-citi- 
zens, ‘‘ Lam always a Russian.” ‘Why?’ Iasked, “* What 

has the United States giyen us for that which they sent 
away?’ After considerable reflection, and nearly giving 
up the conundrum, a happy thought struck me and I 
answered, ‘‘the Jamestown.” I could not have done 

better, Her frown relaxed, and a pensive expression 
took its place. Memories of those happy days when 
her father, a Russian gentleman; her uncle, a Russian 

General, and their associates, made of Sitka a paradise 

for those who, of Russian descent, had never left-this, 

their native land, mingled with fresher memories of the 

“Hailes” at the castle, the strolls to Indian River, the boat- 

ing trips to the island, and the hops on board, and I took 

advantage of the moment and changed the topic. 

We haye here, as I have said, a community of about 

800 people, the males of which have never yoted, and 
don’t know or care who is, was, or is going to be, Presi- 

dent, and not one of whom has an atom of patriotism or 
pride in being a member of the great Republic. They are 

purely Russian in their thoughts, tastes, habits and re- 
ligion; and yet the Russian element is not very strong 
among them, The old saying that ‘‘Skin a Russian and 

you find a Tartar,” should be modified to fit Sitka. 
Here, under a Russian surface, lies a native American 

foundation, for nearly all of these people are of mingled 
Russian and Aleutian blood. As a class they are worthy 
people, but almost entirely devoid of energy, and so ac- 
customed to poverty that they hardly think it worth 
while to utidergo any fatigue to better their condition. 
There are among them those who are striking exceptions, 

but they are few. They are not to be blamed for this 
apathy. Neither Russians or Aleutians are characterized 
by the go-ahead proclivities of the Anglo-Saxon, and 

their descendants, the Creoles, cannot be expected to de- 
velop traits not transmitted to them, 

These people are yery religious. The orthodox Greek 

Church has more power over them than the Government 
would ever attain were resistance among their peculiari- 

ties, In every house there hangs in the corner of the 
best room—and, I am told, in every bedroom also—a 

frame in which, surrounded by gilt and silver ornaments, 
is enshrined the image or picture generally of the Virgin 

Mary, insome of Saints. These people haye been ac- 
cused of idolatry, because of the reverence in which 
they hold these shrines, which are called obrazes. 

1 am convinced that the charge is erroneous. The 

image in this shrine is to them siniply a symbol, and held 
in the same respect as is the crucifix by Roman Catholics, 

and the Bible by old-fashioned orthodox Christians, The 

forms and ceremonies of worship in the Greek Church 
are elaborate; in the standing congregation every lip is 
moving with the prayers constantly, many hands em- 
ployed in crossing, and some knees bent in genuflection, 
which are carried to an extent equaled only by the kon- 

ton of the Chinese. During the entire service a chant is 

rendered by an inyisible choir, and the whole effect 

would be to sustain and increase reverenceif once it were 
acquired, 

They are much given to little tea parties, at which the 
singular and not yery pleasant custom prevails for 
ladies and gentlermen to occupy separate rooms during 

the repast, This may be due to the fact that with the 
men cigarettes form an alternative with each course, and 
the women here have not imitated the women of Russia 
in acquiring this habit. Tea is served to the women in cups, 
tothe men in tumblers, and the repast is almost alto- ; 

gether composed of sweet things, such as preserves, tarts 

and cake. It is possibly owing to their great consump- 
tion of sugar, or it may be to some blood defect, that a 

good set of teeth is a rarity. Some have a habit, in sweet- 
ening the tea, of holding between the teeth a lump of 
sugar and sucking the tea through if, 

Milk is an almost unknown article of food—with them 

weaning means something. Tea is served by means of 
a samavar, which is a brass or copper urn, in which, by 

means of a charcoal fire, water sufficient for many enps 
is kept boiling. They are exceedinely fond of dancing, 
and many of them are natural musicians, the concertina 
or accordeon being the favorite instrument, 

| with. 

During the | 

Christmas holidays a continuous series of masquerades 

prevailed, and several very pleasant mask balls were 
given, 

In entering one of the houses the article of furniture 

which attracts the attention of a stranger is the stove, 

This standing generally in a corner, consists of a cylinder 
of sheet-iron lined with fire-bricks; it is from two to 

three feet in diameter, and reaches from floor to ceiling, 
to which it has the appearance of a supporting pillar. In 
using this stoye, wood is piled in through a door a foot 

square near the base, and a brisk fire kept up for an hour 
or two, then allowed to die owt; and when the gas and 

sinoke haye entirely disappeared a damper in the upper 
part is closed, and the stoye becomes a radiator of warm 
air for twelve or fourteen hours, with no further attend- 

ance ; the danger of shutting down and throwing gas 
into the ‘room—coal gas—necessitates care in the man- 
agement of these stoves, 

There are among these families some of nearly pure 

Russian blood who have received the advantages of edu- 

cation, and by their culture, refinement and other esti- 

mable qualities afford to those of us who have established 

a school here great encouragement ag to the probable 

future results. The material is good, it wants only tha 
polishing, 

Jan, 25th,—The steamer is just in, nearly a week over 

time, having been detained by bad weather, and it is only 

through protest that her Captain is prevailed upon to 
give us till to-morrow morning to get up our mails. So 
Imust drop some other things and saye this letter by 
winding it up. . 

The comparatively mild weather during the week has 

started the ducks in, and T have obtained and identified 

by means of Coues’ Key as follows: Old-wife, male and 
female ; harlequin, do. ; surf duck, black scoter, mallard 

and ‘* Golden Eyes.” The descriptions are nearly all per- 
fect ; but in two cases [think that Tecan add a bit : My 
scoter has 4 membranous patch reaching nearly to nostril 
or culmen and sides of bill, and the tertiary feathers are 

tipped with white. And in my old-wife, the outer yanes 
of all of the tail feathers have more or less black, bor- 
dered and terminated with white, and the inner vanes 

white, and besides the two long tail feathers in center, 

there are two others about half their length, all four be- 

ing black. As I learn to use this Key I appreciate its 
value, and shall devote myself to supplying any errors of 

omission I may detect, which may be due to variations. 
not as yet observed. PISECO. 
rr ee 

GAME PROTECTION. PROTEC 
PENNSYLVANIA MIGRATORY QuUAIL.—Towandu, Pd., 

March i2th.—I notice occasionally in your columns 
items In regard to the migratory quail,and should be 
glad to hear more of this experiment, and thinking that 
there are others probably similarly interested I am 
prompted to state what I know in regard to the one hun- 
dred that the Rod and Gun Club of this place procured 
and released in this yicinity. They came to us in fine 
condition, and were (I can say from personal knowledge) 
freed in favorable localities. Since then I have heard 
from reliable sources of four different broods of them 
being hatched, ranging from twelve to eighteen each. 
They disappeared as the cold weather set in last sea- 
son, and I do not think there were but a few of one 
covey of them killed, and that was, of course, not done 
by any of our sportsmen, From our limited experience 
we should incline to think the introduction of them a 
success, Which will be confirmed if they only return to 
their summer residences the coming season. JOT, 

—<—<——___ 

TAXING GUNS.—Brooklyn, March 15th.—Editor Forest 
and Stream :—It is with real pleasure that Tread the dif- 
ferent arguments, pro and con, on my proposition to tax 
the shot gun ; but I must admit so far none of said argu- 
ments are very strong, oreyen tenable. A sportsman’s 
heart, everybody knows, is yery large, and such is, I 
think, the case with my friend and fellow-townsman, 
Harry Fenwood, The idea of his old friend not being 
able to pay a yearly tax of three dollars is certainly very 
bad, but 1 think with a little ingenuity jand self-sacrifice 
it can easily be overcome. We haye at the present amr 
Trish famine relief fund,.a policemen’s fund, and why 
should we not haye an old sportsmen’s relief fund? Let 
the brokeh down sportsmen be divided into two classes 
the junior and the senior class. The junior class would 
include all of them, say under the ago of forty, while the 
senior class would include all above forty. Let there be 
raised, through your paper, all oyer the country, yolun- 
tary subscriptions. Mine will be five dollars to start 

These subscriptions will be known as the “Old 
Sportsmen's Relief Fund,” Each member of the senior 
class will be entitled toa yearly amount out of said fund, 
provided that said member can proye that he has been all 
his lifetime a good and true sportsman, that he has never 
been a market shooter ora pot-hunter, and that he never 
spent any mioney foolishly at pigeon shooting. Unfor- 
tunately I cannot, at the present, suggest anything for the 
junior class; slill I might give them a little advire, 
Should they be married men, for thei wife’s and child- 
ren’s sake I should tell them, sell your guns and giye up 
shooting. Should they, on the contrary, be single men, 
for their boarding-house keeper’s sake I should tell them, 
do the same thing, As Jong as we are after deyising 
some means for the protection of game, Jet us by all 
meéans devise some ways for the protection of the poor 
sportsmen, but inthe meantime do not let ou senti- 
menlalism run away with our object in view. 

A TRun Loyur oF THE SPORT, 
N. B.—In your last issue I notice that a party of gun- 

ners started at Bay Ridge some twenty-five woodcock, 
May I, through your paper, ask of those gunners one or 
two pertinent questions? What business did suid party of 
gunners have at Bay Ridge this season of the year? and 
how many of those twenty-five woodcock did they kill? 
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Tam told that the following evening a prominent poli- 
tician of Brooklyn had woodcock for his supper, fur- 
nished by some gunner, Whether said gunner was of 
said party Lam not positive. Would if not be well for 
our shooting clubs to employ a detective to watch a little 
those Bay Ridgs gunners? 

Gane Baq and Gun. 
GAME IN SEASON IN MARCH. 

Hares, brown and gray, Wild duck, geese, brant, ete, 

FOR FLORIDA, 
Deor, Wild Turkey, Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Ducks, and Wild Fowl. 

“ Bay birds” generally, including various species of ployer, sand 
piper, snipe, ciirlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, ayo- 
cets, ete., coming under the group Limacule or Shore Birds. 

Et 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the FOREST AND STREAM Directory to 

Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following particulars, with such other information as they 

yaay deem of! value: State, Town, County; means of access; Hotel 

and other accommodations; Game anditsSeason; Fish and its Sea- 
son; Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address. 

ws 

Lone IsLanp Duck-SHoorine.—We add to our reports, 

published last week, the following note from Pond 
Quogue, L. 1, sent by Mr. M, Williams, of the Bay 
View House :-— 

It promises to be very good shooting this spring, as 
there are more ducks in the bay now than there have 
been for some years past ; more redheads than broadbills, 
Brant and geese are coming into the bay now by the 
thousand. IJ never saw redheads so fine as they are this 
spring. Sportsmen who would enjoy afew days good 
shooting should improve the opportunitynow, .J. 

se 

MontTreaL Gun Cius.—At a meeting of the above club 
held Tuesday, 2d inst., the following were elected officers 
for the ensuing year :—President, Col. I’. Bond; 1st Vice- 
President, F, X. Archambault; 2d Vice-President, Peter 
McKenzie; Secretary and Treasurer, A. G, Rudolf; 
Committee, C. J. Allway, V. 5., P. BE. Normandeau, 
R, A. Allan, and officers of the club; Captain, Robert 
Blackwood, 

New JERSEY SNIPE.—Lake View, N.J., March 11th.— 
T killed a Wilson snipe here last Saturday, March 6th, 
Killed a pair of teal duck on the lake the day before. 

Ber PHILLIPS. 

South Sipnr AmatTEuR Gun CLuB.—FPitisburg, S. S., 
March 10th.—The South Side Amateur Gun Club, of 
Pittsburgh, 8. 8., organized on Feb. 8th, 1880, with Pres- 
ident, Hy. Smalley ; Vice-President, Joseph Ritz; Treas- 
urer, Chas. Gaul; Secretary, F. J. Heinz; Hxecutive 
Committee, Wm, Thomas and Otto Heinz, FE. J. H. 

Scurs Garonina,—Ohester, S, C., Murch 6th.—1 never 
saw quail so plenty as here. One can go a mile from the 
town and start from one to two hundred in an afternoon. 
Myself and friend bagged forty-seven. We usually get 
from twenty to thirty im an afternoon, C, C. M. 

Witp Pigrons.—North Vernon, Ind., Marek 13th,— 
Pigeons have been flying over this country for several 
months in great numbers, They roost in Scott County, 
thirty-five miles from this place, and have roosted there 
nearly eyery year for seyenty-tive years, The birds fly 
east in the mornings, feeding in the eastern part of the 
State and Ohio, and return in the evenings. Have seen 
none for a week past; but they will likely os for some 
weeks yet. Have heard of only one trapper, a Mr. Visher, 
who set his traps near Dupont, in Jefferson County. Do 
not think he has been successful, Quail season is from 
ist of November till ist of January. Not much shooting 
was done last season, as the season before many birds 
were frozen or starved to death. We look for good sport 
next season, as the birds increase so rapidly, and they 
have had no hardships to encounter this winter. We 
haye only a few ducks on our creeks and ponds, and only 
an occasional one is killed, Fishing is fair in the season ; 
bass of several kinds, carp, and a few other kinds of good 
fish, are caught in Muscatatuck, Big, Sand and Graham 
creeks. No fly-fishing. Largest green bass (light) from 
3 to 44 lbs. W.G. M. 

Summer Woopcock SHooTine.—New York, March 9th. 
—It strikes me that ‘‘ Fair Play ” is handling his pen ina 
very loose way. The pleasure of fall shooting does not con- 
sist alone in the mere act, of killing a bird, The soul of 
a true sportsman is also keenly alive to the beauties of 
nature, and afew hours shooting on a lovely day in Oc- 
tober or November is better than a week in the usual 
cold and dreary weather of December, 

But where is the objection to a special law for wood- 
cock? I went to Morristown a few seasons ago to shoot 
artridges, and up to that time—Noy. ist.—woodcock 
ad been ‘numersome,” but from that time scarcely a 

woodcock could be found in that vicinity. T admit that 
in some seasons they stay later; but as October is the 
woodcock month, and as he is the true sportsman’s bird 
of America, let us have our chance at him while he’s 
surely here. And let meadd that if summer shooting is 
not prohibited we will soon find woodcovk a ‘searce 

commodity.” Any true sportsman would rather stop one 
rapid flying whistler in the fall than half a dozen in 
July, when they get up with the spirit of youthful 
owls und give the “shooter” time to wipe the perspira- 
tion from his eyes before they're out of reach. A young 
lady once told me that a July woodtock reminded her of 
a new-born baby, and she despised them. (A pair of 
trousers would have made her a sportsman, ) 

DIpYMUs, 

Live QuAtm.—Gulveston, Texas, March 9th.—l notice 

our demand forlive quail, Although none could now 
be furnished from this point. the season for pairing-off 
being now at hand, a httle information for those who 
wish to provide them the ensuing season may not he out 
of place. Some 10000 tive quail were received here the 
ast season, the shipments conimencing about Noy, ist. 

The greater part of the birds come from Mexia, Kosse and 
Corsicana, though every little railroud station furnishes 
from one coop upward, When not too much crowded 
they generally reach here in good order, and sell from $1 

to $1.50 per dozen, They could be sent to New York by 
the Mallory line of steamships ; one Jeaves every weelk ; 
oftener duiving the busy season, Major J. M. Brandon 
receives a large portion of the birds, is a reliable person, 
and will treat all fairly who may wish to deal with him. 
Mr, C, OC, Pettit, the President of the gun club here, will 
also, I feel sure, assist sportsmen to get birds. As to 
whether these wild birds will stand the trip by sea to 
New York, or whether once there they will do well-in 
that climate, Lam not able to say. CARONKAWAY. 

WHERE TO GO Next Winvtar,—Philadelphia, March 
6th,—I noticed in one of your February numbers an arti- 
clé from a correspondent calling attention of ‘lovers of 
sport” to the fact that Col. Allen, of Osceola, Fla., 
had recently launched a steamboat on Lake Topope- 
kaliga, in Florida, to ply between that point and Lake 
Okeechobes vin the Kissimmee River (400 miles). As 
that section of country is practically uninhabited, and 
virtually femra incognita to our sportsmen, and haying 
spent the past winter in Florida, and having heard so 
much of that almost unknown region teeming with 
game, and supposing that some of your many readers 
would like to know the great inducements it offers, I 
take the liberty of giving an extract from a letter from 
Gol. Allen under date of March 3d. 

I was struck with Col, Allen’s idea of opening up that 
country to the tourist, and more particularly the gunner, 
for the sparseness of its inhabitants renders it a wonder- 
ful place for game of all kinds, Col, Allen writes that par- 
ties coming up the St. John’s have the advantage of some 
eight or ten daily steamers, and that by landing at Brant- 
ley’s Landing, or at White’s Wharf, he will, upon a day 
or two advance notice, haye ambulances to conyey them 
over to Lake Topopekaliga, 35 miles distant, where they 
find accommodations with him on shore or boat. He 
makes monthly trips, or as often as the necessity de- 
mands. Of course there are few points where sportsmen 
can find board or habitation in that section, therefore it 
would be well, if there are several in the party, to have 
tents or accommodation for Se purposes. At Fort 
Kassimmes or Fort Bassenger board can be had from 
$35 to $5 per week, In the vicinity of Istokpoga the game 
is more plentiful than in any section of Hlorida, Deer 
and turkeys in great numbers, and bears plentiful, As 
an indication of the abundance of deer, he says on one 
of the five trips he has made, the mate of his boat killed 
four deer without moying from his position, and they 
all fell within 100 yards of his position (this was near 
Fort Bassenger). 

I contemplate spending next January and February in 
that section, and it would give me pleasure to be put m 
communication with any parties who have an idea or a 
desire to visit that part of the country. When Col. 
Allen’s enterprise is known, I think he will be liberally 
patronized by sportsmen, for it is easy of access and 
cheap by steamer or rail from the East, 

R. M. BLAKEMORE, 

LARGE vs. SMALL Born Guns.— Worcester, Mase., 
March 12th.-Iwas much interested in reading ‘St. Clair’s” 
deseription of the different guns hevhas owned, as given 
in a recent number of FoREsT AND STREAM. For two 
years previous to last year I haye used a 10 bore 80 inch 
barrel, 941bs. Greener breech-loader, but as Idid notcare 
to lug around any extra weight exchanged it for a 71bs. 
id bore, of same make, Now, this smaller throws 
shot equal in penetration and pattern to the larger bore, 
but thus far I cannot do as good shooting at a moving 
object as with the largergun. Whatis the reason? In 
firmg at a mark or stationary object I can do as well 
with it at any distance as I could with the larger bore. 
The stock of the small gun has three-quarters of an inch 
drop more than the 10 bore had. Would this make me 
shoot under? I do not like to give it upand go back to 
the large bore, for I fully believe a 14 bore is just as good 
in shooting qualities and much pleasanter to handle than 
a 10 bore, even for shooting coots. And right here let 
me say, | was witha party last fallduck shootmg on Long 
Island Sound, aud the one who gotthe most birds used 
No. 7 shot. How is that, ye sportsman whosay that it is 
of no use to load with shot smaller than No. 8? I wish 
some of your readers could enlighten me, so that Tcando 
better work with my present gun, No use tosay the 
penetration is not as good, or that the shot is not distri- 
buted as eyenly, for I have been all through that kind of 
experimenting, JOHN, 

The experience of others is in order. 
er 

INTO THE DISMAL SWAMP, 

ANY have heard, but few have seen, much of the 
greab Dismal Swamp, in Southeast Virginia, With 

a view to ascertain something reliable about the pros- 
pects for fun and trapping, we lately made a trip there 
for that express purpose. Proceeding to Philadelphia, 
we took the <J/. WW. Everman, of the Clyde line, to Norfolk ; 
time, 30 hours, which was a little in excess of her usual 
time, on account of bad weather. Landing in Norfolkat 
midnight, we bad difficulty in getting accommodations, 
but finally succeeded, and the next morning took the 
ferry to Portsmouth, and on the arrival of the bay line 
boat from Baltimore took the train on the Seabord and 
Roanoke Railroad, eighteen miles to Suffolk. At the 
steam saw mill of Manchester & Go., about two miles 
east of here, we made inquiry as to the best plan for a 
visit to Lake Drommond, and were directed to engage 
one of the swamp hands fo convey us in by canoe on the 
Jericho Canal, which runs directly from the mill through 
the swamp ten miles to the lake. As it was already past 
high twelve, we were anxious bo get on our way, and Bli 
soon had together the complement of provender and 
cooking utensils, and, seated in his fine, large canoe, wa 
s00n were on our way, aud before sundown bad made 
six miles, which found us at the lowest camp occupied 
by “swampers,’*which locality li was familiar with, and 
we took up quarters for the night. Our shanty was well 
coustructed out of cedar “boards,” 2. ¢., shingles about 
four feet long, not shaved, with a floor of hewed cedar 
lanks. The roof extended well forward over the fire, 

which had the effect of throwmg the heat on us as we 
lay in our comfortable bunk, Next morning we reached 
the end of Jericho Canal, where it wnites with the Wash- 
ington “ditch,” close to Lake Drummiond, into owhich 
thay hoth empty, with about two and a hali feet footfall 
through re, canal locks, We were surprised to find 

aman comfortably camping on the banks of the lake, 
where he had been spending several days fishing, The 
fish are generally catfish and muillets, with afew perch. 
The lake is nearly round, and withoub a clearing or set- 
tlement of any kind on its border. Prentiss Duke for- 
merly lived near the entrance of Jericho Canal, but seay- 
eral years sinea removed over to the higher land 
near the railfoad. The lake is situated in the very center 
of the great Dismal Swamp, and is from five to six miles 
across, with an average depth of twelyefeet. The water 
in the lake and canal of the swamp is of the color of 
strong tea, caused by the cedar and juniper timber which 
grows abundantly, and is not only found above ground, 
but beneath the surface, in the form of sound logs, which 
in places are being taken out for lumber of various kinds, 
We returned the same way as we went in, stopping agam 
to camp in this dimal place, and in conclusion would say 
that we have been in many wild localities in pursuit of 
trapping, bufin no place as wild as this swamp did we 
ever find fur-bearing animals so scarce. Wrom evidence 
ained, we think there are quite a good many bears in the 
all of the year, and a chance otter passes through, with 

a sparingly few muskrats and coons. The lake has con- 
siderable fame, and many come from a distance to see it, 
but for a trapper we can find many places that will far 
exceed this im point of profit. SHETHAR-BOZNAT. 

Dugdale, Pa, March 8th. 

Was there ever a sportsman who has not at some time 
been allured into this sport? (if it comes within the yo- 
cabulary of sport, ahich Iyery much donbt.) TU ven- 
ture to assert thera is no one, for the novelty of the thin 
entices all who have an opportunity to indulge once, anc 
not many of us, I think, will have any desire to repeat 
the dose, Last fall IT niade my debut in the coon-bunting 
arena. Iwas visiting a friend down in Virginia on a 
little hunting expedition, when, after punning all day, 
my friend proposed a coon hunt for the night. I will- 
ingly filed into line, and off we started down to Uncle 
nue S cabin to get him and his dog Sambo. Arriving at 
the door, we called him ont and asked him if he would 
take us fora hunt, ‘Yes, dat I will, shure.’ Shortly he 
reappeared, equipped for the tramp in sheepskin pants, 
high-top boots and a coon-skin cap, with the tail hanging 
down his back, and with him male his appearance a 
specimen of the canine species, which he soon told us 
was Sambo, the master of ceremonies for the occasion, 
The dog was an odd looking relic of caninity, which, 
like his master, had seen his best days. I judged, from. 
his appearance, that he was part bull, but what the other 
part was I can’t imagine, 6 looked as if it} might be 
alligator, 

After we had lighted our pipes we started, leaving it 
entirely with Uneie Sile to pilot us. He said we must go 
“down tode swamp.” So off we started for the swamp, 
a walk of about one and a half miles, Unele Sile her- 
alding the merits of Sambo up to the stars all the way. 
When we arrived at the swamp Uncle sile led us into the 
darkest conglomeration of briers, brush, treesand water I 
ever saw, and on he went through the thickest part of 
the woods. We had not gone far, however, before the 
old dog struck a trail, and the way the old darkey 
whooped was yery trying on sensitive merves. Had I 
been in the Black Hills instead of the Dismal Swamp, T 
think I should haye taken it for the Indian’s war whoop, 
and been involuntarily feeling for my scalp to see whether 
it was on my head or in an Indian’s hunting belt. Soon 
old Sambo had treed, ‘‘way up de swamp by de canal.” 
And away went Uncle Sile into the forest like the witches 
in Macbeth, leaving us to Brope our way as best we could, 
Finally we gol to the tree, a large lire was built, and wa 
commenced to look for the coon, but it was so dark that 
we could not see ten feet ahead of our noses. But Uncle 
Sile said, *‘Heam up dat tree, shure; Sambo neyer tole 
mealie.’ So up the tree he climbed, while we stood 
around it with our Parker breech-loaders, waiting 
to get a shot at the coon ; but we were doomed to disap- 
pointment, for he leaped off and was on the ground he- 
fore we knew it. But old Sambo being on the alert was 
there to receive him, and challenged him for a fight, and 
of all the squealing and scratching I ever saw. that capped 
the climax, The old dog came out victor, and we started 
for home, and after surveying my dilapidated clothes 
and lacerated hands I conclude that if a desire for coon 
hunting is one of the faculties that go to make np the 
sportsman, I beyond a doubt am not one. 

Oharles County, Md,, March 11th. 

rr 

SPORT ABOUT SARDIS, MISSISSIPPI. 

POMONEEY, 

Saprpis, Miss., Feb, 16th. 
AM serry to say we have no shooting club here (wish 
we had), Ihave tried to get the sportsmen of this 

place to organize a club and buy trap and balls, but it 
seems that they fail to see where the “ sport would come 
in.” Iam going to buy a trap and balls myself, and I 
think when they once try their hands at the glorious 
work of shivering glass in the air they will come around 
all right and organize a club, ; 
Hunting is not yery good just immediately around 

Sardis, but by going out fiye or six miles, a day can be 
passed in the field very pleasantly, and sometinies prebiy 
good bags are brought in. If a person wants to try bis 
hand on larger game, such as bears, panthers, wild-cats, 
deer, wolves, or turkeys, he can do so by going into Tal- 
lahatchie or the Mississippi River bottoms, which are but 
a short half day’s drivé from here. Or if the loyer of 
iscatorial sport wishes to supply his table with trout. he 
sai only to go about, say from eight ta eighteen miles, to 
a number of clear lakes in the above mentioned bottoms, 
and he surely will not be disappointed. 

Last fall your correspondent, in company with Mr, T, 
B, Rawlings, of Memphis (and allow me to remark that 
Tom is one of those whole-soul boys who are always 
ready and willing to go on a hunt; hunts hard and 
faithful, but, like myself, does not seriously dumage the 
game crop wheu he goes out), went down on Pecan Lake, 
twelve miles west of this placa, and spent a day, hunt- 
ing. Tt was our intention to killa bear or two, so we 
went well weighted with ‘blue whistlers.” We stoppwd 
with our friend Mr. J. A, Goodwin, who lives just in the 
edge of the Mississippi bottom and about two miles from 
Pecan Lake. After passiug an hour or so affer supper 
cleaning guns, smoking aud listening to ‘mine host” 
tell of daring encounters with bear, wolf and panthet, 
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weé retired, first having interrogated Mr. Goodwin as to 
the most fatal spot or place about bruin to fire at, Oh, I 
tell you, my good friend, we could fairly feel the fatigue 
of stumbling through the cane, dragging a “bar” we 
had killed, 
We were up hetimes, and so eager to get to work that 

we could hardly wait for breakfast. Tt tool but a short 
walk to bring us deep in the tall, dense cane surrounding 
the lake. We were told that bears had certain places to 
cross a very dim road that led to the lake, I was the first 
to be placed at a4 crossing. Tom was placed at the next 
best place, Mr. G. and the seven hounds made a circuit 
of about a mile to drive for us. Soon [heard the ‘‘ music” 
far away. I held my breath and listened; sure they 
were comingnearer ; stillnearer they came, When within 
about 500 yards of mie I took off my overcoat, examined 
my gun, got my knife convenient, and waited in breath- 
less suspense. Just about then lheard a twig cracka 
little to my right. In an instant my gun was cocked and 
almost to my shoulder; then came the dogs, and passed 
about fifty yards to the right, where Thad heard the twig 
snap, Soon Mr. G. came up. asked if I had seen any- 
thing, I told him I had not, but heard a twig break just 
out there. He said he had started either a panther or a 
eat, was not certain which, and the dogs were still after 
it. They were soon out of hearing and we could not 
get them back until near noon. We had missed the 
golden opportunity ; it was then too late to start another 
that morning, We called Tom, held a jolly consultation, 
and finally concluded to go on to the lake and shoot 
ducks until nearly night and then try it again. 

After taking a good lunch at the lake and a short nap, 
we went for the ducks ata lively rate. Within about 
two hours we had bagged sixteen, when our small shot 
gave out. By this time the sun was nearly down. 
Again we started for the haunt of bruin. We could 

hear the wolyes howling ; so did the dogs, they knew too 
well what it all meant—‘‘they had been there before "— 
and with all the coaxing and scolding we could do, not a 
single hound would leaye our heels. The dogs were 
afraid of them, ‘The wolyes would come up so near that 
we could hear them groan, but the cane was so dense 
that we could noi see them, 
On a general reckoning that night, we had killed six- 

teen ducks, five squirrels, a pigeon, and had caught a 
*possum ; had charged a cat or panther; saw another 
pack of dogs that were with another party run a very 
arge buck into the lake and across, but did not get him, 

ORICKE, 
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SHOOTING MATCHES. 

("In sending scores, Secretaries of clubs are requested 
to give details of trap, distances, ete. 

a 

NEw HAVEN ys. WALLINGFORD. —WVew Haven, March 10ih.—Ta- 

day, being the regular day for the medal shoot of the New Haven 

Guu Club, six of the Wallingford team came down and shot a 
friendly match with six of the New Hayen team, as follows :— 

WALLINGFORD TEAM. 

The weather was very unpleasant indeed, with a cold northwest 
wind blowing, making it yery unpleasant shooting. Atd P.M, the 

members present of the New Hayen Club shot for the medal :— 

POS 1QTH= ee ein 5 = a0 betel LTOTLTIOLTITLI110111111 0-6 
Tangdon........ ..-.. 1110-138 
Hanson... .....-.... 1101-18 
Armstrong % 11ii10—15 
Bromsons........005 ' 1111-3 
OLeyayes 2 Fc SN f 1 1110-16 

‘Boers.-,..-- af 0110-10 
Ties shot off :— 

MGATISTAO te ehces feeb] etch tbder ere skeh hcag Bes AAs Py LT a—65 
eT aTIROT Swett Paes pinion ee aint eee cece nae oe iii O—4 

D. C.J., Secretary. 

New Yorr LAw RELATING TO PIGEON SHOOTING.—Broolilyn. 
—Is there any law in existence in this State prohibiting any one 
but members vf an incorporated clubirom shooting pigeons from 

the trap? SUBSCRIBOR,. 

Ans, The laws relating to this subjestread as follows :— 
“Onar. 12.—An act relating toanimals. Passed Feb. 11th, 1874: 

* Sectiuuld. Byery person who shall willfully set on foot, or in- 

stigale, or move to, or carry on, or promote, pr engage in, or do 

any aet toward the furtherance of any act Of cruelty to any ani- 
mal, shall be enilty of a misdemeanor. 

'* Section &. In this act, and in every law of this State passed, or 

which may be passed, relating to or affecting animals, the singu- 

‘lar shall include the plural; the words ‘animal’ or ‘dumb ani- 

mal’ shall be held to inelude eyery living creature; the words 
‘torture,’ ‘torment,’ or‘ cruelty’ shall be held to include every 

aot, omission or neglect: whereby unjustifiable physical pain, 
suffering or death is caused or permitted; and the words*‘ owner’ 

and * person’ shall be held to include corporations as well as indi- 
viduals, But nothing in this act shall be construed as prohibiting 
the shooting of birds for the purpose of human food.” 

“CHAP. 107—An act in relation to the treatment of animals. 
Passed-April 13th, 1875 (three-fifths being present), without the 

approyal of the Governor, pursuant to provision of Section 9 of 

Article 4 of the Constitution. 
* The people of the State of New York, represented in Senate 

and Assembly, do enact as follows :— 
'Saction 7. None of the provisions of law heretofore enacted 

for the preyention Of cruelty to animals within this State shall 

_ be construed to prohibit or interfere with the shooting, by mem- 

bers of sportamen’s clubs or incorporated societies, of pigeons; 
provided, thatin each case, as s00n as they can be captured or 
Taken after beiny shot,'such piseons, if living, shall immediately 
“be killed, ‘ 

“Section 2. This act shall take effect immediately.” 
Our opinion is that the lay of 1874 did apply to trap pizeon shoot- 

‘hg, and that cuba were fairly within its terms, The low of 18%, | 

by exempting members of sportsmen’s clubs or incorporated s0- 
cities, substantially construed the former law as continulng in 

force againstall others. The shooting of sparrows from a trap is 

clearly condemned by the specification of pigeons as the permitted 
bird. The unjustifiable shooting of any bird from a trap would, 
according to this law, be a misdemeanor, 

Lone IstaAnp SHootTiInG CLus.—Dexter Park, Jamaica, L. I, 
Murch 15th. Third monthly contest of the Long Island Shooting 

Olub for the club championship cup; shot for at 7 birds each from 

Hand T traps: handicappedrise; 80 yards boundary; using one 
barrel; ties shot off at 3 birds each; L,I. 8. C, rules :— 

Yards Rise. Killed, 
B., Madison,....... 5 111111*1701111111 14 
G. F, Gildersleeye... 1111101101111000 ul 
W. Mills........... 111*101 5 
W. Wynn ....< 1101101 5 
F, Froadway...- 1 a lel i 
J. AH, Dawes ........- 11i*1101 5 
C. Kittridge.......... 1170101 4 

O11* 2 
1100 
001 1 

} 100 1 
. 00 0 

Dr. Morton p-) 00 0 
Same Day.—Sweepstakes ; $2 entry ; shot for at 5 birds each from 

Strame; 80 yardsrise; 80 yards boundary; ties shot off, miss and 
out; Long island Shooting Club rules:— 

; Killed. 
HE. A. MadiBont....--- cree eect ee eee nee 1T1iogoi1heiiil ui 
SVEN MENTE s cid te pik oe ielclco isle O1i2d2ditktit 7 
Cy Hantets.- 1 eee. Pe didi ittii 7 
H. Atkinet........--..-- ad * ou a 1, 1 2 7 
Dr. Talbot......-.....- T1ildadilttido 6 
Mr. Metcalf, -.-...,---., Pet ates J dee 5 
Mr. Kittridge...........-... elo J aie 4 
G. Gildersleeve... ........... gl al aby 3 
FUBUGAd Way ag ie est vpnacedt tes rab ai ieue i baal 8 
IW. so MAUS, ots cotrieteis earn ae ree OFS 2 
DruMortone son ienh. ts sees Seat aemorod OUR. ein 2 

+Divided the stakes. Referee, Mr. A. Holt, 

ALGONQUIN GuN CLoB.—Wew York, March 1bth.—The following 
is the result of this day’s glass-ball shooting of the Algonquin 
Gun Club at their grounds, Weehawken, N. J., for the third com- 

petition for asilyer cup, presented by the ex-President, Mr. Jas. 
P, Robertson, to be won three times. Has been won once by 

Messrs. Hugh Bennet and John H. Hill; 20 balls; 18 yards rise — 

Louis Brenner,..--,.------..--. 19| Dr. Henry Griswold.........-. 12 
John H. Hill - 18} GF. Kellar... .....:. 12 
Jos, Hanna. -18|G. J, Sauer... ll 

ab) Jas. Dunseit: -15 | Dayid Simpso 
Robt. Auld... .15 | John Male. . 9 
Dr. H. M. Bur 13] G. Williams........5........-5-- 7 
Scorers—J, J, Hayes and John Casey, Referee—Wm. B. Lundie. 

H.M. &., Secretary. 
*Mr. Dunseith was handicapped three yards. 

Essex ys. Jersny Crry Heraurs.—The return match between 

the Essex Gun Club, of Newark, and the Jersey City Heights 

came off at the West Side Driving Park on the 10th inst,, and 

proved one of the most interesting matches of the season. The 

former match between these crack clubs, it will be remembered, 

took place under the rules of the Essex, at Newark, and resulted 

in a tie—97 birds each. It did not so result on this occasion. Ag one 
of the Heights’ boys, remarked, ‘We met them, and we are 

theirn.” 
The weather for the first part of the contest was yery unfayor- 

able for good scores, a bitter cold wind blowing from left to right 

directly across the traps, made it impossible for the shooters to 
stand any length of time without becoming benumbed, and when 

the birds got up, they went down the wind like small streaks of 

electricity. But what was singular, the old shots succeeded in 
grassing in most of the difficult shots, but failed wofully in the 

incomers, or easy ones. The Sheriff was peculiarly unfortunate ; 
but explained the matter, with the information that he had to 
take some prisoners down to ‘Trenton, and they kept him busy all 

the night before. Dr. Burdett also had a night case, and Dr. Cole 

had been laboring hard getting two men appointed on “‘ the force,” 
Thomson thought some one had drawn the shot from his car- 

tridges, while McCord knew his shot opened all around the birds. 

The fact was, while the Essex had rather the easiest birds, espe- 
cially were they so formed toward the last when the wind died 

away, they shot myggnificently, and the Heights’ boys own up 

squarely. But they are far fron satisfied, and yet believe they 

have the metal and nerve in their ranks to wrest the victory from 

Newark; and when they vet their new grounds in order close by 

the watch factory, they propose to send another “invite.” The 

following is the score :— 

FIRST SQUAD. 
JHRSUY CITY HEIGHTS. 

KE. EM. 
Lewis...-.... 11101105 2|Hunt....,..- 16 1 
J. Totfey.....0000001—1 6] Brown —2 6 
Eaton........ 01010114 3! Ditmar Ih 2 
Leyéringe.... 0000111—8 4] Koeler. H G3 4 
Newton... ... 11101015 2| Ford........, —4 3 

SECOND &QUAD. 
Leroy..-,...- 11101004 §]/Brentmal.....1011011-5 2 
McCord...... 1000100—-2 65) Belcher,..... 10100018 4 
Gannon,..--. 0100100—-2 5|Dlingsworth 11010115 2 
Hedon....... 1010700-8 4) Hayes........ 01111105 2 
Thomson.,.-.0111100-£ 38] Robertson... L110001-4 32 

THIRD SQUAD. 
Hughes.. .,- 11111117 O|Pense.........111101065 2 
Bedtes ss tye 11101015 2| Johnson 01111105 2 
Cadmus,..... 1 110111-6 1) Denye O11012014 3 
Cole.. ...:. OLL1111-6 + | witlisn 11110116 1 
Harrison.... 11001104 2| William -111137V127 0 

FOURTH SQUAD. 
Horitaze 4..0110011—t 3|Campbell.... 1G01011-—4 38 
Henry -O110111—-5 2) Pier~-.. -OO0O10110-3 4 
uinlin 1111111 ‘% 0O| Bennet -il111i1117 0 
all... 10111015 2] Wrightson... 01110115 2 

Burdett ..-.. 0110110-4 3|Hope........ 1111110-6 1 

AB ate ee eiatleleb ales 86 | otal). 3254452 803, 2: -i:-2 O4 46 

At the close of the shooting, about 4 o’clock, the Essex boys 
were escorted to the club-room of the Jersey City Heights Club, 
where an ample lay-out was ready forsome seventy-five as hungry 

individuals as standing four hours in s March wind could natur- 
ally make, The supper was got up under the superyision of Geo. 

Osborne, who many will remember as a caterer of note among the 

celebrities of Jersey City. George isa member of the club, and be 

fairly threw himself on this occasion, as the high encomiums pro- 

nounced umply testify. After doing justice to the solids, and 
liqvids ina mild form had circulated suffiviently, Dr. Cole, pre- 
siding, arose and proposed the first toast: ‘The Essex Gun Club— 

Gentlemen shooters all," and three cheers and a tiger were given 

with a will. Toasts and speeches full of humor followed in quick 

suecession, Where there were s0 many and so good, we cannot 
discriminate; but can only mention among others Dr, Pindell, 

Hayes, Von Lengerke, Pense, Brentnall, und another gentleman 
from the Essex whose name we failed toget, Me, though rather 
small in stature, was so brimful of humor, and got off his say in 
such 4 rollicking way, that he never failed to bring out the en! hu- 

sigsm of the entire party, Replies were made by Drs, Burdstt, 

Cole and Henry, M. T. Newbold, Thomson, Headden and others 

At un early hour the Essex boys took their leave, expressing, as we 

believe, the wish of all that more of these friendly contests among 

clubs may take place in the future, JACOBSTAFE, 

PENNSYLVANIA—Calawissa, Mareh 8th. Weekly practice of Cat- 

awissa Fish and Game Protective Club :— 

©. THOMAS... 6. -. cee eee oe 
L, Kreigh...< 
Cherington...... 
OG. M. Driuker.... 
FPessenden....- -¢, 

Rot eHooStHHre ochrRoosceeH-H Coh oe HEHEHE oM CHE RHORESRH el Roce ooocsHs Sore HR Eee SHH RpoR Sore coceHooceHs oncHoHtsr oes 

qgcre 

Root Eee 
bal 

Hag HE ee 

Umpire—A. W. Stadler. Scorer—G. W. Reifsnyder. 

WNorthwnhberland, Mareh 18th.—W eekly shoot of the Susquehanna 

Sportsman’s Association; Card trap; 19 yards rise :— 

DeSS SL AIMCS.. pane ced weg ees soe grenades 4 1 000011116 
Jos. Everard,. 0O0L1001 5 
“4. Taylor...... d0ti1i1210016 
W. H. Taylor. - Vridyd 0 17 
8. D. Burk.... se SS oe i Fe Est) 
Geo, Savidge......... fa 0 tat v i—9 

Monday, March 15th. Card trap; 18 yards rise :— 
Jos. Everard, 19 out of 25; Z. Taylor, 19 out of 25; W. EH, Taylor, 

19 out of 25; Jessie James, 18 out of 25; Edw. Kiger, 4 out of 25. 

CAPITAL Crry Gun Crus.—Washington, D. C., March 15th.—An 

association bearing the name of the Capital City Gun Club 

was formed here about March Ist; President, BH. M. McLeod; 

Secretary, H. Stoddard; Treasurer, W. W. Eldridge, Our object 
is mutual improyement in glass-ball and pigeon shooting. The 

first meeting was held on Saturday afternoon on Meridian Hill. 

Card’s rotary trap was used, and seyeral of the members had 

never before shot overarevolvying trap. The club will meet for 

practice once a week during the season. The score was aa fol- 

lows !— 

Harry. King -.. 
P.F. Nagle... 
H. L. Shepard .. 
William B. McK 
W. W. Eldridge 
E. 8. Peck 4 |. 

ERB-BOGARDUS PIGEON Matcn.—St. Joseph, Mo., Murch 1th.— 

This match, which was fora purse of $200,was shot Thursday, March 

lith. The conditions of the match were to shoot at 100 pigeons each, 

from 5 ground traps; 12-bore double guns; the use of both barrels 

Jj ounce ofshot; Hurlinghamrules; Erb to stand at 28 and Bo- 

gardus at 30 yards. Bogardus used 4 12 bore choke-bore by W. & C. 

Scott & Son, 5drs. orange lightning No.7 powder, No. 9shot in 
his first, and No. 7 shot in hissecond barrel. His pun weighs about 

10 pounds. Erb used a gun of similar weight, made by James 

Purdy & Sons, London. His shells wereloaded with 4:drs. Haz- 

ard powder (Sea-shooting, ducking size), and he used Chicago No, 

6 shot in both his first andsecond barrels. That Mr, Erb—who by 

the way is strictly temperate in his habits, and only nineteen 

years old—should haye beaten the acknowledged champion by 10 

birds will no doubt bé a surprise to many, as his score is also” 

good one. Following is the official score — 

CAPT, A. H. BOGARDUS—3) YARDS, 
Me Aho ACs ae aly ab haat ® si ttigg i 18 Sree ate ah Ee (eta CeziS a 
ite h he Ge She ahh ai eel GUM eg bea) Woe N ite ah Gh 
OAT TOL I ead: Pe ROY Ue sla Te OF D0 ast 
TE TRS SE BMGy BT TRAIL The he ee TR Re het A EME ae slp Le 
1 i i* i* 0 1 1 1 1 WY 1-83 pirds ont of 100 

PRED ERB, JR.—28 YAADS, 
11 tube Wh a a he ah tte cet soak et he a 
aha) Ea 55 ta Pe 3 AN Oa hoe Os fea bd Lala Bi | 1oziiil 
Ud EU Mg ea ey Wa a Tg ooo UT Ne aa a eetb peaks 
Tie Pgs a PY GP lp AU SP TF Pleo Cae Peper hh Bash h il 
111 7 1 1 193 birds outof 100. 
Weather cold and windy, the wind blowing from theright to the 

left across the rape Time of shoot, hours 6 niinutes. Paul 
Francke, referee; B. F. Buzard, scorer. 

Birds marked * were killed with the second barrel. 

Che Rifle. 
THE ‘ PALMA” CONDITIONS. 

HE Board of Directors of the National Rifle Association met 
on Tuesday afternoon last, and considered the question of 

changing the conditions of the Palma match in accordance with 
the views expressed in the Forrst AND StRHAM of last week. 

Col. Gildersleeve presided, and among the directors present 

were Messrs. Shaler, Donaldson, Litchfield, Fulton, Waters, Scott, 

Schermerhorn, Cowperthwait and Grant. Col. Bodine was chosen 

a director to fill a vacancy, and Gen. HE, L. Molineux, of Brooklyn, 
also in ihe same manner, 

Major Fulton wished to have a note sent to the Scotch and Trish 
teams, aking their yiews on the change in the Palma conditions. 
This was opposed by Col. Cowperthwaite, who wished immediate 
action, that a match might be brought about this year. Col. 

Bodine said that a notice to the Irish team might bring a protest, 

and then to proceed to act in the face of such a reply would be at 
least discourteous, Lf! the power to change lay with the N. R.A. 

of America, and no one doubted that, then it could be exercised 
and should be without asking opinions of anyone. Col, Gilder- 

sleeve said that in truth the old match had lapsed by the failure of 

those originally invited to take part, and the problem now was to 

make such new conditions as would insure a continuance of the 

matches. It would not do to allow the Palma to lie by and rust, 
and now the time had come to take a new departure. 

Tt was finally resolyed to place the matter in the hands of Major 

Vulton and Cols. Schermerhorn, Scott, Story and Litchfield, who 
will draw up new conditions in accordance with the following 
preamble and resolution offered by Col. Wingate, and unani- 

mously passed :— 
Whereas, More than two years have elapsed without a compe- 

tition Tor the international trophy known as the Palma, and no 
toHre eed for it under the existing conditions seems prob- 
uble; and 

Whereas, Assurances are offered this association that the com- 
petitions, which haye proven s0 advantageous to rifle shooting, 
will be continued if the conditions of the match are changed so as 
to ney Great Britain to be represented bya single team; {tb is 

erefore 
Resolved, That it is the opinion of this Board that the conditions 

of the match should be changed so as to insure its continuance, 
and the committee having charge of the matter ire requested to 
prepare Such 4 modification of its terms us in their opinion will 
best serve the interests of rifle shooting by 4 continuance of these 
international contests, and submit it to this Board for its action 
at the next meeting, April 6th. 

In conection wish the discussion of the Palma conditions, the 
following expressions of opinion haye been received from men 

who haye taken part as sucuéssful competitors in the contests for 
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the trophy. They of all othershave the right to speak their 
minds on the question under consideration, and there is a hope- 
ful unanimity in their ery of “ come on” to their British rivals. 

* Old Reliable” says :-— 
*T bes to say that until quite recently I have felt reluctant to 

consent to a modification of the rules governing the contest for 

the' Palma, for reasons previously entertained by many mem— 

bers ofthe Association. But the apparentimpossibility of obtain~ 

ing a match in the future, together with the failure of the past 
two years, has convinced me thatit is now expedient to so alter 

the rules as to meet the wishes of the National Rifle Association 

of Great Britain, in which case I haye the assurance that the con- 

test; will be resumed. 
“The directors of our Association haye this matter under con- 

sideration, andl am led to believe that the change jill be effected 

at an early period, but [fear notin time fora contest this year. 

* Very truly yours, Joun Bovine.” 

Mr. Rathbone, who has served on two teams, says :— 

“T can see no valid objections to the change in the conditions of 

the Palma match which you suggest. I think it is the wish of 

American long-range riflemen to have the strongest possible for- 

eign representation in the future contests for the Palma. The tivo 
past years, much against our wish,we have had no team from a for- 

eign country to meet, and wesincerely hope that 1880 may not pass 

away without «lively competition, During the past two years a 

visit from any or all four former competitors would have been 

most welcome, I believethe position of the British N. R. A. to be 

logical and correct, and T also understand that the American N. 

R. A. have thesubject under consideration, and 1 doubt not will 

come to the same conclusion, and, I hope, very soon, if it will be 

the means of a British team coming to see us this year, 
“Truly yours, R. RATHBONE.” 

J. 8. Sumner, with the best long-range record in the world, is 

anxious for another of his quiet squelchings of the Britishers, and 

remarks :— 
“7 have read your editorial of last week with much interest. 

You have presented many good reasons why the conditions should 

bechanged. It does seem as if if was the only way to bring about 

amatch, They havesaid so much about it, their pride will cer- 

tainly bring them here if the conditions are changed. 
““ Yours respectfully, Joun S. SUMNER.’ 

Mr. Isaac L. Allen is as pungent as ever, and shows that he isin 

good fighting trim, by writing to the Editor of FORES® AND 

SrrbAm as follows :— 
‘You will please pardon me if I decline to offer any sugges- 

tions as to the advisability of changing the terms relating to the 

Palma trophy. 
“The members of the teams of 1876 and 1877 once thought they 

were entitled to some consideration, but soon found themselves 
‘sat upon;* any suggestion from them being entirely ignored. 

My opinion is, that if the Board of Directors of the N. R. A. wish 
to haye the terms changed, said terms will be changed, as they 
have been before, without reference to any suggestions from 

‘* Yours respectfully, TIsAAc L. ALLEN.” 

Col. Clark, of Poughkeepsie, who was on team of 1875, acds some 

suggestions for the conduct of ateam match. He remarks :— 
‘while lam in favor of modifying the conditions of the Palma 

match so as to admit a British team only, I am also in favor of 
doing away entirely with our present American Team system, 

and, to speak plainly, I believe there is no one obstacle so much 
in the way of bringing about an international match as our pres- 

ent system of team’ coaching, I would place each man of the 

team entirly upon his merits, andif necessary allow no person to 
haye intercourse with him during the shooting. We have had 
enough of the American Team system to test the quality of our 
rifles. Now let us testthe metal of our marksmen by placing each 

man of the team upon his own responsibility. This system \yould 

bring tozether our best shots, and T have no doubt that a match 
on this system could be arranged with our British friends. 

“Tt has been said that such a man is not much of anindividual 

shot, but he would give himself up to the coach and would make 

a good teamman, Why not allow him to do all the firing if he 
be a good trigger puller, and leave the other seyen to adjust 

his sight and instruct him when to pull? Is it not almost a pity 

to use such menon a team, forif a big score be credited to 

them we never hearof them after. It may be remembered that 

in the ‘Spirit of the Times’’ mateh, which occurred a few diys 
after the Palma match, the British eight scored quite a number 

of points more than the American eight in this match. There 
was no coachingallowed. If our rifies are superior, what caused 

puch a wide difference in the scores of this and the Palina 

mutch? I believe it is a matter yet to be decided which are the 
superior marksmen. HH, F, Chark.” 

Capt. L. C. Bruce is working with yigor for receiving the atten- 

dance of a British team here this year,and Capt. W. H. Jackson, 

the captain of the last American ‘Team and the present holcer of 
the trophy, says he will write more fully in a later letter and re- 

marks for the present :— 
‘Fam pleased that you are making an earlymoye. I will write 

nifew lines for the Forest AND STREAM. We must all do soine- 

thing to stir up an interest in long-range rifle practice, [do not 

know that we will get the Englishmen over here. Whatever we 

may do,awe can take away any excuse upon their part.” 

Prof. Chas. E. Dwight writes from Wheeling, West Va.t— 
“The proposed plan of future competitions for the interna- 

tional rifle matches for the trophy Palma, as proposed in the last 

issue of the FOREST AND STREAM, meets with my hearty approyal, 
and seems to me to be fair and just. The adoption of such a plan 
could do nothing to make an international contest more remote 

or improper than it is at the present time. Whether long-range 
shooting owes its lethargy to the want of stimulus of these inter- 

national contests, or to the fact of the sport being so laryely pir 
ticipated in by professional shooters, maintamed by our enter- 

prising manufacturers, is a question Which if debated might elicit 

& yariety of opinions. 
“No one would be more pleased than myself to’sea an interna- 

tions! contest. I haye thouzht the best way to secure them would 

be for the teams to visit the opposing country alternately regard- 

less of the result of the match. The entrance fees of the cuntess 
svould, if given to the team, go far toward paying the expenses 
of their visit the following year. Ttseems to me that this plan 
would tend more toward keeping the interest up in both coun- 
tries than the former manner of decidiny the place for the contest 

to be held. It would also, I think, have a tendensy to introduce 
American aris into the country vislted hy the American team. 

‘Yours truly, OAs, B. Dyienn," 

Frank Hyde says :— 
‘your admirable editorial in last week's Forrest ann STREAM 

is so conclusive upon this question that little remains to be said. 

Tam decidedly in fayor of making it a truly international mateh. 
The title is now a misnomer, and, besides, the conditions are un~ 

fair to us, for while we can put only one team in the feld Great 

Britainis allowed something like a dozen; forif Canada, Scot- 

land, Treland and Australia are admitted, there is no reason why 
each principalty in India, South Atrica, ete., should not be repre— 

sented. In the past our superiorily in guns and drill has been 

such that we could stand this, but now England is imitating our 
rifles and ammunition, and will meet us next time on more equal 

terms. Yours truly, FRANK HYDE." 

i 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Massacnusrrts—Boston, March 13th._There was a large gath- 

ering in the “ winter shed” at Walnut Hill range to-day, the at- 

traction being the tenth competition in “eyerybody’s match.” 

The day was not just what a rifleman would hayé selected for the 

scoring of an extraordinary record, but, inspite of the many dis- 

advantages that the elements threw in their way. a large number 

of the competitors succeeded in repeatedly finding the bull’s-eye, 

and adding some fine scores to their preyious records. The lights 
and shades were fair, but the wind was unsteady and vacillating, 

ranging from northeast to east in direction and from one-half to 

oneund one-half points in intensity. Captain Jackson, with his 

Sharps rific, government model, loaded with government ammiti- 

nition, which he himself loads, leads the yan with a hand- 

some 48; F. Brown 43, and H. Tyler, 42, with the same class 

of rifle. Among the marksmen who practiced with sporting 
rifles, W. Howard ranks the highest, baying started off with 

a four and finishing up with nine “centers,’’ making the 

handsome score of 49, which, taking the weather conditions into 

consideration, wusan extraordinary performance. There were 

100 entries at yesterday’s meet, and appended are the highest 

scores made :— 
Woe Ee SEC SOM 4 Sec nals arm ofe polo ml ae 55545 5 5 5 £ 5—48 
Wi HoWard:-. -0rtccep pet s-- 2 eas 45655 6 56 5 § 5 56-49 
HPonhid (peel = pludsipoeac Bude g 4 65 45 5 5 5b 4 5 5-4 
Wi. Charles: +4 <. Pode onntasheeie noo 4455 5 5 5 4 4 545 
C.R. Griffing. 6 5 45 5 56 56 4 6 447 
fi, Bennett.... 45565 44 4 6 5 
A. B, Archer w4 6B 44554 45 5 
R.Davish! 0.5 5s5 pases ee -6455456 4 4 
J.P. Brown .... 14446445 6 4 
hh. B. Souther... - tees 4 £45444 6 5 
TTOED VIGT ee Satie et eats pale vie ising. 4545444 4 4 4-42 
Tes Wohittler. . 2. << tase bas tiege aes tine 444465 56 4 4 5 5-44 
J. Borden. 2.5. nnn that a et 4444 4 4 6 6 5 4-43 
GS De Meiers) eee aries Oeics <br wet 454 4 4 4 4 4 441 
C. A. Arthur,. we BD 4 4 45 4 4 4 4 BOO 
BAN STO RICA Ran ad sien ienetak oom or Met ae Bee ae 8384383848 5 4 4-36 
According to the terms of the handicap, W. H. Jackson, W. 

Charles, J. f. Browttand H. Tyler, all of whom used military rifles, 

are entitled to two more points on each of their scores than appears 

in the table aboye. 

Boston—Mammoth Rifle Gatlery.—The second week of the Con- 

solation Rifle Match has shown some wonderful shooting in the 

first Glass, Mr. W. H. Harrison takes the lead witha 40 and two 

30s, The management announce that a new rule is adopted for 

hereafter in casa of ties; it is asfollows: When the contest— 

auts have been notified to appear and shoot off the tie, and fail to 

do so, they relinquish all claim to shoot off, and mutt accept the 
prize in order after the other contestants who do appear and shoot. 

For example, last month there were three ties for the first place, 

if tayo should appear they take the first two prizes, leaving the 

third one forthe absentee. ‘This rule 1s to be strictly enforced, 

and the management hope all will goyern themselves accordingly. 

The following is the standing of the several competitors to date; 

150 feet; rounds $; possible 40:— 
- First Class. , 

WwW. H. Harrison...89 89 40—118| 0. Hdwards........ 7 88 39-114 
N, W. Arnold...., 88 39 40—117 | Frank Hollis...... aT 38 38—lis 
D. N. Sherburne,.39 39 89—LI7 

Secon Class. 
L. W. Fatrar....-. 87 38 38—113| Col. Nat Wales.,..3t 37 87—108 
P. D. Swift.. ..BY 88 38113] F. 11, Matthews...84 56 87—107 
H.R. Shaw..- -.-.87 87 88—112| BH. Shumway-..... 85 3) «8T—107 
GordouMcKenzie,36 37 88—111| BF. A. Dradford....35 85 8i—lii 
G 6 37 38-111] W. HB. Stuart....-. 34 38 36—106 
BH. F. Bassett. - 7 si—110| J. Golden......-- Bb 86 36—I06 
Fr. J. Bonney - 36 38—109] A. H. Carsley..... 34 34 37—105 
8. HE. Ring... 36 36 87—100 |) Geo. Estes,..-- +7156 35 85—106 
M. L. Pratt... ..B6 36 387—109| A.C. Staples.....-- a4 35 35—I04 
Thos. Howe.....-.86 38 36—108) C, R. Curtis.....--. at 34 35-103 
N. S.James.......36 36 86-108 | Geo. D. Edson..,..34 34 35—103 
Boston—Gullery Practice—The new classified match opened at 

the Magnolia Gallery with an abundance of entries and fine scor- 

ing. F, Hollis again leads the best scores, standing :— 

Fivst class. 
F. Wollis. 49 50—148 | PF. Hall.........---- 46 46 45—187 
W. Henr. 48 48—144| J. RW. Schaefer..46 43 43—Jd2 
J. M. Smith.-..---. 47 46 47—140 

Second class. 
W.H.Warnham...45 46 48-139| AH, Lawrence......44 45 45—137 
A.B. Thomas... .46 46 46—138 

Third class. 
P.D. Swilt tT 45 eae las Goss..c.,--. 44 45 89-128 
J. Anderson. 46 45-131) B. Taylor, BO 47 40-126 
A, Ll. Howe... 45 42 43—130| F. Dudley. BT 44 45—126 
C.J. Foy—-:ss-10.42 45. 42129) T.Carre....-.-....< 42 42 41—125 

MAssAGHUSErTS—Spriny field, March 16th.—Rod and Gun Rifle 
OGlub scores made to-day in # sharp rain with some fog at 200 

yards; possible 50:— 

L, HyMayott.....,.-----2se eee -§6 56445 5 6 5 
8.8, Bumstead.. -~ 0b 565 5 5 4 4s 247 
W. A. Ohapin-. 565445 46 § 4 4-46 
3. H. Barrett... £2 5 45 5 4 4 B55 
J. ii, Mathewson. 4454445 4 6 644 
J. H. Dederick... 4465665 5 45 @ 5 444 
Dr. Boring ,.- 44544545 4 £49 
J. A. Willson. -h444845 5 5 4-4 
C. Vain Vlack - 44454454 4 £42 
1 UC Wist (ise ubendipoee seas cere ey ey B44 45 £4 4 4 4-49 

Tukefield, Mavch 13th.—The Wakefield Amateur Rifle Asso- 
viation held their fourth competition fn the “ shot gun " series this 
afternoon, there being a large gathering of riflemen present. 

Below are given the best scores :— 

B, BW. Richardson see... .esye-e gere-rcy-72+-- 5 BH 4 5 5 5H 5H 
David Ogilyie....— eco: fi -4 4 45 5 5 5-22 
David H, Wallker...- »45 54 6 5 4—233 
Frank A. Winship... wei 5 44 56 4 5 4-81 
John Henderson... -44 45 5 4 4—30 
William Daniel....,.- 45 4 4 4 4 5—30 
Gebree Towle. -ejass=-cerees peeeree sel een 54644 4 4—30 

Connucriocur— Collinsville, Morel 10th.—Canton Rod and Gun 

Club, Riverside Range, Practice meeting at 200 yards; offhand 

3-pounds pull, W shots; fresh wind 10 to 2 o'clock:— 

4 i Mass.Oreed. 
J. Laubenstein.. 11 10 10 11 10 9 WWW «10H ld 
0, B. Hull, as 11 10 10 10 1 1 li Td 10 8 #2 4 
Hi, Pancher. + i 9 10:12 10 8 8 10 8 WW aj Ad 
J. Bidwell........ 42) 10 (1) 99) 12 a 76, ed $4 = 42 
J.D. Andrews... 9 7 10 10 8 ap 8 10 8 fl 4 
G. F. Lewis,...-: 10 10 11 8 B68 7 9 1 8 89 040 
J. Pfister... 6 § 8 11 12 Il 2 & »Y 41 
G. J, Caso,....... 8 8B 1 6 910 4£ 6 8 8 78 38 

Schtverzes Nores.—The Board of Directors of the Schuetzen 

Park at Union Hill, N.J.,are making arrangements fora fairto be 
held at the park; time, éth to the 20th. Connected with the 
fair will be a grand p*ize shooting for anagercgate of about $2,000, 
open to all comers, The progranimes for this shooting will be 
issucd in aiew days. 

The New York Schuetzen Corps, Capt. Acry, will commence 

with their regular practice shootings the first week in April. 

New Yorr—Headquarters Zettler R. C.—Shooting for elub prize 
March 24; 20shots; Creedmoor targets, reduced to gallery dis- 

tance; possible 100:— 

M, L. Riggs..::.:- _- : i] 
ded wane : 
B. Zetiler,, 
Wim. Klein 
M, B. Engel. 

EMPIRE RIFLE CLius.—WNew York, Murch 15ti.—Matches at 
Hartung’s Park, fourth fruit dish competition, 200 yards; handi- 

cap i— 

J.W. Tood* 
D.F, Davist 

T. A. Brown 
98 | M. Dorler 
96) J. Dutil._. 
6 | T. O'Niel.....-- 

. 0! 

5 

Se SU oT 
Or Cte ee 

oa eee oF Coe oe ote Oro oe Ce Store ao = Orem oy Storer or = He UL ee CT Posroreocror 

or | e a 

4 
S 4 

W.M. Farrow a4 
i 4 

3 H. Fisher*.......... - 5 + 
*Tess 2 points bandicap, 47. + Less 1 point handicap, 40. Less 

2 points handicap, 44. §Less 3 points handicap, 43. 7 Less4 points 

handicap, 41. ** Less 2 points handicap, 39. 

“ Subseription mateh''; 200 yards; 5 prizes; re-eutries allowed :— 

45456 5 6 6 6 5-48 

Ye hab ke ee peneeaey 3 . 5 5 E 5 4— 
TY. H. Holton.. i 56 5645 5 6 4 it 
De He. BLOW 6 oe oe hea seeneney sas. +e 65544464 5 5 o-46 
C. E, Tayntor : 
D, F. Davids. 
De MUS een sp Boge eb aoee 41 
New Yore Rreie Cnvn.—Aariwng'’s Park, March 15th.—The 

-45 | N. Dorrler. 
W.D. Ward 

regular practice of this ohh took place on Wednesday last with 

the following result—not 48 gucd as it might be, but soniw im- 

provement on the preciding week:— 

G. J. SHABURY. 
T4 22 18 18 22 14 24 22 Zt 1 19 21 21 19 18—293 
4544545565445 5 4 £67 

A. I. HOWLETD. 
TANS 2 be Jone nodes 34 20 19 22 22 23 25 25 | 2 m4 22 23— 
Grecawieaetts Rodarte 4 re eae et ue Fi he Ba OF 

J. &. GARR. " 

TUTE eh a taleele re .... 22 18 18 23 19 20-22 23 20 21 20 16 15 19 20—295 
Oreedmoor........... 6445445545 44 4 4 4 65 

M,. M. MALTBY. 

Ring +. 22 25 14 21 13 24 15 23 15 11 20 6 25 20 23-278 
Creedmoor........... Bh454 5454 3 439 5 4 5-66 

J. W- MANGAM, 
Rin eee eio dda: 22 2217 20 11 28 28 20 17 16 15 16 16 11 19—265 
Creedmoor..........- 6544365 44444 4 3 4-62 

Total ring, 1,456; total Creedmoor, 326. Average ring, 287 1-5; 
average Creedmoor, 65 1-5. 

M. M, Manirsy, Adjutant. 

CREEDMOOR PROGRAMME POR APRIn,—The competitions upon 
the range at Creedmoor, during the month of April, 1880, are an- 

nounced as follows :— 
Saturday, 34.—Mr. Frank J. Donaldson, Exeentive Officer.— 

* Of-Hand Individual" Matoh; conditions in last week's PorresT 
AND BTREAM. 
Wednesday, 7th.—Maj. Geo. S. Schermerhérn, Jr., Executive 

Officer Ballard Rifle" Match, 100 and 200 yards, and “ Reming- 
ton Rifle’ Match, 200 yards. 

Saturday, 10th —Gen. Geo. W. Wingate, Executive Ofticer.—' The 

Remington Shot Gun” Match, 800,000 and 1,000 yards, und “ O1f- 
Hand Individual” Match. 

Wednesday, 14th._Col. Geo. D. Scott, Executive Officer.—The 

+ Alford’ Matuh.— Twenty competitions (semi-monthly), for twenty 

Remington Military Rifles, N. ¥. State model, 50 ealiber, or U. 8. 
Government pattern, 45 caliber. 
Saturday, 17i{h.—Mr. James Grant, Dxecutiye Officer,—* Rem- 

ton Gold” Match; distances, 100 und 1,000 yards; and “ Of!-Hand 

Individual ** Match. 
Wednesday, 2ist—Col J. H, Cowperthwnit, Executlye Officer,— 

Whe *' Seeretary's"’ Match, first competition. Conditions: Open to 
everybody. Distances, 200 and 500 yards; five shots at each dis- 
tanee. Position, standing, at 200 yards; at 500 yards, any, without 

artificial rest. Hifleyany of the following: Winchester Military, 
Peabody-Martini Military, Snider Military, Remington Military, 

Hotchkiss Military, Martini-Henry Military, Sharps Military, and 
Springiicld Military. Entrance fea, 60 cents for eauh entry. Com- 
petitors allowed three entriés, buh only the highest score to take a 
prize. Six prizes—tirst, $100; others, pereentuges. 

Saturday, 2ith.—Maj. Henry Fultun, Executive Officer.—* The 
Remington Shot-Gun" Match; 100, 200 and 300 yards. 

Wednesday, 28th.—Lieut-Ool. TH. G, Litchfield, Bxecutive 
Offiuer._The “ Alford’ Mateh. ‘ We Will’ Match; 300 and 600 
yards. “ Winchester Rifle” Match; at the running deer target, 
distance, 100 yards. 
Tickets of membership in the Nutional Rifle Association for the 

year 1880 can be purchased either at the office of the Association 

in New York City, or upon the Range at Creedmoor, Members 

will be entitled to free admission to the range grotnds, and to 
use of targets at all times (Sundays excepted), and will, upon ap- 

plication at the office, he furnished with a card entitling them to 
railroad transportation between New York or Brooklyn and 
Creedmoor at the reduced rate of thirty cents excursion. 

Essex ys, FRELINGHUYSEN.— Newark, March 10h—A friendly 

contest tuol: place at the range of the latter on Wednesday evening 

Jast, which was closely contested by both clibs, members of each 

team shooting alternately, the highest score being 47, ‘The matel 

was won by the Hssex Club — 
ESSEX, FRELINGHUSEN. 

W. A. Gleavlund ..----.. 05... 42) A.C. Neuinann........6.-:... 45 
AL OMaTIG, 226. b sees: tee ei 41| Geo. Weigmun, 
Jas, Duteher..s.:-2.,-1-— --- 46 [ r at 

Jas. Doon , WW, H.. Soden .......----...-- Peed 
F, Helms. -. se W5G0, ZIMMET, 6... 0. cee r eee ee 4G 
A. Welta,..- Wel tisgcedeeree, 47 | Beach). Se + 43 
A! Mantle.....0-.-2: a J. aK, Walsh ...+-.,-.-. : 

W. Diltoher.,...-.---..-=-s-9+6 43,| Geo. Lytle. +, -1---.-.-- 
Uy Henle)... ash ee. cater Ri, Westerman ,,.. ..,..:- 
John Duon,, .,----+06.---- 194 J, Dennis..... pee only 

MOG <foSoy cretse te Al sere ied 

WHAT A HUNTER KNOWS, 

* HozpmMan, Montana, Feb. 28th. 
Edilen Porest and Streant — 

Replying to “Wunting Rifle's" query in issue of Jan. 8th, the 
weight of the 40 caliber hOllow-pointed bullet to which he refers 
should have been 12ers, instead of W2yrs,, as the types had it.. 1t 
was thought unnecessary to correct the error, the proportion of 

powder to ball given (1 to 2.88) fixing the true weight. It he 
will send his address to Walter Cooper, gun dealer, Bozoman 

Montana, he will send him a lor of the balls for trial Im his rifle. Ie 

isa patched ball, and of sufficient tapertora good hunting Dall, 
Onaccount of pecularities of caliber, grooving, Gtu., in different 
rifles, 2 ball that flies (rue from one rifle will not necessarily Hy 

iruie from others nominally of the same caliber. ‘he Winchester, 
.44, cal., for instance, is not, 1 think, more than 4? cal.and@ 



cu 18, 1880.) 

with otherrifies. This ball is gotten up fora Sharps rifie, and 
from witnessmg its shooting up to 200 yards IT believe ita prop— 

evlyshaped ball. Mr, Cooper has also gotten up Express moulds 
for 44 and .A8 cal., patehed balls modeled from standard Mng'lish 
balls, and T am told by those who haye used them they fly 

trie. 

The experiences of an expert rifleman like Mr. Rabbeth at th 
target are yery valuable—more 50 than a large quantity of thea- 

rétical trash and nonsensté that so otten, perhaps unavoidably, 

enciimber sporting journals, Results are sometimes obtained at 

the tarrel that puzzle experts, but they should not be cast aside 
Without due consideration. My experience differs [vom hisin one 
or tio particulars, move especially as to the necessity of the 

lubricant wad. With the patched ball I understand that all the 
targeting reported was done without wiping, and, with the excep- 

tion of the first few rounds, withouta lubricant wad. My own 
experience with the patched ball, and without the lubricant, is 

that it soon loses its accuracy in successive shots, unless wiped 
after each discharze—the patch stripping off, the rifle’s leading 
and want of accuracy necessarily resulting. This appears to be 

the experience of ritle makers both in this country and Great 

Britain, as it is understood they all invariably use a hibricant wad 

of beeswax and tallow or sperm oi withthe patched ball. I under- 

stand also that most of the British ritle makers use a patched ball 

in Lhe Express rific. 

Mr. Rabbeth reports only one experiment wilh an Express hall 
—a .45 cal. Canellured ball for the Sharps rifle—making a group of 

sixteen inches at 200 yards. That, in my opinion, is about as good 

a turget as is usually made by any solid Canellured naked ball at 

that distance, and should not be an argumentagainstthe accuracy 

ot this particular ball, I doubt the practicability of swedging a 

hollow-pointed ball, yet they are coniparatively so light that no 

difficulty should exist for casting them without flaws. 

Had dir. Rabbeth obtained from the Sharps Company balls from 

moulds ordered and made by thas company for mein 1876 (.4¢ cai: 

patchedand 25ers. weight), he would have found them all he 

could have desired as toaccuracy, and all they should be as to 

destructiveness. It was modeled from an Hnglish pill, except it 

has much more taper. 
There are several Objections to the Sharps .45 cal, Canelluced Hx- 

press ball. I much prefer the patched ballfor hunting, on account 

ofsuperivr accuracy. In the second place, the point seems too 

plunt. I think a ball with an orifice in the point more than 
three-sixteenths of an inch will lack accuracy. Ithas a .22-inch 

orifice. Thirdly, the explosive cap in the orifive is dangerous to a 

certain extent, and, inmy opinion, superfluwus, With the proper 

yelocity given the Wall, and without the explosive, it will, of its 

own velocity, expand or explode at the proper time—to wit, after 
entering (he animal—and withas much or more destructiveness 

as with the explosive inserted. Moreover, a twig is liable to ex- 

plode 1t before striking the animal. 1 vonsider the insertion of a 
copper tubein the end of the bullet, where of no greater diam- 
eter than three-sixicenths of an inch, unnecessary for accuracy, 
and must interfere materially with its expansion and destructive- 

mess. 
T have now used the Express ball from an American lbreech- 

Joader (the Sharps) for two years past, having used the solid ball 

for the two preceding years. My prejudices (vansed by too much 

being claimed for it, in my opinion, by those evidently inexperi— 

enced in its use) were against its merits. Mr. Kigby’s opinions, 

however, caused me to giveit a trial, and after experimenting to 

find a ball of proper weight to suit my rifle, and then using it for 

two years 6n antelope, deer, elk, #rizalies and mountain sheep, I 

have no hesitation in saying that, for hunting purposes, it comes 
up to the standard claimed for it by the Tvish riflemen, A refer- 

ence to my note-book shows that during the season of 1878; of 

twenty-nine deer and antelope known to be hit fairly in the body 

between shoulder and hip (nineteen of which were ‘‘paunch- 
shots’), five required & second shot, or one in nearly six—charre, 
ters. C. & H. No. 6, and 275grs. ball. For bear, a 380grs. hollow- 

pointed ball was used; bit the powder was insufficient for a 

proper velocity, ind the resulis were unsatisfactory. During the 

season of 1879, of lweniy-four deer and antelope hit fairly in the 

body, only one required a second shot, gne in twenty-four. Of 

thirty-four elk and mountain sheep hit fairly in the body, six re- 

quired a second shot, one in five and two-thirds. Of eight bears 
killed (seven grizzlies), only one required a seeond shot. This 

record does nol include animals known to be hit in the limbs— 

fome of which pot off. Charge used, i05grs. C, & MW. No. 6, and 
2jb2rs. ball for deer, and 340zrs, ball for bear and clk. This last 

ball, made by boring out a 380zrs. ball, produced véry satisfactory 

results, as the record shows, though it is a little heayy for the 
powder, and has not quite taper enough for firing: consecutive 

shots without wiping. The more favorable results for 1879 arise 
from using move powder, and probably placing shot more care- 

fully—the “ wire-edge " of the sport having probably worn off. 

During 1876 and 1877, of about seventy deer and antelope hit 

with the solid ball, about one-fourth required a second shot, and 
about one-half of the elk and bear. In those days, however, a 
bombardment was kept up on a vrizzly as long as he kicked. 

In the successful use of the Express ball, a strong and mod- 

erately qui¢k powder is necessary (such as C. & H. No.6), As an 

evidence that my opinion is disinterested, I will state that the 
powder I aim using cost $3 per pound (mostly from mistake of the 

shipper), and would still be used conld it be had no cheaper, as it 
is superior to any other brand to be olitained. 

In conclusion, I would advise ** Hunting Rifle” to depend upon 
his own experiments in the sulution of rifle or ammunition. Lf he 
eontemplates hunting larger game, this experimenting will fa- 
miljarize him with the powers of his own vile, something essen- 

tally necessary for a successful hunter, If he thinks of using the 
Express ball in his .40-caliber, ] advise him to have it chambered 
for the $0-grs. shell. BEAR-PAW. 
Feb, 28th. 

ctiherp. 
Rostow Norrs—Archery has taken a firm held here, and before 

July I hope to see half a dozen more clubs spvinging up in and 
around the “Hub. The expected atch between New York 

and Boston gentlemen, which fs to take place in May,is much 

talied of, and there is considerable curiosity to know who the 

lueky ones will be who are to represent Boston. 
Before many weeks we shall probably form a club to be knowh 

as the Boston Archery Society. This society is for the encour- 
agement of archery in this section, and weshall probably meet 

one in two weeks. A private practise club for the encovrage- 
ment of long-range shooting is algo talked of, some of the rules 
of the present P,P. C.not seeming to suit ws Bistern archers 
exactly. During the coming seison we shal! probably shoot a 
great deal and haye some matches, LANGE Woon. 
—The Robin Hood Archery Club of Nyack, N. ¥., is selecting a 

team for the coniing campaign, The club has some seyenty-live 
members, and good work may bs expected fom it next summer 

rT 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

CoREDAND AncHERY CLuB—Cortland, IV. ¥., March 13th.—The 
following score was made by the members of the Cortland Areh- 

ery Club at Van Bergan Hall; 90 arrows; 80 yards :— 
Firsi 3. Second su. Third a0, Total. 

Dr. B..0, Hyatt... ...¢...0. 198 205 216 610 
Willis Cloyes..-_..-. aera 194 208 202 BOL 
das. R. Schetmerhorn.... 194 12 140 576 
A. Schermerhorn......... 184 184 187 555 
A.. Mahan._-........, oe ey Ah 183 184 Sad 
7,5. Oumsby.....--.. anny 75 156 186 520 
HWrank Turner.,.,..- hod alas dati 174 498 
Up SUB sae: se ot ad sis: 157 155 444 456 
Dr, G. H. Spiith,......... 116 174 160 450 
Mrs. A. Mahan,...,....... 91 189 122 352 
Miss Maggie Foree.,,..-. 103 ny 93 n ae 

MANHATTAN BOWMEN.—This new club has been organized in 

this city, with the following officers:—President, DN. M, McLean; 

Vice-President, W. C. Beecher; Secretary, J. O. Davidson; Treas- 

urer, 8. E, French, The members practise in the Ninth Regi- 

ment Armory hall, sharing there the privileges of the New York 

club. 

—In the current number of Harper's Bazaar appears & page 

drawing from the pencil of an artist, whose truthful character 
sketches last fall of the Eastern Archery Meeting at Boston were 

enjoyed by the archery fraternity everywhere. 

The picture represents a scene in the Ninth Regiment Armory, 

during a Saturday night practice shoot of the New York Archery 

Club and the Manhattan Archers—these two clubs haying shot 

amicaply together since their organization. We recognize in the 

picture many well-known members of the two clubs, and no? 

only are the likenesses there, bul) also the individuul manuer of 

each, 

A lover of the bow himself, the artist has faithfully reudered all 

those little details of the archer’s outfit, which giyes the picture 

fm added yalue to an archer’s eye, rarely aechrdad tb drawings by 

those not “up” ib archery 
Mr. Dayidson is doing muuwh with pen and pencil to give those 

not conversant with archery truthful representations of how 

this heathful and pleasant sport is earried on. 

“ RoonpErs "tin AncHERY.—New Fork, March 14th.—The New 

York Archery Club of this city has passed a resolution excluding 
members of all other archery clubs from membership. This they 
elaim will preyent any claims of other clubs to a share of the 

honors to be won hereufter. This resolution will no doubt ac- 

complish the desired effect, but will it not exclude many desira- 

ble members and keep the club in the background during the 

summer matches ? BOUNCED. 

The New York Glub have based their action on yery svund 

and sufficient grounds, and in setting their faces against what 

fire known in other sports as ‘rounders’ hive taken @ com- 

imméndable lead, It is possible, however, that this action of the 
clubispremature, Archery is yet in itsinfancy; clubs are few 

in numbers and weak in membership, and it may for these rea- 

sons be advisable to wait awhile before drawing the lines too close: 

Tn inter-club matches it is plain that where = member of many 

chibs shoots against one of his own clubs, the credit of the vie- 

tory is decidedly complicated and dubious. his, ib strikes us, 

should be provided against, and it may be provided avainush with- 

out totally barring members of more than one club from all the 
elub privileges of each. An archer might belong to one club, 

with which in all inter-club teams he should shoot. At the same 

time, he might be allowed the privileges of asemi-honorary 

membership in other clubs, or a membership with ceytain well- 

defined restrictions, which should yet debar him in no wise from 

a full participation in all club contests and priyilages. Weshould 

be pleased to hear from some of the older archers on this ques- 

tion. Let us arrive at the middle course, which will be the safest 
and most progressive for archery to pursue. 

DEFERRED.—Seyveral interesting and timely communications 

have necessarily been deferred. 

Machting and Qanaeing. 
———<-—— 

IMPORTED YACHTS. 

§ yachting’ on the lakes takes stronger hold upon the masses 

the desire to import evaft of foreign build from Cuthhbert’s 

yard at Toronto, the best-known builder in the West, becomes 

more manifest. Ithas been an open question as to what status 

in the eyes of the law the imported yachts could claim, and nu- 

merous have been the inquiries we have received of late seeking 

to unravel the mysteries of our wonderfully complex and pecu- 

larly stupid Goyernment exactions in this respect. Aslong as 

our barbarous tariff! and Chinese exclusiveness hold sway, our 
Lake readers, wmbitious of owning Greyhounds and Inas, must 

bow to the decisions of vox populi and the powers thatbe. We 
have received, through the kindness of the Seeretary of the 

Treasury, the following authoritative announcement, in obsery— 

ance of which yirtually denies imported yachts over twenty tons 

the right to fy the American flag, and compels them take out 
papers, etc., from the Old Dominion, hail from abroad and sail 

under the protecting Blue of W. M. colonies of the Noith. We 

add that yachts under twenty tons can be imported with mm- 

punity, as our legislators in their wisdom refuse to take notice of 

chppers under the mysti¢ figure of twenty, and class them simply 

as ‘manufactured wood; ”* which, once in the country, come into 

the same category with skiffs, punts and boats, and require no 

papers of any kind, unless cruising in foreign waters, when a 

lisherman’s or @ coaster's license becomes a necessary adjunct to 
escape interference by reyenue officigls abroad. As there is a 

duty on “articles manufactured of wood,” yachts undér twenty 

tons should be sailed from the Canadian yards of their birth into 

our harbors in a bond fide manner, when they will cireumyent 
paying duties on the same prounds as a suit of clothes worn on 

the buck. Tt would seem as though tlie time had come for an en- 

tive yevision of the laws passed by Congress relating to yachts, 

We hope that influential persons interested will step to the fore 
and demand about fiye minutes’ attention to the matter at the 
hands of our represensatives, who caw have no earthly objection 
toan overhauling and simplification of laws originally intended 
to foster the construction and sailing of yachts, but which have 
long ag0 become a drag instead of an aid to the object sought. 
With the assurance that the reyision is asked totin fhe interests 
of an onslaught upon Unele Sam by red-hauded pirates, nor yet 

with a yiew to starving him by nursing contraband trade, even 

the most suspicious and conscientiously tender legislator may sa 
far relax his protective hobbies as to grant the small boon asked 
by a sport which has attained a growth sufficient to demand 

national recognition. The following 1s the letter ruceiyed ;— 
TREASURY D®PARTMENT, 

OPEICE OF DEE SKORMDARY 
WaAstinenon, DD. C., Mare oft. ' 

Diditor Forest and Stream :— ; 
§1n—Relating vo yachts of over twenty-tons burden, of foreign 

build, imported and owned by American citizens, this Depart 
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ment desires to say, that a yacht of foreign build, of the burden 
mentioned, sould neither be enrolled nor licensed as an American 

vessel, nor be entitled tu the privileges defined in Section 4,214 of 

the Reyised Statujes, except by special Act of Congress. 
As to the right of such a yacht to carry the American flag, this 

Department concurs in the opinion expressed in Article 226 of the 

regulations preseribed by (he State Department for the use of the 

Consnlav Service of the United States, which is as follows ‘— 

“Phe privilere of carrying the American flag is under the regu- 

lation of Congress, and the statutes haye not made that privilege 

practically available to any ships, except those duly registered or 

enrolled at some Custom House.”’ 

Very respectfully, 

H. J. FRENCH. 

Assistant Secretary. 
ee 

MEASUREMENT, 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
To my way Of thinking, there is no one man or body of men 

than cantigure up a just table of allowance. You might just ag 

well expect them to figure exactly the weirht of construction, In 

the first place, we must have every owner of a small yacht under- 

stand that they are to ballast their yachts to their own Hking, and 

keep their ballast just where they put it in the first place, that is, 

not shift from side to side or end to end while under welgu. This 

done, every tub willsiton itsown bottom. I then would pro- 

pose to doaway with our tablesofallowance. Make your classes 

of center-boards and keels, make them of sloops, schooners, 

cutters, yawls and sharpies. Give a nian to understand that if he 

desires to co into the 26ft, class, his yacht must not be over that 

limit; if into the 38ft. class, not over 88ft., deck line, and so on 

until you arrive atthe largest available yacht, even if {t brings 

burtwo boats out for competition. 

The judges have then not got to pore over a stationery store or 

work like clerks in snme duwn-town shop; they will have to 

stand no censure about halfinches, or split seconds, or the differ- 

ence of length, The boat first across the line is the winner, if an 

anchor start, and also a winherif more than the tine has elapsed 

between her and her rivals in a flying start. 

As the table of allowance now is, two boats may be justas long 

on deek, the same beam and sail draft; one’s stern may rake 

more, and she would probably get allowance on & few inches, Two 

boats are in the same class. By water line measurement one ig 

20ft. on deck, 11ft. heam and 24ft. water line; the other is 26ft. on 

deel, 1Uft. beam, 24ft. Gin. waterline. The smallest boat actually 

wlows the largest by water line measurement at present in 

vowne. 
When men understand they can build so long, and are re- 

strictedonly to fixed ballast, thelr pocket-books and fanoy will de- 

termine which class their ambilion lies in, and we shall see a 

more uniform size of yessels with more yariety of rigs and 

models. It will also determine whether a sloop is better than a 

cutter, or cutters better than schooners, ete. ‘“Eyery tub will 

sail on its own bottom.’ Neyer consent to puta shilling ballast 

boat against one that keeps hers under the floor. Kupa@u, 
Biston, March 5th. 

We object altogether to any measurement by length for reasons 

set forth in these columns. We also take exception to the child's 

play of allowing so many minutes to cross the starting line. It 
robs a race of its display of seamanship and skillful maneuvering 

Allof a class should start at one gun, and their times be taken 

from the gun. We have enough lubberliness about our racing as 
it is, without trying to rob the sport of all the enticements and 

chances to wide-aywake skippers. Placing a premium on sloth and 

Incapacity by all sorts of allowances und faint-hearted commis- 

seration rules with tubs and lubbers, should be done awuy with 

wherever possible. Yachtracing ought to be graduated ,out of 

haymakers’ leading strings. In relation to shifting ballast among 

small boats, our correspondent has a clear head. 

te 

NEWPORT ‘ CATS.” 

Tnditor Forest and Stream — 

A good many years since, further back than I sometimes find it 

pleasint to look, [noticed at Newport, R. L., the finest fleet of 

small sailboats it had ever been my lug to see. They were ail of 

them cat-rigged, with short booms and high, narrow-headed 

sails; were fine sea boats, sure in stays, and eyery one of them 

Wasa keelboat, Their owners were practical men, who gained a 

living by taking out suiling parties, and they understood hand- 

ling their boats to perfection. I often talked with these men 

about centerboards, but in was no use; they considered their 

boats perfect, and that the keel was what made them so. Now, 
howeyer, the visitor to Newport will find all this thing changed. 

Tt is as difficult al the present day to find there 4 keel cat-boat aa 

it was twenty years ago to find a center-board. 

What bas caused thechange? Solve the riddle, mon dm, and 

if you can’t, puss it on to some of the cniter fraternity, who, in- 
stead of using their brains in improving what is good, are at- 
tempting to introduce something that has been thoroughly 

proyed an inferior article. After Messrs. Gutter & Co, have given 

up the conundrum, we can accommodate them with still another 

Qur Vive. 
We certainly take a very different view of a perfect boat 

trom what our correspondent seems to set up as his standard. The 

Newport cat-boats we consider without question the embodiment 
of the yery worst elements a yacht Gan possess. They are ex- 
ceedingly dangerous when fully rigged, yery hard on their helms, 

excessively wet and uneasy, yery aptto miss staysin lumpy water, 

cannot sail close on account of their gveat hoistand narrow head, 
permitting the gat! to iy broad off when the boom is trimmed tore 

and aft, and they are leewardly and yery slow in rough water, to 

suchan extent thatwe boxed about an hourin one of then try- 
ing to fetch amark not an eighth of a mile to windward, ‘They 
yaw frighthully, and with helm hard across the quarter will fail 

to qnswer tilla fayorable sea throws their subut avain where it 
ought to haye pointed right along. ° 

Tf we desired deliberately to set about designing a araft com 

bining all the worst qualities known we should choose something 
like the Newport cat as our model. Make those vessels of less 

beam, howeyer, greater depth, vdd a keel and low bullast, less 
hoist and meré gaff, und the vesult would show a boat which 
would bé sale, easy, dry, comfortable to steer, reliable in # sea- 

Way und closer on the wind. We think it high time that the 
humiliating custom of taking our cue from smackmen, clam-dig- 
vers and the like guye place to alittle more confidence in intelli- 

ence and special training. Practice ia yery good in its way, but 

pructice salted with 4 little brains ought to go a good deal fur- 

ther. 

Jt is not difficult to assign a reason for the regrettable change 
from keel to center-board in Newport. New York fashions there 

rule ashore and they mile afloat. When New York again takes to 

he keel the clam-diggers of Newport will follow fast enough? 
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and there will be less business for the undertakers syery season, 

which no one will regret. The risks of the tight-rope performer 

Ought not to be accepted in a well-designed yacht. Aslong as 
they are present, sailors and men who are not agents for life insur- 

ance companies will repudiate such craft as productions pot 

€yen cyual to those of the Fiji Island savages. 

mun >a 

A REPLY TO ‘* CORINTHIAN,” 

Bditor Forest and Stream :— 

Tn a late article by “ Corinthian” be attacks Mr. Smith for his 
assertion that length measurement would tend to praduce over- 

Sparred yessels, and this from the gentleman who sparred 

Viren, Madcap, Intrepid, Nidal Wave and the new Mischief, is re- 

markably cool, to say the least; much more so it seems to mé 
than he would make it for Mr, Smith. “Corinthian” should re- 

member thal an architect males his plans of a house according to 

the requirements of the person proposing to build, and likewise a 
yacht designer must do as the owner wishes, though often against 

his Own better judgment. However this may be, I don't see that 

“ Corinthian’s" remark ulters the truth of Mr. Smith’s assertion 

atall. Iwas once inclined to think as “ Corinthian" does—that 

length is the principal and only element of speed, but I have had 

reason to chante my mind somewhat. I haye seen the cutter 

Miliricl sailing day after day in company with Midge, Schemer and 

Chief, She could not hold her own with Schemer or Chief, and 
eould not gain muchif anyon Midge. Now Muriel is 40.65 feet 

water-line, Chief 45 feet over all, and Schemer 37.17 feat water-lice, 

while Midge is but 26.6 feet water-line. In a run from New Lon- 

don to Newport the Chief and Schemer beat Muriel badly, and 

Midge also got in well ahead of her. Glancing at the beam of 

theso yessels we find Muriel to be 9.14 feet, Schemer 14.6 feet, Midge 

10.9 feet. 'The Chief's beam I do not know exactly, but she has, T 
should judge, about 15 fect. Taking in view these figures and 
facta, should not beam haye quite as much consideration as length, 

and were Muriel to meet these vessels in a race on a length basis, 

would she haye herdue? Likewise in the Volante-Schemer race 

spoken of, Volante has 40 feet on water-line by 12 feet beam, to 

Schemer's 87x14.5, and the fact that Volante was outsalled ‘Corin- 
thian” attributes to the fact that she is slow; so indeed would he 

conelude in any ease when narrow and beamy yachts suil 
together on length; except perhapsin double reef breezes. I 

have seen but few yery narrow yachts of the English type sailing 

with wide center-board yessels, but those I have seen cannot haye 

a fair race with center-board yachts of similar length in our ayer- 

age racing weather without receiying considerable time allow- 
ance, owing to their being smaller. 

That the English type of boat is the more weatherly any one 

will allow who has seen them in their native waters, and if a gen- 
tleman wishes a rough-weather yacht why should he be debarred 

a fair race with his center-board friends, which, [I think, is 

attainable as near 48 possible by the present Seawanhaka rules, 

which Mr. Smith advocates. I cite these instances ag bringing 

together vessels of opposite extremes which it might be desirable 

to race together, 
_A time allowance based upon length alone will do well enough 

when all vesselaaure of the same general shape, butit cannot be 

made to apply fairly to such cases as I haye spoken of. ‘ Corin- 

thian" also inquires if it would not be fairer to compare Intrepid 

to Rambler, one of her own class, rather than to Zidal Wave. 
Probably it would; so let us make the examination. Rambler is 

97.04 feet longer on water-line than Intrepid, and by length allow- 
ance this would giye Intrepid something more than a minute less 

than what she now receives from Rambler by cubic allowance! 

As to freeboard, Rambler has but 2 feet 8 inches, while Intrepid 
has 3 feet ) inches, The Rambler's draught without keel is 8,2 feet, 

or 6 per cent. of her length, while Intrepid draws 8.5 feet without 

keel, or 8 per cent, of her length. How much this difference taxes 

intrepid by cubic allowance “ Corinthian" need not be told. 

He seems desirous, too, of having’pointed outa yacht of scien- 

tific construction that has developed speed without some altera— 

tions. Saying nothing of many English yachts of this kind T 

could name, I will pointto Mudeap. Three days after her sails 

sere first bent she entered the N. Y. Y. Club Regatta and was an 

easy winner against such craft as Kaiser and Active, the latter a 
much larger yacht, built from a model by Mr. William Force. 

* QOorinthian”’ also casta reflections upon Vindex a8 3 slow and 
unweatherly yacht. The best argument on the question of her 
speed is her former owner's well-filled plate-locker, trophies of 

races wou by a keel against center-hoard yachts. 

As to any question of her weatherly qualities, the fact of her 

eruising the coast from Cape Sable to Savannah and twice round- 
ing Hattoras in midwinter isa sufficient answer; a feat, I think, 

“ Corinthian” would hesitate to undertake in some of the sloops 
of the same class whose good qualities In other respects he is not 

slow to praise, 
Tt would seem as though “ Corinthian" had some other object in 

yiow than an argument on time allowance when heso rabidly 
attacks Mr. Smith and his productions, and when he aims so gra- 

tuitous and uncalled fora slur atthe owner of a little cutter. I 

pray “ Corinthian” will take it in good part Wlien I express my 

gentiments to this effect—that a gentleman when writing under 

cover of a nom de plune should exercise greater courtesy than 

when he assumes the responsibility of his words over his own 
name. 0. E, CROMWELI: 
We regret that the desire to leave our columns open to all 

shades of opinion should haye been the untoward cause for the 
appearance in print of the allusions referred to by Mr. Cromwell. 
Concerning Measurement by length we believe “Corinthian” is 

too good a mathematician to countenance any such folly, though 

his letter may hays madeit appear so. Length measurement is 

the etraw at which drowning men clutch when they find them- 

aplyes too ynintelligent to grasp a simple problem, Intelligent 
persons who pegin with a prejudice in favor of simple length 

invariably discover ‘is shortcomings upon investigation and come 

to the conclusion that jf ia altogether too simple, As Mr, Grom- 

well correctly remarks, it will do well enough for boats of one 

type, but im that case almost any arbitrary element will suffice 

for comparison of size. Tt is in matching different types that the 

eloyen foot of simple length is detected, As long gs length is 

synonymous with size it can be applied with equity, When itis 

no longér interchangeable with sizolt'a application becomes illog- 

jeal and unfair and its effect is vicious, forcing the growth ot 

ghort, dumpy vessels to nn inordinate degrea, A glance at a te 
pommonplace figures will explain this even to the most obtuse. 
A desires 9 cutter 60x12x9 for his own good reasons, right or 

grong. B builiisa sloop of the same length, 60x20x7. On length 
both would sail on oven terms. They will ton in the following 

proportion: the cutter, Q0x12x9=6,450; the sloop, 60x20x7 =8,400, 

Tn other words, the sloop may be g0 per cent, larger and yet en- 
ter this amount unpaid when racing on length. The fallacy of 

guch pruloia so glaring that it is 2 wonder how it evar gained 

widespread adhesion. The effect of such a rule is equally pyident 

No one could build anything departing from tho beamy type 
without giving up all hope of racing. Henge the unfortunate 

preponderance of the round ‘wash bowl” vessels in our fleet 

with all the drawbacks of huge spars and. excessive canvas, want 
of accommodations, except under a trunk, unseayorthiness un- 

less under avery slow rig, and dangerous enough to count the 
victims drowned annually by the hundred, Such craft may be 

the highest conceiyable in naval design to a certain class, hut we 

submit that educated men will be slow to accept the results of 
the day as anything more than the clumsiest makeshifts in which 

all elements of a safe, handy, roomy, weatherly yessel are 

swamped in the necessity for producing tha most power—the 

greatest size—ona giyen length, a method by which taxation is 

wrongfully eseaped at the expense of the most desirable quali- 

ties the perfect yacht should possess. Length measurement is 
the most detrimental eyer deyised, and with the intelligence of 

the age itshould bea disgrace to find the rule on the books of 
any club. 

UNCAPSIZABLE BOATS, 

Editor Forest and Stream -— 

It was with no small degree of pleasure I read your yachting 

columns in your last number. I haye had considerable experi- 

ence in boating and shipping in yarious countriiis, yet th is with 

difidence I offer you the follewing remarks, relative to two im- 

proyements of a nautical character which I 4m introducing, and 

which improvements are now being protected by letters patent 

hare and in other parts. One of these inventions is for preyenting 

open boats or any small yessels from upsetting by pressure of 
wind or squalls. The other isan improvement for yachts, or for 

other vessels, by which they can be made more weatherly than 
heretofore, and that without the use of center-boards and false 
keels. Iam quite convinced that science and practice have done 

nearly all that can be donein the way of perfecting the lines of 

shipping, the dimensions and placing of sails, ete. But the ques- 

tion of present perfection has been carried too far in other re- 

Spects,and hence many simple yet important things relative to 

other qualities haye been entirely overlooked. My present im- 

provements are In the latter direction. [ have submitted these 

improvements to several gentlemen of high scientific attain- 

ments, ciyil engineers, yachtsmen, and nautical men. On first 
naming the matter to them, I was always met with a smilie of in- 

credulity ; yet all of these gentlemen, on sesing the matter illus- 

trated, were just as ready to admit the importance of these im- 

provements in complimentary terms. 
Tam sorry [ cannot show my models to the public at present, 

ag they are now in Washington; but priyately I can refer you to 

# gentlemen of this city who is noted for his scientific knowl 

edge of yachting. He has inspected my modela and approved 

them, With your leaye, I shall offer further details in a subse- 
quent communication, Joun McLuon. 
New York, March 10th. 

The inventor has explained his improvements to us, and they 

are certainly ingenious enough to justify full particulars, as soon 

adhe is prepared to make public the specifications upon which 

his patents are founded, 
Sc oe ie 

YACHTING NEWS. 

Jursey Crey CANOE Crus.—The editor of these columns returns 

his thanks for recent election to the J.C. 0.0.,and hopes to 
meéet the members of the club with a paddle of his own construc- 

tion this spring. 

EMPIRE YACHT CituB.—Officers for the year :—Commodore, 
Henry Hill; Vice-Commodore, Peter Krumeich; Rear Comimo- 

dore, John 5, MeDuif; President, William O. Davis; Secretary, 

James MeGlymont; Treasurer, William ©. Forman; Meéasurer, 

Andrew T. Brush; Regatta Committee:—Richard Cullen, Robert 
Miller, John Widder, John Fitzsimmons and Theo. Wersbe, A 

new chib-house is in prospect, 

SreamM YACHT Burned.—The Arrow, of Geneya Lake, Wiscon- 

sin, was burned by an incendiary March lth. Loss nearly $15,- 

000. If we mistake not, this is the Arrow built by the Kirby 

Brothers, of Wyandotte, for high speed. She attained about 18 
miles an hour, 

Moman's Calumn, 
———. 

IN SHARCH OF FERNS, 

S$ I listen to the stormy music of the March wind, 
while it ‘* bloweth where it listeth,” and watch the 

strong, swift flow of waters swollen by spring freshets, 
my heart throbs with a vain longing to add my shadow 
to the innumerable other shadows that diversify a cer- 
tain sunny exposure in the woods from slope to summit. 
But the chilliness in the air yetoes any such excursion at 
present. Therefore I must be content with a retrospect of 
a bright day in the spring that has gone, and hope for just 
such another in the spring that is here, The earliest ver- 
nal fowers bloom again ; the snowdrop, emblem of hope, 
shows itself as the longer days encroach upon the night, 
and the yellow crocuses, sacred to Saint Valentine, the 
lover's saint, 

“The first gilt thing 
That wears the trembling pearls of Spring,"' 

have awakened from their late lethargic state, and the 
borders are gay with the “cloth of gold.’ Surely some 
early wild flowers are in bloom in the woods now ; at least 
the mosses, saturated by recent rains, are in ali proba- 
bility fresh and vigorous and green, while the lichens re- 
joice in the solitude of which they are the fit emblem, 

It will not be a great while now until there comes the 
anniversary of a day on which four itinerant pleasure- 
seekers, bound fosether in asort of quadrilateral friend- 
ship by one common purpose, arrayed themselyes—not 
altogether like ‘* Lilies of the field”—and, armed with bas- 
kets and gardening trowels, bebook themselves to sylvan 
scenes, a short distance from the common haunts of 
men, 

The historian was the least but not the last of the party. 
The landscape was not new to her, and for that reason 
she was looked up to asa ‘* guide, philosopher and friend” 
by those who at times followed in her footsteps, at others 
kept by her side, and at others formed exploring parties 
on their own responsibility, Our route for almost a mile 
lay along the railroad, ‘The genial tentperature of the 
air, the soft blue ofthesky, the gleaming beauty of the 
water course, over whose sands and shallows the willows 
hung their pensive branches, all contributed to add to the 
lightness of hearts that were free from care, and seemed 
in their general joyousness to be moved by the yital im- 
pulses of the season, Presently we came to a long rail- 
road bridge which the historian of the party absolutely 
declined to cross. There are cortain heights which ren- 
der me dizzy-headed, Fame itself should come to me in 
moderation ; I fear} could not stand too great an amount 

eyen of prosperity. Afler considerable urging and 
offers of assistance, for which I was obstinately ungrate- 
ful, it was decided to go down to the water-course and 
build a bridge in a primitive way by throwing stones 
therein, While contributing my share of manual labor, 
and keeping a watchful eye in hopes that a trilobite 
might peradventure find its way into my fingers asa 
relic of the paleozoic age, Lredeemed my reputation in 
the eyes of my companions by unearthing and dispatch- 
ing along, lithe wriggling snake that had its local habi- 
tation underneath a goodly rock I had appropriated for 
the bridge that was in process of construction, Iam by 
nature peaceable, except when I come in contact with a 
snake ; let it run from me never so nimbly, pursue if I 
must, and greatis my joy in that victory which ends in 
the total destruction of the serpent, who is my natural 
enemy. There wasa chorus of congratulations from two 
of the party who had stood rather aloof, and fervent 4s- 
surances that I should conquer all my enemies for a year 
to come, whereupon I admonished them to remain my 
friends, in yiew of the discomfiture that awaited them in 
case they did not, 
We managed, after a time, py considerable activity, 

to cross over our bridge without wetting our feet. Clam- 
bering up the clayey bank, we found ourselves in an open 
field, through which for a hundred yards or so we fol- 
lowed the furrows ofa plow that had lately turned up 
the fresh soil, Next came a hillside coyered with young 
timber and dotted here and there with a spontaneous out- 
growth of May apples, sangumaria, blue-bells, trillicians, 
and various other wild flowers too numerous to mention, 
Beyond lay woods of heayier timber, but here was our 
stopping place, for the long fronds of the caterpillar fern 
untolded on the hillside, and the maiden-hair, green like 
unto the hair of a Naiad, clistered around certain bare, 
gnarled, angular roots, from which it required more dig- 
ging than was merely ‘a labor of love” to disengage it, 

For a time we were enthusiasts. We vied with one 
ahother as to which should have the finest collection. A 
disinterested spectator could hardly have told which one 
of our perspiring crowd best deserved the title of the 
“Queen of Spades,” Trillicians, blue bells, anemones, 
wood violets and ferns innumerable rewarded our quick, 
attentive eyes, and when we dug for the roots of the 
spottedleaved adder tongue, with what sincerity and 
earnestness did we assert that thosé same roots must 
reach to the center of gravity, 
Then came a time when we rested from our labors, laid 

aside our trowels and roamed here and there along the 
hillside, watching the sparrows and redbirds, until ina 
great thorn tree was discovered a nest of one of the lat- 
ter; but the crowning event of the day was the discovery 
of aspring, out of which might have drank the Satyrs 
and Dryads—so pure, so clear, so crystal-like were its pel- 
lucid waters. It was discovered in a little cleft in the 
hillside, and there was general rejoicing, for every one of 
us was thirsty ; but cup we had none, Thereis an old 
roverb tliat ‘*God reaches us good things by our own 

ds.” We yerified it, and not contented with a mere 
handful we knelt upon our knees and drunk freely, Wo 
imbibed by turns, and the last to drink was our youngest, 
who knelt so gracefully and bent down her flushed face * 
so daintily that we constituted ourselves a committee of 
interruption, and from the bank aboye commented sa 
freely upon her attitude and appearance that she could 
not drink for laughter, which threatened to choke her. 
How beseechingly did she turn her brown sys upward 
and entreat of us to desist, It was resolved that the 
spring should be known henceforth and forever as the 
Minnie-Mallie-Plora-Hlizabeth-Spring, 

Slowly then we turned our faces homeward, now 
paaain gto mark a bird whose plumage glistened with a 
rilliant, bronze, metallic lustre, or stooping to gather 

one more bunch of the anemones that bent their pearly 
heads in countless nufnbers, How green was that gra 
slope! How full of genial delights! We lingered, lot 
to go. How faraway we felt ourselves from life’s every- 
day cares. Here might weindulge in snatches of reverie, 
in tender recollections, in buoyant hope for the future, 
safe sheltered from proud defiance, or bitter hate, or ma- 
lignant innuendo. 

It seemed to me, as I lingered in the dreamy and tran- 
quil spot, that it needed but the charm of moonlight to 
reveal Obeyon and Titana dancing in yoiceless joy, but 
sentiment fled before the practical suggestion that my 
followers would be compelled to break a long and shin- 
ing spear of grass in case abstraction unfitted me to be 
their leader, and I remembered that when Charles the 
Simple, of France, was abandoned by his lords they 
broke a straw in token that their allegiance ceased. 

I take up the burden of life again, and with ita basket 
and trowel that grow heavier as we draw nearer home, 
How tired we are, and yet our morning has been conse- 
erated by associations which we would gladly keep green 
forever. With eager Eres do we look forward, nearing 
the village, and with what good will do we write in tha 
expressive ejaculation, *‘ Dulee domum,” DALE popes 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

“THE CALIFORNIA ROWING BOAT APPARATUS,” gays tho 
San Francisco Olympian, ‘‘ bears off the palm, has no 
springs to dvaw the body forward with a jerk, as is the 
case in all previous attempts at Rowing Machines, Thea 
oars slide in friction bars, while the pressure is regulated 
by thumb-serews. The boat is mounted on rockers, and 
careens if the puller is unsteady in his seat, It is pro- 
nounged by oarsmen to bea perfect imitation for boat 
and water, and asa health machine surpasses anythin 
et devised.” Inclose stamp for illustrated circular, 
vanch California Novelty works, 29 Washington streeh, 

Chicago, Ill. ; also for sale at §20 Commercial street, San 
Francisco, Cal_—[ Adv, 
A Gpes? Discovery BY A GREAT MaAn,—This, pri- 

marily, is what Warner's Safe Neryine is, The great 
manis one of-the most famous living physicians. He 
found a harmless remedy for all kinds of pain, others 
improved it, and the final result is the Safe Nervine now 
manufactured only by H, AH. Warner & Co,—[Adu, 
—Spratt’s dog biscuits have become a staple article of 

diet for (logs, and are growing in favor every day. We 
are pleased ta learn that another want has been supplied 
by the manufacture of Spratt’s Patent Forage Biscuits, 
which are intended for horses, The convenience and 
value of this new food cannot be overestimated, Beg 
advertisement elsewhere, 
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Hew Advertisements. ~ 

Brass Bulshed and Polished......... J Bees ain oh 
Nickled, 76 cents extra. 

Ebonite (Fine Quality). 
$2 50 $a 00 $3 60. 
2 8 24 inch 

Horsman’s Archery 

SINGLE ACTION TROUT CLICK. 

... $1 25 to $2 00 

Abbey Hard Rubber (Best Quality) 
OY $8.00 $9 00 nr 0 

REELS ® 
MULTIPLYING BLACK BASS. 
FINE, PRICES, 

Brass without drag 
* + +“ with ay 

Nickled without *‘* 
We wittt r 

REBT Rhee - ScRis- teR vedi. eb hin 

EXTRA FINE, 
disc. 

wit: 
Nickled without “ 

+ wit. + 

Ger, Sil without * 

Brass without CHEK. 6-22. eee eee 
iy t 

$3 50 | $3 
400 

te] 
‘ Number. 6 PUA TL eet neh oaaiers ure eee 

Is Indorsed and Highly Recom- 
ded b Number,-....- PSone sshd ke ene 

i) 
ue ve Y HIGHEST QUALITY STHERHL PIVOT BLACK BASS. 

Hon. Maurice Thompson, Father of Archery Hard Rubber, (Imbrie’s pattern,) with adjustable click ........ ontithinden. scavedactn each $16 00 $14 00 $12. 00 $11 00 
in this country ¢ OMSia el Peer a, se UN RN PON barren faeh han dk mesa e Sine 1 2 3 4 8 

Will H. Thompson, Esq., Champion Archer of | DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE ONLY. 
the United States ; 

Heiry C. Carver, Esq., President of the Na- 
tional Archery Association ; 

A.S. Brownell, Esq., President of the Eastern 
Archery Association ; 

and other leading Archers, 

Special attention is called to my SPANISH 
YEW-BACKED BOWS and footed peacock 
feathered Arrows. 

Send stamp for Mlustrated Catalogue of Arch- 
ery and Lawn Tennis. 

=. tL. HORSMAN, 
80 & 82 WILLIAM STREET, 

NEW YORK, 

Trout and Bass Fly, = 
Bass Bait, - = 

‘Every Sportsman 
wants my NEW CATALOGUE AND PRICH 
list, just out, of 

FISHING TACKLE 
GUNS, PIStOLs, 

ARCHERY, LAWN TENNIS, 
BOXING GLOVHS, 
SPORTING PUBLICATIONS, 

and everything in the sporting goods line. Iam \ 
selling goods uta very great reduction. Look at 
my prices. Catalogues free. 
Bnelled Hooks, single gut, 25c. per doz, 

v3 double gut, 50c. “* 
ce treble gut, 5c. *! 
as on silk gimp, 75¢, per doz, 

Trout Leaders, single gut, | c. per yard. 
Bass Leaders, double gut, 20c. per yard. 
Sik Worm Gut, $lto $3 per hundred. 
Trout Flies, rood quality, 75c. per doz. 
Trout Fires, extra quality, $1.25 per doz. 
Bass, Salmon and Luke Trout Flies, $1.50 to $3. 
Fly Books, holding flies fulllength$2 to $5. 
peut Ged enameled water-proof Sill: Line, 6c. per 

yard. 
Braided Linen Lines, fifty yards, 60c, 
Braided Silk Lines, fifty yards, $1. 
Epon. Baits, all descriptions, 50c. to $1.25. 

ishing Rods, 50¢. and upward. 
Fishing Reels, 50c. and upward. 

CELEBRATED 

| Salmon, 
(With Reel Plate $5.00 additional). 

SOLE ACENTS 

WILLIAM MILLS 
7 Warren Street, 

mie Pls ReiNicy TA 
Send for Price List. 

ROOK & 

, Archery, 

ABBEY & IMBRIE. 48 Maiden Lane, NewYork, 

-H. L. LEONARD’S 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS. 
With Patent Water-proof and Patent Split Ferules, the former protecting the wood from moisture 

and the latter making it IMPOSSIBLE FOR THESE RODS TO BREAK AT THE FERULE. 

Grilse, with Reel Plate, - : 0 

& SON, 
New York. 

Jac ie 

CO., 
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in 

Fishing Tackle 
GUNS, 

Also, all other goodsin the Fishing Tackle line 
atreduced prices. TI willsend samples of any of 
the receipt of price. Catalogue free. 

Address 

rr. SB. Fisk, 
233 Broadway, New York. 

es = i 50 Fulton street, N. Y. 
Sole Agents for THOMAS ALDRED, London, manufacturer of the Finest Archery in the world. 

J. B. CROOWS Specialties for 1880. 
THOMAS ALDRED'S Yew Bows, from $25 to $75. 

KEEP’S SHIRTS 
ARE THE VERY BEST. 

KEEP'S PATENT PARTLY MADE SHIRTS, 
only plain seams to finish. 6 for $7. 
KEEPS CUSTOM.SHIRTS, yery best, MADH 

TO MEASURE, 6 for $10, Fit guaranteed. 
An elegant set of extra heavy gold-plated 

buttons presented to purchasers of six shirts, 

KEEP'S KID GLOVES, 

(FOR GENTS.) 
the very best, plain or embroidered. $1,10 per 
pair, 

KEEP'S UMBRELLAS, 
BEST GINGHAM, Patent Protected Ribs, $1 

Fifty per cent stronger than each. Warranted. 
any other umbrella. 

REGINA AnD TWILLED SILK UMBRELLAS. 

KEEP’S UNDERWEAR 

for spring and summer wear, 50c., 60c., 75a., $1, 
$1.25, $1.50. Very best. 

KEEP’S COLLARS AND CUFFS 

in all the latest styles ; also 

GENTS’ 
HAN DEERCHIEPFS, SCARES, Exc. 

_ Shirts only delivered free. 
_ Merchants will be furnished with trade cireu. 
lars on application, as we furnish the trade on 
the most favorable terms. 
Samples and Circulars mailed free. 

KEEP MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 
§31, 633, 635 & G37 Broadway, New York 
a 

BOERICKE & TAFEL’S 

| HOmMOnOPATEI 
PHARMACIES, 

at New York, Philadelptia, Baltimore, New Orloang, Chicago, 
| Sen Mranclyco, 
Keap constantly on hand full dtwck of pure and rellabla Ho- 

Taaopxthic Medicines, ns well as Fumily Medicine Cuses, and 
Booka in English, German, French or Spanish. 

Send for deecriptivs Prics Current, 
N.B.—BOERICN. & TAPED recelved the only Centennfal 

Price Medal awarded at tho Piiladelphin Bxposition for Homos=" 
bpathtc Medicines. Tnsinoss Established in 1@5, (3) 
———————— 

. - WALLACE’S GUIDE 
To the Adirondacks. 

SILKE AND LINEN CAMBRIC 

AN exhustive hand-book for sportsmen and 
* tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks should 
e ip thont it, Forsale at this office, Price, post 
i a $160, 

RICHARD DAFT’S Cricket Goods. 
J. B. CR QOR A Hex 

B. CROOK’S Newport Bass 

agonal Bamboo Fly Rods, Solid Reel Plate, $20. 
B. CROOK’S Sere SARS, and Lemonwood Bows, $7.50. 

Rods, suitable for Trolling and still Baiting for all 
kinds of salt water fishing, eightto nine feet, German Silver Mounted. Pepper Cane second joint and two tips, $15. 

Send 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue for 1880, giving Hints on Archery and Rifle Shooting and the Rules of Cricket, Foot Ball, Lawn Tennis, Glass Ball Shooting and a Synopsis of tain 
N. B._Nothing but first-class Goods sold at thi 8 Establishment. 

giving a description of Fishing, when to go and what Tackle to use. 

Miscellancons. 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTBLS CHAIR, 
WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 

POSITIONS. 

Parlor Library, Inva, 
lid Chair, Child’s Crib- 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light- 
ness, strength, simpli- 
city, and comfort. 
Everything toan exact 

SS ho Science, Orders by mail 
READING POSITION. romptly attended to. 

Goods meee to any address, C. O. D. Send 
Stamp for Illustrated Circular; quote Forest and 
Stream, Address Wilson Adjus.Chair Wig Ce., 

661 Broadway, N. Y 

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE 

ig a sure cure for spavin, splint, curb, callous, 
sprains, swellings, galls, lameness and all enlarge- 
ments of the joints or limbs. It will completely 
remove a bone spavin without blistering or caus- 
ing asore. Itis also as good for man ag for beast. 
and ig used full strength, at all times of the year, 
with perfect safety. Remember, we claim it will 
cure @ bone spavin and completely remove the 
bunch without blistering. ' ¢ 
Office U. §. Marshal, Western Dist. of Michigan, 

Kalamazoo, Apr. 1th, 1879. 
B. J. Kendall, Enosburgi Falls, Vt.— Dear Sir: T 

received the two bottles of your spayin cure for- 
warded by express, in January last. Iam happy 
to state that it performed all your advertisement 
called for. In three weeks after 1 commenced 
using it, the spa ree epee removed and a 
yaluable horse restored to usefulness. E 

Very truly yours, JOHN PARKER, 
Send for illustrated circular giving Positive 

Proof. Price $l. Ali Drugsists have it or can get 
{tfor you. DR.B,J.KENDALL&CO., Propr’s, 

Enosburgh Falls, Vermont, 

Mantes. 

AUDUBON’S BIRDS, 
NY GENTLEMAN having asetof Audubon’s 
birds, half size, in good order, which he 

would like to sell for $75, will please ad- 
dress at this office, 2 in.29-tf, 

OWLS WANTED. 
50 cts. each paid for the dead birds delivered 

in good condition at my address. W. J. 
KNOWLTON, 168 Tremont st., Boston, Mass. 
Feb12-2m. 

ANTED—The services of a pure bred 
bull dog, under forty pounds; a reasonable 

amount will be placed, if necessary, with the 
editor of this paper for bis safe return and fees. 
Write, stating particulars, to J. B. CLOSE, Le 
Mars, Towa. Mar,18,1t 

ov Sule. 

OR SALE.—For want of use, a dapple gray 
mare, 6 years old. Apply to W.A. WHITE, 

Maris-1t. 152 E. 125th street. 

FOR SALE. 
250,000 BROOK TROUT FRY, 

At reasonable rates. Address for prices to 
J.B. & FP, N. EDDY, 

Randolph, Cattaraugus County, N. Y. 

oR SALE, in good order, * Audubon” 
Viviparous Quadrupeds of North America. 

160 plates ; 8 vols. unbound; original subseription. 
cate Ge B., Forest and Stream office. 

ar 18- 

TT? EXCHANGE fine rosewood Mar- 
tin guitar,in ease, cost $50, for Winchester 

Address G, W-. 
Mar.18,1t 

sporting rifle, 44 cal, model *78. 
HOLMBS, Goshen, Chio. 

UCK SHOOTING,—35,000 acres of 

The Fennel, — 
FOR SALE. 

Royal Ben, lemon and white setter dog (Carlo- 
witz-Lucy); 1st and special prizes, Detroit, 1879; 
Ist and special, 3t. Louis, 1879; partly broken. 
ena and Hose Il, lemon and white pointer 

bitches (Sepsation-Hose); very handsome; not 
broken, 
Betty, red Trish bitch (Bob-Kitty); yery hand- 

some. 
Sepoy, Liewellin setter (Gladstone-Merse 

lemon und white; not broken. wey), 
Belle, English setter bitch. 
Chips, pointer; liver color; broken. 
For further particulars, address A, H, MOORE, 

711 Spring Garden street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Mar.138,16 

{OR SALE—Pure red Irish setter 
bitch pup, ten months old, for $15. J. 

Port Washington, O. ‘ ‘Morini : 

OR SALE.—A liver and white-ticked pointer 
dog, 10 months old; Partly broken. Price $5, 

Address H. BRINGHURST, 
Marig-1t, Lancaster City, Pa. 

OR SALB.—A brace of cocker spaniels from 
imported stock and related to first prize win- 

ners. E. LINSLEY, Centre st., Hamilton, Ont, 
Marist. 

N THE STUD—The pure Laverack dog 
Pride, by Pride of the Border x Petrel, The 

only pure Layerack in New England. Fee, $50, 
Address TL, &. DEANE, Box 1,612, Boston, Mass, 

Sept.4-tf 
ee SE ES 
por SALE, CHEAP—TIrish setters Red 

Grouse, by Druid, ex Peggy; Erwin, b 
Redgauntlet, ex Quail If. Address EDWARD 
LOHMAN, 171 Hast Wighty-secyenth street, New 
York. Marl8,Jt 
oe oe SS 
y OR SALE—Two well-bred setter dogs, 

marked exactly alike; three months old; 
record furnished. For particulars, address, in- 
closing stamp, WALTER 8. EARLHY, 8,941 Sil- 
vertonayenue, Philadelphia. Marl£,1t 

@ week in yourown town. Terms and $5 
66 outfit free. Address H. HALLE & O0,, 

Portland, Maine, 
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F fManrcet 18, 1880. 

Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 
8 WE do not employ any authorized agents or canyassers, we offer our friends in every locality who will give any ti ; i i r i pub- 

scriptions, the following inducements to obtain subscribers for the “FOREST AND STREAM ” at the eee cn femticknc toe Oa ad ad Sher aon 

Collect Sucsepeion price, 3 months, euee 
Commission to be retained, 3 

Amount to remit us, 3 it; 75 6 

6 months, $2.00 
ee .50 

$1.50 1 

1 year, $4.00 
1 ss 1.00 

fa $3.00 2 

2 years, $7.00 
2 -; 1.50 

8 years, $10.00 
3) “f 2.00 

* $5.50 3 * $8.00 

Condition to the above Commissions, we offer the following CASH PREMIUMS: 

To the person sending us the largest amount of money obtained from new subscribers, whose names are not now on our books, at above net rates, between January 
1, 1880, and July 1, 1880, = 

To the one sending the next largest amount, 
To the third on the list, - = 
And to the fourth, - 

Sample Copy, Subscription Blanks and a handsome Show Card (to be posted in a conspicuous place) sent free on application, 

in accordance with the above conditions, 

Subscriptions may begin at any time during the year, and may rum any length of time, but no subscription will be entered on our books until the money for the same 
has been received at this office. 

No commission will be allowed on the first SINGLE subscription, but the commission due on the first two subscriptions may be deducted from the second, and there- 
after the commission can be retained on each succeeding subscription. 
to $100 of the cash premiums in six months. 

You are sure of the commission which you retain, and also haye an equal chance to get from $25 

To any Person sending us before July 1, 1880, two new subseribers for one year, or four new subscribers for six 

Months, and Eight Dollars Cash, we will send, in place of commission, any one of the following Articles : 
Jordan’s Mantial of Vertebrates. 
A copy of ForEst AND STREAM for one year. 
A three-piece double-ferule, lancewood tip, full mounted, pol- 

ished Bass, Trout or Bait Rod. 

Two copies of Forest and Stream for one Year. 

A four-piece, double ferule, guides and reel-band, hollow, 

butt, extra tip, full mounted, Bait or Brass Rod. 

One 8-piece do. Fly Rod, 

Remit, if possible, 

New York, January 1st, 1880. 

Coues’ Field Ornithology. 

Hooks. 
One Russia-leather Fly-book, and one dozen assorted Flies. 

To any Person sending us, before July, 1880, Sixteen Dollars cash, and Four New Subscribers for Qne Year, or Eight new subseribers for six months, we will 

One Fishing Outfit, consisting of Rod, Reel, Line, Snells and Arrows. 

send, in place of commission, any of the following Articles: 

or flies and snells. 

Addresss 

One full-length Fly Book, and two dozen assorted Flies. 

Coues’ Key to North American Birds, 

One five-feet lancewood Bow, Horn Tips, and one dozen 26-inch 

One pair Club Skates. 

A good Fishing Outfit, consisting of rod, reel, line, hooks | One Gent’s six-foot self-lancewood Bow, made to weight, 
and one dozen half-notched polished Arrows. 

One Set Parlor Archery, complete in box, 

One pair nickled-plated Club Skates. 
One Parlor Air-Gun. 

Write your name and the name of the person to whom the paper is to be mailed, plainly, and do not forget POST OFFICE ADDRESS, TOWN AND STATE, 
i : by postal money order, check, or draft on New York, payable to order of FoREST anD STREAM PUBLISHING Company, If neither money order nor draft 

can be obtained, inclose money in Registered Letter, 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

Ghe Henwel. 

K 9 KENNELS. 

DOGS BROKEN. 
Haying removed our kennels from Delaware 

City to this far-superior game district, where we 
have every facility for breaking, breeding, board- 
ing and exercising on land and water, we invite 
inquiry. Inclose stamp. Pricelow. Terms easy. 

E. & C. YON CULIN, 
P. O. Box 218. Dover. Del. 
ED 

fq OR SALE—A fine lot of greyhounds of any 
age to suit purchasers; well trained on wolves, 

antelope, deer andrabbits. For deseription and 
price of dogsaddress 

J.0. GRANT, Brookville, Kansas. 
Dogs wil: be delivered in Kansas City free of 

charge, Feb.19-tf. 

ASA L. SHERWOOD. 
Skaneateles, N. Y. 

GORDON ENGLISH, AND FIELD TRIAL 
SETTERS 

OF PUREST STRAINS. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dog's of any de- 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition. 

N. B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor’s Ken- 
nels. decl9 tf. 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am bre- 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has all the natural instincts. Refer~ 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, epee 

MANCE. 
SORA TCELES. 
GLOVER’S IMPERIAL MANGE CURH is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal, One application 
ig usually ull thatis necessary. ForSCRKATCHES 
in HORSES it has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Bole prop't’r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N.J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

at., N. Y.; John P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; vos. C. Grubb & Co,, 712 Market st., 
Phila.; F.P. Taylor, 72 East Madison st., Chicago ; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st,.St. 
Louis. Price, 50 cents. 
Henne ee 

pee SALE, CHHAP—Pointer dog, ten 
months old. Address A,G. SPENCER, JR., 

Westbrook, Conn. Mar18,2¢ 

New York City, N. ¥, 

The Kennel. 
—— 

Neversink Lodge Kennels, 
The following celebrated Dogs are in 

the stud. 
DoGs: 

St. Bernard dog ‘* Marco”; rough coated, two 
years old; a magnificent animal—Rey. J. Cum- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanover 
Show and Rochester. 
New Foundland dog “ Keeper’’; four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel Show, 1879. 
Pointer dog, ** Croxteth”; liver and white; one 

anda half years old; out of Lord Sefton’s re- 
nowned stock—one of the handsomest pointers 
in the United States. Second prize in the Han- 
over International Show. 
Blue elton setter, ** Decimal Dash,” eighteen 

months old; sired by Llewellyn’s celebrated 
ere wat magnificent stud dog—never exhib- 

Irish setter, ‘‘Rover II"; pure red; son of Mac- 
dona’s champion ‘t Rover.” Never exhibited. 
English setter, ‘Ranger Il’; a pure bred Lay- 

erack, son of Macdona’s celebrated ‘* Ranger.”” 
His get won firstat Hanoverand Paris shows, and 
second at Puppy Stakes in Hastern Field Trials 
1879. 
Stud fee, $25.00. 

For Sale. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

Bitches. 
St. Bernard “Braunfels,” rough coated, out of 

Prince Solim's celeb rated stock; a magnificent 
bitch, in whelp to ‘Marco,’ Ist prizes in Han- 
over and Rochester show. 
Pointer ‘ Queen,” liver and white, IstWestmin- 

ster Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to ‘* Croxteth. 
Gordon setter “Beauty,” Ist Boston Show 1878, 

2nd New York Show 1878. 
Pointer ‘Dora’—iiver and 

* Queen”? and “Sancho.” 
Blue Belton setter ‘* Silk’? i 
Trish Setter” Moya,” out _of Col. Hilliard’s 

** Palmerston,” in whelp to ‘‘ Royer II. 
English Setter Donna,” white and lemon, 
Pups can be secures by an early application. 

Besides Loffer forsale pointers and setters of 
minor quality, butof good thoroughbred stock; 
full pedigrees. Also, several puppies of cham-~ 
pion “Queen,” by champion “ Sensation.” 
Having engaged the seryices of Macdona's re- 

nowned field trial breaker I am prepared to book 
orders for thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autumn, 1880, Particulars will be furnished on 
application to A. E. GODEFFROY, 

Guymard, Orange Co., N. ¥. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
“RUSH.” 

“In the Stud.” 
Rush islemon and white, and winner at New 

York, Boston, Philadelphia, St, Louis and Lovis- 
ville Shows. He is an excellent field dog; fine 
nose, fast, stylish and staunch. For full partic- 
ulars, pedigree and field qualities address 

EDMUND ORGILL, 
1,096 Dean street, Brooklyn, N, ¥. 

Jan.22-té. 

white, out of 

Fee $25. 
el 

1 PORTING.—FOR SALE—A couple of 
fine young inst setters, puppies, out of very 

fine stock, at No.4 Hast Highth street. Jan.29 

Thre Herne. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 

ARES POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
fleas on dogs or any other animals, ormoney 

returned. Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use, Simple and efficacious. 

Price 560 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the aboye are recommended by Rop AND 
Gun and FOREST AND STREAM. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. Y. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
1 Cortlandt Street, N. ¥. oct 2 

a 

Vy ANTED—I want to have two or three 
valuable setter and pointer puppies thor- 

oughly broken and trained on quail, woodcock 
and snipe by an experienced man who lives where 
this kind of game is plenty. Virginia, Maryland, 
Delaware, Southern New Jersey and Ohio prefer- 
red. Address with full particulars, including 
price, references, &c., 
Mar 4-4t J. H. C., Forest and Stream office. 

ENGLEWOOD KENNEL. 

To Sportsmen, 

if AM prepared to board a limited num- 
ber of dogs. Setters and pointers thoroughly 

field broken. Address C. C. TOWNSENT), 
Feb 12-3m. Englewood, N. J. 

— EEE 

peeks AND STREAM KENNEL. 
: Liewellin setter, Rattler, in the stud. Rat- 
tler is a handsome blue belton,black points, win- 
ner of four bench prizes; sive, Rob Roy, he by 
Laverack’s Fred,out of Slatter’s Phoebe, founder 
of the field trial strain, winner of five English 
field trials, out of pure Laverack imported bitch 
Pickles; she by Liewellin’s Prince, winner of 
two firsts and three championships, out of 
Llewellin's Lill 1I.; no better blood in America. 
Will serve bitches at $15. Litters warranted. Tam 
breeding to Rattler the following bitches -— 
Mell, a beautiful blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack, dam Spot, winner of first and second 
specials at Detroit, Mich., 1879, also flrstat Boston 
1s in native classes; Wly, a very fine roan bel- 
ton bitch, sive Shot, dam imported Fannie; Pat, 
orange and white, out of Belle, by Royal George. 
Puppies bred from above, fine stock, for sale 
cheap, Address, with stamp, L.F. WHITMAN, 
Detroit, Mich. Deell,tt 
SS 

Fo SALH.—Chesapeake Bay dog, 138 
mos. old; trained and shot over by myself 

this winter at Currituck; warranted perfectly 
proken; an invaluable animal for a& duck 
shooter; pedigree, from my Kose; winner of Ist 
prize at Bench Shows in Boston and New York 
in 1878. Price $100. GARD’R G. HAMMOND, 
New London, Conn,, (Walnut Greve.) 

Feb26e-te, 

Ghe Henne. 

SPRATT’S PATENT. 
LONDON, 

Francis 0. de Luze & Co., 
18 South William Street, 

NEW YORK, 

SOLE AGENTS. 

SPRATT’S 

DOC CAKES, 
SPRATT’S 

DOG SOAP, 
SPRATI’S 

FORACE FOOD 
FOR HORSES. 

National American 

Kennel Club. 
FIELD TRIAL DERBY 1880 

HE first American Field Trial Derby will be 
run under the National American Kennel 

Club Rules, about the third week in Noyember, 
1880, time and place to be hereafter announced, 
for setter and pointer puppies whelped on or 
after APRIL Ist, 1879. > 

First Prize, $150; Second, $100; Third, $50. 
Entries, Five Dollars each, to be paid at time of 
entry ; Ten Dollurs additional each for sturters,: 
to be paid before starting. 
Entries, giving full particulars as to color, 

marking, sex, pedigree and name, must be made. 
on or before APRIt ist, 1880, to the Secre- 
tary of the National American Kennel Giub. 
Any bumber of dogs, the property of one 

owner, canrun for thisstake, The names and 
pedigree of all the puppies entered will be sent 
to all the sportsmen's papers for publication. 
The forfeit money to be added to the stake 

and divided between the winning dogs in the 
sameratio or proportion as the stake is divided. 

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL Ist, 1550. 

For blank forms of entry apply to 

CHARLES DE RONGE, 

Secretary N. A. K. C., 

No. 51 Broad St., N. ¥. City- 

Feb.19,6t 

N THE STUD.—The pure Laverack do 
Pride, by Pride of the Border x Petrel. 

only pure Laverack in New England. Fee, $30, 

Sept. 4—-t, £) 

(P.O, Box 994.) 

Address H. F, DEANE, Box 1.612, Boston, 



“Marcu 18, 1880.) 

Ghe Hemel. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Kiea Destroyer. 
For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each. 

| Wholesale 4gents—Bruen & Hobart, 214 Fulton 
‘Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co., 30) N. Third 
Street, Phila.; Finley ad 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 

) paraiso, Ind.: Trimble & Kisibacker, Baltimore. 
Guré or Destroyer sént by mail im receipt of 

.250., £0 L. A. MICKE, Easton, Pa. 

: COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 
AL. BP. McKoon, Wranklin, Delaware Co., N. ¥. 

KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest 
Strains. I sellonly youngstock. Iguarantce 

Batistaction undsate delivery to every customer. 
These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
besten for rutted grouse and woodcock shooi- 
ing and retrieving. 

| stamp will get printed pedigrees, circulars, texii- 
mous, ete, ~ yy 

imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. | 
Youngs Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment. 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

water. 
N. B—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken noes for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. C.GLOVER,Toins River, N. J 

‘QT, BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
: dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 
for sale seyeral magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
-the best European strains. To be sold for no 
“fault. For prices, necievens etec., address. 

© ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.S. A 

Lwlications. 

Sao es 
: NEW BOOKS, 

ay 

Se PORTEMAN'S 
GAZETTEDR. Price postpaid, $3. 

PRACTICAL 
: TAXIDERMY “7 

HOME DECORATION, Price postpaid, $1.50. 
By Jos, H. Bariy, 

‘THE DOGS 0. 1a 
GREAT BRITAIN, 

AMERICA and 
OTHER COUNTHIES. Prive postpaid, $2. 

Comprising the essential 
parts of the two standard 

\ works on the Dog. 
- By STONEHENGE. 
AMERICAN WILD FOWL 
| SHOOTING. Price postpaid, $2. 

By Jos. W. Long. 
How TO HUNT Ur eee Price post 

By Jos. H, Barry, author of “Practical Tax- 
ermy,” 

FRANK FORESTER'S 
uae ‘COMPLETE WORKS. 
Complete Manual for Young Sportsmen. Price 

ead d, $2. 
9 MIELD BP RTS OF TU. B., 

ols. Tr1Oe O08 < 

AMERICAN GAMUE IN irs Teton Pa $1.50 
FISH AND FISHING ce LARA canes 2.50 
See SCHNES D CHARACTERS. 

WOS ocd ae saee es ees AAC: bow tereennene see 

We will mail any ef the above on receipt of 

Drices named, 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB, CO., 

111 Fulton street, New York. 

J. Cypress, Jr.'s Works. 
TWO VOLUMES. 

Price $3 by Bail. 

CAN BE HAD THROUGH THIS OFFICE. 

Correspondents inclosing | 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Diublicntions. 

EVERY READER 
of 

FOREST AND STREAM 
Needs one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, 

EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY CLARGS, By Charles A. J. Farrar. 
A spiey and Tuscinating slory of sportsinan's life 
in the wilds of Muine. In this bouk a great deal 
of valuable information isimparted in a pleas- 
ant and attractive mauner, Beautifully illus- 
truted with full-page engravings. Huandsome- 
ly bound In eloth, price $1.80. Ready May Ist. 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J, Farrar. An amusing account of 
a trip made by a party of Boston gentlemen to 
the Rangeley Lakes region. 224 pages. 12 iilus- 
trations. Paper covers, 5) cents. 

BARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoyzin, Magallowsy and 
Sandy rivers. Contains 246 pages. 50 illustra- 
tions, and a larcea map. Paper covers. 50 vents, 
ARRAR’S MOOSHHEAD LAKE AND ‘DHE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED. A comprehensive and thorough hand- 
book of the Moosehead Luke region and the 
sporting resorts of Northern Maine, wilh map. 

- Lhetoursof the Kennebee, Penobscot and 
&t. John rivers, ascent of Katahdin, ete., are 
lainly treated. 224 pages, 14 illustrations. 
aper covers, 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley Jakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
pape cloth covers, 40. cents. 
FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of worthern Maine, also the head- 
waiters of the Kim ichec, Penobscot and St. 

John viyers. Prinvued on tough linen paper, 
eloth eovers, 50 cents. 
FARRAR'S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS of the 
entire Richardson and Rangeley lake region. 
Large size, ench 25 cents. Send fur catalogue. 
te Any of the atcve publications sent by 
mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. .Aidress 
CHARLES A. J FER R, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass. T. Pett 

Field, Cover and Trap 

Shooting. 
BY CAPT. BUGARDUS. 

New and enlarged edition, containing instruc 

toms for glass ball shooting, snd chapter on 

Breeding and Breaking of Dogs by Miles John« 

gon. Forsale at this office, Price #% 

To American Anglers. 

THE ENGLISH 

FISHING GAZETTE, 
Devoted to Angling, River, Lake and Sea 

Fishing, and Fish Culture. 
Sixreéun Pacus Forio. 

Price 'Twopence. 
(EVERY FRIDAY.) 

Vol. IT]. commenced with the number for Jan. 
1, under new management. The GazmTre is the 
only paper in the Wnglish language entirely de- 
yoted to Angling, Fish Culture, ete. 

Free by post ONE YEAR for 12s. 6d. or 
$3.25 in P. 0. 0. or U.S. Postage Stamps 
to any address in the United States. Half 
a year for half the price. 

("A copy of the current numberand pros- 
pectus can be had (post free) by sending 6 
cents in 1. 8. Postage Stamps to the Mana- 
ger FISHING GAZETTE, 1 Orane Court, 
Fleet Street, London, England, mar tf 

Tb io impossible te remain long sick whon Hop Bittors are used, 20 perfect are they In thelr oparation, 

US 
Belmy sleep, 

good digestion, 

rich bived and 
perfect health 
in Hop Bitters, 

Hlisrellaneous. 

THE 
BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT, 

THE BEST SPORTSMAN’S OUTFIT MADE. 

SUND FOR CIRCULAR 

Patent Decoys, 

TENTS, 

AND LEATHER JACKETS. 

AND 

HAMMOCKS, y 

CHILBLAIN, 
PAIN AND AGHE 

PERE & FILS. RONART ftssoocone. CHAMP AGHES 
Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipmenta of 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

Verzenay, dry, full bodied, rich flavor. 

arte Blanche, Fruity, delicate fayor, not too 

dry. DODGE, CAMMEYER & CO., 

Cortlandt St.,SoleAg'tafor the United States, 

THOS, W. PEYTON, 

Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 
NOTARY PUBLIC, 

No. 237 Broadway, Eoom 17, New York City 

All business vromptly attended to. noy? 

A Mttle Ho 
Bitters saves bi; 

long sickness. 
Qures Dravwel 

SAMPLES WITIT RULES 

)G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 
0 

For Weakness and General Debility, and as a preventive and cure for Fever and Ague, nothing equals Hs . 

FOR M&ASURE. 

ak Hall, Boston, Mass. 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY, 

WW ARERoonms 

788 Broadway, New York: 
8#.and 86 State street, Chicago : 

LI? South Fifth st., St. Louis. 

other house. 

Seria} 

AH the Army Corps 

T EEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE AND WELL-SELECTED STOCK OF 

EVERYTHING (IN THE JEWELRY 
I HAVE A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF 

Masonic, Odd Fellows, Knights Pythias, Eastern Star Pins, Rings and Jewels 
OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE. 

Shooting, Rowing, Athletic, Firemen’s, College and School Medals, 
ARH A SPECIALTY WITH THIS HOUSE, 

We have the largest stock on hand of any house in this country, and do more business in this Une than any 
BEND WHOL ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 25c, 

N. M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton Street, New York. 
SPECIAL ORIGINAL DESIGNS, Nor TN CATALOGUE, FURNISHED ON! APPLICATION, 

¥ manufacture to order at short notice all the Army Corps Badges of the United Btates, both gold and 

gilver, Full information given upon application, " 

Badges on hand and Manufactured at Short Notice. 

PATENTED 

APRIL 15, 1879. 

L¥ 
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Guns, Brminition, Ete. 

FINE BREECH=LOADING 

Shot Guns 
At a Bargain! 

THESE ARE NOT CHEAPGUNS, 

BUT ARE 

Good Guns! 
AT A 

Low erPrice 

Than they can be purchased for else- 
where, All of them 
WARRANTED TO 

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 
Send for Descriptive List. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDON, 
Cazenovia, N. Y. 

WM.R.SCHAEFER, 
61 Elmst., Boston, Mass., 

{ Dealer in 

SPORTSMEN'S © EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 

To Order. 

GENTS for the rale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

fing SHOTGUNS. <A fullHneof the Clabrough: 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of imported 
guns, always on hand. Particular attention 
paid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATI’S DOG FOOD, étc., etc. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. All work 
executed in the most skillful manner. ; 

E.H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

GUNSMITH, 
564. Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker end Daly 

Guiis. 
Gus. Stocks altered to fitthe shooter. Guns 

bored Full Choke, Modified, ‘Taper, or for 
Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fitted, Pin Fires con- 
verted to Central Fires, New Barrels fitted, Ex- 
tension Ribs, New Lumps, etc. ’ 
Repairing of every description done in an hon- 

est manner and at reasonable rates. 
Madison’s Browning: Mixture,A1,50c. per bottle. 
Sportsmen's and Riflemen’s Sundries. 
Shells loaded Al, and goodssent everywhere C. 

0.D. Send stamp for answers to queries, Nefer- 
ences from all the clubs of the city. decid tf 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

‘DOUELE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING 
LEVER ACTION 

In the world, 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore, 
#qual in finish, ermine. of outline, and mate~ 

rial, to the finest English guns, and at 
more reasonable prices, 

The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only re- 
bounder with which missfires will not occur. 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

For “Workmanship, Rebounding Locks, and 
Compensating Features of Action.” 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire. 
Muzzle Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loaders. 

Clark & Sneider, 
214 West Pratt Sircet, Baltimore. 
Send for lustrated Catalogue, 

TOP 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 
a SIMPLE AND 

DURABLE, 

Chokebore Barrels. 4 tet wae 

For close, bard shooting excels all others. Hx~ 

heavy guns for ducks a specialty. Send atamp 
forcireular, HYDE & SHATTUCK, Manufactu- 
Ters, Hubei, Atase. 

Guns, Sunvimition, Ete. Miscellaneous Advertisements. 

FOX’S PATENT 

OH-LOADING SHOT GU, BR res 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. 
The barrels slide one side, 

Ivo Etingotoget Loconec. 

Prices from $50 to $300, 
Send stamp for circular to 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 

103 Milk Street, Boston, 

FB. H. RAYMOND, Treas. 

Tha “ STANDARD TARGET.”—For Rifle Practice. 
Size 6 inches. 
feet, off-hand, 
of diaineter. 
Marksmen will appreciate the new doparture 

which this target has innugurated. Theaccurite 
rifeman now getathe true value of his shots, 
while on old-style turgets the record was so taint- 
ed by the element o. chance as to give but a 
yagueideaof the siooter’s skill. For instance. 
on a 200 yard Creedinoor s * center,” scoring 4 
hasten tintes the area of a bull,’ scoring 5. Every 
ritfleman knows that no degree of skill or care will 
give immunity from oceasional misses, and un- 
der the oldsystem it was almost therule for good 

Bulls-eye 14 inches. Range, 100 
The zones rise by area instead 

marksmen to be beaten by vad ones, One man 
would pile up! eight snug bulls out of ten, but 
lose the other two, while his competitor, “ shoot 
ing for fours,” would scatter his strays all over 
the board center, blunder one chot into the edge 
of the bull,and win! Now in deor stalking, and 
shooting at 80 yards, the winner would have 
wounded and Jost one deer, while the loser would 
have struck down eight, all shot through the 
heart, Of course there are people who still con- 
tend that under the old method “all had an equal 
chanee; ' which is very true. Butit is also true 
that their equality of chance would haye 
been in no wise impaired if they should have sat 
down and thrown dice to determine who was the 
-better shot. In contests of skill every element 
of chance should be eliminated. 
Arrangements haye been made for supplying 

these tsvgets at a merely nominal price, aud itis 
now an easy matter to gauge relative skill by 
uniform practice, ind to communicate definite 
results without obscuring them by explanatory 
detaiis. The targets are mailed, post-paid to any 
address in the United States at fifty cents per 
hundred, and quitea liberal discount is made to 
gvalleries and Gealers. Send orders to Cussons, 
May & SHEPPARD, Glen Allen, Virginia. 

USE THE BCGARDUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Ball 
AND HIS PATENT 

GLASS BALL TRAP 
For Wing practice. They 
can be had trom all gun 
dealers, _ Headquarters 
forGlass Ballsand Traps, 
AGNEW & Co., 155 First 
Ay.. Pittsburgh, Pa. A. 
H. BOGARDUS, No 158 
Souti Clark street, Chic- 
ago. Send for Price List 
For Traps—Hart & Sloan, 
Newark, N. J. 

“Field, Cover and Trap 
Shooting,” the only book 
ever published by @ mar- 

-, ket hunter, can be had at 
he aboye address. Price $2. 

GLASS BALLS, TRAPS, GUNS, ETC. 

RAPS from $2 to $12, Balls at 90 cents 
peri00. Gunscheap. Catalogues free. Ad- 

dress GHP AT WESTERN GUN WORKS, Fitta- 
bure. Pa. May 29ly 

Se eee Ee eee: 

C. B. WILKINSON & CO. 
= 19 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

28 
i} 

MANUFACTURER OF 

. MEDALS, 
, BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION. 

Anything In the Jewelry Line Mado 
to Order, 

Mayls 4t. 

mor BEATS THE WORLD,” uxx. 

Old JudgesSmoking Tobacco. 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 

“Old Judse’” Cisgarottes. 
MAS OFACTURED under Letters Patent granted Charles G, Hmery, March 5, 1878, 

by which tke rice lations used as wrappers is 80 prepared that the unpleasant odor and injurious 
effects of the OLL OF CL EOSOTE thrown off when burning is completely neutralized or destroyed, 
and the paper mide saliva proot to prevent its breaking or melting in the mouth. The greatadvant- 
age and impurtauce of this invention will at once be recognized by allsmokers, and its truth de- 
monstrated by the first “Old Judge” Cigarettes they smoke. Neither will they require a printed 
certificate from any emineat Professor of Chemistry to convinoe them they hive heretofore, in 
smoking Cigarettes mite of PURE RICE PAPER, been inhaling one of the deadlicst poisons known, 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. 

GOODWIN & CO., Manufacturers 207 and 209 Waterst. 
NEW YORE, 

Ging, Auunnwition, Gtr. Guns, Ammunition, Gir. 

‘Eaton’s Rust Preventer. — 
J © Hi N A. NM ic rl @ LS, OR*GUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGI- 

SYRACUSE, everywhere in the United States pronounce it the 
best oil in the market. Judge Holmes, of 
Bay City, Mich., writes: “It is the best prepara— 

NEIVY LYTork. ! tion Lhaye found in thirty-five years of active 

Maker of Fine Guns. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

CLEARANCEH SALE. 
Twenty Per Cent. Reduction. ~ 

N ORDER TO REDUCE OUR STOCK AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE before remoymg 
to our new store, and to make room for our new stock of 

ELamaimericss Gunes, 
we offer our entire stock of guns with hammers at 20 per ccnt. reduction from our catalogue prices. 
Most of these guns are of newest design ond all are of standard makes, a8 follows;— 

Sold by principal New York dealers, and eat 
i dge & Co., 

Cincinnati, O. 
& Hilder, St. i 

1 JAMES PURDY, in cuse, 12-bore, 7 lbs. 9 COLTS, ranging from 250 to $125. 
5 B. M. RILEY. & CO., 10-hores. 17 PARKER BROS, Re $50 to 
22 WwW. & C. SCOTT & SON (3 Primier 18 E. REMINGTON & SON, * wy $40to $90 

uality). Other qualities from 3 NICHOLS & LEVEVRE; one*E” 
70 to $150, including 2 20-bores. and two “D” quahty; and about 

lu Ww. W. GREBNER, ranging from $70 to $2¢0 75 cheaper prance rauging in 
21 BP. WEBLEAY & SON, a $60 to $200 price from £30 to $50. 
9 WESTLEY RICHARDS,“ “ $150 to $300 

Under our proposed reduction any of the above guns will be sold ata discount of 20 per cent. 
from aboye prices. Also the following 

Second=hand GQuns: 

&bore W & CECOTT & SON 11 Ibs. choked, 
nett .$100 

1 Oe double Express Hifle, 60 caliber, 
nett,..-- 

5 W. GREENER, 'Treble-wedge 
fast; St lbs. nett fasts *S4- IDS, pMSbbed-vaentt. 1-8 ee te sch oen yen «+. 1b 
SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. 

Ournew stock of 
W. W, GREENER and WESTLEY RICHARDS HAMMERLESS GUNS 

will be the largest in thiscountry. Hammerless catalogue ready for distribution about April let. 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
41 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa, 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
Importer of FINE BREECH-LOADING GUNS, 

943 Broadway, near Twenty-third St., New York, 

Fine 

FISHING? TACKLE. 

Th +. : 

Mire Awms of KXivery 
AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO SHOOTING AND FISHING OUT-FITS. ALSO 

Tho RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” (B 
GUNS TAKEN IN EXOHANGE, SHELLS LOADED TO ORDER. 

CUTLERY 

of the 

Finest Quality.. 

Description, 

OPTIiCAy G]Ooows. <4 
ecommended by the FOREST AND STREAM), Sent postpaid for $2_ 

SEND STAMP FOR LIST OF SECOND-HAND QUNS- 
L DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 
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Sportsmen's Goats. 

GOODYEAR’S 

Rubber Mi’g Company, 
AXD 

Goodyear’s India Rubber - 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

488, 490, 492 B’ way, cor. Broome st., 

AND 

205 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON Si. 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

FISHING AND HUNTING. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUK OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

—— 

Ruseer Goops of Hyrery DrEscrip- 
TION, 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

oes RUBBER | 

Fishin Pans, (nals ens 
BOO'TS, 

Bpovismens Routes. 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

RUBBER CAMP. BLANKETS, Through Pullman Palace pone Cars 
COMPLETE between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

; ; and St. Paul. 

Sporting and Camping Quifls,| eurtineton, ¢, Rapids & Norther 
AN | QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS each roy 
tween Burlington, Albert Lea and_Minnespotis, 

D 
India Rubher Goods of Every Description 

HODCMAN & CO. 
Send for Price List. 

425BROADWAY and 27 MATDEN LANE, 

NEW YORE. 
Ducks, nated and Ruffed Grouse and 
Sportsmen and their dogs taken good care of. Ke- 
duced rates on patted of ten or more upon appli- 
cation ta Gen’! Ticket Otfice, Pere Rapids, 

\ . J. LV BS, 
| E. F. Winsnow, Gen’l Passenger Agent, 

General tf Sportsmen's Routes. Ager. 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
ran 

The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 
Respectfully invite attention tothe ‘/ 

Pilaeloia and Savanah Line| 
FOR FLORIDA. 
OR THROUGH TICKETS te FERNAN- 

i DINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST, AUGUS- 
TING, SANFORD, ENTERPRISE and interme- 
diate landings on ST, JOHN'S RIVER and inte- 
rior points FLORIDA, by atenmship to SA- 
Vv. NAH, ane thence by railroad or steamboat, SUPERIOR FACILITIES 

Philadepnia and Southern Malls, Secon | M@orded by thelr lines for reaching most of tho | 
Pier 22, South Wharyes, Phils. | Middle States. These Hnes being CONTINUOUS 

ae SAR oot or oie are me dit- 
; foulties an: dang reshipment, W. 2 ex- 

6 33 | cellent cara wh the il THE FISHING LINE.” | eet oer baa Ty an a Ree RS 
== without failure or injury. 

TAKE THE peroutedite, THE LOVES OF 
= . Pipes nar eto ie 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. | Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
Mackinay,Gran te eo meee Line j also reach the best localities or 

Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries. ) Theda or at pti t+ GUNNING AND FISHING 
FAMOU SUMMIZR RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 

heuman Neudeey j are sold at the offices o 
all the prinvipls cities to "ANE 
TORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, 

. other well-known centers fer 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 

f in Penn 
Tr 

NOVA BD. 
EQUA, and 

andthe Michigan North Woods are unsurpasse: Hunting. 
if equaled, in the abundance and great variety o: Al 

Sa bound in theatres teat id I aboun n 6 8 ms, Al a 
thefamous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found | SUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY 

Tne TROUT seasonbegins May land ondsSept.. iy &eason begins May land en ept. 
The GRAYLING Sexson opens June 1 and ayaa 
ov. 1. } 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in taste numbers in the j/ 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman ean readily sead trophies of his 

fill te his friends or “club at home, as ice for 
packing tish can be had at man roy 

TAICH YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The gce- 
ery of the North Woods and Lakesis yery beau- 
#iful; the air is pure, and bracing, The cli- 
ee is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering 

h 
Hay Feyer and Asthma Affections. 

ay LPs BCOUEEL ScRHOnE are foud, far fee 
ig theayeraze in countri¢s Dew enough 10 

afford the finest of fishing, 3 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick 

ets will be sold at low rates,and attractive trim 
facilities offered te Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guds and Fishing Tackle ied Freent 

Owner's risk. ‘ 
itis ouraim to makesportsmen feel “athome" 

Snthisroute. For ourist’s Guide (an attractive 
Diustrated book of 80 pages), containing full in- 
poration and gecurate maps of ihe Fishing 

roundsend Time Cards, address A.B. LEED 
Ger. Pass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Old Domi 
HE STEAMERS 
some of the finest 

renowned for fats WATER SPORT 
BIN AND PEATHER. i 

L. P. FARMER, Gon'l Pass. Agent. 

Frark THOMSON, Gen'l Manager. fobli-tf 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
/ The Route of the Sportsman and Angier to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia anc 

West Virginia, 

| Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
| init Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
i Alleghany Mountsins, Greenbrier and New 
| Hivers, und Kontawha Valley, and including in 
, their varieties uf game and tish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, peu snipe, wouk- 

| cock, mountain trout, bass, 8, pickerel, ete. 
(ing, lishing tackle, gnd Gne dog for cach 

) Bportsmiun carried tree, 

The Route of the Tourist, 
i through the most beautiful and pieturesque sce- 
| nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
| mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
. phur Springs. 

Railroad eonnections at Cincinnati, with the 
; West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsville 
, With the North and Northeast; andatiRichmond 

of | and Charlotteville with the South, Ail medern 
il | improvements in equipment, rai 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 

Gen, Passenger and Tieket Agent, 
- Richmond 

nion Line. 
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in: f 
Greenwich Street, ae 

-_@ BepRs by 

Th y, and 
Sloaday and Ee at 2 Pw. Full inf 
# yen at office, iy 

vagy ly 

ersey. EXCURSION |; 

SQUAN, and paints om the NEW JEESEY COAST | 
AFTER 

Syortsnens Eoods. 
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CORDUROY SHOOTING SUITS 
A SPECIALTY ! 

ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR 
Vv 

Now York Office, 17) Broadway. 

Spovtanvena Routes. 

ONG ISLAND RB, R.—LEAVE IXUN- 

earlier) for Babylon, 8.05 A.mM., 3.45, 4.35, 5.45 Pom. 
Sundays, 9 A.M. 

. P't& Whitestone, 7,35, 8.45, 10, 11.305 A.M. 
a ‘ 6:38, 7, 7.95 9.48 Pint. 12.18 2.35, 8.35, 4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.35, 

midnight. 
Y Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A,ar., 1.35, 5.05, 7, 10 p.m. 

Plushing, 6.8C, 7.86, 8.45, 10,, 135 A.M., 2.35, 3.36, 
4.35, 5, 6.5, 8, 6.90, 7, 1.35, 
day's, 9.35, 10.35. Aar., 1.35, 3, 6.35, 7, 10 

Rockaway, §.35, 1) A.M., 4.36, 
Rockaway Beach,10A.m. Sundays, 9 A.x. 
Great Neekk,6.30, 7.35. 11.35 A.M, 4.36, 5.35,6.35 P.M. 

Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9.35 
.Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 4, 10 A.at., 

3.85, 4.85, 6.35, 6.85 Pw. From Flatbush ay. 
t Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
ed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 

Wednesday and Sundayonly from Flatbush ay. 
9.30 pat. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.35, 6.35 Pa, -~ : 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley and Roslyn,§, 10A.n., 

3.85, 4.35, 5.35, 635 pM. Sundays, 9 A.m., 6.35 P.a. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 3 A.M., a P.M. ‘ 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A... 4,35, 6,35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6,35 P.M. iP 
Lakeland and Wiurmingdale, 8 A.M., 3.35, 5.85 Pt 
Port Jefferson, 8 A.M.,4.35 P.M, Sundays,9 a.m, 
Patchogue, 8,45 A.M., 4.35, 5.35 par. Sundays, 9 

ALM. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.36, 11 A.m., 3.36, 4.35 

5.35, 6, 7 P.M. kath Wednesday, ‘Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12,15. Sundays,9 a. 
HUNTER'S P'! & WALL ST. ANNEX— Leave 

Pier 17, E. R. (foot Pinest,) for Hunter’s P't, 8.30, 
40,30, 11.40 A,ar. 
information, tickets, 
B’way. 

FOR 

New Haven, Hartford, Springfield and 

the North. 
The new and elegant steamer C.H. NORTHAM 

leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily (Sundays ex— 
centeu), at3P.mM. Passengers go North and Hast 
nt 11 Pu. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leayes New 

York at 11 P.M., arriving in New Haven in time 
for the early morning trains. . : 
Merchandise forwanded by daily ExpressFreight 

' train from New Haven through to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern 
New Yorkand Canada. Apply at Office on Pier 
orto RICHARD PHCK, Gen’l Agt. 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars “‘ DayyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton,” 

on, sleeping ap: 

iackle, and kennels for dogs, 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen’l Supt, P. Pac, 
bo. Chicago. je26 mos, 

AMisceliuncous Advertisements, 

Ss 
In eliminating the impurities of the bleod, the 

Rm) natural and necessary result is ihe cure of Scros 
Pe wilewsand other Skim Mruplionsd: Diseases 
a including Cancers, Uleers, and other sores, 

9 6oItis the best Blood Purifier, and stimu- 
Mj lates evéry function to more healihfal action, 
i and thus a benefit in all diseaser, 

Dyspepsia, Wealkness of the Siomnch, 
1 Constipation, Dizziness, General Debil- 
ity, etc., are cured by the Sze Bilters. Itis 

Bi unequaled as an Appetizer and Regniar Touic, 
m it is x» medicine which should be in every 

‘ainily, and which, wherever used, will save 
“vy ment of many doctors’ bills, 

attles of two sizes; prices 50 cemfs and §1. 

t2s°WARNER’S 
Safe Remedies are 
sold by Druggists 
& Dealers in Med- 

| icine everywhere. 

S24 i. H. Warner & Co, 
Pyvoprictors, 

ROCHESTER, ™. ¥. 
} 6c Send for Pamphie} 
Fund Testimonials. — 

‘ no 

SB to G20 eis kuges NEN Bo, 
Portisn4, Me. 

PTT Chee aS ensesto agents. Ontfit 
) Vickery, Augusta,Me. 

From Goods of my own Importation-~Dead Grass Color. 

ELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 
Full lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete, 

Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, WN. J. 

TER'S P'T (Flatbush Aye. B’klyn, 6 min. | 

9.45 PM. 12ibnieht. Sun- 

AM,,535P.M. | 

3.05, 4.05, §.05,70.05 p.m. IPurther 
commutation, etc., 229 

.W. M. LAFFRN, Gen’] Pass. Agent.ii# 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
ents, lavatories, ete., also pro- 

vided with racks and closets for guns and fishing 

Hotels wil Resorts for Sportsmeds 

Bromfield House, Boston. 
is) 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

For Good Spring Shooting 
—GO TO THE— 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 

At Shinnecock Bay, 
Where you will find 

PLENTY OF BIRDS 
GOOD GUIDES, 

COMPLETE OUTFIT of DICOYE, 
BATTERIES, etc. 

As well as good accommodations nnd a sub 
stantial pill of fare. 

Take Long Island Railroad for Gocd 
Ground station, 

M. WILLIAMS, Prop’r. 
P. 0. Addvess, Good Ground, Long Island, N. ¥. 

DAWES OU Sky, 
Weldon. N. OC. 

J. R, DAVIS Propricter, 

Always twenty minutes for Dinner. 

HIS HOTEL has been oponed by Col, 
J. BR. DAvis, long and fayorably mown ps 

the proprietor of the Purcell House, Wilming- 
tén, N. C. The Hotel has been entirely and 
thoroughly renoyated throughout. The rooms 
are clegantly furnished with black walnut mar- 
ble-top furniture and bair mattrasses, Trayollers 

}endinyalids coming South will now find thisa 
comfortable resting place, (a long-felt want supe 
plied). Guests will receive every attention and 
comfort, elegant table and attentive servants. 
This isthe Dinner Howse coming South or going 
North. The best Hotel of its kind on the route 

} to Florida. Rates—$?.00 and $3.56 per day, 
SS a 

} a HO! for TROUT FISHING. 
HE FAR-FAMED waters of the Mag- 
anettewan are now within easy access of 

Toronto and the outside world, and are still teem- 
ing with speckled trout. We have erected alarge - 
and comfortable hotel in Maganettewan Village, 
and are prepared to offer every facility to our 
porting friends by way of canoes and guides to 
the trout lakes and streams tributary to the Mag 
anetiewan,and can offerthe best of trout fishing 
within a mile of our hotel; will hayeiceand faci- 
ities for packing fish, so that they van be taken 
fresh to any part of the Northern States. The 
road from Rousseau (the head of steain trayel) haa 
been Macadamized and the journey shortened by 
half a day,so that parties leaving Toronto cam 
get here in one and a half days. Come up and 
see us, IRWIN & CLARKE, Proprietors, 
Maganettewan Post-Office, Ontario, Canada. 

Miscellaneous. 

‘ aC TeAUE 
rORK: 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
PGULTRY AND GAME 

Nes, 289% 290 Washington Market, \. ¥, 
ae 

THOS. W. PEYION, 
Atiorney and Counsellor aé Law, 

NOTARY PUBLIC. 

No. 237 Brosdway, Roum 17, New York City 

All business promptly attended to. nova 
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ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Granae Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELESTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. 

Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 
PHLAET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE. ‘ 

ml & Rand Power 0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Yu, 

GUNPOWDER. 
_ DUPONTS 

RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDER. 
“ The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, haye maintained their 

map. reputation for seyenty-cight years. u- 
_ ctare the following celebrated brands of Pow- 
er: 

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Noa. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
muitos ae cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

land Pigeon Shooting. «*.- 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) te 8 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great geet ee adapted for Glass 

Batt, eon, Duck, and other shooting. 

Fe DBUPONT’S HAGLH RIFLE, 
A quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
2 grain for pistol shooting. 

' DUPONT’S RIFLE, F¢, ‘SHA SHOOTING,” 
TVG and FFFG. The FG for leng range rifle 
ehooting ,the ae snd FYHG for general use, 

rm. 

WDERS of all sizes 
es fer export. 

nnon, Mortar, and Mammoth Powder, U. 3. 
Government standard., Pewder manufae 
to order of any required grain er proof, Agen- 
gies in all cities and principal towns throughout 
the U.8, Represented by @ 

%. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
W. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S FG or FRG 

®owder for long range rifle shooting. 

THE ALAND POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s ‘Electric Powdex.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 

Toistars of LThi en, 

Wiszard’s ** American Sporting. 
Ros. 4 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 Ib. canisters and 
#Ib.kees. A fine grain, qnick and clean, for up- 

| §gnd prairie shooting, Welladapted to shot guns. 

Wazard’s ** Duck Shooting.” 

aes, 2 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 Ib. eenisters 
and 61 and 124 lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
elean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
wenctration. Hor field, forest, or water shooting, 
t¥ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
Ficeable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘‘Wentucky Rifle.” 

FFEG, FFG, and ‘Sea Shooting’ FG in kegs of 
25, 121, and 6} lbs. and eans of 6 lbs. FFEG is also 
packed in 7 and 4 1b. canisters. Burnsstrong and 
moist. The FHFG and FWG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the “‘Sea Shooting” 
PG is the standard Hifie Powder of the country. | 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKEP POW- 
DEL; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 
& MANUFACTURED TOORDER, gq 

The aboye can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 
pany’s Asents, in eyery prominent city, or whole- 
e2is at cur office 

68 WALL STREET. NEW YORK. 

OWN’S PATENT 
a GUN CLEANER, 

THs a Oil 

™ Cleaner an ler 
os eh eaie Arms }) 

. In market, i 

For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 

| ‘and full directions sent free of postage. 

In ordering give calibre of gun. Send fer circular, |. 
F tes. | Audress Ts YARDLEY BROWN) NG, oa 

. $12 a day at home made. 
$72 Coser outat free.) [Address OnUe & CO 
ugusta, Maine, 

| Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 

Miscellaneous Advertisements. 

Shot-Gun and Rifle-Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 
IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 

for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr. Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in ther matches. Our Cnauenge 

te shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world, Address ; 

DITTMARPOWDER M’F’G Co., 
P. 0. Box 886. 24 Park Place, New York 

TOBACCO VANITY FAIR actin. 
“MILD"'—Rare Old Virginia. “HALV#S"'—Rare Old Perique and Virginia, 

_ Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the Fronch Government, and on salein all civilized countries. 

Lise IND Works, WS. KIMB Alls & CO. 

Fine Archery, 
PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Eiery Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES. 

In Shootings Power) 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows haye no 

Superior. 

Bows sent C. O. D. on trial when 25 per cent, 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can bs returned, and money will be 
refunded, except oxpress charges. 
Tilustrated circulars sent free. 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York. 

Ganidermy, Cte. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro. 
TMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF 

A Skin of Beauty is a Joy Forever. 

De. T, PELIZ GOURAUD'S 

ORIENTAL GQREAM, 02 MAGICAL 
BEAUTIFIER 

Remores Tan, 

Birds and Rare Animals = Piette Etegh 
SUITABLE FOR ? and every 

Zoological Gardens and Menageries, ablemish on 
vabeauty. ITthas 

54Chatham 8t., third door from N. William. 
RARE 2 A A ee ALWAYS PUR- 

For SALE.—Mandarin Ducks, Golden and Silver | 
Pheasants (China); Spl waneee Geese, Egyptian 

1 

stood the test 
of thirty years, 
and is so harit- 
less we taste 
ié to ba sure 

Geese (Africa); Widgeons, Red Headed Ducks, the pre 
Brant e (Europe); Wood Ducks (America). tion is praperiy 

CHAs. REICHE, HENRY REICcHE, made. Acceyit 
sep2l New York. no counterfeit 

of similarname 
The distingu- 
ished Dr. L. A. 

sai is = Sayre, said ton 
lady of the haué ton (a patient:)—* As you ladies 
will vse them, T reconnaemih ‘Gouraud’s Creqm’ ax 
the least havmfulof all the Skin preparations.” AL 
so Poudre Subtile removes superiludus hair with- 
cutinjury to the skin. 

Established 1859. 

Taxidermist Supplies. 
BE SKINS, Bird Stuffers’ Tools, Glass 

Byes for Stuffed Birds and Animals, ete. 
Send stamp fer reduced price list. 

A.J. BURN, 31 Boylson St., Boston, Maga, 
Bi : Mui. M.B.T.GOU! tAUD. Sols Prop., 48 Bond 

woe ef package by mall's new things mawae | SAN, Nor se Mat eae ye 
I j ii Jzi0 lv Canadas and Europe, 

rey * | FRANK H. ATKINSON, 
Taxidermists’ and Naturalists’ Supplies, 
Send for catalogue containing complete list of 

the birds of the United States, with prices for the 
mounted birds; skins and eggs in stock; also 
prioe list of birds’ eyes and taxidermists' bap dense 

Oe of foreign bird skins an saree are iciachomssand setters etanimage’" | 96 and3S Johm St, New York, 
J. KNOWL 

“108 Tremont street, Beaten baths AOMPOSING ROOMS OF FOREST AND STREAM, 

Beok and General Job Printer, 

er 

Anumunition, Gtr. 

Tatham & Bro’s, 
NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

iain 
IMPROVED 

“CHILLED” 
SHOT 

bel 
\S) 
4 
o 
ical 
eS 
< TRO? SHO 

BLUE LABEL, 

Compressed Buck Shot, 
First Premium Centennial Exhibition. Report 

—‘Exact uniformity of size, truly spherical form, 
high degree of finish and general exeellence. 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

SPARKS’ 
' American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others. 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W, SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No, 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 

TRADE 
“Ss SLEW TAL 

CURES BY ABSORPTION. 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 
*Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 

isa postitive cure; it has never falled, 
“ Sapanule" has no equal for Chronic Lame- 

ness, Lame Back, Lumbazo, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 
eases of the Skin, Hrysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eczema, 
Humors_of the Scalp, etc,; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permanent cure b 
using “‘Sapanrmte. Usedin sponge or foot ba 
removes all soreness of body, limbs and feet. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 

Sold by all Druggiets. Price, d0c., and $1 per — 
bottle. Send for ilhzminated cireular and : 

SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY 
Propristors, 237 Broadway, New York 

FERGUSON'S PATENT 

CANE TAGK'= POAT LAMP 
with 

LOCOMOTIY: REFLECTOR. 

, The most complete Lamp for 
Sportsmen, Boatmen, Night 
Waichmen and others, yet 
produced, 
Combines Camp Lamp, Head 

Staff and Boat Jack,Handand 
Dark Lantern, Belt Lamp, ete. 
Has no chimney; burus either 

Signal, Lard or Sperm Oil, 

THE “EXCELSIOR” 
DASH AND CARRIAGE LAMP. 
With Locomotiye Keflector and Reversible 

Dash Clamp. Has no chimney. Burns cither 
candles, kerosene or other oils. Firs ANY KLINB 
OF DASH OR VEHICLE. 

Send stamp for Circulars. 

FERGUSON'S RUST PREVENTER. 
The best article yet invented for Fire-Arms, Cut 
jery, Tools, exposed parts of Machinery, ete. 

< ALBERT FERGUSON, Sole Mfr, 
€ Fulton street, N. 3 
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Attractions of Arkansas. 

y SECOND PAPER, 

1* touching upon the river system of Arkansas, it will 
not be necessary to be very statistical, A glance at 

the map will show that the Mississippi River flows along 

the greater part of the eastern boundary of the State, 

and the Red River of Louisiana along a small part of 
the southwestern. 
Beginning then in the northeast, we find first the St. 

Francis River, flowing out of the State of Missouri 

through low lands, cypress swamps, cane-brakes, etc., 

in a gene.ally southerly direction, and emptying into 

the Mississippi. This river is navigable by steamboats 
for a portion of the year, It is stocked with all the 
coarser varieties of fish, and has some bass, and many 

perch of different varieties. Then comes L’Anguilla, a 
sluggish and unimportant stream. Proceeding west- 
ward, Crowley’s Ridge, a low range of hills, is crossed, 

and Cache River reached. Itisa thin, chocolate colored 

stream, with iinmense “bottoms” and cypress swamips 
—all of which are, at certain seasons, filled to ayerflow- 
ing with dixty water, The stream rises in Missouri, and 

empties into the White River, in Monroe County. But 
for a railway bridge near the mouth, this stream would 
be navigable for light-draft steamers. ‘The river is well 
stocked with fish, and flows through a notable game coun- 
try, much of whichisin its native wilderness state. Deer, 
turkeys and bears abound along the course of this river, 
and wild fowl in astonishing numbers yisil its sloughs 
and shallows. <A portable boat would bea great help in 
this region, Going still westward we come to the Black 

River, a fine stream of dark-colored water—properly 

nmamed—tising in the mountain country of Missouri, 

flowing southward through the northeastern part of the 
State, and eiptying into the White River at Jackson- 

‘port, The stream is rough and rapid in its upper course, 
and smooth, but not sluggish, in its lower, It is well 
‘stocked with game fish, as well as the coarser varieties, 

‘and there are some notable trolling places along its 
gourse. Both the main stream and its tributaries are 
“noted for the hunting grounds in their vicinity. Wild 

fowl, in their annual migrations, pursue the course of 
this river. The stream is nayigable for steamboats most 
of the year to, and into, Missouri. Packets ply regu- 
larly as far as Pocahontas, Ark, The *‘ boss” of this line 
never neglects an opportunity to place a sportsman under 
obligations to him. Being of the fraternity himself, he 
calls it “being good to his own sort.” At Jacksonport 
the Black River is joined by a stream of the clearest 
water in the State, one as well entitled to its name of 
White River asis the Black. This river rises in the Bos- 
ton Mountains in the northwest corner of this State, and 
flows northeast into the Missouri, thence southeast again 
into this State, and eventually into the Mississippi. This 
stream is navigable, and actually navigated by steam- 
boats to Batesville all the year, and as far as Forsythe, 
Mo., during the winter and spring months, It is abun- 
dantly stocked with game and food fishes. Its banks 
abound in good hunting grounds, and the mountain 
scenery along the upper waters is exceptionally fine, and 
worthy of far more attention than it receives. Tributar 
to this are several rivers of lesser note; as Little Red, 
Sycamore, Buffalo Fork, King’s River, etc., all well 
stoeked with fish, and all running through noted game 
regions. In While Riyer and its tributaries, the Ohio 
Riyer salmon or glass-eyed pike (Stizostedeum ameri- 
cana), the striped bass (Rocce chnysops), and the croppie 
or speckled perch (Pomoxys hevacanthus), are taken in 
freater numbers than elsewhere in the State—or in the 
world for that matter. 

Tn the southern part of the State, tributary to the Ar- 
kansas, are the Petit Jean (pronounced Petty John), and 
the Fourche Ja Fave (Foosh la Pay) rivers; and tributary 
to Red River are Little River, Washita, Bayou Moro, 
Saline, and Bayou Bartholomew. The most considera- 
ble of these, the Washita, is navigable for steamboats— 
as indeed are all the others toa somewhat less extent. 
Tt will be seen that this is preéminently a land of naviga- 
ble streams—and consequently of steamboats—so that it 
is comparatively easy to reach any desired point in the 
State. To this may be added, fair railway facilities ; but 
tlie prime fayorite with the native population is the 
steamboat. 

In the bottom lands, along the lower course of these 
rivers, and within the district covered by their annual 
overflow, is a system of lakes, lagoons, or ponds, usually 
lying low—any thing but inviting in aspect—surrounded 
by cypress trees of large size, possessing and needing no 
long streamers of moss to intensify and set oft their un- 
speakable dreariness. The sportsman soon becomes habit- 
uated to these gloomy scenes, and learns to find not only 
fish and game, but pleasure in exploring them. They 
usually have one bluff (but not very high), and one low 
or sloping bank. The high bank is not unfrequently 
covered with a luxuriant growth of cane, furnishing un- 
limited supplies of tishing-rods, as well as affording cover 
and concealment to the oareful hunter, The lakes are 
generally supposed to be old river beds, and are uni- 
formly of the width of the parent stream, ‘They are re- 
sorted to by myriads of wild fowl in the winter months. 
Some of them are quite deep, and many are fed by cool 
springs at the bottom. These latter are exceptionally 
well stocked with fish, Concerning the system of lagoons, 
of which these form so considerable a part, I quote from 
good old * Uncle Thad” (Am, Angler’s Book, pp, 112) :— 

‘‘The lakes, as they are oalled (though they are more 
properly ponds), along the alluvial banks of the Missis- 
sippi become very low after a succession of dry seasons 
anid the fish cease to breed in them; this, with excessive 
fishing with nets and hooks, almost depopulates those 
waters, but when a good rise in the river overflows the 
bottom lands, the ponds are swept of the foul water and 
replenished with fresh, and at the same time restocked 
with fish, Then it appears almost miraculous where the 
vast wumibers of croppies, bass, perch and other fish come 
from, and there is no other way of accounting for this 
fact than by supposing that all the lakelets and streams 
of Wisconsin and Minnesota to the north, haye thrown 
off their surplus production, which they appear to have 
garnered up.” 

To give any adequate account of the number, extent 
and resources of these lasoons would far exceed the al- 
lowable limits of this paper. I will only add that they 
are as a general rule stocked with our game fishes—pick- 
erel, bass and perch, independently of the character of 
the parent stream, ‘To illustrate: it is generally believed 
here that the Mississippi, the Arkansas and Red rivers do 
not present the conditions necessary to these fishes, and 
that they are consequently not stocked with them, as are 
the other rvivers—the White, the Washita, ete. My own 
observations haye satisfied me of this fact, The Jakes 
aloug these streams, on fhe contrary, are well stocked 
with choice specimens of the bass and perch tribes, In- 
deed, the finest pickerel and black bass I have seen in 
the State came from a lake in the vicinity of Arkansas 
River. when hot aspecimen could be taken in that stream 
in a week’s fishing, Both the Arkansas and Red riveys 
flow across the “plains” and are subject to the ‘‘red rise” 
at high water in the spring or early summer, when the 
waters are discolored by gontact with some formation 
through which they pass. Assuming that this is the 

cause of the absenve of game fish from the main streams 
the Mississippi above the mouth of the Missouri should 
be stocked with them, and probably is. 

Yo the geologist and the student of natural history, 
Arkansas. presents a field full of rare attractions, But 
time and space alike avo wanting to eyen touch upon 
them, I write in this letter only for the sportsman, and 
could I but set the hands on the disl-plate of Time back 
twenty-five years, then indeed might 1 hope to say some- 
thing of interest to that class, That was indeed a “ bliss- 
ful and never to be forgotten age, when everything was 
better than it has been since, or eyer will be again,” In 
those days game was too plentiful to afford sport. The 
wants of the people were few aid simple, and easily sup- 
plied. Jf meat were wanting, the man of the house 
would risé 4 little earlier than usual and repair to the 
woods with the faithful dog and the trusty gun. Early 
breakfast time would see him back again with the choice 
parts of a fat buck. At the approach of cool weather in 
the fall, a week or so set apart for that purpose would 
produce an abundance of animal food for the winter 
supply, Many are the tales of adventures with panthers, 
etc., happened upon in excursions after the more useful 
animals of the chase. Occasionally the animals classed 
as ‘tyarmints” becoming too numerows for comfort, 
neighborhoods would turn out to destroy them, and thus 
keep them within proper bounds. The soil, generous to 
a fault, yielded a most disproportionate reward to the 
labor invested. Cattle and hogs came on apace, with no 
other care than they were able to bestow upon them- 
selves. Sheep, however, seem neyer to have thrived, 
and never have heen able, even unto this day, to gain 
favor in the eyes of the people, owing probably to a mis- 
taken notion that they bite and worry the doz! How- 
ever, as L haye already remarked, the wants of the peo- 
ple were few and they were happy. Money, that great 
corrupter of human morals, was not in all the land. The 
unit of currency, the dollar of the Arkansas daddies, so 
to speak, was the skin of the deer. Change was made 
in coon-skins and the aristocratic tive and ten dollar bills 
were represented by the outward coverings of the bear 
and the beayer, Hvyen taxes were paid in this currency, 
* Bug-juice” was obtained and used in moderation—on 
account of the malaria—and that custom is honored even 
unto this day. 

T have spoken of the Boston Mountains in the north- 
western part of the State. Whether these elevations on 
the fair fuce of the State were named for the ‘* Athens of 
America” and the ‘*‘ Hub of the Universe,” is not now to 
be even conjectured. One thing, however, is certain, the 
‘‘ Athens” of Arkansas and the seat of her only Uni- 
versity of learning, the town of Iayettville, is in the 
very heart of these mountains, and all’ the region round- 
about boasts of the culture and refinement of her peo- 
ple. It is in these inountains that the scene of the stor 
of the ‘Arkansas Traveler” is laid, a story from which 
it ig said the general impression of the people of our 
State is almost wholly derived, This story has been in 
print and may be familiar to many of your readers ; to 
many of the younger, however, it will be new. Ihave 
procured a copy from B, 8, Alford, Esq., formerly of 
Little Noel, Ark., now with his brothers, A, & A. GQ. 
Alford, 228. Calvert street, Baltimore, Ark., gun deal- 
ers, who kindly gives permission to publish. 

“Col. Sandy Faulkner, the original ‘Arkansaw Tray- 
eler, was both in Georgetown, Scolt County, Ky., 
March 8d, 1808. Jie came to Arkansas in 1829, and set- 
tled in Chicot County, on the Mississippi River, as a cot- 
ton planter. In 183, Col, Faulkner (with his father, the 
late Nicholas Faulkner, a Virginian by birth) took up his 
residence in Little Rock, where he died August 4th, 1874, 
at the age of seyenty-one years, 

“Tt is well known throughout the Northwest that Col, 
Faulkner was the original personator of the 'Arkansaw 
Traveler ;’it was his pride to be known assuch. The 
story, itis said, was founded on a little incident which 
occurred in thé campaign of 1840, when he made the 
tour ofthe State in company with the Hou. A. H. Sevier, 
Gov, Fulton, Chester Ashley and Goy, Yell. One day in 
the Boston Mountain, lhe party approached a squatter’s 
for information of the route, and Col. ‘Sandy’ was 
made spokesman of the company, and it was upon his 
witty responses the tune and story were founded. On 
retuin to Little Rock, a gvand banquet was given in the 
famous ‘barroom’ which used to stand 1jear the An- 
thony House, and Col, ‘‘ Sandy ” was called upon to play 
the lune and tell fhe story. Afterward it grew into pop- 
ularity, When he subseyuently went to New Orleans, 
the fame of the ‘Arkansaw Traveler’ had gone ahead of 
him, and at a banquet, amid clinking glasses and bril- 
liant toasts, he was handed a violin by the then Goy- 
ernor of Louisiana, and requested to favor them with 
the favorite Arkansas tune, At the old St. Charles Hotel 
a special room was deyeted to his use bearing in gilt let- 
ters over the door, ‘Arkansaw Travyeler.’” 

A lost and {bewildered Arkansas traveler approaches, 
the cabin of a squatter, about forty years ago, im search 
of lodgings, and the following dialogue ensues, the 
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squatter all the time fiddling the first hars of a tune over 
and over again, batween each question and answer :— 

Travheler.—Watloo, stranger, 
Squatter,—Hello yourself, 
‘—Oan I ret to stay all night with you? 

§.—No. sir; you can't git to 
T.—Have you any spirits here? 
S8.—Lots uy ‘em; Sal seen one last night\by thatar ole holar 

gum, and it nearly skeered her to death, 
T—You mistake my meaning; have you any liquor? 
S—Had some yesterday, but Ole Bose he gotin and lapped all 

uy it Out'n the pot. : 
T—Vou don't understand; I don't mean pot liquor. 

and cold and want some whiskey. Haye you gotany? 
S.—Oh yes—l drunk the last this mornin’. 
T—I'm hungry; havn't hada thing since morning; can’t you 

give me soniething to eat? 
S.Hain't a durned thing in the house. Not a mouffull uy 

meat, nor 4 dust uy meal here. 
7T—Well, can't you give my horse something ? 
S8.—Got nothin’ to feed him on. 
T.—How far is it to the next house? . 

Stranger ! I don’t know, I've never been, thar. 
Vell, do you know who lives here? 

S.—¥ es, zir! 
T—As Vm so bold, then, what might be your name? , 
S.—It might be Dick, and it might be Tom; but it lacks right 

smart uy it. ; 
7T.—Sir | will you tell me where this road goes to? _ 
S.—1t's never gone any whar since I’ve lived here. It's always 

thar when I git ip in the mornin’. 
1—Well, how far is it to where it forks? i 
8.—it don't fork at all, butif splits up like the devil. — 
T.—As I’m not likely to get to any other house to-night, can’t 

you let me sleep in yours; and I'll tie my horse to a tree, and do 
without anything to eat or drink? 
S.—My house leaks. Thar's only one dry spotin it, and me and 

Sal sleeps on it. And that thar treeis the ole woman's persimmon; 
you can’t tie to it, *taze she don’t want ’em shukoift. She ‘lows to 
make beer out’n um, 
T—Why. don’t you iinish covering your house and stop the 

leaks? ~~" 
S§.—It’s been rainin’ all day. 
v—Well, why don't you do it in dry weather)? 
S.—It don’t leak then, - 
T—As there seems to be nothing alive about your place but 

children, how do you do here anyhow? 
~  §—Putty well, I thank you. How do you do yoursell'? 

T.—1 mean what do you do fora living here? 
S.—Keep tayern and sell whiskey. 
T—Well, told you I wanted some whiskey. 
S.—Stranger, | bought a bar’l mor’n a week ARO. You see, me and 

Sal went shars. Arter we got it here, we only had a bit betweenst 
ts, and Sal she didn't want to use hern fust,nor me mine. You 

_ gee | had aspiggin in one eend, and she in tother. So she takes a 
- drink out'n my ecnd, and pays me the bit for it; then I'd take un 

out'n hern, and give her the bit. Well, we’s getting long fust-rate, 
Hill Dick, durned skulking skunk, he bornahole on the bottom to 
suck at, and the next time I went to buy a drink, they wont none 
thar. 

T—I’'m sorry your whiskey’s all gone; but, my friend, why 
don’t you play the balance of that tune? 

S.—it’'s got po balance to it. 4. 
7—T mean you don’t play the whole of it, 
S—Stranver, can you play the fiddul? 
T.— Yes, a little, sometimes. 
S—You don’t look like a fiadlur, but ef you think you can play 

any more onto that thar tune, you kin just iy it, 
~~ (The traveler takes the fiddle and plays the whole of it.) 4 
§.Stranger, tuck a half a duzen cheers and sot down. Sal, stir 

yourself round like a six-horse team in a mud hold. Go round in 
the holier whar l killed that buck this mornin’, cut olf some of 

> the best pieces, and fotch it and cook it for me and this gentlo- 
man, d’rectly. Raise up the board under the head of the bed. and 
wit the ole black jug J hid from Dick, and gin us some whiskey ; 
Timow thar's some eft yit. Til, drive ole Bose out’n the bread- 
tray, then climb up in the loft, and git the rag that’s got the sugar 
tied in it. Dick, carry the gentleman's hoss round under the 
shead, give him some fedder and corn; much as he Isin eat. 
Til. Dad, they ain't Knives enuff for to sot the table. 
S—wWhar’s big butch, little butch, ole case, cob-handle, gran- 

ny's kuife, and the one T handled yesterday? That's nuff to sot 
. any gentleman's table, outer you've lost um. Durn me, stranger, 

Fyou can’t stay as long as you please, and ll give you plenty to 
~ eat and drink. Will you have coffey for supper? 

_—Yes, sir, ; 
S—'ll be hanged if you do, tho’, we don’t haye nothin’ that 

way here, but Grub Hyson; and i reckon it’s mighty. good with 
sweetnin’. Play away, stranger, you kin sleep on the dry spot to- 
night, 
ca tter about two hours’ fiddling,) My friend, can't you tell 

me about the road I’m to travel to-morrow. wie = 
§.—To-morrow ! Stranger, you won't git out’n these digzins for 

six weeks ; but when it gits 80 you kin start, you see that big sloo 
over thar? Well, youbaye gor to git crost that; then you take 
the road up the bank, and in sbouta mile you'll come to a tywo- 
acre-and-t-half corn-patch, The corn’s mityly in the weeds, but 
you needn't mind that; jist ride on, Abouta mile and” half or 
two miles {Yom thar, you'll cum to the damdest swamp you ever 
struck in your trayels; it's bogey enout! to mire a saddle-blanket, 
Thar's a fust-rate voad xbout six feet under thar, 
T—How amltogetatit? _ 4 ‘ 

S—You can’t gitatil nary time, till the weather stiffens down 
sum. Well, about a mile beyant, you come to a place whar fhar'’s 
noroads. You kin take the right hand ef you want to; you'll 
foller it a mile or so, and you'll find it runs out; you'll then haye 
to come back and try the left; when you git about two miles on 
that, you may know you're wrong, for they ain’t any road thar. 
You'll then think you're mity lucky ef you kin find the way back 
to my house, whar you kin cum and play on that a’r tune as long 
Aas you please, 

I'm wet 

Alas, times change and men change with them. The 
Avkansas of to-day would scarcely be recognized by 
those worthy old campaigners. YELL, 

oS _ 

A DAY IN THE WOODS. 
———— 

FIRST PAPER. 

Tt was late in mild October, and the long autumnal rain 
Had left the summer harvest felds nl green with grass again ; 
The first sharp frosts had fallen, leaving all the woodlands gay 
With the Lues of summer's rainbow or the meadow Howers of 

May. 

Through a thin dry mist, that morning, the sun rose broad and 
red : 

At first a rayloss disk of fire, he brightened as he sped ; 
Yet, even his noontide glory fell chastened and subdued, 

On the cornfelds wud orchards and softly pictured wood, 

a i that quiet affemoon, slow sloping to the night 

He oN with olden shuttle the haze with yellow light; 
Slanting through the painted beeches, he glorified the bill ; 
‘And benéath it pond and orchard lay, brighter, greener still. 

% * * oe + * * + 

immer grains were harvested; the stubble fields lay dry, 

Where Tmne winds rolied, in light and shade, the pale green 
ivaves of rye; . . . 

But still, on gentle hill slopes, in yalleys fringed with wood; 
red, bin’ in the sin, the heayy corn crop stood. Ungathered, bleaching i ' Wy nor ate saelele 

™ was a few days later than America’s post has de- 

I acribed, for the dim, smoky twilight of the last Octo- 

her eveniny was gtadually settling down over fill and 

meadow; leaving but a thin shred of crimson. yisible 

above the horizon, as we drew up in front of Bill Simp- 

son's coblaze, situated upon one of the prettiest knolls 

and most picturesque pisces of rural scenery in Suitolk 

mee shall I forget the firat day my old friend Thorpe 

drove me from the tailway station up hill and down dale, 
through cedar groves, and by the courses of purling 

streams, and when, completely overflowing with senti- 
ment, I cowd no longer suppress my thoughts of ad- 
miration, as the wagon swung suddenly around a wind 
in the road, and the little embowered cottage met my 
eye, L faltered, for little indeed was my expectation, at 
the pace at which we were rattling along, of halting so 
abruptly, when, where should he (to fully express the 
idea), where shouldhe “dump” me, but right down in 
front of this same little gate, It swings yet upon its 
rusty hinges at the same entrance which has so often wel- 
comed us, and as often furnished us a means of exit e7 
route for Pine Neck, or the ‘* Point.” ' 
The byre, barns, corn-crib and owt-houges, are overrun 

a little more with lichens; the same lusty oaks nod 
dreamingly to the listless winds ; the pond is just as full, 
and Tom’s mill gigs away far into the night the same as 
upon the evening of my first visit, Though some years 
ago, it seems but yesternight that we sat around the 
hearth in that ancient kitchen, reyellingin great expecta- 
tions, some of which were never realized. 

Faithfully, indeed, do I remember that cool October 
eyening. There were four of us; and we had come one 
hundred miles to shoot quail among the buckwheat heaps 
and corn shovks. Our host was awaiting our arrival, 
and after making the usual courtesies, grasping him by 
the hand, I know not how many times over, removing 
the baggage from the wagon and putting up the horses, 
we stalled in Indian, file into the snug little dining-room 
to honor a repast, tight and sayory whiffs of which would 
have tickled the cockles of the heart of an alderman. 
And honor it we did, for we had not supped for five long 
howrs, and the drive (after leaving a miserable, creeping 
train) up through the beautiful country had sharpened 
our appetites amazingly, 
As T recall that romantic event I sometimes think we 

did behave indecently, but then it was there to be eaten, 
and that’s all there was to it, and we’ve done the same 
thing repeatedly since. But, adjourning from the re- 
maining fragments of what once bore the appellation of 
sheldrakes, a hunt wasinstituted forthe pipes. -And after 
that, egaia we repaired into the sitting-room before a 
tremendous mass of crackling logs, which filled a fire- 
place eight feet long, from whence issued a bright but 
quivering glow upon the objects in the room, not forget- 
ting four well-filled, contented sportsmen. 

**The Wilson boys are Coming up to-night and Osear 
will be over directly, I told them you were coming 
down, But George Wilson has lost Major. He was 
shooting at some coots off shore from the bank—the day 
before yesterday, I think it was—and Maje jumped over 
his head just in time tomeet the load out of the gun”— 
interrupted our host, in a low tone, as he came into the 
little room. This singular coincidence was the subject 
of various remarks, both humorous and sympathetic, for 
Major was a good dog, and his singular death was re- 
ceived, Lam sure, with a feeling of regret, 

‘*Bob” sang ‘May the Pipes and the Bowls never 
leave us,” at the conclusion of which the door flew open 
its full swing, and in walked the trio who had been listen- 
ing outside. Then there was a greeting, 

“Spread out, boys! and let these fellow sit down, they 
look chilled, Are there many quail, Oscar?” 

“There’ra more than this crowd could shoot in six 
months, I was almost tempted to try my hand to-day, 
but I don’t know, somehow T did'nt,” 

“That's good. Um glad you did not. It would not 
pay any man, in my estimation, to break the law, even 
for the sake of one day, and then you might be caught, 
and then what? 

‘‘Be hauled up before Bisgood to pay for the privilege, 
Saucy penny now that is, I reckon,” said Will Wilson, as 
he drew further from the blazing fire, 

* What's the penalty for shooting a dog?” chimed in 
Henry, derisively, over which there was a tremendous 
laugh at the expense of poor George, who lauglyed louder 
and longer than the rést, I donot really believe I ever 
met him but that he was laughing ; and to be sure he re- 
lated the story in such an honest way, though laughing 
all the while, that every one of us concluded that it was 
a sheer accident, 

“T thought it was a ghost at first, when I saw the 
white thing fly over my head, but then I don't very often. 
get scared at them,” 

‘*No, George, do not allow such things to make a false 
impression on your mind, ‘There’s no such thing as 
ghosts, although my hair would stand at the recital of 
some stories my father would tell to me when I was a 
mere boy, and many a night have I gone trembling with 
fear fo bed while he would laugh atthe ignorance of 
believing in such absurdities. 

‘There is one slory in particular which would always 
strike terror intome, “Twas about an old man named 
Nevill, whom, after his demise, would be seen walking 
around his domain, grim, gaunt and lean.” 

‘* Let's have it,” was the unanimous request, 
** Well, if I can tell it straight, though I cannot attempt 

to spin it as the old man can, 
“ Bob, give me some of that tobacco, and then I'll go 

on, and after thatevery mother’s son to bed, if we mean 
quail in the morning. 

“ Well, to begin with, my father was born in a country 
famous for its poets, orators, statesmen, military heroes, 
and a race of men whose wit has pleased nearly every 
nation on the globe—tIreland, (Applause,) My grand- 
father had but the two sons, 7, e., Johnny and Willie. 
Tm named after the latter. He was a gardener and had 
all the gentlemen’s gardens to keep in Dublin and adja- 
cent towns, The dame died when the boys were quite 
young, and he haying so much flora and horticulture 
to attend to, and desirous of giving the lads a good edu- 
cation as well as keeping them under the eyes of a whole- 
some protector, was obliged to send them from home, 
As I said, their mother was dead, and to effect the scheme 
the old man sent the boys off to a Mr, Cox, who kept a 
grammar schoolina place called Bansha, which was 
about twenty-four niles from their home, in Urlingford. 
They would come home about once amonth, Sometimes 
they'd walk, or if they met any one coming to towu they 
could easily get a ride for ‘two pence-hapenny” (five 
cents). But one summer eyening they started for home, 
four of them, The two brothers, a lacl named Morrisy 
and another named Larry. They walked along the beau- 
tiful road, bedecked as it was with the cowslip and oxalis, 
discussing a problem from Hawney’s ‘‘ Mensuration,” 
and neysr looked over nor hether until they got to the 
turnpike which led to Nevill’s, though at that tine they 

inew very little of the place or the ghastly legends at- 
tached to if. ; 

“In due time they came to the castle, with its unglazed, 
long, narrow windows and walls overrun with ivy ; 
some of the turrets knocked off, and long ¢revices be- 
tween the stones ; tozether with the pond with its closely 
tangled, dappling bower that had grown and interwoven 
for years and given to the place a weird and lonesome 
appearance, 

“Across the pond was the old fellow’s mill, which, 
though the water was still running, had not piven a grind 
for many aday. Around the whole was a high, crumb- 
ling wall over which in many places the iyy grew or 
strageled through a crevice ; and around outside the wall 
were beautiful tall trees which over-arcthed the long 
avenue that enyironed the grounds, 

“Jack Larry used to tell how he went to Nevill’s oue 
night to steal wood, And how he succeeded m getting 
the stick of timber nearly all the way over, and then won- 
dering why it wouldn’t slide over the wall, looked up and 
saw old Nevill disputing the theft at the other end—ths 
brazen liar.” ‘And was Nevill dead ?’ asked George Wil- 
son, “Dead! Why man, he was dead forty years. But 
long after his death he used to be seen walking in his 
srounds or riding on his old gray horse inspecting the fox 
covert, the deer park, etc.—but, the boys. ~AL 

‘People often pay dear to gratify their curiosity. Noth- 
ing should do but they must go into the old stone mill, 
Ned Flynn said he wouldn't go into that mill for a trans- 
port—to heaven. There it was, weird and yacant-look- 
ing, with all the indelible wear of time, The great stones 
for grinding; the hopper and all the equipments; the 
long, steep, winding stairs, and in one corner lay a great 
heap of old sacks which, no doubt, bountiful care had 
once lavislily filled, but which now the boys swore were 
filled with ghosts ; and in short everything was there justi 
as Garrett Nevill left them, for he worked the mill after 
his brother Robert's death, 

“The moon began torise, and thelong, silvery shadows 
crept in through the tenantless lancet windows, casting 
here and there a fleck of discernment upon a dusty ob- 
ject. Drowsiness came over them, and they dropped off 
one after another into’ the—I was going to say into 
the dreaming arms of Morpheus, but into no such beati- 
tude did they settle, not even into soothing oblivion. 
‘How long they had beenasleep J never could find out, 

but Larry was the first one to wake, then Johnny. Bub 
they could not move hand nor foot, scarcely breathe, and 
to their terror everything was dark asadungeon, The 
moon, whose fleck had thrown a little romanve about 
the place, was overcast. Quick, airy footsteps emanated 
from the floor above. They heard strange noises, as if 
the spirits were adjusting portions of the old machinery, 
and gure enough they were. In atwinkle the mill began 
to jig and hum at a most terrible gait. Then the spirits 
dashed down the perpendicular spiral stairway, making 
hideous, neighing chuckles as if well-pleased at their 
success in starting things up. The null went on gaining 
in rapidity, and the spirits threw in eyerything they 
could find to be ¢round up into meal. Larry often would 
say : ‘It went like lightning, and everything tho sylphs 
threw in gave but oné crash and that was the last of it, 
the revolution was so fast. Then the spirits caine for the 
sacks—” 
“Wait a minute,” said George Wilson, “till T get 

some more wood for the fire,” but, on being informed 
that the wood was down in the hollow behind the cowy- 
house, George ‘‘ guessed“ the fire would last to the end 
of the story, and that’s what I thought, as the story is 
not very long. 
ZA i wonder if sucha thing could be true?” ingiired 

ob. 
“Well, sir; you dare not ask Jack Larry that question 

Tf you did, he’d either knock you down, or cross his fore- 
head for you for a month. : 

“The spirits came for the sacks (and by this tinie both 
the lads were awake), and when the spirits saw the boys, 
everything stopped as quick as a flash of lightning, The 

eat sacks were caught by the millers and flung about 
the room helter-skelter, and the boys were seized by some 
power and hurled out into the grounds, and Morrissy got 
flung into the pond, and that, too, in the middle of the 
night, The mensuration book was gone, and they man- 
aged to get over the wall (because they dare not go out 
by the mill-road), and whom should they stumble upon 
but Ned Caley going to Dublin with a load of turf, They 
told Ned all about the thing, and he made Neddy—that’s 
the ass—' ho,’ and he stood stricken with awe al the 
foolishness of the lads for going near the place at all, He 
swore a big Ivish oath and said he’d tell Murray FPitz- 
peel the priest, and then, asa warning to the boys, 
he told them how that himself and aay got left when 
the caravan started out with turf one night, and that he 
had to come by Nevill’s wall alone; and how old Neyill 
jumped over the wall and whipped the linch-pin of the 
cart and stole the wheel and threw it over the wall; and 
then {he other wheel in like manner ; and after that, laid 
hold on the kish of turf and flung it about theroad ; club- 
bed the ass and then gave me, said he, ‘a shelpin jow!, an 
begorrah I laved the ass there, an Trun from this to Dub- 
lin, sixty miles, widout a finch, an overtook the mail- 
coach,’ 

‘*Come, come,” said Henry, 
** Well they went to Dublin with Caley, and he brought 

them home the second day, and they drew all the lads 
from the yillage about them and told the story just as I 
have told it.” 

‘« That’sa good story," said Sharpe; ‘* but I can’t hardly 
take it in.” 

‘‘Nor I either,” said Bob; ‘‘but there’s some people 
who would,” 

Osear said = *! Surely that came from Ireland,” 
“Vos, that's where it came from; but it’s a beautiful 

country—mirrored all oyer with beautiful lakes and 
siréams, abounding with the finest trout, and the people 
are as kind-hearted as can be found ; and if you were to 
take them out and place another race there, then it 
wouldn't be Ireland, In the contest for fame what nation 
on the earth can boast of a greater victory? But that’s 
not the story I wanted totell, Now, come to think, Pil 
et that to-zmorrow night, Let’s turn in. The fire's 
out, 

We all said good night. Oscar's house was to be the 
meet, and the Wilson’s had to goup through tha woods, 
and said they’d be down if they slept well, 

: Harry Faenwoon, 
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| GIANT LIZARDS OF THE JURASSIC. 

AR anvay to the westward, on the flanks of the Rocky 
Mountains, is the burial-place of a race of giants. 

Stretching along the base of the rugged and frowning 

mountains far miles upon miles, embracing in its wide 
extent every variety of country, lonely and rarely 
trodden by the foot of man, if is a fit resting-place for 
‘their huge race abowt which history and tradition are 
silent, The enormous buttes which at intervals rise 

"jn massive proportions above the level of the surrounding 

: plain, might be taken for huge tumuli erected by asavage 
Tace in memory of their dead, as the mounds of the Missis- 
#ippi Valley were built to comniemorate their departed, 
by the strange people who have left these works behind 

_ them as their only monuments, 
And, indeed, the analogyis less forced than might be im- 

afined ; for, if we dig into these buttesin the bad lands of 
the West, we often find them filled with the bones of this 

extinct and wnknown tribe, justas in the mounds of Ohio 

we find the remains of the mound-builders. But how dif- 
ferent are the relics which are uncovered. In the one case 
are brought to light a few crumbling human bones, some 

cinders and charred sticks, a dozen copper beads, with a 
few broken arrow-heads and perhaps some fragments of 
pottery; in the buttes of the Jurassic Rocky Moun- 
tain region, the bones that are unearthed are huge and 
black, and are turned to solid rock, So enormous are 

“they in many cases that to lift one of them would tax 
the strength of the stoutest man, and some of them 

would weigh many hundred pounds. Great femora, six 
feet and more in length and eighteen inches in gréatest 
diameter, vertebres eighteen inches across and ten in 

length, pelvic bones as large as a table, and shoulder- 

pblades four or five feet long and two fest across, are 
some of the religuice uncovered by the explorer, The 
tTemains of a single skeleton may weigh several tons, and 

the bones are frequently found in as perfect a state of 

preservation as though they had been covered up but yes- 
terday, Sometimes, it is true, they are extensively 

tracked and broken by the enormous pressure to which 
they have been subjected by the superincumbent earth 

for so many millions of years; but even in such cases it 
is possible, by careful collecting, to piece them together 
$0 as to obtain not only an accurate idea of their form, but 

yen their exact dimensions, With the enormous bonea 
referred to are found others of more moderate dimen- 

sions ; but, as a rule, the remains buried in these deposits 

belonged to creatures of great size, 
Mesozoic time has been well called the age of reptiles, 

for it was during this period of tha earth’s history that 

reptiles were the dominant type, and flourished in mar- 
yelous profusion, being not less remarkable for their 
numbers than for the great variety of forms which then 
appeared. Among these reptiles perhaps no group was 
more strange—certainly none was more interesting—than 
the order termed the Dinosauria. They were strange on 
account of the great difference in size which existed be- 
tween the various forms of the order, for certain of the 

genera are the largest animals known to have liyed on 
land, while others were no larger than a eat, and they 
ate of especial interest to the anatomist, because through , 
them we are enabled to connect two at present widely 
separated classes—the birds and the living reptiles, 
Dinosaurs occur abundantly in Europe as well as in 
America, and many species have been described from 
the Mesozoic deposits of Englandand Germany. The 
bones of these animals have been found in considerable 
numbers in the cretaceous deposits of New Jersey, and 

in one instance in the so-called Jura-Trias of Massa- 
chusetts, Though the remains of Dinosaurs are yery 
tare in the deposits of the Connecticut Valley, evidences 

of their presence are numerous. These consist of the 
footprints of the animals made in the sand or mud of the 
gea-beach or the shore of the estuary on which they 
lived, and these impressions having been covered wp by 
subsequent deposits and hardened, have remained to this 
day indelible witnesses of the number and variety of the 

huge beasts that made them, Many of these tracks are 
three-toed, and bear some resemblance to the tracks of 
birds, and it was for a long time supposed that all the 
three-toed footprints were made by animals of this class ; 
and as sone of these footmatks were no less than twenty 
inches long, much speculation was indulged in as to the 

character and habits of the supposed enormous bird that 

madethem. Recently, however, it has been shown thet 

many of the Dinosaurs haye three toes on their hind feet, 

and further, in connection with almost all the three-toed 
tracks, have found impressions of very small four or five- 
‘toed feet, showing that the three-toed tracks were made 

by animals that habitually walked on their hind legs, and 
“only occasionally lowered ‘their small fore feet to the 

ground, This state of things precisely agrees with what 
is known of the structure of the Dinosaurs ; and hence, 
in the absence of any direct evidence that the tracks 
“were made by birds, ibis only fair to assume that they be- 
ong to Dinosaurs. os 
This order of reptiles has been divided by angtomists 
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into five groups. The sub-order Sawropoda includes 
animals of great bulk which habitually walked upon all 

tour legs, as indieated by the nearly equal size of the fore 

and hind limbs, and in which the long bones were with- 

out any cayities for the marrow, The Sauroapoda ap- 

pear to have all been vegetable feeders, as shown by 

their teeth, and were great, slow-moying, unwieldy 
creatures of yery low intelligence. The Ornithopoda 
were another group of herbivorous Dinosaurs, but 
differed widely from the Sauwropoda. The fore limbs 
were much smaller than the hind limbs, and the latter 

present many points of resemblance to the legs of birds, 
The carniyorous Dinosaurs, of which Megalosaurus of 

Hngland may be regarded as typical, constitute another 

division of this order, They were of smaller size than 
the Sawropoda, were more lightly buill, and were thus 

more active and better fitted for capturing their prey. 
The fore limbs were much reduced in size, and the usual 

mode of progression appears to haye been by walking or 
leaping on the hind limbs. The teeth were serrated and 
keen and trenchant, and the feet were armed with long, 

sharp claws. The carnivorous Dinosaurs, no doubt, 
preyed upon their larger but more sluggish herbivorous 

cotemporaries, ; 
A fourth sub-order of Dinosaurs is the Compsognatha, 

These were animals of small size, and were in many re- 
spects very bird-like in structure, They had long necks, 
long, light heads, somewhat resembling a bird’s, the 

jaws armed with teeth, and had the femur, or thigh 
bone, shorter than the tibia, orshin bone. Thefore limbs 

were very small, and the hinder ones large, This sub- 
order has butfew representatives, but it is probable that 
the American genus Nanosaurus belongs here. 
Another very remarkable group of Dinosaurs were the 

Stleyosauria, These were of great size, and had large 

fore and hind limbs, the latter, however, being the long- 

est, The head was yery small, the tail very large and 
long, and the animal was protected against the attacks of 

its enemies by an armor of huge bony plates and by great 

horn-covered spines, some of them over two feet in 
length, : 

Tt is difficult for us to understand, in the present state 

of our knowledge, just how these strange creatures, so 
different from anything that we now know, lived, and 

equally so for us to attempt to picture to ourselves their 
surroundings and their contemporaries. Life was abundant 
at this epoch, and extremely varied, Small mammals, al- 

most the first of their kind, had appeared, but the largest 

of them scarcely exceeded in size the weasels of to-day, 

and all were probably marsupials. There were also 
crocodilians and turtles in great abundance, and strange 
fishes, of the genus Cerdtodis, one representative of 

which still lives in Australia, inhabited the waters about 

the shores of which the Dinosaurs dwelt in such abund- 
ance. Vegetation was luxuriant and the climate was 
tropical in its warmth. It is very probable that in 

America pterodactyles were also abundant, as they cer- 
tainly were in Europe, One fragment of a pterodactyle 

has, indeed, been deseribed from the Jura of the Rocky 

Mountains, but the rock in which the Dinosaurs are 
found is not well adapted to the preservation of such 

delicate bones. It is also likely that birds were repre- 
sented here, though of this we have as yet no evidence, 

But the presence in rocks of this age in Hurope of the 

strange Archeopterym warrants us in supposing that the 
pterodactyles were not the only inhabitanta of the air. 
Such were some of the features of the animal life in 

this country during Jurassic time, though we have been 
able to touch only in the briefest manneron some of its 
most marvelous facts. In its abundance and variety it is 
even more interesting than in differences betwean 

the forms then liying and those now upon the earth. 
Many facts will be required before we can gain an ade- 

quate conception of the marvels of this long past age, but 
the hints which we already have indicate that the story, 

when told, will he a most interesting one. 
————— 

Nores,—Wée have recently received the Monthly Jour- 
nal of the Virginia State Agricultural Society, which con- 

tains, together with a number of other interesting ar- 
ticles, a sketch on ‘‘ The Beayer in Virginia,” by Mr, 

Richard Irby, of Ashland, Va. The article though brief 

is interesting, and in view of the frequent queries by our 

correspondents as to the abundance of the beaver in the 
South, we do not hesitate to recommend it to them, So 

far as the author speaks of what he himself has observed 
the article is, of course, perfectly reliable and trust- 

worthy, but we venture to suggest that the same cannot 
be said of his quotations, The statement by a recent 

writer in Wide Awake that the beavers, in the construc- 

tion of their dams, transport mud from place to place 

upon their tails, * which are broad and flat,” is especially 
open to criticism, We had supposed that this and its 
companion story, that these “ingenious and intelligent 
animals” use the tail as a trowel for pressing and smooth- 

ing the mud on their dams, had long since been rele- 

gated to the limbo of fable. Weconfess that the state- 
ment that the Northern beavers employ their dams as 

habitations is also new to us, and we are at a loss to know 
fvom what authority Mr. Irby quotes, 

The explanation given of the reappearance of the 
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beaver in streams which flow into the Chesapeake is 
very interesting, and we are glad that the facts in regard 
to the point have been put on record. 

Mr. H, W. Henshaw’s ornithological report to Capt. 
George M, Wheeler upon collections made in portions of 

California, Nevada and Oregon, which is published in the 
report of the Chief of Hngineers for 1879, is an extremely 

yaluable pamphlet, The region examined by its author 

“amounted practically to a continuous line from Carson, 

near the western border of Neyada, and a little south of 
the Central Pacific Railroad, to the Dalles, on the Col- 

umbia River,” and the work extended over the summers 

of 1877 and 1878, 

A region so interesting, when explored by such an or- 
nithologist as Mr, Henshaw, could scarcely fail to furnish 

vety interesting results, and the annotated list of one 

hundred and eighty-four species which he has given us 

fully justifies our expectations. The notes on the habits 
of many little Imown species are very full, and add 
much to our knowledge of the bird life of the Sierra Ne- 
vada and Cascade ranges, For the important conclusions 
which the writer reaches, we must refer our readers to 

the pamphlet itself. It should be in the library of every 
ornithologist. 

We wish to call the attention of the readers of this 

column to the very interesting report of the Commis- 

sioners of Fisheries of the State of Maine, to be noticedin 

our Fish Culture column, Messrs, Stillwell and Smith 

have set about their work with’ vigor, and their efforts 

are already bringing forth good fruit, 

Professor A, H, Verrill, of Yale College, has recently 

published in ‘*The Transactions of the Connecticut Aca- 
demy” a portion of his most important and valuable 
paper on ‘‘ The Cephalopods of the Northeastern Coast of 

America,” So far as published (Part I,), it treats of 'The 

Gigantic Squids and their Allies, This part is illustrated 
by twelve plates. 

The subject is a most interesting one, and the paper 
well worthy of the subject. Itis our intention, if the de- 
mands upon our space will admit of it, to give some ex- 
tracts from Prof. Verrill’s article at an early day, 

_ 

PARASITES IN A Duck's FLEsH.—ZHditor Forest and 
Stream,—Through the kindness of a professional col- 
league [had the opportunity of examining a wild duck 
(mallard) a few days ago, which was, I think, of suffi- 
cient interest to warrant the begging of a few lines of 
your valuable space. The duck was infested with a large 
number of encysted parasites of the same general nature 
as the trichinze found in the muscles of pigs, 7, ¢., an en- 
cysted form of entozoa, It had been bought in the mar- 
ket by a gentleman, but when his cook came to prepare 
il for the spit, she noticed an unusual appearance of the 
flesh of the breast, the skin being torn in one place, and 
called the master’s attention to it, and it was by him sub- 
mitted to my friend, who, after sending out a piece cut 
from the heart to the Zodlogical Museum at Cambridge, 
was kind enough to send the bird to me, knowing that f 
was interested in eyerything pertaining to field sports. 
The muscles of the duck were crowded with the encysted 
parasites, more especially the pectorals, and they seamed 
to be more numerous at the surface, i. ¢., just under the 
skin. The cysts were from 5-32 to 6-32 of an inch long 
by about 1-82 in width, being all very nearly of the same 
dimensions. They may be described as ¢ lindrical, witls 
rather bluntly rounded off ends, about the color of fat 
or rather light-colored butter, and were imbedded in the 
muscles, between the fibers, with the long diameter par- 
allel with the muscular fibers. I cannot think of any 
better well-known object to which to compare them 
than small pieces of that form of Italian paste which we 
call vermicelli, Their number may be appreciated, when 
I say that in the space of a square inch on the breast, the 
skin of which had been stripped off, fifteen were seen on 
the surface. Ihave it at second hand, that Prof, Ha- 
gen, of the Museum at Cambridge, states that they are 
cysts of Psorospermia, the immature, encysted stage of 
the Gregarinice, and that he has never before known of 
these entozoa being found in the muscles of birds, Tf 
these parasites are capable of development in tha intes- 
tinal tract of men, it ought to be known, as from the 
semi-cooked state in which we eat our ducks, the cysts would be yery apt to be ingested without having their 
vitality destroyed, On the other hand, if ag large and as 
numerous as in the specimen I saw, nobody, with their eyes open, could fail to notice the presence of unusual 
bodies. My object in making this communication is two- fold; First, to get any scientific knowledge that your mmany scientific readers may be able to give on the sub- 
ject and pene find out oe the sportsmen whether 

6 presence of these parasites has been pray 
ticed in ducks, 5 aor Ree 
any similar case, 

Boston, Feb, 25th. 

Through the courtesy of Dr. Hagen we have received 
the following notes with regard to these parasites, which, 
will be read with interest by all sportamen :-— 

CAMBRIDGE, Mass., Mu rs 
deton Hons, and Stream:— VASICRASE, 

ne flesh which I have seen from the mallard & ‘ tained cysts filled with what is called Pionieocrnar ieee 
exceedingly largenumber. So far as I know, such flesh is only pes neein gs Be not Mahipal y Psorospermia are 
yery common in ham—perhaps one in + ; 
Sh Bere, 80 eee as in the duck. uel © ee 

recetyed yesterday bear flesh from the markes fy contained in the cellular tissue next to the eee c ae 
containing thin white worms, four inches long andi tess than one-twelfth thick. This is a very interesting para 
site, described in 1672 by Pr, Redi, Italy, and since seen 
by mobody, Rudolphi quotes if aa Strongylus urs?, and 
Diering as Nematoidium, hut both only after Redi’s de-~ 

So far I haye not been able to hear of 
Mic-Mac, 
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scription, which was made after the parasites of the Hu- 
ropean, brown bear, which is the same species with our 
bear. Of course nobody will eat such flesh, but I think 
it is not unhealthy, and surely of a high scientific in- 
terest. 

If meat is well done, and all should be, no harm could 
follow. There was yearsago in St. Petersburg. Russia, 
the fashion in high circles to eat ouly raw beet, and the 
consequence was the common appearance of a tape-worm 
(Qenia medio-canellata); till it was ascertained that the 
previous stages live in beef, and then everybody found 
well-done meat profitable. Yours sincerely, 

Dr. H, A. HAGEN. 

Kish Culture. 

AMBRICAN Fish CULTURAL ASSOCIATION,—Mem bers who 
propose to be present at the annual dinner giyen im con- 
nection with the meeting of the Association, are fe- 

quested to immediately notify Mr, Eugene G, Blackford, 
or Mr. Robert B, Roosevelt, of the same, in order that the 

Committee who haye the matter in charge may make due 

preparation, 
—— 

Brook Trout 1n Powps.—I was born in a region of 
conntry abounding in trout streams, and in those days 
said streams abounded in trout, too. Wor many years 
those streams haye been dammed at almost every avail- 
able point for obtaining a walter power, Some of the 
ponds thus formed have been in existence for seyenty- 
five years ; large numbers of them have been in existence 
for twenty-five years or more. Ihave fished many of 
these ponds repeatedly, and I know of scores of others 
who have also; in fact, I can name seyeral gentlemen in 
your cityand Brooklyn who visit these waters annually, 
some of whom have been born and brought np among 
them, and who take thousands of trout every year from 
those streams, who havye, like myself, fished scores of 
times in the ponds, and nol one trout a year on an 
average is taken from any one of these ponds. When 
one is taken it rarely weighs overapound, I am now 
over fifty years of age, and I have to a greater or less ex- 
tent studied the trout from boyhood, and I believe I 
know something of the conditions required for their ex- 
istence and their growth. I will state enough to show 
why they willnot, as a general thing, thrive in ponds, 
First, they prefer purer water, which is constantly un- 
dergoing aération—in other words, running water ; aud 
secondly, they require or prefer food which is principally 
found in such water. The brief reasons stated are sufti- 
cient to condemn the attempt to make their growth in 
large ponds a success. I know of several attempts of the 
kinu years ago, and every oneisa failure. ‘The only ap- 
proach to success is by professional fish culturists, who 
yaise them in small ponds where they can be fed with 
regularity and where their food is entirely artificial. 
Eyery pound of trout thus grown costs $1, and more 
ounds are sold for 75 cents per pound than for more, 

Tet any one inyest say $60 in stocking his pond with 
trout, and I will guarantee that during his day and the 
next generation there will not be $00 worth of trout 
talren from that pond, while there will be months of time 
fooled away in fishing for them without as much as a 
bite in return, Stock suitable streams with trout, but 
ponds never, And here let me say that the only way any 
man ever got his money back in raismg trout was by 
the sale of their eggs or the young fry for stocking pur- 
poses. A PRACTICAL FISH CULTURIST, 

ee 

VindiniA Fise-WaAvys.—Lynchburg, Va., Mareh 16th.— 
The Legislature of Virginia, just before adjournment, 
made an appropriation to buy the patent right for the 
State in the McDonald Fish-Way, which had been adopted 
by the Board of Public Works some time before, 

——S oe 

THE McCLOUD RIVER DAM, 

\ WASHINGTON, D, C., March 1th, 1880. 

Editor Forest. and Strecany :— 
I inclose herewith copies of letters from Mr. Norton, of the 

Fisheries Association in California, and from Myr, Stone, in refer- 

ence to certain allegatious of the former against the United States 

Fish Commission. T think the publication of theso in the Porus7 
Anp SorEAM will tend to remove some misconceptions on this 
subject. Sineerely yours, 

SpPENCOR FE. BAIRD, Commissioner. 

Hiro Vista, SoLaAno Co., Cal., Feb. 26t)t, 1880. 

Professor Spencer F. Baird, United States Commissioner EPish and 

Fisheries, 
DEAR Srri—In the interest of a considerable body of people 

who reside at and in the immediate vicinity of the chief salmon 

fisheries of this State, and \ho are deeply interested in the per- 
petuation of the salmon stock in our riyers unimpaired, I beg 
Jeaye to submit the following :— 

Tt is understood thatnear the mouth of the McCloud Riyer, at the 

fish-hatchery maintained by the United States and approved by the 
Fishery Commissioners of this State, a dam constructed by the 

agent of the United States has béen and stillisin existence,that pre- 

vents the passage of any adultsalmon other than thesmallersalmo- 

noids of our waters; thatthe salmon of commerce (guinaat) is whol- 
ly shut out froin his favorite spawing grounds that extend more 

than forty miles above this dam; that although this dam furnishes 
the cusiest mesus of capturing 80 many salmon js the hatchery 
gany Deed, nevertheless the method is faulty and yastly destruc- 

tive to the fish In this, that great numbers not so needed are ar- 

yested and destroyed by delay and in their efforts to force or sur- 

quount the obstruction, The McCloud is In a thinly-settled 

jooality, not conveniently accessible to us, and as no information 
has reached us through the report of the State Commissloners, or 

other official sources, on this matter, we respectfully inquire if 

such adamisinexistence. We know there was such a dam and 
feav it still remains; and, if so, desire to protest against itin the 

qnost decided terms. With great respect, your obedient servant, 
Sampan N. Norton, 

Secretary Salmon Fishermen's Association of San Francisco. 

Unrrep 8rarns Praa ComMisston, 

OnARLESTOWN, WV. H., March, 1th, 1880, 
Profeseor Sponcer F. Baird, United States Commiasioner, Dish and 

Plener ies. 
Dmay Srila reply to the eontents of the indlosad letter, 

dated Rio Vista, Cal., Feb. 20th, 1850, and signed by Samuel N. 

Norton, Secretary of Salmon Vishermon's Assooiation of San 
Francisco, permit me to say that there is no dam or other ob- 

struction to the salmon, seross the McCloud River, nor has there 
been since the latter part of September of last year; that the 

agent of the United States has neyer had a dam across the river, 
except between the middle of July and the middle of September 

of any year; that the great body of spawning salmon haye as- 
cended the river and sought their spawning grounds before the 
dam of the United States agent is placed in the river; that the 
comparatively few salmon which are checked in their course by 

this dam are nearly all caught, and thelr spawn is sayed and arti- 

ficially hatched; that eyery year 2,000,000 young salmon aro re- 
turned to the tributaries of the Sacramento; that this number is 

probably fifty times as great as the number of young fish that 

would be produced naturally by the salmon themselyes that are 

stopped by the dam, and twice as great as the number that would 

be produced by all the parent salmon in the river, suppoeing that 
none were stopped by any obstruction; that the result of this 

method of seouring the parent salmon by the obstruetion em- 

ployedis not only not destructive, butis vastly beneficial to the fish 

in the river, since itis the means by which such a great quantity 

of young salmon can bo annually returned to the river; that, 
finully, the prime and sole object of the United States station on 

the McCloud River fs to increase and multiply salmon, and not to 
diminish them, and any course of action that tends to reduce the 

numbers of the salmon would not be tolerated a moment. T haye 
the honor to be your obedient servant, 

LIVINGSTON STONE, 

Sea and River ishing. 
FISH IN SEASON IN MARCH. 

SOUTHERN WATERS. 
Pompano, Trachinotus carolinus. | Grouper, Hptnephelpus nigritus. 
Drum (two species). Family | Trout (black bass), entrorpris- 

Sciwmnide:. tis atrartus. 
Kingfish, Menticirrus nebulosus. | Striped Bass, or Roclfish, Roc- 
Sea Bass, Scienops ocellatus. cua lineatus. 
Sheepshead, Archosdrgus proba- Tailorfish, Pomatomus saltatriz. 
tocephalus. Black Bass, Micrppterus salmoi- 

des. M. pane 
Snapper, Lutjanus hlackfordlt. 
rrr ee 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the Forrsr AnD STRBAM Directory of 

Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following particulars, with such other information as they 
inay decm of value: State, Town, County ; means of access; Hotel 

ani other accommodations; Game andits Season; Fish and its 
Season; Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address, 

pee 
—New Yorkers will find good trout fishing in the 

streams Of Sullivan County, The man who goes to Isaac 
W. Bradley’s, at Eldred, will be sure of a basketful that 

will repay him for the time and expense incurred. Deer 
are to be had there in season, 

SS 
WAWAYANDA FISHING CLUB,—At a late meeting the 

following officers were elected ;—President, Shepherd 
F, HeNAD ; Vice-Presidents, James A. Flack and Charles 
Banks ; Seeretary, Robert E. Van Wyck; Treasurer, 
William C. Connor. Afterthe meeting the members 
were treated to an old-fashioned feast. In an appro- 
priate speech by Col. Lee, in behalf of the club, Presi- 
dent Knapp was presented with a full-length portrait of 
himself, done in crayon by Ludoyice, and measuring 
nearly fiye feet by four. The picture will remain at 
Case’s until the opening, early in the summer, of the 
club-house on Crabtree Island, opposite Fire Island. 

———~—— 

X GRAYLING FisHiInec.—Chitago, March 20th.—Gentle- 
men who live in Ohio, Indiana and adjoining States, and 
who visit Michigan for some trout fishing, should stop off 
at the little town of Tustin, on the G, R. and J. KR. R. 
Near this place is a small stream, called Pine River, that 
empties into the Manistee River. The Manistee, being 
the great grayling stream of Northern Michigan, one 
may expect the streams connecting with it will also con- 
tain grayling, These fine fish are found in great num- 
bers in this Pine River, which can be easily reached, be- 
ing about six miles from Tustin, There isa hotelin the 
village, wagons can be secured at very reasonable rates, 
and guides will take you to the best fishing points on the 
stream, Camping parties would find good camping 
rounds, good fishing and oblising men to serve them. 

Should any desire further information lef them write, 
inclosing a stamped envelope, to Mr, D. C. Mosher, 
Tustin, OQsceloa County, Mich,, who will willingly give 
them all the information they require. Mr. Mosher is a 
fisherman, though a professional gentleman, and would 
secure guides for any one desiring to visit this stream, 
Let gentlamen whoare making up their routes for the 
sunimer’s fishing remember this place, and make prepa- 
rations to take in some ine grayling, W. D, T, 
tt 

x VARNISHED FLY-RODS, 

Editor Forest and stream :— 
Im your issue of March 11th is reproduced an article 

written by Francis Francis, Esq., on the frightening of 
brook trout by the flashing and reflections of a varnished 
flyrod in casting, and which at first sight would seem to 
be plausible enough, but upon mature consideration, and 
with all due deference to s0 eminent an authority as Mr, 
Francis, I am convinced that there is not much in it, and 
that instead of proving the matter he seems to be rather 
begging the question, 
The theory of angling, like the theory of medicine, is 

rather an uncertain subject, and opposite positions can 
be taken and seemingly maintained upon almost any 
question of either science, until the crucial test of prac- 
Ucal experience proves their truth or falsity, The fact is 
that fish are not frightened by flashes of light or the re- 
flections of bright objects, but, on the con , are at- 
tracted by them; any one who has eyer fished by torch- 
light. or trolled with a bright metal spoon, van testify to 
this, and there isa method of fishing practiced by the 
Chinese, by means of a board painted white and attached 
toa boat at such an angle as to reflect the light of 
the moon upon the water, when the fish, attracted by 
this, jump upon the board as the boat is moved oa 
That fish are not much disturbed, it at all, by the - 

* 

ing of a polished fy-rod joer se, can_he easily proven 
any one who, being securely hid behind a clump y 
bushes, can wave his rod as “wildly” as necessary with- 
out alarming them toan extent to frighten them away or 
nets thei biting ; indeed, the unnatural shaking or 
isturbance of a branch of a bush near the brink by the 

careless angler will alarm the denizens of the stream 
more than the most highly-varnished and brightly- 
mounted rod ever made, when waved over the stream by 
an angler who keeps himself hid from view, and herein 
lies, to my mind, the key to this whole matter, It is the 
angler who scares the trout, and not his rod; and. this 
probably applies with more force to the comparatively 
narrow and open streams of Great Britain than to the 
more extensive waters of our own country; this view 
seems more probable in connection with the fact that Mr. 
Francis advises casting sideways instead of overhead, 
which method could only be practiced suecessfully on 
narrow streams, for sideway casts are mecesarily short 
ones, and would not answer at all for most of our waters, 
There are situations, however, when the sideway cast 
can be used advantageously, and is used occasionally by 
all good fly-fishers, The main rules tobe observed in 
fly-fishing I conceive to be these; in narrow streams to 
keep entirely out of sight, and in open waters to make 
long casts; in either case the fish, not seeing the angler, 
will not be alarined at the flashing of the rod; the finer 
the water the greater the caution that must be used on 
the one hand, and the longer must be the casl on the 
other, 

Mr, Francis does not offer any remedy for the varnished 
rod, but merely suggests that it might answer to paint it 
sky-blue, or a dull, smoky tint, without polish; but this, 
T know, will not do. Ihave seen rods that had the var- 
nish scraped off and were painted a delicate pea-green, 
to harmonize with the foliage of trout streams, and I 
have seen the bark left on alder, elm and tamarac poles 
when used in bait-fishing, but they were not more suc- 
cessful than the varnished rod. 

Mr. Francis wonders why we ‘‘tamely submit to the 
tyranny of tackle-makers” in this match. Perhaps for 
the same reasons that we tamely submit to the ‘‘tyranny” 
of gun-makers, rifle-makers and boat-builders; for who 
knows so well howto build these yarious articles as those 
whomake it the study and business of a life time, es- 
pecially if the artificers be practical anglers, sportsmen 
or sailors, as the best ones usually are, and who pursue 
their trade con amore # 

Split bamboo rods must of necessity be varnished to 
preserve their elasticity and beauty, Think of a delicate 
split bamboo tip coated with sky-blue paint! The very 
thought is heresy, and an offense against the eternal fit- 
ness of things that would make even the spots on a brook 
trout blush more deeply crimson, American split bam- 
boo rods are the finest made rodsin the world, and the 
numerous foreign orders received by the mauufac- 
turers fully attest this fact, and show, moreover, that 
they are duly appreciated abroad, as well as at home, 
highly varnished and flashing though theybe, The com- 
ing Fishery Exposition at Berlin will prove the superi- 
ority of American rods beyond all peradyenture, 

There is one feature of this subject that is peculiarly 
gratifying to me, and I heartily thank Mr, Francis for 
the article in question. It concedes the fact that fish, 
having eyes. can see, and are not the near-sighted dupes 
that most writers would have us believe; this concession 
could not be put in astronger light than by the agser- 
tion that they are frightened at the flashing of a yar- 
nished rod, and that a rod, therefore, should be rendered 
as nearly invisible as possible against the sky by paintin 
it a sky-blue or clond color, Butif this were done, wha 
aquintity of brash wood and poor workinanship, and 
what a multitude of sins of omission and commission 
would this sky-blue mantle, like charity, cover. When 
fish ave frightened ata fishing-rod at all, it is yhen its 
shadow is suddenly cast upon the water—which all pru- 
dent anglers are very careful to ayoid doing, especially 
on small streams—and, viewed in this light, a sky-blue 
rod has not even a fancied advantage over the most 
highly-polished one. J. A. Hensparn, 

Cynthiana, Ky., March 19th. 
re 

v TROUT FISHING IN CONNECTICUT. 

T was two o’clock one mild morning in the latter part 
] of April, 1878, when my aiarm clock called me from 
my slumbers for a day's trout-fishing. In #bout three 
minutes I was under the window of my neighbor sports- 
man calling him toaction, Before I could get my steak 
broiled and coffee boiled, he was on hand, Breakfast 
over, We ite left the house again in quiet and dark- 
ness, taking with us all the paraphernalia of our craft, 
including 4 substantiallunch and a jug of coffee, 

A feeling of satisfaction came over us as we climbed 
the hills, and passed out of our village, We were leaving 
Rockville, in Tolland County, Its score of factories were 
at this early hour all quiet, its 6,000 busy people at rest. 
The Hockanum River, which flows from Snipsic Lake 
though the place, is but a succession of peponds, ‘ 
We were scarcely out of Rockville when Snipsic Lake 

appeared in view in the faint gray dawn of the moming, 
This lake is a fayorite resort for fishing and picnicing. 
Tts waters are well stocked with black bass, perch and 
pickerel, and the State Commtussioners haye furnished 
several thousand land-locked salmon, which seem to do 
wellthere, One of the salmon recently caught weighed 
four pounds, A little steamer, owned and run by Capt, 
Fred H. Thompson, plies around the lake during the 
summer months, and Capt. Thompson has cleared a 
grove and built a picnic resort, where shore dinners are 

d, 
eeThet we passed tarough Tolland, across the Willi- 
mantic River, and at length brought up on one of its 
eastern tributaries. By the time our team had been 
cared for, the sun was over the hills, and we felt some- 
what of the spirit of the old gentleman who, when he 
was ready to go ta the trout-brook, used to say : '* Now, 
the man who can drive the fastest, take the reins,” We 
hastened to the brook, and chose for our first casts a 
litile pond, below which many years since thete stood a 
sawmill. The partly broken dam yet holds back a little 
body of water, and the good will of the owner long ago 
made obsolete the sign ‘* No fishing,” which still adorns 
the old water-gate. We tried such flies as are likely to 
suit the caprice of the fish early in the season, but to ng 
avail; yet our disappointment was largely tempered by 

| 
| 
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the knowledge that in the bottom of our pockets 
were two boxes of well-scoured worms, brought along 
for just this state of affairs. From past experience we 

_Enew that a school of trout were taking their morning 
feed where tle brook tuns into the pond. We wound our 
flies around our hats, after trying them till our 
eonsciences were satisfied, and placing on our leaders 
some hooks and snells which we had tied and colored 
with especial care, we baited well and casting both our 
lines at just the place where the last; ripple of the brook’s 
eurrent was visible in the pond, found the fish at break- 
fast. Forgotten was every care and trouble of life, and 
the years of toil that have left more grey hairs than dol- 
Jars, A tremor of pleasant excitement played through 

every nerve, and we felt only pity for the man whio sees 
no sport in fishing. ‘he trout continued to take the bait 
tila baker's dozen of plump fellows, running from half 
a pound down, lay in our baskets. Then they ceased to 
bite and we could secure no more there. After taking 
‘out two more from under the old flume, we fished the 
brook down, through the woods, taking now and then a 
‘trout and enjoying to its full the beauty of the spring 
day, and all the sights aud sounds such a day brings, 

Every ray of sunshine seemed to bring health and vigor 
after a winter of confining labor. - 

_ As we enjoyed our noon lunch and cigar in the forest 
beside a miniature cascade, we seemed to be as far re- 
moved from the haunts of men as if in the wilds of 
Maine, Then we fished back, up the brook, and tried the 
pond again in its deepest part. Following our usual 
practice, we started for home in time to avoid the dark- 
ness and chill of the evening, Our united basket counted 

twenty-eight and weighed about seyen pounds, 
The farmers in this section, as well as elsewhere, do not 

lool: with much fayor on any sportsman they do not 
iknow; but the man who has by fairness and courtesy 
gained their esteem, will find the farmers of Tolland 

County as hospitable and as cordial as any class of men 
he meets, In many instances the only way I have been 
“able to repay the kindly services I haye receiyed, has 
been by presents that were accepted as tokens of good 

. will, rather than as pay for entertainment and informa- 
tion. Under guch kind and generous treatment the 

farmer’s boy will give away his choicest secrets, will 
“walk miles to show the quail that feed on his father’s 
buckwheat, the best ‘trout hole” in the river, or the 
Tittle meadow brook where he caught or saw some ‘* big 
ones like those in. your basket,” 

The baskst of tvout mentioned aboye is as heayy as one 
“may ordinarily expact to take in a day, and often he will 
haye to be content with his basket half as full. Yet we 
think to many it is more satistactory than to incur a con- 
siderable expense in tite and money tu visit some dis- 
‘tant region, even though a trout rises to every cast, and 
the question is not how many can we take, but how 
“many can we use, The air of our hills is just as health- 
giving as any, and if our game and fish are less plenty 
and more difficult to capture, there is the more pleasure 
and satisfaction in their successful pursuit for that very 
“reason. From April isu to July ist is now the open sea- 
son in this State, but most of the trout are taken between 
(pril 15th and June 15th. From the exceeding mild- 

ness of the past winter and the abundant supply of 
water for the past year, there is a good BPS Gy of sport 

UTMEG. this season, 

The Zennel. 

New York Doc SHow.—Wxpress ARRANGEMENTS, 
Editor Forest and Stream :—As the express companies 
Have agreed to return all dogs free that have been ex- 

 Hibited at this show, provided they have prepaid the usual 
rates charged by the different companies, I beg to sug- 
gest to exhibitors sending dogs to have them addressed 

 curefully. 
Ibis necessary that a chain and collar should accom- 
pany each dog. A competent and trustworthy man will 
Be specially detailed off for all dogs coming by express, 
who will be provided with a sufficient number of attend- 

“ants for the proper care of the dogs during the show, 
The entries close on the 12th of April; but as it greatly 
facilitates arrangements, exhibitors will confer a favor 
by sending them in as early as possible before that time. 

The prospects for a great and good show continue to 
“increase. CHARLES LincoLn, Superintendent. 

We understand that Sir William Verner, Bart,, will 
send out several of his crack dogs—bulldogs and bull- 

terriers —to the coming show, the great bull-terrier Tar- 

quin being among the lot. Tarquin was bred by Mr, 
Vero Shaw, of England, The third edition of the “‘Dogs 
‘of the British Islands,” by J. H. Walsh, Esq. (Stone- 

Henze), contains a portrait) of this noble dog. The en- 
tries up to date are very much larger than they were last 
year. The show promises to be a yery large one. 

———— 

A GwLApstorn Purry.—Jackson, Wiss,, Mareh 16th,— 
Poor Otto was. about eleven months old when hedied, A 
better puppy it was neyer my privilege to see—well 
trained, dropping to shotor wing, he retrieved beauti- 
fully, and would quarter a field like an old dog, head up, 
‘no pottering, Olio was the writer's choics of three pup- 

jes, the other two being a Joe, Jr., puppy (Tim), and a 
lighly bred lemon and white bitch puppy (Cosette), pre- 
sented to the owner by a gentleman in Tennessee. The 
owner of the threa puppies, Mr. F. J., worried because 
Otto would not retrieve, hence used the force method, 

he puppy, before he was at all broken to fetch, was 
taken outin the field, and retrieved the first bird shot 
over him as only the best retriever can do, Ever after 
he would disdain to fetch anything but a bird, Mr. J 

Jand 2 friend, Mr, Archie, were hunting over Otito and 
Wosette one day. Having a covey of birds scattered, 
Ditto came toa pomt. ‘Now, Mr, Archie," said Mr. J., 
"take that shot.” Mz, Archie, an elderly gentleman and 
fhe best man in the world, walked up, kicking the grass 

fo flush the bird; oy, jumped an. old hare, and made 
rely tracks up the side; Mr. Archie looking after 
hare as she showed him her white fae disappearing 

ver the orest of the hill. and Otto still ab a stanch 
point, “' Well,” exclaimed Mr, Archie, ‘that is astanch 
point on ahare, and where the hare has been, Why, 

Frank, come here, What is the matter with Otto's eve?” 
Mr, J. came up and discoyered a spot of mud entirely 
covering the dog's eye. He took his coat-tail and wiped 
Otto's eye as well as he could. The puppy released, 
stretched out to his old point. ‘' Weil,” said Mr Archie, 
“that is the stanchest point I ever saw for a puppy— 
where a hare has been, Gomes, Ottio, old man, that is 
very beautiful, but it will never do to stay on Molly Cot- 
igi bed in. tek Vek ae oe ellow, a has 
cone long azo, Ir, Archie patted the puppy, turnin 
him clean around ; still that point, ‘\ ell, this ia the 
most remarkable thing I ever saw,” said the elderly 
gentleman, kicking the grass in front of him, ‘‘See 
here, dld man, thereis nothing here; come away.” Otto 
still held his point until My, Archie had kicked the prass 
far enough, and a coyey of birds arose, To the credit of 
theelderly gentleman, be itsaid, he shot once and bagged 
his bird, 

Otto isdead, and withhim the promise of one of the 
best dogs that ever quartered a field. He died, lam 
afvaid, of a mistaken diagnosis of his case, Jle was sick, 
but what his ailment was I could not tell. His owner 
feels his loss keenly. Otto was black and tan, with a 
white tip to the tail and a narrow white frill on the breast, 
The only fault I over found with him was a somewhat 
unusual length of tail. Hope my friend will get Otto’s 
match soon, Gro, C, EyRicu. 

> ——_>—__. 

IMPortED SkKy@ ‘TERRIERS.—Mr, Hume, of the Hastern 
Shore of Virginia, has just returned from England, 
bringing with him a pair of genuine sky terriers, The 
dogs will probably be forthcoming at the New York 
how. sho 

IMPORTED SETTERS FOR THE MONTVIEW KENNEL CLULB.— 
The steamer City of Richmond, which arrived here on 
the 9th inst., had on board three very promising young 
setters from the kennel of Mr, G. 'T, Teasdale Buckell, of 
Alford, Lincolnshire, England, from whom Mr, Dew has 
received quite a number recently. Myr. Dew purchased 
these beauties from Mr. Llewellin, and they were con- 
signed as usual to Mr. H. B.{Goldsmith, of 58 Wall street. 
The setters arrived in good condition, and areas follows : 
Dashing Rake by Dash II., out of Norna; Count Nailer 
by Count Wind’em, out of Norna, and Dashing Ployer by 
Dash IT., out of Phantom. The dogs were at once 
shipped, per Adams Express, to Columbia, Tenn., where 
they arrived safely. 

—=—_—_ 

EXERCISE CHAIN WiTH TRAVELER.—St. Leonard, P. Q., 
March 20th_—Every dog should be exercised daily, but 
many dog owners find it impossible to give the necessary 
time, and the poor dog is too often left tied up all day, If 
a dog is too valuable or savage to be allowed to run loose, 
I can recommend the following plan as giving the dog 
more liberty than he has when tied up in the usual man- 
ner: Geta piece of telegraph or fence wire, the longer 
the better; slip on it a strong iron ring, so as fo run 
freely along the wire ; set two stout post inthe ground 
about fifty feet apart or longer; let the tops of the posts 
be only about six or eight inches out of the ground ; 
fasten securely the ends of the wire to the tops of the 
posts by strong staple or through hole bored in the posts 
hear the top; round off the rough edges of the posts ab 
the top so that the dog's chain will not be likely to catch 
in anything. You can then fasten your dog’s 
chain to the ring sliding on the wire, and he will have 
the full run of the distance between the two posts, and 
for the length of his chain on either side of the wire, The 
dog’s chain should have a swivel, and the wire must be 
examined to see that there are no flaws or breaks im ib. 
The reader will see at once thatthis plan can be altered 
lo suit the surroundings; the wire may be stretched like 
a clothes-line or from fences to fence. Watch dogs do 
very well so chained, as they can be given the run 
across a large garden or orchard, HEMLOCK, 

The aboye excellent arrangement is worthy of the atiten- 
tion of all dog owners. By using a high-stretched wire 

and a chain of short length, dogs after being washed will 

ba prevented from rolling until thoroughly dried, and 
yet be enabled to exercise enough to prevent catching 
cold. 
et 

ESSEX COUNTY HUNT, LATE MONTCLAIR HUNT, 

The fifth hunting season of the Essex County Hunt of 
New Jersey has opened most auspiciously, The first 
meet was announced for the 20th inst., at the kennel at 
Montclair, N, J., and the second yesterday, at the main 
entrance at Llewellyn Park, near Orange, N. J. The 
subseripton plan, which was adopted last season, has meat 
with great success, and, in fact, the interest manifested 
in all parts of the county has led to the adoption of the 
new name. 

Tt is hoped that those who are interested in the en- 
couragement of the sport of fox-hunting, but who hays 
taken no active part in the hunt, will now come forward 
and give the support that this healthful and invigorating 
pastime so well deserves. 

The services of Mr. Harry Howard as huntsman have 
again been secured, and this, with an addition to the 
pack of fox-hounds, should attract a still larger alitend- 
ance of ladies and gentlemen af the meets. It is Pare 
ticularly desired that there may be seen in the field a 
larger attendance of land-owners—particularly the young 
farmers—for the sport is one that should be made pecu- 
liarly their own. 
Weather permitting, the meets will take place twice a 

week, in accordance with the following list of appoint- 
ments ;— 

Saturday, March 27th, at 4 P.m,, at Mr. N, Sullivan’s, 
Montelair. 
Wednesday, March 31st, at 4 P.m., uli Llewellyn Park 

(main entrance), 
Saturday, April 3d, a4 P.u., ab Verona Post Office. 

f = iamonae i April 10th, at4 P,u., aii the Common, Bloom- 
eld. 
Wednesday, April 14th, at 4 p.M,, ab Mr, William F, 

Kidder’s, Hast Orange, 
_ Saturday, April 17th, at 4 P.u,, at the Hamilton House, 
Paterson, 
Wednesday, April 21st, at 4P.M., al South Orange, 
Saturday, April 24th, ab 4 P.M., at Llewellyn Park 

(main entrance). 
The hunts are oper fo eyery one, and all attending the |, 

_ 7 : 

meets will receive a hearty welcome, Frederick M, 
Wheeler is master of foxhounds. The following 
are the officers of the Hunt and the list of well- 
known subseribers :—President, Mr, C, W. Nason ; Vieo- 
President, Mr. ©. A. Heeksoher ; Secretary, Mr. H. N, 
Munn; Treasurer and Master, Mr. F. M. Wheeler. Sub- 
‘scribers :—Messrs. C, W, Nason, B, M. Wheeler, N. Sul- 
livan, Dr. J, W, Pinkham, William H, Power, of Mont- 
clair; A. Vanderbilt, J, A. Blair, GC. A. Johnson, of New 
York; ©. A. Heckscher, D, Robinson, F. E. Martin, E, 
P. Theband, of Orange ; H, N. Munn, George Lethbridge, 
Alexander Hudnut, Liewellyn Park; Willtam I. Widder, 
of East Orange. 

_—_s_ 

Worms IN Dogs,—Zoronto, Canada, March 14th.—i1 
don’t say it is a specitic, but once, by accident, a dog of 
mine eat heartily of a curry and voided a lot of worms. 
Another time, in camping, seeing the coat starting, and 
other symptoms—no areca nor santonin being at hand— 
I administered a dose of ‘‘ India Gurry Powder” with 
marked and guod effect. When other remedies fail, or 
are not at hand, this might be tried. Probably the curry 
acted as an irritant, 14 the two cases quoted ; but would 
have no effect on dogs of a different Sad ee 

Itis remarkable for a dog to gab curry of his own ac- 

cord, Your view is undoubtedly a correct one, as the 

curry powder contains capsicum, 
——_—_ 

Barb Spots on Dogs,—St. Leonard, P, Q,, March 14th. 
—IJn your ** Answers to Correspondents” I often sea peo- 
ple asking for a recipe to make the hair grow on bare 
places on dogs. Now I have tried coal of! frequently on 
ents and wounds, and I always found the cut to heal 
cleaner, and the hair to grow quicker and smoother 
afterward on wounds so treated, than by any other way 
Thaye tried, I own a very quarrelsome bull-terrier, ac- 
customed to follow my buggy, and I often have occasion 
to borrow the oil-can at farmers’ houses along the road. 
A friend of mine had a very old cat that had lost most of 
its hair from old age. He tried the coal oil, and after 
oné application the hair commenced to grow again, and 
soon puss had as fine and glossy a coatas eyer. I may 
mention that the cat, decidedly objected to the whole 
business, and was very lively for a day or two after be- 
ing rubbed, HEMLOCK, 

Ee ieee 

EKHNNEL NOTES. 

NAMms ChaAmMEeD.—elliec H.—Dh-. C.F. Huntsman, of La Crorse, 

Wis., claima the name of Nellie H. for his red Irish setter bitch 

out of Mr. Geo. B, Classon’s Queen, by Mr. E. C. Waller's Race. 

Nellie H. was whelped July 10th, 1879, and is nowin the kennel of 

T, M. T. MoKennan, of Toledo, Iowa. 

Floss II.—Dr. H. B. Wygant, of Peekskill, N. ¥., claims the nanis 

of Floss II. for his iver and white cocker spaniel bitch, whelped 
Feb. 6th. Presented by Mr. J. B. Harrington, of Buffalo, N. Y., 

out of his Floss, by Mr. Battey's Con. 

Ray, Bessie and Posfe—Capt. Chas. D. Viel4, U.S. A., Fort Dayis, 
Texas, claims the following numes for his pointer puppies, 

whelped Noy. 1st, 1879, by Seent-Daisy I1.—Sensation ont of Posie, 
Whisky-Sleaford, 

Puneh.—Mr. John Aspinwall, of Barrytown, N. Y., claimg the 

name of Punch for his Ivish water-spaniel dog, out of Judy by 

Mack, whelped Feb., 187). 

Judy Ii —Mv. John Aspinwall claims the name of Judy II, for 
his Irish water-spaniel bituh, out of Judy by Mack, whelped Feb. 

1879, 
Mo)/.—My. Trank L. Morrell, of New York City, claims the name 

of Moy for hie red Inish setter-bitch puppy, by Berkley out of 
Rockwood's Mag, she by Hicho out of Fottler's Ellen. 

Jewell—Mr. Garrett) Koach, of this olty, claims the name of 
Jewell for his liver and white pointer-bitch puppy, by Sensation 

out of his Queen 1I. Bred by Mr. Roach, whelped Sept. 2ist, 1879, 

Ohum.—Mr. George Van Wagen, of New York City, claims the 
name of Chum for his liver and white pointer-dog puppy, by Ban- 
sation out of Mr. Garrett Roach’s Queen Il. Bred by Mr. Roach, 
whelped Sept. 21st, 1597. 

Gem—Mr. George Van Wagen, of this city, claims the name of 

Gom for his liverand White pointer-bitch puppy, by Sensation out 
of Mr. Garrett Roach’s Queen IT. Brad by Mr. Roach, whelped 
Sept. 21st, 1879. 

Pat Ryan.—Mr. N. Elmore, of Granby, Conn., claims the name 
of Pat Ryan for his red Irish satter puppy, whelped Oct. 23d, 1879, 

out of Biddy sired by Red. Pat was presented to Mr. Elmore by 
Mr. L. B. Jewell, of Hartford, Conn, 

Hollis Wildair—Myr. Burr Hollis, of Hornellsville, N. ¥., claims 

the name of Hollis Wildair for his black and white cocker spantel 
stud dog; whelped at the Topela Kennel, Kansas, Dec. 7th, 1878, 
out of Waddell's Josie by Whitman’s Doctor. 

Topsey IV. Mr. Burr Hollis, of Hornellsville, N. Y., claims the 

name of Topsey N, for his pure liver and tan Burdette cocker 

bitch, whelped Noy. 20th, 1879, ont of Waddell’s Belle by Wad- 
dell’s Beau. 

Belle Meude—Mr. Burr Hollis, of Mornesville, N. ¥., claims the 
name of Bello Meade for his llyer und tan cocker bitch, whelped 

Oct. 20th, 1879, out of Fellow's Fanny by Hollis Wildatr. 

Wuetes.—Jennie—Mr, W. Tallman's field trial winner Jennis 

whelped on the édinst. four dogs and tive bitches, by Mr. Samuel 
Scranton's Patch. The pupples are all blackand white and very 

handsomely marked. Mr." intends valaing pnd breaking a pair 
of the bitches for his Own use, 
Rhue—Mr. Thos. A. Addison's (Chelsea, Mass.) red Irish cetter 

bitch Khue (Eleho-Juno) whelped on i4th inst. slaven pupples 

(seven dogs, four bitches), by champion Berldoy. 
Psyche—Mr. W. M. Tileston’s Hnglish setter bitch Payche (Col. 

Ternley’s Frank-Khoda) whelped on 10th inst., at Westminster 
Kennel Cab Kennels, Babylon, L. 1, five puppies (two dogs and 
two bitches living) ; sired by Mr. Godeffroy's Decimal Dash. Psyohs 
was imported in litters, and her dam Rhoda is litter sister to Mr. 
Macdona'’s celebrated dog Ranger. 

Fotry—Mr. W. M. 'Dileston’s clumber spaniel Puiry (Duke-Floe) 
whelped on 15th inst. at the Tmperlal Kennels, Toms River, N. J. 

two. dog puppies; sired by owner’s imported clumber spaniel 
Trembuck, 
Giri—Mr. BR. 7. Greene's (Jersey City Heights, N. J.) pointer bitch 

Girl (Msryland-Tell) whelped March 18th eleven puppies (seven 
dogs and four bitches), by Mr. W, F. Steel's Glenmark (Orgil's 
Jtush-Romp)- 
Belis—Mr. J, 8. Wibert's cocker spaniel blich Belle wholped Jan. 

20th; and Mr, Andrew Dam, Jr.,of the Teion Square Hotel, and 
Mr. John B. Matthews, the celebrated comedian, are the recipients 
of yaluable prizes fromthe progeny. 
Till—The Massachysetts Konnel Ohib’s (Boston; Mass,) black and, 
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white English setter bitch Zill (Adam's Drake—Torster's Daisy) 

whelped on the 4th of March four puppies (four dogs and two 

‘bltches), by Mr. A. M, Tucker's Royal Blue (Gladstone-Mersey). 

Lorna—Dr. Win. Jaryis' Lorna has whelped five dog puppies, by 
BHicho. They are all red, and were born March 20th. 

Mr, John P. Barnard, Jr.’s, lilitie six-pound pug bitch whelped 
on the 18th inst, seyen puppies (five dogsand two bitches), all 
‘alive and in good health. 

Brep.—Bridget-Mike—The Big Point Kennel Club's (Chatham, 

Ont.) Irish water spaniel bitch Bridget to champion Mike. Al- 

though Bridget has been in the possession of the club for two 

years, she refused until recently to breed, Mike, besides being 
A very successful winner in Great Britain, obtained first at Lon- 

don, Ont., 1877; second to Bridget at St. Louis, 1878; also first at 

Detroit, 1879. Mr. Wells will probably send Mike to the New York 
show. 
Hlora-Faust—Mr. Shepleigh’s Flora to 8t, Louis Kennel Club’s 

Faust 

Countess INellie-Dash LI.—The Baltimore Kennel Club's im- 

ported Llewellin settar Countess Nellic (Count Wind’em, out of 
Novel) to the Haryard Kennel Club’s Dash III. 

Hlounee IL.-Derg—Red Irish setter Flounce II, to Baltimore Ken- 
nel Club's champion Irish setter Derg. 

Desdemona-Coin—Mr. Frank B. Fay’s Deflemona to his Coin. 

Jule-Coin—Mr. Alex. Pope, Jr.'s, Jule to Mr. Frank B. Fay's 

Coin. 
Faun (h-Hollis Wildair—Mr. F. H. Anthony's liver-colored 

vocker bitch Fanny IJ. to Mr, Burr Hollis' Hollis Wildair, Mor- 
nelisyille, N. Y., March Ist, 

Dolly-Hollis Wildair—Miss Lotta Simin’s liver and white cocker 

bitch Dolly to Mr. Burr Hollis’ Hollis Wildair, Hornellsville, N. Y., 

Feb. 16th. 

Quail LiT.-Red Grouse—Mr, Edvard Lohman’s Red Grouse to his 

Quail ITL., on Feb, 27th; Red Grouse by Druid, out of Peggy; 
Quail TM, by Red Gauntlet, out of Quail II. 

Olair-Rush—Mr. H, Hall, Jr.'s, Clair to champion Rush. 

Sabps.—Gess.—_Mr. Wm. L. Bradbury Nason, Orange Co., Va. 

has purchased from Mr. 8. J. Martinet, Jr., of Baltimore, Md., the 
beagle dog Gess. With Martinet’s Fan he won the * Special” at 
the Baltimore Show in 1878, and second prize for ‘‘ best couple” 

at Philadelphia Show of 1879. 
' Badybird.—Mr. Bradbury also purchased from Mr. Geo. Pou- 

niall, of Christiana, Pa., the bitch pup Ladybird, by Mr. Pounall's 

Dan out of his Bess. Both of these beagles are well-known prize- 

winners. Gess and Ladybird have full pedigrees. 
Myra-Kate—Mr. Henry W. Liyingston, New York, has pur- 

chased from Mr. E. J. Robbins, Wethersfield, Conn., a very fine 

all red Irish setter bitch pup, whelped July Ist, 1879, by Dick Hat- 

teraick, out of Tyke, and claims for her the name of Myra, My. 

Livingston has also purchased from Mr. Chas. I’. Kent, Bingham- 
ton, N. Y., the red Irish setter bitch Kate by York, out of Maud, 
and her two bitch pups by Bob (Plunket-Carrie). 

Feather—Mr. F. F. Pitcher, Claremont, N. H., has purchased 

from Mr. Henry W. Livingston, New York. the liver and white 
ticked cocker spaniel bitch Feather, winner of first and gpecial 

prizes, New York, 1878; first, New York, 187%, and second, Phila~ 

delphia, 1879. 

aArgherp. 
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THE USEFULNESS OF INDOOR PRACTIOER, = 

Boston, March 13th. 

Hiitor Forest and Stream :-— 
Having heard it stated by seyeral of my archer acquaintances 

that indoor practice at forty yards would make no increase in 

one’s score when they come to shootat longer distances, I have 
written this article to show that they are mistaken in their ideas. 
The ist of last November the archers of Boston and vicinity 

were fortunate enough to secure a hall suitable for indoor prac- 

tice during the winter. hehall was sufficiently wide to accom~ 

modate four targets, two being used by the ladies at thirty yards, 

and the other two by the gentlemen at forty yards. The clubs 

represented were the Hawthorn Archers, of Boston Highlands: 

the Pequossette Archers, of Watertown; and the Jamaica Plain 

Archers, of Jamaica Plain, Beside members from these clubs 

there were quite a number who were not members of any club. 

On account of the poor light on dark days, and ihe dazzling 
effect produced by the bright colors on the targets when the gas 

was lighted, the colored facings were taken off, and in their 

place we used a plain w hite facing, with a black or red center the 

size of the gold, and with narrow black lines to mark off the tar- 

get. These were pronounced a success by all, and they are cer- 

tainly better to shoot at, as the arrows can be more readily per- 

eciyed, and it is much easier to fix one’s attention on a single 

dark spot on a white surface than it ison théegold in the midst of 

heavy colors. 

During the last two or three months the shooting has been 

steadily improving, and it is quite pleasing to compare the pres- 

ent scores with those made earlier in the season, and more especi- 

ally with those made out-of-doors during the months of Sep- 

tember and October. 
faNot haying the scores of as many archers as I could wish, I shall 

be obliged to depend almost entirely upon my own scores for this 

article. 
Upon looking at my score-book,! find my average with thirty ar- 

rows, previous to shooting indoors, to be as follows:—Forty 
yards, 130; fifty yards, 84; sixty yards, 57; my best scoresat these 

distances being 181, 111, 76 respectively. The last of Noyeniber, 

after one month's practice at forty yards, I find that my average 

has increased from 130 to 150 points. Upon looking at my scores 

for December, | find have gained 22 points, and that my average 

for the monthis 172, my best round 214, thirteen of the fifty-one 

younds shot being over 180 points. . 

[ |For January my average is 184, with 214 as my best acore, closely 

followed by nine more of 200 and oyer—more than one-third of 

the scores shot being over 190 pointe. For February my average 

is 187 and my best score 18, nine of the thirty scores shot being 

over 2) points each. 
The number of misses grows sutaller and smaller as the scores 

inerease, and while I used to get two or three misses out of every 

thirty arrows shot in the fall, I seldom get more than two or three 

out of 500 arrows, and at one time hadascore of over 1,200 ar- 

rows at forty yards without a muss, 
From the above svhedule it is plain {bat steady and careful 

practice at any range will make an archer more skilled at that 
distance, but of what use will this practice be when he comes to 

shoot the longer distances, and out of doors where he has the 

wind and the different kinds of weather to bother him? 
Tast Tuesday evening, with a very trying light and strong wind 

and ghooting ina Leavy overcoat, T shot a round at sixty yards, 

and got as a result 112 with thirty arrows, The next morning 
ander the same conditions, and with the thermometer at 16 degs., 

Tshot two rounds, scoring 1, 114, This gives 110 as an average 
of my three scores 2:1 a gam of fifty-three points over my ayer- 

age of last fall,my worst score this year being twenty-eight 

points better than my best score of last year, 

From the above it is pretty evident that the practice at Torty 

yar@e bss made a great improvement in the sixty-yards shooting ; 

and aithough the practice at the shorter ranges is not as benefi- 

cial as it is at the longer ranges, still the archer by constant 

practice gets the habit of drawing and loosing smoothly, aud this 
is one of the most important things in archery. 

Upon looking over the scores of oné of the gentlemen arecbers 

who commenced shooting the last of December, I find that his 

average at forty yards for January is 109, and for February 137, a 

gain of twenty-eight points, This archer has been shooting ont 

of doors lately, and with no previous practise has heen making 

scores of 89, 74, 99,70 and %6 at sixty yards, and 127, 102 and 14+ at 

fifty yards. He has also shot three American Rounds, getting 
318, 38 land 483 as result, the last being as follows:—forty yards, 

190; fi ‘ty yards, 144; sixty yards, 99—483, So far this month this 
same archer has an average of 164 at forty yards, a gain of twen- 

ty-seven points over last month’s scores. 

Here,then,is an example of an archer, who by conetant and care- 

ful practice ut forty yards has trained himself, so that after he 

has got the eleyation and position necessary at the longer ranges 

he finds it not much more difficult to shoot at fifty or sixty yards 

than at forty. Quitea number of the gentlemen have increased 
froman average of 120 to 160 points, and several ayerage still 

higher, and Thaye no doubt when they cometo shoot at the 

longer ranges they will find their indoor practice of great value 

to them. 
The ladies have also made a great improyement in their shoot- 

ing and scores,and several have advanced from an average of 

from 90 to 100 tu an ayerage of 130 to 140 at thirty yards. Several 

scores of 1{Gand over haye been made, and one lady has made 

198. 
As the spring draws negr andthe season for out-door shoot- 

ing approaches, several of the archers have taken home 

their bows and arrows in readiness to take advantage of any 

pleasant day which may present itself, and although the hall is 

nat as well patronized on pleasant afternoons as formerly, yet 

the eyening is sure to find a jolly party drilling out the center of 

the targets at short ranges. 
Many of the archers hiye expressed their intention of shooting 

atthe ranges of the York Round this summer, and I huye no 

doubt but that the readers of the ForEsT AND STREAM will see 

some good scores reported from this section before the season is 

over, = L, W. 
—- <> 

“ROUNDERS” IN ARCHERY.—Wew York, March 18th.—Editor 
Forest and Stream :—In your issue of to-day, and under the aboye 

heading, appears a communication, the signature of which would 

imply that its nuthor had been refused admission into the New 

York Archery Club on account of the resolution alluded ta. Mm- 

asmuch as blackballing is always and under all circumstances a 

night unpleasant to exercise, itis but just to the organization in 

question to state that alits last meeting, which I attended, and 

the yery one at whivh the resolution was passed, of the seven can- 

didates who applied for membership, seyen were admitted and 
none rejected. T therefore fail to see where the “bouncing” 

comes in, 
The mythical ' Bounced” also falls into the error of attributing 

the action taken solely to a desire ‘to prevent the claims of other 

chibs to a share of the honors won hereafter," thus conyeying the 
impression that the N. ¥. A.C. has been actuated only by pre- 

sumptuous and selfish motives, whereas the reasons leading to 

such uw step are so numerous that it would be useless to present or 

discuss them here. Whether (he position assumed by the N.Y, 

A, C.is or is not premature remains to be seen. It is certainly 

sound, and one which, in my estimation, other clubsin New York 

and vicinity will eventually be forced to take if they wish to en- 

joy vigorous growth as distinet organizations, and thus promote 

the general interests of archery as a sport. 

That the action of the New York Club will exclude many ‘de- 
sirable” members it is difficultto determine without knowing in 

what sense your correspondent uses the quoted adjective. Tn re- 

gard to its ‘' keeping the club in the background during the sum- 

mer matches" I for one willingly would run therisk. The club 
is certainly too young and toomodest to aspire for victory in 

every match it may take part during tha approaching season; 

but “ Bounced" evidently knows little about the N. Y. A. C. and 
the purposes that animate its members, if he thinks defeat would 
have such demoralizing and depressing elfects as to so readily 

force itinto the background. Let him liye and judge for him- 

himself, A MEMBEK OF THH N. ¥. A.C. 

New York ARCHERY CLUB.—lew) Fork, March 22d.—A team 
eonsisting of Mrs. Dr. De Luna, Miss E. T. Morton, John W. Sut- 

ton, 8. 8. Roper, Wm. H. Frazer and Jus, W- Auten, Jr., will shoot 
a match next Saturday eyeniog at the Ninth Regiment Armory, 

with a team of the North Side Archery Club of Chicago; 90 ar- 

rows; 30 yards. The shooting will commence ats o'clock in eqch 

city. 

A Conrnct1on.—Editor Forest and Stream:—In your notice of 
the organization of the Manhattan Bowmen it was stated that this 
new club practices in the Ninth Regiment Armory with the New 
York Ginb. As this statement might giye rise to errors, leading 

perbaps to awkward results, T beg to state that since January last 

the New York Archery Clib has had the exclusive use of the 

Ninth Regiment Armory, whe,p,, however, they have always en- 

tertained as ruests individual members of other clubs; a practice 

which will be continued in the same manner and with equal cor- 

diality. 
After our next meeting I hope to make full report of our ac- 

tion regarding admitting members of other clubs and placing 

such members upon our team. TAs. W. AUTEN, JR, 

Horsman’s SpAnisH Yew-BAackED Bows.—Mr. 8. J. Horsman 
showed great enterprise in the manufacture of fine bows as well 

as arrows. Last fall he sent his superintendent to Europe to per- 

sonally seleot the choicest yew obtainable. He is now turning 

out-some backed yew bows, which are enough to make an arch- 

er's mouth water. Their shooting qualities are superior to any 

hard-wood bows, aud they cost much less than fine self-yews. Send 

for his new price list—LAd. 

A Goon SuceEsrron.—Chicayo, Ll!.—Hditor Forest and Stream ; 
In reading the archery news contained in your cohinns weekly, I 

notice thut niost of your communieations relate 1o archery tackle, 

and comparisons of different makers, or discussions relative to 

changing the system of scoring adopted years azo. And, by the 

way, if we change the present system to that suggested by some 

of our friends, we lose all opportunity of comparing our seores 
with those made in the past; and in regulating it to the acientific 

principles proposed by some, it would eventually lead to that 
which should be avoided, i. ¢., a tendency to become proficient to 

such an extent, that, before we are aware of the fact, we will find 
2 professional element appearing which will, as it has in all other 
American sports, detract from the amusement as a pastime. But 

Tam leaving the subject I proposed to mention, so will return to 
itand leaye the discussion of the above to those more capable of 
handling it thanT. WhatI wish to cal] your attention to, Is thise 
That while these pen contests are taking place, we hear conrpara- 
tively nothing of that which no doubt will interest a majority of 

your archery readers more, and that is,in regard to how clubs 
and societies nre progressing throughout the country, whether 
there is much practice being indulged in these cold months in- 
doors? We see almost every weel scores published as made by 

New York, Brooklyn and Boston clubs, but with these few excep- 
tions, searcely anything isheard. Now the West is the acknowl 
edged home of archery in this country, and to my knowledge 

there sre practice shoots faking place occasionally in this city 

and yicinity, and no doubt in other western cities. Why then do 
they not send in their scores to you? also an item concerning in- 

door shooting, and so by comparison giye others an idea whether 
short range practice is beneficial or otherwise. Hyery archer no 

doubt has, to a certain extent, different experiences fn this re- 
gard, and we would like to get them. I am an enthusiast, and 

shoot regularly two evenings in 1 week,and I find that at thirty 

yards I steadily improve with practice; and after practicing 
steadily at thirty yards, I tried shooting at longer distances and 

found that my scores had proportionately improved at long range- 

This conyinces me that those who avail themselyes of the indoor 
practice are the ones who, when weather permits of outdoor 

shooting, will surprise older archers (who hayes “rested on their 
oars! asit were) with their scores at long vange. I have written 

more than I intended, Won't you use your persuasive power® 

(which you know so well how to use) to the end that others in 

different localities will communicate with you, and inform us 
through the columns of your yaluable journal of their progress 

and experience at the indoor short range? T. A, Le 

TuNNis AND ARCHERY CLUB OF ELIZABnTH.—This club, of Eliz- 
abeth, N. J., is now organizing with a membership limited te 

sixty, thirty ladies and thirty gentlemen. The Edyar estate, on 
West Jersey etreet, has been leased, and there it is proposed to 

practice lawn tennis, archery, croquet, ete. Meetings will prob- 

ably be held twice a week. 

QINCINNATL ASBOCLATION.—Cincinnali, Ohio, March 12th.—1 

herewith hand you result of an exhibition and team shootof the 
Cincinnati Archery Association, which took place Jasb night: 

(Thursday) at our Exposition Building, the ranyes being 40) 

and 59 yards. In connection with the same f must state that. 
none of the archers shot anywhere near to their regular scores; ' 

jt also being more difficult to shoot by gaslight than at daytime. 

OHAS. R. WILDS SIDE. 
—lst40 Yds— —2d40 ¥ds— —h0 ¥de.— —Total.— 

Names. Tits, Value. Hits. Value. Hits. Value. Hits. Value. 
Chas. R.Wild, Capt..24 100 2 Wl it 77 6 288 7 
Chas. 8. Upson,.....80 164 27 1k 12 7 Ta 385 
Geo.H.DeGolyer..17 77 27 Wa 16 62 6 278 
A, J. Proctor 2.....23 85 28 103 ij A 61 23a 
W. A, Clark.......-: 28 138 27 138 a1 108 6 87a 
Geo. W.Pickard....19 00 25 116 10 75 03 280 
W..A. Clark, Jr..,..24 102 18 «660 2) 9D 67 257 

Grind. totalgssss 2.03 e pe eas cece eens Lanes Shee _....468 2102 
GHAS. J. STRONG'S SIDE. 

C.J, 8trong, Capt...22 83 Rd RT 14 4t bo 25d 
Sd, J. Bruce... .-. 2h 147 28 154 21 oH 76 g92 
Harry L. Wright..,22 96 a4 116 lt ka 6% 205, 
Ohus. Welker 18 88 18 4 2 50 48 212 
Qlir, Allan .......5 83 ig 67 19 65 69 #15 
FE. D. Barker....... at 139 zt 108 23 97 Tt b4t 
Col. R.Williams,Jr. 25 137 28 Wt 26 138 T 409 — 

Grand totals........: :--.2.+-- Peres: bee Sees sam teey 458 2121 

CrrcaAGgu.—A short-range mateh was shot Saturday evening, 

March 13th, between Capt. J. K. Hoyt, of the Brooklyn Club, in 

Uruoklyn, and Mr. J. O, Blake, of the North Side A. C. of Chicago, 
in the latter place. ‘Uhe terms of the match were 9 arrows at 30) 

yards, Mr. Blake allowing Capt. Hoyt 20 points on the total result. ’ 

The scores were 28 follows :— 
Hits. 11.30. 2d 30. 8230. Allowance. Total. 

Capt. Hoyt... .89 168 175 178 20 Bl 
Mr. Blaice...,.90 200 206. 210 = iat cis 

Barrpe CREEK AnoHERs,—Battle Creek, Mich, March ath.—Still 
thealternate frost and mud keepwus within doors and nt the in- 
glorious 30-yard range. The following is the score of a prize 

match shot last Saturday eyening by four members of the club. 

The prize consists of a handsorce gold badge, bought by six getl- 

tlemen members, whointend to contest for its possession once 
each week. On this ocegsion two of the six were absent; 0) ar= 

rows at 30 yards:— 
Totals. 

F. H. Duncan.....,-.-..--- 702 13 per cent. off....,.--610.74 
TP. E. Perry. .-. . BBL 14 per cent. Off...,.... 561.58 
Chas. Peters..... .. 636 6 per cent, off...,..-.597. 86 
Dr. A. M. Phillips ——--.-- 670 # per cent. off....- 1. fi 90 

A few day's ago Mr. Perry made the splendid scores of #58 and 

24) in two successive rounds of 30 arrows at 30 yards. In the latter 

round he made lf successive golds. 

Whatisthe matter with you Bastern people that you do not let 
us hear of your big scores? Wo are beginning to think ourselves: 

ahead in archery as in everything else. Wesuspect you have 

some fine but modest shots. OLet us compare notes. D, 

Cricket. 
The Chester City Gricket Club of Pennsylvania bas elected the 

following officers for the season of 1880: President, W. W, Wood, 

Secretary, Isaac Rodgers; Captain, John Griffin. - 

—The Hargreave brothers baye resigned from the Germantown 

Cricket Club. ' 

—The Girard Orieket Club of Philadelphia isin a most flourish- 

ing condition, its membership exceeding one hundred names, At 

the recent election the following officers were elected for this: 
year: President, N. F. Tomlin; Corresponding Secretary, 8. My 

Lovitt; Financial Secretary, J. Wilkinson; Treasurer, Her 

Hayward, 

Tan Port Horn Civs.—There is some likelihood of the Po 
Hope Cricket Club being dissolved, because of their lease havi 
expired, and no likelihood of a renewal being granted. Iis to b 
hoped this club, which has a good reputation, will not die f 
want of a cricket ground, Let the Port Hope fojks bestir them 
selves in getting a uew field lor their excellent club.—Toran 

Globe. 

Taw NORTHWESTERN Crroxer Tpam.—Mr, H, Miller, Secretar 

of the Canadian team whichis to visit Nowland this season, wri 
that besides the West of Scotland, at Glasgow, and Marylebone 
at London, fixttres, arrangements haye been nmiade fo p 
matches at Leeds, Longsight, Manchester and Scarborough. Thi 
teamnis now selected, and with one or two exceptions ts co 
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posed of Canadians, the exceptions being Hnglish residents. We 
are notat liberty to publish the lat of players at present, but it 
will appear in due course in this column. 

BALItMorS Grickur Cous.—The Baltimore Cricket Club has 
‘been in existence for about fiye years, but it was only laat year 
that 2 permanent ground was rented kt the yillage of Mount 

Washington, about five miles from Baltimore, on the Northern 

QGantral Railway. Hitherto a match with a club from another 
vity has been & rare occurrence, and more remarkable for the ex- 

cellence of the lunch thau the cricket. Last year the game made 
adecided adyance with the assistance of a good professional. 

Boys of fifteen showed that they could learn more in a month 

than men of twenty-five ina year. During last season the club 

played eight matches, losing six and winning two, The matches 
lost were against representative eleyens of the Staten Island, 
Young America, Germantown and Chestnut Hill Chibs, and in 

no instance was the game more one-sided than those played by 
these clubs among One another, ‘The hatting averages for the 

season were fair, F_ K. Casey, hard hitter, being first with about 
17, and W. Y. Perot, 2 pretty left-handed player, second, Oldham, 
the professional, is a yery good medium-pace, round-arm bowler, 
and did very well in every match. P, R. Reese, an old catcher at 

base-ball, came to the conclusion that cricket was a good game, 

and set to work in earnest to become a good wicket-keep, with 

6yery chance ofa brilliant suceess. The progress of cricket is 
proverbially slow, and the Baltimore Club is no exception, At 
Jast, however, it seems to be started, and the officers of the club 

will spare no pains to haye the ground and the players in such 
eoudition that clibs from Philadelphia and New York will con- 

tinue their visits, and find good enough uwricket to amuse 

them. Officers:—President, J. H. Lee; Vice-President, T. K. 

Garey ; Secretary, Tunstall Smith, 22 St. Paul street; Treasurer, 

Randolph Winslow; Captain, John EH. Carey ; Ground Committee, 
J. H. Lee, 1. K. Garey, Tunstall Smith, Randolph Winslow, Wil- 

liam CG, Pennington, William Y. Perot, John B. Carey, Howard 

Ridgely. 

GRIcKET IN OREGON.—Portland, O., Jan, 16th.—The present 
Portland Cricket Club was organized two years ago, andis now 

a good, healthy institution, with a membership of over fifty ; and 

this year we expect to be reénforced materially by some fine, 
aturdy players who have arriyed in Orezon since last season 
closed. Our position is rather isolated as yet, as we are the only 

club in the State, and are abont 60 miles from San Francisco, and 
a neurly like distance from Victoria, B. C,, in both of which 
places cricket is in a flourishing condition; foreign matches, as a 

consequence, are luxuries which we cannot often indulge in. We 
did manave to send an eleven over to Victoria last summer to 
‘‘ heard the lion in his den,” but the lion gaye us a terrible maul- 

ing, extracting the sting from our wounds, however, by the gen- 
erous hospitality with which he entertained us. The Victorias are 

to come over here and tackle us on our own dunghill next 4th of 

July, when we hope to give a beliter account of ourselves. There 
is a chib forming now in Corvallis, about 80 miles from Portland, 
and we hope to have one or two friendly tussles with them during 

the year. ITsend you scores of two matches which were the most 
interesting of those played last summer. The American eleyens 
were composed of members born on this continent, a number of 

them being Canadians. The other sides were men born on the 

other side of the “‘ herring pond.” The games were both decided 

by the firstinnings. Yours, respectfully, Guo. A, WEBB. 

[We publish the scores, even at this late day, that the cricketers 

of the East may kuow that the game is finding favor and support 

im the far nor’west.—Ed.] 

ENGLAND ys, AMERIGA,.JUDY 26th, 1879. 
Be eel JncREGRA eae “A 

TNTOSS, TUN OWE..,...- 000s e-s ilizins, b. TOAD os ve ch ete oy 
SRE run out.... ... .....64| Crocker, c. Hifinger, b. Kinross 3 
Nolson, b. Maxwell-.-.-.- ¢:deu)8) Oran, b: DOUPME.! once. = scent 0 
Gilman, s. Willkins.....--....., 4) Rhodes, b. Bourne....... .... 0 
Bourne, c. Willins,b. Andrews 8 | Maxwell, b, Bourne.,-,---.,-...0 
Paelen, b. Andrews.... .-..... §| Andrews, not out....,...... .. 1 
Bentgen, b, Andrews..... -,/-- 1) Boyd, bs Gilmian.......0.2.. - 0 
Holman, c. and b.Maxywell.... 0) Webb, b. Gilman............,-. 0 
Goulter, b. Maxwell..-... oy 1) Armitage, b. Kinross. --,.,,... 8 
Curry, not out.......- peeraie 1 | Fraser, b. Gilman ..,......... 
Bifinger, sttimped Wilkins.... 5| Neale, b. Gilman... ...... ape! 
Byes, 11; leg sby ess 1; wedes Byes, 22; log-byes, 2; wides, 5. 9g0 

: balls, 2.---.....-.. Pie Dt ig en =| otal. .......se+es+ Gh ona 
Total...-. Sonate sates Senpwaesee len 

Auaust 2d, 1879. 
AMERICANS. ENGLISH. 

Gilman, b. Andrews,...---- _.. 8| Maxwell, b. Bentgen.......... 5 
Creighton, ¢. and b. Maxwell..35 | Rhodes, b. Gilman....., hesgazt O 
Kinross, b. Andrews.-...... ... 8| Andrews, b. Gilman..,........ 6 
Bourne, b. Andrews... .. 8} Wilkins, c- Holman, b. Bent- 
Beutgien b. Andrews. - Pip ees Pe Rea res See Aaa 
Effinger, b, Maxwell... .. 2! Webb, notout........--...... . 8 
Wolson, not out,,..--.--+- .11) Crocker, c, Holman, b. Creigh- 
Lee, c. and b. Maxwell. yO) Pron eee Y Dsigh ody 05 
Holman b. Maxwell... .. 0| Armitage, o. Creighton, b. Gil- 
Coulter b. Maxwell... Aeal TUT e Seve ee | soley ees own! Uh 
Curry b. se ae Weve a Bee Baan te SUBS o 

; lep-byes, 1; wides,3.. obinson, b. n... i 
Bee ao if —| Merton, b. Bourne. ._ Fal id 
WOT) oe » wie erie 2 i (sseeceees- 92 | Brown, b. Bourne........, meine 

Byes, 9; leg-byes, 4; wides, 12..26 

Tata: 03 418s 282 ies ae oe + 126 

WoNDEREUL SCORING IN AUSTRATIA.—A match was played at 

Melbourne on Déc. ith between teams representing Hast Mel- 
bourne and Tasmania, which produced some most extraordinary 

scoring. The East Melbourne eleyen were at the wickets the 
whole of the two days.and put together 742, the greatest number 
of runs eyer made, the next bast being the 124 (for eight wickets) 
by the Royal Engineers against I, Zingariat Chatham, England: 

on Aug. 20th and 21st, 1275. Horan was at the wickets about two 

hours for hig 250 runs, The following is the score :— 

HAST MELBOURNE, 

A. Mus Ove: b. ORR uN Soe es sekon Cabaehetebres fn Poem < aan 

OW. Gagmin, run Out... ..--s62 cere toners Sik 

D. Gainpbell ini b. Wallker....... --,+-40024 ff 

pity eh Se eee aes oop sear e 2 3 

ee Boyle. c. C. Butler, b. EB. Butler........-. 
au 

G. Allee, c. CO. Butler, b- Sidebottom ......-. .... 4 

B. P. Hastings, b. Davies... -.-- nie weeeess2 ere ccrei ee ry 

E. Elliott, c. Martin, b. Sidebottom ..,,.-- .--...+-- . ° ty 49 
W. Walshe, c, Davies, b. 0. Butler... --1..< +4) .-+-- . 42 

E. Trapp. c. Ny ISON b, G, Butler..., .-- Me ceeding : 18 

-L b. Mi Seta, Mesrivc ae rsoe silo B ives ele a3 ) 

Been ies lecsbse, 1; wides, 11; 00 balls, ~...... Sho ane a1 

Motel. —> - 23-4. . eta 

[No record of bowling analysis,] 

Tan AUSTRALTAN CRICK ETNRS.—It is expected that the second 

team of Australian cricketers willarrivein England early in May. 

Already arrangements have been made to play a considerable 

number of matches, hut the majority of these are against odds, 

The eleven-a-side contests yet fixed are with Gloucestershire, 
Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Sussex and the Orleans Club at 

Twickenham. A match between the Australians and Daft’s 

‘American Team will very likely be play ed during the summer. 

The matules against odds are as follows:—Dublin (Trinity Gol- 

Jere), Belfast, Neweastle-on-Tyne, Broughton (Manchester) 

Crewe, Burnley, Birmingham, Oldham, Hastings, Longsight 
(Manchester), Yeadon (near Leeds), Stockport, Northampton, 

Swindon, Malton, Dewsbury, Holbeck (Leeds), Rochdale, Scar- 
borough, Harrogate, Biackpool, Sunderland, Huddersfield, Hull, 

Middlesborough, Swansea, Buxton and Keading.—Beil's i ife. 

Answers to CGovvrespondents. 
ooo 

W. VU. M., Fort Wayne, Ind.—We haye given your letter to the 

right parties. 

J. EK. B., City—aAre there any black, white and tan thorough- 

bred Gordon setters? Ans. Yes. 

Wouss, Nashua, N. H.—The N. RK, A. of this city will send- their 

rules and regulations to persons desiring to organize a rifle club. 

E. H., Toronto.—_We have all papers regarding the Cricketer's 

Association of the United States, and will be pleased to furnish 
information regarding same, 

J.'8.G., Union Church, Miss.—We will publish your scores. with 
pleasure. For glass balls and the trap deseribed we must refer 

you to our advertising columns. 

E. V. W., Stamford, Conn.—The pointers you refer 10 were bred 

many years ago by Mr. Herman Laneroft, of Quaker Hill, Conn. 

They were yery fine, and splendid ;roers. 

Srumps, Camden, N. J.—We are unable to tell you why the Mar- 

greaye brothers haye resigned from the Germantown C.C. The 

Hargreave is undoubtedly the second best cricket family in the 
United States, the Newhall's coming first, 

BEACONTREE, Bridgeton, N. J.—Is there a book published on 

the subject of the setter? Tf so, will you please tellname. Ans. 

‘The Setter,” by Edward Laverack. We can furnish it, 

A. R., Cape Girardeau, Mo.—We neyer heard of the method 

you write about. The procedure suggested by your friend is 

both barbarous and unscientific, no matter what the results 

may be. 

J. A. G., Pittsburgh, Pa.—1. Impossible to give cause of death 

from your description of symptoms. 2. Are there many ducks in 

the Sandusky marahes during April? Isita good plave for them? 

Ans. Yes, 

W, D. U., Poughkeepsie, N. ¥.—Canoe clubs in England are or- 

ganized with Captain, Mate and 21 Mate. In America, generally, 
with Commodore and Vice-Commodore. With less than fifteen 

canoes, tyyo Officers are quite enough. 

Sprep—8teel hull, Herreschoff coil boiler and an English rotary 

engine would be our choice for a small fast launch, if expense is 

no object. Such a rig would combine lightness, compactness, 

simplicity, efficiency. 

L. H., Coxsackie.—My red setter dog, sixteen months old, has no 

appetite; has a dry cough and is yery thin. What shall I do for 
him? Ans, The symptoms given not suiliciently clear to base a 

correct diagnosis, Write more fully and we will reply at once. 

B., Philadelphia.—Are there any black, white and tan thor- 
oughbred Gordon setters? Ans. Yes; black, tan and white 
were the original colors of the Gordon setter as bred at Gordon 

Castle. These colors are still preserved and sought after by cer- 

tain fanciers in England. 

R. W., Franklin, Del, Go., N. ¥.—If you want to employ an 

agent to import dogs for you and to make all necessary pay- 

ments, you cannot do better than address Mr. E. B, Goldsmith, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 58 Wall street, this city. 
Many of the best dogsin the country have heen consigned to him. 

CG. G., Jersey City.—T have # setter puppy, hyo months old, 

whose favorite dish is an oyster stew. Will they injure him or do 
him good? Ans. We know of no contrary indication to oyster 

stews as food for dogs, except perhaps on the score of expense. 

This may also hold good ng regards stewed terrapin, green turtle 

and ounyas-back ducks. 

J, A. O., Boston, Mass—What book will best tell me how to 
train the cocker spaniel, feed him, etc, Ans. Hutchinson de- 
seribes how spaniels are to he broken and handled. We know of 
no book devoted solely to the spaniel. Feed old dogs but once a 

day; puppies require food more frequently. Table scraps of 
meat and vegetables only, make good mea s. 

SraTEN IsLaAnD.—Yes, we are opposed torevolying in this coun- 
try. Hngland and America (are two different places and governed 
by many different customs. We are against twelve men playing 
the cricket of New York against foreign eleyens, where twenty- 

two local club members should be represented; and both the St. 

George’s and the Staten [sland clubs stand on their own merits. 

G.B., New York.—l. Will you oblige me by letting me know 
how to geta dog into condition forthe New York show? 2 What 

should a one-and-a-half-year-old setter doz weigh? Ans. 1, Feed 
the dog carefully andgroom him thoroughly welleyery day, If 

you want to enter into the matter particularly, see Vero Shaw's 

“Book of the Dog,’ No.2. Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co., 596 
Broadway, are the publishers. 2. From forty-tive to sixty-five 

pounds, 

8. §, H., Galesburg, Il—i1, fam going to buy a Ballard rifle, 
and would ask you which caliber you would prefer, 40 or.45. I 
wantitfor deer and bear bunting. 2. Would you try the eyer- 
lasting shells? 3.2 haye a Smith & Wesson .88 cal. latest style; 

is it large enough for belt use in the country? 4. Please give me 

the address of some one that sells life preservers? Ans. 1, Porty- 

five cal. 2. Yes. 3. Yes, 4. See our advertising columus. 

A.R. B.—To dye canvas fora cunve a dead-grass color, boil ina 

bath of two pounds ferrucyanide (yellow prussiate) of potussa; 
wring out half dry, and then boil in # solution of half-pound of 
sulphate of copper in ten gallons of water, To keep off the diip- 
pings from a double-bladed paddle.put on leather sleeves or cups’ 
toact as “stop-waters,” about twofeet three inches fromthe ven- 

ter. Size of pattem iarget or shot gun is a circle ef 30in, diame- 

ter, for a distance of 40 yards. 

HE. 8. C., Momence.—We haye no definite information concern- 
ing the application of crude petroleum (o small steam boilers. 
The Brayton Motor came to the surface some time ago, but we 

haye no results to report, Doubt rf you would economize by 

using petroleum. ‘The fault is probably in the construction of 
your boiler. The heat escapes up the chimney or you have not 

enough heating surface to utilizeit. Petroleum (crude) is at all 
times dangerous. We should prefer a‘ Herreshoff coil” for small 

jaunvhes. See last issue. 

B.C, M., Owen Sound.—1, What quantity of areea nutshall | 
give to dog three months old? 2. Toone five months old? 8, 

Where can rifie sights be procured? Ans. 7. You neglect to 
state breed of puppy; we therefore suggest that you administer 

the following vermiftuge in a little milk after fasting : Powdered 
areca nut, one scruple; santonin, two grains. Repeat dose again 
ina week. 2% Two grains of areca nut to each pound of dog, fol- 

lowed several hours later by dose of castor ov olivefoil. Tha nut 
should be given the doz after ten hours’ fasting. 8. See adver- 

tising columns. 

J,8.G., Waynesboro, Ga.—My pointer Litch, aged nine or ten 
years, was found this morning paralyzed; has uo nse of the imbs 

in any way. Sheis yeryfleshy, 2ood appetite, eyes clear, perfectly 

healthy to all appearances, When lying on her side can lift, her 

head only an inch or two. For move than a year, at times, she 

would falllame foratew days, My physician says ‘‘rheumatiem.” 
Has had tyo or three fits in the past year, Sho has puppies ahout 

eight weeks old, all weaned and carried away biilione. Ans. Prob- 

ably paralysis, the result of effusion of blood Into the brain, and 

at her ugeit is not likely any remedy will be efficacious, 

A. F., Manistee, Mich—My spaniel has a habih of nipping his 

back and rump until it becomes irritated and yery sore; also 

seratches himself constantly. In summer is much worse, with 
euirs much irritated and running a litile. Ans. Your dor hag 

mane, caused probably by ovyerfeeding, Puli a muzzle on the 

dog to prevent gnawing and rub wellinto the sore places a little 
of the following salye: four ounces proto-iodine of mercury, one 

ounce of tar, mixed with one pound of lard. Give fiye drops in 

water of Fowler's solution of arsenic twiceaday in food, This 
disease is contagious. Feed no mest and give yegetablea with diet. 

Write again if the dog is not better. 

A. M. H., Cincinnati, O.—L. I haye an Irish setter dog about 
three years old, whose eyes in the morning ave always full of 

matter, and look red, He is in good condition, not too fat, and 
is fed on yery little meat. What shall I do forhim? 2. The 

Scotch terrier you prescribed Fowler’s solution of arsenie for got 

well, and his huir came on, but he was changed from a sky-blue 

with fine sillcen hair into as black and straight-looking a species 

asd Tever saw, How do you account forthat ? Ans, 1. Feed no 
meatat all, except boiled liver twice aweek. Wash the eyes 

with tepid water, and then use a little very weak alum water. #%. 

Some alteration in the nutrition of the hair bulbs, probably. 

J. A., Barrytown, N. J.—My water spaniel mist. haye received 

aninjury in the ear, I noticed a swelling over the eye; since that 

time the swelling has increased and nowis about a8 largceasa 

man's fist. Itisnow quite soft, asiffull of matter. I began to 
apply liniment composed of arnica, Pond’s extract and lauda- 

num; but finding that there was quite a lot of heal about the _ 

head IT haye used Pond’s extract only duriug the last day or so. 

The eye situated under the limp runs continually, Appetite 

poor forthe last few days. Ans. The probabilities are thatan 

abscess has formed, the result of the blow or injury. It should 

be opened at once and washed out twice a day, so long aad any 

matter continues to flow, with a weak solution of carbolic acid and 

water—one part of acid to forty or fifty parts of water. Give dose 

of Glauber’s salts, say, two large teagspoonstul. 

W. F. C., West Newbury, Mass.—l. How often does a young 
bitch come in heat? 2. Are bitches better in the field than dogs? 
8, Which would you advise me to get,a pointer or a setter for 

woodcock, ruffed grouse and quailshooting? 4. What kind of a 

pointer or setier is the best and quickestto teach? Ans.1.About _ 

twice a year. 2, No. 3. It very much depends upon what section 

of country youintend to shoot in. For Western shooting wa 

much prefer pointers, but in the Fast both breeds have their own 

recommendations. Pointers can stand the heat much hetter than 

setters, and suffer less during summer cock-shooting. “You can 

pay your money and take your choice,” as itis a mere matter of 

fancy. 4. The best bred dogsarethe best. Pointers when once 

thoroughly broken, if judiclously handled, remain so. Whether 

you decide upon either setter or pointer, select o puppy whose 

sira and dam have both been goo field dogs, i ' 

J. Q., Boston, Mass.—1. TL haye a dog that has the red mange; it 

turns the skin pink. What shall I use? 2? Haye tried several 

remedies ; is kerosenedangerous? 3, He is scralching and uneasy 

all the time. Is it contagious? Ans. 1. Try Glover's mange 

cure, which you san getat John P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
your city. As you neglect to state whether the dog isa toy-ter- 

rier or 3 bloodhound, it is impossible to sugwest further treat 

ment. Doses of Fowler's solution of arsenic should be piven 

with food three times a day, the quantity to depend on size and 

breed of doz, 2 You should have stated the remedies which 

haye failed, It depends yery much what you do with kerosene. 

whether itis dangerous ornot. Itshould not be given internally 

or rubbed on the dog’s coat and *!touched off.” 3. Mange is very 

contagious, and all kennels where it exists should be thoroughly 
scrubbed and washed with carbolic acid, the straw bedding 
buraed, and the dog’s quarters fumigated with sulphur. Write 

fully, and we will do what we can for you. 
x. HE. ¥., Goshen, N. ¥.—I have a highly prized Italian greye - 

hound that met with a yery serious accident about two weoks 
ago, Ihave formed the theory that the dog had gone inside the 

vate, and after I had passed, it had started on a rapid run to ovyer- 

tuke me when, in the dark, it ran against the gate-post, and the 

shock was 80 greats to injure the spine. It was several days be 

fore it could vse its head and shouldersatall; in facet if could 
hardly be moyed without causing extreme pain. IT finally suc- 

ceeded in reducing the swelling and driving away the stiffness in 

part by thé use of hot water packs and the application of iodine 
the whole length of the spinal column, ‘The doy at present can 

ge around quite well, but has to hold its head in a very straight-_ 

ened manner, Ans. The injury was not as great as you supposed, 

being confined to the muscles and superficial nerves. The treat 
ment wes correct, ind the doz would seem to be wellon the way _ 

to recoyery. We would recommend the use of some mildly stim- 
ulating liniment. 

W. W. P., Brooklyn.—The Connecticut River is niyigable for 

canoes aboye Well’s Riyer. The current is strong and often 
broken by rapids and rips, The Bubble, of the Jevsey City Canoes 

Club, in summer of 1878 ran down trom Wheeler’s Mills, on Hall's 
stream, one of the most northern tributaries, to Saybrook. The 
canoeist should portage up and cruise down the river. The follow- 

ing are the bad places: Beecher Valls, al the mouth of Hall's 

Stream; short rapids jush below, and at foot of rapids around & 

bend the West Stewardstown mill pond and dam, wliich must be 
portaged around. Healey Falls, four miles below Colebrook, N- 

H.,run, Lyman Falls, one and a half miles below Healey, two or 

three miles long, can be run. Occasional rips to North Stratford, 

Guildhall dam; carry around on west bank. Fifteen—Mile Falls, 

twenty-six miles long; haye been run, Wil are dangerous at 

times. Melndoe's Walls; Dodge's Falls, These three may be 

ayoided by railroading from South Lancaster to Well’s River, 

Vermont. White River Falls are three short rapids and two falls. 
B.1. Caswell, Hanover, N.H., near Bridgeyille, will portage canoes, 
charves seyenty-five cents. Queechee Falls, five or six miles 

above Windsor. There are small rapids fiye or six miles above 
Bellow's Falls, Turner’s Falls dam, and three miles of rapids 

John J. Emery, Turner's Falls, will cart around; charge, eighty 

cents. Holyoke dam and rapids, Mr. Clark at lower end of South 

Hadley Falls, will cart around; charge, fifty cents. Entleld Falls, 
about ten miles below Springtield, can be run. 
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REMOVAL.—On or before May ist the Forrest AND 

StreAM will remove into its new offices in the Times 

building, Nos. 59 and 41 Park Row, 
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GAME AND Fis Resorts.—We have been much grat- 

ified at the courtesy of numerous friends who haye so 
kindly responded to our request for specific information 
of fishing and shooting grounds, The season when such 
information will be put to practical use is now rapidly 
approaching ; and we again call attention to the scope 

and usefulness of our plan. 

The office of the ForEsT AND StRHaM has long been 
recognized as the right place at which to apply for direc- 
tions to the various sporting localities of the country. 

To make the information thus sought fresh, accurate and 
reliable we are compelled, in turn, to urge our corro- 

spondents and friends all over the land to give us the 
results of their personal experiences. By receiving such 
reports, filing them away here and there, transmitting 
them to others whom they may benefit, we are con- 

stantly rendering an inyaluable service to the great body 

of sportsmen. 
The managers of various railroads which may pass 

through good sporting country, the proprietors of sum- 

mer hotels and residents in game districts will find if 

greatly to their own interests to transmit to us at an 
early date such particulars as are designated in our Game 

Bag and Gun columns. 
The spring tront fishing opens in this State, in Pennsyl- 

yania, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Virginia, Minnesota 

and California next Thursday, and at that time the army 

of anglers will go forth to the streams. Warly reports 
for the FOREST AND STREAM Directory will be duly appre- 
ciated by those who avail themselves of the same. 

<<< ee 

—Do not fail to inspect the display of trout at Mr, Black- 

ford’s stand in Fulton Market next thursday, Next to 
going out to the 1rout streams, will be the pleasure of 

lingering over the beauties to be seen there, The Amer- 
ican Fish Cultural Association is happy in the appoint- 
ment of its annual meeting this year at such a time that 

fhe members may ayail themselyes of the pleasure of 

examining the rare collection, 
—__— ee 

—The party who havein chargethe American exhibit for 

the Berlin Exhibition sailed last Saturday from Hoboken 
in the steamer Neckar. ‘Too much credit cannot begiven 

to Prof. Goode, upon whose shoulders in a great meas- 

ure fell the task of collecting and arranging the proposed 

display, and to whose energetic labors tle excellence of 
that display is largely due. 

THE NEW YORK BENCH SHOW. 
on 

HE entries for the coming bench show of the West- 
minster Kennel Club are coming in much more 

rapidly than at the corresponding period of any other 
exhibition ; and there is every promise that the number 

of animals and the general excellence of the various 
classes repressnted will surpass any previous show. The 
rapid advance in quality of the dogs now presented for 

competition afithe exhibition of the Westminster Ken- 

nel Club is yery marked. Many dogs, which in the earlier 
history of bench shows would have received awards or 
high mention, fall short of such honor because the stand- 

ard of excellence has advanced. Certainly no agencies 
have contributed so appreciably to the breeding of fine 

stock in America as the bench shows in various parts of 

the country. They haye hadin their peculiar field the 

same good effects as those which have followed the annual 
cattle shows and other competitive exhibitions of live 

stock, ; 
The Westminster Club has been largely influential in 

directing popular taste in canine matters. For instance, 

among pet dogs the much and justly-abused Spitz, once 

so common. and fashionable. was ignored by the Club at 
its first show, aud atsubsequent shows. The consequence 

is that the Spitz has long since deservedly lost caste, and 
his place is filled by other breeds of pet dogs. We shall 

not now attempt to speak of the increase in the num- 
ber of the various classes cf pet dogs and sporting dogs 
now owned in New York, the direct resuit of former 

bench shows, for we have not the statistics before us; 

but this increase is both noticeable and highly encourag- 

ing. Doubtless a similar effect has followed the exhibi- 

tions of Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and St. Louis. 

In the selection of judges the committee have been 
very happy this year. Messrs. Hammond and Wise are 

wellknown to all interested, and the gentlemen from 

abroad need no commendation from us. Dr, Gordon 
Stables has made special study of the classes which he is 

appointed to judge, and asa judge at bench slows Mr. 

Hugh Dalziel has a well-earned reputation for honesty, 

straightforwardness and impartiality. Competition is 
keen in the judging ring nowadays ; many owners press 
forward their favorites for tle first prize; and the judg- 
ing must be not only by experts, but by experts who are 

unprejudiced and impartial, We may at this early day 

| premise that the assignment of the awards will give sat- 

isfaction, not to all—that will never be possible—but to 

the great majority of exhibitors and visitors, 
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Tue New York Stare TourRNamuNT.—It is a foregone 

conclusion that the approaching Sportsmen’s Convention, 

to be held at Seneca Falls under the direction of the Sen- 
eca Gun Glub, will be a grand success. The prize list, 
although not yet completed, figures over $2,000, A very 

fenerous response is being made by the citizens of Sen- 
eca Falls for the purpose of adding a citizens’ purse, and 

the prospects are that the present prize list will far ex- 

ceed any before offered ata State convention, Reports 

from the West contain favorable news for an early catch 

of birds, and there is little doubt of their being secured 
early. The location of the grounds has not yet been de- 
cided upon, but the committee have several in view, any 
one of which would be excellent. From ali parts of the 
State comes news of new clubs organizing, with the in- 
tention of joining the association, There is every rea- 

son tohope for an early meeting, and with the renewed 

interest manifest among the Long Island sportsmen, and 
intentions expressed from members in Centraland West- 

ern New York, there can be no reasonable doubt but that 

the 1880 convention will be the largest ever held. 
PO 

Nores.—It is an excellent plan while in the woods to 

ksep a diary, in which each night the incidents of the 
day may be jotted down more or less fully. The rough- 

est and most incomplete memoranda ‘are better than none 

at all, Memory is a very capricious faculty of the mind ; 
it responds readily to suggestive notes or tangible me- 

mentoes. By means of a few written notes it is possible 

to bring back almost a coniplete picture of the entire ya- 
cation trip, as pleasant in its recollection as im its actual 
experience. A worthless bit of bark, a feather, a fur tip, 

or a flattened bullet, and the numberless little odds and 
ends of camp-life, preserved by chance and of no intrin- 

sic value, may yet possess in theirsuggestiyeness a worth 
which renders them more precious than trinkets of silver 
and gold. The trophies of the hunt, adorning study or 
dining-room, are naturally objects of pride as evidences 
of success in the field; but there is a much higher grati- 

fication in thinking oyer the thousand and one incidents 
and experiences connected with them and brought back 

to memory by them, If we can find sermons in stones, 
and hooks in the running brooks, a cabinet of the nick- 

nacks of camp lifs contains material for whole volumes 

of reminiscences. 

We hada most pleasant call last week from ‘‘Penob- 

scot," whose frequent contributions to this journal have 
dons so much to interest and instruct their readers. Mr 
Libby returns from a four years’ residence in Neyada to 
his home in Maine, Next fall he proposes to make an 

extended trip through the Maine .woods, und we are 
promised an account of the trip, ‘‘Penobscot” knows 
the Maine country as well as any man living, and what 
he may write will be sure to be intelligent and authentic. 

Mr, Charles G, Jewett, of Howell, Mich,, is one of the 

exponents of the therapeutic value of field sports, and 
has proved the efficacy of the rod and gnn to change an 
invalid into a robust, strong min. Mr, Jewett is by no 

means the only one of our acquaintances, who has found 
in the health-giving properties of exercise, sunshine and 
pure air the great remedial agencies provided by nature. 
We can mention men in almost every profession and wall 

of life who have found health and strength only in the 
exhilarating roughand tumble of out-of-door occupation. 
Our correspondente brings us into communication with 

scores of men of similar experiences. Were there no 

other food attending participation in the sports peculiar 
tothe forest ‘and stream, this single fact would afford 
sufficient grounds to encourage and foster such partici- 

pation, 

We need make no apology for reproducing in our col- 
nrmns to-day the bit of native American literature, which 

our correspondent has embodied in his paper on the 
* Attractions of Arkansas;” for certainly no sketch of 

that State would be complete without at least a passing 
reference to the famous dialogue between the Traveler 
and the Squatler, The story is an old one; but ib is for 
this yery reason all the move interesting, because it pic- 

{ures a curious phase of social life in the Southwest, 
which has now almost completely passed away. To be 
appreciated, the story should be listened to as doled out 

by a self-taught musician of the backwoods, to whor: 
the peculiar idioms are not altogether novel. It was our 

zood fortune once, on a bright moonlight night, down im 
Eastern Tennesee, to hear it thus rendered from a ya~- 
grant Troubadour from the Florida piny woods, who in- 
terpreted the spirit of the original with a disregard of 
musical harmony anda mutilation of the Hnglish lan- 
guage, which we candidly believe was neyer before ap- 
proached by mortal man, Or, better still, ‘‘ Yell” tells 
us that we should hear it played by an Arkansas fiddler, 
ina log-cabin, and see it danced to by some Arkansas 
young folks, on a ‘‘puncheon” floor. The dexterity of 

the dancers in getting over and around the inequalities 

of this style of fluor, without missing a step or breakmyg 

the continuity, so to speak, is an inexhaustable source of 

delight to the spectator, and well worth a day's journey 

to witness, , 

PRESIDENT ADAMS ON DOGS. 
——— 

T affords us no little satisfaction to be able to present 
to our readers this week a letter from the late ex- 

President, John Quiney Adams, *‘the old man elaquent,”’ 

narrating some peculiarly interesting, though not unpar- 
alleled, instances of the sagacity and memory of the dog. 

The letter, which has, outside of its attractions to lovers 

of the dog, an historical interest that will command for 
it the attention of every one, has never before been pub- 
lished. It was writlen to Dr. Parkman, of Boston, whose 
murder by Professor Webster, of Harvard, will be re- 

membered by some of our older readers; when that gen- 
tleman was assisting his friend Mr, Audubon in collect- 

ing material for the latter's superb worl on the Vivip- 

arous Quadrupeds of North Amorica. 
We owe the opportunity of reproducing this interest- 

ing document to the courtesy of a member of the great 

naturalist’s family, in whose possession it now is. To 
her we desire most cordially to acknowledge our obliga- 

tions and those of our readers. 

The letter is as follows <— 
WASHINGTON, 28th March, 1835. 

Dr. George Parkman, Boston. : 

DEAR Sir:—I have received with much pieasure your kind Jet- 

ter of the 2lst inst., and am always gratified with every token of 

your friendly recollection. here are two incidents which T have 
wvilnessed indicating instinet, memory and association of ideas in 

dogs, which made impression upon my mind, and to one of which 

your letter no doubt refers; my own memory fails me so mnuch 

that [have no recollection of having mentionedit to yeu, as T 

certainly did from the reference which you made to me of it. 
Residing at Berlin, during the closing years of the last century, 

the British Minister of that Court, the Harl of Elgin, hada pair of 
dogs of the terrier breed with the remarkable peculiarity that 

their color was white, though generally with twe or three choce— 
late-colored spots on some part of the body, In a litter of pup- 
pies bred between them, in 1799, there was one female mill white, 
without a single spot, purchased of one of the seryants of Lord 

Elgin, who was then in England, for me by an American named 
Whitcomb, who liyed with me ss my steward, and whom you 

have perhaps known in later times as keeper of the house at Con— 

cert Hall. 
I gave to my dog the name of Blanche, and educated her my- 

seli, Her principal good quality was that common to all the ter- 

rier breed, being an admirable ratecatcher, and in that capacity 
often useful, Butas she grew up she had acquired the habit of 
a lap-dog, and whenever she had the opportunity would jump uy 
into my lup and there coil herself upand go tosleep. IfI were 
sitting atatable writing or reading, s0 that she could not get 
into my lap, she would come and lie down between my feet and 
go to sleep in the same ManDer. 

T indulged her yery much in both these habits, considering them 

as marks of the affectionate nature of the animal, and finding 
the latter often Comfortable to myself by keeping my feet warm, 
particularly when traveling in 2 carviage in cold weather. 

In 1801 I veturned from Berlin to the United States and resumed 
ty residence in Boston, I broushtmydog with me, Whitoomh, 

——= 



Gane had gone with me from the United States, and Jived with me 

——EE 

feven years in Europe, came back with me; butas I had here no 
J ‘occasion for a steward, he left me and opened a publio house In 

Boston. He was for several years the keeper of Concert Hall, 
_ In 1803 I was electeda member of the Senate of the United 
States, and on that occasion broke up my household establish— 
iment at Boston. Blanche was then four years old. I could not 
conveniently take har with me to Washington, and gave her to 

Whitcomb, who then kepta public house in another part o? the 
town. : 
Three years later, in the summer of 1806, having oceasion to pass 

Fome weeks in Boston, my wifeand family being at Washington, 
T took lodgings at Concert Hall, then kept by Whilcomb, On the 

- first day that I dined at the common table, where there were per- 

. 

haps thirty persona, I felt while at dinuer, 1 dog lying down be- 

diween my feet, which were under the table, Ttwas my poor 
Blanche, whom I had not to my recollection seen for nearly three 
years, and whom, I am almost ashamed to say, [had forgotten, 
while she had so faithfully remembered me. On my pushing 
pack my chair she jumped into my lap with all the lively caresses 
and marks of attachmentand delight usual to herkind. She was 
not accustomed to jump into the lapor He down between the 

- feet of any other person but me. 
This is the circtimstance which I must haye mentioned to you; 

itwas when it happened, perhaps, more particularly noticed by 

me, because it confirmed an idea of the power of memory and 

the force of habit in the natural histery of the dog, whioh Thad 

formed in very early life,and of which Lmust also tell you the 

story. 
In the yerr 17801 went with my father from Paristo Holland, 

and in passing through the city of Delft visited the church econ- 

daining the magnificeut monument in honor of William the First, 

Prince of Orange, the Washington of hisage undcountry, He 
Tell, you know, by the hand of an assassin at Delft, and lies buried 
nnderthat monument. <A figure of him in bronze is exhibited 
extended on the tablet of the monument, with that ofa dog lying 
at his fect. The reason for which, we were told, was to perpel- 
uate the memory of the fact that his dog actually followed him 
to hia graye, and refusing to leave it or to take any sustenance, 
there remained and died on the spot. Whether this fact is strictly 
historical or whether a little aided with the embroidery of imag- 
nition, [do not inquire; but the sight of the monument with 

this explanatory comment, you may suppose, was not likely to ba 
soon forgotten bya boy of thirteen. Two or three days after this 
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jneident T met at Leyden, another city not far distant from Delft, 

an Dnglish gentleman, a traveler, who had also yisited the monu- 
ment of William the First, aud it gave rise toa conversation in 

- which that gentleman stated that he himself had heen the owner 

of a dog to which he had been strongly attached, and which was 
also much attached to bim ; that hehad given this dog to an inti- 
inate friend of his departing for India; that seven yeurs ufter he 

went himself to Calcutta and there met with a reception equally 

eordial from his old friend and from his dog; that the doz in- 
_ stantly recognized his old master, flew to him, and for some time 
could scarcely beseparated from him, though quile happy and 
éqnally attached to the master to whom be had been given. 

All these anecdotes are but evidence that the nature of the doz 

} is the same asif wasin the days of Homer and of Ulysses—in the 

days of Argus— 
Who knew his lord; who knew and strove to meet, 
But strove in vain to crawl and kiss his feet; 
Yet (all be could) his tail, his ears, his eyes, 
Salute his master to his soul's surprise. 
The dog whom fate had granted to behold 
His lord, when tiventy tedious years had rolled, 

Tales a last look, and having seen him, dies— 
So clos'd forever faithful Argus’ eyes. 

The second incident, to which I have now alluded, and which I 
think Inever mentioned to you before, relates to a dog of the 
game breed as my Blanche, but of a prior generation, and which 
helonged to Whitcomb himself. 

In the summer of 1800 Ttraveled with my family from Berlin 

‘by the way of Frankfort upon the Oder into Silesia, and returned 

jn the autumn by the way of Dresden and Leipzig, At this latter 
City we halted and spent there threes or four weeks. Whitcomb 

‘dnd his dog Pincher were with us through the whole tour, When 
we lett Leipzig and returned to Berlin, Pincher was accidentally 

Tet!) behind, an event which was not discovered until we were 
Some miles adyanced on our way, and he was giyen over for lost. 
‘About ten days after we reached Berlin Pincher made his appear- 

"ance, as ragged and gaunt as o wolf in January, on a land osyered 
with snow and with Hmbs stiffened so that he could scarcely 
move, from which, however, he soon recoyered to his usual 

strength and yivacity. 
The distanve from Leipzig to Berlin wasabout one huncred 

“miles. How Pincher had found his way home weneyser Inew- 
he road by which we had gone from Berlin was in the opposite 
direction, and he had neyer traveled the direct road from Leipzig 
+o Berlin. This occurrence, therefore, indicated a faculty in the 

dog more comprehensive than that of memory, perhaps an ex- 

“quisiteness of scent, of which Ican yet scarcely form a concep- 
tion. 
Whether these facts will be deemed by you or by Mr. Audubon 

Of sufficient interest to be noticed in his memoir wpon the in- 
Elinct and intelligence of dogs, I Jeave to your and his better 
judyment, They are at his and your service. I pray you to 
atnember me kindly to him, and also respectfully to Mrs, Park- 

man. I hope to have the pleasure of seeing you inthe courée of 

@ few weeks, and in the meantime remain your eyer faithful 
friend and servant, JOHN Quincy ADAMS, 
or ee 

' A CENTURY BENEATH THE WAVES. 
4 Se 

B have recently had the pleasure of examining, 
through the courtesy of Mr. Chas. Hallock, a 

ane and a pen-holder made from the oak of an old 
French frigate which was sunk off Quebec in the year 
1756, and which was only last summer raised from her 

muddy bed and towed to shore. These articles were sent 
fo Mr. Hallock by Mr, J. W, Dutton, who, as onr read- 

$ may remember, was the constructing engineer of the 

elebrated Dufferin Terrace, which clings to the heights 
f Cape Diamond at Quebec, an account of which ap- 

ed some time since in the columns of Forus'r anp 
Am. To the kindness of Mr, Dutton we owe the fol- 

ving interesting historical sketch of thin old vessel, 
don the old records of the Fronch Goyernivent in 

he possession of the Seminary ab Quebec. Mr. Dutton 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 
from the French by the English tinder Wolfe on the 18th 
of September, 1759. It was upon this day that the deoi- 
niye battle was fought that terminated in the defeat of 
the French under Montcalm, and also in the death of 
Wolfe on the plains of Abraham. For two or three 
years before this time there had heen rumors of war 
about Quebec, brought from France by the merthantmen 
and traders who cams across. 
The city, and in fact all the couttry about—eyen into 

the States of Ohio, Michigan, New York, efte.—was under 
the French, who had forts and outposts all overit, Of 
the inhabitants the Marquis de Montcalm was the head, 
or in fact the Goyernor, Upon the rumors of war com- 
ing to him, all the works about Quebec were very much 
strengthened and in many cases doubled. New earth- 
works were thrown up and new yessels built in the 
Lower Town to help repel an attack {by river. Among 
these last there was one that was known by the name 
LOvriginal, She was built just below the Gitadel, scarcely 
a quarter of a mile from where Montgomery fell nine- 
teen years Inter. for those days she was a large vessel, 
but in this age a thousand-ton vessel is not much to tell 
of, She was built of oak timber, which must have been 
brought from France, as none of the Western oak forests 
had then been cut into, it being impossible then to bring 
the timber down. The yessel was built of the best timber 
and iron, but she was fated never to do much execution 
for her country, as shortly after being launched she was 
sunk just opposite where she was built. 

There she lay until last summer, when she was raised 
and towed to shore, Shesankin September, 1756, so that 
she had lain under the waters of the St. Lawrence about 
one hundred and twenty-three years. Inspite of her long 
immersion, when they first atlempted to raise her, it was 
found impossible on account of her being sunk in the 
mud, and it was equally impossible to tear her to pieces 
as the oak was assolid ason thedayshe wentdown. The 
ouly thing that was golle was the iron, in those places 
where it had been exposed, and this had completely 
rusted away. After several vain attempts to stir her, a 
diver was sent down, who fixed a heavy charge of dyna- 
mite under her, This brole her up somewhat, but it was 
only after many explosions und two years’ hard work 
that she was finally got rid of. 

The wood was eagerly sought for, and nov it is almost 
an impossibility bo get a piece Of ib large enough to make 
anything of any value. The frigate was the last relic of 
the old French Government, haying been built under the 
superiniendenca of the Intendant Bigot, She lay in 
ninety feet of water, and while she has been there, many 
are the changes that Quebec has seen—as well in man- 
ners and customs asin men, When she was removed 
there were found to be aver a hundred anchors of all 
Sizes and many hundred fathoms of chain entangled 
with her. These were of course raised, and in some in- 
stances claimed, but most of them were sold by the Goy- 
ernment to satisfy expenses. 
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GAME PROTECTION. 
—p——— 

BLACKBIRDS FOR CENTRAL PARK. 

Everetr Housr, Nuw Yorr, March ah. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 
Tinecloss you five dollacs to form the nucleusof asum of sixty 

dollars required for tha importation of fiye pairs of blackbirds, 
to he turned loose in Central Park. 

The blackbirdis hardy and looal in its habits ; it does not mi- 
grate. [have turned it out at Quebeo, where it lived till the end 

of January, when the) last of the colony was caged and sold; this 

bird, a male, was quite fat and very strong in bolh feather and 
wing at thatseasou ofthe year, J hayes noticed in Canada the 

blackbird sang both earlier and later than the American robin, 
and as itis an ‘‘all-the-yoar-rounhd bird,” and comos to fvad, it is 
wellsuited for Central Park. 

Messrs. G. H. Holden, of 457 Sixth avenue, will undertake to 

furnish aliyeand in good order five pairs of blackbirds (cocks and 
hens) for the above sum ($60), providing they get the oxder :m-~- 

mneciately. 

The best part of Central Park to try this experiment is where 

the peacocks and guinea tow! are fed. 

We haye all our fanoles and our manias. Mine was, twenty-five 
years ago, to kill Huropean insects in America with their natural 

enemies, Huropean birds; Gonsequently I imported sparrows. 

Now Ladyocate that boys should be allowed and encouraged to 
commence their sporting onretr by puttine salt on a sparrow's 

teil, or clreumventiny Mr. Sparrow hy any other device, such as 

brick trap, horse-hair noose or dustshot. From sparrow shoot- 

ing they will go onto blackbirds, and s0 on togame. 
: W. Rrope#s, of Canada. 

We hope that Col. Rhodes’ generous offer may be met 
with a prompt and liberal response from the citizens of 
New York, who are to be directly henefitted by the suc- 
cess of the undertaking proposed aboye. If a disinter- 

ested stranger, coming to our city, sces the possibility of 
adding tothe value and enhancing the pleasure of our 

beautiful Park, and is willing to put his hand into his 

own pocket and so to give a substantial impetus to the 
accomplishment of the plan, certainly we should not 

hesitate to join heartily in the work. “The blackbird is a 
sweet singer; his notes are hear before those of the 
robin in the early morning, and after those of the robin 

in the eyening—the two periods of the day when a bird’s 
song is the sweetest, Col, Rhodes successfully intro- 
duced-the blackbird upon his own grounds at Quebec, 

and we can concsive of no possible reasoi why the ex- 

periment, if made naw and here, should not be attended 
with like success. We shall be ready at once to reveive 

subscriptions for this purpose, and hope next week to 

hayes the pleasure of giving credit in these columns fox 
the whole sum required, Tha spring will be so far ad- 

vanced before the order can possibly reach Hugland that 
iminediate achion is urgent. 
We bave received $0 from Col. Rhodes, and have 

added terete Sh ourselves, leaving #50 still to he contrib- 

uterl. 
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WHAT 1S (HE REMeby ?—Nantie, Conn, March 1tth.— 
T sped from my own ohseryation regarding this section eee NL EL 

co 
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of the State. 
the season opened legally, and also after it closed, 
that trout fishing is abont to commence, these wretched 
so-called sportsmen wili sneak along the brooks, ashamed 
of their actions and afraid to be seen, and go to all this 

Birds were shot and trapped lone hefora 
Now 

trouble and humiliation, Yet these men claim to bs 
gentlemen and law-abiding citizens, I shall keep a closa 
watch this year for these aristocratic poachers—perhaps 
some of the New London boys will assist me. If one or 
two can be shown up, perhaps a square fisherman can 
have some sport, What do you think of a fellow netting 
black bass? Jam told by responsible parties that it was 
done, Is there any cure for such doings? SCALUS, 

‘Try publishing their names in the ForEsT AND STREAM. 
te 

BELLEFONTE SPORTSMNHN’s Association. — Bellefonte, 
Fa,, Mareh, 8th.—A meeting of the sportsmen of this placa 
was held Monday evening March 8th to form an associa- 
tion for the protection and propagation of game and fish, ~ 
Officers were elected as follows: President, George Val- 
entine; Vice-President, H. S. Hale; Treasurer, Theodore 
Drescher ; Secretary, J. D, Geissinger. Board of Direc- 
tors: 5, T. Shugart, Thos, Burnside, 8. F, Foster, J. P. 
Hugha, F, P. Green. ( 

As above stated, this club has for its object the protec- 
tion and propagation of game and fish, and the enforee- 
ment of the laws and ordinances against the illegal kill- 
ing of the same, the advancement of good fellowship and 
mutual improvement among sportsmen. This commu- 
nity has long felt the want of an organization of this 
kind, as our streams and woods are almost depopulated 
of fish and game, owing to the war of extermination car- 
ried on by hunters and fishermen to the utter disregard 
of all law and common sense. This association has just 
been started, and any suggestions or anything that will 
help our organization will be thankfully received by this 
society. J. D, GEISSINeER, Secretary. 
a ES Se 

Oxuto,—A bill has been introduced into the General As- 
sembly to prohibit the catching of brook trout or salmon, 
except by angling, making the close season from Sept. 
30th to April Ist, and providing against trespass for the 
purpose of fishing. 
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New Monrana Cruss.—Uelena, Maren 12th.—Montana 
is falling intoline, Twomore rod uid gun clubs duly 
organ.zed—one in Deer Lodge County and one in Mis- 
soula County. Protection of game is the order of the 
day. B. PF. Cope, of West Gallatin, recently shot an elk, 
and was fined $40 and costs (about $80 in all), according 
ta (he provisions of the game lay. Ido hope Congress 
willpass a law to protect our buffalo and other large 
fame, now being slaughtered by wholesale. It is re- 
ported fhat one man on our border killed 2,000 buffalo 
this wititer for their hides only, At that rate how long 
can. it last? HELENA 

Game Bag and Guy. 
ee 

GAME IN SEASON IN MARCH. 

Hares, brown and pray. Wild duck, geesa, brant, eta, 

FOR FLORIDA. ; 

Deer, Wild Turkey, Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Ducks, and Wild Fowl. 

* Bay birds”' generally, including various species of ployer, sand 
piper, soipe, curlew, oyster-catcher, surf birds, phalaropes, avo-~ 
ects, ste,, coming under the group Limaculce or Shore Lirds. 
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GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the FoREsST AND STREAM Directory to 
Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following particulars, with such other information ag they 

may deem of yalue: State, Town, County; means of access; Hotel 

and other accommodations; Game andits Season; Fish and its Sea- 
600; Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address. 
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COOT SHOOTING ON LONG ISLAND SOUND. 

AKING it for granted that many of your readers 
: have never enjoyed the aboye sport, perhaps a few 
ea descriptive and to the point may not, prove uninter- 
esting. 

Of all duck shooting, either inland or on tho seacoast, 
coot shooting is perhaps the most difficult and hazardous. 
In the first place one has to shoot from a boat invariably, 
although I haye killed them from a i-lind on the South 
Bay. over decoys; but, generally speaking, they can only 
be killed ‘in the right fashion,” over deep water. At 
least fifteen men ought to constitute the party (the 
mors the merrier), and they ought to bs equipped with 
suitable duck-boats, not the huge row-boats ona sees so 
often, and enough actually to frighten the silliest coot 
that ever flew, but good, strong, low duck-boats, decked 
clean to the cockpit, and able to ride a heavy sea. Thus 
provided, and with at least 160 fest of strong light rope 
and a neat lead weight for an anchor, the gunner need 
never despair of not keeping his place in line, Often and 
often haye I seen a glorious day's sport utterly ruined by 
not regarding these simple rnles—a good boat and plenty 
of anchor line, Verbwim sap. ; 

Supposing, therefore, that our party of noble ‘ coot- 
ists” haye reached the waters where they intend te form 
their line, they proceed to drawlotsfor positions. Some- 
times this is done before they leave the shore, bué the 
arrival of one or more outsiders necessitates going over the 
lottery business again. (I would mention here that the 
center of the liné is considered the best generally.) The 
lino is formed off some convenient island or point of 
rocks, and the hvats are stationed about fifty or sixty 
yards apart; any nearer together is positively dangerous. 
In fuet, I never hesitate to keep a good clear space of 
water between my neighbor and myself, especially if I 
notice that he is green at the work ; he might get excited 
when the birds were flying about him ; and 9 charge of 
No. 3 shot at fifty yards 1 do not fancy personally, do 
four 
Well, our line is at last fornied. I can just make out 

the nearest boats in the gloom, as their occupants ara 
busy arrangiig themselyes comfortably before the day 
breaks, We ride gently on the long swells, it almost 
pitts us to sleep, the gentle. lazy motion, when ‘* Boom | 
Boon!” goes a heayy gun to the southward, In an in- 
stani every man is watching keenly for the birds, A a> 
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light rosy tint in the east proclaims the approach of day, 
and we watch the mists rolling away over the waters. 
“Mark e¢-a-s-i—” echoes along the line. <A pair of *‘ old 
white wings” aré coming swiftly along to their feeding 
grounds, when suddenly catching sight of the boats, 
they endeayer to cross higher up in the air. A sharp re- 
port, and one whirls oyer into the water. The other, 
swiftly turning at the sound, skims down the line and 
falls a victim, as he tries to cross, “‘ Mark east!” again 
tings out. This time a large flock is seen, In a moment, 
several splash into the water under our fire; while the 
rest, utterly panic-stricken, cross and recross the fatal 
line. The fun has commenced in earnest. Almost con- 
stantly a rattling yolley is keptup along the whole stretch 
of boats. The birds are flying thick and fast, and you 
soon tire of yelling ‘* Mark] Mark!” Sometimes the 
birds seem possessed to cross in the same place ; conse- 
quently the lucky man, who happens to be stationed 
there has the cream of the shooting. Often the birds 
are wild and will turn deliberately around when ap- 
proaching, especially so when they haye been shot ata 
good deal during the season. Occasionally a pair of old 
loons will come swinging along to vary the monotony, 
but one has to have a choke-bore of the first quality to 
stop those fellows, I haye always considered them iron- 
bound and double-riyetted, and will never think other- 
wise, : 

Broadbill and old-wives sometimes cross the line, but 
the former are too shy generally. The shooting does not 
last long as a rule—say from sunrise until 9 o'clock, when 
if is over until4 P.M, From that time until dark very 
good shooting may be had, but the morning’s work is 
always the best. I am speaking now of Long Island 
Sound especially. In other localities the time to kill them 
best may of course be different. It is famous sport for 
those that love duck shooting indeed, as it requires a 
deal of cool judgment and the right kind of nerves to 
stop those white wings as they cleave the frosty air, 
Take my adyice, those who desire a day on the “‘line,” 
Use a choke-bore of not less than nine pounds weight, 
and with plenty of good powder and chilled shot you 
will not regret your venture, BuLuE BILL. 
ae ee 

BEACH SHOOTING ON JESSUP'S NECK, 

HE day was beginning to dawn on the 22d of last 
| October as the Long Island Forester Club, repre- 

sented by five as ardent sportsmen as eyer drew bead on 
a duck, landed at Sag Harbor, a village which might be 
compared in somnolence with the one rendered more cel- 
ebrated by the pen of Washington Irving. It has been 
the custom of the L, I, F. C, to make an annual excur- 
sion to these hunting grounds about this time for the last 
four or fiye years, and wore not surprised to see a wagon 
awaiting us, and into which guns, baggage and ammu- 
nition were piled sufficient to stock an arsenal, 
A four-mile driye through cedar woods brought us at 

last to one of the prettiest and most sequestered hamlets 
on Long Island, named from an Indian tribe which once 
dwelt here, Noyac or Noeg (though it is believed that the 
former is the true orthography, and it is now known by 
the former name), If lies nestled close by a forest which 
extends seven miles hack to Bridgehampton, fronting 
Noyuc Bay, and commands a beautiful view of Long 
sepa Sound, Peconic Bay and the sandy hills of Shelter 
sland, 
After breakfast we strolled around the vicinity, yisit- 

ing the former friends of the club. The time passed 
pleasantly, listening to their homely gossip or some thrill- 
ing sea yarn spun by an old whaleman. 
When we awoke early the following morning the 

moon, which had been shining brightly early in the even- 
ing, had gone down, leaving fhe jilace shrouded in inky 
darkness, and the wind howling around the house with 
almost winter fierceness caused many wistful glances to 
be cast at the warm beds we had just left. 

But the expectations of a great bag which we hoped to 
get made us shake off these feelings, and we descended 
to partake of hot coffee and rolls, after which, shoulder- 
ing our guns, we stumbled out on the dark road en route 
for our destination—Jessup’s Neck, 
A twenty niinutes’ walk brought us to the neck, This 

singular formation of land consists of a low sandy penin- 
sula, one hundred feet in width, extending out into the 
sound about a mile and terminating in a promontory 
perhaps eighty feet in height, and separating Peconic 
Bay from Noyac Bay. Hastily collecting dried sea prass 
we make a circular blind about one hundred yards apart, 
high enough to sereen us from the keen eyes of the ducks, 
and lying inside these cramped quarters we patiently 
await the breaking of day. 

The distant gull in this early light, in his search for 
fcod, appears to be magnified to the sizeof aneagle. Soon 
the sun appears creeping above the horizon, and reflect- 
ing on water and clouds the most brilliant and beautiful 
colors I haye ever seen, A glance along the entire beach 
reveals nothing but heaps of sea grass, whose tops rustle 
in the keen blasts which sweep over them. Suddenly a 
cry is faintly brought to our ears of ‘* Doin east’ard !” 
and peeping just over my blind in that direction I can 
perceive up against the sky a bunch of ducks. They are 
rapidly nearing us, and we anxiously, breathlessly, watch 
their course, hoping they will cross oyer one of our blinds, 
They veer northwesterly and cross over Lon Edwards’ 
stand (one of the L, L. F. C.’s best shots) at lightning 
speed, their wings going so fast they resemble thespokes 
of a wheel in rapid motion. <A pull of smoke issues up 
from the blind, and a duck, suddenly arrested in its tre- 
mendous yelocity of flight, leayes the flock and falls 
heavily tothe ground. It proves to be a coot, of the 
swiftest of ducks, whose flight is computed to he from 
sixty to ninety miles an hour, ’ r 
Now a flock of sheldrakes appear in front, zomg acrogs 

the beach. They pass in front of ny cover; the gun fol- 
lows their line of flight a moment and is discharged, but 
still they keep on their course for two or three hundred 
yards, and I am chagrined to think I missed whatseemed 
so faira shot; but suddenly one flutters his wings in a 
desperate effort to keep up with the rest, but in yarn, and 
then a sullen plunge follows as the water of the bay closes 
over it. 

A. great many wounded ducks are Jost here in this 
manner, Sometimes at the turn of the tide they drift 
ashore.and are picked up next day; but more frequently 
they either saris and in their death struggles grasp hold | 
of some marine plants and neyer come to the surface, or 
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else are carried ont into the sound, One of the most diffi- 
cult things in duck shooting to a novice is to be able to 
judge when a duck is within killing distance; also ¢on- 
siderable address is required so to aim ag to give them the 
coup de grace before they could pass over this narrow strip 
of land, and requires one who is truly a dead shot, 
_ But to return to our mutton—the ducks, The fusilade 
is now general from the end of the beach to the main- 
land. Occasionally a flock will fly along abreast the en- 
tive peninsula receiying a whole broadside of shot, and 
then pass on leaving their number somewhat decimated, 
Toward 11 o'clock the flights slacken, and by 12 the sport 
is over for that day, 
The club returned to New York, bearing as their 

trophy of the morning’s shoot twelve coots, six broad- 
bills and fiye whistlers—a small bag comparatively, but 
wall earned by long and difficult shots. 

Harry HUNTER. 
a 

MY FIRST SHOOTING ON AU SABLE FLATS, 

ie was in the year 1865, before the Canada company had 
any oth of draining the marsh country néar the 

bend of the Au Sable River, that myself and Jack R. pro- 
posed going to the marshes for a few days tor ducks, 
which then were to be found in countless numbers in that 
section, ‘There were not many shooters who were famil- 
iar with this ground then, so that we had some fine sport 
over a ground that was almost a preserye. The Au Sable, 
IT may say, is not the stream of that name known to most 
of my sporting brethren in the State of Michigan, but one 
that rises somewhere in the interior of the western penin- 
sula of Ontario, and flows into Lake Huron near a small 
village known as Port Franks, Before reaching the lake 
the river winds in a tortuous course to almost eyery point 
of the compass, and one of these bends, encircling many 
hundreds of acres of marsh, is known to all sportsmen 
who go there as the Deyil’s Elbow. In the bend of the 
elbow there were in olden times two lakes known as 
lakes George and Burwell, of considerable area, shallow, 
and partially grown up with rice and other water plants, 
making one of the best duck grounds for its size in 
Canada, The lakes were from one to five miles wide and 
abont seven miles in length, with an average depth of say 
six feet. Some distance below the bend of the river some 
obstruction existed, which caused the river to oyerflow 
what little banks it had, and flood thousands of acres of 
the adjacent flat land to adepth of about three feet ; this, 
like the lakes, was grown up with water plants, and in 
stormy weather was a secure haven for ducks that had 
been driven in off Lake Huron and the other two lakes by 
heavy seas and winds. Hor many years not more than 
a dozen sportsmen visited this Hl Dorado in a season : 
thus, as I said before, it was almost a preserve. So much 
for our ground. 
We started from Stratford,and took with uy all our pro- 

visions, blankets, etc,, sufficient for a trip of ten days, 
although we found out afterward that we did not re- 
quire them, as we got lodgings at the house of a French- 
Canadian by the name of Varey, about two miles from 
the shooting-ground. This man was one of those who 
had settled in that place, and contrived to eke out a 
miserable existence by shooting ducks, fishing, trapping 
and taking in sportsmen who came there in the fall for 
sport—not, reader, ‘ taking them in,” as that term is 
generally understood, for he was one of the fairest men 
in his charges I ever saw. 

y armament consisted of a single-barrel gun, some- 
what noted about Stratford, and a double gun borrowed 
from Joe Turner, of happy memory, and a good weapon 
it was. ‘Jack carried one double gun of large bore and 
heavy metal. Our stock of ammunition might have 
served a company of regulars for a weekin war time, so 
extensive was il, and it is needless toremark thal most of 
it came home again. 
We arrived at our ground in the evening, after a drive 

of sixteen miles over a rough road from the railroad 
station, and after a good supper got things in order for a 
terrific onslaught on ducks next morning. During the 
night Jack was troubled in his sleep over ducks hard to 
hit or too heavy to carry, while no twenty men in the 
country ever shot so many ducks ina whole trip as I did 
in this the first night of my first duck shooting excur- 
sion, We were up long before daylight, and while 
breakfast was jixing employed ourselves giving our 
boots one more coat of waterproof and arranging sundry 
other little details. Thesaand the good breakfast being 
disposed of, we started for the marsh in a small skiff be- 
longing to Varey, taking turns at pulling to keep warm. 
Arrived there, it did not take long fo run the boat into 
the cover of the rushes, and yery soon the fun began, 
With daylight the ducks Hew, and up to that time I had 
never seen so many in my life. What wonder, then, 
that fever (whether “ buck” or ‘‘duck” I know not) took 
me, but the flight was passed for that day before 
my ueryes got cooled down enough for me to shoot 
with any success, However, I soon made up for lost time, 
and during the remainder of our stay, gave a good ac- 
count of myself, 
We were five days on the ground; but after the 

second, the weather got so fine that the ducks only came 
in to feed at night, and went out in the lakes, where it 
was impossible fo get them in the daytime. After wait- 
ing threes days more in hopes of a change, but none ap- 
pearing, we packetl up, sent a boy for our team and re- 
turned once more to civilized life, alter five days of rest 
and two of good sport. Our bag, when divided, gaye us 
forty-five, nearly all mallards, so our time was not lost. 
The expeuse of the trip only amounted to $15. 
Thus it was nob ruinous and well repaid itself, and 1 

may say, although I haye been duck-shooting many 
times since, that this was the only trip I ever had in my 
life where the receipts exceeded the expenditure. 

This fine shooting ground is now only a shadow of 
what it formerly was, as the Canada company cut a 
canal from the lakes to the river, about a mile from its 
mouth, and partially drained them out. Instead of being 
covered with water and rice, it is now avast bog, immpass- 
able in many places, and during spring and fall one of 
the best snipe grounds in Canada, especially in fall after 
adry summer, With the rice the ducks departed also, 
and now nof one is shot where as many hundred 
could be killed fifteen years ago. J haye been there 
nearly every year, but it is only to see the glory surely 
waning, and instead of ducks, employ my summer holi- 
day in catching black bass, of which move at another 
time, Av SAUBLE. 

—— oe 
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Apironpack Derr Huntine.—Moira, N. ¥., March 
16¢h.—I think the deer the coming season will be plen 
in the Adirondacks, for there has not been snow enou: 
during the winter for crusting or killing them in yards, 
as is generally done in winter when the snows are deep, 
They also will come out in good order, the weather has 
been so mild, and they could get at their food easily. I 
haye not heard of any being killed during the past winter 
which is the first one that [ haye not for many years, 

ADRION ONDACK, 
New Jersex—Ocecan County, March 31st.—Shooting 

has been poor. Ducksare plenty, but bard to get at, as 
they will not stool, The flight has already commenced, 
and thousands are arriving and leaving daily. Wilson's 
snipe are here, but are yery scattering, I haye seen and 
shot a few this week, but the strong easterly winds 
nearly all the month haye kept the tide so high that 
walking on the méadows is very difficult, We shail have 
plenty of good sport the first warm days that come. 

K., JR, 

PENNSYLVANIA— Applebuchsville, March 22d.—I and 
Mr. Townsend of Philadelphia were down around Tini- 
cum Island the 8th of this month, We met with poor 
success. It was stormy nearly all the tima, andl the ducks 
were very wild, All we shot were oyer stool-ducka, 
Snipe do not seem to tome yery thick, Iwas down in 
the Big Meadows last Saturday and started two snipe. I 
think itis most too early for them, but L hope in a week 
or two they will be plenty, There is any quantify of 
quails and rabbits left from the winter, J hope by next 
fall we will meet with good success, Pheasants are yery 
scarce, 8, T..G 
VirGINTA Novres.—Bedford County, Va., March 12th, 

—This is a dead time of year in these parts as regards 
sporting matters, unless one can dignify the annual flights 
of robins by classing their migrations under that head, 
Yor want of more interesting matter we may state that 
these birds have arrived in unusually large numbers this 
spring, and the heart of the single barreled schoolboy has 
waxed extra joyful at their abundance, and the danger to 
those people whose ayocations lead them in the neighbor- 
hood of grass lots around towns and other such locali- 
ties dear to robins and their youthful pursuers is propor- 
tionately increased, The winter in the mountains has 
been specially favorable to the young trout, und we may 
hope when the season opens—April lsi—to have better 
luck than last year, 

I hear that black bass are being caught in great quan- 
tities lower down the Staunton (Roanoke) than ever be- 
fore known, I visited Captain MoMurdo’s kennels last 
week and found that gentleman busy at work upon soma 
very fine young dogs, representatives of the canine aris- 
tocracy of diverse sections of the Union. 
The whistle of the steam-engine is at last to awaken 

the echoes of fhe James River Valley, that hitherto have 
responded only to the musie of the boutmen’s horns, and 
the splendid bass fishing at the head of the river will in 
the course of a year or two be more easily reached than 
now. RINGwoop, 

Duck anp Goosm SHootme ar Goon Grounn, L. TL 
—Providence, R, I, March 19/h.—Myself and com- 
panion, Mr. P., of Providence, arrived at Lane's, 
Good Ground, L. [., on the evening of March 16th, 
Found Mr, 1, and My, §&,, of New York, and Mr. 
P., of Hartford, all fine sportsmen, waiting for a 
flight of geese, Wednesday dawned cold, cloudy and 
windy, and as Lane said, **a poor prospect for geese,” 
Messrs. D, and §. started early for ducks, and the rest of 
us, four in number, took to the boxes for pease, After 
the stools were well set out and the boxed emptied of 
water and sand, the party helped themselves to boxes 
and waited for the game, They soon hove in sight (a 
bunch of eight), and settled among the stools, We se- 
cured only three of that bunch, owing partly to @ miss- 
fire from Mr, Pes gun and the poor shoofing of your 
correspondent, We waited along tite before another 
bunch came in sight, and when they did come, they 
were very shy and settled a long way off; and after 
half an hour of skillful work of the boat, with Si. at 
the helm, Lane thought it best to “ give it to ‘'em,” al- 
though along way off. Eight shots rewarded us with 
seven as fine gaese as ever fed in the bay, and soon after 
a black duck fell to Mr. P.’s gun, of Providence, ata yery 
long shot, and that was the extentof the bag for the day, 
We were nearly chilled to the bone, and returned to the 
house through a severe snow squall. The luck, since then, 
I know not of. J, H, 

NEBRASKA Duck SHootinG.—Omuha, March 16th.—A 
parly Tubes of General Crook, Major Feney, J. 8, 
Collins and J. W. Petty left to-day at 8 A.M. for a bunt 
aboutfourteen miles north of Omaha, They returned at 
8 o'clock P.M. with the following bag, 476 ducks, red- 
heads mostly; 1 Canada goose and | trumpeter swan, 
Thesame party last spring, on the Platte River, thirty 
miles west of Omaha, bagged 135 geese, 19 ducks and 3 
sandhill cranes. General Grook and J. 5. Collins on last 
Friday, the 12th, killed and bagged 125 ducks in about 
two hours’ shooting at the first-iamed place. 

If any of the sportsmen want some good sport this is 
the best place to come to, The fall shooting is much 
better than the spring, Parties wishing information will 
a eke with any reply by addressing Collins & Petty, 
maha, : 

THe Sv. Mary’s AND ORBEFPENOKE.—Your recent no- 
tices of the St, Mary’s River and the Okeefeenoke, as 
“happy hunting grounds,” have turned the attention of 
seereruen already in that direction, and their experi- 
ences, no doubt, will brmg matty more next year, when 
the folks of Chesser’s Island will be better prepared than 
we found them Isst week. Our party consisted of two 
Harvard men, ons Long Islander, and$your correspond- 
ent, As one of the party proposes a contribution on 
the subject, I will not steal his thunder, but cannot re- 
frain from expressing our entire satisfaction at the tri 
up and down thé 8t, Mary’s River, which far exceede 
our combined expectations, and we bad all had prett; 
large ' river experiences,” from Canuda to the tropics, 

The St. Mary’s offers a perfect ‘ battue” for alliga 
shooting, Ourrifies and shot-guns were in constant 
quisition ; we did not keep count on the up-trip, but 0; 
the down, fifteen fell to our fire, The Captain an 
Engineer of thea Mora are both first-class shots, and 
doubt have first-rate practice on this beautiful river, 
ready the banks were ablaze with all kinds of Gow 
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shrubs, conspicuous among which were the azalea and 
graceful yallow jasmine, while magnificent magnolias 
and fragrant bay gave promise of a glorious bouquet in a 
few weeks. We rested ati the excellent hotel at 8t. 
Mary’s, kept by Mr. Thompson, of the Kearsarge House, 
New Hampshire, which we cheerfully recommend as one 
of the best, cosiest and most reasonable hotels in the 
South, And the week following our return, had the 
gratification of meeting your old friend—and excellent 
sportsman—Mr, BH. 8. Kenney, of New York, who had 
just returned from a trip up. the river, delighted with 
the exoursion, and jubilant oyer a splendid shot he had 
made from the deck of the steamer, which resulted in 
the death of a nobledeer. On the return trip, alligator- 
shooting, shark-catching and porpoise-hunting, to say 
nothing of drum and snapper-fishing, are the order of 
the day here now, in magnificent sunshine, while we read 
of snow and slush north of Virginia. Why will not thou- 
sands of our people combine business with pleasure in 
this singularly favored region, where there is room 
and (as we have every where found) a welcome for all. 

OKEHEFEENOKE, 

Mississippi— Vicksburg, Feb, 28t/.—My brother and I 
went over the lake in front of the city this morning to 
bid the ducks good-by and found they had already per- 
formed that ceremony and left, They haye not been 
abundant this season. Last year they furnished good 
sport till the middle of April, The snipe are just coming 
in, but are quite wild. The season for quail closes March 
15th, and so with most other game. So you see our days 
for hunting are now few, Fishing quite poor. There 
has been no high water for three or four years, and the 
supply in the Jakes has been exhausted, Weather ex- 
tremely warm, Jaypdai Ter 

MIaRATING GrESE.—Palestine, Texas, March 18th,— 
Large flocks of wild geese are ying over us nightly, 
bound North, Some are reported as having stopped near 
the bottom of the Trinity River, distant about eighteen 
miles south of this point. None haye been secured to my 
knowledge. One flock, or a portion of a fiock, were fly- 
ing around in a bewildered way one night this week, as 
though thay were at loss for their proper direction, As 
the night was extremely dark and rainy, might they not 
haye become bewildered? Numerous hunting parties 
are making the Trinity River their objective point for 
wild turkeys. They are reported very plenty this spring, 
although it is a little early for them to *‘ gobble” well. 
One party, consisting of R, H. Mitchell, the two Johnson 
brothers and Ellis Stearns, drove ta the old bed of the 
river and succeeded in shooting three gobblers, and a 
number of pigeons, squirrels, etc. Quail are yery numer- 
ous, but itis allor nothing. They seem to move en masse, 

L'ECLAIRE, 

STRANGE CAPTURE OF A Dovye.—Pearisburg, Giles Co., 
Va., March 15th.—Many years ago I was out with a 
neighbor’s hoy hunting for any kind of game that might 
chance to fall in our way. After proceeding about a mile 
without seeing anything worth a shot, I saw rise up from 
a corn shock some ten or a dozen doves. Isaw they ware 
coming directly overhead, and there bemg but one gun 
between us, Isuggested a shot at them from my comrade, 
who had the gun, He did not seem inclined to shoot, 
when ILremarked, with action to suit, that if he did not 
shoot I would yell at them as they came over my head 
and scare one to death. No sooner said than done, and 
down came one of the birds from the flock. When it 
fell to the ground I looked at my companion noé a little 
surprised. After gazing an instant on his wide-stretched 
eyes, Tran to get my dove, which was about twenty paces 
away, fluttering as though its head had been severed 
from its body, I picked it up to ascertain, if I could, the 
cause of its strange proceedings, After aspeedy exter- 
nal examination, and finding all the parts sound, I 
opened its mouth and the mystery was solved. In its 
gullet, in sight, were a couple of corn grains, which it 
was carrying in its mouth, and which it had attempted 
to swallow, as it passed over our heads, They had be- 
come lodged in the throat and had caused strangulation 
to such an extent as to bring the bird to the ground. I 
removed the grains of corn and he went on his way re- 
joicing, Tat P; 
er 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

MAINE.—Topsham, March 18th.—Riverside Club shoot ; Card's re- 

volving trap; 18 yards rise:— 
br Fas Wi es OG Gils Cs PR Ty ses Ee; 
Lov i rp tad 233 
Tiiiztiidododa i-s 
0110121121101 i 
IMD Jeb DTS a ei 
LoD ae a0 at Be 

Q. A. Goud .....:..-4+ 001118 York .....-.2.....-.. 111114 
Stetson... .ccee--- sees 100113 

W.A.S. 

RAyMoND SPORTSMEN’S CruB.—Moaren 20th.—Match at 20 balls 

each > handicap afided in the following summary; the result be- 

ing nine ties for six prizes :— 

Dinbles. Rotary. Total, 

O. F. Belcher.,..---.+.....-+--- i] 50 100— —100 

RE. Schaefer . 50 50 100— —100 

WB. Witherell . AG 50) 96x. 4—100 

J. €, Smit . 45 45 90x10—100 

W. Oharles . a1 AT 88x12—100 
K. P. Gleason . 40 45 85215—100 

J. 8, Smit -. 46 42 §8x12—100 

V. H. Fox, .,,----+++ .., 48 40 83x17—100 

H.8. Harris. .. .- +- . dt 39 83x17—100 
Mirry Mount SHOOTING CLuB.—Quincy, Mass., March 20th.— 

‘Match at 20 balls each; 18 yards rise:— 
Rotiury. Double 
Trap. Trap. Total. 

Albert Keating.......0.,--..:2-s0--s9 61 - 9 10 19 
John Curti Bd fat gt oe cle eet tt 8 18 
Thomas Curtis... ..------- +1", 9 18 
George Monk...,... ot ce aed ¥ 16 
By Harawithe veces serene -- 6241 5 18 
H. OF Studley. cet si eevoueetees creo ire 6 6 2 
Perez Chubbuck.:,.--:.. ie! 6 ae} 
@. Ty, Prescott) -- .s:. , -+: ai 3 ih 

Mhomuas Burnald..,.--..-. 3.- teu 3 10 
Pranic Gurtis.........---..00- .. # ‘ii i) 
W. Niglitengale ..... sec. .. # A 9 

Deniol A. Moore. ..---106..- eee ee cy 4 8 

Aiithe conclusion of the aboye match, Hdward Hardwick chal- 
Jenyed Albert Keating for the silver badge won by the latter last 
month. The result ;— , 

Aibert Kesting...-....- diclne ape censledad 10 We 

Baward Haydwwick, epee Aker tiie 6 13 

Beturyot RANGE,—Mareh 20tf.—Maich from double and ro- 

tary traps :— 
Double Rotary 
Trig. Trap. Total 

O. Belcher, 2.244 4212-2 cs 2-322 .201. lO 10 Ri 
Re-entry .....-. ..+ - 10 10 2 

R, F. Schaefer..... 10 10 a 
W. Charles..,, -.-.- 10 9 19 
Re-entry... a) 10 7 

T.R. Smit 8 i) as 
Re-entry 8 8 16 

J. H. Fox 8 9 i 
Re-entry... a T 14 

W-H. Sawyer 8 +] it 
CG. J. Goodale. 8 9 1 
H. H. Harris 10 7 Ww 
W. B. Witherel . 8 8 16 
Re-entry .... et 8 16 

TEE GLOBBOTL Aw ladser-s uyden=t =m oF .8 8 16 
RE-ENUY s i ac se cence 5 fh 8 1b 
0. Smith, ,, ais 9 16 
Re-entry Pee ibe cn weet err - § 8 lt 

PRUNES Bs oss ebas baile teh ficioleaie 18 5 1 
AE-ETb Tyee sty ps. s ey peesete one .. 6 att) 16 

H. Dutton..... eae 8 16 
Re-entry....... .. 8 8 Ib 

A, A, Sidnner Seat $ at 
J, H. Nason .... ahh 6 1% 
TI asf ULe Me a cmicteidaion ruber e(cuae cat vet erat 4 8 12 

Nuw Yore—March 18th.—A pigeon match took place at College 

Point, L.1., on the 17th instant, between Mr. George Van Wugenen 

and Mr. Garrett Roach, of this city, for 4 silyer cup; 25 birds a 

side; 2t yards rise. The day was anything buta good one for 
shooting, as the wind blew a gale, and from the exposed condi- 
tion of the grounds it was yery disagreeable. Neverthless a fine 
score wasmade. This was fhe first attempt {of Mr, Van Wagenen 

at pigeons, althouch he enjoys a fine reputation as a fleld shot. 

The birds were all strong and good flyers. Mr. Van Wagenen 

used a 10-bore Hackett and Mr. Roach his celebrated 1?-bore 
Greener, Mr. Sloate actedas referee. We append the score :— 
Garrett Roach... 111012112121 011011111111111—2 
G, Van Wagenen,1110110111110010100110101—16 

BROOKLYN Gun CLivB.—Dexter Park, March 23d.—Twelfth and 
last monthly contest for a gun; 10 birds each - 80 yards boundary ; 

ground traps; ljozs. shot ;— 

Faris Rise. 
T. Broadway. .28 
5S. Steel. . wal 

H tReRe Ree Oo BooosHeHeHHe SeooHroHesoke 
Re CMe te Hoo 

CORBRHEE EERE 
ld ell 

CSCO H sO0SCRREE SorPoHHSoHOoRHSoe CoM nSammi&eoa 

Same Day.—The four members of the club who succeeded in 

winning the gun twice each during the year then shot off the tie 

80 as to decide the ownership ; tie decided at three birds exch and 

under the same conditions as above. Score :— 

Killed. 
Ces its: Wa Rea eas oS) 5 1Tiitkiiil 6 
W. Wyann....- Se Arn a cheat Bale te 
T. Broadway. ..----+5 - 80 11101 4 
PIASCOVEUS ed ees crepe wee eles nS i 1 

Fountain Guy Gnwe.—Parksville, L. 1., March 16th.—Seyenth 

contest of the Fountain Gun Club for three special prizes, to be 

awarded to the three highest average scores in nine contests; 

shot for at 7 birds each (8 at 21 yards, 2 at 26 yards and? at 31 

yards); from Hand T plunge-traps; 80 yards boundary; using 

one barrel; F. G. Club rules :— 
21 Yds. 26 Yds, 31 Yds, XK mM, 

HE, H. Madison. (cole bag b 3 geal 1 6 1 
J, T. Slane .-- heleak a} ol ieee 6 ii 

Syni Sih teal alah 0 1 5 2 
ih it i 0 ate 5 2 
11 10 0 0 4 8 

- ao G 0 0 O71 1] 4 3 
URGRyMI OS vafeee tebe seems 010 01 10 8 4 
Cowenhoven......--....-+- ah it al 0 0 0 0 a 4 

ff iL ak th) 0 0 0 1 & 4 
1 0 0 0 0 0 a 6 
0 0 01 0 0 2 5 
0 0 00 Q 1 1 6 0 

Referee—Mr. Harry Miller, 

QunpyN Crry vs. ADDUBON—Brooklyn, March 6th.—The shooting 
match between George W, Smith, of the Queen City Sportsmen's 

Club, and George Meister, of the Audubon Club, in which an un- 

usual degree of interest was centered, took place yesterduy after- 

noon at Byron M. Schultz’s place, Buffalo Plains, and attracted 

the largest assemblage ever gathered ata priyate shoot in this 
city. They shot at 100 tame pigeons each, from ground traps, 

twenty yards rise. The match was conducted under the Forester 

Club rules for ground trap shooting. Jonathan Sidway, Esq., 

acted as referee, while Messrs, Willis C. Jacus and Robert Newell 

officiated as judges for Messrs. Smith and Meister respectively. 
Messrs. John B, Sage and H. HE. Steyens were appointed official 

score-keepers. The birds were first class, only two having been 
decided as “no bird” according torule. The scores were us fol- 
lows :— 

George W. Smith—1 0110211711010111110111011 
1111101101111 011001701111017111111111 
L111O011V1IITIT0LIT11111001211111010111111 
1—80 
George Meister—11111111111111100111111011 

OLTILTLIOLTOLLLILOLOLILONLTOLIL1111001001 
an beater nar cee ip Cee ee Tn Lee 

Mr, Meister took the lead and keptit, yarying from two to four 
birds, until the fifty-ninth bird shot at, which he missed, making 
the score 4. tie, and from then he failed at any time to place him- 
self within two of his competitor, who wou by the remarkable 
score of eighty birds out of the hundred, ChAwkKs 

MurRPHY ys, HALLOCK.—Match at Bergen Point, N. J., between 
H. G. Murphy, of the New York Gun Club, and H. W. Hallock, of 

the Narragansett Gun Club; 100 birds each; 30 yarde rise; 5 
ground traps; use of botli barrels; Hurlingham rules; $500 a 
side, Mr. Murphy allowed Mr. Hallock seven dead birds :— 

MURPHY, 

1211011011111111111011111111110011110011110 
01111110111111011100111010101110110110101111 
1110111111100—Rilled, 77; missed, 23. 

HALLOCK. 

=1011100111011000011101011111110101110110111 
OOOOTOTLIVII1111100007100011111111010111 000071 
0111110010011—Killed, 63; missed, 37. 
Time of mateh, three hours. 

Mripway SHootmG CLuB.—Matawan, N. 3.. Mareh 19lh.—The 

annual meeting of the Midway Shooting Club of Matawan was 
held March 18th in the club rooms, and the following gentlemen 

were elected officers for the ensuing year:—President, James 

Lambertson; Vice-President, H, H. Warne; Secretary, P. C. 
Disbrow; Treasurer, James Van Brackle, The olub then ad- 
journed to their grounds, and a portion of the members partici- 
pated in the regular monthly shoot, with the following result. 

Match for gun and badge at 21 yards; Van Brackle, 223 yards; 
ground trap; 1ozs. shot:— 

James Van Brackle,.... ......-..,-.1 21101006011 0-6 
George Wait.......-. .6.--.00-- tht Paid 4. orto 13 
Hdward Van Deveer.,...-. se h1¢d}eodort_toii1d ite 
A.R, Colman.-.,,-...-44 -:.02-.+ Bet et we 1 Geo) 65 
Hs Be Bergan). oe. vo ee 0 Toptid of 0 a6 
Hy. A. Warne. ...0-cc..c.. vesace Vee cit Leh shee 10s 
James Lambertson eee to Oet ft a0 a= 

B. Bel sie piece 1 ie a=. 
EF. W. Bank 00211 0 withdrawn. 
W.H. Dunlop rb DY OL Ta ood As 
CG. Warne... 12 0) betes ois 
(PME GILG Pye = 96 of s-seb aslo ee TOE LA ils 1 0-8 
Samuel Lambertson .,............2... O00TLIOLCHLS 
J, GT +--0 1 0 0 withdrawn —1 

Ties shot off; miss and go out; 21 yards:— 

EP WiEitre who teases bss cles oa W.A, Dunlap...-.<-....,-- 0 
H. ++: 2 1 1) C. Warne........ 
BOW) Hyer. -. 2.52. c2-cvere’ 1 1 O| GC. Muirheid................ 

THe HUMMELSTOWN TOURNAMENT.—Hummelstown, Pd., March 

20th.—To-day was a gala day here among the sportsmen who came 

together to haye a grand shooting match of pigeons snd glass 

balls. ‘Che first match was between Keller and Allen at 20 glass 
balls from a Card revolying trap :— 
W. Allen... 
G, H. Keller 

ft Tidal 2 Aaa 

= ba 
UW KOONS, i 1402 <-<-y. ool 

ai 

ely 
J. O. Oyster.....-.... 

1—d | A. Whitamer.,....... 1 

again on 8 each; Keller finally winning: 

paar HOSOHH: 
Keller and Roat tie 

with 2 more. 

Fifth sweepstakes; 10 balls; 2 prizes:— 

a 

J; Criner...-.+ 1111111011 — 9|G. Keller......1111111110—9 
J, Bucher,.... 0001011101—5)| J. Oyster,...., 1001010010—-4 
W. Bock 11114111111—10| J. May... 10111110107 

11111011— 8| H, Roat........ 1011110011—-7 
en eae W. Wade...... 10111101118 

=i 
The sixth match was for the pigeon match for $114 in gold, and 

brought out thirty-six shooters to the trap. A strong wind bloyw— 

ing across the field, the birds were carried rapidly to the right, 

quartering from the trap, which gave a good chance to decide 

the merits of the shooters. First prize, $60; second, $30; third, 

$20; fourth. $14:— 
WE AAIOTIN ct tals a-nejee 1L1111—65| H. Roat......-..-.,.2. 1001138 
W. MeGlachin ..0 111 1—4] Oliver Hinnershitz..1 110 0-3 
Jacob Snell.__. +-01000—1| M. Isenbrice......... 011114 
Mike Stuart. ... --01111—4| George H. Keller....1110 1-4 
William Wade....... Q1111-4| Joe Martin....... ... 000000 
M. R. Burkholder... 11110—4| Ed. Hager. .,........ 001118 
John Butz......-..-.. L111 0+} Mord. = .....7..-.: 1000L2 
Frank Criner,. --1100 1-8] J. Whitmoyer....... 01110-38 
Samuel Peace. -..0 10 0 1-2} Lewis Criner..-,....- 010013 
FF. H. Rinohl 0111 1—4| Miff Wright......... 001012 

ne 11001-3 1110—¢ 
000000 1100-2 
111104 1100-3 

Sol Shenk. . 110013 10012 
Russell Mille 000112 6010-1 
Jac Wikel... 001113 1110-4 
H. Hinnershitz .00101-2 0100-1 
John Snell...........- 001102 0101L28 

K. 

Gunr Orry Guy CLuB.—The third annual pireon tournament 
of the Gulf City Gun Club will be held at Mobile, Ala., April 28th, 
29th and 30th, open to all amateurs. No gun larger than 10-bore 

allowed. Charge of shot 1 ounces, Dixon measure, 1,106 or 1,107 
the limit. Headquarters for sportsmen, Gulf City Gun Club rooms2 

Opal Building, second story. All matches to be shot from H. and 

T. plunge traps, unless otherwise specified in the programme, and 

prizes awarded as follows: 50 per cent. to first; 30 per cent, ta 

second; 20 per cent. to third. Five per cent. of all purses to 

be deducted for expenses. Under no circumstances will any 

shooting be allowed except at the score, For further information, 
apply to G. W. Tunstall, Chairman Executive Committee. 

Mississippi—Union Church, March 1ith.—On the 24 of July last 

we organized the Union Church Gun Club, with a membership of 

ten. The following are the officers: President, John McArn; 

Vice-President, Ben. Garrett; Secretary and Treasurer, John 8. 

Gillis, The opening match was shot on the day of organization by 

only six of the members, from two Bogardus traps, 15 single 

balls each, 18 yards rise, Bogardus’ Rules :— 

ts) ADA TI J fiotrtte sittncnlp etna) eel 
Donegal Torrey........ 
Eddie Lamb.......... .,, 

We expect to reorganize pretty soon, 

PanaMA.—the Star and Herald reports alate pigeon match en- 
gaged in by some sportsmen whose names ure familiar to nur New 

York readers. The day was fair, but the wind was strong. The 

birds were fine, but mostly incomers; 21 yards rise; 40 yards 
limit :— 

steamer Conetitution. 

CHALLENGE FROM BOGARDUS TO ERB.—Chicago, Til.—Editor 

Forest and Stream :—As I shot a match at pigeons with Fred Erb" 
Jr., at 100 birds each, at St. Joseph, Mo., on lth of March, and 

gaye him two yards odds, he shooting at twenty-eight yards and I 
at thirty, and as he madea big score and won, now; would like to 

shoot him 4 match on eyen terme, thirty yards rise, Hnglish rules, 

asf want practice for my English match, which comes off in 

July. As far as slooting for “ big money” is concerned, I will 

shoot the match for the price of birds, orfor from $100 up to 
$1,000 a side, and then if I win I will give him the same odds as 
before in another match, or I will let him name a match at 160 
pigeons, any rise,double or single. If this match is accepted T 
would name the last week in April as the date, and St, Louis, Mo,, 

as the place, or any other half-way ground, I will agree to fur- 
nish the pigeons for the match, and guarantee they will fly with- 

out going outtu scarethem up, As Itrb ig one of the best shots 

in the country, [hope he may accept this, for I want to find a 

man who can equal me or beat me,and then we will go to Eng~ 

land us a team, A, AH. BOGARDDS, 

at ee 

—The Forge House, at the Fulton Chain (Boonville). 
Adirondacks, has opened for the season, : 
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MAssaAcHusetrs——Boston, March 10th Mammoth Rifle Gallery. 
—The third week of the Consolation Rifle Match at the Mam- 
moth Gallery has shown the best shooting since the January 

feries last month. Messrs. Arnold, Richardson and Harrison were 
tied for the first three prizes. They met in the gallery last 

Wednesday to shoot off the tie; it was a splendid contest and was 

verry close between the first two gentlemen, Mr. Harrison not 

shooting in his usual form. They shot 10 scores, each or a possi- 
ble 400. Mr, Arnold made 373 (average 37 3-10), Mr. Richardson 

made 372 (average 37 2-10), and Mr. Harrison made 302 (average 
362-10), Mr. Arnold winning the first prize of $15 by one point, 

Mr. Richardson winning the second prize of $10,and Mr. Harri- 

son the third prize of $8. Mr. Arnold took his success modestly, 
and was congratulated by one and all present. The other two 

fentlemen took their defeat kindly, and as Mr. Arnold was obliged 

to take the cars for home Messrs. Richardson and Harrison im- 

proved the time to shoot in tliis month’s match. Mr. Richardson 
Made five clean scores, and with two made previous making seyen 

elean scores in all, which places him to the frontfor the extra 

prize of $20 to any one making the highest nuniber of clean scores 

during the month. He made eighteen consecutiye bull's-eyes, 

tivo clean scores in succession and two more bull’s-eyes on his 

next score, which is the highest number ever made in the gallery. 

The next highest is Mr. Arnold, with sixteen consecutive bull's- 

eyes. Mr. Harrison made two more clean scores, making threo 
in all, the highest possible score in the matoh; andno doubt the 
three gentlémen will meet again next month to shoot off the 

ties, aud it will be bard to predict the winner in the second class. 

Mr. L. W.Farrar takes the lead with three 38s, closely followed 
by Messrs. McKenzie and Swift sith three 38s, but ranking in the 

order named. The following is the standing to date; 150 feet; 

rounds 8; possible 40 :— ; 
wi “ First Class. 
.B, Richardson..40 40 40—120| D. N. Sherburne..39 39 39—1IT 

Fee Waerison 40 40 40—120] I. Merrill....,.---: 3) 689 «89—HT 
N, W. Arnold..... 39 40 40—119| 0. Edwards........ 38T 388 39-14 

Second Class. 

. W. ..----88 838 88—lI14| Thos. Howe.-.....36 36 36—108 
Gonion Nokon 6.38 38 38—114| Col. Nat Wales,...34 37 37—108 
P: D. Swift -- 38 & eet a ASA EAA 2 esas 

. Ss. James. = 38 38—118| HE. Shumway......35 33 37— 
a Orth 3 38-112 | F.. A. Brudtord....85 35 87—l0T 

i 38—112 | W. E. Sturat.....- 34 36 36—106 
88—111] J, Golden......... 85 85 36—1 
37—110 | Geo, Estes.......-. 85 35 35—105 
ai—110 | A. C. Staples....... 35 85 35—I05 
38—109 | C. R. Curtis. ....-.- 45 35—l0t 

} 87—109 | Geo. D. Edson..... B84 35 35-104 
si—1oo G. E. R. 

Watnut Hill, March Wth—The knowledges that menbers of the 

famous ‘Hmpire Club, vf New York, would visit Walnut Hill 
to-day, (0, participate in the thirteenth competition in “ Bvery- 

body's Match,” attracted a large number of riflemen and many 
spectators to witness the shooting. The tight gentlemen who 
represented the New York team were Messrs, W. M, Farrow, F, 
A, Holton, T. Fitz, A, Hubbell, J, W. Todd, C. EB, Tayntor, W, A. 

Robinson and D.F. Davids. The last visit of this club was in 
January last, when Mr. Farrow made his full score. Since that 
time Mr.J. 8. Sumner has also made a full score, and Captain 

Jackson, with two points added for his military rifle, also afull 

score, and forty-aine has not been an uncommon achievement, 

The day proved all that the most fastidious inarksman could 

desirt—spring-like and warm, The wind came gently from the 

west, and was easily controlled in the early stages of the shout- 

ing. The sun shone brightly, which produced a severe glare upon 

the whit snow which coyered the range before the butts. In the 
afternoon fieecy clouds sailed rapidly across the horizon, which 

s00n became of a leaden hue, and casting their dark shadows 

upon the targets, effected elevations. The wind at this point of 

+he shooting acted in an erratic manner, changing to the east, and 

all ciloulations were upset, Mr. Farrow, with his knowledge of 

rifle shooting, watched the signal flags, took in all the climatic 

changes, started in fora full score, and after sending into the 

bull’s-eye nine consecutive bullets, he faced the target for his last 

shot and got a “nipper” at 12 o'clock, and returned a disap- 
pointed man for 49. Holton, Fitz and Hubbell each got 48, and 

Todd finished for 47, making an ayerage for the eight visitors of 

4g}. Mr. Kirkwood upheld the reputation of the Massachusetts 
clubwith a good 48,and Mr. Sumner 47, but the New Yorkers 
walked aivay with the Walnut ;Hill shooters in fine shape. The 

yisiting riflemen left for New York on the evening boat, well 
pleased with their trip. There were 222 entries, The best are 

given, us follows :— 
AW. M. Farrow..---+:-yiesees ereeeeee 
HH, Holton. ..---..5 ae 

TES Wize. bas ne cyee ss 
A, Hubbell....., ees 

Te Wil TVOdds a Secrets. 
AF 5; SUDIBOYe ee ee nee ss cree eases thee 
F. F, Richardson. . 
D. F. Davids oe 

Am rm ee PP eH ede ay re C1 eon vem OH HR IE ge Co CE He TIE Hee pm CT ee OT rr cae ee em ee TOTO Sy Gracy or DD SE ee OT ee on ar OT OES Bene Groot OTHE STC St CT pe rie OU ST on OTST ee OL Tp FS pe HN pe pI OTe ET St pe oH Te ITO He ee Be in pe OY Cr OT ET OT FT cre pe re He Cre me CT ON TON OT AER He A Hm Coe Hon Oy Coe Hae 8 Coe Cee Cot OY Oe me Coy ST oe oe 

~ | i‘ co 
Rowers. pic 

* ~ LAW... 

J. Nichols..-.... s 446 

J. EF. Brown (mil.), 445 

C. EH, 'Zayntor 
5—45, 

E. B. Southe 
4-45 

N. Washburn. 
5d 

W. A. Ktobinso 4-43 

o, U. Meigz6 
443 

E. Whittie 
448 

R. YF. 
443 

#, Bennett 
4—{9 

Cc. J. Paige 
3-40 

Bist, 

Medford, March 20th.—The Raymond Sportsman's Club held th
eir 

final competition in the subseription glass-ball and rifle matches 

at Belleyue Range, Friday. The following stores were made with 

the vifle ; 200 yards :— 
eeu ptf ee GSO ED DiS ell 160d <5 28 0— Bb 

D. kinky00 bite: 6665 5 5 5 5 6 :—5t 
Ey, James... s.s-se0s- .~6 5555 45 5 4 6-H 

Re-entry. -.-.-1---- +» 64655 44 6 6 4-49 

¢. M. Gueth 55565 45 5 5 4-49 
3.8, Bennett-........- es TA a 4455553 6 5 6-47 
The following are the winners of prizes In the subscription 

giass-ball match; and thelr match scores; aggregate 4 shoots:— 

.P, Belcher. ---::..--- Freres
 : 

Ro Schaefer ..--2.).++- -. 60 50 100 

W..B. Witherell. -.- .---- b 4 60 03 

J. @, Smith, ..-. ----.: a 45 # 

W.. Charies...., + i a 

Jo. Smith --......-:- " " a 88 

H. S. Harris... .:-.. 22-5 .0- c 83 

&, Hy Fox........ beerripeditede 43 40) 83 

The handicap added made each of the abovea tie. Shooting off 
ties resulted as follows ;— 
W. Charles, first prize; H.S. Harris, second prize; K.P. Gleason, 

third prize; G. H. Fox, fourth prizo; 0, ¥, Beleher, fifth prize; 
J. R. Smith, sixth prize. 

In the rifle match winners and scores are aa follows :— 
bi 57—1i1 
aT 56—170 
at 54—163 
52 55—168 
at 538—161 
53 53—168 
53 3—158 
49 48—146 

—The Beachniont Rifle Club as been newly organized, and will 
be known hereafter as the Magnolia Rifle Club. There will bean 

election of officers on March 26th at the Magnolia Gallery, 
Boston. 

MAGNOLIA GALLERY.—The shooting in the classified match has 
been first-class, as follaws:— 

First. Class. 
Wx Giles 5. ease obs 8s sda ts v7 50 AG 5O—150 
Ty FT ee Se Ae SS AT 49 49—145 
W. Henry . 48 48—1lis 
EK, Walters . 4T 48 41—142 
J. M. Smith . 46 47—140 
C. D. Harvison. . AT 45 45—137 
J.R.F. Schacfer....--.--...--.. .. 46 dt 47—186 

Class. 

Be RBG ss 5. ose per as oben t= reek 47 48—142 
W. HH. Farnham 48 47—141 
A, B. Thomas.... 45 46—138 
H. Lawrence.....-. 48 45—1BT 

4a 46—186 
44 45—183 
44 44130 

45 49—140 
45 45—140, 
7 46—1 

46 45-137 
46 45—134 
45, 44—]) 
45 42—131 
42 48—130 
45 42—129 
42 48—129 
41 42—126, 
43 41—125 

Gardner, March 2th.—Following are the scores made by mem- 

bers of the Gardner Rifie Club at Hackmatack range to-day, Livo 
seores of ten shots cash. Ths inch ring and Creedmoor target 
were used; distance, 200 yards :— 

RC. Rk. 0. Totals. 
G. F. Elisworth. a 47 «690 470«=|176—B4 

3 7s 45 IT1—08 
79 44 168—89 
8 47 6165-91 
84 45 9164-88 
78 44 162-89 
76 45 155—p0 
7 44 110—78 

Wakesield, March 20th._The fifth competition in the “ Shot Gun" 
series, under the auspioes of the Wakefield Amateur Rifle Associ- 
ation, took place this afternoon, and was largely attended, there 

being upward of seventy-five entries. Tho following are some of 

the best scores :— 

W. Charles........,.---: Serie eo ee 445 5 4 5 5-32 
Frank Winship 2.65 45 4465 32 
&. Dearborn ....- 56 56 4 44 5 5-3 
C, P. Gleason.. 444 5 5 4 5-31 
William Daniel... 445 4 4 5 é—@l 
William Levis.... ; 2 wo4 44535 5 4-81 
Goorke Cheney te pies tate ns ev eee erences 5 4544 4 4-81 

Hopkinton, March 20th._The Hopkinton Rifle Ciub held a shoot 
at their 200-yard range this afternoon, with the following scores 
out of a possible 50 — 

45.8465 446 4 4-41 
443453 5 4 441 
444444 4 4 3-40 
5 438644 4 a 3—a9 
856463 4 4 4 3-58 
44445 2 8 4 3-37 
84445 3 4 3 2-30 

Conyectricur— Collinsville, March 1{tk.—Canton Rod and Gun 
Club, Riverside Range. Practice meeting at 200 yards; off-hand, 
8-pounds pull, 10 shots; heayy 12 o'clock wind :— 

Maas. Oreed, 
0. B. Hull.... IlNnwWNuhR AR UN-wWw 
J. Laubenstel 9 it 8 10 1! 7 30 10 10-97 43 
J. D. Andrews 812 8m 7 on 9-95 44 
E. Fancher... 812211910 6 8 & 9 41 

New Yore Rirve Crvse.—Hartung's Park, March 1ith.— 
J. 8. Case 4555444545 5 4 5 § 5-69 
A. J. Howlets -4565445 45444 5 5 $617 
Ls emis 44444445 56 4 5 4 4 5-65 
WN. O. Donnell -4455445 54 445 4 4 4-5 
G. J. Seabury -44444 54 44454 5 4 5 
¥. §. Donaldson -4 44444444444 4 4 £62 
J. W. Mangan 444434644446 4 4 5-68 
H. T. D 64444444545 54 4 0-60 

Total . Average, 64. M. M. M. 

EMPIRE Rivte Crus.—The regular weekly competition was 
omitted on Satuday last, as most of tha members were absent on 
atripto Wainut Hill. The following club matches trill be held 

at Creedmoor on Saturday, 27th inst; Fruit Dish Match, at 200 
yards; Daly Badge atch, at 300 and 500 yards, off-hand. The 
Exocutive Committee of the club are now arranging a match at 

200, 600 and 1,000 yards, with prizes to winners in the highestaggre- 

gate of three scores at all the distances, and also to the highest 

aggregate of three scores at each of the distunces. This match 

will probably be an all-comers’ match. 

ZerrueR CLUB Practicg#.—The Zattler Rifle Club shot their 
fifth competition for tha Brown Medal at Gutttenburg, March 

21st; conditions, 30 shots; 200 yards; ring target; any rifle; scores 

as follows :— 
626 | C. G, Zettler,......., these Hr bs 4 
616 | B. Zattler..., PALA Fh 578 
605 | N. Downing....-..--....,..-- 608 
606 | J. Blumenber, 5; 

\. 587 | F. O. Neil... 
5B5 

SCHUETZEN Norrs.—The Helvetia Rifle Club held its second 
practice shooting on the 18th inst. at Hartung's Park, Mott 
Hayen. The weather was yery unfavorable for good shooting. 

Only two members of the H.R.C. entered on time shooting. Dis- 
tance 200 yards; Creedmoor targets; time, three minutes, without 

cleaning. M. Hellwig fired 31 shots, made 28 hits, counting 92 

points. Woeidmann fired 27 shots, made 27 hils, counting 96 points, 

—The Schuetzenfest of the New York City Schuetzen Corps 

will take place the 16th and 17th of June, at Jones’ Woods, 
—The Germania Schuetzenbund, an organization about 2,000 

strong, will hold their festival from May 30th to June 2d, at 
Schuetzen Park, Union Hill, N. 7. 

ing at the range of the Frelinghuysens, No. 61 Parkstreet. The 
tournament began at 8P.mM. The clubs will shoot in the fol- 
lowing order: Monday, Essex and Amateur; Tuesday, Washing- 

ton and Plymouth; Wednesday, Barnard and Frelinghuysen, The 
Washingtons and Plymouths shot at Hill's rangeon Thursday 
evening, ‘The match was the third contest between these clubs, 
and resulted in favor of the Plymouths bya score of 407 to 276. 

PENNEYLVANIA.—The movement inaugurated at the meeting in 

Philadelphia, over which ex-Goyernor Hartranft presided, for the 
establishment of a rifie association, has taken shape, and a charter 
has been applied for. Itis proposed to act in harmony with the 

ruling views of the present rifle clubs, and to that end leave them 
to suggest where the range shall be lovated. 

A Livesy TEAM MarcH.—Washington, Pa.—Washington has 
been a Waterloo for Pittsburg. For some timea rifis match has 
been talked of between us, distance 500 yards, and 15 shots to the 
man. The parties met on the Ith inst. atl.B0a.m. It had been 
snowing all the morning, but cleared off about noon. Aftera 
fev sighting shots tha game commenced. Hazlett first prostrated 
himself, and after due deliberation let fly and three bull's-eyes 

were announced by the markers’ fagman and “telescopisi.'’ Next 
Enoch planted bis heels in the snow and mud until the toes of bla 
long number eighteens were just visible aboye the mud and tide. 

He rested firmly on a hemlook slab, legs describing a triangle 
with the long cross-piece left off, his arms resting on these legs, 

grasping the barrel of his rifle with the lett hand and holding it 
tight to his long, taper-like body, which at that moment contained 

seven hard-boiled eggs, fourteen Taylor cakes and a gallon of 

cold tea (Enoch didn't drink anything stronger). He was ready 

to.go ; two bull's-eyes and one four came up through the tele- 

phone. Next came Rothwell, who after protecting himself from 

the damp ground with seyen gum blankets and eighteen empty 

wool sacks, brought his Remington to bear on that round black 

spot commonly called the “ Bull." Lether went. Two bulls and 

a four came rushing back to his listening ear, and he retired 

from hi3 soft couch, saying something about that blasted fish-tail 

wind. New comes our suburban relatives. Jones took a similar 

position to Rothwell on the gum blankets and wool sacks. Jones 

will make a good shot aftera while, The general formation of 

his zodlogical construction is similar to Enoch, the only percapt- 
ible difference being in the facial expression occasioned by about 

half a pound of ‘Jackson's best,” which Jones always carries in his 
left cheek; indeed,we think his mouth runs less to the pound than 

his rifle. Well, atter adjusting himself the fire few from his gun 

and ons bull and twod¢ds was the result. Bell by this time had 

fully recovered from his experimental shots, and like a little man 

stepped to the scratch. Bell isa real good glass-ball shot; he won 

9 turkey the other day in the Granger Match at Piltsburg, break- 

ing 47 outof50 balls. He fixed his corporation dla Gildersleeye, 

and with an eye single to deadly purpose made two bullzand one 
4, Dr. Bratt toed the scratch, his auburn hair waving beautifully 
in that fish-tailed wind referred to by Rothwell. Nothing daunt- 

ed, however, the Doctor was as auxious to extract three bulls. 
Adjusting his fairy-like form in a similar manner to Hazlett—who 

by the way is rather 4 delicately built fellow, weighing only 205 
pounds—the Doctor let go with 3 bulls to his credit; and so the 
shooting continued to the end, haying been fayorable from the 
start for little Washington. In ollr notes upon this match we 

ought not to neglect the fayorable mention of ‘‘Guinnie" Wolf, 
the head filagman, who on this oceusion did bimself honor in the 
graceful manner in which he waved the American flag, that starry 

emblem of our country’s freedom having been selected for de- 
noting a bull's-eye. Nor of good-natured Charley Greer, ths 

boss marker of Western Pennsylvania. Charley said he “kiy- 
ered” every bull with a sticker quicker than greased lightning. 

Nor of General John G. Ruple, who managed the telescopes with 

such unerring certainty,and his emphatic manner of singing 
out “ half-past—one—o'cluock --bull—well—in.” Nor of Colonel 
J, W. Woods, as scorer. The Colonel knows all about the life 
insurances business, and can tell a subject as quick as J. I, Ray 
could, and prides himself on his correct score tables. The follow- 
ing is the score :-— 

WASHINGTON TEAM, 
Hazlett . 5554444445 5 5 5 4 487 
Enoch, .. 4454555655445 6 470 
Rothwell .. 5 656546565444 ¢4 5 5 4~70—20T 

ITTSBURG TEAM. 
4455223 56 33 
45844 8 4 5 5-61 
Vuk cima bps tetas 

Louts1Ana.—Wew Orleans, March 14th.—Seyeral members of the 
Battalion Washington Artillery met at the New Orleans Rifle 
Park to-day to shoot for the handsome battalion cup, which is 

open for competition by the whole command. The match is Dye 
shots at-200 yards, off-hand, and five shots at 500 yards, and the re- 
sult was that Oharlton carried off the cup witha score of40. The 
following are the scores ;— 

Geo. W. Charlton........-.., x [ ; : s-2 

William Arms...,..-.--:-.--. : - : - ihe 

P. Michel, Jry...+.--- eee een - : : vcoat 3T 

Dudley Selph..-. os Jed 4 ‘ : : +18 tae 

shin step ees) feed actos - iS : eh 

Onre—Cincinnali, March 1ith.—Score of the Cincinnati Shooting 
and Fishing Club in the tenth competition for the Baker Medal; 

distance 200 yards; position off hand; 15shots at Massachusetts 
and Creedmoor turgets:— 

' Mass. Creed. 
L, Fender....J1 101011 8 71012101210 81071 11 151 65 
M, Gindelin... 912101112 F1Il 8 P1211 810 9 8B M47 66 
A. Koehler...9 1171 3 SiL1011 612 41011 146 66 
G.Hensen....11 9 9 T1910 BUM 9 8 9 712 9 WO A4 
1, J. Baum...911 910 61018 7 71010 9111011 14 82 
W.Calawell.. 9 7 BU TIT 7 6 910 THIN 137 65 
J.R. Weston, 9 8 5 812 711 91011 BIOIL1 7 137 64 
W. Hall...... 6 712 8 8 G1 8 62 8 9 8B Al 11 6g 
D.T. Disnsy..9 9 7 9 BI111 7 61 6 GF T B IZ 61 
O. Topf,...... 1 81110 7 91 TW OW 29 9 195 Aa 

0 
CAWADA.—The Canadian team who are to participate In the 

vifle competion at Wimbledon, England, this year haye been se- 
lected. The team numbers twenty men, eight of whom are from 
Ontario, four from Quebec, three from Nova Scotia, one from 
New Brunswick, one from Prince Edward's Island, tyo fram 
Manitoba, and one from British Columbia. 

TeAm SHooTING.—New York, March 22d.—Hditor Forest and 
Stream :—While Thave never had the honor to he 4 momber of ona 
ofthe American teams, (perhaps ou account of sickness and the 

loss of an arm) T think no one will say that I have not been a care~ 
ful student of all the points developed. Norhas anyons watched 
mora interestedly than [have the discussions about conditions, 
restrictions and inducements for further contests Ov ull the let- 

New Jaasey—lVewark.—The tuird monthly tournament ot the ) ters published in your last edition, that of Col. Clark, of the team 
Newark Central Rifie Assoviation commenced on Monday eyen- of 1878, strikes me as hitting the right nail square on the hergd- 
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The Colonel quotes the gist of 5 paragraph ‘on ploking a team, 
when he says; “Ithas beon said that such a manis not much of 
&n Individual shot, but he would give himsel! ip to the coach and 
wonld make a vood team man.” 

Tf you will review the scores made in the Long-range Tourna- 
ment held at Oreedmoor lust fall, you will find that the leading 
mén made on the first two dhys 3,425 points (within Yof the best 

Team score om record), and the Tournament was purely an Indi- 

yidual match. Another Tournament shot in connection with the 
Spring Meeting (and I have many letters urging me to propose it), 

tayo series of two days each in one Weel, say Tuesday and Wed- 
nesday, and Priday and Saturday, with daily and aggregate prizes, 

would secure the attendance at Creedmoor of all the long-range 
meén, ind the first twelve could be taken, out of which to selecta 

team. This would secure the best individual shooters, and as Col, 

Clark says, would try marksmanship instead of system and rifles, 
So much is left to us in manhood to offerasa gallant challene, 
and doés nut bear the appearance of a coneassion. Let them shoot 
the match on the conditions of the Tournament, mixing the 
shooters by cliance on the several targets, and as they would be 

obliged to stand at the iilring points filteen feetin adyance of the 
line of scorers, the crowd could gee clearly who was shooting and 

take comparisons of individual zivals on the same target, Here- 

tofore the people haye bean unable to see the shooters, but have 
had to be content with watching blackboards, at once uninterest- 

jug nud usually monotoncus, Hpwin A. PERRY. 

New York, March 22d,—Bditor Forest and Stream :—I think I cin 
safely say that Colonel Clark, of Poughkeepsie, can rest assured 

of the distinetion of belng the only long-range rifleman either 

here or abroad who would question the great utliity and eMelency 
of the American team systém, as practiced In all of the interna- 
tional contests except in the first in 1874. It is universally ad- 

mitted that this was the strong feature of the American teams. 
If you asked any member of the foreign teams to aecount tor 

thelr successive defeats they immediately attributed it to our 

auperior team organization, and deplored the Impossibility of 

introducing the same manarenient in thelr teams, owing to their 

different indiyldualtemperaments. His helief that this American 

lean management is a great obstacle to another international 
match can only be xecounted for by supposing that should his 

views of individual effort be adopted the foreign team might 
think that Sampson had been shorn of his locke and would con- 

gequently fall an easy prey to the Philistines. 
Tithink J know enough of Englishmen, Irishmen or Scots, to say 

they would not yalue 4 yictory won under such conditions. There 
isample opportunity to test indlyidual merit in the preliminary 

contests for position on teams,and each member cannot fail to 
take ranic us his merits deserye. 

A rifle team depending on individual effert would stand no 

more chanee of winning than a number of onrsmen in the same 
boat, each pulling his own stroke without regarding his compan- 

jons, against a well-trained and coached crew. JT apprehend that 
Colonel Clark does not as fully comprehend the working of this 
system as though he had passed the ordesl of one or two interna- 

tional matches with ‘very live’ competitors. The American 
team system is founded on the axiom that ‘‘ the whole is greater 
than a part,’ and that “thereis wisdom in counci..”’ Each mem- 
beris guided bythe resulta obtained by those who haye pre- 
e@eded him, as alzo by the opinion of the “coach,’’ after which he 
is nt liberty to adjust his sights in accordance with his own Judg- 

ment, which will be frequently more or less modified by the opin- 
ions of his associates. Itscems that thisis & sagacious and com- 

paratively safe methad by which to conduct a contest of this 
kind, and although future wants may lead to modifications und 
improvements on this plan, itissafe to say that its leading fea- 

tures, which haye been the enyy of foreign rifiemen, will be pre- 
served, The Colonel’s allusion to the resultsof the “Spirit of 
the Times” Match in comparison with match for Palma is in itself 

a complete refutation of his thearies and opinions. If he is desir- 

ous of ascertaining who is the superior marksman, he 
should challenge for an indlyidual match for the champlon- 

ship,in which he would bea redoubtable antagonist. Ithink such 
a watch could be organized, and this would offer an opportunity 

for isolated individual effort, which would bea much ont of place 
in aieam match, Lona Ranan. 

VERNIER SIGHTS FOR HUNTING —Chicago, March 16th.—Hditor 
Forest and Stream.—t have no wish to enter into any argument 

with “P." in regard to trajectories, find those who care enough 

about our respective opinions to re-peruse them, can satisfy 

themeelves in regard to thelr yelatlye yalue. But I must again 
protest apninst being criticised by any one who only writes from 
memory of the impression my communications made upon him, 

“?p acknowledges that he has not my articles at hand to refer to, 
but he asserts unconditionally that his views '* were commented 
upon unfavorably by seyeral on this side the water, notably by 
Mr, Cleyeland, who seemed to ridicule the idea of taking such a 
weapon into the field.” 

Now I have all my Jetters at hand, for I always preserve my 
published communications for reference if neecssary, and it is 

fortunate, in this case, that [haye done so, There is not, in any 
one of them, the slightest reference to “ P.," or his communica- 

tions, and Z have uo recollection of ever haying seen any of 

them till ome one called my attention to his leiter of July 20th, 
79, in which he comuients upon what I had said about the use of 
long-range rifies in the fleld. 

In the very first leiter of the series [ sent you, dated Feb. 224, 

1878, Lsaid: “Of course no sportsman would think of taking the 
long-range target rifle, with its elaborate arrangement of sights, 
for the purpose of shooting eame,” and then went on with the 

remarks which have elicited so much comment from him, I 
should hardly have entered ou the subject with such a sentence 
as the above, it I bad known that an eccomplished sportsinan, as 

“Pp. evidently ig, was actually usiog and adyocuting the use of 

gucha gun, I only expressed my honest opinion, andamstill nota 

little surprised to find how greatly I was mistaken. ButT shall 

never utter a word to prove that I was right, or to try to make 

proselytes to my sida of the argument, but shall simply continue 
+0 travel and hunt witha rifle l can pack ins valise, and if ever 

“BP and I happen 10 meet, shallbe happy to try a friendly match 

with him, H. W.8. CopyeLAnD. 

HUNTING RIELES.—St. Louis, Mo., Mdi'ch 14th.—I am very glad to 

hear from our contributor ‘P.” once more—had begun to think 
he waslost, “sure.” His details ave what we (who wish to learn) 
want, Now as he is almost alone, as far as I can ascertain, in 
waking a light bullet shoot accurately, will he be kind enough to 
describe closely the bullet he uses. We know tho Wwelght and 
orifice already; Dut is it naked or feathered, smooth or canel- 

jured?—how many of the latter? and most of all, “how much" of 
it bears upon the rifle? Is it the same 2i7grs. Hxpresy bullet that 
the Sharps Cu. furnizh? Twould like to know his opinion of the 
new mid-range Sharpe 30in. barrel, hammerless, 40x70 stralgh; 
shell, and which can be chambered for a pottleshecked 90 to 
Wogrs, shell, and take a d70ans, bullet? Would this gua bea good 

one to iake for = trip out in the mountsina around Helena, 

Montana, 
Not making a special business of hunting bear, would prefer 

the 70grs. shell, #f ff would be enough powder-charge. What 
loading tools are required? Does the mouth of the shell swell 

and requite o veducer? A gentleman, late from the West, told 
me that many shoot a smooth billet without a patch, which leads 
me to ask, if itis the bullet that is made for a paper patch by the 
Company, or a trifle larger to make up for the said paper patch? 

Tn regard to the Maynard, I am of the opinion thst the conicul 
puliet referred to, with the 40grs. of powder, the weight would 
be 3002rs. proportion of 7}. Hunvine RIFLE. 

SyaGiIne EvprnAstona SHenis.—I haye experienced the same 

difficulty with shells that Bexas complains of, and having oyer- 

eome it, sond you # sketch of swage, My rifle was sent to the 

factory for some slight alteration, and while there had the old 
chamber out cut andasteel bushing put in, On trying my old 

shells they were all found to be too tight, and even new ones 

be? 

a. 
would stick after a few discharges. I gota piece of machinesteel 
drilled with a 7-16 drill, and sent it to the factory to be chambered 

with the standard taper, but lefts trifle smaller than the gun, 
Tt was yéry nicely done, and in a yeryshort time every shell wag 

reduced and they have given no troublesince. One pointin reduc- 

ing therm is to give the shells a good coat of grease, which acts 

as a liner between shell and chamber, and moreover affords a 
means of regulating the degree of contraction, so that if the shell 

be found still too large, it may be further reduced by the use of 
move grease, 

Tt will often happen thatthe shell shows a bright zone of con- 
tact, and if the position of this ring corresponds on all of the tight 
shells, it would seem toindicate that the chamber was slightly 

erooked at that point, or that there was a high place behind it. 
In such case the chamber may be eased by putting a paste of 

flour emery, or erocus powder and oil on the bright part of shell, 
and then grinding out. The shell can be turned by making # hole 
in the base, cleaning internally with hot chloride of zine, then in- 
serting a stout, clean, brass wire and filling the shell with melted 

solder, A. W. G. 
Altoona, Pa. 

Hachting and Wanoeing. 
a 

CONSTITUTION OF THE QV, Y, A, 

ARTIOLE I.—This association shall be cgiled the National Yacht- 

ing Association of the United Staies, 
Antrone Il.—The objects of this association shall be the ad- 

yanucement and improvement of yachting. 
AniicLe III,—The association shall consist of clubs, duly or- 

ganized, who are engaged ?n promoting the purposes of the as 

sociation; 
Anrrote 1Y —The management of this association aball be en- 

trusted to an Hxecutive Committee, consisting of twelve members, 
elected by the delegates from among their number, no two of 

whom shall be from the same club, of whom three members shall 

be elected each year, to serve for a term of three years, except at 
the first election; when Tour members shall be elected for one 
year, four for two years, and four for three years, Meinbers 

of this committee shall continue in office,in case of & failure 
of election, until their successors are duly chosen, This com- 
mittee shall from among their number elect a President and 

Treasurer, who shall serve for a term of one year, and choose 
@ Sceretary from among the members Of some club belonging 

to the association, The Treasurer shallgiye bonds in the sum 
of $2,000, for the falthful performance of his duties unto the 

Dxecutive Committee. The committee shall hold and haye cus- 
tody of all the property of the association, In trust for the clubs 

composing the same. 
ARTICLE V.—Vacaneiesin the Executive Committee occurring 

between the annual meetings, shall be filled by the committee 
until the next annual mecting, when the vacancy shall be filled 
by tin election of a neyy member to serve the unexpired term. 

Apntionn VI,—No person not a member of some club belonging 

to the association, shall be eligible to any office or representation 
from any club. 

ArticLeE VIT.—The annual meeting of this association shall be 
held on the second Wednesday in February of each year. Special 

meetings may be called by the Executive Committes, and shall be 
called on the written request of the delegates of fiye clubs, that 

are members of the association. Thirty days’ notice of such 

special] mecting, wt least, shall he given. 
ARTICLE VIII.—The election of members of thehxecutiye Com- 

mittee shall be conducted by means of blank balloting paper, to be 

sent to the delegates of exch club, enrolled in the association, at 
least thirty days before the annual meeting. These ballots belong 
returned to the Secretary duly filled out, shall be counted by acom- 

Inittee appointed for the purpose at the annual meéeting, in open 

meeting aud the result then declared upon the plurality of such 

ballots for the candidates. 
ARTICLE TX.—Each club shall haye but one vote in any election, 

o? upon any question, cither In the annual ov special meetings. 

ArticLm X.—New chibs shall be elected members of this asao- 
eintion by means of ballotting papera to be forwarded to the dele- 
wates of exch club, upon a recommendation of two thirds of the 

Dxecutiye Committee, and 1? upon the reiurn of such ballots duly 

filled out to the Hxecutiye Committee, such new clu ov clubs 
shall appear to have been elected by a majority of all the clubs, 
the Executive Committee shall declare such election and give the 
newly elected clib notice thereof. 
ARVICLE XI.—The anoysl membership dues of egch elub to 

this association shall be the sum of fifteen dollars, due on the 1st 
day of January in each year, except the firshb gonual dues upon 

joining or forming thia assoolation, which shall he then due, 
Apricnm XIl.—Any violation of the rules of the association, by 

any club which ia 2 member, shall render such alub Hable to gus- 
pengion by the Hrequtive Committee until the next annual moet- 

ing of the association, and to éxpulsion by a two-third yote of the 
clubs represented at such meetings, 
ARTIOn® XITI.—It shall be the duty of the Executives Committee 

to hear all questions presented to them, to frame rules and to de- 
termine and settle all questions and dispites relating to yacht 

racing or yachting which may be referred to thom for decision, 
and further the committee shall take such other steps as they 
shill consider necessary or expedient to carry Into effect the 

objects of the association, 

ARTIOLE XTY.—The Executive Committee shall submit the 
sailing rules, eta., to the meeting of the association, and no alter- 

ations shall he made by the committee, in rules which haye been 
approved by the association, except by a vote at the unnual meet- 
ing of the association. Notice of any proposed alteration of the 
rules shall be given to the Secretary, and by him to each club in 
the association ati least two months before the annual méeting, 

at which the same fs to be presented for action, 
ARTICLE XV.—No addition, alteration or amendment shall he 

made to this constitution at any meeting, except by a to thirds 

vote of the clubs represented. At least three months’ preyious 
notice of any such proposed change must be giyen to the Secre- 

tary and by him due notice given at once to each club belonging 
to the association, 

Since the above has been printed, the following clubs have Joined 

the Conyention by appointing delegates: Southern Yacht Club, of 
New Orleans, La.; Pavonia Yacht Club, of Jersey City, N, J.; and 
twenty regularly organized yacht clubs are now participating in 
the formation of the National Yachting Association of the United 
States. 
The following spectal request has been sent to all clubs:— 

“In order to keep this movement properly moving along, with 
as little loss of time as possible, itis hoped that all yacht clubs 
fayoring the iden of a national yachting association will adopt 

this constitution at their first meeting aftor its receipt, to afford a 

basis on which to start, and rules for the guldance of the delegates: 

Tt will be apparent to all, that this is the first necessary step, and 
as 890 many differentidens may pass on this constitution, and so far 

apart from each other, we hope that any alterations or amendments 

to it will be made a separate matter, and the constitution, simple as. 

it is, be adopted and accepted without any present alteration, aa 

that would oblige our sending the particular alteration to every 

other club for adption beforeit would become binding, and we 

would neyer be able to haye a constitution. Blank balloting pa- 
pers will be sent to your delegates to be filled out aa their choice 

for members of the Hxecutiye Committee, anda returoas early as 
possible 1s respectfully requested." 

Address all business to Mr. John Frick, Seretary of the Con- 
yention, P. O, box 2,070, New York. 
ee 

THE N, Y. A. 

The following letter shows that the N. Y, A. is rapidly extend- 

ing. We have fayorable reports from the East aa well, 

makes the third club which hag joined since the Convention:— 

PHILADELPAIA, March 15th, 1880, 
John Frick, Esq. 

DzAR Sir:—Your communication, relating to the National 
Yachting Association, reached usin good time, and at the meeting 
held March 10th was adopted, and Commodore A. F. Bancroft, 

Vice-Commodore Chas. UW. Magee, and Robert Austin were ap- 

pointed delegates, They will present thelr credentials at the 

proper time. Yours, Cas, &, SALI, - 

Secretary Quaker City Yacht Club, 263 N. Third gtreet, Phila- 
en ee 

MEASUREMENT, 

Bosron, March 10th. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 
In relation to the proposed new rule of yacht measurement 

which you haye adyocated so ably in your columns, @ ¢., the uss 

of the three factors of length, beam and depth, one fact seems to 

have escaped notice. This is, that it isq practical return to the 
system originally adopted by the English Government and our 

own for toimage mesasuremeént, and which was only changed be- 

cause an arbitrary form of stating the formula enabled marine 
architects to construct yessels which should evade Its intent. 

The rule of the English Yacht Kacing Association is substarm- 
tially the same as this old formula, Tt is the length being found 
by specified means; to take thatiength, multiply it by the breadth, 
then multiply the product by half the breadth and divide by 
ninety-four. Now why multiply by half the breadth? Thean- 
swer is, because when that rule was originally adopted, yessela 

were almost universally built with a depth of one-half their beam- 

This one-half the beam was therefore used, as a historical fact, to 
represent the depth, and it practically was the multiplication of 
the product of the length and breadth by the depth. So long as 
this was the general construction of vessels, the rule worked well. 

When, however, builders began to construct them of less or 

greater depth than one-half the breadth, the rule or formule 
began to work partially to such constructions as had an increased 

depth. Whatyou propose to do therefore, and what the Nova 

Scotia Yacht Squadron has done, is merely to alter the wording 
of this ancient, tried and known formuls so that It shall apply as 
equitably to all classes of model a3 it formerly did to the class of 

yessels for which it was devised. You put the word “depth” in 
place of the words“ half the breadth,” which were intended to 
mean depth, and did, in fact,so mean. The question to be con- 

sidered is, whether such an aomendment, restoring the ancient 

meaning and effect of the rule, will not render it worthy of adop- 
tion. Let us hear fron the objectors to such a course, Let them 
give some good reason why it would not work fairly in practice, 

and deyelop the best type of yacht. I have before mea recent 

letter of Hon. F, C. Sumichrast, Hear Commodore and Secretary 
of the Royal Nova Scotia!Yacht Squadron and member of the 

Yacht Racing Association, in which he saya of this rule you pro- 
pose: * The advantage of the ruleis that it leayes a builder un- 
tettered, and he may build deep and narrow, or beamy sud shal- 

This” 

low, or moderately deep, a3 he pleases. It has been found to worle - 

yery wellin practice, and to enable different types to be trted-to- 
vether on a fatr basix. The yachts built under the rule haye a good 
proportion of beam to léngth and a sufficient depth to render 
unnecessary recourse to the abomination of shifting ballast, 
which is strictly prohibited.” This letter was written to the Sec— 
retary of the National Yachting Associgtion Convention ofi- 

elaily,and demonstrates the yalue of that organization in collecs— 
ing evidence wpon this subject, if nothing more, I notice some 

correspondent 1s suid, in your columns, to object to Joining the 

National Yachting Association because it indorses shilting ballast. 
Such an idea is. as incorrect as it is unjust. No such indorsemeng, 
hus been made, When it ig done It will be time to object om 
account of if. believe the National Yachting Association Willi 
not indorse anything fatal to good seamanship, and your corres. 

pondent may safely calm ‘his fears and join. The Association te 
bound to hea huccens, Day It ie auccess it he docs not, andit wild 
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adopt such rules as shall place seamanship and seaworthy yachts 

to the front, All we want to ascertain is the best, and when as- 

oertained, adopt il. Davin Hani Penn. 

Our correspondent is clear and logical on the measurement 
question. The rule now in force with the Royal Nova Scotia Y. 

Q, ig the only one in America an intelligent person need not be 

ashamed of, Itis,in fact, the bestrulein existence, doing away 

with the discrimination offered by the English rule to narrow 
beam and the premium we place upon ‘pot-bellies” by using 

length as the criterion. ‘The “three dimension” rule is fair to all 

classes, handicaps no form or model, has no tendency to produce 

yessels of any special form, offers no loop-hole; or back door by 

which unfair matching could be made, isnot open to any of the 

objections brought against other rules now in yogue. In short, a 
multiplication of the three chief dimensions corresponds in 

eyery way to the five axioms established in our issue of Feb. 
19th, as necessary characteristics of any fair and impartial rule, 

whieh shall not in the least interfere with the modeler's pre- 
ferences in design. To put the rule into shape; T=LxBxD, 

in which T stands for tonnage, or size, or anything it may he 

wished to call the unit of measurement; L for the mean length 

obtained by adding say one-third of the oyerhang at each end 

to the water-line length ; B for the extreme beam wherever found, 

and D for the hona fide depth, measured from underside of deck 

to, say, loweredge of rabbet amidships. It has been| the custom 

to diyide by 9{to obtain the number of tons, but eyen that may 
be omitted for the purpose of simplication, without in the least 

interfering im the relative sizes obtained. Wehave here simply 
sketched out the general features of a rule twe, in common with 

eyery one anxious to substitute something rational and not hurt- 

ful for the vagaries of the day, hope to see come into general use 

throughout thecountry. For that purpose we appeal to the Na- 

tional Yachting Association, trusting that they will bear in mind 

that the question of measurementis one of the most important 

and pressing which will be submitted to them. As long as they 

keep the principles of the rule outlined in view, it matters com- 

paratively little about the details. In the meantime we may con- 

gratulate ourselyes in haying such able, co-workers inj.behalf of 
asound rule as we know many members of the Association to be. 

$$ 

THE HERRESHOFF SYSTEM. 

WaAvy’s Starron, Bryan County, Ga. March 14th. 

EHdittor Forest and Stream -— 

T have read with pleasure in your issue of Marehb 11th, the arti- 

ele on the steam yacht built by the Herreshofi M'f’g Co., of 

Bristol, R, [., and think it only due to those gentlemen to call 

your attention to one very important fact that was omitted in the 

article, viz., the impunity with which their boilers use salt water. 

I haye owned two of these boats since 1875; one was built for me 

then and a much larger one lust year, and though my boats have 

been used almost always in salt water I have had no trouble, 

and the inside of the old coilis perfectly free from sali or scale 

to-day. [wish you would publish this, as it may do some one 

syho wishes 2 boata good turn. You know that I have no inter- 

est in writing this, other than to approve a good thing. 
Gro. LYMAN APPLETON. 

We publish the above indorsement of the Herreshoff coil with 

pleasure. It has all along been our desire to see the coil come 

into more general use as its many advantages will tend to mul- 

tiply high-speed launches in our waters to an unparelleled extent. 

There are thousands of miles of bays and estuaries from New 

York to Calais, Me., never yet churned by the screw of a steam 

yacht. With economic and safe builders, fine cruising is to he 

got out of a G0ft. * tea-kettle,”’ if suitably designed, and that with 

a combination of very fair seagoing qualities. But to that end 

sve must depart from the prevailing light-draft river boat and 

adopt a hull you can get * into” and not merely ‘on to.” 

—_—<_——_ 

‘ CORINTHIAN” ANSWERS.—Hiditor Forest and Stream :—In “A 

Reply to Corinthian” 1 find my monitor arguing so well my side 

of the question (making the little beamy center-board Midge de- 

feat the big long cutter Muriel, and as he also praises the Mad- 

cay of like type), I find it only requisite to explain that there was 

no slur made or intended upon the ‘owner of a little cutter,’’ as 

knows the owner designed her. CORINTHIAN. 

$e 

YACHTING NEWS. 

Sanu Bay YacuT Cius,—This club has now sixty regular 

and forty honorary members, thirty applicants for membership, 

and s fleet of nearly forty yachts—most of them oyer twenty 

tons. 

Dorcanster YAcHT CruB,—They all do it! Here is Wimbus 

coming out with aniron keel. This fast and able yacht will fly 

the Dorchester Yacht Club flag the’ coming season, Messrs. King? 

& Clark having recently purchased her of Mr. L. A. Biglow, of 

New York, The Nimbus is 37ft. in length over all, 33ft. on water 

line; draught, 4ft. 6in., and aboutéft. head room in cabin. She 

waa built by Herreshoff, is very fast and able, and a first-class 

yacht in every way- ‘An iron shoe has recently been put on her 

keel, First regular meeting of the club this season occurs 

April 7d. 

JERSEY Orry Yacur Ciun.—Officers for the year; Commodore, 

Roger M. Sherman, of New York; Vice-Commodore, G. L. Winn; 

Treasurer, J. H. Carnes; Secretary, G. H. T. Doggett; Measurer, 

Geo. N. Weston; Board of Directors, H. Bennett, William Clark, 

Charles E. Gardner, 0, A, Smith, J. A. Hilton and Dr, Vondy. 

Nuw Buprorp Yacur CLun.—The New Bedford Yacht Club is 

rapidly growing and taking rank among the leaders in all that 

appertains to the sport, Ttia one of the four ‘ outsiders" admit- 

ted to the Corinthian races of the Seawanhaka Y¥. C., and now has 

a fleet of nearly sixty sail. Its location is exceedingly favorable 

aso half-way station between the Hast and the Metropolis, and is 

rapidly attaining a position which other clubs near by willnot be 

able to equal for a long time to come. The officers for the year 

are: Commodore, J. Hiwes; Vice-Commodore, Francis Hathaway ; 

Meet Captain, Hi.$. Brown; Secretary, Geo. W. Parker, Treasurer, 

ww, A. Mackie; Measurer, Edgar B. Hammond. 

xe EOuRtA.—This well-known sloop, ouce of New York, now 

che property of Mr. Parkman Dexter, of Boston, will be altered 

from a center-board to a keel. It is most gratifying to see how 

rapldly the ideas advocated in these columns are being nacepted 

and acted upon in practice, When the keel question. was first 

prominently prought to the surface through this journal, sundry 

little contemporaries raised a howl in a feeble way, but, It ap- 

penrs, 4o no effect. Many were the doubting Thomases who 

shook thelr heads and thought us guite on the wrong tack, But 

we are content to let all haye their opinions and pide our time. 

What we haye strenuously sought 
to effect, is the amelioration of 

eyuising und seayoin 

4rom the evidence continually
 cropping up, siccess has ollowed 

our labore eyen more rapidly than hoped for. In Boston, the cen 

ter-bonrd is now out of Gate gud among £000 sailors, Justa little 

* off-color.” 

has been amended to read: 

ing qualities in our yachts and yachtsmen, and, 

Now let Hastern wen abolish measurement by 
length, and a healthy style of model will soon supplant the 

shingle-bottoms and the dough-bags. New York will follow io 
due time. 

AND ANOTHER.—Moderate beam is gaining ground. Myr. 5. W. 
Burgess, a racing member of the spirited Beyerly Y, C., is haying 

anew yacht built, something after thastyle of the “ Irish Fisher- 
men,’ we presume with the cutter rig. She will be 23ft. long 

on w. 1. 

THE UnDINE,—The Hon. Benj. Dean proposes to give his recent 

acquisition hollow spars and get out of her all she is worth. 

POUGHKEEPSIE CANOE CLUB.—A new cance club has been or- 
ganized at Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Commodore, W. D. Lintz; Vice- 

Commodore, D. C. Bloomfield. A club eruise will be undertaken 
in midsummer, 

Yacu For SaLy.—We call attention toa fine sloop yacht ol- 

fered for sale in another column. If we mistake not, she was 

modeled by Chas. Hillman, and haying inspected her frequently 
while building, can vouch for her as an exceedingly well-built 

vessel and an excellent bargain. A smart man also wants a berth 

aboard aamall sloop. Here is 4 chance for some one to secure an 

active and intelligent skipper. 

WATIONAL YACHTING ASSOCLATION.—We can send copies of the 

constitution to applicants. Next meeting, April 14th, in New 

York. 

SEAWANHAKA YACHT Cuus.—Rule V. of the sailing regulations 
“Yachts in Corinthian races must be 

manned by amateurs exclusively. he sailing master, cook and 

steward, if carried, shall remain below, and not appear on deck; 

and none of them shallin any way direct, or assist in the manage- 

ment or workihg of the yacht. Any infringement of this rule 

will forfeit all claim to the prize.’ And the following addition 

has also been made to the rules upon motion of Mr. Robert Cen- 

ter: “!Eyery yacht sailing in any match, or regatta, shall have 

on board, during a race, 9 member of this club.” 

Naw YAcu?s.—Decker, of South Brooklyn, will soon launch 

new schooner for Hx-Com. Munsell, A. ¥. 0. “‘ Dick” Wallin has 

built a number of small boats, including a yawl-rigged craft for 

J, B. Henry, of Stonington, Conn. 

New Steam YAouts.—Mr. Lorillard’s new steam yacht, which 

Sam Pine is building in Greenpoint, L. I., is 98-ft. long and 16ft, 

4in, beam. She will receive a fine compound engine from Messrs. 
Ward, Stanton & Co,, of Newburgh, N. Y. 

HAVEREILL YAcu'r Cius,—Officers for the year: Commodore, 

F, Harris, sloop Abbie M.; Vice-Commodore, G, A, Tuxbury 
Emma L.; Pleet-Captain, J. E. Heath, Hattie; Secretary, Charles 

H. Stacy; Treasurer, W. M. Dresser; Measurer, H. J. Doane. 

Regatta Committee: Fairfield Harris, E. F. Brown, F. C. Hunt- 

ington. Mr. BE. F. Brown, who has served a number of terms, de- 

clined a re-eleetion as Commodore, but remains on the Regatta 

Committee. The club is prospering and adding members and 

yachts to its rolls. 

YACHTING ON THE LAKHS.—The Belleville Intelligencer, of a re- 

cent date, says: ‘Captain Cuthbert has entered into an agree- 
ment with Mr. George D. Nichol, of Toronto, to build a standing 

keel yacht for that gentleman at his yard at Trenton, Ont. This 
craft will be cutter-rigged, and especially fitted for cruising pur- 

poses; work will be commenced at once, and the yacht is to be 

finished by the 15th of May. The dimensions of hull will be as 

follows: Length over all, 29ft. 6in.; length of keel, 21ft.; breadth 

of beam, 8ft. 6in.; draught of water, 4}ft.; Lonnage, ¥..R. A. meas- 
urement (same as B. Q. Y. CG.) 6 tons; ballast all iron, 1} tons on 

keel, } ton keelson, and the remsinder to fit garboards, There 

will be about5}feet in height under skylight. She will be strongly 

built, and will be in all respects a safe and comfortable craft. The 
model and specifications were furnished by Mr. 0, P. Kunhardt, 
the able yachting editor of FOREST AND STRHAM, New York,” 

A CLUB-HOUSE IN FLORIDA,—An excellent idea has been ad- 
yanced by a gentleman now in Florida, for the construction of a 

fine yacht club-house on the old property, “ Dungeness," on 

Cumberland Island, at the mouth of St. Mary's River. As Florida 
waters are attracting a greater number of yachts to the warm 

latitudes every year, the erection of a house ata centrally located 

rallying point would do much to increase the annual exodus 
of the cruisers southward, Who will take hold of the project? 

Mount Desert for the summer, Hampton Roads for early spring 
and fall, and Florida forthe winter. The most enthusiastic 

cruiser could ask for no more. 

Drivr.—Mr. Dudley Hall, of Boston, has become the owner of 
the I'leur de TAs, Mr. Waller, of the Dauntless, haying parted with 
her,.,.Mx. Fox, of Boston, has hired the Sunbeam, sloop, for the 
season; she is to be raced. ..The schooner Alice, 84ft, long, has 

been bought by Mr. W. L. Lockhart, and is now being overhauled 

in Rast Boston-.,The well-known sloop Undine was knocked down 

at auction to Mr. Benjamin Dean, of the Boston Y. C., for 

$3,505 after some spirited bidding, in which New York parties were 
represented....Schooner Madcap has been sold by Mr, J. R. Dock- 

ray, of Boston, to Mi. Frank D. Shaw...-Sloop Winsome, formerly 
belonging to Rear-Commodore Norton A. Y. C., has been pur—- 
chased by Mr. F. W. Hinman, of New Haven, Conn...,Smith & 

Terry, of Greenport, are rebuilding the schooner Vi/cing for bir, B. 
Stott....N.G,. Herreshoff, of Bristol, has built a 35ft. catamaran for 
Bostun owners....Mr. O. W, Peabody, of Boston, has brought a 

50ft. schooner from ‘Long Island waters,..,.Schooner Romance, BH. 
¥.G., is being spun out aft....Wm. Gray, Jr., has entered the 

sloop Mivria in the Dorchester ¥. 0; she will receive a thorough 

overhauling....-The Rebecoa, BH. Y. C., once belonging to Mr. J. G. 

Bennett, of New York, asa sloop, is being lengthened and deep- 

ened to improye her rough water qualities in accord with modern 

ideas....Woods Bros., of East Boston, haye the schooner White 
Clow in band for new decks....Com. Stone, Bast Boston Y. C., 

will again hoist his flag aboard the smart Hector, sloop....Lend, 
keel sloop, Boston, is receiving a housiug topmast: goodfor Lena, 
The rapidity with which keels, lead and handy rigs, are displacing 
the sloop, surpasses our most sanguine expectations, and Fornst 

AND STREAM has had no little to do with influencing these 

uhanges_.... Hiitchins & Pryor, South Boston, are building a steam 
yacht, 86x 6x 4ft,, for Capt. Gott, of Mount Desert....The South 
‘Boston ¥. C, had better drop “machine politics’ and sand bags 

as well, 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
es 

So Smart.—Some newspapers have been so smart in 
trying to ayoid mentioning the name of Hop Bitters in 
connection with their great and liberal prizes for boating 
matches, {or fear of giying them free advertising, have 
used so offen instead the word ‘* Donors,” ‘Medicine 

Rochester *‘Manufacturers,’ ‘Boat Race,” 
“ Hanlan,” ‘< Courtney,” A, T, Soule,” “ Regatta,” 

‘86,000 Prize,” etc., etc., that each andall of these 
names, words and figures haye become known to refer to 

and mean Hop Bitters more pointedly than if the name 
had been mentioned without dodging. 

There isno use fighting against the fates. Hop Bitters 
has got the field against the world this year, and every 
reference or hint to rowing matches or regattas, will 
mean. Hop Bitters as plainly as words can express it, and 
the paper that tries to dodge it, will help advertise them. 
all the more, which will make the public laugh and 
please the proprietors. Wor our part we propose to say 
Hop Bitters every time, and rather think, on the whole, 
we should, as if is a good thing all round, medicine and 
all Sunday Heruld.—{[Adu, 

— 

[From a well-known citizen of Chicago. | 

| CHIGaGo, Inn, Jan. let,, 1880, 
H, C. Warner & Co,, Rochester, N, ¥.: 
GENTLEMEN: I have used Warner's Safe Kidney and 

Liver Cure with the greatest satisfaction. Itis the only 
remedy I have ever used that I can recommend to my 
friends, as it has cured me of Bright’s Disease of long 
standing, after having visited the White Sulphur Springs 
of Virginia, and trying innumerable so-called ‘‘ remedies” 
of the day. Having resided here for forty-seven years, 
my friends will be glad to see this statement. The dis- 
coverer, is indeed a public benefactor. 

WinitaAM H, PATTERSON, 
1,491 Wabash ave., near Twenty-ninth st,—| Adv. 

oman's Calumn. 
MAX'S REPLY TO 'M,” 

Many thanks, dearest M., for the letter, 

You wrote me a few weelk weeks ago. 
Don't apologize, dear, for your rhyming, 

A&S in this case it’s quite comme 41 faut. 

And T trust you won't think me conceited, 
If poetry I, too, affect, 

For doggerel from a doggie, 1 take It, 

Ts surely what one might expect, 

T am glad you were pleased with my picture, 
But I know you won't mind it I say 

That at least half x dozen young ladies 

Haye praised it in just the same way. 

They speak of me as “Such a darling!" 

They say 1 look ‘ever so wise," 

And they rave of the depth of “ expression" 
To be seen jn my lovely soft eyes. 

But I feel that not one of the many 

Sweet words they repeat is More true 
Than those that were written at Marshlands 
And sent to your Maxie by you. 

Accept, then my yery best thanks, dear, 

For all the kind things that you say, 

And believe in my heavt I shall cherish 
Your memory foréver and aye. 

Iam growing, I fear, rather tedious, 
So nu longer your patience I'll tax, 

But, with love and best wishes, say Farewell, 
Yours eyer, most faithfully, 

St. John, IV. B., Mareh 1th, 1880, 
——— 

A BATCH OF RECIPES, 

BakeEep Cop or Happoor.—Take a cod or haddock of 
five or six pounds; keep the head on the fish; do not 
have it opened too deep; make a stufting of half a pound 
of bread crumbs, a teaspoonful of very finely divided 
parsley, a teaspoonful of salt, a saltspoonfnl of ground 
pepper, a half teaspoonful of dried mixed thyme and 
marjoram ; take two eggs, beat them all up together, add 
a teaspoonful of melted butter, mix all thoroughly, and 
fill the fish with it; wind the fish with a strip of cloth 
half aninch im width, and of sufficient length to hold 
it in the pan, but not so tight as to spoil its shape; bake 
ina paedoraie oyen one hour and thirty minutes,—Dem- 
orest. 
Mink Sauck FoR Fish.—One and a half pints of milk, 

two tablespoonsful of flour, one half of butter, one half 
of a small onion, two sprigs of parsley, one heaping tea- 
spoonful of salt, a speck of pepper. Puta pint of mill 
on to boil with the onion and parsley ; mix the onion to 
a smooth paste with part of the half pint of milk, Then 
add the rest to make it thin, and when the milk boils 
stir this into it, Let it boil ten minutss longer, then add 
butter and salt, and strain,—Manual of Cookery, 
Roast Doucr.—Select the finest pair of ducks from the 

game bag; dispose of the feathers as suits your conve- 
nience or inclination; put the ducks fora few minutes ~ 
into boiling water to loosen the skin, which must be 
peeled entirely off in order tobe tender. Wash them 
thoroughly inside, and wipe the outside with a dry cloth. 
Now put an onion and apiece of salt butter, equal to if 
in bulk, mside each bird; tiea piece of buttered paper 
or a slice of bacon over the breast, Roast half an hour, 
basting frequently with melted butter. Ten minutes 
before they are done, vemove the paper or bacon and 
centr the fowl freely with salt. Garnish with thin 
slices of broiled bacon, rolled up, 
BREAD SAavce ror GAME,—Two cups of milk, one cup 

of dried bread-crumbs, one quarter of an onion, two 
tablespoonsful of butter, salt and pepper. Dry the bread 
in a warm oven, and then roll out into coarse crumbs, 
Now sift them and the fine crumbs which come through 
the sieve, and which make one third of a cupful. Put 
on to boil with the milk and onion; boil ten minutes, 
then add one tablespoonful of butter and seasoning, 
Skim out the onion, Fry the coarse crumbs a light, crisp 
brown in one tablespoonful of butter, which must be 
very hot before the crumbs areadded, Stir over a hot 
fire for two minutes, being careful notto burn. Cover 
the breasts of the roasted fowl, and serve with it,—Man- 
ual of Cookery. 
HovsexusPpimG.—*‘The blessing of a house is goodness. 

The honor of a house is hospitality, The ornament of a 
house is cleanliness. The happiness of a house is con- 
tentment.” In remembrance of these, keep your house 
and do not let your house keep you. REBECCA, 

MAx. 
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—A New Haven paper contains an ad- 
yertisement calling for ‘‘a well-trained 
‘cat-dog,’ one that is kindly disposed to 
the human family, but has a decided anti- 
pathy to cats and favors their complete 
annihilation. For such a dog a reasonable 
price will be paid. Address, naming breed 
and price, ‘D.,’ box 852,” 

—One Staten Island dog whipped another 
Staten Island dog the other day, and the 
owner of the whipped dog sued the 
owner of the whipping dog for damages, 
It was decided to introduce the two com- 
batants in evidence, and the belligerent 
brutes were accordingly brought into 
court. While the Justice was scrutiniz- 
ing their respective points they broke 
loose, and within about two seconds that 
court-room was an apparent dog-pit. The 
dogs dashed and leaped and sprawled 
about, the lawyers and spectators climbed 
up on to the tables, a stampede ensued, 
and finally the dogs were parted, while 
their owners were ordered to pack off and 
settle their differences elsewhere, 

Hew Ailwertisenents. 

SPORTSMAN’S RESORT & SUM- 
MER BOARDING-HOUSE. 

IWEHNTY miles of good trout streams; easy 
aceess from house; good place for dog and 

gun, in season. References given. ISAAC M, 
RADLEY, Eldred, Sullivan Co., N. ¥. 

RICHARD DAFT 
{CAPTAIN OF ALL ENGLAND ELEVEN), 

RIGKETING, Foot Ball and Lawn Tennis out- 
fitter to the Army and Navy, begs to inform 

Secretaries of Clubs, Colleges and Schools, that 
his new and enlarged illustvated Price List for 
season 1880 is now ready, and will be sent el 
pon application. Address RICHARD DAFT, 
No. 1 Lister Gate, Nottingham, England, 

To Agents: Goods can also be had from Mr. A. 
J. REACH, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Horsman’s Archery 
Is Indorsed and Highly Recom- 

mended by 

Hon. Maurice Thompson, Father of Archery 
inthis country § 

Will H, Thompson, Esq., Champion Archer of 
the United States ; 

Henry ©. Carver, Esq., President. of the Na- 
tional Archery Association ; 

A. 8, Brownell, Esq-, President of the Hastern 
Archery Association; 

and other leading Archers. 

Special attention is called to my SPANISH 
YEW-BACKED BOWS and tooted peacock 
feathered Arrows, 

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue of Arch- 
ery and Lawn Tennis. 

BE. tT. BPORSMAN, 
80 & S2 WILLIAM STREET, 

NEW YORK. 

KEEP’S SHIRTS 
ARE THE VERY BEST. 

KEEP’S PATENT PARTLY MADE SHIRTS, 
only plain seams to finish. 6 for $7. 

KEEPS CUSTOM SHIRTS, very best, MADE 
TO MEASURE, 6 for $10. Fit guaranteed. 

elezant set of extra heavy gold-plated 
Retoud Fresented to purchasers of six shirts. 

KEEP’S KiD GLOVES, 
(FOR GENTS.) 

the very best, plain or embroiderefl. $1,10 per 
pair. 

KEEP’S UMBRELLAS. 

GINGHAM, Patent Protected Ribs, $1 
a Wamanited.: Pitty per cent stronger than 
any other umbrella, 
REGINA anpD TWILLED S1LK UMBRELLAS. 

KEEP’S UNDERWEAR 
for spring and summier wear, 50c., 60e., 750. $1, 
$1.25, $1.50. Very best, 

KEEP’S COLLARS AND CUFFS 

in all the latiest styles ; also 

GENTS’ SILKE AND LINEN CAMBRIC 
HANDKERCHIEES, SCARES, Erc. 

Shirts only delivered free. 
Merchants will be furnished with trade aircu- 

lars on application, xs we furnish the trade on 
the Hioee: favorable terms. 
Samples and Circulars mailed free. 

KEEP - MANUFAGTURIMG COMPANY 
881, 643, 635 & 637 Broadway, New Yor 

SSS 
‘a weok in your own town. Terms and $5 

$66 Saunt free, Address H. 
d, Maine. 

HALLET & CO., 

MacINTOSH WATERPROOF GOODS. 

In ordering Stock or Pants please state the Size--you can easly obtain it from your Shoemaker -— 
of the Boot or Shoe you are accustomed to wear. 

The quality of these goods is so well and widely known as to require no comment. 
proached by that of any similar manufacture in the world. 

Itis not only unequaled, but also unap- 
By a special arrangement with the Messrs. MacIntosh, we are en- 

abled to place their goods in the hands of Sportsmen at prices which will certainly drive all inferior makes out of the market, 

Stockings, full length of leg, any sized foot, per pair, - - 
Pants, reaching nearly to the armpit, - wk =e - 
Heavy flax ground sheets, weight 6-12 lbs.; size 71-2x41-2ft. each, 

aye st trie ges 
> = 

(eleye) felele) 

ABBEY & IMBRIE. 48 Maiden Lane, NewYork. 

H. L. LEONARD'S 
CR LABRATED 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS. 
With Patent Water-proof and Patent Split Ferules, the former protecting the wood from moisture 

and the latter making it IMPOSSIBLE F 

Trout and Bass Fly, = 
Bass Bait, - - 

- $25 
- 20 Salmon, 

(With Reel Plate $5.00 additional). 
SOLE ACENTS 

WILLIAM MILLS 
7 Warren Street, 

R THESE RODS TO BREAK AT THE FERULE. 

| Grilse, with Reel Plate, - 
66 

$40 
50 6é 

& SON, 
New York. 

Pale or lNG, TACKLE. 
Send for Price List. 

THOMAS ALDRED’S Yew Bows, from $25 to $75. 
RICHARD 

SB 

Sole Agents for THOMAS ALDRED, Londo 

CROOK & 

J. B. CROOK’S Specialties for 1880. 

DAFT’S Cricket Goods. 
J. B. CROOK’S Hexagonal Bamboo Bly Rods, Solid Reel Plate, $20. 

J.B. CROOK’S Lancewood and Lemonwood Bows, $7.50. 
J. B. CROOK’S Newport Bass 

CO., 
Fishing ‘Tackle, Archery, 

GUNS, 

50 Fulton street, N. Y. 
n, manufacturer of the Finest Archery in the world. 

Hods, suitable for Trolling and still Baiting for all 
kinds of salt water fishing, eightto nine feet, German Silver Mounted. Pepper Cane second joint and two tips, $15. 

Send 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue for 1880, giving Hints on Archery and Rifle Shooting and the Rules of Cricket, Foot Ball, Lawn 
Tennis, Glass Ball Shooting and a Synopsis of Fishing, giving a description of Fishing, when to go and what Tackle to use. 

N. B._Nothing but first-class Goods sold at this Establishment. 

Miscellaneous, 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTBLE CHAIR, 
WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 

POSITIONS. 

Parlor Library, Inva, 
lid Chair, Child’s Crib- 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, ligtht- 
ness, strength, simpli- 
city, and comfort. 
Everything toan exact 

=== paren Gee oan eames 
ING POSITION: romptly attended to. 

Goous snipped to amy address, C. O. D. Send 
Stamp for Illustrated Circular; quote Forest and 
Stream. Address Wilson Adjus.Chair M’f’g Co., 

661Broadway, N. ¥ 

KRUG & CO’S 

CHAMPAGNES! 
STANDARD AND DRY. 

The Sportsman's Wine !! 
A. ROCHEREAU, 

THE SOLE AGENTS, 

6 South William street, NewYork. 
—— ss 

KUNE, RED FOX, COON, MUSKRAT 
AND MINK 

BOUGHT FOR CASH 
At the highest market prices. 

Send for gircular with fullpartiowae 
Fy '. Ge * 

No. 6 Howard street, 
New York, 

Alanted. 

AUDUBON’S BIRDS. 
NY GENTLEMAN haying asetof Audubon’s 
birds, half size, in good order, which he 

would like to sell for $75, will please ad- 
dress at this office. on.29-tf. 

OWLS WARTED. 
2 rt) cts. each paid for the dead birds delivered 
oO in good Gondition at my address. W. J. 
KNOWLTON, 168 Tremont st., Boston, Mass. 
Feb12-2m. 

ANTED—Berth on a small sloop 
yacht for the coming season ; competent 

to overhauland take complete charge. Address 
CAPTAIN TOM, care Forest and Stream Office. 
March?5,1t 

for Sule. 

UCK SHOOTING,—35,000 acres of 
beautiful marsh on the Detroit River, four 

hours from Detroit by steamer. A share in above 
for sale. Apply to C. MACDONALD, 52 Wall 
street, New York. Mar,18,3t 

OR SALE—A high-sided, very able 
and fast sloop yacht, built by Lennox, two 

years old, 35 by 13, drawing 3+ feet. Owner 
cruised along coast all last summer with safety. 
Cabin roomy; is sound and strong in all re- 
spects, so that owner, if desired, will give legal 
warranty to be as represented, Cabin plainly fur- 
nished. Price $1,500. Inquire at 56 BROAD- 
WAY, Roomi. If desired, a good man to take 
charge. Mar25,4t 

A BARGAIN. 
Ho R SALE—Price $30—an American-made 12- 

bore; 28-Inch shot gun; weighs about 8 Ibs.; 
choke-bore; rebounding locks; extension rib, 
and snap fore-stock; made to order last fall and 
sold for want of use only, Ib isagood shooter 
and a plain, but durable gun, Address Xs For- 
est and Btream office,” Margro-tf, 

Ghe Kemet. 

The New York 

DOG SHOW. 
THE 4TH ANNUAL DOG SHOW 

OF THE 

Westminister Kennel Club 
WILL BE HELD AT 

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN 
(LATE GILMORH’S), 

On TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY and 

THURSDAY, 

APRIL 27th, 28th and 29th, 1880. 

ENTRIHS CLOSE POSITIVELY GON 
APRIL i2rn, 

Premium Lists and Entry Blanks can be had 
from the Superintendent, at his offic = ON Sen 7 office, 141 PUL 

CHARLES LINCOLN, 

mar25,5t Superintendent. 

OTICE.—A DOG TRAINER,—The un- 
dersigned, now prepared to take a limited 

number of dogs for thorough bandling and 
breaking, respectfully offers the following: well- 
known gentlemen as references; Mr. I’, Scluc- 
hardt, 62 William street, New York; Mv. M. R. 
Dennis, Newark, N.J.; Dr. W.8. Webb, 48 Wall 
street, New York; Mr. Chas. Heath, Newark, 

-J., and Mr, Edward Leverch, 111 Reade street, 
New York, For particulars and prices apply to 

Mar.26-tf. T, HE: SMITH, Stockholm, N J. 
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Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 
S WE do not en PIBY. any authorized agents or canvassers, we offer our friends in every locality who will give any time or attention to collecting and forwarding sub- 

A scriptions, the following inducements to obtain subscribers for the “POREST AND STREAM” at the rates and commissions given below : 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Collect Supse rere price, 3 months, poe 6 months, eae 1 year; Sane s years, S760 Sune, $1 ae 
Commission to be retained, 3 ; "Tete 

Amount to remit us, 3 75 6a $1.50 I> = *$S700 2 Share a: ane $8,00 

Condition to the above Commissions, we offer the following CASH PREMIUMS: 

To the person sending us the largest amount of money obtained from new subscribers, whose names are not now on our books, at above net rates, between January 
1, 1880, and July 1, 1880, - - - = a = — = = = = - = = = 2 = = $100.00 

To the one sending the next largest amount, in accordance with the above conditions, = - - - - - - - ~ - - 75.00 
To the third on the list, - - = - - = - - + = - = - - - - - - = 50.00 

And to the fourth, “ “ = = = = Ee - = = = = = = = 2 = = = - 25.00 
Sample Copy, Subscription Blanks and a handsome Show Card (to be posted in a conspicuous place) sent free on application. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time during the year, and may run any length of time, but no subscription will be entered on our books until the money for the same 

has been received at this office. 
No commission will be allowed on the first SINGLE subscription, but the commission due on the first two subscriptions may be deducted from the second, and there- 

after the commission can be retained on each succeeding subscription, You are sure of the commission which you retain, and also have an equal chance to get from $25 

to $100 of the cash premiums in six months. 

To any Person sending us before July 1, 1880, two new subscribers for one year, or four new subscribers for six 

Months, and Eight Dollars Cash, we will send, in place of commission, any one of the following Articles: 
ORs five-foet lancewood Bow, Horn Tips, and one dozen 25-inch 

Trows. 
One pair Club Skates, 

Coues’ Field Ornithology. 
one en Outfit, consisting of Rod, Reel, Lins, Snells and 

ooks. 
One Russia-leather Fly-book, and one dozen assorted Flies. 

Jordan's Manual of Vertebrates. 
A copy of ForEST AND STREAM for one year. 
A three-piece double-ferule, lancewood tip, full mounted, pol- 
ished Bass, Tront or Bait Rod. 

To any Person sending us, before July, i880, Sixteen Dollars cash, and Four New Subscribers for One Year, or Eight new subscribers for six months, we will 

Two copies of Forest and Stream for one Year. 

A four-piece, double ferule, guides and veel-band, hollow, 
butt, extra tip, full mounted, Bait or Brass Rod. 

One 8-piece do. Fly Rod. 

Write yourname and the name of the person to whom the paper is to be 
Remit, if possible, by postal money order, check, or draft on New York, payable to order o 

can be obtained, inolose money in Registered Letter, 

New York, January 1st, 1880, 

send, in place of commission, any of the following Articles: 

or flies and sneils. 

Addresss 

One full-length Fly Book, and two dozen assorted Flies, 

Ooues’ Key to North American Birds, 

mailed, plainly, 

A good Fishing Outfit, consisting of vod, reel, line, hooks | One Gent's sie-foot self-lancewood Bow, made to weight, 

and one dozen half-notched polished Arrows, 

One Set Parlor Archery, complete in boa, 
One pair nickled-plated Club Skates. 

One Parlor Air-Gun. 

and do not forget POST OFFICE ADDRESS, TOWN AND STATE, 
? FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING Company. If neither money order nor draft 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 
New York City, N. ¥, 

Ghe Kentrel, 

OR SALE.—A Gordon bitch one year of age; 
extra tan markings, dark eyes, and mild dis- 

position; is now in breaker’s hands, and is all 
ready for the field. Sired by Doan’s Tom out of 
Any ess. For particulars address G. 8. THOMP- 
SON, Box 163, Foxboro’, Mass. March?5,t£ 

GOR SALE CHEAP—A few very fine 
thoroughbred Irish setters, from_five to 

ten yers old, containing blood of Elcho, Plunket 
and Rory O’More. Address E. J. ROBBINS, 
Wethersfield, Conn. Marz5,tf 

4 OR SALE CHHAP—Well broken 
setter bitch, thrve years old; best imported 

etock g {Carl oat ee), Address #., this oilice. 
Marz5-1t. 

EACON KENNEL—In stud, white im- 
ported bulldog Punch, imported white bull- 

terrier Grab, imported fox-terrier Ike, Address 
BEACON KENNEL, 

Mar 25-tf 23 Myrtle street, Boston. 

PMHOROUGHBRED COCKER SPANIEL 
pup. six weeks old, for sale; price, $20, 

Wull pedigree given. Address 0. BATTERY, 
Mar 25-1t 383 Michip‘an street, Buifalo, N. Y. 

Re STE PUPS-—Red Ivish pedigree, Al, 
forsale cheap. BAGOTS’ Aquarial and Gold- 

fish Depot, No. 81 Fulton street. Mareh?5,1t 

bess SALE—Three bitch collie puppies, 
ex imported Lassie, winner of first prize, St. 

Louis, October, 1879, b 
York, April, 1879. 

Mar.25-1t. 

Roy, winner of tirst, New 
. W. DOWNEY, M. D., 

New Market, Md. 

K 9 KENNELS. 

DOGS BROKEN. 
Having removed our kennels from Delaware 

Ciry to this far-superior fame district, where we 
huve every Tucility for breaking, breeding, board- 
dog and exercising on land and water, we invite 
inguiry. Inelose stamp. Pricelow. Terms easy. 

E. & €. VON CULIN, 
P. O. Box 218. Dover, Del. 
— a SE 

q OR SALE, CHEAP—Pointer dog, ten 
months old. Address A.G. SPENCER, JR., 

Westbrook, Conn, MarJ8,2t 

Dal FLEAS! 
SE DR. AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

a sate and efficacious remedy and preven- 
tive for fleas and all eruptions of the skin pro- 
duced by them. Jt cleanses the bair of all im- 
purities, pirzes it of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
erties. Itis impossible for fleas ta live where it 
is used. Price, 25 cents Per cake. For sale by all 
druggists. Wholesale depot, 164 Lincoln styect, 
Boston. Dr. Watts offers for sale the largest 
ussortment in America of dogs of all breeds, The 
skillful treatment of canine diseases made a spec- 
iulty. The fact that Dr. Watis has for four con- 
secutive ee held by appointment the posiiion 
of Special Officer of the City of Boston to have 
charge of unlicensed dogs is sufficient guarantee 
of reliability. Ail communications and orders 
will receive prompt attention. Address 

‘ DR, AL. WATTS, 
Dar 25-tf 164 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass, 

The Bennet. | 

Heversink Lodge Kennels 
The following celebrated Dogs are in 

the stud. 

Does! 

St. Bernard dog ‘* Marco’; rough coated, two 
years old; a magnificent animal—Rey. J. Cumi- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanover 
Show and Rochester. 
New Foundland dog “ Keeper”; four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel show, 1879. 
Pointer dog, ‘‘ Croxteth"’; liver and white; one 

ands half years old; out of Lord Sefton’s re- 
nowned stock—one ofthe handsomest pointers 
in the United States. Second prize in the Han- 
over International Show. 
Blue Helton setter, ‘‘ Decimal Dash,” elghteen 

months old; sired by Llewellyn’s celebrated 
it ee magnificent stud dog—neyer exhib- 
ted. 
Trish setter, ‘Rover II’; pure red; son of Mac- 

dona's champion “Rover.” Never exhibited. 
English setter, Ranger IT’; 2 pure bred Lay- 

erack, son of Macdona’s celebrated * Ranger.” 
His get won firstat Hanoverand Paris shows, and 
second at Puppy Stakes in Eastern Vield Trials 

79. 
Stud fee, $25.00. 

For Saic. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

Stitches. 

St. Bernard “Braunfels,” rough coated, out of 
Prince Solin’s Géleprated stock $a magnificent 
bitch, in whelp to ** Marco,” Ist prizes in 
over and Rochester show. ; 
Pointer “ Queen,” liverand white, latWestmin- 

ster Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to “ Croxteth, 
Gordon setter “Beauty,” Ist Boston Showy 1878, 

2nd New York Show 1872, 
Pointer “Dora’—iver and white, 

* Queen” and “Sancho,” 
lue Belton setter Silk” 

Trish Setter“ Moya,’ out of Col, Hilliard’s 
** Palmerston,” in whelp to “‘ Rover II. 
English Setter“ Donna,” white and lemon. 
Pups can be secure. by an early application. 

Besides Loiter forsale pointers and setters of 
minor quality, butot good thoroughbred stock; 
full pedigrees. Also, several puppies of cham-~ 
pion “* Queen,” by champion “* Sensation.” 
Having engaged the services of Macdona’s re- 

nowned field trial breaker I am prepared to book 
orders for thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autumn, 1880. Particulars will be furnished on 
application to A. E, GODNIVROY, 

Guymard, Orange Co., N. ¥. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
<« RUSH. 

“Jn the Stud,” 

Rush is lemon and white, and winner st New 
York. Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Louis. 
Ville Shows. He is an excellent field dog; fine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch. For full partic- 
ulars, pedigree and field qualities address 

EDMUND ORGILL, 
1,096 Dean street, arookiym N.Y. 

an.22-tf, 

Han- 

out of 

Fee $25, 

Ghe Hemel. 

SPRATT’S PATENT. 
LONDON. 

The Kennet. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 

Francis. 0} de: Luze-caCo., | Tae eee tose 
413 Scuth William Sireet, 

NEW YORG, 

SOLE AGENTS, 

SPRATT’S 

DOC CAKES, 
SPRATT’S 

DOG SOAP, 
SPRATI’S 

FORAGE FOOD 

FOR HORSES. 

National American 

Kennel Club. 
FIELD TRIAL DERBY of 1880 

HE frst American Field Trial Derby will be 
run under the National American Kennel 

Club Rules, about the third week in November, 
1880, time and place to be hereafter announced, 
for setter and pointer peers whelped on or 
atter APRIL ist, 1879. 

First Prize. $150; Second, $100; Third, $50. 
Entries, Five Dollars each, to be paid at time of 
entry; Ten Dollars additional each for starters, 
to be paid before starting. 

Entries, giving full particilars as to color, 
marking, sex, pedigree and name, must be made 
on or before APRIL Ast, 1880, to the Secre- 
tary of the National American Kennel O:ub. 
Any number of dogs, the property of one 

owner, canrun for thisstake. The names and 
pedizree of all the puppies entered will be sent 
to all the sportsmen’s papers for publication, 
The forfait mouey to be added to the stake 

and divided between the winning dogs in the 
sameratio or proportion as the stake is divided. 

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL Ist, 1880. 

For blank forms of entry apply to 

CHARLES DE RONGE, 

Secretary N. A. K.C., 

No, 51 Broad 5St., N. ¥. City. 

Peb.19,8t 
(P.O, Box 994.) 

returned. Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates ita 
use. dimple and efficacious. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 
boxes containing ten powders, with 
ons for use. 

Price 60 cents per Box by mail. 
Both the above are recommended by ROD AnD 

Gun and Forest AND STREAM. D 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. Y. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
1 Cortlandt Street, N. Y. 

Put up in 
full directi 

oct lz 
Bo eT 

\ Was TED—I want to have two or three 
valuable setter and pointer puppies thor- 

oughly broken and trained on quail, woodcock 
and snipe by an experienced man who lives where 
this kind of game is plenty. Virginia, Maryland, 
Delaware, Southern New Jersey and Ohfo prefer- 
red. Address with full particulars, including 
price, references, &c., 
Mar 4-4t J. H. C., Forest and Stream office. 
ree SS EE eS 

eet AND STREAM KENNEL, 

specials at Detroit, Mich., 1879, also firstat Boston 
ib9 in native classes ; 

Puppies bred from above, fine stock, for sale 
cheap. Address, with stamp, L.. WHITMAN, 
Detroit, Mich. ecli,tf 

N THE STUD—The pure Laverack dog 
Pride, by Pride of the Border x Petrel, The 

only pure Layerack in New England. Fee, $60. 
Address H. F. DEANE, Box 1,612, Bont ae 

ept.4— 

OR SALE—Pure red Irish setter 
bitch pup, ten months old, for $15. J. ROY, 

Port Washington, O Mar. 1s,tt 

FOR SALE. 
250,000 BROOK TROUT FRY, 

Atreasonable rates. Addresstor prices to 
J.B. & F.N. EDDY, 

Randolph, Cattaraugus County, N. ¥. 
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The Beunel. 

: MICKE’'S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer. 
For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale Agents—Bruen & Hobart, 214 Fulton 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co., 304 N. Third 
Street Phila.; Finley & Thompson, 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orlenns, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
parsisu, Ind.; 'Urimble & Kleihacker, Baltimore. 

Oure or Destroyer sent by mailon receipt of 
.. to L. A. MICEE, Basten, Pa. 

er 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce hiskennel, offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount &t. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best Buropean strains. To be sold for no 
fault, For prices, preter area addr 

1B 
Sept 18-tf 

POEs. 
Y¥ Z. COLLINS. 

Lancaster, Mass., U. S.A. 

imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Ficld Broken. _ 
Youn Dogs handled with 

gicill and judgment. 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

4 water. ‘ 
ae N:B—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs ror sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H, GC, GLOVER,Doms River, N.J 

COCKER SPAMIE 
BREEDING KENNEL 
™. P. MoxXoon, Franklin, Delaware Co., N. ¥. 

KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest 
strains. I sellonly youngstock, Igusrantes 

atistaction ahd sale delivery to avery customer. 
hese beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 

beatan for ruited grouse and woodcock shoot- 
ing and retrieving, Correspondents inclosing 
stamp will get printed pedigrees, circulars, Lesti- 

“MANCE. 
SORA TCELES. 
GLOVER'S IMPERIAL MANGE CURE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. Ono application 
ig usually all thatis necessary, For SCRATOHES 
in HORSES it has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Bole prop't'r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N, J. 

ents: Cohroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 
at. N. ¥.; John P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; vos. ©. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phila.; F.P, Taylor, 72 Bast Madison st., Chicago; 
Oroalces, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St. 
Touis, Price, 5) cents. 

“ASA L. SHERWOOD. 
Skaneateles, N. Y. 

GORDON ENGLISH, AND FIELD TRIAL 
SETTERS 4 

OF P#REST STRAINS. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERES, ENGLAND, 

Anthor of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
begs toinform Lad esand Gentlemen in America 
that he purchases and sends owt dogs of any de- 

sired breed, flt for the highest competition, 
N. B.—A baddog never left the Doctor's Ken- 

nels. decl9 tf. 

INE LODGE EENNELS.—I am pre 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seven months’ york 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has all the natural instincts, Meter 
ences on Application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length et tima IT keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. <A 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Bape ae 

et 2, 

ENGLEWOOD KENNEL, 
'o Sportsmen, 

I AM prepared to board a limited num- 
R ber ofdogs, Settersand pointers thoroughly 

field broken. Address C. C. TOWNSEND. 
Feb 123m. Englewood, N, J. 

Lublicutians. 

EVERY rpacitiet ot 

TOREST AND STREAM 
Needs one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

EASTWARD HO; or ADVYHNTURGS AT 
RANGELEY LAKHS, By Charles A, J. Farrar 
A spicy and fascinating story of sportsiuan's life 
inthe wilds of Maine, In this book a great deal 
of yalunble iaformation is arses in a pleas 
ant andatlrelive manner. Beawtifully idus- 
trated with full-page engravings. Handsome- 
ly bound in cloth, price $1.50. Ready May 1st. 

GAMP LIVE IN THR WILDERNESS, By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
8 trip made by a party of Boston gentlemen to 
the Rangeley Lukes region, 224 pages. 12 illus- 
trations. Papsr covers, 40 centa, 

VARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
Hable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixville Noteh and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androseogein, Magalloway and | 
Sandy rivers. Containg 256 pages. 50 ilustras 
tions, and a laree map. Paper covers, 50 cents. 

FARRAR'S MOOSBHEAD LAKE AND ‘THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS LLLUSTRA- 
TE A coniprehensive aud thorough hand- 
book of the Moosehead Lake region nd the | 
sporting resorts of Northern Maine, With map. 
‘The tours of the Kennebec, Penobscot and 
St. John rivers, ascent of Katahdin, ete, are 
lainly trented. 221 pages. 14 illustrations. 
aper covers, 60 cents, | 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Itangoley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
aper, cloth covers, 60 cents. 

FPARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
nud vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of Northern Muine, also the head- 
waters oi the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. 

Join rivers. Printed on tough linen paper, 
eloth covers, 50 cents. 
FARRAR’S STERHOSCOPIC VIEWS of the 
entire Richardson and Rangeley lake region. 
Large size, cach 2 cents. Send fur catalogue. 

Any of the akocve publications sent by 
mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. .Avidress 
CHARLES A. jG HAHRAR, Jamaica Main, 
Mass. T. V)1e3h 

Field, Cover and Trap 

Shooting. 
BY CAPT, BOGARDUS. 

New aud enlarged edition, containing instruc 

tions fer glass bull shooting, and chapter on 

Breeding and Breaking of Dogs by Miies John+ 

ton. Forsale nt this office. Price $% 

To American Anglers; 

THE ENGLISH 

FISHING GAZETTE, 
Deyoted to Angling, River, Lake and Sea 

Fishing, and Fish Culture. 
SrExrEEN PaGgzs FOLDO, 

Price '[lwopence. 
(EVERY TRIDAY,) 

Vol. TI. commenced with the number for Jan. 
1, under new management. The GAyvnrre is the 
only paper im the Inelish language entirely de- 
yoted to Angling, Fish Culture, ete. 

Froe by post ONE YEAR for 12s, 6d. or 
§3.25 in P, O. 0. or 1. §. Postage Stamps 
to any address in the United States, Half 
a year for half the price. 

27" A copy of the current number and pros- 
pectus can be had (post free) by sending G 
esnts in U.S. Postage Stamps to the Mana- 
per FISHING GAZETTE, 1 Crane Court, 
Fleet Street, London, England, mart tf 

ra.are used, 

‘ely vey 

Pigeon, Glass Ball or Target puSaee: 
hé made of Solid Gold upon application, 

so perfect ure they In thelr operation, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

eediseetlaneois. 

i i nat Bayon Wee ons 

Ber IE 
ISRPHOTOSHG 

aa - Rar 

sn et a 

THE 

BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT, 
THE BEST SPORTSMAN’S OUTFIT MADE 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND SAMPLES WITH RULES FOR MEASURE, 

PatentDecoys,) G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 
TENTS, HAMMOCKS, 

AND LEATHER JACKETS. \ Oak Hall, Boston, Mass. 

Piltlicntions. 

PORTSMEN’S 
NEW BOOKS, 

ATO cys a t 
‘ GAZETTEER. Price postpaid, $3. 

PRACTICAL 
TAXI DERMY “ 

an 
HOME es . Price postpaid, $1.50. 

Jos. H, BAtTY. 
THE DOGS OF . 

GREAT BRITAIN, 
AMERICA and 

OTHER COUNTRIES. Price postpaid, $2. 
Comprising the essential 
parts of the two standard 
works on the Dog. 

By STONEHENGE. 
AMERICAN WILD FOWL 

SHOOTING. Price postpaid, $2. 
By Jos. W. Lona, 

How TO HUNT AND TRAP. 
BY id, $1.50. 

iy Jos. H. Barry, author of “ Practical ,Tax- 

FORESTER FRANK FORE 7s 
ak COMPLETE WORKS. 

Prica post- 

Complete Manual for Young Sportsmen. Price 
portpaid, $2. 

FIELD SPORTS OF U.S. 
2 vols. Price postpaid, $4 

AMERICAN GAME IN Trs SEASON $1. 50 
2,50 

- 4.00 

VISH AND FISHING OF 1.8 
SPORTING SCENES AND CHARA 

We will mail any of the aboye on receipt of 

prices named. 

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 

111 Fuiton street, New York. 

m aes 1 Mes 

A little Hopgm 
Bitters saves biz 
Yector Bills and 
log sickness. 
Cures Drows!- 

ness, Biliousy: 

nS LAE Si Aon 

For Wenkness and General Debility, and a3 a preventive 

ITHE ,POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD 3 
(WEEKLY) 

Boih publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry. 

Publshed by &. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.26 
Er ear; the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

—both papers for $2.00. 
_A series of twelye mag- 
ficent Chromos, cach rep- 
resenting astandard breed 

— : of fowls, sentfor 75 cents 
extra to all subscribers t) either publication, 

og 4 

WAELACH'S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 

W exhustive hand-book for sportsmen and 
. toutists. No visitor te the Adirondacks shonld 

he withoutit. For skle ab thisc™ice. Price, post 
paid, FLAN, 

J. Cypress, Jr.'s Works. 
TWO VOLUMES, 

Price $5 by Mail. 

CAN BE HAD THROUGH THIS OFFICE. 

THE Shri,” 

BY LAVERACK, 

For saleat this office. Prive $3. 
ee ST ag ee i ai eae oe ia 

and cure for Fever and Ague, nothing equila ti 

Si’ Bes 
5 RSE 

Pas I 2 
Se BK 

a Solid Gold Chain from four to six years. 

, consisting of Shot, Shells, Cartridges, and # Gun or Ritle for bar, willalso fs 
at the lowest market price. 

ARE 

other house. 

paver. 
AH the Army Corps 

ii Lh 

frre ne eC Sportsmen's Chain, patented by N. M. SHEPARD, April 15, 
} e made from the vi St it; Lin é Tait 18 Te Gr Tied: and will be weeds one ne ety est quality of ROLLED GOLD PLATE, or whut is known as Gold 

i i The retail price will 
be %$ each. Liberal discounts to Clubs or Societies ordering tyelye or more at one time. ra Hmblemati¢ for 

I KEEP OONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE AND. WHLL-SELECTED STOCK OF 

EVERYTHING IN THE JEWELRY LINE. 
I HAVE! A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF 

' Viasonic, Odd Fellows, Knights Pythias, Eastern Star Pins, Rings and Jewels 
OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE. 

Shooting, Rowing, Athletic, Firemen’s, College and School Medals, 
A SPECIALTY WITH THIS HOUSE. 

We have the largest stock on hand of any house in this country, and do more business in this line than any 
BEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, tbc. 

N. M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton Street, New York. 
SPECIAL ORIGINAL DESIGNS, NOTIN CATALOGUE, FURNISHED ON} APPLICATION, 

J manufacture to order at short notice all the Army Corps Badges of the United States, both gold and SXs 
Full information givén upon epplicati 

Badges on hand and Manufactured at Short Notice. 
on. 

PATENTED 

APRIL 15, 1879. 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

Mays 4t. 

212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 
MANUPACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 
Special Designs Sent Free 

UPON APPLICATION. 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order, 

CHILBLAIN, 
PAIN AND ACHE 

IN OR 
MUSCLE! NERV Hi! 

WESTON 

Mail, 25 Cts, 
your 381 Sixth ave. 

Es 
moz““BEATS THE WORLD,” ux. 

Old Judgesmokine Tobacco. 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite ths Tongue. 

“Old Iudso” Cisarottes. 
MA UFACTURED under Letters Patent granted Charles G. Emery, March 5, 1878, 

by which the Ate a er used as wrappers is so prepared that the unpleasant odor and injurious 
effects of the OIL OF RROSOTH thrown off when burning is completely neutralized or destroyed, 
and the paper made saliva proof to preyent its breaking or melting in the mouth. The great adyant- 
age and importance of this invention will at once be recognized by all smokers, and its truth de- 
moustrate 
certificate from any eminent Pro 

by the first “Old uuets Cigarettes they smoke. 
essor of Chemistry to convince them they have 

Neither will they require a printed 
eretotore, in 

smoking Cigarcttes made of PURE RICE PAPER, been inhaling one of the deadliust poisons known, 
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. 

GOODWIN & CO., Manufacturers 207 and 209 Water st. 
IW VW OY ORE, 

A PRE BINDER, 
HICH, WHEN FULL, makes a permanent binding; for sale by FOREST AND 
STREA M PUBLISHING COMPANY. 111 Fulton st. N.Y. 75 Cts. Sent by mail, $1. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES. 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 
H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY. 

WW ARE RMoonnts 

788 Broadway, New York: 
S£and &6 State street, Chicago : 

: 17 South Fifth st., S§. Lowis, 

= - ie 

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE 

4s a sure cure for spavin, splint, curb, callous, 
sprains, swellings, galls, lameness and all enlarge- 
ments of the joints orlimbs. It will completely 
remoye a bone spavin without blistering or caus- 
ing asore. It is also as good for man as for beast 
aod is used fall sivength, at all times of the year, 
with perfect safety. Remember, we claim it will 
eure 2 bone spavin and completely remoye the 
bunch without blistering. 
Office U.S. Marshal, Western Dist. of Michigan, 

Kalamazoo, Apr. 15th, 1879. 
B. J. Kendall, Enosbureh Falls, ¥t.—Dear Sir: I 

received the two bottles of your spayin cure for- 
warded by express in January last. [am happy 
to stute that it performed all your advertisement 
ealledfor, In three weeks after I commenced 
using it, the spayin was entirely remoyed and a 
valuable horse restored to usefulness. 

Very traly yours, JOHN PARKER. 
Send for ilustrated circular giving Positive 

Proof. Price$3l. Al) Druggists haye it or can get 
itforyou. Dit.B.J. KENDALL& CO., Propr’s, 

Enosburgh Falls, Vermont. 

“Nahmakanta,” 
With the “CROSBY PATENT AXT COVER.” 
Phe only genuine erty Axe in America. Says 
ge, Hussey: “1am delighted with it; it makes 

eamping entiit complete, and is Just tha 
thing T have been looking for these many years.” 
Send for a circular. 

A. S&S CROSBY £& CO., 
WATERVILLE, Mz, 

H. L. DUNGKLEE’S PATENT 
Camping and Mining Stove. 

UST the thing for people camping out 
for a short or long time. FOUR SIZES; pri- 

ces REASONABLE. Send fof descriptive circu- 
larg, with prices and terms. 

Will Gook 

*SUOSJ0g SI a04 

NO. 1-CAMP UNPACKED. 

12x12x20 INCHES, "ST 6S ‘THDINM 
NO. 1—CAMP PACKED. 

Madejand sold by TAUNTON IRON WORKS 
CO., 87 Blackstone street, Boston, Mass. 

RUINART ests CHAMPAGHES Established 1729. 

Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality, 

Werzenay, dry, full bodied. rich favor. 

Carte Blanche, Fruity, delicate Hayor, not too 

dry. DODGE, CAMMEYER & co., 

Cortlandt St..Sole Av’tsfor the United States. 

Trees. 
poe who contemplate planting 

_ largely of fruit or ornamental t i 
spring are inviled to visit. the nursery of PL 
Foster at Babylon, Long Island, N. ¥., and ex. 
amine hig extensive stosk:a selection ont of 
800,000 fine specimens; an assortment well adapt- 
ed to ocean exposure planting. All at lowest 
rates. Fab19-4t, 

Gold, Crystul. Lace. Perfumed & Ghremo 
52 Cards, n4meée in Gold and Jet ¥ 
Broz. Clintonville, Ct. Ey nec 

Enns, Mamanitiot, Ctr, 

FINE BREECH=LOADING 

Ait a Bargain! 
THESE ARENOT CHEAPGUNS, 

BUT ARE 

Good Guns! 
AT A 

LowanvrerPrice 

where. Allof them 
WARRANTED TO 

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 
Send for Descriptive List, 

WILi H. CRUTTENDEN, 
Cazenovia, N. ¥, 

WM. R. SCHAEFER, 
61 Elmst., Boston, Mass., 

SPORTSMEN'S EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 
Toe Order. 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

ing SHOT GUNS. A. Tull ine ef the Clabrough* 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of imported 
guns, always on hand. Particular attention 
paid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATI"S DOG FOOD, ete., ete. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. All work 
executed in the most skillful manner. 

E.H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

| The Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Daly 

Guns. 
Gr Stocks altered to fitthe shooter. Guus 

bored Full Choke, Modified, Taper, or for 
Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fitted, Pin Mres con- 
verted to Central Fires, 
tension Ribs, New Lumps, ete. 
Repairing of every fescue On done in en hon- 

est manner and at reasonaiie rates, 
Madison’s Browning Mixture, A1,50c. per bottle. 
Sportsmen’s and Riflemen’s Sundries, 
Shells loaded Al, and goods sent everywhere fo 

©. 1D. Send stamp for answers to queries. Hefer- 
ences from all the clubs of the city. decd) tf 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 
- SIPAPLE ANB 

DURABLE, 

‘| Rebounding Lock. 

Chokebore Barrels. = 
Yor close, hard sho sting excels all others. Hx- 

tra heavy guns for aucka 4 specialty. Send stamp 
forcireilar. HYDE & SHATTUCK, Manufactu- 
vers, Hattleld. Mags. 

“GREAT WESTERN ~ GUN WORKS, 
— Pittabureh, 

Pa. 

Send stamp Yor Catalogue. 
Rifles, Shot Guns, Royolvers, sent ¢. 0. d. for aramination 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING ‘TOP 

LEVER ACTION 
In tha world. 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 
» Equal in finish, symmetry of outline, and mate~ 

rial, to the finest English guns, and Bt 
more reasonable prices. 

The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only re- 
bounder with which niissiires will not eecur, 

HIGHEST CHNTENNIAL MEDASE 

For “Workmanship, Rebounding Locks, and 
Compensating Features of Action.” 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE EHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY GROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire. 
Musde Loading Guns Alicred to Breach Loaders. 

@ Clark & Sneider, | 
Bid West Pratt Street, Baltimore, 
Bend for Dlustrated Catalogue. 

Than they can be purchased for else- | 

ew Barrels titted, ix- } 

he nbove address. 

[Marcu 26, issu. 

Gans, Anuomnition, Ete. 

FOX’S PATENT 

DREECH-LOADING SHOT CUb, 

Wonderfully Simple. Wenderfully Strong, 
The barrels slide one side. 

NWo tinge tosetIncose, 

Prices from $50 to $300. 
Send stamp for circular to 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 

103 Milk Strest, Boston, 

F. H. RAYMOND, Treas. 

The “STANDARD TARGET."'—For Rifle Practice, 
Size 6 inches. 
feet, off-hand. 
of diameter. 
Marksmen willappreciate the new departure 

which this target has inaugurated. Theaccnrato 
rifleman now gets the true value of his shots, 
while on old-style targets the record was so taint= 
ed by the element ol chance as to give but a 
vague Idea of. the shooter’s skill. For instance, 
on a 200 yard Creedmoor a “ center," scoring 
hasten times the area of a “bull,” scoring 5. Every 
rifleman knows that no degree of skill or care will 
give immunity from occasional misses, and un- 
der the oldsystem it was almost the rule for good 
marksmen to be beaten by bad ones. One man 
would pile up eight snug bulls out of ten, but 
lose the other two, while his competitor, * shoot- 
ing for fours,” would seatter his strays all over 
the buard center, blunder one shot into the edge 
of the bull,and win! Now in deer stalking, and 
shooting at 80 yards, the winner would have 
wounded and lost one deer, while the loser would 
have struck down eight, all shot through the 
heart. Of course there are people who still con- 
tend that under the old method ‘all bad an equal 
chance ;"' which is very true. Butit is also true 
that their equality of chance would haye 
been in n0 wise impaired if they should have sat 
down and thrown dice to deterinine who was the 
better shot. Im contests of skill every element 
of chance should be eliminated. 
Arrangements have been made fer supplying 

these targets at a merely nominal price, and itis 
now &n easy matter to gauge relative slsill by 
uniform practice, and to communicate definite 
results without obscuring them by explanatory 
details. Thetarpets are mailed, post-paid to any 
address in the United States at fifty cents per 
hundred, and quitea liberal discount ismade to 
galleries and dealers. Send orders to Cussons, 
May & SHEPPARD, Glen Allen, Virginia. 

Bulls-eye 1+ inehes. Range, 100 
The zones rise by area instead 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Ball 
AND HIS PATENT 

GLASS BALL TRAP 
Hon Witeyprecher: They 
can be had trom all gun 
dealers. Headquarters 
forGlass Balls and Traps, 
AGNEW & Co., 153 First 
Ay., Pittsburgh, Pa.; A, 
H, BOGARDUS, No 158 
South Clark street, Chic- 
2 Send zor ae List 
‘or Traps—Hart oan, 

Newark, N.J. © 
“Field, Cover and Trap 

Shooting," the only book 
ever published by a mar 

_ket hunter, can be had at 
Price $2. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. . 
OR‘GUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGI- 
cal Instruments. Safe to handle, WILL NOT 

GUM, and will keep in any climate. Sportsmen 
everywhere in the United States pronounce it the 
best gun oil In the market. Judge Holmes, of 
Bay City, Mich., writes: It is the best prepara- 
tlon Thave found in thirty-five years of active 
and frequent use of guns.’ : 
Fhe trade aupalie’ yy Bole manufacturer, GEO. 

B. BATON, Pavonia Avenue, Jersey City 
ba eK N. J. d 

Sold by principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 
ftead & Sons, Boston, Maas.; B. Kittredge & Co., ’ 
Gnainnati, O,; E.E, Raton, Chicuzo, U!.; Brown 
& Hilder, St. Louis, Mo.; 'Thos. W. Parr, Cleye= 
and, 0.; Trimble & Kicibasker, Baltimore, Md,; 
Cropley bane Georgetown, D.C.; Jos. C. Grubb 
& Co., Philadelphia. 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MATL. 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, 

SYRACUSE, 

NEVY YORK. | 

Maker of Fine Guns 
—- 

SEND: FOR CATALOGUE. 
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SOLE AGENTS FOR 

SPRATT’S 
PATinl 

TOW DOW . 
Sénd for Circular and Price List, 

——~ 

MRANOIS O. deLUZE & CO,.,, 
18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

HOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs im Condition, 

BOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Usoeiul on the Flaius. 

Sportsmen's Goals. 

a 

Ruspur Goons oF Evury Dersceir- 
TION: 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

GCOODYEAR’S 
‘Rubber Mi’g Company, 

AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

488,490, 492 B’way, cor. Broome st., 

AND 

206 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST. 

RUBBER DUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 
FISHING AND HUNTING. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

INDIA RUBBER Hyovisniew’s Souter, 

Fishing Panis Cetslavets| 70 SPORTSMEN: 
BOOTS, 

RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 
COMPLETE 

Sporting and Camping Guts 
India Rubber Goods of Lyery Deseription 

HODCHIAN & CO. 
Send for Price List. 

225BROADWAY and 27 MAIDEN LANE, 

NEW YORK, 

HSpovisiners Zoutes. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 

TAKE TH 
Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinawy,GrandRgpidsandCinciunatiShort Linc 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Fass Fisheries, 

ASD THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of tha 

Grand Traverse Region 
and tho Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, 
af equaled, in the ubundance and great yariaty of 

Be KOOe “TROUT abound abound in the streams, and 
the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 

TRE THO UE geacon begins May1 e 'T season begins May landends Sent. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June land anes 

Rev. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PIORERELand MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in Jarge numbers in the 
many lalces and jakelets of this territory. 
The Sperieman can readily send trophies of his 

Bkill to his friends or * club” at home, as ice tur 
pe ten cin be had at many points. 
TAKH YOUR PAMLLY WITH YOU. The sce- 

nery of the North Woods and Lukesis yery beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry and braving, he eli- 
shite is peculiarly beneficial to those suffering 

T 

. Hay Fever and Asthma Affections, 
me ae accoulmodations are pood, far sur- 

sing theaveruge in countries new enough 10 
aiford the finest of fishing. te 

Uring the sezso0 Round Trip Bxeurston Tici- 
ets will be sold at ow rates, and attractive train Tacilities offered to Tourisis and Sportsmen. 
Does, Guds and Vishing Tackle Carried Freoat nd FES srisk. 
Afisoursim to makesportsmen feel athome" Snthisroute. Vor 'Pourist's Guidy (in attractive 

iustrated Look of s0 pages), containing full i formation ind accurate maps of the Fishing 
Groundsand Time Cirds, address A.B. LED Ger, Pass, A cent, Grand Rapids, Mich, 

on ¥ 
on“ . Old Dominion Line. 

THE STEAMERS of this Line reach 
some ol the finest waterlow) aid ps 

Shooting sections in the countyy. Conneetine ui 
Tectfor Cuincoteagus, Cubb's Islaud, aad points 
on the Peninsia. Cite tt, Juioes’ River, Cur- 
stick, Plorida ind the scum taingus countey ot 
Wirvinia, Tenniesses, ete. Nortolk steamers pait 
icadiy, Vhurscny, and Saturday. Lewes, Dei. 

Monday and Thursday, ut PM. Poll inferm- 
ation hivenatoLice, 1)7 Greenwieh Srreet, Nev 
Your, ® son23 oc 

ha 

The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 
Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
ROUTING PARKS and RACE C SEs in the 
Middle States, hess lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTAN' POIN'SS, ayoid the dit'- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 

coke enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTIOD 
without failure or injury, 

THN LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 

also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in A and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold atthe oflices of the bee in 
all the principle cities to KANE, RENOVA, BHD- 
FORD, CHESSON, RALSTON, MENNEQUA, and 
other Well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also, to 

TUCKHRION, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT APTER 
FIN ANDF 
, L, P. PARMER, Gen’! Pass, Agent. 
FRANE THOMSON, Gen’l Manager. febit-ti 

FoR 
New Haven, Hartford, Springfield and 

the North. 
The new and elegant steamer C.H. NORTHAM 

leayes Pier No, 25, East River, daily (Sundays ex- 
eo ataPmM. Passengers zo North and East 
nt ll px. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leayes New 

York at 11 P.M, arriving in New Haven in time 
ior the early morning trains, 
Merchandise forwarded by daily Expresstreicht 

frain from New Haven throurh to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern 
New York and Canada, Apply at Olfice en Pier 
orto RICHATI) PECK, Gen’l Apt, 

Chesapeake & Ghio R. FE. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angier to 

the Best finnting and Pishing 

Grounds of Virginiu and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmdnl Vir- 
ginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virzinia, 
Allezhany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, ind limawha Valley, and ineluding in 
their yaricties of game end lish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grovee, auail, anipe, wook- 
cock, Mourtsin trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque see- 
hery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
t=, j) Phur Springs, =~. 

- Railrond connections at Cincinnati, with tho 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northesst; and at Richmond 
and Charlotieyille with the South, All modern 
improvements in equipment, @ 

4 CONWAY R. HOWARD, 

Gon, Passenger and Ticket Arent,) 
See ener eo onmagnd Y maay_ ly, 

BRANDIES, 

Clarets nd Sauternes, 
Of A. deLUZE & SONS, Sordeanx. 

CHLAMPAGIN ES, 
OLE. TRROY & CO., Reims. : 

Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 
Eithine Wines, 

WHISKIES, IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 
SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

WINKS, 

Sports mena Cools. 

T | TS 
A SPECIALTY ! 

From Goods of my own Importation-~Dead Grass Color. 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, 

nN : VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 
Full lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Legging, ete, 
Send for Price-List and Samples, Address 

. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J: 
New York Office, 177 Broadway. 

Hportsmens Routes. 

St. Louis, Minneapolis) Bromfield House, Boston. 
AND 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

| Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapoli 

and St. Paul. 

‘Burlington, C, Rapids & Northern 
Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 
TWO PASSENGER TRAINS each way daily, be- 
tween Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all East and West 
Linesin Iswa, running throughsome of the finést 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, 
Ducks, Pinnated and Ruifed Grouse and Quail. 
Sportsmen and their dogs taken good care ot, Ro- 
duced rates on parties of ten or more upon appli- 
cation to Gen’) Ticket Office, Cedar ranitied 

tebe Ly 

Gen'l Passenger aa 

| Bates wud Resorts tor Sportsmen, 

4 

DHUROPEAN PLAN. 

MESSENGER, Froprietor. 

For Good Spring Sheoting 
—GO TO THE— 

BAY VIEW EGUSE, 

At Shinnecock Bay, 
Where you will find 

PLENTY OF BIRDS, 
GOOD GUIDES, 

COMPLETE OUTFIT of DECOYS, 
BATTERIES, etc. 

well ns good accommodations and a sub- 
stantial pil of fare, 

Take Long Island Raiivoud for Goed 
Grownd station. 

M. WILLEAMS, Prep’r. 
P. O, Address, Good Ground, Long Island, N.Y. 

Weidon, W. C. 
f 

ELT. WINsLow,_ 
General Manager. 

Philadelphia and Savanna Line 
FOR FLORIDA. 
OR THROUGH TICKETS to FERNAN- 

DINA, JACKSONVILLE, ST. AUGUS- 
TINE, SANFORD, ENTERPRISE and interme- 
diate landings on ST. JOHN'S RIVER and inte- 
tor noints in FLORIDA, by steamship to SA- 
VAN , and thence by railroad or steamboat, 

Appl to WM. U. JAMES, General Agent, 
viladdphia and Southern Mail 8.5, Co., 

Pier 22, South Wharvyes, Phila. 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 
Cael es 

AS 

J. R. DAVIS Proprietor, 

Always twenty minutes for Dinter, 

His HOTEL has been oponed by Col. 
A J.B. Davis, long and favorably known #3 
the proprietor of the Purcell House, Wilming= 
ton, N. C. The Hotel has been entirely and 
thoroughly renovated throurhout. The rooma 
are clegantiy furnished with buck walnut imnar- 
ble-top fnrnitureand hair mattrasses. Travellers 
andinvalids coming South will now find thisa 
comfortable resting place. (a lone-felt want sup= 
plied). Guests will receive eyery attention and 

, comfort, elegant table and uttentive servnnta. 
'This isthe Dinter House coming South or foie 
North, The best Hotel of its kind on tho route 
to Florida, Rates—G.00 aud $2.60 perday, | 
ST IE ERNE I LE 

a Bs) ni VW HOtifor TROUT FISHING, 
HE FAR-FAMED waters of the Mag- 
anettewan are now within casy access of 

Toronto and the outside world, and arestill teems 
ing with speckled trout, We have erected a lurge 
and comfortable hotel in Maganettewan Village, 
and are prepared to offer every facility to cur 
ppoxtinn friends by yay of canoes and guides to 
the trout lakes and stveams tributary to the Mar 
fnetiewan, and can offer the best of trout fishing 
within amile of our hotel ; will hayeiceand facti- 
ities for packing fish, so that they can be taken 
fresh to any part of the Northern States. The 
roadfrom Rousseait (the head of steam travel) hag 
been Macadamized and the journey shortened by 
halt a day, so thut partics leaying Toronto can 
et here in one and a half days. Come up and 
see Us. TEWIN & CLARKE, Proprietors, 
Maganettewan Post-Office, Ontarie, Canada, 
ee on 

SPORTSMAN’S RESORT & SUM- 
MER BOARDING-HOUSE, 

WENTY miles of good trout streams; easy 
access from howse; fuod place for dog and 

Sun in season, References given. ISAACM, 
BRADLEY, Eldred, Sullivan Co., N. ¥. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new ears * DayyCrocket” and ‘Izaak Walton,” 
which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro- 
yided with racks and closets for muus and ishing 
tackle, and kenneisfordogs.  _ 

Diigraimes, rates and other desired information 
furnished on application to Gen] Supt. P. P.O. 
Co., Chicaro, Jexzs saa, 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
UL, taking effect March 14th, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER’S P'M' (Matbush Aye,, B’klyn, 6 min. 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.35 A.M., 3.95, 4.35, 3.85 p.m. Sundays, 
A.M, 
Col. P't& Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11,85 A.m., 

2.35, 8.35, 4.35, 5, 5.85, 6, 6.25, 7, 7.35, 9.15, 10.45 pint, 
12.15 night, 
Sundays, 9.85, 10.35 A.M., 1.95, 5.86, 7,10 p.m. 
Blushing, 6.80, 7.85, 8.45, 10., 11.85.A.M., 2.35, 3.35, 

4.85, 5, 5.85, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.8, 9.151045 af, 12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 4.M., 1.85, 3, 5.35, 7, 10 Pm, 
Far OGRE WHE, 8.35, 11 AWM., 4.35, 8.85, 7PM, 

Rockaway Beach, 11 A.a., 4.35 pw Sundays, 9A, 
and 6.35 P.M. jy 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.35. 11.35 4.M., 4.35, 5.35,6.35 P.M. 

Saturday nights, 1p.a5. Sundays, 9.35 A.m., 6.35 Pa. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 a.m., 

1.85, 2.35, 4.35, 1.05, 6.36 Pot. rom Flatbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
‘Monday, Wed., Bri, and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdiys und Sundays only from Flatbush ay. 
10 vm. Sunday, 9 AM., 1.45, 6.35 P.M. 
Glen Cave, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8,10 A.o1., 3.86, 4,35, $5.25, 6.85 Pa. Sundays, 0 
AaM.., 6.85 BoM, 
Greenport and Sage Warbor, 8 A.., 3.35 P.M. 

| Huntington and Northport, §, 10 A... 4.35, 6.35 
PM. Sundays. 9 AM. 6.25) Po. 
Lakeland and Farminydale, 8 A0,,3.28, 5.35 Pan 
Port Jefferson, 10 Aw. 4.85 P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M, 4.35,5.25 PM. Sundays, 9 

ALM. 
Richmond Hill, Glenéale, 8.85, 11 a.m., 2.36, 4.35 

6.35, 6,7 eM. Monday, W ednesday, Friday and 
Batumiay nights, 12.15. Sundays, aar., (36 Pow, 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M., 1,45 pom., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays snd Saturdays, commencing April 8d, 
BUNTER'S PT & WALL ST, ANNEX—Leave 

Piet 17, HK, (foot Pinest.) for Bunter’s P’t, 8.30, 
10.20, 17,30 Aim, 8.10, 4.10, 510,610 Par For fu 
ther intcrmation, tickets, commutation, ete,, 
apply a1 229 Bway, cor. Barclay. 

W.M. LATFAN, Gen'l Pass. Apent, 
ee ee a ay 

AiiseeWianeows. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
POULTRY AND GAME 

Nos, 289 & 280 Washington Market. \. ¥, 

HOS. W. PEYLCR, 
Attorney and Cewnsellcr at Law, 

NODTARY LUEBLIC. 

ayy to See eens, eat shat ferns No, 237 Broadway, Koom 17, New York Gity 

l 58 ly 520s eae eet "| SHEA All business oromptly attended to. nova 
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Anuumition, Gtr. 
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ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Orange Bucking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELEGTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 

®end postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM~ 
PHLUET,showing SIZES of GRAINS ef POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE. 

ml & Rant Powder to, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. ¥.; 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONTS 

BIF LH, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDER. 

The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1902, have maintained their 

; eens 9 sate forseyenty-eight years. Manu- 
zoture the following celebrated brands of Pow- 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Noa. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in Strong oh, 
quickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

Ball and Pigeon Shooting. ~ 
DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 

Hos. 1 (coazrse) to 8 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
gud clean; great penctration; adapted for Glass 

Ball, Bivecw uck, and other shooting. 
> DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 

uick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
s sick, pis Ue pistol sheoting. 
| DUPGNT’S RIFLE, FG, ‘SEA SHOOTING,” 
SFG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle 
@kooting ,the FFG smd FUNG for general use, 
ye Ue a ae moist, 
SPORTING G, SHIPPING, and BLAST- 

ENG POWDERS of all sizes and ‘descriptions, 
ial grades for panel Cartridge, Musket, 
on, Mortar, and mmoth Powder, U. 8. 

ernment standard.. Powder manufactured 
0 order of any reauired grain or proof. Agen- 
gies in all cities and principal towns throughout 
the U. 8. Represented by ¢ 

¥. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. ¥. 
WW. B.—Use none but DDUPONT’S FG or FRG 

®owder for long range rifle shooting. 

THE HAZARD POWOER COMPABY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard's ‘‘Electric Powder." 

fos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point 
ef strength and clennliness. Packed in square 

“aisters of 1 Uh. onlu, 

). In 1 Ib, canisters and 
1, Quick and clean, for up- 

ing. Welladapted toshot guus, 

ri’s “Duck Shooting.” 

(fne) to 5 (coarse). Im land & 1b. canisters 
ui 121 Ib. kegs. Burns ay and yery 

glean, s ting remarkably close and with great 
tration. Hor field, forest, or water shooting, 

erauks any other prand, and it is equally ser- 
Heeable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Bazard’s “Kentucky Rise.” 

PEG, YEG, and ‘Sea Shocting” FG in kegs of 
$5, 124, and 6} lbs, and cans of bibs. IFEPG is also 
packed in Land +ip.canisters. Burnsstrong and 
gust, The FH*G and FsG are favorite brands 
for ordini orting, and the **Sea Shooting ™ 
HE is the s lard Rifle Powder of the country, 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder, 
ANNOW and MUSKET POW} 
LG HES FOR EXPORY, 
22D GRAIN OR PROOB, 

G ~MANUPACT URED TO ORDER. ss 

The above can b# had of dealers, or of the Co’ 
y's Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 

gala at our office, 
88 WALL STREET, NEW YORE, 

ENT Gr Ia SE 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY’S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
s, 2, 3, 4, 6 6, 7%, and 8. Superior Rifle. En- 

Pe aie and ol. Hawker’s Ducking. Ww. 

STITT, 61 Cedar St., N. Y- Agent for the U.8. 

Fitisfield, Mass., Cuts Free. 
Muli-Length COT, in this oase, 
ié10: LOUNGE, in this case, $8. 
i}Sold Everywhere by the Trade. 

Shot-Gun and Rifle-Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

Osrellaneons Advertisements. 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 

for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise, 

and is yet open to the world. Address 

DITTMAR POWDER M’F’G Co., 
24 Park Place, New York P. 0. Box 836. 

VANITY FAIR 
“ MILD”—Rare Old Virginia. ‘‘HALV#&S —Rare Old Perique and Virginia, 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
T First Prize Medals, Vienna, 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, WS. KIMB ALL fk 00 t 

Fine Archery. : 
PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Ivery Bow Warranted Unbreakable, 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES. 

rin Shootings Power 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows have no 

Superior. 

Bows sent C. O. D. on trial when 25 per cent. 
ef the price issent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be returned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges. 
Illustrated circulars sent free. 

SUTTON & POND, 
Wactory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York. 

Saunier, Gir. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro. 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF 

Birdsand Rare Animals 
5 SUITABLE FOR “ 

Zoological Gardens and Menageries, 
54Chatham St., third door from N. William. 
RARE AMERICAN ANIMALS ALWAYS PUL- | 

'‘D. f 
ForSAL¥.—Mandarin Ducks, Golden and Silver 

Pheasants (China); Som-winged Geese, Ezyptian 
Geese (Africa); Widgvons, Red Headed Ducks, 
Brant Geese (Europe); Wood Duels (America), 

CHAS. REICHE, HENRY. CHE, 
sopz1 New York. 

Established 1359. - 

Taxidermist Supplies. 
IRD SKINS, Bird Stutfers’ Tools, Glass 
Byes for Stuffed Birds and Animals, ete, 

Send ay for reduced price list. 
A.J. COLBURN, 31 Boylson 5t., Boston, Maas, 
Paragon Mica for Bird Stunds, Rock Work, ate,, 

40c, per package by mail a new thing; bestir 
uss8. jivid iv 

Natural Histor Store. 
Established 1859. 

Taxidermists’ and Naturalists’ Supplies. 
Send for catalogue containing complete list. of 

the birds of the United States, with prices for the 
mounted birds; skins and eges in stock; also 
rice list of birds’ eyes and taxidermists’ supplies. 

Have a fine lot of foreign bird skins and HOE 
supply of heads, horns and Antlers of animals, 

W. J. KNOWLTON 

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. 

KRUG & CO’S 

HAMPAGNES! 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGARETTES 

It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrelsas much in rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr, Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in ther matches. 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

Our challenge 

1878; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

STANDARD AND DRY. 

The Sportsman's Wine 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

SOLE AGENTS, 

6 South William street, NewYork. 

SHOOTING, FISHING, 
YACHTING, SWIMMING, 

BATHING, AND BICYCLE 
GARMENTS. 

The best made goodsin the world. 
Write for Descriptive 
and state the sort of garments ap 
material desired. f 

GEO. C, HENNING, 
Washington, D. 0. 

THE 
(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERIGAN POULTRY YARD &2 
(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poul 

Published by H. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn, 

_ THE POULTY WORLB 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 
per year; the AMERICAN 
POULTRY YARD for $1.50 
—both papers for $2.00. 
A series of twelve mag- 

fm ficont Chromos, each rep- 
S resenting a standard breed 

of fowls, sent for 75 cents 

try. 

Catalogu 

POULTRY ‘WORLD, 

extra to all subseribers to either publications 

——=> 

‘For ane Dollar, 
|. an 
rin ordering give catlbre of sun. 

2 Por Breech-loading 

ae 

THE Be! 

WN’S PATENT 
GUN CLEANER.| 
Cleaner and Oiler 

fn market. 

READING, 

il 
Arms 

one Cleaner, Patches, Brush! 
4uil directions sent free of postaie. 

Send for crecolar, 

‘Addret’ TF, YARDLEY BROWN, Fateatcc. ' 

FRANK H. ATKINSON, 
Book and General Job Printer, 

36 and&8 John St., New York. 

168 Tremont street, Boston, Mazs.!{ | COMPOSING ROOMS OF FOREST AND STREAM 

Qaumunition, Gh. 

TA THAMWS. 
TMrPEROW ED 

Chilled Shot. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 

GIVES GREATER PENETRATION and BET- 
TER PATTERN than ordinary shot. Equally* 
well adapted to choke-bores, modified chokes and 
cylinders. 

Beware ef Imitations. 

Our Chilled Shot will be found to be more fres 
from shrinkage, more spherical, mare w niform in 
size, heavier and of brigiter and cleaner finish than 
any other. 
Send for circular, 

TATHAM BRO’S, 
§2 BEEKMAN S1., NEW YORK, 

Also manufacturers of 
PATENT FINISH 

American Standard Drop Shot, 
and COMPRESSED BUCK SHOT, more uniform 
than ordinary moulded shot. 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others, 
STANDARD aHOr pee es SHOT AND 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, 
SS 

TRADE ‘ST wT. 

CURES BY ABSORPTION. 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 
*Sapanule,”’ the wonderful Glycertne Lotton, 

is a postitiye cure; it has never falled. 
“ apanule” has no equal for Chronic Lame- 

ness, Pande Back, Immbsgo, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 
eases of the Skin, Hrysipélas,Salt Rheum, Hozema, 
Humors_of the Scalp, ete; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
gases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permanent cure b 
using “Sapanuic, Used in sponge or foot ba 
removes all soreness of body, limbs and feet. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 

Sold by all Drugzists. 
bottle. 

Price, 50c., and $1 per 
Send for iluminated circular and cards. 
SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY, 
Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 

FERGUSON'S PATENT 

ARP, ZACK 2 BOAT LARP 
with 

LOCOMOTIVE REFLECTOR, 

The most complete Lamp for 
Sportsmen, Boatmen, Night 

afchmen and others, yet 
produced. 
Combines Camp Lamp, Head 

Staff and Boat Jack,Handand 
s> Dark Lantern, Belt Lamp, etc. 

iE Has no chimney; burns either 
Signal, Lard or Sperm Oil. 

THE “EXCELSIOR” 
DASH AND CARRIAGE LAMP. 
With Locomotive Reflector and_ Reversible 

Dash Clamp. as no chimney. Burns either 
candles, kerosene or other oils. Firs ANY EIND 
OF DASH OR VEHICLE. 

Send stautp for Circulars. 

FERGUSON'S RUST PREVENTER. 
The best article yet invented for Fire-Arms, Cut- 
jery, Tools, exposed parts of Machinery, ete. ~ 

ALBERT FERGUSON, Sole Mfr, 
€5 Fulton streetyN. ¥. 
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ICTURE to yourselves, O' long-fleeced and much- 
enduring victims of American hackmen, the face of 

one of these unsurpassed’extortionists, on being handed 
12 cents for the conveyance of yourself and baggage on 

a dark night the distance of one mile into the country 

froma vailway station in the respectable time of 5.30. 
The same unsophisticated Paddy, that one April night, 
two or three years ago, landed me at my friend Jack's 
hospitable door in —— County, Ireland, is possibly now 

mounted in state upon the box of a gorgeous New York 
chariot, waiting wearily at the Cunard landing stage for 
the occasional and unsuspecting Briton who, in the in- 
nocence of his heart, calls lightly ‘ for 4 cab.” 
Many of my readers have been in Ireland, and will re- 

member that the rapidity with which they were con- 
veyed at Gd. per mile along the excellent highways of 
that intevesting island was as a rule in inyerse ratio to 
the progressiveness of the countty through which they 
passed. This, however, is aticklish topic, The political 

State of Ireland, My, Parnell and the famine will he 
upon us if we do not,in the words of my friend Jack— 

who is a shining light and a ‘‘first-flight man” in 
the thunder and turf hunt— ‘haste back” to 
the shelter- of that hospitable roof where he himself 

keeps bachelor hall, as the last representative of a long 

line of worthy Trish gentlemen, who in due succession 
“pinked™ and ‘* winged” their neighbors or made tar- 
gets of themselves; performed unparalleled exploits 

among the claret bottles and bumpers of rum shrub ; 

kept or supported the county hounds, and im old days sat 

in the Trish Parliament to the detriment of their purses 
and their paternal acres. 

‘d One of these gentry was so passionately devoted to the 
_ field of honor that itis said, on one occasion when acting 

as second he was reminded by his vied vis, a personal 
p friend of his own, that his principal's spare pistol which 
he held in his hand was, contrary to etiquette, cocked, 
Well, cock yours and be d—d, and let’s have a slap 
if you in the meanwhile,” was this bellicose individual’s 
eply, and (radition says thab shots were actually ex- 

|, pour passer le temps, between the seconds, 

More pacific thoughts, however, circled round the time- 
e Anything 

but gouty limbs were stretched beneath it, and the grim 
gentry from their canvas on the walls must have looked 
down with contempt at the dull circulation of the de- 
canters upon the table, under which doubtless during life 
they used to fall with nightly regularity, hopelessly and 
gloriously drunk. Contempt would certainly have been 
the uppermost feeling in their manly bosoms had they 
been eble to listen to the enthusiasm with which their 
degenerate representative and his guest discussed old 
angling experiences and planned expeditions to the banks 
of streams that to them had been but landmarks of the 

honored mahogany upon that April night. 

chase, 
The Irish squire is for some reason or other not nearly 

so much addicted to trout fishing as his English or Scot- 
Tt may be that the abundance of salnion 

hag generated an indifference to the capture of smaller 
fry, or more probably that the impulsive nature of 
the Hibernian character finds in the hunting-field and 
the race-course something more congenial than in the 

Our side of the At- 
lantic can offer something of a parallel to this in the al- 

tish brother. 

contemplative sport of the angler. 

most total obscurity under which fly fishing south of the 
Potomac. till the last few years, remained, 
When old times had been fully discussed and old scenes 

in other lands had been revisited, we laid our plans for 
the following day, or rather Jack did, and a river, as 
eyery brook in Ireland is called, was fixed upon, lying 
sonie seven, or eight miles distant from the house. April 
maintains perhaps its traditions more consistently in the 
south of Ireland than in more fickle latitudes—I should 
say its English traditions—for what do the anglers of 
Nova Scotia and New Brimswicl, of the White Moun- 
tains and the Adirondacks, of Michigan and Minnesota, 
know about that balmy, sweet-smelling month that Trans- 
atlantic fishers love? We in Virginia are among the 
privileged few upon this side to whom the long, gradual 
dawn of spring gives, in common with our British 
cousins, an ideal April, or even a superior one to their's 
for angling purposes, 

As the dog-cart rolls along the smooth and well-graded 
Trish turnpike everything bodes well for a successful day, 
Soft showers fall, sparkling in the fitful sunbeams that 
burst now and again through the rolling clouds, and 
light up the vast expanse of soft green sward that rolls 
uninterrupted save by still greener banks, bristling with 
yellow gorse, to the low-base mountains whose swelling 
outlines cut the horizon ; a landscape in which the shades 
of green vary only with the shadows of ‘the clouds that 
flit across them. The red or brown fallows, over which 
the harrow drags its slow course, hidden among clouds 
of dust that in the springs of other lands form such a 
srominent object to the angler’s earlier pilgrimages, are 
Rese scarcely to be seen, 

The ivy hangs in thick clusters and festoons from gray 
stone bridges, hoary with age, that lift us over sparkling 
streams whose amber color bespeaks their boggy source. 
An occasional mill-dam, skirted by velvety meadows and 
fringed by willows, reflects on its broad surface the 
changing skies. We miss the stalwart teams, whose 
bells go tinkling down the roads of the sister island ; but 
in their stead pass long rows of donkey carts, which (par- 
don the ‘* bull”) represent the one-horse system of agri- 
culture here in vogue. 
Now we are rattling through the streets of the little 

market town, where Jack ofticiates in the dignified posi- 
tion of a Justice of the Peace, to the chagrin of the in- 
surance company who are interested in hislife. Here, 
too, at the outskirts of the town, rises the Church of Eng- 

land, proud and forlorn—a relic, Mr, Parnell, I suppose, 

syould say, of the tyrannies of the past, and where on 

Sunday mornings Jack unfailingly takes his solitary seat 

in a great square pew beneath rows of marble tablets on 

the chancel walls that commemorate the sainted deeds 

(Heaven save the mark!) of those illustrious progeni- 

tors who transmitted to him, as he says, with a peculiar 

comic expression, the undoubted blood of Brian Boruhm, 

Jack was educated across the channel, and, unlike many 
of his neighbors, is uble to judge of social importance 
from a national rather than an obscurely provincial point 
of view, and is fully able to appreciate the strained ideas 
of the untraveled Irish gentry as to their own impor- 
tance, so inimitably satirized by Thackeray. 
The rector himself, whose congregation may on fine 

days number thirty all told, is one of the now scarce cler- 
icals whose performances behind the hounds or round 
the mahogany are more brilliant than when clad in his 
sacerdotal robes. He is standing at the rectory gate as 

we pass, and I can see the old gentleman's eyes sparkle 
as Jack shouts out an invitation to dinner in the evening 
—not that it is by amy means the varity of a good dinner 
that causes those clerical orbs to kindle, for ouy parson 
is not only an aristocrat (being first cousin to Lord Balli- 
canny, the ex-Patron of the living), but also well clothed 
with this world’s goods, both by property and by the 

defunct Church of Ireland, No; it is that famous old 
port laid down years and years aga by Jack’s father, and 
over which the parson and the squire have had many a 
pleasant evening, He waves his stick as we leave him, 

and shouts out an injunction to his old friend’s son as to 
the color of the seal and the exact spot in the cellar to lay 
his hand upon the treasure. Well do I remember that 
courtly gentleman, Jack's father; as alad I dined with 
him on four different occasions, at the Adelphi Hotel, in 
Liverpool, in as many years. He took to drinking port 
instead of claret strangely enough in his old age, and 
accompanied the peregrinations of the bottle with a look 
that amounted in the case of guest almost to compulsion. 
I don’t mean to say it was a fierce look, Not at all—kind- 
liness and hospitality beamed in his eyes—bubh there was 
something in that stately old gentleman’s matiner of 
starting the decanters on their round which seemed wna- 
ble to comprehend even the idea of a half empty glass, 
and the rapidity with which those decanters ci‘culated 
was to a modern stomach something too awful to con- 
template, 

But here we are at our destination, a stone bridze—a 
famous meet of the thunder and turf hounds—and the 
old horse, once a hunter, pulls wp of his own accord and 
pune up his ears as if in quest of the gay cayaleade h 
asin former days so often upon this spot awaited th 

approach of. 
Before us the mountains swell gradually upward, col 

orless, except for the bright green patches of erass that 
here and there dash their sides amid the wasté of dead 
heather and fers. Beneath us the river, in splendid 
fishing order, dashes against the bulitresses of the bridge 
its gravelly hed being just visible through three feet of 
clear amber water. 
Looking up stream. a long, wide, level valley stretches 

—a yalley one would expect to see traversed by a dull 
canal rather than a sparkling irout stream—and leaving 
Jack to begin at the bridge I walla mile or so up the 
hank, so as to give myself plenty of water before coming: 
on his leayings. u 

Fishing down stream was always a mania of Jack's, 
All Irish fishermen, I believe, do fish down stream, while 
Englishmen and Seotchmen hold the reverse as their 
creed, though they do not always follow it. With dis- 
colored water early in the season and open banks, I have 
not much choice, and feeling a trifle lazy gladly gave in 
to the national custom on this occasion. fs 
The surroundings would in January, 1 must confess 

have been somewhat dreary : more so in Many ways than 
the most sayage highland slens ; more so than the drear- 
iest of lowland moors or Welsh mountains, The verdant 
flush of spring, however, softened to a great extent ihe 
harshness of those patches of rushes and stretches of bor 
through whose wity grasses even the April zephyrg 
whistled. The yellow gorse, covered with gorgeous dress 

the broken and dilapidated fences, while the triumphant 
strains of the skylark counteracted the sad cries of the 
curlews that circled round our head, Civilization had 
invaded these solitudes at one time, but apparently had 
‘gone West ;” not altogether, though, for here by the 
side of a solitary grove of Scotch firs is a son of Brin 
with a long-handled shovel, throwing up a turf bank: 
around one of the very ‘“humblest cots” it has eve: 
been my lot fo see inhabited by man, and I haye seer 
some tolerably humble ones among our mountains. If 
Wordsworth had come across such a cot he would haye 
written pages upon pages on it. If Mv, Parnell had been 
able to exhibit it to us this winter, he might haye been 
a slccess as an agitator—who knows ? 
But I must stop this, as 1 am upon the property of 

one of Jack’s cousms (which is a state of matters 
however, apparently normal during my peregrinations: 
in —— County), and that worthy angler will justly 
accuse me of a breach of hospitality, His residence 
methinks, must be somewhere in the neighborhood - 
and on appealing to the bog-trotter, already immortal 
ized, his astonishment at my ignorance of the where- 
abouts of such a famous domicile is so gentimely in- 
tense, that he has 4 pparently only just presence of 
mind to jerk his thumb in the direction of a chump of 
woods, through which the outline of a large square house 
can be descried. The woods in question put 4 stop to the 
open character of the fishing, as on approaching T fing 
the river enters or rather emerges from their shades, 
So having’ plenty of forest fishing at home, I feo! inclined 
to make the most of the luxury of open water, and deter- 
mine to make astartat this point. My readers will, j 
am afraid, think [ have been a long time in getting under 
weigh, and that the heading of this paper is a fraud and 
a delusion, Still further delay 1s occasioned by haying# 
owing to a miscalculation of the supplies af my fl Si ea 
to sit down on the bank and tie a cochy-bonda, a fly that, 
upon principle, has heen my permanent leader upon every: 
water and under every clime, While doing 80, recollec- 
tions of stories I had heard Jack tell about the particular 
cousin in question came into my head, and 1 remembered 
that he was a ‘Sunday man’ This, gentle reader, does 
not imply that he has any particular veneration fox the 
Sabbath day,as he has so niuch for the bailills, aad had 
for twenty years held them in such constant awe, thay 
the first day of the week was the only one on which the 
laws of Iveland rendered if safe for that unfortunate sey. 
tleman “to take his walks abroad.” Judging fyom an 
English standpoint, on which model his establishment 
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had evidently been framed, there was at first sight a de- 
eided look of five-thousand-a-year about it; but if five 
hundred found its way into the mansion house coffers, 
his nearest relations did not know how it could get there, 
as the land had long been under creditors’ nvanagement, 
This did not prevent two or three annual meets of the 
hounds on his lawn; and I bave myself seen champagne 
flow like water on such occasions, and watched with in- 
ward wonderment the sons and daughters splendidly 
mounted, and fautlessly got up, leading the pursuing 
field, as the neyer-failing Reynard sped swiftly from the 
groves and shrubberies that surrounded the imprisoned 
paterfamilias. There is a way of working these things 
in the Hmerald Isle, however, which we foreigners are 
unable to fully understand, I could, perhaps, throw a 
little light upon the subject; but fly-fishing, once more, 
is our theme, and not the domestic economy of Hibernian 
squires. 

‘As our fliés make their first sweep in the air, and fall 
in that unsatisfactory and “kinky” manner that is al- 
ways the case with a dry cast and a first throw, one of 
the welcome and oft recurring showers comes lightly 
pattering on the leaves of the trees, we have just turned 
our backs upon, and dimpling the surface of the swirl- 
ing-pool before us. Responsive comes the flash of a yel- 
low-belly, and the inexplicable tremor that, electric like, 
comminnicates itself to the rod’s point, and he is fast 
dashing in every direction through the clear brown 
water, Another, and another find their way into the 
basket, now falling a prey to the cochy-bonda, aud now 
succumbing before the equally fatal allarements of the 
woodeock and orange on the grouse-hackle. While upon 
the subject of flies, 1 must confess to being to a great ex- 
tent a mocker—a state of opinion born rather of personal 
experience and observation than of theory. Being at 
one time an ardent fly-tier, and laboring under the delu- 
sion for many years that he who fished with bought flies 
was only half an angler, [ was at last forced by the even 
yun of success that season after season, with an increas- 
iig disregard for winged nature, attended the standard 
flies, that I gradually reduced my stock to a rather un- 
commonly diversified experience of every kind of water 
and eyery species, and eyery nationality of the trout 
family, A tact, which rather clinched my unbelief, was 
that my steps for two or three years followed frequently 
along the same river banks that were being, at that time, 
trodden by the late Mr. Stewart, whom I used oceasion- 
ally to meet ac those historic trysting places that are 
peattered along the banks of Tweed and her tributaries. 
That gentleman, continuously the most successful trout 
fisherman in Scotland, that land of piscators, was, as his 
book: still testifies, a yery complete scoffer, It was diffi- 
cult to refute such evidence as that, though it was with 
something like a sigh that I saw my favorite sport shorn 
of its entymological mysteries, old fogyish though they 
were, trampled out successfully by the incontestable evi- 
dence of baskets fillect to bursting from unpreseryed and 
much-whipped streams, with that constancy that dis- 
tinguishes the champion fisherman of the North Country 
in those days, even above the army of skillful fishers that 
this portion of the world produces, 

Mr. Francis Francis, of the Meld, the mightiest angler 
of Southern England, from his gently-flowing, willow- 
bordered Hampshire streams, shouted forth, I recollect, 
his defiance at these new heresies: but Mr. Stewart and 
his followers fished on, and slew their thousands of the 
wariest brooktrout in the world, in the teeth of scientific 
indignation, with their black hackleand their woodcock 
all tied on that small hook that distinguishes Scottish 
fiias above all others. Could, after that, a poor angler 
be expected to rush, waist deep, into the stream, and 
pursue, vainly, perhaps, eyery winged midge that came 
sailing past him, and spend precious minutes, when 
trout are rising, seated in a bed of rushes, and surround- 
ed by a paraphernalia of dubbing and feathers, of sill 
and mohair, of hooks, and thread, and scissors, and 
pincers, and goodness knows what, endeavoring to make 
a feeble imitation of the insects whose place above the 
surface of the stream has im the meanwhile been sup- 
plied by some distant relatives of a decidedly superior 
flavor? - 

Haye you ever seen, dear reader, one of those fore- 
fathers’ ancestral, those hereditary, fly-books, that our 
ancestors, at any rate in the old country, contrived 
somehow or other to carry along the riverbanlc? Jn the 
days of my youthful ardor, fired by constant contact with 
an elderly relative of the ‘‘old time” angling school with 
a desire to surround myself with the cumbrous appur- 
ténances of a bygoné age, and imbued with a contenipt 
for the more concentrated conveniences of the mod- 
ern fly-fisherman, I took the old gentleman’s fly-book, 
which had ever heen to me an object of admiration, and 
enlisted the services of all the ladies of the family in the 
manufactura of it, upon what I may call the Sir 
Humphrey Dayy style. It was anawful hovk; the in- 
side ¢ams pockets of a shooting jacket were completely 
filled by this bulky volume. For years, I ami ashamed 
to say, | bore this bundle to the river side. It was the 
admiration of all youthful aspirants. ‘The young gzentle- 
man who had more money than brains—a would-be 
sportsman of the Cockney order—offered me twenty 
dollars for the old bundle of parchment inits red leather 
case, without the contents. It made immense impres- 
sions every where, I can assure you. 

_ Nothing could have been prettier than the yariety of 
water offered by the Irish stream. The foaming 
cascade of hivher and sterner regions was not there, it is 
true; but rapid and pool, sparkling in the occasional sun- 
beams and ruffling in the western breeze, alternated with 
that exact proportion of each that the angler loves, For 
two miles no tres nor bush impeded the full backward 
pwesp of the line, and the foot trod incessantly on velvet 
turf. 

As regards the trout, too, we were in luck, for they 
continued to rise, with little cessation, for three hours or 
more—fine, plump little fellows occasionally, but not 
often reaching balf a pound ; a trifle smutty in color im 
the higher waters, from their peaty character, but 
etting more silvery as we descend the stream, and more 

files our Allegheny trout, which is surparsed in same- 
ness, appearance and flavor by the inhabitants of no 
rivers in the old country, and surpasses those of the 
majority that; I haye had experience of ; and this latter 
—I mention it forthe sake only of the comparison—has 
not been either cursory or occasional, but thorough and | 
yaried, 

About one o’clock, just as the basket-sirap begins to 
feel a little tight round the chest, Jack comes strolling 
up to meet me, as before settled, for luncheon, with his 
heavy Irish rod towering aboye him and his three ponder- 
ous Trish flies streaming from his coat. We used to have 
a joke against him in old days about the weight of his 
tackle, wherein it was msinuated that he used to single 
out his fish as they were feeding near the surface, and 
steer them with his leader, Our baskets, oddly enough, 
contain exactly the same proportion of fish to one another 
as they used to do in former days, making a trifling al- 
lowance for Jack’s knowledge of the water, which is asit 
should be, and seems 4 pleasant tribute to pleasant 
memories. We count out, if I recollect aright, seyen 
dozen trout between us. 
Why is it that in writing 4 sketch of a day’s fishing, or 

of a day’s shooting, too, for that matter, the sporting 
chronicler invariably pulls up, as if he had reached some 
longed-for half-way haven, at the everlasting, hackneyed, 
threadbare-worn midday snack? The English writer, 
whether in Hurope, Africa or Asia, pauses to sing, as if 
it had never been sung before, the noonday delights of the 
invaluable flask of Kinahan, and moralizes a little before 
resuming his sport amid the fragrant clouds of Mr. 
Wills’ Bristol bird's-eye, 
His American cousin, though his menu is perhaps more 

yaried, still finds it hard to get through without assuring 
the public that his inner man did not suffer in any way 
from want, As for myself I ery “peceayi” as loud as 
ever, My pen can no more help pausing at that eventful 
period of the day than can my appetite refrain from the 
basket of luxuries, which Jack’s littl: groom emerges 
with from behind a neighboring wall—to my intense 
amazement, and shall we say also satisfaction. I say 
amazement, for Jack and I had always rather done the 
frugal on our sporting expeditions upon principle, and 
I had supposed the boy had driven the carriage back and 
that Jack had a bite in his pocket for us both. However, 
for once in a way the cloth was spread, and beneatha 
thorn bush white with blossoms and amid the cries of 
the curlews and the screaming of the lapwings, the pop- 
ping of corks resounded, 
What wonder, then, that after such good things fresh 

yigor attended our evening efforts. The wild moorland 
scenery was left behind, and our river carried us through 
scenes which, though peaceful enough, were more redo- 
lent of life than the barrens behind us. The trout con- 
tinued to rise, dnd every dark pool and bright eddy 
yielded its tribute. We had to be less reckless now in 
the manipulation of our lines for tall trees, Willows, 
poplars, mountain ash and beech threw at interyals their 
lengthening shadows on the stream and on the meadows, 
thal grew greener and brighter in the light of evening. 
Here upon the bank, ina sheltered nook of woods, is a 
gamekeeper’s cottage, picturesque in its thatched roof 
and latticed windows, Here too a busy mill with its long 
deep pool full of big overgrown, not-to-be-tempted trout 
that the miller doubtless takes wholesale annually. 

Ruins there are, too, in plenty all through the country, 
from yonder ivy-coyered tower that, four cen- 
turies ago, was the stronghold of some petly chief, in 
whose recesses the pigeons from generation to generation 
have reared their young, to the stupendous remains of 
the famous Castle of Ballynagar, that crown the summit 
of a green hill hard by—immense and solid relics of an 
age that Irish history can scarcely throw light upon, and 
which played, doubtless, an iniportant part in those dim 
and distant days when the haughty Normans, under 
Fitzgislebert and De Lacy, wrested from the kings of 
Leicester their savage kingdom, 

But it is time to wind up both our reel and our story. 
We have a mile to walk to the bridge, where the boy is 
waiting with the trap, and six miles to drive home, and 
Jack is getting neryous about the parson, who, like many 
of those venerable eaters and drinkers still extant, would 
haye a otif he were kept waiting ten minutes over the 
regular dinner hour. Hoth of us agree we have never 
known fish rise 50 constantly, without cessation, as on 
the aa pal oceasion, for though we started late and it is 
yet barely sundown, we count out thirteen dozen trout 
as the result of our joint efforts, which for a river that is 
poached at will in the dry summer months, and is 
reckoned only asa secondrate stream at the best, is a 
very fair haul, Deyout thankfulness is uppermost in 
our breasts that we did not—as at first had been our in- 
tenlion—send home the carriage, and trust to our legs to 
conyey both ourselves and our fish home. 
Thelong, gradual twilight falls as we roll homeward 

between the beech hedges, and the stillness and gloom of 
an old country night has fallen before the lights are seen 
twinkling from Jatk’s library windows, within which 
his anxious imagination paints the hungry parson rest- 
lestlessly perambulating, with his eyes on the clock and 
his thoughts upon thesoup, A shoutat the lodge, a short 
Spin over smooth gruvel and through dark laurel shrub- 
beries, and the light, shines from the open door in our 
faces, and oyer the smooth lawn, and on the cascade that 
leaps down it, darkened only by the portly figure of that 
pillar of the church, who, 4s anticipated, is there to 
greet us, Watch in hand and distress depicted on his 
countenance, which, it is needless to add, is speedily re- 
moyed by the mellowing influences shortly brought to 
bear upon that kindly bon vivant. RINawoon. 

Charlemant, Va. 
rr 

A DAY AT LANE’S. 
—* 

SCIENTIFIC GOOSE SHOOTING. 

W took the ferryboat at Thirty-fourth street for 
/ Hunter's Point at 3.15—an earlier one at James’ 

Slip would have done as well—on Saturday, the 21st ult., 
catching the 3.30 train on the Long Island Railroad, for 
Good Ground and Shinneeock Bay, The train was off 
on time, and we were pleased to recognize the faces of 
two of the oldest condnetors on the road—Hobson on the 
main line, and Sweezey on the Sag Harbor branch. They 
are conductors of the olden time, before elevated roads 
were known, and when to be a conductor was not to 
bury all the courtesies and instincts of the gentleman 
behind a blue coat with brass buttons. We were glad 
also to learn that the Long Island Railroad under its 
presentable management is fast acquiring the confidence 
of the public. Itssystem of low fares and freights, with 

its rigid regularity, may not be so remuneratiye at first, 
but will pay in the end, if the public is honestly dealt 
with, as seems to ba the determination of the present 
Board of Managers. 
We noticed several sporting characters on the train, as 

divers gun cases and heavy satchels gave ample evidence, 
Upon making a judicious inquiry, we found two gentle- 
men, Messrs. J, §. Mundy and J, W. Phillips, from New- 
ark, were bound with us for “the Sportsmen's Retreat,” 
or more familiarly called ** BillLane’s.” Others gotoffat 
Moriches, Westhampton and Atlantieyille—all noted 
places for good shooting. 
We found Johnny Lane with his vehicle at the station, 

and after a ride of twenty minutes were landed at the 
Retreat, and heartily welcomed by mine host. We found 
several sportsmen there, and had the satisfaction of learn- 
ing the geese were moving, some twenty having been 
killed the day before, and that the prospects were good. 
Aftera hasty abluticn we were calledin to supper, and 
such a supper! Who that has ever visited that celebrated 
spot does not hold in reverential memory Mrs. Lane’s 
clam fritters? Were there ever anywhere alse such frit- 
ters? As plate after plate disappeared, and the cry was 
still for more, until nature cried aloud ; and that coffee, 
and those roast ducks—not market ducks, but frash 
killed from the bay, and roasted to—but hold! we can 
do the subject justice only at that ample board, and not 
on paper. The evening was pleasantly spent in the gun 
room, telling shooting stories, loading shells, ete., pre—- 
paratory to an early start on Monday. 
Lane never goes out of aSunday, both becange he is a 

law-abiding man, and also because he says that the ducks 
and geese, as well as man, needa rest, and more satisfac- 
tory work is done from the lay oyer, hence Monday gen- 
erally gives the best results of the week. A law is about 
being urged, and probably will be passed by the Super- 
visors of the county, allowing only three days in the week 
to gun ducks, say Monday, Wediesday and Friday. This 
it not applied to goose shooting would be a desirable 
thing, but including them,we think, as they fly only in 
certain weather, and do not stay, would be rather hard, 
and would net work. 
Upon retiring, your correspondent found coming over 

him one of his old attacks of rheumatism in his right 
foot, Were he an English nabob, or a generous liver, it 
might be called gont. It is very painful, and the long 
night of agony in that corner room of Lane's will nob 
soon be forgotten. But morning came at last, and hob- 
bling down, to the lounge in the gun-room, he lay thers 
all day swathing the swollen member with hot applica- 
tions of soda in the deyout hope of being able to get out 
on the following day ; but alas, Monday morning found 
it not much better and he saw Bill and George, with 
Mundy, Phillips and Shepherd start with stools across 
the bay. It proved an excellent day for goosing. Before 
reaching the bogs, where were the boxes, a large flock of 
reese, some 500 in number, arose and flew back and 
forth, until somefmore favored party to tlie west blazed 
away and sent them off, But others were coming in, 
and but a short time after the setting of the decoys, the 
guns could be distinctly heard telling us that the fon 
bad commenced. Your correspondent haying propped 
himself up before the window, with a good field glass 
could easily see the different flocks as they came in and 
approached the point where the shooters were concealed, 
and could see the white pulfs of smoke and the sudden 
descent of the falling bodies, and as they struck and 
threw up the water in the bay. ah! what aggrava- 
tion—what a situation for 4 sportsman—nursing a burn- 
ing, throbbing foot, every movement of which was worse 
than ten toothaches, listening to those guns and seeing 
what hesaw! Was it not enough to provoke “ Jangurgeé 
not méant for ears polite?” Would it have been very 
wrong and inexcusable if he thought a bad word, just 
once? Distance lent no enchantment to that view. He 
wanted to be there himself, and how often he yowed 
that on the morrow he would go if he had to crawl on 
his hands and knees to the boat. And when evening 
came and they brought in twenty-nine geese ay the 
result (one having been lost in the bay)uf the day's 
hooting, he was still determined, And the stories they 
told of this one’s making that double shot, and of the 
long shot,ane of Mundy’s, with his 40-inch Long Tom, 100 
yards as they all agreed. (About how a flock of eleyen 
came in hovering around the stools and they all fired two 
barrels each and not a biped scored to the account, they 
had not much to say). But such things will happen, 
By frequent applications of hot soda during the preyi- 

ous evening, Tuesday morping, when Laue called, found 
the undersigned suffering some but determined still, 
With tightly closed teeth anda grip almost of despair, 
the rubber boot was pulled on, and though excruciating 
at first, the pain gradually grew toa numb feeling and 
he started with the rest. Now, lest some of yuur readers 
may not understand the modus operantli of zoose-shoot- 
ing as brought toa science in Shinnecock Bay. let me 
give you a description, 

There are a number of rigs (as they are called) of live 
decoys around the bay, the largesi and best of which 
is owned by Wa, Lane. His outfit consists of some 
thirty-eight wild geese, famed and educated to a cer 
tain extent; some of these haye been wing-tipped and 
cured up; others he has raised (as they often mate, even 
in captivity). Hehasa large, closely-fenced yard inclos- 
ing plenty of water, where they are kept and regularly 
fed twice a day when shooting. During the summer, 
after having clipped one of their wings, they are allowed 
their freedom, and they neyer fail to come back at night 
for their feed and roost, though they may have been far 
outin the bay. Lane generally takes about twenty or 
twenty-five of these geese at a time (placiug them care- 
fully in boxes) across the bay to the point, where a bar 
Tuus out. On this pomt hoxes of sufficient size to allow 
a man to lie down comfortably were previously sunk 
even with the surrounding soil and then trimmed with 
sedge grass, making a complete blind, The deaoya, with 
a hopple or leatherstvap on eich, are stake out on the 
bar at irregular intervals, say half a gun ehot from the 
blind. An old and educated gander is placed on one 
side or the other, and ashort dista.ce from the main 
flook, Heis the calleror honker, And 4 well-trained 
honker ia a very yaluable bird. Lane has two that he 
says he would not take $200 apiece for. 
And here is where Lane's yreat success over his many 

competitors comesin. He knows his birds; he studies 
them; understands their notes and their workings, an 
while geese often fly around other stools, when th 
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come in sound of his honker and his companions they 
rarely fail tocome down. It seems taking a mean adyan- 
tage of the bipeds, But Lane’s decoys seam to under- 
stand it so well, they enter into the spirit of the whole 
thing so pas eoht so to speak, that when a flock flies 
over they will call out yociferously, ‘Come down here.” 
*Oome dear ones and see us.” “It is all right,” And 
when the guns crack and their fellows do come down 
they rise up and cackle and shake themselves, and evi- 
dently laugh out ‘‘Ha, ha! that’s a good one,” So well 
does Lane study his geese that when he takes out a new 
one aud itacts badly or gives out a wrong note, he has 
been known at once to leave his box, go out and deliber- 
ately cut its throat, saying that that goose is not good; 
he would not only keep away the wild ones, buti as “evil 
communications corrupt good manners,” would ruin his 
whole school. 
The next thing, and a very important part of a success- 

ful vig, is to have a good ‘‘swimmer” of “esse. This is 
the man in the boat that goes off down the bay and 
around the flocks if there are any settled therein, and by 
judicious and careful sailing endeavors to drive them 
within sound of the voices of the stools, This requires at 
times great judgment and perseverance and a perfect 
knowledge of the points and bars of the bay. It takes 
hours sometimes of careful maneuvering to get a flock in 
the right position for a big shot, If geese can be in- 
duced to swim up to a blind, a far better shot cam be had 
than to have them fly over or settle among the decoys. 
One of the best “swimmers,” if not the very best in the 
bay, is George Lane—as yet a boy, but with a man’s 
head on his shoulders—a thorough water dog as all these 
bay menare, An instinctive talent to take in at once the 
emergencies of the occasion and a muscular activity to 
turn that knowledge to instant account, make him the 
equal among many who are good; and but a few more 
years of experience will help him to far outrank the best 
of them. 
Having set our decoys, settled ourselves in our re- 

apovttive boxes, feet toward the stools and guns cocked, 
we awaited events. George had started off eastward, 
where the geese sometimes feed when they come in at 
night. Soon Bill (who could hold his head higher than 
wes were allowed to, his brown cap and florid round face 
looking, as some one remarked, ‘so much like a bunch 
of sand, that the birds couldn't tell the difference,” 
whispered, ‘‘Here comes a bunch, keep low,” and low 
we were, Our honker tuned up, and was answered down 
the bay ; the flock joined in, the he-onk came back mul- 
tiplied largely, Soon the rush of wings fell on our ears, 
Bt ras still, ‘‘Howisit?” ‘' There are nine in all; but 
only about half of them right yet, Wait until they walk 
out clear of the stools. Don't shoot until they rise. Now 
give it to them.” And as we arose, there was an aston- 
ished lot of geese—and how they did scrabble to get off! 
But those steel tubes were too much for them, Five out 
of the nine remained kicking in the water—two of them 
only being wing tipped. Then came ascene of excitement, 
and the high rubber-boots came in play, for a winged- 
goose is noi an easy bird to get, nor even to shoot, as 
they throw their heads and almost entire bodies under 
water, and go off at no slow pace. The undersigned was 
not in racing condition, but Shepherd and Mundy each 
took after a goose, shooting as they ran through the 
water. Mundy soon got his; but ‘‘ Shep.,” with his short 
legs, could not go 80 fast, and in his excitement run in 
over his thigh-boots and lost his bird after all—but fortu- 
nately George came up and shot the goose from the boat. 
It is not necessary for me to give the particulars of our 
different shots ; how the undersigned, ourselves, made a 
beautiful double; how Phillip and Mundy bored the 
same goose; uor of the big buckshot that Phillips put 
dhrough the very center of that gander. 
The wind came up sharp and cold, and, as no birds 

came with it, we eat our lunch—how good a Iunch tastes 
‘out there on the bay, especially if you have had luck. 
Toward 4 o'clock a large Hock, some forty or fifty, came 
in and settled on a har about three-fourths of a mile 

east. George was soon around them and commenced 
driymg, His tactics were admirable, and the way he 
managed that flock was superb, Not too near, nor too 
far ; tack here, off there, and the flock in long line came 
slowly swimming toward us. A half hour passed, Still 
nearer; another quarter hour—they were doing splen- 
didly ; another quarter, and they would be within sight 
and hearing of our decoys. 
Steady! Keep down there! Don’t show your nose 

éyen! Geese have tremendously sharp éyes. Keep cool | 
Oh, what ashotwell have! We must get twenty this 
time, Aim at their heads if they are well bunched. You, 
Mundy, take the extreme right; you next, Phillips ; 
Jacobstaff, you look out for the center ; Shepherd and 1 
will *tend to ourend.” ‘These were the orders of General 
Lane. 

Another twenty minutes, ‘‘ Where are they now? 
They ought to be prétty near here. What in thunder is 
the matter? They haye stopped, and are going off east- 
ward, Whereis George?’ George was gone—had left 
‘the geese, and could bedimlyseen off Ram Pasture Point. 

‘What has happened’? How could he leave those geese 
when in such spleidid shape, It must have been some- 
‘thing very serious, or George never would have acted 
thualy. 
ee Sue d—d fool tipped over, Pll bet,” grunted 
Lane, in great disgust. And so it proved. One of the 
inhabitants, returning home afters tarry at the. hotel at 
Pon Quogue, loaded to the muzzle (we mean he was, not 
his boat), iniwad ertaking to round the point with no reef 
in his sail and in that wind, over hoe went, his mast 
rammedintothe mud, Having crawled on top of the 
ypturned boat, he was yelling like a, loon, and, but for 
‘George's turning back, would haye frozen to death, sure. 
Well, all praise should be given to George. A human 
life is of far more value than many geese, but the ana- 
iemas on poor whisky were loud and deep. 
Of course, all this time, as the peese were in sight, wa 

had to lie close, and I tell you it was cold worl—no 
whance to slir or shake yourself; we shiverad and 
rowled, Having dug the mast out, and righted and 
ailed out the boat, an oar was given the obfuscated in- 

Mividual, and lie was told to paddle ashore, And George 
Once more started for the geese, but the sun was only 
twenty minutes high, It was too late to swim them, 
Pha only chance was to put them up, and they migitt 
some our way or might goto sea, Soon they arose, Oh, 
what & flook | 

“Which way are they going? ‘Can’s tell fyet.” 
“Here they come.” ‘* We'll haye a shot yet.” ‘Give 
tongue, old boy !” to the gander, and as he spoke out the 
reply came back, ‘‘ Here they come; lay low.” 

here they go oyer our heads. Yo gods! how big they 
looked, All passed and lit ona bar to our left, two or 
three gunshots off, Too lateto wait forthem to come in 
tonight, There they sat, forty or more, cackling and 
pruning their feathers. No chance; what a shame! 
Blast that confounded fool that upset t 

** But hold, here are fourrightin front of us, How are 
they, free from the stools?” Lane usks, as he could not 
see from his box, ‘* Yes,” we replied}; ‘right out in the 
open.” ‘Then itis our only chance; give iti to them,” 
and we aroge and fired, Three ont of the four lay over, 
the fourth going off with a broken leg to dieat sea prob- 
ably, for he would not be able tio rise again after haying 
settled in the water, 
And thus ended our day at Lane’s, having bagged 

twelye in all. We soon were homeward bound, Lane 
says the prospect for goose shooting was never as good as 
now, and he expects it will continue big until May. ‘So 
mote it be.” 
Among others whom we found at Lane’s were Messrs. 

Albert Peltzer and Hermann Scheibler, two very intelli- 
fent Germans, from away in Crefeld, Rhenish Prussia, 
Haying been in the country but.a few weeks on business, 
and ere taking the Saturday’s White Star steamer, they 
had taken a run down to Lane’s (the ForEsT AND STREAM 
giving the hint), They each, we were informed, own 
preserves at home, where they shoot the fierce, grunting 
wild boar, and haye thousands of partridges, hares and 
such like; but this killing ducks ont of a box, and the 
ducks going at the rate of seventy miles an hour, rather 
took them. However, on Monday they had good sport, 
and, considering the circumstances, did well. ‘They got 
some 150 shots. We will nut say how many birds they 
bagged, but they were Pr andentellys pleased, as the cham- 
pagne corks on their return to the gun-room will testify, 
They proved themselves right good fellows, full of humor 
as well as enthusiasm. We hope to meet them again. 
In the party we had the pleasure of joining this time 
(and we haye been down there many times and always 
found agreeable gentlemen, and have made some lasting 
friendships) we found in Messrs, Phillips, Mundy and 
Shepherd three as courteous gentlemen and good shots as 
one would want tolie beside in a shooting-box, All had 
their stories and reminiscences, and the days and eyen- 
ings were short indeed that we spent with them. May 
we all meet at Lane’s and have as good a time again (bar- 
ring the gout), isthe hearty wish of JACOBSTAFF, 

dlatural History. 

DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OF BIRD OF 
THE FAMILY TURDIDAD FROM THE 

ISLAND OF DOMINICA, W. I. 

BY GEO. N, LAWRENCE, 

—] 
Margarops dominicensis. 

Saree Teer Lawr. nec. Lafr.—Proc. U, §. Nat. Mus. 
ley SD 2s 

Maxre.—The entire upper plumaye is of aw rich dark brown, the 
crown is darker and has the edges of the feathers of a lighter shade; 
tailand quill feathers of a darker brown than the back; axillars 

and under winp-covyerts white; the lores are blackish brown; the 

feathers back of the eyes and the ear-coverts have natrow shaft 
streaks of pale rufous; the feathers of the neck and upper part 

of the breastare of a warm dark brown, those of the chin and 
middle of the thront with light rufous centers; those of the 

lower part of the necl and the upper part of the breast haye also 

light rufous centers, but in addition each feather has a black ter- 
minal spot; on the lower part the breast, and on the sides the 
feathers haye white centers, bordered strikingly with brown; 

the markings of the breast feathers are squammiform iu 
shape; those of the sides, Janceolate; the abdomen is white, a few 

feathers on the upper part are yery narrowly margined with 

brown; under tail-coverts, brown, terminating with white; outer 

fexthera of thighs, brown, the inner, whitish; “ iris, tea. color ;"' 

there is 8 naked space around the eye; bill, yellow, with the basal 
halt of the upper mandible dusky; tarsi and toes pale yel- 
low. Length (fresh): 9 in, wing, 5; tail, 3}; tarsus, 1}; bill, from 

front, 15-16; Trom gap, 14. 

Type in U. 8. National Miseum, Washington. 

Mr, Ober sent fiye specimens of this form from Dom- 

inica, all males, and closely resembling each other ; it is 
probable, as in the allied species, that the females do not 

differ in plumage materially from the males, 

Mr, Ober’s collection from Dominica contained three 

species of Margarops, which I never had seen before; 

these were referred to kmown species, two of them J 

think correctly ; but the one which is the subject of this 
article I now fitiid was erroneously considered to be AZ. 
herminieri, Lafr. I supposed these species would be the 

same as those recorded from the neighboring islands, 
as they agreed well with the descriptions given of 
them, and there were no available specimens to compare 
with, 

As soon as I had finished the examination of the birds 
of each island collected by Mr, Ober, they were placed in 

a box by themselvés and not; disturbed again except for 

an oecasional comparison. The collection from Gua- 

deloupe, containing specimens of the true M, herminieri, 
Lafr,, was not received until more than a year after that 

from Dominica. These speviniens I labeled If, herminiert, 
Lafr., ad a matter of course, they being from the locality 

of the type; the difference between the bizds from the 
two islands was not observed at that time, as no conspar- 
igon was made. 

This winter, having occasion to review the species of 

Margarops, I got the specimens from the different islands 
together for the first lime, and at once saw that the spe- 
cies from Dominica was quite distinct from the Guar 

deloupe bird. It differs from MM: herminieri, Latr., in 

being less in length, of a more robust form, the bill 

stouter and the tail shorter ; the brown coloring through- 
out is much darker and of a ruddy cast, instead of oliya- 
ceous ; the centers of the feathers on the throat and upper 

part of the breast are much more rufous, and have black 

spots at their ends ; the abdomen is pure white, whereas 

in M, herminiert the lower part of the breast and the 
abdomen are covered with lanceolate-shaped markings, 
which are yery striking, cach feather being white with a 

strongly-defined brown border; only a very small space 

on the lower part of the abdomen is white; IL lermin- 

teri has the white ends of the under tail-coverls edgad 
narrowly with pale brown ; in the new species thay are 

white without borders, and it has the tarsi and toes 

stronger and paler in color than those of WM. herininiert, 
er 

Amputoxus LANchoLATUs.—In two valuable papers 
which appeared respectively in the January and l’ebruary 

numbers of the American Naturalist, Mr, Henry J. Rice 

has given a very full accountof his ‘* Observations on the 
Habit, Structure and Deyelopment of the cnrious Lance- 

let” (Amphioxus lanceolatus), a creature about whose true 
position in the animal kingdom there has been and still 
is so much discussion. The author of thosa papers 
during the sunimer of 1878, while engaged in laboratory 

work atthe Chesapeake Zvblogical Station, suecesded in 

obtaining two males, a ripe female and aout twenty 

young of these species, and it is on this!material thatthe 

present papers are based. Previous fo this the young of 
Amphiowus had not, we believe, been taken in America, 

The young remained alive for nearly tivo mionths, and 
thus gave the observer an opportunity of making a series 

of most interesting observations not only over their 
habits, but also.on their growth and development, 

My. Rice’s most interesting account of the habits of 

both adult and young of Amphtoxus is supplemented by 

a very full and yaluable essay on ils anatomical strue- 
ture, to which we can here only allude, The paper as a 

whole is a valuable one, and throws light on a number 
of points hitherto in doubt. 

ot 

WHITE BLUE HERONS.—Dedham, Mareh 14ih.—BHditor 
Forest and Stream :—Last year while in Florida I caught 
three young white cranes, just hatched, and was able to 
raise one of them. When I left him South last fall he 
was about eighteen inches high and finely feathered. He 
is now turning blue. Is it the ‘nature of the beast” to 
change color? Have often heard that they did, but 
thoughtitahoax, If you can give any information on 
the subject it will greatly oblige me. 

C, W. Rantoun, JR. 
The bird, from what you tell us of it, is no doubt Ardea 

cerulea, a species which is sometimes white and some- 
times blue. Audubon, who had good opportunities for 

observing this species, regarded the white birds as young, 
and the blue ones.as the adults. This species is often 

found curiously motttled in its change from the white to 
the blue plumage, 

——_——— 

PILEATED WOODFPECKER.—Springfield, Muss., March 
20¢h.—ditor Forest and Stream :—I notice in your last 
number ‘‘J, J, B.”’, Ontario, Canada, asks about a bird, 
and I should judge it is the same kind I shot about three 
years ago. The man that stuffed it said he had stutfed 
birds over forty years, and never stuffed but one before, 
IT am not much of an artist, but I inclose a sketch of 
mine; it is the exact size, for I laid my bird on the paper 
and marked around it with a pencil, and then put in 
the colors in water colors. I did it in about twenty min- 
utes; but I hope it will give you an idea of what it is. 

j C. M. Sampp, 
Tha inclosure mentioned by our correspondent, is an 

admirable sketch of a pileated woodpecker;(Hylotomus 

piledtus), which wetpresume was the bird referred to by 
«J. J, B.” 

_s 

RevicpLa.—l have submitted specimens of this curious 
Inarine animal to a scientific friend in Boston, who gave 
it the aboye name, and stated that it belongs to the 
corals, family Pennatulide, and is allied to the sea-pens 
and gorgonias. As this creature has some interesting 
peculiarities, which [have discoyerud by keeping then 
alive in a jar of sea water, I will describe it: It is found 
in muddy bottoms at yery low tides ; it is shaped like a 
leaf of the English violet, about two inches 6: more in 
diameter, anchored in the mud by a tube five or six 
inches long; the leaf is voyered with innumerable nii- 
nute tubercles, ‘and is of a reddish-brown color, This 
leaf, for it exactly resembles one, and is called by the 
fishermen ‘‘the mud leaf,” has a certain power of loco- 
motion, and withdraws itself into the mud when irritated, 
T collected some of them, and placed them in a jar of sen 
water. In about half an hour, when they had become 
quiet, | was surprised to see protruding from these t- 
bercles, tentacles like those of the Actinia, about an inch 
in length, aud surmounted by a crown of wavin g white 
plumes. The animal became distended with water, and 
assumed a beautiful purple hue. At night, with the 
room darkened, thé creature on being tonched emitted 
brilliant Hames of phosphorescent light, ilhiminatine the 
whole jar of water. L kept them for two days, WI hen, 
probably owing to a want of mud to burrow in, they 
died one by oné. Perhaps with an aquarium, properly 
fitted up to meet thei wants, they might be kept alive; 
and certainly it would be oie of the most iuteres ting in- 
habitants of the aquarium—bewntiful by day, and bril- 
liant by night. It is quite rare, Tum told, even on this 
coast, LThave never seen it described in American bouks, 
though ‘ Nicholson’s Manual of Zodlory,” my friend tells 
me, mentions a Hurepean species, Penwatide Phosphoreu 
found in similar localities in Mogland, which ims this 
phosphorescent quality, BU, G, 
New Smyrna, boride, Maroh 14th, a5 
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village of St, Itchen, where the landlord and the boots 
and all the boatmen and peasants agreed with him that 
a Saurian had its noisome haunt in the vaults of the 
ruined castle of Blunderbuggsteiner, Can this be a sur- 
yiving specimen of the Drago wantleyii? But that isa 
matter for Professor Baird.. 

The new field of scientific record opened hy your tal- 
ented correspondent, ‘‘ Fish and Furs,” presents a vast 
area of research. The number of fish stories that might 
be subjected to analysis are really multitudinous, and a 
good deal might also be done in beaver and other tails, 
For what saith the oriental poet Saadi: 

Fish and fur tales narrated by a trayeler 
Require the Stream and Forest for unraveler. 

TIBRCEL GENTLE. 
re oe 

“SALMON ROE” IN TROUBLE. 

SPRING IN NorTHERN New YorK.—The last winter in 
Buffalo has been one of unprecedented niildness, In 
consequence of this curious subversion of the laws of 
nature, the movements of the migratory birds have been 
several weeks in advance of their ordinary dates of arri- 
val, A killdéer was killed within the city limit on the 
26th day of February, and a pintail duck was shot on the 
Wiagara the following day. The latter species has never 
before been chserved to remain here during the winter 
months, as happuns occasionally in case of the bluebill 
and redhead, and must therefore be regarded as a fresh 
arrival, Robins, bluebirds and meadow larks arrived on 
Feb, 25th, and fully two weeks ahead of the earliest 
comers on record during the past twenty-five years. A 
red-headed woodpecker was seen on the 27th of Febru- 
ary, although this specios has sometimes been known to 
remain the winter in this Vicinity. The red-winged star- 
ling and crow-blackbird arrived a little later, during the 
first days in March, and only about ten days ahead of the 
first comers during ordinary early springs. There are no 
signs of any Wilson’s snipe, although some sanguine sports- 
men have beaten along carefully over some of their favor- 
ite spring haunts. The vegetation is also keeping pace 
with this extraordinary development. The white maple 
shows here and there, whenever protected against cold 
winds. an occasional open blossom, and it the mild 
weather continues, it promises to be in full bloom on the 
12th of March, or over three weeks ahead of last year, 
There is no ice anywhere on Lake Erie, and, in fact, no- 
where as far as reported along the chain of the great 
lakes, the Straits of Mackinaw included, which have 
been known to he ice-locked as late as the 15th of May, 

Facts of this nature seem to militate against the the- 
ory of fixed arrivals of our earlier migratory birds, al- 
though the latest. including the chimney-swallow, the 
night-hawk and the Baltimore oriole haye thus far al- 
Ways made their appearance here within the close time 
of a few days. Cas, LINDEN. 

Buffalo, New York. 

Heb, 28th—A flock of wild ducks was seen on Twin 
Lakes to-day ; saw a killdeer to-day. 

March 1st—I saw a meadow lark to-day, 
March 2d—Saw a bobolink to-day [7]. ~ 
March 8d—Saw aredwing blackbird to-day. 
March 5th—Saw some turtla doyesto-day. 
Mareh 6th—I sawa few ducks on Twin Lakes to-day, 

but they were wild ; saw 4 number of grackles, redwing 
blackbirds, turtle doves and killdeer, 
March 8th—A brant goose was shot on a small pond 

to-day by a farmer near town, 
March 10th—Saw a crane flying over to-day, 
The pigeons have not stopped with us at all thisspring, 

but hayebeen flying hard and high, though the woods 
are full of mast. By referring tomy notes of past year's 
I find pigeons thick in 1876, none in 1877, a few in 1878, 
none in 1879, and none have stopped as yet in 1880. 

T have heard thi; a snipe or two have been seen, but 
have not found any as yet. 

*Plint,” writing from Warrenton, Va., dated March 
18th, 1880, gives us these dates, which are interesting :— 

Feb. 27th—Tirst appearance of pewee. 
March 2nd—Heard of Wilson snipe to-day ; first of the 

season. 
March 7th—House sparrow singing nesting song, al- 

though the ground is covered with snow. 
March 17—Sun shone out first time in nine days ; heavy 

ou ef snow, succeeded by copious rains, generally at 
night, 
March 18th—Snow gone ; little ice; fresh and bracing ; 

three flocks of wild geese passed over this morning, 
pointing due north. 

TACKSONPOR', Ark., March 22d. 

Bilitor Forest and Sbream ;— 
One of the first books placed in my youthful hands by an anx- 

ious teacher was * The Pursuit of Knowledge Under Difficulties.” 

Tremember nothing of that book but the title; that accurately 
expresses my predicament eyer since. I have counted the fin rays 

of astrangze specimen bare-headed in the hot sun, and have barely 

succceeded in finding out how many there were of them, in time 

to catch the last ¢limpse of my hat asit sank to rise no more. I 
have tried the fishing in a strange lake, lo find my last hook in the 

tourh Jaws ofa‘ grindle,” cavorting around, with chances ninety- 

nine to nothing in hisfavor, But now lamin the worst surape 

of all. 
Some time ago T ventured to inquire who John A. Grindle was 

and what he had done that so scaly afellowas the amia caloa 

should bear hisname. In an editorial comment you intimated 
thut Twas 'tup" in fish lore, ond that my real object doubtless 
wvas to bestowa little invective upon the fish. In an unlucky 

moment I denied the soft impeachment in writing oyer my own 

signature, and now you getafter” mein an editorial, in»which 

you inform your readers that ‘Salmon Roe’’—a name hitherto 

untarnished—is a lawyer, and not the uopretending angler he 

assumes to he—a woll in sheep's Wlothing as it were. If this 
nearly tool my breath away, imagine, if you can, my mortiii- 

eation when in the very next line I found myself charged with 

having committed a yery grave offense! And that offense con- 

sists of having conjectured that Mr. Grindls was a member of the 
jegal profession, and thus placing myself under obligation to vin- 
dicatehim, For to quote your exact words: “ Eyery latyyer owes 

ii ta his profession to prove either that Mr. Grindle was...... 

an honorable man, or else that he did not belong to the bar? 
That won't do for the Inwyers. The wimost they can dois to 
‘weed out’ unworthy members when found out, and they are 

not always quite successtuléyen in that. Why itisas much as 

that small sprinkling of the ‘salt of the earth,” the brethren of 

the angle, can do to vindieate their entire membership, Aswell 

might you say that, being an American, T must either prove that 
Benedict Arnold was not &member of the Revolutionary army, 

or give himacharacter, You have probably erred in this by as~ 

cribing to the profession of the law a code of ethics based upon 

the * higher lmw” of the editorial fraternity. 

In all seriousness, [didnot conjecture that Mr. Grindle was a 
lawyer because I deem it a bad thing fo be a lawyer, but 

from (he fact that the name of layyyer is always given to the fish 
in connection with that of Grindle, and I have even heard the fish 
called“ Lawyer Grindle" to his very teeth. Tt is very evident 

that this name was not bestowed by way of compliment to either 

fish or man, as in the ease of Sulio clarhkit for instance, or the 
more recent one of Lutzanus blachkfordit; but, on the contrary, 

quite the reverse. Thus I deduce my conjecture as to The char- 

acter of the man—a reasonable and fair conjecture, based upon 

an impression that it will take evidence to remoye.” 
Now if 1 were only clear of the sscond count In your indict 

ment, [ could once ngain be happy and a quiet man. But l can- 

not rest under the imputation of having played hayoe with the 

vivbts of the sovereign States of Mississippi, Tilinois and “ possibly 
Indiana.” Now, Mr. Editor, itis not necessarily any disuredif to a 

State that indifferent fish or bad men have found asylums or even 

had nativity within her borders, The reason upon which I base 

my conjecture as to locality is thiss My, Grindle must haye lived 
where the fish abounds, or ii would not have beet) named after 
him. This fish is most plentiful in small Jakes in low alluvial bot- 

toms, such as those of Mississippi, this State, Lonisiuna, Iinois 
andapartof Indiana, Now had helived in this State or Lonisi- 
ana, or in any other locality where the fish is common except 

those named, I should haye found it outin all probability. To 
narrow down the inquiry, therefore, 1 named those localities— 

not by way of opproprium, I assure you. Thata very bad, greedy, 

grasping sortol a man mightlive in a locality is really no reproach 
toit, when you reflect that such a man would make very poor 
headway In a community, all or 2 majority of whom were of his 

ownaort. 80 far, lihink, my defense is ‘reasonable and just,” 

and ought topreyail. But tear the worst is to come. T should 

not he astonished if In your very next number some gentleman 

were to call mé t6 account Jor intimating that Mr. Grindle was 
‘possibly a politician.” Then—woe's me!—some of Mr. Grindle's 

friends might want to know why 1 made the remark; what de- 

fense should I make ov what reason could I give? ‘Thisis the 
weak point in the whole business. I ath sorry T said iv, 

SAutMow ROE. 

P. §—Please keep up the inquiry till we find out who Mr, 

Grindle was. 

Sea and River Sishing. 
——>——— 

FISH IN SEASON IN APRIL, 

—— 

Sians or Sprinad.—Charles Cily, ta., March 10th.— 
The weather has been variable and unpleasant for some 
weeks back. Several times spring was thought to have 
fairly opened, but as often the return of cold weather has 
put an end to our anticipations for the time being. ‘The 
birds seem to be no better weather prophets than we 
featherless bipeds, As early asthe 15th of February I 
saw apair of robins in the woods, although I have never 
previously seen this species before the 1st of March. 
Since then I have seen only a single indiyiduai, which 
made its appearance on the 3d of March, uttered a few 
notes of greeting, or possibly of warning, although they 
were notso interpreted, and retired to the woods, if not 
to the “sunny South,” 
Wild geese (white fronts, | believe) passed over, north- 

ward bound, on the 25th of Pebruary, and ring-billed and 
bufile-headed ducks came into the river about the same 
time, but notin any considerable numbers. 
None of the above, however, are considered such cer- 

tain prognosticalors of fair weather as the bluebird. This 
hardiest of the gaudy-plumaged migrants arrived on the 
morning of the 6th; not merely a single straggler, but 
five or six individuals were seen at different times during 
the forenoon, allat a considerable height, moving north- 
ward, and uttering their plaintive notes of welcome. The 
rusty grackle appeared onthe same day with the last—a 
single small flock, just before dusk, flying toward the 
north, All this seemed to portend the near approach of 
spring, in the usually accepted sense of the word, but 
for once the birds themselves were duped by the bright- 
ness of tha sun, for tho weather ever since has been cold 
and wintry, and the harbingers of fair weather have failed 
to show themselves. 

Tt was reported a week or two since that the meadow 
lark had arrived, but J think the shore lark has been mis- 
taken for that bird. The latter species is quite common 
here, and resident, or nearly so. Itis ourearliest songster, 
being heard this year on bright days, eyen in January, 
and it nests earlier than any other bird with which I am 
acquainted, except, pethaps, the crow and one or two of 
our owls. Even now they are nating, as | saw two rival 
males pursuing 2 female in rapid zig-zag course through 
the air. some time since, Ihave known a pair of these 
lars to nest so early in the season that their young were 
destroyed by a storm of snow, which covered them to the 

_depth of two or three inches. Some birds would have 
perished with their young rather than leave them, but in 
the present case only the numerous tracks on the snow 
above the nest gave evidence of the mother’s solicitude. 

T have seen no snow-birds this spring, This bird hardly 
deserves its name, as ib rarely remains here during the 
winter; arvives in the spring but little earlier than the 
bluebird aud robin, and sometimes, although only inrare 
instances, stays with us throughout the summer, <A bird 
much more deserying of the title is the tree sparrow—a 
species as fearless of cold as the little titmouse himself. 

But I started to write of spring birds, and if I begin to 
discuss our winter yisitants I shall not know when to 
stop. H.S. W, 

From Hudson, Ohio, wnder date of March i4th, our 
correspondent ‘M. C. R."sends us the following notes. 
We suggest that the occurrence of the bobolink at the 
date mentioned is certainly very remarkable, if quite 

authentic :— 
Jan. 25th—Saw a vobin to-day and two yesterday ; 

meeeaeye warm ; no frost on the ground or ice in the 
onds, 
Teb, Ist—Day cold; wind blowing hard all day ; saw 

a number of downy woodpeckers, bluejays, tree spar- 
rows and robing, 

Feb, 15th—Saw a flock of wild geese to-day flying low 
from west to easi; ground covered with snow, and 

weather cold. , 
Feb. 16th—I saw a number of Bohemian waxwings 

(Ampelis garrulus) to-day ina flock of cedar birds; day 
cold and blowing hard, 

Feb, 25th—I have seen a number of robins and blue- 
birds to-day ; sasy two flocks of pigeons flying high ; did 
not stop; heard a killdeer flymg over to-night. 

Feb. 26tb—Saw two small flocks of pigeons flying high 
this Aa; two flocks of geese were seen flying fromsouth 
to north to-day; one flock litin a wheat field one-quarter 
mile Gast {rom town. 

Speclded Trout, Sulvelinus fontimilis; TLand-locked Salmon, 
Salmo gloveri; Smelts. 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the FoREs?t Anp Stream Directory of 

Game an/l Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following particulars, with such other information as they 

may deem of yalue: State, Town, County ; means of access; Hotel 

and other accommodations; Game sndits Season; Wish and its 

season; Boats, Guides, ete.; Name of person to address. 
SSS ee ee 

“NEW DISCOVERIES IN NATURAL HISTORY,” 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
The valuable ‘‘o’fishial” contribution of your corre- 

spondent, “ Fish and Furs,” in your paper of the 26th of 
February, toward ‘ Now Discoveries in Natural History,” 
induces me to send you some further incidents toward 
that end. Knowing that your esteemed correspondent is 
thoroughly reliable, and being further convinced by the 
corraborative testimony of his ‘fo'fishious” man Cottin, T 
for one am disposed to give full credence to his discovery 
of the male Salmo salar hooking on to the caudal **nar- 
rative” of the beaver so as to ascend tio waters into which 
the unassisted efforts of ifs own caudal appendage could 
not elevate it. Theoretically, however, I think * Fish 
and Turs” has mistaken an otter fora beaver, In the 
salmon rivers of Scotland there is known a corm- 
bination of fish and furs that goes by the name of an 
“otter.” This makes ine think that perhaps jt is in 
the rivers Spey, Dee, Tweed and Blackwater that we 
must loalc for Mr. Seth Green's scaly hybrids, 
‘Leaving for the present the many new discoveries in 

natural history that ‘Fish and Furs” and myself are 
prepared at short notice to present to an astonished sci- 
entific world, L beg to bring to your notice a discovery 
that does not rest for corroboration on the testimony of 
uny man called Coffin, but on the assertion of areal lve 
baronet, of George the [Vth’s creation, at present a clerk 
in the Public Nuisances Department, and therefore thor- 
oughly reliable. , 
li-was on the Danube. The time, the year 1879, which 

has so recently drifted into the abyss of the ages. Not 
‘the beautiful blue Danube” of song, because the 
Danube at the locality to which IT refer is as yellow as the 
Tiber or as Bass’ XXX ‘*pel-lel,” My baronet friend was 
fishing for hwro (query, salmo®) with a Jock Scott and a 
brown hackle for a dropper. Above were the gaunt and 
eray ruins of a castle of the early Byzantine era, grim 
and weird in the Sclavonian moonlight, The silent- 
sailing white owl floated im and out of the ruined towers. 
Frogs, with their melancholy squawk, hymned to the 
evening star; and afar off in a copse of pimy ozone sang 
the nightingale. f 
Ata certain bend of the bank a kind of a beaten tack 

led wp the steep from the river to the rnined vaults of the 

decaying stronghold, The angler of whom T speak was 

astonished to notice that this track was strewn with fish 

bones. Following it up to the heights he found if led to 

an excavation, den or cave under theold ruins. My friend 
the baronet (of George IV.’s creation) is a man at once 
brave and practical, Lighting bis pocket lantern he 

peered into the hole. He has since assured me that the 

odor that emanated therefrom was powerful—not even 

to be excelled by a kingfisher's neat. In fact. being not 

only a baronet but a great traveler, he characterized the 
erfume as ‘‘a most fatal stink ;’ but then you see from 

tis position in the Public Nuisances he wasa judge of 
the article and had been, aforetime, conversant with the 
five-and-forty smells of the city of Cologne. Cautiously 
advancing his lantern on the point of his fishing-rod as 
far as he could into the cave, he there saw a huge mon- 
ster inthe act of devouring a Hiro danubialis. The 
creature, somewhat in the shape of a scalene triangle, 

bore a rough resemblance to a sea-horse [2-40 marinus] of 

most colossal dimensions, which appeared to haye im- 
menge fluttering wings or vans on its shoulders, where 
the pectoral rays usually come in, The fact at once 
dawned on ny friend that he saw before him one of the 
supposed-extinet Saurians—one of that kind that was 
slain in the pleasant legend of St. George and the Dra- 

gon, a representation of which forms the symbol of the 

illustrious Order of St. Michacl and St. George, which 

most of us Canadians vainly spend ous lives in trying to 
be Beopreted with, Ove ayant ; by. the utente Bi 

Feb. 7¢h—Saw a few purple crackles, a few crows and | his ** New Discovery m Natural History,” my friend Sir 

foak ot pigtaedogioy ume ena Siac Sillibub hurried down hill to the hostelrie of the 

—_——_s>——_ 

\ Wiccossun SPortine AssocraTION,—Fishkill Landing, 
N. Y., March 23d,—Through the enthusiastic efforts of 
Messrs. Wolcott and ent (attorneys, and both ardent 
sportsmen), a sporting elub has been organized here 
under the name of the Wiccossee Sporting Association. 
The first annual meeting was held March 9th at the : 
oftice of Wolcott & Kent, when the following officers 
were elected and a constitution and by-laws adopted : 
President, W. A. Baxter; Vice-President, G. F. Alden; 
Secretary and Treasurer, E. C. Kent; Directors, John 
Place, Dr. C. M. Kittredge and John Burrows. About 
three and a half niiles of the stream known as the Water- 
kill Creek, and lands adjacent, haye been secured 
through the kindness of the land owners, and are to be 
stocked with fish and game. The stream has furnished 
good trout fishing for years, and the lands near and 
about it fine woodeock shooting. Ten thousand young 
trout have been ordered for the stream, and the associa. 
tion are to construct hatching houses and breeding po 
which will produce an annual supply of about 30,0) 
young fish, G. 

oe - 

—The Duke of Beaufort and Mr, Sothern, the ¢ 
have secured a Canadian salmon river for next Jum 



—An English scientific journal relates that while the 
Sailors of H. M. 8, Faraday, alded by the new system of 
electric ilumination, were one night lowering a cable, 

Very methodical in everything, and as keeper of that 
portion of the archives under his charge was a notable 
example of industry, care and precision.” 
There is some information more than touching, Which bhey noticed an immense number of fishes of all sizes 

and shapes, gathering around the spot. By prompily 
throwing owt nets they were enabled to make an extraor- 
dinary haul. The electric light may doubtless be em- 
ployed to advantage by fishing boats, 

Sisk Cuttiore, 

JAMES WOOD MILNER, 

T have received, descriptive of Milner’s last days. He 
was so enthusiastic in his work, that he went beyond lis 
strength, He believed that with such 4 mission as was 
his, that he was invulnerable to the attacks of malaria or 
overwork, under which so many of his friends had suc- 
cuinbed, 
When advised hy Professor Baird, in the simmer of 

1878, to seék his home and take a needful rest, he still 
lingered af Washington, perfecting his plans for the 
steamer Fish Hawk, which he never was tio see afloat— 
which vessel was the great triumph of American fish 
culture, and was only called info commission last month, 
Coming at last home to his wife, he refused to be thought 
even ill, In a month he was again at his post at Glou- 
cester, entirely forgetful of himself, absorbed as he was 
in his work. When his taslx there was concluded he be- 
came s0 ill that he was forced to take to his bed, As 
soon as he could travel, he hurried on to Washington, 
Though confined to his room, still, with untiring energy, 
he conducted the business of the shipment and planting 
of the California salmon into Michigan waters, by means 
of the telegraph: His cough continuing, his physician 
ordered him at once to Aiken, §, GC, But finding he 
could do no work there, but slightly improyed in health, 
hewent to Western Florida, Mrs. Milner haying met him 
in New Orleans, she informs me that any idéa of rest 
was even then the furthest from his mind. Nlorida might 
do him good, but that was secondary to the fact that he 
might conduct some work in Plorida—there were collec- 
tions to be made there, Mr, Milner remained in Florida 
until May, but was no better. Jt was with a terrible 
struggle that he then gave wp the hope of future useful- 
ness. J cannot imagine any more dread conflict than 
that which is sometimes waged between a man’s active 

Ht BY BARNET PHILLIPS, 

[A paper read before the American Fish Ctiltlital Association.) 

7 fee sad duty devolves on me of announcing to you 
the death of Professor James W, Milner, who, at 

Waukegon, Til, on the last day of December, 1979, passed 
away froin this world, 
Many of you here must remember what interest Pro- 

fessor Milner took in our proceedings, Thoroughly 
grounded in all the scientific data, perfectly at hore in 
the practical details of fish culture, there were no qiles- 
tions of an icthyological or ether bhatacter we could 
put to hint, that he did not respond to at once, in a sin- 
gularly terse and clear manner. He had the power of 
ettippiig the husk off of matter, and presenting you the 
perfect grain. This society owes a great deal of its pros- 
perity to the labors of thisman. Many of its plans, and 
especially the widening of ils scope—the effort to make 
if more than local, to extend its influence, were Bug- 
gested by Professor Milner. If eyer any one had his 
whole souliu the work, it was thal man, whom death 
has now taken away froni among us, His quick, ner- 
yous manner, lis intensity, the power he possessed to 
make any question lucid, his easy method of explana- 
tion, we can hear no more, His place will be one, in this 
Association, not easily filled. Folly trusted by the Smith- 
sonian Institution, he took charge of some of its most 
important missions, and there are here some present who 
can testify to the thoroughly conscientious manner in 
which bis task was fulfilled, Theve ate, in this world 
many ways of doingone’s dnty. It was Mr, Milner’s ambi- 
tion to leave no stone tinturned that might be an obstacle 
in the way ef scientific progress. You have often heard 
that saying, thati ‘if war has its heroes, so has science its 
martyrs,” The repetition of this has perhaps become 
trite, but itisnone the less true. It wasas much overwork 
as anything else; an excess of zeal which, early in Mil- 
net's life, as late in his career, shortened in such an un- 
timely way his days, Brimful of his work, T have seen 
myself how careless, how utterly indifferent, Mr, Milner 
was of lis person in the ptosecution of his labors, It 
Was tiny good fortune to have been with Mr, Milner as his 
guest on more than one occasion when he was engaged 
im his professional duties. I remember when ona cold 
night on Chesapeake Bay, when his men were out on the 
water catching the shad eggs, that a sudden storm arose. 
There was no danger to the numerous boats’ crews, but 
the chances were that if his presence was wanting ‘that 
some millions less of eggs world be the result. Indif- 
ferent te the rain, J have seen him hurry from out his 
berth (it was in the floating hatching-houge), and, but half 
‘dad, spring into the nearest bout, a9 midnight, ani spend 
all thatnight until dawn, gomg from boat to boat, en- 
couraging the men in theirexertions. The United States 
wanted to haye the rivers teeming with fish, and there 
was enthusiasm enough in Mr. Milner to think himself 
she instrument for thus furnishing food to inillions, and 
fae was perfectly willmg to lay down his lite for what 
Other men would have been lauguidly indifferent about, 
Thave myself frequently remonstrated with My. Milner 
as to What I deemed to be an unnecessary exposure, and 
had warued him of possible fatal results, but his reply 
was, { remember his words distinctly, “Ido not think T 
fulfill my duty thotoughly, conscientiously, in any other 
way.” ‘This somewhat explains the character of the 
man, The last time Tsaw him was some two years ayo 
at Gloucester, where he was busy arranging apparatus 
for hatching the cod, The novelty of this duty excited 
fis enthusiasm, and quite possibly the cold he had taken 
some time before was augmented by the chill dampness 
of a New England fall, 
Ican but briefly describe this useful lite, Mr. Milner 

was born in, Kingston, Ont., January ith, i841, and 
came fo Chicago when he was five years old, As a boy 
4e was a hard student, and developed early in life a taste 
for natural history, He was but alad when he traveled 
through Manesota inaking: collections, At the breaking 
out of the war he yolunteered in an artillery company, 
and served with distinction to almost its close, having 
been noted for conspicuous courage and gallantry. After 
an honorable discharge, he obtained a position in the 
Chicago post office. Still retaining hislove for natural 
history, he thoroughly filled his position, but, combining 
with it the study of his favorite topics, this double work 
became too much for him, and his health broke down, 

Retiring from his postal duties, he made explorations 
in the peat beds, and exhumed the skeleton of a moose, 
which he supposed belonged to an extinct species. Hav- 
ing written to the Smithsonian Institution in regard to 
it—describing the remains of this creature—the singular 
terseness and scientilic instinct displayed in his letters at- 
tracted the attention of the Smithsonian Iustitution, ‘Phis 
led to Mr. Milner’s services being engaged by the Smith- 
sonian. He wasfirst employed by Professor Baird, in 1872, 
to gather together the statistics of the fish of the Great 
Lakes. Shortly afterward he joined the United States Fish 
Commisson, in Washington, and was in their employ up to 
the day of his death, Successive publications of the 
Dish Commission fully attest Mr. Milner'swork and ser- 
vices, In addition to this, he wasin close communica- 
tion all the thne with the present distinguished Secretary 
of the Smithsonian in collecting general statisties, and 
arranged the literary material for tish propagation in the 
reports, of which he was most especially eitor. Milner’s 
work was wide and extended, At different times he 
ee various fish-hatching canipaigns in North Caro- 

a, Virginia, on the Potomac, on tlie Susquehanna, at 
Havre de Grace and al Holyoke, He had under his 
charge the cod hatching at Gloucester in i878 The Sec- 
retary pf the Smithsonian writes in his honor ; ‘‘He was 

in Colorado, 
refiised mental rest, for life was to him as worth nothing 
save enhanced by work, T 
became more physicially feeble. 
than was immense. 
he dictated them, 
him that his time was short, then hisresignation was su- 
preme. 
members of this Association present here to-day, and 
wanted to send them his last word and greeting, [Me 
said—these are his yery words ; ‘lam dying without a 
feeling of ill-will toward any man”; and could—(writes 
tome, Mig. Milner)—‘‘could you have seen his loving kind- 
ness toward all who came under his notice, you could 
better understand the noble qualities, the untold goodness 
of this man,” 

leading officers will 
Amerivan Fish Cultural Association. 

brain and his perishing body. It was i May that this de- 
voted man went home to die, Life was gradually ebbing 
but still the mental powers had Jost nothing of their 
force, 
stop with him forever, 

He could not bear to think that his work might 

A bare chance of life was possible. It might be found 
Thither he went last September; still he 

He rallied for2 while, but then 
The vilality in the 

If he was too weak to write letters, 
When, in October, the doctors told 

Kiven then he remembered many of his friends, 

Let us then, respect {he memory of James Wood Mil- 
ner, who wasnot ouly of singular service to this world, 
but who was liouest, sincere and endowed with many 
wonderful gifts. 
a sterling man as was Professor Milmer that we are be- 
holden for the present position we enjoy, and though he 

Tt is to the disinterested efforts of such 

be lost to tis, I ain hopeful that the memory of one of our 
always be revyeremced by the 

Che Zennei. 

BREAKING DOGS WITH COLD LEAD. 

WHITEHALL, VA,, Feb, 28d, 
Editor Forest and Stream :— q 
Through the kindness of your correspondent, *‘ Ring- 

wood,” T have occasionally the pleasure of perusing your 
paper, In your issue of the 12th inst. I notice a letter 
signed ‘‘W. F. Steel,” deprecating the use of ‘cold 
lead“ in breaking wild dogs, and, in short, declaring it 
to he perfectly useless. I decidedly disagree with him. 
My experience of dog-breaking extends over a period of 
twenty years, and during that time, it may easily be 
supposed, [ have had some pretty wild ones, and I 
cannot call to mind but one instance in which a dose, or 
doses of shot, followed by a sound * hiding,” have not 
heen effectual, That instance, hy the by, was very effec- 
tual in its way, forthe shot killed the dog, and perhaps, 
like the doctor's patient, he died cured. I do not mean 
to say that the shot gun should be part of the regular 
recognized tools of the dog-byeaker—on the contrary, it 
should only be resorted to asaforlorn hope, At the 
same time, l repeal I haye never known it to fail, if ap- 
plied at the proper time, to effect at least a radical im- 
provement. No doubt there are serious objections to itl, 
Some might say it is cruel—though scarcely more su 
than a series of unmerciful whippings—then one is apt 
to injure and sometimes kill the dog; but after every 
other mode has been tried in vain, I would have no hesi- 
tution in using it, the more so as a dog which you can- 
not control is worthless. At this moment I have a liv- 
ing monument to the good purpose te which a shot gun 
in dog-breaking cam be put. Shortly before Christmas, 
79, 1 came into possession of a setter dog which had 
never been broken, though he had been hunted a little 
by his former owner, who declared him quite unmanag- 
able. He was a very fast dog, had a good nose, would 
stand steady enough to birds for say five minutes, but 
the moment the covey was flushed he was ‘‘ all over cre- 
ation,” as his owner phrased ib. IT hayeseen him chase a 
partridge half 2 nile, and as for rabbits, he was the best 
rabbit-dog in the country. Now all this was not because 
he was not punished tor it. Oh no! he was whipped 
over and oyer again until l was sorry for the poor beast, 
f suggested the advisability of giving him a dose of shot, 
but my friend was a young sportsman who shrunk from 
doing this, but said he would hand Gyer Porter to me 
and I could do as J pleased with him, I would not have 
troubled about the beast, but partly for my friend’s sake, 
and partly because the dog was good looking, well bred, 
extremely fast and had a good nose, I thought I would 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
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try him. Letmesay here he was two and one-half yearsold, 
My first step was toget acquainted with him. My next to. 
ina general way, make him obedient-—not an easy tasks 
—but he was not sullty,and camesin to hand pretty well, 
Then f took him out hunting without any gun, but with 
a steady dog of my own. Well, it was the same old 
thing. He flushed every covey of birds he found, Them 
he would not ‘back stand,” and disgusted my setter, 
“ Alb,” by taking his point and flushing his birds. Then, 
worse than all, though quife obedient at home, return- 
iig when called (he was always very attentive to the 
whistle), and ever ‘‘'down charging,” He paid not the 
slightest attention to whistling, calling, or eyen strongex 
language, L regret to say, I beat Lim unmercifully as 
soon as I could catch him, and tried again. Presently 
Alb, found a rabbit in a bush, I called Porter, 
who came with perfect obedience, there being no birds 
onthe wing, He made a faint attempt to ‘ back stand,” 
rushed past Alb to put up the birds and was exceed- 
ingly disappointed—there weren't any, and, in fact, 
leoked yery foolish, Just then Mrs. Kabbit, who did 
not understand this fooling, bolted, and so did Porter, 
notwithstanding he had {just [received a tremendous 
beating for that same thing, and that I did my utmost 
to restrain him, even to throwing stones at him. This 
satisfied me there was no resort left but the shot gun. 
Two or three days after the occasion just referred to 
I took him out again, this time by himself—I, armed 
with my choke-bore. Wesoon found birds, By!shout- 
ing to him and running as fast as I could, T got within 
about sixty yards, when the birds were flushed. Off 
went Porter as usual. I shouted {o him as loud as I 
could, and then let him have il. Thers never was such 
an astonished dog since dogs were. The shot stung 
pretty smartly, and before he had fairly recoyered from 
his surprise I had him by a hind leg. TI knew it was 
now or never, and I thrashed him tntil my arm ached, 
Of course he could not hunt any more that day, Next 
day a friend happened to come, and we went out tor 
a short time, taking the dogs. Porter hunted first rate, 
bul flushed the first covey he found, which was also 
(he first we found. Fortunately 1 was not fur off, and 
“ha !you Porter, hie back sir,” stopped him in time, 
He came back looking very frightened, and I petted 
and made much of him, From that moment he was 
a conquered dog. Of course he was no little trouble 
afterward, and I was more than once on the point of 
giving him another dose, but happily refrained. Now 
he is the fastest, steadiest dog 1 have owned for many 
a day. This is only one instance of many where 
**eold lead * has done good service, 

SAPIENS QUI ASSIDUUS, 
— 

CLASSIFICATION OF THE COLLIE AT THE Nuw Yor«K 
SHow.—Jersey City, N. J,, March 18th,—I wish to call 
the attention of the Westminster Kennel Club to the in- 
justice done the breeders of the Scotch collie in classify- 
ing the dog and bitch of that breed tugether at the Fourth 
Annual Bench Show. Heretofore if has been customary 
to class them separately. There has been a greab interest 
taken in the collie smee the last bench show, and a num- 

ber have been imported especially to exhibit at this com- 
ing hench show, I do not see why the kennel chib should 
make any distinction in the classification of non-sportin 
dogs, as none are more useful than the collie. Appletons 

“ American Cyclopedia” states as follows: * At the head 

of the list of the domestic canines of temperate Europe 

stands the shepherd’s dog, haying been trained from time 

immemorial to the care of flocks; ils peculiar faculties 

seem to be instinctive, and its sagacity, fidelity and cour: 

age are nob excelled by any species of dog.” I think for 

the above reasons the collie should at least have a chance. 

sintilar to other non-sporting dogs, and I ask the kennel 

club fo make two classes instead of only the one, for if 

they are exhibited separately I know ot at least five 

bitches in this State that will be entered, I think rt 1s 

the duty of the kennel club to do all in its power to en- 

courage and promote the breeding of such valuable dogs, 

Look at the Huglish Bench Show and see the great num- 

ber of collie dogs that are exhibited ; in fact, they are 

taking the lead oyer all other breeds. By opening a class 

for bitches separate from the dogs the kennel club will 

confer a favor on all loyers of the Scotch collie and also 

insure wu larger number of entries and finer specnnens of 

this breed than has been heretofore exhibited in this, 

country. J. L. 

As regards classification, the points of the male and 

femalo collie are 50 much the same that no injustice is 

done the bitches as far as the judging is concerned. The 

question, therefore, is only one of prizes, and in making 

up the premium list the committee were governed ta a 

great extent by the entries in various Classes in previous 

years. However, we observe that a special club medal 

has been offered for the best collie bitch, providing a 

bitch does not win first prize, which makes five prizes 

in. all for this breed. 
—— 

Pris FoR THE DeRBy.—New York, March 23d.—Be 
kind enough to publish im your paper tha following 

entries for the Mield Trial Derby : Lad (Lincoln-Daisy 

Dean), white and orange setter dog; Dashing Plover 

(Dash IL,-Phantom), white and black setter hiteh ; Blue 

Queen (Tam O’Shanter-La Prince), blue Belton setter 

hitch ; Blue Princess (Tam O'Shanter-La Prince), bho 

Belton setter bitch; Luc 5 incoln-Daisy Deun), 

white and orange setter d sit Wine- 

?em-Nora), black and wh 
(Dash If,-Norna), blue B 
entered by the Monty 
Prince Albert (Brussel: 
ticked setter dog—ente 
dianapolis, Ind.; Lady I 
and white seller bitch- 
New Castle, Pa.; Dick 
and white poiter dog; 
and white setter dog- 
burg, Pa.; Washion ( 
setter doz—entered S 

+s 

—An internation 
al Elaarlem, in Th 
June, 
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MASSACHUSETTS KENNEL ChuB,—This organization was 
incorporated Dec. 12th, 1877, at Boston. The following 
are the names and addresses of its officers for the present 
year: President, J, Fottler, Jr., Esq,, 26 South Market 
street ; Vice-Presidents, F. B. Greenough, M, D., and J. 
F, Gurtis, Esq.; Treasurer, T. T. Sawyer, Jr., Esq., 7 
Exchange Place; Secretary, Edward J. Forster, M. D., 
22 Monument Square. 

tt 

Nuw Yorre Dog SHow.—A special prize of a gold-neck 
chain, manufactured by Tiffany & Co., valued at $50, 
has been offered by H. W, Livingston, Esq., No. 183 West 
Forty-second street, for the best pointer or setter (dog or 
bitch) of any strain owned and exhibited by alady. No 
entry fee for special prizes. 

es 

Sav ror DisteMprr.—Indianapolis, Ind., March 23d. 
In your issue of June 30th, 1878, you published, with ed- 
itorial comments thereon, a letter from a gentleman in 
India to a friend in Ireland, giving the former's experi- 
ence in using salt as a cure for distemper in dogs, I haye 
been a close reader of your excellent paper for years, but 
overlooked this at the time of its publication, or I should 
have added my testimony before this. Permit me to say 
to the numerous readers of the Forest AND STREAM that 
common table salt is almost an unfailing remedy for this 
so-called terrible disease. I say ‘‘ almost,” in order to be 
on the safe side, as it might fail, although I never knew 
it to do so, and I haye used it numerous times, and know 
many other gentlemen whose experience has been the 
same asmine, I have never used Epsom salts in connec- 
tion with the common salt, and doubt the advisabililty 
of so doing. My mode of administering the dose has 
been to make a bolus about as large as a walnut, 
composed of beef suet and salt, This is easier for 
the dog to swallow than clear salt, and does not cause 
a burning and painful sensation in the throat and stom- 
ach. Three doses I have found sufficient to effect a 
cure of distemper in any stage, This simple and effec- 
tive remedy will not find favor with that class of men 
who base their claims to superior knowledge of the dog 
on the mowing manner in which they dose him with 
drugs, regardless of the dictates of common sense and 
good judgement. Neither will it be adopted by that other 
class, including good men like ‘Citizen Von Cuiln,” 
whose writings on distemper would ‘‘shingle a meeting- 
house.’ But to those gentlemen of simple habits, who 
are satisfied with a good thing when they find it, regard- 
Tess of whether it is backed by the opinions of scientific 
mien, I recommend it, and assure them that if I owned 
the most valuable dog in America to-day, and he was 
afflicted with distemper in any stage, I would give him 
the dose mentioned above, and go to bed satisfied that in 
the morning T would find him on the high road to re- 

covery, and restoration to power health and power. 
HOOSIER. 

—— 

“<The Sporting Dog and Field Trial Club (Limited) has 

sold within the last fortnight a pointer dog to Hungary, 

£50; a pointer bitch to Scotland, £25; a fox terrier in 

England, £50, and a brace of Gordon setters to America 
for £22h—in all £350 for five dogs, being an average of 

£70 each. —— 

Onxn Way ro Gunn TH Mancu.—Coudersport, Pa., 

March 22d.—1 will give you a recipe for the mange, al- 

though it may not be new to you. Our tannery man has 

avery fine Newfoundland dog, and, when he was seyen 

months old he had, I think, the worst case of mange I 

ever saw. He tried several prescriptions, but the dog 

kept growing worse, and finally, as a last resort, he com- 

menced bathing him im the tan—-vat, every day, Ina 

very short time he was completely cured; since then he 

has cured three cases. S. P.O, 

We cannot recommend this treatment as a specific 

remedy, no matter how successful the cures may have 

been as above described-—. 
SS 

“<A FLEA IN His BaRr.’—Munfordville, Ky., March 24th. 
—I notice that correspondents often wrile to you asking 

what they must do for their dogs which are constantly 

shaking their heads and flapping their ears. Frequently 

you answer, saying, that they have canker, and giving 

them a prescription. Now while they may have a sore 

in the head, sometimes a flea may have crawled into the 

dog’s ear and may be crawling around, I have relieved 

my ddgs instantly by washing out the ear with a little 

warm soap-suds, which brings out the flea, Hart. 
—— _ 

KENNEL NOTES. 

CorREcTION.—Psiche—An absurd typographical error having 

appeared under this head in last week's issuc, ye republish notice 

vorrected:—Mr. William M. Tileston's Bnglish setter bitch Psyche 

(Col. Fernley's Frank-Rhoda) whelped on 10th inst., at West- 

minster Kennel Club Kennels, Babylon, L. L., fiye puppies (two 

dogs and two bitches living) ; sired by Mr. Godeffroy’s Decimal 

Dash. Psyche was imported in utero, and her dam Rhoda is litter 

sister to Mr. Macdona’s celebrated dog Ranger. 

Fairy’s whelps were sired by Mr. Tileston’s Clumber spaniel 

Trimbush, not Trembuck, as printed. 

Zill is the property of Edward J. Forster, M. D., Secretary of the 

M. K. ., of Boston, not of the Massachus
sets Kennel Club. 

Saums,—Van—Mr. Garrett Roach, of this city, has sold his white 

pointer dog Van to Mr. H, Courtensy, of Milwaukee, Wis. 

Duke and Mona—Mr. A. H. Moore, of Philadelphia, has pur- 

chased of Mr. G, Jamison the black and tan setters Duke and 

Mona, for importation to America.—The Live Sttch Journal. 

The Con-Hloss Litter—Mr, J. B. Harrington, of Butfalo, N. ¥., 

has disposed of his Con-Floss litter of cocker spaniel puppies, 

whelped Feb. 6th, as follows: Yo William D. Southarc, Peekskill, 

N. ¥.,2 dog; ta George H. Van Vieuk, Buffalo, N. ¥., a.dog ; ta 

Fred Masten, Bufalo, N. ¥., a biteh; to Dr. Wygant, Peekskill, WN. 

Y., a bitch; presented to William M. Tileston, New York, a biteh 5 

presenteil to Chas, Battey, Huifalo,N. Y.. a dog (for use of sire). 

Starlight—Lelaps Pupptes-—Mr. Henry W- Livingston,
New York, 

has purchased from Mr. HH. W. Durgin, Bangor, Me., three Llewel- 

by Lelaps (150, N. A. K. C, 5. B.), out of 

Eylight (615, N. A. K. 0. S. B.- i 
sk 

avH—Mr.J. J. Jordan, Winchester, Va., has lost by typhoid 

ieumonia his pointer dos pup Consul (Orgill's Rush-Livingston's 

BreD.—June-—Gow—st, Louis Kennel Club's June has been bred 

to Bow. 

Queen-Bow—Mr. W. H. Linn’s (Decatur, Til.) Queen to Bow. 

Clite-Dash—Mr. Charles LT. Brownell's (Mount Pleasant Kennel, 
New Bedford, Mass.) Gordon setter bitch Clite, to his prize-wio- 

ning setter dog Dash, 

Maud-Dash—Mr. Charles Brownell’s (Mount Pleasant Kennel, 

New Bedford, Mass.) Gordon setter bitch Maud to his Dash. 

Names CLATMED.—Blue Beard—Mr. J. ©. Bishop, of Monson, 
Me., claims the name of Blue Beard for his blue and tan fox- 

hound, whelped June 12th, 1879, out of Littlefield and Bishop's 

Fan, by Chase. This puppy. with mate, bad cight foxes killed in 

front of them this winter, and om March 1th, the first time Blue 
Beard was run alone, he caught and killed an old fox after a 
three hours’ chase—not so bad for a youngster nine’ months old, 

Prairie Star—Mr. C. O. Brigham, of Toledo, O., claims the name 

of Prairie Star for lemon and white dog puppy, by Afton, out of 

Prairie Queen, received from the kennels of Mr. G. H. Whitman: 

of Chicago, Ill. 

Van—Mr. Garrett Roach, of this city, claims the name of Yan 

for white pointer dog outof his Queen IT, by Sensation. 

Ray and Rip Van Winkle.—Mr. Henry Pape, of Hoboken, N.J., 

claims the names of Ray and Rip Van Winkle fora pair of red 

Irish setter puppies, whelped Sept. 7th, 1879, and purchased from 

Mr. Max Wenzel, of Hoboken, N. J. They are by Lincoln & 

Hellyar’s Arlington, out of Mr. Wenzel's Doe- 

Lilly—Mr. J. 1. Bauman, ''appahanuock, Va., claims the name 
of Lilly for pure Layerack setter bitch pup, out of Princess 

Nellie, by Carlowitz. 

Wrers.—Zanka—Mr. W.-H. Gotting's (of this city) daschunde 

bitch whelped on March ist six puppies, by Mr. William Scheely's 

Dan. 

Atuherg. 
THE AIM AND YALUE OF THE NATIONAL 

ASSOCIATION, 

HE most important eyent in the annalsof American archery 

for the season of 1880 will be the meeting of the National 

Archery Association, at Buffalo, N. Y., on the 13th, 14th and lath 

days of July. For some unexplained reason, the idea has pre- 

yailed among Eastern societies that the National Association was 

to bea Western organization, and managed in the interest of 

Western clubs. Perhaps such a supposition may haye arisen 

from the fact that the first great meeting was held at Chicago, 

and the Executive Committee was, for the season of 1879, com- 

posed mostly of Chieago archers. The reason why the first meet— 

ing was held at Chicago, was simply from the fact that that city 

offered greater inducements than any other, and necessarily the 

Executive Committee must be largely composed of archers who 

reside at the city where the meeting isto be held. When Buffalo 

was Chosen as the place for the meeting of 1880,2 majority of the 

members of the Executive Committee were chosen from Buffalo 

toxophilites. No one can know how necessary this is who has 

not borne @ part of the burdens of the arrangement of such a 

meeting, The aim, the only aim, of the National Association is 

to build up archery into one great, innocent, healthful and ex- 

hilerating pastime of America, wherein cultured and refined 
ladies and gentlemen may combine pleasantassociation with that 

honest emulation wherein archery hasnorival. The founders of 

the Association haye done much good work, and by the ceaseless 

labor given to the cause haye built up the Association into a 
powerful and compact society. No pastime can ever be firmly 

fixed and successfully practiced in any land until the societies 

unite themselves in such a central general organization. 

Archery “flourished,” according to aJl writers, throughout 
Great Britain from 1795 to 1844, every county haying powerful 
clubs—one uniformed and drilled society haying eight hundred 

members. During that time they had no National Association, 
and Hansard tells us with pride of that “incomparable bowman” 

Anderson, who actually once succeeded in getting a score of 31 

hits, 185 score, with 76 shots, at 100 yards! He further tells us that 

ata match shot between three of the best clubs in England one 

archer succeeded in getting 70 hits out of 210 shots, at 100 yards! 

80 archery stood for those fifty years preceding the founding of 

the Grand National Archery Society in the yeari&44. Within ten 

years after its inaugural meeting there were three hundred 

gentlemen in England who would easily have beaten the “‘ incom- 
parable bowman” with a ten per cent. discount. Archery at once 

began to be practiced upon correct principles. Tt was studied 

scientifically. Ladies joined in the matchless sport, and while at 
the first meeting there was no lady competitor, yet in the year 

180 there were ninety-nine Dianas contesting for the national 
medal ut Bath, and since that date about the same number have 
annually paid ten dollars for the pleasure of competing with their 
rivals drawn together from the four quarters of the kingdom, 
Even forty-four braye-hearted ladies faced the tempest that 

raged throughout the two days of the meeting on Doncaster Moor 
in 1877. While in 1849 Mrs. Calvert won the lady champion's medal 

with a score of 161 at the Double National Round of 96 arrows at 
60 yards and 48 arrows at 50 yards, yet in 1873 Mrs, Horniblow 

carried off the same emblem at tho same round with a scora of 

164, While ascore equal to 442 points won the gentleman’s medal 

at the first meeting, yet in the year 1857 Horace A. Ford hore off 

the trophy with a score of 1,251. 
Mr. Ford truthfully says that this amazing advance in archery 

was due to the formation of the National Archery Society. Not 

only was this adyance noticeable in a few archers, but the mass 

of shooters so greatly improved that in the year 1857 the ayersge 
of the twenty best scores at the national meeting was 674, or fifty 

puints higher than the score of our champion at Chicago, and 132 

polnts higher than the score of the first English champion, Such 
fo result could never have been approached by the desultory prac- 

tice of archery by societies without the guiding hand and tempt- 

ing prizes of the National Association. So deeply hasthe love of 

the annual meetings of the National Association grown in Great 
Britain, that itis one great event in the history of each season, 

although three other great gatherings of archers oecur each year 
—at Leamingten, at the Crystal Palace and at Teignmouth. 

In America the founders of the National Association have 
freely expended their time and money to make the pastime a fix- 

ture in the hearts of the American people. They desire that every 
society, regardless of its locality, its number of members, or the 
degree of sicill they may possess, shall be enrolled in the ranks of 
the National Association. The const of admissign—$10 for each 
club—is yery small, and for the first year there is no other cost. 
After the first year the only cost is tha annual dues of $1 from 
each male member of the club, If a society does not expect to be 

present at any of the national meetings it should haye sufficient 

interestiin the general upbuilding of the gentle pastime m our 
jand to give so mutch support to the oreunization which is strug- 
gling to bring archery to the measure of suceess in this country, 
to which its merits entitle it. Dhere are, however, yery few soci- 

etiés in which there is not some members who are ambitious to 
join the great host of skilled archers who naturally gravitate to 

the annual meetings of the National Association, and for the sake 

of these members the society ought to attach itself. It cannot 
surely be the cause of any society remaining out, because of the 
mere pittance of cost, and one cannot well conucwiye any real 

objection that could be urged against a general coalition of all 

the societies In the United States. No doubt such a result will bo 

reached in future years, butit seems certainly desirable that the 

day may be as soon as possible. I have heard many objections 

urged, and have received hundreds of letters from archers out- 

side of the association in which objections were made to many 

features of the national meetings and the plan of conducting the 

association, but none of the objections urged were based upon 
anything more than some mere technicality or some peculiar the- 

ory of the writer or speaker, and I have yet to hear an objection 

fromalady. Let me beg of the lady archers throughout the 

country that they use their potent influence to bring their sev— 

eral societies into the National Association. ‘The astern Arch—- 
ery Association, the Pacific Coast Association and the several 

State associations are in the right direction. They will do won- 

ders toward building up the pastime, and if they will crown their 
labors with the addition of their several societies to the roll of 

the National Association, they can rest assured of the lasting 

memory and #ratitude of the archers of coming years, They 

should preserye their own organization and annually hold their 

great meetings,as the Hnglish associations have done at Leaming- 

ton, Teignmouth and the Crystal Palace; but once in every year 

{hey should meet at the great “gathering of the clans” and con- 

test for the highest honors that archery can give. 
Jf the writer has one unselfish feeling it is that the greatest 

00d may come to the greatest number of our avidely scattered 

archers, and to that end he has given more time and money than 

he would care to mention here, and if he now knew of any lan- 
guage strong enough toimpress deeply upon the mind of every 

archer the duty of assisting those who are working heedfully ia 

the cause of archery, his assistance and support, by urging his 
society to at once join the National Association, the writer would 
be glad indeed to speak it. Feeling so deeply and earnestly 

upon the subject, he can only say to archers genorally that the 

welfare of the sause depends more upon such a general attrac- 

tion to the céntral organization than upon all other questions 

agitated in archery councils. Before the Ist of May eyery society 

in the country should attach itself to the National Association, 

and haye at least one representative at the Butfalo mecting. 
WiLL H. THOMPSON, 

<> 

New Vore vs. NortH SrpEe.—According to a notice in our last 

issue, a team of this club shota match with the North Side Arch- 
ery Club, of Chicago, at their hall, last Saturday evening, March 
2th. Notwithstanding the state of the weather quite a number 

of visitors, besides a full attendance of the club members, were 

onhand, and enjoyed watching the team as they shot. As arch- 
ery is sport that needs almost undivided attention upon the 
part of those shooting, besides its being necessary that one should 

feel perfectly well, or otherwise must run the risk of making low 

scores,we regret the indisposition of both Mrs. Dr. De Lunaand Mr. 

Sutton—the former, generally making the highest scores among 

the ladies, feeling so badly as to almost determine to stop ahoot- 

ing at the last round. While not making any excuses for the 

shooting, it seems as though, to test two teams, the conditions of 

light, ete,, should be equal. The light Saturday evening seemed 

to play the New York team false. 
The following are the scores of the New York team; distance, 

30 yards; 90 arrows :— 
Ast Round. 24 Round. 3d Round. Hita. Totat. 

1138 143 156 Bi Aye Miss EK. T. Morton----,~- 2 
Mrs. Dr. De Luna,.....-. 116 110 67 70 282 
Jag. W. Auten, Jr..... 148 176 166 of) A200) 

8.8. oy Wi 163 157 oy 496 
W.N. Frazer... - 178 150 tt) ATT 
John W. Sutton, 149 Wi 81 421 

918 833 560 2, G08 

BRooKpLYN.—An interesting private match was indulged in by 

the well-Enown archers, G. F. &. Pearsall and Capt, Hoyt, both of 

the B. A. C., 4 few evénings since, at the range of the former, 

which resulted as follows; terms, $0 arrows) J) yards :— 
Fits, 

Pepreall;;s+.- +++ 0 1 
TOY. ey eee soa 4 . 90 208 10 10 548 

Mr. Pearsall being the yictor by 10 points. Capt. Hoyt made 

three golds in succession it twoends, Thatis right—keep up the 

practice at short range until you can get outto the long ranges in 

the Park. 
MurvnomAn ARCHERY CLUB.—Portland, Oregon, Atarch 18th.— 

The love for archery has reached this fur-distant land, and there 

are those here who will some day claim at least an honorable man- 
tiou in the columns of your paperamong American archers. We 

take the liberty to ask of youa mention of our club and of the 

heat score of one of its members in your valuable paper. Our 

club was formed late last fall with twelve members, under the 
name ot the “Multnomah Archery Club.” On March 2d. Dr. 

Henry, shooting three rounds Of 30 arrows at 40 yards, made in 

the first round, 182; second round, 182; and in the thurd round 
208. ‘Total, 572. His average for the last five days, shooting 

2] rounds, 24 arrows, each at 60 yards, has been 61 3-7 to the round 
J, K.8. 

Trmanois—Highland Park, March #24.—Our archers here are im- 

proying daily. O. W. Kyle, Bsq., is gaining day by day, and will 
roll up a good average this month. Wish I could say the same 

of SROKIE. 

Qricket. 
—_——<>_— 

MAcHINE-MADT BOWLERS, WICKEV KREErers AnD Long-Stors.— 

‘A new invention bas recently been produced in England by a Mr, 

Jeffery. It is yclepedthe ‘fag’ Tt has heen interviewed by 

‘Alfred Shaw, who is ‘of the opinion that it will bo inymluable to 
cricket," and the specialties of the machine are stated to be as 
follows: 1. Itwill retirn balisto bowler. 2. Lt will pick up and 

return shooters. 3. A bowler can practice during winter and keep 

his form secret, 4. A batsman can practice without the inton- 

venionee of going pack to the net to return balls. 5. Tf will be in- 
expensive. 6, Un wheels it can be moyed. 1, A box can be made 
underneath to store cricket goods. 8, Thougha ball may hit the 
stump +dead on,” it will be returned. 9. The yillaze carpenter 

Total, 
210 198 698 

can mike it. 10. Another game forthe playzround of a school. 

Thus this automaton wicket-keeper and long-stop has been 
puffed into notice, but-like the famous chess viayers of the tal 

ented Milzel, it is evidently to be worked off on the public ye 
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player inside. Yenrsago—it must haye been ffty—Mr. Felix sug- 
gested the application of the Roman catapult to the purposes of 
propelling the cricket ball, and Caldecourt,severg] years later, 

simplified the machine. Again, a newly invented catapult bas 

been rigged upon the turf. the inventors and patentees being 

J. Wisden & Co. This is vlaimed to be 't the most effactive substi- 

dute forthe professional bowler." At the time of the début ot this 

automaton many differences of opinion arose respecting the real 
merits of the instrument asa bowling substitute. The author of 

The Oricket Field” waxed sarcastio overit, and the ' profa" of 
the day went sbont scratching their heads with fewer half crowns 

to jingle iti their pockets, and wearing an unusually thirsty look, 
_Thepress of the time then came to thelr rescue, and from the 
two following extracts the reader was supposed to bé able to 
draw an opinion for himself: ‘The catapulta is accredited to 

Mr. Felix, who, awcording to his own showing, borrowed the idea 
from the resourced of the beleaguered Archimedes and irresisti- 

ble Marcellus for the more friendly encounter of the cricket 

field, diverting the attacks from which “tower and temple went 

to the ground,’ to ths more humble task of lowering Obstinate 

wickets. Though not quite as good practice as a first-rate bowler, 
because a ball does not certainly come from it in quite the same 

mannerasit does from the hand, still it is not without some ad~ 
yantages over theservices of a good hired bowler. Tt nevertires, 
is never ill, and it can adapt its pace without spoiling its piteh.” 

Another writer, in the Sporting Magazine, 1888, says: ‘TI allude 
to the catapulta, a convenient instrument, which will make any 
man with eyes in his head a bowler. Letthem haye arailroad for 

the ball to run upan, and the thingis complete, As to (he inyen- 

tion, I doubt not the ingenuity, but I sincerely hope it will never 

supersede nature's catapulta—a free shoulder, with its proper ap 

pendages, a strong orm and a steady hand;'' and right wall he 

might have added, a supple wrist and a sulliciency of brains. 

Lastly we come to the machine-made long-stop, in whose 

meshes the long tally of byes finds its source; we refer to the 

atoppine-net. Whence this came, and when it wasfirst intro- 
duced on the cricketfield, it matters little, but it has heen an im- 

portation, in our opinion, that has done great harm to American 

cricket. ~ Fortunately itis the only oneof the three labor-saying 

machines which we have recapitulated that has taken out its 

naturalization papers, and oneis certainly enough. Good bow!l- 
ers, 2000 wicket-keepers and go6d long-stopsare not such a drug 

in the American market that we canafford to let machines take 

partin our practice. If we are to fightour way up in the cricket 
world we must leaye these jim-cracks and innovations alone, 

CRICKET AT Port Hope rn 1846.—The game was firmly estab- 

lished at Port Hope, Canada, over thirty-five years ago, and we 

have records of their club playing against Cobourg in the above- 

named year. It would really bea pity if one of the oldest cricket 

organizations in the Dominion should be disbanded on the eve of 
# prosperous season. 

AMERICAN CRICEET.—New York, March 27th v is characteristic 

of Americans that they are always sighing for “something pew,” 
g something different from any other nation, consequently it is 
not surprising that they want a new game of cricket, or rather 

American cricket, with American rules; and hence we see the 

Cricketers’ Association and hear of the “average system’ and 

* revolverism,” both quite unknown or unheard of in any other 

country where cricket is played, These advanced ideas may be 
good enough for some, but are they acceptable to the majority ? 
Do they promote thenvble game? Thisis a very important ques- 
tion, and should be well considered by all cricketers, now that 
ericket seems to be going ahead in this country; therefore let 

American cricketers decide whether cricket is likely to advance 
niore rapidly with the new ideas or the old, Ge 

THe AUSTRALIAN ELEvEN.—A Melbourne correspondent in- 

forms us that the Australian team for England and America is 

nearly complete. They madeastart on New Year's Day, and are 

about to play a strong fifteen of Sydney. The list is as follows: 
Spofforth, Honuer, C. Bannerman and Murdoch from New South 
Wales, and Alexander, Blackham, Boyle, P. M. Donnell, Palmer 

and Slight from Victoria. The two extra men will probably be 

A. Bannerman and Eyans or Kendall. Honner is said to be the 

hardest and cleanest hitter eyer seen in Ausfralia. He stands six 

feet six inches; can run like a deer, bowl like a catapult, bul 

with plenty of break, and throw a cricket ball 131 yards tho first 

try—altovether rather a “nail-r.’ They have had some weather 

out there, too, one duy cold enough for overcoats and two days 
afterwards 106in the shadeand 148in thesun. In South Australia 

it went as high as 172 in the sun.—London Sportsman. 

—Mr, Chas. W. Bance, of the Staten Island and St. George's 
clubs, of this city, who has been spending Easter in Hamilton. 
Ont., was hospitably entertained by Alderman R. Kennedy, of 

that city, the jovial Captain of the Hamilton Cricket Club, who 
visited New York and Philadelphia last summer. Captain Ken- 

nedy is in hopes the St, George's, Young America and Staten 
Tsland teams will visit, Hamilton this season and promises them a 
‘cay old time,’ both on and off the field, and will then pay them 
another visit next season, ‘ 

THe CRIGKETERS’ ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED StarEes.—Phila- 
delphia, 903 Walnut street.—The third annual meeting of the asso- 

ciation will be held at 903 Walnut street, April 8th, af 4 Par. Dele 
gates must present credentials properly certified, each chib being 
entitled to one vote: Joann P. GREEn, Sec’y and ‘Lreas, 

—The Germantown Cricket Club is to be governed somewhat 
differently in the future, and expects a large increase of meam- 
bership this year, 

—The Manhattan Cricket Club will have a strong eleven in the 

field this season. It has several new members that can play. 

—The Hargreave brothers, so long identifled with the German- 

town Club asits bone and sinew, have joined the Girard Club, of 
Philadelphia, which is composed mostly of Englishmen, and they 

will make it a mateh for any organization in the country. 

—We call attention to an article on ‘American Cricketers and a 
Foreign Trip” in another column. 

—George Lane, professional Staten Island Cricket Club, has en- 
gaged passage from Liverpool, England, 15th inst. 

—Now thatitis positively known that the Philadelphia boys are 
not “going foreign countries for to see," the Hamilionians will 
have to look out, for Captain George will surely be afler them, 

—The Australian eleven, which ia to visit England early in May 

will, itis expected, return home vid New York, Philadelphia and 
San Francisco. 

—Seacretaries of clubs are requested tosend in their fll aq- 
dresses at an early date. 

—Mr. James Eyre, of the Staten Island Cricket Ohib, has been 
presented by that organization with one of “Cohbett’s best’ in 

recognition of his bowling three of the Young America wickets 
in thres successive balls—Young America (2d) va. Staten Island 
‘24), Tuly of last year, ‘Our Jim” is happy, 

Answers to Gorvespoudents. 
= 

(=~ A number of answers are srowded oui this week, and will 
Appear in Our next issue. 

L, P.B., louston, Tex.—Read our advertising columns, 

A Rwarin, Fredericton, N. B.—The address ia Now Smyrna, 

Florida. 

H. K.- Address of Commodore Jersey City C. 0., is Charles 5, 

Chuse, 2/' Broadway. 

W. L. .f.—Send to Manning's Yacht Agency, 53 Besyer street, 

N. Y., for yachts in the market, 

W. P. s—Address Commodore W. D. Lintz, Poughkecpsie C. C., 

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 

0, O., Erie, Pa.—You will find Jordan's “Manual of Vertebrates” 
the thing you want. See our issue of March 1th, 

G. G. G.--Gelien’s anti-fouling paintfor yachts isto be had of 

Gelien & Co., 155 Maiden Lane, N. Y. 

G. G. H., Montreal—A preparation of paraffine dissolyed in 

naphtha or benzine, is used for waterproofing fish lines. 

GC. F., Montreal._Chas. Reiche & Bro., Chatham street, New 

York, can supply you with the birds, and fs thoroughly religble. 

H. 8. H., Bellefonte, Pa, —Will you be kind enough to tell me 

where T could purchase some live quail? Ans. We cannot tell 
you. : 

FsSconarins, Montreal.—We will give the desired information if 
you willsend us more specific particulars, the kinds of fish you 

have in a¢ narium, etc. 

RACE Horse, Texas.—The fastest mile time on record is that of 
Ten Broevk, 139%. Your other query we cannot answer, as there 

is no officil time recorded. 

FE. W., P2kin, N. ¥.—A letter addressed to you has been re- 

(turned. Weshould advise you to consult the editor of the Jack- 

sonyille (Fla.) Sun and Press. 

W.H.C., Haverford College, Pa.—Can you tell me the date of 

the Harper; Bazaar in which were sketches of the Bastern Arch- 

ery Meeting? Bazaar No, 44, vol, XIT. 

Ww. R. B., Orange, N. J—Unable to give you Mr. George 
Hecker’s address or the pedigrees of the Layeracks Zip and 

Naomi. We will be pleased if any of our subscribers can. 

Aw InQurrer, Brooklyn, N. ¥.—Your horse is not an unusually 

heayy animal. Whether or not he is fitted for saddle use can best 

be determined by actual experiment. Saddle him and try it. 

Rirce, New York.—Which model Winchester did Mr. J. E. Stet- 
gon use when he won the medal presented by Schuyler, Hartley 

& Graham, July 22d, 1876, for rapidity and accuracy? Ans, Model 

of 1873. 

CG. N. K,, San Francisco.—R. Valentine, Janesville, Wis., did 
have wild rice forsale. Tihe has sold it all, your best plan is to 
orderin advance either of him or of Mr, Charles Gilchrist, Port 
Hope, Ont 

NARGia-—You may purchase the pipe of F. Kaldenburgh & 

Co., Fultiyn street, New York. There are seyeral recappers, the 
comparative merits of which depend upon the use for which thoy 
are intentled. 

CG. A. G., Tom's River, N. J.—We cannot discriminate by recom- 
mending one brand of shot assuperior toanother. The various 

mekers claim special advantages, and the merits of each have al- 
ready been set forth in our columns, 

H. W. P., Weyauweea, Wis——The treatment for your hound 
should be the pame as recommended to H. H., Brooklyn, N. ¥., in 

thiscolumn. We make no charge for receipts, and feel repaid 
when we can be of real seryice to our brother sportsmen. 

J. A. H.—Noiirm manufactures waterproof canvas for boats, 

Tise 8 or 10 uzs. duck, and apply following: Boil 6 ozs. hard yellow 

soap in 1} pints water, and add half pound patent driers, 5 lbs. 

boiled linseed oil, or take reduced proportions. If color is wanted, 
add paint as desired. 

W. J, R., Roxbury Station, Conn.—l. For map apply to the 
Coltons, William street, New York. 2. The rifle sight is hnghly 

spokenof. 8 We have repeatedly refused the advertisement of 

the firm. As to their reliability apply to Dun, Barlow & Co,, 
New Yurk, or to any other mercantile agency. 

T, H. R., Poughkeepsie.—Is there no way of preventing the 

passing »fa bill now before the Legislature permitting persons to 
fish with nets in the Walkill? The bass fishing there is yery good, 
and now they propose to ruinit. Ans. Post your representatives 

at Albany and secure their interyention to defeat the bill. 

M. P. B., New Haven, Conn.—Mr. Vero Shaw, in his excellent 
“Rook of the Dog,” stntes, in a special chapter devoted to the 
‘“eatting up" of dogs forshows, that“curly coat which should 
he flat ara gometimes ironed out," and “ band rubbing is most 

efficacious 4s a miegns of both drying and flattening down the 

cont,” 

Tt. W., Cypress Mill, Texas.—For instructions to a novice in the 
various niades of fishing we commend Hallock’s ‘ Gazetteer,”’ 
The pages devoted to fly fishing, trolling, care of tackle, ctc., are 

exhaustive and explicit, and leave little to be said. Dr. Hen- 

shaw's book on the ‘‘ Black Bass,’ we may premise, will also be a 

valuable work; worthy of the study of even experienced anglers. 

G.H.5B., New York.I have a Winchester Express rifle of .50 
gal., shoots very well with the light bullet, but I would rather use 

solid bullets of about 500 grains, and 90 grains Hazard powder, 
Wouldask your adyice whether the rifle would shoot well up to 
800yards? Ans. The gun has slow twist and shallow rifling, and 
made only for short, light ball; will not shoot with a heavy, long 

ball. 

PARTRIDGE, Doyer, N. H.—1. For scroll saws write to R. Simp- 
son, 182 Nassau street, New York. 2% The National Guardsman is 
defunet—* dead on the field of honor." 3. For a work on medical 

botany write to William Wood & Co., publishers, ¢7 Great Jones 
street, New York. 4. We did not publish the scores because they 
could not be obtained, although promised. 5. Beadle & Co., New 

York, publish penny songs, and there are other firms engaged in 

the sams Lusiness. 

E.G. C., New York City.—l. We know nothing of the guns, 
You may be assured of square dealing if you go to any one of the 

several gun dealers whose names appear in the advertising col- 

umns of thig paper. The customer has in their long-established 

reputation a sufficient guaranty. 2. 'There are some good trout 
streams in Sulliyan County. Go to I. M, Baadley's, at Hldred, 

where, late reports say, there are plenty of fish. 

R. H. E., New Jersey. —Y our attention is called to our notice at 

tho head of thi¢ column. In issue of March 18th we commenced & 
series of articles on dog breaking, which may interest you. To get 

your dogunder proper command use a check-cord, Itis not ne- 

cessary that your lessons should be confined to your house or 

yard, as you can carry fhe cord with you in your walks and pur- 

sie your instruction in the open fields. 

1. 8., New York.—1. I haye q Sharps military rifle, Borchardt's 
model, and will go to Wyoming Territory for a coupls of years. 

Do you think this arm a good one for large and dangerous came 

with the service charg’e? 2, Could I use a 450 or 500-grain bulletin 

a Ballard Creedmoor rifis, 45¢al,,105 grains powder, Hyerlasting 

ame with reduced chareeé of powder, say 85 grains? Ans. 1. Yes. 

P, H., Bloomsburg, N. J,—A friend's dog has a large swelling on 

under jaw; red blotches allalong the jaw. It has broken open in 

one or more places. Dog seems very much affected. He alsa has 

small red blotches on forelegs. The dog is a well-bred setter, but 

fron) bis appearance will not last long, Ang. If the swelling fs 10 

inflammatory or painful one, would apply poultices of flaxseed 

meal, Give a single dose of castor ofl and from two to three 

frains of quinine three times a day. Write further if there is no 
improvement. 

J, W. B., Pueblo, Colorado.—In Colorado the killing, snarimg or 

haying, in possession of ‘‘partridge, phensant, prairie chicken, 

prairie hen or grouse" ia prohibited, save between Oct. Ist and 

Novy. lith. Protessional taxidermists are allowed to kill birds and 

animals for specimens in museums. No person shail kill or en- 
trap elk, buffalo, deer, fawn, antelope, mountain sheep or bison 

between Jan. Ist and Sept. Ist; and then only in reasonable quan- 

tities for food. Apply to the Goyernor or to the Secretary of 
your State for a copy of the law, 

M, B. Councre, Americus, Ga.—I see it stated in a Philadelphia 

paper thata catamount was killed near that city, weighing over 

fifty pounds. What is the difference between this species and our 

wildcat? Sixteen and eighteen pounds is an ayerage weight of 

wild cats here, and twenty-six pounds [s the heaviest I ever saw 

or heard of, How many species of catamouct, or wild cat, are 
there in the United States? Ans. There are three species of the 

Fetidce in Eastern America: twoof them small, Linz rufus and L 

cancatlensis, and one large, Felis concolor. The one mentioned in 

the paper was probably a young one of thelast named species, 

D. McG., Rutherford, N. J.—I have two hound puppies three 
months old. One is baaly bow-legged and can hardly walk. He 

seems most afflicted in the first joint and walks on the outside of 
his feet. Lhaye kept them in a large dog house, locked up, wita 
hardly-any exercise, Theotherpuppyisallright. Ans, All dogs, 
and especially puppies and growing dogs, should have their lib- 

erty and be allowed torun about and take plenty of exercise. 
The larger breeds of dogs should not be kennelled in barrels, as 
itis aptto eroox the legs. If your puppy’s condition is such that 

bandages or leggins can be adapted so as to afford temporary 
strength, it may be well to give them a trial. 

M. L. V., Savannah, Ga.—l. My Trish setter has lost all the hata 
around her eyes, and her frequent scratching keeps the parts 

sore; she hasalso two sore spots behind the ears. What shall I 
do forher? 2. [have been advised to keep her from g litter of 

puppies, only four or five. Isit necessary to do so in order to in- 
sure success in raising the puppies? 3. What is the best ‘food for 
a bitch suckling pups? Ans. 1. Examine carefully for the pres- 
ence of lice; if found apply # suiall quantity of kerosene oil, and 

then thoroughly rubin an abundance of lard orlard-oil. Leayo 

on twenty-four hours and repeatif necessary. 2. A well-condi- 

tioned bitch should nurse satisfactorily five or six puppies. 3, 

Mixéd food containing small quantity of meat. If your bitch js 

sickly secure 4 young and healthy bitch as foster-mother for her 

puppies. 

H. H., Brooklyn, N. ¥.—I have a setter puppy about eight 
monthyold; he has just had the distemper, and though he is ap- 

parently recovered from that disease, still he Seems to have been 
troubled ever since the attack with a sort of spinal paralysis. He 

has great difficulty in raising himself to a standing position, and 
seems unable when standing toset himself in motion. By letting 
me know what would he beneficial for the dog you will greatly 

oblige. Ans, Yours is only a typical case and one of the common 

results of distemper. Administer two grains of quinine with one- 
eighth to one-quarter nux yomica three times a day. The 

quantity of uux yomica must be governed by the resulting symp- 

toms, which will manifest themselyes principally by twitehinygs 

of the muscles. When this tales place the dose of nux yomica, 

must be reduced. If you prefer, you might givea large teaspoon- 

ful of cod liver oil twice aday in place ofthe quinine, Feed lib« 
erally, and write result later on. 

PAaun, West Boylston, Mass.—My setter died lust week, eizht 

months old. In the morning he was lively and playful. In theafter- 

noon I noticed that he was inclined to be alone and very queit, 

his hair coming out by handfuls, not caused by shedding, as he 

wus proomed every day and had been combed and brushed same 
morniug. I watched him sll the afternoon, and he showed no 

other sign of sickness than disinclination to move; nose cold and 

moist, pulse regular. About six he commenced to champ his 

teeth and froth badly. After doing so for about ten minutes, he 
threw back his head and had a fit, which lasted but a few mo- 

ments; he was then quiet for nearly an hour, when he had 
another fit, and eo on until tywo next moming, when he died—the 

fits coming oftener toward the last. When J aay the first fit com- 
ing on, I prepared qn injection of sulphuric etherand laudanum, 

same as I have used in other cases of fits, and gave injection once 

in about half-hour, none being returned, but did no good, After 
death opened him and found nothing In stomach or intestines 

to cause the fits. The liver was mottled; spots about the size of a 
dime, being yery light-colored. His heart was the size of a pint 

bowl—about eight times its natural size. Can you tell me what 

ailed him, and what I should have done different in treatment? 
Am a litile anxious, as T haye a number of other dogs, and the 

rather sudden death and sickness troubles me. T wish to saye the 

others, 7f possible, although I may never have a similar ovse, 

Ans. From the description which you give, it is impossible to say 

precisely what was the cause of death, because you omitted to 

state the condition of the brain and spinal cord, In all probability 

the disease was chiefly in the heart, which you state was very 
much enlarged. It is not unlikely that “ the fits’? were due to the 
plugging of the blood vessels of the brain membranes with clots, 

or something firm from the heart. Whateyer treatment was 
adopted, it should therefore haye been in the direction of stimu- 

lating the heart to increased action. For this case the simplest 
treatment would have been whisky. Tf this fails, nothing can do 
any good. But heart disease should always be recognized by a 

sareful breeder, because it is exhibited by panting and a weak 
pulse, Gyen if it chances to be regular, which it usually is not. 

The shedding of coat’ and *‘ mottling of the liver” have proba- 
bly nothing to do with his sudden death. It was for cases like 

yours that we arranged with the Columbia Veterinary College, 
No. 217 East Thirty-fourth street, of this city, to receive all speci- 

mens and furnish & complete diagnosis free of charge, providing 
that the express charges were prepaid, Had you availed yourself 

of our liberal offer, the case would have been_coyered must thor- 

oughly. 
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—We have receiyed a copy of the constitution of the 
Long Island Sportsmen’s Association, the preamble of 
which sets forth the objects of the organization to be 
‘to secure the propagation and protection of fish, game 
and birds by the recommendation and enforcement of 

judicious laws prohibiting the killimg and sale of game 

and fish during improper seasons, and their wanton de- 

struction by unsportsmanlike means; also to foster gen- 

uine social spirit and unison of action among the several 

clubs of Long Island and their members, and encourage 
skill in the use of the rod_and gun,” 

Ontwo points the new association has taken a most 
commendable stand, One point is the mutilation of pig- 
eons in trap shooting, concerning which the sportsmen 
of Long Island say :— 
This association denounces the mutilation of birds as unsports- 

manlike and barbarous, unworthy of gentlemen and calculated 

to bring trap shooting unjustly into disrepute. 

And we pledge ourselves to do everything in our power as an 

association and as individuals to prevent such practice and pun- 

ish its perpetrators, 

The other movement, which seems tous to be judicious 
and likely to result in good, is the invitation extended to 
the farmers of Long Island, who may be in sympathy 
with the objects of the association, to become honorary 

members of the body. This is in direct sympathy with 
the course which, we adyocated some weeks ago of secur- 

ing the codperation and friendship of the proprietors of 

farm lands. A mutual understanding of theix mutual 

interests by farmers and sportsmen will result in more 

efficient game preservation than we can ever hope to 
attain by pling up laws on thesubject, The Long Island 
Sportsmen’s Association has a arobd field before it, 

Rightly fulfilling its mission it may stand as a worthy 

model for all other organizations of like aim, It has an 
excellent constitution ; we hope that it may live up to the 

principles therein, Now, as a further step in the right 

direction. let the delegates who go from Long Island to 

the State Convention next June infuse their spirit into 

the other clubs which they meet there. 
re 

—Paymaster L. G. Billings, who went outzin the Irish 

relief ship Constellation, last Sunday, is well known 

among the sportsmen cf Brooklyn and vicinity as an 

expert shot, and the owner of some very handsome 

setters. 
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—Read the adyeryisements. This will save much post- 
aye, work and paper, iu\v consumed in writing for in- 

formation there given, 

THE ANGLER’S ANNiVERSARY. 
—_@{—— 

Ske old definition of fishing—“ A rod, with a string 
and worm at one end of it, and a fool at the other” 

—has an unpleasant indorsement from the Legislature 

in the fixing by law of April ist as the beginning of 
the open season for trout-fishing in this State ; especially 
does the most earnest and deyoted lover of angling feel 
the apparent truth of the definition when he awakes 
on the ist of April to find the ground covered with 

snow. No man will acknowledge, even to himself, that 

he is a fool; but some of us are free to admit that we 

do sometimes look like fools, And, on the first of last 

April, when we were trudging along a country road 

on Long Island, with trout-basket slung to our side, 

and rod in hand, we did feel that the urchins who 

met us and asked us where we were going, and how 
the skating was, etc., etc., had altogether too much 
reason for their jeers than was pleasant. 

The past winter (is it past?) has. been so open that 
there will be an unusual number of trout, and they 
will be fat, There having been so little ice, it has not 

been possible for that most destructive of all poaching 
—tishing through the ice—to be carried on at ail, The 
unusually high temperature has also prevented solid 

freezing of brooks, and thus there has been no destiruc- 

tion of spawners, or eggs, or young fish, or infusoria, 

These circumstances combine to insure plenty of fish 
tyre years hence, and fat fish this year, The preserva- 
tion of spawn and infusoria insure good fishing two 
years hence; and the preservation of spawners and 
young fish insure fat fish this year. 

But we think the fish will be harder to take this 

year than usual. First, because a warm winter gener- 
ally means 4 late and cold spring. Unless the first of 
April is warm and fine, the fish will be loath to come 

to the surface to take the fiy. By using good-sized, 

rather bright flies and letting them sink a few inches 
trout may be induced to take hold, that would never 

take otherwise, The second circumstance that will 
work against a full creel is the very fact of the 

warm weather we have had during the late winter, 
The trout will not be so hungry; they have had far 
more feed than usual, and the angler need not expect 
to find them ravenous, 

The number of anglers who wiil cast a fly on the 
fish this season will be greater this year than ever be- 

fore, The crowd of jthem that we see replenishing 
their stock of tackle at the best shops indicate the 
pleasant fact that the lovers of this fine sport have 
participated in the profits of the present boom, The 

sales of the larger fishing tackle establishments show 
that not only more people ara buying than eyer be- 

fore, but that the demand for the best goods is alto- 

gether unprecedented. No doubt the same thing is 
true of smaller stores, 
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IS THERE A SAFE BOILER? 
—_——~<_—_- 

HE increasing frequency of boiler explosions, and 
the loss of life and property which is invariably 

coupled with them, is a subject which deserves more at- 
tention from our busy inventors and thé owners of mill 

property, and certainly those who expose life and limb 

to these dreadful sources of power. ‘The latest horror is 
thatwhich occurred in Frankford, Ind., by which the 

entire staff of employés of a flax mill were killed while 
in the act of warming themselves. The details of this 
frightful accident are almost too shocking ta read. The 
widowed mothers and fatherless children thrown help- 

lessly on to the charities of the public isa part of the 
sad story, which accords well with the rest of the whole- 

sale devastation, and the utter demolition of the mill 

finished well the record of death, suffering and loss, 
Now it isabout time this sort of thing were stopped, and 

some means taken to preyent such frightful occurrences, 
We have had enough of such dreadful details of suffering 

and loss. Where are our boasted brain-workers, whose 

labors have given a world-wide reputation to our coun- 

try? Where is the humanity of our moneyed men, 
whose factories of various sorts cover the land, and whose 
operatives form the bone and muscle of our manufac- 
turing and commercial industries? Why do these men 
found an extensive plant, and place therein a boiler which 
at any moment may blow the whole structure to atoms, 
scattering wide death and destruction? Although thereis 
a mystery affecting the causes of boiler explosions, still 

enough is known concerning them which ought at once 
to condemn that vlass of boilers (comprising three fourths 
of those in use) which contain a large amount of water 
heated to such a degree that when the shell ruptures, 

which it is always liable to do from a number of causes, 
the water in it changes its condition into steam instanta- 
neously, and with immense force. When a boiler is new 

it may be tested to far above the steam pressure it is ex- 

pected to carry ; but sufficient allowance for the weak- 
ening of the shell by age, rust, action of the fire, undue 
strains arising from imperfect settings, bad construction, 
or careless attendance, is not provided for. Let this sib- 
ject be well ventilated. Let the inyentors and manufac- 
turers of so-called safety boilers prove that their produc- 

tions are really safe, and that they will work as economi- 
cally as those in more general use, and their universal 
adoption is assured with like Lenefit to the builders and 

the public safety. With such a boiler a new field would 
also open to yachtsmen devoted to the mechanics of an 

engine. There are eight characteristics a boiler for popular 

marine use must conform to for successful competition 

with the death-dealing traps of the day. They are: Ab- 
solute safety against anything but local failure at the 
worst ; light weight; smallspace} economy in first cost ; 

repairs and attendance; the highest efficiency in evapo- 
ranion ; capability of using salt or fresh water, and burn- 
ing effectually various kinds of fuel; long life. Whiere is 
there a boiler any man could “run,” and no man could 

blow up if he tried? 
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THE AMERICAN FISH CULTURAL AS- 
SOCIATION. 

_————— 

HE ninth annual meeting of the American Fish 
Cultural Association convened in the Directors’ 

rooms of the Fulton Fishmongers’ Association, Tuesday 

and Wednesday, March 30th and 3ist—Mr. Robert B. 
Roosevelt, President, in the chair, There were present 
Mr. George Sheppard Page, Vice-President; Mr, Hugene 
G. Blackford, Treasurer; Mv. James Annin, Jr,, Recording 
Secretary ; Mr. Barnet Phillips, Corresponding Secretary ; 
Mr. Seth Green; Mr. Livingston Stone, United States 
Assistant Commniissioner of Fisheries; Dr, W. M. Hudson, 

Fish Commissioner of Connecticut ; Mr, Asa French, ish 

Commissioner of Massachusetts ; Mr. Hugh D, McGovern, 

Mr. $. A. Kilburn, artist ; Mr. Theodore Morford, Dr, J. 

P. Trimble, the entomologist; Mv. Samuel Wilmot, the 

oldest shad fisherman on the Hudson; Mr, James Benk- 

ard, Mr. J. §. W, Thompson, and many others, whom, 

owing to the neglect of fhe meeting to call the roll, can- 

not be named, 
The first business of the meeting was the reading by 

Mr. Barnet Phillips of 4 memorial paper on Professor 
James W. Milner, which we publish to-day. Mr, Roose- 
velt followed with a paper detailing the experiments at 
the New York State Hatchery in crossing various species 

of fish, the successful experiments haying been: Salmon 
trout with whitefish : salmon trout with the brook trout ; 

brook trout with fresh water herring, with California sal- 
mon, and with the California mountain trout ; shad with 

striped bass and with herring. 
Mr. Seth Green's report on the introduction of the Cali- 

fornia salmon into New York State was also read by Mx. 
Roosevelt. 

Mr. Livingston Stone’s discussion of the practicability 
of the transportation of fish was one of the most important 
papers of the day, the author contending that the mortal- 
ity of fish while in transit was always due to some cause 
which it is possible to remoye by added experience and 

increased facilities. 
One of the most interesting episodes of the meeting 

was the practical demonstration, by Mr, James Annin, 

Jr,, of the process of stripping the fish in artificial propa- 
gation. A number of gravid trout had been provided, 
together with the necessary tubs and pans. Mr, Annin, 

taking the female trout, pressed ont the eggs into the 
pan, and then deposited upon them the impreg- 
nating milt, pressed out from the male. 

The interesting fact was here brought out that the 

eges of the trout are always of the color of its flesh, 

Upon being questioned as to how he determined the fe- 
males from the males, Mr, Annin replied, ‘* By general 

appearances ;” and it was conceded by the rest of the 
practical trout culturists present that while 4 man who 
was accustomed to the fish could readily distingush the 
sexes during the spawning season by the increased size 

}of the gravid fish, and the quicker movements of the 
males, there was still no absolute mark which might 
guide the novice, The old theory of the lighter color on 

the belly was long ago exploded. 
Mr, Charles Hallock presented a very entertaining pic- 

ture of the cod fisheries along the coast of Labrador. — 
Then followed a discussion of the spawing habits of the 

land-locked salmon; the resulting opinion being that 
these fish go to running water for the purpose of spawn- 
ing, because in running water they find a clear, gravelly 

bottom upon which to deposit their eggs, and that if 
such a spawning ground is to be found in a lake or con- 
fined body of water the fish will spawn there. 

Mr, Phillips read a paper prepared, by Mr, George Lam- 

phear, detailing the number of pounds of fish annually : 
sold in the wholesale department of Fulton Market, the 

exhibit showing, from the tables, that from March, 1875, 
to March, 1879, of fish belonging to American waters and 
sold in Fulton Market, 33,529,600 pounds were sold, and 
from March, 1879, to March, 1880, 34,276,666, were sold, 
showing an increase for the latter year of 646,700 pounds, 

Other papers read were: ‘Do Grilse Spawn?” by Mr. 
Bottman, of the Fisheries Commission of Holland ; and 

on the ‘‘Pound-Net Fisheries,” by Mr, Theodore Rein- 

ecke, of Sandusky, O, 
Wednesday morning the Association listened to a mos' 

yaluable paper by Professor W. O, Atwater, of Wesley: 
University, on the nutritive properties of fish. i 

essay is the result of a yery exhaustive series of chy 
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analyses of the ingredients of the flesh of different fishes, 
and an exhibit of the relative values of each species as an 
article of diet. A revised copy of the paper will be pre- 

pared by Prof. Atwater for publication in the next num- 
ber of the Forusr AnD STRHAM, 
Among the other papers read yesterday was one by 

Prof. Brook, of the John Hopkins University, on the 
propagation of the lobster, 

_ All the papers read before the Association will be pub- 

lishedin the FoREsT AND STREAM. The conyention has 
been an interesting one, from which the members have 
gained new knowledge by the interchange of their ex- 
periences, and the stimulating effects of those discus- 

sions are seen in the increased interest manifested by the 

public in fish culture and in all that pertains to the in- 
dustry, 

The members met at the Metropolitan Hotel last even- 
ing to partake of the annual dinner, These banquets are 
always delightful, and that of last night was no excep- 
tion to the rule. 
re 

THE TROUT OPENING. 

EXT to the pleasure of a trip to the trout streams to- 
day (and far ahead of it. too, the can’t-get-aways 

claim), is that of a visit to the exhibition of trout by Mr, 
Eugene G. Blackford, at his stand in Fulton Market. 
These annual displays haye become one of the pleasant= 

est features of the season in New York and vicinity. 

Started in a small way some six or seven years ago, to 
show some of the practical results of artificial trout cul- 

ture, these exhibitions haye long since outgrown this orig- 
inal design, Now, instead of a limited number ofspecimens 

of trout, Mr. Blackford collects on his marble slabs the 

kings of the brook from all over the world ; and in place of 

the few interested fish culturists, dealers and anglers, great 
throngs of ladies and gentlemen in an unnumbered mul- 
fitude, fill the market and press around the stands, 
where lie in cold and silent state the 1 oyal monarchs of 
the trout streams. 

To-day and to-morrow, as the very tasteful and elab- 

orate Invitation cards promise their recipients, the dis- 
play is superior to that of any former year. Mr. Black- 
ford has been for months securing, through his 
agents at home and abroad, choice specimens from yari- 

ous parts of the world, On one stand are trout from the 
streams of England, Scotland and Ireland, and by a 
happy coincidence the reader of the FOREST AND STREAM 
is énabled to-day to.see some of the fish of which ‘* Ring- 
wood” writes so entertainingly on our first page. These 
were secured by Mr, Blackford’s agents in the London 

market, Hlsewhere are specimens of trout from France, 
secured through the courtesy of Capt. Truedelle, of the 
French line of steamers. Canada is represented by fine 

specimens of sea trout from the Restigouche, and by 
some beautiful fish—the finest wild trout in the Domin- 

ion—from Three Rivers and the Quebec district. New 

York State supplies choice specimens of Salvelinus fon- 

tinalis from the preserves of the South Side Club, Long 
Island, who have the finest facilities for raising trout of any 
establishment in the State, Mr. Hugh McGovern, from 
his ponds back of Brooklyn, sends live trout in aquaria ; 
and live specimens are also exhibited from the establish- 
ment of Mr. A. Rackow, Foster's Meadow, L. I. ; dead 

fish from Mr. W, E. Robinson, Patchogue, L. I., and 
from Mr. Ira Hoyt, Halsey Valley, Tioga County. The 
New York State Hatching-house at Caledonia sends a 

complete series of the different varieties of brook trout, 

California salmon and salmon trout, California brook 

trout and the McCloud River, California, trout; also 
a display of young fry from one month to one year 
old, Mr James Annin, Jr., who has gained much credit 

among fish culturists for the invention of a method of 
shipping eggs to Hurope ina way which requires no ai- 

tendant, and who is becoming known as a close observer 
and a successful fish culturist, will contribute a hand- 

some display of brook {trout eggs in the hatching-jars, 
showing the process, and also a fine collection of wild 
Caledonia Creek and cultiyated brook trout, 

From New Jersey, Mrs. Slack sends specimens from 

her ponds at Bloomsburg. Penusylvania’s quota is fur- 

nished by Mr. Jeremiah Comfort, one of the veteran 
trout culturisty of the State, a friend of Thad, Norris, 
and to whose pond Mr. Norris used often to repair, These 
fish were brought wp and nurtured under the shade of a 
Quaker brim, and those who know say that while they 
have Iogt none of the game qualities possessed by other 
artificially grown trout, they also have a peculiarly fine 
flavor, rightly attributed, we surmise, to their placid dis- 
position. From Wisconsin come the specimens contrib- 
uted by Mr, H, F. Dousman, of Waterville, one of the 
largest and most successful trout culturists in the United } 
States, Mr. Frank Clark, of Northville, Mich., sends 
brook trout and California brook trout ; while Commis- 
sioner B. B, Redding, of California, supplies specimens 
from the McCloud River and from Truckee River ; also 

from Denver, Colorado, In close proximity to these 
atrangers from the Pacific, the New England visitor to 
the Fulton Market will find some of the mountain brook 
trout from the dashing streams of New Hampshire ; these 

_ are sent by Mr, Geo. H. Dierckerman, of New Hampton, 

N. H. From the Cold Spring Trout Ponds, Charlestown, 
N. H., come tront raised by Mr. Livingston Stone ; and 

the same gentleman also sends some whitefish fry 
hatched from eggs which were imported from Switzer- 

land. ‘There are also to be seen some young land-locked 
salmon, which were started in jars on Mr, Blackford’s 

stands, 
From this brief catalogue of the specimens now on ex- 

hibition, it will be seen that Fulton Market is well worth 
a visit to-day and to-morrow. 

SS ————— 

AMERICAN CRICKETERS AND A ForEIGN TrIp.—AI- 
though a great deal has been said in Philadelphia during 

the last three years about sending a team of American 
oricketers abroad, and a number of plans have been out- 

lined by great admirers of the game, itis a fact that 

nothing at all has been done by the men who would be 
likely to go as players, At the annual meeting of the 
Young America Club, Mr. Vaux offered a resolution that 
Mr, George M, Newhall be authorized to take such steps 
as he should see fit toward taking a team of Philadel- 

phians to England this summer, and authorizing the 

Secretary to correspond with the other Philadelphia clubs 
on the subject; but the whole thing was intended to be 
discretionary with Mr, Newhall, and he has done noth- 

ing at all. 
Frona conyersations we have had together during the 

past few years on the subject, and from what we have 
heard of his saying to others, we feel sure that he has 
not seriously considered the subject, for the following 

excellent reasons :— 

First, all the matches for the season are arranged in 

England early in the winter, and though, no doubt, our 

team could haye had plenty of matches on short notice, 
the¥é is no certainty that our team could have played on 
the best grounds, like ‘*Lord’s” and “The Oval,” with- 
out which a trip to the Old Country would be a failure, 

Second, on many other accounts the time was too 
short to map out a satisfactory programme, and have it 
all arranged with some good and responsible party on the 
other side, 

Third, so far as we know, the men who would be 

needed have never been asked whether they could get 
away or not, 

Mr. Newhall’s modesty has prevented him from being 
yery enthusiastic at any time over the idea of playing in 
England, but we hardly agree with his reasonings on the 

subject, and doubt if many of our cricketers would, All 

he says is true enough, but does not, in our opinicn, con- 

stitute an argument against playing over there, The 

idea of winning is not of vital importance in our mind, 

and we would very much like to see a representative 

team of Americans go oyer and try their luck, feeling 

sure that it would make a fine showing, and do the game 
good. But any team that decides to sally forth to the 

enemy’s country must be no scratch team, but the very 
best, and unless it is led by Captain Newhall it will re- 

semble the play of ‘‘ Hamlet” with the part of Hamlet left 
out, Let us remind Mr. Newhall, however, that over five 

| and twenty years haye spedsince weused to watch together 

the “‘ rise and progress” of the game from the sharp edge 

of a rail fence over Camden way, and that he owes it as a 

duty to all American cricketers to lead the first invading 
van to a foreign shore, before his hand loses its cunning, 

and there is a creaking noise in his knee-joints. Though 
nothing can he done this year, we shall look forward 

to the next with a very Micawherish eye for something 
te turn up. 

= 

Notes.—The New Jersey amended law provides that 
no woodcock shall be shot before the ist of September ; 
and many of the sportsmen of that State are in doubt 
whether or not the law has jurisdiction over the deeds of 

@ proprietor on his own estate, The game on a man’s 
farm, they argue, is his individual property ; the State 
has no right to say what he shall do with his woodcock 

any more than it has aright to say what he shall do with 
his cow. If this reasoning be correct, it would seem 

that the New Jersey legislators might be engaged in 

more profitable business than framing game laws, for the 

public lands alone of the State are hardly extensive 
enough or rich enough in game to warrant much legisla- 
tion, 

Ti happensin Jersey that when a gunner shoots a 
woodcack he generally shoots it on some one’s land, If 
the bird be the property of the man upon whose land it 
is kilied, the person who shoots il and carries it off is as 

much a trespasser and a thief as the person who steals a 
man’s horse in the night time. Are the advocates of the 

principle of property in game willing to go so far as this 
in their arguments? 

We should like to see the legality of some of the game 

enactments-tested by a man who would stand the cost of 

the experiment. for instance, it would he an interest- 
ing, and not altogether a profitless undertaking, to get 
the decision of the highest tribunals as to the right of 

one State of this Union to debar non-residents from 
shooting the game, except upon payment of a consider- 
able fee ; or the legality of a statute making it a misde- 
meanor to shoota pigeon. Without at all questioning | Morgan Co, 

the good results likely to accrue from a non-resident pro- 
hibitory law, or the motives leading to its enactment, 

we are inclined to the belief that im their commendable 
zeal in game prohibitions some of our legislatures may 
have lost sight of some of the fundamental princi ples of 
our government and society. 

We publish in our Natural History columns to-day the 
| description of one of the new birds collected by Mr, ved, 
A. Ober, in the Antilles, This bird, as Mr, Lawrence 
tells us, was before erroneously referred to a known spe- 
cies, hut was'afterward found to be quite distinct; and 
we are much gratified to record this addition to the rich 

results of Mr, Ober’s expedition. The Margarops do- 
monicensis is the twenty-first new species discoyered by 

our enthusisastic correspondent. Mr, Ober is one of 

those naturalists who are happily born with a taste for 

adventure and exploration in new fields. While yet a 
boy, he had a complete collection of all the birds of his 
New England home; and later he spent some months in 
Florida—not the Florida of the conventional tourist— 
but the Florida of Seminole fastnesses and rare birds 
and animals, whence he wrote the letters which first 

made him so pleasantly known to our readers as “Fred, 
Beverly.” 

In 1876 he applied to Professor Baird for an “undis- 
covered country,” where he might pursue his favorite 
study upon ground not before investigated by natural 
ists, Among such fields presented to his notice was tha 
one chosen, and which has yielded him such satisfactory 

results. The work which he accomplished has already 
been published in these columns, and was of such a char- 

acter as to excite attention among naturalists eyery- 
where; more interest has been manifested abroad than 

here ; and there Mr. Ober has won much credit for his 

work, The experiences of the two yearsamong the islands 
were embodied in the volume ‘‘Sub-Tropical Wander- 

ings,” which was published last fall by Lee & Shepard, 
Boston, calling forth from the poet Whittier a very com- 
plimentary letter to the author, 

Mr, Ober is again in the field, collecting farther ma~- 

terial for a proposed history of the birds of the Lesser 

Antilles. While itis unlikely that the present trip will 

be as notable for the number of new discoveries as was 
the last, there is still much to find out in the matter of 
the natural history of the species already secured. As 

before, we shall publish papers from Mr. Ober’s pen, the 
first of which has already been received, and will ap- 
pear next week, 

Dr, Gordon Stables, of Twyford, Berks, England, 

who is to acbas one of the judges at the Westminster 
Bench Show, will be in this city from the 28d inst. to the 
end of the month, and letters may be addressed him in 

care of this office. Dr. Stables has added to his several 

works already published a book shortly to be published 
on “The British Bloodhound ”“—a subject which is prac- 
tically new, and to the treatment of which the author 

has brought the aid of the best breeders of the day, as 
well as of many old manuscripts and sketches and un- 
published documents, 

Owing to an unusual pressure upon our space this 
week, much late news and many other matters have 

been necessarily and reluctantly deferred. We aslc the 
indulgence of our friends, promising them all attention 

in due time. 

Clarksburg, Montgomery County, Md,, has a fox 

hunting club, of which Col. T, H. S. Boyd, author of the 

** History of Montgomery County,” is one of the chief 
promoters and the President. 

The annual parade and tilt of the Charleston Light 
Dragoons is held to-day, April Ist. This is one of the pa- 
rades of Charleston which is always anticipated with 
much pleasure. 
i a 

GAME PROTECTION. 
_ Ss 

—Commissioner Redding has been instrumental in the 
introduction into the California Legislature of a bill pro- 

viding an appropriation of 2,500 for the importation of 
song and game birds into that State. 

ae ae 

Uran.—The Utah Game and Fish Protective Society of 
Salt Lake City has been organized with the following list 
of officers and directors: President, John Sharp, Jr.; 

Vice-President, Bolivar Roberts; Secretary and Treas- 
urer, L. §, Hills ; Board of Directors, M, H. Walker, Geo, 
A. Meears, LeGrand Young, H. J. Richards, Sali Lake 
City ; W. W. Cluff, Coalville, Summit Co,; Albert Miles, 
Peoa, Summit Co.; Aaron Farr, Logan, Cache Co,; 
W, B, Richards, Menden, Cache Co.; W. P, Nebeker, 

Lake Town, Rich Co,; Abram Hatch, Heber Wasatch 

Co.; J. M. Browning, Ogden, Weber Co.; John Adams, 
Corinne, Box Elder Co.; Wm, Seegmiller, Hich- 

field, Sevier Co.; Joel Groyer, Nephi, Juab Co.; J, W. 
Turner, Provo, Utah Co.; Jos. R. Porter, Porterville, 

The society has been established for the 
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furtherance of game protection and the improvement of 
the game laws of the Territory. All persons are earnestly 
inyited to codp rate with it in securing thess ends. 

The close seasons in Utah are: Quail, partridge or 
f@rouse, Mirch 15th to Aug. 15th; wild ducks, April 15th 
to Aug. 15th; beaver and otter, April Ist to Nov. ist; 
imported quail or other imported birds are protected for 
a period of five years; elk, deer, mountain sheep and 
antelope, Dec. Ist to Aug. Ist. No fish can he taken 
save w tha line (except in Bear and Utah lakes between 
Sept, 15th and March 15th.) 

The society have sent ont placards and posters, and are 
in yarious other ways making the law known, 

= 

WALLA WALLA.—The game laws of the counties of 
Walla Walla and Columbia, Wash. ‘Ter., provide the fol- 
lowing periods of protection for game: Deer and elk, Jan. 
1s’ to Aug. 15th ; quail (Bob White), is always protected, 
except what may be trapped for propagating purposes ; 
blue grouse, pin-tailed grouse or prairie chicken, ruffed 
grouse or pheasant, from June ist to Aug. 15th—trap- 
ping of these birds is prohibited for purposes of propaga- 
tion, Other sections provide for fishways, against net- 
ting, and against taking in any way whatsoever salmon, 
salmon trout, bull-trout, or trout, except in the Colum- 
bia Riyer, between Oct, ist atid Aprilist. There is a 
most sensible provision which declares it a misdemeanor 
for any one person to kill more than twenty blue grouse, 
pheasants, or prairie chickens in one day, 

—$~p—_—_. 

PENNSYLYVANIA— Bellefonte, Pa., March 27th.—Our as- 
sociation has been growing rapidly since the organiza- 
tion, and it seems to be in great earnest concerning the 
protection of game and game fish. 

Game Baq and Gun. 

GAME IN SEASON IN APEIL, 

Wild Ducks, Geese, Brant, etc, 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the FOREST AND STREAM Directory to 

Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 
the following particulars, with such other information as they 
may deem of value; State, Town, County; means of access; Hotel 

and other accommodations; Game anditsSeason; Fish and itsSea- 

son: Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address, 
———~>——. 

New Yore.—Ozxford, March 24th._Norwich, N. Y., 
is the county seat of Chenango County, lccated on the 
Chenango River, eight miles from Oxford. It contains 
many sportsmen, wing-shots and some fine rifle shots. 
Their club turns out in strong numbers, and they hold 
the championship cup of Chenango County at glass-ball 
shooting. They are to have a rifle range this season, and 
will do some fine shooting, I think. fe One 

—Duck shooting is now in order at South Oyster Bay ; 
one hour and twenty minutes from Hunter's Point, via 
Long Island Railroad, 

Sainnecock Bay.—New York, March 25th.—When 
spring directs the flight of the migrating goose and duck 
from their winter home in the sunny South toward their 
breeding place in the far north, it also implants in 
the bosom of the sportsman a desire to meet and salute 
them on their way. This desire was implanted so strongly 
in the bosom of the writer and his friend 8., that they 
started for Capt. Lane’s famous resort on Shinnecock 
Bay, on the 18th inst. We found the Captain’s house, as 
usual, full, having representatives from Rhode Island, 
Connecticut, New Jersey, New York and Germany. The 
usual luck of sportsmen attended us during our stay— 
contrary winds, stormy days and the ‘‘if's” that 5O 
often stand in the way ot a ‘‘big bag.” The bay is un- 
usually full of redheads, black ducks, brant and geese, 
but owing to a change in the feed since the new inlet has 
been running, there are not so many broadbill as hereto- 
fore, From this time until about the middle of April 
the shooting will be first-class, providing, of course, the 
elements do not interfere. The Captain can accommo- 
date quite a large party as he runs three batteries, with 
the nécessary decoys. and two rigs of live geese stools. 
Mrs. Lane still conducts the cuisine in a way that tempts 
the appetite of the most fastidious; fish and fowl from 
the bay, as served by her, are not to be had in this or 
any other city. : 

There are two things that will effectually ruin the 
shooting on Shinnecock Bay, if not stopped. ‘The first is 
‘tdusking,” especially the black ducks on their feeding 
round, I am credibly informed that the crew of the 
overnment Life-Saving Station, No. 13, practice it al- 

most continually. By the way, it is commonly reported 
that the whole of that crew are oftentimes found on the 
mainland, although it is contrary to rules for more than 
one man to leave the beach at a time, and then only for 
the purpose of getting the mail. The second is, the use 
of batteries in shooting ducks; they serve to make the 
birds wild ; they are expensive, requiring two gunners, 
and are also uncomfortable; they do not compare with 
shore or point shooting. The Captain informs me that 
before batteries were used on the bay, that the average 
bag for a day was much larger than it is now, although 
with a battery there are times when heavy bags are 
made. Another thing against battery shooting is that 
the sportsman has to lie still and see his bird float off be- 
fore the wind, whereas almost the whole pleasure of 
shooting lies in handling and examining a bird after if is 
shot. Some of the gentlemen who own country seats on 
Shinneoock Bay are agitating the subject of haying a law 
assed similar to the one regulating the shooting at 
avre-de-Grace, viz., only three days in the week. It is 

my opinion that it would be much better to abolish bat- 
teries and allow shooting every day except Sunday. The 
elements take yery good care that on the average a per- 
son cannot shoot more than three days in each week, 
Ihave just heard from Lane’s the result of the shoot- 

ing on Monday and Tuesday, the 22d and 28d insts. j it 
was as follows: Monday, Anser camadensia, 80; Tues- 
day, Anser canadensis, 12, besides ducks shot by parties 
mploying the batteries. SCAUP, 

New Jersny,—Stockholm, March 23d,—We have had 
the greatest amount of woodcock here I eyer saw. The 
mountains seemed alive with them, You could go any- 
where on the warm side of the mountain and find birds, 
We have no sporting club in this county atall, The 
game and fish laws should be printed on cloth or on 
paper, placed inacheap frame and nailed up in every 
hotel in the country, The landlords would be glad to 
get them. 

THE First SNIPE AT NEWARK, N. J,—OF the 1,123 
*‘ gunners” that patrol the Newark meadows, there is 
one disciple of the ‘shot gun ’ whose main object in life 
seems to be the recording of the first snipe of the 
season. For many years he stood without rivals in his 
path, but of late other “ hunters" hayealso aspired to the 
same honor ; and early in February the mud holes and 
sewer mouths are religiously trodden out, For this year, 
however, the old sport is safe, for he has got to the wind- 
ward of the boys by putting ina claim of the early bird 
on Feb, 2d. As it is impossible to go back of this return, 
it may be expected to hear of the ‘‘fusb English” on 
New Year's day, 1881, 

PENNSYLVANIA.—Wilecom, March 20th.—l am out here 
how trying to secure a lot of wild pigeons for trap-shont- 
ing, The weather has been so cold and stormy for the 
last three weeks that they are very hard to catch, 

Duck Hunt on Evk River.—Christiana, Pa.—By in- 
vitation from our friend Charles Ullery, we spent part 
of ten days gunning for ducks on Elk River, Md., my 
first experience with *‘ sink-box.” Monday morning found 
us anxiously looking for the sloop to return from a trip 
to Havre de Grace with supplies for the coming week, and 
we weremade glad by its appearance about 1 P.M. We at 
once started for the Bahama Flats. This is a noted place 
for ducks on their way North in the spring; and as we 
sailed up this river we saw ducks by the thousands. We 
soon came to anchor and launched our ‘‘sink-box,” and 
we were soon ready with about four hundred decoys, 
when the sloop sailed away, leaving us in the ‘sink- 
box,” not alone, as is generally the case, this being a 
double one for two persons—a decided improvement, as 
you can haye an experienced person by your side, and 
ean learn to call and not shoot at another’s duck, as 
many green horns do: and, beside, it is more socia- 
ble. Soon we had twenty ducks down, very good luck 
for our first ten hours’ shoot, So we returned to Mr, 
Ullery’s. Wednesday being our next shooting day, as 
the wind was threatening, we did not get on the duck 
grounds till after 9 o’clock, and soon had lively work. 
At 5 o'clock we took up with a score of sixty-eighth, all 
red-heads, which were yery fine, weighing five pounds to 
the pair. So ended a most enjoyable hunt, 

T will just say, Mr. C. Ullery will be fully equipped to 
take parties out the coming season, and if they go away 
disappointed it will not be his fault, I found Elk River 
lined on either shore with pond nets, which I think the 
Fish Commissioners of Maryland ought to look after, I 
saw One lifted, and they say it is common to get eight or 
nine barrels at atime. The one I saw contained about 
nine bushels, and the net was full of spawn. The amount; 
taken is yearly growing less; and, if continued, will 
shortly depopulate the river, G, P. 

TENNESSEE QUAIL SHooTinG.—Mr, Jerry Cockrell, at 
Brighton, lately killed a wild albino, or snow-white hare, 
a remarkably beautiful animal, Recently, in one day, at 
Colonel Charles D. McLean’s plantation, near Rossville, 
in Fayette County, four Memphis funners bagged 25, 30, 
50 and 50 quail and snipe (one woodcock), and all agree 
they were treated by Charlie and Jim the yery ‘‘ best in 
the world.” Our friend “ Guido” was one of the four, 

Truimors.—Lacon, March 24th.—Ducks have been more 
plentiful on the Illinois River this spring than for several 
years. Iumense quantities have been killed, and the 
shooting is yet good and probably will be for the next 
three weeks. Bags of 100 in a day, to 183 in a half day, 
mostly mallards, by one of our local Nimrods, have not 
been uncommon. Twenty to fifty in a half day is com- 
mor work for ordinary shots. But the killing of ducks 
on the Illinois River is an art, a trade of itself. The tyro 
is more apt to freeze his fingers and get; a ducking him- 
self than to bag many ducks. But there is now and then 
a day that the ducks appear to delight in being killed. 
They come right in and light right down among the de- 
coys and wait patienty for killing. These are the days I 
kick out. Capt. Henry Fisher, of our gun club, killed with 
one fun, in about seven hour's shooting last week, 183 
ducks, mostly mallards ; 126 another day. BYRNE, 

Inprana.— Washington, March 23d.—Duck shooting 
has been pretty fair around this place this month. Last 
Monday Jim Mulligan and W, Bynum bagged 
twenty-five, and the day after a party of four gut a 
good many. ‘There are very few snipe at present, and I 
haye not heard of very many being killed, W,P,R 

Mr. D. B. Wier, of Bacon, Ill, has been contributing 

some seasonable notes to the Peoria Transcript about 
the merits of the several species of ducks finding their 
way to the market there. His papers have been sa much 

appreciated that the dealers report a sale of twenty birds 
now to one bird before the articles were written, Mr. 

Wier's hints on cooking the fowl are reproduced in an- 
other column. 

Gavens.—Oincinnati, Mareh 238d,—I haye owned ten 
guns; two 12-cauges, four 16-gauges and four 14-gauges. 
The hardest shooting gun that lever say was made in 
Berlin, 14-gange, 30-inch, laminated steel barrels ; about 
7 pounds in weight, With this gun I have killed wood- 
cock at 70 yards, also squirrels at 80 yards. With the 
same gun I once broke a mineral water bottle at 75 
yards, but like your correspondent I would make some 
unaccountable misses with it. This gun is still in use, 

G.5. 5, 
Huce Guns.— Williamsport, Pa., March 25t7.—As the 

conundrum ‘* Who invented choke-boring ?”” hasso often 
been propounded in vain, I think the following, taken 
from Bechtel's ‘* Technologische Hncyclopedie,” pub- 
lished in Stuttgart, Wurtemburg, A. D., 1835, may Ibter- 
est some of your readers ;— 
_*‘A good many sportsmen claim that a slight contrac- 

tion of the bore toward the roauzzle keeps the shot closer 

together, consequently many shot guns are made that 
differ in this respect froni a cyloder-bore,” Further on 
the author says that *‘some makers rub out the inside of 
barrels with powdered glass,” and that ‘it has Jately 
been proposed to out them with a slight spiral thread,” 
as the friction waused im this manner would prevent the 
shot from scattering and would increase the penetration, 
However, I do not adyisa my sporting friends to try this 
experiment with their fine breech-Iqaders.” To quote 
further: ‘f The diameter of the bore {called caliber) of a 
shot gun is chosen of such asize that twenty-two exactly 
fitting balls will weigh a pound; the caliber of double- 
barrel shot guns and pistols are usually of such a size |hat 
twenty-eight to thirty-two balls go to the pound.” This 
latter quotation is not very clear, but the author proba- 
bly meant that single guns were made 22-caliber, and 
double guns 26 to 82-caliber. The length of barrel used was 
from three to three and one-half feet. The anthor goes on 
to minutely describe the yazious methods of making pun- 
barrels and guns, and they do not vary as much from the 
processes of the present day as most people would think. 
It strikes me that the average Jiiger of that day, who 
used a 32-gauge 42 in barrel gun, was no ‘slouch ” if he 
could make successful snap-shots ata rabbit batteau, or 
knock over quail, partridges, or hazel grouse with such a 
weapon, BOBOLINK, 
np 0 oe 

A DISMAL STORY OF CURRITUCK. 

BROOKLYN, N. Y., Merch, 1880. 
a AVING some spare time a friend and myself selected Currl- 

tuck Sound. N.C., for a week's gunning. We receiveda 

letter from a wentleman living there that “ birds were plenty and 

shooting good." We leftour good city of Gotham on March 6th, 

AL 8.0) P.M., via. the Pennsylyania R.R,to Buttman, thence by 
boat to Norfolk, arriying there on Sunday the 7th inst. No bent 

left for Currituek until Monday at6.30 A.M. Spents dreary day 

in Norfolk, thinking and dreaming of geese, swun and red-hesds, 

etc, time pussing heayily on our hands waiting for our trip on the 
great side-wheel steamboat Signet. Tslk about bouts! Why, the 

Bristol and St. John Qwindle into the dark ages of the past in 

comparison to this great boat. and it is simply imppossible to 

speak of the tatle. We left| Norfolk on Monday, Sth, 9f6.30 4.M. 
vid. the Chesapeake and Albermarle Canal, the trip through the 

canal being dull und monotonous, oceasionaly a peach tree in full 

bloom, relieved the dreary and rainy day of some of its unplens- 

entness ; in passing out of the canal we vameinto the riyer that 
leads to the Sound. On each side of which were the finest snipo 

marshes I ever saw, and I was told that there were abundance of 

the birds there but we were not after snipe. Atl P.aL.we came 

into the Sound, my friend Jenkins looking ahead, and seeing a 

long, black bank rising up out of the water and the boat heading 

directly for it, spoke to the Captain, asking him if he was going 
toruninto it. ‘* Why," said he, “my friend, that era bauk you 

see, why, bless yer soul, them's read-heads. 

“Whew,” says Jenkins, 

“ Tsay," says the Captain, I guess, stranger, you hayen'tscen 

many lirds, haye ye’. Why, pshww, man that’s nothing; that ae- 
counts for our running so slow, (think of it, six hours going about 

thirty miles) we might run into them and damafe the boat.” 

“Ah, indeed," replies Jenkins, ‘' Be careful, Captain; letno 

accident happen to mar the pleasure of this glorious trip,” 
“ Don't you think the scenery is charming," chimesin the Capt. 

Speed now, fivelmots. “Wonderful,” says Jenkins. We now 
began to see birds in great foeks, geese, swan, black ducks, ete, 

As we extend inte the sound we see little bays or coves here and 
thera, the perfect paradise of feeding grounds for birds, but why 

dou'tthe birds go there? Simply because thoy van't get there, 

forinonés sinallcove we counted some twenty-five out-blinds, 

which are bushes stuck up in the water so that 4 man can puta 

boat inside and two hundred decoys around it, and you can well 

see what chance birds have to come and feed. Now while Il be- 

lieve in all fair means of shooting, I, aa a sportsman, am abso- 

lutely opposed to all such methodsus out-blinds and batterfes for 

the shooting of fame, as will be shinyn before 1 am done. 

They are, and have been, the greatest curse to all water that boye 

allowed them thatcan be mentioned, Butta continue our trip, 

Soon we came to the first club on the Sound, the Monkey Island 

Club. Now weuare at Churche’s Island, but we did not sea any 

churches, but we did see numerous out-blinds that were there, 

Birds still plenty but fiying shy of these monumental strucnares 

outin the Sound, and so on we go, until, al 6.30 .a., we arrive at 

our destination, Van Slack'’s Landing, after being twelve hours 

on the bout, and traveling in that time about seventy-five miles, 

We were completely worn out. On stepping onto the dock we 

were met by our friend (who by the way is a New York Btate gon- 

tleman) who has moved to this country aud gone to farming, 

melons being his ohief crop, haying last yenr forty thousand 

plants in the ground, He introduced usto the proprieter of Van 

Slack's Landing, Mr. Nye. Mrs, Vun Slacic, having worried of liv- 

ing alone, has taken to herself another partner. We found by the 

display of birds hanging at the house on the dock that the buttery 

had dohe its work, 104 red-heads haying bean killed within a quar- 
ter of a mile of the sj¢amboat landing. 

Monday and Thursday being steamboat days, and the mail arriy- 

ing only on those days, it brings toether quite a number of (he 

inhabitants of this most intelligent country. Ovir bageuge being 

tikoén ashore we are asked to step into a two-wheel cart, before 

which was aquadruped valled a horse, which wascaparisoned ina 
rope-head stall, wooden.collar tied together, with rope, and wooden 

saddle, over which ran 4 rope to old up the cart, the whole put- 
tiny one in mind Of the third century in some heathen conniwy 

instead OF this enl!ghtened country of ours. Arriving wt the house 

of Mrs. Nye, ail the guésts haying left some time ago, Mr. Nye 
ushered in our two suides, in the person of D. W_ Lindsey and 

Joseph §. Parker; and here let me say, that in them we Touud two 

as good men as one wishes to have, being sober and Attentive and 
working for the most game. For the morrow, the marsh shovt- 
ing not being yery food, we were advised to shoot out of a buttery, 

Being opposed to battery shooting, after some talk we were told 

that the law allowed shooting io this manner, and so we con- 
sented. Tuesday, the th, arosé and prepared to go shooting, bit 

it commented to rain very bard, aud blowing a gale from the eust 

could. do nothing but stiy ia doors all day. In ihe afternoon we 
were kindly informed if we attempted 1o shoot ont of o battery we 
would be arrested, simply becatise we did not reside in the State, 

Now I] would like somié of Our wise law-makers to answer this 

question, Can one State make a law granting to its citizens privi- 
leves which a citizen of a sister State cannot comein aud enjoy? 

Tf so, one Staite could pass a law prohibiting a citizen from doing 

business in another State, simply because he was notaresident. 
Ido not believe that the Constiition of the Wnited Stales holds 
any such doctrine. 

Of course we had ta shootfrem the marsh, Being a guest of 
Mrs. Nye, our men eeleeted a point where where the birds we 
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in the habit of feeding, and put out our decoys. Soon, what do 
we have but four of those gunners of that honorable ind liberal 
minded place come out withtwo batteries and plant them with» 

in three hundred fyards of us, and the result—nota bird to our 
stool; batteries killing ninety-four in about three hours. So the 
first day was spent and only ejght birds killed, and we returned at 

night to our hotel disgusted with our first day's sport. Thurs- 

day, 10th, started for the beach at four and shot from the marsh 
ina hard rain, Returned to hotel still more disrusted than ever, 

to find that the battery had another big day. From the result of 
three days of shooting, if kept up as it now is by the out-blind 

and battery men, there willin tive years be no shooting in Curri- 

tuck Sound worth naming. The'same results will follow there 

that have followed in the Great South Bay of Long Island. Now, 

what are the inducements to go to Currituck after I tell you 
how the old thing works? 1. We have the Monkey Island Club, 
(2) The Licht-house Club, (3) The Currituck Club, and (4) Mrs. 

Nye's. Now these four parties haye leased or bought all the 

available marsh, both on the upland and islands. Next, the pro- 

fessional gunners, with their hundreds of out-blinds and batteries, 
what chance is there fora party of gentlemen who whished to 
take a week's cruise“through the Sound ina yacht? They could 

not gun outof a battery because they were ‘ non-residents,” 

they could not shoot from marshes for they do not belong to any 

club, or do not put up at the hotel of Mrs. Nye, which would in- 
sure them the privilege of shooting upon the marshes, I leave 

my readers to draw the conclusion. 

Let me state a few facts pained from a yery intelligent gentle- 

man on our way home, in relation to the professional battery 

shooter. Atthe end of the year they stand worse off than when 
they started, the mujority of them haying to morteage their 

boats, batteries and decoys for their summer subsistence. 
We arose on Friday, the 12th, at 4 A.M.,and started for home, 

bringing with us about fifty birds of different kinds, each one 

costing over $2 a piece; and we were_economical at that. 

HZEYKIn. 
OS 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

MAssAcuuserrs—Walnut Hill, March 24th,—Third glass-ball 

match, under aus pices of the Massachusetts Rifle Association :— 

Side: Rotary. Double. Total. 
BB. Woodbury....-.-. Oeaee temo ree adie 10 if) 20 
Re-entry .......-. ne 5 9 5 19 

John Curtis, 2d...... 05: 9 5 19 
Re-entry... a & 10 4 18 

J. Claus........... ug 8 5 18 
F. B. Gornell...,.. va 9 4 18 
Re-entry ,..----. oar 8 5 17 

R.I. Page........... pit] 8 & 16 
Re-entry <........: wf 9 5 16 

G, H. Bent ,- 3 7 3 1B 
__ Re-entry .. 8 6 8 12 
iM. H. Sewins . a4 6 2 12 
~ SEs, y 5 4 3 a4 
Bellevue Range, March 27th.-Raymond Sportsman's Club Match 

at glass balls :— 
Double. Rotary. 
Trap. Trap. Total 

H, Dutton..... - 20 AQ 
W.. Charles........-. . 19 19 88 

I ONURY wae... e . 20 alg 3T 
Ww. 3B. Witherell, : 19 18 87 
IRGSOntry ek aw seen ae -lj 15 32 
. P, Gieason..... 18 18 84 
MteCBITEry 2 a bees Petia so oe 15 16 81 

D,. Kirkwood........ 14 20 84 
wy CASmith. pels. 15 18 83 
O. Dearborn .....-.- 2.2... - 15 16 Bal 

C-OTUTY 260, eee e ess . 14 16 0 
G. J. Goodale 14 16 80 
TIC ATCIATe ECOL Cielpiatc onan acts wou epee ta 15 13 28 
A.A. Skinner....._,.... mo Oni Ste See ar 13 Pa) 

Nzw HAyrn Gun Cius.—New Haven, March 27th.—The New 
Haven Gun Club held an all day’s shoot on Fast Day. The day 

was not very pleasant, owing to a cold northwest wind. A nuin- 

ber of sportsmen from out of town were present, and the day 

was very much enjoyed by all present. The club served hot cof- 

fee and lunch for both the sportsmen and spectators. The main 

feature of the day was the sweepstake shooting. A yery good 

score was made by several who shot only for the balls. Mr. Rob- 

ert Penn well deserves the laurels of the day. In three consecu- 

tive sweepstakes and the ties he shot off he broke fifth-three con- 

secutive balls. The entries for the gold badge were not made 

until almost 6 P.M, and it was dark before ten balls per each man 

could be shot; and as Homer Merwin made aclean score the 
badge was presented to him, Merwin isa new beginner, and broke 
yesterday his twenty straight. It looks now as if the badge could 

be seen among the coots at Merwin’s point the coming season. 
Nothing would please us better through the months of July, Au- 

gust and September, when we desire to visit Merwin’s Point, to 

take a view of the laurel and stroll around the grounds of one of 

the finest places on the sound, to see Homer, the proprietor of the 
badge, as well as the point and hotel :— 

Sweepstake No. 1. eae erie pate. three traps: 
Woodbridge..... 111 1 0 -4|Ives........ Sees 1110 3 
Gains. = Ses ee Tiilit5 Besabn Soasbenyo PLid ts 
Folsom,.-,-..... 1 1 0 1 0-8] Lane.....,.., vol O11 &8 
Goodvich.,.,.-..1 1 1 1 0-4 Orgy, 22+ 212.-221 11i0t214 
Leete.........6.. 11 i 1 1-5] Downing... .... 0111 0% 

On ties, fiye balls to decide:—Gains won first money; Weod- 
bridge won second money ; Ives won third money. 
precusiakes ie Re ae es trap and rules :— 
ains....,,-- 101111110—8) Woodbridge, 1011111111—9 

111— 9| Jorey....... »1111110110—8 
111— 9 | Ives... 22. 11111111 11—10 
11110 Langdon... - 0111111011—8 
110— 9) Bragdon..... 0111111111— 9 
111— 9| Dane......... 1011011119—7 

Goodrich and Tyes diyided £rst money, 

First miss and out on ties :—Folsom won second money; Lang- 
don won third money. 

Sweepstake ‘i o. He ret trap :— 
AIMS)... 6.2. 001001—8| Penn 1111101119 

Hanson.. abet 111101—8 LOLEY +» 1111111100-8 
Langdon. 210101 11101—1 | Iv »- 01111110107 
ST eae Crabs 1110011101-7 Woodbridge. 0111110011—-7 
Folsom.,.,....1111111011—9) Bragdon...... 11111110i11-9 
Bunson....... 71000110010—4 

Five balls to decide the tis:—Bragdon won first; Jorey and 
Hanson diyided; sans won third, 

Five balls to 
Moore, third. 
Sweepstake No. 5,— 

Hauson.s.. 11 a O11 |) 

Be oeooom Bee eo Ree oo 

Five balls to decide ties ;—Penn won first; Woodbridge, second ; 

Jovey took third. ~ 
Sweepstake No, 6.—Bogardus trap and rules:— 

Folsom.,,.., 1011111001—7 roan: 1111101111-9 
Armsivong.. 1110100101—6) Gains.. - 1111010111—8 

dMI8OT....-- 1111111111—10} Moore.. -U111101101—7 
Phty an aleet 2b 0110111011 1) Tucker....... 11110111119 
Langdon.... 011110111 1— §| Beers . 1100000100—3 
JOLEY! ... . 5 Lit1111011—9 Reo Logs 111111111—-10 
Shuman...... 1001011011—6 11117111111—10 
Howard..:,.. O110007101—5 ete 7)1011111110—8, 

Five balls on ties:—Penn won first; Woodbridge, sevond ; Lang- 
don, third. 
Sweepstake No. 7.—Card trap, and almost dark :— 

A a Nati 0 11 0 1-8/Thompkizs...... 
Ghins.. “14 Q 1—#) Jorey........ 
Tueker.. 1 1—5| Bragdon.. 
Penn..... 1 1 | Hanson........-- 
Langdon 1 (4 
Tucker, first; Penn and Langdon divided second; Bragdon and 

Woodbridge divided third. (oF 

MILFORD GUN CLUB.—Milford, Conn., March 20(h.—The Milford 

Gun Club reorganized to-day and elected officers as follows ;— 
President, Wm. Weavers; Vice-President, A. 8, Wakely; Secre- 
tary and Treasurer, Jas. Padley; Board of Directors, Wm. Weay- 

ers, A. S. Wakely, 8. Woodworth, A few of us that had our guns 

at hand tried the glass balls with the following result; reyolying 

trap; 18 yards rise, wind blowing extremely hard from left to 

right :— 

AG. RAS Yie at m2 teh clot eg ee dale saaeecs Ss 
S sont wortlis fea ei be epee 
Wm. Weavers.......-.......5+ " 
A Se WEGIY os: so cestie jasc ogee Boe 

CEentRAt GuN Crun.—OCohoes, V.¥., Moreh 28th.—Third monthly 

medal match ; 10 glass balis; 18 yards :— 
Charles W. Campbell a Atel al a Bh at Peal pe Wei 
M. Campbell Rely LT ee eels 
George Wenge aot e000 10a a aa 
i, Alden-..) -.-.4----- perth Os teem hee pled 05 
J. Pickering (23 yards). aot @lEnl. 00 0=4 
Bea ener ay eee A AG. oe Ge 18 
Re Bickariie 2) pee ee fo egal e2 ay! Tao000210 021 0-38 
Barer iiss acti edtelcle saree nelsicteeiee as Withdrawn, 
ee Grn ye edule tr Pal eirlele dele nae Ube ibe ate cm ya ee) 
SS UDON poo sehen Site ae Dera On le steele pe en 
Charles MeDonald.. Te aoe cee Qaeke ie (Ope i O07 06 
James Tubbs..........-. eee eal a anton Gt te Genk Gh 
O. Dexter. --.i5.2.3. oP 10,2 Orde Oo 0b 
@. Pluckrose....). 4 ot AOR ea al ak te Gh eS 
[ati Sek Wee isd SOD ScoeO AP OoO SNe OO Sub: 100007100 0 0-8 
NS TyIs lee cule aly eer libe(th Me TON ae Oh Te iy tvs | 
Bartholomew Be o 000007 00 0 O41 
Raward Lansing... fee Obs Ole LOE 0: Om Os el 
Dr. Hawley.. 7 9090001 007 0-2 
William Dégolier,. Re ee aus bed OLTLiVead of 17 

W. J. W- 

Brown ys. ARROWSsMITH.—Match at Brooklyn Driving Park, 

March 25th, between L. P, Brown, Long Island Shooting Club, 

and H, Arrowsmith, Matawan, N. J.; 25 single birds; single 

ground trap; 25 yards rise; 60 yards boundary; L. I. Club rules; 

spring wind blowing :— 

L. P. Brown, 01001,01100,100°00,10010,11110; 
isilled, 11; missed, 14. 

H. Avrowsmith, 110 0*0,10111,11000,00100,00010; 
lxilled, 10; missed, 15. 
Referee, Mr. E. 'H. Madison, 
WINGERT vs. WHITE— Brooklyn Driving Park, Parkville, L. T., 

March 26th.—Match between C. W. Wingert, of the Fountain Gun 

Club, Brooklyn, and H.C. White, Red Bank, N. J.; 50 birds each ; 

single trap; 25 yards rise; Long Island rules. The birds were an 

oa er lot :— 

Cc. ¥ ee Pe ee 01010,01104,61111, 
OULOT TTT TOLOL TILL Killed, 36 ; mi-se 
H.C. White,1 1010,01001,00111, 01111,11004, 11101, 

11001,11111,11111,01110, raeee 85; missed, 15. 
0. W. WINGER 

\ "Killed. Missed. Total, 
Quarterers to the loft. ..........--...---0e8 12 4 16 
Quarterers to the right. 2a 1 6 
HOEDVETS ao sat oo se yee es op ales 9 26 
TRG UDIG LS soapy oe cok vont ca iter steerer’ ane 2 ss 

MOb ISU i lalahrs:< okie ob pscsatjen des avian) os Bit) 14 50 
H. G. WHITE, 

Quarterers to the left.......-...-.----..--- 6 4 10 
Quarterers to the right Q ii] 15 
DOrhVeGriy2e bs) pecus ecko e oe... doa. 5 22 
HAI COMIPTA WE Det tae nee p ee Cee 1 3 

CDi eo cas reece chy ey acne d ey apo se 35 15 50 
Referee, M. V. Bayliss. 
“Winson’' ys. “ Jongs.""—Bergen Point, N. J, March 26th.— 

Match between two members of the New York Gun Club; $500 a 
side; 110 birds; 80 vards rise; 5 traps; 12 oz. shot; American- 

Hiirlingham rules :— 

Mr. Wilson, 11011,11110,01110,01010,01111,11111, 
01121,11110,00111,11111,11010,11100,00116, 
11010,01101,00101,00100,01111,10100, Killed, 64; 
missed, 36. 

Mr, Jones,i 10 01,11110,1010 0,10011,11111,11101, 
11011,10101,11111,11110,01110,01011,11111,01001, 
10011,01100,10010,00001,10101,11001. Killed, 64; 
missed, 36. 
THAT CuuB CLock.—The clock that was contested for so brayoly 

by two members of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club now graces 

the walls of their club-room, and it reflects credit both upon the 

taste and liberality of the donors. Itisa very handsome calen- 
dar of the pendulum kind, and, in due deference to Heritage’s 

known gallantry and admiration for the fairsex, has seyeral por- 
traits of fair beauties on its face. Itisnot only an eight-day 

clock, but it is emphatically a club clock in eyery sense of the 

word. It denotes precisely the different days for the elnb prizes 

to be shot for, the days the club shoots with the Palisade and 
Essex clubs, and tells, it is said, the very day the Heights boys are 

to yauquish the last-named club (that is if they can spell the 

word). Italso strikes and alarms, and tells the boys when to break 

upandgohome. It onlyneeds a few more slight improvements, 

like keeping game correctly without cheating, and occasionally 
ordering up the liquids, to make it a perfect article, 

PENNSYLVANIA.—Worthumberland, March 20th—Weekly shoot 

of the Susquehanna Sportsman Association; Card trap, 18 yards 
rise. 

W. BE. Taylor..1100101111— | Isaish Miller.. 1010111111—8 
Chas. Nesbit.. 0010010101—4 Fane eae eek i eee ea 
J. A. Byerard. 101111000 1—6; Geo. Smith,...0111000110—5 
Practice shoot; Card trap, 18 ae erae rise, March 22 220 :— 

fade [PS ARRUMI Re ees led- bectilclela! wl e|aide Sees dees ed A ie ee 10) 
J. H, Hyerard... po SDP 1A Ah a o— 9 
M. A. McFarland, Neots te ale sl tithe al Bip aor| 
W.E. Taylor........ «LUZ OLOLd ees 
Geo. W. Smith... wid BT bo LP iyi 2 8 
Geo. Fiewee.... 22 (ONT Ss teal FT B08 
Z. Taylor........ oe OP UG) ie tee et) 1 
Geo. Sayidge.....- --O ODTO0OLTI1TI10 605 
HBA aNGS Hive uve eene ee ow. .e LOoogTiadziod oi 
Practice shoot; cavd-trap, 18 yards rise, March 28d ;— 

J, H. Tiverard.. ~-121i232111211 120 
W.#. Taylor,. oN toi btt ot ORS TAT gS Be e's 
M. A. McFarland ree he ULL FO. 
Geo. W. Smith... BV th 5 cs Pe Dn a 
Jos, Aunkst....,-- Oi e0, ey et ane 

Wortheast, March 27th.—A two-days’ shooting tournament will 

be held here under the auspices of the Fur, Fin and Feather Club 

April 13th and 14th. The matches will be open to all comers; six 

contests are provided for, with purses aggregating $70. The 

managers are Messrs. Jobn Scouller, O,W. Dayis and J. J, Graham, 

L, B. Gushman, Secretary. 
Bellefonte, Pa,, Mareh 27th.—Score of shooting from rotary trap 

March 26th at balls; 20 shots each :— 

TEE Os Wr Tae ee 11111711111111111111—20 
‘W. L. Malin...... - OLOLTTOLTOODOIITCOLILI1I101 2 
Theo. Deschner.. > TIFIPUPIITYI Pv 01111119 
W.H, Wilkimson - O11701710111101101101—1 
8. T. Fosteér........ -O7TOL10L00T0T0110001 

LYCOMING SPORTSMEN'S CLuB.— Williamsport, Fa., Maren 26th 

—Scores were at glass balls; Card rotary trap; 18 yurds rise; by 

nine members of this club; regular weekly shaot:— 

Joseph Bubb..,............ 10711101111111101011—-46 
C. Hagan,..... Ue te mate a ere eye pr spot es 
De La Green ... 111111101111100190111— 
G.D. Tinsman T11110T1111111111 114219 
John Price, Jr -1101071111010111111 0-15 
H.S8. Luéas 11111111111111111110—49 
H. Tallman,. 01012111011100111101 1-14 
A. Davidson. 112111110111111111110—-18 
W. Ha. Brles.. 012111101101017T011110-14 
The club now numbers 53 members, and is in good condition 

financially. BRA ese 
WASHINGTON, D. C., Mareh 24th.—A pigeon and glass ball shoot- 

ing tournament took place here on Saturday the 21st inst., which 

was very largely attended by those interested in field sports, and 

was participated in by some Of the best shots of Baltimore and 

this city. Messrs. Acklen, Finley, Poehler and Kenna, members 

of Congress, participated in the shooting, and, as it will be seen 

by the scores, they are not novicesatthe trap. The wind was 

strong from the northwest, making the shooting dificult and 

carrying many birds out of bounds, which otherwise would have 

been scored. First match $2 entrance; 3 birds; 26 yards rise; one 

prize :— 

Finley... 110—2| Wagner... 111111111410 
Mills.,_... .41111 7 1 a 1 1 Wertsner. 10-1 
Ritter... 111110—5 

Second match—$2 entrance; 5 birds; 21 yards; ties 26 and 31 

yards; 3 birds;— 

Ritter... 11111171 
Mills-... 1211111 

Won by Wagner. 

Third match—$1 entrance; 3 birds; : 
111011-5 

110-2 

1101—10| Rawls...1111111 
1011—10| Finley... 0 

26 yards :— 

Mille oye 
711110 0-4] Finley... 

TU-1 | Case:..,..-.... pee 

Fourth match—$1 entrance; 3 birds; 26 yards:— 

Bdwards....,----++++++-. 1 0—1| Poehler. .-..----. 7s ss8043 
10-1 dye 

11-2 
Rs er 

Vinley-.-. twithare. 
Rothwell.........+. 

Fifth match—$d entrance; 6 birds; 21 yards; Ties 26 and 31; 3 

birds; wilees 60 and 40 per cent.:— 
Acklen 11111-5 Pashien 1210114 111-% 
Milis....... 011114 10 1-6) Wagne: 1010-2 
Ritter.......10111—4 100-5] Finley 0110-2 

Mr. ‘Action first prize; Mr. Poehiar second prize, 

Sixth match—$5 entrance; 5 birds; 21 yards :— 
0 ea adh 
Pia 1-4 11010172 1-10 
Tivizlztdsd DIT 
PRAT af OA ee LB) 
1ortTii4s @11T1100% 8 
Pir i-s FFU 10-35 

Wagner first prize, and Mills second. 

Seventh match—fame conditions :— 
1iodo143 

1 1-5 
1104 110171141 010 
1104 0111108 

1oit4 OL111111t10n 
1T1ivioe4z 1011 OT 

c = tumph... 101 low. Mie Td ia ia) 14 120 Siu d0g OFT Row. 
Ritter..... 11111110119 

Ninth match—same conditions :— 

Mills,..-.. FT eS Ritter..... 11011w, 
Kenna.... 00101 yw. 
Tenth mateh—$2 entrance; 10 balls; ties 25 yards;:— 

112742117112 11-1171111111111110-% 
11121111111-111111111111111% 

In the three matches Mr. Mills broke 44 balls straight, missing 
his 4th. oO. 

Caprran Crry Gun Chus.—Washingion, D, C., March 20th.—_The 

following is the score :— 

McLeod 11111111111111111111- 
Peck. . 00110110011011011011-22 
H. King -,01111001101011000010—10 
1. B. King -»11111110111110110110-16 
Nagle © 11111011001101060110-2 
Bave 20000000000000000000G—-0 
Stoddard.. 011111001171111100111-8 
Woodbury... 2200110110111010100110-1 
Sheppatds-.....c0te- esses 101111010001100601010—10 
Bldridgwe.....eeps--2 206 eee 10010110100100110110-10 
McKelden.........:i+-23+5 OLOOTOTOLARIT YORE Os 

Trureow—Lacons, Mareh 1l0th—Regular monthly shoot for the 

old badge, twenty glass balls, Bogardus trap and rules ;— 

rid Juester......+----++- 127101111111111111111—19 
era Pen AEN > he 11111010111111101101-6 
D, B. Weir... «0472220 65--= T171011111211111111111-19 
F_D. Shoper......--.,+-+-+ 11101111111111110011—17 
The vies Penot off at twenty-one yards :— 

AVE legged Sp tugchpeeo st soaoe ish 2a) QU) a ay iit eh a 
TORHOLe ke sde obsess nas Dea oct Tea Te oT, Po Oe ie Tl 

This, for a club that only shoots once a month, we call pretty 
fair work. D. B. 

JuLion Gun Chus.— Dubuque, Ta., March 25th.—Mateh at 5 tame 

birds; 21 yards rise; H.and T. traps :— 

F. Miller, 5; J. Raup, 2; P. Cox, 5; G. Warham, 1; J. Hartig,5 

H. Van Viek, 5; C. Gregoire, 2; 8.Cox,3; W- Bissell, 8; J Gre- 

goire, 4; J. Reed, 5; E. Munsell, 4; ©. Turner, 3; W. Cox, 4; 'T, Doi- 

son, 5. 

Second mateh; 15 birds; 21 yards; H.and T, traps; and? birds, 

English rules; for silyer medal :— 
Rd. 4. 

FB, Miler.....--.++2+--++ iu 
J, Raup 10 i 

Cox. -10 6 
G. Warbam,..,.----++-- 8 @ 
W. Rodgers......---++-- ay 8 
J. Hartip ..-.-0..---4 lol wi 
H, Van Viek, ....-...- oF 6 
CO. Grepoire,,--.:--..--- 9 4 

* Birds gaye out, 
—Caryer is out with a challenge to the Frenchmen. He wants to 

shoot with the best pigeon shooters that France can produce, for 

a purse of from 10.000 francs to 20, 0U0 francs a side, 100 pigeons. 

Tt no Frenchman will accept this, he is ready to meet ten men; 
thay to shoot at 30 birds each, and he at 300, 
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Che Rifle. 
————_ 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

MAssAcnuserrs—Boston, March 27tl.—The competition in 
Everybody's Match took place to-day at Walnut Hill. The at- 

tendance was large, there being 103 entries. The morning opened 

fair, the sun shining af intervals, and a thin haze produced a per- 
fect light, which presaged large scores. ‘The wind at the opening 
of the match indicated upon the wind dial 6 o'clock, decidedly 

“fish-tail’’ in its character and easily controlled. In the early 

part of the afternoon the sky became entirely overcast, which 

produced a peculiar and pleasing light. The wind changed and 

became somewhat intensified in its velocity, but it was easily 
handled by the riflemen, and big scores were the result, notwith- 

standing a brisk snow storm which set in and affected sighting, as 
the cool atmosphere did elevations. All the marksmen were 

shooting in good form and seemed to control the changes with- 

out difficulty. Capt. Jackson was in the best trim,and sent 10 

bullets into the eight-inch bull, making a full score with his sport- 

ing rifle, which has been made before only (with this arm) by Far- 

row and Sumner, Continuing in his re-entrees, he made 17 con- 

ecutive bull’s-eyes, the largest number eyer made in a match at 
Walnut Hill, With this achievement, and his four full handicap 
seores with a military rifle, he stands at the head of all comers in 

this match, Mr. Sumner, the reliable, made the best 49 possible, 
starting in with a center and winding up with nine bull’s-eyes. 
Mr. Cram, from the Kennebunk Sporting Club, Maine, did good 

shvoting, and proved himself a capital shot, finding 47, The sum- 
mary will show the best Sree as of the season :— 
W.H. pet Captain...-........,5 6 56 5 6 5 5 5 4 550 

55445 5 5 6 5 5-48 
Re-entry (444555 5 5 5 5-47 
Re 5 440 45 6 5 5 5-47 

J. 8. -45 565 5 5 5 5 5 549 
J, Ni 5546555 5 5 4 5-48 
H. B, Souther... -----.1:---- 5 55645 44 5 5 5-47 
H. Tyler (military) ....----+ 5 4 6 44 5 5 4 5 4-47 
H. J. Cr -54 465 5 45 5 5 5-47 
G. - 6 44456 5 4 5 5 6-46 
FL. §. af 6 45645 5 4 5 4 5-46 
J. FE. iproya filitany) “> ’ 5 44444 4 4 4 5-44 
G..C. Arthur. ......2.0665-+ 44454544 4 4-42 
‘A.B. Underhill 44443445 4 4-40 
TE BOSTON GALLERIES.—_Mommoth Rifle Gallery.—The Conso- 

lation rifle match closes on March dist. April Ist begins the new 
yifle match called the Classified rifle match. Competitors will be 

divided into two classes, the first comprising all who have won 

prizes in the gallery prior to March Ist, and the second class, all 

others. The extra prize of $40 for the highest number of clean 

scores is also offered. The match is open to all comers, with any 

(22 eal. rifle, 3-lb. pull; eight shots; the best fiye shots during the 

month to win. The following is the standing of the several com- 
petitors in the Consolation match; 150 feet; rounds, 8; possible 

40 :— 
Hirst Class. 

BE. F. Richardson..40 40 40—120| J. Merrill.......... 39 39 40-118 
W. #H. eae cians 40 40 40—120 D.N. SRE MIne, -389 39 30—l1T 
WN. W. Arnold....- 39 40 40—119| C, Edwards.. ..o7 388 39—Ll4 

Second Class. 

H.R. Share......- 38 88 35—114 | A. H. Carsley...,.36 37 37—110 
i. W. Farrar..-... 88 38 38—ll4| F. J. Bonney.....35 ¢ 
GordonMcKenzie. # 88 88—114|§. E. Rimg......... B 
P. D. Switt.....-.: 38 88—114| M. H. Pratt.. a 
J, W. Frost oT 88 388—113 | BE. Shumway... 
N. S. James 38 38—113 | 'Thos, Howe 
G. CO. Arthur 37 388—112 | Col. Nat Wales 
EB, PF. Brooks.. Bt 38— E. H, Matthew 87—108 
BE, F. Bassett. 87 8j—ill 
Magnolia Gallery—The third week of the Classified match has 

proved the best since the match opened, Thesummary gives the 

leading scores; 10 rounds; 100 feet; off-hand :— 
First Class. 

F, Hollis.....------ 60 50 50—150| C.D. Harrison ....47 48 48—143 
Halls 222222... 49 50 50-149 | N. James.......... 47 48 47—142 
J. M. Smith..:.....47 49 50—146 | E. Walters......... 47 48 47—142 
W, Heriry.....++-+ 48 48 48—144 | J. W. Prost........ 47 42 A2—131 

Second Class. 

W. H. Farnham 49—144) A,B. Thomas.....46 46 46—138 
H. Lawrzence..-,. i814 | Jd oss HEE Pies 45 46 47—188 
BH. F. Brooks.... .- 48—142 | KR, Sears....,-. -..45 45 45—135 

Third Class. ; 

: Jor.....0.---47 4% 48-142 | F, Dudley... .....46 45 46—136 
Pe EEE Sb 46 49 49-140| 0. A, Grogs... ,.-.44 45 45—I84 
B. Davis... ..... 6 47 47140) A. Anderson.....,43 46 45—lB4 
P. D. Switt...-.--- 47 45 48—140 

Ata meeting of the Magnolia Rifle Club, of Boston, last Friday 

ayening. the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: 

President, J. J. Ross; Treasurer, 8. F. Malbon ; Secretary, N. 

Sawyer; Executive Committee, H. Bennett, J.C. Barrett. 

Gardner, March 2ith.—The following are the scores made by 

members of the rifle club at Hackmatack Range to-day; 200 

yards; two scores of ten shots each; using the inch ring and 

Creedmoor target combined :— 
ne oe be ae Hits 

h.. qt : i 
TE, Nichols. % & & i w 
G.IF. Busworth Ag BL 43 158 86 

I. N. Dodge.. 46 71 42 61 8&8 

Charles Merrit 40) 60 42 © 6T15 82 

A strong east wind énd blinding snow-storm prevailed during 

the shooting. 

Medford, March 2ith.—The Medford Amateur Rifle Association 

held their frst competition in the classified series at Belleyue range 

to-day. The weather conditions were decidedly unfavorable. Mr, 

#', A. Winship made a score of 47 out of a possible 50, There were 

43 entries, and following are the best scores :— 

A, Winship... 265 p6ee eee teres eevee 5656445 5 4 4 5 5-46 
Ene é 445455 4 4 6 4-44 
W. Charles +b 454465 4 4 5 4-44 
Bi. Whittier... 44445 6 6 4 4 443 
A.B, Archer... -$455544 4 4 4-43 
C, H, Russell 7A 44444 6 4 5 4-2 
H. Davis -B55 4444 4 4 4-41 
R. Sawyer -48 0444 4 4 8 5-40 
A. W. Webb.- SO phew A pega cana 

Springfield, March 26th—The Rod and Gun Rifle Club met to-day 

for their usual shoot. The day was one of the worst for sood re— 

sults. The wind blew a perfect gale, and kept down the scores. 

Following is the summary, 200 yards :— 

CETERA SS ng OE Oo He or OT OTH eH OT Or C208 OT RR CTR HE ee Ort HR HE pm CUE OU CTE He OF FS ee or Or Or PO a > em BR me ee Ot OT re ee Cr Sr Or ST CH Ot er or Ot Ct 

T & 

Medford, March 2oth.— new mateh opened by the Raymond 
Club at Belleyue, Range, Medford,to-day, was largely attended. 

eo 
FORE ST AND STREAM, 

The day, although bright, was cold, and the wind blew a perfect 

gale. The shooting was good, but notup to the previous efforts 

of this well-known club. Following is the summary :— 
We. Charlee. i. .o:tr ce eet rer ted pie 86666 6 6 5 6 6—56 
BE. James... - 6655665 4 5 
5, J. Cram (665 665 6 3 5 6—5 
D. Kirkwood ..-..........-- i -§6 565 5 5 5 6 » 6-53 
EE ABE gtd ats -65 65 65 6 5 5 5-53 
RE aa era eR ae as 
H. Dutton.. -5 6-38 3 8 3 5 8 3 3-3] 

Woinnionioon— valerate Maren 241i.—Canton Rod and Gun 

Club; Riverside Range; practice meeting at 200 yards, off-hand; 

Creedmoor rules; wind blowing a gale from the north:— 

Mass, Creed. 
O. B. Hull........ ls7 10 a af a il i 10 11 = =108 ae 
J. Laubenstein.. 10 10 7 10 9 10 95 42 
J, D. Andrews... 7 11 9 10 9 ii 10 i 9 11 92 42 
J. Pfisters.-..4.5- 9 8 9 6 &€ 9 9 YM 10 82 38 
G, Cases.o.. ae B10 77 Be 2 “bh Seb oy, 75 3T 
On March 26th, Fast Day, the best scores were :— 

0.1 »—P@iiililiwdRwerewpwew 18 49 
ap .9 8 § BI WT 10 10 2 104 45 

Bridgeport vs. Stratford.—A. return match was shot at Sher- 

wood’s Park, March 26th. Scorestood at a possible 10:— 

BEDE EPORS THAM, STRATFORD THAM. 
E. Benjamin - 

8 Tom YVooris 
E. Beardsley 
A, Burton. . 

40 14 Thompson. 2 

HELYETIA RIFLE CLUB.--Practice shooting was held March 18th 

at Hellwig'’s Gallery ; 100 feet at reduced Creedmoor targets; time 

shooting with Ballard rifle; 3 minutes allowance :— 
Shots fired. Hits. Points. 

IVMEROL IWS yg ocr as aymirtea nies rap my sees 37 28 90 
. Meyer. - 26 rail 101 

A, Knopfi pas 22 7 
M, Dorler 2b 25 92 
A, Stander 32 ral 69 

h. Klein ..... 23 23 98 
A, Weidmann at 12 29 
R. Roethlisberg - 14 12 49 
C. Mattmann.... ee eu 17 60 
GE Ee a] OR eS Pe) de, 22 15 45 

The aggregate of each shooler is reached by multiplying the 

shots fired, hits, and points. 

—Companies C and D 23rd Regiment, N. ¥.8.N. Y. held their 
Closing drill and promenade concert at their armory in Brooklyn, 
Monday evening, 29th inst. r 

LovistANA—New Orleans, March 2ist—The usual match was 
shot at the club grounds this morning, notwithstanding the un- 
favoravle weather. Tho following is the score; military arms:— 

William Arms....+....-.. neon hides o mite 

Dudley SeIpb..-. 00+ seen ero ire marseden 
H. M. Bradford...... re AMR ee oii : : A at ra 

P. Michel.--...... 04. Re specs aan ‘ 5 - Eiht 3s 

Gee. Vavunatice {G00 yards. 0 8 5 <16f% 
R. Villarubia.......2.......-- Hairs sehr rf e : ees 

TON Millon. pices este e {30 eo: ath eS nat las 

Ay J. Pard0,2.::s fotes-20yee +200 sarc es ; ' * $18» 

New Jprsey.—iVewark.—The monthly tournament of the New- 

ark Central Rifle Associution, which was held during the last 
week at the Range of the Frelinghuysen Rifle Club came toa 

close on Friday eve., haying lasted five days, the Amateur Club 

leading with a score of 449 out of a possible 500, The clubs repre- 
sented were tfle Essex, Amateur, Washington, Plymouth, Pre- 

linghuysen and Barnard, and the second teams of the Essex, Fre 

linghuysen, Washington and Amateurs. Distance, 65-ft,; Ballard 

rifle, 22-cal., 10 rounds per man, with the following scores :— 

AMATEURS, Essex. 

IGATADERs: is obey seep Om de os le 42 | W. H. Cleveland.. Setvaee OT 
Wed ayess entt~crere = . 60 glee: p 
Harrison.... Ey =, 49 
bea 49 

McLeod AT 
Tobin. 47 
Hartman 43 
Hesse 42 
Brown 

WASHINGTON. 

(. Ludeke. . a 
U. Lelbe.... _ “sree 
W. Bechicht...... 
W. Bebert . ....... 
G, Townsend 

FRELINGHUYSEN. 

R, Westerman.....:..-:.. sree 44 
Geo. Weigman. 
A. C0. Neumann 

Meisel 

Dooner-,--- 
Mensinger, . 
Van Dorea. 
Van Buren. 

WASHINGTON. AMATEUR, 
N, Garrigan.. badiwe Et BWR Y4 feeb 2 sess ay io vaRaes 43 
G. Garrigan GC, Giiampniois Fereyh dees 33 
TP MLOGKOYE 5 wp ales) hee. ole (i Tkray Ts ye Sy eo 43 
A. Walters... Feltsberg.. Se be a8 
J. Carmichel.. = 38 
J. Van Zandt Dostans . 4B 

Chase...., - 44 
Walsh 4 4B 

eche,...= 44 
Schakelford,.............. BS 

Tae Se a ee ke 411 
TRELINGHUYSEN. 

Gs D. Wake... .<..5. = 
RH OSOdensteesss susen nee 
Wim. Dennis. . 
John Rose... 

35 | A. Fussell, , 
R. yto 

39|C. Champlin... ............ oan 
Theo. Hedenburg. . ae 

O85 | (Dotalyae sass. nee ce ts 400 
The next tournament will take place at the range of the Wash- 

ington Club, Broad street. . A, C, NEUMAN, 

' 

Machting and Cunoeing. 

AN EASTERN BRANCH OF THE N. Y. A. 

SALmM, Mass., Moreh 22d. 

HE convention for organizing the National Yachting Agsocia- 

tion, which met in New York City, March 3d, 1880, resolved 

that the United States be apportioned into districts or depart- 
ments, in which the yacht clubs belonging thereto should haye 

control of the National Union Regattas held in such districts 
respectively. 

The carrying out @f this plan necessitates the formation of 

associations in each district of yacht clubs therein to secure united 

action in the management of such union regattas, and such aux- 

iliary associations will greatly aid in securing the objects of the 

National Association, 
The territory comprised between Eastport, Me., and Cape Cod 

was, by the resolution in the National Yachting Association Con- 

yention, assigned as one department, The clubs belonging to the 

National Association in that department up to the present time 

are the Portland Yacht Club of Portland, Me., and the Salem Bay 
Yacht Club of Salem, Mass. 
The undersigned, delegates of these clubs, by and with the ap- 

provyal of the clubs, respectfully beg leave to bring to your notice 
the proceedings of the National Yachting Association Gonyen~ 

tion asset forth in the report of the Secretary and the copy of 

the constitution herewith inclosed. 
And we hereby cordially invite you to unite with usin organiz- 

ing an auxiliary association for our department of the country, 

and to unite with the National Yachting Association to carry out 

the purposes of that organization. 
The purposes of such auxiliary organization will be the same, 

vit.i— 

1, A more intimate acquaintance of yacht clubs with each other. 

2. Unitorm sailing regulations andrules to be adopted for the 

feneral use of yachts and yacht clubs at their option. 

8. Aiding In the collection of correct lists of members of yacht 

clubs and their yachts, together with dimensions and description 

and a correct and official collection of records, 

4, The best and mostsuitable method of classification and time 

allowance. . 

5. Superintending the conduct of national union regattas in this 

department, and the sranting of official certificates to the owners 

of yachts winning prizes in such regattas, when sailed uoder the 
vules of the National Yachting Association, 

6. The establishing of prizes for competitors in seamanship who 

BAUER their yachts to compete for such pr: ines under the rules of 
the National Association. 

It will be perceived from the above that the advantages of the 

National Association, as felt through the auxiliary organization 
proposed in this department, are great, and will be of permanent 

henefit to all yacht clubs uniting in the moyement here. 
A regatta of the National Yachting Association will be held by 

the clubs belonging thereto at some time during the coming season 
in this department, at which prizes will be offered for competing 

yachts worthy of the occasion. 

We haye no desire, however, to confine the competition for 
these prizes to the Portland Yacht Club and the Salem Bay Yacht 
Club, or to contine the benefits of the National and Auxiliary 
Yachting Associations in this department to those clubs. 

We therefore respectfully request that you may unite with us 
in the movement by sending delegates to a convention to be held 

in Boston, Mass.,on Friday, April loth, A.D, 1880, at 7,30 o’élock 

P.M., at Young's Motel, to organize the Auxiliary National Yacht- 
ing Association for the Eastern Department, and take partin the 

management of regattas and advantages of the association in this 
department. 

Tt will be seen that the joining of this or the National Associa- 
tion by any yacht club does not impose upon it the necessity of 

adopting the National rules and regulations upon all occasions, 
orin all regattas of the club, but only im such as the club may 
decide upon. Tt is hoped and intended that the rules of the Na- 

tional Yachting Association will be such as to commend them— 
selves by their fairness and equality, and thus insure their adop- 
tion hy the respective clubs. It is hopeless to attempt by any 

mor local association to accomplish these benefits unless it is con- 
nected with a national association of permanent character, be- 
cause such independent local association must be of temporary 

duration, and it can provide no independent tribunal of appeul to 

which disputed questions may be referred and the decision be 
universally acquiesced in, 

On the other hand, the rules of the National Association will be 
such as to encourage true seamanship and sea-wortby yachts, 
andits Executive Committee as a tribunal of appeal will com- 
mand the respect and confidence of yauhtsmen universally, be- 

cause, selected from the entire yachting fraternity, its decisions 
cannot be suspected of any partiality from local prejudices. 

A call has been published in the newspapers from the Dorches- 
ter Yacht Club looking to a local organization for obtaining some 
of the benefits above mentioned, but as neither the Salem Bay 
Yucht Club nor the Portland Yacht Club have been ineluded in 

the call by recelving a copy of the same, orin any other way, we 
cannot respond to such call, and we believe its limits too circum- 
scribed and its purposes less definite than “those of the National 
organization, or of an auxiliary association connected with if. 

It is perfectly practicable, however, to unite these movements, © 

since,so far as published, their purposes are identical. Will you — 
favor us with a report of the action of your club upon this mat-— 

ter, and greatly oblige? 
Communications should be addressed to George W. Mansfeld, — 

Assistunt Secretary of National Yachting Association, Salem, 
Mass, We haye the honor to subscribe ourselves. 

Very respectfully, your obedient seryants, 

Wa. P. PARKER, 
Dayip HALL RICE, 

GEORGE W. MANSFIELD, 
National Delegates Salem Bay Yacht Club. 

WM. SHNTER, JR., 

Wa. WILLIs GOOLD, 

GEORGE Doane RAND, 
National Delegates Portland Yacht Club. 

G. W. MANSFIELD, 
Assistant Secretary National Yachting Association. 

N. B.—This letter is forwarded to the following clubs: Bosto; 

Yacht Club, Eastern Yacht Club, Dorchester Yacht Club, Bunk: 
Hill Yacht Chib, Hast Boston Yacht Club, Lynn Yacht Club, Be 

erly Yacht Club, Haverhill Yacht Club, Newburyport Yacht Club, 

Provincetown Yacht Club, Nahasset Yacht Club, Jeilries” Yi 
Club, Duxbury Yacht Club, Quincy Yacht Club. § 
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CONGRESS AND THE YACHTING LAWS. 

Bititor Forest and Stream — 
T would like to call the attention of yachtsmen through your 

columns, to a bill relating to yachts now before the Committee 

on Commerce of the House of Representatives, as it may not be 

Imown generally that any such legislation is in progress. The 
draft of the billis as follows :— 
“Tn the House of Representatives, March Ist, 1880. Read twite, 

referred to the Committee on Commerce, and Gridened to be 

printed, 
“Mr, Amos Townsend (Rep., Ohio), on leave, introduced the 

Lollowing bill :— 
‘A bill to amend Section 4,214, of the Reyised Statute, relating 

to yachts :— 

“Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of 
the United States of America in Congress assembled :— 
“That Section 4,214, of the Revised Statutes of the United 

States, be autended so as to read As follows ;— 
“Sec. 4,214.—The Secretary of the Treasulty may cause yachts, 

used and employed exclusively as pleasure vessels, and designed 
a3 models of naval architecture, if builtand owned in compliance 
with the provisions of Sections 4,138 to 4,185, to be licensed on 

terms which will authorize them to proceed from port to port of 

the United States and by sea to foreign ports, without entering 

at the Custom-house, Such license shail bein such form as the 
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe. The owner of any such 

vessel, before taking out such license, shall give a bond in such 

form and for such amount as the Secretary of the Treasury shall 
prescribe, conditioned that the vessel shall not engage ia any un- 

lawful trade, nor in any way yidlate the reyenue laws of the 
United States, and shall comply with the laws-in all other re- 

spects. Such yessels, so enrolled and licensed, shall not be allowed 
to transport merchandise or carry passengers for pay. Such yes- 

sels shall have their names and portslegibly painted on some con- 
spicuous portion of their bulls. Such vessels shall, in all re- 

spects, excepi as above, be subject to the laws of the United 
States, und shall be liable to seizure and forfiture for any viola- 
tion of the provisions of this title. 

Sec, 2.—That. the said original Séction 4,214 be, and the same 
is hereby repealed, 

“See. 3.—That this Act shall take effect from, and gfter its 
passage.” 
The yital differences between this and the old Section 4,214 re- 

lating to yachts, are that the new law will apply to all classes of 
yachts, small ones, as well as those ‘entitled to be enrolled as 
American vessel” (ji, €., of twenty tons and woward). And in this 

that the new law requires not only the name, but that of the port 

also, to be displayed on the hull of the yacht. No yachtsman will 

object tothe name, but everyone will be disposed to use bad lan- 

guage when compelled to earry the port also. Much trouble has 
been inflicted upon yatchtsmen Alrexdy by the attempted en- 

forcement of © statute intended for vessela ensaged In com- 

merce, which required hail-boards on how or stern, This provyi- 
sion of the new law is not only useless, but vexatious. = 

By a recent decision of the Treasury Department, all yavlts un 

der twenty tons were considered in the same light as rowboats 
nnd were not ligsble for ony Non-compliance to the laws relating 

to port dues, hospital tax, taking out papers, name and port, ete. 

in fact, taking one consideration with another, a yachtsman’s, 

lot was quite a happy one,” if his craft was under twenty tons. 

This new law will now put an end to his term of blissful inde_ 
pendence, and compel him to decorate some eonspicnous portion 
of his 20/t, darling with her name and port in thres-inch letters. 

Timagine the small yacht owner would be better pleased with no 

law, und give up thego-called “benefits of enrolement.”” How- 
ever, provided the part relating to the name of port were stricken 

out the new Jaw will doubtless proyvea benefit and an Improve- 

mentonthe old one. This = great pity that Mr, ‘Townsend did 
not also embody in his bill a claiise exempting yachts from tom- 

pulsory pilotage, and if not too late it might bedonenow. Coasi- 

wise vessels are exempt; bit suppose we cruise coastwise to 

Savannah, Ga., thence to Bermuda, thence 1) Fernandina or Key 

West. On entering say Key West, which is as eusy to do without 

# pilot as volling off a log,” a pilot hails yon; you refuse his offer 

of pilotaze; yet you ave obliged by law to pay ora service you 

do not want, und that has not been performed. IT know of an in- 
stance where a New York yacht entering Key West from Havana 

was taxed somethine like $80, though the pilot never trod her 
deck, The injustice of being obliged to pay dearly for what you 

don't wantand don't get is too palpable to need any further illus- 

tration. 
Mr. Townsend's bill ig the effortol a true sportsinan lo assist a 

noble and manly sport, andif not too late le will without doubt 

do all he can to improve what he hasso well begun. Anysug- 
gestions to this end from yachtsmen would probably receive the 

attention they deserye from him, for if a bill is to be passed for 

the benefit; of yachts, all yachtsmen must be interested in having 

it ecoyerthe ground thoroughly and satisfactorily. 

Tn regard to the present form of yacht licenses we are obliged 
to procure from the Custom House a yearly renewal, The Sea- 

wanhaka Yacht Cluhis about forwarding to the Secretary of the 
Treasury a petition signed by many yacht clubs in all parts of the 

eountry, asking that a yachting license extend during ownership, 
and when 1 yacht is soldthe new owner to give bond and take 

out his license to extend during his term of ownership. The re- 
quirements of the lay will be quite as well fulfilled by this 
method as by the old way, and yachtsmen he saved on immense 
amount of trouble and bother every year. 0. E, Cromwenth. 

The probabilities are that the common nuisance of “ compul- 
sory pilotage”’ will ba abolished. ‘There isno reason why a set: of 
old, dried-ip barnacles should fasten themselves as beneficiaries 
upon the community because they happen 10 be pilots any more 

than & set of cobblers because they happen to peg leather. here 

are too Many pilots for the business, and their charges are out- 
rageously- heavy. It is one of the many impositions upon 
American commerce, andis purely class legislation. Foreigners 

ave justly aiirprised that we submit to the exaction of such cor- 
morants- 
Sa i coe 

HEMP OR WIRE? 

Battor Forest and Stream:— 
This beine a slack time of your with yachtsmen, and conse- 

quently the best season for the interchange of opinions, T ayail 

myself of your kindness to us blethren of the waye to moot once 

More the of't discussed question of hemp versus wlve for the 
shrouds of yachts. I may premise that Dhaye tried bath, bot con- 
fess 10 being still undecided ag to the absolute merits wnd de- 
merits of either. ‘here has heen a great dealqyritten on tlie sub- 
jiect, andqwhere learned authorities sa widely differ, T do not pre= 
sume to offer an opinion. I will Werely ask the many practical 

hismen who read your paper to contribute thyir share of in- 
ich iuiterested, both as Aevuising and racing 

tin the most pertect ela and what I 

want to get at just now is the experience of men who have mado 
comparative tests of the yalue of hemp and of wire shrouds. 
Of course, we all know that wire shrouds ave stronger in pro- 

portion than hemp, and can, therefore, be used of much less size, 
d-ineh wire rope heing equal to 2hineh hemp—only half the 
weight per fathom, Thereis, then, a decided saving in weight 

aloft, and, @wing to the reduced size, a diminution of wind- 

druught—two important considerations, The rigging can also he 
inade neater—a point worth noting. But—there isa‘ but’—wire 

reqnires to beset up taut, or itlooks slovenly; and slovenliness 

is inadmissible on ayacht. Hemp shronds, on the other hand, while 

heavier and catching more wind, require to beset up yery much 
oftener, and indeed must be looked alter eonstantiy, as they 

Blretch and take up a great deal, according to the weather. This 

isa decided disadvantage to the Corinthian, who, perhaps, keeps 

butone paid hand,and in this respect wire is more likely to give 

satistaction, not stretching nearly as much. Now, the elasticity 

of hempen shrouds, it is claimed,is of great value as & help to 

speed, as it préyents the binding up of the boat, while the wire 

ties her up, unless the lanyards are made very long to compen- 

sate forthe loss of elasticity, or spring or india rubber relievers 

fare used Yor the same purpose. In conversing with seamen tha 

weneral coyisensus of opinion was, I found, in fayor of slack 
tigging for speed—a conclusion diametrically opposed to the 

other axiom that the flatter the sail the faster will the yacht 

travel. Personally I incline to wire rigging setup taut. I know 

this is almost heresy, but, authors to ihe contrary nothwithstand- 

ing, itseems to me that wnless the mastis made so stout as to 

bear up under the strainof the sail without buckling—as is the 
ease of some of the Newfoundland fishing boats—well set up 

rigging is absolutely necessary to obtain tlatmess of mainsail. I 

think it will be found that the advocates of slack rigging haye 
their yachts’ nasts pretty stout, and consequently heavy. 

Brett, im his ‘Notes on Yachts," devotes a whole chapter to a 
comparison of hemp with wire, and decidesin fayor of the former 

on all counts, having evidently a stvong prejudice against the 
Jatier; but since Brett's day a deal has been learned about wire 
rigging, and its use has become much more general than was an- 

ticipated. ‘ Vanderdecken,” in his * Yachts and Yachting,” long 
a standard work, and eyen now a most useful book of reference 

acknowledges the splendid performance of vessels fitted with wire 

shrouds, while yoting for hemp in a “ weak-built vessel, whose 

hull ;orks and springs even moderately.” Marett does not touch 

on rigging in his book, and Frazar's  Boat-Sailing,”’ the only 

American hand-book on yachting that I know of, also passes over 

itin silence. Not so Dixon Kemp, who enters very fully on the 

subject in his valuable ** Yacht and Boat-Sailing.’’ He quotes Mr, 

John’s report to Lloyds, on the dismasting of ships, in proof of 
wire-rigging set up taut, and of the considerable stretch of wire 
yope. At the risk of being lengthy [ quote his words, as his book 

may not, though | should be, in the hands of all your readers: 
“So far as the requirements of mutch sailing wo, there can be no 

doubt that the more rigid the rigging can be kept the better are 
the results, The old-fashioned theory is that the rigging should 

be yery elastic, and that the masts should have plenty of play. 

This curious fallacy has been maintained by still more curious ar- 

uments and theories; and we have known some sailing-masters 

to slack up the rigging to give it the required elasticity. Tt is oh- 
yious that the mast would have to supply the elasticity under 

such ciréumstanees, 1s the strain would not come upon the rig- 
ging until {he mast had been yery considerably bent—perhaps al_ 

most to the breaking point. We need not dwell upon the bad 

effects of slack rigging and a yielding mast further than to say 
that anything which tends to render the application of the pro- 
pelling force intermittent, or to absorb any portion of it and re- 
duce its effect, must in some measure detrimentally Influence the 

speedofayessel; and if rigid rigging is necessary for the good 

performance of sailing ships, i; is equally necessary for the attain- 
ment of the highest results in competitive yacht sailing.” 

I might fill a cohimn—only you would not thank me—with in- 

stances of the reported good effects of slacking up the rigging in 

avace. It is only the other day that, discussing the point with a 

frend, whose yachts are noted for their speed, he told me he al- 

ways slacked up bis shroud lanyards before starting ina race, and 

this with Russiin hemp shrouds. At thisrate I do not see what 
the shrouds sre there for, especially as I know his masts are very 

stout in proportion to the size of his crafts. But I am open to 
conviction, and during the coming season I shall endeavor to test 

earefully the advantages of slack ys, taut rigging, and meantime 

should be glad to hear what others haye to say on the subject. 
RouGE Croix. 

We incline to the opinion that thereis nothing in slack 
shrouds, but prefer setting them uptautasabar. The 

idea of slack shrouds should he classed with bellying sails, 
There is no danger in wire being set up ‘taut as a 
harpstring,” and there is nothing like turn-buckles of 
large thread to do it with, in place of the everlasting 
trouble of casting adrift lanyards to get a pull on them, 

and then lose all you gained while seizing them off, leay- 
ing shrouds in a. bight worse than before—an operation we 

have witnessed more than once, There is danger, how- 
ever, in selling up hemp like a bar, especially with light 

rigging, for when wet it will shrmk and either buckle 
the mast, draw down the deck about the partners, lift 
the sheer or telescope the houndband. The trouble with 
hemp is, theré is more stretch than elasticity to it. 
Practice seems to indicate strong preference for wire, as 

in these waters ib has about superceded hemp altogether 

for yachts of all tonnages. 
————— et ee 

MEASUREMENT, 

EHdltor Forest and Stream ;— 
Let me brietly state tay Yeasons fov (so far as I haye inyestiga- 

ted) believing that the cubic contents of the circumseribed par- 

Wlelopipedon of a yacht's hull ave an adeguate and fair measure 

of her Gapacily in comparison with the same cubic contents from 
any other yacht. No vessel ever exceeds in cubic contents 70 per 
cent, of the cubic contentsof her circumscribed parallelopipedon, 
and no yessel ever has less than say 40 per cent, of it, Por yacht- 

ing purposes no vessel can yary more than about 10 per cent. of it, 
and I donbt whether, practically, our modern yachts yary more 

than 4 per cent., taking into account the necessities of structure 
Which are found to be essential to speed. Lspeak, of course, of 
keel-yachts, And the same is true of center-board yachts coli- 

pared one with another. Practically, therefore, the cubic con- 
fents of the purallelopipedon is iia certain ratio to the actual 
contents of iS yachtin all cases, because lie who departs from 

thatratio ia put 6Ub of hope of comipelition. Hence, as all“ cubie 

contepis** measurement is but an approximation to the actual 

cubic contents of the yacht, length, breadth and depth will prac- 
tically give about as near an approximation with those of modern 
build, since it makes no difference in comparing two yachts 

whether we adopt the actual eubie contents, or the cubic con- 

tents of larger solids which bear the same ratio to the actual con- 
tents. 

Again, looking at it in another way, length is a factor of power 

and speed, breadth is also 9, factor, depth is also a factor, Gom- 

mon sense says, estimate all the factors In comparing one with 

another, and allow the builder to make use of all other dimen- 

sions within those factors as he pleases, These three factors are 
necessary and fixed. All others are arbitrary and optional. The 

natural laws which govern nayal architecture will compel a cer- 

tain approximation to uniformity between them to subserve the 

best purposes. Let the builder once he free to find these propor- 
tions without being obliged to yiolate the natural proportions of 

length, breadth and depth to meet some jockeying rules, and we 

shall see our builders turn their attention to those proportions of 

form, aside from these, which will lead to true progress and im- 

proyement in naval architecture. So much formy present pro- 

gress in the study of the subject. Finally, the measurement 

which includes the three dimensions, if not absolutely perfect, is 

so far ahead of all others as to leave them out of the question. 

DAyip HAL Ric. 
a 

MOTORS FOR LAUNCHES. 

Aiditor Forest dnd Stream :— 
A short time since, a street car made atrip oyer the Third 

avenue line of some sixteen miles with the usual load of passen- 
gers and making the customary stops, propelled by a pneumatic 

engine with but one charge of compressed alr. Why could not 

the same means be used in operating small steam-yachts and 

launches, thus doing away with all smoke, steam, coal-dust and 
danger of explosions? 

The air compresser could be located at a conyenient place on 
the docks, and the boat call Lor a charge when wanted. 

CONSTANT RHADER, 
rr 0 ee 

THE CANOE CONGRESS, 

THE call for the Canoe Congress to be head at Caldwell, head of! 
Lake George, August 3d, 4th, Sth and 6th next, states that it 

is proposed to organize a National Canoe Convention, that 
isa club, the membership of which shall be composed entirely of 
residents of the United States. Itis also stated that English and 

Canadian canoeists will be invited to uttend, with their canoes, as 
guests. It has been suggested, and with good reason, that the 

proposed organization should not be exclusively a United States 
canoe club, but that it should be, in the broadest sense, The 

American Canoe Association, to membership of which any canoe- 
ist, be he, or she, residents of Canada, United States, or Mexico, 
shall be eligible, There is certainly no reason for excluding our 
Canadian cousins; they are canoeists to the paddle born and they 
can be counted by thousands. They are cruising canosists 

and can make valuable contributions in the way of cruising notes 

to the canoe paper that it is proposed to publish. Tam assured 

that several gentlemen in Canada, who have been consulted — 

warmly second the move for the American Canoe Association, 

and that many Canadians will attend the congress. Such an asso- 

ciation, it is confidently believed, may be formed with a member- 

ship of at least 200, In the United States the double-bladed pad- 
dle is generally used; in Canada, the single-bladed. Canoes for 

one person are os rarely seen in Canada as canoes for more than 

one in the States. These differences and the great variety of 

models in this country haye brought out the questions as to what 

eonstitutes a canoe and as to what the Classification should be. 

The division into sailing and paddling chnoes is established. The 

definition of the word canoe has been referred by Mr. N. H, 

Bishop, acting as secretary to the signers of the call, to the com- 

modores of the three cance clubs, and they haye agreed that; “ A 

canoe is a boat that is sharp at both ends and not more than 36-in. 

beam. Shemust bea craft that may be effectively propelled by 
adouble-bladed paddle, and she may be propelled either by the 

single or double-bladed paddle, or by one or more sails, No other 
means of propulsion can be used." 

The question, “ what isa canoe?” is frequently asked, and fo 

that reason this definition has been giyen. There is no reason 
why canoes may not be sailed or paddled by one, two, four, or 
eight men, nor why there should not be single and double paddle 

races. So long as the craft is a canoe, and the conditions are the 
same for each contestant, if matters little what the conditions 

may be. Cras, BE, CHASR. 
287 Broadway, New York. 
et i 

YACHTING NEWS. 

New Jersey YAort Crus.—The annual meeting for the elec- 

tion of officers of the New Jersey Yacht Club was held last eyen- 
ing al, their club house, footof Hleyenth street, Hohoken, which 
resulted as tollows: Commodore, W. H. Dilworth; Viee-Conimo- 

dove, A, Jeanmentt; Recording Secretary, Geo. Gartland; Treas- 
uter, Chas. Rogers; Financial Secretary, Ed. Ketcham, Jr; Cor- 

responding Secretary, Palmer Campbell; Measurver, Harry Teh- 
nan. Regatta Committee; Geo. Gartland, Frank Dilworth, John 
Peters. Trustees: Ketcham, Dilworth, Rogers, Jeannentt, Tehnan. 
Delegates to National Yachting Association: Theo. Rogers, E. 
Ketcham, W. H. Dilworth. The annual reports of the officers for 

the past year exhibit a very flourishing condition. The treasury 

shows a handsome balance in its fayor. The members are har- 

monious and social; the club house ts large and commodious, 

and beautifully located on the bank of the Hudson in the Elysian 
Fields, The membership comprises about forty rentlemen, most 

of whom are engaged in business in New York and Hoboken. 

They are, wilh scarcely an exception, ardent lovers of the sport, 
and lay just claims to seamanshIp of no ordinary character. They 
own no very large yachts; butamong the squadron of open boats, 

yarying from sixteen to thirty-six feet in length, may be found 

some Of the fastest and best that ever floated in New York Bay. 
The Constitution and By-Laws were carefully reyised some time 

sinee, and haye just been issued in neat form, 1 copy of which 

would be cheerfully furnished by the Secretary to any wentleman 
who might desire to join the club. D. 

THe N.J. ¥. 0. isin reality-the oldest Corinthian yacht club in 

the country, baying adopted limited crews und fixed ballast since 
1871. Tt should receive thé support of all amateurs in its neigh. 

borliood. 
SALuM BAx Yacnp Crus.—Commodoxve, Wm. G. Saltonstall 

sloop Ariane, Salem ; Viee-Commoadore, Wni. P. Parker, schooner 

Creat, Salem; Rear-Commodore, David H. Rice, schooner White 
Gap, Lowell. Directors: President, Henry A. Hale, Salem; Win- 

chester Smith, Boston; Frank A. Brawn, sloop Coquette, Salem; 

I, W, Dodge, sloop Mignun, Beverly; H, Larson, sloop Coming, 
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Lowell; Treasurer, Geo. W. Mansfield, sloop Dolphin, Salem ; 

Secretary, Chas. W, Richardson, Salem: Measurers, Joshua Brown 

and W. Tl. Servy. Regatta Committee; 0. A. Benjamin, EB. C. 

Browne, E. B. Dudley. 

Nice Reaarra.—Owing to the unfortunate prevalence of the 
eounsels of landsmen in the arrangement of the races, the entries 

were rather meager for the liberal prizes offered, and only a 

heter geneous lot of big and little were found willing to start 

Thursdsy, March lth, in what ought to have attracted the ower 

of the world’s racing fleet. Englishmen were naturally disgusted 

with tbe idea of subordinating sport to the gratification of wne 
grande foule ashore, and so the races lost in cast and degenerated 

somewhat into une grande spectacle for the hotels and floating 

population of the pretty little French seaport, Itis always ob- 

jectionable to mix rowing and sailing races. We have learned 

something of late in America, and the menagerie features are no 

longer disproportionately prominent at most races. Our French 
cousins will have to learn as we did, by experience, that a circus 
and # yacht match are two different things and won’t mix. 

Vox Porott.—From the letter of a well-known yachtsman we 

extract the following asasign of the popularity of this jour- 

nal and the high estimate assigned it by its constituency drawn. 

from the highest sovial ranks:—‘ The time has quite gone by 

when FoREST“AND STREAM required testimonials of its yalue. I 

am glad to say itis becoming more popular every day, and noth- 

ing is more remarkable than the success of its yachting columns. 

It has become the American Field, and a higner compliment I 

could not pay it.” 

Tae CApiy LOcKER.—Blacking for tarpaulins: Hight pounds 

black paint, well ground, one gallon linseed oil, one pound bees- 

wax, One half pound litharge and one pint spirits of turpentine, 
Spars: Serape thorougbly, sandpaper and apply Crocket's spar 

composition, laiu on thin, filling shakes and seams with “* wood 

filler," to be had of leading paint houses, Ground coats: There is 

nothing like lead color for the purpose. Putiton thin, so that 

subsequent coats can dry. 
et 

tes" Yacht clubs can join the National Association on 

the same fterms as those now participating any time be- 

fore the meeting of April 14th. After the constitution 

has been ratified, their admission will be subject to a vote 

the assent of a majority of the clubs being necessary 

to admission. 

NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
te 

THe ILLUSTRATED Book or THE Doa,—By Vero Shan, 
B. A., Cuntab., Assisted by the Leading Breeders of the Day, 

Tilustrated with colored platesdrawn from the life. New York; 

Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co., 596 Broadway. Complete in thirty 

parts; price, 40 vents per part. 

The Cassells have added to their large stock of books valuable 

+o the sportsman, this mo-t excellent work by Mr. Vero Shay, 

whose extended experience as a breeder and exhibitor of dogs, 
amply qualifies him to write about them in an eminently authori- 
tative manner. From an examination of the eight parts already 

issued, we are warranted in speaking very highly both of the au- 

thor’s method and of the admirable way in which the plan of the 

book is carried out. The earlier portions of the book rightly 
deal with the fundamental and elementary details of kenneling 

and general management, and then take up the various topics 
of rearing, breaking, working, feeding, exercise, dealing, judging, 

buying and selling, grooming, hygiene and diseases. In each one 

of these branches the reader will find full and explicit instruc- 

tions, written ina plain, straightforward way, and in a style de- 
yoid of coukneyism and familiarity. 

The various breeds of dogs are described, with instructions for 

the care of each, points in judging, ete, 

The illustrations are numerous, being portraits of typical dogs, 

taken from the life. Of the colored plates we cannot say much, 
the book would be much more pleasing without them. The 

wooucuts, on tue contrary, are generally excellent and all that 

could be asked. The bool: is handsomely printed, and will, when 
sompleted, form a volume which all breeders and dog owners 

may profitably add to their hbraries. Weare always glad to see a 

firm with such unlimited resources as those possessed by the 

Messrs. Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co., devoting themselves to ex- 
¢anding the public information in respect to our animal friends. 

Varn Nostrand’s Engineering Magazine for April has 

its customary excellent selection of material. Leading oif with 

a theoretical investigation on the “Strength of Retaining Walls,” 

written for the mugazine by Wm. Cat Oe E.; then quotations 

from the leading engineering jovrnals on “Compound Armor," 

“Sanitary Construction of Dwelling-housesy" “ Beidging Navi | P1O}( ee Construction of Dwelling-houses,” ‘‘ Bridging Nayi- 

gable Waters of the United States,'’*' The Panama Canal from an 
English Point of View,” * Engineering Progress During the Last 

Fifty Wears,’ the timely subject of “ Dynamo-Hlectrid Ma- 

chines," and much general news, this maguzine affords an excel- 

lent index and review of the principal transuctions to ihe engin- 

eering world. 

THE TAXIDERMIST’S ManuAL,—By Capt. Thomas Brown, 
F,L.S. Twenty-eighth edition. New York: G. P. Putnam's 

Sons, 182 Fifth avenue. 1879. 
In issuing an enlarged and improyed edition of this standard 

‘work the Putnams have added a useful and valuable eontribution 

to the extensive literature of the subject. Taxidernry is an art 

which is constantly gaining new popularity among amateur stu- 

dents of the several various branches of natural history, more 
especially among students of ornithology; for the birds are the 

fayorite sublects of out-of-door study. The first edition of Capt. 

Brown's book was published many years azo, but the directions 

contained in the volume before us are by no means useless be- 

cause of this. [In 1819 the author was sent by the Edinburgh Uni- 

yersity to inspect the splendid museum of Mons. Dufresne, chief 

of the preserving department of the Jardin des Plantes, Paris. 

The intimacy then and there formed with M. Dufresne afforded 

ample opportunity for Capt. Brown to learn all the prictical 

details of the different processes employed in the preservation of 

animal specimens. To the knowledge thus acquired were added 
he fruits of personal paactical experience, and the result is the 

manual before us, which now having reached its twenty-eighth 

edition may be suid to have fairly earned a place in the taxider- 

mist's library. 

he eight chapters treat generally of skinning and preserying 

quudrupeds, birds, reptiles, fishes, and spiders, worms and in- 

seuts; preparing skeletons; the manner of collecting different 

animals; recipes and directions for the yarious articles used in 

taxidermy, and lastly of instructions to travelers. 

‘Krick’s Guide to the Turf’ is a manual which is 
absolutely indispensable to horse owners, and ihose who are in- 

terestéd In the turf. Its author and publisher, Mr, H. G, Crick 
more, Of the World, has a wide reputation for the accuracy of bis 

information on all turf matters. The book is published at No. 24 

Park Row. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
—>——_ 

Brown’s Gun Cleaner has been recently tested by the 
officers of the United States Regulars at Fort Steele, 
Wyoming Territory, and recommended to the Govern- 
ment for adoption by the army, 

EE 

{From Hon. Andrew Cornwall, ex-member Legislature, New 
York State.| 

ALEXANDRIA Bay, Jan. 3d, 1880. 
HA. H, Warner & Co.:—Gunts—I have been troubled 

with kindney difficulty for the last three years, and in 
October last had a very severe attack, I then com- 
menced taking your Safe Kidney and Liver Cure, and 
obtained relief at once. I have used two bottles, and 
feel as well as ever, and I shall always keep a supply of 
Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure in the house. 

Yours truly, A, CORNWALL, 
—— — 

—Among the notable manufacturing establishments of 
New York is that of Keep’s, the manufacturer of Shirts 
and Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods. Some years ago Mr. 
Keep devised a method of supplying people with partly- 
made shirts, that is garments which are all cut and ready 
to be sewed ‘together. Thus, by reducing the cost of what 
are substantially wholly-made shirts, proved a most suc- 
cessful business undertaking, Keep’s partly-made shirts 
are now sent to every State in the Union, and from a 
single salesroom on Broadway the manufacturers have 
moved into a lar. ge building, which is now entirely oc- 
cupied by the various departments. There is nothing 
0 satisfactory in the shape of dress as a well-fitting shir fi 
Keep’s shirts fit well and wear well. We can heartily 
endorse the man, the shirt and the way in which he does 
business. 

HUNTING THE ALLIGATOR.—Kingston, N. ¥,, Mareh 2d. 
—From what I had read o! alligators I was led to believe 
that they were exceedingly dangerous, but closer ac- 
quaintance has dispelled’ that illusion, I now regard 
them as thorouzh cowards, except when they are defen > 
ing their young or are met with when on their land jour- 
neyings 5 then they are dangerous, and must be ap- 
proached with caution, keeping the line of retreat open, 

Advertisements. 
—_— 

BAYLISS’ 

LPLATED RE-CAPPER AND 
NEEKE EX 'PRAC LOR. 

per pair. 

KEEP’S SHIRTS 
ARE THE VERY BEST. 

KEEP'S PATANT PARTLY MADE SHIRTS, 
only plain sealis tu finish. 6 tur 37. 
KEEPS CUSTOM SHIRTS, yery best, MADE 

fO MEASURE, 6 ror $10. 
An elegant set of extra heavy gold-plated 

buttons presented to purchasers of six shirts. 

KEEP’S KID GLOVES, 

the yery best, plain or embroidered, 8c. fo$1.25 

EEEP’S UMBRELLAS. 

Wt guar anteed. 
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in case of emergencies, The best 5 alligator hunting is 
found in Jakes and creeks where they haye not been much 
disturbed. Such places can be found almost everywhere 
along the St. John’s River, Florida, within a short distance 
of hotels and landings. Good sport may yet be had on 
the St. John’s River itself by hunting from land instead 
of water. Almost any deep cove remote from the 
steamer channel is good ground, and the morning of a 
warm sunny day is the time. The proper weapon is a .40 
or .44 sporting rifle, I hays been most successful with a 
.44y1m-fire, using the long cartridge. I have killed a 
fiftteen-footer stone dead at 150 yar dg with the short .44 
cartridge. I have used a, .50 caliber rifle, but the lighter 
rifle will kill just as many and is much the most pleasant 
inuse. When the alligatoris floating on the water the 
eye is the most prominent feature and is the only yital 
part. When on land or lying on logs a shot behind the 
fore leg will be effective. Ifa “’gator” is shot in deep 
water he sinks and is lost. The skinning of a ‘'’gator” is 
a difficult task, especially if the capture bea large one ; 
but the neophyte generally wishes the skin of his first 
‘eator” as a trophy, and can obtainit by making longi- 
tudinal cuts from the head to the tail on each side, just 
under the large bony plates of the back, then cutting a 
slit down each leg to connect with the cuts on sides. 
Commence stripping at the tail. Theskin may be pre- 
served by salting and drying, Small alligators may be 
skinned without much trouble. If the head is buried a 
few inches in the earth for a week the teeth may be ex- 
tracted without trouble. The teeth are worth from eight 
to twenty dollars per pound, the largest being the most 
valuable; a fine large tooth, polished, sells for four or five 
dollars at Jacksonville, he teeth are shed every year, 
are very thin, and have new teeth growing in the cavity 
to take the place of the old ones, he carved teeth sold 
at ihe stores are shams, as there is not enough substance 
ina genuine tooth to carve. The bellow of an alligator 
is similar to the bellow of a bull, ‘To produce their music 
they sil upon their hind legs, supporbthe body in an erect 
position with the aid of the tail, open the mouth to ist 
greatest capacity, anit yocalise theix amorous lays. Alli- 
gators breedin swamps, and the young seldom go to the 
large rivers or lakes until they are threeor moré feet 
long. Thousands of young “‘’gators” are sold to nothern 
visitors as pets, A tub of water with a stone in the 
center for them to crawl on makes a good home. For 
food a few minnows or a little raw meat, cut in small 
piece, should be given them once a week, The water 
should be changed often, and no salt food eyer given 
them, The alligator catchers sometimes have hair- 
breadth escapes from maternal fury, and occasionally 
have to leave their prey and take to the trees, asa ‘*’gator’’ 
can run faster than a man when tts ‘‘ dander” is up. 

NAvTICUS, 
oo 

A Bear Dog In A CAGE.—Messrs. Chas, Reiche & Bro, 
of this city, recently received from Berlin, Prussia, the 

wild beast belonging to an exhibitor, who recently died 

in that city from injuries inflicted by aroyal Benjgaltiger. 
Among the animals thus received were some unnaturalized 

Polar bears: 
It is known that the mere presence of an animal in a 

cage of others of different species, no matter how sayage 
or wild they may be, will sometimes prevent them 
from fighting. Why this isso animal tamers can offer 
only theories in explanation, It is said that tigers and 
lions in the jungle will run from the presence of a dog as 
they do from that of a man, unless pressed by hunger or 
standing in defense of offspring. Mr. Rice, before his 
death, as an experiment, and without mnch hope of suc- 
cess, introduced a large dog, a cross between a mastilf 
and the bull-terrier, into a cage containing two entirely 
untamed Polar bears, and 4 Russian black bear, The 
effect surprised him, The dog instantly asserted a mas- 
tery over his companions, although any one of them could 
have killed him in two minutes. He seemed to feel the 
necessity of preserving the upper hand, and of not letting 
any one of them imbrue his teeth in warm blood, As 
soon as trouble threatens, the peacemaker has but to 
show his teeth and growlin order to restore harmony. 
Mr. Reiche says he does not know of any other case where 
the native fierceness of a Polar bear has been quelled. 
Mr. Rice, before his death, used to enter the cage wilh 
this happy family and perform with them, though he did 
not dare to do so before the dog was introduced. The 
four brutes traveled in the same cage across the Atlantic 
and are yet kept together, 

abl TST | ee na Sue, 

Fok SALE—A_ high-sided, very able 
and fast Boa yacht, built by "Lennox, two 

years old, 35 by 13, drawing é¢ feet. Owner 
cruised along coust all lustsummer with satety, 
Cabin roomy; is sound and siroug in all re- 
spects, sO that owner, if desired, will give legal 
warranty to beus represented. Cabin plainly fur- 
nished, Price $1,500. Inquire at 56 BROAD- 
WAY, Roomi1, If desired,a good mun to take 
éharge. Marza,4t 

A BARGAIN. 
OR SALE—Price $30—an American-made 12 
bore; 2inch shot gun; weighs ubout $ lbs; 

choke-bore; rebounding locks; extension zane 
rchery 

HIS IMPLEMENT is used for 10 or 12-sauge 
brass Or paper shells, thus saying the cost of 

oneimplement, Pronounced by Capt, Bogardus, 
Tinker and otters, the best implement they evar 
used. Price $2, Liberal discount to the “trade, 
H. BAYLISS, Sole Avent xnd Manufacturer, 

45 Western st., Providence, R. 1. 

SUGAR MAPLES. 

A CHOICE COLLECTION of these or- 
namental trees, from 4 to 14 inches in cir— 

umference, root pruned and ready for immedi- 
ate SAA: Also evergreens and Sra trees 
for sale W. CHISHOL 

TE oapbok syenue, near 165th st., x. ¥y 

BEST GINGHAM, Patent Protected Ribs, $1 
eavh. Warranted. Fifty per cent. stronger than 
any other umbrella, 
REGINA anv 'TWILLED 5!1LK UMBRELLAS. 

EKEEP'S UNDERWEAR 
for spring and summer wear, Sic., b0e,, 7ic., $1, 
$1.25, $1.50, Very best. Pepperell Jean Drawers, 
60c. 

KEEP'’S COLLAKS AND CUFFS 
in all the latest styles ; ulso 

GENTS’ SILK AND LINEN CAMBRIC 
HANOICBRCHIERS, SUAKEFS, Bre, 

Bhirts only delivered free. 
Merchants Trill be furnished with trade cireu~ 

jars on application, as we furnish the trade on 
e@ most favorable berms. 
es ies and Circulars mailed free. 

KEEP “MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 
631, 643, 635 & 637 Broadway, New Yorks 

Is Indorsed and Highly Recom- 

mended by 

Hon. Maurice Thompson, Father of Archery 
inthis country ; 

Will H. Thompson, Esq,, Champion Archer of 
the United States; 

Henry C. Carver, Esq., President of the Na- 
tional Archery ‘Association ; ; 

A. S, Brownell, Esq,, President of the Eastern 
Archery Associalion ; 

and other leading Archers. 

Special attention is called to my SPANISH 
YEW-BACKED BOWS and ioored peacouk 
feathered Arrows. 

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue of Arch- 
ery and Lawn Tennis. 

=. Lt. HORSMAN, 

80 & 82 WILLIAM STREET, 
NEW YORK, | street, New 

and snap fore-stock; made to order Jast fall un 
sold for want of use omy. It isagood shooter 
and a plain, but durable gun. Address X., For- 
ost and Strep office, Maresb-tt. 

OR SALE—A fine second-hand double 
Wesley Richards breech-loader, 12-bore, 

8lb., price $100, by HORAUE SMITH, No. 31 Park 
row, New York. April 1-3t, 

OR SALE—160 acres selected land, 
Nobles County, Minn,, at $5 per acre, just 

half price; small house, tice settlers, ch 
game. Itisan undeniable bargam. Also a Colt 
revolving shot gui, with case, at $18; cost $60. 
W.H., Uy North Vhirteenth street, Phijudelphia, 
Pa, April 1-10. 

De SHOOTING,—35,000 acres of 
beautiful marsh on the Detroit ase four 

houra fram Delrea Py ESTA GOON. ponte Te Bhat 

ok Mariest 
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Martel, 

AUDUBON’S BIRDS, 
NY GENTLEMAN having asetof Audubon’s 

A. birds, half size, in goud order, which he 
would like to sell for $75, will please ad- 
dress al this office. vin 29-08. 

OWLS WANTED, 
F Q ais. each paid for the dead birds deliverad 
2) in gobd condition at my address. W. J. 
ENOWLUON, 168 Tremont st., Boston, Masa, 
Feb12-2m. 

Ghe Kennel, 

Neversink Lodge Kennels 
The following celebrated Dogs are in 

= the stud. 

Docs: 

St. Bernard dog *t Marco"; rough coated, two 
years old; a magnificent animal—Rey. J. Cum- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanover 
Bhow and Rochester. 
New Foundland dog “ Keeper’; four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel Show, 1879. 
Pointer dog, *‘ Croxteth”; liver and white; one 

anda half years old; out of Lord Sefton’s re- 
nowned stock—one of the handsomest pointers 
in the United States. Second prize in the Han- 
over International Show. 

Blue Belton setter, ‘‘ Decimal Dash,’’ eighteen 
months old; sired by Llewellyn’s celebrated 
bs ie "—a magnificent stud dog—neyer exhib- 

ed. ’ 
Irish setter, “Rover IT”; pure red; son of Mac- 

doun’s champion “ Rover.” Never exhibited. 
English setter, ‘Ranger II’; a pure bred Lav- 

erack, son of Macdona’s celebrated “ Ranger." 
His get won first at Hanoverand Paris shows, and 
second at Puppy Stakes in Hastern Field Trials 

79. 
Stud fee, $25.00. 

For Salc. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

itches. 

St. Bernard “Braunfels,” rough coated, out of 
Prince Solm’s celebrated stock; a magnificent 

_ bitch, in whelp to “Marco,” lst prizes in Han- 
over and Rochester show. 
Pointer * Queen,” liverand white, IstWestmin- 

Bter Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to ' Groxteth. 
oston Show 1878, 

ue Belton sefter * Silk’? 
Irish Setter“ Moya,” out of Col. Hilliard’s 

“Palmerston,” in whelp to ‘ Rover IT. 
English Setter‘* Donna,” white and lemon. 
Pups can be secure. by an early application. 

Besides Loffer forsale pointers and setters of 
minor quality, butof good thoroughbred stoclr; 
full pedigrees. Also, several puppies of cham- 
pion “ Queen,” by champion ** Sensation.” 
Haying engaged the services of Macdona’s re- 

nowned field trial breaker I am eee to book 
orders for thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autumn, 1880. Particulars will he furnished on 
application to A. E. GODEFFROY, 

Guymard, Orange Co., N. ¥. 

Oct 2,tf 

ENGLEWOOD KENNEL. 
To Sportsmen. 

AM prepared to board a limited num- 
ber of dogs. Setters and pointers thoroughly 

field broken. Addresa C. C. TOWNSEND, 
Feb 12-3m. Englewood, N. J. 

Foe SALB—A large black and beautiful 
Pointer from Gillespie's Black Sam; well 

broken. kind, but watchful; three years old; 
pr ve $12. Also Roper breech-loading shot gun, 
with 45 steel shells; price $30. Address G. EL- 
LIOTD, MceHwensyille, Northimberland County, 
Pa, April 1-1t. 

_ invaluable animal for a duel 
shooter; pedigree from my Rose, winner of first 

rize at Bench Shows in Boston and New Viirk 
nm 1873. Price $100. GAKD'R G. HAMMOND, 
New London, Conn. (Walnut Groye,) 

Feb.26-tf. 

OR SALE—The red Irish setter bitch 
Belle 11., price $20. One dog and one bitch 

pup out of her by Mack (Plunket-Carrie), ten 
Weeks old; the bitch is all red, the dog red and 
white, price $10 each ; one dog pup, same stock, 
nine months old, a.l red, yery large and promis- 
Ing, price $30; both dam and sire have pedigrees 
Beate nea: Address P. DUNHAM, Leeds, Maas. 

pril 1-1t. 
- 

eee 

OR SALE—Good pedigreed, line-col- 
ored pointer, fifteen months old, weighs 46 

ibs., nearly broken, and has been shot oyer, Ad- 
des BEACON KENNEL, 23 Myrtle street, Bos 

April 1-tf. 

OTICE.—A DOG 'TRAINER.—The un- 
dersigned, now prepared to take a limited 

Humber of dogs for thorough handling and 
breaking, respectfully offers the following well- 
enor Rentlemen tps eee Mr. F. Schue— 

Be illiam stree ew York; Mr, M. RB. 
Dennis, Newark, N.J.; D q 

Mar.25 tt. i 

$66 & week in yourown tewr. Terms and $5 
outitfree, Address H. HALLETT & CO.. 
o. Maine. ‘ 

BUT Vitec. Adivows & Vickery susist et 

af Large 
ee ee 
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ABBEY & IMBRIE’S 
Highest Quality 

Small to medium Trout, reversed wings, 
Large Maine is “p she tet 
Small Black Bass, ot fa > 

t« a® 

&& 

fa sf 

trolling on double gut, - 

uroy” (silver or gold) trout and bass flies, 

Flies. 

Any of the above flies tied with jungle cock shoulders and golden pheasant crest tails at 50 cents 
per dozen extra, 

Salmon fliesZaccording to pattern 
The celebrated ‘* Cord 

#3 OO to 6 QO Per doz. 
$3 00 per dozen, 

; We have over three hundred patterns in stock, and can tie any pattern to order. 
given per dozen; wedo not sell less than one dozen, but will give any assortment in the dozen, Ail 
our flies are tied on our celebrated Spring Steel Sproat Hooks. 

ABBEY & 

Prices are 

IMBRIE, 
48 Maiden Lane, NewYork. 

Sole Agents for THOMAS ALDRED, London, 

THOMAS ALDRED’S Yew 
RICHARD 

kinds of salt water fishing, eightto nine feet, 
Send 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue 

Tennis, Glass Ball Shooting and 2 Synopsis of Fishing. giving a description of Fishing, 
othing but first-class Goods sold at this Wstablishment. ; N. B.—N 

RD DAMES Cricket Good ‘T'S Cricket Goods. 
+ B. if onal Bamboo Fly Rods, Solid Reel Plate, $20. 

yaa CHOOe Se eRooK's Teithewatd and Lumonwood Bows, 

ROOK & 

J. B. CROOKS Specialties for 1850. 

J. B. CROOK'S Newport Bass 

when to 

The Hennel. 

_ Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment. 
Dogs haye daily access to salt 

water. 
N.B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken Hogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 
M. Pe. McKoon, Franklin, 

{ KEEP een COCKERS of the finest 
_ Strains. sellonly young stock, Iguarantee 

siiistachonand sate delivery to every customer. 
hese beutiful and intelligent dogs cannot be beaten for ruifed grouse and woodeock shoot- 
SL A WE cea Coktecponsien ts inclosing 

iP Will eet printed pedigrees, circulars, tesii- 
moninis, ele, z La a i 

leas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 

eas POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
fleas on dogs or any other animals, or mone 

returned. Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use. Simple and eflicacious. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS It DOGS- 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recommended by Rop AND 
Gun and Pores? AND STREAM, 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. Y. 

. HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
1 Cortlandt Street, N. Ke 

Delaware Co., N. ¥, 

oct 13 
et 

frozeer AND STREAM KENNEL, 
Llewellin setter, Rattler, in the stud. Rat- 

tleris a handsome blie belton,black points, win- 
ner of four bench prizes; sire, Rob Roy, he by 
Laverack's Fred,out of Slatter's Phoebe, founder 
ot the tleld trial strain, winner of five English 
field trials, out of pure Layerack imported bitch 
Pickles; she by Llewellin’s Prince, winner of 
two firsts and three championships, out of 
Liewellin's Lill II. ; no better blood in America. 
Will serve bitches at $15. Litters nted. Tam 
breeding to Rattler the follow! i 3 
Mell, a beautiful blue belton, blac ints, sire 
Jack, dam Spot, winner of first and second 
specials at Detroit, Mich., 1879, also firstat Boston 
1879 in native classes; Fly, a very fine roan bel- 
ton bitch, sire Shot, dum imported Fannie; Pat, 
orange and white, out of Belle, by Royal George. 
Puppies bred from above, fine stock, for sale 
cheap, Address, with stamp, L.P. WHITMAN, 
Detroit, Mich. Deell tt 

OR SALE—Pure red Ivish setter 
biteh pup, ten months old, for $15. J. ROY, 

Port Washington, O. Mard1s,tf 

[ THE STUD—The pure Layerack dog 
Pride, by Pride of the Border x Petrel. The 

only pure Layerack in New England. Fee, $50. 
Address H. F. DEANE, Box 1,612, Bore revi 

The Bemncl. 
IN THE STUD! 

hoes setter dog Ray, by Pride of 
“ the Border, out of Dimity ; bred by Chas, H. 
Raymond, Bsq., Morris Plains, N.J.; raised by 
Edmund Orgiil, sa Brooklyn, L. 1.; broken by 
George W. Winford, Esq., Germantown, Tenn.; 
four years old; while, with liver ears; of excel- 
lent disposition : the sire and grandsire of many 
superior young dogs; winner of * V.H. C.,” New 
York Show, 1879; first prize, Philadelphia, 1879, 
his son Stanley taking second prize; first prize. 
Boston, 1879, and will be shown in Champion 
Class, New York, 1880; fee $25. a. 
Tam now prepared to receive a limited num=- 

ber of pointers and setters to board at my kennel 
at Flushing, Queens County, N. ¥., with supe- 
rior attention to feeding, exercising, ete Lile- 
wellin and Irish setter and pointer pups for sale. 
Send stamp for pedigrees and particulars. 
Address HENKY W. LIVINGSTON, 

183 West Forty-second street, New York. 
April 1-4t. 

K 9 KENNELS. 
REAKING, _ breeding, boarding, 
stream on the place, and daily access. 

feed and care. T-rms easy. Inclosestamp. 
By mail—K 9 Manve Cure, 50c.; K 9 Worm Pow- 

ders, 50c.; K 9 Flea Powders, -0c,; K 9 Soap, 25c. 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del. Address 

E. & C. VON CULIN, 

P. 0. Box 218. Dover. Del. 
ee 
Hone: WANTED,—We desire to pur- 

chase some live foxes. Address ESSEX 
COUNTY HUNT, Montclair, N.d. April 1-1 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
<RUSsH.”’ 

“In the Stud.” 

Rush is lemon and white, and winner at New 
York. Boaton, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Louis- 
villeShows. He is an excellent field dog; fine 
nose. fast, stylish and stauneh. For full partic- 
ulars, pedigree and field qualities address 

EDVEND ORGILE, 
1,096 Dean street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

an.22-Uf. 

Large 
Best 

Bee $25. 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best Buropean strains. To be sold for no 
fault, For prices, pedigrees, etc., address. 

Le ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.S.A. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer. 
For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each, 

Wholestle Agents—Bruen & Hobart, 214 Fulton 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co., 806 N. Third 
Street Phila.; Finley & Thompson, 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleaus, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraisu, Ind: Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore. 
Cure ar Destroyer sent by mailon receipt of 

25c., to L. A. MICK, Haston, Pa, 

© SPORTSMEN.—Setters and point- 
ers selected, bought and sold. No. 1 field 

dogs furnished to any purty in the United States. 
Every dog tested on gamo in the field. Address, 
with stamp, CHARLES FF, KENT, Bipeeeripm 

a 

CO., 

Paling ecl“drcay 
2 ae GUNS, 

Al ALL KINDS OF SPORTING GOODS, 
50 Fulton street, N. Y. 

manufacturer of the Finest Archery in the world, 

$7.50. 
Rods, suitable for Trolling and still Baiting for all 

German Silver Mounted. Pepper Cane second joint snd 1wo tips, $15. 
for 1880, giving Hints on Archery and Rifle Shooting and the Rules of Cricket, Foot Ball, Lawn 

go and what Tackle to use. 

Ghe Kennel. 

The New York 

| DOG SHOW. 

THE 4TH ANNUAL DOG SHOW 

or THE 

Westminister Kennel Club 

WILL BE HELD AT 

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN 

(GATE GILMORE’S), 

On TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY and 

THURSDAY, 

APRIL 2th, 28th and 29th, I8so. 

ENTRIES CLOSE POSITIVELY ON 
APRIL 1208, 

Premium Lists and hiiiry Blanks can be had 
from the Superintendent, at h ON Sates ea ’ is office, 142 FUL- 

CHARLES LINCOLN, 

Superintendent, 
—_—_—_—— 

SPRATT’S PATENT. 

LONDON, 

Francis 0. de Luze & Co., 
18 South William Street, 

NEW YORK, 

SOLE AGENTS, 

marg5,ot 

SPRATT'S 

DOG CAKES, 
SPRATT’S 

DOC SOAP, 
SPRATI’S 

FORAGE FOOD 

FOR HORSES. 
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Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 
S WE do not employ any authorized agents or canvassers, we offer our friends im every | i ill gi , . 

A scriptions, the following inducements to obtain subscribers for the “FOREST AND STREAM me Hee aie ana OEE eC singe veoh ace te elow : 

Collect Subscription price, 3 months, $1.00 6 mo ; 

Commission to be retained, 3 ke BS ORCI, yah ; year, OR S years, sugels 8 years, $10.00 
Ceo amen setts ' : 3° « 2. 

Amount to remit us, 3 ‘75 (sp 1G $1.50 i} ote $3.00 o « $5.50 56 ae Re 

Condition to the above Commissions, we offer the following CASH PREMIUMS: 
To the person sending us the largest amount of money obtained from new subscribers, whose names are not now on our books, at above net rates, bet Jt s , between Janu 

TRG RoW Faby 1,180" ee ae yar kee AS CEN MRS on a Re eels 
To the one sending the next largest amount, in accordance with the above conditions - x at . ‘a ig q 5 Q $100.00 

To the third on the list, = - - - - - = ine” mae » i * - 3 > > = — = 75.00 

And to the fourth, = 7 > os = = + ree = 50.00 
: > = = = - 25.00 

Sample Copy, Subscription Blanks and a handsome Show Card (to be posted ina conspicuous place) sent freo on application 

Subscriptions may begin at any time during the year, and may run any len th of ti ipti i Pees oa asd at Hae RIGS g year, y y leng time, but no subscription will be entered on oui books until the money for the same 

No commission will be allowed on the first SINGLE subscription, but the commission d " ipti 
after the commission can be retained on each succeeding subscription, You are sure of Apa nese eae peo eed nd ot be deducted from the second, and there- 

to $100 of the cash premiums in six months, x ain, and also have an equal chance to get from $25 

To any Person sending us before July 1, 1880, two new subscribers for 
M i . i : or one year, or four new subscriber i 
onths,and Hight Dollars Cash, we will send, in place of commission, any one of the folloetue Avie tee i 

Jordan's Manual of Vertebrates. ? i 

‘A copy of FoRESt AND SrRuAM for one yerr. oe Fishing Outi consisting of Rod, Reel, Li One five-feet lancewood Bow, Horn Tips, and one dozen 25-inch 

A three-piece double-ferule, lancewood tip, full mounted, pol- Hooks. ; él, line, Snells and Arrows. : . vias 

ished Bass, Trout or Bait Rod. One Russia-leather Fly-book, and one dozen assorted Flies One pair Club/Skates, 

To any Person sending us, before July, 1880, Sixteen Dollars cash, and Four New Subscribers f fear, or ; 
f send, in place of commission, any of the following Artioles 5! Hight. new subscribers for six months, we will 

Two copies of Forest and Stream for one Year. A good Fishing Outfit, consisting of rod, reel, line, hook we 

A four-piece, double ferule, guides and reel-band, hollow, or flies and pnela. eka te aes ee eas le che Bow, made to weight, 

butt, extra tip, full mounted, Bait or Brass Rod, One full-length Fly Book, and two dozen assorted Flies, One Set Parlor Arche pe ee eating 

One 8-piece do. Fly Rod. Coues’ Key to North American Birds, One pair nickled-plated Club Skates, a 
One Parlor Air-Gun. 

Write your name and the name of the person to whom the paper is to be mailed, plain ad \ 3 

Remit, if possible, by postal money order, check, or draft on New York, payable to Sider Or Nomar ian Pin Cae Ti nether pias draft — ‘ r nor dra: 
can be obtained, inclose money in Registered Letter, Addresss 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 
New York, January 1st, 1880. New York City, N. ¥, 

eueiint a CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
Pinion’ Tporter of FINE BREECH-LOADING GUNS, position; is now in breaker’s hands, and is all 
ready tor ane Boye Pies by Dears mous ae 
my Bess. For particulars address G. 8. = « > } A Ley ye 

SON, Box 163, Foxboro’, Mass. ‘March25.te 943 Broadway, near Twenty-third St., New York, 

ET 
=e J 

KOR SALE CHEAP—A few very fine 
thoroughbred Irish setters, from five to 

ten mos, old, containing blood of Eleho, Plunket 
and Rory O’More. Address E. J. ROBBINS, 
Wethersfield, Conn. Marz25,tf 2 

Fine Resi a ne ee 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
DOR BER a: F I S H I N G TAC K WEY ES 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
pegs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 

CUTLERY 

of the 

Finest Quality, 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- Ng = = ‘ 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition. e 

N. B-_A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken- Hire Arms of E:very Description 

BER a EE ee SES AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING [0 SHOOTING “AND FISHING OUT-FITS, ALSO 

+ FACON KENNEL—In stud, white i OrPTICAT: Se Onno ak ‘ 

B Peed pallor Puch feportehh mle arate The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” (Recommended by the FOREST AND STREAM), Sent postpaid for $2 

terrier Grab, imported fox-terrier Tike, Address GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. SHELLS LOADED TO, ORDER. SEND SEAMP FOR LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS, my 

sone SN |THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS! 
EPLEAS ! SEE J. 8. SUMNER’S FULLSCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 5Q IN A POSSIBLE 5Q I FEB, 28, 1880 

ee DR. AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, Fifteen Bull’s-eyes in Succession! 

asafe and efficacious remedy and preven- SAME MATCH, 200 YARDS OFF-HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE,NO, 61-2 
i i 

iE . ile 

The Ballard is the only Rifle that has made a Ful 

The Ballard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince fee ae iets aa 
THE BALLARD ALWAY® FITS THE SHOOTER Bite 

The Empire Rifie Club, in their trips to Boston, ALL used Ballards 
‘ 4 WORD TO THE WISE,’ ETC. - ¢ 

ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM. FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

SCHOVERLINC, DALY & CALES, 
84 Chambers street, NEW YORK cITy. 

of reliability. All communications and orders 
will receive prompt attention. Address 

5 

DR. AL, WATTS, 
S 

e = 
Mar 25-tf 164 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass. 

On LEBRATE Db 

SAL SEM | SPLIT BAMBOO RODS. GORDON ENGLISH, AND FIELD TRIAL 

SETTERS With Patent Water-proof and Patent Split Ferules, the fo j : 

Ox Purust STRAINS. and the latter making it IMPOSSIBLE F HESE RODS TO BI BAR AT THE henue siete 

MANCE. | Trout and Bass Fly, - - $25 Grilse, with Keel Plate, - 40 
Bass Bait, - = - - 25 Salmon, ‘“ é 73 het 

SCRATCH ES. (With Reel Plate $5.00 additional). 
GLOVER’S IMPERIAL MANGE OURE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
SOLE ACCENTS 

or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 

without injury to the animal. One pn a 
is usually all thatis necessary. For SCRATCHES 

O N 

= = = = = 1] in HORSES it has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Aole prop’t'r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N.J. = je props Imperial Kennel Tom's River, NJ. | Warren Street, New York. 
st., N Y¥.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 

or . 

Boston; vos. C. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., d ‘ 

Phila; M.P. Taylor, 72 Bast Madison st., Chicago ; e 4 

Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St. ® r 

Gouls, Price, 50 cents.j : Send for Price List, 
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Hlisrellancous. 

WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTBLE CHAIR, 
WItH TAIRTY CHANGHS OF 

POSITIONS. 
Parlor Library, Inya, 
lid Chair, Child's Crib- 
Bad or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light- 
mess, strength, simpli- 
city, snd comfort, 
Everything toan exact 

~ == 2 Sits cee oeere ey oat 
SHADING FOSITION, promptly attended to, 

~G@ouus nut ed io any addross, C. O. D. Send 
“Stamp for Wustrated Circular; quote Forast and 
‘Siream, Address Wilson Adjus. Chair M'fg Co., 

6s1Broadway, N. ¥ 

RICHARD DAFT 
1 (CAPTAIN OF ALL, ENGLAND ELEVEN), 

Dublisntions, 

EVERY READER 

of 

FOREST AND STRAT 

Needs one of theso 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

HASTWARD HO; of ADVUNTURES AT 
RANGHLBY LAKES. By Charles A.J. Parrer, 
A Spicy and fascinating story of sportsnian’s life 
in the wilds of Maine, In this book a reat deal , 
of valuable information isimparted in a plens-4 
ant and attractive misner, Benwtifully illus’ 
trated with see Oneravings. Handsome- 
Ty bound in clot poate $1.50. Ready May Ist. 
AMP LIKE IN (AK WILDERNSS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
ry Ep Had by a party of Boston gentlemen to. 

THE 

the Rangeley Lakes rezion, 224 pages. 12 ilbus- 
trations. Paper covers, 50 cents: " 

BARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND RANGHLEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED, A complete and re- liable puide to Richardson and Han reley lakes, 
armachenes, Dixville Notch and headwaters 

of Connecticut, Androscogrin, Magulioway and. 
Sandy rivers. Contains 246 pages. 50 illustra- 

RICK ETING, Foot Ball and Lawn Tennis out- 
. fitter to Dn vi aie Rava shegs. ie cease 
‘Secretaries of Clubs, Colleges and Schools, t 
hi \ larged illustrated Price List for tions, fad Alarpe map. Paper cavers, fl conte. 
ean is naw routiyaa will be sent post- | FARRAR'S MOOSEHEAD TAKE AND THE 
reeupon application. AddressRICHARD DAT, | NORTH MAINE WILDHRNESS ILLUSTRA- 
Wo. 1 Lister Gate, Nottingham, England. DED. A comprehensive and thorough hand- 
To Avents: Goods can algo behad from Mr. A.| 200k of the Moosohead Lake region and the FT REACH Philnnaphin, Pa Sporting resorts of Northern Maine, with map. 
ciebos u pee oe oun of the seneheu, Penobscot and 

. = vers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are 
CQKUNK, RED TOX. COON, MUSKRAT lainly treated,’ 224 pages. 14 illustrations, 

AND MINE aper covers, 60 cents. 
RGUGHT FOR CASH PARRAR'S POCKWT MAP of tha Richardson 

Ad the es ere a ihc nd iangpley ae nob iot and the Waters of 
: circular with full particulurs. i q aine. Printed on tou rant 

kets EC. LOBGHTON, B paper, cloth covers, 50 cents. 
No. 5 ig ee OMS PARRAR'S POCK HT MAP of Moosohead Laka 

ew York. : and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 

Ki OMOEOPATH (| 
TAMILY MEDICINE GASES and BOOKS 

resorts of Worthern Mnine, also the heud- 
waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. 

John rivers. Printed 

Giving plain direotions for their use, are a necessity 
) foraverys family remoying to the canntry orseashore, 

Descviptiye catalogues of all the sizes, with prices, 

on ough linen cloth covers. 50 cents. g paper, 
TARRAR'S S'PHRBUSCOPTC VIEWS of the 

“Forniched free on application to BOERIOKE & TA- 
ors HomoropatHic PHarmacy,145 Grand St., N. ¥s 

entire Richardson and Rangeley lake region. 
Large size, cach 25 cents. Send for catilozue. 
HART Os ane tate Pub caious four by 

mail, postpaid, on rece ot price. .Aidresa : CHARLES A, J TaRE AH, Jamaien _ BOERICKE & TAFEL received rHa ontr CesrynsiAu Prine Mass. |. Dr 
Mod) ab Philadelphia awarded for Honroropathlc medicives. t 

Business Established ini 1255. is 

WALLACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 

AN exhustive hand-book for sportsmen and 

; ic. $12 a day ak home easily made. 
$2 Costly ee Pree Address TRUE & CO. 
Aurusta, Maine. 
: 

= y j tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks ; 
Hulilirations. ‘be withoutit. For sole at this oitice, Pat pest 

—— paid, $1.50. 

4 [OES ae BOOKS 
oe ee To American Anglers. 

SPORTSMAN'S 4 
GAZETTEER. Price post-paid, $3. 

b 
FIELD COVER AND TRAP SHOOTING, 

L By Garr. BOGaARDUS. Price post-paid, $2. 
I. CYPRESS, Jnr‘s.. WORKS. 

ne B, Two vols. Prics, post-paid, $5. 

“THESHITER. By Lavandos. Price post-paid $3 
PRACTICAL 

TAXIDERMY 
and 

FLIOME DECORATION, Price postpaid, $1.50, 
Bie Dous ob Jog, H. BATIY, 

- GREAT BRITAIN, 
AMERIOA and 

OTHER COUNTRIES. Price postpaid, $3. 
Comprising the essential 
parts of the two standard 
works on the Dog, 

RICAN WILD FOWL ERIC 
og SHOOTING. Price postpaid, $2. 
al Br Jos. W. Lona. R 
HOW TO HUNT AND yee Price post- 
: Ea x 
By Jos. H. Barry, author of “ Practical Tax- 

FRA FORESTERS 7 
eae “COMPLETE WORKS. 

THE ENGLISH 

FISHING GAZETTE, 
Devoted to Angling, River, Lake and Sea 

Fishing, and Fish Guliure. 

SEXTEEN Pages Forni. 

Price Twopence. 
(EVERY BRIDAY,) 

Vol. IIT, commenced with the number for Jan. 
1, mens ied aaa are The ies ele 
only paper 6 Enplish language entire: ‘= 
yo to Angling, Tish Culture, pyle 7 

Free by post ONE YEAR for 12s, 6d. or 
$3.25 in P. 0. 0. or U. S. Postage Stamps 
to ony address in the United States, Half 

‘Complete Manual for oun Sportsmen. rice | q year for half the price. 
postpai 5 

foe er0n as 0 ela en | ae" 4 copy of the current iumber and pros- 
AMPRICAN GAME IN ITS SEASON... $1,.i0 | Bectus can be had (post free) by sending 6 
FISH ANP FISHING OF U.8...0..- cee 2a0 | cents In U. 8. Postage Stamps to the Mana- 
SPORTING SCENES AND CHARACTERS. ger FISHING GAZETTE, 1 Crane Court, 

meted s cot BOY 

We will mail any of the aboye on receipt of 
r Balmy sleep, 

Wrices named. good digestion, 
rich blood and 

= perfect health 
parse es [1 Top Biiters, 

Ween net a Pon rea eit mae 

FEFGEEST AND STREAM PUE. CO,, 

111 Fulton siveet, New York. 

1879. ‘his Chain will be made from the yery best 
Filled, and will be warranted to wesr equal to & Solid Gold Chai 
be tS each. Liberal discounts to Clubs or Societies ordermg 
Pigeon, Glass Ball or Target Shooting, consisting of Shot, § 

- be made of Solid Gold upon application, at the lowest market Price. 

\@) 

are theyin their operation. Vor Weakness and General Debjlity, nnd as a preventiy: 

179 

sats Sid 

yes 
\ nei ral ie at 

BLAU ita Peart 

BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT, 
THE BEST SPORTSMAN’S OUTFIT MADE 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND SAMPLES WITH RULES FOR MEASURE. 
Boke eee G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 

: areal Oak Hall, Boston, Mass. AND LEATHER JACKETS. \ 

DON’T READ THIS! 
UNLESS YOU WISH TO SECURE A BARCAIN, * 

= = See 

COMPLETE FISHING OUTFIT. 
Taving made special terms with the manufacturers, I 

am ahle to offer to the patrons of this paper the following 
Seated Fishing Gutilts at the lowest prices ever 
attired, 

(=. See 

iis} { Gonsists of a three-jointed 
Ash Rid, finely varnished, Wilh brass mountings, A well- 
tiished Hrassteel which tits the rad perfectly; an extra 

4 Inid linen Tine and half a dozen hooks on good single 

Smells. The regular price of this outilis BL BO and J offer infor #1 OB, This is jurt the 
Uae for the boys wid girls who Want to fliouunns s1q7 ys, and is bound to please all who 
receive ik 

——_—=$<—<—<— jg —— 

OUTFIT NO, 2, A fine threc-jninted Rod.dark polished butt, Brass mounted with Reel Bands and guiter. 
An elegant larze brass rec] with stop. and extra Inid linen line with half a dozen hooks on single sneli and halfa 
dorer *xira tied and finished on dowble spell An elegant patent Bait-hox (as sian in cul) finvly painted, and 
Warranies, «. “nilevery oe. also aA cond sinker and float, making a2 complete outit for anyone, At the revular 
prite this o. of, vould cot HA Gt fd m1) price is only Mk O8, e 

eee ee 
OUTFIT MEd. % Consists of an elegant three-jointed Wass Wed, with Auely polisied dark butt and mif- 

dle joints, and Iamece vy. sod dip, fill Weass inonnted with reel bands. guides, ete., and is arod good for any fish 
Hp totwenty powidis, 2 ‘nely tinshed brass Rleltiplsing recl (as shew in ent) made with stop aud perfect in 
every why, anextra finc. fished linen line with one (oven best dauble siolled books and bail-box, sinker and 
fioas Resilar price of th outfit @2 GO, | offer it for RF OW, This owtlit is jost Uw thing for every anuler whe 
May want to fish for anv kind of fish and Yet Haye tackle suitable for all, as it js made thronghout of the best ma- 
terin] and in the best tain 

OUTFIT NU. 4 consists of a four-jointed BASS ROD, tinely polished hollow butt, extra Lance 
wood Tip in butt, best Multiplying Balance Handle. Keel best quality Braided Linen Line; one 
Ho eg Double Snell Hooks; Bait Box, Sinker and Float, Regular price of outfit, $10; I offer 

‘or ST. 
OUTFIT NO. 5. General Rod, Hollow Butt; can” be used with three joints, for Bass, or with 

four joints for trout. Hastwo light Lanvewood Tips and one heavy Tip, finely finished, One best 
eS eid Reel, with balance handle. One best Braided Linen Line. One dozen best Double 
Snell Hooks. One Double Git Leaa~r; Bait Box, Sinker and Float. Regular price of outfit, $12.50; 
Loffer itfor $9. Goods warranted as | >presented. Mention this paper to receive these otfits at 
the above price. Any of them sent =. express on réceipt of price. Send stamp for 64-pare Catu- 
logue of Fishing Pacile ! , Camping, Ar: Gary, Base-Ball and Sportsmen’s Good 

SIMPSON, 182 Nassau street, N. Y. 
Fev SEAT =the See 

This cutis a fac-simile of the Sportsmen's Chain, patented by N. M. SHEPARD, April 15, 
Mality of ROLLED GOLD PLAT, or what is known 25 Gold 

1 Chain trom four to six years. The retail price will 
twelye or more at one time. 

hells, Gurtridges, aiid a Gun or Rifle for bar, will also 

PATENTED 

Emblematie for APRIL 15, 1879, 

[d 1949 PUL 6yy JO Aum} 
POUTLOUOAd SLUTEOH SIGD 

EVERYTHING 

other house. 

- 

I KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGH AND WELL-SELECTED STOCK OF 

; I HAVE A COMPLETE ASSORTMEN?D OF 
Masonic, Odd Fellows, Knights Pythias, Eastern Star Pins, Rings and Jewels 

OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE. 

Shooting, Rowing, Athletic, Firemen’s, College and School Medals, 

ARH A SPECIALTY WITT THIS HOUSE. 
We haye the largest stock on hand of any house in this country, and do more business in this line than any 

SEND POR SLE PST RAR ED CNTAMOGGRUR, R5c. 

N. M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton Street, New York. j 
SPECIAL ORIGINAL DESIGNS, NOT IN CATALOGUE, FURNISHDD ON; APPLICATION. 

Emanufacture to orderat short notice ill the Aruzy Corps Badges of the United States, both gold and 
eirer. Mall indenmmation piven pou ipplical 
AN the Army Corps Badges on hand and Manufactured at Short Notice. 

etot AasAg £9 p IN THE JEWELRY LINE. 
TIT B10; UTeqo poos B pus Apyenb wao0jyan 

‘of[and ay} e20zeq paar 

*AOUOM 
"TOTUE PUT JOUL TSS Jo yureurjzogse esaruy Ww 

Hodn {porns «jor uke sayaug 

Soot 

eon. 

"KOS GNY Cou INV AVeuLs oy Sas Od Saou Vv pO ‘HY “id vo WALSPUeY OU 9g OF 71 Tass suy OFA BuO seatad AOL AS aa 
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Miscellaneous Advertisements, 

SON 

CHILBLAIN, 
~ PAIN AND ACHE 

IN OR 

MUSCLE! NERV E! 

EA 

effects of the OLL OFC 

monstrated by the first: 
Gertificate from any eminent 

212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
“BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Special Designs Sent Free RUT ARE 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made G O O a Gun S ! 

to Order, 
Mayl5 4t. AT A 

TS THE WORLD."2a= 

Old Judgesmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 

“Olid dudse’” Cigarettes. 

ANUFACTURED under Letters Patent granted Charles G. Emery, March 5, 1878, 
by which the rice pans used as wrappers is so prepared that the unpleasant odor and injurious 

‘OSOTE thrown off when burning is completely neutralized or destrayed, 

and the paper made saliva proof to prevent its breaking or melting in the mouth, The greatadyaat- 

age and importance of this invention will at once be recognized by all smokers, and its truth do- 
“Oid Judge” Cigarettes they smoke. 

Proressor of Chemistry to convince them they have 

amoking Cigarettes made of PURE RICE PAPSR, been inhaling one of the deadliust poisons knowa2. 

FO SALE BY ALL DEALERS. 

GOODWIN & CO., Manufacturers 207 and 209 Water st. 
NEVV iY CRE. 

Gans, Ammunition, &te. 

FINE BREECH=LOADING 

Shot Guns 
At a Bargain! 

& LENNON, 
<i 
— J} 

Low exrbPrice 
Than they can be purchased for else- 

where, All of them 
WARRANTED TO 

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 
Send for Descriptive List, 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
Cazenovia, N. Y. 

WM.R.SCHAEFER, 
61 Elm st., Boston, Mass., 

- Dealer in 

SPORTSMEN'S = EQUIPMENTS 
: And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 
To Order. 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 
b RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

Neither will they require a printed | ing SHOTGUNS. <A fullline of the Clabrough: 
eretofore, in | Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of imported 

puns, always on hand. Particular attention 
paid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATI"S DOG FOOD, etec., ete. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. <All work 
executed in the most skillful manner. 

E. H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL ' 

GUNSMITH, ~ 

Mail, 25 Cts 
ve 381 Sixth ave. 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY. 

WW ARSE Ooontss 

WYSE Broadway, New York: 
S8iand 86 State streei, Chicage : 

17 South Fifin st., Si. Lowwis. 
Sea] 

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE 

ia A Sure cure for spayvin, splint, curb, callous, 
sprains, swellings, galls, lameness and all enlurze- 
ments of the joints ov limbs. It will completcly 
reingve a bone spavin withont blistering or caus- 
ing gwsore. Itis also as.f00d for man as for beast 
and is used full strength, at all times of the year, 
with perfect safety, Hemember, we claim ib will 
gure @ bone spayin and completely remove the 
bunch without blistering. 
Office U.S. Marshal, Western Dist. of Michigan, 

Kalamazoo, Apr. 1th, 1879. 
BR. J. Kendall, Pnosburgh Valls, Vt. Dear Sir; I 

reccived the fvo bottles ef your spayin cure for- 
avarded by express in January last. Tam happy 
+o state that it performed all your advertisement 
called for. In three weeks after I commenced 
usin it, the sparih was entirely removed ange 
yaluable horse restored to usefulness. 

Very truly yours, JOHN PARKER. 
Send for illustrated circular giving Positive 

Proof. Price $l. Ali Oruggists haye it or'can get 
ii for you. Dit. B. J, RUNDALL&CO,, Proms, 

Enoshurgh Palla, Vermont. 

£6 ata F Nahbmakenta, 
With the “CROSBY PATENT AXT COVER.” 

The only genuine Camp Axe in Anterira. Eeys 
Tae, Hussey: “Lam deilshtrd with it; i$ makes 
my camping cuttit complete. and is just ths 
thing T have keen loking for these many years,” 
Sond fora circular. 

A. S. CROSBY & C0., 
WATERVILLE, ME. 

564 Fulton Strect, Brooklyn. 
7 

The Fox, Ceit’s, Parker and Dai 

GULLS. 

1 UN Stocks altered to fitthe shooter. Gurs 

pored Full Choke, Modified, Taper, ar tor 

Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fitted, Pin sires con- 
verted to Central Hires, New Barrels fitted, Lx- 
tension Ribs, New Lumps, etc. ' 
Repairing of every description flonc in an hon- 

est manner and at reasonable rates. 
Madison’s Drowning Mixture,A1,o0c. per bottle. 
Sportenen’s and Riflemen’s Sundries 
Shelia leaded Al, and goods sent ev 

' O. D, Send stamp for imswers to quers 
ences frum all the clubs of the vity. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 
SIMPLE AND 
DURABLE, 

far au RVierie a e ¥. serie af 

F rner's Safe Pills are an immediate 
fe stimulus for A Gorpid Liver, and cure Cos 

Ei 
j tiveness, Khyspepsia, Mriiousmess, Bil- 

Diarzshea, alnayina, Kever and 
gue, and are usefal at times in nearly all 

ines tO cause a free and regular action of 
e Bowels. The best antiGofe for al! Rialz- 

Price, 25 cemts a Box. 

| BVarnenws Safe Werrise quickly gives 
14 ERont and Slee to the sullbring, cures Beend- 
fe nehe and Nemralgin, Prevests Bipiiepiie 
Bi} @ iis, and isthe bestremy for Nervous Pros 
Mirnstaom brought on is excessive drinking, 
h Over-work, mental shocks, and oyber causes, 

z Tt relieves the pains of 
all diseases and is ney- 
er injurious to the sys- 
tom. The best of all 
Borvizer. 

Botttes of two sizes ; 
prices, SO ets. and Gh. 
OF WARNERS Safe 

Remedies are sold hy 
Pru miata & Wealera in 
Medicine everywhere, 

H.H. Warner & Co. 
Proprietors, 

ROOHESTER, N. ¥. 

Rebounding Leck. 

Chokebere Barrels. 
For close, hard shooting excels all others, Bx- 

tra heavy guns for aucksia specialty. Send stamp 
for circular. C. 5. SHA'TVUCK, Manufactu- 
rers, Hatfield, Mass. 

GREAT WESTERN 

Send stamp for Catalogue. 
Rifles, Shot Guns, Revolvers, sent o.0.d. for exam aatio 

ee ee ee 

‘THE SNEIDER GUN. 
% THE ONLY POSITIVE 

w GOD-LIVER Oty DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
LEVER ACTION 

In the world, 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 
Equal in finish, symmetry of outline, and mate. 

rial, to the tinest English 2uus, and at 
more yersonable prices, 

The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only re- 
bounder with which missfires will not occur. 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

For “Workmanship, Rebounding Lecks, and 
Compensntisng Features of Action.” 

GUMS RE-BORED FOR CLOSH EHGOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns Chango to Central Fire. 
Bfuzste Loading Guns Allred to Breach Louders. 

® Clark & Sueider, ' 
214 West Prati Sirect, Baltiznore, 
Send for Illustrated Catalosue, 

Ji 

ane 

ane = 
FEAT PERE & FILS. CHAM ean 

ioistha Established 1729. b. ik Re Bt 

Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

Verzenay, dry, full bodied, rch fiayor. 

Carte Elwuche, Fruity, delicate fuvor, not too 

dry. BODEE, CAWMENER & CO,, 

Cortlandt St., Sule Ag'ts fox the United State 

THESE ARE NOT CHEAPGUNS, | 

Gruws, Aninuvition, Ete, 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH LOADING SnOT GUR, 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong-_ 
The barrels slide one side. 

ro Etingetoset loose: 

Prices from $50 to $300. 

Send stamp for circular to 

AMERICAN ARMS CO,, 
103 Milk Street, Boston, _ 

F. H. RAYMOND, Treas. 

te, (POR, 

ANifle tractice 
The * STANDARD PARGED.’'—For Rifle Practice. 

Size 6 inches. Bulls-eye 1% inchee. Range, 100 
feet, off-hand. The zones rise by area instead 
of diameter. 
Marksmen will appreciate the new departure 

which this target has inaugurated. Theaccurate 
rifleman now gets the true value of his shots, 
while on old-style targets the record was 50 taint 
ed by the elemento! chance as to give but a 
vague idea of the snooter’s skill. For instance,- 
on a 200 yard Creedmoor a “ center,” scoring 
has ten: times the aresof a “bull,” scoring 5. Hyer 
rifleman knows that no degree of skill or care will 
give immunity from occasional misses, ind un- 
der the oldsystem it was almost the rulefor good 

‘marksmen to be beaten by vad ones, One man 
would pile up eight snug bulls outof ten, but 
jose the other two, while his competitor, “ soot- 
ing for fours,” would scatter his strays all over 
the board center, blunder one shot into the edge 
ofthe bull,andwin! Nowin deer stalking, and 
shooting ut 80 yards,the winner would “have 
wounded and lost one deer, while the loser would 
have struck down eight, all shot through the 
heart. Of course there are peoie who still con-— 
tend that under the old method ‘all had an equal 
chance;" whichis yery irve. But it is also irue 
that their equality of chance would haye 
been in no wise impaired if they should have sat- 
“down ind thrown dice to determine who was the 
better shot. In contests of shill every element 
of chance should be eliminated, 
Arrangements have been made far supplying 

these tars: ata merely nomiual price, and it is- 
now an ensy matter to gauge relative skill by 
uniform practice, an# to communicate definite 
resulta without abseurine them by explanitory 
details, ‘he tarwets are mailed, post-paid to any 
address in the United States at fifty cents per 
hundred, and quitea liberal discount ismade to 
gallivies and dealers. Send orders to CussoNs. 
May & SHgEPeArD, Gien Allen, Virginia, 

US PHE ECGARDES 

Rough Glass ail 
AND Sif PATENT 

Seyray oe _s GLASS BALL TRAP 
Por Wing practice. They 
ean be Gad trom! eu 
dealers. eadquerters 
for Glass Rallvand Frans, 

AGNEW & Co., 153 First 
Av.. Pittshurzh, Pa; As 
H. BOGARDUS, No 158 
Soutao Clark street, Chic- 
ago. Send for Price Listy 
Yor Traps—Hart & Sloan, 
Newark, N.J, 

“Held, Cover and Tra 
Shooting,” the only boo 
ever published by amar-— 
ket hunter, can be had ag” 

Price $2. be above address, 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. . 
Ff OR GUNG CUTLERY, AND SURGI-- 

eal Instruments, Sateto handle, WILL NOT 
& OM, and will ee in ey, climate, Sportsmen 
everywhere in the United States pronounce it ther 
best gun oil.in the market. Judge Holmes, of 
Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘It is the hest prepara— 
tion I have see on thirty-five years of actiyéw 

d frequent use of guns.” 
othe trae supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO, 
B. EATON, 640 Pavonia Avenue, Jersey City 
Heights, N. J. 5 

Eold by principal New York dealere, and by Wm, 
Read & Sous, Boston, Mass.; B. Kittredge &Co., 
Cincinnati, O.; E. 2. Raton, Chicago, Til.; Brown 
& Hilder, St. Louis, Mo.; Thos. W. Parr, Cleve— 
and, 0.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, Ald. es, 
Crovley & Bons, Georgetown, D. C.; Jos. C, Grubb 
& Cs., Philadeiphis. 

CANNOT? BH SENT BY MAIL. 

JOHN A.NICHGLS, 
SYRACUSE, 

NEWT TORK. — 

Maker of Fine Guns. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 
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SOLE AGENTS FOR 

SPRATT’S 
ball 

Send for Circular and Price List. 

18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Gondition. 

DOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plains, 

Sportsmen's Goutls. 

GODDYEAR’S RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO. 
44. IT TD 

Goodyear’s 

205 Broadway, 

FRONT VIEW. 

HaLnock Hunring Coan. 
Six Pockets dutside and game 
pocket inside, 

Cr. Fulton Street 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Rubber Outfits 
COMPETE FOR 

Trouting Pants and 
Legeins Specialty. 

A Guaranteed 
Thollughly Water- 

ro proof. 

RUBBER GGODS 
—OF 

Every Desription. 
Send for Mustroted Catdlogue. any ordinary fame bag. 

India Rubber Glove Mfg Co. 
488, 490, 492 Broadway, 

Cor. Broome Street, and 

INSIDE VIEW. 
HApiock Hurting Coat, The game 
pocket extends the entire length of 
coat with capacity far surpassing 

INDIA RUBBER 

Fishing Pants a 
AND 

BOOTS, 
RUBBER GAMP BLANKETS, 

COMPLETE 

Sporting and Camping Cutis 
India Rubber Goods of Every Description 

HODCMAN & CoO. 
Send for Price List. 

425BROADWAY and 27 MAIDEN LANE, 
NEW YORK. 

| Sportsmen's Horites, 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 

TAKE THE 
Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw, GrandRapids andCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THR 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN ‘MICHIGAN. 
Grand Traverse Region 

andthe angnean North Woods are unsurpassed 
‘if equaled, in the abundance and great variety of 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 

The TROUT Secon gins Mayland 1 e season begins May 1 and ends Sept.1. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June J and ends 
‘ov, 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL andMUSGA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the 
Many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

skill to his friends or “club” at home, as ice for 
pac ves fish can be had at man patse 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The see- 

ery of the North Woods and Lakesis very beau- 
tif; the airis pure, dry and bracing. The cli- 
pute is peculiarly benelicial to those suffering 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 

passing the average in countries new enough to 
fitord the finest of Aghing. : 
During the scason Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

will sold at low vates,and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 

Dogs, ence and Fishing Tackle Carried Freeat 
er’s : 

fi is ouraim to makesportsmen feel “athome” 
snthisroute. For Tourist’s Guide (an gate ve 

in- 

form-= 
Greenwich Street, New 

- ® sepesily 

The hotel accommodations are good, far sur- 

Spovismens Routes, 

sets) TO. SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
arora ey. their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACK CO ES in the 
Middle States. These lines bein 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dit- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steol 
fracks' enable STOCK TO BH TRANSPORTUD 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylyania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Com: ay in 
all the principle cities to KANH, RENOV.A, BHD- 
FORD, SON, RALSTON, MINN. EQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Algo, to 

TUCKERTON, BHACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and peintson the NEW JERSHY COAST 
renowned ‘for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER. 

L, P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent. 
FRANE THomson, Gen’l Manager. febl7-t1 

FOR 
New Haven, Hartford, Springfield and 

the Nerth. 
The new and elegant steamer 0, H. NORTHAM 

leaves Pier No. 25, Hast River, daily (Sundays ex- 
cepted), at3P,M, Passengers go North and East 
at 1 Pat. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leayes New 

York at 11 P.M., arriving in New Haven in time 
for the early morning trains. 
Merchandise forwarded by dailyExpressFreight 

train from New Hayen through to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshine, Northern 
New Yorkand Canada, Apply at Office en Pier 
orto RICHARD PECK, Gen’ Act. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising. phpsd of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginis Blue Ridye Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 

eshany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valisy, and ineluding in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, Qual, SoD, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pile, pickerel, ete. 
Guus, fishing tacikle, and one dog for cach 

Sportsinan carried tree. 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beatiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginis, Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsville 
with the Nerth and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South, Ail modern 
improvements in sauipment. re 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agen 
: ~ Richmond may ly 

BRANDIES, 

RPRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 

Clarets and Sauternes, 

WINES, 

WHISKIES, 

Of A, deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux, 

CELAMPAGN ES, 
Of BE. TRROY & CO., Reims. 

Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 
Rhine Wines, 

IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 
SUPPLIES FOR YACH'TS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

Sporknens’ Goods, 

CORDUR SHOOTING SUITS 
A SPECLALTY ! 

From Goods of my own Importation--Dead Grass Color, 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR 

VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 
Full lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete, 
Send for Price-List and Samples, Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 
New York Office, 177 Broadway. 

Spovtamews Routes, Hotels wid Resorts for Sportsmen, 

St. Louis, Minneapolis| Bromfield House, Boston 
AND 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St, Paul, 

Burlington, C. Rapids & Northern 
Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS each ney daily, be- 
tween Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all Hast and West 

es in Iowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, 
Ducks, Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. 
Sportsmen and their dogs taken good careof. Re- 
duced rates on Seige of ten or more upon appli- 
cation to Gen’] Ticket Olfice, meine fee 

E, F. Wisstow, Gen’l Passenger Agent. 
General Manager. tf 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new ears ‘* DavyCrocket” and “‘Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro- 
vided with racks and closets for guns and fishing 
tackle, and kennelsfordogs. _ 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen’l Supt, P. P.C, 
CQo., Chicago, je26 3mus. 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March 14th, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER’S P’T (Matbush Ave., B’klyn,5 min. 
earlier) for 
‘ Babylon, 8.35 A.m., 3.35, 4.35, 5.35 paw. Sundays, 
AM, 
Col, Pt & Whitestone, 17.35, 8.45, 10, 11.85 A.m., 

2.35, 3.85, 4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.85, 9.15, 10.45 P.M, 
12.15 night, 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.85 A.M, 1.85, 5,35, 7, 10 P.ar. 
Flushing, 6.3(, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.85 4.M., 2.85, 8.35, 

4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.35, 9.15 10.45 P.M., 12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 .A.M., 1.85, 3, 5.35, 7, 10 Bow. 
Far Rockaway, 835, 11 a.M., 4.35, 5.35, 7PM. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 4.M., 4.35 Pp. Sundays, 9A.M. 
and 6,45 P.M. 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.35, 11.35 a,a1., 4,35, 5.35,6.85 pM. 

Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9.35 A.M,, 6.35 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Henipstead, 8, 10 A-m,, 

1:35, 3,35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35 p.m. From Flatbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Tri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush av. 
10P.mM. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.95, 6.35 P.M. 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 8.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35 Pm. Sundays, 9 
AM., 6.85 P.M. 
<-Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A,M., 3.35 Pw. 
Huntington and Northport, 8,10 4.m.. 4.35, 6.35 

PM. Sundays, 9 A-M., 6.35 P.M. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, § A.M.,3.35, 6.35 PLM. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M., 4.35. P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M., 4.35, 5.35 PM. Sundays, 9 
.M. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.mr,, 3.85, 4.35 

6,35, 6,7 Paw, Monday, Wednesday, Mriday and 
Saturday nights, 12.145. Sundays,9 A.a., 6.34 pon, 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M., 1.35 P.M, Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER’S P'T & WALL ST. ANNEX—TLeave 

Pier 17, E.R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, 8.50, 
10,80, 11,30 A,dr., 3,10, 4,10, 5.10, 6.10 Par, Wor fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, tc, 
apply at 229 Bway, cor. Barclay. . 

W. M. LAPRAN, Gen'l Pass, Agent, 

“Nahmakanta,” 
With the “CROSBY PATENT AXH COVHR.” 
The only genuine Camp Axe in America. Says 
Tac. Hussey: “I am deiighted with it > it makes 
my camping outfit complete, and is just the 
thing I have been looking for these many years,” 
Seud for a circular. 

4,5 GROSBY & CO., 

WATERVILLE, Mn, 
. Bampl $5 bo $20 Free sings, eee eae 

Portland. Me. 

52 Gold, Crystal, Lace. Perfumed & Chroma 
Cards, name in Gold and Jet, 10¢c,, Clinton 

Br98.; Olintonyille, Ct, 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

For Good Spring Shooting 
—GO TO THE— 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
Ai Shinnecock Bay, 

Where you will find 

PLENTY OF BIRDS, 
GOOD GUIDES, 

COMPLETE OUTFIT of DECOYS, 
BATTERIES, etc. 

As well as good accommodations and a sub- 
stantial bill of fare. 

Take Long Island Railroad for Good 
Ground station. 

M. WILLIAMS, Prop’r. 
P. 0. Address, Good Ground, Long Island, N. ¥. 

DAVIS HOUSE, 
Weldon. WN, C. 

J, R. DAVIS Proprietor, 

Always twenty minutes for Dinner. 

pus HOTEL has been oponed by Col. 
J.R. Dayis, long and favorably known ag 

the proprietor of the Purcell House, Wilming- 
ton, N, C. The Hotel has been entirely and 
thoroughly renovated throughout. The rooms 
are elegantly furnished with b/ack walnut mar- 
ble-top furniture and kair mattrasses. Travellers 
andinyalids coming South will now find thisa 
comfortable gole place, (a long-felt want sup- 
plied). Guests will receive every attention and 
eomfort, elegant table and attentive servants, 
This isthe Dinner House coming South or going 
North. The best Hotel of its kind on the route 
to Florida. Rutes—}2.00 and $2.59 per day. 

» THY NHK 7 
HO! for TROUT FISHING. 

HE FAR-FAMED waters of the Mag- 
anettewan are now within easy access of 

Toronto and the outside world, and are still teem-— 
ing with speckled trout. We haye erected a large 
and comfortable hotel in Maganettewan Village, 
and are prepared to offer every facility to our 
sporting friends by way of canoes and guides to 
the trout lakes and streams tributary to the Mag- 
anetiewan, and can offer the best of trout eps 
Within a mile of our hotel ; willhaveice and facil- 
ities for packing fish, so that they can be taken 
fresh to any part of the Northern States. The 
road from Rousseau (the head of steam travel) haa 
been Macadamized and the journey shortened by 
half a day,so that parties leaving Toronto can 
get here in one and a balf days. Come up and 
see us, IRWIN & CLARKH, Proprietors. 
Maganettewan Post-Office, Ontario, Canada, 

CEAN HOUSE, Speonk, L, I.—First- 
élass board : near bay and ocean, forest and 

lakes; sunning, fishing, riding, sailing, bathing 
and rowing. Parties will be met at L. 1. R. R. 
depot by appointment. 

J. W. TUTHILL, Proprietor. 

Aiiscellaieons. , 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAN 
POULTEY AND CAs 

Nos. 289 & 290 Washington Market, b. ¥, 

THOS, W, PEYTON, 
Attorney and Counsellor at Lat, 

NOTARY PUBLIC. 

No. 237 Broadway, Room 17, New York Clty 

All buginess promptly attended to, = nov 
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Anumunition, Gee. 

ORANGE SPORTIN y 

POW DER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 

Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 
PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE, 

Lali & Rand Powder th, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. ¥., 

GUNPOWDER. 
-_ »_. DUPONT’S 

_ RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 
fr, ING POWDER. 

| ~The Most Popular Powder AC 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, have maintained their 

ot reputation forseyenty-eight years. Manu- 
ore the following celebrated brands of Pow- 

hile DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in steona thy 
@uickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

Ball and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 

Hos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning giowly, strong, 
pnd ean eal pene* ation; adapted for Glass 

* Ball, Pigeop, Duck, and other shooting. 
‘. dwt DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE, 

quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
grain for pistol shooting. 

' DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG, ‘SHA SHOOTING,” 

FFG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle 
ghooting ,the FFG sud PHHG for general use, 
p { burning strong and moist. 
SPORTING. MINING: SHIPPING, and BLAST- 

ING POWDERS of all sizes_and descriptions. 
ecial grades for export. Cartridge usket, 
mon, Mortar, and . mmoth Powder, U. 8. 

Goyernment standard.. Powder manufactured 
to order of any required grain or proof, Agen- 

jn all cities and principal towns throughout 
U.S. Represented by € 

%. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
WN. B.—Use none but DUPONT'’S FG or FFG 

Powder for long range rifle shooting. 

TIE HAZARD POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s “Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 

senisters sf 1th, only, 

Wazard’s ‘American Sporting.” 
‘08, 2 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 Ib. canisters and 
lb. kegs, A ine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
d prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot guns. 

Hazard’s “Duck Shooting.” 
ea. 1 (Ane) to 5 (coarse). In land 5 Ib. canisters 
and 6} and 124 lb. kegs. Burns nelly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close ani with great 
enetration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
yanks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 

Yioeable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Kentucky Rifle.” 

FUG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 
#5, 12}, and 64 1bs. and eans of 5 Ibs. FG is also 
packed inland {Jb.canisters. Burns strong and 
moist. The FEFG and FNG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” 
¥G isthe standard Hifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder, 

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOB, 
@ MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 

The abeye can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 
pany’s Agents,in every prominent city, or whole- 
gle at our office. 
=" 88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

John Harriott, 

Gun nseraver. 

Prompt attention, first-classWorkmanship 
and satisfactory prices guaranteed. 

Ss3WINTEL ST. BOSTOR,NMASS, 
——————E———————— 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
(Rubber), $2 a hundred; samples by mail, 2t 
cents. Our wey D ving tus is deadly 
On ducks; by mail, $1. D. G DECOYCO,, 

Rochester, N. ¥ 

———— — ram 

FOREST AND 

Misrellancons Ailvertisemente, 

Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 
POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 
for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise, It is 
absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 
strain the gun or heat the barrels as much im rapid firing, iathaiede tins champion 
wing-shot of the world; Dr, Carver, champion rifle-shot of the aes and 
all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDRR in ther matches, Our ieee 
to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted 
and is yet open to the world. Address 

DITTMARPOWDER M’F’GCo., 
P. 0. Box 836. 24 Park Place, New York 

TOBACCO VANITY FAIR oni AND 

CIGARETTES 

“MILD”’—Rare Old Virginia, “HALVES”—Rare Ola Perique and Virginia, 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1878; Phila., 187 i s “Eo 5 3 3 6: P 2 

Sydney, 1880, ; Thais ai ero 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries, 

Peerless Tobacco Works, WS KIMBALL & C0. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. 

Shot-Gun and Rifle-Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 

/ -FAPRIL 8, 1880, 

ss Haumuntition, Ete. 

Tatham & Bro’s, 
NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

IMPROVED 

“CHILLED” 
ERICA 

DHOT AM 
= a) Fa ig ed aa 

Compressed Buck Shot. 
First PremiumCentennial Bxhibition, Report 

—Exact uniformity of size, truly spherical torm, 
high degree of finish and general excellence, 
SS a 

Founded July 4, 1803, 

cai 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilied Shot. 

Fine Archery, , 
PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES. 

rn Shootings Power 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows have no 

Superior. 

Bows sent C. O. D. on trial when 25 per cent. 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be refirned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges. 
Tilustrated circulars sent free, 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York, 
=e 

Tunidermy, Gir. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro. 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF 

Birdsand Rare Animals 
= SUITABLE FOR . 

Zoological Gardens and Menageries, 
54Chatham St., third door from N, William, 
RARE AMERICAN ANIMALS ALWAYS PUR- 

CHASED, 
For SAuE.— Mandarin Ducks, Golden and Silver 

Pheasants (China); Spur-winged Geese, Egyptian 
Geese (Africa); Widgeons, Red Headed Ducks, 
Brant Geese (Europe); Wood Ducks (. America). 

CHAS. REICHE, Henny RELCHE, 
Bep21 New York. 

Established 1859. 

Taxidermist Supplies. 
IRD SKINS, Bird Snuffers’ Tools, Glass 
Eyes for Stuffed Birds and Animals, etc. 

Send aan for reduced price list. 
A.J, COLBURN, 31 Boylson St., Boston, Mass. 
Paragon Mica for Bird Stands, Rock Work, ete., 

40c. per package by mail a new thing; bestic 
use jvl@ lv 

Natural Histor: Store. 
Established 1859. 

Taxidermists’ and Naturalists* Supplies. 
Send for catalozue containing complete list of 

the birds of the United States, with prices for the 
mounted birds; skins and eggs in stock; also 
rice list of birds’ eyes and taxidermists’ supplies. 

Have afinelot of foreign bird skins and good 

supply of heads, horns and antlers of animals, 
Ww.J. KNOWLTON, 

168 Tremont street, Boston, Mass. 

Rivaling the English and All Others. 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER, 

Office, No, 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, 
a —_—<$———$— 

Miscellaneous. 

KRUG & CO’S 

HAMPAGNES! 
STANDARD AND DRY. 

The Sportsman's Wine |! 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

SOLE AGENTS, 

6 South William street, NewYork. 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD. 

“A PANULE 
TRADE "SS ar ey IAL 

leans (WEEKLY) 28 BY ABSORPTION. 

Both publications are exclusively devoted |, RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 
to Poultry. “Sapanule,” the Wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 

it has never falled. is prose eure; 
Published by H. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn, | _“ Sapanule Ht has no eanat for pei So 

A ness, Lame Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Pi 
; _ THE POULTY WORLD | Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dist 
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SECOND PAPER, 

T was unreasonably early the next morning when 
Henry awoke me out of a short but peaceful slumber. 

Tndeed, so soundly had I slept that scarcely did it seem 
half an hour since we parted, and left the few smoulder- 
ing embers dying on the hearth below. 
“Tis four o'clock,” said he, ‘You ’rouse the boys. I'll 

Jeave the candle here lighted, and there's water im the 
erock. I’m going down to prepare the coffee, Collect 
your wits, Harry, and maké haste, Oscar will not lose 
threes minutes waiting for us.” 

I thought he still lingered within the small attic room 
when I had become conscious enough to answer him, but 
he had slipped out with the stealth of an Indian. Though 
Jack Lary, Nevill and the mill ; were yet fresh in my 
dreamy mind, quail shootmg, which was to be the sport 
of the day, was the one thought prominent, Aye, there 
stood reclining the London double twist, and dangling 
from the muzzle could be seen the quaint powder-horn 
and shot-belt, and there, too, hung the short, cozy vel- 
vet shooting jacket and the cap staring me in the very 
eyes from all portions of the room. 

Slowly raising the little dormer window until it caught 
the button, I peeped out into the darkness; it wasstill as 
death, The faint crescent of the moon had waned far to 
the westward, and was slowly sinking behind the 
woods ; a few stars yet glimmered in the heavens, and 
below my window, (which was eyen so miniature as to 
afford scarcely a scant observation) lay Thompson's 
Pond, as-placid as & mirror, Nor can I expel from this 
phantom-like recollection, for I get it even now—the 
dank, odorous breath of that autumnal dawn, as it 
lingered yet awhile ereit gave birth to another sun to 
to shine upon a beautiful world, 
“Come, hoys, look liveiy if you mean to have a good 

day’s sport, You'll feel more like sleeping to-morrow 
morning. Thorpe's up this half hour, and the coffee has 
sent its aroma all through the house. There, I've lit 
your candle for you. Wome, Bob—come, Charlie, jump 
up, will you?” 

A few hasty moves placed the trio in quite a respect- 
_ able appearance, for hunters, and with coats and other 

_ accouferments under our arms we repaired to the room 
_ below, partook of a light breakfast of coffee and biscuit, 
‘and then not leaying on our own accord, but actually 
chased by this same Henry out through the back door out 
into one of the blackest mornings I ever sasy in all my 
life. We left like the Tenth Hussars under Lord Cardi- 
gan, 7, ¢,, one arm ina sleeve. ’ 
“‘Uncouple them crazy hounds, Fen,” said Henry ; 

‘they hayen’t ceased howling since they sas the light 
in the window,” 
“Td like to know ifthe poor beasts are as crazy as you 

are, to bring a chap out this timeof the morning to shoot, 
Where haye you the unfortunate devils, anyway ?” 

*‘They’re beyond there in the corn cribs. Just whip 
outthe pin from the staple, and you'll see them.” 

Scarcely were the directions from his lips when I let 
| out the dogs, who. hungry as hyenas, ran wild every- 
where, and finally finding the gate on their hook, got out 
into the road, and were everything but manageable, 
Knowing the affair to have been a concocted job, I let 

Henry laugh to his heart’s wishes, and walked silently 
across the lot to Oscar’s shanty, where the low, dismal 
flicker in the eight-squared window gave evidence that 
that worthy was up and astir, and upon entering we 
found him endeayoring to forage for himself and dog. 
Surprised indeed was he at our inopportune visit, 
«You see I have to feed the whole barn-yard before I 

can go quailing. Ireckon you chaps slept precious little 
last night. The Wilson’s ain’t got around yet, either, 
‘cause it's too early. “I'won’t be light enough for a whole 
hourto come, ’less it happens that you fellows want to 
murder the dear little creatures In their beds, And even 
at that, I'll bet all I shoot this season ye’s couldn’t find one 
ofthem. ‘Yes, dark for an hour yet,” and he raised the 
window to substantiate the truth of his assertion, 

“Here, Rink ! lap it up, good dog,” he continued, placing 
a tin pan containing that animal’s proyender beside the 
hearth. But that “good dog” did not ‘‘lap it up” at 
all. There were three heads into that pan in less time 
than one could wink nearly, and amid the ‘‘ ger-r-r-’s” 
and howls of the three disputants of the meal, the baby’s 
arying in an adjoining room at the noise, and the exces- 
sive laughter of the crowd, you may imagine the scene, 
As our host was hard in the act of raising the latch to 
go about the completion of his various agenda, an Indian 
whoop from outside rent the winkle ; and sure enough it 
was George Wilson and his brother Will. Presently 
Oscar put the quietus upon our rabble by announcing, 
“Tm ready,” and we strode out into as fine a hunting 
morn as ever gladdened the heart of a Theron. 

Our hunting ground was comparatively Lut a step, in 
that ij was directly opposite the mill. <A three-barred 
fence was the only difficulty in the way, and that ob- 
struction was soon cleared, landing us upon the most pic- 
turesque piece of woodland it has ever been my pleasure 
to ramble into. Dotting it all over were tall, thrifty 
cedars, whose white, frost-like, conical berries stood in 
beautiful contrast with the never-dying green. Beneath 
our feet ran curious vines which, interwoven as they 
were with the lichens, their leaves dyed to scarlet by the 
sharp frosts, prepared the most beautiful tapestry for 
bountiful Ceres and her train ere she bade farewell to the 
dying year. Here and there grew strips of laurel copse, 
or narrow skirtings of hickory and oak; the whole en- 
yironed by narrow winding tangles and ceaseless patches 
of flowermg meadow, which, although now decaying, 
their glory had not departed. 
Well, boys, we can’t all go together ; we must divide 

into squads,” said Oscar, after taking note of the wind, 
etc,; ‘and with your permission, gentlemen, I'll form 
the files. Bob, you, Charlie and George take Nep and 
Tip and beat all the way down until you reach Wiggins’, 
Start into that cedar clump there and go right ahead. 
George will show you the place; look sharp, point your 
guns straight, and you'll get them, Good luck. 

“Henry, you and Will had better make a clean sweep 
right down to theswamp. You'll find a dried-up ford 
there, Willknowswhereitis. Cross that and you'll 
fetch up with Bob, and tell him to mest us at the three 
poplars* at 12 o'clock. I forgot to tell him, Fen and | 
will take the bay side; and don’t forget the hour now. 
There’s your dog, Lyn, snooping up something already. 
Come, Fen ; here, Rink, you restless beast, come here,” 

Tike parting friends who liuger while they sever, 
Enforeed to go, though seeming still uoready. 

Highly pleased at having such a companion, I well 
knew that the only part now left for me to play was to 
shoot, Whether Lshould do so indiscreetly in the ex- 
citement of the moment, or cool and collectively aim 
and kill to a certainty, was a question solyed only when 
the time came, 

‘* He's got one; easy ; Ill flush the bird,” Riper my 
companion, and they rose to my utter mortification, He 
smniled at my waywardness of shooting too quick, in 
doing which I did not rutile a feather, Hescored his 
bird handsomely—a fine, well-matured cock-quail, 

‘© No great oy uncommon coincidence, that one natur- 
ally timid should miss the first shot of the season, Oscar, 
cansidering the game, tao—a bird who, rising with such 
a startling wing, is apt to throw the shooter in a quan- 
dary, They are, in my opinion, the most difficult bird 
to kill at that.” } 

*Oh, no, no, Harry, A grouse is fifty times more dif- 

* They are there now—three extremely tall, dead poplars, which 
haye stood Unmovable since the days of the Noyacik Indians, 20d 
which have refused to succumb to the wild, sturdy novthwesters 
of many winters, 

ficult to stop. and when you get in the timber lands to- 
morrow you'll remember every word of what I say; and 
as for myself, I consider quail shooting child’s play to 
that of stopping a grouse instantly, for that is the way 
to doit, Now ‘keep cool,’ as Bob continually says, and 
youll get the next one sure; the place is alive with 
them, Did you count that bevy?” 

“Count them? They might have been a flock of one 
thousand for ought I know; but I’m loaded, and. let's 
moye on, though I expect to go reeling at my next shot, 
I poured the pellets into this barrel regardlessly.” 
But the dog was gone, and despite the numerous cries 

for ** Rink, Rink,” and whistles without number, it took 
us some minutes to find him; and actually there he was, 
like a cast statute, dead on a point—a skirmish on his 
own hook, 
“Tl warm him for that,” whispered Oscar, in the 

same breath ordering my position, which I took beyond 
a tall cedar. They tose, and again I missed, and again 
he scored one, 
“You get that bird, Fen. See if over there? And 

come here, Rink.” The dog curled his beautiful tail be- 
tween his legs and gave a backward look. ‘ Here, I say, 
Will you, will you, will you ever do that again?” and as 
he laid heavily the chastisement upon the wayward and 
skulkiug brute, a series of howls rent the woodlands far 
and wide, 
‘You should haye called him from the point, Oscar, 

and chastised him there and then; he does not know 
now, exactly why you flogged him,” 

‘¢ Yes, that would have been the better way ; but I 
don't think at all times—charge! you reckless villian ; 
lie down there! I’ve taught him better than that, I- 
used to let him flush the birds himself, but had to break 
him trom the habit on account of his chasing them so, 
He'd run a mile at times, as if the very devil was in his 
wake, Charlie’s dog Tip inherits the same traits from 
its mother, ‘The first day I had him up here to break, T 
thought actually, when I fired the first gun, that the fool 
had run clear back into Kings County.” 
“Gun shyness, Oscar. The next dog you have to 

break, and you discover any symptoms of a similar ti- 
midity, just lash the animal to a cedar—out here upon 
the grounds where you intend to teach him—and waste 
a dozen shots or so over him, and I'll guarantee a speedy 
cure,” 

“T shall really try the scheme, Harry, but George's 
dog, Major, did that art most beautifully—the yery finest 
t ever did see it done, Did you eyer see Major flush a 
bird, when George would say * whist?’” 

“Yes, I witnessed the event many a time last autumn, 
and was struck with the beauty and thoroughness of that 
animal’s education. I like that acquirementin a dog ; 
but the great trouble is that few dogs can be taught the 
trick ; and then the accomplishment, to be permanent, 
necessitates the whaling of half the life out of the poor 
brute. By-the-bye, where did George get that dog?” 
“Some one gaveit him. It was buf a common mon- 

grel setter ; but Oscar, sucha dog. George had him ed- 
ucated up to the teeth—the effects of his overflowing 
kindness, [ll wager anything,” 

**Do you really believe so? I have an idea; and, as for 
me, personally, 1 should not desire a dog whose ancestors 
could be traced back to the flood, or, beyond that, as 
some dogs are, so long as he was a good dog, and could 
out-tramp me. And do you believe Major’s death was an 
accident, or an outburst of George’s temper?” 
“Ah !-yes, Harry, purely an accident, if ever there 

was one. George never got angry 1n his life, to such an 
extent as to be driven to do any such desperation as that, 
Not George ; he would not have parted with Maj. for his 
weight in gold; indeed, he feels quite sorry about the 
aifair. You should have seen his interment up in the 
cook's lot, right where the wigwam was burned, Harry, 
that’s where he lies.” 

“Well, there are some dog’s qualified for the acquire- 
ment of no one possible art, In fact, the only thing that 
can be driven into them isa load of shot, and that’s the 
end of them. It was the queerest accident I ever did 
hear of, and doubted it at first, George made me laugh so 
with his drollery ; but he’s one of the best boys in the 
world, take him all in all,” 

“Well might you sey so, Harry, and he's offen—’ 
_ “Hold! Rink has a care, are you ready?” 
T nodded ib the affirmative and fired simultaneously. 

From a beyy ol perhaps a dozen, one dropped to my left 
quarter, and two succttmbed to the deliberate, steady and 
unerring aim of my companion, I had my bird in my 
hand long before the dog could have hoped to mouth 
him; and as he lay there litelegs, a beautiful cock-quail, 
with a patch torn from his side, from whence the blood 
trickled and clogged upon his, alas! forever helpless 
wing, a feeling of regret stole o'er me. 
“Did you get him?” inquired my friend, after the dog 

had retrieved his two birds, : 
“Yes, I got him, hut ’m sorry [shot him, 1 have 

spark of lmumanity lingering somewhere im me, and, if T 
know myself aright, | believe I never shot one of these 
little “Bob White's’ but that I did not entertain some 
feeling of remorse after the deed was done, Not that 
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I pondered over the moral question of the sport, but 
somehow the sorrow was sure to creep intrusivyely into 
my consience, It may howeyer come home to me a lit+ 
¢]é closer than to other gurners, whose loye for the pas- 
time has spruug up within a few years, Mine has been 
lifelong, ancl those scattered bevies now panting their 

melancholy requiem below in the hollow were the com- 
panions of my boy hood, I cannot forget their connection 
with my happy but errant days, when, a reckless youth, 
how far would J wander into the daisied and clovered 
meadows of summer time and listen to the incessant 
“Bob White,’ aud ‘Ah! Bob White,’ frequently to be 
lulled to sleep beneath a cooling shade by the perch pond, 
and awakening to find the float which I left bobbing 
upon the stream gone, line and all gone. The recollec- 
tion of those pleasant, haleyon days steal in upon me 
now, as their many fanciful and sportive scenes haye 
long been obliterated by the flight of civilization. The 
woodman's axe has ceased for many a long day in the 
Chestnut groves, and the heavy trunks which bore their 
mantling shade have been taken out ons by one from the 
woodpile, until their last flicker has yanished from the 
broad bearth. Ah! so long ago, it seems so long to me. 
Indeed, great avenues now stretch and cross the heath 
where | used to ramble. I cannot forget them if 1 would, 
Oscar. How I would find the quail’s nest in the spring 
time, zo to watch it every day ; and finally, to go some 
hazy summer and find all gone, mother and chicks. 
They were companions in whose courts I were ever will- 
ing to sojourn, were it possible, syen now and then ; and 
then there were wild schoolmates, few were they indeed ; 
but they, never hoping to become the possessor of a gun, 
would set the snare for their little necks along some 
bosky border, and wring them, foo,when the noose failed 
to strangle them. They are nearly all gone, sorrowful 
to say. I love the hectic flush of autumn—her pallid 
skies; her scumbled copse and woodland, and eyen the 
weird music of her tinkling leaves. The killing of a 
few innocent birds is a secondary matter with me, Iam 
sorry 1 shot him, 
Well,” added he, with an atheistical swing of the 

head, ‘tif we all thought down here the way you do, 
why, the fact is, we'd starve. It's bread and water for 
us, though we cannot, for the time being, forget the 
sport attendant. There's no one willing to deny that 
fact, whether he pursues the quail, woodcock, grouse, 
ducks, geese, hares, deer, or bears, if necessary, the pur- 
suer cannot forget that the act is accompanied with 
sport, Now I have, as you know, many nights to spear 
eels in the creek, and the thought has often struck me 
that it was not the nicest way to catch a fish—to drive a 
spear through him the way T do, and leave him squirm- 
jngin the boat; but Harry, I’m thinking of my break- 
fast, it’s a necessity, man. Now as you have broken the 
spell by your first quail, look quick and mark down every 
bird that rises after we get over the fence and into the 
open buckwheat fields, or the fellows will beat us sure ; 
they have fired full thirty shots now. We could not very 
well mark down any in the cedar patch, Guess you don’t 
feel well this morning, though you should ; it’s a beanti- 
fulmorning. We'll start from this corner, Harry, and 
try all along the fenve and then quarter the field ; dare 
say we'll get a few among the heaps of wheat. Brace up, 
a full bag is a glad heart to the sportsman. ‘Hight are 
enough for me fora day’s sport, though some men whom 
T know would shoot eight hundred in a day if they 
could be found.” ‘You're a queer coon, Harry, I do be- 
lieve that if you were to meet a bear in the forest, or a 
Bengal in the jungle, you'd try to persuade him from his 
hunger sooner than satisfy him with the smell of pow- 
der,” 

«‘@nough, Oscar, don’t you remember how some of 
the woodcock which we shot last July could not be used 
on account of the putrefaction which set in despite all 
our efforts to save them? Have you never read how 
+he curse of the Almighty came upon the Israelites when 
they gathered too many quail, and how they stunk 
and bred pestilence? I'm uot preaching now, understand 
me correctly, I'm simply giving an illustration. Some 
men shoot twenty brace of quail in a day and cannot use 
the half of them, and if they do not find their way into 
the trash barrel, they are offered at “‘so much” per 
head, and not unfrequently do they turn out to be market- 
shooters. I haye known such cases, Its a disgrace, to 
be plain and explicit upon the subject, there will bea 
limit ere long to a day’s shoot. Let the doy in there and 
Til show you that I can killa quail.” We proceeded, 
making first a cirewit of, and then quartering Bennet’s 
lots, knocking over the stragglers from their retreating 
flight, and finally reached a piece of swampish land, a 
first-rate woodcock ground for mid-summer shooters, 
We'll catch a rabbij or two here if the dog is smart 
enough, Walk down there a short pace. I put upa 
ywoodcock in the middle of winter about where you 
stand.” 

“(Tndeed, a queer time of the year for the long-billed 
beggar to bein this climate. Did you shoot him? 

“No, L waited too long. IT wasn’t mistaken though, it 
was a woodcock.” 

4 Well, honestly, Oscar, 'd rather shoot them in Janu- 
ary than in July. Even evading the moral and humane 

view of the subject, there's far, far, more sense in it if 

the birds could, ov il they were so constituted as to be in 
season at the period.” 
“Youre wrong, Harry; they are as fit to shoot in 

July as in October, November, or later on, and there’s 
more of them, too. Where can you find woodcock in 
November? Ansyer that.” 

“ Answer it I will, then, and I emphatically affirm 

that any man who could shoot the mother of a brood of 

woodcocks wien she has, like other birds, her own family 
cares, would do a meaner act. There's no woodoock fit 

to shoot in summer—no more than quail are fit fur the 

glaughter, They breed nearly at the same time; they*re 

not half grown; but every fifth bird is matured ; they are 
lazy, or languid would be a better word ; the blood is yeb 

milky in their velns, und any man who sallies forth ina 

scorching sun, and has abeadache in half an hour, as 
did threa of us, cannot be prompted by any love for the 

sport, and I cannot see; for the life of me, what pleasure 

there is in worrying yourself and your dog half to death. 

Molest them not until the loth of September, Tu 

concede that for, and from that time on, until late in a 
rustling October, you'll find fhem fat, full of vigor and 
objects worth the aicill of the sportsmen. Then they 

have a chance for life, but shoot him m July, why. it’s 

butchery, ‘ Find woodcock in November,” yousay. You 

don’t want to shoot him then. Havent you quail, 
grouse, myriads of ducks, hares, etc. Fishing is a gen- 
tleman’s pastime for the summer months.” 

“Well, [ll haye a talk with you some other time upon 
that subject, I want to get a rabbit and then we'll make 
tracks for home. I'm going to take the boys out on the 
bay this afternoon, and we must have dinner over by one 
at the least,’ 
We got the *‘ bunnie,* and haying half an hour to loi- 

ter on the way, we made tracks homeward, As we trod 
the moist, sombre sod, by leaiy coombs which bordered 
the swamps, the scenery became picturesque, The warm 
rays of the sun had dissolved the white frost into mil- 
lions of pearly drops, and had also brought out myriads 
of piping robins and screaming blue-jays. Presently we 
gained the hill-top, and far off could be seen the tiny 
white gables, among them, Bill Simpson, and there also 
towered, like great ghosts, the three poplars. 

Constantly did we hear the soft, distant crack of the 
fowling pieces of the other parties; now three or four 
smothered bangs and then a lull, while the faithful dogs 
were in quest of other bevies, 
Proceeding languidly toward the poplars an incident 

occurred which I think of sufficient importance to chron- 
icle, never remembering recording it before. We tushed 
a bevy of quail whose instinct led them to our right quar- 
ters, where grew some cedars, leaying us in an awkward 
position on account of their close proximity. I marked 
them down in a hollow among a patch of sweet ferns 
and bay-berries. Coming upon the spot where I had 
surely marked them down, strange to say, the dog failed 
to make a point, though we made him quarter eyery 
yard of it, My friend insisted that they had ran off after 
alighting, but I entertained different thoughts, and order- 
ing off the dog proceeded to trample the low scrub, my 
companion standing ready to shoot. It was not long be- 
fore a brace got up, and then a single bird exactly from 
my feet. Satisfied that the birds were there, I remained 
at my work, which was amusement to me, until IT had 
cleared the patch of eight birds, which number I was per- 
ey satisfied did not exceed the quantity which arose 
at first, 
The birds were evidently a portion of some bevy that 

had been previousiy fired into that morning, and having 
been put up the second time became frightened and with- 
oo all afluvia, leaying an insurmountable task for the 
og. 
“Well done, Harry; I'll inform the boys of the fact ; 

but we are behind time now; we must hurry,” 
Chaining the dog we were soon at the poplars, later to 

be sure, 
Bob saluted us by holding up a rabbit by the ear, cut- 

ting such a figure—his prey so small and he so volumin- 
ous— that Iam enforced to langh eyen when I think of 
it, to this day, 

“Well,” proceeded Oscar, ‘count the bags, boys. How 
many, you, Henry?’ “Hight.” ‘ George?” “Ten,” 
“Bob? “Six anda rabbit (still by the ears).” ‘Will?’ 
“Ten,” ‘Charlie?? “Five.” “Fen? “Six.” ‘And T 
eleven and a rabbit.” 

‘Good. And now eat like wolves, and Will and I will 
get the boat ready and sail on the ducks,” At the infor- 
mation the boys set wpa jollification, the horn blew for 
dinner, and they separated. 

Harry FENwoop, 

dlatural History. 

LINNEAN SOCIETY. 

ie the meeting of the Linnean Society of New York, 

held March 6th, the annual election of officers took 

place, resulting as follows: Mr, B. P, Bicknell, of River- 

dale, New York City, was reélected President; Mr. R. F, 

Pearsall, of Brooklyn, was chosen Vice-President ; Mr. 

C. H, Bagle, of New York City, Secretary ; Mr. N, T, 

Lawrence being reélected Treasurer. Since the last re- 

port, printed in these columns, several interesting meetings 

have been held, and papers presented, notices of some of 

which follow: Mr. Robert Lawrence, of Flushing, gave 

a list of some additions to his cabinet during recent 

years, among which the following were recorded from 

near this city: Oyster catcher (Haematopus pelliatus), 

New York harbor; yellow, and little black rails (Porzana 

noveboracensis and jamaicensis); red plalarope (Phala- 

ropus fulicarius), and the gyr-falcon (Falco sacer), all 

from Long Island; black vulture (Cathartes atratus), 

from Sandy Hook, and also the great grey owl (Syrntum 

cinereum), from the Adirondacks. 

Mr, Pearsall read a paper on the breeding of certain 

warblers at Grand Menan, and the Rangeley Lakes, Maine. 

‘At Grand Menan the most common warblers were the 

yellow-rumped (Dendreeca coronata), and the black-poll 

(D. striata), The nests of these species were found on 

the small outlying islands, while that of the black 

and yellow warbler (D. mueulosa) was found only on 

on the main island, The yellow-rumps chose for the Jo- 

cation of their homes the edges of clearings on the bor- 

ders of some old wood path, rarely breeding in the low 

swampy growths so congenial to the black-polls. By the 

2d of June, 1878, it was found that many of the young 

of the former were already half fledged, though eggs 

were also found far advanced in incubation. With the 

latter, ten days later, incubation had just commenced, 

At Rangeley Lakes, on June 28d, a nest of the mourning 

warbler was discovered, containing four young birds just 
hatched, 

A paper read by Mr, Wm. C. Wyckoff treated princi- 

pally of the silk worm (Seriearia mori), Many interest- 

ing and curious incidents in the mythological history of 

this useful insect were brought forward, followed by 

quite an exhaustive review of the silk and silk-worm in- 

dustry, both ancient and modern. The value of other | 

worms of the same family as silk producers was also dis- 
cussed, 
A paper by Mr, T. 8, Roberts, of Minneapolis, Minn., 

was read by Mr. F, Renner, describing the eccentricities 
of a pair of phoebe birds (Suyornis fuscus) in their choice 
of a nesting place, A striking instance was given of a 
pair of these birds choosing for their Nesting site the sec- 
ond floor of an unused house, only accessible from 4 
broken window pane on the lower floor and after passing 
through seyeral rooms. Here they attempted, though 

unsuccessfully, to construct their nest on a narrow strip 
of wood nailed to the wall, covering both it and the floor 

with quantities of moss and mud, In this connection 
Mr, Pearsall spoke of a nest of this bird built on the 
horizontal limb of a willow, after several unsuccessful 
attempts had been made to place it in a shed. 

A. communication from Dr, A. H. Atkins, of Locke, 

Mich., read by Mr, Mearns, spoke of the occurrence 

there in January of the red-bellied and golden-winged 
woodpecker (Centurus carolinua and Colaptes awratus), 
also the robin. 

At the meeting of Feb. 2ist Mr. Ingersoll spoke on the 

distribution of the oyster along our Atlantic seaboard, 

The habits of this animal and its enemies were alluded 
to, and yarious interesting points in oyster culture 

touched upon, Remarks on this topio elicited the fact 
that both black and green oysters—not shells—were of 

occasional ocourrence, 
At the same meeting Mr, Bicknell remarked on the 

development of ferns, 
A paper read by Mr. N. T. Lawrence on the greater 

long-beak (Macrohamphus scolopaecus, Say) will appear 

in the Bulletin of the Nuttall Ornithological Club ; so it 
will be unnecessary here to more than allude to the fact 
that the author brings forward some new points bearing on 

the relations between the bird and M, griseus, which may 
agsist in clearing up the uncertainty which has long at- 

tached to them, 
The migration of birds was treated by Mr. C. H. Eagle, 

in a paper dealing primarily with the facts of this well- 

known phenomenon, and incidents bearing upon them, 
The paper provoked considerable discussion, 

Mr. Bicknell reported the following items from River- 

dale bearing on the advance of the season before its re- 
cent relapse: The flowering of the wild plants indicated 

the season to be over a month in advance of that of last 
year, and between two and three weeks ahead of the re- 
markably early season of 1878, Of trees and plants eight 
species were in flower before the 1st of March, and up to 
the present time fourteen have been observed, The liver 
leaf (Hepatiea triloba) was.in flower as early as Jan, 11th, 

and skunk cabbage (Symplocurpus) the last week of Web- 

tuary. Tadpoles were to be found at almost any time 
during the winter, and frogs (Rana clamitans) noticed, 
and peepers (Hylu pickeringii) heard, inevery month, The 
first snake found was on Feb, 29th (Hutenia sirtalis), al- 

ways the earliest. Immature individuals of what were 
unquestionably Spelerpes bilineatus —a salamander — 
were found every month; numbers of newts (Diemyety- 
lus viridescens) were secured Jan, 4th. Other salaman- 

ders found were Plethodon erylhronotus, Feb, 15th, and 
Amblystoma punctatum was abroad Jan, 25th, and 
spawning March 7th. The phosbe bird (Sayornis fuseus 
arriyed March oth, nearly two weeks earlier than usual, 

Mr, Pearsall reported haying seen tho bird on Long 
Island on the 22d of February, 

ee ee 

A CHAT ABOUT OWLS, 

HAVE always had a weakness for owls, and scattered 
over the pages of my note books for the last twenty 

years are many anecdotes relating to these birds, for L 
have shot and stuffed, trapped and petted owls in many 

lands. One of my first recorded adventures with these 
birds was as follows :— 

In the belfry of a village church.in the east of Eng- 
land, & brown owl had reared its young. The church 
stood in an old park, near a hall whore resided the old 

Squire—tord of the manor and owner of the whole vil- 
lage, Everything around was antiquated and venerable, 
Again I see, in my mind’s eye, the ivy-clad oaks, the 
mossy fences, the park strewn with decaying timbers 
that no one was allowed to touch, No boy dared to pluck 
a daisy or chase a butterfly within sight of the hall, and 
one would as soon hays thought of shvoting the fallow 
deer that roamed the park as familiar as sheep, as to rob 

a bird’s nest; for everything, living or dead, was pro- 

tected, as individual property can be in England alone, 
At last a dare-devil boy returned from sea, and one of 

his first pranks was to rob the owl's nest, and I—misera- 
sinner !—I bought the two young ones of him for a shil- 

ling. The outrage was discovered by the sexton; the 
Squire was notified ; the whole village was in consterna- 
tion; every one pointed to Jack; he alone could have 
done suchathing. Jack was found, interrogated, and 
owned up. Then came my turn !|—how well I remember 
the carriage driying to my door, I think I see the dear 

old Squire, thin as a lath, face and hair as white as 
snow; again I hear his yoice, almost inaudible with ill- 
suppressed excitement—‘‘ Where are those owls?” Shade 
of Washington | I couldn’t tell a lie, I hadn't a chane 
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for in at the back door walked the old sexton with the 
owls. He had gone straight to fhe barn, and there were 
the hirds in a barrel, I accompanied the party to the 
chureh tower and saw the birds safely replaced in the 
mass of filth that had served as a nest—probably for 
years. Thers were birds and mice, frogs and snakes, 
youug hares and rabbits, and even fish lying all round in 
various stages of decomposition. The old owls hissed 
and snapped round, but ‘finally, though they had been 
away three days, came and sat near and caressed the 
young, to the Squire’s intense delight, The sexton, who 
was also assistant gamekeaper, shook his head and said : 
“ Don't you think they be a leetle too hard on the hares, 
Squire?” but the kind old gentleman, with a spirit 
worthy of Uncle Toby, answered: ‘‘ Nevill, there are 
plenty for tham and for us too.” Tt is needless to add, 
the owls were no more disturbed, 
Among the strange styles of head gear affected by 

ladies, one of the most fashionable lately, has been hats 
trimmed with owls heads and wings. Faust refused to 
dance with the young witch, because ‘there sprang a 
red mouse from her mouth,” Somehow, the association 
of ideas brings this passage to my mind when I see these 
mouse-eaters ona hat. It is curious to observe what 
favorite material for head decoration feathers are, both 
with civilized and uncivilized nations. I have seen in 
various islands in the South Pacific head dresses made of 
feathers, as elaborate as those of Paris or New York. A 
gaudy feather, or bright wing, 18 easily attached to a 
head, whether the owner is the possessor of a hat or not, 
T shall not discuss the propriety of destroying by whole- 
sale, beautiful and harmless creatures, sacrificed because 
fashion with doubtful taste demands it. I must, how- 
ever confess a feeling akin to horror—ay feeling that 
eyery true naturalist must experience, at any enormous 
waste of animal life, whether it be thousands of buffa- 
loes, slain for their hides, or bright-hued birds, for their 
feathers. Owls, not being generally gregarious, are 
hardly likely t) be exterminated by the million, yet 
they must be destroyed in considerable numbers to sup- 
ply the demand, . : 

The fashion of wearing owls’ heads is by no means 
new. Isawan Imperial hunting sete at Versailles, when 
the Empress Hugenie was in hee ee Seren beautiful 
and, I suppose, happy. The ladies and gentlemen both 
wore owls’ heads on their hunting caps, The fashion 
spread, and owlsof all kinds, from “Ze Grand Due” (as 
the great horned owl is called) down to the little spar— 
row-owl, were in great demand, A kind-hearted natural- 
ist protested against their destruction, urging that thoy 
were the best friends of the agriculturist, and should be 
protected. However, fashions changed inthe spring. The 
owls had their day, and poor Hugenie had hers; the owls 
still hoot and blink round Versailles, but the Bonapartes 
have departed, perhaps never to return. 

Many may say they are lords by day. 
But the king of the night is the pola brown owl, 

Whien the boys in Hurope wish to rob an owl's nest of 
the young, and cannot reach down the hollow tree, they 
fie a worsted stocking to a stick, and poke it down. The 
pirds turn on their backs and grasp the stocking with 
their claws, and are easily drawn up, as they possess the 
faculty of holding on in a high degree, as my torn clothes 
and lacerated hands could frequently testify, Owls are 
easily tamed, and sometimes make interesting pets, al- 
though there aré more differences in findividual tempers 
than most people wouldimagine. I haye living at this 
time three snowy owls, captured this winter, One was 
wounded with a rifle ball; one was trapped ; the other af- 
tacked a hen in mid-day, but was in turn knocked over 
by « gallant gamie-cock; the farmer saw the circum- 
stance, ranand threw his coat over the owl and secured 
him, All my birds are yery tame, and will submit to be 
coaxed on the head, and will take food from the hand at 
any time of the day or night. I think I may say the 
snowy owl isan exception among rapacious birds in the 
quality ofits flesh, as it isreally tender and well tasted. I 
faye known it eaten on several occasions, and pronounced 
excellent. One was served up incog. at a public dinner, 
and was greatly relished. 

The voices of some of the small owls are yery peculiar. 
During the Franco-Prussian war I was at Chantilly, and 
‘on several evenings, as I walked along the race-course, 1 
heard a strange cry from the chestnut trees near the 
moat. Kew! kew! kew/ rang out loud and clear at regu- 
latintervals, I asked one of the chasseurs what it was. 
He shrugged his shoulders. ‘* How could hetell? Itwas 
an omen—a bad sign—a bete noir.” 1 appealed to the 
Jodge-lseeper ; that worthy mot only concurred with 
Pierre, but sagely added ‘‘it betokened war, and his 
wife's father had heard it before every revolution,” How- 
ever, | watched attentively for a couple of evenings with 
my gun; my patience was rewarded with a pair of the 
pretty little scops owl, and the noise was heard no more, 
The auyury wasfulfilled, however, for in three months 
the German army was encamped on the course. 

The singular ery of the saw-whet, oracadian owl, was a 
puzzle to ornithologists for a long time. It was attributed 
to several species before the right author was discovered. 
This small ow! is moderately common near Lake Ontario, 
ihave met with it there at all times of the year, I cap- 
tured two hardly hedged young on a stump in June, 1877, 
one of which I lost through the curiosity of a lady, who 
opened the satchel in which they were. The birds looked 
up at her so’ quaintly that she cen ed it in alarm, 
and one scrambled out and got lost. I kept the other 
until it was well feathered, and then killed it for a speci- 
men, a8 it was in the white-fronted immature plumage. 
The present winter it hasbeen common, I have myself 
obtained four fine specimens and seen several others. It 
is by no means ashy bird, although it can see very well 
by day, Its food seems to be chiefly insects ; its castings 
invariably contain the elytra of beetles. 

During the fall of 1878 1 was staying at a farmhouse 
owhere 4 very tame and sagacious crow was kept, a gift 

from myself by the way. The chickens had been sadly 
thinned by the hawks and owls, and I always kept my 
gun in readiness. One night when the guinea fowls were 
nusuully clamorous I got out of bed, took my gun, and 
walked barefooted to the garden, just in time to see a 
large owl make an unsuccessful dash at one of the watch- 
ful sentinels. I waited some time in yain for a shot, 
then went to bed again—only to be aroused by a terrible 
cawing just outside my bedroom window, 1 opened the 

sh, and there was poor Jack—the erow—and a large 
} Von the ground engaged in a regular roygh-and-jum- 

ble fight, I could not shoot for fear of killing the crow, 
which was 4 great favorite, so I ran out round the house. 
The owl escaped in the shadow of the orchard, but | 
saved poor Jack, though he was the worst frightened bird 
Teaver saw, ‘The next morning [found eyidence enough 
to prove the ilentity of the robber, Jacl had defended 
himself bravely, for a number of the owl's feathers were 
stattered around—it was the barred owl, S. nébulosun, 
The enmity between the owl and the crow is popular in 
Hindoo tradition, Kakéris, or enemy of the crow, is one 
of the Sanskrit names of the owl, Aristotle also says 
“the crow fights with the owl, whose eggs it destroys 
at midday, while the owl on the other hand eats the 
crow’s eges af night.” The Italians use the expression, 
“the owl amongst the crows,"'to indicate a serious dan- 
fer, 
The gomrion screech owl is one of the most audacious 

of the family, One in my neighborhood last winter made 
three aporupis at a canary that hung near a window ; it 
dashed at the glass with such force as to Imock itself 
down every time, When the canary was remoyed the 
owl went and bestowed its attention on the tame doves, 
six of which were found déad and their heads partly 
eaten nextday, The owl had not only killed the right- 
ful owners of the doyecot, but had taken possession, 
There he sat and snapped defiantly at the hired man, who 
would have wrung his head off at once, but the lady 
wished it to be sent aliye tome; it however escaped in 
transit. I haye one, however, that was caught in a dove- 
cot, where he had killed and partly eaten four doves, 
Another in my possession didn’t escape so easily, for it 
killed a female dove and attacked the male, a large, 
strong bird,and during the struggle the dove broke one 
of the owl's wings by the vigorous flappine of its own. 

If any person wishes to know what opinion small birds 
have of the owl they have only to fasten one on a pole in 
a garden in the breeding season and they will hear more 
ornithological abuse than ever was éxpressed on the spar- 
row question, A robin had built its nest on the window- 
sill of an out-house in my garden, and when the young 
were nearly fledged, during the absence of the parents, 
[ placed a stuffed screech owl by the side of their nest. 
When the robins returned the effect was ludicrous ; the 
female came first, unsuspicious as usual, with a mouthful 
of food, She didn't notice the owl until close to it, but 
then dashed back screaming and in such confusion that 
she struck herself against the house. The male bird was 
soon on the spot, and such a chink-chinking was kept up 
that one would have thought half the robins in the coun- 
wy were there assembled. I removed the owl after a 
time, but it was torn to pieces and the robing didn’t re- 
cover their equanimity that day, 
The great Virginian owl is the worst enemy of the 

quail, much more so than any species of hawk, as I 
have had good proof. My owls are almost ‘frantic to 
get at my tame quails, and the sight of a stuffed one is 
sufficient to keep the latter wakefulan hour. The dis- 
gorged pellets give unmistakable evidence that they 
prey on these birds in preference to others, and whenever 
the quails are found in plenty I have always discovered 
the owls. Ihave had for several years a fine female red- 
tailed hawk, reared from the nest and yery tame. Thad 
amale Virginian owl that I kept in the cellar, until he 
knocked down too many things to please the housekeeper, 
I then put him in the hawk’s house; there was plenty of 
room, and they didn't fight, but they kept a constant 
watch upon each other, At every movement of the 
hawk the ow! would bristle up as big as a lager beer keg, 
and atvighi when the owl moved the hawk would scream 
with terror, After a week I was obliged to separate 
them, for although they were both enormous eaters, 
néither hati touched a morsel of food since they had been 
together, 

The hawk owl I have met with but once, I was hunt- 
ingin Noyember, 1877, and while crossing a rough, stony 
lot, always a favorite resort for the marsh hawk in sum- 
merand the snowy owl in winter, an owl rose from be- 
hind a stone pile with a mouse, intending to alight on 
the stones. Hesawme and rapidly changed his mind, 
but too late. T fired, and was delighted to find I had 
secured a very fine male hawk owl, I received one the 
same winter shot by a friend on the Canada shore of 
Lake Ontario, 
Many superstitions respecting owls have preyailed from 

the earliest times to the present day, Birds of ill omen 
generally in all countries, they have yet the reputation 
for superior wisdom among the feathered tribes, and cer- 
tainly if blank, inexpressive gravity is characteristic of 
this quality, the owl who ‘nightly asks who's who, and 
pauses for a reply,” is entitled to all the honors. One be- 
lief of the ancients regarding these birds has not de- 
scended to our time. Atleast I have heard of no practi- 
calillustration, I think it must haye eseaped the re- 
searches of the apostles of Teetotalism. Ibis, that the 
eze’s of an owl drankfor three days in wine make drunk- 
ards abstemious, Philostratus says that no one can ever 
like wins after eating an owl's egez, 

IT will conclude this rambling paper with an account of 
my first experience wilh the Virginian owl. When J 
arrived in the States a few years ago one of my fifst m- 
quiries was respecting this bird. Several friends prom- 
ised to procure one forme, On returning home ono day 
Tfound a splendid newly-killed specimen lying on the 
floor of my room. Iwas examining my prize, when in 
came my office boy, cook and generalfactotum, ‘*A 
man brought it,’ saidhe. ‘'Heheard you wanted one; 
but Lam afraid I paid too much forit.” ‘Oh, no, you 
didn’t,” Lrveplied; ‘‘how much did yougive?r’ * Five 
dollars,” said Ted. ‘Oh, well! that is rather—well, 
‘tis a beauty.  Hereis the money, and there is a quarter 
for yourself. Many thanks for buying it.” I skinned 
and preserved my specimen that evening. Some wesks 
after that we were out hunting together, and I shot an 
owl of thasame kind, TI incidentally mentioned our first 
specimen, ‘* Well," said Ted, ‘I behaved real mean 
about that bird. I have often wanted to tell you, and 
now I must. Lonly gaye a quarter forit," 

PEREGRINE, 
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A SHOWDR of WORMS.— Washington, D. O., March 
5fh.— The Baltimore Sun of this date coutains a short 
notics of a ‘shower of worms” in that city yesterday 
morning, "The fact that the wornis could not haye come 
up through the solid Schillington payement was cited as 
evidence that they must have fallen from regions above. 
_ The same phenomenon was noticed here tis norning, 

The worms were to be seen in great numbers on the con- 
crete payement of Pennsylvania Avenue, through which, 
of course, they could not have made their way, The 
street railway on the ayenue is bouldeved, and the side- 
walks are of brick and stone. But in these places there 
Were no indications of borings through the mterstices to 
the surface from the soil below, The question is, did 
they fall from the clouds, and if so, how did thev 
rel there. The fifteen puzzle is not a circumstance comes 
pared to this, J, 0, By 

Our correspondent can rest assured that the worms 

came up owt of the ground,and not down from the clouds, 

The first warm rains of early spring always bring out 

these animalsin great numbers. Probably their appear- 

ance at this time is connected with the breeding instinct, 
— 

Burip Horns,—Our correspondent ‘* Sycamore,” who 
started the question ‘‘ Do deer bury their horns?” rayives 
the topic, and hurls a Parthian dart al his opponents in 
the following note, He says :— 

J was in Druid Hill Park this afternoon taking a look 
atthe deer. In conversation with Capt. Cassell, tlie 
Superintendent, we fell upon the burying question, He 
informed me that they had just ploughed up a piece of 
ground, and had unearthed more deer-homs than had 
ever been found before during the whole fourteen years 
thedeer had been confined in the park. As Tam the one 
who first started the discussion, I feel at liberty to add 
this last word, 

Kish Culture. 
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Pro, ATWATER’S Paprk.cWe have been obliged ta 
defer the publication of Prof. W, O. Atwatei’s paper 

read before the Fish Cultural Association last week. Tt 

will, however, lose none of its interest nor value by the 

delay, Weshall publish it in our next issue, 
—_>—_—_ 

AMERICAN HisH CULTURAL AssocraTion,—The meet- 

ing last weelk was harmonious throughout, and the mem 

bers uniformly expressed great satisfaction at the results 

attained. The dinner at the Metropolitan Hotel, in the 

eyening, afforded an opportunity for discussions and 

speeches less serious than those of the business sessions, 
and stimulated by the ever-ready humor of the President, 

each member contributed his share to the general fund 
of good things. 

The officers for the ensuing year are as follows :—Pres- 

ident, Robert B. Roosevelt ; Vice-President, George Shep- 
pard Page; Treasurer, Eugene G, Blackford; Corres- : 

ponding Secretary, Barnet Phillips; Recording Secre- 

tary, James Annin, Jr, ; Wxecutive Committee, F. Ma- 

ther, G, B. Goode, Samuel Wilniot, Benjamin West, 

Thomas Ferguson and H. T. McGovern, 
% a tee 
A Spawnine Hnn.—* J, K, O.” senils this note taken 

from ‘‘ Sub-Tropical Ramblings,” by N, Pike, Harper's, 

1878, page 271, with the remark that it may be of inter- 
est to Mr, Roosevelt :— 

One day, when out at some distance from the reefs, I 
had the rare good fortune of watching an éel exude its 
spawn. I noticed the creature swimming uneasily abont, 
and it excited my curiosity, Although my presence vyi- 
dently annoyed her, it would appear this was ihe spot 
she had chosen te deposit her eggs. After gracefully and 
slowly circling round, she remained for a few moments 
perfectly motionless, and then the operation commenced, 
resulting in a beautiful spiral scarlet string of spawn, 
nearly ten inches in length and over aii ich in width, 
After all was completed, and the eel had carefully exam- 
ined, with a sudden start it disappeared, and Twas un- 
able to capture it. I carefully collected the eges and 
preserved them in glycerine, but lam sorry to say they 
soon faded toafaint yellow. The string resembles, to 
the naked eye, a delicate scarlet fabric of lace. 

uf aun 
YELLOW Piki-PerRcH IN CONNECTICUT.—A new fish 

for our waters was taken in Scantic River, in a net lash 
week, by Mr. George B, Blodgett, Ti was brought to 

me alive, and is now in my ae quite lively, As it 
was new to our oldest fishermen, Lyrefeved to Dr. Storer’s 
report on the fisheries of Massachusetts, and found ne 
mention of it. Neither is it included in the Rey. J. H, 
Linsley’s list of the fishes of Connecticut. Thinking jt 
might haye been mtroduced by our fish commissioners 
into our waters, I wrote to Dr. W. M. Hudson for infor- 
mation, and received the following reply ; ‘It hasnot in- 
tentionally been introduced by the fish cominissioners, 
andwe have no information of any private efforts to in- 
troduce it,” . : 

Ti is remarkable that this section alfords such a field 
for rare specimens in ichthyology and omithology, Tn 
1868 I had brought to me in a tub of water, from Scan- 
fie river, a compressed turbot (Sota compressa), At that 
time this was the fourth ever taken so far as known—the 
other three had been captured in the Connecticut River 
and its tributaries. It was so rare that Prof, Baird 
requested me to donate it to the Smithsoniar Tnstitute 
(which T did), as they had no representative of that spe 
eics. The yellow pike-perch is even rarerin our waters 
than the turbot, so far as Tam able to lean, it is an ex- 
ceedingly voracious fish, ahd Is nolnesy to our western 
waters. According to DeKay, it is found in most of the 
great lakes and most of the streams and inland lakes in 
the western part of New York State, ‘Tt is found from 
the Ohio through all the greal lakes, and though the 
rivers of the fur countries up to the 68th parailel of lati- 
tude," Dr, Kirtland says: ‘It is one of the ntost valuable 
fishes for the table found im the western waters. Tf ts 
s0 abundant in the Maumee river that fishermen take it 
as an article of commerce.” ‘ : 

The body in form resenibles a pickerel ot pike, but the 
color and markings are that of a perch, hence its name, 
The head ald mouth are not like eilhey fish—mouth 
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wide, lower jaw received into the upper, two yery loug 
and cospicuous teeth in front of each—those of the lower 
jaw received into cavities above. Thelength of my speci- 
men is twelve inches, but they are taken in the lakes 
more than twice that length. It is reported that one 
thirly inches long was found dead on the shore of Chau- 
tauqua Lake, which had attempted to swallow a duck. 
The duck’s head was thrust though the gills of the fish, 
and both had perished, attached together. 

1 haye not given a minute and scientific description of 
this fish, but pointed out some of its most striking pe- 
culiarities, so that it can easily be identified,—WiLLiamM 
Woop, in Hartford Times, 

Bast Windsor Hill, March 24th, 1880 

Sea and Bivey Hishing. 
—_—_—e f 

FISH IN SEASON IN APRIL, 

Speckled Trout, Salvelinus fontinalig; Land-locked Salmon, 
Salmo ylovert ; Suelts. 

Oo 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the Porrst AnD StreAm Directory of 

Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following particulars, with such other information as they 

may deem of value: State, Town, County; means of access; Hotel 

and other accommodations; Game and its Season; Wish and its 
Season; Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address. 

a 

—See the notice aboye of the FOREST AND STREAM 

Directory, and act upon the suggestions contaimed ib it. 
————— 

v —The trout of Green’s River, Long Island, are famous 

for their game qualities and a flavor which is unsurpassed, 
we believe, by the fish of any other stream in the world. 
A lappy combination of fayoring conditions unite to 

giye them these qualities, Green’s River is one of those 
Long Island streams which bubble up in abundant 
springs of clear, pure water, and flow down through 
watercresses and fringes of thicket directly to the 
sea. Unlike many of the other streams, its course: to 
the salt water is free from obstruction, and untram- 
meled by dam or screen. The watercresses, the muddy 
bottoms and the brush on the banks afford a maryel- 

ous supply of choice food for the trout, and to this 
are added the shrimp and other dainties which the 
fish find when they go down to salt water. Living 

thus, partly in fresh water and partly in brackish and 

salt water, the Green’s River fish acquire. a favor 
which, as we have said, is not to be excelled by the 

daintiest trout in the world. Add to this, that they 
are game—every iich of them; that in many places 
one must cast from a boat, and throw long casts at 

that—and we have a fish which it is well worth while 
snatching {aday from the round of business to capture, 

Green’s River, we should add, is private property, 
and is protected from the attacks of poachers by a dense 

growth of thicket along the banks, and a series of 

mud-holes and treacherous mire, into which a man 

who does not know the stream, or who is not guided 
by some one familiar withjit, must inevitably fall; and 
if he falls he is lost.>The river has been for years re- 
served by Messrs, L, H. Abbey and Chas, IF’. Imbrie, 
and thither each opening day, with invited guests, they 

repair with the happy assurance of finding an ample 

supply of fish for themselves and their guests. Last 
week these gentlemen went down to Sayville, accom- 

panied by Mr. Joseph Jefferson, who is really an expert 

with the fly. The success of the party is told in the 
following note :— 

The number of anglers who left this city last Wed- 

nesday was entirely unprecedented. Our party consisted 

of Joseph Jefferson, L. HL, Abbey and myself, None of 

us had time—but we took it. Jefferson's motto, ** Pleas- 

ure before business,” we found good not only in theory, 

but also in practice. On our return we felt as if we had 

new mainsprings in us. 
‘We went to Sayville, Long Island, and made our quar- 

ters at the Foster House, where we always find a good 
table, comfortable bed, and a hospitable host. 

On the first we fished Foster’s Brook and Green’s River )\ 
above the bridge. In the last named stream we took fif- 
teen trout. These were taken in a few minutes’ fishing, 
during a short period of south wind, During all the 
rest of the day we had every sort of wind but south, and 
consequently could get no fish, for ib is a well-known 
peculiarity of this locality that the wind must be either 

exactly south, or sou-sau-west, or one cannot take trout 

with a fly. +. a, 

On the second day we fished Green’s River below 

the bridge, and as the wind was right during an hour in 

the morning and about an hour in the afternoon, we took 

thirty-six fine trout, Thus our tule for the two days was 

ty-one in all. : 

ar neyer passed two anore delightful days and 

evenings than these; not only was the fishing of the 

richt sort, the fish being killed fast enough to satisiy 
any sportsman, and yet not fast enough to become 

mere butchery, but the ready wit and kindly ways of 

Jefferson imparted a zest to the Gecasion which will 
ive it a most pleasant place In my memory. 
se ; j CHAS, F, IMBRIE. 

—_——~>——- 

——Messra. Conroy, Bissett & Malleson have on exhibi- 

tion at their store a very faithful picture of Long Island 

prook trout, painted by W. Holberton for a member of 

the South-Side Club. It represents a couple of trout of 

about a pound weight on a bed of bright green moss and 

violets. In the background isa very carefully painted 

split bamboo vod, and in the foreground 4 glimpse of the | Dame 

stream isshown, Anglers, as well as lovers of pictures, 
can see for themselves how carefully true to nature this 
seasonable painting is treated, 

—_$_—___ 

THE NEPISIGUIT AND MATAPRDIA.—New York, March 
50th.—Hditor Forest and Stream :—A communication in 
your paper of the 11th inst. on salmon fishing in Canada 
is likely to mislead such of your readers as may never 
have been to the Nepisiguit River, in New Brunswick, 
but who may desire to cast their fly on its waters, 
That stream is leased to private parties, like all other 
salmon rivers in Canada that are worth anything ; but 
the lower division, or what is called the Rough Waters, 
can be fished by any one on payment of $1 per day to 
the Warden. The consequence of this practically open- 
to-all privilege isa great crowd of anglers, good and bad, 
and no sport nor pleasure to any one, 
And much the same. result obtains on the Matapedia or 

the lower part of it, which is open at the same price, 
can't see any recompenses for a considerable outlay in 
traveling and other expenses, in threshing waters sur- 
rounded by a mob of like foolish and deluded sportsmen, 
Tthink that your correspondent also estimates the ex- 

pense of a salmon trip too light. My experience is to 
allow for all probable outlay, and then double the amount; 
and this will be the cost on counting up the expense 
after returning home, MANHATTAN, 

—_—_—— 

MassAcuusutts—New Bedford, March 24th.—The fish- 
ing season has commenced here at least two weeks earlier 
than usual, Many of the fishermen haye been putting 
in their ‘‘traps” the past week, and considerable quanti- 
ties of fish have been taken, mostly herring, although 
some tautog and a few menhaden, the earliest ever 
known, have been caught ; alsoa very few shad, Oyer 
7,000 herring were yesterday brought over in the Vine- 
yard steamer, caught the day before, CONCHA. 

—>—_ 

Conyecricui—Bridyeport, April 1st.— Ma, D, Stirling, 
of this city, this day brought to basket twelve trout-—- 
from half a pound down. Total weight, 31 pounds ; 
time, 4.J1 A.M. to4 p.m. Of all the articles that have eyer 
appeared in your interesting paper, none have interested 
me more than ‘A Days Trout Fishing in Ireland,” by 
“Ringwood.” Heis one of the few who know how to 
use their pens, J, M, 8. 

ee 

ADIRONDACK TisHine.—Indian Lake, March 29th.—A. 
few stray ducks visit our Jakes and streams in the spring, 
but they are very few. Hunting is very good here in the 
fall, game consisting of deer, bear, rutfed grouse and 
some woodcock; no quail. Trout fishing is yery good 
here in the right season in some localities that I know of. 
One great trouble with the majority of sportsmen who 
come to the Adirondacks is that they come two late in 
the season, and sometimes have to return dissatisfied. I 
always had the best fishing here say from May 15th until 
June 25th, and I have fished im this country for the last 
ten years. Ifa man comes here at that time he will have 
the satisfaction of getting some very nice trout, but he 
noust not be afraid to rough it to merit success. 

If any of your readers wish to come to this place T 
would be very glad to inform them of some first-class 
fishing grounds and also hunting grounds in the fall of 
the year, Thereis very good prospect tor deer nextfall, 
as they have not been crusted this winter, thanks to the 
small amount of snow that we have had. ‘Three years 
ago about two hundred of our noble deer were killed in 
the deep snow within twenty-five miles around by some 
of our most unprincipled guides and hunters, who should 
have been prosecuted if the authorities had done their 
duty. But I haye not heard of a case this winter. 

O, S52, Manin. 
A Hs 

THE BEAVERKILL CLuB.—Ne, 99 Nassau street, New 
York, April 3d.—The Beayerkill Club has been in success- 
ful operation for more than two years, and has absolute 
control, under its leases and agreements, of fhe head- 
waters of that excellent trout stream, which have never 
been polluted by the refuse of either sawmill or tannery. 
Permit me to say in your columns, that a few more 
gentlemen will be admitted to membership upon intro- 
duction or satisfactory reference. Gentlemen so dis- 
posed are inyited to write to, or call upon the wnder- 
signed, = Gro, W,. VAN SICLEN, 

T!,_ 

THE \WICCAPEE SPORTING ASsSOCIANON.—The hame 
taken unto themselves by this society of anglers, of the 
pleasuntlittle village of Hishkill-on-the-Hudson, is ‘* Wic- 
capee “ and not ‘* Wiccasse®,” as some have erroneously 
given it. Weshall hope to hear of some of the red letter 
days of the clubs. 

—_>—_——_ 

THE Trout Srreams or Unster,—Stamford, NM ¥., 
March 26t¢1.—As every summer tinds me, rod in hand, 
enjoying gentle sport in bright waters, ib may not be 
amiss to tell your readers where I delight to go. I 
used to haunt the lakes and streams of the ‘* North 
Woods,"so weil described in Halleck’s Gazetteer and Wal- 
lace's Guide to the Adirondacks. But as age creeps on, 
Tstrike on more accessible waters, The Beaverlkill in 
Ulster County is my favorite of all near-by streams, It 
affords yery fair sport to a skilltul hand, has many fine 
boarding and club houses in its vicinity, and is protected 
sufficiently to keep netters, poachers and market fisher- 
men away, ‘To reach it, go by New York and Oswego 
Midland to Morston station, or to Arkvyille by the Dela- 
ware and Ulster Railroad, 
From either station teams at reasonable rates can be 

had to take you to good quarters on the stream, Driving 
my own team, [ always put up at Tripp’s Brookvale Cot- 
tage, sure of good stabling for my team, nice beds and 
-good cookery in the cottage, at yery reasonable rates, 

Murdock, Flint, Leal,Slter,Gharley Waters, the Joneses 
and a dozen more keep sportsmen comfortably ; but I 
have made Tripp’s my headquarters for ten years back, 
and shall fly my flag there as long as I last, I reckon. 
The Beaverkill from New York is only a day away, 

taking an early Hudson River train, and reaching Ark- 
yille by Delaware and Ulster Railroad in plenty of time 
to catch your supper at Tripp’s. A line to O. M. Tripp, 
Turnwood, Ulster County, will insure you a team to 
carry che right through from the depot at either station 

above, -NED BUNTLINE, 

Rochester, April 3d.—The opening day of trout fishing 
was favorable to anglers in Jocal waters, and rare sport 
was enjoyed by several from this city, One man inter- 
ested in a presérye on the famous Caledonia Creek is said 
to have taken seventeen pounds of trout from its waters 
the first day, and then he returned small fish to the 
stream, Some unpreserved small streams were bait-tished 
with success, but the anglers were nearly as numerous 
as the fish; on oné stream, about half a mile long, eleyen 
fishers were simultaneously dropping their bait in its few 
inches of water. Drying DEcoy. 

—>— 

THNNEssEE—Savannah, March 80¢h.—I caught my first 
bass for this season last week. Myself and friend tool 
ten, the largest weighed (several hours after bemg 
caught) tywo pounds; average of ten, one pound. We 
used live minnows for bait. The fish bit rapidly for 
about thirty minutes in the middle of the day and then 
seemed to stop feeding, as we caught only two more dur- 
ing the afternoon, For their size, they were among the 
gamest specimens I have ever seen, and afforded us fine 
sport. Another party, two in number, were out on Hri- 
day last and caught nine, Did not learn the ae ha 

ILL, 
Oa 

THE CHARMS OF COLEBROOK, 

Xx COLEBROOK, N, H., March, 1880. 

S$ the days besin to lengthen and the bulmy air of spring 
greets us, the true sportsman begins to lone for the woods 

und streams, the open camp, the blazing tire, the fragrant breath 
of the bed of fir boughs and the sweet and refreshing shimber in 
the pure air of the forest. He begins in his leisure hours to oyer- 
haul his Hy-rods and fishing tackle, takes the trusty rifle down 

from the antlers where it has taken its winter's rest, and anx- 
jously looks it over to find out if perchance a speck of rust has 

intruded itself upon it. Often in his mind rises the question; 

“ Where shall I go to reinvigorate myself after the toils and seclu- 

sion of many months?! May T intrude vpontyour columns eo far 
as to invite attention to my spring and summer fishing and shoot- 

ing for the last ten years? 
Tn the * Goos,” aboye the * Upper Coos,” thirteen miles above 

the North Stratford station on the Grand Trunk Railroad, nestles 

among the hills the village of Colebrook, than which none more 
charming is found in the old “Granite State." In the beautiful 
Connecticut River valley, with bold Monadnock Mountain stand- 
ing sentinel over it, the village itself is a resort most welcome to 
the stranger and most dear to him who returns to it year after 

year with fresh pleasure, But as the center of a fine fishing coun- 

try anda point from which, with easy trips, the sportsman can 
readily reach places where he can take all the tout he ought to 

Take, it is unsurpassed in northern Maine, or New Hampshire, 

Tumbling and rippling down from gerund old Dixyille Notch, the 

Mohawk Riyer aifords to him, who desires to take his ease at his 
inn at night, splendid brook fishing for trout from one and one- 

haif pounds downwards, ‘Ten miles easterly from the village are 
the Diamond Ponds, and they are rightly named, Clear, silvery 
sheets of water set In their durk forest surroundings; to loyers of 

nature they furnish quiet and Intense satisfaction apart from the 

sport of the splendid rush and gallant fight of the inhabitants of 

the waters, There are two of these ponds, the smaller about two- 

thirds of a mile long and half a mile wide, and the larger about 

slx times as gvest, Although the smaller empties into the larger, 

the trout seem to be almost distinct in their species. Little Dia- 
mond furnishes trout from three pounds down to haif a pound, 

fey being taken smaller, and they are short, plimp nnd very 
gamy, while in + Big Diamond” they rarely exceed wu pound in 
weight, though much more numerous, and the fisherman seldom 

fails to take all he needs, 
Twenty-five miles to the north, up the yalley, are the Comnecti- 

cut Lakes, abounding in brook and lake trout. Last year the Fish 
Commission stocked the Jakes with lund-locked salmon, and they 

are said to be rapidly increasing in size. Many parties visit these 

waters and seldom fail to return ugain. At First Lake there isa 

food hotel with reasonable prices, and at Second Lake genial Tom 

Chester has a comfortable camp and agreeably entertains all that 

call upon him, From this luke there isa path raeross to Parma- 

chenee, which those who desire to take long tramps frequently 
pass. It is eleven miles and a respectable carry, But to go ty 
Parmachenee—beautitul Parmachence—the better way is 10 Bo 
through Dixyille Notch to Errol Dam, a distance of twenty 11 em 
over i first-rate road, and from thence up the riyerin thesteamer 

Diamond to Brown's Farm and Fred Flint’s camp and thence by 

boat to * Spotts.” 
How well Ll remember the first trip to Paimachenee with that 

rugeed, good-natured giant, “ Spoil Flint,’ foraguide. The de- 

scriptions in the ForEsr anp S1tuuam of the fishing iu those 
waters have been read with great interest hy those who baye 

been in that country, but I believe the great mistake made by 

ynost of the sportsmen going up the Magalloway is thei great 

haste to reach the luke itsel!. and conceequently they pass many 

points of great interest and leave their praisés untold. From the 
head of Aziscoos Falls at Fred FKint's camp to the Little Magallo- 
way is about thirty miles, and im gpring the Hirst fishing is found 
where there is quick water on the river, but the teauty of the 

river for him who carries the gun is the abundance of deer 

moose and caritoo to be found all along its borders. Paddling 
softly up or down the sirenm, it is by no means uncommon to 

find one of these animals feeding upon the lily-pads growing in 

the water, 
From Spetf Miint’s camp at bunday Pond there is a path to 

Lincoln Yond, where 15 undoubtedly the finest trout fishing in 

the Magalloway country. It bas been fiebed but little ond is com- 

paratively little known, but I haye neyer seen 80 uniformly large 
fish as have been taken from this pond, The lishing and country 
above Sunday Pond have been so fully described by your former 
correspondent that further cow ment is unnecessary, butif your 
sportsman isnvtin too great haste to reach the utmost limits of 
his Journey at onee, let him tarry along the river; let him stop at 
Sunday Pond camp and go to Lincoln, Little Megalloway and the 

falls above “ Big Eddy ;" let him watch for the four-footed game 

alony the river where fewer sportsmien abound, and my word for 

it, he will be amply repaid for his time. 
Good guides to all points, snd among them Wi. ‘tl. Keyes, of 

Culsbrook, N. H., can be procured at reasonable prices to any of 

the points named. Tickets from Boston vid Colebrook to Erro 
Dam, and return over the Boston, Concord and Montreal Kail- 
yoad, can be Gbteined for $12, and the trip will repay any lover of 
nature, whether he drop & line to the fish, or lesye them to“ gang 

their ain gait,” 
T shall be pleused to pive any person who desires any informa 

tion in my power as to the sporting facilities in Unis region.» 

LD, 0, RENWICK, 
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The Fennel. 
SOMETHING ABOUT BREAKERS AND DOG 

BREAKING, 

left to follow naturally (he orders as you may give them, 

the exclamation ‘‘Ha” is intended to cheecls and correct 
him, Few dogs are thoroughly broken to “heel,” many 
handlers Ueing obliged to repent the order over a score of 
times Ina walk of a short half mile. A common prac- 
tice resorted to, to keep the dog behind, is to deal steal- 
thy and Quilp-like back kicks at the poor brute, or swipe 
at him at unsuspecting moments with the barrels of the 
gun, A dog thus handled generaily has his own way, 
or, when he does come to heel, follows many yards be- 

SECOND PAPUHR, 

Have decided to break the dog to drop to shot, set 
aboutit in this way, still remembering to haye 

the check-eord attached to the plain leather collar, Pro- 

and ‘fon,’ [t is unnecessary that we should state what 
these signals should be, believing that they had betiter be 

Tt is really wonderful how quickly a,dog will learn that 

duce a gun, and allow the youngster, who will now be 
from eight to ten months old, to examine it after his own 

You may begin by firing off a.cap, and then a 
little powder, but great care should be taken not to alarm 
him, During the firing process the dog should be kept 

lying down, in order to teach him to charge.” You 
will at once see whether your puppy is disposed to be- 
come gun-shy, and if so you must afi once bend all your 

fashion. 

faculties to get him oysr it, To accomplish this your 
judgment must be brought into play, and he must he 

handled according to his disposition. While the accus- 
toming of the dog to the sound of firearms, at either a 
pigeon match or a rifle gallery, may do for some, others 

ean only be conquered by starving, and then feeding at 
the report of a light load, the charges to be increased as 

the dog shows less timidity. Should your pupil prove a 

tough customer, couple him to another dog which has no 
such foolish fears, and will steadily “charge.” The con- 
fidence of the one will impart confidence to the other. 
Pear and joy are feelings yet nore contagious in animals 
than in man. We hsye known young dogs to become hoth 
gun and whip-shy at sight; in such vases the puppy can 
be familiarized by being obliged to kennel in close prox 
imity to the article which he holds in dread, One or the 
other of the aboye methods will surely cure any young 
dog of the fear he may have for either the sound of the 
gun or crack of the whip: later on, howeyer, when the 
dog has become older and more set in his ‘‘tricks and 
his ways,” he will be very dificult to handle, It will then 
require both patience and tact to eradicate his terror. 
We would, however, suggest that uo breaker give up his 
task in despair without trying a very simple method, 
that is, of introducing a bitch, which isin heat, to the 
presence of the cowering subject. Let her be a partici- 
pant during several lessons, and it will seem astonishing 
how much powder will have to bet burned to produce 4 
retreat, : 

Until your dog is quite reconciled to the report of the 
un, do not take him up to'any one who may be firing. 
He must thoroughly understand that he is to crouch the 
instant he hears the sound. After a little perseverance 
you will succeed so well that you will not be obliged to 
even raise your hand, If habituated to wait patiently at 
“charge,” however hungry he may be, before permitted 
to take food, it is reasonable to think he will remain at 
the ‘charge’ yet more patiently before he is allowed to 
seek dead.” Whenever, in the lessons, your young dag 
has behaved steadily and well, give him a reward. Do 
not throw it to him; let him take it from your hands. 
Tt will assist} in making him tender-mouthed, and in at 
taching him to you. Dispense with the check-cord, and 
practice the dog in fields in which he is astranger. Many 
dogs perform wonderfully well in their own exercise 

ound, but yery indifferently where their attention is 
stracted by new scenes, For this reason, always insist 

that a purchase trial be held away from a dogz’s home, 
We have seen on their own dunghill many dogs that 
were considered ‘‘wonders,” that would beat aut a local 
piece of snips ground to perfection, moying from each 
well-known spot to spot, and securing all the points, that 
were not worth a rap when worked on a new plotin a 
strange meadow, All dogs, and particularly young ones, 
should be accustiomed to different scenes ; thus, in giving 
your dog exercise, be careful to select different walks in 
your neighborhood, and at all times when he shall stray 
away from you make him hunt you up when he has 
found that he has gone astray and misses you. If you 
should adopt the plan of whistling and calling to him the 
mument he leaves your sight he will always depend upon 
your looking him up, when it is really the dog that should 
always have your position correctly located. 
Whenthe dog has been thoroughly tested as a good 

“follower,” and has gained sufficient courage to run 
well ahead of you, and shows interest in all he sees, it 
will be time to teach him to come to “‘heel.” The object 
of this order is to make him instantly give up working 
and come to your heels. It isat your heels he should 
follow you at the street crossings, and to the beat you 
have mapped out for your day’s sport. This will prevent, 
young dogs from expending their force before entering 
fairly for the day’s work. Attach at first a short check- 
cord, say five feet in length, to the dog’s collar, and ina 
low voice say “‘heel,” and bring the dog closebehind you, 
Keep him there awhile and pat him, but do not otherwise 
reward him, When you move forward again, say “heel,” 
and as the dog passes you jerk him back, repeating the 
word ‘‘heel ;’ continue your walk, and on every occasion 
that the dog’s nose is thrust forward in front of your 
legs keep him in place with a back-handed jerk, It will 
be better to practice the dog to walle at heel on the left 
side ; you will then always know where to look for him, 
A. dog, when once ordered to heel, should neyer leaye it 
until bidden by the word ‘‘on.” When you command 
your dog to heel, make him obey at once; all dogs of 
spirit dislike the restraint, and are apt to loiter in coming 
in, We haye seen dogs that made more excuses than all 
the imps of schoolboys and Irish seryants put together. 
We have seen cunning scamps, when ordered to heel, 
suddenly become very much interested in a neighboring 
tree, eat grass or begin a series of false points; in fact, 
tesort to all sorts of schemes to protract the season of 
their liberty and divert the attention of their unwary 

masters. Should the dog not readily fall into his place 
at heel you may cut him with the whip every time he 

_ presses forward, Soon he will consent to follow as he 
should, and the cord and whip can be dispensed with, 

t. Jogs are keen observers of all gestures and facial ex- 
pressions, and if will not be long before they pick up 
some movement of your head, hand or gun which they 

li distinctly connect with the two commands, ‘theel” | 

hind, 
ears, 
he should make the dog lie at his feet several minutes, 
which the dog, eager for sport, will consider a severe 
punishment, and i is a sort of punishment not soon for- 
gotten. Correction of this kind is much better for the 
dog than the thumping of clubs and firing of stones, 
When flogging must be resorted to, place his head be- 

tween your knees and whip the after part of his body, 
The dog should be struck across, not along the ribs; or, 
in other words, the whip should not be made to 
lap around his body, but the blow should fall on the 
whole length of his back. In the aboye deseribad posi- 
tion the dog cannot bite, and must receive all awarded 
him, flogping a strong dogis no easy task: it requires 
much personal exertion in holding him for the aaminis- 
tration ; it will put your nerves in a tremble, and be very 
likely to spoil your shooting. After you have been flog- 
ging him, always part friends, and neyer let him escape 
while you are chastising him ; at least, if he does, da not 
pursue him, as if he seés (which he soon will) that he is 
the quicker runner of the two, all discipline will he at an 
end. Therefore, be thorough as you proceed in your task, 
if you would insure pleasant sport and avoid barbarity. 
$i  t 

THE NEW YORE SHOW. 

A S April 12th draws near, the date announced for the 
closing of the entries, there isa corresponding in- 

evease in the labor of Mr. Lincoln and his assistants. 
Each mail brings such a large number of applications 
that the managers are forced to admit the yery pleasant 
truth that in all probability the number of entries for 
this year’s show will far exceed any exhibition of the 
kind ever held in this country. This is not all, for the 
high standing of the animals to be shown will surpass 
anything heretofore seen, Inthe early days, when bench 
shows were in their infancy, a competent critic could 
without much trouble pick out the winners if each re- 
spective class. This is not the case of to-day, and we 
predict that many of the leading classes will contain so 
many really splendid dogs that the judges will have no 
easy tusk to center on the premier tayvorites. The com- 
petition in the sporting classes will be particularly close ; 
hence it will be the more- interesting, as the dogs will be 
arare lot to select from. It is surprising what great 
numbers of wonderfully fine dogs have been imported 
during the past twelys months, many of which were the 
pitk of the English kennels, and over whose high price 
there has been no dickering. 

Since last issue we have gathered the following items of 
news. Mr, John Dayidson, of Monroe, Mich., was asked 
if he would act at the show this year as judge, but pre- 
ferred being an exhibitor, and he has entered four of his 
crack dogs, and will be present during the whole of the 
exhibition. Dr, Jarvis, of Clarement, N, H., will exhibit 
lis great Irish setter dog Elcho, This beautiful animal 
was bred by Mr, R. 5, Greenhill, of the Irish rifle team, 
Hlcho is six years old, and is the sire of Joe, Jr., who ran 
against Gladstone in the field match in December last, 
Dr. Jarvis has decided not to place his dog in competi- 
tion, being satisfied, as well he might, to let Elcho rest 
on the lanrels he has won in the past, 

Mr, Godefiroy, the enthusiastic proprietor of the Never- 
sink Lodge Kennels, of Guymard, N. Y., has subscribed 
for fifty entry blanks, and purposes sending down a large 
delegation from his excellent varieties of stock. His 
pointer, Croxteth, of which we spoke in a recent issue, 
is said to be in fine trim forthe coming contest, From 
the West the finest selection of large pointers in the 
country will be sent by the St. Louis Kennel Club, Bow 
isan old favorite, and winner of 1878, Faust is well 
known, and the bitches are said to be grand. 

The Baltimore Kennel Club haye promised to enter 
their well-known English and Trish setters and pointers. 

Mr. F. R, Bevan, of the English Kennel Club, who has 
judged with Mr. Lort, and also in the Huglish field trials, 
is on his way here with a number of English setlers and 
retrievers, described as being yery handsome animals, 

The setter Grouse-Dale, which won first in the puppy 
stakes and second in the brace stakes, at the recent Has- 
tern field trial, was among last week’s entries, 
The class of colleys will be a very fine one, thirty ani- 

mals having been promised, the majority of which were 
imported during the past year. Ip is to be very much 
regretted that the Central Park Commissioners haye re- 
fused to allow thecolley, or sheep dog, trials to take place 
in the park, as they would undoubtedly have been an 
additional attraction to this year’s show. 

Mr. Gibson, of London, Ont., the great short horn cat- 
tle-breeder, will send a number of his recently imported 
fox-terriers. 

No special prize list will be sent out, as all dogs entered 
in the regular classes ave eligible for the specials, Where 
the special prizes require separate entries, they can be 
made during thé fwst day of the show. 

Messrs. W. ‘lt. and J, Messerean, of Newark, N, J., 
present a double link, triple silver-plated collar, lined 
with russet leather and dotted with gold-plated cones, 
and a nickle-plated chain, or lead, which is to be awarded 
to the best pointer dog or bitch, and is to he competed for 
by winners in the epee and champion classes, 

Messrs, Bartens Rice, of this city, offer an elegant 
silver cup, valued at $300, to be awarded for tha best col- 
lection of dogs owned and exhibited by one person or 
kennel chib, both quality and quantity to be considered, 
Dogs from Hngland and Scotland, from Canada to 

Texas. and Missouri to Massachusetts, have been entered, 
and the show, thanks to able management, promises to 
be a grand success, 

—EE—— - 

Tar HASTERN Erenp TrRaL Cious—New York, March 
a0th.—Editor Forest and Stream:—A meeting of the 

A dog should never be kicked or shaken by the 
When the sportsman is unproyvided with a whip 
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BKastern Field Trials Club was held March 9th. The 
cousfitution and by-laws of the club, as revised by 
4& committee of three appointed for that purpose 
at a previous meting, were read, and, after slirht 
alterations, adopted, The action of the elub, raising 
the initiation fee from five to ten dollars, was recon- 
sidered, after long discussion, Tt was decided that until 
September, 1880, all persons desiring to become members, 
being duly proposed and seconded, would have to pay to 
the Secretary, within thirty days of the date of their 
election, the sum of five dollars initiation fee, and on 
Sept. Ist five dollars additional for annual dues, Atter 
Sept. Ist, 1880, the initiation fee will be raised to ten dol- 
lars. Mr, C. H. Raymond read his report as last year’s 
Treasurer of the club, and it was moved by Mr. Billings, 
and carried, that the statement be accepted, with the 
thanks of the club for his services. It was moved that 
the Secretary should receive a yearly salary of $100, pay- 
able quarterly ; resolution carried, Mr. Pentz proposed 
that a stated amount should be paid for the use of Rob- 
in's Island ; motion referred to Finance Committee. The 
Committee on Field Trial Rules had not finished their revis- 
ion, and if was decided to receive their report at the 
next meeting. The following gentlemen were present at 
the meeting; Dr. Aten, Messrs, Colburn, Greene, C, FH, 
and G, B. Raymond, Herzberg, Ryer, Holmes, Billings, 
De Rongé, Coster, Monroe, Morris, Pentz, Yon Lengerke 
and Hall. The following gentlemen were proposed for 
membership, and will be balloted for at the next meeting 
of the club: Messrs. A. H. Moore, Garrett Roach, George 
Van Wagener, Charles Richards, H. E, Hamilton, W. H, 
Holabird and R, Lainb. QUAL. 

ENTRIES FOR THE (THLD TRIAL LERBY. 

NATIONAL AMBRICAN Kennal Chun. 
From Mareh 230 to Maren sith, 1880. 

(Hntries closed April ist, 1880.) 

Frederick Stanctifie’s May Mori, black, white and tan setter 

bitch, by Gladstone-Qlip; born April 27th, 1879. 

Jos, J. Suellenburg’s Dick Laverack, blue Belton setter dog, 
by Thunder Peeress; born June 1th, 1879. 

Jos. J. Snellenburg’s Daisy Laverack, lemon Belton setter bitch, — 

by Thunder-Peeress: born June (9th, 1879. 

Jos, J. Snellenburg’s May Laverack, black and white setter 

bitch, by Thunder-Spot; born May 11th, 1879. 

Chas. H. Peck, Jr.'s, Blarney, red setter bitch, by Erwin II. - 
Dora; born April 10th, 1879. 

J. Hopkins Smith's Jaci, ted setter dog, by Hicho-Mez; born 

July, 1879. 

J. Hopkine Smith's Jill, read setter bitch, by Elcho-Meg; born 
July, 1879. 

L.D. Rumsey's Nimrod, black, white and tan setter dog, by Lei- 

cester-Nellie; horn May Sth, 1879, 

Guido's Morgan, white setter dog, by Joe Jr.,-Campbell’'s Fanny; 

born July 3d, 1879. 

Guido's Joe ILl.,ved gether dog, by Joe, Jr.-Campbell’s Kate; 
born April £7th, 1879. 

Guido’s Kemp, red getter dog, by Joe, Jr-Hugh's Ida ; born - 

Oct. 19th, 1879. 

D. C. Sanborn’s McDut!, white and black getter dog, by Leices- 
ter-Nellie; born May 8th, 1879. 

D, €. Sanborn’s Rosalind, blue Belton bitch setter, by Leicester- 
Nellie; born Muay 8th, 1879, 

D. 0. Sanborn's Little Boy, black and white dog setter, by Dan 

IITl.-Roxey ; born July 12th, 1879, 

D.C. Sanborn’s Little Lady, black and white biteh setter, by 

Dash IIT.-Roxey. 

Capt. Patrick Henry's Dick, black, white and tan dog setter, by 

Pride of the South-Lorna Doon; born Aug., 1879. 

Capt. Patrick Henry's Lorna, black, white and tan bitch setter, 
by Pride of the South-Lorna Doon; born August, 1879. 

Chas. H. Raymond’s Dodo, white and lemon bitch setter, by 

Roderick Dhu-Mina; boru May 10th, 1879. 

E. Oo. Lamontagne’s Ranter, orange and white dog sattar, by 

Macdona's Ranger -Macdona's Moll; born May 20th, 1879. 

H. C. Lamontagne’s Ripple, orange and white bitch setter, by 

Macdona's Ranger-Maucoua's Moll; born May 20th, 1879. 

Wm. A. MeIntosh's Clyde, red dog setter, by champion Hicho- 

Gipsey Queen; born Sept. 1th, 1879. . 
C, BE. MeMurdo's Rahneo, black and blue bitch setter, by Glad- 

stone-Frost; born Aug. 25th, 1879. 

Win. A. Strother’s Prost’s Lexh, lomon and white bitch setter, 
by Gladstone-Frost; born Aug. 25th, 1879. 

E. F. Stoddard’s Patsy Bollivar, red dog, by Elcho-Rose (Dr. 

Jarvis’ sebter); born April 20th, 1879, 

EF, Stoddard's Lady Jaunty, liver and white bitch pointer, by 

Tory-8t. Louis K. C.’s Jaunty; born April 15th, 1879. 
D. Bryson’s Peep of Day, white, black and tan bitch setter, by 

Gladstone-Clip ; born April 28th, 1879. 

W. L. McDonald's Bruce, lemon and white dog setter, by Glad- 

stone-Daisy Lee; born July tth, 1879. 

P.H, Bryson's Count Gladstone, white, black gnd tan dog setter, 
by Gladstone-Clip; born April 28th, 1879. 

M. Von Culin’s Carmot, blue Belton dog setter, by Carlowitsz- 
Princess Nellie; horn July ldth, 1879. 

Dr. 8. Fleet Spier’s Fascination, black, white and tan bitch 

setter, by St. Hlmo-Maida; born Aug. 15th, 1879. 

H. Hall, Jr.'s, Glen, lemon and white doe pointer,by Snapshot- 
Gipsy ; born May 29th, 1870, 

L. D. Rumsey’s Nimrod, black, white and tan dow setter, by 
Leicester-Sanborn's Nellia; born May 8th, 1879. 

A. K, Delaney's Prince Edward, black, white and tan dog, 

setter, by Leicester-Sanborn’s Nellis; born May &th, 1879, 
Isaac H, Tyler’s Linda, white and lemon bitch setter, by Lincoln- 

Daisy Dean; born Oct. 1, 1879. 

Thos. M, Aldvich’s Zulu, black, white and tan bitch setter, by 
Rowe's Pez's Boy-Blanche; born April 21, 1879. 

John 8. MeIntoch’s Abbie Whinnery, red bitch settar, by Elcho- 
Gypsy Queen; born Sept, 1th, 1879. 

Clarence K. Deane's Lucille, lemon Belton bitch setter, by own- 

er’s Lofty Falls-Panny Meade; born Dee. 1th, 1879. 

Olarence KE. Deane’s Dashing Countess, blue Belton bitch setter, 

by Dash IT1.-Rowe's Gift; born Sept. 1, 1879, 
Clarence K, Deane's Peg's Boy’s Girl, blue Belton bitch setter, by 

ownew's Pes’s Boy-Kuowe's Blanche; born April 21, 1879, 

RK. F. Green's Rowell, red dog astter, pedizgres not given; born 

April hth, 1880 (sie). 
John Davidson's Abbess, white, black and tan bitch setter, by 

Atton-Fannie; born April 6th, 1579. 
Arnold Burges’Queen Dido, lemon Belton bitch setter, by Druid 

Nilsgon; born April 20th, 1879. 
James M. Nelson's Cliquot,red dog setter, by chumplon Hlcho- 

Rose; Horn April 20th, 1479. 
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5. B. Dilley’s Superlative, liver, white and ticked bitch pointer, 

by champion Ranger-Pleet; born June 27th, 1879. 

8. B. Dilley’s Karones, liver, white and ticked dog pointer, by 

ehampion Ranger-champion Royal Fan; born July 13th, 1879. 
George Lowe's (London, Hngland) Lady Catharine, white and 

bi ick flecked bitch setter, by Tam o’ Shanter-Young Kate; born 
April, 1879. 

George Lowe's (London, England) Robbie Burns, black and 

white flecked dog setter, by Tam o’ Shanter-La Reine; born Au- 

zust, 1879. ; 

5. B. Dilley’s Ranger Boy, liver, white and ticked dog pointer 

by champion Ranger-champion Royal Fan; born July 18th, 1879. 

Albert G, Sloo’s Roi, black and tan dog setter, by Grouse-Grace; 

born June 20th, 1879, 

Albert G. Sloo’s Reine, black and tan bitch setter, by Grouse- 

Grace; born June 20th, 1879. 
Albert G. Sloo's Brant, black and white ticked dog setter, by 

Leicester-Nellie; born May 8th, 1879, 

R. B, Organ’s Maksawhba, red dog setter, by Silsby’s Dan-Organ’s 

Clio; born June 2d, 1879. 

George B, Clason’s Trix, black and white bitch setter, by Dash 

Machting and Canoeing. 

te" Meeting of the National Yachting Association, 

Wednesday, April 14th, at the St. Denis Hotel, New 
York ; 8 P.M, 

—— ee 

TIME ALLOWANCE. 

SSUMING that some definite conclusion has been reached 
concerning a rule of measurement, the next step is to con- 

struct 4 table of the amount of time to be allowed by one yacht to 
another under the provisions of the rule. In this we can only be 
guided by the teachings of practice. There is no theoretical way 

out of the difficulty, no mathematical expressions by which we 

canbe guided. In short, thetimes allowed consist altogether of 

a compilation of observations in practice, a general mean of 

(= = 

Til.-Bowe's Gift; born September, 1879. we 5 5 : ot e = £ 
R. B, Morgan’s Dashing Poker: blue Belton dog setter, by Dash fe) $s = = : S| 8) |. Ss 

Til-Rowe's Gilt; born Sept. Ist, 1879. Se|sie & 32) 2 |8 
Dr. J. W. Downey's Lady Vartry, dark red bitch setter, Irish, LE Oe = =): ‘ mags 2a BS. = a 

py Hilliard’s champion Count-Nuttall’s champion Maybe; born aS|e ‘ aos 
June, 1879. : S a : Ry ~ 
Tsaac Vearsley’s Vixen, black and white dog setter, by Leices- : % ‘i 55 alco 40.0 Faia — 

ter-Sanhorn’s Nellie; born May &th, 1879. ties eee 9501/29, i 18009) 92.1|15 45.0 

J.P) Henvian’s ‘Dolly: Heminds liver Helton blteH zetters by Kane || See peal aioe el aa aes Taba breed 
Edmund-Cartrue; born Oct, 25th, 1879, Q co eae ees situ ae 2 ae eee a 5 91.8 

. "5 Filla. i red q Ay Fes O50), 6) 6 3 3.115 x aia Ella, blue Belton biteh setter, by Fred-Gypsy ; born 37.0 3 13.6 18625] 93.4 a Hes 

3 : 38.6) 3 41.0 18750) 93.615 58.6 
John C. Higgins’ Lincoln TI, white and lemon dog setter, by 40.0) 4 06.0 18875| 93.9/16 00.8 

Lincoln-Petrel IL; born Aug. 23d, 1879. 414) 4 29.0 19000} 94.1)16 03,0 
John G. Higgins’ List, blue ticked bitch setter, by Lincoln- re 5 10. 19280 er) 4 ee 

Petrel ID; born Aug. 23d, 1879, \ 45.4) 5 29. 19375) 94.9)16 a 

ait ake POI EEA \BORAD RS Eogland) Bess, black, white pndilgoised : ea! : se bed a i =H 

ch setter, by owner's Bandit-Madge; born May 28th, 1879. 19.0) 6 19. 19750) 95.61/18 16.0 
J.B. Bower’s (London, England) Fred VIth, black, white and [ ei ‘ ee aa fides 18.0 

ze Y Se Sim’ h-Mai : “ a0. F 2 . : “ey dog setter, by Sim’s Dash-Maid of Honor; born May 234, 31.6 1 02-2 **)20125| 96.4 i oe 

; 52.41 7 15 90250) 96.6116 242 
M. A. Low’s Lady Fan, liver and white bitch pointer, by Slea- 2) 7 27.8 20875] 96.9)16 26.2 

ford-Waddell’s Nellie; born June, 1879. 0 ‘ aa ae 91.118 28.4 
A. G. Waddell’s Fame, black, white and tan bitch setter, by 55.4] 8 bed otr30 O16 6 70.5 

Belton-John Roller’s Breeze; birth not given. 5820/56.1) 8 14,2)| 20875) 979/16 84,4 
Ae SRE ica lemon and white dog pointer, by Rush- 60015 ae g 34 Werte Seas a ee ag ate 

p; birth notgiven. 40/581) 8 43.2)) 164 27250) 98.6118 40.3 
Edmond Orgill's Romp I1., lemon and white bitch pointer, by 880|58.1) 8 52.6)/15 : 8/1 2 

Rush-Romp: birth not given. seer y ane Oy F9 au 
Edmond Orgill’s Rhona, lemon and white hitch pointer, by 60.5) 9 19.U 99. f 

Suapshot-Rose; birth not given. 19 27.4 9. 49.8 

Benj. [. Claris Meg, red bitch setter, by champion Elcho-Rose; BLE a on nn ay 
born April 20th, 1879. eee a at 4 

—————— aS 3 

KENNEL NOTES. br Rll0 Be 1OWSIIG. 60.0 
G)10 18.0 101, +8 

WHanrs.—Biddy—Mr. H. P. Dortch's (Goldsboro’, N. GC.) im- 8 10 28 : a 
ported red Irish setter bitch Biddy (Red Gauntlet-Peggy) whelped ‘s)10 33.4 6 : 
on March ith ten puppies—six dogsand four bitches—by owner's d3.2/10 40.0) a 
imported red Irish setter dog Rou. Three of the bitches de- iy Rea “al 
stroyed. ADS ge Bid 8125|66.0]10 58.8 ‘4 
Pansy—Mr. H. P. Dortch’s Pansy (Joe-Gussie) whelped, on | 5U...--..--.., 8250} 6.8 tl 4.8 Hy 

March 18th, fiye pupies—one dog and four bitches—by Rou 51... t : aia ae ae te 
Bitches destroyed. i eta Rao BOBS 58.0 il 22.0 3. 
Daisy Jones—Mr. H. P. Dortch’s Daisy Jones (St. Elmo, out of | 54:+-+---:5..5 8750)68.4/01 27.6) | 3. 

Peirce's Tip) helped, on March 20th, five puppies—two dogs and i i ae ra cae a pon Be 

three bitches—by Rou. Bitches destroyed. Bree Ae G125(d9. 60. 43.6 é : 
Bellmaid—Mr, W, L. Bradbury’s imported beagle Bellmaid | 58.----.-.+.... 9250/10, [IL 48.8 i ; 

whelped March 2 six puppies, by owner's imported béagle Major, 375 He e ry ; : 
Maguie—Mr. Adolph Nelson's (Portsmouth, N.H.) red setter STL2U2 8.5 : 33 

bitch Maggie (Rufus-Cigare(te) whelped, on March 28th, twelve 1.6 12 86 5. 35 

puppies—nine dogs and three bitches—by Elcho TL, Elcho-Rose. Lae ag ey 5 ie 
Fiveofthe dog puppies without a white hair. ‘Chis is a some- 726 i 22.8 : 39 
whit remarkable litter, as ib is the first time the bitch has whelped, T3012 eT 4 We 41 
and she saw the dog but once. ne ied an a aa 
Miwenta—Mr. W. N. Callender’s Magenta (Gypsie-Dash) Blrl2 40.6 iT 46. 

whelped, on March 1ith (St. Patrick's Day), five puppies—three T4112 448 O. Ai. 
dogs and two bitches—by Rory O’More. bel ti ree 8 7 a 

Pillas—Westminster Kentiel Club's pointer bitch Palins 3 154 12 574 ‘gh1T 52 
whelped.on!March 26th,nine puppi fl ha HU\75.8/13 Ol 4 2 ANT 63 
Dae canttont BBE E IPS SU Cee Re Tete nee B[i6-1113 05.4|/198. 222s Beau LLOT:SILY BB: 

( Te. te rs it) eens bit ie : phe 

Wanms CLADED.—Jack and. Jill My. J. Hopkins Smith, of Kitt- Shs 7 olleon ei 10814 tt 59, 
rell, N. C., claims the names of Jack and Jill for his brace of red 5)77.5)13 20.8) |o02. 6. .e secs 26620/108 6/18 Ol. 
Trish puppies, dog and bitch, by Dr. Jarvis’ Eleho, out of owner's fae FH Hg os lay a Bent es ‘3 e 

Meg (imported Milo, imported Biddy), 78.6113 B2.0l!o05.........5.2 (26950) 109/2}18 OB. 
Eatrina—Mr. William Bradbury, of Nason, Orange County, 7.913 30.6 DOS erg es 27080 109,418 O07. 

Va.. claims the name of Katrina for his red Trish setter bitch, out aa ee te atid vu ae ee Hoe # Sy 
of Dr. J. W. Downey's imported Kathleen, by the Baltimore Ken- wars 79-S13 46-2\|209, 022.220 ,22,/27390)/110. 18 1, 
nel Club's imported Derg, whelped March 12th, 1880. 12870|/80.1}13  49.6)/210.... 2, 27500) 110 2/18 18. 

EKilkenny—Mr, W.N, Callender claims the name of Kilkenny for ee re an a a lb. i is 
his red Irish setter bitch puppy, by Rory O’More, out of Hilt's BLOWS BO Sll213. 000022722) /27s30ltio.g|i8 17. 
Lottie, Eleho-Flirt. 75 B13) 14 OB.0))214 22k 27940 mM 18 18. 

Mayer De, Eales B. Clayton, of Chatham, Ont., claims the 25 ae i 00.6 Pi a dexqitian >sia td 8 3 
name of cine aed his black, white and tan Nnglish setter bitch 82,.2)14 12,8/)217.. reer race Hee 18 a 
uppy, whelpe ec. 2ith, 1879, by champion Lei Deeb etek slediciel 13875|82.5|14 15.8}|218,. 21 2838 LE 18 

Ar, J. N. Dodge's imported Rose, Ps ‘ Cenists CUy at ORR BES. A 1000 82.9}14 18,0)/219,..--- sey 28400 i. 18 25 

pen i RAR ++ |125)88. 1) 22.2 13.28 2 
Sanms—Carlowtte—Mr. M. Von Culin, of Delaware City, has re- PAs pyderelt ee Bh i $3.0 1126 18 59. 

purchased Carlowitz. WO... eee /14500]84.0)14 31-21): 112.8]18 BL. 
Bessie O'Moore and ellie Plunket—Capt. M. L, Norton, of | I01.----...0-2+ 14628|84,3)14 B4.2)): 112.918 32. 

Greenbush, N, ¥., has purchased from Mr. W. H. Finck, Kings- | M@---- + ----- atone Cite ie ee Me gs 
ton, N. ¥., two pure red Irish setter bitch puppies, Bessie O’Moore Hh ee se apa aang res 4 43.0 LIZ.AlI8 86. 
and Nellie Plunket, whelped Sept. 27th, 1879, out of bis Queen | 105.--.... peat 15125 |85.5)14 45.8112 13,7118 37. 
Boss, Plunket-Goldsmith’s Nell, by Mr. Callender's champion ae Tee kl ee ae shut pt E ee re ans 
Rory 0'More, 1022 HBebalee alta e\ 1438 41. 
Queen Bess—Mr- W. N. Callender, of Greenbush, N, ¥., has pur- | 109.-....--..... (5625186.7[14 57.9 114,5)18 42.8 

chased from Mr. William H. Finch, of Kingston, N. ¥., his pure a Deval e er hme 15754 87.0 ie ay 140) ne rs on 
red Trish setter bitch Queen Bess, Plunket-Nell. he SuRRe oe Le ene os Ollaes, S0250|115.0]18 40.6 
BREp—Regent-Bow—Mr. EB. F. Stoddard’s imported bitch baa that en aces “Hie 237. Der ted is 193 

Rezent to champion Bow. Lie eo es .. {16374/88.5}15 13.0] |238. 115.6)18 50-4 
Erin-Erin 1.—Mr. Whitford’s Erin to Mr. Lucas’ Brin I. a eetrad eS. 16500/88:5}15 15-6)1239. ere 
Mr. J. W. Wilkinson's Irish bitch to Mr. Lucas’ Erin IT. 1182222227 Leal: iB 20.61 Ba: Teglis BL 
Lady Sensation-Rush—Mr. J. H, Fitchet's Lady Sensation to | 119.--.--.-'1...|tes75l89.8)15 22,2||212. 6345. 33.5 

Orgill's champion Rush. at sete cir L7OOU}40.1}15 25.6) |248, p1PA0 TER ie es 
Tiose-Rush—Mv. H.W. Livingston's Rose to Rush. peat go een eee npralice Seo] 116-918 59.3 
Ghicen Bess-Rery 0 More.—Mr. W.N, Callender’s Queen Bess to | 1% {i yo}i5 88.0 : 460 fee A Mie 

his champion Rory O’More. neal Mt ted i +8 oe STegultiy sto. 02.8 

—The Five Stock Journul of March 19th contains our deat ere UTSO}AL, BL) 40.2 249. Sy sea 
; wit Aa ; WW lle /aTaT5 OW Os 4B)6| 1250.22... 2, }B1G00) 17.8119 05.8 

article “‘ Judges and their Crities,” with this excellent in- HON ees bts ed 87000) 125.0)20 09.6 
dorsement : ‘The following remarks appear in FoREST 
AND SvREAM, and as they exactly represent our views of 
ee, casa, we reproduce them for the benefit of our 
readers, 

which will be most likely to prove acceptable. It is eustomary to 
limit the observations to the differences in sailing between two 
yachts varying sufficiently from each other in the eloments upon 
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which the measurement rule has been founded, and from it to de- 
duce by ratiosa table of sufficient range to cover all yachts likely 

to enter for a race. 
It is certain, therefore, that the most equitable allowances will 

be obtained by referring to a long series of sailing matches be- 
tween yachts differing as little as possible from each other in 

type, because in such matches extrancous adyantages due to 

model orrig are eliminated to the greatest degree, and the speed 
of one vessel oyer another, due only to differences of measure- 
ment, stands out in bold relief the least affected by irrelevant in- 

fluences. With this in yiew, we are justified in citing British 

practice as a precedent, for in British waters racing has been de- 

yeloped with a jinesse in detail and accuracy against which we 

have little to offer of a reliable and available sort in American ox- 

perience. Our racing has been as yet too desultory In its nature, 

and records are yery imperfect and too much influenced by local 

coloring to be accepted as a standard from which to draw fair 
comparisons, excepting, perhaps, among the smaller craft, whose 
matches have been more frequent, and among boats of yery simi- 
lar model and outfit. Whatever may be urged against the ton- 

nage laws of the British Yacht Racing AssOciation, no one has 

ever seen any grounds for questioning the accuracy ‘and equity 

of their time allowances, either abroad or at home; nor do we 
think they would vary from the best experience in America, As 

something tangible to work from, they willserve our purpose as 

well, and perhaps. better, than other more empirical stand- 

ards, 
The ¥. R.A. scale of allowances is computed upon the principle 

that the allowance of time given by a larger toa smaller vessel 

should be directly proportionate to the distance sniled, and in- 

versely proportional to the sizeof the vessel—that is to say, if a 

larger can allow a smaller vessel one minute on A particular 
length of course, she can allow her two minutes on a course of 

twice the length. Further, with regard to size, the assumption 1s 

that ifa vessel of fifty tons can allow a smaller one any given 

time per ton of difference, a vessel of twice the size, or one hun- 

dred tons, can allow only half the time. 
These two relations will be expressed by the formula * 

i, in which ¢ is the allowance of time per ton in seconds; ha 

number whose value in the table has been taken 2830, on the sup- 

position that a vessel of 30 tons can allow one of 29 tons one 
second per mile; 7 the length of the course in miles; and 2 

thetonnage of the vessel. 
For a course of 20 miles, the formula, for example, would 

80x20 
T 

a2 tons over a 40 mile course, we find from the formula, 

p— et 38.1 sec. between 380 and 51 

ts 80x40 tons; and Lonlemr > 87.5 sec. as the allowance between 31 and 

82 tons. The sum of the two will be the allowance of 32 tons to 30 

over a 40 mile course, or Im, 16.2 sec. 
Having caleulated the allowances for a difference of one ton by 

the formula as applied to vessels of all tonnages from 5 up to 400, 

the difference of time for a greater interval than one ton has 
been tabulated by adding all the intermediate ones, s0 that ready 

reference can be made to the table. 
We have arranged the accompanying scale toapply tothe “three 

dimension” rule advocated in these pages, by the addition, in the 

second column, of the circumscribed solids equiyalent to the 

tonnages of the Y. R. A., and, further, in the third column, of 

the corresponding lengths on water-line of the average American 

yacht, 

"Yo apply this table, let us assume two yachts of 43 and 49 tons 

or other corresponding elements of the measurement rule in 

force, saila race oyer a twenty-three miles course. Find the time 

opposite the tonnages—the difference will be the allowance for 

ten miles; multiply by 23 and divide by 10 for the course ot 

twenty-three milés :— 

read: t= . To apply this to the case of two yachts of 30 and 

as the allowance 

: M. S. 

Ne Ecc Seems paaeeh aca ppibig Feat ca it 
[ Allowance for ten miles.....-....---+5+ 4454 teeeee 33.8 

Multiply by..--....--- eee ete taeeb | ate Soe tt 23 

Di pices Dy aitiees 10 Seppe eee ad aa eee 10) ggs4 

Allowance for twenty-three miles— im. 29.248. 

i ‘The tables above can be elaborated and expanded for practical 
use up to any tonnage, and for any length of course by carrying © 

out the simple work of multipheation and division at will, as in- 

dicated, 
rt re 

MEASUREMENT. 

Eiditor Forest and Strearn :— 

In response to your inquiry about the position we should take 

with relation to measurement of open boats, it seems to me that 

we should follo|y the “English Corinthian Yacht Club” plan, 

which, as I understand it, is a measurement upon length only, In 
fact, there can be no great harm in this, because, as you say, 

open race-boats, which are built so as to get the greatest amount 
of speed out of them in smooth water, must always baye con 

siderable beam, so that they are essentially of one type. Length 
measurement when applied to one type is not unfair, and 

therefore no difficulty can arise in practice in applying it to open 
poats, from which nothing but speed is expected or demanded. It 
is impossible to use any other type of boats on many of our in: 
land rivers, and when used in such places] am inclined to thi 

that shifting ballast is 2 necessary eyil. For instance, in the 

Delaware Riyer, opposite Philadelphia and nboye that point, 

there are so many bars andshoals that open yachts with shifting 
ballast, as 1 know from experience, are best for a day's sail on the 

river, a8 wellas in many other places—for example, at Albany, 

N. ¥., or Haverhill, Mass., the same mustbetrue. We ought ta 

have some uniform measurement rule based on length for 3 
particular type of yacht, and the National Association can be of 
benefit to them in that respect, because a uniform length 

measurement does not yet exist m this country. 
T consider a yacht intended for river navigation only, and en: 

tirely open, or with the deck running a short distance abaft the 
mast, asin some respects safer with shifting ballast than with 
that which is fixed. I can remember, in my own experince 
when, through the stupidity of 9 negro and his fright during a 
squall, Iwas overturned in an open yacht on an imland river in 
South Carolina. Had my ballast been stowed and decured I 
should have gone to the bottom, but agit was sbifting—eonsist 
of sandbags, etc.—the ballast went overboard, the yacht ficate 

and we were saved without eyen wetting ourselves to any grew 
extent. It is not a year since a small open boatin Salem Ba; 

went down so quick, on account of fixed ballast, in a sudo 
squall, that two worthy young men were drowned, although b 
reached the spot within fifteen minutes. q 

T conclude, therefore, that while shitting ballast and great colt 
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paratiye beam and little depth may be best.suited to much of our 
inland andsmooth water navigation, and in such cases more or 
less shifting ballast may be desirable on the Score of safety, yet 
the same characteristics would be as absurd for a sea-going or 
deep water yacht 48 4 considerable draught of water would be for 
sailing in a river filled with sand-bars, Tho National Association 
can be of yalue to our riyer clubs as well as to our aea or lake 
clubs, and no small part of its value will be in the establishing of 
rules which will mari the distinction between these classes of 
yachts, and give to cach that measurement and those regulations 
which shall be adapted to yachts used in different kinds of waters, 
just as these yachts have been adopted by experience on account 
of the necegsities of the waters which they are to navigate. In 
addition, suppose the open riyer yachts are to haye a measure- 
meétt based on length, and are permitted shifting ballast, a regcu- 
Jation should ba made that they have no booming out of ballast, 
ormen to windward of, or outside the mits of, the hull in a race, 
This would prevent the development of a type of river yacht 
which is goodfor nothing. It would render such riyer yachts 
sufficiently seaworthy forthe waters in which they are to anil, in 
the ime sense that a yacht which is to nayigate open and deep 
water would be rendered seaworthy by being debarred from 
using shifting ballast, haying reference to the waters which she is 
to navigate, 

Ons thing must be always remembered in looking to English 

rules and experiencein yachting. They huve no such extent of 

shoal water navigation as exists upon our seaboard, and therefore 
they can sfford us but little assistance in devising regulations fer 
yachting in such waters. 

American yachting originated in such yyaters, and developed a 

class of boats and system of measurement adapted to them. Ttis 
only when the extreme of this type of yacht and her rules of 
Measurement are attempted to be used in going to sea, that their 

incapacity for such seryice manifests itself, andit is only in the 

Jatter case that 3 new type of yaoht, or rather a modification of 
the former type, together with a system of measurement which 

induces the construction of such modified yacht, becomes de- 
sirable and necessary. Davip Hach Ries, 

Boston, March 29th. 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
Having read with much interest the discussion in your columns 

on the subject of yacht measurement, I feel constrained to add 

my mite to the general fund. In the first place, it; seems to mo 
that a universal rule of measurement for keel yessels and center- 
boards would be unjust; and further, the same rule could not 
be fairly applied to large schooners or to small sloops, the former, 
say of fiye tons and up to thirty, and the latter from eighty tons 
andupward. The keel boat depends on ballast for her stability 
to 4 much greater degree than does the center-hoard oraft, hence 

we haye entirely dissimilar qualities to deal with. Therefore 
depth should unquestionably form one of the dimensions of keel 

vessels, and the formula for measurement should include length, 

breadth and depth, a tolerably fair and easily worked rule for 
what is already in existence—that is, for measuring small craft. 
So with regard to small center-boarders, the existing rule (or at 
all eyents the old rule of the English Yacht Racing Association), 

namely, length and beam, has been found to be very satisfactory 

in these waters. In this class of craft it would not do to measure 
depth, as thereby a dangerous style of "skimming dish’ would 

be called into existence, and by the consequent tendency of such 

machines to upset easily, the sport would be rendered unpopular 
and cense to be what it now is, namely, a most yaluable school in 

naval architecture. Ag to large vessels, it does not seem reason- 

able that, ag under the present New York Yacht Club rule, a pre- 
mium should be put on unseaworthiness by penalizing free- 

board. The rule, length, breadth and depth, with the Proviso 

that depth shall be taken from the load-water line only, would, it 

seems to me, put all on a fair footing and prevent the building of 
any more Mohawks, or the unjust penalizing of such fine craft as 

Intrepid. Cubic contents is perhaps the fairest plan of all in 
theory, butit has failed in practice, being not only too complex, 

but, as was abundantly demonstrated in your columns, unfair 
and calculated to inyite disasters. The methods which I pro- 
pose have at all events the advantage of being so simple that 
any nieasurer can cast up'a vessel's tonnage in a few minutes, 
and they would have the further advantage of allowing builders 

to model as they chose—whether cod’s bend and mackerel tail, or 
eel's head and catfish stern—without penalty. In fact, it would 

free modelers from 4 thraldom which now cripples their efforts 
and result in an improvement in modeling-skill which certainly 

has not developed much in the United States for the last thirty 
years. 
As to the idea of length measurement, I say it is simply ridicu- 

lous and unworthy of consideration by any intelligent person 

who knows anything of the subject. Port Tack. 
Belleville, Ont., Mareh 26th. 

fiditor Forest and Stream :— 

Tn your issue of the 18th inst. you atate a very plain, mathemat- 
ieal problem that seems plausible on the whole, but Itake excep- 

tional objection to it. If all yachts were measured by cubical 
contents there are many that would be certainly handicapped by 
such a rule. 

The sloop Gael, by her queer shape and light displacement, would 

be allowed time by smaller boats who now by our classification do 

not sail in her class at all, or if they do it is by invitation or by 
aocepting the limit of size that the class calls for. 

There certainly would be an injustice in this caso and many 
others of similar kind. No matter where you go, you will always 
find people trying to evade the rules thatare used at the present, 
day for allowance of difference of size. Builders recognize the 

importance of & few extra inohes of length and are not slow to 

take adyantaze, when their reputations are at stake, even at a loss 
to their pockets. I haye been ounyersing with pretty level-headed 

yachtamen, and Ifind none but what admit that length gives 

speed. Hi weadopt your method you certainly will revive the 
skim-dish model for racing. There are no laurela to he won in 

cruising unless they are created hereafter. Lots of people who 
own fast boats donot care to drive them on acruise. The light 
suils are usually discarded as incumbrances. These very same 

people will allow you to pass them in ordinary sailing and set you 
down as & nonentity if itis reported ashore. 

In England, if [ understand their rulings, there are classes made 

by tonnage. This may seem falr, but still if is not if 1 man de- 
sires to race. One person might desire to haye plenty of Tree- 
hoard, a little more beam, and less length ; he finds after his boat 
is built that she is comfortable and speedy; tons perhaps 5 50-100. 
Another one, envious of the laurels that haye fallen to the skill 
and pluck of his predecessor, figures and maneuvers to geta 
longer hoat of the same capucity; watch the result. He comes 
outin the spring longer, a little wider, cut away considerably to 
make light displacement, and to look at is considered a poor aam- 
Pleofa yacht, He finds on trial thet bis boatis eranky and uti_ 

- 

safe in fresh winds, buts a skimmer inlight zephyrs. He hauls 
her up and puts a tonof lead onthe keeland he finds that he 
Call Mow carry more sail on his phantom ship. She wins prize 
after prize during the season. Why? Because our races are 

pailed in pleasant and calm weather usually. 

Tf [ were so fortunate as to own 4 10-ton cutter and T considered 
her so perfectly safe atsen as we read of, I would turn her head 

for the open sea, and I would sink the land from sight and prove 

her qualities if it took a week to do so; but lam digressing from 

my subject. Nrom what I have illustrated above, do you not 

think that “length, breadth and depth” mexusurement would force 

us into the same trouble—say building cranky boats? 

By our present ‘Hereshoft” table a man ean build comfortable, 

weatherly boats and not be handicapped by a skimming dish. 
The only obstacle to fight is shifting ballast; when thatis done 

away with there will be more serviceable yachts and better 

cruisers, 
Yacht builders in this country are no fools. If they are left to 

their own conclusions they will not use excessive beam nor get 

disproportionate depth. They will inyariably do their level best 

and produce some very fine workmanship. 

AsTI haye said in my preyious letter, give a man for classifica- 
tion extreme length and restrict him to nothing but shifting by 

dead-weight. Thatis the fairest inethod, and a man’s fault will 
lie in himself if he does not get a proper construction, and not in 
his neighbor. Kaipen, 
Boston, Mareh 29th. 

We are afraid our correspondent is going to work the wrong 

way. Practice has shown that length measurement encourages 

abnormal beam and handicaps easy nodels to such an extent as 

to drive them out of existence. In what manner has already been 
shown in these columns, 

ti 

NEW BEDFORD YACHT CLUB, 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
Thanking you very much for your interest in, and kind notices 

of, the New Bedford Yacht Club, perbaps a few words concerning 
our proposed future movements may be of interest to the yacht- 

ing fraternity. I take the liberty of forwarding the sume. 

Contracts have been signed for the erection of a pile wharf and 

two-story club-house from the south side of the bridge leading 
to Fairhayen,near Pope's Island. The building will be 40ft. by 25ft.; 

will have double piazzas eight feet wide on the east, south and 

west sides, from which a clear and unobstructed view down the 
riyer and across the bay to the Elizabeth islands will be had, <A 

tower, 12x12, on the southwest corner, with ample look-out win- 

dows, 40ft. from low water mark, will probably enable us to see 

over Clark's Point all vessels entering the bay from the west- 
ward. The lower story will be conyenijently arranged for recep- 

tion-rooms, lookers, row-boats, etc.; so that the upperhall will be 
wholly available for chib uses. A plank walk-way across the 

bridge will have ears passing our doors on the north side, with an 

unobstructed sea view on the south, and on all sides free chance 

for cooling breezes. We think our location cannot be surpassed 
on the coast. 

We propose showing from our signal staff two (horizontally 

placed) red lights as a guide for all who, arriving at night, may 

wish to anchor off the chib-house, where nine feet of water may 
be found at low tide. 

Qur club have added thusfar this spring 150 new members, 

making a total of 250, and we confidently look to a membership 

of250 by the middla of the yauhting season, 

Wepropose to keep open house for all visiting yachtsmen and 

their friends, and hope they will all gonsider this a special invita- 

tion “to make themselves at home”’’ in our new quarters, where 
all information conducive to making their stay in our waters 
agreeable will be cheerfully given. 

By the opening of a new channel through Wood's Hole, yachts 

from the eastward of l4ft, draft can safely pass through into Buz- 

zard's Bay, thereby making a good and expeditious run into our 

harbor without the necessity of going west to Quick's Hole. 

When our house is builtand we obtain the necessary rauges I 

will take the liberty of forwarding them to you, so that our yacht- 

ing friends may be fully posted as to anchorage off club-house 

if befogged. ACUSHNET, 
In point of membership the New Bedford Y, C. now leads every 

other club in America. For enterprise displayed in the richt 

direction its management is an example for others, and conclu- 

sively shows that the material cau be found for the formation of 
strong clubs, wilh jucome enough to make themselyes felt us an 
element of the community at large. New Bedford, through the 

exertions of its yacht club, has now become the yachtsmen’s 
paradise ‘‘down East.’’ 

———— 

IMPORTED YACHTS. 

Editor Forest and Siream :— 
Allow me to add another bit of information to that given by you 

in your sensible remarks on “Imported Yachts" in last issue. 

You say: ‘‘ We have received, throujch the kindness of the Seecre- 

tary of the Treasury, the following nuthoritative unnouncement, 

an obseryance of which virtually denies imported yachts over 20 
tous the right to fy the American flag, and compels them to take 

out papers, etc., from the Old Dominion, hail from abroad, and 

sail under the protesting blue of H, M. Colonies of the Nerth." 

Now theimported yachts could noteven manage to do that un- 

less their owners belonged to the only yacht club (British) on the 

lakes holding an Admiralty warrant, viz., the Royal Canadian ; 

and eyen then the Admiralty would not grant the special warrant 
that each yacht must carry unless the owner were a Hritish sub- 

jectandin a British port. JT know that an application for a war- 

rant fo fy the blue ensign on an imported yacht was refused on 
these grounds by the Admiralty. As eyery yacht owner cannot 

be expected to co to the trouble and expense of getting a special 

ast of Congress, as Mr.J.G. Bennett did for the Jeannette (ex- 
Pandora), the only remedy is what you suggest, # change in the 
Jaw. Not avery great concession to yachting surely. 

Rouen Cror, 
et ee 

STEAM MANTRAPS. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream :— 

The cutter being dead, and I trust (as probably do most of your 
yachting readers) forever buried, my interest in the nondesdript 
has ended. In fuct, this cutler-sloop discussion ceased possessing 

charms for me when P realized the fact that if had degenerated 
from seemly debate into a ymeaningless wrangle and abuse of the 

two typea of hoat. Requfes (cutter) ih pace! 
By the by, I notice that “Qui Viye’s" cats cnuht fits (in an edi- 

torial way). Well, thay hayeprobably recovered their equilibrium 
by this time, andjat any rate T suspect they will be as able to 

sevatoh for theniselyes In the future as they haye done in the 
past. 

And now I would like to saya few words on # subject which F 
think has been but lightly touched upon jn your widely-cirou- 

lated paper. Our “steam launches’ sre dangerous mantrapa; 
there's no denying it; and something should be done to remedy 
the eysl, as they are a clnss of boat for which there is a constantly 

growing demand on our waters. [hayo reason to believe that the 

evil haa arisen something in the following way: A gentleman de- 
sires a launch, goes to the builder, asks his price, and atthe same 

time says ‘my boat must be yery fast." 

Tho builder knows that he will lose his customer if he names 9 

price that will honestly build a roomy boat, which shall be sea- 

worthy and fitted with power suflicient to get speed out of a safe 

éraft. So he takes the work ats figure that retains his customer, 

and in order not to lose money, yet at the same time desizing fo 

prodiice speed, he designs a model too deep to be anything but 

cranky and too narrow to be either comfortable ov seaworthy, 
Yet there is not the least trouble embraced in producing a steam 

launch or yacht that shall be fast, reasonable in price, seaworthy 

ag any stijing yaeht of her size, and with all the extra comfort 

that breadth of beam giyes, Who, then, isto blame forthe fact 
that our ynehtamen are imposed upon by the unseaworthy shella 

called lauuches? Think it over. THOMAS CLAPHAM, 

Answers ta Gorvespontlents. 
fa SAS 

W.H. B., Versailles, Conn,—Judging at the New York Bench 

Show will commence on the first day, April 27th. 

H.D. H., Holhdaysburg.—May a well-bred hound haye dew- 
claws? Ans. Dew-claws are objectionable, and are supposed to 

point to & faulty pedigree. 

Gun, Philadelphia.—Vor choke-boring apply to Wm. R. Schaffer, 

of Boston, or to Clark & Sneider, Baltimore, Md. See our adyer- 

tising columns for their more particular addresses, 

CG. Hl. E,, Hudson, N. ¥.—Mr. Macdona is not in the country at 
present, and itis not known for certain whether he will beat the 

New York Dog Show. His address is, Cheadle Rectory, Cheshire, 

Eng. 

—We are not authority on cards; and cannot undertake to set- 

tle disputes over games. The hand-books on the subject are suf- 

ficent sources of information; and to them we respectfully refer 

those who do not understand the intricacies of the subject. 

J. 8. A., Cuba._You may address F. R, Grote & Co., 114 East 

Fourteenth street, New York, or F. J. Kaldenberg, 125 Fulton 
street, New York, both of which firms dealiniyory. A perfect 

skeleton of the Manatee would find ready salo among our 
museums, 

CANNONIER, Boston, Mass.—Please give me the names of Irish 

setter dog imported by Goyernor Sprague, of Rhode Island, and 
Trish setter bitch imported by J. B. Moor, of Hartford, Conn,? 

Ans. Cannot find the information, Perhaps some of our friends 
can do 80. 

¥F. L. M,, New York.—ls eighteen pounds toa Heht for an Irish 

setter bitch puppy four months old? Ans. Tha weirht of pup- 

pies varies very much, depending upon the condition of the biteh, 

general health, care and feed. Eighteen pounds is light, twenty- 

fiye being about the standard. 

CG. R.G., Philadelphia. I havea setter dog three years old, he 

is yery mopish and sleepy, he has vomited once or twice, and hag 
had the diarrheea. At times when reclining he breathes heavily, 

and heis quite thin; his nose is dry. Ans. Giye one or two 

doses of castor ofl and Jaudanum, table spoonful of former, half 

teaspoonful of the latter. Watch for further symptoms, and {£ 
the dog is not. better write more fully. Tbisis the most we can 

advise from your description of the case. 

A.K. 8., Merion, Mass.—My dog, six years old, has worms; been 
feeding him on corn mush. Whuatshall Ido for him? Ans. You 
neglect to state breed of your dog, which prevents us from speci- 

fying exact treatment. Common table salt injected ts recom- 

mended for pin-worms. Calomel in small doses, witer the dog has 

been fasting twenty-four hours, is excellent for round worms. 

Male fern or Kausso, for tape worms. Areca nut has been very 

successfully used. See notice of same in advertising columns, 

Rererrs.—A. and B make x» match and decide upon C as referee, 

C declares A the winner. Bobjectson the ground of partiality 

andirregularity. 1. Has Awonthe match? 2 Should the stake 

holder pay him the money? Has B any appeal, and if so, to 

whom? Ans. 1. As we know nothing of the merits of the case, it 
tanifestly would be folly for usto answer, 2 If B thinks that 

the referee's decision was vofair and prompted by irregular 
motives, he may appeal to his own back-bone to stand out against 

the decision. 
A. W., Georgia.—I have two dogs, ona a Gordon setter three 

years old and one an Trish setter bitch one year old, that haye 
acquired the habit of eating dirt; symptoms, loss ot appetite, 

languor and emaciation. T feed on meat broth, well cooked, and 
thickened with Indian mealand salt. Ihave purged thoroughly, 
which seems to have relieyad them temporarily; but as soon as 

they are out of sight they return to the dirt. Ans, Your treat- 
ment has beenall right enoughas faras purgatiyes are cone 

cerned. Remove meat diet for a few weeks entirely and giye 
exercise, allowing dogs access to grass fields which contain the 

couch, or dog grass. 

Noa, Cincinnati, Ohio.—l. Your biteh is evidently suffering 
from worms. <Atter twenty-four hours of fasting give her dose 

of freshly powdered areca nut, tio erains of nut to each pound of 
dog. Follow several hours later with dose of castor oil. Following 

evening repeat dose of nut, after twelve hours fasting. and the 

next morning giye second dose of caster oil. We would then sug- 

west giving the bitch a tablespoonful of cod Liver oil once or twice 

aday after feeding. This will build herup and pubon flesh. 4. 

Have Yvequested Mr. Charles Lincoln, Superintendent, No. 141 Ful- 
ton street, this city, to send you proper entry blauks for tha New 
York Show. 3. Yes, register your dog. 

Spromremax, ‘Washington, Ind.—I want a dog tor water-fowl 
shooting and for retrieving onland as wells water, [have read 

several articles in your valuable paper on thecucker spaniel. To 

be sure, the cocker is more beaulifuland makes a nice pet for the 

ladies,but Ihave an idea that they ave not it tor cold or hard, wet 
work. Ans. Procure in Irish water spaniel by all means; he is 
peculiarly fitted by temperament and byw water-resisting coat 

for the arduous duties required by a sportsman whose procliyities 

lie in the direction of wild-towl shooting. Of conrse, the Trish 

water spaniel will retriove on lind. Thecockers ire charmingly 

clever and bustling merry fellows, turtnot fitted for long, cold and 

wild days of shooting. 

ConGRATULATIONS,—They begin to come already. The 
Germantown Telegraph is the first to speak: “Forms 
AND Stream is about havine a fine new office fitted up 
in the New York Times building, whither it will take up 
its quarters on the ist of May. Prosperity go withyit, 
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faith and be addressed to FoREST AND STREAM PURLISHING COM- 
PANY, Nawes willnot be published if objection be made, Anony- 
qous communications will not be regarded, _ i 
We oinnot promise to return rejected manuscripts. 
Secrécaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us wtih 

brief notes of their movements and transactions. 
Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that 

may not be read with BOLTED. in the home circle, 
awe cannot be responsible for dereliction of mail seryiceif money 
remited to us is lost, 
§@” Trade supplied by American News Company. 

REMovaL,—On or before May ist the Forrest AND 

StREAM will remove into its new offices in the Times 
building, Nos. 89 and 41 Park Row, 
$a ee 

Witp Rict.—We have received from Mr, Chas. Gil- 
christ, of Port Hope, Ont., a sample of the wild rice 

secured by him, and furnished for sowing in ponds, as 

was noticed in these columns some weeks since. The 

seeds are plump, well developed, and evidently in excel- 

lent condition. As the success of the undertakings to 
introduce this cereal into ponds is becoming more gen- 

erally known, the demand for the seed is largely increas- 
ing. Weare in receipt of several mquiries for the sup- 
ply of the same; and as the harvests gathered by our 

friends have long since been exhausted by the orders re- 
ceived through their advertisement in this paper, we can 
only counsel patience until a new supply can be secured 

next season. We hope that those who have the facilities 

will make special efforts to gather a quantity which may 

prove sufficient. 
Oo OS 

NATIONAL AMERICAN KENNEL SIUD Boox, Vou, I1.— 

Jn another column we notice that the entries for this 

much needed record book will close May ist. All 
persons owning well-bred setters, pomters, mastifis, New- 

foundlands, terriers, colleys, greyhounds, spaniels, St. 
Bernards, pugs, beagles, foxhounds and all priz@-winners 

or well-bred household pets, good field dogs and hand- 

some canines of eyery description, will find advantage 

and satisfaction in entering them in the National Ameri- 
can Kennel Club Stud Book, For future reference these 

entries will be invaluable to dog owners and breeders, as 

they constitute an official record, which may always be 

referred to as authoritative, and will be especially adyan- 

tageous in tracing the pedigrees of the posterity 
of the dogs entered as of the present year. All 
entries should be addressed to Mr. Charles De Rongé, 

Secretary, No. 51 Broad street, New York. 

et eae 

—Mn. Fred. Mather has permanently left the paper with 

which he has for some months been connected as editor | 

of the fish and fishing department, 
——ee ee 

—At the meeting of the Directors of the N. R, A,, 

on Tuesday last, the Palma conditions were altered 

to permit shooting by a British team only. It was also 
agreed to send a team of six men to Ireland to resume 
the Irish-American matches. No spring meeting will 

je held this year. A full report of the action taken, 

with amended conditions of the ‘* Palma,” will appear 

in next week's FOREST AND STREAM. 

TROUT AND TROUT. 
Ee 

HEN good Father Prout, of blessed memory, wea- 
ried of his Lenten diet, he cast a ham bone into 

the sea and drew it forth again; and by that token, for- 

sooth, the flesh had become fish, for whatever comes 

out of the sea is neither flesh nor fowl, but fish, Now, 

no one fora moment supposes that by this ingenious hit of 

strategy the worthy old priest tried to deceive, or did de- 
ceive, his palate as well as his conscience. Such a feat of 
gastronomy and imagination has been left to our own 

day of wooden nutmegs and artificial trout ponds, We 

cast liver into the water and haul it out as trout; but, 

not stepping here, we rush to the market slabs, where lie 

in ignominious rows the alleged Salvelinus fontinalis, 

soooped and netted from the ponds, pay a royal price for 

the scaly prize, and then, perpetuating the delusion, roll 

the insipid morsels about in our mouths with the ecstatic 
and pitiable fancy that they taste good. Prout was in- 
genious, so far as ham goes; we are far ahead of him. 

We are aware that we are preaching old fogy and un- 

fashionable doctrines—sentiments which will find little 
synipathy among the deluded fish-eaters, who fancy them- 

selves epicures, judges of what is what, and think that 
they know a trout when they taste it. They never did 
eat areal tront, or, if they did, it was so long ago that 
they have really forgotten how the fish ought to taste. 
But the books say that trout isa delicacy; the dealers 

affirm that these speckled monsters are trout; hence, 
logic is logic, and they smack their lips with satisfaction, 

and discourse over their glasses of the glory of America’s 
game fish, 

his liver-fed sluggard, intrenched in his pond, is gain- 
ing ground ; he reckons his blindadherents by constantly 
growing legions. And the true trout—the fish that you 
and I know, readcr—is being pushed to the wall by this 

fat-bellied parody. The wild streams are becoming 
“fished out;’ eyen the rainbow-hued fellows in the 

streams, which only we two know of, by and by, when 

another shall have stolen our secret and our fish with it, 
even they will be supplanted by the great, coarse black 

bass—‘‘the fish of the future,” they call him. 

Yes, we are undoubtedly on the losing side; but here 
let us make a stand, utter a word of protest, and linger, 

even though but a brief moment, over the trout as nature 
made him. Some of us haye met him in his native pool, 
years ago, before men knew anything about these adul- 

terated abominations, these animated masses of hashed 

liyer and deception. This fish has been for years battling 

in the fierce struggle for existence; he has gathered 

strength and muscle and brayado from a thousand tussles 
with the dash of the waters; what he has eaten he has 

worked for, and the constant exercise of looking for his 
dinner has hardened his body and made it compact and 
firm of texture; the natural food provided thus for him 

has been transformed into juicy, sweet-flayored flesh ; and 

now, inthe pride of his strength and years, he is a fit sub- 

ject for your costliest tackle and the best skill you know 
how to put forth, If you have been for years learning 

how to take a trout, so has he been for years unwittingly 

preparing for that battle, and you may count on a test of 
your patience and of your line and rod and wrist, before 
he will lie panting in your basket, conquered and cap- 
tured, 

It is mortifying the fleshif, when you come back at 
night, you pretend that such a fish as this was not born 
into his mountain home just for your own platter and 

palate. “Catch your hare before yon cook him” is good 
adyice for Simple Simons, but if means more than the 

bare advice to an idiot that'the first essential to a dish of 

rabbit is the rabbit, It means that to enjoy the flayor of 

a trout you must catch the fish yourself; thisadds a deli- 

cate taste that the most ingenious chef, with all his skill. 

cannot command ; a satisfaction that money cannot buy, 
OE + ee 

Tan New YorK Rirce Crus.—Gilt-edge gallery prac- 
tice has been the aim of the New York Rifle Club, and 
those who wish to see the simple feat of popping the 
bull's-eye reduced toa fine arf may visit the rooms re- 
cently fitted up at No, 211 Fourth avenue, in this 
city, and inspect a pair of target tunnels of the very best 
description, Itisaclub in earnest, with a club room, 
and all made subservient to the main object of the club, 
which is the culture of its members in the art of off-hand 
shooting, On, entering, the visitor isin a parlor, or re- 
caption room, with its piano and soft, yielding carpet, its 

heavy window curtains, elaborate chandelier, bronzes 
and works of art displayed on the walls, Adjoining this 
is another room, scarcely less sumptuously furnished, 

Done up in the obtrusively naturalistic Eastlake style, 
the room suggests use without fear of consequences in 
breakage and scratching, This is the shooting room, 
and from a platform inthe corner the marksman may 
look into the gaping mouths of a pair of tubes of sheet 

iron, about a yard in diameter, and suggesting a gigantic 
binocular. These are elevated above the floor, so that 

the entire floor space may be utilized. After about a 
dozen feet of iron tubing the shooting tunnels change to 
a square focus, with three feet aside, interior measure- 
ment, and so stretch away out from the back of the 
building until ninety-six feet is reached from firing point 

to target station, The target vests in ai iron frame, just 
large enough to seize the pasteboard sheet on allits edges, 
so that the bullet passes directly through to a slab of lead 
fixed behind, This target frame is fixed upon a small 
car, and by winding a small winch below the tunnel 
frame the caris brought up abreast of a small door on 
the side, This door is made to swing toward the firing 

point and te the interior of the target, Sheathed withiron, 
it will stop any bullet fired from the gallery end while 

the door is open. Diaphrams prevent low firing and hit- 

ting the tramway car, while the smoke of the firing is 
drawn off by a smokestack, made to communicate with 
the chininey near by, 

With only thirty members on the roll now, the club 
will no doubt soon reach its maximum of 100 members, 
Byen now the rooms have become the center of rifle 
news in the city, anda yery popular, pleasant place the 
club-room has grown to be. . 

$< 

NATIONAL AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB Drrey,—We pub- 
lish in our Kennel columns the full list of entries to 
the N. A, K. ©, Derby stakes for puppies born after 

April 1st, 1879. Over one hundred entries haye been 
made, with their forfeit money of $5 each. We con- 
gratulate the managers on such a rousing send off for 
their first puppy Derby. 

” 
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PRACTICAL Hints To Swmmers.—Prof, Marquis Bib- 
bero, of the Royal Polytechnic, London, Eng., gaye an 
exhibition of swimming on Friday last at the Central 

Park Bathing Establishment, this ciby, which probably 
has never before been equaled in this country. His pra- 
gramme contained nine parts, the majayity of which 

were full of instruction, and contained many new and 

useful suggestions to both tyros and experts, treating of 

“How to act in case of shipwreck,” illustrated ; ‘'How to 

undress on the surface of the water," ‘‘Useful swim- 
ming,” showing the different variety of strokes; ‘How 

to breathe while swimming, and how non-swimmers may 

save their lives ;” ‘‘Easy ways of turning: in the water on 

back and chest,” was the Professor's amusing way of 
showing a “‘learner’s difficulties without a teacher ;" 
“Ornamental swimming,” ‘Swimming with hands and 

feet bound.” Parts 7and 8—‘Submarine feats,” “How to 

save a person from drowning,” ‘“‘How to break away from 
the grip of a drowning person,” and '* How to restore the 
apparently drowned*—were the most useful parts of the 
exhibition, The Professor, using his attendant for a 

drowning person, showed that asingle lock of hair was 
sufficient to draw the floating body ashore with, if the 
person retained sufficient presence of mind to keep quiet. 
Tf the person struggles, as is usually the case, he should 
be approached from behind, his head held on the res- 
cuer’s breast, and both go ashore on their backs, The 

drowning person frequently grasps his rescuer, and endan- 

gers both their lives, In this case, if his head can be got 
under the surface again fora few moments it will con- 

fuse him, and breaking away is comparatively easy. 
Should he grasp his rescuer by the wrists, a quick wrench 
of the arms will break his hold. Should he grasp him 
from behind, his hold must be loosened by wrenching 
back his fingers, as in ordinary cases. When the drown- 

ing person gels his arms firmly clasped around his res- 

cuer’s neck or around his waist, or gets any other dan- 
gerous hold, the rescuer may instantly free himself by 
putting two of his fingers to the drowning person's nos- 
trils, and thus forcing his head back. This will make a 
man loosen any hold, in the water or out of if. Eyen a 

drowning man cannot keep his grip when this plan is 
resorted to. 
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“Woopmont Rop anp GuN CLus,—The Woodmont Rod 
and Gun Club, of Washington, D.C., have purchased the 
well-known tract of land bearing that name on the Po- 
tomac, near Dam No, 6, The estate secured there con- 
sists of 2,000 acres, and affords magnificent cover, which 

abounds in turkeys and pheasants, and every variety of 
smaller game, There are alsosome deer on the property, 

and these will be protected fora fewyears. The grounds 
front on the Potomac, dnd on the Virginia side of the 

river the mountains rise abruptly, and these are full of 

deer and turkeys, which cross oyer to the club's grounds 
to feed. Here, too, is the finest black bass fishing on the 
Potomac River. 

The Woodmont Club, which has been recently organ- 
ized, has a membership limited to twenty-five, and on its 
rolls are the following names of prominent gentlemen in 

Washington: President, A. H. Evans; Vice-President, 
Gen. T. C, Drum; Treasurer, Major J. O, P, Burnside; 
Secretary, J. B. Church; Admiral Ammen, U. S. N,; 

Commodore Harl English, U, 8. N.; Parker H. Page, R. 
K, Evans, Commander R. D, Evans, U, 8, N.,; Comman- 
dex Henry Taylor, U.S. N.; Major Marcellus Bailey, J. 
M. Tinker, W. H, Doolittle, Assistant Commissioner Pat- 
ents; Gen, A, E, Paine, Commissioner Patents; Major 
Frank Taylor, U, 8. A.; H. A, Seymour, B, E. Ellis, H, 
8. Nyman, B, F, Guy, A. W, Crossley, M. C. McIntire, 
Judge L. Hill, Major Justus J. McCarty, Thomas Russell, 
E, T, Hutchinson, 
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Norms.—We made mention sometime ago of the inter 
ment of a favorite dog in the owner's priyate lot in 
Greenwood Cemetery,a proceeding which attracted some 
attention at tha timé and much unfavorable criticism. 
So many written and verbal remonstrances were made 

to the trustees, and so jnuch intensity of feeling was 
manifested on the subject, that hereafter the interment 
of any brute animal in the cemetery will be prohibited. 
This is altogether sensible; the holiest and most solemn 
of all human experiences should not be parodied by sen- 
timentalists, 

A most seasonabla publication is the ‘Trayeler’s Offi- 
cial Guide” map, which is furnished as a supplement 
to the standard hand-book, now put forth by the Na- 
tional Railway Publication Company, 46 Bond street, 
New York, This map shows the railway connections of 
the whole country so clearly that one may plan out his 
route with a moment's glance. We have had the “Offi- 
cial Guide” in our office for years, use it constantly, and 

haye never yet found its information erroneous. We 
turn fo it as often as to the City Directory, and always 
find what we are Jooking for. 

Prof. Tarleton H. Bean, of the United States Fish Com- 
mission, will go to Alaska next month, charged with an 

investigation into the character and value of the cod fish- 

eries of that coast. This mission is undertaken at the 
instance of Prof, Baird, who thus proposes to determine 
the relative yalues of the Alaska fisheries, as compared 
with those of Newfoundland and Labrador, 

Thomas Bell, the English naturalist, who was the au- 

thor of numerous works, among them the ‘History of 

British Quadrupeds” and “British Reptiles,” has just dieg) 
at the ripe age of eighty-seven. Mr, Bell’s home for 
some years had been at Selborne, and in the very cot- 
tage occupied by Gilberf White. Mr. Bell took great de- 
light in making himself familiar with the haunts of the 
kindly old historian of Selborne, and was never happier 
than when pointing out to appreciative friends the 

grounds—preserved so far as practicable—just as White 
had left them, 

‘Jacobstafi’s” admirable description of decoy goose 
shooting, published last week, is one of the most graphic 
and intelligible papers on the subject in print. Hven 
should a gunner return luckless and duckless from, a trip 
to Good Ground, he would be more than repaid by the 
study of the tame geese, which display a cunning and 
duplicity worthy of those human creatures known among 
men as ‘stool pigeons,” 

(Se 

BARBUDA. 
—_>—_—_ 

AN IMMENSE GAME PRESERVE. 

Str. THomas, W, I., Mareh, 1880, 
WAVE taken the little island of Barbuda, in latitude 
17 deg. 30 min., for description, and my readers must 

imagine themselyes transported backward some two 
years to the time of a former trip in the month of An- 
gust, 1877, ‘ 

This island is one of the northern Caribbees. Isolated 
as it is, and having no communication with the world 
save by small sailing vessels it is one of the most attrac- 
tive spots to a sportsman in the West Indies. Its fame 

is world-wide, and hardly a British man-of-war has vis- 

ited the Lesser Antilles without making up a party from 
ils officers for a week’s sport at Barbuda, Like those 
other English islands so closely resembling it in name 

—Berniuda and Barbadoes-—Barbuda is of coral formation, 

and possesses the barrier of teefs of the second, but not 
the open hays of the first. 
At the river landing where you disembark is a martello 

tower of solid masonry—a relic, it is supposed, of Spanish 

occupation centuriesago, A flag is hoisted upon this 
tower when a vessel arrives, and you await the arrival 

of horses from the yillage, three miles from the landing, 
They come galloping down the lane in charge of a dare- 
devil darkey, and you mount and ride up to the house 
through « wilderness of sea-grape and beach-plum, and 

between great fields, in which graze herds of horses and 
‘cattle, Wild pigeons flutter up from the scrub, and wild 
‘guinea fowl fiy across the fields, causing one to indulge 
in pleasant anticipations of sport on the morrow, At 
the house you are ushered into a hall so profusely 
adorned with guns, rifies and hunters’ equipments that 
you are prepared to receive the warm welcome extended 
hy the burly Yorkshireman, Mr, Hopkins, and later that 

of his copartner, Mr. Cowly, the clergyman. The house 
overlooks a yast lagoon, called “Wlamingo Flash,” on 
the shores of which are the battlemented ruins of the 
dwellings of the first proprietors, having such a Spanish, 

or Moorish aspect, as to suggest the idea that there were 

‘dwellers here before the English occupation, Circular 
towers flank the forlress-like structure, pierced, like the 

Jatter, with loop-holes, Notwithstanding, it may have 
been built by the good Col. Codrington, upon whom the 

island was bestowed in 1680, and who was later the 
‘founder of a college in Barbadoes, For many generations 
‘this island remained in the Codrington family (it has 
lately been returned to the Crown); and that they did 
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the best they could to develop its resources, and spent vast 
sums of money in their endeavors to make it a fit place 
of retreat for an English nobleman, is abundantly evi- 
dent, ‘Thete are fields a mile square, surrounded by solid 
walls so high that even a deer cannot jump them, with 
gate-posts of masonry, square and massive. Several of 
these fields, once well cultivated and yielding good crops 
of corn and cotton, are now abandoned to the goats and 

guinea fowl. Only in the days of slayery, when labor 
was cheap and abundant and crops remunerative, could 

even a wealthy family like the Codringtons build in this 
sequestered island such durable inclosures. There are 
living eyidences of the thrift and foresight of the early 

Codringtons in the multitudes of cattle, horses and deer 
that roam in the vast fields and browse in the scrubby 

tracts. Barbuda is noted for the excellence of its horses, 
many of which are sold in the neighboring islands. It 
is related that the original stock was from a noble strain 
of blood, thaf the great-prandsire of the hundreds that 
nowroam these fields was a pure Arab stallion. This 
may be well believed after an examination of some of 
the horses and colts here to-day, for though smaller than 
the ideal horse of the North—owing to the mixture of 

native blood—they are perfect in shape and full of fire 
and energy. The deer that may now be numbered by 
thousands doubtless originated from fallow deer im- 
ported from England rather than from the Mexican yari- 

ety. This IL judge to be their origin from those that I 

examined, shot while I was there, and from a collection 

of antlers and skulls sent by me to Washington. From 
the original stack they haye multiplied until they cover 
the island, 

Not the least attractive, to a sportsman, are the wild 

guinea fowl, which, escaping from captivity at an early 
period, have increased so that they now roam the island 

in large flocks, and undoubtedly are much more numer- 

ous than the deer. With their freedom they haye re- 

gained that wildness peculiar to them in their native 
African jungles, and more wary birds, keener of sight 
and ear, have neyer been hunted, 

The island, though small, is so well covered with thick 

scrub that itis dificult to hunt through it, and hence 
eyery animal that has heen introduced for domestic pur- 
poses has run wild, and there are, besides deer and guinea 

fowl, wild goats, sheep and hogs. These, with the large 

flocks of ployer, curlew and duck that visit the island in 
the winter season, and the great number of doyes and 

pigeons resident throughout the year, added to the great 

yaricty of fish to be caught in the lagoon, make life here 
almost to realize the sportsman’s dream of delight—the 

elysium of his happy hunting ground. The two good 
Britons holding the lease of this island are worthy rep- 

resentatiyes of their country, Mr, Hopkins had passed 

several years stoclk-farming in Australia, and was well 
calculated to conduct successfully an enterprise like this, 

and make remunerative his little kingdom, with its area 
of seventy-five square miles and nearly a thousand sub- 

jects. There are but three white men resident on the 
island, though there are about eight hundred colored 

and black inhabitants, who gain a livelihood by culti- 

yating the fields of the proprietors, fishing and wrecking. 
The morning after our arrival, at daybreak, we each 

found a little darkey waiting ai the gate to conduct us 

to the fields. They led the way past the negro village 

and over a wide common to the first inclosed field, where 

we separated, my friend taking the Jane and myself the 
wallrunning toward a thick wood. We had covered 

several miles before we saa the first flock, a dozen or 

more feeding in the thin grass. Noting the direction 
they seemed to be taking, I crept carefully from bush ta 

bush, crawling close to the ground after the most ap- 
proved style of bushwhacking ; but when I ventured to 
raise my head they were two hundred yards away in an- 
other direction from the one Twas pursuing. They saw 
me, too, as I arose, and were on the wing in an instant, 

sailing over the field like meteors, Then we made along 
journey through abandoned fields to the woods, where 
were little inclosed gardens—the ‘‘grounds” of the 
negroes—where they raised what sonie Americans would 
call ‘garden sass.” Here the style of hunting was dif- 
ferent, and I thought I should certainly avenge myself 
with great slaughter, for I had only to keep perfectly 

still, crawl up to a chink in the wall, and, if there were 

any birds there, arise and fire as they got up. But Thad 
first to find the fowl (no easy matter, as they run and 

hide like quail), and then to drop them as they arose (no 

easy matter either, as they get up in such a hurry that 
it is a wonder they don’t leave their feathers behind), 
Three times did I approach three different walls, and six 

times did T discharga my gun at the up-darting forms of 

as many guinea fowls, but without saving even a feather, 
In despair I looked at my gun, the same gun with which 

Thad shot turkeys and quail, ducks and plover and snipe 

in past years,and everything in these islandstrom a hum- 
ming-bird to a wild hog, and which had never failed me 
before. Isat down and looked atit. There it was, the 
sume symmetrical stoek of walnut, the broad-breeched 
barrels, twelye-bore and twenty-eight inches in length ; 

the perfect mechanism that opened and closed the breech 
so tightly did not admit the escape of a particle of gas. 
Tt was as good a gun as Fox, of Boston, could make me 
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for my work, and I knew the fault must lie in me or if 
the birds. 1 tramped back to the house with a heayy 
heatt ; nor was Lat all mollified when, meeting my friend 

with a brace of fowl, I missed another shot at a single 
bird which went sailing by, Not this alone, hut my 
companion, a quick-eyed shot, dropped the same bird ait 

forty yards distance, I saw then that T had beon ghoot- 
ing behind the birds, their large size and velocity of flight 
deceiving me, 

Barbuda is so nearly level, in all except the eastern por- 

tion, that a heayy rain floods the surface at once, But 
the water is soon absorbed into the porous lime stone; and 

during the dry season,there being no springs nor streams, 

there are few ponds or even moist places, In these ponds 

the water is brackish ; but to them flock all the birds for 

miles about, at certain times of the day, to drink. One 

of these shallow ponds, known as the “ Bull-Hole,” was 
the fayorite resort of doves and other birds, and I roda 
out one afternoon with the proprietor to collect doves fur 

specimens and for pies. At 8 u’clock they commenced to 

come in, and we dropped them one after another, until 

there were forty to threa guns; and many more could 
have been shot, 

Toward sunset, one eyening, Mr, Hopkins ordered 
horses, and rode out with me into the scrub to watch the 

guinea fowl as they went to roost, For an hour before 

dark they commence to come in from all directions, cori- 

centrating in the copses of high trees, and even roosting 

in single trees in the open fields, They keep up an inces- 

sant calling to one another, and one might think it the 
easiest thing in the world to pot any number of them at 

that time. But let it be remembered that they keep 

their ears open as well as their mouths; and the wider 

they stretch the latter, the more they open the former, 

With a well-trained dog, they are as easy to capture ag 
the ruffed grouse, for they are at once driyen to trea; 

and if the dog pursues and barks continuously at the foot 
of the tree, they give him their whole attention, The 

hunter has only to creep within shot and single out the 
lowest one of the flock and fire. Itis said that he can 
sometimes secure half a flock in this manner, as it is re- 

lated ruffed and spruce grouse haye been obtained before 
the balance take the alarm, He must, however, be se- 

curely hidden, as, though their ears are sharp, they de- 

pend mostly upon their eyes. The guinea fowl had begun 
to assemble, but so wary were they that they would inya- 
riably discover us and dash out on the opposite sides of the 
trees before we could obtain a shot, At last, long after 

the sun was gone, I heard one calling, Carefully work- - 

ing my way through the dense thicket I approached him, 
There he sat, with his small head and neck outstretched, 

some fifty yards away. 1 could gét no nearer; the re- 

membrance of the morning’s defeat and the afternoon’s 
indignities could not urge me through that thick, thorny 
scrub with sufficient caution to escape his sharp eyes and 
ears, So I watched a chance, when his head showed 

against the sky (though his dark body could not be dis- 

tinguished from the leaves), and fired. I did, brother 
sportsmen ; I potted that bird in the most contemptible 
manner, And you would haye done the same, had you 
spent two thirds of a hot day in August (a West India 

August day, at that) in chasing his brethren over scorch- 
ing fields, and wasting your powder and adjectives in 

fixing two feet behind every one you put up. There was 

nothing but exultation in my heart as I picked up that 
bird at the foot of the tree, and worked my way back to 
my horse, 

Soon it was late in the evening, and the brilliant moon 
cast black shadows beneath the trees in the field, All 
was silent and hushed, Suddenly there burst out of a trea 

near by a roaring, rushing body, which made off across 
the pasture with confused cries. It was a flock of guinea 
fowl. My companion, more used to their tactics than 
myself, dropped one of their number before they had got 
out of range. We approached the next clump of trees 

cautiously. Ieven dismounted and carefully examined 
every limb, the bright light from the moon rendering 

everything visible, so that we could see, we thought, 
eyery knot on the brancnes. Like a whirlwind from the 
ocean, there came out of that tree a flock of screaming, 

cackling fowl, a score or more, which appeared as though 
evoked by a conjurer’s wand from space. That they 
were in reality veritable birds of flesh and blood, and not 
shadowy forms, was quickly proved by two hurried shots, 
which fully established a beloved gun in favor again, 
Shooting at ghosts is about as satisfactory as guinea-fowl 

shooting by moonlight, until you haye learned that, to 
§et the last one of a gang of a dozen, you most throw up 

at the foremost, or, to drop a single one, you must sight 

about taree feet ahead of nim, On the table, they proved 
toothsome and tender; and after one initiation the board 
was kept well supplied. They are rapid runners, restless 
and uneasy in feeding, and some fields would be deserted 

in the afternoon that in the morning contained several 
flocks, ‘‘Dey is so roam,” said my sable friend—‘*‘ Dey 
is so roam ; dey is bad to fine.” 

At 4 o'clock, in the darkness of a morning in Au- 

gust, | was awakened by a rap at my door, and knew 
perfectly well that said rap proceeded from the black 
deerslayer, William Jack, Hastily dressing and going 

into outer air, I saw, by the light of the stars, that 
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William Jack awaited at the gate, and that he held in 
leash man’s most faithful friend, a hound, of the genus 
our and species mongrel, Seeing which animal, crouch- 
ing in a posture that betokened fear of his nable master. 
so abject that his indrawn tail tickled his nose wilh its 
tip; so emaviated that his ribs seemed asking 
for air—so mangy that he was scaly withal. 
I inguired for what purpose he intended this beast, 
William Jack replied that it was to track the 
deer of the forest that he had secured this dog, 
to aid in the search forthe fallow deer of the fields. 
William Jack then strode along,after hitching the leash 

to his girdle, and as W, J, was a tall man, a long-legged 
man, and the cur was a small cur, a short-legged cur, 
there was a difference in their gait. for which the dog's 
powers of locomotion could not compensate. But W, J, 
did not so much as give the canine attention, but strode 
on with mighty strides, which, the dog perceiving, did his 
utmost to preyent. He was not accustomed to ecu 
along behind a man, held by a restraining rope ; he liked 
to joy along leisurely, to make side darts at lizards and 
grasshoppers, to scratch his mangy ribs once in a while, 
and search out the lair of an annoying flea. Consequent- 
ly he sat down and howled—or rather he tried to sit down 
and essayod to howl—but he could not seem to find a 
suitable place to sit, and the complaint he fain would 
utter was promptly choked by the cruelrope. But every 
dog has his day, and this one somehow drew his head 
from out the noose and galloped off with a derisive yelp. 

Scouring the field he first attacked a herd of goats and 
then an old bull, and made noise enough in half an hour 
to frighten away all the deer in a two-mile circuit, which 
sufficiently explains why deer were not captured that 
morning, After having his fill of fun and revenge he 
came back and submitted to be tied ; and the drubbing 
that W. J. gave him was as balm to my spirit. 

It was about 9 o’clock, and I was riding a horse that 
had been sent to me, sitting carelessly in the saddle with 
my empty gun thrown over one arm and the réins hang- 
ing loose. The field I was crossing was a new one, and 
there were fifty or sixty negro women at work hoeing in 
it ina long line neara wood. The cur had long since 
been let loose to enjoy himself as best he might, and he 
had worried several hogs and sheep and had now disap- 
peared in the copse. His continual yelping suddenly 
changed to quick, exeited cries, which I knew meant 
deer, and I had just time to throw myself from the horse, 
slip a cartridge into my gun and the bridle over my arm, 
when out dashed a goodly dose, heading directly for me. 
She was so close in range with the women that I could 
not fire without peppering some of them, and had to 
wait until she was a long range off, AsI threw up my 
gun the horse drew suddenly back and spoiled my sight, 
The deer was so frightened at the report that she ran 
lump into a heap of brush and fell over on her side, but 

before Icould pop m another vartridge she was up and 
away. 
Tine evening William Jack came to me, saying he 

wished to show me deer ‘‘fo' sure,’ as he knew where 
they fed every night. Mounting the horses we cantered 
down the lane half way to the river landing, where we 
turned into a wood and hitched the beast. illiam had 
stereotyped notions about deer-hunting and was a good 
hunter when he had with him the trained doga belonging 
to the proprietors ; but in etill-hunting I was of the opin- 
ion that American ideas were in adyance of his, Those 
dogs hunted in 4 peculiar manner ; they had been trained 
to puint the deer, Instead of phinging into the bush and 
skurrying through the thicket like mad, these dogs qui- 
etly walk along ahead of the hunter, occasionally looking 
over their shoulder to see if he is following. When ona 
fresh deer trail the dog comes to a halt and winks at the 
hunter to be silent and cautious; then he steps ahead 
carefully and finally stops before a thicket which is pretty 
sure to contain a deer. , 
Barbuda has been the cause of the loss of many ves- 

sels, and it is upon the reef bordering this end of the 
island that most of them go ashore. In years past, these 
wrecks were the chief reliance of the people, and ib is 
presumed they may be acquitted of any other than laud- 
able desires for gain, if they taught their children to 
pray, like the wreckers of Bermuda, for a good fat 
wreck: ‘‘God bless papa and mamma, and send us a 
good wreck in the morning,” = , 

Near ' Two-foot Bay,” which I visited with the Par- 
son, is a large caye inhabited by bats, from which, as 
from another * bat cave” in Antigua, sud stores of bat 
guano have been taken, More valuable than this, how- 
ever, are the phosphatic cliffs near, which might possi- 
bly pay as well as the little rock, Redonda, between 
Nevis and Montserrat, from which an American com- 
any has taken ship-loads of a fertilizer; or the island of 

Sombrero, near the Virgin Islands, which has been to 
the company owning it a mine of wealth. Near the 
cave was a barren tract covered with cacti; Turks-head 
cactus sprang up everywhere, and tall candelabra, 
prickly-pear, and half a dozen other species con- 
tributed towards (making the trail through this 
tract a thorny path, But they were aglow with gay 
flowers, and among them were deer trails in abundance, 
and near them several heaps of shells. 

Shell-heaps, especially such as have been nearly coy- 
ered by shifting sands, may not offer to the casual ob- 
server eyen a hint of attractiveness ; but to one archao- 
logically inclined, they reveal great secrets, 1 have 
never seen a shell-heap that I did not want to explore to 
its yery base; for these bleached and broken shells, 
thrown together in apparent confusion, speak to us as 
voices from the dead; they are sometimes the only re- 
tnains of an unknown tace, We dug into these shell- 
heaps and soon came to charred wood and smoke-black- 
ened shards of pottery, and a little below, to solid varth, 
the base of the pile, A few shards of pottery and a 
knife wrought of conch shell were all that rewarded our 
labors, Until dark, we hunted carefully for deer, but, 
though the Parson was an exvellent hunter, we searched 
in vain and returned to the honse bootless, save our 
pirds and Carib relics; but T enjoyed if just as much. 
The naturalist in me predominates over the hunter, and 
T delight in new birds and scenes more than in sport ob- 

tained by the shedding of blood ; so we jogged along 
happy aud content, the Parson in the consciousness of 
having given me pleasure, and Lin the serenity of the 
hour, 

To this day there comes back to me the calm atmos- 
ere of that perfect evening, with the perfume of acacia 

Pessesais. that time has not robbed of its strength, And 

next day, the Sabbath, I listened with enjoyment to the 
earnest ulferance of the Parson as he exhorted his at- 
tentive flock to stricter obseryance of their duties. The 
Little church (Anglican) is neatly furnished, and chancel 
and altar, brought over from England, of oak elegantly 
carved, A congregation-of three hundred attentive list- 
eneérs reward the good mati's labors, well-drilled in re- 
Sponses and in song, 

“ Flamingo Flash” is the name bestowed upon apart of 
the broad lagoon, on the banks of which is built the ‘* Cas- 
tle,” whose ruins are the resort of numberless bats. 
Large as doyes were some of these bats that had their 
haunts here, By day they would remain concealed in 
the nooks and crannies of the ruined walls; towards 
sunset they would sally forth by one or two ata time, 
followed by a vast throng as night drew near, and from 
their tenements would issue such squeakings as from a 
host of bats, unsurpassed, I think, by those of the multi- 
tude evoked by the ‘'Pied Piper” of Hamelin, One of 
them, which I shot as he swept aboye the ruins, meas- 
ured twenty-four inches in extent of wing and was four 
and one-half inches in ae ; bis wing was four inches 
in breadth. As I walked down to the shore in the cool 
of Monday morning, the Parson was actively engaged in 
superintending the distillation of some hay oil, fragrant 
heaps of the bay filling the air with swestodor. The 
tree grows abundantly in the serub, and is a profitable 
article when the large price of the oil is considered. 

Inclosed by a rim of mangroves is a little island on 
which the frigate pelicans breed ; as we approached it in 
our boat they arose in a cloud and sailed up into a higher 
atmosphere ; afew lingered a little lower and a little 
longer than was good for them, and soon were fluttering 
their wide-extended wings in dying struggles upon the 
water. They measured seven feet in stretch of wing, and 
were the same species that inhabit the southern coast of 
the United States, the Frigata aquila. Upon the island 
we found some young, nearly fledged, and afew eggs. 
Brown pelicans (Pelecants fuseus) breed here also; but 
they flew away at our approach. 
vpn the eastern side of the lagoon we landed upon a 

beach of shells and sand and plunged into the sea-prapes 
after pigeons. It was now the season for sea-grapes to 
ripen their fruit, and the red grapes, like berries, hung in 
tempting clusters ; and to feed upon these grapes came 
birds of various species, but especially the white-headed 
pigeon (Columba leweocephala). This pigeon is abundant 
in the lone islands and extends northward to the Florida 
Keys, but is only an occasional visitant of the moun- 
tainous islands south of Antigua. It breeds here in Bar- 
buda, and alsoin Antigua, and resides here throughout 
the year, with perhaps local migrations among the is- 
lands, It is about the size of the American passenger 
pigeon, though with shorter tail, and is fully as excellent 
when on the table. Whe season bad hardly commenced, 
but the pigeons were there in such numbers that we se- 
cured sixteen in the short space of one hour. 

Other birds feed on the sea-grapes, and they are as del- 
icate and tempting in a pie, as graceful and innocent in 
the field, There are two species of doves, the larger, 
Zeneda martinicana, the smaller, Chamcepeleia passer- 
ina. I found them in every island of the group, but in 
mone so abundant as here; the smaller species fairly 
swarming about the pools and mud-holes. At a shot, 
they would arise and settle in such numbers along a 
branch that a dozen could have been swept from it with 
one charge. 
At the end of a fortnight, every week-day of which 

was passed in some such manner as I have in this article 
described, i bade adieu ta my hospitable hosts and 
crossed the channel to Antigua, though I would gladly 
haye accepted their invitation, oft repeated, to prolong 
my stay. FRED BEVERLY. — 
re 

GAME PROTECTION. 

MASssaCHVSETTS Fish anp Gamm ASsocraTiION.—Boston, 
April 3d.—Ths annual meeting of this association was 
held last evening at the headquarters 608 Washington 
street. The anual report of the Treasurer showed a hal- 
lance of $360 47 on hand. The present membership is 
oyer 200. Sir Randall Roberts of England briefly addresed 
the meeting on the subject of fish hatching in Great 
Britain; The association yoted to invitehim to address 
them on the 28th inst. The following officers were 
elected ; President, Walter M, Brackett ; Vice-President, 
Hon. Thos. Talbot, Hon. Danie] Needham, Hon. Chas, Levi 
Woodbury, Col, Henry Smith, Agustus T. Perkins, Esq. 
J. Lewis Stackpole, Esq., William Emerson Baker Esq., 
Treasurer, L. M. Chase; Recording and Corresponding 
Secretary, Edward 8. Tobay, Jr.; Librarian, E. M. Mess- 
inger; Executive Committee, W. S. Hills, John Fottler, 
Jr., C. W, Hersey, F, R. Shattuck, C. T, Jenkins, 

—— 

Woopcock IN New Jxrsey.—ditor Forest and 
Stream :—It ‘‘many of the sportsmen of that State are in 
doubt whether or not the law has jurisdiction oyer the 
deeds of a proprietor on his own estate,” as stated in your 
Notes last week, it must be because they have very 
slight acquaintance with the law. The new law refer- 
ring to woodcock is only an amendment of the general 
game law passed in 1874, That general game law had a 
section which exempted from its proyisions and penalties 
proprietors killing or catchmg game upon their own 
property, but that section (30) was repealed in 1876, and 
the game laws of the State are of general application, 
like other statutes which define crimes and prescribe pen- 
alties. In specified seasons, to kill game is a misdemeanor, 
and during these seasons no ‘ proprietor” has any more 
right to take the life of a game bird, fish or animal, on 
the plea that itis ‘‘on his own estate,” than he would 
have to take the life of & horsa or a man that had strayed 
upon his premises. Nuw JERSEY, 

—_—~——_— 

Monrox County Srortsmin’s CLuB.—Rochester. N, ¥., 
April id.—Tke Monroe County Sportsmen’s Club held a 
meeting Thursday night, and elected the following dele- 
gates to the State Convention : W, J, Babcock, Edmund 
Redmond, Seth Green, A. B, Lamberton. H. Ht, Morse, 
The Club resolved to approve of the proposition to change 
the By-Laws of the State Association on fy-throwing by 
establishing a standard for fiy-rods, the limits of length 
to be ft, 6in, and 11 ft. Gin, Pardee was discussed, and 
the views of various members obtaiied. I think the 
Monroe County delegates will yote to hold the Stute 
Convention of 1881 in New York.g, Divine Dmooy. 

Game Baq and Guy. 
—>——- 

GAME IN SEASON IN APRIL. 
—— 

Wild Ducks, Geese, Grant, etc, 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the Formsr AND STREAM Directory to 

Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 
the following partioulars, with such other information as they 

may deem of yalue: State, Town, County; means of access; Hotel 

and other accommodations; Game andits Season; Fish and itsBea- 

son; Boats, Guides, otc.; Name of person to address. 
a 

FIsH AND GAME RmSORTS.—We again invite attention 
to the Game and Fish Directory, of which mention is 
made above; and we urge our friends to send us such in- 

formation as they may possess for the general fund, 

—A, fox was captured in Trinity Cemetery, New York 
City, a few weeks ago. They caught one in Greenwood 
in 1878, 

—An engineer on the Mobile and Ohio Railroad ran 
downa buck in the Mississippi pia woods a fortnight 
ago, breaking both of the enimal’s hind legs, Venison 

was seryed in the caboose that night. 

Goprour WINTER SPort,—A late letter froma our cor- 
respondent on the Godbout, Canada, tells of the winter 

there :— 
There is little to ba done here this winter, Trapping is 

very poor all along the Labrador Coast, The fall hunt is 
one-third less than usual, Winter seal shooting, which 
used to be pretty remunerative, is a complete fuilure, 
Small game is, with the exception of duvks. scarce, U 
to date I haye not seen a single partridge (ruffe 
grouse), The ptarmigan, which used to be abundant on 
the north shore, has disappeared. We haye not seen any 
for the last three years. To make up for this, ducks have 
been and are still unusually numerous. The kinds we 
haye at present are the common eider, long-tailed duck, 
or old squaws, the Iceland golden-eye and the white- 
winged guilemot. I have killed any amount of them 
since last November: in fact I supplied the five families 
of Indians here with as much as they could eat, which is 
a, good deal; of course they taste a little fishy, but that 
makes no difference. 

There is, however, one great drawback to winter duck 
shooting, and that is the intense cold. One must be a 
born gunner to enjoy it. I was out very often for five 
or six hours in my little canoe among the drifting ice 
when the thermometer stood at 30 dee. below zero, and 
sven under that sometimes, My best bag was thirty-four 
eidera and two golden-eys ducks in one morning’s sboot- — 
ing (Dec, 80th), 

MANITOBA’s ATTRACTIONS.—Emerson, Manitoba, March. 
25th.—It may be interesting to some of the reacera of 
ForEst aNp Stream to hear a little of the shooting to be 
obtained in this Province, or more especially that to be 
met with near this point. Ducks and prairie chickens are 
our principal game, but numbers of swans and geese may 
be killed within easy distance of Winnipeg. Almost 
every yariety of duck is to be met with, but the mallards 
exceed others in point of number, There is good decoy 
sbooting in spring, say about middle of April, and in the 
fall no better flight and canoéing sport can be obtained 
than that to be had either at Lake Manitoba, distant 
eighty miles from Winnipeg, or at the Marshes at the 
mouth of Red River, that is to say, where the river runs ~ 
into Lake Winnipeg. Last fall the ducks and prairie 
chickens were very numerous, and a friend and myself — 
had capital sport at Rat River, distant twenty-five or 
thirty miles from houndary line, and right on the ronte 
of the Pembina branch of the Canadian Pacific Railroad. 
Any party coming through from the States in shooting- 
car can be landed right on the ground, so to speak; and 
I feal justified in saying, that they will in every way be 
delighted with the duck shooting. October will be tha — 
best time for them tocome, At either Lake Winnipeg 
or Manitoba, Indians can be hired by the day, together — 
with their canoes, at a cost of $1 per day or there- 
abouts, Good camping grounds can be found, and, if de- 
sired, a steam tug can be chartered af Winnipeg which 
will carry the shooters to their happy hunting grounds, 
For prairie chickens [ most eatunly recommend the 
country round Hallock, Minnesota, some twenty miles — 
south; but, as a general rule, they are met with in most 
localities, Last fall on seyeral occasions I killed from 
eight to seventeen, within half an hour’s walk of our — 
railroad station. 
We are all strong believers in small shot, using noth- 

ing larger than Tatham’s No.7 chilled all the year round. 
For my own part, 1 load with 4 or 5 drs, of Dupont’s 
No. 1 ducking powder and 1 oz, of No. 7 shot, and I find 
that this charge, when properly directed from one of © 
Greener’s 10 Ibs, choke-bores, does far better execution 
than I haye ever dons when using larger shot, 

In conclusion I may say, that if any of the readers of © 
Formst AND Stream think it worth their while to pay 
this Province a visit, ] am one of the Custom officers 
at the boundary line (anid as they come through they 
can't help but meet me), f shall only be too happy 
to furnish them with any information as regards shoot- 
ing grounds, ete,, that [can give, free gratis—for hoth- 
ing, E. GS, 

New Yorxe—Rochester, April 3d.—Woodcock have 
been here for weeks past, but no snipe have yet put in an 
appearance. Some of oursportsmen have had good sport, 
with the ducks on Cayuga Lake and the Seneca River ; 
none worth speaking of have been bugged much nearer 
home. Divine DECOY. 

NortH CarotiniA—Raleigh, April {st.—l give you re- 
sult, of some shooting by myself during the last wint 
with a 20-gauge, boise le toutes dowble-barrel shot gun, 
about thirty hours from Nuw York, in a country where 
birds are plentiful and the shuoting pond. The people 
do not post their lands nor object to yourshooting, Wao 
farming lands can be bought cheap here. I shot ten daya 
in December and bagged 53 hares, 615 quail and 1 snip 
During months of January aud February J s\jot ume 
days, bagging 64 hares, 780 quail, and 2 swipe, Had 
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been, using a breech-loader, as I generally do, my bags 
would have been, I think, atleast a third more, ‘The 
dogs used were yery imperfectly broken, and only one 
dog used during the nineteen days in mid-winter, Should 
any one of your city sportsmen want any information in 
regard ta the country I have been shooting over they may 
address R, 8, Kirkland, Raleigh, N, C. QUAIL. 

QUAINT OLD WiNcHESTER.—Winchester, Vo,. Merch. 
10¢/..—Yourt good paper finds its way here and is read by 
tmany that never take the fisld with dog and gun. Quaint 
old Winchester has its past and present history, It has 
fort Lowden and the well, 15) feet deep, dug ie Wash- 
ington to supply the forth with water; its Braddock 
street, through which General Braddock and his army 
marched on their way to the famous Braddock’s defeat, 
aid of the last war too many relics rainain ta enumerate. 
On the crest of yonder hill lie 10,000 soldiers that gaye their 
lives for the cause—in two inclosures of 5,000 each. One 
is cared for and made beautiful by the Government ; the 
other is watched over by kindred hearts that drop their 
tears and flowers believing they are honored dead. 
“Quaint old Winchester,” said one of Virginia’s oldest 
and most accomplished mafrons to me the other day, 
‘(was, before the war, the yery center of good society 
and culture,” 
Sportsmen are not as numerous as befora the war, 

from the fact that they have not the means nor the time 
to indulge. Shooting is good all oyer the State and in 
the Shenandoah Valley wild turkeys, quail, partridges 
and deer are found in fair quantities enough to make 
good sport. Sportsmen are born, not made; and the 
mere killing of game, to the true sportsman,is but a 
small part of the enjoyment of the field. Vhe beautiful 
scenery of this valley will largely compensate for a mod- 
erately sized bag at night, and perhaps, after all, the 
sportsman will feel as much at peate with himself and 
all the rest of the world for having had a day out in 
such a delightful country, as he would haye been ina 
jungle all day slaughtering, 

The wild turkeys ave plenty here, and I think most of 
those who have given their attention to this bird will 
aproe with me, that they are the wildest and the tamest, 
the most cunning and wary, and the most stupid and 
foolish of all birds. The first two or three times starting 
him, he will put himself into the air tha moment he 
hears or gees you, if halfa mile away. Shoot at him 
evely time you see or hear him, and he will soon become 
demoralized and then find some tree-top, or place to hide, 
antl if his head is ont of sight, all right, he will permit 
the dog to point him, and be kicked owt within fifteen or 
twenty stepe of the hunter, 
The past season has been very favorable for sportsmen, 

and that most respectable citizen, ‘‘the oldest inhabi- 
tant,” says he never saw such a mili winter, To-day the 
air is soft and balmy ; like a bridal yail upon the brow of 
a young maiden, the bluish purple haze hangs upon the 
mountain, inviting spring to come and woo and wed. 
Catching the inspiration, the woods are resonant with 
the songs of birds trooping their way northwatd, and 
redolent with the perfume of swelling buds and flowers. 

D.C, 

Texas,—Indianola, Murch 21st,—We are having a 
very wet spring, and game of all kinds is yery scarce, al- 
though I have not seen as many fowl as there were this 
fall for many years. They all left after Christmas, 

Gi A; 

OMAHA SPORTSMEN’S CLUB—SPRING HtNnT.—Omaha, 
Neb., March 27th.—The members of the Ormaha Sports- 
mens’ Club had their annual spring hunt on Thursday, 
Owing to the scarcity of game if was not quite as suc- 
cessful as previous spring hunts. Those who went out 
were divided into two parties, or sides—one being chosen 

._ by Capt, Hathaway and the other by Capt. Henry 
Homan, and they hunted man against man. The Presi- 
dent of the club, W. H. 8, Hughes, made the smallest 
score, killing a poor little lone bald-headed snipe, giving 
him acount of one. The Vice-President, George Milis, 
didn’t do much better, as he only lulled a bald-pated 
duck, giving him acount of two. The killing of a differ- 
ent kind of a bird from that which was secured by 
Hughes was a stroke of luck which made his count one 
better than that of Hughes. Itissaid by some of their 
friends that owing to their official position they didn't 
want to carry off the honors of the hunt, and therefore 
generously concluded to make the smallest possible score ; 
others intimate, however, that they did their levél best. 
J, W, Petty brought home a handsome string of game, 
haying taade the largest count, 203; Gen, Crook, J. W. 
Petty and Henry Homan hunted on the Platle River, 
near the Santee lakes, and made a total count of 436— 
more than the entire scora of Hathaway's side; R. N, 
Withnell and John Withnell hunted on the Platte River, 
near Forest City ; Zack Taylor, who hunted around Mis- 
souri Valley Junction, in Iowa, didn’t find much to shoot 
at, and gave up im despair at about 10 o’cloclr in the 
morning; Dr. Peabody was-out in the vicinity of Horse- 
shoe Lake, but hunted only half a day ; J, Windheim took 
in the Elkhorn; William Krug scouted along the Platte, 
near Fremont; Messrs. Hathaway, B. B. B, Kennedy, 
Preston and Sackett bunted around Missouri Valley ; W. 
UU. 8. Hugees, M. W. Kennedy, George Mills, %. T. Sprige, 
Mr. Blake and Goodly Booker hunted along the Hikhorn, 
near Waterloo, The following members did not go gut 
on the hunt; Judge Bake, H.W. Yaites, J. Budd, John 
M. Thurston, T. L, Kimball, G. H. Collins, Byron Reed, 
John Hardins and J. McCartney, on Homan’s side; and 
D. CO. Sutphen, A. 8. Patrick, Dr, Coffman, D. 8, Parma- 
les, John MgCaffrey and James Campbell, on Hathaway's 
side. The hunters brought in their game yesterday after- 
noon and deposited at Collins & Petty’s gun store, where 
if was counted with the following result :-— 

Capt. Homan’s Side.—J. Petty : 2 Canada geese, 24 
1 Hudsonian, 8; 6 white fronts, 48; 1 snow, 8; 3 canvas 
back ducks, 15; 3 mallards, 9; 18 redheads, 36; 6 bald- 
pates, 12; 18 green-winged teal, 19; 4 pintails, 8; 2 gad- 
walls, 4; 2 mergansers, 10; ‘| scamp, 1; 1 yellow snips, 1 ; 
total, 203. Gen. Crook; 1 Canada goose, 123.5 white 
fronts, 40; 18 redhead dicks, 26; 4 gadwalls, 8; 4 bald- 
pates, 8; 3 green-wing teal, 8; 3 seaiips, 2; 1 pintail, 2; 
total, 101, %, Taylor; 1 redhead, 2; 1 canwas-hack, 5; 

bald-pate, 3; 1 blue-wing teal, 1; total, 10. R. Homan ; 
45 redheads, 80; 3 pintails, 6; 8 bald-pates, 6; 2 gad-| 

walls, 4; 3 mallards, 6; 7 green-wing teal; 1 scaup, 1; 
eI pace? 94; 3 white fronts, 24; 2 Ganseas” a4: 

_ tofal 132, William Krug: 8 mallard ducks, 9; 3 green- 

wing teal, 3; 1 pintail, 2; 1 bald-pate, 2; 1 gadwall, 2; 
1 buffle-head, 1; 6 redheads, 12; 6 white-front geese, 45; 
2 snows, 16: total, 95, Dr. Peabody: 28 redhead ducka, 
56; 1 canyas-back, 5; 1 scaup, 1; 1 bald-pate, 2; 1 gad- 
wall, 2; total, 67, Withnell Brothers : 1 Hudsonian goose, 
§; 1 merganser, 5; 4 gadwalls, 8; 3 bald-pates, 6; 6 red- 
heads, 10; 38 green-wing teal, 8; 1 scaup, 1; total, 4. 
Total coumt, 647, : 

Capt. Hathaway's Side.—S. R. Hathaway: 2 canvas- 
backs, 10} 2 bald-pates, 4; 2 gadwalls, 4; 1 shamerler, 1; 
2 green-wing fénk 2; 1 butile-head, 2; 4 scaups, 4; 11 
redheads, 22; 1 yellow-shank, 1; total, 50, 4, T. Sprigg } 
10 redheads, 20; 4 gadwalls, 3; 5 bald-pates, 10; 3 can- 
vas-backs, 15; 2 scaupa, 2; 1 merganser, 5; 2 pintails, 2; 
i mallard, 3; 1 butfle-head, 1; total, 66, G, Booker; 1 
semip,1;lgadwall, 2;1 hawk, 5; total,8, Wm, Preston: 3 
redheads, 6; 3 gadwall, 6; 1 pintail, 2; 1 golden eye, 2; 
5 scaups, 5; 4 buffle-heads, 4; 1 green-wing teal, 1; 1 kill- 
deer ployer, 1; total, 27, M. W. Kennedy: 4 gadwalls, 
8; 1 bald-pate, 2; 9 scaups, 2; 1 jack-snipe, 3; 1 killdeer, 
1; total, 15, Dick Berlin: 1 duck, 2. George Mills, 1 
bald-pate duck, 2. Fred Blake; 1 hawk, 5; 4 shanerlers, 
8; 4bald-pates, 8; 1 gadwall, 2;3 redheads, 6;1 wood- 
duck, 2; 1 scaup, 1; 1 green-wing teal, 1; 1 buffle-head, 
1: total, 84, FP. Windheim: 1 canvas-back, 10; 5 gad- 
walls, 10; 2 redheads, 4; 2 bald-pates, 4; 4 pintails, 2; 1 
wood-duck, 2; I shanerlér,1; total, 33, H. B, Sackett: 
4 redheads, 8; 1 merganser, 5; 1 pintail, 2; 1 spoonbill, 
1; 1 gadwall, 2; 1 bald-pate, 2; 1scaup, 1; 1 sandpiper, 
1; total, 22. b, E, B, Kennedy: 5 redheads, 10; 1 can- 
vas-back, 6; 2 gadwalls, 4; 5 green-wing teal, 5; 1 bald- 
pate, 2; 1 scaup, 1;1 buffle-head, 1; 2 jack-snipes, 4 ; 
total, 32, Wiliam Hughes: 1 killdeer snipe, 1. Total 
count, 293, 
ei te 

CAMP BEDS. 

BY AN OLD CAMPER. 

‘HH. Z.,” “an old camper,” in your issue of March 4th, 
wants to know how to secure a comfortable camp bed ? 
That depends, I haye known fine-haired campers with 
expensive and elaborate outfits, trains of wagons, horses 
and servants, who satin arm-chairs to eat from tables 
that groaned under their loads of good things, and slept 
on spring mattresses with snowy sheets and lambs'-wool 
blankets, and yet they imagined they were not entirely 
comfortable, I have seen poor devils, ragged, dirty and 
foot-sore who were glad to improvise a bed that was lux- 
ury to them from an armful of cornstallks or two or three 
fence rails laid side by side in the mud. Comfort de- 
pends upon spirit and circumstance, Luxury is entirely 
a relative quality, Beds of down and the nectar of the 
gods may not suffice for one, whilst another may revel in 
bliss with a cup of water and a crust of bread if a dirty 
blanket is added for his bed, I haye passed a yery com- 
fortabla night on a bleak mountain side between two 
fires that had to be replenished every half hour to keep 
from freezing, without coat or blanket and with the butt 
of my gun for a pillow, because the labors and the hard- 
ships of the day had prepared meforit. Discomfort di- 
minishes the exactions for comfort, 

I once knew a little frail preacher, whom fortune cast 
into the wilderness, where he got lost, His entire bag- 
fage was the framework of an India-rubber pillow, about 
the sizeof his ear, which he thought was necessary to 
his comfort whereyer he was, After he had run himself 
down, and when the dusk of evening was closing in, he 
thought of his pillow, fished it out of his pocket, blew it 
up, and, placing it at the foot of a spruce tree, went to 
bed. Atter his wild race—'' go as you please”—the new 
position was positive and absolute comfort, That was a 
camp-bed foryou! But before he had closed his eyes a 
mountain lion appeared on the scene, and discomfort 
succeeded, The preacher broke down the mountain at 
such speed that the lion made no attempt to keep up. 
By and by he met a solitary traveler leading a mule, of 
whom he excitedly asked, ‘‘ Where am 1? Which way 
am I going?’ 
But this is getting a long way from ‘'H. Z.’s” bed. 

The best bedding for camping use is blankets, If not 
enough, take more blankets. 

It isa fact thatif a man can be sufficiently comfort- 
able during the night to sleep well he can stand almost 
any degrea of hardship and hard labor during the day, 
and the day may be pretty long, But if his rest is spoiled 
by cold he is ayonaed for the day’s work. Tf transporta- 
tion facilities admit, a good, light, narrow hair matitress, 
with rubber or oil-cloth on the under side, is the best ar- 
tificial formation fora bed. Butif carrying capacity is 
limited, confine yourself to blankets, They will, for 
piven space and weight, give more comfort than any- 
thing else. The foundation for a bed can almost always 
beimproyised, Fir or spruce boughs, properly cut and 
laced, make the best bed for one night in the world, 

Straw, hay, grass, leaves, willows, or any other 
slender brush, palmetto leaves, moss, pine needles, all 
make good beds; only if the material is coarsa it should 
be placed eyenly and parallel with the position of the 
sleeper, The only queslion then is sufficiency of blan- 
kets to equalize theinequalities. If there is lability of 
rain or snow, and your bed is in the open air, the top 
covering should be water proof. It is always best to get 
on the ground, unless in a very warm climate, because 
the temperature is more equable, Cots, bedsteads, scal- 
folds, hammocks, etc., never give the salid comfort of 
mother earth, Night air changes are almost sure to bring 
chilliness from beneath. A bed on frozen ground or on 
snow can be made much more comfortable with the 
same bedding than it possibly can be in 4 wagon, cot, ox 
anything else thatis off the ground so that air circulates 
beneath 16. B. 

—@———_ 

Bear HUNTING IN ''HE YELLOWSTOND CovuntrRy.— Yel- 
lowstone River, Montana, Feb. 5th,—Sines bear hunting 
has become popular, I will relatean adventure Mr. Hiram 
Stewart and I had in 1877 on a small stveqm that enrpties 
into the Yellowstone known as Ply Creek. We struck 
camp at the mouth of said stream to try our skill on wild 
geese, but after one day's hunt only killed four, and we 
concluded to go after buffalo, So early next morning we 
packed our camp on four jacks, mounted our ponies, and 
started up Fly Creek, which runs south-west of the Yel- 
lowstone and heads near the Biz Horn Mountains, After 
two days’ travel we came to @ large hand of buifalo, 
which we found yuietly grazing in a small valley, We 

had wandered off north of our watering place, and after 
Ipoking at the large herd of cows and calyes, we con- 
cluiled to go and look up a good camp, secure our pack 
animals, and come back and attack them in good style. 
Atter we had traveled several miles we sayin the dis- 
tance a small clump of box-elder, whieh always denotes 
water. Wesoonlanded and fonnd to our entire satisfac- 
tion a splendid stream at the head of the ravine, As our 
long-eared packers showed signs of uneasiness, I took a 
circle around the ravine to look for fresh signs of Indians, 
as they are easily alarmed af the redian of the forest. 
Once around, I could see no cause for the fright. So 
dismounted and went down close to the water to see if 
there had been any game there during tlie day. When E 
was within about three hundred yards of Balaam, I came 
to a bear track not over three hours made; but the size 
of that track would scare any jack, to say nothing of the 
bear that made it. I let my pony go to camp and started 
on the trail, following it into a dense red-willow thicket, 
somewhat anxious to try my faithful Winchester on 
bruin. I crawled on, and, after about twenty yards, I was 
greeted with a noise between the roar of a lion and the 
growl of a tiger. As the chances were against my re- 
treat with any speed, I sgon got out on clear ground. I 
looked after him for some time, but could not find him, 
T called to my friend Stewart, who has had twenty-five 
years experience in the mountains with all kinds of 
game. Jie came at once, but on the other side of the 
ravine, with his Sharps ,44 cal,, 75-grs, powder, one leg: 
two inches shorter than the other, large white hat, and a 
buckskin suit. ‘ Well, what have you here?” ‘I don’t 
know just what, and I don’t care about going too far in 
those willows to find out; but from the looks of this 
track I would call it an elephants, if they inhabited this 
country,” There was a trail coming down the bank just 
opposite me, and I felt sure that it passed near his lair. 
8. came down this trail until I could see his large hat. EF 
told him he had gone far enough I thought, as he must 
be very near the spot where I heard the music; but we 
were both anxious to get first blood. He kept moving 
down until he was fullhalf way down the bank, when all 
at once FE heard the charge, followed by the deafening: 
crash of his rifle, then a howl. I could now see 8, scram- 
bling toward a projecting rock, but the bear I could not 
see for the bushes; but I had not long to wait, for the 
bear was within twenty feet of him, Quick as thought I 
fired—struck him in the lungs, The report had scarcely 
died away, when I gaye him one in the neck, With the 
third shot I broke the spinal marrow, just where it con- 
nected with the brain, §, gave one bound, caught the 
rock, but was so scared he fell back, and the bear nearly 
tumbled on top of him, He gaye one yell that sounded 
like an earthquake, before he found outibwas dead, I 
crossed the hollow by crawling under the bush, and 
found him seated by the bear with death stamped on hia 
countenance ; his face was like that of acorpse; under his 
eyes were a dark-yellow shade. After some conversa- 
tion, ITlearned he tried for a second shol, but the shell 
failed to explode; and on drawing the shell the ball 
stuck in the grooves; so all he could do was to give leg- 
bail, which in that case would not have lasted long. On 
butchering the bear we found his ball had struck the 
brute in the breast, and went down about ten inches be- 
tween the skin and flesh and lodged there, doing no harm 
at all, although the ball was mashed flat as a large cop- 
per. This bear weighed twelve hundred pounds. We 
took all the fat to camp and had one hundred and sey- 
enty-six pounds of rendered oil, which we sold for fifteen 
cents per pound for cooking purposes, My companion 
would not have the robe at all; he said I had sayed his 
life, and I should keep it as a token of lis respect to- 
ward me, When staked on the ground it would square 
nine feet, This was a grizzly; and in his charge at 6. 
he tore up two willows, three inches in diameter. 

Stewart died a few months after, Ithink this seare 
had some permanent effect on him, W. A, ALLEN. 
a 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

MARLBORO V8. MIDDLEsHXY.— Marlboro, Mass., April, Ist.—Mateh 
between teams of the Marlboro Sportsman’s Club, and the Mid- 
dlesex Sportsman's Club, of Cambridge :— 

MIDDLESEX SPORTSMAN’S CLUB, 
Rotary. Three Double 
Tran. Trap. Trap. 

Tra Taylor-.:...: 101018 100108 111170110018 
A. W.Gore,.... 01011-8 TO1T1-4¢ 0117100110-6—-T18 
ti. GO, Gove...... 101108 11110-4£ 111111011 8-0—-16 
O.8.Neweomb.d 1111-5 101114 100111010 0-5-1 
C, I. Morse,.-.. LTOLTI1E4 010012 111711100tL8 
L..O. Greco..... 11017-4 111116 1021111110-8-T 
J.S. Sasyyer....01001-8 11211—5 110111110 1-815 
W. A; Miller... 1 0110-3 11100-8 1110110110118 
D. R, Melcher.,.11100-8 11110-+ 0O0O1LLII1111b-8—15 
W. H. Harrison. 0110-38 OL1L11I1-¢ 0010100T01—4—11 

Mich ter Ear eeet ee adabeloti clad ongs gt -tddeles eed eet ae aecieebaeide eee ee dated etceee he 140 
MARLBORO SPORTSMAN’S CLUB. 

H, W. Eagor,...J 1111—5 101114 101111001 6— 15 
¥, B. Gleason... V2111-5 111115 1111111001 8— 18 
His. Fay.ui... TL1171—5 LO0LT1TI-4 211107111)-9 
T, J, Beaudry... L111—6 110172 L1117111100-817 
D.T. Howe..... OO1T10-2 T1115 1110111110-8sS—1 
FH, A. Marshall..00101—2 1O1T11—4 117111011915 
A.D, Jobnvon..11211—)8 11111—5 01017111110-7—N 
J.@- Howe..... 110114 111115 01701001101-5-14 
W.#H. Leighton. 1111-4 01 1117-4 1111111011915 
N.B.Chamberl’n] 011 1—4 11111—5 1711110110617 

Dexter PARK—Jamaica Road, D. I, April 5th.—Third monthly 

contest of the Long land Shooting Club for 4 gun prasentad for 

competition by the club, shot for at 7 birds cach, from 5 ground 

traps, handicapped rise, 80 yards boundary, L. 1. 8. G.vules:— 

nds mise. Kitllect, Missed. 
ea 0 ed W. Mills..... oe 

W. bemken...- 
Dr. B. Talbot.. 

yaya 

SSH eHReoe B. EH. Madison . 
Ti. Peterson..... BSAaaY 
1D, Kittyitiwe,.--.-. --__- 
J, Metcalf), 22,251: 
Dr. Morton, 
J, Heury..:., 
W. Wyn... 
H. Atking.... . : 
D, Thotnpaeo...,.-...4- 

RECREATION Guy CLes.—New York, Maren 20th,—at a regular 
meeting of the Bergen Point Amateur Gun Club, on the 22d inst, 

if WAS Unanimously resolved jhat the club uame be changed te 
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the ‘“‘Recreatijn Gun Club.” Tt will continue to hold forth on 
its native heath, i. e., Bergen Point. 

We are negotiating for a suite of rooms in a new building which 
js now in the eourse of erection, and expect to havea big “jam- 

boree” on opening night. More of which, anon, There will be 

no change in the officers, who are: President, Fred Day Voor- 
hees; Vice-President, Chas. H. Davis; Secretary, Walter South- 

ard; Treasurer, F, G. Moore, TIM. BERDOODLE. 

Gruncn vs. PARMA.—West Greece, VN. ¥., March 2%th—The 
match was shot from Card's reyolying trap at West Greece, The 
day was very unfavorable fora large score; it rained nearly all 

the time :— 
GREECE. 

Yards rise. 
J. Lewis -. .. 21 11011111110110010111—15 
B. Stowell. Zl 11111111111111111110—19 
A, Rickman est 11110011111111111111-18 
¥. Kirk...., -, BL 01111101011110011111-35 
J. Kishlar aes Tl 04111111101111001011—15 
F. Pierce panel 01011111111111100111—16 
M. Mynn ai 11111111111111011111—19 

GUST he a, tl AR a Ty er mage may SAA ni 

y1010111101110411111-46 {Glatt oso. spejjeo-ce teeth es 
Ftoretine. ae 01100111111001111100—18 

. Tennison... 116011111111111111111—19 
#. Tennison.. 11110111010101111011—15 
Gurtice..,. .-.. 01010000010100101110—8 
G. Marchall.... 111101171101111111101-17 

, Foote..... 11011111011111101111-1% 
TATU OD RRO UN EE NReR Is Deen phe Mi tei 105 ALR. 

Axgorguin Gun Civs.—Weehawken, V. J., March 29th.—Semi- 
monthly shoot at grounds forasilver cup, to be won three times; 
25 balls; 18 yards rise; Bogardus traps; 10 yards apart :— 

. Dunseith. ....... ...- 11111011111011111111—18 
nator: 201110111111111101111-17 
John H. Hill... ..41100111111111101111-71% 
Geo. J. Sauer. -.-2..:+---.: 11110000101101111111-14 
Wim. S. McLean..... .....01100001111111011110—12 
R, Brenner... ..--- ..10110111010111010101-38 
P, Hckstein.... .. .1110001001101110101 1-2 
Geo. Kellar.....-:..-.-..-: 01011011000111110011—12 
Hlenry M. Burns, M.D..... 1116010610010111010101—2 
David flimpson.......--... 10000100010111111111—2 
Henry Griswold, M.D....- 00011011110111110010—-2 
John Male....-.-...+-.-.+- 19011011001111110000—-41 
Robt. Auld... -11100011010101110001-11 
John R. Tyler.... 010110110110111000 0-100 
Louis Brenner 0001011111111000000 9 

+Mr, Dunseith handicapped three yards. 
og ae H, M. B., Secretary. 

CoaxEn CLus.—Vincentown, N. J., April 2d.—Second match to- 
day for glass-ball badge; Card's rotating trap; 15 yards :— 

-1112010101-—% 
PT toa a aha ts 
1121000 1 1 0—6 
001000211 1-4 
0600210101 1-4 
1Taoiogqiii1zrd1its% 

W. J. Irick.... ot a) lO Wet Te ded) ts 
Ties shot off at three balls. W. J. Trick won tie with 2 out of 3. 

Badge to be again shot for the coming month. SHELDRAKE. 
NokrH-Hast TOURNAMENT.—The entries for the North-East 

(Pa.) Shooting Tournament, under the auspices of the Fur, Fin 
and Feather Club, are filling in. Thedates are Tuesday and Wed- 

nesday, April 13th and 14th. LL. B. Cushman is the Secretary. 

Caprtan Crry Guy Cuus.— Washington, D. C.; April 3d.-Regu- 

lar practice of this club at their meeting this afternoon. On ac- 
count of the threatening weather the attendance wassmall. The 

tiatch was at 20 balls each, from Card rotary trap; 18 yards rise; 

the double ball shooting, same trap; 16 yards rise; 10 balls each :— 
Cy petie eeleleteietee 10111111111101111101-17 

Ee Peck AREA Les 11110111111101101011-48 
.W. Eldridge ...,-----... 0111110101101111111 0-15 

PLB, Nagle 2.00000 ee-rsts 10000110001101011100-9 

SHABOARD SHOOTING ASSOOIATION.— Portsmouth, Va;, April 
8d.—The third weekly contest of twelve members of the Sea- 
board Shooting Association occurred at its grounds yesterday, 

with fair shooting. The following is the score shot at glass balls, 

21 yards rise, from Card’s rotary trap, Hobdy winning the hand- 

some gold medal, which he will retain until some other member 

of the olub is the winner :— 

SRR HoSooHoHo RHR RRO CROe 
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Johnston 1... s sess. sae st 0 

CHEROKEE GUN CLuB.—Rome, Ga., March 30th.—The following, 

scores at glass balis were made to-lay by members of the Chero- 

kee Gun Club, at their first weekly practice of theseason. The 

shooting was done against a strong wind, and the balls were 

thrown from a Card rotary trap at 18 yards rise; Bogardus rules; 

#0 balls :— 
R. L. Haaption 0 tl 1D tee oe ee 

1011—%. 
Cc. Co es a eee ee enna a aaah 
10> 
‘Atbin Omberg—010111101100100101101011111 

011-19. 
1). W. HH. Harris—01001211110101010101110111 

8, Veal, Jr.— 17211110110001111111—16 1 . Jos. E. Veal, 

TowA—Dubuque, March 30th.—Pigeon shoot held to-day. <All 

shot at 21 yards; H. and T. traps; tame birds; favored with strong 

wind :-— 
Carter .......-1011111101109001101111110 —1 

GO. M Carter j-----T 4 71011111011011110110 —18 
01211111111101100111001 —1% 
47110110111111111101111 
“7100101101 L011111100011 —15 
01011111011110111011111 —8 
°111100110101010 SF 
0111111 = 

JULIEN. | 
TRELAND—Dublin._The marksmen of Dublin have taukenup 

gallery practice and haye formed the Dublin Miniature Rifle Ohub; 

and at the annual general meeting, held Jan. 22d, the following 

were elected as committee and officers for the season:—A, Traill, 

J. G, Pollock, J. K. Millner, A. W. Panton, Hugh Gabbett, R. Sim- 

son, J. Rigby; with —. E. Knox, Honorable Treasurer; W. KR. 

Joynt, Honorable Secretary. 

The club meet at the gallery, 24 Suffolk strect, every Thursday 

from 2t06 P.M. until July Ist. During the club hours the mem- 

bers have the exclusive right to the use of the gallery; rifles, tar- 

gets and attendance aré proyided free, and amuiunition can be 

obtained by members at a reduced rate. During the season of 

1879 prizes to the amount of £31 were offered for competition, 

Che Rifle. 
THE ‘*PALMA ” CONDITIONS. 

Boston, March 26th. 
editor Forest and Stream :— 
I am pleased with the friendly exchange of opinions among 

riflemen, that the discussion of what to do with “Palma” has 

brought outin your columns. I know that the Committee of the 

N.R..A., who have this matter in charge, will be thankful for 

any suggestions from us, that will help to remove any obstacle to 
the success of a match with Great Britain. 

Sir Henry Halford has said “that a team will never come over 

with the present conditions.’ Whether they will come if we 

change the conditions remains to be seen. ‘ Palma’ is most de- 

cidedly a national trophy. We might just as well permit different 

States of America to enter the contest, as different States of 
Great Britain. We began wrong; let us acknowledge our error, 

and start right. We look to the N. R. A. to use every exertion to 

bring about a match. The conditions were modified, when it 

suited the gentlemen who controlled the affairs of the N. R. A. in 
the interest of the Association. Now let us haye them modified in 

the interests of riflemen, and all future contests to be with 

nutions. 

After we upon our part have done eyerything to make it pos- 
sible for a match with Great Britain, removing all cause for a 

possible excuse, and they fail to appear, we shall know the reason 

why. [can hardly agree with Col. Clark and Capt. Perry. Much 
as [ like individuality in rifle shooting, it would lower the dignity 

of a national contest to make it an individual one. Our team sys- 
tem is nearly perfect, and in great contests let us stick to it. 

Working in harness I know is very irksome to a good shot. Is it 

not worth the sacrifice, when we know the great stake? T think 

that should four of the best individual shots in the country be se- 
lected, and given an assistant or coach of equal merit with them- 

selves, their aggregate would be five per cent. better as a team 

than as individuals. But they must practice as a team to shoot 

their best. Last fall witnessed the want of team practice in the 

Massachusetts State Team—four men who stood first, second, 

fifth and ninth in the great individual tournament beaten out of 

sight when they came together as a team, because they had not 

practiced asa team. Let us refer back to the famous Spirit of the 

Times Match, We find the great team men, who have just beaten 

Great Britain, way down in the list. Why? Because they haye 

sunk their individuality in the team, and haye had_no practice to 

recover their individuality again. That they were the best indi- 

vidual! shots in Anierica is evident, else they would not haye won 

their places upon ihe team. Thus we see that team and individual 

shooting are different, and both right. I prefer for my own 

pleasure individual shooting. 

The only improvement that I could suggest in Our team-work 

would be to give their grand total, and not the individual scores, 

as itis not individual work, but the whole team. Four men may 

be nearly equal as individual shots, but in team-work one may 

be called npon to risk a shot oftener than the others, for thre 

safety of the team, and his name is placed at the foot of the list, 

and the one who receives the beuefit of this risk is extolled to 
the skies as the greatest shot in the land, when he is no better 

than his brothers, and perhaps not as good. It would be, prob- 

ably, almost impossible to accomplish such a change, I think the 

men would work together better under such conditions. We 

have done splendidly in our team-work, and I think we need fear 

no defeat. 
I wish to speak one word for the greutest benefit of the indi- 

vidual rifleman; that is, an annual tournament. The suceess of 

the hasty arrangements last fall, goes far to prove that the rifle- 

men will well sustain an annual meeting. Let the Directors of 

the N.R, A. take this matter into serious consideration. The 

gate-money will not foot up like an international match, and the 

gentlemen will not have quite so good a time, but the great body 

of riflemen all over Americas will be benefitted, and the target 

capacity of Creedmoor will soon haye to he increased. When 
the foreigners are here they can join with us, and when we 
are not to see them we can have a most interesting time among 

ourselves. 
The great mistake about the fatigue of the three days’ contest 

eould only be entertained by those so ignorant of rifie practice, 

that the least they said about the matter the more we would 
think they knew. I deny that a man in practice is fatigued by a 

three or four days’ match. Men who shot through the fall meet- 

ing of the week previous will bear me out in this denial. 

We leave the matter in the hands of our Directors; may this 

season prove the confidence that we have in the present Board. 
W. 4H. JACKSON. 

or : 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

MASSACHUSELTS—Boston, April ad.—There wasa good attend- 

ance of members of the Massachusetts Rifle Association at the 
regular meot to-day, at Walnut Hillrange. The weather condi- 
tions were good, a light wind from south to southeast prevailing. 

There were eighty entries, and the following are twenty of the 

best scores made at 200 yardss— 
A Pictdsibyeitals eSB aeeeeeS eo inser Deb peicen See ae ae 

1, F. Richard , -6 6 5) b 5: 
6.M. Jewell, B85 bab £8 5h BAS 

4645 68 5 5 6 5 5—48 
See 656455 45 5 6 5-49 
-45656656 464 5 6 5—47 
66545 55 5 4 447 

2 ewe eee ee - B. Osborn... 5b 5- 
HW oharsedte 5h 54446 4 5 444 
C.J. Page.......- <a 8445445 5 4 442 

— ‘ihe match closed wit is, and the following listshows the 
names of the winners and their highest individual scores: W. H. 

Jackson, 50; J. 5. Sumner, 50; W. M. Farrow, 60; Wm. Gerrish, 

49; E. F. Richardson, 49; O, M. Jewell, 49; W. Charles, 49; N. W. 
Arnold, 49; F. H. Holton, 48; L. Fitz, 48; 8. CG. Noyes, 48; E. W. 
Law, 48; F. L. Winship, 48; D. Kirkwood, 48; J. Nichols, 48} H. 

Tyler, 48; 'T, Hubbell, 48; ©. H. Todd, 47; J. Cram, 47; 0. R. Grit- 
fing, 47; E. B. Souther, 47; A. B, Archer, 47; J. B. Osborn, #7; H. 

L. Max, 47; E. Bennett, 46; J. Borden, 46; C. H. Russell, 46;H. 8. 
Harris, 46; —— Davis, 46; H. Kimball, 46; F. Hollis, 46; E. 9. 
Brooke, 46; L, L. Hubbard, 46. 
The aggrecate prize winners are as follows, with the total of 

their five best scores: W. H. Jackson, 249; J. 8. Sumner, 244; W. 
M. Farrow, 243; W, Charles, 249; B. F. Richardson, 239; J. Nichols, 
938; N. W, Arnold, 287: W. Howard, 236; H. Tyler, 286. 

A new match, under similar conditions as Eyerybody's Match, 
will be commenced on Fast Day,in which there will be cash 
prizes to the amount of $185 offered, and supplementary prizes to 
the amount of $15. 
Boston.—The third week al) the Magnolia Gallery, in the classl- 

fied match, has shown the best hooting of the season. The at- 

tendance has heen large, Below we give the details of the week's 
shooting; rounds 10, 100 feat :— 

FIRS? CLASS. 
50 50—140 
50) 50—150 
50 50—150 
49 50—L49 
48 143 
48 AT—142 
48 4i—142 

W.H. Parnham....... 49 48—145 
H, Lawrente..-.-.-.22..0 48 48—144 

Ay 48142 
48 47—140 
47 47—140 
48 46—140 

THIRD CLASS. 
B. Taylor.. Ay 49 50—145 
B. Davis. 47 aq 48 143 
P,D.S 47 48 4G—141 
A. J. Green 46 45 . 49-140 
J, Anderson... 46 46 48—140 
FP, Dudley 45 45 46—136 
PANG DES eh 4-cepe ale tele ee talstsree! . 45 45 45—135 
LOOP Eyal Pee ee me Brel Say PLLA ERE AA 43 43 45—131 
T. C. Cornell.............+-. . 48 44 Ad—131 
R, Baker - 43 44 44—137 
W. FB. ~ 5 44 18) 
FU ELOW Gita haan eae si gnooeteadee tec 2 45 45, 213 

Boston, April ist.—The Consolation Rifle Match, at the Mammoth 

Rifle Gallery, for March,is ended, with some of the most wUnderful 

shooting eyer done inthe gallery. W.H. Harrison has made sev- 

enteen clean scores, twenty-eight shots each. This lust week he 

made fourteen clean scores, twelye in one day; he made twenty- 

six consecutive bull’s-eyes, which is the highest number ever 

made in this gallery; the next highest is E. F. Richardson, with 

eighteen consecutive bull’s-eyes. Mr. Harrison made three clean 

scores in succession, and two more bull’s-eyes on his next score; 

which made up the twenty-six consecutive bull’s eyes. Mr, Rich- 

ardson made seven Clean scores during the month; Mr, N. W. 
Arnold made two, and Mr. J, Merrill two, making in all twenty- 

eight clean scores. In thé second class the competition has been 

lively. L. W. Farrar, of Abingdon, hends the liet. The new rifie 
match for April has commenced, and the indications are that tt 
will be as popular as its predecessors. The following are the prize 

winners, with their scores in detail. 150 feet; rounds 8; possible 
40; three scores to win :— 

Wirst Class. 
5665 6 6 5 5.4 

Wot. Harrison ces t cabin doade ote: BE eae SS ae 
as) vo ti 

555 5 6 5 & 5) 
Ei F. Richardsony..... scence pe ee ee sous eRe RoR ar 

45565 6 5 55 
INS Wa Ammolies.s-2:6 44 40-- 2-4. 05 Boo koe 56 56 5 & 5 & 6)110 

56665 6 5 6 6 

4555 56 5 5 5) 
Ue Mekpil > qos PES oe Sy pee ee per pecs 

Second Class, 
4455 5 5 5 6 

1)..W- WALLA. op 2: fleet syeeees tes 28.ee aT Sates Late 

F (8645655645 
Gordon McKenzie, .....-......--. er caeres 48 5 : . ; i a 2 5 

5 

D. Swift eee eee tbls Ne SW ik toe ep aoe f eb tices bpalba-e aie) tela a i} 

ig bedi Bobades 5 

Bb rb ok 5 Ob e 
H. RH, Shaw--:-.-+ Speech 537 Bester [eeeehc- RG eee 22 

(4446565 55 
BY oY a TET OBO.) Gay Si ahead a Se 4545 6 5 5 5} 

liga 6 4b 8 BLE 
jt th ba ob 

INOS ATAMCH os Wa tect bol dae tae hl cnicore 6 45 5 4 5 5 6118 
684545555 

Guo. E.R. 

Medford, April 2d.—The second competition in the subseription 

glass ball and rifle matches was contested by the Raymond Sports- 
man’s Clubat Bellevue range to-day. The weather conditions 

were excellent, Following is the result in the rifle competition :— 
D, Kirkwood......-. 6 660 6 5—57 

5 a 
6 6 

. 6 5 

.5 4 
4 6 

5 4 
0 6 

ee O09 01 Sten co oe Cone S ots, ot SS tom CoH Sto eT Ae OTS Sey oo One ae SoS 

I es) 

3 

Mr. Kirkwood won the first special prize and 
second. 

The scores made with the shot gun were :— 

Double. HOLY: alee 

6 
6 
§ 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
Ww. Charles the 

J. C. Smith 18 Q 
J. R. Smith Pail, 19 36 
W. B. Witherell . 18 18 att 
D. Kirkwoo 16 19 Bia) 
CED Gr ee eee ee ee oe 16 7 28 dt 
Lei pl 1) Sa ie gE Pie oye ee ae he 15 VW og 
C, I, Goodale, ..- 14 ave B1 
TRV t HY SVVOHSLG. bo 9 se cnence eee ss Leet bale i] 165 24, 
PaO Elster Oe de Stier Rik fa clent 9 12 21 
AINE GEOL tr lO, sobbed fats adda wep 7 13 20 
MLO DITISOME a-ak eee oe ieee utes _ 16 13 
The club will shoot glass balls with the Lynn club on Fast Day. 

Medford, April3d.—_In the second competition in the * classified 

series,” at Belleyue range, to.day, in the Medford Amatour Rifle 

Association there were seventy-two entries. The weather condi- 
tions were quite favorable. Appended are thirteen of the best 

Ho ee ROT em OTOH Or Dy SS ry te ot HOD 09 Cr eH OU ST HE oT HP We SUT OUT pm He OO HCN he a ee OTT PR eT oe ot ee or HE OT Pe a ee 

Mr. H. Kimball won the general prize in the first eluss, A. B. 
Archer in the second class, and A. W. Webb in the third wlass. 

Springfield, March 80th—Seore of the Rod and Gun Rifle Club 
made to-day at their weekly practice, 200 yards; off-hand; possi- 
ble 50:— 

454545 6 5 6-47 
44546 4 4 5 5—46 
6565444 5 5 446 
444554 5 5 5—46 
54545 4 4 5 4-45 
644444 6 5 4-44 
655446 4 4 4-44 
4455 44 6 4 4-48 
545545 9 4 443 
454554 4 8 4-4 

mpetition of the Wakefield 
Amateur Rifle Association in the shot gun series was shot this: 
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afternoon. A bad light prevailed, the wind blowing at times 

alinost 2 gale. There were about fifty entries,and below are 
given eight of the principal scores;— 
HR, F. Richardson... . --.. cee eee DOH 4 HH 4 4-82 
8. GB. Dearborn,,..-... ul tee iat uo a te doe he eae 
George POW... cicssecccesceseeeeeereeess £5 4 4 5 4 4-80 
Willinin Lewig....-.. pA ea Te eee a ~»5 445 3 5 4-80 

dale ncunrtte arenes March 80th, At a regular shoot of 

the Bridgeport Rifle Club, at Sea Side Range, on Good Friday af- 

ternoon, the winning scores were as follows :— 

Silverware Match, 200 yards, re-entries allowed :— 

H. Carstersom,, £545 5 4 5—a2 ete a LL 44555 4 4—81 
Tgaac MeCourt,.45 6 44 6 4-31 . Marsh.....4545 6 4 4—al 
$.H. Hubbard.,5 45445 4-81 g. “V. Nichols....4 45 44 4 5—30 

Rifle Match, 200 yards, no re-entries :— 
Harry Nichels.:....... a bores Serer baie, Ge 5 5 6—49 
D. E. Marsh........-. Ts tite 9 pe Be at. 44465 § f 4 5 4-43 
IDES OSTA VERE: panther eed alts) sdce 55 438 6 4 4 4—42 

Record Match, 200 yards, no re-entries:— 
D. EB. Marsh.......... Besa): i-dokt 45 444 5 4 5 5 4-44 
S.C. Kingmai. 2. 15 § £4 4 4 5 £ 4 48 
eas By Ss 454465 4 4 4 4 45 
H. Oarstersem.......-....005 Ha 44 4 4 4 4 4-40 
TeSlatcher....... 2... Ota ath Bs 544 44 8 4 3 5-40 
Bi V. Nichols ,-.. 0... cc. uses oe a ow 4544 4 5 £ ¢ B 3-40 
Pe OOMMAT: sun cee aeakede paseo weet BH 45 44 4 8 53D 

Harry Nichols..., ::.,-;1:5Fiss....5 46 £4 4 8 5 4 3 8-39 
The club is in very good condition and quite an interest mini- 

fest. 

Collinsville, March 81st,—Canton Rod and Gun Club, Riverside 

Range; practice mesa at 200 yards; off-hand; 31bs, mulif; 10 

shots:— 
Mass. Creed, 

O. B, Hull.,--.- 3 12 T1010 FY Id BR 9-9 43 
J.D, Andrews 1 WiiWii dt 7 43 
G. F, Lewis wm 710 9 10 7 9 WW JIL ta 43 
Géo. Case.... WwogewiuWwih 8 6&6 8 1k 42 
Wi Wancher-,_,.,....12 9 “9 6 12 12 6 8 6 oot 41 
J. Laubenstein.....@ 5 7 12 8 Il &§ Th 9 10—%0 42 

ErGate Reeivinr Rirue Crus, Nuw Yore.—The club of the 

Highth Regiment has arranged an excellent series of matches for 

the year 1880, und if every command of the National Guard showed 

a suitable energy there would be a better showing in the official 
returns. The season's matches Opened on Tuesday last and will 

- continue oyery Tuestay heréatter until the last Tuesday i in No- 

veinber. 
1, Beginners "Match.—Weoekly competitions ; open to all begin- 

ners only; 200 and 500 yards, 

8, Short-Range Match,—Open to all members of the club; first 

and third Tuesdays in every month, also June 29th; 200 yards. 

3, Mid-Range Match.—Open to all members of the club; tirst 

anil third Tuesdays in évery month, also June 29th; 500 yards. 
4, Champious' Matech.—Open to all members of the club; sec- 

ond and tourth Tuesdays in eyery month, also Aug. dist; 200 and 

500 yards. 
fi. Aggregate Match.—Opin to all members of the club; weekly 

competitions; distances 200and 500 yards; prize, a Sharps miid- 

range rifle, 

All prizes, except that of the Aggregate Match, become the 

property of the mentber winning the match the greatest number | 

of times during the season. In case of a tie, the highest aggre- 

wate score to decide, The aggregate prize is to become the prop- 

erty of the member making the highest aggregate score during 

the season. 
Members who haye made centers flye times in any club match 

will be handicapped as follows :— 
Short-Range Match... -- fA eae ANAS EDD SA aah 
Mid-Range Match..... . ‘ a -, 4 points. 

Champions’ Match ... 5 points, 

New YoreE—Sj/racuse, April lst.—Second Ward Amateur Shoot- 
ing Club contest for gold medal, which must be won three con- 

secutiya times before it becomes the property of the winner. At 

the first shoot, which was held on Tuesday, March 20th, the tro— 
phy was won by P. Heyser. ‘The second score was :— 

. 2 points. 

JAMS alae tt ee SEMA AEMe Aon SSS Pitesti es 8) 
A, H, Mann. ,- bens 151i Fas 7 119 
J. Gebhardt, . ety a a a ale a 
Schultz......... WD OMS Tl rt 
A NeL  biteeli. aul hese. 1ooodt] ti—5 
Lindemeyer....---..- wR re Ge ih ih Sh ifm 0— 9 
DMM ene et serene See heerrt 1120020001 16 

After the medal shoot two sweepstakes were shot at ten balls 

each, My. Mullin winning both by breaking nine and ten balls re- 

spectively, 

Zerrupr Riese OnuB—iVew York, April 4th.The sixth compe- 
tition of the Zettler Rifle Club for the Brown Medal, was shot at 

Guttenberg to-day; 30 shots; 200 yards; ring target; any rifle; 

scores as follows — 

G. Judso0n..:...22..-.- pdt ahs) Ms DOs letes st cinschar Fan vrs <9 
WwW. M. Farrow... hie Ts. Zetulec....... 5 

ACO ARMS ES tae ee fs iG G. Fenning.. 
J. H. Brown ite i. M: poring: Rebtel: 
M. R, Engel, —- i big F. O'Neil... . 
1D, Miller,....-. ‘ sereeed es G12 PRS abartis occ cccccs ss cee ee ee 
G. Joiner,...... NP teed 607 | D. Culhane,.,..-,.......-.--. 527 

N. D. W. 

New Yor« Scucetzpy Corrs.—The New York Schuetzen 
Corps held a regular monthly meeting April Ist, Capt, George 

Aery inthe Chajr. It was decided to hold the regular summer's 
festival during the ‘th, 8th and 9th of June at Union Hill, 
Schuetzen Park, Mr. T. ©. Banks, of the Formst AND SrRnAM, 
was then proposed, and by acclamation made an hojorary mem-~- 

ber of the Corps. Practice shooting will tuke place during April 
and May, the programmes for which will appear in 4 few days. 

INDEPENDENT SCHUETZEN—The N, ¥. Independent Sehuetzen, 
Capt. J. J. Diehl, also held a monthly meeting, the 3d inst., at 

Walhalla Hall. H. H. Hancock was in the Chair,fand Mr. Conrad 
Geib acted as Secretary. ‘his Corps abandoned the idea of going 

to San Francisco this summer, but instead will start the 27th of 
June with wives, children and music for Lake Hopatcong, N.J., 
and will remain there four days and shoot at a big bird, beside 
haying some other fun and entertalnments, as fishing, bathing, 

dancing, etc, The whole programme will soon be given out. 

ScuuErzen Norus.—The Helvetia Rifle Chub held another prac- 
tice shooting at Hartung’s Park, Mott Hayen, on the 29th of 
March, The practice was mostly at time shooting, but precision 
shooting was not nerlected; 200 yards; time given, three 

minutes :— 
Spoke Fired. Hits. Points. 

BOTs EYHUIN jy pane ren iteas ojo one aoe 30 108 
Alb, Mayer...,---- 238 95 
“Wal. Stunder,..... apee heaps 10 at 

_ A. G. Hellwig: 20 yal 
, ae Landolt..... 23 25 90 
tt Knopfli,...- 2) 19 Te 
R Seah cnn Weel telat stata ee LE Ww Bg 
‘The new officers of the Meriden (Gonn.) Rifle Club are: Presi- 
‘dent, C. Handel; Secretary, W. ANlemeyer; Treasurer, A, Buech- 
ler; Shooting Master, Oh. Stoclcter. 
The Helvetia Rifle Club of Highlands, Til., elected the following 
BTS ay Brosidant, Aug, J, Pagar: Vice-Pr esident, Moritz-Hugy; 

Secretary, FB. Suppiger; Viee-Secretary, Hy. Rinniker; Treas- 

urer, Hy. Wirz, 
Dayenport, Towns, has a shooting association 150 strong. The 

following are ils officers; President, F.'T. Blunk; Vice-President, 
John G. Boehl; Recording Secretary, Chs. H, Meyer; Correspond- 

ing Secretary, John Melchert: Treasurer, John Bredow; Shooting 
Masters, C. H. Plambecl: and H. Hoffman. 
Portland in Orevon also has a rifle club of twenty-eight active 

members. President, A. 8chuhmann; Vice-President, A. Staen- 

der; Secretary, Julius Dile; Shooting Masters, A. Ruppel, i. 

Voos. 

Nay JERsry,—The Stockton Rifle Range Association of Cam- 
den, N. J., issue an inviting programme for April, At 100 and 200 
yards tilitary rifles, used as such, without cleaning, will be al- 
lowed one point over sporting rifles with open sights, and two 

points oyer sporting rifles with globe and peepsights. Atany 

distance over 200 yards military rifles will be allowed four points 

Over sporting rifles. The programme includes :— 
April 10th, Inter-State Military Match—Teams of ten from any 

organization of the National Guard or militia of any State. Prize 

a silyer trophy, value $50, presented by Gen. H. Burd Grubb ; 200 

and 500 yards; {shots ati cach; any military rifle. 

April 10th, Sharps Match for Military Rifies—The| eighth of 

fitieen competitions for fifteen Sharps military rifles; all comers; 

200 yards; 10 rounds; any military rifle, without cleaning; re- 

entries permitted. To the highest score in earh competition a 

Sharps military rifle, Borchard pattern. Atter fifteen competi- 

tions the person who has inade the highest score in the greatest 

number of competitions shall be entitled toa Sharps new mid- 

range rifle, value $60. 
April 10th, Union Metallic Cartridge Company Match—Prize 50) 

ritle cartridges, suited to any rifle as desired, presented by the 

Union Metallic Cartridge Company of Bridgeport, Conn.; all 

comers ; 200 yards; 7 shots; any rifle; re-entvies permitted, 

April 12th, Winchester Repeating Rife Matech—The sixth of 

tifteen competitions for fifteen Winchester repeating rifies: all 

comers; 200 yards; 10 rounds; any rifle; re-entries permitted, 

Prize, to the highest score in each competition a Winchester re- 

peating rifle, model This, 5 round barrel, value $25. After fifteen 

competitions the person who has made the fir trest score in the 

greatest number of competitions shall be entitled to a Winches- 

terrepeating rifle, model 1876, valie $32. 
April 14th, All-Comers’ Match—100 yards; 10 shots; any rile. 

April 16th—First competition for a Creedmoor rifle, yalue $100 ; 
all comers; 200 yards; 10 shots; any rifle except muzzle-loader; 

rifle to be won three times before becoming the property of the 

person winning the same. 

April 17th, Sharps Match for Military Rifles— Ninth competition, 

April 19th, Winchester Repeating Rifle Match—Seventh compe- 

tition. 
April 21st. Hdward K. Tryon, Jr., & Co, Mateh—Pi ize w» Derrin- 

ger reyolyer; yalue $25; all comers; any rifle; 100 and 200 yards; 

7 shots at each; re-entries. 
April 23d, Sweepstakes Mateh—A1l comers; any rifle; 200 yards; 

the lowest shot at each round retires; prize one-half entrance 
money; any number of entries may constitute a match. 

April 24th, Sharps Mateh for Military Rifles—Tenth competition. 
April 26th, Winchester Repeating Rifle Match—Highth compe- 

tition, 
April 24th, Time Match—All comers; 100 yards; re-entries al- 

lowed, Any rifle within the rules, magazine or repeating rifles, 

ta be louded and fired as single breech-loader. At the call of 
‘ire’ by the scorer the competitor will commence tiring, and at 

the expiration of one minute the scorer will call time, Any com- 

petitor firing a shot after time is called will have five points de- 

ducted from his score. Rifles may be loaded before" Fire" is 

called. ‘There is no restriction in mannir of taking! cartridge, 

except that no competitor dan receive any assistunce from any 

one while firing this match. 

April 30th, Champion Marksman's Badge of 1880—For the Second 

Brigade, National Guard, §. N. J—Open to all members of the 
Second Brigade, National Guards, of New Jerzey; 200 and ‘500 

yards; 5 rounds ateach, with the military rifle in use by the State, 

A fac-simile in gold of the Marksman's Badge will be awarded to 

' the competitor who, at the close 6f the season, shall have won it 

the greatest number of times. In case of a tie, the highest aggye- 

gate score of all the competitions participatedin up to that time, 

to decide. 

April 30th, Directors’ Match—Opén only to directors and life 
members of te Stockton Hifle Range Association; 200 yards; 5 

rounds; any rifle. Prize, the Directors' Gold Badge, shot for an- 

nuully, ind held by the winner during the year. 

LowigranA—Wew Orleans, March 27th.—Dhe following we re the 

scores made at the rifle range to-day i— 

HM, Bradford, 2452-2 rece 1RQ TONE ok TF Boog rds 
Havallarivhinjasreeee dee tes: 4 ‘ e tite 

Dudley Selph.....-.. .....-- ; 4 5 30 40 

William Arms. -.....+<:606--- : ; i 1033 

P. Michet.....-<-4 225: ee eur ais | 38 

Geo. W. Charlton,..........- } i 3 : oa p32 

Toba Miller,...cecee.-s-r+ 1+] B00 Yards £8 8 pote 
Ayte Panis ele rene eb ae are pate 

InprAwA—Elkhart, April lst—On last Tuesday G. W, Swartzell, 

af member of our Ride Club, of this city, shot with a Billinghurst 

rifle, globe sights, and muzzle rest, at # distance of forty rods, a 
string of six successive shots, which were all inside of # 2} inch 

circle, and measured 5; inches. 
Ifany of the readers of your inleresting journal can place that 

number of shots in a smaller circle and measure a less string, 
would like to hear from them through the FOREST AND Stream, 

TARGEH'. 

CALIFORNIA—San Mrancisco, Mare 28th.—TDhe division cham- 
pion diamond badge match for 1880; valued at $100, was opened 
to-day at Shell Mound Park, when Capt. budwig Siebe’s new mil- 
itary range was inaugurated. The following are the conditions 
of the competition: Open toall actiye members of the National 
Guard of California; 200 yards; off-hand; 20 shots; ammunition, 

United States cartridges, with no sighting shots; any military 
rifle or carbine, with trigger-pull not less than six pounds. Bu- 

trance fee, $2.40, which will be divided uller deducting expenses 
into seven prizes, The competitor making the highest score will 
be awarded the badge and the championship of California. He 

shall hold the sime during the year 1880 against all National 
Guardsmen of the State who may challenge llm. The challeng- 

ing party t) put up $100 against the badge, and the parties to 
Shoot 100 shots each at 200 yards. 
—At the recent annunl meeting of the Santa Rosa Sportsmen's 

Club, the following ollicers were elected 10 serve for the ensuing 
term: President, Frank H. Sweet; Vive-President, H. ‘L. Whip- 

ple; Secretary, A. D. Laughlin; Treasurer, A, L, Iuutice > Exeou- 

tive Committes, John H. Burnett, Geo, L. Dixon and E. B. Small- 
wood, 

—Barly in the season ten men of the Roxbury City Guards, 
Company D, First Regiment, will haye a telegraphic rifle match 

with ten men of the Oakland Guard, California. 

—During fhe spring and summer season the Sacramento Rifle 

Olub will hold regular practice and contest matches at the Tivoli, 
on the first and third Sundays in each month. 

alreherp. 

ARCHERY FROM AN BASY-CHAIR, 

V E are on the eye of the most exciting campaign that has 

been participated in by the American archer, and those 

who haye the best interests of the cause at heart are trying to 
avoid mistakes that may mar thework of the coming year. 

This, like all other campaign work, begins at home, in the prim- 

aries—in other words, in the clubs of the towns and cities. The 
best beginning we can make is to "let well enough alone,” and 

not commence the work of changing and readjusting everything 

that comes in our way—at least until we are reasonably well ac- 

quainted with its workings and value in its present condition. 

We had better spend more time in trying to figure our arrows 

into the gold of the present target, and less in trying to figure the 

poor shots that landin the black and white, up to a higher rela- 

tive position than they now oecupy, or than they are entitled to 

by their extreme distance from the objective point of the target. 

If the white becomes so important that its salury must be raised, 

we shall next he waited upon by a delegation from surrounding: 

space, with its “bill of rights” and grievances, with its millions 

of wounds to plead for it—(we should many of us be awful siu- 

ners on this count)—why, lam told there is already ample cause 

for the sky looking blue. 

Next after not doing this, every club should exert itself for 

the aggregate more than for individual scores one over another; 

in promoting the first the second would occur asa matter of 

course. But an indiyidual may keep his or her score up to a cer- 

tain point, and at the same time exert such an influence on at 

least 2 portion of the other members, by timely hints and friendly 

help, that the score of the whole will be greatly increased and 
the standing of the club improved, 

One trouble, in country clubs at least, is that some persons can 

male better scores than others. There should be no chagrin over 

small scores—eyery one has been forced to make them in his or 

her early practice. Individuals will ever have dilferent degrees 

of advancement; do your best, think more, raise your score a 

little every week, help those less fayored to coms as near your 

level as may be, and remember that in a club every one counts— 

like numerals from 1 to 9, and without the 1 you can neyer make 

999 count 1 000. 

Ford did not exhaust the possibilities of archery, yet he so 

nearly annihilated the probubilities of equaling his exploits, that 

to this day his name stands withoutariyal. Yet the Thompsons 

can enjoy their favorite pastime, with Ford's himinous score 

shining upon them from afar, and the Grays and Caryers and 

many others can make just as large a score ag though the Thomp- 

sons could not surpass them; and so, in turn, the lesser lights 

may shine all the brightsr for the reflected light of the larger 

luminaries. 

Happily there are many of us, although making but smail 

scores, that can enjoy the glorious pastime, improve our physica, 

condition—making life’s cares lighter and longevity more prob- 

uble—glad that others can do better so long as it does not add to 

our shortcomings, but shows us the possibility of something 

better. 

If the National Association of archers would remoye the bars 

from archers whose clubs do not join the National, at fair 

rates of entry, it seems t6 many it would be better for all parties. 

Where clubs have one or two members that baye theimeans or 

slill that would warrant their attendance at the National meet- 

ings, they refuse to join, thus barring all. The private practice 

club seems to he on i more impartial basis, with one exception, 

than anything yet brought forward, and I expect to hear a good 

account of the future. We want to see the scores—not of indi- 

viduals alone who are phenomenal shots, but of ordinary eyery- 

day archers, who can miss the target clean and are not too thin- 

skinned to ownit. Let us know how the least expert get on— 

what can the whole club score? We want something of this kind 
—down within reach—to lean against while viewing the occasion- 

ally miraculous scores that take one’s breath away—they are so 

unlooked for—and so unrelieved by any score from the balance 

of the club where they occur; they are like huge comets, shorn 

of their tails, blazing through the archor's firmament searching in 

vain for their lost appendages. 

Let us haye Jonahs, by all neans—immense, colossal Jonals— 
but let us also haye an occasional glimpse of the whales, that we 

Inay judy'e of their capacity. LocKsLEY. 
—_—>_—_— 

SHoorrmsg EXtTRAORDINARY.—Mr. Arthur Hope was present at 

the North Side Archery Range Wednesday evening aud agreed 

to shool at thirty yards, allowing his score io be marked in ad- 

vince for each thirty arrows, and subjecting himself to «forfeit 

if he failed to make the exact score. hree tithes his score was 
marked for 200, and each time he made exactly thirty hits—-200 
score, Then forafourth round of thirty arrows bis score was 

putdown for 250, which it was thought would be a stumper, 
With this dificult amount to make he shot with great care, and 
atthe end of twenty-seven arrows bad twenty-seven hits—238 
yalue. With his next three arrows he necded to make but seyen- 

teen to complete the 250, The first arrow was a gold, the nexta 

red, and then he shol low, Intending !his arrow should drop in the 

white; bub thera was the slightest miscalculation, his arrow vut- 

ting both the white and black, scoring therefore as a black, wie 

made his total score 262. 
On another oceasion we have seen Mr. Hope set ont totakea 

svore of 120 at thirty yards, to be made of blues and blucks only, 

and to coine within two points by makiny sixteen blues aii tour- 

teen blacks, all the hits bein@ within a space smaller than ihe red 

of 4 four-foot target. Dow difficult this is to xecomplish those 

only ean tell who attempt it. Mr, Hope is an enthusiust on the 

subject of archery, having devoted much time to its the: ry and 
practice the past year, and las giyen our archers here muny val- 

uable hints in regard to the manner of shooting and care of weap- 
ons. He belongs to to club, but prefers shooting with his friends 

in his private range for his own amusement and exercise. Mr. 
Maurice Thompson’s delightiul work on the “Witchery of Arch- 
ery" and Will H. Thompson's charminy lettersin your paper on 
hunting with the long pow, hays so captivated him that ha is hay- 
ing alot of hunting arrows mado for his use in the woods the 
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coming season. We shall hope that your readers will be fayored 

before the year is oyer with many interesting sketches of life 

in the woods, not only from Hose, but also from many other 

archers who will learn to love this rare sport, HAS ys 
Who can tell us what “T. A. L.” signifies ?—Eb, 

Noare Srop Agcugrry Cius.—Following is the score of the 
team which shot a match with the New York Club, March 27th :-— 

First Second Third 
Round. Round. Round. Hits. Total. 

Mrs, J. 0. Blake..........5 sees 180 133 138 85 409 
Miss Staley..,.-.---+...-...5-- ; 13¢ 123 Ti 344 
J. Wilkinson, : 212 223 90 618 
J. O. Blake... 202 208 90 626 
G. D. Qonklin..... 4... 6.0.4 ~ 202 206 202 90 610 
. B. Wilkinson....-... i:1..-. 106 198 202 90 596 

Ua Ate PS Be ae Bea 5-8 '... 1,048 1,084 1,101. 523 8,283 

CORTLAND ARCHERY €LUB.—Cortland, WV. ¥., April 3di—The 
usual regular Wednesday afternoon and eyening practice of the 

Cortland Archery Club was varied this week by a match among 

the ladies of the club. Three prizes were contested for. Distance, 

80 yards; 90 arrows. First prize, a raw-hide hacked,bow ; second 

prize, three best footed arrows; third prize, fine arm guard, Miss 

Sarah Keator won the bow by a score of 501; Mrs. A. Mahan, 

second, 343; Mias Sue Ingalls, third, 299. The other members of 

the club who were present made the following scorcs. 30 yards; 

90 arrows :— 
dst 30. ad 30. 81.90. Total. 

Dr. F, O. Hyatt ..--210 212 216 638 
Willis Cloyes 208 216 212 636 
A. Maban 198 184 600 
B. E. Milb 178 103 542 
Frank Turner, 168 176 510 
Dr, G. H, Smit 164 4 495, 

A. M. 

Wuy Yore Arncnery CLus,—New York, April 3d.—Editor Hor 

est and Stream :—According to promise, I give you herewith, a 

copy of the resolutions relating to membership in our club, and 

the making up of teams for matches, which ere unanimously 

passed at our meeting March dist. They read as follows :— 
Whereas, We believe that it is essential to the future welfare 

and prosperity of this club that it shall be composed of persons 
owing no allegiance to, and haying no affiliation wilh, other arch- 
ery clubs, therefore 

Resolved, That no proposals for admission to membership in this 
slub from members of other archery clubs be received. 

Resolved, That members of other archery cluds whose names are 
now upon the roll (if any), shall herealter, and.ao long as they 
ghal] remain members of such other clubs, be ineligible for places 
upon teams selected to represent this club. 

Again, we haye amended our constitution go as to read :— 

“\ Applicstions for membership ** * * * and identification jith 
no other archery club, except the Private Practice Club, being 

necessary qualifications for admission.”’ 

Thus your readers may see exactly what the New York Archery 

Club has done; and while 1 do not propose to enter into any dis- 

oussion here at this time, if seems to us all that we have taken a 

eourse that Gther clubs will be compelled to follow, and which 

has {he support of those that have experienced the trouble we 

foresaw we would have. Besides, with your extensive expéri- 
ence, we are pleased to remember that you have always advocated 

such measvres. Shouldaclub be young and weak, they might 

omit such decided measures; but when a club is as extensive and 
strong as the New York, needing no support, only that of its 

own members, it becames @ necessary step in order to preserve 

the interest of its members. No good can eyer come from those 
who haye heart with their original club, and only attach 

themselves to another for the benefits it offers over and above the 

other for the time being. At our last meeting the club elected 
/ James BH, Morrison, Esq., an honorary member. 

The Park Commissioners haye giyen their permission to the 

elub to use the Sixth-fifth street Lawn in the Central Park, and 

we shall probably commence to shoot outdoors about May Ist. 
Jas, W, Auren, JR., Secretary, 

Cricket, 
ee 

THE ONTARIO CRICKET ASSOCIATION, 

The most important event that has occurred for many years in 

the Canadian cricket world was the holding of 4 convention on 

March 27th at Toronto to regularly organize what, in the future, 

will be known as the Ontario Cricket Aesociation. In compliance 
with a call, representatives were present from Toronto, Hamil- 

ton, Whitby, Port Hope, Ottawa, Peterboro’, Uxbridge, Owen 

Sound, Kingston, Brantford, Paris, Asylum Club (Toronto), Carl- 

ton Club (Loronto), St, Catharines, Cobourg and Barrie. The 
meeting, which was yery largely attended, was held in one of the 
parlors of the Rossin House, and besides the club delegates there 

were present cricketers from different parts of Ontario. 

Mr. H. Totien, of the Toronto Club, was called to the chair, and 
Mr. W. Lowrey, of the Carlton Club, to act aa Secretary. On mo- 

tion of Dr. E, W.Spragge of the Toronto Club, seconded by Mr.Chas. 

Ray of Whitby, it was resolyed that the meeting organize iiself 

inta an association, to be called the ‘Ontario Cricket Associa- 
tion.’ Mr. Merritt, of St. Catharines, spoke briefly, explaining to 

those present that the object of the proposed association would 

be to bring the different clubs into closer and more intimate and 

friendly relations with each other, and the advancement of the 

interests of the game throughoutthe Province. Communications 
were read from Clinton and St. Catharines and from the well- 

Isown cricketer the Rey, T. D. Philipps, of Ottawa, heartily in- 

dorsing the objecis of the meeting. 

Tt was decided that the officers of the association should con- 

gist of a President, two Viee-Presidents, an Honorary Seeretary- 

‘Treasurer and an Executive Committee of fifteen, the officers of 
the association to be ex-officto members of this committee, and 
that five members of the committee, with the Secretary, consti- 
tute a quorum. On motion of Dr. Spragge, of Toronto, seconded 
by Mr. Simonds, of Hamilton, it was resolved to invite His Ex 

eellency the Governor-General to besome President of the asso- 

ciation. 
The following officers were then elected :-— 

Vice-Presidents—Mr- Thomas W. Swinyard and Mr. F. W. Cum- 

berland. 
Seeretary—Treasurer—Mr. W. H. Merritt, of St. Catharines. 

It was decided that the Exevutiye Committee for the current 

year be made of delegates trom the cities and towns of Ontario, 

as follows:—Two from Toronto, two from Hamilton, two from 

Ottawa, one from Port Hope, one from Cobourg, one from 

Whitby, one from St. Catharines, ene from Paris and Gall, one 
from Peterboro' ana Lindsay, one from Chatham and two from 

Owen Sound, Meaford, Collingwood, Barrie, Orillla, Newmarket 

and Uxbridge. The following gentlemen were appointed 1 com— 

mittee to dratt a constitution and by-laws, to be submitted 10 the 
various clubs throughout the Province for approval: Mr, Ken- 
nedy, of Hamilton; My, Kirehhoifer, of Port Hope; Mesarg, Tot- 

ten and Spragge, of Toronto, and Dr. Lett, of the Asylum Club, 
of Toronto, 

The following remarks appear in the New York Herald of April 

8d, and ‘as they represent,.our views, we republish them at this 
time ;— 

“At lasi the much-needed and long-wished-for Canadian Crick 

eters’ Assoeiation is a certainty, and in the future the annual 

international match between the United States and Canada eley- 
ens Will, in all probability, fully represent the strength of each 
country, which up to this time has not been the case. While this 

excellent result has been brought through the agency of such old 

and well known Canadian cricketers as Alderman R. Kennedy, of 

Wamilton; Dr, E. W. Spragge and Mr, H. Totten, of Toronto, and 

the Rey. T, D, Phillipps, of Ottawa, yet the credit of suggesting 

and showing the neceasity for such an organization and persisl- 

ently keeping the matter before the cricketing public of Canada 

is due to the FOREST AND STREAM, of this city. Heretofore the 
United States-Canada match has been played at uncertain peri- 

ods, although the system of playing the matches alternately in 

each country has been adhered to. The selection of the teams on 

either side has neyer been representative, until the formation two 

yearsago at Philadelphia of the Cricketers’ Association of the 

United States, sce which time the American eleven has been 
éehosen from the clubs of the association, and has proyen to be as 

representative a one as possible. After the so-called interna- 

tional match played at Ottawa last August, the advantages to be 

derived from haying a regularly systematized organization like 

the Aimérican association were apparent to all those who had the 

loye of the Canadian game at heart, as without one it was simply 

impracticable to place an eleyen in the field that could ayer ex- 

pect to hold its own. Canada of late years has not done herself jus- 

tice in the cricket field, but now, by careful management and 

wise sclection, she will be able to bring to the fore the men she 

has so long held in reserve. Her players should be chosen with- 
out tear or fayor, and, under good captaincy, this year’s match 

will probably be a yery close one. 

Although the ew association cannot be said to strictly repra- 
sent all Canada, yet it justly covers all the important and princi- 
pal cricketing centers of the Dominion, only leaying out Mon- 

treal and Halifax, N.8. The former city was not represented in 

Jast year’s match and the latter place is too distant to be counted 

lipon. Cricket for several years has not been played at Quebec 

or atmany of the old cricketing towns in the same Province. 

This year's United States-Canada match will be played iu this 

city or Philadelphia.” 

Sanne deel Ahh an 

Novss.—CRICKED IN CALIFORNIA,—The Western Addition and 
Laureate Cricket Clubs have joined under the name of the Merion 

Cricket Club. The following oflicers were elected for the énsuing 

year; President, C, L, Mathicu; Vice-President, A-M. Cox ; Cap- 
tain, A. Theobald; Secretary and Treasurer, 0. B, Hill; Libra- 

rian, J, Ruggles, and Sargeant-at-Arms, L. Burnett. 

Tur CoLuaBus (Onto) Cricker CuuB held an informal meeting 
on March 2ith, and it is thought that there will be considerable 

interest laken throughout the Buckeye State this season. 

THE PENINSULAR CRICKET ChuB, of Detroit, held its annual 

meeting on the 5thinst. Wull particulars In our next issue. 

Turn GERMANTOWN CRICKET CLUB, of Philadelphia, on March 

26th held a special meeting at Wilson Hall, Germantown, which 
was largely attended. The Constitution of tue chib was re- 

yised, twenty-one new members elected, and a Committee Report 
read, stating that through Richard Daft a first-class Nottingham 

professional has been engaged for the season. The following is 
the list of officers for the season: President, Mr. Thos, Mc- 

Kean; Vice-President, Mr. Sam’l Welsh, Jr.; Secretary, Mr. F, 
M. Bissell, 243 South Fourth street, Philadelphia; Treasurer, Mr. 

Alex. W. Wister: Directors, Messrs. Ellicott Fisher, Alfred Cope, 

R, Nelson Caldwell, Francis E, Brewster, and T. W. Kimber. 

Warursy CricKEr Cions.—At the annual meeting of the aboye 
club at Kuy’s Hotel, Whitby, Ont., recently, the following gentle- 
men were elected officers for the ensuing year: President, Judge 

Dartnell; Vice-President, Mr. J, H, Farewell ; Secretary and 'T'rens- 

urer, Mr. F. W. Trousdell; Executive Committee, Messrs. 5, Ray, 

J. B. Laing, C. Neurse, C, Sarney, and H. J. Campbell. 

Junion Sv. CATHARINES.—The Junior Cricket Club of St. Cath- 

arines met last week and elected the following officers: Captain, 

G. Sheight: Secretary, BE, Miller; Committee, R, McDonald, A. 

Mas(juir, E. Miller. 

TH MprRton Cricker OLus, of Ardmore, Pa., at a meeting 
held Mareh 30th, unanimously agreed to purchase from two to 

folir acres more of ground to add to the present ground of fiye 

acres. Thirteen new members were elected. It is.proposed also 

to udd large additions to the present club honse, and the new 

grounds ure intended not only to increase the size of the cricket 

ground, but to give ample room for lawn tennis. The Merion 

Olub is techically ** booming.”’ 

GORGE WRIGHT writes us, that cricket promises to be lively 

in Boston and Vieinity this season, and the chances are that he 
will give up base-ball, attend to his new store,and take up cricket 

again, 
Tun TRENTON OrRTOKET CLUB, of New Jersey, will organize for 

the season this week, It intends playing a series of games with 

the Orange, Newark, Paterson, Camden and other clubs ia the 

State during the summer. 

Tue HaMrmToON CRICKET CLUB held its annual meeting on the 

fthinst. The prospects for a good season were neyar better, and 

ulready a Considerable amount of speculation is going on regard- 

ing the results of ihe next games with the Young America and 

Staten Island Clubs. 

—The report that the Hargreaye brothera have joined the 

Girard Club is unfounded, as new business arrangements will, for 
for tho present, prévent them sparing enough time to play. 

Tsar GAME IN AUSTRALIA,—At the cricket match on the Sydney 

Cricket Association’s ground, on Feb. 21st, Alberts vs. Newtons, 

Alberts scored 811 first innings, with aloss of eight wickets. A. 

Gregory made 131, A. Docker 72, and Mnssie 55. 

THe MANHATTAN CRICKET CLUE has been trying to arrauge its 

fixtures With all its antagonists of last year. Out of a lony list, 

the Merion and Belmont are the only two that haye replied. 

THE OTrawa Crickry CLUB will hold its annual election for 

officers On the 12th inst. 

SEAFORTH Cricket Cous.—A meeting was held on March 15th 
for the purpose of re-organizing the Crescent Cricket Club of Sea- 

forth, when the following officers were elected for the ensuing 

year: Patrons, Mr. M.P. Hayes and Mr. A. H. Treland; Presi- 
dent, Dr. Coleman; Vice-Presidents, Mr, R. J. Gerdlestone and 

Mr. F, Holmsted Captain, Mr. J. 8. Roberts; Secretary, Mr. J. L. 
Harcourt; I'reasurer, Mr. A. Wilson; Committes: Messrs. H. 
Cameron, G. Baird, R. J. Gerdlestone, J, L, Harcourt, T. E, Jos- 
lin, J. Watson nda A. W. Bleasdell. 

—Hyran was t phe wickets avout ten Lours for big 75) mot out, 

cricketers in existence are ‘* Revolvers.” 

—Committees would do well to consult Richard Daft’s notice in 
another column. 

—The Portsmouth Cricket Chib, of New Hampshire, will be 

pleused to hear from all clubs in this vicinity that Intend visiting 
New England during the coming season. 

organization aud should have the encouragement of the older 

clubs, The secretary is Mr, Samuel Emery, P. 0, Box 1,271, Ports- 

The P. C. CG.is x young 

mouth, N. H. 

REVOLVING.—ANBWER TO “ CRICKET.”—New York, March 23d 
—If the letter signed “ Cricket,” in your issue of the 4th inst., is 

supposed to be an answer to my letter of Feb. 9th, I should think 

your intelligent readers will consider ita miserable failure as 
well as a misconstruction. ‘Cricket’ seems to have gone off 
*half-cocked'" like a rusty gun, the shot hitting none of the 

“came” in my letter whatever, If Cricket’ can read plain 
English, he will see it was the FORREST AND StRHAM thatremarked : 
“This reform was much needed to protect one or two kindred 

organizations in this city,” and not my humblesalf. Presuming 

a‘ Reyolver” (Colt’s barred, of course), is one who belongs to 

different clubs, should judge at least three-fourths of all the 
The Staten {sland 

Crioket Club hus its share, in fact, Lthink it was started by two 

or three ** Revolvers,” Messra. Moore, Stevens, etc., although I 

think the latter is only su ex-reyolver; then there are Messrs. G_ 

Moore, Bance, Filmer, Jones, J. and MeHyre Sprague, Marsh, 

Haughton, Woolston and I dare say many others, all reyolving 

“Nights” of more or less brilliancy, but according to “ Cricket,” 
they are each und eyery one calculated to dim the Inster of the 

Staten Island Club, and therefore it Is opposed to revolving. 

What bosh! Judging trom the above I should imagine the Staten 

Island Clubwas yery much in favor of revolving—so is any loverof 

the game, I haye no doubt every cricketer in the Marylebone Club 

(the finest cricket organization in the world), is what we Ameri- 

cans call revolvers, and itis my private opinion the more reyolyers 

the better,and more matches the result. Look at Philadelphia with 

all her cricket ; how many first clevens haye venturedas faras New 
York in the last three years? And what is a more serious quos- 

tion, how many have gone from New York during the same 
period? Echo answers: “ How?" : 
1 think a“ Revolving” club would bea very valuable addition 

to the cricketing fraternity of the United States ; they could then 

revolve all summer and shake up the anti-reyolyers, and what 

would be the result, think you, beautiful or otherwise to 

“ Cricket ?”" A MEMBER OF MANy CLUBS. 

domans Column. 
—_—— 

Papers. on Botany,—We are pleased to announce that 
we shall shortly begin the publication, in the Woman's 

Column, of a series of papers on field botany, which we 
are assured will be found entertaming and practically 

useful by our lady readers. 

Lapis At THE Scors.—Jamestoum, N. Y., March 
27th.—Yesterday afternoon a number of ladies and gen- 
tlemen assembled at Burns’ Gallery for rifle practice. 
One of the gentlemen, Mx. 8. N. Ayres, presented as 
a prize to be shot for by the ladies, a pair of gold 
bracelets. The terms were fifteen shots each, at Creed- 
moor target reduced to gallery distance, position off- 
hand; possible score 75. Five ladies took part in the 
contest, whose scores were as follows :— 
Miss May Parkurst 6) Miss. F. Loda Brown..: 
Mrs. Dr. A. Ff. Ward 61] Mrs, A. BP, Warner....... 
Mrs. A. J, Fenner.. vf] 

At the close of the shoooting Mr, Ayres presented the 
bracelets to the winner, Miss Parkhurst, with appropri- 
ate remarks, aud judging from the congratulations that 
followed, all were pleased with the result, Miss Brown 
and Mrs, Warner are just being “ brought out,” in rifle 
practice, which accounts for their scores being so much 
lower than the others, R. H, B, 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
= 

—The smoke-target ball, we understand, has gone into new 

hands, and a company has bean formed ar Titusville, Pa., for 

their manufacture and sale. The advantages claimed for this 
ball ave cheapness, the absence of debris and the impossibility of 
disputed about the score. 

—The conical-base shell, an advertisement of which will be — 
found elsewhere, has been tested by a gréat Many sportsmen 

during the past year, and has,so far as we learn, met with their 

approyal. The steel-headed shells are safe, and much cheaper 

than the ordinary make, 

—The Collender billiard tables are generally agknowledged to 

be the most perfect manufactured. The number of tables madé 
specially for private use is largely Increasing. 

—Adyance sheets of H. P. Hubbard's ‘Newspaper Directory 
ef the World,” published by him at New Hayen, Conn., show 

that there are 10,131 American (Duited States and Canada) news- 

papers. The total circulation of a single issue of each of these 
papers, reaches the enormous aggregate of 20,677,585 copies. his 

ig an average of 2,041 to each paper for a single issue, und taking 

allissues of the whole for one yenra grand total of 1,936,473,592 

copies. Taking ordinary forty-pound newspaper at its average 
measure of 4,000 sheets (solid) to the foot, one issue of all theas 

piled up would measure 5,170 feet (néarly a mile) in height, or for 
a whole yeur 459,119 feet (over 87 miles) high. Placed end to cud, 

one issue would extend 13,380 miles; for one year 1,185,874 miles, 

or over forty-seven times around the earth, and five times the 
distance from the earth to the moon. In a thousand ems of type 

there are nearly 2,000 different pieces, and in an syerage four- — 
page eight-column paper, set in solid breyier type, thero aro 

148,000 ems (abont 450 pounds), or 296,000 types in one hewepaper. 
To print one issue of the total 10,131 papers of this ayerage size, 
there must be handled nearly five million pounds of type, or 
2,998.9776,000 types. The total number of editions of all these 
dailies, weeklies and monthlies for one year would make 724,700. ; 

and to print them occasions the handling of 2,173,490,849,096,000° 
vypes. 

A $1,000 GUARANTEE.— Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver 
Cure will positively cure Bright's Disease ancl Diabetes 
and it is guaranteed that if will also cure 99 per cent, 0: 
other kidney diseases, 15 per cent. of all liver disease: 
and will help in every case without injury to the sys 
when taken according to directions, and the sum 
$1,000 will be paid to amy person who can prove that 
las failed tu do this, H. Warner & Uo,—[Adv, 
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Aivertisements. 

KEEP’S SHIRTS 
ARE THE VERY BEST. 

KEEP'S PATENT PARTLY MADE SHIRTS, eae: TRAE) BAGS: 
only plain seams to finish. 0 for $7. ty 

KEEPS GUSTOM SHIRTS, very best, MADE K ox 
7) MEASURE, 6 for $10. Fit wuarantesd, aes shat Tong. 0s ss nee es 
An olegant aet_of extra heavy gold-plated | PI% tet JONES, .. + .. 11+ ars eos 

puttons presented to purvhasers of six shirts. Nine feet long. ,..,-.... 50 2 

KEEP’S KID GLOVES, 

(ea eeGUSTE:) LancTH, Troup, | Bass. 
the very best, plain or embroidored, 80c. to$1.25 Nae 

Pex: pairs _— Three feet long........ $2.50 | $3.00 
KEEP’S UMBRELLAS. Six feet long.......... 4.00 5,50 

BEST GINGHAM, Patent Protected Ribs, $1] Nime feet long..,...... 6.00 8,00 
each, Warranted. Fifty per cent. stronger than 
any other umbrella, 
REGINA AND TWILLED S1LK UMBRELLAS. 

KEEP’S UNDERWEAR 
for spring and summer wear, 50c., 60c., 75c., $1, 

“MIST COLOR” 
‘PINE QUALITY,” which are superior to any made by any other manufacturers. 

The Inventors and only Manufacturers of Genuine 
Leaders, of which SETH GREEN says: ‘‘I HAVE TRIED THEM AND FOUND THEM 
TO BE THE MOST PERFECT I HAVE EVER SEN.” 

ExtTRA Heavy BAss. | SALMON. 

$3,00 
5.50 
§.00, $10.00 

VERY Heavy SALMON. /HBAVIESTSALMON 

$12.50 $18.00 

“HIGHEST QUALITY,” which are made expressly for experts who demand the best that is, or can be manufactured, 

Extra Hmavy Bass, 

$4.00 
7.00 
10.00 $18.00 

Sanmon, | Vary HEAVY SALMON, |HWAVIRSTSALMOM] PER Dog, 

ce 

tf 

$20.00 “ 

ABBEY & IMBRIE. 
48 Maiden 

$1.25, $1.50. Very best. Pepperell Jean Drawers, 
60c. | 

Edit  emPis COLLARS AND CULES 
in all the latest styles ; also 

GENTS’ SILK AND LINEN GAMBRIC 
HANDKEROHIEFS, SUARFS, Bro. 

ewarnted. 

AUDUBON’S BIRDS. 
gaia GENTLEMAN having asetof Audubon’a 

birds, half size, in good order, which he 
would like to sell for $75, will please ad- 
dress at this offica, oan.29-tf, 

OWLS WANTED. 
50 cts. each paid forthe dead birds delivered 

in good condition at my address. W. J. 
KNOWLTON, 168 Tremont st., Boston, Mass. 

Feb12-2:n. 

ANTED—One pair ferrets. 
H. B. LOW, Orangeville, Gol. Co., Pa. 

April 8-It, 

ANTED—A situation by a young 
man as shooting attendant with a gentle- 

man, to take care of shooting outfit, dogs, etc.; 
wood wing shot; best of reference given. For 
particulars, call Or inquire for THOS. MOONRY, 
145 West 125th street, New York. April &-38t. 

7, ANTED.—An elk skin, full-grown 
male, with er without the horns, 

A. J, COLBURN, 31 Boylston st., Boston. 
Aprs-1t. 

Shirts only delivered free. 
Merchants will be furnished with trade circu- 

jars onapplication, as we furnish the tradg og 
the most favorable terms, _ 
flamples and CircuJars mailed free, 

KEEP MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
§31, 653, 635 & 637 Broadway, New Yor 

HMorsman’s Archery 
Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended hy 

Ton. Maurice Thompem, Father of Archery {n this country ; 
Will A. Thompson, Rey , Champion Archer of the United States. 
Henry 0, Carver, Ksg,, Prea’t of the National Arcli@ry Amnociation. 
A. & Browmelt, Bx7,, President of the Eastern Archery Association ; 

und otherleading Archers, 
Special attention te called to HoRsman’s Sranisn Yrw-Baowkn 

Howe and footed peacock feathered Arrows 
Sond stamp for illustrated Catalogue of Archery & Lawn Teuals, 

E. I, HORSMAN, 
30 & 82 William Street, New York. 

SMOKE TARGET BALL, 

FOR TRAP SHOOTING, 

tay Ghe Hennel. 

Neversink Lodge Kennels 
The following celebrated Dogs are in 

the stud. 

DoGs: 

St. Bernard dog ‘* Marco”; rough coated, two 
years old; amagnificent animal—Rey. J, Qum- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanover 
Show and Rochester. 
New Foundland dog “ Keeper”; four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel Show, 1879. 
Pointer dog, *‘ Croxteth"'; liver and white; one 
and a half years old; out of Lord Sefton's re- 
nowned stock—one of the handsomest pointers 
in the United States. Second prize in the Han- 
over International Show. 
Blue Belton setter, “‘ Decimal Dash,” eighteen 

months old; sired by Lilewellyn’s celebrated 
“Dash”’—a magnificent stud dog—never exhib- 

NOW READY, 

‘NO REFEREE, NO DISPUTES 

ited, 
Trish setter, ‘Rover II”; pure red; son of Mac- 

dona’s champion ‘ Royer.” Never exhibited. 
English setter, ‘Ranger II’; a pure bred Lav- 

erack, son of Macdona’s celebrated ‘‘ Hanger,” 
His get won firstat Hanoverand Paris shows, and 
second at Puppy Stakes in Hastern Field Trials 
1879, 

4 Stud fee, $25.00. 
For Saile. 

The get of the SE gn ono ue tized 
Bitches, 

St. Bernard ‘Braunfels,’ Ee coated, ont of 
Prince Solm’s celebrated stock; a magnificent 
bitch, in whelp to “Marco,” lst prizes in Han- 
oyer and Rochester show, 4 
Pointer * Queen,” liver and white, Ist Westmin- 

ster Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to “ Croxteth. 
Gordon setter “Beauty,”’ 1st Boston Show 1878, 

wud New York Show 1878. 
“Dora”—liver and white, out of 

* Queen’ and “Sancno,” 
lue Belton setter ** Silk” 

UNMISTAKABLE, 

Sond for circular. 

SMOKE TARGET DAL 00, 
TITUSVILLE, PA, 

Sov Sale. 
ap en ee 

OR SALE—A high-sided, very able 
and fast sloop yacht, built by Lennox, two 

years old, 35 by 18, drawing 3; feet. Owner 
Gruiged along const all Jastsummer with safety. 
Cabin roomy;is sound and strong in all re- 
spects, so that owner, if desired, will give legal 
Warranty to beas represented. Cabin at fur- 
nished. Price $1,500. Inquire at 56 BROAD-| Trish Setter” Moya,” out of Col. Hilliarad’s 
WAY,Room1, If desired, a good man to take | “ Palmerston,” in whelp to ‘‘ Rover IT. 
charge. Mar?5,4t English Setter‘ Donna,” white and lemon, 

et s cane eure by ae early pp ications 
esides Loffer forsale pointers and setters of 

. A BARGAIN. minor quality, butof good thoroughbred stock; 
| ALE—Price $30—an American-made 12 
y Ghote inch shot gun; weighs about 8 lbs.; 

thoke-bore; rebounding locks; extension rib, 
‘and snap fore-stock; mude to order last fall and 
gold for want of use only. It isa good shooter 
‘and a plain, but durable gun, Address X., lor- 
eat and Stream office. Margz5-tf. 

JOR SALE—A fine Beyond band donlis 
Weal Richards breech-loader, Ore, 

Mb, price $100, by HORAGH SMITH, No. 31 Park 
row, New York. April 1-8t. 

deliverable, 
urnished on 

application to A. HE. GODEFFROY, 
Guymard, Orange Co., N. ¥. 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am oyre- 
i pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I giye my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has ali the Natural instincts, Refer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Pee 

ot 2, 

ENGLEWOOD KENNEL. 
To Sportsmen, 

AM prepared to board a limited num- 
ber of dogs. Setters and pointers thoroughly 

field broken. Address 0. C. TOWNSEND, 
m. Englewood, N. J. 

OR SALE—A 25ft, keel yacht, with 
comfortable cabin; excellent and safe boat 

for cruising; fully fitted; ready for commission, 
April &-2t, F. B., Forest and Stream office. 

OK SALE—Ballard rifie, 40-cal., 30in.-barrel, 
Swiss stook, Vernier sights, 100 nickeled Ky- 

erlasting shells and reloading tools; everything 
perfect ; $39 net cash. BH. B, BARKER, 591 Broad- 
way, New York. April 8-It. 

| Fuses SALE—Good pedigreed, line-col- 
ored pointer, fifteen months old, weighs 46 

lbs., nearly broken, arid has been shot over. Ad- 
dress BEACON KENNEL, 23 Myrtle street, Bos— 
fon. April 1-t£, 
a a Be ee 

erms ane fo SALEW—One lemon and white setter dog— 
ar Address 0. M. PRATT, broken. 

Apr’-lt, Westbrook, Conn, 

and shoot- 
O00 5 

April &-1t. 

ria and few musguitos; 
‘Address A, C. H., this 0 

: 2a kin your own town. T 
Outitiree, Address H. HALLE & 

land, Maine. 
~ 

The Henvel, 

IN THE STUD! 
NGLISH setter dog Ray, by Pride of 
the Border, out of Dimily; bred by Chas. H. 

Raymond, Bsq., Morris Plains, N.J.; raised by 
Edmund Orgill, Esq., Brooklyn, L. 1.; broken by 
George W. Winford, Hsq., Germantown, Tenn.; 
four years old; while, with liver ears; of excel- 
lent disposition : the sire and grandsire of many 
superior young dogs; winner of “ V.H.C.," New 
York Show, 1879; first prize, Philadelphia, 1879, 

‘his son Stanley taking second prize; first prize, 
Boston, 1879, and will be shown in Champion 
Class, New York, 1880; fee $25. 
Iam now prepared to receive a limited num- 

ber of pointers and setters to board at my kennel 
at Flushing, Queens County, N. Y., with supe- 
rior attention to feeding, exercising, etc. Lle- 
wellin and Irish setter and pointer pups for sale. 
Send stamp for pedigrees and particulars. 
Address HENRY W. LIVINGSTON, 

183 West Forty-second street, New York. 
April 1-4t. 

K 9 KENNELS. 
REAKING, breeding, boarding. 
atream on the place, and daily access. 

feed and care. Terms easy. Inclose stamp. 
By mail—K 9 Mange Cure, 50¢.; K9 Worm Pow- 

der, 50c.; K 9 Flea Powders, 80c,; K 9 Soap, 25c. 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del. Address 

E, & C. YON CULIN, 

P. O. Box 218. 

Large 
Best 

Dover, Del. 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogsand bitches, carefully selected from 
the best Huropean strains. ‘Yo be sold for no 
fault. For prices, Bee eat address, 

uw ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.S, A. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer, 

for sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale Agents—Bruen & Hobart, 214 Fulton 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co., 309 N. Third 
Street Phila.; Finley & gta 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore. 

Cure or Destroyer sent by mail on receipt of 
26c.. to L, A. MICKE, aston. Pa. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Mlea Powder for Dogs, 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 
ES POWDER is guaranteed to kill 

fleas on dog's or any other animals, or money 
returned. Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid, 

AREGA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use, 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the aboyé are recommended by Rop AND 
Gun and Former Anb SirnpAM. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N, Y. 

HENRY CGC. SQUIRES, 
1 Cortlandt Street, N. Y, 

GOCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 
M. P. McKoon, Franklin, Delaware Co,, N. ¥. 

KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest 
strains. I sellonly youngstock. Iguarantee 

satisfaction andsate delivery to every customer. 
These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for rufted grouse and woodcock shoot- 
ing and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing 
stamp will get printed pedigrees, circulars, testi- 
Miouials, etc. 40 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. — 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment. 
Dogs haye daily access to salt 

water. 
N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. 0, GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

oct 12 

{2 THE STUD—The pure Laverack dog 
Pride, by Pride o! the Border x Petrel, The 

only pure Laverack in New England. Wee, $50. 
Address H, F, DUANE, Box 1,612, Pore a 

Lane, NewYork. 

Ghe Armed. 

- The New York 

DOG SHOW. 

THE 4TH ANNUAL DOG SHOW 
OF THE 

Westminister Kennel Club 
WILL BE HELD AT 

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN 

(GATH GLLMORD'S), 

On TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY and 
THURSDAY, 

APRIL 27th, 28th and 29th, 1880. 

CLOSE POSITIVELY OWN 
APRIL 12rn. 

ENTRIES 

Premium Lists and Entry Blanks can be nad 
from the Superintendent, at his office, 141 FUL- 
TON STREET, 

CHARLES LINCOLN, 

Superintendent. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
° RUSH.” 

“In the Stud.” 

_Rush is lemon and white, and winner at New 
York, Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Louis- 
villeShows. He is an excellent field dog; fine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch. For full partic- 
ulars, pedigree and field qualities address 

EDMUND ORGILL, 
1,096 Dean street, Brooklyn, 

Jan 

mar2o,5t 

N.Y. 
Fee $25, 22-tf. 
ee 

OREST AND STREAM KENNEL, 
Llewellin setter, Rattler, in the stud. Rat- 

tler is a handsome blue belton,black points,win- 
ner of four bench prizes; sire, Rob Roy, he by 

| Laverack’s Wred,out of Slatter’s Phosbe, founder 
of the field trial strain, winner of five Hnglish 
field trials, out of pure Laverack imported bitch 
Pickles; she by Llewellin’s Prince, winner of 
two firsts and three championships, out of 
Liewellin’s Lill 1I.; no better blood in America, 
Will serve bitches at $15. Litters warranted. Tam 
breeding to Rattler the following bitchés :— 
Mell, a beautiful blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack, dam Spot, winner of first and second 
specials at Detroit, Mich., 1879, also firstat Boston 
1879 in native classes; Fly, a very fine roan bel- 
ton bitch, sire Shot, dam imported Fannie; Pat, 
orange and white, out of Belle, by Royal George. 
Puppies bred from above, fine stock, for sale 
cheap, Address, with stamp, L.F. WHITMAN, 
Detroit, Mich. Deell,tf 

OR SALE—Pure red Trish setter 
bitch pup, ten months old, for $15. J. ROY, 

Port Washington, O Mar.18,tf 

POR SALE—A few very fine and highly-bred 
setter puppies, 6months old. Also several 

sets carlboo and moose horns, and 1 magnificent 
set of wapiti. Apply by letter to F, G. W., P.O, 
drawer Lt, Three Rivers, Canada. April 8-8t, * 

OR SALE—Hnglish eee of fine strains 
and full pedigree. J, H.STHHLE, Ellington, 

Conn, April 8-1t. 

OR SALE—A handsome liver and 
white pointer dog, three years old, thor- 

oughly broken; is stanch as a rock, with extra 
good nose, and a fine fielder; has been bunted 
two seasons on woodcock and ruffed grouse; is 
sound and healthy; weighs 55 Toa sold for no 
fault; price $40. CHAS. F, KENT, Box 1,872, 
Binghamton, N. ¥. April 8-1t, 

JATIONAL AMERICAN KENNEL 
CLUB STUD BOOK, Volumell. Entries 

close May 1, 1888, For blank forms of entries tor 
Sporting Dogsand non-Sporting Dogs in Volume 
i. of the Stud Book, apply to the undersigned. 
Entries close May 1, 1880. Algo, for copics of 
Volume I, N. A. K. C. Stud Book. Price $2. 
Apply to CHAKLES DERONGK, Sec'y. 
Aprs4t §1 Brondway, New Yark. 

OTICE.—A DOG TRAINER,—The un- 
dersigned, now prepared to take a limited 

number of doga for thorough handling and 
breaking, respectfully offers the following well- 
known gentlemen ss references: Mr. ¥. Schue- 
hurdt, 6% William street, New York; Mr.M.R., 
Dennis, Newark, N. J.; Dr, W. 8, Webb, 45 Wall 
street New York; Mr. Chas. Heath, Newark, 
WN. J., and fe ETA ep Meo pA lll Reade patch 
New York, or particulars and prices apply to 
Margitt, ©. B, SMITH, Stockholm, N, Jy 
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Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 
3 WE do not employ any authorized agents or canvassers, we offer our friends im eyery locality who will give any time or attention to collecting and forwarding sub- 

scriptions, the following inducements to obtain subscribers for the “FOREST AND STREAM” at the rates and commissions given below : 

scription price, 8 months, $1.00 6 months, $2.00 1 year, $4.00 2 years, $7.00 8 years, $10.00 

Be ear to Ne peiaine : ii 25 6 : 50 ) PRems Rtatel 2 vi 1.50 3 a? 5'O0 

Amount to remit us, 3 athe 6 Pe $1.50 1 * $8.00 2 | « $5.50 3 se $8.00 

Condition to the above Commissions, we offer the following CASH PREMIUMS: 

To the person sending us the largest amount of money obtained from new subscribers, whose names are not now on our books, at above net rates, between January 

1, 1880, and July 1, 1880, = = wale 2 - = = 2 a a “i 4 sa - g if 2 F $100.00 

To the one sending the next largest amount, in accordance with the above conditions, eS s ™ © s z - o 4 - 75.00 

To the third on the list, - - - - = a ve — ne a f “i a 2 i 5 . a r. 40.00 

And to the fourth, 
ts Ki ” ¢ + x ¥ r a 35-00 

Sample Copy, Subscription Blanks end. a handsome Show Card (to be posted in a conspicuous place) sent free on application. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time during the year, and may run any length of time, but no subscription will be entered on ou1 books until the money for the same 

has been received at this office. 
No commission will be allowed on the first SINGLE subscription, but the commission due on the first two subscriptions may be deducted from the second, and there- 

after the commission can be retained on each succeeding subscription, You are sure of the commission which you retain, and also have an equal chance te get from $20 

to $100 of the cash premiums in six months, 

To any Person sending us before July 1, 1880, two new subscribers for one year, or four new subscribers for six 

Months,and Eight Dollars Cash, we will send, in place of commission, any one of the following Articles: 

’3 Manual of Vertebrates. 

Maneyeor FoREST AND STRWAM for one year. 

‘A three-piece double-ferule, Jancewood tip, 

ished Bass, Trout or Bait Rod. ! 

To any Person sending us, before July, 

Two copies of Forest and Stream for one Year. 

A four-piece, double ferule, guides and reel-band, hollow, 

butt, extra tip, full mounted, Bait or Brass Rod. 

One 3-piece do. Fly Rod, 

Write your name 

full mounted, pol- 

Coues’ Field Ornithology. 
of api? Outfit, consisting of Rod, Reel, Line, Snells and 

ooks. 
One Russia-leather Fly-book, and one dozen assorted Flies. 

Oue fiye-feet lanceyood Bow, Horn Tips, and oné dozen 25-inch 
Trows. 

One pair Club Skates. 

1880, Sixteen Dollars cash, and Four New Subscribers for One Year, or Hight new subscribers for six months, we will 
send, in place of commission, any of the following Articles: 

A good Fishing Outfit, consisting of rod, veel, line, hooks | One Gent's sia-foot self-lancewood Bow, made to weight, 

or flies and snells. and one dozen hal/-notched polished Arrows, 

One full-length Fly Book, and two dozen assorted Flies. One Set Parlor Archery, complete ir box. 

Coues’ Key to North American Birds. One pair nickled-plated Club Skates. 
One Parlor Air-Gun, 

and the name of the person to whom the paper is to be mailed, plainly, and do not forget POST OFFICE ADDRESS, TOWN AND STATE, 

Remit, if possible, by postal money order, check, or draft on New York, payable to order of FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CoMPANY. If neither money order nor draft 

can be obtained, inclose money in Registered Letter, Addresss 

New York, January 1st, 1880, 

Ghe Hemel. 

—A Gordon bitch one year of age; 

Ean markings, dark eyes, and mild dis- 

position; is now in breaker’s hands, and is all 

yeady for the field. Sired by Doan’s Tom out of 

my Bess. For particulars address G. S$. THOMP- 

SON, Box 163, ‘Roxboro Mass. March?5,tt 

\ ON SALE CHEAP—A fow Ge aoe 
bred Irish setters, from_five to 

ten old containing blood of ‘Elcho, Plunket 

and Rory O’More. Address E. J. ROBRI NS, 

Wetherstield, Conn. Marz5, tf 

ON 

Dr. Gordon Stables, BR. N. 

TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 
Author of the 

‘PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
pegs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dop's of any de- 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition. 

N. B.A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken- 

nels. decl9 tf. 

Se 

DEACON KENNEL—In stud, white im- 

B ported bulldog Punch, imported white bull- 
imported fox-terrier Ike. Address 

BEACON KENNEL, 
23 Myrtle street, Boston. 

FLEAS! 
| SE DR. AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

a sate and efficacious remedy and preven- 
tive for fleas and all eruptions of the skin pro- 

duced by them. 1t cleanses the hair of all im- 
purities, purges it of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
evties. Itis impossible for fieas to live where it 
isused. Price, 25 cents per cake. For sale by all 
druggists. Wholesale depot, 164 Lincoln street 
Boston. Dr. Watts offers for sale the largest 
assortment in America of dogs of all breeds. The 

fultreatment Of,canine diseases made a spec- 
ialty. The fact that Dr. Watis has for four con- 
secutive years held by pointment the posi ion 
of Special Officer of the City of Boston to have 
charge of unlicensed dogs is suticient guarantee 
of reliability. All aA and orders 

fe prompt attention. Address 
a BeCHNS " R. AL. WATTS, 

Mar 25-tf 164 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass, 

ASA L. SHERWOOD. 
Skaneateles, N. Y. 

GORDON ENGLISH, AND FIELD TRIAL 
SETTERS 

Or PUREST STRAINS, 

MANCE. | 
SCRATCHES. 
GLOVER’S IMPERIAL MANGE CURE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One application 

is usually itll thatis necessary, For SCRATCHES 
in HORSES it has no equal. H, GLOVER, 
Sole prop’t’r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N. J. 
‘Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

at., N. . Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; vos. ©. Grubb & Co,, 712 Market st., 
Phila; P,P. Taylor, 72 Hast Madison st., Chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st,, St. 
Bouts. Price, 50 cents. 

terrier Grab, 

Mar 25-tf 

————<_—_——_————— 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

H. L. LEONARD'S 
CERLEBRAATTED 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS. 
With Patent Water-proof and Patent Split Ferules, the former protecting the wood from moisture 

and the latter making it IMPOSSIBLE FOR THESE RODS TO BREAK AT THE FERULE. 

; won JLIAM MILLS & SON, + = ew York, 

FUNE. -biSoisie, LAC ee 
No. 1. Three-piece” trout fly ea lancewood tip, brass click reel, twenty- 

five yards braided oiled silk line, oné dozen hooks on gun, one dozen 
fires Ty GhsGrraacuss 0 scr soe taeln ie cone Gia eee eel aie owe ae eee $5.00 

No. 2. Three-piece full-mounted brass bait rod, brass multiplying or click 
reel, 100 feet braided linen line, one dozen hooks on double gut, three- 
feet double leader. .....-...... Ss Gaye eR NE eae hydee eee er es aca ne $6.60 

No. 3. Fine hand-made, three-piece mountain trout rod, 9 feet long, brass 
click reel, twenty-five yards best oiled braided silk line, half dozen best 
(veversed wings) flies, half-dozen hooks on gut, three-feet leader fly 
OBO sea pee Meteo emer See tats ey eR A eee 

No. 4. 

Above outfit, with FoREsST AND STREAM pattern black bass rv 
long, $1 less; with German silver mounted rod and michel plated rea 

b 
é, three dozen best fovereaal 

y i ‘ $13.50 |  other-atyle,: fly DOOK...-,.....0.4cseisesesdaers 
A Olub taking six outfits, one outfit furnished at half price : taking ten outfits, one outfit free. 

C. F.A. HINRICHS,| 4 ) 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORK. 

FERGUSON’S PATENT 

ADJUSTABLE CONICAL BASE 
REFLECTING 

LAMPS, PAPER SHELLS. 
With t yy eee i Picea geht) eee IN MARKET, AND AS GOOD AS WELL AS THE 

cheapest manufactured. Also, a SVEEL-HEAD SHELL for rlass bh : 7 7 
fabulously low price. For Price List, references and full eareiceiiniee: Hist ipa 

A. L. HOWARD & CO., 
Box 899, New Haven, Conn. 

(CAPTAIN OF ALL ENGLAND ELEVEN), 

(CPICKETING, Foot Ball and Lawn Tennis oute 
fitter to the Army and Navy, begs to inform 

Secretaries of Clubs, Colleges and Schools, 
his new and enlarged illustrated Price List f 
season 1840 is now ready, and will be sent po 
freeupon ap Alea Bt «Address RICHARD 
No. 1 Lister Gate, Nottingham, England, 
To Agents: Goods can also be had from Mr, A, 

J. REACH, Philadelphia, Pa. 

LOCOMOTIVE REFLECTORS. 

NEW MODELS FOR 1880. THE “ UNIVER- 
SAL” combines HEAD, STAFF and BOA'T- 
JACK, CAMP LAMP, HAND and DARK LAN- 
TERN, BELT LAMP, DASH and CARRIAGE 
LAMP, ete. 

THE EXCELSIOR = 
JACK AND DASH LAMP, @) 

For Sportsmen and others, 2 ii 

THE EXCELSIOR (i 

DASH AND GARRIAGE LAMP. 
Burrs any kind of oil, also candles; not affected 
by WIND, RAIN or JOLTING; can be used on 
any kind of dash or vehicle. 

IMPROVED RUST PREVENTER, 
For Fire-arms, Cutlery, Tools, Machinery, ete 
Superior to all others. 
Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue. 

_ WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. | 
_ Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sight 
is a greatimproyement in rear sights. 

Send for circular containing full de- 
scription, Address_ 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middlefield, Conn 

Kk. $12 a day at home easily made, - 
ALBERT FERGUSON, $72 Goktly outnt treo. Address THUL £00, AYE dexp 

¢6 Fulton street N.~. | Augusta, Maine. ’ $77 Tires, Address® O.Vickery Angus 
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Miscellaneous. 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTBLE CHAIR, 
WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 

POSITIONS. 

Parlor Library, Inva, 
lid Chair, Child's Crib- Yr, 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining heauty, lig¢ht- 
ness, strength, simpli- 
city, and comfort. 
Everything to an exact 

= = §oience. Orders by mail 
promptly attended to, 

ee a 
Stamp for Mlustrated Circular; quote Forest and 
Stream. Address Wilson ‘Adjus.Chair M’'fg Co., 

661Brondway, N. ¥ 

Publications, a 

PORTSMEN'S 
NEW BOOKS. 

READING POSITION. 
Goods Shinnes to any address, C. O. D 

LOCKS 
BAULCPORTSMAN'S 

GAZETTEBR. Price post-paid, $3. 
FIELD COVER AND TRAP SHOOTING. 

- By Carr. BoGarpus, Price post-paid, $2. 

. CYPRESS, Jn's., WORKS. 
cea * “Two vols, Price, post-paid, $5. 

“THESETIER, By LAVERAGCK, Price post-paid $3 
OTICGATL 

‘a TAXIDERMY 
an ~ 

HOME DECORATION. Price postpaid, 31,50. 
Sas dts Jos. H. BATTY. 

THE D 
GREAT BRITAIN, = 

AMERICA and 
OTHER COUNTRIES. Price postpaid, $2. 

Comprising the essential 
parts of the two standard 
works on the Dog. 

AN WILD FOWL MERICAN ‘.D 
“ SHOOTING, Price ostpaid, $2. 

By Jos. W. Lone. 
HOW TG HUNT AND TRAP. Price post- 

paid, $1.50. . 
Br Jos. H. BAY CUT Oe Practical Tax- 

idermy. 

FORESTER'S COMPLETE WORKS. 
Complete Manual for aune Sportsmen. Price 

Roe ae 
9 MIELD BP RIS OF U. 8 

ols. Tice Postpal '* 

AMBRICAN GAM ME IN Tas SEASON... ,.$1.50 

SPORTING SCENES AND CHARACTERS. 
WOK. conse eens ecee= patel eerey <8 rat 

Ae 

Sy 

We will mail any of the aboye on receipt of 

prices named. 

EFOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 
111 Fulton street, New York, 

‘To American Anglers. 

THE ENGLISH 

FISHING GAZETTE, 
Devoted to Angling, River, Lake and Sea 

Fishing, and Fish Culture. 

SIXTEEN PAGES FOLIO. 

Price Twopence. 
(EVERY FRIDAY,) 

Vol. IM. commenced with the number for Jan, 
4, under new mansgement. The Gazmrrn is the 
‘only paper in the English language entirely de- 
voted to Angling, Fish Culture, etc, 

__ Free breast ONE YEAR for 12s. 6d. or 
$3.25 in P. 0. 0. or U. S. Postage Stamps 

any address in the United States, Half 
a year for half the price. 

eA copy of the current number and pros- 
pectus can be had (post free) by sending 6 
cents in U.S. Postage Stamps to the MWana- 

FISHING GAZETTE, 1 Grane Court, 
frieet Street, London, England. maré tf 

Ny 

This cut is a fac-simile of th 

be made of Solid Gold upon application, 

1879. This Chain will be made from the very best 
Filled, and will be warranted to wear equal to a So 

oy be 88 each. Liberal discounts to Clubs or Societie 
; Pigeon, Glass Ball or Target Shooting, consisting of Shot, 

Publications. 
aS ee ee 
ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY DAKES. By Charies A. J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of aportsinan’s life 
in the wilds of Maine, Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50: 
AMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A, J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
4 trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 224 pages. 12 illus, 
Price 50 cents, 

FARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED, A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenet, Dixville Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscogyin,and Magalloway 
rivers. 256 pages. of illus, and a large map. 

Price 40 cents, 
FARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED. <A comprelicnsive hind-book of the 
Moosehead Lake region snd sporting re- 
sorts of Northern Maine, with map. The tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, ete., are plainly 

ted. 224 pages. I4illus. Price 50 cents. 
FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
paper, cloth covers. 5) cents. 

FARRAR’S POCKAT MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of wWorthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Kemnebec, Penobscot and St. 
John rivers. Printed on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers. 50 cents, 

FARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC YVIHWS, 25 cts. 
Send fur catalocue. 

Any of the atoye publications mailed, 
postpaid, on receipt of price. _ Address 
CHARLES A. J FARRAR, Jamaica Pisin, 
Mass. Tre?! 

WALLACE'S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 
N exhustiye hand-book fur sportsmen and 
tourists. No yisitorto the Adirondacks should 

bewithoutit. For sale at this otlice. Price, post 
paid, $1.50. 

HatentDecoys, 

AND LEATHER JACKETS. 
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THE 
BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT, 

THE BEST SPORTSMAN’S OUTFIT MADE: 
SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND SAMPLES WITH RULES FOR MBASURE, 

| G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 
) Oak Hall, Boston, Ma 

TENTS, HAMMOCKS, 

8S. 

THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL'‘ VICTORIOUS! 

ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM, 

i. Be. 
ee ——~ Fishing Tackle, Archery, 

Fifteen Bul’s-eyes in Succession! 
SAME MATCH, 200 YARDS OFF-HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIVUE,NO. 61-2. 

The Ballard isthe only Rifle that has made a Full Score at Creedmoor. 
\ he Ballard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon. 

THE BALLARD ALWAY= FITS THE SHOOTER 

The Empire Rifie Club, in their trips to Boston, ALL used Ballards, 
“A WORD TO THE WISE,” ETC. 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & CALES, 

CROOK & CO. 
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in 

GURS, 

50 Fulton street, N. Y. 
Sole Agents for THOMAS ALDRED, London, manufacturer of the Finest Archery in the wo 

THOMAS SE a Bows, from $25 to $75. 
J. B. CROOK'S Specialties for 1880. 

HARD DAFI’S Cricket Goods. 

3 «-Balmy sleep, 

Wj good digestion, 

tich blood and 
ei perfect health 

in Hop Bitters § 

ASSES 2 

——— = = 

e Sportsmen’s Chain, patented by N. M. SHEPARD, April 15, 
uality of KOLLED GOLD PLATE, or what is known as Gold 
id Gold Chain from four to six years, The retail price will 
Ss ordering tavelye or more at one time. ti 

Shells, Cartridgés, and a Gun or Rifie for bar, will also 
at the lowest market price, 

N. B.—Nothing but first-class Goods seld at this Establishment. 

Shin impossible to remain long sick when Hop Bitters are used, no perfect are they in thelr operation. 

J. B, Sa eee Bamboo Fly Rods, Solid Reel Plate, $20. 
OOK’S Lancewood and Lemonwood Bows, $7.50. 

SEER J,S, SUMNER’S PULL SCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 5O IN A POSSIBLE 5© J FEB. 28, 1880 

FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

NEW YORK CITY. 

rid. 

mi s ‘ 4 By SN Wewoert Bae Foes; subs ae Trolling and still Baiting for all 
kinds of salt water fishing, eightto ninefeet, German Silver Mounted. Pepper Cane second joint and two tips, $15. ; 

Send 25 cents for THtnstrated Catalogue for 1880, giving Hints on Archery and Hifle Shooting and the Rules of Cricket, Foot Ball, Lawn 
Tennis, Glass Ball Shooting and a Synopsis of Fishing, giving a description of Fishing, when to go and what Tackle to use. 

era SSS < ey arent a TAS rr ae 

Vor Weakness and General Debility, snd as a preventive and cura for Fever and Ague, nothing 

ey long sickness. 
Cures Drowsl- 

nvise, Billousness 
pains and aches 

Es 
= 
o 
bc 

B 
2 

PATENTED 

Emblematie for APRIL 15, 1879. 

other house, 

I KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE AND WELL-SELECTED STOCK OF 

EVERYTHING IN THE JEWELRY LINE. 
ijt T HAVE A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF . 

" Masonic, Odd Fellows, Knights Pythias, Eastern Star Pins, Rings and Jewels 
OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE, 

Shooting, Rowing, Athletic, Firemen’s, College and School Medals, 
ARE A SPECIALTY WITH THIS HOUSE. 

We have the largest stock on hand of any house in this country, and do more business in thia line than any 
SEND FORK ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 25c. 

N. M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton Street, New York. 
SPECIAL ORIGINAL DESIGNS, NOTIN CATALOGUE, FURNISHED ON; APPLICATION, 

ZT manufacture to order at short notice all the Army Corps Badges of the United States, both gold and 
@fiver. Foll information given upon application. 

AH the Army Corps Badges on hand and Manufactured at Short Notice. 
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BADGES < F 
Wy 
Sa4 
he UPON APPLICATION. 
mea Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to Order. 
May 4. 

Bliscevianeous Advertisements. 

WILKINSON & LENNON, 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Special Designs Sent Free 

a, ny 

aw 

CHILBLAIN, 
PAIN AND ACHE 

IN OR 
MUSCLE! NERV E! 

WELL-ENE. WESTON-R 

Mail, 25 Cts, 
epot, 381 Sixth ave. By 

moz“BEATS THE WORLD.” u:«. 

Old Judgesmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 

“Old Judse’”’ Cisarettes. 
MAS UFACTURED under Letters Patent granted Charles G. Emery, March 5, 1878, 

by which the rice paper used as wrappers is so 
¥ CREOSOTE Owe ott when effects of the OIL OF 

Prenat that the unpleasant odor and injurious 
urning is completely neutralized or destroyed, 

and the paper made saliva proof to prevent its breaking or melting in the mouth. The great advant- 
age and ampor anne of this invention will at once be recognized Fea smokers, and its truth de- 

ry monatrate' e first “Old Judge” Cigarettes they smoke. Nei 
certificate from any eminent Professor of Chemistry to conyince them they have 

er will they require a printed 
eretofore, in 

smoking Cigarettes made of PURE RICH PAPER, been inhaling one of the deadliest poisons known. 
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS, 

GOODWIN & CO., Manufacturers 207 and 209 Water st. 

6. COMPLETE FISHING OUTFIT. 

_——— 

A fine 3-piece Fly Rod, dark 
swith Strap, fine Brass Click Reel, 1 
Oil Silk Line, Leader and Float. Rod, Reel and Basket same as shown in cut above. 

as the regular price of these goods, ifsold separately, amounts to 

lished. brass mounted, with Lancewood Tip, Rod Case, Fis k 
Balt Best Trout Flies, 1 dozen best Hooks on Gut, Fly Book, best Oualiay 

ing Basket 

Thisis a great Bargain, 
$10. J offer all complete for $6. These goods 

are just as represented, or money refunded, New Catalogue, with reduced prices for 1880, 

sent free, containing a complete List of Fishing Tackle, Base Ball, Archery, and Sportsmen's Goods of every 

description. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES. 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

H, W. COLLENDER COMPANY. 
Ww AREROoomMs 

788 Broadway, New York: 
Siand 86 State street, Chicago : 

17 South Fifth st., St. Lowis, 

This remarkable medi¢ine will cure Spaying, Splint, 
Curb, Callous, &c., or an enlargement, a 
will remove the Kunch without 
Bhlistering or Pat Se sore. No remedy 

0 ever discovered cqualsit tor certainty of action 
in stopping the lameness and removing the 

bed Dunel Price $1. Send for circular giving 
oe positive proof, and your nearesta- 
@eo fent'saddress. Itie tinly wonderful what 
ee0e Zemarkable success thousands have had 

‘ wih Mendall’s Spayin Cure 
State- tn treating all blemishes on horses and 
mén every kind of lameness from whatever 
made couse, It has also been used with 
Oat or perfect sucecss in deep-seated pins 

° of jong standing inman, Onecase 
we have in mind was hip-joint 

wH lameness of 15 years duration 
and the person afflicted had 

Th whom itmay 
gonoern.—In the 

With “*Kendall’s tried many remedies with no 
Spavio Cure''h bone efiect, nud was finally per~ 
Spayin of  seyéral Manently cured two years 
Month's growth, pearly ngo, (after 1) vears of 
nlf is large as » hen'‘s FO suiicring) with Ren 
ha and completely stopped dale Spavin 
the Gare. We give 
the enlarzement. T have below o statement 
worked the horse eyer since g which was made 

shi under ogth, an 
as we have 
examined the 

AL 
Dnosburgh Fatls; Vt.,Feb.25, 1879 

Sworn and subscribed to before me this 
25th day of February, A. D, 1874, 

JOUN G. JENNE, 
Justice of the Peace, 

Send ad@ress for illustrated circular to Dr, B. J. 
KENDALL & CO., Mnosburgh Falls, Verinont 

a 
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS. ¢ 

R. SIMPSON, 132 Nassau St., N.Y. 

(Formerly Dr. Craig’s Kidney Cure.) 
A vegetable preparation and the only sure 
remedy in the world for Bright's Disease, 

/ Dinbetes, nud ALM Kidney, Liver, an 
a Urinary Diseases. 

4 &e-Testimonials of the highest order in proof 
By Of these statements. 
by) “2-For the cure of Diabetes, call for War- 
mers Sufe Diabetes Cure. 
oS For the cure of Bright's and the other 
fe diseases, call for Warner's Safe HMidnuey 
and Liver Cure. 

; Ras"WARNER’S 
Safe Remedies are 

4 sold by Druggists 
and Dealers in 

} Medicine every= 
/ where; 

H. H. Warner & G0, 
Proprictors, 

ROCHESTER, WN. ¥. 

PERE & FILS. TUUUAR P22= 2.7": CUAMFAGHE 
Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

Verzenay, dry, full bodied, rich favor, 

Carte Elanche, Fruity, delicate favor, not too 

dry, DODGE, CAMMEYER & CO., 

Cortlandt §St,, Sole Ag’tsior the United State 

Chokebore Barrels. 

Gans, Momminition, Cte. 

FINE BREECH=LOADING 

Shot Guns 
At a Bargain! 

THESE ARENOT CHEAPGUNS, 

BUT ARE 

Good Guns! 
AT A 

Low~weexrPrice 
Than they can be purchased for else- 

where, All of them 
WARRANTED TO 

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 
Send for Descriptive List. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
Cazenovia, N. Y. 

WM. R. SCHAEFER, 
61 Elmst., Boston, Mass., 

Dealer in 

SPORTSMEN'S EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 

Te Orders. 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

ing SHOTGUNS. A fulllineof the Clabrough: 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of imported 
guns, ae on hand. Particular attention 
paid to CHOKR-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATI’S DOG FOOD, etc., ete. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. All work 
executed in the most skillful manner. 

E.H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL , 

GUNSMITH, 
564. Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Daly 

Guns. 
Gu Stocks altered to fitthe shooter. Guns 

bored Full Choke, Modified, Taper, or for 
Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fitted, Pin Fires con- 
verted to Central Fires, New Barrels fitted, Ex- 
tension Ribs, New Lumps, ete. f 
Repairing of every Seay done in an hon- 

est manner and at reasonable rates, 
Madison's Browning Mixture, Al,50c. per bottle. 
Sportsmen's and Riflemen’s Sundries. 
Shells loaded AJ, and goods sent everywhere C. 

Q. D. Send stamp for answers to queries. Keter- 
ences from all the clubs of the city. Geui9 t& 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 
SIMPLE AND 
DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock. 

eee close, aere shi Bee Sean etes PSE S 
eavy guns for aucks a specialty. 

for civlien. G. 8. SHATTUCK, Manufactu- 
rers. Hatfield. Mass. 

GREAT WESTERN ~ GUN WORKS, 
Pitts rae 

Send stamp for Catalogue. “ + 
Rifles, Shot Guns, Revolvers, sent o. 0. d. for examination 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
THE ONLY POSTIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
LEVER ACTION 

In the world, 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 
1 in finish, symm of outline, and mate. 

esa; to th a tnest tneteh uns, and at 

The &n ite one aeane Tiedt the only re- (2) 

baninder with which missfires will not occur, 
HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

“Workmauship, Rebounding Locks, and 
_ Gompansatiess ‘Features of Action.” j 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK, 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire, 
HMuczsle Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loaders. 

@ Clark & Sneider, ' 
214 West Pratt Street, Baltimore. 
Send for Lustrated Catalogue, 

Guns, Aniwnition, Ge. 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADING SiOT GUN, 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. 
The barrels slide one side. 

Io EXtinscetosgetiicose:. 

Prices from $50 to $300. 
Send stamp for circular to 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 

103 Milk Sireet, Boston, 

¥F. H. RAYMOND, Treas. 

Avifle 
The " SvraANDARD TARGET,''—For Rifle Practice. 

Size 6 inches. Bulls-eye 14 inches. Range, 100 
feet, off-hand. The zones rise by area instead 
of diameter, 

Marksmen will appreciate the new departure. 
which this target has inaugurated. Theaccurate 
rifeman now gets the true value of his shots, 
while on old-style targets the record was go taint- 
éd by the element ot chance as to give but @ 
vague idea of the snooter’s skill. Wor instance, 
on a 200 yard Creedmoora * center,” scoring £ 
has ten times the areaof a bull,” scoring 5. Eyer 
rifleman knowsthat no degree of skill or care will 
give immunity from occasional misses, and un- 
der the old system it was almost the rule for good 
marksmen to be beaten by bad ones. One man 
would pile up eight snug bulls out of ten, but 
lose the other two, while his competitor, “ shoot- 
ing for fours,” would scatter his strays all over 
the buard center, blunder one shot into the edge 
ofthe bull,andwin! Nowin deer stalking, and’ 
shooting at 80 yards, the winner would haye 
wounded and lost one deer, while the loser would 
have struck down eight, all shot through the 
heart. Of course there are people who still con- 
tend that under the old method ‘‘all had an equal 
chance ;"’ which is very true. Butit is also true 
that their equality of chance would have 
been in no wise impaired if they should have sat 
down and thrown dice to determine who was the 
better shot. In contests of skill eyery element 
of chance should be eliminated. 
Arrangements have heen made for supplying 

these targets at a merely nominal price, and itis 
now an easy matter to gauge relative skill by 
uniform practice, an@ to communicate definite 
results without obscuring them by explanatory 
details, The targets are mailed, post-paid to any 
address in the United States at fifty cents per 
hundred, and quitea liberal discount ismade to 
alleries and dealers. Send orders to Cussons, 

y & SHEPPARD, Glen Allen, Virginia. 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Ball 
AND HI8 PATENT 
GLASS BALL TRAP 
ae Nabe pian They 
can be had from all gum 
dealers. Headquarters 
forGlass Balls anc 
AGNE 

South Clark street, Chie- 
ago. Send for Price List 
For Traps—Hart & Sloan, 
Newark, N.J. 

‘Field, Cover and Traj 
Shooting,” the only Hote 
eRer published By. 4. ere 

et hunter, can be 
he above address. Price $2. ‘ ate 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer... 
OR*GUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGI- 
cal Instruments. Safe to handle, WILL NOT 

GUM, and will keepin any climate. Sportsmen 
everywhere in the United States pronounceit the 
best ¢un oil in the market. Judge Holmes, of- 
Bay City, Mich., writes: “‘ It is the best prepara- 
tion IL have found in thirty-five years of active 
and frequent usé of guns.’ 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO, 

Be BATON Pavonia Avenue, Jersey City 
Gi od. 
Sold by. principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 

Read & Sons, Boston, Mass.; B. Kittredge & Co., 
Cincinnati, O.; BH. B. Eaton Chicago, Iil.; Brown 
& Hilder, Bt. Louis, Mo,; Thos. V . Parr, Cleve- 

“; Trimble & Eleibacker, Baltimore, Md. 
& Sons, Georgetown, D. C,; Jos,C, Grubb 
hiladelphia. 
CANNOT BE SENT BY MATL. 

and, 0 
Crople 
& Co., 

“ 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, 
SYRACUSE, 

NEWT YORE. 

Maker of Fine Guns. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 
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SOLE AGENTS FOR 

OPRAIT’’ 
1S SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

BOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food tor Keeping Dogs in Conditicm 

be 

ON DOWN. 
Send for Circular and Price List. 

PATE:T DOG SOAP, 
Superior te Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
¥or Horses—Useful on the Pluins. 

Sportsmen’ 5 Goods, 

Rubber M’re 

Goodyear’s In 

488, £90, 492 B’way, 

AND 

FISHING AND 

TION 

COODYEAR’S 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

25 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST, 

RUBBER QUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR QWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED, 

Ruesrr Goops or Every DESoRIP- 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

Company 

dia Rubber 

cor, Broome st., 

HUNTING. 

a INDIA RUBBER 

Fishing Pants, Coats, 
LECCINS 

SOOTS, AND 
RUBBER GAMP BLANKETS, 

COMPLETE 

Sporting and Camping Outi 
AND 

India Rubber Goods of Every Description 

HODGMAN & Co. 
Send for Price List. 

A4Z5RBROADWAY and 27 MAIDEN LANE, 
NEW YORE. 

Sportsmen's Toutes. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana B.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandHapidsandCincinnatiShort Line 

“ FOR Tn 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed, 

_ tf equaled, in the abundance and great yariety of 
ih contained, 
BROOK TROUT abound in thestreams, and 

_ the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
nly in those waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ‘ends Sept.1. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends 
‘oy. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in tho 
meny lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The Spoiler can readily send trophies of his 

_ &kill to his friends or “club” at home, as ice for 
packing fish can be had at many points, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The sce- 

Mery of the North Woodsand Lakesis very 
tiful; the air is pure, dry and bracing. ne cH- 
Mate is peculiarly beneiicial to those suifering 
‘with 

J Hay: Fever and Asthma Affections. 
The horel accommodations are good, far sur- 

passing theaverage in countries new enough to 
afford the finest of fishing, 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

ets will be sold at low rates,and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guds and Fishing Tackle ried Nreeat 

owner'srisk. 

FAMOU 

‘Grounds and Time Cards, .L 
Ger. Pass, Avent, Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Old Dominion Line. 
‘RHE STHAMERS of this Line reach 

ley, and Saturday. Lewes, Del., 
Thursday, at 2 p.m. Full inform- 

atofiee, 197 Greenwich Street, New 
» ™ sepesar 

Sportsmen's Toutes, 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

8 PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars * DavyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton, 

which are fitted up with dining room and ki 
en, sleeping apartments, Inyatories, etc., alst) pro- 
vided with racks and closets Lor guns and fishing 
tackle, and kennels fordogs. | ; ' 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen’l Supt.P.1.C 
Co., Chicago, Jett Sinus. 

LL OXs ISLAND B.R.--SPRING SCHED- 
i ULE, taking effect March 14th, 139.—Leave 

HUNTOR’S P’*T (Matbush Ave., B'klyu,5 min, 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.35 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.35 p.m. Suidays, 

9 A.M, 
Col P’t& Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.35 A.m., 

2.35, 3.35, 4.55, 5, 7.33, fi, G.85, 7, 7.35, 9.15, 10.45 P.M., 
1215 night. 
Sundays. 9.35, 10.85 A.1., 1.55, 6.25, 7, 10 poo. 
Flushing. 6.3C, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.35 4.a4., 2.85, 3.35, 

4.35, 5, 5 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9.15 10.45 PM., 12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.m., 1.35, 3, 5.35, 7, 10 P.m. 
Far Rockaway, §.35, 1] 4.M., 4.85, 4.35, 7 P.M. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 A.M., 4.35 P.M Sundays, 9A.M. 
and 6.35 P.M. 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.35. 11.35 a.M., 4.35, 5.35,6.35 PM. 

Saturday nights, 12.15. Bundays, 9.35 A.M., 5.35 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, &, 10 A.M., 

1,35, 3.85, 4.35, 5.85,6.35 Pot, From Flatbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdaysand Sundays only from Flatbush ay. 
10 P.M. Sunday, 9 A.2., 1.35, 6.35 P.M. 
Glen C:. ye, Locust Valley. Glen Héad and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 a.a., 3.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.385 P.M. Sundays, 9 
A M., 6.35 P.M. 

Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 4.M., 3,35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.M., 4.85, 6.35 

PM. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.39 P.M. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, § A.M.,3.35, 5.25 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M., 4.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 4,M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M., 4.35,5.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 

A.M. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.M., 3.35, 4.85 

5.35, 6,7 p.m. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.16. Sundays,9 A.M, 6.35 P.M, 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M., 1.35 P-M., Tucsdays. Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April Ad. 
HUNTER’S P'T & WALL ST. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, E. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, 8.30, 
10.30, 11.30 A.3t,, 3.10, 4.10, 5.10, 6.10 Pw. Bor fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc., 
apply at 229 B'way, cor. Barclay. 

W.M. LAFFAN, Gen’l Pass. Agent. 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 
AND 

ST, PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Throngh Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

and St. Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & Northern 
Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS cach "ay. daily, be- 
fyeen Burlington, Albert Lea and Minnenpolis, 
crossing and Sommecye owen all Eastand West 
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, 
Ducks, Pinnated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail, 
Sportsmen and their dogs taken good careof. Ke- 

| duced rates on parties of ten or more upon appli- 
cation to Gen’! Ticket Otfice, Cedar Rapids, 

af ede 
BE, F, WINstow, Gen'l Passenger Avent. 

General Manager. tf 

a - 

WINES, 
BRANDIES, 

FRANCOIS O. deLUZE & CO,, 

Clarets and Sauternes, 

WHISKIES, 

Of A. deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux. 

CHAMPAGNE S 
OF E. IRROY & CO., 

*herry Wines, Burgundies, 
Rhine Wines, 

IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 

REIMS. 

SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired, 

Sportemens’ Gone. 

UROY SH TING SUITS 
WA SPHCLILATLIEY t 

From Goods of my own Importation--Dead Grass Color. 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR 

Send for Price-List and Samples. 

ORD, 
VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 

Full lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, 
Address 

Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete, 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 
New York Office, 177 Broadway. 

Sportsmen's Routes. | Sportsmen's Routes. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
Ths Route of the Sportsman and Angler te 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley ot Virg 
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and N 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley.and including in 
their yarieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their 10st Ta- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; ondat Richmond 
and Charlotteyille with *he South. All modern 
improyements in equipment, 

CONWAY BR. HOWARDS 
Gen. Passenger and Ticlret Arent, 

Hichmond 

4 

may ly 

Boston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland. 

Springs EFishing 
at the 

RANGELEY’S and 
MOOSBHEAD LAKE, 

Excursion Tickets 
Will be placed on Sale as s00n as the ice is out. 
Close connections made at Portland with Grand 
unk and Maine Central Railways for all the 
Fishing Grounds in Maine and Northern New 
England, i 
Tickets may be obtained at Boston City Office, 

280 WASHINGTON STREET, and at the Station. 
BInformation by mail, if desired. 

JAS, T. FORBER, D. J. ¥1 ANDERS, 
Gen. Supt. Gen. Ticket Avent 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R, R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACH COURSES in the 
Middle States, These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif- 
ficuities and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK T0 BE TRANSPORTID 
without failure or injury, 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylyania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the eS cities to KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
TORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also, to 

TUOKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTEE 
FIN AND PEATH 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’) Pass. Agent. 
Prank THOMSON, Gen’l Manager. febli-tt 

FOR 
New Haven, Hartford, Springfield and 

the North. 
The new and elegant steamer C.H. NORTHAM 

leayes Pier No. 25, East River, daily (Sundays ex- 
oentcu), at3eM. Passengers go North and Hast 
a P.M. 
NIGHT LINE,.—The Continental leayes New 

York at 11 P.M., arriving in New Hayen in time 
for the early morning trains. 
Merchandise forwarded by daily ExpressFr eight 

train from New Haven through to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern 
New Yorkand Canada, Apply at Office on Pier 
or to RICHARD PHCK. Gen’l Agt. 

Hotels wl Resorts for Sportsmen, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

UUROFBAN PAN: 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

For Good Spring Shooting 
—GO TO THE— 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
Ai Shinnecock Bay, 

Where you will find 

PLENTY OF BIRDS, 
GOOD GUIDES, 

COMPLETE OUTFIT of DECOYS, 
BATTERIES, ete. 

As well as good accommodations sand a sub- 
stantial bill of fare. 

Take Long Island Railroad for Gord 
Ground station. 

M. WILLIAMS, Prop’r. 
P. 0, Address, Good Ground, Long Island, N. ¥. 

> yl iv 

HO! for TROUT FISHING, 
4 (ee FAR-FAMED waters of the Mag- 

anettewan are now within easy access of 
Toronto and the outside world, and are still t-em- 
ing with speckled trout. We haye erected a large 
and comfortable hotel in Maganettewan Village, 
and are prepared to offer every facility to our 
Fey triends by way of canoes and puides to 
the trout lakes and streams tributary to the Mag- 
anettewitn, and can offer the best of trout fishin 
within a mile of our hotel ; will haveice and facil- 
ities for packing fish, so that they can he taken 
fresh to any part of the Northern States. The 
road from Rousseau (the head of stear travel! has 
been Macadamized and the journey shortencd by 
half a day, so that parties leaving Toranto can 
get here in one and a half days. Come up and 
see us. IRWIN & CLARKE, Proprietors. 
Maganettewan Post-Office, Ontario, Comrie 
ee 

( CEAN HOUSE, Speonk, L, I.—First- 
class board ; near bay and ocean, forest and 

lakes; #unninge, fishing, riding, sailing, bathing 
imd rowing. Parties will be met at 1, R. Ke 
depot by appointment, 

J, W. TUTHILL, Proprietor. 

DAVES ELOouUS =, 
Weldon. WN. C. 

J. R. DAVIS Proprietor, 

Always twenty minutes for Dinner. 

HIS HOTEL has been oponed by Col, 
J, R. Davis, long and favorably known aa 

the proprietor of the Purcell House, Wilming- 
ton, N, C. The Hotel has been entirely and 
thoroughly renoyated throughout, The rooms 
are Glezuntly furnished with back walnut mar- 
ble-top furniture and kair mattrasses. Trayellera 
and invalids coming South will now find this a 
comfortable resting place. (4 long-felt want sup- 
plied). Guests will receive every attention and 
comfort, elegant table and sttentiye servant 
This is the Dinner House coming South or cone 
North. The best Hotel of its kind on the route 
to Florida. Rates—$2.00 and $2.50 per day. 
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Anmmunition, Gtr. 

ORANGE SPORTI |. 

POW DER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Oranae Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 

Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE. 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO. 
No. 29 Murray Stree, N. Y.,; 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’ 

RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDEL. 

The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, haye maintained their 

+ reputation for seventy-eight years. Manu- 
cture the following celebrated brands of Pow- 

der: 
DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
quickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

Ball and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Ros. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 

, Pigeon, Duck, and other shooting. 
DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 

A quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
grain for pistol shooting. 

DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG, “SHA SHOOTING,” 
FFG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle 
ehooting .the FFG end FT" for general use, 

a dud MGIB 
sPORTING, MINING, SHIFPING, and BLAST- 

ING POWDERS of all sizes and descriptions. 
Special grades for export. Cartridge, Musket, 
Canons Mortar, and mmoth Powder, U. 8. 
Government standard. Powder manufactured 
to order of any required grain or proof. Agen- 
gies in all cities and principal towns throughout 
the U.S. Represented by 

#. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. ¥. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S FG or FFG 

Powder for long range rifle shooting. 

TRE HAZARD POWOGR COMPAIY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s ‘“‘ Electric Powder.”’ 

Wos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 

Canisters of 11h. only, 

Wazara’s *‘ Ameriean Sporting.” 
Fos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 Ib. canisters and 
41h. kees, A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
‘ond prairieshooung. Well adapted to shot guns, 

Hazard‘s ** Duck Shooting.” 

pws. 1 (Ane) to 5 (coarse). In land 5 lb. canisters 
and 6} and 12} lb. kegs. Burns slowly and yery 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
Remeron For field, forest, or water shooting, 
tt ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
yieeable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

> Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.” 

FFEG, FRG, and ‘Sea Shooting" FG in kegs of 
95, 121, and 6 lbs. and cans of 5Ibs, FFFG is also 
packed in land 41Ib. canisters. Burnsstrong and 
yinist. The FFRG and FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” 
FG isthe standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

ANY RBQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF 
& MANUPACTURED TOORDER. a * 

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
Sic Bt fice, 

eye cart) WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 
SNe 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
(Rubber), $2 ashundred; samples by mail, 2t 
eents, Our Decoy D ying apparatus is deadly 
on ducks; by mail, $1. DIVIN + DECOYCO., 

Rochester, N. ¥ 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
POULTRY AND GAME 

Nos. 289 & 290 Washington Market, b. ¥. 

THOS. W. PEYEOR, 

Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 

NOTARY PUBLIC. 

No. 237 Broadway, Room 1 7, New York City 

All business promptly attended to. 

Alisrellancous Advertisenents, Anmunition, Gtr. 

hot-Gun and Rifle-Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 
for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrelsas much in rapid firing. CaptinBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr, Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in ther matches, Our challenge 

to shoot a long range rifie match, as published im our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world. Address 

DIT TMARPOWDER M’F’GCo., 
P. 0. Box 836. 24 Park Place, New York 

VANITY FAIR TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGARETTES 

* MILD "—Rare Old Virginia, “HALV@S ’—Rare Ola Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on sale in all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, We KIMBALL & CO. 

Fine Archery. 
PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 26 TO 36 INCHES. 

In Shootings Power 

The Raw-Hi d Bows have no 

Superior. 

Bows sent CG, O. D. on trial when 25 per cent. 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be returned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges. 
Tilustrated circulars sent free. 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York. 

SMOKE TARGET BALL. 

FOR TRAP SHOOTING, 
NOW READY, 

NO REFEREE, NO DISPUTES 

UNMISTAKABLE. 

Send for circular. 

SMOKE TARGET BALL O, 
TITUSVILLE, PA, 

“Wahmakanta,” 
With the “CROSBY PATENT AXE COVER.” 

Uhe only genuine Camp Axe in America. Says 
Tac, Hussey: “1 amdelighted with it; it makes 
ny camping cutiit complete, and is just ths 
thing I have been Jnoking for these many years.” 
Send for a circular. 

A. S: CROSBY & CO., 
WATERVILLE, ME, 

Gold, Crystal. Lace. Perfumed & Chremo 
52 Cards, ane jin Gold and jJet, 10c, Clinton, 
Bros., Clintonyille, Ct. 

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. 

BROWN’S PATENT. 
= GUN CLEANER, 

THE BEST 

» Cleaner and Oiler 
2 For Breech-loading Arms 

in market. j 
Patches, Brush 

i cS 3 : fx} 5 3 = 5 n In ordering gtye calibre of gun. 
@ ‘ Patentee, | Address Ts YARDLEY BROWN a ee 

Garidermay, Gte. 

Chas. Reiche & Bro. 
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF 

Birds and Rare Animals 
J BUETABLE FOR 2 

Zoological Gardens and Menageries, 

54Chatham §St., third door from N. William. 
RARE a A ALWAYS PUR- 

For Sace.—Mandarin Ducks, Golden and Silver 
Pheasants (China); Spur-winged Geese, Eeyptian 
Geese (Africa); Widgeons, Red Headed Ducks, 
Brant Geese (Europe); Wood Ducks (America). 

CHAS. REICHE, HENRY REICHE, 
sep2l New York. 

Established 1859. 

Taxidermist Supplies. 
IRD SKINS, Bird Stuffers’ Tools, Glass 
Eyes for Stuffed Birds and Animais, etc. 

Send Sopot for reduced price Hist. 
A.J, COLBURN, 31 Boylson 8t., Boston, Mass 
Paragon Mica for Bird Stands, Rock Work, eta, 

40c, per package by mail a new thin; 
use. jiyl0 ly 

Natural Histor: Store. 
Established 1859. 

Taxidermists’ and Naturalists’ Supplies. 
Send for catalogue containing complete list of 

the birds of the United States, with prices for the 
mounted birds; skins and eggs in stock; also 
rice list of birds’ eyes and taxidermists’ supplies. 
ave afinelot of foreign bird skins and good 

supply of heads, horns and antlers of ani A 
W.J. KNOWLTON, 

"168 Tremont street, B»ston, M is3. 

THE TAX(DERMIST’S MANUAL. 
Y Captain THOMAS BROWN, 29th 

3] aoe 12mo, cloth, extra, fully illustrated. 
9, 

“A usefuland yaluableaddition to the literature 
of the subject. . . ives the results of 
personal, practical experience.''—rorest and 
Stream. 
For sale by all dealers, and sent by mail on 

receipt of price by the publishers, <= 

G. P. PUCNAM’S] SONS, 
“= (182 Filth avenue, New York. = 

"TTA'THANIS 
IMPROVED 

Chilled Shot. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 

GIVES GREATER PENETRATION and BET- 
TER PATTERN than ordinary Shot. path 
well adapted to choke-bores, modified chokes 
eylinders. 

Beware of Imitations. 

Our Chilled Shot will be found to be more free 
from shrinkage, more spherical, more uniform im 
size, heavier and of brighter and cleaner finish tham 
any other. 
Send for circular. 

TATHAM BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN 8T,, NEW YORE, 

Also manufacturers of 
PATENT FINISH 

American Standard Drop Shot, 
and COMPRESSED BUCK SHOT, more uniform 
than ordinary moulded shot. 

Founded July 4, 18038. 
aay 
PN 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others, 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 
ee a ST 

Miscellaneous. 

ES _BY ABSORPTION. ouR 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 
“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 

is a postitiye cure; it has never falled. 
“ Sapanule”’ has no equal for Chronic Lame- 

ness, Lame Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eczema, 
Humors of the Scalp, etc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
eases, Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permanent cure b 
using “* Bk lees Used in sponge or foot ba 
removes all soreness Of body, limbs and feet. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 

Sold by all Druggists. Price, 50c., and $1 per 
pottle. Send for illuminated circular and 

SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY. 
Propriators, 237 Broadway, New York 
a 

FERGUSON'S PATENT 

ADJUSTABLE 

REFLECTING 

LAMPS, 

With 

LOCOMOTIVE REFLECTORS. 

NEW MODELS FOR 1880. THE “ UNIVER- 
SAT’ combines HEAD, STAPF and BOAT- 
JACK, CAMP LAMP, HAND and DARK LAN- 
TERN, BELT LAMP, DASH and CARRIAGE 
LAMP, etc. 

THE EXCELSIOR 
JACK AND DASH LAMP, 

For Sportsmen and others. 
THE EXCELSIOR 

DASH AND CARRIAGE LAMP, 
Bures any kind of oil, also Candles; not affected 
by WIND, RAIN or JOLTING; can be used on 
any kind of dash or vehicle. 7 

IMPROVED RUST PREVENTER. 
For Fire-arms, Cutlery, Tools, Machinery, ete 
Superior to all others. 
Send stamp for Tliustvated Catalogue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, po 
65 Fulton street, N. ¥ 
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A Bay at Reelfoot Lake. 
| ——— 

WAY back among the ‘° 50's,” on a bright Novem- 
* ber afternoon, I was sitting on the porch of the 
ecu Tesidence that stood back some two hundred 

yards from the east bank of the Mississippi River, oppo- 

site the then large and fertile Island No, 10, cleaning my 
_ tiew double-barrel gun, after a previous day’s duck sheot- 
‘ing on the lake, when my attention was called to a sharp 
* Hallo!" at the front gate. I went through the hall, 
opened the front door, and found the rotund figure and 
Briling face of old Major Lewis sitting on his horse, 
who saluted me with ‘‘ Hallo! Alex., where is Wyatt?” 

answered, ‘Down at Nolan's.” He remarked, “ All 
tight, lam on my way there and will see him. Iam no- 
tifying the boys of our deer hunt to-amorrow, Ed, Nevel’s 

is the place. and seven, sharp, the hour, See that you 
ate not behind time.” With that he cantered away, I 
immediately went about my preparations; cleaned the 
old man’s gun, filled our flasks with powder, put fresh 

caps and a dozen buck cartridges into each of our shooting 

coats, and then settled down to steady my nerves for my 
first experience on the morrow at a first-class deer stand, 
| The following morning was bright, calm and frosty. 

‘Old Aunt Cheney had us up to an early breakfast, and 
‘six o'clock found us in the saddle, our horses in a lively 
canter down the Bend toward Nevel’s plantation. We 

had scarcely mads a mile, when the distant notes of a 
Norn came vibrating through the woods from the direc- 
tion of a neighboring plantation. ‘There,” said the old 
qian, “that is Hd's Horn,” The last notes had scarcely 

died away, when the sound was taken up ina louder and 
fonger blast away down to our right, “That is the 
Major’s,” I remarked ; and our horses pricked their ears 
‘and voluntarily increased their speed, They had made but 

4 few leaps, when a new and clear blast came quivering 
mn on our left, ‘*Who can that be?” queried my 
panion, ‘That is Dick Donaldson’s new horn,” I re- 

tked. By this time we came in sight of Mr. Hind’s 
fation, and found Uncle Sandy H. at the gate equipped 
eady for the chase. We had just formed three abreast 
iven our horses the bridle, when we were greeted 
faint echoes of a horn coming trembling on the 

frosty air from away down in the lower end of the Bend. 
' There, by-gad,” said Uncle Sandy, ‘‘ that is Billy Isler’s 
jorn.” 
We were soon at the rendezyous, and found the com- 

pany riding up in pairs, until ten of us were gathered to- 
gether, N, was leading his horse through the gate, hay- 
ing his well-worn 10-gauge thrown across his shoulder, 
A blast or two of his horn brought the snarling pack to 
attention, He mounted, turned down the long lane, fol- 
lowed by the cavaleade two deep, then through the 
woods and the canebrake toward Reelfoot Lake, 

After a brisk ride, and many a sharp cut with the 
whips at the eager dogs to keep them in check, a halt 
was called, and by mutual consent N. was chosen leader. 
That veteran huntsman surveyed his followers, mapped 
out his ground, and said, “I will go with the dogs my- 
self, Major, you take the lower stand on the lake shore,” 
Then, turning to me, ‘‘ Alex., you want to kill some- 
thing ; I will give you the Big Sycamore stand, so come 
with me, You, gentlemen, remain here until I come 
back.” I followed him some distance through the cane- 
brake until we emerged into an opening some forty feet 
across, a well-beaten path running across its center, and 
a large sycamore tree standing on the left side. ‘‘ Here is 
your stand (pointing at the tree). keep your eyes and ears 
open; have your gun in hand ready; and, when the 
game runs along the path, aim a little ahead and fire.” 
He ae and left me, adding, Keep cool; don’t get ex- 
cited.” 
Two long weary hours passed as I stood by that tree, 

gun in hand, my eyes fixed on the opening in the brake, 
aud my nerves strung to their yery highest tension; no 
deer appeared, Shall I ever forget that trying time? How 
much I have learned since then! Listening attentively 
my ears began to drink in the sweet music of the hounds 
in full cry miles up the lake shore—faint, very faint at 
first, but growing louder by degrees. On they came, 
awakening the echoes on the further side of the lake. 
Oh, how it thrilled my nerves, sending the warm blood 
coursing through my yeins on a double-quick! Even 
now while I write I live the exciting moments over 
again, One boom was followed soon after by a second 
and a third; then fwo more in quick succession told 
plainly that more than one gallant buck had run his last 
race, On the dogs came, apparently right toward my 
stand. You ask me how I felt ; well, it is useless to deny 
it, 1 trembled like an aspen leaf, and I don’t think I could 
have hit a barn-door, to say nothing of adeer, Bang 
went the Major's gun, some two hundred yards to my 
right, and with it the course of the hounds was turned 
back up thelake shore. This gave me a little time to recain 
my composure, and ati the same time threw me off my 
guard. I stood my gun up against the tree, took one step 
from behind the cover, folded my arms across my breast, 
attentively listening to the receding chase, when in an 
instant, without a moment's warning, out trotted a huge 
black bear right in front of me, and not more than ten 
paces distant. Discovering me it stopped, raised itself 
slowly on its hind quarters, and surveyed me as calmly 
as if Lhad been a brother Bruin, and there I stood like a 
stump, my gun heavily charged with twelve buckshot in 
each barrel, on full cock, within easy reach of my left 
hand, fascinated, riveted to the spot, my eyes fixed on 
those of the bear, forgetting that 1 was out hunting, for- 
fetting my dogs, forgetting my gun, in fact forgetting 
everything but the towsey brute before me, How long 
we stood thus eyeing each otherI know not, Finally it 
showed its teeth several times, dropped on all fours, 
sprang into the brake, and disappeared. I turned my 
head stowly and looked at my gun, and uttered the single 
ejaculation, ‘‘ Lucifer!” Iwas myself in a moment, re- 
alized my loss, and expressed myself in language such as 
none but a bafiled hunter can command. ‘There was no 
more game for me that day ; but I held my post until the 
horn sounded the recall, when I joined my companions, 
WN, had a fine buck strapped behind his saddle. Major L. 
also had one, and Dick D. one, and Billy I. had killed 
two. I said nothing about my stupidity or loss, and 
thereby saved my back from being rubbed against the 
rough bark of a tree, the usual punishment for all such 
mishaps, 
We soon reached Mr, N.’s house, where our generous 

hostess had prepared a feast equal to that of a king's. 
While we were discussing the pleasures of the day at the 
festive board, the game was being dressed and divided 
into ten equal parts ; and as the sun was glinting over the 
tree tops in the west we each, with a hearty by-by, turned 
our horses homeward—your hwmnble servant a disap- 
pointed but wiser huntsman. Carn Rock, 

Cape Girardeau, Mo, 

Tur Docs’ Home, or Lonpon, Eng.—The nineteenth 
annual meeting of this institution was held on March 
27th at 105 Jermyn street, Col. Burdett in the chair, The 
report showed that during the past year the Battersea 
Institution had found homes for 5,280 dogs, being 6598 
more than inthe previous year. Twenty-four new conm- 
aritments had recently been made, other erections had 
ake completed at the cost of about £800, 

A COSTLY PERCH, 

HIS perch inhabited the waters of Lake Richmond. 
Lake Richmond is situated in the town of Rich- 

mond, Berkshire County, Mass., about twenty-two miles 
east from Chatham and three miles west from Pittsfield,on 
the Boston and Albany Rajlroad. To this point the grade 
is up, hence it is called by the railroaders ‘* The Summit.” 
The lake covers an area of about one hundred acres, and 
was once quite famous for pickerel fishing, and a favor- 
ite resort for fishermen. 

Five winters ago a party of Chatham boys, ten in all, 
resolved upon an excursion to thislake, The time was to 
be fixed by Ken, who is esteemed, by common consent, as 
the ‘* boss” fisherman in theplace. No party is complete 
without Ken for aleader, Heisa thorough heliever in 
the ‘fsigns.” Ken is as familiar with the zodiac as the 
schoolboy is with lis alphabet. Among his fishing para- 
phernalia isalways to be found a ‘‘ Farmers’ Almanac,” 
which must be consulted. To the impatient ten the 
time seemed long, the sign was so slow getting round to 
the old man’s neck. Finally Ken pronounced the sizn 
right, and the boys must be off the next day. All was 
made ready by night. Wednesday morning dawned 
with every promise of a perfect day. The air was 
keen and motionless, and the sun, as it rose 
above the crest of the hills that skirt our village on the 
east, seemed to smile approvingly upon the enterprise, 
Before 8 o’clock we were all on board the train, and off 
for Richmond. We found the conducter very obliging 
—our number being so respectable, I suppose. So he 
waived the ceremony of taking us to the station, a mile 
beyend, and dropped us out at the nearest point to the 
lake, A party from Pittsfield had arrived there before 
us. Among them was Dr. As we filed out of the 
bushes upon the ice, one after another, ten in all, the 
Doctor looked amazed, and as the tenth man emerged from 
the bushes the Doctor exclaimed, ‘*Good Lord! are there 
any more of youinthere?” When we assured him that 
there were no more, he seemed relieved, though I noticed 
a deep shadow seemed to rest on that man’s hopes, until 
the winds were unbottled and swept ‘‘ The Suminit” like 
a hurricane, which dispersed the Doctor’s hopes alto- 
gether, and even the Doctor himself, for soon he and his 
party vanished out of sight for that day. 

The plucky Chathanmboys determined to weather the 
storm, meantime hopiig that its fury might abate, and 
bring some luck. Ken watched the signs and published 
weather reports. When there was a little lull he would 
report favorably, and our hopes would reyiye, only to be 
dashed away the next moment by a fresh gale. 

During the short pauses the winds were only gathering 
up their strength for a fiercer blow. The air was snow, 
not ether, and inits tremendous rush it cut our ears and 
blinded our eyes and stopped our mouths. Our lines 
were frazen to wires, and would have taken as many fish, 
if they had been crowbars, with grappling hooks attached, 
The gale picked up the lid of a tin pail, andit spun along 
upon the ice like a runaway top, with a man after it, 
which he did not recover till it reached the shore, almost 
amile away, We constructed as best we could a bough- 
house, and behind it we all sat, with a few glowing 
embers at our feet, disconsolate enough, with our coat 
collars up about our ears. J ; tp 

For a long time we sat there, listening to the sighing 
of the winds. Nota word was spoken, when one of the 
party broke the silence by asking Ken when the sign 
would beright again. Such a shout of laughter as burst 
forth from those throats was never heard upon ‘‘The 
Summit.” It resounded ahove the storm, Ii ever the 
gloom of nature was relieved by 2 good, hearty laugh if 
was then, Thejokesticksto Ken, It got about in the 
village, and ever since, on the street and in the store, the 
interrogation is frequently heard : ** Ken, when will the 
sign be right again?’ But Ken is a good-natured fellow, 
and his faith in gigs remains unshaken by the winds, 

Another episode behind the hemlock boughs: It was 
almost night, Notafim had beentaken. Tall, who was 
of the company, and who is also a good fisherman, heing 
seized with a sudden fit of desperation, jumiped up and 
resolved that we should not go home euchred ; we should 
have one fish, anyway. So he baited a small haok, 
cleared a hole in the ice. and settled himself down to 
business. A nibble, a twitch of the wrist, and the fish 
was safely landed. Talt leaped, danced, shouted, and all 
laughed at the antics he cut up, He could not have been 
happier if he had caught all the fishin the lake, instead 
of a four-ounce perch, He strung up, satisfied ; so did we 
all, and trudged away to the station to take the next train 
home. It was dark when we arrivéeu at Chatham, The 
day had been pleasant there, and our fellow-townsmen, 
who felt enough interested to go to the depot, were 
awaiting our arrival with their little speeches of con~ 
gratulation allready, Jalighted from the train on the 
platform, and soon found myself {he focus of many in- 
quisitive eyes and the hapless victim of all sorts of ques- 
tions and cross-questions. I was greatly embarrassed, 
and turned to my comrades for relief. when lo! every 
one of them had left ihe train on the opposite side from 
the depot, and had gone across lots home. So now we 
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have a sign that never fails: If a fisherman leayes the 
cars on the depot side, good luck ; if on the other side, bad 
duck. And with us the question is not “Did you catch 
anything 7” but ‘On which side of the train did you get 
off?’ The nextday we balanced accounts with the follow- 
ing result :-— 

Costs.—lare for ten persons to Lake Richmond and return. .$14 00 
Time (one day each, at $2 per day)...........,.0..0.005 20 00 

i ite) WON Pris yee yee) Oo Meee $34 00 
Gain.—One tour-ounce pereh, 

Aix. 

The only trouble with the astrological genius of 
‘* Tix’s ’ story is that he is by several centuries out of his 

place in history, He should have lived and fished in the 
days of the Roman Umpire, the times of augurs and aus- 
pices, when the citizens of the City of the Seven Hills 
feared to appear in public, to eat their dinners, or even to 

bathe, without haying first carefully consulted the alma- 
nac to ascertain the position of the planet Mercury, or 

how far the moon was trom the Crab, 

diatural Gistory. 

LETTERS ON THE SPARROWS, 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUITON, } 
Wasuineton, D, C., March 29th. f 

Biitor Forest and Stream — 
At an early period in the sparrow controversy I ven- 

tured to play the dangerous part of prophet to the 
extent of predicting that the time would soon come when 

it would be found advisable to offer a reward for killing 

the obnoxious birds, 
The following paragraph appeared in the Washington 

Avening Star of March 24th, Ido not know the author, 

nor the circumstances of the case, and therefore cannot 

be suspected of having anything to do with fulfilling my 

own prediction :— 
““\Var on the Spurrows.”—English sparrows are be- 

coming a great nuisance, and citizens are complaining of 
them greatly. They drive all the smging birds away that 
feed upon the fruit-destroying worms and insects, and 
feed themselyes upon the very fruit buds that the other 
birds protect, While the ground was covered with snow 
a short time ago one gentlemen living in the First Ward 
had five choice pear ivecs stripped of their buds by these 
birds. The boys will he delighted to know that the Alex- 
audzia (Wa,) Game Protective Association, with a yiew to 
thinning out the breed, has offered a reward of $1.50 per 
lmdred for the heads of the birds complained of,— 
Guazetie. 
Allowme to add that every position I have taken and 

maintained during this controversy has been fully estab- 
lished, With regards, yours truly. ELLIorr Cours, 

Which can we best dispense with, our delicious fruits 

or the English sparrows? It must be one or the other, 
Owners of fruit trees in this locality are beginning to 

have their eyes opened by the depredations of Passer do- 

mestieus, and there’s *‘ blood on the face of the moon” that 

forbodes ill for the prolific imported nuisance, The action 
of the Alexandria Game Protective Association, which has 

offered a reward of $1.50 per hundred for the heads of 
the birds, is the fivst step in the right direction that has 

come to my notice, and no doubt will be good news for a 

majority of your readers, 

Tf the horticultural and agricultural societies—w hose 

juterests appear to me to be more directly affected than 
the sportsman’s—throughout the States infested by the 
sparrow can be induced to put a premium on the heads 

ot the birds, as the Alexanciria Game Protective Associa- 

tion has done, £reat good willbe accomplished in a short 

time, Of course, in localifies where the bird is protected 
by law, hostilities cannot commence till the law is 
changed. 

I haye another, though similar, plan to suggest, which 
I think will work admirably, It is that m towns or 

counties several prizes le offered to the boys. First 
prize to boy bringing im the greatest number of heads in 

a stated period; second prize to next largest number, etc, 
Nearly every boy is familiar with devices for capturing 
small birds, and they woull enter the contest spivitedly, 

Now that the ball is started in earnest, let it be kept 

going till Passer domesticus shall indeed hea rare avis. 
Washington, D, C., Murch 27th, W, FR, 

Asan inslance of the yalue which is placed upon the 
English sparvovy in Germany, where it is most plentiful, 
T quote from a report hy a prominent official of Saxony, 

err you Langsdorfi. Mesays: ‘A scientific investiga- 

tion of mumerous sparrows’ stomachs has shown that 

those plebeians of the feathered tribe live exclusively on 
prain during a, time of eight or nine months; not to en- 

large upon the further fact that the sparrows by their 
raids on seeds and growing vegetables, cherries, grapes, 
ripening grain, etc., frequently cause considerable dam- 
age,” Whe Board of Agriculture for the Kingdom of 

Saxony requested Geverniiment to abolish the laws pro- 
tecting spalitows. 
A high sciontitic authority, A. E, Brehm, who formerly 

had defended the sparrow as a bird rather useful than 
otherwise, has changed his opinion lately upon conmvine- 

ing evidence, aud now declares that “ this parasite, which 
lives at (he expense of man, does not deserve protection.” | 

Other writers state the sparrow is driving away the 
most useful birds, and place the damage caused by a pair 
at from fifty to seventy-five cents annually. 

It will be seen from the opinions quoted, that “ the in- 
nocent little fellow” (see FoREST AND STREAM, p. 105) is 
looked upon as a little pest by the Germans, and, from my 

personal knowledge, I cannot but share that opinion, 

RIcHARD W. (Tewas.) 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION,  } 
Wasuineton, D, C., April 2d. § 

Dditor Forest and Streant:— 

A. private letter, recently addressed to me by Sir Ferdi- 

nand von Mueller, K. C. M. G., the Government Botanist 

at Victoria, Australia, shows that the European sparrow 

is regarded with as little fayor there as here, by those 
competent to judge, The publication of the communica- 

tion may interest your readers, and be of use in showing 

that the sparrow becomes a pest wherever introduced, 
The history of the nuisance in this country repeats itself 
in every quarter of the globe. Says the Baron :— 

Ti may be of some interest toyou, dear Dr. Cuoues, to 
learn what my Australian experiences are, regarding the 
introduction of the Passer domesticus; hence these few 
lines of a stranger to you. Nothing can be more regretted 
than the introduction of these intrusive birds into this 
part of the globe, where it has not to cope with cold 
winters, where it breeds all the year round, and driyes 
away from our domiciles the natiye insectivorous birds. 
One swallow will, I think, do a thousand times more 
good than a sparrow in destroying insects. though every- 
one is aware that this bird will carvy lots of small grubs 
to its young in the nest. -But that does not compensate 
for the mischief done to the buds of our trees, the fruits 
of our gardens, and the harvest of our fields, by the 
sparrow. Nearly all kinds of orchard fruits are destroyed 
or damaged through the sparrows preying upon them, 
more particularly m centers of population, where they 
are more safe against larger carnivorous birds. I was 
personally against the introduction of the sparrow mto 
Australia, haying noticed that in Denmark and Germany, 
during my boyhood, agriculturists endeavored to keep 
_down the sparrow ; and anticipating the disproportionate 
multiplication of this irrepressible bird in a clime like 
ours in the wavin, temperate zone, I should regard it a 
favor if you could inform me of any advisable measures, 
which, in your part of the world, have been adopted to 
check the inordinate increase of these birds ; and whether 
the old obseryation of Bradley is there borne out, accord- 
ing to which a single pair of sparrows will destroy 3,300 
erubs in one week while feeding their young? Would 
you advise to introduce Collurio borealis into Australia, 
with the view of waging war with the sparrow? 
With every feeling of respect, I remiain, dear Dr. Coues, 

Yours, 
FERD YON MUELLER, 

Tregret to add, that Ishall be obliged to inform the 
Baron that in this country, in spite of the warnings and 
protests of those competent to judge, maudlin sentimnt 
and pig-headed stupidity have fostered and encouraged 

instead of exterminating the pests. Your truly, 
ELLIOTr COvES, 

While standing in the front part of the store the other 
day, looking across the street, my attention was called to 

the action of a large rat, which stole out from under the 
curbstone across the way. Slowly and stealthily he crept 

along, and I soon saw that his atteution was fixed on a 

flock of English sparrows that were regaling themselves 
with much yociferation on the sweepings [rom a restau- 

rant, which had lodged themselves inthe gutter. Arriving 

within leaping distance, the rodent made a sudden 

spring, seized a fat hen sparrow, and disappeared under 

the wall. It strikes me that a consummation devoutly 
to be hoped for has been reached, when vermin prey on 
vermin. Epw. M, ScHUCHART. 

Dansville, N, ¥., March 28d. 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
I never haye knowna question pertaining to the uni- 

nal kingdom that has perplexed me as that relative to 

the English sparrows has, I believe in giving the broad- 
est liberty and amplest protection to all the birds of the 
air and all the beasts of thefield, consistent with human 

affairs. I feel that naturally the Passer domesticus is 
entitled to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, but 

he certainly gives usas little in return for care and pro- 
tection as any living thing. He never sings, never utters 

a note that is not annoying, is fighting half his time, and 

when compared with his lovely congener, the song- 

sparrow, is an unmitigated nuisance. However, in this 
note I only want to refer to things, not discuss them. 

With Dr, Coues here in striking distance, so to speak, 

one has to be yery careful how he talks ornithology, 

and especially how he touches upon the sparrow ques- 
tion. J.C, B. 

The following extract from a letter fo Col. Rhodes, of 

Quebec, takes the other side of the question :— 

QUEBEC, eb, 21st. 
My Drak CoLtoxrL—I have given orders to one of the 

men to keep a sharp lookout, and to shoot the shrike, 
The poor sparrows had a rough time of it during the last 
cold snap, We picked up several frozen stiff and stark. 
However, the flock that frequents this part of the city 
has increased greatly in numbers during the last two 
years, Iputupahouse for them outside my window 
some years ago, but the swallows drove them away from 
it every summer, and took possession, and now they 
wort come nearit, Ialways thought a sparrow could 
lick any bird of its own weight until lsaw the masterly 
manner they were handled by the swallows, A.H, 

FaLco SaAcER NEAR Montreal.—ditor Forest and 
Stream :—I have three specimens of Falco sacer which 
were brought into our market at Montreal, and must un- 
doubtedly have been killed within a few miles of the 
city. These specimens are very fine and are of hoth 
sexes. The habitant who sold me the specimens had not 
himself killed the birds, but had purchased them along 
with some wild ducks from another party. 
A typical F. sacer (determined by Mr. Robert Ridgeway 

from a photograph sent to him) was also killed by Mr, E. 
O, Damon, of Northampton, Mass., in the early part of 
February last, 1880. According to this gentleman the 
bird sat or perched yery erect, and when alarmed 
‘dropped like a bolt.” Tt was shot while thus stooping. 
It is my belief that this species is less rare than is gener- 
ally supposed. The resemblance between the J. sacer 
and the race designated F. labradora is yery close; but 
in the case of the latter, F’, obsoletus, is the name under 
which the first specimen procured was described and 
which consequently should henceforth be recognized, 

Montreal, Mereh 21st, H. G. V. 

See in this connection FOREST AND STREAM, Vol, xiy,, 

No. 8, p, 44. 
a 

NEw TESTIMONY ON THE Mink QUESTION.— Your ¢orre- 
spondent’s yarn about a mink remaining ten hours under 
water reminds me of atale [heard on board ship. A Cape 
Cod fisherman, with his wife and boy, were out inthe boat 
one day, when the old man and woman disagreed about 
something. The old fellow, enraged at her abuse, struck 
at her with his oar ; in endeavoring to avoid the blow, she 
fell overhoard. The fisherman, now thoroughly alarmed, 
called to the boy to catch hold of her when she came up; 
but after waiting a short time, she didn’t make her ap- 
pearance. 

“Dern her obstinate picter!”’ said the old man, ‘‘she 
won't come up if she thinks we are waiting for her; let's 
row away 2 spell,” 

“Wall,” said the hoy, ‘herll have to come wp to blow 
before long, any way.” PEREGRINE. 

Kish Culture. 

x FISH AS FOOD, 

BY PROF, W. 0, ATWATER, OF WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY, 
MIDDLETOWN, CONN. 

Mr. President und Gentlemen of the Amenican Fish Cul- 
tural Association :— 
The subject to which your attention is invited this 

morning is the study of the food values of some of our 
different sorts of fish, as shown by chemical analysis. 
The field of investigation is comparatively new, and, as 
respects American fishes, hitherto almost untrodden, It 
is, nevertheless, important. 
At the instance of Prof. Baird, Secretary of the Smith- 

sonian Institution and United States Fish Commissioner, 
through whose interest in the matter an appropriation 
for the purpose has been secured, I have heen engaged, 
with my assistants, for some time past in the analysis of 
samples of our more common food fishes. From a pre- 
liminary report of this work, soon to appear, the follow- 
ing figures aretaken, Before giving the results, how- 
ever, permit me a few words by way of mtroduction. 

Fish constitute one of our most yaluable sources of 
nourishment, They live upon matter dissolved or sus~ 
pended in the water or found on the bottom of streams, 
lakes and the ocean, and thus gather for us nutritive ma-_ 
terial, which without them we could not have, And 
since cheap and wholesome food is fundamental to the 
material prosperity, culture and eyen the morality of a 
people, it follows that fish culiure may be made an im- 
portaiit factor of onr national welfare, 
Ideem myself particularly fortunate in the opportu- 

nity of presenting this topic to an Association which has 
done, and is clon, so much to further the good cause 
of fish culture, 

THE TASTE FOR FISH, 
T think, is a thing thatadvances with the adyance of ciy- 
ilization, The tastes of different civilizations vary, how- 
eyer. We read of Roman nobles who were in the way 
of paying twenty-five hundred sesterces (me hundred 
dollars) for a single lamprey, and twelye thousand and 
eyen twenty-five {housand cesterces for a six-pound mul 
let, and considered only the livers and gills of these fish 
fit to set before an emperor. We are told that they 
sent ships to foreign lands for fish; that they built 
reservoirs for breeding them at home; that they fed 
them with yeal soaked in human blood, and ever 
with the flesh of slaves sacrificed for the purpose. 
But this was part of an imperial shoddyism that would 
devote four hundred thousand sesterces to a single ban- 
quet whose guests were content with gross cooking an 
grosser accompaniments if they could be regaled wilh 
peacocks’ brains and singing birds’ tongues. 

The fish to please the taste of the members of this As 
sociation would be served with less splendor and more 
wholesome sauce, We of to-day ask for palatable and 
nutritious food, and, with the increasing culture of our 
palates and consequent call for variety, we demand more 
and more kinds, and larger and larger quantities of fish, 

THE FLESH OF FISH, 

The flesh of fish does not differ essentially from that of 
mammals. To the epicure itis more dainty, while the 
poor man can purchase mutrilive materials im dried and 
salt fish for only a fraction of their cost in ordinary 
meats, 

In general, fish has somewhat more water and less 
solids than the beef, pork, mutton and other common 
meats, Like the latter, the fatter itis the less water il 
contains, The amount of fat in the flesh of different) 
species of fish, and in the same fish at different times 
varies widely. Cod, bass and bluefish haye usually but 
little fat, while the flesh of eels, shad, trout and salmon, 
in their season. is very fat. With the leaner fish we us 
butter or oil to make up the deficiency of fat. 
For the best BERS Heine of our subject, it will he 

well to devote a few minutes to 

THE CHEMISTRY OF FOODS, 

We eat meat and fish, milk and bread, to build up out 
bodies, to repair their wastes, to supply heat to keep our 
selyes warm, and strength with which to work, Thisi 

- <= 
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the common way of putting it. Speaking as chemists 
anil physiologists, we should say that out food supplies, 
beside mineral substances and water, albuminoids, car- 
bohydrates and fats, whose functions are to be trans- 
formed into the tissues and Huids of the body, muscle 
and tendon, blood and bone, and by their consumplion to 
produce heat and force, That we may fix more clearly 
in our minds the nature and functions of the food ma- 
terials, allow me to call your attention to the table before 
you, in which I have tried to condense some of the more 
important facts respecting foods and nutrition —— 

NUTRIENTS OF FUODS, 

ALBUMINOIDS, CARBOHYDRATES AND PATS: 

ALBUMINOIDS OR PROTEIN COMPOUNDS, 

: NITROGENOUS. 
Contain OaLon, Oxygen, Hydrogen, and Witrogen. 

Tn Plants.—ATBUMIN ; CASEIN; HreRIy,e. 2. ingluten of wheat. 
Tn Animal Body.—AULBUMIN; e. 2, in blood seroci and white of 

eres, 
MTBRIN; G. &,, in muscle (lean ment). 
In Milk —AnBuMTN; CASEIN (curd). 

CARBOHYDRATES, 
NON-NITROGENOUS. 

Consist of Carlon, Oxjyen, and Mydrogen. 

In Plants. _8uGar; STARCH; CRLULOSE (ill woody fiber). 
tn Animal Rody.—lwoseria (sugar), 
Tn Milk,—Miik SueAR, 

FATS, 

NON-NICROGHNOUS. 
Gonsist of Carhon, Orygen, and Thydrogen. 

Tt Plants.—VEGETABLE Fas and Orns; e. g., lins¢ed oil, olive 

In Animal Body.—Tars; ¢.g., fat meat, tallow, lard, ete. 
Tn Milk,—Far (butter), 

FUNCTIONS OF FOOD INGREDIENTS IN NUTRIPION. 

NUTRIBNTS OF FOONS OFFICHS IN BODY, 
{ AL BUMINOIDS, @.f., in muscle,gris- 

are |_ 116 and casein of mill. 
ALBUMINOIDS. | transformed | FArs,e.z.,fat meat and fat (butter) 

into | of milk, 
| CARBOHYDRATES, @. 2., milk sugar, 
Serve for Fven. 

CARBOHYDRATES. Serye chiefly for Porn, 

f are FAts; 6. g., for meat and butter. 
Pats | transformed 

E } into CARBOHYDRATES, €.g., Milk sugar. 
(Serve for Fran, 

ALD Contribute to the production of MuscunAr Force (2) 

This schedule seems somewhat complicated at first 
sight, as well it may when we consider the amount 
of painstaking and costly scientific investigntion, some 

of whose main results if attempts to summarize, 
if the time and place permitted, I should be slad to 

tell you something of the ways in which the facts, as far 
as we know them, have been found ont; of the thousands 
of chemical analyses of yegetable and animal substances 
that constitute our foods and the tissues and fluids of 
our bodies; of the years and years of labor of many 
anen that have been deyoted to the experimental study of 
the ways in which the food is used, the body built up, 
and its tissues consumed again ; of the wonderfully com- 
plicated and yet beautifully simple instruments and ope- 
rations by whose aid the utmost ingenuity of science 
has sought to discoyer the subtle processes by which the 
transformations go on in the body and flesh and fat are 
stored and heat and force produced. Suffice it to say, 
that the research of the past fifteen years, especially, has 
taught us much of the fundamental principles of nutri- 
tion, though we are still in the dark as to many of the 
details, as the interrogation point after the last word in 
the schedule implies. So let us return to our subject— 
the nutrients of our foods and their functions m nutri- 
tion. Leaying out of account the water and mineral 
substances which, though essential to nutrition, are not 

_ to our present punpcre, we have three classes of nutri- 
enis in our foods—albuminoids, carbohydrates and fats. 

ALBUMINOIDS, PROTOPLASM, 
A little short of a dozen years ago, many earnest- 

minded people on both sides of the Atlantic were startled 
by an address from Prof. Huxley, on ‘“A Physical Basis 
of life.” This ‘‘formal basis of life,” this soulless sub- 
stance in which vital phenomena were centered while 
vitality, as a force, was excluded, was protaplasm, a ma- 

terial containing “the four elements, carbon, hydrogen, 
oxygen and nitrogen, in very complex union. .... To 

this complex combination the name protein has been ap- 
plied, and if we use this term with such caution as may 
properly arise out of our comparative ignorance of the 
things tor which it stands, it may be truly said that all pro- 

toplasin is protinaceous, or, as tlie white or albumen of an 
egy is one of the commonest examples of a nearly pure 
rotein matter, we may say that all living matter is more 

or less albuminoid.” 
‘As the sehedule indicates, we have albuminoids in 

Plants, as in the gluten of wheat; and in the animal 
‘body, as in the fibrinogenand fibrinoplastic substances of 
blood, in the fibrin of muscle, in eggalbumin (white of 
egos), and in the casein (curd) of rnillx. 
The albuminoids are the most important of the nuiri- 

ents of foods. Not only do they share in the formation 
of the fatty tissues and in the supply of material for the 
“production of animal heat and muscular power, thus per- 
iorming all of the functions of the other food ingyedi- 
ents in the body ; but theyalso haye a work of their own 
in the building up of the nitrorenous tissues, muscles, 
tendons, ¢artilage, etc,,in which none of the other in- 
gredients can share. 

THE CARBOHYDRATES, 
of which we have familiar examples in sugar, starch and 
cellulose, differ from the albuminoids in that they have 
Ho nitrogen, They have, according to the best experi- 
Biel evidence, uo share in the formation of nitrozen- 
us tissues in the body, Itis hardly probable that they 

are transferred into fats to any considerable extent; their 
ief use seems to be to supply fuel for the production of 

animal heat, and very probably of muscular power. They 
are very important constituents of foods, but much less 
80 than the albuminoids and fats. They occur in only 

ute proportion in meats, fish and like animal foods. 
€ are well acquainted with 

2. 

THE FATS, 
a paces in vegetable fats and oils, ike linseed and 
OMS, In fat meat, tallow and lard, and in butter, 

TAR 

ANALYSIS OF TISH. INGREDIENUS Of PLES AND OF 

Wind of Fish ahd Part Taher Dor Analysis. 

7 Mounders—Entrails removed. .. 
2 Halibut—Posterior portion of body. .....0.. cent ees fi 
4 Halihut—Section of bady ....-.---.2.-..4), 
4 Coli —Mead and entriils removed... 
6 Cod—llead and entrails venioved.... 
0 Hels—Skin, head and entrails remoy 
SATE Ce— Wit Ule:2 foe an Se ew Oe eRee poy Ss 
8 Shad—Whole (findson River, tiist of season)..,...... t 
1) Shad—Whole (Connecticut River, fest of season) 

10 Striped bass—W bole (Connecticut River)... ....- 
12 Striped bass—Fntrails, head, sicin, ete., romodyod,..... 
2 Mackerel—Whole 

11 Ked Snapper—utrails, head, skin, ete., remoyed,,, . ..-.....-- - 

GE I. 

WHOLE OW ORESSHD FISH AS TAKEN FOR ANALYSI€, 

FLESH —EDIBLE PORTION. WHOL OR DRESSED FIsA, 

Thavedionts up sol 
ida ( Niithients). J 
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The fats, like the carbohydrates, are destitute of nitro- 
gen, The fats of the food we eat are stored in the body 
as fats, transformed into carbohydrates, and serve for 
fuel, but do not form nitrogenoustissue, They are more 
valuable than the carbohydrates, bevause they are richer 
in carbon and hydrogep, the elements which give yalue 
to fuel, and because they supply the body with fats. 
The albuminoids are offen spoken of as the ‘flesh 

formers,” and the carbohydrates and fats as ‘“‘respiratory” 
substances. It was formerly believed. too, that the albu- 
minoids alone can be transformed into the nitrogenous 
tissues of the body, The functions of vespiration and 
production of muscular energy are in all probabitity 
shared by all the nutrients. 

To resume briefly—asking your pardon for the repeti- 
ticn—the aluminoids, the nitrogenohs constituents of 
foods (albumen, fibrin, etc,), which make the lean meat, 
the muscle, the connective tissues, skin, and so on, are 
the most important of the nutrients. Next im import- 
ance come the fats, and last, the carbohydrates—sugar, 
starch and the like, One reason of the inferior position 
of the carbohydrates is the fact that they have no nitro- 
gen, Thealbuminoids can do their own work and all 
the work of the carbohydrates and fats as well, while 
these Jatter can only do their own. With lean meat 
alone, we might make a shift to get on for a good while, 
but with carbohydrates and fats alone we should speedily 
starve. 

Now, the flesh of fish, like other animal foods, consists 
mainly of albuminoids, but has more or less of fats, 
and contains very little of the carbohydrates. Veg- 
etable foods, on the other hand, consist largely of carbo- 
hydrates, and contain less of the albuminoids and fats. 
Science and experience unite in testifying that a proper 
combination of all makes the most wholesome, as we 
know it gives the most agreeable, diet. 

Let us, then, note some of the maing facts concerning 
THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF FISE, 

Table I, herewith gives the results of a number of 
analyses as samples of fish, some supplied through the 
courtesies of Mr. BH. G, Blackford, of your Association, 
and some purchased at the fish markets in Middletown, 
Conn,, where the analyses were made. Some of the 
samples were entire fish, others had been dressed. All 
were taken as they are ordinarily sold in the markets. 
Hach sample on its receiptat the laboratory was weighed, 
then the Hesh (the edible portion) was separated as care- 
fully as practicable from the skin, bones, entrails, etc., 
weighed and prepared for analysis. 

The figures in the table show, first, the composition of 
the flesh (the edible portion), freed from skin, hones. 
entrails, ete.; and second, the calculated composition of 
the whole fish—that is, of the whole sample as received, 
including, in son:e cases, the entire fish, and in others, 
the dressed fish, 
Taking the flesh (the edible portion), one of the first 
oints that strikes us 1m looking down the rather cum- 
aoe columns of figures,fis the difference in the amounts 
of water in the different samples. 
In one hundred pounds of flesh of cod we have eighby- 

three of water. and only seyenteen of solids, while 
the flesh of the salmon contains ouly 664 per cent. of 
water and 334 per cent. of solids. Thatis to say, about 
one-sixth of the flesh of cod and one-third of that of sal— 
non consisted of solids, actual nutritive substances, the 
rest being water, The figures for some of the samples 
are:.— 

Tn Flesh of— Water, per cent, Solids, per cent. 
Flounder Yond: io otek See. B28 17:2 
Cad:.:3 13 783-1 16.9 
Cod -s..h 82.4 17.8 
Striped Bass 78.7 21.8 
Striped Basi. vite 20.4 
Bine ‘Fishy... 2.2.6. is.1 21.8 
Halibut (lean) - 79.4 20.6 
Halibut (fat)... (9.3 80.7 
Mackerel.,.. 17,8 | 
Mackerel, 74.2 23.8 
Shad.....: 69.3 30.7 
EEO, cB we 64.5 85.5 
Hels (salt water)...... 70.4 29.6 
Whitefish........ . 69.6 30.4 
Brook Trout....._- 75.7 24.3 
Lake Trout, ,-.. Fibs hye JOB IT 37.8 
Salmon; )....... ene Pe fas eo APY 33.0 

A good quality of beef, lean meat, free from bone, con- 
tains about ‘75 per cent. water and 25 per cent, solids, 
while the fat beef may have as low as 55 per cent, of 
water. ‘The fish are, on the whole, rather more watery 
than beef, Still the difference is not very great, 

One of the samples, I confess, has disappointed me. 
With an enthusiastic sportsman’s appreciation of both the 
game qualities and the flavor of the speckled trout, T had 
looked for a higher percentage of solids in the flesh of that 
mostrespected lish, The sample statids well, to be sure, but 
not at the top of thelist. ButI take consolation in the 
fact that this is only a single analysis, and perhaps future 
results will show that ibis below the average, The sample 
was 4 cultivated trout, and until we are assured to the 

/contrary, we can assume that in his native streams he 
would have as solid flesh as his only superior in the 
sportsman’s eyes, the salmon, 

If now we consider not simply the flesh, the edible 
portion, but whole sample, as sold in the markets, either 
in the entire fish, or that which is left after it is dressed, 
we have, of course, different figures, just as the percent- 
age of edible solids in a roast of beef would be léss than 
in the meat without the bone. 

Looking down the last column of Table I, we find that 
thesample of flounder contamed 7.1 per cent, of edibte 
solids; cod, 10.5 do.; mackerel, 11.4 do,; halibut, lean, 
15.6 do.; halibut, fatter, 27.2 do.; shad, 14,8 do.; shad, 
18.7 do.; lake tront, 13.6 do,; salmon, 25.6 do. I ought 
to say that these figures are based upon our separations, 
in the laboratory, of the fresh, uncooked fish. It is not 
as easy to get the flesh off clean from the bones in this 
way, as il is after the fish has been cooked. So in the 
very bony fish more of the flesh went to waste than 
would be the case at the table in an economical house- 
hold, Such fish therefore appear at somewhat of a 
disadvantage in the figures above. JI should add that 
many of the details of the analyses, such as the per 
centage of so-called ‘extractive matters,” albunion, gel- 
atine, phosphorous, sulphur and other ingredients are 
omitted from the table. Some of them, however, ai 
rery Important, We all know what a nseful article ¢£ 
commerce is ‘‘Liebig’s Meat Extract,” which is prepared 
from the flesh of cattle slaughtered in South America 
and Texas. Fish can furnish an extract of equal valve 
in every way, There is a fortune for somebody, I mis- 
trust, In the extract from menhaden. . 

Leaving, for the present, the further exaniination of 
the table, allow me a few words concerning 

THE NUTRITIVE VALUES OF FooDs, 

This subject has of late begun to attract very general 
attention, The chemico-physiological research of the 
past two decades has brought us where we can judge 
with a considerable degree of accuracy, from the ehomi- 
cal com»osition of a food material, what is its value, as 
compere | with other foods, for nourishment. The bull 
of the best late investigation of this subject Las been 
made in Germany, where chemists and physiologists 
have already got so faras to feel themselves warranted 
in computing the nutritive yalues of foods and arrane~ 
ing thet in tables which are coming into popular use, — 

The valuations are based upon the amountsof albumin- 
oids, carbohydrates and fats, 

ABLE IT, 

Ingredients, 

COMPOSITION AND VALUATION 

of 

ANIMAL WOODS. 

(Plesh free frum hone.) 

71/20, 61 Meet sTeat i sey, ls ssh ee cat [TM 
72,202 Beef, medimin 

Boot, fat 
Veal, fat 
Mutton, medium. ..,. 26. sy y-eeee eee 
Tote arith Bp eicton qe eine) 
Simoked beef........... Podge te Arre 
Smoled ham........... .-- 

s GAME, FOWL, WC, 
Venison...., 1.92 

934/12 
8.11)? 82 

8.60), 
DB) O,79)4, 

d 25. 71213.5¢ 
0,86/83,11 

2/3215] 8.41 
27, 62/20. 54 

5/27, 16/30. 45 
12,55] 12.11 

2.85/15, 24] 0.62 
18,20) 6.38 
15,67) 0 84 
18.86) 9.80 
19,19}12.51 
17h] 2 

“03) 18,28 
519,83 

19,72 
18.03 

1770 
19,02 

1.59/21. 05 
33.40 
20.82 
78.91 
R112 
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[CURED FISH. 

Grit, Mackerel. jcc ceruasacece 48. 
Dried Cod ......, u 
Smoked MWerring 
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10 Fee. 
8.51 
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From one by Dr, Kénig, who has giyen more attention 
to this espevial subject than anybody else, I cite a num- 
ber of analyses and valuations of meat, milk, etc,, and 
add corresponding computations for some of the samples 
of fish reported above, (See Table I.) The analyses of 
——— 
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cured fish, however, are from Dr, Kénig, our work hay- 
ing extended, as yet, only to fresh fish. 

This table will help us to a very fair idea of the com- 
parative composition of some of our more common ani- 
mal foods. The percentages refer to the fresh sub- 
stance, except as when especially stated as ‘‘ dried,” 
‘gmoked,”’ etc. In the meats and fish the bones are ex- 
cluded, the calculations referring only to the edible por- 
tions. The ‘‘extractiye matters” are esxentially the carbo- 
hydrates, which in the fish are of little moment, and 
omitted in both tables, These must not be confounded 
with the ‘‘extract” referred to above, which includes 
nitrogenous and mineral substances also, 

Looking down the first column we see that while me- 
dium beef contains 72 percent. of water, milk contains 
874 per cent, Roughly speaking, beefsteak is about three- 
fourths, and milk seyen-eighths, water. A pound of 
beefsteak would thus contain four ounces of solids, and, 
if we asume a pint of milk to weizh a pound, a quart 
would containfour ounces of solids also; that is, a pound 
of steak and a quart of milk contain about the same 
weight of actual nutrients. But we know that for or- 
dinary use the pound of beefsteak is worth more for food 
than the quart of milk, Thereason is simple. The solids 
of the lean steak are nearly all albuminoid, while those 
of the milk consist largely of fats and milk sugar, a carbo- 
hydrate. 

The figures in the table are, I think, worth looking 
through with some care, Remembering that those for 
meat and fish apply to only the edible portion, let me call 
your attention, first, to the varying proportions of albu- 
minoids and fats in the second and third columns. On the 
whole you will notice that the fish average about the 
same percentages of albuminoids as the meats, but have 
rather less fais. 

RELATIVE NUTRITIVE VALUES OF THE ANIMAL FOODS. 

The figures in the last column are intended to show 
how the foods compare in nutritive yalue, ‘‘medium 
beef” being taken as the standard, They ara computed 
by ascribing certain values to the albuminoids and fats 
and taking the sum in each case for the value of that par- 
ticalar food, The ratio here adopted, which assumes ons 
pound of albuminoids to be equal to three pounds of fats, 
is that assumed by prominent German chemists. Taking 
medium beef at 100, the same weight of milk comes to 
23.8; butter, 124; mutton, medium, 86.6; fat pork, 116; 
smoked beef, 146,and so on, The different samples of 
fish run from flounders, 65 ; cod, 68; shad, 99 ; whitefish, 
nee to salmon, 104, while dried cod leads the list at 

These figures differ widely from the market values, 
But we pay for our foods according, not to their value 
for nourishing our bodies, but to their agreeableness to 
our palates. 

CHEAP VERSUS DEAR FOOD, 

Taking the samples of fish at their retail prices in the 
Middletown markets, the total edible solids in striped 
bass came to about $2.30 per pound, while in the Connec- 
ticut River saltnion, whose price—thanks to our Fish Coni- 
mission—was very low, we bought nutritive material at 
forty-four cents per pound. The cost of the nutritive 
material in one sample of halibut was fifty-seven cents, 
and in the other $1.45 per pound, though both were 
bought in the same place at the same price, fifteen cents 
per pound, gross weight. 

lt makes very little difference to the man with five 
thousand dollars a year whether he puys twenty-five 
cents or five dollars a pound for the albuminoids of his 
food, but it does make a difference to the housewile, 
whose family must live on five hundred dollars a year, 
And a little detinite knowledge of this sort will be of ma- 
terial help to her in furnishing her table economically. 

The cookbooks and newspapers have occasionally some- 
thing to say upon these points, but their statements are 
apt to be as vague and wild asin the lack of authorita- 
tive information they might be expected to be. 

Of course the nutritive valuations above given are only 
approximate, since they are made with very imperfect 
knowledge of either the digestibility of the foods or the 
influence of palatibility and other factors upon their nu- 
tritive value, and also because they are based upon very 
few analyses, Butitis certain that we need to know 
more about these things, and that such investigations, as 
Thaye been telling you about, may help us toward that 
knowledge, 

Before closing I ought perhaps to refer briefly to the 
very widespread but unfounded notion, that fish is par- 
ticularly yaluable for train food, because of its large 
contents of phosphorus. Suffice it to say, that there is no 
evidence as yet (though we hope to lave more data be- 
fore long) to prove that the flesh of fish is especially 
richer in phosphorus than other meats, and that, even if 
it were so, there is no proof that it would be on that ac- 
count more valuable for brain food. The questiois of the 
nourishment of the brain and the sources of intellectual 
energy. are too abstruse for speedy solution in the pres- 
ent condition of our knowledge, 

In conclusion I have to say, that I should be yery sorry 
to be understood as implying that the facts I haye given 
ou exhaust, or even begin to cover the subject we have 
een considering, They are only the very feeble and im- 

perfect beginnings of a kind of investigation, which, if 
sufficiently encouraged and rightly carried on, may here- 
after bring kuowledge of the greatest value, And, let 
me add, that while scientific research does so much to 
vromote Our material welfare, its highest value is in what 

it does for the culture of our minds. 
a ee 

NEW FACTS REGARDING CALIFORNIA SALMON, 

x Through the courtesy of ‘Prof. Spencer F, Baird, we 
have received the following interesting correspondence, 

which details certain facts regarding the habits of the 
California salmon, not generally known :— 

Lower Sopa Sprines, Shasta Co,, Cal,, Merch 21. 
Prof. Spencer F. Baird, United States Cammissioner 

Fish and Fisheries. 
DEAR SIR: Since my last leiter to you, Mr, Geo. Camp- 

bell has made, by accident, what we consider a wonder- 
ful discovery in the way of young salmon. 

Mr. Campbell has a fish-pond stocked with trout, and 
he was engaged hauling gravel from the Sacramento 
River to put into his runway for his trout to deposit their 
ppawn in, In shoveling up the gravel in the shallow 

water, he discovered a great; quantity_of young salmon ; 
many of them were deposited two feet deep in the gravel. 
After making the discovery, Mr, Campbell devised a plan 
to procure a large quantity of the young salmon by using 
fine wire tacked to strips of wood. Oneman would place 
the wire sieye below the spawning beds, and one man, 
with 4 shovel, would scoop up the gravel, when the young 
salmon would wash down against the screen, and in that 
way he caught about thirteen thousand, which he has 
put into his ponds, The young salmon are more than 
one inch long. Occasionally he would find a half dozen 
or more that were dead, owing, I suppose, to the com- 
pactness of the grayel, so they could not extricate them- 
selyes. The salmon spawn in the Sacramento River in 
September, Hence, tliey have lainthere ever since, Mr, 
Campbell informs me that he has seen young salmon in 
his ditch, which is led from the river, for the last six 
weeks, The Sacramento River is very low, and has been 
during the winter, which, I suppose, accounts for the 
young salmon still remaining in the spawning-beds. 

Mr. Campbell proposes to try an experiment with the 
young salmon by confining theniin his ponds. He tells 
pa riet they are very lively, and take their feed with a 
relish, 

I think, from my own observations for more than 
twenty years, that the most ef the young salmon go to 
the ocean during the spring freshets. However, there 
are a preat many that remain during the summer, but 
leave in the fall, I haye caught a great many during the 
months of July and August, angling for trout. I am, 
very truly, WASHINGTON BAILry, 

CHARLESTOWN, N. H., April 5th, 
Prof. Spencer . Baird, United States Commissioner 

Fish and Fisheries. 
Dear Sir: Yours of March 30th, inclosing Mr, Bailey’s 

letter about young salmon being found in grayel, is re- 
ceived. 

T have long been aware of this habit, which young sal- 
monidas have of living inthe gravel bedsof streams. In 
fact, they are born there, and, I suppose, remuin there 
for safety. They haye surprising muscular power for 
their size, as you well know, and can work their way 
through any compact gravel with great facility. It is 
my opinion that when they are persecuted by larger fish 
in the river aboye them, they liye and travel long dis- 
tances, like the Christians in the catacombs, through the 
honeycombed ground below their enemies, which they 
find fax more easily traversed than is generally supposed. 
In some instances, of course, they get imprisoned and 
crushed to death, but lam certain thatit isa very tight 
place that they can’t get out of. In some other instances, 
as they are always heading up streams in the grayel, they 
get into tight places, having no outlet at the upper end, 
where they starve because they have no room to turn 
around and get back again. They are very fearless, how- 
ever, about venturing into a bank of gravel, and I have 
often known young trout to work their way through an 
embankment that you would suppose no living creature 
could get through. 

Mr. Bailey is undoubtedly mistaken in thinking that 
the salmon fry go to the ocean with the spring freshets. 
True to the habits of the salmon, they go up stream with 
arush of water, and not down stream, very likely avail- 
ing themselves of the opportunity which the freshef 

| gives them of passing unnoticed by their enemies from 
their gravelly fastnesses to their summerretreats. Atall 
events, it is certain that they could not do this in low 
water with the least chance of safety, for the trout are 
all the time watching over the gravel beds like cats at a 
mouse hole, Very truly yours, 

LIVINGSTONE STONE. 

Sea and River Sishing. 
FISH IN SEASON IN APRIL. 

Speckled Trout, Salvelinus fontindlis; Land-locked Salmon, 
Saino gloveri ; Smelts. 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

Tn sending reports for the FOREST AND Stream Directory of 

Game and Tish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following particulars, with such other information as they 

may deem of value: State, Town, County ; means of access; Hotel 

and other accommodations; Game andits Season; Wish and its 

season; Boats, Guides, ete.; Name of person to address. 
—_—>_——_ 

=—Mr. Geo. B, Call is credited with the capture of a 
four and a half pound trout in the Nissequague River, 

Long Island, last Thursday, The fish measured twenty- 

one inches. 
_»>—— 

BLAcK Bass FIsHING 1N WEST ViRGINIA,—The Green- 
brier River, West Virginia, has been stocked with black 

bass, and will afford magnificent sport in the coming 
season. They can be taken at Greenbrier, Ronceyerte 

and Talcott, reached via the Chesapeake and Ohio Rail- 

road ; also at New River Falls, 
Sn ane 

CosnecTicuT,—Two moister trout, weighing respect- 
ively three pounds end tywo pounds and filteen and a half 
ousees, were caught ina Putnam pond, near the Rhode 
Island line, April oth, 

Connecricur—Bridgeport, Conn, April 9%th.—Mr, 
D. Sterling and myself this day brought to creel twenty 
trout; total weight, four and a half pounds; time of fish- 
ing, from§$am,to5pm. The last account I sent you 
was of twelve trout from half a pound down; total 
weight, three pounds; time, from 11 a.m. to 4 P.M. While 
dressing trout yesterday we discovered several bun- 
dreds of fine worms about an inch loug and size of pins, 
color white, in abunch, near the heart. We have caught 
many fish, but never'saw anything likeitbefore, J,U,5, 

§ ConnzctTicut:—Fulnam.—On the 4th inst., Mr, A. P, 
Sheldon caught three trout which weighed nine pounds, 
one ounce ; they were as large as shad; he caught them 
in the saw-mill pond in East Thompson, near Keach’s 
store. They were sent to New York by Mr. Goodlime and 
were seen in Fulton Market, There are once in a while 

some very large trout caught in this pond. They were 
caught in fifteen feet of water, fishing with wornis from 
the dam. Large trout are often seen there, but few _ 
taken. A yery large one, said to be four feet long, was 
seen, but would not bite; also a very larga one was 
hooked, but got away. G. F. W. 

9 aap dak 
New JersEy—Newark, April 12th.—The Essex Fishing 

Club haye elected the following officers : President, Abra- 
ham Johnson; Vice-President, Wm. H, Lyle; Secretary, 
John H. Huegel; Treasurer, David Thompson; Captain, 
Wm. H, Cleveland. Meetings of the club will be held 
semi-monthly at their rooms, 326 Bank street. 

te ‘ 

A Buisp Tomcop.—John McKay, of Carmansville, N. 
Y., while fishing for bass off the old Bennett dock, at 
Fort Washington, last week, caught a little tomcod, On 
examination the fish was discovered to haye no eyes. 
Yesterday it was dissected by a number of scientific ex- 
perts, who failed to find any trace whateyer of optical 
organs. 

—_>——_ 

A Patriotic SporTsMAn.—Hagle’s Nest, March 30th.— 
Editor Forest and Stream :—‘*T hope I don’t intrude,’ 
but 1 do want to say a word to native sportsmen about 
natiye industries. There are people who believe no article, 
and scarcely any animal, is first class without it is 1m- 
ported. Iam not one of that class. Ihave an American 
shot gun, two American rifles and three American fly- 
rods, and I defy anyone to produce better of foreign 
make, Ihave a fly-book fairly stockea with American 
flies (made by Abbey & Imbrie; Conroy, Bisset & Mal- 
leson), and have just ordered another fly-rod and a full 
suromer stock of thes from Charles F, Orvis. So you see 
it isdeeds as well as words with me. Why should not 
we, whose woods and waters cannot in all the world be 
excelled for game, fowl and fish, and whose annals glye 
proof of sportsmen second to none in the wide, wide 
world, be able to supply those sportsmen with all the ma~ 
terial for use and wear in the field, forest and stream? 
Why can we nob raise as good stock as we can import? 
Tsay we can, and as 4 full-blooded native, counting over 
two centuries back, I mean to stand by native industry 
as long as I draw sight over a gun-barrel or handlea rod, 
Yours, in the faith of Walton and woodcraft, 

Nep BunNTLINe, 
— 

FISHine uy IRELAND.—The Killarney correspondence 
of the London #ield has the following account of an 
lish method of fishing, which our correspondent forgot 
to mention in his entertaining sketch last week: ‘* This 
gentleman hasanoyel way of landing his fish, which 
your readers may not find uninteresting. A galt he dis- 
penses with altogether, the substitute being a well- 
twained spaniel, which at a signal from his master 
plunges into the water, and never fails to land his salmon 
in tatich less time and agreat deal more security than 
his master could with his gaff, having sometimes to dive 
to the yery bottom of the pool before being able to se- 
cure his prey,” & 

Che Zennel. 
(=~ All communications asking advice in regard to the 

treatment of sick dogs, should reach us before Tuesday 
of each week to insure a reply in the issue of the follow- 

Thursday. 
<< ee 

SOMETHING ABOUT BREAKERS AND DOG 
BREAKING, 

THIRD. PAPER, 

N this country, where our shooting grounds ‘are for 
the most part in wild sections, and are either inter- 

sected by unbridged streams, or the land is portioned olf 
by sluggish ditches, which, to our cost, we find have no 

bottom, it is absolutely necessary that both pointer 

and getter should be broken to retrieve. Unless you 
have taught your dog to fetch and carry at home, and 

he has been thoroughly broken to retrieve on both land 

and water, yon will leave many birds belind you en- 
tangled in thé grass and thickets, and many more just 
across some unjumpable strips of water. If there is one 

thing more annoying than another while out shooting, 

particularly if birds happen to be scarce, it is to make a 

rattling good shot and then be unable to hag the bird. 

How frequently do we see our fellow-sportsmen in this 

sad plight, The bird has fallen in open sight, on the far 
side of a wide ditch, and during the first tye minutes is 
contemplated with longing eyes, The next five minutes 

will be spent in walking up and down the bank, in un- 

successful attempts to wade across, and scrambling hack — 

onthe bank again, Five mutes are then eniployed in 

pointing the bird out to the dog; twice that tme in” 

coaxing liim to yenturein astep, and intelligently request- 

ing the dog to “Go fetch him, old fellow,” It then in- 

yariably occupies many miuutes more in looking for a 
lor or fence rail, The time consumed for the remaining 

scenes in the pantomime depends somewhat upon the 

temperament of the sportsman, Turn where he will, he 

surely comes back agam and again and looks at the bird, 

In turn, the luckless brute is threatened and cajolea, 

and the curtain often falls ou seeing him take 4 tying 

visit into the middle of the pool. , i 

Té one would enjoy the perfection of a day's shooting, 

he must allow no disturbing element to enter into his 

sport. Dogs that are but carelessly and imperfectly” 
broken, or Half broken, are unworthy field companions, 
as they cannot give the proper satistaction. A dog that 
does not retrieve, no malter how perfectly he sa be. 
broken in every other respect, is, in our mind, but a half- 
trained animal. We are well aware that it is a moote 
point whether all young dogs should be allowed to re- 
trieve on their tirst acquaintance with game in the field 
but we have neyer heard one sound reacon advanced wh 
they should not be taught to fetch and deliver mto you 
hand anything soft you may occasionally throw for the 
Therefore, the next lesson to your dog should be to pi 
fect him in seeking a ball or glove that you may 
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- or drop for him, and having him fetch it to you, and then 
sit up and holt it until, bidden by the command ‘loose,’ 
to drop the article int your hand. Almost all puppies 
will run ashort distance after a ball when rolled alone 
the ground, and discover that to bring it back means to 
have it thrown again, Commence teaching your puppy 
to fetch” by shaking the ball or glove at him, and en- 
couragiig him to sieze and drag it from you, Then 
throw it a yard or two off, gradually increasing the dis- 
tance, and the moment he delivers it to you give him 
somuthing palatable. Should he have no inclination to 
romp or play with the glove, and if you should not be 
ableto persuade him to pick it up between his teeth, 
cause him to grasp it by tightly pressing his jaws to- 
gether, speaking all the while impressively to him ; scold 
him if heis obstinate and refuses to take hold of the 
glove. After a little time retire a few paces, keeping one 
hand uncer his mouth to prevent his dropping the glove, 
while you lead or drag him with the other. When you 
halt be sure not to take the glove immediately from him ; 
oblige him to continue holding it for at least a minute, 
lest he should learn to relinquish his grip too soon, he- 
fore you make him yield to the command ‘‘looss,” then 
bestow a reward. Should he drop it before he is ordered 
to deliver it, replace it in his mouth and again retreat 
several steps before ordering him to “‘loose.” He will 
soon learn to follow with it at your heels. 

This is all so readily learned thatit is not necessary to 
dwelllongeronit, Make it your endeavor in these les- 
sons to haye your puppy look upon the whole proceeding 
as a game introduced solely for his pleasure, and after he 
has acquitted himself rightly reward him with caresses 
and pisces of soft food, Let it be your aim to leave off 
atamoment when he has performed entirely to your 
satisfaction, that you may part friends, and that the last 
impression made by the lesson may ba a pleasing as well 
asa correct one, Carefully avoid persevering too long a 
time, lest he become sick and tired of the lesson. Be- 
ware of using harsh treatmentor compelling your dog at 
first to hold the ball in his mouth much longer than a 
minute; later on you ean gradually increase the time as 
you may deem expedient, Do not allow your dog to 
acquire bad habits, such as running off with the ball, 
mouthing it or dropping it near you. Should he do this, 
wall quietly away, until he learns to come instantly to 
you and drop the ball into your hand, for, let a dog re- 
trieve ever so carelessly, still while on the move he will 
rarely drop a bird. 
unwilling to relinquish the ball to you at first; it is there- 
fore well fo teach him to sit up in front of you the in- 
stant he returns, By this you will haye proper control 
over his movements, which will prevent him from turn- 
ingor dodging away from your hand when extended 
for the ball, Teaching a dog to sit up is readily done by 
taking the flesvs or chapsin each hand and pressing the 
dog back upon his haunches, af the same time commanding 
him to “sit up.” Do not let him leave the position until 
the word ‘‘on" is giyen, which will be after the ball has 
been delivered into your hand. Do not attempt to pull the 
ball from his mouth, as he will naturally resist and try 
fo squeez2 and bife it, but teach him at the word of com- 
mani, ‘loose,” to open his mouth wide enough to let the 
article drop fromit. Thisis done by grasping the nasal 
bone with one hand, and with the fingers and thumb 
pressing the flews sharply azainst the teeth, as this will 
force him to drop his under jaw; then withdraw the 
pressure, saying “‘loose,”’ and the ball will drop into your 
other hand, Always repest the word “loose” while the 
dog feels the rubbing of his chaps on-his teeth, and it 
will not be long before he will learn to drop whatever he 
a hold, AW hard-mouthed dogs should be handled in 

is way, 
Many dogs, particularly the large, powerful ones, are 

naturally hard monthed ; it is therefore necessary that 
alldogs should be taught to fetch something soft, It 
stands to reason that sticks and stones must tend to pro- 
duce a “hard mouth,” and the fetching of these, later in 
life, may cause him much misery. Some breakers make 
4 young dog fetch a round pin cushion, ora cork ball, in 
which sharp pointed wires are securely and judiciously 
buried ; nor is it a bad plan, and there need be no cruelty 
if weil managed. We have found a bunch of small keys 
an éxcellent article to induce a tender mouth. Jn time 
the dog should .be accustomed to bring moderately large 
and heavy, flexible things; this will prepara him for re- 
trieving the large varieties of game when occasion re- 
quires. With perseverance you can soon teach your dog 
to be an excellent retriever, and to carry with a light 
mouth articles of different sizes, Col, Hutchinson says 
that he knew in Prance a fencing master who had in- 
stricted his spaniel to take up the smallest needle. This 
performance we do not recommend, of course, bit sim- 
ply mention it to show to what perfection ao intelligent 
animal can be brought. It has been our experience to 
se8, 1n many years of shooting, but comparatively few 
well-trained dogs. There is too great an inclination on 
the part of owners to “away to the merrie green woods” 
before their dog has been even taught the simple rudi- 
ments of discipline at home. Itisia these outings that 
the dog contracts the worst faults. ‘The disposition to 
let the animal commit the most flagrant errors, provided 
the one dead or wins-broken bird is secured, is witnessed 
every day io the field, Hor the sake of one wretched 
bird many a fine and stout-hearted dog has been almost 
ruined, and many a dozen head of game lost in the fu- 
ture, Both pointers and getters, especially those bred by 
Practical field dogs, are susceptible of being trained to 
exhibit what nature has already provided them with—a 
wonderful intelligence. In our opinion, thera is not one 
sporting dog ina hundred that is educated up to his 
proper standing, Although if is an admitted fact thay 

. B0me dogs, liks humaa beings, are naturally far more 
gifted than their fellows, yet im our mind the most ordi- 
nary brute can he tanght what seems to be generally con- 
sidered the sufficienf requisites of a ‘‘first-class dog,” 
that is, to ‘point’ and 'fetch.” 
The educational standard of the sporting dog in Am- 

-evica has been placed entirely too low ; for he is capable 
of being by constant and intimate companionship brought 
‘to perform many acts in the field fhat are now narrated 

Doses it not stand to reason tha! if a hybrid trick dog can 
‘be taught fo exhibit in-rotation, with absolute certainty 
and wnder the most distracting circumstances, a large 
umber of tricks, many of which are contrary to all the 

rules of nature, that a well-bred sporting dog can be 
en todo more than use his nose, approach his game 

| as isolated exploils, as belonging only to the phenomenon. 

Most probably your puppy will be |- 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

without flushing it, and retrieve it in good style? Take, 
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VY. H. G. to be entitled to compete. Messrs, Thompson & 
for instance, the trick of walking and jumping on the | Sons givea fine leather gun-case and an ammunition- 
fore fest. It is, perhaps, the most difficult and weari- 
some actin the programme. As the back-spring is to 
the tumbler, so is this to the trick dog, for but one dog 
out of twenty has the natural balance; and yet there is 
nota troupe of performing dogs that has not three or 
four animals that can step off this trick to perfection. 
We would have the breaker aspire to something higher 
than to produce a mechanically broken dog. Let his aim 
be toward intellectual perfection, which he can only ac- 
complish by the establishing of unbounded confidence 
betiveen himself and his four-legged friend, Make it a 
study to impress upon your dog that there is a reason for 
everything he is commanded to do. Thus, in your les- 
sons in retrieving, let him become conversant with every 
article of your apparel, and with whatever you usually 
carry about you, so that, should you accidentally drop 
anything, the observant animal will be almost certain to 
recoyer it, Allow him to seé you deposit your glove in 
some place, and send him back for it with the orders, 
“dead” and “fetch ;” also hide the glove where he has 
been accustomed to find if, and in a yariely of ways ex- 
ercisé his intelligence and test his power of scent. Vary 
your lessons in as many different ways as possible, hay- 
ing him to stop before retrieving the glove, as we de- 
scribed he should at the command ‘‘toho,” then to ‘‘fetch” 
it, ‘‘charge” with ifin his mouth without dropping it, 
and practice him in these orders as you will have to do 
when you introduce hint to the field, 
When you are assured that he is perfect in these les- 

sons, and has rehearsed them at various places in your 
exercise walks, and inthe presence of some steady old 
dog, you may then draw on your wading boots and be- 
gin working your dog in a spot which isa ‘‘sure find” 
for snipe. Common sense and practice will then decide 
the fate of your dog ; whether bad or good, depends upon 
yourself, If you handle him carefully, as we haye de- 
scribed, he cannot go far wrong. And if you would 
have a dog to depend upon, and one that will make your 
holidays both delightful to pass and look back upon, re- 
member that to erris but deggy, and that your puppy 
cannot have too much good, solid work, for it is practice 
that makes perfect. 
<a + 

THE NEW YORE DOG SHOW. 

week's issue, has been yerified, and the coming 
show, on the 27th, 28th and 29th, will be, beyond all ques- 
tion, the largest dog show every held in either Hurope or 
America, AsSannounced, the entries closed on Monday last, 
but the mail still continues to bring in a large number of 
applications. Therefore, if is impossible as yet to form an 
exact estimate of the number of entries; but we are in- 
formed by Superintendent Lincoln that they will reach 
close upon 1,200. Taking these figures, and comparing 
them with those of previous New York Bench Shows, we 
find it an increase of about 250 on last year, the exact 
number of dogs exhibited in 1879 being 958 ; an adyance 
of over 375 in 1878, when 824 were entered, and 325 over 
the first show in 1877, when the catalogue contained 874 
names. Never in the past has there been anywhere such 
a larga number of sporting dogs exhibited as are now 
booked for the coming show, the pointer and setiter classes 
alone amiunting to over 600, It is therefore unneces- 
sary to go further to demonstrate the wonderful interest 
which is taken in sporting dogs in America than to again 
conypare this year’s entries with the last, this time, how- 
tyer, selecting the Birmingham Show—the crack exhibi- 
tien of England—of last year, when only 160 pointers 
and setters wereshown out of the usual limited entrance of 
1,000 dogs. We are not sure that the above does not point 
out the necessity of yet framing more stringent laws for 
the protection of game and for the absolute punishment 
of all offenders of the same. 

Since last issue many of the principal kennels tn the 
country have sent in their entries, noticeably that of Mr. 
A. Hl. Moore, of Philadelphia, whose twenty entries are 
said to contain a number of recentimportations, Among 
his other well-known dogs, Mr. Moore will exhibib the 
old favorite Leicester, formerly owned by Mr. H, L. 
Smith, of Strathroy, Ont.; the Irish setters Berkley and 
Dack, and the little pointer bitch Rose, once the property 
of Mr. Edmund Orgill. Mr. W. B. Wells, Jr. (Big Point 
Kennel Club, Chatham, Ont.), sends his champion Irish 
water spaniel Mike, which, to our knowledge, is in ex- 
cellent condition; and his English setter bitch Dido, 
Druid-Star. Dr. 8. Fleet Spier, of Brooklyn, has entered 
his English setter dog St. Elmo, the well-known winner 
of last year, both on bench and in the field, and a host of 
other dogs from his fine stuck. Col. Bradley, also of 
Brooklyn, will show two magnificent greyhounds, bred 
by DeWolf, of Manitoba, from stock obtained from the 
Indians, and originally imported by Gen. Custer. These 
dogs ave lineal descendants of the famous Hnelish chani- 
pion Master Magrath, Among the recent additions are 
Mr. J. Forman ‘Taylor's dog ‘Turk, and the Toledo Ken- 
nel Club's dog Grouse and bitch Bee; these two have 
never been exhibited here. Mr. Howe, of Brooklyn, has 
entered his pointer Rex, winner of first last year. Mr. 
J. H, Whitman, of Chicago, has secured a stall for his 
English setter bitch Floss. Mr. M.A. Stearns, of Roches- 
ter, sends his English setter bitch Pearl, and Mr, Mercil- 
lot his English setter bitch Grace. 

The steamship Arizona, which arrived here on Tues- 
day morning, had on board Mr. James Watson, the rep- 
resentative of the London Field. He had under his 
charge about six dogsin all, iucluding two terrier bitches, 
one a black and tan and the other an Irish (which, by the 
way, whelped four fine puppies just as the steamer 
passed Staten Island), a splendid Gordon setter bitch, the 
property of Mr. Win. Graham, of Belfast, Ireland, and a 
remarkubly fine bred Scotch colley dog, which was con- 
sizned to the owner, Mr. James Lindsay, of Jersey City, 

The judges, Mr, Hugh Dalziel—who will represent the 
Live Stock Journal and not the Meld, as previously sta- 
ted—and Dr. Stables, sailed yesterday from Liverpool, 
hoth having a number of dogs in their care, Six William 
Vernon will sail to-morrow on the Britannic, from same 
port, and among the splendid bull-terriers he will bring 
ith him is the famous bull-terrier dog Parquin. 
Two new special prizes have been offered during the 

week. Mr, Geo, C, Sterling gives an engraved glass lem- 
onade set of thirteen pieces, valued at $25, for the best 
Hnelish setter, native or imported ; animals receiving a 

Se prediction of the managers, as published in last 

case for the best English setter, dog or bitch ; to be com- 
peted for by the winners in the champion and open 
glasses, both native and imported. 

——_p—— 

Dogs ror THE New Yorr SHow.—Exhibitors will do 
well to avail themselves of the following hints for mark- 
ing the boxes or crates in which their dogs are shipped 

to New York. ‘The address should be as follows :— 

Sent by (nama) Express Co, 
Date, 
To The Managers of 

The New York Dog Show, 
Madison Square Garden, 

New York, 
Feed and water. 
Deliver immediately on arriyal, 

Also put on a return label as follows :— 
Return by a Express Go., 
To Name oi Exhibitor, Address, 
Deliver immediately, 
To which also sign :— 
(Exhibited at New York Dog Show, 

free), 

Feed and water, 

To be returned 

ey 

Orto’s Pargentacr.—Memphis, Tenn., April 4th.— 
filitor Forest and Stream :—A recent issue of your 
paper contains an article headed : ‘‘ A Gladstone Puppy,” 
and is highly laudatory of said Otto, no doubt deserv- 
ed_y. But only one parent is mentioned—Gladstone—and 
this note is to say that Otto had a mother, even the 
mother of Joe, Jr., and of the field-winner, Campbell's 
Fannie; and grandam of Tom IIl., winner of the 1878 
Nashville Nursery Stake. Buck is also half-sister of field 
champion Tom, and his full-brother, Night, who won & 
field championship also at Memphis, Tenn., his brother 
and sister, Tom and May, winning the brace stake the 
next year, all natiye setters of same strain. Henoa I 
claim Otto got a fair, full share of merit from his un- 
mentioned dam, Buck, Jr., who beat Gladstone, in 1878, 
for a purse of $200, at Nashville, as her son Joe did (for 
the third time) in December, 1879, at Florence, Ala., then 
for a purse of $1,000. As it takesa grand dog to beat 
Gladstone, do not forget Otto had a ma, GuIbo. 

— ns 

BREAKING Dogs with CoLp Leap.—Evington, April 
5th.—Editoy Forest and Stream:—Apropos of several 
letters that have recently appeared in your valuable col- 
unins on breaking dogs with cold lead, I should like to 
make a fewremarks, To teach a dog heis not to do any- 
thing, the punishment ought to be administered while he 
is in the aet ; or still better, just as he is about to commit 
the offense. Shooting a dog, therefore, while in the act 
of chasing must be correct in principle, but if is danger- 
ous and sometimes cruel, and therefore objectionable. 
To cure a confirmed old chaser [ would recommend the 
following plan: Put a common twenty-five yard cord 
round his neck and teach him to ‘‘down charge ;" in do- 
ing so let every cut with the whip be accompanied with. 
the word, ‘‘do\wn ;” drill him at this for a few minutes at 
a time, as often as convenient for a few days, till he im- 
mediately drops at the command (also, of course, hold up 
your hand). After this take him among game, with a 
steady dog. Do not let him out of your reach, but try 
anc get him to forget that he has on the check-cord. As 
soon as your steady dog has found game take hold of the 
cord and wateli till your wild friend finds out the fact, 
upon which iinmediately call out, ‘‘Down!” Ten co one 
the excitement of the moment will be too much for him, 
and forgetting all your instructions he will rush forward. 
Now (never mind your hands), give him sucha jerk as 
will send him head over heels; go up to him and give 
hima few sharp cuits, not forgetting to use the word, 
“down” as before. This plan will soon cure him. While 
on the subject, lef me remark that it is useless to punish 
a dog for chasing after he has committed the offense, ex- 
cept in the case of a trained dog that knows he should 
not do it. IBEX, 

ooo 

Pennsytvanta Fox Hunring.—The East Marlborough 
Fox-Hunting Clnb, with headquarters at Dugdale, Pa., 
have just completed their organization, and elected the 
following officers: President, E. G. Cloud; Secretary 
and Treasurer, Louis Eldridge; Master of Hounds, J, 
H. Baily ; with a charter membership of sixteen, each 
of whom contribute to the fund to pay keeper of the 
company’s kennel and furnishing of meat for hounds. 
rt a 

KENNEL NOTES. 

IMPORTED DANDIg Dinwon'rs.—In our issue of March 25th we 
published 4 notice sent us by a correspondent that Mr. Rotert 

Hume, of astyille, Northampton County, Va,, had just returned 

from Hogland, bringing with hin a patr of Skye-teriiers. Mr, H 

writes us that the terriers, dog and bitch are Dandie Diimonts, 
nol Skyes; and that he will exhibit them at the coming New York 

show. ‘The doy won in the puppy class in Edinburgh, 1878, and 

the bitch is said to be equally as fine. 

Tur TRusroEn Doe.—Mr, Vero Shaw's serial, “The llustrated 

Book of the Dog,'’ contains the following information: The 

truffle dozis nothing more or less than a bad small-sized poodle, 

and is never, or very rarely, met with under the designation 
truffle dog. Its cultivation is due to the existence of truffles, 
which it is employed to diseover when they are lying in the 

ground by the help of its acute nose. Any oredit, therefore, at- 

tained by the truffle dog is certainly due to his better-bred rela- 

tive the poodle, as the main distinction between the tivo lies in 
the former being the leggier dog of the two, and therefore 

further remarks on the points of the trufle dom would bé super— 

fluous. 

Names Coanmmo,—Nellie Hattriok—Mx. Thow. Blyth, of Me- 
Intyre, Pa,, claims the name of Nellie Hattrick for his red Irish 
settor bitch, by Dirk Hattrick out of Tyke, bought of Mr. H. J. 

Robbins, of Wethersfield, Conn. 
Red Dash—Mr. Ches. Georres, of Hoboken, N. J., cleims the 

name of Red Dash for his puppy, by Lincoln & Hellyar'sf Ar- 

lingtow out of Wurtzel's Doe. 
Vielor Augo—Mr. J, M. Haynes, of Wilmington, Ohio, elaims 

the nameé of Victor Hugo for his olack, white and tan puppy 

whelped December tk, 1879, by Pown (Rock-Fussy) out of Magia 
Rob Roy-Di). 
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SALEs.—Delta and Lottie—Mr. Henry W. Livingston, of this 

city, has purchased from Mr. Geo. C. Sterling the black and white 

ticked English setter bitch Delta, Belton-Floss, aud the lemon 

Belton bitch puppy Lottie, Lofty-Maud Muller, 

Brep.—Clytie-Faust—St. Louis Kennel Chib's Clytie to Faust. 

Taey/-Victor.—_Mr. N. Elmore’s (Granby, Conn.) English hare 
beagle bitch Lucy to Victor, April 6th. 

Gipsy-Jersey Dulte, Squire Smith's Gipsy to Mr, Yon Lengerke's 

English setter Jersey Duke, April 10th. 

Bernie-Marco.— Mr. W. B. Shattue's St. Bernard biteh Bernie to 
Mr. A, E. Godeffroy’s Marco, 

Wuewps.—Bridget—The Tig Point Kennel Club’s (Chatham, 
Ont.) Irish water spaniel Bridget has whelped eight puppies, two 

since dead, by Champion Mike. This famous dog will be exhibited 

at this year’s New York Show. 

Silk.—Mr. A. E. Godeffroy’s blue Belton setter bitch Silk has 
whelped four puppies by owner’s Decimal Dash. 
Flivt.—Mr, 1. Francis’ (Newark, N, J.) Gordon setter bitch Flirt 

has whelped cight puppies, four dogs and four bitches, by Dr. 

Aten's Glen, <A particularly fine and healthy litter. They will 

be exhibited at the coming show. 

Arsherp. 
——$—— 

PRIVATE PRACTICE CLUB. 

MARCH SCORES, 

\ E THINE that a comparison of the scoring of the members 

of the club for the months of February and of March sill 
conyince any one of the beuefits to be derived from membership. 

No archer, however diligent, will get so much practice when there 
is no incentive to shoot in any and all sorts of weather as he will 

who feels that he is so sitnated that it is scarcely honest to wait 

for fine days toshoot, while his adversaries are facing wind and 

cold, Indeed, if the writer can judge from his own experience, 

theveisa keen delightin tempting the most boisterous weather, 

if only to see how near one can come to conquering it. March 

Was certainly as rough, rainy and windy a month in northern 
Indiana as has ever been known, and despite that fact the writer 

shot more arrows than he eyer before shot in any one month, 

He managed to get some practice upon the 6th, 7th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 

1Sth, 15th, 1fth, 17th, 19th, 20th, 28d, 24th, 29th, 30th and 8ist, in all 
sixteen different days, He finds from the reports sent to him 

that many of the other members have been equally adventur- 

s0me, and yet unfayorable as the opportunities have been, the 

averages of most shooters haye risen wonderfully. Nothing so 

s00n convinces an archer of his true degree of skill as the preser- 

vation of eyery score shot, Nothing offersa stronger argument 

for careful and patient practice than the discovery that he does 

not average nearly so high as he supposed he did. We ull make 

good scores at times, and are prone to overestimate our skill. Tha 

Private Practice Club reports may cut our pride a little, but the 

rezult will be more care, more patience and rapid improvement. 

That archers are adyancing in skill throughout the whole coun- 

tey there can be no doubt, and it is safe to say that there will be 

more than a dozen scores of over 400 points at the Double York 

Round at the Buffalo Grand National Mecting. 

The Private Practice Club will be one of the most powerful in- 

fluences by which such a result will be promoted. Because pa- 

lient practice is the only road to success in archery, it must not, 

however, be taken for granted thatthe greater the practice the 

greater will be the improvement, The eyil results of over-prac- 

tice are well known to many of us, and in order to thoroughly 
test the Hmit of safe practice in bis own individual case the writer 

has mude a great many careful experiments, the result of which 

thoroughly proves that in his case not more than ten Single York 
Rounds per month can be shot with steadiness. Whenever that 

limit has been passed the evil effects of over practice haye made 

themselves visible in feeble and unsteady shooting; nearly 

always under such circumstances a poor score to the number of 

hits being recorded. The effects of too much practice appear in 

the scores of several members for March. In the writer's record 

will be noticed ascore of 41-127 at one hundred yards. Sucha 

keore clearly betrays a feeble and unneryed condition of the 

shooter, which in this case was wholly due to too much practice. 

Of course some difference should be made for the physical and 
nervous power of the archer, and the weight of bow used, but 

ii is safe to say that no archer should shoot over 1,500 arrows in 
onemonth. Itistruethat one may shoot 4,000 or 5,000 arrowsin 
a month and feel no bad effects from the work, but we hazard the 

yemark that no archer can score well who does it. 

The Secretary again begs to eall the attention of members to 

the fact that many scores are still reported to him incorrectly. 

‘Pius one score appears: 17 hits 86 score, and many similar oncs 

appear. Of course an odd number of hits cannot possibly make 

aneven numberin score, and vice versa. In all such instances 

the Secretary has corrected the impossibility by deducting one 

point from the score. He also requests of archers to make as few, 

fractional scores as possible. If a few arrows only cin be shot 

upon one day at a certain range and theshooting is left unfinished 

at that particular range, the shooter when next practicing should 

complete the range and report it as completed. Thus if on one 

day thirty-three arrows be shot at one hundred yards and the 
shooter is compelled to quit for any cause, the hits and scere 
should be preserved. When next shooting he should finish the 

range if possible and report the score on the score-shect thus: 
April 16th and 19th, 29-122. 
Tn this way much labor can be sayed to the Secretary and the 

averages of each shooter easily made, 

The record of the month of March exhibits some yery fine per- 

formances at each of the ranges of the York Round. Mr, Sharpe, 
who has for twenty years reported the archery of Great, Britain, 
Jays it down asa rule that fine scoring begins with a score of 140 
at one hundred yards, with 150 at cighty yards, and 120 at sixty 
yards, org single York Round of 410 points. This rule, beit re- 

membered, is suggested as the measure of excellence for such 

yoterans as Fisher, Everett, Claire, Walrond, Palairet, Itiniing- 

ton, Fryer and others of the trained yeteraus who annually con- 

tend for the Medal of Championship of the United Kingdom. 

While it would be over bold to institute any comparison as yet 

between our own scoring and theirs, yet the March record of the 

Private Practice Club exhibits some very remarkable perform- 

ances. At the one hunared yards range the eywal scores of 38155, 

Wetween Mr. L. L. Peddinghaus and Will H- Thompson, puss the 

line fixed by the English au thority, 16 points, und may be consid- 

ered oreditable work for any archer, Atthe eighty yards range 

the reeord of Mr, Peddinghaus of 56-184, shof Murch 20th; the 

three scores of 36172, 86178, ind 33—177 by Mr. Maurice Thonrp- 

son, shot on the 17th, 20th und 28th days of Mareh; that of Mr. 

fidwin Deyol of 81-155, shot March 15th; that of Mr. O. W. ICyle 

of 58—1W3, and that of 41-217 shot by Mr, Will I, Thompson, 

Ca 

March 29th, may be considered excellent work. At the sixty 

yards range the Jine drawn at 120 has been passed hy Mr. Rdwin 
Deyal onee, with score of 184; by Mr. O. W. Kyle twice, with best 

score of 130; by Mr. E.T. Church, once with 127; by Mr. L. L. Ped- 
dinghaus five times, with best score of 145; by Mr. Will H. Thomp- 

son nine times, with a best score of 158, and by Mr. Maurice 
Thompson twelye times, with a best score of 176. This last record 

is the highest ever attained in America, and but one higher 

score at the same range has ever come fo our notice amony the 

achi¢vements of the yeterans of Great Britain. Mr. Horace A. 

Ford once accomplished the feat of scoring 24 hits—I88 score, 

With 24 arrows, at sixty yards—and, so far as we know, no other 

score has ever so nearly rivaled his wonderful performance, as 

this by Mr. Thompson. Mr. Thompson's averag: of 119 12-23 

comes within less than one-half of a point of the line of “high 

scoring.” 
Several other members who did not pass the 120 limit, scored 

often within two or three points of it. Altogether the month’s 

work was a very fine one, when we consider the fact that worse 

weather could not haye been imagined. 

The record gives ample proof of the rapid advancement of skill 

among all the members, and we predict even better averages for 

April. Witu H. THOMPSON, Sceretary Private Practice Club. 

OLASS Ty 

Tord P. Hall, Highland Park, 111.48 arrows at 80 yards.—19-73, 
21-101, 27-03, 11-51, 13-27, 31-125, 27-87; uveragze, 794-7, 24 arrows at 
60 yards.—16-76, 17-77, 19-75, 21-109, 22-100, 18-76, 21-107, 19-75, 23-95, 
21-95, 19-75, 18-76, 17-47, 17-61, 20-106, 10-66, 17-57, 17-71; average, 
0 2-8, : 
J.D. Patterson, Lawrence, Kansas—24 arrows of 80 yards.—f- 

18, 5-7,.8-86; average, 40h. 24 arrows at GO yards.—tl5-f7, 12-48, 11-53, 
13-67, 16-58, 9-33, 14-46, 12-60, 16-72, 16-72, 10-50, 11-£5,1 8-S4, 20-88, 18-74; 
uverage, 61. 

Maurice Thompson, Crawfordsyille, Ind.:— 
YORK ROUNDS. 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Total. 
March 15. .-.:54: 30-110 36-160 20-102 86-372 
March If......--- 24-102 36-172 2120 SL-804 
Mareh 18......... 20- 90 28-132 24-132 12-134 
March 20...-..... 84-136 36-Li6 24-126 L438 
March 22.... ..,. 30-116 p4-134 22-126 86-376 
March 29.... .... 27- 83 83-177 23-119 83-379 
March ®,........ 89-120 34-134 22-156 05-410 
Additional scores, 72 arrows at 100 yards,—3l-121, 
Additional scores, 48 arrows at 80 yards.—30-122, 31-111, 31-128, 34- 

154. 24 arrows,—8-s6. 
Additional scores, 24 arrows at 60 vards.—23-121, 21-115, 24-124, 19- 

80, 19-65, 22-124, 24-176, 21-97. 22-116, 21-109, 28-119, 28-125, 24-128, 24- 
134, 24-116, 22-112. 
i BAverage York Round, 3902-7. Average at 100 yards, 1102; ay- 
erare at 80 yards, 142; average at 60 yards, 119 12-25, 

T. R, Willard, Galesburg, I1L:— 
YORK ROUNDS, 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals: 
March 10, 13 2—- 63 19-87 RiLBS {| 
March 13, 15. -- 2. 16 22-80 1-73 
March 15, 22.. 32-118 ROL li-it 9-249 
March 20, 22.. 0-112 i 7 17-85 TAO 
March 24, 29 =~ 72 1-5 3 52-108 12 5a Vii 

72 arrows at 100 yards.—23-87, 26-94, 29-121, 19-59, 18-60. 48 arrows 
at 80 yards.—?5-77, 15-61. 20-68, 18-74; 34 shots, 12-50. 24 arrows at 
60 yards.—16-66, 14-66, 16-70, 18- 4; 18 shots, 9-33. 
Heaters at York Round, 41-5. Averawe at 100 yards, 86 7-10; 

average at 80 yards, 78; average at 60 yards, 712-5. 

Bdaward B, Weston, Highland Park, Tl.;— 
YORK ROUNDS. 

80 Yards, 60 Yards. Talal. 
March 1f--.-. Ret cee 1-5 15-77 46-162 
Average York Round, 162. 
24 arrows at 60 yards.—14+8, 17-69, 20-108, 14-58, 15-51, 17-73, 15-53, 

15-73, 16-80, 18-84, 20-92, 17-63, 14-03, 18-72, 16-66, 18-56, 19-89, 21-108, 21- 
108, 20-08, 18-76, 11-49, 17-79), 16-62, 19-61, 10-69, 20-102, 20-9, 15-61), 13-44), 
13-45, 17-69, 18-84, 16-52, 17-69, 18-60, 18-06, 22-102, 19-83, 10-78, In-5, 21- 
81. 15-68. 18-66, 13-63, 18-66, 13-63, 18-65, 19-78, 15-85, 20-96, 18-58, 19-79, 
15-53, 18-63. 167, 13-1, 19-99, 24-106, 12-66, 17 63, 13-98, 17-65, (B-4, 17- 
65, 14-46, 13-51, 20-76, 17-63, 16-62, 12-30, 18-70, 15-57, 15-63, 12-32, 
Average at 60 yards, 7082-73, 
Will H. Thompzon, Crawfordsville, Ind :— 

YORK ROUNDS. 
100 Yards, £0 Yards. 60 Yarra, Total. 

Mareh 15......... 41-127 35-131 23-133 9-BOL 
March 17....,.-.. 85-129 32-128 #1 81 85-358 
Maroh 19. .,...-. 31-120 32-146 21-105 $4886 
March 2. ... -.- 33-133 29-109 2-108 84-250 
March 23. ....... 34-106 26-90 21-118 §1-309 
March 29...:. .:. 32-112 41-217 21-121 94-450 
March 30...-... -, d2-l4e 35-178 24-116 94-488 
March 3l.. ..... 88-156 84-112 22- 86 94. 414 
Additional scores at 100 yards, 72 arrows.—3?-120, 33-125, 86-146, 

33-129. 
Additional scores with 48 arrows at 80 yards.—3s3-143, 86,176, 35-147, 
Additional scores with 24 arrows al (0 ynrds.—?4-112, 23-107, 21- 

TV7, 24-158, 21-89, 24-110, 21-121, 23-121, 20-110, 21-07, 24-144, 18-96, 23-117, 
22-128, 24-124. 
Average York Round, a&t. Average at 100 yards, 129%; ayer- 

age at 80 yards, 148 9-11; nyerage at 60 yards, 113 15-23. 

L. D. Devol, Marietta, Ohio :— 
YORK ROUNDS. 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yaris. Total. 
March 8...... , - 26-118 28-120 0- 98 74-326 
March 9. 23- 85 22-104 21-105 66-294 
March 11. 19- 88 25-128 22-116 60-247 

72 arrows at 100 yards.—21-77, 20-6A, 29-129, 23-95. 48 arrows at 80 
yards.— 14-58, 30-122, 29-115, 15-53, 23-73, 29-127, 21-53. 24 arrows at 60) 
a aia 18-82, 22-96, 21-111, 20-78, 17-83, 19-87, 17-73, 20-78, 20-88, 
ga-fd. 
Ayerige York Round, 289, Average at 100 yards, 932-7; ayer 

age at #0 yards, 98 3-10; average at 60 yards, 89 1-7. 

Tae Hussey. Des Moines, Towa.—8 arrows af 80 yards.—22-72, 
23-77, 92-80, 26-86, 29-195, 29-119, 27-89, 22 106. 24 arrows at 6 yards. 
—1)-f), 20-110, 16-82, 18-86, 18-74, 18-86, 10-83, 24-106, 18-103, 21-01 
21-103, 22-84, 18-106. Average at 80 yards, 95]: averago at 6 
yards, 983. 

23-115, 20-116, 20-110, 21-97, 20-106, 18-68, 18-80, 20-86, 22-114, 2e-121) 
93-109, 21-111, 20-94, 22-130, 19-99, 21-105, 19-77, 20-108, 19-111, Ia-79! 

23-98, 21-111, 18-82, 22-106, 22-9 

Edwin Deyol, Marietta, Ohio i— 
YORK ROUNDS. 

100 Yards. a0 Furds. 60 Fords. Total. 
March 2......:.:. 20- 58 28-116 19- 95 67-299 
March 4 , Th- 77 22- BG I-71 5AL2BL 
March 5. . 25-81 29-145 19- 89 73-315 
March 6. 30- 06 25-93 22-118 75-07 
March 8. 27-101 52-126 21-109 80-338 
March 9, , 21-73 R5- Bl §- a7 65-251 
March 10. i9- 79 b1-165 24-154 74-368 
March 15 31-115 1-79 20-102 70-294 
March 80........, 25- 7 28-1 20-102 ‘73-285 5- Td 108 

"2 arrows at 100 yards.—li-69 (22 shots), 5-17. 45 arrows at AO 
yards.—2A-86, 25-07, 20-110. 12-50, 10-77, 20-107, 26-138. r 24 arrows at 60 
yards, 21-85, 18-80, 16-8, 21-47, 22-865, 19-57, 19-95, 15-69, 14-54, 20-70, 
21-95, 17-83, 20-14, 21-97, 20-102, b1-85, 21-101, 17-75. 
Average York Rounds, 295 7-9. Average at 100 yards, 82 241; 

Average at 80 yards, 1032; average at GW) yards, 01 7-27. 

CLASS IL. 
L. L. Peddinghaus, Marictta, Ohio :— 

YORK ROUNDS. 
100 Yaris, 8&0 Furs, 69 Yurds. Total. 

Murch 4. ...., ., 83-101 34-12: 23-119 0-343 
Mareh&.....,,. - 28-38 88-148 RO H+ 86-350 
Muret 10...,.-.., 26-106 20-155 22-1 77-375 
March 11..:..-_, 30-126 41-15) PAT 95-421 
March 15.----.... 31-121 0-112 20-108 81-841 
March 17......-.. 82-114 a4 102 22-104 S830 
March 20......... 28-184 35-154 21-119 35-457 
March 22....-.... 20- 72 sllta 22-116 73-303 
Murch 25.......-- 28-1ht 33-121 21-139 92-4141 
March 26.... ..,. 18-013 20-112 33-145 62-870 
Marth 39......,.. 30-112 23-153 a3 17 76-402 

24 arrows at 60 yards.—2U-106, 22-110, 23-111, 18-88, 24-144. 
Average York Round, 369 411, Average at 100 yards, N83; 

average at 80 yards, 135 4-11; average at G0 yards, 11. 
E. T. Church, Charlotte, Mich—?4 arrows at 60 yards.—ltot, 

21-95, 22-108, 2114, 21-77, 20-56, 17-78, 19-03, 17-7, 16-66, 16-64, 20-110, 
18-62. Average at 60 yards, 80 9-13. 

Parm, 8. De Graff, Charlotte, Mich.—®{ arrows at i) yarais.— 
21.99, 21-98, 20-74. 20-88, 20-80, 21-89, 24-112, 21-101, 23-127, 19-87, 21-115, 
21-005, 18-82, 21-89. Average at 60 yards, 95 1-H. 

C. G. Slack, Marietta, Ohio:— 
YORK ROUNDS, 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. 69 Yards. Total. 
March 4...._,.,--- 16-2 10- 38 14-6£ 40-154 
March 6. .. 8-18 Tz 42 15-a7 ‘sa-11T 
March 10. 20-74 24- Bt 16-358 60-218 
March 1 1-57 26-114 17-73 60-244 
Mareh 18. - 11-49 16-52 1i-89 44-190 
March 20. . 13-47 81-111 T40 a-218 
Mareh 22. 21-53 18-6 15-tiL 54.180) 
Miureh 2: 2052 I8- 68 16-64 5-184 
Mareh 24. 16-69 lj- 85 18-77 52-227 
Mareh 30, 19-65 2b= 7a 1-75 (1-213 
March 31.... 20-78 R21 2U=64 62-250 7 108 2 

48 arrows at 80 yards.—20-68, 1440. 24 arrows at iO yards,—s-s, 

The following report of a member of this club for thie month of 

Yebruary reached the Secretary too late to appear with the other 
acores wh ch were published in the Pores? Ann SrRHAm on the 

11th of March, and it seems proper to insert the scores in this re- 
port:— 
Charles E. K. Baxter, Charlotte, Mich.—24 arrows at 60 yards — 

V-87, 15-45, 14-80, 14-42, 14-58, 19-75, 14-53, 12-50, Average ut Ot) 
yards, a2. 

CLASS It, 
Clement C. Moore, Sing Sing, N, ¥.:— 

YORK ROUNDS, 
100 Yards. 80 Yards, 60. Ferris. Tote, 

BU Gu gel ane 588 SAOOH 9-23 {23 Ta-d B3- {lb 
March 3.- use 11-49 10-32 29-109 
March 15 , £12 13453 8-4 25-109 
Murch 2 . £14 9-29 9-30 22-76 
Mareh 23.-.... Seon 22 Rot 4 * 0-4) 80-418 
= aah scores Of 24 nrrows at 60 yards.—7-29, 11-81, 14-40, 1e- 

74. 11-48. 
Averige York Round, 97. Avyerige at 100 yards, 104-5; average 

at 80 yards, 37807 average at A) yards, 89 3-5. i i 

G. Giunyille Hammond, Hishland Park, DL:— 
YORK RouNDS. 

100 Furds. 80 Yards. 
..- 15 11-47 

60 Kurds Vota. 
March 26.... 15-63 Ld aL16 
Mareh 26 --. + 6-20 113! 13-47 80-48 

24 arrows at 60 yards.—10-52, 18-01, 15-81, 16-77, 12-00, 14-00, 10-74, 11- 
31, 1460, 11-40, Mot, 14-46, 12.00, 1-57, Lt, 16-66, 15-6), 17-73, 10-36, 
1j-12, 12 38, 18-tib, 15,65, 6-30, 7-27, 12-56, 15-55, 14-00, 12-62, 12-4, 13-5, 
Tipe, 18-61, 18-78, 11-38, 8-82, 12-40, 16-72, 13-57, 18-70; 13-03, 8-18, 14-46, 
63, 10-82, 13-57, 18-47, 16-84, 18-64, 1-01, 13-57, 18-is, 15-78, 
Averave York Round, 111. Average at 100 yards, 1}; average 

ub dO yards, 30; average wb.G0 yards, 57 1-5, : 

BE. F. Wells; Marietta, Ohio — 
YORK ROUNDS. 

10 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yrrvis. Titel. 
March #,....... vo 15-65 22- 65 7-0) 54-200 
Mareh 10 -. 21-60 21-105 61-231 
March 22. 2. 1-48 21-13 B3-832 
Mereh 23... 1 V7- #1 58-316 
Mareh 2 17-57 18- 68 46-176 

72 arrows ut 100 yards.— 48 arrows at 40. vards— 
25-09. 2b arrows at G0 ynrds.—2i-7h, 18-7h, 18-88, 15-61, 17-77, 17-83, 
18-84, 21-107, 19-108, 20-108, 10-105, 20-105. 
Average Yok Kound,2i1. Average at) 100 yirds, 8]; wyerage at 

80 yards, ‘OL; averaze at 60 yards, &i 1117, : 

100 Fords. 60 Yards. Total. 
March 2,....0.. se 1236 Ts- St 40 189 
March 4. ». 1-1T Vi- ti) 19-311 
March 0. . 1-76 22-96 Hl-270 
March 8, $- 19-7 1s- li 63-257 
Marchi 10, 15...... 19-83 18- 80 HWeZOs 
Myrehids.... ... . 16-44 19- 57 59-193 
Mareh 2a. » 14-82 18-1Gt AG-280) 
March 31 10- 22-112 4-146 Ot J4- 50 4 

48 arrows ats0 yards,—17-73, 20-86, 23-37, 19-7, 19-75, 20-78, RI-85 
15-75. Ht arrows at 60 yards.—2i-i2, 17-89, 18-62, 20-24, 21-1, 24-10 
ay Aes ene enh a ee cary 19-6), pie. 15-5, 31-87. 

verage York Round, 231, yerage at 100 yiurds, 59); ay 
at 80 yards, 605-16; nyerage at 60 yards, Sly. : WO “yy Gtnee 

Wakeman Holberton, New York, N. ¥.:— 
_ YORK ROUNDS, 

100 Yards. 80 Yurds, 60 Yards. Tetel 
Maret; +44-:2-.--2: 6-26 2-62 144i) 82-188 

24 arrows at fi) yards.—L-fi4, 15-47, 13-49, 16-66, 15-69, 18-68; six 
shots, 3-19, 
Average at 100 yards, 25; average at 80 yards, 63; average a 

60 yards, 58. 

Orichet, 
—>—— 

CRICKETERS’ ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED Stares,—The 
third annual meeting of this organization was held at 

Philadelphia on the 9thinst. The Executive Committee 

were instructed to arrange a match between the meinhers 

of the elubs forming the Association for its benefit. ‘The 

match will probably be Philadelphia vs, ‘The United 
States, and will in all likelihood be played in this city 
early in the spring. The secretaries of the different clubs 
of Philadelphia will meet to-morrow afternvon at, the 
rooms Of the Association, to arrange the schedule of the 
matches to take place this spring. 
$e 

THE CANADIAN ELEVEN. 

The following is the list of the twenty: three matohes already 
arranged to be played by the Northwestern Cricket Eleven 

during their visit on the other side this season: West of Seutlund. 

at Glasgow; Hunslet, at Leeds; Marylebone and pround, at 

London; County of Kent, at Maidstone; Stockport, at Stockport; 
Longsizht, at Manchester; Sunderland, at Sunderland ; County of 
Derbyshire, at Derby; Hull, ut Hull; Dewsbury, at Dewsbury ; 

Sicurbridge, at Stourbridge; Scarborough, at Scavhorough; 
North of Ireland, at Belfast; Keighley, ut Keighley; (rystal 
Palace, Sydenham, at London; L. H. G. Co., at Leeds; Welch — 

Team, at Cardiff; Bowling Old Lane, at Bradford; Royton, at 

Royton; Birmingham, at Birmingham; Halifax, at Halifax 
Swansea and District, at Swansea; and County of Leicestershire, 
at Leicester. 

The team will sail from Portland on the 80th instant. In our 

nextissue we will publish list of players and full particulars of 
the trip, including list of additional fixtures, 

—ieond « 

—The Oswego Valls Cricket Club has secured the services of 4 
ovack English bowler, who has justurrived. Ibis said his bowling 
hasunimmense “break.” If this is the fact, the Onondagas will 

hayeto look ont for the artful this season. 
~The Hamilton Cricket Qlnb, at its annual meoting on Apr 
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5th, elected the following officers for the ensuing year; Presi- 

dent, Mr, George Roach; Vice-Presidents, Messrs. 0. J. Hope, 
Alex. Haryey and BR. A. Lieas; Treasurer, Mr. A. H. Hope; 
Secretary, Alex. Waryey, Jr.; Committee, Messrs. R. Kennedy, R. 
K. Hope, J. H, Park, H. C. Simonds and Dr, Woolyerton. Fifteen 

members were elected, namely; Messrs. H. A. Mackelean, A. H. 

Brown, H. Roper, T. Bagwell, V. A. Robertson, VY. A. Plummer, 

TT. Stinson, G..A. Palmer, 7. 0. Kent, L. H. Brooks, C. Widdow, M. 

Wilmot, Price Crerar, A. McClean and T, R. Christian: Mr, Park 

read a letter from Dr. Spragge, of Toronto, in reference to the 
meeting of the Ontario Cricket Association, recently held in that 

city, inclosing the rules proposed to be adopted. Mr. Hopemoyed, 

seconded by Mr. Simonds, that this club jomthe O, ©. A., which 

was carried. Before the meeting adjourned the President, Mr, 
Roach, promised a bat to the bowler getting the greatest number 

of wickets during the ensuing season. 

UxBnMDen Crroker Civus.—A meeting of this organization was 

‘held in the Plank House on March 30th, when the following oifi- 
cers were clected for the ensuing year: President, Geo. Wheeler, 

Hsq.; First Vice-President, T. Bolster, Esq.; Second Vice-Presi- 
dent, I. J, Gould, Hsq.; Secretary-Dreasurer, Edwin R. Rogers, 
Esq. Committee : Messrs. Z. Hemphill, H. Bolster, W. H, Hamil— 
ton, R. W. Gilpin and ©. H. Widdifield. A good ground has been 
secured for the season, and matches are to be arranged at an 
early date. 

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLYANIA CRICKET CruB,—We are in- 
debted to Mr. J. BR. Thayer, Jr., of Philadelphia, for the following 
interesting remarks regarding college cricket: ‘We haye no 

mutches arranged as yet, but intend making fixtures with Chest- 
nut Hill, Belmont, Germantown, Columbia and Haverford Col- 

jeges. There is an unusually large number of men, especially 

Freshmen, practieing on the campus every afternoon, and we 
intend forming a second eleyen from this material. At our next 
meeting Tintend making a proposition to have a series of matches 

arranged between Columbia and Hayerford Colleges and the Uni- 

yersity of Pennsylvania; these to take place on one of the Phila- 

delphia grounds about the middle of June.” 

THE Co“oMBUS CRICKET CLUB, which now numbers about 
thirty members, held its annual meeting on April 3d, when the 

following gentlemen were elected officers for the ensuing year: 
Captain, F. 0. Hubbard; Assistant Captain, J. M. Milne; Director, 

G. W. Rhodes; Secretary, Bryan Collins; Treasurer, W. P. Little. 

Standing Committee: B. A. Dawson, C. T. Tyler, F. 8. Knox, H, 
Gi, Hutchinson and the Secretary. 

Young AMERICA Cricket CLuB.—Milwaukee, Wis., April 5th— 
Ten years ago, just before base-ball became popular, there was 
an organization which maintained a successful eleyen, known as 

the Milwaukee Cricket Club. It disbanded when base-ball be- 
came popular, butin 1876 it was reorganized and proved yictori- 

ousin matches with Chicago, Grand Rapids (Mich.) and Racine 

clubs. In 1877 the principal players haying left the city, the inter— 
est in the game flagged, nor haye we had a good eleyen since. In 

1278 there was formed the nucleus of an adult eleyen named the 

Willow, and adult and junior eleyens known as the Young 
America Cricket Club, also the Bay View Cricket Club,in the 

suburbs. The latter club was several times defeated in 1879 by 
the Young Anierica Cricket Club, as was also the Willow. This 

spring the Bay View has reorganized under better auspices, 
and the members of the former local clubs have been, by coali- 
tion, made members of the Young America Club. This year, for 
the first time, we haye rented exclusively the only inclosed ball- 
paris in the city ; 1b is not a very leyel one, but much better than 
none atall. There are more young men interested in the gaine 

than ever before, and though our players are mostly noyices, yet 
with a little financial aid we shall consider our prospects very 

encouraging indeed. The President for the ensuing year is the 
Rey. E. R, Ward, and Mr. John I. D. Bristol, Vice-President. 

: GEORGE OxBoRow, Secretary and Treasurer. 

Dorran CRICKET CLus.—April sth.—The cricket prospects for 
{he coming season at Haverford College are good, As each 

senior class leaves and takes with it some Of the oid stand-bys, it 

always seems as if the college would hardly beable to play against 

the strongest teams of the Philadelphia clubs, but as old members 

Jeave the college campus new ones are found to take their place, 

so the ancient standard of the Dorian Cricket Clubis kept up, 

During ihe last season the first cleyen played seven matches, of 

which it, won four and Jost three, namely, against :— 
Old Haverfordians, lost by ten wickets. 

Ohestnut Mill, won by 147 runs, 
Philadelphia, won by fiye wickets. 
Young America, lost by seven wickets, 

Merion, won by one innings and 10 runs, 
Germantown, lost by 89 runs. 

University of Pennsylvania, won by ten wickets. 

The second cleyen played three matches perstis the following 

second eleyens; Old Hayerfordians, Belmont and Oxford, and 

won them all. Of the first cleven Newkirk and Mason led in the 

bulting averages, cach securing an average of 12.4. The former 

obtained 19 and 9 aguinst the Philadelphia Cricket Club, 15 against 
the Young America Cricket Club and 20 against the Marion. 

Muson scored 71 against the Chestnut Hill, and 19 and 18 vs, Young 
‘America Cricket Club, Lowry and Corbit also did some good 
work for their team, the former proying himself to be a yery 
valuable bowler. A. M.C. 

Prrisunan Cricknr Cron, of Det oit.—The annual meeting 
of this club was held on the 5th imst., when the following named 

officers were duly elected :— 
President—Ueorge |, Hand. Vice-President—R. B. Ridgley. 

‘fyeasurer—Thos. Calyert. Secretary—C. B. Calvert. 

Managing Committee—C. C, Hinchman, Fred Bamford, Joseph 
Tayler, I. Laible, Win. White, Thos. Morphy. Match Committee 

—ford D, ¢. Hinchman, Frank C, Irvine, Geo, Heigho, 
Mr. Calvert writes: ‘' We think ericket will * boom’ on our new 

vyvounds ol eighteen acres. ‘Phe club-house, grand stand and turf 

“we Allin fine order, These improvements cost about $6,000 last 

year. 
‘The elub has oyer one hundred members,-and has made 

alrangements with the Recreation Park Association for the use 

of the beautiful grounds and cib-house fora term of years. A 
number of Canadian teams will yistt Detroit during the summer, 
and we trust eleyens from New York and Philadelphia will give 
the Peninsulars friendly calls this season.” : 

Gaur Ortcen? OLuE.—The annual mecting of the Galt Cricket 
Clob, of Canada, was held on April Ist, when the following 
officers were elected for 1880: President, Lieut.-Col. Peck; Vice- 
Presidents, Messrs. R.5, Strong and W. A. Dickson ; Secretary, 
“Me, George P. Simpson; Treasurer, Mr, 1,8. Meredith. Match 

Meredith, P, Parkins, J. M. Fleming, W. Ye Onslow, P. G. Hughes 
Bc. Ground Uommittes: Messrs. 1. Peek, G, P. Simpson, J. 8. 

and Thomas J. Blain. 
Bred Norley’s “brother” has arrived in New York, and his 
een enraged by the Manhattan Cricket Clu}. 

—The Port Hope Cricket Club expects to he able to renew its 
lease and continue to shine in the futureas it hasdone in the 

past. 

Sx. GATHARINIS CRICKET CruG—This club was organized for 
the season of 1880, on the 25th ult., when the following officers 

were elected: President, James A. Miller, Esq.; Hirst Viee-Presi- 

dent, John Riordon, Hsq.; Second Vice-President, W. Hamilton 

Mervitt, Esq.; Secretary, @. H, Connor, Esq.: Treasurer, J C, 

Kecles, Esa.; Pield Captain, B. B. McConkey, Esq.: Executive 

Committee, Messrs. Hamilton, Towers, Taylor, MeKay, Crombie, 

Ingersoll and Cumberland; Match Committee, Messrs. McConkey, 

Connor, Boswell and IH. C, Beccles. 

“qo oe 

REVOLVING IN CRICKET. 

New Yore, April sth, 
Editor Forest and Stream ;— 
May I claim sufficient space in your yaluable paper to reply to 

the communication in your issue of April 8th, signed “.A Mem- 

ber of Many Clubs?” I desire to doso simply to enlighten the 

writer of the communication in questionin regard to the defini- 

tion of the technical term ‘“reyolver.!’ He seems to consider 
every cricketer 4 revolver who is a member of tio or more clubs. 

I do not 80 interpretit. What lhave always regarded as a “re- 

yolyer” is a player who one day is found playing in one club 

eleyenin & match game, and another day is to be seeu in another 

éleven in another club contest. The mere fact of aplayer helong- 
ing to half a dozen clubs, just to ret practice in their club field 
work, is one thing; that of only playing in club matches as 

first eleyen players, is quite another matter, in my opinion. 

Quoting the Marylebone Club asa sample of a revolving club 

is what the writer characterizes by the term * bosh”—that is, it is 

no argument at all, as every English cricketer knows that that 

élub is in eyery respect 1n exceptional organization, and one 

that always plays what may be called a picked eleven, The 

English papers for the past two or three years—notably the 

Field and Land and Water—haye been exclaiming against the 

eustom of haying reyolvers in club elevens—thatis, players 
who are never séen on the club ground exvept in match games, 

and then play in the A eleven one day, the B eleven the next, 

and the C eleven the next, and soon. What I haye always op- 

posed ‘ revolving” for is, that it is a system whichis utterly de— 

structive of emulation in a club, a system which destreys the club 

spirit, and which prevents young players from haying opportuni- 

ties to be raised from second elevens to first elevens. At any 

rate, that is how it has always worked in metropolitan clubs from 

the time that Sharp joined the old St. George Clib while still in 

the old New York eleyen, up to the time that visiting clubs 

would find, after playing the St. George’s eleven in one match, 

that three or four of the same eleyen composed the then young 
Staten Island eleven. The writer I referto says: “ Look at Phila- 
delphia with all her clubs.” Well, look at Philadelphia, and what 
do yousee? Simply the strongest, club in the country, the Young 

America, flourishing as no other club does, on the anti-revolving 
principle. 

If the revolving principle is good for cricket it is equally good 

for base-ball, and where would base-ball be if it Was run on the 

reyolving pringiple? They tried itamong the professional clubs 

here some years ago, 4nd what was the result? New York bas 

not had a professional team since. It is surprising to read such 

puerile arguments as the reyolying people bring to bear in favor 

of their peculiar views. Indeed, it is scarcely proper to apply the 
term “argument” to some.of their talk. What I claim for one 

thing in this revolving business is, that the use of revolvers in 

club elevens—that is, In availing yourselves of the services of 2 

first-class St. George's man to play him in a Staten Island orother 

elub eleyen tohelp win the mateh—thereby keeping out of your 
own eleyen some young aspirant who desires an opportunity to 

distinguish himself—preyents all the credita yictory would other- 

wise yield, and dampens the ardor of your young players, 

greatly against the interests of the club. Anti-REvOLyER, 

Answers to Gorvespandents. 
eed 

Rt. L., Camden, Ark.—Should not advise you to choke-bore ihe 

cheap fun, 

A READER, Philadelphia.—We haye handed your letter to the 

right party. 

W. E. 8,, Indianapolis, Ind.—The shelis are sate but they are 

apt to stick. 

W.G., Ballimore.—The pattern is poor, See table of patterns 

published by us. 

J, D., New York.—The 2 1-10 inch shell holds 70grs FG powder, 
or 8gr. without the lubricator, 

TL. S. B., Union Springs, N. Y.—Write to the Commissioner of 

Immigration, Tallahassee, Pla, 

J. W. W., Columbus, Ga.—We have written to the secretaries of 
the yarious clubs for the desired information. 

M. B., Madison, N. ¥.—Se¢e advertisements of sporting rifles. 
Various aris are preferred by different parties, 

A, G. T., King's Point, Mo.—Vor a book on fishing procure 

Plallock's ** Gazetteer ;” sent from this office postpaid, $3. 

Ver, Indianapolis, Ind.—l, We know nothing of the firm. 2. 

Measure the stock from the front trigger to center of the butt 

plate. 

B., Greenville, Pa—We call attention to last week's issue where 
to procure wild rice. Haye mailed you the address of a dealer in 
iy pugs.” 

F. 0. D., South Berwick—Can I shoot BB shot in a choke-bore 

gun, without chambering, safely; gun isa medium choke, Ans, 
Yes, if your gun is a good one. 

A.5.8., New York.—The army revolyershould throw a ball 200 
yards. In loading 2 44 cal. Winchester repenting rifle cintridge 

use 28ers. powder and 202¢rs, lead. 

J, G.—To remove varnish from boat or hatch-combings, use a 
Scraper snd pummice stone; orapply ihe following; Soda, 21lbs.; 
soap, liths.; boil together and use while hot. 

q. B., Lefeyer Falls—The shot concentrators in common use 
are Kuy's, Eley's and the thredd-wound curtridges. You can 

procure them of any dealer in sportsmen’s goods. 

A. M. Atenr, Holyoke, Mass.—The chess department of the 

Torrst and S1RHAM Was discontinued because of two good 
rensons ; tivst, we had uot raom Tor if; sceond, it did not pay. 

8. A. f., Trackettyille, Tex.—fpecial machines are made for 
removing the denisin gun Inirrels. You my tend your gun for 

such repairs to My. Henry C, Sauires, No. 1 Cortinndt street, New 

York, 

5. B., Deadwood, D. T,—We would advise you to purchase 2 

Western broken dog; therefore, loole for one in your yieinity, 

We mail to you the addvesses of several parties to whom you may 

write. 

TI. M., Colioes, N. ¥.—Do you know of any stain Sor fishing rods 
except aniline that will stain a dark red, ovany Other color {hat 
will look well? Ans. There are several atains. Wry dragon's 

blood, 

OnaAs. G. S.— Would it be safe to rebore a Ts-bore gum into a 

larger gauge? Ans. That depends upon the Uhickness of the 

barrel. Take the gun to Wii. KR. Schaefer, 61 Him slrect, Boston. 

Cost, about $7. - 

L. P., San Francisco, Cal—We never did the “13, M4, 16” 

puzzle, never knew of any one doing it, and can glve you no’ 
assistance. The transposition from horizontal rows into yerti¢al 

columns isnot a solution of it. 

Eee, Worcester, Mass.—In 8 match at twenty bulls, P being 

handicapped at 19 and Hat 18 yds , each gettheir handicap and ave 

ordered toshoot offatten hallseach. Both evelnine balls. Which 

wins? Ans. Neither; itis tie, 

E.G. B., Vineland, N. J. —I have a good shooting gun, 12 bore, 

Stlbs., 30in,, which makes a good target at 50 yards w ith No. ¥ or 

smallershot, Can] load it with alarger size shut so that it will be 

aeceryiceable gun for duckshvoting? Ans. Yes, 

Boston, New York.—Haye been infornicd that the wrevk of the 
Black Warrior was a good place for fishing. Please give ranges 

for finding the same? Ans. The wreck is in the Lower Bay; it is 

a good spot; but you must apply to some of the fishermen for the 

ranges. ‘ 

W. 4, A., Morris, Minn—l. What is the largest weight that has 

been put up at arm’s length, one arm? ¥. Also the heaviest 
weight litted breast high? 3. When are pikein season? Ans. J. 
65 lbs. 2. 2701bs. 3. Inmidstimmer, Taken by trolling and by 

still fishing. 

A. J. H. C.—To waterproof canyas canoes, steep the canvasin the 

following solution: gals. water, Ib. finely posydered alum, and 

2ozs. finely powdered sugar, of lead. Steep for ten hours. Or 
simply paint and Varnish the canvas, Put the paint on sparingly, 

or you will add to the weight. 

8. R, U.— Would advise a cruising canoe for general use, Por 

books, see ** Baden Powell's Canoe Cruise in the Baltic;  Canou- 

ing in Kanuckia.” Canoe and flying prov, ov for heayy sailing 

canoes, see new edition of Dixon Kemp's “ Yacht and Boat 

Sailing,” just out. Can procure either for you, 

G.L., Brooklyn, N. ¥.—The revolving shot gnus ara no longer 

manufactured. They proved very dangerous weapons. It fre- 

quently happened that when the gur was fired more {han one of 
the charges went off at the same time, and those which did not go 
through the barrel went through the shooter's hand. 

"LONGSHORE._We know of no formula ter distributing the 

peak halliard blocks. The strain will equalize itself on all parts 

in inverse proportion to the number of sheayasin ise. To seat 

up the peak easily, the masthead should be long, and the mean 
lead of the peak well out on the gati—about fl per cent. trom the 

jaws. 

8. H., New York City.—Your deer-hound is afilicied with rhew 

matism. Rub the shoulder with a good stimulating liniment, 
such as is used for horses. Give internally a small teaspoonful — 
of baking soda, dissolyed [n a little water, thrde times a day. 

Kennel the dog in a warm, dry place, and exercise nt regular 
times. 
W.W. W., Williamsport, Pa.—On page 125, Murch 18, 1880, you 

make mention of white deer killad in Virginia. Can you inform 

me where Lwould be likely to finda doe and one or two fawns, 
and the probable cost? Idesire them forapark. Ans, Ibis not 
likely that you can obtainthem at ally bntil is possible that ax 

advertisement might help you. 

J, A. P., Atlantic City, N. J.—I have a fine setter do abolt two 

years old, he had the distemper about fiye months ago, and it lett 

him with a wheezing in his throat, which you can hear one 

hundred yardsaway. Please inform mewhaito do for him? Ane, 

Such cases are rarely ever cured, it is akin to “roaring” in the 

horse; time and good caresometimes bring about some imipraye- 

ment. 

Fornsran, Brooklyn.—l. Will 5drs. strong powder be too much 
for a 7#lbs. muzzle-loading Parker? 2% Willa 90yr. shel) hold 
powder sufficient to throw a 44 cal, 430er. bullet with forea and 
precision up to 600 yards, and would it answerlov béearand juttalo? 
3. How can I cast bullets free from flaws? Ans, 1. Too heayy ; 

use ddy. 2, Yes. 3. Difficult, Heat your bullet inold kot when 
pouring in the lead. 

O. B.M., Raleigh, N. C.—l. Tin coated shot ave soft shot witha 
hardened surface made by phinging thom into a bath of tin, 

Chilled shot are hardened by & secret process of the manutage 
tures. Neither are injurious to guns. 2, To determine whether 

or not your gun is choked, fit a wad and push ft through the bar- 
rel. 3. A puppy's tailshould be docked when the animal is young, 
Two years and a half old is too late, 

W.E. H.—I have just varmished a Calentta sane rod with car. 

riage yarnish, and I tind that the surface feels evitty to the touch, 
aud looks as though sand were under the varnish. Ans. It is 
probable that fine particles of dust, floating about in the room 

where the work was done, became mixedinto ihe vyarmish. Great 
care must be taken to provide not only arainst palpable dirt, but 
also against the invisible particles of dustin the qin 

W. 2B, R., Welland, Ont.—Lhaye a sctter five years old, in good 

health, but has a great tendency to fatness. Can youpoint out a 
eure? Ans. Close confinement and injudjgious and excessive 

feeding are among the causcsof obesity. Give plenty of yiverous 

exercise, feed but once a day, und avoid faftenine foud. 
Should the tendency increase in spite of Ihese obseryances, a 
Bmall dose of iodine may be given, along with an ooensional 

aperient. 

G. B., Columbus, O.—Out of a litter of seven setter guppies, 
only tio ave living. They are five weeks old, and have been ted 

on milk aboula week, of which they eat but Wile, They baye 

no control of thet legs and fall over yery vasily, Both are tat 
enough, butseem dulland donot pliy, Vhe whole ot the previ- 

ous Jitter was affected in the skme way and I lost them all. Ans. 
The puppies seem to he badly nourished, Why does vot the 

mother nurse them?’ Goo food and pure ai are your best 
resourees. 

@. C.. Au Sable Forks, N- ¥,.—The privaipnl coiise for diferent 

shades in Hesh of broole Wot is the vadely ot tobd eaten by them, 

Tish in the same stream, eyen where dilleren! parts al (he sivear 
nre diverse in character, may oiler a suliictent saviety wt foud to 
cause such a Variation in Wah col. Lhe Av Gable, with its 
alteration of swamps, vocky boitems, Cte., is & cake im point. 

Other causes ure ditlerence of condition, approach oO spyyniny 
dime, ele. 
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© RemoyaL.—On or before May ist the FoREsT AND 

STREAM will remove into its new offices in the Times 

building, Nos. 39 and 40 Park Row. 
oo Oo 

Long IstAnp.—The claims of Long Island as a sum- 

mer residence for New Yorkers haye been again and 

again set forth in these columns; and we are pleased to 
note that these claims are beginning, year by year, to be 
more generally appreciated, One important evidence of 

this fact is found in the increased attention paid to the 

facilities of travel, particularly by the Long Island Rail- 

road, which, under the able management of Mr. Thomas 

R. Sharp, seconded by Mr. W. M. Laflin, Ge'\eral Passen- 

ger Agent, is fast acquiring both fayor and confidence, 
The road-bed has recently been put into the most perfect 

order, and the comfort of the cars themselves vastly im- 
proved. Another sign of advancement is Lhe constant 
improvement in real estate carried on along the East and 
South shores; especially in the vicinity of Bay Shore, 

Oakdale, Sayville, Bellport, elc, At Oakdale and Say- 
Ville, we noted the other day, larga wooded parks are 
being laid out, and many acres of land are now newly 

cultivated. This is right in the center of a trout’ coun- 

try; within a circuit of five miles are no Jess than six 

streams ; aud then there is the Bay fishing for bluefish, 
Spanish mackerel, sheepshead, kingfish—and sharks, 

Ducks, geese and snipe are abundant, with rabbits and 
quail, if one knows just where to look for them. 
et 

—Reocords'of successive long-distance pedestrian trials 

show the save advance in the character of the perform- 

ance that has been exhibited in every branch of newly 
stimulated athletic exercise. In the match which 

elosed at Madison Square Garden, this city, last Sat- 

urday night, Frank Hart, one of the negro competi 

tors. scored for the six days 565 1-10 miles, being twelve 
miles more than the score of Blower Brown, made in 

London last February. Hart has at least demonstrated 

that in a long-distance race the black man may some- 
times lead. The second man, Pegram, was also a repre- 

sentative from the Dark Continent, his score being 5437 

miles. The other records were: Howard, 584 miles; 
Dobler, 580; Allen, 525; Krohne, 516; Williams, 509, and 

Hanwaker, 450, 

Long-distance walks would appear to have lost none of 

their attrection for the New York population, The cash 

receipts axe reported to have heen $27,030, 

again that charming Irish-American match over the 

THE IRISH-AMERICAN MATCH. 
ee — 

T seems assured now that an American team will visit 

Treland during the present season to renew once 

longranges. The Palma match, from all appearances, 

must lapse for yet another year, with very good chances of 
its resumption in 1881, as according to the letter received 

by Col. Bodine within the past three days from Sir 
Henry Halford, the opinion is conveyed that there is but 

the slightest probability of a match in 1880, and in the 

same letter the English rifle leader says he will set about 

securing the team of 1881 at once, For the present, then, 

the National Rifle Association has the single task of get- 
ting together six men, with the necessary reserve, wlio 

are willing to go over to Ireland, undergo the tempta- 

tions of Irish hospitality before the match, shoot there 

with the eyes of all America upon them, and come back 

with a good account of themselves. The men can be se- 

cured, and if the right men are chosen the result is as- 

sured. It does not appear that the Irish riflemen have 
either forgotten anything or learned anything, and woe 

betide the American team who should now permit any 
break to come in the series of American victories with 

the rifle. With our rifles, beyond argument the best now 
made, and a team system which should equal if not 
excel that shown in previous years, there should be no 

sort of doubt of the result as against the each-man-for- 
himself style of the Irish team and their muzzle-loaders, 

beautiful samples of workmanship though they may he, 
With, then, the result so well assured, if the men from 

the United States be properly presented on the Trish 

range, the work now is to select and equip the team, 
There is a ring of fairness in the open-competilion- 

style of sorting the men which is very popular and very 

problemetical. Theoretically it should produce the best 

men, but this survival of the fittest does not always fol- 
low here, however it may do in other spheres of action, 

Flukes are constantly occurring, and one which may send 

a poor man to the front in a competitive selection would 
bind the committee to him if they took the risk of selec- 

tion by a certain round of scores only, This may pro- 
duce the best men and it may not. When all the men 
are untried and it becomes a groping among a lot of un- 

knowns, then this plan is as good as any, but we here 

haye passed that stage. We couldname a dozen men, off- 

hand, who could be molded intoa team which would 
beat a foreign team with the certainty of fifty to one, 

Our columns each week spread to the world the doings 

of our riflemen, and a man is good for his ayerage either 

in or out ofamatch. When amarksman swings along 

at 200 and over, and can, in a series of contests, aver- 
age well up in the teens, he is a safe man to put on a 

team, surely, against one who can, according to his own 

statement, rup up a score of 224, and then, when brought 

into an immediate prospect of a trial of his merit in 
open competition, turns tail and runs off. 

The steady shooter is worth more than the skyrocket 

shot in a match of moment, and a strong team pulling 
together is almost sure to vanquish a company of meteors 

and sticks. With this principle in view, the selection of 
the American team seems to take the character of a par- 
tial competition and a partial selection, atid there are no 

better ones to make the selection than the men who 

have won for themselves places on the team already, It 

is not to be supposed that they will take team fellows 
who are not fit in their opinion to bear their share of 

the contest, In former years the mixed plan was tried 
with good success, and with the limited time for the 
gathering together of the team at this time it would 

seem specially desirable that some such plan should be 

adopted in this case. 
Another part of the work of the committee having 

the matter in hand is the provision of asum of money 

sufficient to carry the teain to Ireland and return. The 
sum total for this work is nob a large one, and the 

committee of the Association should find no difficulty 
in raising that sum, The plan proposed of having each 
man pay his own expenses, or even of looking to the 

club or section from which he comes to take charge of 

his financial backing, is a false one, and sure to produce 

discord and break up that unanimity which is essential 

to a perfect team system. The men should go out from 

these shores as the representatives of the nation, and it 

is the duty of the National Rifle Association to see to it 
that they go out properly organized, with a measure of 

accountability to that Association. The opportunities 

should be given, if need be, to every American citizen 

to assist in sending this team to Ireland. It is a plan 

which may be kept up year after year, and it will be 

a bad precedent to have a team of independent gentle- 

men going over simultaneously and whose only bond of 

union is a similar desire to win the match. They should 
be recognized abroad as direct agents of the United 

States, or from its people, sent there by its people and 

on their behalf, and this can be done most thoroughly 

by placing the financial conduct of the team in the hands 
of its captain, and in that way giving him the complete 

control necessary, if he is to be held fully accountable 

for a good recordof the trip, The FoRmsT anD STREAM 

| will do what it canto help on the work, but will feel 
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itself free when called uponat all times to criticise fully . 
and sharply what may appear to ba amiss in the aims 
and work of the committee. 
oO a 

NIAGARA AS 4 NatTIONAL Psrxk,—For the benefit of 
the individual tourist, as well as for the credit of the two 

Governments concerned, it is to be hoped that the scheme 
of rescuing the Niagara Falls from the pitiable condition 
of their present surroundings, may be put through, until 

we shall see the river and the Falls as they were before 
the era of mills and board-fence obstructions and patent 
medicine desecrations, This plan was first broached by 
Lord Dufferin, when Governor-General of Canada, and 

was approved Ly Gov, Robinson, who brought the pro- 

ject before the attention of the New York Legislature, 
The Commissioners of the State Survey, to whom the 
task was intrusted, have just made their report, which 

recommends that the State of New York and the Do- 
minion of Canada respectively acquire possession of the 
banks of the river above and below the Falls, clear them 

of their present obstructions, and so restore them that 

the observer shall see nothing but the water, the sky, the 
earth and the vegetation. That means to abolish the 
paper mills and disgraceful buildings on Bath Island, 
and the long-standing eye-sores on either side of the 

stream, Among the names which are appended to the 

memorial on this subject are those of Ruskin, Carlyle, 
Lonfellow, Emerson, Lowell, Parkman, Sir John Lub- 

bock, Lord Houghton, Max Miiller, Alexander Agassiz, 
Horatio Seymour, Thurlow Weed, Charles Francis Adams, 
and a powerful array of the chief dignitaries of America 
and England, 

We have the Yellowstone and the Yosemite insured to 

ourselves and to our children’s children ; with the Niagara 

Falls likewise set apart, America would possess a trio of 
the most magnifient parks in the world, ; 

ee te a : 

*“Goop ly HVERYTHING.”—So seemingly an unpoetic 
thing as the sting of an insect was long ago utilized by — 
the poets in the Greek story of Io, metamorpbosed ~ 
through the jealous wrath of Juno into a heifer, and 
driven hither and thither in frenzied flight over the earth, 

pursued and tormented by the unrelenting onsets of a 
gad-fly, And now it appears that eyen the maligned and 
universally execrated black fly may yet hold a dignified 
place, if not in the tales of the pvuets, at least in the phi- 
losophical systems of the day. Discussing the origin and : 
development of barbaric customs, in his new book, 
‘©Geremonial Institutions,” Mr, Herbert Spencer comes 
to the discussion of the question why savage races pain 

their bodies and faces ; and he accounts for the practice 
as follows :-— . 

“Tn tropical countries the irritation produced by flies is 
a chief misery in life; and sundry habits, which in our 

eyes are repulsive, result from endeavors to mitigate this 

misery. In the absence of anything better, the lower 

races of mankind cover their bodies with films of dirt as 
shields against these insect enemies. Henue, apparently, 
one motive for painting the skin, Juarros says: ‘The 
barbarians, or unreclaimed Indians of Guatemala.,. 
always paint themselyes black, rather for the purpose of 
defense against mosquitoes than for ornament,' And 

then we getan indication that where the pigment used, 
being decorative and costly, is indicative of wealth, the 

abundant use of it becomes honorable.” 

According to the time-honored story of the school- 
books, Sir Isaac Newton was led by observing the fall of 
an apple to investigate the law of gravitation, It may 

not be hazardous to suggest that Mr, Spencer wrote this 
passage in his discussion of sociology after an after- 
noon’s battling with the pests of the trout stream, How- 
ever that may be, the Adirondack angler, who tinds tar 

and oil unavailing, may forget the sting of the fly in the 
consolation afforded by philosophical speculations upon 

that insect’s proper place in the development of the race, 
rr i 

Woopcock Our or SrAson.—There is much indigna- 
tion in Hartford, Conn., at the flagrant violation of the 

game laws of Connecticut, and the defiance of public 
opinion in the matter as exhibited by some of the mem- 

bers of the leading secial clubin the city, the Hartford 
Club. Report has it that some twenty-two woodcock were 
sold to and bought by Sherman & Cook, of Hartford; 
that a part of these were bought and served at the Hart- 

ford Club, and others were used at private tables. The 

proof is said to beample. This is about as wicked and 
senseless a violation of law and decency as can be in such 

a matter. Theshooting of woodcock on the spring-flight, 

preparatory to nesting, is a new and outrageous proceed- 
ing, anyway; and the eating of the birds at a season 
shen they are absolutely unfit for food, heavy with eggs 
(as some of*these birds were said to be), or devoid of fat, 
due to the nesting season, is an offense against the table 
as great in the view of an epicure as was the violation of 
law in the killing or purchase of the birds, 

Tf there is now opened a warfare on these birds on 
their passage north, as well as the illegal killing in th 
summer, to be followed by the more legitimate but se- 
yere depletion in the fall, then good-bye to these birds! 

This whole thing is an outrage on law, decency and appt 
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tite. Bah? Let the Wartford papers ventilate the mat- 
ter: and if there are any game clubs in Connecticut, or 
any prosecuting officers, whose duty it is to attend to such 
matters, leh the punishment be meted out to all con- 

cerned, no matter what may he the social standing of the 
parties. Shame, that ought to follow exposure, would 

to any decent person be punishment enough, if not 
obliged to pay heavily besides, And any caretul club 
would expel any inember who used the organization in 
violating the laws or in tempting others to do it by pur- 
chase. 

There used to be a very strong and effective game club 
in Hartford, If it now exists it had best make itself felt ; 

and if disbanded, let it ba brought tio life again. We be- 
lieve it would have the support of every club in the coun- 
try, and every fair-minded man, in pushing this matter 

uncompromisingly, 
rt 

FisH 4s Foop.—Prof, Atwater’s paper, published in 
our Fish Culture columns to-day, will be found instruc- 
tive reading for all who are concerned in providing for 

themselves and others a nutritive diet. It is well worth 
careful study, for itis the result of a painstaking scien- 

tific investigation, and the results obtained are of the 
highest importance, 

When the writer says that fish food is not, as is gener- 
ally supposed, especially productive of brains, he strikes 
at the heart of long cherished belief. But there is hardly 

any subject concerning which there isso much current 
misconception as the different qualities of yarious arti- 

cles of diet, When the doctors and the scientific experts 
disagree on these points, it is as well for the layman to 
eat what is put before him, without regard to anything 

save the gratification of his own individual palate. 
rr 

PonkaPoG,—Ponkapog, the home of Thomas Bailey 

Aldrich, is a little village, which, althoughonly twelve 

miles from Boston, has been almost unknown to out- 

siders, saye to a few anglers and gunners who yearly re- 

sort to its excellent fishing and shooting grounds, The 
queer name is of Indian origin, and signifies ‘* Sweet 

Water ; “besides the naine there are many meimentoes of 

the Red Men in the form of arrow-heads, sinkers for 

fishing, and otlier relics. There is a plenty of fish in the 

streams, and of game in the woods and fields : and Mr. 

Aldrich often goes out for a day of genuine, hearty sport, 
_—_— + ae 

Assummp Names.—'Nick” has roused out of a long re- 
tirement, and with the reyivyalof his favorite long-range 
work finds something to say apropos of false names on 
scoring blanks, The FoREST AND STREAM can utter a 

hearty amen to all of his conclusions. Bogus names are 
distasteful at all times and in every pursuit. They are 

entirely unnecessary on the range, and the argument of 

those who want practice, that they must perforce shoot 

in matches of public record, is simply ridiculous, and 
they presume very much in expecting that the press 
should become participants in their deceit. 

sti 

Dog Siow CATALOGUES.—We wish a catalogue of 
each of the American bench shows. If any one of our 
correspondents, whe may have duplicates, can furnish 

us with the same, the favor will be appreciated, 
$$ 

EXCELLENT PUBLICATIONS.—We are constantly being 
asked what are the most comprehensive works on the 

dog, the rearing, breaking, working, feeding, exer- 

cise, judging and diseases, In answer wa can now refer 

our readers to Messrs, Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co,’s 
publication, noticed in another column, 
et ee 

—A potato from ‘* Piseco, “of which more anon, 
rs 

GAME PROTECTION, 

OnoNnDAGA County SPORTSMEN’s CLur.—Syracuse, N. 
¥., April 7th.—A meeting of the Onondaga County 
Sportsmen's Olub was held last evening at their rooms in 
the Kimber Block. The following officers were elected : 
President, John Bedford; Vice-President, D, W. Peck; 
Secretary, John Stedman; Financial Secretary, Edwin 
Lodder; Treasurer, Thomas Kimber, Jr,; Executive Com- 
mittee, Geo. Lodder, G. ©. Luther and H. Ayling. Mr. 
Bedford and Mr. Stedman have been members of the 
club since its organization, some fifteen years ago, and 
Mr, Stedman has always filled the office of Secretary. 
oe So 

ForREST AND STREAM AssociaTIoON,—Danbury, Conn, 
April 3d.— We haye recently organized a fish and game 
club under the aboye familiar name, It will be our aim 
to have the laws relating to fish and game enforced, and 
we shall also look to the stocking of our ponds and fields. 
The officers are: President, A. P, Sturges; Vice-Presi- 
dent, Andrew Hull; Secretary, T, G. Wildman; Trea- 
surer, Geo, 5, Benjamin, Jr. The members of the For- 
est and Stream Publishing Company haye been elected 
honorary members of our club, ALPS. 
ae 

—Ths Delaware Game Association sent a number of 
_ California quail down the State lastweek, German quail 
will be distributed also, 
rT Se 

—A number of woodcock haye been killed on Second 
fountain, back of Orange, N.J., withim the past few 

weeks, The Orange sportsmen should up and at 
the lawhreakers, ’ 

* 

Gane Baq and Gun. 
GAME IN SEASON IN APRIL, 

Wild Ducks, Geese, Brant, eto, 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

Tn sending reports for the Forgst AND Stream Directory to 

Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following pirticulars, with such other information as they 

may deem of value: State, Town, County; means of access; Holel 

and other accommodations; Game and its Season; Fish and its Sea- 

son; Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address, 

ee 

—The following epitaph is to be found in the church- 

yard of Woodbridge, Suffolk, England, The spelling 
would indicate that the stona must now be crumbling 

and coyered with the stains and moss of many years, but 

the warning is by no means antiquated :— 
Here Lieth the Body of 
BangAMC(N BRINKUBY 

Who Though Lustie and 
Strong, was une 

That bu misfortune, Shot 
Himself With's Gun 

Tn the 23d yoar of hia Age, 
He Departed this Life 

To the Grief of his Parents 
Spectaters and Wife. 

New HAmpseire—Colebrook, April 6th.—Spring is 
here, and the winter has been a favorable one for game ; 
very light snow-fall, A few deer have been killed near 
Diamond Pond, ten miles from here, but in the Connec- 
ticut Lake region I fail to learn of a single moose or deer 
haying been taken contrary to law. Very few instances 
of fishing through the ice. Cariboo are seen frequently 
of late on the lakes sunning themselyes. The ruffed 
grouse haye not been winter killed. Forty million feet 
of spruce will be floated toward the sound as soon as the 
ice is oul of the river. EEpw, NORTON. 

MANCHESTER SHOOTING CLUB.—Manchester, N. H., 
April 10éh,—The annual meeting of the Manchester 
Shooting Club was held at the Haseltine House, 6th inst., 
and was very fully atiended. The report of the Treasurer 
showed the club to be in a good condition financially, 
there heing quite asuminthe treasury. The following 
officers were elected for the ensuing year: President, 
Benj. F. Clark; Vice-President, Geo, F. Elliott; Secre- 
tary, Julius BE. Wilson; Treasurer, Chas. L. Harmon; 
Executive Committee, Ita A. Moore, Chas. J. Darrah 
and Moses Wadleigh. Thirteen new members were 
elected, making the total membership sixty-four. The 
club was organized for the purpose of holding glass-ball 
and pigeon shoots (pigeon shooting not allowed in New 
Hampshire af present time), that its members might ac- 
quire proficiency in wing shooting—the matter of game 
protection, fish propagation, etc., being well looked after 
by the New Hampshire Game and Fish League, an or- 
fanization devoted wholly to the above named objects. 
The Shooting Club raised a sufficient sum of money last 
winter by contributions to send an order for 300 migra- 
tory quail, which will be liberated in this vicinity, and 
the club will endeavor to protect them. The grounds 
formerly oceupied by the Manchester Base-Ball Associa- 
tion haye been secured, which will afford members of 
the club a place for practice within easy access. z 

. E,W. 

Connacticut—Hurtford, April 10th.—A friend and 
myself shot three snipe yesterday (April 9th) within the 
city limits. 1 have found by long experience that the 
first snipe generally reach here on the 8th of mate 

ephicurts 

New Yorr—Hayt's Corner, April 4.—Wild ducks 
have been more plentiful here on the west side of Cayuga 
Lake than usual for the past two or three weeks, so Iam 
informed, though [ have not been out shooting. I think 
a few days’ good shooting could be obtained near Cayuga, 
six miles south of the New York Central road, by stop- 
ping off at the bridge, or Bridgeport. There haye been 
a number of geese seen going north, and some have been 
killed in this county, while they stopped to feed on wheat, 

Far Rockaway Gun Ciup.—A meeting of the Far 
Rockaway Gun Club was held at Delmonico’s on Monday 
evening, April2d, The following officers were elected 
for the ensuing year: President, George 8. Greene, Jr.; 
Treasurer, Ernest C. Lamontagne; Secretary, Chas. A. 
Lummis; Governing Committee—Geo, 5. Greene, Jr,; 
Ernest C, Lamontagne, Chas. A. Lummis, John D. Chee- 
ver, Newbold T, Lawrence. New grounds have been en- 
gaged at Lawrence, L. I,,and a club-house and other con- 
veniences are to be erected imimediately. 

Tar STATE COoNVENTION.—Seneca Falls, N. ¥., April 
9ih.—The Seneca Gun Club, of Seneca Falls, N, Y., 
under whose auspices the State Sportsmen’s Convention 
is to be held, met at a regular meeting April 7th. Seyen 
new members were elected, and names of five others pre- 
sented. The club isin a prosperous condition, and the 
managers are actively engaged with matters pertaining 
to the Gonvention. The Bird Committee are in cor- 
respondence with different parties in regard to pigeons, 
but in my judgment the contract will be given to either 

Phillips, ie Detroit, or Stagg, of Chicago, both reliable 
dealers, who would furnish good birds. The matter will 
be settled probably ina few days. The Prize Committee 
have been both active and successful, and when the pro- 
gramme is published Ishall be mistaken if the sportsmen 
of New York State do not pronounce it the best prize-list 
ever offered at a convention. The Parker Brothers, with 
their accustomed generosity and energy, have already 
forwarded their prize gun. Parties who haye examined 
it pronounce it a superior gun to any before given the 
Association. The finish is superb, and good judges say it 
is a perfect gem. Other prizes will arrive abont May 
ist, and be placed on exhibition. The Committee on 
Grounds haye not as yeb positively decided upon location, 
but one will be secured which will be desirable and con- 
venient. Hvery thing promises an early mesting of the 
Convention. x. 

An Unigue Visttor.—Brooklyn, N, Y., April 2d.— 
This morning about 7 o'clock my daughter Nullic opened 

she did so she jumped back in some excitement and called 
‘Papa, come and look af this thing!” I passed quickly 
into the room from the kitchen, and there, under the 
seawing-machine, squatted a beautiful male woodcock, IT 
essiyed to catch him, but be darted past me into the 
kitchen, wilh his tail spread out like a fan, past the cat, 
Who was yery much surprised ; and as soon as hé saw the 
window filled with the house plants he took to wing and 
flew with great force against the glass, He was momen- 
tarily stunned. I picked him up and found he was slightly 
injured in the left wing, probably by striking against a 
telegraph wire or similar obstruction while on his mid- 
night flight to his breeding grounds on the island. He is 
a beautiful specimen of last year’s brood, and I deter- 
mined to have him stuffed. I once saw onealight on the 
chains that support the smoke-stack of a ferry-boat 
when entering the Fulton Ferry slip, New York side, and 
have heard of one paying a visit to a city yard up town, 
but never heard of one seeking shelter in a dwelling- 
house. HENRY THORPE, 

New JERSEY—Ocean County, April 9th.—Snipe very 
scarce, The best bag I have heard of to one man was 
seven. Weather too cold for them, Ice formed last 
nigh Ducks plenty in the broad hay, but do not stool 
well. I have seen large flocks of canyas-backs this 
week moving north. ‘Woodeock have come in large 
numbers, and are preparing to breed. Quail are plenti- 
ful, owing to the mild winter. Good shooting may be 
expected next fall, K., JR. 

Kenton County Cius.—Cincinnati, April 3d.—The 
Kenton County Shooting and Fishing Chib, of Coying- 
ton, Ky., met last night at Auditor Orr's office, where 
the organization was completed, and the following 
prominent gentlemen were elected officers for the en- 
suing year ; President, A. D. McPherson ; Vice-President, 
J. A. P. Glose; Secretary, E. 8. Studard ; Treasurer, J. 
S. Sandford; Directors: J. D, Hudson, George Perkins 
and John Leathers, The club, which has been incorpo- 
rated by the Kentucky Legislature, has nineteen charter 
members, The general purposes of the club are to en- 
force the game laws of that State, and to promote the 
favorite pursuits of its members. It is the intention to 
purchase a house and grounds near the Latonia Springs 
and Greenwood Lake. They will also be near rounds 
where their shooting tournaments will take place, 

W. E. L, 

TENNESSEE QUAIL PoOTTING.—Cincinnali, March 31st. 
—The following article Lelip from the Commercial of 
March 29th, and send for you to judge whether the birds 
were shot legitimately or not. I certainly consider the 
article of no credit to the shooter, and also believe most 
et 1,800 were potied. Here itis, dated March 25th, 
1 — 

‘Mr. Dayid Holt, of this vicinity, from September ist 
1878, to March ist, 1879, killed 1,800 pariridges, He 
killed fifty-four in five shots ; killed eight on the wing at 
one shot. Of 821 shots he felled 311. He rarely misses a 
shot. A gentleman who thought he was a crack shot 
went out to shoot against Holt one day, Two birds Hew 
up and Holt knocked them both down before the other 
fellow got ready to shoot. He did all the shooting with 
a small 86in, muzzle-loader. How is that for high?” 
And I, myself, add the same exclamation, W.E,8, 
The five shots, averaging 10 4-5 birds toa shot, were 

very fair—as ground covey shooting goes. Other men 
shooting in the same way have excelled it; however, it 
is difficult to give statistics, because the persons who do 
this kind of shooting do not often tell of it in print. Tha 
“ eight on the wing at one shot” part of itis a figment 
of ae imagination of a man who never saw a bird in the 
field, 

SPRING IN FLORIDA.—Tilusville, Fld., March 25th.—Just 
returned from a trip to Banana River, the great game 
resort of this region, Found raft ducks, or blue-bills 
very numerous, but wild. Those that we shot we found. 
to be poor, ound also a good lot of black ducks, here 
called English ducks (Anas obscura), and shoyelers or 
spoon-bills (Spalula clypeata), in the marshes, The 
widgeons and pintails seem mostly to have left this local- 
ity on their northern migration, The Florida gallinules 
here called coots, are yery numerous, swimming in ae 
mense solid phalanxes, often several hundred yards Jong 
eight or ten feet wide, and so close together that they 
touch each other, A sailboat can generally sail within 
twenty or thirty yards before they start to fly, and great 
hayoe is often made in their ranks. They are excellent 
eating, hardly to be distinguished from rabbit. The 
great while pelicans seemed to haye all gone north, but 
in their place was an immense army of shore birds god- 
wits, stilts, killdeer, peeps, etc. : 
The numerous varieties of heron which swarm on these 

marshes are now beginning to nest, and are in full plum- 
age, The crackof the plume hunter's gun is heard in all 
directions ; the white heron plumes bring from 20 to 30 
cents apiece, and several hundred can be secured in a faw 
days at the rookeries, which, by the way, are always in 
the wildest and most inaccessible places. 
We found no déer, although a few weeks ago they 

Were numerous, This is owing lo the fact that the dows 
are lying concealed in the thickets with their young 
fawus, The bears aré now patroling the river shore 
nights for horse-shoe crabs. In afew weeks they will 
walk the ocean beach for turtle eggs, and then their cap- 
ture is comparatively easy. Au, I. Gator, 

Lovuistana—Verw Oleans, April 11th.—Megsrs, O, P, 
Glessner and H. Hall Treager, of this city, were in York 
County last-week on a snipe-shooting expedition, They 
were joined by Mr. Albertus Hibner, of that county, and 
Sergeant Adam Elsesser, the prospective candidate for 
Representative. The weather was cool, with a very 
strong northerly wind blowing, which, together with the 
erratic flight of this species of game, put their shooting 
abilities to the test. They succeeded in bagging thirty- 
five birds, which were in “fine order,” They report hay- 
ing seen several coveys of partridges and numerous scab- 
tered birds, which promises plenty of this game next fall, 

ARKANSAS—Memphis, Tenn., April 9th.—There have 
been some good bags of snipe nidde on the Arkansas 
prairies, Iintend having a turn next week, but it is 
petting rather late, EDMUND OXGIEL, 

‘the basement door bo take our daily supply of milk, As| Oxio—Port Washington, April 9th.—I shob a crane 
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yesterday that measured six feet and two inches from 
tip to tip of wings, and was four feet*‘and eight inches 
from toes to point of bill, It is now in the hands of a 
taxidermist. Ducks are very scarce here. I killed five 
blue-winged teal last Tuesday. There are lots of quail 
here, left over from the winter, The river (Tuscarawas) 
lias been too high and discolored for fishing, 1am told 
there are lots of salmon in the river besidés black bass 
and perch. As soon as the water is in order I intend to 
try for the salmon, and will let you know what success I 
have, Ri On¥ 

OreGon.— Portland, March 20th,—Had a splendid day’s 
sport on the 14th with the ducks,the more so because of its 
wnexpectedness. Went to the Columbia bottoms, about 
eightmiles distant,in company with threefriends. Result : 
J. R., 7 ducks; L., 5; B., 2, and your correspondent, 18, 
muking a total of 32, mostly pintails and widgeons. Ihave 
hung my gun up for this season, and am now looking 
over fly-books, lines, rods, etc., preparatory to a descent 
upon the finny denizens of the brook, and then you will 
again hear of MULTNOMAH, 

P, 8.—A party of six returned from a shoot last week 
with six dozen canvas-backs. 
Wounr Hont.—Boston, April 2d.—Bremer County, Ia., 

must afford rare sport, according to the account of a re- 
cent wolf hunt in Sumner, a township in that county. 
John Bracken, with his pack of hounds, ran down eleven 
wolves, large and small. 
A Duck “Buinp.”—Voil, March 291h.—Have* just re- 

timed from the Missouri. River bottom, where we (five 
of us) haye been having a glorious duck hunt, We found 
ducks quite plentiful, althongh very wild, which added 
to the value of those we did kill, Harlier in the month 
some of the boys tried a new dodge onthe ducks: they 
would place decoys on the ice while it was snowing, 
wrapping themselves in a white sheet, which made a per- 
fect blind, and succeeded in killing a great many, 7. é,, 
something over one hundred for one man in aus nou 

H 

ANOTHER MAN wo Lixns THEM.—In this vicinity, 
since game has become so scarce and wily, there has 
been a great need felt for some device to concentrate 
shot for long distances, Our choke bores are good, and 
the dear old cylindrical must give way and make room 
for this modern improyement. Yet, even with this im- 
provement, how often have we seen the need of some- 
thing by which to bring to bag this or that particularly 
desirable game, which has hitherto flown, leaped, or 
swam so safely, yet provokingly near. But now comes 
that, which, in the writer's humble opinion, will totally 
éclipse everything of the kind yet invented—the thread- 
wound cartridge ; and with two or three of these in the 
pocket, as one has his day’s “‘ outing” he may be reason- 
ably sure of, a part of this high-flying and wild running 
game, Our Western and Souther friends, who reside 
where game is 50 plenty that they can easily fill their 
bags with loose shot, may not appreciate a device by 
which No, 8 shot may be made to do good execution at 
120 yards, or more. But I think most sportsmen will join 
me, and hail with delight this very important improve- 
ment for long-range shooting, G. W, E, 

North Andover, Mass. 
——<$—> +2  ———___ 

A GUN NOT EASILY STOLEN, 

HE late recoyery in Buffalo of a Fox gun, which had 
T been stolen from the rooms of a well-known sports- 
man of that city, offers a few interesting and instructive 
comments which may present themselves in clear light to 
the many who happen to use this excellent gun in pref- 
erence to all others. It appeared by the police court in- 
vestigation that a couple of young boys, of fourteen and 
seventeen years respectively, entered the room where the 
gun was kept, and tempted by the neat aspect of it made 
a profitable investment of their time by appropriating it 
without any further ceremony for their own use. 

One difficulty, however, presented itself, to wit: the 
successful transportation of the yenture down stairs, as 
the room where it was kept was the topmost of a four- 
story building. To accomplish this without any danger 
of detection it was therefore deemed advisable to detach 
stock and barrels and convey them separately, well hid- 
den under the sheltering folds of their overcoats, to some 
place of further safe-keeping. This would haye been an 
easy task in case of any ordinary breech-loader, but the 
Tox gun, by its peculiar mechanism, presents some diffi- 
culties which are not well overcome by any one who is 
not an expert in matters of gunnery. Though by a few 
trials the would-be Nimrods succeeded in discovering that 
ib had a sideway action in place of the ordinary tip-up, 
yet they failed to detach the barrels, which can be in- 
stantly disengaged by pressure of a little countersunk 
knob, ingeniously adjusted to meet this requirement, 
Main strength and stupidity was therefore called into 
requisition to meet the pressmg demands upon short time 
and obviate the fear of possible discovery. The barrels, 
now widely pushed sideways, were thus placed across the 
knee, and at last separated from the stock by breaking 
the solid steel plate, upon which they rotate as smoothly 

- asthepartsof a watch, Thisaccomplished, a safe retreat 
with the plunder was made, The whole circumstances 
of the abstraction were instantly placed in the hands of 
the detectives, who had a comparatively easy task before 
them in view of the fact that there are at present but few 
of the Fox guns in Buffalo, and these of course only in 
the hands of persons of unquestionable respectability. 

It was surmised by the experts that the perpetrators 
would naturally, for proper solution of the puzzle of the 
mechanism, enter somé gun store, and speedy notices 
were therefore al) once issued to put all dealers upon the 
alert. Mutilated as the gun was, ib nevertheless could be 
made to work still, and nothing transpired until a trial 
of it forced the conviction upon its venturesome owners, 
that the whole thing was in a bad fix and that an equiva- 
lent of a few dollars would prepay be the best way and 
means to get rid of a poor bargain, With this object in 
view a visit to the gun store of Mr, Dan Castle was there- 
fore planned, fo exchange the article for a suitable 

amount of cash. No worse place, however, for imumu- 
nity of consequences could porsihly be chosen. Mr. 
Castle, a keen-eyad, shrewd old sportsman, knows how 
{o entrap a thief as well as to fatally block up the ayen- 
ues of escape of the cunning summer woodcock, and he 
comprehended in a moment the situation, Under pre- 
tence of a scrutinizmg examination to determine the 

proper quid pro gio, some detectives, not far off, were 
quickly summoned, and by their help the whole pro- 
gramme was materially changed. ‘he gun, though se- 
riously damaged, was promptly restored, and the House 
of Correction assigned as a residence of indefinite time to 
the chief perpetrator of the robbery. 

If an accident of that kind had happened to an im- 
ported gun the repairing of if would probably run up to a 
snug little bill, The benefit accruing to the owner of a 
home manufactured gun, above those made abroad, be- 
comes in this instance manifest, as, by reason of quickly 
adjusted machine-made duplicates, the slow process 
of costly hand labor is obviated. While often many dol- 
lars are needed to replace any important demolished por- 
tions of a foreign-made gun, over and above the long 
time required to do it, here a couple of hours are sufii- 
cient to complete the whole job at an almost nominal 
expense. 

All things even, shooting qualities and excellence of 
finish, it would appear that in case of accidents, violent 
or otherwise, the owner of a home-made gun has thus cer- 
tain advantages which distance to the seat of workman- 
ship in the other case does not well afford. 
rh 0 et 

SHOOTING MATCHES, 

Nurw HAMpsurre.—Manchester, April ath (Fast Ly)—The first 
glass ball shoot of the Manchester Shooting Club for the season 

was held on the club groundsin 'Squog, thisp.a. Tt was a cold 

day, with a strong northwest wind blowing across the range ; con- 

sequently scores ayeraged poor. Card reyolying trap; 18 yards 

rise; 10 balls each score :— 

Ist 2d 3d Ast 2a 3d. 
Score, Score. Score. Sevure. Score. Score. 

C.J. Danah.... 7 7 7 C. A. Jackson.. 1 8 8 
am i laeee 4 w |F. Dowst +2 w _ 
M. 6 7 F.J. Drake -.. 4 G a4 

: w — |N-.S. Drake.... 6 6 5 
8 6 C. H, Oross, ... 6 Ww = 

Ww — |A. Walker..... 6 6 q 
1 w |. Huntoon.... 6 4 6 
w — |J.E. Dolber.... 6 Ww — 
ti} 5 Li, K. Mead...., 1 4 3 
6 w | Dr, H. Wheeler 4 8 Ww 
2 w |. G, Taylor... — 6 a 

G 8 5 C.5. Masseck. — it] 1 
BE. A. Durgin, 5 5 WwW N.A. Robinson — — 5 

J. E. W. 

MAssacuusnrrs—Worcester, April 10th.—The following officers 

were elected for the ensuing year at the annual meeting of the 

Sportsman's Clib last month; President, A. P. Pond; First Vice- 
President W.8. Perry; Second Vice-President, ©. T, Smith; Sec— 

retary, Stedman Clark; Treasurer, G. J. Rugg; Directors, A. 
Houghton, Jr, C. B. Holden, John B, Goodell, and M. D. Gillman. 
Fast Day, April 8th, was very generally observed by the shooting 

fraternity in this city and environs by glass ball shooting on the 

grounds of both clubs. The occasion probably brought together 

more shooters than were ever before gathered in this city for 

glass ball shooting, and considering swift traps aud a decidedly 

cold day, yery creditable scores were made. The day’s shooting 

opéned with a friendly match of twenty balls (ten thrown from 

Holden’s rotary trap, and five pairs thrown from stationary traps 

18 yards rise, between teams of ten 1aen each, selected from the 

Marlboro Sportsman’s Club, of Marlboro, Mass,, and the Sports- 

man’s Club of this city, which was won by the Marlboro team, as 

shown by the score :— 
MARLBORO CLUB, 

H. W. Bager...... T111111111-0 Wi Mm Il 0-6 16 
F.B. Gleason...., O1TITT11111-—-9 W OW i Ito» 
W.T, Fay. --. -111111111140 Of 1 TW is is 
F. J. Boudry oT LIne 81 ta 1 oy 1 a 10 “19 
D. F. Howe....... O11T01012110—6 M1 1 11 1 10~8 18 
©. B. Brush....,.. O1GO0011T111-6 © Wl il W-6 2B 
A.D, Johnoson 1011011111-—-8 @ Ub Ol 10 6 4 
I. Gy Howe... -....1211111111—10 11 1 DD  W10 4 
W.H.Leighton,Jr. 111111111110 11 UW mt &@ 18 1b 
N.8.Chamberlain, 10121110111—8 ll ® Tl Wt 10 18 

MPOTANE farce has morc les Rene et ented ap a WeE. gaa teeer steer eeetl 187 
WORCESTER CLUB. 

AcE} Fond.14¢. 22 1111111111100 OF UW hn ils 18 
LL. R. Hudson. ..,11120101111—-8 LU Wi Lt 1 8 16 
J, B. Goodell...... 10011101G0-45 1 W UU tl Ts is 
W.8. Johnson... VLYLOLILTIIg9 Ih WwW WwW WW i—)0 iy 
E, 8. Knowles..... 11110001117 OF 0 Il 1 00—4 11 
A. Houghton... - 1120111110067 HW Un m8 5 
E.T, Smith...-.-.. 21111111100 1 Wt Wt H-10 20 
J.B. Browning,,.1011110101—T7 11 10 ll i 1-8 15 

11101111119 OF 1 TL WW N—7 16 
1721111111100 11 lh WW Ne$ 19 
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The remainder of the day jas spent in sweepsthkes shooting, 

and in doing justice to the ample collation which the gentlemen 

of the Worcester Sportsman's Club know how to provide so well. 

The Worcester Gun Club offered three prizes for each of three 

classes of shooters, viz., (1), for members of the club handicapped; 
(2), for those haying some experience in flass ball shooting but 

not inembers of any shooting club, and (3), for those baying no 

experience whatever in glass ball shooting. he modesty of the 

gentlemen of the Gun Chib (which some of its members claim is 

in inverse ratio to their sucezss) will not permit me to place their 

score before your readers, but Lam permitted to say that a large 

number of shooters contested for the prizes in classes 2and 3 and 

made very Greditable scores. Eqo. 

MAssacHusurrs—Quincy, April 8{.—The Merry MountShooting 

Club held « glass ball shoot this afternoon, at Black's Crevsk, 

Quincey, at 25 balls. The following is the summary;— 
Rotary. Double. Vota. 

Thomas, Curtis. ows uret> ed Pele: 8!! ececees 18 g 22 
AGUD, Ostia ese deeb beaks oridne whe pete sss 10 10 20 
GOT Ge MO rs oyster well ee cee olnlo pe lelemiesnMirfote mae 2 § 20 
Albert Keating. .:.-.., fic-5 tiser-es ese e-- ae 13 6 19 
By kardnyick, sepdstes) dal os -iy geaewes -eny tear 13 6 19 
Hi OF Shu Gye os Sse ay tetera wees Bennet fas Li] % Ww 
Ge Hs Bente. e,5pps.a8) con caus woe neeete pd cotney 8 i} 7 
Myron Claris 0s s.enssstnt 8 3 1b 
Perez Chubbue.. -10 By 1b 
0. Li. Preseott... - 6 15 
D. H. Moore.... mya} 8 act 
W. W. Mitchell . 10 4 4 
T. 0. Fernald apes 6 14 
Orren Jones Li) i" 5 
W- Nighteng: g 2 il 
BB SPAPH Gs 1k aE ee 6 3 8 

JERSEY Crry Herents Guy Cius.—Mareh 3)—Regular contest 
forgold badge from three Bogardus traps and Bogardus rules; 21 
yards rise ;— 

Wm. Hughes... 1001111011101111110110110—48 
T. Hill... 01001110170110011117T110100—15 
A, ©. Lewis TOOTTIIVTOOL1NL1O11100 0011115 
J, Cadmus piseeledt 1017270011120312001711111011—18 
F. W. Smith O1LLTO000-8 Withdrawn. +.» 
G. Leroy. .-:. TL1TTV1VO1T11101 0101011429 
A, Heritaye. LU0L1101171711701L1011111111b20 

Aprilith.—Regular monthly contest at 20 balle; three Bogardus 
traps; 2l yards rise; for a gun, the member winning it the most 
times In twelve contests bucomes the owner. It haying been. 

shot for nine times and Mr. Hedden and Mr. Hill haying won it each 
three times, it is looked on with great interest with the members, 
who shall be the winnér, for the rest of the members consider 

themselves out of the race :— 
J, Headden...;---.,---.....171111011110111101111—48 
A, GC, Lewis.....,.. -. 44100171101 00717T110111 115 
T, Hill +» 1111117010111110011117% 
W. Hughes... --101100101171010117001 0-11 
W. Cannon -007000017111011110011-11 
J, Adi 1110110117 01711010111—-15 
P, O010111701010011111110—-8 
J. - 001011117001011111001 128 
C, Leroy 11110111111110111111—18 

Ties on 18, 28 yards rise; 6 balla;— 
J. Headden....... 1 lyi 1 1=6) GC, Leroy _:..:--- 1101 0-8 

P, W. LOyERING, Sec'y. 
New Yore—Port Morria, April 10th—Glass ball match on the 

grounds of the Knickerbocker Yacht Club, for the Gun Club 

medal; handicap; 15 balls; rotary trup :— 
Yards, Yards. 

i, B. Chedsey..-.....:.- 25-18.) AJ. Miller..,.... ....2/ 18 8 
W's Potter, Wices:ssaicses 20 06s 12. | D. BP. Oauhilan.-.:.....- a i 
T. N. Jacques........, .24 10) G. Dennerlein, --...--- -- 2 10 
W. Pirlton, drs..... 22. .: 23 «= 10|.J. Kiley.) 0..........,- 1k 9 

PENNSYLYANIA—Titusville, April th.—First mateh; 10 smoke 

target balls ; 21 yards rise -— 

TJ. MeQrumys. s.cs0.6- Tehisg ee ticey a Oe Se ee 
Charles V. Boughton. ., b caats ey a cE Me ee 
Jed. eelock.......... aay 2 ee dete) aD tet lee 
R. H, Boughton, Jr..-..... ---....-. BL Sipeale ab Teel ith tat) 
ASBo Ws .sosssa.- 2. Wee PARE EE SS i aie tie yee iy aie ea 
PRIMNGMIp a setae cco ta erctine aes: fk Udy ke ao a ee 
DL, L, Shatter... ccc ese eeee reat abe Tea ak rh nan 
~ Second match ; 10 smoke target balls ; 21 yards rise ;— 

Pe FM Oris). o-SEa2 ite bee teen dees S00) aes os 
Charles V. Boughton. ...-----.11+-+:- Te Wie re ih Tl cree hw tS) 
J.J Whoelocl... si... cence eee wees Te Tees ee ae er 
R. H. Boughton, Jr. ake” Wil eee emi Ome uml et 
OST Grip re ees Bo ee Lita tel Doro es 
Ty, io. BhatbiGk 22) ssies eee ead tees aR RG se eal spk ato 
Pi Reide:.<- = 2), 22122: es One pese te scene eS, ee ee 

Third match } 6 smoke target balls each ; 21 yards vise i— 

J. J.MeCrum, ...... 1110 0-—3| J. Fleming.. Q1111-4 
Charles V, Boughton! 11 1 1—4) L. L. Shattu mee a Was CAO 
J.J. Wheelock, .. rd Fe 011114 | ¥F. Reide.. 
R. H. Boughton, Jr,.0 11 1 0—8 

CAPITAL Crry Gity Coun.— Washington, D.C., March 8ist.—Score 
of the glass-ball practice of this club yesterday, which was post- 
poned from the regular practive day (Saturday last) on account 

of the weather. The Card rotary trap was used at 18 yards rise — 

MATI ec ores eee oe ea aD LD tT! TT ee ital) TR 
McLeod..:-..+0-+. + «s---- i 1O61121111011101—-38 
BU Arvidgwe. ..- jee. ---- eee tees 01110047117011111—165 
NGPlO fhe y= see tates 101111701101110—45 
A ST Se) Ree O01111110111110—-14 
Pegk 2,-2.2 OOLPLL1T11I100111- 
Stoddard, .-.,----125+...+-. 101110011 OSs Te 

| CaPirAL Criry Guy CLon.—Washington, D.C. April 10thh.— 
Reeular practice mecting. There was a strong wind blowing 

during the shooting. Card trap: 18 yards rise for the single ball 

match of 20 balls, and 16 yardsrise for the double ballanatch of 10 

balls each. 

Single ball match + 
ply GULL Ba pee sine piee- tnd LAD AAA TL YO 1A aed Tis 

G. J. Stoddard 1112111111137 0101111)—18 
T. B, King... O01111111070111111111-19 
B. M. McLeod 11100110111011111111—-16 
Hi. L. Shepard 111411011111011101110—16 
Ei, 5, Peck-- 1100117100172 07121111-35 
W. W. Blavic LOTOTTOTOLIVIIITA11 1-6 
P.F. Nagie.. -o31T10101011111010110144 
Double pall mateh;— i 
~L. Ehepard. far ise sea kan cdeilel-s OL 11 10 10 U—7 

BE ; 10°10 10 WW 17 
-10 ib i! 10 1-7 
10 10 10 1 17 
10 11 10 OL O1-t 

+ OL 1 0) 10 10-5 
.00 10 00 10 OL—4t 

Kentucny—Munfordvillz, March 30th. Yesterday the Muntord- 
yille Gun Club met on their grounds and divided, three on a side; 

and shot forasilver pitcher. Tach shot at20 balls; rotary trap 

18 yards rise, with the following score :— 
i. H. Chapline..........--.. tad tel te a a ee 
B, L. Brachey_.... w OLTITVIVTL11£2111111 1-19 
William B. Green,.-..----.. De a ee 14 

EDGER E PIs uy pea oa ate ne estiels bol ‘eee 

enV, GSTULGLLS, oe deters cate 111411111111101111111-20 
FILA. BOMBS. ene ene oi TA1L112012 0021111711117 
R, A. Hughes. .-:1)..-....0s 11111711001111011110—-6 

EPotelaesaccsecs ce ce varkn ee beheeee see weet eek 
PARKER. 

“NICK” ON FALSE NAMES. 

HE bogus name bogie has once more made its appearanee in 
the midst of the directors of the National Rifle Association, 

and strange to say, the first moyement of “Old Reliable,” John 

Bodine, in his new seat as a director was to secure the passage of 
a resolution by which he may be “unreliable’’ John Smith. The 
ghildren of older growth in the Board do not appreciate the old 

motto thata burnt child dreads the fire. Doesnotthe Board recall 
how at one time a similar resolution was passed, and how flatly 

and squarely the Journalists Gvhose duty it is to let the world 

know whatit wants to know about Creedmoor and the doings 
there) sat down on the plan and refused to be participants in any 

such misrepresentation? It is clear, simple fraud or worse, and 

has its entire purpose and excuse in a desire to degeiye, If Ais 
& member of a corporation which pays forand has a claim upon 
his services for certain hours of certiin days of the week, he can- 

not expect to haye the Nationa! Kitle Association, the stall at 

Oreedmoor and the press, both daily and weekly, to enter into a 
donapiracy with him to defraud that corporation by bidine the 
fact that A spends his time at Creedmoor while he tries to con 
yey the impression that it is spent in the service of the hiring 
body. Tt isthe same when a@ business or professional man sets 

out to draw the wool over the eyes of a compeny of his clients. 
Tf the office boy is instructed to say that Lawyer Subtle is on that 
yery atlernoon arguing f case before the Court of Appeals at 
Albany, he may do so without any infraction of the office cadé of 

morals, though he saw Lawyer 8. start not an hour before for an 
afternoon before the butts; but it is rather nnreasonable to sup- 
pose that the lie is to be carried out as faras lis originator would 
wish, and the columns of papers to which we look for the record 
of the shooting would be burdened even more than al present 
with bogus entries. Another man who has an honest pride in bis 

abilities as a marksman and passionately loyes the Invigorating 
competitions at long range, may accept a public office where for 
a consideration he offers to perform certam service, Te may be 
a court officer with merely perfimetory duties, yet they i 

regarded as of value, and it isan infraction of that agreement to 
assume other duties and participate in other engayt ments enti 

at yariance with them. If thera is mo fraud intended, no in 
tion to seek a shicld from some consequences unpleasant 
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Unwished for, then why the hiding under a homde fusi? The 
intention to misrepresent may bear ina thousand directions, of 

which the writer hasno idea; but the few cases cited no doubt 

will serve to indicate how those who wish to eyade the plain 
responsibility for their doings find motive for it. 

Tf ean hardly be that there is a desire to slip outof the notoriety 

which the newepapers give the shooters, through any iden that 
rifle shooting is not quite “the thing." but the parallels drawn in 

the Board when the resolutions were adopted would lead to the 

impression that something of the sort was entertained. 

There may bea delicacy on the part of some who are expert 

wing shols against shooting birds from a trap, however ill-founded 

it may be, and the whole body of piveon shots and the sport 

itself has been broughtinto a surt of disrepute partly on account 
of the practices indulfed in at private matches, and in food 

measure by the custom, long past the initiative stage, of using 

false names at trap shoots, It is primd facie proof in any business 

transaction that when a false name is given, some fraud is 

intended, oris tobecoyered up, Turn and twist it as they may, 
the rifle shooters who wish to crawl to the range under a false 

hame are put on the defensive, and the bestjustificution they can 

olfer is the yery poor one fat they are seeking @ good end by bad 

means, Itis undignified and if is ongentlemaniy, akin to the 

aliases of the police court and the criminal classes. A mau who 
secks to hide his identity needs to be watched. He may not be a 

pickpocket, and a train to Creedmoor is not & conyoy of felons 

simply becanse the men are not whom they pretend to be; but 
somebody somewhere is to be misled by the subterfuge of 2 false 
name, and the rifleman who assumes it knows precisely where 
he is to profit by the deception: 

Nor does the mischief stop here, The N, R, A. sets rules for 

scores and hundreds of associations throughout the country. 

Some of these haye the bogus name allowance, and Walnut Hill 

stains an otherwise fair fame by this transparent blot, but on the 

ynajority of the ranges the shooting is fair, open and acknowl 

edyed. This resohition permits the record to be deluged with the 

doings of nominal unrealities, of phantasmal frauds. When the 

chickens come home to roost, even the members of the N.R, A. 
sill feel ashamed of their progeny, 

The ground may as well be taken first as last, if rifle shooting 
is to be maintained as a sport for gentlemen, and is to extend its 

Operations, that everything shall be open and above hoard, The 
first rifleman of this country certainly, and perbwps of the world, 
has never had occasion to slink under cover, as proposed and 
permitted by thisresolution. When his score was bad ho was 

despondent at his ill luck, and hopeful for the next shot. When 

the score was finehe was justly exultant, but like his namesake, 
*' Old Hickory,’ he has been, first, last and all the time, true to 

himself, Tn the New York body there is 4 Uttle too much steering 
within the letter of the law while breaking its spirit, andif the 

present atlempt to reyiye the old plan of subterfuge shooting 
shall operate, then I mistake very strongly the spirit of the New 

York press. Ilook there for an independence in the matter, and 
it false names are given to the world as records I stall begin to 
think that the young men who “tak' notes" are willfully or 

earelyssly blind. NIoK. 
—_~+>—_—_ 

Tan PALMA Conprrrons,—The vonditions for the Palma trophy 
fs anicnded by the special committee appointed for the purpose, 

and adopted by the Board of Directors N. BR. A,, were read as fol- 
Lows :— 

Title—International Long-Range Match; for the championship 
of the world; open to riflemen of ull countries, ‘’eams—Hach 

1eum shall consist of eight men; menibers of the yarious teams 

participating must be native-born citizens and residents of the 
countries they respectively représent, except in the case of teams 

yepreseuting a provincial territory of a government, in which 

ease a pesidenve in the province will be sufficient, provided the 

member ig a native-born subject of the parent country. Rifles— 

Any not exceeding 10 pounds weight. Minimum pull of trigger, 

three pounds, Distances--800, 900 and 1,000 yards. Number of 
shots—Thirty at each range by eauh competitor; no sighting 
shots; mateh to lasttwo days; competitors to five 15 shots at each 
distance upon each day, commencing wt 800 yards. Position—Any 

without artificial rest. Entrance Tee—None. Previous Practice 
—Competing teams shall be allowed the use of the range for one 

week preyious to the match, but on the days of this mateh no 
person will be allowed to shooton the range at any of the dis- 

_ tances prescribed herein, except as a cumpetitor. Captains of 

the competing teams shall eiect two referees, and tha referees so 

chosen shall appoint an umpire, whose decision in ail cases shall 
be final, 
Prize—The American Centennial Trophy Patna; such trophy to 

be shot for in each subsequent year upon the same terms in 

the country of the team arriving. The recognized head rifle 

association of the cduntry represented by the winning team shall 
determine the time and place ab which the next match for the 

trophy shall be shot, and shall be the custodians of said trophy 
and vesponsible for itssafe keeping. The tiineand place at which 

the competitions for the Palma are to be held must be announced 
at least three months inadvanee. Sights, targets, marking and 

scoring in the forefoing match to be according to the printed 

regulations ot the National Rifle Association of America, 
All teums competing for the Palma shall be organized under the 

“auspices of the National Rifle Association of the conntries which 
they represent, if there be such an assvcintion. If not, they will 

be aceredited by the leading fle association of their respective 

‘eountries. No hometeam shalj be allowed to practice upon the 
range desiznated fora competition until such time as some for- 

eign team may be able to ayail themselves of like practice, That 
- such home teani to be selected at least six weeks pricr fo the date 

" fixed for the match. 
oS 

un TRish-AMpRICAN MArcH,—At the April meeting of the 
‘Bourd of Directors of tha N. R. A. the following letter was read :— 

TrRisah Rie Le ASSOCIATION, l 
24 SUFFOLK sTRHET, DUBLIN, Murch Sth, 1880. | 

To the President of the National Rifle Assoviativiaf America: 
Bin: Lam instructed by the Council of the Irish Rifle Associa— 

tion to expresson behalf of the riflemen of [reland regret that the 
international rifle match between Iveland and Auierica, 50 
successtilly Maugurated in 1874, and which was shot alterately 
in America and Ireland until 1876, has so long been in abeyance. 
Weteel assured that your Association hus only to take this mutter 
in hand and a team well worthy to represent Ameriva will come 
forward to give Irishmen another chance of retrieving the honors 
they have lost on three previous occasions. Should an American 
teain visit our shores in the coming summer for this purpose the 
Thish Rifle Association confidently expects that their weleome 
will be no less warm than that accorded to their predecessors. 
The annual prize meeting of onv Assocation takes place at the 
nd of June, and your feam coull visit Wimbledon after the 

qmufch, as Judge Gildersleeya’s team dic in 1874. 
‘Muyusting to receive a fayorable reply xt an carly date, Tam, siy, 

obedient servant ¥ EXKY COGHLIN 
a, "Acting Honorary Seeretury 1B. A, 
The feeling was immediate and almost inanimous in fayor of 

Jacceptance of the inyitation- It had become manifest to many 
Board that there was little chance of 2 Palma mittoh during: 

the present year, and itwas seen that an Irish-American match 
would have very nearly the same effect in rousing public attention 

and reviewing the lagging interestin rifle practice. The matter 
was veferred to a small committee to collect inlormation, und oo 
Tuesday last report was made that the Columbia Rifle Association 
of Washington could and would furnish one man tq the team, and 

possibly two. The Massachuseiits Rifle Association could do better, 

for Jackson, Brown and Gerrish had arranged to yisit Wimbledon, 
and would start earlier, so as to take part in the American mateh 

in Irefand. The New Jersey Association thought that Frank Hyde 

would go us thely representative. On motion it was unanimously 

resolved that the invitation from Dublin be accepted, and a team 
sent te Ireland. To carry ont this resolution Major Henry Multon, 
Col. Jehn Bodine, Col. H. G. Litchfield, Col. #. H. Sanford, Gen. 

Alex, Shaler, Gen. E. L. Molineux and James Grant were made a 
committee to select and provide for the sending of a team, and 

the committee will at once set to work on the task, employing a 

mixed plan of competition and arbitrary selection in retting the 

team together, 
eee 

“ PERRY'S GREEN BOOK” YOR ScoORES.—Now that long-range 

shooting is to be the rage this summer again, and marksmen are 
getting back to a style of shooting where an exact record of their 

work is of paramount importance, Capt. Perry has done good 

Service in getting out a third edition of his ‘'Green Book,'* Tn 
the carly duys of long-range there were a dozen sorts and style 

of recording the work done with all that minuteness requsite to 

make the study of the score-book a matter of profit and guidance 

at future matches. But gradually the compact, reasonable score- 

book of Capt. Perry supplanted all the others, because it was 
made by # rifleman who knew what riflemen needed. In it they 

vould make field-notes, rough and ready, without going through 

a long course of double-entry bookkeeping while their gun was 

cooling. The book contains, too, a yaluable set of hints on the 

use of the rifle, enoughto make the life of half a dozen manuals: 

And all in all, the agreeable “Green Book” is the one which all 

rifleinen of experience secure and use. 

a 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Tast DAy AT WALNUT HILn RANGE.—Openine competition in 

Eyerybody’s Match, No.2; the weather conditions not favorable, 
wind ranging from west to northwest, and yarying in intensity 

from four to six points. There were 180 entries, and appended 
are 36 of the best scores ;— 

N. W. Arbold............ 4658 6 f 4 5 65 5 
Re-entry ..... 4 5 Bb 4 6 6 5 4 

G. L, Winship.,., -b 4454555 5 
e-entry en. oot +b 5b bh 495 5 4 5b 

J. H. Willams... 43465 45 45 6 
Reentry. .....: 56565445 4 5 6 

L. W. Farrar, ....-, 66465544 5 4 
Re-entry........ 4. 444435 4 § 4 

O,M. Jewell......... 58 45 7 5 5 b 4 6 
Re-entry,.,------ _5 4 8 556 5 5 4 4 

J.B, Osborn......, -£ 56 5 44 5 5 4 5 5-46 
Re-entry... .:sse.sees 535556465 4 4 4 4—45 

C.K, Griffing.<.. G5 45656A,4 4 6 4 5-46 
Re-entry... -- 5 £4 4 4 5 5 + F 5-45 

W.. Howurd.. 55654 44 4 656 4 5—46 
Re-entry ... .. 65 4445 5 5 5 446 

J. Nithols.,-,, 56565 445 6 4 4-46 
Re-entry.... -.. te wt 44 5 5 5 4 5 5 4-45 

D. Kirkwood ........ § 64465 4 4 4 4—45 
Re-entry 14:2. :.222 5 456846 5 £ 4 4 5-45 

BH. 3. Souther..... .,.--. . 6554 56 4 4 4 4 4-45 
Re-ent&y........... 0. wt Db 44 5 4 5 4 4 4-43 

ER EON ELE dure aiebeoeeae -4 6 445 £4 4 4 5 5otd 
* Rerentry. . 2. 00.- oh Bee 4 445 5 5 4 £ 4 5-14 
ESA OOO Pte beebececmnee 4 £44 46 £ 6 5 4 5d 

-4 5454 5 4 5 3 4-48 
44555644 4 6 + 44 
4544 39 4 4 5 5 5-48 
-Bd4656 45 4 4 6 bout 
~h44 45 4 4 6 4 5-48 
-5 645 65 4 & 4 4 5-44 
449 54 4 4 4 4 4-42 

6 £45 5 5 45 3 44 
5444654 5 4 4 4-43 
445444 5 § 4-48 

lie anameee pees ecer | 4 2 445 8483 5 4 0-34 

According to the terms of the match four prizes ure awarded to 

the parties making the best first scores prior to 20’Glock, and ap- 
pended are the scores of the winners of these supplementary 
prizes ;— 

BE. FL Richardson. ...:...st0-ss00 00... 4465655 5 5 5 6 5-48 
O, M, Jewell -_....-..., -56 6 6 445 5 5 5b 4-47 
SUED Wao). Seen) cee eee ee 5 5 6 46 4 4 5 4 5-46 
N. W. Arnold............ tes CRMs a ts 44465465 5 4 5-45 

Boston, April 9h.—TLhe new classified maich at the Mammoth 

Rifle Gallery, which commenced on the ist of the month, has 
shown (for s0 early in the month) some oxecllent shooting, and 
the match is yery popular with one and all. Mr. W. H. Harrison, 

of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, leads in the first clase 
with fiye clean scores, or the highest possible score in the match, 
namely, 200. He also eclipsed last month's record. This last week 

he made thirty-one consecutive bull’s-eyes, which outranks his 

last month's shooting’, when he had twenty-six consecutive bull’s- 

eyes. He made the best possible 39, and followed it with three 

clean scores, Which 1s by far the best record ever made in the gal- 
lery, Mr. U. A. Pollard was also successful this last week in get- 
ting a clean score, He madefithirteen consecutive bull’s-eyes, 

This is the first time Mr. Pollard wus ever successful in getting a 
clean score, although making 39's with apparent ease. In the 
second class Mr. L, W. Farrar heads the list with 192, closely fol- 
lowed by Gordan McKenzie with 191, and Messrs. Winship and 
Swift with 188 and 187 respectively, The shooting is of the highest 

order, and will rank fayorably with any of its predecessors. he 

following is the standing of the several competitors to date; 150 
feet; rounds 8; possible 40; five scores to win, or possible 200 :— 

FIRST CLASS. 
We Hh. FSTTISOM eee bec leew ree scee eens oe 40) 
SAPP al arth vata eees, oaths a taschi oes docile BB 

40—200 
40-103 

L. W. Farrar... 

Geo. D. Mdson,...... 
(OPEL ED banish Sk yf SP eR en 4 Bt Bf 84 Bt—170 

YMORN, Manager. 

Boston April l0th.—The second competition tn the new Byery- 
body's match, No, 2, took place to-day at Walntit Hill, The at 
fendance was fair and the spectators numerous, Among them 

was Mr. Clements, from Augusta,Me. The day proyed one of 

the most disagreeable of the season, owin¢ to the high wind 
which preyailed. It was thoroughly fickle, yascillating from 7 to 
10 o'clock, and requiring from two to Ave points 6f wiolage. In 
fact, most of the murksmien were beaten hy its force, The sun 

was also a drawback, as its intense brightness produced a miruze 

which danced before the targets ing perplexing manner, The 

entries were consequently not so large, as many proposed to saye 

ammunition for better conditions, Mr. O. M. Jewell, however, 

controlled the gale and made the largest score, 49 olit of the 50, 

Which was a brilliant achievement for the day. Mr. Charles, with 
his military rifle, also made “# capital showing with his 45, two 

points being added for a handicap, agit is to all who use this arm. 
According to the conditions of the match, J. 

the best first score before 2 o'clock, for which 4 
G. Osborn made 

prize is offered. 
The best scores are piven, 28 follows :— 

OnM Sey Gllf eosin ssh jusctsde44 re hf 6 6 45 6 5 6 b 649 
W. Charles (mil,)-. 65 5b 6 445 4 4 G48 
H. FP. Richardson.,... -455 566 5 6 5 6 4248 
J.B. Oshorn...,.. RTE asian -4 555 445 5 & 5-4e 
J. H. Williams (mil.).. wit £5 45 £5 4 4 Gd 
J. Nichols...,..-...- 15-4 4 45 4 6 4 5 §-dp 
J. Borden...,. £54446 4 5 6 B=d5 
H. Tyler (mil,) +44545 5 8 4 4 5-4 

~ Pratt... ; ~-£6 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 f—42 
ALU BURG. ate ceheik cic ceo en mesh ha es): Sb4 44384 4 4 4 4 40 

The Association’s long-range handicap match begins Wednes- 
day, April 14th, and will continue on successive Wednesdays until 
closed by the executiye committee. Open to all comers: 800, 500 

and 1,000 yards; rounds, 15 at each distance. Pool shooting at S00 

yards only. Competitors with a record of 206, but not exceeding 
218, will be allowed on “tach score four points; those with no 

record above 205 will be allowed ten points. The amount received 
in excess of expenses will be divided into three prizes, to be 

awarded to the competitors making the best aggregate of three 

scores. First prize, 40 per cent, of excess; second, 30 per cent,s 

third, 25 per cent, No competition wil be reckoned in which five 

entry fees ave uot paid in. Entry fee, for members, $1; non— 
members, $1 25, 

The Boston Galleries, April 10th.—Better shooting has never been 
done at the Magnolia Gallery than during the past weel, Mr. 

Hollis has added three more clean scores to his already fine 
achievement of six full scores, giving him a total up to to-day in 

the fourth week of the Classified Match of nine clean scores. 

On Monday Mr. Hollis made 87 bull’s-eyes in succession, the best 

shooting by far eyer done in the gallery. Mr, Hall has already 

placed to his credit seven clean scores. Mr. Smith has made fiye 

elean scores. In the second class Mr. Lawrence has the lead. 
Distance 100 feet, rounds 10:-- 

Pirst Class. 

150] N. James Te 
. 160 | 2. Walters. JAR 
‘ J. W. Frost. - - 11 

J. KR. F. Schae ; .-. 140 
-. 1443| ©. Underhilix.....2, 022.5... 138 

Second Cluss. 

145| S. Foge..- ewe eae +--+ HAL 
145 | J. J. Ross.... ar » 4b 

O. C. Pratt... - 
I. W. Farrar 

Pri 
ie ~~ is oO et 

. Anderson... 
WF. Savagze... .... 
FP. Dudley . 

At the Mammoth Mifle Gallery the new Classified Match has . 

shown some excellent shooting, and is yery popular with one and 

all. Mr. W. H. Harrison, of the Massachusetis Rifle Assoovintion. 

leads in the first class with five clean scores, or the highest pussi}yle 
score in the match, namely, 200, Last week he made $1 consecu- 

tive bull’seyes. Last month he had 26. The folloywme is the 

standing of the several competitors to date, rounds 8, possible 40; 
150 feet; five scores to win, or possible 200 :— 

First Class, 

a 

W. H. Harrison........ ... 40 A 4 40 40 Toni 
U. A. Pollard ....., i cesae 38 38 38 39 40 193 

Second Class. 

Tie DEUCE 8 Re priee = ol clolonele ie 192 | E. Shumway ........5,.,... 
Gordan MoKenzi¢........... W1 rel sorge Estes, Lea ate eee ve 
PA. ; 188] A.C. Staples.) 020000010), 174 
P.D. 187 |W. CG. 8mith |... pede B 
N, 8. - 182 | Wm, It, Sparc... 2) Vig 
ae ae > Ae eae 2D: BOSCH) cle yee! yal 
or s a 2508 {MA GUDITEN sa tase eicst eee ue ve H. 0. Pratt... raeee: Ti =a 
BELLEVUR HanGu,—The Medford Amateny Rifle Association 

held their fourth competition in their “ classified” series at Belle- 
yue Range Aprilsth. The weather conditions were fair. There 
were 191 entries, Mr. H. Kimball heading the list witha score of 47 
out of a possible 60. Appended are the scores :-— 
A, Wimball..... 0.0... .seacses see ang =e 4 5 Bob 5b 4 -F 
GPCR Gry wena a locks ducal oot « ond al eerie B4545 5 4 4 5 
NOR ATH HS Peed eter er Stith od Ae oh 54446 £4 5 
Raed ae Pik Aedioad ore eeLery ee fae g poe Se 

-CIMry.... . me; 45 5 5 5 
C,H. Russell ,_.......:22.. ee ete SAG RRR ESSE 

ry 44455 445 4 
Se edd 4h 

Prat he es 4 i 4 6 4 
REA OYE Pere ie yet, pees bde reeiny 44455 4 4 Bs 

CP SHIHAV AIS S cbos cacy cries sein darndalans 554 4 4 4 2 4 § 
te-onti ys) Sorbet od hore a tet pn k £445 Pa 8 a a 
- James... Hod5 ot h 5 5 4 
Re-entry... 4444 54 6 5 

A.W. Webb ..-+ 6644 54 4 4 
Bh 44 £5 & ££ 4 

2S B bed ok op 
£444 4 4 6 5 
44°55 dS 4 4 § 
55438 4 4 4 4 
D424 4¢ 4 4 5 4 
£4 544 4 4 @ 
4453 4 4 @ 56 
5645433838 5 5 
444444 5 4 
44 44 44 4 4 § 

Oo d¢ 4 4 de hat da 
L ano £4 4 2 4 4 

Mr. H. Kimball won the reyolvyer in the first class, C. H. kk 
in the second, and N, P. Ames iu the third class. 

THE WAKEFIELD RANGE.—The cirhth competition in the “shot 
gun” series of the Wakefield Amatour Riflé Association was shot 
April sth. The range was open all day, there being an unsually 
largenumber of riflemen present. One hundred and forty enivies 
were made; and below ave given fourteen of the hest scores: 

iwi UO ATEMtO dy cs css ccbtont ges ty atin --4 6 6 4 § 6 499 Re-entry... . oo b 4 nl 5 3 ce 8imon Paul.. 465 3 5 5 -h 5-8 He-eniry... 0 6 44 4 5 g SL 
BE. F. Brook 4405 6 6 4 4—§1 
Re-entry... of 42°9 4 4 5 6-31 D. H. Walker.: 45 44 6 § 4-81 Re-entry.,- . £5 Lf 5 & 4 430 Thomas Conn, . 5 44 4 6 4 6-81 _ Re-entry..... £44 4 4 £ ge ng George Cheney 44h 4 4 b 3-80 _, EKG Nye Lieve | 54543 4 429 5. B. Dearborn .,....., 44454 4 4-99 
RISD Cem rs Le apie tes ae ne om 65 424 3 4-3 

Gardner, March 20ih._Following are the scores made by mam- 
hers of the Gardner rifle club al Mackmatack range to-day, two 
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scores Of ten shots Gach, The inch ring and Creedmoor targets 
were used; distance 200 yards ;— 

Ry. OAS, Totals 
GF Bllsworth._._.........-. Esk BtOnS 86 47 MAT — OH 
#, BH, Nichols... 96 48 Ta 45 IT1-93 
H. 8. Pierce,... » &? 45 #79 44 168-89 
SERRA MOTT GIy pate sec leiawes yeas eb anne dell 80 44 85 47 165—9) 
SDP IN SeUPOUR Gobo e fp bossa oe ote velo oe = His ond 80 4g gt 46 164-88 
Ohester Himds.........-..-.: : ya2 BE 45 78 44 162—89 
vali: Ava wti nd) oi). = hee ke 1 ee ot 80 45 76 45 156—90. 
Os ESL WA Ye Ee eet a cielo sa atobelslen alesis 43 34 ey 4d 10— 

New Bedford, April 8th.—The New Bedford Rifle Association had 

& meet to-day, the attendances being the largest of the season. 

The weather conditions were rood, as far as light aud a beautiful 

day were concerned; but the wind was on a perfect rampage, and 

“old Boreas" beat the best marksmen that assembled at Bay View. 

Forty-three oul of a possible fifty was the largest score attained, 
and the magpie and blackbird were often shown, and even the 

old goose came ia fora share of the spoils, as the summary indi- 

cates. The conditions were 200 yards, off-handed, ten rounds :— 

F. A. Bradford . ort ae 454465 5 4 4 3 5-43 
|. A. Smith... -6 34446 4 4 4 5-42 
1. E. Almy -4 44 44 4 5 4 4 4-4) 
George K. Ste -444 43 5 4 4 4 5-41 
Oliver E. Gifford -3 45 8444 5 4 4-40 
George W. Parke’ +4445 5 44 83 8 4-40 
D. D. Briggs.. ‘4443953 4 4 4 4-39 
§. P. Richmon: -435433 45 6 3—9 
S. Eggers... -. 443 B 444 4 4 4-23 
Charles Barte 3445 3 4 4 6 8 8-38 
KR, M. Ashley. 44443 4 3 3 3 5-37 
Clittord Baylies (56444434 2 3 4-87 
W. H. Cunningham -384644 2 3 4 38 8-35 
Charles A. Gray. 4454284 2 8 8 3-35 
A, E. Smith... 43353334 4 4 3-386 

Springfield, April &h.—Rod and Gun Rifle Club fifth competition 

in subscription match to-day scores made—high northwest wind; 
200 yards; off-hand; possible 50 :— 

L.A. Mayoit.....-,...-. eg Ske ce 5646 45 5 6 & 4-47 
W. He Ghapin: .....5..0.. :0: tere t Db 4 Ob 4 A 5 548 
8.8, Bumstead..... cc... ckeeeeeee eee 554445 5 5 & 4—46 
Tree GUNS Mees '7147) base paccese ete 4d656 4456 & 4-48 
J. H. Dedetek,.......... 4 --4 45445 5 4 5 5-45 
J. Mathewson. .......... spb esaciee 64445 4 4 65 5 4-45 
J, 1. Wilson.... 4554656456 4 f 445 
W. Arms.... Soc +5 4455 5 4 4 5 4-45 
G. J. Kneil. -4 4445 44 5 5 5-44 
§. HB. Barrett.....-......- Htitideteee 54446564 4 5 4 4-43 
le LB WIS deeb: seneanestortytcec scat cer DL Bo Ae A 4 A “Be hd 48 
IG SSraith cele deet ealdtes eee isis eh re, 685 4444 4 4 5 5-42 
AO SViATL WVBR AL sh caitaeb ple deldae me 444444 44 4 5-4] 

BRIDGEPORT RirLte CLus.—Bridgeport, Conn., April 10th.—The 

regular semi-monthly shoot of the Bridgeport Rifle Club was 
held at Seaside Range, Friday, April §th, heavy 3 o'clock wind 

blowing all the afternoon. The following scores were made :— 

S lverware Match, 200 yards; re-entries: 
D. B. Marsh ....4455 44 65-81) A.C. White,..., Ah 4444 4-29 
8. V. Nichols....444445 5—a0| P.S.Stevens....h 4444 4 4—29 
D.N. Congar...4 4545 3 4-3) | R.S, Bassett....5 453844 429 
C. EB. Beers.. ...444445 6—-29|8.H. Hubbard..4+44444-7 
H, Caratesen....444 46 4 4—29| John Slatcher..445 434 4-28 

#00 yurds; rifle; no re-entries :— 
R.S. Bassett.......-....+ ~-444 46 46 5 4 4—43 
D. A. Marsh .. 44545446 4 4-43 
8. H. Hubbard. 6 4445445 4 3-42 
John Slatcher -6 5 44443 4 4 4-41 
D.N. 4 AAR 444 4B —4 
A.C. »4 443 44 8 4 5 4-89 
C, E. 44245 44 4 4 4-39 
8.V.N -38 43434 4 4 4 4-87 
¥F. 8. vee eet GB 4 4 2 4 0:2 8B 4-20 

Record Match, 200 yards, no re-entri¢s;— 
Soc NiGhOls 60+ -- om cs tebe EF eres 24 4445454 4 4 4-49 
D. E. Mareh.... 4 4445 44 6 3 4-4 
D. N. Congar. . 5 4344444 4 8-38 
J. Slatcher..,...... - --esccce sees, 8:0 38 4 BB 4 8B 4 4-BL 

Mrs. John Slatcher then made 10 shots with her husband’s rifle 
45584455 4 §—42. 
Regular shoots of the club are on the first and third Fridays of 

each month. Theannual election of officers was held April 24 at 
the office of Judge A. B. Beers, with the following result ‘— 

President, Philo M. Beers; Vice President, F. S. Stevens; 
Secretary and Treasurer, R.8. Bassett. Executive Committee; 

Geo. E. Botsford, Danicl EK. Marsh, Harry Nichols, John Slatcher 

and §.0. Kingman. Shooting Master, John Slatcher, We shall 

probably haye some mid and long range shooting at our next 

meeting. R.S§. B. 

Collinsville, Aprit 7th—Canton Rod und Gun Club; practice 

meéting at 200 yards; off hand; 3 pound pull. Heayy north wind: 
Mass. at 

J. Laubenstein. ...9 12 8 12 10 12 10 § IL JJ—I104 
. B. Hull 1211 86 8 10 WH 1 2 §— 499 44 

J. Phister Seiad 0 te Os Ge ne 37 

CREEDMOOR, April 34—The cpening day at Creedmoor was a 

dull and dismal one enough. The marksmen went down with 

a storm impending, and before the opening shot had been fired at 
100 yards by Mr. D. Banks, with its answering bull's-eye disk, the 
rain was pouring down. ‘The match was carried through, how— 
ever, the wind and rain conspiring to make the shooting more and 

mor? @ ficult as the men fell back to the longer off-hand ranges: 

The seures stood :— 

100 ¥ards. 200 Yards. 300 Yards. Total, 
4565-24 46565552 §4448-20 65 
6665-2) 84554-2383 24444-15 66 
4555-23 5444522 4443520 68 
5464-23 45445-2922 48334418 65 

4454-22 544 § 5-28 B2Z585—-18 63 
Ahtt4d 2) 4445421 84568320 62 

5444-22 4445421 4344419 62 
4534-2 5545423 5843419 60 
5455-2 444565 -22 4508416 68 

4544-2% 64845-2 44458-19 O41 
6455-28 44586-21 8448216 60 

—24 —20 —5 59 
ah —21 —it 158 

J.C. Mallery.... —m —22 —13 855 

G, J. Seabury, 22. 17, 17—56; T. J. Dolan, 20, 18, 15—53: ©. BR. 
Tayntor, 22, 19, 1¢—bo; J. L, Paulding, 25, 17, 13—55; L. Cass, 18, 13, 
14—415; ‘T. G. Williamson, 22, 12, 14—46; A.M. Miller, 22, 18,4—44. 
Donaldson, Mallery, Dolan, Cass and Miller were allowed three 
points euch lorusing military rifles. 

April 7th—LIwo matches were shot at Creedmoor to-day, but 

owing to the cold and the westerly gale they failed to develop any 

great interest, either through the number of competitors or 
merit of thescores. The first was the Ballard Rifle Match, at 100 

and 200 yards, for a rifle worth $60. Ii was won by Mr. D. Banks, 

with a total of 63 out of the possible 70 points. ‘The Remington 
Rifle Match, at 2) yards, for a Remington Creedmoor rifie, was 
won by Mr. J. H. Brown, with 42 out of the possible 50 points. 

April 10th.—The first long range match of theseason was opened 
at Creedmoor to-day with the Remington Shot Gun Match at 800, 

900and 1,000 yards. F.H. Holton, with a total score of 192, was 
the winner. The Off-hand Individual contest at the short ranges 

—106, 200 and 300 yards—attracted attentien. A. H. Cobb (75 points) 
was the leader in the score. 

Nuw Yore Amarzeur Rite Civs.—The oighth annual meet 
ing was held at the Seventh Regiment Armory, April 6th, Presi- 
dent R. H. Keene in the chair, The following officers were chosen 
for the new year:—President, RK. H. Keene Secretary, Joseph 

Holland; Treasnrer, A. Alford; Executive Committee, G. L. 

Morse, John I. Bird, J. P. Waters, Gen. G. W. Wingate and C. W. 
Minor. Notice was given of the invitation from the Trish Rifle 
Association, and Major Fulton wae authorized to represent the 

club in the N. R. A. mectings to forward the match The finan- 
cial affairs of the club are in excellent condition, while the roll cf 

membership is on the increase. A programme of club matcnes 
will bé issued for the present season within the next few days. 

STockTon RANGE. Gamden, N, J., April 10th-—The opening 

matches at the Stockton Rifle Range took place to-day. The in- 
ter-State military contest, teams of ten men, distance 200 and 50) 

yards, was won by the Seventh Regiment, N. J. 8. M., with a score 
of 885 against 871 made by the Sixth Regiment, same State. W 

Stevens won the Sharps Match, for military rifles, 200 yards dis- 

tance, and George Fox was the winner of the cartridge prize, dis— 
tance 200 yards. The following are the newly elected officers of 

the association :—President, Gen. B. Burd Grubb; Vice-President, 

T. P. Baldwin; Secretary, John 8. Lee; Treasurer, Major Wm. 
M. Palmer; Ex-Officio Officers, Gen. Gersham Mott, Gen. Lewls 
Perrine, Gen. William §. Stryker and Gen. William H. Sterling; 
Directors, Gen, E. B. Grubb, T. B. Baldwin, Col. D. B. Murphy, 

Col. Daniel Lodor, Gen. William. J. Sewell, Major William M. 

Palmer, Capt, E. D. French, Capt, George Wood, Capt. Joseph 

Burroughs, John 8. Lee, John. W. Hoffman, Alexander M. Van 

Rensselaer, George Polls and C. F, Arnold. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. April 10th.—The Columbia Rifie Association 

inaugurated a series of five weekly long range matches to-day. 

Five men faced the butte, all thoroughly rusty from their winter's 

rest, a3 practice has heen completely stopped by the sayage 

weather of the past three months, during which time only one 

match was shot, in mid February, with poor results, The opening 

day was un-spring-like, and worthy the windiest Ides of March, 

The air was full of driving dust clouds from the neighboring 

fields of sand and stubble, and Benning’s Race Course lent more 

than its share to the sandstorm. A reasonably constant gale 

blew across the range with a foreaof from six to ten points of 

windage, and the sky was clear until the firing was begun at the 

last stage, The match was called at 3 o’clock with only flye 

entries, the contestants being Col. Burnside, Dr, Scott, Mr. Laird, 

Mr. Lauritzen and Lieut, Hubbard, of the Artillery, the last a new 

man, Three of these, somewhat to their surprise, in view of the 

unpromising day, got above 200. In detail the shooting was marked 
with the yiciasitudes natural to bull's eye hunting in a dust 

storm. At 800 yards the leading shots pulled well together, 

quitting the bull's optic only six timesamong them. Dr. Scott's 

tally was the best at this range. with eleven consecutive bulls at 

the clese, footing up 73. Col. Burnside tied him on the 

total, while Mr, Laird came up smiling with 72 to his credit, but 

with an unlucky magpie at the end of the string. Nine hundred 

yards saw a falling off forall but the Colonel, who rolled up 71. 

Dr. Scott began badly with a black cross and five red birds, but 

nine bulls at the finish gave hima good 68. Mr. Laird had a miss, 

dueto a completely ruptured shell, the fragments of which stuck 

in the chamber of his rifleand threatened to throw him out of the 

match, but he only dropped one point on his last ten shots. At 

1,000 yards the magpie’s ominous feathers fluttered frequently 

across the face of the targets, but with the increasing wind the 

leading men were lucky not to see the black bird even once. Col. 

Burnside won the match and the subscription entries with a 

handsome 211, a happy aggregate for a blustering day :— 

80-5 5555545 564 5 6 5 & 5-73 
Col. Burnside, 900-4 45555555 4 56 4 6 4 5 &-Tl>20 

1-3 5365585 45 6 & & 4 h—-OAT 
800-5 45445455 6 5 5 6 & & 5-73 

Dr. Scott,....4 90-3 4444455 5 5 5 5 5 5 5—-65>206 
1 8545453435 5 5 5 5-65 
f00-5 656455655 6 5 6 5 56 & 8-2 

Mr. Laird....4 904+ 5804455555 5 5 4 5—6h +201 
10-4 54583554 838 5 5 4 5h 

On10—Oincinnati, March 2th._S8core made by the Cincinnat 

Shooting and FishIng Club, in the eleventh competition for the 

Baker medal; distance 200 yards; position off-hand; 15 shots at 

Massachusetts-Creeamoor targets :— 
fase. ea 

J. R. Weston.... 6101011 & 12 10 10 10 12 13 11 10 714 
Bennett.-......: 81010 911 611101111 8 7 9 912-142 & 

; -1211 610 9 8 91110101010 8 9 8—Itl 62 
+. §10 TOM IWI101l 7 61111 9 9 6—i41l 63 

Doughman +10 91910 710 8101111 810 9 8 9-140 62 
L, Fender....., 1110 7 & 8 81010121110 6 § & 9—I159 64 
M, Gindelin.,... 9111212 811 810 6 6 B1L12 611-135 463 
A. Koehler......1010 8 7 9 9 711101010 8 9 711—156 628 
W. Hall........., 81110 8 9 7 4 711 8 8 1 9 8 121 60 
A.C. Toeppert.. 2 4 6 9 610 91110 8 910 8 7 9-118 56 

Cincinnati, April 34.—The following is the ‘score in the twelfth 

competition for the Baker medal. Mr. Weston, the holder of the 

medal, struggled hard to retain it, but Gindelin carried it off by 

placing to his credit the fine score of 160 points Massachusetts, or 

Tloutof a possible 75 Creedmoor. Additional interest centered 

in the fact that Weston hadto win it but once more to retain it; 

distance, {200 yards; position, off-hand; 16 shots :— 
Mase. Creed. 

M. Gindelin.... 111012 911 9111271117111 12 712-100 7 
J. KR, Weston... 12 12 6 113010 1012101010 91010 1}+-152 43 
M.Doughman.. 911 911111210 910 9 8&8 10 10 11 10—1 65 
G. Henson..... 10 8 7 912 9 SI10110 91011 1212-148 65 
W.Caldwell.... 101011 9101910 81011 910 81031-147 48 
Jos. Dann,,.... 6 P1110 BIL 910 911101111 B—-4t fH 
L, Fender ..:.. 12 8 9 81011 910 9111010 f 8 9-143 63 
O. Topf.--.-.... 1112312 9 8 910 31011 9 56 810 9-131 m1 
Bennett........ 1 $10 0 8 § SILUMIAIL 6 & 8—I129 0 
H, Stickles,.... 49 8 Til 71210 6 910 812 7129 «$8 

HINA SSH, 1091286 68 ON Till 8 8 7 Till Bo 

PUBLISHERS DEPARTMENT, 
—<>———_ 

ROCHESTER STILL AHEAD—A FIRST PRIZE TAKEN AT THE 
Wortp's Farr BY A ROCHESTER PrrM—The World’s Fair 
of 1879 was held at Sydney, New South Wales, the prin- 
cipal city of Australia, Exhibits were there from all 
Seed of the world, including those from the largest and 
est known cigaretle and tobacco manufacturers. Not- 

withstanding the many varieties of German, Russian, 
French, English and American cigarettes and tobaccos on 
exibition, the display of cigarettes, Vanity Fair tobacco, 
etc., made by W,S, Kimball & Co., of this city, was 
awarded the first prize by the commissioners. A cable- 
gram from Sydney yesterday announced this fact. This 
is a triumph for Rochester and its manufacturing indus- 
tries. Six first prizes haye heretofore been won by 
Kimball & Co., at great exhibitions, this making the sey- 
enth.—Rochester Democrat and Uhronicle.—[Adwv. 

—<——. 

—See Messrs. Gibbs & Howard's advertisement of 
Anti-Rust. It is claimed to be a sure preventive of 
rust on all metal surfaces, Give it a trial,—[Adw, 

————_ 

Wasutxcton, D. C,, 409 M street, Jan. 16th, 1880, 
H, H. Warner & Co,—Drar Sir :—I write to say that 

after having taken your Safe Pills, and finding them all 
that is claimed for them in your circular, I cheerfully 
recommend them as the best pills in the market. 

dv. JOsBpH PRATHER, 

Machting and Canoeing. 

YACHTING NEWS. 

THe HERRESHOFF Systew—By jnyitation of the builders, we 
recently had the pleasure of atrip on board the steam yacht 
Leila, belonging to Mr. Graham, of Baltimore. The Lei/a,a cut 

of which appeared in our columns a short time ago, is 100ft. long, 

15ift, benm and Sft. in. hold. Her model is something to look at; 

for beauty, knife-like entrance and run, we have never seen any— 

thing like it. She has the Herreshoit stamp ull oyer, not only in 
the incomparable fashioning of bull, but in everything, down to 

the very fittings, anchors and chains. Tn all there is evident an 

independence of thought and an intuitive genius of the most 

striking kind. The Herveshofts do not stop half-way; they do 

not seek simply to improve some ancient arrangement, but toss 

it aside and begin de nove for themselyes and with commendable 

results, which, we must confess, Justify what in most othors 

would be assumption and sure to end in failure. The engines and 

boiler of the’ Leila are similar to those illustrated in this journal, 
and are a maryel of lightness and elegance. To such an extent 

has useless metal Leen shaved away, that the cye, accustomed to 

the ordinary run of machinery, seems at first sight to defect a 

decided deficiency of material in their structure, yet practical ex- 

perience with the engines is answer enough that something more 

than mere saving was kept in view, and that themetal has been 

so well proportioned to the strains it has to bear that they per- 

form as well as any other, and are thoroughly reliable for the 

work intended. Although compound and supplied with inde- 

pendent cut-olfs, they aré simple tn their working parts, and we 

question whether there isa better vertical engine in the market 

to-day. It may be of interest to note what the owner has to say 

of his experience with them:—* The Leila was iu constant use 

from Oct. 5th to Dec. 5th, making trips down the Chesapeake of 

ten days ata time; during this period everything worked well, 

and we estimate that she is safe and reliable and f< a good sea 

boat. This is the third boat the Herreshoffs haye |) ‘ilt for me, 
each larger than the preceding one.” But we will nol weary the 

reader with indorsements and testimonials we have | efore us 

concerning the Hérreshoff coiland engine. Our object isto pre- 
sent to the public an American inyention uponits merits, 1 inyen- 

tion which, to América's shame be it said, is to-day bette. appre- 

ciated abroad, eyen in far off Russia and Turkey; thaniti ia the 

and of its birth. 

New YorkK Yacat CLius.—The annual dinner of the club took 
place April 8th, at Delmonico’s, and was well attended, 150 coyers 

being laid. After the banquet, which was an elegant affair, 
speeches were in order, anda brilliant season predicted. Com. 

Kane expressed the hope that fifty yachts would meet for the 

annual cruise in August, 

Royan Canapran YAontT Crus.—The annnal ball of this club 
came off March @lst at the Grand Opera House, Torontd, and was 

n complete success, over 250 couples belng present. ‘The supper— 

room was thrown open at midnight, and ample justice was dons 

to the good things sel out by the club, g 

NeEwrort Casmmo ComPaAny.—The followers officers have been 

elected for the year:—President, August Belmont; Vice—Presi— 
dent, William R. Travers; Treasurer, John N. A. Griswold, Gaoy— 

ernors, August Belmont, Wm. R, Travers, John N. A. Griswold, — 
Royal Phelps, Levi P, Morton, OC. C. Baldwin, Henry S. Fearing, 
David King, Jr., Pierre Lorillard, James Gordon Bennett, Henry 

Ledyard, T. F. Cushing, Ho)lis Hunnewell, Fairman Rogers, F, 
W. Stevens and George R. Fearing. : 

KNICKERBOCKER Yacu CLuB,—The annual election of officers — 

of the Knickerbocker Yacht, Club, for 1£&0, was held April 6th” : 

The following gentlemen were elected:—Commodore, Wm. 
Carter; Vice-Commodore, W. A. Stewart; Secretary, Alfred 
Varian; Treasurer, Wm. Potter, Jr.; Measiirer, Chas. Baker; 

Steward, Geo, Dennerlein; Board of Directors:—A, 8. Miller, D. 

F. Caughlan, F. Fitzpatrick, J. L. Wellaand W. Fortor. Jr. The 

club will open the yachting season with a regatta on May alst, 

starting fromthe club house at the foot of One Hundred and 

Thirty-second strect, East Riyer, Port Morris. We haye filty 

members, and own three cabin yachts, one catamaran and nine 

open yachts, KNICKERBOCKER, | 

OsHkosH YAcnt Crus.—Editor Forest and Stream:—The an- 

nual meeting for the election of officers of the Oshkosh Yacht 
Q)ub was held April 5th, and resulted in the election of Hon, Geo, 

W. Bushnell for Commodore; Viooe-Commodore, Geo. F. Stroud; 

Secretary, Goo. M. Hasbrouck; Treasurer, Frank Heilig; Meas- 

urer, 8. P, Gary; Fleet Captain, Capt. John Dickerman, Regatta 
Committee, Robert Brand, G. M, Hasbrouck and Adolph Von 
Kaas. By a unanimous vote of the club, we adopted the consti- 

tution of the National Yachting Association, and the Secretary 

was instructed ta remit dues to said Arsociation. The annual 

cruise question came up, but was passed for future considera- 

tion, A resolution was passed to cobperate with the other olubs 

of the Lake in getting up & series of regattas lusting three days 
and offering prizes sufficiently large to interest outside competi 

tion. 
A number of yachts are expected here from Chicago, cruising, 

including Com. Munger's sloop Cora. 

A yery enthusinstic spirit peryaded the meeting, and a goodly 

balance in the treasury puts the alubin a very flourishing eond{- 

tion. c. C. M. 

WASHINGTON VILLAGE YaAcur Croos.—Oflicers elected for the 

year; Commodore, J. W. Mansfeld; Vice-Colimmodore, F, A 
Daniels; Fleet Captain, B. Lanning; Secretary and 'Vreasurer, J- 

Grose, Jr.; Regatta Committee, J. R. Lanning, F. H. Lincoln, J‘ 
R. Murray and J. G. Stewart. Regattas will be held June 26th’ 
Sept. 11th, Aug, 1th, and Oct. 9th. 

AKOTHER VENTURE.—The repeated failures of stenm cata 
marans do not seem to haye deterred others from falling victims 
tothe enticement of high speed, if we ure to belicye the press 
dispatches of late, which report Com. Yoorhis.as expacting great 
speed from the iron catamaran he is now building ati Nyack-on- 
the-Hudson. This novel affair will be 200ft, Jong, and consists of 

two cigar-shaped hulls, each 5}ft. diameter and spread 9ft. apart. 
The midship portion js of No. § iron, weighing ‘lbs. per square 
foot, and the ends of lighter sheets djlbs. per square foot. Hach 
hull will have four bulisheads as stiffeners. She is to be decked 
over for 125ft., and saloons are to be builton top. The wheel i 
8it. diameter, located about twenty feet abaft midships; dip of 
blados, 2ft. 8in., and itis intended to make $25 turns per minute 
That is, the mechanics of the daily press inform us to that extent, 
Buckets of 21t. Sin. dip and 325 turus redds yery much hike a fair 
tale. Herreshof's are furnishing the boiler, but are in no wise re 

sponsible tor the undertaking, and small blame to Lbem if ¢ 
efuse to shoulder the results, whieh are a foregone conclu 
Theboiler is of the coil type, 108in. diameter, same helght, 
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‘of two-inch pipe in inside coil; 234ft. 4in., TOF. Stin., 35£t, din. and 

160ff. 2}in. pipe in outside ofl; pressure, 12lbs. The catamaran 

Will draw 21't, Sin., and displaces 38 tons without passengers. Why 
the Commodore selected puch a complicated and expensive 
engine as the Wells Balance is difliicultto understand. When he 

somes to settle his repair bills and oil account he way wish he 
had not. Asa single hull weichs less than tio, and has less skin, 

it is quite certain that for the expenditure of power greater 

speed is to be obtained from such # hul] than any catamaran can 

éyer altord, the hopes of high speed from this clgar boat are sure 

to be ruthlessly disappointed; but possibly the Commodore cares 
more for the deck room, and will be satisfied will as much speed 

as he can get. 

SAPEtY BormmeRs.—A successful inyentor of my acquaintance 

is making a boiler, which he says possesses avery feature de- 

scribed as desirable in your editorial of the Istinst. IT haye had 

s0me theoretical ind practioal mechanical experience, and think 
his claims ave well founded, There is but little complication to 
it; the heatiog-surfaece is double that of sommion boilers, weight 
for weitht; no ordinary pressure would burst it, and it is cheap. 
When it haa been tested, lwill give you an account of its work- 

ing. Drying Decoy. 

THs NATIONAL Vacating Associavion.—The National Yacht— 
ing Assoviation seems to be gaining ground slowly but surely. 

Formed four weeks ago by delegates from eighteen clubs, the 
number has been already swelled to tiventy, and many more will, 

at their next regular meetings, elect delegates, and formally con—- 
nect themselyes with the new Association. Our amateur athletes 
and orrsmen have found it impossible to get along without their 

National Associations, and the yachtsmen are wise in following 

the example set by their neighbors of the oar aud the cinder- 

path.—Spirit of the Dimes. 

FPotorya Bosts.—We hayo examined ané tried Goughtry’s 
folding boats and his new huntor's boat, under the most exacting 

circumstances. We found the lattar, especially, an excellent sub- 

Stitute fora dinghy on small yachts. Light as a feather, buoyant 

and dry, stiff! and safe, they are to be preferred to the usual run 

of punts and heavy yawlsin every respect, and can be folded in lit- 

tleJess space than an old-fashioned gingham umbrella. For sports- 
men desiring portable boats to carry under their arm, they are 
just the thing. The folding boats are somewhat heayier and 
stronger, tind suitable for yachts of a larger size. 

Yacurrs' Warpware.—As the season for fitting out is now close 
aboard, it will uot be outof place to refer readers to the card of 
W.&J, Tiobout, At their establishment, 33 Chambers street, will 
he found o large assortment of hardware and fittings, blocks, 
chains, anchors, wire rope, ete. ‘This house has been long and 

Tayorably known in the trade as the leading one of the kind. 

Straw LAUNCHES.—Myr. Clapham has enlarged his plant, and is 
Prepared to build yachts and steam launches of all kinds. His 

well-known business integrity and familiarity with all classes of 

yachts should recommend hi:n to the public. We believe he pro- 

poses to make a specialty of light drafts for Florida waters. 

CAT-noAvTs.—Desmond, of Peck Slip, has finished a couple of 

finely modeled cat-boats of good depth and moderate beam, 

which are for sale. They will make excellent boats for family use, 
4a they are safer than most of their kind. 

Canon Frrrines.—G. W. Rentyn, 70 West street, Brooklyn, 

E. D,, makes a specialty of canoetitiings and boat castings gen- 

erally. We have in our office a sampleof his steerIng lock for 

canoes, by which the paddle is kept clear cf the side, aud can be 

used move ¢fliciently. Renton supplies the trade and retail 

dealers as well. 

YACHts FOR Sace.—Atten Lion is called to seyeral yachts offered 
for sale in another colimn. 

SPORTING Boatrs.—The trade in sporting boats of all kinds is 

raported as very brisk this spring. H. M. Sprague, of Parishyille, 

WN. Y., snd W. W. Parker, of Minneapolis, Mian., have theiv hands 

full, their boats being highly appreciated by those who have tried 

thom, : 
OOP > oe 

CONGRESS AND THE YACHTING LAWS. 

Dditor Forest and Stream :— 
Attention is ¢vled in a recent number of your paper to the 

pending amendment of Section 4,214 of the United States Revised 

Statutes, relating to yachts. As the present proposed bill was 

introduced mainly at the request of the Cleveland Yachting Asso- 

¢lation, it is proper for a member of that body to s&y a word in 

reply to thatarticle. A yery similar bill was introduced during 
the last session of Gongress at the request of an astern yacht 
elub, supported by many of tho yacht clubs of the country; but 

it died in a committee room. Vhe two changes made by the 
fimendment are to make Ainerican yachts, irrespective of size, 

American yessels; and to allow yachts of all sizes to have their 

fanie and port painted in any legible manner on any conspicuous 

part of thelr hulls, instead of only on the stern in @ manner fixed 
by stutute. There can be no doubt of the propriety of the first 
change. Hor many years all yachts of between ten and twenty 
tous burden hud to take oul licenses as vessels engaged in the 

coasting trade. Yachts of less than ten tons were not recognized 

atall. A recent decision of the department holds that yachts of 
jess than tywenly tons burden need not be licensed. The next 
year, Qr next Secretary, may bring a differentruling, Under the 

present decision yachts of less than twenty tons burden are not 

Ameri¢an vessels; are beyoud the pale of thelaw. Most of the 

yachts on the great lakes are in this category, yet they take long 

pruises. One of our Cleveland yachts, for example, of only ten 

tons burden, sailed last summer oyer 2,000 utiles, sailed on the 

waters of all the great lakes except Ontario, and spent much of 

the time in foreign waters. Other yachts of the same port, less 

in size, sailed but little less distance. These small yachts wish to 

be American vessels, enjoying of right and notof suiferance all 

the rirhts and privileges of American vessels; to have the right in 

a foreign port to fy the Americun flag with the ensign of-our 

club; to their enjoying the consideration always given to yachts- 

men worthy of the name, We wish, in Americun waters, to oc- 
eupys position of trustinstead of ona of suspicion ; to legally 

carry a yacht flag; to share the rights accorded to our larger 

brethren. 
The clause to which Mr. Cromwell chiefly objects is that as to 

painting the namé und port, Pf the smaller yachts are made 

American vessels there must be some change in the present law, 

br Mr. Cromwell's objestion will apply, for the concluding part of 
the section now in force reuds; “Such yessels," meaning yachts, 
‘shall in all respeets, except as above, be subject 10 the laws of 
he United States.’ The laws of the United States—Revised Stat- 
bes, Sections 4,178 and 4,334, and 18 United States Statutes at large, 

c ayy. 467, p. 252—require the name and pert to be painted on the 
tern id white on bisck ground, or ii yellow or gilt letters, the 
tters to be of not lesa than three inches in length, thus reculat~ 

ing.place, style and size of the lettering. Under this law small 

yachts would come if made American vessels, unless the law was 
changed, I understand these provisions are obnoxious to fhe 
owners of large yachts. TVochange this law the express proyi- 
sion was made in the proposed bill that yachts should only be re- 

quired to ‘thave their names aud ports legibly painted on some 
conspicuous portion of their bulls.” The sections above referred 
to will no longer go\ern yachts if the proposed bill is passod. The 

nameand port may be painiud in any etyle or of any size, pro- 

vided they are legible, and on any part of the hull, if sufficiently 

conspicuous. The Jaws regulating trading vessels as to place, 
style and size of lettering will no longer apply to yachts, because 

the latter are expressly provided for otherwise. Of course there 

is room fora differéuce of opinion as to whether the name of the 

port should be added to the name of the vessel. I think it should 

be possible without boarding or hailing to distingnish the /leet- 

wing, of Cleveland, from the Pleetiing, of Chicago, although both 

may be of the same size andrig. This is a conyenience for the 
yachtsman as well as for the revenue officials. Again, it night 

have been difficult ta obtain s0 radical a change us the omission 

of the name of the port, while it is hoped thera will be little diffi- 

culty in procuring the passaye of the proposed bill. 

Compulsory pilotage for yachts is certainly oftentimes an un- 

necessary expense, yet it is an eyil from which we do not suifer 

on tlitse likes. We would haye includedit in the amendment, 
but first feared lest asking too much we might get nothing, and 

second, as it was not inoluded in the bill proposed by the Eastern 
Yucht Club before reterred to, we thought some reason might ex- 

ist, unknown to us, for not waking the change. 

With these explanations we trust that all yachtsmeén will feel 

willing to urge thei representatives and Senators to support the 
pending bill. BMALD YACHT. 

Oleveland, O., April 5th. 

BALTIMORE YACHT CLUB, 

Editor Forest. and Stream :-— 
'The Baltimore Yacht Club has elected the following officers for 

the year 1880: Admiral, William P. Towles; Commodore, Wil- 

liam M. Busey; Vice-Commodore, James Towles; Captain of 

Ordnanee, William B, Oliver; Secretary, J. William,» Middendorf ; 
Treasurer, Edward L, Bresee; Measurer, G. Wesley Taylor; 
Surgeon, Dr. John Getz. 
Yachting has héretofore been entirely neglected in Baltimore, 

Now and then an enterprising citizen hus purchased a sail-boatto 

be used for his family and friends, only to be abandoned after a 

few summers, with the conclusion that “yachting don't pay.” 

The manifest trouble has been that the genius of yachting was 

wating. The zealous and enthusiastic personal interest in all 

the details of sailing, which fosters the art as now understood, 

and seeks to add the value of intelligent individual experience 

and obseryation to the stock of knowledge already acquired, has 

been conspicuously absent, Our yachtsmen have been mainly 

passengers on their own yachts, and haye felt none of the en- 

thusiasm of & sailor, 
At the portals of Baltimore spreads the majestic Chesapeake, 

affording manuificent yachting ground fora distance of twohun- 

dred miles and an Gverave bresdth of twenty-five miles. With 

one, affording ample opportunity for * blue water yachting” and 

a safe harbor at a fashiouable watering place wheneyer desired. 
The Baltimore Yacht Club proposes to inaugurate this splendid 

recreation in the Monumental Olty, and hopes by perseverance 

and maritime ardor to infuse a love of the nuutical in ihe breasis 
of many—possibly eyen touching the hearts of some of our many 

millionaires, whose lives are absolutely petrilying for want of 

active and inyigorating exercise. ' 

The néw yacht building here by Messrs. Goacham & Brothers 

has her kesl, stem and stern-posu in place. She will be a keel 

schooner, V5{t. long, 21ft. beam; depth of hold, Ufct. Gm, Cabin 

bas four state rooms and large saloon, ete. The club has con- 
cluded to name their new yachc the Rena, Wihes uy 

Better cruising waters could not be found than the noble 

Chesapeake aifords, and we are glad to nvte the efforts now 

under way to build up a yacht club with Baltimore for its hailing 

port. Many a time has it been our good fortune to handle the 

stick of the famous old America, with a crew of ‘*plebs'’ from 
the Naval Academy to man the gear, and many a fine sail haye 
wa enjoyed from Annapolis across to Kent's Island, thence to the 

southward to Lookout Pointand homeagain tothe sheltered hir- 

bor Maryland's capital affords. 
Years ago we wondered why Baltimore could not muster a 

siigle yacht on the broad bosom of the great bay. Let us hope 
that the elforts to vouse that growing city from its long sleep to 
nauticul activity may meet with the success the proselyting 

energy of the newly-formed club seems to holdin view. The 

time will come when Hampton Roads will be the rendezvous for 

a larga tieet from the North during fall and spring, and the Balti- 

more Y, 0, can do much to attract attention to the inducements 

for yachting, for shooting and for fishing, the Chesapeake and 
its tributary rivers possess to a degree uu xcelled by any other 

watersin America. We trust the schooner Rena will be but the 

fore-runner to a whole fleet with the colors of the club at the 
masthead, nnd that the members of the club will not form only 

a ¢loge corporation with themselyes, but will do all in their 

power to enlist the sympathies of the general public, and to 

stimulate the spread of love for the noble art of sailing. 

—<$—<< at ee 

HE KATIB GRAY, 

Bditor Forest and Stream :— 
Lshould like you to giye space to the record for 1878 and 1879 

of the vacht Katie Gray, the most wonierful ien-tonner on the 

Lakes oronthe continent, forthat matter. Kutie Gray, center- 
board sloop, was built at Cobourg by Alexander Cuthbert in 1875. 

Length on deck from fore part of stem to after part of stern- 

post, 26ft. bin.; extreme breadth of beam, 1ift,; draught of water 

aft, 2ft.#in. She was originally shorter, butin 1877 adh addition 
of ten inches was made to deadwood aft, and quarters raised, 

which made her much speedier and stiffer. Muinsail, 2bft. hoist ; 

1sft. gail, and'3aft. on boom ; jib, 24fb. on foot, 40ft. on slay, and 
a0ft. on leach. She carries 3,000 poundsiron ballast, allstowed 

under floor, as n0 shifting ballast is permitted in our races’ 
Racing canvas includes jib topsail, large balloon jib and moderate 

sived gatl-topsail. Her record for 1876 is as follows:— 
June 20th—Won mateh at Belleville against Surprise, of Tren- 

ton, for $200 4 side. 

June 2th—Kegatta at Trenton, won first prize, heating Sur- 

prise and Merlin, of Kingston, 

July 2d—Second in Kingston Regatta—purtially disabled ; won 

by Kathleen; Victorine, of Alexandria Bay, N. Y¥., third ; Surprise, 

fourth; Laura, Dmma, Zitetta, Maud and Merlin, of Kingston; 

and Idler, of Brighton, also participated. This race was an 

anchor start, and Katte Gray got off last. 

Aug, 2d—Won olub race at Bellevilla, Kelso (Commodore) Cup; 

Old Point Comfort as headquarters, tha Atlantic 1s fairly before 

Surprise, sovond; Kathleen, third ; Merlin and Hmmd gaye up. 

Sept. 30th—First prize in fall regatta at Belleville; Kathleon 
second ; Gracie, thira; Emma, fourth; Syivia, last. 
Her record for 1879 was equally successful :— 

June 1éth—Pirst prize in summer regatta at Belleville; Surprise, 
second ; Gracie, third; Silvia last. 

Jully 16th—Beat Bila, of Oswego (21 tons) in match at Kingston 

for $250 a pide; won by 12 min. 28 see. 

Sept, 6th—First prize and Commodore's Cup in R. C. Y. OC. Re- 

gaita at Toronto; Emma, second; Gracie, third, Gipsy, of Ham- 

ilton, Kestrel and J’histlé, of Toronto, also competed, Shifting 
ballast in this race, which was a test between Nast and West, and 

in which the three Eastern yachts beat their competitors from 26 
to 40 min, at their own gume. 

Sept. 23d—Second In fall regatta, Belleville; Kathleen, first; 
Hmma, third; Surprise, fourth. Gracie, Surprise, Une (Kingston) 

anu Judge Jellett (Picton) also competed. 

Thus in tyo years this yach| has won five first and two second 

prizes in seven races sailed, and in 1876 she also won the Governor- 
General's silver medal at Toronto, beating all competitors. 

Pour Tace, 
Belleville, Qnt., April sd. 

SEER neeSenn oe eel 

REMINISCENCE FROM MY LOG, 

Editur Forest and Stream :— 

In 18$3a young man, now betler Known as“ Captain Jacik,’* 

called on me to get a yacht built. He desired a sharp, keen, fine- 

lined boat, finished in the best manner, staunch and stiff, and 

guaranteed to fly, ‘This belng settled, ihe yacht was built and 

christened the Marianna. I consulted the youngster as to the siza 
of her sail. ‘ Give her wings!’ said he enthusiastically, ‘and 

plenty of them!" The boat was 15ft. long (yacht club size), Tit. 

beam and liin. deep, Straight out frame und concave through- 

out the entire bottom, sharpas 2 wedge on her harpen and a gued 

deal like a flatiron ; her only stability seemed to be in her after 
body. When in racing trim she hud only three inches of frea 

board; her deck, however, was like 2 camel's back, remind- 

ing me of a Ohesapeake sueak-bux. She was covered in, 
with only space enough for the crew (four men) to stick their 

feet in; this space, when filled, only held eighteen gallons 

of water, hard!y enough to give an eel a drink. She was, in— 

deed, a miniature saili g life-boat. I took first premium at 

the Franklin Institule a few years previous, for a boat simi- 

larto her. She could be capsized and vighted again in mid-river. 

Tputone wing” (cat) on her, placing the mast directly in the 

wake of her apron, elongating the heel, straddling the step to get 

room, for she was as sharp forward asarazor. Her mast was 
adft. long and 5tin, at the devk; gail, 13{t.; boom, 24ft. She made 

her debut on July 4th; wind northwest, blowing hard, and, as all 

northwesters do, yeering and squally. Got under way with the 

fleet. At Tuttle's Point a regular snorter struck her and she 

gently turned over, spilling two, Mayberry and Haines, into the 

river; making a curye to the windward, with her iub’ full of 

water, the outs were soon mnoeuvered in again, and she came in 

second boat at Tacony. On her way homie she capsized six times, 

and was righted each time by placing a man on her center-board, 

Captain Jack declares to this day he only ‘‘dumped" five times. 

The distance eailed was eight miles. On one occasion an excur- 

sion steamer loaded with psasseners was about to pass our cham- * 

pion, when a heayy pulf struck his boat and she “turned up.’' 

The steamer was promptly stopped, everything worthy of old 

salts and a first.class humane society, was done to save the perish- 

ing crew, Two men from the steamer jumped overboard, life 
preservers 2nd everything loose and floatable was cast upon the 
troubled waters. While the excitement was at the highest pitch, 
our ‘* Champion ” placed one of his men on the center-board—the 

ever-ready lever—raising his boat quickly on her feet, and sailed 

off triumphantly with uplifted caps. At a regatta given at 

Smith's Island by Zimmerman & Gazelle, these gentlemen pub- 

licly presented Captain Mayberry with a handsome silyer medal, 

appropriately designed, as the champion boat-upsetter on the 
river Delaware. The yenerable yacht sailor, “ Johnny” Wright, 

had for years enjoyed this title; no one could dive deeper and 

come up wetter, or could turn a yacht up easier or oftener than 

he, but alas for greatiess, how transitory! The writer as first 

officer, and the Champion as second, with two others ag crew, left 

Cooper's Point Sept. 28th 1863, for Cape May, in the Mari- 

anna. We made the run down to the Capes in 21h, 55n1., as the 

Cape May Wave of that date will attest. We returned home on 

Oct. Tthin 21h. 60m. Doubling the Cape on our return just a8 the 
sun rose, « pilot boat stood across our bows, and hailed: ““ Where 

did you come from?" “New York.’ ‘Were you on the const 

last night? *! “ Yes." The —— you were." When we remember 

that we were ina lbft, boat, carryiog a tft. mast, with only Bin. 

of free-board, with every man laying out to windward to hold 

her up, and on old ocean at daylight, with Obristian forbearance 

we excuse the profanity of the pilot. Alter this proof of her sea- 
going qualities, Capt. Mayberry olfered to match her against any 

boat of herlength. The celebyated Dager was then in her prime, 

und arace between the boats was long talked about, but neyer 

culminated, the Dager mien eventually declaring they would 

not sail with a boal that did her best work with her mast-head fly 

trailing in the water. In short, that when a boat gets * that low,”” 

sheshould be considered upset and ruled out, Dhaye had the 

good fortune since then to build my old friend Mayberry seye- 

ral “ fiyers,” but he still clings to bis old loye, and the memuries 

of his carly yachting days grow fresher and stronger with ad- 

yancing time. The Marianna sill suryiyes; seventeen years has 

taken some of the life out of her, but she looke good yet, and as 
ready as ever to be turned up by her old commander, on short 

notice. kh. G. W. 

BOW-FACING ROWING GEAR, 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
Some six months since [ purchased of William Lyman, of Mid- 

diefield, Conn., x boat (made to his order for me, by Mr. Rushton, 

of Canton, N. Y.) fitted with two pairs of his patent, bow-facing 
oars, After golug over two hundred miles with them in all kinds 

of weather, sometines in pursuit of game, and sometimes for ex- 

arcisé and diyersiou simply, I can strongly copimend both oars 

nod boat. Ibis within bounds to say that these bow-facing oars 
double the atirictivencss of rowing. Lf we could find people 

who had alwaya walked backward, and at last discoyercd how 
they might, with much greater ese, walk forward instead, their 

case would furnish the best illustratfon of the practical value of 

the ' bow-faciog " invention. The frequent turning and byisting 

of the head to make sure of the course, ayoid rocks, trees, or 

headlands—all are banished perplexities to him who uses Lyman's 
ours. If one drops the oars quickly to seize hisgun, or for any 

other purpose, they trail alongside with as little inter ferenue, 
outside or inside the boat, as any old-style oar. If the oars are to 
be ‘shipped, the operation is accomplished With as little difij« 
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culty. Thé introduction of the uniyersal joint gives vreat free- 

dom of movement, combined with almost perfect silence in the 

pursuit of game, 

Now, as to objections, I have found only a few that are worthy 

of mention, They involve cost, “feathering,” use of oars for 

purposes of paddle and boat-hook, and the time required to 

attach to, or detach from,the boat. In most cases, andin this 

ecuse, decidedly, the bestis cheapest. 

These oars cannot be “feathered,” and the objection must 

stand for whatit may be \yorth, It is best to carry a boat-hook 
with any kind of oars, and if, can easily bo combined with an or- 

dinary paddle in one article, if desired. I carry a boat-hook and 

alight, ordinaryoar. They cost little, weigh little and occasion— 

ally are of service, 

The extra time to attach and detach will average from five to 

ten seconds, but this objectionis more than counterbalanced by 
the absence of oar-locks that may be easily lost or * borrowed.” 

A word about Rushton's boat. Ttisby all odds one of the hest 

for rowine I have seen, and hassome great adyantages for hunt- 

ing. This lft. long, weighs 85lbs., and carries fonr persons com— 

fortably. It combines safety, speed and comfort to a great 

degree, . AMATEUR. 

Middletown, Conn., Mareh 29th. 

NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
eS 

Tam Paciric Touris?, William’s Illustrated Guide to 
the Pacific R.R., California and Pleasure Resorts across the 

Continent. By Henry 'l. Williams, New York, 18/#, Price, 

$1.50. 
This hand-book of 'Trans-Continental travel is prepared upon a 

gesle never before attempted. Itis intended first to be useful, 

and 10 this cnd the editor has detailed at considerable length full 

deseriptions of the railroad routes, places of pleasure resort and 

noted scenery in the far West, information about towns and cities, 

youtes of summer travel, best localities for hunting and fishing, 

and such other topics as make this a complete guide, There are 

special contributions by Prof. . V. Hayden, Clarence King, 

Joaquin Miller, and others, with illustrations by Moran, Warren, 

Snyder, Shell, Troy and Will. We cannot praise too highly either 

the plan of the work or the admirable manner in which it is pul 

into execution, 

TWENTY YEARS OF INSIDE Lire In WALL STREET. By 
William Worthington Fowler, New York: Orange Judd Com- 

pany, 245 Broadway, 1889. 
Men years ago Mr, Fowler published a book on Wall street, of 

which be sold forty thousand copies. Tt detailed his own personal 
experience as 2 speculator, in 2 series of pictures of Wall street 

life, which were so prolijic and truthful, that the merits of bis 

hook were at once recognized by the press and the public. 

The yolume now before us is the old book rewritten and 

brought down to date. To the narrative of the exciling scenes of 

ten years ago, has been added a history of the gigantic stock 

movements of the latter part of 1879. There is much truth in the 
book, as well as much sensation. 

BOOKS RECEIVED. 

MANUAL OF YACHT AND Boat SAILING, 
INeld office, London. 

Second and enlarged edition, Price in England, $6, 

Dixon Kemp, 

_ A Goynecticut Doe StoRY.—The New Haven Union 
is responsible for this :—‘'A Rockville sporting man, hay- 
ing a fine litter of setter pups—pedigreed stock—was tak- 
ing special pains to give them a good start in the world, 
and to this end it was his custom to rise from his bed at 
short intervals to feed them. It became rather tedious 
business for him to ‘crawl out’ during the cold winter 
nights to attend to their wants, so he tried a new plan, 
Setting a pan of milk in a warm corner behind the stoye, 
he went to bed, and in the small hours the young canines 
valled for food. Thinking to make one job of it he arose 
in the dark and carried the pan carefully to the wood- 
house, when seizing each pup by the nape of its neck he 
thrust its nose into the pan, and when all had ‘got to 
their work,’ returned to his bed, The next morning he 
ras roused by his wife, who wanted to know what in the 

world he had done with her bread pan. Investigation 
followed ; his wife had wetupa batch of bread and set 
it behind the stove to rise; this pan our ‘shot’ had carried 
to the pups, and they, after gorping themselves with the 
dough, waddled back to their warmnest, The yeast was 
good and the puppies rose, looking like so many muffs, 
with the head of the animal used for trimming, while 
their legs and tail resembled warts on an early rose 
potato.” 

ONE Way TO BREAK A DoG.—Boston, March 24¢h.—1 
read your paper with much interest, especially the one of 
March 18th, Real things and real facts weall like—fan- 
ciful ones rarely. But I must confess I am fearful of 
being considered imaginary by most of your readers, 
when I relate the following about my setter dog, Prince. 
He is six years old. No one has eyer shot over hiin but 

myself. For the last four years [have been in the field 
with him, four or five mouths each season, commencing 
in Sept., ii Maine, and ending the Ist of Peb., in Vir~ 
ginia, giving him more practice than one dog in a thou- 
sand gets, When he points a bird, I take my position 
and then say to him, ‘*If 1 kill this bird, T want you to 
fetch him as quickly as you can,“ and he will do it. 
Again, | take my position and say to him, ‘No, no, 
Prince; you must not go after this bird,” and he stands 
like a post and makes no move to retrieve the bird, un- 
less ordered to do so, He never drops at shot, but will 
stand and mark the bird, if not killed, as carefully and 
correctly as 1 can. Heisa pure Layerack. I claim that, 
if you have an intelligent dog fo start with, and keep 
him entirely under your own training, by kindness and 
lots of good common sense teaching you can advance 
him beyond belief. Chie, SES: ne, 

THE FOREST AND STREAM, about May ist, will remove to 
the now office, now being specially fitted up forits recep- 
tion, in the New York Times building, Nos, 89 and 41 
Park Row, ‘The editors seem to have grown weary of 
gazing at the varnish sign across the street, and desire to 
exchange this ‘‘for an outlook over the Jersey hills, and 
to the sunset beyond.” We have no doubt but that in 
the future the FOREST AND STREAM will be just as read- 
able and just as full of the good things which haye occu- 
pied its columns heretofore, and which make it the most 
attractive publication of its kind which comes under our 
notice,—Insiance Monitor. 

————_—_ 

FOREIGN GUNS TOO CHEAP.—Hditor Forest and 
Stream :—I wish to say a few words through your val- 
uable paper in regard to our American gun-makers. T 
have been trying to introduce our home-made guns 
through this city, for I feel that there are as good guns 
made in America as abroad ; but I find in doing so that 
there are three in every five who can get a discount of 
some of the manufacturers far below what they claim is 
their standard price. Now, I call this poor encourage- 
ment to the retail dealer to sell American guns, for their 
discount is small tous. Importers also sell to hardware 
men, who don’t pretend to deal in their goods, as low as I 
can buy. 1, for one, will not attempt to sell more until 
the manufacturers keep to their retail price. And T want 
to see other retail dealers stand up for their rights. 

ml A SUFFERER, 

Hew Advertisements. 

NOW IN COURSE OF PUBLICATION. 

AN ENTIRELY NEW AND 

COMPREHENSIVE WORK ON THE DO, 
(demy 410 size), under the title of the 

Riiscllaneons, 

KEEP’S SHIRTS 
ARE THE VERY BEST. 

KEEP’S PATENT PARTLY MADE SHIRTS, 
only plain seams to finish. 6 for $7. 
KEEPS CUSTOM SHI!TS, very best, MADE 

TO MEASURE, 6 for $10. Fit guaranteed. 
An elegant set-of extra heavy gold-plated 

buttons presented to purchasers of six shirts, 

Ghie Rennel, Ghe Hewnel. 

OF THE 
KEEP’S KID GLOVES, 

Low Ss TRATED 

per pair. 
the very best, plain or embroidéred, 80c, to$1,25 

KEEr’S UMBRELLAS, 

{FOR GENTS.) 
Wesiminister Kennel Club 

WILL BE HELD AT 

The New York | SHAMPIONLIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 

DOG SHOW. 
THE 4TH ANNUAL DOG SHOW 

«ie US iH.” 
“In the Stud,” 

Rush is lemon and white, and winner at New 
York, Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Louis- 
ville Shows, He is an excellent field dog; fine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch. For full partiu- 
tlars, pedigree and field qualities address 

EMUINE O8GULE, 
1,096 Dean street, Brooklyn, N. ¥. 

Fee $25, Ja0.22-tF. 

Neversink Lodge Kennels BOOK UF THE Db, 
YEARLY SUGSCRIPTION, $4.50. 

Jn 30 Monthly Parts, 49 ceuts each. 

BY VERO SHAW, 

Assisted by many of th venus reminent authorities 

of the day. 

With THIRTY FAC.SIMILE COLORSD 

PLATES (drawn from Life expressly for 

the work) of typical specimens of the yari- 

ous Breeds of Dogs now in existence, and 

with numerous Wood Engravings, Em- 
bracing a full description of BVERY 
KNOWN BREED OF DOG, with the 

standard by which he can be judged, 

Subscriptions received for all or part of this 
Work, and Sample Part sent post-paid on receipt 
of price. 

The Practical Kennel Guide, 

with plain instructions how to Rear and Breed 

Dogs for Pleasure, Show and Profit, By GoRDON 

SrauLes, M.D., C.M., RN. Ilusirated. 192 

pages, 12mo, cloth, $1.59. 

Americans who are fond of a good dog can 
from this hook secure important information, as 
no book eyer published embraces such a wide 
range of study.—Spiril of the Times, 

Dr. Stables is one Of the spiciest, brightest, and 
most intelligent writers about dogs. This little 
mantial from his sterling pen is all good.—Rud 
sind Gun. 

We can recommend this book asa most valua- 
ble and interesting one to the breeder and 
exhibitor.—Forest and Stream, 

THM DOG. By Ipsronr. With twelye full 
page engravingstrom Life. by Gro, EARL, New 
and cheaper edition. Cloth, dies, 

The divections for the treatment of dogs ere 
food, clearly given, and evidently the result of 
considerable experience, backed by sound com- 
mou sénse.— Sporting Gazette. 

CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIE & Co 
London, Paris, and 596 Broadway, 

‘ NEW VORK, 

Circulars wn application 

BEST GINGHAM, Patent Protected Ribs, $1 
each. Warranted. Fifty per cent. stronger thau 
any other umbrella. 
REGINA Anp TWILLED SILK UMBRELLAS. 

KEEP’S UNDERWEAR 
for spring and summer wear, d0e., 60c., 75¢c., $1, 
fae $1.50. Very best. Pepperell Jean Drawers, 
b0c, 

KEEP’S COLLARS AND CUFFS 
in all the latest styles ; also 

GENTS’ SILK AND LINEN CAMBRIC 
HANDKERCHIEEFS, SCARES, Bre. 

Shirts only delivered free, 
Merchants will be furnished with trade circu- 

lars On application, as we furnish the trade on 
the most favorable terms. 
Samples and Circulars mailed free. 

KEEP MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 
631, 643, 635 & 637 Broadway, New Yor 
a EE A NOS LIES 

AWN TENNIS. 
Horsman’s Archery 

Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 
Hon. Marrice Thompson, Father of Archery In this country 5 
nan He Thanpson, Ten, Champion Archer of the United States. 
Henry 0. Carver, Esg., Pres'yoi the National Archery Assoclation. 
48 Brownell, #q., President of the Eqstern Archery Association ; 

aid other leading Archers, 
Special attention fe called to MoRsuan’s BPastee Yew-Backep 

Bows and footed peacock feathered) Arrows. 
Saud stamp for Mlustrated Catalogue of Archery & Tawn Tennle, 

E. Il, HORSMAN, 
30 & 82 William Street, New York. 

Wanted. 

AUDUBON’S BIRDS, 
NY GENTLEMAN having asetof Audubon's 
birds, half size, in good order, which he 

would like to sell for $75, will please ad- 
dress at this office. 2 n.20-tf. 

\ K J ANTED—A situation by a young 
man as shooting attendant with a gentle- 

man, to take care of shooting outfit, dogs, ete.; 
good wing shot; best of reference given. For 
particulars, call or inquire for THOS. MOONEY, 
145 West 12hth street, New York. April 8-3t. 

7 ANTED.—An elk skin, full-grown 
male, with or without the horns. 

A. J, COLBURN, 31 Boylston st., Boston, 
Aprg-2t. 

ANTED—A second-hand long-range 
Sharps rifle, model 1si4or 1878; or a May— 

nard long range rifle. JAMES ARMSTRONG, 
Cheapside P. 0,, Ontario; Canady, April 15—It 

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN 

(LATE GILMORE'S), 

On TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY and 

THURSDAY, 

APRIL 27th, 28th and 29th, 1880. 

CLOSE POSITIVELY ON 
APRIBL 27H. 

ENTRIES 

Premium Lisisand Entry Blanks can be had 
from the aN ut bis office, 141 FU L- 
TON STREET. 

CHARLES LINCOLN, 
marzd,5t Superintendent. 
SST Se ee eo 

OR SALE.—A Gordon bitch one year of age; 
_@xtra tan markings, dark eyes, aud mild dis- 

position; is now in brealrer’s hands, and is all 
ready for the field. Sired by Doan's Tom out of 
my Bess. For particulars quired G.5. THOMP- 
50N, Box 183, Foxboro’. Mass. Mareh3i,tf 

Kor Sale. 

F° SALE—A high-sided, very able 
- uandtast sloop yacht, built by Lennox, two 

years old, 85 by 138, drawing 3} feet. Owner 
cruised along coast all lastsummer with safety. 
Cabin roomy; is sound and eet | in all re- 
spects, s0 that owner, if desired, will give legal 
warranty to beas Reprenented. Cabin plainly fur- 
nished. Price $1,500. Inquire at 55 BROAD- 
WAY,Roomil. If desired, a good manto take 
charire. Marz5,4t 

OR SALE—1,500 live pigeons for trap 
shooting. 

: C. 8, WERTSNER, 
118 West Pratt street, Baltimore, Md. 

April 15—1t. 
a a a 

{OR SALE CHEAP—A Sharps long 
range rifle, 4 caliber; a°good shooter; in 

Address 0., at this office. perfect condition. 
April 15—It, 

OR SALE—Delaware County, New York 
State, 677 acres, well timbered; pond of 35 

acres of cold spring water, filled with fine trout. 
Five miles from Midland Depot at Wesffield. 
Address H.C. O., P.O, Box 239, Yonkers, N.Y. 
Aprii,lt 

OR SALE—The well known fast keel ene 
yacht Veronica; she is three years old, 

thoroughly built, sailed in thirteen races and 
winner of thirteen prizes, cleyen of them first 
prizes ; she is 24ft. overall, 20ft. 10in. water line 
and $ft. 10in. beam ; her cabin is large, hasa tight 
standing room, and has a full suite of racing 
sails, etc.; will sail fast both in light and heay 
weather. For serra apply te STEPHE 
CHAMBERLIN, WN: . Mt Beach street, Boston, 
Muss. prls,it 

The following celebrated Dogs are in 
the stud. 
Docs: 

St. Bernard dog Marco’; rough coated, two 
years old; 1 magnificent animal—Rey, .!. Cum- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanoyer 
Show and Rochester, 
New Foundland dog “ Keeper”; fouryears 01d; 

frst prize Westminster Kennel show, i979, 
Pointer dog, “ Croxteth’”’; liver and white; one 

and a half years old; out of Lord Sefton’s re- 
nowned stock—one ofthe handsomest pointers 
im the United States. Second prize in the Han- 
oyer International Show. 
Blue elton setter, Decimal Dash,’”” eighteen 

months old; sired by Llewellyn's celebrated 
“Dash”’—a magnificent stud dog—neyer exhib- 
ted. 

Trish setter, ‘Rover II"; pure red ; son of Mac- 
dona’s champion ‘Rover. Never exhibited. 

English setter, “‘ Ranger IT"; a pure bred Lay- 
erack, son of Macdona's celebrated ** Ranger." 
His get won firstat Hanoverand Paris shows, and 
second at Puppy Stakes in Hastern Field Trials 
S79. 
Studfee, $25.00. 

For Saic. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

Hitches. 
St. Bernard “Brauutels,"’ rough coated, out of 

Prinée Solm’s celobrated stock; &@ magnificent 
bitch, in whelp to “Mareo,” 1st prizes in 
over and Rochester show. 
Pointer * Queen,” liver and white, IstWestmin- 

ster Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to “ Groxteth, 
Gordon setter “Beauty,” Ist Boston Show 1878, 

2nd New York Show 1878. i 
Pointer “Dora”’—tiyer and white, out of 

“Queen” and “ Sancno.” 
lue Belton setter Silk” 

Irish Setter“ Moya,” out of Col. Hilliard’s 
“ Palmerston,” in w ip to “Royer I. 
English Setter“ Donna,”’ white ind lemon. 
Pups can be secure. by an early application. 

Besides Toffer forsale pointers and setters of 
minor quality, butot good thoroughbred stock; 
full pedigrees. Also, seyeral puppies of cham- 
pion ** Queen,” by champion “ Sensation.” 
Having engaged the services of Macdona’s re- 

noowned field trial breaker [am prepared ta book 
orders for thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autumn, 1880. Particulars will be furnished on 
application to A. E. GODEFTROY, 

Guymard, Orange Co., N. Y. 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR TH 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 

M. P, MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DBL. CO.,N. ¥.. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest, strains, 
i sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery to every customer. 
These beautiful and intelligent doge cannot be 
beaten for ruited grouse and woodcock shooting 
and retrieving. Correspondents intlosing stamp 
will get printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
nials cte. 

Han- 

Se ee a 

\/ANTED.—A Cocker Spaniel from eleyen 
Months to one year old. Any one having 

the above of pure breed, and cheap for cash. 
will tind a purchaser by addressing Box 4, FY 
M., Summit, N. J, Ap 
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Aliscellancous. 

AN TI-RUST. 
FOR THE PROTECTION OF 

Fire-arms, Cutlery, Skates, Surgical Instruments 
and all metal surfaces, from oxydation. 

Tt is a strict hydro-carbon, containing no 
mercury or animal oil; is not injurious or 
offensive, and will never gum or become rancid 
in any climate. 

Te Sportsmen it is especially re- 
commended for sea-coast shooting. 

Sold by Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 84 
Chambers street, N. ¥., and by retail dealers in 
fire-arms and sportsmen’s goods everywhere, 

GIBBS & HOWARD, 
Proprietors, 

WMedtford, Mass. 

The Hemel. 

IN THE STUD! 
NGLISH setter doz Ray, by Pride of 
the Border, out of Dimity; bred by Chas, H, 

Raymond, Hsq., Morris Plains, N.J.; raised by 
Bdmund Oreill, Esq., Brooklyn, L. 1.; broken by 
George W, Winford, Hsq., Germantown, Tenn; 
four years old+ white, with liver Gars; of excel- 
Jent disposition; the sire and grandsire of 
superior young dogs; winner of “ V.H. 0. y 
York Show, 1879; first prize, Philadelphia, 1874, 
his son Stanley taking second prize; first prize, 
Boston, 1879, and will be shown in Champion 
Class, New York, 1880; fee $25. 
Tam now prepared to receive a limited num- 

ber of pointers and setters to board at my kennel 
at Flushing, Queens County, N. Y,, with supe- 
rior attention to feeding, exercising, cte. Llc- 
wellin and Irish setter and pointer pups for sale. 
Send stamp for pedigrees and particulars. 
Address HENRY W. LIVINGSTON, 

138 West Forty-second street, New York. 
April 1-4t. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TG FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 
“pas. POWDER is guaranteed to kill 

ing pepper box top, which vreatily facilitates its 
imple and etiicacious. 
Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS It DOGS. 
CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail, 

Both the above are recommended by Rop anp 
Guy and Formsr AnD STREAM. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. Y. 

HENRY GC. SQUIRES, 
oct 12 1 Cortlandt Street, N. ¥, 

(OR SALE—Cocker spaniel dog, two 
years old; been hunted on dueks and part- 

ridge; splendid retriever. Lock Box, 237, 
April 15, 1t Suspension Bridge, N. Y. 

Por SALB—Champion Rory O’Moore 
yet Irish puppies, out of Latty, from Deni- 

son's Flirt, ex-Blecho. Price $20 to $i0. Full 
pedigree on application. O. F, ATLL, 

April 1, 1 Greenbush, N. ¥. 

OR SALE CHEAP—A fine dog pup by 
s Bicho, dam imported Sela also a few 
high bred red Irish setter pups by Wicho, Berkeley 
nnd Plunkett, Jr., at prices suited to the times. 
Apr 15, 1t CHAS. DENISON, Hartford, Conn. 

4 OX HOUND PUPS—TI will sell some 
beautiful fox hound bitch pups, out of 

Smoke, by Mike, for only $5 each if disposed of 
soon, M. P. MckOON, I'ranklin, N.Y. 
April 15, 1t 

ANTED—A good coon and rabbit dog; 
Only a first-class dog will answer. ~Address 

A.GERBER, 61 Murray street, New York City. 
April 16, 1 

it 1 f& will buy a very fine thoroughbred 
2) red Irish bitch, eight months old, con- 

taining blood of Plunkettand Rory O’Moore. 
Address B, J. ROBBLNS, Wethersfield, Conn. 
April 15, tf 

K 9 KENNELS. 
REAKING, breeding, boarding. Large 

B stream on the place, and daily access. Best 
feed and care. Termseasy. Inclose stamp, 
By mail—K 9 Mange Cure, 50c.; 9 Worm Pow- 

deré, h0e.; K 9 PleajPowders, 50c,; K9 Soap, 250. 
Kennels one miléfrom Dover, Del. Address 

E. & €. VON CULIN, 

P. O, Box 218. Dover, Del. 

T, BERNARDS FOR SALE.—tThe un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, olfers 

for sale seyeral macnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogsand bitches, carefully selected from 
the pest eroecan ean: ae ae ee no 

. lor ignees, cic., address. 
Foe ee ee ois ROY 2. COLLING, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.8. A. 
ES, 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
begs to inform Lad:esand Gentlemen in Ameri

ca 

thathe purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

‘sired breed, fit for the highest competition. 

WN. B—A baddog never left the Doctor's Ken- 

‘nels, ; deel9 tt, 

| ABBEY & IMBRIE’S 
. “Highest Quality ” 

See OO KS. 
Finest spring steel Hooks tied on selected Spanish silk worm Gut, or 

Best white silk wired Gimp. 
Prices Ra are per dozen. To be had of all first class dealers in Fishing Tackle. Wholesale 

depot, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

Ge SPROAT AND O'SHAUGNESSY, CARLISLE, ABERDEEN AMERICAN TROUT, SNECK KENDALL. 
Single gut.... 4 . He. 90] 90} 5) Yh! 60 Sing latent alk bode cones | | 0) 80) Th! Wa!) 6ol Oo 
Double ent. .| 1,60) 1, 50)1.60) 125) b.25)1.25/1.00/1.00)1.00) 75 Double eut........ 40\1.40/1, 40/1 26)£.25)1.00)1. 00) 75 
Twisted put -)L, 7) 1-75) L74/ 1 .50)}1. 50) 1.50) 1.00/1.00 Twisted fut.....-_. UST. TSI 1. BO}L 25 
Treble ioops.. . -[2.50]1,50]1.50).1.25]1.25]1.25]1. 2511.25 Treble loops, ....... 40/1 AO} 40/1 
Gimp 2.62. esse nese) LL BO/L5O}1. 50/1. 25]1.25]1.25]1..00] 1.00 Gimp... ERM 40/1 40] 1, 40)1 y 

Numbers ..e.csccseeeee sees 8.0/7.0! 6,0] 501 4.0/3.0] 2.01 1.0] 1 | tasl dare || wumpers. Fol 6.0] 5.0} 4.0] 3.0) 2.0) 1.0) 13} 405} Gato 

T 
1 

eo B. © ROOK 
Mone ec iinet Pee and Dealers in 

. Fishing Tackle, Archery, 
GUNS. 

30 Fulton street, N. Y. 
Sole Agents for THOMAS ALDRED, London, manufacturer of the Finest Archeryin the world. 

THOMAS ALDRED'S! Yew Bows $25 to $75. 
J, B. CROOK'S Lanecewood and 

J. B. CROOWS Specialties for 1880. 
RICHARD DAFT’S Oricket Goods. J. B“CROOK’S Hexagonal Bamboo Fly Rods, SolidReel Plate, $20. 

kinds of salt water fishing, eightto nine feet, German Silver Mounted. Pepper Cane second joint and two tips, 15. 
Send 25 cents for Tilustrated Catalogue for 1880, giving Hints on Archery and Ritie Shooting and the Rules of Cricket, Foot Ball, Tawa 

Tennis, Glass Bull Shooting’ and a Synopsis of Fishing, giving a description of Fishing, when to yo and what 'Uackle to use. 
WN. B,—_Nothing but first-class Goods sold at this Establishment, 

‘CMlis wast beone ef those M. SL 
. 
yy 

2 | A 

Temonwood Bows, $7.50, J. B. CROOK’S Newport Bass Rods, suitable for Trolling and still Baiting tor wl 

Cowred Leaders” 
MANUFACTURED BY 

[AIRLES F.ORVIS 
MANCHESTER, VERMONT. 

ce 
at i 

THE ORVIS 

Ghe Hemel. 

STREAM. 

Imperial Kennel 
Setiers and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. | 
Young Dos handled with 

slcill and judgment, 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

water, 3 
+4 N. Bernd Ane. Fenter 

uppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
Prees. Address H. C. GLOVER, Toms River, N. J 

N THE STUD—tThe pure Laverack dog 
Pride, by Pride of the Border x Petrel. The 

only pure Laverack in New England. Fee, $00. 
Address H, F, DEANE, Box 1,612, Roane Mass, 

—— 

OREST AND STREAM ISENNEL. 
Llewellin setter, Rattler, in the stud, Rat- 

fler is s. handsome blue belton, black Joints, win- 
ner of four bench prizes; sire, Rob Roy, he by 

Laverack's Fred,out of Slattcr’s Phoshe, founder 
of the field trial strain, winner of five English 
field trials, out of pure Layerack imported bitch 
Pickles; she by Liewellin’s Prince, winner of 
two firsis and three championships, out, of 
Liewellin’s LillII.; no better blood in America, 
Will serve bitches at $15, Litters warranted. Tam 
breeding to Rattler the following bitches :— 
Mell, a beautiful blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack, dam Spot, winner of first and second 
specials at Detroit, Mich.. 1879, also firstat Boston 
1819 in native classes; Fly, a very fine roan bel- 
ton bitch, sire Shot, dam imported Fannie; Pat, 
orange and white, out. of Belle, by Royal George. 

Puppies bred from above, fine stock, for sale 

cheap. Address, with stamp, L.F. WHITMAN, 

Detroit, Mich. Decl1,tf 

R SALE—A few very fine and highly-bred 

4 Gener puppies, 6 months old. Also several 

sets caviboo and moose horns, and J magnificent 

set of wapiti. Apply by letter to FG. W. PB, 0, 

drawer ll, Three Rivers, Canada. April 8-3t. 

ATIONAL AMERICAN KENNEL 
CLUB STUD BOOK, Volume lI. Entries 

lose May 1, 1889. Tor blank forms of entries for 

Sporting Dogsand non-Sporting Dogs in Vo
lume 

Tf. of the Stud Book, apply to the undersigned. 

Entries close May 1, 1880. Also, for copies of 

Volume I. N, A. K. ©, Stud Book. Price $2. 

Apply to CHARLES DnRONGE, Seo'y- 
Apre-4h 51 Broadway, New York, 

“MIST COLORED” 

And in addition, haye LOOPS for DROPPHRS, which others have not, 

— 

ee 

LEADERS ARE JUST AS *GENUINE” AS ANY MADE, 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue—mention Forrst and 

-Gsgoon’s Folding Ganvas Boat 
Weight, with paddle for trout fisting, duck hunting, explo 
fng, ete., 20 Ibs.; weight, with bottom board, oars, paddles, 
etc., everything complete, 45 Lbs. 

MANUPACIURED o¥ 

Orgood & Chapin, Battle Creek, iich. 
Send FoR Crrvuban, 

a 

SCRATCH HS. 
GLOVER’S IMPERIAL MANGE CURD is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One application 
is usually all thatisnecessary, For SCRATCHES 
in HORSES it has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop’t’r Imperial Kennel, Tom's Riyer, N. J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

st., N. ¥.; Joun P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; vos. ©. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phila,: iW, P. Taylor, 72 Wast Madison st., Chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth s¢., St, 
Louis. Price, 50 cents. 

OR SALE—Two beantiful spaniel bitch pups, 
one cocker, four months old; one Irish 

water, ten months old. Or will exchange both 
for a broken setter or pointer, or breech-loading 
gun. THO, MEYUR, 318 Lighth street, Jersey 
City, N. J. Aprl5Jt 

ENGLEWOOD KENNEL. 
To Sportsmen, 

if AM prepared to board a limited num- 
her of dog's, Setters tind pointers thorouxhly 

fleld broken, Address ©. C. TOWNSEND, 
Feb 12-3. Bnglewood, N. J. 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—1I am bre- 
i pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. [give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaetion, if 
the dog has all the natural instincts. Refer. 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $74, ue- 
eording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at Jong distances. A 
WINTER, Caivo, Thomas County. Brora. 

ot 2, 85c., to 

PLEAS! 
7 |SE DR. AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

usifo and efficacious remedy and preyen- 
tive for fleas and all eruptions of the skin pra- 
dueed by them. 
purities, purges 
possesses 
erties. 
is used. 
druggists, Who 
Boston. Dr. W 

_it cleanses the hair of all im- 
It of all disagreeable odor, and 

the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
Tt is impossible for fleas to live where tt 
Price, 25 cents per cake. Tor sale by all 

lesale depot, 164 Lincoln street 
atts offers for sule the largest 

assortinént in America of dogs of all breeds. The 
‘ ful treatmen 
ialty. 

will receive pron 

Mer 25-tf 

_ The fact that b 
seculive years held by r. pointment the posiiion 
of Special Officer of the City of 
charge of uilicensed dogs is sufi 
of reliability, All eonmmunications and orders 

t of canine diseases made a spec— 
Watts has for four can- 

Boston to haye 
ient guarantee 

ipt attention. Address 
DR. AL. WATTS, 

164 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass. 

ASA L, SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N. Y. 

GORDON ENGLISH, AND FIELD TRIAL 
SHTTEBERS 

OF PurRES? STRAINS. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and 
Tor sale by all 

Fiea Destroyer. 
Druggists at 25 Cents edch, 

Wholesale A gents—Bruen & Hobart, 214 Fulton 
treet, N. ¥.; Smith, Kline & Co., 306 N. Thira 

Street Phila.; Finley & Thompson, 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; ’. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimor 
Cure or Destro 

*~ 

yer sent by mail on receipt 
L, A. MIOKE, Haston, Pa 
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Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 
S WE do not employ any authorized agents or canvassers, we offer our friends m every locality who will give any time or attention to collecting and forwarding sub- 

scriptions, the following inducements to obtain subscribers for the “FOREST AND STREAM” at the rates and commissions given below : 

Collect Subscription price, 3 months, $1 ee 6 months, 2.08 

Commission to be retained, 3 

Amount to remit us, S 

& 

ef aries) 6 $1.50 1 

1 year, $4.00 
1 + 1.00 

te $3.00 

2 years, $7.00 3 years, $10.00 
a 6 1.50 een Me 2.00 

2 “ ¢5.50 3 * 8.00 
Condition to the above Commissions, we offer the following CASH PREMIUMS: 

To the person sending us the largest amount of money obtained from new subscribers, whose names are not now on our books, ata 
1, 1880, and July 1, 1880, - 

To the onesending the next largest amount, in accordance with the above conditions, 

To the third on the list, - 
And to the fourth, 

Sample Copy, Subscription Blanks and a handsome Show Card (to be posted in a conspicuous place) sent free on application, 

hove net rates, between January 

Subscriptions may begin at any time during the year, and may run any length of time, but no subscription will be entered on oui books until the money for the same 

has been received at this office, 
No commission will be allowed on the first SINGLE subscription, but the commission due on the first two subscriptions may be deducted from the second, and there- 

after the commission can be retained on each succeeding subscription, 

to $100 of the cash premiums in six months, 

New York, January 1st, 1880. 

sPORTSMAN’S LIBRAHY. 

List of Sportsman’s Books. 

[We will forward any of these Books by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price] 

Adirondacks, Camp Life In, Murray’? 
‘Adirondacks, Guide To, Wallace's. 
Adirondack, Wilderness, In the, W 
Amateur Trapper.....-.---..+ I 
Avoerican Angler's Book, 
American Angler's Guide, Brow 
American Bird Fancier .. -.:.--...0.+--- a, 
‘American Hoy’s Own Book, Sports an 

GAMES, oo. cece cee nee teen eer atenaae ne 2 00 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses. . 5.00 

‘American Wild Fow) Shooting, J. W. Long. Boy 

7.50 
American Kennel, Burges..... 
Angling, a book oa, Francis. 
Archer, Modern........--+-++ 
Archery, Fencing, and Broad 20. 

Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson. 1.50 

‘Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam.. €.00 

Art of Swimming.....------.++-» +" 30 

Art of Swimming, Monstery, -- 50 

Art of Swimming, WebbD...... 50 

Athlete's Guide, Harding....-.-.-.- 50 

Athletic Sports for Boys..-... bds., 75.5 1.00. 

Athletic Sports, Stonehenge, -,--... ne slta0 
‘Atlantic Islands as Resorts for Health and 
Pleasure.:-. ..+.seer--2ee ss cee Pox 3.00 

Bailey's Birds of the United States se 1/25 

Baird’s Birds of North America... 30.09 

Baucher’s Method of Horsemanshi 1.00 

Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Bird 1.50 

Bits and Bearing Reins......-.. 50 

Boat Sailing, Practical ....--- 1.00 
hooting, Books tor Sportsmen: Angling, 50c.; i 

50c.; Common Objects ot the Sea-shore, 50c.; 

Cage and Singmg Birds, 50c.; Dogs, T5e.; Birds 

Eggs and Nests, 50c.; Fresh and Salt Water 

Aquarium, 50c.: Native Song Birds, 75c. 

Boy’s Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc. 2.00 

Breech Loader, Gloan..,,-...-..+ 1,25 

Breech Loader, Modern, Greener. 2.50 

Bruce's Stud Book, 3 vols........ M 00. 

Builer on the Dog....----- +15 + 2.00 

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams. 50 

Camp Cookery, Miss W. Parloa.- 50 

Canoeilg in Kanuckia.- we 1,23 

Canoe Traveling, Powell -...-..- 3.00 

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper; Bis) z.00 

Casselis’ Book of Birds, 4 vola._..-- 12.00) 

Choke Bore Guns, Greener.... 3.00 

Complete American Trapper, G 175 

Uoues' Birds of the Northwest 4,50 

Coues’ Field Ornithology ...- 2.50 

Coues' Fur Bearing Animals .- 3.00 

Coues’ Key to North American 7-00 

Crack Shot -........--+1ee- 2s 4+ 1.25 

Cypress, J. Jr.’s Works, 2 vols >.: 5.00 

Tadd’s AmericanReformed Horse 2.50 

Dala's Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo 1.50 

Dead Shot.....--..... Beery ays 1.25 

Dog Breaking, Hutchinson, ....... ee 3.75 

Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutch 3.00 

Dog, thie, Hill......-....7-+--4 e+e 2,00 

Dog, the, ldstone......-----: ‘ fo 

Dog Pathsto Success..........- 60 

Dogs and heir Doings, Morris zt 

Dugs and Their Ways, William 
Dus of Great Britain, America, and other 

Countries..........-2 sss eens ees ore 2.00 

Dogs, by Stables.....---.:s----+eees---- 15 

Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, l6moa 75 
Dogs, Points tor Judging....- --..;.- 50 
Dogs, Richardson........---++- pa., 30¢. ; 60 
Dogs, Webb........ yestre - 3.50 
Durrant’s Sea Bathing, ita Use and Abuse. 20 
‘Dwyer's Horse Bouk.... . --.- rene AA -- 2.00 
Hyery Boy’s Book of Sports and Amuse- , 

ments - 3.50 
Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake..,...-.. 30 

Farrar’s Guide to Hichardson and Rangeley 

Lake 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake... 

Farrar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake 

RRG@ZION. 6-2, 4 pence eens teense thee ase 

Field, Cover, and Trap 
Fish and Fishing, Manly 
Fish Hatching and Wish Catching 
Fishing, Bottom or Float - 
Fishing in American Waters, Scot 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock.......-- 
Fly Fishing and Worm Fishing.. 
Fox hunting, Noble Science of....... 
Frank Forester's American Ga 

= 

sts ied SSSSsexses Ss 1 

me .. 

Season .... pay hse 1.50 

Frank Forester's Field Sports. ...- 4,00 

Franke Forester's Fish and eae ce re wr iy 

Branikc Forester's ishing with Hook snd ae 

RELEIEE Sen es vm op senting eel eta ane 
rank Forester’s Horse of America, 8 yo., 2 

SUGAR MAPLES. 

CHOICE COLLECTION of these or- 

namental trees, from 4 to 14inches in cir- 

oumference, root pluped and ready for iinmedi- 

ate planting, Also evergreens and fruit trees 
WwW. CHISHOLM 

ia PE rospeat Avenue, near 165th st.. NLY. 

A YEAR andexpensesto agents. Outfit 
$77 Tites. Address P 0. Vickery. Augusta,Me, 

Frank Forester’s Manval for Young Sports- 
eFetty eeges. Rae ele hh ke silo be patre oe aeeaT et 2.01) 

Fiank Forester's Sporting Scenes and Char- 
HCters, BVO-.g 2 VOIS A... nee ce eves seen een en 4.00 

Gun, Rod and Saddle ......-.,,,,--- «- 1,00 
Hallock's Sportsmen's Gazetteer SO 
Hand Book for Riflemen........ nied pease 50 
Hand Books of American Travel, 3 vols.... 6.00 
Hand Books on Out-Door Amusements :— 
GymnAstices., Moselle snes mee srerenes 20 
Grigket: ri a-sanae 2D 
Rowing and Sailing 20 
Riding and Driving a 2 
Archery, Fencing and Broadsword,,....- 20 
Manly Exercises..--.. PAs eri weeds htbols 4 
Croqguete. wesw eee teenth wee | ce amnle rd) 
Fishing...... amen BOSS Gooch dotteck: saat 25 
Quogits- AnGBOWISs sans sehen cate nee ~ 28 
SyvimiMings Tey. ent pees stew eaes wees 26 
Skating a tet ak oe ee ay re Be 25 
Shooting .:...... ae ote SG font 25 

Herbert's Hints to Horse Keepers. 1,75 
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland.-...-.. 1.bu 
Holden’s Book of Birds........ pa.,25e; clo. — 50 
Horseback Riding, Durant... .....-......-. 125 
Horse #reaking, Moreton... 2.00, 
Horse Portraiture, Simpson 2.00 
Horses and Hounds 80 
Horses and Kiding, Neville .,,....... 3.00 
Horses, Famous American Race..... + 76 
Horses, Famous American Trotting. 75 
Horses, Fanious, of America: ...- 1,50) 
How to Camp Out, Gould... .. 1.00 
How to Huntand Trap, Batty's. LA) 
How to Row, Derrivugton 2.00 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour.. 6.00 
Hunter and ‘Trapper, Thrasher. ...-......- 1.00 
Hunting and Hunters of All Nutions, Frost 1.50 
Juunts and Jollities, Jorrocks....... ....... 7.50 
Jenuings' Horse Training....- 1.25 
Life of a Sportsman, Nimrod... 12.00 
McUlure’s Stable Guide...... 1.00 
Mayhew's Horse Doctor..... 3.00 
Mayhew’s Horse Management, . 8,00 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds. 3.00 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard.. 2.00 
Oars and Sculls, Woodgate.... a Ai 
On the Wing, Bumsted....::-. :::¢---..21.- 1.50 
Partridge and Pheasant Shooting, Schley’s ae 

Mie epee at 60 
Practical Kennel Guide.............. » 1.50 
Prairie and Forest, Parker Gilmore..... ... 1.50 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Devoration, 
Batty 5s cect eenuete cece 2 ae re OO. 

Prime's I Go a-Fishing Sean) 
Kandom Casts, from an Angler's Note- 
Bp Okoee eee ec nncea teeee? oe 50 

Rarey’s Horse Tamer........-...--..+ 50 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville's..... 3.00 
Rifles and Markmanship, by Gilderslecve.. 1.50 
Ritie Practice, Wingate e+ 1.50 
Rifle, the, Theory and Practice of oo 
railing Boat, Mollkard.........-..., 7.00 
Samuels’ Birds of New England £00 
Setter Dog, the, Layerack. -.... 3.00 
Shooting, Boating and Fishing, 1,00 
Shooting, Dougall........... 2 3.00 
Shooting on the Wing ...-. . 1b 
Sidney's Book of the Horse. . » 12.50 
Solitary Hunter, Palliser. ..... «00. -ss...0, 80 
Sportsman, American, Lewis's, New edi- 

PLOT To dake ahs Saget be seek = ect oi eh 

Stonehenge on the 
vo 

Stonehenge on the Horse, American 
ARTA 3)e cl leas aleslebp-talfdl ae Bia iota dssel bole er doe Be 

Sthength and Skill....,....... lela 
‘Taxidermist’s Manual....,.-.. 

WileRowlersthe uc ul eeen) eipeeeeenes 
Wilson's American Urnithology, 8 yols...., 

veess 
_ o 

bile SSR 2 

Salmon Fishing, 
LY FISHING privileges on good streams 

4 * oy 
nm Gaspe County, Canada, to let for coming 

season. River easy of access, steamers calling 
bi-weekly. . ‘ 
For further information apply to 

C. G. HOBSON 
$ Box 7 ; Montreal. 

You are sure of the commission which you retain, and also have an equal chance te get from $25 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 

Lublications, 
ALL READERS ot FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS, 

BASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES. By Charles A. J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsuian’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50. 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
a trip to the Rangeley Lakes, 224 pages. 12 illus. 
Price 50 cents. 

HARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LACES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
hable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
rivers. 236 pages. 50 illus., and a large map. 

Price 40 cents. 
FARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED. comprehensive hand-book of the 
Moosehead Lake region and sporting re- 
sorts of Northern Maine, with map. Phe tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, ete., are plainly 
treated. 224 pages. I4illus, Price 5) cents, 

FARKAR'S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Hangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
paper, cloth covers. 40 cents. 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP ot Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of syorthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. 
John rivers. Priuted on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers. 5) cents. » 

FARRAR'S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, 25 cts. 
Send fur catalogue. 

- Any of the atcve publications mailed, 
postpaid, on receipt of apRes Adress 
OHARLES A. 3 FARRAR, Jamaica Main, 
Mass. T. 1 ett 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD- 
(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry. 

Published by H. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 
eee year; the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for$1.50 

—both papers for $2,00, 
_Aseries of twelve mag- 
ficent Chromos, each rep- 

~ Jape vesenting a standard breed 
~ , of fowls, sent for 75 cents 

extra Lu all suvsuribers to either publication, 

To American Anglers. 
THE ENGLISH 

FISHING GAZETTE, 
Devoted to Angling, River, Lake and Sea 

Fishing, and Fish Culture. 
SrxrEEN Pages FOutro. 

Price 'Twopence. 
(EVERY FRIDAY.) 

Vol. 101. commenced with the number for Jan. 
l, under new management. Vhe Gazerre is the 
only paper in the English language entirely de- 
yoted to Angling, Fish Culture, ete. 

Free by post ONE YEAR for 12s. 6d. or 
$3.25 in P. 0. 0. or U.S. Postage Stainps 
to any address in the United States. Halt 
a year for half the price. 

(2A copy of the current number and pros- 
pectus can be had (post free) by sending 6 
cents in U.S. Postage Stamps to the Mana- 
ger FISHING GAZETTE, 1 Crane Court, 
Fleet Street, London, England. 

WALLACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 
N exhustive hand-book for sportsmen and 
tourists. No visitor tu the Adirondacks should 

pero it. For sale at this otfice. Privé, post 
pnid, $1.60. 

so. Suomi its worth 
IN & OD, 

BL hums, Suu 
Address STIN 

Wew York City, N- ¥, 

Rliscellancous. 

“The Rod Of the Pericd,” 
Foe Trout and Bass Fishing is manu- 

tured by the undersigned in octagon form, 

and is made from the very best quality of selected 

Calcutta cane. 
By our process of manufacture the entire 

enamel (which is the vital part) of the cune is 

preserved, together with all of its beautiful 
markings. 

Guaranteed to be the best made rod in the 

world. For sale at wholesale and retail by 

W. DL. HOSKINS, 
Owego, Tioga Co,, N, ¥, 

Send for circular, 

$50. GOLDEN GRAINSI! $50. 

Rare Chance for Investment. 

HALLOCK, 
COUNTY SEAT OF KITTSON COUNTY, 

MINNESOTA. 

This delightful town is Joeated on the U.&. 
land grants to the old St. Paul and Pacific Rail- 
road, but row known as the St. Paul, Minneapo- 
lisand Manitoba Railroad, It lies in the north- 
west corner of the State, in the center of one of 
the best wheat-prowing and game regions of 
the famed Ked River Valley, and was organized 
especially ag a 

FARM COLONY FOR GENTLEMEN 
SPORTSMEN, 

residentand non-resident. Itsimmediate vicinit 
includes both timber und prairie, with pure fres 
wiiter streams und lukes, whose game and fish 
include 

DEER, ELK, CARIBOU, BEARS, DUCKS, 

PRAIRIE CHICK MNS, BABS, 

PICKEREL, HTC. 
The town itself now contains the County offices, 

Post-office, Express office, Railway station and 
water-tank, Telegraph station, two General 
Stores, a lumber yard and a rude temporary 
Hotel. There are under contract for immediate 
erection a magnificent gas-lizhted Hotel, 80x60 
feet front, a Grain Elevator, and a Seeding- 
muchine Factory, to empley seventy hands. All 
the adjacent lands are now fully occupied by 
dairymen, stock-raisers, and wealthy farmers 
Whose coming wheat crop is estimated at 150,000 
bushels, The growth of the town hus been more 
rapid than usual, even in that section, and is 
destined at onde to outrival the ihe many thriy- 
ing places which baye spruny up there within 
the past five years. There is already 9 guaranteed 
resident population of 200souls, There is no more 
farm lund for sale in the vicinity, but until July 
ist there will be oifered to the public 

TOWN LOTS AT FIFTY DOLLARS EACH, 
that the proceeds of sales may be applied to 
additional local improvements. Purchasers will 
find their invesi ments surer, speedier, and MoRH 
HEMUNERATIVE THAN MINING SYOCKS, as the 
rush of ¢mipration to Minnesota and Dacotah 
this spring already far exceeds that of any previ- 
ous year. Close freight connections haye heen se- 
cured with the Pembina branch of the Canadian 
Pacitic Railroad, which is the only practicable 
outlet of the Sascatchewan whest country, and 
with the Northern Pacific Railroad, so that all 
the wheat of the great Ked Riyer Valley and be- 
yond will pass through this town. Al! trains stop 
for water and lonch. The following official data 
are given a5 a guaranty of the future :— 

1870. 1870. 

Population ...... 4. 430,706 880,000 
Wheat prod't, bushels. 15,372,C51 89,424,503 
Ruilrosds, miles......- 1,090 8,027 
Manufactures, yalue.. $23,496,087 $47,528,000 
Assessed wealth....,.. 86,940,010 242,000,000 
Schools, realty....-.... 1,582,608 8,882,353. 

Apply to JOHN SWAINSON, St. Paul, Minn, 
or CHARLES HALLOCK, P. 0. Box 3,156, 

New York, 

RICHARD DAFT 
(CAPTAIN OF ALL ENGLAND ELEVEN), 

(eee NG, Foot Ball and Lawn Tennis out- 
fitter te the Army and Nayy, begs to inform 

Secretaries of Clubs, Colleges and Schools, that 
his new and enlarged illustrared Price List for 
season 1840 is now ready, and will be sent post- 
tree upon application Address RICHARD DAFT, 
No. 1 Lister Gate, Nuttingham, England. 

‘To Agents: Goods ean also be had from Mr. A. 
J. REACH, Philadelphia, Pa. - 
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SSS, 

Bliscellancous Ailvertisenents, 

WILKINSON & LENNON, | 
a SS 212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
te Order. 

AMliscelhaneaus, 

a ae 
Maya 4. 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTBLE CHAIR, 
WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 

POSITIONS, 

Parlor Library, Inva, 
lid Chai, Child’s Crib- 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, Leht- 
aess, streneth, simpli- 
city, and comfort. 
Everything to an exact 
Science. Orders by mail 

RHADID [ promptly attended to. 
Goods shipped to any address, GC. O. D. Send 
Stamp fi Illustrated Circular; quote Forest and 

: en 

of AI yA pte “t 
si a EE sine yh tha u 

sit, ate, 
int 

3 =a Oe Ls s 
PUFFS PUCTCENG Bastoy, — j Rs ab hn te ig Sey 

THIS CUT REPRESENTS THE 

BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT, 
“WR E: THE BEST SPORTSMAN’S OUTFIT MADE 

: =e <= SE SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND SAMPLEHS WITH RULES FOR MEASURE, 
(Formerly Dr, Craig’s Kidney Cure.) 

A vegetable preparation and the only gsmre PT tormtlWIocoy | G. W. STMALONS & SON, remedy in the worki for Bright's Disease, 
Diabetes, and ALL Nidney, Liver, aud TENTS, HAMMOCKS, Fa 
Urinary Diseases. eH ak j h / 

‘Testimonials of the highest order in proof ADE AEE (3 ACRMESS = O: Hall, Boston, Mass. 
) of these statements. 

SS a 

Jose aeduniecrr ar | cra“ BEATS THE WORLD,”-mn. Bay—Por the cure of Bright’a and the other 
pikes car =a DERE CRE Safe HKidmey 

. STG 1. SaWAWNE’s UudgvesmMoKkin’ 100aCC0 a NEVE Ele Safe Remedies are 6 
| fudenee si sold by Druggisis f 

oh Dia c Band Dealers in | The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 
Medicine every- 

4 Where. “Ola Judge” Cigarcttes. 
} MI ANOFACTURED under Letters Patent granted Charles G, Emery, March 5, 1878, 
wey HH. H. Warner & &0, a¥l by which the rice pa: er used as wrappers is 80 prepared that the unpleasant odor and injurious 

es Propriet: effects of the OIL OF OSOTE thrown off when burning is completely neutralized or destroyed, 
practors, and the paper made saliva proof to prevent its breaking or melting in the mouth. The great advant- 

ROOHESTER, WN, Y, age and amnertancs of this invention will at once be recognized by all smokers, and its truth de- 
RG-Send for Pamphlot monstrated by the first “Old Judge” Cigarettes they smoke. Neither will they require a printed 

7 and Testimonials. certificate from any sminent Professor of Chemistry to convince them they haye heretofore, in 
Ses ae smoking Cigarettes made of PURE RICE PAPHR, been inhaling one of the deadliest poisons known. 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. 

TCntine syeuite, [GOODWIN & CO., Manufacturers 207 and 209 Water st. 
BATHING, AND BICYOLE NEW x ORE, 

GARMENTS, 

wile ie Deemer Gales | KRUG & CO’S: | 
and state the sort of garments an 

Stream. Address Wilson Adjus, Chair M'fg Coe., 
661 Broadway, N, ¥ 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES. 

= sd 

ha ~ 

MANUYACTURED ONLY BY THE 

H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY. 
WW AREROomMs 

VSS Broadway, New York : 
S£ and S86 State street, Chicago: 

17 South Fifth st., St. Lowis, 

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE 
_ p material desired. 

#s a suve cure for spayin, splint, curh, callous, 
‘sprains, swellings, galls, lameness and all enlarze- 

lis GEO. Gr PENNENG, r 
% ashin - D. Cc. 

ments of the joints orlimbs. It will completely ee ee ee ( Hi A M iu A G N E S } 
remove 9 bone spavin without blistering or caus- PERE & Fi L$ r 
ingasove. Itis also as good for man as for beast ROIWAR 0 CHAMP AGNES 
and is used full strength, at all tinies of the year. Established 1729. 

Bath povtect tery pmomber ge amit will |” Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments ot| STANDARD AND DRY. 
i these Wines to be unequaled in quality. bunch without blistering. . 

Office U. 8. Marshal, Western Dist, of Michigan, \ 
Ee Oe ait: ee roe po ASR ‘ Verzenay, dry, full bodied, rich flayor. Th N rt | ' | 

. J. Kendall, Enosburgh Falls, Vt.—Dear Sir: 45 i 
received the two bottles of your spayin curefor- 7 @rte Blanche, Fruity, delicate flavor, not too G pO sm all § Int Wl 
arded by express in January last. Iam happy | gry, DODGE, CAMMEYER & CO 
payers on Lene your Pcie eu ene eft trawith SE Role eitat ie cie tr ” A ROCH ER E AU 

@alled for. In three weeks after I commence lam . Sole Ag’ts for the United Stater, 
using it, the spayin was entirely removed anda a a en a : &CO . 

ushle horse restored to usefulness. 
ye Very truly yours, JOHN PARKER, Pittsfield, Mass., Cut» Free, OLE AGENTS, 

Full-Length COT, in this vase, a “ite, a Tai pristine eae BENG $10; LOUNGE thi : 
def. Price $1. i Druggt ave it or can ge 3 ia case, $5. Wii Sold Everywhere by the Trade | © SOUth William street, NewYork. for you. DR.B.J. KENDALL &CO., Propr's, 

Enosburgh Falls, Vermont. 

$72 aweek. $12 a day at home easily made. 
Costly outfit free. Address TRUE & CO.,: 

Augusta. Maine. 

Weis impossible to remain long alck when Hop Bitters are used, so perfect are they In their operation. 

 Bealmy sleep, aes 
wi good digestion, [i 

rich blood and 
perfect health 

sain Hop Bitters Ma 

Oe EE 

$66 a weekin your own town. Terms and $5 
outhit free, Address H. HALIET & oe 

Portland, Maine, 

Conaaryal 

4) — = . : 

he Sportsmen’s Chain, patented by N. M. SHEPARD, April 15 
1879, ‘This Chain will be made from the yery best quality of ROLLED GOLD PLATTE, or what is known as Gold Filled, and will be warranted to year equal to a Solid Gold Chain from four to six years. The retail price will poe aaveral ae to rece or Boelohes grap une: eWelve or more at one time. Emblematic for 

or Targe ooting, consisting o 0 ell i i i [ 
be made of Solid Gold enon application, at the lowest market het Sonera Sos enero ee Ta eee 

PATENTED 

APRIL 15, 1879. 

IT KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE AND WELL-SELECTED STOCK OF 

EVERYTHING IN THE JEWELRY LINE. 
= I HAVE A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF 

Masonic, Odd Fellows, Knights Pythias, Eastern Star Pins, Rings and Jewels 
OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE. 

Shooting, Rowing, Athletic, Firemen’s, College and School Medals, 

ARE A SPECIALTY WITH THIS HOUSE. 

We have the largest stock on hand of any house in this country, and do more business {n this line than any 
other house. SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 25c, 

N. M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton Street, New York. 5 
SPECIAL ORIGINAL DESIGNS, NOT IN CATALOGUE, FURNISHED ON APPLICATION. i 

Tmanufacture to order at short notice all the Army Corps Badges of the United States, both cold and 
afivyer. Fall information given upon application. 

All the Army Corps Badges on hand and Manufactured at Short Notice, 

‘ASU0M B119T] BAO, UlEQD poos F pus AQYenb ws 

aodn Aays Ajet uso wOyIRG “OTN OY} sxoJeq pened 19A9 Pury euy JO Sugy PPUINBPLEY IGF Og 07 4] Uees Sey OYA ou ATeAS AQ poounOUOA 8 UpEqD siyL ‘NDS GSVGOHn CNY NVeuLs ONV_L8auOd—SOGUY HOS “H “V Ld VO 

Socue.toTtoL 

RONIIG MOTIE EWU TOUULH PUB Joye eqs jo JuSeuUzIOSse ese, 
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Guns, Anonunition, Ete. 

HAMMERLESS 
BREECH-LOADERS. 

HAVING RECEIVED A LARGE INVOICE OF 
WESTLEY RICHARDS AND W. W. GREENER 

HAA MME ROHSS GUNS, 
We are prepared to fill all orders promptly. 

These Guns have all ihe Latest improvements 
And willfbe soldat Bottom Prices. 
WESTLEY RICHARDS, 10, 12 AND 20_ BORE. 

W. W. GREENER, 10. i2 AND I6 BORE. 
Send stamp for our New Illustrated Catalogue and Price List of 

Hamimericecss Guns, 

J. PALMER O'NEILL & CO., 
68 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

John Harriott, ARD’S L ORDER 
 Peaebst pees 

Gun ngraver. 
The most perfect and reliable in existence. The 
only one having Shot, Powder and Wad 
Pouch, Rammer and Crimper, complete in } 
one muchine. Will load 100 cartridges 
ready for use, in 20 minutes, Every Sports- 
man should have one, Special rates to clubs. 
TUustrated circulars free. 
Address, J. HE. SHEPARD & CO., 

a Cincinnati, 0, 

en a 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH LOADING SHOT GU, 

Prompt attention, first-class Workmanship 
and satisfactory prices guaranteed. 

SSWINTER ST. BOSTOR.MASS, 

WM. R.SCHAEFER, 
61 Elm st., Boston, Mass., 

Dealer in 

SPORTSMEN'S EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 

To Orcer. 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

in¢ SHOTGUNS. A fulilineof the Clabrough* 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of imported 
guns, always on hand. Particular attention 
paid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATI"S DOG FOOD, ete., etc. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. All work 
executed in the most skillful manner. 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong, 
The barrels slide one side. y: * 

INWNoEZingeto Set Tzcose. 

Prices from $50 to $300. 
Send stamp for circular to 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 

103 Milk Street, Rost 
1H. RAYMOND, Treas, a 

eS 

CONICAL BASE 
PAPER SHELLS. 

I ee IN QUALITY TO ANY IN MARKET, AND AS GOOD AS WELL AS THER 
cheapest manufactured. Also, a STHEL-HEAD SHELD for elass ball and club ing. 

fabulously low price. For Price List, references and full martiontine: addr as esta esc €5 

A, L. HOWARD & CO,, 
Box 599, New Haven, Conn. 

Gans, Amnamnitiion, Ete. 

FINE BREECH=LOADING 

Shot Guns 
At a Bargain! 

THESE ARENOT CHEAPGUNS, 

BUT ARE 

Good Guns! 
AT A 

Low7erPrice 
Than they can be purchased for else- 

where, All of them 
WARRANTED TO 

GIVE PERFECT SAiSEAC ION, 
Send for Descriptive List. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
Cazenoyia, N.-¥, 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
LEVER ACTION 

In the world, 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 
Equal m finish, symmetry of outline, and mate. 

rial, to the finest English guns, and at 
more reasonable paar 

The-Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only re- 
bounder with which missfires will not occur. 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

For “Workmanship, Rebounding Locks, and 
Compensating Features of Action.” 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK, 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire. 
Muzzle Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loaders. 

3 Clark & Sneider, 
214 West Pratt Street, Balitmore, 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 
SIMPLE AND 
DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock. 

Chokebore Barrels. : 
For close, hard shooting excels all ethers. Ex- 

tra heavy guns for aueks a specialty. Send stamp 
for circular. C, 8, SHATTUCK, Manufactu- 
rers, Hatfleld, Mass. 

GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS, 
Pittsburgh, 

Pas ‘ 

— Send stamp { for Catalogue. 
Rifles, Shot Guns, Revolvers, sent c. od for examinatio; 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
Importer of FINE BREECH-LOADING GUNS, 

945 Broadway, near Twenty-third St., New York. 

Fine 

FISHING TACKLE. 

Si 
= = 

Hire Arms of Every 
AND BVERYTHING si SLES, TO 

2 det Le ee) 
The “RED RUBRER RECOIL PAR,” Recommended by the 

GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. SHELLS LOADED 10 ORDBR. 
wa LIBERAL 

LLARD RIFLE 
DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

TH BaLLARD ALWAYs= 

SCHOVERLING, 

CUTLERY 

of the 

Finest Quality. 

Description, 
SHOOTING AND FISHING OUT-FITS. ALSO 

oops. , 
FCREST AND STREAM), Sent postpaid for $2. 
SEXD STAMP YOR LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS. 

STILL VICTORIOUS! a 

SHE J. 5S. SUMNER’S FULL SCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 50 IN A POSSIBLE 50]! FEB. 28, 1880 
Fiftee: Fullis—c = IE 

SAME MATCH, 200 ee eRe ace RIELE, NO. 61-2. 
\ The Ballard is the only Rifle that has made a Full Score at Creedmoor. 

\ The Bullard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon. 

Buvts THY SHOOTH HR 
The Empire Rifie Club, in their trips to Boston, ALL used Ballards. . 

“A WORD TO THE WISH,” ETC. 

ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM, FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

DALY & CALES, 
84 Chambers street, NEW YORK CITY 

Guns, Amnwinition, Ete, 

to 

poe FOR, 
Abifle Pactice 

The ‘STANDARD TARGET,”’—For Ritiv Practice, 
Size 6 inches. Bullseye 1} incher. Lunge, 100 
feet, off-hand. The zones rise by aca instead 
of diameter. 

Marksmen will appreciate the new departure 
which this target has inaugurated. Tl-esccurate 
rifleman now gets the trnue value of his shots, 
while on old-style turgets the record was so taint- 
ed by the elemento! chance as to give but a 
vaguc idea of the snooter’s skill. Tor instance, 
on a 200 yard Creedmoor a “ center,” scoring 4 
has tev times the areaof a “bull,” scoring 5, Eyery 
rifleman knows that no degree of skill or care will 
give immunity from occasional misses. and un- 
der the old system it wasalmost the rule for good 
marksmen to be beaten by bad ones. One man 
would pile up eight snug bulls out of ten, but 
lose the other two, while his competitor, “ shoot- 
ing for fours,” would scatter his strays all oyer 
the buard center, blunder oze shot into the edge 
of the bull,and win! Now in deer stalking, and 
shooting at 80 yards,the winner weuld haye 
wounded and lost one deer, while the loser would 
have struck down eight, all shot throngh the 
heart. Of course there are people who still con= 
tend that under the old method ‘all had yn equal 
chance;" whichis very true. B itit is also true 
that their equality of chance would have 
been in no wise impaired if they should have sat 
down and thrown dice to determine who was the 
better shot. In contests of skill every clement 
of chance should be eliminated. 
Arrangements have been made fer supplying 

these targets at a merely nominal price, and it ip. 
now an easy matter to gauge relative skill by 
uniform practice, and to communicate definite 
results without obscuring them by explanatory 
details. The targets are mailed, post-paid to any 
address in the United States at fifty cents per 
hundred, and guitea liberal diecount is made te 
all ries and dealers. Send orders to Cussons, 
fay & Sumprparn, Glen Allen, Virginia. 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Ball 
AND His PATENT 

GLASS BALL TRAP 
For Wing practice. They 
can be had frourall gun 
dealers. — Headiyjuartors 
forGlass Balls 2) 1 Trap. 

AGNEW & Co., 153 First 
Av., Pittsburgh, Pa. Ae 
H. BOGARDUS, No 15% 
South Clark street, Chie- 
aco. Send for Price List 
For Traps—Hant & Sloan, 
Newark, N. J, 

“Pield, Cover and Tra 
Shooting,” the only Boot 
ever pul lished hy a mar- 

= So ket bunter, can be had at 
he above address. Price $2. ¢ 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. 
FFSOR*GUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGI- 
it cellnstruments. Safetohandle, WILL NOT 
GUM, and will keep in any, : 
everywhere in the United States pronounce it the 
best zun oil in the market. Judge Hoimes, of 
Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘It is the best prepara- 
tion IThaye found in thirty-five years of active — 
and frequent use of guns.” - 
The trade eupplice by sole manufacturer, GRO, 

B. BATON, Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 
Heights, N. J. 
Sold by principal New York dealers, and by Wm, ~ 

Read & Sons, Boston, Mass.; B. Kittredge & C'o., — 
Ciucinnati, O.; E. E, Eaton, Chicago, TIL; Brows — 
& Hilder, St, Louis, Mo.; Thos, W. Parr, Cleves 
and, 0.; Trimble & Kleihacker, Baltimore, Md. 
Cropley &Sons, Georgetown, D, C.; Jos. C. Grubb 
& Co., Philadelphia. 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL, 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, 
SYRACUSE, 
NEW YORK. 

Maker of Fine Guns. 

climate. Sportemen 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. : 

E. H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

GUNSMITH, 
f 

564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn { 
The Fou, Colt’s, Parker and Daly ~ 

§ Guns. 
‘UN Stocks altered to fitthe shooter, 

G pored Fuil Choke, Modified, Taper, or tor 
Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fitted, Pin Pires utin= 
yerted to Central Fires, New Barrels flied, Lx- 
tension Ribs, New Lumps, etc. 
Repairing of every description done inva hon— 

est manner and at reasonable rates. 
Madison’s Browning Mixture, Al,o0c. per bottles 
Specie and Riflemen’s Sundries, aC 
Shells loaded Al, and goodssent everywhere 

OQ. D. Send stamp for answers to ee I cleng 
ences from gli the clubs of the city. dou 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFL 
Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sig 

is a great improvement in rear sights. 

Guns 

Send for circular containing full | 
scription, Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 
ag, 

—“ Middlefiel 
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SOLE AGENTS FOR 

SPRATT’S 
18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition,’ 

_PATERT 
iON DOWN. 

Send for Circular and Price List. 

: Sportsmen's Goods. 

GOODYEAR’S 
Rubber M’rg Company 

AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

488, 490, 492 B’ way, cor. Broome st., 

AND 

20h BROADWAY, eor. FULTON ST, 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 
FISHING AND HUNTING. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

Russer Goops or Eyery Drscrrp- 
TION. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

DOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plains. 

WINES, 
BRANDIES, 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 

Clarets and Sauternes, 

OF E. 

WHISKIES, 

Of A, deLUZE & SONS, Bordeanx, 

CEAMPAGNES, 

IRROY & CO., REIMS. 
Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 

Ehine Wines, 
IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 

SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases ag desired. 
' 

Sportsmen's Goods, 

cD 

a 
5) 

i 
sn A LA 

® 

a INDIA RUBBER 

Fishing Pants, Coats, 
LECCINS 

AND BOOTS, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

COMPLETE 

Spotng and Camping Out 
mdia Rubber Goeds of Every Description 

HODCMAN & CO. 
Send for Price List. 

SBROADWAY and 27 MAIDEN LANE, 
NEW YORK. 

Sportsitens Routes. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRapids andCincinnatiShort Line 

: FOR THE 
out, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE - 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

__. Grand Traverse Region 
d the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed 

if equaled, et the abundance and great variety of 
a contained, 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 
@ famous AMERICAN -GRAYLING is found 

Mine THOU? season begins May 1 ‘The T! season begins May land ends Sept.1. 
P, oe GRAYLING Season opens June land ate 
Nov. 1, - 

ACK BASS, PIKE, PICK ERELandMUSCA- 
INGE, als@ abound in laree numbers in the 
ny lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
‘he RUOL SIAR can readily send trophies of hig 
to his friends or “club” at home, as ice for 
ape fish ean be had at many points. 
KE YOUR FAMILY With OU. The sce- 
of the North Woodsand Lakesis very beau- 
; the airis pure, dry and bracing. The cli- 
ig peculiarly beneficial to those suffering 

aay. Fever and Asthma Affections. 
otel accommodati 

Bsing the avern; 
ord the finest of fis’ 

tis ouraim tomakesportsmen feel“ at home” isroute. For Tourist’s Guide {an attractive strated book of 80 pages), eontaining full in- tiation and accurate maps of the Fishing 
ounds and Time Cards, address A.B. LBET 

Ger. Pass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mich. 
. ’ + 

d Dominion Line. 
STEAMERS of this Line reach 

S50me of the finest waterfowl and upland 
ing sections inthe country, Connecting di- 
= Chincoteague, Cobb’s Island, and points 
Peninsula. City Point, James’ River, Cur- 

k, Florida and the mountainous country of 
‘ennessee, elec. Norfolk steamers sail 

7; Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del., 
apa aalen ay Ge 2 a mate ries 

Ver at EOD Wi tree ow 
_ oe ®@ sep28 ly 

Sportsmen's Routes, 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars‘ DavyyCrocket" and “Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, ete., also pro- 
yided with racks and closets for guns and ing 
tackle, and kennels fordogs. 
Diagrams, rates and other desired Information 

furnished on application to Gen’l Supt, P. P, Cc, 
Co., Chicago. je26 3mos. 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March 14th, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER’S P’T (Flatbush Aye., B’klyn,5 min. 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.35 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.35 P.w. Sundays, 
A.M. 
Col. P’'t& Whitestone, 1,35, 8.45, 10, 11,35 A.M., 

2.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.80, 7, 7.35, 9.15, 10.45 P.M, 
15 might, 

5.35, 7, 10 P.M. 

5 PB. 

Sundays, 9.85,10.35 a.m., 1.35, iu P. 
Flushing, 6.8C, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.85 A.M., 2.35, 3.35, 

A My ae night, 4.35, 5, 5.85, 6, 6.35, % 7.35, 9.15 10.45 F 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.85 A.2t., 1.85, 3, 5.35, 7, 10 pa. 
Far Rockaway, 8.35, 11 A.M., 4.35, 5.35, TPM. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 A.M., 4.35 Pp. Sundays, 94.mM. 
and 6,35 P.M. 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.35. 11.35 A.M., 4.35, 6.35,6.5 P.M. 

Suturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9.35 A.M., 5.3) P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.M., 

1,35, 8.85, 4.35,5.35, 6.35 P.M. From Flatbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, ed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbusb ay, 
10P.u. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1,35, 6,35 P.M. 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

tyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.30, 6.25 P.M. Sundays, 9 
AM., 6.85 P.M. ‘ 

Greenport. and Sag Harbor, § A.M, 3.35 p.m. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.M., 4,35, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. ‘" 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M,,3.85, 5.35 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 10 4.M., 4.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 A.x. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M., 4,35, 5.35 Pm. Sundays, 9 

A.M, 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.85, 11 A.M, 3.35, 4.35 

5.35, 6,7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 A.M., 6.35 p.m, 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M., 1.85 P.., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER’S PT& WALL ST. ANNE X—Leave 

Pier 17, B. BR. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, 8.30, 
10.30, 11,80 A.at., 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 P.M. Wor fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc., 
apply at 229 B’way, cor. Barclay. 

P W. M. LAFFAN, Gen’l Pass. Agent, 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Minneapolis 

4 
and St, Paul. 

Burlington, C. Rapids & Northern 
Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSENGER TRAINS each way daily, be- 
tween Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis, 
crossing and connecting with all Hast and West 
Lines in Iowa, running through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, 
Ducks, Pranated and Ruffed Grouse and Quail. 
Sportsmen and their dogs taken good careot. Re- 
duced rates on peedes of ten or more upon appli- 
cation to Gen’) Ticket Oifice, Cedar Rapids, 

C.u.fV ES, 
E. FF, WrssLow, Gen’l Passenger Agent, 
oT aibeen if 

AA = —— = 

oe 

FS ee 

CORDUROY SHOOTING SUITS 
A SPECIALTY ! 

From Goods of my own Im ortation--Dead Grass Color. 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR O 

VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 
Full lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete, 

Send for Price-List and Sanvples. Address™ 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J; 
New York Office, 177 Broadway, 

Sportsmen's Routes, 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Konte of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Greunds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their yarieties of same and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, pets snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist, 

through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
With the North and Northeast; and at Richmond 
and Charlotteyille with the South. All modern 
improyements in equipment. 

CONWAY ER. HOWARDS 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agen 
cay ly Richmond 

Boston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland. 

Spring Fishing 
at the 

RANGELEY’S and 
MOOSEHEAD LAK#, 

Excursion Tickets 
Will be placed on sale as soon as the ice is out 
Close connections made at Portland with Grand 
Trunk and Maine Central Railways for all the 
Fishing Grounds in Maine and Northern New 
England. 
Tickets may be obtained at Boston City Office, 

280 WASHINGTON STREBT, and at the Station. 
Information by mail, if desired. 

JAS. T. FORBER, D, J. FIANDERS, 
Gen. Supt. Gen, Ticket Agent 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded ay their lines for reaching’ most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dit- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTID 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Penney Avia and New Jersey, EXCURSION 
TICK EHTS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the principle citiesto KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and still 
Hunting. 

Also, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, GAPE MAY, 

Pema RET EN Toe Sone renown or if 
FIN AND PRATH 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass, Agent. 
FRANE THOMSON, Gen'] Manager. febli-tt 

Sportsmen's Routes, 

FOR 
New Haven, Hartford, Springfield and 

the North. 
The new palace steamer C. H. NORTHAM 

leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily (Sundays ex- 
copra, at3P.M. Passengers go Nortliand Bast 
at 12 P.M. 
NIGHT LINE—The ELM CITY leaves New 

York at 11,30 P.M., arriving in New Haven in time 
for the early morning trains, 
Merchandise forwarded by dailyExpressFreight 

trainfrom New Hayen through to Massachusetts, 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern 
New Yorkand Canada. Apply at Office en Pier 
or to RICHARD PECK, Gen‘l Ast. 

Hotels and Resorts for Sportemen. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

For Good Spring Shooting 
—GO TO THE— 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
At Shinnecock Bay, 

Where you will find 

PLENTY OF BIRDS, 
GOOD GUIDES, 

COMPLETE OUTFIT of DECOYS, 
BATTERIES, ete, 

As well as good accommodations and a sub- 
stantial bill of fare. 

Take Long Island Railroad for Good 
Ground station. 

M. WILLIAMS, Prop’r. 
P. O. Address, Good Ground, Long Island, N. ¥. 
a 

HO! for TROUT FISHING. 
(ree FAR-FAMED waters of the Mag- 

anettewan are now within easy access of 
Toronto and the outside world, and are still teem- 
ing with speckled trout. Wehaye erected a large 
aud comfortable hotel in Maganettewan Villare, 
and are prepared to) offer every facility to ome 
sporting friends by way of canoes and guides to 
the trout lakes and streams tributary to the Mag- 
anet|ewan, and can offer the best of trout fishin 
within @ mile of our hotel ; will haveiceand facil- 
ities for packing fish, so that they can be taken 
fresh to any part of the Northern States, Tho 
road from Rousseau (the head of steam travel) bas 
been Macadamized and the journey. shortened by 
half a day, so ihat parties leaving Toronto can 
get hére in one and a half days. Come up and 
see 1s, IRWIN & CLARKE, Proprietors. 
Maganettewan Post-Office, Ontario, Canada. 
Cee —————e 
( CEAN HOUSE, Speonk, L. I.—First- 

Class board ; near bay and ocean, forest and 
lakes; punning, fishing. riding, sailing, oe 
and rowing. Parties will be met at L. I. R. 
depot by appointment. OF 

J, W. TUTHILL, Proprietor. 

DAVIS EiOovuUsE, 
Weldon, WN. C. 

J. KR. DAVIS Proprietor, 

Always twenty minutes for Dinner. 

ras HOTEL has been oponed by Col. 
J. R, Davis, long-and favorably known a8 

the proprietor of the Purcell Heuse, Wilming- 
ton, N. C. The Hotel tas been entirely and 
thoroughly renovated throaghout. ‘The rooms 
are elegantly furnisheé with back walnut mar- 
ble-top furniture andkair mattrasses. Trayellora 
and invalids coming South will now find thisa 
comfortable resting place, (a long-felt want sup- 
plied). Guests will receive every attention and 
comfort, elegant table and attentive seryants, 
'This isthe Dinner Howse coming South or going 
North. The best Hotel of its kind on the route 
to Blorida, Rates—$z.00 and $2.50 per day, 
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Anumurition, Gr. 

ORANGE SPORTIN 3 

POW DER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Oranae Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 

Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

DER. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER C0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N, Y., 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONTS 

RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDER, 

The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT'’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, have maintained their 

meet reputation for seyenty-eight years. Manu- 
oture 

Ger 
e following celebrated brands of Pow- 

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Wos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
quickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

Ball and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
end clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 

Ball, Pigeon, Duck, and other shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
& quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
' grain for pistol shooting. 
DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG, ‘SEA SHOOTING,” 

FFG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle 
ehooting .the FFG sod PNG for general use, 

; _ burning strong and moist. 
SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING, and BLAST- 

ING POWDERS of all sizes and descriptions. 
Special grades for export. Cartridge. usket, 
annon, Mortar, and mmoth Powder, U. 8. 

Government standard.. Powder manufactured 
¢o order of any required grain or proof. Agen- 
cies in all cities and principal towns throughout 
the U.S. Represented by € 

¥. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DDPONT’S FG or FRG 

@owder for long range rifle shooting. 

THE HAZARD POWDER COMPANY 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s ‘Electric Powder.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 

seniatova of - onlu, Gebers Of ££: OY 

Hazard’s “ American Sporting.” 

Nos. 2 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 
a@ lb. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
tend prairie shooting. Well adapted toshot guns. 

Hazard’s ‘“Duck Shooting.” 
aves. 1 (ane) to 5 (coarse). In 1and5 1b. canisters 
and 64 and 12} lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
elean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
enetration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 

¥iceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

3 WHazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.” 

FFG, FFG, and ‘Sea Set » FG in kegs of 
26, 124, and 61 lbs. and cans of bibs. FEFG is also 
packed in land + 1b. canisters, Burnsstrong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” 
FGis the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOB, 
@ MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 

The above can behad of dealers, or of the Com- 
pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole-~ 

at our office, 
mee 88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

EIN Gir SE 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 2, 8, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 Superior Rifle, En- 

field Rifle’ and Gol. Hawker's Ducking, W. 
STITT, 617Cedar St., N. ¥. Agent for the U. 8. 

aa weekin your own tewn.™‘Terms and $b 
$6 outtit fen Address H. HALLET & CO., 
Portland, Maine. 

BHO ples WOrkh 
—— se 

$5 bo $e U$8tred “AcdseasB1 INSON &00. 
Portian 1° 

Miscellaneous Advertisements. Auniunition, Cte, 

un and Rifle-Powders Revolutionized.| !atham & Bro’s, 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 

for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise, It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much im rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr. Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world ; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in thew matches. 

} to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our cireulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world. Address 

Our challenge 

DITTMARPOWDER M’F’G Co., 
P. 0. Box 836. 24 Park Place, New York 

VANITY FAIR TOBACCO 
A 

CIGARETTES 

“ MILD”—Rare Old Virginia. ‘“‘HALVa@S ”—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880, 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, WC KIMBALL & C0. 

Fine Archery. 
PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES. 

In Shootings FPowecr 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows have no 

_ 4 Superior. yma 

Bows sent C. O. D. on trial when 25 per cent. 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be returned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charzes. 
Illustrated circulars sent free. 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York. 
eS 

Horsman’s Archery 
Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 

‘on, Maurice Thompson, Father of Archery in this country 5 
41 HW, Thompson, Esq., Champion Archer of the United States. 
tlenry 0. Carver, Esq., Prea’tof the National Archery Association. 
d. &, Brownell, Esq., President of the Eastern Archery Association ; 

oud otherleading Archers. 
Spectal attention is called to HOREMAN’s BPANISH YEw-BACKED 

Sows aud footed peacock feathered Arrows. 
Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue of Archery & Lawn Tennis, 

E. 1. HORSMAN, 
30 & 82 William Street, New York. 

“Nahmakanta,” 
With the ‘CROSBY PATENT AXE COVER.” 

9 nuine Camp Axe in America. Says 

Ae eee Iam dehehted with it; it makes 

my camping cutfit complete, and is just the 

thing I have been looking for these many years, 

Send for a circular, 
‘ 

A, & CROSBY & CO., 
WATERVILLE, Mr. 

ES 

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. 

A Skin of Beauty is a Joy Foreyer. 

DR. T, FELIX GOURAUD’S 

ORIENTAL GREAM, OR MAGICAL 
BEAUTIFIER 

Removes Tan, 
pimples, Freck- 
les,Sallowness, 
and 

of thirty years, 
and is so harm- 
less we taste 
it to be sure 
the  prepara- 
tionis properly 
made. Accept 
no counterfeit 
ofsimilurname 
The distingu- 
ished Dr. L, A. 
Sayre, said toa 

—* As you ladies 
‘eam’ as 

to the skin. 4 
B. T. GOURAUD, Sole Prop., 48 Bond 

St.,N.¥. For sale by all druggists and Fancy 
Goods Dealers throughout the United States, 
Canadasand Europe. , 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
POULTRY AND GAME 

Nos, 289 & 290 Washington Market, \. ¥. 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 
Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 

NOTARY PUBLIC. 

out injur 
Mn. M. 

No. 237 Broadway, Roum 17, New York City 

All business promptly attended to. 

Garidermy, Ete. 

Established 1859. 

Taxidermist Supplies. 
IRD SKINS, Bird Stuffers’ Tools, Glass 
Eyes for Stuffed Birds and Animals, ete. 

Send ey for reduced price list, 
A.J, GOLBURN, 31 Boylson 8t., Boston, Maas. 

tands, Rock Ac, ete,. 
best ir 

yl0 ly 

Parazou Mica for Bird 8S 
40c. per package by mail a new auine 5. 
use. 

Natural History Store. 
12 the department of Taxidermy I offer for 

saleavery fine assortment of Game Birds of the 
yery best work, and a large assortment of nutive 
and foreign species, all prepared by first-class 
workmen. Dib 
One case of game birds, which is probably the 

finest in the country, Loffer at $300. : 

pee ae EYE SE KNOWLTON, __ 
(168 Tremont street, Boston, Mass. 

— ex 

NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

“CHILLED” 
AMERICA? DRO? 

RED LABEL, BLUE LABEL, 

Compressed Buck Shot. 
First Premium Centennial Exhibition. Report 

—' Exact uniformity of size, truly spherical form, 
high degree of finish and peneral excellence. 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

! American Chilled Shot. 

Riyaling the English and All Others. 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, 

Miscellaneous. ® 

TRADE ‘SUI 

CuRnES BY ABSORPTION. 

RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 
‘*“Sapanule,”’ the Wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 

isa postitive cure ; it has never falled. 
“ Sananule” has 10 equal for Chronic Lame- 

ness, Lame Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eczema, 
Humors of the Scalp, etc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, 2nd all inflammatory dis- 
eases, Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permanent cure b: 
using ““Sapanuie. Used in sponge or foot bai 
removes all soreness of body, limba and feet. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 
Sold by all Druggists. Price, 50c., and $1 per 

bottle. Send for illuminated circular and cards. 
SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY. 
Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 

SS 

FERGUSON’S PATENT 

ADJUSTABLE 

REFLECTING 

LAMPS, 
With 

— LOCOMOTIVE REFLECTORS, 

NEW MODELS FOR 1880. THE “ UNIVER- 
SAL” combines HE 
JACK, CAMP LAMP, 
TERN, BELT LAMP, DASH and CARRIAGE 
LAMP, etc. : 

THE EXCELSIOR 
JACK AND DASH LAMP, 

For Sportsmen and others. 

; 
THE EXCELSIOR 

DASH AND CARRIAGE LAMP, 
Burrs any kind of oil, also candles; not affected 
by WIND, RAIN or JOLTING; can be used on 
any kind of dash or vehicle. 

IMPROVED RUST PREVENTER. 
For Fire-arms, Cutlery, Tools, Machinery, eto 
Superior to all others. 
Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue, 

ALBERT FERGUSON, ! 
Ss % Fulton street, N. 

ab 
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: A Two Weeks’ Camp Hunt. 
| 7 HAVE been reading the letters of your correspondent 
| + from North Park, and cannot resist the temptation of 
fndorsing thé candor and truthfulness of his articles, 
_Eyery one who has studied Nature as she is—stayed with 

| her, nol in imagination around a cosy fire in some well- 

arranged parlor, but in her sleet and snow, days of bright 
| Hess and nights of gloom, will recognize at once a true 
‘Picture in ‘Letters from North Park.” 

_ The novice starts outwith the idea that a ‘camp hunt” 
in the mountains or on the plains is a life of elysium. 
He wants no blanket, no lunch, no tobacco, no canteen, 

Ho stimulants, nothing—but herds of antelope and my- 

viads of buffalo. In about two hours his ardor cools, 

while his blood gets hot. He wants to know if you 
brought your canteen, Two hours more, and he would 
like to know if you forgot your lunch, Two hours more, he 
wants to knowif you have any stimulants aliont you, and 
s0 on, till night, when you are compelled to share with 
him your blankets, and probably sit up with him half 

the night in the darkness and cold trying to staye off a 
fit of cholera morbus or some other impending disaster, 
Wo one starting ouf for the first time on a camp hunt 
#ould fail to supply himself with every necessary, even 
‘luxury, for ab best he will feel the want of home 
Momiforts. 
—Onthe 7th day of October, 1879, Dr, P,.and myself 
ett this place for a two weeks’ hunt in the heart of the 
Great American Desert. We expected to give our atten- 
tion to buffalo principally, as we had been vaguely in- 
formed that from tsyo to five hundred were leisurely: 

Moaming about on the plains, somewhere between the 
ansas Pacific and the Atchison, Topska and Santa Fe 
ailroad, on the head of White Woman. When we ar- 

iver at Lakin, Kan., we found our guide absent, and 
Having nothing better to do-we concluded to make a tour 

enty-four miles south on the headwaters of the North 

dian, Having secured the services of about as vul- 
specimen of humanity as eyer hailed from York 

6, we siarbed in a little spring wagon over the 

msas River and adjarent sand hills, When about 
miles out we saw our first antelope of the seagon, 
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thing our camping ground twa houts by sun, we con- 

cluded to watch the lakes for antelope coming to drink, 
The lakes were covered with ducks, and a small herd of 
antelope was grazing about a mile off, but showed no in- 
clination to approach any closer. Near sundown some 
men, with a herd of over four thousand sheep, coming 
up from New Mexico, went into camp near one of the 
small lakes which constitute the headwaters of the North 
Canadian, or Cimarron. Two antelope came to water in 
the dusk of the evening, but, as they were nearly half a 
mile distant, our shot did little else except to frighten 
them away, Our factotuin had gone into camp some 
three quarters of a mile distant, and as it was now dark, 
and not finding the camp where I expected it, I pro- 
ceeded on up stream, and after considerable hallooing 
finally succeeded in making port. We had only cold 
lunch for supper, but plenty of covering. We spread 
our blankets upon the buffalo grass and took a sack of 
oats fora pillow, The forepart of the night was still 
and calm, but soon after lying down a fresh southwest 
breeze began blowing, and as the night advanced the 
wind blew colder and fiercer until, to say the least, we 
were quite uncomfortable. I could not sleep, and 
amused myself until after midnight gazing up into the 
starry vault in search after the newly-discovered planet 
wandering in its mysterious course amid star dust and 
the shadow of innumerable worlds. Not succeeding 
very perfectly in my scientific investigations, I turned 
over and looked at the bloody face of Mars until I fell 
asleep. 
My quondam friend, Dr, P., who is an old timer in 

camp and field, but new in life, and who had been snor- 
ing away all the forepart of the night, now woke up and 
commenced to meditate. The litile dog brought along 
by our driver, because he could whip his weight in: wild 
cats or coyotes, kept up a continuous barking. Soon the 
coyotes set up a howl, and the Doctor thought that they 
were the sheep, but the distant howl came nearer and 
nearer, and instead of bearing down to the shepherd 
camp it evidently was approaching our own retreat. 
There is nothing yery pleasant in contemplating the on- 
ward march of a pack of hungry wolves, especially when 
they are mixed up with an occasional gray wolf, one of 
which had been seen just before sundown. Our fighting 
dog ceased to bark, which was remarkable, as the Doctor 
said he could plainly hear the rustle of the grass as the 
pack seemed to be gradually closing in upon us. We all 
are apt to think that we would doso and so undercertain 
circumstances, but when an emergency arises there is 
no accounting for the freaks of human nature. Instead 
of arousing the whole camp, and giving us some show of 
self-defense, the Doctor simply pulled the blankets 
tightly over his head, regardless of a pair of No. 10 
boots firmly attached to his distal extremities. What 
his idea was, or what particular train of meditation his 
mind had taken, no one but himself knows to this day, 
Probably something like this—for the mind, when thor- 
oughly aroused, travels with incalculable speed, as we, in 
our dreams, cover immense areas of space, and review the 
history of ages in a moment of time, so now——*I will 
cover up my head, This is my only secure defense, 
Nature has so taught the ostrich in the perils of his des- 
ert home. Besides, our little fighting dog had become 
aralyzed with fear, not unlike the tiny warbler, flutter- 

ing with intoxicated brain into the very jaws of death, 
or the innocent kid, helpless and hopeless under the som- 
nific breath of the king of beasts, So, too, our little 
dog, knowing by instinct that certain destruction 
awalted him, had felt the palsy of death creep over him, 
and had gently turned over on his back, tucked his tail 
securely for the last time, folded his paws across his 
breast, extended his head and ears upon the grass, shut 
his eyes and opened his mouth. But then, should the 
viearious sacrifice of our noble dog fail to satisfy the 
tapacity of the oncoming pack, in all probability, in obe- 
dience to the law of ‘natural selection,’ these fiendish 
scavengers might pounce upon that vulgar New Yorker, 
and finish their repast upon what would evidently be a 
delightful morsel,” At all events, I cannot think for a 
moment that my tried and true friend—one who had 
shared with me the joys and sorrows of camp and field 
for a series of years—should for a moment think of leay- 
ing me a prey to the gormandizing instincts of a pack of 
“low down coyotes.” But be this as it may, the sequel 
was at hand; the tread of distant feet had now become 
amass of discordant sounds, The breath of the adver- 
sary was breathing upon us. There was akind of tremor 
that had taken hold of my blanketand pillow. The bed- 
clothes gradually began to moye, and in spite of the 
death-like grip of my friend, the covering was jerked 
from over, and the sack of oats from under, our heads 
with a frenzy that suggested desperation, ‘This brought 
the Doctor to a sitting posture, and with clenched fists, 
hair on end and teeth set, he uttered a prayer—a prayer, 
© Lordy !—while the cooling breeze of the night neryed 
hira for the conflict; and when a momentary calm su- 
pervened everything appeared as plain as day. The 
stealthy tread of carniyorous brutes had simply been 
metamorphosed into the tread of the old gray mare 
whith helped to bring us hither, and no doubt rot a sniff 
of the pack of oats, and hastened for them as fast as her 

hobbling feet would carry her, and she was now enjoying 
a midnight meal of delicious oats, while Dy. P. was sit- 
ting up and cooling off, and no doubt feeling very grate- 
ful for our safe deliverance, 

Early the next morning Dr. P, and I started on up the 
plain, afoot, for the purpose of stalking antelope, Before 
leaving camp.we gave some small change to our Jehu, 
with instructions to goto the shepherd’s camp and pra- 
cure, if poasible, some coffee for our breakfast. We had not 
gone to exceed half a mile, when we discovered a small 
herd of antelope grazing, but before we could get within 
anything like gunshot, they scampered away. Wa had 
now become separated about four hundred yards. To 
the left of Dr. P., about two hundred yards, a young 
buek was lying down. The Doctor discovered him 
squatted and commenced waying his hat. I, at first, did 
not know what the Doctor meant, but thought that he 
was beckoning for me, and knowing that his gun would 
sometimes refuse to go off under the most fayorable cir- 
cumstances, I concluded to hasten to his aid. But the 
vigorous up and down motion of the old black hat sug- 
gested the idea that it was intended for me to ‘‘down 
charge,” so I dropped on the grass. This solitary young 
antelope started toward the Doctor. His step was stately 
and grand, walking a few paces, then looking—again ap- 
proaching, until finally he was within seyenty or eighty 
yards. He stood for a moment; then, with a quick 
bound, turned and ran away for dear life. When quite 
out of gunshot Dr. P. let fly one shot after another until 
his magazine was about empty. I now joined my friend, 
and sought an explanation of his conduct. 

‘© Well,” said the Doctor,” ‘“youw know that wild ani- 
mals seeing a strange object are very apt to come near 
enough to satisfy their senses what it is.” 
“Yes; but why did you not shoot, when the antelope 

was so close? It couldn’t haye been over seventy-five or 
eighty yards.” . 

““Well, [have heard it said that they sometimes play 
about, first running off, and then approaching eyen 
nearer, and [ thought that I would try it.” 

The end, however, not justifying the means, we came 
to the conclusion not to attempt the proof of any more 
fine spun theories with antelope. We returned to camp 
and found our breakfast ready, the men with the sheep 
sending us all the coffee they had, and very kindly re? 
fusing to accept anything therefor, as they expected to 
reach a station by night. They also sent us two large 
California snipe, a bird evidently belonging to the Scolo- 
pax family, but, for all practical purposes, about as pala- 
table as our Western mud-hen. Our driver roasted one 
over the fire and devoured if with a great deal of gusto 
first taking a bite of raw onion, and then a bite of snipe, 
and then a drink of cold coffee. I ate the other bird, but 
found it ‘* fishy and sedgy,” 

The Doctor and I now started for the lower lake, about 
a mile distant, for the purpose of lying in wait for game, 
We saw seyen antelope in the distance which seemed to 
he working their way to the water. Wu lay flat down on 
the grass, as there was no blind to hide us from view for 
miles around, Nearer and nearer approached the deer, 
The Doctor was at the east side and I at the south end 

of the lake, some two hundred yards apart, I was afraid 
tomove. Isaw at least a dozen places preferable to the 
one I had, for it seemed as though I was on a little 
mound. I placed my left hand under my head, resting 
my elbow on the ground. Ikept this position for at 
least an hour, not daring to move: The dves were now 
within fifty yards of me, and the Doctor tainking, by 
my not shooting, that I must be asleep, hallooed to wake 
me, This caused two of the does to stop broadside—one 
just beyond the other, I could haye killed them easily, 
but then I thought about what we should do for meat 
hexti year. The old buck was standing with his head 
to me two hundred yards away, apparently meditating 
and oblivious to any approaching danger, But the Doc- 
tor’s voice, or something else, caused him to look up, 
then quickly walk fifty yards nearer and stop, Turning 
broadside he commenced grazing in the direction of our 
camp. He had espied our ieamster, who, contrary to 
orders, had broken camp and started following us up. T 
now tnought if was my chance, sol took up my rifle 
with my right hand, and removed my left from under 
my head cautiously as possible, but found my left arm 
almost paralyzed from its long continued cramped posi- 
tion. I took deliberate aim on the middle of the shoul- 
der, using Major Fulton's position, and pulled trigger, 
At the crack of the gun, down went the big: buck with a 
thud, and away scampered the does. Losing all thought 
about meat for next year, Isent four or five wicked shots 
after them, but am glad to say, ‘‘never touched,” Dr, 
P. sent in a parting shot at two hundred yards and 
creased one, causing her to drag her hind parts for a fow 
paces, but then she righted up and went like the wind, 
We now gave three cheers and started for the struggling, 
bleeding victim. Found a terrible rent through the 
shoulder, completely severing the spinal column. Had 
my aim been two inches hizher [doubt whether we 
would hayes gob any meat, The drivernow came up, 
when we loaded and started for Lakin, arriving late in 
the evening, 
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_ Not hearing anything from our guide, and it being 
Jate in the week, I concluded to take a run up to Colo- 
rado Springs, some one hundred and fifty miles further 
west. As Lhese springs have been so elaborately written 
up by the versatile pen of *‘ Grace Greenwood.” it would 
be useless for me to attempt te add anything thereto. In 
tact, L think that everything las been said in their praise 
that is possible to suy, with any regard forteuth, We 
found the springs in a Manner deserted, that is, abont 
Manatou. Noticmg some bills tacked up on one of the 
awnings over the spring, [ pulled one cown and read 
where to go to hear the truth proclaimed. An angel hav- 
ering in the air had made known anew and Divine revel- 
ation to the sons of men, This fact was to be announced 
and amply verified ly some one claiming to be a ‘ latter 
day saint.” Ididn’t go, I wanted to see the Garden of 
the Gods, 

T left my antelope head at the Springs to be mounted 
and hastened back to Lakin. Dr, P. had received a let- 
ter stating that our mutual friend, Frank H., would join 
us on Monday miorming. This was good news, for we 
wanted Frank to accompany us atthe start. Frank is 
one of those polished gentlemen who exhibits good man- 
ners at home and abroad—something not always adhered 
to when the restraints of sociely are removed. Bright 
and early Monday moming we were up trying to geta 
shot at some coyotes, but failed to bring any lo bay, The 
train arrived at) o’clock,and sure enough there was l'rank, 
bag aud baggave, with a brandnew gun, with double, 
open and peep sight behind, Now was hurry and bustle. 
We could hardly wait for breakfast and team, But with 
all our efforts it was near noon before we started, Our 
objective point was south of the Arkansas, on the flats, 
this field giviny us plenty of sport at long range, and 
Frank was over anxious to try his new gun, saying that 
he ‘just knew how the thing was done.” We had not 
gone far after crossing the river before we discovered 
antelope, some feeding and some lying down. They per- 
mitted the wagon to conie up lo within two hundred 
yards, and Frank got out. As a matter of courtesy we 
granted him first shot. Io took a shell out of the case 
and passed it into the breach of the gun, and finding that 
the breech-block did not readily close he used some force 
and wedged the shell so fast that the extractor failed to 
remove it, Dr. P, now became neryous and wanted to 
shoot, but) Frank asked him to wait, showing consider- 
able excitement and working hard at the himg shell, 
“Bexar? never had a worse case of expanded shell than 
tuis seemed to be. Frank werked manfully and finally 
succeeded in pulling out the shell and leaying the ball 
fast in the gun barrel, while our friend fussed and fumed 
until the antelope were miles away. Soon we saw a soli- 
tary one, and as it crossed us about a half-mile away 1 
shot in advance of it, the ball raising quite a fog of dust. 
This frightened the animal so that it wheeled and bore 
down directly upon us, coming to within a few hundred 
yards before turniug, I gave it another shot, cutting 
through the brisket, andone of tha other guns broke a 
hind leg, but not having any way to follow it up failed 
to get it, Late in tlle evening I broke the shoulder of 
another, but failed to get it, 

On Tuesday morning we learned that our guide had 
arrived from the buffalo range, bringing in five beeves, 
Eyerything was now making ready for a regular camp 
hunt, our guide assuring us that he would show us buffalo. 
We packed our traps into two wagons, and went some 
fifteen miles that eyening, Just before sun down we 
stopped for camp, and I assisted in pitching our tent—the 
first field tent that I had slept under since the “late un- 
pleasantness.” Next day was rather hazy, and turned 
colder, At 10 o’clock we saw a solitary butialo, evidently 
awanderer. We all gaye him a few shots apiece, but to 
no purpose. We stopped for dinner near the head of 
White Woman, having trayeled near fifty miles since 
leaving the station. The wind was blowing almost a tor- 
nado; the sky was dark and lowering, with occasional 
elaps of thunder. We crept in the crevices of the rocks, 
which make a solid wall for some distance. We discoy- 
ered where a temporary fort had been ade out of loose 
rock by piling them up in the open end of a large fissure 
in the rock. Some panty had certamly been besieged 
here, as we could see a greab many empty brass shells of 
the old. Springfield 54 anc 52 caliber strewn about on the 
ground, We also founda steel arrow-head. 

The clouds parted and the sun came out, but the wind 
continued 1o blow. We hitched up our teams and moyed 
on down the river, ~ Some distance from camp we dis- 
covered a solitary antelope feeding and watching, and 
thinking it a good chance to stalk, Prank and I got 
down in the bed of the stream, leaving the teams, and by 
stooping and crawling slong until almost worn out and 
gotling our hoots full of gravel, we finally gob up within 
a hundved yards, and as we peeped up over the hill our 
little antelope was leisurely grazing, and not aware of 
any danger. Isupgested to Vrank that he give the com- 
maul to fire. We were both puffing and blowing, and 
Frank wanted to “wait a minute,” butI told him that 
we mightlose ourchance, We both slipped our guns 
upon the bank and took deliberate aim, {ter waiting 
for some time I whispered to Frank, ‘‘ Why don't you 
count?’ Frank was evidently excited, but he bein , 
 One-8-6, iwo-o-0, three-e-e ;’ bang went both puns ; and 
fo our surprise away went our antelope. We now 
jumped up on the bank, and as l threw my gun to my 
tace for another shot, Frank called to wait. ~ I turned 
and found him squatting down, trying to get another 
sliell owt of his gun that he failed to get in. As I glanved 
pack to the antelope I noticed it tum half quartering, 
throw its head back and fall, We gave the usual clears, 
and started to bag our game, As we were going along 
Prank said, ‘‘ Where did you aim?” T told him Taimed 
at the center of the shoul(ler—always do; *‘where did you 
aim?” ‘ Well I aimed,” sail Frank, ‘*about two inches 
behind the shoulder.” When owe got up and turned the 
deer over we found that there was a bullet hole near the 
middle of one shoulder, and another about two inches 
behind the other shoulder, So this was conceded Frank’s 
fame, 
We proceeded down the creel for a few miles and went 

into camp, Hada nice fry of antelope liver for supper, 
The night was dark and cold, so. much so that we could 
not sleep with any comfort, About 3 o'clock the Doctor 
and I vot up and gathered what fuel we could find and 
madeafire, About daybreak we ate breakfast and cath- 
ered up our traps and started, The sun came up bri 
and nice and the wind had calmed down during the night, 

elit 

After traveling four or five miles our guide stopped and 
called our attention to some fresh buffalosign, ‘There 
were the beds and fresh litter. 1 got up on top of the 
wagon seat and discovered six large buflalo lying down. 
Our guide told us to géh readly,and we all felt sure of get- 
ling a prize, When everything was ready our pride 
formed us abreast, locking each others arms, and told atts 
to march straight np without stopping. We found this 
hard to do, as no two stepped alike, but all evidently bent 
on first shat, Justas we came in view, and while yeta 
long way off, our friends conchided to leave, and they did 
not stop the run as far as we could see, There was noth- 
ing left for us to do but leisurely follow up the trail with 
the hope of overtaking them, ‘Two or three o'clock in 
the afternoon we came in sight again. It was cloudy 
and a fierce northwest wind blowing. I thought we 
syould all chill to death. "We could seé that, the animals 
were tired, as they would often stop to look ‘at us and 
then turn and walk away. We concluded totry a shot 
at three hundred yards, but failed to do any damage. 
Soon after the herd séparated and we gave them up 
finally. But while they were still in sight we discovered 
a sucking calf approaching, whose mother had been 
killed, no doubt. but a short time. Seeing us the calf 
started for the teams; our guide told us to go oat a hun- 
dred or so yards and lay flat down and that if would 
come up tous, Sure enough, the dumb brute came to 
within fifty or sixty yards, and Dr. P. said that it was a 
pity to kill the innocent thing, told him that I believed 
that t wouldn't shoét, Frank said, ‘Well, he liad come 
out to kill buffalo and was going to shoot.” The Doctor 
thought that if Frank shot that we had as well all shcot, 
So we all fired and made a clear miss, when Dr, P, gave 
it a second shot on the wing, breaking its neck. 
We spent another night on the high plain—the coldest, 

most disagreeable night that I ever spent in camp or field. 
This determined us to start for home, leaying our guide 
still in pursuit of buffalo. We made ihe station about 9 
o'clock that night without any loss and packed up for 
home next day. 

The plains are almost destitute of fuel and water, The 
supply of buffalo chips had disappeared. There does 
not seem to be much trouble in petting water by digging: 
a few feet anywhere near those depressions that are 
called crecks. What a great benefactor must he be who 
would have a few thousand bored wells scattered about 
over the plains! And then if the Government would only 
cause a few electric lights to le placed along the railroad 
every few hundred miles, many lives would be saved, 

Sedalia, Mo, OCCIDENT, 

diatural History. 

SPRING NOTES FROM MINNEAPOLIS, MINN, 

MARCH, 1880, 

i=) ROM the 23d to the 27th of February was mild and 
pleasant, and it seemed as though we were again 

to have an unusually early spring. The shore larks had 
appeared about the middle of the month; u red-yinged 

Ulackbird was seen on the 26(h, The snow buntings and 
Lapland longspurys wero in their usual early spring abund- 

ance, and the snow had entirely disappeared from the 

ground. Byton the 25th suow fell all day, and March 
came in, wilh a moderate amount of snow on the ground 
and the thermometer 6n the morning of the Ist 2deg. 
above zero, On the 2d and 3d it was again mild, the 
thermometer being 52deg, ab moon on the 2d, The snow 

all melted and a bluebird was reported on the sd, From 

the 3d until the 2ist it was continuously cold, with much 
changeable and disagreeable weather, and occasional 
lizht snow-falls. On the morning of the 14th it was Sdeg, 

below zero, and on the 16th 7deg, below ; with frequent 
readings, morning, noon and night, between Qdeg, and 
Qbdez. On the i6th a male long-cared owl (Otus wilson- 

ids) was shot in a piece of woods where one appears 
recularly every spring, and the same day I heard the 
longspur (P, lapporicus) singing for the first time this 

year, Inan old field grown upin grass and bushes I 
fonnil a large flock of the P, lapponteus. Some of them 

were feeding upon the ground, while others were sitting 
in the low bushes uttering their spring song, which im- 

proves much as the season advances. Upon starting the 
whole flock into the airit circled around for a time in the 

usual erratig manner, and then alighted in the tops of 
some amall gal tvees, No sooner were the birds settled 
than they all started to sing, and although the individual 
effort is, at this season, neither yery fuil nor continuous, 

yot the effect of the general chorus was muusical and 
pleasing, A flock of blackbirds often act in avery sim- 
ilar manner, This ‘congregational singing” of the 

longspurs is their common spring habit, and 1s as often 

indulged in while they are sitting upon the ground as 

elsewhere. ‘ 
The Sist another bluebird was seen, and on the 22d 

marsh hawks, a red-tailed hawk, a flock of mallard ducks 

and 4 great abundance of longspurs, 
From this time the spring birds began to arrive almost 

daily, and it will be better to give the record in diary 

form, The readings of the thermometer were taken three 
limes a day—morning, noon and evening. 
March 2th, 80der., 4ideg., 8ideg.--The first robin. 

Male ring-neck and hooded merganser ducks shot, Wood 
ducks. 

Marveh 25th, wWdeg,, 41dee,, 87deg.—About five inches 
of show on the ground, which fell last evening, Three 
will pigeons seen, 

Mareh 26th, ibdeg., 4Sdex,, 44deg.—-A kingfisher, rob- 
ins, wood, vingneck and mallard ducks shot, Wild 
| goose, Snow melled rapidly, 

March 27th, 44deg., 38deg., 39dex.—Rained all day ; the 
first lime for many weeks, Another kingfisher, 
Mareh 28th, 86deg., 49der,, s7deg.—Clear and pleasant. 
Dareh 29th, s0deg., 5ideg., 3bdeg,—Clear, Sawa.sand- 

hillerane flyingover, Although at a great heiglit, its 
loud notes Were distinctly audible. Noticed a smull flack 
of erow blackbirds, ‘This bird is occasionally found here 
in the middle of winter (fan, 7th, 1876), but cannot be 
regarded as a resident, Waxwwings (4. gaiulus), biue- 
hirds and robins, Suckers and pickerel are running in 
some of the streams, is 
Mareh 30th, 40deg., 58deg,, 48dee.—Clear and warm; 

windy, Two white-bellicd swallows, ruby-crowned and 
prolden-crested wrens, fox-colored sparrows, meadow lark, 
housé pewée, song sparrow and brown creepers. The 
last species is of accidental occurrence during some win- 
ters—(Dec. 10th, 1874; Jan, 19th, 1877)—but it comes in 
numbers with the early spring arrivals and is {hen more 
noticeable than at any othertime, Pintail and spoonbill 
ducks are here. The snowbirds (Junco) have appeared 
abundantly in the hedges and bush piles, A large flock 
of thistle birds (C. trislts). Downy woodpeckers mating. 
The ice went quietly out of the Mississippi River at this 
pointto-day. Previous to 1878 it was not usual for the 
river to open here before from the 7th to the 13th of 
Apnl. Winter held on firmly until the last days of 
March, when there was a general breaking np—mielting 
of snow and ice, and arrival of epring birds. But during 
the last three years it has been very different, The break- 
up has been much earlier, and instead of abrupt has been 
rradual and interrupted by many brief returns of cold 
weather, In 1875 and 1876 the ice disappeared from the 
tiyer April 12th, and in 1877, April 7; while in the early 
spring of 1878 it went out gradually between the 5th and 
Yth of March ; in 1877 on March 29th, and this year March 
28th. ‘The river is clear at St. Paul, ten niles below, some 
days earlier. 
March 31st, 42deg., 40deg., d4deg.—The first thunder- 

storm of theseason this morning. Lalways seems spring- 
like to hear the roll of the thunder after the long silenve 
of winter. Rained, and at (imes snowed, most of the 
day. Several golden-crested kinglets, meadow larks in 
song and a large company of brown creepers, While 
standing watching the creepers as they passed from tree 
to tree through the woods two ‘of them came and lit on 
my clothing, and after a short examination flew to a 
tree about two feet distant. One of them passed in suc- 
éession uy) each of my arms and scemed in no haste to 
leave, What conclusions they arrived at is beyond con- 
jecture; but they must have been somewhat astonished 
at the character of the trees in that grove. Fortunately 
for the writer's feelings the trees at this season of the 
year show no signs of greenness. 

The spring this year is slightly less advanced with the 
close of March than at the end of the same month in 1879, 
much behind what it was in 1875, arid considerably in 
advance of the average for a number of years previous to 
1878. THOS, 5, ROBERTS. 

[To be continued, | 
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UnusvaL Nesting Puacrs.—Cleveland, 0.—While 
out collecting last year, 1 noticed a pair of robins build- 
inganest, It was built ona trestle work of one of lhe 
railroads leading from this place, the nest being situated 
on one of the timbers, ahout eight or ten inches below 
the rail, over which each day ten or twelve trains passed, 
Here the robins reared their young, 
A pair of chipping sparrows built a nest in a hanging 

basket which was filled with plants, and liad to be 
watered every day. Whien the lady came to water it the 
bird would Jeave its nest, and return as scon as shew left, 
The sparrows finished their nest and reared Lheir young 
in this situation, SuYM. INGERESOLL, 

Spring Nores.—Our correspondent, ‘* Webb,” who 
writes from Nashua, N, ., under date of March 15th, 
says; The spring-like weather of last month has been 
succeeded by cold, stormy blasts, which have driven the 
‘early bird” back to winter quarters. Bluebirds were with 
us on the 22d of February ; a wood pigeon wasshot onthe 
28d—they are generally among the last to arrive ; Phil- 
lips mounted a cedar bird which was killed on the 20th, 
and they are generally among our late arrivals. Robins 
were singing in the orchard on the 25th, and I saw crow 
Hackbirds and chipping sparrows the same day, Poor 
birds! they had not seen Vennor’s prophecies for 
March. The streams are all open, and a few ducks 
have put in an appéarance, flock of geese passed 
over on the first of the month ; it is early for them, but 
a friend living in Central Vermont tells me he saw a 
flock of geese flying north the last of January, 

Mr. Seym, Ingersoll, of Cleveland, ©., contributes the 
following observations. He writes: I think we may 
say that spring is fairly open here, as the birds have 
begun to arrive. The following is alist of the arrivals 
that I haye noted up to April 3d :<— 

Feb, 10th. Saw two white-bellied nuthatch, one red- 
headed woodpecker and two yellow-hammers, 

Feb. 16th, Saw several more red-headed woodpeckers, 
Veb, 2ist. Saw a robin to-day, 
Feb. 22d, Saw a number of bluebirds and rohins, 
Feb, 24th, Sav a single flock of crows. 

Pam) 26th. I noticed an albino robin, but could not ge} 
im, 
Feb. 27th, Saw first meadow larks io-day, 
March 18th, Saav a large flock of ducks fly over, 
March 19th. Noticed a killdeer plover to-day ; also 

several more meadow-larks, 1 
March 2ist, Noticed crow-blackbirds, cowbirds, song- 

sparrows and Carolina doyes to-day, for the first time 
this spring. 
March 26th, Saw a flock of Carolina waxwings to-lay, 
March 31st. Sawa wood pewee this morning, also a 

kingfisher, some redwing blackbirds, a chewink and two 
logger-head shrike ; also found a nest of the loggerhead 
shrike, which was just finished. 

April ist. Saw several snipe. 
April 3d. Saw a few cliff swallows, and noticed a pai 

of robins nesting, 
i 

PARASITES IN THR MAtvarp.—Belleviile, Tl., March, 
1880,—I have just read with a greab deal of interest the 
Seeger of the parasite found ina mallardduck, I 
had the wing and a part of the breast of a mallard 
duck, shown me several weeks ago, infested with the 
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same parasite. ‘The duck was shot near here about four 
weeks avo, and had the same appearance precisely as 
deséribed by ‘Mic Mac.” Dover. 

Rayox Near Kingston, On?’.—Our correspondent 
*€ A) who writes from Kingston, Ont., notifies us of the 

recent capture of a ruven near that city. He says — 
A friend of mine, Mr, W, Craig, living a shorfi distance 

from the ity, not long since shot and secured, on or near 
his farm. asplendid specimen of the raven, He has had 

if mounted by Mr, Stratford, our city taxidermist, at 
whose shop ibis on exhibition. 

—-— 

Nore ON THE BREEDING OF THE BLACK Brar,—Pos- 
ton, Feb, 7th,—The black beaw( Ursus americana) brings 
forth her young in the Northern States and Canada in 
February. The period of gestation is eight months. At 
fiwwo years of age the female usually produces one at a 
birth, breeding every other year. The second litter con- 
sists of two, and when of mature growth sometimes three, 
and in one instance—well authenticated by the writer— 
four ata birth. When born the cubs are naked and very 
diminutive, About the tenth week their fur is grown 
and their eyes open. It is not unusual for tha dam ta 
leave her young for a brief time when the weather is yery 
mild, Onthaapproach of warni weather, in May, they 
leave the den in search of food, the dam placing her cubs. 
on her back, where. they cling and nestle in the long, 
tnick fur, After this the cubs develop moro rapidly in 
size and soon ramble by the side of the dam, When 
pressed by the hunter, or in danger she keeps her young 
in front, herself between them and danger, and when 
suddenly started sends them to trea and takes herself olf 
at a distance, especially if the hunter is on their trail, 

Corpn, Lor WARTIELD. 
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Wuatrn Jack-Rausits.—Carson, Nev., March, 10th.— 
Biitor Forast and Strean:—Your correspondent, A, 
Lakes, writing from Como, Wy., who is certainly an in- 
telligent observer, makes a graye error, and one which is 
apt to mislead Hastern sportsmen, when he speaks of 
snow-white jack-rabbits, Now a white jack-rabbit does 
not exist, the jacks retaining the same color winter and 
summer. There is a aes of rabbit in the Western 
country, however, much larger thar the jack, which 
does hecome white during the winter months. This rab- 
bit weighs from eight to ten pounds when full grown, 
and in this section is known as the mountain hare, from 
the fact that it is to be found only on the mountain sides, 

ornow and then in the foot-hills, There is 4s much dis- 
tinction between this rabbit and the jack as there is be- 
tween the cotton-tail and the jack; and Trepeat, there is 
no white jack-rabbit at any season of the year in any 
Western State or Territory, and such statements as Mr. 
L, makes, appearing in @ reliable paper like lhe Forrsr 
AND STREAM, are calculated to lead many into grievous 
error, especially so when they originate from one who 
can use all the scientific namesso readily, SIVAN, 

 Weregret to be forced to differ with a correspondent 

- who make such positive assertions as the aboye. Never- 

theless we are obliged to take issue with him on the facts, 
The so-called jack-rabbit of the plains and the Rocky 
Mountains (Lepus campestris) does certainly turn white 
in winter, ‘‘Sivad's” statement to the contrary notwith- 
standing, See Coues & Allen, Monograph of Novth 

American Rodentia, 

The large hare referred to by our correspondent is very 
probably the pine or snow-shoe rabbit (LZ, Amenicanus, 
yar, Baril), 

—j-__ 

A TAMe Rorrep Grovusr.—Woreester, Mass,, Marel 
ihth.—As ib is generally conceded that the ruffed grouse 
éunnot be tamed, Twill give some facts concerning a 
bird ofthis kind, Near tho village of Coldbrook Springs, 
Mass,, arethe mills and box factory of Mr, D. M, Parker, 

_ and near the mills isa tract of sprout land extending al- 
most to the mill-yard. In the fall of 1878 Mr. Parker 

first noticed a partridge (or ruffed grouse) about the prem- 
ises, Thea bird appeared remarkably tame and therefore 
attracted his attention. He began feeding it, and it grew 
more familiar, until it would eat from his hand, and 
finally grew so tame as to perch on his shoulder, He can 
call it as readily as any farmer can call his chickens; in 
Zact, calls it in the same manner. Mr, Parker has never 
deprived the bird of its liberty, except on one occasion, 
when he kept it in the basement of his house for a short 
time, but it did not relish confinement, and he let it ¢o. 
Tt has, however, continued to stay abont the mill: Many 
persons hava visited his place to see this remarkable 
bird, and Mv, Parker is always ready to leave his busi- 
ness to show off his pet, Any one who is at all skeptical 

as tothe truth of the above statement can call at the 
miilis and see the bird take a piece of apple from between 
Myr. Parker's teeth. 

Sportsmen generally pronounce it a female bird, Tt is, 
and always has been so far as known, a perfectly Strong, 

7 sound and healthy bird. Can it not be fairly claimed 
that this comes very near being a tame ruffed Grouse ? 

8, K, 
A very interesting case. 

SNAkE Eatine Pish.—For a number of years past it 
has been my custom, becanse unable to find any better 
way to dispose of my summer leisure, to doa good deal 

_ of fishing in the Potomac River, sometimes in the imme- 
diate front of the city, sometimes at the Little and Big 
Falls above, and sometimes at the Four Mile Run below. 
T have generally used live-bait, there heing minnows in 
any quantity along the edges of the river. Three swm- 
“mers ago L went to catch minnows at the mouth of a 
small run called Gravelly Creek, situated on the west 
bank of the river, just at the foot of the Arlington es- 

tate. A short distance north of the run is the once quite 
celebrated Arlington’Springs, which is still a place of re- 
sort for large numbers of Sunday visitors from the city, 
To reach the springs, except by boat, it is necessary to. 
cross Grayelly Croak near its month, or go quite a 
ong distance around the creek. ‘Yo enable partins 

‘to cross the creek at the mouth, a passage-wey lias 
been made by a kind of loose dam of stones, At 
w water the creel here is some forty feet wide, but 
full tide if is fully sixty feet and four or five feat cep, The joose stones form quite an impediment 
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to the tide, so that, when tho tide is rising, the water on 
the river side of the dam is several inches higher than 
the water on the other side, and flows through and over 
the loose stones quite rapidly, and the reverse is tho case 
when the tide is falling. Vast numbers of minnows are 
to be found af all times in the marsh along the river 
banks, and as the tide rises they seels the runs to be 
found here and there to ayoid the white and yellow 
perch which prey upon them, and it-is while they are 
making up the creek that I catch the quantity I want. 
One day, while catching minnows as usual, I noticed a 
number of snakes, the comnion water-moceasin, ap- 
proaching the dain or footway of stones. The water yet 
lacked several inches of reaching the top of the stone- 
way, although it was rushing in quite rapidly and carry- 
ing with ib many bull-minnows and small white perch 
that were unable to resist it. Watching the snakes, 
Isaw one after another reach the dam and take their sta- 
tion upon it, submerging themselves all but their heads, 
which were raised about an inch above the water and 
pointed in the direction of the incoming tide. In this 
position I counted seventeen snakes, arranged at uneven 
intervals, in a space of less than sixty feet. I came to the 
conclusion at once they were fishing, and watched them 
with a good deal of interest, Pretty soon I saw one head 
strike forward, going under the water, reappearing ina 
moment with a yery large bullaninnow in its mouth. 
The snake immediately loosened its hold upon the rocks 
and swam for the shore, reaching which it disappeared 
in the bushes ; and this was repeated at intervals by each 
of the seventeen snakes. When they returned from the 
bushes, having made short worl of their ‘‘ catch,” each 
snake sought his own particular location on the rocks, 
there being no clashing of interests there. 
Now, how is this forreason or instinct? How do these 

snakes mow where to locate themselves, and the partic- 
ular stage of the tide at which to start on their fishing 
excursion? Tow do they know that a number of min- 
nows will be swept oyer the miniature falls made by the 
rocks? These are questions that go beyond my compre- 
hension, and T leave them for others to answer, But the 
facts remain, and any one who will take the trouble may 
yerify them at any time during the summer by a visit to 
Gravelly Creel, ILAIR-TRIGGER. 

Kish Culture. ' 

THE BERLIN EXPOSITION, 

AOROSS THE ATLANTIC. 
[From our Staff Correspondent.) 

§ school-boys we learn that three-fourths of this 

globe which we inhabit is water ; the fact is stored 

away in memory’s garret with other waste bits of intel- 
lectual lumber without a reference being made to it, or 

anything to recall it In a manner to bring it to the sur- 

face as an actual fact, until one sails for days and weeks 

without seeing anything else, An ocean trip has been 

written up so often ancl so well that any attempt to add 

much to it or to depict its vastness must result in failure ; 

still, the experiences of each one show that there are 

many things which cause trips to be remembered as dis- 
tinct from each other—the ship, the fellow-voyagers, the 
cuisine, and, above all, the weather. 

It was the writer's fortiine to cross to England recently 
inthe North German Lloyd steamer Neckar, which left 
New York on March 20th, with part of the goods to be 

exhibited by the United States 2b the International Fish- 
ery Iixhibition, to be held in Berlin, and also with the 

delegation which was selected to represent our country 
at that Ichthyic congress, and from whom much infor- 

mation was derived by inquiring passengers concerning 

the importance of our fisheries, the extent of their opera- 
tions, value, the culture of the food fishes, methods of 

capture, and much other valuable knowledge which, to 

one who bad only considered fishes from the angler's 

point of view, was a series of surprises as to the vastness 

of the field and the thoroughness with which it has been 

worked by Prof. Baird and his assistants. The catalogue 
of exhibits, proofs of which were to be seen, will be a 

large one, and covers what appears to the visitor every- 
thing which could by any possibility be made from a fish 

or could in any way be connected with it—from the boats 
and implements of the angler and the fisherman to the 
literature of fishes and their culture—an exhibit which 

cannot fail to be both a eyedit and an advantage to our 
country, 

The other passengers were an exceptionally good lot, 
as passengers go, in both cabins, nota man being seen 
drunic on the yoyage, a thing which old sea, travelers will 

1egard as a strange occurrence; it being the rule that a 

party of seyeral men wili get drunk when the ship leaves 
the wharf and remain so until they go on shore, making 

the smoking-room a place to be avoided by decent people, 
The differences in the cabins as to rooms is not great, the 

location of the second cabin being amidships, making it 

more desirable and more than compensating for the dil- 

ference in the upholstering, while the cuisine is good, hut 
not so varied and elaborate asin the first ; the differences 

between them which the old traveler cares most about 
being in the passengers and their manners, especially at 
table, there always bemg many in the second who per- 
form feats of knife-swallowing ouly equaled by the jug- 
glers, and who not bemg used to be waited upon will re- 

quest service of their neighbors while the waiters ave 
standing idle, Waving crossed in both cabins and studied 
the habits of the animal man, I haye developed tho fol- 
lowing theory ; The reason why the secon(d-cabin pussen- 
fer can reach so far across your plate to reach the pepper 

without dipping niore than a sinall portion of his coat- 
sleeve in your sop is, without dowbt, an inherited peeu- 
liarity lo be accounted for by the fact that the longest- 

armed second-class passenger in the Ark gut the most pep- 

per, and his deseendants waxed long of limb snd far of 
reach, crowding out and displacing their shorter-armed 

fellows, and so have developed a race which when in 
want of pepper are capable of entirely depending upon 
their own resources. 

The monotony of the trip was broken ou the third day 
out by the discovery of the cabin of a vessel, which told 
of a wreck, and fwo hours later we picked up a amall 
boat containing eleven men and a dos, who were the 

entire crew of the wrecked bark Ophir, of Mirimachi, 

N, B., with grain, from Philadelphia to Belfast, which 

went down in a gale on the 21st. Two nights in an 

open boat, with the spray souking their clothing, had 
chilled them until they had not strength sullicient to en- 

able them to clinb the ladder without the assistance of a 
rope under their arms; and on gaining the deck but few 

could walk, while on reaching Southampton a week 

later the colored cook and another were left in the 
hospital, 

The weather was very pleasant throughout the voyage, 
and for the fiye days befove reaching Southamgton the 
great ship moved as steadily as a river steamer, so evenly 

that the water in a tank belonging to the fish Commis- 

sion, which was designed to be a sort of self-aerating 

arrangement, by means of the rolling of the ship causing 

certain sponges to bo first under and then out of water, 
declined to act at-all, and a mere trembling of the surface 

of the water init was the only sign of its being in mo- 

tion, This tank contained some curious creatures, be- 

sides many fish, which although our own countrymen (2), 
we passengers are not at all familiar with, nor is their 

appearance such as to make one desirous of further ac- 
quaintance. The Professors have names for them, which 

may be correct for all that I can say to the contrary, but 
such names! There is no need totry and give them, for 

a slip of the pen would betray my ignorance of scientific 

nomenclature, always supposing that my memory had 

firmly grasped them. These beasts are to be shown in the 

class of ‘fMnemies of Fish and Fish Culture "—a fact 
which serves to illustrate the assertion made before, that 

there was a complete collection of everything relating to 

piscine life, growth and development, whether it may he 

beneficial or hurtful; the Neckar having thirty tons of 

material on board for the exhibition, with more to follow 

from Now York, which was only a shipping point for a 
small portion of the goods, the most of them haying been 

taken by ships of this line from Baltimore. ‘These se-. 
called tons are computed by measurement, lowever, 

njuch of the exhibit being in the form of large and light 

articles, which are boxed, the boats being especially large 
in proportion to their weight, 

This exhibit seems to thoroughly awaken the interest of 

every one who hears of its oxtentand character; it is the 
most novel of all exhibitions, that of the fishery in- 
dustries of the world—certainly one that is of the greats 
est importance to our people, but which lias been i pnored 

or slighted for so long a time that few persons have an 
idea of its value beyond the fact that we paid five and a 

half million dollars last year for the privilege of fishin 

on a small portion of the North American Coast, 

Sea and ivey Hishing. y 
FISH IN SEASON IN APRIi, 

Speckled Trout, Salveltinis fontinalis; TLand-looked Salmon 
Sule glover ¢ Suielts. 
==} 8 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the Formsr ann SvREAM Directory of 
Game and Fish Resorts, aur correspoldents are requesttd to glve 
the following particulars, with such other information as they 
may deem of value: State, Town, County; Means of ficcess; Hotel 
and other accommodations; Gatne and its Season; Wish and itg 
Season; Boats, Guides, ete.; Name of person to address, 

= + 

“THE NIPISIGUIT AND METAPEDTA,” 

Bditor Forest and Stream :— 
In the issue of April 8th of the Formsr anp Srrita Ma Criticism appears upon an article of mine under date of 

March 11th, 
= Having been there, and also Having seen the woods 
several times inthe last twenty years, and having invari- ably kepta diary and a record of every penny of expense 
L thought I knew whereof Iwrote, “I can, at all events, 
give tlie reason ofiy faith and revarding the question of 
expensas. 
“Manhattan” says the streams are leased in “part, and the residue is open to “a great crowd of anglers ‘good anil bad, and no sport nor pleasure to alLyone.” ‘ 
My article did not refer to sections of rivers * open to 

all,” but otherwise, as I wrote, 'Permila necessa Ly: 
charges usually one dollar per day per vod.” Tyee fishing 
is usually not worth the waste of time, while all eoud 
fishing is under leasé ; hence, as the Restizouche Division 
to which I referred is under lease, if is 6n an equality 
with all salmon fishing in Canada, and ss foo as an 
and better than many, and is not more crowded than 
ovher good streams, nor s0 much crowded that good tigh, 
ing may not be had. 

In the summer of 1877 T had the pleasure of conducting 
a small party to the Restigouche, Wo arrived June Ist 
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writing to Mr. I, Flewellin, Groton Lake, New York, par- | COMPARATIVE TABLE OF ENTRIES, 1877-78-79-80._ 
ties can secure all desired information, or, by going 
directly there, will be well entertained and guided to the 

and spent just one week there. We, however, devoted 
but a portion of two days of that time to salmon, and 
although none of the party had eyer captured a salmon 
before, we bore ayyay seven nice salmon. The largest | fishing grounds. OLASSES. 1878. | 1879. | 1880. 

weighed thirty-five pounds, three weighed thirty pounds ae 

each, two weighed twenty-five pounds each, and one fif-| Wypgints.—Worfolk, April 16th.—Two men who were a 
teen pounds. During that time only two other salmon | engaged in fishing on Dumpling Island, in Nansemond | yasrrrrs:-— 
fishermen put inan appearance (and they old habitues of River, caught a rock-fish last Thursday five feet long, Dogs and bitches.. <....c:000seeeeeee ee 

the place), and they captured more than a dozen each | sixteen inches in diameter, and weighing seventy-five | Doss. >- 
svyhile we remained. Mr, Fraser, of the hotel, has a lease 
of six milesof the best part of the river and keeps it ex- 
olusively for his guests, and * crowds” do not spoil the 
fishing here, 

Now regarding expenses. I-wish it borne in mind that 
Tam talking of “ estimated necessary expenses for two 
weeks’ trip from Boston to Restigouche,” as per my pre- 
vious article. In this I do not include rods, ete. Nor, 
from my own experience in the woods, do 
Tsuppose that one will fish all the time for salmon. 
There is good trout fishing, with sight-seeing to be done, 
which wost less than salmon fishing, which is itemized in 
my first, and foots $6.50 per day. 
Now, as to expenses, 1 givejust what our party paid in 

fact, and all statements,are based upon experience :— 
Fare—Boston to Restigouche and return same way, or vid 

QUebEC..... 6 eee beens eet fee ea Cote ee ree rgere ieee $31.50 

Sleeper, Boston to Bangor ie Oh 

Myo meals first day........-----s-2tes nee eres . 1.50 

Supper, lodzing and breakfast at St. John . 2.50 

Three meals and lodging second day.........., , 2.50 

Six daya’ salmon Ashing, board, ete.—$6.50 . 39.00 

Two Sundays (making ten diyS)-...)+. ---....-.... . 4.00 

Four days more, at $2 (board),...----- .. 8.00 
Sleeper, twomights returning..-....)+-.--..+es-eeeei eee vee 4.00 

$95.00 

Now, I know whereof I affirm when I say one can 
make a comfortable trip to Restigouche from Boston for 
€100 even money ; but as I know how prone one is to 
spend money when he “ goes a-fishing,” Iput the estimate 
at $150, so that a little indulgence in cigars, etc,, might 
peallowed. The train leaving Boston at 7 P.M. is the one 
to take ; you then reach St. John next night about 6, 

and resume the following morning ait 8 A.M., andstopping 
over at'some convenient place for the night, reach Meta- 
pedia at 9 A.M. the next morning, There are no expenses 
of note except as given, but for incidentals one may add 
what he pleases. If you stop off at Nipisiguit or Mira- 
michi, and go up river, you will have carriage hire to 
pay, but if you have a party of four an item of $2 per 
day is ample to cover it. My estimate of $150 leaves a 
margin broad enough for anyone to go into the woods 
with, who is not, or ought not to he, under a guardian. 

J can now give an estimate for any trip almost in this 
country. I haye noted it carefully for twenty years, and 
been surprised at its accuracy, ‘* Drummers” will agree 
with me generally, 7. ¢., #7 per day from time of leaving 
home till you return will almost invariably cover neces- 
gary expenses of a two to four weeks’ trip, or longer. I 
tested it among the White Mountains, among the Cat- 
skills, in Canada, at Niagara Falls and elsewhere. It's 
ynuch better than guess work and *‘ doubling.” 

GEORGE A. Fay. 
West Meriden, Conn., April 13th, 
Our correspondent’s practice of keeping an itemized 

record of routes, fares and expenses is an admirable one, 

and at once stamps his information as reliable and prac- 
tically useful. A former paper by Mr. Fay, giving the 

itinerary of the Rangeley Circuit has been highly com- 

mended by those who are familiar with that country. 
We need hardly suggest that this plan of a daily record 

is worth adopting by others, nor to hint to our friends 

that the FoREST AND STREAM is always glad to get hold 
of just such records for the benefit of its readers, 

a 

New Brunswick.—Iilltown, Fort Stevens.—I am afraid 
you may think it a repetition to say anything mm your 
“Wishing Directory” about our little salmon at Grand 
Luke stream, as most all your experienced fishermen 
Inow all about it. The best way to get there is by the 
International Steampship Co., from Boston or Portland, 
now running twice a week; in summer three times, 
Very fine boats go near the land, so you have a good view 
of the coast. Fare from Boston to Calais, about $5; from 
Portland, about $4; state-rooms, extra, which should be 
engaged ahead. Connect at Haslport with river boat 
for Calais; then cars to Princeton, twenty miles, and 
little steamer to stream. Orcan come to Calais by cars, 
paying twice as much money, and having twice as much 
discomfort ; time, about the same from Portland, Write 
to W. G. Rose, Lake House at Princeton, Me., or Mr, 
David Dresser, who will engage Indians and canoes if 
they are wanted. Good accommodations at the stream, 
or can live in tents. G. A, BOARDMAN, 

—_——_»—_——_ 

New Yorrk.—Fine trout fishing can be had at Delhi, 
Delaware County, N. Y. Delhi is reached from New 
York City by the New York and Oswego Midland Rail- 
road. Itisaseven-hours’ ride. Good ruffed grouse and 
squirrel shooting can be had in the autumn, There are 
also a few woodcock and lots of foxes. Good board can 
be had at very reasonable rates at the Edgerton House, 
GC. B. Griffis, proprietor. 

— 

Tun ADIRONDACKS,—Saranac, Region, April 16th.— 
The weather continues still very cold for the season. In 
the woods the snow is still quite deep. The lakes are stil 
covered with ice, and the prospect is that it will not dis- 
appear until about the first or second week in May. I 
will inform you when il does, that those very anxious 
ones may appear here armed and equipped for trolling. 
The prospect for good trouting is highly favorable, as but 
few trout have been taken during the past winter, owing 
to the increasing regard for the law—and I might add 
fear lest justice should proclaim its power. 

ITunderstand that seyeral of the old sportsmen who 
hhaye visited here for many years have engaged their 
puides, yiz.: Messrs. M. & T., Col. H.,; Dr. R,, Rev. W. 
iL. B., Mr. H., of New Jersey, and party, and others. The 
FORES? AND STREAM is always avery welcome visitor, 
every issue overflowing with interest. 3 N. 

Sara 

Wesrcenestmr TRoyr FisHinc,—There is good trou 
fishing in some of the streams about Bedford, Croto 
Lake and Mount Kisco, in Westchester County, BI 

pounds, In going in the fike he got half-way in the 
mouth of the net, and could not get in or out. They had 
to run a rope through his gills and mouth, and then it 
took two men to manage him, 

——-— 

MInNESOTA,—Owatonna.—l caught my first black bass 
of the season yesterday, April 14th; very high wind ; 
fished about one hour; took four, the largest weighing 
four pounds, twelve ounces, the smallest, one and three- 
quarter pounds, No pickerel biting as yet. The bass 
pay no attention to minnows. Caught them with a Con- 
roy spinner at head of mill-pond on Straight River. 
Have caught perch sixteen inches long in same water. 
Fish plenty. pe ke Wie 

——<—$<$<—— 
ra 

u Inprana Brack Bass Fisnine.—Warsaw, Ind., April 
14th.—To those desirous of finding black bass im abun- 
dance, and who wish to try their skill in Indiana waters, 
the beautiful little city of Warsaw offers many attrac- 
tions. It is on the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and Chicago 
Railroad (Pennsylvania line), 108 miles east of Chicago, 
and 350 miles west from Pittsburg. There are four yery 
pretty lakes within fifteen minutes’ walk from the hotel, 
and one, Center Lake, bordering on the limits of the 
town. Eagle Bake, one-half mile from the city, teems 
with pike and black bass, and of such large size as to 
quicken the beatings of a true piscator’s heart. Mr. 
Geo. Greene, proprietor of the Kirtley House, will take 
especial pains to proyide all parties with necessary boats 
and guides, and minnows can be obtained at reasonable 
rates. The bass season opens May Ist. Lale er 

The Kennel. 

THE NEW YORK DOG SHOW, 

THE ENTRIES CLOSE WITH 1,108 DOGS IN THE REGULAR 

COMPETING CLASSES, EXCLUSIVE OF ENTRIES FOR 

PUPPIES IN LITTERS. 

HE fourth annual dog show of the Westminster 

Kennel Club, to be held at Madison Square Garden 
(late Gilmore’s) on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 
April 27th, 28th and 29th, will surpass in point of num- 
ber and excellence of stock anything ever before held in 
this country. The entry books, which closed on the 

evening of the 12th inst., show that 1,108 dogs have been 

entered for competition, not including between one and 
two hundred puppies in litters, which will be shown 

with their mothers, and nine pointers of the Westmins- 
ter Kennel Club, not for competition. 
Although the total number does not reach the predic- 

tions of Mr. Lincoln, yet it is so far in advance of all pre- 

vious exhibitions of the kind that the result must be 
highly gratifying to the managers, who haye left no stone 

unturned to make it a success in every way, 
Vo enable our readers to see at a glance the increase 

and falling off of entries in the separate classes between 

this show and its predecessors, we anhex a classified 
table of the comparative entries for 1877-78-79 and 80. 
Before drawing our own deductions, however, it will 

perhaps be best to give a brief recapitulation of the num- 

dogs included in them of each year; these haye been 
compiled from the official bench show catalogues, checked 
at the shows of each year, and also from the files of the 

FoREST AND STREAM ;— 
First show, 1877—Sevyenty classes, embracing 864 dogs, 

Second show, 1878—Highty classes, embracing 824 dogs. 
Third show, 1879—Highty classes, embracing 948 dogs. 

Fourth show, 1880—Seventy-four classes, embracing 

1,108 dogs. 

In 1877 we find from the entry books that there were 
six classes for Gordon setters and two for native black 
and tans, or black, white and tan setters. As the subse- 

quent shows only classify black-and-tan setters, we have 

pooled the two above-named classes under the one head- 
ing—Gordon or Black-and-Tan Setters." The Blenheim, 

King Charles or Japanese classes we haye as far as possi- 
ble separated, and omitted in all the years mention of all 
classes in which there were no entries; these were as fol- 

lows: In 1877 the Black-and-Tan Terrier (exceeding 
eleven pounds weight) Class, in 1878 the Bloodhound and 
Field Spaniel Bitch classes, in 1879 the pointer puppy 
bitch (under six months), champion red and white setter 
bitch, Chesapeake Bay dog and bitch, and Blenheim span- 
iel, dog and bitch classes, and in 1980 the Blenheim, or 

King Charles dog and bitch class. But the present year 

includes the silk-haired terrier, excepting Yorkshire 
class, which was added to the premium list after the 
printing of the distributing books, the prizes being for 
best dog or bitch $10, and for second best a silyer medal, 

This class has never been opened before, We also have 
not included in the table the pointers of the Westminster 
Kennel Club, as they have been entered ‘‘not for compe- 

tition,” For 1878 the catalogues show nineteen en- 
tries, for 1879 nine, and the same number for this 

year, 

ber of classes with actual entries and total number of 
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Puppies. 

St. BERNARDS :— 
Dogs and bitches,... -.. a ee ate cde href 
Puppies. <2. csger eee esss 
Rough-coated dogs v 
Rough-coated bitehes.... 
Smooth-coated dogs.....-..... ese 
Smooth-eoated bitches. -..).-.<----.- «0+ 

NEWFOUNDLANDS -— 
Dogs and bitches. --.....--- sses---- +454 
PUpptes. 6... seeee pecs cent ene Heer e nee [eat tee 

SIBERIAN OR ULM :— 
Dogsand bitches 

POINTERS :-— ‘ 
Champion dogs, any weight......---- 
Champion dogs, over fifty pounds 
Champion dogs, under tifty pounds... 
Champion dogs, over fifty-tive pounds 
Champion does under fifty-five pounds 
Champion bitches, any weight... -. ... 
Champion bitches, over fifty pounds, .. 
Champion bitches, uuder fifty pounds..)...... 1 
Dogs, over fifty-five pounds... ---.------ Jeers s-[invess 
Dogs, under fifty-five pounds. ....--.----|-)--- |--.--- 
Dogs, over fifty pounds..,,;..----++++--- 31 PE eRe R | 

Dogs, underfifty pounds...,... PUPLEAe 12 8 Ace (Ne 

Bitches, over fifty pounds........ ate tg ib 7 
Bitches, under fifty pounds..........---) 20 ant 
Puppies, dogs, under twelve months... . 
Puppies, dog's, over six months..-.--....J----.+ 
Puppies, dogs, under 'six months,.-.. -.|.-.... 
Puppies, bitches, under twelve months. 
Puppies, bitches, over six months.....,,|----- 
Puppies, bitches, undr six months...-..}.-..., 

ENGLISH SELTERS :— 
Chatipion dogs....----+sesereee- esr eestee 8 
Champion bitches. SEE 3 10 
DOHSaar: east pecs VP RRS Te eae ss 
Brtches) 1; .s.sszusear en oe +. 24 | So 1 
Puppies, dogs, oyer six months. 7 80 
Puppies, dogs, under six month nie ae 
Puppies, bitches, over six months. a7 89 
Puppies, bitches, under six mont! Be aoe leave 
Imported dogs... . Sige Foe peal eae 25 
Imported bitches. ..--- 20 
Imported puppies, dogs. ss 
Imported puppies, bitches son 
Native dogs. ,.)2+----+6 eeeessssererssesse] GB fee. eee Me 

Native, puppies, dogs. .--- Jae) OY RL es La ea, 
Native puppies, bitches.....-. Pere or) edb) by ee fl eoace| Meton 

GORDON OR BLACK AND TAN SETTERS:— 
Champion dogs.-----.......---.-------454 3 
Champion bitches....,—--- ba 6 
OP See tadenrahs sas seafes es 19 

Bitchesre. ayy apa scent ponieese rte sane) oh 

Champion dogs 
Champion bitches.........-- 
WIDE. es dew bles ater ee ame tas © 
Bitches. ies sss oe es reece 
Puppies, dogs, under twelve 
Puppies, dogs, over six month 
Puppies, dogs, under six month: ‘1 : 
Puppies, bitches, under twelve months.|....,. 
Puppies, bitches, over six months 
Puppies, bitches, under six months.... 
Imported dogs..-- .+.e+eeesssrerreree tee 
Imported bitches.........+.- a4 
Imported puppies, dogs.:..... 
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Native puppies, dogs. ........ 4, 
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Champion dOgs..:.-.11..0.seseene esse 
(Dopastaet ) ha 1 
Bitches.- 2-2... e5e sess merstte t+ 
Puppies, dogs, over six months. . 
Puppies, dogs, under six months.. 
Puppies, bitches, over six months... 
Puppies, bitches, under six monts- 
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Dugs and bitches.. 

TRisH WATER SP 
Dogs and bitches 

NIELS i— 
Other than pure Irish, dogs und bitches. 

CLUMBER SPANIELS: 
Dogs and bitches.............-----...s-::}...-.. 
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Dogs and bitches Weed ot Bas 
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Dogs and bitches, ....... -++:-2-=+<2----- 

DEERHOUNDS :— 
DpeslOr hitches. ci: << sted: yrie-t--== sae] | oe 

STAGHOUNDS :— 
Dogs or bitches,...........ss000--224-- ++ 6 

FoxHOUNDS :— 
Dogs and bitches 

BEAGLES :— 
Dogs and bitches. - 

TWARRIEES :— 
Dogs and Bitches... 

DASCHUNDE :— 
Bogs and bitches... 
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Bcwut Dogs :— 
Dogs and bitches..-......-...ssescee0 wee 

BULL TERRIERS :— 
Dovs and bitohes.-..__.. 
Puppies, dogs or bitches. 

Pocs:— 2 
Dogs and bitches..... 
Dogar. -) 22-220, 
Bitehes.2e.) eee 
Puppies, dogs and bitches, ,.,.. 

BKYE TEXRIERS: 
Dogs and bitches........ fap peten ee 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

of Guymard, N, Y., who sends twenty-six, and Mr, A, 
H, Moore, of Philadelphia, whose contribution aggregates 

Thearrangement of the Garden will be entirely differ- 
There wili be no stalls 

Six double rows will 
be run the entire length of the building, beginning at the 
tows of pillars at either side, except that space enough 
will be left at the Madison avenue side for a large oval 
ring, in which thesporting classes are to be judged, and 
a broad aisle through the center from Twenvy-sixth to 

The aisles between the 
Stalls will be ten feet wide, and that around the ellipse 
thirteen feet wide, which will give ample room for spec- 

Apni 22, 1880,] : 

OBABSES. i877, | 1878, | 1879. | 1880, | twenty, 

— |-— ent from that of former years. 
Bitches. —~.A-0-nesevaia te (Aon | yanene 54 lececndllsk ... | around the outer edge of the floor. 

ScoOtecH TRARIERS — 
Dogs and bitchés........... 2400.2. 1s eee 10 8 3 

Danpy Dismont TERRIERS :— 
Dogs and) bitches... 2-1... - i sscs eee ereeees i 3 6 

YVORESHIRE TERRIERS -— 
Bogs pect a ee UY.6E wee pourds,--../... .. 19 16 

ofs and bitches, under five pounds....|...._. 70 10 L the Twenty-seventh BIVeC RICE. 

SILE-HAIRED OTHER THAN YORKSHIRE;— 
Dogs and bitches.....-. cee ees e eee ewes feeece |e feaselcobeds 3 

Tov TERRIERS :— 
Dogs and bitches....... . a1 3] 9 18 

BuAck AND TAN TERRIERS 
DOoRHAnG hitches. 
Dogs and bitches, under eleven pounds| 13 |, 
Dogs and bitches, over five pounds. ..|...... 

Kine CHARTS and BLONHEIM SPANIRES: 
Dogs and*hitchés.,.0.0.525 ele | Lis i lt -eacr 

JAPANESE SPANTELS :— 
Dogsand bitches,.........ceeeeee eee seees 4 4 5 Q 

IpaALIAN GREYROUNDS :— 
Does AMO hitches.per.\. yayset ues eevee ‘| & 14 9 10 

POODLES — 
Dogs and bitches,:..- .....--. pete 1. > Wal ees sd Py ed Pee 

MRIck Dogs :-- 
Dogs and bitches.... 2... epee eee eee eee DD ria teskel| Seah setae 

MiIsGELUANROUS — 
Dogs and bitehes,..........-.,.....2.44 fi 2 26 4g 

The first year of the show was the only one in which 
there were imported English setter puppy classes for both 
dogs and bitches, and imported and native red Irish set- 
ters, dog, bitches and puppy; staghound, poodle and 
trick dog classes, 

In 1878 the St. Bernards were divided into two classes, 
rough and smooth coated, and the imported and native 
English setters were judged under one heading, as were 

also the red Irish setters. The spaniels were separated 
into classes of the different breeds, and many classes 
were opened for both dogs and bitches under their respec- 
tive headings, 

Im 1879 the red Irish setters were divided into two 
classes, namely, red Irish setters and red and white set- 
ters, and the imported and native English setters still 
remained under one heading, 

We now come to the present year, which we consider 
has the simplest classification yet arrived at, The Eng- 
lish setters have again been divided into imported and 
native classes; the red dogs of the previous year are to 
be found hunched together, 

Referring to the account of the first show, given in the 
FOREST AND STREAM of May 17th, 1877, we see that “the 

actual entries, including specials, were 1,195, and allow- 

ing for puppies and collections coyered by single entries, 
there were probably 1,200 animals on exhibition,” Inthe 
next year, as shown, there was a falling off in the entries, 

but the interest revived again during last year, as there 
was 4 large increase in the total list, and particularly in 
the sporting class, which is shown in a carefully prepared 
table further on, The decrease in entries for the year 
1878 was mainly due to the number of diseased dogs ex- 
hibited in the initial show, and this would point to the 
necessity of not only a thorough but a competent exam- 
ination of every animal that is sent to the Garden of this 
year, as tiie dog-owning public cannot be expected to 

enter its valuable stock if it is not to be in every way 
protected. Last year the managers haying found this 
out, took every precaution against the entrance of ani- 

mals suffering from either mange or distemper, and we 
haye reason to believe that the same systematized pre- 
cautions will be doubly in force this year, 
The FoRESE AND STRHAM of April 3d, 1879, in its conclu- 

ding remarks regarding the last exhibition, says that 

‘tit was an unprecedented success in the annals of the 

dog shows in this country, and as far as the sporting 

classes were concerned the number was believed to be 
greater than had ever been shown in England.” 

The following is a recapitulation of sporting dogs en- 
tered in this and in previous shows :— 

1877. 1878 1879. 1880. 
Pointers...-.:. Vecs-eeete «120 83 123 135 
Setters ....- 

English. ... 150 122 157 24. 
Black and ta : G4. 
Trish snd red and w 147—980 106—294 159-389 135443 

Chesapenke Bay dogs. - 2 v3 ¥ 
Trish water spaniels,..--.. ... 4 4 8 t 
Spaniels other than Trish..... 37 27 BL 43 

| Greyhounds ......-..+5 =. ee) 28 15 45 
_ Deer-hounds ....-...+-- 0) 4 5 i 

Stag-hounds.......... 6 AS .. rs 
_ Fox-hounds .-,,~)---+-- 14 45 9 9 

Beggles .....-. 6 15 13 
Harriers... 4 - 7 
Daschunde.... 1) 8 9 

BIE TEU abisleld-lereteb blake) feeels of 504 608 680 

We believe that the above needs no comment, the only 

: London, Toronto, Montreal and Cha 
The two foremost competitors for the special to be award- 

ed for the largest and best callection of animals owned and 
ibited by one person or club, are Mr, A. B, Godeffroy, 

tators, and at the same time enable the managers to pro- 
vide for all the dogs on the floor. <A platform for the 
judging of the non-sporting classes will be erected in the 
recess formerly occupied by the cascade. Where the 
soda water stand formerly stood Mr, A. B. Godeffroy will 
have a house twelve feet square, containing stuffed 
specimens of all the game birds and fur-bearing animals 
of America, In it will also be exhibited four otter-hounds 
now on the way from England, and the first ever im- 
ported to this country. The wants of the dogs will he 
looked after by forty-three attendants, who will be uni- 
formed in white capsand brown hunting coats. Many of 
the exhibitors have announced their intention of draping 
their stalls handsomely, The Garden will otherwise be 
decorated with flowers and pictures, and will present an 
attractive appearance. An-entirely new set of stalls has 
been contracted for, They are now being constructed. 
The carpenters will begin putting them up at 11 o'clock 
on next Saturday night, and the work is to be completed 
at midnighton Sunday. By Monday night all the dogs 
froma distance will be housed within the building. 
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POINTS IN JUDGING. 

OLLOWING are the scales of points for judging*each 
class. We republish them for the convenience of 

visitors at the show, who may wish to judge for them- 
selves the comparative merits of the dogs on exhibition 
next week :— 

MAstIrr.—Head, 20; eyes. 5: ears, 6; muzzle, 5; neck, 5; 

shoulders, 5; loin, 8; chest,; legs,5; feet,5; color, 5: coat,5; 

symmetry, 10; stern, 5; size, 5. Total, 100. 
SKYE TERRIER (Vrop and Prick-Hared).—Length, 15; texture, 

10; color, 20; head, 10; ears, 10; length of body, 10; carriage of tail, 

10; symmetry, 15. Total, 100. 

BLACK AND TAN THRRIER.—Head, 5; jaws and teeth, 5; eyes, 5; 

ears, 5; neck and shoulders, 10; chest, 10; loin, 10; legs and feet» 

10; coat, 5; color, 25; tail,5; symmetry, 6. Total, 100. 
“ DALMATIAN,” OR CoAcH Dog.—Heand, 10; neck, 5; body, 5; legs 

and feet, 10; tail, 5; symmetry, 10; coat, 5; color, 10; markings, 40. 

Total, 100, 
Butt Dog.—skull, 20; stop, 5; eyes, 5; ears, 5; face, upper jaw 

and nostrils, 6; chop, 5; mouth and lowerjaw, 5; neck, 5; shoul- 

ders and chest, 10; back, 5; tail6; fore legs and feet, 5; hind legs 

and feet,5; size,5; coat and color,5; symmetry and action, 5. 

Total, 100. 
DascHunpE.—Skull, 10; jaw, 10; ears, eyes and lips, 10; length 

of hody, including neck, 15; legs, 15; feet, 7}; stern,10; coat, 5; 

color, 7} ; size, symmetry and quality, 10. Total, 100. 
BraAGue.—Head, 15; neck, 5; shoulders, 10; chest; and back ribs, 

10; back and lojn, 10; hind quarters, 10; elbows, 5; lexs and feet, 
20; colorand coat, 4; stern. 5; symmetry, 5. Total, 100. 

TRIse SerrerR.—Skull, 10; nose, 10; ears, lips and eyes, 4; neck, 
fi; shoulders and chest, 15; back, quarters andstitles, 15; legs, el- 

bows and hoiks, 12; feet, 8; flag, 5; symmetry and quality, 5; tex 

ture of coat and feather, 5; color, 5. Total, 100. 
TRISH WATHR SPANIEL.—Head, 10; face and eyes, 10; tupknot, 

10; ears, 10; chest and shoulders, 74; back and quarters, 7}; legs 

and feet, 10; tail, 10; coat, 10; color, 10; symmetry, 5. Total, 100. 

Gorpon SEDrER.—Skull, 10; nose, 10; ears, lips and eyes, 4; 

shoulders and chest, 15; back quarters and stifies, 15; legs, elbows 

and hocks, 12; neck, 6; feet, 8; flag,5; symmetry and quality, 5; 

texture of coat and feather, 5; color, 5. Total, 100. 

YORKSHIRE TeRRiER—Symmetry, 15; clearness In blie, 15; dis- 

tinctness and richness of tan, 15; length of coat,10; texture of 

coat, 10; straightness of coat, 10; ears, 10; tail,6; condition in 

which shown, 10, Total, 100, 
Pua.—Head, 10; ears, 5; eyes, 5; moles, 5; mask, yent and wrin- 

iles, 10; trace,5; color,10; coat, 10; neck, 5; body, 10; legs and 

feet, 10; tail, 10; symmetry and size, 5. Total, 100. 
Bue TERRmR.—Skull, 15; face andteeth, 10: ears, 5; neck, 5; 

shoulders and chest, 15; back, 10; legs, 10: feet, 4; coat, 5; color, 

5; tail,5; symmetry, 10. Total, 100. 
ENGLISH SPTTER.—Skull, 10; nose, 10; ears, lips and eyes, 4; 

néck,&; shoulders and chest, 15; back, quarters and stifies, 15, 

legs, elbows and hocks, 12; feet, 8; fag, 5; symimetry and quality, 

4; texture of coat and feather, 5; color. 5. Tota, 100. 

FreLp SPANIEL AND Mopurn CocKER.—Head, 15; ears, 5; neck. 

5; chest, back and loins, 20; length, 6; legs, 10;-feet, 10; color, 5; 

coat, 10; tail, 10; symmetry, 6. Total, 100. 

CiumBpr SPANTEL.—Head, 20; ears, 10: neck, 5; length, 15; 

shoulders and chest, 10; back, 10; legs and feet, 15; color, 5; coat, 

5; stern, 5. Total, 100. 
PoOmstTER,—Skull, 10; nose, 10: ears, eyes and lips,4; neck, 6; 

shoulders and chest, 15; back, quarters and stifles, 14; legs, elbow, 
and hocks, 12; feet, 8; stern, 5; symmetry and quality, 7; texture 

of coat, 8; color, 5. Total, 100. 

St. BsRNARD,—Head, 30; line of poll, 10; shape of body and 

neck, 10; size and symmetry, 20; legs and feet, 10; dew claws, 5; 
temperament, 5; olor, 5; coat, 5. Total, 100. 

NEWFOUNDLAND.—Head, 20; ears and eyes, 4; neck, 10; chest, 5; 

back, 10; legs, 10; fest, 5; size, 10; symmetry, 19; color, 5; coat, 5; 

tail, 5. Total, 10. 

BLoopHounD.—Head, 15; ears and eyes, 10; flews,5; neck, 6: 
shoulders and chest, 10; back and back riba, 10; legs and feel, 20; 
eolor and coat, 10; stern, 5; symmetry, 10. Total, 100, 

@GreyrHouND,—Head, 10; neck, 10; chest and fore quarters, 20; 
loin and back ribs, 15; hind quarters, 20: feet, 15; tail, 5; color and 

cont, 6, Total, 100, 
DEER-s00ND.—Skull, 10; nose and jawe,5; ears and eyes, 5; 

neck, 10; chest and shoulders, 10; backand back ribs, 10; elbows 

and stifles, 10; symmetry and quality, 10; legs and quarters, 7; 
feet, 74; color and coat, 10; tail, & Total, 100. 
Fox-HounD,—Head, 16! neck, 5; shoulders, 10; chest and back 

ribs, 10; back and loin, 10; hind quarters, 10; elbows, 5, legs and 

feet, 20; color and aoat, 5; stern,5; symmetry, 6. Total, 100, 
Tox lerkine.—Head, 15; neck, 5; shoulder aud chest, 15; baok 

and loin, 10; hind quarters,6; stevm, 6; legs,10; feat, 10; coat, 5; 
| color, 5; size and symmetry, 15, Total, 100, 

| 

been formed and are steadily on the increase. 
are {he Baltimore, Howard and Anna Arundel clubs 
popular, their meets being looked forward to with great 
in teres!, especially by the ladies, whotake great delight 
in following the hounds, 
Montgomery Club since the receipt of their club uniforms, 
which by the way are quite handsome, consisting of red 
coats, white pants and top boots and blue riding-cap, 
came off last Saturday in Pleasant Valley, midway be- 
tween Clarksburg and Damascus. 

false scent, 
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CoLnbey (Rough as well as Smooth).—Head, 10? muzzle, 6; ears 

and eyes, 5; shoulders, T}: chest, 72; loin, 10; legs, 10; feet, 10; cont, 

15; color, 10; tail.5; symmetry, 5. Total, 100, 

DANDIE Dinmont AND Scovon TeRRTER,—Head, 10; eyes, 6; 
ears, 5; neck, 5; body, 20; tail, 4; lewsand feet, 10; coat, 15; color 

6; size and weight, 10; general appearance; 10. Total, 100. 

IWALIAN GREYHOUND.—Heud, 5; neck, 5; ears and eyes, 4; legs 

and feet, 10; fore quarters, 10; hind quarters, 10; tail,6; coat, 6; 
eolor, 15; symmetry, 15; size, 15. Total, 100. 
$< + 9 

MARYLAND FOX HUNTING. 

CLARKSBURG, Md., April 18th, 
se: no State in the Union is fox hunting enjoyed to such 

a degree as in Maryland. A number of clubs lave 
Especially 

The first regular meet of the 

By 10 o’clock oyer forty members of the club had ar- 
riyed on the grounds, accompanied by ladies, who desired 
to participate in the chase, which has been the theme of 
conversation for the past week. 
tors were present by invitation of the club, 

Several hundred specta- 

The pack of dogs amounted to about forty ; the most 
of them had arrived the day before and were confined in 
a large tobacco Louse, presenting a lively and attractive 
appearance. 
were noticeable, especially Hot and Buck, owned respec- 
tively by 5. T. and J. F. Williams. 
rans in the chase, and are well known to the lovers of 
this sport as reliable and faithful footers. 

Some splendid specimens of the Irish hound 

These dogs are vete- 

The Burdettes introduced a splendid pack of twelve, 
including Speed and lannie, by Carl Burdette ; Scot and 
Bell, by Thos, A. Burdette; Charmer and House Carroll, 
by Basil Burdette; Bell and Forman, by Morton Bur- 
dette; several by John Ed. Burdette, Dr. Burdette and 
Dick Austin, showing some fine specimens of the English 
fox hound, and exhibiting in the run fine points during 
the day. 

Mr. George Pope’s entry of four, were noticeable for 
their clean and shapely appearance and staying qualities ; 
also James King’s and Clem, Barbour’s pack of five, that 
gaye evidence of being thoroughly acquainted with the re- 
quirements of the occasion. 

The fox was a splendid specimen of the red Reynard 
family, which was captured about ten days preyious by 
Garl Burdette on Ten Mile Creek, near Boyd’s Station, 
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and preserved for this 
occasion, 
When the horn was sounded and the hunters assem~- 

bled on the open plateau, facing ‘*Parr’s Ridge,” and en- 
abling all to see the start, the fox was given his freedom 
in the open meadow, and soon gave eyidence that his late 
captivity had not caused him to forget his usual cunning 
and adroitness. 

After running a short distance he crossed the stream of 
water that forms the head of Big Seneca and moyed up 
the slope of the hill leading through the orchard, and 
finding that he was not pursued, he stopped and took a 
long survey of the surroundings. 
satisfactory, he indulged in a good roll and then started 
for cover in the direction of Clarksburg, Jt had been de- 
cided to give hima half hour start before turning the 
dogs loose, allowing him ample time to recover from his 
late confinement and get a good start. 

The outlook proving 

The riders mounted and the dogs were released from 
their confinement, and immediately took the trail, filing 
the air with their musical notes as they bounded dlong 
oyer hedge and fence, 

The members of the club and invited guests and horse- 
men joined in hot pursuit ; owing to a break in the dogs, 
the company parted, and some of the best rmders were 
deceived by a false dog, and were thrown entirely cut of 
the run. 
and took the low scrub oak on the north side of the ridge 
and rode close up with the leaders, the run was a fine 
one. 

But to those who had horses equal to the task 

The fox made directly for his old haunts on Ten Mile 
Creek, crossing the Frederick road, just below Clarks- 
burg, and giving a fine view of the chase from Shaw’s 
Hill. 
occasion, and although closely followed by the dogs he 
succeeded in doubling on them and took the back track, 
when Booze, owned by Col. Boyd, and a recent importa- 
tion from the kennel of Lord Bateman, of the Royal 

Sir Reynard seemed to realize the grandeur of the 

Huntsman Club, ‘took the foot’ and opened on the back 
track, where he was met by the retin of the dogs on the 

Those who had followed the footer sounded 
their horns and gave their misguided friends the genuine 
start. 
He was so closely pursued by the dogs that he doubled 

by Gus well, and crossed aboye Clarksburg on the Fred- 
erick road, through the grounds of ‘Tom Anderson's ma- 
chine shop and through John Lewis’ farm, closely fol- 
lowed by the dogs through Mr. Wdward Waters’ farm 
fiwo miles below Clarksburg on the read to Boyd's, when 
he was compelled to take refuge in a hollow tree on the 
place of Mr. Hdward Waters. Here the services of Tom 
Snowden, the champion colored fox hunter and keeper 
of the hounds, was brought into requisition with his axe. 
Tom delights to follow the hounds and be in at the death, 
Tom soon brought down the tree, and Sir Reynard wag 
again transferred to the lock. So hard was he pushed by 
the dogs that he had encroached upon the rights of a 
large raccoon, which was confiscated and added to the 
spoils, After a run of thirty miles, in which were many 
who started in the morning freshand eager for the sport, 
but whohad found many amishap on the way,they assem~ 
bled at the residence of Col, Boyd, where the toils and 
excitements’ were remembered masocial banquet pro. 
vided for the occasion, Cot, J. H, §. Boyrp. 

———=>— 

Haunock’s Doc Favors’ DIRECTORY AND MEDICAL 
Guive.—Mr. Chas. Hallock has prepared # timely little 

book of the above title, desi#ned for the convenience of 
dog owners. It comprises, first, an extended list of the 
principal owners of dogs throughout the country, wiph 
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compact descriptive notes on the various breeds, The 
Medical Guide, which forms the second part of the book, 

ig a model of conviseness and clearness, It aims to treat 
every ill that dog flesh is heir to, and is evidently written 

by one who has had practical experience in the treatment 
of ailing dogs, ‘The chronological table of American 

bench shows is especially timely, and will be found of 

interest by all who visit the New York Dog Show. New 
York: Orange Judd & Co, Price $1, 

tee 
—The Orange Judd Company publish a new and’ en- 

lavged edition of their book, ‘‘The Dogs of Great Britain 
and America,” Every dog owner should have a copy. 

—_—~<—_—_— 

Douste-Swiven Dog Cua ror THE. Doa Srow.—We 
have just been shown by Henry C. Squires, No. 1 Cort- 
andt street, an excellent chain which he had manu- 
factured expressly for the Dog Show. It bas not only 
two swivels, but a spring-hook at each end, and three 
rings in the chain, so that it can be shortened to any 
suitable length, This chain is a vast improvement over 
the ordinary bar-chain, which is liable to kink and be- 
come unfastened. Supt. Lincoln tells us that he is o¢ca- 
sioned a great deal of trouble on account of dogs work- 
ing themselves loose, and would be pleased if all exhibi- 
tors would use something of this kind, 

———<=>_—_ 

PENNSYLVANIA Fis~p ‘TRIALS,—Wilkesbarre, Pa., 
April 15lh.—Edilor Forest and Stream :—At the in- 
stance of the Advisory Committee on Pennsylvania State 
Field Trials, I would give notice to all Pennsylvania 
sportsmen, readers of your paper, that at the next meet- 
ing of the Pennsylvania State Association for the Protec- 
tion of Games and Fish, to be held at New Brighton, 
Pa.,in June, the subject of having a field trial exclusively 
for dogs owned in Pennsylvania will be taken up, and all 
sportsmen haying an interest in the matter are requested 
to be present, and those clubs sending delegates to the 
meeting of the State Association are requested to instruct 
their delegates as to the action they desire in the matter 
of a State field, trial. B. FP, Dorgancn, Chairman, 

ag 2 

CRUDE PETROLEUM FOR MAndy.—Missourt Valley, 
Towa, March 30th,—In your issue of March 26th I note 
a communication from ‘‘ Hemlock,” of St, Leonard, 
P. Q,, in which he states his experience of applying crude 
petroleum for mange, I being the first one who advised 
the use of this oil, will tell how I came to find it out. 
Nearly four years ago, while hunting in the woods sur- 
rounding ‘Titusville, Pa., I was accompanied by my 
cocker spaniel, who at that time was troubled with the 
mange; his whole back was one sore, minus hair. In 
my travels I came to an oil well—one of the many which 
can be seen near Titusville. My dog kept his back sore 
by constantly rubbing on the ground oragainst a tree. I 
cannot tell what induced me to do it, but I went to the 
oil-tank, and with a broad chip I saturated my dog's 
bate with the oil, and am happy to say that inside of ten 
days the sore back was healed, and the hair came out 
thicker than ever. Donotuse kerosene, as it contains 
an acid, but use the oil just as it comes from the wells, 1 
would be glad to hear the experience of others, 

G. H.W. 
————— 

CurE FOR “SALMONED” Dogs.—Dayton, W. T,, Mareh 
ad.—HEditor Forest and Stream :-—I have liyed on the 
North Pacific Coast over twenty-five years, and have lost 
several valuable dogs by their eating salmon, As to the 
reason whiy, I offer no theory ; but I do know thatasmall 
piece of healthy salmon will killa dog as sure as a dose 
of strychnine, if nothing is done for him. ‘he Indians 
accustom their dogs to ib by feeding it in small pieces 
when they are young. I have tried almost everything 
for a cure, but never found anything that would do any 
good until about a year ago, when my setter got “‘sal- 
moned,” and a friend told me to giye him coaloil, 1 
gave him an ounce to begin with, and gave him about 
half a dozen doses. J could seea change for the betler 
from the tirst dose. In a few days he was allright. IT 
have scen it tried several times since, and never knew it 
to fail. Any one haying a dog *‘salmoned” would do 
well fo try this. I believe it to be almost a sure cure. 

ieee P, t= eet 

A Saqactous TeErRmrR.—FPitisburg, Pa, March 
28th.—Uditor Forest and Stream :—The story, in a late 
issue, as cited by Jolin Quincy Adams, about Whitcomb 
and his dog Pincher, finding his way home from Leipzig 
to Berlin, brings to mind a very similar case, to wit ;— 
Some years ago a widow lady living in our city owned 
a store, and among the effects was a Scotch terrier; she 
coneluded to sell out and move to the country, some 
forty miles from the city. In moving her household 
goods, she took the doy with her; first traveling thirty 
miles by railvoad, then ina wagon some twelye miles. 
After her arrival, for the first few days, the little dog 
was about as liyely as usual, but aftera week or so began 
to mope #round, refuse to eat, and had all the appear- 
ance of disappointment and home-sickness, Iinally he 
disappeared, Of course no one knew where he had gone, 
and he was given up for lost or dead ; but Jo, and behold, 
some two weeks afler his disappearance “ Little 
Scotchie * barns up one morning, stiff and care-worn, at 
the store. Ina few days he regained his strength and 
yivacity, and seemed perfectly delighted to get back to 
his home, where he remained until his death, 
Now it has always been a mystery to me how the little 

fellow found his way back. It conld not have been by 
scent, for he was carried all the way, and from his care- 
worn and starved appearance must certainly have walked 
the entire distance. A CONSTANT READER. } 

SE - 

Invortasxc Docs.—Editor orest and Stream :—By 
the misplacement of a period in a recent letter your types 
have made me say, ‘I do not advise anyone to import.” 
The sentence should have stood thus: ‘* Pointers and set- 
ters I do not adyise anyone to Import,” and my reason for 
making the remark was that, in my opinion, your Am- 
erican sporting dogs are just as good as our English, with 
the exception of hounds of any kind, and terriers, Any 
information regarding the inportation of dogs I will be 
glad to giye whilein New York, and I dare say 1 shall be 
heard of at your office, GORDON STABLES, — 

KENNEL NOTES. 

SAtes.—Lollie—Mr, J. J. Jordan, Winchester, Va., has pur- 

chased from Mr. Henry W. Livingston, New York, the lenion Bel- 
ton Llewellin setter bitch puppy Lottic, by Lofty, out of Mand 

Muller. 

NAMES CuAINED.—Rake—Mr. F, ©. Plaisted, of Lincoln, Me. 

claims the name of Rake for his black, white nnd tan dog puppy 

whelped Jan. 27th, 1880, by Lelaps (No. 150, N. K. CG. Stud-Bouk), 

out of Starlight (No. 515). 
Lark, Jr—Mr, Joseph Parker, of Forked River, N- J,, claims the 

name of Lark, Jr.,for his white and lemon native English setter 

dog, by champion Lark, out of Belle, 
Busy—Mr. D. Southard, of Peekskill, N. Y., dlaims the name of 

Busy for his cocker spaniel dog puppy whelped Feb, tlh, 18:0, by 

Con, out of Floss. 

BreEp.—Gipsy Queen-Bragg—Dr. Henshall's setter blich Gipsy 

Queen (Royal Duke-Queen) to Col. W. C. Howard's Jvish setter 

Brage (chianpion Bob-champion Duck). 
Queen-Faust—Mr. J.C. Van Brunt’s Queen to the St. Louis Ken- 

nel Club's Faust. 

Grace-Gay—Mr. N. Elmore's (Granby, Conn.) pointer bitch 
Grace, Sensation-Juno, to Guy, Snapshot-Fanny IT. 

Wurevrs.—Grace—Myr. 8. F. Marcilliov's champion English cet- 

ter bitch Grace whelped, on April 11th, seven puppies—four dogs 

and three bitehes—by Mr. P. H, Morris’ champion ark. 

Bridget Plunkel(—Mr. E. Robbins, of Wethersfield, Conn., Irish 

setter bitch Bridget Plunket whelped, on April ith, thirteenpup- 

pies—seyen dogs and six bitches—by owner's Dick Hatteraick, he 

by champion Eleho, out of Nell. Bridget has had fifty-three 

puppies in Tour litters. 

Countess—Mr. I. Yearsley, Jr.’s, of Coatesville, Pa., Countess 
(Leicester-Pocohontas) whelped, on April 12th, five dog puppies 

by Mr. A. H. Moore’s Roderick, brother tio fHiewellin's Count 

Wind *im. 
Fanny—Mr. B. R. Buffham's (manager Houston Kennels, Texas) 

English setter bitch Faovy (France-Zita) whelped, on March 30th, 

nine puppies—four dogs and five bitches—by Bridge-Brussels- 

Sally. Bridge was V. H. C. at St, Louis, 1579. All the puppies 

are orange and white, 
Mattic Lile—Mr. P. Mealey's white setter bitch Mattie Lyle 

whelped on April iith twelve puppies, seven dogs and byo 

bitches, by Mr. W. D, Winsor’s Bob Il. All are large healthy pup- 

pies, 

cirghery. 

PACIFIC COAST ARCHERY. 

UR friends west of the Rockies are doing some very fine 

work ut the ranges of the American Round, and so soon as 

they earnestly attack the York we shall expect to chronicle some 

feats which will open the cy¢s of the bowmen of the Eastern 

States. Already the best record ever made at tha American 

Round has been made by a Californian, Mr, Frank C, Havens, 

and several other Inembers of California societies have records 

sufficiently high tommake them dangerous fellows to challenge at 

their favorite ranges. As asample of their skill, we give the re- 

cord of a match shot Teb. 28th, between Major E. K. Otey and J 

O. Cadman, Esq., of the Pacific Archery Club, of San Francisec 
AMERICAN ROUND. 

40 Yards. 50 Yards. 60 Yards, Totial, 
Maj. B. K, Otey..st—218 28—170 2o—l14 83—589 
J. OQ, Cadman..... 30—2U8 23—1438, 26-134 449) 

Among other fine scoring the following “best record” of each 

shooter wili show how perfectly they have mastered the 

American Round :— 
Hits. Score, Hits. Score 4 0 ie Frank C.Hayens.... &8 626 | Daniel O'Connell... 7 ASO 

Elid, Otey.... 5 4,--. 8 54a | AW. Hayens,.....1 80 9 4H 
J, O. Cadman.,...... 6 628 Ad. AWells,.--4s-06. 7D poe] 
SEO? Apa UES ie sasuke aie REY UE | UA, Blackburn .... SL 48% 
S.L. Strickland...., 86 496 | J, EB. Cook.......,-.. 82 41G 
GC. C. Cadman, ...... » §8 461 | H. Darneul..... Age | 408 
i. M. Ward...-...... 8 459 |D.H. Ainsworth.... 78 404 
George W. Kinney, 8 444 

A tenm composed of Tayens, Otey, Cadman and Bush would 

give our crack clubs some trouble at the National Mecting. Hope 

they will come. 

THD LITERATURE OF ARCHERY, 

N° pastime is so —difficult to lear as archery. To 

attain to any degree of proficiency with the bow requires 

not only much practice with the archer’s weapons, but much 

study of archery asasctenee. There is a great deal of archery 
Uterature, however, which isnot only valueless to the earnest 

student, but positively injurious. Hansard’s * Book of Archery” 

contains a vast mass of legendary trash, but not one word which 

will assist an archer toward ihe mastery of his refractory gear. 

So with the treatises of Mr. Roberts and Mr. Waring. In truth, 

about the only books which contain any really valonble hints to 

the archer are Mr. Ford’s “Theory und Practice of Archery,"’ Mr. 

Jamies Sharpe's Our Modern Archers,'’ Mr. Manzics Thompson's 

Witchery of Arehery,” and the work entitled, “ Howto Tratu in 
Archery,” by Mesers. Mauriceand Will BH. Thompson. 1f the be- 

ginner will supply himself with these works, and carefully adapt 
his practice to the rulés therein laid down, he need not remain 

seacon after ceason ata atand-still, happy at the achievement of 
some accidentally nequired scores of medivcre merit, but may 

confidently expect to adyance to thefront rank of archers with 
rapid strides. Of course, there can be no great adyance without 

patient practice, but practice only isaslow way of working cut a 

knowledge of a craftso difficult as archery. In any artor craftit 

is nhways infinitely more dificult to achioye success by blindly 

roping in the dark, feeling the ;way by experiment, than to fol- 

low the clear pathway blazed by the yeteran guides who have 
thoroughly explored its eyery mystery. 4 

Mr. Ford’s book has been out of print for many years, and he 

has persistently refused to reprintit, and thus it has been practi- 

cally unattainable by American Toxophilites; but Mr. Dean V. 
R. Manley, and Mr. Raff of Toledo, Ohio, have determined to 

issue a reprint of the edition of 1850, which is the last and fullest 

edition issued in England, contaiming not only the full text of 
Mr. Ford's book, but also exact copies of all the illustrations and 
fm appendix of American notes. We understand ihe reprint will 

he sold for $1.50, and eyery American Toxopuilite should haye the 

book. Mr. Horsman, who issued the work of the Messrs. Thomp- 

son, “ How to Train in Archery,” will issue in a few weeks a 
second edition of the work greatly enlarged by the edition of two 

chapters, one on * Aiming,” and the other, a most yaluable one, 
giving all the scores by which the National Medals of Great 
Britain} haye been won since the foundation of the National 

Archery Society in 18/4, up to and including the year 1579, 16 
fecther with the uames of the ladies and gentlemen winters, and 
{lia places where the meetings were held. Also a list of all the 
scoves of 1,000 and over ever made ata public mecting in Groat 

Britain, by zentlemen shooting the double York Round, and all 
scores of 700 and over ever made by ladies at the National Round 
at any public meeting. And to these are added a larre nuim- 

ber of the best practice scores eyer made by archers of Great 

Britain and America in private shooting, ot ail the ranges 
from thirty to one hundred yards, including the best private 

practice of Ford, Bramhall, Moore, Fisher, Rimington, Palairet, 

A. Le Clare, G. E. 8, Fryer and others of the best shots among the 
the gentlemen of Great Britain, and practice scores of Mrs, Tlorne 
blow; Mrs, Butt, Miss Betham and other notable lady shots* 

Among American scores are giyen the best reeords at allranges 

of the two Thompsons, Frank C. Hayens, JL. L. Peddinghaus, 0. 

W. Kyle, Ford, P. Hall, H. C. Caryer, Edwin Deyol, Dr. Weston 
and many other leading Toxophilites. Such 2 chapter is very 

yaluable to every sitidlous Toxophilite, and it certainly should 
add much to the already large sales of the book. Mr. Sharpe's 
book, ‘ Our Modern Archers," is a very valuable one, wiying the 

archer a good idea of the style and accuracy of all the more illue- 

trious bowmen of Great Britain. The more such literature ts 
studied, the greater will be the skill of our archers, 

——— 

HIGHLAND Parn Ancuens.—Dighland Park, T., April Tth.— 

The Highland Park Archers recently held their annuul business 
meeting, adopted a new constitution, elected officers for the 

ensuing year, and transneted considerable important business; so 
the archery season has fairly opened. The following officers were 

elected: President, Dr, &. B, Weston; Vice-Presidents, Mrs. HW, 
CG. Carver, Mr. R. J. Street, Mr. G. D. Boulton; Corresponding 

Secretary, Mr. H. ©. Swartwout; Recording Secretary, Mrs. N. 

E.Swartwout; Treasurer, Mrs, W. §. Lasher; Field Captain, Mr. 

H. C. Carver; Executive Committes, Dr. ¥. B, Weston, Mr. Wil- 

liom M, Goo@ridge, My. 0. W. Kyle. 
The soelety will hold its first target day April 27th, when mem- 

bers will compete for prizes at the club rounds. These rounds 

are: For ladies, 24 arrows at 40 yards, and 48 arrows at 50 yards; 

and for gentlemen, 24 arrows at 60 yarde and 48st 80 yards. 'Phis 
field on Targzet Day promises to be a very successful. one, and a 

full report of It will be sent to the Forgsr AND SrRuAM, 
Sos 

BAStERN ARGHERY AssocraTron.—The annual meeting of tha 

Eastern Archery Association will be held at the Reyere House, 

Boston, Wednesday, April 28th, at 12 o'clock. 

Gricket. 

Tas CANADIAN ENGuisaH CrickET TrEan,—Just as we 
are going to press, we have received a letter from Mx, HH. 
Miller, secretary of the Northwestern Cricket Team, giv- 
ing us the names of the fifteen players who are going to 

England on the crivkeling tour; they are as follows: 
Messrs. F, W. Armstrong, J. L. Hardman, J. L, Gillean, 

J. Howard, Rev, J. D. Phillips, R. W. Hibbard, H, Kear- 

ney, J. Dewherst, G, FP, Hall, T. Dale, J. Smith (Ottawa), 
T. Jordan, W. Pinkney, C,J, Logan and A. L, ‘Treloar, 
‘with Mv, Miller as secretary and umpire. Another 
match has been arranged, namely, with ‘ Lord Marris’ 

Team,” on the 16th, 17th and 18th of August, 
$a 1 

REVOLVING IN GRICKET, 

Nuw Yor«, Agi dtn. 
FIND “A Momber of Many Clubs” again appears in your issue 

of April sth. Tt doesn't much matter whether * Cricket” is 
an individual or an association. But to satisfy him on that pojnt 
1 will iuform him that it is an individual. I never supposed he 

wis the authorof the remark “this reform was much needed to 
protect one or two kindred organizations in this city,’ and I 

nowhere in my jist communicution say that T did; 1 defy hin to 

point out any such sentence. 

The Staten Island Club, in passing thelr Jate amendment, con- 

sidered it was adopting a course for the future which would be 
a benefit to cricket, for the reason that its amendment prohibited 

revolving. 
You, Mr. Editor, spoke of it as a ‘reform’ in your editorial of 

Feb, 5th, that “wae much needed nol only to stamp the club's indi- 

yiduality, but also to protect one or two kindred organizations 

in thie vicinity.” 
‘A Member of Many Clubs" then comes outin your next issue 

with the statement that he yery much doubts if the ainendment 

ean be termed a reform, and fails to see what proteotivn ib alfords 

other orranizations—“or how it will henefit the game of cricket." 
Now, sir, if the practiec of revolying is injurious to cricket; if 

it be your opinion that a club loses independence and interest, 
and becomes demoralized by continually making up its elevens 

from among the strong players of other clubs, then it Is very easy 

10 see how you consider the rule prohibiting revolving will ben- 

efit the game of cricket. So, too, for the same reasons it benctits 

‘kindred organizations’ by protecting them against their own 

injurious acts and practices—protecting them by throws each 

club upon iis Own resources, and not permitting them to eke out 

a balf-dcad-and-alive existence under the conyiction that when- 

ever it wishes a few Jaurels ora little glory it can attain them by 

simply calling in the services of other clubs’ best men on match 

8. 

. is true the Staten Island Club has permitted revolying in the 

past. It fs true, too, that the clubitself was organized or started 

by two or three revolyers. This sort of thing may still go on, 80 

far as the amendment in question is concerned, That only pre- 

vents its members from playing against itself in matches. 

The members of the Staten Island clubs can join as many ¢lubs. 

as they choose. If they wish to give a young club the benefit of 

their pecuniary support or experience and knowledge of the game 
they can do so. Only, they must not play against their own club 

in matches. But while the amendment does notin terms prohibit 

its members from playing in matches between thind parties—in 

matches where the Staten Island Club is nota contestant—the 

spirit of (he amendment would prevent even this, except in fuyvo 

of young lobe who needed a helping land, The amendment 

doula not be carried so far us to destroy club individuality, T 

shovld not berelaxed in favor ot such organizations whi i 

abundantly able to take care of themselves, but are unwilling 

do so from Isck: of interest and club pride on the part of it 

members. x } 

The ruleis intended toapply to the damaging system tha 

number of strong clubs have gotten into—of setting combo 

clse to fight their battles for them. iJ 
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Tn matches between thoroughly revolving clubs there is as little 
intevest taken as there is in matches between the dlassieal and 
modern side of an English public school. It amounts loa pick up 
Of sides und no more, 
Now Luskif it is nota matter beyond dispute that in matches 

between stricdy non-reyolying clubs—as the Harrow and Bton 

Match sid the Oxford and Cambridge match—there is oot ten 

Thies more interest taken than in any contest between revolyers 7 

People, itis true, rush to Lord's to see the batting of a Grace or 

the bowling of & Shaw, and unless there is some club individually, 

represented in the match, come away caring yery little which 
side wins. Buton Eton and Harrow days the sympathies of the 

crowd ave with one club or the other. If you haye eyer had the 
opportunity to notice the crowdof old Hton and Marrow men— 
old gentiomen—yho attend the Bion and Harrow contests, and see, 

the interest they take in the teams of their respective schools, you 
will understand whut club pride ts. 

‘This is one of the benefits of the non-reyolying system. What 
interest. think. you, would have been tnken in the late English- 
Australian contests had revolying been allowed and (he English 

hiyo had the benefit of Spoftorth's or Allen's bowling? ‘The 
result ts very rea‘lily seen. Bysuclca course all the spice of the 
minteh would have been taken out, Put spice into your contests, 

aud yovll getwlihe ericket and cricket ¢liabs you ean wish for; 

and there isno seasoning for your battles between clubs which 

compares with the seasoning the non-revolving system gives. 

CRIOKET, —— 

—George Wright has heen engaged by thas Geacon Park Asgoci- 
ation of Boston as superintendent of the grounds and cricket 

professional tis a wise appointment, and one that will be in- 
dorsed by his args number of cricketing friends. The Longwood 

Cricket Club has secured a * tough one" in George to pit aguinst 
those clubs that insist on playing professionals; butat the samo 
time the Longwood gentlemen will continue their prefer- 

ence for amateur contests as heratofore. With Wright and the 

new ground, cricket should ‘* boom” in Boston. 

ORICKEDPER’S ASSOCIATION OF Thu Unirgp Starss.—The fol- 
lowing is the list of fifteen clubs belonging to the association: 
St. Georges, of Staten Island; Manhattan, of New York; the 
Suminit, of New Jersey; the Philadelphia, Germantown, Young 

America, Merion, Belmont, Chestnut Hill, Oxford, Frankford and 
Girard, of Philadelphia; the Baltimore, of Baltimore, Md; and 

Peninsular, of Detroit. At the recent meeting the old officers ! 

were re-elected with the exception that Mr. HW. W. Brown, of the 

Germantown, Was elected corresponding scoretary in place of 

Mr. Castle, of same club, whose business will prevent him this 

year from attending to the duties. The following were the ofticers 
elected for the ensning yeur; President, A. A. Outerbridge, Phila- 

dolphig; First Vice-President, J. 0). Soutter, 86. George, of New- 
York; Second Vice-President, J. Harry Lee, Baltimore; Secre- 

tary and Treasurer, John P. Green, Belmont; Corresponding Sec- 
retary, H. W: Brown, 413 Walnut street, Philadelphia, German- 
town Club; Executive Cominittee, D. 8. Newhall, Young America; 
J, Ridyway Moore, Staten island, L. Haines, Merion. 

An Exquisu Toaw ror AusTRanTA—Alfred Shaw, who, as 
usual, has been professionally engaged for the season by the 

Marylebone Club, writes us under date of April {th that ho has 

received an offer to talre out a team to Australia at the end of the 
English sezson. Wehaye alrédy arranged with him to haye ihe 
names of the players and full particulars atthe earliest possible 
dute, and besides all the most interesting and important cricket 

news ut the other side, which his position with the M. C, C willen- 
able lim to give. 

—A ney ericket club has been organized at Paterson, N. J. 

—The Trenton (N. J.) Cricket Club proposes to haye a very busy 
sceqson, and fhe secretary, Mr, Richard F. Stevens, Jr, is already 
arrangive lis fixtures. 

—The managers of the Philadelphia cricket clubs met on April 
16th, and arranged twenty fixtures for the early part of the season, 

—The Young America Cricket Club's opening day wiil be April 

24th. 

—The Manhattan Cricket Club opens ati Prospect Park on April 

Rithe 

—We are pleased to notify all cricketers that, since the visit of 

the Haglsh team to our shures, two of the members comprising 
that team, Alfred Shaw and Arthur Shrewsbury, haye opened a 

yery extensive establishment at Nottinghum, England, for the 

gale of every class of cricket materials and all other articles nee- 
essary lorathletes. Alfred Shaw will be remembered for his tine 
display of bowling, and Arthur Shrewsbury tor his batting capa- 
bilities. We understand that every article has been aclected with 
the greatest cave, and that the new emporium is one of the fore- 
most of its character on the other side, 

The advertisement which we haye the pleasure to introduce 
into our columns will give our readers an idea of the capabilities 

of the establishment, and Goo. Lane, the well-known professional 

of the Staton Island Cricket Club, will be happy to supply priee 
lists free, or any other information on application, 

Answers tor Gorvesporndents. 
= ss \ 

G, T.B., Whitehall, N. ¥.—An adyertisemeut in our columns 
will probably secure for you what you wish. 

Tronipa—We know of parties who will buy your gun, and 
when you send us your address, shall be pleased to direct you to 

ihe same. 

BH. GB. W., Orange, N. J.—Yonr dog will have to be operated 

tpon by # veterinary surgeou, Apply to John H, Dancer, 119 

Main street, Bast Orange. 

J.N.5., Bridgeport, Conn.—The best uleansing soap for a daily 

wish for dows is Spruth’s soup, which you can procure from De 
Luze, 18 South William street. 

W.H, 7., Stuunton, Va.—Bathe the sealded parts with glycerine 

several times a day. No doubt tle hair-bulbs are destroyed, in 

which vase the hair will not frow again. 

Syieh, Dedham, Mass—Address Mr. Chas. De Rongé, No, 51 

Broad street, New York, Sceretary of thé National American Ken- 

nel lub, We will probably beable to give information required. 

AMALBOR, Port Jeryis.—We refer you tothe articles on dog- 
breaking pow being published in Forgssr axp Strpam. Issue of 

March 18th, contains the first papers April 8th and léth the sec- 
ond and third, 

@. G., Boston, Mass,—My Trish setterbitch, five years old, is very 
“sick—Nher ose is hot and she slobbers somewhat, Ang. Giye dose 
Of castor ofl; follow with tive-graim doses of nitrate of potash 

ov three times a day iu tablespoontiil of ater. 

 G, AL—The writer no doubt meant bracts, or stays, fo keep the 
ops Lorming the keel, stem and post 1A proper position for the 

- 
* 

rest of the work, ‘The canyas will not susiain your weieht. Pub 
light strips or laths in the bottom fore and aft, and upon them a 

small hoard to stand on and to place stoye for seat. 

N.Y. 0, B., Adirondack Club House, Newcomb, WN. ¥.—1. How old 

tmust moose he before they have young? Lhaye one three years 

old—no calf this year. 2. T wish to geta good bear dog; one that 
will keep the bear at Day until the hunter comes up. Aus. 1 

Moose usually breed at two years. 2. Get a cur dog. Sea back 

numbers, . 

¥, 5., Tamaqua, Pa.—I have a Skye terrier bitch that is one year 

and nine months old; she has been in heat twice, although I did 

not breed to her. It is not seven months since sho was in heat; 
van anything be done for her? Ans, Do nol pen her up, but tet 

her rnn with the dog, Feed liberally. Bitehes will often pass one 

turn, 2nd sometimes run nine er ten months. 
O, Saruant, Indian Lake, Hamilton Co,, N. ¥.—Last fall, while 

out hunting, my cocker flushed a brace of beautiful birds nbout 

the size of a ruffed grouse, black, excepting a few white leathers 
on the breast, some red over the eyes; yery tame. A friend of 

mine shot seyen of the same kind afterward. Will you beso kind 

as to tell me what they ure? Ans. They were undoubtedly spruce 

or Canada grouse (Telrad eanddensis), a species conimon in Adiron- 

dack and Maine woods. 

G. 1.., Sagetown.—My setter puppy has lad distemper, and 

althongh recovered, he has a jerking of his body. Ans. Your 
puppy has chorea, one of the common results of distemper, As 

you negiect to state age it is impossible to specify exact treat- 

ment, Ifthe dog is six months old or oyer, give five drops of 
tincture of nux yomica in half ounce of water twice aday; in- 

ereage the dose to fifteen drops by adding two drops eyory other 

day. Give dessert spoonfwi of codliver oil twice a day, Feed lil- 

erally. = 

A.R,, Augusta, Ga.—I havea bull-hitech that has raised a litter 
of puppies, now ten weeks old, and she seemed all right untila 

week ortwo since, when her body became greatly swollen, and 

she sowed a disposition to bury her food. Sheis lively enough, 
but haga poor appetite. Ans. You neglect to locate the part 

swollen, or whether tha whole dog isinvolved. Your dog has 

probably a tendency to dropsy,in which case twenty drops of 
spirits of nitre twice a dayin water will suflive until you write 

more definitely. 

ORUISER.—It is a question whether there is any adyantage in 

using narrow cloths. Lapthorn, who canvases a hundred yachts a 

yeur, thinks the usual width of 28 inches as good as any other. 
Weitherliness inrplies capacity to go lo wind\yard, and has no 

connection with ability to face bad weuther ora Leavy sea, The 
latter are expressed by the terms seaworthy, or seagoing, and 

able. We think 40ft. w.L, 12ft. beam, and 6}£t. hold very good 

dimensions for your purpose, but much depends upon your 

model. Adopt the keel, 

CG, A. B,, 8t, Cloud, Minn.—I have an Iiish setter puppy six 

months old that has the distemper yery badly, and has been neg- 

lected too long, He is very weal, particularly in small of the 

back. Haye giyen him nux yomica and Fowler’s solution of 
arsenic in sinall doses. Me had one dose of five grains of valomel 

when first taken sick. His appetite is poor. What shall I do for 

him? Ans. You have given entirely too much physic, Allow 

dog plenty of exercise, clean dry kennel, and pure water. Good 
food and half a teaspoonful of sulphur tyieco 4 week. 

L. L., New York City.—From the condition in whch you de- 
scribe your dogs, as haying little pustules on the skin and run- 

ning sores which they seratch and bifea good deal, they are eyi- 

dently afflicted with mange. We presume from what you say 

and your desire to have them “cured within a week,’ that they 

haye been entered for the coming bench show, and that you pro- 

pose to exhibit them. You will be unable todo this, as the dis- 

ease is contagious, and n0 cure can beleffected within so short a 

time. Muzzle your dogs und adopta treatment similar to that 

recommended to W. K. P. in this column. 

GC. R. C., Stamford, Conn.—You are eorreetin yourtheory; your 
dog is affiicted with internal eunker, Cleanse the ears thor 

oughly with Castile soap and lukewarm water, After carefully 

drying them witha piece of soft sponge, fill each ear twice a day 

with the following lotion: Diluted lead water, one ounce; sui- 

phate of zinc, one drachm ; water, trelve ounces. Putacap on 

the dog. You may occasionally sift equal parts of flower of 

sulphur and pulyerized charcoal in thefears. Give half an ounee 

of Epsom salis, in water, twice o week for seyeral weeks, Low 

dict, no meat. Write again, if dog is no better, 

Te. BE. B., Meadville, Pa.—My spaniel has bee bitten by a large 

Newfoundlanddog. The cut was justi back of the ribs, and three 

inchesin length. Ihad it sewed up immediately. When I re- 

moved the bandage the next morning the cut was spread open 

three-quarters of an inch; it seemed to be very tender, and it 

shortly afterward began to smell badly, and since thenit has 

shown no inclination to heal. What shall I do to eflecta eure? 

Ans. It is seldom wellto sew up such wounds. Washowith » weak 

lotion of earbolie acid, one partacid to fifty of water, twiee a day; 

leaye the wound open, it will heal up; a bandage may be applied, 

c. A. P., Boston.—The position of your centur-board will be 

governed by the sail plan of your canoe. Generally spenking, 

place its center a little forward of the center of your sails, Area 

of board abot 1isq. ft. immersed. Attitch as follows: On the 

rail of the canoe serew angle-iron, say 2ft. long, iin. high, made 

of stout sheetiron. To the board screw w strap of qin. iron, lin. 
wide, forked to take good hold of board, The upper end of this 

strap is turned oyer,so as to clamp the vertical flange of the 

angle-fron on the rail. With a thumbserew the board can be held 

in any place along the angle-iron. When not in use, everything 

éan be unscrewed and stowed. 
W.. P., Brooklyn, N, Y.—l. Your dow is affilcted with pin- 

worms; injections of salt will rid him of them. 2. The sore places, 
which you describa the dog as continually biting, are caused hy 

mange; try Glover's mange cure, adverifsed in another eolumn, 

Fowler's solution of arsenic should also he adminisbered inter 
nally; but as you neglect to state ave of animal, itis impossible 

for us to preseribe quantity; you may, however, give an aperient 

of Epson salts once a wook, Your dog is evidently ina very bad 

condition, resulting from Jack of exercise, ind want of proper 

food and care. Mix sulphur and magnesia in food, from which 

there shonld be an whsence of all mneat. 

R. P.W., Jersey City, N. J—1, What are the peculiar excellences 

of the fox terrier? 2. Has heany meritasarabbitdog? Ans. 
The fox terrier was originally kept in Mngland as an addition to 
every pack of fux hoimds, so that if the fox ran into w bole, or 

‘went toearth or ran to ground,” as itis called iu the parlance 
of the hunting field, the tervier would be on hand to bay the fox 

and draw him or dziye him from his retreat. THe will carn his 

living as a destroyer of vermin, Wud its “ratter” has no superior. 

% Of course he can he broken to poke about in the bushes and 
‘start owt the hares, but for American bare shooting a beagle is 
(he thing, There are po syild rabbits in this country to the manor 

horn. 

Eo . 

J, UL. Hu Milwaukee, Wis.aly fleye terrier dog, four months 
old, thonel usually diyely, is somewhat weak alitimés, Has occa— 

sion! twilchiogs of muscles and stargers when starting to run, 

Nose is hot aud dry and runsa little; appelite good; sleeps in 

#000 kuonel on clean straw; has been fed on bread and crackers, 

milk, beef-tea and now and then a littlameat bone, I think the 

disease is distemper in a mild form as yet, Will you kindly pre~ 
scribe for him? Ans. The symptoms, as you deserilje them, da 
not point to distemper, asit does not generally appear In puppies 

of thatage. Your puppy may be afficted with worms; give a 

vermifuge after tywelye hours’ fasting, tollowed by castor-oil, 
Write again if no better. 

L, E, W.—1, Gan I procure a revolving breech file? 2 Do the 

Messrs. Smith & Wesson manufacture any rifles ou the game sys- 

tem as their latest modelreyolver? 3. Why do they call them 

Russian model? 4. Did they originate in Russia? 5. Waye the 

Winchester Arms Co. given up their ’73 and "76 models, sod only 

making the late Hotchiiss’? 6, Is not the 6 model the best 
rife for hunting poth large and small game and target practice, 
ete.? 7. Would you preter a food muzzle-loader for accuracy 

éle.? Ans. 1, The Iteminglon breech action is a fallin bloels 3 it 
has not the revolver action. 2. No. 3. Because made for the 

Russian Goyernmenton contract. 4, No. 5. No, 6. So regarded 

by many hunters. 7. No. 

A SUBSCRIBER, Catanyissa, Pa.—We require the name and ad- 
firess of all correspondents, not only as a gusrantes of good faith 

but as a inatter of common courtesy. Therefore, your nsnony— 

mous communication would not be rewarded, were it not for its 

length and the excellent manuer in which you review lhe history 
of your dog's ease. That your setter should haye been struck by 

2 locomotive and liye to wag his tail is certainly remarkables 

¥ou seem to haye pretty thoroughly exhausted the materia medica 

in your course of treatment, and we cannot suggest anything 

further in this direction. As to diagnosis, your familiarity with 

the cuse is likely to renderyour opinion far more reliable than 

under the circumstances, ours could possibly he. 

TL., Cambridge, Mass.—My pointer, eleven months old, is ailing’, 
His appetite is irregular. He is feyerish occasionally, but most 

of the time lis nose is cold anddamp. He hasa cough, partiou- 

larly in the morning, and with considerable effort coughs up 

some thin slimy white liquid. Ilis eyes are generally night, but 

run miuch of the time. With regard to his bowels there isno 

constipation, but a continual straining accompanied by some 

distress, nnd now and then by the passage of a little blood. Most 

of what be passes, however, would indicate a good eondition of 

the bowels, Ans. Vout fail to state the length of time the dog bas 

been sick. We would suggest, howeyer, that you pive full dose 

of eastor-oil, combining with which twenty drops of the oil of 

male fern; this to be administered in ihe morning on empty 

stomach, 

Gin, Lake Village, N. H.—I haye qn Irish setter nino years old, 

that has not been shot over for two years. He now weighs ninety 

pounds, an increase of twenty-three pounds since time of being 

swworked. He has a bad humor on his body, and his ears ave allected 

with comething that gives outa bad odor, and causes him to shake 

his head continually. Ans. Over fecding and lack of exercise are 

the principal cuuges of the trouble of your very fatdog. He is 
wfilicted with both mange and canker. For the former, rub the 

dog all over with the following dressing: Two oz. of oil of tar, 
four oz. of flower of sulphur and one pint of oliye ofl; apply wifh 

friction. Give with food twice a diy six drops of Powler’s solu- 

tion of arsenic, feed sparingly, ind mix veretablos with ordinary 

diet. You do not state whether the canker is internal or external. 

Write again. 

Prscaror, Princeton College, N. J—1. The only book coyering 

the whole field of fly tying and ily fishing is Hallock's *Sports- 

man's Gazetteer,” although the space devoted to these subjects is 

necessarily limited, 2. The best books on fly making are Ronald's 

& ly Fishers’ Entomology” and Blacker's * Art of Wly Making," 
both English. &. Francis Francis is the best wriler on tackle 

making. 4. For general fishing subjects read Frank Povester’s 
“Fish and Fishing." 5. The best authority on fishing in this 

country is the ForesrAND Stream, 6, You will find artificial 

flies made up of brilliant colors more effective than artificial 

inseets. The Jatter mist be used like flies, or if used like bait, 
must be trolled or skitteredin rapid water. 7. For April trout 

fishing &o to Long Island, south side, §, The best English journal 

deyoted to piscatorial pursuits is Land and Weer, but you must 

remember that it ig English, 9. Yes; stories, anecdotes aud 

information about fishing are always aceeptable, 

B. 8., Chatanooga, Tenn.—My Newfoundland, iftuen montis 

ald, yo fel, four inches im height, weight thirty-five to forty 

pounds, is yery si¢k. Last summer he had what I presume was 
the distemper, he would have fits, froth at the mouth and snap 

abeyeryhody. Trave him castor oil and copperas; hescemed to 

get over the fils, but; became yery weal. He has retained a pe- 
euliar twitehing of the limbs, which caused him (o sulleryery 

much. He has since lost a little of the twitching and does not 

seem to be troubled as much. I haye tried thoroughly for worma 

withont success. T administered quinine, four grains a day, for 

nw weelk, butitapparently did him no good. What shall ldo for 

him? Ans. The weightalone shows whut poor condition your dog 

must bein. Give mild aperent, say two compound rhubarb pills 

eyery second oy third day, and administer eight gratns of qui- 

nine once a day, Tor two weeks, aller which time, piye table- 

spoonful of cod-liver oil exch day, Feed liberally, and after 

giving above treatment a thorough trial, write result. 

Russian, New York.—The Russian method of manufacturing 

exylare is #iven as follows: ‘Che esgs of thesturgcon are throwm 

upon a yary fine and tightly-stretched net, through which the 

grains are lightly pugssed. Mhb egews ave liberally sprinkled with 
salt and wavefully turned oyer with a fork. The euviare is knowm 

to bo ready for paging when upon being stirred the grains begin 
to emil a slizlt metallic or glassy sound, which never oeours till 

the whole mass has been sufficiently impregnated with salt. Tn 

preparing thé pressed caviare the gruins are squcezed Lhroveh a 

net or sieye into a tub of brine of a preater or Jessersirengtb, 

according to the svason. The whole mass is continually stirred 

with a wouden fork, abvays turning the same way, Vill the roe is 

thoroughly anil evenly Impreynited with brine, after which the 

stint! is Jalon out with fine sieves, from which the brine is allowed 

fodvip. Tage ing the roe consists in putting it up in vouglisacks 

made froin the linden'tree Burk. These bage, when filled, ave placed 

under a press, in order that all the brine may he thoroughly 

sqneszed outand the roe ernaled into 2 solid mass, The caviane 

is now verdy for packing, aud is taken Trom ihe steks nnd placed 

in larwe vasks contiining as mich is 1,000 pounds. This kind of 

eaviare iscallad euulan dla servielie. Cavittr a see is composed of 

the finest of the pressed stuif, and comes to Tuurkel io long 

linen bay's ancl sometimes in tins.’ We may add that it takes 

a Russian to appreciate the delicacy, 
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REMOVAL.—The next number of the ForEsT AnD 
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Et oa ___ 

Notes.—Protect the nesting birds, Thousands of eggs 
are stolen every year by nest-robbing urchins, who are 

responsible ina large measure for the scarcity of the 
birds. Wethave before called attention to the bird-eating 

habits of the domestic cat. It ought to be understood 

that a single cat will destroy more birds on a farm than 
all the other kinds of vermin together. If you care any- 

thing for the song bird, make way with the preying cat, 

There is reason to believe that the supply of wild rice 
gathered next fall will bea large one. We have received 
from Mr. R. Valentine, Janesville, Wis., a fine sample of 

the seed gathered by him, and we are told that he has 
made proyision for securing a large harvest. Nota week 

passes in which we do not receive letters of inquiry 
about the seed, 

The potato sent by “Piseco” came to us in good con- 

dition, and has been submitted by us to the inspection of 
Mr. Peter Henderson, the well-known dealer in seeds, 
and probably the best authority on the subject in the 

United States, He pronounces it a fine, well-developed 

specimen, and gives it as his opinion that if planted it 
will grow. 

The letter on gold miming is at hand and will be 

published at once. It represents a vast deal of labor, 
and evinces the painstaking, careful manner in which 

‘*Piseco” conducts his investigations, We may safely 
affirm that our correspondent’s letters contain the most 

authentic and thoroughly reliable information about 
Alaska ever published. *! Piseco” is admirably fitted to 

arrive at the true merits of the case, and he has entered 

upon the task with the determination to put matters in 
their true light, 

We publish to-day the first of a series of letters 

from our Staff Correspondent at the Berlin Fishery Ex- 
position, We shall give, in the Formst Anp Stream, the 

most complete and intelligent account of this Exposition 
published in America, 

A telegram announces the lower Saranao free from 
ice, 

THE TEAM FOR IRELAND. 
>. 

HE call which will be found in our Rifle Columns 
or such as wish to goto HMurope as members of the 

Ameriean team, has the merit of being a prompt and 
ready way of getting at the best men to send. Only 

seven shooters are needed, but thay must be of the best, 

and willing to be molded into 4 company of codrdinates 
or factors to one grand result, The team will not do 
credit to itself if it should win the match on 4 score un- 
der 1,200, and the further above that figure it finds itself 

forced the more creditable will be its victory, The plan 
of selection is a mixture of the competitive with the 
method of arbitrary appointment. It will be seen that 
the choice in the first place rests with the clubs over the 
country, They may sort out their best timber and send it 

forward for a final sorting over at Creedmoor. If there 
be more than the number of men required to go, a sharp, 

decisive, winnowing process will leaye only the proper 

mien on the team, There should be no complaint at the 

method of the team selection. It cannot be unfair to a 

really good shot, anu the right to reject a member of the 

team, if it be felt that by some lucky mishap the wrong 
man has put himself on the team, still rests with the 
other team men, If in any of the out-of-town clubs any 
man feels that he has not had tair treatment, or has been 

in yery bad luck, there is a chance open for one of the 

three places which are to be competed for at Creedmoor, 

and then in the final sorting on the 19th and 2ist of May 
he must show his ability to hold his own. ‘The selection 
of the captain is reserved by the National Rifle Assovia- 
tion, and while itis not certain at this writing whether 
or not Col. Bodine ean accept the position, the tender to 
him shows that the committee, who have only the interest 

of the team at heart, are bound to haye a shooting man 

at the head of the visiting body. 
With regard to the financial support of the team, the 

$9,000 required to see the team through its journey 

ought to be forthcoming at once, The National Rifle 
Association Directors raised in the dull times of 1876 
over $6,000 for the team of that year, and there should 

be no trouble at all in raising the smaller sum at this 

time of business booms” and reviving prosperity. 
While the committee particularly desire to have the 

team members drawn from a wide radius, and have all 

sections of the country represented, they wish also to 
give opportunity for contribution of money support from 

riflemen and friends of riflemen in all parts of the coun- 

try, This is as it should be, and while no rifleman need 

be deterred from competing for a place on any money 
considerations, it is expected that associations able so to 

do will do their share in the support. We will publish, 
from time to time, names of contributors to the fund, 

and all moneys may be sent to the office of the National 
Rifle Association, 23 Park Row, New York, 

One thing is certain, that the team will find its visit to 
Ireland a memory long to be preserved, The team of 
1875 yet keep a vivid remembrance of the overwhelming 
Irish hospitality which they enjoyed, and it is assured in 
advance that the visitors of the coming summer will re- 

ceive an equally warm welcome. 
oo 

—Lord Dufferin contributes a pleasant paper entitled 
‘“ Days in the Woods,” to the April number of the Nine- 
teenth Century. Canada’s late Governor-General entered 

into the spirit of woodland adyenture, and this spirit he 
has always happily communicated to his descriptions of 

sporting expeditions. The present paper describes moose 
unting in the New Brunswick wilds. 

—$—ae 

—We publish elsewhere an opinion on the trap shoot- 
ing of pigeons. Withoutnow at all discussing the merits 
of the case, we may remark that there is a wide differ- 

ence of sentiment upon the subject, due partly to the 

nonsensical attitude assumed by the Society for the Pre- 
vention of Cruelty to Animals—a society which has ac- 

complished a most admirable work, and which yet has 
not escaped the tendency manifested by all similar insti- 
tutions to belittleand demean itself by officious and med- 

dlesome interference in matters wholly outside of its Ie- 

gitimate field. 
a 

—Thousands of acres of wild and cultivated lands have 
been devastated the past week by extensive forest fires in 

New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Virginia, The country 
about Tuckerton and Tom's River and Forked River, New 

Jersey, has been swept over by the flames, and cranberry 
bogs, strawberry farms, timber, dwellings, barns, and 

live stock destroyed. The well-known shooting grounds 
in that region have been utterly destroyed. The singed 
bodies of thousands of quail and other game birds, and 
rabbits, have been found on the outskirts of the burned 
districts. Immense quantities of game have also been 
destroyed in Monroe and Pike counties, in Pennsylvania, 

Warm, dry and windy weather has prevailed in Vir- 
ginia for several weeks past, and these forest fires there 
are reported unprecedented in extent and damage. The 

fires in the Dismal Swamp have been raging for more 
than a week, They envelop the whole of Lake Drum- 
mond. The cultivated sections of the adjoining country 

are oyerrun with bears, panthers, deer and smaller game. 

THE RESOURCES OF ALASKA. 
—_——_~<>_— 

Sirea, Alaska, Jan. 27th, 1880, 
HE periodical disturber of our serene and tranquil 
existencein Sitka, which twice each month gladdens 

our eyes, Once as her smoke is discerned on the horizon— 

for we know at once if is the California, as nothing else 
comes here—and again as she dips her flag in a parting 

salute, paid us but a brief visit this time ; only one day, 
and in that short compass the correspondence and busi- 
ness of the month passed, and the one yet to be passed 

had to be concentrated. Usually we haye three days, but 
a detention by a dangerous bar of six days in the Colum- 
bia River deprived us of two of them, 
When, after over twenty hours continuous work, 

I dropped my last letter into an extra bag that just caught 
the steamer, I felt that Thad accomplished a great deal 
of work ; but now that it is too late to remedy I find that 
‘TJ have left undone many things which I ought to haye 

done,” and I fear it will be judged that ‘there's no good 

inme,” My next mail willbe largely composed of apol- 

ogies, We have in Sitka many days which, gauged by 
our feelings, are very long ones, but steamer day is not 
one of them. Impressions formed by transient visitors 
as to the normal condition of Sitka on that day are very 
apt to prove erroneous. Everything is in a turmoil, and 
we find that several days of subsequent rest are necessary 

to enable us to settle down into our usual lethargic con- 

dition. We have learned to appreciate the feelings of 

Diogenes when he only asked that people would not ob- 

struct his sunshine. It takes several days to re-acquire 
the lost habit of reading newspapers, and hefore attack- 
ing a formidable pile of dailies I usually take a few easy 

lessons with FOREST AND STREAM. 
Following wp this custom, I was enjoying myself and 

at peace with the world, when in your issue of Dec. 18th 
I came across the somewhat patronizing and slightly 
free and easy—for at times it runs into personalities— 

letter of Prof. Blliott, in which he apparently brushes 
away the various facts which Ipresented in my letter 
published Dec, 4th, claiming, however, to simply show 
my inferences wrong, while ‘‘ cheerfully bearing witness 

to the facts.” 
Mr. Editor, those facts still stand, They have not 

been squarely met, and until they are, I shall press them. 
Against them he has opposed a series of theories and 
prophecies, hypotheses, opinions and badinage, but nota 
fact! And he skillfully begs the question at issue, and 
running off upon a new tack ayoids obstacles which he 

himself places in hispath. Mine remain to be confuted, 
Iam fully aware that in reopening this controversy 

{run great risks. Iam nol an expert in the handling of 
that mighty weapon of which the Professor in many a 

hard-fought battle, when much ink was shed, has proved 
himself a master, and so skillfully has he cut in quarter 
and tierce that you, a bystander, haye fancied that he 

has pinked me, for you say editorially that ‘“‘he has made 

good” the preyious opinions advanced. Apparently he 
did, but 1 think I can show that lie failed to touch, Allow 
me to place in contrast the opinions first advanced by 
him, and which I undertook to show were erroneous, and 
those which in his last letter he endeavors to sustain, 

First set: ** The agricultural possibilities of Alaska are 
null and yoid,” and he challenges the citation “of a 
single instance where an acre of ground has ever been or 
can bs successfully planted annually with a crop of either 

corn, wheat, barley or potatoes,” In his last he seeks to 
proye the truth of the above posilion by arguments which 
are based entirely upon a forced construction of the one 

word which will admit of an argument, ‘‘successfully,” 

and sums up: ‘* Therefore I say, and I think with entire 

truth, that you cannot raise potatoes suecesstully in a 
region where they will not sustain themselves from year 
to year.” And this in spite of the eyidence I presented 
by the citing of many instances where for many years 
annual crops of excellent potatoes had been obtained from 
many plots, some of which were of more than a single 
acre in extent ; of my own assertion that I hail seen such 

plots under cultivation, and that at the timeT wrote 1 was 
enjoying their produce, I also asserted that during my 

stay of, at that time, nearly four months (the Professor 
was here but tyo days), we had been bountifully supplied 

with excellent vegetables, twelve species of which I 

enumerated. 
{think that had the Professor prolonged his stay, and 

been forced, as we have been, todepend upon those ** little 
plots” of which he speaks with such contempt, his opin- 
jon would haye been more correct, hence more valuable. 
T will refer again to that large potato which the Pro- 
fessor disposes of 80 summarily by the facetious title of 

‘‘ Giant Alaskan Murphy,” He indulges in prophecy in 
regard to it and states “that in from six weeks to four 
months it would have become a mass of decay "if I had 
not eaten it then. I will not follow his example and 
treat an hypothesis as a proyed fact. All that I can say 
positively about that particular potato is, that it was 
not kept long enough to prove or disprove his assertion, 
Tam able,-however, to say positively that many other 

large potatoes raised in the same plot, but gathered a 

little later, are at this moment in excellent order, al- 

though his longest period, ‘‘four months,” has elapsed, 
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Twill, by the steamer that carries this, send to him and 
to you also, a fair specimen of said potatoes, and it 

strikes me that the Professor will be compelled to admit 
that itis his propheey and not the ‘fondest hopes of 
*Piseco*” which “come tonaucht.” I must confess that 
when I readin his first paper the remark about '‘ the 
watery walnuts, dubbed potatoes,” I had no idea that he 

had, as he admits in his last, ‘* witnessed, tasted and 
handled” himself, at Sitka, just such potatoes, weighing 

nearly a pound each, and good, However I will send 

him another, and I feel very confident,that he will have 

some difficulty in brushing aside, as an ‘t erroneous infer- 

ence,” so substantial an argument—one I run some risk in 

advancing at this time, as nearly two months must 

elapse and a long journey be taken before the pota- 

toes can reach their destination, and they may come to 
grief. Before dropping this potato, which has proyed a 
hot one, I will say that if most or many of the Profes- 

sors statements in regard to Alaska affairs are to he 
taken with so many grains of salt, as in this case, I can- 

not wonder that every well-informed person with whom 
T come in contact here differs with him so radically upon 

s0 many points. In his next paragraph Prof. Ef. makes 
it perfectly clear to “ Piseco” “that potatoes cannot be 
successfully raised in Alaska,” by argument based upon 

experiments in cotton raising in Ohio, and warming 
with his subject, pronounces the attempt ‘* an utter fail- 
ure,” simply because he finds that he can't raise in Ohio 
as good cotton as can be raisedin Georgia. ‘* Piseco” 

utterly fails to trace the connection, and remains of the 
opinion that the cotton experiment has very little, if any, 

bearing upon the question, and having seen many and 
eaten some yery excellent potatoes raised in Alaska, is 
not prepared to admit that the crop of 1879 was ‘‘an utter 
failure.” 

Very few practical gardeners would be willing to ad- 
mit that their gardens weré failures simply because each 
season they found themselves compelled to resort to pro— 

fessional seadsmen for fresh supplies of seeds and 

_ cuttings. 
. Things which are equal to each other, we are taught, 
_ are equal to the same thing. Let us apply the axiom: 
_ Ohio cotton not as good as Georgia cotton ; Connecti- 
_ cut tobacco not as good as Virginia ditto ; therefore, the 

first crop being an utter failure, so is the second, 
By mutual consent the stock-raising question is left ont 

of the discussion, Allthat either of us know about it is 

‘ what other people have told us, and judging by the 
weather we are haying this winter, I rather believe that 

his informant judged more correctly than mine; but one 
reason thatthe Professor gave in his first paper, to show 

that it could not be done, will not stand against facts. 

He says squarely: ‘*Hay cannot be cured in this 

country.” Isay just as positively that it can, and has 
been for many seasons. 

I will first prove my assertion by matching direct in- 

formation from the parties who have cured it, against his 
opinion. Doyle, the man who planted or sowed the first 

seed in Katliansky Bay, assures me that he has year after 
year obtained good crops of cured hay, And there has 

been, this last season, to my certain knowledge, for I 
have seen it broughtin, and know that itis now being fed 

daily to cows and mules, a crop of eighty or a hundred 

tons—I don’t know exactly how much—of excellent hay, 

_ composed of timothy and clover, 
Can the Professor controyert this statement, and prove 

conclusively that it isan ‘‘erroneous inference,” by as- 
serting that we haye only got to keep it long enough, 

and it will get musty ? 
The following, which is written by a man who is up 

in Alaska matters, is worth reproduction in this connec- 

tion :— 

f 

NOT QUITE CORREOT, 

A recent number of the San Franciseo Alia contained a letter 
from a “special correspondent” on the subject of Alaska, which 

displays mucli carelessness, if not absolute ignorance, on the part 

' of the writer. After enlarging upon the manner of killing seals 
under contract on the Pribyloff Islands, the correspondent enters 
into detuils concerning other parts of the Territory too palpably 
false to be allowed to pass without refutation. 

_ With reference to the island of Kadiak, he states that the only 
gettle nent isat St. Paul Harbor, and that only tivelve acres are 
guder cultivation in that most favored spot of the Territory, pro- 

‘ducing “a few potatoes and some grass.” ‘The statistics in an- 
her column of this number of the Appeal inform our readers of 

the number of settlements and inhabitants of Kadiak and 
‘vicinity. The acreage unde! potatoes and turnips on Kadiak and 
Afognak alone, mounts into the hundreds, and as for the ‘ oulti- 
yation of grass," the Alta's correspondent has evidently neyer 

“geen the luxuriant growth of timothy and other grasses of that, 
region, completely hiding aman of common stature. Thousands 

ef people make a living on those islands, raising potatods 

“enough for home consumption and export to less favored sections 
-of the Territory. Cord wood and rough lumber is also shipped 

from here to treeless Aleutian Islands, and ths southern portion 
of the Alaska Peninsula. 
Of the numerous quartz ledzes of Sitka, the correspondent 

tions but “ one recently discovered mine,” and then goes on 
state that “industrial enterprises haye failed, because the 
les refused to work’—a very unjust accusation of a whole 
of people, The ample facilities for vegetable gardening at 

a, Wrangell and on Prince of Wales Island, the writer passes 
Over in silence, as well as the fisheries; his whole commuvication 
“ollowsin the footsteps of many other sitnilar productions of men 

Bet oul to write about Alaska with a firin determination to 
moth og thatis good or ayen promising for the future, in any 
tof the neglected Territory.—dlasha Appeal, Dec. 30h, ’ 
~- - 

In some respects I agree with Prof, Elliott. He is un- 
doubtedly correct in the assumption. that if ‘three thou- 

sand misguided mortals’ should come suddenly into 
Sitka, they would be compelled to send below for many 

necessaries. We three hundred who are here now haye 
to do that or become impoverished ; the store-keepers are 
merciless, and charge such exorbitant prices for every- 

thing, that most of us who have to spend a dollar save 
the half of one by so sending, 

But Sitka is not peculiarin thatrespect. I fancy that 

the inhabitants of Virginia City, and Leadville, and 

Deadwood have to send somewhere for a great many 
things ; and even thoseof New York who want first-class 

beef send West, and for early vegetables, South. But I 

do believe that if such an influx were preceded by 
that of a few competent and industrious farmers, Sitka 

and vicinity could adapt itself to the situation, and I so 

expressed myself in this connectiou—a point which Prof, 

BH. apparently overlooked, 

And now about ‘* those mines near Sitka,” In his first 
paper, Prof, EB. says: ‘‘If the gold mines are go rich, why 
are they not worked?” Jn his last, he completely over- 

looks my direct assertion that certain of the ledges are 

being worked and sending bullion away monthly, and 
yarious other well-founded statements, and gives this 
enigmatical reply :— 

‘“As for those mines near Sitka, that is a long story, 
and dates back prior to the transfer ; and when ‘§ Piseco”” 

gets away next year (I hope he’s right, then) he will sub_ 

stantially agree with me in regard to them, if the owners 
of those mines have a valuable vein (valuable veins ?), 
then they are in full sympathy with me, because they 

do not want it (them ?) puffed outside of theiz own knowl- 
edge; but if they are simply doing what! thousands of 

such people are daily doing, floating worthless stock 
then of course I shall merit their hostility.” : 

“* Piseco” gives 1b up; and will here only repeat his 
statement, that he has good reason to believe that, what- 

ever may have been the state of affairs at the date of the 
Professor's visit, there haye since been discovered by 
miners who have flocked here, a great many ledges of 
quartz, many of which have been proyed by assay to be 
auriferous, and which are owned in two cases only by 
incorporated companies; that most of them are owned 
by the miners who discovered them, and that most of 
said miners are poor men, who are not in sympathy with 

the Professor, although ‘‘ they believe their ledges valua- 

ble,” because they feel that itis partially due to his persist- 

ent assertions to the contrary, that capitalists refrain from 
investigating and developing the mineral resources of 
Alaska, 

A 10-stamp mill, run by steam, is at work upon one of 
these mines, and producing such returns as justify its 

owners, who are among the most respectable business 
men of Portland, and United States officers—army and 
nayy—in the belief that they have a good thing, TI shall 

send to the Smithsonian, also to you, Mr, Editor, some 

specimens of Alaska quartz; and if Prof, Eliott will but 
ask of the mineralogist of the Smithsonian, and you, of 
any expert among your acquaintances, their character, I 
think that you, atleast, will be satisfied that, if thare is 

plenty of it, the ledges from which it was obtained must 
have value, 

In stating that the Imowledge of auriferous quartz 
edges existing in the vicinity of Sitka dates prior to the 
transfer, the Professor is again mistaken. The transfer took 

place in 1868 ; the first discovery of a quartz ledge took 

place in 1871, The history of the successive steps through 
which this mining region has advanced to its present 

condition, is, as he says, a long story, and no one man 

knows it; but there are at Sitka, and at the mines, all of 
the men who haye from time to time discovered these 
ledges, and each has his quota of personal knowledge. 

I will make it my business to interview all of these men, 

and getting their stories, compare and sift them, examine 

records and papers, and in my next furnish you with the 
first and only authentic and connected history of mining 

developments in this country, From my present knowl- 

edge, Tam convinced that while there has been more or 
less “ wildcatting” of certain of these ledges, which I am 

in accord with the Professor in condeinning, yet there ig 

also perfectly legitimate mining now being prosecuted in 
this vicinity. 

February 18th,—Please see that the above date is in- 
serted, Mr. Edlitor, for it bears on the great potato ques- 

tion, Fiye months and one day have elapsed since I 

helped eat that ** giant Murphy,” which in four months, at 
the outside, was doomed by the Professor to decay and 
corruption. Yet to-day I have seen quite a quantity of its 
mate and haye had some for my dinner, and they were 
yery good potatoes. (1 haye used great care in the con- 

struction of the above assertion. The last time I refer- 
red to a dinner in which an Alaska potato figured, I in- 

cautiously admitted that it was not “quite ripe," and 
thereby furnished proof positive that Alaska potatoes 

never do yet ripe), 

Im anticipation of the possible arrival to-morrow of 

the steamer, I went for the potatoes which I haye prom- 
ised to send, obtained them and found them in excellent 

preservation, A rather amusing conyersation took place, 
The seller apologized for the small size of the *‘ tubers” 

(they weigh about six ounces on an average) and ex- 
plained that he had sold all of his crop except these 

three baxrels, which were small ones he was keeping for 
seed,” This rather staggered me. I hated to sea the 
man niake such a dead waste of such a fine lot of pota- 
toes, and said to him :— 

“LT wouldn't undertake to save them for seed, they 
won't grow if you do plant them,” 

‘Won't grow, is it, and why uot, I'd like to know?” 

‘Why, Alaska potatoes don’t get ripe, and are of no 
use for seed.” 

‘Won't they? Ain’t they? Well then, who's been 
telling you that?” 

“Why, Prof. Elliott says’'— 

‘Prof, Elliott, what does he know about it?” 

T answered truly that I didn’t know, and then my 

friend explained to me that he and Smeig, and others 

whom he mentioned, had for several years raised their 

potatoes from the small ones saved from the year be- 
fore! Mx. Editor, I felt a good deal, T have no doubt 

John Pheenix did, when the native assured him that 
the distance to the next ranche was but a mile, while 

the assistant with the pedometer had made if twenty, 
“The dicta of science is not to be disputed,” but I have 

since questioned several who don’t raise, but have 
bought potatoes here for many years, and they all back 
the native, and conyince me beyond a doubt, the agricul- 

tural possibilities, etc., were very limited, I should have 

agreed with him, but to ‘‘take away from him who 
hath not, eyen that which he hath,” may be scriptural, 
but it is not fair worldly policy. 

March 26th.—That potato ought to haye been with 

you ere this, but a failure of the steamer to make her 
ustial trips has kept our mails waiting, It starts from 
here in excellent condition—as does a mate, to the Pro- 

fessor—and my ‘inner to-day waa partially composed 

of some from the same lot. PISECO, 

Game Bag and Gun. 
a ee 

GAME IN SEASON IN APRIL, 

Wild Ducks, Geese, Brant, ete, 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the Forrsr AnD SrreaAar Directory to 
Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to #lye 

the following particulars, with such other information as they 

may deem of yalue: State, Town, County; means of access; Totel 

and other accommodations; Game anditsSeason; Fish and its Sea- ~ 
son; Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address, 

—_—_——S 

NESTING PIGEONS, 

Late adyices from Shelby, Mich.. announce the arrival 
of the wild pigeons. The trappers, or netters, are also there 
to the number of about eighty. Itis expected thatin a 
few days the pigeons will begin their preparations for 
nesting, when they will be settled for about a month, and 
the pigeon-catchers’ harvest will begin, A few seasons 
ago your correspondent’ spent two weeks in the same lo- 
cality, and saw one of the largest roosts and the business 
of pigeoning in full blast. The netters, buyers and 
pigeons generally arrive on the ground at one and the 
same time, the course of the birds being found out by 
use of the telegraph, The netters at once proceed to se- 
cure a good place to set their nets, often paying as high 
as $00 for a favored spot where the flight is good, or for 
some drinking place or salt marsh where the birds are 
in the habit of going. The buyers erect coops for hold- 
ing live birds, or get together their stock of barrels and 
ice for shipping dead birds, though a good proportion of 
the trappers ship their own} birds alive or dead to New 
York and Chicago. I saw dead birds sold at Shelby for 
fifieen cents, and live for thirty cents per dozen, though 
the average prices are higher. The morning and eyenin 
hours are best for catching, as then the flights are on. i 
saw 287 taken at one spring of a single net, over a bed of 
muck to which the birds had been baited for some days 
by sprinkling salt over the mud. On these beds no decoys 
are used, the baiting being sufficient, The pigeons would 
Coe greedily of the a muck, * 
_ On the occasion I speak of we arrived at th 
just before daybreak. The birds were well baited, anit expected to see a fine catch, as no net had as yet been sprung over that bed. With the first streaks of light we 
could hear the flutter of wings as they lit in the trees 
about the bed. As the light increased they came faster 
and thicker, until soon the trees were alive with them 
and the woods were filled with their calls. Soon asinele 
pigeon dropped upon the bed, and had hardly folded its 
wings before others began to pour from the trees in a 
stream, When they seemed to be standing on each 
other's backs and you could sce nothing but pointed tails 
sticking up, and while they were siill flying thickly 
down on to the bed, we both jerked the line with all our 
might, There was aloud swish as the net Sprang over 
the lead line knocking feathers from those still in the 
airand in the way of the net. We rushed from ont 
cover, and while I stood in astonishment at the boiling 
mass under the meshes, the netter proceeded to fasten 
down the corners of the net and remove the birds to the 
coops 

Tt requires the mosb skill to trap pigeons as they are 
flying overanet. <A flyer (a pigeon with its eyes sewed 
shut and a light weight fastened to its legs) being 
first thrown in the air to attract the attention of a pass- 
ing flack, and a stool (a pigeon trained to act as if ahght- 
ing) being industriously worked to induce the Hight to 
strike upon the bed when the net is sprung. The catch 
as day per man ranges from nothing to fifty or sixty 
ozen, No shooting is allowed within five miles of 

the roost proper, Good shooting (for those who wish to 
shoot nesting birde) can be had outside these limits, as 
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the birds fly several miles for food, passing some points 
continuously at some hours of the day. 

This roost was thirty miles long, varying in width 
ftom one to five miles. ‘There were 800 men en- 
gaged in the business at one time that season, and asa 
result of their work I smw one hundred barrels of dead 
pisrens alone shippel in oie day from the little village 
of Shelby. 

I did not think then that there would ba a pigeon left 
to lead the way to the woods of Shelby at some future 
season, but if seems there was, and their enemies are 

the polite request of One dollar each, gentlemen, one 
dollar apiece is all TH charge you,” How strikingly 
the contrast between riding in #2 civilized country and 
one where dwell less intelligent heathen! Cannot 
‘“Rzeyhill’\send a nice horsé-collar to the owner of that 
poor quadruped, in question, to pay for his free ride? 
Now wo come to the point wherein we are directly 

concerned, Mr, Ef. says that his guides selected a point 
for shooting, and put out the decoys. Then he says: 
** Soon, what do we have but four of those gunners of 
thet honorable and liberal minded place come out with 

on hand to wage the war of extermination, How long | two batteries and plant them within three hundred 
can it last? 4 M. yards of us.” ‘This we pronounce literally false, We 

Ohieuyo, Ill,, April 9th, had our batteries planted, decoys out, and two of us 
—> were ensconced in the batteries, when Mr. E., with his 

friend Jenkins and guides sailed by us on their way 
to the selected point. To corroborate our own state- 
ment we have to say that we questioned both of Mr, 
i,’s giideg and they acknowledged that we wero ont a 
long time before they started from the wharf. 

In regard to the mortgaging of boata, batteries and de- 
coya by the professional gunners, to sustain them 
flirough the simmer, wo bhaye to say that your in- 
formant was very much mistaken. We are quite well 
posted in regard to who have and who have nof mort- 
gaged their property, and we can safely say that we do 
not know of a single instance (much less the majority of 
gunners) where a gunner has had to mortgage his boat, 
battery or decoys for his sustenance during the suminer, 
Sorry thatone of our citizens shouid ‘‘get up” such a 
misrepresentation of the gunners, The fishermen some- 
times mortgage their boats, but the gunners, never, or 
hardly ever, 
Without using any fictitious names we respectfully 

subscribe ourselves as the four gunners referred to by Mr. 
‘ Dzeykill.” A. B. Wintiams, 8. D. Dunroxn, W. HH, 
Watker, J, T. O'NEAL. ’ 

ARkansas Notes,—Fitisburg, Pa,, March 22d.—I haye 
read witli much interes the letter of ‘‘ Yell" in one of 
your late issues on the ‘* Attractions of Arkansas.’ I Lad 
taken copious notes on the arrival and depariure of our 
different birds of passage, but being unfortunately 
wrecked on the Iron Mountain Road on the edge of Black 
River at midnight, I lost my note-book and all my traps. 
These notes find in other papers. 
Saw the first meadow lark on Oct, 20th, 1879; the first 

flock of wild pigeons'on the 22d. Saw ten or twélye 
meadow Jarks on the 28th; shot one for examination ; 
found its crop full of persimmons. Saw the first robins 
Noy, 1st; shot one; found its crop full of dogwood ber- 
ties and some small weed I could not name,  Sarme day 
saw a woodcock, but failed to kill. Noy. 5th saw the first 
flight of wild ducks, flying south, Nov. 10th saw the 
first flight of wild geese, course southeast. Red and gray 
squirrels plenty ; raccoons and opossums plenty ; hares in 
fair proportion ; turkeys fairly abundant, but hard to get 
ati; deer in fair proportion; but the little Bob White is 
plentiful everywhere, He is a very poor sportsman who 
cannot fill his bag in half a day, never saw them so 
thick in my life; but they have a bail habit of taking to 
the sage grass. Then the trouble begins; if you do not 
kill your bird instantly, you are apt to lose him, 
Now for the non-sitractions: First, chills and fever 

plenty ; malarial fever, bilious fever ; pneumonia in the 
fall, and very fatal; gore eyes ; plenty of snakes ; plenty 
of eyery description of ticks; miusquitos few or none ; 
hawks plenty, What they call the sickly season lasts 
from the lst of June until the first frost. 
Twas all over Yell County, and for that matter the 

wholeof the State; but the place I mean to particularize 
is Yell County. I was located three miles from Darda- 
nelle, on the military road to Fort Smith. This is in 
Yell County, And especially doT mean along the Ar- 
kansas boltoms and along the Petit Jean and the Fourche 
La Gave rivers. I have traveled mostly the whole coun- 
try over on horseback. There are no pheasants there az 
we call them here; but prairie chickens are plentiful, as 
T have seen their eggs sold in Dardanelle for a “bit” a 
dozen. There areno game laws in that partof the State. 
Dardanelle is about midway between Little Rock and 
Fort Smith. DARDANELLE. 

MinnesoTa—Long Pratrie, April 12f,—Ducks made 
their appearance here about the 1st of this month, and 
haye been more numerous than for many years. 1 have 
bageed quite a number at odd times, but have no time 
to hunt, except an hour or so morings and eyen- 
ings. But few are bagged, as most of our sportsmen are 
not provided with decoys and boats to hunt them prop- 
erly. Mallards and canvas-backs make up a large major- 
ity of the ducks, but a good many sea ducks are seen 
also. N. W. 

Towsa—Creston, April 9fh.—There are lots of ducks, 
geese and sand-hill cranes flying north, and quite a num- 
ber of them light around here, Yesterday I drove over 
to a small pond in the open prairie, not a quarter of a 
mile from my house, and got one duck, four grouse and 
one snipe in an hour—all flying shots and no miss, 
Shooting from a wagon is now much better than on foot, 
for birds are not frightened by it so much, The spring 
is very dry, and T think game will be plenty next fall, 
Old cock grouse are “booming” loudly éyery morning 
around my house, and beat even campaign politicians 
for noises, . D, Merritn, 

InpianA—Indianapolis, April 18th.—Snipe here in 
abundance, and many haye been bagged, A splendid 
outlook for the fishing season, Bass are taking kindly 
to the lool; several good sized ones haye beentalken, 
Ducking hus been fair, but no good bag has yet reached 
your correspondent’s ears from around hore, but many 
ave being or have been killed in the Kankakee Marshes, 
about 100 miles north of here, PRITZ, 

Noven SHoorme Sranps,—/ndianapolis, Inil., Mrarehs 
30th.—The secluded habits of the woodcock, leading him 
to blink away the long days of summer and early au- 
tumn in damp and impenetrable thickets, have made him 
the most difficult of our game birds to bag. With your 
permission, I will tell how some people in this section 
overcome mosh of the difficulty, and brush away the 
safeguards which nature has thrown around him, At 
‘Thornton, Ind., lives Capt, P, A, Huffman, a clever gen- 
tlenian and true sportsman, and withal one of the ‘best 
field shots in the State. This last assertion needs no 
other proof than his record of sixty-seven Jitckson snipe 
without a miss, which is a sample of his everyday work, 

Massacuusmrrs—Lynn, April 1ith,—After scientifically 
crawling and creeping some quarter of a mile, one of our 
local sports recently succeeded in obtaining a fine shot at 
two wooden ducks. Five live ones that were a short dis- 
tance off, and making wp to the wooden birds, thought they 
would geb up and dust about that time, ‘Sich is 
life.” A few snipe have been brought to bag in this 
vicinity lately, There are rumors of certain parties ghoot- 
ing woodcock, but I bope thisjis not 50, 

Biur Crow, 

Nw Yorr—Poughhkeepsie, April 15th,— Messrs, Frank 
B, Johnson and Fred Utting, of Plattsburg, N. Y., suc- 
ceeded in bringing to bag on April 2d and 3d twenty-nine 
Ganada wild geese and seventy-two wild ducks, most 
being black, golden eye and whisilers, 

BLUNDERBUSS, 

New Jarsny—Newark.—On Friday night last the honk- 
ing of wild geese was hoard for three ov four hours, eyi- 
dently lost in the gale, 

Snipe shooting at Pine Brook, N, J., was good on Sat- 
urday and Monday last, Messrs. Hinds and Tappan 
moved a number of birds, of which they killed twelve. 
We saw the birds. The meadows are in fine condition, 
particularly the Big aud Little Piece, Mr, Scott Rodman 
and party also had good shooting. 

Tn this week’s paper your Ocean County, N. J,, corre- 
spondent says the best bag heard of, of Wilson snipe, is 
seven. John W. Bunnell, of Forked River, killed on 
Thursday, 8th inst, nme snipe, Birds wild; weather 
cold ; wind high, * 

Norte Caronina Gath AND Hosprraniry.—Davidson 
College, N. C., March 29th.—North Carolina is a nonpa- 
reil hunting resort for those of your Northern sportsmen 
who are sighing for new worlds to conquer. The quail 
is found in abundance all over the State, and it would be 
hard to say where they are most plentiful. In sight of 
Salisbury, N. C., coveys are quite numerous ; some gen- 
Uermen there often make bags of fifty or sixty a day, and 
1 have no doubt that in soms of the less-thickly inhabited 
and poorer parts of the State they have never been (is- 
turbed at all, except by the harmless traps of the young 
scions of our colored brethren ; traps for which the aver- 
age quail has a profound contempt. Near Davidson Col- 
lege the writer found two large coyeys in a pine thicket 
of about halfan acre in area, Don’t you wish you had 
been there tos? 
On oltt numerous rivers duck and geese are found, and 

the swamps and mill-ponds often contain snipe and duek 

ad infinitum. In the western part of the State, among 

the mountains, there are deer, pheasant and wild turkeys 
in sulficient numbers bo justify a yisit to those regions ; 
not to mention the grand and beauviful scenery which 

meets your eye at every step. 
Good accommodations can be found anywhere, And 

the little urchin, black or white, whom you meet on the 

road or in the cotton field will always be willing and 

happy to show you where the ‘patridges” stay ; and will 

often wonder why you ‘don't kill ’em on de ground,” 

unless he has received some instructions in the art of 

hunting, Ie isoften indispensable to aid in marking 

down the birds, especially in the pine woods or brush, 

where the sportsman has enough to do to get his brace 

of the swiftly flying, dodging, vanishing bunches of 

feathers. 
As a North Carolinian, it ill becomes me to say any- 

thing about the hospitality and courtesy of the people ; 

but if any of our Northern friends who entertain any 

doubts on thatscore will only come and seefor themselves 

they will never doubt again. The farmers in many 

places “post” their land, that is, forbid all huntimg on it: 

but a courteous request for permission to kill some quail 

is seldom vefused, and never, without good and sufficient 

reasons, and the practice only serves to make the game 

more plentiful. Often the farmer himself is an ardent 

sportsman, aud then you are sure of a welcome which 

every true gentleman and sportsman knows how to give. 

Tan GUNNERS oF CuRRITUCK.—Poplar Branch, N. C., 

April 12th.—Our attention haying been called fo an arti- 

cle in your paper, leaded: ** A Dismal Story of Curri- 

tuck, N, C.," we, the gunners referred to in that article, 

hog leave to have a hearing in your valuable columns, in 

order that we may vindicale ourselves. . 

In the first place we venture to assert that he is no 

true sportsman, We will omit his exaggerations in re- 

gard to the ungrammatical language of the captain of 

the steamer Cygnet, and will come to his landing at this 

place where congregate‘! quite a number of inhabitants of 

this most intelligent couutry.” We beg leave to ask Mr, 

“ Bzey kill’ whether his pockets or those of his friend J ene 

kins were tampered with by any one in that large crowd ? 

We say, candidly, no sit’; such an ach has never been 

known to be perpetrated in this half-civilized country of 

ours, And yet the gentleman charges us with the crime 

of being heavhens ! . 
‘After reaching the landing he says he was asked 

to step into a two-wheel cart which, together with 

the horse thatpulled it, this  Ezeykill’ burlesqned to lis 

heart's content. Now he is most ungrateful to the owner 

of the badly caparisoned horse and tied-up vehicle, be- 

cause he and his friend Jenkins and their traps were 

hauled up from the landing to the hotel, and the poor 

inan did not even charge a cent for the services of him- 

self, quadruped and two-whoel cart, Now, if we were in 

your “ood city we would not be kindly asked to “ step 

into” any vehicle and lake a gratis ride to the hotel ; 

but, on the contrary. would have cur ears almost deat- 

ened by eries of *! Cah, sir? cab, sir? any points of the 

city,” étc,, ete, And when the hotel was reached we 

would haye our povket-books relieved of about $4 by 

| these, the gentlemen had excellent sporl when the birds, 

Being visited by some friends from this city, Intent on a 
day's cock shooting, disappointment seemed in store for 
them, as the birds were ina willow thieket so dense as 
to preclude all hope of doing any exceution. A happy 
idea struck the Captain, and he proceeded to get unum 
ber of step-ladders, which were placed at favorable 
points around the thicket, Taking their’ positions on 

being flushed, took flight aboye the willows, 1b was a 
novel idea, and illustrates how (le ingenuity of man will 
be successfully exercised against the obstacles with which 
nature sometimes surrounds him, Hoosmr. 

THRBAD-WOQUND CARTRIDGES,—Dover, Del,, March 291M. 
—Some months ago we sent for samples of the thread- 
wound cartridge cases, not having a great deal of faith 
in their usefulness, nor believing the high price asked for 
them would warrant their use. The first one we tried 
was marked for 9) yards range. Used 3drs, Orange rifle 
powder under two wads, in a 12-bore; loz. No, 5 shot; 
case held in brass shell, with thin court-plaster, greasing 
it when dry, The day was cloudy, with a steady east 
wind blowing lightly, the water tolerably énlim. Paddling 
lip the mouth of Scott's Run, we sighted two black ducks 
800 yards ahead, Wishing to get the result as accurately 
as possible, we advanced swiftly and silently until within 
as near as we could then judge of 90 yards, and, sighting 
on the nearest duck, fired. Itneyer moved. Sticking a 
pole into the bottom where we shot, we rowed at once to 
the spot where the dead duck lay, and drove another 
stake—the water averaging about six fect in depth—then 
running a line from pole to pole, we found the distance, 
by actual measurement, 110 yards. We found the marks 
of but four shots in the bird, two near the eye antl two in 
the breast, The other duck flew off, apparently unhurt. 
There being no further use for them on that day, they 
were put aside and forgotten until this morning, when 
wwe took them out for a conclusion of the trial. With the 
70 yards' cartridge, loaded as above, we killeda “ dipper” 
duck in the stream back of our kennels, and tying one end 
of a cord to the dop"s collar, sent him for the duck and as- 
certained that the distance was 78} yards, The duck’s 
neck was broken and badly torn. 
Haying a curiosity to know the effect of a shot at 40 

yards, with a 60 yards’ cartridge, we sharpened the end 
of 2 piece of shingle, 4x6 inches, and drove it into the top 
ofastump. The wind was blowing hard from the north, 
and the target was standing east from us, After shool- 
ing, we found the thread thrown neatly across the stump, 
not a shot in the target, and the ground torn by the 
whole discharge in the side of a slight hill 15 yards ahead 
of the stump, and on a line six inches to the right of it— 
a natural result, 

‘We are fully convinced that these cartridges, when 
properly nsed according to manufacturer's directions, are 
a perfect success, and a decided acquisition to the sports- 
man's outfit, True, the price is rather steep ; but a few 
of them must find their way into every shooter's ammu- 
nition case when their value is fully known. We findno — 
trouble with brass shells used as above stated—haye — 
never shot them from paper shells, Would like to hear 
from others on the subject, having noted but two com- 
munications in recent volume of FORMS! AND STREAM, 

For the benefit of strangers, would say that we have no 
acquaintance wilh Messrs, Schleher & Co,, and no fur- 
ther interest than every sportsman should haye in a 
really good and useful invention so clearly associsted 
with their pleasure. BH, & C. Yor CuLIN. 

ANOTHER ComMPLAInT of CHEAP GuNS.—Brooklyn, 
April 1Tih,—Editor Forest and Stream:—As “A 
Sufferer” has started the ball rolling in your last issue in 
reference to gun selling, Iwill add my experience, and 
say itis about time that something was done for retail 
dealers by our manufacturers and wholesale houses, who 
now sell one gun with a discount off to any one who 
comes along; ag cheap as toa tradesman who has devoted 
his lifetime to the business. This isnot only so as to guns, 
but also with shells, wads, powder, shot, etc, Allowmg 
the right of all men to do as they please, and to sell Len 
wares at prices to suit themselves, I question mnoch if 
this is a correct way of business, But ‘* Sufferer” must 
come to the conclusion, as I have done long ago, that © 
brains, energy and skill without plenty of cash do not al-— 
ways succeed, STARVATION, 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

MAarwr—dndurn, April 16th.—Scores of flnss-hall matches shot 
on the grounds of the Androscoggin Sporting Club, Past Diy, 

April lath :— 
B. M. Beavett...-...--.--+2.4-+: »11211111111111111111-20 

«WR, BHYABE. 66. ee cece cee eee 101270001710111100111-18 
Ni. BFickett. =. --- 6. nse O1OT10010001TLTOOF 10-10 
3.¥%. Bmerron- LOVILILI10111 LINO 16 
H, D. Donovan. -OF10LTILLTIT111011 11-17 
Geo, Gifford 1110100001111 0TO0T1I—-I2 
James MeGe .11002700010110011 101-10 
FP. Dunn..... 00 0071T1010000111 0000-7 
Bnei O11. Eta ST oe nh te Paley ate TITLONLOLOL0O010OLOLIO—I1L 
Th. W. Cobo. -....-...-....--.- TITLINIOLIVIT0111IITI- 
Joho Pettingill....--— --.«....-- TIILITIL0LTO1OLIOOII0H14 
TEs HAVEYS. ee eens noes 0110107 000T017110000—8) 
Fe w> Halises2e2> een ae TMOOITIITONTOLINONOLO 9 
M. Burleigh, ayn -LIODTLILITIDIOTILIV LO 
P, Jerries. ~ 1101100101100 113 01011—12 
J, GB, Jones, . O10110014 —4 
E.G. Heuth -11100011010000011000—5 
i. G. Nason- . 11101 71919121211001 b-—-16 
CL, Cushman... ..---+2+- +++ ---- LAVOTNITOOTTOLTOTOIOUL 
Chas. F_ Nason.....--. Pe AES LUIJLITLLIAVILL0LII Qe 
§. Shaw.-..---:: ae ve eeeeee QOTLLLT1T112107 11011 21-46 

Open to All without fee. 

Scores of Messrs. Mmurton and Kickett devided wateb for clity 

badge, Hmerton holding, Pickett challenginy, 
Mateh between Mr. Chis. F, Nason, of Androsaor2in Sporting 

Club, und Mr. J, B. Jones, of Peaks Island Club, for state ot Muine 
Gluss-Ball Championship und diamond badge. Mr. Nason holiing: 
badge, Mr. Jones challenging > twenty single vises; Cyrd trap; 10 

double:— 
Singles. : 

ATs EPCUINGG LAD ac su ceberea (ecrim econ ee 11110 1110u0001111 
Chas, Fy Nason...... Cyctetos-ees tenes Dee De Pe UT OO 8 

Diuuhiles. 

J.B, Jones....... . dt 0 00 OF OL ad 11 1) wd 
Obas, F, Nason.. fail uot i 1 ww 
Nason, 32; Jones, 85, - 

Connecricur.—lew Haven, Aprilidth.—The New Haven. 
Club held itz reg ulur modai shoot to-day. Cying to the cold te 
were out, Friend Merwin played just lopg enough to win 1 
badge tho secondtime. He wishes to inform his friends that 
chilled 3 will break glags balls, they dan see the gold badge 



sumer at Meryin's TDoint. Success, Homer; but you must 
shoot from the shoulder. 

Sweep No.1; Card trap — 
PTATIBCI. oo. 7-25 8-5 4 010 J—#| Wolsom.... ...... 1. OUD dtd 
Beers... ea 114 11—5| Penn..-.- Ths eae ~O1L11 
JOVEY se esse dede yee LEYTE 

On tie of 6 balls Jorey wou second. 

Sweep No. 2; Catd trap :— 
Tiinson,,.....5+---,7+2 1 b1d—6| Torey..--.-.,-.,...-.1 1111-8 
FolsOm......e000e.55-1 0711-4] Penn...,.... secoeeee ed LL TG 
Beers....----s2.0..:,1111T1L> 
On ties Jorey won first money, 

Sweep No, 3; three traps, Bogardus rules s— 
ROOM... cece yee i 1114 sds senesced £11 0-8 

Sheeeesl Lt O—t JOrey A423 -L0114—4 
Perip. 2553.2 stntsy;4¢:1 0110-3 | Hansen....,--.. L101 

Ties, Hansen won first, Penn second. 

daha a ta Oard trap — 
Folson...... vevnvecsted Dd DLI=6) Penn. tei wietenee ok LLAOKS 
Flansen.-.,:..:. need 1111-5 Jorey.. Prt src oe 11111—5 
Boers.-....--0.. ++ 0000 1-1 

Ties, Jorey wou ‘first. 

Sweep No.5; Card trap :— 

presets eels 8|Penn..... cfutecee v1 11 4 
Hansen te 5, 4 | JOVO Ys.) -22s2eecs eee D 11 11-6 
RECKS.5).0 nn oi 1101E4 

On tie, Penn won first. 
Sweep No.6; Card trap:— 

Folsom. .+;....4---.--1 12 1 1—6 |,Penn............0 sees £13 11—6 
Tfansen wl 10% 1-4) Torey... 2.62. 22201 1 1 
Beers. 2... ie, avuviie AL Leshan 
. On tie, Folsom won first, Penn second. 
Sweep No. 7i— 

ayonees 1 ob 
Oe Were aes 
eee) weaved 

On tie, Penn second. 

Medal shoot; 3 Bogardus traps:— 

Folgom, ..:.. 121227111111110111111—18 
[ansen.. . OLT1T7V7111111311111110077% 
Boe) pe OL0LT107011101 1101 1-14 

Joray ..., PIT LADAA VILA T1210 OL PDI 
Merwin... 2.245. -- este tine JLLVITIILI111V111111—20 
Beers.............cc...02...1000TO00T0T0R01T01110—-9 
IROULUIME VER er ean sess eller lelet aOsval Ll laalet DL I—1s 

PRNNSYLANIA,— North Hast, April 7ih.—Two diys' tournament; 

g)nss balls; Mole trap; 18 yards; ties nt 21 yards and 26 yards ; class 

shooting. Among the shooters, Bell and Register were from 

Pittsburg; Pierson, from New Castle; Taylor, from Buffalo; 

Jones, from Wadsworth, Ohio: Elliott, May and Wilson, from 
Franklin, Pa; Kiser, from Elk City, Clarion County, Pa.; Tiede, 

from Rdenburg, Pa.; Peacock, from Westfield, N. ¥.; Collins and 

Brockway, from Ripley, N. ¥.; Shattuck, from Kiantone, N. ¥.: 
Irwin, from Mayyille, N. ¥.; J. H.and Jake Graham and Love, 
trom Erie, Pa.; the others from North Bast, 

First mateh; 10 balls:—W. S. Bell 7, E. M. Kiser 7, Ed. Taylor 8, 

Fred Riede 9, I. Register 9, G, W. Shattuck 4, B. F. Jones 6, F. Pier- 

son 6. Riede and Register divided first, Taylor second, Bell and 

Kiser divided third. 
Second match; 10 balls:—Bell 9, Taylor 7, Kiser 5, Jones 6, 

Niede G, Hd. [rwin 7, J.B. Graham 10, Register 8, G. H. Mottier 7, 

fi. Pierson $, Graham first, Bell second, Pierson and Newister shot 

off for third, and Register won; Mottier fourth. 
Third wnateh; 10 balls:—Bell 9, Register 6, Taylor 4, Tones 10, 

Ricdes, Inwin 7, W. A, Collins 6, Kiser6,F. Brockway 6, 'T. Pen= 
cock: 8, G. W. Shattuck 6, J.E. Graham 7, Mottier 6. Jones first, 
Ttell second, Riede and Peacock tied for third,and Itiede won; 
Irwin and Graham tied for fourth, and Graham won. 
Fourth mateh; 10 balls:—Bell 8, Kiser 8, Riede 9, Shattuck 5, 

Taylor 4, J. B. Graham 1, Irwin 5. Riede first, Rell and Kiser 
divided second, Taylor and Graham third. 

Fifth match; § balls:—Bell 5, Peacock 2, Pierson 4, Kiser 5, Col- 

lins $3, Brockway 3, Taylor 4, Jones 5, Riede 4, Jake Graliam 8; 
Register 4, I. B. Cushman 2, J. B-Scouller 4, J. E. Graham5. Bell, 

Kiser, Jones and Graham shot off for first, and Grabam won, 
Scouller, Riede, Register and Taylor shot off for second, and 
Riede and Scouller tied four times, and after getting 11 straight 

eneh, divided; Collins, Brockway and Jake Graham shot off for 
ihird, and Collinsand Brockway divided, 

Sixthmatch ; 10 palls;—Ball 8, Riede 7, Jones 8, Register 9, Jake 

Graham 6, Scouller 7, Collins 6, Kiser 9, Brockway 7, Taylor 7, 
Trwin 6, J.B. Graham 7, John McGaughy7. Register ipl Riser 
divided first, Itel] and Jones diyided second, Riede, Scoullery 

Rrockway,laylor, J. H, Graham and McGaughy shot off for third, 

alld Riede won. 
Seventh match; 10 balls:—Bell &, J. Graham &, Jake Graham 5 

Peacock 3, Tayior 9, Kiser 9, Riede 10, Jones 7, Mottier 8 Riede 

first, Taylor and Kiser diyided second, Bell, Graham and Mottier 

shot off for third, and Bell won. 
Bishith match; 4 balls:—Bell 4, J. E, Graham 4, Jones 0, ‘Tay- 

lor 2, Jake Graham 0, Kiser 5, Peacock 0, Scouller 2, Mottier 4. 

Kiser first, Bell, Gruham and Mottier shot off tie for second, and 
Bell and Graham diyided. 
Ninth match; 1 balls:—Bell 8, Register 8, Taylor 10, Kiser 9, 

Riede 10, W. A. May 3, C. D, Bliiott 2, John Wilson 6, Jones 6, Jake 

Graham 4, J. B, Graham 7, Peacock 2, Taylor and Riede divided 
first, Kiser second, Bell and Register divided third, 
Tenth match; 10 balls:—Bell 7, Register 7, May 5, Ricde 9, Tay- 

lor 6, Kiser & Wilson 3, Peacock 4, Jones 5, J. 8. Graham 9, Graham 

and Riede divided first, Kiser seconds Bell dnd Register divided 

third. 
Bleventh match; 20 ballg:—Bell 17, May 15, Riede, 17, Kiser 14, 

Peacock 8, Wilson 13, Jones 17, Taylor 13, Eliott 7, J. BE. Graham 
Vi, Register 16, L, B. Cushman 13, Collins 12, Brockway 10, Mottier 
12. Bell, Riedie, Jones and Graham shot off for first, and Riede 
wou; Register got second; May and Kiser divided third. 

‘To the oredit of Mr. Bell, Riede left before the-ties were shot 

oi, and had Bell stoot for lym. Gell wou1tfor Riede, though he 

(Bell) wus also shooting for himself. 
Twelfth mateh, 5 palls:—Bell 4, Jones 5, Wilson 2, May 2, Taylor 

4, J.B, Graham 6, Scouller, 3, Peacock, 4. Jones and Graham shot 
ot! tie for first, and Graham won; Bell, Taylor and Peacock shot 
olf for second, and Bell won ; Scouller got third. 

Thirteenth match, 5 balls :—Lell 3, May 1, Wilson 2, Jones 3, J, B, 

Grahum 4, Peacock 1. Graham first; Bell and Jones divided 
Recond. 

Fourteenth match, 5 balls:—Beill5, J. 8. Graham 3, Peacock 1, 
May 1, Elliott. 2, Wilson 5. Tell and Wilson divided first, and Gra- 
ham got second. 
Filteenth match, 8 balls, 26 yards:—W. 8. Bell 7, J, H. Graham 6. 
Sixteenth mpptelts Bi balls:—Love 3, Jake Graliamd, Wilson, 5, 

Scouller 1, May 2, Pepeock 2, Brockway 3, Collins 4, Mottier 2 

Wilson first, Gollins second; Loye and Brockway shot off third, 
aid Brockway won. 
Seventeenth match, 5 halls :—Mottier 3, Peacock 1, Jake Graham 
| ae May-2, Elliott 1, Collips 4, Brockway 3, Peed le aa and 

————————————— ee 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

Collins 8, L. GB. Gushman 4, Mottier 2. Brockway and Graham 

divided first; May and Cushinan shot off tie for second, and Cush- 
mnu won; Collins got third. 

New Jensex—Matuwan, April 1th.Sceore of the Midway 

Shooting Association of this piace; grounds of the olub, near tha 

junetion of the freehold and Long Branch Railroad, TVirsb prize 
fun; second prize, the club badge; 4 traps; Iioz. shot; 40 yards 
bounds; one barrel :— 

¥erds. Killed. 
eT et Hope OLTYLDTILT 1 3 
preety oy rs te wd PUirtrrvirgin2d 3 
A, RK. Coleman. . le et Tok i? 
WA. Dunlop.. rAd Pa io 1 24 0 P18 
FF. N, Bank,....- val DTLrTroezrit2id is 
J. Van Brackle.. vn 0S Rs Ts Gb as Be Pt ET 
G. Tyerett.... -24 LTd1’oortow 
5. Lambertson. ee td a OD Oo 2 006 
Bee OSE Gore Fe ants 0 delet uh stmole fe ct a TR a Tic 0 Bot 
H. A. Warne RB TAirpowartirtirEes 
CG. A. Warne, 10qi1i1id0dw 

Ties at 5 birds cac 

Jas. Lamberton. .2 a FP. N. Bank. 10010—2 
H. Haight... a1 F. BE. Hyer... 1111] 1-5 
= R. Coleman,,.21 0111 0—8| H.A. Warne 100 w—1 

. A. Dunlop...21 10 0 Iw— 

Wise took the badge, ind Iyer the gun, 

OApPrPAL OCrry Gun Ciun.—Washington, D. C., April l7th—At a 

moecting of this club, 13th inst., it was yoted that there should be 
a weekly match of 20 single and 10 double balls, and the percent- 

age of bulls broken in such matches should determine cach mem- 

ber's standing at the close of the season, thus obviating the necos- 

sity of shooting off ties. The first match was shot to-day, and the 

result is shown below. The smoke target balls were used on trial, 

and the result was 60 favorable that the club will probably adopt 
them in the future for all matches. At the meeting on the 13th it 

wasalso yoted to purchase a gold badge, to be competed for once a 

month in a single-ball match of 20 balls, the members to be handi- 
capped. The first match forthe badge will be shot next Satur- 
day, the 24th inst., and thereafter the first Saturday of each month, 
In the single-ball mateh yesterday Mr. Mills shot 25 yards risa, all 

the others2lyards. The double match at 18 yards, from two traps 

placed ten yards apart, sprung at the same time, Bogardusrules. 

Single match :— 

E. 1. Mills. 1121121111111111111111-20 
HS. Peck..,.... -11111111111111111111-20 
veered a tae MALLIDALLIITL11111111-2 
#H,M. MeLeod.. 2A1072111011211311111118 
T. 1). Kime... .. T1121111211111110110 118 
J, R. Moorhous-. -1T011T111111110101111—7 
W.W. Eldridge ~-L1011111119101111111-17 
Q. J. Stoddar O111117121011111111010—6 
Be We NA OR elas re ey s4- 11110110011101111110—15 
Double match i— 

EB, M. MeLeod,..11 11 11 11 10—9| H. L. Shepard,..01 11 10 11 10—7 
RE. as Millse re. Il 11 11 11: 10—9| PL Te tgs OL 11 11 00-6 
7”. B. King....... 11 OL 31 10 11—8| E.8. Peck....... 110 00 10 10— 
J.R. Moorhous..10 10 11 10 11-7 |G. J, Stoddard. 10 O1 10 00 QU—4 
W. W. Eldridge.11 10 10 11 10—7 oa 

LOvISVIELE SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCTATION.—TheE Louisville Sports- 

men's Association, of Lonisville, Ky., will hold a pigeon shooting 
tournament May sist to June bth, inclusive. Tyyenty-four 

matches are provided for in the programme. The Secretary is 

Mr. T. C. Barbour, 166 Maino street, Louisville, Ky. 

GuLr Cry Gun Crus.—Mobpile, Ald., April 14th._Monthly con- 

test for gold badge; 20 glass balls each; from three Huber traps, 
sereened. Wind strong from shooter :— 

J.C. Bush - ep detasee tes de DO a Pe Sona Tt Pa t—20) 
G. W. Tunstail Wectre owe a-+, T11111111121111111111—0 
Geegyheas LUALUPLLIUIT Lit li—20 
J.8- Alexandar .. 11110111111111110111—18 
S$. Seales -LTOLLTILTILTLI1IIL1011111—-18 
FB. Catre. wil... -O1TLT1ITIL1T0111011111111% 
C. R. Harwell 0021722111111011111111-17% 
Ne Palit, O20) leony pares sees LILOV1IO00L1ITL1121111101-16 
D. Dobbs TILLOO0ON0LLIV0T11111111—18 

»1L101171110111111011011—-0 
Jas, Shelton..........--.... LOOLOLIOLOL111111111—15 
F, A. Sheffield....,,,- ..--10101201111011111100—14 

Ties on 20 — 

usb e o ges eon 14111 I—5| Vass..........,...1 0 —1 
Tunstall.......... 1111 3-5 
Second tie: 

LS TSP wert ae = 2 a 1141 1-5] Tinmstall..........1 0 —1 
Mr. Bush winning the medal by breaking 30 stright balls; Mr. 

Tunstall breaking 26 straight, and Mr. Vass 21. 

Misstssrprr—Union Church, April 10th.—Union Church Gun 

Club’s first meeting of the season, ‘The weather was fair, Two 

Bogardus old-style traps; 15 yards rise; single balls; Bogardus 

rules :— 

ae: Metres pat tases att 22 18 011101000111111—10 
3.8. Gillig..... t TI1TO11I1101001T1L1 
J.B, Lamb .. 000111011110010—8 
Se ees 101111111111111—14 
C. Newitan,... os. t ei ee se lB re etn ONCE cea e 

A CHALLENGE ACCEPTED.—Brookiyn, April 20th.—Hditor Forest. 

and Stredm:—I notice Captnin A. H. Bogardus issued a chal- 

lenge toany manin America a short time since, previous to bis 
going to England, in which he allows any {man that accepts, to 
name the match, and he would wager two to one. I thereforo 

accept his challenge and name the stakes $300 to his $1,000 for the 

following pigeon match; Titty pairs, double? rises, Long Island 

rules to govern; with the exception of find and trap for cach 

other, or find substitutes. Match to take place at the Brooklyn 

Driving Park any time mutually agreed upon within one month 

fvom date. I have this day deposited with BH. H. Madison, 564 

Fulton street, the sum of $100. Wx. Kina, 

or 

AN OPINION ON TRAP-SHOOTING, 

DANSYILLE, N. ¥., March 260, 

EHilitor Forest and Stream :— 
In & March, 1880, issue of Forrsy AND Stream, picked up at 

random, which nuuiber, by the way, chronicles a comparatively 
light weck for stub nCorE I figure as follows, under the head 

of “Shooting Matches”’; 

Whole number of pigeons shot at..... 3209 
Whole number of pigeons killed . + 850 
Whole number of pigeons TsReA. ure 650 

At the head of some of the scores I notice, “Birds yery wild;" 

“High wind prevailing ;” Cold, drizzling rain,” ete,, which goes to 
show that March is not par occellence the trap-shooter's month; 
so it is hardly fair to multiply the results of the week hy fifty-two, 

and call the products just aggregate ofa year at the trap, How 
eyer, for the sake of argument, let us strike 4 balance :— 

Whale number of pigeons shot ah, 2,868 
Whole number of plzeons killed, aay 44,088 
Whole number of pigeons missed...,....-......... .. 19,200 

Quite startling ; and Forusr AND S€REAM quotes only a small 

per vent. of the matches going forward. Other sperting journals 
furnish lists just as long and sanguinary, while the results of 
many an unwritten field day swells the grand total. 

a 
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There are two sides to this subject of trap-shuoling, Tet us 

carefully canyass both, and see wherein lies the baianece of reason, 

fnd judgment. The yotaries of the trap, in pressin (Weir claims 

for consideration, hold: First, an increase of skill with the »un— 

granted without argument or comment, saye to remaric, thai the 

coolest trap shot, who in the open drops his eight out vf ten 

pigeons, will find himself as much at fault, nuy, more so, thin the 

meanest pot-hunter, when a cock-prouse hurtles through thee 

thieket at that rate; which makes the covering of the bird an 

impossibility, and the instinctive ‘snap-shot’ alone available. 

Seeond, it affords a pleasant recveation for sentlomen who, per- 

force, ale housed most of the time, ‘This ig a very good argeu- 

ment; for anything that helps our overworked business men to 

more dvesh air and exercise should be sustained, so long as it is 

legitimate and ‘‘sauare.’* Now the law has lezitimatized trap 

shoofing; and yet I hold it to be an evil practice far beneyth the 
dignity of the gentlemen who sanction it. 

Is it any credit to aman to stand twenty-one paces from a 

plunge-trap, and with a 10-bore gun, goad for a mallard at sixty 

yards, knock over ten successive tililless, frightened pigeons from 

whom long confinementhes extracted three-fourths of all the lif 
they eyer had? Ave gentlemen doing right in encouraging the 

notting of these birds, by offering fancy prices for them? Is (hla 
doubtful industry of any practical zood to the nation or indiyid— 

uals? On the whole, igs not the neiling of pigeons and their 

slaughter at the trap cruel, unmanly and unsportsmanlike? I 

my humble opinion, it is decidedly so; 1nd Tam sura J will be up- 

held in this assertion by the better class of sportsmen for the fol- 
lowing reasons :— 

But a few years ago wild pigeons were abundant, and plenty 

of real exciting sport could be had in pursuing them. Now, owing 

to the sudden and reprehensible mania for trap-shooting that has 

taken possession of our sportsmen, they are, like the Mezsina 

quail, very scare. Constantly pursued, they are melting aways 

and soon will be only known to natural history as an extinet 

species, and another generation, in trayersing the corridors of 

the Smithsonian, will erowd abouta single specimen of Eclopistes 

migratorius (if haply one be left by the trap-shooters for this pur- 

pose) and gay, * Behold the bird our fathers sacrificed to a relic of 
barbarism called trap-shooting.” 

Tn following out these annihilatory measures, sportamen are, 

to quote an humble apothem, but“ Biting their own noses off.” 

They are precluding the possibility of any sport in that not far 

distant future, when the game in our thickly settled districts 

shall have become extinct; for the pigeon, when not loo much 

harassed, frequents the haunts of man and offers a magnificent 

alternative in the absence of what our sporting writers are 

pleased to term ‘legitimate game." 

Many of us cau look back with pleasure to the time when the 

great flocks used to visit us semi-annually in the spring and fall, 

and we are ready to stoutly affirm that, although in the interyal 

we haye had our fill of pinnated grouse shooting in the West, and 

quail shooting in the South, we neyer quite reached that standard 

‘| of pure enjoyment meted out to us on the hills about our own 

natiye town, when, stealing ont in the gloaming, we have taken a 

favorable position near some newly sown wheat field, or contlgu- 

ous to some oak or beech woods where the mast was plenty, and 

midat the musie of rushing wings and booming gim pecanio ul- 

most satiated with pure unadulterated sport. 

Is it too late foraremedy? Tho ghastly scores published each 

week—the apathy of our law-makers, who say, Shoot not the in- 

dustrious woodpecker," “Bring not down the soaring night 

hay, but the pigeon thou canst shoot at will at all times; and 

thou canst take thy nets even to the borders of his nesting 
grounds,” seem to say, ** Too late.’ And yet thera is a chance to 
bring this beautiful little bird back to its former stale of plenty, 

nnd this is the suggestion; Tell the jwoodcock, quail, snipe, ruffed 

grouse (et id genus omne) to move along and make room in their 

ranks for the pigeon; let him become a recognized game bird, and 

os such protected by law. Make for him «# close season; hold his 

nesting places inviolate; taboo the net; frown down the trap, 
and it is done, 

It would require no small amount of se}f-denial on the part of 

sportsmen to giyeup the trap, Butso long as the class ball fille 
the loss so completely, no thinking sportsman ought to hesitute, 

One can get the same exerciso; the sime fresh gir can exert his 

skill to.a8 great a degree, improve his shooting Juat as much, and 

all the time have that serene consciousness that he is not contrih- 

uting his mite toward annihilating the pigeon. We have perse- 

cuted him long enough, Let us reverse the order of things, and 
elevate him to the dignity of game—a position he will not dis- 

grace, either on the wing or in the pie. Then shall our children 
enjoy the fruits of our efforts, and the bloody details which every 

week deface the pure columns of thia pauper shall be done away 

with. H.W. De L. 

Che Rifle. 
———— 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

MAssAagnusrris—Boston, April lith,—The third competition in 
Eyerybody’s Match drew outa good attendance of members of 

the Massachusetts Rifle Association at ihe meet to-day at the 

Walnut Hill Range. The weather conditions were excellent, and 
a large number of fine scores were recorded, There were eizhty- 
eight entries, and the appended table gives tiyenty-four of the 
best scores made -— 

Dea VS OSTELOIO: Co ntie este nieevepkaranee 
WRG- GUGM = a airy peo saa eral Fea ney eae 

O.M, Jewell. 
lie-eutry. 

W. Charles. Ao 
He-cntry..--.... ae 

H.F, Richardson 
Re-entry... 69 

J. Nichols... 
Re-entry. 

i. Tyler... 
Re-cutry. 

GR. Grilling 
Tte-entry .. 

1 on OT Or Or 

JH. Willlams. 5 5 4 
Re-cnutry... 4 ff 4 

O. H. Pratt. 4 5 4 
Ne-entry-. A 4 5 

J. B. Osborn. 4 4 4 
= J. Borden, 

Re-entry 
C, J. Puipe.. 
A.C, Gonld-. 
Vv. L. Burt.....--.... ri 

According to the terms of ‘tho match the prize for the first hast 
individual seore made prior to 2 o'clock was caphured hy Mr. N. 

W. Arnold with a total of46, W. Charles and H. Tyler used mili- 
tary rifles during’ yesterday’s competition, and, by the rules of 

the handicap, scorn an additional two pomts on vach of their 
respective scores, 

OS pe STS Sr i pe TS OT om Cr en 

= 

Sa 
CS ON ee Se eer 

— cs 

PRO ee ROE RR OCIS oom oem OF 

on 
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Sonverzen NoOTES._The team of the Manhattan Rifle Club, 

under Captain Aery, which won the Ballard rifle given by Messrs. 

Shoverling & Daly at Chicago last summer, held their sixth indi- 

vidual match April 14th for the same at the Union Hill Schuetzen 

Park. This rifle must be won three times by the same shooter 

before it becomes his property. Dayid Miller had wonit twice 

already, and some expected that he would bethe winner. If it 

had not been for Chas. Zettler he would have been, but Zettler 

making 213 points in ten shots he beat Miller, and has won it now 

also twice. 

The New York Schuetzen Corps, Captain Geo. Aery, held a 

practice shoot on the th inst. at the Schuetzen Park, Union 

Hill, N. J. Shooting was done at the “Bundes"’ ring-target, each 

shooter firing in each series ten shots at it. ‘he best scores made 

were, out of 250: B.Zettler, 204; Phil. Klein, 196; Capt. George 

Aery, 186; J. Radchold, 171; J. Brommerhop, 168; J. H. Lippe» 

165 ; F. Wilms, 163. 

Manaore Rirte GAULERY.—Boston. April 16ti.—Better shoot. 

ing has never been done ut this favorite resort for marksmen 

than during the past week; and in fact, so fur this month, the 

shooting has been of the highest order. Mr. W. W. Harrison has 

added to his record one more clean score, making six so far this 

month, which places him to the front for the extra prize of $20 

for the highest number ot clean scores. Mr. U. A. Pollard has 

also made two more clean scores this last week, making him three 

full scores 80 far this month. In the second class the shooting 

has been splendid; Mr. Geo. F. Elisworth, of the Gardner Rifle 

Club, heads the list with two clean scores, and three splendid 39's, 

followed by Messrs. Farrar, McKenzie, Winship, James and Swift 

yanking in the order named, Last month Messrs. Harrison and 

Richardson were tie for the first and second prizes. In shooting off 

the tie Mr, Harrison made 192 out of a possible 200, winning the 

first prize. Mr. Richardson followed closely with some yery fine 

shooting. There was also 4. tie for the third and fourth prizes be- 

tween Messrs, Arnold and Merrill, Mr. Arnold winning with 187 

out of a possible 200; Mr, Merrill making 184. The subjoined 

summary shows the capital shooting during the week at the Mam- 

moth; 150 fest; rounda 5; possible 40; five scores to win, or pos- 

sible 2! 
First Class. 

W. H. Harrisom.....-.--.¢--+-++ 40 40 40 40— 

U. A. Pollard.... 
89 40 40 40—197 

®, HW. Richnrdson 89 39 39 39-19 

J. Merrill....-2-2)e0eceee st tet eerste eee recess 88 38 39 39—192 

Second Class. 

eo, FE. Elisworth..-.-. Pe He ant ere, B89 39 39 49 40—197 

f W. Farrar..--.-+ 38 388 38 39 39—192 

Gordan McKenzis- 88 38 38 38 39—191 

F, A. Winsbip..-. . 81 87 88 38 38—188 

NW. S. James. . Bf 387 387 38 38—187 

P. D. Swift... . 8 37 BY 38 38187 

FLW. Sbaron.. 34 Bh 36 3837 37—179 

H. Shumway. 
85 35 36 36 36-178 

G, 0. Pratt B84 34 36 38T 37-178 

H. 0. Pratt . 35 85 35 36 386-177 

Geo. Estes . , 35 35 35 36 36—17T 

A, O. Staples 35 85 85 35 36—176 

G. R. Curtis. 85 85 35 35 35—175 

Geo. D. Edson | 84 86 85 35 35-174 

H.C. Smith.,...---+:s-2200 . 84 34 85 35 35-173 

Wim. R. Spark......----- 7h SP ceed eseaitiode ees 34 34 34 85 8b—162 

Gno, E, RAYMORE, Manager. 

Medford, April 16th.—There was a small attendance at the reg- 

ular weekly shoot of the Raymond Sportsman’s Club, held at 

Bellevue range to-day, owing +o the inclemency of the weather. 

Mr. H. Dutton broke forty straight balls thrown from the double 

and rotary traps. Appended is the result with this weapon :— 

Double. Rotary. Total. 
seed 20° 40 Fi. Dutton........:-206+ tos. 

K. P. Gleason..... Pe ii 16 33. 

Di Rirk woods ss... ee cer renee tere ees _— 18 18 

Messrs. Kirkwood and Schaefer succeeded in making 56 out of a 

possible 60, with the rifle. ‘The scores are as follows:— 

. Kirkwood .....+.---- i628 og »- 6 56 6 64 5 6 6 6 6—56 

De Bonafer... HBA 3 .5 65 66 6 6 6 4 6—56 

B, James -6 66565 6 & 4 5h 
GC. Richards . 6 56 5 4 6 5 4 b 6 450 

B. Bennett....: 22 ..--e2eee eee 3545 64 5 6 6 448 

Mr. B. James won the first special prize and H, Bennett won the 

gecond special prize. 

Wakefield, April 17th—The ninth competition in the shot gun 

series of the Wakefield Amatour Kifle Association was held this 

afternoon, the weather conditions being unfavorable, a bad light 

andrain preyniling most of the time. Below are given 12 of the 

_hest scores :— 

C.D. Harrison. 4455 5 4 5—82 | David Ogilvie.- 455544 4-81 

Simon Paul.,.. 4645 45 6-32 J, Bastman,.,.. 345445 4-29 

CO. H. Russell... 654544 4—31! W. P. Mete f..344445 5-2 
H. Withington, 4455444 #1 

ConnECrIoUT.—Collinsville, April 14th.—Canton Rod and Gun 

Club, Riverside Range. Weekly practice meeting at 200 yards, 

off-hand ; 3 pounds pull :-— 

Mass. Oreed. 
4d G.I. tawis....- ...10 12 11 1 8 10 10 2 8 10—102 

QO. B, stull.-. » 11 10 22 7 10 9 TW 9 9 10-98 48 

G. J. Case, ..-:---+« 1010 10 9 9 9 10 12 10 6% 40 
J.D. Andrews.....10 9 9 9 10 7 10 7 & 9 88 40 
B. Fancher....---- 9 Hw 5 8 10 8 7 10-8 40 

CrrepmMooR—Apnil 17tt.—Dwo matches afi Creedmoor to-day 

were shot in the teeth of a heayy gale, both at longand short 

ranges. The eyent of the morning was the Remington Gold Match 

ef 20 shots each at 900and 1,000 yards. Mr. 1. L. Allen had won 

the prize, which is $300 In gold, in two previous competitions, and 

narrowly missed making it his property yesterday, #s he scored 

the same total of points as Mr. Homer Fisher, whose record was, 
however, judged the better by “inverse order of shots,’’ as he 

closed his string with two“ bulls,’ Some of the gentlemen were 

obliged to use 17 points of wind at 900 yards. The best scores 

made were -— 

H. Fisher ......- eee seh cabot 
I. H. Allen -. §3 52 165 

J.P. Waters. - --73 78 Tal 

R. Rathbone, 4a ..T4 id 149 

U,, Gelger........ ate AS Sense oe it eens: 7a 68 148 

The Off-hand Indiyidual Match at 100, 200 and 300 yards filled with 

43 entries. The best scores out of the possible 75 points were F.H. 

Holton, 63; J. H. Brown, 68; J. H. Paulding, 65; W. M. Farrow, 64; 

R. Simpson, 61; D. 8. Banks, 63; A. H. Cobb, 61; D. F. Davids, 61; 
0, E. Jayutor, 60; F.J. Donaldson, 60. The match was one of a 
series fora set of prizes, aggregating $100in value. 

Ta IRISH-AMBRICAN Marcu.—Dhe Committee of the National 
Rifle Association Directors haying care of the details of the Trish- 
American Match on this side the water are pushing matters at a 

lively rate, and with this issue of the Forrest ano SraEeam long- 

range men throughout the country may know just what they are 

expected to do if they wish to secure the honor of a place on the 
team. On Tuesday Jnast the committee issued the following call — 
“To the Riflemen of America: The Ni: ational Rifle Association of 

Ameriva haying accepted an invitution from the Irish Rifle Asso- 

ciation to shoot a return match in Ireland in June or July next, 
dezires the oo-operation of the riflemen throughout the country 

| porson winning the same. 

in selecting a team to represent this country in the match, and in 
providing the funds necessary to pay the expenses of the under- 

taking, 

“Tt is the intention of the National Rifie Association of America 
to senda team which shall be truly national in character, and 
which shall represent all sections of this country ag far as possi- 
ble. The team will consist of a captain, six men and one reserve. 
The captain will be appointed by the National Rifie Association, 

and when appointed shall haye full authority oyer the team, sub- 

ject to supervision hy the National Rifle Associatiop. Each per- 

son selected as a member of the team and reserve will be required 

to sign the following agreement, and such signing shall be a nec- 

essary condition to become a member :— 
“(On condition of my being admitted as a member of the 

American Team of 1880, organized to shoota return match with 
Treland, I hereby agree to conform to such rules and regulations 

as may be established by the National Rifle Association of 

America and the captain of the team, for the government of the 

team, and to obey all instructions and commands given by the 

captain while I remain 4 member of saidteam. That I will go to 

Treland \yith the team and shoot In the match, or act as reserve, 

as the case may be.' 
“Four competitions for places on the term will be held at 

Creedmoor on May 11th, 12th, 14th and 15th, at 11 A.m. each day; 

fifteen shots at each of the distances of 800, 900 and 1,000 yards, 
without sighting shots or previous practice on the day of the 
competition, At the conclusion of the four days of competition 

the three competitors haying the highest aggregate on any three 

days out of the four shall become members of the team, pro- 

vided that if in all the competitions held throughout the country 

for places on the team not more than seven men are selected. 

Tf more or less than seven men are selected, those who are to 
compose the team will be decided upon as hereafter announced, 

“ Any rifle associations or clubs throughout the country may 

hold competitions on their own ranges or such 1anges as they 

habitually use for practice, for the selection of members of the 

team, and such competitions need not conform to those estab- 

lished above for the competitions to be held at Creedmoor. 

‘‘Ttis one of the conditionslof such"selection thateach club or 

association sending such representative or representatives as they 

may select, will pay toeir expenses while members of the teat, 

or that the individual who becomes a member of the team pursu- 

ant to these conditions will pay his own expenses as far as requir- 

ed by the National Rifle Association. A fund will be raised, how- 

ever, by the N. R. A., by subscription or otherwise, that it is 

hoped will be sufficient to pay the’ entire expense of the team. 

‘\ Bach association or club deciding to hold such competitions 

must notify the National Rifle Association of such intention not 
Jater than April 80th, and in sych notification will state how many 

representatives they intend to send. 
“Bach competitor must bea native born citizen and bona fide 

resident of this country. The representatives selected will mest 

on the range at Creedmoor, duly proyided with certifieates from 

their respective clubs that they have been selected as their repre- 

sentatives, at 11 A.M.on Tuesday, May 18th. 

“Tn case more than seven representatives from the various 

élubs, including the three members selected at Creedmoor, shall 

present themselves on the above date, they shall then hold three 
competitions at Creedmoor on the 19th, 20th and 21st of May, simi- 

lar to the four competitions held at Creedmoor on the 1ith, 12th» 

14th and 15th of May, and the seven whose scores on any tyo of 
the three days shallaggeregate the highest, shall form the team 

and reserye, subjeot to the following :— 

4+7n case any member so selected shall be deemed unfitted for 
a place on the team, he may be displaced by a two-thirds yote of 

the team, reserye and captain, and his place filled by some other 

competitor, who shall be selected by a majority yote of the re- 

mainder of the team. 
“* Should a less number than seyen present themselves at Creed- 

moor on May 18th, then the Board of Directors will fill the vacant 

places on the team in such a manner as may seem best and most 

desirable. After the final selection, the members of the team and 
reserve will deyote such time to practice, previous to their de- 

purture, as may be practicable. 
“+The team will sail about June 5th, and need not be absent 

more than forty-fiye days. ‘The expensesneed not exceed $350 

per man.’™ 
April 20th, 1880. 

—The 4th of September has been deeided on as the date for the 
beginning of the fall meeting at Creedmoor. _ The Palma match: 
if there beany this year, will be held Sept. 25th and 29th. 

—A. H. Weston, the Assistant Secretary of the N. R, A., is 
henceforth to haye powers co-ordinate in many respects with 

those of Directors, and he will report from time to time rifie mat- 

ters coming under his observation to the Board. 

—Mr. John H, Bird, who rendered such ood service in 1875, 
when funds were needed for the team trip to Ireland, again comes 

forward, and with the Seyenth Regiment Dramatic Association 

proffers a benefit performance. 

Gerc.eR RirLy CLus.—New York, 207 Bowery, April 18th.—The 

seyenth competition of the Zeéttler Rifle Club, for the Brown 

Medal, was shot at Guttenburg to-day; 30 shots; 200 yards; ring- 

target; any rifle; scores as follows: 

P. Penning......--... Leratape 654 | C. Judson................ a--- BP5 

H. Oehbl....- .. 647] C. G. Zettler.. .-- ... 579 

I. H. Brown .. 644| M. B. Engel. 578 

D. Miller,..+ . 611) M, Lb. Riggs. - 576 

M. Dorler- .. 603 | B. Zettler.- BGT 

Gl JOiner....s.esceceeecee---- 099)] FOO. Neil... ..2- Pee ech tints 

PENNSYLVANIA—Philadelphia, April 16th.—This afternoon at the 

Stockton Rifle Range the Remington Match, open to all comers, 

was contested, The terms of the match, as formerly stated, were 

as follows: First competition for a Remington Creedmoor rifle, 

yalue $100, presented by Messrs. Remington & Son; open to all 

comers; 200 yards; 10 scoring shots; weapon, any rifle except 

muzrle-loader; entrance fee, §1; rifle to be won three times, not 

necessarily consecutive, before becoming the property of the 

The highest scores made were as 

follows :— 
Dr. E. 0. Shakespeare.....-.-- 43 | A.V. Martin y,..---. ..---- 42 
Major Joseph H. Burroughs ..43| Gol. D. Lodor ----..-.+:..+.- 40 
George Fox..:...- ptetl id ibe 42 

WASHINGTON, D. C.—ConuMBIA RIFLE AssocrATION.—Last Sat- 
Urday, the 17th inst., was the second day of the club's spring 

series of long-range shiots, and the first of five for the competi- 

tive selection ofa marksman to represent the Washington orgen- 
igation in the approaching contest with the Irish team, The 

weather was badly against the attainment of even decent scores, 

and Frank Hyde, the guest of the association for the day, who 

entered and shot with the Golumbias, found fhe gusts of Ben- 
ning's fully as treacherous as those of Creedmoor. A strong Bhitt- 

ing windand 4 glaring light detracted Trom the oomfort of the 

marksmen and the records of the club. Seyen men, two of fam 

{i enough to have been in bed instead of fighting the wind, op- 

enedthe match at half-past two o'clock, The wind speedily dis — 

posed ofall except Dr, Soottand Frank Hyde. The Doctor started 
off well, and before he met witha reverse had scored ten consecu- 
tiye bulls, and thence onward dropped only two points, lexying 
lini with 78 to his credit. Three ved-birds at the close pulled 

down Mr, Hyde's otherwise splendid score to 70, while none of the 
others passed 64, On the marksmen moving back to 900 yards, 

they found the gale even more boisterous, and guns ana faces 

were covered with the driving sand-blast, the 1 o'clock wind 
needing from six to nine points’ allowance. Even the veterans 

felt relieved to get into the gixties,and all had more or less of 

magpies and rayens. Dr. Scott, by careful holding and steady at— 

tention to the vagaries of the streamers and wind-yane, rolled up 
a most creditable 69, while Mr, Lauritzen fought manfully for the 

sccond place with a hard-won 63, beating Mr. Hyde and Mr. Laird 

each by oné point. On beginning at 1,000 yards it became & fore- 

gone conclusion that the first and second places, carrying the 
prizes with them, lay with the Doctor and Mr. Hyde, but it wa3 
still anybody's fame for the third place, with Mr. Lauritzen a 

little nhead. The last stage was disastrous to all, for a dropping 
wind with flurries, and a changing light Nattened out all calcula- 

tions, and Mr. Adee and Dr, Seott were the only men to get aboye 

60. An unaccountable miss prevented Mr. Hyde from keeping 

them company. The following are the three leading scores {n 

detail :— 
s0-5 5555 556 6 5 4 4 5 Sb §-18 

Dr.8.J-Scott? 00-8 5544555 5 5 5 4 5 4 5-691205 
1000-38 544385455 4 4 5 5 4 3-68 

(90-5 565355555 5 5 4 4 4-10) 
Frank Hyde..4 900-5 4545 645 8 5 4 3 3 8 4-82 7-189 

jw0-4 4B 4B LOR G4 4B 5 4 SBS 
{s00-8 5 5345455345 5 4 46h) 

A.A Adee...) "00-4 3252584 5 5 2 5 8°5 4-57 7188 
000-5 3345555544 5 6 4 5-87 

TLovistANa.—Vew Orleans, April 11th.—The sixth individual 
shoot for the battalion cup, Washington Artillery, took place 

to-day at the New Orleens Clup Park, and was won by Major 
Ayma. The first shoot was won by Selph, second by Charlton 

third by Arms, fourth by Bradford, fitth by Selph, and sixth by 

Arms. The following was the score: — 

Dupre.......-. pecetes mieten 5 § 200 yards,,----. B85 4 4 4-20 
22 8 4 5-16-36 

Pty Ba tbdela beep gee eri waters B43 2 3-b 
803 0 0—f-€L 

G. W.Charlton,,..-......----. 4:34 3 37 
8.23 a 3 5-14-31 

P. Willatrubia..--- .-. 200 yards 3.35 3 4 3-16 
500 yards. 23 % 2 5-15-31 

Wi ATMA Has 852 petrae 2s enol } 200 yards. AS 4 4 4-21 
7500. yards. ‘4-48 3 3-11-38 

John Miller 34.1022 cceeeeee 52 . | 200 yards. “A £ 3 .38.-8—17 
500 yard 5 0 0 2 2—9—26 

H. M, Bradford ... 200 yard: B88 4 4 18 
500 yards 4 0 2 0 2-927 

Dudley Selph....,.... .} 200 yards “4 B Bb -B 4—18 
f00 yards. 8 4 4 8 5-10-37 

P, Michel........ nded -ptaeet «4 2 yards. 48 8 3 4-7 
500 yards, . 85 0 0 2-10-27 

OnT0.—Tifin, April M4ih.—The Tiffin Rifie Club held a mateb on 

the 13th inst., and shot for a target-rifie, made by P. A- Reinhard 
valued at $60. Distance 224 yards; muzalo and shoulder rest; 
ving-target, Dbull's-eye 2 inches, center 31, inner ht, outer 12 

inches; 5 shots each; possible count 25; Globe sights used. The 
wind blew a gale diagonally across the range all day. Rifle was 
wou by J. Sourwine, of Attica, Ohio. The following were the 

highest scores made:—J. Sourwine, #4; L. Seayald, 3; . Wo 

Rogers, 22; Ch. Huber, 21; G. W, Springer, 21. 
I wish to say to “Target,” of Hllchart, Ind., that Mr. Rogers, of 

Tiffin Rifle Club, made astring of19 inch in 20 shots, 224 yards, with 
Globe sights, muzzle and shoulder rest, at the annual toursament 

of the club, using a rifle made by P. A. Reinhard, and winning 

$40 in gold offered as a special prize for the shortest string made 

during the shoot. Buor SHor. 
—<——- 

‘A Hounver's EXPERIENCE.'—Virginia City, Montana, March 
2th,—Editor Forest und Stream :—Please correct following errors 

in the article ““A Hunter's Experience," in issues of March 14th. 

Jn fifth line from bottom of first column for ‘*25,"" read “2.” Tn 

first line of second column, for“ fell with one hundred and fifty 
yards, and where shot,” read * fell within one hundred and fifty 
yardfrom where shot.” In first line of paragraph next to the 

last, for “The fact of a rifle with a driving the center,” etc., leaye 

out “witha.” Where “antelopes, buffalos, bears, elks,"’ occur 
read antelope, buffalo, bear, elk."’ , FP, 

Noms DE Fusru.—Boston, April 10t.—Baltor Forest and Stream: 
—T have carefully read * Nick's" article upon ‘‘Talse Name->." He 

wields a free lance, speaking for the press, but is very careful to 

hide himself behind a bogus name, which he calls his nom de 

plimé. Has not a gentlemen that shoots as mugh sight to a mom 
de fustl? Be consistent, Mr.** Niok,” and do not ask your neigh- 

bor not to do what.you think is right to do yourself. We all con- 

cede that custom giyes you the right thus to hide yourself, and 

many lines are written under that coyer which would have been 

left unwritten, had the writer's full name to appear. We do n0f 

think you are a felon, or a bad man, that would cheat or steal, 

for using a nom deplime. Twrite in the full knowledge of, and 

respect for, the influence of the press. I know that a paper is not 

run for fun, but for dollars and cents, and what will mate 

* oold is putinto its columns, Reporters are employed to gather 
the information for the benefit of the paper, hut not to run a 

rifle range or a rifle Association. When we shont, we do so 

because we love ifand for health, not for the particular interest 

of the public, unless it is a match hetween different localittes or 
clubs, T agree with Mr. “Nick” that we should know whwu the 
party is, when we have the right to know him; but at other times 

Jet him shoot under his nom defusil. Tt is much easier for the rifle 

world to find out who ‘John Smith "is, than who Me.“ Niek" is, 
T hope that the New York papers will not sit right down upon 

rifle shooting in America, because some rifleman uses a borus 

name” at @reelmoor, Gentlemen haye private reasons that are 

perfectly honorable in using. a nom de fuail upon their loonl 

ranges, and they should be respected. Col, Bodine's reputation for 

honor will never be tarnished, for we all know him and will ever. 
respect him, Ww. H. JACKSON, 

THe Err oF BuLuets.—Camillas, IV. ¥., April 5th.—I wish to 

know just how tightly a naked conical bullet, .38 oal., with two 
cannelures, lubricated, and weighing 180 grains, should fit the 
poreofa breech-loader. Thaye a Wesson and a Winchester rifle 

of that caliber, and I reload my shells. Please do not ask me why 
Tdo not‘ assume at once that the molds furnished by the ranu- 

facturers are just right, and be satisfied," because [shall assume 

nothing of the kind, and with the good reason that of several 

molds no two make bullets of precisely equal caliber, One can 
be pushed through the barrel very easily by a haod-wiper, and 

atter the operation shows only very trifling indentations made by 

the lands, and anolher naked bullet feom another mold can 

only be driven through the same rifle with seyeral slurp mallet 
plows. Lhaye also ascertalned thaf in prapared cartridge balla af 
different makers there exists the saule yariation. Will you kind) 

— a 

i 
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settle the question in your next issue, and oblige myself and 
| friends? H.R. 

In long range breech-leading rifles, where loading from the 
muzzle is employed, the pitched bullets would drop down the 

barrel, and in the old muzale-loadersa gentle pressure with a vod 
Wus sufficient toram themdown on the powder, There is no ad- 

yantage gained in having a conical bullet so tight-fitting that it 

must be driven through the barrel by mallet blows, and there is 
the disadvantage of increasing the liability to leading. 

i 

EXPRESS BULLETS, 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND,, Mareh slat, 
Liditor Torest and Stream :— 

Having noticed for some time discussions in your vahisble 

piper on the destructive effect of express bullets, I desire to add 

my mite. Leaving out the question of accuracy of hollow- 

pointed bullets, I feel confident the shovk produced in a living 
body by impact of elongated bullets moving with the same veloc- 

ities, would be decidedly in favor of the hollow-pomted projec- 

tile, provided both were moving with very high velocity. Lin- 
Glose a sample of hollow-pointed bullet that has been fired into a 

bank ot sawdust, You will notice the resemblance to a button- 
Bhaped mushroom. In order to ascertain the action of hollow- 

pointed bullets when striking bodies of low or slight résistance, 

Tteok several 45cal. cartridges (bullets weighing 4U5grs. ; charge 

powder, J0zrs.) and bored a hole in the points of the bullets about 

one-eishth of an inch in diameter, continuing in the direction, or 

rather prolongation of the longér axis nearly seven-eighths of 

fn invh ; these holes were then filled with melted beeswax. I then 

tilled a packing-box, about eight feet long by three feet wide and 

three feet high, with loose sawdust. Standing about twenty feet 

from an open end of the box, fired into the sawdust, Pound 

upon examination the penetration in all cases was between five 
and six fact, and the bullets tools the shape of the inclosed sam- 

ple (button mushroom). ‘The service bullet fired into sawdust, 

 atsame distance with same charge of powder, had the same pen- 
eltration, but the bullets were very little disfigured, showing 

plainly the mark of the rifling. Lalso obtained the same results 
by tiring into ihis box filled with snow. Found very little differ— 

@nce between the penetration in this and in the sawdust. The 

hollow-pointed bullet turned inside out in the snow—sume as in 

sawdust. ‘These materiuls offer much less resistance to the pene- 

tration than the bodies of largé animals, consequently the disfig- 

urement or change of form of the hollow-pointed bullet would 

he much greater when slriking them. When exceedingly high 

_ yelocities are obtained, this change of form would be complete, 

the expanded disk formed by bullet spreading out from the point 
remaining in the body of the animal, and the basé of the bullet 

passing on beyond, possibly through the body, producing all the 

effects of an explosive bullet; for this bullet, from the time of 

impact, continues to penetrate and expand at the point, until the 
expanded portion, fron loss of velocity due to the increased sur— 

face of resistance, comes to a state of rest. or nearly so, and is 

itself penetrated py the solid base. At the time of impaci, the 

: beeswix becomes melted from heat generated by the resistance 

of the aixv and the body struck, and we then hayea column of 
Huid confined ina cylindrical space subject to great pressure. 

 Dihiis pressure, being equal in all directions, causes the bullet to 

@xpand in direction of line of least resistance (of the material 
 fromwhich the bullet is made) via: at the point in a plane perpen- 

“dicular to the longer axis. By this expansion continuing, the 

¢ylindrical hole in the bullet becomes cone-shaped, with the base 

‘of the cone at point of bullet. The enlargement at the point of 

the bullet inereases the surface of resistance, and owing to the 
non-elastic quality of lead, the particles in expanded portion lose 
velocity faster than the particles in the base. The base pressing 

more and more upon the expanded portion as the difference in 

the velocities becomes greater, changes the concaye-expanded 

point, first toa plane, then convex surface, and this change of 
form will continus until the difference in velocities of the parti- 
eles in the expanded portion and particles of solid base be- 

Gomes sufficiently eveat, when the base will penetrate the ex— 

panded portion and pass on. By using a bank of sawdustasa 

butt, and successively reducing the charge of powder for same 

weight of hollow bullet, 2 point will be reached at which there 
will be no change of formin the bullet. If, now, the charges of 

Yowder ave regularly increased, it will be found the change of 

_ form becomes greater and greater us the velocities increase, until 
“maximum is reached, which, as indicated, will bé a separation 

of the bullets into two parts, a circular disk, andthe solid base, 
the latter penetrating beyond the disk. Parties desiring to inves- 

“bipate, will find either material (sawdust or snow) suitable, They 
ean be packed in sections of stoye-pipe two or three feet in 

length. A sheet of thin packing-paper placed between each sec- 
tion will assist wonderfully in finding the bullets (by indicating 

which section contains the bullets) after they have been fired. 
Those desiring \o ascertain the effect or action of different forms 
‘of rifling (barring accuracy) will find lightsnow admirably adapted 

to this purpose, The penetration in all eases will not be great, and 

all of the bullets can be recovered in the perfect form they left 
the muzzle of the gun. GREGORY. 

et 

Mon-STIcKinG SHELLS.—San Dimas Durango, Mexico, Feh. 26th. 
itor Forest and Stream :—I have been much interested in the 

ose unfortunate gentlemen from Texas, who have euffered 

om sticking shells in the Ballard and other rifles. My brother 

11 each own @ Ballard; one (mine) using the Berdan shell, 
457, the other, everlasting, 44100. Wonderful to state, with 

" per cure jn loading, the shells neyer stick in either rifie—with- 
pUt said Gare they will stick every time. The rules to be observed 

Joading are simple and eusily carried out, Ist. Before reload— 
ag, clean each shell carefully inside and out, until itis bright and 
ae from all signs of burnt powder or verdigris. 2d. Mold the 

(lets with the utmost care, svoing that the hullet mold is shut 

Wightevery timeaslugisrun. 3d, Load the shellso that the ball 
lo és not crowd the powder, but barely rests on it, when set at the 

proper depth in the shell. Don't ase bullets that enter the shells 
with difficulty. If the molds will make no other kind, fire them 

Milly; if the cartridges aye for hunting, dip tham in some very 
fot lubricant, so that shell and bullet will have a very thin coat- 

@ of grease, extending back say half an inch on the shell. If 
all this the shells still persist in sticking, why, for my part, 

give itup. They have some kink in thera that has not yet come 
Olightiu our experience. Possibly too quick powder will roake 
Me shells expand, quein sdho? We always use Hazaril’a NG or 

when attainable. I have owned and used many dilferent 
during the past ten years, including Sharps, Remington, 
ester, Springfield, imported Stevens, ete,, And for a sports- 

Hwho can only aifore one weapon T consider the Ballard ahead 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
of them all, Since the fall of 1876 my Ballard has been my com- 
panion from the dripping pine forests of Puget Sound, to the oak 

and cactus-covered condones of the Mexican cordilleras. In canoe 
or saddle—whereyer there was a2 show to get neat, in short—lI've 
tdways packed her; and whether shooting at a buck “as hig as a 
barn," a blue grouse in the top of an Oregon pine, ora Mexican 
fox-squirrel curiously peering from some lofty perch at the 

“Gringo interloper on his domains, I’ve hit or missed with the 

confortable feeling that whatever happened the rifle was all 

right in eyery particular, And I'ye not yet found game so big or 

80 little that she couldn't attend to their case, and give afair ac- 

count of herself. I've accomplished one feat with this rifle 
lately, that Thad considered heretofore as a hunter's yarn, viz., 

“barking asquicrrel.”* A jackknife, with a serew-driyer blade, is 

amply sufficient to do ill the adjusting necessary during a three- 

months’ hunt, and—but I'll stop, for fear the censvrious gentle- 

man, who objects to “this kind of thing, you know," will get 

after me. EL AM@RICANO. 

Hachting and Canoeing. 
FIXTURES. 

Muy 3—Cooper's Point Y C Spring Regatta. 
May 5—EHast Boston Y C Anniversary, 
May 8—Yonkers Y. 0, Spring Regatta, 
May 12—BEmpire Y.C, Dowling Cap. 
May 15—Quiney Y. GO, Spring Regatta. 
May 20—Portland Y, C., Challenze Cup. 
May 27—South Camden ¥. OC, Spring Regatta. 
May 29—Dorchester Y. C. Union Regatta, 
May 31—Seawanhaka Y. 0. Opening Cruise, 
May 8l—Quaker Oity Y. C. Spring Regatta. 
May 51—Southwark Y. C. Spring Regatta. 
May 3l—South Boston Y. C. Spring Beratta. 
dune 7—Philadelphia Y. 0. Annual Regatta, 
June $—Atlantie Y_ 0, Annual Regatta. 
June 10—New York ¥. ©. Annial Regatta. 
June J2—Seawanhaka Corinthian Matches, 
June 1i—Boston Y. C. Union Regatta. 
June 1i—Marblehead Regatta, 
June 20—Durehester ¥. 0. Regatta. 
June 26—Washington Villaye Y. C, Spring Regatta. 
July 3—Beyerly Y. C. Championship Races, Nahant. 
July —Seawanhaka Y,C. Corinthian Cruise. 
July 1j—San Franci-co ¥. C. Annual Cruisé. 
July 3l—Beyerly Y. G, Championship Races, Swampscott. 
Aug. 14 or 21—Beyerly Y. (. eee Regatta, Swampscott, 
Aug. 14—Washington Village Y. C. Regatta, 
Aug. 28—Heyerly Y. 0. Championship Races, Beverly. 
Sept. 4—Boston ¥.C. Annual Regatta. 
Sept. 11—Washington Village Y. C. Regatta. 
Sept. 12—Dorchester Y. C. Open Regatta. 
Sept, 18—Beverly Y. C, Special, Nahant. 
Sept. —Revyerly Y. C. Special, Cotuit. 
Oct, 9—Washington Village Y. C. Full Regatta, 
a 

THE NATIONAL YACHTING ASSOCIATION, 

A’ the meeting of the convention, held April 14th atthe St, 

Denis Hotel, this city, the minutes of the previous meeting 

were read and approved, The following clubs had at that time 
adopted the constitution: Salem Bay Y.C., Yonkers, National, 

Chicago, Columbia, Empire, Buffalo, New Jersey, Hudson River, 
Oshkosh, Quaker City and Payonia, 
Upon motion of Mr. Rice the Newburyport Y.C,and Lynn Y 

C. were also to be considerad admitted, they having appointed 

delegates and signified their intention of joining. A committee 

of five was selected to consider and report upon the receipt of all 

further acceptances sent in by clubs whose time of meeting had 

hot yet enabled them to communicate their adoption of the con- 

stitution. The committee is composed as follows: David Hall 

Rice, 8. B. ¥. C.; Henry Woods, N. ¥. C.; A. J. Brush, Empire Y. 

0.; C. P. Kunhardt, Buffalo ¥. C.; R. B. Freeman, Hudson kiver 

Y.GC., and the President, Com. Dilworth, and Secretary John Frick, 

of the conyention, 

A resolution was passed instructing the Exechitiye Committee 

of twelve to take steps, when appointed, looking toward a full 

and creditable display of the yachting ioterests af the coming 

World's Fair in 1883. Yacht builders and others ave to be re- 
quested to contribute specimens of their work in the way of 
actual yachts, models, etc.,so that the attention of the zeneral 

public may be drawnto thesport. Wotes of thanks were tendered 
to Ktear-Com. Sumichrast, Royal Nova Scotia Y.8., for the useful 
and interesting data furnished the conyention; to Mr, Jobn Friel: 

for the effective manner in which he carried out the arduous 

duties of Secretary, and to the proprietors of the St. Denis Hotel 

for the use of their parlors. The Association haying been estab 

lished permanently and all provisions for its future continuance 

having been made, the conyention was adjourned sine die. The 

Executive Committee of twelve, as soon as balloted for, will now 

take charge of the affairs of the Association in accord with the 
provisions ol the constitution. 

rt ee 

EASTERN BRANCH N. Y. A. 

T THE meeting held in Boston, April 16th, with a view to 
perfecting a local organization, fiye clubs were represented 

by dslegates: Lynn Y. C., Newburyport Y. C., Salem Bay Y¥.C., 

Haverhill Y. C. and Washington Villare Y.C, In regard to some 
of them joining the N. Y. A, it was dotermined to refer the ques— 
tion back to the clubs for definite action. Asthe meeting was 
ouly an initial one it is thought ofher Nastern clubs may join, xs 
itis wranted on all sides that the formation of an Hastern branch 
to supervise racing from Cape Cod to Esstpott is a necessity of 

thetimes. The meeting was much better attended than the pre- 
vious call of a similar nature, and in the end we trust all interests 
will pull together for united action. A commiilee on rules and 
by-laws was appointed, consisting of Messrs. 'T. Talbot, Newbury. 

port ¥.C.; B. F. Brown, Haverhill Y. 6.; Howard !ennis, Lynn 
Y.C.; BE. Lanning, W. V. Y. C.,and David Hall Rice, Salem Bay 

¥.G. Also a committee on union or local regattas, as follows: 

W. P. Parker, Vice-Com. Salem Bay Y. C.; W. C. Thompson, Com. 

Newhirypott ¥Y. C.; Howard Dennis, Fleet Captain Lynn Y. 0; 

FB, A. Daniels, Vicee-Com. W. V. Y. €., und W. M. Dresser, Hayar- 

hill ¥, C. These cemmittees will meet at Young's Hotel, April 
2oth, at 4 P.at. for deliberation. The meeting was then adjourned 
subject to the call of the President. 

ee 

Nuw ScHooner.—Decker, of South Brooklyn, has finished a 

handsome schooner for ex-Commodore Munsell, Atlanti« ¥. C. 
The model is by Decker. Her dimensions are: Length, %3rt. over 

all, 63ft. keel, 8¢ft. beam; depth of hold, iit; draught, 4ft. 6in, 

The dimensions ofher spars are: Mainmast, 65ft.; foremast, 63ft.; 

bowsprit, 43ft.; mainboom, 43ft,;forsboom, 22ft.; foregaff, 21it.! 
waingall, 22fb,; foretopmast, 28ft.; and maintopmast, 3Jft. Bow- 

sprit outboard, a3ft.; forestay sets up 4ft. out on the bowsprit 
from this to the jibstuy is 14tt.; from jib to flying jibstay, 11ft., and 
Sit. pole, The eraft hasa flush deck, with the exception of the 
cabin house, lbin. high. She willbe placed in yacing trim about 
the middlo of May, and will go to Newport on her trial trip, 

YACHTING NEWS. 

Soursmrn Yacur Crvs.—Officers for the year: Commodore, 
E. J, O’Brien; First Vice-Commodore, A. A, Maginnes; Second 

Vice-Commodore, HE. Harris; Treasurer, J. B. McConnell; Secre- 
tary, A. H. Harris. The club has now 477 members, and will give 
four regattas this season. 

Say FRANCISCO YACHT CLun.—Officers for the year : Commo- 

dore, C. H, Harrison; Vice-Commodove, J, D. Spreckels; Seure- 

tary, €. G. Yale; Treasurer, 7. Gutte; Measurer, M. Turnor; 
Trustees, Howes, Weiner, and Haniilton, 

Racing model yachts are rapidly increasing in this club, many 
experiments being tried with the hope of drawing lessons there- 

from, t0 be applied on a larger senle, Dr, Merritt proposes to 
erlise among the South Sea Islands, this year, in his schooner 

Casco. His cruise down the coast last season was a great success. 

New Yore YAcur Cius.—The club has adopted a new pattern 
for their cap, similar to that of the midshipmen of the Royal 

Navy; exit ye ancient marine cavalry affair. The following new 
members have been elected: W. L. Scott, Erie, Pa.; BD. Robert, J. 

W, Blatchford, D. Hall, G. ¥. Randolph, F. Peabody, A. 3B, 

Packer, R. H. Rathbone, C.K. Flint, J. P. Barle, and F. Hathaway. 

QUAKER Crry YACHT Cuus.—The entries for the spring races 

consist of the following : Wirst class cabin-yachts, from 80 to 38ft. 

w. l.: Columbia, Albert Wood ; Coquette, John Vandersplice; Clara, 
C. Verga; Comet, Joseph Kennedy; Geo. W. Fairman, John Pom- 

eroy : Kingston Goddard, John Mintz; Minerva, Wm. Crouse: 

Speering, dames Campbell; White Wing (of Chester), Paul Klotz 
Becond class, sloops under d0ft, w.l: Chris Gallager, Robert 

Wible; Mliza —-, Henry Stark; Lillie —_, Godfrey Crouse; 

Stella ——, Charles Magee; M. H. Thomus, James Bradshaw: 
Quay —, Wim, 8. Douglass. Third class, open boats, between 20 

and 80ft.: Adelphia, George Campbell; Bianca, George Hiliman; 

Camden, Wn. Middleton; Hudie, James Collins; Post, Henry Wil- 

lard; Sappho, Painter. Regatta Committee: Commodore A. F. 

Bancroft, Chairman ; Vice-Commodore, Charles B. Magee; Rear- 

Commodore, Robert Riddle, Jr.; Lawrence Coleman, Robert 

Baird, John McCormick, and Robert P. Thompson, Secretary. 

EvreKxA YAcat Chus.—The B. Y. €., of San Francisco hag 

elected the following officers: President, Harry D. Neal; Vice- 

President, Louis Moran; Treasurer, Frederick Wallace; Finan- 

cial Secretary, James D. Smith; Recording Secretary, John M. 

Malcolm ; Sergeant-at-Arms, Harry D. Benner; Commander, Wil- 
liam D. Kramer. 

NA#wASsErY Yacur ChuB.—This club, formerly with headquar- 

ters at Nahant and Cohasset, has voted to disband. 

Soura Bosvon YacurT Crun.—Olicers for the year: Commo- 

dore, John M. Charnock; Vice-Commodore, Dr. R. Disbrow ; Fleet 

Captain, Alexander Kidd; Secretary, William Morris; Treasurer, 

Thomas Christian; Measurer, John Winniatt; Trustees, A, K. 

Roberts, Dayid Winless, William Thompson ; Regatta Committee, 

Jame! Donovan, William Morris, James Bertram, George FP, Ken- 

ney, Alexander Kidd, George Martin, M. J. Driscoll. The damage 
done to the elub-house by fire is being repaired, 

Quincy YacuT CiuB.—Ofiicers for the year: Commodore, John 

Q, Adams; Vice-Commodore, A. J. Clark ; Meet Captain, Joshua 

Binney; Secretary and Treasurer, George W. Morton; Measurer, 

Peter B. Turner; Regatta Committee, the Commodore, James T, 

Pennimun, E, B. Souther, George W. Morton and B, F. Bass. A 

number of new boats haye heen added to the fiect, a cat owned 

by Wm, Amory, one by Mr. Cunningham, both built by Maybury. ~ 

Mr, H. H. Faxon is having a cat built by Abraham Lelois and Mr, 
Chas, I’, Adams, Jr., has bought the Waif from Messrs. King and 
Clark, The minimum limit for a yacht’s length is to be 15ft., and 

all yachts of 30ft. and aboye in length constitute a special class 5 

snd all yachts are allowed to carry gaff topsails in races. 

DorcHEestur YACHT CLuB.—Oflicers for the year: Commodore, 

F.E. Peaboty; Vice-Commodors, 8. G. King; Seeretary, L. M. 

Olark; Treasurer, A. J. Clark; Fleet Captain, G. 8. Rice; Meas- 
urer, H. Davenport; Trustees, C. BH, Folsom, W. H. L. Smith, ¢. 

H. Nute; Regatta Committee, C. Barnard, C. H. Whiting, R. F. 

Bolles. The club now has eighty-five members, and the follow- 

ing craft have been added to the fleet: Undine, center-board 
sloop, Benjamin Dean; Baby, center-board cat, H. K. Norman 

Boh White, keel sloop, A. A. Nickerson ; Watlie, center-board eat, 

W.H. Nicholson; C. J. Weils, steamer, Thomas Manning; Adri- 

enne, kecl schooner, C. Piaf; Siren, center-board sloop, H. 8. 

Keith; Viking, keel sloop, §. P. Freeman; Fanny, center-board 

sloop, Henry Bryant; Sappho, steamer, George H. Brooke; 

Shadow, center-board cat, F. Bacheller; Heno, keel sloop, Keith 

and Benyon; Imperia, center-board sloop, C. A. Parker; Nimbus, 

eénter-board sloop, King and Clark; Fiona, center-board éloop, 
William Gray; Bristol, center-board cat, J. Sever; Elf, center- 

board cat, W, P, Barker; Dream, center-bourd cat, A. W. Dewey. 

NEWrort Yacur Cuun.—The club-house will be renovated— 

something much needed—and the usual programme of races is 
promised. 

BurFaLo YAcuT Cius.—Hditor Forest and Stream :—This club 

has beenincorporated. Certificates of stock have been issued tor 

the construction of a club-house, nnd 4 fair sum has already been 

secured. Plans are now in the hands of an architect. Ihe house 

isto be built on spiles, just inside the stone breakwater. The 

membership is Increasing rapidly, eight new applications haying 

been made. Three new yachts, two sloops and one schooner, are 
now building for the club. Cc. 

SOUTH CAMDEN YAcHT CLys.—Oflicers for the yeur; Commo= 

dore, Win. Harper; Vice-Commodore, J ceeph Wroth; Rear Com- 

madore, John R. Conklin; Secretary, Wim. Dayis; Treasurer 
Jacob Gnang. 

* AmuANTIC COAST Prnov.—The sevond edition of this valuable 
work has been issued from the United States Coast and Geodetie 
Survey, Carlisle P. Patterson, U. 8. N., Superintendent... The coast 

line included in the charts and sailing directions stretches from 

Eastport, Me., to Roston. Pog sienals, tides, currents, yariations, 

life-saving stations, etc., make the yolume a necessary part of a 

yacht’s library, especially for those cruising East.. The price is 

80 low, $3.50, that itisa wonder how anything s6 complete and 
finished can be offered at those figures. Tobe had of all dealers 
in nautical instruments. 

THe TororHonr.—The topophone is a new instrument, de- 
signed tobe used on shipboard, by which the exact direction of 
sounds emitted by fog horns or fog bells may be promptly deter- 
mined. It was found, in actual experiments made for the Light- 
house Board, that the pointer of theinstrument could be easily 
broughtto within ten degrees, or Jess than one point of- the true 
direotion of the sound, which {fs suvlicicently accurate in the prac. 

tical use of the apparatus, 

Goop FOR THE Licgut DRArrs.—The construction of a canal 
across the narrow neck of land separating the waters of Nan- 

tuolet Sound from Massachusetts Bay, which has Just been com 
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menced, will obylate the dangerous and tedidus passage for coast- 

wise vessels around Cape Cod. Its whole length will be seven and 
u hall miles, and ils cost between two and three millions of 

dollars. 

Arnoenp wan Wornp.—The steam yacht Lancashire Witel, Si 
‘hos, Hesketh, Bart., arrived at San Francisco §thult,, 23 days 
from Yokohoma. She lef. Cowes, Dngland, Jan. 14th, 1879, and 

sailed direct for Monteyideo ; thence, after astay of afew weeks, 

along the rugged coast of Patagonia. The Valkland Islands were 

visited, and then (he course was shaped for Natal. Her owner 

went to the frontier as 1 yolunteer against the Zulus, and ren- 

dered efficient services to his country. After the campaign wis 

over the Wileh steamed for Madagascar, where the party on board 

follower the field for several weeks, Through the Mozambique 

Channel once more to tha mainland, on a huntafter hippopotaml, 
vebras, firaites, ete., und thea to the Seychelle Isles in the Indian 

Ocown. After making a landing at Mauritius, to view the graye 

ef Paul and Virginia, the yacht passed down the Straits of 

Sumatra, putting in at Bankok in Siam, Another huntinland 

of several weeks’ diration was organized, Prom Bankok the run 

+o Nawvasaki, Japan, was made direet, and after trayeling through 

the islands, and rejoining the yacht at, Yokoboma, sail was set for 

San Francisco. The yoyarers were hospitably received by the 

3.1, ¥.C. he Lancashire Wileh will make a ernise among the 

South Sea Islands, and may not return to England before next 

year. Sleis builtof wood, andriggedasa three-masted topsail 

schooner. Length over all, 176ft.; beam, 26}ft, and will steam 

Cight knots on a consumption of 44 tons coal per a4 hours, the 

engines being compound. Her bunkers hold 90 tous. Sha is com- 

manded by Capt, Nafulsen. 

Gonn Sourn—The sloop Regina having had her spars cut down 

has wone for a short craise down the eosat with ber owner, Com. 

w. A.W. Stewart. The schooner Clitic, recently purchased by 
Mr. Anson P. Stokes from Mr. W. Bronks, has likewise sailed for 

the West Indies, with the owner and family on board. Capt. Bel- 

nant remiins in charge. 

‘Nan Mrpar.—Thia little sloop, belonging to Mr, Islin, has been 

found lo worl excellently with her new keelandlead. Sbheis as 

stiffas the proverbial church steeple, and much roomicr below, 

besides being safe from capsizing and abler in rough water. 

Lucroncs on Cayormg—Mr. A. Hi, Siegfried, of the St. Paul 
Pioneer Press, has been delivering his lectures on Life in the Camp 

and Canoe to large sudiences, and is doing much to popularize the 

use of the peddle. 

Nw Movon.—Says the Graphic: “Two Pittsburg inventors, 

svho in 1878 worked out successfully an old idea, which had been 

tried for 2 hundred years, have taken a warebouse at Rutgers 

nnd Gherry streets, where they recently exhibited what ther 

callthe' mammoth motor.’ It consists of a boiler and high- 
pressure engine such ss are ordinarily usw for steam, oxcept that 

they are of greater strength, with a condenser and a small iron 

dank, the latter containing 2 mixture of crude petroleum and hi- 

sulphide of carbon. The yapor of bi-sulphire of carbon has long 

been experimented with as a motive power, but its great strength 

prevented it from being suecessfully used because of the diffi- 

eulty in coltroling it. Its admixture with petrolenm, it is 

claimed, bas obviated the latter difficulty, and the inyentors of 

ihe process say the experiments scem to confirm the statement 

thutwhile the power can be increased or diminished almost in- 

atantancously, an assured pressure 100 per cent. greater than that 

of steam can be obtained at anominal cost, 
“The inventors are Mr. Hdgar Smith and Mr. J. R. Milligan, who 

have taken out patents in this country, England, Germany, 

France, Austria, Italy, Holland, Belgium, Spain, Australia and 

Canada. ‘The control of the American patent will, it is under- 

stood, pass info the hands of a New Yorx company. 
“The pelroleum used is lubricating oil of G00 degrees fire test, 

and water is mixed with it and with the bi-sulphide of carbon. 

The great ceonomy results from the fact that the latter, which is 

extremely cheap, can be used over and oyer again, vaporizes at 

extremely low temperatures, so that little fire is needed, and the 

witer in the boiler need only be kept at any point above 160 de- 

grees, This can be doneby a light or stack fire, The vapor, in- 

stead of being blown off, passes into a condenser, seems instantly 

to resume its first condition, and can be immediately used oyer 

Hov Swe. 

Bae GAGE FOR SALE.—The finest 
lure cage or ayiary ever Ynade ; coat to 

iniantifacture $1,500; price, $100; size, dx5ft. W. 
J. KNOWLTON, 163 Tremont street, Boston. 

April 22,1mo 
a 
Wok SALE—COMPLETR HARPHR —Forty- 
#1 one yolumes Uarper’s Magazine, from No.1, 
in good order, with index; price Sol. Address 
P.O, box 3,156, New York. April 22—1t, 
ean ee RS SL SSN 

* forestay is 25ft.; trom the forestay to tho jibstay, 16ft.; from jib- 

& " } rs AMliscellanens, 

KEEP’S SHIRTS |x 
ARE THE VERY BEST. 

KEEP'S PATENT PARTLY MADE SHIRTS, 
only plain seams tu finish. 6 for $i. 
KEEPS CUSTOM SHIRTS, very best, MADE 

TO MEASURE, 6 for $10, Fit guaranteed. 

An elegant s¢ £ 
buttons presented to purchasers of six shirts, 

KEEP’S KID GLOVES, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

again the samo wiy as condensation water is. A single pound of 

the material, costing ten cents, itis claimed. can he used for an 

entire week, making it about as costly as water, while only 25 per 

cent, as much eoal will be required im Keeping up the boiler heat 
as is necessary forsteam engines. Shotld this prove to be time, 
the adyantage to ocean steamers in the siying of space and ton— 

nage in carrying coal, aswell as in the cost of the latter, will be 

enormous. The cost of the small quantity of coal vil used is rep- 
resented as practically nothing," 

THE VERONICA.—The Boston Herale hns the following concern- 

ing the Veronica, recently advertised for sale in this paper: “The 
Veronica is three years old, has sailed in thirteen races, and won 

ihivteen prizes. Shesniled three times last season with the Pan- 

nerecit, and beat herdéyery time, the last buing in the Union Ite- 

gatta of the Hast Boston Yacht Club, when the Veronica beat the 

Bannerell ten niinutes; also in the Uufon Regatta of the Dorthes- 

ter Yacht Club, when Capt. Daniela was ruled out for wrong 

mensurment.” 
Ye Crutsurs.—tt is without doubta fact that tha longer people 

pursue yachting asan amusement, the less they care about racing 

and the more they like to ¢ruise, The newman, with the new 

yacht, is always 2 racing man, and mayalways be known by the 
ardor with whith he entera into all sorts of scrub “ brushes’’ 
with every yacht or bonthe meets, After a few years’ yachting 

experience he inveriably geta over this and goes about his busi- 

ness or pleasure quiotly, reserying his racing powers for racing 

days. Dy and by he gets over racing altogether, and goes in for 

cruising or quiet sails with a few friends, leaying the other por- 
tion of thesport for those who are in turn beginning. Of course 

there are ardent lovers of racing who neyer get over their desire 
to do things fast, and it is to this class the clubs look to keep up 

theregatta. Asclubs grow older, however, this elass deoreases 
in size, and the regatta in consequence decreases in interest. It 

may be argued from these premises that as yacht racing do- 

oreases, 60 do the clubs and real yachting men increase, It does 

not, therefore, follow that the decline in racing of yachting circles 

shows a corresponding decline in the interests of yachting.—S. 7. 

Olynuptan. 
A Vast Sart Lorr.—Messrs. Lapthorne, 

and enterprising sail-makers of England, havo supplied 

tho sails for oyer fifty yachts this spring; and most of 

the yachts are of largo tonnage, including steamers of 

flye hundred and six hundred tuns, and sailing yachts from the 

largest down to the fiye-tonner, each with from nine to fifteen 

sails, Thatis An enormous business. 

Niart MEDIGAL SEnyvios.—Dr. William F, Thoms, President of 

the Humane Society, reports thattho “Seamen’s Aid and Pro- 

tective Association" have in active operation a night medical ser- 
yice, at their free dispensary in the New York Nautical School, 92 
Madison street, where a doctor can always be found, 

Broornuyy YAcHT Cuun.—Officers for the year: Commodore, 
R, 8. Eliott: Vice-Commodore, Henry 8. Steer; Rear-Commo- 
dore, Edmund Yard, Jr.; President, Henry W. Turner; Secretary 

and Treasurer, William T. Lee; Assistant Sceretary, William R. 

Wadsworth; Méasurer, John M. Sawyer; Judge-Adyocare, Henry 
C. Place; Trustees, Henry §. Wood, Samuel Mellroy, J. F. 
Ames, I. EB. Williama, President and Secretary ¢2-officio members’ 

Committee on Membership, 8. L. Blood, I. W. Jenkins, J. ¥. Aynes; 
Reratta Committee, C. G. Gunther, J. ¥F. Ames, F. 2. Williams, 

Welearn that the club has freed itself from the undesirable ele- 
ment which unfortunately found its way into inembership some 
timeago, and that hereafter a close scrutiny of candidates for ad- 

mission will be therule. Individuals witha record as swindlers 

and jailbirds will be no more admitted to the resuscitated G.Y.C. 

than to any other club, and therefore the flect flying the red pen- 

nant with white star ought to securea new lease of life. ; 

_ SPARS FOR THE RACERS.—D'rom the Spirit of the Times we oull 
thefollowing:—The Crusader’s spars are as follows: Mainmast, 
7ett.; foremast, T1ft.; main topmast, 36ft.; fore topmast, 34ft.; 

main boom, 58ft.; main gaff, 27}£t.. fore hoom, 24ift.; Lore raft, 

22f;, The bowaprit and jibboom are all in one piece, flat on top 

and beveled on the lower side. Its extreme length is 40ft. She is 
to’ be fitted with a forestay, which is to be set up on the bowspril, 
6ft. outside of the knightheads, From the fpremast to the 

the well-known 

gree on application, 
April 22—at 

twenty Months; color, 
ticked ; bred by Lincoln 

t of extra heayy gold-plated 

ay SINCLATR, Mottyille, 
N.Y: 

The Aewiel. 

OR SALE—Red Trish setter pups, out of Cora, 
by Baltimore Kennel Club's 

Hlcho, outof Stella; bothimporied. Bull pedi 
Dr T, J, SMUTEERS, 

OR SALE—Young pointer Duke; 
liver and white 

: J & Hellyar from S8nap- 
shot and imported Fannie; is partly broken; 
retrieves well from land or water. 

Onondaga County, 

ae 
- i . 

[Arar 23, 1880. 

stay to The flying jibstay, Sifu; and Zrom thore to the topmust 
stay is4it. Those of the Hanny,sloop,now owned by Mr. Bryant, 
uf Boston, ares Mast, 80t't.; topmast, S0ftyp boom, GAtt.; gall, ast; 
bowapril, outboard, f6ff, She is to be fittes with a forestay 
whichis to set up UH't, outsids of the knightheads, so that the 

distance from the mast to the forestay is t4ft,, 1nd from the fore 

to the jibstuy 19fl. And those of the Republic, building at Nyack, 

are: Maiumast, Tht; foremast, T3ft.; lopmasts, séft, and s#2ft; 
mainboom, Kft; maingall, 30ft.: forehoom, Paft.; foregal?, R41fb.; 

bowsprit, outboard, 24ft; outside of this she carrics a jibboom, 

which is 16ft., with 3fit, pole; the forestay goes to the knivht- 

heads, and she has 25ft. to her fore staysail. 
Yurs Yrar's Stycz,—From the New York Sit: Tashions 

change with yachtsmen as with others, and lsrge schooners ire 

not to bein fayor this season, thotnun being on steam yachts and 

small sloops. Im the latter class is whatis termed tho eompromise 

cutter—a centor-board lighbt-draught sloop with cutter rig. They 

are nlso built with keels, and many, both keel nnd cenier-board, 

are to be In commission this year. 

Yaour BurLpine AT PAwnArPo.—McGeahon, otherwise known 

as * Pat," has been putting up the framesata lively rate. One 
ig n center-bonrd sloop for Messrs. Lutz & Jones. Sheis 48ft. over 

all, 40ft. water line, 15ft. beam, 5ft. depth of hold, and is lo be a 
flyer. He has just finished a 23fl. open boat which is to go 40 New 

Orleans to compete with the famous Susie S. Drawings ave com - 

pleted for a yacht for New York parties. Sheis tobe Gif, over 
all, 55ft. keel, 10ft. beam, and bff. draught, We will also build a 

small schooner yacht £6.20 to Charleston, Sho isto be b6ft. oyor 

all, 15 ft. beam. 
OPENING OF THH SHABON-—The City Folnt Mosquito Fleet 

sailed thoir annual opening race off City Point, Boston. April 8th. 
First class, from 1é to 1Sft.; second class under 1éft.; course, two 

Tiles. Won by Sport, beating Ioslyn, Diszie, Vishnu, Unenown 

and Frolie in the order named. Second class, Sudis won, heating 

Mgeria, Starlight and Winsom. 
non Furry voar,—Mersrs, Ward & Stanton, of Newburg, have 

just built an iron ferryboat, 200 fvet long, for the Hoboken Werry 
Gompany. Sumeof her bow-plates are three-quarters of an inch 

thick, and look as though they could resist the heayiest of the 
Morth Riyerieo. As an additional precaution, however, she is to 
tu haye a collision bulkhead at each end. She willrun tu Barclay 

street. = 
Mopzen VAcat Cron.—A new modal club has heen formed in 

this city with the following officers; Cominodore J, A, Ayille; 
Secretary, J- W. Purrington; Measurer, George Whitiliny. Ap- 
plication will be made to the Park Commissioners for the uso of 

the Inke in Central Park at One Hundred and Tenth streut. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT, 
—_—_——_ 

[From the Banks of the Hudgon.] 

Neweure, Oct. 20th, 1879. 

fi, H. Waryer & Co,, Rocuester, N, Y,—GuEstrit- 

men: A lady of over seventy years of age, in failing 

health for over a year, has been using Warner's Sale 

Bitters on my recommendation, She feels yery grateful 

for the benefit she bas derived therefrom, and says thal 

until she used it her stomach could bear no vegetable 

food for over three years. I believe it to bé a certain 

specilic for dyspepsia. J. T. JOSLYN, M. D.—[ Adv, 
Se 

_C. L, Ritzman, of New York, writes: ‘The rubber 

ball, or explosive target, T think is an excellent, thing, as 

4 mai can carry a hundved or more in his pocket, doing 

away with the expense of transportation. There can be 

no dispute arising as to a ball bemg hit or not, and show- 

ing plainer than any other ball.” Sea advertisement Diy- 

ing Decoy Co,—[ Adv. 

—Thesuperb and very popular steamer, C. 1, Northam, 

yesumes her place on the New Hayen line to-day, leaving 

Peck Slip at 3 P.M, and New Haven ati2P.M. She has 

been newly painted throughout, and otherwise put in 

complete order for sammer travel, The usnal steamboat 

(rains connecting with these steamers will be running 

first week in May.—[Adv. 

The Hennel. 

leversink Ledge Kennels, 
via. | The following celebrated Dogs are in 

the ind, 

erg; Cora by 

Baston, 

2 Does! 
age, | gt, Bernard dog Maree"; rough coated, two 

years old; a magniticant animal—key, J, Cum- 
ining Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanover 
Show atid Rowhester. 
New Foundland dog Keeper"; four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel Show, 187!), 
Address FP. 

Ro SADE—A Parker b. L. Damascus, 12g. 
a0in., Bilbs.j; in fine order, and an extra 

shooter; will sell cheap. Address 
April 22-1. J.-P. MCOLEERY, Milton, Pa. 
nn 

POR SALE.—One of Rushton’s open 
Canoes, 13 feet long; asrood as new. Also 

Lyman's Bow acing Rowing Gear, 
Aiiiress TBOMAS CUMMING, Stamford, Ct. 

Aqy 22-1. 
ape et 

por SALE,—WILLIAMS & POWELL 
jiammerless Breeeh-Loader, This gun is 

+live finest quality and cost $625 six monthe ago. 
1t lias mutomatice safety bolt, and all the latest 
improvements, PLesent price, $200; 12-hore, 7s 

a HENKY C. SQUTKES, 
Apr-a2-at 1 Cortlandt street. 

POR SALE.W—One 
inodel 1844, in perfect order and as good as 

new; will be sold atalow price; can be seen at 
HENRY C. SQUIRES’, 

Api2-3h 1 Cortlandt strect. 

OR SALE.—One Ballard Creedmoor 
Ville with implements complete, in a fine 

ease, with Everlasting shells, Also a fine Muzzle- 
Loading Target Rifle in case, with mold, ball 
starter, ete; will be sald very cheap. Can be 
seen ab HUNRY O.SQUIRES’, 

Apr-22-3t. 1 Cortlandt streét. 

attanted. 

\ K FANTED—A. siltation by a young 
man us shooting attendant with a gentle 

min, lo duke care of shooting outfit, dogs, ete; 
rood wing shol; best of refevonee given, — For 
vartioulars, call Or inguive for THOS. MOONEY,! 
4) West loth strect, Ney York,  Aprils-st 

(FOR GENTS.) 
the very best, plain or embroidered. 0c. to$l.25 
por pair. 

EEEP’S UMBRELLAS, 

BEST GINGHAM, Patent Protected Rihs, $1 
each. Watranted. Fifty per cent. stronger than 
any other umbrella. + 
REGINA AND/EWILLED SILK UMBRELLAS. 

KEEP'S UNDERWEAR 
for spring and summer wear, 50c., 60c., T5c., $1, 
$1.25, $1.50, Very best, Peyyperell Jean Drawers, 

Ic. i 
EBEP’S COLLARS AND CUFFS 

in all the latest styles ; also 
GENTS’ SILK AND LINEN CAMBRIC 

HANDKERCHIEFS, SUARFS, Ere. 

Shirts only delivered free. 
Merchants Will be furnished with trade ¢lren+ 

lars on application, as we Turnish the trade o 
the most favorable terms. 3 
Samples and Circulars mailed free, 

KEEP MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 
§31, 6433, 635 & 637 Broadway, New York 

Glee Reinrel. ‘ 

OR SALE—A few very fine and highly-bred 
getter puppies, 6 months old. Also several 

sets cariboo aud moose horns, and 1 magnificent 
setof wapili, Apply by letter to Fh. G. W., P.O. 
dvawer 11, Three April 5-8t. ivers, Canada. 
ee EEE 

OR SALE—A Gordon bitch one year of age; 
extra tan markings, dark yes, ald mild dis- 

position; ig now in breaker’s hands, and is all 
ready for the field. Slred by Doan’s Tom out of 
ny Hess. For Bla address &, &. THOMP- 
SON, Box 163, Foxboro’, Mass, archeo,te 

Apra2,2teot 

tases SALE OR EXCHWANGH—The black und 
jan Gordon setter dog Dashawuy, fifteen 

| months old, by Nat (Marble’s Grouss-Queen Bess 
Address A. T.), out.of Bess ; hunted last season. 
Apr22,tt MCDONALD, Rockland, Me. 

OREST AND STREAM KENNEL. 
Llewellin setter, Rattler, in the stud. Hat- 

iler is a. handsome blue belton,black points,win- 
ner of four bench prizes; sire, Rol) Roy, he by 
Layorack’s Wred,out of Slatter’s Phcebe, founder 
of the field trial strain, winner of fiye English 
field trial, out of pure Layerack imported bitch 
Pickles: she by Llewellin'’s Prince, winner of 
two firsts and three championships, out of 
Llewellin’s Lill IL, ; no better blood in America. 
Will serve bitches at $15. Litters warranted. Lam 
breeding to Rattler the following bitches:— 
Mell, a beautiful blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack. dam Spot, winner of first and second 
eppcioi at Detroit, Mich., 1879, also firstat Boston 
1879 in native classes; Fly, = very fine ron bel- 
ton bitch, sire Shot, dam imported Fanule ; Pat, 
orange and while, out of Beile, by Koyal George: 
Puppies, bred from. above, fine stock, for siule 
cheap. Address, with stamp, L. FF. WHITMAN, 
Detroit, Mich- Deell tt 
—————————— 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
«Te OSH.” 

“Tn the Stud.” 
Rush is lemon and whife, and winner at New 

York, Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Lonis— 
ville Shows. He is an excellent field dog; fine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch. Por full partic- 
ulars, pedigree and field qualitics address 

gpa Vean street, Uroo. ‘N.Y. 

‘00 $26, 

Pointer dog, “ Croxteth” ; liver and white; one 
anda half years old; out of Lord Sefton’s re- 
nowned stock—one of the handsomest pointeys 
inthe United States. Second prize in the Man- 
over International Show. : 
Blue Belton setter, * Decimal Dash," cighteon 

months old; sired by Liewellyn’s celebrated 
ihe pe Inaenificent stud dog—nueyer exhib- 
ed, 
Trish sctter, Rover 1”; pure red ; son of Mnc- 

dona’s champion “ Rover.” Never exhibited - 
English setter, ‘Ranger IT"; a pure bred Lay- 

erack, son of Macdona's celebrated “ Roanger.”* 
His get won firstat Hanover and Paris shows, 1nd 
Becoud at Puppy Stakes in Eastern Field Trials 
1874. 
Stud fee, $25.00. 

me Saie 
Th File totlewing th hhred egeto e following thoroughbre 

3 Sait ches. 
St. Bernard “Braunfels,” vongh coated, out of 

Prince Soln’s celebrated stock; a magnilicent 
bitch, in whelp to “Mareo,” Ist prizes in Hau- 
over and Rochester show. 
Pointer “ Queen,” liverand white, IstWeetmin- 

ster Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to “ Croxteth, 
Gordon setter “Beauty,” Ist Boston Show 1878, 

8nd New York Show 1s78. 
Pointer “Dora’’—liver and white, out of 

“ Queen" and * Sancho,” 
Blue Belton setter * Silk? 
Trish Setter” Moya,” out_of Gol. Hilliard’s 

“ Palmerston,” in whelpto ‘Rover I. 
English Setter" Donna,” white and lemon. 
Hips ean be secure. by an early application. 

Besides Loffer forsale pointers and settirs of 
minor quality, butel good thoroughbred stock; 
full pedigrees. Also, seyeral puppies of chim 
pion * Queen,” by champion 4 Sensation.” 
Having engaged the services of Macdona's re- 

nowned lield trial breaker T am prepired to haak 
ordorsfor thoroughly broken 
mutumn, 158), culars 
application to Ay aire Ys, 

Guymard, Oxange Co., N.Y. 
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The Rene. 

NOW IN COUR SE GF PUBLICATION, 

AN ENTIRELY NEW AND 

CUMPREMENSIVE WORK ON THE UOC. 
(demy 41o size), under the title of the 

Lb STE ATED 

BOOK OF TM DOG, 
YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION, 4.50, 

In 30 Monthly Parts, 40 cents each, 

BY VERO SHAW, 

Assisted by many ofthemos eminent authorities 

of the day. 

With THIRTY FAC-SIMILE COLORED 

PLATES (drawn from Life expressly for 
the work) of typical specimens of the vari- 
ous Breeds of Dogs now in existence, and 
with numerous Wood Engravings. Em- 
bracing a full description of BEVERY 
ENOWN BREED OF DOG, with the 
standard by which he can be judged, 

Subseriptiona received for all or part of this 
pots, and Sample Part sent post-paid on receipt 
ot price, 

The Practical Kennel Guide, 

: With pliin instructions how to Rear and Breed 

Dogs for Pleasure, Show and Profit. By GorDON 

Sranurs, M.D., C.ML, R.N. Jlustrated. 192 

pages. 12mo, cloth, $1.59, 

Aqericans who are fond of a good doz can 
from this book seeure important information, a3 
no book ever published embraces such a wide 
range of study.—Spirié of the Times. 

Dr. Stables is one of the spiclest, brightest, and 
most intelligent writers about dogs. ; This little 

| Be fron his sterling pen is all good.—Rod 
and Gun, 

We can recommend this book asa most valna- 
ble and interesting one to the breeder and 
exhibitor.—iinrest and Stream, 

tHE DOG. By Instone. With twelve full 
page engravings trom Life, by Gro. Earn. New 
and cheuper edition, Cloth, $1.25. 

Tho directions for the treatment of dogs are 
food, clearly given, and evidently the result of 
eonsiderable experience, backed by sound com- 
mon sense.—Sporting Gazette. 

CASSELL, FETTER, GALPIR & Co, 
Loudon, Paris, and 596 Broadway, 

NEW VORK, 

Civeulars on application 

OG SHOW. 
THE 4TH ANNUAL DOG SHOW 

] OF THE 

Wesiminister Kennel Club 
WILL BE HELD AT 

_ WADISON SQUARE GARDEN 
(LATE GILMORE'S), 

On TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY and 

THURSDAY, 

APRIL 27th, 23th and 29th, E880. 

- ENTRIES CLOSE POSITIVELY ON 
APRIL i2rn, 

- Premium Listsand Entry Blanks can be nad 
from the Superintendent, at his office, 141 FUL- 
WON STRENT, 

CHARLES LINCOLN, 
Superintendent. 

THE BLUE STAN KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

or ' 
. P. MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL, CO,,N. Y, 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains, 

L I sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 
faction and sate delivery to every customer. 

hese bewatiful and intelli tv dogs cannot be 
ten for rufled grouse and woodeoek shooting 
dvetrieying. Correspondents inclosing stamp 

‘printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- Ad 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
48 Niaiden Lane, NewYork, 

SWALE: ARTIFICIAL BAITS, MOUNTED, READW FOR Ws, 
SPIN MEd Seri mite rh Vunasneltey ee ave He pees-'s todd noe AO (Beetles: hart otis. oboe ek MAA Bop hat ofceoru gi 120. 
Shrimp, natural color......... 50 | Grasshoppers, winged, each 50 

SIWeas MLL PB Ee eee es 5 wa) Trogs, larwe. 60) 
C showpers Ne Ae Ped rt eae os me Fri 1 Birtes HI es eens 30 
IF TASSIKO ED ERSy WWEL Pe Gl ae ako age tony ass ant aaa sit op 9 Heleaimite, or Dobson, larvae... G0) 

HARD, + Pntatoa Rup... wap ies: 4. at Sort; Heigamite, or Dobson, Soni Aaya) 
PEBSyeLlism UU Meneame nae ee yaaa sure Sen stains © he Pos ety rants onl) Kiuttering May Ply. larewe. Al) 
EGE  GWENHIE Bad yiceyutery tes sct su rebe tose: eet mes Feau Salty BO Pluttering May Fly, small. AO 
(wich a@tse..iayiess.. te eee HAE” SE sta KR hens Meek een 2a QUeeneramcen tt hae. sa ue ene nareat,d¥s Meese e 30 
Beotles,..... ELEN BAS) ee OO SM OD OD SOc Ora: 6 GeO AOES easeree nee 3] SVLOMINS COMIMOUTE)), Vee SuunlOu aie se utemnieutadele 0 

ARTIFICIAL MINNOWS, MOUNT, RHADWY FOr WS. 

{ Angelor Devon, burnished...................64 “hirano! 60) vi) 8h 95 | 100 | 1 10 1 | 120 Py + IE 
Angel or Devon, enameled.........., 5a 70 40 90 G5 | 1 06 C 115 -: = Sc 
ReUeyy Sone: BR a ey x af Bq Saal a | 180 a . 

+ fancy, Hollow, burnished... Me ba nd .. | 100 .. | 12h | 140] 1 60 sa De 
METAL.» Faney, Hollow: enameled. - Ae 3 85 36 95 ae |r 30 1 B5 | 1 45 ia 

Plain Jointed, burnished... at a 00 N, Lg -. | 140 rt Dec ke 
Plain Jointed, enameled.. oP oo 95 ee PREG Riot yal a a 
Laney Jointed, enameled, 33 FP eabes Wn 1 65 | 15) 2 00 | 2 25 | 250 F Fe 

TARD NRE ae sthintity # G0 60 60 6b , yin a a) i ad : 10 125 | 1 60 
. tale ian, Extra Quality... : en ip "5 nb 85 00 25 ( 50 | 1 75 | 3 00 

nee {nest Hera HAE: aie pe ae MeO cle Pe | 80] 80! & a }1w|185/1s0}105| .. |”. 
; srr Phe e © eet Mitt haciein= aaa pe CeO Coma i. SOR GS e AAROA co 60 G0) (5 65 18 ia «4 : RG oe 
Sopr. | Phantom j i 3 1 30 1.85 

Length of minnow in inches...,...........0--2.csseeueee . ra 2 By j ot 4 44 5 fi 

J. B. 

sal BCRP B00, 

eet 

AND ALL WINDS OF SPORTING GOODS, 

CO., | 
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in 

“* Fishing Tackle 
sf GUNS. 

, Archery, 

~ 50 Fulton street, N. Y. 
Sole Agents for THOMAS ALDRED, London, manufacturer of the Finest Archery In the world. 

THOMAS ALDRED’S Yew Bows, $26 to $75. 

es Glass Ball 

J. B. GCROOWS Specialties for 1880, 
RICHARD DA FT'S Cricket Goods. J.B. CROOK'S Hexagonal Bamboo My Rods, SolidReel Plate, $20. 

J. B. CROOK'S Lancewood and Lemonwood Bows, $7.50. J. B. CROOK'S Newport Bass Itods, suitable for Trolling and still Baiting for all 
kinds of salt water fishing, cightto nine feet, Germen Silver Mounted. Pepper Cane second joint and two tips, $15. 

Send 25 cents for Mlustrated Caislopne for 1880, giving Hints on Archery and Rifle Shooting and the Itules of Crieket, Poot Ball, Lan 

-B.—Nothing but first-class Goods sold at this Establishment. 

ameled aterproof 

Braided Silk Fishing Lines, 
Bearing our own Trade Marks, are 

THE BEST IN THE WORLD 
For Salmon, Trout and Bass. 

BEAUTIFUL IN APPEARANCE, DURABLE IN WEAR, THOROUGHLY 
WARRANTED IN QUALITY. 

RAL JFORD & ANTHONY, 
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN FISHING TACKLE. 

A fine 

Oil Silk Line, Leader and Float. 
ns the revular price of these goods, if sold Separately, amounts to $10, 
are just as represented, or moncy refunded. Now Catalogue, with 

apiece Mly Rod, dark polished. brass mounted, 
with Strap, fine Brass Click Reel, 1 dozen best ‘V'rout Flies, 1 

Rod, Reeland Basket same as shown in cut above, 

‘$6. 

with Lancewood Tip, Rod Case, hing Basket 
dozen best Hooks on Gut, Ply Book, best Quality 

Thisisa great Bargain, 
T offer all complete for $6. These coods 

reduced prices fer 1880, 

sent free, containing a complete List of Fishing Tackle, Base Ball, Archery, and Sportsmen’s Goods of every 

description. 

R. SIMPSON, 132 Nassau St., N.Y. 

S05 COMMERCE STREET, PHILA, 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

Fishing Tackle of every Description, 

Tor Sea, Lake, River, and Brook Wishing. 

Have just received a fresh inyoice of the , 

Celebrated Bethabara Wood, 

the best wood known for Fly and Bait Rods 
and Archery Bows. <A specialty of Rod Mount- 
ings and Woodel all descriptions for amateur 
rod makers. ’ 

Price Lists ot Wood and Rod Mounting sent 
free on application. h : 

64 page catalogue illustrated, of Fishing 
Tackle, sent by mail on receipt of lets. 

iy THE STUD—The pure Laverack dog 
Pride, by Prida of the Border x, Petrel. The 

only pure Laverack in New England. Wee, $50. 
ess H, Fy DEANK, Box 1,61, saath ree 

. ' 

; Boston; Jos. C. Grubb & 

SCRATCHES. 
GLOVER’S IMPERIAL MANGE CURE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any anor = dogs ay ue 
without injury to the animal, One application 
i: usually nit that isnecessary. For SChkATOHES 
in HOUSES i has no equal. H. GLOVE, 
Sole prop't’r Imperial Kennel, Vom’s River, N. J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

st., N. Y.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Co., 112 Market st., 

Phila. F. P. Taylor, 72 East Madison st., Chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st.. St. 
Louis. Price, 50 cents. 
ie a tN EE LTR EE I EE ES, 

ENGLEWOOD KENNEL. 

To Sportsmon, 

AM prepared to board a limited num- 
ber of dogs. Settersand pointers thoroughly 

Address C. C. TOWNSEND, 
Englewood, N. J. 

I 
field broken, 
Feb 12-31. 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—E am pre 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppics seven months’ work 
out of the twelye, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has ali the natural instincts. Refer 
ences on upplication. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
eording to length of time 1 keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances, A 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County. Gere 

> a 

Shooting snd a Synopsis of Fishing, giving a description of Dishing, when to go and what Tackle to use. 

P : EJ “Phe Rod Of the Period” 
OR Trout and Bass Fishing is manu- 
tured by the undersiened in octagon form, 

and ismade from the very best quality of selected 

Calcutta cane. 
By our process of manufacture the entire 

enamel (which is the vital part) of the cane is 

preserved, together with all of its beautiful _ 

markings. 

Guaranteed to be the best made rod in the 

world. Yor sale at wholesale and retail by 

iW. DL. HOSKINS, 
Owego, Tioga Co,, N. ¥. —) —J : 

Send for circular. 

(BSTARLISNED 1836). 

Vivst preminm at World's Wair at New York, and 
Centennial Hxhibition. 

JOH DER, IIR E 
WN, E. Gor. Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia, 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Wishing Tackle, Rods, Recls, Lines, Hools, lies, 

ht 
Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Gait, V 

Kite, Hte. 
{= Salmon, Pass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order, 

ATSO 
‘“ Kpider’s” Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 

Glued Bamboo Rods. 
s’ Skinsin Great Varieties 

‘ly Books, 

mar4ly 

SE DR. AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 
nsife and efficacious remedy and preyen-= 

tive for feas and all eruptions of the skin pro- 
dneed by them. It ¢leanses the hair of all im- 
purities, purges it of wl disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting proy- 
erties. Ibis impossible for fleas to live where ft 
ig used, Price, 25 cents per cake. Forsale by all 
druggists. Wholesale depot, 16£ Lincolu street 
Boston. Dr. Watts offers for sule the largest 
assortment in America of dogs of all breeds. The 
careful treatment offcanine diseases made a spec- 
inlty. Whe fact that Dr, Watis has for four con- 
secutive years held by pointment the porilion 
of Special Officer of the City of Boston to have 
charge of unlicensed dogs is sufficient guarantee 
of reliability. ALL comminieAvOus and orders 
rillveeeive prompt ttention. AdUress will receive prompt ST ALLWATTS, 

184 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass, Mar 25-tf 

ASA L, SHERWOOD. 
Skaneateles, N. Y. 

GORDON, ENGLISH, AND FIELD TRIAL 
SETTERS 

Ov PuRnST STRAINS. ae 
INNA ATIONAL AMERICAN KE 

CLUB STUD BOOK, Volume If. Wntries 
Cloze May J, 1889. Mor blank forms of entries for 
Sporting Dogs and non-Sportine Dogs in Volume 
Ll. of the Stud Book, apply to the undersigned. 
Wntries close May 1, 1880. Also, for copies of 

a i, Aci. C, Stud Book, Price $2. 
yonmme JN: Acta iniss DERONGH, Seo'y. 
Aprg-4t 51 Broad jst, New ¥ ork, 
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Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun. 
S WT do not employ any authorized agents or canvassers, we offer our friends m every locality who will give any ti i i i = 

scriptions, the following inducements to obtain subscribers for the ‘FOREST AND STREAM al Eh the see ent Se Sanaa: cae aid -SuRWaREOES Boe 

Collect Subscription price, S months, $1.00 6 months, $2.00 1 year, $4.00 2 years, $7.00 
« 25 ef 50 Tin io) eae tis bers) 

238 

8 years, $10.00 
3 oy 2.00 Commission to be retained, 3 ; 1 

Amount to remit us, 3 7h Git $1.50 1 * $8.00 a Ss ‘$5.50 2 & $8 rele) 
\ eye Y = s > e . . 7 

Condition to the above Commissions, we offer the following CASH PREMIUMS: 

To the person sending us the largest amount of money obtained from new subscribers, whose names are not now on our books, at above net rates, between January 

1, 1880, and July 1, 1880, = = - - = = 2 = e = - ld Py Xs a H ~* $100.00 

To the one sending the next largest amount, in accordance with the above conditions, = = = = = = zs z = = = 75.00 

To the third on the list, = = = = 5 = = = - - - _ = = = = = = = 50.00 

And to the fourth, = 7 = a = — = = 95.00 
Sample Copy, Subscription Blanks and a handsome Show Card (to be posted in a conspicuous place) sent free on application. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time during the year, and may run any length of time, but no subscription will be entered on oui books until the money for the same 

has been received at this office. 
No commission will be allowed on the first SINGLE subscription, but the commission due on the first two subscriptions may be deducted from the second, and there- 

after the commission can be retained on each succeeding subscription, You are sure of the commission which you retain, and also haye an equal chance to get from 25 

to $100 of the cash premiums m six months, 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 
New York, January 1st, 1880, 

New York City, N. ¥; 

The Bennet. | 

IN THE STUD! 
4 NGLISH setter dog Ray, by Pride of 

the Border, out of Dimity ; bred by Chas. H. 

SPORTSMANWN’S LIBRARY. 

List of Sportsman’s Books. 
[We will forward any of these Books by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price.] 

Ghe Aennel. 

CLOSING OUT SALE 
OF THE - 

Raymond, Esq., Morris Plains, N. J.; raised by 

AREGA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
OERTAIN REMEDY. 

VARIETY BREEDING KENNEL 

resorts of Worthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot ‘and St. 

Adirondacks, Camp Life In, Murray's...-. $1.50 
2 

Frank Forester’s Manval for Young Sports- 

Edmund Orgill, Esq., Brooklyn, L. 1; broken by f Adirondacks, Guide To, Wallace’s, a’ ROOM) Me XK YN sawed Wir oeingle Hetele antes dt ati Tana .| 

George W. Wintord, Esq., Germantown, Tenn.; ae ITALIAN GREY HOUN Deve nnevece $25.00 | (A dirondack, Wilderness, Tn Sede epee to Frank Forester’s Sporting Scenes and Char- om 

four years old; white, with liver ears; of excel- | 57¢ Dae of COCKER SPANTEL PUPS... 20.00) Amateur Trapper......-. -....pa. BOG; dds, _75| acters, 8v0., 2 VOIS.-.-..s)eeer eee 4.00 

lent disposition: the sire and grandsire of many One Réo KING CHARLES SPANIELS.. . 50.00 | American Angler’s Book, Norrié. ; SOR SUN Colne taricustnd dle sent oh ales ANeiunyien ta 1.00 

superior young dogs; winner of * V.H. C.,”’ New One SCOTCH TERRIER...... ..--..0.+-.+ 15.00 | American Ancien Guide, Brown.......... 2°00 Hallock’s Sportsmen's Gazetteer. -. aie Ra e800, 

York Show, 1879; lirst prize, Philadelphia, 1879, Above is half price—no place to keep them. | American Bird Pancier .. -......---...:- «. 80 | Hand Book for Riflemen.....,.,.---.4+- sss. | 50 

his son Stanley taking second prize; first prize, MRS, W. T. IRWIN, American oy's Own Book, Sports and Hand Books of American Travel, 3 yols..., 6.00 

Boston, 1879, and will be shown in Champion Box 1074, Topeka, Kansas. Apr 22-8t GAMES. -..) neice ean < Fale eeleiasesle . 2.00 | Hand Books on Out-Door Amusements :— 

Class, New York, 1880; fee $25. mA: American Roadsters and Trotting Horses.. 5.00} Gymmasties..........- rennet Seg eae 20 

an pa oa ett elt ee oe Dr Gordon Stabl R N icra NE ae Shooting, J. W. Long. abe eet Riper eb ligy Ome oo saay a eee a 

er int rt ard at my kenne merican Kennel, Burges...........-. Saat oo owing and Sailing........ ea chide? ee ate r: 

Bs. see teR Siedns County, N.Y + Nise ae Bee . C C8; * | Angling. a book on, Francis. 2.00 Riding and Driving. ..... El ana ts destiny 20 

Hor sfteltion to Reeaing, exérelsing. ete. Lie | TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, | Atpen Modena ees deena. ae | Manly Exeruisess sce ceeeeesesescnt 20 
SHAS ee for Se aul ST CO . - Author of the ECG EREY eR. y of, Maurice Thompson. ae 20 

are! ry 1 r " i a . 5 

AectiF erese Ponty second stoet, Nev York, |" PRAGTIGAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &G. | artcz Ue ecebern ss oat tiers? 25 
pril 1-4t. ; + Art of Swi ing, Monstery... f. BO 2 

eed “4 see rice and eergenee in pores An oF Swimming Webb... 7 a 3 

- at he purchases and sends out dog's of any de- ete’s Guide, Harding...... .---....---.-- ng ..- * 

Imperial Kennel sired breed, flt for the highest competition. fapletic Seo ettaeionae -bds., 1.5 clo. i etn Pee Pore ewes Ri tatts We et 

Setterd andipointers. thoi N. B—A baddog never left the Doctor’s Ken- | Atlantic Islands as Resorta tor Health and _ Holden's Book of Birds........pa.,200.; clo. _ 50 

oughly Field Broken. nels. decl9 tf. PICASING oY wan see eee det moe teen 4=e ene 3.00 | Horseback Riding, Durant... ..........-- eel 

Young Dogs handled with ‘te eee Bane as a eee States. man Hee Bren ate prieh § Aid? Beebe edie ei 

sicills 7 . aird’s Birds of North America....... 00 orse Portraiture, Simpson........ ad eesnph © ; 

D Aeaiey easiness th Ralt Pubticatio Baticher’s Method of Horsemanship 1.00 | Horsesand Hounds..,....., peer axe E 80 

water, = 15. Bechstein's Chamber and Cage Birds .. -.. 1.50 | Horses and Riding, Neville,........ 3,00 

N.B.—Setter and Pointer ee pease eter eens aa Horses, REIGES tatters of eee ve a 

ies; als ken. d for ft a oat Sailing, Practical .......-.......--.-... J orses, Famous American Trotting. vi 

De adress ie GLOVER Tome Peres eat, Just Out! Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 50c.; Shooting, | Horses, Famous, of America.......... . 1.50 

. . 50e.; Common Objects of the Sea-shore, 50c.; How to Camp Out, Gould... ~-.-.:3:1+.+---. 1.60 

EIA LO ch’s Cage and Singing Birds, 50c.; Dogs, 76c.; Birds' | How to Huntand Trap, Batty’s..:,,--2si221 1.50 

MICKE ™S ae . . Tegs and Nests, 0c; Fresh and Salt Water | How to Row, Derrington 2.00 

Dog Fancier S Directory Aquarium, 50¢.: Native Song Birds, 7éc. Humorous Sketches, Seymour... 6,00 

Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 2S Broce 1 fiagen % fore a Pee ene 1.25 Huntin apoE pie of ai Nati ons, Frost $0 
i CORI. 7e cassie bat - sett == 4 wv ° ‘ 

and Flea Destroyer This Work coriebrrse GUN and Ad Breech Loader, Morera, Greener. ii soo) aunts and souibes, Jorrocks ities {ies 
td a . 1 ‘ -| Bruce's Stud Book, 8 yols..:...-.....4.----. - 30. ennings’ Horse Training...... p 

For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each. dresses of Several Thousand Owner's of | Butler on vhe Dog. --.....5.--2+ =: . 200 | Life of a Sportsman, Nimrod. 12.00 

Dogs in all Classes, in all parts of Ameri- | Cae and Singing Binds, Adams. he Co ae See ee a 
Wholesale Agents — Charles L. Ritzman, 943 we i 4 Camp Cookery, Miss W. Parloa... .. 50 | Mayhew's Horse Doctor..... .. 3.00 

BroadwayeN. Ya Bruen & Hobart, 214 “Pulton ca, with specific notes on each variety of | Canoeing in Kanuckia.._.,.... 1,25 | Mayhew’s Horse Management.. 3.00 

fmeet N.'Y.; Smith, Kline & Co., 8 N. Third | Dog, and includes also a Chronological | Canoe Traveling, Powell... josc-c.sec-e. 8.00') Minot's Land and Gameirds.- 5.00 

Street’ Phila.: Finley & Thompson, 35 Magazine | History of Field Trials and Bench Shows Canoe, Voyage of the Paper; Bishop's. 2.50 | Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard... wi 

Street, New Orleans, La. W. oe Holabird, Val- Sy ahaa Ttairule 4 Casselis’ Book of Birds, 4 yols....,-- f . 12.00 | Oars and Sculls, Woodgate, .- ally ts 

paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleibac’cer, Baltimore in America, with rules for the regulation | Choke Bore Guns, Graener.............----- 8.00 | On the Wing, Bumsted.__-.... Le ed, ., 1,50 

Cure or Destroyer sent by mailon receipt of of the same. Complete American Trapper, Gibson... 1.75 | Partridge and Pheasant Shooting, Schley's 2.00 

250., to L. A. MICK®, Easton, Pa. The MEDICAI. GUIDE is the most sim- | Goues, Birds of the Month westesss-s Ey aH) Paceots Si ays eb PEP AEY Se 
ple and concise extant, and has been proven Garscubie Hoativig Animals "'* 3/00 | Practical Kennel Gucde 1.50 

f will buy a very fine thoroughbred by the best authorities. Coues' Key to North Amerlean Birds.. 7.00 | Prairieand Forest, Parker Gilmore 1.60 

ep Le) red Irish bitch, eight manthy old, con- BY CHARLES HALLOOCK, Crack Shot.....-.. We A he “4 . 1.25 | Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 

taining blood of Plunkettand Rory 0” foore, | Author of the “Sportsman's Gazzetteer,” etc., | Cypress, J, Jr.'s Works, 2 vols-... --..+.. .. 5.00 Batty... 0. aon eee ee eee ba aaa efits eet 1,50 

Address EK. J. ROBBINS, Wethersfield, Conn. Publishedsby the Orange Judd Company, 245 | Dadd’s AmericanReformed Horse Book,8vo 2.50 | Prime's 1 Go a-Wishing,.-..; pee fon reghek ee 2.50 

Apvil 15, tf Broudway. Price, $1.00. Sold at all bench Shows | Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12m0o.,....---- 1.40 | Random Casts, from an Angler's Note- 

SS if gts a Booman Gazeteer’' has proved the eee AAEM tha vale + ae Res OY GR ewer a 

mos opular merican Sporting Book ever og Breaking, Hutchinson Te e Tamer.... “: z 

K 9 K E N N E L S published. Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson.. 3.0 | Riding Recollections, Wh e'B..1., 8.00 

> IDyi ap hiry Shilly pay AS Noe She Wee eee. kia . 2.00} Rifles and Markmanship, by Gildersleeye.. 1.60 

7 Toe 2 Dog, the, Idstone...-- Fan erie Sdn eaten § .. 2.25 | Rifle Practice, Wingate.........-.-....+.--.- 1,50 

BBERGNG tie net ctamtipaneeasl Large | ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM | Dog Paths to Success, ...--.--- -2-- 0 + os 50 | Rifle, the, Theory and Practice of. 50 

feed and care. Terms easy. Ineclose stamp. Need one of these Dogs and Their Doings, Morris....--.-.++..+ 1.75 | Sailing Boat, Folkard...-...... 7.00 

‘By mail—K 9 Mange Oure, 50c.; K9 Worm Pow- Dogs and Their Ways, Wilhams,....,-.-.--- 1.25 | Samuels Birds of New England.. 4.00 

ders, Slo; 1 Flea Powders, de; Kasoap, 2c. | STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. Dogs of Great Britkin, Ameriea, and other | Ee ep oating and Fishing. ‘iy 
Kennels en pee Dover, Del. Address ans Ga od oes AG Doss, by Staples... ... , wees deine ee 1% pigoting, Dongil WEA Sena ‘ set 

. & C. Vi "ia D ogs, Management of, Mayhew, lomo hooting on the a} ae ee 1 

& C. VON CULIN, RANGELBY LAKES, By Charles A.J. Farrar. | Doss’ Points for Judging-.-.. ste ena: 50 | Sidney's Book of the Horse “12.50 

ire Doren Oe | a a gener aatcted | BoE Wee area, Ret NE O°" ga | Shorteman, Atntean, Lewis. "Now odl- 
ae. f ORS, WEDD. ..6 shee tstececeuen aerc—ee weeeee DL : r s’s. New edl- 

Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50. Du t's Sea Bathing, its Use and Abuse. 25 tion........ LER Oe way Grd aces BTA 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un-| CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By | [ ever forse Hache : 1 ata a re ae 2.00 Stonehenge, Dogs of British Tslands....-. . 150 

dersigned,wishing to reduce his kennel, offers Charles A.J, Farrar- An amusing account of | Every Boy’s Bool of Sports and Amuse- Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural Sports 4,50 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. a trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 224 pages. 12 illus, TN CIESe ls bra See lose einen se ae asa ete see §.50 | Stonehenge, Horse Owners' Cyclopedia... 3.75 

Bernard dogsand bitches, carefully selected from | , P3¢e,50 cents. Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake. --.....: 40 | Stonehenge on the Dog......... ........04- 8.75 

the best Huropean strains. To be sold for no HARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY | Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 

fault, For prices, pedigrees, etc., address. LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- Takes ssc pee ee Pe eee nt Pho ee 60 VO.ist een Tete, Pa EF once se 8,50 

=z ROY Z. COLLINS, liable gnide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, | Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake... 1.00 | Stonehengeon the Horse,American edition, 

Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.S. A. Parmachenee, Dixville Notch and headwaters | Farrar's Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake ARTIS Nes eee te ab tae ole Een eae 2.00 

a of Connecticut, Androscoggin,and Magalloway | Region......-----.---14 -.+04.- 1 ee 60 | Stiength and Skill........ errs: 7 = 1g6 

Price 50 pees: 50 illus., and a large map. Bield or eae Tren shogwas, Bogardus pe eS ie a hctata ess 4, yt 

a Se Teh Fish and Fishing, Manly.... -..- +:-:-. x i rapper's Guide, use. 

Flaae| Fleas! Worms! Worms! FARRAR'S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE | Fish Hatching and Fish Catching....... jee: 150 | Trolling...-:- News ge pacers aS Beer 50 

f] i] i i RD AINE sat LUT ESHA Ee: ae Fishing, Bottom or Float .. ........- - 50 ee Dictionary, Boers cia 2.00 

- rehensive hand-book of the } Fi in + i Waiters, Scott.. Fi allace's American Stud Book....,,...-..-, . 

Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. sp ie ees Sas and sporting re- ee Tourist. Halloc ae Both ¥, BaD Wallace's American Trotting Register, 2 ps 
mm y Wit : > Kishin v fighi Hip) ee ieee Seay og Us Ra ak ic ae Wek Ad RRB 92 . 20. 

Ee EDO RE BOON To-DOGE. of the enpbee rent teestannd Se Tha EY aS aay a ion FTE RA eee baa Le a0 

EUS POWDER is guaranteed tu kill | rivers, ascent of Katahdin, ete. are plainly } Frank Fordster’s American ‘Game Gn itz «| Wilson's American Ornithology, 8 yols..... 18.00 

fleas on dozs or any other animals, or money | treated. 224 pages, 14 illus. Price 50 cents. Season _.._ ae ecseuuee.. 1,80 | Wood's Natural History of Birds......... v1. 6,00 

returned. It is put up in patent boxes with slid- FARRAR’'S POCKET MAP of the Richardson | Prank Forester's Field Sports. ......,.---:-- 4.00 | Woodruft’s Trotting Horses of America... 2.50 

ing Pepper box top, which yreatly facilitates its and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of | Frank Forester’s Fishand Fishing.....--. 2.00 Wrinkles, by (ld Shekarry....... .. ....0 2.40 

use. Simple and efficacious. Northwestern Maine. “Printed on tough linen | Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and YachtSailor, Vanderdeoken......., Ae, man OID 

Price 50 cenis by mail, Postpaid. aper, cloth covers. 40 cents. ine 2 “ ttand Spoo: 1 
y 7 P aA EARS POCKET MAP uN A + TiN Giccic Wes tet be eo eee mee eee ~ £5 wore neh a on the Horse........... 1.50 

f oO 7 7 ay F ican. Svo.2 | WOwsatiCon CHE VOG....-....0.022. vevenee os 
Seige iy aarielea ni Gee hut ition a eed ne Frank Forester’s Horse of America, 8 vo.,% oe ouatt on og ane es, 

| 
oi up in boxes containing ten powders, with 

directions for use. 
Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recommended by Rop ARD 
Gow and FOREST AND STREAM, 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 

John riyers. Printed on tough line 
cloth covers. 60 cents. Be od BEBE 

FARRAR'S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, 25 cts. 
Send fur catalogue. 
ge" Any of the atcve publicutions mailed, 
postpaid. on receipt of pride. A dress 
OCHARLES A. J FARRAR, Jamaies Plain, 

WALLAOE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 

FIFTH EDITION. 

AOLLER?S “tin COD-LIVER OIL 

Mass. T. Wet E z z 

65 Fulton Street, N. Y. 
: ta ) 

N extustive band-book for sportsmen and | Is perfect! Pr ced the best b: higch- 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 72 awork. $12 a day gt, home, easily made, A tour ts, Novisitor tothe Adirondacks should est medica [ Autboritiegtn the world, Given highest 

oot 12 1 Cortlandt Street,N.¥. | Augusta, Maine. ~ | bewithout it, For sale at this office, Price, pest | grard.at 12 Worlds Bevo tore iy & Conse 
paid, $1,50. 
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‘Alisreltanenns Advertisements, 

POREST AND STREAM. 

WIL KINSON & LENNON, 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
‘BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

<3 

Alisrellaneous, 

Viel ail 

(ae 
i i 

q J sit 

Mays 4t. 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTBLE CHATR, 
WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 

POSTLIONS. 

Parlor Library, Inya, 
lid Chair, Child’s Crib- 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light- 
ness, strength, simpli- 
city, and comfort, 
Byerything toanexact 
Science. Orders by mail 
promptly attended to. 

0. D. Send 
RHADING FOSITION. 

Goods shipped to any address, C. 
Stamp for Uinstrated Circular; quote Forest and 
Stream. Address Wilson Adjus.Chair WP’e Co., 

661Broadway, N.Y 

| THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES. 

‘MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY. 
WaAREROOM™Ms 

¥YSS Broadway, New Vork = 
| S£Land 86 State street, Chicago: 

17 South Fifth st., St. Louis, 

Curb, Callous, &c., or any enlargement, and 
This remarkable medicine will cure Spaying, Splint, 

% 1 remove the Bunch without 

di have had 
with Kendall’s Spavin Cure 

State- in treating all blemishes on horses and 
ment every kind of lameness from whatever 
made cause, It has also been used with 

i under perfect success in deep-seated pains 
ths of long standing Inman. Onecase 

To whom i may We haye in aiind was hip-joint 
Concern.—In the wS lameness of 15 years duration. 
year 1875 Ltreated andthe person afflicted had 
with “Kendali's tried inany remedies with no 
Spavin Cure" a bono effect, and was finally per- 

Manently cured two years 
ago, (after 15 years of 
suifcring) with en 
dajvs Spavin 
Cure. We give 
below a statement 
which was made 
under oath, and 

Peretti awtb te onth's growth, near! 
half aa large 2 # hen's z 
epg and completely stoppe 
the Tarsenes an petared 
the enlarzement. liaye 
‘worked the horse eyer since 
wery hard and heneyer hag been 
dame, nor could I eyer see nny dif- ne owe have 
ference in the size of the hock examined the 

joints since I treated him with horse many 
‘Hendall’s Spavin Cure.’ tines we 

R._A. GAINES. Enowieto 
Enosburgh Falls, Vt.,Feb.25, 1879. ibd RE: 

Sworn and substribed to before me this (@) 
 B5th day of February, A. P- 1879. 

OuN G. JENNE, CG 
Justice of the Peace. 

Bend address for illustrated ctrenlar to Dr. B. J. 
KENDALL & Co., Enosburgh Falls, Vermont. 

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS. 

C. F. A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

to Order. 

Sey 
mA 
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> ein et og 
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WFLFISHPHoTacVeEssrom, SSPE 

THIS CUT REPRESENTS THE 
BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT, 

THE BEST SPORTSMAN’S OUTFIT MADE 
SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND SAMPLES WITH RULES FOR MBASURE. 

ke te fete aaah G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 
Aer olen ele nk a Oak Hall, Boston, Mass. AND LEATHER JACKETS. 

mor-“BEATS THE WORLD.”-xx. 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 

TERS In eliminating the impnrities of the blond, the 
7 natural and necessary result is the cure of Serof- 
2 mlowsand other Skin Mruptions« Diseases 
S including Cancers, Ulcers, and other sores. 

It is the best Blood Purifier, and stimu- 
M lates every function to more healthful action, 

and thus a benefit in all diseases, 
Dyspepsia, Weakness of the Stomach, 

Constipation, Dizziness, General Debil- 
ity, etc,, are cured by the Safe Bitters. Tt is 
unequaled as an Appetizerand Regular Tonic, 

It is a medicine which should be in every 
family, and which, wherever used, will save 
payment of many doctors’ bills. 

Bottles of two sizes; prices 50 cents and $1, 

SAFE’, LIER BES" WARNER’S 
joney “CURE Safe Remedies are 

SAFES sold by Druggists . AFE 
IABETES: 
E (CURE & Dealers in Med- 
SAFE BITTERS icine everywhere. | _ “Ola Tudsge” Cigarettes. 

ANUFACTURED under Letters Patent granted Charles G. Emery, March 5, 1878, 
SATE NEA UNE H. H. Warner & Co M m d that the unpleasant odor and injuri FS PILts, go by which the rice paper used as wrappers is so prepare at the unpleasant odor and in ous 
SAFE P - Ts 7 aifents of the OIL OF CREOSOTE thrown bf when puming is completely neutralized or destroyed, 

Proprietors, and the paper made saliva proof to prevent its breaking or melting in the mouth. The great advant- 
ROGHESTER, N, Y. age and importance of this invention will at once be recognized by allsmokers, and its truth de- 
0a-Send for Pamphlet monstrated by the first “Old Judge” Cigarettes they smoke. Neither will they require a printed 

certificate from any sminent Professor of Chemistry to conyince them they haye heretofore, in 
Be smoking Cigarettes made of PURE RICE PAPER, been inhaling one of the deadlicst poisons known. 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. 

GOODWIN & CO., Manufacturers 207 and 209 Water st. 
NEV YORE, 

KRUG & CO’S |THE POULTRY WORLD, 

CHAMPAGNES)) rweaenou eau THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD. 

A MANUAL OF 7 

OMOBOPATHI 
Veterinary Practice. 
Designed for all Domestic Animals. 
Second Enlarged Edition, llustrated, 

Large 8vo,, aubstantially bound, Price $5.00. 
This book iz specially written for the Stock-raiser, Wancier. 

Liyery-blable man, and Farmer. The directions for treatmen 
are plain, concise and reliable, Bentfres by mailon receipt of 
price. Address: HORRICKE & TAFEL’S Homacopariic PuAnMA- 
aes at New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Chieago, New Or- 

a Business Established in 1825, leans, San Pranciaco, 
——— 

PERE & FILS. 

RUWWAR ee ea at HAM AGIES STANDARD AND DRY. Both ae eta devoted 
Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of to Poultry. 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

Verzenay’, dry, full bodied, rich flayor. 

Carte Blanche, Fruity, delicate flayor, not too 

dry. DODGE, CAMMEYER &.CG., 

Cortlandt 8t.. Sole Ag’tsfor the United States 

Published by H. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn, 

_ THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1,256 
er year; the AMERICAN 
ULTRY YARD for $1.50 

—both papers for $2.00. 
A-series of twelve mag= 

7, ticent Chromos, each rep- 
- =~ resenting a standard breed 

sas _ Of fowls, sent for 75 cents 
extra to all subscribers to either publication, 

The Sportsman's Wine ! 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

WOLH AGENTS, 

6 South William street, NewYork, 
ry A YHAR and expenses to nts. tat 

R77 (free. Address P Vickery. Atasue 6, 

= 

it fs impossible toremain long sick when Hop Bitters wre used, so perfect are they In their operation, 

sah Balmy sleep, 

“f - good digestion, 
Fi tich blood and 
Fa perfect health 

Ber in Hop Bitters. 

For Weakness and General Debillty, aud as 4 preventive and cure for Fever and Ague, nothing equals ft» 

A little Hop; 
Bitters saves big 
iloctor Bills and 
long sicknees, 
Cures Drowal- 

ness, Bilfousriess 
pains and aches 

NEW YORK. Se SSSI 

ts a i=" 

PeeeD 

Thy. oub ie a fac aizadl anf Sport: ’s Ch ie epee ul ac-simile of the Sportsmen’s Chain .M. ri B 1879. This Chain will be made from the very best quality of RO BER eS Ee Eee ee eae ae Beet Willed, and will b \ ) , or what is known as Gold Si 
od, and will be warranted to wear equal to a Solid Gold Chain from four to six years. The retail price will 25 eee Oa Hoe discounts co olaaR ea EC eae graders, relve or more at one time. Emblematic for 5 ad Tar 2 = Ril il 

be made of Solid Gold upon application, at the lowest TATEDE meh pepe Er SH Ra UR Gk Borers ae ms 5 
ao 
d 

I KHEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE AND WELL-SELECTED STOCK OF 

EVERYTHING IN THE JEWELRY LINE. 
, ' I HAVE A COMPLETH ASSORTMENT oF 
Masonic, Odd Fellows, Knights Pythias, Eastern Star Pins, Rings and Jewels 

OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE. 

Shooting, Rowing, Athletic, Firemen’s, College and School Medals, 

ARE A SPECIALTY WITH THIS HOUSE. 
We have the largest stock on hand of any house in this country, and do more business in this Hne than any 

other house, SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 25c. 

N. M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton Street, New York. 
SPECLAL ORIGINAL DESIGNS, NOT IN CATALOGUE, FURNISHED ON; APPLICATION. 

Tmanufacture to order at short notice all the £ the Dnited z ld and 
Silver. Fullinformation given upon application, ermuy Corps Badges 0 si ge g aie 

All the Army Corps Badges on hand and Manufactured at Short Notice. 

94} grloyaq pool ] B 403 Urey pood & 
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Cricket Goorls. 

Afted Shaw & Arthur Shrewsbury 
(Membora of the Anglo-American Team and 

li-Fngland Hleyen), 

HAE pleasure in informing their American 
friends that they have opened the Midland 

Oricket, Lawn Tennis, Football aud Gen= 
eral Athletic Sports Warehouse, 

CARRINGTON STREET BRIDGE, 
NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND. 

The most unique and comprehensive establish— 
ment of its kindin England, Theirstock com- 
a ae well-seasoned Cricket Bats, Balls, Boots, 
hoes, Leg Guards, Stumps, Bags, Lawn Tennis 

Sets, Racquets, Footballs, Jerseys, Shirtings, silk 
or woolen (as worn by the team in America), and 
es article in great variety suitable to athletes. 

8. &8. being members of the late American 
Team, know the requirements of their trans- 
‘Atlantic friends, and if favored with an order 
may be relied upon to send goods of first-class 
quality only. Clubs, colleges and schools pro- 
vided with professional bowlers, First class men 
ihe ee known to §. & 8., well bred and o 
igh character, only sent out. Price lists, with 

batting ayerages and bowling analysis of the 
American Team, may be had on application to 
GEORGE LANE, Professional Cricketer,Staten 
Island Cricket Club. 

RICHARD DAFT 
(CAPTAIN OF ALL ENGLAND ELEVEN), 

RICK ETING, Foot Bali and Lawn Tennis out- 
fitter to the Army and Navy, begs to inform 

Secretaries of Clubs, Colleges and Schools, that 
his new and enlarged illustrated Price List for 
Season 1880 is now ready, and will be sent post- 
free upon application. Address RICHARD DAFT, 
No. 1 Lister Gate, Nottingham, England. 
To Agents: Goods can also be had from Mr. A. 

J. REACH, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Guns, Ammunition, Gtr. 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT GU, 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. 
The barrels slide one side, 

INNo EtingetogetInoose. 
Prices from $50to $300. 

Send stamp for circular to 
AMERICAN ARMS CO., 

103 Milk Street, Boston, 
F. H, RAYMOND, Treas. 

FOREST AND STREAM, 

Guns, Aumneattiot, Gtr. 

THE BKST p 

Cleaner and Ojler 
Por Hreech-loading Armes 

— in market. B ' 

For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brus 

Me juii directions sent free of postege, 
Send for circular. 

Pafentee, 
DING, Pa. 

an 
(In ordering give callbre of gun, 
|| Address Te YARDLEY BROWN 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
CHEAPER THAN GLASS. Samples by mail, 25 

gents. Our Decoy D yin: aprerae is deadly 
en ducks; by mail, $1. DIVING DECOYCO., 

Rochester, N. ¥ 

SMOKE TARGET BALL, 

FOR TRAP SHOOTING, 
NOW READY, 

NO REFEREE. NO DISPUTES 

UNMISTAE ABLE, 

Send for cireular. 

SMOKE TARGET DAL U0, 
TITUSVILLE, PA, 

ANTIRUST. 
FOR THE PROTECTION OF 

Tire-arms, Cutlery, Skates, Surgical Instruments Eq 
and all metal surfaces, from oxydation. 

Tt is a strict hydro-carbon, containing no 
mereury or animal oil; is not injurious or 
offensive, and will neyer gum or become rancid 
in any climate. 

To Sportsmen it is especially re- 
commended for sea-coast shooting. 

Sold by Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 81 
Chambers street, N. Y., and by retail dealers in 
firearms and sportsmen’s goods everywhere. 

GIBBS & HOWARD, 

Proprietors, 

IWMiedford, Mass. 

= | WM.R.SCHAEFER, WHSTLE yy RLOHARD 

HAMMERLESS GUN. 
These guns haye Anson and Daly’s patent cocking action with automatic safety belt, making 

the safest gun now in use. 10,12and 20 bores now in stock. 

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List” 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
68 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES. 

Chokebore Barrels. 

Gans, Aamanition, Gtr, 

FINE BREECH=LOADING 

Shot Guns 
At a Bargain! 

THBSE ARE NOT CHEAPGUNS, 

BUT ARE 

Good Guns! 
AT A 

Tox7erPxrice 
Than they can be purchased for else- 

where, All of them 
WARRANTED TO 

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 
Send for Descriptive List. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
Cazenoyia, N. Y. 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
LEVER ACTION 

In the world, 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 
ual in finish, symmetry of outline, and mate. 

rial, to the finest English guns, and at 
more reasonable prices. 

The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only re- 
bounder with which missfires will not occur, 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

For **Workmanship, Rebounding Locks, and 
Compensating Features of Action.” 

GUNS RE-EORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING, 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK, 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire. 
Muszle Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loaders. 

&@ Clark & Sneider, | 
214 West Pratt Street, Baliimore. 
Send for Ilustrated Catalogue, 

61 Elmst., Boston, Mass., 
Dealer in 

SPORTSMEN'S EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 

ToS Order. 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

ing SHOTGUNS. A fulllineof the Clabrough: 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of impo ed 
guns, al son hand. Particular attention 
paid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATI’S DOG FOOD, exc, ete, 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. All work 
executed in the most skillful manner. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 
SIMPLE AND 
DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock. 

For close, hard shooting excels all others. Ex- 

ee 
- [APRIL 22, 1880, 

i. FOR, 

The ‘SvanDARD TARGET.'’’—For Rifle Practice, 
Size 6 inches. Bulls-eye 1} inches. Range, 100 
feet, off-hand. The zones rise by area instead 
of diameter. 

Marksmen will appreciate the new departure 
which this target has inaugurated. Theaccurate 
riflemar now gets the true value of pis shots, 
while on old-style targets the record was so taint 
ed by the element oi chance as to give but a 
vague idea of the shooter's skill. For instance, 
on a 200 yard Creedmoor a “ center,” scoring 4 
has ten times the areaof a “bull,” scoring 5. Every 
rifleman knows that nodegree of skill or care will 
give immunity from occasional misses, and un- 
der the oldsystem it was almost the rule for good 
marksmen to be beaten by bad ones. One man 
would pile up eight snug bulls outof ten, but 
lose the other two, while his competitor, “ shoot- 
ing for fours,” would scatter his strays all over 
the buard center, blunder one shot into the edge 
of the bull,and win! Now in deer stalking, and 
shooting at 80 yards, the winner would haye 
wounded and lost one deer, while the loser would 
have struck down eight, all shot through the 
heart. Of course there are people who still con- 
tend that under the old method “all had an equal 
chance ;'’ which is very true. Butit is also true 
that their equality of chance would have 
been in no wise impaired if they should haye sat 
down and thrown dice to determine who was the 
better shot. In contests of skill eyery element 
of cliance should be eliminated, 
Arrangements have been made fer supplying 

these targets at a merely nominal price, and it is 
now an easy matter to gauge relative skill by 
uniform practice, and to communicate definite 
results without obscuring them by explanatory 
details, The isreets are mailed, post-paid to any 
address in the United States at fifty cents per 
hundred, and quite a liberal discount ismade to 
alleries and dealers. Send orders to CUssONS, 
fay & SHEPPARD, Glen Allen, Virginia. 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Ball 
AND HI5 PATENT 

GLASS BALL TRAP 
For Wing Brae They 
can be had from all run 
dealers. Headquarters 
forGinss Balls and Traps, 
AGNEW & Co,, 153 First 
Ay.. Pittsburgh, Pa.; A. 
H, BOG-ARDUS, No 158 
South Clark street, Chic- 
ago. Send for Price List 
For Traps—Hart & Sloan, 
Newark, N. J. 

“Field, Cover and Tra’ 
Shooting,” the only boo 
ever published by 8 mar 

= ket hunter, can be had at 
he above address. Price $2. 

Eaton’s Rust Preyenter. . 
Foe ane: CUTLERY, AND SURGI- 

cal Instruments. Safe to handle, WILL NOT 
GUM, and will keepin any climate. Sportsmen 
everywhere in the United States pronounceitthe 
best gun oil in the market. Judge Holmes, of 
Bay Gity, Mich., writes: “It is the best prepara- 
tion Ihave found in thirty-five years of active 
and frequent use of guns.” 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO. 

ai eee he) Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 
eights, N. J. 
Solid by principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 

Read & Sons, Boston, Mass.; B. Kittredge & Co., 
Cincinnati, O.; BE. E. Raton, Chicago, Il.; Brown 
& Hilder, bt. Louis, Mo.; Thos. W. Parr, Cleve- 
and, O.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, Md,; 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D. 0.; Jos. C. Grubb 
& Co., Seer 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MATL, 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, 
SYRACUSE, 
NEW YORK, 

Maker of Fine Guns. 
SEND TOR CATALOGUE. 

E.H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL t 

GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Daly 

Guns, 
(UN Stocks altered ta fitthe shooter. Guns 

bored ceo Hors Rage aoe ree, 
Game Shooting, Pi rips titted, Pin Fir - 
yerted to Central Fires, New Barrels fitted, Ex— 
tension Ribs, New Lumps, etc. 
Repairing of every description done in an hon- 

est manner and at reasonable rates. 
Madison's Browning Mixture,A1,50c. per bottle. 
Sportsmen's and Riflemen’s Sundries. 
Shells loaded Al, and goodssent everywhere Cc. 

ueries. Hefer- 
decld tf 

tra heavy. ns for aueks 4 specialty. Send stamp 
for, einedinare oO. § SHATTUCK, Manufactu- 
rers, Hatfield, Mass. 

GREAT WESTERN 

CONICAL BASE 
PAPER SHELLS. 

BevAL IN QUALITY TO ANY IN MARKET, AND AS GOOD AS WELL AS THE 
cheapest manufactured. Also, a STEEL-HHAD SHELL for elass ball and club shooting, at a 

fabulously low price. For Price List, references and full particulars. address 
A. L. HOWARD & CO., 

Box 399, New Haven, Conn, 
= Send stamp for Catalogue. : 

Rifles, Shot Guns, Revolvers, sent o, o.d, for cxsmination 

THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS! 
SEB J, $8, SUMNER'S FULLSCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 50 IN A POSSIBLE 50 ! FEB. 28, 1880 

Fifteen Bull’s-eyes in Succession! 
SAME MATCH, 200 YARDS OFF-HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLB, NO. 61-8. 

. The Ballard is the only Rifle that has made a Full Score at Creedmoor. 

The Ballard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon, 

THE BALLARD ALWAYs FITS THE SHOOTHER 

The Empire Rifie Club, in their trips to Boston, ALL used Ballards. 

« 4 WORD TO THE WISE,” ETC. 

ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM. FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & CALES, 
84 Chambers street, NEW YORE CITY. 

0. D, Send stamp foransywers to | 
ences from all the clube of the city. 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. — 
Lyman'spatent combination Gun Sight 

is a great improvement in rear sights, 

Send for circular containing full de- 
scription, Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, . 
Middlefield, Conn’ 
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SOLE AGENTS FOR 

OPRATI’S DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition. 

PATENT 
LON DOWN. 

Bend for Cireular and Price List. 

DOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plains. 

Sportamen's Goals. 

Cor. Broome 
205 Broadway, 

FRONT VIEW. 

Haniock Huntine Coat. 
Six Pockets outside and game 
Pocket inside. 

INDIA RUBBER 

Fishing Pants, Coats, 
LECCINS 

AND BOOTS, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

COMPLETE 

Sporting and Camping Outfits 
India Rubher Goods of Every Description 

HODCMAN & CoO. 
Send for Price List. 

425BROADWAY and 27 MAIDEN LANE, 
NEW YORK. 

Spoviswens Bouter. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw, GrandRapids andCincinnatiShort Ling 

FOR TH 
Trout, Grayling, and. Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
and ae Aebhigag Ni ori Woods ee unsurpassed 

ed, in theabunda rari co Aled) at nee and great yarioty o: 

BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 
the famous AMBRICAN GRAYLING is found 

The TROUT Season May ne TT season begins May 1 and ends Sept.1. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June | and ends 
ov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONG, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

skill to his friends or ‘club at home, as ice for 
packing fish can be had at many points, 
TAKE YOUR PAMILY WIT 

nory of the North Woods and Lakesis yery beau- 
tiful; the air is pure, ay and bracing, tthe cli- 

c 

ilities offered to Tonrists and peel 

isda Giiie aie 
ouraim tomakesportsmen feel ‘at home” 

snthis route. BH x Tourist’ L j 

ustrated bool x Tourist's Guide (an attractive 

ieee ne ani 

Old Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 

488, 490, 492 SSIS Ales aaa 
1 

Goodyear’s India Rubber Glove Mfg Co, 

Cor, Fulton Street 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Rubber Outfits 
geen 

COMPETE; FOR 

HUNTING AND FISHING. 
Trouting Pants and 
Legeius a Specialty. 

7 Al Guaranteed — 
Thoroughly Water- 

proof. 

RUBBER GGODS 
—oOr 

Every De:xiption. 

4. F. Winstow, 

INSIDE VIEW. 
HALLocKE Hunting Coat. The game 
pocket extends the entire length of 
coat with capacity far surpassing 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. any ordinary game bag. 

Sportsmen's Boutes, 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

§ PREPARED TO CHARTER TH 
new cars"* DayyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, ete., also pro- 
yided with racks and closets for guns and ishing 
tackle, and kennels for dogs. ; 2 
Diagrams, rates and other desired in formation 

furnished on application to Gen'l Supt. P. PC 
Co., Chicago. je26 3mos, 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March 14th, 1890.—Leaye 

HUNTER’S PD (Flatbush Aye., B’klyn, 5 min. 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.85 A.M., 3.85, 4.35, 5.35 p.m. Sundays, 

9 A.M. 
—~Col. P*t& Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.85 A.m., 
2.85, 3.85, 4.35, 5, 5.85, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.55, 9.15, 10.45 Pat, 
12.15 night. me 
Sundays, 9.85, 10.85 A.m,, 1.85, 5.35, 7, 10 Pia. 
Flushing, 6.30, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.65 4.m., 2.55, 3.85, 

4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.35, 7, 7-35, 9.15 10.40 P.M., 12.15 night, 
Sundays, 9.85, 10.35 .4.M., 1.05, 3, 5.85, 7, 10 P.M. 
Far Rockaway, 8.35, 11 s.M., 4.35, 5.35, 7 P.M, 

Rockaway Beach, 11 4.m., £35 p.m Sundays, JA.M, 
and 6.35 P.M, 7 + ee 
Great Neck,6.80, 7.35, 11.35 A.M., 4.35, 5.35,6.35 P.M. 

Suturday niehts, 12.15. Sundays, 9.35 A.M.,5.85 P.M, 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.M, 

1.35, 3.35, 4.55, 5.35, 6.35 P.M. From Dlatbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdaysand Sundays only from Flatbush ay, 
10P.mM. Sunday, 9 A.o., 1.35, 6.35 P.M. 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8,10 A.M., 3.25, 4.35, 5.30, 6.55 P.M. Sundays, 9 
AM., 6,35 P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, $A.M., 3.30 P.M. 
Huntington and N orthport, 8,10 A.M,. 4,85, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M, 6.85 P.M. 5 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,3.35, 5.85 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.a., 4.35 Pm. Sundays, ) A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M,, 4.35,5.35 P.M, Sundays, 9 

A.M, 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.85, 11 A.M., 3.35, 4.85 

5.35, 6, Pat. Monday, Wednesday, Briday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15, Sundays,.9 A.M. 6.35 2.mM. 
Greédmoor, 8, 10 A.M, 1.35 P.M., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER’S Pl & WALL SP. ANNEX—Leaye 

Pier 17, H. R. foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, §.20, 
10.80, 11.30 A.M, 3.10, 4.10, 5.10, 6.10 p.m. Hor fur- 
ERE Prego Ltt CoMnsa toes ete., 
apply at 229 Bway, cor. Barclay. 

WwW. M. TATPFAN, Gen’! Pass. Agent. 

St. Louis, Minneapolis 

ST. PAUL SHORT LINE. 

Through Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
between St. Louis, Winneapolis 

and St. Paul, 

Burlington, C. Rapids & Northern 
Railway. 

QUICKEST, CHHAPEST AND BEST! 

TWO PASSHNGHER TRAINS each way daily, be- 
freen Burlington, Albert Lea and Minneapolis. 
Crossing jing connecting with all East and est 
Lines in lows, sunning through some of the finest 
hunting grounds in the Northwest for Geese, 
Ducks, Pinnated and Ruirec Grouse and Quail, 
Sportamen and their dogs taken good careot. Re- 
duced rates on ee of ten or mere upon appli- |. 
cation to Gen’) Ticket Office, panee Rapids, 

ri 
Gen’l Passenger Agent, 

General Manager, tf 1 FRAnNE THomson, Gen’l Manager, 

WHISKIES, 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 
18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

WINES, 
BRANDIES, 

Clarets and Sauternes, 
Of A, deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux, 

CHAMPAGINES, 
OF E. IRROY & CO., REIMS. 

Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 
Ethine Wines, 

IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 
SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Gases as desired. 

Pyoriswen’s Enos, 

GOODYEAR'S RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO-ICORDUROY SHOOTING SUITS 
A SPHCIALTY ! 

From Goods of my own Importation--Dead Grass Color. 
ALSO, oe ede WINDSOR 

ELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 
Pull lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete 
Send for Price-List and Samples, Address : 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J: 
New York Office, 177 Broadway. 

Sportsmen's Routes. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
inia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
eghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 

Rivers, and Kanawha way and including in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist, 

through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; and at Richmond 
and Charlotteyille with fhe South, All modern 
improvements in equipment. € 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agen 
Richmond 

Comprisin 

may ly 

Boston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland. 

Spring Fishing 
at the 

RANGELEY’S and 
HMOOSEHEAD LAKH. 

Kxcursion Tickets 
Will be placed on sale'as soon us the ice is out, 
Close connections made at Portland with Grand 
Trunk and Maine Central Railways for all the 
Fishing Grounds in Maine and Northern New 
England, 
Tickets may be obtained at Boston City Office, 

280 WASHINGTON STREET, and at the Station, 
Information by mail, if desired. 

JAS. T. FURBER, DB. J. FI ANDERS, 
Gen. Supt. Gen, Ticket Agent 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

; Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for Fat antioee of the 
ROUTING PARKS and RACE GO’ HS in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the éx- 
cellent cars which run oyer the smiooth steel 
tracks enable STOOK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities Zor 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold atthe offices of the Company in 
all the principle citiesta KANE, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, and 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also, to 

TUCKHRTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPR MAY, 
SQUAN, and paints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT APTER 
FIN AND WRATHER, / 

L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass, Agent, 
febiT-t1 

| 
! 

Syorisnien’s Routes, 

FOR 
New Haven, Hartford, Springfield and 

the North. 
The new palace steamer C. H. NORTHAM 

leaves Pier No. 25, Hast River, daily (Sundays ex— 
eepten), at 3PM, Passengers go Northand East 

NIGHT LINE.—The ELM CITY leaves New 
York at 11,30 P.M., arriving in New Haven in time 
for the early morning trains. 
Merchandise forwarded by daily ExpressFreizht 

train from New Hayen through to Massachisettte 
Vermont, Western New Hampshire, Northern 
New Yorkand Canada. Apply at Office en Pier 
or to RICHARD PHCK, Gen’l Act, 

Hatels And Hesorts for Sportsmen. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

M ESSENGER, Proprietor. 

For Good Spring Shooting 
—GO TO THR— 

BAY VIEW HOUSE 
At Shinnecock Bay, 

Where you will find 
PLENTY OF BIRDS, 

y LETTE OUTYTT of DE i 
BATTERIES, ate, Sele 

As well as good accommodations and a sute 
rn __ stantial pill of fare. 
Take Long Island Railroud for Good 

Ground station. 
M, WILLIAMS, Prop’r, 

P, O. Address, Good Ground, Long Teland, N, ¥. 
= 

~ z Mina 
HO! for TROUT FISHING. 

HE FAR-FAMED waters of the Mag- 
anettewan are now wilhin easy secess of 

Toronto and the outside world, and are still teem— 
ing with speckled trout. We have erected a lars 
and comfortable hotel in Maganettewan Village, 
and are prepared to offer every facility to our 
sporting friends by way of danoes and guides te 
the trout lakes and streams tributary to the Mag- 
anetiewan, and can offer the best of trout fishing 
within amile of onr hotel; will have ieaand facil 
ities for packing fish, so that they can be taken 
tresh to any part of the Northern States. The 
road from Rousseau (the head of steam Ura vel) has 
been Macadamized and the journey shortened by 
hit a day,so that parties leaving Toronto can 
get here In one and a half days, Come up and 
gee us. IRWIN & CLARK#E, Proprietors. 
Maganettewan Post-Office, Ontario, Canada, 

————— 

CEKAN HOUSH, Speonk, L, I.—FPirst- 
class board ; near bay and ocean, forest and 

lakes; gunning, fishing, riding, sailing, bathin 
and rowing. Parties will be met at ti I. BR, RK. 
depot by appointment. 

J. W, TUTHILL, Proprietor,“ 

DAVES HOUSE, 
Weldon. N. ©. 

J. R. DAVIS Proprictor, 

Always twenty minutes for Dinner. 

HIS HOTEL has been oponed by Col. 
J, R, Davis, long and fayorably known os 

the propristor of the Purcell House, Wilming— 
ton, N. C. The Rotel has beew, entirely and 
thovonghly renoyated throwghout. The rooms 
aro clogantly furnishe@ with b/ack walnut mar 
ble-top furniture and khair mattrasses. Travellere 
andinvalids coming South will now find thisa 
comfortable resting place, (3 long-felt want sup 
plied), Guesis willreccive every attention and 
comlort, clegant table and attentive seryaate. 
This isthe Dinner House coming South or going 
North. he best Hotel of its kind on the route 
to Diorida, Rates—$2.00 and $2.50 per d>*. 

3 
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Aimuurition, Gir. 
———— 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Oranae Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor; 

ELEGTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 

Gend postal eard for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
BER. Furnished FRI, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CU, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. ¥.; 

F an 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT 

RIPPLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDER. 

The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT'’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, have maintained their 

peovkre uutation for seventy-sight years. Manu- 

der: 
6 following celebrated brands of Pow- 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Bea. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 

fickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 
Ball and Pigeon Shooting, 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 
ios. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
gid clean; great penetration ; adapted for Glass 

Ball, Pigeon, uck, and other shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
& quick, strong, and clean Powder, of yery fins 

grain for pistol shooting. 
t 
DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG, “SEA SHOOTING,” 

BEG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle 
gSeoting ,the FFG end FEFG for general use, 
ne! aa a moist. 
' SPORTING. ING, SHIFFING, and BLAST- 
ENG POWDERS of all sizes and descriptions. 
aa grades for export. Cartridge, Musket, 

non, Mortar, and Mammoth Powder, [hes 
MGierernment standard,. Powder manufactured 
@ order of any required grain or proof. Agen- 
@fes ia all citiés and principal towns throughout 
#he U. 8. Represented by ¢ 

E. £. KNEELAND, 70 Wail Streot, N. ¥. 
H. B—Use none but DUPONT'S FG or FFG 

“Wlewder for long range rifle shooting. 

THD HMCARD POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard's ‘Electric Powder.” 

los. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
mf strength and cleanliness. Packed in square 

Canistera of one pound only. 

Bazard’s “American Sporting.” 

‘Wog. 1 ffine) to 6 (eoarse). In 1 lb, canisters and 
4 lb kegs, A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
.and rairieshooting. Welladapted to shot guns. 

Haxzard’s ‘Duek Shooting.” 
SSs2. 1 (fie) to 5 (coarse). In 1and 6 1b. caniaters 
umd 64 and 12} lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
@ieen, shooting remarkably close and with great 

tration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
Granta any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
Sieceablo for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazerd’s ‘‘Kentueky Bifie.’” 

SFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 
$5, 72}, and 6} Ibs.and eans of bibs, FFFG is also 
packed in 1 and? Jb. canisters. Burnsstrong and 
mott. The FEFG and FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” 
‘BG is the standard Hifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining and Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
PRE; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 

#F ANY ' REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 
MANUFACTURED TO ORDER, «xy 

The above ean be had of dealers, or of the Com- 
gpany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
fale at offic 

ones WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

“s=. Pittsfield, Mass., Cuts Free. 
UG Lat an pate COT, in this vase, 
il $10; LOUNGE, ia this case, $8. 
i | Sold Byerywhere by the Trade nil 

1d, Crystal, Lace. Porfumed & Chremo 

2 Gorda name in Gold and:Jet, 10e.;Clinten, 
Erros., Clintonville, Ct. 

ee 

—— 

im your own town. Terms and $5 

&6 shige Address H. HALLET & OO., 

Portland, Maine- 

day at home. worth 

$5 to $20 be tres. Aditress 
&cod. 

Portland, Ms. 

Husrellaneonis Advertisements, 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 
for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gtyes little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr, Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in thea matches, Our challenge 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world, Address 

DIT TMARPOWDER M’F’G Co., 
P. 0. Box 886. 24 Park Place, New York 

VANITY FAIR 
“MILD” —Rare Old Virginia. “ HALVaS"—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 Fisst Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila,, 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries, 

Peerless Tobacco Works, Wy @ KIMB Abb & OO. 

Fine Archery 
PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES. 

Xn Shootings Power 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGARETTES 

H. L. DUNCKLEE’S PATENT 

| Camping and Mining Stove. 
4 Peg the thing for people camping out 

for a short or long time. FOUR SIZES; pri- 
ces REASONABLE. Send for descriptive circu- 
lars, with prices and terms. 

Will Gook 
The Raw-Iide Baéked Bows have no 

"suOS18g ZI 104 Superior. 

Bows sent C. 0. D. on trial when 25 per cent. 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be returned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges. 
Tilustrated circulars sent free, 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York. 

Ha Sea 

] T 

er NO, i—CAMP PACKED. 

St) 

12x12x20: INCHES. ‘Sa 9g ‘CHOIEM 

Madeland sold by TAUNTON IRON WORKES 
CO., 87 Blackstone street, Boston, Mass. 
a ee 

R777 Sia andexpensesto agents. Outfit 
. Address P 0. Vickery. Augusta, Me. 

Ganitermy, Cte. 

Established 1359, 
Hlorsman’s Archery 

Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 
Lon. Maurice Thompson, Father of Arehery in this country > 
Will H, Thompson, as See Archer of the United States. Taxidermist Supplies. 

IRD SKINS, Bird Stuffers’ Tools, Glasa 
Eyes for Stuffed Birds and Animals, etc. 

Send Bean or reduced price list. 
A.J, URN, 81 Boylson St,, Boston, Maas, 
Paragon Mica for Bird Stands, Rock Work, ete., 

Henry @. Carver, Hoq., Pres's of the National Archery Association, 
4. & Brownell, Esg., President of the Eastern Archery Association ; 

and other leading Archers. 
Special attention ts called to Honswan’s BPAnisH Yew-Bacsen 

Sowa end footed peacock feathered Atrowa, 
Send stamp for llnstrated Catalogue of Archery & Lawn Tennilz, 

E. 1, HORSMAN, 
30 & 82 William Street, New York. | 40c. per package by mail a new thing; bestic 

ae iy use. jyl¢ ly 

“Nahmakanta,” Natural History Store. 
With the “CROSBY PATENT AXT COVER.” 

7 ynmuine Camp Axe in America. Says 
fee only ere am. dehehied with it; it Saieea 

eutfit complete, and is just ths 

T have been looking for these many years.” 

Send for a circular. 

Ae S CROSBY & CO., 

WATERVILLE, Mr, 

1B the department of Vaxidermy I offer for 
salea very fine assortment of Game Birds of the 

yery best work, and a large assortment of nutive 
and foreign species, all prepared by first-class 
workmen, 
One case of game birds, which is probably the 

finestinthe country ‘ter at $300. ees 
W.J. KNOWLTON, 

1685 Tremont street, Boston, Mass 

ay oaanae 

Amnumition, Ete. 

TA'THANMS 

IMPRovEeD 

Chilled Shot. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 
GIVES GREATER PENETRATION and BET- 

TER PATTERN than ordinary shot. Equal; 
Beer SHADED to choke-bores, modified chokes 

ers. 

Beware of Inmitations, 

Our Chilled Shot will be found to be more free 
from shrinkage, more spherical, more uniform tm 
Sis heavier and of brighter and cleaner finish than 

other. 
Send for circular. 

TATHAM BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORK. 

Also manufacturers of 
PATENT FINISH 

American Standard Drop Shot, 
and COMPRESSED BUCK SHOT, more uniform 
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_ SPARKS’ 
American Chilied Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others, 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER, 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 
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CURES BY ABSORPTION; 

RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA. 
‘‘Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 

isa postitiye cure; it has neyer falled. 
iy *has no equal for Chronic Lame- 
ame Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Piles, 

* Sa 
ness, aaae . Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dig- 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, B 
Humors of the Scalp, etc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, 2nd all inflammatory 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and 4 permanent cure b: 
using “Sapanuts, Used in sponge or foot ha 
removes all soreness of body, limbs and feet, 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded, 

Sold by all Druggists. Price, 50c;, and $1 per 
bottle. Send for illuminated circular and cards. 

SAMUBL GERRY & COMPANY, 
Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 
a 

FERGUSON'S PATENT 

ADJUSTABLE 

REFLECTING 

LAMPS, 
With 4 

LOCOMOTIVE RETLECTORS, 

NEW MODELS FOR 1880. THE “UNIVE 
SAL” combines HEAD, START ana BOA 
JACK, CAMP LAMP, HAND and DARK LAN- 
TERN, BELT LAMP, DASH and CARRIAGE 
LAMP, etc. 

THE EXCELSIOR 
JACK AND DASH LAMP, 

For Sportsmen and others. 

THE EXCELSIOR 

DASH AND CARRIAGE LAMP. 
Burusany kind of oil, also candles; not affected 
by WIND, RAIN or JOLTING; can be ued on 
any kind of dash or vehicle. 

IMPROVED RUST PREVENTER, 
For Fire-arms, Cutlery, T M 
Superior to allothera, pel Boshi 
Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue, 

ALBERT FERGUSON, —_ 
€5 Fulton street, cis 
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AUestern @tlontana. 

7 HAVE seen nothing concerning Western Montana in 
Forrest AND STRHAM, and only lately any notes from 

the other side of the range.” Perhaps a little informa- 
“tion, derived from personal observation and the éxpe- 

ences of others, may not be without interest, as Mis- 

a, being one cf the smaller towns, and not on a main 

of travel, is seldom visited except on business. 

[tis situated at the head of a valley, or gulch, some 
twenty-five miles long by from six to eight wide, sur- 

rounded by mountains and traversed at the upper part 
hy the Hell Gate and Bitter Root rivers, which, soon 
piling, form the Missoula, the waters of which reach 

Columbia. The soil of the valley is fertile, although 
heeding irrigation on the higher levels, 
The lown boasts a bank, several mercantile houses, a 

flouring mill, half a dozen “saloons,” a cleverly edited 
spaper, a church, a school-house, and is the county 
. Three and a half miles distant is the nulitary post 
ort Missoula, garrisoned by four companies of in- 

try. The modo of access is from Ogden, by the Utah 
Ad Northern Railroad, thence wia Deer Lodge by Gilmer 
iSalsbury’s stages, The *‘palace jerkies,”run by the 

apany on this end of the line, are much admired by 

owho have experienced their comforts. 
The Indian inhabitants of this section—Flatheads and 

@Orejlles, both of which names have no proper sig- 
Gance—are peaceful, Numbers of them, not living 

the agency, are engaged in farming and stock-raising. 

y became partly civilized, in the very early days, 
ough the labors of the Catholic missionaries. The 

i disturbances were from the Nez Percé invasion in 

7, and from a small marauding party of the same tribe 
later, Practically there is little or no danger to 

ticipated from this source. 
is Tepion, as a whole, presents many attractions for 

portsman, In endeavoring to convey a fair idea of 

extent of our hunting and fishing, there is, perhaps, 
bettex way than by referring to the scores which at 
rious times have come under my cognizance. ‘The 

' game-bird is the sharp-tail grouse, which, in fayor- 
years is found in abundance in the brush about the 
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small water-courses in the early season, and later in the 
grain fields, Occasionally, as last year, a cold and wet 
spring greatly reduces theiv number. Within a few 
miles, an hour's shooting will ordinarily bing to bag a 
dozen or more birds. Highty-two, in a half day’s shoot- 
ing to two guns, has been the largest score, 

In the timber, pines and cottonwoods are a reasonable 
number of ruffed grouse, and on the higher ridges the 
blue grouse are found, ‘he latter, however, are not 
sufficiently abundant to pay for the lahor of climbing to 
their resorts. No plarmigan have, to my knowledge, 
been shot, but they doubtless exist about many of the 
higher peaks, several of which in sight are snow-clad the 
year round. There are no quail in this vicinity, although, 
from the fact that the Territorial law forbids their de- 
struction for six years from 1879, it is prisumable that 
their introduction has been attempted or contemplated 
in other sections. Curlew are tolerably abundant in 
early summer, nesting on the prairie, but except at the 
time when rearing their young are, from the absence of 
cover, almost unapproachable. Snipe and plover are not 
abundant. Woodcock are unknown. The wild fowl 
shooting is not particularly good and does not compare 
with that on the other side of the range, the great flights 
passing far to the east and west of us. A dozen or fif- 
teen ducks to one gun, in a day’s shooting in our imme- 
diate vicinity, would be heyond the ayerage bag, although 
much better sport is reported at Flathead Lake and up 
the Bitter Root. A, few ducks and geese breed here. 

The unparalleled abundance of large game during the 
past season has been dué to the unusual depth of snow 
forcing the deer to seek lower levels, so that in localities 
where ordinarily but two or three could be expected, a 
dozen would be found. Hunting without snow-shoes was 
exceedingly laborious, and the kind in fayor here is not 
like the Canadian, finely netted and running over point 
at the heel. It is, on the contrary, very coarsely worked, 
with green circle, so that, except where the foot rests, 
the clenched fist can be passed through the meshes, The 
general shape is oval, and the maximum width from 
eighteen to twenty inches. No doubt the longer and 
narrower shoe would be preferable on level ground, but 
for hill-climbing there is nothing like the ‘' bear paw.” 

To give some idea of the numbers in which deer have 
been found, a party of three, shooting on what is known 
as the “* big grade,” on the old mullein weed, some forty 
miles from here, killed over sixty deer, chiefly black-tail, 
and eleven mountain sheep. There was hardly a limit to 
the number of white-tails that might have been slaugh- 
tered, but attention after the first few days was elevated 
to black-tails and sheep. Deer were not killed if cations 
or hills made it too difficult to drag out the carcasses. 
The party had about ten days of hunting. Another ex- 
pedition of three, on a three days’ hunt, seldom going 
out before 9 o’vlock and generally returning by 1, killed 
twenty white-tail. All of the four companies at the Post 
had as much yenison as they desired. Notwithstanding 
all this abundance, Ido not know of but one instance 
where deer were slaughtered for their hides alone, or 
where the products of the hunt were not used to good 
advantage, These figures are not given to illustrate the 
skill of the hunters, but to show the plentifulness of the 
ame, 

° Elk and moose are occasionally shot, but as in winter 
the depth of suow makes the carrying of supplies a terri- 
ble labor, even with snowshoes, and in autumn the fallen 
timber and general ruggedness of the country present 
great obstacles, it is difficult to penetrate to their ranges. 
Perhaps a light toboggan that could, loaded, be easily 
pulled by one man, offers the best solution of the problem, 
Mountain sheep are tolerably plentiful, but the amount 

of wind and muscle required for their successful pursuit 
is appalling to any but an old mountaineer, 

One mountain goat was sent from here in the early 
winter to the Smithsonian Institution, They are less 
abundant than the sheep, and even harder to secure. 
They must be rather rare in Eastern collections, for the 
Smithsonian offered a very handsome price for half a 
dozen skins and skeletons. Bears are nob common, nor 
are lynx or mountain lions often seen. The buffalo 
range is reported to have once extended to this region, 
but since 1853 none haye been seen. The visitor of that 
year was an old bull, and although hailed by the Flat- 
heads as the approaching fulfilment of a prophecy that 
the buffalo would return, seems to have been simply an 
estray from the main Jierds, They could never haye 
been yery abundant, 

Our fishing is excellent, except in the Hell Gate, where 
it is spoiled by mining operations aboye. The best is in 
the So-So, a tributary of the Bitter Root, where the trout 
tun from a half pound up to twoand a halt pounds, 
Seventy trout have been caught there with a fly in five 
hours’ fishing’, whose total weight was not far from fifty 
pounds, The length of river fished over did not exceed 
two miles. The largest trout eaughtin the Bitter Root 
weighed about nine pounds,and was landed witha lightfly- 
rod andtackle. Fish of this size are rare, not more than 
three or four having been caught in this stream in the 
last two years. The Bitter Root trout take a fly all win- 
ter, a black or gray hackle being the most killing, In 

Flathead Lake trout have been caught through the ice 
weighing as high as thirty-five pounds, Ten and twelve 
pounders are not uncommon. Fish of this size are also 
found at the mouth of the St. Regis Borgia. Brook trout 
are abundant in a small stream some ten miles from 
town. 

The Legislature of Montana, at the last session, appro- 
priated a thousand dollars for removing obstructions at 
the Great Falls of the Upper Columbia, to permit the 
running up of salmon into Montana waters. ‘These falls 
aré in Washington Territory, about ninety miles from 
Fort Colville, and as they are far from any road or trail, 
it is difliculf to obtain exact information concerning 
them. In addition to the problem of rendering these 
falls passable, comes the question as to whether salmon 
will traverse some two hundred miles of more or less 
muddy water that intervenes hetween Lake Pen d’ Orielle 
and the Bitter Root. Local opinion, based on experi- 
ences in the Salmon River country, favors the belief that 
they will, The nearest waters in which they are now 
found are those of the Clearwater, over one hundred and 
twenty-five miles at the least estimate. At Moose Creel, 
one of its tributaries, five Kanakas stored over a thou- 
sand pounds of dried salmon for winter consumption, 
and caught them at odd times, while not engaged in min- 
ing. 
On the North Fork of the Clearwater, a scouting party, 

short of food, killed a twenty-fiye pound salmon with 
rocks, and they are not infrequently, in the mining coun- 
tyne that region, thrown out and killed with sluice- 
orks. 
Sportsmen’s clubs haye been recently formed in Mis- 

soula and Dell Lodge. for the better enforcement of the 
game laws, and also for the purpose of procuring such 
definite information as may be necessary to gain practi- 
cal good from the above-mentioned appropriation, 

Missoula, Montana. 
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NOTES FROM THE CONNECTICUT LAKES 
en 

pae region of the Connecticut Lakes presents to 
sportsmen certain features of attraction which 

will, I think, warrant a few notes additional to those al- 
ready published. 

There are three lakes in the chain. First Lake con- 
tains large lakers and some speckled trout, is surround- 
ed by woods, except along the southwest shore, and there 
is a hotel at the outlet. Eastward the Magalloway Moun- 
tains lift their magnificent. timbered slopes. Last fall 
the lumber company built a road four miles north to 
Second Lake—the gem of the chain—doing some lumber- 
ing along the outlet, below the Jake. The axe must 
reach its shores in a few years, but for the present season 
they are safe, and the land-owners say they shall remain 
intact as long as-possible. 

Third Lake, five miles beyond, is within the limits of 
the wildernass, but is too near the French settlements 
over the line to be a retreat for much large game,« Still 
it isa beautiful piece of trout-haunted water, lying at 
the very height of land, with the mountains rising 
abruptly from its clear depths. The Frenchmen fish it, 
but I doubt if a fly has ever been cast on its surface, and 
if another summer shall yield the opportunities of the 
last three, I promise myself to make test for what the 
clumsy tackle of the Kanucks may haveleft. This lake 
is only a mile and a haif long, and its principal inlet, the 
source of the Connecticut River, is a mere rill, tumbling 
from the spruce-darkened heights to the west. 
But Second Lake !—a name unsuggestive in itself, yet 

with it come back inmemory the scenes of four delight- 
ful months of long summer days—days filled with an un- 
forbidden and uninixed pleasure, which in after-thought 
inspires regret only that it had an end. To us who, 
nearly four years ago, first pitched our camps by the un- 
disturbed and trout-filled streams, it is known as ‘* The 
Lake.” So to remain, with a charmed memory of days 
spent in a spot perfect in its wildness. ‘‘The Lake |” and 
inseparable from it in thoughtis Thomas Chester and his 
log-camp facing the lake, and the limitless forest east 
ward. J always rather envied friend C., of Concord, 
his being the first to stop at the fresh, new camp, but as 
our trout-seeking trio came only two days later, it wag 
ample compensation to be able to stay a longer time than 
he, Tt was then only a year since Uncle Tom had come 
over from Katahdin, and begun his raid on the beaver, 
From that time—and at first thought it may seem re- 
markable—the game, instead of diminishing, has in- 
creased, Thisis partly owing to the fact that the natives 
from the near settlements keep away, in the knowledge 
that it is useless to trap where Chester does, for there is 
not another such trapper in the State. Then his canip 
has in summer been occupied by afew gentlemen who 
have hunted deer chiefly by the not very destructive 
method of night floating. The natives, with their nets 
and other implements infernal, keep aloof to the extent 
that true sportsmen are present, and together with two 
or three favorable winters, this has contributed to the in- 
crease of large game, No dogs are used about the lake— 
not that Chester has control outside his own tame but 
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however it may be, the neighborhood has proved 
itself extremely unhenlthy for all yelping dogs—so 
much so that £ shouldnt ulvise one to try the experi- 
meut of giving lonyue thereabouts for any length of 
time, Caribou and moose are sometimes chiven away 
for weeks by ashort chase [rom a hound, or even its pas- 

sage through their’ beat.” Deer seem less easily lright- 
med away. 
ans Bact heres the chances of the weather, are those 
chiefly involved in the question of success in hunting 
and fishing at the lower lakes, but fhe very location 
which gives these lakes their peculiar beauty, renders 
them liable to a large rainfall, Lying as they do among 
jhe monntains*ef the water-shed dividing the St. Law- 
rence waters fron those flowing south, they receive 
many a rain when, thirty miles away, the country is 
parched. Deer seldom feed in the lake when the woods 
are dripping, and [ doubt not that many a buck owes his 
continued existence, asan exterminator of lily-pads and 
bumch-grass, 10 the shower which gave him a supper on 
the lullside, by providing the moisture he demands with 
his browse. Like another and more frequently met with 
species of “buck,” he has a great distaste for anything 
like a “dry feed,” that being apparently the reason why 
he resorts to the lakesand streams to feed. Only an 
afternoon slower isneeded to content him with what th 
syoods witord, while in dry weather, as surely as nightfal 
comes, he makes his way straight past the running 
brouks to the lake or some sluggish stream, where grows 
the favorite bunch-zrass; even im winter a mouthful of 
snow goes with each one of browse. There are several 
heaver-dams not far away to which the deer resort more 
or less according to season and weather, as well as when 
much hunted at the lake. 

About one of the more remote of these I found the 
For a 

time the weather had been favorable for floating, and 
night after night Norton had floated up to thedeer, They 
were shot over and under. before and behind, till the 
qnonth was nearly gone, and but three deer and a moose 

Arriving late in the month, T could 
not dispute the testimony of several shot-scarred trees as 
to the recent presence of the cause Of buck fever, nor 
could I doubt that the steaks Uncle Tom set before us 
were genuine moose meat: bub whither had disappeared 
the mighely visibants which unfailing left their tracks 

tracks everywhere and numerous last August, 

had been brought in. 

about the shores in former seasons, I was puzzled to tell. 
here were only two or three shy fellows watering at all 
The fishing tools a poor streak too, and though, coming 
froma long and rough eriise on the Upper Saguenay, in 
the land of the big wout and land-locked salmon, I cared 
for little but rest and walks about the noble woods, it 
was nnnoying to laye one’s favorite lake act _so shabbily 

r It was only 
atter the four or five gentlemen had completed their 
short stay and left. probably with the impression that the 

toward those who did wish to make a bag, 

Increased over two-thirds each year. Anyone familial 
with geometrical ratios will understand the mevitable re- 
sult. In the second year we should find these pests 
nearly three times as numerous as now, and, with that 
astounding acceleration of increase characteristic. of 
geometrical progression, they would multiply nntil in 
about twelve years we should lave the entire State cax- 
peted with insecfs—one to the square inch over our 
whole territory. I haye so arranged this computation as 
to exclude the insoluble question of the relative values of 
birds and predacéous or parasitic insects, unless we sup- 
pose that birds eat an undue proportion of beneficial 
species, 

Or the question may be looked atin another way, Tt 
has been computed that the average damage done by in- 
sects in Illinois amounts to twenty million dollars an- 
nually—a large sum, but representing, after all, only 

about fifty-six cents per acre. If, in consequence of Prof, 

Forbes’ investigations, the efficiency of the birds as a check 
on insect life can be increased only one per cent., the 

saving to the State would amount to sixty-six thousand 
dollars, or an addition to the permanent wealth of the 
State of one million five hundred thousand dolars. The 
figures given in these computations, as Prof. Forbes him-~ 

self says, are absurdly low, bufhe prefers to base his esti- 
mates on figures that will command universal assent, er 
pecially since the imporcance of the subject does not re- 
quire an exaggeration, The proverbial young robin of 
Prof. Treadwell required sixty earth-worms daily, and a 
mocking-bird reared by Mr. Robert Forbes ate two hun- 
(red. and forty red-legred grasshoppers each day, <Any 

one who has watched the movements of a pair of old 

birds with a brood of young, has, we are sure, been as- ; 

tonished by the amount of food required by the insatiable 
nestlings. 

An interesting feature of the present paper is the tem- 
perateness with which the questions with which it deals 
are discussed, It has been much the habit to take it for 
granted, that all insects are noxious; and, therefore, that 

anything that tends to the destruction of insect lite is, 

in so far, a benefit to the agriculturist ; but we know that 

there isa very large class of predatory and parasitic in- 
sects which, by preying on others of their class, perform 

great services for the cultivator. The exact relation of 
these beneficial to the hurtful insects are not yet clearly 
known ; and this question hecomes, as Prof. Forbes sug- 
gests, a purely entonialogical one, 

had prudently disappeared during the excitement, and 
till darkness stole over the pool I sat watching the t'out- 
ripples with no further interruption, 

IT was dropping asleep in the clocr-alarming canvas, 
when not thirty yards away the spiteful thump of a hoot 
on the ground, told that the buck had come hack to sat- 
isfy his curiosity. He must have heen standing there 
quite a while before he stamped, It was too dark to 
shoot, so I made no move till he caught the scent, de- 
livered another series of angry whistles, and took himself 
off with leaps that led me hope he would break his neck 
against a tree m the dark, M 
About midnight I woke; the beayer were splashing in 

the water, and mp stream something sounded like a deer. 
A litile chilled, T built a wisp of a fire, thereby silencing 
the beaver, and toasted a bit of pork, as well as my shins, 
with a sociable owl for company, Later, I had a vague 
idea of something heavy moyme about across the stream. 
but sleepily decided it was out of reach and entered 
dreamland again. In the morning the track of a to- 
year-old moose established the identity of the night 
traveler, . 
Thad intended to hunt a mile or two wp the stream in 

the early morning, but a maranding and deer-scaring old 
heron tempted the settlement of old scores and caught a 
bullet at eighty yards; after which piece of bloodshed, T. 
struck for Chester's. 

So passed my last night alone ab Second Lake. 
In view of the considerable amount of game in these 

back places, it is remarkable how little they have been dis- 
turbed by sportsmen, and even by hunters, Tom Chester 
on his snowshoes goes about gathering in his crop of 
beaver and otter, but at that time the other game has 
left the streams for the hillsides; as for fishing, in the 
absence of his favorite red squirrel or moose-bird, he may 
at most catch a trout or two for mink bait. It is only 
near and on the lake that systemati¢e hunting and fishing 
have been done at all. Abont the heads of the streams, 
howeyer, the trout of course run small, save in the 
little ponds. 
from Second Lake to Parmachenee is a fairpath on the 

old supply road, built when lumbering was active on the 
Magalloway, One can now drive from Colebrook to the 
foot of Second Lake in aday, spend thenight at Chester’s, 
and by next noon cross the ten-mile carry, and find him- 
self at Danforth’s campon Parmachenee, whence he can 
go down the Magalloway to the Cupsuptic River and 
Rangeley chain. Chester can find guides to ‘ tote” bag- 
gaye. Ilere let me add my testimony as to Danforth’s 
pluck and energy in overcoming difficulties and opposi- 
tion as detailed in a recent admirable article on the 
“ Rangeley Circuit.” I should advise any one intending 
to visit Second Lake for the first time to write concern- 
ing the state of the hunting and fishing, to Thomas 
Chester, Pittsburg, Coos County, N, H, His statements 
may be relied upon to the last particular, 

place was more oF less of a fraud as a game region, that 

1 happened one day upon the beaver pond referred to. 

The tracks were then more numerous than I haye seen 
elsewhere, while on another branch of the stream two or 

. One or two three more deer were feeding regularly, ) 
moose appeared to be simmering about the larger dam, 
at most of them were upon their favorite beat in an- 

er direction. 
Des unmet just before leaving the woods, I went 
to this dain for a last night out, having at the same time 
an ere for the very good chance of getting a deer to take 
home. My way of going fora night is to roll up a blan- 
kel in a lilile cativas or duck hammock, Weighing buta 
few ounces, sling 1b like a game-bag or fishing-basket. 
and, when night comes, hang up any where to a couple 
o£ convenient, trees, ‘Lhe strong duck, besides keeping 
the blanket {rom being torn while traveling, insures a 
dry, comfortable bed in a few seconds—no unimportant 
matter if fhe ground 1s swanipy or wet trom rains. A 
good spruce bed 18 a lusury demanding a fairly suitable 
situution us well aS some time in preparation, so espe- 
cially where awlone the use of a hammock brings inde- 

pendeuce of location and economy of time. 
On this occasion I reached the little pond before sun- 

seb. und, slinging the hammock between two spruces, 
took a position on the east side of the pool, in easy rifle 

shot of some well-tracked feeding ground just across, 
with tlie last rays of the sun reddening the tops of the 
ereal trees on the birch and spruce grown hillside 

off 

-] ctgt almost September, The hum of mosquitoes was 
already yone ab this elevation of two thousand feet, 
‘Above the munouting How of the stream, at the beaver 
dain near by, came at intervals the croak of a frog, its 

sonal W4ise befokening the approashing frost wh ich 

brings silenae to thew midsummer chorus, A solitary 
heron, its long phimes gilded in the western light, sailed 

unsuspectinsly bys alighting with a harsh cry up the 
stream, Whence soon came a sudden’ chuck” as the un- 
erring bill fixed sons helpless trout or frog, 

Presently, us the san touched the hill, the trout began 
go rise, ‘here was in sight two anid a half aevres of stili 

water shining with the reflected sunset glow, and until 
darkness settled wowa after the long twilight, not a rip- 
jle died uway before another broke the gleaming surface, 
Phere was nune of the splash and eagermess seen in fy- 
fishing, bitt as ac h tiny insect settled upon the water he 
was talsen with a plash sear cely auslible at the few yards 
distanve ; 1b wis only oc! asionally that a fluttering moth 
tempted a leap, or # half-pounden betrayed his presence 
by a rippl larger than the rest, Each fish appeared to 

hold his own position, contining himself within his own 
proper limits, unless Bere erce « palticularly attractive 

ize happened wilhin reach. } 

Pea Pee thas after sunset, a robin—unlooked for 
visitor in thyse parts—came near, and without noticing 
me, Hew down ynd hopped about not a yard from my 

feet. ‘At that mormenut, a stick Gracked in the woods be- 

hind, and I knew that my deer was curing from the 
svrone direction, though there was still a good chance 
for a Shot and pleuty of light, Just then that wretched 

‘ilisgovered me, aud flying toa branch overhead sent 
forth cries that madd the woods ring. The deer lvoked 
bout for the cause of the outery, aud found it, as he 

is ridently supposed, Un the hammock twenty yards back 
ee aes (ie wees, Without voming insight, le surveyed 
apa ta ve quonster a while; then stamped and whistled 

Hill fhe woods echoed again, and bounded away, Know- 
ye that all game wilhu a Halt tile must have caught 

shar] 

robin tl 

the alarm, 1 looked with ready rifle for the robin, hut he | 

much, 

disappointed or delighted. 

to have contact with Nature at the old lake, going forth 
day by day from the log camp by the icy spring, and 
listening by night to the loons and the forest wind. 

RANGIFER, 

@laturel History. 

THE FOOD OF OUR THRUSHES. 

TE yalue of birds to the agriculturist, though often 

descanted on, is not yet fully appreciated, The 
theme is afayorite one with ornithologists, but is usually 

treated in such a general way that its importance is 
likely to he under-rated by the reader, : 

In a recent paper by Prof, §, A. Forbes, whose name is 
not unfarniliar to tho readers of Formsr anp SrrmaM, 

this subject ishandled soadmirahly, anil with such careful 
attention to detail as to claim for the essay the widest 
circulation, both among those who are interested in 

birds and among horticulturists. It has been made Prof. 
Forbes’ duty to investigate the food of birds, and the 

present paper, which is a partial report to the Illinois 

State Horticultural Society, and is published in volume 
XIII, of its Transactions, has to do with the thrush family 
(Turdidee), 

beneiit or an injury to the farmer and gardener ? 

But before this question is auswered Prof, Forbes pro- 
ceeds to reply to another, and one which is often asked 
about scientific work, namely; Does: the investiga- 
tion which he has been carrying on pay? We cannot do 
better than to give his reply in his own words, 
says — 

The careful estimates of three ornithologists and exe 
perienced collectors give, as an average of the whole 
bird-life of Illinois, three birds per acre during the six 
summer months. That is to say, if all the birds of the 
year, except the swimmars, were concentrated in the six 
months, equally distributed throughout them, and 
equally scattered over the State, we would have three 
birds on every acre of land. — It is my own opinion that 
at least two-thirds of the food of birds cousists of insects, 
and that this Insect food will average, at the lowest 
reasonable estimate, twenty insects or insects* eves per 
day tor each individual of these two-thirds, giving a total 
for the year of seven thousand two hundred per acre, 
or two hundred and fifty billions fer the State—a num- 
ber which, placed one to each square inch of surface, 
would cover an area of forty thousand acres. 

Careful estimates of the average number of insects 
per square yard in this State give us, at the furthest, ten 
thousand per acre for the whole area, On this basis, if the 
operations of the birds were to be suspended, the rate of 
increase of these insect hosts would be accelerated about 
Seventy percent., and their numbers, instead of remain- 
ing year by year at the present average figure, would be 

The summer season has its uncertainties for the sports- 
man. To the new comer I would say, do not expect too 

He whose only means of enjoyment in the wilder- 
ness are the rifle and rod must take the chances of being 

Yet, for myself, I ask no 
higher enjoyment of a few days or weels vacation than 

The question raised is, are our thrushes a 

He 

In estimating the services of our insectiyerous birds, 

we must credit them with the noxious insects they de- 
stroy, and charge them with the usetul ones, and also 
with whatever fruit they may purloin from the gardener, 
A balance can then be struck between the two sides off 
the account, and from this a fair reference as to the 
benefit or injury done by the birds can bey drawn, 
The species of the Turdidce examined by Prof, Forbes 

are Turdus migratorius, T, mustelinus, T. pallasii, 7, 
swainsont and yar. alicite, T. fuseescen, Mims poly- 

glottus and Mf, carolinensis, and Hurporhynchus rufus. 
We have space only for the conclusions which he draws 
from his examination of the stomachs of each species. 
In the robin for the six months, from April to August 
inclusive, ‘‘seventy-eight per cent. of the food was i 
sects, and twenty-eight per cent. fruit, spiders and my- 
riapods making up the other two per cent.” The evident 

misprint in these figures we cannot locate; but wherever 

of the insect food six and one-half per cent. were injurt 
ous beetles, eight per cent. Orthoptera (grasshoppers, 

etc,), and one and one-half per cent, injurious myria 

pods, we cannot but acknowledge the vast benefit of 
robin’s service. 

The cat-bird, too, devours, as shown by the present re- 
port, a very large number of noxious insects, but it is 
also true that during June and July he plunders the berry 
vines most shockingly, But in taking into account 
depredations on the garden, it must be remembered tha 
every insect which he takes would, if allowed to propa= 

vate its kind produce a horde of young which would dé 
far more injury than a cat-bird would in a whole geason, 

The injury that the bird does stops at the end of thé 
fruit season; that of the imsect would increase enor 
mously with each succeeding year. 

Of the brown thrasher, Prof, Forbes says its ordina 
seryices do not entitle it to any special protection, Th 

wood thrush is decidedly useful, destroying great quanti 
ties of wire worms and myriapods. It has, according t6 

the writer, about twenty-five cent, to its credit, Of 

other species, which occur as migrants, the investigation 
has perhaps scarcely gone far cnough to make it safe i 
draw any very definite conclusions, Prof. Forbes r& 

gards the hermit thrush as a public enemy, because lie 
deyours large quantities of useful beetles, But his sped 
mens were shot in May, and an investigation later in thi 
season might have developed facts to offset those no 
alleged against this bird, 
Altogether it appears that further research is necessal 

before deciding absolutely either in favor of or agail 

the thrush family, in their relations with the farmer, 
is evident that they do great good; but is this good o1 
balanced by the harm which they accomplish? | 
think not; and we shall await with the greatest a 
the further results of Prof, Forbes’ studies, 



_ 

It may perhaps seem woeracious to call ablention to 
defects in a paper so generally excellent and valuable as 
the one in question, but we caunot help remarking on the 

Careless proof-reading and the numerous typosvaphival 
if ne ee ervors by which it is marred, 

———— —_ 

Ton Diny of A Brrp,—Under this title Mr. (1. 1), Minot 
has given ns whab purports to be a translation of the diary) 
of o4¢ of onr'smaller birds, and the production is not only 
interesting, but has areal vaison d'etre. Its author is evi- 
dently an ardent loyer of Nature and an earnest student. 
The description of the migration of the little ‘* black 
Throated ereen warbler” from his winter to his summer 
home, and of his thoughts ancl comments on the way, is 

ery entertaining, Mis conversations with his companions, 
the birds whom he meets during his peregrinations, 

are eraphicand amusing, But we are especially interested 
in the mass meeting fur the discussion of The Des(rue- 
Hon and Extermination of Birds, How Caused, and How 
to be Prevented.” 
_ Forsome years the marked decrease in the number of 
birds of every kind has been a source of deep anxiety to 

true lovers of Nature, and Mr. Minot has given forci- 
ble utterance to this fecling. Surely hereafter, the hith- 
erto ruthless hand of the ‘ collector” will hesitate be- 
fore bringing to the ground, simply as an ornament for 
her hat,” one of the little warblers who has so touch- 
ingly made his appeal to mankind in behalf of himself 

friends, Sq much utterly unnecessary destruction of 
r common birds is going on. all the time, that; we shud- 

tr at the thought, The absolute slaughter of game birds 
heed not be mentioned ; that, unfortunately, is too well 
known. Mr. Minot’s work is worthy of high praise, as 
having brought this subject before the public in a novel 
‘ahd interesting form, he law which he suggests may 

ppear comewhat too stringent, but it is supa that 
fine great effort must soon be made or we shall lose all 

our birds, We venture to predict that at no very distant 
day, sone measure lile that adyocated by this writer will 
be put in foree, The figures which Mr. Minot ives of the 
Dumber of birds killed annually in a single State ave ab- 
Olutely startling, We cam only hope that this little 

kk may perform its mission of calling general attention 
to this subject. » 

—~>——_ 

HABITS OF THR CRrow.—Pheeniville, Penn., March 
ist.— Hdilor Porestand'Stream :—Vhe articles on‘* Ravens 

Crows,” in the issues of the ForRmsv anp StTREAar 
February 19th and 26th, haveattracted my attention 

diso. While I neither condemn nor approve the 
habits of the crow—having substantial reasons for know- 
in# his truenature—my views clo not altogether harmonize 
With ‘‘Jy C. B.” Heisoften called ‘ the farmer's friend * 
nominally so, As the result of a closed, severe winter, 

Winning late im spring, and making food scarce, he gives 
the farmer trouble by unhilling and taking the corn 

‘instead of the cut-worm ; also when the corn in the ear 
youn he is known to strip the husk and eat the milly 

orm at the point of the ear, Where this is done the ear 
eyer develops and mialures, as the-open husk admits 
mater Which moulds the ear, and if dies. Crows un- 

bbedly take eggs from nests of wood and field birds, 
uoprotected by the parent bird. Naturally the crow is 
warily. That he should come so near the premises 
ad perch himself on a near tres to await the laying of 
6ge ofa turkey or chicken, and as soon as vacated 

deliberately approach the nest and ‘' bill” the ege, and 
) f wiumphantly” fly away with it, is a circumstance as 
Ware as black snakes laying about waters catchine fish, 
Wo compare the eruw with a chicken-hawk! I haye yet 
40 sce the crow take 2 young or old domestic fowl, and 

he has been under nry eye all ny life time. ‘J. G, B.* 
ws, ‘these ugly birds have a bad habit of finding un- 

protected lambs on the loosely managed farms in Mary- 
Jand and Virginia, and pecking the eyes out of them,” 

onishing ! Dead lambs, I presume, Have any of the 
berless readers of the ForrEsT AND STRHAM before 

ard tell of such wicked crows? If the crow consumes 
‘dead fish, defunct quadrupeds, and a thousand and 
delectable reminiscences of Baltimore sewers,” (or 
other slaughter-houses) ‘cast up from the deep,” he 
earned a position in the front rank of beneficent 

vengers, WILD Oats. 
. ——>_—_ 

Taming Sikonks.—Lebanon, N. A, March 22d.— 
Editor Forest and Strean.—Reading in your last week’s 
sue of *‘ Awahsoose’s ” narrow escape, reminded me of 
n instance much the same, only moore so, that happened 
ghen Iwas present. When a lad of about ten years I 

s atthe house of my aunt, a maiden lady strong of 
md and strong of nerve. There was a skunk in the 

éllar which I had canght in a steel trap, but what puz- 
ed me now was, how to get him out of the cellar, My 
int, however, stepped up, seized him by the tail and 
pmmenced ascending the céllar stairs, I following about 

airs behind and wondering how iy aunt dared to 
o1t, when, without a second’s warning, there came 
at [ would haye sworn was a streak of lightning, only 

rey had seen any lightning that smelled as that did ; 
t struck all the same everything within reach, my- 
neluded, Eyes, face and mouth—which latter was, 
mrse, apen—all of which I did not recover from for 

ne days ; but my aunt lield fast and carried him ont 
the house and dropped him imte a barrel, Now, I 
nic this story shows two things: first, what kind of a 

Woman my aunt was, second, that itis not always safe 
to Garry skunks by the tail. Muaeenss. 

; ’ = 

‘Carnivirous Midn,—In order to get rid of a large pro- 
ny of mice, which had established quite a colony in 

yoom, 1 employed an ingenious trap, which closes 
ie momelt any mouse enters its fatal environment, 

¢ bewildered animal then seeks for an outlet, which is 
iftorded by a second adjoining apparently open chamber 
fran ged upon the same plain, Thus there is a pantry 
Hto which tle bait tenxpted the intruder, and a prison 
lepartment from which there is no escape, Rapid ex- 

stion of the nuisance was in the nature of things its 
timate result ; and it happened occasionally that two, 
even three, victims found themselves entrapped within 
course of afew hours. In one instance, to which I 

h to dvaw attention, two were caught, an old one and 
other two-thirds grown, They were allowed to remain 

night in their noyel lodgings, and next morning | 
ered only one half of the young animal, The miss- 

FOREST AND STREAM, 
ing part had been literally devoured by the stronger 
partner of its misfortunes. Whether this had been under 
the impulse of rage, or the cravings of humger, Lam wn- 
able to swy ; but if due to the lattur cause, ib would ac- 
count for certain limititions upon the increase of this 
pest, which would augment otherwise in view of the 
prolificness of {he species to sifiiciénl iubers to render 
them even more obnoxious than they really are. This 
far'such carnivorous diet has been relegated to the large 
congener to eat, but it seems to be a typical trail of all 
Muridce as well, CHAs. LINDEN, 

That many of om rodents are more or less carnivorous 
in habit is well known. Coues and others have observed 
that many of}the small rodents of the West feed at cer- 
tain seasons of the year almost exclusively on grasshap- 
pers, and we have recorded an instance of a Tanvias par- 
tially deyouring a dead Aisperomy, 

pea 

HABITS oF THE Bravrer,—Bedford, O., March 30th.— 
Tam well acquainted with the habits of the northern 
beaver. Several years ago [ bought up several hundred 
acres of mining lands near the south shore of Lake Supe- 
rior, in Ontonagon County, Mich, On Carp River, a 
small stream that crossed a part of my lands, the beavers 
had built several dams. and formed extensive ponds, in 
which they built their houses, or lodges, as the Indians 
callthem. These lodges are built in water several feet in 
depth, and the entrance is several feet under water, but 
the floor of the lodge is huilt ati least two feet above high- 
water mark, The floor is built solid from the bottom of 
the pond, except the entrance. Although the beayer is 
warmly clad with long fine fur, he is very sensitive to 
the cold, and rarely, if ever, leaves the pond or lodge 
during cold weather. He lays in his winter supply of 
food, which mainly consists of the bark of a species of 
poplar, He cuts down small trees and cuts them into 
shorl pieces of one foot, oralittle over in length, and takes 
them into the pond, and fastens one end of these pieces 
securely in the mud at the bottom of the pond, These 
pieces of wood are dragged up into the lodge, as often as 
food is needed, and the bark enawed off; and after heing 
denuded of the bark, they are by no means thrown aay as 
useless, but are taken under the ice, and carefully placed 
in the dam, tostrengthen it, They built one dam a little 
below the foot of Carp Lake, which raised the lake thirty 
inches. The lake is a small one—about one mile long 
and afourth of a mile wide. I measured the stump of a 
maple tree that they had eul down, and it measured 
fourteen inches in diameter. There were no less than 
eleyen dams on the stream, allin sight of our buildings, 
where we were mining for copper. The beayer possesses 
great engineering skill, always building his dams in the 
form of an arch, the crown of the arch being invariably 
up stream, giving it strength to resist the pressure of the 
water, The Indians used to tell me many singular traits 
of character that this animal possesses. ‘They build their 
dams and lodges of mud, sticks and stones, compactly 
and very strong. I once saw an albino beayer skin. I 
thought, and still think, that it was the purest white I 
ever saty T, GARLICK, 

Gish Culture 
RAPID GROWTH OF BROOK TROUT, 

Mancuestur, Jowd, April 16th, 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

In yourissue of Sept, 25th, 1879, I called the attention of 
the fish culturists to the great srowth of brook trout in 
the spring streams of Delaware County, lowa, I desire to 
inform you of our further success, It seems to me to be 
extraordinary. 

In June, 1877, the Fish Commissioner, Hon. B, F. 
Shaw, placed in ‘‘ Spring Branch,” in this county, five 
thousand brook trout, In March, 1879, the same trout 
were caught, weighing ons and one-quarter pounds, and 
in August of thal year they were caught weighing one 
and three-quarters pounds, They spawned in November, 
1879, and now the stream, wliich is almost three miles in 
length, seems to be teeming with young trout. You can 
catch from twenty to one hundred with your hat in 
the spring. The most of the trout caught now weigh 
one and a half pounds,.and some two pounds, 

Tn March (27), 1879, the Commissioner placed in the 
hands of the ‘* Delaware County Association for the Pro- 
tection of Fish and Game,” five thousand more, and they 
are being caught eight inches long, Js thisnot an ex- 
traordinary growth? There seems to be millions of trout, 
large and small, there now, and it seems as though il 
wotld be thei: home forlong years. Iam of the opinion 
this healthy condition is caused by the food. The banks 
and hottoni of the stream is lined with English water- 
eress, which they eat and are very fond of; and it has 
the same effect on the flavor of the fish as does the weed 
celery on the canvas backed duck, 
On the 14th inst, Commissioner Shaw tuned oyer to 

the association fifteen thousand brook trout, which were 
placed in the head waters of the Magnalketa Riyer, the 
source of which is on the northern line of the county. 
Tt is the most perfect trout country I ever saw anywhere, 
Springs discharging twenty barrels of water in a mo- 
ment, meandering among rocks and pine timber with 
pools every few rods, from three to ten feet deep, water 
as cold as ice. This forms the source of the Macnaketa 
River, which flows southward through the county, and 
is filled, five miles from the Springs to the Mississippi 
River, with black bass frequently weighing from five to 
seyen pounds, The club planted the watercress in the 
streams and springs, and should we meet with such sue- 
cess in the head waters of Lhe Magnaketa as we have in 
Spring Branch and other streams in the State of the same 
character, we would haye, in four years, the finest trout- 
fishing in the West, 

The commission hag placed in ou county in the past 
three years fifty thousand trout, and thirty-tive thousand 
siluion. The salmon last year were about seyen inches 
Jong, and we had sport taking them with a fly ; but this 
spring they have all departed, We can’t cultivate them 
here, 

The commission obtains from the shores of the Mis- 
aissippi in the fall millionsof young black bass, wall-eyed 
pike, crappies, and other native fish, and distributes three 
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millions a year, which greatly increases our supply. The 
Fish and Game Association consists of most of the gen- 
eros, sanie-loving men of the county. The President, 
5. A, Vananda; Secretary, Ed, P. Seedes, and Treasurer 
N. W. Claris, are enforcing the close season in all the 
streams and ponds, and our damson the Magnaketa alone 
cousist of inore than a hundred peres, filled with, bluck 
bass, weighing from one lo sixty pounds, 
Ov Legislature, last session, made a fishery law similar 

to the fish law of Virginia, only more severe. Some of 
the provisions are ;—That all who obstruct any stream or 
lake shall erect a fishway, to be in accordauce with the 
instructions of the Fish Commission; the Board of 
Supervisors are to see it enforced, and failing so to do, 
shall be liable to a fine of fifty dollars each ; the properly 
to pay all expenses of the fishway, and double damages if 
not builf ; no person allowed to catch or kill a fish within 
one hundred yards of a dam, under heavy penalties and 
imprisonment, 

The fishmen and game protectionists Here never had so 
fine a show before, and if we do not succeed here it is 
our own fault, S. G. VANANDA, 

—<@———. 

—Latest advices from Berlin report the American rep- 
resentatives very busy getting their exhibit into shape, 
The troubeggs sent by James Annin, Jr., of Caledonia, 

N. Y., ineare of Mr. Fred Mather, arrived in excellent 

condition, Three thousand of these go as a present to the 
Deutsche Vischerei Verein.. 

Sea and Liver ishing. 
BISH IN SEASON IN APRIL, 

Speckled Trout, Salvelinus fontinalis? Land-locked Salmon 
Salno gloveri } Smelts, 

————— 

—Now that the fishing season has fairly opened, we 
invite correspondence from the great body of anglers 
throughout the country. Fresh, crisp items of angling 
news, notes of fishing excursions, and extended accounts 

of angling trips are allin order, We mean to make this 

column a liye one, and to that end inyite the codperation 

of our friends and correspondents, Variety is the spice 
of a newspaper's life ; the more the merrier, In addition 
to notes of personal experience, we are always glad to 
receive such information as is indicated by the following 
hints, We, in turn, by publishing here, benefit the 
whole fraternity of sportsmen :— 
What kind of game-fish is found in your own or adjacent neigh- 

borhood? Average size nnd weight? Heaviest weights this sea- 
son? Ordinary mode of capture, and kind of bait used ? 

Any improvements made in stocking ponds and streams, build- 
ing fish-ways, ov dams, or establishing hatehing—houses? 

Inevease or decrease of fish over preyious years, in neighbor- 
hood? 

Any local laws governing trespass? Mention good fishing local- 
ities, if not conflicting with private interests? How accessible 

from nearest railway station? Any hotel accommodations ? 

How many anglers on lake or stream this season ? Notable per- 
sons, if any ? 

ee 

CanaDA,—Buchingham, Quebec, April 21st.—The ice 
will soon be out of the lakes back of here ; then the sport 
can begin, for the brook trout are ever on the 
feed where they are seldom disturbed. Sportsmen wha 
wish to get back away from civilizat.on would do well 
to come here, as this is one of the best entrances into the 
reat untracked northern wilderness, Mine host, Mr. 
yuch, of the Montreal House here, is well posted and 

charges light, Hotel Fare $1.00 per day, other charges 
in proportion, Ware from Montreal here via, Q. M, O. & 
O. R., return ticket, $5.10, and 25 cents stage-fare from 
station to village. STANSTEAD, 

———_=>—_ 

MASsAcHUSETTS—New Bedford, April 22d.—During 
the past week. large qnantities of herring, shad, scup, 
tautog and stziped bass haye been tuken in the traps in 
this vicinity; iu fact, the fishing, which usually com- 
mences the 10th of May, is this year two weeks earlier, 
Alarge part of the herring are used by the fishing: smacks 
as bait for cod and halibut. A few mackerel have also 
heen taken, The trout fishermen have not met with 
much success, as the brooks kre yery low. The large 
ponds between here and Fall River are nearly three feet 
lower than eyer known at this time of year. 

ConcHa, 
——_<>_—_. 

OQu1o—Ogford, April 22d.—Black bags in Four Mile are 
not as plenty as they were last year at this time, 
M7 Meelis 

 Corors OF PeRcH aND Hasivs or Bass,—Savan- 
nah, Tenn., April 13th,—I wish to communicate to your 
columns afew facts that haye come under my obserya- 
tion, and have puzaled me somewhat to account for, 
The first of these are some things I haye noticed about 
the color of fish, I have caught several fish of the 
perch species, of a yariety known throughout the South 
as black perch, or goggle-eye, which when first taken 
from the water were almost entirely yellow, showing: 
only afew black spots near and upon the dorsal fin, 
After these fish had been strung for a few moments, the 
black stripes, as prominent in this variéty, would appear 
strongly marked. At first sight, this would appear to be 
due to Paeibe the fish more directly under the influ- 
ence of the sun’s rays, but as if in disproof of this theory 
comes another fact, In fishing under amill-dam near 
this place I haye taken perch and bass abnormally dark 
colored, but when these haye been on the string a short 
time they fade, and soon become but. little darker than 
their neighbors, These two contradictory effects can 
hardly be attributed to the action of the sun’srays. I 
have met others who have observed the same things, but 
none of them could giye any explanation of the phe- 
nonienon, ; : 
Another matter, of which T wish to speak, relates to 

the habits of bassin ponds. We have bere many ponds 
left by the streams changing their beds, These are gen- 
erally in a horse-shoe form, and m many instances are at 
the foot of the hills, where they are often fed by springs, 
Most of these ponds communicate with the original 
teams during high water, and ave well-stocked with bass 

. 
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and perch, In the parent streams these fish are bold 
biters, but in the ponds they never take a hook. Thaye 
rtied them with all kinds of bait, and with the fly, but to 
no purpose, They do not seem wild, simply indifferent. 
These same ponds contain a worthless variety of catfish, 
which at times will bite ravenously at.any bait. I have 
known of repeated and strenuous efforts having been 
made by others beside myself to induce the bass and 
perch of these ponds to take the hook, but altogether 
without success. 

These are the facts in the case, Cannot some follower 
of the angle give usa solution of the difficulties they 
present ? WILL. 

Ew 

Frasaine Fry-Rops.—We notice that FOREST AND 
StreAM, of New York, has taken up this flashing sub- 
ject, and thinks it deserves attention. One correspond- 
ent of that capital paper says his experience is, that if 
the angler keeps. out of sight, no amount of flashing will 
soare the fish, and we incline to agree with him, for 
this reason: We have repeatedly caught trout, chub 
and grayling during a thunderstorm, and when flashes of 
lightning have been yiyid and frequent; in fact, we re- 
member once fishing in the Rye, aboye Hawnby, during 
ene of the most terrific thunderstorms we have ever 
seen either in this country or abroad, the flashes of light- 
ning, frequently forked, were almost incessant, and woe 
several times struck fish, the rise of which a flash had 
enabled us to detect, for the stream was so shaded by 
trees in many places, and the black clouds overhead 
made things so dark, it was a difficult matiter fo detect a 
rise, Now, if trout are not frightened by such ferrific 
lightning, to say nothing of the thunder, which seemed 
to shake the hills, is it likely the flash of a fly-rod will 
goare them? The flashing of a light at night attracts 
fish, as salmon poachers well know,—Fishing Gazette, 

—————_ 

FISHING AND THE Sun-Spots.—In the last number of 
Nordishe Tidsshrift for Fiskeri, the Swedish ichthyolo- 
gist, Dr. Ljungman, gives an interesting account of the 
connection which exists between the wanderings of the 
herring and the recurrence of the sun-spots. To the 
Scandinavian people, the herring fishery in the fjords 
and along the coast isa principal source of wealth, and 
as this industry formerly was a royal monopoly, and 
often played a prominent part in the foreign policy ofthe 
Kings, the State archives contain very minute statistics 
of its yield, as far back as the beginning of the four- 
teenth century. An examination of these statistics shows 
that there rules a certain periodicity in the herring har- 
vest, and Dr, Ljungman has now demonstrated that the 
regular decrease and increase correspond exactly to the 
periods of the sun-spots: not only to the great period of 
fifty-five and a half years, but also to the minor ones of 
eleyen years. The herrings go and come with the sun- 
spots. The explanation which the Doctor offers, of the 
connection between these two so different phenomena is 
is as yet a mere hypothesis, but it sounds quite probable, 
On the one hand, scientists haye established beyond 
doubt that there is a connection between the sun-spots 
and certain terrestrial agémcies, as for instance, the 
magnetic currents, On the other hand, fishermen know 
that there is a connection between certain meteorologi- 
cal phenomena and the success or failure of their craft. 
Thus, when the mackerel cloud appearsas above, the 
mackerel fish issure to be found beneath. Dr. Ljung- 
man’s hypothesis now is that the sun-spots cause a change 
in the currents of the sea, by which the food on which 
the herring feeds is carried now to this place, and now to 
that.—New York Times, 
$$ 

LOOK SHARP. 

v BRAVERKILL CLUB, April 17th. 

Eadttor Forest and Stream :— 
Now that the effect of our friend Hallock's mischievous base- 

ball joke, about trout knocking flies into their mouths with their 

tails, has somewhat worn off, let me ask fly-fishermen 10 observe 
during the present season that trout often'(not always) strike at 

the fly with their tails. Close observers will occasionally see a 
trout come out of the water, and hit with its tail a natural fly, 
striking it down to the suriace; the trout will then drop into the 

Water head first, turn, come up and eat the fy, Probably bait- 

fishermen will laugh at this; that is where most of the laughter 

Came from before when this subject was being discussed, but 

then bait fishermen yery seldom gee. a trout ulive. I believe there 
was one gentleman who claimed to be a fy-tisherman, who said 

that trout move so fast that he could not see quickly enough to 

gee one of them come out of the water, turn over nnd yu back, 

Probably that gentleman is a novice, or elsé “ gun-shy ” with his 

trout-rod, i. ¢., shuts his eyes and gives a jerk ut the rod when his 

fly touches the water, just usa woman does when she pulls the 

trigger of a gun. After a man has used his eyes for twenty years, 

er even less, in the wild woods, nud of mountain streams, his eyes 

get so that they see distinctly many things, paths without a trace, 

shadows, motions— 

“With here a blossom sailing, 
And here and there a lusty trout, 

And here and there a grayling. 

And here ond there a foamy flake 
# * * co * * 

With many a silvery waterbreak 
fy Above the golden gravel," 

to all of which he was blind when he first began to hold commun- 

{on with nature. A number of fly-fishermen have agreed with 

me as to haying seen trout strike with their tails at fies out of 
he water, and I hope to baye imany gentlemen confirm our ex- 

periénce, in your columns, this yetr. 

Happy the man who isso familiar with nature that he van say, 

with the old Massachusetts poet, Jones Very -— 

“The bubbling brook doth leap when I come by, 

Because my feet find measure with its oall; 

The flower that on the Jonely hillside grows 
Expects me there, when spring its bloom bath given; 

And many a tree and bush my wandering knows, 

‘And e'en the cloids and silent stars of heaven.” 

Gro, W. VAN SICLEN. 
— = 

Trout Brooxs.— Westfield Flats, Sullivan Co., N, ¥— 
The best wild trout fishing for months of April, May and 

June inthe State—Beayerkill, Willowemock, Stewart's, 

Russell and Spring brooks, within an hour's drive, 

vOREST AND STREAM. 

The Fennel. 
—_—»>——. 

SOMETHING ABOUT BREAKERS AND DOG 
BREAKING 

FOURTH PAPHR. 

HERE is an old saying that ** you may take a horse 

to water, but you vannot make him drink," and it 

can equally well be said that you may take your dog toa 

snipe meadow, but you cannot make him hunt, Should 

it be your misfortune to haye selected such a one, and at 

the outset of your practical tuition find that you have 
been mistaken in your preliminary tests—discard the dog 

at once, for he is unworthy of your time and trouble, 

Tt ig usnally only in the field, and in front of the gun, 
that the dog’s ‘‘ true inwurdness” can be ciphered out, as 

oftentimes all previous calculations go for naught. He 
must haye snap and bottom, pluck and go, no fear to face 

the briers or wet his feet—no shirker of his duty or 
waster of your time; for even if you perambulate on 

orutches, as pictured by John Leach, ayoid a pottering 

dog. AS young dogs, however, are liable to tire out, par- 

ticularly when first handled on rough or miry ground 

with which they are unaccustomed, common sense would 

teach us that the youngster should be in the best of trim 

when first brought face to face with the fortunes of the 

field and flood, It is necessary that his first acquaintance 
with game should leave a pleasant remembrance; there- 
fore, beware in the excitement of the glorious sport, of 
overtaxing the stiength of your puppy by shooting 

over too long a beat, or by working him all day, as if he 
were an old field dog. Remember, he really must not be 
taken home tired, so that he is unfif to take the field on 
the succeeding day ; but rather call him in to heel after a 
few hours of successful work, Constant fatigue will take 
the snap out of any young dog, and he will in time fall 
into a listless and careless way of doing his work. It is 
overwork, when young, that canses us to see so many 
*© one-hour dogs” in the field at the present time, 

Of the many ways to condition a dog, the best, per- 
haps, is the daily exercise which can be given him ona 
smooth hill-side, in makingehim retrieve a ball which is 
rolled swiftly towards the bottom, It was partly with 
this exercise in view that we argued in a preyious paper 
thav all young dogs should be taught to retrieve. An 
hour or two of this play every day will harden like iron 
the muscles of any dog, give spring to his logsandstrength 
to his back, expand his chest, and give him plenty of 
wind—a very essential requisite—the cultivation of 
which does not receive the proper attention. Wedo rot 
belieye in exercising a sporting dog by making him jump 
for a ball suspended out of reach, as it is a performance 
that may perhaps in the field lead to attempts to catch at 
low-flying game. 

Another method which is commonly used to keep a 
dog in trim is to allow him to run with a wagon, When 
this is done he should in all cases be trained to run on 
well ahead, and not behind, as the dust and dirt stirred 
up will choke him and frequently injure hiseyes, We 
do not altogether believe in this practice, for in a long 
drive a dog has hard work to keep up with a fast horse, 
and should he, when tired, be lifted into the wagon in 
an overheated state, he is almost sure to catch cold, No 
dog should ever be allowed to jump into a wagon, for 
fear ofastrain, But as any exercise is better than none 
at all, be careful to let your dog run on in front; he will 
then be in continual sight, and you can see in time to 
protect him from the attacks of way-side dogs. No dog- 
owner can be too observant of the actions of his animal 
at all limes, as the dog’s good health and worth as a well 
broken and well behaved dog depend upon the master’s 
intelligence and consbant care, 

Tt has been onr experience to find that the best dogs 
are broken upot English snipe, which we would not have 
too tame or lazy. ‘The snipe meadow is in our opinion 
the very place to give them the benefit of your cwh ex- 
perience and that of a good old stuady dog, with whom, 
you should, if possible, work them in company, But rée- 
member, at the same time, thatthey had much better be 
worked alone than to be subjected to an evil example, 
Old dogs are up toevery artful maneuver. Game cannot 
beat them in cunning, and they are more than a match 
for it. Therefore, let their labor at first be shared with a 
steady companion, for there is nothing better for a young 
dog than bemg worked with a first-class old one, Con- 
tinued work will bring down their too ardent spirits ; 
and, for animals of this kind, nothing else will prove 

really beneficial. Besure and pick out a warm spring 

day—the ice should be gone, and the wind blowing gently 
from the south. Endeavor to begin your beat on ground 

that is entirely free from bunches of willows, high reeds 

or patches of brush and briers, as it is not only necessary 

that your pupil should never be out of your sight, but he 

should also atall times watch your movements and that of 
his fellow, who will at once become hismodel. This plan 
adopted, the attention of your young novice will not be 
distracted from his work in constant attempts to hunt 
youup, for all young dogs when lost become more or 
less bewildered and nervous, and in racing wildly about 
endeavoring to find their master, are apt to flush birds, 
which tends to destroy the necessary ‘isvipline, and is 
liable to make them unsteady before they know what 
work really is. . . 
The approach to many shooting-grounds, and particu- 

larly to snipe meadows, is often over strips of water, 
bridged only by fallen trees or slippery fence-rails, 
Across these logs never allow your dog to pass, but train 
him from the first to wade or swim. We have seen many 
a dog seriously injured by falling straddle of a rail, and 
many more rendered useless for the season from strains 
received inslipping off. each him also to be careful 
how he crosses his fences, a8 these dog-traps are a bane 
to a. sportsman’s holiday, A dog should be taught to pass 
between the rails that sre widest apatt, but he should not 
be forced to squeeze himself through, as the result is 
sometimes serious. If thers should be no upening, have 
him climb up at the game time and panel that you 
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cross yourself, that you may be at hand fo assist hin 
should he chance to catch. In many sections of our 
western country the post and rail fences are built six or 
seven feetin height, so that a dog in attempting to jump 
them frequently hasa rough fall backwards, or is oces: 
sinally left hanging by the legs. Let, therefore, your 
dog accustom himself not to rush at his fences, but to 
take them quietly, and you will have more go left in him 

‘at the end of a week than the one who has no regard for 
these precautions, q 
The frequent difficulty to get on the snipe meadows, aa 

the crossing logs are few and far between, and the con 
stant shifting of the wind during many of our spring 
days, does not warrant the loss of time and trouble to 2 
far out of one’s way to get to the extreme leeward sida 
the tract. But despite of the theory of beating for sni 
“down wind,” originally advanced by Herbert, and now 
carried out by many of his disciples, we most earnest 
advocate beating forall game, when it is possible, ex- 
actly the other way—that is, ‘‘up wind.” ‘rue it is thai 
snipe, and, in fact, all water fowl, rise to the wind, yeti 
is absurd to expect dogs to do other than flush the game i 
they beardown on it with the breeze, and alarm the bird 
with their splashings away to windward. If your do 
has a fair nose he willsoon be brought to stop at a dis. 
tances that will not flush the birds, and you can eithe 
pass him and move the game yourself, or by making 
slight detour soon locate the birds between yourself an 
the dog. This isan excellent plan when they lay badly, 
as it usually affords a reasonably fair shot. On the pri 
ciple that paper kites are used on the Scotch moors to 
make the grouse lay, we have heard from good authority 
that a light-colored felt hat sent skimming through the 
air would makes wild snipe lay, We do not, however, 
place any particular faith in the performance, and haye 
thus far preferred to keep our hat dry and upon our head, 
One thing, however, is certain, that the best find on 4 
snipe meadow is on the windward side, particularly if 
the wind has been blowing steadily for a day or two 
from one quarter. Almost every bird that: has moved or 
een flushed has gone that way,and often the birds congre- 
gate in large numbers in little sheltered nooks along the ex= 
treme windward edge, when birdscan be found in no other 
parts of the meadows, The very reason that snipe move 
off to windward enables the sportsman who begins to lee 
ward to continue right on in his beat, while should hi 
start from the windward he will constantly be obliged to 
retrace his steps as the birds are flushed and light behind 

Should your beat lead youamong briers, through which 
your puppy is at first unwilling to crawl, toss a biscuit 
well in, and point out to him the thinnest 
entrance to the thicket. Encourage him freely, but 
on noaccount push himin, If hungry he will soon find 
away to reach it. ‘This willbe hisreward for the few 
scratches, which you would have him at once torgel 
Neither push nor throw him into the water, should 
show a dislike to enter, Rather, on a warm day thr 
some biscuit that will float close to the edge of the bank, 
where itis so shallow as merely to require his wading. 
Chuck the next piece alittle further off, and by degreas 
increase the distance until he gets beyond his depth, and 
finds that nature has given him useful swimming powers, 
On no occasion will the example of anothor doe more.as 
sist you. Shun any that may induce the youngster 
dive ; it can never be of service, besides it is apt to_ca 
premature deafness. 1 
Having thus summed up how to ward against several 

of the most common accidents incident to the field, and 
also told you how to get your puppy into condition for if, 
we cousider that if you follow out the following system- 
atized programme of instruction, which covers four im= 
portant points, it will be all that is absolutely neces- 
sary i— 

To beat, that is, to have the dog range properly and 
methodically beat out the ground, so as to avoid leaving 
birds behind unnoticed, . 

To draw, that is, when the dog feels a scent, to at once 
proceed in the direction in which he may beliéve the 
game to lie, andin s0 careful a manner locate the game 
as to direct the sportsman to it without disturbing it, 

To point, thatis, for your dor to stand immoyable 
ee that the scent of the game is felt with cer 

inty. 
To back, that is, to haye your dog stop the moment he 

sees another dog point or haclr, ’ 
From what we have already written, it will be sux 

niised that we advocate the breaking of puppies to ga 
with the gun; although this is a desperate point, we b 
lieve that they should be rewarded for their exertions by 
having it killed oyer them. The shooter, however, should 
kill nothing but game birds over any pointer or setter, oF 
the dog will never learn his business. He should avoid, 
above all things, shooting at rabbits, rail, larks and all 
small birds, The man whose pleasure it 1s to shoot 
sniall birds, is a walking satire on the sportsman. ‘I'r 
he generally has his ‘*hunting-cap" decked out w 
chippy-bird or blue-jay feathers; but aside from this. 
can always be distinguished from the action of his 
for should a crow come flying across the meadow the d 
will stand excitedly watching him until he is out of 
sight—they making an interesting picture, these th 
in which the carrion bird, in our mind, has rather # 
best of it. When the gunner isin the habit of killing 
small birds, and at other times correcting him for polnt 
ing them, is it astonishing that the dog becomes con 
fused and is puzzled when he comes to a snipe whet (er 
toe point it ornot? We have read a great deal that h 
been written by those who have never seen a dog in 
field, and simply wondered at the ridiculous suggestions 
that have been submitted to an intelligent sporting publio 
The laughable theories of hiding quail under little baskets 
rather reminds one of the East Indian juggling trick 
Now you see it, and now you don’t," Also permittim 

the birds to fly a few yards by having strings tied ft 
their legs, and other pantominiic tricks, is impressive 1 
doubt, but not apt to bring a dog to the proper standaré 
of what a pointer or setter should be, Of course, Bj 
severity a dog can be taught to never do wrong; bub lit 
spirit will be broken, and he will do his mechanical work 
wilh no enjoyment or zest for the sport, without whit 
he is not worth a rap, ‘ 

At first your puppy will run about in a meanin 
way, snd will stand at times looking at you. He has 
taught to run ahead at the word **On;” it now is th 
that he is broken to work to hand in the field, De HEE 
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direction in which heis tosearch, 

do 

nd at the same time, 

ded by his nose should again be worked over, 

y yards from you. 

hand, regulating your position so as to have him cross 
out fwenty yards in front of you, so that he may un- 
mstand from the beginning that he isnot to cross be- 
ad you, out of your sight. When he has proceeded 
out sixty yards away on the extreme left, again call 
attention and wave him back to the right. Continue 

IS Z1g-Zag system of having him beat diagonally across 
mmwith great exactness, and it will not be long before 
mr dog will turn his head at the limit of his range 
hout waiting for the expected whistle; and later on, 
vill fall into the habit of ranging across vou without 

ir having to givethearmsignals, Should your dog, at 
st, show no inclination to beat out as far As you wish, 
a may follow him a sufficient distance every time that 
Stosses to the right and left sides, and soon he will cor- 

oily gauge the extreme limits of his range. Avoid 
ustling as much as possible during his early days in the 

and he will then learn to keep one eye on your 
ements for the restzof his life. 

———~—_——_ 

R. TLDEN's Prts.—To the Editor of the Sun—Sir : 
passer-by in East Nineteenth street, near Irving 

e, Gan see, in the handsome rear of ex-Goy. Tilden’s 
, two valuable dogs—a large true-blooded St. Ber- 
and a stately, dignified Hnglish mastiff, with a 
of vare beauty. The English miastiffs, ih their 

Mity, are very scarce, They resemble the bull-doe in 
age and strength, but are more faithful and affec- 
ate. They tolerate no undua familiarity, and are 

rous enemies. If appearances are indicatiye, Mr. 
en must be very fond of his dogs, for he is often seen 
ng them on his lawn, and showing them to his 
ds. he affection is reciprocal. ‘I.eo,” the St, Ber- 

is overwhelming in his affection, and Punch,” 
mastiff, ‘receives advances with satisfaction and a 
it becoming gravity. They are a source of interest to 
neighborhood and the passing public, who have 
ned their names and peer at them through the slight 
_ paling that separates the Governor's beautiful 
ndsfrom thestreet. It is no uncommon sight to see 
Tilden standing in the large bay window of his rary (from which all occupantsare visible,) surrounded 

dady guests, to whom he is introducing his giant pets, hile his niece, the youth and light of his bachelor home 
iresses in her arms her only dog, a tiny but peculiarly 

ful Japanese spaniel. Tf doubts are entertained as 
6 health of Mr. Tilden’s lungs and throat, or fears 
that his low voice has’ become chronic, and his 
arm has lost its strength, such illusions would be 
led on hearing his loud call to the dogs, and seeing 

S rough and tumble of their frolics with their master. 
characteristic of scholarly men and able statesmen 
fond of animals, and the ex-Governor is no excep- 
6 the general rule,—NeicHnor, in New York: Sun. 

(ane eee! 

New Yore Doe Snow,—The falling of the new 
oi of the Madison Square Garden,on the evening of 

[2ist, whereby Mr. Wm, M, Tileston, late Kennel 
tor of FoREST AND STREAM, and!chairman of the com- 

ittee of arrangements, lost his life, caused the show, 
was to be held under the auspices. of the West- 
Kennel Chib, on the 27th, 28th and 29th, to be 

idably postponed, as has been already noticed by 
press of the country, until the llth, 12th and 18th of 

It is even now impossible to state, until after the 
hor's inquest, which is now being held, whether the 
tion will be held in the Garden, or at some other 
bient place. If, however, it is deemed prudent and 

by the Westminster Club fo make no change in the 
on, the space fo be occupied by stalls for dogs will 
#8 Within the main building, and entirely removed 
the section where the sad calamity occurred, As 

ponsibility of this shocking affair is shared he- 
the owners of the building and the officers of the 
ng Department of this city, no further dependence 

b Placed on any subsequent report of inspection or 
‘made by these incompetent and criminally neg- 

Setof persons, It therefore behooves the managers 
for themselves that the proper precauiions are 
© guard the community from further accident, 
ordon Stables, R. N,, and Mr. Hugh Dalziel, of 
don Field, who are to act as judges at the coming 

show in this city, avrived on the City of Brussels 
tirday morning, and called at this office in the 

m. Although at first expressing some doubt as 
her their engagements in England would allow 
‘Tetaain in this country long enough to be presenti 
ench show, which has been postponed, they have 
cided to remain as guests of the Westminster 
Club, 
ibles cleared out most of his dogs before starting, 

unable from the press of emigration to ship 
5 had still oy hand, howeyer, in Hugland, cham- 

H colley pups, beagles, daehshunde, mastiffs, 
q : 

lesson in retrieving he has learned to connect the 
ition of your hand, when tossing the hall or elove, with 

You will therefore 
é but little difficulty in making him understand that 

wave of the right arm and hand to the right, is for him 
‘hunt to the right ; and thata corresponding wave of the 

left arm and hand to the left, will explain to him that he 
Ss fo hunt to the left. Should he at first be unywilling to 
45 you. command, unless he sees something thrown, 

wu can occasionally toss a piece of bread into the grass 
the direction you wish him to take. and waving your 

will aid in making him compre- 
dthe signal. Your aim is that no part of your beat 
J remain mnhunted, and that no part once com- 

As 
greater part of the best:American shooting is done in 

ge tracts of prairie and in uninclosed country, it will 
qvell at first to teach your dog at no time to range over 

Y S To accomplish this, bezin by 
wing him off to the right hand, and when the proper 
Stance is reached, call his altention with the low 

stle you have adopted, and atonce wave him to the left 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

setters, and other sporting and non-sporting dogs, and 
will be happy to giye any information regarding impor- 
tation of dogs to any one interested, He may bo ad- 
dressed at this office, 

Aw Apuse aT Dog SHows.—London, Ont, April 
16ti.—Now that dog shows are all the rage, I wish to 
bring before the public a danger that is ran by owners of 
yaluable breeding stock, I dare say my experience may 
not be singular, but as it has not been brought out in any 
of the journals deyoted to the kennel, I take the liberty 
of writing you on the subject, 
Tsent my Gordon setter, Blossom, fo the late Montreal 

show, by express, and was awarded two prizes on him. Of 
course I was flattered, as areall exhibitors who take firsts 
or Specials, but my joy was turned into—(what the proper 
word is I can’t just express), when a month or two after- 
ward I am informed, from several reliable sources, that 
my dog’s services were used, without my consent, by a 
Montreal gentleman, also an exhibitor and prize taker, 
and that he is now trying to sell pups by my dog. 

Tt seems strange that a gentleman would do sucha 
thing, but that he should openly advertise that he had 
done so is stranger still, As it stands now it is impossi- 
ble to bring him to justice for the theft of the geryice, 
yet I wish to caution managers of bench shows that if 
such things happen, their shows will not be attended by 
breeders ala distance, whose stock is valuable. They 
ought to be most careful in the selection of their care- 
takers, and take none but those on whom they can rely 
for honesty, both to, themselves and exhibitors whose 
property they guard. That brother sportsmen and breed- 
ers should take such advantayes is to be condemned, and 
brings dog-breeding into disgrace. J. 8, Nevin. 

—<—__. 

MR. A, H, MOORH’S KENNELS. 

PHILADELPHIA, April 8th.—On Monday, the 65th 
inst., we took the 9:30 train on the Pennsylvania Rail- 
road, and in fifteen minutes were at Elm Station, about 
six miles from town, A pleasant walk of a mile or so 
along a country road brought us to Moorefield, the 
kennels of Mr. A. H, Moore, of this City. We were un- 
fortunate in selecting the day, as neither Mr. Moore, nor 
his genial assistant, Captain Blake, were at the kennels. 
However, one of jlie kennelmen, (who, by-the-way, only 
arrived from the kennels of Mr, Llewellin on last Friday), 
kindly volunteered to show us through, We were filst 
shown through the kitchen where all the food is prepared 
for the dogs. It is truly a model of neatness and order, 
with ‘fa place for everything, and everything in its 
place.” We then passed into the kennels, which are 
built in the form of a hollow sqnare, enclosing about an 
acre of level turf. On two sides of this enclosure the 
kennels are built. Fach dog has a separate stall. They 
ave about fifteen feet in length by six in breadth, and 
divided into two compartments, a sleeping room and a 
small yard, which contains a small trough of fresh water. 

The first dog shown us was Belle, with a fine litter 
of puppies, whelped on board the Steamship Indiana, 
They ave allyery handsome and yery evenly marked, 
Belle is a very fine liver-and-white pointer bitch, born 
sister to Bow Bells, with one of the prandest heads we 
have ever seen. She is one of Mr, Moore’s latest impor- 
tations, Next to Belle is Ruby (Flake-Lily) with a litter 
of puppies by Mr. Orgill’s Rome, There were some fif- 
teen or twenty pointers and setters loose in the exercising 
piound, Among them we noticed Champion Duck, Loo 
1t,, and Mona, a thoroughbred imported Gordon bitch, 
She was a companion of Mr, Moora's ill-fated dog, Duke, 
who died en voyage, in whose death Mr. Moore lost, per- 
haps, the finest Gordon dog that has eyer been exhibited. 
We were then shown the division of the kennels in 

which the stud dogs are quartered, the first we saw being 
the red Irish setter Raleigh (Elého—Rose) winner of the 
2d prize.in free-for-all stakes, when only eighteen months 
old, at the Eastern Wield Trials, ran at Long Island last 
year. Raleigh reminds us very strongly of his famous 
sire, Elcho, and we think is equally as good in every par- 
ticular, Then comes Berkley, who in our estimation is 
the finest Irish setter we haye eyer seen. He is a deep 
red, and, as I understand, he is thoroughly broken, (win- 
ner of Puppy Stakes in 1878.) We think he is one of the 
finest dogs for stud purposes in this country, Count Fred 
(Count Wind’em—Norna,) was the next shown us. He is 
a very beautiful black-and-white ticked dog with a fine 
head and excellent coat and very handsome feather, 
This magnificent dog won the Puppy Stakes, and ran 
second to Lincoln in the Brace Stakes, at Patoka, II., 
last fall. The party that showed us through told us that 
Count Fred is almost the counterpart in markings of his 
sire, Count Wind'em, the dog that Mr. Moore is now 
negotiating for. We hipe it will be with success, as he 
is unquestionably the finest Llewellin setter now living, 
both in the fieldl and on the bench, 
The next was Royal Ben, a fine orange and white Lay- 

erack by Carlowitz ; his performances on the bench speak 
for themselves. Next to Royal Ben are Bang and San 
cho, a brace of superb liver and white pointers that just 
artived from England. They are of fine size and excel- 
lent form, I believe Mr, Moore intends exhibiting them 
at your show, where they will no doubt attract a good 
deal of attention. We were than shown the old cele- 
brity, Leicester, with whose record every reader of your 
yaluable paper is already familiar, Count Dan (Dan- 
Countess) is a beautiful black, white and tan ticked dog, 
whose fine form and excellent head cannot fail to attract 
attention wherever he is shown, Roderick, the last doz 
shown is black, white and tan ticked. He is litter 
brother to Llewellin’s great Count Wind’eni, and a very 
fine animal, but in our judgment he is rather too heayily 
marked with black to be a typical Llewellin. Most gen- 
tlemen, however, prefer him to Count Dan for breeding 
purposes. Perhaps his pups show less black ; if they do 
we should prefer him ourselves, Mr, Moore, we under- 
stand, intends making his kennel one of the best in this 
Maral and we hope his expectations may be fully re- 

ized, 

Although we fake pleasure in publishing the above 

cominunicalion, which is goud as far as it goes, yet its 
failure to mention many of tle crack dogsof Mr, Moore's 

kennels, will lead us, later on, to give a complete descrip- 

tion of what is now regardi’d as one of the most re- 
markably fine and interesting collections of stock in 
‘America, ' 
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KENNEL NOTES, 

NAMES CLAIMED.—Tippordry Girl and Ladj—Mr. Max Wenzel, 

of Hoboken, WN. J., claims the names of Tipporary Girl and Lady 

for bis two red Irish setter puppies, eight months old, by Lincolo 

& Hellyar’s Arlington, out of owner’s Doe. 

Damurai—Dr. 0. E, Wing, of Boston, Mass., claims the natne of 
Damuvai for his liverand white pointer bitch by Samurai, Glen- 

Blossom, out of Fannie, Sport-Lady, 

CHANGE OF NAME.—Vicloriato Victress.—Peekskill, N. ¥., April 

26th.—Owing to priority of claim in favor of Messrs. Cummings 

& Son, 1 desire to change the name of my black and tan Burdett 

eocker spaniel Victoria, whelped Noy, 28d, 1879, to that of Victresa, 

Miss JULIA WYGANT, 

PRESENTATION.—Pluniet—l am pleased to acknowlege a present 

of the red Irish setter pup Plunket from Dr. Judkina, of Highland 

County, Ohio. The puppyis the finest dog we haye here, and his 

name shows what stock heisfrom. The Doctor has the thanks of 
myself and of the sportsmen here. M. 8. IRELAND. 

SAnLEs.—Mr, N. Elmore, of Granby, Conn., has just purchased 
from Mr. J. N. Dodge. of Detroit, Mich., a beagle dog puppy, 
Rattler-True, three months old. 

Drata oF Ma. Huycer’s Prnto.—Tenafly, N. J., April 22d— 

Donhbtlessmany New York readers of FOREAT AND STREAM will 
be sorry to hear of the death of Mr. A, J, Huyler’s setter doy 

Pinto, He was bitten by a rabid dog on the 18th inst., and Mr, 

Huyler had him killed on thelith. Pinto as a field dog had few 

if any, superiors. He was the pet of all the children. I donot 

believe there was & personin this place who was not grieved to 

hear he had met with such a sad fate, and except Mr. Huyler and 

family, Done more so than the writer. HIGHLAND. 

Machting and Qanoeing. 
FIXTURES. 

May 3—Cooper's Point ¥ .C. Spring Regatta, 
May 5—Rast. Boston Y. C. Anniversary, 
May 8—¥Yonkers Y. C. Spring Regatta. 
May 12—Bmpire Y.C, Dowling Cup. 
May 15—Quiney Y. C. Spring: Regatta. 
May 20—Portland ¥. G., Challenge Qup. _ 
May 25—Southern Y. ¥. Professional! Race. 
Muy 27—Soutbern Y. C. Professional Raee. 
May 27—South Camden Y. C. Spring Regatta. 
May 29—Dorchester ¥. C. Union Regatta. 
May 31—Seawanhaka Y. C. Opening Cruise. 
May 31—Quaker City Y. C. Spring Regatta. 
May 3l—Southwark Y. 0. Spring Regatta. 
May 81—South Boston Y. C. Spring Begatta, 
May 3l—Knickerbocker Y.C. Annual Regatta. 
June 7—Philadeiphia ¥. C. Annual Regatta, 
June 9—Auantic ¥. 0. Annnal Regatta, 
Jnne %—Southern Y- C. Corinthian Regatta. 
June 10—New York Y. C. Annual Regatta. 
June 10—Southern Y. C. Corrinthian Regatta. 
June 12—Seasyanhaka Corinthian Matches, 
June 17—Boston Y. C. Union Regatta. 
June Liane bea he aia wae 
. —Dinrehester ¥. 0. Ke, C ‘ 
afte oh Washington Village Y. C. Spring Regatta. 
July 3—Beverly Y.C. Championship Races, Nahant, 
July —Seawanhaka Y. C. Cocinthian Cruise. 
July 17—8an Francisco Y. C. Annual Cruise. 
July 8i—Beverly Y. 0, Championship Races, Swampseott. 
Aug. 14 or 21—Beverly ¥. C. Onen Regatta, Swampscott. 
Aug. 14—Washington Village Y. 0. Regatta. 
Aug, 28—Beverly Y. OC. Championship Races, Beverly. 
Sept. 4—Boston ¥.C. Annual Regatta. 
Sept. 11—Dorchester ¥. C. Open Matches, 
Sept. 11—Washington Village ¥.C. Kegzatta, 
Sept. 12—Dorchester Y. O. Open Regatta. 
Sept. 18—Beyerly Y. C. Special, Nahant, 
Sept. —Beverly Y. C. Special. Cotuit. 
Oct, 9—Washington Village Y. OC. Pall Regatta, 

~~ 

Satmm BAY YAcHT CLhus.—Mr. David Hall Rice will offer a fine 
silver cup as aprizefor seamanship this year, the conditions of 

which will be published in due time. The schooner Whife Cap i 
following the fashion, and will have seven tons of iron bolted te 
her keel, giving the latter more rooker without inereasing her 
draft. A larger amount of ballast will be removed from inside, re 

as 10 lighten her up without sacrificing any of her stability. The 

yalue of weight on the keel, and the great influence it exercises 
upon stability, is rapidly becoming recognized in the East, 
OO ——— od 

YACHT-BUILDING AT BRISTOL. 

HE pretiy little town of Bristol, R. 1.. wasall expectation 
over the launch of a fine new yacht from the yard of the 

Herreshoit Manufacturing Co., Wednesday, April 21, and from 

the pretty New England “ Miss'' down to the dust-begrimed 

mechanic, the inhabitants of the town and surrounding country 
wended their way towards the scene of the approaching launch. 

The new steamer is @ fine specimen of the genus “ high-speed,” 

and was built to the order of Mr. Graham, of Baltimore, being 

{he fourth vessel of the ‘ind the same builders haye turned out 

for him—pretty strong endorsement of their work from the 
standpoint of practical experience. Promptly at the hour as- 
signed the wedges were knocked up, and with the aid of a jaok 
the steamer wasstarted. As she slid off the ways, little Miss 

Kitty Flerreshoff dashed the proverbial bottle against the bows, 
and in a happy manner christened the new-born Gleam. 

Tt is unnecessary hersto expatiate upon the stenmer’s model. 

The capacity of the Herreshoffs in this direction is too well- 
known, ‘They copy no one, take nothing as 4 sample, bub confide 
in their own ability to produce just what they want. The Gleam, 
ag her dimensions will show, is intended for use on the great 

stretches of sheltered walers and reaches of the sen which indent 
the Atlantic coast. Her lines are, of course, as fine, easy and 
graceful as itis possible to combine with reasonable accomoda— 
tion and almost railroad speed, She has U frames throughout, 

yery slight hollow fo) ward, bold ‘midship body, with some flare 

to her sides avd an exceedingly fine run. These, with just the 

right amountof sheer, stylish cutwater and an English eutter 

stern—each part fitting the ofher—a smart looking schooner rig 
and tasty joinerwork, all go to produce a vessel whichis a pleasing 

larmony to the eye and a serviceable and well arranged design 
" ical use. 

Paneth was most successful, and was accomplished With ag 

Jittle fuss and noise as though it were child’s play. A pleasant 

company aflerwards tool part in a collation served at the builder's 

home. As eteam yachts seem to be very popular just now, the 

following items ecneerning the Gleam will be of interest :— 

The Glecim's length over ail is 120ft; beam, 16ft; depth, 6}ft. 

Composite hull, schooner rig. Her interior Arraigements are ad- 
mirably contrived and elegantly finished in oak and maple. From 

the main saloon, 20 feet long, opens a pantry and stateroom, and 

from the companion-way aft of the saloon a fine double state- 
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room, occupying the whole width of the vessel; abaft of this 

again is a bath and toilet room, with ¢yery convenience for com- 
fort. In the saloon the main pieces of furniture, consisting of 

dining-table and buffet, are of solid mahogany. 'Vhe upholstery 

and tapestry will be of the riehest description. Between the 

saloon and the part of the yessel allotted to machinery is an iron 

bulkhead, extending from the keel to the upper deck, through 

which there is no communication whateyer. The importance of 
this barrier to dust and odor from ,the machinery department, as 
well asits use in giving strength and stability to the hull cannot 

be oyer-estimated. This is one of four complete iron bullheads 
in the vessel, all of which are alike, that is to say, there are no 

openings in them atall. These divide the vessel into fiye com- 

partments, adding greatly 10 strength and safety ; for in the 

event of a collision or otherwise, one compartment only could be 

filled with water, the others being amply sufficient to float the 
vessel. The machinery occupies a space of about19 feet. The 

engines are of the compound condensing type, with cylinders 10} 

and 18in. diameter and 18in, stroke. The engine is fitted with 

improyed cut-off yalyes, and has feed and air pumps attached. 

The boiler is one of the Herreshoff Coil system, which day by day 

is growing inpopularfayor. Ithasa grate of 5ft. Sin. in diameter. 
She will burn 200 Ibs. of coal an hour when running at the rate of 

46 miles, under which condition natural draft only fis used. To 

yeach her maximum sustained speed of 20 miles, a power fan is 

used to force combustion, 
In the issue of FoREsT AND STREAM, Of March 11th, may be 

found a description of the Herreshoff safety-voil boiler to which 

we refer in this connection, Forward of the machinery, and sep- 

arated from it by one of the bulkheads, is the galley, commodious 

and well furnished, and next, the pantry, ice-chest, water-closets 

and large and well-ventilated accommodations for the crew. Her 

pilot-house is a sample of comfort and elegance, finished in panels 

of cherry. An eleyated seat permits an uninterrupted view of the 

horizon. The Gleam is the first afloat of several large steam yachts 
which are to be added to our fleet this season, and although she 
does not riyal some of her companions in size, for speed and gen- 
eral excellence in hull and machinery she will not be second to 

others. 
The Herreshoff Manufacturing Company have also in hand a 

small steamer for the Johns Hopkins Uniyersity, of Baltimore, 

She is to be used by Prof. Brooks, in and about the Chesapeake 
Bay, in his scientific researches in marine, animal and vegetable 
life. Her interior is to be finely finished in oak and cherry, and 

will be furnished with one of the new swinging ‘‘ tent-aywnings,"» 

which were described in one of our previous numbers. 
The Company have just commenced a coaching steamer for the 

Howard College rowing club. This steamer, presented by the 

nating gradclass of '80 to the college rowing association, possesses 

many points of peculiar interest. Length, 40ft.; beam, 5jft. Her 

machinery will consist of a Herreshoff boiler and compound con- 

densing engine of 25-horse power. Maximum speed, fourteen 

miles an hour. Her serew is to be placed amidships, similar 

to the famous torpedo boats built by this Company. Sheis thus 

enabled to go as fast astern as ahead, and steer equally well in 

going either direction, and to turn in a circle whose diameter is 

three times her length. She can also be brought to a full stop 

from her highest speed in a space not exceeding half her length 

Her interior will be handsomely finished in oak, mahogany and 

cherry, We shall look forward with great pleasure to the per- 

formanees of this boat, for the many new features of such craft 

ought to produce, when desired, higher speed at a less outlay 

than eyer yet accomplished. Engines have been brought to such 
a high pitch of perfection that itis dificult to see room for much 

more improyement in anything thatis direct acting, and, some- 

how, rotary engines haye not giyen that satisfaction in practice 

which their theoretical points seemed to warrant. One thing is 

against them, and probably always will be. They use steam ata. 

terrific rate, and this leads us back again to the boiler, ‘Che main 

stumbling block to higher speeds, twenty-five to thirty miles, lies 

in the difficulty of supplying sufficient steam without increase 1m 

weight of boiler; in other words, more power for aviven displace- 

ment, Engines can be built sufficiently light and strong by using 

the best of steel; they may be turned up over 400 without heat— 

jig, and boilers of the sectional or pipe type can be made to with- 

stand any amount of pressure, but when it comes to furnishing 4 

great quantity of high steam, then they all fail, and with them our 

visions of thirty miles an hour through the water vanish. Irom 

what we have seen of the Herreshoff coil, however, there is a pos- 
sibility of the enticing dream of railroad time in a steam yacht 
being realized at last, and we only hope some one will give them 

cdrle blanche to do their level best. Tf they cannot succeed in gct- 

ting beyond the conventional eighteen, the yery ultima thule of 

protracted practice with the fastest of the fast ones, then it might 

as well be giver: up at once as an impossibility there can be no use 

straining after any longer. Weare aware that Lightning, Gilana, 

Miranda, anda few more, haye churned their twenty-one, twenty— 

three, and even twenty-four, over the measured mile; and Gitana, 

it must be acknowledged, kept up the pace for # full hour or 

more; but alas, these were builders’ trials, fying light, profes- 
sional stokers, picked coul, smovth sea, no wind, end no expense 
spared! As an index of every day performance the measured 

mile, or builders’ trial, is a pleasant piece of deception. A deduc- 

tion of 25 per cent. from such figures brings ws nearer the truth, 

or rather the capacity of the high flyers under normal circam- 

stances. It is under such that the speed of Glued las been seb 
down as eighteen miles, and the near future will show bow near 

the builders haye come to their mark. But willithe long before we 

are to see some one the possessor of # product of American skill 
which will reel off twenty-four miles any day in the year, and go 
higher still when pressed? Tt may not be so impossible as it ap- 

pears, for we know little of resistance at excessive speed, beyond 

that its ratio of augmentation sensibly decreases after twenty 
miles has been reached. There is room for reasonable experiment 

and expectation, even far beyond. Why let Englund take the 
lead, when we have the talent at our doors? 

————- ooo 

YACHTING NEWS. 

Curves or Staprurry.—In an exceedingly interesting and able 

paper on the “ Stability of yachts,” read by Mr. Dixon Kemp he- 
fore the Institution of Naval Architects, March 8th, we ure sup- 
plied with much more definite information as to the value of lead 
on the keel in nugmenting a vessel's stubility. Tt appears tliat 

swith Inside iron, the Ploinde (a yaw! §6x19=11, with 150 tons dis- 

placement) would have over 83.per cent. less stability Utan il! eup- 
plied with 40 tons lead on the keel up to about twenty degrees of 
heel. Beyond that the ditference shows even move strongly in 

favor of the Jower position of the ballast. In the first case, Lhe 
yawl, although quite beamy, will reavh her maximum statical 
Stability af 38 degrees, and in the other not until beyond 7 de- 
grees. In other words, Flovinda, with inside iron, would he an 
unsafe vessel, and might follow the example of the AMfohawh, 
while with a. goodly portion of her ballast (she carries 5t tong in 
all) on the keel, she can ) made practically uncapslzable, 

chavges in the club burgee and flag officers’ swallow-tails of the 

Buffalo Yacht Club: The formeris pointed, blife fleld, white star 

in center; width, two-thirds of length. For the Commodore, 

swallow-tail, blue field, red star in center; Vice-Commodore, red 
field and blue star; Rear-Commodore, plain blue field. The 

private signals are square, width, two-thirds of length. 

the above to be oneinch in length for each foot of yacht’s lengt)i 

on deck. Weare glad to find this club has adopted square flags 

for the private signals Of its yachts. 

changes, should follow the example set. 

Essex to be called the Ocean Pearl. 
the line, 16ft. 7in, beam, and 9ft. hold, with about lift. draught. 

lator. 

FLAT-troNSs AT SEA.—_In describing the recent racing at Nice, 
France, a. wriler says, incidentally, of the second day: “ As for 

theshallow, beamy boats, the first pull of wind overpowered them 
and they were glad enough to run back to harbor for shelter.” 

The English yachts were the only ones that could face the sca, 

foreyen the mark boats hove up and eut and ran as fust as 

they knew how. This left the yachts to guess at the course, and 

Gertrude, failing to find any mark, gave up, very properly enter- 

ing a protest against any prizes being awarded. But so little did 

the committee in charfe seem to know of their business that they 

refused to entertain her protest. We suggest that instead of ap- 

pointing the Prinue of Wales, or any other similar “ card *' to the 

nominal management of affairs next year, a live member of the 

¥.R. A. beintrusted with the duties. 
necessary, if the presence of Bnglish yachts is desired; without 

qt they will hardly put in an appearance after their recent exper- 

jence of the Judicrous ways prevailing at the féles de Nice. The 

Italians tried their hund at yacht building in the schooner Am- 

bronia, which is described as an odd attempt. She cou ld not be 

put. about withont sternboard, and could not haul her wind. She 

was ballasted with marble and slid to leeward al a great rate, She 

was intended as a sort of copy of Sappho, but evidently is a miost 

woeful libel upon that schooner, The Anglo—Amertcan announces 

that a moyenient fs on foot for a race from Gibralter to Nice next 

year, for the neat prize!of $20,000. The English press, however, 

demands something else than big prizes. 

smaller prizes and a little better management. 

Some such guarantee is 

They would prefer 

CHANGE OF CoLOoRS.—A correspondent sends us the following 

Sizes of 

Others, when malring 

Tw, OCEAN PHART.—A vessel has been recenily launched at 
She is 115ft, oyer all, 112Ft. on 

She will be half brig rizzed, and will make a eruise around the 

world to demonstrate the yalue_of Norton's patent ship yenti- 

Burrano YAcu?r Gnun.—six new members haye lately been 

added to the club. A club-house is in prospect. All the Luke 

clubs are pulling together in a most commendable way for the 

common good, Mr, C. 2. Kunhardt, of the VorusT AND STREAM, 

has been appointed delegate ta the N. ¥. A., in place of Mr. E. B. 
Benedict, The constitution of the N. Y. A. has been adopted by 

the club, and steps awe now being taken to have the club incor- 

porated, 

Our New SAnetuM.—Through the kindness of the Herreshoft 
Manufacturing Company, we haye réceived a handsome line of 

photos displaying toadvantage their engines, yachts and launches, 

and will £o to enrich our collection of yachting exhibits displayed 

in our new drawing office. 

Bounp ApRoap.—The well-known cat-boat Georgie, which fig- 
ured prominently in Newport racing last year, has been shipped 
to England by Messrs. Auchineloss per Anchor Line steamer 

Dewonia, lust Saturday. The Georgie is sent out to Mr, James 

Coats, Jr., now of Paisley, Fng., and will be sailed against the 

Clyde cutters and lug sails. Her chances a short time ago would 

have been better than they are to-day, for the Clyde clubs haye 

recently adopted the ¥. R. A, rule of measurement, which would 

heavily hundicap the beamy cat-boat, and under which some 
powerfill deép bodied yachts haye been launthed this spring. In 

moderate weather the Georgie may give a good account of herself, 

as sheisa deep, abla boat for her kind, but in a choppy sea she 

will be all lost, and the deep fellows will lerye ber to leeward 
pounding away while they soak out to windward, Tf siiling under 

Jength, however, the Newport production will out-ton her rivals 

heivily, especially i! matched against the old light displacement 

Clyde hig-sail boats. 
Frevexa Oor.—. B. Kingsbury, 15 South street, carries a large 

stock of oars, handspikes, hoops, hanks and ship-chandlery cener- 

ally, and is prepared to furnish yachts at short notice. His card 
will be found among our adyertizements. 

DESIGNING IN THE HAST.—Mr, D, J. Lawlor is by long odds the 

resognized leader in modeling and designing in the East, and re- 
ecives the lion's share of the work being done in Boston, From 

personal inspection, we are able to bear testimony to the sound- 

ness and strength of his jobs. There is not another yacht in 

America which has the materjals or fastenings im her “ house,"’ 
that Mr. Lawlor has recently potinto the old Julia.” THe is also 

building a fine cruising yaw! for Boston owners, after the English 
miodel, and before described in these columns, The yawl will be 
aroomy, able erat, hut is perhaps a little straight on her side. 
This is the consequence of pressure exerted by the Rnylish rule 
of measurement, her lines having been furnished by Hatsey, of 
Cowes. She is now being planked. The handsome tittle steam 
yacht Adelita, belonging to Mr, Peabody, is receiving sponsons no 

her sides to inarease the width of her gangways. Beside this, Mr. 

Lawlor has furnished models and plans for several other yachts 
building in the neighborhood, of whieh more anon. What we tind 

to adraire in the work of Mr. Lawlor is the versatility and the suc- 

cess which le meets in designing vessels of all Kinds and classes. 

yachts, pilot-boats, steamers or frefehters. ‘This is to be attribu tea’ 
we think, toan investigation of naval architecture from a scien- 
tific point of yiew, placing the student beyond the narrow views 

and cuarser deduction of meve pravtice, aud enlarging corre- 

sponding ly the scope of usefulness and the probabilities of suc- 

cess In what he undertakes, 
Osnkosn YAcHr Ciuue.—The Commodore writes us: * Some- 

body hus defined fame as getting shot im battle, and haying your 
name spelt wrong in the Gazette. I want to stand right with pos- 
terity. To vindicate the truth of history, please spell my name 
Geo. W. Burnell.’ The next time a compositor trifles with the 
well known signature of jhe Commodore of the Oshkosh Y. C., 
there will be a collision betyyean the pavément and a typo’s 

Cranium. : 

Tae ORtTON.—This well-known sloop will be putin commission 

this year, with no Jéss a person than the Mayor of New York as 

her skipper. The sloop is Hot to be sold, but to hw kept in the 

Cooper family as an heirlaom. 

Aw EAsturn Yacuere Assomaros.—We learn that the tol- 
lowing Glibs baye decided 1o attend [he meeting in response to a 
call issued recently by the Dorchester ¥. Cx Tha Boston ¥. Cy 
Quiney; Jetfries; Bunkér Hill; Duxbury; South Loston; Dor- 
chester and Geyerly, A set of rules has been decided upon for 
submission (o the eluba, and it is hoped (hat other clubs in the 
neighborhood will joln. We are anxious to know how some of 
the clubs mentioned cyn gifiliate with the shifting Dallast.clubs 

row national yanity. But patience, friend; Rome was not built 

naday. 
i $$ a —__—. 

A THEN DAYS’ CRUISE IN 79, RECORDED BY 

on the question of sailing rules. It Boston can reconcile sacl 
opposing interests, we would like to learn how it can be done, Tf 
isa case of pleying with fire, and yet not wetting burnt. 

Stow Down.—The following from the pen of a correspondent: 

appears in Pavifie Life:— 
A desperate effort is being made to introduce jhe Wnglish cut 

ter, and the Fornsr Arp SerReAmM man has gone dalton the queg= 
tion. 

Never mind the “Toresr AND StREAM man;" he cum 
work His own ship. But isn’t this just a little cool 

coming from a worthy friend who erstwhile had gong 

“daft on the sloop, and who, nevertheless, ‘swung around the 

circle,” and now chunts praises to the yawl? Come, now, in time, 
good friend; when you haye een the “sompromise cutters! 

afloat this year, even the double head tig will no longer rile ; you 
will swing around a little more, and when that new Peerless 1 
launched in San Francisco Bay (may the day soon come), ow 

word for it, she will have « double head rig. What the ‘For 
AND SPREAM man” vias gone *‘ daft’ on, and what he proposes it 
remain “ duft” on, isthe displacement of the shallow, dangerous 

unuhandy frying-pans by deep-bodied, able, safe ond handy 

sels, and if the whilom skipper of the Peerless (peace be to ha 
soul!) will keep his eyes abroad, he will note tae changes £01 nu 

on, in concert with the tenor of these columns, much faster t 
he seems to think. If sucvess is the criterion of daftness, we OWE 
to the impeachment. ‘Lhe views of no other journal in Amerie 
have been acted upon and accepted so extensively as ours, and 

that in one short year, in the face of blind prejudice and nal 

THE CAPTAIN.” 

HO is there who ever did anything worth speaking of upd 

the day when he was bound on a cruise? that is, if 

could help it. Certainly very few indeed is their number, and} 
one of the five boon companions who were to sail on theg 
yacht B—, 40 tons new, did anything ali all on the ninete 
day of last July. We had all come on board the night before, a 

therefore breakfasted together preparatory to separating for Wal 
the day, two to go to business, one of whom did some work, Wi 

the other confessed that he lonfed all the time he wason shor 
The other three remain on board to enjoy the soothing cigar 

Finally the Captain” leayes to do some imaginary work 4 

office and attend fo some last odds and ends indispensable t 

welfare of the urew. Hotin towo? Well, slightly. Eyory yaoh 

man knows that steaming, stifling feeling that comes overdl 

atter exchanging the cool deck and awning for bricks and 7} 

sun, especially when the thermometer registers 91 degrees in Tip 
shade. Al about one o'clock the “ Cyptain,’ haying done hi 
proud aud hired a coupé, drivesin state to a neighboring b 
store, where a yachting friend in the trade, and hiniselt, pick 

yarious new novels, pipers and, of course, the last FORMS 

SirrEas, and armed witha large stuck of these, he once mi 

plunges into his ¢ab and is hurried off in search of ono of Mh 
quondam partners, who issues from bis office armed witha 

suit of clothes, Again the old trap is in motion, and this 
there is no stop till ywereach the wharves, where the mate ii 
charge of the luggage and the “ Captain ” attends hob the cil 

who departs smiling and wishing a“ fine y'lge to ye sor,” i 
the influence of a liberal doucowr, Yachtsmen starting on a cP 

want every one to beas happy as they are, and the cab ( ot 
and waiters reap the benefit of it on that day. As I huye 
before, the day was extremely worm, 60, tumbling into the hom 

without waiting for the rest of the cruisers, the order is give 

shoye off, and boatladen with our traps and also sundry ste 
boxes, ends of which show strange devices such as Bass' pa 

St. Jul-—, the rest of the mark being hidden by another 

parcel, these heing a few last things which are to be taken 
heathen, Climbing on board, * Gaskét" and the“ Captain 9 
below and are soon deep in the mysteries of boned turkey, k 

find jam, washed down with cool ale, torether with yaviou 

tizing condiments, whivh are spread outfor lunch. Oun ste 
is one of the first water, and the Captain’ being something 
fourmund, the cabin passengers fare yery well on the & 4 

to the man who has any qualms of mal-de-mer, sad for him & 
look upon the tempting display and not be able to pi 

Dyery one now bas come on board, and 'jerseys" and, 

trowsers of yé Uruizing biped take the place of fine 
causing the cruiser to underyo the change from put) 

grub, thereby réversing the order of mature, Atabout 
we hoist the vig, get up anchor, and with alight air ( 

southwestiun smoothly down to Deer Island, anwhoring 

Shirley Gut, closa by Taft's famous hostelry where the Naf 
Club dinner is to tale place. Itis just as weil we anchored} 

for In half an hour the breeze dies away almost entirel, 

Audie Voorlies just gets her anchor down when it falls a 

and a“ dead calm rests upon the bay.” The dinner over, 
on board again, but no breeze was forthcoming, and itW 

Untilan hour anda half after midnight thal we up anch 

proceed on ovr way, before a yery light southwest bree 

the cabin was shrouded in silence and somnolence wha 

time, and it is not till about 8.30 the next morning that 
beyin to show aboye deck, We fouud ourselyes gbout 

to the northeast of Lhatchec's Island ina fatcalm. Now 
is made to dress, and the costumes, though comfortable 
extreme, would hardly *yashee, washee" on shore, Vij 

ave great and plonious things, and the man who inventef 
ought to have a monument, erected to him. One fecls th 

one is not dressed, still he is at least olad, and that is en 

ship-beard or yacht-board, At about 9.30 the AW 
slehted in the distauce oif Squam (sweet name!) in the 

pldasing predicament as ourselyes. But suc! down to the 
west Is a dark blue line which certainly betokens a breeze: 

it comes rapidly towards us, we speculate as to the out 
probaple arrival in Bath, or where we shull be ut auch 
The conjectures ranged all the way from Portland, to 
river outof sight of Secuin Island at # o'clockin thee 

As there is a ditference of thirty miles between th 
points somehady has got ta be wrong. ‘he rest 

betsyeen; I cannot remember exautly “whieh is who's 
fhe exceplion of these two, the former being the 
mister's, and tho Jattoy the “ Captain's.” A quarter pt) 
apiece, extensive stikes, is put up, and we beeiu 18 
hwht sail in readiness for the coming breeze. Here 10 1 
and away we £o before il direct for Saguin, wingel o 
every slitch set, including the balloon staysall, which belie 

opposite side to the foresuil, und hola goud capital oF 
its swelling folds, With wll these vues on her the old B 
dentiy knows slic must put her best foot forward, and W 
she try. The wind freshens, and the speed incre: 
by patent log, having worked \iptromiive. Pre 
for a forty! Past the Shoals wera, and lea 
Sght, Portland, in e shape of Cape Eizubetll, | 

ES 
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up. Still on we press, a slightroll catching heraftand lifting her 
along. Everybody now is out forward—" Gasket” at his favorite 
post in the eross-tre:s, the “Captain” out on the extremo end of 
the jib-boom, all watching for Seguin Light. Finally, well along 
in the afternoon, it heayes m sight, aud there is a howl of triumph 

from the “ Captain," ;who sees some prospect of “coming in for 

the pot.” Six o'clock dinner saw us plainly in sight of the light) 
though still some distance off, und wo rush below. I don't 

» think I éver saw any of the crowd wander sedately down 

to their feed on this old eraft, unless there were ladies on bosrd— 
an embellishment seldom indulgedin. A merrier crowd never 

gathered around a yacht’s table. The cozy cabin was lighted up, 
and felt doubly snug by the rush of the water outside. Tt was the 
first dinner on board of the cruise, and hence a lively ane, as in- 

deed most of our dinners are; and then the fascination of tum- 
bling up on deck, and laying round “like snakes,’ as one of the 
boys suggested, watching the setting sun, ind enjoying the scoth- 

ing cigar or pipe in the gathering twilight, while a blissful con- 
tentment peryades one’s whole being, making a man feel like 
forgiving his worst enemy forthe nonce. But this must be done 

to be appreciated, for all the pen-painting in the world cannot do 

60 graye a subject fulljustice. Our costumes it dinnerare de- 

cidedly unique, if not exactly comme i faut. “ Bben"' arrays him- 
self in alow-cut, blue boating jersey and a pair of wild check 
trowsers of ancient date (but good fora watery sraye we tell 

him), 2 blue and white scull-cap stuck on his head suggesting the 

appellation “ Chines " from seyeral unapprevigiive small muckers 

in Bath; “Gasket,” the fair, in a gray or drab-checked flannel 

shirt, nondeseript trowsers, old slippers which haye seen many a 
eruise,pea-jacket and wide-ayake of heather hue, proboscisarmed 

with goggles, and asmile of anticipation on his face ss he yiewS 
the feast. “Sticy’’ was clad in white jersey, white Scotch cap, 
gray trowsers and white shoes, looking forall the world like an 
Albino; while the “ Infant" goesin for an old jersey, disrepu- 
table trowesers, scull-cap and brown yachting shoes. The‘ Cap- 

tain" likewise effects the blue jersey, blue coat, blue trowsersand 

White yatching shoes, d V_Angiais, while either along-knit, corsair- 

cut of cap ov the ‘ cheese-cutter,”' with its gold braid and tortoise- 

shell yiser, surmounts his expansive brow. Thus you see we are 
not 4 “shirt-collar’ crowd, and go in for comfort of the solid 

sort while we are afloat. Weare roused from dessert about 7.30 by 

a cry from skipper of ‘‘ Passed Seguin, sir; mouth of the river 
right ahead.” We haulourwinda little and shootinto the river 
in good style. By 8 o'clock we are out of sight of the mouth, and 
the Captain” pockets the stakesin triumph. At 9.35 PM. we an- 

chor off Bath, and feel that we have done a good day's sailing— 

about 104 miles, as near as I can makeit,in eleyen hours and 

thirty-five minutes. 

So endeth the first sailing day of our cruise, and we turned in 

after another onslaught op yarious edibles kt some unboly hour 

of the night, happily, howeyer, not to be called t6 account by 

our digestive organs, nor to haye our female ancestors arrayed 

before usin nightmares. Salt water is uncongenial to ghosts of 
any sart. 
Monday, ths 21st, showed us a clear sky in the morning, with a 

flawy wind, said to be common to the Kennebec at this time of 

the year. At brealcfast the plans for the day were discussed, and 

though two out of the five had seen the city before, the minority 

for once carried the day, and it was decided that we go up the 

river, spend the day, and Junch ashore. A cat-boat was hired and 

brought alongside, anda cargo of yarious edibles and drinkables 

in compact fourm stowed away under the seats. Leaving 

the steward and one hand in charge of the yacht, the rest 

having gone to visit their respective families who reside here- 

about, we shove off and proceed on the way. ‘Gasket’ immedi- 
wtely takes the post of steersman, and away we go with a free 

breeze and tide up the river. The small steamer which ruus to 

Gardiner set out at about the same time, and the fair damsels on 
board eyed our various “ gét-ups” with curiosity and amusement. 

This was not surprising, for we must have had the air of a 

thentrical band of pirates of the deepest dye in search of plunder. 

Swiftly and quietly we giided along till we arrived off a peacefuy 

looking |nook, where we proceeded torun the boat ashore and 

bathe. To those who haye not seen the Kennebec in all its full 

pride of summer garb, life is, comparatively speaking, a blank; 

The thick trees growing close_down to the edge of the banks, and 

siretching far back into the hills form a rich mass of color which 

cannot be excelled, and is exceedingly refreshing after months of 

city life. Here one finds the “ white-headed eagle” on his nutive 
heath, which heath, by the way, is more than likely to be a dead 

tree—circling round and bullying the fishhawk out of his neonday 
lunch. Here several times haye members of yarious cruises on 

the B. essayed to slaughter the bald-headed bird, but always 

without success. The“ coy" birdseems to bear a charmed lite, so 

they say, and to eseape unhurt from the deadly shot or bullet 
We landed and sat round eating and chatting, in the light and 

airy costume penerally attributed to the noble red man, for tbe 

diy was Warm and the air, outside of the breeze, decidedly tepid. 

When the humor struck us we took a bath and cameout to dry in 
the sun—the performance tobe repeatedagain. ‘Thus time passed 

- in peaceful security, and we noticed not that the wind bad fresh- 

ened and the tide turned against us. Finally, we put off once 

more and made out into the middle of the river, only to find our- 

8 :lyes carried along by the swift-running tide in a direction con- 

trary to our wishes, aud rattled about by the wind in a manner 

more forcible than cheerful. Back we put to wait for the turn 

of the tide, and perhaps the lulling of the wind. At last cireum- 
stances favor us once more. The deck is cleared for action; 

ulsters, rus, baskets and all packed into the cuddy. Away we 
fo, in moderately light attire, the neryous party at the helm pre- 

dicting that we might have to swim for it, and stripping to his 
undershirt and unmentionables accordingly. This, however, was 

not our goodfortune, The wind changed to the sixteen different 
points of the compass, but somehow was always ahead, and the 

water flew right and leftina most disgusting manner, Tack atter 

tack we made, till finally we gotin the strength of the out-running 
tide, and (he way that little craft, with the tide under her, soaked 

up to windward wus positively startling. She could lool the 
wind in the eye, without exaggeration, and tear nlony hulf a mile 
diad ta windward! From shore to shore we stood, making long 

stretches. Itwasno Joke for a small boat, The “oldest inhab- 

itant "—so we heard afterwards—had not seen sucha blow on the 
yiyer in thirty years, We got our shara of theses, and kept the 
pump working lillwe made our last tack, and ranged up along- 

side of the B——belore our admiring crowd, who had watched us 
éoming. In less time than it takes to write it,we were in a stule 

of nature, and being rubbed down with coarse towels. While the 
steward brewed u delicious hot pinch, we rolled ourselyes in 
blankets and strelched out oi) the transoms, A noggin of the 

afore-mentioned punch and anap put usall rieht again, and we 
tuaed up at dinher none the worse for vur prolonzed bath of 
‘spray. That evening we strolled through the town, but as there 

is nothing of startling interest In the place itselfsve zot on hoard 
quite early, aud spent the evening in social confap, 
~ ” _ [Zo be continued,] 
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Answers to Correspondents. 
a 

W. J. W., Gohoes, N. ¥.—Adarces the Secretary of each State. 

GC. M. A—“ Oursand Suulls.” by Woodgate, Can forward upon 

receipt of price, fL. 75. 

SPORTSMAN, Boston, Mass.—Your seticr has the mange, for 
which you can try Glover's mange cure, advertised in this paper, 

Tt ean be procured in your city. 

§.R. 0. J., Newark.—Read the article ‘‘Purmachenee and the 

Rangeley Circuit,” in a receutissue. From the date there given, 

you can estimate the expenses of A party of eix, 

iL. H, G., Constuntine, Mich—You say that you want a re- 
triever; one that will do his work on both laud and water. We 
therefore adyise you to get 4 first-class Trish water spaniel puppy, 
which you can most probably do by applying at once to Mr. W. 

TE. Wells, Jr., Chatham, Ont. 

J, P. B., Wudson, Wis.—Two men tie in a wlass-ball match, and 

apres toshoot off at double balls. One shoots at both balls and 

misses both; the other shoots at one and breaks it, and does 

not shodt at the other. Who wins? Ans. The other wins; lt 

was not neccessary to shoot at the second ball. 

G.Y., New York Vity—The removal of dew clawsshouldalways 

be done when the animal is very young, their excision then being 

accomplished with a sharp pair of scissors. Wivst divide the skin, 

and draw the dew-claw to one side before itis detached, in order 

that the skin mity afterward eovyer the wound, 

A.D. &E., Irvington, N. ¥.—By ull means a setter dog, one anda 

half years old, should he allowed meat wth lis other food, and he 

should always haye bones on whieh to gnaw. If you hive proper 

inelosure, allow the dog to ruin at will; do nut chain bimup, We 

are now publishing a series of articles on doy breaking, which 

will give you the information you desire, 

J. 8. L. W., Philadelwhia, Pa.—My epeker spaniel's teeth are 

disfigured by a brown scale, which seums firmly altavhed. His 

gums are soated, and his breath offensive. I judge it is the ont— 

growth of distemper which he had badly. He seems perfectly 

well, #3 not highly fed, and gets plenty of exercise. Ans. Have 

the tartar remoyed by aw dontal instrument, and by a person who 

understands dentistry. Allow the doy large bones, upon which 

to gnaw and clean his teeth. 
J.H.R., Jr., Chicago, Ul.—Should a deg remain at his point 

while the sportsman flushes his bird? Ans. All young dogs 

should be broken to hold their point. and the gun should move 

the birds. In open shooting, such as queil, snipe, prairie chick- 

aus, etc., it is best, in the long run, to adopt the plan, with dogs 

of all ages, to have the sportsman flush the game, Our yiews on 

this subject willbe giyen shortly in one of the papers on dog- 

breaking to which we refer you. 

BranowArp.—Cuttide away forefoot might give your boat 

weather helm, if you can cutaway enough to counternct her lee 

helm, without reducing the lateral resistance toomuch, Putting 

a “shoe” on aft will bave a similar effect. Or shorten head 

booms and add to leach of mainsail: orshift the whole rig firther 

aft, or trim by thestern. All will have a like tendency. They 
serye to carry the center of your sails further aft in velation to the 

center of lateral resistance. Sternposts are valced for the sake of 

handiness, and to cut away Iviction sirfuce of little yalue as 

Interal resistance. 

R.E. £., Buttalo, N. ¥.—My spaniel, seven months old, has been 

acting yery stupidly and lazy. Tlis cyes sre bloodshot, and are 

continually running. Ife exts very lillle, and while sleeping 
breathes very heavily and occasionally makes a kind of moaning 

sound, Ans, The puppy is very probably in the first stages of 

distemper. Give a dessertspoonfulthrica a day of following pre_ 
scription:—spirits of nitre, two drachms; tine. gentian, tivo 

drachms; mindererus spirits, six drachms, and water, three 

ounces. If dof progresses favorably giye one grain of quinine 

three times aday, and discontinue the above mixture. Keep 
puppy warniand dry. Writeresults. 

J.T. O’F., Newton, Miss,—I haye a pointer-bitch puppy, about 
nine months old, which a few nights ago was taken with a sudden 

weakness in her hip joints. No indication of a hurt. Appetite 
sod, and general condition excellent. Ans. Bitches oceasfonally 
become paralyzed when they ire in Season, but they usually get 
all right again. Your puppy has had a partial stroke, and we 

would sugvest a stimmlating liniment, with plenty of friction on 
bind part of back, rump, loins, ete. Paralysis is frequently the 

result of worms, for which you may try. Write further; and if 

no better will advise course Of strychina, 

H. P. D., Goldsboro’, N. C.—I haye an English setter, three and 

a half years old, which has had a bad cough for two years or 
more. Jt comes on periodically. Fle conghs most when being 

exeruised. The dog seems in good condition. Please give mea 
yemedy in your valuable paper. Ans. Weshould judge, from your 
description, that the trouble is caused hy chronic bronchitis, Tive 

grains of muriate of ammonia, dissolved ina little water, three 
times a day may be of service. Good food, rerular exercise 

and warm kenneling is what you must depend ipon to give the 

dog relief. 
TRISH WATER SPANTELS, Philadelphia, Pa—I haye # fine Irish 

water spaniel puppy, four months oli, which has had sore eyes 

eyer since I got it—that is alout tive weeks since. It is now 

strong and feels well, but is subject to fits. At first, 1h would 
have them about three times a week; now it has two in one day, 

and sometimes oftener. I feed it four days in the week on boiled 

rice and new milk, two days on Spratt’s doy bread, witha little 

heef tea, and one day with bread and milk, Itiskept cloan and 

dry, and moderately warm. Please advise me what lo do. Ans. Give 
puppy tivo dogses, one iu morning, one in evening, of the follow- 
mixture: Four grains of calomel, with filteen grains of sub- 

carbonate of bismuth; three hours after second dose, give 2 fair 

quantity of castor oil. ‘ry change of diet, omitting altogether 

the rice, aud add a littl salt to the rice alall times. Pearl barley 
ja superior to rice in every way. Write result within a few days, 

M. L. N., Greenbush, N. ¥.—I have two ved Irish setter pups 
seyen months old, very sick with the distemper, lungs somewhat 
congested, also diarrhees troubliug tiem, They haye been sick 

some fifteen days—now insecond stage. What shall I sive them 
for both difticulties? Ans, Por the lung trouble, counter irrita- 

tion by means of strong liniment, or spirits of turpentine; if the 
lutler is employed, be careful not to use too mitch, asit is yery 

powerful, The dog should be rubbed under fore-exs and across 
the chest. For diarrhees, injectivos of one-half teaspoonful of 
lnaudunum in tyble-spoonful of starch water, repeated about ufter 
every third discharge of bowels, il they gre copious ov straining. 
Probably by the time of this publication, two Srains of quinine, 
four times tt day, and nutritious broths will bu of decided henelit. 
Keep the puppies warm nnd dry. 

C. EL. D,, Norwieh, N. ¥.—l haye a red Irish setter doe that has 
epileptic fits, fulls and straightons himself ont with a tremor, and 
froths atthe mouth. After he hashad tyyo ov three, his eyes look 
badly and he breathes rapidly, and is dumpish, The fits come on 

should [ begin to train him? 

about eight months old; think he has mange. 

nll the symptoms that have made their uppearnance:—His cout 

now is dry and faded, looks broken an? curls up, especially so in 
rear of rightshoulder: this has been confined 10 tiehtside, but 

now seemsspreading ou both sides. 

him, saw in his hair small white lakes of skin, which are still 

present. Have been compelled to feed mostly meat, with bread 

and potatocs, 

worms, ind was confirmed in this opinion hyhis actions. Gaye 

him threé doses of areca nut, followed by custorwil. 

upd sinall tape worm and pussed sezinent of tape worm after- 

wards. 

his freedom, 
forty-five ‘pounds. 

should be directed to getting rid of worms. 

for fifteen hours, and then give twenty grains oF mtle fern { one 

his body, you can then treat as 

ounces of sublimed sulphur, two ounces Oilof tar, and one pint of _ 

Olive oil. 

fourth day wash off with curbolic soup; next diy repent dressing 

as before. 

hills about an hour after sunset. 
slow erescendo, so irresistibly lugrubious that two of our 
dogs at once raised their heads and swelled their voices in 
a responsive tremolo, wie) may have been heard and 
appreciated by their distwnut relatives. 

ferrad to enter the service of his rival at dog-wages.' 
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about two weeks apart. T thought at first he was poisoned when 
Tsiw him in spasms, butit is a pure case of opilepsy, without 

doubt. Will you kindly inform me whatto dotor him. Heisa 

strong, ambitious animal, and Thuye kepthincrather close? Ans, 
Tf you are correct that they ave a plire epileptic fib, 4 enreis not 

probable, but the spasms may be due to some levitating cause i 
the stomach or bowels, sueh us worms, forwhick you lid better 

try. Adopt sone coureo of treatment in this direetivn. Your dog: 
should have plenty of exércise, ind it bsing hin an moist or wet 

fround, wet the back of his head fromtiue to ting, Dogs that 

are confine in dark ov damp places frequently Live fits when 
brought into the light and sun. 

Tt. M. B., Philadelphia.—t. 7 have an imported sethier puppy, teu 

or twelve months old, that has weal eyes, considerable mutter 
tunning from them in the morning: has no symptoms of any 

Olber trouble, save oecasional Janguor. 2. Would you reeom— 

mend my sending him into the country, or sliall T keep him in the 

city? 8. What is best food for him, is meal objuetionuble? 4. At 

whal aze do dows generally have distemper? 5. At whut ure 

6. He is annoyed by fleas, would it 

hort him to use “Persian Insect Powder“ ontim? Ans. 7. You 

must keep the eyes clean by washing them three times a day with 

tepid water. Wedo not advise alotion being applicd to the eyes 

of yery youny dogs. 2. Send him to the country by all means, 

puppits should never be liep or cooped up; they must have their 

liberty, and in an inelosure where they ean do to dane, 

3. Young dogs reqhire food more frequently than old ones, 

you should, therefore, feed about three tinesa day, providing 

you allow plenty of exercise. Mush and mill, with a lirtle salt, 

boiled potatoes mixed with gravy, wholesome table seraps, with 

little meat, ete., should constitute his food, whieh you can Geea— 

sionally vary. 4. The distemper attacks dogs of all ages, although 

the period of greatest Wahility is beyond maturity. 5. The urti- 

eles on dog-breaking, which are now being published in the Pon 

ESt AND STREAM, will give you the correct ideas about house- 

breaking puppies, and when tointroduce them in the fod. b. You 
may use theinsect powder; it caunet hurt him. 

the best we know of to kespadoe eclean—see adyeriisement in 

another column. Read the paper, |b contains the information you 

desire, 

Poritt'’s soap is 

CaptrAty, Fort Bayard, New Mexico.—-! have a setler puppy 

The following are 

Sometime avo, in frooming: 

Seeing his condition of hair thowrht he had 

He threw 

The puppy has plenty of exercise, as he is wlowed 
Seems in good spirits generally, wud wells whowt 

What do you advise? Ans. Vreatmient 

Do not feed the dog 

hour later repeat same dose in castor oil. Il the dog shows that 

he really las mange, by scratching Lbimself and haying sores on 

folluws —mix together four 

Dress dog all over with it every duy forthree days 

Be careful to rub the mixture well into the skin, 

Give two anda half drops of Fowler's solution of arsenic in food 
twice aday; gradually increase dose to five drops. Continate with 

this treatment for some time, to receive the wost beneticial results 

Should, however, the dog show no indication toseratch, we would 

advise you to simply try to bulld up his constitution by ofving 

him two grains of quinine three times a day, for several weelcs, 

«SUMMERLAND Sxercdes.”—The foliowing charming 
bits are taken from Dr, P. L, Oswald's **Sunimerland 
Sketches,” und tell us something of a land aboub which 
we of the North know but little, Onur readers, who re- 
member Dr. Oswald's delightful sketches in previous 
issues of PormpST AND SPREAM ancl in other periodicals, 
will warmly welcome these notes from his graceful 
pen i— 

Gorotrm ConcERTs.—‘T could not help admiring: the 
wisdom of a merciful Creator, who has not increased the 
yocal power of animals in proportion to their size. when 
the overture of a coyote serenade sountled athwart the 

It commenced with a 

A kiek brought 
tlieir antiphones to an abrupt finale, but every now and 
then their irrepressible feelings found vent in a low 
whine. 

(Tt cannot be hunger that makes the Mexican coyotes 
howl, for the forests of the Hnetweal ave inexlaustil le 
storehouses of animal food, and the occasional disappoint- 
ments which may attend thei predatory enterprises would 
hardly furnish an excuse for such loud and protracted 
laments, It is rather an elegiac tendéney which mani- 
fests itself in all the varieties of the genus Camis, for even 
the dingo, the yoiveless dog of the Australian wilderness, 
breaks forth into sympathetic grunts if he hears a puppy 
whine, Jt is the one touch of Nature that makes all 
canines kin, and has probably hoen inherited from their 
common ancestor, the wolf, once * A mighty hunter he- 
fore the Lord,” but who may haye learned to howl when 
his business declined under the competition of Nimrod & 
Oo,, till the hunter became the hunted, unless he pre» 

t) 

Tre Homm or tae PurrLe® Macaw.—* The favorite 
haunts of the macaw are the woods of Southern Yucatan, 
especially the hill forests, that abound in wild figs and the 
sweet acorns of the Querens ev, In a woodert valley on 
our left a swarm of the purple variety were called to- 
gether by their leader and stanted aif in tlouble file, ov, 
rather, by sets of bwos, tor high overhead the colanin di- 
vided pairwise, and the separate couples took a bee-line 
to theit respective nests. Ib was a pretty sight, amd their 
harsh screams sonniled clear and melodious from the dis- 
tance—from an astonishine distance, indeed, for the voice 
of the Jarger parrots is not less remarkable for its power 
than its versatility, The purple macaw can sammon 
their mates from across the broadest rivers of the Amori- 
can tropic,” 
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NOTE THE CHANGE. 
—— 

HE FoREST AND STREAM is now in possession of a 
spacious suite of rooms in the Times building, Nos 

389 and 40 Park Row. The new offices have been spe- 
cially itted up for its occupancy, and nothing has been 

neglected which experience could suggest to secure for 

is editors and publishers the yery best facilities of the 
day for newspaper work, 

We are now ina central location, easy of access, and 

our door is wide open to receive all our friends. We 

had thought to celebrate the occasion by an old-fash- 
ioned ‘‘ house-warming,” to which should be gathered a 

goodly assemblage of our contributors and readers; but 

deterred by ihe impracticability of such a sportsman’s 
convention, we are content to extend to each and all 

who shall read these lines, severally and collectively, 
a hearty invitation to call on us and inspect the new 
premises, Congratulations by letter and in person are in 
arder. 

With new and better arrangements for work, the 

FOREST AND STREAM is prepared to add to its excellence 

and usefulness, and to keep pace with the participation 

in healthy and manly sport which isso rapidly increasing 
throughout the country. 

We must again caution our correspondents to direct 

all coinmunications of eyery nature relating to this 

journal to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 
and not to any individual, This is an imperative rule 

to preyent the miscarriage of letters, and to insure 
their receipt by ourselves. 
rt ee 

A COMMENDABLE ACTION.—The Long Island Railroad 
has issued an order (General Order No. 64) to the effect 

that ‘‘game, fish, dogs, and hunting and fishing tackle, 

when in charge of the owners traveling as passengers, 

will be carried as baggage, free of charge.” This rem- 

edies an #huse frequently complained of by sportsmen 
who have been subjected to the extortions and incivilities 
of employees. The new rule will serve to make this favor- 
ite road still more popular with the sporting fraternity, 
rr ep ee 

—We again invite attention to the value and benefitof 
our Game and Vish Directory. of which the plan is set 
forth in another column. 

; 

WILLIAM M. TILESTON. 
ew 

Q chronicle the death of one with whom we haye 

Ween long and pleasantly associated were at besti 

but the performance of a melancholy duty, which in the 
present instance is rendered doubly painful because of 

the sad attendant circumstances under which our friend, 

William M, Tileston, lost his life. 

Upon the evening of the 21st inst., while the Madison 

Square Garden, of this city, was thronged with visitors 

to the Hahnemann Hospital Fair, suddenly and without 
warning, a portion of the building crashed to the earth, 

crushing in its fall human limbs and destroying human 
lives. Mr, Tileston had been present, attending to busi- 

ness connected with the coming bench show, and having 

left the building, bad stopped on the sidewalk to talk a 

few moments —the fatal moments that cost him his life, 

With his companion he was just turning to go, when the 

wall aboye them was heard to crack, and before he 

could obey his companion’s startled exclamation to jump 

from the sidewalk, he was caught in the falling ruins 
and buried beneath a mass of mortar, bricks and timber, 

Ready help was at hand; he was extricated while still 

conscious, and borne, at his own request, to St, Luke’s 

Hospital. where, at 4 o'clock the following morning, 

surrounded by the members of his family and a few in- 
timate friends, he expired. 

Mr. Tileston was born afi New Rochelle, N, Y., in 1888, 

and came of a family prominent in mercantile life, being 

a nephew of the well-known Thomas Tileston. Having 
received a college education, he entered business life and 

went to China as the representative of Oliphant & Co, 

There he remained seyeral years, one of the leading 
spirits of the English and American residents, and true to 
his tastes taking a lively interest in the field sports of 

the country. Many of his novel experiences here were 

afterward embodied in entertaining sketches of sport in 
China, contributed to the American magazines and sport- 

ing journals. Returning to California, Mr. Tileston pur- 
chased a ranche at Los Angelos, where he married, 

Some of our readers may recollect the capitally written 
sketches entitled “Santa Monica,” written by him and 
published in the Forrest Anp STREAM (Vol. III., Nos. 11, 
12 and 13), in which were recounted the romantic cireum- 

stunces of his courtship and marriage, These sketches, 

with numerous others which he wrote from time to 

time, attracted considerable attention, and subsequently 
led to his assuming the position of editor of the Kennel 

department of this journal, a position which he filled 

with mutual satisfaction to himself and the friends of 

the paper, until he left the FOREST AND STREAM in June, 
1877, to establish the Country. In October of the fol- 

lowing year, when the latter journal suspended publica- 
} tion, he returned to his old position on the Formst AND 

StrREAM, where he remained until last November, when 

he left the journalist’s profession to engage in business 
life, and established the firm of Nixon & Tileston, 
mining brokers, at No. 61 Broadway. 

Mr. Tileston was all his life a genuine and enthusiastic 
sportsman. He was passionately fond of the dog, always 
owning several valuable animals himself, and being re- 

garded as an excellent authority on the subject. ib was 
to his energetic labors and executive ability that the 
Westminster Kennel Club, of this city, was established, 

and its annual bench shows of dogs conducted with such 
success, Indeed, Mr. Tileston was the life of the Club, 
and certainly to him belongs the credit of its exhibitions, 

In person he was tall, standing over six feet in height 
and being well proportioned; he was forty-two years 
of age, and at the time of his death was in the best of 

health and spirits, In social and business life an agreeable 
companion, he had a large circle of friends and acquaint- 

ances, who highly esteemed him for his many gentle- 
manly qualities, He leaves a widow and four young 
children.. To his family we extend not only our own 

sincerest sympathy, but that, as well, of those who 
Imew Mr, Tileston through his connection with this 
journal, 
oo 

LycomiInG SPORTSMEN’S CLUB.—The first year of the 
Lycoming Sportsmen's Club of Williamsport, Pa., has 
been marked by eminently successful labors toward pro- 
moting the best interests of game protection. It has pur- 

sued its work so energeticaily and so efficiently as to ren- 

der its name a terror to the law-breaker, and the pro- 

nounced evils which prompted its organization haye be- 

come almost wholly suppressed, The club now numbers 
fifty members, many of whom are experts with vod and 

gun; is free from debt, and occupies a handsomely fur- 
nished room. At the annual meeting, April 13th, the 

following officers were elected for the coming year: 
President, Hugh L, White ; Vice-President, Ed. G. Koch ; 
Secretary, James Armstrong, and Treasurer, August 

Koch, The following Executive Committee was 
also elected to act with the eg-officio members there- 

of; Messrs. G. Kent, D. P. Hobart, J. B. Emery, E. B 
Taylor and Alex, Davidson, A series of highly compli- 

mentary resolutions were passed, appreciative of the 
efficient labors of the retiring officers—Messrs. H. S. 
Lucas (President), H, Tallman (Vice-President), J. W. P. 
Parsons (Secretary) and August Koch (Treasurer), and of 
the Executive Committee. 

AN UNJUST INSINUATION. 

N a recent issue of one of our contemporaries we find 
a most surprising editorial effusion on the subject of 

field trials in general, the Eastern Field Trial Clab in 
particular, and the breeders of dog-flesh atlarge. This 

remarkable production—remarkable on account of its 

extreme narrow mindedness and inconsistency—should © 
not be allowed to pass unnoticed, The paragraph which 

is most fallacious in its reasoning and most unjust in its 
insinuations is as follows :— 

One thing to be commented upon regard ng the late trials of the 
club, was the fact that the dogs entered and ran were, with one 

exception, the dogs hunted and owned by gentlemen sportsmen— 

men identified with the love of a hunting dog, and not looking 

upon asetter or a pointer as a thing, a machine, from which 

money may be coined by cash sales, We find that the dogs ran 
for the amusement, the pleasure, the delight, If you will, of their 
owners, and notto gain éclat in vietory to be then used as an ad- 
vertisement for future emolument, The entries already received 
for the coming trials of 1880,to be rnn at Kobin’s Island, and 

commencing Monday, Nov. 20th, show the feature we allude to in 
aremarkable degree, In the list of entries we give below, our 
readers will find no long lot of entries frem the yarious noted 
kennels of the land, identified with dog-breeding as a business, 

but instead, a dog or two from men who intend to run their dogs 

at the trials in good faith, and with the hope of winning there. 
In making these remarks, we have no intention of reflecting upon 

the National American Kennel Clubinany way. We are desirous of 

seeing the two clubs work harmoniously together for the com- 

mon good, and we feel assured that the Eastern Piel Trials Club 
would be the last to interfere with the National in the slightest 

degree, unless aggression comea from the latter. There istoom 

enough for both. 

Tf there had been one particle of manly or honest sen- 

timent in the above, we should not have deemed it worth 
our trouble to go out of our way to expose the absurdi- 
ties which it contains, for we feel that the direct slurs at 

kennel clubs and dog-breeders will fall as iarmlessly as 
the proverbial drops on a duck’s back, but we consider 

that it is in extremely bad taste, since nearly every man 
now-a-days, who owns a really good animal, sells either 

pups or stud services. The expressions in the article al- 
luded to are inconsistent, Why does not our contempo- 

rary find fault with the horse-breeders of the country 
for standing their stallions or selling colts, or with other 
stock-breeders for making a business of breeding? Ib is 
just as legilimate and just as honorable to sell dogs as to 

sell horses, 
Again, these slurs are in bad taste, because the men 

by whom their author is most intimately surrounded 
have for years traded in dogs, and the bad feature of it 
is that they have been able to give very little for the 
money ; andas he himself has probably realized some- 
thing for dogs and the breeding of chickens, he is eyi- 
dently not exactly in the position to throw the first 
stone. Although we have been extremely gratified and 

encouraged at seeing, of late, the gentleman sportsman 
take the breaking-whip in his own hands, and make such 
excellent records in handling as haye been made at the 

late field trials, yet we would be equally gratified to 

see the sporting press of the country, which should be 
looked upon asasound and healthy authority, preach 
less cant, and practice what is considered to be the stand- 
ard precept of the sporting man—all that is honest, 

manly, open and fair. 
Tf there is one class above another in this or any other 

country fitted to breed stock for an emolument, it is 

that composed of individuals who ‘have other collateral 
than buncombe to fall back upon, It is only the well- 
filled purse, in the first place, that procures the best and 

finest stock, and that can afford the means of so keeping 

it that its future offspring may be healthy and sound, To 

the class of men who, for their pleasure, or for their 
profit, have carried out this course, the sporting com- 

munity here is immeasurably indebted, and especially to 
this generation of shooting men, and those that are to 

come, has the introduction of breeding-kennels in Amer- 

ica been an endless boon, for it has given many a man 

the whereby for enjoying his favorite sport to the ut- 
most, to which his limited means would otherwise have 

kept him a stranger. 
From the whole tone of the article it is evident that a 

sly cut is intended for the National American Kennel 
Glub, for the writer referred to disclaims any such reflec- 
tion befure he is accused. Why he should do this, when 

it is admitted that “thereis room enough for both 

clubs,” is an enigma, and when taken into account that 
the officers of the N, A. K. C. are this year all from the 

East, there certainly can be no just ground for jealousy, 

We shall make it our pleasure to aid in every way the 

success of the Hastern Field Trials Club, but none tha 

legs will our endeavors be directed in assisting the N. A. 

Ix. C., in becoming what it should be—a national associ- 

ation. As for field trial clubs, the more the merrier, 

But even were the ground taken by our contemporary 
a just one, the list of owners submitted as being made up 
of men who are not interested in dog breeding as a busi- 
ness is not what it pretends to be, but on the contrary, it 
includes several names which have beforenow beensigned 
to receipts for money for dog flesh or dog breaking. 
Here it is: our readers may judge for themselves :— 

J. B. Goodwin, Norwich, Conn,; J. G. Heckscher, 
Union Club, N. Y, City ; Lincoln and Hellyar, Warren, 

Masas.; J. Otto Donner, 117, Wall Street, N.. Y. City; 
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TY. Gladstone, Boonton, N. J. ; J. N. Lewis, Clarksburg, 
N. J,3 Charles Heath, Newark, N, J,; 8. Dillon Ripley, 

59 W, 37th street, N, ¥. City ; C. Sterling, 44 Warren street, 
N, Y, City; A. Belmont, Jr., Union Club, N. ¥, City ; 
James Benkard, Union Club, N. Y. Gity ; St. Louis Ken- 

nel Club, St. Louis, Mo. ; Fred, Herzman, Greenport, N, 

Y.; H. F, Aten, M. D., Brooklyn, N, Y. ; 1. UW, Billings, 
29 Broadway, N. ¥.; W, H. Holmes, Orange, N, J, ; 7. 

Forman Taylor, Colt’s Neck, N. J. : G.T, Leach, Thurber 

& Co's., N. Y. Ciliy ; W. J. Belden, Riverhead, L. L., N. 

Y.; William Stanley, Broadway, N. Y. City ; Andrew J. 

Bache, Morristown, N. J.; Jacob Pentz; W. Bucking- 

ham, Norwich, Conn; J. B, Dilley, Lake City, Minn. ; 
W. A, Coster, Flatbush, L, 1; H. Hall, Marlboro, N. Y, 
Oo +o 

NorEes.—We need not add anything to the communica- 
tion of the Secretary of the Long Island Sportsmen's As- 
sociation. He has presented the claims of this part of 
the State so conclusively that we shall confidently look 
forthe Conyention here next year. We heartily second 
the views of our correspondent, and commend them to 
the favorable consideration of the clubs throughout the 

State, 

Th eartitles on Dog-Breaking, published in our Ken- 
nel columns, are plain, practical and to the pomt. So 

say our readers, and the numerous compliments given to 
them prove that a good thing is appreciated, 

The Connecticut Lakes country is becoming more 

popular as its attractions are heconiing better known, 
The writer of the article in our issue of to-day is well- 

informed, and the hints he gives should be followed by 
visitors to that region. 

The article, ‘‘ Lost in the Maine Woods,” published in 

these columns some weeks ago, has been extensively 
copied by the press of the country, One reason of its 

taking so well is that this losing one’s way in the forest 

is not an unusual experience, and the relation of our cor- 

_ respondents adventures recalls to mind other mishaps of 

a like nature. 

We publish to-day other expressions of opinion about 
the trap-shooting of pigeons. While holding very strong 
convictions on the subject ourselves, and which we shall 
hot hesitaty fo fully express, we prefer at present to hold 

our columns open for the fullest and most free expression 
of the views of interested correspondents. We invite 
terse, concise expressions from our readers, 

A London angling society has just celebrated the anni- 
versary of the death of Julius Cesar. Just what that 
worthy did, that his death should be remembered by 

fishermen in this Nineteenth Century, is quite beyond our 
comprehension, unless our English brothers of the rod 

bear in mind the days of their youth, when sunshine and 
zephyrs invited them to the trout streams, while inexor- 
able fate and an unrelenting tutor confined them to 

**Ceosar’s Commentaries " and the intricacies of bridge 
building in the time of the Gallic Wars, 

A sportsman is not necessarily a ‘‘ Nimrod,” although a 
certain class of writers affect the word, probably with the 
idea that it adds dignity to their books. This use of 

Strained language is offensive to one who finds genuine 

M enjoyment in field sports. <A ‘ Nimrod,” to our mind, is 
' a blustering young fellow, trapped out in all the tog- 

gery of a sportsman’s furnishing store, who acts in the 

field very much iike an Indian in a war-dance. The 

epithet is a derogatory one. Stick to “Sportsman,” a 
term which has of late years acquired new credit and 
dignity. 

Our rifle-shooting record in this number gives Mr, 
Lauritzen, of the Washington Club, a fine record of 219 
at the long ranges, and strengthens his position on the 

flattering list of American marksmen who are safe for 

the high teens, with good prospect of reaching the 

twenties, as he did last year with his unequalled 222 in a 

match. Itismatterofa pity that the harsh native-Amer- 

igan rule should bar so reliable 4 man from international 

| contests, for although a Dane by birth, Mr. Lauritzen 
thas long been naturalized. Custom unhappily joins with 

aw, and puts the Presidency and a place on a national 

‘rifle team as about the only discriminations against a 
foreign-born citizen as regards eligibility. 

Much of the matter published by the FoREST AND 
STREAM is well worth reproduction elsewhere, We are 
‘gratified and complimented every week in the year by 
such appreciative copying in other papers. This is edito- 

ial courtesy which we always appreciate. Sometimes, 
too, it happens that we unexpectedly find ourselyes in 
high places. An instance of this eccurred the other day. 
e@ were looking over the April number of Seribner"s, 

an d became interested in an article describing the mules 
of the Rocky Mountains, an interest, however, which 
Straightway abated when we found that the paper was 

substantially one published months before in the FoREST 
p StREaAM, The trappings were somewhat altered, 

d the animal was bedecked with sundry new accoutre- 

worthy of his new place, too, we thought. It is needless 

to say that the editor of Scribner's was as much aston- 

ished to see in the FOREST AND STREAM the original 

article as we had been to see its reproduction in the pages 

of his magazine, The Rocky Mountain mule is a decep- 
tive creature. One knows not what to count on when 

dealing with him. 

Civilized nations have passed and left no sign; but the Indian 
Will be retnembered by two things at least—the birch burk eanne, 

which no preduction of the white can equal for strength, light- 

ness, gracefulness, sea-going qualities, and carrying capacity, 

and the snow-shoe, which appears to be perfect in its form, and 
like 4. violin, incapable of development or improyement, There 

are three inyentions which the ingenuity of man seems to be un- 

able to improve upon, and two of them are the works of say- 

ges, namely, the ylolin, snow-shoes, ind birch-bark canoes, 

Tn this, Lord Dufferin is certainly not very compli- 

mentary to the mechanical genius of the century, and 

we would suggest as one reason why civilization has not 

improved on snow-shoes and birch-barks to any great ex- 

tent, the fact that there is very little to improve upon, 
But for all that, it will hardly do to assert that the snow- 
shoes munufactured in civilized parts are not in point of 

strength, durability, pattern and finish far ahead of what 
the aborigines turn out. Similarly, the birch-bark is an 

excellent creation for the woods; but the very fact that 

the civilized sportsman takes more kindly to a Rushton 
canoe, whenever he can get one, must be accepted as the 

evidence of hard facts in its favor. As a makeshift, give 
us a birch-bark, and light the camp fire by the friction of 

kindlings; but as a matter of choice, send us a civilized 

canoe and a box of matches, 
SS FES 

HiGHLY IMPORTANT Ir TRUE.—We understand that the 

celebrated Sibau Mobung, chief of the Treng Dyaks, 
recently informed Herr Carl Bock, whom he encountered 

during the latter’s explorations in Borneo, that he fre- 

quently cut off the heads of human beings of both sexes, 
for the purpose of feasting on the brains, which, he 

affirmed, were most excellent good eating. The palms 

of the hands too, he stated to be toothsome morsels, 

while the shoulders, on the contrary, he pronounced to 
be bitter. An authoritative statement like this, of the 

relative value of different portions of the human body as 

food, is certainly not without interest; but we could 

wish that the information were more extended and de- 
tailed. We presume that itis hopeless to call on any of 
our readers for information on such a topic, but we have 

two or three friends who could, if they would, present to 

us their experience, Old Bears’ Kars, the Ree, fer exam- 

ple, if his hair still adorns his venerable head, and has not 
become, since we last saw him, the ornament of some 

Sioux lodge, could inform us as to the excellence of the 
Sioux heart as a bonne bouche ; and Liver Hating Johnson, 
if he still lives and moyes and has his being on the plains 
and among the mountains of Montana, could furnish val- 

nable statistics as to the flayor of certain parts of the 
freshly-killed Red man, It is sad to think how fast the 
men who could haye told us what we want to know on 

the subject, are passing away. Bloody Knife went down, 
with many another good man, in the fearful fight of the 

Little Bighorn, and Tuckee-tee-lous, the Pawnee, has for 

years been killing the fat cows in the happy hunting- 
ground of his own people, that lies far beyond the shin- 
ing western ocean, Our ciyilization—God save the mark 
—has cut down the Red man to the ground, 
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FOR THE BENEFIT oF WHom Ir May Concern, —Fish 
ponds and newspapers are alike in that it is an exceed- 

ingly easy matter to sink a fortune in either, but quite a 

different task to get anything substantial back again. We 
cannot number on our fingers the experimentalists who 

haye found their trout-ponds only expensive luxuries ; 
the number of newspaper amateurs‘is equally great. The 
success of one journal always invites a crowd of emulous 

imitators, who think that’an investment in printers’ ink 
must be a sure and speedy way to fortune, Tt has been 

the lot of the FoREST AND STREAM, since its beginning, 

seyen years ago, to note from time to time the birth, 

life and death of numerous sporting weeklies, whose pro- 

jectors have found only after dearly bought experience, 

that their sheets would not pass current for bank-notes. 
We have watched eachof these ventures with more or 

less interest, and from the fitful vicissitudes of their 

vexed existence, haye not failed to draw the patent 

moral, Among other principlesjin the philosophy of the 

newspaper world we have noted this, and we here set it 
forth for the benefit of some of our friends: A publica- 
cation which is made up principally of pickings and 
stealings—mostly stealings—from leading journals in its 

field, has an exceedingly uncertain tenure of life, Its 

limited constituency of readers will inevitably in time 

come to find ont the source whence it draws its good 

things, and following the rule in such matters, will pre— 

fer the original to the weak imitation. The sheets which 
batten on the FOREST AND STREAM, stealing whole 

columns bodily, are annoying for the time being, but, 

like the pestiferous gnats and fies of summer, are sure to 
disappear when the frosts come. There is some consola- 

tion in that. 

Sonie of our correspondents now and then write com- 

plainta of these papers, which not only quote their ar- 

ticles from the FoRESt anp STREAM without credit, but 

affix the writers’ signatures as well, thereby making it 

appear that the writers themselves are playing double 
with us by writing the same thing for twopapers, This 
is-of little importance to us, and we only mention the 

circumstance af the suggestion of our aggrieved con- 

tributors, We can hardly hope to remedy the annoy- 
ance, for such an undertaking as that would involve the 
task of instilling into the befogged minds of these editors 

a code of ethics entirely above their character and appre- 
ciation, 

So much for so much. 

AGRICULTURE IN ALASKA. 
—_@—_ 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON, 
April 24th, 1880, t 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 

** Piseco ” was right in the statements of fact which he 
made before, and as I declared; why does he simply re- 

peat those statements, and then leaye the question ex- 
actly where we left it—a difference of judgment, based 
upon a mutual recognition of the same facts? I admit 

the potato now, as I did then, but I do not ‘acknowledge 

the corn !” 

**Piseco” has passed just one season in Alaska, He 
has arrived at his honest self-opinion in regard to the 
agricultural capacities of Alaska; he agrees with me in 

the main, but he says I am in error over the pota- 

toes. Well, here is the opinion of an honored, culti- 

vated officer, Capt. George W. Bailey, United States Rev- 

enue Marine, who has passed four seasons in Alaska, 

closing with October, 1879, Iselect Bailey's name out of 
twenty on my files, because he was just such a man as 

** Piseco ’—a “Captain in the Nayee,” an honorable, ele- 
gant gentleman :— 

Regarding the resources of Alaska, and it being able to give 

support to a large population, I have only to say that, so far as a 

sailor’s opinion goes, if is folly to tall of such a thing in connec- 

tion with Alaska north and west of Sitka. Instances haye been 
cited where people have lived in part from the production of the 
soilin more nothern latitudes. In some parts of this territory, 

the southeastern, no doubt the hardy vegetables could be ralsed, 
but hardly in sufficient quantities to support a large population. 

Here I am sustained exactly in the broad, liberal view 

which Capt. Bailey gives of the subject. I have not said 
anywhere that potatoes could not be raised in Alaska, but 

I do say that this individual raising of a potato at Sitka 
‘‘seven inches long,” etc., proves nothing in a practical 
way. I said in 1874 that Alaska could not encourage 
agricultural settlement because she did not hold out a 
single sign of encouragement, Why, these little patches 

of potatoes at Sitka and at Kodiak in Alaska are pre- 
cisely, in their application as illustrations of agricultural 
progress and capacity in Alaska, like the appearance of a 

stray hair here and there on the top of a shining bald 

head! Yet ‘‘ Piseco” sees the hair aforesaid, and there- 
upon declares] that more will come if they are cul- 
tivated | 

Let me call “ Piseco” to a moment of reflection over 
these facts, First: Alaska is not a new country; il has 

been thoroughly looked over and tried by Russians for at 
least seventy years prior to our acquisition of it. These 

Russians made energetic, intelligent and persistent trials 

of the resources of the soil everywhere throughout 

Alaska, It was to their direct self-interest to do so, for 
it was hoth a matter of necessity as well as that of luxury 
to have grain, beef and vegetables at their posts of duty. 
No more intelligent agriculturists than these Siberian 

farmers were (and are to-day) can be found in America. 

What was the result of this long, patient, interested at- 

tempt by the Russians to raise their own vegetables, 

grain and beef in Alaska? It resulted in failure, practi- 
cally. They had to go down to California, and establish 

a settlement onthe Russian River there for the end in 
view. Comment is unnecessary, 

Second ; The fact that the climate last season was such 

as to grow good potatoes must not be used to predicate suc- 
cess at Sitka this year. Indeed, if ‘* Piseco” follows his 

potato through the coming season, he will bear us out 

in saying that no dependence can be placed upon the 
crop: the chances are nine to one against a good season 
this year, since it was favoratle last. One successful 

planting in four years is about the rule at Sitka, Let me 
quote Captain Bailey once again to reinforce my argu- 
ment: 

There are, no doubt, people who, satisfied with a mere oxist- 

ence and willing to Jive upon the productions of the water and 

beaches, and what vegetables they could raise in this inhospita— 
ble ciline, might eke out amore comfortable existence than they 
now de, Such might consider Alaska a paradise. But the repre- 

Sentations of some persons, Who have described Alaska in glow- 

ing terms, I consider to be wrong, as they might induce the im- 
migration of settlers, who would not be satisfied after spending 
their all in getting here. The suplus population of our laree 

cities can find better homes than can be found in Alaska, in some 
of our Western States and territories, where n milde’ and more 

fruitful climate isto be found. Until the latter are crowded with 
settlers, if is unwise and unjustifiable, in my opinion, to try and 
Induce immigration to Alaska. .... Alaska has been claimed 

asa grazing dountry for Sheep as well as cattle, but only by those 
who have seen the beautiful grass growing in summer, and with- 
out taking into account that during the greater part of the year 

this beautiful grass iy covered with snow. It is only in the neigh- 

borhood of Kodiak that erass can be out and cured in sufficien 
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quantify to keep what few cattle they haye during the winter; 

indeed, hardly a winter woes by but some of these few die of 

starvation. 

T like to put this opinion of one honest mariner against 
that of the other. ‘'Piseco” and Captain Bailey stand 
each other off admirably, while I pursue the eyen tenor 

of my way. It requires a certain breadth of beam to 
carry sail well under the sudden puffs of yiolent criticism, 
as no one enjoys the capsizing of a self-constituted author- 

ity, who makes his professions of fact and result, based 

entirely upon his able imagination, better than I do, Cog- 
nizant of this danger, I, myself, haye looked well to my 

stays in Alaska, and ‘* Piseco,” when he comes down from 

his warlike ark at Sitka Bay, exchanging the gloom of 
Alaska for and rain for the glad sunshine of California, 

will say amen, amen to my sermon, 
Henry W. ELniorr. 

$$ 

GAME PROTECTION. 
es 

Wiscorsin,i—The Black Hawk Club of Lake Kosh- 
konong, Wis., have been successful in introducing into 

the game laws of that State an amendment prohibiting 

cover shooting of wild fowl from blinds, etic., a provision 

which most thoroughly protects the birds in their feed- 

ing grounds, The law now reads as follows :— 
Any person who shall take, catch, kill, destroy or 

wound any woodcock, prairie hen or prairie chicken, par- 
tridge or ruffed grouse, sharp tailed grouse, or grouse of 
any variety, snipe, quail, mallard, wood or teal duck, or 
deer, by the use of any net, trap, gin or spring-gun, or 
who shall hunt, drive, chase, worry or kill any wild deer, 
by or with a dog or dogs, or who shall kill, destroy or 
wound any wild duck, brant or goose, by the use of any 
pivot or swivel gun, or any fire-arm other than a gun 
habitually used at arm’s length and fired or discharged 
from the shoulder, or raised and held by the hand, or by 
any float, sneak boat, sail or steamboat, or floating box 
of similar device, or from any fixed or artificial blind 
or ambush located in open water outside or beyond the 
natural cover of reeds, cane flags, 07 wild rice, or any 
lake, river, bay or inlet, or attempt soto do, or who shall 
take, destroy, or have in his possession the eggs, or wan- 
tonly disturb or molest the nesting place of any prairie 
hen or prairie chicken, or grouse of any kind or variety, 
woodcock, quail, partridge, snipe, wild duck, brant, or 
who shall pursue, entrap, ensnare or kill any otter, 
beaver, mink, muskrat, or other fur-bearing animals upon 
the lands or to the middle of any stream of water adjoin- 
ing the lands of another engaged in the business on such 
lands of breeding or rearing such animals, shall be pun- 
ished by fine not exceeding one hundred dollars, nor less 
than five dollars, for each offense. Such fine when col- 
lected shall be paid to the county treasurer, and by him 
to the school fund, 

Game Bag and Guy. 
————— 

GAME IN SEASON IN APRIL, 

Wild Ducks, Geese, Brant, ete, 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the Forrsr AND SvReRAM Directory to 

Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 
the following particulars, with such other information as they 

may deem of value: State, Town, County ; means of access; Hotel 

and other accommodations; Game anditsSeason; Wish and Its Sen- 
son; Boats, Guides, ete.; Name of person to address. 

——— on, 

Aznour A Ramrop—Extracted from the unpublished 
adventures of John Doe and Richard Roe, sportsmen :— 

‘Tt was early one morning that our friend John perched 
himself on a large muslk-rat house in the middle of the 
pond ‘to look out for ducks.’ There he stood teelering 
away, with the down off the cat-tails blowing down his 
gun's barrel, threatening to choke it. At last John spot- 

ted an old sheldrake swimming up. Now John’s was a 
‘mighty good gun to kick,’ ‘the best he'd ever seen,’ and 

he was terribly afraid of pitching backward if he ‘let go, 
standing up,’ so he made up his mind to lean forward as 

he * pulled,’ knowing the recoil would set him upall right. 
Tt was a dreadful nice calculation. But you see the 
‘derned’ old gun snapped, and away went John, head 

first, into {he mud, gun and all, when Dick waded in and 

fished them out. In trying to scoop the mud out of the 
barrel the ramrod got stuck; so over to the beach they 
went, with five feet of ramrod sticking out, to challenge 
some niighty fishermen to a ‘tug ofwar.’ After our two 
friends had been ‘drug’ over two sand-hills and a pile of 

elam-shells it occurred to the contestants that the rod 
was in to stay. But said old Capt. John Ed., * What 
cussed fools we've been, boys, a-sweatin’ over that ere 
gun, when we can make fast a squid-line, shoot the ram-~- 

rod up, and then haul the old she-rocket down,’ No 

sooner said than done; the ‘old she-rocket’ did go up, 
but as no one thought of putting their foot on the other 
end of the line, she was soon ‘lost to sight and memory 

dear '—dear indeed, for as Capt. Jolm Bd.’s weather eye 

dropped earthward. after following the comet's heavenly 

flight, hie said: * Boys, lll thank you for 67 cents for that 

line you've gone and lost.’ This is not all, for the gun— 
so John Doe says—smelis like that old sea-porgie Captain 

to this day, which scares away the big game,” 
ae ee 

Naw YorE—Huyts Corners, Seneca County, Mareh 

30th.—Wild geese have stopped more frequently here 

than usual, M. L, Hyerett and his son were on their way 

to Waterloo (sixteen miles north from here) on Saturday 

last, and four miles this side they saw some forty or fifty | disclosed plenty of grubs, snails and larvae. Spring is 
wild geese within fifty yards of the main road, and they 
say they were in sight of several vehicles on their way to 
market, and that one man shod his hat and shouted to 
scare the geese, as they were busily engaged feeding on 
green wheat, They paid no attention, as their sentinel 
gander was on duty sharp, until a man was seen ap- 
proaching across the adjacent field with a rifle in hand. 
Then at the signal all rose and were on their way 
toward Cayuga Lake, four miles east; therefore there 
were no shots fired at them, io. Io, Wi. 

THE STaTe CoNyENTION,—Messrs, Parrisk and Wil- 
liams, of the Seneca Gun Club, Seneca Falls, haye con- 
tracted with Frank Chaffey for theimmediate delivery of 
12,000 wild pigeons to be used at the coming tournament. 
One thousand birds have been shipped to the Monroe 
County Club, and will arrive this week, with a similar 
consignment to follow next week. The Rochester Gun 
Club and several clubs in that vicinity, have also ordered 
birds of Mr. Chaffey for practice. 
Monday, May 24th, has been appointed as the date for 

the opening of the Convention, 

Frornelisville, April 26¢h,—The first woodeock of the 
season was killed by a telegraph wire. No Wilsons snipe 
yet, A few ducks stop with us and get a warm recep- 
tion, Tom Tennant killed thirteen one day last week, 

e(Oh sn 

New JERshy.—Forked River, April 24th—The Wilson 
snipe shooting has been moderately good im this section 
for the last few weeks. The largest bag I have heard of, 
in one day, was thirteen, by a gentleman from New 
York, with one of our local gunners. Were it not for 
two or three parties here who make a business of train- 
ing dogs, and scour the meadows at every opportunity, 
we would have fine shooting. ‘ 

Ocean County, N. J., April 24th,.—Yor the past few days 
there have been plenty of snipe on certain meadows—on 
others none at all. I find they are most likely to be found 
this spring on very treacherous places, near high banks, 
where small fresh water streams run through, I haye 
shot them this week where I went knee-deep every step. 
They do not lie well, and give no scent, and the best quail 
dogs totally fail to find or point them. The principal 
destruction of game is caused by the set-back fires svarted 
by men to stop the original fires, The game which is in- 
closed in the ring of the fire is surely destroyed, It is 
impossibie to estimate the immensé loss of all kinds of 
game by these terrible fires, and almost always caused by 
some careless person burning brush and clearing up land, 
In my opimian there should be a law to prevent any per- 
son burning brush, for any reason whatever, except it be 
raining or snow on the ground- Two winters will pass 
before those woods will be what they were. §.1., JR. 

PrNnsyLVANIA—Harrisburg, April 25th,—Duck shoot- 
ers have had good success the past week at Green's Dam, 
McCormick's Island, Cox’s Wharf above Independence 
Island, between the island and thé mouth of Conodoguin- 
net Creek, and elsewhere. 

PENNSYLVANIA—Applebachsville, April 18th,—I and a 
friend were out snipe shooting last week. We inet with 
poor success—bagged eleyen in half a day. Ishot four 
ducks in the creek the other day, and saw several geese, 
T hear most every morning the quails whistling, 1 think 
we will haye some fine shooting by next season, Pheas- 
ants are very scarce in the mountain, DrapD SHOT, 

GEorGIA—Americus, April 15(h,—Quail are whistling 
‘“‘ Bob White” on the fences, and the turtle-doyes haye 
mated. Whip-poor-wills, martins and woodpeckers have 
arrived, and the freedman, or rather the freedwoman, is 
happy with her pole and cotton string catching ‘* polly- 
wors from branches and creeks, The sportsman’s gun 
is laid away, and the fox is allowed to rest and raise. 
Only the wild-cat is relentlessly pursued to protect the 
lambs and the litter of pigs in the swamp, SHog, 

On10o—Cadiz, April 20th. —Around here game is rather 
thinned out. Quail are very scarce; I saw only one 
covey last winter. The severe weather of ‘78-79 very 
nearly exterminated them. However, by the time the law 
is up I think they will be plentier, though if if hadn't 
heen for that law I’m afraid there would not be many 
quail in the Buckeye State by this time. Wehayea few 
ruffed grouse here, though not many care to hunt them, 
because most fellows here think that the wholesale 
slanghter of squirrels is ‘‘ sport.” 

There ave oveasional snipe and woodcock found in this 
resiou, though extremely rare. I believe if the average 
Cadiz hunter would killone of either of these birds, he 
would, through ignorance, leaye it as unfit for eating, or 
have it mounted asa rara@ avis, though there are several 
genuine sportsmen here. 

Squirrels are generally yery plenty, rabbits the same, 
though this last winter they have been rather scarce ; not 
so the year before, however, for then the woods were 
full, anywhere between twelve and twenty generally 
being the results of an aflernoon'sshooting. There is uo 
wild fowl shooting at all within fifteen or twenty miles, 
as there are no bodies of water large enough, There 
are a good many foxes in this country, though few good 
fox-houndp, 

Cadiz is a small village ona branch of the Pennsylvania, 
Railroad. We have a good mamy stories of the early 
settlers around here, One is to the effect that an old 
hunter captured a wolf and skinned it alive, after which 
he set it loose, Itistrue, too. There were a she wolf and 
four whelps killed near here afew daysago. We haye a 
sportsmen’s club here, and some of the members are right 
good shots, YounG SPORTSMAN, 

Inptana—Newport, April 17th.—Snipe and plover 
shooting is very gg0d on the marsh lands of the prairie 
west of this point. On last Tuesday afternoon my friend 
Ward and myself drove eight miles west of town to a 
point onthe prairie known as Greasy Creek, We shot 
that evening and two hours next morning, baggingthree 
blue-wing teal ducks and fifty-three Wilson snipe and 
plover. RES 

TNDIANA,—Cloverdule, Tnd., April otl.—Was out the 
other day a short time with the snipe. They made thet 
appearance about March 25th, with a storm of rain from 
the southwest. and ure, as yet, yery wild, and as a matu- 
ral consequence, my bag was light. They are in good 

1B 

condition for the table, which I place to the credit of our 
mild winter. Anexamination of their feeding ground 

|are supplied with 

now surely upon us, if our numerous early-calling birds 
is taken as evidence, La BELLE, 
SIDE SHo0T,—Tuscola, Hl., April 22d,—Following are 

the scores of a match shoot at jack snipe yesterday :— 
A, M. Woody, 33; T, Smith, 31—Total, 64, Prank Wil- 
son, 37; Armstrong, 17—Total, 54, Difference, 10, Snipe 
are plenty, but too many shooters. Si) 
MinnesoTa—St. Paul, April 10th,—Hon. Fred, Von 

Baumbach, Secretary of State, and P. J, Giesen, Esq., 
returned yesterday from a hunting expedition of several 
days in the yicinily of Redwood Falls. The gentlemen 
brought with them seyeral geese, a few ducks and badly 
gin-burned faces to show as the fruits of their trip. 
Wiusconsiy.—The famous * Fish Creek,” one mile west 

of Ashland, Wis., is reported to yield from three to six 
thousand brook trout per ‘annum, and has done so for 
the past ten years, and still it seems exhaustless. Some 
of the finest trout that haye been taken in that copntry 
haye been brought in from ifs ice-cold pools and rapids, 
Last season several very large trout were caught, one 
weighing three and three-quarter pounds, and one four 
pounds two ounces, both taken by Adam Goeltz, the 
well-known guide, 

DakoTA TERRITORY.—Deddwood. April 8th.—We have 
plenty of most all kinds of game, such as elk, deer, an- 
telope, bear, mountain sheep, wolf, fox, rabbit, hare, 
prairie chickens and grouse, but no quail, Our club have 
seut to Minnesota for several hundred, and will turn 
them out on the Redwater and Belle Fourche, so that in 
a short time we will have good shooting. Ducks and 
geese are very plentiful, One cinnamon bear was killed 
the other day that dressed 760 pounds, One party went 
out to the Belle Fourche Jast week and brought back a 
wagon load of deer, rabbits and ducks too numerous to 
mention, being absent only three days. Vish are plenty 
and of all sizes, also fine turtles. In fact we have one of 
the finest countries for a sportsman in the west; every 
year willadd to its interest, The weather is beantiful 
and spring is in full bloom. HE, B. 

PRACTICAL VALUE OF GuN TrIaLs.—Philadelphia, 
Miss., April 2d,—I see many things in FOREST AND 
SrrRHAM that please me, but what has pleased me most is 
Au Sable’s gun trial for pattern and penetration, in its 
issue of March 4th. Now, Iwish that more of the sports, 
men would give their experience in the same way, that 
their brothers who liye in dark corners may have some 
light to guide them in selecting their game, 5.P.N. 
Bucksuor In CHoxn-Bores.—Houston, April 15lh.— 

Last week a member of the Houston Gun Club received 
a 10-gauge, W. W. Greener’s hammerless gun. This is 
the first seen in this section, Members meet to see ib 
targeted. After finding it made good targets with small 
shot, ten shells were Ioaded with 100 buckshot that 
chambered three at muzzle, nine shots in each shell 
ddrs. of powder was the charge. After counting the ten 
targets made at forty yards, we were surprised to find 
that lhe new gun had put ninety shot inside the thirty- 
inch circle, or a loss of one per cent. for each load, A 
well-known deer-slayer remarked, “That gun will fetch — 
meat every time, if you hold her straight.” ALMO. 

WHOLESALE AND Reta DEALERS.—Portland, Me., 
April 24th.—Editor Forest and Stream ;—I an heartily 
glad that some one has had the courage to “ speak out” 
about the practice of manufacturers and wholesale cleal- 
ers in guns, rifles and sporting goods, in regard to the 
manner in which retailers are treated, and hope it will 
have the effect of bringing about a reform in this direc- 
tion. As the business of many wholesale houses is now — 
conducted, nearly every consumer knows the exact cost 
of this class of goods as well as the retail dealer. About 
every grocery-store keeper in the country, and others — 
supposed to be in want of anything in this line, 

price-lists with discounts stated — 
therein, aud some eyen go so far as to offer to 
send a single article on receipt of price named. 
This is manifestly unfair treatment of the retail dealer, 
giving him a chance only of picking up a customer now 
and then, I would suggest that the names of those who 
adopt this method be published, that the ‘ trade” may 
know how to discriminate in giving orders, only that if 
might be too good an advertisement for the wholesaler, — 
However, if they read what has been, and may be, said 
upon the subject, they will learn that the retailers ara 
after them wilh a sharp stick. J have noticed, in one in- 
stance, that in the case of a Ballurd rifle, fhe statement 
is made that no discount will be given, except to the reg- 
ular trade. There may be others of the same kind, and, 
if there are, they are the very parties we are waiting to 
hear from, Keep the ball rolling. Down HASsTER, 
$< 

THE CONVENTION OF 1881, 

BROOELYS, N. Y., April, 1880. 

Biditor Forest aud Stream ; 
At the Conyention of the New York State Association for the 

Protection of Fish and Game, held at Rovhester, July 7th, 1872, 

delegates fvom three of ourlocal clubs united in an invitation to 
that body to visit Kings County. 

Tt was apparently so well received that we are encouraged to_ 

renew it, sincerely believing that its acceptance at the approach- 

ing meeting will promote the interests of the Assoviation, and 

proye satisfactory and beneficial to the members who may par- 
take of our hospitality. Many of the individual sportsmen of the 
State know, and probably all have heard of, what we can do in the 

way of entertainment. ; 

We urge that the Convention of 1861 should be on Long Island 

for the following reasons <— 

Virst. For sanitary reasons. The thermometer during the sum= 

mer pyerages about 74 degrees. ‘The cool seu breezes ire pect 

larly inyiorating to visitors from the interior, Experience dem 

onstrates that the change from inland to sea-shore, and vice vers 

operates to improve the general health for a long time afterward, 

phe substitution of entirely different fuod will contribute to this 

result. We claim that our sca food—oysters, clams, lobe eLa 

crabs, bluelish, weaktish and other vyarietles—cannot be excelledy 

if indeed equaled, in the world, 
Second, dinusement and pledeure al moderate cost. We pre 

pose to old the contests at Coney Tsland, or In the immed! 
vicinity of this world-renowed pleasure resort. Thon be reache 
from New York City by five distinct steam railroads, also by 
horse railroad, and by steamboats, which sail through our Bu 
qnd Narrows, passing our islands— mle fortified—anud by Wie 
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ocean itself, to the wonderful iron pier. 1,100 feetin length. The 
fure is merely hominal. The time of the trip is about torty-tive 
minutes, and hundreds of trains run each way daily, carrying 

thousands of passengers, There are many large hotels and res- 
taurauts, noticeably the Manhattan, Brighton, Sea Beach, 

Palace and Cable’s, capable of dining at one time thousands each, 
besides an almost innumerable number of smaller houses, ab 
which refreshments of all kinds can he provnred at small ex- 

pense. ‘The tower, 300 feet in height, commanding a view of sea 

and land for thirty miles; minor attractions cf every description, 
and unequaled tacilities for either surf and still bathing, exist: 
At Manhattan, Brighton, Cable's, the Iron Fier and several 

other plices, are given open air free concerts every afternoon 

and evening by the largest and bestappointed bindsin this coun- 
try, including the Gilmore, Dodworth, Downing, Philharmonic 

Orchestra and others, and such sole cornelistsas Levy, Arbuckle, 

Saleedo and Liberati. Means of conyeyance by hacks and by 
railroads along the ocean in every direction are provided at five 
cents per trip. The city of New York contains hotels of eyery 
description, from palaces to those upon the Huropean plan, at 

which good rooms, ;without board, can be obtained at prices as 

low as fifty cents per day. No city can show such elegant cheap 

dining-rooms, at many of which a satisfactory meal can be had for 

f quarter ofadollar, and eyen less. Objects of interest in the city 
and in Brooklyn, including the Nayy Yard, public buildings, thea- 

(ers and a variety of amusements exist to gratify any taste. 
Add to this the races held at least three times a week at Brighton 
and at Jerome Park, and commencing this year at the new tract 
of the Jockey Club, near Coney Island, where will be the great- 

est running races of the country. 

Third. Prizes. The bulk of the prizes aliyays has come from 
this section of the State. At least one-half of the wealth is here. 
Here is fhe headquarters of most of the manufacturers, import- 

ers and dealers in sporting goods of every description. Our mer- 

chants are public-spirited. We can promise prizes greater in 

number and far more valuable than haye ever been offered any- 

where. Wesides the dealers, we have reason to believe that our 
- Goney Island hotels and the various lines of travel will contribute 
liberally. 

Fourth. Convenience of access at reasonanle fare, Tyery main 
line of travel converges into New York Gity, Through fast trains 
run daily each way on both the New York Central and Erie roads, 

with every accommodation. It ik easy to reach New York from 

any section. Delaysand annoyances are generally encountered 

upon the branches which feed these main trunks. Commutation 
to and from New York City ean be readily obtained on the main 

lines, 

Fifth. This section of the State is entitled to consideration. 

During the past sixteen years it has been ignored, and a circuit 
has been obtained in the northwestern, western and central parts 
of the State: Niagara Falls was favored in 1865, Buffalo in 1868 

and 1878, Palmyra in 1866, Le Roy in 1867, Syracuse in 1869 and 1877, 
Rochester in 1870 and 1879, Ulica in 1871, Seneca Falls in 1872 and 

1850, Batayia in 1873, Oswego in 1874, Watertown in 1875, Geneseo 

in 1876. 
omaha the Convention has confined itself to the follow- 

ing counties grouped as adjoining each other: Niagara, Erie and 

Genesee; Wayne, Monroe and Livingston; Onondaga, Oswego, 

Jefferson and Oneida. 
Why should it not come east and south of Utica? Ina State of 

sixty counties, ten haye monopolized it for sixteen years, Ought 
not same of the other fifty counties to receive attention ? 

Theten fayored counties, by the last census,contained about 750,- 

000 people, while New York City and Long Islund contained twice 

that number, which, according to the best estimates, has increased 

to about two and one-quarter milliong. Ought not this section, 

with this vast population of about one-half of the whole State, to 

beselected as worthy of the honor of entertaining the Associa- 

tion 7 
Sixth. If would promote the interest of the State Association. 

Article I. of its constitution declaresits purpose to be “securing 
proper legislation for the protection of birds, fish and animuls ;* 

also “the promotion of kindly intercourse and generous emu- 

lation among sportsmen.” Cannot our tyo and a quarter million 

people render assistanee? Those who haye visited us can say 
whether the intercourse has been kindly. Ought itnot to be ex. 

tended ? 
The feeling here is ripe to make the visit of 1881 (if we 

receive the Convention) memorable to all who jparticipate. We 
believe that if this sentiment be encouraged by naming Long 

Tsland as the locality for next year, an enthusiasm will be aroused 

that will add t6 the Association many clubs, prepared to follow 

the subsequent conventions to all parts of the Stste. We do not 

seek, and will not ask, arenéwal of this visit probably for many 

eurs. 
: Last year the State of New Jersey heldits first conyention and 
tournament ata point within our easy access. It received large 
support from us, 2nd. its success assured its continuance. Onthe 
other hand, the places nniformly selected by our State Associa- 
tion have been so remote as to discourage Us. 

We desire to ascertain the real preferences of the yarious clubs, 

We proposeto give them a cordial reception, and promise to try 

‘to do the honors of hosts to the best of our ability. Bui we are 
equally desirous that we should welcome them willing guests, who 

share Our hospitality in the same spirit in which it is proffered, 
Abyen CRrooK, 

Secretary Long Island Sportsmen's Association, 

$e 

ANOTHER OPINION ON TRAP-SHOOTING, 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 

Tu your issue of April 22d appeared an article headed “ An 
Opinion on Trap-shooting,” which I hope will bring out some 
able replies. 
Yo my way of thinking, the arguments of H. W. DelL., that 

pigeon shooting is {unbecoming the dignity of a gentleman, 
that it is nota creditable performance, or that it depletes the 

number ef wild birds, are not sufficient. Itis a question whether 

we should confine all our actions to those which enhance our diz- 

nity ; the standard in time would become too high, and as to its 
being a creditable performance, that would depend, of course, 
entirely on the conditions. Tt is hardly creditable in him, after 

promising fo canvass both sides carefully, te contrasts pizeon- 

shooter killing ten tailless, half<sturved Birds at twenty-one 
yards, with a duck-gum, with one of the most difficult shots to be 
met with in the field. If hehad asked whether it waa creditable 

fora man to stand at thirty yards from live taps, with ailb, 2un, 
loaded with 3}drs. powder, lioz, shot, and killa rattling driver, 
with perhaps an audience of lwae or three limdred people, it 
would be more in keaping with his description of a coek grouse 
hunting through thethieket. His fear that trap shooting will de- 
plete the number of wild birds is also, 1 think, without founda- 
tion, because the opportunity to catch them is limited to two 
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months of the year, and they are too delicate to stand much 

transportation or handling. Without doubt they are caught in 

Ereat numbers forthe market, but the proportion thut run the 
gauntlet of fhe traps is small, as 90 per cent, of birds killed in 
pireon shooting are domestic. I hold that the question of trap- 

shooting is nof a subject for discussion, except as we discuss 
‘other phasés of field sports for the entertuinment to he deriyed 

therefrom, and not as to whether it should exist or nok. 

If it is proper for us to shoot game or catch fish for excitement 

or pleasure. It is proper for us to shoot pigeons from a trap for 

the same reason, and if you do away with one you should with 

the other. 
The principal argument against pireon shooting is its cruelty, 

but how much better off is field shooting? If everv bird wounded 

in the fleld and left to die was witnessed by hundreds and duly 

recorded in the papers, how long would it be before it would be 

decried and an effort made to suppress it? For the number of 

wounded birds in the field that escape far exceed that of pigeons, 
because the opportunity to hide is not so great, and the ubiqui- 

tous outsider soon settles the fate of a wounded bird. 

No one disputes the fact that it would be better if no life were 
sacrificed for pleasure, and it would bea sweet comment on our 

human nature if it were so; but the fact remains, that an inherent 
loye of the chase has existed from all time in the breast of man, 
will always exist, and hence is an element of sufficient positive- 

ness to demand recognition in all discussions of this kind. It is a 

hing that: cannot be put aside by an act of Legislature, and if it 

crops out in certain localities with a desire to shoot pigeons from 

a trap, it should be permitted and respected, if we permit men in 

other lecalities, who have the opportunity, to shoot game for 

pleasure, 
Tf weallliyedina game region, and could keep the wire edge 

of our inherited desire worn smooth, there would be no excuse 

for trap-shooting ; but men of the city, who at best can get but a 

few days of the year in the fleld, are forced to go to the traps to stil) 

that intense longing, which comes over us at times, to handle a 

fun and feel the play of the triggers. Of course I do not com- 

pare pigeon shooting with field shooting, except as to the result 
in both cuses birds are killed. All the glory of nature which sur- 

rounds field shooting, and which gives to it allits poetry, is want- 

ing in pigeon shooting. It is only when at that moment we mo ye 
up to the dogs, aud our knowledge of surroundings becomes 

blurred and indistinct with the intentness with which we watch 
for the springing of the game, that the two approach e¢ach other, 

otherwise there is no comparison. 
H, W. Del. remarks that the glass ball completely takes the 

place of pigeon shooting. Hu might with equal good grace say it 

took the part of field shooting. Glass ball shooting is like a prob- 
lem, when you haye mastered it you are done with it. 

Kyow es, 

Providence, R. 1., March 2ith.—Editor Porest and Stream :—Your 

telegram of Feb. 26th, asking about the pigeon shooting law in 

this State, lias just come to hand on my return from Florida. Tt 

is a trifle late to answer it, and of course you know all about it 

now. ‘Tis true, tis pity, and pity 'tis, ‘tis true.” 

Tam sorry [ was away, for perhaps something could haye been 

done to stop it among our “conscript fathers.” Tam only sorry 

on account of the gun clubat Newport, and I fancy that another 
year may work a vhange, 

This sort of business has gone too far, and the society with 

the long name will lose more than they will gain in the long run 

by such action. Weshallsee. As I said, [ have only just re- 

turned from Florida. I started from Key West, and worked my 

way in asmall boat from that point to Tampa Bay, apart of the 

country none of your correspondents seem to haye looked into 

much, and that was why I went the route. N.D. 

PIcroR TRAP SHOOTING.—Columbus, Olio, April 241h.—Hditor 
Forest and Stream:—I do not think the ably written article of ‘H. 
W. De. L.,” in your number of the 22d inst., on “ Trap Shooting,” 
requires anyone to come to his rescue, ashe has expressed in clear 

and concise terms my idea in ;what I consideran unsportsmanlike 

amusement. I merely wishto be recorded as being of the same 

faith, and am pleased to know the ranks are each year being aug- 
mented from the better class of sportsmen. 

——<—<—<$<—— <r 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

Natick, April 4.—The Natick sportsmeti met at their grounds 
to-day, and in lurger numbers than before. Four of Cochituate's 
marksmen, Bent, Loker, Leach and Cochran, took part with them. 
There was a large number of spectators present, and the cold east 

wind was quite disagreeable for all. The following is the score 

at eighteen vee with rotary trap, at twenty balls :— 

FRANK N. BEEBE, 

dW. Loker...------4)---- DLVIL1I1111111111110 1-6 
Cc. W. Gile co 1110111111111110111017 
Aiea ES RS » 114111111110111011101-1% 
QO. We Hall.) :..0-- -0O11102110111 0111111177 
0.0, Wi »>1411111101111111010111 
ee COGHTAM Gs seas et). . ~-1010027T077T11111711111-16 

00111101011110111111-15 
+ Q1101107111110011161—1 

tJ. H. Wight 44 6 races T1TOL1TIL1IOOIOLLIOL1I1I001L—8 
te pene-ces thal Bubdechte s 1110110100001001010 1—10 
Br Bent Se metesiss oe Pee 10011010010110111101—12 
After the above there was a sweepstakes match, in which eight 

entered, shooting at tive balls, giving firstio C, W. Gile, second to 

Ralph Bent, and third to J, Mahard. 

Boston, April 23.—There was a large gatheringlof the glass ball 
devotees at Walnut Hill to-day, to participate in the regular coin- 

petition, which has become so popular \inder the auspices of the 
Massachusetts Rifle Association. Frenchy Johnson again came 
tou the front, breaking ten double and nineteen rotary, and My. 

Charles nine double and twenty rotary, Only the best scores ure 
‘iven, as follows :— g y eal Dovile rt 

Frenchy Johnson 19 ‘ 
9 20 29 

10 17 RT 
9 13 a 

J, Nichols... i4 a 13. 20 

New Yore—April 26th.—The following is the score of the 
Algonquin Gun Club semi-monthly shoot, for a silver cup to be 

won three limes; 20 balls; 3 traps 10 yards apart; 18 yards rise ;— 

G. J. Sauer... 1111434910111111111111—19 
H, Bennett. 11021111111311111111101 5 
J. Male: -.--, + LELT1T1111111071111011—-18 
H. M. Runs. -121012137101111110111-—7 
Ja8- Babee LLOLVLLOTLTIL11031111-17 
P. Eckstein. - LLLII1V1011100T117111-147 
ERs HLL ee J11£0011711010111111—-17% 

J, Montzomery -DVIDTOLLL1110T10111I511-17 
J. Moylan, ..---.- 21102171317111131111010-% 
™, Loughery- OUVLEDTLLTIVITItLO1111—-17 
R. Brenner. -QOL10T01T01L317010001 11 8 
Ktoh't Auld... /LOTTILOLOLTLT1TO00T 01-12 
G, W. Keller. .., + OOOOLOOTILTIL1I 01101 1-12 
L, Brenmnér . -- 2 OTTIOLOTOUTIOLTIIO0N0L IH 
H, Griswold.... -11001001111000101101-1 
W.&8 McLean........ OSL IL OS Od ok 0 Oo ae 
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Cohoes, April 26th.— Fourth monthly Medal Match, Central Gun 

Chib; Card trap; Bogardus rules; ten glass balls: | 
Me bansinpy «35, “5, Sa et oe O110 0107 1 16 
J, Titeomb. fie = wl yt id »aeT Sg 
C. MeDonald, le ly Toke oe Ten Le 
Groesheek,. 3000.0) Tel 1 0 1 aes 
De Golier. Pe tees 11 1S Uae wees 
Jy Pickering, twenty-three yards PVT Cg oa Rs Hier ort ee 
Mann............ ~-0001 000 00 (4 
Hancock. ~%10200721 01 1-5 
TATElOy, a So cabo one it -0000010 0 0 641 
M. Satan nol eRe tobe ne EE 1trol1od21i11 1s 
Ae PAUMLE. Sebeka ss int 2, ee 1111011171 21-9 
P,Troy. OD LS ORIG Te ee 
24 Pickering. -elilL?IT OT oo 0-6 
©, Pluckrose. 5 Ss Cet ad Tos er Leyte eo 9 
Manning’ .....-- =f 1 PE Pw as 
Lewis .:. +0000200 07 0-8 
Wi Calan hellvesses aiei.y cdieeess sho. 10100001272 15 
BR AWISTLOVS Wield der detec Wl led tie sda slelclots OLOLILiri 7 
Wengemworth .......0.. vaste elk 0020210012 1-% 
OW RO Hea teetLestuts cyesttwse ete pas ors s 10060000 21T O38 
IPG tile ek chi Woks ait itd esc dears O01LOir1oO oO LS 

Ties for medal:— 

HUpGO Di eessr es ater ah te sas rile bobeeyposgsonho aes 1010 is 
Pickering .. eee eae Ss 
Piiielip se 8 mae L100 1-38 

New Jerspy—Port Morris, April 24th.— Glass ball mateh on the 
grounds of the Knickerbocker Yacht Club, for the gun club 
medal; 15 balls; rotary eps handicap rise :— 

F, B, Chedry. 
G. Dennerlin 

SEROTEC EE Baty Pa., Apri 

the score of last evening’s shooting :— 

W.H. Wilkinson,.... 11101010110110000000 —9 
H. O. Valentine,,.... T11T10001011111111111111-14 
8.7, Foster.. .. -... 00111T0100000101 = 6 
theo. Deschner..... 1TO1001110101111 —i0 

A PHILADELPHIA Mator.—Philadelphia, April 24th,—In issue 

of March 4th wus published the pigeon shoot that took place here 

on Feb. 28th between # party of gentlemen (six in number) at 15 

single birds each, 26 yards rise, ljoz. shot. In said muteli Mr. 

Sharpe and Mr. Leyis tied on 15 birds straight, In the shoot-off 
Mr. Sharpe killed 8 to Mr. Levis’ 7, and won the match. My. 

Levis not being satisfied, challenged Mr. Sharpe to shoot him a 

match at25 birds each, 26 yards rise, 80 yards bounds, 1}oz, shot, 
use Of one barrel only; he (Levis) to find birds for both. Mr, 

Sharpe promptly accepted the challenge, but owing to various 
causes the shoot did not come off until Saturday last. They shot 
for price of birds and supper for six. The birds were a lively lot, 

but only two out of the fifty got off scot free. Mr. Leyis shot a 

Scott breech-loader, No. 10; Mr. Sharpe, a No, 12 muzzle-loader. 
Score as follows :— 

I. M, Levis...... OLTLLTDLLTALLI1IGOIT1L11111111—9 
L. W. Sharpe... L1 11111111171 111111111111 2 
The friends of each are now endeayoring to bring about a third 

match, making the number of birds 50 each, believing that will be 
the best test to proye which is the best shot. There is every pros« 
pect of the match being made. They are] a hard pair to beat, 

either in the field or at the trap, Woks 

VirintA.—Portsmouth, April 13th.Regular weekly shoot of 

the Seaboard Shooting Association at glass balls, from Card's ro— 

tating trap. Prize for marksmanship wisfinally awarded to Capt. 

H.L. Cranmer. The prize was a beatiful gold badge, designed by 

James F. Carr, Esq., of this club, and consists of an eugrayed 

seroll, bearing the word “ Champion,” beneath which are crossed 
shotguns. Pendant by chains from the pistol grip of the gunsi 

the badge proper, surmounted by « round seroll, and richly 

chased, bearing in the} center the figure of a pigeon flying, inclosed 

by # wreath, and surmounted by the legend, “The Seahoard 

Shooting Association of Portsmouth, Va.” The following is the 
score :— 

Oranmoerovet so peesaee sae edsthiass nH es Cie Ga a Leiba ei 
Riddick Soe ist Pes Bi eV Ot Wa Ln Uh ie Sy es es, 
Hobdy... eget a Ut is Ser Raa a ns ct eat od ay ES fe 
White. - vo ode etal al 2 ae 
Carr. --1110117211111111—-1¢ 
Hurt.. « LLTILIL0O11 0110011 +13 
Johnson - 1111101710111011 1-2 
Wilkins, 1010120171170 111 12 
Watts. 1101102731011011141 
Friedl OL1TOO0TLOLL11111-1 

Cranmer. Ti1—11111-111101—5 
Riddivk........ ne 1111111110101 114 

A. EW. 
Gour Crry Guy O1Lus.—NMojile, Ala., April 22¢,—Oyyine to the 

failure of Mr. W. W. Judy, of St, Louis, to fill positive contract 

made with him Jan, 30th, and not being notified of his inahility to 
doso until April 20th, and being Unable to procure birtis else- 

where in United States, necessitates the postponement of our 
tournament until further notice. G. W. TUNSTALL, 

Chairman Executiye Commitice. 

CINCINNATI GERMAN SHOOTING CLUB.—Cincinnuli, Agri 20th, 
—Monthly score for contest of gold medal, he weather was all 

that could be desired for a good score at pigeons. There were fif- 
teen contestants, among them some of the best erack shots in the 
city, The pigeons, considering they were tame ones, wele pretty 

spirited and good goers. The medal was presented to Mr. J, 
Mcerlein by the former holder, George Reif. Heferves: Col. Geo- 

Twachtman and Senator Calhoun,of Carthage, O.,and Judge W. HB, 
Limbig, 2Lyards rise; 8) yards boundary. The following is the 
score i— 

J. Moaerlein... DP IS Ell 0nd ety 
Ty, Bey -- 4. . Lida * v7 pecs 
TORT ODS, oe eens cele nce s sacle et Pdiai*100 7111-9 
Wiliam Schaller.............. iO 0 O22 BOL 1 Lt 0 Ea 
M. Schirerrer..., -:-,---- 4-050 0 OT 2.000 1 2 Dope 
Wr GUBMAU picked enecy Poems ned tO 0 a 0 0 aera 
PROMI Se AAR [doa vs falter tices ral 0.0 Lid 0b de sie 

George Rief- rr Toe eeek OE J Os OI eis (eee 
George Gerke... 2... epee ese eee 0st tet tits oe eee er 
Charles Fleischman............. 1010100201 0 O & 
TS ENE irate ett eee ASS ovelsys OO 110 ORO ree ian 
(DSS Nes oe) eat Sey SEP esOA rc wl 000 LOO 0 00° ts 
PRE CGLC Weer. tent s66 ph snes cr 0 UO OM) OFee i 0S. OP eee 
Sehneider...... Ae sia sO00TT00000 71 0-8 

J. L. Berger-..: sO LOTAO000 00 0 BR 
William Fey O00000 0007 0 0-7 

After the club shoot, a double bird shoot resulted as follows — 
FPluisuhman........ +11 10 W—4 | W. Fey U1 00 wz? 
Schwyerrer-. -.-10 00 10—2| Keck. : Ow —0 
int GENeaee riegi sates ee ** 10 OO—1 

W. DB. 

ie HEARD FROM IT,.—Stoekholm, N. J,, April 12th— 
Editor Forest and Stream :—Please discontinue my ad- 
vertisement, as [have nearly all tie dogs I can handle, 
Thaye had in answer to my advertisement more than 
one hundred letters, and thes cover a very large section 
of the country. TE, SMITH, 

—They give the Empress of Austria 350,000 florins logo 
hunting with eachyear. This provides for special trains, 
gifts to masters of pavks, etz 
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Che Aifle. 
RANGE AND GALLERY. 

MAssAcuuserrs—Springfeld, April 20th.—Scores made at the 

weekly meeting of the Rod and Gun Rifle Club April 20th 
Weather conditions good; light 8. 8. W. wind:— 

Bumstead. 57 45 5 5 5 5 4 6-48 
aispott. Wer sic 645 54656 5 5 4 5-47 
Ghhypiine ves stpcsaaaeers eww tre $65 65 54 5 4 6 4 5-H 
AEP WOUDS 6 ase cree saree nese 65 5 45 4 4 4 5 546 
BarneS.....--- =4 s2e2 su aeeeeee wb 4-445 4 4°65 5 $45 
Wi'son.. 2h 45655 44 5 4 446 
Van YViack 6 64445 44 5 4-44 
Knell... 5. 4 44 4 4 4 5 5 4 5-48 
DAY COM 6. eens preg eens ete ewe 4446445 4 4 4-4 
WS bate ile) teeter. Foren gi wessstd ats: 444445 5 4 4 4 4-42 
darlin. = 5 » .4 45 43 5 4 4 4 3-40 

of the month bas shown some very fine shooting in the classified 
match; as good shooting as any week this month, Mr. W. H, 

Harrison bas made two more clean scores this last week, making 

him eight clean scores this month. Mr. U. A. Pollard has three 

clean scores and two splendid 39's; and Mr, Geo. F. Ellsworth 

has tivo clean scores and three good 39's, making thirteen clean 

gcores so far this mont. No day has passed without a change 

taking place in the positions in the second class, snme fine shoot- 

ing haying been done in this class. The classified match will close 
next Friday night, and on Saturday, May Ist, will commence a 

new match called the All Comers’ Rifle Match, with ten cash 

prizes as follows: First prize, $12; second prize, $8; third prize, 

$7; fourth prize, $6; fifth prize, $5; sixth, prize, $4; seventh prize, 
$3; eighth prize, $2; ninth prize, $2; tenth prize, $1. Also an ex- 
tra prize. of $20 for the highest numniber of clean scores during the 

month, the match to continue through the month of May, closing 

on the evening of May dist. Conditions of the match are the best 

scores during the month to win.any ,22-caliber rifle, three-pounds 

pull, and no competitor can receive but one cash prize, except he 

may win the extra prize of $20 for the highest number of clean 

scores. The prize winners in the classified match, with their scores 

jn detail, will be given in the ForEstT AND STREAM next week. The 

following is the standing of the several competitors to date; 150 

fect; rounds 8; possible 40; five scores to win, or possible 200 :— 

First Class. 

; PRTAO we vclelee h ed fF tae cen eis 49 40 40 40 40—200 

UL TE eee mEEL, Be gels salt bie LE 39 39 40 40 40—198 
‘B. FF. Richardson., ,.-.---.... cee ere reer 38 39 39 39 89-194 
J. Merrill,.-......------- AR at sdahbteudjool 88 38 388 389 39-192 

Second Class. 

| nthe .--2.3 39 40 40—197 
rw Rarrae... ie 38 59 39—192 
Gordan McKenzie...... 88 38 39—191 
N, 8. James....,- ----:- 4 88 388 388 38—189 
PH. A. Winsbip..-..--+----: i 38 38 38—188 
P. D. Swift.--......--- 5 7 38 38 38—188 
FR. W. Sharon.... .... . 5 36 387 387-179 
WH. Shumway...+-+---- 86 36 86—178 
G)O: Pratt. .......4-7. 3ti 37 37-178 
H..O. Pratt........ 35 36 86-17 
PT. T. Fellows...... 35 36 36—177 
A. H. Raymond 35 36 36-17 
John Hartwell... 35 86 86—177 
Wm. W..Jones 85 BS 36—176 
Geo. 8, Williams 35 85 36—176 
8. B. un ; 35 35 35—175 
Geo. Estes.....+ 35 36 36-107 
A, G. Staples ...- 6.2 .22s eee cece erences eter 85 35 36—176 
CG. R. Curtis.... 85 35 35-175 
Geo. D. Hdson 35 85 385—175 
H.C, Smith...-- 35 35 35—175 
Wim. R. Spark 35 85 35—1"5 
F, J. Buow..... 35 85 35—174 
©, R. Sawyer.... 35 85 35—173 
A, G. Goodspeed, , e e - Pete 

weber ew cece eeeane + 28 a bene WEF RB. H. Daley..... eas 

The Magnolia Gallery.—The sixth week of the classified has 

shown capital results. Mr. Hollis still maintains his lead with 

eleyen clean scores. Mr. Hall has nine full scores, and Smith 

nine, This match will close May Ist, and all ties are to be shot off 

on the following Wednesday, On May 3d 4 new match will be 

opened. The summary gives the scores for the week; 100 feet 

10 shots :— 
First Class. 

Fr. 50—150 | J. W. Frost.....-.- 47 4% 48—142 
FB. 50—1h0 | N. James.,.--.-.-- 47 48 47—142 
J. M. 8m 50—150 | E. Walters......-- 47 48 47—142 
W. Henry... 50—149 | J, R. F. Schaefer..47 47 4%7—141 
0. D, Harrison.... 48—148 

Second Class. 

W. 4H. h 49—]47 | B. Searn....,..-..- 48 47 4{—142 
LT Broke 49147 | A.B. Thomas.....47 47 47-11 
H. Lawrence 49—145 | 8. Fogg.:-:-------- 458 47 456—140 

Third Class. 

pe cy aS, pepo e ses 49 49 49-147) A.J. Green........46 45 49—140 
B. Taylor.. ..48 50 48—146 | J. Anderson....... 46 46 48—140 
P, D. Switlt 49 48—145 

Boston, April 24th._Walnut Hill presented an animated appear- 

ance to-day. Besides the regular competition in the Everybody's 

match, the long-range targets were opened and the long-range 

men were out in good numbers. Among them were Mr. Frank 

Hyde, Col. Clark and Mr, Dudley, of New York, who have won 

enviable reputations at Creedmoor. The early morning gaye in- 

dications of a capital day for the sport, the sky was overcast by 
the darkest of leaden clouds, which produced a good light, and 
the targets stood out boldly. The wind cave no trouble to the 

short-range men, asit was gentle in its force and easily controlled, 

coming from the northeast and registering upon the dial 4 to 4 

o'clock. In the afternoon the weather conditions improyed, and 

capital work was done. The clouds broke and the sun slione at 

intervals, ending up elevations. There were 105 entries, only the 

best being given in the subjoined summary :— 

; ee rare ee 5 
Monandson .se-.-0-- JA bodies 5 

HR COCO Oe Croom ot HR OO CT He I He Oo Orr SU Coe OO He ee orcs orc ch crore 9 C9 He HS eo EN or cre He ST NRC He He OH OCT Te (bP fe CO CS HE He Sn CE He oT o Hm Pe OU OF OT Sor ee Be ee Store HO orc cron 

ut I 

Boston._The long-range shooting at Walnut Hill opened on 

April ith, with the Massachusetts Riile Association's Long 

Range Handicap Match, open to all comers, distances, 800, 900 nnd 

1,000 yards ; fifteen rounds at each range, with handicap as follows: 

Competitors with a record of 208, but not over 213, allowed on 

each seore + paints; those of 205, 10 poi ots, All competitors must 

enter fiye times to make a score, and the amount receive in ex- 

cess of expenses to be divided into three prizes. Match to be shot 

on successive Wednesdays until closed by the Executiye Com- 

mittee. The match of the 14th was th : first of the series, and had 
nine competitors, The day was pleasant, but the wind-range 

was from 1 to o'clock and most uncertain, while the elear sky 

and bright sun produced amirage, The score for the first contest 

stood :— 

W. GERR “ . OWN. 
800..5545555555545455-73 800..554454555555556-72 
900,,555534345534555-66 900..355454434554235-61 

1,000, 5354455645554554-(8-207|1,000..55845558555843 4-64-1907 
WwW. H. JACKSON. = WwW. CHARLES. 

800..555555554546555-7%8 800..45535545553645 5-68 
900,.454555555544555-71 900..55555544444345 4-67 

1,000... 4353533455445 44-61-205| 1,000..5355354445446035-59-194 
D. WEBSTER. 8. WILDER, 

800..454354445555555-68 800,,532445455455553-04 
900. 455554454555544-69 900..55555555644585 5-71 

1,000... 5550555553455 £3-05-202| 1,000..30254345553633 3-53-1588 

On the 2ist the second competition in the long-range match 

occurred at Walnut Hill. The weather conditions were somewhat 

marred by a brisk wind from the eastivard and bad light. There 
were 10 entries, and appended are the best scores made :— 

: f 800....555555555555 55 5—m 
W. Hi. Jackson,.......4 910...5555555445545 6 6724216 

}1,000//'5 5455554555344 569 
: | 800, 6455455555455 44-0 

Bele wissiene okie 900....585443545545 5 4 563 +201 
) 1,000....33854354545555 3 5—68 
800....53555452553545 5-66 

William Gerrish..,... We 3385533855554 3-10 ¢200 
\ 1000....48554533555545 3-64) 

Medford, April 21st.—The Medford Amateur Rifle Association 

held its sixth competition in the ‘ classified series” at Bellevue 

range to-day. The weather conditions were fair, There were 72 
entries. The best scores were :— 
fi, F. Richardson..... a poe whhhe hy 5-46 
ie BAOstorie G7. pen. --8 era oat lee = b—4g 
R. Abbott..... sos te eiox 5—45 
HK, Sawyer.,-+ 

Hi OT pe UT pm SU He OTH HS Cr ye ee ot er Oe ae me oe Oe Cue oe ie ee ote see oS St or 

T = 

Mr, BE. F. Richardson won the revolver in the first class, R. Ab— 
bott in the second class, and A. A. Locke in the third class. 

Wakefield, April 24th.—The last competition in the shot-gun 
match was held this afternoon on the range of the Wakefield Ama- 
teur Rifle Association, The following are the winning scores, 
with the handicap allowance added :— 

G. H. Towle. ....-- 83. 31 30—102| W.. Coon,....... 82 22 81--101 
E. BF. Richardson. .34 34 33—101) D. H. Walker,.... 38 382 32— 99 
D. Ogilvie,.....--. 83 82 32—101| Simon Paul,..,... 82 32 81— 96 
Points added.—G. H. Towle, 8; D. Ogitvie,4; W. L. Coon, 6; D. 

H. Walker, 2, and Simon Paul, 4. 

A new handicap match willbe opened on Saturday next, rounds 

ten, each man’s best three scores to count as one continuous 

score. 
New Bedford, April 24th.-The New Bedford Rifle Association 

held their meet this afternoon. A large number of riflemen were 

present, The day was cool, and the weather conditions not of the 
best, keeping the scores down, the wind giving the most trouble. 

Three rounds were shot by each participant, Eggers winning first 

place with a 42 out of a possible 60, and Babcock taking second 
place with 40. The shooting was not up to the usual standard of 
this Association. Only the total of each round is given, as follows: 

Silmar Eggers,.-- ....- 42 42 38| L. A. Plumber, Jr.. ...36 33 82 
Harlon P. Babcock,..:.40 389 34] Thomas R. Almy,. 86 33 
Willard Nye, Jr.,.---..- 33 28] Daniel D. Briggs,. al 
Charles A. Gray,.......38 38 36] Oliyer E. Gifford,...--. 34 
Thomas A. Smith,..... BT 3) 86 

Connecticut — Qullinsville, April Ist.—Canton Rod and Gun 

Club, Riverside Range; practice meeting at 200 yards; off-hand , 
8-pound-pull; ten shots :— 

: Tage Mass. Cr. 
11 il 10-104 47 
10 10 9— 98 42 

uhnrTwin »s 
Jo 9 11 10 10 1 8 

G. F. Lewis .122 10 ll 12 10 7 9 7 10 G—94 
J.D. Andrews -f1 9 7 27 7 10 9 & 5-85 4 

CrEEDMOOR—April 2lst.—The general shooters had a good time 
to-day at Creedmoor, with the Secretary's Match, at short and mid 
range. The weather was goodand the general score excellent, 
the New York club leading with Fred Alder, The leading scores 

standing :— 
200 Boe: 500 sat Total. 

WL Alder, -.o-e ease nent ano the Frater 5 45 

A. B. Van Heusen.... .-..... 19 24 43 

T. J, Dolan... -.-. 20 23 43 
I. Cavanugh...,..--.sse---7 sete == 19 28 42 
H. Vou Schon 22 20 Q 
A. M. Miller... li 23 40 
J. Turner...-. a 23 40 
J. R.B. Bayley 18 22 40 
M. a, Dooku 22. hated Say core 19 21 
J. L. Paulding, .. 20 20 40 
W. H. Cuchran, Jr oe 20 19 
J. R, Grohman......- - « 3B 16 39 
A, H. Cobb... ee 17 20 37 
J. H, Brainerd. lt 20 a7 
J.C 18 19 
W. 21 16 aT 
J.G. 16 21 36 
L. - 16 20 86 
A.M - 4 he 19 a6 
C, E. Van Sothen fel 18 36 
Av Beveb8s 2p iteleces eee! 1 BB 

April 24th.—A threatening day met the riflemen for their Satur- 
day matches to-day. Afow long-range men were out on the 
Remington Shot Gun Match oyer the 800, 900 and 1,000 yards 
ranges, but their work looks very meager beside the Boston yet- 

erans; the leading suores being :— 

The event of the da, 
Match fought over thethree double ranges. The 100 yards firing 

left the leading teams very close, and it was not until the 800 

yards range was opcned that the match began to bedecided. The 

gfeneral work was excellent, the winning and other scores stand- 

EMPIRE RIFLE CLUB, 

200 Yds. 3800 Fda. Total. 
W. MM. Farrow 23 4 yal 
se ae HOliGD a 67 

. H, Cobb.... ed 19 a 
Beate SOC... cee. | eee 20 20 a 

atiies arte Ae 96 88 83 267 
NEW YORK RIFLE CLUB. 

A. J. Howlett........... He een I 23 66 
F, Alder..... 25 19 20 64 
L. V.8o0ue.. 4 19 20 63 
c. 8, Banks 28 19 20 62 

PD CURELIEH Meclele se a2 a8 deled- Riese f - 96 16 88 255 
SOUTH BROOKLYN RIFLE CLUB, 

SAT SIT SO Tea ore ttelela on ggS- Pal a ‘ivg 
A. Anderson, -,,.- 20 19 62 
J. B. Hazleton, Jr, 3 ay 18 62 
De HOUELOBT Sees cles Os eded eae 20 15 58 

Totals........--++ 74 2a 

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION. 

100 Fria. 200 Yds. 300 Yds. Total 
N. DOWDIn 0. eee evee sey eee 20 19 19 43 
i. L. Paulding .., 5 20 18 63 
T, J. Dolan ...:--, - RO lt 61 
Geo. Wood (?) =... ...... 19 at] 60 

Totals.c.0. 0 japon. ee One 96 73 "8 AT 

Empire Rifle Club....... ....253| Co. 0, U. 8. Hngineers,... ...240 
Finpire Rifle Club, 2d team-.246 | South Brooklyn Rifle Club.. .241 
Empire Rifle Club, 2d team..242]| National Rifle Association. ..224 
Co. C, U, 8. Engineers-—_.<.-- 242 

—The N. R. A. directors met on Tuesday last, but transacted no 
business of consequence. 

—The proposed benefit for the team by amateur theatrical per- 
formances has been abandoned. 

—Col. Bodine has accepted the position of Captain on the Irish- 

American team. 

GELVETIA CLuB, New Yor«.--The Helyetia Rifle Club held 

the last practice shooting of the second series last week at Hart- 

ung’s Park, Mott Haven. ‘The following are the hest scores on 

time shooting ; distance, 200 yards; time, 3 min.; Creedmoor tar- 

get i— 
Shots Fired. Hits. Points Made. 

ere Vern seeee ee = ou) oe AT alivd 
A, Meyer... + ot 29 104 
8. Rey... 2 +. 25 ray 86 
&..Voblerts73. 2-33 20 22 78 

_ The first shooting of the third series will take place the 17th of 

May, at the same place, 

New Jersey.—The Stockton Rifie Association, of Vamden, has 

arranged an attractive day for shooting for May Ith, calling it 

their ‘‘May Day” Meeting. The programme, opening at 10° 
o'clock, includes the following matches :— 
Regimental Team Mutch. Prize, a set of silver, valuo $50; teams 

of ten from any regimental or battalion organization of the Na- 

tional Guard of auy State ; 200 and 500 yards ; seyen shots at each ; 

any military rifle. 

Company Team Match. Prize, set of silver ware, value $30 

teams of four from any company in the National Guard of any 

State ; 200 and 500 yards; five shots at each; any military rifle. 

Stockton Range Match. Prize, trophy, value $30; all comers ; 

any rifle ; 200 yards ; military rifles used as such without cleaning 

allowed two points; sven shots; re-entries. 

National Guard Match. Prize, a gold pin, value $10; members 

of the National Guard of any State in uniform; 200 yards; any 

military rifle; seven shots. 

Matches on the Range will be had each Tuesday, Thursday and 
Saturday during the month of May. 

Washington, D. C., April 24th.—A cloudy day, with promise of 
heavy rain, found five marksmen on band when the third sub- 

scription long-range match of the spring season wos called, As 

the men were about to begin the rain came down, and postponed 
the match foratedionus hour. It let up, however, at3 o'clock, 

and remained charitably disposed through the shooting, fayoring 

the riflemen with a continuous dull gray light, although the wind 

was somewhat tricky, blow/ng across the range from the north- 

east with shifting and gusty tendencies. Wleyations were good, 
and soon found, although Mr, Adee was the only one to strike the 
white owlatthe start. MWiseleyen bulls made the largest string 

of the day, and his total of 74 was the best at the shortest stage, 

Mr. Lauritzen pressed him closely, dropping only two red-birds 

after he got fairly on; while Dr. Scott held well fora good 71. The 

900 yards' stage saw poor shooting for all except Mr. Lauritzen, 

who pounded away, bringing up the white fourteen times and 

missing the honor of a clean suore through sheer ill-luck by an 
untoward center on hisseyenth shot. Only two of the five men 
reached the 70s atthe longest distance, Mr. Lauritzen again being 

in the yan with a first-class tally of 73, yielding him the admirable 

total of 219—the best made at Benning’s this year. Dr. Scott’s 
usual high average shooting gave him 209, which ought to haye 
been at least fourpoints better but for the sudden gusts, Mr 

Adee's 205 contained a miss, due to a careless blunder of fiye 

points’ elevation on opening the shooting at 1,000 yards. Mr, 

Walter Scott, the Doctor's brother, a promising young shot, who» 

although nota member of the club, joined in for companionship, 

seored a creditable 200, with an unaccolintable. The fine shoot— 
ing of Mr. Lauritzen shows that heis rapidly getting over his 
winter's rustiness, and gives hopeful promise of his keeping up to 

his high averages of last year, his 222 0n Oct. 18th being the best 

long-range match record hitherto. The following are the lead- 
ing scores j— 

{ 800, 4555564656554 5 5—12 
P. J. Lauritzen....... + 900 55565454595 66 5—74>219 

1 65555554554555 5-73 
| 8655554465554 65 5-71 

Dr.8. I. Scott 5363544553455 h 468-209 
6564544555554 45-7 

§5955555555455 5714) 
A. A. Ad66;-.:.-..- he 900.....4455554544455 5 6 3-68 -205 

1,000...-.0555453535655 85 5—t3 
Col. Burnside and Mr. Laird did not join in this match. 

Et 

Fase NAMES.—Valler/ Forge Terrace, Pa., Aprtl 20th.—Editor 

Forest and Stream :—Looking over Forrst anp SrreaAm I read, 
among many other good things, that keen article on *“ False 

Names," by‘! Niclc."' Tt made me wish, like Seth Green, that 1 
had an “india-rubber arm,” that I could reach right oyerto 
“ Wick" and take him by the band, and say to him, “* Those are my 
sentiments exactly.” I think of recreations and sports as of 

business, that no gentleman should engage in a spedies of either 

if he is afraid or ashamed to see his namein connection with ir. 

Tam notarifie shot, but ama member of a live gun club, and 
I would as soon admit that the mereantile business in which Iam 

engaged is discreditable, and carry it on under an alias, as I 

would acknowledge that our weekly ball shoots were not quite 

the thing, by refusing to permit my name to be attached to the 

score, 
I think that gentlemen shooting under assumed names cast sus- 

picion on our sport, and I protest. One of the strongest checks 

we have against the abuse of the range and the trap is our char- 
acter as gentlemen, and surely that cannot be seryed under a false 

name. 
Stand by the position you have taken; you have hosts of sup- 

porters in it, and Forest AND STREAM is a power in the land that 
commands respect wherever it is read. D. 

Boston, MA8s., April 24th. 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 

Your issue of the 15th containsa timely letter signed by “* Nick,” 
upon the use of false names at the rifie range. Some expressions 

from different riflemen upon tuis subject through your columns 

may do much to mitigate this growing eyil. Now J do not belleve 
that fraudulent names can be entirely done away with, but think 

the system adyocated by W. UW. Jackson can be done away with, 
i. 6., the liberty to use a Talse name when the shooter |ikes. ‘This 
isa plan which istaken adyantage of in almost all cases where o 

bad score has been made, and then itseems perfectly astonishing 

—— 
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how quickly the owner of alead or bad score finds out that his 

friends have noticad his name too much lately in the papers, and 
dt will be advisable to have the bogus one inserted; and the 
honest shooter, who, with his proper name, may have heen beaten 
in the previous records, finds out that now it is his turn, he only 

Wins over some false names, This method had adyanced to a 
high state of perfection last year, when, to the credit of the Mas- 

sachusetts Rifle Association, they took the bull by the horns and 
made it a law thal whatever namea person entered a match 

with should be upheld through the same. Although this law has 
been broken a few times since its adoption, it has been the means 
of doing away with much of the previous injustice. he only 

alternative now to escape detection, is not to finish a single scere 

throughout the day, which, before the last shot on the score is 

fired, does not give ¢yidence of being a good one. The Raymond 
Sportsmen's Club snub this plan, by the publication of the best 

Withdrawn score, which is doing justice to all the shooters. The 
two following rules are in the interasts of all riflemen and glass- 
ball shooters :— 

1. The name under which a competitor enters must be con- 
tinued through the match. 

2. In the event Of unfinished score or scores, the best be re- 
ported. 

The adoption of these rules by the Raymond Club has reduced 

the bogus-name businegs to the narrowest limits. 
D, Kirkwoon, 

—_—_-—- 

ORIGIN OF THE TrRM ‘'Buuw’s-Hye.""—The New York World, 

in its Notes and Queries of April 18th, asks: ‘‘ What was the first 
form of the center of a target, and why was it called a bull's- 

eye?” “ Bibota” responds; Authorities differ on this point. The 

other writers say that the target was originally a small shield, 

Congreve says it was squire, while Worcester saya ib was large 

andround. One thing is certain, its use as a word in the sense of 
being anything butashield is of very modern date. The word 

‘ bull’s-eye is equally modern. Aftera considerable comparison 

of authorities I have arrived at the following conclusion: That a 
target was so called from its resemblance to a shield; that the 

term “ bull's-eye” was first applied in nayal gunnery. It was al- 
ready anayal term, being used as a name fora thick piece of 

glass inserted in the deck to give light, and which was generally 

of an oval form. The center of the target, as commonly used, 

being of the same size and shape, the samé name was given to it. 

“Unele Toby” asserts: The Tartars, famous for their use of 
the bow, teach their youth to shoot ata mark made of hide, 
pierced in the middie. This is probably the oldest form of target, 
Such were in very early use among the Saxons, and afterward 

those painted with rings and awhite spot. From the Saxons wea 

haye the term “ bull’s-eye, the word bull” er “ boll" being ap- 
plied to anything circular. In Scott's description of the archery 
contest (‘‘ Ivanhoe,” chap. xiii,) the target is described as marked 

with rings and haying a white spot in the center. 

* Delta "is another one who has worked out a response as fol- 
lows; The old name for the center of the target was the “ clout,” 

and it was always painted white. The piece of wood which held 

it on was called the ‘‘pin,’’ and marked the exact center. The 

‘‘clout’’ is supposed to haye been so called from a piece of cloth 
having been at first used to mark the center of the target, 

‘clout’ being the old name for patch or rag. Target was for- 

merly the name for shield, and it is probable thata shield used 
at first to be set upforamark. Shakespeare speaks of * hitting 

the clout" in Loyes Labor Lost" and in ‘ King Lear,” and we 
haye still the expression “to hit the white.’’ The central mark 
of the target was probably always round or oval in form,and 

thus the namie of bull's-eye was given to it, as it is applied for the 

same reason to many other things, among others, to the round, 

old-fashioned watches worn by our grandparents, to the round 

windows put in the roof for ventilation (hence the name * wil 
de beeuf" given to the ante-chamber at Versailles), and to the 

old-fashioned plate-glass from the round knob left in the middla 

by the end of the pipe through which it was blown. 

A Creedmoorite puts the following explanation upon it: 

Eyerybody knows that, sometime B. C., George Wood invented 

the target now known as “ The Tramp" target. It differed, in 
those days, from the one now in use, in having a mammoth 

poster of 2 bull, and his eye was the central point (metaphorically 

speaking) almedat. No charge for information. H. 

Atcherg. 
MICHIGAN AROHHRY TOURNAMENT.—The first annual meeting 

of the Michigan Archery Association will be held at the Recrea— 

tion Park in Detroit, June 23d and 24th next. Medals will be con- 

tested for at the Double Columbia and Single York rounds, Han- 
dicups: Ladies, 30 yards; gentlemen, 40 yards. Team shooting at 

the Columbia and American rounds, . Matches not confined to 

archers in the State, but open to all, will be shot at the English 

and York rounds. From pledges already made the committee 

feel safein saying that prizes to the amount of over $1,000 will be 
offered. Constitution and rules furnished on application to Dr 

W.H, Durance, Jackson. 

The success of the meeting isa matter of interest to every pér- 

son interested in this elegant and invigorating pastime, and clubs 
intending to participate in the tournament should lose no time in 

joining the State Association. More than one hundred prizes will 
be otfered, and it has been the aim of the committee to arrange 
that they may be evenly distributed, and not all carried off bya 
few superior bowmen, 

The professional element will, as it has in all other American 
sports, detract from the amusement asapastime, and should not 

be encouraged. No archer need fear to compete, for all Michi- 
gan clubs are young, only two of them haying ever taken partin 
a tournament. Persons wishing to perfect their shooting will 

find this meeting a eood place to get points. Assurances have 

been received that Will H. Thompson and other prominent arch- 
ers will attend. The committee are desirous of putting pro— 
gramme and other matters of interest into the hands of syery 
club in the State, and to that end earnestly urge clubs not be- 
longing to the Association to furnish the names and location at 
once whether they intend to join the State Association or not. 
Address E. T. CHURCH, 

Chairman Executive Committee M. A. A., Charlotte, Mich, 

SHORT RANGE PRAUTICE.—Galesburg, April bth.—Hditor Forest 

and Stream :—The communication from “L. W.," giving the effect 
of short-range practice upon long-range shooting. has led me to 

‘think that to ome of your readers my experience of the effect of 
long-range practice upon short-range shooting would not be alto- 
gether uninteresting. 

Allmy practice the past winter has edn, out of doors, and, until 
Feb, Zist, at the York Round, Then, owing to the dilapidated 
‘eondition of my arrows, I shot the American Round geveral 
times. My last record in 1879 at this round was 73-858, my best 
(3-808. My first in February was 83-411, my best 95-445, 
Dust Saturday I would notshoot at the long ranges, aga friend 

bad carried off my flnger-tips; so I shotd la mode de New York, ertgand Wood were their most successful bowlers. Cruttenden, 
i. ¢., arrows at yards. My fingera burned hefore I had finished | forthe College, took 4 wicketsfor 12 runs. 
my score, but I persevered. My record is 90-616; first 30), 202; sec- 

ond 30, 208; third 80, 206. A moderate wind wus blowing across the 
course. By the way, 1 find that the wind annoys me most by its 

effect not upon the arrow after it has been loosed, but upon my 

bow-arm before loosing. 
Ishould like to ask the experisa question. Isa good buw for 

the long range sure to be a good onefor the short? My own 

shooting at the long range is relatively better than at the short, 

and Iam inclined to explain it by the vonstruction of my bow 
The lower arm is much stiffer than the upper, and it is to this I 
attributed_though I am quite likely to be all wrong—the neces- 

sity of mming beluw the gold at 80 yards. here isa very percep- 

tible rise of the arrow asitleaves my bow. This Ido not notice 

at thelongerranges. Of course it occurs, but I think it escapes 

my notice in the necessary elevation. 

My best 30 arrows at 30 yards scored 208; at 40 yards, 182; at 50 
yards, 148; at 60 yards, 117; at 80 yards, 100; at 100 yards, 76. I 

should yery much like to know whether I had better have the 

lower arm of my bow weakened a trifle. The bow isa strong one 
every way—5t pounds honest measure. 

Tam aching to write something further upon the plan of cor- 

rections to neutralize partially the element of chance at the 

longer ranges, which I proposed in a former communication, but 

courage failsme. Whenthe present storm, which found vent in 

“7 A. L.'s‘ admonitions, has blown over, perhaps I shall yen- 
ure if. T. R. W. 

30 arrows 

—_~<__—_- 

ORITANET ARCHERS.—Virst meeting in 1880, April 22d; 

each distance :— 
40 Yards, 60 Yards, 60 Yards. Total, 

8 14 67 B61 
Col. ¥. Brandreth... 4 173 104 a a 

it “93 74 314 
©. GC. Moore......... 129 59 een 188 

Robert Lawrence. { Wis Aa uo ga 

OL 58, 57 206 
W, Holberton....... 100 vel 30 LOL 

15 63 80 258 
——— 

New Yorr Arcuery O1nus.—The New York Archery Club will 

begin practice on its grounds in Central Park May Ist, and, weun- 

derstand, will be in a condition to receive an increase of mem- 

bership, The Secretary, Mr. James W, Auten, Jr., was appointed 

a delegate to the meeting of the Eastern Archery Associntion. It 

is hoped that the next meeting of the Association may be held in 

this city. 

Crichet, 
—— 

—The Belleville, Ont., Cricket Club held a meeting on April 9th 

and resolved to put the old grounds on the bay shore in order 

again. The prospects for the coming season are unusually good. 

—Philadelphia cricketers have been hard at work for three 
weeks past, and the Staten Islanders commenced their practice 

on Saturday last. 

—A new cricket club has been formed in Brooklyn, and the 

Brooklyn Park Commissioners have granted the new organization? 

which is called the Appleton C. C., permission to play at Prospect 

Park, and haye also kindly promised to do all they can to advance 

their interestz in cricket. 

—William Brewster, for many years the excellent professional 

of the Staten Island C. C., ia desirous of securing an engagement 

for the season. Communications can be had with him through 
this office, 
ot 

AVERAGHS FOR 1879. 

TRINITY COLLEGE, OF TORONTO. 
SUMMARY OF MATCHES. 

Out of eight matches played by this University in 1879, two. 
Were won, three lost and three untinished—iwo greatly in fayor 
of Trinity. 

May 17th, at Trinity ae Carlton CLO, OF TOrOntO s,s te sowie wee A4 
College..., 4 FOES Ga Bo adios toe Her keep tet webs bgt eee ot pote) 

Stark's 25 was the only double figure for Carlton. On the 
part of the home club, H. J. Campbell played an excellent in- 
nings of 40, A, F. Campbell getting 21, and R. J. Moore, 21 (not 

out) by first rate hitting. D. Howard had 5 wickets for 24rung, 
Campbell, 4 for 11. 

May 24th, at Trinity Pe HORS Ais 
College (Iz arRIdG): POH er Pel eaten ye ig. ld a tomes 115 

Won by aninnings and 22runs. Totten headed the losers with 

15 and 17, Swinyard ‘getting 2 and10. Sproule (4 wickets for 10 
runs) was their most successful bowler. Tor the winners, Camp- 

bell scored 80, A. Campbell, 20, and Moore, 25. D. Howard and 

Campbell bowled without a change, the former haying 11 wickets 
for 54 runs, the latter 8 for 81. 

On May 29th and succeeding afternoons a practice game was 

played with Upper Canada College, in which Trinity had the bet- 

ter by20 runs, mainly owing to the batting of Campbell, who 

scored 38 and 32 in capital form; J.S. Howard obtained 6 and 16; 
For Upper Canada College, W. 8. Jackson made I and 42 (not out). 
BH, R, Ogden, 28 (not out) and 0. 

May 30th, at Trinity | St. Catherine’s O, C...- 
College,..---..-.-- J Trinit. a's 
Drawn. Merritt was the visitors’ best ateniany with 19 and & 

W. Merritt getting 1 and 9 For Trinity, Dr. Spragge hit pril- 

liantly for 72, and Irying carried out his bat for an admirable in- 

nings of €2; D. Howard took 9 wickets, and Campbell in the un- 

finished innings bowled 35 balls for 1run and 1 wicket. 

May 81st, at aes f All North, of Toronto -.. and 61 
market Prinitysi Ste ep sees meat; Ewe di and 29 

Lostbylrun. Logan (4 wickets for? its) and D, Howard (4 

for 5) disposed of the North in their first innings for a remarkably 

Small total, notwithstanding which defeat eventually overtook 

the visitors. Dudley's 25 was the sole double figure on the win- 

ning side, Howard (1? and 9) heading the losers, for whom Camp- 

a and 52 Peo eo c.c 

64 and 31 for 4 wkts. 
178 trrbeee 

bell bowled 45 balls for8runsand2 wickets. Scadding and Ken- 
nedy divided the wickets for North. 
June 2d, at Whit- Phat Patera sled! a... d2 and 59 
DyrereG k oa. WV Bibby et 2S) 290. a 3ns. §4 and 8 (no wkts down) 
Lost by 10 wickets, Garrett's 24 and Laing's 23 were the leading 

scores of the victors, for whom Matheson, Laing and Vrousdell 
did all the bowling. Logan was top scorer for Trinity (who 
played a very weak team) with 1 and 23 (not out); he also took 6 
wickets for 42 runs, Campbell haying 3 for 19, 

oe oe onan. tPor ne baba yea 8T 
[APE Fen Sonor Trinity College..,.... 42 and 40(for3 wkts) 

Drawn. Allen's brace of 13s and Allan's 19 (not out) in the 
second essay were the only double figures for Trinity, On the 

part of the School, Stennett soured 16and 2; Billinys, 2 (net out) 
and 43; Wood, 8 and 15; Roberts, 12 and0; Jones, 9 and 6 Rob- 

June 27th, at per ae JPOP EATENLY Fae TF me oa cte fs eciele lees 
College. Pa eration ORM pace. 

Lost by an Anise and 35 runs. The hero of this match was 

H, ©. Simonds, who scored 68 (not out) in first rate style, Robert. 

son, 10, the last man, being the only other of the side to reach 
double figures. Ferriehad 13 wickets at acostot 30runs. Lo, an 

(6 wickets for 69 runs) bowled weli for Trinity, for whom 8p azge 
scored tand 16; Irving, 5and 12; D. Howard, 11 and 0. 

BATTING AVERAGES. 

al and 40 
119 

Ss 2 pp Se ous 
SB ik» (SR ey sews 
S&S 8 RD Ch ke 
§ = i. Cas Sse umes. ‘eo 98 : 3 S a 3s 

: + = > = Shy 

i x : 2 : © §5 
: : : : iS Se Lee 

1, H.W, Spragge.. 4 5 Il 72 12 0 20.2 
2. H. J. Campbell 7 11 169 40 70 0 15.36 
8. A. F. Campbell 3 4 44. QI 21 0 Ti. 
4. P, A, Irving . 6 8 81 62* 62* 1 10.12 
6. C, J, Logan. a4 5 37 aa* 2A 2 ek 
6. RK, J. Moore . 6 9 61 25 25 1 ory 
y. A, Allen.... 25 9 hy 13 26 0 6.88 
8. J. 8. Howard 28 12 68 «16 22 0 6.66 
9. G. W. Allan 5 5 26 19* 19* I SRY 

10. Hi R. Ritchie. 4 5 26 8 8 0 b.2 
11, G. R. Coldwell.. He 12 ba 8 il 1 45 
12. D, M. Howard......... ve il 46 11 1 0 4.18 
13. W. M. Cruttenden..... 3 1 4 RF nt: eo 
14. W. Farnecomb,........ 6 7 3 ab 1 2 0.46 

* Not out. i 
BOWLING ANALYSIS, 

> J = 

= § a SS sl & 3 be 
oh gew = & = 5 & s8 
eS ROL 5 Sees 

Names te TR a ree she 
: Os 2 tT Re 

. - ’ : ists 

F ‘ : : : : 7S 
1. G, W, Allan.. pal i 5 8 2 1 — — 
2. W.M. Cruttenden.. a tal 1 5s 12 4 6 8. 
8. H. J. Campbell.. 9 37870 19 16 4.15 
4, G.R. Coldwell. . 20 10 2 _ oi, 
5. D. M. Howard....... 3 260 37 ” 7.02 
6. 0. J. Logan 374 168 230 7.08 
7. R. J. Moore ..,...., Ree 71 9 4 7.88 
8. W. H. Reade 1s 38 1 — 8. 
9. J. 8S. Howard,.....,, 208 4 9 a 8.22 

10. A. Allen....... ta fe bl! 123 «53 6 1 8.83 

8T, PAUL'S SCHOOL. 

We are enabled to giye below u summary of the principal 

matches played during the term of 1879 at 8t. Paul's School, Con- 

cord, N. H., together with the averages of the school eleven. ‘The 
following averages were mailed to us im November last in a yery. 

incomplete state. We would remind the Cricket Secretary of the 

school that at some subsequent period these figures will be looked 

upon as the records of the school cricket, and that the compil- 

ation of the averages should be attended to with care. 

First Second 
Date. ae Tnni pias Innings. pee 

ahool........... — Sept, 18.......-00.- Tete meee = re 
Upper School won by 4 runs. 

SChOOM.. access ye 53 (7 wkts) — 5a 
Sept. 17... .....0. {3 Upper School..... 5 = 45 
School won by 8 runs and 3 wickets to fall. 

Old Hundred..... 87 a2 69 
Sept. 27.2.0... 55 { Isthmian.........- 58 Th 132 
Isthmian won by 63 runs. 

\ {Old Hundred,.... BT 38 15 
(OY HAR SS AA ene VIsthmian ...... 94 = 94 

Isthmian von by an innings and 19 rung, 

Longwood........ 112 26 138 
St. Paul's School. 70 51 (7 wkts) 121 

Longwood won by 42 runs. 

BATTING AVERAGES. 

eo Ss. jes wakes, b 
s = & 2 = Bs 
ESERIES pk oe s 

Names. St Ee SS = Fs 
i : : ee <a 3 by 

Hf see 
’ i z ; 3 & 

eT ELOW ATG, yeas swiss > bees: 1 2 33 BB 0 19. 
2. 8. L, Bhober, Jr........- wea. a § $2 23 1 10.2 
3. Mr. T. J, Drumm (Tutor),... 3 Sy 6) 27 0 1.1 
4, Mr. J.C. Knox .. ...., ie tet 3 6 50 21 0 9.5 
DLL SAM alte dra top ths eee 3 4 38 14 0 9.2 
6. F.8. Conover, Jr .......... 3 Godt Te 0 6.4 
Y. J.T, A. Doolittle, ...-... .,.. P 3 18 i 0 fi. 
8. Mr, L, (on Dole 8 4 15 12 0 3.8 
9. J. M. Garnett. 3 6 18 12 0 a. 

10. D, V. Poweul...- eal, 6 17 13 0 Cts) 
ll. W. 8. Brigham a fie Ls 1 23 

BOWLING AVERAGES. 
he ee ST fs os = 

Se ee e & 38 
Names : : & . 38 

4 : 2 : 8 
: : ; : RS 

at 15 25 5 3.36 
4 2 i 0 4, 

90 21 22 15 4.09 
Dis 4 6 3 7.16 

) B21 104 10 14 0 TAZ 
Se 

LILLYWHITE’s CRICKETER’S CoMPANION.—To sit down 
to review this wonderful compilation of last year's cricket is 

something like donning the flannels and going out with an eleyen 

inthe fleld. We look arounodand there are all our heroes of bat 

and ball as lively as spring. For scorer no one could be more 

au faitthan Mr. Lillywhite, who is quite a3 familiar with the 
cracks of the present as he made one of that class in the pust. Dt 

is an excellent book, well edited and published by an old hand- 

That the issue before us is the thirty-sixth edition of the Crick- 

eter's Companion and Guide, is a proof of the yalue and popular- 

ity of this old cricket magazine. Open it where you will, there is 

sométhing of interest, correctly given. Besides a review of the 

seagon of 1879 by the editor, there are leading articles on bowling, 

slow and fast, by Messrs, Buchanan and Freemun, The Hon, R. H. 

Lyttleton has a say at international cricket—A merican, Canadian, 

and Australian. Mr. Thornton does for the public schools, while 
Mr. Absolom describes the yisit of his team (Lord Harris) to Aus- 

tralia. Nothing is forgotton—counties, Universities and all; the 

laws of the game bringing the two hundred and eight pages to a 

close, The little book can be had of John & James Lillywhite & 

Co.,10 Seymour street, Euston Square, N. W., London, England. 
Price one shilling. 

—The St. Thomas Cricket Club, of Canada, have reorganized for 

the season, and afi a recent meeting the followin officers were 
elected for the coming season: Patron, Rev. @.(a, Ballard, M. A.: 

Hon, President, D, Gustin; Hon Vice-Presidents, B W. Gossage 

and Jehiel Mann ; President, C. O. Erminger; Vice Pi esident, H. 
B. Wilson; Hon, Secretary, R. H, Smith; Treas A. Jukes? 

Committee, 0, H. G, Clarke, G, Hunt, R. G, Bowles  G, Scott, 
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PUBLISHERS* DEPARTMENT. 

[From a prominent Drug House.) 

HH. H. WArnur & 0o,, Rocnester, N. Y.—DwAR 
Sim :—Itis now only three months since we re- 

ceived your first shipment of Safe Remedies, 
We haye sold drugs in this place for twenty 

years, and we have never sold a proprietary 

medicine that gives such universal satisfaction 

as yours, especially your Safe Kidney and Liyer 

Cure and Safe Diabetes Cure. 
We could mention many who have received 

great bonefit in cases of Kidney difficulties, As- 
thma, Rheumatism, Diabetes, Bright’s disease, 

etc. Respectfully yours, 
SISSON & FOX, 

Alexandria Bay, N. Y—[Adv. 
Se 

—See advertisements of property for sale and 

to let, under heading Hotels and Resorts for 

Sportsmen.—| Adp. 
— =. 

—See advertisement of H. W. Livingston’s 

“Ray” in the stud.—Ladcv. 
aa 

—Messrs. John Il. Mann & Co., of Syracuse, 

write usthat the demand for their Trolling Spoon 

(especially the Perfect Revolving) has been so 

larwe as to occasion a slight delay in filling orders, 

but that by the 15th of May they will be able to 

fill all orders as fast as received. See advertise- 

ment.—LAdb. sy 

—Hdward P. Kremer, Lebanon, Pa., writes: *T 

like your explosive bullets yery much. They can 

be carried to the field ina very small compass, 

indicate yery quickly when they are hit, and, 

owing to their vibratory motion when ijn the air, 

beconie, in my opinion, more difficult to hit, and 

eousejuently better practice than either glass or 

other hard balls.”—LAdv. 
Sh 

James M. Green, Washington, D. C., writes: 
—‘T like your explosive balls much better than 

flass. I will take great pleasure in recommend- 

ing them to my friends, They fill the bill ex- 

actly.’’—[Adv. 
= 

New OBSERVATORY.—The always relia- 

ble Rochester (N.Y.) Union and Advertiser 
gives the following news to the public :— 
We state it with pleasure, as it is a mal- 

ter our citizens cannot be otherwise than 
proud of, thatthe ‘“‘ Warner Observatory ~ 
is finally located; that the premises upon 
which it is to be erected are purchased, 
and that ere another month is past the 
buildings will be in course of construc- 
tion, The ground selected and purchased 
is the property known as the Lang worthy 
lot, corner of Hast avenue and Arnold Park, 
A location handsomer and more con- 

venient of access could not have been se- 
lected. We learn that the apparatus need- 
ed for the observatory is now nearly com- 
pleted and will be ready by the time the 
buildings are in condition to receive it. To 
onéman and one alone is Rochester in- 
debted for this grand institution, H. H. 
Warner, Esq., is the party who supplies 
every dollur of the amount needed to or- 
ganize and equip the enterprise spoken of. 
Mr. Warner is at the head of the firm of 
H, H. Warner and Co., who are the pro- 
prietors of the now world-famous Warner's 
Safe Kidney and Liver Cure, Warner's 
Sufe Pills, Warner's Safe Bitters and others 
of Warner's Sale remedies. Theplans and 
specitications for the buildings are now be- 
ing drawn, andsoon the contract will be 
awarded for the building.—| Adv. 

HUiscellancous. 

“KEEP’S SHIRTS 
= 

ARE THE VERY BEST. 
KREBP'S PATENT PARTLY MADE SHIRTS, 

only plain seams to finish, § for $7. 

KEEPS CUSTOM SHIRTS, yery best, MADE 
TO MBASURE, 6 tor $10. Wit guaranteed, 
An elegant set of extra heavy gold-plated 

buttons presented to purchasers of six shirts, 
KEEP’S KID GLOVES, 

(FOR GENTS.) 

the very best, plain or embroidered, 80c. to$1.25 
per pair. 

KEEP’S UMBRELLAS, 

BES! GINGHAM, Patent Protected Ribs, $1 
eneh. Warrunted. Fifty per cent. stronger than 
any other umbrella, 

RUGINA AnD TWILLED SILK UMBRELLAS. 
KEEP’S UNDERWEAR 

for spring and summer wear, 5Uc., H0c,, 75c., $1, 
$1.24, $1.40, Very best. Pepperell Jean Drawers, 
GUC. 

KEEP'S COLLARS AND CUFFS 
in all the latest styles ; also 

GENS’ SILK AND LINEN CAMBRIC 
HANDRKERCHIEFS, 8UARFS, Dre. 

Shirts only delivered frac. 
Merchants will be furnished with trade circu. 

Jars on pe pcstOns as we furnish the trade on 
the most favorable terms. 
Hamples and Circulars mailed free. 

KEEP MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 
631, 633, 635 & 637 Broadway, New York: 
ne et - ee 

Eatzcc Eiouse: 
PRINCETON, MAINE. 

00D Perch and Pickerel Vishnmg. Only two 
J hours’ tide wr sail from Grand Lake, so 

famous for its salmon and trout. Passengers by 
the 7 P.M, truiu from Boston will reach Princeton 
following evening at 6—only 23 hours. Guides 
furnished, All inquiries cheerfully responded 
to by the proprietors, W,G, ROSH & CO, 

Miscellaneous. 

The Henne. 

NOW IN COURSE OF PUBLICATION. 

AN ENTIRELY NEW AND 

COMPREHENSIVE WORK OW THE UOC, 
(demy 4to size), under the title of the 

Inv STRATED 

BOOK OF TH Di 
VEARLY SUBSCRIPTION, 84.50, 

In 30 Monthly Parts, 40 cents each, 

BY VERO SHAW, 
Assisted by many of the most eminent authorities 

of the day. 

With THIRTY FAC-SIMILE COLORED 

PLATES (drawn from Life expressly for 

the work) of typical specimens of the yari- 

ous Breeds of Dogs now in existence, and 

with numerous Wood Engrayvings, Em- 
bracing a full description of BEVERY 

KNOWN BREED OF DOG, with the 

standard by which he can be judged, 

Subseriptions received for all or part of this 
Work, and Sample Part sent post-paid on receipt 
of price, 

The Practical Kennel Guide, 

with plain instructions how to Rear and Breed 

Dogs for Pleasure, Show and Profit. By GorDON 

SPABLES, M.D., C.M., R.N. Tllustrated. 192 

pages. 12mo, cloth, $1.50, 

Americans who are fond of a good dog can 
froin this book secure important information, as 
no book eyer published embraces such a wide 
range of study.—Spirit of the Vimes. 

Dr. Stabjes is one of the spiciest, brightest, and 
most intelligent writers about dogs. his little 
ea trom his sterling pen is all sood,—Itud 
and Gun. 

We can recommend this book as a most yalua- 
ble and interesting one to the breeder and 
exhibitor.—lorest and Stream. 

THE DOG. By Ipsronn. 
page engravings from Lite, by Guo. HARL, 
and cheaper edition. Cloth, $1.25. 

With twelye full 
New 

The directions for the treatment of dogs sre 
good, clearly given, and evidently the result of 
considerable experience, backed by sound com- 
mon sense.— Sporting Gazette. 

CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN & Co, 
London, Paris, and 596 Broadway, 

NEW YORK, 

Oireulars on application 

CLOSING OUT SALE 
OF THE 

VARIETY BREEDING KENNEL 
One ITALIAN GREYHOUND.....,-..:.. $25.00 
One pair of COCKER SPANIEL PUPS,... 20.00 
One pair KING CHARLES SPANILELS.... 
One SCOTCH 'TERRIER........... pers toler li 
Above is half price—no place to keep them. 

MES, W. T. IRWIN, 
Tox 1074, Topeka, Kansas. Apr 22-3 

= + 

Ta Let. 
r aE 

OTTAGE TO LNT, at Greenwood Lake, 
‘ lotation very pleasant; ten rooms ready 
furnished; bwo good boats and fuel furnished 
free; fruit and shade trees; pood dock ten rods 
fromh use. For particulars address JOHN B. 
BRADNER, Greenwood Lake, N, ¥, 

aanted, 

ALMON FISHING WANTED this summer fur 
two or three rods, on 4 river not too inseces— 

sible, and where fair Sport may be had, Address, 
with price and particulars, O. P, Q., care Forest 
and Stream, April20,86 

Ghre Aewel. 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 

M. P. MoOKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL, CO., N. ¥. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains. 
I sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery to every customer, 
These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for rutfed grousa and woodcock shooting 
and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
Suet Bet printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
nials cte. 
a 

OREST AND STREAM KENNEL, 
. _Dlewellin setter, Rattler, in the stud. Rat- 
tler isa handsome blue belton,black points,win- 
ner of four bench prizes; sire, Rob Koy, le by 
Laverack’'s Fred,out of Slatter’s Phoebe, founder 
of the field trial strain, winner of five English 
field trials, out of Pune Taverackim ported bitch 
Pickles; she by Llewellin’s Prince, winner of 
two firsts and three championships, out of 
Llewellin’s Lill Tl.; no better blood in America. 
Willserve bitches at $15. Litters warranted. Tam 
breeding to Rattler the following bitches — 
Mell, a beautiful blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack, dam_ Spot, winner of first and second 
Specials at Detroit, Mich., 1879, also first at Boston 
1879 in native classes; Fly, a very fine roan bel- 
ton bitch, sire Shot, dam imported Fannie; Pat, 
orange and white, out of Belle, by Royal George. 
Puppies bred from above, fine stock, for sale 
cheap, Address, with stamp, L.F. WHITMAN, 
Detroit, Mich. Decll,te 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs, 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 
oes POWDER is guaranteed to kill 

fieas on dogs or any other animals, or money 
returned. Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use, Simple and efficacious, : 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IW DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up In boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 sents per Box by mail. 

Both the aboyeé are recommended by Rop AND 
Guy and Forist AnD STREAM. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. ¥, 

.~ HENRY C-. SQUIRES, 
oct 12 1 Cortlandt Street, N. ¥. 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment. 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

water. 
3 N "7 Teresa E abet 

uppies; also, broken dogs for sale; pedi- 
Trocs. Address H, C. GLOVER, Toms River, N. J 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer. 
For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale -Agents— Charles L. Ritzman, 943, 
Broadway,N. ¥. Bruen & Hobart, 214 Fulton 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Klmne & Co., 308 N. Third 
Street Phila.; Finley & Thompson, 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W._ Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kléibacker, Baltimore. 
Cure or Destroyer sent by mailon receipt of 

2ac., to L. A. MICKE, Easton, Pa, 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
<RUSH.” 

“Jn the Stud.” 
Rush is lemon and white, and winner at New 

York. Roston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Lonis- 
ville Shows. He is an excellent ticld dog; fine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch. For full partic- 
ulars, pedigree and field qualities address 

LDMUND ORGEILE, 
1,006 Dean street, Brooklyn, N. ¥. 

Fee $25. an.22-1F. 

ees SALE—Ked Irish setter pups, out of Cora, 
by Baltimore Kennel Club's Derz; Cora by 

Elcho, out of Stella; both imported, Full pedi- 
greeonapplication. Dr. T. J. SMITHERS, 
April 22—3t. Easton, Md. 

VOR SALE.—A Gordon bitch one year of age; 
extra tan markings, dark eyes, and mild dis- 

position; is now in breaker’s Hands, and is all 
ready for the field. Sived by Doan's Tom out of 
my Bess, For particulars address G. 8. THOMP- 
SON, Box 163, Foxboro’, Mass. Mareh25,tt 

Vy Cue LIKE TO EXCHANGE (or 
buy rensonable) a fine little hound pup, 

good stock, seven weeks old, for an all liver 
spaniel dog, not oyer one year old, Address Box 
119, Tamaqua, Pa. Apred,1t 

Q15 will buy a very fine thoroughbred 
Qip o red Irish bitch, eight months old, con- 
taining blood of Plunkettand Rory O’Moore. 
Address EB. J. ROBBINS, Wethersfield, Conn, 
April 15, tf 

OR SALE—The bull terrier dog Pincher; he 
is brindle and white, two years old, and 

weighsthirty pounds; very handsome, game and 
clever; fine wateh dog. Bull terrier bitch Fidele, 
yellow and white, sixteen months old, and game; 
good with children ; weighs only thirteen pounds. 
Fox-terrier doyzs Viper and Clip, seven months 
old, best stock in country, full pedigree. Ad- 
dress “ BEACON KENNEL,” 23! Myrtle street, 
Boston. Apr22, 1h 

POR SALE—A thoroughly broken, stanch 
ointer dog; good retriever, and first class 

in all respects, P, 0, Box 1,872, Rin ehesn tani 
Xe Prey,1t 

-s Ohe Hennet. 

FLEAS! 
SE DR, AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

. usite and efiicacious remedy and preyen- 
tive for fleas and all eruptions of the skin pro- 
duced by them, Jt cleanses the hair of all im- 
purities, purges th of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
erties. Itis impossible for fleas to live where it 
isused. Price, 25 cents per cake. For sale by all 
druggists. Wholesale depot, 164 Lincoln sireet 
Boston. Dr. Watts offers for sule the largest 
assortment in America of dogs of all breeds. The 
careful treatment of canine diseases made a spec- 
jalty. The fact that Dr.Watts has for four con- 
secutive years neld by appointment the posivion 
of Special Officer of the City of Boston to have 
charge of unlicensed dogs is sufficient guarantee 
of reliability. All communications and orders 
will rective prompt ttention. Address 

DR. AL, WATTS, 
Mar 25-tf 1t4 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass, 

ASA L. SHERWOOD. 
Skaneateles, N. Y. 

GORDON, ENGLISH, AND FIELD TRIAL 
SETTERS 

Or PUREST STRAINS, 
LL ———>———————— 

ATIONAL AMERICAN KENNEL 
CLUB STUD BOOR, VolumeTl. Entries 

close May 1, 1889. Mor blank forms of enttles for 
Sporting Dogsand non-Sporting Dogs in Volume 
IL. of the Stud Rook, apply to the undersigned. 
Bntries close Muy 1380. Also, for copies of 
Volume I. N. A. K. 0. Stud Book. .Price $2. 
Apply to CHARLES DERONGHE, Sec'y. 
Aprs-tt 51 Broad st., New York. 

a 

ENGLEWOOD KENNEL, 

To Sportsmen, 

I AM prepared to board a limited num- 
her of dogs. Settlers and pointers thoroughly 

field broken, Address C. C. TOWNSEND, 
Feb 12-3m, Englewood, N. J. 

INE LODGE KENNELS,—I amore: 
i pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. Lgiye my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has ali the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences On application. Prices, $50 and $74, ac- 
eording to lenyth of time I keep the dog, with 
discount te parties at long distances. 
WINTER, Cuiro, Thomas County. Georgia. 

MANGE. 
SCRATCHES. 
GLOYVER'S IMPERIAL MANGE CURG is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cxttle 
without injury to the animal, One application 
is usvallyall thatis necessary. ForSCKATCHHS 
in HOKSHS it las no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop’t'r Imperial Kennel, Tom’s River, N. J. 
‘Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 68 Fulton 

st., N. ¥.; Jonn P, Loyell & Sons, Dock Squure, 
Boston; Jos. C. Grubb & (Co,, 712 Market st., 
Phila.: F, P. Taylor, 72 Bast Madison st., Chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., #04 North Fourth st,, St. 
Louis. Price, 40 cents. 

Neversink Lodge Kennels, 
The following celebrated Dogs ave iu 

the stud, 
Do — 34 

St. Bernard dog “ Marco"; rough coated, two 
years old; 2 magnificent animal—Rey. J. Cum- 
ming Macdonua’s stock—second prizes Hanoyer 
Show und Hochester, 
New Foundland dog ‘‘ Keeper’; four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel show, 1879, 
Pointer dog, * Croxteth"; liver and white; one 

andahalf years old; out of Lord Sefton's re- 
nowned stock—one of the handsomest pointers 
in the United States. Second prize in the Han- 
over International Show. 
Blue elton setter, “ Decimal Dash,” eighteen 

months old; sired by Llewellyn’s celebrated 
cate magnificent stud dog—neyer oxhib- 
ed, 
Trish setter, ‘‘Rover II"; pure red;son of Mac- 

dona’s champion ‘Rover.’ Never exhibited. 
English setter, “ Ranger II"; a pure bred Lay- 

erack, son of Macdona’s celebrated “ Ranger.” 
His get won firstat Hanoyerand Paris shows, and 
secoud at Puppy Stakes in Hastern Field Trials 
1879. 
Stud fee, $25,00. 

or Saie. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

itches. 
St. Bernard “Braunfels,” rough coated, out of 

Prince Solm's celebrated stock; a mugnificent 
hitch, in whelp to “ Mareo,” Ist prizes In Han- 
over and Rochester show. 
Pointer “ Queen,” liver and white, Ist Westmin- 

ster Kennel Show 1575, in whelp to * Croxteth. 
Gordon setter “Beauty,” Ist Boston Show 1878, 
d New York Show 1878, 

“Dora’’—liver and white, out of 
* Queen" and “ Sancno,” 

jue Belton setter * Silk” 
Trish Setter” Moya,” out of Col, Hilliard's 

* Palmerston,” in whelp to ‘Royer IT. 
English Setter“ Donna," white and lemon. 
Pups can be secure. by an early application. 

Besides Ioffer forsale pointers and getters of 
minor SURE butof good thoroughbred stock; 
full pedigrees, Also, several puppies of chum~ 
pion * Queen,” by champion ** Sensation,” 
Having engaged the services of Macdona's re- 

nowned field trial breaker I am prepared to book 
orders for thoroughly broken dogs, deliveruble, 
autumn, 1880. Particulars will be furnished on 
application to A. E. GODEFFROY, 

Guymard, Orange Co., N. ¥, 
Se a 

NTHE STUD—The pure Laverack dog 
Pride, by Pride of the Border x Petrel. The 

only pure Laverack in New England. Wee. $50. 
Address H. lf. DHANE, Box 1,612, Boston, wate 

Sept 4-t 

OUNT PLEASANT KENNEL.—For 
Sale—Fonr tull-blooded Gordon setter dog 

pups; very handsome; pérfect black and tan; 
sire, Dash, the great prize-winner ; dam, Maud ; 
full pedigree on both sidea; a rare chance for a 
food Boe. OHAS. T, BROWNELL, P. 0. Box 
850, New Bedford, Mass. Apr?9.dm08 
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TROUT BASKETS. : 
Made of French Willow—Double wove. Each.._... EE ee Ren Ley ¢- as Tu, 5) 1.00 1.25 1.50 2.00 
Nad Oy Tees Reenter eRe Clear’ star Wess owe sinc: Weyl Mie Boer ree Death 1.0 1 2 3 4 
Capacity in pounds (approximate). ........ 2.2... 2.200... 0: Paste lg 6 9 12 ai) 20 

BASKET STRAPS 

Plain Leather, inches long........-........ Bieri ail n its sererea tierce ( 36 AB 4 y's oa He 
Hach... .. Neteese & Are oR One eb nce ontrPantre tates p ncoe ig OS oe eae! Poe ade Bees 60 
Webb and Leather, inehes long.......... Ee areM evar Fost Male Feauprran alts am aes SE 54 rete tes fe 
IPaneni Gy Sie, AGNEW a ey seg idve - wrigie = nase els {ns Eoin be pSi1a9 eeiesose OF sive roe 1.00 pte! shay oi: 

ALL MADE TO ORDER BY THE BEST ENGLISH MANUFACTURERS, 

Weighing by 4 pounds eath.......... esse eee eee eee eee nonh bubcorode . 4.00 way oF 53 a: 
POUNUSS Fee pees ee nero hs bi Coe be ae Me teens: OU 24 ie ve i ae 

tp by P-pound sieachhn sheesh kere cae hess Hesse ney nes ae oer 1,00 1,25 1.50 9 1.75 2.00 2,25 
PONTE Adhd becreete occ Hohe | SoH Bid dood ceee 6 3 10 15 20 25 
BACH eh ererpe stl eaie name sean tet toe USE slat arore ore pala 2.00 we = ies a vs 

ds by 4 pounds....... wer B WEE re 5 Chae isa ath ts SUE SOO a9 ore pessoa, ne 5 at 3 i 
4 by 1-16 pounds each.........-....-..-....-.. PPR ee icelwh lasctatal ofiade 1.25 2.00 2.25 4,00 6.00 4 

POUNASS Ls ave wcre te si9t ble mee os Rateiase ipso Peele Mere actt 5 7 10 se 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
48 Maiden Lane, NewYork. 

= ay ES 

cRDOK ECO, ~ = Ge SE EEE SS SSS : 

ROOK & CO., 
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in 

Fisting Tackle, Archery, 
GUNS, 

“AND ALL KINDS OF SPORTING GOODS, 
50 Fulton street, N. Y. 

Sole Agents for THOMAS ALDRED, London, manufacturer of the Finest Archeryin the world. 
J. B. CROOK'S Specialties for 1880. 

THOMAS ALDRED'S Yew Bows, $25 to $75. RICHARD DAYFT'S Cricket Goods. J. B, CROOK'S Hexagonal Bamhoo Fly Rods, SolidRecl Plate, $20. 
J. B. CROOK'S Lancewood and Lemonwood Bows, 37.50. J+ B. CROOK'S Newport Bass Rods, suitable for Trolling and still Baiting for all 
kinds of salt water fishing, eight to nine feet, German Silver Mounted, Pepper Cane second joint and two tips, $15. 

Send 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue for 1880, giving Hints on Archery nnd Rifle Shooting and the Rules of Cricket, Foot Ball, Lawn 
Tennis, Glass Ball Shooting and a Synopsis of Fishing, giving a description of Fishing, 

N, H._Nothing bnt first-class Goods sold at this Establishment. 
when to go and what Tackle to use. 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
Importer of 

943 Broadway, near Tu 

Fine 

FISHING TACKLE.‘ 

‘ire Arms of Every 

FINE BREECH-LOADING GUNS 
ey) ty-third St., New York, 

7 

CUTLERY 

ofthe 

Finest Quality. 

Description, 
AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO SHOOTING AND FISHING OUT-FITS, ALSO 

OorPTrTricAtnts: GC 

The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” (Recommended by the 
. SHELLS LOADED TO ORDER. 

GUNS AIIN UN EECHAN EE LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

FOREs’ AND STRI Est y RAM). & . i 
SEND STAMP FOR Tae Oy Pe eee aoe 

oO 
ate 

SECONL-HAND GUNS. 

for Sule. 

Great Bargains!! 
} oe GENTLEMAN leaving town, desires 

to dispose of his Salmon-Vishing Outfit. 
Among the Jot are a couple of H. L. Leonard’s 
highest quality split bauwiboo and other rods, 
Vor Hoff ree)s, and a fine selection of Forest of 
ee and MeBride flies, lines, leaders, fly-books 
and ete. 

- The ubovye can be seen at Messrs. PRITCHARD 
OR SALE WILLIAMS & POWELL BRO’S, 89 Fulton street, New York. April29.2t 

eae ~ me EES 

a pemimaget ess HS ee Ge ae une OR SALE.—A Sharps Long Range Rifle, 
ihe finest quality and co: Riese 5 model 1814, price $25. Winchester Rifle, model 
Tt bas automatic safety bolt, and all the latest 1313 (new), $20. Peabody-Martini Carbine, $12. 

Lov Sue. 

OR SALE—A 25ft. keel yacht, with comtort- 
F able. cabin; excellent and sate boat for 

Sn a fully fitted; ready for commiussion. 

. B., Fo ¥ rest and Stream office. Apr29,lt 

Be CAGE FOR SALE.—The finest 
jarge cage or aviary eyer made; cost to 

manufacture $1,500; price, $00; size, Sx8ft. W. 
J, KNOWLTON, 168 Yremont street, Boston. 
April 22,lm0 

improvements. Present price, $200; 12-bore, 4+ A 5 ; Lente 
ibs HENRY C. SQUIRES, Heart Air Gun, $5. Address aot Rae 

Apr-22-8t. 1 Cortlandt street, 
OR SALE.—A Bogardus Immproved Glass- 
Ball Trap, with screen and ropes, $6, Also a 

Spit den ces teh, SoU te 
qodel 1866, in perfect order and as good as 2) een used but little. A. 3s. J, Lowell, 

new; will be sold at: alow price; can be seen at Mass. April29,1t 
HENRY ©, SQUIRES’, ‘i 

Apr22-3t. 1 Cortlandt street. 

OR SALE.—One Winchester Rifle, 

ams 

Ghe Hemet. eo 

IN THE STUD! 
B NGLISH setter dog Ray, by Pride of 

the Border, out of Dimity; bred by Chas. H, 
Raymond, Esq., Morris Plains, N.J.; raised by 
Edmund Orgill, Esq., Brooklyn, L. 1.; broken by 
George W. Winford, Esq., Germantown, Tenn.; 
four years old; white, with liver ears; of excel- 
lent disposition: the sire and grandsire of many 
superior young: dogs; winner of eV. H. C.,” New 
York Show, 1879; first prize, Philadelphia, 1879, 
his son Stanley taking second prize; first prize, 
Boston, 1879, and will be shown in Champion 
Class, New York, 1880; fee $25. a 
Tam now prepared to receive a limited num- 

ber of pointers and setters to hoard at my kennel 
at Flushing, Queens County, N. Y., with supe- 
rior attention to feeding, exercising, ete, Lile- 
wwellin and Irish seiter and pointer pups for sale, 
Send stamp for pedigrees and particulars. 
Address HENKY W. LIVINGSTON, 

_ 133 West Forty-second street, New York, 
April Inde, 

OR SALE.—One Ballard Creedmoor 
Rifle with implements complete, in a fine 

case, with Everlasting shells. Also a fine Muzzle- 
Loading Target Ritle in case, with mold, ball 
starter, etu.; will be sold very cheap. Can be 
seen at HENRY C.SQUTRES', 
Apr-22-3t. 1 Cortlandt street, 

For Sale, 
qs a very desirable location for a sportsman as 

f Sunimer residence or elub-house, fifteen 
déres of farm and meadow land, with large 
dwelling-house, barn and necessary out-build- 
ings, young orchard, ete. Can have boats and 
fishing-tackle within three hundred yards of 

 honse, if desired. The above property issimated 
Tear pleasant village of Tuckahoe, NJ.,on Tuck- 
ahoe River, where good sunning and fishing can 

- behadin season, Kor further particulars, ad- 
dress L, $, WILLIAMS, Tuvkahoe, Cape May 

— Dounty NJ, paved 

PhiladelahiaFishing Tackle House 

Manufacturers of Fine Fishing Tackle of 

Every Description, 

503 COMMERCE ST., PHILA. 
A specialty of the celebrated Bethabara Wood 

for Archery Bows and Tish Rods i 
elastic as steel. . eT Fey 

Great Reduction in Prices for 1880, 

Reversed: Wing Trout and Bass Flies on hand 
and tied to pattern; Mist-Color Leaders, ae 
Trout, et soy ete. 

ur BE'D ARA FLY RODS and INSIDE 
ENA MEL SPLIT BAMBOO RODS Sees 
Centennial and Franklin Institute Medals, 
Prices as low as the lowest, and always first- 

class Goods. 

Price List of wood and rod mountin 
ae eorpaas eta yaees Catalogue of nek 
ng Tackle sent, post-paid, on recei 2 anetadinns. 4 paid, ecelpt of ten cents 

SL a rr ——$—— 

Gle Heunel. 

GT. BERNARDS FOR SALB,—The un- 
W dersizned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 
for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best Kuropean strains. To be sold for no 
fault. For prices, pedigrees, etc., address. 

i LE ROY Z, COLLINS, 
Bept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.S. A. 

ORSALE, CHEAP—Setter bitch (Carlowitz- 
Flirt), tivo years old, orange and white, 

beautiful form 3, thoroughly yard broken. For 
hedizrés and price, apply to B, WATERS, Can- 
terbury Conn, Aprad, ly 

AMletlicat. 

IMPORTANT AND INTEREST- 
ING STATEMENTS. 

Read, Mark and Inwardly Digest—Some- 
thing for Everybody. 

PURITY OF FAMILY MET ICINES, 

HE writerin his visit to Rochester has had 
the pleasure of meeting with ** Hop Bitters,”’ 

an entirely ditYerent compound from thosé al- 
luded to. Itis tive years since their merits were 
bieught before the public, and they have steadily 
increased in favor until they are, without ques- 
tion, the most popular and yaluable medicine 
known. The exceeding intrinsic value of their 
leading céOmponents is in no way destroyed or 
Jessened hy ihe deleterious quality of any other 
ingredient. They contain, along: with the purest 
hops, buchu, mandrake and dandelion, other 
wedicines recognized as possessing the most ef— 
fective curative properties. They are specinlly 
beneficial to clergymen, lawyers, literury men 
and all those subjected to the strain of mental 
labor. They cure ;almost every disense of ihe 
stomach, liver, kidneys and urinary organs. Wor 
nervousness and allits attendant ailments they 
areaneyer-tailing remedy, giving tone to all the 
organs where formerly there was feebleness and 
an all-prevailing feeling of weakness. ‘Chey have 
attained to an immense sale, Which is the surest 
proot of their successfully meeting the wants of 
the people.—NV. ¥. Mercantile Review, 

A Voice from the Press. 

LT take this opportunity tofbear testimony fo 
the efficacy of your “ Hop Bitters.” Expecting’ 
+o find them nauseous and bitter and composed 
of bad whisky, we were agreeably surprised at 
their mild taste, just like a cup of tea. A Mrs, 
Cresswell and «a Mrs. Connor, friends, have li 
wise tried, and pronounce them the best medi- 
cine they have ever taken for building up 
strength and toning up the system. I was trou- 
bled with costiveness, headache and want of ap- 
petile. Thetwo former ailments are gone, and 
the Jaiter greatly improved. J have a yearly 
contract with a doctor to look after the health of 
myself and family, but Imeed him not now. 

§. GLULILAND, Peoples’ Aclwocate, 
July 25th, lis. Pittsburg, Pa. 

ee 

‘Buy City, Wich., Feb. 3, 1880, 
Hor Bitters COMPANY :— 
Ithink it my duty to send you a recommend 

for the benetit of any person wishing to know 
whether Hop Bitters are good or not. I know 
they are good for general debility and indiges- 
tion; strenghten the neryous system and make 
new life. 1 recommend my patients to use them. 

Dr. A. PRATT, 
Treater of Chronic Diseases. 

Superior, Wis., Jan., 1880. 
T heard in my neighborhood that your Hop 

Bitters were doing such a great deal of good 
among the sick and afflicted with most every 
kind of disease, And as Lhad been troubled tor 
fifteen years with neuralgia and all kinds ot rheu- 
matic complaints and kidaey trouble, | took one 
bottle according to directions. 1ltat once did me 
a great deal of good, and Lused another bottle. 
Taman old man, but am now as well asl can 
wish. LEONARD WHITBECE, 

— 

Battle Creek, Mich., Jan. 31, 1879, 
Hor Birrers COMPANY :— 
Gentiemen—Huving been afflicted for a num= 

per of years with indigestion and general debili- 
ty, by theadvice of my doctor I used Hop Lit- 
ters, and must say they afforded me almost in- 
stant relief. Iam glad to be able to testify im 
their behait. THos. G. KNOX. 

Ludington, Mich., Feb. 2, 1880. 
T have sold Hop Bitters for tour years, and 

there is no medicine that surpasses them ler bili- 
ous attaccs, kidney complaints and many dis- 
eases incident to this malarial climate, 

H, T, ALEXANDUR. 

Pauiding, O., Jan, 2, 1880, 
Hop Brrrnrs COMPANY :— 
Thave used your Litters, and must say they 

helped me materially. 
JOHN FIELD, Infirmary Director, 

——< 

Ashburnham, Muass., Jan. 14, 1880. 
Thave been very sick over two years. Whey 

allgaveme up as past cure. I tried the most 
skillful physicians, but they did dot reach the 
worst part. ‘Phelungs and heart would til up 
every night and distress me, and my throat was 
very bad. LI told my children 1 never should die 
in peace untill had tried Hop Bitters. | have 
taken two bottles. They have helped me yery 
much indeed, 

Mrs. JULIA G, CUSHING. 

Battle Creek, Mich., Jan. 31, 1880. 
Thayve used seven bottles of Hop Bitters, which 

haye curved me of asevere chronic diticulty of 
the kidneys and have had a pleasant effect on my 
system, RODNEY PEARSON. 

Waulhend, Kdn., Dec. 8, 1819. 
I write to inform _you_ what great reliet I got 

from taking your Hop Bitters. Il was sulfering 
withneuralpia und dyspepsia, and a few bottles 
have entirely cured me, andIam traly thankful 
for so good a medicine. 

Mrs. Marrim Coormr. 

Cedar Bayou, Tev., Oct. 28, 1879. 
Hor Birrers COMPANY :— 

IT have heretofore been bitterly opposed to any 
medicine not prescribed by a physician of my 
choice. My wife, filty-six years old, had come 
by degrees to a slow sun-down, Doctors failed 
to benetit her. 1 gota bottle of Hop Bitters for 
her, which soon relieved her in many ways. My 
kidneys were badly affeeted, and I took twenty 
or thereabouts doses, and tound muchrelief. T 
sent to Galveston for more, and word came back 
none in market, 80 great was the demand; but I 
got some elsewhere. It has restored both of us 
to good health, and we are duly grateful. 

J.P. MAGET, 
—_—-* 

New Bloomfield, Miss,, Jan. 2, 1850, 
Hor Birtrrs COMPANY :— 

I wish to say to you that Thaye been suffering 
for the last five years with a severe atc aul 
over. E have heard of Hop Bitters and haye 
tried it. L have used up tour bottles, and it has 
done me more good thanall the doctors and 
medicines that they could useon or with me, 1 
am old and poor but feel to bless you for sueh a 
relief from your medicine and torment ofthe 
doctors. Ihave had fifteen doctorsatme, One 
guye me seven ounces of solution of arsenic; an= 
other took four quarts of blood from me. All 
they could tell was that it was skin sickness. 

Now, after these sous Bp etics Ory oa e 
in ig well, vlean and smooth fs ever, 

eS pt HENKY KNOCHE, 
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Forest and Stream and hod and Gun. 
S WE do not employ any authorized agents or canvassers, we offer our friends in every locality who will give any time or attention to collecting and forwarding sub- 

scriptions, the following inducements to obtain subscribers for the “FOREST AND STREAM” atthe ated pe commissions given below : a i; 

Gollect Subscription price, 3 months, $1.00 6 months, $2.00 1 year, $4.00 2 years, $7.CO 
; 25 re 50 ‘ is pod 1250 Commission to be retained, 3 Ter rere) A ad $1 Bee 

Amount to remit us, 3 .75 Cre $1.50 1 * $3.00 2 “* $5.50 3 * §8.00 

Condition to the above Commissions, we offer the following CASH PREMIUMS: 

To the person sending us the largest amount of money obtained from new subscribers, whose names are not now on‘our books, at above net rates, between January 
1, 1880, and July 1, 1880, = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = - = $100.00 

To the one sending tho next largest amount, in accordance with the above conditions, = = a m 2 i, bs e, alk J a 75.00 

To the third on the list, - - - - - = - - = = =: = a 4 ey e A = 50.00 

And to the fourth, = = = 4, 2 4 yy . ' ‘ Se On 

Sample Copy, Subscription Blanks and a handsome Show Card (to be posted in a conspicuous place) sent free on application. 

Subscriptions may begin at any time during the year, and may run any length of time, but no subscription will be entered on oui books until the money for the same 

has been received at this office. ; 
No commission will be allowed on the first SINGLE subscription, but the commission due on the first two subscriptions may be deducted from the second, and there- 

after the commission can be retained on each succeeding subscription, You are sure of the commission which you retain, and also have an equal chance to get from $25 

to $100 of the cash premiums 1n six months, 

New York, January 1st, 1880. 

$6. 

INAS PASAY} 

A fine 3-piece Fly Rod, dark polished 
with Strap, fine Brass Click Reel, 
Oil Silk Line, Leader and Float. 
as the refular price of these goods, if sold separately, 

COMPLETE FISHING OUTFIT. 

. brass mounted, 
1 dozen best ‘Yrout Flies, 1 
Rod, Reel and Basket same as shown in cut above. 

amounts to $10. Loffer all complete for $6. These goods 

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 
New York City, N. ¥, 

$6. 
i) Ni 
Rare 

i 

— ss BNE 

with Lancewood Tip, Rod Case, Fishing Basket 
dozen best Hooks on Gut, Fly Book, best Quality 

hisis a great Bargain, 

are just as represented, or money refunded. New Catalogue, with reduced prices for 1880, 

sent free, containing a complete List of Fishing Tackle, Base Ball, Archery, 
description. 

and Sportsmen's Goods of every 

R. SIMPSON, 132 Nassau St., N.Y. 

The Hnameled Waterproof 

Braided Silk Fishing Lines, 
Bearing our own Trade Marks, are 

THE BEST IN THE WORLD 
For Salmon, Troutand Bass. 

BEAUTIFUL IN APPEARANCE, DURABLE IN WEAR, THOROUGHLY 
WARRANTED IN QUALITY. 

BRADFORD & ANTHONY, 
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN FISHING TACKLE. 

874 Washington St., BOSTON, Mass. 

Fishing Garkle, 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

First premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

=} S we 

JOHN KRIDER, 
N. FE. Cor. Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia, 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Books, 
Etec, Ete, 

($8"Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
ALSO 

“ Krider’s”’ Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods. 

Rirds' Eggs and Birds’ Skinsin Great Varieties 
Taxidermy ip all its branches. 

Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 
Repairing of al) kinds. 

MANNS 
Spoons. 

mar4ly 

EB MANUFACTURE 59 different kinds 
of Trojling Spoons, adapted to the waters 

of every State and Territory. Our Perfect Re- 
volving, has proved to be the best Trolling Bait 
ever mauutactured. It is covered by two patents 
—Mann’s patent, Noy. 21,1871, No. 121,182, and 
Skinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No, 153,854. __Be- 
ware of imitations. None genuine unless J. H. 
Mann’s name stamped on every spoon. 
Wholesale Agents.—Bradford & Anthony. 374 

Washington Street, Boston, and William Mills & 
Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, und to be ob- 
tained through most of the other wholesale fish- 
ing-tackle dealers; or write direct to the manu- 
tacturers for catalogue and price list. 

JOHN ANN & 
* “SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

Publications. 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES. By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsman’s life 
in the wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50. 

CAMP LIFB IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A, J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
a trip to the Rangeley Lakes, 224 pages. 12 illus. 
Price 50 cents, 

PARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re-* 
liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixville Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
rivers. 256 pages. 60 illus, and a large map. 

Price 50 cents. 
FARRAR'S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED. A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Moosehead Lake region and sporting re- 
sorts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘The tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated. 224 pages. 1dillus. Price 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on toughlinen | }arrar's Guideto Richardson and Rangeley 
paper, cloth covers, _ 50 cents. 
FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of worthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Kinnehec, Penobscot and St. 
John rivers. Printed on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers. 50 cents, 

FARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC YIEWS, 25 cts, 
Send for catalogue. e 

aC a seat age eaten el . pt of price, 4 
CHARLES A, J FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass, T. Dec3l 

WALLACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 

FLFTH EDITION. 
AN exhustive hand-book for sportsmen and 

tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks should 
bewithoutit. For sale at this office. Price, 
paid, $1.50. 

$7 aweek. $12 a day at home easily made, 
Costly outfit free. Address TRUE & CO 

3 Augusta, Maine, ~ nels. 

SPCORHRTSREATNrNS Die RARY. 

List of Sportsman’s | Books. 
(We will forward any of these Books by mail, post-paid, on recelpt of the price.] 

Adirondacks, Camp Life In, Murray’s... ..$ 1.50 
Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th ed'n. 2.00 
Adirondack, Wildnerness, In the, Warner's, 15 
Amateur Trapper. ...-........-. pa,, 50e.; bds. 15 
American Angler's Book, Norris .» 5B) 
AMEPICAN MITA WANCIEN 2. ... eee reer oh He pil) 
American Moy’s Own Book, Sports an 
Games: Si lek there one Gees ger + 2.00 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses.. 6.00 
‘American Wild Fowl Shooling, J.W.Long. 2.00 
American Kennel, Burges..........--- feasts) 
Angling, a book on, Francis. . 5.50 
Archer, Modern.......-...5 ep-treen tresses %3 
Archery, Fencing, aud Broadsword... ..-. 7 ps 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson. 1.50 
Around the World inthe Yacht Sumbeam.. 7.00 
Art of Swimming. ....... 66 eee e eee eee eee 80 
Art of Swimming, Monstery 50 
Art of Swimming, Webb.......-,..-- : 50 
Athlete’s Guide, Harding...... ..--.----++.+- 50 
Athletic Sports for Boys...... 1.00 
Athletic Sports. Stanehenge...-:--1  --+-+ 00 

Bailey’s Birds of the Unitea states ret 
Baird’s Birds of North America.... 80.09 
Baucher's Method of Horsemanship. 7.00 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds 1.50 
Bits and Bearing Reins... 50 
Boat Sailing, Practical ... 1.00 
Books for Sportsmen: Ang , SNC; oting, 

50c.; Common Objec's of the Sea-shore, 50.5 
Cage and Singing Birds, 50c.; Dogs, T5¢.; Birds’ 
Eggs and Nests, 50c.; Fresh_and Salt Water 
Aquarium, 50c.: Native Song Birds, 75c. 

Boy’s Treasury of Sportsand Pastimes, etc. 2.00 
Breech Loader, Gioan...... ge a 
Breech Loader, Modern, G + 250 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 vols . 80.00 
Butler on the Dog..........---. _ 2.00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams. 50 
Camp Cookery, Miss W. Parloa we 50 
Canoeing in Kanuckia,.... 1,25 
Canoe Traveling, Powell . 3.00 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper; 2.50 
Cassells' Book of Birds, 4 vols..-..-.++ 12.00 
Choke Bore Guns, Grecner..........-+++--+* 8.00 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson.....- Lib 
Uoues’ Birds of the Northwest 4.50 
Coues’ Field Ornithology.....-.- 2.50 
Coues’ Fur Bearing Animals .........------+ 3.00 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds... 7.00 
Crack Shot. ~~ LS 
Oypress, J., Works, 2 VOlS. 3.2... 4+-- 5.00 
Dadd's AmericanReformed Horse Book,8vo 2.50 
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo....---.- 1.50 
Dead Shot.....--..-- 2 sec cee seeneesete -. 1.25 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson.......... te Sek . 3th 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson. . 8.00 
Dog, the, Hill. .-. te SR ute ee « 2.00 
Dog, the, Idston eeepc 1,2: 
Dog Paths to Success,.,...-:. tH toes 50 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris.........---.. 1.75 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. ...........+ 1,25 
Dogs ot Great Britain, America, and othe 

Gotintries sts ee SSeS Bien c= ss + +2. 2.00 
Does, by Stables. ....-. 1-26. -s serene eee eee v6) 
Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, l6mo..... v6} 
Dogs, Pointsfor Judging..... ..-...---.... 5 
Dogs, Richardson.........----- pa. d0c.; clo. 60 
Dogs, Webb... 2... -t2 25s cece eee oe ware er 3.50 
Durrant's Sea Bathing, its Use and Abuse. 25 
Dwyer's Horse Book.... . 3:---: 2... 5... 2.00 
Every Boy’s Book ot Sports and Amuse- 

TTVOTUE MS hoes oe Pai wes ti ie ely ele iye ches o5 Fd 3,50 
Farrar's Guide to Moosehead Take,........ 50 

Mines eis Se cee tuteset eee 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake... 1,00 
Fa-rar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake 
GION teen aeehy< ee ey tie tet tate ea 50 

Field, Cover, and Trap Shooting, Bogardus 2.0! 

Fish hatching and Fish Catching....-...---- ae 
Fishing, Bottom or Float to 
Fishing in American Waters, 3.00 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock....--- ....- "ey 
Ty Fishing and Worm Fishing 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 

TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 
Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &€, 
post | begs to inform Lad.esand Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 
sired breed, fit for the highest competition. 

WN. B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor’s Ken- 
fecld tf. 

TYrank Forester's American Game in ils 
_ Season dood duc aconud SMa coed ay ee ey 
¥ more Forester’s Fishing wiih Hook and 

yyaa\cheey eee oe mae meee gy ease ne ees ew ela 

Frauk Forester's Manuslfor Young Sports- 

Hand Books on Out-Door Amusements :— 
Gymnastics 
WPiGkaL eameaen ee Fe Eee. pcO bie One 
Rowing and Sailing... 
Riding and Driving......................4. 
Archery, Fencing and Broadsword. .. .. 
Manly ixercises 
Cravrnetainy. fe 
Fishing.......... 
Quocits and Bowls 
Swimming........ 
Skating _2.-...24+, 
BHOOtIT ON Ee Ue sce, eetennd basse 

Herbert’s Hints to Horse Keepers... 
Hints to Ritlemen, Cleyeland...,...........- 
Holden’s Book of Birds...., ..pi., 25¢.; clo. 
Horseback Riding, Durant ..... Ata 
Horse Breaking, Moreton. 
Horses and Hounds........ 
Horses and Riding, Neville ... 
Horses, Famous American Race.....-. 
Horses, Famous American Trotting - 
Hors-s, Famous, of America ... 
How to Camp Out, Gould....... 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour.... 1 
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher... ........ Pe 
Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost. 
Jenning's Horse Training............... ... 
McClure’s Stable Guide... 
Mayhew's Horse Doctor,.... 
Mayhew's Horse Management,. 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds..... 

ee 

Ne 
SSRSSaRERRRSESESRES 

Sed 

SSsesuas 

Probes ee 

SSseuss 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard..... ¥ D0 
Oars and Scull's, Woodgate..... A. ee Bb 
On the Wing, Bumsted..2.....2...4.5.2.52.: : 50 
Partridge and Pheasant Shooting, Schley’s 2.00 
Pistd), Phe... 1)o...4 feat See ee ee Core 50 
Practical Kennel Guide...... .........2..... 1,59 
Prairie and Forest, Parker Gilmore ........ 1.50 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batty 2. wees teasers ett pereer es ete. 1.50 

Prime's I Go a-Fishing,....... 2... ..00.3.-5- 2.50 
Random Casts, From an Angler’s Note- 

pest ag eee 2 Se es i 
Rarey’s Horse-Tamer........ .-,--:: er ye 50 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s.... 3.00 
Rifles and Marksmanship, by Gildersleeve.. 150 
Rifle Cractice, Wingate.........5 2. 2 ...... 1.40 
Samuels’ Birds of New Hngland ....... w:-- £000 
Settter Dog, the, Luverack....... rhit.ie , 8.00 
Shooting, Boating and Wishing....,......... 1,00 
Shooling on the Wing. ....... .. r ii) 
Sidnoy’s Book of the Horse. +. 12,50 
Solitary Hunter, Palliser....... -.,-......+- 80 
Sportsman, American, Lewis's. New edi- 

13 (0) SARE AAA AR Ar AR 855) aad 2.15 7 
Stonchenge, Dogs of British Islands .. .... 7.40 
Stonehenge. Eneyclopedia of Rural Spgrts 4.60 
Stonehenge, Horse Owners’ Cyclopedia 3.73 
Stonehenge on the Dog.......0...........005 B15 
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, and 

OL UETNE Meek vaste esse can booker Lk URS BS. 
Stonehenge on the Horse, American edilion, — ~ 

11234) (heh Ass Ae RARE SAR OREN A Ca ten 2.00 
Taxidermist’s Manual. 1.00 
Trolling. ........4 ate eat ‘Sire ee 
Veterinary Dicuionary, g£ : . 200 
Wallace's American Stud Boo » 10,00 
Wallace’s American Trotiing Register, 2 z 

Olsens prey yi eee Sy a ee 20.00 
Wilson's American Ornithology,3 vols..,.. 18.007 
Wood’s Natural History of Birds........ aac OOOO 
Woodruff’s Trotting Horses of America.... 2.50 — 
Wrinkles, by Old Shekarry,............ seeen 2407 
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse. . Lid 
Youatt on the Dog........0......45. we 2.50 

x © x m PZ Zz m ivy Ms 

E, & C. YON CULIN, 

P,.O.Box 218. Dover, Del, 
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Miscellancous Advertigenents, 

<INSON & LENNON, 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, i — 

ol 

Hlisrellaneaus. 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order. 

Mays it. 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSIBLE CHATR, 
WITH TAIRTY GAHANGES OF 

POSITIONS. 

Parlor Library, Inya, 
lid Chaiv, Child's Crib- 
Bed or Lounge, eom- 
bining beauty, light- 

Fress, streneth, simipli- 
city, and comfort. 
Everything toan exact 
science. Orders by mail 

Felt sae 

b 

: READING POSITION. romptly attended tu, 
Goods shipped to any agaroes; Gc. O. D, Send 
Stamp for Illustrated Circiilar; quote Forest and 

Stream, Address Wilson Adjus.Chair M'f'g Co,, 
fblBroadway, N. ¥ 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD 
Warner's Safe Pilte are an immediate 

timnlus for a Torpid Eiver, and cure Cos- TABLES. 

Fi diseases to cause a freé and regular action of 
bi the Bowels. The best antidete for all Wala- 
| rial Poison. Price, 25 cemts a Box. 

| _ Warner's Safe Nervine qnickly gives 
Rest and Slcep to the snffering, cures Hend- 
che and Neuralgia, Prevents Epileptic 
its, and Is the best ramedy for Nervous Prone 

tration brought on by extessive drinking, 
§ OVer-work, mental shocks, and other cqusés. 

Dy f It relieves the pains uf 
fl Slt diseases and is ney— 

erinjurions to the sys- 
fem. The best of all 
Nervines. 

Bottles of two sines ; 
prices, 50 cis. and $i. 

C7 WARNER'S Safe 
Remedies are sold by 
Druggista & Dealers in 
Medicine cyery where, 

H,H. Warner & Co. 
Proprietors, 

ROCHESTER, N. Ye 
(oy7Send for pamphlet and 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

HH. W. COLLENDER COMPANY. 

WT AREROoonsS 

GSS Broadway, New York: 
S2Land &6 State streeé, Chicago: 

I7 South Fisgih st., St. Louis. 

testimonials. 

ROT eerie CHAMPAGUES 
these Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

EENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE Verzenay, dry, full bodied, rich flayor. 

Sf sure cure for spavin, splint, curb, callous, 
sprains, swellings, galls, lameness and all enlarge- 
yuents of the joints or limbs, It will completely 
Temoye a bone spavin without blistering or caus- 

ing asore. It is also as good for man as for beast 
and is used full strength, at all times of the year, 
With perfect safety. Remember, we claim it will 
icure a bone spayin and completely remoye the 
punch without blistering. ’ f 
Office U. 8. Marshal, Western Dist. of Michigan, 

Kalamazoo, Apr. loth, 1879, 
B, J. Kendall, fnosburgh Falls, Vt.—Dear Sir: I 

received the two bottles ef your spayin cure for- 
warded by express in January last. Tam happy 
to state that it performed all your advertisement 
Salied for. In three weeks after I commenced 
qising it, the spavin was entirely removed and a 
failuable horse restored to usefulness. 

_ Very truly yours, JOHN PARKWR. 
‘Send for illustrated cireular giving Positive 

Proof. Price $l. All Druggistehaveit or can get 
for you. DR, B.J. KENDALL&CO., Propr’s, 

Enosburgh Falls, Yermont. 

>. F. A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORK, 

dry. DODGE, CAMMEYER & Co., 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 

NOTARY PUBLIC. 

No. 237 Broadway, Room 17, New York Olty 
All business promptly attended to. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND 
POULTRY AND GAME 

= i a = CaT me 

I ta Impossible to retain long sick when Hop Bittors are 

Baliny sleep, | 

good digestion, 

tich blood and 
perfect health” 
in Hop Bitters. 

i 

| 

+ bemade of Solid Gold upon application, at the lowest market price, 

oi Masonic, Odd Fellows, 

ieee 

other house, 

» 

Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

arte Blanche, Fruity, delicate flavor, not too 

Cortlandt St... Sole Ag’tsfor the United States 

Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 

Nos. 289 & 290 Washington Market, \. ¥, 

dd, bo perfect are thoy In their operation. 

"> ia, 

Pigeon, Glass Ball or Target Sei consisting of Shot, Shells, Cartridges, and a Gun or Rifle for bar, will also \ 

T KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE AND WELL-SELECTED STOCK OF 

EVERYTHING IN THE JEWELRY LINE. 
I HAVE A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF 
Knights Pythias, Eastern Star Pins, Rings and Jewels 

OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE. 

Shooting, Rowing, Athletic, Firemen‘s, College and School Medals, 

‘ ARE A SPECIALTY WITH THIS HOUSE. 
We have the largest stock on hand of any house in this country, and do more business in this lino than any 

SEND FOE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 25c. 

> N. M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton Street, New York. 
0 ar SPECIAL ORIGINAL DESIGNS, NOTIN CATALOGUE, FURNISHED ON! APPLICATION, 

[manufacture to order at short notice all the Army Corps Badges of the United States,"both gold and 
@iver. Fall information civen upon appcation. 
All the Army Corps Badges on hand and Manufactured at Short Notice. 

THIS CUT REPRESENTS 
Wiselis | BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT, 

THE BEST SPORTSMAN’S OUTFIT MADE 
SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND SAMPLES WITH RULES FOR MEASURE. 

PatentDecoys,) G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 
Chine es se i Am Oak Hall, Boston, Mass. AND LEATHER JACKETS. 

mox BEATS THE WORLD,” 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tebacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 

“Old Jucdse” Cisarottes. 
Ag ANUFACTURED under Letters Patent granted Charles G.. Emery, March 6, 1878, 
ih jy which the rice paper used as wrappers is so prepared that the unpleasant odor and injurious 
eitects of the OIL OF CREOSOTE thrown off when burning is completely neusralized or destroyed, 
and the paper made saliva proof to preyent its breaking or melting in the mouth. The great advant- 
age amd importance of this invention will at once be recogn ized by allsmokers, and its truth de- 
monstrated by the first “Old Judge” Cigarettes they smoke. Neither will they require a printed 
certificate from any sminent Professor of Chemistry to conyince them they have heretofore, in 
smoking Cigarettes made of PURE RICK PAPER, been inhaling one of the deadliest poisons known. 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. 

GOODWIN & CO., Manufacturers 207 and 209 Water st. 
ITE EY OEE, 

KRUG & CO’S |THE POULTRY WORLD, 

CHAMPAGNES! RIGAN POULT THE AMERIGAN POULTRY YARD. 

STANDARD AND DRY. 
(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 

The Sportsman's Wine !! 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

to Poultry, 

SOLE AGENTS, 

Published by H. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn, 

6 South William street, NewYork. 

®& per year; the AMBRICAN 
q » POULTRY YARD for $1.50 

® —hoth papers for $2.00, 
Aseries of twelye mag- 

ficent Chromos, each rep- 
: resenting a standard breed 

= = of fowls, sentfor 75 centa 
extra to all subscribers to either publication, 

THE POULTY WORLD 

Rm, eae o | 

is sent post-paid for $1.25 

othe! 

=I Sas 

For Woalmess anf General Debility, an 

doctor 
long sickness. 

‘ures Drowsl- 
neis, Billoosness 
pains and achesl 

PATENTED 

APRIL 15, 1879. 

910Jaq pooeld 1aAe pupy ou} JO Surqy 

oy ano 1eAo Aq paounouold sf UIeYyD sig, 

“£O00M 3]}]1] B10] Upeyo poos = puv AyenNb wmaAoJTUM 

toHqnd e497 

qy] (98: Sey 

soojrd MOTIE SUIAUTG TOUULO PUL J0Ng ‘TeyS Jo aueUrzTONsE EBLE] "Noe CNY CON WROoomoLotem “HY “id vd undn AopMs Ayer wo soTe JRNTIOSPUeY 64} oq OF 
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Cricket Gands. 

Alfied Shaw & Arthur Shrewsbury 
(Members of the Anglo-American Team and 

All-England Eleven), 

1G eee pleasure in informing their American 
friends that they have opened the Midland 

Cricket, Lawn Tennis, Football aud Gene 
6ral Athletic Sports Warehouse, 

CARRINGTON STREET BRIDGE, 
NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND, 

The most unique and coniprehensive establish- 
ment of itskindin England, Their stock com- 
priies well-seasoned Cricket Bats, Balls, Boots, 
pHOcs, Lek Guaras, Stumps, Bags, Lawn Tennis 
GLa, 

or woolen (as worn by the team in America), and 
a article in great yariety suitable to athletes, 

§.& 8. being members of the late American 
Team, know the requirements of their trans- 
Atlantic friends, and if favored withan order 
may be relied upon tosend goods of first-class 
quality only. Clubs, gollewes and schools pro- 
vided with professional bowlers. First class men, 
Per nely known to S. & S., well bred and of 
igh character, only sent out. Price lists, with 

batting averages and bowling analysis of the 
American Team, may be had on application to 
GEORGE LANE, Professional Cricketer,Staten 
Island Cricket Club. 

RICHARD DAFT 
(CAPTAIN OF ALL ENGLAND ELEVEN), 

RICKETING, Foot Ball and Lawn Tennis out- 
fitter to the Army and Nayy, begs to inform 

Secretaries of Clubs, Colleges and Schools, that 
his new and enlarged illustrated Price List for 
Season 1880 is now ready, and will be sent post- 
free upon application. Address RICHARD DAFT, 
No.1 Lister Gate, Nottingham, England, 
To Agents: Goods can also be had from Mr. A. 

J. REACH, Philadelphia Pa, 

Guns, Ainuvition, Gtr. 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADING SuOT GUA, 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. 
The barrels slide one side. 

No ExXinsescetosetinocose. 
Prices from $50 to $300. 

Send stamp for circular to 
AMERICAN ARMS CO., 

103 Milk Street, Boston, 
F, H, RAYMOND, Treas. 

acquets, Footballs, Jerseys, Shirtings, silic } 

Guns, Damnanition, Ge, 

* 

- BROWN'S PATENT 
== GUN CLEANER, 

Cleaner and Oiler 
\ For Breech-loading Arms 

in market. 

ibe One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush! 
and full directions sent free of postage. 

4In ordering give callbre of gan. Send for circular. 
l Address T, YARDLEY BROWN, Patentee. 

2ADING, Pa, 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
CHEAPER THAN GLASS. Samples by mail, 26 

cents. Our Decoy D ying apparatus is deadly 
| on ducks; by mail, $l. D. VING DECOYCO., 

Rochester, N. ¥ 

SMOKE TARGET BALL. 

FOR TRAP SHOOTING, 
NOW READY, 

NO REPEREE, NO DISPUTES 

UNMISTAKABLE. 

Send for circular. 

SMOKE TARGET BALL C0. 
TITUSVILLE, PA. 

FOR THE PROTECTION OF 

Fire-erms, Cutlery, Skates, Surgical Instruments 
aud all metal surfaces, from oxydation. 

Tt is a strict bydro-carbon, containing no 
mercury or animal oil; is not injurious or 
ofiensive, and will neyer gum or become rancid 
in any climate. Beals 

To Sportsmen tt is especially ve- 
commended for sea-coast shooting. 

Sold by Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 84 
Chambers street, N. Y., and by retail dealers in 
fire-arms and sporismen's goods everywhere. 

GIBBS & HOWARD, 

Proprietors, 

Btedford, Dass. 

'WHSTLEY RICHARDS: 

HAMMERLESS GUN. 
These guns haye Anson and Daly's patent cocking action with automatic safety belt, making 

the safest gun now in use. 10, 12 and 20 bores now in stock. 

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & COC., 
68 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

AGENTS IN THE UNITED?STATES, 

CONICAL BASE 
PAPER SHELIS. 

Best a eS et NE ee AND AS GOOD AS WELL AS THE 
cheapest manufactured. Also, aS 0 AD SHEL gz 

fabulously low price. For Price List, references and full ah atta Se tees tere 
A. L, HOWARD & CO,, 

Box 899, New Haven, Conn, 

ee ll 

Guns, Aumamition, Ete, 

FINE BREECH=LOADING 

Shot Guns 
At a Bargain! 

THESE ARENOT CHEAPGUNS, 
sUT ARE 

Good Guns! 
AT A 

TLhowerPrice 
Than they can be purchased for else- 

where, <All of them 
WARRANTED TO 

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 
Send for Descriptive List, 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
Cazenovia, N. Y. 

THE SNEIDER GON. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
LEVER ACTION 

In the world, 

Sizes, from 6 to 1G Bore. 

on eh ee eee 
more reasonable peloee: 

The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only re- 
bounder with which missfires will not occur. 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

For “Workmanship, Rebounding Locks, and 
Compensating ‘Features of Action.” 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO_ANY CROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire. 
Muzzis Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loaders. 

@ Clark & Sneider, © 
214 West Pratt Strect, Baltimore. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

WM.R.SCHAEFER, 
61 Elm st., Boston, Mass., 

- Dealer in 

SPORTSMEN'S }— EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 
To Order. 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

ing SHOTGUNS, A full lineof the Clabrough’ 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of imported 
guns, always on hand. Particular attention 
Enid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATI’S DOG FOOD, étc., etc. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. work 
executed in the most manner, 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 
SIMPLE AND 
DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock. 

Chokebore Barrels. iS 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. Ex- 

tra heavy for dueks a specialty. Send stamp 
for circular. ©. 8S. SHATTUCK, Manufactu- 
rers, Hatfield, Mass. 

GREAT WESTERN. GUN WORKS, 
Pittsburgh, 

Be 

won ks: 
** Send stamp for Ontilogue. P 

Rifles, Shot Guns, Revolvers, eaut c, od, for examination 

THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS! 

ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM. 

SHE J, 8. SUMNER'S FULLSCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 5O IN A POSSIBLE 50 ! FEB, 28, 1880 
Fifteen Bull’s-eyes in Succession! 

SAME MATOH, 200 YARDS OFF-HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE,NO. 61-2. 
The Ballard is the only Rifle that“has made a Full Score at Creedmoor. 

The Ballard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon. 
THE BALLARD ALWAYS FITS THE SHOOTER 

The Empire Rifle Club, in their trips to Boston, ALL used Ballards. 
“ A WORD TO THE WISH,” ETC, 

FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
$4 Chambers street, NEW YORK OITY. 

Guns, Aouatitiie, —.2. 

The ‘STANDARD TARGET.”'—For Rifle Practice, 
Size 6 inches. Bulls-eye 1: inches: Range, 100 
feet, off-hand, The zones rise by area instead 
of diameter. 
Marksmen will appreciate the new departure 

which this target has inaugurated. Theaccurate 
rifleman now getsthe true yalue of his shots, 
while on old-style targets the record was so taint. 
ed by the elemento! chance as to give but a 
vyagueidea of the snooter's skill. For instance, 
on 4 200 yard Creedmoor a * center,” scoring + 
has teii times the areaof a “bull,” scoring 5. Every — 
rifleman knows that no degree of skill or care will, 
give immunity from occasional misses, and un=- 
der the oldsystem it was almost the rule for good 
marksmen to be beaten by 2ad ones. One man 
would pile up eight snug bulls ontof ten, but 
lose the other two, while his competitor, “ shoot- 
ing for fours,” would scatter his strays all over 
the beard center, blunder one shot into the edge 
of the bull,and win! Now in deer stalking, and 
shooting at 80 yards,the winner would haye 
wounded and lost one deer, while the loser would, 
have struck down eight, all shot through the 
heart. Of course there are people who still con-_ 
tend that under the old method “all had an equal 
chance ;" which is very true. Butitis also true 
that their equality of chance would have 
been in'no wise impaired if they should have sat 
down and thrown dice to determine who was the 
better shot. In contests of skill every elemen' 
of chance should be eliminated, 
Arrangements have heen made fer supplyin: 

these targets at a merely nominal price, and it 
now an casy matter to gauge relative skill by 
uniform practice, and to communicate defini 
results without obscuring them by explanatory 
details. The targets are mailed, post-paid to any 
address in the United Staies at fifty cents pe 
hundred, and quite a liberal discount ismade to 
alleriesand dealers. Send orders to CUSSONS 

y & SHEPPARD, Glen Allen, Virginia. — 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Ball 
AND HIS PATENT 
GLASS BALL TRAP 
For Wing practice. They 
ean be had from all gua 
dealers. _ Headquax 
forGlass Bails and 'Traj 
AGNEW & Co., 153 F 
Av., Pittsbu ren Pay 
H. BOGARDUS, No 
South Clark street, Chi 
ago. Send for Price Lig 
Por Traps—Hart & Sloagy 
Newark, N. J. 

“Field, Cover and Trap 
Shooting,” the only book 
ever published by a mar 
ket hunter, can be had at 

he above address. Price $2. 

9, o 3 Eaton’s Rust Preventer.,, 
OR*GUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGE 
cal Instruments. Safe to handle, WILL NOL 

GUM, and will ane in any climate. Sportsmen 
everywhere in the United States pronounce it 
best gun oil in the market. Judge Holmes, of 
Bay City, Mich., writes: “It is the best preparé 
tion Thave found in thirty-liye years of active 
and frequent use of guns.” = 3 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GHO 

RB. EATON, 540 Payonia Avenue, Jersey Cit 
Heights, N. J. 
Sold by principal New York dealers, and by Wim 

Read & Sons, Boston, Mnss.; B. Kittredge & O 
Cincinnatl, O.; B.E. Eaton, Chicago, 1.5 Bro 
& Hilder, Bt. Louis, Mo.; Thos + Parr, 
and, O,; Trimble & Klsibacker, Baltimore, 
Crople y & Sons, Georgetown, D. C.; Jos. C, Gram 
& Co., Philadelphia. 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL. 

JOHN A.NICHOLS 
SYRACUSE, 
NEW YORK. 

Maker of Fine Gut 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

E. H. MADISON 
PRACTICAL i 

‘ 

-GUNSMITH, ~ 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn 

The Fox, Coli’s, Parker and DG 
Guns, 

TN Stocks altered to fitthe shooter. © 
pored Full Choke, Modified, Tapor, am 

Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fitted, Pin Virest 
verted to Central Fires, New Barrels fitted 
tension Ribs, New Lumps,etc. ae 
Repairing of every description done inany 

est manner and at reasonable rates. 
Madison's Browning Mixture A1,50c. per ba 
Sportsmen’s and HRiflemen’s Sundries. 

ells loaded Al, and goods sent every W' 
O. D. Send stamp for answers to queries. 
ences from all the clubs of the city. 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE 
Lyman’s patent combination @ 

iz a great improvement in rear sig 

Send for circular containing fw 
seription. Address 

WILLIAM LYM 
Middle eld, 

t 
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SOLE AGENTS FOR 

OPRAT IT’S DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition, 

LON DOW. 
fend for Circular and Price List, 

DOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plains, 

Sishing Tackle. 

The Enameled Waterproof 

Braided Silk Fishing Lines, 
Bearing our own Trade Marks, are 

THE BEST IN THE WORLD 
For Salmon, Trout and Bass. 

FUL IN APPEARANCE, DURABLE -IN WEAR, THOROUGHLY 
ee WARRANTED IN QUALITY. 

BRADFORD & ANTHONY, 
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN FISHING TACKLE. 

874 Washington St., BOSTON, Mass. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

First premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
prem Centennial Exhibition, : 

JOHN KRIDER, 
‘W, H. Cor, Second and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
ishine Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Files, 
gies Snoods, Artificial Bait, Ply Books, 

te, Hte. 
{= Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 

ALSO 
Krider's” Celebrated Center Hnamel Splitand 

Giued Bamboo Rods, 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skinsin Great Varieties 

Taxidermy in all its branches. 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biseuit. 

Repairing of all kinds, 

MA NTN’S 
Spoons. 

marttly 

EMANUFACTURE 59 different kinds 
of Trolling Spoons, adapted to the waters 

of every State and Territory. Our Perfect Re- 
yolving, has proved to be the best Trolling Bait 
ever manufactured. Itiscoyered by two patents 
—Mann’s patent, Noy. 21,1871, No. 121,182 and 
Skinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No. 153,554. Be- 
ware of detest One genuine unless J: H. 
Mann’s name stamped on eyery spoon. 
Wholesale Sy ees Tan deeenl & Anthony, 874 

Washington Street, Boston, and William Mills & 
Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, and to be ob 
tained through me st of the other wholesale fish- 
ing-tackle dealers: or write direct to the manu- 
facturoers for catalogue and price list. 

JOHN H. MANN & CO,, 
SYRACUSE, N.Y. 

Simpson’s New Pocket Scale 

ia 5 y 

A Scale for Hunters, Fishermen, Sharpshaoters and 
Family use. This scale registers as high as 15 Jbs., 
and graduated to 2 ounces by standard weights, is 
heavily nickel plated. Only measures 8 inches in 
length by 3¢ inch in diameter. Pronotinced by skilled 
mechanics to be the best scale everinvented, Sample 
by mail, post-paid, 50 cents. New Oatalognue 
with reduced prices for 1880 sent free, 
containing a complete list of Fishing Outfits, Archery, 
Base Ball and Sportsmen's Goods of every description. 

R. SIMPSON, 182 Nassau St.; N.Y. 

Ganidermy, Ge. 

Established 1859, 

Taxidermist Supplies. 
BE SKINS, Bird Stuffers’ Tools, Glass 

Eyes for Stuffed Birds and Animals, ete, 
Bend stamp for reduced price list. 

Awd, GOLBUEN. 31 Boylson St,, Boston. Maas, 
Paragon Mica for Bird Stands, Rock Worl, etc. 

4$s. per package by mail a new thing; bestir 
use. Jy10 ly 

Natural History Store. 
i the department of Taxidermy I offer for 

salea very fine assortment of Game Birds of the 
very best worl, and a large assortment of native 
and foreign species, all prepared by first-class 
workmen. = 
One case of game birds, which Fee probably the 

W. J. KNOWLTON, 
finest inthe country * iter at 

168 Tremont street, Boston, Mass. 

= 

INDIA KUBBER 

Fishing Pants, Coats, 
LECGCINS 

AND BOOTS, 
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS, 

COMPLETE 

Sporting and Camping Dutt 
India Rubber Goods of Eyery Description 

HODGMAN & CO. 
Send for Price List. 

495BROADWAY and 27 MAIDEN LANE, 
NEW YORK. 

Hublications. 

ALL READERS of TOREST AND STREAM 

Weed one of these * & 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY DAKES, By Charles A.J, Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsman’s life 
in the wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50. | 
AMP TIF THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
a trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 224 pages, 12 illus. 
Price 50 cents. 

FARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKESILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and Sankey lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
rivers. 256 pages. 60 illus., and a large map. 

Price 50 cents. . 
FARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED. A coniprehensive hand-book of the 
Moosehead Lake region and sporting re- 
sorts of Northern Maine, with map. The tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St, John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, ete., are plainly 
treated. 224 B es. illus. Price 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S P ET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley Jakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
peat cloth covers. 50 cents. 
FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of Northern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. 
John rivers. Printed on tough linen paper, 
cloth coyers, 50 cents. 

FARRAR’'S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, 2 cts. 
Send for catalogues. e 

ne of the atove publications mailed, 
postpaid, on receipt of eee Ajdress 
OHARLES A. J FARRAR, ee 

ec = 

WALLACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 

FIFTH EDITION. 
AN exhustive hand-book for sportsmen and 

tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks should 
pbewithout it. For sale at this office. Price;pest 
paid, $1.50. 

HALLOCK’S 
SPORTSMEN’S GAZETTER 

BY CHARLES HALLOCK. 

rPRIcE, $3. 

TOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

Dog Paths to Success, 
BY KIT EKILBURN. 

rice, SO Cents. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

WINES, 
BRANDIES, 

WHISKIES, 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 
18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. : 

Clarets and Sauternes, 
Of A, deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux, 

CELAMPAGNES, 

OF E. IRROY & CO., REIMS. 
Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 

Rhine Wines, 
IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 

SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired, 

Swortsnren’s Gols. 

SPECIALTY, 

COODYEAR 

Rubber M’t’s Company 
: AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

488, 490, 492 B’ way, cor. Broome st., 

AND 

4 BROADWAY, cor, FOLTON ST. 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

FISHING AND HUNTING. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEQGINS A 
OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED, 

RUBBER GOODS OF Every Drscrre- 
TION, 

Send for Illustrated Oatalogue, € 

Hublicntions. 
—oossSsSsSsSSsSsSsSsSsop999S ———w0$“$—_ 000—0—0—————————— 

SPORTSMAW’s LIBRARY. 

List of 
we 

Adirondacks, Cam 
Adirondacks, Guide 
Adirendack, Wildnerness, In the, Warner's, 
Amateur Trapper:...........005 pa., 50c.; bd: 
American Angier’s Boo 13 
American Bird Pancier.... Fe 
Ametican Boy’s Own Book, Sports an 

GS TIBE Eom Matai asl otwe ees ap saKe epee 

Life In, Murray’s... .. 

MGGEUE roe hase p Wor lees once ademas of 
Archery, Pending and Broadsword......., 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson. 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam, . 
Art of Swimming 

Bailey’s Birds of thé United States...... sye8 
Buird’s Birds of North America.....-. es 
Baucher’s Method of Horsemanship... 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds . 
a and Bearing Reins eo 
oat Sailing, Practical....,...-2...---se-24ee 

Books for 

1 
to Wallace's, 6th ate 

3. 

Sportsman’s 
[We will forward any of these Books by mail, post-paid, 

portsmen; Angling, 50c.; Shooting, 
40e.; Common Objects of the Sea-shore, 50c.; 
Cage and Singing Birds, PoC OBE ines 3 : 

and Salt Water Eggs and Nests, 60c.; Brésh ai 
Aquarium, 60c.: Nalive Sone Birds, Toc. 

Boy’s ‘Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, etc. 
peeeen Moker Grogs) cee ce ylceenuee tees ode 
reech Loader, Modern, Greener.,........- 5, 

Bruce’s Stud Book, 8 VOlS.......0..-0e-ee eee 
Butler on the Dog. -....,,,..... .. +. 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams, 
Camp Cookery, Miss W. Parloa 
Canoeing in Kanuckia..... 
Canoe Traveling, 'Powell.... . 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper; 
Cassells' Book of Birds, 4 vols....-.- 
Choke Bore Guns, Greener...... entt 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson... 
Coues’ Birds of the Northwest. 
Coues’ Field Ornithology, .......+-+seseesees 
Coues’ Fur Bearing Animals ,.....-..<...+ 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds.,,...- 
Crack Shot. 
Cypress, J., Jr.’8 Works, 2 VOIS.... ...ceeses 
Dadd’s AmericanReformed Horse Book,8yvo 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, I2mo,........ 
Dead Shot..........-.. epee: os 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson e 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchingon.. 
Dogy thie) HU ee: Tae. wee ' 
Dog, the, Idstone.... 
Dog Paths to Success 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris. ..., I 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams,........... ’ 
Dogs of Great Britain, America, and other 
Countries 

Dogs, b 

Fish hatching and Wish Catching........+.-. 
Fishing, Bottom or Float...... ibnas “3 
Hishing in American Waters, Scott. 
‘Fishing Tourist, Hallock.......--- ; 
Fly Fishing und Worm Fishing......-...,.-. 

irds’ 

2.00 
1.25 
2,50 

80.00 

Po SP Pesce icone S HRSRSsaRssexssss 

= 

Books, 
on receipt of the price.} 

Frank Forester's American Game in its 
Begeorin st (Mt Sen See aha cn ee i a= 

Frank Forester’s Fishing with Hook and. 
DA CROP AR fet oe Ue Nas Fa was 

Fran Po rabines 
men - a2 

Gun, Rod and Saddle 5 1.00 
Hallock’s gportsmen’s Gazet 3,08 
Hand Book for Riflemen.. Bt 
Hand Rooks on Out-Door 
Gymnastics........... Re 
UriGhic ean iy ensehs Bo 
Rowing and Sailing. . ; 20 
Riding? and Driving: +... i... 012i .t eas ie 20 
Archery, Fencing and Broadsword.....- 20 
Manly Exercises........... fet Sacteettocce | baryyey |) 
OPUS T Tees Golepiels tek dub. aaea bh euler aie 20 
LPT Pb ek Icy Aro derec ee 55 Ft 
Quoits and Bowls.._......-.- 25. 
Swimming 36 
Skating ........ 2 
BHOotin gan Bie oe Ae oe 25 

Herbert’s Hints to Horse Keepers... iLie 
Hints to Riflemen, Cleveland............ as. | LEO 
Holden's Book of Birds.....,.. pa.,25c.; clo, SO 
Horseback Riding, Durant ......, ....-...- 1136 
Horse Breaking, Moreton...........-....++-- 2.56 
Horses and Hounds........ = 80 

3. 
e 5 

Horses, Famous American Trotting’ .......5.. 35 
Horsos, Famous, of America......,...-...-. LS 
How to Camp Out, Gould.....- ~ ae 
How to Hunt and Trap, Batty's LS 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour 6.0% 
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher 1.0 
MWunting and Hunters of all Na 1B 0 
Jenning’s Horse Training. Lae 
McClure’s Stable Guide... 1.00 
Mayhew's Horse Doctor. . 3.00 
Mayhew’s H wee Management,. 3.00 
Minot’s Land and Game Birds,.........,... 3.0D 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard...,............ 2.0) 
Oars and Seull's, Woodgate.......2..4...-. 52 115 
On the Wing, Bumsted;....-............... Soe RT 
Partridze and Pheasant Shooting, Schley’s 2.00 
PASGON yy THEE... Ge noe. releph ein ence eae) 
Practical Kennel Guide.....- ........----... 2B 
Prairie and Forest, Parker Gilmore......... Tap, 
Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
Batt oe Te 

2.50 

cry 

Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s..., 06 
Rifles snd Marksmanship, by Gildersleeve.. 1.60. 
Rifle Practice, Wingate.......-..... --seeeee Lbo 
Samuels’ Birds of New England ,...... wees £00 
Settter Dog, the, Layerack..-........-.,.+.. 3.00 
Shooting, Boating and Fishing 1.08 
Shooting on the Wing.... bis 
Sidnoy's Book of the Hors 17,58 
Solitary Hunter, Palliser 80. 
Sportsman, American, L 

OM Te. types cen steeds 218 
Stonehenge, Dogs of British Islands bu 

Stonehenge, Horse Owners’ Cyclopedia.... 3.715 
Stonehenge on the Dog. __................,.. v (5) 
Btonsheliae on the Horse, English edition, 

VOL OcApy ep teas Wy Wen eee etd ae ce toe oe 
Stonehenge on the Horse,American edition, 

aL Sg SE en Pee eee 2.00 
Taxidermist’s Manual 1.08 
Trolling 50) 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going.... ........ 3.05) 

4 Wallace’s American Stud Book...,.......-.- 10,08 
Wallace’s Anierican Trotving Register, Waar 

WOlGs aga obaceenptroe stat rinns bene keeeper ete i 
Wilson’s American Ornithology, 3 yols,.... 18,06 
Wood’s Natural History of Birds............ 0 
Woodrutf’s aca Horses of America.,.. 2.50) 
Wrinkles, by Old Shekarry...-..-...-...066+ 240 
VYouatt und Spooner on the Horse...... veeee 2B 
Youatt on the Dog...) ....1--5-2eesaeee tbeees, (OD 
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ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahining. 

Oranae Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLBT ,showing SIZES of GRAINS ef POW- 

DER. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLI & RAND POWDER CO, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. ¥., 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT 

GIF LE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDER. 

The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, haye maintained their 

great reputation for seventy-cight years. Manu- 
ee he following celebrated brands of Pow- 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
quickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

Ball and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 
ial 7 (coarse) 2 8 (ine); puri Bony) strong, 

ean; great penetration; adapted for 
= Dall, bieonsD ; uck, and other shooting, 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
Powd ery fine A aul Ht Woe patol aboamge 

DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG, ‘SEA SHOOTING,” 
FFG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle 
ehooting ,the FFG snd FYFG for general use, 
ay burning strong and moist, © SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING, and BLAST- 
ING POWDERS of all sizes and descriptions. 
Selon grades for export. Cartridge, Musket, 

n, Mortar, and Mammoth Powder, U. 5. 
Government standard.. Powder manufactured 
#0 order of any required grain or proof. agen: 
efes in all cities and principal towns throughout 

, +8. Represented by € 

F, L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
W. B.—Use none but DDPONT’S FG or FRG 

‘Wowder for long range rifle shooting. 
ieee 

"FRE LAZARD POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Havard’s ‘*Electric Powder.’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed i point 
ef strength and cleanliness, Packed in square 
@anisters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s **‘ American Sporting.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coavée). In 11b. canisters and 
Gt1b. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
jand prairieshooting. Welladapted to shot guns, 

Hazard’s “ Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In J and 5 Ib. canisters 
-and 64.and 12 1b. kegs, Burns slowly and very 
elean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

netration. Wor field, forest, or water shooting, 
it ranks any other brand, and ib is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘*Kentucky Rifle.” 

FENG, FPG, and “Sea Shooting ” FGin kegs of 
25, 12}, and 6; lbs. and cansof5 lbs. PFEFG is also 
packed iniund } 1b. canisters. Burnsstrong and 
moist. The FFG and PG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the ‘'Sea Shooting” 
HG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and‘ MUSKET POW- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUPACTURED TO ORDER, 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
Sale at our ofiice, 

88 WALL STRHET, NEW YORE, 

ISIN Gia SEL 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 2, 3, 4, 4, 6, 7, and & Superior Rifle, En- 

field Rifle, and Gol. Hawker’s Ducking, W. 
STITT, 6l-Ccdur St.. N. Y. Agent for the U.8, 
ere roetso 

=] 

NER, 
iler 

Ting Arms 

=3 GUN CLEA 
nd 

=—5 i he 
For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 

and fuil directions sent free of postara, 
In ordering give calibre of gun. Send for circular. 

ql Pate Deseaia T. YARDLEY BROWN, Tutcutce | 

for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, cr noise, 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing, 

wing-shot of the world; Dr, 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in thew matches, 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world. 

Hliscellaneous Advertisenents, 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized. 

DITIMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 

It is 

CaptainBogardus, champion 

Carver, champion rifie-shot of the world; and 

Our challenge 

Address 

DITTMAR POWDER M’F’GCo., 
P. 0. Box 886. 24 Park Place, New York 

VANITY FAIR 
“ MILD” —Rare Old Virginia, “HALVHS"—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1878; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGARETTES 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, YS KIMBALL & (CO. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

A Skin of Beauty is a Joy Forever. 

DR. T, FELIX GOURAUD’S 

ORIENTAL GREAM, OR MAGICAL 
BEAUTIFIER 

Aveleery. 

Fine Archery. 
PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES. 

Removes Tan, 
imples,Freck- 
es,Sallowness, 
and every 
blemish on 
beauty, It has 

/ stood the test 

and is 50 harm- 
less we taste 
it to be sure 
the  prepara- 
tion is properly 
made. Accept 
no counterfeit 
of similar name 
The. distingu- 
ished Dr. L, A. 

S ee * Sayre, said toa 
lady of the haut ton (a patient :)—“ As you lates 
willuse them, I recommend *Gouraud's Cream’ as 
ihe least harmful of abl the Skin preparations.’ Aj- 
80 Poudre Subtile removes superfluous hair with- 
out injury to in 

: Sole Prop., 48 Boud 

in Shooting Power Ai 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows have no 

Superior, tho skin, 
Mun. M. BR. T, GOURAUD, 

. For sale by all druvgists and Fancy 
coeds Dealers throughout the United States, 

Bows sent C. O. D. on trial when 25 per cent, 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
fatisfactory can be returned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges. 
Hiiustrated circulars sent free. 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 1% and 126 Worth street, New York. 

q 
Canudasand Burope. 

LAURIE: & McCLATCHEYS 

OMODOPrATEHI. 
MiILDIcCiIn Ee. 

Ninth Edition, 1044 Paces. Large 8¥o,, well bonnd; Price $5.00 
Bent frea by Mail on recelps of Price. 

Thigisathe m nad comprelensiye work on the sub- 
Jeetin tie Engl e,. Bend tor descriptive catulogue, 

Adds! APEL'S Hommoraryio Paanwacy 4 at 
Now York, altiniore emis, Chicak., San 
#rancisod. The Oldest Hommay i ne House inthe U, 5, yilhie hy 

Estublisued 1n 1st, a) 

COD-LIVER Oly. NORWE- 

Is perfectly pure. Pronounced the best by the high- 
est medical anthoritiesin the world, Given highest 
awardat 1% World’s Dxpositions, and at Paris, 1378. 
Sold by Drugetsis. W. H. Schieffelin & Co,.N.Y 

“Nahmakanta,” 
With the “CROSBY PATENT AXE COVER.” 

ly genuine Camp Axe in America, Says 
Be eee “Tam debehivd with it; it makes 
my camping outtit complete, and is just the 
thing [ haye been looking for these many years. 
Send for a circular. 

A. S, CROSBY & CO., 
WATERVILLE, Mz, 

Ot er ee ee 

a week in your own town, ‘Terms and $5 
RG outfit free, Address H. HALLET & CO., 
Portlana, Maine. 

IsIndorsed and Highly Recommended by 
Hon. Maurice Thompooi, Father of Archery In this conntry > 
Mill HW, Thompson, Ee7., Champion Archer of the Uuiled States. 
Henry @. Carver, Esg., Pres't of the National Archery Association, 
4. 8, Brownell, Esy., President of the Eastern Archery Association > 

aud otherleading Archers. 
Special attention is called to Honsman’s Spanisu Yaew-BAcktn 

Rows and footed peacock feathered Arrows. 
Send stamp for Uiustrated Catalogue of Archery & Lawn Tennis. 

E. |. HORSMAN, 
30 &82 William Street, New York. 

C. F. A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORK, 

/ of thirty years, " 

Annmvunition, Gtr. 

Tatham & Bro’s, 
NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

“CHILLED” 
SHOT 

RED LABEL, BLUE LABEL, 

Compressed Buck Shot. 
First Premium Centennial Exhibition, Report 

—“fxact uniformity of size, truly spherical form, 
high degree of finish and general excellence. 

Founded July 4, 1805. 

SPARKS’ 
| American Chilled Shot. 

| Rivaling the English and All Others. 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUPACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 
fee 

Miscellaneous. 

“SS tar TAL 

curES BY ABSORPTION. 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 

“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 
isa postitive cure: it has neyer falled. 

* Sapanule” has no equal for Chronic Lame- 
ness, Lame Back, Uumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dig- 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Rezem: 
Humors of the Scalp, ete; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local diftieulties 
find immediate relief. and a permanent cure b; 
using “Sapanise, Used in sponge or foot bat) 
removes all soreness Of body, limbs and feet. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded, 
Sold by all Druggists. Price, 50c., and $1 per 

pottle. Send for ilmminated circular and ¢ards, 
&AMUEBL GERRY & COMPANY. 
Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 

FERGUSON'S PATENT 

ADJUSTABLE 

REFLECTING 

LAMPS, 
With 

LOCOMOTIVE REFLECTORS, 

NEW MODELS FOR 1880. THE * UNIVER- 
SAL” combinés HEAD, STAPF and BOAT- 
JACK, CAMP LAMP, HAND and DARK LAN- 

BELT LAMP, DASH and CARRIAGE 

“THE EXCELSIOR 
JACK AND DASH LAMP, 

For Sportsmen and others, 
THE EXCELSIOR 

DASH ARD CARRIAGE LAMP. 
Burnsany kind of oil, also candles; not affected 
by WIND, RAIN or JOLTING; can be used on 
any kind of dash or yehicle, 

IMPROVED RUST PREVENTER, 
For Fire-arms, Cutlery, Tools, Machinery, ete. — 
Superior to all others. 
Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
#5 Fulton streety.N. Ye. 
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Grand Falls, slew Brunswick. 
a 

§ you must haye many readers who, deriving infor- 

mation and amusement weekly from your columns, 
erlook thei obligation to contribute their quota to the 

seneral fund of information interesting to sportsmen and 
urists, I desire (being myself an arch offender in this 

Tespect) to cast off my burden of ingratitude, which en- 
umbers my soul, and gain absolution by offering some 
ase to my fellow readers, anent a corner of the 

arth which seems little known to the ‘‘ Walton’s” or 
‘ Cotton’s” of this continent, and also a terra incognita 

to the blasé children of fashion, who have long ago 
voted Niagara a bore, and Saratoga, Long Branch, etc., 

that, and how shall we get there?” so here goes to sip- 
From Boston, take the Eastern 

to Bangor, there connecting with the E, and N. A. Rail- 
way for McAdam Junction, there taking the New Bruns- 
Wick and Canada Railway to Woodstock, and thence by 
= 
i 

his route can be varied by taking steamer from Boston 
Portiand to St, John, N. B., from whence (after due 

miration of the public buildings) let the tourist hie 
away -to Vrederickton, where he will most likely 

eto stay overnight, The hotels are, however, good 

d reasonable, and the city, being the seat of laws and 
arming, and noted withal for the piety of its inhabit- 

ts, the brief sojourner will doubtless improve his moral 
intellectual tone, especially if he should perchance 
from the wicked regions of Wall street, or some 

he will take the New Brunswick Railway for Grand 
This line has evidently been constructed with a 

pective eye to the welfare of pleasure seekors, ag it 
ds snake-like along the banks of the river, and in its 

sinuous course enables the eager trayeler to take in the 
beautiful woodland scenery to be found in so many 
places along the route, Arrived at the Falls, no vocifer- 

ous and extortionate hackmen salute the ears of the 
weary traveler with their clamor, nor will he be torn 

limb from limb by energetic touts, A ciyil young gen- 

tleman may indeed proffer his services to take checks 

and escort ous to the hotel’bus, and there the trouble 

ends, for in five minutes we may be smoking a cigar 

with mine host Herbert, as genial a New Englander as 

ever if was my fortune to meet, A retired sea-captain, 

he possesses a fund of anecdote and a most refreshing 
How of spirits; and, if one enjoys real hearty good-hu- 
mored chaff, he may have his fill at the “Captain's” 
hands (or mouth) to the heart’s content. The Grand Falls 

Hotel is amply furnished with the requisites for the com- 
fort of the tourist and his family. Good rooms, a capital 
cuisine, and excellent attendance, are all to be found 
within its portals, and to crown all, you will neyer make 

a wry face when your bill is presented, 
As for the falls, [must confess that ny usually facile pen 

fails me in the attempt to deseribe them, Niagara, with 

its vast unbroken sheet of water falling from a stupen- 
dous height, impresses us with a sense of awful sublimity, 
increasing as we gaze upon its wonders; but for rare 

charm and exquisite beauty the St. John River cataract 
stands without a rival. The immense mass of water, 
pitching from a precipice eighty feet high, hurls itself into 
the boiling cauldron beneath, its bulk being broken in the 
descent by jutting rocks into a thousand fantastic shapes 
and feathery spray, which in the bright rays of the sun 

produce bows of surpassing brilliancy, Below its plunge 
the river (before a broad and smooth expanse) is confined 

im & narrow gorge, in places not more than_thirly feet 
wide, hemmed in by huge and beetling cliffs over 300 
feet Ingh frowing on the water beneath, which, for three- 
quarters of a mile, rushes along in mad career, surging 
and boiling with frightful force and turbulence, till it 
yeaches a spacious basin beneath. In this gorge are to 
be seen five large natural wells from thirty to forty feet 
deep, and fifteen feet in diameter, worn by the action of 
the water as smooth and symmetrical as if hewn and 
polished by the most skilled artificer; also, an enormous 
cavern hollowed out of the surface of the cliff. Still 
lower down the stream, the eddying water forms a whirl- 
pool called the ‘* Coffee Mill,” within whose gaping jaws 
logs of large {size are drawn and gradually crushed to 
matchwood. A commodious stairway is provided to de- 
scend and view these wonders; descending which we 
reach the water's edge, and gaze upon the weird and un- 
couth forms assumed by the furious watery element, 
while above, the gly is seen only as a narrow strip of blue, 
the luxuriant foliage surmounting the wall-like cliffs, 
seeming almost to meet overhead. ‘The view by nicon- 
light, with the pallid rays feebly struggling to pierce the 
somber gloom which enyelopes river, rock and tree, 
is simply indescribable, The lumbering operations, car- 
ried on so extensively up the river, necessitate the logs 
being sent oyer the falls, they being afterward secured 
and rafted in the basin below. Stantling by the fall, we 
can se6 immense trees take the plunge, often remaining 
below the surface for a minute, when they shoot up sud- 
denly, twenty or thirty feet above the water, hke some 
great monolith reared on end, falling back with a tre- 
mendous splash into the water. 

But lam forgetting, m my enthusiasm, all about the 
angling to be had in the neighborhood, and such ang- 
ling! Ye gods and little fishes! No, not little fishes, 
but great lusty, hard fighting troutabound in the numer- 
ous streams and lakelets, within an hour's drive from the 
village. To describe or locate all these would fill a book, 
and having, [ fear, been already rather prolix, I will 
simply suggest to the loyers of the angle coming this 
way the necessity of filling thet books with suitable 
lures for the unsophisticated piscines, and above all 
things not to forget their landing nets, or woe betide 
them when they get among the two or three pounders. 

For off days there are plenty of pleasant drives, notably 
to the Dominion Salmon Hatchery, about three miles 
down the river; the Danish settlement, about eight miles 
away on toe banks of Salmon River ; St. Basil’s Nunnery, 
up stream about eleven miles, and other places of interest 
reached by good roads, through wild mountain scenery. 

For information as to facilities for fishing, gunning, 
etc., other than that now afforded, I would adyise your 
readers to address F’. W. Brown, Hsq,, the Collector of 
Customs at Grand Falls, who will, I doubt not, be happy 
io aliswer any enquiries. — 

T hope that my suggestions nay proye the means of 
bringing many of my fellow sportsmen this next sum 
mer inlo these “fresh fields and pastures new,” 
Rapid-de-emine, N, By BALMO FONTINALIS, 

FISH AND GAME AT FORT CUSTER. 
4 

ORT CUSTER, Montana, is sittated on the northern 

point of the Big Horn Plateau, near the confluence of 
the Big and Little Big Horn Rivers, On the west and 
north is the valley of the Big Horn ; onthe east the Little 

Big Horn valley, and on the south and southeast the 
plateau gradually rises until it culminates in the range 

known as the Big Horn Mountains, 
These two rivers contain seyeral yarieties of fish, 

among which may be named piks, cat, sturgeon and buf- 
falo, but no trout, the nearest trouting being about 
thirty-five miles distant. 

Cation Creek—so called because its bed is so much de- 
pressed from the level of the surrounding country—is 

claimed by local sportsmen to be the best trout stream in 

the vicinity. One party informed me that the trout they 

caught in this stream averaged three pounds each, On 
account of the depth and steepness of the walls of the 
cations in which the stream hasits bed, it is very difficult 
of access, the walls being about thirteen hundred feet in 
height and almost perpendicular, and the points at which 
the descent can be made are few. The stream is about 
fifty yards in width, although, gazing from the level, it 
appears to be about one yard. The fishing grounds are 
almost directly south of here, 
About twenty-five miles beyond Cafion Creek we reach 

Pryor’s Creek, and the point at which it leaves the big 
Horn Mountain. This stream is also of good repute asa 
trout stream. Cafion Creek is a tributary of the Big 
Horn River, and Pryor's of the Yellowstone. 
Leaving Custer on the Rock Creek and Fort Custer 

stage road, in a southeasterly direction, we find several 
more good camping grounds for the exercise of our skill 
as trouters, Grass Lodge Creek, a tributary of the Little 
Bie Horn, is about thirty-five miles distant, the latter 
stream also containing trout ten or twelve miles further 
up. Tongue River and tributaries, ata distance of abouta 
hundred miles from its mouth—it is a tributary of the 
NY clonei ete — tise shelters the much-sought-for mountain 
rou. 
The two first-mentioned streams are not accessible by 

any regular mode of travel, and a person visiting them 
would be compelled to camp out, although this would be 
an additional pleasure to a person who had been ecooped 
up by four walls for any great length of time. But the 
other streams are of easy access, being all on or near the 
route of the Rock Creek and Fort Custer Stage Line, and 
accommodations can be secured at almost any of tha 
points named, Atadistance of about seventeen miles 
from Custer, on the same road, is the scene of Custer’ 
last charge, another point of interest to the tourist, I 
understand that there is a movement under way to erect 
amonument on the battle-lield to the memory of tha 
fallen general, 
Game of all description is very plentiful, but is fast 

being reduced. Bear, black, cinnamon and silver tip, the 
latter being called grizzly by some, are ‘to be found in 
the Big Horn Mountains, ata distance of thirty-five or 
forty miles. There were about twenty-five killed by 
hunters from the post last fall. Buffalo may generally 
be found after a few hours’ ride, unless driven away by 
the Indians who continually hunt them. Elk are to ke 
found in the foot hills of the Big Horn Range, also white 
and black-tailed deer. One herd of elk, in the vicinity 
of Cafion Creek, was variously estimated to contain from, 
one to fwo and one-half thousand. One hunter, alone, 
killed eighty-three in eight days. Antelope are encoun- 
tered by a two or three hours’ ride, One herd of them, 
numbering three or four hundred, had the temerity to 
enter the garrison, but remained a short time, although 
they continued in the yicinity for several days. Jack 
rabbits and cotton-tails run around loose almost every- 
where, 

Blue mountain, pinnated and pintail grouse, sage 
chicken, curlew, and upland plover, are plentiful in the 
timber on the hanks of either of our rivers. Mallard, 
grayhead, redhead, canvas-back, black and gray, or pin- 
winged ducks, widgeon, blue and green-winged and pin- 
winged teal, and butter-ball, are to be obtained in the 
marshes of the Big or Little Big Horn Rivers, or any of 
the streams in the vicinity. 
During the spring and summer, Fort Custer is easily 

reached, From Bismarck, D, T,, boats run continually, 
during the navigable season, as far as Port Keogh and 
Terry's Landing, the former 140, and the latter point 35 
miles distant, During high water, a boat occasionally 
succeeds in ascending the Big Horn as far as this place ; 
but that occurs but once or twice ina year. From Fort 
Keogh and the Landing we have a daily coach. The 
Union Pacific Railway will probably be completed to 
Fort Keogh by next fall, 
From Rock Creek, Wyoming, on the Union Pacific 

Railway, there is also a line of daily stages, which crosg 
a number of the trout streams mentioned above, 

Fort Custer, Montana, 1979, O; 8, PoAGH, 
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scales have already fallen from my eyes, I cam already 
see meri as trees walking. 

I was certainly, however, not favorably impressed with 
the first appearance of New York, as 7 gazed upon if 
from the deck of the good ship Cily of Brussels. But 
then our voyage had been a stormy one, and tle day was 
rainy, with a cold east wind blowing. Owing to the sad 
death of our poor friend Tileston, there was no one to 
meet us. We did not even hear of the event nntil we 
landed in the dock; then, indeed, our spirits sank below 
Zero, 

It struck me that the custom-house officers could 
not have done their duty in a more obliging or gentle- 
manly fashion ; at the same time, I consider the restric- 
tions against landing dogs in this country are calculated 
to do a deal more harm than good, 
Lauding in any part of England, you have only to 

hand your luggage to a porter, and whistle for a hansom. 
Here you might whistle the whites of your eyes out for 
any such useful conveyance, and all in vain. Anh old- 
fashioned two pair lumbering carriage, however, under- 
took for a trifle of $4 to convey myself and friend to the 
Sturtevant House. The fare in England would have 
been one shilling (25 cents), The mud on the streets, it 
struck me, was very deep and very dark, and the stree(s 
themselves most vilely payed. No doubt matters will bo 
mended in this respect some day. Leannot forget that 
this Hereuléan republic is only in its infancy; but I 
rode in an omnibus from the ferry to Barnum’s show, at 

weeks’ hoard one season will buy a good camping outfit 
that will last for years, when well taken care of. Some 
of the guides can furnish a considerable portion of the 
articles required for camping when wanted. Den Smith 
has nearly all, which he will furnish for a small party. 
The sheet iron stove can be dispensed with very well 
during the warm weather, but will be needecl to warm 
the tent after the nights get frosty. It will be andy at 
any time to fry meat or fish on, and for slapjacks, but is 
unhandy to transport, 

Those who come to stop here for one or two weeks will 
find the plan IT suggest much cheaper than to go bo the 
hotels, where they will have to be fitted out in the same 
way and go to some locality ata distance from the mosh 
of them to find good hunting or fishing, Those who only 
come for a few days will do well enough by going to one 
of the hotels. There are sume whose charges are reason- 
able; of course they cannot board as cheap as the hotels 
in the towns and villages. Their run of custom only 
lasts a small portion of the year, and if costs them con- 
siderable to get their provisions in from the railroads or 
towns. But some charge too much, and the proprietors 
of them have become independent in a few years’ time, 
Those in the north-west portion of the Adirondacks haye 
always been very reasonable in their charges heretofore. 

ADRION ONDACK, 
$a re 

HOW IT STRIKES A STRANGER. 

HINTS FOR ADIRONDACK VISITORS. 
—_>_— 

Reve plan I would suggest has already been tried by 
several I know, and is well liked by them, and 

will, I think, in time be followed by the majority of 
sportsmen, Its. in the first place, to procure a tent and 
full camping outfit ; such as a sheet-iron stove. tin folding 
baker, and all articles required for cooking, and the 
table, made out of tin or sheet-iron, and all toilet articles 
required, also a cot or lounge, to sleep on. Be particular 
to have all things made so as to get them into as compact 
form as possible, 

Goaree clothing for camping out is the best, and the 
less the better; although some warm woolen blankets 
will bu needed for cool nights. Then have a ‘good guide 
engaged beforehand ; one living near the locality fo be 
visited willbe best. Have him purchase all the articles, 
in the provision line, wanted for the trip here ; such as 
flour, tea, colfee, butter, lard, sugar and other groceries, 
Tf one wants canned fruit, or extras, they had better 
bring them. Haye your guide meet you when you come, 
with a team at the station, or at the end of your stage 
route, to take you directly to the pond or stream where 

you wish to camp. By this you save all hotel expenses, 

and your guide can get a team cheaper than for what the 

hotels would charge, Your guide, if he Knows his busi- 

ness, will do all the cooking, and wesh out your under- 

clothing. if you should not haye enough spare clean gar- 

ates ne ron iy ag il en Or So toh a imag forge Ue eng Sei ping apartment and bed; but, of : being ’ pe eae he the roud that leads to my father’s peat moss is better far 
have to board him. He will furnish a boat, axe and such ISTORIES make men wise,” says the immortal Tn FONTS y P 

Bacon, in one of his essays. They might have 
this tendency were they always truthful; but where is 
a true lustory of any country or any people to be found? 
The historian, no matter how itpartial he may try to be, 
if relating the story of some nation with which his own 
country may atone tine have been at war, is certain to 
lean toward the fault of fayorimg and praising his native 
land, Charity toward our neighbors’ faults and short- 
comings is one of the rarest virtues coined. We like to 
view our own homes through rose-tinted spectacles, br 
when we 20 abroad we prefer Lo wear the green eye-elass 
of the cynic aud snarler, And yel traveling never fails 
to open the eyes and prove tous thateyen if it be true 
that there is no place like home, there are many places 
that come precious near to it; and the nations of the 
earth have only to know each other more thoroughly to 
love each other a yast deal more. Jf ever the millenium 
comes, if ever that premised lion-and-lamb business is to 
he transacted, itis my impression thal the happy result 
will haye been brought about by the previous adoption of 
a universal language and unbounded facilities for tray- 
eling. The mistakes we make about nations and peoples 
we have never met or mingled with are often ridiculous 
in the extreme, and the worst of itis we are almost un- 
willing to be put right. 
There is, pérhaps, no nation in the world so conserya- 

tive in their ways and notions as the Hneglish. They are 
conservative even in their faults and in their ignorance, 
It is extremely convenient for an Englishman to believe 
that he belonys to the greatest country under the sun; 
that that luminary never sets on the territory of the 
Queen; that she rules the waves, and that with the ex- 
ception of Bannockburn and Bunker Hill—trifling aeci- 
dental mishaps—his armis neyer sulfered a reverse, and 
neyer can nor will. It is convenient for him, or he 
thinks so, to come abroad with notions like these in his 
head ; and very much astonished he is indeed fo find that 
his opinions are not always deferred to, and that people 
exist who dare tio think that one man is as good as an- 
other, and maybe a sight better. 

As he comes to America, even so does the undiluted 
Englishman cross the borders into Scotland, He thinks 
he is stepping into a country which the prowess of his 
forefathers has conquered, He forgets, or he never has 
learued, the story of the union of the two countries; le 
is firm in the belief that the rebellion of “45 was a war 
between south and north Briton, in which the latter came 
off second best, His eyes are soon opened, though, Hae 
expects to find Scotch hotels mere luts; to his surprise 
he tinds them puluces. Scotch landlords extortionists ; 
he finds them both honest and liberal, He gapes about 

things as are required around camp. And here let me 

say that one had better pay a real good guide an extra 

price, than to get a poor one for nothing. By this you 

will saye money in the end; and on a trip of this kind, 

your guide is your main dependence tur a pleasant ane 

enjoyable time while in the woods, One guide will an- 
swer for a parly of two; but over thab number, there 

should be two guides ; besides, there would be too many 
to go in one boat, with any comfort, Dwo gentlemen 
fron New York city, who were on the Sixteen-mile Level 

of the St. Regis River, while I was in camp there last 

season, in August and September, adopted the plan I have 
mentioned. They engaged Den. S. Smith for gnide, and 

he inet them at St, Regis Falls—the end of the mail route 

from here. He hai everything ready for their coming, 

and took them to the Humphrey, or Lower Nine-mile 

Level of the St. Regis. They camped there a while, then 
moved tip to the foot of the Sixteen, and camped a while 
in several places on that, between the foot and the head 
of that, then went over to Long Pond, three miles from 

the Level, to a carry starting from Buck Mountain, then 

returned to their starting pointtou the Humphrey, mak- 
ing a trip of about two months. Their board, when the 
figured it up, cost them only twenty-two cents per day, 

Tn comparison to this, a gentleman from Cleveland, Ohio, 
three yearsago last July, told me that he went to one of the 
well-known hotels, or sporting establishments, and was 
fitted out with a tent and other utensils for camping, and 
with provisions for ten days’ time, for himself and guide, 
for which he paid $40, and the use of tent, etc., as he did 

not intend to return to the hotel at the end of ten days, 

but tio take another route out of the woods, When he 
caine to pay his guide $2.50 per day for himself and boat, 
his whole bill for the ten days, it amounted to p05. 1 hey 
charged him fifty cents per day for the use of a bait fish- 
ing-rod, with line and hooks, that could not have cosu 
over $3 at the most, I don’t wish to be understood as 

claiming that all, or the most of the sporting louses, 
make such oulrageous charges as the above; but that 
some do isa well-known fact, and Ladvise all those jwho 

are not millionaires to keep clear of them, 
For the benefit of those intending to visit the Blue 

Mountain, and St. Regis River District, I will mention a 
few guides, or those who will act im that capacity, for 
the rush of sportsmen and tourists has not been enougli 
to this locality to cause guides to stop around the few 

sporting houses here, waiting for chances to go out with 

parties. The few here ave of those who Teside in the 
close vicinity, and have practised hunting anil trapping 

winters, aud go out with parties who wuite to them 
beforehand. D. L. Smith, Dickinson Center, Pranklin 

Hre | reached my hotel the sun shone forth, avenues 
and squares began to appear and New York rose degrees 
in my estimation ; and it struck me we have nothing in 
England to compare in beauty with thé streets of this 
city. I do not forget palatial Prince’s street, of Bdin- 
bargh, nor the marble walls of Union street, Aberdeen, 
They each have their beauties; but the houses lack the 
Airy grace of these, They are nol bedraped with beauti- 
ful creepers, and the sidewalks are not shaded with 
drooping trees. As to the squares, | never saw anything 
like them in the old country. Tall houses, grim and 
gaunt, frown over our London squares; trees and shrubs 
there are in abundance, and even grass and flowers, but 
there is no freshness nor beauty about them. You may 
pity, but you Gannobadmire them ; besides, bloomed they 
ever so lovely, they are not free, for they are hemmied 
round by iron railings, with inhospitable gates, the keys 
ot which are kept by the surrounding inhabitants, and 
no one dares enter saye slatbernly vursesmaids, bibies 
and lap dogs. But how different are your New Youle 
squares ; how free and open. how green the grass, and 
sweet and healthful the breezes that blow throvweh them, 
Whey, it is quite a treat to come here with a book and 
while away a lazy hour. Yes, the square is an American 
institution ; and the nurse-naid is another. Yonder one 
comes, wheeling along in front of her one of the airiest 
of airy perambulators, and what a lovely child if con- 
tains, lounging al length with the grace of a youthful — 
duchess, not cramped up as we ¢ramp our children in a 
British barrow, 1 don’t know which to admire the most, 
the maid or the child; the little white “mutch” on the _ 
latter's head is quite new to me now, and intensely inte- 
resting, Tshould like to kiss that baby. 

After riding for a week in the stveebh cars, and on the 
elevated railway, I do not miss the English hansoms a 
bit. The tramway (street cars, you call them) is pretty — 
near perfection, and goes very nearly if not avite as fast; 
as the stulfy London four-wheeler, T know, loo, what 
I have to pay, and that 1 will not have to fight about the — 
fare at my journey’s end, Besides, these tram cars are ; 
roomy and clean, and I don’t think there is the slightest 
chance of catching’ the smallpox in any one of theni, 
nor of finding a bug on my sleeve aftermy exit, Tf 
strikes me that the elevated railway doesn't improve tha 
Appearance of the streets, nor should Llike to dwell in’ 
the houses adjoining, The feeling of privacy cannot he 
great in their rooms. 

While traveling in the streets, badly paved though they 
he, Iséldom see a dead or fallen horse, In London you 
can cout them by the dozen. My way is never stopped 
by that truly Mnglish institution, a block. In London, % - isa splendid camper and «# good cook, knows | for the rubbing posts the Duke of Argyll lili for the ifr We Tea Seppe : 

Sateen ads bf huntiny cet fishing, has a good boat | people; le tinds they were raised Lor the cows, Tilegiti- | When going to GALGlL & train, you generally allow yourself 
AOS: ; macy he has been told is the rule; he finds himself | 'wenty minutes lo spare. You enter your hansom, wud, ows a team of his own, keeps a hound, but will notrun 
deer out of season, nor hunt ahd fish on Sundays. He 

hasan awning lent of his own, He is likely to be en- 
gaged until September, Bill Edwards isanother good one, 
cannot be surpassed around a cainp, and what he dow"t 

know about huutibe, fishing, or any thing connected with 

it is not weeth knowing, He is poor, but strictly honest, 
rather old, but tougher and can do more work than many 
younger men. 1 would want no better guide. His atl- 
dvess 1s William Edwards, St, Regis Balls. Cyrus Whit- 
ney is another capital hunter and fisherman, and knows 
eyery foot of the Adirondacks north of Hamilton County, 
and west of Meecham and Saranac lakes, , He 38 & sur- 
veyor, and Las frequented the mountains for years. Ie 
discovered the Whitney Pond, which is named after hin, 
and assisted Dr. Eley in getting up his map of the Adi- 
rondacks, which was to have been ‘extended to the Blue 

Mountain region if he hac lived. The three McNeal 

brothers, who with their father keep tne hotel at St, Regis 
Palla, are good guides. The three Iilled fourteen deer 
and a bear in one week, on the east branch of the St. 

Repis River, still hunting in November. The same party 
1 had reference to in my létterim the FOREST AND STREAM 

of Mareb llth, ‘hey are young men, but haye always 

resided in a good locality for gaine, and understand all 

about campitig and hunting and fishing. One of them, 

John, Iam personally acquainted with, anc know to be 

a good guide, No doubt the others are tully as good a8 

heis. They have the name, at least, of being so, They 

own several hounds, ‘here are several others in the 

vicinity whom I am nof personally acquainted with, and 

Tdonoltremember their namesin full at present. Sey- 

eral old lunnters from St. Lawrence Connty come to the 

Sixteen-mile Level of the St, Regis every season, and 

when they can get a chance, will guide parties, They 

are all well versed in camp life. They kill very litile 
ame when not engaged for others, 1 forgot to mention 

that tant poles and pins need not be brought when par- 

ties come here, as they can cut good ones wt most any 

place where they can. They can also store all tl eu 

camping outfit here with their puide, lo be ready for the 

next season, What one would pay at a hotel tor a few 

off you fly, from Fleet street to Paddington, for instazes, 
But woe 1s me; even should you emerge quickly and 
safely, without collision or other mishap from the Strand, 
if it byw in the afternoon ten to one you find yoursell 
either in Oxford or Regent street hopelessly, helplessly 
blocked inthe middle of a perfect ocean of cals, carta and 
cairiages, and there you may stay chafing and fuming 
till all chance of catching your fast train is gone for that 
day. Your dinner will be spoiled, andl your wife is sure 
to think that the flying Dutehinan has come to grief, and 
at every knock that comes to the door she will imagine 
that your miserable remains have just been brought 
home inacarpet bag, Ihave not seen a single clossing 
sweeper, ‘They douwt sweep the crossings here, or no- 
body Crosses, and nobody walks, so if secms to me, and 
thus the side paths in the upper. cily are seklom over- 
crowded, Wow dilferent itis at homu! 
By the way, another British institution which T miss is 

the rough; down town he may be, but here IT do not see 
the man, And fF miss, too, the working mechanic, or 
does lie leave his tools ahd grime in the workshop, and 
wear his Sunday clothes ou his weekday back, if have 
much to learn yel, However, lam coming on. Tlmnow 
now what ‘a boss shine for five cents” is. 1 know, too, 
the yalne of certain coimp—a cent, a preenbuck, a dollar 
and dime. I've no fault to fird with the dollars and 
dimes, but the five cent bit is a duffer, and don't ring, 
and the greenback is greasy, and smells like a Hottentot, 

GorbDON STABLES, M.D., RN, 
—$$—<—$—a Se 

Two Syipe av ONE SHOT.— Norwich, N.Y. April s0dh.— 
On the afternoon of the 27th of this month Iwas out 
after snipe; afriend of mine was with me who had 
hunted them but litte. Three birds rose, two of them 
flying quite close together, He killed both with one bar- 
rel. J never saw this (one before, Have never lieard of 
it being dons except in the West, where at times the 
are very plenty. We got ten birds, seven by myself. 
three by my friend, We had a little spaniel, quite wild 
had we had a stanch iointer I think our bag woul 
have been larger, AC, Dy 

among good meu and leal lassies, He finds, too, that 
brose and braxis ars not the staple articles of diet, nor 
the selling of sulphur ointment a regular business. He 
finds, also, that hospitality is a portion of the national 
religion, arid that lie is everywhere surrounded with 
steady, plodding, industrious men and advanced think 
ers. But Tmust tell you one thing that the Englishman 
does not find—no, notin all broad Scotland—and that is 
aman or boy who cannot read and write. Schoal bourds, 
eben , will do a dealfor Mugland; Scotland didn’t need 
them. 
Well now, reader, asa fair confession Is good for the 

soul, I ought to tell you that before arriying—as I haye 
done for the first, and I sincerely trust not the last time— 
on tliese shores my ideas of America and Americans were 
a kind of mixed, They were gathered principally from 
the tittle-tattle of Englishmen at home, and from the 
wrilings of such men as the eyer-to-be-admired Oliver 
Holmes, the quizzical Josh Billings, Mark Twain the 
humorous, and the genial Bret Harte, I fully believed 
that Ameriea was a great country; that Americans 
never ceased saying sv; that they were never tired draw- 
ing the long how or throwing the hatchet; that the bean 
ideal Yankee was long and lean and lanlcy ; that he wore 
a broad-brimmed hat, long hair and a beard dla coat; 
that he spoke through his nose; that he always eaid "1 
fuess” and ‘I calculate” and ‘No, sirree;’ that be was 
greal in dvinks; that hespent much time in loafing about 
bars; that he sometimes went roaring around (N. B.—I 
don't know what “roaring around” means; beloved Bret 
Harte, wilt thou tell me?); that he spat copiously, some- 
times in a comrades eye; that gouging out eyes was a 
pastime ; that Ne always carried a six shooter; that he 
olten used it; that he never weal abroad without a bowie 
knife, and that the bowie came in handy as a referee in 
quarrels, or an instrument to eat peas with. 
Americin girls, I was given to understatid, were all 

very well as to looks while still im their teens; that they 
faded af twenty-ole, and were not in it ab allat thirty. 
Weill, I have been here a week—nob a long time, cer- 
tainly, to study men and manners—nevertheless the 
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ARGYLE VERSUS AUDUBON, 

‘© Porest and Stream 

HE Duke of Argyle in #rdzer’s Magazine gives his 
‘First Impressions of the New World,”—and very 

pleasant reading they are, particularly the coneluding 
chapter, which treats of American ornithology, which we 
learn is the favorite sliudy of the writer, A charming pas- 
sae is tlhe description of his first and only sight of a hum- 
ming bird. How an ornithologist could pass months 
in the forests and fields of Canada and the States and see 
ouly asingle specimen, it is difficult to understand, un- 
less the Duke, as we suspect, is a short-sighted man, 

Like most other Britons, however, hé sees what he 
came to see. So, as in a few weeks spentin the Canadian 
woods, he inet with few song-birds, he is confirmed in his 
preyious opinion that the feathered songsters of America 
areinferior to those of Burope. ‘The only song-bird he ap- 
pears to have met with was the migratory thrush (robin), 
and “near Niagara one yery broken and interrupted song 
of fine tone ’—perhaps the bob-o-link. He never heard 
such vocalists as the brown thrush. hermit-thrush, song- 
sparrow, #rosbeak, or oriole } and of course in Canada, or 
New Yorle he never heard the ‘* wood notes wild” of the 
mocking-bird. So the Duke can hardly be called a com-~ 
petent witness. His Grace seems to have arrived at 
equally hasty conclusions, when he generalizes about the 
strange absence of fish-eating birds on American waters, 
asserting iihat the belted kingfisher is from the Delaware 
to Hudson's Bay the one solitary speciesspecially adapted 
tothe capture of fish. He might, on the Restigouche, 
hiave seen the mergansers, the grehes, the divers and the 
Ioon—all fish-eaters. In New York waters the herons and 
the bitterns also, and everywhere the osprey. Indeed, he 
Mentions the loon and osprey as birds which he met 
with, Al these on fresh walter can be seen in any north- 
ern wilderness, while on the sea coast the species of fish- 
éating birds which this observer failed to observe may be 
coumled by scores. 
Where thewuke did observe he is unfortunate in his 

conclusions, Ie thinks himself qualified to criticise 
Wilson and Audubon, as wellas Dr. Franklin, as to their 
accounts of the predatory habits of the white-headed 
eagle, and proceeds to vindicate the character of the Bird 
o Freedom by relating am incident of the capture of a 
salmon on the Restigouche by the eagle, Ifit was really 
the eagle that lhe saw perform the feat, and not the 
osprey, all observers by lake or river in Amevica would 
tell him that it was an exceptional case. It might easily 
happen that a spectator unused to the sight of these birds 
might, at the distance of a thousand yards, even with the 
aid of a glass, niistake one species for the other, 
| (Lf not, we must believe that the eagle in Canada, like 
the Indian there, has been reclaimed by the influences of 
voyalty aud British institutions from liis original savage 
aud predatory habits, and turned to industrious pursuits, 

On the east coast of Florida the eagle and the osprey 
are so abundant that we haye seen more of each species 
in one day there than in the Northern and Western 
States, or in Canada, ina season. Christopher North, in 
a charming paper on the Ornithology of Scotland, pub- 
lished in Siaekwood's Magazine, remarked that it would 
he an absurd thing to see halfa dozen eagles together. 
This absurdity may be seen any day almost ou the Hali- 
fax River, in Florida—and doubled at that—and all en- 
gaged in pursuing and robbing the fish-hawks, The 
accounts of the matter by Wilson and Audubon imay be 
verified ab any time. We have never seen an eagle 
capture a fish for herself, though we have seen her pick 
up a dead cat-fish which was loating on the water. We 
Thave seen the osprey cutch a fish which an eagle obliged 
him to drop. The eagle caught it before it reached the 
waler, and was bearing it away, when a second eagle at- 
tacked eagle No. 1, and robbed her. Old fishermen on 
this coast say that the eagle, as far as they know, never 
jakes fish for herself, but lives entirely by robbery, 
usually of the osprey ; but sometimes she will rob them 
of their fish, when exposed on theshore, always selecting 
the best kinds and the fattest specimens. 8.0.0, 
_ Halifou Iniet, Pla,, April duh, 

—— 

AN INVITATION TO ‘ PERTZGRINE,”’—Our friend, H, H, 

T,, thus pleasantly writes to ‘‘ Peregrine,” saying :— 
If ** Peregrine,” who chatted so everlastingly in your 

last issue about owls, ‘‘or any other man,” will call at 
ihe Treasury Department of the N, ¥,L. B. and W. RB. R. 

o., he will find the finest specimen of the American 
horned owl in this city—*Le Grand Duc” in person. 
Also, a pair of New Jersey ‘* Bob Whites,” that the sub- 
scriber las never seen the equal of in size, plumage and 
piose—the perfect work of John Akhurst, Brooklyn. Also 
avery dine painting, by A. Rockwell, Buffalo, of a strmg 
of speckled trout he caught in 1859, in the south inlet of 

i Rayustle Lake, Whe writer mentions these possessions 
_ because their daily sight has done his eyes a heap of good, 
and he would like to share his enjoyment with. ‘ Pere- 

. grine” and others, 
— New York, April 11th, 

se 

_ A Prt Siurreen.—LHayt's Corners, N. ¥i—One year 
ago leaught asquirrel, andin a few days I discovered 
four young ones in the nest. ‘Within a week or there- 
abouts two got smothered in the nest, but the other two 

grew finely, and whon thirty-five days old their eyes 
opened, and they grew nicely. Strange to say, | could 
not find anyone able to tell haw old # squirrel must be 
‘ere he could see. Laccustomed them to be handled almost 
avery day, and would take one al a time some three or 
four rods from the house, and the littls ones would run 
i) meas fast astheirlegs would permit, Dick, when 
about three months old, was caught and killed by a cat, 

hile out of his cage, playing on the ground. Dilly is 
@t living, and has been allowed liberty to go out each 

day, and has never been known to leave the place, only 
s far as the road, until Wednesday last, when she disap- 
eared, antl was gone wntil this morning, when she was 
ao by a neighbor coming home from toward the woods, 
sone cighly rods or more distant, I took her to her cage, 

d she is now safe and well, 

PARASITES In A Duck's Fuirsn.—Lowville, N. ¥., 
Murch 291. Hditor Forest and Stream ;—I read with 
much interest the letters of ‘ Mic-Mac” and*Dr, Hagen, 
stiving an account of the parasiles found in wild ducks’ 
flesh, I met with a similar instance during a trip to the 
Adirondacks a few years ago, My companion and my- 
selfin our light boat were exploring the unfreqiented 
waters of a cluster of ponds, so remote in the deep wilder- 
ness that not even Verplanck Colyin himself has ever 
visifed them. I waa silently paddling the boat through the 
narrow channel between the ponds, when just as we 
camé into the second one, a large black or dusky duck 
fluttered along the surface of the water ahead of the 
boat. My companion quickly raising his rifle, fired, and 
puta ball through its neck. Picking it up, we thought 
we would yary our venison diet with stewed duck, On 
returning to camp thonght that skinning it would be 
the quickest method of preparing it. When I didT found 
the breast completely filled with parasites of about the 
size of grains of wheat, or resembling in size and appear- 
ance ants’ eggs, Seeing this, we concluded that, after 
all, venison was better than duck, and did not change 
our mind that season, H. W, Hayt, 

_—>—— 

SWALLOWS AND Brp-pucs.—Recently, while looking 
over some notes made in Fayette County, lowa, during 
1876, I came across some interesting items in regard to 
the barm-swallow (Hirundo herreorwn), 
Laas told that the swallows had been driven away in 

the early part of the season by a pair of purple martins 
(Proge purpurec), whith refused to Jet them build. 
About the middle of June, howeyer, the swallows re- 
(irned, and, unmolested by the martins, plastered be- 
tween fifty and sixty of their wud nests under the eaves 
of the barn. 

July 4th I secured several specimens, together with the 
eggs, he birds were, of course, in wretched plumage, 
They were, lioweyer, remarkably clean and free from 
parasites. Somedays later, bed-hugs (Ctiew lectumarius) 
were found on all the swallows taken ; and the insides of 
the nests, and sides of barn down to the ground, literally 
swarmed with these animals, 
Twas told that the bugs never appear until the young 

birds wre hatched. The bugs are found in the basswood 
trees of that locality, and I have often seen them in new 
boards. In fact, it is next to impossible to keep a newly 
built house free from the pests. 

The question is, do the swallows get the bugs from the 
basswoods 5 and, if so, how does it happen that they are 
seen only after the young birds are hatched? 

ee 

I can answer this only by supposing that the swallows 
ropare to woods for insects to feed their young, and that 
while there they become infested with the parasite. I tio 
BON Celie e the bed-bugs are used by the swallows for 
ood, 
TI have never found any explanation of this curious 

freak, if it can be so called, either in books, or from natu- 
talists with whom I have talked. 

Dr, Packard, in his ** Guide to the Study of Insects,” 
speaks of a letter from a gentleman, in which he states 
* that he found a nest of swallows on a court-house in 
lowa swarming with bed-bugs.” 

The bugs seem by appearance, color, bite and odor, to 
be identical with C. lectiularius. 

Dr, Packerd speaks of a variety in Europe, C. hirwi- 
dinus, which lives on swallows; but dves not mention 
any variety peculiar to our birds, WwW. P.M, 

Boston, Mass., April 18th. 
—— 

SPrRucE PARTRIDGES.—Vhe following appears in a re- 
cent issue of the Glens Falls (N, Y.) Republican :— 

*¢* Did you ever killa black partridge?’ inquired a gen- 
tleman whose post-oftica address is Indian Lake. We 
plead guilty to haying killed a few blaelk squirrels, crows, 
and similar insects ; but had never murdered, or seen, or 
even heard of & black partridge. ‘They exist, neverthe- 
less,’ said he; ‘but in only one section of the woods 
that I know of, While hunting in the Moose River coun- 
try, last fall, LT shot two, and young Durant bagged a 
whole covey. They are a royal bird, black and glossy as 
ataven, with stripes of bright crimson feathers over each 
eye, and a nurrew strip of pure white down the breast, 
Their size is that of a common partridge, and they are 
less wild. I have heard of them in the Moose River coun- 
try for the past halfa dozen years.’ Can the Forms? AND 
STREAM, or any other sporting authority, give us infor- 
mation concerning these ebony-colored strangers ?” 

Oh, give us a hard one! They were spruce grouse (Can- 

aee cunddensis). 
—E— 

WHEN DO BARS HAVE YouNG?—Bethel, Maine, April 
5th,.—I notice in FOREST AND STRBAM, of 4th March last, 
an account of 4 bear killed the 18th January, and that 
the cubs were found in the den, three of them with eyes 
¢losed, and very young. I account for this as a prema- 
ture birth by certainly two months, or nearly that. The 
old bear being disturbed left the den, but not until she 
had cast her cubs. I have never heard an instance yet, 
where a bear was taken from the den, dead or alive, 
without first casting her cubs. The natural time for cub- 
bing is the month of March, in this State, The time may 
differ in different latitudes, I have killed seventy-three 
black bears, Ursus wmnericanus, under yaried circum- 
stances, and at all times of the year. A young J7omo, at 
seven, months, is likely to live, if tenderly eared for, and 
why not young Ursus? Pind a bear's den in any month 
of the winter containing a she bear with cub, and you 
cannot take her from the den quick enough, but that she 
will have her young ones in the den. After cnbbing 
naturally in her den, she will not go so far away from 
the den without them but that she can hear them; and 
the moment she leaves them, for whateyer reason, they 
will set up such a squalling as fo make the woods ring, 

J, G. Bicu, 
—<_—_ 

Do GRAY SqumRers LAY UP A WINTER STORE OF Hoop? 
Fuirland, Ind —April 15/.,John Burroughs, in his ‘Notes 
of a Walker "—Seripner’s Monthly for Pebruary—seems to 
conyey, incidentally, the idea that our common gray 
squirrel lays up a store of nuts for winter use, Is he cor- 
rect in this or not? I know Mr, Burroughs to be a care- 
ful ohserver, sud [have always found his contributions 
to Seribner’s, when treating on subjects in natural history 

L, H.W, [which have come under my observation, to pe remarka- 

bly accurate, but is it true that the gray squirrel lays up 
a. store of nuts for winter use, or does he trust to chance 
and his usual shrewdness in robbing the ground-squirrel 
or chipmunk for his food? The writer has always been 
led to believe the latter true, and years ago, when a boy, 
wandeting in among the maple ‘‘sugar camps” on the 
banks of the heautiful Ohio river in Southern Indiana, he 
thought he had solved the question by cutting down the 
old stubs and trees that were known to be the winter den 
of a pair of gray squirrels, in none of which did hé ever 
find so much as a single nut that was edible, although an 
abundance of shells and other refuse. SHARPEYES, 

We haye always supposed that the gray squirrels laid 

up some provision fer the winter, Perhaps some of our 
readers can give us some facts bearing on this question, 

aes 
TAXIDERMY WITHOUT A TEACHER.—Under this title Mr, 

Walter P, Manton has given us an interesting and practi- 

cal little book of forty pages, which we can recommend 

to beginners. lf is a cheap, and, we think, reliable hand- 

book, treating of the preservation of birds, mammals, 

fishes and insects, This little yolume does not aim to 
take the place of the larger and more expensive works in 
this line, but is intended for the beginner in taxidermy— 

it is intended as a primer, rather than a reader, Beside 

the chapters on taxidermy, is one devoted to hunting 

and hygiene. On the whole, the work is one which wae 
can recommend wilh satisfaction, 

Sea and Aiver ishing. 
—Appress all communications 

Publishing Company, New York.” 
“Forest and Streain 

FISH IN SEASON IN MAY, 

Trout, Salvelinus fontinalis, Salmon Trout, Salmo confinis. 
Salmon, Saline salar, Shad, Alosa. 
Grayling, hymmallus tricolor. Land-locked Salmon,Salmo gluvert. 
et 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

Im sending reports for the Forust AND STREAM Directory of 
Game and Tish Kesorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following particulars, with such other information as they 

may deem of value: State, Town, County; Means of access; Hotel 

and other accommodations; Game and its Season; Fish and its 

Season; Boats, Guides, ete.: Name of person to address. 
—-<ae———— 

Taney Fiy-Rops vs, WurrrLep PoLes.—Some one has 

been wriling from the Adirondacks to one of the New 

York dailies, and manages, in the course of his communi- 

cation, to say some very sensible things about the superi- 

ority of the fish caught and eaten there, over the mushy 
specimens sometimes palmed off on city purchasers, We 

have a faint suspicion that the article was written in the 

wilds of that self-sume daily’s editorial rooms, and one 

thing inducing this belief is the following bit of wisdom 
about fiy-vods :— 
The elaborate jointed rods which the city sportsmen bring Into 

the wilderness with them had better beleftathome. Asarule 

rods of amuch better quality ean be procured here for about 

oné-balf of the money, The guides themselves use a tamarack' 

pole, which may be cut almost anywhere, and some yerv skillful 

fly-casting is done with these home-mude rods. They haye one 

strong point in their favor, and thut is, when broken in 

iimateur hands, it does not require $25 to replace them. But 

while the faney rods may profitably be forgotten, a rwwell- 

stocked ily book and good assortment of lines should al- 

wiys be brought info the woods by the visiting fisherman. 

Adirondauk trout are able-bodied and delightfully gamy, 
and they will snap weals lines withouta twinge ol conscience. 
One came very near snipping aline that was not weak a few diya 

ago. Tt was held by Harry Thompson, the backwoods guide, who 

once read Sophocles in the shade of Oxford University. He saved 

both line and fish. The latter, a glorious speckled trout, weighed 

six pounds and two ounces. Ihave not been so lucky as that my- 
self, but I tooka string of four beauties last week, weighing In 

the aggregate seyen pounds—took them at the prive for which 

they were offered—tive cents a pound. 

OF course he did, and we'll wager the finest ‘‘fancy ” 

rod in our outfit that he never took trout with anything 
else than this silver or shinplaster bait. 

SS, 

AWN ACKNOWLEDGMENT.— Bridgeport, Conn., April 27th. 
—I inclose copy of an acknowledgment received yester- 
day from a friend to whom I sent a few trout. I think it 
worthy of your notice—do you? Aur. J, Hops. 

Your vift—these beauties of the stream— 

Ave the ideal of my dream ; 

When as the gentle spring days come, 

And by dark Fate I'n kept at home, 

T picture all the angler fecis, 

As mountain brook its darlings yields, 

Tn weight aud markings, tint and size, 
They please my funey, charm my eyes. 

But how shall the delighted tongue, 

Tell how their savors to it clung— 

Refined, exalting, delicate, 
Sense-thrilling, luscious, exquisite, 

As, brown und fragrant from the pan, 
They yiyified the inner man? 

Dear friend, sweet thanks! you send me more 

Thanift you gave a golden store. 

he fields, the skies, the woods, the streams, 
‘The hopes of youth and childhood's dreams 
Ave in the gift—here, too, I find 

Your heart, large, loyal, true ynd kind, 
——————_~7" 

AprroxpAcks.— Moira, near the Adirondachs, May 1st. 
—The ice is aut of the lakes and ponds in this portion of 
the Adirondacks, and trout fishing has commenced. A 
man living Near Branch Pond brought a fine lot down to 
Malone the first part of the week, that he caught in that 
pond. Thirty ef them weighed something over twenty 
pounds, Branch Pond is only six or séyen miles south of 
Malone, Several fine lois have also beeu caught in the 
brooks about here during the past two weeks, The pros- 

FAiaNwe. 
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pect for deer the coming season was never better for 
many years, and I have not kmown the partridges or 
ruffed grouse to be so mimerous in the spring for a long 
time, ADRION ONDACK, 

Rye om 

Connecticur Lakes,—We have an extended sketch 
from the writer of the following notes, which we will 

shortly publish :— 
A party of three from Boston were the first visitors— 

fretting two deer and plenty of fish, My friend and self 
followed ; next a Syracuse, N. ¥,, party (Rey. Dr, Beard, 
Col. Chase and Mr, Bacon), stopping but a few days: 
after them, Prof. A. W. Wheeler, of New Haven, and 
lastly, a party of four from Bridgeport, Conn., all well 
armed, which fact may account for the scarcity of game 
for the next few weeks. 

I floated with Norton twice only, shooting a buck the 
first night, and the last a moose (a two-year-old), which 
Tleft with Uncle Tom, and have since heard that if was 
the last fresh meat seen in camp during the season. 

Prof. Wheeler wrote mc that he floated Hast Inlet 
twice for moose, and did not hear a sound, and goes on 
to say, ‘‘The fact seems to be that all moosedom has 
heard of your exploit, and the wise moose haye held a 
council, and decided to emigrate, for the time being, to 
unmolested feeding grounds.” 

T had the advantage of being the first one to try the 
new ‘‘ground,” the aid of a full moon, and otherwise 
perfect night, and the /uck of making a dead shot almost 
by guess. 

Cuester intends to improve upon his camp this season, 
and to get a man and wife to look after the cuisine, and 
to deyote his time to guiding. 

Second Lake is a charming spot, and is still fresh (First 
Lake is worn out). Deer are not as plenty as about some 
of the hack ponds in the Adirondacks’; but there is usually 
no trouble in supplying the wants of the camp. The fish- 
ing is not as good as in other lakes—the trout ayerage 
simaller, It is a poor place for a person to go thinking to 
find use for a large amount of ammunition; but, to any 
one interested in natural history, and satisfied with a 
reasonable amount of sporting, the beaver works and 
cariboo bogs will well repay a visit. ¥, 8. B; 

ae ee 

IshAnp CAmp.—tisland Camp is situated on an island 
in Pike Lake, Wis..a few miles from Ashland, and is 
the private property of a party of St. Louis sportsmen. 
The quarters consist of a fine center building, in rustic 
style, with a kitchen detatched. The island itself is 
ahout two acres in extent; the iake surrounding is full 
of bass and pike, and the streams and creeks near by, 
apound in trout, Deer are abundant in the adjacent 
forests, 

—_~<+>— 

PREPARING FOR THE BLACK Bass CAMPATIGN.—Willis, 
‘Texas, April 25th.—Last year, or the year before, some 
excellent articles came out in the FoREST AND STREAM in 
the interest of the black bass, but it seems of late that 
this famous fish is losing ground in the columns of the 
aper. That will not begin tode. This old soldier must 

Rags his pension, nor should his fame and record die in 
obliyion. I never read with more interest anything than 
those lively essays upon the habits, characteristics and 
methods of capturing this wary fish. We, of the South, 
know nothing of the trout proper, but we have the black 
bass in all our waters, and, although we regard him par 
eascellence the king of his tribe, yet we look upon him as 
the most cunning, arbitrary, tantalizing and uncompro- 
mising imp that swims; and if any angler, between 
Maine and Mexico, can write out a campaign programme 
that will meet all the indications or requirements when 
one goes fishing for black bass, and that will bring luck 
to one's string, I, and the rest of us, will go out fo him 
with our souls and regard him not only as a public hene- 
factor, but a ‘‘mutual friend ” to the whole body of bass 
fishermen, I only want suggestions how to get my hands 
on some four to six-pounders that have been standing off 
about two feet, and licking their chops at the bait on my 
hook for the last five years, and no argument that I can 
frame will move them one inch closer. I never used nor 
saw a fly used for bass, hat kind of science has not 
been cast upon our waters yet, Ishall try it onsoon, T 
have a good outfit, mow; my boats are all newly 
painted ; | haye rigged my rods (reed poles) with seyenty- 
five fest of hest oil-braided silk-line, click reel (neyer saw 
areel before). I got Orvis to make mea fly, a ‘‘ green 
and gold.” I then tool that as a pattern, and read in 
Hallock's *‘ Gazetteer” about colors, etc.; then got a lot 
of feathers from cranes, ibises, storks, herons, chicken- 
cocks, peacocks, wood-ducks, mallard, parrots and the 
like, and I have made some of the prettiest flies and bobs 
onearth. To get my hand in practice with this reel, I 
gob a little nigger to tale hold of the line and Tun, and, as 
he runs, I pull and manipulate ; and when he has run off 
enough line to look well, I tell him to stop—the bass 
always stops on his own account, at interyals—and when 
he stops, I cause him to keep a taut line and turn the 
windlass and reel him up, and so on until my lesson is 
finished, Ido this daily, and am becoming expert. As 
to casting and skittering, T knew that before, And now 
with this *‘equipment,” if I don't fool these old chaps 
next week, during the last quarter of the present moon 
then “ the books are wrong.” a 

TT 

TROLLING FOR SALMON TROUT, 

H AVING often heard of the glorious sport to be had trolling 
for fulmon trout during the summer months on Lake Su- 

perior, four of us, wlter mature consideration, concluded that we 
would find owt for ourselyes how much there was in the wonder- 
tul stories. The parity consisted of James MeBean, Fred Jones, 

George Maifand the writer. October Ist, 1879, the day on which 

we had decided to try ourfortune, turned out dark ard stormy, 

the wind blowing haltapale from the northeast, but nothing 

faunted by the iuclemency of the weather, we put our tent and 

traps aboard of the boat which we had been eruising with for the 
suminer (for want of & better), which is of a build monopolized 

by the fishermen of these northern lakes, ‘They are clincher- 
Built, aboutLseL. keel, Tift. beam, sharp stern and sohconer-rigged. 

w thonta deck, but yery staunch and seaworthy, We got under 

weigh about 1 o'clock a.m, the wind, as [said before, blowing 
halfa sale from the northeast, out before we had run five mies 

of the twenty-five we hod to sail, it lW‘led, and a terrifie thunder— 

gtorm, for which Thunder Bey, ouke Superior, is noted. cume on, 
aud there we liy rocking about without wind enough to keep cur 
pails full, and the rain coming down in bucketsful, After apout 

two hours’ drenching, the wind shitted to the northwest and we 
rot along better, the weather still remaining a little moist; how- 

ever, by four o'clock we were in Jaryis Bay, and after considera- 

ble trouble in getting our boat over the bar, were safely moored 
ta the banks of the Jaryis River, a small river about sixty feet 

wide at the entrance. An hour was spent in getting our traps 
ashore and pitching our bell-tsnt to protect them, and while 

Jones and Mae were cutting wood for a fire, George and the 
writer concluded to try and geta fish for supper. After rowing 

for half a mile in the skiff which we had towed down, we reached 
the fishing ground, There, much to the writer's surprise, he im- 

mediately hada bite. Tt would take an abler pen than mine to 
portray the intense excitement of a. tyro landing his first fitteen- 
pounder of this species; howeyer, within fifteen minutes darkness 

compelled us to desist, and we rowed for ithe camp with fiye beau- 
ties lying in the bottom of the bow. When within hailing dis- 
tance, we joytully shouted our success to Jones and Mac, who 

were the strongest skeptics on the subject. This was, of course, 

received with derisive aud scornful shouts and laughter, which 
was not exactly turned to weeping on our landing; but they were 

almost wild with excitement, and wanted to go frolling then and 

there, although it was by this time dark, so the reader may fmag- 
ine their mental condition. George now turned cook, and ina 

yery short time we were eating a meal coasisting of boiled troat 

and potatoes stewed with pork gravy, the orthodox dish on these 

expeditions, and I might here add that the fish that are caught 
while trolling, aid eaten fresh from Lhe water, huve a flavor 

equal to the finest brook trout, which no one who has ever eaicnu 
one in thal way wilt dispute. 

After supper, and waile enjoying our pipes, the whole subjcet 

of course, was fish, aad how many we were going 1o get on the 

morrow. Ja order to be early at the scene of action, i, was unan- 

‘moasly resolved to follow the instructions of the old proyacb, 
and po “ early to bed,’ which we did witha good five blazing in 

front of the tent. Now all was quietness excepliag the cract— 
ling nade by the fire, and each supposed the others in the land of 

nod, with dreams of gigantic fish to be caught on the morrow 

foating through their brains. After two hours of this, an impa- 

tlent exclamation was heard from one of the party that toe heat 

Wwils unbearable, although memory suys that the remaric was not 

couched in as mild a formas I have written, when we #!l sat up 

and found that the same sentiments imbued the miads of ihe 

quartette, So the conclusion now come to was, that it wou'd re—- 

quire some of Bass’ bitter beer to counteract the eifecis of the 

heat, and that we would not go to bed at all,in oraer to ve vo 
early in the morning (excuse the bull). Howeyer, with smok ng, 

and spinning yarns of former advencures had with rod and gun, 

and many a midnicht watch on deck, it was soon time for brea‘ 

fast. At the first peep of dawn, we were all away to the ground, 

where, after three |hours' continued excitement, ihe skiff was 

loaded down with twen.y-two ‘“whoppers.” The modus operandi 
was this: one rowed, two sat in the stern, each with a trolling 

line—one running from each side of the boat—and the fourth 

man, next them, landed the fishand cleared the lines, Inlanding 
thé fish, one has to be yery careful and keep them clear of the 

sides of the boat, otherwise there would not be a hook left on the 

spoon eyery time you lande¢ one, Mac, who took the first turn 

at landing, distinguished himself by the very scientiile manner in 

which he extracied the hooks (generally the whole three hooks 

on the spoon would be firmly imbedded in the upper jaw of the 

fish, and it required considerable labor to extract them). 

'The paugs of hunger, together with the necessity of discharg- 
ing our cargo, which had brought the boat nearly to her gun- 

wale, compelled us to land and enjoy another breakfast, of which 
fish was still the favorite portion. After an hour spent in salting 

part of the fish (je had no ice with us, and were afraid to risk 
keeping them all fresh), we started ont for a new place on the 

other side of the bay, which we had not previously explored, 

where our former good luck followed us, and the result was 

iwenty-Lhree more. 

Allthrongh the day one of Lake Superior’s densest fogs had 
been abroad. Often we were unable to see one hundred yards 

ahead. Nothing disturbed the stiliness of nature, excepting the 

nojse made by ourselyes, gud the fog-whistle ofa Koyal Muil 

steamer some four miles outamong the islands, bound for Duluth, 

the zenith city of the unsalted seas. But now it lifted for a short 

time, and a light breeze springing up, we concluded to start fora 

bank where we were anxious to arrive some time through the 

night. After meal No. 3—which of course was in the natural 
order of evyents—we started, but the few cats-paws we previously 

had, died outas soon #8 we got under weigh, and George and 

Jones put off again in the skifi—this time on an exvloratory tour, 

seeking whom ‘they might devour out of the fish lines. A few 

minutes—half an hour—brought them back foragun to shoot two 
partridgés which they had on a tree near the beach. I forgot to 

say previously that Jones and Mac, while exploriag the river 

before dinner, shot two of a covey of purtridges which they had 

j raised, and they thought with these two we would hayeajtine 

supper—this time fish varied with game. Months after, however, 
the joke came out; thut what they had imagined to be partridyes 

were two knols on a dead tree, which the fog had made loom 

up when they bad gone with the gun. The wind freshened up 
toastit! breeze, dead ahead. After two or three stretches we 
found that it was likely to be a wild night, and considering discre- 

tion’and a Camp preferable to a stormy nightin an open boat, we 
headed for the skilf, pushed her up, and put for a harbor, the wind 

having increased to a gale, accompanied by a territic rain Storm, 
both of which lasted all night. A mile's sailing brought us to an 

excellent harbor, but # yery bad camping ground, the point on 

which we had to pitch our tent haying been deyastated by a bush 

lira, which had not only burnt the wood on it, but the moss and 
grass eayen, leaying nothing but rocks and gravel to camp on, 

There being no choice, we got everything under cover as yuickly 
a8 possible, and started to eaok supper—hard work with the wet 

roots and driftwood, which was all the fuel we had. For supper 

we had some bowillon, a dish worthy of a Cordunbleu. It consisted 
of the two partridges, some bacon and potatoes, four and toma- 

toes, all boiled together; gud, although to some of your readers 
such amixture may seem unpalatable, it wants only to be eaten 

tobe appreciated, Sleaplessness did not paryade the camp this 

night, notwithstanding the bad eimping ground and our clothes, 
which were sayturated—notwithstanding sundry waterpropf coats 
—and almost before we had finished our after-dinner smoke. 

Morpheus had us all for his loyal subjects. Mac hero again par- 
ticularly distinguished himself. In spite of our assertions that it 
would be useless to attempt building a fire, as it would not burn, 

he succeeded in kindling one, bad wood and all to the contrary, 
that would have roasted an ox whole; and It burned till it hurdly 
left a cinder. 

Morning dawned bright and cheerful. For the first time since 
leaving home we saw the sun. After, of course, a hearty break 
fast we started again for home, As the breuxe was very light, 
Rnd after heing un hour sailing one mile, Mac ané George con- 

cluded they Would go ahead in the skiff, and ity some unexplored 
eround for a jast parting fish; and whether it yas the improye- 

ment Or A. better place, or both, that made the fish bite more 

readily, they siicceededin heating our best luck, and in elyhtecen 
ininutes landed sixteen fish, These, with eight cauxht in the 

morning while breakfast was being prepared, and ona caught 

from the sailboat, brought our wumbers wp to exactly seyenty- 

five, which weighed from nina to twenty-four pounds each—Mac 
having the honor of catching and landing the twenty-four 
pounder, and he felt justly prondof his luck. 

Satisfied that we could now carry off the palm for a successful 
trip, and 4 fayorable breeze striking us, we hoisted all our rags, 

and were soon booming merrily home, which we reached in good 
time, to greel those of our dilizens who, lilkein most frontier towns 

crowd around each returning sportsman, and had come dowu ex- 

pecting to chaff us on the diicking we must haye had during all 

the storms, and, as they supposed a5 anatural consequence of the 

trip, no fish ; but their chuffing was turned into surprise when they 

saw our wonderful success, and fish stories became the popular 

excitement until the arrival of the next steamboat with the 
bi-weekly mail, 

The following information may be of interest: Where we fished 
the shore is formed of perpendicular clilfs ranging from one 

to six hundred feet in height, and the beach is, in most eases, 
formed of pleces of rocks, which haye been dropping from the 
sides since the days when Adam was a boy, making the beachrun 

into the water at an angle 6f about forty-five degrees. Our ex- 

perience was to row exactly oyer the spot where you could see 

the bottom (about sixteen feet down—any divergence from this 

rule was sure to be attended with bad luck), and the main speed 

of from one to two and one-half miles per hour. 

Although we continually had our lines out when sailing, we 
only caught one fish—which was when crossing a. point, and with 
the shore as previously mentioned. 

To a lover of the picturesque and grand, the route from here to 
James Bay would possess countless charms—those stupendous 

piles, Thunder Cape (1,900 ft.) to the righ!, Mackay’s Mountain 

(1,300) to the Jeft, and Pie Island (1,000 ft.), almost ahead, form 
truly noble sights, their perpendicular sides as changeful as 2 

kaleidoscope, according to the different positions and lights 

thrown upon them ; while further on, countless islands snd head- 

lands meet the delighted gaze, which could be wontemplated day 
after day without any cessation of interest, as no tivo aspects Are 

alike; ore time mirrored in a sea of glass, again the angry tem- 

pest lashing their feet with spray, while spring, summer, au- 

tumn and winter each present such a contrast from the limpid 
waters o¢ the lake in summer, to the eternal ice and snow of an 

ainost arctic winter, while the rarity of the atmosphere malces the 

landscape, twenty miles distant, seem nearer thaniten would inan 

ordinery climate; and, io a lover of nature, the trip amply repays 

the time spent, sbould one never cast a line or land a fish, 

Prince Arthur's Landing. J.T, M. 
—_<—__—__ 

Trout fishing opened in Pike Co., Pa., last Saturday. 

Sish Culture. 

—Appress all communications 
Publishing Company, New York,” 

K t Brook Trout my Ponps.—Chrome Bill, Lisburn, Tre- 
land, April 16th.—Editor Forest and Stream :—Through 
the kindness of a friend, I enjoy the yaluable privilege of 
erusing your interesting paper regularly ; and many an 
our of pleasant reading [have had, the only drawback 

being that so many miles of the ‘* weary waste of waters ” 
prevent me from enjoying in propria person@ some of 
the many ‘‘ pursuits of pleasure” offered by your splen- 
did country, I notice in your issue of 2th March an ar- 
ticle under ‘* Fish Culture” Ey “* A Practieal Fish Cultur- 
ist,” in which he states that trout, as a general rule, will 
not thrive in ponds, I cannot agree with him; but, on 
the contrary, ayer that trout will thrive better in ponds 
than in running water. In support of this statement, [ 
will give two instances which have come under my im- 
mediate notice, A few years ago a new reservoir of dam 
was constructed to supply my neighboring town with 
water, It gets its water by drains from the adjacent 
fields ; none of these drains are three feet wide, and, ex- 
cept in floods, they don’t contain as much water as would 
cover a pound trout, I placed some brook trout in this 
pond, and another gentlemen had a large lot put in, all 
small, It is now teeming with fish; and I know of them 
being caught up to nine pounds weight, Again, a friend 
of mine constructed a small dam, about one acre in 6x- 
tent, to supply his bleach green with pire water. It has 
no open inlet, except a run from a spring well a few 
yards from its bank, Well, three years ago I placed in 
this pond fifteen small trout caught ina mountain stream, 
none over four ounces weight. I heard nothing of them 
tilllast autumn, when I determined to try if they wera 
living or not. So, taking advantage of a fishy-looking 
syening, [sauntered down duly prepared, and choosing 
a dark-looking spot shaded by sonie willow bushes, I 
tried a cast with a ‘‘ willow fly,” and scarce had the 
feathery deception dropped on the surtace of the slightly 
ruffed water, when a swish of the reel, and twenty 
ards of varnished silk spinning out, warned me that I 
ad a “‘sockdullager” on. In five minutes I had a beauty 

on the sward that scaled four and three-quarters pounds, 
Another try, and a three-pounder joined his companion, 
These 1 killed. On the following evening T caught eight; 
one of them I should say seven pounds weight—but I 
returned all, as I did not wish to depopulate my pre- 
serve, as I do not believe they have bred, not haying any 
running water. Now in the streams whence these trout 
originally come from, I never heard of trout being caught 
over two pounds weight, mostly all turning about four 
to the pound, and these brooks are incessantly fished. 
This proves, in my mind, that trout thrive, grow large 
and lusty in still waters. I think such an article as 
Practical Fish Culturist” writes might deter many 
from forming a fish pond ; hence, I think it right to give 
my experiente in the matter, trusting you will pardon 
me for taking up so much of your yaluable space. 

RICHARD NIVEN. 

** Forest and Stream 

sd 

Connecticut Satmon,—The Hartford Times says: 
© We shall not, probably, get any Connecticut river sal- 
mon this year, as these fish are all caught at the mouth 
of the river and sent to the New York market—in yivla- 
tion of the law, too. On this account, we believe, the 
legislature refused an appropriation of $2,500 to the fish 
ae Suan in aid of the further propagation of the 
salmon,” 
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Publishing Company, New York.” 

Tm Nuw York Dog SHow,—lIt has been decided to 
hold the bench show at Madison Square Garden on the 

1ith, 12th and 13th, as previously announced, This de- 

cision was arrived at by the managers of the show on 

Saturday last, aftera thorough examination of the build- 
Ing by several eminent architects. The widespread inte- 
rest in the show is shown by the great number of letters 
and telegrams received daily from all parts of the coun- 
try, many of them regarding additional entries, which, 
however, cannot be made, Mr, Lincoln informs us that 

St is an astonishing fact that out of the large number of 
entries made, only one has been withdrawn since the 
accident occurred.” In the meantime, the two English 

judges haye been filling up their time by visiting the 

cities and kennels in the vicinity of New York. Mr, 

Hugh Dalziel, of the Live Stock Journal, has. been with 
his friends in Boston; and Dr, Stables on Monday last 

paid Mr. Moore’s kennels a yisit at Philadelphia ; he then 
went to Baltimore and Washington. 

Champion Tarquin, Sir William Verner’s bull terrier, 
has been relieving his mind and occupying his spare mo- 

ments by chewing up all of the canine persuasion that 
came within his reach. He met a tough customer, how- 

ever, in his son the other eyening, and he has been in a 
dreadful humor ever since, 

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN.—HExamination and inspec- 
tion by the nianagers of the bench show and their agrehi- 
tects -— 

The Madison Square Garden, where the bench show 
will be held on the 11th, 12th and 18th inst,, has been 
thoroughly inspected and examined by Mr, John B. 

‘Forest and Stream 

minimum, 
dogs, and are yery easy to undarstaiid and use. 

The different points onthe table wlth their values are 
The first column of 

the scoring-card is for the numbers as given in the table 
ofthe points of the particular breed to be judged. The 

numbered from 1 to 118 inclusive. 

second column is for the maximum yalue of the points 
when perfect. This is filled in simply to sid the memory. 
The other columns are for the points given the dogs 
judged, By holding the table and scorée-card back to 
back in the left hand when judging and marking, ready 
reference can be had to the table for information as to 
the points to be considered in regard to the animal in the 
ring. 
The tables and scoring-cards will be for sale for the 

first time at the New York show, CoBWER, 
oo + Oe 

ENGLISH FASHIONS IN DOG FLESH. 

ASHION in dog flesh is a curious subject for contom- 
plation, but it is nevertheless an interesting one. 

When the various breeds which have occupied the high- 
88> position In the estimation of the public come to be 
considered, the truth of the aphorism that ‘‘ Eyery dog 
has his day ” is forcibly brought before us. 
possess St. Bernards has somewhat cooled before the ad- 
vance in later years of mastiffs, and the ownership of the 
former breed has lapsed into the hands of a few but select 
body of admirers, 
tinct, pace Mr. G. A, Graham, but German mastiffs seem 
taking root amon 
however, all the larger breeds require space and special 
care, which precludes their being kept in numbers in in- 
termural kennels, and the affection of the public has per- 
force to be directed toward the lesser varieties of dog. 
Here, at the present time, the fox-terrier reigns supreme. 
Presenting as this class of dog does such a diveisity of 
type and coloring, it can hardly be a matter for astonish- 
ment that his friends are legion, <A fox-terrier is usually 
a peaceably inclined and vivacious dog, and even if not 
pretty may have those pretty ways which endear him to 
a certain class, whose great ambition is the acquisition of 
something with hair on it that will bark. 

The rage to 

Irish wolf-hounds are practically ex- 

tus, Unfortunately for themselves, 

'’o such, the 

These cards will each give the score of ten he pulled the whole rack over in his efforts to get it when 
hung too high, At that time I used to go for a walk 
every morning before breakfast, and it was during those 
walks that Leo got most of his traming ; and as I was, 
and am, a very heayy sleeper, I had great difficulty in 
waking early enough, I had heard of dogs waking their 
masters at regular hours, and as I firmly believed Leo 
capable of anything ever done by another dog, I thought 
T would teach him to wake me covery morning at day- 
break. How I succeeded you will read below. 

I oceupied a large room at the back of the house, with 
a window Opening on the yard occupied by master Lea, 
Around two sides of one corner of the room were two 
rows of pegs for hanging clothes, and in this cormer was 
my bed, i tied a cord across the corner about a foot aut, 
and to this cord I fastened a large bell, such as are used 
by milkmen, which was thus suspended immediately 
above my head. To the bell was fastened a cord, which 
after passing through a loop of wire fastened to the ceil- 
ing, went out through the window, and had for its termi- 
nation an old felt hat, which hung about two feet from 
the ground. TI had tied the hat there loosely before, and. 
made Leo fetch it, so that when he awoke at daylight 
and saw the hat he would try to take it, and thus ring the 
bell. I had misgivings that he might possibly see the hat 
sooner than I wished, but ths first night being cloudy my 
plan worked likea charm, eo, on waking, espied tha 
hat, pulled it, rang the bell, and I, waking, ran down in 
agarb more cool than yoluminous, patted and praised 
him, and gave him a piece of sugar, his usual reward. 
The next might was bright moonlight, and when I went 
to bed I heard Leo playing about the yard with a neigh- 
bor’s doy about 1 A.M, 
across the hat and commenced to pull with a will. 
ding! ding! went the bell, but T calmly slept on. 
in my first sleep, out of which itis almost Impussible to 
wake me, and if only gave a religious turn tomy dreamp, 
for I imagined that it was Sunday, and that the church 
bells were ringing, 
works itself into my dreams in that way. My mother 
was restless that night from neuralgia, and she felt so 
nervous at last that she sent my father,to my room to 
see what was the matter, # 

In his peregrinations he ran 
Ding t 
I was 

Any outside noise almost Invariably 

George ! George!” a t=) 
“c Y es.”? 

excess of three or four pounds oyer the correct standard 
Snook apd Mr. Robert H. Robertson, these gentlemen 
having been employed bythe managersof theshow, Mr, 
Snook is the oldest and one of the best known practical 
architects in the city, and probably hes had more thor- 
ough practical experience than amy other man in the 
city, both as a builder and architect io allits branches. 
Mr, Robertson is one of the most prominent of the 
younger architects, He is a member of the firm of Pot- 
ter & Robertson ihe senior member of which was for 
some time ihe United States government supervising 
architect, y 

Mr. Snook and Mr. Robertson spent Friday and Satur- 
day aficrnoons in the Garden, making a most careful and 
thorough examination aod iaspection of the building, 
and report, ‘* that in their opinion the building is amply 
safe and secure for the purposes to which the managers 
of the bench show propose to put it.” The management 
have determined to dispense entirely with all that portion 
of the building fronting on Madisonayenue ; the entrance 
there will be entirely closed, ‘The main building, where 
thé show will be held, will thus be entirely separated 
from that portion of the structure where the accident oc- 
curred, he entrance will be on Yourth avenue, Twenty- 
sixth and Twenty-seyenth streets, 

CHAS, LINCOLN, Supt, 
$$$ te 

POINT JUVECING AT SHOWS. 

WE complatet bos been grean bat, at the various 
bene’ shows, the dogs have nod been jnésea by 

points, notwitastanding the clibs aaverused ib J fuch 
should be the rule ; lef us, therefore, see if whe*e bas been 
any réason for t4is inconsistency. 

Previous to 1478 the scale of points, as printed in the 
Fanciers Gazeive, was the acknowledged authority, but 
with the advent of Stonehenge’s last »ook, the kennel 
clubs adopted the scale of points there given. The rules 
for benen shows offered by the National American Ken- 
nel Club have the following :— 

RuLet.—Vo3s to be judeed vy scale oF points !aid down :n the 
third eGition of Stove lenge’s * Dugs of the British Islancs.” 

If the trouble be taken, to notice the number and ya- 
riety of terms vsed todesignate the anatomical parts, or 
collection of pacts, in the various breeds for which a 
yalue has been given. one sufticient reason for not judz- 
ing by points can be found. 

The dog is not taken as an animal of a particular shape 
and form as is the horse or cow, and divided anatomically 
into different parts, for whi: 4 a value is invariably given, 
the value only ranging with the breeds, For exainple: 
The Skye terrier has fifteen allowed for a perfect head, 
vile for such an important part of his organization the 
Vorkshire is allowed nothing, the amount being distrib- 
uted for excellence in other particulars. In this way 
there are fifty-four parts, or collections of parts, for 
which value is given in the sporting breeds, and sixty- 
four in the non-sporting, no one particular breed having 
more than sixteen. , 

On page 57 of his work, Stonehenge gives a plan for 
judging, based npon an anatomical division of the dog's 
ody, but one obyiously impossible to follow from the 

scales given throughout the book, Where the shows are 
for only one breed, like the bull-dog shows held in Bng- 
land, judging by points can easily be, and has beer, ac- 
complished ; but in a show wilh ten to twenty-five dif- 
ferent breeds, to expect that any judge, however goow he 
may be, can remember without any aid to his memory 
the particular twelve or sixteen kinds of points out of 
the fifty-four or sixty-four given, is simply absurd. 

The rules under which the coming New York show will 
be held say that Stonehenge’s points will be used when 
necessary—a proviso which relieves the judges from 
using them unless they so desire, 

The Secretary of the Massachisetts Kennel Club has 
‘prepared a table of points of all (he sporting and non- 
sporting dogs, as given by Stonehenge, showing ab a 

| acd the value of each point in judging any particular 
reed,  Thetable is printed on both sides of a stiff card, 

and with each is furnished a package of scoring cards, by 
whish the work of judging by points is reduced, to its 

of heaviness, does not depreciate the value of their pets ; 
and as there is always a variety of gaudily-marked dogs 
in the sale-list, a deficiency In symmetry can be compen- 
sated for by plenty of pretty spots, 
their present popularity, fox-terriers must look to their 
laurels, for lrish terriers are surely gaining ground, 
Patriotism, and love of what they call their ‘‘ national 
dog,” has caused our friends across the Channel to exert 
themselyes to the utmost to push the Ivish terrier; and 
their efforts are now bearing fruit, and will bear more. 
Tn toys, the litle black and tan terrier has almost gone 
from sight, as ladies now prefer a more robust com- 
panion, snd a colley is more often seen than the pigmy 
black and tan in the society of the gentler sex. Pugs 
have held their own, but Yorkshire terriers are but sel- 
dom met with beyond vhe limits of their natiye county. 
Toy spaniels may be reckoned as looking up, but the at- 
tention which must be deyoted to their toilets renders 
them, as it doés Maltese and Yorkshires, a trouble to 
their owners which the latter are often glad to escape. 
Daschunde were at one time, and that not long ago, looked 
upon as the coming race of dog, but their reign was brief 
and inglorious, 

pets, it may be well to turn for a moment to the various 
sorts of vermin dogs, which have been popular from time 
fo time. 
dandies, Skyes and Scotch terriers of the North, and the 

Irish terriers having managed to retain their several sup- 
porters in the face of every opposition. This being so, it 

**For goodness sake stop that bell.” 
At that moment the bell stopped, and my father, hav- 

ing told me to fix it so that if would not ring again, went 
back to bed, and hardly was his back turned than I was 
fast asleep, About an hour after, the bell started apain, 
and after standing it as long ag she could, mother sent 
father in again, with precisely the same result; bell 
stopped for a time and then went on with renewed vigor, 
At last, when poor mother had had her night’s rest hope} 
lessly ruined, she came in herself, and insisted on my 
getting up there and then, This thoroughly awakenéd 
me and | pniled up the string, leaving the hat, however, 
in Master Leo’s teeth, and next morning that hat wag 
scattered to the four winds of heayen. I got an awful 
chaffing ab breakfast, and even yet they have not forgot- 
ten my patent alarm clock, I would haye experimented 
further, buw as the other members objected to having 
that infernal bell dinging all night, [had to give in to 
the majority, 
My early morning walks cane to an end at about the. 

same time, so Leo’s occupation as a bell-ringer was gone, 
How he would haye succeeded in a more legitimate line 
of business, namely, retrieving, 1 cannot say, as I sald 
him for tue, to me, magnificent sim of $10, and erted all 
night at losing my playmate. I was butalad at the 
time, and but that I wanted to buy another dog, my 
cocker bitch Brownie, nothing would haye induced me 
to sell him. His purchaser was a kind-hearted gentleman. 
who had taken a fancy to bint on seeing him fetch a re- 
fractory baby brother to me by the skirt of his dress. 
He very soon became ag fond of Leoas [had been, and. 
there were teats in his éyes and in his voice when he 
fold me that the fellow had been poisoned. I will nat 
soon forget the choking sensation ia my throat as, after 
having with mingled pride and grief, made Leo do all 
his tricks, and kissed him good-by. I walked down stairs 
from Mr, A.’s office, with a $10 bill in my hand; and 
what a void there seemed to be, without the patter of his 

However, with all 

Having thus referred to dogs which are looked upon as 

Here there has been but little change, the 

bull and black and tam terriers of this country, and the 

would be dangerous to prophesy ill luck for any of .bem ; 
but it may be safely hinted that as vermin dogs, the 
bull-terrier, the Irish terrier and the Skye are superior to 
the other variéties most usually associated with this class 
of sport. 
A somewhat curious system adopted by admirers of 

certain classes of dogs, is the custom of improying the 
appearance of these varieties by recourse to mutilation, 
The ears of certain working breeds of terriers are cropped 
tor beawsy and for use, we know, but what advantage 
is there in removing the tail of a toy spaniel or a fox- 
terrier? In former days both Dalmatians and pugs used 
to have their ears entirely removed ; but of lave, the bar- 
barous practice has been discontiuued. As regards the 
clipping of a poodle, opinions diifer with respect lo the 
orthodox crop, many holding for the style of one profes- 
sional clipper, while othen fanciers patronize his rival ; 
all which considerations tend to prove that in dogs, as in 
other things, so much depends on caprice that there is 
even yet a chances for the most uninyiting and unlovable 
io succeed with patience.—Live Stoch Journal, 
Se SE ee 

THH RINGING AND THE DINGING OF THE BELL, 

MONTREAL, April 13th, 
OME three years ago, when on a visic tv a friend, I 

was very much taken with the looks of a little 
spaniel puppy that he showed me. He was not by any 
wieans thoroughbred, for though his sive was a thorough- 
bred Ivish water-spaniel, bis mother was crossed with, T 
think, a cocker, The puppy was dark liver-colored, 
rabher cutly, and, what abtracted me, had tne broad fore- 
head and fiank, honest eyes that always mark a dog of 
genius. I traded another dog for him and toolzhim home, 
and a more really intellectual doz l never owned. 1 was 
au inyalid at the time, or partly so—too sicl to go to 
school, but just well enough to play, as my father said, 
consequently 1 had plenty of time vo train bim ; and at 
eleyen months old he would go back a mile far my whin, 
would pick up either my whip, hat or handkereuief, al- 
ways teking the right one, no matter ow I tried to puz- 
gle him, would down-charge so suddenly that you could 
lear hig bones strike the floor as he fell, would roll over, 
sit up, do the serpent,” wall on his hind or front legs, 
walk lame on any foot, and a thousand and one tricks 
that I have forgotten by this time. His especial favorite 
was an old soft felt hat that LT wore knocking round the 
yard, He would pick it out from any number of other 
hats, and would go home and get it off the rack and 
bring it to me, from almost any distance, Many @ time 

feet and the jingle of his collar attending my every step. 
Ten dollars was a bigger sum than I had ever before 

called my very own, but I felt then, and I feel now, that 
no amount of money can compensate for the loss of such 
a faithful friend, 

I became very much atlached to his successor, Brownie, 
so much so that when she too was poisoned last summer, 
after three years of companionship, when I looked back 
ati all the comfort’ she had been to me during my first 
year away from home, and thought of the many, many 
hours I had spent, happy in her companionship, and 
when I thought whata blank her death had left in my 
little world, and how deep miy grief was, I determined 
never again to have a single dog ; either none, or two or 
three. I haye four now, two of them daughters of 
Brownie, apd although they are, perbaps, not so well- 
trained, nor so much company, my affection is uivided 
amongst them, and I would not miss any one of them 50 
much, Besides, my fondness for them is largely com- 
osed of pride in their beauty, which is not inconsidera- 

ble, and their prize-winnings, which are neither few nor 
unimportant, ‘To these I hope to add during the present 
month, Isometimes regret this change in my feelings, 
and wish for the old style of thing, in fact [ haye serious 
thoughts of getting a little pet dog for the house. No 
friend is half so loving and forgiving as a favorite dor, 
anid this fact entitles them to every consideration. Be 
kind to your pets and give them a little alfection im re- 
turn for the adoration that is lavizhed on you, Dino, 

—onhr 

PROF, HUXLEY ON DOGS, 

O distinguished a scientist as Prof, Huxley has been 
giving his attention to the Dox, and the problems 

connected with Wis origin and proper place in nature, He 

has recently delivered tivo lectures upon the subject, a 
digest of which, taken from the Loudon Live Stoeh Jour~ 

nal, we reproduce below:— 

Prof. Huxley delivered on Tuesday afternoon, to a 
distinguished audience. at the Royal Institution, the rst 
of fo lectures on * Dogs, and. the problenis connected 
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with them.” Tle commenced by remarking that there 
was no animal in which man took so profound an in- 
terest as the dog. There was no animal treated s0 com- 
pletely in the same suanner as man treated the most val- 
ued and trusty friends of his own species, Man admitted 
the dog t) share his own courts, to the intimacy of his 
own hearths aud homes; and to complete the parallel, le 
commonly treated him with as great negluct’ and care- 
lessness, yet ever turning to the dogin the fulfilled ex- 
pectation that he would obtain from him undiminished 
alfection, Therefore, he thought his hearers might take 
some interest in endeavoring to ascertain what was the 
place of the dog in the economy of Nature. 
Now, it might have surprised some people to discover 

that they haye been in the habit of using terms which, 
when they came to be put straight ont, appeared to con- 
tradict convictions which they held very strongly. That 
was very much the case of the dog : for taking the pliyst- 
eal nature of that animal to begin with, there was probha- 
bly no one present who had not, in regard to it, repeatedly 
employed such terms as head, eyes, ears, nose, neck, trunk, 
chest, limbs, skull, back-bone, or leg-bone, Those terms 
applied to a considerable extent in precisely the samme 
sense to parts of the human body; and therein was an 
imolication that the users of such languages had unccn- 
sciously become aware of a fundamental similiarity be- 
tween the physical and mental organization of the dog, 
and the physical and mental organization of man. And 
this unity existing between the dog and man was very 
striking, not only in relation to the physical nature but 
the moral nature of the two animals, 
Taking first the question of physical similiarity, Prof, 

Huxley pointed ont by the aid of a diagram, in which 
fores was given to the illustration by the skeleton of the 
animal being raised on hind legs, that in internal con- 
struction the only difference between man and dog was 
one of size and proportion, There was not a bone in the 
one which did not exist in the other—not a single consti- 
tuent in the one that was not to be found in the other. 
In the case of the dog there was not that which, on super- 
ficial examination, answered to the collar-bone of man; 
but close dissection would disclose, in the case of the 
lower animal, alittle bone, varying in length from a third 
to half an inch, occupying the same place as the human 
collar-hone, and which was indubitably a rudimentary 
collar-bone. 
tance, but there it was, 
spicious in the man, was only rudimentarily represented 
in the dog; but that was a difference only of form and 
proportion and of attitude. Man and dog were constructed 
by the same plan as two churches built in the same style 
of architecture, but differing in detail, 

Considering the psychological nature of the dog, the 
Jecturer remarked that he might be met at the outset, 
with the objection, ‘Talk of the mind of a dog; why, I 
don't believe he hasa mind,” Well, the only reason he 
had for assuming that the dog had a mind was the same 
reason by which he assumed that all present had minds ; 
there was no direct evidence of the fact any more in the 
one than in ihe other, Ele proceeded in this matter on 
the plam ground of common sense, which led them aright 
in their daily affairs, and upon which was founded the gen- 
eral axiom that, where there was nothing to the contrary, 
like causes produced like effect. Runa pin into a man, 
and there was a start and a cry, by which they came to 
the conclusion that pain had resulted. Runa pin into a 
dog, and there was a howl and attempt, perhaps, to bite, 
by which we inferred that the animal was in a state of 
consciousness in which it also suffered pain. Could they 
say that the dog was a mere piece of animate machinery ? 
It was quite true that certain philosophers had held yiews 
of that kind, but commonsense people would not haye it, 
and he belieyed the common sense peopla were riglit. 
And once they denied that there was the smallest founda- 
tion for supposing that under the same condition which 
produced pain to human beings dogs were incapable of 
feeling, then the whole question of the mind of the dog 
was granted. At thesame time he was disposed to think 
that in dogs the feeling of pain was infinitely duller than 
in human beings, 

As to the other senses belonging to dogs, he was in- 
clined to doubt very muchif dogs could see with anything 
like the distinctness of men, Their hearing was indis- 
putably very acute ; but it was a remarkable fact that 
sense was revulated on a totally different scale in 
dogs as compared with human beings, | Did they ever 
hear of a dog taking a pleasure in music? On the con- 
trary, the sound of music seem to cause him acute pain, ac- 
eompanied by a horrible sort of fascination, which fastened 
him to the spot at which he was subjected to the torture, 
Else, when a German band was doing its worst in the 
streets, why did he sit wpon his haunches and howl when 
he might get wp and rin away. Yet he offen wondered 
whether dogs really did suffer pain from music, or 
whether they howled purely in sympathy, as did the 
jackals of the prairies, The sense of smell in a dog was 
something marvelous—maryvelous not only forits delicacy, 
but for the fact that ils discrimination of wit was 
aereeable and disagreeable was exactly the reverse of 
ours, They never heard of a dog being infatuated with 
lavender water, or patchouli, or Nau de Cologne; he rather 
vevelled in the smells which to nen were a source of un- 
feigned horror and digust. 
He once possessed a dog which he frequently left 

among the thousands frequenting Regent's Park, to se- 
erete himself behind a tree. So soon as the animal found 
that he had lost liis mastér he laid his nose to the ground, 
and in that manner yery soon tracked him to his hidinw 
place. That showed that the dog had the power of distin- 
puishing the particular modification of the leather of the 
boots caused by the weaving of his muster in contradis- 
finction to the modification produced by hundreds of 
thousands of other people present at the moment, As to 
the ability of dogs to find their way froin place to place, 
he believed there was an unconscious registration intheir 
minds of the visual pictures presented to i in tha various 
tracks through which they passed, aud that the meniory 
worked backward until the animal reached its desti- 
nation 

Wo one could donbt the moral disposition of dogs, 
Some were trustworthy, others more or less thieves; 
some were antiable, others vicious, and so on, Neither 
was there any doubt that a dog had ideas of equalily and 
inequality, They could easily settle that point by offering 
a dog a large and a sniall piece of meat on the same dish, 
and by observing which he took first, Indeed there was 

It appeared to be of no functional impor- 
The great toe, which was con- 

no fundamental faculty connected with the reasoning 
powers that might not be demonstrated to exist in dogs. 
Now, while there was this unity between dog and man, 
he did not mean to say that the difference between them 
was nol very great, but the difference was strictly a 
measurable one, In the one case, the intellectual pro- 
duct of the individual was limited fo the individual. Tt 
could not get any further, and the individual had no 
power of acquiring sensation or experience except for 
himself, Tn the other case, where there was speech and 
the experience implied by speech, together with the cap- 
italization, so to speak, of the coOperatiye senses, there 
was no reason why the progress of man in the direction 
of divergence from the dog should not be infinite—and 
that was exactly what had happened. Man had left the 
dog behind, as their poor fiftieth cousin, ever faithful, 
ever intelligent, and with great mental gifts and capac- 
ity, but sadly ignorant of the three R's and all the learning 
that followed thereon, 

After illustrating by means of diagrams the variations 
of the dog as now extant, in the wolf, jackal, and other 
animals, Prof. Huxley concluced his lecture amid hearty 
applause, 

SECOND LECTURE. 

Prof, Huxley began by stating that in his last lecture 
he had endeavored to fix the position of dogs in the seale 
of animated nature. He pointed ont that within the 
carniyora there was a particular division embracing 
some thirty or fifty different forms which constitited 
the dog kind, and which had a much closer community 
of structure, both physical and mental, with one another 
than they had with other members of the carnivora fam- 
ily. The points on which they presented a great and re- 
matkable difference from other animals built on the same 
plan were in the structure of the skull and in the organs 
contained in it—the teeth. It was on these points that 
he desired to ascertain the amount and extent of the dif- 
ference which obtained between different forms of dog- 
like animals. Over the brow of the wolf there was a 
great cavity; but if they looked at the skull of the fox, 
they found that the shape of the brow was very dilfer- 
ent, and there was no cayity atall. They could arrange 
all the skulls of the doglike animals into {wo series—in 
which one had essentially the character of the woll skull, 
and the other had essentially the character of the fox 
skull. We could not tell the significance of these differ- 
ences, but the fact remained that the skulls of dog-like 
animals could be arranged into two series—the Alope- 
coids, at the head of which was the fox, and the other 
the Thedids, at the head of which was the wolf, 

This enabled them to place the position of the domes- 
tic dog still more definitely, and it would occupy a place 
in the series corresponding with that in which they had 
placed the jackals and wolves. With regard to the stag- 
hound, the shepherd's dog, and many of their cur dogs, 
no one would have the smallest hesitation in placing 
them just between the wolf and the jackal. Some of 
the domestic dogs presented some curious features, The 
Newfoundland do had a large development of skull, 
which gave it a great appearance of sagacity. This ap- 
pearance of sagacity in the contour of the skull, like that 
appearance in man, was not always genuine, but turned 
very largely on their being there a considerable empty 
space. In some cases, as in the Blenheim spaniel, this 
development was due to real bona fide brain; and the 
Blenheim spaniel was undoubtedly the product of do- 
mestication, and great selected breeding, They now 
cameé to speculations and problems which could only he 
solved by a careful interpretation of the facts within 
their knowledge, 
The first of these problems was the origin of the domes- 

tic dog, and he thought they could see their way to saly- 
ing it, if they began upon a solid basis of fact, Such a 
basis of fact was supplied by what they knew of the 
origin of dogs in America, The Indians of the north- 
western parts of America were all in possession of half 
tame cur-like dogs, living in the sameway as the dogs in 
Egypt—in a semi-independent condition, In the same 
country there existed a wild animal—the Ciwiis latrans, 
or prairie wolf, It was impossible to point out any dis- 
tinction hetween these prairie wolves and ihe domesti- 
cated dog of the Indians. It was somewhat difficult to 
unidlerstand how these wild and fierce animals could be 
tamed; and yet, when one knew their habils, it was easy 
enough, ‘The smaller wolves and jackals, although pre- 
dacions and fierce, were endowed with singular curiosity ; 
that curiosity directed them foward man and his doings, 
There was not one of these animals which, if caught 
young —whether jackal or small wolf—could not bo 
tamed and made as attached and devoted to man as any 
ordinary dog. It was not difficult to understand, there- 
fore, how these animals became acquainted with man, 
how they became tramed, and how from them sprang a 
race of domesticated animals which, curiously enough, 
were far more attached to their masters and the animals 
with which they were brought up, than to members of 
their own family. 

If they could depend upon the fact that this one do- 
mnestic dog originated in the taming of an indigenous 
wild origin, then the general problem of the origin of do- 
inestic dogs would take this form ; Could they find, in all 
parts of the world in which domestic dogs were known, 
will stock so similar to the existing race of dogs that 
thal there was nothing unnatural in supposing that they 
had the same origin as the Didian dogs? They inight trace 
dog-like animals furtherand further west, untilin North- 
ern Africa they had a whole series of kinds of dog-like 
animals, usually known as jackals. He believed that these 
wild stiacls were the souree from which, in each case. the 
savages who originally began to taine doxs had derived 
the stock. This view was confirmed by archwological re- 
Searches, They had preserved to them, on the monuments 
ofancient Beypt, a great varieliy of forms of dogs, and it 
was signifc¢ant that the further back they went the fewer 
were the varieties, until atthe time of the third and fourth 
dynasties—that is, about 6,000 years azo—there were only 
two wellmarked: forms of dogs. One of them wis a 
comparatively small, cur-like dog, similar to thal which 
was lo be seen in the streets of Cairo. at the present day, 
and the other was like a greyhound, - The cur was, 10 
doubt, 4 tamespecies of the wild jackal, which was still 
to be found in the same country; and with respect to the 
greyhound, therewas in Abyssinia 4 very long-headed 
dog, which was very much of the same form as the prey- 
hound, and which, it could hardly be doubted, was the 
source from whichit sprang. Assuming that there was 

no doubt that the orivin of does could be traced to these 
sources, the more modified forms of the domestic animal 
were simply the result of the selected breeding, which 
had given rise to the same modification in does as it Nad 
done in the case of pigeons, This was the solution of the 
origin of domestic dogs, to which all their information 
and inquiries pointed, and there remuined the question of 
the origin of dogs in general, 

— 

A Dod Story rrom GrmBratter.—aA horrible tragedy 
was nearly enacted the other day at Gibralter, just when 
the Himalaya was about to weigh anchor off the New 
Mole. In the excitement of the momenta pet doy fell 
into the water, when a large foctopus rose to the surface 
and gave chase, making greedy grabs at if with arms 
quite two feet long from end fo end. When the enemy 
was about to close on its victim, a sailor fresh from for- 
eign parts appeared on the scene, and dragging from his 
much-tattooed breast a rival pet in the shape of amar 
moset, sent it to the rescue in a basket, 

The little creature, half cat and half monkey, must 
have been acquainted alike with its duties and the English 
language, for it did not seize the octopus, but, laying hands 
on the dog, was safely drawn up, fo the disgust of the 
enemy and joy of friends. Altogether it was a pretty 
piece of byplay, when tender hearts were sobbing adivux 
to brown hands waving affectionately from every port- 
hole to the military Strains of ‘* Auld Lang Syne.” 

et 

THR WATCH-DOG InstTiIncT.—On a high shelf behind 
his counter a Mexican trader kept a cage, containing a 
more or less happy family of squirrels and opossums and 
two monkeys, a capuchin an a young ceboo (dfeles pa- 
néiseus); and one night, between 2 and 3 A.M., ho herd 
the latter animal screeching away with all its might, and 
soon after hurried footsteps on the veranda in front of 
his store, * ** The would-be marander had left a 
track of dirty boots between the wharf and the store, 
but, as there were no marks on the counter, he could not 
haye hurt the monkeys or even troubled their cage; and 
the alarming of the little ceboo is therefore a curious in- 
stance of the manifestation ina quadrumanonus animal of 
an instinct, which in general may be said to be conlined to 
one species of mammals and a single genus of birds—t(he 
canines and the goose, All other doinestic animals wit- 
ness the plunder of their master’s property with perfect 
uneoncern ; and even the sagacious horse may bo ab- _ 
ducted by midnight thieves, without betraying its fear 
by the.slightestsound.—Dr, F. L, Oswald, in Lippincoll’s, 

Atcherg. 
—<p>—__ 

ApprREss all communications ‘Forest and [Stream 
Publishing Company, New Yorl,” 
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THE HIGHLAND PARK ARCHERS. 
FIRST TARGET MELTING FoR 1580, 

HIS flourishing society, one of the oldest and best orsunized 
in the Uuited States, held the first of its four annual tareet 

days at the club grounds, Highland Park, ou the 27th of April, 
in the presence of a Jarge and enthusisstic concourse of spec 

tators, 
Wighlund Park is one of the most delightful suburbs in the 

West; located twenty milus north of Chictwo on the shoves of 
Lake Michigen, itlies 100 feet above the water, and forms w pe 

fect network of beautiful Hower-decked rayines. The bicezca 
from the lake are always cooling and refreshing, and no moro 
lovely spot for urchery could be found, 

After a continuous duwn-pour of rain up to the evening of 

April 26th, accompanied by bleak March winds, the wWorning of 
the 87th opened with» clear sky and baliiy spring atmosphere, 

and the hearts of the archers who had taken tareet tickets wore 

mude glad with the auspicious brightness. At11.30 P.M., the train 
from Chicago broughtalarge number of yisiling archers tind 
spectators, among whom were Mr. 8. BH. ean, Mr, W. 0. B. Sehu- 

feldt, Mr. Jno, Wilkinson, Mr. J. 0, Blaltre, Mr. J. BR. Adanis, Mr. 

W. L. Shepard, Mr. Walter Burnham, Mr..J. M. Pairfield and Mr. 

Brown, guestsof Mr, B.C. Carver, and A. G. Spalding, Esq, euest 

of Mr, Geo, Ball. 

The targets were placed 80 yards apart, the ladies facing Band 
G@, and the gentlemen, A, B, C, D and BE. Promptly at 2.30 
Pu. the shooting commenced at the Dowhle Club Round, viz: 0% 

arrows at SO yards, and 44 arrows at 40 yards, for lavlies, and $4 

arrows at 60 yards, and 48 arrows at 60 yards, for gentlemen. In 

view of the ladies huving had no practice this season they did un- 

expectedly well. Onthe first round good scoring was dons hy 

Miss Street, Miss 1enison, Mrs. Lisher and Mrs. Goodridge, ut the 
longer range, snd by Miss Denison and Miss Street at the 40 yards 
yanue. Mrs. Swartwout shot steadily and well throughout fhe 
day. Mrs, Carter got 3 reds with her lust end at 40 yards, and eon- 

sidering that she has had no experience us un archer, ler record 

on this occasion was remarkable. Mrs. Ball, Mrs. Carver, Mrs. R, 

J, Street ard Miss Hammond did easy and graceful execution, mua 
give promise of high scores ere the seuson eloses, 

Of the gentlemen, Mr. Carver led the ssore on the first round af 

the 80 yards range, getting 28-116 with his 43 arrows, followed 

closely by Mr. Hall with 27-107, Mr. Fairdeld (visitor) leading at i 

yards with 21-89, Mr. Burnhama food second with 15-52. On the 
second ronnd Mr. Hall uzain showed in good form by scoring 29- 
12) at the lower range, Mr, Adats (yisthor) closely following with 

91-125, aud My. Burnham (visitor) getting the best G0 yiirds score 
of the day, 19-105. q 

Special mention should he made of the skill shown by Mr. 

Adams, who first commenced shooting Jate last full, haying had 
no ol-of-door pructice. Tle recently scored, with 2 urrowe at 

tO yards, 24-154 in the Exposition Building, Chicazo, Mr, Burn- 

ham atthe same time getting #4-155 af the same distance, and at 
&0 yards with 24 arrows, 21-118. Mr. Jno. Wilkinson shof with 
great regularity and precision, his total suore Peing sixth bust of 

the day. The occasion was one of gala cood cheer from begin 
ning to end, and every archer and spectator felt that the archery 
Begson at the Park had commenced well, Letters of regret were 

received from many drchers who wore invited to be present The 
second regular target day of this society will lake place in June. 

PHIZK DIST, 
LApms.—First seore, 5) yards, oss Janie Street, 35-125; second, 

Mrs. N. B, Swartwoult, 29-115; third, Mrs. R. Carter, 27-101; fourth 
Mrs. W.S. Lasher, 25-99; ifth, Mrs. W. M.Goodridge, 28-75 5 sixth, 

Miss Denison, 19-14; poorést score, Miss Hammond, 10-30, Wirst 
scove, 40 yards, Miss Donison, 32-138; second, Miss Street, 26-11¢; 
third, Mrs, Lasher, 26-94; fourth, Mrs. Swartwout, 18-4; Aith, 
Mrs. Carter, 1-02; sixth, Mrs, Goodridge, 16-61, poorest scarey 
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Mrs. Street, 434; greatest gross score, Miss Street, 61-24); sreatest: 
“ross secure, not having won a prize, Mrs, Carver, 39119; gross 

score, nearest: approachiig 100, Mrs. Goo, Ball, 22-86; most sold, 

Miss Denison, 5. 
GUuNTLOEMON.—First score, 80 yards, Mr- Mall, 56-256; second, My. 

Carver, 538-211; third, Mr Kyle, d8-162; fourth, Dr. Weston, 35-154: 
fifth, N. ©. Swartwout, 27-125; sixth, Mr, Hammond, 30-110; poor- 

est score, Rey. G. L. Wrenn, 3-138. First score, 60 yards, Mr. Tall, 

86-160; sewond, Mr, Carver, 44-155; third, Mr. Hammond, 34-14; 

Tuurth, R. G. Street, 80-122; filth, Dr. Weston, 34120; sixth, Mr. 

Kyle, 32-117; poorest scoru, Rey. @. lL, Wrenn, 2-4; greutest gross 
score, Mi. Hall, 92-306; most golds, Mr. Carver,'. Mr. Will H. 
Thompson's prize to the archer whose 80 yards’ score should 

exceel his fil) yards' score by the greatest number of points, Mr, 

Hall, 7; visitors’ prize, for greatest gross score, Mr. Adums, &8- 

06. Special prizes, consisting of fancy desizn work, lawn racks, 

utlivers, tassels, ete., were presented. 

The most prominent personal contest, during the shooting, oc- 

curred at target GC, between Mr. Schuyler M. Coe, and the Rev, 

 &, L. Wrenn, for the two prizes (rubber target guos) for the 
hoovest score, bot) of which were fairly won, aud earned, by the 

' Rev. Mr. Wrenn. Ub is expected that he will commence immedi- 
ately a system. of practice with his new implements, which will 

- enable him to retain the reputation which he has always enjoyed 

at the Park as anarcher. Itis earnestly hoped that Mr. Coe will 
not be disheartened because of his fallure, but gather courage 

ANd Comfort in reflecting upon the well-known formidable 
Strength of his competitor. 

Following are the seores of the lady shooters; 96 arrows, 59 
yards, and 48 avrows, 40 yards :— 

2 Usa Yrs Vie 

Wiihives, SI é a] 2 SI s 
> 5 p s : a 

Tarot h— 4 
Mrs. W. M. Goodtidge, ........-......60e 22) V5) 61\} 387) 189 
Mrs. W.S. Lasher... 25} 99)) 26) 94] Bl) 193 
Miss H, Denison...... 29} 75}) 32) 18!) 51) 218 
Mrs. , Carter’...-,.. 27) 101\} VG} 62!) 43) 168 
Mss A. Hammond .., 1} B0]) WO) 28)| 20) 58 
Target G— 

Miss Janie Streeti.... ..-.... dota) hibad 55| 12h|| 26) 114]| 61) 239 
Mrs. Rh, J- Street ‘ Ti} 33 4) 94]) 15) 47 
Mrs. H. C. Carvert..... BO) 62)) IM) AT]} 30) 119 
Mrs, N. E. Swartwout 29) Vil) 1s) G4 5} 179 
Mrs. George Ball...,....,, WO) 44!) Je) 42)) 22) -86 

Following are the scores of the gentlemen shooters; 96 arrows 
80 yards, and 48 urrows 60 yards — 

80 S60 Yas.) Porat. 

Names. x si) a/e 5 2 
J S/S] )/s ile |s 

* iy “; a 4 a 

Soothe pris iret tt | Ss 

Tarret A— 
" W. M, Goodridge 49} 49] 20) 74]] 89) 193 

OG, G, Hammond,...... BY) T10}| 34] T24\) 61) 2B4 
} Rh. Carter... Lewes 23) 101)} 14] 50 i) 1AL 
: JW DEI NEGEV) s sctwe ne pave pa eien -| 38) 140)! 87) 130)) 7) 270 

W. 2 Giosny pel 80 ~W.S, Crosty.c.--- Footie S28s88*eSensee i) ee 14} 38)} 386) 118 
Us Ri Adams (V¥)----..6- eee eee 42] 202)| 26) 104|) 68) 306 
Tyr. EB. Weston, 85] 133)| 84) 120|) 69) 253 
oO. W. Ryle.-.. -. 2. 4 :--| 38) 162]! 33) 117)) 71] 279 
BY. Shepard (V). 7, --esv re sees veers Je) 66); 27) 105}) 44) 11 

Targzer J— 
We Be Swartsyoub, .csj..0- tee ctees tty fae 27| Wal] PA] 104/| 51) 229 
J. McDonald -...4-,-.-. 13} AT|} V1] ail] 24) 78 
-M, Coe Bb) 1b Tt) dl\] 12) 46 

Rey. G. 7. Wren 3} 1s 2) 4 5} 17 
J... airfield (Vv)... , 22-24. -2,- rerete: 23) $5\) 30) 178}] 62) 248 
Tarvet D— 

CEROAR UL Cee ete e nat st pe Bp ae 20) 98}) 35} 48)) 35] 141 
W. Burnham (v)..... 4 28] BA)! 87) 18T|| Ga) 273 
YT. P. all. rv) s+] Sf) 236)! 36) 160)) 92) 396 
EPSP WI OTIT Pale chee serene taivier ae Sos ade As 26 og 26) 84)) 62) 182 
Tareet K— ¥ 

RK, J. Street.... 2X) 94)) BO) 122}| 58) 216 
H. ©, Carve 63) 211)| 34) 15s! i} 369 
A. G, Spaldin fi) 791) 83) 103|} 56} 185 
J. 0, Blake (y).. VS} 54)]) 25] 1Oy)| 43) 163 

Wote-—' y*’ stands for visitor, 
| Me, 8. BE. Bean and Mr, W. B. E. Shufeldt, of Chicagn, were 

present, but did not shoot. Forty-one prizes were contested for, 

and will beawarded with appropriate speeches by the president, 

Dr. E. B. Weston, ut the regular meeting of the society, the first 
Tuesday in May, 

oo 

 Basrern Anqgaery Assocrarron.—The regular anuual bus'ness 
 tiecting of this Association was held at Boston, April 28th, Pres. 

' Brownell in the chair, and the following delegates present: Pe- 
 quossette Archery Club, Miss Alice Ingraham, Saml. P. Abbott; 

_ Hawthorne Archers, Miss J. Wilson, Dr. Jas. Dwight; West New- 

ton Archery Club, Miss Rosa 8. Allen, Geo. A. Mower; Lynn Ar- 

chery Club, Miss L. $. Clark, Herbert W. Newhall; Oritani Ar- 

chers, W. Holberton; Brooklyn Archery Club, E. I, Horsman; 

Lewiston Toxophilites, Dr. GQ. A, Horr. Ityas voted to hold the 

Annual meeting at Beacon Park the first week in September. The 

following officers were elected for the following year: President, 
A. S. Brownell; First Vice-President, Miss Josephine Wilson; 
Second Vice-President, Col. Frank Brandreth; Corresponding 
“Secretary, John Worcester; Recording Secretary, N. D. Abbott; 

“Treasurer, Miss Alma C, Walker; Executive Committee, George 
Bmith, G. A. Mower, Dr. James Dwight, John B. Cotton, S. P; 
Abbott, H.R. Dwight. This is substantially a re-election of the 
old Board of officers. 

a 

ARQHAY LY tur SANDWICH ISLANDS.—Paihithi, Mani, Hawni- 

jan Tslands, April ith.—Editur Forest and Stream :—Though Mr, 
Thompson asserts that our Hnglish friends have given the sub- 

“ject of scoring such thorough study that it would be folly for 

“olhers less experienced to make a change, is there not an almost 
‘gelf-evident blunder in the present method of scoring? If so, 

will niy reasonable person object toa change which will insure 

#freater accuracy. 
By the present method, counting from the center, each ring de- 

 ereases in value by lwo, as far as the white; bul the difference in 

yulue of an arrow in the white, and one thau misses the target. is 

but one. Here, surely, isan error. It would be more accurate 
to adopt the series 9, 7, 5,3, 1, —1; or, 11, 9,7, 5, 8, L-a miss baying 
the yalue of 1. 

Woltld it not be still better to sive the gold a yvaluo of 1, and 
the other colors the values of 3,4, 7, 0,11; for thus the true rela- 
tive values of scores would be given, 
Ai presentan arrow in the gold bas a value only 145 times 
eater than one in the blue; whereas, by the aboye method, its 

line would be five times as great. his is the correct ratio, for 

the average gold is. 2+ inches from the center, or five times nearer 

han the average blue, which is 113 inches from the center, 
‘The values 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, suggested by Mt. Brownell, would 
learly be more accurate than the present (values, for they de- 
ease uniformly to zero, 

It May interest some of your readers to lenin that a olih, styled 

the Hart Maui Avehers, has recently been formed (h this place, and 

itis rumored that one will soun be started in Honolulu. As all 

seasons here are equally delight(ul tov out-door practice, we have 

hopes of hitting (he gold by-and-bye, W, OC, BrxBy, 

Answers to Correspondents. 

(= Correspondents who may send us their proper 

name and address will always receive prompt attention 

in these coluiins. We require a man’s name for two rea- 
sons } (1) sometimes as a guarantee of good faith, and (2) 

dlways asa matter of common courtesy. As a rule we 

do not reply to inaniries by mail, except in cases demand- 
ing tiumeciate advice. 

=—_ 

Ti, H., Lawrence, Mass.—Impossible to suggest treatment from 
your deseription; write more fully, stating length of time your 

sotter hus been sick, 

ByAns, ‘hiladelphia—Try Glover's imperial mange cure, 

which ean be had of Joseph C. Grubb & Co., 712 Market street, 

your city. Itis said to be execllent) 

H. ., Pittsbure, Pa.—Three injections, one a day, of salt and 

water, will rid your setter of pin worms, Precede by séveral 

hours the first enema by full dose of castor oil. 

HH. H. H—Ganyas canoe will be very serviceable for your pur 

pose. Directions for building will be found in our issue of Aug. 

4th, 1879. Nothing like experionce to produce a finished and sut- 

isfactory boat. 

H. W.J., Chicago.—No invoi ce of new edition of Dixon Kemp's 

Yacht and Boat Sailing received in America yet. Will not arrive 

for six weeks yet, the enterprise of American book houses being 

about equal to that of a fossil. 

SURSCRIBER.—You neégicet to state the length of time your set- 

ter has been sick. If the dog has never had distemper before, it 

was probably a light attack of the discase. Keep warm and dry, 

and give him two grains of quiniue three times a day for seyeral 

weeks. Hxercise and proper food will bring bim about all right. 

fyguireR.—Roug bly speaking, we should say that two tons on 

the keel, as you propose, will have as much effect as three tons 
inside. Would advise experimenting with one ton this sea- 

son. Light displacementis, however, no longer viewed with the 

same fayor as it once was,and the tendency is in ihe opposite 

direction, as heayy displacement produces abler and roomier 

boats. 

PornTEeR, Camden, N. J.—Dogs can be broken etherto point 

dead or not. We do not see any occasion fcr making any dog do 
so, howeyer, and cannot see what benefit is derived from traming 

§ young dog to point dead, exeept in teaching him, when first in- 

troduced to game, to retrieve it without biting or gripping it. 

Dogs can distinguish at ouce, by the scent, whether the bird is 

alive or dead. In paper fifth on “ Dog Breaking,” this disputed 
point will be fully discussed. We refer you to it, as it will appear 

shortly. 

J. W. B., St. Dayids, Ont.—Your setter puppy has internal can- 
ker. Wash out daily each ear with Castile soup and tepid water; 

dry with piece ofsoft sponue. Fill each ear twice a day with fol- 

lowing lotion: one teaspoonful of Goulard’s extract mixed in two 

tablespoonsful of water. ‘Tie cap over head to prevent flapping 

Of’ the ears, und dispense with all meat in dog’s diet. A mild dose 

of Epsom salts once a weel, with water, will be found beneticial, 

Mix vegetables with dog's food, 

M. J. N., Oneida, N. ¥.—No solid food should be given, but food 

such as strong meat broth and mush, with which mix well boiled 

yeretables. Give two grains Of quinine three timesaday for 
several weeks, and should there be any constipation give castor 

oil. Sbould the mucus choke or stop up the throat, give doses of 

salt and water. Keep dry and warm. Allow free exercise and 

fresh waler. Perseyere in this treatment, and you will find your 

puppy will soon be off the sick list. 

J. F. P., Augusta, Me.—My pointer, three years old, drools from 
ihe mouth, and has, since he was a year old. Can anything be 

done for him? Ans. The drooling is one of the results of distem— 

per ja judicious course of treatment may lessen the difficulty, but 

itis doubttul if an effectual cure can be effected at this late day. 

You may, however, give small doses of! calomel, say three grains 

(wice a week for three weeks, and commence after first dose of 

calomel administering quinine, two grains three times a day, this 

to be continued for same length of time. 

CANARSTE._Strictly speaking, the term ‘‘ cutter” applies only 

to @ certain style of rig,the same as the terms “schooner,” 
sloop,” etc. The cutter has afore staysail and a jib, generally 

set flying, or upon its own luit. In the discussion of the qualities 

of different kinds of yachts,a wider meaning is generally at— 

{ached to the term ‘cutter,’ implying not only a boat rigged as 

such, butalso one having moderate beam and greater depth than 

the sloop, and supplied with a keel with more or less ballast out- 

side, Itisa mistake to suppose that cutters are necessarily of 

much larzer displacement than sioops. Such sloops as Mischief, 

Marcap, Violet, Arrow, and many of the best craft we have, dis- 

place as much water as an wyerage cutter. 

™, T. P., Pearisburg, Va.—You haye etyen dog No, 1 overdoses 

ofsulphur; discontinue Ihatonce. Give from one-eighth to one- 

quarter of one grain of nux yomica jhree times a day, and also 

two grains of quinine three times aday- Continue this treatment 

for some time, and write result. Your dog No.2 has evidently 

passed seyeral segments of tape worm. Fast dog twenty-four 

hours, give twenty grains male fern, half hour later, repeat same 

dose in castor oil, Dog No. 3, two or three grains of quinine three 

times a week, and proper food, such as meat broth, boiled liver, 

bullock’s tripes, pauuches, ete., mixed with well boiled oatmeal 

aud vegetables, will put your @og all right. 

Dn. CG. S., New York City.—Dew-claws are a sort of rudimen- 
tary fifth toe on the inner side of the leg of a hound. The food of 

a dog should depend upon the exercise thatis giyen him, When 
a dov 1s being worked he requires plenty of good strengthening 
fuod; and when he is chained up during the close season, 0 lesser 

quantity of mewt should suffice. Young dows and puppies should 

haye seyeral feeds a day, bul one meal ut evening time is con- 

sidered the best way of keeping 2 full-grown dogin condition. All 

dogs should haye more or less yesetables mixed with their food, 

both winter and summer, the quantity to be regulated as regards 

ihe health of the animals. 

Ww. &. 2, Brooklyn, N. Y.—VYour dog has the mange; itis abso- 

Tutely hecessary that great cleanliness must be obseryed. His 

bed must be repeatedly changed, and he he allownd free exercica 

with wholesome, not stimulating food, and plenty of fresh water. 

Tn nu case should the dog, suffering under this complainr, be al- 
lowed to gorge or cram himself, but the victuals must be with- 
drawn the instant he hasswallowed sufficient to support nature 

The diet of your dog may consist of coarse oatmeal, well bolled, 
mnixed with boiled potatoes, and other yegetables, Stalé bread 
and ship biscuits may be used fora change. Four to seyen drops 

of lowler’s solution of arsenic twice a day infood. Sendus 

your name and address in full and we will give you the informa- 

tion you desire, 

J. K. R., New Orleans —On March 8lstT hunted my pointer all 
day. On April 24 T found him dead. He was very restless the 

nightand day previous to his death. Me urinated so freely T 

thought his kidneys affected. IT cut him open,and to the best 

of my belief found all his organs in goo condition. Thave been 

told that the owner of the ground over which I shot had seat- 

fered poisoned meat in order to kil off sheep killing dogs. Would 

a dog live two days after taking poison? The dog had been shot 

with No. 10shot two months previous at fifty yards, and bled 

badly on leftside. Could that have affected his health? Ans, 
Quite possible that one of the grains of shot penetrated a vital 

part, which only required time to render fatal, Tho poison the- 

ory is very improbahle. 

'T, O. S., Boston, Mass.l have a pointer biteh puppy eight 

weeks old now recovering from the distemper, from which her 
dam and three litter brothers died, My puppy is suffemng from 

weakness in hind parts; throatseems lilled with mucus at eyen- 

ing, andalways after active play, She was covered with sores, 

which are now partly healed; appetite good; ciet consists of 

boiled milk with bread crumbed init; once a day, give beef tea 

and cod-liver oil. Please inform me what [ shall do to strengten 

her and relieve tronble in her throat? Ans. We would reeom- 

wend a counter irritation about the throat, which can be effected 

by rubbing several times a day with some stimulating liniment, 

Continue to give teaspoonful of cod-liver oil once a day, and feed 
with the beef broth. Dry and warm bed, fresh alr and sunlight 

and clean water, will bring about the desired result. 

CG. G.P., Frederick, Md.—]. A pointer dog has forsome time been 

unwell. The syinptomsare attimes dryness and exeesive heat 

of nose, and costiveness ; sometimes he will not eat; recently yom 

jted several times. 2. Sometime aro there was'a great deal written 

in your paper about holding ahead and holding on a bird. Do you 

not think this is regulated yery much by thegun? Thave shota 
reat any gecse and ducks,and haye made many good shots, and 

Talyays hold on or aim directly at the object. My opinion is, 

that, with a choke-bore, one should hold ahead, and with a eylin- 

der bore, on the object. Ans. 1. Give your pointer three com- 

pound cathartic pills, follow on the'next or fourth day, with castor 

oil. Allow plenty of exercisé, and one good feeda day will be 

sufficient to keep your dog in condition. He has probably been 

overfed, 2. It is a simple law of natural philosophy which both 

theory and practice demonstrate. 

J.B. B., Ontario—My setter, three years old, was attacked Tast 

summer with a sore on the bottom of one of his toes. as if he had 

stepped on a hotiron and burntit. Ii didnot get welluntil hi 

shoulder broke outin a fearful mass, This spring the other toe, 

on the same foot, is attacked in same way. The dog is well cared 

for and has plenty of exercise. What shallT do for him? Ans. 

Your dog has one of the many kinds of mange. Dress eyery day 

with following mixture: Powdered bicarbonate of potash, one 
ounce; powdered white vitriol, one-quarter of an ounce; subli- 

mated sulphur, two ounces; lard, eight ounces. Rub thoroughly 

injoskin. Wash feet with Castile soap and water and apply roix- 
ture to the pustules between the toes. You had then better put 
boots, made either of soft leather or canvas, on the sore feet. 

Give fiye drops of Fowler's solution of arsenic, twice a day, and 
getTadually increase dose to seven drops. It may be giyen in food, 

and must be continued for sometime to be beneficial. See answer 

No.1 to “W.R, P-’ in this column, regarding proper dict, ete. 

The disease is contagious. 

G. A. S., Westfield, Mass.—You are perfectly correct in your 

diagnosis of the case of the dog—he is in a teprible condition 

There is something else to be learned than how to dose a dog 
when he is sick, that is, how to kcep him from having to be dosed 

—whenheiswell. From want of regular exercise, proper food 
and care, the dow has become diseased, and only a systematized 

treatment, carefully followed, will put himallrightagain. Begin 

by giving him light, wholesome feeds, from which exelude all 
meat and grease. The blood haying become heated, you should 

give an aperient of Epsom salts Once a Week, anda dessert spoon- 

ful of sulphur and magnesia in food every morning. Regular 

exercise should be given, and the dogallowed to haye his freedom 

in some inelosure, where he will be unable to pick up any im- 

proper food. Let his runs be in the fields in the country, where 

he ean get grass if he cheses. Obserye clennliness,and make note 

of Anus.1to W.R. P., in this column. Apply one of the mange 

dressings recommended in this column; that given to J.B. B. will 
answer. After giving this treatment a thorough trial, write 

fully. Should the internal canker increase, which will be shown 
by the dog’s shaking his head and scratching the part afflicted 
the following lotion poured in the ear and held there fora lew 

moments, twice a day, will probably effect a cure: diluted lead 

water, one ounce; sulphate of zinc, one drachm; and water, 
tiyelye ounces. The flaps of the car must be kept from shaking 

by a cap tied over the head. Read the paper. 

Venocrry oF Rirve BALLSs.—Prof. Spice recently measured 
before a large audience, the velocity ofa rifle ball tired across the 

stage. The distance was only thirty-three leet. Lieut. Merriam 

coliperated, and his duty was to shoot away, with a Creedmoor 

rifle, two loose Wires, each of which connected in an electric cir 

cuit two globules of mercury, One wire was placed just in front 
of the supported muzzle of the rifie, the other thirty-three feet 

distant. Two levers were arranged, with bent wire points, over 
a piece of smoked glass to which a uniform motion ¢eould beim- 

parted, and the electric connections were such that on the first 

wire being broken the point of the corresponding leyer descended 
on the glass; but when the bullet broke the second wire it im- 

mediately rose again by the actionofaspring, The result. of this 

was (hat the point connected with this leyerscraped a very short 
line on the smoked glass. The other point, being kept down dur- 

ing the swing of a seconds pendulum, seraped a longer space, 

After firing, the glass was withdrawn, and a magnified imare of 

the lines thrown on ascreen. The relative lengths of these lines 
were then ascertained, the longer being found 110 inches, the 
shorter five inches, making the duration of flight of the ball 

f-110the or 1-22d of a second, its velocity being 34x22-726 feet 

persecond, orat the rate of a little under 500 miles per hour,— 
Sctentific American, 
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WHO GOES WITH YOU? 
—_——— 

POPULAR Boston lecturer, who has visited almost 

every important Mecca of the European tourist, 
once gave as his advice concerning the choice of a tray- 

eling companion: ‘First, be sure to select a person whose 

pocket bookis as deepas your own and no deeper; second, 

select a man whose tastes are similar to your own, who 
will wish to go where you wish to go, and to see what 

you wish to see; third, select one of the same mental 

caliber as yourself; and fourth, select one possessing 

culture equal to your own. I always travel alone,” 

That last sentence is not so egotistical as if may appear; 

for it probably epitomizes the lesson learned from a 
series of wearisome trials of experimental traveling com- 

panionships. The experienced tourist is shy of untried 
fellows. 

The hints just given are also applicable to sporting ex- 

cursions. Whether the man who goes fishing, shooting 
and camping shall go alone, with a single friend or with 

a party, depends upon such a multiplicity of “ifs? and 

“ands” in each individual case that it is impossible to 
formulate any general rule which shall apply to each 
particular case. Upon the choice of comrades, however, 

quite 9s much as upon the selection of place and time, 

depends the enjoyment of the trip. Genial companion- 

ship will brigbten up the most dismal fortnight of cloudy 
days; and, on the other hand, just as surely will an un- 

sympathetic association conyert into jarring discord all 
the melody of rustling leaf, singing bird and falling 

water. It must be remembered that two persons, who 

each profess a taste for camp life or sporting excursions, 

may yet differ very much in the particular way in which 
they would gratify such a taste. 

Por one there is pleasure and profit to be gained by 

withdrawing from his fellow creatures fora season, to 

dwell in solitude and retirement amid the influences and 

studies of the silent forest arches, The old anchorites of 
the deserts were lunatics in their way, and doubtless de- 

served their self-imposed austerities. But there was 

after all a spark of common sense in their creed and 
practice; and scores of business and professional men 
to-day, who are constantly thrown into sharp contact 

with their fellow-men, and who have a very large share 

of the cares and troubles of others thrust upon them, 

might with great profit to body and soul assume 
for a brief season the tunic of the hermit and 
his fare of lentils and leeks, There are two ways 

in which the benefit of such a retirement may 

be rendered naught: a man may bear unto the woods 

with him all the perplexing details of his business, and 

there revolye them over and over again, and so return to 

his home without once having surrendered himself to 
the healing influences of the wild woods; and again, the 

unfortunate pleasure-seeker may be bored beyond endur- 

ance by the constant annoyance of an uucongenial and 

irritating companion. Fortunate is he who has for his 

coming excursion a friend tried and true, who has been 

tested of old. With such a comrede the pleasures of the 
camp are trebled. and avout the fire at night one may 

live again the summers 0° tlie past. 

It is an almost universal experience, when viewing 
alone an impressive scene of nature, to feel a longing for 
the presence of another to share the emotions azoused hiy 

the occasion, Only as we grow o!ldev do we learn tha. 
were that visionary kindred spirit to draw near, the ir- 

spiration of the moment would be dispelled. Some men 
never see anything in the changing glories of a sunset. 

There are souls so bemanacled in this earthly prison house 
that they can never appreciate a higher gratification than 

that afforded by plenty of good, cold corned beef and 

beans—and plenty of mustard, He who does stand silent 
before the trailing clouds of glory will be a wise man in 

his day and generation. if he leaye the corned beef and 

beans wight to bis dish, 
“med >-eae—_ 

GEORGE WASHINGTON AND IRISH 
WOLF-HOUNDS, 

——— > 

HOSE who read the letter of John Quincy Adams, 
t published in our issue of March 25th, will be inter- 

ested in the following letter, written by George Washing- 

ton, about the Irish wolf-hound. We are indebted to Mr. 

R. T. Greene, of Jersey City Heights, N.J., forthe copy of 
the same, It will be remembered that about a year ago 
there was quite an animated discussion carried on through 

the medium of the sporting papers, here and abroad, in 
regard to the extinction of the type of dog called the 
Trish wolf-hound. 

“B. St, George,” in his letter which appeared in the 

FoREST AND STREAM of March 18th, 1879, states in the 

first part of that communication, that it was generally 
accepted asa fact that these dogs had ceased to exist; 
although, a little further on, he writes that there still 
exists sufficient of the true breed, both in the race still 
known in Ireland as the Irish wolf-hound, and in our 

modern deer-hound, to allow of the complete recovery 
of the breed, Interested parties at once made an effort 
to create a class in the Dublin Show, and the Irish Ken- 

nel Club and others were successful in recuscitating the 
breed, as twelve were entered, and eleven put in an ap- 
pearance. This cert#inly was a good beginning toward 

renewing an extinct type, although, according to “T, 
D.’s ” letter in the ForEst anp STREAM, of April 17th fol- 

lowing, they were a slightly mixed class, 

It may interest the readers of the FOREST AND STREAM 
to know how nearly extinct they were considered a hun- 

dred years ago, and, at the same time, haye the pleasure 
of reading a copy of a letter written by George Washing- 
ton. By the way, our friends, who haye been abused for 
selling and buying dog flesh, may find some comfort in 

the evidence below that so eminent a man as our first 
President did not consider it beneath his manhood to act 

as a party to dog sales. The individuals who are inclined 
to write down all dealers in dog flesh as knayes, might 
profitably examine the records of the past, and possibly 
turn their discoveries to political ends, 

The letter is addressed to Charles Carter, of Ludlow 

Farm, Fredericksburg, Va., and reads as follows :-— 
MOUNT VERNON, Feb. ath, 1788. 

DHaR Srr:—At length I have got some answer to my applica- 
tion for Wolf Dogs. [wish il was more satisfactory ; but such as 

it is, I giye il, as suspense of our situation 1s the most disa- 

greeable.! 

The information comes from Sir Edward Newenham, a gentle- 
mun of family and fortune in Ireland, and isin these words :— 

“T haye just received a letter from your noble and yirthous 

friend, the Marquis de la Fayette, in which he communicates 

your wish to obtain a breed of the true Tish Wolf Dog, and desires 
me to procureit. I have been these several years endeavoring to 

gel that breed without success. It is nearly annihilated. Thaye 

heard of a dog in the South, and a bitchin the North of Ireland 
but notof a couple anywhere. I am also told that the ‘Earl of 

Altermert* has a breed that is nearly genuine; if he has, I will 

procure two from him. The Marquis also wants some at his do- 

main, where he is troubled by the wolves. If Mastiff would be 
of any service, | could send you some valuable large anes, which 

are Our guard dogs. You will honor me with your commands 

aboutthem, They are yery fierce, faithful and long-lived.” 

Tf upon this information you think I can be further useful, I 
shall be happy to render any seryice in my power, Mastiit I con- 
ccive will not answer the purpose for which the Woif Dog is 

wanted. They will guard a pen—which pen may be secured by 
its situation, by cur dogs and yarious other ways—but your gb- 

ject, if I have a right conception of it, is to hunt and destroy 

wolves by pursuit, for which end the Mastiff is altogether unfit, 
if the proper kind can be had, I haye no doubt of their being sent 

by Sir Edward, who has sought 4n occasion t6 be obliging to me. 
: Tam, dear sir, 

Your moat obedient and affectionate seryant, 

GHOROR WASHINGTOK, 

SPRING Fever.—There is a peculiar disease, not treated 
of in general therapeutics, and yet one so prevalent when 

the season opens and the game lay becomes inoperative, 
when the spring bursts forth renewing its lusty life and 
inspiring poet and artist, that it becomes a subject of 
serious inquiry why the medical profession has s0 en- 
tirely disregarded it and ignor-d its claims toa place in 
the catalogue of human ailments, When the robins and 

the meadow lJarks return; when the sparrows commence 

vo mate and the ground birds look about for building 
sives; when the pansies and the violets emit their per- 
fume and display them charms, there comes stealing over 
such as are susceptible to it the inevitable spring fever, 

Tt comes with the ides of March. Here in New York it 

begins to appear when the Governor’s Island gun booms 
sundown at 6 o'clock, It comes with the snipe and shad, 
and casts over its yictims an Intense and irresistible yearn= 
ing to visit some favorite trout stream—a yearning so 

keenly developed that it transforms the best of us into 
lazy, useless beings, in our own way and in the way of 
everyhoily else. 

Tcis not attended with the dangerous characteristics 
that distinguish typhoid, intermittent, yellow and other 

fevers, Itisnot provocative of a desire to die and be 
done wilh bodily suffering ; but itis attended by a deli- 
ciovs languor, an elegant stupidity, and a lazy worthless- — 

negs refreshing to behold, Spring fever does not crowd 
tke hospitals, nor call physicians at the midnight hour, 

nor fill the heart with alternating hopes and fears, Tt 
only makes one an annoyance and hindrance that ought 
to be banished to the woods, and the woods and the 

waters are the sovereign remedies, the panacea for it 
when it assumes its most aggravating form. 

The principal symptoms are indicated by fondly ca- 
ressing your rods, every joint of which is a reminis- 

cence; overhauling and taking account of your flies, 

in which you evince more interest than ever a girl did | 

over a piece of pretty ribbon; studying maps, telling 
fish stories and altogether acting as irrational asa man 

on the verge of marrying. It incapacitates a man for 

any serious work, and something must be found to relieve — 

it, Besure that your diagnosis is correct, and that the | 

symptoms indicate an attack of spring fever, then con- — 

sult the physician, who will preseribe about as follows :— 

Bamboo rod, 8 joints, $02. 

Assorted flies, 6 doz. 
Vacation, 2 to 4 weeks. 
Pure oxygen, wild woods, 999999999 pallons. | 

Hat regularly 2,4, 6,or8times aday. To be taken in the open 

air. 

Be sure of your physician, and do not stifle your 
chances of living by following the adyice of any one — 
who prescribes ditferently from the formulaabove, There — 
is nothing else in the pharmacopouia half so efficicacious. 

MILUARD. ; 
— 

A Brace of Gresei—The season in which it is law- 
ful to kill wild geese in this State closed last Sat- 

urday. The sport has been excellent at many of the i 
most popular grounds, and gunners haye had all the fun 
they could reasonably askx for, Many a man who has 
been taught that the saying, ‘as silly as a goose,” as 2 

sufficient index to the true character of the wild bird, t 
has learned the fallacy of such an opinion, 

Proverbs and folk sayings are crystallizations of wis- 
dom and native wit. A proverb cannot live if it has no 

deep tap-root in the common experience of mankind. 

No man can sit down and write a book of original proy- 

erbs, Solomon did not originate all the wisdom credited 

to him. 
Many of the popular sayings of different peoples, espe- 

cially among sayage and primitive races, are founded 

upon their observations of the characters and habits of 
the different members of the animal world ; and much 
of the unwritten literature or folk tales of these races is 

made up of animal legends-and stories of birds and 
beasts, ‘Their wisest saws have reference to the silliness 
of some animals and the subtle cunning of others, So 

full of wisdom and truth are some of these fables that 
they haye lived for centuries and thousands of years, 
transmitted from generation to generation by word of 
mouth, perpetuated in parchments, and disseminated im 

varying forms over very wide portions of the world. 
Since the investigation of the race relations of different 

peoples has been stimulated by the study of comparative 
philology, these legends, myths and proverbs have as 

sumed importance, and such eminent scholars as Max 
Miller, Ralston, Thoms, Dasent, and others haye recog— 

nized their value as links in the chain of historical in- 

quiry, 

This is wandering away off from our gegse and stools 
and batteries, and we must return to bag our brace of 
birds, or rather our brace of proyerbs. The man whohas 

been cramped up in a warm battery hour after hour, 
patiently and persistently pitting his skill against th 
wary cunning of a goose, only to belake himself home a 
last stiff-lezged and sore, as best he can, is probably in a 

suitable stale of mind to appreciate the truth contai 
in the expression, ‘a wild-goose chase.” 

We are not disposed to argue with those who tl 
that the other expression, ‘'as silly as 4 goose,“ is an | 

rongous one, aud who would have us believe that th 
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term of contempt passes current only because those who 
employ it don’tlmow what they are talking about. Each 

expression is true, and bears inherent evidence of its 

origin. The comparison ofa foolish man to a goose 
evidently arose in the town, among men who knew only 

the barnyard fowl, the tenant of the village green and 

wayside puddles, the stupid, waddling, hissing and un- 
couth creature bred for itsfeathers. Tho other figure, on 

the contrary, the comparison of an unsuccessful pursuit 

to the fruitless chasing of a wild goose, is plainly an out- 
growth of the country, where the wild bird is found in 

its first estate, a worthy subject of the sportsman’s most 
ingenious devices, ‘Thus each of these figures is true and 
each is false, Ifa man think the goose a silly bird, let 

him try to capture a wild one; if he think the goose a 

cunning bird, show him a mud-bedrabbled tame one, 
oS 

NOTES AND QUERIES. 
iS Sas 

NDER this heading we propose, as occasion shall 
demand, to offer an opportunity for the exchange 

of notes and queries, and invite our readers to contribute 
both queries and answers to the inquiries propounded. 

There are many topics connected with the different 
branches of sport which afford room for investigation, 

and sometimes recondite study, while there ave a thou- 
sand and one bits’ of local information, like that sent us 
by Mr, Van Siclen. which would be of general interest if 

published in the Forrsr Anp STREAM, It must be vnder- 
stood that matters legitimately belonging to ow: Answers 
to Correspondents column proper, will be confined to 
that department. Now let us hear from that man whio 

always bends his fishing rod into the form of a quotation 
marl. 

THE (MBANING of  WrtLowEMOoc."—SHAWANGUNE,—Beaver- 
Kl Clut, May i8th.—Over the hill from the Beayerkill is the Wil- 

lowemog. iis almost as good a trout stream as the former, but 

the ivout are move capricious, The weather must be just rizht 

for you to f!! your erecl in the Wiliowemoc. Lately Me. Dey ad 
P. Secor (inventor. T believe, of the Secor sewing mach ne), hap- 

pered in iv odice, and ihe jieautiful trout of Scrivner & Son's 

“Game #54 07 America” caught hiseye. ‘Chis led toa plepsant 

eonyvevsi! on, ta which he informed me that he came from the 

towa ¢*° Coo'land, Swliyan County; thut his uncle “ Home" 

(ve “UL 6) Secor lived there al Westfield Plats, the next station be- 

youd Morrston, o- W lowemoc; near Peter S\ewart, who is now 

eighyy-cwo vears old, and is the son-in-Jaw of Mrs. Darby, whose 

house the ¢ contains many fine paintings by James Gitforg, sud 

m1erd 4.5 wv Oharve warded there while touting. Granpy Sie- 

wart, olc Peter Stewart's mother, who was Gvanny.0 €yerybocy in, 

the town, leavned from the Indians the meaning ofihe name * Wil- 

lowemoc:" itis “The kettle that washes itself? clean,” and the 

stream was so called because of its rapid current, and of the efect 

of (ne spring freshets, which carry olf all the drift-wood, éfe., 

from its banks. Do you nol find the hame singularly appro- 

priate? Those streams run down the steep hills so fast that itis 
a wonder that any water is leftin them. I wish that now some 
one who knows would tell me the meaning of the Indian word 

“Shawangunk,” which is pronounced ‘‘Shongum,” up in the 

neighborhood of the mountains 86 called, 
Guo. W. VAN SICLEN. 

Gun Fuints.—Cardville, Pa., April 2d.—There ia a man in our 
town who says that he has never found any one that can tell him 
where gun flints come from, or how or by whom they were made, 

Please answer through your paper, if you can throw any light on 
the subject. R.T.6.8, 
rt 

Grorcz C, CoLpuRN.—George C. Colburn, whose name 
has been for many years so familiar to the sportsmen of 

America, died at his residence in this city, after a brief 
illness, last Saturday, May ist. My. Colburn was for 

many years a prominent dry goods merchant in New 
York, and was at the time of bis death about fifty years 
of age, As the owner of the Gordon setter Dash, of the 
lemon and white pointer bitch Belle, and other famous 

dogs, Mr, Colburn was widely known, and always held a 

prominent position among those who were interested in 
the imporiaiion and breeding of fine stock in this coun- 
try. Mr, Colburn was a genial, generous man, possessed 

of many warm friends, and highly esteemed in his busi- 
ness and social ielations. The news ef his death will be 

learned wi.o unfeigned sadness by many of our readers 
who enjoyed. his friendship. 
OO  —— _ 

Novrs.—The course of civilization has ever been west- 

ward, and itis in conformity to this rule that archery 
has crossed the Rocky Mountains, and has extended iis 

gentle sway to the isles of the Pacific. Ib was nob so 

many years ago that we were reading about the Sand- 
wich Islanders putting aside thei bows and clubs and 
nakedness to assume the utensils and habiliments of 
civilization. 

A hint to some five or six of our esteemed daily contem- 
poraries : The mere fact that a gentleman is connected 

with the editorial staff of a sporting weekly is not a suffi- 
cient reason for dubbing him ** Colonel,” 

The Bloomins Groye Park is advertised to be sold at 

Sheriff's sale on May 17th, to satisfy a debt of $71,000, 

This is an arnicuble sale, made to re-iransfer the property 

to the club, and to reduce the interest on the indebted- 
néss. The Blooming Grove Park is perhaps the finest 
game preserve inthe country. $100,000 lias been put into 

if since the inception of jhe project. The property com- 
prises 12,000 acres of land, of which 700 acres are inclosed 
by a-wire fence seven feet high, and a fine club house, 
where the best of fare is served ata low rate, 

is wall shocked with large and small game, and ig pro- 
The park 

tected by special police. Basy of access, being situated 

ten miles from Lackawaxen station, on the New York, 

Erie and Western Railroad, and seven miles from Mill- 

ville, on the Honesdale branch, Blooming Groye Park 

ig a desirable property for a club of sportsmen. We un- 
derstand that the Association propose to bid inthe prop- 
erty for the fixed sum of $24,000. Mr. Payette §. Giles 

jias been most active in the work of establishing this pre- 
serve, anditis to his enthusiasm and activity that the 
formation of the Association was due, The trustees of 

the property are Messrs, Giles, Avery, Reed, Fearing, 
Maginnis, Robinson, Grimes and Mouzilley. x 

—The ForEST AND STREAM is now published at 89 and 
40 Parl Row, Times building. 

Two moose haye been added to the Central Park 
Menagerie. They came from Halfax, Nova Scotia, and 

are worth visiting. 
ee 

GAME PROTECTION. 
—————— 

ANOTHER GOOD SUGGESTION, 

PHILADELPHIA, Pa,, April 12¢h. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 
“New Jersey,” in his letter published in Forms? AND 

StREAM April 8th, says: “If many of the sportsmen of 
that State are in doubt whether or not the law has juris- 
diction over the deeds of a proprietor on his own estate, 
as stated in your noses Jast weelk, if must be because they 
have very shght acquaintance with the laws.” 
Now I say, if any sportsman of that State is in doubt 

whether or not any proprietor of an estate has any regard 
“except contempt for any game law that ever was en- 
acted” now exists, or is proposed for the future, let him 
get better acquainted with the above-mentioned proprie- 
tor, and his doubts will be cleared up on that score. tb 
is a notorious fact that the majority of them believe that 
they have a constitutional right to kill and destroy all 
kinds of game birds and fish im season or out, provided 
they do not go off their own land to doit. Now what is 
the remedy? Certainly not more nor more stringent 
laws. They help make these game laws, they are all in 
fayor of them ; but “agin” carrying them out—that is, 
80 far as applying them to their own actions. Those laws 
were made to govern the true sportsman. 

This seldom I go out into the State that I do not learn 
something that does not substantiate the above, and I am 
persuaded that the remedy is not in laws; but to educate 
the proprietors and their sons to the fact that itis much 
better for them and every one interested to protect the 
game birds in their nesting season and fish on their spawn- 
ing beds, There has to be a revolution in sentiment on 
tle part of the proprietors before the game laws will be 
respected, and I think it can be best done through the 
medium of the country papers. ; 

Let suitable articles appear from time to time, contri- 
butions of sportsmen who are known and respected by 
the land-owners, then the proprietor will become a re- 
spector of the game laws himself and will see that the 
truesportsman does the same on his premises, and we 
shall have the most efficient game wardens possible. 

Game Bag and Guy. 
MAY IS A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME. 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY, 

Tn sending reports for the FOREST 44D STREAM Directory to 

Qanie 21d Fish Re sorts, our corresponde +.12,°e veque wd «0 give 

the “ofowing pariiculars, with such other informacion os tuey 

may ceem of yalve: State, Town, Cornuy; means of access; Fo.c! 

aud other avcommovcations; Gawe a*ui.i8e2son; Fist and i. Sea- 

son; Boars, Guides, ets.: Nave ol .¢ son io o¢ce 633. 
—aooooo 

—AnDDpDREss all communications 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

Se ee | 

TEXAS DEER SHOOTING, 

‘Forest and Stream 

HIS has been an unfayorabie spring for ‘‘ gobbler” 
hunting. Too much cloudy and windy weather. I 

have taken only one little hunt of a week ; got four shots 
with my Wesson, and bagged four old gobblers—beards 
from 9 to 124 inches—weights from 20 to 23 Ibs. 
We have plenty of nearly all kinds of game, from a 

snipe to a bear, The latter, especially, are numerous. 
Our friend, Capt. Hightower, has killed twenty-three 
bears this season, up to last accounts. They are quite 
fat this year from, an abundant mast, and the Captain 
has killed. some fine ones. 

Deer are also plentiful here, but are fearfully butchered 
at all seasons, and will be decimated soon unless some 
measures are taken to stop it by legislative action, and I 
for one would like to call the attention of the sporting 
clubs all over this State to this subject, and urge them to 
action in trying to have good, wholesome and effective 
game laws established in this State, as in other States, 

There was some ‘‘stagger” al a game law made and 
provided at the last sitting of the Legislature, but any 
schoolboy could see at a glance that not a line of it is 
worth the paper itis printed on, 
The little game that yet remains in Texas ‘is mostly 

confined to the borders of streams, and in tho wooded 
districts, where in the latter the deer are killed by hun- 
dreds at all seasons of the year, for their hides alone in 
many instances, The law now stands, that ‘‘it shall be 
unlawful to kill (within certain months) any female deer 
knowingly.” ‘Knowingly ?” Does any man, with a 
tea-spoontul of brains, ‘‘ knowimegly” know what harm 
that one word in the law has done? Did he ever think 
how many thousands of helpless little fawns have been 
left to atarve, because their mothers have been slain by 
careless and heartless persons? Since that miserable 
farce wae placed on the statute. have_never known nor 

i 

heard of a doe being killed in this county. All are 
bucks that are killed now. Oh, yes, all bucks—although 
their udders filled with milk are dissected and thrown in 
the bush, and their heads, feet and other evidences of 
sex are cul off and thrown aside in the woods—yet they 
are all ‘* bucks,” 
_ 1, for one, would appeal to every sportsman, natural- 
ist, or other person, who has a spark of humanity in his 
heart, and who lives in this great State, to try and im- 
pee this matter upon their representatives im the Legis- 
ature, to frame some worthy method of protecting the 
game and fish while there is yet some little left, It seems 
to me that six months ouf of a year is long enough t6 
hunt one yariety of game, Let the closed season for 
deer’ be from Dec. 1st to the 15th June; for in those 
months are the breeding season, and the deer are poor, 
musky and unfit for food; and before the 15th of June, 
or ist of July, the fawns are too young to care for them- 
selves if their mothers are killed ; and many other reasons 
I can give, if necessary. Sportsmen of Texas, think of it, 
and set your minds to work by the time the next Legis- 
lature convenes, C.t, 

Willis, Tex,, April 20th, 
_—»——, 

A Canom ty Goosr SHoo1NG.—One day, a few years 
ago, I started out for an all-day’s squirrel hunt, I was 
armed witha Lamb rifle, carrying a ball weighing seventy- 
eight to the pound, snd with which I had done wonder- 
ful execution among game of all kind in tlie several 
years thaf 1 had owned it. The early morning was un- 
usually pleasant for the season, and I anticipated a de- 
lightful still-hunt and a big bag, My objective point was 
what is known as Blue’s Swamp, a dry swamp running 
parallel with and a short distance from the river, and 
some five or six miles in length, Squirrels were always 
plentiful in this swamp, and on a pleasant day it was 
easy to bag a large number, 

To my dismay, by the time I reached the swamp, the 
sun had disappeared and a cold northeast wind was blow- 
ing, and I found Twas iu for a regular “blue day.” I 
did not turn back, however, but pushed along with very 
little prospect though of seeing anything to shoot, 'To- 
ward noon J branched off to the river, where wad an 
island some two miles in length. By means of a dug-out 
Treached the island, crossing it and coming to a beach on 
the banks of the main river, which was here some two 
hundred yards in width. Finding a conyenient place at 
the edge of the water, I sat down and commenced eating 
my lunch. My attention was al once attracted to a large 
flock of geese, perhaps numbering more than tivo hun- 
dred, tight opposite me, and almdést two hundred yards 
away. Ah, how I wished I was seated on the beach just 
above them ; but it was no use to wish, so I finished my 
lunch and stooped for a flask of water, and, just as I 
stooped, I heard the peculiar “ swish” made by geese in 
lighting upon the water, and pecping through the wil- 
lows which lined the banks of the island I saw two geese, 
probably the advance guard of another flock, Pushing 
my rifle through the willows I prepared to fire, when my 
finger was stayed from the trigger by the thought that I 
might get them in range, and so get two instead of one. 
They had not yet begun to feed, when this thought oc- 
curred, and, knowing I could not be seen by them, I 
quietly rested my rifle on a point of the rock behind 
which I was hid and awaited their first moye, 
Thad not long to await. They soon crossed, and T 

fired, There they lay—two beauties. The nearest one 
,to me was some thirty-five feet away, and the second 
probably some five or six feet further. The river all 
along this side of the island did not average a depth of 
more than ten or twelve inches, and the bed of the river, 
as also the banks of the island, was covered with rocks 
of all shapes and sizes. There was no current, owing to 
the peculiar form of the island on this side, and this was 
a favorite feeding place of both ducks and geese, Pro- 
curmg a willow limb, as a sounding-pole to avoid holes, 
Iwaded out after the dead geese. They had probably 
not moved an inch since the ball struck them, but imag- 
ine my astonishment, on rounding the bend that had 
been my hiding place, to behold a third goose, not yet 
quite dead, struggling in the water nearly thirty feet 
away from cither of the others. I had seen but two, and 
could scarcely believe my eyes now when I saw three. I 
had heard no other shot fired, else I might have thonght 
this goose killed by some one else. But speculations as 
to its death were useless, so 1 at once made an examina- 
tion, The first goose, the one nearest me when I fired, 
was shot through the head ; the head,{in fact, was torn to 
pieces by the ball. The second goose, five or six feet 
further away, was shot just abt the junction of the neck 
with the body, the ball passing entirely through, making 
a large, ragged wound, causing instant death. Now, as L 
sat on the island, these two geese were in a line leading, 
directly north, while the third goose was fully thirty feet 
away onaline a little south of west, Hxamining the 
third goose, [found the ball had shattered tie butt of 
the left wing and had buried itself in the body, thera 
being but the one wound, Going back to where the 
second goose had been killed, I made a careful examina- 
tion, and was at last rewarded by finding a large slate 
rock just reaching the surface of the water, and upon 
this rock was a small white spot, the imprint of my rifle 
ball. The surface of the rock toward the s pot from which 
I fired was almost perpendicular, with a very slight in- 
clination or twist to the southwest, being of just the pe- 
culiar shape to send the ball glancing im the direction it 
did, and which happened, very fortunately for me, to be 
in the direction of the third goose. But while I rejoiced 
at my fortune in getting three geese at one shot, and of 
not having to go home empty handed, as I had certainly 
calculated on doing, I was not really satisfied as to the 
cause of death of the third goose ; nor did I become fully 
satisfied until I had taken the ball from the body and 
weighed it, when I found it was indeed my own rifle 
ball. HAtk TRIGGER. 

Washington, Feb. 14th. 

PENNSYLVANIA—Pitisburg, S. S., May 1st.—Our friends 
—H. Smalley and Charles Gaul, members of the South 
Side Gun Club—have just returned from ‘*Seven-Mile 
Island” affer a week’s shoot, having bagged 21 ducks, 
They report ducks very scarce and wild, quail yery 
scarce—the hard winter of 1874-9 has greatly dimin- 
ished their numbers ; but this winter has been very mild, 
and Leamestly hoge there will be enough of them lett, 
80 thah we may haya 4 little quail-shooting this at : 

vy Dy 
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Lusecnme with A Grizaty.—The following Is a rem- 
iniscence of my lonely travel down the Missouri m the 
spring and summer of 1841: Some time during my 
captivity among the Indians in the mountains near the 
head waters of the Jefferson Fork. I had seen and secured 
a piece of an old file they had, This afterward proved of 
great yalue to me, for I could, by striking it with any 
hard stone, get sparks, and so secure a fire, I was given 
an old kind of a knife, which, although very poor and 
clumsy, was invaluable. After the fight I escaped 
among the willows, and was, doubtless, supposed to have 
heen killed, as IT neyer was pursued, to my knowledge, 
and so I wandered like a frightened deer down the river, 
fleeing from every creature that looked dangerous. I se- 
cured from the scaffold sepulehre of an Indian a very 
good, long speay and a large apron which seemed to be 
mado of tanned rattlesnake-skin, with a large pocket in 
it, the whole lined with finely tanned deer-skin, and in 
the pocket were some small shells and bones and other 
things, which led me to think it was the graye of an 
Indian doctor, Near the Upper ;Falls the butlalo were 
yery plenty, and here I drove away some wolves from a 
buffalo calf they had just killed. I took the saddle and 
liver, and svon found a good place under a large rocky 
cliff and built my fire, and was broiling the liver on a 
piece of flat stone, and had 4 piece of the loin on the end 
of my spear, holding itin the fire. Looking through the 
blaze I saw a large bear which had approached and was 
eating the rest of the meat, which [had left within some 
ten feet of the fire. I think he had notseenme, He 
noticed that bag or apronnear the meat, and stretched 
out his nose and smelt of if, and seemed afraid of it, 
for he jumped on one side and moved away sideways, 
sharply eyeing it, and so went off, I never saw him 
again. Ail kinds of creatures seemed to be afraid of that 
rattlesnake apron or pouch, and I always kept it by me, 
and with hot ashes on one side and that rattlesnake-skin 
pouch on the other, I slept quite safely. This was 
the only time I lunched with a bear, 

LT once saw a terrible fight between two bears of about 
the same size, and onre came across a large dead one in 
the river, 1 secured two very large claws, which I 
brought home with me, G, Ft Ws 
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THE LE ROY SHOT CO, BADGE. 
—_@—— 

ANENT THE CATS.—Lynit, Mass., April 26th,—Was 
glad to see your caution against the domestic cat asa 
game destroyer. This animal ought to be exterminated, 
All insectiverous birds ought to be protected and encour- 
aged to breed in our gardens and near our dwellings as 
much as possible ; and, as they have plenty of natural 
enemies, the cat can be well dispensed with. 

Phare is a locality near here where the young quail are 
annually caught up by cats, and when the season comes 
in, there are but four or five birds where there ought to 
be forty. Last fall, a farmer back here in the country 
said his cat had caught a whole brood of young part- 

ridges, she bringing in one eyery day or two until they 
were all gone, and that brood was known to haye had 
twelve birds in it the first of thesummer, ‘That cat 
ain't catching any this year,” Snares are nowhere 
alongside of these pests. Many farmers have three or 
four that get their living in the woods all summer, and 
the amount of destruction to game birds must be im- 
mensely large in a season. 
When my dog points a cat in the woods, Ialways make 

it a point to scoop in that feline, if Tecan, regardless of her 
color or politics, and shall contiuue to do so as long as 
T can stand behind four drachms of powder. 

‘As a cat is said to have nine lives, a half-dozen thrown 
out of a Bogardus trap would give a fellow some good 
practice once ina while during the close season ; and a 
man that could shoot ten stvaight, or shoot them so they 
wvould lie straight, I should call a good shot and a public 
henefactor, Crow BLUE. 

Nnrw Yorr—Plattsburg, April 25th.—I shot four snipe 
on the 22d. This is the first bag of snipe that has been 
mare here this season. F.B. J. 
Now Yorr.—Rochester, april 28/h.—Snipe shooting is 

at its height with us of this region, and the game has not 
been so abundant in the spring for many years. Parties 
drive or take the cars out to the various known resorts of 
the birds every day, and few retwm empty-handed. I 
know that several good bags haye been made, and have 
heard of almost fabulous numbers of the long bills fall- 
ing to the guns of peculiarly lucky shooters. A dealer 
in gaine told me this morning that a man yesterday 
wanted to sell him half a bushel basket full of snipe. 
While out shooting this weelk witha friend, after 

snipe, we came across some young wild pigeons on the 
railroad track feeding on grain dropped from the cars. 
Quail and ruifed grouse are often seen on the Central 
tracks picking up corn, wheat, etc. 

Tizere is a good deal of ball shooting carried on here by 
clubs and in private matches, Tt answers the purpose of 
testing comparative skill quite as well as pigeon-shooting, 
and is free from objections that may be urged against 
the latter. In time ball shooting will nearly supérsede 
pigeon shooting. BK, R. 
Kansas—Abilene, April 28th.—Our usual spring flight. 

of plover commenced about April 4th, and they have 
been, and are now, very plenty, and large bags have been 
made—Stevens and Wemyes killing"76 in three hours’ 
shooting, Ducks haye been more than usually plenty. 
Some few geese ; but no brant on the wheat, this spring. 
Three years ago I noticed the first robin, now they are 
plenty, Dirigo. 
ee ee 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

Mawe—Topham, April 30th.—Annual shoot of the Riyerside 

Shooting Club. Avery strong wind blowing. 'The following is 
the score :— 

York—Rotary,1111110 
0—8; Doubles, 10 01 10 00 11— 
Keen—Hotary. 1 0 0 0 

0—3; Doubles, (0 00 11 
A.B, Halli—Rotary, 0 

0.0 0 1—5; Doubles, 00. 
BKonney—Kotary, 0.0 

1 1—4; Doubles, 10 00 
Keys—Ratary,011 

1—5; Donbles, 01 10 11 
G. AH. Goud—Rotary, 

10 1 0—5; Doubles, 00 
M. C, Hall—Rotary, 0 0 

11 1—8; Doubles, 10 00 11°01 1 
A. Q. Goud—Rotary, 1 

011 1—5; Doubles, 01 0 11—8. Total 21. 
C. Goud—Rotary, 1 1 01110 0—7; Bogardus,11101011 

1 1—$;+ Doubles, 11 10 10 11 01—7. Lotul 22. 
Stetson—Rotary, 1110100010—6; Bogardus,1 00111190 

11-7; Doubles, 01 00 00 01 11—4, Total 16. 

At tho annual meeting, held Thursday eyening, the following 

officers were ¢hosen for the ensuing year: President, G. Cram; 
Seeretary, J. $8. Bonney; Treasurer, 8. Knight, Jr. 

J. 8. B., Secretary. 

New HAven Gun Crun.—New Haven, Conn., April 28th.—The 

New Haven Gun Olub held its regular medal shoot on Wednesday, 

April 28th. Can not account for the small numher of sweep- 
stakes and medal shoots, unless they knew that Merwin was to be 

present. But, very unfortunately, Merwin was hardly able to 

shoot, being sick; but he was present at the medal shoot, hardly 

able to resist the recoil of 3#drs. of powder. But he did, and did 

so bravely. Would some of our brother sportsmen had a little 

more backbone on medal shoot days and sweepstake shooting. 

They might make as good a record, Following is sweepstake 

shooting. All shooting from 3 traps and Bogardus rules. 

Sweep No. 1; one money ;— 

101-8; Bogardus,1 11111110 
5. Total 21. 
O1 ret Pubciare a 010100010 

al 
11-8; Bogardus,1101106 

10--6. Total 19. 
1110-4; Bogardus,01110100 

Total 1). 
0—6; Bogardus,100001011 

—j. ‘Total 1s. 
1111110—T; Rogardus,1 00110 
Ot 10—f. Total 18. 
101110—6; Bogardus,0 111011 
0—5. Total 19. 
11010 1—8; Bogardus,0 10100 
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Thee ......:-:11;-.+s--el 00 0 O-1| Folsom...-.-.-....- -21111-%5 
Beers....".., cay td QP A—#B | JOrey sree tetens cece 11111-5 

Folsom and Jovrey divided. 

Sweep No.2; one money :— 
0010 0—1| Jorey. ....--......-05 211171—-5 

a IPGVTS. ohh oh te cee 11111—5 

Jorey and Penn divided. 

Sweep No, 3; two Inoneys:— 

Folsom..... 1111111011—9}| Hanson, .-1111111111—10 
Jorey.. ...11112111111—10| Penn. ....1011111011—8 
On ties, Jorey won first money. 

Sweep No. £ :— 

Folsom... ..,2:--:t-046 .10011-@| Merwin.:..,,,,.....,171101-4 
Beers... ... 1110 0-2) Jorey . Mo yite lost ele 
Hanson..... .........d 111 1-6) Peon.,...22..0...., 12111 1-5 
On ties, Jorey won first money. 
Sweep No. 5; one mouey ;— 

FoOISOM.. 6) s0- 6 cree =e 11111-5| Jorey...... jo; «111014 
FIAMEOM. 132522245. 24s 1011 1-4] Golyin,....-....5.2... 11001-38 
Sweep No. 6; one money :-— 

t Ge temp iahy anos tj4--2e..,L 011 1-4 
peeeeeeeee--- ef 0 0.0 0-0] Folsom,.....--..-..., J1111-5 

On ties, Hunson won first. 

Medal shoot :— 
Merwin 11111111100110111111-17 
Folsom, . T1117 012111111111111 1-19 
Oolvia 1111717117T12111111114-20 
Penn., 0112117021111111111110—1 
Beers , 0211201111111311011111-1% 
Leete.. 10002111111111000000—-1 
Hansun . 1111171111111111110—8 
Jorey --- ~-1212111111211111111111-2 

Mr. Colvin was handicapped one ball, and won the badge. 
Mr. Jorey troke 57 consecutive balls,and would have been a 

hard party to tie with on the badge shoot, although his gun was 
drawings blood on his arm at every shot. Tt. 
New YorkK—Syracuse, April 29th.—The members of the Onon- 

daga County Sportsman’s Club held a shoot to-day for their gold 

medal. The wind was blowing a terrific pale from the south, and 

the results were yery unsatisfactory to the participants. The 

following is the score ;— 
Total 

E. Hudson Dtte t= 6 89 
H, Drury, Lid Pi-4+ % 
T. Kimber dg ee OW SE i 
BE. Croueb 11iagdiro4+ 7 
G. td ete 8 7, 
RB. o100L12 O56 
D. * 21d 0) 5 
R. 10* 12138 4 

ime. 4. Lodder and 
W. Page haye also won it twice. It becomes the property of the 
member winning it three times. 

Atter the conclusion of the above shoot a sweepstakes was in- 

dulzed in, with the following result: G. Luther, R. Strong and H. 
Drury killing 8; Hudson, Morse and Grouch, 7. G. Luther and H. 
Drurv again tied at 26 yards, each Killing 6; A. Drury killed 3; 

Luther, none at 31 yards; Hudson, Morse and Grouch again tied at 

26 yards, but at 31 Hudson shot them out by killing 2. Vir. 
Ruchestér, N. ¥., April 28th.—The annual trap shoot of the Mon- 

roe County Club took place on the Rochester Driving Park yes_ 

terday at wild figures. No prizes were offered, and members of 
the Genesee and Rochester Gun Club took part in the shooting. 
Horace Silsby, President of the State Association, came on the 

ground in the afternoon, and proved that hig hand has nob lost 

its cunning with the fun. Everything went off pleasantly. Tin- 

close scares? 
Single rises—twenty-one yards :— 

RSMOSIER cin foes Suto oenB | Wad DSthOOCHK. nts cpp melo 8 
J. H. Andrews ...... Pe. 6.0.0) art. 8 
M,.A. Stearns... ... 6| H. Knapp.. a 
H. Bo Popes... ss. . 6| Geo. Stillson Piaet*| 
W.S. Kimball... . 7) Jd. Beanmoot A 
Ki. B. Pope.... .: -. #] Ry A. Adams ea 
H, H. Morse;..- . §| H. B. Hooker 4 
BOAMOSTEN No. hilridemiiel ieee a dee 8| H. Knapp.... fi 
ols EAE TIGAU EOS OF ih clea leltaless Hes 5| A. BDrownell..... $ 
AS anne See Dee 9| W, J. Bubeock,. 8 
WY, Je DCOCK.. a swiss mene 4| H, H. Morse.,.. aye 
A, 0S SL Blea, see ete clot 7| HE. O. Sage. 4 
D.8, Farquharson...., ....95 5 | TO. (Harta, ss. Pex) 
Contes._-:..!.4:. passe heeet say’ 7 | W.8. Kinrball, -6 
MOpant-s>-- oe . §| H, Knapp...... K 
CO, C. Morse.....-.. .. 9! Chas. Green - 
Stearns. ... SOG Bihlings oe eo ce.) ae ii 
CUCEIV OLS C. epee s =e en 

Single rises—thirty-one yards j— 
ie We. Hintts.2-22- Salts abort rar 
M.A. Stearns..-.. i 

1 GW. Crouch, Jite...es.esee- ee 

Double rises -— 

il. B. Hooker..11 11 11 11 19— 
J. 1K. Beckwith 10 71 1010 11— 
vO. Harts. 2 00. 10:10 11 00 QU— 
Ki. Redmond....11 11 01 11 1— 
H. H. Monse -..10 11 11 W1 1— 
EK. B. Pope. 111011 11 1— 8 
J.C. Hart. 10 11 11 OF 00— 6 | B. Redmond, 
W.S.Kimball..00 11:00 11 00— 4] H. Sileby... 11110 1111-9 
Miner ROD AND GioN CLUB.—Pigeon match at club grounds, 

Springfield, L. I., April 15th; 5 traps; #5 yards rise; 80 yards 

boundary :— 

On on 26 =) 

00211000218 
0111010 0 0-5 
oi LL101 0 0-6 
bei leh sy 

Fenland Se, ieee me mee Ty OLA attr Smt Sieg 
ny se Pe eee ae Thee Fath iSfieateah 3 (hah ah Sy yay: 

CArTTAL Crry Gun Crus.—Wuashington, D. C., May lat.—At a 
recent meeling of this club it was voted to shoot a mutch of 

twénty single balls, weekly, for two gold medals, to be Known as 
lirstand second prizes, the winners in each match to wear the 
same until beaten, and the badges to be awarded at the close of 

the season to the members, respectively, making the best per- 

centage in at least thirteen regular matebes. The first shoot for 

tliese badges took place on the grounds of the Glub this after 

noon, when the first prize was won by Mr, Woodbtiry and the 

second by Mr. McLeod, the Iatler having to shoot. otf a tie with 

Mr. Shepard for the sume, Mr. Mills shot #t25 yurds rise, Mr, 

McLeod at 22, and ihe other af 20, from Card's rotary trap, 

sereened. The amoke target balls were used. The praeticoa 

mateb at double rises was shot at 18 yards, Bogardusrules, Mr. 

Wim. Wagner acted as refered aid gave general satisfaction. The 

following are the scores. Matel for gold medal:— 

| 19 i=} 
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1 
1 
) 
1 
1 
I 
1 
0 
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{ a = GC. 
W. W. Eldridy 
N, H. Wadswo: 

Harry. King. 
PE. F. Nagle. 

Tie shot off for second media 
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Double ball match :-— 

H. L. Shepard... 11101111 11—9 | W.W. Eldridge. 011110 11 11—8 
ile 

i 

Levi Woodbury. J1 11 1110 i—s 
Ky ly. Milla)... ::: 104111 11 11—y 
W.B.MeKeldéen, 11101110 11—8 
CU SECU Peele 1.01 1101 11—8 

E.S. Pook..-;..- U1 11: 1010) 11—7 
NIT. Wadsworth 1 10 00 01 Tb6 
Harry King...... 11 01 OL 00 U1—5 
CO, J. Stoddard... 100010 19 0u-3 

WwW. W.K, 

THE WASHINGTON CLUB.— Washington, D. C., May 2d.—A num- 

ber of prominent business men met atthe residence of Dr. J. 

W. Van Arnum on last Wednesday evening, to take fote von- 

sideration the organization of a shooting club, Atter interchang— 

ing opinionsa constitution and by-laws were adopted. The fol- 
lowing officers were elected: President, Dr. J. W. Van Arnuim ; 

Vice-President, C, R. Dufour; Secretary, C. M, Ogden ; Treasurer, 

William Holmead; Captain, George A. Bentley; Scorer, W. B, 
Buford. The club haye selected shooting grounds at Holmead, 

and ure haying them placed in fine vondition, It is theintention 

ol the club to inaugurate a tournament shooting season during 

the summer, when it is expected Uiat crack shots from the best 

clubs in the country will pavticipate, The club meets twiceu week 
for practice. 

VrremiA—Portsmouth, May Ist—Ata regular sonmtest of the 

Seaboard Shooting Association for the gold badge, held yester- 

day, the following score was made witha heavy wind blowing, 

shooting from Card’s rotating trap: ! 
A, G, Friedlin. 2. LLIN O0 ID Vd 10d 
W.38. Riddiecl »-2112121171111107111101 48 
J, G, Hobdy... -OTPTLVIALIIILI00I1 171 1-18 
H. G. Williams. -10011111111111111111 5 
Jas. BP. Carr... »-TLT1I1T1101107101111111-7 
W. A. Wilkir 111011117111111111001—-17 
8. W. Gary... -1110172131043121101011110—45 
CG. P. Edwards. . ~161110011311110110131—-5 
Dr H. F. Butt . »~ 11001713117 00T11100111—% 
ARIS ast co eae ~-O1711000T111110 —i0 
J. M. Bintord O11LTI0dTLTO000111 ao 
W.Hart......- ~10T00711111111111001—16 
W. PP. Iyes.. ~LLTT111110111101011114 

Ht. G. Ww. 

Ern-BoGarpus MAron.—Si Louis, Mo., May 1at—Bogardustold 
ine he never shot before such a crowd as was present. No pre 

rangements had been male to keep the crowd within bounds, and 

before the first ten birds weré shot, the epeetators formed a let 

ter V from the shooters, and several birds, flying to Jeftand right, 

were shot at the imminent peril of the crowd. Once Bogardus 

refused to shoot at a bird fying toward the crowd, and several 

times he and Erb intentionally gave them a peppeving, It was 

the Intention to shoot at tame birds; but the party who was to 

have secured the birds, failed to do it, though there were hun- 

dreds caught, and easily to be had; and wild ones were used. 

They were nota good lot. rb missed several of his easiest birds, 
and struck several of them hard with both barrels—ihe feathers 

flying at each shot—but he was using miserably poor powder, and 

early in the shoot Bogardus told him that he was beaten by it. 
Old man Erb, as he cleaned the fun after each shot, said, * Fred 
deserves to he beaten for using such powder.’ As you ree by 

the result, (he mateh was close, and the shooting good, <At its 

close, Erb told Bogardus he wanted some mure of it, and no 

doubt another match will be arranged soon. The gate money, 
which was divided between the contestants, pays them hiund- 
aomely for theirtrouble. Notwithstanding the resultofibis mateh, 
I consider Erb the better shot; but he does not stand the excite- 
ment of the crowd as well as the old champion; I predict that 
Bogardus will lower his colors to him within 4 year. The 
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weather was delightful—yind just. little from the south, the 
shooters facing nortl. J.W. M. 

The Republica says: “At the end of the first half huadered, tha 

suore stood: Borurdus, 43; Heh, 40. Erb picked up ane in tha 
nestiden, and when both had 70 birds, the score was 60 to Of in 
favor of Rogardus, Between his 70th and 80th birds Erb lost four, 
however, and thus lost his chauee, thoveh be killed nineteen out 

of his last igyenty, the score standing ab the end & toe 8 in fayoy 
of Bogardus. The feature of the match wus the steadiness of 

BoLxardous’ snooting. and the alterniute nervous and bril#lant work 

ot Hrb. ‘Twice the latter iost three birds in succession. He lost five 
hirds inthe S$. ven, three in the fourth and four in the eighth, 

t'§d leaving his record ull of weal spots, which sre not com- 

 pensated for by the long string of * kills’ in the center andat the 

end. Bogacdus, on the other hand, never missed two consecutive 

hirds, ancLrarely lost an easy one, which is more than could be 

snid tor Erb, But the most noticeable feature in comparing the 

tayo seores is the relative efficiency Of the first barrel in each, 

Thoueh Bowandius killed only three more birds than Erb in all, he 

secured ten more with the first barrel. Bogardus used the second 

barrel successfully 21 times, Erb 28 times in thoir totals of &6 and 

Si respectively. In the appended seore the staris used to indi- 

cute birds killed with the second barrel.” 
Match for $100 a side, 100 single birds, 30 yards rise. from fround 

traps, IM) yards boundaries, use of both barrels allowed. 

Bogardus—i, 1, 1, 1,1, 4% 0,1, i + 1,0), 15 ds eth bi 9, dqala'dy dy 

PRE Seen CLAY eres Tar cram +O. %, 1,1, 1,4, 1,4, 1, *, 1, ia? y's 30s t yt Ay aby ty 

sled, Ov dy Todo dy OA dytetely Peo ; 
Erie Orde Ot a, TAS Tada ty Os, ta Te Al 4% 

1,71) 05 05 Oye Fe dy dy) Ly Uy dy Uy Id, dy ty ty 11d, 0, 2 Bd 1 1, 5%) 
1, 0, Ty 4 161, Ty Wy, Te 15% 0515.05 1, O51, * Oy 1, dy, 0, 1, #1 
Ty Uy Wy dy Ler) dey #88 

Cite Bife. 
—Appress all communications “Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 
—_———>—_—_—— 

RANGE AND GALLERY, 

Connecticut —Collinstille, apitl 28ih.—Canton Rod and Gun 

Club, Riverside Range; practice meeting at 200 yards; off-hand; 
#-pound-pull; ten shots ;— 

Mass. Cr. 
1D. Androws:...-... 1! 38 11 9 JL 9 10 10 10 9-98 42 
G. Panelrer. . £11 1 11 8 FT WW 1 8 O1 42 
Gi JCase, --.:: 8 10 4 12 11 11 12 11 & 9— 89 42 
J, Laubenstein, tc AT) NG nae E 9 : 9 O- sf 40 
ele SUT ay aie). Apa 2s SO vey Wy 2 § TF Th 33 
me os SAL ee See li 10 11 10 10 10 9 10 9 1-401 48 
MAMMOUE RIFLE GALLERY.—May 3d.—The classified riflenimatch 

forthe month of April ended with some very fine shooting. Mr. 

W. IL. Harrison wins the extra prize of $20, for the highest mium- 

ber of clean scores during the month. He male thirteen clean 

scores—tive of them this last week; he also wins the tirst priza of 
$10, for haying the highest possible score, namely, 200. Mr. U, A. 

Pollard wins the second prize of $7, with three clean scores, und 

“tivo best possible 39’s. Mr. E. I’. Richardson wins the third prize 

of $5, with 194; and Mr, Frank Hollis jwius the fourth prize of $3, 
with 193. All of the above arein the first class. In the second class, 
Mr. Geo. I. Ellsworth takes the first prize of $8, with two clean 
scores and three good 39's, Mr, Gordan McKenzie wins the sec- 

ond prize of $6, with 193. Mr. L. W. Farrar the third prize of $4, 

with 192. Mr.P.D. Swift the fourth prize with 191. Mr, N. 8, 
James the fitth prize of $2, with 189; and Mr. F, A. Winship the 
eixth prize of $1, with 188 The new rifle match for May, called 

the All-Gomers' Rifle Match, with ten cash prizes, conditions men- 
tioned in lustweek’s FoREST AwD STREAM, has commenced, and 
the indications sre that itwill be very popular. The subjoined 

sunumary shows the shooting during themonth; 150 feet ; rounds, 

8; possible 40; five best scores to win, or possible 200 :— 
First Class. 

W. H. Harrigon..... or ee aed pes rene 40 40 40 40 40—200 
DU. A, Pollard, - : 39 59 40 40 40—198 
EB. P. lichurdson, 38 39 39 89 SU—144 
Frank Hollis. ..., di $8 38 89 88 39—103 
TET a 2 As sce od See ucueee ae a 38 88 38 89 gy—I92 

Second Class. 
SORT OS RIES TDL EPs o-oo tw cuenta law vals ajohnsile 40—197 
Gorin Melcenvie.. oe 89—198 
DOW. Barra ccsees eee 39—102 
P. 1D, Swill....---. #5 Rea aly 389—191 
N_&S. James.. ieee 85—189, 
TA Wiuship. . Body 38—I88 
G, QO. Pratt... B—185 
HO, Pratt 86—181) 
BOW. Shar si179. 
H, Shuiiway. 36—17} 
BR. 1. Fellows Sé—177 

A. TL. Rayniond.,. 66 —Li7 
Jolin Eseatevell. ts S617 
Geo. lMstes.. 86-177 
Win. W. Jones. .... 86-116 
Geo. §. Williams. 86176 
AO, Staples ---2:. 36—176 
§. B. Braun .,.-.-.....-, ba—lia 
©. i, Ourdg.... 0... e. 34175 
Geo. D. Bdson....5...... 80—17T5 
TP ORS Settee nee Ree 85—1i5 
Win. Hee Sparkes e-cssssres 3o—1715 
BU. Siow. ©: l.54.8- Bd 1id 
UC. Lt. Sawyer. . eae fa 35 35—li4 
FA. 0) Gundspeed.. i ieee petee OF 85 3) 35—175 
®. HH. Daley......-.... Nese tet se Rona eee ses. BL 34 BL 35 35-172 

Baston, May Ist.—The unpleasant weather conditions prevented 

‘a very lurve attendance at the Waltiut Hill Hange to-day, to par- 

‘ticipale in the regular ‘‘ Eyerybody's” match. A gale of wind 
‘from the northwest blew across the range, und rendered it ex- 

“tremely difficult for the few marksmen, who had the hardihood ta 
 cuinpute in the face of this disadyantage, to eyen to get on to the 

larget. There were sixty-seven entries in the match, and appended 
are fifteen of the best scores made at 200 yards :— 

Jd. W. Brown 
W. Avilur.. 

Messrs. Grown, Sinith and C haries used military rifles, and are 

‘entitled to tayo extra points on each of their respective scores. 

During the afternoon Lhe new inid-range mateh was opened, 
find had nineteen entries. This match isto be shot under the fol- 

wing conditions: Open to all comers; rounda, seyen; entry fee 

for nembers, 25 cents; for hon-nempere, 50 cents for first entry, 

and 25 cents for each re-entry. The amount reecived in excass of 

expenses will be divided into tive prizes—tiret, 80 per cent; sec- 
pnd, 25 per cent,; third, 20 per cent.; fourth, 15 per cent.; filth, 10 
? cent,of the excess. Military rifles allowed five poimts in the 

hree scores. The mateh will be continued on gsucevssive Satur- 

days until closed by the Executive Committee. The prizes will be 
rurded to the competitors making the Hest aggregate of three 

> 

10, TeNvell. 62. wneencseoeeseseeees D OF HD H A BB & B49 
ag MAM AT Cartes «hey a2 35 445 4 6 6 4 5-44 
GC. Wee Guriffinis....--222-: 5 55 5 4 4 4 4d 4 5-415 
OB. Osborne...., 1.4444 4 65 4 5 5 5-44 
Borden ee 4445 5 56 4 5 4 4-44 

“G0. Avtar. 683444 5 5 5 5-43 
WN. W. Agnold , - 658 46 456 4 4 443 
Ch. Bimith.-.. -4 8444 4 4 5 4 4-40 
J, Nichols.. 445 £ & § 4 4 4 d-—de 

4 4 4 ho 4 4 
4 4 4 4 4 or a we ee ee ees ee ed 

——— 
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Appended ave the best scorts made in to-day's competition — 
CPA ETE epic oe h 6 5 8 4-92 
QO. M. Jewell.,...--. 3.5 4 4 5—2u 
oe LED a Heating 20 4 4 4-2 

Charles _ o 6 4-2 249 
c. Fy, Grifing 2 8 0 2 0-ll 

Bellenue, April s0th.—The Raymond Sportsmans Clab held its 

first competition in (he spring handicap matches for the rifle and 
shot gum at Bellevue Range to-day, there being » good attend- 
ainee. The \yealher conditions were fayorable. The glass-ball 
sbooting was the best this club has eyer done. ‘There were ninety 

entrios in theshot-fun match, and appenuddéd are the bestscores :— 

Totary. Douhite, Onn se 
R.§. Sehaefer. 2... a 5 J. i. Smith... 
W. 2. Witherel.... 6 a . OC. Hobart, 22.2.5 i i 
JG. Smith, ..---.. 5 2 i. Dutton, -,-.---, q 2 
J.B. “Nason. Tees i G, Q. Richards..... 1 0 
The prizes offered In this mateh aggregate seven, snd amount 

to $57.25, A special prize ef 93 for the best average shooting will 

besiven. Appended ave the best scores of the fifty eutrics in the 

viflé mitch, Carton target i— 
WWE GUN rles- eels srr. het ee dh ricess nae 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6-58 
CG. P. Gleason. .6 5 660606 6 6 4 4-54 
os EAA" fe ee 46 56 5 4 6 6-6 5-53 
B. Hennett....... 55 6 6 6 4 5 5 5-i 
he prizes in this neta ave seve tie Humber, and their aggre- 

wate yalue is estimated at $51,765. A special prize of $3 will be 

given for the best average shooting made in this match. 

Wakefield.—The first competition in the May series of the Wake- 

field Amateur Rifle Aseociation took plaes this afternoon, Owing 
to the high wind whieh preyailed, only a few rilleinen partici- 

pated. Below are the best scores :— 
Wi RDG ke fee eae pee ee ele 5 5 5 4 446 
7), Walker... Wewicpe : 456 5 4 5-44 
(hOmas Cann... 66.682... 38 4 5 4 5-41 

Connuctrrcut—Hartford, py i 30th.—The German Rifle Club at 

their annualmeeting this evening clected the following officers: 

President, Jacob Bachmoyer; Vice-President, John Beutler ; 

Treasurer, EB. Wawrowski; Secretary, Cuno Uelfricht. It has 

been decided to have the annual shoot at the range of this club 
in this city, The date fixed upon is June 21st and 22d, 

Berlin, May 1st.—O wing to the bad weather prospects this morn- 

ine, the opening shoot of this association was postponed until 

Saturday of next week, when there will be competitions for the 

long, mid and short range prizes of the ‘association. Gentlemen 

who enjoy the healthful and manly sport of rifle shooting are in- 

yited to join theassociation, and avail themselyes of the adyan- 
tages it offers for healthful recreation, 

Bridgeport, April 26th.—At the regular semi-monthly shoot of 
the Bridzeport Bitle Club at Sea-side Range, Friday afternoon, 
April 23d, the weather conditions were unfavorable for good 

shooting, sky Overcast, with dashes of rain, and strong 2 o’clock 

wind blowing atinteryals. The best scores were as follows :— 

Silver-ware Match; 20) yards; re-entries allowed. 

§. H. Iubbard..4 4 445 4 5—30| B.S. Bassett.....45 5 44 4 5—29 
Isane MeCourt..4 45445 4-30]8. 0. Kingman..8 5 4465 4 4-29 
Harry Nichols..44455 4 gon H, Carstesene...3 4 44 4 4 6—23 
@.V.Nichols....45 3645 4-80 

Rifle Mateoh, 200 yards; no re-entries:— 
Tsaae MeCourt,.....- eek fens we 4 5 5 45 4 4 4 4 544 
Eee een Iekabeah ge 454445 5 65 4 4-44 
eae Huibbard.....,.-.-- o4 44 4 4 56 4 £4 4 5-42 

. Nichols. -43445 4 4 5 4 4-41 
cae Bassett. ~425 256 59 5 5 8 4—40 
S.C, Fein gman. . 7. ,siet 2-22 aks 4446 5 5 4 4 0 4-89 
‘ALG, White 54343 23 5 5 4-88 
5, Slatcher. . £38 8 5 4 4 3 8 4-36 
D. Cinpar.....-/- 255... aeeceeeeet 3.02 3 4 3 £ 3 2-28 
Reeord Match > - 200 yards; no ve-eniries — 

Isaac McCourt 4545 5 4 6 4 545 
3. V.Nichals. 565609 44 4 5 4 5-45 
3. C. Kingniar 544564 5 5 4 4-44 
Harry Nichols. 44383446 44 4-40 
Jolin Slatcher ,...- 445444 4 4 4-40 

‘Ladies’ Match ; 200 yard 
Mrs. 8. V. Nichols 445 3 4 4 4-41 
Mrs. John Slateher | & d 4d 4 4 2 440 
Mrs. Isauc MeCourt, -. 343 4444 8 4—36 

Next regular slroot will be on ‘the 14th of May. RS. B, 

CREEDMOOR.—The competitions upon the range at Creedmoor 

during the month of May are as follows :— 

Saturday, Ist--Weekly Long-Range Subscription Match for 
May; first competition; open to everybody; 800, 100 and 1,000 

yards; ten shots at each ; any rifle. Prizes: Ist, To the competitor 

making the highest aggregate score of the three distances, twenty 

per cent, of the entrance money. 2d, To the highest seore at 
1,000 yrds, fifteen per cent. of the entrance money. 3d. To the 

highest score at. 900 yards, ten per cent. of tha entrance money. 

4th. To the highest score at 500 yards, five per cent. of the on- 

trance money. Also, to all competitors making an aggregate 

score of 135 points or over, at the three distances, one cent for each 

point made. No person e4n win more than one prize at the same 

competition, and winners of first and second prizes ut cach com- 

petition will be handicapped at the next and all succeeding com- 

petitions that month—one point at each distance (three points) 
fot each time won. Atthe first competition in the next and all 

succeeding months, all competitors will start equally without 

handicap, 
Wednesday, 5tti.—May Of—Hand Individual Match; first compe- 

tition ; open to everybody ;rifie, any; 100, 200 and 300 yards; five 
shots ; position, standing ; competitors allowed nwo entries ; com- 

petitors shooting with military rifles will receive an allowance of 

one point at cach distance (total, three points). 

Saturday, 8th.—The Remington Shot Gim Match; seyenth com— 

petition ; cpen to all mempers of the N. R. A,; rifle and position, 
any ; 800, 900 and 1,000 yards ; rounds, fifteen at each distance; com- 
patifors not to be coached in any way. 

Chanipion Marksman’s Badge Match; first competition. Wirst 

prize, a gold champion marksman’s badge (a faec-simile of the 

murksman’s decoration issued by the State), offered by Brig.-Gen, 

Alfred @. Barnes, General Inspector of Rille Practice 5. .N. ¥. 

Open toall members of the N. Kk. A. and N.G.8. N. Y.in uni- 

form; 200 and 500 yards; five shots at cach; Remington rifle, N.Y, 
State moiel. 
Weekly Lung-Raige Subscription Match for May; second com- 

petition, 

Wednesday, 12th,—May Off-ITand Individual Match ; second ecom- 
petion, 

lemington Rifle Match; ninth competition; open to members 

of the N. KR. A.} 200 yards; rounds,ten; any rifle. Handicap: 

1. Any compelitor using other than 4 “military” ville, four points, 

3. Competitors who baye, in any N. A. A, monthly or other match 
at Creedmoor, made at 200 yards: (a), With a sporting Me, two 

points oyer an average of centers (if using Buch a rifle in this 

match), two points. (h). With amnilitury rifle, over an average of 
centers (if using such a rifle), tyyo points. 

Saturday, 15th. Remington Shot Gun Match; eighth competi- 
tion, 
Weekly Long-Range Subscription M: ach for May ; third compe- 

tition,. 
The Alford Match; seyenth competition; open to members of 
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the N. BR, A. and to members of the N.G,& N. ¥. fn uniform + 200 
yards 5 any military rifle; rounds, ten. 

Wednesday,19th.—May Off- Hand Individual Match ; third compe- 
tition, 

Ballard Rifle Match ; ninth competition, First prize, a Ballard 
mid-range rifle, offered by Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales, No. 

84 Chambers street, New York, yalue $50. Open toall; winners to 

be handicapped one point for each time won; 100 and 200 yards; 

any rile ; rounds, seven at cach distance; no cleaning allowed be- 

tween either shots or distances; the rifleto be won three times 

(not necessarily consecutive) before becoming personal property, 

but any conipetitor making a full score (85 points} at each dis- 

tance it any one competition, to become the final winner. 

Saturday, 22¢d—Weekly Long-ltange Subseription Mateh tor 

May; fourth competition, 

The Secretary's Match; second competition; open fo every- 

body ; 200 and 500 yards ; five shots at each; position, standing ab 

200 yards; at 50) yards, any, without artificial rest; rifle, any of 

the following: Winchester military, Peabady-Martini military, 
Snider military, Remington military, Hotchkiss military, Martini- 
Henry military, Sharps military, Sprinefield military. 

Wednesday, 26th._May Off-lHand Team Match; open to teamsot 

fourimen!rom any rifle clab or association, or military orzaniza- 

tion in the United States, or from the Marine Corps, U.5-_N,; rifles, 

atly within the rules; 100, 200 and 300 yards; five shots per man at 

each distance; two entries allowed; teams, all members of which 

shoot military rifles, will receive an allowance of one point per 
man at cach distance (total, 12 points). 

Winchester Rifle Mateb; at the running deer target; distance, 
100 yards. 

Saturday, 29th.—Remington Gold Mateh; seventh competition. 

Prize of $300in gold. Open toall-comers; rifles, any Remington 

breech-loader ; must be loaded at the breech, with cartridges as 
furnished from the factory; 900 and 1,000 yards; rounds, twenty 
at each }no coaching, spotter, nor exchanging or giving informa- 

tion sllowed. 

Weekly Long-Range Subscription Match for May; fifth com- 
petition. 
Alford Match. 
We Will Match; seven shots at each; weapon, the authorized 

inilitary rifle in use by the organization of which the competitor 

isa member. 

Creedmoor, May 1st—The May programme of sports at the Na- 

tional Jifle Association Range was opened to-day with 

the Weekly Long-Range Subscription Match. The weather 

was fine, but the light winds from the southwest proved entbar- 

rassing to the marksmen. ‘The conditions of the match are giyen 
in the May programme in another place. There were eight 

entfies, and the scores stood as follows :— 

800 Yds. 900 ¥ds. 1, ao east Totals. 
Tie Ge BeieGe ss vate as anges 46 135 
W.M. Warrow.. 44 i It 
R, Rathbone, ..... 43 43 12 
H, Fisher... 45 42 ‘125 
L. Geiger.. 40 36 118 

| J. Bodine 41 35 16 

Naw York ys. WASHINGTON.—The New York Rifle Club and 

the Columbia Glub, of Washington, have agreed to shoot a series 

of three matches, the first of which will take place at Washington 

on May 26th and 27th. The second will beat Creedmoor in June. 

The clibs will be represented by teams of four men, and the dis- 

tances are to be 200 and 300 yards, 10 shots at each on each day. 

ZuTTLER RieLe Cuon.—Vew York, May 2d—The eighth compe- 

ey 200 tition for the Brown medal took place to-day at Guttenbur; 

yards, off-hand; 30 shots pér man ; ring target ;— 

H..Oehl....... .. 645 | D. Miller, 
J. 1. Brown . 64 | M. Dorl 
C. Judson-.: . 636 | M. L. Riggs 
Pp. Penning... -,, O34 | C. G. Zettler, 
G. Joiner wees. GRE | TO Niel... 2... 

—The spring meeting connected with the grand prize shooting 
of the Zettler Rifle Club, will take place Monday and Tuesday, the 

lth and 11th inst., at the Schutzen Park, Union Hill, N. J., to 

which all Jovers of the targets are cordially invited. All the 

targets, yiz., ring, man and bullseye targets, are open to all com- 

ers, and the distance to be 200 yards—any rifle admitted. On the 

ring target are 20 prize: first prize, p50—last $2. Admission free, 
First ticket, $2, each succeeding one, $1. Only one prizé can be 

obtained by the same shooter, On the man target are 15 prizes - 

first, $80—last, $3. Admission free. Hirst ticket, $2, each sue: 

eeeding one, $1. Onlyone prize for the satie shooter. 

On the bullseye targets will be 12 prizes awarded: the first prize 

to be $20 for the three best eyes; second prize, $15, for the two 

next best eyes, and the following prizes (last $2.) in rotiution of 

their measurement. For the most bullseyes during the two days 

will be paid $8; for the second most, $5; third, $3; fourth, $2. 

Polluwing the gboye shooting will be the grand festival and 

prize shooting of the New York Scheutzen Corps, under command 

of Captain George Aery. Shooting commences on both days at 9 

o'clock a.m. ; ¢loses the firat day at 7 o'clock P.m.; the second day 

atip.m. Distribution of prizes the same evening at the shootings: 

house on the grounds. 

Syracuse, April 2ith.—Ata meeting of the Sixth Division Ritle 
Association, Syracuse, this evening, the following directors were 

elected for the ensuing year: Major-Geb. D. P. Wood, Cols. 

James Manning, J. W. Yaleand D. H, Bruce; Lieut.-Cols. Géorge 
M. Crouse and W. A. Butler, Major M. Auer, Capts. G, W, Ea- 

wards, Paul Birehmeyer, T. M. Barber, W.B. Randall and William 

Dunean, Lieuts. Charles Minard and R. Grillin, Messrs. Charles B. 
Crouse and F. A. Banta, 

New York Amarpur Rirne. Cros.—At a special meeting of 
this club it was decided to accept the ‘invitation of the N. It, A 
and to pay the expenses of a representative of the club on the 

Trish Team, as far as might be required by the N. R..A., not to ex— 

ceed $350, said amount to be raised by snubseription. Th wus 
also decided to open competitions for the aboye place on the 

team, which will be as follows -— 
To be held at Creedmoor, on Friday and Saturday, May 7th and 

8th, 1880, at 11 o'clock, a.M., each day. Open to members of the 

A. R. C. 
Ranges, 800, 900, and 1,000 yards. 15 shots al each distance, each 

day. Thal competitor making the highest agererate score in the 

two competitions will be selected by the Amateur Rifle Club as 
its representative, subject to the conditions of the N, K, A, 

Any competitor shooting inthe N. R.A. Remington Shot-Gun 

Maich, which takes place on Saturday, May 8th, 1880, may hava 

his score in that match counted 48 one competition, should he so 
desire. ; 

Meagsrs. Keene, Wingate and Alford were appointed to solicit 

subscriptions to the fund, 

Mini Tar®Y us. Swiss Rorirs. Mr. Prank J, Donaldson, the Sec- 
retary of the N, R, A., is preparing the terms of ao con)petition 

which shall bring the heavy Swiss rifles to Creedmoor, in compe- 

tition with the ordinary ten-pound rifles. The rules of the N. R. 
A. yery properly bar out these ponderous pieces of ordnance, 

and encourage the tse of practicable fiold weapons: but there is a 
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desire on the part of the Schuetzen Club shooters to meet the 
crack off-hand men at Greedmoor for a fair, full test of the rifles. 

This Mr. Donaldson proposes to bring about with his match, and 
the Board of Directors have asked him to draw up his terms for 

their approval. 

Naw Jersex—Brinton, May 1st.—The season of the New Jersey 
State Rifle Association was opened to-day on Brinton Range with 

the first of twenty competitions for Sharps military rifles, opeu to 

members of the association and members of the National Guard 

of New Jersey. It was shot at 200 yards distance, with military 

rifles, and was wou by Mr. I. Ly, Paulding, witha score of 42 out of 

a possible 50 points — 
I. L, Paulding .... 42| Capt. J. R. Dinman.....---.... at 
Col. G. BE. P. Howe ID eDea NW Ae sess bat soe ese ae oD 
A.J. Glavk.....5..2.. tees Oe 40 | D.S. Banks,.......)0002-- 
D. F. Davids 40 

Sameday; Ballar match; any rifle: 

Dr. JM. Dart...-.. ea Eg Base 455545 5 4 4 5-46 
C. 7. Falao..... 5464445 4 5 4-44 
F. H. Holton... £444 44 5 5 4 56-43 
D, I. Davids. 5 45 445 3 3 4 4—41 
a) a WY Vie AAG. siete tittstielelafalu® melbleseled om» » 445444 44 4 3-40 

Washington, D. C., May 1st.—The third spring match fat 800, 900 

904 1,000 yards was shot at Bennings to-day by the Columbia Rite 

Association, under trying conditions as to light and wind, and 

scores, Which to the uninitiated should haye been high in the plea- 

sant May weather, were pulled down below the averages, to the 

chagrin of the six marksmen who entered forthe contest. The 

west wind yeried three points or more in both direction and 

force, and at the first two stages required much judgment to 

counteract its vagaries, while thin clouds, deepening into a gray 

Bunset, ACvompanied by falling temperature, made eleyations un- 

certain. Although thé corporal’s guard of competitors was made 
up of redoubtable “ cracks” like Col. Burnside, Mr. Lauritzen and 

Dr. Seott, and promising beginners like Walter Scott and Mr, 

Adee, yet all were more or less baffled by the shifting elemenis, 

the Colonel's old-time skill as a bad-weather shot giying him ibe 

least unfortunate ontcome, as shown by the record printed be- 

low. His clean score at 800 yards deserves the highest praise, as 
won inthe teeth of most perplexing conditions of mirage and 

wind. At 900 yards Dr. Scott shout in good form, and came out vési, 

with 69 to his credit, including a string of eight white owls; while 

at the longest distance Mr. Adee’s luckily steady elevations gaye 

him the advantage—his fifteen shots, without change of vernier, 

Yanging within eighteen inches of vertical deflection, giving him 

fi creditable 69 and the second prize on the aggregate scores. The 

leading shot-for-shot tallies were as follows :— 

( 800.....5555555555555 5 51 
Col. J.O. P. Burnside i 3445555345555 5 487 >209 

11.0000205 23545654555 45 567 
8445554454555 3 565) 

As A. AG@@. 06 )c0e ease 1384538544855545 5 565 +200 
(4, 555455355553 45 5—69\ 

5555456454955 5 570) 
Dr.B. L.S00tt ar} 4555555553568 5 469 +200 

1,000....4845583055545 5 5-61) 
Walter Scott, 67, 64, 67—198, with a miss, 

Outo.—Cixcinnati, April 1jth._The following is the score made 

by the Cincinnati Shooting and Fishing Club in the thirteenth 

competition for the Baker medal; distance, 200 yards; position, 
off-hand; 15 shots at Massachusetts-Creedmoor targets :— 
umes. Mass.Creed. 

Hi Stickles.... 11 91110101010 $121010 611 910 147 6&8 
L, Fender..... Til 910 8 $1110 9 BIOIL Bll 9 140 Gt 
M, Gindelin,.. 710 811 9 718 9 91012 912 9 8 140 63 
G.Hensen... 812 9 8 9 91211 911 9 6 810 8 139 68 
J.R. Weston. § 8 8 7121010 910 7 GIL1I012 9 187 62 
M.Donghman 711 7111011 9122 8 6 9 9 7 711 135 64 
Bennett,......J010 9 5 0 8 9 8 810 6 8121010 123 55 
0. Topt.. ..910 9 8 6 610609 910 7 9 T 11 82 
W. Hall... 05572105794 0109 7 6 M8 49 

Oxnrto—Ashtabula._Spring tournament of the Ashtabula County 
Rifie Club. The attendance of sportsmen from abroad was very 

good and among them were some very fine shots. No score was 

kept the first day. On the two last days some excellent shooting 

wasdone. The three best counts of those days gaye a total of 

377, and 372 for 100 shots, and 325 for 90 shots, out of a possible 500 

for 100 shots. 
Wednesday, April 14th. Thursday, April 15th. 
128345678910 12345678 910 

N.B. Tyler .... 14181915 19 2816201616 18 20 20 19 2118 21 21 17 21 
W. A. Hirchard. 141616131715 .. .:..., “019161812,......... 
B.C. Rice... .-- 1220181816 .. .,.. 1619 14 .. 1817 20 19 1913 16 16 
W. Bronson 0211811101414 211117 191517 161821 2019 17 20 
H.Y. Perry..... 18 1621151619 20191714 162018162122 2018.. .. 
G.W. Beckwith 01713 ..13..161511.. ....1812.... 2... 2. 
BH. Rawdon, ---. BAe ESV SPO Ds Ue fa ei Ce aes Sag 8 
P. Barber... 2019191518 1619161518 18 18 25 2022 22 18 21 19 19 
&.T. Fuller..... -. ..10.... 1116141215 W7.. ..15..141618.. 
P. Hall... eee ey ge WIBISISIT 1611.. 20161219..... 

FP, BR. Peck, New Lynne, made a score of 12 in 4th match on 

Thursday. 

NAtronaL GUARD PRACTICE, 1880.—Gen, A. C0. Barnes, General 
Tnspector of Rifle Practice, 58. N. ¥., has prepared his orders for 

the instruction of the National Guard in rifle practice during the 

coming season. It will be conducted according to Upton's Tac- 

Tics and Wingate’s Manual, but wherever there is a conflict be- 
tyeen the two works, the Tactics will govern. Every enlisted 

man of the infantry and cavalry, and of the artillery, when the 

latter is armed with carbines, will be required to practice on the 

range i least once during theseason. he days for practice wi!l 
be designuted by the diyision commanders, subject to the follow- 

ing provisions: 1. Shooting in each division will begin with 

miurksmen'’s day, which will be devoted t> practice for the marks- 
men's badge. Only thos¢ who won the trophy last year will be 

permitted to shoot for the decoration on that duy, and those 
who wit it again will not be required to practive at the other 

ranges. Failing to win the trophy, the competitors must take 

their place in the third class fand begin again. 2. Commandants 
of subdivisions will parade their respective commands, except 
the marksmen, at the range for practice in the third and second 

classes, on days specified by the division commander. They are 

admonished, however, not to convey more men to the rane at 

one time {han accommodations are provided for. File and yolley 
firing by squads, platoons and companies will follow class-shoot- 
ing on these days. 3. Those who ave absent on the first general 

practice day will be ordered out on a second occasion. Those 
ho have qualified in the sccond class on the first general prac- 

tice day, may, if they choose, shoot for the marksmen’s badges 
on that day, and those in the third class may shoot for places in 
tne second class at thesame time. File and yolley firing will also 
be practiced. Marksmen of 1879, who are unable to be present at 
the range on marksmen’s day, will be permitted to shoot before 

the first general practice day in approyed matches wherein the 

conditions are precisely similar, but they must furnish their own 

transportation and ammunition. Every man must shoot with 
the weapon be eatries to the ranye, unless it issubsequently con- 

demne the Inspector of Rifle Practice as being defective. 
The ve @ several classed must alandon the first quality— 

ing score made. No officer or man will be permitted to fire more 

than 10 shots at the same distance in a single day. One company 

officer at least from each company on duty must be present on 

each practise day, and when two or more companies are ordered 

out, a field officer m tist be present. 

AUSTRALIAN RIFLEMEN.—The rifle organizations of Sidney and 

Melbourne haye now a new associate in the South Australian 
National Rifle Association, of Adelaide, the first annual report of 

whichis at hand. The hody was formed under the Rifle Compa- 

nies’ Act of 1878, in February, 1879, and during the past year or- 

ganized several matches. The first annual prize meeting was 

held at the Granyille Ranges, Semaphore, Oct. 6(h-l0th last. The 
targets and marking are quite unlike those in uge at Creedmoor 

and at Wimbledon, and without any good reasons, and the rules 

are very strict to marksmen, There were on the meeting pro- 

gramme a company match with seyen entries; a long-range 

match with forty-seven, and a short-range match with sixty cOm- 

petitors, a “ Merchants’ mutch at 400 and 500 yards, a contest for 

the S. A, N, R. A. championship, over six ranges; the Nursery 

Stakes and the Consolidated Stakes, he local volunteer forces 

have bécome interested in the Association, which bids fair to be~ 

come s power in the rife shooting world. 

Lonpvon, May 1st.—Bell’s Life says: “John William Oakden, nine- 
teen years of age, the champion 500 yards shot of England, chal- 

lenges any mun in the world to shoot forty shots, distance 500 

yards, at a target. four feet in diameter, with an ¢ight inch bulls- 

eye; or he will give eight points out of eighty shots for £250 a 

side and a hundred guinea challenge cup. Tle will give or take 

£0) for expenses to any part of the world, Bell's Life to hold the 
stakes and appoint a referee.” 

Bachting and Canoeing. 
—ADDRESS all communivations to ‘* Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 

FIXTURES. 

May 8—Cooper’s Point ¥ .C. Spring Regatta. 
May 5—Hast Boston Y. C. Anniversary, 
May 8—Yonkers Y.C. Spring Regatta. 
May 12—Hmpire ¥. 0, Dowling Cup. 
May 15—Quiney Y. 0. Spring Regatta. 
May 20—Portland Y. C., Challenge Cup. 
May 25—Southern Y. Y, Profussional Race, 
May 27—Southern Y, C. Professional! Race. 
May 27—South Camden ¥. C. Spring Regatta. 
May 31—Dorchester Y.C. Union Regatta. 
Muy 3l—Seawanhaka Y. C. Opening Cruise. 
May 31—Quaker City Y. C. Spring Regatta. 
May 3l—Southwark Y¥. C. Spring Regatta, 
May 31—Soucth Boston Y. C0. Spring Regatta. 
May 3i—Knickerbocker Y. C. Annual Rejratta. 
May 3l—Atlantic Y. C, Qpeniog Cruise. 
June 4—Philadelphia Y. C. Annual Regatta. 
June 5—Haverhill Y. C., Harris Challenge Cup. 
Jane 7—Philadeiphia Y..0. Annual Regatta. 
June 9—Auantic Y. C. Asrual Reratta, 
June Southern Y. C. Corinthian Regatta. 
June 10—New York ¥Y. C. Annunl Regatra. 
June 10*Southern Y. C. Corrinthian Regatta. 
June 12—Scawanbace Corinthian Matches, 
June 1i—Boston ¥. 0. Union Regatta, 
June 1j—Marblehead Regatta. 
June 1j—Provinecetown Y. UC. Regatta, 
June 2)—Dorchester ¥. C. Rogatta. ; 
June 26—Washington Village Y. GO. Spring Regatta. 
Jaly 8—Beverly Y. C. Championsh’p Races, Nahant. 
July 6—Provincétown Y. C. Annual Cruise. 
July —Seawanhaka Y.C. Corinthian Cruise. 
July 17—San Franci-co Y. C. Annuai Cruise, 4 
June1i—Proyincetown Y, C. Regatta, 
July 3l—RBeverly Y. C. Championship Races, Swampscott. 
Aug. 3—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug, 4—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug. 5—Canoe Conress Regatta, Lake George, 
Aug. 6—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug. 14 or 21—Beverly Y. GC. Oven Regatta, Swampscott, 
Aug. 14—Washington Village Y. C. Regatta. 
Aug, 18—Provineetown Y. C. Regatta, 
Aug. 28—Beverly Y. C. Championship Races, Beverly, 
Sept. 4—Boston ¥.C, Annual Regatta. 
Sept. 9—Proyincetown Y. C, Fall Regatta. 
Sept. 11—Dorehester ¥.. C. Open Matches, 
Sept. 11—Wuashineton Village ¥, C, Regatta, 
Sept. 12—Dorchester Y. C. Open Regatta. 
Sept. 18—Beverly Y. C. Special, Nanant. 
Sept. —Beverly Y. C. Special, Cotuit. 
Oct. 9—Washington Village Y. C. Fall Regatta, 

$$$ + 

YACHTING NEWS. 

GAINING STEADILY.—That something more than sand-bag rac- 
ing is to be got out of a small boat is becoming more generally 
recognized. The Lizzie Warner, Haverhill Y. C., has heen given 

fin. more top-side,an over-hanging stern and a cabin, making 
quite # cruiser out of her and a safer boat than before. 

HAVERHILL YACHT CLus.—Com. Fairfield Harris and other 
gentlemen have offered a cup to besaued for by yachts of Essex 

County, the cup to become property if retained sixty days against 

all comers upon six days notice. The first match for the cup is set 
down for June 5th. 

WHERE Is THE CYGNET.—Mr. Shepard's sloop, Cygnet, recently 

cleared for Boston witha crew of two bands. She has how been 
out overafortnight and has not been heard from, Probably 
awaiting fair weather in some small harbor. 

San Francisco YAcuT Crus.—Io accord with the invitations 
issued, the fleet of this club opened the season with a cruise to 
Saucelito, April 24th. An informal hop was ¢iyen at the club 
house. It has recently been stated that yachts can be built much 
cheaper in San Francisco thanin the Wast. This is open to Wues- 

tion, taking the finish into consideration, The yay! is still the 

popular rig on the Pacific. 

New Sram YACHT.—Reuney and Malster, of Baltimore, are 
making good headway with the large steam-yacht for Mr. Leon 

Say. She is 40ft. length over all, 3Ift. Gin. heam, and 20ft. depth 
of hold. Built of wood, the frame of the best Virpinia while 
oak, and the plankings and ceilings of Georgia yellow pine. All 

the fastenings, from one foot qboye deep load line to keel will be 
of copper, and the others of galvanizediron. Sheathing of hard- 
rolled copper. She will be fitted with 1 steam steering gear in tha 

pilvt-house, and a serew steering fear aft, with telerraphic com- 
munication from the latter to theformer, There will bea steam 

windlass and a steam winch amidships for hoisting sail and warp- 
ing. She will be full bark rigyed and carry six boats, one of 

whish will bea steam-launch 28t. long. Absaft the machinery 

will be the private saloon, cabin and state-rooms, furnished in 
elegant slyle and connected with bath and tollet-rooms. From this 

saloon there will bea passareway forward to the dining-saloon, 

There willbe four water-tigh{ bulkheads, and the one benveen 

the machinery and saloon will bave heavy felt between the 
double linings to deaden the noise of the machinery. Coal-bunk-— 

org carry 300 tons, Witter-tanks, With a capacity of 10,000 gallons, 
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and a condenser for making fresh water, will also be provided for — 

inthe hold. The yacht will be propelled by compound engines, 
having 28 and 50in, eylinders by 33in. strake, The engines will be 
supplied with independent gir-circulating and feed-piimps, with 

boiler of 80 pounds pressure, ‘'he engines are to turn up to §0. 

The propeller will be of brass, with blades bolted to hub, and 18ft. ; 

diam,, with a pitch of 20ft. At full speed twenty tons of coal 

will be consumed daily. The yesse! will be completed by the Ist 
of August. | 

New Exetes.—Clute Bros. & Oo.. of Schenectady, are placing 
the enines in the steam-yacht built by Piepgrass, of Greenpoint, 

for Mr. Hd. Balback, of Newark. The yacht is 80ft. long, 18ft. 

beam, and 4ft. Jin. desp. Compound condensing engines, cylin- 

ders [Land 3in. diam_ by 10in. stroke. Return tubular boiler 4ft, 
2in. diara. and 6fc. in, long. Expected speed 14 knots. The same 
parties are supplying au inclined engine for Mr, Vanderbilt's side— 
wheel yacht, building at the same yard. Vertical boiler 52in. diam. 
and 7ft. high. Gylinder12xItin. Length of hull 62it.. beam 12ft., 

depth 3ft.9in. Shéisintended for the shullow waters of Great 
South Bay, L, T. 

BROOKLYN Yacut Cius.—Mr. D, 8. Hines is haying a new 
steam-yacht built by Sam. Pine, of Greenpoint, engines by F.C, 

& A. H. Rowland, of New Hayen. Length ‘7ft. 6in. on w.1., 84ft. 
over all; beam, 15ft.; hold, 6ft.; draft, 4ft. 6in. Cylinders, 10x10, 

working up to 200 revolutions with 185 pounds steam. Propeller, — 

5ft. diam., ft. pitch, She will be fitted up with the usual number 

of saloons and conveniences, the joiner-work by Vandeyeer. 

Notes FROM Bosron.—On Tuesday, April 27th, at 1.80 P.m., Mr, 
Tyler's shooner yacht Caroline slid off the ways among the cheers 

of an admiring crowd. The vessel took water with a heavy 

splash, the ways being rather short and steep for an casy en- 

trance. This little yessel is the best of her type builtin these — 

waters, and, according to your correspondent's ideas, will bea 

powerful vessel. Tam sorry that Mr. T. could not be induced te 

rig her cutter, for Iam inclined to think that two sticks will de- 

cldedly detract from her beauty. ‘There are at City Point 

quite a number of keel boats building, among them Mr. Burgess’ 
cutter Scorpion, and a cutter of 25ft, w. 1, which isa fine type of 

the deep model, A healthy deep-hoat atmosphere pervades the 
yachting circles here in Boston, and let us hope ft will continue. 

The Sunday Herald made a slip-up, stating that the schooner 

Tempest was once owned by Mr. William Little, of the Brenda, 

wherensitshould have said Mr. Lee, as it isa well-known fact 

that these vessels were great riyals at one time, being built by 

Mr. Harrington, of Bath, and both haying the same port of an- 

chorage during the summer. The Brenda inyariably vot the best 
of the smaller yessel, which, by the way, was not ft, long, as 

the Herald says, but 60 or thereabouts. The Tempest isan able 
sc¢a-hoat, but has not been seen around Boston for some time. T 

hear the Breda is haying housing topmasts got out, as are many 
of the boats in these wuters, which isa good thing, and shows 
that yachting men are having their eyes opened to the fact that 

top hamper is best out of the way at times, Mr, Alpheus Hardy 

has bourht the schooner Panther of Mr. J. M, Sears, of the Taro- 

linta. Both vessels will make Mt. Desert their headquarters this 
summer. FLUSH. 

THe GuEAM,—Tbis steam yacht, recently launched from Her- — 
reshotl'’s yard at Bristol, bas made a preliminary trial, Byerything 

worked to satisfaction. The boiler made steam rendily with the 

dampers partially closed, and the engines were worked up to 184 

turns. Next trial she willbe run up to her Maximum speed. 

COMPROMISE CuTTERS—At least a score of yachts in this 
vieinity will come out this season with uo“ double head rig.” 

AnotuHEr Curses Errecren.—Our contemporary, the Spirit of the 
Times, has the following in arecent date :— "Tis hard to tell, how- 

ever, which is the mostsenseless, the carrying of 1} tons of sand- 

bags on the weather gunwale, asthe Dodo would haye to do, orthe 
dragging of ‘3 tons of lead or more,” In the keel. It would seem 
that a compromise between the two styles of model—the English 
and the American—was something just now much to be desired.’ 

Exactly, and it affords us pleasure to add g0 excellent a journal to 

the list of cured—cured from the hallucination thal nothing can — 

sail unless spread on top the water. One by one our contempo- — 
raries are tacking ship and laying acourse by our wake, Moderute 

beam, good depth and draft, low ballast, snug rigs and flush 
decks—that is the compromise we want, dnd ihe compromise that 
will produce the best yachts for all purposes, and giye the most 

for the money. As to small, open boats, the sand-bag caricatures 

are no match for the catamaran, Inany respect. The latter should 
displace the dangerous clam shells altogether, and it is a matter 

of wonder that this has not been done long aga. ‘The catamarans — 

are taster, drier, less expensive to run, infinitely safer, and of © 

lighter draft. We pride ourselves as a nation upon being pro- 

gressive, but greater conseryatism in dropping an ancient and 

extravagant yagury for a vast and palpable improvement, could 

hardly be cited, The life insurances companies ought to intercet 

themselves in behalf of the catamaran, They area perfect god- 

send to open boat sailors, and yet they are notin popular demand, 
They combine racing qualities avd eruising vapacity to a much 

higher degree than the Nettles, Meteors, Browns, Dados, and their 
ilk, which take 4 mountain of sand, an acre of catyas, and a frip- 

ate’s crew in bathing duds, to et out of their own way alongside 
of a Tarantella or a Gilpin. ’ 

THE CRUSADER, 

HE trial of the new schuoner Orusdder, J. Roger Maxwell, — 
Esq., A. Y. C., was an eyent Jooked forward to with much In- 

terest In the yachting world, A good deal of nonsensé had beew 
written concerning the new craft, one enthusiast of a contrary — 

mind even going so far as to counse) filling in her bottom solid, 

thereby raising the ballastsome J2in. aboye its present position, 
and we believe it was the same oracle who found fault with her 
dead wood because it was too heavy, when, as a matter of fact, 

its sidiny size is rather less than usual. Rut, whatever may huye 

been the opinions of such worthies, Muimm, the builder—or 
“Johnny, as he is more familiarly known—tus turned out # 

sound and handsome piece of work on the lines supplied by the 
owner, of which Mr, Maxwell muy justly be proud. ‘The Orusader 

issomething ofa departure from the old time standard, which 
has about been ridden to death, and we welcome the change, for 
in her we see the birth of an abler style of center-board vessel 
than hitherto the custom. She is,in short, an approximation ta 
the pilot bouts in general dimensions, though in the matter of 

frevbourd she certainly is far ahead of them. She is s5ft. overall, 
78ft, din. on water-line, 21ft. fin. extreme beam, with about 20ft 
tin. at the water-line, 9ft. 3in. deep, and carries, at present trim, 

30 tons of inside Jead, on a draft ofa little oyer Tit. Foremast TIft, 
Inainmast T8ft., bowsprit-outboard daft, mainboom 48rt., mal 
galb27irt. Ata future date we hope to publish the lines and full 

(details of the yaeht, and at present we will liovit our attention 
her first. day's sailing last Suturday, At3p.m, the lines were 
off, and a tug tools the schooner into clear water. “There were 
howd, besitos the owner and Huilder, 9 nuinber of gontlomen 
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vested in her performance, including Com. Latham, Fish, and 
—-Com. Thayer, of the A. ¥Y.0.; Viee-Coms. Hathaway, N. B. ¥ 
; Messrs. C. 8. Lee, Lawton, Max. Wrigley, L. C. Maxwell, and 

others, includmg representatives froin the ForEsT AND STREAM, 
und World, 
_ ‘the wind was blowing stiff from west southwest, the ests whis- 

_tling through therigging,which produced visions of wet decksand 
“shitg eanvas. The mamssil, forestaysail and jib were puton her, 

_ and the hard blasts could not make her ** drink water "' to leeward. 
Hey siifness was a matter of favorable comment, and after a few 

boards, the foresail was set and the schooner sailed out the Nar- 
tows witha rap full. Hyen the worst of the squalls could do no 

more than just fetch her “deck to,” and there she seemed to 
ange. Itwould haye taken a young gale to send her overany 

further, for sie began to feel her ballast inaitelling way. Per- 
haps the most remarkable feature of her sailing is the eusy man- 

eer, in which sho parts the water forward and the rest she leaves 
itin from abatt the quarters. Eyen when down to the seuppers 

] there was no sign of a break under lier lée bow, noralong her 
ide. She goes through the |water like a steamboat, and there 

is actually no more|commotion to leeward than to windward, 
patie, the merest surface agitation. The Crusader will have to 

be pushed yery hard indeed if she is eyer to carry a‘ bone in her 
teeth.” Certainty itimust be graited that her entrance is about 

“perfect. Tt is 0.6 of the length, and her arears forward 
correspond to the wave line ordinates; facts which offer 4 solution 

_ Of her almost unequaled excellence in this respect. Not even the 

America goes through with less fuss, And what has been said 
about her enirance applies to the run, for the Crusader drags no 
: quarter wave, no stern waye, does not drop by the stern or bore 

by the head, Sheisone of the cleanést-sailing vessels that haye 

, eome under our observation. Add to this the fact thap she carries 

a large spread, and carries it in a stiffish wind without flinching, 

that the move it blows the faster she goes, showing no burying 

proclivities, lively and sensitive to eyery puff, well balanced, very 

quick in stays, eusy as an old shoe in the moderate swell met with 

_on Saturday, and the opinion may well be hazarded that she will 
i, ‘he 4 teaser. With her owner at the helm, and some of the Peer- 

Tess’ old corinthiana tailing on to the gear, Crusader will be a hard 
one to beat, and the craft that gets away with her will be a flyer 

indeed. Tf the new schooner fulfills our expectations hersuccess 

; will go far toward the introduction ‘of a healthy yacht and 
Prentthy yachting in New York waters, and no little credit must be 
awarded to her owner for the step he has taken in the right direc- 

tion, 
——$_— rs -* aa —— 

AN EASTERN ASSOCIATION, 

Bilitor Forest did Stream :— 
116 call for the formation of the Massachusetts Yachting As- 
sociation was issued by the D. ¥. C. mainly to settle the 

question of measurement. Thesystem adopted is simply that in 
“use by the D.Y. C., and may be the hest, but for my part Ido not 

believe that itis. My reason for saying so is this; There are two 
yachtsin this vicinity that often sail together in regattas, one of 

which is 2itt. long and 10ft. beam, the other 23ft. long and less 
than (t. hear. The result of the contests is invariably the same— 

he longer boat getting in ahead, snd being figured out of the 

prize by the time allowance now ia vogue, with the simple factor 
of lenzth considered; the shorter boat not being taxed for the 

foot of exwa beam, which wives herso much extra sail-carrying 
power. Vet if they should sail under the rulegof the Salem Bay 

Y¥. C. they would sail on eyen terms, Does not this seem to be 
Pairer? 

TI think the plan proposed by myself, and adopted at several re- 
patias Twas connected with in the management, some seyen years 

ago, is preferable to this. Tt was as follows: Starting from the 

stem at the water line, carry the tape around along the water line 

othe stern in line with the stem. The only person who made the 

| ‘slizhtest complaint was the owner of a yery wide sloop, which 

had been # very profitable craft in taking prizes, owing to the 

imple length measurement making her s0 much shorter than 

“most of the yachts of her class, although more powerful, but by 

tie girth’ method she was much more fairly estimated. Ido 

“not wish to say that this is the correct system, but is, in my mind, 

préierable to asimple length measurement. The Massach usetts 

Association has, therefore, gricyiously failed, and disappointed 

Many in this respect. 
_At the meeting for the organization of the Eastern division of 
he N. ¥. A. five were clubs represented by delegates having au- 

th Ority from their respective clubs, and at the next perhaps two 

more clus will be represented, these clubs not haying felt au- 

‘thorized ta send representatives unless they were fappointed at 

| ®regular meeting, 
The Washington Village Y. C, is a new club organized a year 

Ago, andat the present time is in quite a prosperous condition. At 
| their last meeting they yoted in some twenty new members, 

drawn from the Dorchester and South Boston clubs. They in- 

tend to be yery rigid in their choice, and to admit none but those 

who would make dasirable members. M. 
Salem, April 26th. 
te 

CANOES AND THE CANOE CONGRESS, 

Biditoy Forest und Stream :— 
Tam pleased to learn fron: Commodore Chase’s letter, which 

Appeared in a Benet igsue, that the pb ef the Canoe Con- 

‘think this is 4 step in the right direction, for canoe paddling 
‘And canoe building are nothing new in Canada; and I will here 

As for canoe cruising with decked canoes in large open water, T 
live seen yery little of it in this country, In our inland lakes 

streams we feel tolerably safe in an open canoe, and for that 

son decked ones are rarely seen, although sailing is indulged in 
Oa considerable extent. In their description of what constitutes 
anoe, I would gu a little farther than the three commodores 

iid, and say that the canoe should mot be clinker built, but per- 
tly smooth on the outside, in fact as nearly the type of the 
oh-bark of the North American Indian asis conformable with 
great requisites—speed and safety. I trust this subject, what 
stitutes a cavoe, Will be taken up and discussed atthe coming 

Ongress. Lam aware you haye builders of fine canoes in the 

fed States, but think the Canadian builders are prepared to 
strong opposition in thatline. For myself, I should like to 
tthe congress eanoes from the yery best builders of both 

‘tries,and I would suggest that the commibies baying charge of 

‘tall, ghali allow Forest AND StRHAM to donateia prize for the 
si Ganoe exhibited at the congress. I intend to do what TI can 

mduce the following builders to send a canoe each: Stephen- 
m & English, of Peterboro; Herald, of Ries Lake, and Gordon, 

kefleld, Nothing Inteyests un enthusiastic eanoelst more 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

than ative canoe, and the meeting wiist be made interesting in 

eyery way possible, 

In describing how a canoe sh ould be propelled, the commodores 

Say thatthe paddle or sailonlymaybeused. Although Mr, Bishop 
used oars and outriggers on his paper canoe, Maria Theresa, dure 

ing his 2,600 mile yoyare from the Guit of St, Lawrence to the great 
southern sea, they were only used to break the monofony of con- 

stant paddling, and tg bring into action sets of muscles that were 

not used in paddlidg. Mr. Bishop scouts the idea of using oars as 

& means of propelling the canoe, exceptin extreme cases, where 

long journeys are taken. 
Commodore (hase very correctly remarks that in Canada the 

single blade paddle is almost entirely used, and these are made of 

ash, maple, and sometimes of cedar. Light: in weight, yetsuflicient 

strength, are the requisites fora man that paddles ten or twelye 

hours 4 day. C..A. Post. 
Guelph, Canada, April 13th. 
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A TEN DAYS’ CRUISH IN *79. 

(Continued.) 

IT next day, Tuesday, broke fine, clear and warm, without 4 
breath of wind, and if we had ontertained any idea of 

leaying, we should have had to have given itup. As the day pro- 
gzressed the heat made itself felt, and with our awnings spread 

fore and aft we prepared fora‘ loaf.” Nothing is easier than this 

aboard a yacht, provided the “loafer” has nv nervous disense—a 

thing not common in the species—and dan do absolutely nothing, 

and enjoy himself. The “captain” and ‘‘ Eben’ seated on the 

starboard side of the cockpit, carried ona desultory game of 

poker, for half dollars the game, to the huge delight of numerous 

urchins on the wharf close by. Some one of an uneasy turn of 

mind proposed that we should yisit Goss & Sawyer’s ship-yard, so 

having put of foratime the much-loved pijamahs, the “ Cap.’ 

and ‘ Bben” left their zame, and joined the crowd. 

All over the yard we went, from steam box to nearly finished 

yessel, and many interesting things we saw. This yard issaidto be 

one of the finest In the country, and it undoubtedly has eyery ap- 

plianee for turning owt vessels at shart notice that ingenuity 

could suggest. The inside finish of the coasting vessels caused us 

no little surprise, as did also that of # steam screw tender for a 
whaling ficet. Mapleand mahogany panels, with rich plush seats, 

foivmed a yacht-like cabin, which was in good taste, and showed 
that thé coaster and whaler have their comforts as well as the 
yachtsmun, Hnormous timbers from the bending machine were 

being putin almost as soft and plixble as molasses candy, butsoon 

to harden, and take heavy blows from many a good sea,some to 

succumb to their force, others to last out year after year t'll 

burned for the iron that is in them, Such is the gratitude of man, 

thut after the good old vessel has carried him and his over many 

a wide stretch of water, through many a blow, and has, perhaps, 

brought him his fortune, that hemakes a funeral pile out of it, 

and rakes what he can out of the ashes. 

Asitgrew very warm toward noon, we wandered back to the 

yacht, and once more donned the light and airy costume of the 

morning. Some mortal suggested that we should take a bath, 

and befoic the words were fairly out of his mouth two of us 

were over the side, and paddling round in the shadow of ithe 

yacht. The water was delicigus, and it was not long before all 
hands were disporting themselves round the yacht like so many 

tame porpoises. 

There wassome talk of going oyer the town in the afternoon, 
but the town is not exccssiyely interesting or exciting. Itis the 

surroundings which impress one with their beauty. Theship- 

yards are unsurpassed, but otherwise Bath is like any other East- 

ern town. 

Later in the afternoon, howeyer, ‘* Gasket’ and ‘‘Ehen" hired 
a trap, and went off ona jaunt through the city's principal streets, 

‘“Sticy” and the ‘Infant’ betook themselyes to the port boat aad 

a gail on the river, while the “* Captain” smoked, read and slept on 
board in solitary grandeur. All turned up in time for dinner with 

their habitual punctuality,and it was unanimously decided that we 

do" the town by gaslight, as we were to leave the next morning, 

D. V. Wefound the tramp ashore rather slow, however, and so 

set out again toward the yacht with pleasure. Onthe way down 

we listened to the ‘* Buth band,” which was rehearsing, and were 

régaled with the latest popular music. ‘The night was fine and 
clear, but the cabin glass threatened wet and bad weather, much 

to our disgust, as we wanted to sal the next day without fail, 
We were doomed to disappointment, as the wind next morning 

was heayy from the south-southwest, bringing with ft fog and 

rain. It was a head wind to go down the river, and though we 

sent word for a tug, none approached. ‘This was quite as well, 

perhaps, a8 we still pride ourselyes on neyer haying had to use 

steam since the yacht was built. The gusts tore up the river in 

heavy bursts, tod the fog und rain shut us in likea wall, so that we 

sould not see the opposite bank of the river. Well, there we 

were, 56 we had 10 make the best of a bad bargain. 

Reading, smoking and curd-playing were ihe ‘“divarshuns’ 

left us,and to these we turned for consolation. The * Captain,” 
believing in detaching oneself from unpleasant surroundings by 

the aid of one’s inner consciousness, lit a cigar, took down “The 

Voyage of the Sunbeam,” and curled upina corner on the star- 

poard side, This seemed to strike the crowd as a good idea, and 

two of them immediately followed it. The others were seated at 

the table, engaged in some sort of incipient gambling, for thereis 
nothing that a man won't do—eyen if his principles are of ahigh 
order—if he should happen to! become storm-bound. This 

we discovered in "77, on our way home from a two weeks’ cruise, 

which was extended to three weeks when we were fog-baund at 
Seal Harbor, and Hockland more than ten miles away. A siren 

fog-horn drove us almost wild, and we were reduced to shooting 

crows and trying to shoot alamb which the owner offered us at a 

discount provided we killed it. The sportsman who undertook to 

slay the unsuspecting beast took the mate on shore with him, and, 
according to the latter'saccount, seemed more inclined to shoot 

him than the lamb; but then sheep are by no means easy to get 
at when they were.as wild as these were, for we could see them 

rushing gaily about) from point to point, while KR—— yainly es- 

sayed to diminish the flock. Lunch madea delightful break in 
the day, and we made # decided hole in the grub stock, 

Thursday, the 24th, found us all on deck before 5 o'clock, a 
sight seldom seen, and therefore to be taken advantage of. One 

energetic member had been awakened by the noise on deck, and 

had aroused the rest, who, for a wonder, all turned out, and went 

to work helping the crew at hoisting sails and casting off from 

the wharf. Quarter of 5 saw us gliding quietly dow the river 

under all gail, The sky was perfectly clear, and the weather 

pleasant. No noise was to be beard, excepn the crash of our gun, 
which woke the echoes for a few moments, and the rattle of the 

blocks, as we gibed at each turn im the river. Once out of the 
river, Our nose was pointed in the direction of home,jand we made 
for Portland. The wind bung light at first, but freshened at 
about 9, aud we ran ia among the islinds, casting anchors in 

Portland Harbor at 10,30 A.M, between the revenue cutters Dallas 
and the Grant. Steamers loaded with passengers, towlog lighters 

8 imilarly freighted, were going down to the island to a great pic- 

nie, The schooner Tarolinta, FE. ¥. C., ran by, bound for Mt. 

Desert. An officer from the Dalias came alongside to take our 

name, port, ete., but conld not be indueed to come on beard, as 

he had to returm and make out his report. Virtuous official ! 
Atabout 11 we adjourned on shore, and “did” as much of the 
town. as was compatible with the heat; but it must be con- 
fessed that an i¢e-cream saloon had more attractions for us than 

all the places of interest. Having discovered that there was to be 

i variety show in the evening at one of the halls, we bought tick— 

ets, and then bent our steps to the yacht by a circuitous route, 
bound to take in all of the place that we could with the least in- 
eonvenience to ourselves. We sentan inyilation to the Dallas’ 

officers to spend the afternoon on tle yacht, and dines but, un- 

fortunately, the government inspector was expected that atter- 

noon, and they could not leaye, much to our regret, as I trust 

they will understand if these lines should ever meet their eyes. 
The afternoon and evening were the most beautiful I have 

eyerseon. The hurbor was like a mirror and the sun setting be- 

hind the city threw it into suhouette against the yellow-tinted 

sky, making a truly brilliant sight. All the shipping was veflécted 
in the water, the rays of the setting sim giving color to the sur- 

roundings, strongly reminding one of some of the pictures one 

gees of Venice. 

Barly in the afternoon ‘the Fearless, D. Y. C., made the harbor, 
and later, the Teal (steamer), N. Y. Y.C., making quite a little 
fleet. After dinner, we sang, to the evident enjoyment of the 

crew Of the Grant, who collected in her bow and listened. Several 

boats filled with Portland's fair sex seemed interested in our ap- 

pearance, but kept at a respectful distance, probably remember- 

ing that though “music hath charms,” still, ‘* distance lends en- 
chantment.” 

In the evening we went to the before-mentioned ynriety show 

and van across an old acquaintance, who was here in his yacht 

and proved a great addition to the party. We spentalively eyen 

ing, aud turned in yery near the “jee sma’ hours,”’ 
(To he continued.) 

Gricket. 
As _ 

—ADDRESS all communications 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

‘Forest and Stream 

FIXTURES. 
ee 

May Bye at Staten Island—Colunibia College vs. Staten Island (24). 
May 8, at —— —Merion vs. Young America. 
Mays. at West Philadelphia—Dorian vs. Belmont. 
May §, at Germantown—Oxford (Ist) vs. University of Penn- 

sylvinia (2a). 
May , at Germantown—Germantown (2d) vs.¥oung Amorica (2d) 
May 8, at Chestnut Hill—Chestnut Hill vs. Girard. 
May 8, att —Uniyersity of Penn. vs. Chester City. 
May 12, 2d) vs. Chester NG 
May 33, at St. Louis, Mo.—Mound City CG. C. 

land vs. All Comers. 
May 1, at Haledon, N. J.—Manhattan vs. Paterson. 

—_——— 

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLYANIA vs. BELMONT.—At West Phila- 
delphia, May Ist. 

?. (Opening day), Hng- 

UNIVERS(tyY—Fi7et Inning. 

G. Thayer, o, nud Di sVarnall..... 00. s..ceceueceutstsaee04 heed Fie nt 
L. Montgomery, c. Knipe, b sdb seepage 12 
ete Mayer rs Mite Ob. sa peo. g te faye Wire fe tonsiidele smiehicielcie clea G4 
LO bie MeO Lease scpor ce cod thc AACE RDM INL BS dGAAP kino: poe Ae 0 
Murphy, 0. a Shenae a mA R aa eeL Aan aa Maye pore Ce Mies it 5 
PHIM ST IDS EMA te coat aoe eu at ge ne Pree e hea ons Eedenarte 0) 
MOBTEABGOUE DO pae RIN: oe, sapreee ee mate loin wei bep ome Sac geily 6 
WOW DOLL W Aili D pe ALI AIL, ce duene reduc sua chaeiout deena sae eee a 0 
Tilghman, c. North, b. Woolmar ¥ Fetg ii 
IPEMB Ky ie MOOI Ailes slot ck adres as eely gutis 1Hy Hee ts ae ea. leble de ueehh 4 
yes ely syle yet or pes ay ce ce en ie Fe RU ere vert Ryo ie hi iate a) anata 3 

PTPEY LES Fatale alist ales fulcfob fe st oetwtce- tel cbeleta oe cya cfele be fet ee ee A S44 107 
BELMONT. 

: FPirsi Timing. re Inning. 
Knipe, ¢. and b. J. B Thayer. Wm c.andb. J.B. Thayer,.,,_... 2 
Collins, c. Philler, b. J. B 
Pisvert. se. .) Js oice Ss .aah dere 0 ¢. Cowperthwait, b. J. B. 

MAA VOT... eld vbe|ehlee fee 1 
North, ¢. Philler, b. J. B. 

ETBEY BV re aloft seta ofe| chats eI 0 ¢.G. eer th J.B. Thayer 5 
earnalt Davai bar Nea haa US INO ETO UGH Ate Teed tae es ee 22 
Woolman, ©,, sub., b. J. Bi 
MR Avene Sp wraetinte bate k eed of 8 b.J: B. Thayer...:.__, oa 

Maw neat: bi J. B, Thayer... 0 c. J. B. Thayer, b. Clark... 104 
Iryin Scott, e and B. Clark. Niet be CIN e vice, AE eee é 
Newlin, ¢. Clark, b. J. B. 
IPHRV EL Niele dpukts- terri ia. 2 c. Clark, b. J. B, Thayer..... 6 

AL. Scott, C. Murphy, b. Clark 1 ec. and py Clute. saeh-boeieats! f 
Madeira, b. J, B. Thayer...... 1 c. sete b, Clark 
Wiorkimot- Gtity,ctcseseeriaseee 4 bid. B, Thayer, 45 
BYR. o.ceys tan. aber ict Serres 3 OW: ides, 1; byes, 2...-..: : 

FISC RP AR ay rd so the ne tare st 83a ASS “MOtalii i peces eens e ... 200 
Won by University on first innings by 64 rung. 

Youna America vs. Tweuve or Oxyorp,—At Stenton, Phila- 

delphia, Muy Ist, Al. Reach knocked the ball around in base-ball 
style, and R. 5, Newhall, a strong, reliable batter, was bowled by 
MacNutt on the first ball. Pease was missed at slip by Wilber- 

haniafterhe had 11, and when the score of the Young Americy 

atood at 6Git looked as ifthe Oxford would win. Pease, how- 
ever, pulled his club through. 

OXFORD. YOUNG AMERICA. 
First Inning, 7 Furst. Timing. 

A, Pane b. Lb. J.H. Dixon, b. Sayage--....., 
Meigs e bebe stebam aus es tere 0|R. LL. Baird, b. MacNutt. 13 

M. a eavaee)b, D. S. New- |R.8. Newhall, b MeoNutt.... 0 
PN doce ke eee Daren Oe 0] 4. L. Brown, Be MacNutt.... 0 

Cy oath O.A, Newball . ol C. A. Newhall, , Savage... ._ 0 
If. MacNutt, b. D.S. Newhall 0| H. B. Davis, ¢. Bailey. Mac- 
Ben Rowland, b, D. 8, NENA oe Nowhall ne havaneere sts 

ECE ES Pare le eee li Y. 
1A. Rasch 8b neste a a ee ag ¢. Broad- 

Cac, roavn.d2. ef VE Cie cin atenne 

We ue wikady be es AS NSH t wen ae Ea ,¢. Roland, b, 
Ms eee WE Cane BO ee AGNittiowes tits -fes2 que yee 

Le Spetiers bo G. A. Noirs ve ‘Brown, Theale tioned’ s 
rown, Not out........2..- 

we MSL EXS Gibbons, b- H. | Byes, 4 leg byes, 1; wides,4,, 9 

J Waibernaan, B.C. A. Noir | Wotaleqe need enn te Soon eREH 

H. Baitey, not ous. 0000 ") 
Byes, 5; leg byes, 1-..... Peeys tied. 

Total......., pabcatse nite val 
> 

Norres—_NEwMAREET C.C.—At the annual méeting of the New- 
market Cricket Club, of Ontario, held recently, the following off ! 
cers were elected: President, Mr. T, J. Robertson; Vice-Presi- 

dent, Mr. BR. Jackson; Secretary—Treasurer, Mr. E, McCormick ; 

Captain, My. F. Monerieff. Managing Committee—Mesera, L. At- 

kinson, A, Barwick and A, McCormick. Mateh Committee— 

Messrs. Albert EH. Roe, Wm. Sutherland, and Hd. McVormiek, 
Property Committec—Megers, Geo, Ashworth, F, Bentley and J, 
Townley, 
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Goopwoopn, C. C.—On April 16th, a chib was organized at Good- 
wood, Ont., whose mame is the Goodwood Union Cricket 

Climb,” and it has for officers for this year the following gentle- 
men: President, Dr. Kidd; Vice-President, Wm. Todd; Secre- 

tary, 17. ©. Hamilton; Tresurer, 8. Alcock, Coramittee—Messrs. 

Aleock, Watson, Saunders, McCullough and Davey. 

PARKHILL C, C.—A club is being organized at Parkhill, Ont. 

Rarrite Unton C. C.—The annual meeting of the Barrie Union 

Cricket Club, was held on April 1th, when the following officers 

were elected for the seuson of 1880: President, L. 5. Sanders; 

First Vice-President, J. C, Morgan; Second Vice-President, Dr. 

McConkey ; Third Vice-President, D. Spry; Captain, R. Marpole ; 

Secrolary and Treasurer, J.§. Boddy. Standing Committee—R, 

King, H. Fortier, W. Mann, P. J. Moore and J. A. Richardson, 

Collecting Committee—L. §. Sanders, R. King, W. Mann, J. 5S. 

Boddy and J. A. Richardson. 

—Lorne Cricket Club of Halifax, N. §., held their annual meet- 

ing on April 21st, when the following officers were elected; Pres- 

ident, Miner T, Foster; Vice-President, Altred A. Woodill; Secre- 

tury and Treasurer, Charles R. Fairbanks ; Captain, J. Seymour 

Woodill. Conmittee of Management—the officers ex-officio, J. 

MeN. Gabriel and Robert J. Reid. 

Gaur CoLLEGiArE Instrrure C. O.—The following officers haye 

been appointed by the above organization for the current year: 

President, H. L. Rice, B,.A.; Cuptain, 1. Lazier; Secretary and 

Treasurer, T. Burpee. 

Port Hore CG. C—The following named gentlemen haye been 

elected officers of the Port Hope Cricket Club: President. Col. 

Williams, M.P.; Vice-Presidents, Rev.J.Brown, Peter Robertson 

and J. Fusby; Secretary, F. J. Baines; Mateb Secretary, W. 8. 

Bleicher; Treasurer, W. R. Wadsworth. 

Lawnrencre C,C.—The Lawrence Cricket Club is now open to 
receive challenges from any other club in the State. All commu- 

nications addressed to Thomas Dixon, 18 Camden street, Law- 

rence, Mass., will receive prompt attention, 

MrArorp C, 0.—The Meaford Cricket Club held their annual 

mating recently, and elected the following officers: President, 

John <Alberry; Vice-President, C, Sheppard; Secretary and 

Treasurer, M. A. Dillon, Standing Committee—Messrs. G, Haines, 

A. J, Chisholm, and D. J. LeRoy. 

SAuur Sv. Marie C. C.—The Sault St. Marie Cricket Olub has 

heen organized with the following officers; President, W. If. 

Plummer; Vice-President, B. Bigging; Secretary and Treasurer, 

Sidney Reid. Executive Committee—W. Albon, H. P. Pim, Harry 

Philips. Mr. Cozens was elected captain by the unanimous yote 

of the meeting. 

Anpron ©. 0.—The new Albion Cricket Club, of Camden, N. J., 

have effected a permanent organization. John T, Woodhull, a 

member of the Camden bar,and «a son of ex-Judge George 5. 

Woodhull, has been elected President. The Camden and Star 

Cricket Clubs are about to re-organize. 

Parts, C. C—The annual meeting of the Paris Cricket Club, of 
Ontario, was held on April 23d, when the following officers were 

elected for 1880; Patrons, A. H. Baird and J. Young, M, P. P.; 

President, J. McMillan; Committee, Dr. Burt, and Messrs. Brown, 

Totten, Olliver, Alhyorth, Anderson and Maxwell. It was de- 

cided at the above meeting to join the Ontario Cricket Associa- 

tion. 

SrrarHRoy ©. 0.—This club has elected the following officers 

for 1880: President, Mr. E. Woodbury; First Vice-President, 
Capt. Irwin; Second Vice-President, Mr. Wm. Dewar; Captain, 

Mr. B. Paine; Secretary, Mr. W. A. Armstrong; Treasurer, Mr. 'T. 

A. Gale; Managing Committee, Messrs. George Billington, W. 

Bishop and T. A, Gale. 

Wirauam C. C.—This club was organized on Friday evening 
last, with the following officers for 1880: President, Mr. W. T. 

Bray; Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. 1. P. Webster; Match Com- 

mittee, Messrs. Meyer, Corbould, Heal, Grifin and Perzuson. 

THe GANANOQUE C. C.—The Gananoque cricketers haye organ- 
ized a club with the following officers: President, Mr. C, L. Wor- 

reli. M. A.; Viee-President, Mr. John Ormiston; Secretary, Mr. F- 

M., Baker; Treasurer, Me. D, Lh. Parmenter; Committee, Messrs. 

Geo. Gillies, C, 8. Cook, KR. J, Ferguson, AH, Parker and A, La Rue, 

Committees were appointed to prepare by-laws und to canvass jor 

members, after which the meeting adjourned. 

BRAMPTON C. C.—The annual meeting of the Brampton Cricket 
Club was held on April 27th. The following officers were elected * 

Patrons, Mr. K, Chisholm, M. P. P,, Mr. W. A. MeCulla, Mayor, 

Judge Scottand Mr. John Hagrert; President, Mr. James Gold- 

ing; First Vice-President, Mr, R. D. Gamble; Second Vice-Presi- 

dent, Mr. A. Morton; Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. W. H. McFad- 

den; Captain, Mr. R, D.Gambla; Committee, Messrs. W. Peakes, 

T. H, Graham, W. A. Green, J. O. Rdwards and J. Kennedy. The 

club have secured a fine ground, on which they hive expended wu 

large sum. 

—The Toronto Cricket Club, of Toronto, Ont., held their annual 

meeting April ltth, and elected the following officers: President, 

Col. Camberland; Vice-President, Wm. Bayler; Secretary and 
Treasurer, W. S. Jackson; Committee, J, O. Howard, Dr, 

Sprague, C.H. Sproule, C. C. McCaul, H. Baines, J. Wright and 
HH. D, Helmeken. 3 

CHATHAM OrickETr CruB.—This old established club held its 
Annual meeting at Chatham, Ont., on April Sth, and elected the 

following officers for the ensuing year; President, Mr. W.&. Ire- 

land; First Vice-President, Mr. A. Heyward ; Second Vice-Presi- 

dent, Mayor Northwood: Secretary, Mr. Walter Crowe: Treas-~ 

urer, Mr. C. Reg. Atkinson. ‘The Match Cominittee is composed 

of Messrs. J. L, Nichols, O. 1. Atkinson and W. B. Wells, Jax. 
Managing Committee, Messrs. Wells, Nichols, Yan Allen, Clark, 
Rispin and the ollicers. - 

Atmoona Crioxer CLuB.—This organization, of Altoona, 

Penn., held 1s annual meeting on April 6th, and elected for the 
ensuing season the following oflicers: President, Mr. Joseph 

Wood; Vice-President, Mr. John W. Cloud; Sceretary, Mr. W. 

H. Rohrer; Treasurer, Mr. TV. J. Lewis; Ground Committee, 

Messrs. Robert E. Petitt, A, W. Moss and W.H. Rohrer; Captain, 
Mr. Pettit. The club has2 membership of fifty. It is proposed 

to improve its grounds, and arrange matches for the spring and 

autumn. 

The HAWKESVILLE Cricker Crus, oF CANADA.—The annual 
mveling of the Hawkesville Cricket Club took place on April 7th, 

when the following officers were elected for 1850: President, T. 

W. Vardon, M, D.;. Vice-President, D. H. Waugh; Secretary and 
Preasurer, Hugh McCulloch; Committee of Management; Presi- 

dent, Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer, and Messrs. A. 

F. Woodward, R. McMinn, J. W. UWilborn, W. BR. tHWilborn, Rh. 

Morrison, John 2. Donald; Captain, W. S, Hilborn. 

—Mr. George Oxborrow, of the Young America Cricket Club, of 

Milwaukee, Wis., has kindly sent us amempbership ticket for the 

season, for which we return thanks. 

—The Times, of Philadelphia, is the best cricket daily in the 

Quaker City. 

—Should Captain Richard Daft decide to bring out a team this 

autumn we trust that be will urrange to be here al the same time 

as the Australians. 
—We are indebted to DeWitt, 33 Rose street, for Henry Chad- 

wick’s ‘Hand Book of Base-Ball for 1880.” 

Our LEPrER FROM THE WESt.—Milwaulcee, April 26f}.—Passing 

through Detroit a few days since, | madea few inquiries about 
cricket there. Mr. G. B. Calvert, the energetic Secretary of the 

Peninsular Cricket Club, drove me out to the club’snew grounds, 

which are situated almost in the heart of the city, and only about 

ten minutes’ ride in the horse cars from the “down town” of 
Detroit. The ground coyers about six acres, being only a part of 

the imperfectly level acres belonging fo the Detroit Sporting and 

Recreation Company's grounds, the whola being feneed in, the 

Peninsulay Wiving leased their portion for f teri of fiye years 

on very favorable terms. Oh! if we New Vorkers were only as 

sniart as these Western Jads, and could lease a ground as they 

haye done for $410 2 year, and 100 season tickets eyery year 

thrown in, which they dispose of for $6 each, thus netting a clear 

profit (including the use of the grounds) of $200a year. These 

prounds ave divided into three plots, namely, one for cricket, one 

for base-ball, and one for archery, croquet, ete., im the center, 

A magnificent club house at one end, with every convenience for 

members and Jadies. Thercis also a lawn tennis ground, whith 

is flooded and used as a skating rink during the winter. Trees 

surround the grounds and a first-class three-quarter mile walk 

ing-track, In frontof the grand stand flower gardens aré being 

tastefully laid out to greet the optic snd nasal organs of the 

elite of Detroit. The Peninsulars are poing to erect another 

club house for their own accommodation, and when this is fin- 

ished the grounds will be ahead of anything in America of its 
kind. Of course ldo not know what the boys of the “ Hub” are 

doing this spring. Mr. Calvert promises a “full house" and a 

tight game to any Eastern club that may favor the Peninsulars 

with a visit, and, I may add, Detroit is expecting one or more 

teams from the Bast this season. Mr. Calyert is convinced that it 

would do nore for cricket in the West than they can do in tive 

years. So let us hope the East will do something. now that thrae 

Western teams have visited New York and Philudelphin. The 

“¢monied crickets” of Detroit came down handsomely when tha 

P_C. C. went Hast, and if only the New Yorkers would do likewise, 

I think the Western trip would bea certainty. Nuw YORKER, 

1 i 

REVOLVING IN CRICKET, 

Bosvon, April Viti. 
Editor Forest and Slhreams— 

Thave noticed with surprise the several communications, both 

in your enterprising journal and in one of'your contemporaries, 

relative to the action of the Staten Tsland Cricket Club nt its an- 

nual meeting. All these articles would give the casual reader to 

understand that this club had innocently amended its constitu- 

tion without accomplishing its object—in other words, placed it- 

selfin a false position, hia yiew of the subject callsin question 

the sanity of the club, as well as the real object in view. “ Welix,” 

in the sheet alluded to, believes it was intended as an ‘enforee- 

ment of the non-reyolying doctrine.” He says: * They intends 

to place obstructionsin the way of ‘revolving,’ but overshot the 

mark;”’ but from recent inquiries | do not find that any 

one who voted for the smendment hag, alter reading * Pelix,” 

chaned hismind. 

The members who framed and offered this amendmont,T sm ~ 
eredibly informed, are not antagonistic to “revolying” under 

proper restrictions, and this new rule strikes measa very prudent 

precaution. Itmay, to be sure, pravent members of ciher clubs 

from using the Staten Island grounds for practice with the 

various bowlers of this club, and then playingin matches against 

them ; but this, in the eyes of any impactial mun, does nol, “ over- 

shoot the mark.” The amendment does not hit **reyolyine,” in 

my opinion, hard enough, but so long asthe Match Committee of 

the club is discreet, ft willdo forthe present. Bur the day may 
come when a dozen of the best all-round “revolvers” in New 

York may be seen playing, with one or two exceptions, duy after 
day, on different grounds and under different colors, agninst a 
visiting club, simoly towin. ‘This indeed would be a ludicrons 

spectacle, but under the present rules of oth the Staten Island 

and St. George's Cricket Clubs it fs all possibic, LOOKER-ON. 

Miscellaneous. Sov Sule. | for Sale, Go Let, 
—— 
= 

IRD CAGE FOR SALE.—The finest JOTTAGE TO LET, at Greenwood Lake, KEEP’S Shirts, the Best 
KBEP’S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
KERP’S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

finished. 
KBEP’S KID GLOVES, none better. 
KEDP'S UNDERWEAR, the best, 
TEKP'S OUMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KEEPS JEWELRY, rolled gold plate. 
KEEP’s NECKWHAR, latest novelties. 
KEEPS BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas- 

ure, 6 for $10. 
EKREP'S PA'T. PARTLY-MADESHIR1TS§,6 for $7. 
KREP'S GOLD PLATR COLLAR AND SLEEVE 
BUTTON, free with every half dozen of 
KWEP'S SHIRTS. 

KWEP'S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of 
the Union, at KEBP'S risk, 

KHHPS GOUDS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 
CHEAPEST, 

Money refunded for gouds not satisfactory. 
Samples snd circulars free to any address. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 633, 625, and 637 BROADWAY, N. ¥. 

Gio. WRIGHT. : HH. A, DITSON, 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
Sporting Goods Emporium. 

Base Bail, Cricket, Lawn Tennis, 
Archery, ctc. 

580 Washington st.. Boston, Mass. 
Seud tor our Iustrated Journal of Prices and 

itemsiof nterest, : 

to largecage or aviary ever made ; eats 
manutacture $1,500; price, $ 00; size, AxStt. 
JISNOWLTON, 1658 Tremont street, Boston. 

April 22,lm0 

For Sale, 
TWO FINE MUZZLE-LOADERS, by Wurfitein. 
One afour-barrel, rifle and shot, revolving bar- 

rel, 29 inches, 121bs., made expressly for hunter's 
use, and verysteady and true, The other a 9-bore 
double cun, suitable for wild fowl, 82-inch bar 
rels, lbs. weight. They are both in first-eliss 
order, and will be sold low. Bir further par- 
ticulars address J. B. ROHRMAN, 606 Cherry 
street, Philadelphia. mayo,1t 

For Sale, 
An Orange County farm, with rare water [acili- 
ties for propagating trout or other fish; 131 
acres; good buildings; Mnely located, half mile 
from Orisville village, om main line of Brie Hiail- 
way, at footot Shawangun« Mountain; 70 miles 
from New York; two pure eold spring water 
trout streams, with gravelly bottoms, flow 
through the farm ; one trout pond : any number 
ponds can be easily made, Will sell at bur- 
gain, Send fordeseription. Address owner, A. 
V. HOAK, Middletown, N.Y. mayi,4t 

Great Bareains!! 
GENTLEMAN leaying town, desircs 

A to dispose of his Salmon-Fishing Outtit. 
Aniong the lot ave a couple of H, L. Leonard's 
highest quality split bamboo and other rods, 
Vom Hott reels, and a fine selection of Forest of 
pole and McBride tiies, lines, leaders, fiy-books 
nid etc. 
The wbove can be seen at Messrs. PRITCHARD 

BRO’'S, 89 Fulton street, New York. Aprilzo,2t 

Roe SALE—House, barn anii twenty-five acres 
land on Sebee Lake; will cut ten tons hay; 

catamaran, 15(t., all complete; best salmenu-teout 
fishing in State; price $350. Hox 24, Sebee Vil- 
lage, Mr, mayo, 1th 

1880. SALNION 
Fishing in Canada. 
ROR SALEBY @. W. BOYD, 241 Notre Dame st., 

Montreal, Scoteh Salmou rout Rods, Reels 
and Lines, Messrs. Forest & Sons, of Kelso, larvae 
und amall Salmon Plies and Superior Casting 
Lines, Orders promptly attended to. oo 

= 

POR SALE.—One Winchester Rifle, 
model 1860, in perfect order and as good as 

new; will be svldataiow price; can beseen ut 
HENKY C. SQUIRES, 

Apre2-3t. 1 Cortlandt street. 

OR SALE.—One Ballard Creedmoor 
Rifle with Implements complete, in a fine 

case, with Everlasting sliells, Also a tine Muzzle- 
Loading ‘Yarget Rifle in case, with mold, ball 
Starter, ate.; will be sold very cheap. Can be 
secn at HENRY GC. SQUIRES’, 
Apr s3h. 1 Cortlandt street. 

For Sale, 
N avery desirable location for a sportemiun as 

A Ssumimec residence or club-houae, fil teen 
nerves of farm and meadow land, with Jarge 
dwéling-house, barn aud necessary out-build- 
ings, young orchard, ete, Can hive boats und 
fishing-tackle within three hundred yards of 
house, if desired. The above property issi- uated 
near pleasant villace of Tuckuhoe. Nw... on Tuck 
ahoe River, where good funming and fishing can 
he hadin season, For further particulars, wd- 
dress L. S. WILLIAMS, Vuckaliue, Cape May 
County, N. 4. 

PUR SALE—W. & GC. Scott hammerless; two 
sets barrels; one set 16 puage shot gun, 

weirhin», with stock complete, filbs,; alher set, 
one barvel, 40-70 cal. rifle, adapted for Express 
Dullets, and other 16 cal. shot; premier quality, 
and all lutest improvements. ‘Chis fun was im- 
ported to express order of O. H. Keep. Hensors 
Tor selling giyen on application ta HENRY ©. 
SQUIRES, 1 Cortlandt siveet. mayGlt 

(OR SALE.—WILLIAMS & POWELL 
Hamimertoss Breech-Loader. This fun is 

the finest quality and cost $325 six months ao. 
It has automatic safety bolt, and ail the latest 
improvements. Present price, $200; 12-bore, 74 

3. AUNKY C.8SQUIK#S, 
Apr-22-3t 1 Cortlandt street. 

HOBBS’ NEW WALL TENT AND 

STOVE, 
oa SCIENTIFIO AMERICAN for May Ist, 

qud send for Covcular. WM. A. PELUY, 

Plattsburgh, N.Y. 

location very pleasant; ten rooms ready 
furnished; two good bolts and fuel furnished 
Trea; fruitand shade trees; good dbek ten rods 
from hr use. For particulars address JOHN 1, 
BRADNER, Greenwood Lake, N. ¥. 

avanted, 

{ALMON FISHING WANTED this summerfor 
tivo or three rods, on a river not too inacers— 

sible, and where fair sport may be had, Address, 
with price and particulars, 0. P. Q,, care Porest 
and Streain. Apri2iat 

Ohe avemncl. 

m OR SALE CHEAP—A large number of fine” 
reee bred red Trish setters, both dogs and 
itches. 

se 

ported and nat 

OR SALE.—TDwo Dachsunde pups autor % 
“hy Dan. Address W. Hi, G2 TELING Ng 

Third avenue. Mast, 1 

RARE CHANCE.—Two thorou 
fteld Pointer Dogs forsale; both are stoneh 

asa rock, with extra good nose, food retrievers 
from a fe or Bard ies first class in 
spect. Price, $00 ouch, CHAS, V, Ie 
hamton, N.Y. ‘ ais 

ghiy broken 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE—A Gordon & I ate Bett 
Dog, two years old. Uroken on quail, wana 

eock and snipe. Two red Trish Setter Pope, six 
months old. All of fine pediyres. 7 South Third 
st., Harrisburg, Pa, Mayi, 

N THESTUD.—A thorough brea r6a Trl 
<4 aot fee $12. Address P. O. BOX 133, eer 

N -~i. if 

$72 
Augus' 

aweek. $12 a day at home rasilyn 
Costly outtit tres, Address 1’ & tay MAG, ian 
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PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

H. H. Warner & Co., Rochesier, N, ¥.: 

Gextuemen: T haye tried your Safe Kidney 

and Liver Cure for “Bright's Disease," with 

which I baye been aiflicted for the last two 

yeurs, and it has done wonders for me. I believe 

itis the only cure known for that terrible dis- 
ease, and it is with pleasure that [ write this tes- 

timony in iis {avor. You aré at liberty to use this 

in any way you see proper, to benefit suffering 

humanity. ‘Truly yours, 
Jas. 8. Prescorr, North Union, 0. 

Shakers' Svetety, Cuyahoga Cownty, Cleveland, 0. 
SS 

—See advertisements of property for sale and 

to let. 
= 

—See kenné] advertisement of Charles Denison 
this week. 

a 

—Special steamboat trains for Meriden, Hart- 

ford, Springfield, etc., commence running on 3d 

inst., to and from wharf of New Haven steamers 

at New Haven. Those popular steamers leave 

Peck Slip at3 P.M, and 11,30 vm, (except Sundays). 
Train connecting with Saturday night sleamer 

runs Sunday, instead of Mouday. 

Hliscellancaus, 
= 

NOW IN COURSE OF PUBLICATION. 

AN ENTIRELY NEW AND 

CUMPRETENSIVE WORK OW THE DO, 
es 

(demy 410 size), under the title of the 

Lo STRATED 

BOK FTE Dh, 
YEARLY SULBSORIPTION, $4.50, 

Tn 30 Monthly Parts, 40 cents each, 

BY VERO SHAW, 
Assisted by many of the most eminent authorities 

of the day. 

With THIRTY FAC.SIMILE COLORED 

PLATES (drawn from Life expressly for 

the work) of typical specimens of the vari- 

ous Breeds of Dogs now in existence, and 

with numerous Wood Engravings. EHm- 

bracing a full description of BVERY 

KNOWN BREED OF DOG, with the 

standard by wliich he can be judged, 

Subseriptions reecived for all or part of this 
Work, and Sample Part sent post-paid on receipt 
af price. 

The Practical Kennel Guide, 

“with plain instructions how to Rear and Breed 

Dogs for Pleasure, Show and Profit. By GorpON 

Sranurs, M.D. C.M., R.N. Illustrated. 192 

pages, 12m, cloth, $1.50. 

Americans who are fond of a good dog can 
from this book secure important information, as 
no book ever published embraces such a wide 
Tange of study.—Spirit of the Limes. 

Dr. Stables is one of the spiciest, brightest, and 
most intelligent writers about dogs. This little 
munual from his sterling pen is all good.—Rod 
wid Gun, 

We can recommend this book as a most valua- 
ble and interesting one to the breeder and 
exhibitor.—forest and Stream. 

THE DOG. ByiIpsronn. With twelve full 
page engravings trom Life, by Gro, Harn. New 
and cheaper edition, Cloth, $1.25. 

The directions for the treatment of dogs are 
(food, clearly given, and evidently the result of 
eonsiderable experience, backed by sound com- 
mon sense.—Sporting Gazelle. 

CASSELL, PETTER, GALP IE Co 
London, Paris, and 596 Broadway, 

NDIF YORK. 

ireulars on application 

OR SALE—Young pomter Duke; age, 
twenty months; color, liver and white 

titked; bred by Lincoln & Hellyar from Snap- 
shot and imported Fannie; is paruly broken ; re- 
“trieves well froiu land or water. Address F. A. 
‘SINCLAIR, Mottyille, Onondaga County, N. Y. 

Apr22,2t,eot 

N THE STUD—Brutus, pure Llewellin, 
by Rob Roy x Belle; white, black and tan ; 

tere, handsome and fast; fine nose and action ; 
htoken on game; three years old; fee, $25, Ad- 
ress A.J. KELLY, Manager Baltimore Kennel 
lub, Anderson P. O,, Howard County, Md, 
may6,26 

)R SALH, CHEAP—Pure-bred Llewellyn set- 
~ ter bitch ; tve months old ; very handsome. 
ce LEWIS, Suspension Bridge, N, ¥._ mayé,1p 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
HIGHEST QUALITY FISHING LINES. 

BRAIDED, TAPERED, POLISHED WATER-PROOF SILK, 

40, 50, 100and 120 yd, lengths, peryd, .14 
“ee ve et 

No, 1 Salmon Size, in 
we 6D te “ce 

For Fly Fishing. 
BRAIDED OIL SILK 

Each twenty-five yards, 

,25 YD, LENGTHS, FOUR CONNECTED. 

$1.50, 1,25,1.00, .90, 75, 
1 2 3 : 2 ee ene te 2 Nos. - - - : 4 5 

‘* 3 Black Bass, ‘ 20, 25, 80, 35, 40, 50, 75, 100, « 10 Braided Raw Sill, fifty yard lengths, a connected, 
pg eA OL OU ia acme ans. oon nest | Ue At “a 208 Hach, fifty yards, $2.00, 1.75, 1.50, 1.25. 
‘* Trout size (not tapered), 25, 80, 35, st .06 Nos. - Ps 3 4 5 

SILK AND HAIR AND HAIR. 

Twisted Tapered Silk and Mair (any length) per yard. 05 
Braided ee “ ve vec ins 10 

Twisted Hair a wb 08 

fe ss My (Selected Hair) per 20 yards, 1,20 

For sale at all first-class Tackle Shops and at our Store, 

48 Maiden Lane, NewYork. 

ROOK & CO., J. B. 
a —. 

ie i .aneK & to, 

— ———. 

Sole Agents for THOMAS ALDRED, Londo 

THOMAS ALDRED’S Yew 

er) 

J. B. CROOK'S Specialties for 1880. 

| Fishing Tackle, Archery 
a GUNS, 

| 1S OF SPOATIG. cons, 
50 Fulton street, N. Y. 
n, manufacturer of the Finest Archery in the world. 

Archery, 

Bows, $25 to $75. RICHARD DAES Cricket Goods. J.B. CROOK'S Hexagonal Bamboo Fly Rods, SolidReel Plate, $20. 
J. BG. CROOK'S Lancewood and Lemonwood Bows, $7.50. J. B. CROOK'S Newport Bass Rods, suitable tor Trolling und still Baiting tor all 
kinds of Salt water fishing, eight to nine feet, German Silver Mounted. Pepper Cane second joint and {wo tips, $15. 

Send 2bcentsfor Jllustrated Catalogue for 1880, giving Hints on Archery and Rifle Shooting and the Rules of Cricket, Foot Ball, Lawn 
Tennis, Glass Ball Shooting and a Synopsis of Fishing, giving a description of Fishing, when to go and what Tackle to use. 

WILKIN 
<SFN 212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
‘BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

, OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything im the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order. 

Ghe Aewnrel. 

PLEAS! ~ 
SE DR, AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

a sate and efficacious remedy and preveu- 
tive for fleas and all eruptions of the skin pro- 
duced by them. Jt cleanses the hair of all im- 
purities, purges it of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the mosh thorough disinfecting prop- 
evties. Itis impossible for fleas to live where it 
is used. Price, 25 cents per cake. Vor sale by all 
druggists. Wholesale depot, 164 Lincoln street 
Boston, Dr, Watts offers for sale the largest 
assortment in America of dogs of all breeds. The 
caretul treatment of canine diseases made a speo- 
jalty, The fact that Dr.Watis has for four con- 
secutive years neld by appointment the posi'ion 
of Special Officer of the City of Boston to have 
eharge of unlicensed dogs is sufficient guarantee 
of reliability. All communications and orders 
will receive prompt ttention. Address 

DR. AL. WATTS, 
Mar 25-tf 164 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass. 

NTHE STUD—The pure Laverack dog 
Pride, by Pride of the Border x Petrel. The 

only pure Laverackin New England. Fee. $60, 
Address H. 7. DEANE, Box 1,612, Boston, ie 

Sept.-tt 

h QUNT PLEASANT KENNEL.—For 
. Sale—Four full-blooded Gordon setter dog 

pups; very bandsome; perfect black and tan; 
sire, Dash, the great prize-winner; dam, Maud; 
full pedigree on both sides; a rare chance for a 
good dog. CHAS. IT, BROWNELL, P. 0. Rox 
350, New Bedford, Mass. Apr29,8mos 

Fleas! Fleas!. Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Mea Powder for Dogs. * 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 
eS POWDER is guaranteed to kill 

fleas on dogs or any other animals, or money 
returned. Ttis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use, Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cenis by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS- 
Site Pe ne CERTAIN ERs 4 oc 

w oxes containing owders, W: 
full divectiong for use. ‘i . 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Roth the aboye are recommended by Rop anD 
Gun 1nd FOREST AND STREAM. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, - 
J Cortlandt Street, N. ¥, oct 13) 

Dr. Gordon Stables, RK. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KERHEL GUIDE,” &C. 
begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

sired breed, flt for the highest competition. 

N. B.—A bad dog neyer left the Doctor’s Ken- 

nels. decl9 tf. 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
- OR THB 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 
M. P. McKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N.Y. 

KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains, 
I sell only young stock. I guarantee satts- 

fuction and sate delivery to eyery customer. 
These beautiful and inteiligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for ruffed grouse and woodeock shooting 
and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
“sat get printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
L Wils ate, 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Youny Doves handled with 

skill and judgment, 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

(al witer. 
: ‘ N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. C. GLOVHER,Toms River, N. J 

CLOSIN G OUT SALE 

= VARIETY BREEDING KENNEL 
One ITALIAN GREYHOUOND............. 25,00 
One pair of COCKER SPANTEL POPS,... 20,00 
One pair KING CHARLES SPANIGLS..,. 50.00 
One SCOTCH PERRIN, ... ... Re are 15.00 
Above is half price—no plave to keep them, 

MRS, W. T. IRWIN, 

Box 1074, Topeka, Kansas. Apr 22-8 
NN 

OR SALE—Blue blood pups, one dog and two 
bitches, from E. J. Forster’s ‘Till (Luther 

ete Dep res teeston Daisy) and Revaleag 
(Gladstone-Mersey) ; they are now ine we 
old, andin ne sKuDE Address BEACON KN— 
NEL, 33 Myrtle street, Buston, mayb,tt 

MICKE’S 
Never Faiting Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer. 

For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale Agents — Charles L. Ritzman, 943, 
Broadway,N. Y.; Bruen & Hobart. 214 Hulten 
Street, N. Y.:; Smith, Kline & Co., 309 N. Vhird 
Street Phila.; Finley &Vhompson, 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, 
Cure or Destroyer sent by mail on receipt of 

25e., to L. A. MICKE, Baston, Pa. ~ 

ASA L, SHERWOOD. 
Skaneateles, N. Y. 

GORDON, ENGLISH, AND FIELD TRIAL 
SETTERS 

Of PUREST STRAINS, 
a 

QINE LODGE KENNELS.—I am pre: 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly, T give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has ali the natural instincts. Refer 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances, 
WINTHR, Cairo, Thomas County, Georgia. 

MANGE. 
SORA TOEES. 
GLOYVER’S IMPERTAL MANGE CURE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One application 
ig usually wll thatisnecessary. For SCKATCHHS 
in HORSES it has no equal, H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop’t’r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N. J. 
Agents: Couroy, Bissett & Malieson, 65 Fulton 

st., N. ¥.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos, C. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phila.. F.P,'Taylor, 7% Kast Madison st., chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St. 
Louis. Price, 4 cents. 

CHAMPIGN LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
Te Us ii.” 

“In the Sind.” 
Rush ig lemon and white, and winner at New 

York. Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Louis. 
villeShows, He is anu excellent tield doz; fine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch. Wor full parti. 
ulars, pedigree and tield qualities address 

ERP NG GT db REGIE, 
1,096 Dean street, Brooklyn, N. Y- 

Jan 2eth. Pee $24. 
a er eS 

Puls) i SALE—Ked Irish setter pups, out of Cora, 
- by Baltimore Kennel Chib’s Derg; Cora by 

Hiecho, out of Stella; bothimported. Pull pedi- 
gree onapplication, Dr T.J.SMITHERS, 

April 22—8t. Huston, Md. 

el F will buy avery fine thoroughbred 
ep. ao red Trish bitch, eight months old, con- 
taining blood of Plunketiaud Rory O'Moore. 
Address E. J. ROBBINS, Wethersfield, Conn. 
April 15, t£ 
a ee 
St BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 

dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offars 
for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dog's and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best European strains. To be sold for no 
fault. Wor prices, pediyrees, etc., address. 

Lu ROY %. COLLINS, 
Sept 15-tz Lancaster, Mass., 0,8, A, 
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Hotels wn Resorts tor Sportemen. 

CEAN HOUSE, Speonk, L. L—Pirst- 
class board ; near bay and ocean, forest and 

Jakes; gunning, fishing, riding, sailing, bathing 
mad rowing. eter will be met at , 1, R. R. 
epot by appointment. 
ls naka J, W. DUTHILL, Proprietor. 
a ee 

y y Y ore RW al HO! for TROUT FISHING, 
| Pea FARFAMED waters of the Mag- 

anettewan are now within easy access of 
Toronto and the outside world, and ate still teem- 
ing with speckled trout. We have erected a large 
and comfortable hotel in Maganettewan Village, 
and are prepared to offer eyery facility to our 
sporting friends by way of canoes and guides tq 
the trout lakes and streams tributary to the Mag- 
anet ewan, and can otter the best of trout fishing 
within a mile of our hotel; will hayeiceand faci- 
ities for packing fish, so that they can be taken 
fresh to any part of the Northern States, The 
road from Rousseau (the head of steam travel) has 
been Macadamized und the journey shortened by 
half a day, so that parties leaving Toronta ean 
get here in one and a half days. Come up and 
see us. IRWIN & CLARKE, Proprietors. 
Maganettewan Post-Office, Ontario, Canada, 

DAVIS HiOuUS =z, 
Weldon. N. C, 

J, R. DAVIS Proprietor, 

Always twenty minutes for Dinner. 

‘HIS HOTEL has been oponed hy Col. 
J... DAyrs, long and favorably Known aa 

the proprietor of the Pureell Mouse, Wilming- 
ton, N, GO, The Hotel has keen entirely and 
thoroughly renovated throughout, The rooms 
ive clewantly furnished with back walnut mar- 
ble-top furniture and Gly mattrasses. Travellers 
andinvolids coming South will now find thisa 
comfortable resting place, (@ long-telt want sup- 
plied), Guests will receive every attention and 
eomfort, clozant table and attentive servants. 
This isthe Diner House coming South or going 
Norih. (The best Hoelot its kind on the route 
to Florida. Rures—S2.00 and 32.40 per dvr. 

For Good Spring Shooting 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
Al Shinnecock Bay, 

Where you will fod 
PLENTY OF BI RDS, 

GOOD GUIDES, 
COMPLETE OUTFIT of DECOYR. 

BATTERIES, efc. 
AS well as good aceommodations and a sub- 

stantial pill of fare, 
Take Long Island Railroad for Good 

Ground station. 
M. WILLIAMS, Prop'r. 

P.O, Address, Good Ground, Long Island, N. ¥. 
a 

Date Htouse, 
4 PRINCETON, MAINE. 
G OOD Pereh and Pickerel Fishing, Only two 
J hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, so 

famous forits salmon and trout. Passengers by 
the7 P.M. train from Boston will reach Princeton 
seas evening at 6—only 23 hours. Guides 
furnished. Ail Inquiries cheerfully responded 
to by the proprietors, W.G. HOSE & €O-. 

Sromfield House, B 

The Kennel. 

Neversink Lodge Kennels 
The following celebrated Dogs are in 

he stud. 
Does! 

St. Bernard dog “ Marco”; rough coated, two 
years old; a magnificent animal—Rey. J. Cuin- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanoyer 
Show and Rochester. 
New Foundland dog “ Keeper’; four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel Show, 1879. 
Pointer dog, * Croxteth"'; liver and white; one 

anda half yéars old; out of Lord Sefton's re- 
nowned stock—one of the handsomest pointers 
in the United States. Second prize in the Han- 
over International Show. | ’ 

Blue Belton setter, ** Decimal Dash," eighteen 
months old; sired by Lilewellyn’s celebrated 
“Dash "—a magnificent stud dog—neyer exhib- 
ited. 

Trish setter, “Royer 11”; pure red; son of Mac- 
dona’s champion “ Royer,.’’ Never exhibited. 
English setter, ‘Ranger 11”; a pure bred Lay— 

aradic, son of Macdona’s celebrated * Ranger. 
His eet won firstat Hanoverand Paris shows, and 
second at Puppy Stakes in Eastern Field Trials 
1879. i 
Stud fea, $25.00. 

or Saic. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

Hitches. 
St. Bernard “Braunfels,” rough coated, out of 

Prince Solm's celebrated stock; a magnificent 
bitch, in whelp to “ Marco,” Ist prizes in Han- 
over and Rochester show. { y 
Pointer * Queen,” liver snd white, Ist Westmin- 

gter Kennel Shoyy 1878, in whelp to“ Croxteth, 
Gordon setter Beauty,” Ist Boston Show 1878, 

2nd New York Show 1878. 
Pointer “Dora’—liver and white, 

“Queen” and *Sancno,” 
Blue Belton setter * Silk” i 
Trish Setter“ Moya,” out of Col. Hilliard's 

“Palmerston,” in whelp to “ Royer IT. 
Enztish Setter‘ Donna,” white and lemon. _ 
Pups can be secure. by an early application. 

Besides Loffer forsale pointers and settlers of 
minor quality, butof good thoroughbred stock; 
full pedigrees. Also, several puppies of cham- 
pion ** Queen,” by champion ** Sensation.” 
Having engaged the services of Macdona's re- 

nowned field trial breaker I am prepared to book 
orders for thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autumn, 1880. Particulars will be furnished on 
application to A. E. GODEFFROY, 

Guymard, Orange Co,., N. ¥. 

OREST AND STREAM KENNEL, 
Llewellin setter, Rattler, in the stud. Rat- 

tler is a handsome blue belton,black ppints,win- 
ner of four bench prizes; sire, Rob Roy, he by 
Layerack’s Pred,out of Slatter’s Phosbe, founder 
of the field trial strain, winner of five English 
field trials, out of pure Laverack imported bitch 
Pickles; she by Llewellin’s Prince, winner of 
two firsts and three championships, out of 
Dlewellin’s Lill 1.; no better blood in America, 
Will serve bitches at $15. Litters warranted. Tam 
breeding to Rattler the following bitches :— 
Mell, a beautiful blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack, dam Spot, winner of first and second 
specials ar Detroit, Mich., 1879, also firstiat Boston 
1579 in native classes; Fly, a very fine roan bel- 
ton hitch, sire Shot, dam imported Fannie; Pat, 
orange aud white, out of Belle, by Royal George. 
Puppies bred from above, fine stock, for sale 
cheap, Address, with stamp, L.F. WHITMAN, 
Detroit, Mich. Decll1,tf 

ENGLEWOOD KENNEL. 

To Sportsmen, 

out of 

oston. 

AM prepared to board a limited num- 
ber of dogs. Setters and pointers thoroughly 

fleld broken. Address 0, C. TOWNSEND, 
Feb 12-3. Englewood, N, J. 

K 9 KENNELS. 
Large 
Best 

REAKING, braeding, boarding. 
streum on the place, and daily access, 

feed and care. Terms casy. Inclose stamp. 
By mail—K 9 Mange Cure, 50c.; K' 9 Worm Pow- 

ders, Slic.; K 9 Flea Powders, s0c,; K9 Soap, 250. 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del. Address 

E. & €. VON CULIN, 
Dover, Del. 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Sportsmen's Routes, 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinew,GrandRapids andCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Eass Fisheries, 

; AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed 
if equaled, in the abundance and great variety of 
fish contained, 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 

The TROUT Season Ma: s e TT Beason begins} land ends Sept.1. 
The GRAYLING Season ens Junelanod aaa 
oy. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKAREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also ahound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The eportsman can readily send trophies of hia 

P.0.Box 218. 

Sportsmen's Routes. 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

1® PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new ears“ DayyCrocket” and ‘Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
pn, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro- 
vided with racks and closets for runs and fishing 
qackle,and kennelstordogs. _ 
Disgrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen'l Supt. P,P. Cc, 
Co., Chicago. je26 3mus, 

OR NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, 
Springfield, White Mountains, Montreal 

and intermediate points, The new and elegant 
steamer 0. H. NORTHAM leuyes Pier No.25, East 
River, daily (Sundays excepted) at 3 r.m, A pas- 
senger train will bein waiting on the whart at 
New Haven and leeye for Springfield and way 
stations on arrival of the boat, 
NIGHT ‘LINH—The Continental leayes New } akili to his friends or “club” at hom i 

York at 1130 P.w., connecting with passenger ras Seen can be had at man ont oie 
train in waiting on the wharf at New Haven,| TAK YOUR PAMILY Wii (OU. The sce- 

nery of the North Woods and Lukesi e ~ 
tiful; the air is\pure, dry and practi! po ete mate ig peculiarly beneficial to those Suffering with 
Bay. Ferer and Asthma Affections. 

paste WR Ree ae are ood, far sure 
5 in count 

ailord the finest of fishing, mth ay fine 
urin: 6 season Roun ip Hxe = 

ets will be sold at low rates, ant Shey tag 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guds and Fishing Tackle Carried Freeat 

wTEisouratm tomakesports feel * LL BL ¥ Ortamen Tee! dd 
withisroute. F ¢ Tourist's Guide (an ashore 
iustrated book of 8) pages), containing full in- 
formation anil :ccurate maps of the Fishing 
Grounds and ‘ime Cards, address A.B. LY 

— Gere Puss, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mich, 

leaving at 445 a.m. Tickets sold and bupgare 
checked at $44 Broadway, New York, and 4 Court 
street, Brooklyn. Excursion to New Hayen and 
return, $1.60. Apply at General Office, on the 
pier. or to RIGHARD PKOK, General Avent. 

em, ' 
Old Dominion Line. 

MPHE STEAMERS of this Line reach 
some of the finest waterfowl and upland 

phooting sections in the country. Connecting dt. 
rect for Chincoteayws, Uobb’s Island, and pointe 
on the Peninsula, City: Point, James’ River, Cur- 
rinick, Florida and the muurtainous country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, cic, Noriolk steamers svi 
Tnesday, Thursd#y, and Saturday. Lawes, Del., 
Monday and Thursday, at 2 P.M. Full inform- 
ation given at olfice, 197 Greenwich Street, New 
ink, 9 Mee aye: ® seprily 

Spovtanven's Routes. 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
aiforded by their lines for reaching most of tha 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE C()URSES in the 
Middle Statea, These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dit- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
acks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 

without failure or injury. - 

TAE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 

also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylyania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
fll the principle cities to KAN, RHNOVA, BHD- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, fx 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and still 

Medirat, 

THEORY Ys, FACTS, 

LL ESTABLISHED THEORIES are 
set aside by solid facts. ‘Lhe solid facts in 

this case are, that the business interests of our 
fuir city haye been more greatly enhanced 
within the past year by one single enterprise, 
conducted by one single mind, than by all other 
productive fustitutiong in Rochester. We refer 
to the manufacture of Hop Ritters. The reme- 
dial properties of hops, with the berbs intro- 
duced, principally buchu, mandrake and dande- 
Jion, had long been known, but there had been 
80 much mere stufll—aye,deleterious stull—toisted 
upon the country, under the general cognomen 
ot bitters "and" remedies,” that this medicine, 
which had been perfecting under the experi- 
ments of skilled pharmucentists and chemists, 
had to overcome the distrust of wll guch "* reme- 
dies by the slow process of information, which 
has been sv successfully done that to-day the 
druygist who does not embrace Wop Bitters tn 
the list of his regularly ordered medicmes, or 
the family that does not know its beneticial ef 
fects, would be difficult to tind. 

THE MANUFACTORY 

is located on Mill street, from which emanates 
the preparation that is daily shipped io all parts 
of this country, and to seatious of the globe 
over which the Americnn flag does not flout, 
The business is sploodidly systematized, and 
everything goes on sa quietly fhat it would be 
dificult to imagine that so extensive a busimess 
was done in that locality, Wach department is 

Hunting. overseen by competent persons. ‘he items for 
Also, +9 bottles aud for pacha spaxee are enormously 
eon surprising, and those who furnish these two arti- 

cles alone have reason to rejoice at the dissoyvery 
of Hop Bitters, while the myriads of sick people 
who hive been cured by tuis invaluable remedy 
have ¢reater reason to rajoice.—Hoelesler Mver- 
tig Bepress. 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPH MAY, 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN DIFEATHER, 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’) Pass, Agent. 

FRANE THOMEON, Gen’l Manager. feblit-ti 
a 
UNGISLAND R.R.—SPRINGSCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March 14th, 1880,—Leaye 

HUNTER'S Pl (Platbush Aye., B'klyn,5 min. 
earlier) for 
. Babylon, §.35 A.M., 3.35, 4.36, 5.35 Pw. Sundays, 

M. ALM, 
Col. P't& Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11,35 A.m., 

2,00, 8.39, 4.39, 5, 5.33, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.84, 9.15, 1045 P.ar., 
12.15 ment. 
Sundays, 9.95, 10.35 A.t., 1.36, 5.35, 7, 10 pow, 
Flushing, 6.8C, 7.35, 8.45, 10.,11.35-A.M., 2.85, 3.35, 

4,35, 5, 5.85. 6, 6:86, Ty 7.95, 9.151045 Pia, 12.45 night, 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M, 1.35, 3, 5.35, 7, 10 pot. 

Par Rockaway, 835,11 A.M., 4.85, 5.85, 7 P.M. 
Rockajyay Beach, 1] a.m., 4.35 Pp. Sundays, 94.M, 
and 6.35 P.w. 
Great Neck,6.90, 7.35. 11.85 A.M. 4.85, 5.35,6.35 P.M. 

Suturday nights, 12.15, Sundays, 9.35 A.w., 6.85 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, §, 10 A.m., 

1.985, 3.35, 4.35, 6.35, 0.85 Pow. Trom Wlatbush wy. 
daily, Except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed, Bri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
W ednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush ay. 
p.m. Sunday, 9 A.M, 1.35, 6.385 Poa. 
Glen Coye, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M. 3.35, 4.95, 5,35, 6.35P.M. Sundays, 9 
AM., 6.85 P.M, 

ireenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M, 3.35 Poa. 
Huntington and Northport, & 10 a... 4.35, 6.85 

PM. Sundays, § A.a., 6.35 Par. 
Dakeland und Farmingdale, 8 A.M,,3.25, 5.35 P.M. 
Port Jefierson, 10 A.M. 4.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.3) A.M., 4.35, 5.35 Pat, Sundays, 9 
.M. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8,85, 11 A.M, 3.35, 4.3 

5.35, 6,7 BM. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 A..., 6.34 Pon, 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M., 1.35 P.M., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER'S P'Y & WALL ST. ANNEX —Leave 

Pier 17, H.R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter’s P’t, 8.30, 
10.30, 11.30 A.M, 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 Pw. Bor fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, oetc., 
apply at 229 way, cor. Barclay. 

W.M. LAPFAN, Gen'l Pass. Arent. 

Boston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland. 

fi More Facts, 

Sterling, Til., Avg. 220, 1879. 
We feol we musi write something of the suc- 

cesa of Hop Bitters, Their sale is thribble that 
of any other article of medicine, Henve we feul 
it but justice to you and ywur Bitters to say Lhat 
itis a medicine of real merit and virtue, and 
doing mudh good and effecting great cures, 

Yours, 
(J. F. & H. B. Urnny. 

Ashtanule, O., Nov. 16th, 1878. 
Guyvs ;—We haye used your Bitters, and like 

then yery much, Snyper & HARRIS. 
Mirs. Shatts, Poles, ete. 

Hayesvillé, O., Feb. 11th, 1880. 
Tam very glad to say [have tried Hop Bitters, 

and never took anything that did meas ouch 
food. [only took two bottles,and I would not 
fake $100 for the good they did me. I recom- 
mend them to my patients, and wet the best re- 
sults from their use. C, B. Mar¢ER, M.D. 

WVew Haven, Conn., Sept. 1th, 1578. 
We take pleasure in giving you a notive, and a 

nice, strong one, asit (Flop Witters) deserves it. 
me use it, and we Know it deserves it,—Vhe Rey- 
isler. 

Wenora, ifl., Aug. 6th, 1870, 
Hor Brrrers Co :— 

O. Wingate bought of 0s 4 bottle of your Bit- 
ters afew weeks ago, and they did him an im- 
mense amount of good, We sell 24 dozen per 
week. DrEnny Bros. 

A. 

Greenwich, Reb. T1th, 1880. 
Hop Brerens Co :— 
Suns :—I was given up by the doctors to die of 

scrofulu consumption. Two bottles of your Rit.- 
ters cured me, They Are haying-a large sale here, 

Leroy BREWER, 

Greenwich, NV. ¥., Feb. 12th, 1880. 
Hop Bitters ave the most valuable medicine 1 

ever knew. Ishould not haye any mother now 
but for them. HENRY KNAPP, 

Lone Jack, Mo., Sept. 14th, 1979. 
T haya been using Hop Bitters, and have re- 

celved great benefit from them for liver eom- 
Plaint and malatial fever. They sre superioy to 
all other medicines. P.M. BARNBS. 

— 

Eqlumazoo, Mich., Feb. 24, 1880, 
Hop Brrrers Mra. Co. :— 
I know ny Bitters wlll bear recommendation 

honestly. ] who uae them confer upon them 
the highest enconiuma, und give them credit for 
making cures—all the proprietors elaim for 
thent. T have kept them since they were first 
offeved to the public. Vhey took high rank from 
the first, and muintained it,and are more called 
for than all others conibined. “0 long as they 
keep up their high reputation for purity and use- 
fnloess I shall continues to recommend them— 
soInething I haye sever done before with any 
otber patent medicine. J. J. BABCOCK, 

Physivian and Drugrist, 

Spring Fishing 
at the 

RANGELEY'S and 
MOOSEHEAD LAKE, 

Excursion — Tickets 
Will be placed on sale as soon as the ice Ia out 
Olose connections made at Portland with Grand 
Trunk and Maine Central Railways for all the 
epee Grounds in Maine and Northern Now 
ngland. 
Tickets may be obtained at Boston City Office, 

280 WASHINGTON STREET, and at the Station. 
Information by mail, if desfred. 

JAS. T, FURBER, D. J, FLANDERS, 
Gen. Supt. Gen. Ticket Agent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio,.R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing | 

™“ Grounds of Virginia and , 

~) West Virginia, | 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
nia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Pane Mountains, Greenbrier and New 

Eahoka, Mo., Feb. oth, 1880," 7 
IT purchased five bottles of your Hop Bitters of 

Bishop & Co,, last fall, for my daughter, and am 
well pleased with the Bitters. They did her more 
good than all the medicines she has taken for six 
years. Ww. T, McCiona, 

‘The above is trom a yery reliable farmer, 
whose daughter was in poor hoalth for seven or 
elzkt years, nud could obtain uo relief until she 
used Hop Hitters. She is now in zs good health 
as any person in this country. We have large 
sale, and they ave making remarkable cures, 

W. I. BisHop & Co, 

A 

Silver Creek, N. ¥., Feb. 6th, 1880. 
Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in Gxwus :—I haye been very low, and haye tried 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild | everything, 10 n0 anvantage. I heard your Hop 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- | iters recommended by so many, | concluded to 
cack, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. , % 

}The Route of the Tourist, + 
through the most beautiful and piciiresque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The_Only Route via White Sul- 
: phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwestand Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South. Al modern 
improvements in equipment_ @ 

CONWAY E. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agen 
wmaygly, -- se --— SP Richmond ¥) 

giye thematrial. I did, and now‘am around, 
constantly improying, and nearly as strong aa 
ever. W. A. WaeLmR. 

Many vile compounds have been sold under 
the name of “ bitters," butitisa comfort for the 
afflicted to now realize that with Hop Bilters at 
theircommand they can be cured.—San Franoléeco 
(Cal,) Cfuroricle, 

Tf Lord Byron, Shakespeate, Tenbyaon, or 
Longiellow, ull of them were to write, they 
could not mvent praises or use adjevtiyes of 
sufiwlent philological significution, nor language 
strong enough to express the wonderful power of 
Hop Bittera to cure the sick. This medicine is 
now 80 widely known as the best and pures bit- 
ters manufactured, that it is, perhaps, superiiu- 
ous to write about it, It {3 justly popular— 
Oswegu Sun, 

: 
: 
: 
: 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

iscelixneous Advertisements. 

RDUROY SHOOTING SUITS 
4 A SPECIALTY! 

From Goods of my own Importation--Dead Grass Color. 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, 

VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 
Full lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete. 

Send for Price-List antl Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. d. 
New York Office, 177 Broadway. 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTELE GHAIR, 
WITH TAIRTY CHANGES OF 

POSTITONS. 

Parlor Library, ava, 
lid Chair, Child's Grib- 
Bod or Low T= 
bining beauty, light- 
mess, strenzth, sinipli- 
city, and comfort. 
Byerything to an exact 
aplener emcee by eg 

‘G POSITION. romptly atten ed to. 
a. AMRped to any address, C. O. D, Send 

‘Stamp for Ihustrated Cireular; quote Forest and 
Stream. Address Wilson Adjus.,Chair M'f’g Co., 

61 Broadway, N.Y saan geter ca q rsh g 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES. ha Cc LS) R | 55 
(Formerly Dr. Oraig’s Kidney Cure.) 

A vegetable preparation and the only smra 
remedy in the world for Bright’s Disease, 

| Diabetes, and ey, Liver, an 
Urinary Diseases. 
Has Testimonials of the highest order in proof 

a) of these statements. 
For the cure of Diabetes, call for War 

ners Sofe Diabcies Cure. 
Xa" For the cure of Bright?s and the other 

gy diseases, call for Warners Safe Hidney 
and Liver Care. 

: kGS"WARNER’S 
Safe Remedies are 

= sold by Druggists 
Hand Dealers in 
Medicine every 
where. 

3H, H. Warner & Go, 
Proprictors, 

ROCHESTER, N.Y, 
B@-Send for Pamphlet 
Testimonials. a 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 
H.W. COLLENDER COMPANY. 
WAREROOMS 

GSS Broadway, New York: 
| S£and &6 Staté street, Chicago: 

LG South Fifth st., St. Lowis. 

PERE & FILS. UWA oes eocuee: CHAM PAGNES 
Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

Verzenay, dry, full bodied, rich favor. 

Carte Blanche, Fruity, delicate flavor, not too 

remarkable success thousands have had 
With Mendall’a Spavin Cure 
in treating all blemishes on horses and 
every kind of lameness from whatever 
cause. It has also been used with 
perfect success in deep-seated paing 
of long standing Inman. Onecase 
wehaye in mind was hip-joint 
Jameness of 15 years duration 

and the person sffidted had 
tried many remedies with no 

fect, and was finally per- 

dry, DODGE, CAMMEYER & CO., 

Cortlandt St.,Sole Ag’ts for the United States 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME 

eon 

give 
below a statement 

Lis aa snade 

Ad and completel 
6 lameness fn 
i¢_enlarzement. IT have 

Worked the horse eyer since 

Jame, nor could Lever see any dif- a5 owe have 
: i i f thi i examined tho wy 9 i feiste since treated hin “pith & fone meny | 08. 289% 290 Washington Market, N. ¥, 

‘Kendall’s Spavin Cure,” tines wo 
R,_A. GAINES. ee es 

Enosburgh Falls, Vt.,Feb.25, 1879. true THOS. W. PEYTON, 
Sworn and subscribed to before me thig 
25th day of February, A. D, 1879. 

JOEN G. J. . JENNE, 
Justice of the Peace, 

| Bend address for illustrated circular toDr. B: J. 
| Kenpann & Co., Hnosburzh Falls, Vermont 

“SOLD BY DRUGGISTS. 

Field, Cover, and Trap Shooting, 
BY A. H, BOGARDUS, 

(Price, $2.00. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 
—— SSE SS eee 

1 AYRAKand ensesto Agents. Outfit 
Nh UT Tires. Afdreas P Bvickory, Augusta,Me, 

Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 
NOTARY PUBLIC. 

No. 237 Broadway, Room 17, New York City. 

All business promptly attended to. 

$5 LO G20 bstrce “AddecastiNGON Oot 

9 6 Balmy sleep,! 

Wi good digestion, 

rich blood and 

perfect health 

in Hop Bitters 

‘© ec 

1879. This Chain will be made from the yery best 
Pilled, and will be ws 
be %S each. Liberal discounts to Clubs or Societies ordering: 

be made of Solid Gold upon application, at the lowest market Price, 

¥¥ Is Anpossible tO romain long sick when Hop Bitters are uyed, so perfect are thuy in thelr operation. Wor Weakness and General Debility, und ss @ preventive and cure for Fever and Agne, notliing equals df, 

This cut is a fac-simile of the Sportsmen’s Chain, patented by N. M, SHEPARD, April 15, 

* Piecon, Glass Ball oy! Tarzep Shooting, consistiny of Shot, Shelia, Cartridges, aud 4 Gun or Rifle for bar, will alag 

AViscellanenits, 

Dui) fc 
- oA 

He? matt ea (Cy : ~ = sal . LAW every wt 
THFAP Ta PHOTOEW aks pe Oia 

THIS CUT REPRESEN 
BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT, 

THE BEST SPORTSMAN’S OUTFIT MADE 
SEND FOR CIROULAR AND SAMPLES WITH RULES FOR MEASURD. 

“rents, fammooxs, | G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 
N : KS, 

rae aces pie psig Oak Hall, Boston, Mass. 

mor BEATS THE WORLD.” ux. 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 

“Old dJudse’”’ Cigarettes. 

MAS UFACTURED under Letters Patent granted Charles G. Emery, March 5, 1878, 
by which the rice paper used as wrappers is so prepared that the unpleasant odor and injurious 

effects ie the OIL OF ORKOSOTE Nias ee when burning is completely neutralized or destroyed, 
and the paper made saliva proof to prevent its breaking or melting in themouth. The great advant- 
xge and importance of this invention will at_ once be recognized by all smokers, andits truth de- 
monstrated by the first “Old Judge” Cigarettes they smoke. Neither will they require a printed 
certificate from any sminent Professor of Chemistry to convince them they have heretotore, in 
smoking Cigarettes nade of PURE RICH PAPER, been inhaling one of the deadlicst poisons known. 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS, 

GOODWIN & CO., Manufacturers 207 and 209 Water st. 
NEBWVtyrOoOREK, . 

KRUG & Co’s |THE POULTRY WORLD, 

CHAMPAGNES!} tweamenen rou THE AMERIGAN POULTRY YARD. 

STANDARD AND DRY. 

(WEEKLY) 

The Sportsman's Wine! 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO, 

SOLE AGENTS, 

6 South William street, NewYork. 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry. 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

_ THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 
ie ear; the AMHRICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1,50 
—both papers for $2.00. 
A series of twelve mag 

ficent Chromos, each rep- 
¥ resenting a standard breed 

* of fowls, sent for 75 cents 
extra to all subseribers to either publication, 

mer ena Aa ya ry a AL Gai Sal ee eve a ee 

OF iootor bills and 
long sickness, 
Cures Drows!- 

Tess, Bilioucuess 
pains and aches! 
Wise 

Bs 4 
Bes 
ei 
BS fo) ar 

Piola) 7.9 5 > 
ESE CI ! PATENTED aa uality of ROLLED GOLD PLATE, or & Alot ranted to wearegual to a Solid Gol d Chain fain HOG te Teen wie Fea price Gel M i egae 8 twelve or more at one time. Emblematic for oc APRIL 15, 1879. PEI oso 

PEEL 
=u Stags By 

pe eS t =) Ase eo Te = Zeek = roos 
I KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE AND WELL-SELEOTED STOCK OF i> Pees * 

¥ . kes 
\ Mood w EVERYTHING IN THE JEWELRY LINE. \ Mae 

I HAVE A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF P y Bago 20 Masonic, Odd Fellows, Knights Pythias, Eastern Star Pins, Rings and Jewels asi 
OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE. G2ee 3A) j * ‘ 3 

ob om 
Shooting, Rowing, Athletic, Firemen’s, College and School Medals, BS ae 29 

ARE A SPECIALTY WITH THIS HOUSE. Sees 
(Fe 

We have the largest stock on hand of any house in this country, and do more business in this line than any 5 ese 
other house. ; SEND POR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 25c. fas Pon ’ 

BE oo 
' ceo N. M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton Street, New York. | g gee 

: E 5 8 
SPECIAL ORIGINAL DESIGNS, NOTIN CATALOGUE, FURNISHED ON! APPLICATION, 5 as 2 S 

Emunufactures to order at short notice all the Army Corps Badges of the United States, both gold and ees : 4 
Giver. Fall information given upon application, & 2aG 

#il the Army Corps Badges on hand and Manufactured at Short Notice. a pes 
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Crivket Goods. 

Aifted Shaw & Arthur ShreWSDUCY) ce geez" ®" mae ann 
XTRACTLOR. (Members of the Anglo-American Team and 

All-Bngland Eleven), 
a jaye pleasure in informing their American 

friends that they have opened tie Midland 
Cricket, Lawn Tennis, Football aud Gen- 
eral Athletic Sports Warehouse, 

CARRINGTON STREET BRIDGE, 
NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND, 

The most unique and comprehensive establish- 
ment ofits kindin England, Their stock com- 
rises well-seasoned Cricket Bats, Balls, Boots, 
hoes, Leg Guards, Stumps, Bags, Lawn Tennis 

Sets, Racquets, Footballs, Jerseys, Shirtings, silk 
or woolen (as worn by the team in America), and 
erry. article in great varicty suitable to athletes. 
8.&8, being members of the late American 

Team, know the requirements of their trans- 
Atlantic friends, and if favored with an order 
may be relied upon to send goods of first-class 
quality only. Clubs, colleges and schools pro- 
vided with professional bowlers. First class men, 
erzonally known to 8. & §., well bred and of 
igh character, only sent out, Price lists, with 

batting averages and bowling analysis of the 
American Team, may be had on application to 
GEORGE LANE, Professional Cricketer,Staten 
Island Cricket Club. 

RICHARD DAFT 
(CAPTAIN OF ALL ENGLAND ELEVEN), 

RICKETING, Toot Ball and Lawn Tennis out- 
fitter to the Army and Navy, begs to inform 

Secretaries of Clubs, Colleges and Schools, that 
his new and enlarged illustrated Price List for 
season 1880 is now ready, and will be sent post- 
free BROn application. Address RICHARD DAFT, 
Wo. 1 Lister Gate, Nottingham, England. 
To Agents: Goods can also be had from Mr. A. 

J. REACH, Philadelphia Pa, 

Guns, Saminition, Gtr. 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECT-LOADING SHOT GUL, 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. 
The barrels slide one side. 

No EXingec to get ZIicoose. 
Prices from $50 to $300, 

Send stamp for circular to 
AMERICAN ARMS CO., 

103 Milk Street, Eoston, 
F, H. RAYMOND, Treas. EEE See ak ee SR ee ea ee eer ee 
WEST LAY RICHARDS 

HAMMERLESS GU 
These puns haye Anson and Daly’s patent eocking i ic sf b the safest gun now in use, 10, 12 pail 20 bores now ie ice ye ee ae 

Send stamp for 

PAPER 
BevsL TN 

fabulously low price, For Price List, 

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List: 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & Co., 
68 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES, 

CONICAL BASE 
SHELLS. QUALITY TO ANY I 

cheapest manufactured. Also, 4 mca 
references and full particul 

Guns, Mrwanrunition, Cte. 

FINE BREECH=LOADING 

Shot Guns 
At a Bargain! 

THESE ARE NOT CHEAP GUNS, 
BUT ARE 

Good Guns! 
AT A 

Low7erPrice 
Than they can be purchased for else- 

where. All of them 
WARRANTED TO 

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 
Send for Descriptive List. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
Cazenovia, N. Y. 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
LEVER ACTION 

In the world, 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore, 

pe ee rey een rat 
more reasonable prices, 

The Snelder Rebounding Lock used, the only re- 
bounder with which missfires will not occur. 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 
“ Be a aE ah 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire. 
Muzale Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loaders, 

° Clark & Sneider, ‘ 
21z West Pratt Streci, Baltimore. 
Send for Dlustrated Catalogue. 

WM. R. SCHAEFER, 
61 Elmst., Boston, Mass., 

- Dealer in 

SPORTSMEN'S — EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 

To Orcler. 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

ing BHOTGUNS, <A fulllineof the Clabrough: 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of imported 
guns, always on hand. Particular attention 
paid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hoard. SPRATT’S DOG FOOD, etc., etc. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. All work 
executed in the most skillful manner, 

Grins, Aunmvpition, Gir. 

HIS IMPLEMENT is used for 10 or 12-rauge 
brass or paper shells, thus saying the cost of 

oneimplement, Pronounced by Capt. Bogardus, 
Tinker and others, the best implement they ever 
used, Price $2. Liberal discount to the trade. 
H. BAYLISS, Sole Agent and Manufacturer, 

45 Western st., Providence, R. I. 

SMOKE ‘TARGET BALL, 
FOR TRAP SHOOTING, 

NOW READY, 

NO REFEREE, NO DISPUTES 

UNMISTAKABLE, 

Send for circular. 

SMOKE TARGET BALD C0. 
TITUSVILLE, PA, 

ANTI-RUS'T. 
FOR THE PROTECTION OF 

Fire-arms, Cutlery, Skates, Surgical Instruments 
and all metal surfaces, from oxydation. 

Tt is a strict hydro-carbon, containing no 
mercury or animal oil; is not injurious or 
offensive, and will never gum or become rancid 
in any climate. 

To Sportsmen it is especially re- 
commended for sea-coast shooting. 

Sold by Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 84 
Chambers street, N, Y., and by retail dealers in 
fire-arms and sportsmen’s goods everywhere. 

GIBSS & HOWARD, 
Proprietors, 

Miedford, Itass. 

N. 
stock. It. waking 

| THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 
SIMPLE AND 
DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock, 

Chokebore Barrels. | TS 
For close, hard shooting excels allothers. Ex- 

tra heayy eae for aueks a specialty, Send stamp 
for circular. C. 5. SHATTUCK, Manufactu- 
rers, Hatfield, Mass. 

NWORKS, 
Pittsburgh, 

ae Pa: 5 glass ball and chib shcoting, at a 
ars, address 

A. L, HOWARD & CO., 
Box 399, New Haven, Conn, 

= Send stamp for Catalogue. 
Rifles, Shot Guns, Revolvers, sent ¢, od. for examination 

THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS! 
SEE J, 8, SUMNER’S FULLSCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 5Q IN A POSSIBLE 5Q! FEB. 28, 1880 

Fifteen Bull's- ion! 
SAME hare ea a Ces a RSS ER APACER CIE RIFLE, NO. 61-2. 

The Ballard is the only Rifle that has made a Full Score at Creedmoor. 
The Ballard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon, 

THE BALLARD ALWAYS FITS THE SHOOTER 
The Empire Rifie Club, in their trips to Boston, ALL used Ballards. 

« A WORD TO THE WISH,” ETC. 
ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM. FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES 
84 Chambers street, NEW YORK éxry, 

Giuis, Amnunitirs, Co. 

CU eran YIN. os ‘Rifle Practice 
Tho ‘STANDARD TARGET.”—For Rifle Practice. 

Size 6 inches. Bulls-eye 1} inches. Range, 100 
féet, off-hand. The zones risé by area instead 
of diameter. 
Marksmen will appreciate the new departure: 

which this target has inaugurated. The accurate 
riflemar now gets the true value of his shots, 
while on old-style targets the record was so taint- 
ed by the element ot chance as to give but a 
yague idea of the shooter's skill, For instance, 
on 2 200 yard Creedmvuor a “ center,” scoring 4 
has ten times the areaof a “bull,” scoring 6. Hyery 
rifleman knows that no degree of skill or care will 
give immunity from occasional misses, and un- 
der the oldsystem it was almost the rule for good 
marksmen to be beaten by vad ones. One man 
would pile up eight snug bulls out of ten, but 
lose the other two, while bis competitor, “ shoot 
ing for fours,’ would scatter his strays all over 
the biard center, bhinder ove shot into the edge 
of the bull,and win! Now in deer stalking, and 
shooting at 80 yards,the winner would have 
wounded and lost one deer, while the loser would 
haye struck down eight, all shot through the 
heart. Of course there are people who still con- 
tend that under the old method *'all had an equak 
chance; whichis very true. Bat itis also true 
that their equality of chance would have 
been in no wise impaired if they should have sat 
down and thrown dice to determine who was the 
better shot. In contests of siill eyery element 
of chance should be eliminated, 3 
Arrangements have been made fer supplying 

these targets at a merely nominal price, and it : 
now an easy matter to gauge relative skill by 
uniform practice, and to communicate ae 
results without obscuring them by explanatory 
details. ‘he bags A are mailed, post-paid to any 
address in the United States at fifty cents per 
hundred, and quitea liberal discount is made to 
galleries and dealers, Send orders to CussoNs, 
MAY & SHupPpanrp, Glen Allen, Virginia. 
BS 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Balf) 
AND HIS PATENT 

gs GLASS BALL TRAP) 

153 ¥ 
AYV., Pittsburgh, Pa; 
H. BOGARDUS, N 
South Clark street, 
ago. Send for Price 
For Traps—Hart & Sloa 
Newark, N. J. f 

“Field, Cover and 
eheottie the only bo 
ever published hy a 
ket hunter, can be had 

he above address, Price $2. ~ 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer.,, 
yas! 

ORSGUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGES 
cal Instruments. Safeto handle, WILL NOBy 

GUM, and will keepin any climate. Sportsm 
everywhere in the United States pronounceitt 
best fun ofl in the market. Judge Holmes, of 
Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘Tt is the best preparasy 
tion Lhaye found in thirty-five years of active 
and frequent use of guns,’ 
The trade suo y sole manufacturer, GH 

B, RATON, Payonia Avenue, Jersey Ci 
te N.S. 

Sold by principal New York dealers, and b 
Read & Sons, Boston, Mass, 
Cincinuati, O.; Ei. E. Eaton, VE 
& Hilder, Bt. Louis, Mo.; Thos. W. Parr, Cleve 
and, O.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, Md. 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D. C.; Jos. C. Grail 
‘% Co., Philadciphia. - 

Cc. OT BE SENT BY MATL, 

JOHN A. NICHOLS 
SYRACUSE, 
NEW YORK, 

Maker of Fine Gung 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

E. H. MADISON 
PRACTICAL re 

_GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Del. 
Gums. 

LUN Stocks altered to fitthe shooter, GB 
hored Full Choke, Modified, Taper, ord 

Game Shooting, Pistal Grips titted, Pin Fires om 
verted to Central Fires, New Barrels fued,= 
tension Ribs, New Lumps, ete, - 
Repairing of every description done in au & 

est manner and at reasonable rates, a 
Madison’s Browning Mixture, Al,atc, per Doe 
Sportsmen's and Riflemen’s Sundr 
Shells loaded Al, and goods sent everyw?h 

O.D. Send stamp for answers to queries. | ne 
ences from all the clubs of the vity. aval 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFL 
' Lyman’s patent combination Gun 
is a great improvement in rear siz 

Send for circular containing f 
keription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAl 
Middle e 

ull 
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orsane FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 
1S SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK, 

> 
Ci : 

DOG BISCUITS, arets and Sauternes, 
Of A, deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux, 

The Eest Food for Keeping Dogs in Gondition, I S 
W N E 9 OCFAMPAGHNES,, 

BOG SOAP, BRANDIES. OF EF. IRROY & CO., REIMS. 
Superior to Any Other, Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 

IT,OIN DOWN. FORAGE BISGUITS, WHISKIES, IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 
Bend for Circular and Price List, For Horses—Usoefal on the Plains, SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

= Sishing Gackle, Syortsmen's Goats. 
The Hnameled Waterproof COODYEAR’S 

Braided Silk Fishing Lines,| @™= =") Rubber wg Company 
Bearing our own Trade Marks, are lie a AND fe : 

THE BEST IN THE WORLD | | Be eect torte Fpper | 
ili ie Glove M’f’g Co., ACN 

For Salmon, Trout and Bass. FP mapas Logie te Ne 
NCE, DURABLE IN WEAR, THOROUGHLY i | eh y,cor.Broomest, |) XU \ | 

BEAUTIFUL IN APEWSREANTED IN QUALITY, | oe AND -_ 

BRADFORD & ANTHONY, | | ||) mmoles fF 
a a eel —— i ! ‘cnt 

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN FISHING TACKLE. aw RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR ae 
: 374 Washington St.. BOSTON, Mass, a FISHING AND HUNTING. -)) 

TROUTING PANTS AND | SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT, Guridermmy, Cte. a oy SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE Of} 4) |e 
ESTABLISHED 1838). | 4 1 | 3 

Bist premium at World’s Fatr at New York, and Established 1859. ie 1 et cee | ae: ' . - ‘wage . i \ah q Rusprr Go D i i 

Taxidermist Supplies. if is lager dee aa am J, 
TED NE a be eee ae 2) Send for Mustrated Catalogue, Rn, “ts 

= ed send Se COLBURN, Al Boylson Bey Bos —————— = k Mars, 

JOHN KRIDER, | goprrcacety mul Sts de ae 
W.E. Cor. Second and WalnutzSts., Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, Natural History Store. 

Sublicutions. 

SPORTSMAN ’s REIBRARWDT. 
Fi Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, } 
Fe eee bods Artificial Bait, Ply Books, igs the department of Taxidermy I offer for « : F Ete, Ete. salea Very fine assortment of Game Birds of the [ 1s ti e) f£ S or t Sm. 4 B ~ be ce- %&="Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Mada to Order. yeas work, and a large me lg A ios eave ; al 1 Ss COG lk Se 
‘ ALSO and foreign species, all prepared by St- 6. ee ar a W552? rated Center Enamel Splitand | workmen. {We wiliforward any of thess Books by mail _ i : re bert Bamboo Rods. ' One case of game birds, which is probably the + 2 PobE Paid, on receipt of the price] Birds’ Eggs and Rirds’ Skinsin Great Varieties | finestin the country ‘offer at $300. Adirondacks, Camp Life In, Murray’s......$ 1.50 axidermy in allits branches. __ W. J. KNOWLTON, Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace’s, 6th ed'n, 2.00 ¢ Spratt's Patent Dog Biscuit. B M Adirondack, ‘Wildnerness, Inthe, Warner's.  %5 Revairing of a)! kinds. marily 168 Tremont street, Boston. Mass. | Amateur Trapper............... ., 500.3; bds, %5 2 2 = SS ee nd see as reper Book, NGrritpe tings sek 5.5 : merican Bird Fancier.,...........- Aug cr 2.6 WL NWS Sublications. American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and it A SUIMEGS SS eevee tie eda ere cee aeeue mam pee ertn 2.00 =. ‘ SS SE SS SSS SS Se SS 4S inerican ct eit ti and OF a ee 5.00 “Be merican Wi ‘Ow. ooting, J. W. Bong, 2.00 

j fo ! | | nN S p 1@) @) nN S. ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM American Kennel, Burges. ne eH ee EE ni » £00 = Need one of these & <j a ling, ae anes on, Francig,............005 750 = 
; FAreher, Modern. .,.-.. 0.0 si .ccs ee esee sees te Ro. — BG STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. yarn Pere inie aad Pr ehatesnlh 2 fee 20 cd . 3 —_ robery, Witchery of, Manrice Thompson. 1.50 MANN'S 7 i EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES A'T | Aroundthe World in the Yacht Sunbeam.. 3.00 2. = RANGELEY LAKES. By Charles A.J. Farrar, | Art of Swimming 30 2G = ates A spicyand fascinating story of sportsman’slife | Art of Swimming, Monstery vad 50 = f= fi inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated } Art of Byun Webs % 60 2S PERFE CAME LINE IN THE WILDERNESS Athletic Sportstor Boys, doi eld. 1.00 Z ree oo 2 ¥ , etic Sports for Boys. iv} » 4.00 We. AER ee Gisieren sade Charles. A. J. orrar, {a amusing account of } Athletic Sports, Stonehenge............ Theg 1.00 encoun RUC Lime past Si aia = of Trolling Spoons, adap ip e Rangele es. ages, us, wa Bir ; 1 yes erbert’s Hi S a - of every State and Territory. Our Perfect Re-| Price 60 cents. yi a i Boey rete eee BRAVES) aaae+4 “" shop | Hints to Riflemon, Goran Wily ees Hes volving, has proved to be the best Troiling Bait | NARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY | Baird's Birds of North America. ........-.. “3,00 | Holden's Book of Birds.....,.pa., B5c.; Gio. 5G ever natufactured. It iscovered by two patents!” TAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- eee Giger a Cane 4¥59 | Horseback Riding, Durant 1 —Mann's patent, Noy. 21, 1871, No. 121,18, and| Jiable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, onnd Be at ies BES She wag se. | Horse Brealcing: Gloraton 2.5 Skinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No. 153,854._ Be- | Parmachence, Dixville Notch and waters Sailing. Pactionl ci tt’ 66 | Horsesand Hounas,......., are of imitations. Noné genuine uolessJ.H.| of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway Books Fiat lips nttbe eA jin, Boa: Bhooting, | Horses and Riding, Nevill BOD mn's name stamped on every spoon. rivers. 256 pages. 50 illus, and a large map. | “Soa: Common Objects cf lhe Beccsboce foot | Horses, Famous American Race TS Wholesale Agents.—Bradford & Anthony, 374 | Price 50 cents, 2 Pape us es Ae oi the eerehoses boc | torsea) Vagious Americns meine . a 

Washington Street, Boston, and William Milly & | FARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE Be ad RS InE: Birds, bled Howe, Pee eds | Mrrorsseteamous, oF Amortn i ae a) Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, and to be op_| NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- | Hess and Nests, hie; Lresh and Palt Water | iow io Camp Out Goulaen | Te @ained through me st of the other wholesale figh TED. A comprehensive hand-book of the Bo rena ; ee s ae Lb: sti St ve 2.00 | How to Hunt and ra in iso Gng-tackle dealers: or write directto the manu-| Moosehead Lake region and sporting re- B y ai nde. Gt Lee ESL 125 | Humorous Sketches, Seymour &.00F ¥acturers for cataozue and price list. sorts of Northern Maine, with map. The tours | rocon Landen, Modem, Groonen 959 | Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher... 1.00 2 of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John | Breech Loader, ey Nees ‘ Muntiog and Hunters of ations, Frost. 1. JOHN H, MANN & CO ite A Bruce’s Stud Book, 8 yols Sco | | is ers ofall Nations, Frost. 45M * oe ope rivers, ascent of Katahdin, ete., are plainly R RaTaes MSY tele cases ‘ “9.99 | Jenmng’s Horse Training i Ess. SYRACUSE, N.Y. treated. #4 pages. 14 illus, Price 60 cents, Cee MUD DOS Fa eres winks =: “59 } MeChure's Stable Guide. ., Be : FARRAR'S POCKET MAP of the Richardson | Case and Singing Birds, Adams... 4 
and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of Gane. ee + Miss W. Parlon......,-.--.- “<_" el 

Simpson’s New Pocket Scale Wortiweatord Malte, | Exinted op touminen CARO EUR aa: etteees Brave ies 
, | paper, cloth covers. cents. c s tate en tew erase case ee 

7) | FARRAR’S POOKET MAP of Moosehead Take | G200e Voyage of tho Paper; Bishop’s...... 2.5 ] \ )} and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing Cassells’ Book of Birds, 4 vo 2.00 : = seas | medals a moe eee, BIBS the head- 
A. Seale for Hunters, Fishermen, Sharpshooters and waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. 

Family use. ‘This scale registers as hich as 15 Ibs., John rivers. Printed on tough linen paper, 
d graduated to 2 ounces by standard weirhts, is cloth covers. 50 cents. 

heavily. nickel plated. Only measures 3 inches in FPARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIO VIEWS, 26 cts. 
fength by &f inch in diameter, Pronounced by skilled Send fur catalogue. 2 Coues’ Key to North American Birds.. 

y L 2 s 4 Any of the atove publications mailed, Crack Shot,. -.........2.- Cet a peee rs, EES 
mechanics to be the best scale everinvented, Sample : rs Cyptess, J., Jr’s Works, 2-vols....... . Prime's [ Go 9-Fis ae arts Sook oan a eae ail, post-paid, 50 cents. New Catalogue Postpaid, on receipt of ce. ddress Tita teens : Random Casts, Fro ; ANT BAL tvith reduced prices forlesOsentites, | CHARLES A.J ARRAN, Jumales Phin, | Padd'stmercanneformed Horse Hooiniva, 20 | Rantem Casts, Prom an Angiews’ Note spontainins a complete list of Fishing Outfits, Archery, a T. Dees) Dead Shot. ......:-c..ctevaste 1% 
Base Ball and Sportsmen's Goods of every description, Dog Heaenes Hugeltingon 55 

B. SIMPSON, 182 Nassau St.; NV! | oC her ES Hee Dog, the, Hill abt ah 200 
To the Adirondacks. og, the, Idgtone.......,... ‘ 

Dog Paths to Success............ 50 
PIFTH EDITION, Dogs and Their Doings, Morris........; 15 

isso. N exhustiye hand-book for sportsmen and | Dogs and Their Ways, Wilbams ea wee ees hed 
' ’ tourists, No visitorto the Adirondacks should | Dogs of Great Britain, America, and other 

H bewithout it, Wor sale at this office. Price, post Countries. ............, eC Gornee aise , 2.90 
q mon IS ie WN aad | sia, 1.50. Dogs, by Stables % 

Done Mouton dame be in dving F 
HALLOCK’S Dogs, Richardson......)...,... pa., 800; clo, — 60 

GR SALEBY T,wW. BOYD, 241 Notre Dame st., Dogs, Webb pantie 103 eh eadash eae! aaesi ai uce es 3.50 
ohtreal, Scotch salmon and trout Rods, Reels f . 3 Durrant's Sea Bathing, its Ussan@ Abuse. 25 

aa Lines, Messrs. Porest & Sons, of Kelgo, large Spor tsmen Ss G azetteer Dwyer’s Horsé Book.._ 2,00 
Every Boy's Book of Sporta and Amuso- @nd small Salmon Plies and Superior Casting ieee 

| Tarrars 
es. Orders promptly attendedto, BY CHARLES HALLOCEK, 

PRICE, $3- 
FOR SALH AT THIS OFFICE. Salmon Fishing. 

LY FISHING privileges on geod streams P00 SED ag 4 Fe es cs cee eee ae 
*{ n Gaspe pina de Canada, to let for coming Dog Paths to Success, Field, Gover, and Trap Shooting, Bogardus 3 : wae, 

m. Hiver easy of access, steamers calling r "i 2.00 Wilson's Acerican Ornithology, 2 vols 18,68 
weekly ; BY KIT KILBURN. Fish hatching and Fish Ontching..,.....-.<+ Wood's Hatural History ef Birds... rats 

Ser further information apply to Fishing, Bottom or Wloab...... -+.r-s.eeter 3.50 Woodruit's Trotting Horses of Am 258) 
ha soc ta Fishing in American Waters, ScOtbs ».9sy+-+ 20 | Wrinkles, by Old Slekarry... Sau 

C. &. HOBSBN, ; Price, omte, Fishing Tourist, Malloch tyietatereaenaey | Yountés aad Spooner on tae Wl 350 
Box 7éé, Montreal. TOR SALE AT THIS ONPICR, Fly Wishing und Worn WOBT sea ety stares 50 Youatt on the Dog......... 

. 
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ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Oranae Ducking: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 

Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 
PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

DER. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO, 
No. 29 Murray Streeé, N. ¥., 

GUNPOWDER. 
_ DUPONT'’S 

RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

, ING POWDER. 

‘The Most Popular Powder in Use, 

UPONTS GUNPOWDER MILLS, os- 
tablished in 1802, have maintained their 

reat reputation for seventy-eight years. _Manu- 
faire the following celebrated brands of Pow- 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN,” 
Hos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
vr peti ce EE cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

land Pigeon Shooting. 
DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 

Hos. 1 (coarse) to d (fine), esos slowly, strong, 
gnd clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 

1, Pigeon, Duck, and other shooting. 

‘A= DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 

q \: pean for pistol shooting. 

DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG, ‘SEA SHOOTING,” 
WEG and FRFFG. The FG for long range’ rifle 
ebooting .the FFG and FFG for general wee, 

, burning strong and moist. oy 
Paroreme MINING, SHIPPING, and BLAST- 
JNG POWDERS of all sizes and descriptions. 
es grades for export. Cartridge, Musket, 

n, Mortar, and Mammoth Powder, U. 8. 
Government standard.. Powder manufactured 
to order of any required grain or proof, -Agen- 
eles in-all cities and principal towns throughout 

U.S. Represented by & 

PF. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DDPONT'S FG or FFG 

Powder for long range rifle shooting. 

THE HAZARD POWER COMPANY 
MANUPACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard's ‘‘ Electric Powder.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness, Packed in square 
canisters of one pound only. 

HMazard’s ‘t American Sporting.’ 

Wos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 11b. canisters and 
6ilb. kegs. A finegrain, quick and clean, for up- 
Jand prairieshooting. Welladapted to shotguns. 

Wazard’s ‘*Duck Shooting.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In land 5 1b. canistera 
and @}and12z}lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
elean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
itranoks any other brand, and .it is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard’s ‘*Kentucky Riifle.”’ 

FEPG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 
25, 121, and 61 lbs, and cansof5 lbs. FEFG is also 
packed inland #1b.canisters. Burnsstrongand 
yooist. The FFFG and FPG are favorite brands 
forordinary sporting. and the ‘Sea Shooting” 
FG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and'MUSKET POW- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES KOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER, 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
sale at our office. 

$8 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

**Nahmakanta,” 
With the “CROSBY PATENT AXE COVER.” 
¥he only genuine Camp Axe in America. Bays 
Tac. Hussey : “I am deiighted with it; it makes 
my camping cutfit complete, and is just the 
thing I have een looking for these many Years.” 
Send fora circular, 

A. S, CROSBY & CO., 
WATERVILLE, Mz, 

<=>, Pittsfield, Mass., Cuts Free, 

4} 
Eroe., Clintonville, Ct.. 

Cards, name In Gold and_Jet, lo. Clinton, 

VANITY FAIR 

Gold, Crystal, Lace. Perfumed & Chromo 

Miscellaneous Advertisements. 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 
for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and e1yes little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion 
; s 

wing-shot of- the world; Dr, Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, usé DITTMAR POWDER in ther matches, Our challenge 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world, Address 

DITTMARPOWDER M’F’GCo., 
P.O. Box 836. 24 Park Place, New York 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGARETTES 

“MILD"—Rare Old Virginia. “ HALViS "—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1878; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880, 

Ammunition, Gir. 

"RAE ARPS 

IMPRovEeD 

Chilled Shot. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 
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Suseledebsis and Zassadumkeag, 

HE northern and eastern portions of the counties of 

Penobscot and Washington, in the old Pine Tree 

State, contain a remarkable lake region, unsurpassed in 

extent and diversity of scenery, affording variety for the 

sportsman who, with rod and gun, is willing to rough it 

forten days. The everlasting hills and meadows are 
supplied in unlimited quantity with deer, black bear and 
ruffed grouse, and the lakes and rivers with duck, land- 
locked salnion and trout. The variety of routes this re- 
gion affords is not the least of its attractions, and has 
only to become more widely known to be visited and ap- 
preciated by a large number of sportsmen who cannot 
afford the expense of long trips West. 

Parties can leave Boston by rail at night, and next morn- 

ing reach the pleasant town of Lincoln, Me,, the most 

central point from which to reach the lakes. A charming 

drive of twenty miles to the town of Springfield brings 

youto Gowell’s, at the head of Duck Lake, where you 
_ can find Indians und canoes. Crossing Duck and Junior 

lakes, through Junior stream into Grand Lake, all 

well-stocked with land-locked salmon, you haye the 

choice of several routes, either of them offering suf- 

ficient attractions to render them enjoyable, and not to 

be forgotten. You may cross Grand Lake to the falls, and 

by a short carry enter Big Lake, thence into Long Lake 

to Princeton, Carrying by the mills a short distance you 
can. continue your route by the 8t. Croix River to Calais. 
AtGrand Lake Pallsis unexcelled land-locked salmon 

fishing inthe season. There Mr. Atkins, the agreeable 
fish commissioner, has charge of the breeding houses, 

and has had unifurm success, sending fish from this sta- 
tion all over the country, 

Another route from Grand Lake, some distance longer, 

is through Pocompas Lake and stream into the beautiful 
Syseledobsis Lake, crossing a short carry into the chain 

_ lakes, headwaters of Machias River, down which you can 
reach Machias. In this region is one of the most re- 
markable watersheds in existence, The lakes—Chain, 

_ First, Second, Third, Duck, Unknown and seyeral smaller 
“ones—are nestled together in a comparatively small space, 
sall easy of access to each other by short carries, We 
Beare here the waters of Machias, St, Croix, Union and 

Penobscot rivers. From this point many excursions may 
bs made into the surrounding wilderness, or by"lakes 
almost endless in extent, and one can pass the time with 
profit and enjoyment, 

Still another route presents itself from Syseledobsis 
Lake, which is the one we haye just completed, I sub- 
join afew notes from a journal “kept during the trip, 
trusting they will be of sufficient interest to warrant 
their reading, 

Through the genial landlord of the Lincoln House, Mr, 
David Stockbridge, familiarly known as ‘*David,” we se- 
cured canoes and a man to do general work, who proved 
efficient in the canoe and an excellent cook. Under 
David's good management we had the canoes and supplies 
properly loaded and sent on ahead, and on the arrival of 
the train, Tuesday, Sept. 9th, he was in readiness with a 
first-class team to conyey us to Govwell’s. It had rained 
during the previous night sufficient to lay the dust, and 
we had a most agreeable ride through the green wilder- 
ness, over a good road, reaching Duck Lake about 3 P.M. 
On the shore of the lake is a club house, owned by Bos- 
ton parties, under the care of Mr. Gowell, and twice a 
year they visit here, having fine success and exhilarating 
sport hunting and fishing. We shortly had the canoes 
afloat, loaded and underway. Our man Henry was in 
charge of one canoe, and ‘‘Brick Top,” having been over 
the route before, was appointed guide of the squadron, 
and took the lead with the other canoe, Besides the two 
mentioned, our party consisted of Mr. H, VY. Cross, of 
Lawrence, Mass,, an expert disciple of ‘‘Izaak,” and a 
thorough sportsman, and Prof. Mills, well known in 
Eastern Maine as, a ‘‘dead-shot” and taxiderdmist, and 
for his agreeable loquacity on hunting subjects, which 
afforded us much enjoyment and instruction. We pad- 
died leisurely across the lake and entered its stream, 
nearly hidden by dense alders, and being exceedingly 
narrow and rapid we soon reached the beautiful, clear 
water of Junior, as the sun, sinking behind the high ridge 
on our tight, was illuminating the entire surface in gor- 
geous colors, which we accepted as a welcome and good 
omen for our success, About a mile below the mouth of 
the stream we found on our left an excellent camping 
spot, and while some were engaged in gathering boughs 
and making canip the rest were busily employed in get- 
ting supper. David had accompanied us thus far for the 
purpose of being with us one night in the camp, and he 
proved a pioneer in the work, 
Camp and supper were soon in readiness, and under 

the combined inspiring effects of Juniper tea, camp fire 
and a feeling of freedom from all care, the Professor be- 
gan arelation of some of his wonderful experiences by 
land and water. He had the field entirely to himself, 
and we listened long in admiration until he began a 
thrilling narration of his experience ab Bar Harbor dur- 
ing a gale of wind, when we quietly dropped out one by 
one, and left him talking to the stars. We had an excel- 
lent bed, and slept tranquilly until the rays of the rising 
sun, shining in our faces, awakened us to a day of sport. 
While we were seated ubout the breakfast table an ex- 
clamation from the Professor turned our attention to the 
lake. His experienced eye had discerned in the distance 
a flock of ducks approaching us. We all made prepara- 
tions for theirs reception, and began the day with seven 
black ducks, handsomely stopped by the Professor and 
“Brick Top.” While Henry was gone to Goywell’s, with 
David, we broke camp and were ready to start on his 
return. The day was warm and clear, and the six mile 
stretch of water before us was calm and tiansparent as 
glass, The numerous islands at the head of this lake, 
closély crowded together, somewhat interfere with its 
outline, but after passing them it expands into beautiful 
shape nearly two miles in width and the shores hand- 
somely wooded. Near the islands land-locked salmon 
are found in plenty, of good weight and game, Vose 
tried them with good success, while the Professor and 
the rest of us gave exhibition of skill in shooting king- 
fishers on the wing. 

The high ridge on our right, about a mile in width, is 
all that separates us from the Syseledobsis lakes, and is 
the home of the déerin great numbers, many of them 
being taken every season, We paddled lazilv along, reach- 
ing Junior stream at noon, and proceeded down its placid 
length, not a sound disturbing the solemn quiet about us 
—conduciye to retlection and study. Near ita mouth 
the stream widens considerably, its shores becoming 
meadow and marsh, ‘his place seemed a perfect ren- 
dezvous for wood, black duck, and blue-winged teal, 
The Professor shot very handsome specimens of wood 
drake and blue-winged teal, while our success was excel- 
lent in shooting snipe and sheldrake, A tongue of land 
about twenty feet wide on our left extends up the stream 
nearly a mile, and we heard the wayes of Grand Lake 
beating on its shore long before we entered it. Passing 
through just a narrow break in this narrow strip of land, 
we enter at once on the lake, most appropriately named 
Grand. Looking by the point of Big Island, the expanse 
of water seems almost limitless until we notice the high 
hills about the stream at the foot of the lake, blue in the 
distance. The shores of the lake seem almost straight, 
looking like a huge canal, but there are deep coves, in 

crossing which 3, person with a canoe will have to exer- 
cise due caution when thereis any wind. We took din- 
ner on the beach, with this handsome yiew before us, 
and Vose, noticing the peculiar formation of the point of 
land opposite us, drew from the Professor this story, 
which he told with thrilling effect :— 

‘Several years ago the enterprising Iumbermen of 
Calais sent men into this region to secure the pine, Dur- 
ing the season of rafting, men were employed in squads 
of three and four to pick up the scattered logs, One of 
these squads, while so engaged, went ashore on this 
point to prepare their breakfast. Just as they got 1b in 
readiness they discovered their batteau adrift, and one 
of them started to recover it, saying in reply to one of 
his mates, who urged him to eat his breakfast first, that 
he ‘would get that batteau or eat his breakfast in h—,’ 
He swam out to the boat, and put his hands on to it to 
get in, when he gave one despairing yell and went down, 
After several hours’ search his mates recovered his body, 
took it back to the point, and tied it to a tree near the 
shore with a two inch hawser, and then started to the 
settlement to procure a coffin. They returned the next 
day, bearing the coffin, but found their mate gone and 
the hawser broken in two, They left the coffin and re- 
traced their steps to the settlement, saying their mate 
had been dragged into the lake by a large serpent, whose 
track they plainly saw.” 
From that day the point has been known as ‘‘Coffin 

Point,” and the story of the man’s disappearance is 
firmly believed by the Professor and every one about the 
mills below, The Professor confirms this story by find- 
ing the bottom of the coffin five years afterward, while 
ee winter fishing, and using it to make a pair of snow 
shoes. 
We passed into the loyely Pocompas Lake, apparently 

as primitive and wild as when the Indian alone canoed 
its waters and hunted its majestic shores, Entering its 
stream, we passed up two miles and camped for the night. 
While supper was in progress ‘Brick Top” started on an 
exploring expedition on his own account, and shortly 
returned with the intelligence that we were on the right 
stream, but a few rods below Syseledobsis dam. This so 
relieved the anxiety of Vose and the Professor that, they 
became at once animated and happy, particularly the 
Professor, who felt somewhat limited in time, haying an 
engagement to deliver a lecture on natural history to- 
ward the close of the month. 
Thursday morning was bright and warm. Soon after 

breaking camp we reached the dam. We found Mr. Ball 
here, one of the assistant fish commissioners, who hag 
admirably arranged breeding houses, and, being an en- 
thusiast in his work, is very successful. He also has 
care of the house owned by the ‘‘Dobsis Club,” which 
club is composed of several prominent gentlemen of 
Massachusetts, who visit here regularly, Their catch of 
land-locked salmon in May was fully up to the average 
fox seyeral years, which is large. We passed the morn- 
ing here, visiting the hatching works, and getting much 
useful information from Mr. Ball. He and his wife re- 
main here the year round, twenty miles from any settle- 
ment, their mode of locomotion being canoes in summer 
and snowshoes in winter. We left the dam, accompanied 
by them, about 3 o’clock, and started around Big Island 
and up the lake to our camping spot, selected for us 
while at the dam. Wemet here two gentlemen from 
Boston, returning from a cruise in Chain lakes, reporting 
excellent success. Reaching the head of big Island, we 
bade adieu to Mr, Ball and wife. Following their instruc- 
tions, we trolled for salmon in both canoes, and caught 
seyeral beauties, some weighing five pounds, 
We reached our camping spot about dark, and found it 

a dry, sandy beach. After supper we prepared birch bark 
torches, and lashing the canoes together started around 
the shore of the lake to spear any luckless fish we should 
see, Vose made a striking tableau as he stood motion- 
less in the bow with the spear poised aloft, the lurid light 
of the torches casting a brilliant halo about him, show- 
ing him in bold relief against the surrounding darkness, 
Suddenly he made a yigorous thrust, and im a second 
landed a huge sucker. So we fished for an hour, catch- 
ing nothing but those big, listless fellows who gaye up 
the ghost with a squeak hike a guinea pig. 

Friday morning was rate and beautiful, even in this, 
our best season of the year in Maine, and the glorious 
prospect before us of water and wilderness was sufticient 
to repay us for our journey thither. After an early 
breakfast, Vose and Henry went up the lake to try the 
salmon, while the Professor and “Brick Top” took the 
high ridge behind us. In two hours we were assembled 
about the camp fire comparing notes, with the following 
results: Five land-locked salmon, averaging three 
pounds; two salmon trout, weighing respectively one 
pound and one pound anda half (these last named are 
the handsomest fish that swims); seven partridges, one 
white-headed eagle, shot by the Professor on the wing, 
and one red-headed woodpecker. While the Professor 
was busily employed with knife and scissors preseryin 
the eagle and woodpecker, we had camp broken an 
were in readiness to start. 
Pushing out into the lake, we hada beautiful scene 
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presomted to us—six miles of perfectly calm water 
stretching away to the blue hills in the north, with a 
width of two miles or more, ifs shores accurately 
poritayed in its blue depths. We had no hesitaney in 
(eclaring this the Iske of lakes in Mame, Its Indian 
title, Syseledohsis, is mosh significant, meaning ‘a lake 
with big roeks init.” The water is clear as crystal, and 
to a depth of forty feet we clearly discern great shelying 
rocks ; in many places they woulil seem to vise abruptly 
before us, with little or uo water over them, when in 
truth they were many feet below us. ‘Lhe lake was un- 
usually high, and our catch of fish was limited in conse- 
uence, 
¢ Wevxeached the head of the Iake and our first carry 
alter a delightful sail, and getting canoes and luggage 
out started over a good road to the dam, about a mile 
distant. Wehad everything over in three hours, and 
finding sufficient water at the dam to float our canoe 

into the lake above, we settled on camping there for the 
While supper was in pro- night and fishing the stream, 0 

gress, Vose caught trout enough to last us several days, 

some of two pounds. 
Saturday morning found us abroad early, and in reatii- 

ness for the Passadumkeag range of hills beyond us, 
The maps erroneously give Syseledobsis as one lake, 

about twonty miles long, while in fact ib is separated hy 

a stream narrow and rocky, and navigable only from the 

dam tothe lake above, called Crooked on the maps, 
which is about as large as Syseledobsis, We pushed 
across this lake to Porter's Landing, and made prepara- 

tions to pass the day and night. Vose and ‘Brick Top* 
limbed the high vidge aboye us, the watershed between 
St, Groix and Penobscot waters, and proceeded to Ma. 

Porter's camp, receiying a hearty welcome from this 
gentleman, who, reared in luxury, prefers the solitude 
of the woods. Securing his hound, they went out on 

the ridge, running parallel with the lake for two miles, 
and letting ihe dog loose, returned to our camp by the 
shore. The Professor readily left bis specimens and ar- 
genic, and accompanied ‘Brick Top” im his canoe to a 
station down the lake favorable for the entrance of the 
deer, while the other canoe was placed at an equally fa- 
yorable point above. We had been in waiting scarcely 
half an hour, when we heard the baying of the hound, 
eradually becoming more distinct, and apparently ih a 
direct line with the poimt covered by the Professor and 
“Brick ‘lop.’ Before we got our guns in readiness a 
noble buek was in full sight of us, Pausing only a sec- 
ond bo sniff the air about him, he plunged into the lake, 
We waited patiently for him to swint by the point, but 
he must have discovered our camp fire, for he turned 
suddenly about and swam toward the shore he had left, 
‘he canoe containing the Professor shot by the point like 
a flash, and while it was in rapid motion he took quick 
aim and fired, killing the buck in his tracks just as am- 

other spring would have taken him into the woods again. 

The hound appeared ali this instant, and received our 
praises in dignity and silence, Reserving only such por- 

tions of the buck as we could use in ashort time, we 
eave the rest of the noble animal to Mr. Porter, and re- 
fired to owt bed of boughs to enact the chase in dreams, 
We were awakened Sunday morning by the rain beat- 

ing Wpon our canvas roof. Getting breakfast with the 
rain dripping down our necks and off the end of our 
noses into the frying pan, was one of the slight discom- 
foris of our trip. But as we were all volunteers, we 
qade the best of it with good prace, - 

Mi, Porter soon appeared with his team to convey our 
canoes and belongings across the three iniles between us 
and the Passadumkeag River, Aiter many breakdowns 
and several trips, we got everything in sight of the river 
shout 4 o'clock, and were all tired and wet after our hard 
work, The rain ceased shortly after we got our traps 
into the woods, and we qnickly had a rousing spruce log 
five, and dried boughs enough to give us a comfortable 

hed for the night, which was duly appreciated by us all. 
We decided to remain at this point for a day or two, and 
as tlie iver was Unusually high we argued that the trout 
holes below would be flowed out, and our best fishing 
would be above us. The result proved our avisdom, as 
we caught during Monday nearly wo hundred handsome 
fellows, some of three pounds, During Tuesday we re- 
mained about the camp, fishing a little, sleeping a good 
deal, and at work loading shells for duck shooting below, 
The punmierous creeks and streams along the stréam are 
an excellent feeding ground for ducks, large numbers and 
suveral varieties frequenting these places during the sea- 
son, it rained heavily again during the night, but Vosw’s 
waterproof tent sustained the reputation of the maker, 
and we passed the night as dry and comfortable as if 
wehad been athome. Durmg the evening the Professor 
was Cugaged in packing the specimens preserved by him 
(uring the trip, ‘They contained arsenic enough to poison 
the entire population of the township which we were in. 
Wednesday was cloudy and cold, with strong indica- 

lions of more rain. We broke up our comfortable hone 
mm the woods and commenced our descent of the river, 
*yhose Indian name, Passadumkeag, meaning “Meadow 
River,” is most appropriate, and if they could have ex- 
zended its title to include ‘ very natrow and extremely 
crooked,” it would have been deseribed completely. There 
is quite a current for its entire length, and its deep, dark 
water is full of excellent breeding and feeding ground for 
the trout. We reached the Taylor brooks about noon, 
and ganght a fez nice trout, wiile the rain fell uo us in 
torrents, The mouths of these brooks are reputed places 
ainong a few anglers earlier in the season, and were 
fished by distinguished parties, containing Judge. Clit- 
ford, of the Supreme Court, and Senator Hainlin, of 
Maine, during May and June, with splendid success. We 
passed seysral parties gathering eranberries, which grow 
on the meadows in vast quantities, The river in many 
places is very picturesque, and for a time we follow its 
crooked course far into the open meadow, tin suddenly 
abouf and enter the woods to continue for two or three 
jniles, its width in no place exceeding one hundred feet, 
These changes front meadow to forest are most agreeable, 
and break the monotony of the trip, The flora of this 
region, although somewhat meager, was learnedly ana- 
lyzed by the Professor as we glided quietly along. We 
made camp early, and after a royal supper of broiled 
duck, partwidys and trout, our wet clothes were forgot- 
ten, and we contentedly sought the shelter of our canvas 

ar nireday morning was bright and beautiful, and, after 
the cold rain of the preyious days, was thoroughly en- 

joyed by us all. We started early, haying a day of hard 
work in prospect. We passed the month of Nicatous 
stream, which runs ten miles from the lake of the same 
name, and reached Grand Falls about noon, ‘These falls 
piteh suddenly down ‘the river to the lowland below, 
nearly three hundred feet. ‘The water was high enough 
to énable us, with care, to drop down to the dam, but it 
proved a rough place for {he canoes. The Professor and 
“Brick Top” were obliged to get out affer a few rods and 
wade their canoe through the boisterous current, 

whole ¢listance, about a mile. 

low, and getting a hasty dinner we were in readiness to 
leave for our intended camp on the shore of Saponic 

We had seen bul few ducks Lake, eight miles away. 
above the falls, but made preparations to encounter them 
on our way down, as we heard a party who left a few 
moments ahead of us firing repeatedly. Judging from 
their excessive shooting, we concluded we should get 
nothing but cripples. We had gone but a few rods, when 
a handsome wood drake flew up from the grass ahead of 
us, Which the Professor tumbled into the stream with a 
well-directed shot, In about five miles of our jourmey 
from the falls we shot five wood drakes, four blaclc 
ducks and two blue-winged teal, 
To any one in a hurry a trip down this river would 

prove most exasperating, as its tortuous course combintes 
for its entire length, while the distance must have been 
computed in air line, as in traversing the eight miles to 
Saponic we were unanimous in the opinion that we had 

he river makes one more abrupt turn traveled twelve, 
to the right, and opens immediately into a lake of which 
we had no 

erel and white perch, the trout being exclusively con- 
fined to the water above the falls. 

tion of returning to civilization, 

not conceal, 
After the excellent supper prepared for us had been 

fully discussed, the Professor was soon learnedly dis- 
coursing upon the different methods of taking fish, deer 
and other game, with our united parties as auditors. We 
listened with admiration to his excellent ideas, clothed 
in graceful language, until, in his entire absorption in 
relating his experiences, he got into repetition, and as he 
commenced to relate, for the fortieth time, his experience 
at Bar Harbor during a gale of wind ‘most terrible, gen- 
tlemen, yes sir,” we of our party quietly withdrew to our 
bed, leaying the other party spellbound at his thrilling 
narrative of events that only occurred in his imagina- 
tion, 

Hriday morning found us early astir, as this was to be 
our last day out, and although we were but fifteen miles 
from the town of Passadumkeag, where we were to take 
the cars to our several homes, we had before us several 
rapids and one or two carries, for which we must male 

We were across the lake at an due allowance of time, 
early hour, and encountered at the outlet the first of the 
several rapids in our path, This rapid was short, like 
them all, but very rocky, and it required considerable 
skill to keep our frail craft clear of the white-crested 
rocks that stood up all arountus, by which we rushed with 
railroad speed ; passing; one other safely we reached the 
town of Lowell, Carrying over the dam, a few rods be- 
low, we had canoes afloat again and in readiness to start 
about noon. Belore leaving we called on Mr. J. Darling, 
whose home is here. We found him busily engaged in 
building a canvas canoe, several of which he had in his 
workshop completed, Ue has acquired a reputation as a 
builder of canyas and birch canoes only equaled by his 
reputation as a successful hunter and guide. Wo better 
man could be engaged for a hunting and fishing trip any- 
where in Maine, as he is familiar with all the lakes and 
rivers. 

Vaking our places in the canoes for the last time, we 
reluctantly started for our destination, ten miles below. 
Passing in safeby many rapids in quick succession, we 
arrived at Passaduinkeag, at the junction of lhe river 
with the Penobseot, in good season for the train which 
was to breal wp our party. 
We had enjoyed the best of health for the entire trip, 

and felt our bodies and minds renewed by our rough 
experience, storing up the pleasantest of reminiscences, 
to bs recalled during the long winter nights before us. 

Lineoln, Me., Oct. 1st, 1879. Tien 658 Far 

Ehaiural History. 
—— 

—ADpRESS all communications ‘Torest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
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TUISTORY OF NORTH AMERICAN MAMMALS, 

HE announcement, which we ara now enabled au- 
thoritatively tomake, of the early appearance of Dr. 

Coues’ proposed work on North American mammals, will 
he received with satisfaction by the public al large. Sci- 
entific men have been anxiously looking for the publica- 
tion of ‘this work, and to that far larger class, who are 
interested in nature, but lack the time and opportunity 
to make a study of science, this great work will be espe- 
cially welcome, 

Happily, a recent act of Congress mukes provision for 

the publication of Dr. Cones’ work a$a final report on 

the Zoology of the Huyden Survey, and asa considerable 
part of the manuscript is ready for the printer, it seems 
probable that publication will not be delayed longer than 
may be necessary for the completion of the illustrations, 

There 
is a good carry road on both sides of the falls, and we 
should have fof by more comfortably had we carried the 

Taking out the canoes 
at the dam, a short carry took us to the calm water be- 

revious warning. It is nearly circular in 
shane, and about a mile in diameter, abounding in pick- 

The settlement of 
Burlington, on its nerth shore, gives us our first intima- 

We found the party 
encamped near the spot we intended to oceupy, and 
while we were getting camp in readiness the Professor 
was interviewed by them, and his conscious smile of su- 
periority must have been blighting when, in comparing 
notes of the shooting, they brought forth two black 
ducks, having expended powder enough, as they ad- 
mitted, to supply a company of infantry, while he si- 
lently pointed to our eleven with an air of pride he could 

many of which, we understand, have already been pre- 
pared. 

We are sure that all our readers will be much pratified 
at this information, and will feel glad to do all in their 
power to aid in the forwarding of so desirable a work, 
More than three years ago we published im these columns 
the circular reprinted below, with some comments on the 
desirability of the work proposed, and in the earnest 
hope that the readers of Forrsr awp Stream might 
come to the front as cotaborers with Dr. Coues in so 
goodacause, In this hope we were not disaypointed, 

We now reprint the appeal asa reniinder to our old 

readers, as wellas that our many new ones may see it, 

and we hope that before the end of 1880, Dr, Cones may 
receive from them many reports. 

Any information should he addressed fo Dr, Wliott 
Coues, Washington, D, C, 

WARK DEPARTMENT, 

SURGEON GENERAL'S OFrron, 
WASUINGTON, Mureh 3lsl, 1877. 

CIRCULAR ORDERS, | 
Wo i. \ 

Dhe attention of the Medical Officers of the Army is particularly 
invited to the following communication addressed to them by 
Assistant Surgeon Elliott Coues, U. 8. Arniy. 

Tiis hoped that their assistance and coliperation will he cheer- 

fully given for the reason stated und in the manner indicated by 
Dr, Coues. 
By Order of the Surgeon General: 

C. H. CRANE, 
Assistant Surgeon General, 0.8. Army. 

OPFICH OF GEOLOGICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL SuryEy, 
r WASHINGTON, D.C), Mareh 13th, 1817, 

To the Medical Olfiters of the Army :— 
Mecdiuul officers of the Army, and others who may be interested 

in the matter, are respectfully and earnestly invited to co-operate 
with the undersigned in the preparation of a work entitled © EHis- 
tory of aot American Manmunuls,” to be published by the Goy- 
ernment. 

It is now twenty years since the list eneral work upon the 
quadrupeds of this country appeared. The progress of ont 
Knowledge during this period renders the demand fora now trea- 
Useimperatiye, [his proposed to make the forfleoming “History” 
4 standard scientific treatise, covering the whole @round, und 
fully exhibiting the present state of our knowledge of the sub 
sett ele plan of the work may he briefly indicated; its scope 
includes :— 

1, The classification of North American mammals according 10 
the latest and most Bese’ views of leading therologists, in- 
chiding diagnoses of the ordérs, families, yanera and spedies, 

2, The most aeceptable nomenclature of each species and yuri- 
ety, with extensive synonomy. 

3. The elaborate technical description of cach species and yari- 
éty, Including much anatomical detail, espectully respecting the 
skulland teeth. _ ” 

4. 'The geographical distribution of the species—an important 
matter, concerning which much remains 10 be learned, 

5, (he “1ife-histories”’ of the species, or an account, as full 
and conmiplete as it can be made, of their lahits. This is also 2 
matter requiring much further study. 

6. The biblioevaphy of the subjeat. 
While the strictly scientifice character of the worl will be mpin- 

tained, the “lite-histories,” being of general interest, will be dl- 
vested as far us possible of technicalities, und trented with o free 
hand, in populir style. The author has long been engaged in 
suthering material tor this worl, already far advanued, and hopes 
to publish at no distant day. His vesour and Taeilities for the 
preparation of the descriptive ond other technical portions vt 
the treatise have been ample; Dut he has still,in common with 
other naturalists, nuch to learn respecting the eeosraphical dis- 
tribution and habits of Norch Americhu tmammils. To these 
points, therefore, speciul attention is invited, with the expeuty- 
tion thatmuch important and valuable informution may be se— 
cured with the assistance of medical and other officers af the 
army, many of whom enjoy unusual facilities for Aequiring a 
knowledge ol this subject, and whose individual experiences, i) 
many cases, rep ant a fund of information not Ra on scien (itic 
record, but which, itis hoped, may now be made fully available, 
The geographical distribution of animals can be thoroughly 

worked out only by means of obseryaitions made at yery mony 
different places, To thisend it is desirable that lists should he 
prepared of the yarious species found in any given locality, not- 
ing their relative abundance or scarcity, times of appearance und 
disappearance, nature of their customary resorts, and other per- 
tintny particulars. A sufficient nuntber of such reports, {rom 
yarinus stations, would preety inoresse our knowledge, and 
render it more precise. It is belieyed that the * History of the 
Post,’ as already prepared by medical olfici rs; usually includes 
information of this jiind, which, by thepermission of the Surzeon 
Genoral, is made avai Luble for the present purpose. 
Asa rule, the habits of /arger™ game” animals, such 98 are ordi- 

marily objects of the chase for pleasure or proat, und of all those 
which sustain obvious économic relations with man, as furnishing 
food or furs, or ag committing depredations woon crops ur live 
stock, are the best known; yet there is much to be learned even 
respecting these. ‘The habits of many of the smaller, insiontticant 
er obscure species, are almost entirely imknown. Full and ac- 
éurate information respecting the habits of the numerous spucies 
of hares, squirrels, shrews; moles, mice, rats, bats, Ryadnetn fo- 
plers, ect., /s particularly desired. ‘he bats offer a peculinily 
inviting and little explored tield of research. Amony points to 
which attention may be dirccted, in any case, ave the following — 
Date and duration of the rut.—Period of gestution—Usual time 

of reproduction—Number of young produced.—Diiration of lae— 
tutiou—Care of the younks by One or both parents.—State of 
monogamy or polyfamy.—Limes of disuppearance and re-appear- 
foce of such animalsas are Migratory, and of puch as hybernate.— 
Completeness or interruption of torpidity—Times of chanyving 
pelawe, of ucquiring, shedding and renewing horns,—Habits con- 
nected with these processes.—Habita peculiar to the breeding and — 
rutting seasons,—Construction of nests, burrows, or other arhfi- 
cial retreats.—Natural resorts at different seasons,—Nature of! 
food at various stasons;; mode of procuring ib; laying-up of su 
lies; quantity required.—Various ories, of what indivative, 

Natural means of offense and defense, and how eimployed,— 
General disposition, traits, charactaristics.—Methods of capriring 
or destroying, of taming or doinesticaling.—Bconomic relations 
with man; how injurious or hencficiul, to what extent, used for 
What purposes, yielding what products of value. 
Otber points will doubtless suzeest themselyes to the observer. 

Anatomical notes of careful eclions of solt parts, particu= 
larly of the digestiye and reproductive organs are yalunble. An- 
écdotal records of personal experiences Possess At least fhe inter- 
est which attaches to originality, and are very acceptable, Per- 
suns are frequently deterred from comm Huicating their observa- 
tions tor fear that what they bave to oller may not be wanted, 
This is generally a mistake, In the first place, duplication of data, 
serves Lie important purpose of corroborating snd confirming 
the wecuracy of reporis furnished, and in all cases of seasonal 
phenomena, which of course vary with latitude, the same ohserv- 
ations may he profitably repeated at different atutions. Secondly, 
persons Who write Looks ave generally supposed to know more 
than thoy veaily do. 
Specimens Of common and wtll-known animals, especially if 

bulky, are of course less desirable thar those of rare and obscure 
species; but specimens of any species sceured teyond the ordi-~ 
nary geogriphicul rane, or illustrating unusual conditions, such 
as albinism, melanism, or malformytions, or rupresenting embry- 
onte stages of growth, are alwaysin demand, Small, dey parcels 
may be conveniently mailed direct to the undersigned; large 
packages Should be sent in accurdinece with Cirewlur Orders, No, 
2, War Department, Surgeon Genwral's Office, April 1th, 1878 
{copy herewith) or by express, if the Quartermmster's Depart- 
qent cannot furnish transportation. Specimens, alter examina 
tion by the undersigned for the purpuses of the work in bat 
will be deposited, iu the name of the donor, in the Army Medi 
Piuseum, oF in the National Museum, 

Printed instructions for collecting and preserving specimen 
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4 FOREST AND STREAM. 
will befurnished on application to the Smithsonian Tmetitution. 
Medical officers receiving tis circular are requiésted to bring it to 
the notice of others who may be interested in the matter, und 
ave cordially invited £6 open correspondence with the writer upon 
the subject, " 
Ttis des to add, that, for all information or specimens tur- 

ished, full credit will be giyen in every instance, both in the 
text of the treatise in which such material is utilized, and in the 
records and publications of the museum in which it is finally de- 
posited | and that the yuthor will reeard codperation in this work 
asapersonal favor, to be fwly appreciated and gratefully ac- 
knowledged, i ELLIOTT Couns, 

Assistant Surgeon, U. 8. Army. 
—_.—— 

Somm Soursery ReEPTILUS.—The chameleon of the 
South is a very interesting gaurian, and belongs to the 

family of Anoles, What its specific name is Iam not 
naturalist enough to determine, but think itis A. opali- 
wus. They ava beautiful little creatures, and are met 
with everywhere in the Gulf States. [have often amused 

myself by the hour watching their playful gambols with 

one another, or the skill aud agility displayed in catch- 
ing ilies and insects. Their normal color is a bright 

oa 

“May 13, 1880,] 

snow white, saye a small commingling of the black and 
white at the root of the tail, and the lower part of the 
belly and inner edge of the flanks, which were a clear 
ash-gray + allogetiier one of the prettiest things I ever 
saw, Unfortunately my rifle bullet had almost severed 
the head from the body, I saw other specimens almost 
as prety as this, 
Tthink they have almost disappeard now—at least, I 

have seen and heard of but one since the war, and this 
had been killed by a negro hoy with an ex-army musket. 
T examined this one, and found the marking not near so 
pretty, or the color so distinct—in fact, the white was 
turning to ash and the black to brown—the consequence, 
IT suppose, of wild breeding. Harr-TRIGGER, 

Kish Culture. 
——+>—_— 

ADDRESS all communications “Pores and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

THE BERLIN FISHERY EXPOSITION, 

NUMBER 1. 

[From our Stati Correspondent] 

BERLIN, April 22d, 
IE opening of the World's Fishery Fair at Berlin - 
took place on April 20th, in strict accordance with 

the programuine, and the city was in a high state of enthu- 

siasm over the event which had so long been talked 
of and was now made a reality, As early as 8 o'clock 

the people hegan to assemble to see the invited gnests 
arrivein thei carmages, and perhaps to geta plimpse of 

os 

Aw Intropucep Saein.—PBaldiwinsville.—While at Os- 
wego, N, Y,, in June, i879, I found a small shell in great 
abundance on the docks, which was new to me, and 
which I could not assign to any American species, Dr. 
Lewis at once pronounced it a Bythinia, a senus hitherto 
uninown in this country, but was not quite sure of the 
species, and so sent it to Mr. GW. Tryon, who identi- 
fied it as B, tentaculuta, Linn, Ib was in such ahbuidance green, but they can change it almost instantly to dark 

brown, ashy grey, prey suffused with red, and all shades 

They change to these different eclors when 
alarmed or angry, or when they wish to ayoid observa- 
tion. When in theit juyous moods they protrude the 
skin of the throat in the form of a brilliant red frill or 

They are ¢asily tamed, and soon learn to know 
their friends, evincing much pleasure when petted, They 

are very useful, also, and will keep a house free from 

between, 

goibre. 

flies, roaches and ants, if allowed toroam at-will, 

In one of iny rambles in the scrub bordering the St, 

4 Jolin’s River [killed a snake about eighteen inches Jong, 

three inches diameter of body ; tail, two inches in diam- 

Bier, very obtuse—leaving me to infer that the reptile 
had lost a portion of his caudal appendage; head as 
large and triangular as a six-foot rattlesnake ; ayes very 
Jargé and brilliant, at least one half-inch diameter ; 
fangs, very long and large. The snake was yery bril- 
liantly marked with red and yellow on a black ground, 
and was killedin his tracks, either unwilling or unable 
tomoye. Was yery savage, and fastened himself on the 

Can any of your readers Bhick with which I killed him. 

ame the reptile? NAvticus, 
ae 

Nor “‘EVEREASTINGLY,—In his note last week our cor- 
Tespondent wrote: ‘If ‘Percerine,’ who chatted so enter- 

anuingly in your last issue,” etce.; and he did not write, 
as the types made hint say, “chatted so everlastingly.” 

emake this explanation in justice hoth to “H, A. T.? 
And to “Peregrine,” and we hope that the blunder may 

not deter them from sending further contributions to our 
“eolurmns, 

j ———e——— 

| Mass-CoLormp SouIRRELS,—Weshimgton, Ware 12th. 
—l tread an article in FOREST AND SpREAM of March 11th, 
taken. from the San Pranciseo Clwonicle of Web, 7th, in 
telation to tlie iveaks of nature in pe aa the colors of 
various birds the present season, and if brought to mind 
fhe facts detailed below, which f think: have never been 
published. 

_ A gentleman named K——owned a considerable plan- 
Vation in the county of Marlborough, S.C. His dwelling 
wwas some two orto and a half miles east of tlle Big Pee 
Dee River, and a short distance east of the public rond 
Jeading north to the North Carolina line. Like most of 

the planters of that section, he owned a body of land 
‘Teaching from the sand-hills to the river banks, and the 
‘ow grounds,” o river portion of the land, was most 

ductive, and therefore most thoroughly cultivated. 
are was q\ile a large trach of woodland surrounding 

he dwelling, and here were to be found oak, hickory, 
beach. maple and gum, all furnishing food in great 

uindance for the common gray or ‘cat’ squirrel, 
hich could be found in very Jarge numbers all over the 

Planiation, Very few fox or black squirrels were ever 
geen in that particular section, bub these were quite 
Mmerous in the pines and also in the cypress swamps, 

Some distance away, 
Some thirty-fiye or forty years ago Mr, K— had pre- 

Rented to him apair of milk-white squirrels. Where they 
Game from, or of what species they were, I do not know. 
Tnever saw them, but [I haye héard them described as 
being of the same size and appearance of the grey, but 
‘their coats were mill-white, and something finer than 
that of the gray. Mr, K— prized highly his new 

ets, and after petting them thoroughly tamed, gave them 
run of the woods adjoining the home-place. When 
season arrived, they selected a tres only a few rods 
m the dwelling, built their nest, and in due course of 

ime produced two young ones, also milk-white. Mr, 
then ** posted” his land—. ¢., advertised if xccord- 

& to the law of the State, and refused to allow a gun to 
6 fired on his plantation, 
he squirrels were yery prolific, and in course of time 
ead to the adjoining plantations, both uorth and 
uth, aud many of them took to the immense swamps 
dering the river. And now, strange to relate, they 
an to change their color, and from being pure white, 
Id be met with occasionally, marked with every pos- 

ile variation of black and white, J killed at various 
es at least a dozen thus marked, On one occasion I 

mis hunting in the swamp on the west bank of the river, 
uly ten miles from the nearest point of the K—— prop- 

y, and came acrossone. He wassitting on a limb of a 
irge pine, eating a nut, and although I tried very hard, 

ied to get within shooting distance before he disap- 
red in a hollow of the tree; bub he was so beautifully 
‘ked T determined to kill him, and so yery cautiously 

pproached within easy range, and seated myself to await 
pleasure in making his appeavatice, It was near the 
dle of the day, and doubtless he wentin for tis noon 
Anyhow Thad! to wait nearly three hours before he 
came oul, but this time J was ready for him, and 

that I collected some thousands, A few weeks later Dr. 

to increase and spread as rapidly as English sparrows, 
and is rather a pretty little shell, brown or yellowish, and 

Amnicola, Apropos to migrations of this kind, T may 
say that I found two western unios ab Syracuse (U. 

were as Clearly working their way west. 
W. M, BHAucHAMP, 

moved by the communication of ** H, §. K.,” of Worcester, 
Mass., which appeared in a recent number of FOREST AND 
STREAM, to give us, al second hand, tle following inci- 
dent, related to him over thirty-five year's azo by one of 
lus father’s farm hands. He says: ‘I am the son of a 
farmer who was one of the earliest settlers of this part 
of Canada—the old Niagara district, In old times peas 
were raised for feed, and were considered a good crop 
for clearing land for fall wheat. While James McDon- 
ald, my father’s man, an Irishman from the * ould sod,” 
was sowing pea-ground adjoining a thick undergrowth, 
a fine ruffed grouse came out of the brush for the peas, 
and seemed well pleased with the food ; so much so that; 
when McDonald came up to where it was, it did not fly, 
but merely moved out of his way, as a common fowl 
might do. The bird returned the next day, and the 
man declared that before he had finished the field, it 
came up to him and took peas from his hand. Shortly 
after this, however, it disappeared, haying, very likely, 
fallen a prey to some pot-hunter, The above account, 
narrated to me when a smail boy, made a great impres- 
siononme, Tt was my first lesson in game protection, 
and will not soon be forgotten,” 

a 

PUGNACITY OF THE ENGLISH SPARROW,—Our corres- 
pondent, Mr. J, Otis Fellows, writing to us from Hornells- 
ville, N. Y., tells us of the following extraordinary inci- 
dent, He says: ‘ A short time ago, [ was walking with 
my wife in one of the principal streets of this city, when 
a sparrow furiously attacked a stuffed oriole my wife 
wore on her hat. The oriole is very life-like, and was set 
up by Charles Benzinger, taxtdermist, of this place. The 
Sparrow was a cock, and very dark colored,” 

ae 
Aw Atsinistic Ropny.—This robin was killed April 

16th by a friend, who kindly gaveitto me. Tf presents 
rather an odd appearance with the following albinistic 
trails: Its tail is pure white, with a broad band of black 
across the tip; two of the secondaries of the left wing 
are partially white, the half nearest the tips being of the 
normal color, There aye, in addition to these peculiar 
markings, two white feathers in about the middle of the 
back, Otherwise this bird is not dissimilar to the ordi- 
nary ones seen abowt our door-yards. 
Minneapolis, Minn. Wu. L, Wornrorp, 

oe 

ARRIVALS AT THE ZobLoGrcan GAnDEN, CrNoINNAT!, iP TO 
May Jsr.—l bonnet monkey (Maencrs radidtus), 2 aoudads (rn- 
motragus fragelaphus)—all hora in Garden; 6 wild geese (Ber 

nicl canadensis), 0undulated rrass parrakeats (Mvlnpsittacus une 

dilatus)—all hatched in Garden; Lpintail (Dajila aouta\, 3 Uying 
squirrels (S. voliesiia), 1 Bonapirte’s gull (Chrotcocephalus phiti- 
delphia), 2 alligators (4. miasissipicnsts), 1 woodeoek (Philoliela 

minor)—all presented ; 2 lions (Polis leo), | leopard (1. pardius)—all 

deposited); 1 cross fox (WV. fulvus, yar. Jeeussctis), 1 Buglish 

pheasant (P. culeficus), 2 ponies (W, cahalius)—all receiyed in ox- 
change; 1 jaguar (7°. onga), 1 puma (PF. concolor), 2 Burchell zebras 
(@. burchellii), @ weeaper capuchins (Cebus capucinius), 1 white- 

throated capuchin (0. iypotences), 2 bonnet monkeys (M. radiatus) 

1 common macaque (HM. cynomolyus), 4 pintail whydsh birds 

(Vidues principatis), £ evenadier weayer birds (Huplectes onyx), 4 

yellow-shouldered weaver hirds (1, oapensis), 4 red-headed cardi- 

nals (Parvaria Titrvedla), 4 red-crested cardinals (P. creul- 
late), G cardinul grosbenks (@. virginianus), 6 grass par 

rakeets (M. wndilatis), 4 bullfinches (Pyrrhula rubtetila), 4 

yellow-belhed liothrix (Ltothria: luteus), 3 crowned pigeons (Goura 

ooronita), 2 lesser sulphur-crested cockatoos (Cacalua sulphuren), 

4hlue-fronted ainazons (Chrysolis wstiva), 1 agile parrot (C. agilis) 

—all purchased. PRANK J. THOMBESON, Supt. 

—One feels the pleasant breath of the May breeze in 
reading the FPoRES? AND STRHAM for this week. Its 
yarie(l and interesting matter deals with all healthy and 
manly out-door sports in a way which is hoth instructive 
and aiitractive. Those who contribute to its pages have 
abundant knowledge and experience of the things 
whereof they write, and have the happy art of imparting’ 
a portion of their enthusiasm about favorite sports ta 
their readers. The Forms? AND StrReAM has lately become 
our neighbor in Park Row, and we esteem ourselves 
fortunate in haying such a neighbor.—New York Hven- 
ing Mail. 
oS 

ADVERTISEMENTS, —wlll advertisements should reach us 

an or before Tuesday morning of each week. An ob- 
servance of this rule will insure sdtisfaction to all con- 
cerned, 

Lewis received it from Troy, N, Y,, and this spring I 
found it plentiful in fhe Evie Canalat Syracuse. Tt had 
probably come in water-casks to Canadian ports, and 
thence been distributed by other vessels. Tt sceims likely 

intermingled in size and form between Melantho and 

parvis and rubiginosus), while some eastern species 

—<>—_—_. 

Tamm RUFFED GRousH,—An Ontario, Canada, corres- 
pondent, who writes over theinitials of «J. J, B,,” has been 

the Crown Prince himself, the most ‘popular man in Ger- 

Many, and who, in presence of invited guests and ex- 

hibitors only, was to formally open the first ‘‘ Interna- 
tionale Fischerei Austellang” which the world has seen, 

the birth of which has been watched with so much 

interest lest it should prove abortive, but whose suc- 
cess was assured on the second day, when it was estima- 
ted tohaye heen visited hy 20,000 persons, who were by 
turns surprised and delighted. 

One is struck at first by the beauty of the exhibition, 

and soon seés that this is theelement which attracts so 

many ladies ; for beauty and good taste are everywhere 

displayed in close proximity to the objects of interest to 

astudent of the fisheries which are not in themselves 
beautiful, while there are portions where the ornamental 

is the main feature, such as the grotto of rock work with 

openings on four sides, showing broad yiews of the Bay 
ot Naples, while living fish swim in the pools beneath, 
and stalactites droop from the overhanging rocks, the 
great fountain of Neptune, with parierres of flowers, and 
the aquaria. . 

Berlin has a fine aquarium on the main sireet, Unter 
den Linden, and its Director, Dr, Hermes, makes a dis- 
play of his transporting apparatus, live fishes, etc., and 
among the latter we find a tank of small eels, perhaps 
six inches in length, which ars labelled ‘‘ male eels,” and 
he announces that the male is seldom Jarger, and that by 
the inyestigations of Dr. Syrski, of Trieste, it is now 
possible to distinguish the sexes with certainty, This 
will be referred to again after a closer examination, and 
a more complete explanation may be obtained ;: but all is 
yet in a state of busy preparation for the jury of awards, 
and the American Commission, whose goods arrived so 
late, have been too busy to see anything, and hence no 
information on the subject of the sexes of eels is to he 
derived from them. They had their different depart- 
ments in order just in time for inspection by the Crown 
Prince, and no one seeing them in full dress escorting: 
the Prince and suit through their great exhibit, and ex- 
plaining the uses of the articles, would have suspected 
that they had been up nearly all night working like beay- 
ers to have their house in order in time for the opening. 
Inthe Department of Natural History, the finest display is 
made by Italy; but in this, as in all others, it is (oo soon 
to attempt a description of the articles. on account of the 
size of the exhibition being so much greater than was 
expected, at least by the writer, and the additional fact 
that there are many gocds yet to be placed in position. 

In the exhibit of the United States there are but few 
private exhibitors, the main portion being owned by the 
National Museum, and itis thereforeto he returned. There 
are also but few articles in the American exhibit ta be 
sold, and these are the oil paintings of Salmo salar, y. 
quinnat, the common mackerel and Spanish mackerel, 
by §. A. Kilbourne; a Salo salar, by W. N. Brackett ; 
a shadow canoe and a Shattuck boat. The display of 
angling apparatus is mainly made by England and 
Americ¢a, the countries where the artis practiced m the 
greatest perfection, and where the rest oi the world gets 
its fine tackle from, always provided that the rest of the 
world uses any. The split-bamboo rods are mostly made 
and used in Anterica, the English angler nob caring to 
pay the price which these luxuries require when made in 
the best style of our celebrated makers; therefore the de- 
mand for them is limited in England, and they are not 

made to any extent, while tha display of reels, fine lines, 
and all the accessories of the modern angler shown by 
these countries, is s0 complete, and the articles are so 
perfectly finished and elegant, combining’ the maximym 
of strength with the minimum of lightness, that it seems 
as though the point had been reached when jbyention 
and improvement in matters pertaining to the success, 
comfort and conyenience of the angler niust stop for lack 
of obstacles to encounter. 

Itis a matter of regret among the Germans that Pror. 
Baird didnot come, and although it has been explamed 
to them many times that the important work of aather- 
ing statistics concerning the fisheries now in progtess in 
connection with the census of 1880, whereby it is hoped 
that it will not again he necessary to pay five and a half 
million dollars for privileges of questionable value, the 
work on the new National Musewm, together with his 
other labors in the Smithsonian Institution and with jhe 
Fish Commission, all rendered if impossible for him to 
leave the country at this time, still they reeveG it: and 
only a few days ago, at a dinner party, Herr von Behr, 
President of the Deutsche Fischerei Verein, proposed 
the toast; ‘Prof. Spencer F, Baird, the man who Was 
done more in fish culture and to advance its interests 
than amy other man in the world,” and afterward ad- 
ded: The only thing in connection with the Tnterna- 
tional Fishery Exhibition which T regret is, that Prof, 
Baird could not do us the honor to be present at it.” 
Next week, when allis in smooth vunnine order and 

thecatalogtes ave corrected, it will be possible to eet 
definite information concerning tha special features 
shown by each country, and perhaps to get_a peep into 
the mysterious processes of fish culture in all these coun. 
tries, gathered here to vie with each other in presenting: 
their scaly products to the world, 
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FISH IN SEASON IN MAY. 

Trout, Salvelinus fontinalis, Salmon Trout, Salmo conjinis. 
Salmon, Salmo salar. Shad, Alosa, 
Grayling, Thymmallus tricolor. Land-locked Salmon,Salmmo gluvert. 
a 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the Forssy AND SrRHAM Directory of 

Game anil Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following particulars, with such other information as they 

may deem of value: State, Town, County; Means of access; Hotel 

and other accommodations; Game anditsSeason; Fish and its 

Season: Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address. 
ee 

—The angling season is in full blast, and the disciple 

of the gentle art is rewarded by fat creels and novel ex- 
periences, as is shown by the pleasant notes sent to us 

and published herewith, 
_—— 

Oguossoc ANGLING AssoctaTioN.—The ice will soon 
leave the Rangeley lakes, and the spring season will 

then open, The club was never in a more prosperous 

condition than now, Its membership, which is limited 
to fifty, is full, and several applicants are awaiting va- 

cancies. There are about $500 inthe treasury, and no 

floating debt, The officers are: President, John H, 

Kimball, Bath, Me.; Vice President, Lewis B. Reed, New 

York ; Secretary and Treasurer, James A. Williamson, 

New York, 
—__+—— 

_ Ranourey Laxkes.—Large preparations are being made 
in our Rangeley region this spring, and the fun will soon 
commence, as the lakes will be clear of ice by the 12th, 
and good fishing is expected early on account of the low- 
ness of the water, FRED. 

__ 

Maiwe—Indianz Rock. Muy %th,—The ice left the 
Rangeley Lakes on the 7th. F, C. By 

—>—— 

\\ New Hamesuire Nores—Nashua, May 8th,—Trout 
fishing opened with us the first of the month, and the 
disciples of Izaak haye not been idle. The past week 
some fine baskets have been shown, one numbering nine- 
teen trout, weighing nine pounds, being ‘high hook,” A 
shad was seen in the fishway to-day, the first that has 
beén seen in the Nashua for nearly forty years, when they 
were plenty. The Fish, Game and Gun Club held their 
annual meeting on the 6th—President, Dr, Edward Spal- 
ding; Vice President, VY. C. Gillman; Executive Com- 
niittve, A. W. Greeley, Aaron King and Gill, Shattuck; 
Secretary, Geo. H. Willkins; Treasurer, Geo. F. Andrews, 
Attorney, E. BE. Parker. A rifle club has been organized 
by some of our best shots, with Dr. Geo, P. Greeley as 
President. Their first meet was held this afternoon, 
which resulted in fine scores for new men with new rifles, 
The Ballard is the correct thing with them, the majority 
being equipped with that arm. The glass ball club have 
weekly meetings, Edward Towne and Henry Paine 
carry off the honors, which are about equally divided be- 
tween them. The interest in out-door sports shows a 
healthy growth, the latest thing being an archery club, 
which bids fair to become an institution among us. So 
mote it be, WEBB, 

—— A 

MasSACHUSETTS.—One of the Boston papers reports 
that a string of nineteen fine trout was taken by an ac- 
complished artist angler within ten milles of Boston a 
few days ago; and we presume that the artist is Mr, 
Walter Brackett. 

— 
—W, Holberton showed us a very handsome lot of 

trout from Long Island, caught on flies, and all wild. 
We can youch for the flavor of them from personal in- 
vestigation. 

—— eS 
FLY CASTING AT THE CONVENTION.—Fscanaba, Mich., 

April 25th—Why bar out such men as Green and Wood 
with the rod at the State meeting? It looks to me like 
small boys quarreling for dad's boots and vest, when the 
boots would come up to the arms, aud the vest would be 
buta little above the floor. Whatcan be done by them 
can be done by others, if they will go in and practice. It 
takes years to get up to ahigh standard, say ninety to one 
hundred feet, with 12} foot rod, I think it can be done. 

A Hat ee 
A WibE-AWake CLuB.—Rome, New York, May 6th,— 

There is probably no other city in the State that is so 
accessible to a great number of small and large trout 
streamsas Rome. Thus far the trout season has been a 
most auspicious one ; this is true to the extent of taking 
fish that weigh from two to six ounces as yet, Those of 
greater size do not seem to take a bait or fly, A good 
many large ones have been killed, but in compari- 
son to the number taken of the sizes noted aboye, the 
larger ones are few, The successful fisherman still keeps 
on the small brooks, as the larger creeks contain too 
much water. The well-known sportsmen Cal, Link and 
Win. E. Seripture, after whipping the surface of some 
of the smaller brouks for one day, brought in thirty 
pounds. For some years quite a number of the brooks 
that are tributaries to the Mohawk have been *‘ fished 
out." This spring these haye been restocked with trout 
froni the State hatcheries, This noble work has been 
done by the Rome Sportsmen’s Club, a club which is one 
of the most active, vigorous and healthy organizations in 
the State, its rolls containing the names of persons who 
are of the most influential and respectable in this city. 
At their spacious and elegantly furnished club parlors 
last evening, the following officers were elected for the 
ensuing year: President, B. Whitman Wiliams; First 
Vice-President, Dr. A, T. Van; Second Vice-President, 
Hugh H. Jones ; Secretary, Chas. F. Sturdevant ; Treas- 
urer, Ackley P, Tuller. Executive Committee ; W. C, 
Wheeler, Henry M. Lawton, Wm, E, Scripture, Lewis 
Gaylord, Jas, Elwell, FRA DIAVOLO, 

PENNSYLYANIA.—Betlehem, May 4th.—It is pleasant to 
know that, evenin the cultivated portions of this State, 
Salvelinus fontinalis is not entirely extinct, A few days 
agol saw adozen handsome ones taken within twelve 
miles of this place. Of course, if would be unjust to the 
angling fraternity here to tell just where they were 
taken, and so that must remain a secret. 

v eS 
THE ‘ REDFISH” IpENTIFIED.—San Francisco, Cal., 

April 23d.—Editor Forest and Stream :—Through the 
kindness of B, B. Redding, fish commissioner, of Califor- 
nia, Ihave lately been enabled to examine a specimen of 
the Idaho red-fish, of which species you published a fig- 
ure in FOREST AND STREAM, Nov, 18th, 1877, but of which 
no authentic example has hitherto reached the eastern 
ichthyologists. 

As I suspected from your figure, this fish is one of the 
species of Alaska salmon, the Oncorhynchus nerka 
(Walbaum), Gilland Jordan, 

Dr. Gimther remarks of this species (which he calls 
Oncorhynchus lycaodon) :—Pallas and Richardson agree 
that this is a migratory species, which according to the 
former ascends the rivers entering the sea of Okhotsk in 
the month of May, It is equally abundant on the Amer- 
ican side of Behring Sea, and known to the fur-hunters 
on tne Yhkon River by the name of redfish, 

Dr. Suchley speaks of it as Salmo cooperi, as be ing 
called in the Okinakane River ‘the little red salmon.” 
* It frequents this river and the lakes above it in immense 
numbers, its peculiar color actually reddening the bed |_ 
of the river.” 

So far as we know at present all the fall-spawning, 
large-scaled (lateral line with 130 to 140 scales) salmon 
in the Columbia belong to this one species, although Dr. 
Suchley has made five or six out of it, 

It is not impossible, however, that the *‘ dog-salmon” 
(Salmo canis), and perhaps others of his species, may be 
something different. : 

Qur expedition to this coast has been thus far very 
successful, We have already forwarded to the National 
Museum upwards of 2,500 pounds of specimens of fishes, 
representing about 200 species, thirty-five of which have 
been hitherto new to science. Davip §, JORDAN, 

‘ —————— 

ie tenet Freak oF A TRouT.—FWWest Meriden, 
Conn., May Tth.—Editor Forest and St1eam.—One of 
the most remarkable freaks of a trout that ever came to 
the notice of the writer occurred this week to Frank 
Stevenson, Jr., and George H. Wilcox of this place while 
trout fishing in a neighboring stream, Both were fishing 
in the same pool, with worms for bait, when the latter 
experienced a bite and immediately struck,” aparently 
sending the hook home, and he commenced reeling it in. 
In a moment his line slackened, and supposing it off, he 
began leisurely retrieving his line. While doing so Stey- 
enson got a bite, and proceeded to Jand his fish. Mr. 
Wilcox, perceiving it was a large fish, dropped his rod 
and went to Stevenson’s assistance, and with his aid it 
was safely hrought to creel, but you can readily imagine 
the surprise of both, upon its being taken from the water, 
to find both hooks thoroughly imbedded in the throat of 
the trout, and both hooks and lines attached to their 
rods intact. So neatly both had captured the same trout 
at the same time, on two different lines. The trout was 
weighed on the spot, and touched the beam at a fraction 
over one pound. 

It is supposed that the slackness of Mr. Wilcox’s line, 
after he struck the fish, must have resulted from the fish 
haying made a rush up stream as soon as it felt the hook, 
and as Mr. W. did not retrieve his linerapidly enough to 
discover that fact, supposed it off, and the fish being 
relieved from the pressure of the line, and being very 
hungry, was tempted to take the second bait, As the 
writer did not witness this himself, he would be loth to 
believe it did it not come from a thoroughly reliable 
source ; but asI know both gentlemen to be truthful, I 
most cheerfully indorse their statement, Both lines 
were severed from their hooks, and the fish was brought 
home as above described. Gero, A, Pay, 

——<——— 

y A Siete Miynow Nev.— Baltimore, May 5th.—As I 
hear so many fishermen complaining that they cannot 
get a net suitable to catch minnows, that is easily car- 
ried, I thought it might be of service to the fishing fra- 
ternity in general if I were to describe a net of my own 
invention that is easily carried in the pocket, can be ad- 
justed in a minute, and has neyer failed to provide me 
with plenty of minnows. I take a bung or round block 
of wood of two and one-half to three inches in diame- 
ter, and bore four holes opposite to each other in the 
edge of it, Ithem insert a piece of umbrella rib, about 
twelve to fourteen inches long, im each hole, The holes 
must be maile deep and small enough for the wire to fit 
tight, The paragon wire is the best. I leave the end of 
the rib that has the little eye in it outside. I then lay 
the bung and wires on a square piece of Mosquito net- 
ting, and stretch it and sew it firmly at the four corners 
to the eyes in the ribs. In the center of the bung I put 
a screw-eye, and in the center of the mosquito net sew a 
piece of string, leaving ends about eight inches long. 
Any straight, stiff stick picked up on the shore serves as 
a handle, being made fast to the net by a strong piece of 
twine through the screw-eye, and with a piece of bread 
tied in the net with the string, and perhaps a small, flat 
stone to make it sink, it is sgh to catch minnows. They 
will come over the net for the bread, and when it is 
raised up quickly, the resistance of the water causes it 
to belly, and the minnows will not get out. When bait 
enough has been taken, I pull the wires out out of the 
holes, drop the bung into the net, and roll it up on the 
wires, EH, A. R. 

———— 

Sr. CLarr FLats.—Detroit, Mich., May 3d,—t think 
your notice of sportsmen’s resorts would be incomplete 
without a notice of our famous St. Clair Flats. Nowhere 
can the sportsman find finer fishing than there, or better 
or cheaper accommodations, Good boats, good punters 
and a first class hotel—the Star Island House, with rates 
but $2 perday ; very easy of access, and good fishing at 
the very door. The hotel is presided over by the genial 
Jim Slocum, who knows how to make one feel at home, 
The waters are broad enough forall, and will well repay 
a visit. Ishall be glad to give any assistance can. Ad- 
dregs through FOREST AND STREAM, _  UyxOo, 

Che Ziennel. 
——— 

—Appress all communications “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” : 

THE NEW YORK DOG SHOW. 

LIST OF JUDGES, 

ASTIFFS, St. Bernards, Inish water spaniels, clum- 
ber and cocker or field spaniels, fox terriers, bull 

dogs, bull terriers, pugs, dandie dinmont terriers, and 
Yorkshire terriers, and miscellaneous or foreign class : 
Hugh Dalziel, Esq., The Laurels, New Thornton Heath, 

Croydon, Hngland. 
Newfoundlands, Siberians or Ulum greyhounds, Scotch 

deerhounds, colleys, dachshunde, King Charles, Blen- 

heim and Japanese spaniels, Italian greyhounds, black 

and tan terriers, Scotch terriers, skyes, and toy terriers: 

Dr. Gordon Stables, Surgeon Royal Navy, Twyford, 

Berks, England, 
Fox hounds and beagles: Hon, John 8, Wise, Rich- 

mond, Va, 
Native English setters: S. T, Hammond, Hsq., Spring- 

field, Mass ; Hon. John $8, Wise with Hugh Dalziel, Esq., 

for referee, 
Pointers, imported English setters, black and tan set- 

ters, and red Irish setters: Hugh Dalziel, Esq, S. T. 

Hammond, Esq., Hon, John §. Wise. 
In despite of the postponement, the fourth annual New 

York dog show, which opened on Tuesday last, may be 
called a success as far as the mustering of the entries is 

concerned, and the general excellence of the classes. On 

Monday the dogs began to arrive at the Garden in goodly 
numbers, and by 10 o'clock Tuesday morning, the hour 

appointed for the judging to commence, there were com- 

paratively but few absentees to be checked on the list. 
When the uncertainty of the coming off of the show is 
taken into account, the lateness in the season, and the 

hot weather of the past week, it is remarkable that there 
were not many empty pens. The arrangement of the 

stalls was entirely different from that of previous years, 

and a decided improvement in many respects upon the 

shows of the past, As we havealready described all this 

in a previous issue, it is unnecessary to refer to it again, 
We believe, however, that the stalls for the large dogs 

are raised too high from the ground, and that a better 
view of the animals could be had if the floors were ele- 
vated only about eighteen inches. Jf this plan was 

adopted it would be more conyenient for the exhibitors 
and less likely to injure the dogs by straining in taking 
them in and out. Many of, the pens were draped and 

carpeted, several of them quite handsomely. Mr. A, Ee 

Godeffroy, of the Neversink Farms, added to the attrac- 
tions by having a large rustic house of unique shape 
erected at the west end of the garden, which was taste- 
fully decorated with bear and deer heads, stuffed birds, 
and the furs of many of the American and Kuropean ani- 

mals of the chase. 
The attendance up to the time of our going to press has 

been exceedingly small, although there has been a fair 

sprinkling of the sportsmen of the country. The judg- 
ing began at 10 o'clock each morning, and continued 

| 

notil 5.30 P.M, with an hour's intermission for lunch, ; 

We trust to, be able to announce in next week’s paper 
that the public has recovered from its fright and that the 
exhibition received the patronage it most certainly de- 

served, ,Until then we defer all detailed criticism of the” 

dogs, 

LIST OF AWARDS MADE UP TO WEDNESDAY NOON. 

Mastirrs—Does.—First, Charles ©. Bull, Turk; sec- 

ond, Albert Hoysradt, Warwick; V. H, C., Dr. Albert 

H. Buck, Garm; H. C., Oliver K. Hand, Harold, First 

prize, $20; second, $10; third, silver medal, 
Mastirrs — Brrones. — First, Albert Hoysrudt, Rab ;_ 

second, J. M. Underwood, Queen; third, Richard Leh- 

mann, Juno. First prize, $20 ; second, $10; third, silver 
medal, ’ 
Mastirr-Purrins— Dogs anp Bircues,—First, 8. C. 

Hewitt, Brenda; second, R. L, Belknap, Veuus ; V. He 

c., C.D, Arthur, Pluto. First prize, $10 ; second, silver 

medal, i 
Sr, BERNARDS — RouGH-CoaTep—Dogs,—First, A. H. 

Godeffroy, Marco; second, D. P. Foster, Marev ; third, 

Richard Lehmann, Rolf, First prize, $20; second, $10; 

third, silver medal, ; 

Sr. BERNARDS — RouGH-CoaTep—Bitcues.—Virst, Hy 

S. V.S. Thorne, Sheila; second, A. H, Godettroy, Braun-_ 

fels, First prize, $20; second, $10. . 
Sr, BERNaARDS—SMOOTH-CoaTEp—Dogs.—First, John 

John P, Haines, Harold. Prize, $20, ; 

Sp, BERNARDS — SMooTH-CoaTep — BrrcHes. — First, 

Jolin P. Haines, Judy; second, Isaac Weilghell, Maria 5 

third, John P, Haines, Tilly. First prize, $20 ; second, 

210; third, silyer medal. 
St. BERNARDS—PUPPIES—DoGs AND Brronts.—First, 

John P, Haines, Askin; second, John P. Haines, Tift; 

third, John P. Haines, Bex; H. C., John P. Haines, 

Rigi; C., John P. Haines, Vix. First prize, $10; second, 

silver medal. ’ 
NEWFOUNDLANDS—Doas anv BircHes.—First, E. Ey 

McUormick, Charlie; second, Gen. Roger A. Pryor, Char 
lie; V. H. C., Louis Alexander, Pluto; V- Hy Cur 

tead, Jr., Fleet; V. H. C., Albert Meier, Turk; Sprin 
EL CoML. Tuchband, Jim Fisk; G. J. O, Thurston, Nero 

C., Dr. Thos. C, Stellwagen, Neptune, First prize, $9 
second, silver 



NEWFOUNDLANDS—PupPrEs, Dogs AND BITCHES.—First, 
D. A. Bingham, Belle; V. H. C., Dr, Thos, C. Stell- 
wagen, Nereus; H. C., Jno. Dunit, Sappho; C., Robt. 

Lincoln Lee, Beris; C., W. Tietjen, Ananias. Prize, 
silver medal. 
GREYHOUNDS—D Gs AND Bircins,— First, Josh Stiner, 

Prince: second. H. A, Colt, Rosette; V. H. C., G. Wal- 
ton, Thoroughbred; H, ©., C, 5. Myer, Belle; H. G., 
‘Clifford A. Bartlett, Viscount; ©,. Hall, Blair & Go., 
‘Gem; 0,, Hall, Blair & Co., Guess, Jr. First prize, $15 ; 
‘second, silver medal. 
DEERBOUNDS—DOGS AND Brrcurs,—First, Paul Dana, 

‘Glen ; sacond, P. T, Barlow, Maida; V, H, G,, P.C. 
Bewitt, Sofrida; V, . C., J. Neilson Howard, Moidart ; 
W.H.C., Paul Dana, Oscar; H. C., Paul Dana, Lay. 
First prize, $15 ; second, silver medal, 
PoOINTERS—CHAMPION DoGs OVER 65 LBS.—First, Fisher 

Howe, Jr., Rex. Prize, $35. 
POINTERS—CHAMPION BITCHES OVER 50 LES,—First, B. 

J. Whitehead, Fan, Prize, $35. 
PomnteRS—Does OVER 5) LEs.—First, BE. Langdon 

Wilks, Frank; second, T, M, Aldrich, Ray; third, J. W. 
Coffin, Rake II,; V. H, C., C. Dubois Wagstaff, Lord 
Dufferin; H. C., A. BE. Godeffroy, Croxteth; C., Robert 

_ Zawrence, Sank. First prize, $20; second, $20 ; third, 
Silver medal. 

POINTRRS—BITCHES OVER 50 LBs.—Virst, A, Hl. Moore, 
Stella; second, David G, Hartt, Wash, First prize, 
‘$20 > second, $20. 
‘PoINTERS—CHAMPION Dogs UNDER 5) LBs,—First, Ed- 

mund Orgill, Rush. Prize, $35. 
PomteRrs—CHAMPION BITCHES UNDER 50 LEs.—First, 

‘George Van Wagenen, Dutchess. Prize, $35, 
PeinTERsS—DoGs UNDER 55 LBs.—First, H. B. Rich- 

imond, Snige; second, S. W. Truslow, Range; third, 
Worace Smith, Sam; H, C., Daniel Murphy, M. D., Ben, 
First prize, $30: second, $20; third, silver medal. 
POINTERS—BITCHES UNDER 50 L88.—First, Thos. A, 

~ Lymington, Comorn; second, Henry W-. Livingston, 
Rose ; third, Robt. C. Cornell, Queen May; VY. H. G., 
Garrett Rouch, Queen IL. ; H. C,, R, Lamb, Hif; H. C., 
Mrs. Annie Seagears, Gipsie; C., Isaac Weighell, Fleet, 
First prize, $30 ; second, $20; third, silver medal, 
POINTERS—PUPPIES UNDER TWELVE Monras—Dogs.— 

First, R. Lamb, Flash; second, Thos, H. Stout, Picco; 
Vv. H. G., J, W. Coffin, Brayo; V. H. C., Mark A. Tor- 
wey, Mark ; H, C., F. Hardy, Frisco; A. C., Bdmund Or- 
gill, Snapshot-Ruby, puppy; H. C., Chas. M, Shieffelin, 

ericles; H, C.; John N. Lewis, Flight. Wirst prize, $10; 
zecoud, silyer medal. 

- Powrsrs—Purrics uNpaR Twenyn MontTis—BircHes. 
: —First, R. Lamb, Phirt ; second, Fisher Howe, Jr., Neva; 

V. H, G., Garrett Roach, Prudence; V, H, C., Edmund 
_ Orgill, Rue; B.C., Garrett Roach, Marvel; H. G., J. W. 

Coffin, Lola; C.. Mr. Chas. M. Schieffelin, Sensation- 
Juno, puppy. First prize, $10; second, silver medal, 

ENGuish SuTTers—CHampPion Doaes.—First) S, Fleet 
Speir, M. D., St. Elmo. Prize, $35. 

| _ Byonise Serrers—CuAwPion Brtcuns.—First, Arnold 
| furges, Queen Mab. Prize, $35. 

_ ByGuIsH SerrerS—IveorteD DoGgs.—First, Frank RB. 
| Pay, Coin; second, Clarence N, Drane, Lofty; third, A. 
Hi, Moore, Duke of Beaufort: V. H. C., Joseph Rosen- 
| field, Royal Carle ; V. H. C., D. T. Charles, Sam; V. H, 

G., A. H, Moore, Gount Dan; V. H, O,, A. BE. Godeffroy, 
_ Decimal Dash; H. C., A. BH. Moore, Roderick; H. C., 

Clarence N, Drane, Peg’s Boy, First prize, $30; second, 
20; third, silver medal. 
ENGLISH SETTERS—IMPORTED Brvcurs.—First, Walter 

_ H. Beebe, Misa; second, A. H. Moore, Tass O'Gowrie ; 
third, A, H, Moore, Luna May; VY. H. G., John Dayid- 
son, Ailsa; V. H. C., Mrs. 8. Mlest Speir, Wanda; V. H. 

 G., Dr. W. W. White, Queen Annie; H.'C., A. E. Godef- 
) froy, Silk; H. C., Daniel Murray, Minna; ©., rd. Aug 

Herzberg, Kate If.; C. Erd, Ang. Herzberg, Polka; C., 
John C. Higgins, Petrel II. ; C., Paul Temple, Nell. First 
prize, $30 ; second, $20 ; third, silver medal. 

_ __ DascnunpDE—BDogs anp BircHEes.—First, William 
Weheelje, Dan ; second, Herm. Claussen, Moltke; V. H. 
©., Herm, Claussen, Eugenie; ©,, F. Bolinenberger, 
Waldinne ; C., Bdwin O. Meyer, Master Tell, First prize, 

$15 ; second, silver medal, 
 +Cotte¥s—Does Anb Bricurs.—First, J. Lindsay, Rex ; 
second and special medal, Dr. J, W. Downey, Lassie ; third, 
4G. B. Wood, Jock ; V. H. C., W. H. Watt, Ray ; V.H.C., 
“Benty Younge, Jr, Pixie; V. H. C,, N. Pendleton 

| Achenck, Di; V. HW. C., Allen S. Apgar. Spy; V. H. C., 
Allen 8. Apgar, Effie Deans} C,, J, H. Work, Mab. First 
prize, $20; second, $10; third, silyer medal. 
CouLEYS—Puprins—Dogs anp BircHes,—First, Allen 

§. Apgar, Lassie; V. H. C., Allen §. Apgar, Robin; V. 
HL. ©, Hdith Roberts, Bess; H. Ci, Miss EB, §, Hamilton, 
Scamp; H, G., A, E, Godelfroy, Lassie. Prize, silver 
medal 
Skye Terrmrs—Dogs Axp BircHes,—First, Louis 

Harbiger, Patich ; second, Louis Harhiger, Tatters ; third, 
 G, Walton, Pepper; V. H. C., W. I. Aspinwall, Puffy ; 
¥.H.C., H. 7. Vout, Jeti; H.C., Royal Balknap, Wirey; 
i0., Alexander Middlemas, Tatters; ©., John Osborne, 
pace: First prize, $15; second, $10; third, silver 
amedal, 

Scorch TERRIERS—DoGs AND BrrcHEs,—First with- 
held ; second, R. N, Hazard, Pepper; V. H. C., Richard 
Tynan, Nellie, First prize, $10; second, silver medal. 

__ Buack AND TAN TERRIERS OVER 5 LBS.—DoGs AND 
ITCHES.—Hirst, Sir Wu. Verner, Gart., Salford ; second, 

James Watson, Netile; V.H. C., Sir William Verner, 
Bart., Kate; H. C,, Mrs, Charles Schwartz, Tottie; H, 
G., Solomon Van Dyk, Topsey, First prize, $15 ; second, 
filyer medal, 

—_—~<>—_—_ 

THE TRAINING OF FoxHounps,—Pearisburg, Vu., 
May 5th.—Tt seems to me that the foxhounds are very 
much slighted, as your contributors write alinost alto- 
gether upon thesubject ofthe birddeg, T ama tyro in 
the breeding, rearing atid bréaking of hounds. I have 
been looking with an eazer he for something written on 

‘ the proper mode of breaking foxhounds, how to improve 
their staying qualities, etc. Hopa I may hearfrom some 
sof your many readers who have had experince in some- 
thing like a Virginia fox-hunt. UB Nt ey 

As the FOREST ANB STREAM is read by many of the 
an fox-hunters of the Southern States, we trust that 

of them may respond to our correspondent’s re- 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Sardis, Miss., April 19{h.—Hditor Forest and Stream : 
—Haying seen my first dog story copied in several 
papers, I thought I would give you anather from thie 
same source, but about a different dog, Since the death 
of the fire-making old pointer, another dog has become 
the associate of my friend, and he (the gentleman of whom 
I speak) was recently telling me how smart his new-made 
companion was, Last fall, when the birds were young, 
gentle and easily killed, my friend would go out once or 
twice a week and take Irby (his new dog) with him, He 
went so offen that Irby got into the habit of coming to 
his office nearly eyery day for a hunt. Finally he called 
one afternoon, and my friend could not go; thereupon 
he informed Inby of the fact, but told him to call next 
day at 1 o’vlock, sharp, and he would go with him. Irby 
went away sadly disappointed, and next day as my 
friend was sitting in his office picking his teeth and try- 
ing to think of some strong points in some of his law 
suits, and not thinking about Irby at all, suddenly in 
bounded the dog, almost frantic with delight, as much as 
to say, here Lam, look at your watch. The promise was 
remembered by Mr, , Who upon consulting his wateh 
found the hour was 12.50; he turned to Irby and asked 
himif he wanted to go yery badly, Immediately the 
dog gave.a low whine, ran to where the gun was stand- 
ing and then out in the street, and came to a dead point 
at nothing, stood a moment snd then van back in the 
office and took a seat by the fire until Mr, —— could get 
himself rigged for the promised hunt. 

This, ike my other story, was told me for the truth, 
and I haye no doubt but what‘"tis true, as my friend has 
not much of a reputation for ‘‘ stretching the blanket.” 
If he tells any more dog stories I shall surely entertain 
some fears for him. CRICK. 

ee 
A SUGGESTION TO THE WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB.— 

Editor Forest and Stream - The sad and sudden death 
of Mr, William M, Tilestom is a loss keenly felt by all 
who knew him, Those who were associated with him in 
connection with the field sports lo whith he was so 
ardently attached, and for which he did so much through 
yoice and pen and deed, will miss greatly his ready action, 
éxhaustless enthusiasm and keen j1idgzment, 

Gradually it will come to be recognized how strong and 
wide and healthful was the influence which he exerted 
upon those sports. It is nearly ten years now since I, 
together with hundreds of other of your readers, became 
acquainted with Mr, Tileston’s pleasant pen, thrungh the 
“Santa Monica” letters. which are yet recalled with in- 
terest; and the personal acquaintance that subsequently 
came about was of thesame pleasurable character as that 
which existed between writer and reader in earlier days, 
Mr, Tilestou was an open hearted, warm friend, a true 
and genial gentleman. To him the Westminster Kennel 
Club owes the high and recognized position if occupies 
to-day, when its exhibitions are unequaled elsewhere in 
the world, and attended by our very best people, 

Mr. Tileston was passionately fond of dogs, and the 
pois about them he did not know were hardly worth 
nowing, He was conceded by all to be one of the most 

fair and competent judges we have ever had. and he had 
equal ability to record his judgments for the aid of others. 
In his deyotion to field sports Mr, Tileston spent much 
valuable time without remuneration, and often neglected 
to look after his own interests through his absorption in 
these matters. He was suddenly taken away while at 
the place where he had been arranging for the fortheom- 
ing bench show, and his death by that terrible accident 
leaves a sorrowing widow and four young children with 
scanty means of support. 

In view of that fact, I would suggest to the exhibitors 
of the Westminster Kennel Club show, which will take 
place on May 11th, the propriety of raising a subscription 
fund for the benefit of Mr, Tileston’s family. I respect- 
fully request a full expression of the yiews of lhe ex- 
hibitors upon this matter, and shall be heartily pleased 
to join with them in such action as shall worthily ex- 
press our esteem for a worthy friend and our sympathy 
for his bereaved widow and children, 

Very respectfully, GARRET ROACH, 
1305 Fifth Avenue, N. ¥, City. 
it 

SOMETHING AROUT BREAKERS AND DOG 
BREAKING, 

FIFTH PAPER, 

HE dog should be taught, as we have already said, 

to obey the eye and the hand, rather than the 

voice. A dog that will do so is invaluable in open 
grounds when birds are wild. But although we advo- 
cate a system of instruction in the first place, that will 

teach a young dog to quarter his ground with precision 

and take as much adyantage of the wind as possible, yet 
we would af all times allow the youngster to make use of 
his discretionary instinct, and have a look for himself if 
he persistently shows amy desire to reconnoiter any par- 

ticular spot. It isa common fault with many breakers 
to think that they know better than their dogs the exact 
spot where the game is lying. Should the dog prove shy 

and refuse to beat, then an older companion must be 

made to show him the way, as most puppies haye enough 

of the faculty of imitation to be led to follow. But after 

a few days out with the old dog, the youngster will have 

picked up enough of the idea of what is required of him, 

and then the old dog must he left at home, otherwise the 

puppy will fall into the habit of entirely depending on 
his senior, and will do little else but follow at his heels. 
There is nothing so dispiriting toa youngster, one that 
cannot be expected to keap up with his much fleeter 
field companion, than to see him always keep ahead and 
scent out all the birds. If this course is continued he will 
soon show a disinclination to hunt, as his natural cun- 
ning will teach him that itis of no use, From that mo- 
ment you will possess a yery uncertain animal, on whose 
working you can place no dependence, and who will beat 
or not, as his humor suits him, Should a rabbit start up, 
and the puppy show the least signs of giving chase, at 
once administer a severe rating, and haye recourse to the 
whip, In case he should proye so unruly that he pays no 
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attention to the whistle, wait where you are until he has 
had his run out, and when he returns panting and gen- 
erally demoralized, Jead him to the exact place from 
which the bunny moyed and give him a sound flogging, 
and make him stay at charge until you see that he has 
cooled off and come to his senses again. Reprove him 
in this way on eyery repetition of the faull and of 
noticmg anything that is not game, and he will soon 
give up working on a rabbit or a small bird. Tt is 
necessary to warn you to be careful not to interrupt him 
whenever he appears to be winding birds. Giva him 
time to locate them, Like every other faculty, his sense 
of smell will improve as heis given exergise and gaing 
experience, Do not, howeyer, allow him to contract a 
habit of puzzling with his nose to the ground, but urge 
him forward, and make him look elsewhere. He will 
then raise his head and catch the scent of other particles 
and more or less directly approach his game. Should he 
then erowd on too quickly check him by the word ‘‘ care- 
ful,” but still allow him to go on; he will then stop hesi- 
tatingly, draw forward and pulupthe game. Nowis the 
time for you to come in with the command * toho," 
which is quite uselessand sure to be disregarded if adopted 
before the disposition fo point is shown in some slight 
degree. From this tims forward common sense will 
teach ‘you how to act toward your dog. The youngster 
will either need encouragement or restraint. If the for- 
mer, your task will be by far the most difficult one, for 
you will, to some extent, be obliged to let Lim trun riot 
on the haunt, After that enjoyment the example of a 
steady dog will be of benefit in toning him down. 

If you find your dog, from excess of delight and exu- 
herance of spirit, less under general command than when 
his initiatory education was going on, and that he does 
not ‘ toho ” steadily at the exact spotat which you order 
him, at once attach a check-cord to his collar, It will 
diminish his pace, and make him more cautious and 
obedient. The moment you s¢e him begin to feather get 
up quickly, without running, to the end of the cord; 
check him suddenly, at the same time saying ‘‘toho,” if 
you are satisfied that game is before him, and that he 
ought to be standing. He will then come to his point, on 
which you must keep him. Encourage him to stand 
firmly. Go quietly alongside of him—pat him—drive a 
peg in the ground and tie the cord to it, then walk in 
front of the dog and move the game yourself, 

Pointing is the natural mstinct of the well bred dog, 
and should your puppy be the offspring from a line of 
field dogs you will have less trouble to make him stanch 
than it his parents depended solely upon their records on 
the bench, We adyise all dogs to be broken on game, 
not on little birds, for if this course is pursued, it will 
give the double trouble of having to unbreak them later 
on, and very probably ever afterward a desire will crop 
out at times, especially when the dog becomes tired or 
unwilling to obey, to point larks, small birds, mice, etc, 
There is nothing gained by training a dog to point any- 
thing else but game, as the less he knows of other birds 
the better. 

The owner of a dog cannot shoot over him too often to 
give him experience, Insist upon his being stanch, 
Never allow your dog toescape punishment when he de 
liberately flushes his game. But always be sure that the 
birds were moved by the dog and aot by their own in- 
clination or the noise of your own talking. A stanch ~ 
pointing dog is invaluable, as he can be taught to stand 
with birds fluttering up and lighting down in open sight 
without moving a muscle, Snipe often act in this way, 
as, in fact, does all other game at times. When the birds 
are acting so your dog should not press forward one step, 
check him if he does, and punish him if he persists, The 
teaching him to ‘‘drop to wing,” thaf is, to charge when- 
ever lie sees or hears a bird rise, with the proviso that he 
isnot poimting at another bird, we can strongly recom- 
mend as asure means of correcting the least unsteadi- 
ness. This plan will prevent his getting into a habit of 
blundering up birds, and cunningly pretending not to 
have noticed their escape. 
We have already urged, in a previous article, that a 

young dog sliould be broken to drop to shot; ib is there- 
fore unnecessary to go over the ground again. This 
method, if at first adopted, will prevent his ever think- 
ing of running in, but should he ever acquire that yil- 
lainous habit, it can be corrected by niéans of a check. 
cord, as already described. 
Presuming that your youngster has found a bird, has 
ointed it stanchly, and that you ‘have killed it, and he 
has charged as he should, itis then fur you to teach him 
how to £6 to the bird without wasting time, and to retrieve 
itin style. There is a deal more in this than most break- 
ers think. You want to have your dog go straight to the 
bird, and with as little circling as possible; pick the bird 
up in his stride, or while moving ; return to you and sit 
up with the bird in his mouth, with his head inclined 
upwards, ‘To stay in that position till you say the word 
“loose,” and not let him move until you haya pocketed 
your bird and are ready for another rise. To do this, go 
to the dog, take him by the collar, and while repeating 
the conimand to ‘‘ fetch,” lead him to the leawaril of the 
bird. Release him and allow him to pick it up, step 
quickly back to the place where you stood when youshot, 
and call your dog to you. Dothis unfailingly whenever 
you see that the dog showsany inclination to push blindly 
forward to retrieve, depending in a general scouring of 
the country to find the bird. The dog handled in this 
way will, even at down charge, soon drop into the habit 
of correctly locating the place where the bird has fallen, 

All dogs, properly handled, can be taught to retrieve 
handsomely, and when bad ones turn up, if is the fault 
of the breakers, who are sither bupatient or very poor 
markers, 
We now come to the mooted question of whethera dog 

should or should not be broken to point his dead birds. 
Our experience has shown us that as there isa difference 
in the scent of a dead, wounded, and an unwounded bird, 
we cannot see why valuable time should be wasted in 
haying the dog point a bird that he knows is in a eyndi- 
tion to be retrieved, Dogs that point '‘ dead” are apt to 
become hard in the cmaat, While waiting to receive the 
command to fetch, they prepare themselves for 4 springs 
and upon being ordered on they pounce upon the bird, 
which they are apt to crush in their naturally powerful 
grip. A dog is less likely to mouth a bird while in mo- 
tion than when slanding still ; therefore. if he be allowed 
to go to the bird in an orderly manner, pick it up, and 
return, without stopping where the bird fell, much time 
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sented by Mr. M. P. McKoon, of Tranklin, N. ¥., witha four 
weeks old foxhound puppy, Mike-Sinoke, which is said to be very 
handsome, 

Foxhound Purjy.—Me. N. Wilmore has just received from Mr. W. 

H. Chureh, of Nova Scotia, a seyen months old foxhound puppy 
that was shipped on March ?4th, Notwithstanding the length of 
time on the way, it arrived in fo6d condition. 

will he sayed, and the dog’s ardor will not be dampened 
by unnecessary restraint. The plan of making a doe 
point dead has this evil consequence, that should he, when 
searching for the dead bird, come across and point, as he 
ought, amy fresh garne, on your telling him to fetch it, as 
you naturally will, he must spring forward and flush it, 
if heattempt toobey. Surely, this would tend more to 
unsteady him than the manner we have recommended 
© have him broken. Moreover, if you teach your deg to Brep.—Jessamine-Bow—St, Louis Kennel Club's Jessarnine to 

= " . - Bow. La , * - * 
point dead, you at once relinquish surely, unneces- Sees cote * a : F 

garily, all hope of ever seeing him pick up, one hy one, : ee ti David—Mr. H. B. Vondersmith’s Banshee to his 

scattered beyy of birds, or witnessing the fine display of 
Sagacity and steadiness required in such a performance. 

There are many dogs to which it seems natural to 
he hard mouthed, and almost impossible to check by 
means of the whip, I, therefore, you find such a cus- 
tomer, the quickest and easiest way is to teach him to re- 
trieye the bird by the wing or head. This is easily done 
by means of a dummy stuffed bird, prepared with sharp 
pointed wires in ite body, As dead birds frequently lodge 
in the branches of bushes or get caught in the briers, it is 
well to now and again drop one on the top of a high log 
or stump, and thus teach the dog to look for his birds 
also in high places. 
When, after a few weeks, you find that the youngster 

has confidence in himself, and is likely to hunt independ- 

Daisy-Faust—Dr, N. B. Carson's Daisy to St, Louis Kennel Club's 
Faust. 

Bunnic—Mr, N, Dimore’s beagle Bonnie, Ranzer-Lucy, to 

Messrs. Elmore & Pounall's Victor—imported fRattler, imported 
Blue Bell, 

Dssany.—Flambea—Mr. BH. A- Herzberg, of Brooklyn, N. vas, 

has recently lost his fine Layerack setter Mambeau from dis- 

temper, He was said to haye becn one of the best deyeloped 
Laveracks ever imported. 

—Attention is called to advertisement of W. H, Carr, on page 
296, this week. 

—We jrould call attention to advertisement of mastiffs for sale. 

ently, take liim out with a well-broken dog that is not 
forif he commits such mis- likely to make false points ; 

takes, your pupil will soon utterly disregard his pointing. 
Select one also who draws upon his birds in a fine, detier- 

By selecting a slow old dog you will 
Pceely diminish the wish of the young one to follow 

On the old dog’s pointing, catch the eye of the 
young one, call fo the old fellow by name, telling him to 

mined attitude. 

tim, 

“toho.” The ordex will make the young one look round, 
and axvaken him to a suspicion of what is going forward, 
Then, carrying your gun as if you were prepared momen- 
tarily to fire, vetreat, or move sideway, m a crab-like 

By turning your face to- fashion, toward the old dog. 
ward the youngster, he will follow your movements, and 
when he catches sight of the attitude of the old dog he 
will almost at once guess its meaning. Should the old 
fellow draw forwurd, still the other must remain station- 
ary. If he but advance onestep rate him—go to him and 
drag him back to where he onght have backed, Should 
he rush up at his companion, lead him to the exact spot 
from which he moved, peg him down with the check- 
cord until you haveshot and reloaded, Pursue this plan, 
and you will soon have your dog back from any distance 
on the instant he sees his companion come to his point, 

The remaining quality, that of “drawing” or “ trail- 
ing,” as if is most frequently called, is only taught by 
experience and practice. It is especially necessary in 
quail and grouse snooting, and is the most readily taught 
by breakers who are perfectly familiar with<the habits of 
tue game of which they are in pursuit. The dog must 
not follow the running birds either too slowly or too fast, 
and where the birds are wild and the lying coyerbad, the 
sportstian should endeavor to drive them, as it were, on 
betore hin and his dog until they find sufficient harbor 
tuto which to crawl and hide. There have been many 
instances of old dogs spontaneously *salloping off and 
placing themselyes on the other side of a running bevy. 
There is no reason why your dog cannot be taught to Re 
this, on the same principle that colley dos are instructed 
to circle the sheep which they are penning, By work- 
in’ dogs from leeward to windward they become habhitu- 
ated fo seeing game intercepted between themselves and 
their masters, and by judiciously calling a dog off the trail, 
and making a sufficient circle with him, it would not be 
remarkable if he picked wp in time the habit of head- 
ing ruuning birds. It may be well to mention that your 
dog should not be allowed to cross a fence or stream in 
the spot where he has been pointing across. Accustom 
him to he called off his pomt, and make him go down and 
cross twenty or thirty yards below. This will prevent 
‘im from flushing his game, which he might do while in 
the act of jimping over. 

Althought the foregoing instruction has been described 
as being carried on in the open, the same directions are 
to be carried on in the coyer, only observing thatthe dog 
should not be allowed to range out of shot of the gun, A 
method often practiced when working a stubborn wide 
tanger in the cover is to attach a small bell to the dog’s 
collar; the ceasing to hear its tinkling being the warning 
to the sportsman that his dog is pointing game. We 
merely recount this as one of the ways at times adopted 
for changing a badly broken animal into something: like 
a useful one. The best way, however, will he to boil 
these articles down fo suit your own case, and by constant 
companionship endeavor to make your dog as intelligent 
an animal as possible, 
ES 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NAMES OLAIMID.—Bessic—Mr, Fred. Masten, of Buffalo, N. Y. 
claims thenume of Bessie for his liver and white ticked cocker 
spaniel hitch, by Mr. Charles Battey’s Con, out of Mr. J. B. Har- 
rinicton's Floss. 

Mareh—My. John W, Suvith, of Annapolis, Md., claims the name 
of March for his black tmd tan Gordon setter bitch, whoelped 
March 12th, 1579, by Doane's Tom, out of Wright's Bessie, 

IMPORTED BEAGLES.—The Essex County Hunt, of Montclair, 
N. J., aye jast received by steamer Victorit the hyo fine English 

beagle bitches Gypsey und Daisey, which they intend to keep for 
breeding purposes. 

S§Anu.—iVili.—G. E. Sawtell, Malden, Mass., has sold his imported 
pointer bitch, Nell, to W. B. Giles, Abilene, Kan. She isin whelp 
to Don, winner of the second prize, Boston Show, 1877, owned by 

FF. B. Warren, Clielsea, Mass. 

Mephisto—Mr. Henry De Bus, of Cincinnati, Ohio, has recently 
purchased jhe pointer dog Mephisto, by Faust, out of Zeal, 

whelped Aug. 1$th, 1877, from the St, Louis Kennel Club. Me- 

phisto bas been entered in the Field Trials Derby and Puppy 
stakes, Hustern Field Triais Club. 

Ring David-Banshee LL, Whélv—Myr. IL 2B. Vondersmith, of Lan- 

caster, Pa., hassold to Mr. W. 1". Boardman, of Caluis, Me., a red 
Trish setter puppy, by King David, outof Banshee IL. 

Brasket—Mr. H, B. Yondersmith, of Lancaster, Pa., has bought 
ofMr, H. L. Smith, of Stvathroy, Ont., his lemon and white 

Llewellyn setter Bracket, Gladstone-Clip, whelped April, 187). 

PRESENTATION, —Mr. N. Elmore, of Granby, Conn., has been pre- 

ilicherp. 
————_—— 

Address all communications to ** Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

BOW SHOOTING IN NORTH MINNESOTA, 

EN years—years full of fun and udyenture—has the writer en- 

Joyed that noble and most witching of all pastimes—archery. 
Half of this period, ‘tis true, was during boyhood, yet not after 

the boy's usual method in handling a bow, nor with those ernde 

implements made of saplings or limhs weak enough to pull with 

the thumb and finger, and called in rustic parlance a“ bow ‘no 

arrer. The writer used a weapon of English pattern, and his 

preceptor taught him how to draw after the manner of the 

English, besides grace in avlitude and every acquired elegance in 

form; also the holding of the bow perpendicularly, and loosing 

immediately nponatulldraw. After two or three years of tui- 

tion he could bring down game, and killed larze numbers of 

squirrels, birds, muskrats, besides plumping over chipmunks and 
thesmaller fry generally. 

The writer during the past decade has resided in North Minne. 
sota, doing duty as sureeon and practitioner, and while not busily 

engaged in prescribing the pellets of Esculapius, has deyoted his 

leisure hours to bow shooting, bothin the hunting of wild game 

and also at targetpractice, A band of Ojibway Indians, located 

at theirreservation, which is in the immediate vicinity of our 

frontier town, hasafforded the writer a chance to study archery 
as it exists among red men, whoare but deprayed and degenerate 

representatives of the native aborigines. Yet withal some are 
not unenviable experts in bow shooting, especially at the shorter 

ranges. Beyond thirty-five yards they are notso reliable. They 

do notknoy thatthe cock teather, when tumed to the right, will 
throw the arrow out of line. 

The writer remembers one stalwart descendant of the great 

Pontiac who would haye excited the admiration of every archer 
present at the Chicazo tournament, could they have seen him, 

not only for his unusual poise and aplomb and nnstirpassable 

beauty of physique, but for his swift, easy, steady, unyarying 
actionin drawing and loosing. This Ojibway athlete could equal 
the writer at the short ranges, but would huve been compelled to 

accept second place when jcompeting with him utany distunve 

exceeding fifty yards. 

The Indians haye a custom, inpractico, of shooting a pointed ar- 

row into a dead limb, thirty or forty feet from the round, and 

then spring it out by using blunt-headed arrows, which when 
striking close beside the other does not fail to unloose the target 
shaft. The feat is to dislodge it at the first fire. If the first 

archer fails, he pives his place to another, and so on until the 
champion bringsit down. Gambling is common with them. 

The writer hasbeen almost alone in his favorite pastime. Until 

last season, when by the newspapers and magazines people saw 

thatthe English game was becoming popular, he could not be 

seen with his bow end quiver without being stared at as an object 

of questionable surivsity, to say the least. Finally two or three 
gentlemen procured bows, and a lady or two, though no one fol- 

lowed the pastime with interest sufficient to render them expert 

at any distance, nor did it Gnable them to join with the writer in 

anything like even practice. Indeed there was danger ol being 
jeered by the ronghand yulgar. Only a whizzing shaft com most 
emphatically dissuade a tipsy meddler from such demonstrations. 

Aud here it may be said—in the experience of the writer it is 

true—almost invariably can you measure the mental caliber of a 

man in his like or dislike Of the now national pastime. Tf le has 

enjoyed social culture, andjis intellectually refined, and is at all 

restheticin his tasies,in the degree that he fis so will be his ea- 

thusiasu over the yew-Spring of Mudie and the feathered fixtures 

of Muir. 
This leads to a word about the exclusiyenuss of the National 

Archery Association's rules. Why should any archer be ex- 

cluded, after paying his individual fee, When spplying for # 
chance to compete for the prizes ? 

Now, the writer has had no opportunity to belong to any club, 
and he is led to believe that many experts could be found among, 

men who haye liyed two score years, more or less, On the * rug- 

red frontier," ov were, perbaps, “ on the rough border born,” or 

an old mountaineer,” who can speed the shaft with the best— 
who would be well pleased to be present in Butfalo next July, To 

California they are malting arrangements as they should be. Let 
the officers of the National Association emulate them in that 

liberal and eatholie spirit, which neud never cause any regrets 

that liberal provisions shall ever allow the entrance of an ele- 
ment fhat may prove prejudicial to the best Interests of any or- 

ganization of true and earnest archers, 

Relow is recorded the best. seore at the Double York Round 
that the writer was capable of making, up to Noy. Ist, 1879° 
Since then the snow bas been too deep for such long-range shoot- 

ing, and practice has been kept up at forty yards. Score :— 
Arrows, Yards. Hits. Vulue. Total. 

Lit 100 97 3 201 
416 8 $2 6 460 
45 Oi} ay us 405 

1,056 
However apoctyphul the aboye may seem—the writer bas inter- 

ved that heis alone almost in practice—he can prove his points. 

At times spectators haye been present, Besides,he has shot — 
avainst rile éxperts, and those who are not tyvosin using’ the navy 
revolver. Shooting against the former at the equivalent point- 
blank ranges, with the latter at the same distance, Viz., forty and 

fifty yards, winuing in almost every trial with either of the 
above mentioned weapons, In this remote frontier town the 

stock to draw fromin forming a troupe of enthusiastic toxophi- 
lites is meager Indeed. Probably in time there will he several 

who may attain toamedinm degree of proficiency. ‘The above 
score, it will be seen, necessitates the use of “four figures,’ Wot 

atew times did the writer fail to reach their nelehborhood, some- 

times wanting & score Orso to know them; again, going heyond 

1,000. A. bow was used which pulled a iittle less than fifty pounds; 

arrows were preferred weighing four or six, and four came first 

when rigid enough to endure the recoil of the string, as the 
string, when loosed, passes its own linelwhile at rest, when braced 

—by two inches or mere at the center--for every inch it throws 

the arrow outof line. Any one can see this hy experimenting, 
Arrows lighter still would be better, but they could not endure 
such a yiolence of recoil. Could the arrows passa hole in the 

exact center of the bow (an impracticable action), they would be 
subject to no strain whatever. Here is a point, with many others 

now agitated, which human ingenuity can neyer displace, 80, 

too, the proposed changing of the target figures. So lang as the 

periphery of the target shall seem to decrease with increase of 

distance from the archer's eye, just so long will it be impossible 
to geta target whose face shall be proportionably suitable for 

allranges. The champion of last summer's tournament must 

be correct in this, as he is logical aud far-seeing in nearly every 

other point advanced, though opposed by enrnest and worthy 

gentlemen who haye a right to be heard. When we of America 

become the equals—wheu we cau excel the best Buogilish elubs— 
and can command our excellence without danger of defeat, then, 

and not till then, let us, for any Yeasons yel urged, change our 

yaluations. When that time shall arrive, who can dowht put that 

each and every generous Briton among the gentlemanly toxoph- 

ilites of Albion will hasten to fo.low us without a protest. 

North Minnesota is the sportsman's paradise. There are rush- 

lined lakes and winding streams. Localities abound where you 
may tind the mallard in his haunt, and only you know about it. 

Here car you enjoy the finest Indian sainmer; and on the edge of 

some woodland tarn, or prairie lake-rica feld, sit and hear the 
quacking of water fowls by myriads, and the low, muiiled thuo- 
der of blackbirds swooping down in miliions, and the note of the 

great bine heron; and that sub-bass note, the watery sounding 

pump-siroke of the marsh bittern; About twelve miles norih- 

west, ond northeast of this fown, all the long autumn, can he 

heard the honking of the wild goose, where thousands come to 

feedin wheat fields and fallow land, 

More delicious Indian summer days can be found nowhere, 

Grouse used to be abundant; but that merelless slaughter called 
sport, in which scores of pot-hunters, armed with double breech- 
loading shot guns, Aided by trained setters, earriéd on each sea- 

son, has so decimated them, that, in the not far future, this sports- 

man's king of all wild fowl jn the upland will bea thing of the past, 

The writer,has killed over twenty varieties of wild ducks, and hus 

also fond many other kinds. Me ones most abundant are mal- 
lards, and the brown scaup duck; solden-cyes are numerous, 

Black ducks fly overhead between sundown and dark in coutnt- 

less flocks, butmone are bagged unless taken on tha wing. That 

is difficult, for they fly high, and are yery rapid on the wing. No 

oné séemis to know where they pass the day, as they ave not 
killed with other ducks on the usual grounds hunted over for 

water fowl. Wood ducks are quite plenty in September, and 
archers would find good chaness to take them along narrow? 
winding, rush-lined streams. | 

One October day, with a companion, we remember coming — 
upon a group of herons, tienty or thirty in number, in a lonely 
spotin the great northern forest that stretches away to {he far- 

off Hudson Bay country. They were standing arounda pool of 

dark, clear water, having & companionable time of it. The sur — 
face and the surroundings did nob afford a chance to get within 

bow shot, withoWt taking more pains and trouble than two tired 

hunters cared about, and they all made off in safety, But they — 
were the largest and most formidable looking fellows we had ever 

seen. Did they but know their force in offensive tactics, they 
could have made it Intensely Interesting for us, An Indian wiis 

killed by a so-called sandhill crane in an instant, with one thrust 

of his sharp bill, which pierced through the eyeball and reached 

the substance of the brain. A neighbor of ours once woundeda — 
white heron, and pursued the Heeing bird. When the heron saw 

that his enemy was gaining upon him, he turned sharply about, 

and came directly forhim. His fine oeck was arched for a blow. 

His liquid eyes glittered with a soft, yet deadly fire. A thrupt — 
with that long, hard, polished bill would equal a blow from a 

poniard. When neighbor W. felt the situation, he raised his gun, 
estimiuting the chances with a degree of trepidation nol inconsid- — 

erable, But his blow was fortunate. Tt broke the bird's neul, : 

aod closed the singular contest, which was not without u toudh of 
the lndicrous. 

Throughout this region ond northward, the water fowl come 
to breed. They remain here until winter driyes them south- 
ward, Wild rice abounds everywhere. In the spring time shel- 

drakes (Meryqus americanus) are plentitul. One, a male, was killed 

a year azo—a beauty, by the way. It was just past molting. ‘The 
body underneath wa: of the richest cream tint. The heud, liver 
eolor, ind plossier than burnished brongw. The slate wings and 
buck were penciled as delicately as nature ever does her work 

The upper neck was deep maroon. Those faded specimens shot 
during the tall months show but poorly when contrasted with 

the soureously plumaged king of all wild duck kinds. He wemhed t 

more by eleven ounces than the largest red-head or canvas-baclk 

eyer taken in this country, 

The writer struck a crow witha blunt shaft stventy yards away. 

The favorable element of chances often affords au archer much 
pleasure. A wing shot we desire to revord in concluding this 
piper. After striking down a few fine birds over the decoys, the 
writer posted himself to await the daily flight of black ducks. 
Long, low musses of clouds Inay aboye the hovizon bar, cardinal 
and gold at their edges, while the day orb had been down nearly 
an hour. Cool, sweet breezes breathed sottly from the dusky 
Meadows, und eay-witching echoes of turest birds came Prom the 

bordering woodlands. Tho whistle note of the wideon faliawed 
the riyerrunniug hard by. Tt wus a solitary spot, remote trom 

rural ways—éyery surrounding approved by each wild water 

fowL ‘Throughout the season ducks never fail to Hy across a 
certain neck of land, and the urcher or vifleman hus but to wai 

for the first hints of gathering darkness to get a stot at the home 
returning flocks. Eyen after a Soccessful day amony the decoys, 
a shot upward to close the day with is never omitted. 
After patiently witching a full hour after sundown—they 

slow in starting to-night—the first half dozen whirl by, well down, 
but too far to the right, The ilight once bezun, there will bi 
hundreds before it fs over. They sweep pustwhen it is so dar 
you cannot sec their outlines, Presently,a shadow well abe 
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indicates that ina moment more the supreme chance will pres- 
ent! Up goes the how hand, the shaft is ready for the swiftest 

Clarke and Conoyer in the sacond innings, The following score Aiyvsiwvers tw Gorvesy ondents. 
will show others that did their clubs seryice ;— 

“ 
SS 

draw an archer ever makes, and perhaps the most perfect, hoth SPATEN ISLAND. J. A., Hannibal, Mo,—Take the model of ‘73. You will find it 
ti the draw and loose. We haye watched a fellow archer in do- First Inning. Second Taning. all sufficient, 
ing it. The clumsiest are graceful then. The long deep line of | Irying,1.b. w., b. Emmet: Do DaGlntices, ae tbe eps etal ars wr u U 

Filmer, b. Conover.. HeConGvelerns sssdeaes peeren st 
soming birds are overhead; they reach out right and left; they 

eover fifty yards from front to rear, Let drive: a shaft going up 

famong them may find & way through, asin the ‘many bolesin a 

W. H. 1.—Lyman’s bow-facing zearis the only onein the mar- 
4 

1 a 

Manning, b. Stevens “ ket. See his card. 

0 
8 

0 
a 

Inman, b. Emmet... 19 b, Conove 
Biaghain, b, Stevens. . pb. Conove 1 I. J. W., West Merid ‘onn.—The rifle is serviceable for its 
Hole, c. and b. Steyens....... 12 cand b, C Spe Renda con ‘skimmer” seven times in ten usually does; but to-night it | Ronarts, ¢. Stevens, b. Cono- caliber and chargo. 

Plumped itself through the breast of a handsome male. Mow} yer.....-_.--.. :.:s2..-...-- 2 mot out ... ¥, H. 0O.—For a fair rig, 0.8) w. 1. for holst; boom, 0,95 w. 1+ 
ever'y herve tingles when he zallss with a thud, as though weigh- a eh ie Li ae ae 8) WORST gait, 0.50 w. 1.; jib on foot, 0,75 w. 1. 

ii - 7 oOIre ig Weg i Shey My P 4 

Soe ewe EeuGs, avaitdupais!/ Tray,” thar lyersamdewitte sl Tver vac... fs. jut eee 1 b. Clarke. .........2..- sees 0) Hroxs, Osccola Mills, Pa—An advertisement in this paper will 
pointer, picked him up and brought him to his master's fect, as | Kirkland, b. Conover......... Bi TeAgiCE,.. Vou}: 2 Sey A find ‘ar fonts articl 
roud and ha 1 y F fae A.Rich, run out.......--.., 15 c. Olarke, b. Conover ....... Snirenaser Lor your aryicles. pre EsTat PPy, and equally as eager for a tid-bit from the Byes, 3; lee byes, 1; wides. r for Florida savory breast when both rench home, M.D. al Sol ns : on patna) be pst Byé. rae H.R. WS, Boston, Mass.—The gun is an excellent one for Plorida, 
Detroit, Minn, March 10th. Fe, — | and, so fur as we know, is reliable. 

Sa Total...... pa A oenlsnatos oti “otal i... y-45-:- Rea a aS 18| J.H.H., Providence, R.I—We do not know the gum, but the 

ORLTANY ARCHERS.—TIackensack, NW. J., May 1st.—The Oritani Farsttpne COLUMBIA. ‘ eae manufacturers are reliable and trustworthy. 

Archers held their third annnal meeting, May Sth. The following Hurst Innin(. econ (Mvinii. ; we ; rye ais > ; LB Dy ,N. ¥.— i r 25 ey to 
lofficers were elected: President, Wakeman Holberton; Vice- a SA Berbera: : PEE TEE fae SEP Fe LAG AS ec a : Conoyer, ¢. H. Rich, A " z - et eri Birds,” Naturalist’s Agency, Salem, Mass. — 

. President, Miss Hattie Wan Boskerck; Secretary and Treasurer, ae Be ad SEER HEE Ss 4 =e pace - eRe at ae eich on trout raising is “Irving Wood; Executive Committee, in addition to the officers, | #mmet, b. Roberts .:...., hae 9 Deh g a wel ee et Ene os r en Miss S. C. Hopper, Mrs. W. Holberton. The President reported in TL Glarke, hit wickets b nice SHOUT SA aS ae sada 15 +s 20 wr Stone's‘ Domesticated Trout.” For sale at this office; 
substance as follows: Active members, 34; club free from debt, |_ Rich ..-.....,....-.... ; & b, Roberts..........-2. veeeeee 1g} Price $2. 
With a balanee on hand; numbor of challenges sent out, 4, none ance Sr HEN aN “: i 0, 6. M.—See advertisement of Mr. §. B. Goldsmith, Custom 
of which weve accepted. he elub will hold practice meetings | Rutherfurd, b. M anning 2... 1 House Broker, in another column, Hecaninform youall shout 

twice a week, and a monthly meeting for ladies’ and gentlemen's ae b. aaa ene ne eb 2 cost of importing dogs. 

pages Ea SD SH Rutile soy Oren i G. 0. 8., Sawyer’s Bar, Cal._There is no monthly of the kind 
sa ———_ ‘ eee ‘ - . = a 

=. Byes, 2; leg byes, 1; wides, published in this country. You may perhaps procure the book 
New York Arcuery Crun.—The New York Archery Chub| 10......-......- Anse Papsoee 13 Byes, t; wides, 6.-.........005 10 | through the Orange Juda Co., of this city. 

haye erected theirtents on the Lawn at Central Park, and prac- ra 59 i io j EEE) A DA Sa, AS SPAT hale CER tin imme 1 be LOLA A. Was dttetarletia telcimeieh OFF MmeLOLeUL's #0) ta sh Serine 4 Ny Acegis 302 D tr y 2any! 2 following tice there every Tuesday, hursday and Saturday afternoons, ROTA viee.s vse Bn 555 5 Pate elahels 58 Total.... 52 SHELDRAKE.—To waterproof canyas, coat with the fo ing 

Umpires: For Staten Island, M, G, Haughton; for Columbia 

College, G. Giles, Jr. 

—Bromhead, the new professional of the Germantown Cricket 
ub, and Tyres, the new professional of the Chestnut Hill Cricket 

Club, will arrive from England this week. Both players sre Not- 

tingham men, and were selected and sent out to the above-numed 

elubs by Capt. Richard Daft. 

Tax NORTHWESTERN CricKET TEAM.—Most of ihe players con- 
sisting: of this team sailed on the 29th ult., and Mr, Kearney fol- 
lowed on the steamer of May 2d from Halifax, N. S. At the 

last moment Messrs. Armstrong and Jordan withdrew from the 
team, and Mr. H. Lemmon, said to be a promising young player, 

was substituted with Mr. Miller, who also decided to don the flan— 

nels during the tour. We have not space to give the personnel of 

the team in this issue, but will recapitulate their capabilites be- 

fore they begin play on the other side. ‘The following sre the fix- 

tures additional 10 the list already published: vs. Orleans Club, at 
London; County of Surrey, London, and Newbury Club, North 
London. 

—The Paisley Cricket Club, of Canada, has reorganized, Mr, 
John Collie, Secretary. 

—The Port Elgin Cricket Club, of Canada, has organized for the 
season, Mr. D, J. Yzaard, Secretary. 

SARNIA CRICKET CLuB.—At the annual meeting of this Cana- 

dian club, held April 17th, the following officers were elected ; 
Honorary President, Hon. T. B. Pardee; Honorary Vice-Presi- 

dent, Mr. M. Fleming; President, Mr. Julius H. Buecke; Vice- 

President, Mr. John H. Jones, P. L.8.; Captain, Cavendish Nevile, 

Treasurer, E, B. Walker; Secretary, Fred. Kittermaster; Man- 

agement Committee, Messrs. Parker and Sibson, together with the 

officers. Honorary Members—Messrs. John A. Mackenzie, T, Glee- 

son, R. Girdlestone, Geo. Leys, E, B. Jones, J. F, Lister and Dr, 
Poussette: 

TH Linpsay SoHoon OricKker Cuus held their annual meeting 

on Tuesday evening, when they organized for the eoming season 

and elected the following officers: President, W. H. Tilley, M. A., 

Vice-President, B. 8, Vanstone; Second Vice-President, 8. Calli. 

gan; Secretary, R. J. McLennan; Treasurer, G. A. Inyin; Man- 
aging Committee, D. Hampton, W. Smith, C. J. Logan, G. Bise- 

low, W. H. Dean. 

TRINITY CoLLuGE S0H00n.—Fort Hope.—Ata meeting of the T, 
0, 8. Cricket Club, the following officers were elected: President, 
Rey. ©. J. 8. Bethune; Committee, Messrs. Wood (Chairman), 

mixture: f ozs, hard yellow soap, 1) pints of water; when boil- 

ing, add 5 lbs. ground spruce ochre, | lb. patent dryer, and 4 lbs. 

boiled linseed oil. Or simply paint. 

M.P. McKk,, Franklin, N. ¥.—The fee for a club entering the 

State Association is $10. Noannual dues. Privilege of engaging 

in yearly tournaments upon payment of regular entrance fee. 

YounG SrorTsMAN.—1. The so-called pheasants are properly 

grouse. 2. The gun is not useless, but we should prefer a larger 

bore. 3. See answers in last paper about proper food for dogs, 

A. 2. X.—Neilson's * Boat Bullding for Amateurs ;” price $1.25 ; 

Williams & Co., 288 Washington street, Boston. It contains many 

practical hints, but no models or plans for hoats suitable to your 

purpose. See our back files for 1877 and 1878. 

G. J., Wyandotte, Mich—i. Send your frogs to Chappell & 
Storer, Fulton Market, New York. 2 You can probably procure 

the paper of newsdealers, but to make sure of it had better sub- 

seribe regularly. Your sddress on our books can be changed 

when you change your residence. 

0. B. P., South Britain, Conn.—Plants of land-locked salmon 

seem to have turned out very well in Connecticut lakes. They 

will probably do wellin your waters, Write to Dr. H.N. Hudson, 

Hartford, Conn., who is State Fish Commissioner, and he will give 

you directions for securing supply. 

‘The club and its belotgings make astriking addition to the scen- 
ery of jhe Park. ‘Tho picture formed by the tents, targets, cay 
pennants and the archery dresses of the contestants is pictu- 

resque and beautiful. 

The cluh wive a concert next Monday evening, tickets to which 
miny be secured of the President, Dr. A. B. De Luna, or of the 

Serretary, Mr. Jas, W. Auten, Jr., 127 Pearl street, New York. 

| Gricket, 
pas eae 

—ADDRESS all communications ‘“ Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 

FIXTURES. 
—$—_—___ 

Rey. 13, at Hoboken, N, J,—Columbia College vs. St. Georges 

iMay 14, at Staten Island—Staten Island vs. St. Georges. 
May 15, at Prospect Park—Columbia College vs. Manhattan, 
May 15, at Nicetown—Belmont vs. Germantown. 
Muay 15, at West Philadelphia—Belmont (2d) vs. Young America 
WA) 

May #7, nt Baltimore —Youns America vs. Baltimore, 
May %5, at Haverford—Dorian vs. Merion. 
May 15, at Frankford—Oxford vs, Chestnut Hill (2d). 
May 19, at Chester—Younge America (2d) vs. Chester City. 
Mey 10, at Haverford—Dorian vs. Old Hayerfordians. 

——< 

Young AMERICA vs, MERLIGN.—The first really important match 

+of the season came off at Stenton, Phila., on May Sth, between the 
ifirst elevens of the aboye named clubs. Only one innings each 

was played, the game resulting in the victory of the home club by 
Wiryns. The play was commenced promptly at 11 o'clock, and 

Capiain George Ashbridge haying won the toss decided to take 
the innings. The two Bailys, however, were the only two of the 
Merion team to make a stand, and the fnnings closed for the 
small tetai of 69. Dan Newhall acd Baird were the first Younz 
Amerioh, batsmen, 1nd they settled all doubt as to the issue of the 
Same by running up the score of 61 before they were parted. It 
45 upnecessary to particularize each individual play, but a stu- 

‘pendous smite to leg, for six, over the fence by Van Kenesalaer, 
and Lhe fine bowling of Law deserve special mention. Annexed 
is the score :— 

§. B. B., Tiftin, Mo9.—1. The best book for youis Jordan's * Manual 
of Vertebrates,’ Jansen, McClurg & Co., Chicago. 2, The lish is 

undoubtedly the pike perch, Stizostedion americana, which is 

yariously known as wall-eyed pike, glass-eyed pike, yellow pike, 

Ohio salmon, white salmon, and western salmon, It is a truce 

perch. 

|. J. Y. Jr., Philadelphia,—1. No wild rice to be had now. Har- 

vests will be gathered, and when erop is ready will be sdvertised 

in this papev. We shall then give full and explicit directions for 

sowing it. Success has attended its introduction into waters 

where todd for wild fowl has been exhausted. 2, No journal in 

the country deyoted exclusively to the yachting interest; has 

been tried and proved unsuccessful. The Forust AND STREAM is 

the only publication that nov fills the bill. 

Lanpiubper, N. 0,—The wind is said to be a fiye knot ors 
seven knot breeze when & full rigged ship would be driyen st 

about those rates, It is ascertained merely by experience, and is 

an expression in use among sailors, A one to two knot breeze fs 
alight air witha velocity of 1 to 8} miles; a two to three knot 

MERION. Perry (Sec.-Treas,), Roberts, Major Jones, Broughall. Matches | Pree2e has # velocity of ot peas a three to fiye knot wind 
C. BE. Haines, b. H.W. Olark........<--202--3 » | have been arranged with Trinity College, Upper Canada College, | bas 2 velocity of 6 pee mess ays se ten o ag miles; six 
A. L. Baily, b. B. W. Clari..... 7. 15 | Whitby, Cobourg, Peterborough, and Port Hope. to seven ku or eee aie ey en to eight knois, 16 to 24 miles: 

ae peainece Db ne yor : J Tae CRICKET Chu OF MOUNT Forest,—The following officers pelt ue alt F aa ‘ x init ae ert RE ea 
8. Lay, ¢, G. M. Newhall b. H.W. Cl 5 | where resently elected for the coming scason: President, J. F. OruisER,— Tho yawl rg will sui @ ou very Well, especially if 
J. B, Thayer, Jy. 0. H. l. Brown b. D. 6] Fields, re-elected; Vice-President, W. H. Kingston; Scorctary; | YOU P™OPose sailing single Banticd. | Step a pole mash near the W. Stroud, c. Van Renssalner b, C. A. Newha 
J.W, Hottman, b. C. A. Newhall. 
4.5. Watts, c.and b. J, 8. Clark. 
Wr. Gaspar Morris, st. Van Kens 
iG C. Thayer, aot out. 
Gives, 2; lex byes, 1. 

“Totals s,ses- 72; s+ 5 

bows, standing bowsprit, single jib, boom ends at rudder head, 

long gaiY and mizzenmast just abaft the rudder. Use lug for 
mizzen; it #ives you a shorter mast, and keeps the sail down. Bor 
San Francisco yaw! seeissue of March 13th, "79. Never mind what 
the rustics or natives say. They ire not capable of comprehend- 
ing anything but the dugouts they are bronghtupin. ‘The yawl 
will be common enough in a year or two, 

Treasurer, R, J. Hewat; Managing Committee, Messrs. Wiclide, 

Kingston, Hewat, A. Lamont, J. H. Coyne, 8. A, Dunbar, A. Yar- 
lett, C. O. Connolty, and F, Pickering, 

—The Hastings Club, of Canada, has organized for this year 
Mr. H. F. Sharpe, Secretary. 

Our LETTER ¥YROM THE WEST.--St. Louis, May 8tli—Cricket out 

here is, if anything, better than one would expect. The Mound 

we dttsessapeees fe elo. 

YOUNG AMERICA. 

he na Senos Ge. ST Reo ita tit sees PAAR rit tO RRBA ae City boys ave not only willing, but anxious to play any body or | . PACE ERTIES Sher Sane et Sat sin wae a 
WR. S. Newhall. ¢, Haines p, Dawe... 202 wuss ceseeee eee qe | every body of cricketers they can get anywhere near, Unfortu- | 2S toness of Buent he may possess. -Maby dors ata bit a 
aa. W. Clark, Jr, D, LAW secs eae ecttes thevestecseysess), di | nately, however, there isno club nearer than Springfield (about | 2” Bean eM ae AP AIT aes ana ire ect RRR DAOIER 

i, im ec any Behe ee "EF yomicurc. a 250 miles from St. Louis), aud that organization is not a strong SO E{EOs DOLD ORS ty Dee others that are trained to 
doso. We consider it unnecessary for an old ficld dog to waste 

his time stopping on dead birds, because he can readily distin- 
guish the difference between the two scents of “alive” and 
“dead”’ Tf A means that a dog that has been broken to point 
dead cannot scent out and point a cold bird, or one that has been 
dropped accidentally, perhaps, the day before from the sports- 

man’s pocket, he is mistaken, for we have often seen it dono 
by both well-broken setters and pointers. 

M., New York.—The list of Natural History boots of reference 

2. A. Newhall, ¢. and b. I". L. Baily. 
H. &. Dixon, c. Haines b. Laww.... 
G. M. Newhall, b, baw... 
A. Van Renssalaer, notou 
J. 8. Clark, un oUt...---.. 0065 
Byes, 4; leg byes, 2; wide, 1. 
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ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 

YOUNG AMERICA. 

oue; consequently, the cricketers in this ciuy haye difficulty in 

getting any matches unless they play club ones. They opened 

the season on St. George's day, Friday, April 28d--Enelish vs, All- 

comers. The Britishers proved the slayers by a seore of 72 to 66, 

doubtless being patriotically inspired by the day. The Mound City 

Cricket Club is fortunate in haying for its president such a true 

loyer of the game as Mr. Geo. F. Neil, of Crystal City. The club will 

increase in numbers as the season progresses; whit it needs, 

however, aire matches with outside clubs. Mr. W. H. Chainbers 
Maid- — Wrere- has therefore entered into a correspondence sith the secretary | Was published in our issue of March Mth. The works on Herpe- 

Bulls. Runs. ens. cts, Wides, | Of the Chicago Club, witha view of having a match sometime | tology there mentioned were: R. Holbrook, “ Worth American 

Bee Nee. tered ce ee a se é 3 .. | during this month. Ihave conversed with several of the mem: | Herpetology,” 5 vols., Philadelphia, 1542; Baird and Girard, 

AS Mewhalivar. a 6 b $ g hers, and they seem +0 think it the duty of the old St. Georges of | “Catalogue of North American Reptiles,” Part L, Serpents, 1853; 
hy By Claeke.c.:. 4.252222: = 19 5 0 3 : | New York to come out here and play them a return match for | Aassia, “ Contributions to the Natural History of North Amer- 

MERION. the one they lost in 187é—only seyen years ugo. But! tell them fea,” Part IT. * North American ‘Testudinata,” 1857; Cope, “Cheele 

SSA OB SAB AID Ace Lue: ni 10 5 the “Old Georges” are getting rickety, and, instead of slaying | List of North Anterican Bactrachia pod Hejitilia;” Cope, * Par- 
J.B. "Thayer ....-.-...,,..}84 ves 6 2 *f the cricket Drazons, are getting “thrown,” wore or less, every | tial Catalogue of the Cold-blooded Vertebrata of Mivhigan,'* 
ae hp eee a por H ae 6 5 : season—and rather miore than less, of late years, 1884-5. See also muny winor papers in Government Reports, and 

elsewhere. 

B. J., New York City.—My imported fox terrier bitch, eight 
moths old, has been bitten by ler full litter brother, woder hee 

nuck, sometimes In play, sometimes in real earnest. ‘There is no 

sien of ifch or mange, only the plices ave ved, all over the thvoat, 
and on her hind quarters, Tho places are sometimes bare of hair, 

The dogs ure washed every other duy, and huve been for months. 

Ans. Your dog tas the mange. Dross dow allover with follow 
lotion; oxide OF zine, two dvachms; Water, three Gunces; ta be 

well mixed in a mortar. This lotion should be used three or four 

timesaday. Give oucea week for a Tuy times a drachm and uw 
half of Epsom sults, dissalyed in water, for a pulvatiye, Give yex- 
etables with ordinary diet; allow plenty of exerise, 

Treloar, one of the best cricketers in St. Louis, is now on his 

way to England with Miller’s Northwestern Teatn, and is ex- 
pected 66 upbold the reputation of this city. Vhe M, (, G. have 

an excellent ground in Grand Avenue Park, which they vent 

from year i yeal Ata very veasonable rate; but are auxious to 
secure a permanent One. Some of the “ old-uns’? inquived utter 
“Giles, the steady old hoss,’ of the St. Georges, and wish they 

had him back in St, Louis; but the club’s expenses are rather 
heayy, and, as the members only number betyeen 80 and 100 (in- 

cluding 40 active omes), they intend to dispense with the luxury 
of a“ pro” uolll 2 more convenient season. The Foray ano 

Srna is bezinuiny to be known us a, gricket paper out here, 

and its columns much liked. NEw YoREaR, 

STATEN TSLAND (2d) ys. Cott aera ConLech,—The opening 

anatch of the New York season was played at Staten Island on May 
‘Sth, between teams representing the above elubs, and had the 
game begun atthe hour named the Collegians would probably 
‘isye landed themselves fie victors, As it was, The mateh was 
ivclese one, but being unlinished was decided in favor of the home 
‘club on the tistinnings, hy 48 runs. Che ground was ina yery 
fuinpy condition, and net up toitsustialexcellence, The teatures 
of the match were the good wicket keeping of Inman, and the 
batting of the junior members, the brothers Rich, fyr the 
Islanders. The batting of Westfeldt, of the St. Georees, who was | 
Admitted to play on the Collet team, and the: bowling @Er Hyde- 
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Norres.—Central Park has a new attraction, the tents 

of the New York Archery Club, 

The description of bow shooting in Northern Minnesota, 
published elsewhere, will be found entertaining to the 
general reader, as well as to the archer, 

We shall soon lay before our readers the plan of a fall 
campaign among the mountains of Virginia, which prom- 

ises to be an admirable opportunty for sport and sight- 

seeing combined, 

Northern Michigan will be one of the mest popularsec- 

tions of country visited by sportsmen this summer, We 

haye again and again referred to its rare attractions for 

the sportsman tourist, and we are glad to see that these 
attractions are becoming better known, 

Among those who called at our office during the past 
week were : Mr. John H, Kimball, Bath, Me., President 

of the Oquossoc Angling Association ; Mr. George D, 

Macdougal, of Montreal, Can.; Mr. H, B. Roney, of East 

Saginaw, Mich., Secretary of the Michigan State Sports- 
men’s Association ; Capt, C. EK. McMurdo, of Elvington, 

Va,; Mr. John Dayidson, Monroe, Mich.; Mr. G. C, Rich- 

ards, Chelsea, Mass.; Mr. 8. T. Hammond, Springfield, 
Mass, 

If we were to gather a convention of anglers we 

should take particular pains to insure the attendance of a 

goodly number of men with silvery hair. An angler is 
always entertaining when discoursing on his favorite 

pastime, and the older a man is, the richer store has he 

of memories and reminiscences. If you area young man, 

and want acompanion for your fishing tramp, get the 
company of some genial old gentleman; then you 
are sure of having a pleasant time, whether you bring 

any fish home or not, 

We are in receipt of a series of three articles descriptive 
of Nepigon trout fishing, the first of which will be pub- 

lished next week, and the same number will contain 
also the first of a series of practical articles on black 
bass fishing, prepared for this journal by Dr. J, A. Hen- 
shall, who is facile princeps as an instructor in this 
branch of angling. With the trout and the black bass 

we shall not forget King Salmon, In short, the coming 
numbers of the FOREST AND STREAM will be fof special 
interest to anglers, 

THE TRUE HISTORY OF ALASKA GOLD 

MINING, 
——— == 

Sirka, AnAsKa, Feb, 22d. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

I promised you, in my last, an authantic history of 

the discovery of gold-bearing ledges in this vicinity, 

and of operations connected with them. To enable my- 

self to carry ouf my promise, I have held interviews 

with Messrs. Helstead, Doyle, Mahoney, Haley, Sam. 
and Alex, Milletich and A. G, Cozian, all of whom have 

been more or less connected with the enterprise from its 
inception. I have read and examined records, deeds, 
contracts and letters, and believe that from the immense 

mass of information I have obtained, I can, by leaving 

out all history of disputes, be able to give you the history 
of the enterprise in condensed form. Each of the above 
men know more or less, but none know all of the story I 

shall tell you. All are well-known in this country, and 
their statements, many of which haye been confirmed, 

are worthy of credit, 

In the beginning, the Russian Fur Company had a con- 
tract by which they controlled this country, the Russian 
govermmnent retaining the right to take from them the 
control of any land in. which mineral deposits were 
found, This will account for their hostility, if it did 

exist, as is here asserted, to prospecting in search of 

minerals, and to any enterprise which would tend to 

lessen their power or revenues, : 

From time to time reports were brought in from the 

mountains by Indian fur hunters, of marble quarries, 

and one such quarry was actually found and examined 
in Nagnashonskay Bay (about fourteen miles from here 

vo the north and west). Very little attention was paid 

to these rumors. In 1855, the Russian Government sent 

an engineer officer named Daryehan to examine into the 

mineralogical resources. He spent two years in Alaska, 

visiting Kodiak, Cook’s Inlet, Cross Sound, Peril Straits, 

Whale Bay, and most of the Aleutian Islands. 
While in Sitka his time was principally employed, so 

say my informants, and from my experience with what 

is left of Sitka I can readily believe them, in the more 

agreeable pastimes of dancing and feasting, and very 
little was given up to prospecting. He never visited the 

range of mountains on which are situated nearly all of 
the ledges which have since been discovered, His report 

on the mineralogical resources was unfayorable, and 
from that date, 1858, to the date of transfer, 1868, noth- 

ing was done. The Russian Governor kept strict disci- 
pline, and no person was permitted to go into the interior. 
Mr, Helstead, a Swedish engineer, who is now employed 

running the Stuart mill, ismy informant up to this point, 

He says that the Russian engineer, while prospecting the 
mouth of a creek which empties into a bay, which is now 

known as ‘Silver Bay,” found some pieces of detached 
quartz Known as ‘‘ float,” but did not prosecute the searcui 
for their origin. 

In 1871 a soldier named Doyle discovered the first ledge 

of quartz known to exist in this vicinity, Mr. Sam, 
Milletich, a saloon-keeper, having heard the various 

rumors as to the existence of marble mines in the moun- 

tains, which, brought in by Indians, were more or less 

prevalent among the Russians, and passed on to be camp 

gossip among the soldiers, and knowing also of the indi- 
cations found at head of Silver Bay, in the shape of 

‘ float,” employed Doyle, a discharged soldier, to go on a 
prospecting trip. Doyle landed on the south side of Sil- 

ver Bay, and on Round Mountain discovered a stringer 

of quartz. Subsequently, in the same employ, Doyle 
prospected Indian River, a creek about a mile to the 
eastward of Sitka, and found on its east bank a stringer 
of auriferous quartz, which Milletich undertook to de- 
velop, but it proving very narrow, and not rich, yery 

little work was done, 
Early in the spring of 1872, Messrs, Doyle and Frank 

Mahoney, both of whom are now here, and have fur- 

nished me with the information, resolved to prospect the 
creek Which empties into Silver Bay. Fitted with pans 

and otherwise for placer work, they did s0, Following 

up the creek to where it forked, about half a mile from 

the bay, they took the western branch, and washed out 

many pansful of the debris found in the crevices of 
the bed rock, finding in nearly all of the pans a very 
small quantity of free gold ;not enough to pay, Coin- 
ing down the stream, they discovered on the eastern 

-branch the outcropping of a quartz ledge, which is now | 
recorded as the ‘* Haley and Milletich,” They were unpro- 
vided with tools to break into it to any extent, and con- 
tented themselves with washing out ‘t over a hundred 
pansful” of the adjacent soil, finding no gold. The 

ledge was composed of white and barren-looking quartz, 
and they concluded that it was of no value. They pro- 

cured, however, a few pieces of rock and returned with 
them to Sitka. The rock was not assayed and they lost 
track of it, but I have been able to trace its disposition. 
This rock started Nicholas Haley. 

A history of the progress of mining affairs in this yicin- 
ity becomes, to a certain extent, from this point an 

autobiography of Nicholas Haley, the soldier, prospector 

and miner, who has done more than all others toward 
developing the resources, In June, 1872, Haley, then a 

United States soldier, arrived at Sitka. Soonafter ar- 
rival he saw the rock brought in by Messrs. Doyle and 
Mahony, which was lying in the saloon of Mr. Sam. Mille- 
tich. He haying had considerable experience in quartz 
mining, detected at once certain indications in the ap- 
parently barren white quartz which led him to believe 
that the rock was gold-bearing. Here and there were 
Specks of black sulphurets, which contained specks of 
gold, so small, however, as to hardly attract attention. 

The specimen marked No, 1 in the collection I send you 
is of this character, and with a magnifier you will detect 
the gold. 

Ascertaining from Doyle the approximate locality, he, 

accompanied by two of the officers of the post and a 
soldier named Ingard, started on a prospecting tour. The 
two officers camped at the head of Silver Bay ; the two 
soldiers went on up the mountains—no easy task without 
atrail, as I judge by my own experience over what is 

cousidered a good one, since built, On his way to the 
‘‘ Haley & Milletich Ledge” he discovered, lower down the 
ravine, another, now known as ‘Bear Ledge,” from an 
adventure of his with a large bear in the yiemity, during 

which, although he killed the bear, he got badly mauled. 
After thoroughly examining the vein, then known as the 

“fUpper Ledge,’ he returned to the head of Silver Bay 
next day, and reported thatin his judgment it was valu- 

able. The party returned to Sitka without further 
work, 

In the following December,’ Haley, with the same soldier 
and a working party of Creoles, again visited the ledges, 

haying been fitted out by the officers, who thus acquired 

what is termed in miners’ parlance a ‘‘ grub stake” in his 

finds, Having a ten days’ leave of absence, nine were 

devoted to clearing away the trees and turf, and exposing 

the surface of the ledge, which proved to be ‘‘about 

eleven feet wide, between well-defined slate walls, trend- 
ing northwest and southeast, and haying uear its center 

aseam of iron sulphurets about a foot wide,” On the 

ninth day the first blast ever made in Alaska quartz was 
exploded, and from the rock thrown out and broken up 
by it about sixty dollars’ worth of free gold was ob- 

tained, ' 
Returning to Sitka on the tenth day, the sight of the 

gold conyinced the officers that they had struck a good 
thing, and two or three days after they, with Haley, went 

to the ledge, and posted the necessary notices of claiming. 

On return to the post a company was at once organized, 

composed of United States army officers and Haley, and 

the latter, with a working party, returned to the ledge to 

develop it. 

On Christmas Day, 1872, Haley with a companion went 

prospecting, and abouta quarter mile higher up the cafion 

discovered another quartz ledge, Haley having his name 
on the ledge below, and not certain but that the newly, 

found one might be an extension, posted a notice in the 

name of his companion, a soldier named Ingard, claiming 
the ledge. 

In the spring of 1873, Ingard having gone Hast and 
abandoned his claim, Haley assumed possession, and’ in- 

formed Major Stewart of the find and its location, and 
with Haley’s consent Major 8. took the necessary steps 

to claim the ledge in his own name, which if now bears, 
and an extension was at the same time claimed by Messrs, 

H. Clay Wood and Alexander Milletich, and the various 
claimants and parties interested, viz,, Messrs. Stewart, 

Haley, Milletich, Cozian, Mahoney and Prince, organized 

a company to develop the mine; their copartnership deed 

dated May, 1878. Thus, in 1873 two companies, own- 
- . 

ing two mines, existed, both formed of citizens 

of Sitka and army officers. And up to this date 

it is very positive that no ‘‘attempts had been made lo 

float worthless stock.” The owners, all men in moderate 

circumstances, put in what they could afford to examine 
nto the value of their property. 

During 1873 the officers interested in the Lower Ledge 
having gone East, and abandoned their claim, it was 

left with Haley as sole owner, and Mr. Samuel Milletich 

bought in acoéwnership with him. After yarious vicissi- 
tudes this ledge was in 1877 sold to a San Francisco firm, 

who organized a company called the “ Barranoff Island 

Gold and Silver Mining Company, Capital, one million 
dollars, in shares of one hundred dollars each,” Haley 
and Milletich receiving one-third of the stock. 

Undoubtedly the operations based upon this ledge are 
those which have drawn forth the animadversions of 
Prof.zBlliott. As usual, when I differ from him, itis only 
in degree ; hisassertions are well founded for about three- 
quarters of their strength, but they are toosweeping, The 

stock is not ‘*worthless,” for the ledge is undoubtedly 
auriferous, and of considerable extent, no one knows how 
great, and a shaft which is down sixty feet isin good ore 
all the way, a8 I know from personal inspection; but I 

shouldn’t like to invest in the stock while the capital re- 
tains its present dimensions, which are enormously dis- 
proportionate to the present developments. I will say that 
[think that af a more moderate price, and in the hands 

of parties capable of developing and desirous to develop 
the mine, it couldbe made to pay. Itis easy of access, 

and so situated that fuel and water are very plentiful and 
¢ nyenient. 
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4 Tn May, 1873, the Stewart mine was owned by the 
“Seven men named, From this date fo 1876 very little 
work was done on the mine, none of the owners being 

eapitalists (Government officers and miners), During the 
winter of this year five of the company, who held that 

the two others had forfeited their rights, sold the mine 
ton company composed of business men of Portland, 

“Oregon, and the Alaska Gold and Silver Mining Com- 
-pany—eapital, $300,000 ; in shares of par value $1 each— 

was organized, Haley, the discoverer, receiving 15,000 
: paid up shares, and the other four 10,000 each, to which 

was credited 4 certain amount against future assess- 
ments, 

Since its organization, this company has made endeay- 
ors to develop the mine ; it has met with losses through 
Mismanagement, and has had, as is usual, quarrels 

“among its members, but at this date it possesses a steam 

10-stamp mill, shops, cabins and full outfit. A tunnel is 
3 over 160 feet, in good ore all the way. Another, 100 
feet above it, isin 84 feet, and another is to be started 

300 feet below, where a distance of 350 feet will prob- 

“ably strike the ledge as indicated by the shaft, This 
mill, this month, in eleyen days’ work, produced bullicn 
valued at about $1,800, and has ready for shipment over 

fourteen pounds of amalgam produced from free gold 
alone, the sulphurets not having been treated. 

: During the years 1874 to 1878 Haley, having procured 
“his discharge from the army, devoted himself to pros- 
“pecting, and upon the same range discovered many other 
dedges, of which those which are considered to he the 
most valuable are known as the ‘TWaley and Francis,” 

Wicket Fall,” “Witch” and ‘“‘Last Chance,” and other 

prospectors have discovered and located about a dozen 
“more. The ‘Haley and Francis,” ‘Witch’ and “Last 

“Chance” I have visited, The first two are possibly 
pont masmuch as their trend is east and west, but 

both are very rich. From the first named the first blast 

threw out and exposed over $300 worth of gold, some 
nugrets ranging in value from #15 to $20. 
From the rock of the ‘*Witeh,* which is decomposed 

quaitz, of which I send you specimen marked 4, Haley 
fias nearly supported himself and large family for two 

years, he and his boys packing in bags the broken up 

ock, crushing if evenings in a large hand mortar, ex- 

tracting the gold with quicksilver, and selling the amal- 
am. I haye watched Haley at this work, and know 
hat what I say is true. 
 Haley’s *‘Last Chance” was, unti] 1879, the easternmost 
discovered ledge. During this year a number of other 

pledges of probable value have been found still further 

east on the samerange, From one, the “Great Eastern,” 
I procured myself specimens which, when assayed by 

Messrs. Selby & Co., of San Francisca, yielded $175 gold 

‘and $5.20 silver per ton, Ihave seen their assay certifi- 

cate, and this specimen came from the surface, and 
showed no free gold whatever, 

Now, Mr. Editor, I have taken great pains to thor- 
oughly sift all of the statements I have collected, All 
‘of the parties who possess knowledge on the subject have 
been carefully interviewed, When there were discrep- 
ancies, as in the matter of dates there sometimes was, I 
have got hold of letters and papers and straightened ont 
the account, And I feel satisfied that you have in this 
‘Paper the first and only authentic history of the devel- 

opment of this region up to the presentdate. I have not 
told you a thing which Ido not thoroughly believe my- 

‘self. Before leaving the subject, I will describe just how 
) Haley gets his gold from the rock, which is mining on a 
small scale, as I saw it to-day, 
| Scene—Haley’s front room, temperature way up, for 
‘on the stoye, cooling by a brisk yellow cedar fire, stands 
a six quart pan, half full of apparently sand and water, 

actually powdered quartz from the bagful standing in 

the corner—which Haley has packed in from the Witch 

during the fall—water, and a faw ounces of quicksilver. 
This mess he is stirring up with his bare hand, while I, 
with my briar root for company, sit in his rocking chair 

“and watch and listen to his descriptions. 
_ This rock he has powdered, or “pulped,” in a big iron 
mortar, by hand, roasted four hours, with a sprinkling 
of salt “to lull the sulphurets,” and is now amalzamat- 
ing. About five pounds of rock, less a few rather pretty 
Bpecimens on which free gold was visible, and which 1 

appropriated and send to you, constitute the charge, 
When it was ‘‘done” (he couldn’t tell me how he knew it 
Was ‘‘dlone,” it being entirely a matter of experience; 
‘but he could tell when the quicksilyer had gathered 
Up its affinity) he carried the pan to a washing tub, a 

Which he wound round and round, the mercury spurting 
épray through the pores, until but alittle hard lump 

ined. He opened his buckskin, and there was a 
mp about as big as an ordinary bean, looking like tin 

iil; this was amalgam, and in it was nearly all of the 
malgam that the five pounds of rock had contained, 
Noi all, for had I not hurried him he would have re- 
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peated the washing and gqueezing to save ‘waste,” and 
had he retorted the amalgam he would have obtained 

somewhat better resulis than his home resources (which 
consisted of a spade, an which he laid and roasted for a 

few minutes the button) permitted. As the quicksilver 
passed away the button turned yellow, and he scraped 
from the spade twenty-three grains of flour sold, which 

Tinclose to you, as tolerable good evidence that the sto- 

ries of gold mines near Sitka are not absolutely ‘fairy 
tales.” I don't own any of this mine, Mr, Editor, but T 

wish I did, WPlour gold is worth four cents a f#rain, and 

if fiye pounds of rock produce, with two hours’ labor of 

one than, nearly a dollar, a ton of the rock is worth 

nearly $450, 

Ti is probable that the sulphiurets will yield as much 

more, Of course, Mr, Editor, I can't vouch positively for 

everything I have told you, but I can assure you that I 
myself believe every word to be true, 

Feb, 23d,—The steamer is four days overdue, and her 
coming day is very uncertain, for we are having regular 

spring weather, ram and fogs and snow, which tend to 
make navigation hazardous, 

During the month the temperature has averaged about 
30 degs,, but the snow that fell in January don’t go, This 
has been the coldest winter that has occurred for thirty 
years. It is very evident that the season is backward, 
for the woods are becoming populous with returning 
birds. Fish eagles, which left us last fall, have returned, 

and innumerable ducks, which come in good time, as the 
venison is getting bad. 

T find Coues’ “Koy” invaluable. Thave already identified 
as follows: Old wives, surf-ducks, mallard, harlequin, 

Canada goose, Hutchinsii, scaup, lesser scaup, Barrow’s 

golden-eye, butter-balls, mergansers, and several grebes, 

ete. Not haying enjoyed yery favorable weather for 
hunting, we have been compelled to seek other amuse- 
ments, among which have been a couple of weddings of 

members of the Jamestown complement and of Sitka’s. 

Virst, one of the crew led off; and on the 9th inst. one 
of the officers, Mr. Frank Gunerton, was by the Rey. 

Father Metropolsky united to Miss Nija Kastromitenoft, 

who is a cousin of the wife of Prof, Elliott, a young lady 
of Russian parentage, born in Alaska, and one whom we 

were all elad to welcome into the seryice, 

March 26¢h.—This letter should have reached you ere 
this, but for sixty days we have been cut off from all 

communication with the world The California, on her 

up trip in February, knocked her rudder off on Columbia 
Bar, and after a hazardous passage to Victoria has been 

there detained for repairs. She came through’yesterday, 
and goes to-day. 

We are having the pleasantest March I ever spent in 
the temperate zone, having had but four days which were 
not bright and warm ; that is, it felt warm, although the 
thermometer did not go aboye 45 degs., and the snow 

goes off very slowly, The steamer’s arrival was a god- 
send, We were out of most eyerything, including pa- 

tience, but not including those watery walnuts, dubbed 

potatoes, which haye during the last few days rewarded 
me for the battle I have given in their cause, 

One note more about mining. By this steamer there 

goes down four bars, each weighing seventy-two ounces, 

of gold produced from the free gold, the sulphurets not 

haying been treated, during about thirty days’ work of 
the Pioneer Mill, PISECO, 
+ + 

GAME PROTECTION. 
—<>—— 

Now York AssoctArion.—At the last meeting of the 
New York Association for the Protection of Game, Mr. 
Wr. M. Fleiss, of the Committee on Amendments to the 
Game Laws, reported that the various matters referred 
to his committee had been carefully attended to, and he 
had no doubt that when the laws, as amended, should be 
printed, it would be found everything desired by the As- 
sociation had been carried out. Dr. John W. Greene 
called the attention of the meeting to the recent death of 
Mr. Geo, C. Colburn, one of their most active members, 
and passed a high eulogium on his character as a sports- 
man and agentleman, A resolution on the same subject 
was proposed by Mr, Townsend and adopted, and on mo- 
tion of Dr, Stephen A. Main, the Secretary was directed 
to send a copy af it to the family of the deceased. Presi- 
dent R. B. Roosevelt, Dr. Greene, Chas, H, Whitehead, ©. 
Dubois Wagstalf andl’. B. Baldwin were appointed acom- 
mittee to attend the annual convention ot the New York 
State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, at 
Seneca Falls, N.Y, A communication was réceived from 
the Secretary of the Long Island Sportsmen’s Associa- 
tion, requesting the codperation of the New York Asso- 
ciation in endeavoring to have the State Association's 
convention for the year 1881 held on Long Island. After 
a discussion, the delegates to the conyention were in- 
structed to favor the holding of the convention of 1881 
in the vicinity of New York. 

——— 

Migratory QUAIL.—Boston, May 11th.—Editor Forest 
and Stream —For the information of those interested in 
the importation of migratory quail, 1 send you the fol- 
lowing extracts irom letters received from Mr, Braun, 
being my latest advices. Under date of April 17th, he 
writes; “Orders from England have been received to 
buy as many quail as possible, without limitiny the 
price, This, as well as the restriction of the law for 
catching the birds, and the higher cost of the licenses, 
will, no doubt, make the quail yery expensive; bub you 
may rest assured that I shall do all in my power tosecure 
them, We have had Scirocco for the last ten days, and | 

not @ single quail has been seen, as yet, upon one island, 
Let 1s hope that the wind will soon change, 50 that I can 
purchase and ship the quail as soon as possible.” Under 
date of April 19th, he writes: ‘* The first quail made their 
appearance this morning, lt in very insignificant quan- 
ity. Ishot only five. If this wind (Ponente W. S. W.) 
continues, we will see more to-morrow.” 

Horact P, Topny. 
——_—_—_ 

MIGRATORY QuAIL.—Rockland, Me., May 3d.—I have 
seen, In a Rockland paper, that the quail which I released 
last spring, and which bred here to some extent, had re- 
turned, and had been seen by a number of parties, 7 
should be very happy to confirm the report; but the evi- 
dence I have received I do not consider reliable enough 
to warrant publication, As soon as T learn for a cer- 
tainty of their return, I wiil write you of the fact. 

JAMES WIGHT. 

We hope soon to receiye authentication of the return 
of these birds, and would remind others of our readers 

who are interested in the introduction of the birds, to 

gather such information as they may of the return of the 
quail this spring, 

— 

OnTARIo,— Welland, May 8th.—S. D. Woodruff, Esq., 
of St. Catherines, President of the Long Point Game 
Club, was on the 4th brought up before the Mayor of 
Welland to answer to a charge of shooting snipe out of 
season. He pleaded guilty to the charge of having shot 
four birds, and was fined $40 and $6.50 costs. He 
was prosecuted by the Game Inspector of the County of 
Weliand Game Protective Association, 

Game Bag and Guy. 

MAY IS A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME, 

» RC, 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the Fornsr AND STREAM Directory to 

Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following particulars, with such other information as they 
may deem of yaluo; State, Town, County; means of access; Hotel 

and otheraccommodations; Game undits Season; Fish and Its Sea- 
son; Boats, Guides, ete.; Name of person to address, 

<> 

—Appress all communications to ** Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

= + 

HOW TO MAKE A CAMP. 

BETHEL, MAINE, 
WN some former issue of Forest and STREAM the past 
winter, an appeal was made to practical hunters to 

give information in regard to building camps, as I un- 
derstand it, for temporary use in the wilderness. I will 
giye my method in as few words as possible, so that my 
ideas may be reached and utilized, if desired -— 
A water-tight camp may be made of fir boughs, or 

even hemlock, by making the roof steep, and lapping 
the boughs on thick, in courses, with the butt up, The 
form of the framework may he in several ways. I 
will mention only two: First, cut poles with crotch at 
upper end, ten or twelye feet long, say six or eight of 
them, Stick the top crotches together, and spread the 
bottoms to any desired diameter—according to the size 
of your party—in a circle; then commence to spread on 
the boughs, beginning at the bottom, and carefully and 
thickly lappmg them to the top, leaving a parting be- 
tween two poles for a door. This is also the Indian 
method, and is called a wigwam. Second, cut two poles 
seven or eight feet long, with crotch at top. Stick these 
in the ground, butt down, as far apart as you wish the 
length of your camp to be ; say, for four men, make your 
camp ten feet. long, and more or less according to your 
number, The two corner stakes being fixed, cub a pole 
reaching from one to the other for a ridge-pole, then eut 
shorter poles to reach from your ridge-pole to the ground, 
and put them near enough together to hold the covering, 
be it boughs or bark, 

This 1s what we call a shed camp, open in front, where 
we build our fire at our feet when we lie down. 
Two of these camps made together, facing each other, 

form what we call a tight camp, by standing sujall ever- 
greens up thickly at each end, and leaving a door at one 
end, These camps are easily and quickly made, and may 
be covered with bark, if desired, of the white birch, at 
any time of the year, or spruce cr hemlock in the season 
of pealing ; viz. June or July. 

For a more substantial lodge, find two large trees far 
enough apart for the length of your camp, cut notches 
in each of the trees as high as you wish your ridge-pole 
to be, say seven feet, more or less. Place your rid ge-pole 
in these notches, and withe it solid to the trees. Be sure 
the pole is stout enough ; then roll up a good heavy log 
for the back of your camp. Split firs or cedar trees in 
halves to the desired length, and place them, the lower 
end on the log at the back of camp, and upper end on 
your ridge-pole, in the following manner : Lay two half 
logs flat side up, and another flat side down, lapping on 
each, and so on over the whole, Stand splits on’ end to 
cover end of camp. This is the same form as the tempo- 
rary bough camp, and by covering two together, will 
make a very durable tight camp for winter or summer, 
If for cold weather, throw on plenty of green boughs 
over the splits, to stop all air-holes, 
Another home, or substantial camp, is made of logs 

notched at the ends, and cob-housed together, cutting 
out door after the body is up, laying gable ends on top of 
the body and rafters, one at each end of eyery log, short- 
ening the logs.as you go up, until you reach the ridge- 
pole, and cobbling up the chimney-hole with smaller 
ate in center from body of camp, and cover with barlc 
or splits. 

Cover the ground for sleeping with fine fir or hemlock 
boughs to the depth of a foot in thick, soft layers, which 
is the most delicious, a5 well as healthy bed that can be 
made, For covering camps you can also make oedar 
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splits. with" draw-knife and axe. Cut a straight-grained 
cédar in four or six feet junks, split fhem in two with 
your axé, then info one inch thicknesses with axe and 
draw-knite, which can easily and quickly he done. 

J, G Ricw, 
as 

Nuw Yorr—Lowville, May 5th.—A few Wilson snipe 
and big yellowlegs have been killed by our sportsmen. I 
shot a fine goshawk recently, and last week I received a 
prize, a Florida galiniule. the first that T have known of 
being taken in this vicinity, H, W. H. 

SpxkoA Gun Chrus—Tun Statn AssocraTion._Seneca 
Falls, No ¥., May 10th.—We are nicely located, with 
three spacious rooms, richly furnishtii. For the enter- 
taininent of our friends nothing more could be desired, 
Tha 'Twenty-second Annual Convention promises exceed- 
ingly well. Messrs. Hoag, Parrish, Lawrence, Williams 
and Selleck are working like beavers, and nothing is left 
undone that will contribute to a successful meeting. The 
grounds (which are located within three minutes’ walk of 
the main business street) are being staked out, Pens for 
19,000 birds are built, and half the birds are here, with 
1,000 to 1,500 coming on every train, and a fine lot they 
are, too! A grand stand, reporters’ stand, benches and 
covering overhead for judges, secretary’s office, etc., are 
being built, and much interést is exhibited by all our 
people. The yaluable articles in the pe list are not 
overrated, and many gold purses speak for themselves. 
Fortunate is the man ~vho wins W. #. McMasters’ 
“Spring in Normandy,” in double bird shooting. Our 
Reception Committee are exerting themselves in the en- 
deavor to make the coming visitors comfortable, and am- 
pleaccommodations will be found for all. We look for 
‘a large party from Brooklyn and New York, The Seneca 
Gun Club most cordially invite the sportsmen of New 
York State to meet here May 24th, and promise that ev- 
erything shall be done to make their stay pleasant, X, 

Guorata Norus.—Macon, Ga., April 26th.—We have 
a gun club of fifty members (Ocmulgee Shooting Club), 
but as this is our second year, glass ball shooting has lost 
most of its interest, Through the club’s influence, one 
of our representatives, who is a member, has secured the 
enactment of a game law, which we hope jyill result in 
much good. Macon can boast of some yery fine shots, 
and as our principal game is quail and doves, it behooves 
us to protect these birds, and we now hope to have a 
large increase by enforcing the game law. A few weeks 
ago lmadea visit to Eastman, in Dodge County—hoth 
namied after excellent and honorablemen. I proceeded 
by buggy to the Ocmulgse River(the same‘we have here) 
to hunt turkeys; but failed to bag any, though I saw 
and heard several—also jumped two deer. Spending the 
uisht with a saw milliman, I learned of a, novel duck’s 
nest, I mention my visit more to ask of this than any- 
thing else. The mill is located by a small pond, which is 
na natural basin, the hills on all sides throwing the 
walter into this basin, and here a small lot of summer 
ducks roost every night. One pair of these ducks haye a 
nest thirty feet above the ground in a large pine tree, 
entering through a hole 4x6 or 5x8. Is this a common 
thing? Itstriles me as yery unnatural, HS, 

ARKANSAS IN WINTER.—Jacksonport, Ark,, May 1st. 
—In your last issue, a very interesting article by ‘* Dar- 
danelle” struck my attention. I can indorse every 
statement ‘ Dardanelle * makes, except one, with a qual- 
ification. It is true that malaria, and all which that im- 
plies, is prevalent all over the lower portions of this 
State, he summer is the sickly season. After first 
frost, the tourist would have nothing to fear, It is true 
there are plenty of reptiles and insects. They are only 
troublesome in summer. The winter cold Jays them. 
he winter climate is admirable—almost perfect, Our 
summers are too-hot; the winter is our sporting season, 
Visiting sportsmen should come during that season. 

The statement I can not indorse is in regard to mmus- 
quitos, They ara unusually numerous and attentive in 
gyery part of the State where Lam acquainted, It is ten 
yeurs since I haye been in Yell County ; the supply was 
in the excess of the demand there in those days, 1 think 
‘‘ Dardanelle” will cheerfully admit that most, if not all, 
the non-attractions of which he speaks, are applicable 
only to the warm season. YELL. 

GANADA—Montreal, April 19th.—There has been a 
fearful slaughter of ducks and geese at the foot of the 
Lachine Rapids. One man is credited with killing over 
a thousand last week. ‘They have actually taken carts 
up the lower Lachine road to bring them to the market, 
not being able to Garry them otherwise. I was told this 
morning that all one has to do is to point your gum at the 
flocks ag they approach, pull ihe trigyer, and they can- 
not help getting lots. TscuLaPrus, 

Aupt ALTERUM ParTtrm—Onmap Goxs AGAIN,—Hidlilor 
Forest and Stream:—Sevyeral articles have recently ap- 
peared in your paper strongly censuring the practice of 
several manufacturers and importers of guns im selling 
euns ata considerable discount to those who use them. 
Now there is something to be said on the other side; 

will you allow me space bo say it? y 
There are a very large number of sportsmen (perhaps 

the majority) who wish to secure the best gun that their 
meang will allow, and who yep are unable to pay the 
high prices asked by most retail dealers. ‘T'o this class I 
freely confess that I belong, Must’ we, then, content 
ourselyes with an inferior arm bacatse we cannot pay 
the 25 or 30 per cent, profit asked by ths retail dealer? 
Tn such 2 course we should be shut up, if the advice of 
your former correspondents he followed, and manufac- 
Lurers and importers be compelled fo discontinue the dis- 
count to actual users of guns. 

“ But,” say your correspondents, ‘‘it isa manifest in- 
qustice to tle retail dealer, which in the end must drive 
him out of business.” Let us look a little closer at the 
mittter before we assent to this as unatiswerable. Tt is 
quite true that we must and ought to pay cheerfully for 
whatever is necessary. In many lines of trade, middle- 
nien, so called, are a necessity ; for example, 1 cannot 
order a suit of clothes of the manufacturer of cassi- 
meresin New Hneland, His business forbids that. Nor can 
my tailor order his goods direct from the manufacturer, 
Hence I am conipelled to pay the profit of thé jobber and 
the tailor, and Ldo so cheerfully becanse the necessities 
of the case require it. In the Hast, at least, there is no 
necessity that I should go to the rétail dealer in puns. 1 
maintain that if Tecan I ought to buy direct from the | 

the retail dealers in guns, 

omy. 
What T want to say is, that we need good guns at low 
prices, and that I trust the manufacturers and importers 
will not be frightened out of their present practice. 
There is and there can be no reason in the nature of 
things, why they should not deal directly with those who 

it comes in with the Monday post. 
with less fraternal feelings since you abandoned your old 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

manufacturer, because there is no sort of necessity for 
the retail dealer ; the exigencies of trade do not require 
him’; he is nota necessity, nor even a convenience, and 
hence there is no reason why I should pay his profit, be- 
cause it is just as easy for me to deal with the manufac- 
turer or importer directly, 
Our country is cursed with the enormous number of 

“middlemen.” It is perhaps more manifest in the dry 
foods trade than any other. When the goods pass out 
of the hands of the manufacturer they are handled 
by the commission merchant, the jobber and the retail 
dealer, and to each one of these the consumer must pay 
a profit; and it is wrong, because urmecessary, Pedple 
everywhere feel and understand the truth and justice of 
the position thafTam trying to maintain, and no clearer 
proof that they do understand it could be adduced than 
{he suecess of such houses as that of Lord & Taylor of 
your city ; houses that buy directly from the manufac- 
turers in this country and abroad, and so are enabled 
to sell goods without the additional profits of the com- 
mission merchant and jobber. A similar success does 
and willattend any other business where the effort is 
made to save profits to the consumer. Tt is ihis same 
principle which lies at the bottom of the '' Granger” 
movement, and whatever may be thought of that hady 
as a whole, this foundation principle is true. 
But it will be urged, ** You will ruin the business of 

3. Well, if he is not a real 
necessity, he ought to be made to yield ; and that he isa 
necessity can scarcely be shown. ‘* But if youdriye him 
out of business what will he do?” Again, let me reply 
in general terms, and I leave the objector to draw his 
own conclusion, Itisa crying, glaring evil of the times 
that men leave the country and rush to the cities. The 
result is that agricultural interests are neglected, while 
mercantile life is overcrowded. 
the whole land, city and country, suifer. It is well known 
that not only does the ‘‘ backbone” of any country lie in 

The consequence is that 

its ruzal population, but that its prosperity is always m 
direct proportion to its agriculture, Let the men, then, 
who in our great cities are striving after a living, and 
in the great majority of cases are not making it, fill up 
this broad land of ours ; let them become sturdy sons of 
toil, and wé shall havea healthier, happier, richer and 
more prosperous nation than we have eyer seen before, 

But I beg pardon for these truisms in Political Keon- 
My pen ran on to a greater length than Tintended, 

One oF THE LATTER ChASss, 

rr 

PATTERN AND PENETRATION. 

use the guns. 

HintitsnoRnoucH, N. B., April 19th. 
E left the bluebirds (true harbingers of spring) far 
behind us, and got home to find all nature still 

locked in the embrace of winter, igs and snow, and the 
‘Ceray goose” (characteristic, bul less sentimental bird 
of the season) dropping in upon the marshes in its 
northern flight, naturally reopened the gun case, in fact 
as well as theory. 
The weekly advent of the FoRmST AND SPRMAM is a 

pleasing circumstance in our life out here, and I can al- 
most imagine a gleam of delightin the eye of the great 
antlered moose head, over the gun rack in the hall, when 

Tf may be, however, 

cover, 
In looking over the numbers which had come through 

the winter, | came avuross an article on ‘‘ Pattern and 
Penetration,” by ** Au Sauble,” which recalled a very 
interesting contribution of last December, ** Various 
Guns and Gun Makers.” 

It seems to me that in both of these the writer omits 
elements or facts necessary for a full comparison, I 
am under the impression thai most, if not all good 
makers buy their barrels in the rough, and in this re- 
spect are equal; hence the difference in the shooting of 
uns. may depend upon the quality, and disposition of 
metal, and form of bore in all barrels of the same weight, 
We have a mathematical conception of « cylinder ; but 

in the term choke have only the idea of vonverging lines, 
Now is it intpossible to adopt in the common gun lan- 
guage, the elements of distance, and possibly force, m 
connection with the word choke. so that it may convey 
some intelligible impression? It strikes me this might 
pecnerly be associated with pattern; and penetration— 
e associated with powder. If the foregoing inlerences 

are true, all makers should be able to make the best 
shooting guns of a given (jnaliby. Slyle, action and 
shape are outside of this, and comprise taste, Ingenuity 
and fit. 
My experience in guns is not various; but for many 

h years 1 have done considerable hammering. mostly wit 
one tool, with possibly more damage lo the cupboard 
than. cock, It has been an excuse for keeping a dog 
avound, and a capital substitute for blue pills. 
However, the ease, cleanliness and conyenience of a 

breech loader has conquered my conservatism. I hesi- 
tated between a light, hammerless Greener, perfect in 
style and action, and a less symmetrical Pox gun, with 
side action. I wished {0 use it in moose hunting in win- 
tex, and, as I have experienced difficulty with a drop ac- 
tion rifle, by its freezing fast in sleet sisrms, and by snow 
falling from the branches upon the barrel, and thawed 
by the grip of the hand near the break-off, ] was at- 
tracted strongly to the side moyement, and decided to 
get an inexpensive one, to try how I would like it, So 
T gave my order for one, Tt was to bea perfectly plain, 
gooe-shooting “un, with a charge of one ounce of shot 
over two pink wads and fourdrachms of No. 7, Curtis 
& Harvey's Diamond powder. Barrels plain twist, .12-25., 
with right cylindrical for ball, the leff modified choke 
(so-called) ; Without limitiin price. Tt cost within the 
price named by ‘Au Sauble” for a good gun, and 
weighed just 74 Tbs. 

T used it some in the fall of ‘78; but, as T was weak 
from sickness found it both too heayy and too stiffin its 
movernent to give me pleasure, so 1 went back to my old 
64 1b, Deane, Allan & Deane, 
__ However, I used it all Just fall wpon English snipe and 
biack ducks, and found it soon wore smooth, and yery 
handy and agreeable, It was all that was promised, ani 
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more than 1 expected. I am not speaking “by the 
card,” for I find my nose too near ny thumb in delib— 
evate shooting, and avoid it when I can, I know it, 
comes from holding too snug to the shoulder. When 
shooting quick, it is alight touch and go, and not felt ;. 
but a good gun isa good gun, and we don’t wait to see 
the pattern to know it, “Au Sauble” touches the true: 
spirit of Investigation at the close of his letter of Decem— 
ber 4th; but when he refers to the excellence of fitting 
in a Williams & Powell gun as a defect I fear few will 
agree with himin thatrespect. Ifit is a fault, it is in 
design, and loose fitting cannot cure it, 
The fact is, all else being equal, every man to his 

taste—drop action, or side action, the difference is a re- 
finement beyond utility. 

T knocked the right hammer off last fall, and for about 
two weeks carried a double gun to shoot a single one. 
Iam now decidedly for hammers under deck ; but still 
divided in opinion between the * crop-eared terrier” and 
cunning fox. SHEPODY.., 
a OE 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

MAtsE—Peak’s Island, Portland Hario’.—At ashoot of the Peak’s 

Tsland Shooting Glub, Friday, May 7th, for the Secretary's gold” 

badge, Card's rotary trap, 18 yards, 20 single and 10 double rises, 

the following scores were made :— 

Wis Be OUCS? «edu news saieleye 11111111111111111111-9 
We Sv Brackett... -1- 7. RALDDOLLT1 sy oe 
H. Trefethen, Jr....-.---- O11100117711111001111—5 
H.H. Trefethen...-....,.- 111010101211111111117% 
Epps G, H, Brackett...... LL LO1LOLI1T11O11011111—-16 
AV. Achkley-..-.4.++24+¢ ,O1L00LTTTIVT10T1000111— 1 
W. J. Craig OLdG0DDDHDD000000TLTIIIE& 
W. 5. Jones ee is Re a 
W. 8S. Brackett 1 01 i Wl o—s 
H, Trefethen, 1 ii il 0-8 
H. Trefethen.. - -00 10 OL 10 M—-4 

pa G. H. Bracket » 00 11 01 il 00-5 
ALN. ACKIOY. 2-2. il2 lee ible eee een eens 11 00 ll O1 W 6 
ee Macchi ae ee re Fepetoere MOP OF "OL 01 Shee 
The Peak Island Shooting Club held one of its annual slioots 

for the gold badge, Fast Day forenoon: at 30 balls, 20 from Card’s; 
rotary trap, 25 yards rise; and 10 doubles :— 

Single. 

LL. H, Skillings.----:--.2.>. 11111110111111011111—-4& 
A.G. Sterling. .... 2217172711492 0112111111149 
H, Trefethen, Jr.. Ss Wap Ue De 1s Uy Wat si Ki ia se FE Fs 
H.H. Trefethen.. 11101110111 011111011—-8 
W.8. Jones -..—+ +6 11101112117171111110101-%5% 
J. W. Sterlin 1100111111711100111111—16 
W.8. Brackett... ~0110121171111111011110—46 
S. A. Sterling.-..: -»-111111011110100111105 
John Massure,-- ve 11111111010111111001—16 
A. W. Parsons 01117000111101001110-28 
H. A. Jones. ...-- 10117111111110101010145 
H. BE. . Brackett 11111111101)01011100 0-1 
E, B. Skilling. -- 107211212112 113117T1131001-% 
G. B, Trefethen 00110101101111111111—% 
Gs ~0O0O00T0TTO171101111110 48 
J.B » 11011010011010011111-18 
ET - -=A1N0TT0ION0T111000001—8$ 
AVY. ACKley.. 0. --. nr finet 1010111001110111110 0-8 

Dowhle. 

L. EB. Skillings, - 11 UW tf 11 t1—20 
A, G, Sterling. . au} MW 10—s 
Hi. Trefethen, J OL JL WwW 1 8 
H. H, Trefethen 11 DL hi 10— 
W..S.JOne@s,.2:22aae see tee eeeey rer: 109 ii 1 1 lis. 
J. W. Bterling-¢2:22 10 © eevee 200s 10 Ti 10 11 1-8) 
AW. 5, Brackett, ...--- jet -d-3 tents OL 10 11 10 11-7 
SSAC BSLORIOIR: ~ sccceimects mt Soest hte e 10 10 10 Wl U-—7T 
John Massure.- oi... cere sees ll ji 10 10— 6 
A, W..PATSODB,-- -25- 56. cress eee eee 10 10 db Jl H— se 
Ay A, DOMGR. oo. ee cee ent ttt eesti ee WW It GO WS 
H. BE, H. Brackett...... WwW 10 1 Wb WG 
E. EB. Sikilling--.. WwW 00 GO 10 0O—2 
G, B. Trefethen ii OL 10 W—4 
Cc. 8. Stevens 1 Tl Tl 00 1-63 
J. F. Randall 10 10 10 10 WS 
Bi. T. Holbroo 10 11 10 10-6 
A.V, Ackley. -- 10 ol-— 3 

Tn the afternoon, five on a side were chosen by Jones ond Sikkill- 
ings to shoot for a supper >— 

SKILLINGS’ SIDE. 
Single. Doutilé, Tatal, 

L. E. Skillings., 1 vi 26 
A. G. Sterling 2) 10 30 
W. 8, Bracket 18 5 23 
Hi. H. Trefethen =e) Fp 6 1 
GIS ASLO VONGs: cltesy ees tothe eresreaee Le 5 Ww 
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TAR OTL QS cn eo wiry se eters lela tat the 5 25 
H, Trefethen, Jr. i 22 
J. W. Sterling.... Tip els 5 25 
Wissen sees: dsae citer taste eaer woe 4 Is 
H. DB. H. irackett....2.1:....-..4005 ub 5 20 

126 

A.G. Sterling shot 80 straight, the first consecutive 30 in our 
club, A.V. ACKLEY, 

Secretary Peak Island Shooting Club. 
The State shoot at pizeons will be held at bhis place in Septem— 

ber, for ihe diamond badge, and any one haying wild ortame 

birds for sale later in the season can addyess A. V. Avlley, Secre- 
tary Peak Island Shooting Club, Maine. 

Marlboro’, May Tth.—Glass-ball match between a team of ten 

men of the Marlboro’ Sportsmen’s Ulu and a team of ten men of 

the Lynu Central Sportsmen's Club, of Lynn, Mass., string of 
thirty balls, thrown from an extra swift rotary trap at 18 yards 

rise :— 
MARLBORO’ TEAM, 

7 VALITILIT1IT1ITOILILVIIILOIT1111 88 
2 — LOLLLLO02111110111111101111111 35 

é -ATTITILOLITOLITIOIIITOLLAULILI11 1-36 
q ~1012111111711101111001100171111 

. J. Beaudry... PLIDIALOTIIAALIDITIOTIIOOIIII 
BH. VT. Smith,.,---171122071171110111107001111111— 
G. J. Ruge..-.--.- QOLOTITOOOLILITLIOLIIOILOLIII TO 
OB Brash... 110101111010011011011100001001—1% 
H.S8. Fay- -..-.- OLTOVIOLLITELTOLTIVITITAL ILI Tp 
Ww.s8. Perry.----. 12112111721110111111171111111111-—4) 

Total. c<<c ce. -ece- seer te gees erences ‘at ee eee tee oe opeet ene 
LYNN TEAM, 

Ez Barry..,—--«-- 10100111111000111011001110111 
M. E. Tucker... L171 1011711117107 117101011111111 
B. W. Webster... LIL1T00LL17110111011001117111014 
RPOstwe sere sack LOLLVTIOLTTIVAVOLODLITDOIITIIIL 

R, B.Suhaefer... 101111 101001110191 1O011d111T11 
Geo. W-Baldwin. LIOTIOOGTIITLTILTIOOOTIOLOOLIOIL 
Horace George,, LOTLOLILOOUGTTOOLIVOOOTILITII 

lard LLONOTLITITIDOTIOOTOOONOTOTOO 
: TOLLOTINGLIVIOLIITIONTIIVI1I1 

aH. A. Johnson,, JLVLOTLAGLL1111T011111001 borLs 

Uhh) AR) oo eee ety 
+ Shot in place of Belcher, who didn’t veach ive yrounds in 

sou for the match. 

Naricx yy. Coommuaren—Natick, May 8th.—The sportsmen mi t 
their crounds 10-day, with the Cochithate Club, and had a mw 
shoot at ten rotary and ten doubles. The visitorsstated when 

24 Oe 8 ae tee See ess Mat tt mainte ooo) ele wa orele. 
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entered that they would carry off the honors, and so they did. 
Following fs the score :— 

COCHITUATH. NATICK, 
Roig “4j- Donte. spi 7. Double. 

ORG te 28s. taet Tt {i O.w. Hall.....2. 8 £ 
ag 8 G.W.. Gile... 3 6 
28 0 Dr. J. H. Wright... 4 4 

fitlevdene 2 7 WoW... Glark.7.:._. 2 V4 
CG. ®. Sherman... ms 6 . O. Wilson... 7 5 

Totals eyes Bay THO PAIGE. soe aes se fiet oF 

New Yore—franklin, Moy ith.— The Ouleont Sportsmen's 

Club contest for gold badye was shot May oth, Card’s rotating 
trap; Bogardus rules; weather hot, The following is the seorei:— 

AME a0 eG albert feel ta le ola O01T01172001 Hd 
Bebe ae ae ae De ity US Ae a 
B. Walker, . 3 dh oA T1011720021 06 
TRE Birileshte ete alle eM No etl C0TrAitiagary pee 
M. P. MeKoon - ‘ 4 aT er ad Pe ea 16 
WP RUGHELLOLA, ee eee eee ee ee L01L0 0010 0 14 
ee se REESE all ia lg ae ern rh wa ee 

This tal eae, Lee a emates | Lota oO ao. is 

ere cae, May 4th._The Second Ward Amateur Sportsman’s 

Club, of this city, held their weekly medal shoot. As B. H. Mann 

and Jacob Gebhardt had each won the médal twice, it was decided 
to haye them shoot at twenty-five glass balls for final possession 

with the following result — 
RH, H. Mann,-... 1111111011717 014111111110-% 
J. Gebhardt..... LLQO0LT2LTELLT117211711110111- 

BH. H. Mann, after the above, shot at balls lying on his back, and 

broke five stvsight, He is one of the most promising shots in the 

country. VIR. 
Monkor County SPortTsMEN’s Ciun.—Rochester, V. ¥., May 

5th. Matches at 2lyds; birds fu £000 condition :— 
FIRST STRING. 

Mr, Hooker began by shooting at double birds, 

H, B. Hooker.... 11 11 10 01 
W. J. Babeoclk 4 1 
A. B, Hooker...,-. 
W. W. Wallace... . 
Win. M. Richmond . 
W..J. Babcocek,...... 
M. Forsyth. ., 

BoooHHsse Seesooee 

Oy Ot te 
Pe ean be UY 
De lg 1 OL 
Tita ge Ws Fon te 
TP lah ah athe at 
JP iho loa ls abe onli sak 
Ae Ts Wl 
di zt they aaa 

ries Oe Te TT is 14 
ye Ta at af ah eee eee 
elidldtoartidrtioitzt s 
Oa ct Si a or et es 

THIRD STRING. 
M. Forsyth... be eek tS ey Oe ed al 
M. A. Stearns, - Sagal eo ii a a ea Te 
W.J. Babcock.. -lioddzo1101 1-7 
C. Young....,.- LS Fil CIC lr LR RS eg (tS 
HH, Walzer ..... SL ot UD tt ob oh aia: 
Wr. Goodwin. ans et tet ad tT 2s 
G, Crouch, ,,.-- pe PSP ee Br le gs Bs ae Ea 
2 SIRS Hs Rote} ids) PARA RAAB SAS BOA SRR NNO es lc Si 

FOURTH STRING. 
Mr. Moore, ...... Drefag te bel sd phe A at 0" SY le fiery, 

Di ft sha) 4: 1 i S 
0001271701075 
O1LiLLiiitzo ms 
OSOee LL ete. a7, 
Tidoi112110 1-8 

J 11 I 1 11 —10 
Mr. Goodwin... ital) Geos —4 
Mri Green’ st. cal) a OO 7 —3 
Wie, HO ntl2 = Sy bese 2. 2. Ws ere AL al at i ar —5 
As will be seen by Gonsulting the score, Mr. Beclowith shot ten 

birds at double rises. 
FIETA STRING—THIRTY-ONE YARDS, 

This was a sivecestake shooting match for first and second 

prizes. Mr, Walzer took first prize. Second prize was not de- 

cided. 
Mr. Hooker....,-.-1 0 1 1 2 
Mr. Pope FAG SP als} die Mal aft 
Mr. Crouch.. 14 u 2 000 
Mr., Walzer , 10 

Rochester, May ee tenis pigeon match of Rochester Gun 
Club at Driving Park. A stiff northwest wind all day; birds 
strong, and two-thirds of them drivers to the right :— 

First match, 21 yards :— 

Michael... me GR OMT tl who Op kite ath 
[1 ons Ste TiN al a GG 
000010121311 0—4 
110011001 t¢6 

-OO0OTOTOLI1IG 4 
-G09000T1T0010 8 

Urey ERLE SG Thelin 89 6 Ups ats) 
O1L1001001 7 15 

Spe ea i ata ets 
Dele POS Onde 0, tS eri 
>200020210 2 0-4 
1oao1d01221121i11~8 
LTiitiizliilzidtyg 
Tidogoo211211 06 

Bris ieoteard Liliid’iitivdl1ds iis 
Third mate yards: 

Brame. j-s+-: idea Ses Loogto 1g 11-5 
Chatles T.. e 

Oo01TTIi10O 1 0 O55 
001100000 0-2 
11010011 0 0O-& 
Q1L1121202 11218 
1001720100 5 
01111221790 1-8 

Bains AY A tee ey 1gv1oottroti1itig 
Jonn..... Oo1T00710101 O-4 
Doctor... ILO vO 0 pit 6 
Charles ‘T. . LTiodgdi1d0idility7 
Hopkins COO et Oe a i 5 
Michael . ee it ett 13) 
is WHe Meh eMer TA lc iah oy OP te 1 a 9 
Four phlinge traps; State ist 

Ney Jersey—Vinceniown, May sd.—Dhe Coaxen Glass-Ball Club, 
of this place, held their third monthly shoot for glass-ball badge 
here to-day ; Card's rotary trap, 18 yards :— 

W.8. SFr i ry bon et ot eck oe (a set? LL) easel 
DW's Oe EYAGBS olla olor on DOT: eet fesse 0) 0, 20) 2 Od 0 0) —4 
B.S. Hilliard. 2 en. -lLi0100%3 41 0-6 
§.8. Butteryorth... -LOOTDAIAOI1 oO 1-6 
Wim. Alloway....- ‘0011100 02 Fa 
W. D. Haiues.. -lLiilogizoiliit?s 

R. H. Irick and J. W. Haines absent. 
Ties shot off ut three balls; Haines, 3; Hilliard, 2. 

After the match for badges, six shot emOHe: at seven balls :— 
B.S. Wilhard....1111111—7| W, J. Irick...... 101111 0-6 
Jas, Haines, -...1101101--5] Richard Haines.. 1iij1liil7 
Win. Alloway...0101110—4] W. D. Haines....d0111011-5 

Wotwli:-=n.totegs oom Ieetes 220.) DOtalayerss.r¢.ceenascscs youn Ly 

Rieliard Haines is 7 member of one of the gun ¢lubs of New 
York City, and we meet with few such shotsas he proved himself 

to be. SHELDRAKE, 

Bordentown, May 6th.—The monthly shootfof the CraumerShool- 
ing Club, of Bordentown, took place to-day; 2% balls each; 18 
yards rise; Card's rotary trap :— 

WASHINGTON Guy Cous.—Wastington, May 8th.—The Washing- 
ton Gun Club heldits first meeting for practice last Thursday. 
‘The club is composed solely of amateurs. Several members of Con- 

tress are numbered among its members. The club grounds are 

atthe Holmead farm, abouta mile beyond the boundary. The 
mugnificent park of the Soldiers’ Home is within a atone’s throw 

of the elub grounds, and the location is unparalleled for its nutu- 

Til beauty and shooting advantages. The following is the score 

of the first shots; Card rotating traps; 1S yards vise; 20 balls 
each — 
Henry Pochler............ ATLALPVAL21711 00912 1—19 
C.R. Dufour........ = 122410431117111111101-419 
O, M, Alexander. .-,....... TOTTITLLLTALIVGLit tits 
aan Eee TILTLIAOTILTIIGL1L0L111I1i1-17% 
™, H. Alexander. TLOT0T071121111101110—-15 
a eT Peecaten Oe 100 Oi ded Oi at Tas 
CG. M. Ogden... ees LTLTOLTOULTLI11I01100111—1 
A. A. Birney, -- 0171200121101111011110—-14 
WT Steele. .....,.....5 1170710011103 1000111-3 
J. Hoskins. ...... ~1110770111100110100 E28 
Geo. W. Bentley.........- Ce ee Ae et nae: 

Capiran Crry Gun Cros. Washinylon, D. ¢., May 8ih—The 

mateh for tyo gold medals took place thisaflernoon. Card’s 1o- 
lary trap; handicap rise:— 

FYards, Score. Total. 
Su laa ae sete4 20 T1L1071401111111111111—-19 
BH, L. Mills..-.. 0. ... Pon ead ee Pe ti OF 19 
F. M. McLeod 1117111112111110111111—9 
H. 1. Shepard.. 11001141111111011111-17 
Harry King........... 20 7110111 01111111110711—7 
W. 3B. MeKelden. ee L1O0T171011201211711111101% 
pee MOrhaits Soren gb LOTTITIL1111011011111-1% 
aan ey Reb h oti ne y OLTOTLTILAL11121010101-155 
W.W Hldridge.__.-. 20 2L1110110011101011111-15 
WN. H, Wadsworth.... 20 01010110101111010111—13 

Ties shot off for saat and second positions :— 

irae ope all ES ale a aA ot 2 J1it1iI—l1i1lili—t1111i—% 
Leyi Woodburry......-...... 20 Lit1t11i1i1—-11111—1t 
AM. NMetieode: a2 sea 22 1011 1—4 
Practice match at double balls; Bogardus rules; 18 yards :— 

P. PF. Nagile........ 11101111 11—9 | E.M. McLeod... 01101111 11-8 
W.W. Eldridge. 1111 11 11 10—9 | Harry King... 10 31 01 01 1—7 
Bh. L. Mills..-.-., 10111111 11—9 | W. B/ MeKelden, 1011 10 10 10—8 
B.S. Peck..../. . 011011 11 11—8 | H. L. Shepard,,,. 00 10 1110 10—5 
N. H. Wadaworth 01 11 10 11 11-8 
—For information about the Louisville shooting tournaments 

address T. C. Barbour, 1é6 Main street, Louisville, Ky, Vhe dates 
are May 3ist and June 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th and 5th. 

MosILE, May 6th.—The Third Annual Pigeon Tournament of 

the Gulf City Gun Club, postponed from April 28th, 29th and 30th, 

will positively be held on the 18th, 14th and 15th of May. The 
shoot will be conducted in accordance with the programmes pre- 

viously issued. G. W. TENSTALL, 

Chairman ex-Com. Gulf City Gun Club, 

Mississrpri—Union Church, May 1st.—Match at glass balls; 18 
yards rise :— 

Single Balis. Double Balls, 
J.D. MeArn,........... 011111114 11 11 10 W# 10 00 11— 9 
J illis..... --O011101004 10 00 11 10 10 11 10— 8 
D. C. Newman --11111101 00 10 10 11 10 01 10— 7 
S. Lehmann............. 000000000 withdrew, 
D, A. Torrey... 2011111117 11 10 11 10 11 11 10—10 
A. M. Newman. -.-O0LTITT1IITEY 11.10 10 10 11 10 11—10 
Geo. McDonald..... -11100110—5 1010 1000 0111 10-4 

Ghe & te Bile 
Address ail Siena to ‘* Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 

RANGE AND GALLERY, 

MASSACEUSETTS—Springfield, May 4th—Scores made at the 
weekly meeting of the tod and Gun Rifle Club, May 4th. Good 

light, with a fresh southwest wind during the latter part of the 
afternoon :— 

Bunstead «2.06.6. ..s000+ Petee sates oe 655 46 4 5 4 5-4 
555465 5 5 & 4-46 
6554 4 4 4 5 5—45 
55544 4 4 5 4-45 
455545 4 4 4-45 
444445 5 5 4-44 
44545 4 4 5 4-43 
444456 4 5 8 4-4 
44445 4 4 4 4-42 

Pe sliedaaas B444 4 4 4 5 4-40 
*One point allowance for military rifle. W. iH. €. 

Springfield, May 5th.—The Rod and Gun Club had their regular 
meet to-day. There was a large gathering of the riflemen and 

many spectators upon the range to witness the sport. The early 

part of the day proved a capital one, and presaged large scores: 

The light was good, and the brisk southwest wind did not give 
mich trouble. During the latter part of the afternoon, the heavy: 

dark clouds and intensified wind caused the participants consid- 

erable trouble. Bumstead was shooting in good form, and sent 

some good ones into the bullseye, closing for the fine score of a 

47 and heading the list. Chapin followed him closely for six bulls, 

and closed for 46; yhile Wilson, Dr. Young and Arms found ve- 
corded to them respectively 45 each, Clark used a military 1ifle, 
for which he was allowed a handicap of one point, giving him a 

good 44. The shooting was really capioal for the day, as the sub- 
joined summary indicates :— 

Bumstead,.......-..-- A en ey 65 5 45 4 6 4 
145565 45 6 5 4 

rae 4554544 4 4 6 
-6 56 6444 4 5 

- 54568454 4 
Clute (miitary)... 4444 ¢ 4 5 5 5 
Peniale WAS le = 444545 4 4 5 
Lewis.. b444465 4 f 8 
Rogers. «. noms if 444484 4 4 
Gordig...+3..2...- ease et Bee ot ee wee-4 38 £4 444465 

Springfield, May 11th.—Seores raade 

the Rod and Gun Rifle Club to-dity. 
quite a soe northwest wind :— 

at the weekly meeting: of 

Not a yery good light, and 

SOS et 

Van Visel. 
A 

; 442 
TMs - 5 4—4] 

Glark (military 4 4—d] 

He segs eS cs 
C0 OS RO St ee TH ot He pie AH oy pe pee Hm TO oe PO SOR eR RR Ceo tor He HP Ce Or Ore Ort He Cy pe OT 

~~ — 

Syuires (military)... 

Clark and Squires Aisa nniliiany rifles, and ge CUO OT ee Sr re Sor 

- CUS eS - Fe CO re he Orc or 

one point al- 
BWVirrh. FOUTS 2 aye aeons ce oe OV11T1110071110010110—8 lowance. 

ah ad cia y 4 4 4 + ty : p 7 ‘: ‘ , ‘t Wat MAssAcHusEerts—Boston, Moy 12th.—The fourth competition in 
weer eee U11T00100100011000000—5 | the long-range mateh fook place to-day at Walnut Hill. The day 

coe Rite ry Hee ‘4 ie *; e Bate a - t ‘ ri et wvas charming, and the range neyer presented a prettier appear— 
pt Pai ae SV 0111110470101111111 1-16 | ance. There were present nine long-range pavticipants, who, 
w. Taylor,. 2 1110010110100111110 623 | afterthe usual pool shooting, faced the butts in anticipation of 

| iz -— &F i) —_— 

large scpres, as the wind seemed yery steady from south to west, 
indicating upon the dial 7 toBo’clock. The light was good and 

the atmosphere of the clearest, Wxecutiye Officer Wilder called 
the match at 11.15 o'clock, and eight out of the nine saw the white 
disc come up for guod bulls at 800 yards, After lunch the gentle 
men started in at 900 yards. The wind had changed several points” 

and became rather erratic, and assumed a decided “ fish-tail" trom 

the south. The long distance signal flags were watched eagerly. 

There were no atmospheric changes to affeet elevations, and wind 
giuges were tenderly nursed, Sumner, Brown, Gerrish, 

Lewis, Wilder and Nichols all sent the leaden bullet well into the 

center of the bullseye on their first shot. The gentlemen retired to 

the long distance with elegant records for the day, and larga 

scores were looked for, The trouble, however, began here, and 
the wind would not be controlled ¢yven by the best shets. Jack 

son again got an “unaccountable,” as did Lewis and Nichols; 
Wilder saw a flock of “mags,” and Nichols brought the “ black- 
bird” prominently before the spectators,who were numerous, Col. 

Farnsworth, of Fryeburg, Me., and Mr. Farnsworth, of Lowell, 
both devotees of the ritle, wereamong the spectators. Themateh 

ended with Mr. Sumner as high man. ‘I'he summusry gives the 

leading scores outof the nine who entered ;— 

800....5S44 5545554555 4 ae 
J. 8. Sumner,.,....... ) 900...0.545554555455 5 4571 bor 

1,000..2.5534545454355 5 4-66\ 
{ 200.55 555555455 495412) 

Capt, W..H. Jackson... 900.....3554455055555 5 4-65 +202 
14,000.05 5535054554545 5-68) 

800....5 5545445554055 5-71) 
J.B, Brown.......-. 900, 6545655554555 35 470.202 

1,000....542855355445 26 4-61) 
800... 5454545555555 5-7) 

W. Charles..t........5 900. ...35455455553555 5-69 +201 
1,000.-..45524544544434 4-40) 
800....558565555555445 5-11 

William Gorrish.... .4 900....644454554845 4 5 5—67\200 
1,000....5544454543335 8 5—69 

Jd. NICHOLS, 

SO, 2 deat ee ee 62) 
HUD TA eRe ot tok 63 178 

seni Spee Oe oe 53 

The spring meeting of the Massachusetts Rifle Association will 
occur on May 27th, 28th and 29th. Three dayswill be deyoted to 

the sport, with the largest amount of prizes ever offered by the 

association, and Walnut Hill will have representatives from all 

parts of the country. 

Boston, May 8th.—There was a large attendance to-day at 

Walnut Hill. The weather indications in the early morning caye 

eyery prospect of a capital day for the sport. The wind indicat- 

ing 3.o’clock rather strong and reliable, and the light of the best. 

The spectators were very numerous, and as the long-range rifle— 

men were out for practice, they had an opportunity to witness 

the long-range, mid-range and short-range shooting. There were 

eighty entries in the Everybody’s match, and capital results were 

achieved. In the 500 yards match there were sixty-eight entries, 

and really brilliant work was done. At the beginning of this 

mutch light fleecy clouds produced 4 good light, but the wind had 

changed several points, and gaye considerable trouble. It is a 

long distance to shoot from the shoulder and control elevations 

and windage, but Charles, Kirkwood and Richardson got 33 cach 

out of a possible 35,and Nichols and Jewell 32 each. The sum- 
mary shows what good results were obtained :— 

CM yells Se tcb tee ae Peels ou 56656645 5 4 5 5-48 
H. C. Gardner (mi -6 4554465 5 4 5—48 
i. F, Richardson -5 £5 5 4 5 5 4 5 56-47 
J.B. Q@sborn..... ~-454 45 5 5 5 5 5-47 
C.W. Meiggs -45 445 5 5 5 4 5-46 
J, Borden.... -445 445 5 4 5 5-45 
A. B. Arche 45656444 6 6 4 6-45 
D. Kirkwood .5 6 4656 5 4 5 56 8 b-46 
E. EF. Brooks. -446445 5 4 6 4 5—45 
W. Charles. -455 45 56 4 5 4 4-45 

i .6 45 5 5 4 5 5 4 B—45 
»5 4445 4 4 4 4 5-43 
-56 44444 4 5 4 4-42 
-£534384 5 4 4 4-40 
44534543 5 4 4-40 

G. Warten 64 44 84 4 4 4 4-38 
EH, Walter: -4 4434 4 5 3 4 3-38 

. M. Cook, divvecupecccnsn de 4 4h 8 BF 4.8 FF f—38 
500 YARDS OFI-HAND. 

W. Charles..... 4455 5 6 5—-33| BH. B. Souther.. 35 8 45 3 0-25 
D. Kirkwood... 53555 5 5-33]. J. Page...... 22542 4 8-22 
B.B Richardson 5 4556 6 4—33| 1B. W. Brooks... 2425 42 3-98 
J. Nichols,..... 354555 5—82| D.Webster( mil) 234423 4-22 
O, M, Jewell... 54455 5 4-82] J.2. Browa mil) 550042 5-21 
J.B. Osborn... 5354384 4—28| A.D, Bert,.... .382840 44-21 

MAMMOTH RIFLE GALLERY.—Boston, May %th—The <All 

Comers’ rifle match, which was commenced on the Ist, for the 

tirst week in the month has shown some yery fiue shooting. ‘his 

match has ten cash prizes, and will continue through the month. 

This last week Mr. W. H. Harrison leads with two clean scores 

and three splendid 39s, followed by Mr. J.;Merrill with two clean 

scoresand three good 39s, but outranked by Mr. Harrison. Mr. 

Frank Hollis was also successful in getting one clean score, and 

following the two leaders very closely, finishing with 195, ‘The 

gallery has been well filled both day and evening, and for the 
first week of the month there has been a yery large number ot! 

contestants, who hayeshown some yery fine shooting. The fol- 

lowing is the standing of theseyeral competitors 1 date; 150 reet ; 

rounds, 8; possible, 40; five scores lo win, or possible 200 — 
W. A. a TREO TRA ens SA ee fae, Pe an 39 39 89 40 
D. DIGEDILEN shes ere ee tenet oe 0 89 20 40 
Frank Iroitis a0 30 
U. A. Pollard 3s 88 
i, W. Farrar... of 38 
CSR ya GS eta Le oye elebs ial talale tte ae a i al 
IS widss ac. eee § 86 36 37 
A.C, Maynard... . S686 Bt 
Gordan McKenzie... 37 
N. 5. James. s,s: 21.0. ye B Bb 
TUS TIROLLG YR ative neds tie asics Ulises 3b 36 
A, H. Raymond...-............ RRM AX Fe aa a 36 
Joho Hartwell. ...-..- BF bu 
C.R, Curtis,... .. oti 
Geo. Hstes......-..5 3h 
Wim. W..Jones. 56 
Wm. 8. Spark.. 35 
EU es ci lish he taaactt sie tie eb ideielaree secre a = rele 35 
B. J. Snow---- BB} 
G. te Wright... 35 
©. R. Sawy yer. 3p 
A, 3. Goodspeed. Bi 
Ge 80. 7 ei ] 
A.C ss (2: t 
Geo. fdson. 
Ik. ii. Poi AA fe 
ON TERG TE eos pcs sets sa eo ape eee d 

G. E.R. 

MAGNOLIA GALLERY.—Vhere has been no regular match on at 
ihis resort during the past weels. The tics whieh Hall, Hollis and 

Smith determined in the shoot off, fell to the lot of Mr. §. Hall, 

and his score was 245 out of the possible 255, and My, Hollis fol- 
lowed him very closely with 242, Mr. Hollis making tyenty-seyen 

consecutive bullseyes during the shooting. The manugement of 

the Maynolit gallery propose on or about Juue Ist to open a gal- 
levy at Nantasket_ Beach, which will proye a great attraction to 
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the riflemen during the summer months. The appended scores 

show what good vork has been done in the match just closed — 

Winners of prizes in first class :— 

I. A 50 50 50—-150| W. Henry. ---:-..50 49 50—149 

T. Hollis... “50 50 50—150| CD, Harrison. . 48 48 49—145 

J. M/Smith. -.-... 50 50 50—150 

Winners of prizesin second class ;— 

Ww. tt. ham...49 49 49—147| 8. Foge. 48 47 48-143 
E. EF. Beaks “48 50 49-147 | A. B. Thomas. AT 47 48—142 
H. Lawrence....--48 48 49—145| H. Sears.. wee AB 47 AT 142 

Winners of prizes in third class ;— 
49 49 50—148|J. Anderson .... 46 46 48—140 
§ 5O 48—146| 0. A. Gross .......46 47 47—140 

48 49 48145] A. J, Green._-.---- 46 45 49—140 

Wakefield, May 8th.—The Wakefield Amatenr Rifle Association 

held its second shoot in the May series at itsrange, this afternoon- 

The following are the best scores :— : 

W. Daniels... -..... 222225 s272-es0te-e-: 56455545 4 4 4-4 
IDAGS Welkerc.es cians ete sc srrggts 45445 545 4 443 
John Anderson ..-.%...... Pre 454456445 5 4-44 
TS Cannes. 2... ot hese adeno 4445 44 4 4 5 A438 
W, Lewis.. greettttod, fo * 43 4 4-40 
M, Young. 5 aS tececsee ee 4 8 5 5 8B 4 4 4 4 4-40 

South Gardner, May 8th. The following are the scores made by 

members of the Gardner Rifle Club at Hackmatack range to- day. 

wo scores of 10 shots each, 200 yards, off-hand, using the popn- 

lar inch ring and Creedmoor target combined, are given :— 
Ring. sage ith ig. Oo 1s eed. Dee 

William Austin....----.+-- . 20 46 
G. PF. Hlisworth.........--- > oT 46 79 45—168 91 
TON. Dodge... ~-.----....% 86 45 7 212 88 
H.S. Pierce.... bckia Pee 44 78 44—]57 8S 
F. B. Nichols 78 44 “6 43154 87 
G. R. Pratt. .- 61 43 61 42—122 85 
¢. Shumway 45 34 47 40— 92 T+ 

Medford, May It—The second competition in the spring han- 

disap matches occurred at Bellevue range to-day. There was a 

good attendance, and the shooting for clean scores with shot 

gun was especially worthy of notice, Mr. W. 8B. Witherell secur— 

ing 10 clear scores from the rotary and double traps. The fol- 

lowing are the best clean scores :— 

EE le Piney AO Double. 
W. B. Witherell.. J. 8. Bennett....... 
J. H.Nason.....---. i { H.S8. Harris-.:. --- 1 i 

The following are the scores made with rifles :— 

H. Bennett...-..,46----+--o- 5 56 5 6 6 6 4 5 6 G—A3 
sist Fee ate 5 5b 6 4 5 6 4 6 5 6-52 
C.P. Gleason.. 55 6 6 > 6 5 6 b 5—52 
CG. M. Gueth .2..2..0.-.... 5 5 8 6 6 5 6 5 6 4—50 
The Medford Amateur Rifle “Association will hold their spring 

meeting at Bellevue Range Wednesday and Thursday, May 19th 

and 20th, commencing each day at 9 o'clock a.m, The conditions 

ofthe match will be: Distance, 200 yards; off-hand firing ; rounds, 

4; open to all comers; entry fee, 60 cents; re-entries, 25 cents ; the 

aggregate of three scores to count as one continuous secre. The 

aggregate amount of prizes which will be offered at this meeting 

will be $150. Among the prizes there will bea valuable rifle. 
The Medford Amateur Rifle Association willshoot a team match 

with the Gardner Rifle Club Thursday, May 13th, at Gardner. 
The return match between the Massachusetts Rifle Association 

and the Medford Amateur Rifie Association will probably take 

place Saturday, May 15th. 

Medford, May 8th.—In the weekly competition in the “ Classi- 

fied Series," at Bellevue Range to-day, there were sixty entries. 

The weather conditions were excellent for rifle shooting. Below 

are the best scores :— 
INSELOMMIS!. .h5--s se + pa ett ehcp tebe dete be 4455 5 5 5 5 5 548 
J. B. Osborn... ..... i061 <---= gla'diawin'e 646455 5 5 4 5-47 
Bl. Whittier: .2.is.0.5-. 252 sse etsy eee 4455 5 45 4 56 4-45 
KR. Abbott..,, ---=- Adorno ae su 55 38 44 6 4 56 5 5-4 
A.B. Archer........:+: Pe tees sh5 so ac 445545 4 4 4 544 
Ra SQWYEN o.oo. cen en ce eksosen open 455 544 44 4 5-44 
G. H. Russell... wired 46 45 5 4 6 4 4-4 
G. G. Arther.... 4446 45 4 4 5-43 
H. Withington... 56434445 4 5-43 
ALS, Greenors, (..ccs0rs2: crtea-= os 556 44 3 4 5 4 543 

Mr. F. Hollis won the revolver in the first class, 1. Whittier in 

the second class, and A. W. Webb in the third class. 

GrerpMooR.—May 8th.—While the Amateur Club men were 

busy shooting for places on the Trish trip, the seventh competi- 

tion for the Remington shot gun was in progress. This was shot 

at 800, 900and 1,000 yards; 15 rounds at each; the prize to go to the 

competitor making the highest aggreate of two scores out of the 

twelve comprising the series. ‘There were fourteen entries, and 

one competitor retired. The recordstood as follows :-— 

800 nae 900 ¥ds. 1,000 Yds, Totals. 
R. Rathbone......-..---- +835 68 66 209 
H. F, Clark ... .. : yn 63 207 
oe SS yaaksou- 66 64 200 
J. L, Allen. 67 61 200 
W.M Ee 68 69 198 
L. L. Hepburn. be 70 57 197 
8. 'T. G- Dudley 66 66 19+ 

At the short and mid-range firing points the first competition 
for the Champion Marksman’s Badge was open during the entire 

day at 200 and d00 yards. There were 186 entries in the match, and 

the leading scores were as follows; possible oU:— 

T. J.Dolan..........-- Wee oe 42| J.J. Bushnell - BT 
W.d, Undergood, J - 41) H. Nicoll. . 37 
FISOUMNG HELL ists eee sett Sedo 41 |B) HB. Starr 37 

M. earn fete. ..., 40| J. M. Roberts 
ALESGCHINIER Seer ete nessa tees eee 389 | W. EB. Magnusson 
C. ue Boutillier,....... -.--- 389] W. M. Comer 
F. J. Donaldson. . 30 | G. BE. Moore 
rr der . 39) J. R. Le Roy 
B. FP. MeKinley.. . 38) H, 8. Parr 
J. L, Paulding _- asf . 8&| J. H. Denton 
Cc. ob i wes 8} BH. W. Barnett 
. Onss ..... Me 35 |G. W. Rand. 
J.-L 37 | J. A. Shaw. 
J. Tie Boutiliter 87 

AMATEUR RIFLE GLUE. This old organization, having decided 
+o send a representative on the American Team t Treland, set 
about his selection on Friday last, according to the programme 

already printed in the FOREST AND SYREAM, providing a two duys’ 

test, the leader to be the selected man, Hight members of the 

club entered the competition ; six of them completed their score. 
The first shot was discharged at 11.30 o'clock, at the 800 yardsrange, 
and at that time there was quite a party of gentlemen round the fir- 

ing points. Mr. Charles W, Minor, the secretary of the Amateur 
club, was in charge as executive officer; Col. John Bodine, cap- 

tain-clect of the team, was on theground watching the work of 

his future subordinates; the contestants, Messrs. It. Rathbone, 

I. L. Allen, L. 0. Bruce, W. H, Jackson, W. M. Farrow, N- D. 

Ward, H. Wisher L. Hepburn, were squadded on targets “Star” 
and “VI.,"’ while a handful of other gentlemen shot on an ad- 

joining target for practice. Later in the day Major Henry Fulton, 

chairman of the National Rifle Association's Committee on Choice 

of Team, also put in an appearance. One hour and a half was 

spent at the first range, and then a recess for lunch was taken. 
The other distances were covered in a shorter time, and the en- 
tire competition came to an end at 4.20 o'clock. Mr. Rathbone 

was suffering much from a cold, and though he made the good 

total of 67 points at 800 yards, he withdrew before completing the 
next distance. Mr. Hepburn made 67 at 800 and 66 at 900, but with- 

drew after firing 11 shots at 1,000 yards. 

The weather was most trying. The wind was a decided * fish- 
tail,’ blowing from the south in fitful gusts, which defied all cal- 

culation, and which rendered necessary a change of windage 

sometimes amounting to seven points between shots. The light 

was in the main good, though rather changeable, and elevations 

were very unsteady. The dampness of the ground also caused a 

mnirage, which rendered accurate “ spotting” impossible. Under 
these circumstances, the day’s work must be regarded as excel- 

lent, While no briHiant score appears, all are good, and the total 

made by the six men who completed their scores (of 1,119) exceeds 
by 4 points the total with which the team of 1876 defeated its 
Irish rival in the match shot on September 22d. It must also be 

remembered that those who shot on Friday have had little or no 
opportunity for practice this year, and will not be at their best 

fora week or two, when the rust of winter will be worn off. To 
this lack of recent practice must beattributed the rather formida- 

ble array of misses that appears in the record, which ran as fol- 

lows :— 
800....554555464545 4 25-68 

TG ALTER Snoasi nee ; 900....4555544545545 5 4-69}198 
1,000,... 4488354455244 55—61 

800... 4555545455545 5 5-71 
N.D. Ward.........- 9W....2543555555445 4 4-65 -197 

1,000,...38344525454545 48-1 
{ 8 800. ..5554555546455 45-72 

W. OM. Farrow....,-.4  900....033 4445544545 5 4—59}195 
{1,000.22 .3854445543554435 464 

‘ 800....4454455555555 45—T0 
Homer Fisher..-..-. 900.... 8535448555535 5 363 +193 

1,000,...0538345355355534-60 
E a she eta i gl Sete RE ey 

WH. Jackson....... 900....8545534435555 5 4 4-64}193 
1,000....8550550545553 5 5—60 

; 800... 5552454455555 45-68 
LG, Britess ees Rint et snanes tage ee een naes 198 

1,000....245384354345542 4-87 

The match of the second day was continued fsck atmosphene 
conditions somewhat similar to those of the previous day. The 

wind was from the north, but was steadier both in force and di- 
rection than before, and did not materially affect elevations. The 

light was stronger and a trifle more glaring, but less uncertain. 

The adyantage of Friday’s experience and the slightly bettered 

conditions combined t) make a marked improyement in the 

scores. The team total of the six competitors was 1,181 out of the 

possible 1,850—an advance of 12 points over Friday’s result. The 

highest individual score made was that of Mr. L. C. Bruce, who 
secured 201 out of the possible 225 points. The day's work is fully 

represented by the following figures :— 
800. ..55555535545 535 4-69 

L. C, Bruce.........5- 900....5485554455543 4 5—66>201 
1,000... 6555544455453 5 3-66 
800... 54555 44555538555—10) 

W. H. Jackson.....-- 900.,., 8454434554555 5 5—66 200 
(1.0009.1. 55 453435525545 461) 

800.... 5544545555555 5 5-12 
T.L. Allen,. ,.-2.-7:-5_ 00.2.2 poop to013 5088 Ltr lan 

(1,000,,.. 3545545R25554 45-61 
800... 4555555534555 5 571 

W.M.Farrow.-. .-..4_ 00... 505555555355 0 5R—53 +198 
1,000.-., 5554585455455 45-89 
800....355555555555555—78 

Homer Fisher,..-..-. 900.... 2754453555355 5 54f5 -193 
1,000 -.. 4486338552342 45 3-65 
800... 445544553545 5 45-67 

N.D. Ward .........4 900.... 424544544535 5 4 5-63-18 
1,000... 8435433550545 5 559 

Tar Resuut.—The aggregate results of the two days’ competi- 

tion determine who shall represent the Amateur Rifle Club on the 

team. They are as follows :— 
Fir. a aes Second Day. Total. 

De Me ALIGNS padre h eects r re taat tne! 200 398 
UPTO TERS. SAAR SS 85 6g S56 TRE. 855 183 201 oot 
W.. M. Farrow-.:-).c sce. ee eee ce eee 195 198 393 
W.H. JAGKSOD..-.},,5; 2 :tsehieeees eee 193 200 Bin] 
We De Wardii 2) coos Oss ane 197 189 86 
EES Migheras: coast bonds pected en ae 193 193 336 
Mr. Allen explains that he shot in the competition purely for 

recreation and practice, and without any idea of accepting the 

position if he won it, and this fact leaves Mr. L. C. Bruce the win- 
ning man. Mr. Bruce held the position of reserye on the team 

which went to Ireland in 1875, and in the fall of the same year he 

was a member of the team which defeated the Canadian marks- 

men at Creedmoor. He was chosen on the team of 1876, which 

shot the first competition for the Palma, but resigned his place 

in favor of Col. Bodine. He, however, again shot himself on to 

the team of 1877,and on the second day of the match with Sir 

Henry Halford’s team he made his celebrated score of 219 out of 

the possible 226 points. Since that time, he has hardly fired 2 
shot at long range until the present competition. He formerly 

used the Fulton position, but hus lntely adopted the improyed 

back position, and usesa heel-sight on his rifle. He is a native 

of Lexington, Ky., and is about thirty-one years old. 

Rochester —The following named gentiemen are elected as Di- 

rectors of the Seventh Divisiou Rifle Range for the comicg year: 
J.J. Bausch, George Eugert, Louis Hrost, Dr. Jonas Jones, Emil 
Ruchling, Fred. Miller, John N. Weitzel, John H, Wilson, C, P. 

Bromley, Joseph Eberling, George A. Begy, A. M: Koeth, C. F. 

Lamb, Henry Nordan, Al. G. Wheeler. 

—The first annual picnic of the Veteran Corps, Fifth Regiment 

WN. G. 8, N. ¥.,Col. Anton Meyer, President, will be held at Held's 

Hamilton Park, this city, May 17th, 

New Jersuy—Brinton Range, May 8th.-Winchester Repeating 

Rifle Match; 200 yards ; military rifles allowed 3 points :— 

Meee Hotta. SS, oy AAR AT 45444835 4 4 6 3—46 
J.T. B.Calling.. esrtre--D 4444445 4 4 8-45 
sys Nee ee ee ee rs e 6444555543 —it 
S. Bugzinis 2-22 apene-seee eens 56554564343 4 3B—-4 
Capt. ah RB, Denman. te] weft 44444444 4 «3-43 
J. W.Todd..... veeeecteeeee 4 bh 4 4456 445 —42 
D. P, Davils Eh E ite alebiciete oo 5465444444 4 —42 
Goode ae FE SB Sa ASCE 6444543445 —A2 
Col. J.B. P. Howard..,..2..-...% 433443 5 4 44 3-41 
Major “A. J. Clack,...---- teaver 4458454383 3 3—41 

Ballard Match; 206 agate — 
44545 4 4 5 4-44 
&§5 445 5 4 4 4-44 
4544554 4 4-44 
5644544 4 4 4-43 
R444 4 4 6 4 4-41 
44444 4 4 4 3-40 

West End.—The Columbia Rifle Range was opened on Tuesday, 
May Ith, for the season of 1880. An excellent opportunity is 

alforded by this range to all meutbers of the National Guard 

rifle clubs, and to all lovers of the rifle in the viemity of New 
York City, to take practice and compete in matches. The range 

isyery accessible; it is within twenty minutes from New York 
by Erie Ratlway; fare to range and return, 25 cents. Three 

matches were shot on the 11th inst., commencing at 2 P.ow., and 

matches will be held every Tuesday and Friday hereafter during 
the season. On the 11th inst. the matches open were: First match) 

for Sharps military rifles, 200 yards; second match, for Ballard 
mid-range rifles, 200 yards; third match Associntion Gold Medal, 

500 yards. 
A BiG Frye Huyprep Bao Scorn.—Franklin, Pa., May 4th.— 
his atternoon, before a large crowd, Otto 0. Wilkins shot at 500 

flass balls ont of a Bogardus trap. The shooting was done witha 
repeating magazine gun, with R. G, Wambreton as referee, and H. 

B. Kantner and H. J. Gorden as scorers. In the first hundred 
he missed the 17th and 48th, breaking 98 in the hundred, Inthe 
next hundred he missed the 80th ball only. The third hundred 
was the poorest of the lot, the 12th, 26th, 32d, 84th, 43d, dtst, Slat 
and §6th balls being scored as misses, in all 92 broken out of the 
hundred. In the fourth hundred the misses wore on the 5th, 7th, 

39th, 52d and 55th balls, and in the last hundred the missed balls 

were the 9th, lth, 20th, 28th and 48d balls, making a total of 21 
balls, ora score of 479 in the possible 500. The shooting was ac- 

cording to the Bogardus rules, and the referee writing of it, Says: 

“His shooting was simply wonderful. After completing his 

score, he amused the crowd by putting holes in pennies, breaking 

lead pencils, or smashing anything any one was inclined to throw 

in the air. Ihave seen Carver shoot, andTam confident young 
Wilkins, with practice, will equalif not excel him." 

MARYLAND Riri CLUB. Ballimore, May 4th.—The score mado 
May Ist is as follows :— 

B, B, Lynch. - 5445 4 5 5 4-46 
¥, Redwood teligs tere tee A 6 5 44 8 4 8 440 
L. Deiterich..........-.5--.... 4 ' 8 4 i 34 4-38 
Col. Burgwyt...2..... ccsersese 4 4 4 4 4 4 3-38 
J. B. Armstrong 4 t 36 3 3 3 5—35. 
At the annual meeting, April 17th, 1880, the following officers 

were elected for the ensuing year: President, Col, W. H. 8, Burg- 

wyn; Vice-President, H. B. Goulsen; Secretary and ‘Treasurer, 

J. B. Armstrong; Executive Committee, L. Deitrich, B, B, Lynch, 
T. J. Shryock, Dr. M. W. Foster, A. G. Alford, 

The Patapsco Rifle Range was opened for the season of 1880 on 

Saturday, May ist, rules of National Rifle Association governing. 

We shall be pleased to receive regular monthly reports. 

Wasuineton, D, C., May 8th.—The Columbia Rifle Association 

found a cloudless sky, a dancing light, oppressive heat, a dry 

air, and a feeble, uncertain breeze from 3 to 44 o'clock, awaiting 

them on opening their fourth regular subscription match of the 

spring season. The four marksmen who entered had to work 
their passage, giving painful attention to shifting windage and 

fluctuating eleyations, beside being sadly wilted by the heat, 
which touched the nineties at 2:40, when the;match began_ Doctor 

Scott led the shooting at 800 yards, and, after alternating between 
the owl and the Hamingo for four shots, settled down to his task, 

and kept the white disc in steady play to the end, retiring with 73 

to his eredit. Col. Burnside had wretched Inck at starting, notting 
only a total 69, whieh should baye been two points better but for 

the mirage. During the 900 yards shooting the mirage died away 

under a freshening breeze, and the temperature became more 

endurable. Doctor Scott again led at this distanee; dropping but 

two points, on his eighth and eleventh rounds, in the changing 
light, and again tallied 73. The Colonel shot in good style, his 
unfortunate centers almost frazing the optic, but luck was once 

more against him, although he tallied & good 71. At the laststage 

the falling light and temperature put all the shooters on their 

mettleas to elevations, but the wind was kindly disposed, and the 

shooting of the leading contestants was of the highest rank, 

Colonel Burnside in particular shooting in first-class form to 

neutralize bis opening red-bird. Indeed his initial twelve shots 

gaye fluttering promise of attaining a “best possible 74," but 

again the day's misfortune clung to him, and # marvelously close 
center, on his thirteenth round, followed by an unaccountable 
mag, on his last shot, which a trifle worse chance would have 

made a mantlet, dumayed his otherwisesplendid score. As it was, 

however, he tied the Doctor for Tl. The shooting of Dr. Scott 

was steady and close, his 217 being withoutan inner. His average 

in the four Dollymount competitions in which he has shared is 

now 207}, and it is not likely that the last competition, to be shot 
next Saturday, will change his lead. The following are the de— 

tailed scores of the two prize winners :— 

Ae 6454666555555 55—73 
Dr. 8. L.Seott..2..-.- 1 i NIBSBSSS64554655 6-738 42I7 

1,005. 4954545555556 45—71 
800..... 4355554545454 6 4-69 

Col. J.0.P. Burnside 8 O0., 455458453585465 5-1 AG 
100. 455555555555 45% zal 

Louistans.—lWVew Orleans, April 25th.—Highth contest for Bat- 

tahun Cup, Washington Artillery Rifle Club, was held to-day 
at New Orleans Park. ‘en members fired tlye rounds each ap 200 
and 500 yards; military rifle und position. There was a strong, 

fluctuating wind. ‘The record stood :— 
200 Furds. 500 Yards. Total. 

pene ep tae oes eee 4444 5—21 6433 4— 40 
Ct theses 4444420 B34 4 4—18 38 

Dbariton, 4444 5-2 8253417 38 
Baker... A fp oace cad —l6 aa 
Manion... etn te bees tints —18 Sener en F Poe 3) 33 
Michael. .:..-,...-- ee a a ES YP? Poe —l3 82 

Wisconsin.—Milmaulee, April 30tn.—The opening long-range 
match took place to-day, with ye members out. Soures at 900 
yards standing :— 

CALIFORNIA—San Franciseo, April isth.—J. Robertson and T, 
E. Carson shotan endurance match, at the Bay View Range to- 

day; 60 rounds each; 200 yards; off shoulder. The weather was 
almost perfect, and the practice was close and regular, The 

shouting is remarkably tine, the full score standing — 
ROBERTSON. 

6 6 
4 4 4 4 4 5—84 +268 
45 45 5 5—0 

4 4—86 
; 5—86 tsa 

Cs cue eo oe 

4 
4 
4 eee 

7) 44 4 4—89 
eres 

444 4 55 465 5 43454 4 
445 4 54 5 4 6 44344 4 
B44 4 5445 4 44454 4 5-86 

Proce Epwarp’s Is,aAnp.—The organization of the Prince 

Edward Rifle Association has giyen an impetus to rifle practice in 

that locality, and though Thursday is the regular day, the range: 
isin use almost daily, Some excellent scores. are being made, and. 
the ambition is td send a representative to Wimbledon. 

—~<.—_— 

VY. L., Carson Clty, Nev.—l. W. H. Jackson divides his weight 
eyenly upon both feet. 2. He stands in the most natural manner; 
see Perry's * Green Book," pages 8t, 85. 3. He holds on tothe 
pull. 4. Pulls steadily with the index finger. 5, The score sub- 

mitted by yourself is good for a beginner, 

J. H. B., Philadelphia.—A match is being shot open to “any — 
vifle;"’ military rifles used as such allowed two points. A, with 
sporting rifle, makes 46; B, with military rifle, makes 44, and with 
allowapes counts 46. The competition is goyerned by N. KR, A. 
rules, and nothiog is said as to shooting off ties. Which one 

wins? Anus. The N. R. A. rules for an individual mateb at single © 
distance decide by fewest misses, then fewest outers, and so 01 
and takes no cognizance of the handicap allowance, In this 
it would seem that B loses. 

eo Pays 
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Pachting and Canoeing. 

FIXTURES. 

May 16—Quiney Y. C. Spring Regatta, 
May 15—Quiney Y, C. Spriny Regatta, 
May 17—Cooper's Point Y. 0. Spring Regatta. 
May 20—Portland Y. @., Ghailenye Cup, 
May 25—Southern Y. Y. Professional Race, 
Miy 27—Southern Y. OC. Professional Race. 
May 27—South Camden Y. ©. Spring Kegatta. 
May 29-31—Portland Y. C. Spring Cruise. 
May 31—Seawanhaka Y, 0, Opening Cruise. 
May 31—Quaker City Y. ©. Sprinu Reratia. 
May 29—South Boston Y, 0, Union Reputta, 
May 31—Knickerhocker Y. C. Annual Regatta, 
May #l—Atlantic ¥. C. Opening Cruise, 
June 4—Philadelphia Y.C. Annual Regatta. 
June 5—Haverhill Y. ©., Harris Challenye Cup, 
June ?—Philadeiphia ¥. OC. Annual Regatta, 
June 9—Aulantie Y. C. Annual Kegatta, 
Juné 7—Southern Y. ©. Corinthian Regatta. 
June 10—New York ¥. OC. Annual Regatta. 
June 10—Southern YC. Corinthian Regatta. 
June 12—Quiney Y.C. Championship Keratta. 
June 12—Seawanhaka Corinthian Matches, 
June 14—Southwark Y, C, Spring Reyatta. 
June 1é—Long Island ¥. C. Annual Regatta. 
June 17—Boston Y. O. Union Regatta, 
June 1j—Marblichead Rerutta. 
June 1i—Proyincetown Y. 0. Regatta. 
June 2s—Dorchester Y. C. Regatta. 
June 26—Washington Village Y. 0. Spring Regatta, 
July 3—Beverly Y. C, nee onsale aces, Nahant. 
July 5—Provincetown Y¥. C. Annual Cruise. 
July —Seawanhaks Y. @. Corinthian Cruise, 
July 14—Quiney Y. C. Championship tlevatta, 
July 1i—8an Franci-co ¥. C. Annual Cruise. 
Junel?—Proviocetown Y. C. Regatta. 
July 3l—Beverly Y, ©. Championship Races, Swampscott. 
Aug, 8—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aup. 4—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George, 
Aug. 5—Canoe Congress Kegutta, Luke George. 
Aug. 6—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug. 12—Quiney Y. C. Championship Regatta. 
Aug. 14 or 2l—Beyerly ¥. C. ites Regatta, Swampscott. 
Aug. 14d—Washington Village Y.C. Reratta. 
Aur. 18—Provincetown Y. C. Regatta. 
Aug. 26—Quincy Y. C. Reratta. 
Aup, 28—Beverly Y. C. Championship Races, Beverly. 
Sept. 4—Boston Y.C. Annual Regstta. 
Sept. §$—Proyincetown Y. C. Fall Revatta. 
Sept. 10—Quiney Y. G. Fall Regatta. 
Sept. 1—Dorchester ¥. C. Quen Matches. 
Sept. 11—Washington Village Y, C. Regatta. 
Sept. 12—Dorchester Y. C. Open Regatta. 
Sept. 18—Beyerly ¥. O. Special, Nahant. 
Sept. —Beverly Y. C. Special, Cotuit, 
Oct, 0—Washington Village Y. C, Fall Regatta. 
—b + ae 

MASSACHUSETTS YACHTING ASSOCIATION, 

The following circular has been sent to all Massachusetts yaeht 
clubs :— 
Ata meeting of the yacht clubs, held at the Parker House, for 

_ the purpose of forming an Association, and adopting rules and 

reyulations to govern Union Reyattas, Mr. W, Lloyd Jeffries, of the 

Beverly Club, was chosen President, and Mr. Coolidge Barnard, of 
the Dorchester Club, Secretary. 
Voted, 1. Name—Massachusetts Yachting Association. 

2. All Massachusetts yacht clubs invited to join Associa- 

tion. 

8. Measurement—One-third or over-hang added to water 

line, ‘ 

4. Allawance—Herreshoff tables adopted. 
6, Olazsification—Vor center boards, Ist class, 40 feet and 

under to 28 feet. 2d class, 25 feat and under to 22 

feet. 3d class,23feetand \mdertoi§feet. 4th class, | 
18 feet and under. For keels, Ist class, 40 feet and 
under to 30 feet. 2d class, 8) feet and under to 25 
feet. 3d class, 2b feet aud under, 

6. Ballast—No ballast to be shifted. 
7. Sails—No restriction. 
8, Crews—One man to eyery fiye feet of sailing length or 

fraction thereof. 
9, Additional entries allowed in postponed races. 

10, Secretary to keep record of dates of races and preyent, 
as far as possible, races of different clubs coming 
game day, the clubs to communicate with him before 

advertising their races. he clubs also to furnish 

him, as far as possible, with the measurement of their 

yachts. 
1, Association measurer shall measure any yacht in ques- 

tion, in presence of judyes of race. 

If your club adopts these rules, and will Join the Association 
please inform mé, and oblige, 

Yours truly, 

CoOOLIDGE BARNARD, 
May 1st, 1880. Mill street, Harrison Square, Mass. 

Boston.—Your last edition spoke of measurement only as the 
main idea of the Massachusetis Yachting Association. If your 

correspondent, ‘** M,” can give sume table to allow by, and some 

rule for his measurement, we should like to see it. The clubs rep- 

resented were the Boston, 8. Boston, Bunker Hill, Beverly, Dux- 

bury, Quincy, Dorchester and Jeffries. The 8. Boston and Dor- 

chester clubs bave yoted to adopt the rules. 

The two union regattas fixed for May 29th will be settled by the 
withdrawal of the Dorchester Club, aluhough they decided first to 
have theirs on that date. Two open races within such a short dis- 

tance of each other would both be well attended; and, as the 

Dorchester clubalways gives #ood prizes, theirs would likely draw 

many boats from 8. Boston. 

At a meeting of the former club, held May 7th, Mr. H. 8. Mann 

was elected Fleet Captain, in place of Mr. Geo, 8. Rice— gone west 
—and Mr. Wm, Grey, Jr, was placed on the Regatta Committee in 
place of ex-Com. Eainard, resigned. Twelye new members were 

elected, and the Dorchester Y. OC. is in'a flourishing condition. 
MAINMAST, 

oO 

YACHTING NEWS, 

fream YACHTS FoR SAce—The Herreshoff Manufacturing 
Company offer the Leila and a smaller steam launch for sale. 

“Both have safety coil boilers, and can be had ata bargain. 

THE GLEAM,—On her vecent trial the Gleam made sixteen 
Mijles readily, and the possibilities are that she can be driven up 
to twenty when her bearings are worn a little more. She has 
heen sent to her owner, Mr. W, H. Graham, of Baltimore. 

Yacurs' PHoros.—The enterprising hiuse of G. W. Black & 
Co., 338 Washington street, Boston, has issued a printed circular, 

LLAnglais, of the yachts" photos they litve for sale, Ibis proposed 
jadd materially to their stuck this year. Boston once more has 

n the lead of New York. Fhotograpbers here are still asleep: 
gh we huye done our best to poke them up, 

CULAR Yacar.—fSays the Oswego Times: “The Chicago Dry 

Dock Company isnow completing for Capt, Thomas Parker, Ocon- 
omowoe, one of the queerest looking yachts thut las ever been 
constructed. The craft has an 18ft. keel, a 15ft. beam ond whatis 

knowns a saucer bottom, and when completed will draw but ten 

inches of water with a full load of passengers. She has but 
one mast, which is located pretty well forward, and 4 mainboom 

that extends a considerable distance over hertaffrail. She will 
haye no gaff, and the mainsail will be attached only to the mast 

andtheboom. Then aboye that, from the topmastto the ex- 
treme end of the boom, will be what is known as a ringtajl, the 

purpose being to aid in shortening or making saul. 

Yourkers YAcut Ciup.—The spring regatta of this club was 

sailed May &th. Course from Biegam's dock up river to stake- 
boat otf Glenwoo", thence to stakeboat off the Jersey shore, and 
back to start, then across to the Jersey shore again, and down 

riverto Shefilin's dock, und return to start. Sail over three times. 

Distince, filteen miles, giving a great variety of sailing. Judges, 

Messrs. Robert Faweett, Hd, Connelland W.H, Veitch. Pindtfore, 
in third glass, not timed, as she had asail-over. The suminary is 

appended :— 
FIRST CLASS—SLOOPS. 

Actual Corrected 
Length. Time. Time, 

Yuaeht, Owners Ft. Tin. ALS ALM.S. 
Seud....... deeietes 4 pes) a Eat DIETS 23 6 3 15 00 8 15 00 
Neltte-'C=9. 5) 2292. A.O. Gould. ... .. 200 8 29 00 3 23 45 

SECOND GLASS—CATS OVER 20FT. 
Yankee Bird........8, Cokalete..,...., 23 4 3 17 45 317 15 
Minnies,.........1.. H. UL, Garrison.... 238 8 21 40 3 21 40 

Time allowance, lim. tothe foot, Prizes, club pennants, went 

to Seud, Yankee Bird and Pinafore. 

BAY OF Quinte YAcuT Crup.—The annual meeting of this 

clubwasheld May 5th, The report of the Treasurer was adopted- 

The Secretary presented his annual report. It shows that there 
are on the club list two first class, nine second class and five 

third elass yachts, and one catamaran. Two yachts were sold out 

of and three added to the fleet during the twelye months. Messrs. 
W.#AH. Biggerand J. L. Bigger haye been elected members of the 

club. Ald. D, B. Robertson, Commodore, addressed the club, 

stating his desire to retire after two years of service, which was 

receiyed with regret by the club. The following officers were 

then elecied: Commodore, Dayid Pitceathly, Dawntless; Viee- 

Commodore, RK. J. Bell, Kathleen ; Captain, William Pike, Sylvia: 
Secretary, R. 8. Bell, re-elected; Treasurer, Morgan Jellett, 

Diiuiitless, re-elected; Measurer, 8. T. Green, Zephyr, re-elected. 

Kegatta Committee, James Clarke (chairman), Hon. G. Sherwood, 

J.H. Starling, D. B. Robertson, H. Fores, W. H. Bigger, H.W. 

Dayy, Thomas Wills, J. J. B. Flint and George Vhompson, 

Boston Nowes.—In your last issue read Mr. James b, Little as 
owner of the Brenda; also Tanthe, not Panther, the property of 

Mr, Alpheus Hardy, recently purchased f1om Mr. J, M. Sears. 
PLUSH. 

Tf our correspondents will be a little more particular in the 

chirography of technicalities and proper names, mistakes like the 

aboye would not occur. Compositors are unfortunately not 

always encyclopedize of everything under the sun. 

OsHKOSH YACHT CLUB.—The Oshkosh Y. C. grounds presented 

a lively appearance May 6th, the occasion of whish was the 

launching of the following sloops: Carrie Morgan, Prospect, 

Vineroth, Beatrice, Goodenough, and steam yacht Robert Brand. 

The latter is a perfect beauty, and has had 10ft. added to her 

length, and something very fast is expected from her. The 

sloops 8S. M. Hay, and Flirt have been sold to Green Lake parties, 

and will be taken away soon. The season is fairly open, and the 

spirit of yachting is making itself manifest to a considerable de— 

peree. The yacht Niobe is reducing canvas by cutting down her 

hoist two feet. } c.c. M. 
Lone IsuAnp Yacnt CULtus.—The officers for 1880 are as fol- 

lows: Commodore, Franklin Beames, sloop Marie; Vice-Com., 

G. H. Dilks, sloop Excelsior; President, James R, Finlay; Seere- 

tary, Elsworth Bond; Treasurer, F. Bates; Measurer, Geo, Cro- 
lius; Chaplain, James Edwards. Trustees—Wm. Oldham, Hiram 

Smith, W. H. Sawyer. Membership Committee—A. J. Seeley, 

Chas. Wetherell, R. Best, J. H. Sawyer. Regatta Committee—R. 

Keymer, James Nobles, H. Smedley, Wm. A. Daly, J, Lenox. 

The annual meeting was held May 6th. After thie ordinary busi- 

ness was disposed of, the prizes won at the last regatta were pre- 

At Brown's yard 4 fine new schooner yacht is on the stocks. 

She is 62/'t. fin. over all, litt beam, 6f£t. deep, and f4ft. on the water 

line, with 1,800 lbs, of iron on her keel. Her cabin is to be finished 

in mahogany and cherry. Sheis forsale. The schooner Meritor 

has received an entire new deck, and the sloop ldler has had her 
masthead squared np, ete. The schooner Crest is at this yard fit- 

ting ot. Among the new boats oh the stocks is one by the 

Reman Bros. A fine keel sloop, 23ft. long over all, &ft. 9in, beam 

sift. deep. She will spread about 1l00yds. in her two lower sails, 
There are also quite a number of smaller boats to be launched 

this season. G, A, 

New YAcurs.—Last Saturday there was launched from the 
yard of E. Young, at Greenpoint, an exceedingly fine sloop yacht 

for Mr. John G. Prague, of the Atlantic ¥. C. She has been built 

upon lines furnished by Philip Elsworth, and bas his stamp all 
over. The successful sailing of the Mlephiait last year added much 

to the reputation of Kisworth asa modeler of fast yachis, small 
as well as large. In the new sloop for Mr. Prague we find much 

of the Hlephant’s form predominating, and as she is large enough 
to sail against such cracks as Vicen aud Regina, the coming sea- 

son will offer an Opportunity for mateh sailing in this class never 

before equaled. If the Elsworth yachts are as successful as they 
seem to promise, it’s good-bye to the clam shells, for the feature 

in the new sloop, as wellasin another building at the same yard 

for Mr. Oortwright,is depth and displacement—two points hitherto 

under the ban of public opinion, but now happily coming to the 

fore, Whatever the speed of Mr. Prague's sloop may be, he has 

certainly one of the handsomest and most stylish craft of her ton- 
nage, both inside and out—a fact for which he has to thank him- 

self, we believe, the outfit and cabin decorations being of hisown 

design, down to tht smallest detail, As the yacht lefi the ways 
she wus christened Fanita by Mrs. George H. Peabody, the 
pennant of the Atlantic Y. C. being mastheaded at the same 

time, She has been built Onder the superintendence of her 

owner, and is 50ft. over all; 421t, w..5 17ft. beam and 6}ft. hold 

proper; mast, 60ft, Gin. long; topmast, 23ft. 6in., including about 
8ft. pole; boom, d7it.; gaff, 261t.; diameter of mast at partners, 

2hin.; topmast, Tin.; boom, Tin.; gaff, 5in.; bowsprit,l0x9in. atstem, 

and 20ft. outboard; hoist of mainsail, 41ft.; jib, 33ft, on foot, 

Tower sails of No. 7 canvas, made of 1in. cloths by Stuart, 
Full suit of balloon racing sails. Center-board, 131't. 

long, with 5ft. 6in. drop. Displacement, 21 tons; bal- 
Just, 18 tons of imside iron, The house and cockpit 
are yery handsome in outline, the former 16in. high, with bright 
top. The decks are likewise to be kept bright. The waist hag 

lacust stanchions, ouk rail, and is almost Sin. high amidships 

Two shrouds a side of 3tin. best galvanized wire. Topmast Htted 

to house. Anchors 75 and 150 Ibs., with 85 fins, fand Hin. chain, 
and a galyanized windlass on the bits. The sheeris graceful— 
about 12in. Keel, 1/x18in., amidships of the “alligator” style 
Double frames of oalc, 8x6 at keel, un 8x4 athead. Oak dend- 

wood and keelson, Clamps and bilge streakes of pine; 2}in_ 
siding. Beams, pine, 4x5 in. Oal wales 2in, sided, and cedar plank, 

jin. Two quarter-boats, 12 and 1lft. long. Rudder, 3ft. 6in 
face, with jin. stock, and 3ft. 3iu. wheel. Atlantic range No. 

0 for galley. Cabin, 13ft. Gin, long, with 7ft. floor, and ‘6ft. 4in. 

head room; stateroom, 8x6tt. <All trimmimgs of hard wood and 

brass, of yery neat and original design. Raw silk cushions, plush 
yelyet curtains, decorated crockery and cut glass-ware. 

The Gwendolen, a handsomekeel sloop, will shortly be brought 
round to this port from Boston. She is owned by J. F. Love- 

joy, who formerly sailed the Gael, of Boston, and Mr, Binner, 

oe of the Fairy's crew of the same port. The Gwendolen waa 

built by Woods Bros., Hast Boston, in 1879, and is 31ft. Gin, in 
w.l., d5ft. over all, 12ft. beam, with G6ft. draft, and a wholesome 
casting of 1,200 [bs. iron on her keel. Standing height in cabin, 

Tt is probable that she will be raced by her owners, who are 

thorough sailors. 
<2 —_—___—. 

A TEN DAYS’ CRUISE IN "79, 

(Coneluded,) 

RIDAY morning, on turning out, we found that during the 

night the Wariderer,N.Y.Y.C., had come in and anchored about 
a hundred yards away fromus. At about 9o0’clock we made sail 
and slowly left the harbor. The wind was very light, and it grew 

sented, Hlephant, Admiral Rowan, Excelsior, Joralamonand Taran- beautifully less as we got outside, till finally we were becalmed a 
tella heing the recipients in their several Classes, 
The annual regatta was fixed for June 15th next, at 10 A.M, In 

medium sized cabin yachts and open yachts, this club is yery 

strong. Thirty seyen starters came to the line last year, and this 

year it is expected that there will be more. Atthe conclusion of 
the meeting, ex-Com. Tripken was appointed a committee to pre- 

pare suitable resolutions expressive of the deep sorrow of the 

club at the sudden and deplorable death of Walter Dixon. Mr, 
Dixon was well known as one of the old pilots of New York Bay, 

had been a member of the club from its organization, and wus 

liked and respected by all. The resolutions, when engrossed, will 

be sent to his family. F.B. 

Goop Rouy.—The s. s. Lurline, Mr. Pierre Lorillard, arrived at 

Newport, R. I., May 8th, twelve hours from New York. 

PROVIDENCE YAaour Ciuvs.—We haye sold our old club house, 
as the water was sboaling, and the gus works in the neighborhood 

were a nuisance, but as we are strong financially a new house will 

be built as soon as a good location can be decided upon. Our club 

is the largest and most enterprising on Narragansett Bay. Officers 

for the year: Commodore, Benjamin Davis; Vice-Commodore, 

Robert W, Jencks President, Benjamin Stillwell; Secretary and 

Treasurer, BH. F, Dustin ; Measurer, A. M. Black; ‘Vrustees, Benja- 
tain Davis, f. J. Anderson, 8. W. Camcron; Regatta Committee, 

B. Dayis, E. J. Anderson, 8. W. Cameron, {®. Ff. Dustin, B. Still- 

well. he Harvey J. Vlint cup will be raced for in June, and the 

B. J. Anderson cup in September, of which matches I will adyise 
you. D. 

THE CANOH REGATTA—Rushton’s canoe, offered as prize for 

the August Regatta on Lake George, is now on exhibition at Hig- 

ginbotham’s store, Washington avenue, Jersey City. It is offered 

on condition of twenty starters ina paddling ruce, open to the 

world. 

SALEM Nores.—The season here will be a very brisk one. At 
Finsbury's yar‘ business has been driving for some time past. 

The sloop Effie Mary, of Marblehead, has receiyed a new over- 
hanging stern, and about 4,700 Ibs. of iron on her keel—another 
illustration of the growing popularity of this idea. The crack 

schooner, /eurless, has been * retopped,’’ and other repairs, The 
schooner Romance has had a new Ooverhinging stern, and other 

repairs, With aboul one ton of lead more into her keel. Slovp 

Vive (a new boatina this vicinity) is to have some ulterations ty 
her cabin. Schooner Haleyon is to have 4 new plank—-sheer and 
@ new standing room. Schooner Rebecta has had the hollow 
filled out on her pow, and a new overhanging stern ; also has had 
lier house lengthened. The sloop Rulhis now itting out, 

few miles off Cape Elizabeth. It was scorching hot, but there was 

nothing to be done but grin and bearit. We tried fishing, but the 

only result of this was one dogfish, which ** Eben * landed on deck 
amid great applause. Along in the aflernoon we were a short 
distunce to the south and east of Cape Porpvise, which we finally 

made for and cast anchorin the small harbor, if it is worthy of 

the name, at about 4.30. The canoe was over the side almost be- 
fore the anchor was down, and“ Gasket’ and the “ Captain " pad- 

aled away toward what appeared to be the town, followed by 

the other “boys” in the dinghy. All that we could discover was 

one man painting a fishing schooner of about thirty tons, which 

he informed us was to besold. After searching in yain for some 

object of interest the canoe made outagain, passing the dinghy 
coming, and giving ils occupants a shower from the paddles 

which caused the Injured parties to immediately turn and giye 
chase with the evident intention of wreaking summary ven- 

geance on the heads of the offenders, Away flew the canoe 

toward the yacht, and after it the dinghy. A small island lay 

between them and their ultimate destination, and toward it the 

canoe was headed,and the occupants landing, thereupon gaye 

the attacking party a wet raception. They decided to give up, 

and made for the yacht, hoping to cul off communication if fol- 

-lowed by the canoe. They arriyed some time ahead, and armed 

With mops and swabs, stood “prepared to repel boarders," but 

they had no easy time of it. The canoe shot up under the bobstay, 
and the urew thervof “swarmed” upjinio the bowsprit, the “ Cap- 

tain ‘armed with asponge. The fight was short but brisk, and 

the “Foarders” haying finally made a foothold on the deck, a 
truce was called, and all hands amieably retired to the standing 

room as the dinner bell sounded, and the belligerents retired be- 

low to attend strictly to business. 

Saturday, when wéeawokce, the Isles of Shoals ranged dead ahead 

about south one-half west, fifteen miles or more away. The 

wind, though fair, was moderate, the sky being clear overhead 
but cloudy to the eastward, As we closed up on Appledore, we 

saw what was at first thought to bea man-of-war at anchor ott 
the island, but which turned outto be the United States training- 

ship Constellation. Our cruise was fast coming to an ene, and we 
had to decline an invitation to remain for the “hop uext day 

To an hour or two the anchor was again lifted, and wesawung 

round and ranout to fhe training-sbip, gibing under hér stern 
andtalutine, hen, wilh our nose pointed tor Cape Cod, away 
we fly under eyery rag, and before long put the "Shoals" well 

down on the hovizon. Now came the tug of war, The clondy 
appearaice in the east brought us a cross sea and wind, the 

former catching her under the quarter gaye her a roll which in 
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time proved too much for the maintopmast preventer backstay, 

and snap went the hook, making the topmast bend like a whip. It 

was u food stick, however, and held. ‘The leeward stay was imme 

diately brought round and hooked and the stick saved, but not 

for long, as the roll again proved too much, for both forward and 

after backatay hooks gave way with a simultyneous snap, making 

things fiy for a few moments. The wind had freshened and the 
for was rapidly coming up from the eastward, so balloon staysail 

nud jib topsail are handed and come on deck to the relief of the 

fopmusts, The small staysail was hoisted in place of the larze 
oneund we again feel sure of ourselyes. The fog, in the mean- 

lime, was closing in rapidly, and it was deemed advisable to put 

her off a couple of points for Plymouth. We wenton this way for 

soine little time, the rnin and mist making it decidedly wet and un- 
corsfortable on deck, till fmally the fog shut in upon us like a 

wall and we put her off again, this time for Mmot’s Light. It was 

nasty work, going it blind in this way, for there is no fog—horn 

on the ledwe, as there should be,and nothing but an old bell, 

wiiich can only be beard ina wine to leeward. At length, w hen 

we were, as near as we could reckon, off the Light, all sail was 

talcen in, with the exception of jib and mainsail, and we slowly 

forged ahead, waiting for the tolling of the bell and keeping the 

Jead going, At last we niade out its melancholy peals right 

a-weather, and just then the fog lifting somewhat, we found the 

rocks which guard the entrance to Cohassett’s outer harbor dead 4 

aheuwd. With afeeling of relief we slide in oyer the bar and an- 

chor among a email feet of fishing vessels, the fog shutting down 

gain as the sails were turled. The sailing-master was quite wild 

with joy, as he had been afraid of our bringing up somewhere on 

the coast where there was no harbor, which would have obliged 

us to keep off all nightin the fog, 
Sunday morning at 7 the skipper appeared at my berth for 

orders, reporting a fine day and light breeze from the west south- 

syest. Mhis was fair for Plymouth, so telling him to make sail for 

that“! rock-bound”’ spot with all speed, T turned over and snored 

syrnin. Tt was very near upon 10 when Tagain became conscious, 

and pulting out my head, discovered that most of the “noble 

orew of this gallant bask” had also come to, with the exception of 

fhe “infant,” who makes it a point to sleep atleast an hour longer 

jhan anyone else. It was quite evident that there was not much 

wyind, and “ Gasket,’ who was standing in the companion-way in 
nocturnal attire, confirmed ihe suspicion by announcing 4 dead 

ealin. We had manuged to get a little way beyond Minot’s Light, 

and were then making little if any headway, We all lay quietly 

in oar berths and waited for breakfast, the bell tor which brought 
us from our berths in statu quo, This calm and light wind kept up 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

all day till we sighted the Gurnett Lighis, when it freshened and 

carried us into the harbor of Plymouth in good style. Weran 
straight across the flats, the tide being full, and dropped our an- 

chor in the mud near the wharves at 5 p.m. Carrying a warp 
ashore we brought her stern on so thata crowd of loafers on 
shore could haveafine view of the deck, and then furled sails 
and spread awnings so as to cul off their view, much of course to 

their delight. The next day we should in all probability have 
gone out, put as there was notithe suspicion of # breeze and the 

sun was baking hot, we remained where we were. The Monument 

and Pilgrim Hallwere visited by those who"had not seen them 

before, but it cannot be said that the yisit on shore was pro- 

longed, évery fie showing a decided preference for being under 

the swnhing. The next morning at 6.30 we got under wey and 

slowly made out of the harbor, bound back to Cohassett, to drop 

some of the crew. It took us, however, most of the day to get to 

Minot's Light, and it was with difficulty that we managed to get 

into the harbor with the light wind, before it actually fell a flat 

ealm. Here we found the Addie Voorhees, Capt. Abbot, butno 
one on board. As soon as the breeze came, next day, which was 

about noon, we put our departing friends into their catboat, and 

with all her duds spread the yacht was pointed for home, where 

we arrived and left our floating house with great regret. Thus 

ended our short but pleasant cruise, and we returned to business 

burned and browned and feeling like new men, all the better pre- 

pared to undergo the tiresome daily grind of our professions. 
rt 

NEW YORK AND JERSEY CITY CANOE CLUBS. 

There will be one sailing and one paddling race on each day for 

each class of canoes. Paddling race of the class of sailing canoes 

will be started at 3 P.M. Sharp. Paddling race of the class of pad- 
dling canoes will be started at 8.15 p.m. sharp. Sailing raceof the 

class of sailing canoes will be started at 3.45 P.M., sharp. Sailing 

race of the class of paddling canoes will bestarted att P.M, sharp. 

A gun will be fired five minutes before, and at the starting time. 

The time of the second gun will be deemed the starting time of 

every canoe. The course is to be sailed once around, unless other- 

wise ovdered. The rules governing the Staten Island and Idle 

Hour Regattas of 1879 will govern these races. The winner carries 

the wyhip one week, and must deliver it to the winner at the ter- 

mination of the next race, or be suspended by the Regatta Com- 

mittee for one month, No excuses for non-deliyery shall be ac- 

cepted. A walk-over shallbe a race, but the cruises named above 

shall not be deemed races. Any member of the New Yorkor Jer- 
sey City Canoe Clubs, but no other, may participate in theseraccs. 

OO ll 

[May 13, 1880, 

The Regatta Committee of the New York Canoe Chib shall bein 
cherge of the races named in jhe left-hand column above, and 
the Regatta Committee of the Jersey City Canoe Club shall bein 
charge of the races named in the right-hand colimn aboye, if a 
member of each Regatta Committee be present, otherwise the 

senior officer or member of the Club present shall be in charge. 

Sail shall not be set until after the starting gun, unless otherwise 

ordered, Position at the start shall be determined by lot at the 
request of any contestant, No entrance fee shall be charged, 

FIXTURES TOR THE SEASON OF 1850, 
NEY YORK CoouB. JERSEY CITY CLUB. 

May 8—N. Y. Club House. May 15—Communipay Hay. 
‘* -p2—Tdle Hour, ‘29 Idle Hour. 
“  31—Cruise around Staten|June 5— “* * 

Tsland, start from 
Shore House on the 
Kills, at 6.30 A.M, 

June 12—N. Y. Club House, rE 
“ 26—Idle Hour. July 

July 5—Cruise up Newark Bay, :) 
start from Shore 
House on the Kills, at 
10.45 A.o,, sharp, 

* 0—Bayonne Bay. IL 
“6 24—Idle Hour. Aug, 14—_ “* 

Aug, 7—Cruise down Lake| “ 28—Bayonne Bay- 
George. 

& 21—Idle Hour, : 

19—Bayonne Bay. 
4—Idle Hour, 
17—Communipaw Bay 

31—Idle Hour. 

Sept. 4—N. ¥. Club House. Sept. 11—Communipaw Bay. 
*  18—Idle Hour, *  25—Idle Hour. 

Vet, 2—" Out. | a 
m Sr Or ig Bay. “ 23-—N. Y¥. Club House. 
* —-30—Bayonne Bay. Nov. 6—TIdle Hour. 

Nov. 18—Idie Hour. Dag eae 
‘ oT Dec. 4— 4 tt 

NOTES AND QUERIES. 

WHIP-roon-wiLn.— Washinton, D. 0., Moy Sth.—Am glad to see 
your ‘Notes and Queries.” Now perhaps IT may learn what I 
haye been wondering about in a vague way, ever since when a 

boy in South Carolina I heard the whip-poor-will's nightly note. 
Who first zave to this bird its nome? Where did it originate? 

Can any of your readers enlighten me on this point? WILL, 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

Tan Dory or Att.—The Phonograph, Atlanta, Ga., talks as fol- 
lows: “Tl sick with any of the disenses for whieh Warner's Safe 

Remedies are a specific, if old or young, it is the duty of all to 

take them, if anxious to p6 cured.—[Adp, 

Rliscellancaus. 

KEEPS Shirts, the Best. 
REHP'S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
Kees TAT. PARTLY-MADS SHIRTS, easily 

finished, 
KERe'S KID GLOVES, none better, 
ICEHP’S UN DELW BAR, the bus 
KEMP'S UMBRELTAS, the strongest. 
ICE PS JW t¥. relied told oly 
IK BHP'S NECK WHA 

the order. 

shost novel ties. We 
VOUSTOM SiLiiths, nu to meas. 
O. 
. PAR’ MADE SHIRTS,6 for $i. 

Lp PLA TOLOAG AND SLEBY & 
fir with eyary bale dozen of 

SHIHTS. 
i US delivered [rée in nny part of 

the Union, at KEYS risk. 

KEEPS GOONS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST, 

Money refuuded for goods not satisfactory. 

Samples nnd efrculars free to any address. 

Keep Manulacturing €o., 
a TTT 
631, 633, 636, and 687 BROADWAY, N. ¥. 

J. & W. TOLLEY, MAKERS OF FINE GUNS ONLY. 

BIRMINGHAM, 
ENGLAND, 
Terms, cash with the order 

which can be shipped in 
six weeks from receipt of 

Lists Mailed on Application, 

C5 

*AMMIERL ESS OS 

The side stud shown in the above il- 
lustration Is thrown out on the left Joek 
plate in opening the gun,and whieh 
projection of the stud shows that the 
automatic bolt has interposed itself be- 
Lween the hammers and the plungers. 
(The only pertectly cafe mode of bolt- 

ing the gun to prevent a premature 
discharge.) When about to fire press 
the stud on the lefttloc« plate home, 
which unbolts the gun, 

THE PERFECTION, HAMMER, 

HAMMERLESS GUN. 

Be 350;$100; $125 
and $150. 

Ghe Hennel, Ghe Herwnel. | Che Aennel, 

RARE CHANCE,—For sale, Gordon 

—— 

Gio, = H. A. ‘DITSON, 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
Svorting Goods Emporium. 

Giase Ball, Cricket, Lawn Tennis, 
Archery, etc. 

580 Washington st., Boston, Mass. 
Sund for our Iilustrated Journal of Prices and 

itomsio£ nterest. 

a“spaweek. $12 a day at home easil 
Si = (Costly outfit free. Address TRU. 
Augusta, 

& CO. 
Maine, 

avanted, 

QALMON FISHING WANTED this summer for 
3 two or three rods, on a river vot too inacees— 
fible, and where tir sport nay be had. Adilress, 
With price and particulurs, 0. BP. Q., care Forest 
and Stream. Aprii29,3t 

se 

SE eee dr FISHING, A lib- 
eral price will be given for privilege where 

first-class sport can be had; no other desired, 
Address, with termsitnd particulars, T, Af, Box 
fx082, Post Oltice, New York, 

made, 

my. 13,1 A 

Setter, Maggie, Black Fan Dash-Kathleen), 
first prize, and & very Superior blood bitch, $35. 
Don, asplendid orange-white ticked; very large 
brother to Champion France, but superior every 
way; $50. Moll,a very beautiful bitch; orange- 
white with black points; two first prizes; $175, 
Dick, a very fine dog; orange-white, black points, 
Rosa LL, orange-white ticked; in whelp by Don 
—due May 22d—second prize. She, with Dick, 
best brace Lever shot over together, $100, Also 
puppies, nine months, Gordon and Layersek 
combined, Bob, black-white, blue ticked, Jim, 
black-white tan. Witch, black-white ticked. 
Busy, brown-white pee HOD vey, fine; full of 
work; $15 each; a brace, $25. Puppies, two to 
four months old, well bred, fine and healthy, a 
brace for $10. This is a rare chunce—one you 
can't afford to lose,if you want fine stock fora 
very litle money. Must be sold. Address, ABA 
L. SAERWUOD, Skaneateles, N.Y. May13,tt 

BERKLEY-RHUE. 
HAYS FOR SAUE some very fine all red Trish 

> setter puppies out of my Khue, by champion 
Berkley, whelped March th, 1880; 
Hor further particulars address 

THOMAS A. ADDISON, 
mayl3,lino. 218 Broadway Square, Chelsea, Mass. 

YOR SALE—One or a brace of pups ; 
Plunket-Rufus stock; just, from the breaker, 

say ye been handling them on snips both re- 
Neve; price or either one, or S46) f if tale tee once. né, or $40 Yor brace, 

Js0 Sight pups, same stock: six dogs, two 
eyps, whelped May 4th; $5 exch, if ther at six 
Wenks, ony “wa 
_ For pedigree and field performanoa this stock 
is first class,and I p)ace them atso ie eines 
because l wish to sellat once, and keep no dogs 
through the summer, Address M. 8. MOORE, 
M, D,, fradonia, Chautaugua County, N, ¥. : 
mayla,lf 

ee 

Olt SALE,—A Gordon Bitch, of the best stock 
d black, with tan markings, nine patie 

from Pond's famous Champion Trump. Gr wil 
exchange herfor a thoroughbred Pointer Bitch 
of same age, Address, H. 1, P,, West Winsted 
Conn,, P, 0, Box 85, Mayla,it 

FLEAS! 
I SE DR. AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

asafe and eficacious remedy and preven- 
tive for fleas and all eruptions of the skin pro- 
duced by them. It cleanses the hatr of all im- 
purities, purges it of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
evties. Itis impossible for fleas to liye where it 
igsused. Price, 25 cents per cake, Worsale by all 
druggists, Wholesale depot, lét Lincoln street 
Boston. Dr. Watts offers for sale the largest 
sssortment in America of dogs of all breeds. The 
carefultreatment of canine diseases made a spec- 
ialty. ‘Che fact that Dr. Watis has for four con- 
secutive years neld by appointment the posiion 
ot Special Officer of the City of Boston to have 
charge of unlicensed dogs is suilicient gnuarantes 
of reliability. All communications and orders 
will receive prompt ttention, Address 

RK. AL. WATTS, 
Mer 25-t£ 164 Lincoln street, Hoston, Mass. 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 
M. P. McKOON, FRANKLIN, DBL. CO., N. Y¥. 

KEEP ONLY COOKERS of the finest strains. 
T sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and site delivery to every customer. 
These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for ruffed grouse and woodcock shooting 
and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
pet get printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
nials cic. 

OGS FOR SALE—MASTIFES,—$600 will pur- 
chase one Doge and four Bitches, Imported 

from imported stock, two to four years old, 
This is a good investment. $200 to $300 a year 
can be made from the pups from this stock, 
which would sell readily from $50 to $75 in the 
States. In Canada people have notgotthe money. 
N. B,—Coeker Spaniel Bitch, mmported, for 

8. , Apply at once 1, Loren 
Cankda, P, 0, i e* sat Mayl,lt | COUNTY BUNT, Montlair, Nail, 

| Dr. Gordon Stables, BR. HN, 
| TWYFORD, BERES, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
begs to inform Lad.esand Gentlemen in America 
that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

sired breed, tlt for ihe highest competition. 

N. B—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken- 
nels. den9 tt. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs, 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 

aes POWDER is guaranteed }) kill 
3 fleas on dogs orany other animals, or money 
returned. Ttis putup in patent boxes with slid- 
ing peprer box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use, Simple and efficacious. 

Price 60 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mafl. 

Both the above are recommended by Rop AND 
Gun and FOREST AND Srream. 

CONROY, BISSET & FiALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. ¥. 

HENRY CG. SQUIRES, 
oct 12 1 Cortlandt Street, iv. ¥. 
Sa a a 

Tes FOR SALH, OR EXCHANGE FOR 
BREECH-LOADER.—Very valuable Trish 

red bitch, 4 yrs, old; broken; Al retriever} pedi- 
grees good reason for selling. Apply to G.H.D., 

. O. Box 224, Flushing, L. 1- MayJa-1t. 
CE 
AMBLER IN THE STUD; imported 

Fee, $10, Address ESSEX 
mayla,li 

nrize beagle, 
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THE “{MBRIE” 

BLACK BASS 

REEL, 
STEELE PIVOT AND CUP-CENTER ACTION, MUL- 

TIPLYING, ADJUSTABLE CLIOK, 

Hliscelianenus. 

NOW IN COURSE OF PUBLICATION. 

AN ENTIRELY NEW AND 

CUMPRERERSIVE WORK OTHE Di 
(demy 4lo size), under the tille of the 

DIOS TR. A Ts 

BOOK OF THE Dit, 
YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION, 84.50, 

Jn 3) Monthly Parts, 40 cents each. 

_ BY VERO SHAW, 
Assisted by many of the most eminent authorities 

of the day. 

‘With THIRTY FAO-SIMILE COLORED 
PLATES (drawn from Life expressly for 

the work) of typical specimens of the vari- 

: ous Breeds of Dogs now in existence, and 

Pyith. numerous Wood Engravings, Em- 

ae a full deseription of BVERY 

HENOWN BREED OF DOG, with the 

“standard by which he can be judged. 

uine without the name of 

“ABBEY & IMBRIE, N. Y.” 

STAMPED ON DISC. 

No. 1—Maskinonge Size, “ - - B16 
No. 2—Black Bass Size, iarge. - - 14 
Wo. 8—Black Bass Size, medium, - 12 
No, 4—Black Bass Size, small, = oe aN For sale by all first-class dealers. None gen- (PAC-SIMILE OF No. 3.) 

J. B. CROOK & CO, 
—=h Fishing Tackle, Archery, 

3 GUuRs, 

AND ALL KINDS GF SPORTING GOQQS, 

RS ast So 

J 

) Subscriptions reeeiyed for all or purtof this 
Work, and Sample Part sent post-paid on receipt 
of price. 

_ The Practical Kennel Guide, 
“with plain instructions howto Rear and Breed 

Dogs for Pleasure, Show and Profit. By Gorpoy 

ABLES, M,D., C.M., Kt.N. Illustrated. 192 

‘pages. 12mo, cloth, $1.50. 

_ Americans who are fond of a good dog can 
in this book secure important information, as 

© book eyer published embraces such a wide 
nee of study.—Spirit of the Times. 

Tennis, Glass Ball Shooting sand a Synopsis of Fishing, giving: a description of ishing, when to go and what Tackle to use, 
N. B._Nothing but first-class Goods sold at this Establishment, a’ 

nya? WILKINSON & LENNON, The Bennet. 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, i ass MIGKE’S 

MANUFACTURER OF ( —— Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

MEDALS, and Flea Destroyer, 
For sale by ail Druggists at 25 Cents each, 

BADGES AND EMBLEMS 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

> Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 

to Order. 

Dr. Stables is one of the spiciest, brightest, and 
most intelligent writers about dogs. This little 
epee from his sterling pen is all good.—Rod 
t ‘Ul. 

We can recommend this book as a most valua- 
e€ and interesting one to the breeder and 
xhibitor,—Lorest and Stream. 

Wholesale Agents — Charles TL. Ritzman, 943. 
Broadway,N. Y.; Bruen & Hobart, 214 Fulton 
Btreet, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Go., 805 N. hid 
sireét Phila; Binley & Thompson, 3 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La. W. ft. THolabird,. Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleihacker, Baltimore. 
Cure or Destroyer sént by mail on reerint of 

25¢,, to L. A, MICK, Wa 

py 5 
either 

THE DOG, By lvsrone. With twelve full 
re engravings from Life, by Guo. EArL, New 

and cheuper edition. Cloth, $1.25. 

The divections for the treatment of dogs are 
ood, clearly given, and evidently the result of 

éeonsiderable Gxperience, backed by sound com- 
mon sense,—Sporling Gazette. 

CaSSe LL, FETTER, GA Pit&Ce, 
London, Paris, and 596 Broadway, 

NEW YORK. 

cars on application 

Kor Sale. 

RP IRD CAGE FOR SALE.—The finest 
L) largecage or aviary ever made; cost to 

manufacture $1,500; price, $300; size, 5x8ft. W. 
J. KNOWLTON, 168Tremont street, Boston. 
April 22,1mo0 

hI J : For Sale, 
An Orange County farm, with rare water facili- 
des for propagating trout or other fish; 181 
icres; g00d buildings; finely located, half mile 
rom Otisville village, on main line of Brie Rail- 
Way, at foot of Shawangunk Mountain; 70 miles 
rom New York; two pure cold spring water 
rout streams, with gravelly bottoms, tow 
hrough the farm ; one trout pond ; any number 
Ponds can be ecusily made. Will sell at bar- 

u. Sendifordescription. Address owner, A. 
BOAK, Middletown, N.Y. may6,4t 

a OR SALE.—ONE NEW REMINGTON 
Creedmoor Rifle with all appliances; very 

eh pak paces W.H. CARR, Port Henry, N.Y. 
May 3t. 

HOBBS’ NEW WALL TENT AND 
: STOVE. 
BE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN for May Ist, 

kK) «and gend for Cireular. WM. A. PERCY, 
Plattsburgh, N. Y. 

FOR SALE, 
nn Harthiy Paradise. 

HASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. 
dress BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md, mayl3,6m 

Ghee Renviel. 

ELA W ES PIGHON $ tlis. 7Cr= 

ences on application. _ Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time 1 keep the dog, with 
discount to partigs at long distances. A 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Georgina. 

MANGE. 
g SCRATCH ES. 

GLOVER’S IMPERTAL MANGE CURR is war- 
ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 

SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE, 

ro 

apele 

PRINCIPLE IS NEW, 

"MOIy PeZzIUBATeES 

Pett iHEMPIGH 
the cord is pulled one-half of the lid reyolyes within the Trap and DRIVES DHE BIRD INTO Ge Ee DU Si Sy 

2 

fete TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface. When 

THE ATR. Sportsmen willat once appreciate the advantages. Price $4. 

Agents: HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York “Tn the Sind.” 
Rush is lemon and white, nnd winner a OW York, Roston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and hone ville shows. Hq id an exccllent field dog; fing nose, fast, stylish and staunch. Wor full partic. 

lars, pedigree and Held qualities nddross 

Ei epee IMED QD aR G22 HLH ‘4 
Pal ivi Dean street, Krogilyn, N.Y. 

Fee £25. Jan22-te, 

ah : ert a a act jen pups, ont of Cora, : : iy Galtimore Ketel Club's Derg; Cora by 
1 Hicho, out of Stelia; both imported. Full pedi- CONICAL BASE Bice, our et Suni bok inate ull goat 

PAPER SHELLS as eee e : faq & will buy a yery fine thoroughbre Ayeeee IN QUALITY TO ANY IN MARKET, AND AS GOOD AS WELL AS THE Ded red eee bitch, eight months ona ee 
cheapest manufactured. Also, aSTHRL-HGAD SHELL for glass ball’and club shooting, at a | timing blood of Piunkettand Rory O'Moore. 

fabulously low price. For Price List, references and full particulars, address Addvess H. J. ROBBINS, Wethersfield, Conn, 
A. Lb, HOWARD & CO., Abi 1b, tf 

pte crt Box 399, Haven, Conn, | QT, BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The um ee =A dersigned,wishing to reducehis kennel, offer: 
OR SALE—Blue blood pups, one dog and two , 3 for sale several megnificent impor ee ag bitches, from HW. J. Porster’s Till (Luther Ole deunel. | Ghe Senel, Bernard dogsand bitches Bava taco tod tea lams’ Drake-Forster’s Daisy) and Royal Line _— We best burt AA 

mistone Mersey) ¢ they aio uw nine weeks | fis Desk european srralbe, ‘Xo the wold for no andin fineshape. Address BEACON KEN- GOR SALH, CHHAP—A full-blooded N THE STUD—The pure Laverack dog SY @. COLLINS 
L, 23 Myrtle street, Boston. may6,tf English mastif! dog, two years old; good Pride, by Pride of the Border x Petre). The Sopt i8-tf Lancaster, Maas.. U.8. A 

: m " = : disposition; weighs 183 pounds.’ Address P. O, | oly pure Layerackin New England. Tee, $50. lag Sera a a ep eg 

{N\ THE BEB D—Briins, ay Llewellin, } Box 134, New Bedford, Mass. mayl3,it | Address H.W. DRANH, Box 1,612, Bato Hs pase WV OUNT PLEASANT KENNEL.—For 
by Rob Roy x Belle; white, black and tan; So SPR Sy eo Sepia \A Sale—Pour full-blooded Gordon setter d 

dsome and fast; fine nose and action ; HAGLE PUPPINS FOR SALE,—Bred OR SAL z 6 s. old, | DUPS: Very handsome; perfect black and tare 
Saoines tates years old; fee, $25. Ad- from superior Bnoglish stock of our own | #4 H.—Setter bitch 6 mos. Olt, | sire, Dash, tae great prizevvinner; dam, Maud : 
J. KELLY. ood stock, handsome, yard broken, points | full pedigree on both sides;a rare chance for a Manager Baltimore Kennel | importation, Address ESSEX COUNTY HUNT b,, Howard County, Ma, (formerly Montclair Hunt), Montclair, N. J. stanch, Only Gi), Box 637 Johnstown, Ni Yy cod dog, CHAS. T, BROWNELL F. 0. Box mayl3,lt May elt, 0 Apso 
oderson, P, 

: , New Bedford, Mars. p03 at 
= 
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Ghe Aenwel. 

Neversink Lodge Kennels 
The following celebrated Dogs are in 

the stud. 5 
pel a) st 

St. Bernard dog ** Marco”; rough coated, two 
years old; a magnificent animal—Rev. J. Cum- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanover 
Show and Rochester, 
New Foundland dog “ Keeper”; four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel show, 1879. 
Pointer dog, ** Croxteth"; liver and white; one 

anda half years old; out of Lord Sefton’s re- 
nowned stock—one of thi huudsomest pointers 
in the United States. Secoud prize in the Han- 
over International Show. | 
Blue #elton setter, ‘ Decimal Dash,” eighteen 

months old; sired by Llewellyn’s celebrated 
“Dash ’’—a map nificent stud dog—neyer exhib- 
ited. 

Inish setter, ‘Royer TI”; pure red; son of Mac- 
dGona's champion ‘‘ Royer.” Never exhibited. 
English setter, “Ranger II”; a pure bred Lay— 

erack, son of Macdona’s celebrated “ Ranger.” 
His get won firstat Hanoverand Paris shows, and 
second at Puppy Stakesin Hastern Field Trials 

79. 
Stud fee, $25.00, 

For Saic. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

etitches. 
St. Bernard ‘Braunfels,’ rough coated, out of 

Prince Solm's celebrated stock; a magnificent 
bitch, in whelp to “‘Marco,” Ist prizes in Han- 
over and Rochester show. 
Pointer “ Queen," liverand white, Ist Westmin- 

ster Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to “ Croxteth. 
Gordon setter “Beauty,” Ist Boston Show 1878, 

2nd New York Show 1378. 
Pointer “Dora’’—liver and white, 
ueen” and “Sancho.” 
lue Belton setter* Silk” 

Trish Setter” Moya,” out of Col. Hilliard’s 
" Palmerston,” in whelp to “ Royer LI. 
English Setter“ Donna,” white and lemon, 
Pups canbe secured by an early application. 

Besides Toffer forsale pointers and sctters of 
minor quality, butof good thoroughbred stock ; 
full pedigrees, Also, several puppies of cham- 
pion “ Queen," by champion “ Sensation,” 
Haying engaged the services of Macdona's re- 

nowned field trial breaker [am prepared to book 
orders for thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autumn, 1880. Particulars will he furnished on 
application to A, E. GODEFFROY, 

Guymard, Orange Co., N. Yc. 
el 
j Peses AND STREAM IKENNHL, 

Llewellyn setter, Rattler,in the stud, Rat- 
tleris a handsome blue belton,black points, win- 
ner of four bench prizes; sire, Rob Roy, he by 
Laverack’s Fred,out of Slatte~’s Phoebe, founder 
of the field trian strain, winner of five English 
field trials, out of pure Laverack imported bitch 
Pickles: she by Liewellyn’s Prince, winner of 
two firsts and three championships, out of 
Liewvellyn's Lill Tl; no better blood in America, 
Willserve bitches at $15. Litters warranted. lam 
breeding to Rattler the following bitches :— 
Mell, a beautiful blue belton, black poiuts, sire 
Jack, dain Spot, winner of first and second 
Bpecials at Detroit, Mich,, 1879, also firsLat Boston 
1879 in natiye classes; Fly, a very fine roan bel- 
ton bitch, sire Shot, dam imported Fannie; Pat, 
orange and white, out of Belle, by Royal George. 
Puppies bred from above, fine stocl, for sale 
cheap. Address, with stamp, L.F. WHITMAN, 
Detroit, Mich. Decil,tr£ 

K 9 KENNELS. 
| eter kee breeding, 

stream on the place, and daily access. 
feed andcare. Terms easy. Inclose stamp, 
By mail—K 9 Mange Cure, 50c.; 1.9 Worm Pow- 

ders, 50c,; K 9 Flea Powders, 30c,; K9 Soap, 25c. 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del. Address 

E. & €, YON CULIN, | 
Dover, Del. 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment, 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

water. 
N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. 0. GLOVER,Toms River. N. J 

. 

Sportsmen's BHantes, 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

out of 

boarding, Large 
Best 

P.O.Box 218. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars“ DavyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton,” 

Which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, ete., alao pro- 
Vided witb racics and closets for yuns and fishing 
tackle, and kennelsfor dogs. | 
Diagrams, rates and other desired informatior 

furnished un application to Gen'l Supt. P. P. c. 
Ga., Chicago. jezt Sms. 

OR WEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, 
Springiield, White Mountains, Montreal 

And intermediate points. The new and elegant 
steamer C, H. NORTHAM leaves Pier No. 25, Hast 
River, daily (Sundays excepted) utd Pat. A pas- 
senger train will bein waiting on the wharf at 
New Huyen and leave for Springfield and way 
Stations on arrival of the boat. 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leayes New 

York at 1130 p.m, connecting with passenger 
train in waiting on the wharf at New Haven, 
leaving at 445 Aww. Tickets sold and bagrape 
ehecked at 944 Broadway, New York, and 4 Court 
street, Brooklyn. Excursion to New Haven and 
return, $1.50, Apply at General Office, on the 
pier, or to RICHARD PECK. General Avent. 

a . . 

Old Dominion Line. 
WH STEAMERS of this Line reach 
some ol the finest waterfowl aud upland 

ehooting sections in the country, Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteagn, Cotib’s Tsland, and pointe 
on the Peninsula. Civr Pome, James’ River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mmurtainous country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Nortolk steamers snil 
Nnesday, Thursdey, and Saturday, Lewes, Del., 
Monday and hurd at 2 P.M. Full inform- 
ation given atotlice, 197 Greenwich Street, Ne 
York, = ® wepzs iy 

- = 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Hotels wid Resorts for Sportsmen 

Gee HOUSE, Speonk, L. 1.—First- 
glass board ; near bay and ocean, forest and 

lakes; gunning, fishing, riding, sailing, bathing 
and rowing, Purties will be met at LT. i. R. 
depot by appointment. 

J. W. TUTHILL, Proprietor, 
a 

LA a i Vij tat WE HO! for TROUT FISHING, 
TPHE PAR-FAMED waters of the Mag- 

anettewan are now within easy access o1 
‘Toronto and the outside world, and arestill teem- 
ing with speckled trout, We have erected a larre 
und comfortable hotel in Magunettewan Village, 
and are prepared to offer every facility to our 
spomung, friends by way of canoes and guides tu 
the trout lakes and streams tributary to the Map- 
anetiewan,and can offer the best of trout fishing 
within amile of our hotel ; will have iceand facil- 
ities tor packing fish, so that they can be taken 
fresh to any part of the Northern Stntes, The 
road from Rousseau (the head of steam travel) hae 
been Macadamized and the journey shortened by 
half a day, so that eset leaving Toronto can 
get here in one and a half days. Come up and 
see us. IRWIN & CLARKE, Proprietors, 
Maganettewan Post-Office, Ontario, Canada, 

DAVIS EiOUSE, 
Weldon. W. ©. 

J, KR. DAVIS Proprictor, 

Always twenty minutes for Dinner. 

HIS HOTEL has been oponed by Col. 
J.R. Davis, long and favorably Eneywn as 

the proprietor of the Purcell House, Wilming- 
ton, N, ©, The Hotel has been entirely and 
thoroughly renovated throughout. The rooms 
are elegintly furnishegé with back walnut mar 
ble-top furniture and ksir mattrasses, Trayellera 
and invalids coming South will now find thisa 
comfortable resting place. (a long-felt want sup- 
plied). Guests will receive every attention and 
comfort, elegant table and attentive seryants, 
This is the Dinner House coming South or going 
North. The best Hotel of its kind on the route 
to Florida, Rates—$2.00 and $2.50 per d=v- 

For Good Spring Shooting 
—GO TO THB— 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
At Shinnecock Bay, 

Where you will find 
PLENTY OF BIRDS, 

GOOD GUIDES, 
COMPLETE OUTFIT of DECOYS 

BATTERIES, ete. 
As well as good accommodations and a sub 

stantial pil! of fare. 
Take Long Island Railroad for Good 

Ground station. 
M. WILLIAMS, Prop’r. 

P. 0, Address, Good Ground, Long Island, N. ¥, 
——————————— 
make Erouse: 
i PRINCETON, MAINE. 

G OOD Perch and Pickerel Fishing. Only two 
‘NX hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, so 
famous fvrits salmon and trout. Passengers by 
the7 P.M. train from Boston will reach Princeton 
ere evening at 6—only 2 hours, Guldes 
furnished. All inquiries cheerfully re-ponded 
to by the proprietors, W.G. ROSE & GO- 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

’ EUROPEAN PLAN. 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Sportsmen's Routes, 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,Gran pids andCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

: . AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
and the Michigan North Woods are insurpassed. 
if equaled, in the abundance and great variety of 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 

“Tho TROUT season begins May1 1. te 'T season begins May 1 and ends Sept. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends 

Noy, 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MUSCA- 
NGE, also abound in large mimbers in the 

many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

SElll to his friends or “ club” at home, as ico for 
packing. ish can be had at many points, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The sce- 

nery of the North Woods and Lakes is yery beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry andbracing. The cli- 
mate is peculiarly beneticial to those suffering 
Ww 
Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 

aS eres eee odations are wood, far, sur- 
PE erage in co i fitord the finest a fish iar is new enough to 

uring the season Round Tri — 
ets will be sold at low rates, and Tapiracting eae 
Soe offered Fests and Sportsmen. 

os, Guns an "ac. y oy owners rise. « Tackle Carried Freeat 

tisour makesportsmen feel * ra 
wm this route. F 1 Tourist’s Guide (an Santee 
Mlustrated book $f 80 pages), containing full in- 
formation an\\ ‘curate maps of 
Grounds and !Vime Cards, address A.B. LEET. 

. Pass, Agent; Grand Rapids, Mich. 
the Fishing , 

Sportsmen's Routes. 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERICR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for yes moat of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, ayoid the dif- 
feulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex~ 
cellent cars which run oyer the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 

also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
In Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold atthe offices of the company, in 
all the principle cities to KANH, RENOVA, BED; 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, ra 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hontinug, 

Also. te 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPT MAY. 
SQUAN, and points on the NHW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT APTHR 
IN AND HEATHER, 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass. Agent. 
Frank THOMSON, Gen’l Manager. febli-ti 
Se 

ONG ISLAND K.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
/ ULE, taking etfect March lth, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER’S P’T (Flatbush Aye., B’Elyn,5 min. 
earlier) tor 
Babylon, 8.84 A.M., 8.35, 4.35, 5.35 p.m. Sundays, 

FAM. 
Col. P’t& Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.85 AM., 

2,35, d.da, 4.36, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.39, 9.15, 1045 Peat, 
2.15 might. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 a.M., 1,85, 6.85, 7, 10 p.m, 
Flushing, 6.8C, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.35 A.M., 2.35, 3.35, 

4.35, 5, 5.94, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.45, 9.1510.45 P.M., 12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9,85, 10/05 A.M,, 1.35, 3, 6.34, 7, 10 BM. 

Far Rockaway, 8.35, 11 A.M, 435, 4.35, 7 Po. 
Rockaway Beach, 11 AM., 4.35 Pt Sundays, 9AM. 
ail i385 P.M. 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.35. 11.35 a1, 4.35, 5.95,6.35 P.M. 

Suturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9.35 A.M, 555 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 4.m., 

1,95, 3.35, 4.35, 5.85, 6.55 Pow. From Platbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush av. 
Wp.m. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.35, 6.35 Pa. 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Kos- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.85, 4.55, 5.35, 6.35PM. Sundays, 0 
A M., 6.35.P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, § A.o., 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.M.. £.35, 6.35 

PM, Sundays, 9 A-M,, 6.35 P.M, , 
Lakeland and Parmingdale, 8 A.M.3.385, 5.35 PM. 
Port Jeiferson, 10 A.M.) 4.35 Pow, Sundays, Aa 
Patehogue, $.35 A.M., 4.35, 5.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 

AM. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.M., 3.85, 4.35 

5.35, 6,7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Vrlday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Oreedmoor, 8, 10 «.ot., 1.85 P.M., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesfiays fod Saturdays, commencing April ad. 
HUNTERS P'T & WALL ST. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, B. R. (toot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, $8.10, 
10.30, 11.80 A.m., 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 P.M. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, ete., 
apply at 220 Bway, cor, Barclay. 

W.M. LAPFAN, Gen’l Pass. Avent. 

Boston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland. 

Spring Fishing 
at the 

RANGELEY’S and 
MOOSEHEAD LAKE, 

Excursion Tickets 
Will be placed 6n sale as soon as the ice is out 
Close econnechions made at Portland with Grand 
Tronk and Muine Central Railways for all the 
Fishing Grounds in Maine and Northern New 
England. 
Tickets ivy be obtained at Boston City Office, 

380 WASHINGTON STREET, and at the Station. 
Information by mail, if desired. 

JAS. T. FURBER, D. Jd. FLANDERS, 
Gen. Supt. Gen, Ticket Agent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
inia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Nerhany Mountains, Greenbrier and ew 

Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their yarieties of game and fish, dear, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, seat anipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

Bportamiun carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque see- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; and at Richmond 
and Charlotteyille with the South, All modern 
improvements in equipment. 

CONWAY EB. HOWARD, 

Gen, Passenger and a Agent 
reay_iy hmond 

——— — ——2L = 

Metical, 

WONDERFUL POPULARITY — 
OF THE RENOWNED ' 

MEDICINE. 

4 
The Greatest Curatiye Snecess of the 

Age—A Voice from the People, 

N° MEDICINE introduced to the public 
has ever met with the succvss accorded to 

Hop Bitters. it stands to-day (he best know 
curative article in the world. Tts marvelous re= 
nown is not due to the advertising it has receiv 
ed. Tt is famous by reason of ifs Inherent yir= 
tues. Dt does all that is claimed forit. Ttis the 
most powerful.speedy and effective arent known 
for the building up of debilitaced systems, The 
following witnesses are offered to prove this:— 

What It Did For An Old Lady. | 
Coshocton Station, N, ¥., Dec. 28, 1878. — 

Gmnts—A nomber of pepple had been using 
your Bijters here, and with marked effect. In 
fact, one case, a lady of over seventy years, bad 
been sick for years, and for the past ten years T 
have known her she has not been able to be 
around hal! thetime. About six months ago she 
sot so feeble she was helpless. Her old remedies, 
or physicians, being of no avail, [sent to Deposit, 
forty—tive miles, and pot a bottle of Hop Bitters. 
Tt had such a very beneficial! effect on her that 
one bottle improved her so she wasable to dress: 
herself and wall about the house, When she) 
bad taken the second bottle she was able to take 
care of her own room and walk out to her neigh-) 
bor's, and she has improved all the time since, 
My wife and children also have derived great 
benefit from their use. 

W. B. HATHAWAY, Agt. U. 8. Ex. Co, 

An Enthusiastic Indorsement, 
Gorham, N. H., July 14, 1879, 

Genrs—Whoever you are, I don't know; but 
thank the Lord and feel grateful to you to know 
that in this world of adulterated medicines there 
is une compound that proves and does all it ad 
yertises to do,and more, Four years ago I had) 
aslizht shock of palsy, which unnerved me ty 
such an. extent that the least excitement woul 
make me shake like the sague. Last May I wae 
induced to try Hop Bitters. I used one bo 
tle, but did not see any change; another did sq 
thange my nerves that they are now a8 steady 
ag they ever were. [t used to take both hands fo 
write, but now my good right hand writes this 
Now, if you continue to manufacture as honest) 
and Boos an article as you. do, you will accumius 
late un honest fortune,and confer the greatest 

ellow-men that was ever cons blessing on your f 
ferred Gn mank nd TIM BURCH. : 

Duty to Others. 
Chambersburg, July 25, 1875, , 

This is to let the people know that J, Anna 
Maria Krider, wife of Tobias Krider, am noy 
pust seventy-four years of age. Me health hag] 
been very bad for some years past. Was trols 
bled with weakness, bad cough, dyspesi, prea 
debility and constipation of the bowels. I wi 
so miserable | could hardly eat anything. 
heard of Hop Bitters and was resolved to thy 
them. [have only used three bottles, and I fee) 
wonderlully good, well and strong again, My) 
bowels are rerular, my appetite good, and cough 
all gone. I feel sa well thatI thinkitmy du 
tolet the people know, #8 50 many knew how 
bad | was, what the medicine has done for me 
50 they can cure themselves with it, 

ANNA M. KRIDER, wife of Tobias Kridew 

A Husband’s Testimony, 
My wife was troubled for years,with blotches 

moth patches and pimples on her face, which 
nearly annoyed her life outof her. She aper 
jnany dollars on the thousand infallible (?) cures: 
with nothing bus injurious effects, q ad 
triend, of Syracuse, N. Y., who bad had sindly 
experieace aud had been cured with Hop Bitters 
jnduced ber to try it. One bottle bas made he 
face as smooth, fair and soft as a olild’s ang 
elvernher such health that if seems almosc f 
miracle. 
A MEMBER OF CANADIAN PARKLIAMEN 

A Rich Lady’s Experience. 
Ttyayeled all over Burope and other forelgt 

countr es at a cost of thousands of dollars ii 
seurch of health and found it not. I rerorne 
discouraged and disheartened, and was restore 
to rew youthful health and spirits with less tha 
two Uottles of Hop Bitters, [hope others may 
profit by my experience and stay at home. 

A LADY, Augusta, Me, 

A Lovely Chaplet, 
A late fashion report says: Nothing can b 

prettier than a chuplet of hop vines in bloss 
A revent medical review says: Nothing can by 
better as a general renovator of the health tha 
plenty of Hop Bitters. They sid in all the op 
ations of nature; toning up the weak stomach! 
assisting the food (0 bevcome properly assitnila 
ted, and promoting healty action in all the on! 
ins. The dictates of fashion, as well as th 

ite of health, alike favor w right application 9! 
hops. 

My mother says Hop Bitters are the only thin 
that will keep her from her old and severe ay 
tucks of paralysis and headache.—Ad. Oswey 
Sun, 

Dowt Use Stimulants. 
Use nuture’s real briin und nerve food an 

nourishing tonic, Hop Bitters, that quiets fi 
nevyus, invigorates the body, cures discnse op 
restores the vital energies without intoxicating 

Deleyan, Wis.. Sept. 24, 1878. 
Gents—lI have taken not quite one bottle? 

the Hop Bitters. Iwas a feeble old man of 
when Lgotit. o-day Lam as active and teel 
wellus | didatthirty. Isee ayreat many the 
need such a medicine. D. BUYCE, 

Monroe, Mich., Sept. 25, 1875. 
Srus—I have been taking Hop Bitters for|p 

finmumation of kidneys and bladder: lt has dow 
for me what four doctors failed to do. The ef 
fect of the bilters seemed like magic to me. 

W. L. CALTEB, 

Tf you have asick friend whose life ia a bu) 
den, one bottle of Hup Bitters may restore th 
friend to perfect health and bappiness. Wil yo 
see that that friend has a bottle at once. 

Paulding, Ohio, Feb. 2, 1880 
Hop Brrrers Co.:— 

sat the AEP INe lee ou vet amily, an e best ever made. 
ae GHO, W, POTTER, Banik 

ay 

1 

i 
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AMiscellancans Advertisements, 

UROY SHOOTING SUITS 
A SPECIALTY ! 

From Goods ofmy own Importation--Dead Grass Color, 

ALSO, ALL-WOQE WINDSOR CORR , STIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES, 
Full lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Ticeiee oe 
Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J: 
New York Office, 177 roadway, 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTBLE CHAIR, 
WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 

POSITIONS. 

Parlor Library, Inya, 
lid Chair, Child's Orib- 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
dining beauty, light- 
ness, strength, simpli- 
city, and comfort. 
Everything toan exact 

; § Bcienoe. Orders by mail 
READING POSITION: romiptly attended to, 

Goods suipped tu any address, C. O, D. Send 
Stamp for Iustrated Circular; quote Forest and 
Stream. Address Wilson Adjus.Chair M'f'g Co., 

661Broadway, N. Y 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES, 

MANDFACTURED ONLY BY THE 
HH. W. COLLENDER COMPANY. 
WAREROo MSs 

FSS Broadway, New York : 
8Land 86 Siaie street, Chicago: 

IZ South Fifth st., St. Lowis. 

KENDALL'S 
SPAVIN 
GURE. 

The Most Successful Remed 
ver discovered, as itis cortain in its ef- 

AG 

From Rey. P.N. GRANGER, 
Presiding Hider of the St. Albans District, 

St. Albans, Vt., Jan. 20th, 1880, 
DR. RRNDATL & Co.,Gents: Inveply to your let- 

ter I will say that my experience with Kendall's 
‘Spayin Cure has been yery satisfactory indeed. 

ree or four years ago 1 procured a bottle of 
your agent, and withit cured a borse of lame- 
mess caused by asSpayvin. Last season my horse 
became yery lame and [turned him out fora few 
aveeks when he became better, buf whon I put 
thim on the road he grew worse, when I discover- 
ed that aring-bone was forming, I procured a 
bottle of Kendall’s Spayin Cure, and with less 
than a bottle cured him so that he is not lame, 
neither can the bunch be found. 
Respectfully yours, P.N. GRANGER. 
Price, $1 per bottle, or six bottles for $5. All 

Drugeists have it or can get it for you, or it will 
he sent to euy address on receipt of price by the 
Proprictors, B. J. KENDALL & GO. 

Enosbur¢h Falls, Vormont, 

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. - 

Field), Cover, and Trap Shooting, 
BY A. H. BOGARDUS, 

jFrice, $2.00. 
FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

§ TT Tiree: Address P O.Viekery. Aucusts.Me. 

E % @, 

, his cutis a fac-simile 

A YEAR andexpensesto agents. Outtit 

| In eliminating theimpuritles of the blood, the 
® natural and necessary resuitis the cure of Seror 

f lous and other Skim Eruptions & Discases 
® including Cancers, Ulvers, and other sores. 
S itis the best Blood Purifier, and stimu- 

| lates eyery function to more healthful action, 
and thus a benefit in all diseases, 

} Dyspepsia, Weakness of the Stomach, 
Constipation, Dizziness, General Debi 
ity, etc, are cured by tha Safe Bitters. It is 

a uuequaled as an Appetizerand Regular Tonic, 
rf 6h It is 2 medicine Which should he in every 
& family, and which, whereyor used, will saye 
B payment of many doctors’ hills. : 

ottles of two sizes; prices 30 centa ond $1. 

BeS-WARNER’S 
| Safe Remedies are 

ee sold by Druggists 
fed & Dealers in Med- 

icine everywhere. 

| =) i, H. Warner & Co, 
Proprietors, 

ROGHESTER, WN, Y, 
A@PSend for Pamphlol 

and Testimonials. 
x eS 

PERE & FILS, UINART esceonen vex; CUAMPAGHES, 
Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

Verzenay, dry, full bodied; rich fiayor. 

Garte Blanche, Fruity, delicate flavor, not too 

dry. DODGE, CAMMEVER & CG., 

Cortlandt St.. Sole Ag'ts for the United States 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME 

Nes. 289 & 250 Washington Market, hb. ¥, 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 

Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 
NOTARY PUBLIC. 

No, 257 Broadway, Room 17, New York City, 

All business promptly attended to. 

$0 to S20 Biros. “AddrrssSTINGON 00. 
Ma i” iJ 

eee bier 

Ti te kmpossible torematn long o! 

Menta 199! See 

)} be S$ each. Liberal discounts to Clubs or Societies ordering tyel . Hime. 
Pigeon, Glass Ball or Target Shooting, consisting of Shot, Shells, Gartcawes, Sh peers oriitie 
be made of Solid Gold upon application, at the lowest market price, ; 

othex house, 

DUTT < 

rect aro they In 

I HAVE A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF 
Masonic, Odd Fellows, Knights Pythias, Eastern Star Pins, Rings and Jewels 

OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE. 

Shooting, Rowing, Athletic, Firemen’s, College and Schoo! Medals, 

ARE A SPECIALTY WITH THIS HOUSE. 
We haye the largest stock on hand of any house in this country, and do more busines’ in this line than any 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 2ic. 

N. M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton Street, New York. 
SPECIAL ORIGINAL DESIGNS, NOTIN CATALOGUE, FURNISHED OW; APPLICALION. 

i manufacture to order at short notice all the Army Corps Badges of the United States, both gold and 
élitver. Fill information given upon application. eg 2 ree Seles 7 

All the Army Corps Badges on hand and Manufactured at Short Notice. 

selisrellaneans. 

Cy al 
LF GP, 

THIS CUT REPRESENTS THE 
BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT, 

THE BEST SPORTSMAN’S OUTFIT MADE 
SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND SAMPLES WITH RULES FOR MEASURE, 

TatentDecoys,) §, W. SIMMONS & SON, 
t rs. Oak Hall, Boston, Mass. AND LEATHER JACEETS. 

mos BEATS THE WORLD.’ ux 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Biteths Tongue. 

“Gild @udze’’? Cigarettes. 

MAS UFACTURED under Letters Patent granted Charles G. Emery, March 5, 1878, * 
by which the rice paper used as wrappers is so prepared that the unpleasant odor and injurious 

effects of the OIL OF CREOSOTE thrown off when burning is complotely new*ralized or destroyed, 
and the paper made saliva prod? to preyent its breaking or melting in the mouth. The great adyant- 
age and importance of this invention will at once be recognized by all smokers, and its truth de- 
monstrated by the first “Old Judge” Cigarettes they smoke. Neither will they require a printed 
certificate from any eminent Professor of Chemistry to convince them they haye heretofore, in 
smoking Cigarettes mide of PURE RICK PAPER, been inhaling one of the deadliest poisons known. 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. 

GOODWIN & CO., Manufacturers 207 and 209 Water st. 
MEV ty OE, 

KRUG & GO’sS |THE POULTRY WORLD, 

CHAMPA
GNES! 

Gadi) een 

THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD. 

STANDARD AND DRY. 

(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 

The Sportsman's Wine |! 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

to Poultry. 

SOLE AGENTS, 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn, 

_ THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for 31.25 
er year; the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

—hboth papers for $2.00. 
A series of twelve mag- 

=, 7, ticent Chromos, each rep- 
aS ms % resenting a standard breed 

=-- of fowls, sent for 75 cents 

extra to all subseribers to cither publication. 

) 
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ind cura for Fevtr ond Ague, nothing equals thelr cperntion, preventive 

¥ long sicknets. 
Cures Drawsl- 
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I KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND A LARGE AND WELL-SELECTED STOCK OF EBS ih 
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Gricket Goods. 

Alfred Shaw & Arthur Shrewsbury 
4{Members of the Anglo-American Team and 

All-England Eleven), 

le gets pleasure in informing their American 
friends that they haye opened tie Midland 

Cricket, Lawn Tennis, Football aud Gen«= 
eral Athletic Sports Warehouse, 

CARRINGTON STREET BRIDGE, 
WOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND. 

The most unique and comprehensive establish 
ment of its kindin England, Their sioek corm- 
rises well-sessoned Cricket Bats, Balls, Boots, 

Shoes, Leg Guards, Stumps, Bags, Lawn Tennis 
Sects, Racquets, Footballs, Jerseys, Shirtings, silk 

Guns, Sanniition, Gtr, 

FOX'S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUE 

Gams, Marnunition, Gtr, 

FINE BREECH=LOADING 

Shot Guns 
At a Bargain! 

THESE ARENOT CHEAPGUNS, 

Guage, Aonnanition, Gir. 

Apifle Bactice 
The ‘ SranpArp TAnGsr.''—For Rifle Practice, 

Size 6 inches. Bulls-eye 14 inches. Range, 108 
feet, off-hand. The zoues rise by area instead 
of diameter. 

“or woolen (as worn by the team in Americu), and BUT ARE Marksmen will uppreciate the new departure 

OWLS being sembers of the late Ainevican | Wonderfully Simple, Wonderfully Strong. ; MAleuian NOW AeRTHE Bide menio one Nie teal 
Team, know the requirements of their trans- ‘The barrels slide one side. O @) i j nau Ss while on old-style turgets the record was 60 taint- 

Inay bo welled upon to seni coeds of Amst lace | INO SRA SS to pet aoome: | * | Seuubliciof Tathotleracdit wan demenee 
quility only. Clubs, colleges and schools pro- Prices from $50 to $200. AT A on a 200 yard Creedmoora * center,” scoring 4 
Anes Syke pee eor Aes Roe ou wea Send stamp for circular to = ey ten nee ee tS “bull,” scoring 5. ror 

fi Lh Ghandaeer sont sent out. Dy ice lists, ; ith AMERICAN ARMS €O,, LowerPrice give immunity f ‘om x lan “s aes oy enane 
batting averages ea bowling aimed yata of the RES Eee aacee se aes der the bid syatem tt isciadiee thavuléfor doa 
American Team, may be had on applicationto | F-H. RAYMOND, Treas. Than they can be purchased for else-{ marksmen to be beaten by nad ones. One man 
“GEORGE LANE, Professional Cricketer,Staten where. All of them would pile up eight snug bulls out of ten, but 
Hsland Cricket Club. 

RICHARD DAFT 
lose the other two, while his competitor, * shoot. 
ing for fours,” would scatter his strays all over 
the board center, blunder one shot into the edge 
of the bull,and win! Now in deer atalking,and 
shooting at 80 yards, the winner would have 
wounded and lost one deer, while the loser woul 
have struck down eight, all shot through the 
heart. Of course there are people who still con- 
tend that under the old method ‘all had an equal 
chance ;"’ which is yery true. But itis also true 
thet their equality of chance would have 
been in no wise impaired if they should haye sat 
down and thrown dice to determine who was the 
better shot. In contests of skill every clement 
of chance should be eliminated. 
Arrangements baye been made fer supplyin 

these targets at a merely nominal price, and it is 

r ri WARRANTED TO 

{CAPTAIN OF ALL ENGLAND ELEVEN), 
Pe NE Ek: EANER, | 

all an AWD , at Aya ys 
Te nttittar tg the} || Cleans SF oir || | Send for Deseriptive List. 
amy and Navy, begs | Ls? . 

S. ‘ie \| % in market, | 

ir Clubs, Gollegesad | | For Ong Dolar, one cleaner, Patches, Brees) | WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
Schools, that his new eae estenee he ee Lirias : Cieeeatiee wae 

ted Price List for sea- READING, Pa. i as 
son 1880 is now ready, ———— 
and will be sent post- 

wats parent] (GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 
Tennis outfitter to the yc iganer and Oller | 

and enlarged illustra- | Addiess Ts YARDLEY BROWN, Fun | 

free upon application, | ppli E NEW AMERICAN THE N now an easy matter to gauge relative skill by 

DAT Non 1 Lister y # | Fenuita without obscuring fhm by cxplanniory ‘ F 
sc D em Oy explanato: 

Gate, Nottingham, THE ONLY POSITIVE details. ‘The targets are foaled, Saae ortit to Sty. Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 

SIMPLE AND; 
DURABLE, 

address in the United States at fifty cents per 
hundred, and quite a liberal discount is made te 
eras and deniers. Send orders to Cussons, 

wy & BHEPPARD, Glen Allen. Virginia, 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer..,, 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
LEVER ACTION 

In the world. 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 
Philadelphia Pa. 

Guns, Sumunition, Cte. 
i Maveval, to the inert Hamish guna andar = | FOR GUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGT. 

z 7 Rebounding Lock. more yeneounnie ri Ye calInstruments, Safe to handle, WILLNOT 
@UM, and will keepin any climate. Sportsmen 
everywhere in the United States pronouncoitthe 
best At oil in the market. Judge Holmes, of 
Bay City, Mich., writes: “It is the best preprra- 
tion Thaye found in thirty-lye years of active 
and frequent use of guns." 
The trade in aes y¥ solemanufaoturer, GEO, 

B. ant te Pavonia Ayenuc, Jersoy City 

ces. 
Th id i Seer can manera 

HIGHEST CHNTENNIAL MEDAL 
“Workm Gee eee yer 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO_ANY CROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire. 
Muze Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loaders. 

GREAT WESTERN 
.S Chokebore Barrels. = 

Wor close, hard shooting excels ell others. Hx- 
tra heayy guns for aueks a specialty. Send stamp | por 
for circular. C. S. SHATDUCK, Manulactu- 
vers, Hatfield, Mags. 

WHSTLnas RICHARDS 
SZ 

Si 

Ti — 

i Send stamp for Catalogue. Ia 
Rifies, Shot Guns, Revolvers, sent o. 0. d. for oxsmination 

Read & Bons, Boston, Mass.; B. Ki 
Cincinnatl, O. ; E,W. Baton Chicago, Tl; Brown 

Ss. = : & Hilder, Louis, Mo.; Tho Farr, Cleve- 
Cc lark a Sneider and, 0.3 Trimble & Kleihacker, Baltimore, Md.; 

9 Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D. C.; Jos. C, Grubb 
214 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, | & o., Philadelphia. 

WM. R. SCHAEFER, 
61 Elmst., Boston, Mass., 

SPORTSMEN'S — EQUPMERTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 
Toe Order, 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

ing SHOTGUNS, A full line of the Clabrough- 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of imp 
guns, always on hand. Particular attention 
eid to CHOKE-RORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. BPRATI’S DOG OD, ero. sto. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. All work 
executed in the most skillful manner, 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, 
SYRACUSE, 
NEW YORK. 

Maker of Fine Guns. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

E.H. MADISON, 
3 PRAOTICAL ty 

“ GUNSMITH, 

a EN i rs D 564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

vias Ses er ees Pe eta escrip tion, The Fox, Colt's, Parker and Daty 

AND EVESYTHING PERTAINT'G TO SHOOTING AND FISHING OUT-FITS. ALSO fi pe 

Send for Dlustrated Catalogue, 

USE THE ROGARDUS PATEND 

lass Ball 
AND SiS PATENT 

Por Wh ractice, Th 

HAMMERLESS 
These guns haye Anion and Deeley's Hammerlest ‘Patent Cocking Action, with] Automatic 

BafetyBolt, making the safest gun pow in use. 10, 12 and 20 bores now in stock, 

GUN. 
South Clark street, Chic- 
ago. Send for Price List 
For Traps—Hart & Sloan, 
Newurk, N. J. 

“Field, Cover and Tra: 
Shooting," the only book 
ever published by # mar- 
ket hunter, can be had at 

he above address. Price 32. 

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
68 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES. 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN 
Importer of FINE BREECH-LOADING GUNS, 

943 Broadway, near Twenty-third St., New York, 

CUTLERY 

of the 

Fine 

FISHING TACKLE. 

Finest Quality. 

GTEC a ts GOODS. 
altered to fitthe shooter. Guns 

The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” (Recommended by the FUREST AND STREAM), Sent postpaid for $2 PON Stocs T Ohoke, Modified, ‘Taper, or for 
GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. Ler. SmAD BTAMP Vor List Busses eta GUNS. ares re r SHELLS LOADED TO ORDER. Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fitted, Pin Rires con- 

verted to Central Fires, New Barrels fitted, Hx- 
tension Riba, New Luamps, ete, 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. 

Repairing of every description done in an hon- 
est manner and fit reasonehie rates. THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL VICTORIOU S! | site ee rere i. norboite 

SEE J, 58, SUMNER'S FULLSCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 50 IN A POSSIBLE 5Q J FEB. 28, 1880] § ortsmen'’sand Riflemen'sSundrics. c. 
Hiftecn Bull’s-eyes in Succession! 

SAME MATCH, 200 YARDS OFF-HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE, NO. 61-2. 
0. D. Send stamp for answers to SETI Es Refer- 

The Ballard is the only Rifle that has made a Full Score at Creedmoor. 

ences from all the clubs of the city. dacid tf 
ee 

The Ballard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon, m WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 

THE BALLARD ALWAYS HiTsS THE SHOOTER 
. a _ Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sight 

The Empire Rifie Cink, in their trips to Boston, ALL used Ballards, is a great improyement in rear sights. 

i 4 WORD TO THE WISH,” HTC. Send for ciroular containing full dex 
ALL DBALHR@ HAVE THEM, FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO p 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, es: WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Rete Agouts In Now Yerk for CARD'S REVOLVING BALLTRAP $4 Chambers strest, NEW YOR ORBy. Middle ela; Goutty 

NS. 
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soe sceesror LMANCIS O. deLUZE & CO,, 

SPRATT’S 
PATENT 

LON DON . 
Send for Circular and Price List. 

DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in (ondltlon, 

DOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other, 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plains. 

18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

WINES, 
BRANDIES, 

Clarets and Sauternes, 
Of A. deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux. 

CEHAMPAGIWES, 
OF E. IRROY & CO., REIMS. 

Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 
WHISKIES Rhine Wines, 

5 IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 
SUPPLIES FOR ¥ACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

Fishing Gackle. 

The Hnameled Waterproof 

Braided Silk Fishing Lines, 
Bearing our own Trade Marks, are 

THE BEST IN THE WORLD 
For Salmon, Troutand Bass. 

FUL PPEARANCE, DURABLE IN WEAR, THOROUGHLY 
oe saat WARRANTED IN QUALITY, 

BRADFORD & ANTHONY, 
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN FISHING TACKLE, 

374 Washington St.. BOSTON, Mass. 

Sublivations. 

NOW, & CAMERA oe 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 

“First premium eae ae pee eter York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

ie 

KRIDER, pone irk 
N.E. Cor. Second and Walnutists., Philadelphia, | ~~ 2 ¥ THUY” ‘Sepe re —— 

___ GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, PHOTOGRAPHIC TOUR ese 
‘Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, ay itr ov Bo) 

pease Snood Ena - 2 Two Hodred Miles sok Sire 
. Ete. 

Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order, 
AL SO 

‘ Krider's” Oclebrated Center Enamel Splitand 
Glued Bamboo Rods. 

_ Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skinsin Great Varieties 
Taxidermy in all its branches. 

v Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. — 
Inartly 

THEOUGH THE nce) BEAUTIFUL SCHNERY 

pe an COMICAL CHARACTER 
— ILLUSTRATIONS 

WITH By Well-Known Artists. 

Dun Resuit o Recent PExsonar 

Hew Maps af the Mate— Exvronasions BY THE AUTHOR, 
Tha most Kntertaining and Artistic Book in the Market. 

PRICE, HANDEOMELY ROUND g 450 
IX OLOTH AND GOLD, 
WW SZ ORE= 

ORANCE JUDD COMPANY, 

245 BROADWAY, 

Repairing of all kinds. 

MANITS 
Trolling Spoons. 
{- 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these ‘ & 

STANDARDPUBLICATIONS. 

EASTWARD HO; or. ADVENTURES AT 
RAN By Chavias A. J. Farrar. 

} E MANUFACTURE 59 different kinds 
’ of Trolling Spoons, adapted to the waters 
f every State and erritory. Our Perfect Re- 

“yolying, bas proved to be the best Trolling Bait 
syer manufactured. Itiscovered by two patents 
—Mann’s patent, Nov. 21,1871, No. 121,182, and 
Skinner's patent, August 4, i874, No, 153,354. Be- 
oware of imitations, <i one genuine uniess J. H- 
‘Mann’s name stamped on every spoon. 
~ ‘Wholesale Agents.—Bradford & Anthony, 374 
Washington Street, Boston, and Willism Mills © 

“Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, and to be op_ 
‘tained through mest of the other wholesale fish 

IGELEY LAKES, 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsman’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1,560. 1 
‘AMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
4 trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 274 pages, 12 illus. 
Price 50 cents. 
ARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED, A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and Hangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch tau heaivaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, snd Magalloway 
rivers. 256 pages. 60 illus, and a large map. 

~riee 60 cents, 
FARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED, A _comprehcusive hand-book of the 
Moosehead Take region and sporting re- 
Forts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘he tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated. 224 pages, l4illus, Price 60 cents, 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
paper, cloth covers. _ 50 cents. 

FARRAR'S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of wWorthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. 
John rivers. Printed on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers. 50 cents, 

FARRAR'S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, 2% cts. 
Send for catalogue. 2 

tale ot nee ENG LE AA 
pos . on receipt of price. 4 
OHARLES A, J FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass. T, Deo3l 

ng-tackle dealers; or write direct to the many- 
fucturers for catalogue and price list. 

JOHN H. MANN & CO., 
SYRACUSE, N. ¥. 

FISHING TACKLE! FISHING TACKLE! 

THOMAS ANDREWS, 
No. 1 St. John St., Quebec, Canada. 

(ESTABLISHED IN 1841). 
To Sportsmen, 

HE largest and best assortment of Wishin 
d Tacicle to be had,consisting of Huglish, Scotch 

‘oud Canadian make, Trout and Salmon Rods, 
Salmon and Trout Reels, prepared Silk Salmon 
Lines, Sik and Hair Trout Lines, Salmon Gafta, 
double andaingle Leaders, Marana Gut, Fishing 

SALMON FLIES! TROUT FLIES! 
NGLERS going down salmou fishing on the 
_ *Murpuerite’’ River, Godbout” River, 

(Suruenay) or on the *‘ Matapediac,”’ will find at 
os. Andrews’ establishment, the best selection 

Of Salmon Flies made on patterns expressly for 
these rivers by Forrest & Son, of Kelso, Scot- 
Mand: suchas the * Jock Scott,”’ Silver Doctor,” 
“Wilkinson,” ‘*Butcher,’ “Cock Robin *”’ and 
Many other patterns, at very low prices 

WALLACEH’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 
FIFTH EDITION. 

AN exhpative hand-book for sportsmen and 
tourists. No yisitorto the Adirondacks should 

pewithoutit. For sale at this office. Priee, post 
paid, $1.50. 

LBSo. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada 
OR SALEBY T. W. BOYD, 241 Notre Dame st., 

4. Montreal, Scotch simon and trout Rods, Reels 
d Lines, Messrs. Forest & Sons, of Kelso, large 
d small Salmon Flies and Superior Casting 
nes. Orders prompily attended to. 

HALLOCK’S 
Sportsmen’s Gazetteer - 

BY CHARLES HALLOCE. 
= PHICEHE, $2. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 

Dog Paths to Success, 
BY KIT KILBURN. 

Price, 50 Cents. 
FOR SALE A'l THIS OFFICE, 

a DECOYS. 
ucks fhat will decoy; manufactured by M. CG, 

VEDY ; Aes enich yey Manhattan street, Ro- 
aes lary, a 

= 

Sportsmen's Gaots. 

GOODYEAR’S RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO. 

Groodyea’s India Kubber Glove Mfg Co, 
458, 490, 492, hast 

. Cor, Broome Street, and 
205 Broadway, 

Cor. Fulton Street 

NEW YORK CITY, 

Rubber Outfits 
COMPETE FOR 

HUNTING AND FISHING. 
Trouting Pants and 
Leggings a Specialty. 

All Guaranteed 
Thoroughly Water-\ 

— a proof. 

FRONT VIEW- RUBBER GGODS +3 INSIDE VIEW. 
—on— ALLOCK HUNTING CoAT. The fame 

Haunock Hunrrse Coat. aa arty “a eng 
Six Pockets outside and game Every Desription. ieee Sate Hee aes 
Pocket inside, Send for Mlustrated Catalogue. 

Lwilications. 

any ordinary game bag. 

SPORTSMANS LIBRARY. 

7 G , aL 4 a] , List of Sportsman’s Books. 
[We will forward any of these Books by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price.] 

Adirondacks, Gamp Life ian eek eee -+$ 1.60 eS Forester’s American Game in its 
e280: Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th ed’n, 2.00 

Adirondack, Wildnerness, Inthe, Warner's, ‘75 
Amateur Trapper,..........4... pa.; 0e.5 bds, 975 
American Angiler’s Book, Norris....:.:..4,., 6.50 
American Bird Fancier_...,-.....,..-...+--. 30 2.00 
American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and 1,00 
GAGS stk eae rece de uh T. cc dtu be 2 2.00 3.00 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses.. 6,00 me 50 
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long. 2.00 | Hand Books on Out-Door Amusements :— 
American Kennel, Burges .. 8.00 CEVINZIASTICR YE Voip. flans Coes yanee vas rotesed 20 
Angling, a Book on, Francis. 7.50 Wrigkety sles hake okies 26 
Archer, Modern........... TOR as 2 Rowing and Sailing..... .. 20 
Archery, Fencing and Broadswor 20 Riding and Driving............ 20 
Axchery, Witchery of, Maurice Tho 1.50 ee eT and Broadsy 20 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam.. 3.00} Manly Hxereises..... t 20 
Artof Swimming..............2..24... 30 Croquet ..,..... 20 
Art of Swimming, Monstery... 50 Fishing...,. 26 
Art of Swimming, Webb........ 50 Quoits and Bowls 26 
Athlete’s Guide, Harding. ........... 6. 12) 50 Wwimming........ 2g 
Athletic Sports for Boys...... bds,, 75¢.; clo. 1.00 SEACINE cS ENS Heskett ach 26 
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge,............--. - 1.00 SHOGMIMIE NE esas enone 86 
Bailey’s Birds of thé Unitea Btates.. 4.25 | Herbert’s Hints to Horse Keepers. , 1.75 
Baird’s Birds of North America,...... 80.00 | Hints to fe ORI Aah Baten eran siae L.50 
Baucher’s Method of Horsemanship. .:. ‘A Holden’s Book of Birds. ....... pa., 25c.; clo. — 50 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds ...... 50 | Horseback Riding. LD} bay:hat erry Pod Serer ae 1.25 
Bits and Bearing Reing......... -...0:..-.-- 6¢ | Horse Breaking, Moreton,......-.... 2.50 
Boat Sailing, Practical,.........0-+:,+-s+0- 1,00 | Horses and Hounds.................. 80 
Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 50c.; Shooting, | Horses and Riding, Neville........., 8.00 

50c.4 Common Objects of the Sea-shore, 50c.; | Horses, Famous American Race...... 76 
Cage and Singing Birds, 50c.; Dogs, 75c.; Birds’ | Horses, Famous American Trotting .. 76 
Fgps and Nests, 50c.. Fresh and Sali Water | Horses, Famous, of America........ 1.50 
Aquarium, b0e.: Native Song Birds, 75c. How to Camp Ont, Gould.......... 1.00 

Roy's Treasury of Sportsand Pastimes, etc. 2.00 | How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s. 1.50 
Breech Loader, Gioan.... + ..-...4e0s eee. ee 1.25 | Humorous Sketches, Seymour, . 6.00 
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener /. 350 | Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher.............. 1,00 
Bruce's Stud Book, 3 yols......... -. 8000 | Hunting and Hunters of all Nations, Frost. 1,60 
Butler on the Dog.............. .. 2.00 Jenning's Horse Training. ...........5..-4.. 2b 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams. . e 50 MeClure’s Stable Guide. .__ 1,00 
Camp Cookery, Ntiss WeParlonys.0.26ss2+s5 50 | Mayhew’s Horse Doctor..... 3,00 
Canoeing in Kanuckia.........--....-- .. 125 | Mayhew’s Horse Management. 3.00 
Canoe Traveling, ‘Powell.... ......... 3,00 | Minot’s Lang and Game Birds 3.00 
Canoe, Voyare of the Paper; 2.50 | Naturalists Guide. Maynard 2.00 
Cassélls’ Book of Birds, 4 vols. 12.00 | Oars and Scull’s, Woodgate 176 
Choke Bore Guns, Greener..... 3.00 | On the Wing, Bumsted..... 1,50 
Complete American Trapper, 175 Partridge and Pheasant 2.00 
Coues’ Birds of the Northwest. 4,50 | Pistol, The.... .._..- eon 50 
Coues’ Field Ornithology. ..... Bp Practical Kennel Guide...... ....- 1.50 
Coues’ Pur Bearing Animals ... 3. Prairie and Forest, Parker Gilmor 1.50 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds, 7.00 | Practical Taxidermy and Home Decorati 
CraGE SHOT. Soils ie cee cos ceebreec ne renal rie 1,26 1,40 
Cypress, J., Jr.’8 Works, 2 Vols.... ......... 5.00 2.50 
Dadd’s AmericanReformed Horse Book,svo 2.60 
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo........- 7,50 60 
DeadShot.......5---.. Ree eee eae -. 1.25 60 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson.......,......... . 8.6 8.00 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson.. 3, 1.50 
Doo tho Els Webi ydebceccetue faye: seems steel mene 1,50 
Dog, the, Tdstone......--.......+ apap | Abe 4.00 
Dog Paths to Success...........-. » . 50 3.00 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris.. sore Lets 1,00 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams,........... + 125 1b 
Dogs of Great Britain, America, and other 42,50 

Countries). 2.5 .25.-22, bentagepeee! Surgical a 80 
Dogs, by Stables. .-....-....... fe Ae Eh Moy, a OND. 
Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo..... 5 2.76 
Dogs, Points for Judging 7.50 
Dogs, Richardson......... Stonehenge. Encyclopedia of Rural Sperts 4,56 
Dogs WG heats Peat hore fering Stonehenge, Horse Owners’ Cyclopedia ... 3.76 
Durrant’s Sea Bathing, its Use and Stonehenge on the Dog,...........2.2....-2. 8,76 
Dwyer's Horse Book..-: | tee. ee ee ‘Stonehenge on tha Horse, English edition 
Eyery Boy’s Book of Sports and Amuse- = f&_— BVO. esas ee seep es eee teteee eens ee 5.60 
TO ORC eae oe Fe doe Avloadiae sien ce 5 Stonehenge ont! 

Varrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lal Bae ETNA EE SCTE Alp Benes 2.00 
Farrar's Guide to Rickardson and Rangeley Hope Ne LS Manual 480 

RT oa Bon be nC Ha oy Dione Bory frolin i. J, See san 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake... 1.00 | Veterinary Dictionary, Going.... Hr; 200 
Farar's Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake » Wallace's American Stud Book,..... Beater, 10.00 

yaar to Ae Sa eee ee year 50 | Wallace’s American Trotting Register, 7 
Hield, Coyer, and Trap Shooting, Bogardtas. zi wake UL ARRAS Re elt 

i i rey oe son's American Orn ‘yy pan TBI 
Sere TCn Ine i 50 | Wood's Natural History of Birds............ 6,00 
Fishing in ‘American Waters, Scott 2.50 | Woodruff’s Trotting Horses of Ameriea.... 2,50 

Wishing Toast Hallock i | ines, by Ole Sholay i Bg isi y is eae Le ouatt and Sp es 
Bly and Worm Fishing. ... Youatt on the Dog........0::ss-ss 0 ees ee aa BBN 
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Pliscellaneous. 

UROY SHOOTING SUITS) na : CORI 
A SPECLALTY ! 

From Goods of my own Importation--Dead Grass Color. pede \\ , ae Ne 4 
a 

, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, gM 
BESO VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. ih Mi 

Full lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete. 

Send for Price-List and Samples, Address 

PHisceliancons Qivertigements, 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J: 
New York Office, 177 Broadway. 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTBLE CHAIR, 
WITH TAIR’TY CHANGES OF 

POSITIONS. 

Parlor Library, Inva, 
lid Chair, Child's Crib- 
Bed or Lounge, com> 
bining beauty, Hght- 
ness, strene th, sinipli- 
city, and comfort. 
Everything toan exact 

= Bolen as By eo 
READING POSITION. romptly attended to. 

Goods shipped to any address, C. O. D. Send 
Stamp for Illustrated Circular; se Forest and 
Stream. Address Wilson Adjus.Uhaiw M'f’g Co., 

661Broadway, N.Y 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES. 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 
H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY. 
WaAREROO-MS 

788 Broadway, New York: 
84 and 86 State street, Chicago: 

17 South Fifth st., St. Lowis, 

KENDALL'S 
7] SPAVIN 

st) CURE. 
The Most Successful Remedy 

ver discovered, as it is certain in its ef- 
fects and does notblister. READ Proor 

From Rey. P.N. GRANGER, 
Presiding Elder of the St, Albans District. 

St. Albans, Vt., Jan. 29th, 1880. 
Dr, KnyDAtn & Co.,Gents: In reply to your let- 

ter I will say that my experience with Kendall's 
Spavin Cure has been very satisfactory indeed. 

ree or four years ago I procured a bottle of 
your agent, and with it cured a horse of lame- 
ness caused by aspayin, Last season my horse 
became very lame and I turned him out for a few 
weeks when he became better, but when I put 
him on the road he grew worse, when I discoyer- 
ed that a ring-bone was forming, I procured a 
bottle of Kendall’s Spavin Cure, and with less 
than a bottle cured him so that he is not lame, 
neither can the bunch be found. 
Respectfully yours, P, N, GRANGER. 
Price, $1 per bottle, or six bottles for $5. All 

Druggists haye it or can get it for you, or it will 
be sent to any address on receipt of price by the 
proprietors, B. J. KENDALL & CO. 

Enosburgh Falls, Vermont 

BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 

Field, Covet, and Trap Shooting, 
BY A. H. BOGARDUS. 

FPrice, $2.00. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 

Warner's Safe Pills are an immediate 
A stimulus for a Torpid-Liver, and cure Cos- 
h tiveness, Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Bil- 

j ious Diarrhea, Malaria, Fever and 
Agne, and are useful at times in nearly all 

4 diseases to cause a free and regular action of 
the Bowels, The best antidote for all Diuin~ 

| rial Poison. Price, 25 cents a Box. 
Warner's Safe Nervine quickly gives 

i Rest and Sleep to the suffering, cures Mead. 
ache and Neuvalgia, Prevents Mpilepiic 

S| Fits, and is the bestremedy for Nervous Pros- 
tration brought on by excessive drinking, 
oyer-work, mental shocks, and other causes. 
SAFE 3 Liver It relieves the pains of 

y Bue an a ney- 
A erinjurious to the sys- KiDNe’ CoRE : 2 

AFE - 
DIABETES 

4 tem. The best of all 
| Nervines. 
4 Bottles of two sizes; 

CuRE prices, 50 cts. and SI. 

GAFE BITTERS (7 WARNER’S Safe 

SAFE NERVINE 
SAFE Pils. - | TAysete. 

Remedies are sold by 
Drugelats & Dealera in 

m& Medicine everywhere. 

H.H. Warner & Co, 
Proprictors, 

ROCHESTER, N, ¥. 
(oPSend for pampbiet and 

= testimonials. 

RUIWART vserisnor roe GHAMPAGHES Established 1729. P 
Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality, 

Verzenay, dry, full bodied, rich flavor. 

Marte Blanche, Fruity, delicate fiayor, not too 

TZ 

dry. DODGE, CAMMEYER & CO., 

Cortlandt 8t., Sole Ag’ts for the United States 
——————_—_—_$_$_—<¥_$_—_$—$_$_$_$_=_=—&xX—X—X—X—KKK—aK—n“—“—_veOeOoloeles—— 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME 

Nos. 289 & 290 Washington Market, N. ¥. 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 

Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 
NOTARY PUBLIC. 

No, 237 Broadway, Room 17, New York City, 

All business vromptly attended to, 

85 to $20 Stree AdawesSTINGON SOO, 
. ant. it. 

Tt Se Smposaible to remain long alck when Hop Bittars are used, 

Balmy sleep, 

good digestion, 

rich blood and 

perfect health 

in Hop Bitters, 

ee aS aa 

to perfect are they in thelr operation. 
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THIS CUT REPRESENTS TH 

BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT, 
THE BEST SPORTSMAN’S OUTFIT MADE 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND SAMPLES WITH RULES FOR MEASURE. 

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 
Oak Hall, Boston, Mass. 

mor“ BEATS THE WORLD.” xx. 

Old JudgesSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 

“Ola dudge’”’ Cigarettes. 

MAs UFACTURED under Letters Patent granted Charles G. Emery, March 5, 1878, 
by which the rice eure used as wrappers is so prepared that the un leasant odor and urious 

effects of the O1L OF CREOSOTE thrown oif Shen banc is completely neutralized or destroyed, 
and the paper made saliva proof to prevent its breaking or melting in the mouth, The great advant- 
age and aparece of this invention will at once be recognized by all smokers, and its truth de- 
monstrated by the first “Old nore Cigarettes they smoke. Neither will they ReTre a printed 
certificate from any sminent Professor of Chemistry to conyince them they haye heretofore, in 
smoking Cigarettes made of PURE RICE PAPER, been inhaling one of the deadlicst poisons known, 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. 

GOODWIN & CO., Manufacturers 207 and 209 Water st. 
NEW YORE. 

KRUG & CO’S |THE POULTRY WORLD, 

CHAMPAGNES!| teamenca rou THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD. 

STANDARD AND DRY. 

TENTS, HAMMOCKS, 

Patent Decoys, 

AND LEATHER JACKETS. 

(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry. 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 

r year; the AMERICAN 
LTRY YARD for $1.50 
sh papers for $2.00, 

: A series of twelve mag- 
am, ficent Chromos, each rep- 

Eee resenting a standard breed 
of fowls, sent for 75 centa 

all subscribers to either publication, 

The Sportsman's Wine | 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

SOLE AGENTS, 

South William street, NewYork / &' tf 
=e ~ a SSS sss XS 

and cure for Feyer and Aguu, nothing aquils 1 For Weakneu and General Debility, and 

os A Tittle Hop; n 
rots + Bitterasaves big “mes 

=n doctor Dillsand jie 
ES ie long sickness, 

acy Cures Drowel- 

1879. This Chain will 

be $8 euch. Liberal 

This cut is a fac-simile of the Sportsmen’s Chain, patented by N. M. SHEPARD, April 15, 
Filled, and will be warranted to wear equal to a Solid Gold Chain from f i i i i z a o¢ 1 our to six years. The retail price will 

») discounts to Clubs or Societies ordering twelye or more atone. time, 
Pigeon, Glass Ball or Target Shooting, consisting of Shot, Shells, 

» be made of Solid Gold upon application, at the lowest market price. 

’ other house, 

a Fy oO 
een ae 
a) ae Bee Eas, ao ie 

be made from the very best quality of ROLLED GOLD PLATE, or what is known as Gold eT Beae z 

Emblematie for APRIL 15, 1879. g E se5 
Cartridges, and a Gun or Rifle for bar, will also os 5 pe 
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EVERYTHING IN THE JEWELRY LINE \ te " \ Ae 
I HAVE A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF iy BS 20 

Masonic, Odd Fellows, Knights Pythias, Eastern Star Pins, Rings and Jewels ae =p 
OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE. #3" Ele) 
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Shooting, Rowing, Athletic, Firemen’s, College and Schoo! Medals, 

ARE A SPECIALTY WITH THIS HOUSE. 
We have the largest stock on hand of any house in this country, and do more business in this line than any 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 2ic. 

N. M. SHEPARD, 150 Fulton Street, New York. 
SPECIAL ORIGINAL DESIGNS, NOT IN CATALOGUE, FURNISHED ON; APPLICATION, 

Tmanufacture to ordér at sho et Badg: Tnited Sta’ both gold and & 
silver, Fil information given pone apphontion, ae i har 9 > F 
All the Army Corps Badges on 
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Special to the Readers of this Journal! ! 
THE UNDERSIGNED respectfully invite an examination of this page, and promise that the time thus spent by any person 

interested in sewing, shall be profitably invested. 

DO NOT BE PREVENTED from doing this because you think you know all about Sewing Machines, or imagine that one 

machine is just as good as another, or that the one you have is the best. : 

We freely admit the comparative merits of the leading machines now on the Market, but claim that 

| 
This Machine stands far apart from and ahead ofall others in the World, 

ON THE SIMPLE GROUND ‘OF 

The GREAT DIFFERENCE and SUPERIORITY ofits MAKE and LEADING FEATURES. 
To make this apparent, we submit the following Illustrations showing different parts of the Machine :— 

Fig. 1—Descriptive Cut of the ‘“ Automatic,” 

The Spool is placed in a horizontal 2 Most of the movements of this machine 

position on Spool pin, from which the are rotary, the reciprocating motions be- 

thread is unwound, without revolving the ing produced by eccentrics, and a very 

spool, by Pull-off; the thread is then 

taken by the “Automatic Tension Device,” 

high rate of speed being consequently 

attainable — as high as three thousand 

and perfect seams obtained on all the va- stitches per minute—with perfection of 

‘ease and light running, and without the 

slightest detriment to the machine, or to thread or silk, without depending in the 

least upon the judgment, skill or exper- 

. 
: vious kinds of material, with any size of 

| 
| =the regularity or strength of the seam. 

tence of the operator. This cannot be » No other sewing machine can approach it 

_ truthfully said of any other Sewing Ma- =2==2== = n this respect. It is absolutely silent and 

chine. vee == ~* unequaled in durability. 

: The Term “ Automatic’? or “Wo Tension, ” was never used in connection with Sewing Machines until we introduced this Ma- 

: chine in 1875. The popular favor awarded to it instantly caused other Companies to imitate the phraseology of our advertisements. | 

: No person who takes the trouble to investigate can be deceived by such a course, but unfortunately for themselves, many persons do not 

jnvestigate. but allow themselves to be prejudiced. 
Fig. 2—Showing manner of obtaining correct length of Stitch. Fig. 3.—Cut Showing No. 5 Stand or Table with Cover. 

{| Machine is mounted on a Black Walnut Table, with three 
H side drawers (with locks,) Hxtension Table, and Ornamented 

Tron Stand. on Casters; has Paneled Cover with Lock and 

be AUT OMA T ic gy Hinges 

Or *‘No Tension Sewing Machine’ 

STIFCH 

<<< | h 

(On account of its distinctive merits) 
° for 
& 

JUTE 
Commands a Higher Price 

ONNPRNOOG AD QNNNMMDVEEHH CLVELIT ttl 
“ |) COMMAnmwwoR NEEDLE Ji lt Sour 

i=) 

than any other in the World, 

When its 

IS Handle of States QUALITIES AND MERITS 
To make length of stitch required, move the handle of Stitch 

Regulator till the proper number appears through the opening. De _The Stand is a model of perfection.. ‘The treadle requires no 
It is impossible to do imperfect work, and accidental ripping is oil, and therefore soiling of Carpets is avoided. Notice the 
entirely avoided. safety Pitman and patent Brake, &e. 

‘ No Lady Careful of Heatth will use any other Sewing Machine 
In replying to this advertisement, please quote its number (No. 932) This will accommodate us, and will be of some 

benefit to you. . 

* * Tt will be to your interest to deal direct with the Company, and we shall be happy to arrange for you to have a 

full and free trial of the Machine in your own home. Address :— 

WILLCOX & GIBBS SEWING MACHINE COMPANY, 

Advertisement No.932 65¢ Broadway, New York, 
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ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Orandae Ducking: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 

MSend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 
PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

DUR. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER C0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Yu 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDER. 

The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT'’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, have maintained their, 

yreat og ae for seventy-elght years. Manu4 
/scture the following celebrated brands of Pow- 
der: 

DUPON®?'S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
quickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

Ball and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 

Ball, Pigeon, Duck, and other shooting. 

$ DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
| grain for pistol shooting. 

' DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG, ‘SHA SHOOTING,” 
FFG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle 
shooting ,the FFG snd FSG for general use, 

burning strong and moist, 
|_ @PORTING, MINING, SHIPPING, and BLAST- 
ING POWDERS of all sizes and descriptions. 
Special grades for export. Cartridge, Musket, 

mnon, Mortar, and mmoth Powder, U. 8. 
Government standard., Powder manufactured 
to order of any required grain or proof. Agen- 
cies in all cities and principal towns throughout 
the U.S. Represented by ( 

FE, L, KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S FG or FFG 

fPowder for long range rifle shooting. 

THE HAZARD POWDER COMPAMY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s ‘‘Hlectric Powder.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of sirength and cleanliness, Pagked in squaro 

Canisters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.” 

Nos, 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
6}1b. kegs. <A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Welladaptedto shotguns, 

Hazard's “‘Duck Shooting.’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). Inland 51b. canistera 
and 6} and 12} lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
 diedeee For fleld, forest, or water shooting, 
t ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘‘Kentucky Rifle.’ 

BFPG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting’ FG in kegs of 
25, 124, and 61 lbs. and cansof5lbs. FFFGis also 
packed inland +1b. canisters. Burnsstrongand 
moist. The FF¥G and FFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, nnd the *'Sea Shooting”’ 
RG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country, 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DBR; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOR, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 
The shove.can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
gale at our office. 

[88 WALLSTREET, NEW YORE. 

BIN GirSsEx 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEYW’S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 Superior Rifle, En- 

fleld Rifle, and Col. Hawker’s Ducking, W. 
STITT, 61 Cedar St., N. Y. Agent for the U. 8. 

FARRAR’S POGKET MAP 

Moosehead rake 
PRICE, $1 00. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

ae 
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Tatham & Bro’s, 
NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 
for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. 

“CHILLED” 

Tt is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing, 

RED LABEL, BLUE LABEL, 

Compressed Buck Shot, 
First Premium Centennial Exhibition. Report 

—'fixact uniformity of size, truly spherical form, 
high degree of finish and general excellence. 

Founded Jnly 4, 1803. 

CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr, Carver, champion rifle-shot of thé world; and 

ali the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in thex matches, Our challenge 

to shoot @ long range rifle match, ss published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world, Address 

DITTMAR POWDER M’F’G Co., 
P. 0. Box 836. 24 Park Place, New York 

VANITY FAIR 
* MILD"—Rare Old Virginia. “HALViS"—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 Fisst Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880, 

Special concession by the French Government, and onsalein all civilized countrics. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, WW @ KIMBALL &CO. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. 

HODGMAN & CO, 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

New York, 
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGARETTES 

SPARKS’ | 
American Chilled Shot. | 

Rivaling the English and All Others. 

AND BUCK SHOT AND | 
R LEAD. 

STANDARD DROP 
BA 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. | 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. , 
| 

Miscellaneous. 

_RUBBBER ip g | 

uning aul Fishing uth, 
; _ COMPRISING ff b 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, |B i] 
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, 

Rubber Blankets, 

And Complete Rubber Outfits. 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue, 

Cc. F. A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORK. 

FRANK H. ATKINSON, 
Book and General Job Printer, 

36 and 38 John St., Hew York, 

CURES BY ABSORPTION. . 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 

*“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, — 
isa postitive cure; it has never falled. 

“ Sapanule”’ has no equal for Chronic Lame- 
ness, Lame Back, Iumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dia- 
eases of the Skin, Hrysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eczema, 
Humors_of the Scalp, .¢tc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all infammatory dis- 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and & permanent cure b; 
using “Sapanule, Used in sponge or foot ba 
removes soreness of body, limbs and feet, 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded, 

Sold by all prneeiey Price, 50c., and $1 per 
bottle. Send for illuminated circular and carda, 

SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY, 
Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 

FERGUSON’S PATENT 

Rubber Shooting Jacket. 

FineArchery, 
PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS.’ 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable, 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, ADJUSTABLE 
Johnson’s Guide to 

SHON tet SANGRE HOMOEOPATHI REFLECTING 
In Shooting Poweor Destenea Deumonern See canteen LAMPS, 

$4 Pages, Bvo., 11 n Cloth; Price $2.00, 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows hare no Bent Tea hanaitar leetpt ot price.—this is the Jatest work With 
On that subject issued, aud will be found of great service to all 
desirous of treating the cnmmon ailments themselves in tha 
Mostexpeditions and safest manner. Addresst HOERICKE & 
TAFEL, HomGoPaTaa PRARMACIES at New Yous; Pi adelphiay 
Haltimore, New Orleans, Ohicaco or San Pranctseo. The Older 
Homeopathic Medicine House in tha Us. Established In 184%. (a) 

Hoi¥ BOD-LIVER OIL 

LOGOMOTIVE REFLECTORS. 

NEW MODELS FOR 1880, THE “UNIVER- 
SAL” combines HEAD, STAFF and BOAT- 
TACK, CAMP LAMP, HAND and DARK LAN- 
TERN, BELT LAMP, DASH and CARRIAGE 
LAMP, etc, 

THE EXCELSIOR 
JACK AND DASH LAMPRP, 

For Sportsmen and others. 
THE EXCELSIOR 

DASH AND GARRIAGE LAMP. 

Superior. 
Bows sent C. O..D. on trial when 25 per cent. 

of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can bs returned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges. 
Llustrated circulars sent free. 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York. 

% EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 

MOLLER’ 

## = = va a 

Is perfectly pure. Pronounced the best by the high- 
est medica! authoritiesin the world. Giyen highest i a Burns any kind of oil, also candles; not affected 
award at 12 World's Wxpositions, and at Paris, 1878 | 4; WIND, RAIN or JOLT > can b 

CHEAPER THAN GLASS, Samples sent by Sold by Druggists. W. H. Schieffelin d& Co., N.Y. iy Jind of dash or Pate hlewonk 

mail, 2i cents. Our Decoy Diving a i 
dendly on ducks; by mail, él pe a a 

DIVING DECOY CO., Rochester, N.Y. 
eRe IMPROVED RUST PREVENTER, ~ 

For Fire-arms, Cutlery, Tools, Machinery, eta. 
Superior to all others. 

jend stamp for Illustrated Catalogue. 

BOG ae nn ares We ALOE eee gt hn 2 ALBERT [FERGUSON outht. : 7 ses i Send stump for Catalosne. Say ’ 
Portland, Maine, Rifios, Shot Guns, Hevolyare, ent go: de for examina tlon 65 Ful ‘ ton streetyN. 

° ~ - 
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: CHICAGO LAWYERS IN THE BRITISH WILDERNESS. 

_ God never did make a more calm, quiet and innocent recreation 
han angling,—IzAak WALTON, 

E pity the man who would not gladly travel a 

thousand miles for the sport we are now enjoy- 

ng. Thescenery, the climate and the fishing continue 

to fill our bodies with vigor and our spirils with enthu- 
siasm. 
We had long heard of this asa famous trout stream, 

ind in no respect are we disappointed. If the traveler 
onthe Hudson admiresits Palisades, wé look in admi- 
tation on towering cliffs two hundred feet high; if other 
fishermen glow with enthusiasm in capturing the trout 

of Northern Michigan, or Maine and the Adirondacks, 

we are landing those which, in a nobler stream, grow to 

far larger proportions, A single trout landed yesterday 
would fully furnish the head of the family table of any 

of our friends, and our saddest thought is that we are so 
far away as to render that impossible, 

Our party is organized with a view to do ample justice 
to the attractions of this northern wilderness ; James L, 
High, John Lyle King, Joseph E, Bonfield and myself, 
Jawyers, and Lorenzo Pratt, Esq., who, though not tech- 

ically a lawyer, has mingled sufficiently with the pro- 
fession to entitle him to associate in the ranks established 

Why + it that lawyers are such fishermen? There 
are two parties now on the river besides our own, and 
hearly every member isalawyer, To atone for the two 

non-professionals, two of the lawyers from Louisiana 

have brought theiz wives, said to be the first white 
women who have evar ascended this river. We have 

found the same thing true in other trips. 
This river heing the outlet of the lake of the same 

Mame lying about forty miles north, is one of the most 
‘important streams on the north shore of Lake Superior, 

and except when contracted into narrows or rapids, is 

irom fifteen to thirty rods wide, and fox about ten miles 
its length it widens into lakes varying from half a 

Tnile to two miles in width. Most of the good fishing is 
the upper half of the river, and much of that is of 

Such a character that uo experienced angler would think 

and other short stretches, which would aggregate prob- 
ably four or five miles of river, within which the fisher- 
man should confine his efforts, 

For years we had had this trip in expectation—not ac- 
complished on account of the reported difficulty of 
reaching here, and the time occupied in going and re- 
turning. But haying set our hearts on coming this sea- 

son, diligent investigation reyealed a practicable and 

speedy route, and the trip has developed less delays and 

difficulties than we had feared. The trouble has been 
that in order to reachRed Rock, at the‘mouth of Nepigon 

River, if is necessary for the steamers to ascend Nepigon 
Bay, nearly forty miles, thus carrying them farther 
out of their course than they are willing togo. But 

now two steamers of the North Shore Line stop regu- 
larly at Red Rock, and by arranging to meet one of these 

at Sault St. Marie or Duluth the whole trip is made easy 
and delightful. Itis probable that the accommodations 
for next season will be more complete and better under- 

stood, 
Like ancient Gaul, this journey was divided into three 

parts—the first by rail to Duluth, the second by steamer 
to Red Rock, the third, which is the only one which now 
concerns us, is by birch bark canoes, which are the in- 
separable companions of sportsmen on these waters, In 
just three days atter leaving Chicago we were on this 
river, which, though flowing through an unbroken wil- 
derness to-day, has been regularly traveled by the hardy 
agents of the Hudson Bay Company long before the first 
white settler arrived in Chicago. 

THE INDIANS, 

From the various wigwams, 4s well as from the Mis- 
sion two miles up the river, the Indians flocked about, 
not thrusting their services upon us as guides, but judi- 
ciously waiting to be engaged ; and when the six were 
selected they commenced getting the canoes in readiness 
and packing up the camp equipage and supplies, while 
we were discarding the garments which Chesterfield con- 
sidered the true test of an Hnglish gentleman, and sub- 
stituting those which would better answer our present 
purpose, It was a handsome sight—our three canoes 
working up the rapids, the Indians shouting and whoop- 
ing, apparently chaffing one another in their rude Chip- 
péewa dialect, and as they disappeared around a bend in 
the river we less romantically followed the track across 
the point, and in afew moments were joined by our In- 
dians, when we learned that they must stop for break- 
fast. To those unfamiliar with Indian ways, it may seem 
a little strange that these simple children of nature 
should not haye breakfasted, as usual, seyeral hours before. 
Tt was a lucky thing that High’s letter to the Company’s 
agent had not arriyed, as expected, three days before us, 
For if, as could easily be demonstrated, no Indian within 
two miles of the post, capable of acting as a guide, had 
breakfasted at 11 o’clock, and all in anticipation of a 
contingent brealxfast as guide to five unheralded sports- 
men arriving late the evening before, what must have 
been the result had the vision of these possible break- 
fasts in expectation, or contingency, been opened before 
a larger number of these innocent wards of the nation? 
But once in a canoe the Indian appears at his best. He 
knows just what he can safely do and what he cannot ; 
what rapids hecan run; how much wind and wave he 
can paddle her through ; howswift a current he can pole 
her up, and how many awkward white men he can carry 
in her without lettthg any of them tumble out. He is 
also good in an emergency. The first day out our largest 
canoe, valued as carrying our respected friends High and 
Pratt, and also as transporting our principal commissary 
supplies, ran upon a rock and stoye a hole in the bottom, 
through which the water rushed in furiously, half filling 
her before she could reach the shore. She was emptied 
instantly, turned on the bank and quickly inspected. 
The bark covering was torn off over a space at least two 
feet square. Of the four Indians in council, one started 
into the woods with an axe, another built a fire and pre- 
pared the pan of pitchy compound which they always 
carry, while the others, with their knives, cut away all 
the damaged bark, and then moved the ribs and lining 
until a regular hole was exposed, through which a man 
might easily crawl. By this time the first craftsman had 
returned from the woods with an ample supply of birch 
bark, whica they fitted in from the inside of the canoe, 
leaving a wide lapping of the bark on every side. Then 
they replaced the ribs and ye bored little holes all 
along the edges of the original bark, into which they 
drove wooden pegs, and finally, after a liberal smearing 
with pitch, a strip of cotton cloth and another smearing 
of pitch are added, and the frail craft is launched as 
seaworthy as ever, and rides as beautifully as though she 
were built by a worthy master, and might long “laugh 
at all disaster.” 

There is an Indian epeud to the effect that once the 
birch trees grew perfectly smooth and straight, and with 
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no branches till near the top. But as the Great Spirit— 
Nana-Bijoo—was going through the country, to see 
whether everything was asit should be, he found that 
the Indians were too lazy ; so he took a buftch of willow 
twigs and whipped the birch trees, bringing out knots all 
over them, thus making it much harder to build a canoe, 
This is the only thing which the Indian has against his 
God, and for this he has never quite forgiven. him, 

But aside froma few good points in wooderaft and 
watercraft, it is difficult to find amyone who has ever 
had much to do with the Indian who has much faith in 
him, or in the prospect of doing anything for him. In 
his native state he isa haathen. Brought into contact 
with the white race, he at once contracts their vices, and. 
eannot be taught their virtues. His last condition is 
worse than his first. The Jesuits have sustained missions 
along the north shore for over two hundred years, and 
what haye they accomplished? His destiny is like that 
of other inferior races—to die out before the superior, 
and because they are not, except in rare instances, ca- 
pable of civilization. 

THE PERFECTION OF FISHING. 
Saturday morning, as the Indians were breaking camp, 

Bonfield and myself ran out inthe smallest canoe to a 
riffle opposite the point, where we had raised several fish 
the evening before, and anchored in the stream, At 
almost the first cast a two pounder rose to his fly, and in 
another moment I had his mate running down stream at 
the end of my line, Before Thad landed my fish Bons 
field had hooked his second, and while he was plunging 
him Pratt came to the point) and shouted to us to come 
in, as they were ready to go on. But after weighing my 
fish, and finding that Bonfield had at least five minutes; 
work before him yet, I naturally throw my fly in again, 
and quick asa flash out spun the line asa noble fish 
struck out for the middle of the river. This was encours 
aging to us, but discouraging to the others, who had set 
their hearts on pushing ahead, Pratt, at the pomt, was 
reinforced by High and King, who exacted the promise 
that we would come in as soon as we had landed our 
present fish. While we were thus enjoying the first 
really fine fishing on the river they were suggesting all 
sorts of speedy methods, not content with giving the 
lively creatures their legitimate enjoyment of the angler's 
skill. Bonfield, on landing his second fish, considerately 
placed his rod in the boat, lest another cast should an- 
chor him to a third, and then all the energies of the 
party were concentrated upon my expeditious capture of 
what proved to be a three and a quarter pound fish. 
Then, reluctantly, we joined the other canoes, fearing 
lest another stopping place might not develop as lively 
sport and our piscatorial appetites sharpened to the 
keenest edge by this taste of the famous fishing on this 
far-famed river, 
At noon we pitched our camp at the edge of a small 

waterfall, the large pool below which promised well. 
From $3 to 4 o’clock the whole party whipped this pool in 
every part, and with every variety of fly. We tried the 
shallow water and the deep, the swift water and the 
quiet, the eddies and the swirls, the center and the cir- 
cumference, the foam at the foot of the falls and the 
rapids and rocks opposite—but allin vain. Not asingle 
trout showed his glittering side, or even deigned to m- 
spect the feathery cheat which we lightly drew oyer the 
surface of the water. 

Bonfield and I were in agony, and our sorrow’s crown 
of sorrow was remembering happier things, Ieeling that 
our omy hope now was in the swift water above, we 
made the short portage around the falls, and worked our 
way upward toward a broad and handsome riffle, where 
for at least forty yards the roughness of the rocky bot- 
tom was duplicated at the surface of the swift water 
six feet above. Across half its breadth the current was 
rapid as 2 mill tail, and the united efforts of our Indians 
at their setting poles were required to hold the canoe in 
position. Only when they could get them wedged into 
crevices between the rocks could they succeed in holding 
her against the sweeping current of the full river, rush- 
ing toward the falls, 

TRUE HAPPINESS, 
Now began the true happiness of the angler, and the 

reward of his toils, the solace for any disappointments, 
the balm for any woes, Hach of us strucka fish at al- 
most the same instant, and our light rods bent and waved 
with eyery motion of the fierce captives. The Indians 
joined the passion of the contest, The rapid current 
aided the fish and added momentum to his eyery run. 
The contest called forth all our energy and skill, The 
fish living in the swift current were quicker, stronger and 
gamier than those found in the pools, Bonfield’s stuck 
persistently to the bottom; mine dashed desperately 
about. as though determined to be free from the torbur- 
ing hook. Our light poles swayed and waved with eyery 
motion, but always maintained that regular curve under 
the severest pressure, which is the highest test of excel- 
lence of material and workmanship. We must give the 
fish reasonable play, or they would break our light 
tackle; we must keep them under some control, or our 
lines would be crossed and entangled, and both fish prob- 
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ably escape. High and Iing, from their canoe on the op- 
posite side of the river, altamately applanded and chaffed 
us, while the Lndians sounded the whoop-ta, out signal for 
attention and encouragement. Bonfield would succeed 
in working his fish toward the boat, when off he would 
go again Jike a shot, and mine would seem to take the 
signal and carry out the line with the familiar zip so dear 

to the angler’s ear. The finest music in the world is the 

click of the revolving veel, asa strong, game fish carries 

out the line with passionate energy, The most exquisite 

curve is that of a well-made trout rod, held with all the 
pressure it will safely bear. Por the true enjoyment of 
both we need a light canoe and a rapid, rolling river. 

But our fish seemed impressed with the importance of 
the occasion, though possibly not touched with the 
gsthetic quality of the sport, and whenever we at- 
tempted to bring them near the surface or the canoe, at 

the first look they would tum and dart away as though 
discerning an eyil omen it our anxious eyes, Finally, 
Bonfield swung his line toward the bow of the canoe and 

brought up his fish, which William skillfully netted, at 

the same time disclosing the dangerous fact that the 

movement had crossed my line; but luckily a short mo- 

tion of my rod brought my fish near the surface, and 

‘William instantly ran his net under it and brought both 

struggling into the canoe. They were the two hand- 

gomest fish of the trip thus far, and the scales were 

speedily applied, Bonfield had four anda half pounds, 

and I liad three and five eighths, 
From thattime until sunset one or the other was al- 

most constantly employed with a trout of two pounds or 
upward. Twice Bonfield drew in his fly, saying that he 
Was satisfied; but the sight of my bent rod each time 

proved too great a temptation, and in a few casts a three 

pounder would rise boldly for him, and be punished ac- 

cordingly. At sunset we willingly turned for camp, and 

in passing I dropped a fly just off the end of a fallen 
pine, extending far out into the current, and quick as a 
flash the line spun out toward the shore, but stopped at 
the tree top, and Ino longer felt the action of the fish. 
T knew that he was a fine one, and that if he got the line 

fast in the tree top he would break the leader like a sin- 
gle hair, I told the Tndians to run the canoe toward the 
shore along the tree top, and then drop it slowly down, 
Meanwhile I gently endeayored to free the line. Then, 
as we came within a rod of the fish, he rushed off with 
the current, The line was free: the fish was still fast; 
my fingers burned with the friction of the line as 1 en- 
deavored to check his wild career. Half, two-thirds, 
three-quarters of the line vanished from the reel. A 
crisis was imminent. I gave the rod every ounce of 
strain I dared, fill it formed far more than a semi-circle. 
The fish went to the bottom, and appeared to be resting 
for another plunge. It was a dangerous spot for another 
such effort, as there were two more projecting tree tops 
below. Torun out into the stream was even more dan- 
gerous, as the current was too strong for the paddles and 
too deep for the setting poles, Bonfield called for ihe 
time of the contest; it-was 7.05. To allow the fish to 
stay on the bottom would delay our comrades, who had 
returned to camp. Whenever I started him his runs 
were desperate, aud twice again after I had reeled hin 
up he carried ont nearly all thelme. Twice he struck 
for the shore, and pulled like a sailor hoy, while Bonfield 
struck up the appropriate song. Darkness was falling 
uponus, The water had exchanged its purple fora more 
impenetrable hue, The moon just showed above the hill 
top, and by itslight we landed my treasure, Bonfield 
called time; it was 7.57. We applied the scales; they 
showed two ounces oyer four pounds, and seldom have 
louder shouts gone from a single canoe than from ours as 
we rounded into the camp below, Bonfield had fiye fish 
which weighed over three pounds each; Thadfour. He 
had not losta single fish which he had hooked; 1 had 
lost one, Onihe grass before the tent we laid our two 
rows of spotted sides, and ow generous companions were 
prompt and free in their expressions of pleasure and ac- 
Iniration. High says that it was an affecting sight when 
Bonfield and I first stood before the artay—that we 
cheered and embraced, and cheered again, and then 
broke the single bottle of claret reserved tur some state 
ovcasion. Bonfield proposed the toast: ‘Conquerors are 
sometimes yainglorious; Bissell, let us drink to o- 
selves.” Bonfield wanted to haye two camp fires ighted, 
one on each side of our fish, and sit up all night looking 
ati them. ; 

Thus might have ended a glorious day; but Nature 
now claims ovr atlention. Our camp faced the north, 
as befitted the direction of our wanderings, and suddenly 
a bright aurora was displayed before us. The whole 
northern heavens were Lghted brilliantly, and belts and 
bands and streamers of electric ightshaped and unfolded 
themselves before our delighted eyes, and faded slowly 
away 10 give place to new forms of fleeting glory, Soon 
these changetul, Uncertain phantoms began to shape 
themselves into more regular outline and distinguishable 
substance, and forming into a grand serid] procession 
from below Cassiopeia’s Chair on the right, ranging 
nearly to mid-heayen, and then down far beyond the last 
star in Ursa Major, They moyed in bright array across 
the sky, like the hundred spokes of « grand celestial 
wheel, slowly turning toward the west, new shafts of 
light ever springing up in the east as the first sank to the 
western horizon, ‘The poctical longing of the heart has 
always been said to be toward the east, but with us tray- 
eling northward all the deities of water, forest aud sky 
seem to allure and inspire us still toward the north, 

JosiAn FH, BIssELn, 
In Camp on Nepigon River, Aug. 24th, 1879. 

(Lo be contintted.) 
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A SPORTING REMINISCENCE, OF 

THE WAR. 
Sac hi : 

S Forrmst AND STREAM seems to Inyile correspond- 

ents who are lovers of nature, and the manly and 

honorable sports which it encourages, to give their varied 

« experience,” Twill give ming in a section of our great 

country of which 1 have as yet seen Ro mention im its 

columns; previous ta which, allow me to express my 

high appreciation of your paper. Ii is ever t welcome 

visitor in my household, as well to the wife and little 

ones as to others; and, in my judgment, no paper rb 

lished in our land is domg more to cement good fel ow- 

ship between the North and South. Here, at the South, 

the sporting class ia, as a general rule, found among the 

refined and cultivated gentlemen, who were formerly the 
large slaveholders, and who controlled the sentiment and 
politics of the South ; and now, siiice the fortune of war 
has gone against them, they have buried the hatchet,and 
will be found ever ready to smoke the pipe of peace with 
their Northern brethren, and will goas far as any men 
toward maintaining the honor and glory of America. 
An apt illustration may bé found im the pleasant 
intercourse and relations which exist between your 
correspondent, who was one of ** Lee’s miseratiles,” and a, 
neighbor, who was a gallant Union soldier, settled here 
since the war. Both of us are keen sportsmen, fond of 
dogs and guns, and during the hunting season we are to- 
gether in the fields and forests after partridge, pheasants 
and wild turkeys, and when nicht comes we haye a pleas- 
ant chat over jhe last number of FOREST AND STREAM. 

The region to which I call the attention of your read- 
ers is the southeastern part of South Carolina, between 
the Gombahee and Savannah riyers, In November, 1861, 
the battery in which your correspondent was a commis- 
sioned officer was sent from Richmond and reported to 
General Lee at Coosawhatchie, and was assigned to duty 
in the district above mentioned, to guard the Charleston 
and Savanngh Railroad from any raid from the direction of 
Port Royal, There we vemained during the winter and 
spring of 1862, stationed for the greater part of the time 
on one of the inlets of the sea separating the mainland 
from the farfamed ‘! Sea Islands.” Our military opera- 
tions during this period were of no importance, and we 
had nothing in the way of fighting beyond an otcasional 
masking of a battery against one of the ‘* Lincum gun- 
boats,” in which we frequently came out second best. 
In our first rencontre with these monsters we lost all 
our tents, and heing unable to procure others, we had to 
spend the whole of the winter under the spacions canop 
of the gigantic liye oaks of that country, or in brush 
huts, Lhe climate, however, was so mild, resembling 
that of Eastern Florida, that we experienced no incon- 
venience from our loss until the approach of summer, 

There being na enemy to fight, we had no difficulty 
(two of us who were sportsmen) in obtaining leave to hunt 
or fish, every day orso. In this delightful way we passed 
thetime. We hail carried with us from Virginia a rifle 
and a double-barrel shot gun; and although what is 
known hy sportsmen as ‘shot were not to be obtained 
for loye or money, we never failed to procure abundance 
of powder and lead from unexploded shrapnel, the lead 
from which we manufactured into bullets for the rifle, 
and slugs for the shot gun. Tt was by mere chance that 
we discovered what a sportsman’s paradise we were in. 
The Confederate commissariat being proverbially lean, I 
proposed one day to go out with one of the men, who was 
an excellent huntsman, to see if I could not find game. 
So off we went into an extensive forest, bordering on 
one of those dismal swamps which constitute a distin- 
guishing feature of the South, which here, as elsewhere, 
is made intricate and difficult of access by reason of the 
countless patasitical vines, many eyergreen. which 
coyer nearly every tree, and which with the peculiar 
fray moss hang in festoons from branch to branch, lend- 
ing that weird and sombre cast to the scene which is so 
impressive. 

Observing that there were one or more nests im nearly 
every tree coyered with vines, I requested my companion 
to pull one of the vines which ran up to the most prom- 
ising looking nest near me, He did so, and out rana 
squirrel, which I shot, We continued this operation, 
nest shaking, for some time, until we had secured as 
many squirrels as we desired, an opossun', and two or 
three raccoons. On our return toward the camp we dis- 
covered a large covey of partridge (Ortyx virginianus) 
on the ground, and having no dog, and being hungry for 
such delicious game, I thought myself justified in firin: 
at them on the ground, which I did, killing about half o 
the covey, Having some excellent cooks, upon our re- 
tum to cainp we weve in a few hours enjoying broiled 
partridge, roasted opossum and squirrel stew, with ap- 
petites only possessed by men who had been confined to 
hard tack and salt pork, and living in the openair, It 
should have been stated that the squirrels we killed, and 
which abound in this region in immense numbers, were 
the fox-squirrel, and principally the Carolina gray squir- 
rel (9. Carolinensis), which is rather smaller than the 
gray squirrel of our Northern States, and its flesh is much 
more highly esteemed, 

Thus teiminated our first day’s hunting, which af- 
forded us, though the game was small, as nuich exqui- 
site enjoyment as the Rocky Mountain hunter experi- 
ences from the killing of a fierce grizzly, or the lordly 
bison. Subsequent excursions in the forests and on the 
streams disclosed nobler game in great abundance, of 
which I will hereatter give you a detailed account, 
The next few days were employed by us in reconnoi- 

tering the country on the mainland between Bee’s Creek 
and the Combahee River. The greater part. was in swamps 
and original forest, interspersed by magnificent rice and 
cotton plantations. owned mostly by wealthy planters, 
whose residences were generally on the rivers and inlets, 
with handsome lawns running down to the water's edge, 
All were supplied with pretty and well-built row and sail 
boats, moored in sate places, But we seldom saw a house 
which was occupied by the owner or hisfamily, They 
had nearly all left ther houses deserted, and gone to the 
interior to what is known as the ‘‘ pine barrens,” or to 
one of the neizhboring cities, 

The cotton grown in this section is known as the ‘Sea 
Island ” or long staple, commanding a higher price than 
any other; anid the rice is said to he of better quality 
than that raised elsewhere. Many of the rice planta- 
tious, which are all on the streams, were in a high state 
of improvement, although the modes of culture.seemed 
to be yery primitive, and some had been in operation 
since colonial times. Many of the owners bear names 
known to fortune and to fame, identified with the his- 
tory of their State; and the owner of one beautiful 
plantation I visited on the Combahee River bears a name 
rendered illustrious by an ancestor who signed the Dec- 
laration of Independence. lentered many of these de- 
serted homes, and was struck very forcibly by a fact 
which sheds a world of light on tle political opinions 
and prejudices of these people, On the walls of nearl 
every hionse was hung a portrail or engraving of John C* 
‘Calhoun, just as we generally see jn Virginia houses the 
picture of George Washington. 

The vegetation of the district bears vstrong resemblance 
fo that of Northeastern Florida, to which your readers’ at- 

tention has heen.so frequently drawn, the most striking 
being the magnificent, magnolias, palmetto, liye-oaks, 
bay, yellow jasmine, etc. Of the fauna I will write | 
more particularly hereal'ter. MANACON. 

North Side, Va. 
re 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 

LACK RIVER rises among a few small lakes in the 
northern part of Michigan, winding for many miles 

through a wild, unbroken country, I+ empties into, or 
more properly runs through Black Lake for a short dis- 
tance, along the northwest portion of the lake, leaving it 
as Us outlet, runhing for a distance of about twenty miles, : 
emptying into Cheboygan River a few miles above Che- 
boygan City. ho water is a clear, transparent black, 
and is one of thuse narrow, rapid streams peculiar to 
northern Michigan, It is passable for steam tugs for 
about five or six miles from its mouth to the foot of the 
rapids ; these extend about five miles, and run, not as a 
turbulent, boiling stream, but as though the waiter was 
thoroughly oiled, There are many rocks and boulders 
in the stream, but few of which stir up anything like a 
warn reception. These rapids can be run with a light 
boat with much enjoyment, but wilh these, as with all 
others, it is best to have some one experienced to manage 
affairs. For about three miles above therapids to Black 
Lake the waters are smooth, with not avery swift cur- 
rent, A trip to Black Lake has to be made by convey- 
ance, carrying boat and outfit from Chebvygan to the 
head of the rapids, where the road terminutes, Here 
everything is dumped from the wagon ; boat launched, 
stocked with tents, guns, provisions, and all the ne- 
cessary fixings for a few days’ enjoyinent away from 
everyhody but your own company, [From this latiding 
place you will haye a pull of three miles up as beautiful a, 
stream as Northern Michigan is proud of. What is pecu- 
liar about the shores of this stream is the hard wood 
underbrush and the Jack of pine and cedar with which | 
most of the streams are lined, and also the absence of the 
sand and marl. On the route from Cheboygan to the 
head of the rapids you will passa few farms that have 
been neatly laid ont, withan excellent soil—in a couple of 
instances heavy black soil—growing wheat far excelling 
in quantity and quality that raised in Ohio, IT learne 
that fifty bushels of wheat to the acre was no uncommon 
occurrence, and heard it stated by parties, who said thay 
actually knew, that Mr, So-and-So had raised and threshed 
sixty bushels to the acre, I made up my mind then and) 
there that I owed to Northern Michigan an apology, as I 
had considered it heretofore an excellent country for 
fishing and hunting (such Pie as there is there), plenty 
of sand, excellent pine and cedar timber, aud good for 
nothing else. This was undoubtedly owing (i my igno- 
rance in not posting myself, J hope they will aceept my 
apology, as 1 am well satisfied it is a much more excel- 
lent country than it has credit for being, and the tine 1s 
not far distant when this territory will be opened up by 
railroads and will be thickly settled. : 
From the landing of our boat above the rapids we had) 

an excellent sail, Yes, [say we had an excellent sail up 
that crooked and beautiful river, Our old fiend, Dave 
Smith, made the discoyery that the wind, which was 
blowing quite steadily, was directly up our course, and) 
he rigged up as handsome a sail as one would wish to 
look at, Cutting three poles, one about ten feet long for 
a maiimast, and two shorter, one for a cross pole at the 
top, and the other extending diagonally across the sail 
for support, and with a bed quilt for a sail, we were a5 
elegantly fixed as 2 squaw in a red shawl, no hat and 
barefooted. 
At Black Lake deer and bear are quite plentiful, and, 

fishing excellent. fj 
A slight snow had fallen the night before the first day's 

hunt, and all were up bright and early, each anxious for 
the first shot at a deer or bear, We had no hounds or: 
dogs of any species (which manner of hunting for deer I 
desire to be recorded as being decidedly opposed to), 
Taking separate directions in the woods for a still hunt 

for anything that might accidentally or o{herwise stumble 
over us, but a short time elapsed before the sharp cracle 
of arifle signaled something in danger. In about ten 
minutes another in the same direction, and then another, 
followed by a fusilade of a number of shots in rapid suc- 
cession. All hands made for the direction of the firing 
as rapidly as possible, fearing that one of the party must 
certainly have by that‘time a ‘thot box.” Coming in 
sight of the gentleman with the Winchester, he was dis- 
covered with knees bent, armsat elbow slightly extended, 
butt of gun on ground, and when within short hailing” 
distance a ‘‘ Hallo! what's the matter?” came from one 
of the party, No answer. Again, *‘ Hallo!” no answer. 
Upon coming up to him, found a very white face on a 
very shaky individual ; an empty gun, and a dead doe a 
few yards from him, indicating one good shot, Upon 
becoming sufliciently composed to talk, found he had 
knocked over the doe, killing it the first shot, and had 
walked up pearly to it when a slight rustling ahead at- 
tracted his attention, and there stood a buck, with head 
and tail up. He fired at and slightly wounded him, the 
red spots on the snow proving this. Scarcely had the 
smoke cleared away when up came another buck from 
the opposite direction, A shot produced no change in 
the deer’s course but a halt } another shot, and then the 
balance of the shells from his chamber and three or four 
snaps with an empty gun, and the deer still holding his 
position—distance about fifty yards, After the exhaustion 
of the amunition the deer came directly toward him un- 
til within about fifteen yards, when getting a good square 
look atithe cause of so much noise, left for parts unknown. 
Our friend thought the deer was going to eat him up. 

Black Lake is thoroughly stucked with fish, mostly 
pickerel, though in some places there is excellent basa 
fishing, I car think of no more beautiful place for an 
excellent time at hunting and fishing than here on the 
banks of this beautiful lake, 
Wonderful changes are being made inaccommodations 

in this country. I is really growing up like a mush- 
room, and still there is plenty of game and fish to supply 
the many who will ‘take in” this locality, At Pe- 
toskey, the terminus of the old reliable Grand Rapids and 
Indiana Railroad, ‘the fishing line,” the hotel accommo- 
dations will this year be far better than they were las 
and at the Occidental new rooms haye been added, 
one of the best caterers in Michigan, Mr, Andress, 
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this year take charge, He is 4 vety pleasant gentleman, 
anid one whose well and neatly spread lable, under the 
supervision of his handsome daughter, all will remember 
who haye stopped for meals at Marcelona, 
On the inland route, at the head of Crooked Lake, are 

a couple of smaller hotelsand a couple of ' floating pal- 
aces,” 7. é., large flat boats decked, roomed, carpeted and 
fitted up in shape to be towed to any point on the inland 
toute parties who charter them may wish; and on Crooked 
River there are a couple of primitives. 
At the head of Indian River we came to our old and 

true friend, Capt. Dave. Smith, at whose place I make 
my headquarters, and whose equal in the woods I have 
neyer met. Go there ; stop with him ; he will take care 
of you, and well, too. 
At the head of Mullet Lake ’a new building has. gone 

up, which looks large enough fora seaside house ; and 
thence on across Mullet Lake into Cheboygan River, 
passing the mouth of our Black River to Cheboygan, 
trom which point l started for Black Lake, 
ety 1st, FRANK N, BEEBE, 

glatuval Distarp. 

—Arddress all communications ta ‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

MY TAME OWL. 

Editon Forest and Stream :— 
Noticing some letters in the paper recently about owls, 

Twant to give my experience in taming one. Some time 
since I wrote a letter about a tame starling, At the time 
owe kept Jack (the starling), we were never without some- 
thing in the house that belonged to species supposed to 
‘be wild, and impossible to tame, but my mother never 
“gaye up until her kindness and love for these wild crea- 
tures overcame their fear ; and they would soon come at 
Tier call aud feed from her hands. We have kept a young 
Teveret, a hedge-hog (Erinaceug europeus), a woolly 
yabbit, and the tame starling, all at the same time, and it 
was fun to watch a big, tawny tomcat sitting on the 
broad window sill, with eyes dilated and tail quivering, 
‘yet not daring to spring at any of them. I presume we 
qwere never without a hedge-hog in the kitchen. My 
Thome was the manager’s house in a large mill, and some- 
‘times beetles and such insects would find their way into 
the kitchen. Dick would keep the place clear of them, 
and sit watching for them as eagerly as does a cat for 
‘mice. 
_ I grew up from boyhood with the love of such animals 
‘and birds strongly ingrained in my nature, 

In the happy courting days, the younger brother 
of the family where I visited caught a young owl and 
brought it home, The girls, of course, were scared at 

the fussing, spiteful young thing. How to feed it was 
he question, Iwasa fair shot, and had a strong-shoot- 
is 16-cauge Manton gun. Around the old mill sparrows 
dirly swarmed, so we easily got young sparrows and 

tice for him, 
He grew famously strong of wing and a fine bird, and 

soon began to Imow my yoice, and unless some one 
opened the door of the out-house or ditchen where he 
vas kept, he would commence such a hissing that would 
surprise any one not knowing him. If one of the family 
pened the door hewould instantly sweep along the hall, 

Ailliout a sound, into the room where I was quictly talk- 
dng to my lady friend, and drop on my shoulder, If we 
ratended not to notice lim he would turn his head to 
y ear and let out a gentle h-i-s-s, Sometimes we would 

ay: “Well, what do you want?” He would stick his 
Head around to my face and give another gentle h-i-s-s. 
Hometimes we would tease him by taking him before a 
arge mirror—up would <o his feathers In an instant, and 
h-ts-s, almost like a growl, would greet the ear, but he 
came toosmart to get fooled that way, and when I 

took him to the mirror he was mstantly on the lookout 
Or sparrows. When he was on the right shoulder, I 
vould pullasparrow quietly out of my pocket, hold it 

Up in the left hand so that he could see it in the glass. 
Wis was around to that shoulder and the sparrow in his 
ak or talons as quick asa flash, Often, before I could 
rn around to see him, he was through the door, along 
e hall, and into the cage, One sparrow at night gener- 
y Satistied him, Isupplied him with small game for 
arly a year, ‘To me he was ever gentle, never scratch- 

of, or pecking me; even though I did tease him a little, 
The mother of the family died, the brother was to go 
Way as upprenticein a machine shop}; it was a difficult 

to have the owl properly fed and cleaned, and 
y disliked putting him in a stranger’s hands who did 

ti understand him, so he was taken toa taxidermist, 
Who killed and mounted him, I married soon after, and 

a of the principal ornaments of my first nest was the 
Tozue. He wasa handsome bird, admired by all who 
Wisifed us in our new home, and certainly looked larger 

an owls do in a wild state. W. D. T, 
Chicage, April 26th. 
i 

A VOICE FOR THE SPARROWS, 

Bilitor Forest and Stream !— . 
Lam no ornithologist, and aside from a lively interest 

in birds as harbingers of spring and beautifiers of our 
felds and woods by their presence and songs, know very 
ittle about them, But it seems to me all this big talk 

‘the sparrow nuisance” is decidedly far fetched ; 
‘professors’ to the contrary notwithstanding. It 

uild seem that the treatment of Passer domesticus does 
jaccord with the proverbial friendliness of the Amer- 
n people toward foreign visitors, It is unseemly and 
ong, because the English sparrow would not consent 
“act as a vermifuge for the Parlk Commissioners, to 
he ont threatenings and slaughter through the me- 
of exterminatory laws, : 
the village where I live the sparrow has been a resi- 

it about four years, and in that time (1 say it unblush- 
\)Ihave learned to love him. And who with any 
vation for bustle and stir could help loving this brisk, 
'y little fellow? Ie is not beautiful, but there is a 
tespectability about thal sober, motiled coat that 

lnmands a certain degree of deference from thinking 
le, In midwinter, when the snow is deepest and the 

os 

air coldest; when even the hardy suow-bird thinks 
twice before venluring oul, then the sparrow is in the 
height of his glory. His imminsical but not disagreeable 
“tweet, tweet,” rings through the frosty air with an irre- 
sistibly exhilarating effect, and in passing back and forth 
between my business and home I have started the com- 
pact little flocks from their foraging grounds in the snow; 
and at their startling “whir-r,” up would} come my cane 
with an instinct born of alittle field experience, and I 
would almost imagine myself covering a beyy as they 
whisked over the nearest wall. 
Sparrows may destroy fruit, but IT never noticed them 

working on mine, and haye neyer heard any complaints 
from my neighbors in that direction, although I haye 
seen them often in my yard in considerable numbers, 
The nearest approach to fruit filching that ever came 
under my observation was one day last winter, when 1 
noticed a flock vainly pecking away at some frozen ap- 
ples left hanging on a neighboring tree, But they acted 
as if they were working under protest, and soon gave up. 

That they are omnivorous I know, not from dissection, 
but observation, They will eat anything, and the 
sweepings of a restaurant are “nuts” to them. Good 
scavengers are they, and the sportsmen of Alexandria 
made a mistake when they offered a bounty on their 
heads; for unless a marked change has come over that 
ancient “burg” since I visited it a year ago—it is as dirty 
a place as lies unquarantined, 

The question now will be, Which is preferable, the 
small boy armed with a pot-metal gun loaded witl: mus- 
tard seed shot, scouring the streets of Alexandria fora 
pot shot at the sparrows, or the birds themselves ? 

In the face of all opposition I boldly assert that, the 
sparrow has not yeti been proven a nuisance in the full 
sense of the term. Flaws may be picked in his character, 
no doubt, but the same may be said of any bird, and so 
long as he is non-migratory, giving us the benefit of his 
cheering presence during the winter, when all the other 
so-called natiye birds have deserted us, let us welcome 
him, pass over his little idiosyncrasies, and instead of ex- 
terminating foster and cherish him, and there is no 
doubt but that the people will soon learn to love this 
little stranger. HH. W. D. L. 

Dansville, N. ¥., April 23d. 
—_—_ 

Spriva Freup Notrs.—Cleveland, Ohio, May 5th,—ld- 
itor Forest and Stream :—I killed a dirtland warbler 
yesterday—male bird, in perfect plumage, So little is 
known of this—one of the rarest of warblers—that I 
hasten. to give the result of my five minutes’ obseryations, 
IT found him in a patch of bushes and briers, When I 
first saw him, he was perched on a low bush, and several 
times made sallies after insects, returning ‘to the same 
perch. At no time was he over two feet from the 
ground, He was more like a small flycatcher than a 
warbler in his actions, and for quite a while I took him 
to be one, paying no particular attention to him, A 
short flight, a change of base, and an un-fiycatcher-like 
hop after alighting, sealed his fate, His measurements 
are: stretch, 9; length, 5.80; wing, 2,75; tail, 2.25, 
My record of arrivals this spring, differing somewhat 

from one from this place which you printed a short time 
ago, I senda copy, mentioning only the results of my 
own observations. 

Feb. 12th,—Robin, 
Feb, 19th.—Bluebird, 
Feb, 21sti.— Woodcock, 

Feb, 24th,—Blackbirds, redwing and rusty, 
Feb, 25th,—Kildeer, song sparrow, 
March 4¢h,—snipe, 
March 10th,—Fox sparrow, 
March 22d,—Ground robin, 
March 26th,—Pewee flycatcher, 
April Ist.—Field and chipping sparrows, 
April 4th.—White-bellied swallow, kingfisher. 
April 5th.—-Virginia rail. 

_ April 9th.—Saw a brood of woodcock with feathers 
showing among the down. 

April 10th.—Brown and hermit tihrushes, yellow-hel- 
lied woodpecker. 

April 16th,—Yellow rump warLler, ruby crown kinglet, 
swamp sparrow, barn swallow. 

April 16th.—Bittern. 
April 17th,—Purple martin, 
April 19th,—Catbird, blue-gray gnatcatcher, green 

heron, yellow warbler, white-throate(L sparrow, house 
wren, Florida gallinule, yellow-throated pray warbler, 
water thrush, lang and Carolina rails, 

April 20th,—Least flycatcher, 
April 2ist,—W ood thrush. 
April 23d.—Whip-poor-will. . 
April 24th,—Black and white creeping warble black- 

throated green warbler, pine creepmg warbler,| yellow 
red-poll warbler, golden-crowned thrush, large-billed 
water thrush,-Maryland yellow-throat, greater yellow- 
legs, long-billed curlew, little yellow rail. 

April 25th.—Scarlet tanager, kingbird, great blue heron. 
April 26th.—Long-billed marsh wren, cliff-swallow, 

bank-swallow, golden plover, red-headed woodpecker. 
April 27th.—Chimney swift, 
April 28th,—Blackburnian warbler, blue-wing yellow 

warbler, red-start, spotted sandpiper, white-crowned 
sparrow, 

April 29th,—Lesser yellow-legs. 
April 80th,—Bobolink, ~red-throated 

grebe, 
May ist.—Chestnut-sided warbler, warbling vireo, Bal- 

timore oriole, 
May 2d,—Red-eyed vireo, orchard oriole, great crested 

flycatcher, Acadian flycatcher, nighthawk. 
May 3d,—Nashville warbler, black-throated blue warb- 

ler, yellow-throated vireo, solitary vireo, indigo bird, 
May 4th.—Wilson's thrush, blue yellow-baclk warbler, 

blue warbler, Kirtland warbler, Canadian fly-catching 
warbler, rose-breasted grosbeak, H, E, Caves, 

The vernal migration of birds ta Nova Scotia has been 
characterized this spring by very unusual occurrences. 
The peculiar weather had, no doubt, much to do with 
this ; for, owing to ils unusual severity from tha first lo 
the third weele in March, we did not obserye the wild 
geese going north before the 21st. A few days of mild 
weather then brought large numbers to our eastern 
shores, but during the last week of tha month a relapse 
to bitter cold winds and hard frost took place, which had 
a terrible effect upon the poor geese, rendering them s0 

diver, horned 

weals and tame that numbers were killed, some even 
without the ail of powder and shot, GQuimtities were 
sent for sale to Halifax, some selling as low as 24 cents 
apiece. he spring of 1580 will long be remembered o7 
our coast, for the most remarkable visitation of wild 
geese known in the memory of the present generation, 

The cold weather continued without mtermission, ac- 
companied by one or two heayy snoyw-storms, nntil April 
19th, when the thermometer rapidly rose, and the 
weather became mild, and, to the astonishment of the 
most observant, Malifax and its neighborhood was visited 
by such a concourse of fox sparrows (Passerella iliaca), 
song sparrows (Melospiza melodia), robims (Turdus ma- 
gratorius), snow birds (Jieco hyemalis) and a few others 
that the very streets of the suburbs were literally covered 
with them ; all apparently busily searching for feod, A. 
naturalist friend, who lives just on the outskirts of the 
cily, assured me that he did not think there was a single 
foot of ground in his garden that was not occupied by 
one or more birds of the species mentioned, the fox 
sparrow exceeded all others in numbers, and it would be 
no exaggeration to say that within an area of one square 
mile there were seyeral thousands, 
Such a concourse of migratory birds we haye never 

seen before, either in Europe or America, and itreminded 
us, more than anything else, of one of those gatherings 
of storm-blown birds which eyery few years, about the 
month of October, alight upon the Bermudas, when the 
cedar trees and grassy slopes appear alive with myriads 
of feathered forms. J. MATTHEW JONES. 

We make a few extracts {rom our owb notebook, some 
of which may be of a little interest to our readers : April 
17th, took male Porsana noviboracences near Milford, 
Conn. This is the earliest record that we have of this 
species in this latitude, and we shoul be glad to learn if 
others have found it earlier. 

April 26th.—Observed in Central Park male and female 
Cardindlis virginianus, A male of this species was re- 
ported to us a week earlier, but we are not quite certain 
as to the identification. 
May 1st.—FPipilo erythrophthalmus, Mimus carolinensis 

and Jefirus baltimore, 
According to our limited observations this spring, 

most birds are about eight or ten days in advance of the 
usual time, 

—_—>—- 

THAT SHOWER OF WORMS.—I haye been under the im- 
pression myself until this spring, from many assurances, 
that, as mentioned by ‘J. C. B.,” such showers do oecur ; 
but upon examination I am satisfied the belief is erro- 
neous, In front of our State Capitol building, extending 
from the flight of stairs at its entrance to the main streeti, 
is an asphaltum wall about sixty feet wide by two hun- 
dred and fifty feet long, with quite an extensive grass 
plot on either side. Extending around the State House, 
raised about fiye feet from the ground, is a terrace. No- 
ticing a few mornings since, after a brisk shower which 
had fallen during the night, a great many worms on the 
walk I followed a number of their trails, and they 
all lead td the grass plot. I then examined the 
steps and terrace and found a few on the first 
step, which is only a couple of inches rise fron, 
the walk, but none on the balance of the fight 
or the terrace, which to my mind conclusively exploded 
the “shower” business, PRANK N, BEEBE, 

Columbus, O. 
——~<>_——_. 

Tamine RuEFED Grousn,—Our correspondent ‘C, Wy 
B,,” writing from Maine, briefly relates his experience 

with ruffed grouse in captivity, He says :— 

Two years ago I caught acock and hen partridge in 
the fall. I kept them in a common poultry cage, and 
they became perfectly tame so as to feed freely from my 
hand. Ilet them go after keeping them about one year, 
It is very easy to tame the birds if they are properly fed, 

—_——<>—_ . 

PRAIRIE CHICKENS DrRinKING.—Our readers will re- 
member that some time since we published under this 

heading a note from a correspondent, ‘*N. W.,” of New 

Bedford, Neb. A somewhat more detailed account of 

the circumstance haying been. sent to Prof. 8. F, Baird, 

he has kindly forwarded it tousfor publication, Ti reads 
as follows :— 

_ New Bedford, Neb., Nov, 9th, 1879,—A flock of nine 
prairie chickens flew down, lit on a sand bar in thé Platte 
River, and after looking around fora few minutes walked 
into the water and began to drink, This they did in 
rather a peculiar manner. ‘They would open their hills 
and act just as though they were taking a bite out of 
something solid, and would then hold up their heads ta 
swallow; but notas high as barn-yard fowl fenerally 
do. They stayed on the plot about half an hour, and at 
times were within thirty feet of me. They were yery 
deliberate about drinking. At other times haye seen 
huge flocks of them on the sand flats drinking just before 
sunrise and just after sunset, but was never able to get 
nearer to them than thirty yards, 

— 

DOES THE GRAY SQuIRREL LAY UP A WINTER STORD? 
—Ferrishurgh, Vé., May 8th.—“ Sharpeyes,” in the last 
FOREST AND STREAM, doubts, very justly*as I think, 
whether our common gray squirrel Jays up any store for 
winter, It is the opinion of wood-hunters here that they 
do not, for what chopp*r ever found their store? and 
who that has frequented woods in winter where these 
squirrels were living, has nob seen where they haye dug 
under the snow for fallen nuts? Our hunters think that 
they starve out in the winters of poor nut producing 
years. They are apt to be plenty in the summer and fall 
of a year following a season when there were many 
nuts, but if this fall’s nut supply is short, there will be 
almost no gray squirrels the next year, The red squirrel 
has more resources—the pine and hemlock cones hold a 
store for him always ready to his paw. John Burroughs, 
indefatigable writer as he is, is not always infallible, as 
for instance when he asks in, some of his earlier papers : 
“Who ever saw a squirrel in winter?” Who that has 
haunted winter woods has not seen the red and the gray? 
And again in the Scribner's March ‘* Notes of a Walker,” 
when he says; ‘* The fox bafiles the hound most upon a 
hard crust of frozen snow.” Any northern fox hunter 
knows that glass ico is a greater puzzle, to say nothing’ 
of shallow water, AWAHOOSE, 
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fast of ARRIVALS LaTELY Recelyep AT CENTRAL PARK 

Menacenre—2% mouse (Alces americana), from Shelburn, Nova 

Scotia; 2 yellow-headed blackbirds (Xnnthocephalus icterncepha- 

lus), hab. Western United States; 1lot Amuzontan parrots, various 

epecies ; 1 rook (Corvus frugilegus), hab. Burope; 1 three-banded 
douroncouli (Nyctipithecus triviryatus), hab. Guiana; 1 yellow- 

handed howler (Mycetes bedlzebub), hab, Brazil; 1 white-thighed 

eolobus (Culobus bicolor), hab. West Africa;4 barnacle geese 

(Bernicla leucopsis), hab. Europe; 1 Chinese mynah (Acridotheres 

eristatellus), hab. China. Allofthe above purchased. The follow- 
ing births have taken place: 1 bison (Bison americanus), 1 camel 

(Camelus dromedarius), 2 zebus (Bos indicus), 2 black swans (Cygnus 

ateratus), 6 wild geese (Bernicla canddensis\, 6 oppossums (Didel- 

phys virginia). Ww. A. Conxutn, Director. 
a * 4 

ARRIVALS AT THE PHILADELPRIA ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN.— 

April 23d to May 12th, 1880.--Une alligator (Alligator mississtpptensia), 

1 great-horned owl! (Bubo virginianu-), 1 Florida terrapin (Pseu- 

demys concinna),1 red-tailed hawk (Buteo bereatis), 1 hog-nosed 

snake (Heterodon-platyrhinos), 1 cardinal redbird (Cardimatis pirgint- 

anus), 1 opossum (Didelphys virginianus), 1 chain snake (Ophibolus 

doliatus triangulus), 1 Sallés amazon (Chrysolis sallei)—all presented, 

and 1 great ant-eater (Myrmecophaga jubata)—purchased, 
Ropert D, Carson, Clerk. 

Sea and River Sishing. 
————S 

FISH IN SEASON IN MAY, 

Trout, Salvelinus fontinalis. Salmon Trout, Salmo confinis. 
Salmon, Salmo salar. Shad, Alnsa, 

Landodked Salmon, Salmo glovert. 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the FoREST AND STREAM Directory of 

Game an: Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 

the following particulars, with such other information as they 

tmay deem of yalue: State, Town, County; Means of access; Hotel 

and other accommodations; Game andits Season; Fish and its 

Season; Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address, 
—>—— 

— Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
rr oe 

[FLY-FISHING FORK BLACK BASS, 

FIRST PAPE. 

HAVE, heretofore, confined my remarks on black- 
bass angling almost exclusively to natural bait-fish- 

ing, and have endeayored to instruct the novice in the 
use of the most suitable tackle for that method before 
taking up the subject of artificial-tly fishing. I haye 
also, I hope, been instrumental in causing some fellow- 
angler to disvard his long, clumsy and ungainly rod and 
coarse tackle, and to substitute more delicate and elegant 
inplements, which, while adding a hundred fold to his 
own pleasure, has, ab the same time, enabled him hy pre- 
cept and example to assist in elevating the noble sport 
of black-bass angling. 
And now, if I can persuade the expegt bait fisher to 

advance still further, and can induce hifi to mount the 
top round of the piscatorial ladder and take up the Hy- 
rod, my object will bave been accomplished, and my 
fondest hopes and earnest efforts in behalf of the black 
bass as a game fish, will thus happily end in fruition. 

Artificial fly-fishing holds the same relation to bait- 
fishing that poetry dues) to prose, and, while each method 
will ever have its enthusiastic admirers, only he who can 
skillfully handle the comely fly-rod, and deftly cast the 
delicate fly, can enjoy the esthetics of the gentle art. 
As the lover paturally ‘drops into poetry” to express 
the ardent feelings of hissoul, ‘* witha woful ballad made 
to his mistress’ eyebrow," so the real lover of nature and 
the finny tribe as naturally takes tg fly-fishing, and finds 
liquid poems in gurgling streams, and pastoral idyls in 
leafy woods. 

THE BLACK BASS PLY-ROD, 

ig In a paper on rods, several years ago, I made the state- 
ment that the American trout fly-rod was the yery per- 
fection of fishing rods, and that all other reds shculd 
conferm as nearly as possible to said model or typical 
rod, commensurate with the manner of service required 
of them. Upon this principle, an honest and well-made 
trout-fly rod, weighing from eight to mine ounces, an- 
swers admirably for black bass fly-fishing; and, fortu- 
nately, a suitable rod of this character can be procured 
from any first-class maker; but I would caution the new 
hand against the many cheap rods now in the market. 
A good rod can only be obtained at a fair price, 
SAt the same time I would here enter my protest agaist 
the lightestand -‘ withiest” trout fly-rods, weighing from 
six to seven ounces, being used or recommended for 
black bass fishing. Such rods are but toys at the best, 
and only admissible for fingerlings or trout weighing 
from a half pound downwards. I know that some any- 
lers make a boast of using such rods, but it is on 4 par 

with some gunners who rush to the extreme in light shot 

guns, and claim that a sixteen or twenty bore is capable 

of as yood general execution as the larger gauges. Now 
these are both palpable fallacies, as great as that of 
‘sending a boy to mill” in the ‘‘ History of the Four 
Kings,” 4s many have found to their cost. _ 
Jam a great stickler for extreme lightness in rods when 

compatible with strength and action, as all who haye 
read my previous papers on black bass minnow-rods will 
affirm ; but there is 4 certain limit in weight that must 
pe observed, so as to conform to and preserve other and 
equally essential qualities ina good working rod. Now, 

while I will guarantee, in open water, to Jand any black 

bass that swims with a wellanade six ounce split bamboo 

fiy-rod, J will not undertake to say how much time would 

be consumed in the operation; nor do | envy the gen- 

eral demoralization aud osed up condition of the flexurs 

and extensurs of my arms that would ensue at the close 

of the contest. With a rod of suitable weight the largest 

bass Gan be sufely and pleasantly handled, and ib is worse 

than useless to make a toil of a pleasure by using imade- 
quate means. ¢ rey. ; 

I have a Leonard split hamboo fly-rod, weighing eight 
ounces, which I find ‘ fills the bill” exactly in all ordi-. 

nary black bass fly-fishing ; but while in Florida I used a 
twelve feet, twelve ounce ash and lancewood fly-rod, 
madeby Abbey & Imbrie, or at least by their predecessors, 
Andrew Glerk & Co., teu years ago, which I found none 
too heavy for the large bass of the waters of that State, 
and, in fact, there were times when I wished for an ad- 
ditional ounce or two in weight. 

and about eleven feet long, is just about right for ordi- 
nary black bass fly-fishing ; 
large, averaging nearly or quite three pounds, a some- 
what heavier rod, say ten ounces, and six inches added to 
the length, will be found a more suitable and pleasanter 
rod to handle, though the eight ounce rod will do even 
here for one who is an expert tly-fisher, and who does 
not mind a little extra straining of the brachial muscles. 

preciable quantity in the abstract, yet when added to or 
taken from a fly-rod, like the fraction of an inch as ap- 
plied to a man’s nose, it makes a very great difference in 
practice and reality ; and in the formercase it is better to 
have an ounce too much than a half ounce too little; 

grizzly, it gives one a confidence in his resources which 
adds materially to the zest of his sport, 
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in September last, Gen, Wade Hampton killing some- 
thing like six hundred to his own rod in three weeks, - 
near Dagger Springs, RINGWOOD. 

_— so 

MICHIGAN GRAYLING.—The prayling season in Michi- 
gan opens June 1st, 

Vermont—Ferrisburg, May 8th,—Bass are beginning 
to bite, and have greatly increased in numbers since the 
passage of the protective law of 1874, wherever it has 
been enforced, AWAHOOSE, 

Tar RaNGELEYS.—The Eastern Railroad has made the 
following schedule of rates for excursion tickets from 
Boston to the Rangeleys and Moosehead and return :— 
Rangeley, $12 50; Rangeley Outlet, $13.75; Indian Rock, 
$15.29; Upper Dam, $14; Middle Dam, $13; Mt. Kineo 
(Moosehead Lake), $15; Dead River, $13; Forks of the 
Kennebec, $13. 7 

Moosrurap Lakn,—Patrons of Moosehead Lake and 
yicinity will be pleased to know that the ice left the lake 
on the 10th inst., and befiure many days elapse the troute 
ing carnival of that region will begin. Wxtensive hatch: 
ing bouses were erected on tiie lake in September last, 
and have proved a great success. Fifty thousand land- 
locked salmon and one hundred and fifty thousand trout, 
recently hatched, will be ready to turn into the waters of 
the lake in June, which will imerease the fishing facili- 
ties of the place, and add new attractions for its man 
yisitors. 
Under the bold face of Mount Kineo stands the Kineo 

House, a convenient center of attraction to the sportg- 
man, and where he can fill his camp bags with 
provisions before starting on the many tours through thé 
picturesque rivers of Maine. Thus early has Maine begun 
to restock her waters with salmon and trout, learning by 
the lack of early effort in sister States the necessity of 
hour. 25. 

Tor Ponp—Vew Fork City, May 14th.—Rditor Foren 
and Stream ;—I have just received the following, which 
seems bo have items of interest and information to thi 
multitude of readers of your increasingly valuable pap 
which for years hasthad no superior as a gazetteer 0 
facts, science, literatures, and healthful amusement. hi 
letter is dated at Hustis, Me., and reads as follows. TT. 

‘Friend P,: Have not been to Tim Pond for se 
days. When I was there last the ice was breakin 
and [ expect thas before this itis all gone, and proba 
the trout bite sharp. I have never seen partridges 
plenty in the springas this year, Everywhere I go ID see 
them, and people generally speak of how numerous thi y 
are. If they are lucky in their nesting the chickens w i} 
enliven the forest this fall. Deer and caribou are 
plenty ; having had an open winter, with,little snowy 
they haye escaped the usual massacre by the natives, 
bear traps are not seb now, though bruin is busy ki 
sheep nearour houses. When I was ab the pond las 
found where 2 hunter had killed and dressed a deer in 
door-yard of my camps, and put the head on the com 
of one of my camps, Government has given us tm 
mails per week from Kingsfield, and Clark, the vet 
whip Farmington, has put on a daily stage to Kings) 
field. Hehus good teams. Dr. Hill, of Biddeford, write 
he will be here ina few days with a party of friends. Hy 
comes early bo escape the flies and get ahead of ther 
The party with him last autumn came later. Have 
heard from Col. Hayden lately. He spent the wint 
Kansas City, and 1s better in health, as his army frit 
will be glad to hear. KENNEDY SMITH, 

Massacnuserts—New Bedford, May 14th.—But 
catches of trout have been made in this vicinity 
those mostly jush coming out of sall walter, near 
mouth of the brooks, Of sed fishing thereis an abund; 
yariety—stviped basg, tautog, scup, bluelish, etc. 5 
taubog were caught in this vicimty last week weigh 
over nine pounds—one fourteen and one quarter pound 
Striped bass fishing at the Vineyard and Noman’s 
will soon be in order. Cong 

Bolton, May 14ti.—Mr, R, Barrett has a large cistern 
runuing spring water in his kitchen, in which he i 
kept two tame, pet pickerel, and has had much amt 
ment in sewing them catch flies and other food wi 
placed on the surface of the water. A few days since Wy 
found both of themdead, Pickerel No. 1, bem a triffl 
the larger, had caught the other by the head, and si 
ceeded in swallowing him about halt his length, but \ 
get him no further, and, owing to the curyed form 
teeth, he could not disgorge him. In this condition 
things, pickerel No. 2 was suffocated, and pickerel No, 
died trom exhaustion. 

Aprronpacks—Boonville, May 10th.—I have just B 
turned from Forge House, Fulton Ghain, Brown’s Trae 
where J had three days’ yery good fishing. On May 
I caught a speckled trout in Nick's Lake; dimensio 
follows: weight, three pounds; length, twenty inch 
girth, eleven and a half inches. This trout was 
condition. Along with this I got several fine trout 
one to one and three quarter pounds ; all those wit 
aud light rod, Also caught six good trout on the rapit 
Moose River, with fly. I think by the 26th inst. flya 
ing will be good, as the trout are getting on Lo the 6 
water; that is, if we don’t haye very heavy rains. Fot 
the lakes and streams very high, but talling ra 
Very hot; regular July weather, but no flies. RP 

TRouT In THE ADIRONDACKS.—Letter received 126 
E. ©. Brown, Saranac Lake, states that the trout fis! 
in the North Woods is good, and, in fact, never b 
His addressis Saranac Lake, and heis a good and re 
man, and thoroughly postedin the North ibe: 3 

ZY KIEL 

Nuw Jersey—Red Bank, May 17th.—The fis 
season has commenced in the North Shrewsbury & 
I took the first striped bass this s.M.; weight, twe 
half pounds. - Ww 

\ Kentucky Nores.—Will Spring, May 14th, — Ang) 
has been exceptionally good ip Big South #0 
of Cumberland this season. Winter mild, and Bpe 
was poou as early as January. Strings baye been 
and the average weight niuch beyond that of 1 
year before, We hai begun to think that our 
afforded no black bass larger than three pour 
such havyebeen comparatively fingerlings c 

A trout fly-rod, then, weighing eight or nime ounces, 

hut where the bass run 

But while an ounce more or less hardly seems an ap- 

for, like the Winchester repeating rifle when tackling a 

Cynthiana, Ky., May 10th, J, A, HeNsHaLy. 
<_< ——_§_ 

* NOTES FROM VIRGINIA. 

HE spring of 1880 will be long remembered by 
sportsinen in this district for the unusual and al- 

most unprecedented influx of duck and snipe. Great 
quantities of both have been killed on grounds where 
hitherto they have been but rare visitors, and certainly 
never counted as forming part of the game list of the lo- 
cality. 
Ons gentleman of my acquaintance must haye killed at 

least tifty couple of snipe aud over forty ducks on hisown 
and the adjoining plantation alone, which beneath the 
shadow of the ‘Peaks of Otter,” is entirely a new fea- 
ture added to our sporting year. The unusual mildness 
of the winter was of course the prime cause of this 
change of flight, and T am afraid, unless there is some 
other agency at work, few of us will live to see such an- 
nother shower of feathered emigrants. 
The gun, however, has been long consigned to its case. 

and the disciples of Izaak have commenced operations, 
and as time or opportunity permits, every trout fisher- 
man, ¢ither with bait-box or fly-book, betakes himself to 
the hollow gorges and mountain yalleys, where the crys- 
tal streams foam and tumble from their aerial springs. 
The forests on the mountains have now burst into full 
leaf. The calmea, the rhododendron and the dogwood 
relieve the deep green of the ivy thickets and the sombre 
cypress. The warm sun has pierced the deepest and 
blackest pools, and the wriggling worm of the bait fisher 
must now give way to the feathery charm. 

I have lately ridden for seventy miles along the east- 
ern base of the Blue Ridge, fishing some streams and 
stopping to gossip on trouting matters as Tcrossed others, 
and the universal accounts of the one correspond exactly 
with my personal investigation of the other, There is 
an immense supply of this year's fish everywhere, Large 
bags aud small fish have been the order of the day in 
every stream, I fished a day and a half on what is per- 
haps our best river, with one hundred and twenty-five 
tish as the result, but so small in size that I shall cer 
tainly leave it alone tillnext year, and go further afield 
to satisfy my piscatorial appetite. 
Last year, on the same stream, it tooka favorable day 

anda good hand to basket twenty-five, but they would 
weigh eight pounds. “I'he story of this stream is that of 
all other tributaries of the James that flow eastward, in 
a relatiye degree. Next year the fishing in all—more es- 
pecially as the laws are gaining force—will return to the 
fertility of three years ago, let us hope. The explana- 
tion is simple ; the hard winter of /78-79, and the break- 
ing up of the ice gorges that had blocked up every moun- 
tain siream, destroyed the greater portion of the young 
fish, There was considerable discussion among our 
anglers last year as to the extent of damage done in this 
wise—some scofling at it, and saying the streams were 
‘fished out,” This was illogical, as even a considerable 
increase in the number of anglers would not make a 
river that had kept up its supply for years, under a good 
deal of persecution, collapse utterly, and an almost im- 
perceptible addition to those who whipped its surface 
would certainly not of a sudden commit such hayoe on 
its finny inhabitants, However, wenow know for cer- 
tain that exceptionally hard winters will cause an enor- 
mous decrease for a year or so in the quantiby of fish. 

Fly‘fishing is a new thing here, comparatively, and is 
now pretty well lintited to two or three of the Piedmont 
counties. Great enthu iasm, however, prevails along the 
course of one or two of our most beautiful streams, and 
the talk around the blacksmith’s shop and the village 
stores is all of March browns and red hackles, of ‘*thump- 
ers” and ‘' whalers.” The fish laws are carried out to 
the letter, and tne mountaineers daren’t slip a bag ora 
net into the creek now to save their lives. Two of them 
tried it on in a sequestered glen the other day, but were 
reported on and promptly marched dows to jail amid 
the jeers of their companions. 
“You drop a net into that ar stream, you darned ras- 

cal, you,” says the mountaifi_ magistrate (himself a keen 
fly-fisherman, and elected with a yiew to that), ‘and 
dawg my skin if I don’t hev you grinnin’ thro’ them iron 
bars in a burry.” 
Few people are aware that there is a waterfall in Nel- 

son County, Va., nine hundred feet high—one leap of 
two hundred feet is a clear fall without a break; the re- 
maining seyen hundred are a succession of leaps, vary- 
ing from forty to two hundred feet, but pausing on nar- 
row ledges that, from the road which winds along the 
side of the opposite mountain, are scarcely noticeable. 
The grandeur of this fall, made as if is by a strearn of 
cousiderable size, may be imagined; and the strangest 
part of the whole thing is, that I question whether its ex- 
istence even is known of in Virginia cities, except by 
those who niay be connected with the neighborhood, 
Very few bass were caught, to my knowledge, before 

the 1st of May, on which day the close time commenced, 
The Jate season, opening on July 1st, is, of course, prin- 
cipally relied on for sport, There is every reason to 
expect better bass fishing than eyer, in the higher reaches 
of theJamesthisfall, The fly proved a great success there 



FOREST AND STREAM. 
ris year's strings. A couple of slatherers in a few min-| are just what make the people so peculiar. The men, the 
tes took six fro.a one pool, with bait, ranging from | greater part of them, living, as they do, the hardy lives 
vee to five pounds honest weight, and after losing a | of fishermen, regard lifes ina far different manner from 

_very larze pike secured a thirty-six iicher by dispatching | what most of usdo, They are. always ready to help one 
im with a pistol-ball after he threw up the sponge, another. 
J. W. McHister, of Stanford, Ky., the youngest Na-| The towns on the Cape resemble vach other very much, 

tional Bank president in the United States and a recent | A hotel, which is generally pretty comfortable, bub not 
‘conyert to therefining persuasion of angling, has made | as ecod as a private boardine house; a livery stable, 
& scare in points of numbers and weights which thrusts | which is fhe most profitable investment in the town; a 
the professors hopelessly rearward for the season. Our] public library, a town hall, and anywhere from four to 
egislature acted liberally with the Fish Commission, | six churches, form the public buildings of a town on the 

and a vevived fish Jaw inspires a hope that hot times | Cape; and then there is the post office, but it is hardly a 
are in wait for malefactors. A close season for some of | public building on account of its siza, The majority of 
the central streams has aroused a recklessly rebellious | the buildings are of the most ancient type. But takine 

“spiritin many whoseindulgence in seining and other | things as they are, I feel confident that no one who visits 
Violations proinises fin and profit to Messrs, Grab, Snatch | the Cape for pleasure would haye anything changed. | 
& Keepem, of the legal profession. Asrepards prosperity, the Capeis falling behind a little 
A‘ hauling over the coals” of one or two]each year. The fisheries have of late years been but a 

parties will satisfactorily demonstrate the beauties of the | poor investment, both to the fishermen and the owners ; 
Stature, and quickly atyaken a reverence of the| and the young people, becoming satisfied that fortunes 
Smajesty of the law. The sooner the better, say we, and | are not to be made at home, strike out for the large cities, 

“we warn '? Dilsey "and others that our tender-hearted | and with the exception of an occasional visit, soon forget 
“Governor has eyen thus early exhausted his enormous | their native iand. The farming on the Cape, with some 
stock of pardons. KRENTUCKIAN, exceptions, is, of course, a failure, so that, taking into 
7 : Cre! account all these drawbacks, it is no wonder the country 

Mi. Sterling, Ky., May 13th.—Pishing has been better | is making little progress. But what the Cape lacks in 
than for many years, owing, I think, to much bigh water prosperity is made up in{the natural advantages offeredtto 
that prevailed all winter. Bass fishing affords fine sport, sportsmen, Ihave had the pleasure of visiting the Cape 
New lights” abundant, with an oceasional California year after year for the past eight years, and I have not 

Salmon, the result of the plant of 1878, Bass are now on | jad a dull season’s sport during all tat time, The scen- 
their beds hatching, Prospects good for fine partridge | ery on the coast is wild and picturesque ; the fishing is 
Shooting (0. virginianus) next fall, as there are more | odo, and considering all in all, the Cape, as a sporting 
brooilers about the country than I have known for tien round, is first class, as good, if not better than Prince 
years, but our leatherheaded Legislators have pa-sed a | tq ward Island, L. M, fH. 
bill making close season until Decaniber, 1881, in Scott, —————— 
Clark, Fleming and Montgomery counties, I don't kuow 5 - 
why this (Montgomery County)should be included, with- Kish Culture. 
out itis to give the netters and pot hunters full sway, to = a 
the exclusion of a few law abiding sportsmen. § VAN. i 

—Address all communications to “* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
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THe New Auacusta Fishway.—The new fishway in 
the Kennebec Riyer, at Augusta, Me., has just been 
completed, and the river, itis hoped, will again be re- 
stocked with the Salmon once so plenty there, 

The fishway has been built under the personal super- 
yision of Hyerett Smith, Civil Engineer, of Portland, 
Me., and several important changes and improvements 
mace in the original plan, whereby a great saving in cost 
has been effected, as well as rendering the fishway more 
efficient. Mr. Smith regards one improvement especially 
as an innovation iu regards to fishways that is of great 
yalue, and one applicable to any form of fishway or 
any dai. The fallat the Augusta dam is about 18 feet, 
and as this is the first or lower dam it forms the key 
to the Kennebec river, as regards the ascent of fish. 
From the West end of the dam a massive crib pier ex- 
tends duwn stream, and the space between this pier and 
the canal wall is tilled by the fishway, whichis about 
the shape of a diaynond in its general exteriorform, The 
head of this protecting pier hasan elevation of 12 feet 
above the dam, to insure safety to the fishway, [rom 
logs Of ice during the great freshets to which the Kennebec 
riyer is subject. ‘he water forthe fishway flows from 
the river ubove the dam by a passage through the head 
of this pier, This passage may be closed by a drop-pute; 
there is& waist-way across the pier, and still farther 
along is the flume from which the water is delivered di- 
rectly to the upper portion of the fishway by means of 
galeways occupied by on swing-yates. } 

These gates are so arranged, that when one is sub- 
merged it may be clused and the next higher one opened, 
Thus the water may always be delivered gently without 
any ‘‘head,” The fslovay is three stories high, and the 
interior divided into a senes of chambers through which 
tLe water Hows in a uniform descent, twice making the 
entire circuit of the structure, which it finally leaves ab 
the outlet. In making a descent of eighteen feet the 
water flows an extreme distance of 594 feet, although, as 
measured by the center of the current, the distance is 
considerably less. The tloors are paved with stone, which 
serves to load the structure, to retard the current of the 
water flowing over it, and to present to the fish a bottom 
resembling the natural bed of a stream. 

At the lower end of the flume there is a wasteway, and 
and the water flowing from it unites with that flowing 
through the fishway atits outlut, The volume of water 
is thus 1ucreased at the outlet in order to attract fish to 
enter the fishway, The fish, after entermg the fsh- 
way at its outlet, will ascend the current that flows 
therein, until the flume is reached, whence they pass to 
the river above, 

oa 

“f TROUT IN TENNHSSEE—Nashville, May 12th,—Genuine 
“brook: trout have been taken im the headwaters of Har- 
peth River, a tributary of the Cumberland, Col. John 
-B. McEwen, of Williamson County, is the authority. 
He took one there last week weighing three-quarters of a 
pound, and says that he has heard of others being taken, 
and that he believes they are quite abundant higher up 
the stream, but owing to the dense undergrowth, snakes 
and the wild state of the country, no one has ventured 
‘there to fish for them. They are not indigenous to our 
Waters, but are the result of a lot of fry procured 
from Seth Green in the month of February, 1859, and 
placed in the streams. Col. McEwin belieyes that these 
‘Btreams—Lick Creek, Turnbull and South Harpeth—take 
‘their source from a subterranean lake in Williamson 
“County, the waters of which are exceedingly cold, and 
where these timid, delicious fish have taken refuge and 
propagated. 
_ Another interesting statement from the same authority 
is that this summer there has appeared in countless num- 
hers a fish hitherto unknown to him. He has called 
them forked mouth suckers, in contradistinefion to the 
ommon white sucker, and on account of the peculiarly 

shaped mouth, which is like a cross, In color they are 
Bimilar to our bass, and average in weight from two and 
2 half to four pounds. They are a very quick-actioned 
fish, and took the hook voraciously, oné man whom he 
knew taking between forty and fifty pounds in about 
one hour. This last statement, and the one concerning 

the subterranean lake, deserve scientific investization, 
As authority, Col. John B, McBwin stands preéminent in 
this country. J.D. 4 , 

Tows—Keokuk, May 10th.—It may interest some of 
“your readers fo know that shad have been seined here, at 
the mouth of Des Moines, this spring, weighing from one 
to one and three-fourth pounds, Hie 

_ Hews Ricur.—Brochville, Ont., Canada, May 4th.— 
Mr, Yan Siclen’s observations, in No, 13, of trout strik- 
ing at flies, out of water, with their tails, remind me of 
My own conclusions on the samesubject. The first time 

[ have seen trout jump or strike avmy flies was in June. 
1872, at or below the great falls of the Grand Metis River, 
P,Q. I had occasion to hook one partieular old fellow, 
who had been striking two or three times afi my fly, not 
only when it struck the surface of the rather foaming 

“water, but also when the fly was qnietly moving, T at 
‘ hooked and landed him in this Way : he struclk again 
with his tail at the fly, which effort drove him a foot or 
two behind his prey, and then turned, like a flash, and 
hooked. He weighed over two pounds, and I believe he 
exerted his manéuyers for the purpose of drowning or 
reo hane the fly, 80 as to make sure of his succeeding 
bite. I have seen the same action of trout on Lake Su- 
erior waters, and that always when the fly was thrown 
elow little rapids on calm surface, but never when I 

moved it with the current down. In that case the fish 
hooked directly, 1 had concluded that the fish attempted 
first to drown the winged victim, because they returned 
at once to bite, alter making a violent splurge at the 
fly on the surface. Leaving the fly quietly where it then 
was, the trout invariably returned and tools it. 
Are my conclusions correct ? Vv. 

| CApm Cop AS A RESORT ror SPoRTSMEN.—Probably no 
section of cuuntry on the whole Atlantic Coasb can fur— 
nish so many varieties of game and so many enjoyments 
to the sportsman as good old Cape Cod, Speaking of 
Cape Cod—I mean the uncivilized part of it, if I may be 
allowed touse that term, meaning the character of the 
sountry and not the condition of the people. 
_ Take it from Middleboro down the Cape, and any per- 
son, no mutter where he has traveled, will find many 
things that-will interest him. In the first place, he is 
heartily welcomed by the good old honest Capers, some 
of whom have not seen a city for twenty years, and are 
Heyer so pleased as when listening to the traveler retail- 
L gout his budget of city news, 
To the traveler yisit ing the Caps for the first time the 
aye may seem to be t00 avaricious, but after he has 

made one or two visi'ts, aad sees on what the people de- 
pend for their daily bread. he feels happy that he is able 

to help increase the li.ttla pile that is put away for the 
| ays that sume cimes come during: the winter. Tn 

» he is happy to bs among a people go honest and 
ple, and he wond evs if they woulel vemaia the same 
6 the associabior is changed, Bué these associations 

; 

Che Fennel. 

— Address all communications to Forest and Slream, 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

THE NAW YORK DOG SHOW 

INCE the institution of dog shows at Neweastle, 

Bngland, in 1858, up to the present time, there has 

never passed in reyiew such a splendid lot of sporting 

dogs as that exhibited during the three days of the bench 

show of last week. This fact was universally acknowl 

edged by all the American critics present, and heartily 

indorsed by both of the visiting English judges, who said 

that even in their own country no such sight had ever 

been witnessed, The non-sporting classes were also above 

the usual average of similar exhibits, and with two or 

thres exceptions showed plainly the advance made since 

the initial shows in 1877. Almost all the old leading 

breeding kennels, that are scattered over tha length and 

breath of the land, had entered their typical representa- 

tives, and in many cases their owners accompanied their 

favorites to insure their being shown to the best advant- 

age before the eyes of the judges, Many of the crack 

| dogs however, were nob in bench show condition, the 

| 309 

lateness of tha season, and the unfortunate postpone- 
ment, haying something todo with their not appearing 
in first-Class trim. Conspicuous among the absentees 

were the dogs of the St. Louis Kennel Club, whose collee- 
tion of pointersis acknowledged to be the finest in Amer 
ica, It was found, early in April. that this kennel would 

be unableto put inan appearance, and as several of 

the dogs in the first place had been entered condi- 

tionally their withdrawal was in no way connected with 
the change of dates. Faust had engagements that pre- 
vented his coming, Jaunty was due to whelp on May 

5th, June ten days Jater, and Clytie the latter part of 

this month, Jessamine gave signs of coming in season, 
and she was to be bred to Bow. This cnly left Lassie and 

Zeal, which it was deemed not worth while to send. 

J. H. Whitman, of Chicago, was also not represented, 

and several other noted kennels were not in condition to 

show, 

The building is well adapted on many accounts, as the 

high roof gives plenty of ventilation, so necessary for the 

comfort of visitors and the welfare of the animals; and 

as clear weather prevailed, the skylights remained open, 

somewhat abating the stifling heat of the first day, As we 
have already said, the arrangements for benching were 

good, nor did the judges suffer from the usual delay 
caused by an insufficiency of keepers to lead out the dogs 
during the judging. But before going further, we may 

remark that in our opinion it should be an imperative 

rule that all dogs should be led into the ring by keepers, 
and by keepers only. .A dog will show to much better 

advantage in the hands of his master, and a well known 
owner commands more attention than a uniformed at- 

tendant, Therefore the dog that is led by an uninterest- 

ed stranger is at a great disadvantage, and the frequent 
passing by of splendid animals can generally be traced 
to this cause. Itis the more necessary, too, that this 

reform should be adopted, that the exhibitors can hold 

the proper authorities to an account, and oblige them to 
rectify such mistakes as occurred in the judging of class 

29, native English setter bitches, when Mr. Well's Dido 
was taken from the ring without even a simple mention, 
and the rejudging of the whole class had to be gone over 

again. As it was, the fault was placed on one of the em- 
ployés of the Committee, and the error at once properly 
rectified, the bitch then receiving the third prize, But 

if the owner had been exhibiting the dog in question, 
and he also had mistaken the directions of the judges, he 
would have had no redress, for it appears that the keeper, 
inthe din of the barking and howling, did not hear 
that he was to move the dog to the further side of the in- 
closure, but carelessly withdrew her from the ring, 

This was not the only class that had to be rejudged, 
as a protest was entered by several of the largest ex- 
hibitors to the awards given in Claszes 19, 20, 28, 82, 33, 
8tand 40, After talking the matter over, the Board of 
Appeals entertained only the protest applying to Class 
40, in which Mr. John Dayidson’s Byron, a red and white 
dove, had received the first prize, and the red Irish setter 
dogs were ordered back into the ring, Admitting the er- 
roneous award in this case, we consider the precedent 
of rejudging a very bad one. and itshould be discouraged 
by those who do nob desire to see our shows turned “into 
bear gardens, just because Mr. Jones or Mr. Robinson 
thinks that heis aggrieved. Believing this to be a very 
important matter of consideration for managers of future 
shows, and wishing to place before ourreadersin as simple 
a manner as possible the rulings on which the two above 
named classes were rejudged, we cannot point out the 
differencein a clearer way than by drst intraducing Rule 
10 of the show, which is supposed to govern both cases : 
‘The decision of the judges will be final in all eases, ex- 
cept where mistake, fraud, misrepresentation or collusion 
can be shown ; in any such case the committee of appeal 
must de¢ide all questions, except those of merit, and 
the dog may be rejudged.” 

Tt will ti.us be seen that there was just ground for re- 
judging Class 29, because one of the dogs had been taken 
from the ring by a mistake of an attendant; but we 
utterly fail to see upon what sufficient grounds Class 40 
was rejudged, as Rule 10 plainly states that the decision 
of the judges shall be final, and they alone to decied 
upon the merits ofeach entry. That they did decide and 
award Mr. Dayidson’s dog the first prizeis on record, and 
they should have adhered to it. Therefore, the rejudging 
of this class was a yery weak performance, and the 
creating of an extra first prize for Mr, Davidson’s entry 
inconsistent. 

As we have already stated, the general arrangements 
-were excellent, but the blot on the show was the admis- 
sion of many mangy animals, and the neglect to havea 
proper veterinary inspection of each animal as it was 
presented for admission, We believe with Stonehenge 
that as large sums of money are annually spent in rear- 
ing and feeding dogs with the express purpose of exhibit- 
ing them, it may be admitted with argument that it 
is desirable to conduct these shows in a way most likely 
to give satisfaction to their supporters. This is not done 
if careful and competent owners ate to have their stock 
exposed to a disease that is contagious. We know of 
several of the most noted breeders in the country who re- 
fuse ta make their entries solely on this account. 

That much dissatisfaction was expressed atthe judging 
has now been heralded through the land. But we can 
only reiterate what we have already written on the sub- 

sets to be presumed that every one that places his ani- 
mal in a bench show, ory runs him in a field trial, is aware 
that the dog is intended for competition, and that there 
are to be judges to pass on his merits and failings. That 
the exhibitor should know the names of the judges is of 
paramount importance. Once knowing their names, he 
can determine for himself whether they are fitted for the 
position or not, and whether they will be perfectly un- 
biassed in their decisions, If he resolves that they are 
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not, he should not enter his dogs, there being no obliga- 
tion for his doingso, Butif he does enter his animals 
he thus accepts these individuals as fit persons to judge 
his entries, and thus binds himself to aide by their judg- 
ments. If, then, he adopts the latter course, and 
finds too late that he has been wronged in a willful man- 
ner, he would show more spirit, good sense and manli- 
ness by quietly submitting to the injustice which he his 
no power to remedy, and ever afterward refusing to 
enter his stock in any show or trial conducted by the 
same management, ‘Therefore. let gentlemen of univer- 
sal experience fill the list of judges ; thei names should 
be announced when the entry roll is open, Then will the 
exhibitors commit themselves morally, and either 
courtesy or a sense of shame will oblige them to quietly 
abide by the decisions of the judges whom they have 
practically accepted. 
We are pleased to state that these opinions have re- 

ceived the hearty indorsement of many prominent ex- 
lubitors, the Live Stock Journal, of London, and that of 
the eminent anthority, Mr. Vero Shaw, who states that 
as they exactly represent his views he reproduces them 
for the benefit of his readers. 
The judging of the entries was spun out through the 

three days of the exhibition, and on the last day the 
special prizes were awarded that are noticed further on. 

Masrinrs,—tThe first three classes were devoted to what 
is known as the national dog of England. They were 
not a representative lot, Our preference in the dog class 
was im favor of Dr. Albert Hi. Buck's Garm, V, I, C., 
who was more massive in shoulders, with good body and 
younger than his two mates who received the first and 
second prizes. We also liked Lehmann’s Cassar much 
better than the winners, although he was poor in color 
and receiyed no notice. Inthe bitches, Lehmann’s Juno, 
an animal of splendid size, rosé superior to the first and 
second choice. Mastiff puppies contained several prom- 
ising youngsters, but puppies are always dangerous and 
unsatisfactory things to judge and criticise, as they alter 
s0 much, 

Sr. BERNARDS.—Godeffroy’s rough coated Marco, by 
Macdona’s Pasha, out of Prince Solms’ Minea, deservedly 
received the blue ribbon. He was an animal of majestic 
form, of lion color, with yellow and black markings, and 
a typical dog of his class. The second and third are also 
excellent specimens. It wasaclass to be proud to win 
in. Only two entries marked the rough coated bitch 
class, Thorne’s Sheila coming’ first, The smooth 
strain were a fair lot, especially those of Haine’s kennel, 
Judy, belonging to this owner, orange tawny and white 
im color, of good size and substance, with excellent legs 
und feet, received first, with Weighell’s Maria a good 
second, 

NEWFOUNDLANDS,—This was a grand class, one of the 
best in the show, and in looking at McCormick's Charlie 
w lover of this breed had a thoroughly typical dog to 
study from. This winner of first was of the black type, 
80 fashionable now in England ; asplendid animal, with 
absence of the faulty curl on the head, Pryor’s Charley, 
second prize, we did not like as well as Alexander's Plato, 
although he had the pure ‘' Cato” coat. The latter, who 
wus very highly meniioned, was 4 grand animal, but 
deficient in coat, as it was too curly. Meier's Turk, V. 
H. C., was a very representative type of the Landseer 
Newfoundland, He was the only one in his class, and he 
received in his recumbent position the oyation which the 
great artist's picture has won for him the world over. 
Being cow-hocked was his principal fault. Our remarks 
above on puppies may also apply to this class, but we 
consider them at best but a poor lof, 

SIBERTANS.—Another of the grandest classes in the 
show. They were all very large and powerful, but some 
of them showed too much of the mastiff and too little of 
the hound. First went to a fine black and spotted dog, 
Van Schade’s Sultan, Second prize, Keller’s Lyon, also 
=o a good dog, but not of as good form as first. This old 
atager won last_year. A third prize, extra, was begged 
by the judge, Dr, Stables, for Mrs, Rutan’s Rex, a re- 
markably fine animal, who promises later on to come to 
the front in any show. Dr. Marshall's Bosko, a mouse 
colored dog, received a VY. H. C. He was the Goliath of 
the show, and weighed 176 lbs, 
GREYHOUNDS.—This was a tair class, with fifteen en- 

tries, Stiner’s mouse colored Prince, a rare good dog, 
received first, with Colt’s Rosette, a pretty and shapely 
bitch, as second. We rather fancied Bartlett's Viscount, 
a splendid dog of good color, grand depth of chest, with 
muscles in hind quarters and shoulders showing power 
enough to carry him to the fore, but with a too great cir- 
cumference of theloin. Walton's thoroughbred also re- 
ceived mention, but though an excellent animal there 
wns deficiency in loin to place him alongside of the win- 
mers. 

DrnriounDs.—This class of now more ornamental than 
useful breed of dogs was mainly filled up with excellent. 
specimens from the kennels of the two neighbors, Messrs, 
Dana and Barlow, Asa rule, however, the whole lot had 
bad feet, Dana's iron gray doz, Glen, and Barlow's 
grayish brindle, both excellent in coat, received first and 
second, But taking the class from a deerstalker's point 
of view, we were particularly well pleased with Howard's 
Moidart,"which was deservedly very highly commended. 
Ttmust always be remembered that the dog thatis stron g 
inneck and combines power of body and legs, is the only 
one for practical use. These characteristics marked the 
Howard entry. 

CHAMPION PomnTEers, LARGE Size.—Howe's well-known 
winner, Rex, in the absence of the St. Louis Kennel Club's 
Bow, receiyed the prize in the dog class, while White- 
head’s Pan gathered in the laurels for the best bitch. 

Pointers, Larner Sizm.—This class, in our mind, was 
not up to the mark, and what merit there was in Wilkes’ 
Tramp to make him worthy of a first we could not (is- 
cover, He is handsome in coat and color, but too long 
and weak in the loins, with im exageerated and dispro- 
portioned head. Second prize in this lottery fell to Ald- 
rich’s Ray, # pointer of the old \type, Coffin’s Rake II, 
drew third. His size nist have taken the judge's eye, 
for he is 4 large animal. Wagstafi’s Lord Dufferin justly 
received yery high notice, and Goudman’s Rattler, un- 
noticed, was a4 magnificent fellow. Our choice, how- 
ever, taking allin all, was Gudeffroy’s Croxteth (eham- 
pion Barry-Macdona’s Jane), only highly mentioned, but 
unfortunately he was shown in very poor condition, He 
is a really first-class animal when in trim, witha grand 
head and good ears and immense propelling powers, Ig 

the bitch class, Moore's Stella, a liver'and white animal, 
properly receiyed the first. She has a fine head joined to 
an excellent, well-shaped body by an alniost faultless 
neck. Tlart's Flash, a fine two year old liver and white, 
was awarded second, 
CHAMPION POINTERS, SMALL Stze.—In the dog class the 

redoubtable Edmund Orgill turned np with Rush and 
swept the board, He also was winner with this superb 
animal of two of the special prizes, We miay here’re- 
mark tliat the Orgill kennel is always in prime order to 
show, as we haye meyer yet seen the owner bench an en- 
try that was not in “bang-up” condition, In the bitch 
class Van Wagenen showed Dutchess in perfect condi- 
tion, and defeated Moore’s Rose, who was not in her 
usual good show form, It would be simply inipossible 
to find two more perfect pointer bitches. Dutchess shows 
the benefit of the freedom that is allowed her, for she has 
the run of her owner's Srounds, and has in consequence 
more power in body, while Rose has if anything a better 
head, Barkers Princess, also exhibited, but not for com- 
petition, was a superb black animal [rom the tip of ber 
nose to the end of her tail. She was grand in her glossy 
coat, with wonderful legs and feet, 

Porters, SMALL Sizm,—There were many good dogs 
in this class, and many were passed unnoticed that de- 
seryed the highest mention, In the dog class Richmond's 
Snipe secured first, a fine lemon and white, sprightly- 
looking fellow, Truslow’s Range followed with second, 
with a very much better head than Snipe's, Third was 
awarded to a liver and white dog of three years old, 
yclept Sam, exhibited by Horace Smith,which in our judg- 
ment was far better than either first or second, He jyas 
all over a yery handsome sninial, with an exceedingly 
fine head, many points of which were unusually well de- 
fined—such as the character and position of the eyes, 
breadth of forehead, line of demarkation indicating the 
division between the lobes of the cebrum and the drop 
below the forehead almost perfect. Wood's Ponto de- 
served mention, as he had an excellent head, and Price's 
Sefton IL, also unnoticed, took too much after his sire to 
be passed without notice, In the bitches Symington’s 
Rose (Flake-Lilly) received first, Livingston's Rose, 
lemon and white, whom we liked, second; and Cornell’s 
Queen May third, and Roach's Queen II. a V. H, GC, 
Price’s Lady Sefton, unnoticed, was very worthy of high 
commendation, and the other entries that were ribboned 
deserved all they got. We cannot quite follow the judges 
in their awards here, recognized authority that they are. 
How they passed unnoticed Moore’s Countess Bang, when 
she was the best in the class, shows thatit is full time 
that some new sytem to preyent such mistakes was 
adopted. Can it be that there are too many cooks? and 
would it be well to try a one man's ruling’ for a change? 
Countess Bang is one of Moore’s recent importations ; she 
is by Bang, out of Bella; a remarkably fine little bitch, 
with great depth of chest, good body and a clean, neat, 
well-proportioned head, with unusual muscular develop- 
mentin hind quarters. Bred to go—as she does—like a 
flash, and said to have an excellent nose. The dog pup- 
pics numbered twenty-six entries, and for the number 
was not as good a class as it should have heen, There 
were, haweyer, seyeral excellent youngsters, Lamb's 
Flash (Snapshot-Elf) headed the list with first, a very 
promising puppy. Stout’s Picco (Rake IL-Jiuno), awhite 
and liver dog of eight months, second, The others of the 
class that received mention got only their due, Oryill’s 
Snapshot-Ruby puppy was a very handsome little fellow, 
with a good head, and promises in time to be one of Or- 
cill’s best, He deserved higher mention that he got. 
Thirty-one entries coyered the puppies bitch class, and 
there was a lot of weeds among the lot, First was giyen 
to Lamb's Flirt, litter sister to winner in the dog puppies 
dog class. Second was awarded to Howe's Neva (Pete- 
Princess), 2 black and white ticked bitch, with no strong 
developments. Roach's Prudence (Rush-Dutchess), a 
much better animal than second, received a V.H.C.; and 
her litter sister, a very taking-looking bitch, only an H, C.; 
she was more deserving than her relation, The jude 
ment was exceedingly faulty in this class, as Orgill’s 
coming bitch Rue (Snapshot-Ruby) certainly should have 
had second place. Sheis a charming little beauty, and 
her first appearance deserved better treatment, 
CHamrion EnGauisn Sprrers.—This class of dogs, 

which may be aptly termed the seven champions of 
Christendom, was a sight well worth seeing, Spei’s fa- 
inous St. Elmo adding another ribbon to his large collec- 
tion of trophies, and also winning the special prize as the 
best English setter at the show, Moore’s Leicester was 
absent, but Burges’ Druid and Livingston’s Ray both 
crowded the winner, Mrs, Moore's Lark being out of the 
race, Magrarw’s Royal Duke and Lincoln & Hellyar’s 
Frank H., the two other entries, made up the comple- 
ment above named. In the bitches, Arnold Burges won 
in a canter with Queen Mab, Stearns’ Pearl, a finely de- 
veloped and well proportioned biteh, with superb loins, 
also attracted our attention. Charles’ Rose, Nina, llor- 
ence and Daisy were benched together in one stall; they 
are a handsomely marked lot of blue Beltons, and shuw 
to best advantage when groped together. 
IMPORTED PNGLIsH SerTERs,—By far the best class of 

the show, combining a splendid lot of doys, such as are 
seldom ever seen ab any exhibition. Pay’s Coin (Lei- 
cester-Rose) received first, and Drane’s Lofty second, It 
was nip and tuck between these superb animals, and, on 
the whole, a fairly judged class, barring the non-mention 
of Higgins’ Pontiac, who is a perfect heauty, and should 
have fee classed alongside of the winners. Cuoin, the 
winner, a white, black and black and tan, was in the 
best of condition, He was second at Boston to Dash IIL. 
first, last year. Lofty (Prince Leda), a lemon Belton, 
was also in fine form, snd his admirers outnumber those 
of any of his opponents. Woore’s Duke of Beaufort was 
third on the list, but we considered Roderick of the same 
kennel better bya dozen points. Count Dan, also belong- 
ing to Moore, was rightly judged a V. H. C., as was 
Godeffroy’s Decimal Dash, Rosenfield’s Royal Carle, an 
excelient blue Belton, received the same honors, and also 
landed the special prize for the best Mnglish setter dog, 
competed for by the V. H.C. winners. The bitches were 
Also a beautiful lot. Beehbe's Mina (Leicester-Dart), white 
with liluck spots Game first. Moore's Lass 0’ Gowrie, a 
biue Belton, by Paris out of Pearl, second, and same 
owner's Luna May, sabie sire and dam as the Lass, third. 
We preferred her to the two. itst, as she is a perfect 
beanty of the finest type, Mrs. Speirs Wanda, same 
stook as Luna and the Lass, received a VY. 0, (; She is 

a charming animal, as is also Davidson's Ailsa (Royal- 
Nina), White’s Queen Annie (Carlowilz-(jueen Bess) and 
Godeffroy’s little Silk (Dash-Daisy) deserved all ihey got. 
NAttyE ENGLIsH Serrers.—The dog class being the 

largest in the show, it closed with sixty-five entries. 
There was an immense number of weeds, as may ba snp- 
posed, but when these were goliten rid of there were 
left some splendid specimens, We were disappointed 
with the entries asa class, and more so with the judg- 
ing. By the selection of Walter's Grouse, a fine, large 
American orange and white, and then turning to Lin- 
coln & Hellyar’s Afton, a small roan of entirely dif- 
ferent type, for second, the classifying beeame hope- 
lessly- mixed, as no direct line of breed or type was 
followed out, ‘To our mind Afton was ly far the 
best of the lot, and we are hacked in this opinion 
by Mr, Dalziel, who did not judge in this class, Daw- 
idson's Cagsils justly got third, and shonld haye been 
second, Goodwins’ Grousé Dale, of field trial note, 
came in fora V. H. ©.; this splendid animal is certainly 
of better type than his sire, the first winner, Duane’s 
large black dog, Chance, deservedly received high men- 
tion, and later on secured the chib medal, in the spe- 
cial prizes, for best black dog in the show, Goodsell’s 
Lothair was unnoticed, but he isa really good-all-over 
dog and should have had ribbon. In the bitches there 
were forty-eight entries, Davidson's Abbess (Afton-Fan- 
nie) first, a tiptop black, white and ten ; Tallman’s Jen- 
nie second, and Well’s Dido (Druid-Star’, third. As we 
have already alluded wbove to the mistake made while 
judging this class, it is not: necessary to remark upon 
it further. We believe it led inadvertently to the shut- 
ting out of Dido from first place, as she was the best, 
to our mind, in the class, and in this opimion we are 
indorsed by several of the best authorities. Dido is 
an exceedingly well-proportioned bitch, with excellent ; 
head, fine face and well-cut muzzle; good in size and 
superb in substance, a thoroughly typical model of her 
breed. Donner’s Fairy received a V, H. C., and is in- 
deed a nice little animal, Scranton’s Jessie also de- 
served her yery high mention. and Hatheway’s Bow | 
Bells was a good bitch, although lacking in width he- 
tween the eyes. Aldrich’s Smut also came in for a 
proper recommendation. In the puppy classes there 
were fifty-nine entries, thirty for the dogs and twenty- 
nine for the bitches, Besides the prizes, there were only 
fifteen mentions, and of these. only one-third were V, EH. 
C.s, The class was not a good one taking ib as a whole, 
and the judging, as far as we could see, was eminentl 
proper. Leavitt's Romulus headed the list of dogs with 
first, He was a fine youngster of the owner's Si” Lance- 
lot and Simmond’s Puff strain, crange and white in color, 
and promises to be a good one, Miss Van Vechten’s 
Fanl, an immense puppy, was awarded second, Buek- 
ingham’s Flash achieved a very high mention. He was 
by Dash TII,, ont of Daisy Dale. The bitches were a 
better lot than the dogs, but again all the older Trppiess 
were the winners, the little fellows of four to Seven” 
months failing all through to get attention, | Watkint! 
Crock, a beautiful white, ticked wilh black, bitch, came 
first, with Gladstone's orange and while Zell for second. 
Lincoln & Hellyar showed a lovely animal, with pood- 
ish head, in Carlina, whom we liked full us well, U not 
better, than the Gladstone puppy. 
Cuamrion BLACK AND Tans,—lorman Taylor's ‘Turks, 

shown in splendid condition, had no trouble in winning: 
the prize from the other two dog entries, In the biteh 
class, Stanley’s imported Belle was awarded first, We 
do not by any means agree with this decision, 1s we” 
think Roach’'s Lady Gordon showed more qualily by far, 
her head being of better type, and she had superior face 
and eyes, denoting more character ani intellivence, a 
finer working body and bent more at stifles, Sle was” 
certainly entitled to first, F 
BLack anp TaN SHTTERS,.—The Gordons were a fair 

class, but the winners stood out conspicuously frou 
amongst the remainder. Wirst fell to Sedgewick’s Jock 
(imported Jock-Foote's Mab), Heisa rattling good dog, 
with but few defects, Second went to Davis’ Duke of 
the Bast. Third to Moure’s Bob, who had the handsomesn 
body in the whole class. We liked him bother than the 
second, Chang, of the Toledo Kennel Club, deserves 
special Mention as an excvedingly good dog, Tn the 
bitch class, Moore's Mona (Jocl-Juno) shone out in her 
class, leaying the other entries far behind. She is a 
beautiful animal, almost faultless, We admired her 
exceedingly. Lady Rapid, third, beloiging to sane 
owner, we do not fancy. Between the winners, the To- 
ledo Kennel Club's Venus was sandwiched in as secon, 
Unfortimately, we had no opportunity to examine this: 
bitch, Tilly’s Grace, a pretty, wall-put-together animal,” 
with a neat,clean out head, certainly deserved high 
mention. The puppies were a rather fair lol, the larger 
and elder dogs counting off winners. Tho bitch puppies 
were a sprightly lot, and the fiyst and sevoril winners: 
remarkably handsome. - 
CHAmpion Rep TnisH Serrmrs.—Five entries marked 

in this class ; namely, Jarvis’ Hlcho (nol for competition) 
Baltimore Kennel Club's Derg, Moore’s Berkly, Miss Cal- 
lender's Rory O’More, and Lincoln & Hellyar’s Kalus” 
and Arlington, The awurd was giver to Moore's Berkly, 
and we may here remark that this well-known animal” 
was in better show condition than any other of his own- 
er's entries. ater on Miss Callender was awarded the 
special prize fur the best pointer or setter owned by 4 
lady, Only two entwies showed up in the bitch class, and 
Lincoln & Hellyar, with the ol) New York favorite, 
Red Rival, was placed before Moore's Duck, who was 
badly out of fix, and not as perfect an animal, P 
Rep Trish SETTERS,—After the weeding oul ot thit 

large class of forty-seven entries, there were a few ex- 
ceptionally good dogs left. Many of the weeds being 
more of the red and too little of the Trish typo, We 
have already boticed aboye that this class was judged 
and re-judged. On the first innings Davillson’s Byron, 
in color a rich blood red, with a white frill on breast 
scored first place. Nelson’s Hlcho ILL, second, and Rip 
ley’s Spy third, with Strother's Flint a Y. H.C, When 
these decisons became known, ane of the exhibitors, who” 
also had a red and white dos, circulated the protest sheet 
alluded to above, and if waa signed by a number of mal 
contents. The committee considered the matter, and the 
judges, in 6ur opinion, very unwisely consented to pas 
judge the class. In the seGund try, Davidson's Byron 
was throwi out, and the next three entries advanced 11 
the order named, to first, second and third, An extra 
first was created on the spot, and given to Davidson's 
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entry, Byron (Bob-Friend) was a yety showy dog, in 
good condition, fine color, and well proportioned all pyar, 
We was not, however, as worthy as Hlcho IIT, (lcho- 

ose), who was asuperb animal and # thoroughly typical 
dog of his class, We make no comment on the reniain- 
mgawards, believing them to be most justly distributed. 
Dwyenty-seven entries covered the bitch class. Drayton's 
Norah (Berkly-Tilly), a beautiful bitch, won first. She 
was by far the superior entry in her class, Shreve's 
Ayren Saar en came next with second, splendid in 
a lility, and Newbold's Viscountess third, the Iatter a 
fair specimen, Bassford's Gipsey, first in puppy class at 
Wew York in 1877, and third in bitch class last year at 
ame place, received no mention, In the dog puppies, 

is Beene Smith Jack (Elcho-Meg) first, with a suspicious 
look of beng cider than twelve months, Wenzel’s Chief 
Berkly-Duck) second, ayery promising youngster. Inthe 

hitch puppies, twenty-six in number, there was no mention 
Muade outside the winners, saye of Hyatt?s Belle Hlcho, 
who deservedly received a very high inention, We think 

at there should have been one or tio other youngsters 
ed to the list. To sum the awards up, it will be seen 

hat owt of the ten prizes covered under this heading, six 
lto the progeny of the famous Elcho, three firsts be- 

lagamong the number, Further remark is unnecessary. 
RISH WATER SPANINLS—This was a fair class, with 

iree good entries, THolabird’s English imported Barney 
took first, Fle was in fine condition, ut rather faded in 
oat. Ttmay be said that he is a typical dog of his class, 
and one of Slidmore's best breeding, thaugh with rather 
Wiggy top-knot. Second was awarded to the well- 
own winner Mike, owned by Wells, of Canada, He 

snot in bench show condition, and lacked the top- 
obut his breed. Mike is thoroughly a working dog, 
il one of the best retrievers of wild fowl in America, 
wwier's Judy, from Sir Maxwell Shaw Stewarts Ken- 

Glasgow, was unfortunately overlooked, She was 
rare good one, 

“CLumBers.—Tileston’s Trimbush and Fairy, the noted 
ops of last year’sshow, received the tirst and second de- 
vedly. The breed of clumbers is running down in 
gland, and but few of the short headed ones are ta be 
nd, Samuel Lang has given up their breeding, for 
ich he was so prominent fifteen years ago. 
COCKER OR FIELD BPANIELS.—Tho dog élass, contain- 
ng several fine specimens, was not judged to our idea, 
fhe first being awarded to Willey'’s King, an animal of 
the water spaniel type. A cocker must have no top- 

ot or curl between the eyes, indicating the water 
iel cross, Shaw's Ned got second, a showy liver and 
te little chap, of about twenty-four pounds weight. 

vingston's Bob, a Norfoll liver and white, received 
hird,  Macdougal’s Bijou, a Sussex, was unnoticed, 
ough probably the best of the lot. Renwick’s Puck 

vedly received a V. H.C. He was of the Norfolk 
d, in fine condition, and a splendid fellow, Wever's 

foby, also unmentioned, of the Welsh strain, had an ex- 
aellont head and ears, which were, however, too curly. 

ie bitches were placed much better. Macdougal’s Cora, 
he Sussex breed, was very good and deserved first, 
amach’s Queen Vic, a Norfolk, second, with good 

aand ears. Guillelan’s Lady, third, we did not like, 
Wygant’s Fly, unnoticed, a real fine animal, was de- 
rving of third place, Inthe puppies, Wygant’s Music. 
‘ood dog, but too large, received first, The others were 

mt an ordinary lot. 

Yoxunounps.—The class was a poor one, the dogs being 
(d inshape, style and size, Stiner’s Trim, a doz with a 

py head, drew first. The second was only fair, and 
ird too ight and legry, No mention was made of 

Puvogel’s Tyler, who was the best in the class. A good 
solid English hound, 

BRAGLES,—.\ really poor class, and not a typical one to 
een, as they all leaned toward the harrier breed, 
do Kennel Club, with Reckless, fairly came first, and 
others placed in proper order, Penfold’s Charley, 
ever, should have been mentioned. 

DascHunpE,—In this lot there were some excellently 
red dogs, particularly the blackand tans, ‘The class 
well judged; Scheelje’s red dog Dan, a very fine speci- 
1, deservedly received first, his only fault being one 
omon to his species, thatis, pigged jawed. Claussen’s 
altke, a good black, second. This breed is now one of 

Whe most fashionable in England, 
Vox Terriprs.—A fair class, with some excellent coats 

gail ears. Mortimer’s Shot first, a dog with a short, 
ik face between good ears, excellent in body and sub- 

imce, In the bitches, Rutherfurd's Active, a white and 
kk, came first, and same owner's Chance second. 
mler’s Judy third, although she showed more quality 

1 Gither of the other winners. Burke's Nettle, and 
8 Tort were both good specimens and deserved hizh 
tion, The puppies, dogs and bilches, connted up to 
ity-nine in all, Tileston’s Vampire, first among the 

imer, and Fleck’s Gipp, a real goo bitch, in the latter. 
nell’s Prima Donna, unnoticed, was too good a puppy 
to have had a mention. 
ULLEYS.—This class was an excellent show, and in- 
ed a great many excellent animals. The first and 
md, namely, rae ete dog Rex and Downey's Las- 

8, whio also won the Club Medal for best colley bitch in 
ow, were beyond all praise. Wood's Jock third, 
ips the handsomest animal in the class, but head im- 
to first and second winners, showing a less reliable 

per, Lassie, aboye mentioned, according to John 
idson, is the best bitch in America—she won first at 
uis last year. The puppies were a fairlot, Apgar’s 

le first, a splendid colley all yer, Greeley’s Guggle 
was thrown out on account of ‘* Puck” ears, ofler- 
ayery good youngster, 

bir, DoGs.—Sir William Verner’s dog Donald first, 
Ml Barnard’s Judy second, both of the fashionable type 

heir breed in England at the present day, Miller's 
ret.of lash year, réceiyed no mention, 
TimeimHRs.—Sir William Verner again won in a 

tin this class with champion Tarquin and his son 
‘hus. The presence of these dogs, and tle world- 

putation of the fortier as a winner, added a preat 
the attraction of the show. Tarquin, the tippieal 

ff his: ulass, was bred by My. Vero Shaw, and gold 
P over £100 to his present owner. As a Collector of 

has no equal, haying landed one hundred and 
and (ourteen special ups, THe still showed 
Of his undutiful son’s condnet, and was evi- 

his w oshible hammer, Mir Wills’ Vielox 
ere were several other good dogs 
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in the class, though Mr. Dalziel expressed his opinion 
thatthe Yankee breeders were too fond of sticking to 
“the fiehting head,” 
Skyn Terkmrs,—One of the best classes in ihe show, 

almost all the entvies appearing in splendid coats. John 
Lonis Harberger'’s Patch and Tatters won the first and 
second, as they most probably would do al any of the 
shows in England. Walton's Pepper—a good one—third, 
and Aspinwall’s Puppy and Vogt’s Jeff close upon his |} 
heels. 
Puds,—The Bnglish judges pronounced this to be a 

fair class, and we presitme that they alluded to many of 
the exhibitors, who carried the ugly little brutes in their 
arms. It never occured tous until recently why these 
monkey-heatled dogs had wormed themsglyes into sa 
many drawing-rooms; we now believe it was for the 
sake of contrast—the story of Beauty and the Beast over 
again. Tf we had ever had one doubt of Mr. Dalziel’s re- 
quisite as a judge, it would haye been seattered lo the 
winds on Thursday last, when we saw him refuse the 
most pleading looks, and send the darling pets bacl: to 
their pens without a notice. The awards to the dogs 
were few, but rightly given, Daggett’s fawn-colored 
Dick first, Miss Detchon’s imported Roderick second, and 
Mrs, Koon’s Prince, a golden fawn, third. First, second 
and third were correctly placed, and Miss Iing’s Peg¢ 
certainly deserved all she got. ; 
ScorcH TURRIERS.—An exceedingly poor class, in 

which the money had to be withheld. Hazard’s Pepper 
came in for second. 
BLAcK AND TAN TERRmRS.—Sir William Vernev’s Sal- 

ford, a superb rascal, lad an easy win of first, with 
Nettle, belonging to Ma. James Watson, London, Eng- | 
land, second, and the rest of the entries trotting at a re- 
spectable distance behind, 
Danviz Dinmonts.—This breed of dogs, made so famous 

by Sir Walter Scott, had but two really first class entvigs, | 
first gomg to Pin and second to Needle, both being recent | 
iniportations of Mr. Hume, of Virginia, | 
YORKSHIRE TERRIGRS.—This. was a really good class, 

including hoth large and small dogs, Kallaher’s Willie 
first, Roger third and Collins’ Royal second, in the over 
five pounds class, and the former owner the first two 
prizes in the small class. 
Toy Trrrmrs.—aA class with eighteen entries, two- 

thirds of which received mention. Miss Clancey’s Bijou, 
a remarkably fine specimen of the apple-headed black 
and tan, received first. This was the smallest dog in the 
show, weighing but one and three-quarter pounds, 
JAPANESE SPANIELS,—Also a grand class, whicl we 

examined with great care, We differ, however, with the |, 
judging, believing Allison’s Chang was more properly 
entitled to first than same owner's Ching. 

Trantan GREYHOUNDS,—Another splendid class, with 
eight out of ibe ten entries mentioned, Mrs. Foster's very 
beautiful Princess scored first, with the other winners 
close bebind, 
Sitk-Hatrep TERRIBRS.—Three good entries with Clit- 

ford’s Jess, a silver gray, as first, and Miss Wagstatl’s 
Scamp, a blue backed, second. 
MICELLANEOUS.—A mixed up lot, with first to Delm’s 

ion, called in the official catalogues a Danish boar 
hound, but which tous looked like an Ulm badly bred. 
Second to Troy’s Rajah, a yery good boar hound, Third 
to Watson's Kathleen, an Trish terrier, one of the best 
of the few we have seem in this country. Fourth to 
Genzel’s Jocko and Lorillard’s Caniche Schwartz, There 
was no notice made of Godeffroy’s Caniche Rigolboche, 
although he was a good one, or of Kyle’s Royer, New- 
foundland and St, Bernard, Kinn’s pair of Caniches, 
Bella and Carlo, received very high mention, but were 
untrimmed, 

Tappan’s Sancho was a very good-looking dog, by One- 
eyed Sancho out of Flora, and ib was the opinion of 
others than ourself that he was of finer type than several 
of the winners—he was basset unnoticed. Godeffroy's 
Satan, a yery wéll-made black dog, was awarded a, V, H. 
C.—well duserved, ‘Schietfelin’s Pericles (Sensation- 
Juno) receiyed a high commendation, and we think a 
higher place should have been given him, Ald?ich’s 
(setter bitch) Smut, also winner of the club medal special 
prize for best black setter bitch, 

i 

i] 
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During the show the Committee of the Westminster 
Kennel Clib had a numberof protests handed into then; 
we have, however, noticed the only one that was enter- 
tained. In making our criticisms of the different classes, 
we were glad to avail ourselves of the opportunity which 
olfered to refer some of the more questionable points to our 
friend, Dr. A. Russell Strachan, well known as one of the 
pioneer judsres in this country, wliose opinions were sus- 
tained by many other competent critics present, 

Mr. GopEFrroy’s Prorests,—May 12th.—The West- 
minster Kennel Club, New York.—Gentlemen: I beg to 
protest against the award in class 5, where my bitch 
Braunfels was given the second prize, The other (lor has 
no dew claws, a point which is, according to Stunelienge 
and Vero Shaw, as necessary as solid white in a bull ter- 
rier, Yours respectfully, A, H, GODEIFEOY, 

May 12th.—The Westivinsler Kennel Club, New York,— 
Gentlemen ; I protestagainst the awardin class 33, cham- 
pion Gordon setter bitches, The dog awarded hasa funda- 
mental fault, viz., fawn colored nese and black marl- 
ings on the feet, Please examine Stonehenge, and 
oblige, Yours respectfully, A, B. Goprrrroy, 

May 12th.—To the Managers Wesiminste Kennel Club 
Dog Show, New York.—Gentlemen ; While knowing that, 
under Rule 10 of the Fourth Annual Bench Show of the 
Westminster Kennel Club, [ant without redress against 
any award rendered by the three judges of the present 
show, uevertheless 1 deem if clue to the reputation of my 
kennels to formally protest against the decision rendered 
by Messrs, Wise, Hammond and Dalziel, in their jude- 
meut of class 16, for pointers over fifty-five pounds, in 
which my my dog Croxteth was only awarded an H. C,, 
while other dogs, infinitely inferior to him (ab least ac- 
cording to Stoneh@nge), were given higher awards, 
Ideeply vegret being obhged to entera protest, as at 

the many previous shows where I haye exhibited T have 
neyer liad occasion to do so before, and iny object if tims 
caseis to make my protest a matter of record for the 
future, and enable brother sportsmen to see the (logs mow 
and judge for themselyes, I am, gentlemen, yours re- 
specblully, A. i. Gopnrrroy, 

te . 
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“Mick” On Tie SHOw.—Such a number of pointers 
and setters has never before been seen in 9 show, anc 
there was little if any “rubbish” among them, Thesatne 
cannot, in all fairness, be sail of all the classes, The 
mistiffs need improvement, and with wider jaws and 
less pointed muzzles would make a better showing, corm- 
ing nearer to the typo, and also to the English examples, 
‘The St. Bernards were better, but still capable of im- 
provement, The Newfoundlands came up to the expec- 
tations of the critival judge, and surpassed it : they be- 
jing first class in form and with good coats as well. The 
|puppy Class here promises good. The greyhounds, as a 
| class, Were good, with a good leader and fair followers. 
| Here, as in other sections of the show, better results 
would follow more attention to condition. Several cases 
happening where really good animals los the ribbon be- 
‘cause they were out of condition, when they might as 
| well have been in prime showing stage, The deerhounds 
|were a fine class, and then came the pointer and setter 
class, of which something has been already said. The 
| bitches in the former were exceptionally fine in all tha 
numbers, The Dasdhunde found good leaders for the 
prizes, the first prize taker being especially good, The 
colleys, too, are worthy of great commendation, and at 
coming colley trial, if the results are up to the bench 
level, the class will be wp to Seotch standards. The 
|Scoteh terriers were down again, and pure blood was 
looked forin yain, In the many arbitrary points among 
the Skyes some were found to meet all, und. as a lof they 
were really admirable, and set lovers of their breed beside 
themselves in piling up thé adjectives, 

FOLL List OF THE AWARDS. 

LY. H,., very highly commended; H,C., highly comitiended 5 
and C,, commended.] 

_Class I—Mastiffs—Dozs.—Virst prize, $20, Gharles 0. Bull's Turk, 
New York ; second, $10, Albert Hoysradt’s Warwick (late Dulce), 
Tiudson, N, ¥,; V. 4, ©., Dy. Albert H. Buck's Garm, New York; 
Miss 5.0. fewith's Werewacd, New York. H. C., Oliver K. Hand’s 
Harold. Sing Sing. N.Y. 
Glass 2—Mastitls—Ditches.—First prize, $20, Albert Hoysradt’s 

Rab, Hudson, N. Y.; second, $10, J. M. Underwood’s Queen, New 
ead WN. J.; third, slyer medal, KR. Lehmann’s Juno, Brooklyn, 

Class 3—Mastill! Puppies—Dogs and Bilches.—First prize, $10, S. 
C, Mewitt's Brenda, New York; second, silyer medal, R. L. Belk- 
a Venus, New York, Y.H.C,, C. D. Arthur's Pluto, New 

ork, 

_ Oluss 4—Rough Conted St, Bernard Dogs.—Virst prize, $20, A. By 
Godelfroy’s Marco, Grange Co,, N. Y.; second, $10, D. P, Poster's 
Marco, New York; third, silver medal, R. Lehmann's Rolt, 
Brooklyn, 

, Glass 6— Rough Coated St, Bernard Bitches.—lirst prize, 520, H. 
&. V.S. Thorne's Sheila, New York; second, $10, A. BE, Godetfroy's 
Grauifels, Orange County, N. ¥. 
_ Class 6—Smonth Coated St. Bernard Doys.—First prize, $20, 
dohn P. Haines’ Harrold, Tom’s River, N. J- 

Class 7—Smooth Coated St. Bernard Bitches.—Virst prize, $20, 
John P, Haines’ Judy, Tom’s River; second, $10, Tsase Weighell’s 
Maria, Rochester, N.Y.; third, silyer medal, John P. Haines’ Tilly, 
Tom's River, N, J. 
__ Cliss 8—St. Bernard Puppies—Dogs and Bitehes—Tirst prize, 
$10, John P. Haines’ Askin, 'Tom’s River, N. J.; second, silyer 
médal, John P. Haines’ Tiff, Vom’s River. V.H.C., John P, 
Haines’ Bex, Tom's River, H.0., John P. Haines’ Rigi, Tom's 
River, N.J. C, John P. Haines’ Vix, Tom’s River, N. J. 
Cluss #—Newfouudland Dogs snd Bitches,—First prize, $20, 

i, B. McCormick's Charlie, New York; second, silver medal, Gen. 
tover A, Pryor's Charley, Brooklyn. V.H. 0,, Louis Alexander's 
Phito, New York; J. Springsteud, Jr,’s Fleet, New York; Robert 
Fitzroy’s Bruno, Greenwich, Conn.; Albert Meier's ‘lurk, Pater- 
son, N. J, H.C. M. Tuchbind’s Jim Fisk, New York. ., J. O. 
Thurston's Nero, Crawford, N. J.; Dr. Thomas C, Stellwagen’s 
Neptune, Philadelphia. 
Class 10—Newtoundland Puppies—Dogs and Biteches.—Prize, 

silyor medal, D. A. Bingham’s Belle, New York. V-H.0., Dr. 
Thontas C. Stellwagen’s Nereus, Philudelphia; H, C., John Dutt’s 
Sappho, New York. C., Robert Lincoln Lee's Reris, New York, 
aud W. Tietjen’s Anunias, Central Valley, N. Y. 

Class 11—Siberian, or Ulm—Dogs or Bitehes.—First prize, $15, 
Adolphe Von Sehade’s Sultan, Newport, R.1I.; second prize, 
silyor medal, G. F. Keller's Lyon, New York; third (extra), Mrs- 
J. M. Rutan's Rex, Brooklyn. V.H.C., George Petermann's 
Growler and Lillie, New York; D. W, Iuhring’s Hector, New 
York; De. John Marshall's Hosko, Philudelphia; Adolph Van 
Schide's Tiger, t.1. H, G., Julius Kloetyer’s Diana, New York; 
Jolius Grau’s Sultan, New York; James J, Colley’s Major, Ho- 
boken, N.J. C., George Ulvich’s Flora, New York, und Thomas 
HH. Sintth's Pot Cheese, Paterson, N. J. 

_ Olusa 12—Greyhounds—Dogs and Bitches.—Virst prize, $15, J- 
Stiner's Prince, New York ; socond, silver medal, H. A, Colt’s Rio- 
satte, Mount Vernon, N. ¥. V, H.C., G. Walton’s Thorgug¢hbred, 
Boston; Raymond J. Chatry’s Vida, New York. H. C., Clifford 
A.H. Bartlett's Viscount, New Brighton, §. I., and C.8. Myer’s 
eau Nev. York, C., Hall, Blair & Co,3 Guess and Gem, Brook- 
yh, N.Y. 
Class 13—Deerhounds—Dogs and Bilches.—First prize, $15, Paul 

Danu's Glen. New York; second, silver medal, P, 'T. Barlow's 
Maida, New York. V.H.(, P.C. Hewitt's Sorfrida, New York, 
aod J. Nelaon Howard's Moidart, Newport, KR. 1; Paul Dana’s 
Osean, and sime owner's Lay, H.C, 
ee ee Pointers Over 55 Pounds—Dogs.—Prize, $35, 
“isher Ho i 
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$25, Hi. J. Whitehead’s Fan, New York. 

T. ( _0,, C.D. Waustall’s 
H.€. * A. BE, Godttfroy’s 

aurence’s Sank, 

0. 
ond, $20, H. W. 

al, Robert C, Cor- 
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TWENTY-EIGHT PAGES.—The pressure upon our 
columns this week, caused by the very full report of the 

Dog Show, obliges us to add four extra pages to our 
regular number, twenty-four. By doing this we are 

enabled to do full justice to the show, and at the same 
time* to give the other departments of the paper their 
usual amount of space. 
oo ___—__ 

—Under the heading ‘‘ Pedestrianism ” a western paper 
notes Col. Bodine’s selection as Captain of the American 

Rifle Team to visit Ireland, The editor probably means 
to intimate that our boys will have a walk over and walk 
away with the prize. 
re 

—Two prize fighters, with their crowds of hangers-on, 
have been skulking about for more than a week trying to 
find a spot on the Canadian border where they may in- 
dulge ina bout. The authorities have so far proved too 
alert, and the probability is that the contemplated fight 
will, in consequence, be frustrated, All of which is to 
the credit of the Canadian authorities, 
er 

—The list of prizes to be given at the Seneca Falls Con- 

yention next week is larre and attractive, The prospect 
is that the convention will be largely attended, and 
marked hy some close competitions. We bespeak for all 

attending sportsmen an enjoyable visit at Seneca Falls, 
and for the conyention harmony and the best of feeling, 

Next year the FOREST AND STREAM hopes to welcome the 
clubs to the eastern part of the State, 

———— 6 ee 

—Yesterday was the one hundredth anniversary of the 

New England ‘fdark day,” The Connecticut Legisla- 
ture was in session ut the time, discussing the laws regu- 
lating the shad and alewife fisheries, One of the number, 

thinking that the Day of Judgment had come, moved an 

adjournment, but Abraham Dayenport, who would be 
ready and at his post of duty when the Lord called, di- 
rected the candles to be brought in, and then, amid the 
thunders of the tempest, discussed the bill. No more 
picturesque incident ever occurred in the history of 
game and fish legislation, 

al el 

—Hvery member of the Long Island Sportsman’s As- 
sociation should be present at the meeting to-morrow 

night, All who may desire to attend the Conyention will 
then be furnished reduced excursion tickets, 

oo) 
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THE NEW YORK DOG SHOW. 

Bet brilliant display of dogs which, during the past 
week, drew thousands of delighted admirers to 

the Madison Square Garden, adds another to the many 

claims which the Westminster Kennel Club haye to the 
gratitude of the citizens of this city in particular and 
the country in general. In a thousand or more stalls 
were gathered sample animals, illustrating the perfection 
of canine breeding, and showing to what a fine result an 

intelligent selection of sires may reach, An analysis of 
the list of entries shows that there is enough of fine dog 
stock owned and bred in the city of New York to make 
a creditable display, for beyond the dog dealers of the 
country and the kennels whose interest itis that repre- 
sentation should be made at every important bench 

show, the bulk of the entries came from the metropolis, 

This is the more noteworthy in the classes of hunting 
dogs, enough pointers and setters being owned in the city 
to supply a small army of gunners. 
When the assertion is made by critics of narrow view 

that the desire for field sports of a legitimate sort is wan- 

ing, and that the segregation of people in cities crushes 

out the desire for a run over the stubble in search of 
game, reply may be pointed at the dog show. The true 

sporting idea is strong in New York, and the number of 

fine guns owned in this city is in good proportion to 
the number of fine dogs, while the rush that takes place 

at the opening of the trout season, and the steady stream 
of anglers who go out from the city to the Long Island 
ponds, to the Pennsylvania brooks, or even to the rivers 

of Canada, testify that this branch of the sportsman’s 
guild has its many votaries. The dog show goes to dem- 

onstrate in another way what the subscription books of 

the FoREST AND STREAM may furnish documentary evyi- 
dence of—that the great cities of this country are full of 

men who are sportsmen in spirit, of skill in woodcraft, 

and able to hold their own in the field, able to cast a fly 
or send a long, killing shot after duck or woodcock, while 

to the superficial observer they are the busy men of the 
counting room or the shop, Bench shows may aid to 

swell this class by inculcating a love of the dog where it 
may not now exist, for if seems to us that no one could 

pass up and down the long aisles of the show last week 
and not be possessed with a desire to own one or another 
of the fine specimens there on exhibition. 

The show had, besides, a missionary effect in another 

way—in teaching dog owners and dog lovers what is 

really good in their specialty, There are in this city to- 
day thousands of dogs whose only claim to an existence 
is that they exist, and their only salvation from the de- 

struction of the dog pound is the fact that they have 

owners who haye not yet been brought up to the point of 
noting the good from the bad in a dog way, There 
should be a grand clearing out of the mongrel curs that 

infest our streets and bring bad repute on man’s best 
friend by becoming man’s nearest enemy, Bench shows, 
properly conducted, will demonstrate that there are dogs 
worth eyen the seemingly fabulous prices of the fanciers’ 

catalogue, while there are others to whom a speedy termi- 
nation of their existence would be a godsend indeed. 
Every properly constituted person is a natural dog lover ; 
false teaching or erroneous early impressions may leave, 
through life, antipathies to the animal, but these cases 
are rare and abnormal, While this fact of a general love 
between dog and man holds, it does not follow that the 
ability to distinguish the good from the bad in dogdom 

is equally wide, One may learn to love even a “yaller 

dorg,” but such affection is misplaced, when there is the 

possibility of owning animals so intelligent and so 
near the speaking level as were to be seen on the Madison 
Square Garden benches, With them we should have 
none of this hydrophobia excitement, which now and then 
sweeps over the community when some snappish Spitz 
or still more ignoble cur shows its bad blood by inserting 
its poison-laden fangs into friend and foe indifferently, 
The condemnation is general, while the real blame and 

danger is very circumscribed. We want sharp, clear and 

well-enforced dog laws, rooting out the sheep-killing, 
manger-occupying, howling brutes that are a curse alike 
to city and country. But we want with them a clear ap- 
preciation of the fact that a dog, per se, is not an animal 

to be hunted after or treated with neglect. ‘' Love me 
love my dog” is a good motto where the dog is worth the 
loving, and where itis not itis pretty certain that the 
owner, too, Jacks some loyable qualities, While every 
one may not own dogs, if is but just that every oneshould 
haye a clear appreciation of the important place which 
the animal fills, and haye an intelligent comprehension 
of his good and bad points, as shown in the various 
classes. This is the mission of the bench show. Field 
trials are well in their way, aud as the necessary comple- 
ment of the bench show their importance is beyond ques- 
tion. There is no antagonism between them, and the 
tests by one set of rules are to be completed by tests 
under the other set; but there are a hundred points of 
importance to be reached by a bench*show which the 
field trial fails entirely to touch. Thousands who should 
become intelligent champions of the dog may be drawn 
to a bench show, where one may attend a dog trial in the 
open ; hence, the importance of an earnest support of 
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the one class of show without making any disparagement 

of the other. Herein lies the mission of the Westmins 
ster Kennel Club in this city, 

There are points against which criticism may fairly 
launched in connection with such displays, and where 
the element of competition is brought se prominently 

forward there are always certain to be heart burnings, deep 

and many, where there are forty eager and expectant 
owners, each seeing all perfection in his particular favo 
rite, and only one blue ribbon to be awarded. The past 
show has, however, been fairly above the suspicion 
of a grumble on this ground, No one doubts but that the 

judging was fearlessly, ably and impartially conducted; 

each dog got his due, or very nearly it, and while the 
blue ribbon dog may not have been, in each class, a per 
fect model of that particular breed, still, in that particus 

lar collection of dogs brought before the judge there is no 
room to doubt that it was the best, There are differ 
ences in the classes of dogs soown, and thereis yet much 
to be done in developing a higher standard and a nearel 

approach to the model dog in many of the classes. Still 
this remark does not apply to the most important clag 
of the show, if itis proper to place the setters in that po 

sition, and the judges who came over and so kindly gaye 

New York and the Westminster Kennel Club the benefif 
of their experience and special knowledge, were indi 
within bounds when they used such adjectives as ‘* 
perb,” “grand,” and ‘‘ magnificent,” in speakiug of th 

pointer and setter classes. The club has done good servi¢ 
at home, and it has done more; this show just closé 

is bound to produce good results abroad. We haye &6 
cured the best that English kennels can furnish; and sod 

our Parole exploits on the turf will be followed by equalh 
signal victories on the bench and in the field trial. There 

are many to-day who would not exchange their Amen 
can breech-loader for any of the vaunted English male 
of guns, and to-day any one in search of a fine sporting 
dog need look no further than the advertising columns 
the FoREST AND StRpAM to find the proper place to buy 
He will secure the very best by staying on this side the 
ocean, and there never yet, at any bench show, was col 

lected a finer lot of animals ; and the quality of the] 
show may best be judged when the numbers in ea¢ 

class is taken into account. 

re 

Lrssons FRom ANOTHER Loc.—As will be seen fro) 
our special correspondence from the Pacific, yachting 0 
the Western shores has taken a boom. ‘This is due in ®t 

small measure to the untiring energy and zeal displaye 
by the officers of the San Francisco Yacht Club. The 
stuff they are made of appears from the following & 

tract from their gallant Commodore’s annual repory, 

and we only regret that want of space prevents om 
printing his remarks in full :— ’ 

*T point to our fleet of yachts with pride, for although 

inferior in number to some of the Hastern clubs, it 
compare with them very fayorably im all that perta i 

seamanship, outsit, maintenance, comfort, sea-going 

qualities and speed ; and it is with pleasure that I congt 

ulate you upon the marked improvement in the style ai 
manner in which your yachts arenowkept. . .. You 

Commodore certainly set you a good example last yeé 

for out of 192 days that the Jrolie was in commission 

she was cruising 104 days, and I sincerely hope to 
able to do quite as well this season. . , .” 

Eastern men who keep their yachts rotting at the 
moorings seven days a week can well follow the exam@l 
of the Frolic, and if the * fixtures” of some of our clul 
exhibited the spirit shown on the Pacific the sensele 
cry about handicapping to bring enough yachts to UB 
line to make up a race would never have originate 
What our large clubs need is to take a lesson from th 

smaller ones, to wake up from their somnolent sloth, al 

to puta little more life into club existence. We hat 
taken several wrinkles already from the Pacific ; we hay 
learned from them to offer prizes for seamanship, am 
we have learned that the yawl is well adapted for om 
waters, and we can learn from them just a little more 

how to arrange a series of matches and cruises that wi 
keep the club alive and before the public and themsely 
a little oftener than one solitary, broiling-hot day 

June, coupled with a lazy drift and a paucity of entre 
and perhaps a noisy ‘‘excursion” down a mill-pands 
mid-summer—the same stale old ‘* programme” will 

out one iota of progress or development since the dg 

of the last generation. Have our great clubs no leadett 
who can see deeper into the sport than the bottom of 
wine glass? Why do they not speak out ; why let a hut 
drift to leeward like a crab when slight effort on thé 
part can readily overcome the drag of the lubber elemet 
-eyer present in a country where the sport is new? 

oe 

THe THAM TO IRELAND.—The exchanges from Ire 
and England come laden with notes of the preparal 
and hospitality which the hosts on the other side are f 
paring for our team. Major Leech is actively ab Wal 
gathering together his team, in a rather misce 
way, to be sure, but one which in the Major 
seems to be as effective as any other, There 
arush to practice, and while not much of team By 
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may he expected among the Trish riflemen, our represent- 
atives may be pretty certain of meeting a squad of the 

best individual shots of Ireland. The visitis attracting 
attention in England aswell, and the Volunteer Service 
Guzette, the best authority on matters connected with 
the rifle in the Kingdom, has the following very sensible 

suggestions about a struggle at Wimbledon after the 
Trish match has been won or lost. It may be well to pre- 

mise, before quoting the words of our esteemed contem- 
porary, that the American Team go from these shores to 
shoot a matvh with Ireland, and that upon the comple- 
tion of that match the team willbe disbanded by Col. 
Bodine, its Captain, All of its members will no doubt 

run down to London and be present at the Wimbledon 
Meeting in July. Whether they will organize as a team 

of American gentlemen and shoot an unofficial contest 
isa matter in their own hands, and no doubt they will 
be more than willing to do so, and then the kindly sug- 
gestions of the Guzelte may be put into practical form. 
The authority above mentioned says in the issue of 

May 1st:— 
‘(Ty will be five years next July since a team of small- 

boreriflemen from the United States, after giving ano less 
amous Irishteam asound beating on the latter’s own 
ground came to Wimbledon for the first and only time, 
The American gentlemen were, of course, most welcome, 
and made themselves eminently popular during their short 

atay among us. Butitcannot be denied that they did 
not find what they might fairly have expedted to find, 
whether they chose or not to avail themselves of them— 

viz,, facilities for pitting themselves, ds a tewm, against 
a first-rate British or United Kingdom team. The fact 
was, as we remarked at the time, that everybody thought 
that somebody else would take the matter in hand, and 
that ultimately there were no arrangements made at all 
for making a match which would haye been worthy of 
our visitors and of ourselves, When the Americans did 
come, indéed, or were just coming, all sorts of plans 
“were proposed in haste, for there was assuredly no want 
of good will. But none of thess proved feasible, and 
in tha end the yisitors went away—haying shown us, 
indeed, what admirableshots they were individually, but 
without our having had the opportunity of seeing them 
to the greatest advantage—vyiz., when working together 
as a team. 

*« A letter of Major Leech informs us that a team of the 
long-range riflemen of the United States is expected to 
land in Ireland next month, there to shoot a match with 
an Irish team under the Major’s captainship. The latter 
has already taken steps to organize a body of his coun- 
trymen who will be worthy of their opponents ; and we 
quite agree in thinking that the name of Major Leech is 
a sufficient guarantee that all the arrangements will be 
successfully carried out, and that an opportunity is given 
to Treland of showing that gratitude which she undoubt- 
edly feels sincerely and widely. We may be quite sure 
that for many reasons the American team will. have, as 
they have had before, a most enthusiastic welcome from 
their Irish friends, and the fairest of fields wherein to 
gain a victory orsustain a defeat. The visit will un- 
doubtedly bea very pleasant one to the hosts, and we 
may hope that it will beno less pleasant to the guests, 
But our business on this side of the Channelis to endeayor 
at once to induce the American riflemen to give us, after 
their Trish visit, a iurn at Wimbledon in July. And we 
cannot, we say frankly, hope to do this unless the Coun- 
cil of the National Rifle Association take the matter ab 
once in hand,and make arrangements for a match at 
long ranges between the Americans and the very best 
team we can get together here, It is of course not 
certain that an invitation tosuch a match ab Wimbledon 
would be accepted ; but it certainly ought to be given, 
and warmly pressed upon, Judge Gildersleeve and his 
countrymen, Such amatch should, if posible,not be a 
mere replica of the Elcho competition or of the Irish + 
match. And it seems to us that we cannot ask the 
Americans tocompete at the Meeting of the National 
Rifle Assoviation of the United Kingdom except against 
a team composed of the yery best men that can be got 
together from the parts of the Kingdom, whether they hap- 
pen to be Englishmen, Irishmen, or Scotchmen, The de- 
tails of the invitation or challenge may well be left for 
further consideration ; but the general composition of 
our team is not, we submit, amiatiter of detail at all, 
The Council of the National Rifle Association haye al- 
ways asserted that they represent nut England, or Ire- 
land, or Scotland alone, but the woule Kingdom, and 
they cannot, either consistently or wit), due respect for 
the undoubted prowess of the visitors, ask them to fight 
against. any but the very best opponents which the whole 
of the United Kingdom can show. A challenge to such 
2 contest against such opponents would, we aré sure, be 
readily accepted if it should be atall consistent with the 
previous arrangements of the American team, Certainly 
it ought to be proffered at the earliest possible momend; 
and no pains should be spared to make the match one 
of the most important events of the Wimbledon Meet- 
ing of 1880, 
“We do feel, we must say, and hayealways felt, that the 

American team, no doubt, as we have pointed out above, 
from unavoidable causes, were not treated in 1875 quite 
as they ought to haye been treated. They saw that there 
were difficulties, and showed the most genial courtesy in 
accepting our excuses. This year we have an excellent 
opportunity of making amends for what unfortunately 
happened im 1875, We are quite sure that this opportu- 
nity will not be lost, and that we shall show the Ameri- 
can team at Wiinbledon next July, that though we can- 
not hope to viewith the splendid hospitality with which 
they invariably receive our riflemen on their own shores, 
we can at least give them a hearty wélcome, and can 
Hey opponents who will be not unworthy of their 
steel, ; 
oe 

—We hays received from the San Francisco Bulletin Oo. 
4 copy of the handsome chromo of the famous St, Julien, 
- ‘The picture is an admirable specimen of horse portraiture, 
Tt doea great oredit to the publishers, 

GAME PROTECTION. 

Dr, Jonn P. OrpDway.—Boston, May 15th.—Kditor 
Forest and Stream ;—In accordance with a vote passed 
ata meeting of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Pro- 
tective Association, which was held on the 12th inst., I 
beg to inclose herewith a copy of the resolutions which 
were adopted at said meeting on the death of ex-Presi- 
dent Dr, John P. Ordway. E. 8. Tony, JR, 

Secretary. 
Resolved, That in the death of Dr. John P, Ordway the 

society has lost a man of independent thought who al- 
Ways acted in accordance with his conyiction and senti- 
ment of right. 

Resolved, That his manly and outspoken utterances of 
what he firmly believed to be for the best interests of 
man gnaae him a desirabie co-worker and a reliable 
friend, 

Resolved, That his opinions were valuable and influen- 
tial, being always based upon an intelligent considera- 
tion of the subject upon which they were expressed. 

Resolved, That this Association regards him with grate- 
ful memory as the founder of the principles upon which 
this organization is based, and in no small degree do we 
regard his indefatigable labor as the cause of our pros- 
perity and success. 

Resolved, That a photograph or other likeness of Dr. 
John P, Ordway be procured and placed upon the walls 
of the audience room of this Association as a tribute to 
the memory of the founder of this Association and its 
first President. 

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be placed 
upon the records, and that the Secretary be instructed to 
forward a copy to the family of our deceased associate. 

Dan’. NEEDHAM, 
H H. Kmmatn, 

Committee, 
oe 

VingintAa—Richmond, May 13th.—The annual meeting 
of the Fish and Game Association was held yesterday 
evening, The following officers were elected : President, 
Charles T. Palmer ; Vice-President, Dr. O, A. Crenshaw ; 
Secretary, BE, H. Fisher; Treasurer, John Ott; Execu- 
tive Committee, Moses Ellyson, Philip Haxall, W. Rus- 
sell Robinson, A. L, Holladay, and W.G, Miller. A reso- 
lution was adopted calling on the minor organization to 
contribute to a fund forthe purpose of spreading a digest 
of the fish and game laws throughont the Commonwealth, 
rt oe 

[From a Special Correspondent.] 

OUR WESTERN LETTER. 
—>——_ 

Drnver, Cou, May 4th. 

OTHING could better illustrate the truth that all 

things are relative, than for a New Yorker to hear 
Chicago spoken of as the Hast, Should he cometo Denver 

thatis what he willhear. No New York newspaper finds 
its way here regularly but the Herald. Chicago papers 
arrive three days after publication, and, as far as news- 
dealing is concerned, that city is to Denver an eastern out- 

post. The papers published there are regarded here as the 

New York dailies are regarded in Western New York. 
Everything east of Chicago is, so to speak, in the wilds, 
and the New York news sounds to us here as the Rocky 
Mountain intelligence strikes the inhabitant of Gotham, 

Tt seems very distant and faint, 

The change is rather pleasant than otherwise, and is 

probably wholesome. It is so complete that the novelty 
is rather refreshing and invigorating. It is not, in this 
respect, so very different from a trip to a foreign land. 
All the elements of distance, change in scenery, differ- 
ence in town aspects and in manners of the people, are 

here, insomuch that one is rather startled to hear the 
people speaking the same English that is heard on the 
Atlantic coast. The traveler to the West, therefore—to 

the ‘‘ far West ”—can look for something of the change 
and diversion that he gets by going to Hurope. Nor is 

the sensation which the man feels when he is about start- 
ing for these regions altogether different from that which 
he has on embarking for the old country, There is the 

same extent of preparation, the same close attention to 

the provision of proper wraps, and of the hundred little 
things which have to be thought of for a long journey. 
There is the same engagement of a berth in adyance, and 
when one gets settled and his hand luggage stowed in 
the sleeping car section, the frame of mind is strikingly 
like that which comes when the steamship traveler finds 
himself first in his stateroom, In fact, the likeness be- 

tween the sleeping car and steamship traveling is main- 

tained throughout the journey. The porter is the steward, 
and it is only fair to say right here that as an attendant 
he far outdoes the average steward of the sea, Indeed, 
the African as aseryant is seen to about as great an ad- 

yantage and as near perfection in a Pullman sleeper as 

anywhere in the world. Here he combines the activity 
and thoughtfulness and training of the French waiter, 
the steadiness and intelligence of the American and the 

inimitably gratifying servility and deference of the best, 
of the African domestics. I could not help wondering 
how 80 uniformly good a selection of servants could have 
been made, and I do not yet understand how so much 

discipline can be maintained among them, removed as 
they are from supervision continually during their service, 

Of course, it is dueto the judgment and desire to please 
and attention to business of the managers, but it is sur- 
prising that there is not a mistake made once in a while, 
When to the sleeping car we add ths hotel car accommo- 

dations for traveling, nothing more can be asked for, 
There is the whitest of linen, waiters of the best, in re- 

ligiously clean, white jackets, attention to your wants 

that is both full and rapid, and a breakfast that makes 
one think involuntarily, and without the slightest ex- 
aggeration, that one is eating ab Delmonico’s or the 

Brunswick, and at rather less than the prices at those 

places. In fact, as to price, the traveler could probably 
not live much, if any cheaper, if, in a fib of economy, he 

were to take his long lunch with him. And at all times 
he has his option between the neat, inviting table, with 

its delicate French cooking, that is spread before him as 

he looks over the morning paper, and the regular wayride 
eating house (which should shame many of their like in 

the Bast), at which a good twenty-five minutes is given 
thrice daily for obtaining refreshments. : 

I find I haye unconsciously taken up a good deal of 

space in adverting to the incidents of getting out to the 
Rocky Mountains. But the remembrance of the com- 

forts Lhad in traveling hither, coming, as I did, by good 

fortune, over aline with which there was no fault to be 

found, and for whose excellence of accommodations I 

was, in my ignorance, unprepared, my lively remem- 

brance of those comforts, Lsay, has led me to talk about 

them in this letter at the expense of other matters, How- 

ever, I willtry to give attention to some other subjects in 
other communications, which I hope to be able to send 

you, Still, itis not amiss for any one who is going to 

conie out here to try his rifle or rod, to know a good way 
of getting here; and to any such I would say that they 
probably cannot do better than by taking the route I did, 

which was via Pennsylvania Central and Pittsburg and 

Fort Wayne to Chicago, thence by Chicago and North- 

western to Omaha (or rather Council Bluffs), and thence 
through by the Union Pacific. Lux, 

Game Bag and Guy. 
MAY IS A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME. 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

Tn sending reports for the Forest Awp STREAM Directory to 

Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 
the following particulars, with such other information as they 

may deem of value: State, Town, County; means of access; Hotel 

and other accommodations; Game anditsSeason; Fish and itsSea- 
son; Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to address. 

—— 

—Address all communications to  Korest and Strean 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
$$ 

ANOTHER CAMP BRED. 

ROM four years’ experience of actual life in camp, 
F through summer heat and winter cold, in fields, 
swamp and forest, I know there can be no real labor ac- 
complished, or enjoyment had, without a good night's 
rest. I will, therefore, for the benefit of my fellow 
sportsmen, describe a bed that never failed me, one that 
nightly contributed to my physicalstrength and comfort, 
thereby strewing my pillow with pleasant dreams of 
peace, home and absent wife and child ; a camp bed that 
to this day holds a place in my memory that time can 
never erase. First, a full-width gun blanket; second, a 
mattress made after the pattern of a comfort ; material— 
bed-ticking and cotton batting ; length to suit the person ; 
width, 26 inches. The batting to be spread oyer one-half 

| of the ticking to the thickness of two inches, then cover 
it with the other half of the ticking, sewing up sides and 
ends. and tacking through and through with twine in 
four inch squares. This mattress is to be laid on the 
right hand side of the gun blanket, Third, a gum pillow, 
that can be expanded or emptied at pleasure. Fourth, a 
heavy gray blanket, army pattern, This is spread on the 
mattress, and the left hand half of the gun blanket. Now 
you may undress, if you wish, lie down, covering first 
with the woolen, then with the gun blanket, tucking the 
latter under the mattress. Let it coyer your head if it 
rains, and, my word for it, you will enjoy a sweet, re- 
freshing slumber. If you have no tent or shelter, and it 
threatens rain or snow, take your knife and cut a small 
ditch two inches deep, V-shaped, round the edges of the 
mattress, giving it a free descent. With these precau- 
tions you have nothing to fear; you will be warm and 
dry, and the sleep will be the sweeter, lulled to rest by 
the pattering Tain, 
When you rise, spread the blankets as they were while 

you slept, empty your pillow, and roll close and tight 
from the head, and at the foot you will find the two 
leather straps ready to bind the bundle, which will be 
compact, convenient for transportation under your arm 
or behind your saddle, ready for use on any kind of 
ground at the end of a day’s march or sport. 
Cupe Girardean, Mo, CAPE Rock. 

> 

VERMONT—Ferrisburg, May S8th—There is no spring 
shooting worth reporting here. There should be no 
spring duck shooting in our waters, for it never amounts 
to much, and drives away wood and dusky ducks that 
would otherwise breed here. Tt is strange that we haye 
no spring snipe. I neyer saw half a dozen here in one 
spring ; yet in favorable falls our marshes are sometimes 
awarming with them. AWAHOOSE, 
Massacuusnrts—Dana, May 14th.—Mr, Willlam B, 

Lincoln recently caught in a trap an eagle which meas- 
ured six feet and elayen inches from tip to tip of wings, 

Carsxmnn Mountain Baar Hontinc—Philadelphia, 
May 14th.—I have read or heard that there were a large 
nuimber of bears in the Catskills this season. Can you 
give any information on the subject as to the probability 
of “bar” being im sufficient numbers to be found, and 
where ta put up, ete, Cc. D, 
There ara bears in the Catskills. We haye seen them 

there, but we Imow of no spot where a man would be 
sureof finding them. Possibly our correspondent may 
secure the desired information by writing to Mr. Schutt, 

at the Cauterskill Falls, Address Catskill, N, Y. 
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SNIPE ON Lone Isianp.—Letler just received from my 
old friend and guide, Carman Cornelius, at Seaford, L. 
I, states that snipe shooting is good atSouth Oyster Bay. 
To all lovers of the sport I say go, and gowith Carman. 
No better man at the business, Can he reached by §, 8. 
R. Roof L. 1. Stop at Vandewatler’s; they will take care 
of you. EZzmrysiuu. 

Nuw Jersny—New York, May 11th,—I haye just re- 
turned from Ocean County, N. J. Wilson's snipe haye 
been quite plenty of late; but, they being flight birds, 
they did not stay long, The bay birds are commencing 
te come, and the prospects are that there will be plenty 
of shooting this week and the next, The warm nizht we 
had last Saturday bronglt a largenumber. The fires we 
had in New Jersey did not harm the birds in the least in 
Ocean County, as the fires were ben to fifteen miles dis- 
tant from the shooting grounds, J, A.D: 

SNIPE SHOOTING 'AT BARNEGAT.—We took the New 
Jersey Southern on Monday the 10th inst., bound for 
Porked River to try our luck at the snipe. After a trip 
of three hours we arrived at our station, and were met by 
our most genial host, ex-sheriff Parker, and by the way, 
who has not heard of the good sheriff, who keeps really a 
Sportsmen’s retreat of the first order, leaving nothing un- 
done to ake it pleasant and coinfortable for his guests ? 
A wish is nob made known butit is immediately attended 
wo. Long life to the sheriff, May his eyes not grow 
im, nor his hair grow gray, After partaking of a hearty 
supper we met our old friend and prince of baymen, Capt. 
Firman Matthews, who was to go with us for the trip, 
and who had all things in readiness, 
After a good night's rest we arose on Tuesday at 4 A.M., 

arriving at our grounds about 8.30 a.m. The weather 
was all that one could desire for snipe. We could now 
hear the yellow legs whistling all around, Soon our 
stools were out and blinds ready, 

“Hark! Thear them,” says the Captain. Down we 
both are. In they come; four in a bunch, surging to 
the stool. Up raises Hzeykill, and down fall four nice 
birds, Parker 10 bore and No. 10 shot. 

** Down!” says Captain; ‘‘lere comes a flock of do- 
witches,” In they come, ten of them. Two shots. and 
we pick up seven nice birds ; and so we go for about two 
hours, and bag twenty-two fine birds, 

Tn the night the wind shifted to the northwest, and 
commenced to blow. However, off we started in the 
morning, and succeeded in bagging nine on this day, The 
wind kept on increasing, until on Thursday it blew a 
gale, but with all the drawbacks we killed «six on this 
day. It was cold and rough in the night; the wind 
shifted to the northeast and blew hard and cold, and not 
a bird to be seen or heard anywhere. So we concluded 
to return to headquarters—the sheriff's. 
An old sheldrake is a bird which is condemned for its 

rani, fishy taste. ‘The Captain killed one with a 10 bore 
Parker with No. 10 shot fully 40 yards off, and we con- 
cluded to try the experiment of cooking him after a pe- 
euliat fashion, I took his skin off, and all the fat that 
was on the boily, wd proceeded to cook him, and the 
result was that not a particle of fishy smell was noticed 
while the bird was cooking, nor when eaten was there 
any of that strong and disagreeable taste amy more than 
there would be in the tinest red-head you cyer tasted. 

After a hearty repast at the Parker House we retired 
for the night, and started for homeon the 9 A.M, train, 
alter a most enjoyable trip, and had the weather per- 
unjited it would have been a very sucvessful one. 

EZEYKILL, 

Two Sipe AT One SHOT.—Portland, May 10?h.— 
Your exact and careful correspondent, “A. 0. L.,” writes 
m your issue of May 6th of shooting two snipe at one 
shot, and adds that he never heard of this being done be- 
fore in the East. To bag a brace of these wily birds at 
a shot when one does miss such an incomprehensible 
number of single ones is indeed a Incky fluke, and rare 
enough to send a thrill of exultation through the weary 
frame of the far tramper over marsh and moor; still, 
aun food luck is not altogether unheard of even in the 

ast. 
On October 8th, 1877, a friend and I were beating up a 

marshy alder run, My friend, with his knickerbdéckers 
on, was bravely plunging through the swamp with the 
dogs while I leisurely watched outside. Soon a snipe 
darted wp owt of the alder tops some thirly-five yards 
away. As I drew on him another squeaked up into 
pies fifteen yards nearer, and I dropped both at one 
shot. 

** Mon Dieu, what luck?’ cried my comrade from the 
alders. This was a fluke pure and simple. Buta few 
days after that, when out alone, my sétter came to a 
most decided point in a tussocky field, Walking up to 
him three snipe flipped up; two flew away, quariering 
to the right, keeping in exact range from me in the most 
obliging and unsnipelike manner, As my gun swung 
up to my eye! saw them skimming along over the ground 
like a matched span of swallows. I pulled on them; 
their heads dropped and they fell together stone dead, 
still keeping in exact range. Turning I bowled over the 
third snipe, who was bravely tacking to windward and 
almost out of range, with ny left barrel. 

Duis was not a fluke, bub deliberately shooting three 
Snipe in two shots, right and left, The two snipe killed 
ii one shot lay just three yards from each other. 

MARSTRAND, 
The editor of the Germantown (Pa.) Teleyraph, says : 

‘tA correspondent of FOREST AND STREAM, ‘writing from 
Norwich, N, Y,, brags of having killed two Enuelish 
snipe at one shot. Of course they happened to be’ cross- 
ing the space covered with the sportsman, What will 
such of the readers of the Yelegraph, who ave familiar 
with the ground, say when we tell them that the writer 
of these lines killed two English snipe in what is known 
here in Germantown 2s Coulter’s meadow, with right 
and left barrel, at one flight. This was forty years ago. 
There is still some swampy ground there, created by a 
neglected spring, and not unfrequently a snipe is based 
in it. Oceasionally a rail-bird was shot, but we never 
had the pleasure formerly of seeing one.” 

tA, C. §.," Norwich, N, ¥,, records an instance of 
killing two snipe at one shot, and sales that hw never 
saw this done before. In February, 1875, it was done af 
Colfax, La., three times in one day—twive by myself and 
once by my companion, a native Louisianian, who was 
receiving instruction in wing shooting, The birds were, 

however, in great abundance, On the day referred to, J 
killed thirty-six between breakfast and noon, and thirty- 
nine between 1PM. and 6 pat. I neyer before or since 
saw so many snipe, 7. ¢,, Wilson’s snipe, inone place, I 
was not out of sight of the camp during the day. Thoy 
must lave been migrating, as yery few were to be found 
the next day. T. H, GROoyaES. 

Texas NorEs.—Palestine, Teaus, May 13th.—The Jack- 
stone Gun Club, of Dallas, is making preparations for the 
State Sportsmen's Tournament, which opens at the above 
city on the 17th inst, A greater number of people will 
witness the contests than at any preyious tournament, 
and extensive arrangements are being made for reception 
and entertainment of visitors. Arrangements haye al- 
ready been made for ample supply of wild pigeons, 
Nearly every club in the State have signified their inten- 
tion of either sending delegates, or attending en masse, 
The outlook is yery satisfactory to the boys. The attend- 
ance from Palestine will be scattering, but we will send 
some good men to the field. Six coops of wilil pigeons 
from Michigan, intended for the use of the Houston Gun 
Club, and four coops for the Fort Worth Club, passed to 
their destination last week, from which we may infer 
that the boys intend to get their hand in. The Palestine 
Glass-Ball Club, organized last year, in deference to the 
prevailing ** boom,” proved short lived, as no attempthas 
been made toward reorganization this season. 
The quail are rather more plenty this than last year, 

owing to the comparatively dry fall and winter ; but the 
early and continual spring rains have prevented their 
nesting. I went out the other morning with 4 young 
dog to see what he was made of, and found two hbevies. 
They were rather inclined to be trod on, rather than get 
up. 
Phishing runs about as ever. Smal black bass and perch 

in the creeks, larger ditto in the rivers and lakes, with 
numerous Buffalo fish to give you a heavy pull, and 
finally disgust you with their coarseness and lack of 
flayor. At Galveston, of course, the finest of sea fishing 
is to be had at all times, L'ECLATRE, 

Wisconsts—Lu Crosse, May 13th.—The Gateway City 
Shooting Club held their annual meeting at the office of 
the secretary, Mr. C. Norbeck, Tuesday evening, The 
election of oilicers for the present year resulted as fol- 
lows: President, Harry EB, West; Vice-President, C. F, 
Huntsman; Secretary, Carl Norbeck; Treasurer, Fred, 
Bagley ; Executive Committee, H. E. West, C. F. Hunts- 
man and John McMillan, A committee was appointed 
to secure suilable grounds for permanent use, probably 
on the banks of the La Crosse River, 

PENNSYLVANIA SQUIRREL SHOoTING,—New Bloomfield, 
Perry Co., Pa,, April 2lst.—Sportsmen here confidently 
expect more game the coming season than was to be 
found last. The open, mild |winter just passed enabled 
small game fo live through it with ease; the mast being 
heayy last fall, food was not scarce, and the absence of 
deep snows and continned cold gave pheasants, turkeys, 
ete., opporbunity to hunt feed all along. Then again, the 
foxes have been hunted off pretty close, so that game 
birds were not slaughtered as they are some seasous by 
that thieving nuisance, Two parties in this town, who 
hunt foxes in partnership, sotaway with twelve red Rey- 
nards this winter, ‘The county pays a bounty of $1 for 
every fox killed, and the skis are disposed of to men 
who trayel the county buying up skins of all kinds for 
$1.20 each, The county treasurer of Perry last year paid 
out nearly $300 for fox orders, thus showing that Rey- 
nard isnot on the decrease, as are squirrels, pheasants 
and other game here. Farmers and woodsmen say they 
sea not a few wild turkeys in the old and unfrequented 
fields that last fall contained buckwheat or rye, picking 
up food, If there does not come a spell of cold, freezing 
weather to destroy the eggs they are now laying or son 
will lay, there will bea pretty fair crop of turkeys for 
next fall’s shooting, The small birds we call partridges 
are nearly extinct in this section, and for what reason I 
am unable to say, unless thal crime is also to be laid at 
the door of the meek and gentle Reynard, ‘* An honest 
fox must liye, you Imow,” Gray squirrels, once so 
plenty, are now only tobe found in certain localities, and 
there only al certain times. The way they are hinted 
here, is to go where hickory trees are when the nuts are 
about large enough to please a squirrel, early in the 
morning, just about daybreak. If they are working on 
the nuts you will see the cuttings under the trees. Keep 
still till you hear a nut drop, then examine the tree 
closely where it came from, and you will often find a 
squirrel there. If he sees you, he makes a straight coat- 
tail for his nestin a hollow oak tree not far distant. Then 
is your time, if you want the squirrel, for if you let him 
get in the hollow tree you won't see him soon again, To 
hunt squirrels in this manner one should make as little 
noise as possible and leave his dog at home. Dogs are 
only of service when late in the fall the squirrels come 
down on the ground to gather up the nuts that are lying 
there, then the dog takes the scent and shows the hunter 
what tree they are on. 

The pheasants are killed here by those who are not 
wing-shots in a manner that would not be approved of 
by the fraternity, Hunters conceal themselves under 
grapevines where the birds are known to feed, and shoot 
thein as they come on in the evening to feed, They have 
theirregular feeding places, and these feeding places are 
very often the scene of their departure from this world, 
To the country boy who is just old enough to carry an 
old army musket this is the prevalent mode of killing 
pheasants, ; 3 3 

No wild pigeons have put in an appearance this spring, 
None were here last fall. They seem to have shghted 
this section allogether. They used to be plenty here. 

There ij only one good trout stream m Perry County, 
It is in the remote western end of the county, and hard to 
get at, consequently it is fished by only a few anglers, 
Mill-dams, saw-mills with villainous saw-dust floating In 
the stream, and in some places lanneries emptying tan- 
juice into the waters, haye used up the trout in streams 
where once they disported innumerable, WAYNE. 

Wind Picroxs.—The following description by a west- 
ern writer supplements the recent communication on the 

subject i our eclumns ;— 
Something more than four weeks ago the biennial flight 

of pigeons to the woods of Northern Michigan, for which 
the Hunters had long been watching, commenced. ‘hese 

hirds on their journeyings from the South to the far 
North step every two years for two or three nestings in 
Michigan, usually coming in immense numbers. On the 
alternate years, when beech-nuts are not abundant in this 
State, they tale some other course in their northward 
flight. Formerly, their first nesting wasin Allegan or Ob- 
tawa County. Of latethey have generally settled first in 
Shelby, Oceana county, and later in the season in Benzie 
and Emmet counties. Two years ago they skipped both 
Oceana and Benzie counties and nested in Hmmet near 
Petoskey, but they soon discovered that they had been 
fooled by the warm weather furtherSouth, ‘The weather 
about Petoskey was still cold, the bay was frozen over, the 
snow was deep in the woods, the prospect for good feed- 
ing Wwas bad, and after a day or two of appaxent irresolu- 
tion and many erratic flights, the birds, as if hy common 
consent, took their course to the neighborhood of Platte 
River, in Benzie County, As a local publication stated at 
the time, “they came in clouds, millions upon millions. 
Tt seemed as if the entire world of pigeons was concen- 
trating at this point. The air was full of them and the 
sun was shut out of sight, and still they came, millions 
upon millions more.” ‘They spread over an area of more 
than fifteen miles in length and six to eight miles wide, 
and the prospect for a time was that the nesting would be 
the most extensive ever known in the State. The news 
speedily reached all parts of the State, and itis said that 
in afortnight’s time 3,00 hunters—professionals, ama- 
feurs, green horns—had invaded the country from all 
directions, surrounding and penetrating the nesting 
grounds. 

It was noticed, howeyer, by old hunters that the birds 
did not settle down to domestic life as quickly as usual, 
The roosting birds—that is those that have not yet mated 
—outnumbered the nesting birds a hundred to one, 
Some of the more zealous and inconsiderate sportsmen 
entered the nesting woods and commenced popping awa; 
at the nests themselves, a snow-storm followed, hig: 
winds prevailed, and many of the roosting birds, disgus- 
ted, postponed their anticipated houskeeping and scat- 
tered. The nesting consequently falls far short in magni- 
tude of what was at first expected, though still large in 
area and containing milions of birds. It scattered along the 
banks of the Platte River, in the townships of Almira, 
Zeeland and Homestead. The distance from one end to 
the other is over ten miles, and the width varies from a 
few rods to three or four miles, There are, however, 
numerous long distances hetween the two extremes where 
no nests are to be found, and the birds have oceasionally 
changed thetr ground, so that many of the hunters 
themselves are very uncertain as to the exact where- 
abouts of the birds at the present time, In the nests first 
mae, the young are about ready to fly, and have been 
abandoned by the old birds, and in some places, owing to 
the winds and the constant shooting, the nests have 
been deserted before any birds were hatched. 
One nesting is about the same as another, and the first 

nest you come to islike the million others in the county, 
When these migratory birds haye mated, decided where 
to settle and have staked off their claim, they proceed at 
once to construct about the lightest nests that will hold 
an ége anda bird, ‘Three sticks and a feather” consti- 
tute about the material, according to a recent visitor 
here. ‘The feather is offen wanting, buta few more 
sticks are generally added, The nest is placed in the 
crotch ofa tree, on two forked branches, or anywhere 
else in the tree where suitable support can be found, 
Cedar trees along the river bottom seem to be preferred, 
but when the nestings are large, beech and other irees are 
octupied. From half adozen to fifty or sixty nests are 
built in a tree, and only one egg is laid in each nest, 
oo or 

NEW YORK STATE CONVENTION PRIZES, 

Following isthe programins and prize list of the An- 
nual Convention of the New York State Association for 
the Protection of Mish and Game at Seneca Falls, begin- 
ning May 24th. 

In accordance with the usual custom the Secretary 
will issue to members of clubs only, upon payment of $5 
entrance fee, and $2.50 for ten birds, a ticket bearing 
number of contest and number of shooting order, Be- 
tore shooting off ties members must pay for five birds, 
and their tickets will be punched. Shooters who drop 
out of fies will be entitled to rebate. All the contests 
for prizes during tlie convention are open to members of 
the Association only, and will be conducted under the 
rules of the Association :— 

TUESDAY, MAY 25TH. 

Contest No. 1.—At$ o'clock a.m. sharp; class shoot; ten single 
birds; entrance foe $5. 

First Prize—A yery fine Damascus steel double-harrel breech- 
londing shot gun; Parker Bros., Meviden, Conn, Value $225. 
Second Prize—A handsonte cight-strip Bamboo tly rod, ele- 

funily gold-mounted, with reel to mateh; A. Hi. Fowlsr, Ithaca, 
WN, Y.; $05; set of “Game Hishes of the United States* in ten 
parts; Chas. Scribner's Sons, New York; $50. Value $115. 
Third Prize—An ahaa he Singer sewing muchine; Geo. BF. 

Bacon, Rochester, N. Y.; value $50; four quiarter-keg's, 6} pounds 
each, orange ducking powder; Laflin & Hand Powder Co., New 
York; $25. Value $75. 
Fourth Prize—lwenty-four one-pound cans Dittmar powder; 

Dittmar Powder Co,: value $20; a water-proof! shooting cout; 
Goodyear Rubher Manufacturing Co.3 yalue $12; 200 civars; G. 
W. Van Slyke & Co., Albuny; value $lb. Value $t7. 
Conrest No. 2.—AtZ o'clock P,M.; Class shout; teo single birds. 
Pivst Prize—Gold, $125; ihe citizens of Seneca Walls, 
Second Prize—Handsowe gold badge; Le Roy Shot and Lead 

Oo., New York. Value $i. 
Third Prize—Five hundred efgars; J, W-Cougbtry & Son, Cizar- 

ville, N. ¥.; value 935; corduroy hunting suit, made to order for 
winner; M, Todtman & Co.,Seneca Palis; value $35; a set.of three 
pies Da traps; A. H, Bogardus, Chivugo, It; value $15. 
Fahie $35. 
Fourth prize—Twenty-four onée-pound cans Dittmar powder 

Dittmar Powder Co., New York; value $20. Five thousand Krag- 
rant Vanity Falr cigarettes; William 8. Kimball & Co., Rocheater; 
vilue $30. A patent swing pahy cradle; Fred Teller, Seneca 
Falls; value $0. Value Sal. 

WEDNUSNAY, MAY #67H, 

Convresy Wo. 3—At_ 9 o'clock An, Fifteen single rises; ciass 
shoot; entrance fee $5, 

First prize—An elegant hammerless"' breech-loading shot gun; 
W. W. Greener, Eogiand, through Henry OC, Squires, agent, New 
York. Value $300. : 
Second prize—-Two yery hundsome, richly cut decanters, made 

basen by the Corning Mass Works, H; P. Sinelair, Secretary > 
yalue $50, Purse of $39 old; Ltochéstur Brewing Co., Rochester, 
N.Y. Ooe hundred and Bai pounds chilled shot; Tatham & 
Bros., New York ; value $16. Value $/00. 
Third prize—One “Challenge scroll saw, complete, wickel 

pares and finely tmished; the Seneca Manufacturing Co., Senecu 
kegs Hazard eet 

ue Rr e elas 
tHe Bath 

alis, N. ¥; value $25. Four une-q titer 
through James Paliner & Son. Rochester; val 
ball trap, Charies Folsom, New York; yalue $6, 
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VYourth prize—Thirty pounds of fine Vanity Fair smoking to- 
baeeo; Win. 8. Kamball & Co.. Rochester; yalue $45. 
Contest No. 4—At2 o'clock e.m,. Ten double rises; class shoot; 

entrance fee 35. a : 
First prize—A. fine oil-painting, title “Spring in Normandy," 

handsomely framed, and paiuted expressly for the occasion by 
the woll-known artist, William E, MacMaster, New Yorls, 
Value $250. Z 
Second prize—A fine Damascus steel double-barrel breech-load- 

ing shot gun, and one patent loading machine, Value $55, 
Third prize—lwo thousand shells; Winchester Repeating Arms 

Qo., New York; yalue $30. <A fineleather gun case, handsomely 
lined; yalue $20. One barrel flour; James PY, Dalrymple, Seneca 
Falls, N. ¥< value $10. Value $60. 
Fourth prize—Twenty-—tour one-pound cans powder; the Ameri- 

can Powder Co.; value $25. One auxiliary rifle barrel; Shelton 
Auxiliary Rifle Co., New Haven, Conn; yalue $12; one Card's 
vatent glass ball yap; W. HH. Cruttenden, Cazenovia, N. Y.; value 
Bio. Value $47, J 

THURSDAY, MAY 27TH, 
Contust No. 5—At 8 o'clock a.m. Silbstituted in place of an 

fiimateur shoot. Ten single birds ; 21 yards; entrance fee $5. 
Prize—$100 gold; Milton Hoag, Hoag House; divided as fol- 

lows: To person making the best score in ties of ten, $60; to per- 
30 making the second best score ot ten, $40. 
Prize—$s wold; citizens of Seneca Falls; diyided as follows: 

To person making best score in ties of nine, $50; to person 
making the second best score in ties of nine, $30. - 
Prize— $55 gold ; $30 by Seneca Gun Club, $25 by the citizens of 

Seneca Falls; divided as follows: To person making best score in 
pas — $30; to person making second best score in ties of 
eleht, $24- 

Prizea—$45 gold; $25 by Waterloo Yeast Co., $20 by Lambert 
Gosdman, of the Towsley House, Waterloo; divided as follows: 
To person making best score im ties of seyen, $25; to person 
making second best score in ties of seven, $20. 
Prize—$25 gold; Seneca Gun Club; diyided as follows: To per- 

sous making the best score in ties of six, $15; to persou making 
second best score in ties of six, $10. | i 
OContusr NO, 6.—At2 o'clock P.M. Single trap shoot tor Dr. R. 

V. Pierce's diamond badge; value $850. Fifteen birds, twenty-one, 
yards rise. The badge to be held by the winner cach year in 
trust and to be accounted for to the State Association, The win- 
ner to receive the entrance fees at the next annual contest. En- 
tranee fee $10. 
Sevond prize—Cash $50. 
Third prize-—Cash $25. 

FRIDAY, MAY 28TH. 

ContEst NO. 7.—At8 o'clock A.M. Dean Richmond trophy. To 
be held by the winning club each year in trust, to be accounted 
for to the State Association. To be shot for by three members of 
a club belonging to the Association, such members lo be residents 
of the county in which the clubis located. Twenty single birds, 
twenty-one yards rise, Entrance fee $30, Hntrance money to go 
to the club making the highest score at this contest. 
Second prize—Two thousand shells; Union Metallic Cartridge 

Company, Bridgeport, Conn. 

FRIDAY, MAY 28TH, 2 P.M. 
Contest No. 8.—For the Livingston Sportsmen’s_ Association 

cup, donated by James W. Wadsworth, Geneseo, N.Y. ‘To be 
held by the winning clib each year in trust, to be accounted for 
to the State Association. To be suot for by two members of a 
club belonging to the Association, such members to be residents 
of the county in which the club is located. Fifteen double rises 
each. Entrance $30, the entrance fees to belong tu the club 
holding the cup. 
Second prize—One hundred and fifty pounds chilled shot; 

Tatham & Bros., N.Y. 

FLY CASTING—WEDNESDAY, MAY 26TH, 7 to 9 A.M. 

Wednesday from7to 9 A.M. (during which time no shooting 
will be allowed). Single handed casting, opem to all members. 
Entrance fee $5. i 

First prize—A silver mounted split bamboo fly rod; Messrs. 
Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, New York; value $50; Cape May 
rocking chair; J. G. Minges, Seneca Falls, value $10. Value 

Second prize—A silver mounted split bamboo fly rod, value $50. 
‘the winner of the first prize to make his selection, 
Third prize—A fine assortment of salmon, trout and bass flies, 

KIFLE SHOOTING—THUKSDAY, MAY 2708, 10 A.M. 

Distance 100 yards; off-hand; string measure. Telescope bar- 
red. Entrance fee $5, 

Pivst prize—T'wenty-four one pound cans Orange rifie powder, 
flonuted by Laflin & Rand Powder Co.; value $25; 300 cigars, value 
20. Value $385. 
Second prize—A fine nickel plated engraved air rifle, darts, ete.; 

value $15; 150 cigars; value 15. Value $30. 
Third prize—A fine solid silyer badge, donated by the Seneca 

Gun Club, Value $10. 
PISTOL SHOOTING—THURSDAY, MAY 27TH, 2 P.M. 

rent Ua 10 shots; string measure; distance 15 yards. En- 
trance $3, 

First prizo—Twenty-four one-pound cans diamond grain pow- 
dor, donated bythe Oriental Powder Mills, through J. G. Monroe; 
yulue $295 fifteen dozen yeast; value $10. Value $30. ¢ 
Second prize—One jack-lamp, reflector, bell, ete. with one 

dozen rast preventer; Albert Felguson, New York. Value $10. 
Third prize—One-halt dozen snow shovels, one large box yeast, 

one-half dozen wash-boards, presented hy Wilson Yeast Manu- 
facturing Ov., Waterloo, N. Y. Value $10. 
For best ayerage in contests Nos. 1,2, 3, 4 and 5, the Formsr AND 

Sunpam Rod and Gun medal, dcnated by the Forest and Stream 
Publishing Co., New York, Value$125. ; 
Hor second best average, a handsome India rug hunting scene, 

donated by Milton 8. Price, Syracuse, N.Y. Value $25. 
eee ee 

MASSACHUSETTS—Milford, May 10th.—The [Milford sportsmen 

held a glass ball shoot at their grounds on Saturday, May 8th, at 
which the following scores were made out of a possible 20, from 

Uard's rotary trap: John Martin, 17; G. W. Whitney, 15; A. H. 

Yarris, 15; L. H. Barrows, 14; R. V. Brooks, 14; C. B, Fletcher, 
14; OG. Howe, 13; C. 5. Evans, 12; W. R. Dennett, 12; W. N. Bar- 

rows, 11; C. White, 9; C. L. Whitney, 8; J. M. Steere, 7. 

Arica Gun CLuB.—4Attied, Ind., May lth.—Card's rotating 
trap, 20 balls each. 

Harvey .++¢s00) 2-2-4073 -11110111112111111111-19 
Nixon... ..- -10100011101001111101-22 
Biizzell.....- POLVELOTAT1T1 11411111117 
Conninsham . ..10001010101111001111—-18 
Tigers. slob asleeces ss ROL Ott (eo 1G: Teme NrO Oi tey 110 
Schlosser,.---—---+-+-. . 00001111010111111110-8 
*Missed iire. 
The club has been organized but a short lime,some of the num- 

ber shooting for tiie first time from # trap. wW.B. 

Medford, May 16th.—The Merry Mount Club, of Quiney, held 

a glass ball shoot at North Weymouth Rane this afternoon, with 
the following result wt 10 balls, 18 yards rise :— 

Raat, Davee Total. 
George Monk..-1- 21 ....2+4---aos 18 
Albert Keating.....-------~--- 9 9 18 
Brunke Cnrtis:.. 2... 00. eee apk ens: =. a) HH) 17 
OHM GUNS 2. | 2 Same eee ee 3 8 Mb 
Charles Prescott... ..- ete te 8 7 1b 
Myron Clark, .......-. Pantie Sandals Ae ei 6 i 
TS COPE MG Ve Se eats: slo ets eielb eis cecrleiciaetn 6 12 
W. GB. Nightengale......c..... ork Pen Ghats) 2 10 
ED SEL? MEG OTM SSP pata tlss etre da hhite fps 2 3 8 
Ohrarles Golly role ns cee ae ccrie veers soe “hea! 0 5 
At the conclusion of the above mateh Charies L, Prescott chal- 

lenged Mr, Monk for the gold badge wou by the latter in three 
successive matches, and the result was astollows ;— 

Rotary. Bouble. Tota, 
Monk... ---- cect cepegens a ares 2:1 so 1A) i] is 
Prescott... 5 9 

Natick, May 15th.—The Natick Sportsmen met at their grounds 
this afternoon, and had another contest with the Cochituate Club. 
The latter chil took the honors last week, and were so much 

pleased at doing it that they hought # broom, and came on the 
#rounds swinging it ahoye thar heads, claiming they would take 
it home aguin. The day was the finest theyhave had Uhis season, 
andthe breaking was about the poorest, he Naticks made the 

ee pee e nt e eee stat emer eee ey 

a 

best shooting fn both single and doubles, and finally captured the 
broom. The shooting was st 10 single and 10 double, Mollow- 

ing is the score ;— 
COCHITUATE. 

Single. Double. Totat. 
EUS CS greene eile clatieols! iahclelctols] ibe sfoelaicse spe fi 1) 
G. Loach .... 6 iL 
J. N. Cochran.... hh 18 
GC. 'T. Sherman... 4 10 
Du Gites Sees. sk rene { d4 

Total...... osieisnsed a poe ahead A. 029 a 68 
NATICK. 

M. Brigham... molt. 5 ant 
0.0. Wilson.. .3 4 7 

5 7 12 
9 vi at 

CG. W. Hall... Vf 8 15 

POP HIS ESS» enfin er tin eoceet Saplsceeie tsb ton a0 BL til 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 
Miner Guy Cius.—Pigeon match at 4 birds each, 25yds, rise :— 

Miner............ sone LL 111-6] Davis.,.......... Tired ebeleel 6 
EUAN te See eo 0100 0—1] Bngler........ Ee 11111-6 
WOOO yee cae 1111 
Mateh at ten birds, 5 traps, 25pds. rise, 8yds. boundary. 

Hawes. ...-. 1101101111-8| Miner...... 0111111111-9 
Wood...... 001100101 1—5| Aery....... 11001110005 
Engler.....1101001101-6| Dayis...... 00101711117 

LEATHERSTOCKING CLUB.— Oswego, N. ¥., May 11h, —The 

Leatherstocking Club had two shoots for the club prizes on the 

King farm, to-day; 10 birds, State rules. In the first shoot the 
first prize, the club badge, was won by G. W. Lyman by a store of 

eight; G.P. Mattison won the second prize, the revolver, by a 

score of 6. In the second shoot for ihe same prizes, G. P. Matti- 

son won the badge by a score of 9, and Dr. G. D. McManus the re- 

volver by 4 score of 7. 

AUDUBON CiuB.—Buyalo, NV. ¥., May Uth.—Third match for the 
Sutter badge. Mr. L. P. Sutter, or Chicago, donated to the An- 
dubon Club two years ago an elegant badge, costing $200, to be 

competed for by the members of the club every two months, the 
member winning it the greatest number of times in twelye con- 

secutive matches—each member to shoot at 10 birds, 26yds. rise— 

to become the owner :— 

Jacob Beier, Jr ....-. Reatnatt ieee nse Tidgizrvidizdoiio- 
G. Pleischman....... 0012011071 0 0-4 
J. A. Dingens.....-.. ~2TO0O’ILIAOLL IH 
L. Po Suter. .......,- 0o0 01112021 05 
Chas, Suckow........-- eet al gil aU ith (Us let Rr 
wa IBC hepsi sens on acres 0 bitte tp 0) 0-6 

Ald. Collins.....-.- Fed, ae 2 OL Pry 1 0 0) 10-6 
Capt, Mammond........ -~OT1LO001201 04 
George A. Lewis ........ pee eh be eA? 17 
Brainard T, Ball....- o000010 00 041 
Alfred Doyrns......-.-. cele UP Pee 2p leah a 
W. GC. Christian... ...... ~>L10020121 01 0-5 
V..M. Shultz.:..... Datta stiuiae ana ~OLPEiA1TrOe1I Ls 
Peter Heiuz -....--...4+ eee anes, ae de 1) DOS 2 10 aa 
Pred. Reigelman...........-+----- -~-O1T071T720010 16 
Chasimeinold) 22. Sore. oo -110100010 15 
§. A. Roberts......... TR ee ee a oT0001060 0 0 0-% 
Janes H. Jewett........... “ping tp € Det Se Ue 9 
VETTES Ges pies alt cs wslsletae's yes vies Oe Oe LS Oe Oa 
James Ratlerty........... poveaas oem aa 11000002171 0-4 
Henry C. Howard........-.-..:..::000111021 121-6 
WORMPAR NIB sae dhaes dacs ds sie ade ner 10010001 0 14 
George Meister. . .....2.........0.55 ‘eb D0 EOE L017, 
(est) MtCMeNAy sy 4eay node Pe saab. ess Tiiaiiztvoiioid tls 
Charles Tabor........----+ Pgh tek A Uo etl di eat ah Wy) eh aly 
George ReVine! Vultee oes wei ae 00000001T41 1-8 

Mr. Jewett winning the medal, Mr. Jacob Beier, Jr., the "pre- 

vious holder, presented it in a yery neat speech, which was re- 

sponded to gracefully by Mr. Jewett. 

Sweepstake shoot at 21 yards rise, 5 birds each, money divided in 

three prizes: H.C, Howard,5; J. P. Wisher, 3; J. A. Dingens, 4; 
Geo. W. Smith, 3; B. Taylor, 8; Jas. Ratferty, 4; L. P. Sutter, 3. 

Johu Sims, 4; Jacob Beier, Jr., 3; Ald. Collins, 3; Geo. A, Lewis, 

4; Peter Heinz, 3; W. C. Christian, 1; Arthur Coombs, 3; Charles 

Heinold, 4; George Meister, 4; George Hummell, 4; Jas. H. 

Jewett, 3; H. E. Steyens, 3; Charles Suckow, 5; 8. A. Roberts, 3 

B. M. Shultz, 4; Ed, Hatch, 3. 

PENNSYLVANTIA—Catawissd, May 15th.—Glass ball match be- 

tween a team from the Susquehanna Sportsman's Association, of 

Northumberland, Pa., and Cutawissa Fish and Game Protective 

Club, of Catawissa, Pa., on the grounds of the latter, on Saturday, 
the 15th inst., at 20 glass balls each, thrown from a Card's rotary 

trap, at 18 yards rise. A can of Dupont’s powder was offered by 

Mr, Monroe, of Rupert, to the man making the best score, which 

; 

was won by Mr. Burk, of the Northumberland team. Both 

teams shot below their average :— 

NORTHUMBERLAND. 
EBrerard......... eeacalt .---00110011100111111001—-2 
TSNTIgs Bates Oe ergo sac owed el ED ees hd rey Tt 1s 
Savage, -111171000111010101011—%8 
Smith.. » LOTOLTITILIL1101100011 1-14 
Taylor. . -10111010001100000001—8 
Nesbit. -, -OQLTTOOTLILTOL10L1IOLTIIVI1E«4 
dames...,. --- ---10111101110110111111—6 
MVErELIZS GAs aotclhee pine hae slr've QL110111100001101L010111 

SDO,CELP Ss i sieins = ss 2 3a at ey Pe sas es ses nies sane rade NG 106 

CATAWISSA, 
y Morals ohana an assaNcOst FOO 11010101000101000101-9 
Kreigh.., = ~11110001117011111010—14 
Hyer.....-.:4. --LITLTOO0O0TLTITI111110111605 
Reifsryder... - O1T112011111100111101—155 
Thomas. .-..- --11110011001111110111-35 
’. Waters. 21111111011101111110-1% 
Theo, Fox..-.. --012100011007101101111 0-11 
George Waters.....--...... 11111101000100101110—12 

Mota esl- echo > Pig GARR A oatt t S48 horn Shang Acas Ae bose 108 

Carirat City Gun Crus.—Washington, D. C., May 15th.—The 

third weekly match for two gold medals, shot this afternoon, re- 

sulted in the winning of first medal by Mr. McLeod, he breaking 

forty straight balls,and second medal by Mr. Woodbury with 

thirty-nine out of forty; Card’s rotary trap; handicap rise as 
given below; ties shot off at 25 yards :— 

Yards. Total. 
H, M. MeLeod ..--.. vee B 111111111113 711111171—-20 
SRB Kein are se see A TLT11111171111111111111-20 
E.D, Mills, ... .---... 25 JIVILIVIVI11 11111111 
Leyi Woodbury....... 230 11111111111111111111—2 
Pin. Nagler Ace. 11171111111110111111—19 
Hy, Shepard’..,.-2-2 20 DPPPI LOLA TAT ot bi 08 
W. 8B. MeKelden...... a0 1111101111111 011111 1-1 
Jno, R. Morhous ..... #0 1110120771001171111131117 
OG. J. Stoddard...<-... 20 111101111101101111111% 
N.H. Wadsworth... 20 101711111111111110100-16 
oy CA stele RB isos 20 01011111100111010011—418 

Ties shot off for first and second positions:— 
E. M. McLeod 25 111119,111211,1111111111 20 
Ley Woodbury @ 11113,411212111110111-19 
T. E, King ..:- 25 11111,11110 —y 
EB. L. Mills... .. 2 11111,11110 =f) 

New ORLEANS vs, NAwCrEZ—Natchez, May 10(h.— Match at glass 
balls shot here on the 8th inst., between a team of cight men ot 
the New Orleans Gun Club, anda Jike number trom Natchez, re- 

sulted in a yictory for New Orleans, alter a yery exciting contest, 
he teams were well matched, ana the shooting on both sides ex- 

_ | 

I 

ecllent, ay the scores willshow. Shooting was done at 18 yards 
rise, three Bogardus traps, Bowardus rules. The match excited 
much interest here, and the local paper in commenting upon the 

resultsays: ‘The time isnot far distant when Greck will agaim 

niect Greek on the classic plains of Chalmette, and then we pre- 

dict for Natchez the reward due to the pluck and energy of her 
little team. We haye the pleasure of expressing the opinion of, 

we believe, the people of this whole community, that the New 

Orleans team cannot be surpassed in honor or chivalry, by any 

team in the world, and the meed of victory was awarded to then 

with a cheerfulness that could only arise from the fullest appre- 

elation of the merits of the individual members of the team.” 

Gusts ees A. schist al Ve T1i11717110211111111111-a31 
Ghaudet....,.---....---, VT1T111111111111101111—9 
MEMrOLOD jrcceeeorectee POLTVIOVIAZILTILTILII 1111-19 
Sy Pry abr tL ewes or eee TOTTATI11110110111111-48 
Fontuing -..24:...21655-2 111701711171 1111111111140 
MeDaniel......-..-2--1++ TLL01110110111111111311—9 
Lhe ci hy ieeie owned BO Boe Aad T1110 1212011111111117 019 

Grand totul..... As Ae ee ere ee eee ere ear: oo cb tas 
NATCH DY THAM, 

HW. W. Boger, .--:--+-..-- OLLUTOLLAIVITLTII1III11111—19 
Jne, Jenkins, - TLOLVLLI1111120111111 1419 
Wii. Grillin Solel Tie Pot ee ee 
John A, Dick ~-LTT110172T1L11111111711174 
W. D. Jenkins. 11011171110011211111111-18 
§. W. Griflin. TIDTOLTLTIOL1LTIL1I111110017 
Jas, Welsh. T1110 700 21L111111111111-20 
A.J. Boger.. -1111211111111101001111—19 

APUHILCS COLE Sere eeepc enn alette tits atebelh idl deinls eitele tsi laniamitteasiits 152 
Onto—Sidney.—The shooting tournament of the Valley City 

Association of Sidney, Ohio, will be held June Sth to Ilth. 

The prizes agrregate £4,200; 4,000 birds have been secured, and 

there will be sixteen contests. Class shooting, Ohjo Stute Asso— 

ciation rules to govern. Full information may be oblalned by 

addressing the Secretary, Mr. C. B. Reed, Sidney, Ohio. This will 
probably. be the shooting event of the yearfn Ohio. 

GrorGta—Rome, May 15th.The Cherokee Gun Club held its 

weekly practice on the 12th inst. Shooting was from two Card 
traps, five yards apart, screened; 18 yards rise, “V” indicates 

visiting members of Talking Club :— 

pe Cam ee etc ae ee AIR Sige Ut 
i} —20, 
Fe eA Reg A eg IE AERA a cae 

Albin Omberg——1001100101-1111111101-41100 
1 —22. 
R_ J. Hampton—1110110111-1111111000 01108 

4 
este: Harnett—0110111104-0111010000-101010 

W. M. Towers, V-1010111013-00101010104111 
11110 1-20. 

OG. wW. Smith, VW-0100101111-1000101011-11101 
0000 1—I6. 

RAQUET. 
MrinnrsovA—Lake City, May 14th.—The Lake City sportsmen 

had their regular Thursday's match on the Point on yesterday 

afternoon, with the following result :— 

CC SOU at ae tas eae teens 82 rae TOo1AaVITIes 
W.H. MeMillin. 1010101116 
N. T. Patton. .i0-..22 1 We ee ty re 
George P. Stout... 10131100171 1—6 
GREE PISCHRON I, ol eale leer ce cule. teak 1112000021 15 
GN a EN WaT e.5s das sho di biocba see Pitioiiavonks 
PONG eae. ae eee: OU bathed OO Ia 

SIM RELE SCI) rice peter een ei tsice 7 bane O17 tai td es 
L.8. Van Vileit bo bot 2a si 
J.M, MceCroden.... ...:.--...1-.-... wl 1Liodzodi0¢o i-7 
J.C. Doughty oO tL to00000 1 0-38 
CSW SIT IMLP Poe ae ot clatets. chp Diclcdves larch 0000701014 

yD + 

The 2 Che Rifle. 
——>__. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

—Address all communications to *‘ Forest and Stream 

Pyblishing Company, New York.” 

MASSACHUSEDTS—Gardner, May 12th.— A team of the Medford 

Sportsman’s Club, consisting of ten riflemen, visifed the Garden 

Club yesterday to participate in a friendly match at Hackmatack 
range, On arrival here a bounteous lunch was awaiting tha visi- 

tors at Poland's. At its conclusion carriages were taken for the 

range; traps uupacked and a few sighting shots taken by the 

participants, The day was delightful at mid-day, but before the 

shooting began the wind became due north and came down the 

range quite cold, but even in its velocity. The sun wis obscured, 

the light capital, and all the conditions favorable for good scores. 

President Knowlton of the Gardner Club called the match at 11.30 

o'clock. Twenty men faced the butis, each man assigned to a pa- 

per ring target, a description of which has been previously noted, 

The first round of ten shots was won by the Gardner team with 

748 ring count and 471 Creedmoor, The Medfords recorded ring 

count 705 and Creedmoor 479. J. B. Osborn was high man for the 

Medfordteam at both counts, and Dodge the top man for tho 

Gardners. At the commencenient of the second round heayy 
leaden clouds cast their shadows and rain began to fall, but the 

men kept well to their work,the Gardner team particularly 
finding the bullseye, and at the finish again led the Medford team 

80 points. In this round Ellsworth was high man for the home 

team, with 84, 45,and Osborne again Game to the front for the 

Medfords, with 82, 45. At the finish of the second round the Gard- 

ners had the lead of 65 points; it began to look blue for the yisit- 

ing team, and Captain Osborne was silent. On the last round 
quite a gale prevailed; the signal flags and the pretty flags at the 

butts fluttered eyery way. No idea of windage could be gained 

by these signals. The men shotslow and carefully, but they could 
not reach the home team, who closed for 752, while the Medtords 

had recorded 690, giving the Gardner teani a splendid victory of 

130 points ahead, while the Medfords led by two points Creedmoor 
count, The sumimury gives the details:— 

GARDNER TEAM, 
Be DORE pecan 7 HIRE ea sie Rue Aton 
G. F. Hllsworth.........,. jer ss BB 

(Ghat RnGl:bgoce ace ry ea aioe. io BT at 

H, ©, Knowlton, ...-.--.-- einer new 4 Zs ifs at 

Choa Berit : o:~ 22 eee 1 B Mee 1 Me a che 

Gs Fe Pritts og- sad con epmans eee Sh 
F.E. Nichols-.-..-.-<--.-- | raps Epa +f Ht qe 

S.Hildrethh......., seeeeen aera rie Mr ts 

HS. Pieraes..2 a sieeseeree : ease Bt ie a ue 

S.L, Walker....ic.e2 4: ener oA 
W. Austin... ses Tne a i, eae 

Total, Binge, ..2.,:- 3 Behe 
otal CveGdmMooriic.ss.ssti-Setatiisnene bo evacewee tus dytle 
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MEDFORD THAM. 

We Chandege a ir2 Be, 1EreSiadok.. 148 48 ite 
J.B, Osborn... esr lGretimoor «BB is 
&. F, Richardson......... estes re 7 86 237 

B. Whittier...,....-., rst |i Bung, 
C, Richards .........-. ae Win. 
Hy We DAw--.. se2---000. 

A.R. Archer, .-..-.--:+++ 

OAD PELATYISOMN. 7.1/0 lel 

0: FL, Russell...-....y +11. 4 

J. H. Hames......,..-.+5. 

H. Withington......-.,,; 

Total, Rings... 
Total, Creedmoor. <i . 

RECAFPITULATION, 
Ring. 

MSA ADEE: CERT, gee lpeiy cae s olole|sjcct.sCaiclohs bala sinweiec sane sare oe kat 2.212 
Medford team ......... CEE CASS SEAR TA eCE RE Bg A audn Monde y 2,082 

Gardner points ahead......-.....+rr-+e-- tit bone nsuerpece . 130 
Creedmoor. 

Medford team,.,.....:.. oP act: mae Haebatabetia vet orotate Tits Treen 1,414 
Gardner team................ ete: 1 BLY eet ool eee 1,412 

Medford, points ahead............--.-..-..-- RES ates 2 
Gardner won by 180 points ahead. 

Boston, May 15th.—A delightful day greeted the Walnut Hill 

marksmen, who participated in the regular renewed competition 

in Byerybody’s Match and the 500-yards match to-day. The at— 

mosphere was cool and the wind, strong in the early stages of the 

shooting from the north to east, recorded upon the dial 12 to 1 

o'clock. The light whs perfect,and the fleecy clouds did not 

seriously affect elevations. The attendance was not as large as 

usual, as the prominent members of the Massachusetts Rifle Asso- 

ciation were at Medford to shoot ma frieadly return match with 

members of the Medford Amateur Rifle Association. Among the 

visitors to the Walnut Hill range was Mr. 8. 8. Bumstead, the 

“crack shot’! of the Rod and Gun Club of Springfield, who cap 
tured the first best score of 46, and headed the list of all comers 
with 48 out of the possible 50, At 500 yards the wind had changed 

+o the dead east. Nine riflemen faced the “putts,” but before 

they could start a score they were obliged to leave in order to 

participate in the Medford shoot, consequently only two scores 

were terminated. The range presented an animated appearance, 

as the long-range riflemen were out for practice, and also mem- 

bers of Coinpany D, Roxbury City Guards, First Regiment. The 

following are the best scores made at the 200-yards range, there 
being fifty-seven entries, off-hand, 200 yards, 10 rounds :— 

Bumstead.....-.-.+-+ wobacebeneae. ieee 565 45 55 5 5 4 5-48 
Richardson ........++---- wt dD £5 5 6 & 6 5 4 4—487 
PARIS eg ep eed talus). i oe ctelcltlplemlasriel. 44465 5 § 4 Bb 5—46 
Griffing 4465 5 44 4 5 5-45 
Souther 6455445 5 4 5-46 
Gould 444445 4 5 6 5—44 
Page ..-... 445444 45 4 4-42 
Borden ...-4+.4--.-: 44655345 4 4 4-4 
Tatheow (military) 4448 4446 4 4-2 
Field... i.e. -4 344445 8 4 5-49 
J. EF. Brown.. 46544 6 4 4 4 5 8-40 
A.L. Browno 443244 4 3 4 4-36 

Boston GALLERIES. “he second week in the May All-comers’ 

rifle match at the Mammoth Gallery has shown some excellent 

shooting, outranking the first week. The management intend) 

during the summer months, to offer additional attractions to all 

devotees of the rifie. Following is the summary, showing the 
standing of the seyeral competitors to date; 50 yards; rounds 8; 

possible 40; five scores to win, or possible 200, 
W.H. Harrison. ...........4. 39 40 40 40 40—199 
E. F. Richardson. 39 39 39 40 40—19T 
J. Merrill ...... 39 39 By) 40 40—197 
Frank Hollis 39 39 39 39 40—196 
U. A. Polla d. .. 88 38 88 ee, ee 
Gordan MuKenzie 187 ae R. Spark.. be» 16 

Ww. Pee vipa . 185| H.C. Smith ...... Deleletee Tele p ecg a 
O. Edwards.. 2 i 
N, S. James.. 
F. P. Twids...- 
A, C. Meynard... 
M: Dy, Pratt .........-..--.-. 
FB. T, Fellows........... 
A. H. Reymone RAs 

George Histes Hiatt te ce a 
William W. Jones 
MAMMOTH RIFLE AiR abe May 14th.—The second week 

in the All Vomers Rifle Match at theabove gallery hasshown some 

excellent shooting, outranking the first week, when the work 

done was yery fine. Mr. W. H. Harrison still heads the list, mak- 

ing two more clean scores this last week, making his score 199 out 
of a possible 200. Mr. H,. F. Richardson stunds next in order with 
two clean scores and three splendid thirty-nines, followed by Mr. 

J. 2*or"l’ with two cleun scores and tarce good thirty-nines; but 

outranked by Mr. Richardson. Mr, frank Hollis is next in order, 

with one clean score and four splendid thirty-nines, and no doubt 

before the month is ended, will be up with the leaders. The gal- 

lery has been well filled, both day and eyening, throughout the 

week, and the incessant crack of the rifle has been heard a good 
part of the time at this pleasant and popular gallery, The man- 

agement intend, during the summer months, to offer additional 
attractions to all devotees of the rifle who practice iff the zallery; 
and to make the Mammoth Rifle Gallery a pleasant and cosy re- 

sort for one and all. The following Is the standing of the several 

competitors to date. 50 yards; rounds 8; possible 40; flve scores 
to win, or possible 200. : 

W.H. Harrison.,.+.----. sho te ee eon ee 40 40 40 40—199 
E. F. Richurdson. Sikes . 39 39 40 40—197 
J. Merrill....---- 33 89 40 40—197 
Frank Hollis.. 39 39 39 89 40—196 
U. A. Pollard..., .- 88 B83 38 88—190 
Gordan McKenzie..... . 87 37 37 3% 89-157 
L. W. Farrar, ..-..-+ . 86 86 37 88 388—185 
©. Edwards... - -. 36 37 87 387 39—185 
N. 8. James. - 36 7 37 88—lsd 
¥. P. Twids . 36 35 86 BT BI—1s 
A.C, Maynard........ . 36 36 36 87—15L 
Me aarratte.. >: . 3a 36 87—179 
TF. 7. Fellows..... eee een ee ak d 36 36—178 
A. RAVINODG, <5) oresesetrte: ; 36 86—178 
J ohn Hartwell..... s§—178 

R. Curtis.-:: .- 178 

LERKKRRKRKKKRRRGRKRRRABLE BFSRRARRAKRRGHSS 
P SSSRRRRRFRERSRSERES 

i 

gto pe oxar gear os pe eteeee ease 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
Boston, May 1atli.—There was a good attendance of members of 

the Massachusetts Rifle Association at Walnut Hill to-day, to 
participate in the regular competition in the long-range match. 

The weather conditions were such ag to make it yery difficult to 
shoot with any degree of certainty. ‘There were ten entries, and 

appended are the best ecores :— 
800... 5b SK 545556555 5-74 

N. Washburn,..,..... WW... 5555644565553 6 bv pels 
1,000:-..45854555445535 5-67 
800....65548455555555 571) 

William Gerrish,... 4 900...,5 45¢555455455 4 5-71 +205 
000....35344434665465 4-63) 

; 800....545 45555555544 4-70) 
Seilewidy vices aeeoe 00.55 43555385555 35 568 +208 

LOO ABE BARR SEERA GR EOI 
J. F. Brown madea total of 200; J. B. Rich, 186; §. Wilder, 183; 

J, Nichols, 172. 

Bellevue Range, May 12th._In the classified series match at Belle- 

yue range to-day, by the Medford Amateur Rifle Association, 

there were forty entries. Mr.J. B. Osborne wen the special prize 

in the first-class, C, H. Russell in the setond-class, and A. J. 

Greene in the third-class. Following a1e the best scores :— 

C. Hy Russell: 2. = 224-4. 2 yst i4 Bb 4 45 45 4 OB 6 5 4G 
B. Osborn. . ‘ 65545 4 4 4 5-46 

W. Jacobs 54444 5 45 5-45 
R. Abbott. 545 546 5 4 4-45 
Deny aire x 44645 45 4 5 4-44 
A. J. Greene, ...s.0eeessc eee eet erage 644545 4 6 4 4-44 

‘Medford, May 15th.—The return match between teams of the 
Massachusetts Rifle Association and the Medford Amateur Rifle 

Association took place at Belleyue Range this afternoon. The 

teams consisted of seven men each, the visiting teal defeating 

the home team by seven points. The ayerage shooting per man 

of the Massachusetts team was 44 3-7, and that of the Medford 

team 43 3-7. The best individual score was made by Mr. R, Ab- 

bott, of the Medfords. The suores are as follows:— 

MASSACHUSETTS TEAM. 

OSS Haimisssud- sess wets -4 4445 5 6 4 5 5-45 
N.W. Arnold... ---,;..------- 4 56 445 54 4 5 5-45 
B. F. Richard-on............... 6445 5 45 5 4 4-45 
RAS DOdd woes eee eee oe 446555 5 4 4 4-45 
D, Kirkwood....,:..:.-...111.... 445544 4 5 6 4-44 
G. L. Winship....... es sce 445545 456 4 4-44 
DR NGGHOIE, vy sje: spobedecsela leet 5: 444544 5 4 4 5—t8—-311 

MEDFORD THAM, 

RS AD DOH cet taal =F -uk eee rites 64556655 4 4 547 
Wi SOHEYIBS EE 05 ei pctre ne ae 6 64445 4 5 5 4 46 
E,W. Law :-......-.22..4 see 5 45 44 56 5 4 5-45 
J. B, Osborn wea eee 4 45 5 44 4 5 4 44 
Gy DSHerrisOn’. wet terete de 65444444 5 4 4-42 
O°) RaSsell Bas ela deccen taal 44445 384 5 4 441 
A, Bz Archers; 6-25 99 444548344 4 4 40-304 

SPRING MEET AT Ouro. —The Massachnsetts Rifle Association 

will hold its spring meeting at the Walnut Hill Range, May 2,th, 

28th and 29th, $50!) being giyen in prizes. On the first day the 

shooting will begin at 11 A.M. and close at 5.45 P.M., and on the 

second and third days it will begin at 9A4.m. There will be a Di- 

rectors’ Match, 200 yards, open ony to directors and honorary 

directors, five rounds, for the possession of the directors’ gold 

badge for one year. The Cup Mateh, 200 yards,is open to all 

comers; position, standing; rifie, any; seven rounds. There are 

thirty-one prizes, aggregating $231 in value, to be won on the ag- 

eregate of the three best scores at any time during the meeting, 

ties to be decided by the standard rules, the three best scores be- 

ing treated as one continuous score. he conditions are the same 

for the Massachusetts Target Match as for the Cup Match, and 

the prizes amount to $102.50. The Carton Match, at 600 yards, is 
open to all comers, rife and position any, cartons to count six, 

and offers prizes amounting to $80. The conditions are the same 
for the 900-yards Carton Match as the 600, and the prizes amount 

to $101.50. All the competitions are subject to the rules of the 
association, No challenye of shots will be permitted, except at 

the discretion of the executive officer, Sighting shots are not al- 

lowed in any of these contests, Bullseye practice allowed at all 

ranges throughout the meeting, when the targets are not re- 

quired for scoring. 

—QOn May 22d eight men of Company D, Roxbury City Guards, 

First Regiment, Massachusetts Volunteers, will shoot a tele- 

graphic match with eight men of the Oakland Guards, Company 
A, Fifth Buttalion of Infantry, Oakland, Cal. The eastern end of 

the match is to be shot at Walnut Hill, Boston, at 4 o'clock. 

Oonnnoricur.— Bridgeport, May Vith—At the verular monthly 

shoot of the Bridgeport Rifle Club, at Seaside Runge, the weather 

was cloudy, with occasional dashes of rain, Wind light, hut 

changeable. 200 yards rifle match, ten s!\ots, no re-entries :— 

5. C. Kingman...-....- Pe. ea ret eee 44455 44 5 4 5-44 
sHarry Nichol:..... 1554445 4 4 4 §-44 
Daniel E, Marsh,. -445 444 4 65 4 4-42 
S. H. Hubbard... w4 4454) 4 4 4 4-42 
S. V. Nichols 46444284 6 4 5-4 
F, 8. Stevens. 5443 4 4 4 4 4 4—4) 
Isaac McCourt.. 645 444 4 4 3 4-41 
H. Carstisene.., 44358443 4 4 4-40 
Philo M. Beers. -36423 44456 4 4 4-30 
John Slatcher. $4444 3 3 4 8 4-37 
Miles Nolan. ....-46 222 assess eevee ene 45342444 4 4 3-36 

Record mutch, 200 yards, no re-entries:— 
8. ¥. Nichols. 4545 5 6 5 5 5-46 
H. Carstiseue, 6556465 45 4 4-45 
Ieane McCourt 44465 56 4 6 4 5-44 
peace Nichols 45545 46 4 4—44 
6. GC. Kingman... 55643 44 4 4 4-43 
Daniel B- Marsh 444544 5 4 4-4 
Jobn Slateher, 444455 2 4 5-41 
Philo M. Beers..... $3 38444 4 4 4-87 
Silverware match, 200 yards, re-ontriés allowed :— 

Isauc McCourt. ...,.- 446 5 5 & 5-88 
5. H. Hubbard. 5 6 45 45 6-i 
raved Nichols... 5 6 45 5 4 5-33 
John Slatcher 55 45 4 4 5 3-82 
8. V. Nichols.... -45 645 5 4-8 
Daniel E. Marsh.. -5 56 4 5 4 5 4-33 
F.S. Steyens..- ao4 45 65 4 6 4-81 
8. 0. Kingman.. -445 4 4 4 5-20 
H. Carstisene....,- 5b 44 ¢ 4 5 4-20 
R,8. Bassett... .8 8 44 5 4 5-28 
Philo M. Beers... 333 4 4 3 4-26 

2 PECK. . ie dha Sept caleen gees or an Lid 44 4 24 4-98 

500 yards, saneeintlon: carton target :— 

8. H, Hubbard .......... P.O Ee. Fae ered oe, 5 464 6 6 3 6-36 
David Congar . 5865 5 5 4 5-32 
eaG McCourt . 5625 6 6 3 3-28 
8.0, Kingman, (50-2 .-.9se2e 044 8 8 6 6-2 

Ladiés mat ch, 200 yards :-— 
Mrs. 8, V. Nichols.. 45 4 4 2-87 
Mrs. Issac McCourt 4440 4 4—36 
Mrs. Jobn Siatcher . a3 4 22 4-35 

The regular spring shoot of the club occurs on Friday, May 
28th; targets open at 200, 500, and #00 yards. Shooting com- 
mences at ) A.M.; open to all comers. Military matches at 200 

and 500 yards, R. 8. BAsseTT, Secretary. 

THe TEAM SELECTION.—The open matches at Creedmoor for 
Places on the team did not amount to much. There were not en- 

tries enough to make it anything of a winnowing process, On 

the first day but five shooters were out,und but two of these 

could fairly be counted on ss possible competitors, On the next 

[May 20, 1880, 

duy the list was even shorter, and the last two days’ shooting was 
abandoned. The score as far as it went stood :— 

Moy lith.—W M_ Fazrow, 211; R, Rathhone, 211; 
son, 202; H, Fisher, 199; S. H. Hubbard, 180. 

May 12th.—W. M, Farrow, 195; R. Rathbone, 192; H. Fisher, 
189, 

ZerTLeR Kirne Cuun.—New York, May 1ith.—Ninth competi- 

tion for the Brown Medal, at Guttenberg, N. J.; 200 yards; ring 
target; 80 shots per man :— 

W.H. Jack- 

M. Dorrler.........---- ea se 626 | P. Fenning...-. 12 a Ve ee ese . 690 
? AP SU A SPP See Pry Bene! ak 

+ Millets caret ys) t-0 sobs vente HOQS| Si OUN GH Oe. ie ap sec eeene) GEL 
ND: W. 

ScHUETZEN NOrEs.—Great preparations are being made by the 

United Schuetzen Association (New York and Jersey Schuetzen 

Corps) to make the Fair. which is to be held at the Park during 

the days of June, the 6th until the 20th inclusive, a grand success. 

This Fair and Festival is given by the Association for the purpose 

of paying off the floating debt, and beautifying and imjproying 

their property, which is one of the most beautiful pleasure parks 

in the United States, being situated on the western slope of u 

prominent hill, about forty minutes from the City Hell, New 

York, and accessible by both steam and horse cars, ether from 

Jersey City or Hoboken. The property is located at Union Hill, 
N. J., and contains 33; acres of benutifully cultivated land, large 

jake stone castle, fest-hall, shooting hall, farm house, and other 
buildings too numerous to mention, which, combined with & mag- 

nificent view and a cool breeze, makes the place a great resort for 

pleasure. Connected with the Fair will be a prize shooting, with 
the following programme. Prize shooting begins on the 7th of 

June, and will end on the evening of the lth. Twenty-five 
prizes will be divided on the prize or ring target, first prize to be 

$50, last $4, Entrance fees for three shots, $2; number of tickets 
unlimited. On the Man Target, twenty prizes will be distrib- 

uted; first prize, $20, last $2. Entrance fee for three shots, $14 

number of tickets unlimited. On the Bullseye Target, $240 will 
be divided into thirty-three prizes; first, $25, last, or thirty-third 

prize, $2; ten tickets for $10. The false center js 12, and the 
bullseye 4 inches in diameter. The nearest shot to the center will 
get the first prize,andso.on, In addition to this, cirht prizes will 
be paid for the most, second most, and soon. Bullseyes: For the 

first most, $12; for the eighth most, $2. Distance on all the tar- 
gets, 200 yards. 

ZETTLER RIFLE CruB.—The spring meeting of the Zettler Rifle 
Olub, which was held at the Union Schuetzen Park May 10th and 
llth, was not so well attended as was expected, but the shooters 

which were there, made very food scores, as the following list 
willshow. Ring target, three te possible 75 :— 

GTO ier ee aire eo CO. G. Zettler......__ veer te aed 
(OAR Ri telsy) le Some 4 Bet ta aleral are Broadway....)..-2..+.0- 
TL Milletatyesace pes seer cee a O. B. Hull (Collinsville, Goin) 
L, Vogel.-.-..., a Sy As ere eee 69 | J. Delahunty (Pittston, Pa,),. 
J. Fenning....... Me Sr init, 68 | W. Klein AX fe 
Bi. Holzman... cise eeecuee O8 | R, Spitz,. . OB 
M. Dorler. ....++- age SS Phil. Klein., Me epL 
Me RrO Whigs 2-5 keene ae W. F. Fliedner 64 
G. Buddman........----....--- oY N. Crusius 64 
A Williams. .2 eae... AT Op R ein OS, Pipe. salsa 
By Zectler. | ..-.:-.5 =: a e= es 63 | 

Man Target, three shots, possible 60 :— 
MADOr Cvs e spree takin sense gees 2 HA, Williams ,.-\.:--.. ...-..., B4 
J, Delahunty...-- P.Fenning .. ofa 
M. Buridmane (Brooklyn)... tapees 3a = Holaatynn,. 
Ge eOINe Dyer ee deen = = tes 3 DO 
M, Brown. ...... .. 7 
GO) dudsote 2.2.22 
J. B. Blumenberg.-. 
L. Vogel........ 

Bullseye Targets :— 

eee ree seey ree 

Ist prize for three best paveeyeds rot CG, Judson. 
2d prive for two best bullseyes.. oo . D. Miller, 
3d prize for best bullseye.... ....... bs . W. Klein. 
ith prize for second best bullseye .. voy - M. Budelmann,. 
5th prize for third best bullsaye........ Chs, Kem, 
6th prize for fourth best bullseye... . R, Spitz. 
7th prize for fifth best bullse.e....,.... 
Sth prize for sixth best builseys, thoes 
fth prize for seventh best buliseye (enor re ete 
Mth prize for eighth best bullseye.....,.4 22. ‘it Blumenberg. 
11th prize for umth best bullseye. ... A. Beatse. 
12th prize for tenth best buliseye.......... ... 4.--- N. Crusius, 

- Ths. Broadway. 
- J. Delnhonty. 

- Brown. 

The New York Schuetzen Corps, Capt. George Aery, holds its 

annual festiyal on the 7th, 8th and {th of June, at the Schuetzen 
Park, at Union Hiil. They invite all shooters of the Unitea 
States, and especially those of the “ Bund,’ to take part in it, 

Guests will be welcomed and received ar 24 Market street, on the 
mornibg of the 7th of June. 

A Protest AGAINST “TioKRI'' SHOOTING.—Vew York, Marr 

8th—Zettler Rifle Olub—Gentlemen ;—We bez to offer our thanks 
for your kind invitation of May Jat. We regret to perceive in 
your programme the unlimited issue of tickets on the man tar- 
gets. It cannot baye passed unnoticed by so prominent an asso- 
Giation as yours—as in fact it has been observed by all shooters— 

that this privilnge, practiced since a nymber of years, has been 
working very injurfously against the general interests of sheot- 

ing, and wedo not hesitate fo declare itas one of the main rea- 

sons why shooting has gradually fallen from being a pleasure to 
8, money-making affair, 

Webhaye decided nottotake part at your festival officially, 
leaving it entirely to the personal inclination of our members. 

We wish thereby only to express that we take a deeded stand 

against a practice of such injurious consequences, and hope that 
our long-standing mutual friendship will not suffer in any way 

through this course of ours. Wishing you the best success in 
your undertaking, we remain, gentjemen, your true friends, 

HeLverra RIFLE CLuB, 
A. Mryer, President. 

A Usevess CoMPETITION.—lVew Fork, Mc} 8th—Editor Forest 
and Stream -—We notice in your issue of May 6th that the N. R. 
A. is preparing the terms of a competition between the ordinary 
ten-pound rifles and “those ponderous picces of ordnance''—the 
heavy Swiss rifles. Thesé latter expressions may leaye erronequs 
impressions, They can only apply to what has been in Switzer- 
land tweoty-live years ago, and to what is yet in use only with 

aome German shooting clubs-here incapable or unwilling to take 
any progressive steps. 

In Switzérland the militia bas been provided for about fifteen 
years with the ‘ Vetterli," a breech-loader considered by the 
highest authorities as still the best military rifle, without excep- 

tion, and at all the shooting festivals only ‘‘Vetterli” or ‘‘Martini” 
Tiflesare used, They welgh eleven pounds, haye .44 caliber, and 

carry with precision 800 meters. The shooting is generally dons 
at 300 and 500 meters, but no other style is allowed than standing 
off-hand position; with no artificial rest and no artificial sight. 
We cannot se6 any practical value in a competition as proposed 

Why go back to olden times? There is a good deal of progress to 
pemade yetin the way of shootitig with breech-loaders, Let uz 
put our energies to that, and let old ponderous muzzleloaders 
alone. Soa MEMBERS OF THE HELVETIA 
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Brinton, May 1sth.—Sharps Match for military rifies, 200 yards :— 
Col, G. BH. BP, Howard-..:-...6-.-8 £445 € 56 5 b 445 
Cl Ay Pate... 2. wee... weeeeeeueee £ § 544 4 4 HF GB 4-44 
aR reso ban ito to ge een eee ee apes tae 4566 4 45 4 f & 44d 
Capt. TR, Denman,.......- 4 6 45 8 8 4 tO B48 

Sanie Duy.—Ballard Match, any ville, 200 yards ;— 
BB, Lewis -.,--2.: ---cej sees 4 4 4 GA Ob OG 646 
FETE DWI e. ctel-lte chet -ielne 4444 5 6 4 4 5 5-5 
JiR 7G RRR a hens as a ee oe 4¢2 64 4 5 4 5 5-44 
An Brows, cee, pees o ' +55 vet G6 45 £4 4 5 4—43 

Wasuinaron, D.C., May 15th.—The Columbia Rifle Association 

phot its fifth and last of the pre-arranged spring series of weekly 

subsoription matches on its range at Benning's last Saturday. 

Barring wind, the vonditions were favorable, a good light ipelin- 
ing to mirage, & dry air, high baromectrical pressure, anda pleas- 

aot temperature, rangiug from 68 to 62 degrees, being its main 

characteristics. “Old Prob.,” howéver, slipped up on the wind, 
which blew directly down on the range with titful, Gsh-tail fury, 

chopping with startling rapidity from either side of the 12 o'clovk 

on the great dial, necessitating frequent changes of from three 
to six points’ windage betweensshots, Under thea elrcum- 
stanoés, when the match was called ut 2.45 F.M., doubts were 

freely expressed whether any of the five competing marksmen 

Would reach 205 outot the possible 225. Dr. Scott, Col. Burnside 

Mr. Walter Scott, Mr. Lauritzen and Mr. Adee entered, Itbe- 

came evident early in the 80) yards’ shooting that the Doctor's 
ardous training asa “ fish-tail shot" made him at home in the 
troublesome manipulation of his wind-gauge, which the chaug- 

ing fusts entailed, and the white owl popped joyously into yiew 

as he sent in shot atter shot to the very cloge of his string, giving 
him a clean score to the surprise of all, his worst shots showing # 

comfortable elbow-room of black on the margin of the bullseye, 

to which three powerful teles¢opes were directed in keen sus- 
pense. Col, Burnside’s 69, adinirable as it was, fell quite into the 

shade beside this splendid performance, while the others, steady 
shots though they were, had to epntant themselyes with 65 and 

evens). During the 900 yards’ shooting, the wind, although less 

Btrung, WHS even more erratic in [ts sadden vhoppings, the murks- 

men otten lying down with 11 o'clock windage on, only to send 

their bullets through a smart 1 o’Glock putt. Mags, and occa- 

sional ravens, sprinkled all the scores except the Doctor's, but he 

again came to the fore witha very exhilarating 78, his brother 
Walter fullowing witha good 70,in which, however, the juck- 

daw onte appeaved. The reniaining scores were G8, Ghand 65. At 

1,000 yards the wind fell still more, but remained tricky to the 
énd. The Dodtor, vfter opening with a high bullseye, met ou the 

next round with his only misforlune of the day in a 12 o'clock 
Jackdayy, due to a sudden change io the liybt, which carried the 

Colonel's slug over the target into {he Anxcostig beyond on the 
follawing shoe. A capital 72, boweyer, rewarded ihe Doctor's 

Painstiking efforts, he dropping but one point therenfteron his 

seventh round, and his azgregute was announced by the scorer 

us 220. Walter Seott's 7) and Mr, Adee's 69 were the next best 

totals. The two leading tallles were found to be as follows, Dr. 

Scott's younger brother being & good secoud:— 

: { 80-5 5655555555555 5 5—75 
Dy. SoD -Seott. 7... 25. 90-4 555656555465 4 6 5-18 )220 

Vitus Beas 545 55550 5522 

Ui-+443455555464 5 5—65 
Mr. Walter Scott......4 W0-4¢5435555654 ,5445—70}205 

100-5 6545556845545 5—ju 

The five contests thus shot, without reyard te weather, aucord- 

ing to the programme arranged by the club long beforehunod, &- 

termine the Columbia Rifle Association's representation in candi- 

ducy for a place Ou the Dollymount team in favor of Dr. Scott. 

His record (he haying shot in all five matches) is 205, 209, 200, 217, 
220—1,0Al, an average of 210 1-5. 

WHEELING ps. WASHINGTON—IWheeling, W. Va., Muy 10th—On 
the 8th inst, our teamor thrae men, selected from the Wheeling 

Rifle Club, shots telegraph match at 500 yards with a team ofthe 

same number from the Washington, Pa., Ride Olub, under rules 

of N.R. A. Biring commindeu At 3.60 o'clock, and continued 

until alter 6, each titiug 20 shots. Owing to the hilly nature of 

the surroudioug country, the only ayuilable place lor a range ol 

any length isio the valleys, through which very perplexing winds 
circulate, and the riflemen must shoot through whirlwinds and 

Gross Currents most of the tile. 
About two yeurs azo there existed a rifle club here, of which 

Prot, Dwight was a prominent member, and when the American 

Kitle Deam of "78 wasselected, he was the only member west of 
New York. The interest, howeyer, subsided for time, but last 
fall it Was again resuscituted, and a new club organized with 

about tifteen members, all of whom have made rapid and steady 

improvement in shooting, Uutilatew days agu, the practices wus 

confined to short range off-hand work, butthe probability of bav- 

ing some competitors st mid-range in cur neighbors, caused the 

elub to erect a 500-yard turget jast woek, und arrangements were 

completed for u telegraph match between a team trom our club 

and Washington, Pa, The team was putinto practive at the new 
distance by Mr. Dwight, and hud only had three afternoons’ ex- 

perience when they taced (he targets for the contest last Satur- 

day. This had been euough to accustom them fo the hold and 

position, and with Mr. Dwight’s help about wind, they haye made 
ascore whichis very hurd for any new team to equal,and of 
which they muy well feel proud, Wheeling has reason to be 

proud of her oxrsmen, and if our riflemen contiuue she will soon 
have the same privilege of pointing with just pride to her rifle 

wlubs. Below is the score of each team :— 

WHUERIING. 

J0h ete ls Pera ed tere §5555555555555565 56 5-100 
Stewart 555465555445 4459555 5-45 
Babeoek....... Wine alr! Pe 5555005 446555445555 95 
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Hazlett... 
Rothwell. 

MwkLye O'crock Bucy, 

Wew Orleans, May 0th.—The tenth individual shoot for the battal- 
ion cup of the Washington Artillory took place to-day, at the 
New Orleans Rifle Park. Only seven contestants showed up, but 

a large number of spectators were present, The weather was 

fine and the wind moderate. Mr. Dudley Selph, who bas won the 

cup four times, did notshoot. P. Miche! came tu the front win- 

ner for the first time. The score wis as follows -— 

P. Miohel::.-..0:2see65 SAA aC We ae : E i ope t 40 

J, G. Sporl........ OF raeteh See test abe OB BA ag 

R, Villarwbia.,...-...-- 3 i g f oo a 

213 90) hy) ees Pee re > : E B21 gg 

G, W. Charlton.......-2-5 Pieareseee foe SAR ae BEM a 

Aj DeBardo;.cs-cecoscnee} aw yards Giiaei @ BO 8 SI}? 

THE NEW YORE DOG SHOW, 

(Continued from Page 311.) 

Baliimore; A, 1. Moore's Count Dan, Philadelphia; A, B. Godet- 
roy's Decimal Dash, Oranve County, N. Y.; D. T. Charles’ Bam, 
Albany, N. .G., A, H, Moore's Roderick, Philadelphia, and 
Clarence N. Drane's Peg's Boy, Frankfort, Ky. 

Class 27—Imported Muelish Setters—Bitehes,—First prize, $30), 
Walter H- Béebe’s Minka, N. ¥.; shcond, $20, A. BH. Moore's Lass 0’ 
Gowrie, rails asad third, silver medal, A. EH. Moore's Luna 
May. V. H.¢., J. H. Davidson's Ailsa, Monroe, Mich: Mrs. 8. 
Pleat Speir’s Wanda, Brooklyn, and Dr. W, W. White's Queen An- 
nie, Baltimore. H.C, A, B, Godeffroy’s Silk, Orange County, N. 
Y¥.,a00 D, Murray's Minna, Maryland. G., rd, Aup. Herzberg's 
Kate 1. and Polka, Brooklyo, N. ¥.; Jon 0. Higgina’ Petre 1, 
and Paul Teniple's Nell, Boston, Mass. < 

Olass 28—Native English Setters—Dogs,.—lirst prizo, $30, D. P. 
Waters’ Grouse, Salui, Mass.; second, $2), Lincoln & Hellyar’s 
Afton, Warren, Mass.; third, silyer medal, John Dayidson's Cas- 
sils, Monroe, Mich, VY, H. C., John B, Goodwin's Grouse Dale, 
Norwich, Conn,; A. W. Gore's Fred, New York; Alfred Schna- 
bel’s Stanley, Naw York; G. W. Bassiford’s Duké, White Plaios, 
N.Y. G.R. Watkins’ Tom, Brooklyn, and A. &. Godeifroy’s Satan, 
N. ¥. H. ©, K. Lamb's Shof, New Vork; Arthur Duane's 
Chance, Bergen Point, N. J.; Miss Juliet Duychinck's Chipps, 
Brooklyn, N, Y,; T. M, Aldrich’s Bruce, Providenco, K. I, ., 
George Van Allen's Duke IL., New York, and Miss Annie Cuyler 
Van Vechten's Zula, Albany, N. ¥. 
Class 29—Native Bnvlish Setters—Bitches.—First prize, $30, John 

Davidson's “Abbess, Monroe, Mich.; second, $20, W. Vallman's 
Jennie, Drownville, BR. T.; third, silver medal, W. B. Wells, Jr.'s 
Dido, Chatham, Oor. V. H.0., J.0. Donner’s Fairy, New York; 
Sumuel Seranton's Josste, Olneyville, R, L.; T. M, Aldricl’s Sinut, 
Providence, Kh. 1. H.(., B. A. Spooner s Daisy, New Youlr; N. D- 
llathewsy, M. D.'s Bow Bells, Middleboro, Mass.; Sam’! Seran- 
ton’s Idulia, Olneyville, It. T.; A. kh. Warner’s Kate, New Yori, 
G., H. W. Livingston's Delta, New York; A. Watt's Fannie I, 
New York; apd Edwin ©. Stokes! Waterloo, Woodbury, N. J. 
Class d0—Hnylish Setter Puppies Under 12 Months—Dogs,—Virst 

prize, $10, W. 8, Leavitt's Homulus, Flushing, 6,1.; second, silyer 
inudal, Miss Annie Cuyler Van Vecéhten's Paul, eas N.Y. 
V.H.O., W. Tallman's Black Ben, Drownyille, R. L Hi, ©., Dr. 
Li, A. Rosenthal’s Prinee Solmes, Brooklyn, N, Y.; Sam'l Seran- 
ton’s Brindy, Olneyville, R. ly Walter H. Beebe's Cona, New 
York, aud Mr.W. 8. Leavitt's Remus, Wushing, L. I. C., Edward EB. 
Hardy's Clair, Boston, and Mrs. W. Kampfmuller’s Pet, Hrook- 
lyn. 

Class 31—English Setter aa Under 12 Months—Bitches.,— 
First prize, $0, George R. Watkins’ Crook, Brooklyn: second, 
silyer mcidal, I, D. Gladstone's Zell, Boonton, N. J, V. H.C, D. 
T. Charles’ Gypsy, Albany, N. Y. ;, 2. M,. Aldvich’s ‘Zulu, Provi- 
dence, R. 1; Lincoln & Hellyar's Carlens, Warcen, Mass. H,O.. 
Walter H. Beebe's Blue Belle, New York, and E. A. Spoouer'’s 
Adelaide, New York. ©,, Walter GB. Peer’s Alice, Washington 
Heights, N.Y. : 4 

Gluss 42—Champion Black and Tan Setters—Dogs.—Prize $25, T. 
Forman Taylor's Turk, Monmouth County, N. J. 

Ulass d#4—-  hampion Black and lun Serters—Bitches,—Prize, $i5, 
William Stanley's Belle, New York. 
Glass d4—Black and ‘Tan Setters—Dogs.—First prize, $30, George 

5. Sedgewice's Jock, New York ; Second, $20, C. 8B. Dayis' Duke 
of the Bust, Providence, R. 1; third, silver medal, A. H. Moore's 
Hob, Philadelphia. V. HH. U., Toledo Kennel Club's Ohang. H.0., 
iW. Huntingtun'’s Dake, Brooklyn, N. ¥, C., GQ. lL, Strong's 
Uthello, Birding hum, Conn. 

Clauss 8'—Black aud Pun Setters—Bitches.—First prize, $30, A. H. 
Moore's Mona, Philadelphia; second, 820, Toledo Kennel Club's 
Venus; third, silyer medal, A. H. Moore's Lady Rapid, Philadel- 
phia. V.H. C., Toledo Kennel Club's January. ©., Geo. Norbury 
Appold’s Bessie, Bultiniure, Md.; aud \J. P. Barnard, Jx.’s, Ruby, 
Boston, Mass. 

Oluas $6—Llick and Tan Setter Puppies Under 12 Months—Dogs. 
—first prize, $10, George 8. Sedgewick’s Nip, New York; second, 
silver medal, Henry L. Kingsley's Ulack aud tan ((7rouse-Lessie 
By) puppy, Stougnton, Mass. V, H.¢.,'0. BP. Taylor's Dirt, Colts- 
ouck, N.J. H.U,, Henryl. Kiagsley's (Grouse-Bessie 8B.) puppy. 
C., Henry b. Kinpsiey’s (Grusé Bessie B.) puppy, 

Uliss 3i— Black und ‘an Setter Pups Under tg Months—uitehes. 
—First prize, $10, Toledo Kennel Club's Muy; second, silver 
mudul, IK. Wutsun's Gypsy, New York. V.H.U,, Toledo Kennel 
Qlub’s Vool, H. O., Henry L. Kingsiey’s (Grouse-Hessie 8.) puppy. 
O., 8, Princis’ Litter, by Glen-Flirt, Newark, N. J. 
loss 33—Chatupion Ked Trish Settors—Logs.—Prize, $35, A. A. 

Moore's Berkley, Phuudelphin. 
Olass 3¥--Ununmipion trish Ked Setters: -Bitehes.—Prize, $35, Lin- 

edln & Hellyars Hed Rival, Warren, Mass. 
Cluss 4U—Red Lrish Serters—Dogs,—Virst prize, $30, Adolph Nel- 

sous Hebo IIT., Portsmouth, N. H.; second, $20, Snyder Dillon 
Ripley's Bpy, New York; Uuird, silyey medal, WA. Strother's 
Bhat, Lynchburg, V7 fivst extra prize, Joba Dayidsoo's Byron, 
Mouroe, Mich. V.H G., W.H. Holabird'’s Tolstone, Valpuriaiso, 
jod.; &. Franeis’ Bang, Newurk, N. J.; W. A. Mefntosh’s biz, 
Pitsburg, Pa. H.C., Ulavence W sowen's Blash, Brooklyn N. 
¥. C., ‘hos. Clurk’s Grouse, Tuckahoe, N. J.; Maxwell Kyarts’ 
Buck, Washington, D. 0.; 0, HW. Snyder's Mephistupheles, Orange, 
NJ; and J. White Sprony's Sinugeler, Albany, N.Y. 

Cluss 41—Red Irish Setters—Bitches.—Virst prize, $30, 0. H. Day- 
ton's Norah, Peekskill, N. Vi; second, $20, Dr. O. B, Shreves’ 
Syren, Salem, Mass.; third, silver medal, 'T. Newbold's Vis— 
uountess, New York, V. H.C,, W. H. Pierce’s Gussie, Now York. 
H.C., J Gibson Hazlitt's Fortuna, Baltimore, Md, 

Class 42—Ked Itish Setter Puppies Under 12 Months—Dogs.— 
First prize, 310, J. Hupkins Smith's Jack, Portland, Me.; second, 
silyer medal, Max Wenzol’'s Chief, Hoboken, N, J. hse TOR 
Henry DeGroot’s Tip, Bound Brook, N. J.; Henry Pape’s Sun- 
ray, Hoboken, N. J; J. Rosentield’s Kosco, Baltimore. H.C., J, 
Kosentield’s Roxie, baltinore, G., Wi BE. Livingston's Snipe, New 
York sand Baltimore Kennel Chib's Mack. 

Class 43—lted Dish Setter Puppies Under 12 Months—Bitches,— 
Tirst privé, $10, Shaul Seranton's Meg, Olneyville, RK. 1; second, 
silver medal, J. Hopkins Smith’s Jil, Portland, Me, V.H.C., 
Hffingham T, iHyatt's Belle Blcho, New York. F 

Qlass 44—hash Water Spaniels—Dog's or Bitches.—First prize, 
$15, W. H. Holabird’s Burney, Vulpuraiso, Ind.; second, silyer 
medal, W. &. Wells, Jr.’3, Mike, Chatham, Ontario, Canuda, VY, 
H. C., John Aspinwall’s Punch, Dutchess County, N. Y. 

Olass 45—Cluinber Spaniels—Dogs or Bitches.— virst prize, $10, 
W, M. Tileston's ‘riminish, New York; second, silver iedal, W. 
M. Tileston's Fairy, New York, 

Qlass 46—Ooclker or Field Spaniela—Dogs,-—Virst prize, $15, Lem- 
uel Willey's King, Baltimore, Md.; second, $10, H.E. shaw’s Ned, 
Bergen Point, N.J.; third, silver medal, Henry W. Livingston's 
Rob, New York. V. H.C,, James A, Renwick’s Puck, New Yorix 

Class 47—Cocker ov BDield Spaniels—Bitches,—First prize, $15, 
George D. Macdougal's Cora, Montreal, Canada; sécond, $10, Dr. 
James 8. Catranach’s Queen Vic., New York; third, silver medal, 
John Gilletan, Jr.'s, Lady, New York. 

Qluss 48—Cocker or Field Spaniels— Puppies Under Twelve 
Months—Dogs ov Bitches,—Prize, silver medal, George Wygant’s 
Musie, Peekskill, N. Y.; second, Kubt. Sewell's Guess, New York; 
third, Rowland P, Keasbey'’s Bonuie, Newark, N.J. 3G. 
Ww. jes Weaver's Baby, New York. C.D, P. Bosworth’s Bell, New 
York, 
Class 49—fox Hounds.—Virst prize, $16, Jacob Steiner's Trim, 

Brooklyn; second, $10, N, M. Drake’s Lufra, New York; third, 
silver medal, Charles A. Miller's Gypsy, Elizabeth, N. J. 

Class 40—Heuyies--Dogs or Bitches.—lirst prize, $15, Toledo 
Kenyel Club's Heckless; second, $10, J. F. Navarro's Susie, 
New York; third, silver medal, Alexander Lambert's Myu, New 
York. H.., Essex Co. Hunt's Rambler, Montelair, N. J. O,, Es- 
sex Vo, Hunt's Gypsey, Montclair, N. J. ; 

Olass 51—Daschunde — Dogs or Bitches. — First prize, $15, W. 
Scheelje's Dan, Brooklyn, B. D.; second, silyer medal, H. Clan- 
sen’s Moltke, New York. V.H.C,, sume own Hugenie. C., BP. 
Bohnenberyer's Waldinne, Woodridge, N. J., and HE, O. Meyer's 
Master Tell, New York, * 
Class 52—Vox-Terriers—Dogs,—First_ prize, $15, James Morti 

mer's Shot, New York; second, $10, Myancis R. Hitchcock's 
Bounce, New York; third, silver medal, J. and P. Lawrence’s 
Paulo, Groton, Mass. H).C., A, B. Dacting’s Don, New York. (C.,, 
Saison Simimond’s Grip, Newark, N.J,; John Christian's Game, 
Newark, N. J., und Vhos, D. Burke's Rattler, New York. 

Cluss 53—Vox-Verriers—Bitches.—birst prize, $16, Lewis Ruther- 
furd, Jy.'s, Active, New York; second, $10, same Owoer's Chance ; 
third, silver medal, J. A. Ohunber's Judy, New York. Y, fl. 0., 
W. Rutherturd’s Wlishty, New York. H. C., M. loden's Netrle, 
New York, sod Thos. D. Burke's Vixen, New York, O., R. Gib- 
sun's ‘Vip, Ldlerton, Onitavio. — 

Glass 5t—Kux Terrier Puppies Under 13 Months—Dogs.—Prize, 
silyer medal, W, H. Vileston's Vampire, New York. V,H. C., 
Lewis Kutberlurd, Jrva, Natler, New York; A. woote's Tassel, 
Hust Orange, N. J. H.C. FP. . Way's Bam Patch, Boston, and “1- 
liott Jubnsion's Kab, New York. 

Class 65—Hox Terriers Under 122 Months—Bitches.—Prize, silyer 
medal, &. W,. Fleck's Gipp, New York, 

Olass 56—Colleys—Dogs or Bitches. —First prize, $20, J. Lindsay's 
Rex, Jersey City; secoud, $10, Dr. J. W. Downey's Lassie, Freder- 
ick County, Md,; third, silver medal, GC. BE. Wood's Jock, New 
York, V. H. C., W. H. Watt's Ray, Pbiladelphin; A. Younge, 
Jr.'s, Pixie, New York; N. P. Schenck's lemon and white dog, 
New York; A.8. 4 prar’s Spy, New York, and sanac owner's Effie 
Detins. C., J. A, Work'’s Mub, New Yortc. : : 

Class 6{—Colley Puppies—Dogs or Bitches.—Prine, silyer medal, 
A..8, Apgar's Lassie, New York, V, TW. G., same owner's Robin, 
and Miss Kdith Roberts's Kuss, Mott Haven, N.Y, H,.. Miss Ey 
8. Humilton's Scamp, New York, and A. 1, Godetfroy'’s Lassie, 
Orange County, N. ¥. . 

Cluss 68—Bull Dogs.—Virst prize, $15,Sir William Verner’s Don- 
ald, London, Bhyland; second, $10, J. 2 Bataoard, Jr.'s, Judy, Bos- 
ton, Muass.; third, silver Medal, George dé Forest Grant's Vis- 
count, New York. €., James Uullen’s Kitty, New York, and J, 
and P. Lawrence's Sting (formerly Jennie), Groton, Mass. 

Cliss 59—Bull Derviers-Doge or Bitches. —First prize, $16, Six 
William Verner's Tarquin, London, Hogland; second, Bi0, same 
owoer's Superbus; third, silver medal, Mrs, G.Wills’ Victor. New 
York, V.H.0O., Jobn Wills’ Zulu, New York; Pred Gebhard's 
Sallust, New York. H.C., W. R.A, Martin's Butcher, New York. 
G,, L. B. Mactin’s Puss and Pegusus, New York, 
4 Nate 60—Bull Verrier Puppies.—Prize, a silver medal; was with- 
eld. 
Class 61—S8kye 'Terriers—Dogs and Ritches.—I'irst prize, $15, John 

Louis Harberger's Patch, New Yorlc; second, $10, John Lowis 
Harberger's Tatters, New York; third, silver medal, G. Walton's 
Pepper, Boston. V.H.C., W. H. Aspinwall'’s Puppy, New York ; 
I. 'T. Vogt's Jeff, New York. H. C,, Kh. L. Belknup’s Wirey, New 
York. U., Alex. Middiemas’ Tatters, New York, and Join Os- 
borne's Charlie, New York, 

Class 62—Pugs—Dogs.—First prize, $15, Henry L. Daggett's Dick, 
Boston, Mass.; second, $10, Miss Adelaide Detehou’s Roderick, 
eens oe third, silyer medal, Mrs. J. E, Kooms’ Prince, Bai- 
MuOre, “s 

Olass (8—Pugs—Bitches.—Flrst prize, $15, H. W. Daggett’s Dolly, 
Boston, Mass,; second, $10, Miss Gracie Kdward’s Tiny, New York; 
thivd, silyer medal, Miss Bertha Heald’s Racker, New York. V. 
HW. C., Miss L. H. King’s Peggy, New York. 

Ulass 64—Puog Puppies—Dogs or Bitehes—Prize, silyer medal, 
Tiénry L. Daggett's Pups, Boston, Mass. VY. H. C., Stephen Mul- 
vey's Bessie, New York. H.C., Heury L. Daggett’s Daisy IL, 
Buston, Miss. 
Class 65—Scoteh Terriers—Dogs and Bitches.—First prize, $10, 

not Awarded; second, silver medal, RK. N. Hazard's bepper, New 
York, V,U. 0., Richard Tyoab's Nellie, New York. 
Olwss b6—Black and ‘Tan Terriers Over Hive Pounds—Dogs and 

Litches.—Viret prize, $15, Sir William Verner's Salford, London, 
England ; second, silver meédal, James Watsun's Nettie, London, 
Wngland. V.H.C., Sir William Verner’s Kate, London, Boyland. 
H.U., Mrs, Chas, Schwarts's Tottie, Brooklyn, and 8. Van Dyk's 
‘Dopsey, Brooklyn. 

Cluss f]—Dandie Dinmont Terriers—Dogs and Hitches.—First 
prize, $14, Kobert Hume’s Pin, Bastyille, Northanipton County, 
Va.; secund, silver medai, same owner’s Needle. 

_ Uings 68-~Yorkshbire Terriers, Blue und Tun, Over Vive Pounds-- 
Dogs and Uitches.—birst prize, $15, Thomas, Kalluher's Willie, New 
York; second, $10, W. Collins’ Royal, New York: third, silver 
medal, Thomas Kallaher's Koger, New York. H.U., John Mar- 
Seed Hen, New York. O., thomas Kallaher’s Bright, New 

ork, 

Class 69-—- Yorkshire Terriers, Blué and Tan, not Exceeding Five 
Pounds—Dogs and Bitches.—First prize, $15, Thomas Kullaher’s 
eunie, New York; second, $10, sume owner’s ‘Lichburne; vhird, 
Buyer medal, Stephen Mulyey’s Champion, New York, ae 
John Marriott's Kitty, New York, ind 8. 5. Browning's Rex, New 
York. U., Dhos. Calluber’s Minnie, New York. 
Class 70—Toy Terriers Other ‘Lhan Yorkshire—Dogs and Bitches, 

—TVirst prize, $16, Miss Veunie G, Clancey’s Bijou, New York; sec- 
oud, Siver medul, 5.5. Browning's Tobby, New York. V.u.€., 
W. Udlling’ Duudy, sport and Queen, New York; George 8, 
Shultz's Nobby and Victoria. H,C., Miss Mary Van Dyk's Min- 
imé Warren, Brooklyn, and $. H. Hattield's Flash, New York. G., 
Henry Hapyerty's ly-Fly, New York; P. M. McGeehin’s Punch, 
Philadespiia; aud 4. Huber's Tiney, Newark, N.J. 
lids Th—hKing Charles or Blunteciil Spaniels.—No entries. 
Oluss 72—J apubese Spaniels—Dogs and Uitches.—First prize, $10 

Churies H. Prate’s Plu, Nuw York; second, silver medal, Hiehard 
Altson’s Chiug, HKuthertord, N. J. V. H. C., Richard Alison's 
Chauug and Lo. C,H. i. Herbert's Jap, New York, 

Uluss Té—Italian Gieyhounds—Doygs und Kitches—First prize, 
$10, Mos. D. P. Voster’s crincess, New York; second, silver medal, 
Mine, Annie ‘Iille le Preyost’s Sweet Little Burrereup, Coney 
Islung, L.I. V.H.0., Mme. Annie Ville le Prevost's Lopsie; Mrs. 
A.M. Kramer's Neppic, Poiladeiphia; Mrs. U. P, Poster's Duke, 
New York; W. Collins’ Prinue, New York. 4, C., Mme. Annie 
eae e Prevyost's Ply, Coney Islund, C., J, Kennedy 'Vod’s Prince, 
ew York. SS 
Class 74—Miscellaneous or Foreign Classes—Dogs and Bitches.— 

First prize, $20, H. Delius’ Lion, New Yurk; sevond, $15, James 
Troy's Kujah, Brooklyn; third, 310, James Watson's Kathleen, 
Louduo, Nugland; fourth, silver medal, Joho Genzel's Jucko, 
New York; ttth, silyer medal, L. L. Lovillard’s Schwartz, New 
Yurk, V.H.,, W. Kenn’s Bella, New York; sume owner's Carlo; 
8. BH, Gardner's Leo, New York; L LU. Lorillard's Flora, New 
York; Car! Baron Von Jenu's Kolt, New, York; Johu Geuzel's 
Lizzie, New York. C., C. Buchheister's Sultan, New York. O,, 
James Troy’s Kucket, Brooklyn, N. Y, 

Class 75—Silk Huirved WVerriers, except Yorkshire—Dogs or 
Bitches.—First prize, $10, Vhowngs Clitferd's Jess, Naw York; 
second, silver medul, Miss M. D. Wagsiali’s Scamp, Babylon, Li. I. 

SPECIAL PRIZES. 

No entries required for Classes 0, D, B, F, Hand]. Entries for 
Classes A, B and G, must be made during the first day of the 
show with the superintendent. 
A.—For the best collection of dogs owned and exhibited by one 

person, kennel or club, quality and quantity to be considered, an 
élupint silver tankard, value of $sU00,q@ resented by Messrs. Bar~ 
tens & Rice, of Nu. 2) John street, NewYork. The spirit of the 
suyiid 10 be tor the purpose of encouraging the importution and 
breeding of all kinds of thoroughbred dogs in América, under 
the following rules — Pr 
The award to go to the exhibitor who shows the best collection 

of dogs of various breeds, the property of the exhibiior, kennel 
or (lub entering them, The quality of the dogs to be considered 
AB Well as the number und yariety of the classes mm which they 
may be entered. It is understood that the three classes of setters 
rank as three breeds. 
The award to be made upon the decision of a majority of all the 

judges, or in case of there being a non-agreemeut, the final de- 
cision to rest with an umpive, to be duly appointed by the mun- 
agers of the show. 4 
There were two competitors, namely; Mr, A. H. Moore, Moore- 

field Kennels, Phihidelphia., and Mr. A.B. Godefroy, Neyersink 
Lodge Kennels, Guymard, Orange County, N. Y. Mr, Moore wis 
deciared the winner. The following were the entries: Moorefield 
Kennels—Nnglish setters—Count Dan, Roderick, Duke of Bean- 
ford, Luna May, Lass O'Gowrie, Kuth. Pointers—Stella, La Guy, 
Beulah, Ltose, Countess Bang. Irish setters—Berklay, Duck, 
Bluck and tan setters—Mora, Lady Rapid, Bub, Cogker—Charlié. 
—ll classes, Coyering 17 entries. Neversink Lodge Kennels— 
Rough coated Sv. Bernards—Marco, Braunfels, Cheadie. Puinters 
—Croxteth, Queen, Belle, Guymard, Nora. English setters—Kival, 
Dash, Hanger, Silk, Moll, Satan, Rake, Daisy, Lassie and three 
puppies. Black and tan selter—Beauly. Irish setters—Rovyer, 
Moya und six puppies. Cocker—Tatters. Dasehundes—Hati- 
nitza, Colley—Lassie. Yorkshire terrier—Belle. Povodle, Nei 
—2U classes, Covering 4 entries. 
B.—¥or the best pointer dog for stud purposes, a silver cup 

Will be given by *\A Friend of Sport,” Manutactured by Messra, 
Tiffany & Co. Competitors: A. E. Godetfroy’s Uroxteth; A. H, 
Moore's La Guy; E, Orgill’s Rush; Fisher Howe's, Jv.'s Rex. C., 
Du Bois Wagstai's Lord Dufferin; J. W. Coftin's Rake I, yon by 
Mr. Edmund Orgill’s champion Rush, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
O.—For the best pointer doy or bitch (to be Competed for by the 

Winners in the champion and open classes), a handsome chain and 
collur, presented by W,'T. & J, Merseveau, inanutacturers, New- 
ark, N. J. Awarded to Mr, Edmund Urgill’s, Brooklyn, N. ¥,, 
champion Rush. . 
D.—Nor the best pointer or setter, dog or bitch (to be owned 

and exhibited by u lady), a gald neck-chain, value $50, manufac- 
tured oy Messrs. Tiffany & Co., presented by Henry W. Livy. 
inyston, Hsq., 183 West Forty-second street, New York. Winoner: 
ae Muy Oallender's, Albany, N. ¥., chumpion Irish setter Rory 
()' More, 
K.—For the best English setter, dog or birch (to be competed 

for by the winters in the chumpion und Open clusses, including 
both native and iniported), oné tine wun case and one fine ammiu— 
nition case, Valle, together, $25, presented by Mesers, Vhomson 
& Sons, manufacturers of sporismen’s guods, Wl Broadway, New 
aon Winner: Dr. 8. Iieet Bplér's, Brooklyn, N, ¥,, champion 

mo, 
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F.—Vor the best Miglish setter doe, native or-importud (bo be 
competed for by the V. H.C. winners), one rich cut and engraved 
lemonade set, thirteen pieces, with party’s name engraved ot 
same, yalue £25, presented by George C. Sterling, Esq. Win- 
ner; Mr. Joseph Rosentield’s, Baltimore, Md., Royal Carle. ; 
G,—For the best kennel, of not less than five imported English 

Betters, to be composed of dogs and bitches, owned by one per- 
son (puppies not allowel to compete), an imported Mirzapon rug, 
resented by Messrs, John & James Dobson, New York, value $50. 
‘here were two competitors, namely: Mr. A. H. Moore’s, Phila- 

delphia, Duke of Beaufort, Roderick, Count Dan, Luca May, Lass 
O'Gowrie, Ruth; D. T. Charles, Albany, N. ¥., Nina, Rosa, Sam, 
Wellington, Cricket. Mr, Charles was awarded the prize. 
H.—A club medal will be given for the best black setter dog; 

also for the best black setter bitch. Winners: For dog, Mr, Arthur 
Duanes', Bergen Point, N. J., Chance, For bitch, Mr. T, M. Al- 
drich’s, Providence, KR. I., Smut. 
I.—A club medal will be giyen for the best colley bitch, pro- 

viding a biteh does not take the prize in the regular classes" 
Winner: Dr, J. W. Downey's, New Market, Md., Lassie. 

eas EE tL 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SiR WM, VERNER's DoGs,—Three ex- 

eellent likenesses of the famous winners Tarquin, Super- 
bus and Donald, have just been sent to us by Mr. Luthers, 
whio had them in charge at the show. Mora is the artist ; 
and he has, in his new departure, done the champion 
justice, 

————— 
PHOTOGRAPH OF Ray.—Mr, Henry W. Livingston, of 

133 West Forty-second street, this city, has kindly sent 
us a photograph of his champion English setter dog Ray. 
The picture is a good one, as pictures of this kind go. It 
was taken by Pach, Broadway above Thirteenth street, 

ee — 

ENGLIsH KENNEL CLuB Fietp TriAus.—The report of 
the National Spring Meeting, held on April 27th, 28th, 
29th and 80th, has been unavoidably crowded out of the 
last two issues, on account of the wnusually full and 
complete description of the New York Bench Show. 

—[ 

Dogs ar AuctTion.—-About sixty dogs were offered for 
sale at auction, on Friday of last week, at the mart of 
Messrs, Baker & Son, Broadway and Thirty-ninth street, 
in this city, Some of the animals present had been ex- 
hibited at the Bench Show, but the majority of them 
were tolerably good-looking mongrels of the non-sport- 
ing classes, below the show standards. The prices paid 
for those actually sold (as some lots were merely bid in) 
were, in most cases, low, although a few of the finer- 
looking animals bearing some resemblance to Llewellyn 
setters, Newfoundlands, etc., brought fair prices, A few 
private sales were also effected. 
rr 

KENNEL NOTES, 

BreD.—VJessie-Faust—The St. Louis Kennel Club's Faust has 

been bred to Mr. C. C. Pettit’s (Galveston, Texas), Jessie. Duchess- 

Fush—Mr. George Van Wagenen's Champion pointer Duchess to 

Mr, Edmund Orgill’s champion Rush, Di-Young Laverack—Mr_ 
W.¥F. Steel’s half Layerack setter bitch Dito Mr. John C. Hig- 

ins’ Young Laverack, by Blue Prince, outof Fairy. Di out of 

Dr. Gautier’s Ruby, by his Dan and half sister to Daisy Dean, 

Sauus.—Bow-Jaunty Puppies—The St. Louis Kennel Chib has 
sold to Mr. P, H. Adee, of this city, a dog pup out of Jaunty, by 

Bow, and a bitch of the same litter to Mr. J. W. Jackson, of Ope- 
lousas, La. 

rs 

WHELPS.—Rose—Mr. L. W. Sharp’s (Hammonton, N. J.) Rose, 
Gildersleeve—Lark, helped, May 7th, ten puppies—five dogs and 

five bitches—by owner'slrank. The puppies are all pure white. 

Jaunty—St. Louis Kennel Olub’s Jaunty has whelped nine pup- 

pies—three dogsund six bitches—by champion Faust, They are 
all liver and white. 

NAMzES CLAIMED—F'rolic and Frisky—Mr. McDonald, of Rock- 

Jand, Me., claims the names of Frolic and Frisky for his liver and 

white cocker spaniels, Spot-Fire. Pride of the Penobscot—Mr. Me- 

Donald, of Rockland, Me., claims the name of Pridé of the Penob- 

scot for his lemon and white poimteér bitch,by Dash, out of Pride of 

the Beayer, Beauty—Mr. M. L. Kline, of Kittanning, Pa.,claims the 

name of Beauty for his liver and white cocker bitch, bred by 

Theo, Meyer, out of Lou, by Young Shot. Lou out of Mr. Hamil- 

ton Thompson's imported Eureka, by Mr. Berrsley’s imported 

Nip. Young Shot out of Watson’s imported Rose, by Watson's 
champion Shot, whelped Dec. 23d, 1879, 

NAME CHANGED.—Donnibrook IT. to Drake—Lieut. C. M. Rocke- 
feller, B, 8..A., Fort McPherson, Neb., changes the name of his 
red Irish setter dog, by champion Elcho, out of Lulu, from 
Donnybrook II. to Drake. 

PRESENYATION.—Young Laverack—Mr. John 0. Higgins, of 

Delaware City, Del,, was presented on Priday last by Mr. Charles 

H. Raymond, of this city, with the well-known setter Young 

Layerack. As this dog is the only orange and white Layerack 
in America, Mr. H, lias reccived a prize worth haying. 

—One of the stands at the show was occupied by H, C, 
Glover, proprietor of the Imperial Kennel, ‘om’s River, 
N, J., who had an opportunity of introducing his excel- 
Jent Mange Cure to the attention of owners of stock,—Advp, 

, —+—_ 
For Mange, Surfeit, Scurf, External Canker, Scratches 

and all other diseases in dogs, horses or cattle, use 
Gloyer’s lnperial Mange Cure,— Adv. 

elishery. 
= 

Address all communications to ‘Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 

THE THEORY AND. PRACTICE OF AIMING. 

N R. MAURICE THOMPSON, and his brother, Mr. Will H. 
it Thompson, haye prepired a revised and enlarged edition of 

(heir manual, How to fvein in Archery,” which now forms the 

most Complete handbook on the subject published in America, 

We may go farther than this, and say that for one who wishes to 

pertect himselfin bow shooting, thisbook is the most concise, 
ample and intelligible work in this whole literature of archery. 

We heartily commend if to noyices, xmateurs und experienced 

archers; it is a text-book which no one ean afford to he without, 

‘The noticeable additions to the book are the chapters on Aim- 

ing and the Digest, yhich must have been compiled at great labor, 

of all the especially notable archery gems of English and Amer- 

can bowmen, from an early date to the present time, This chap- 

Or also contains a complete list of all the English National muvt- 

| 
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ings from 1844 to 1879, with the names of champions nud their win- 

ning scores, r 

A portion of the chapter on Aiming we have been permitted to 

publish here. For the complete essay we must refer our readers 
to the book itself :— 

“Mr. Horace A. Ford, tho eclebrated English archer, wrote a 
great deal in regard to the practical parts of his fayorite pastime ; 

but his system of aiming is the only really yaluable addition to 

archery knowledge contained in his book. For taryet practice 
at the ranges of the York Round, no improvement can ever bo 

made to hissystem, Itis simply perfect asa theory, and its ac- 

curacy in practico has been demonstrated, not alone by his own 

incomparable shooting, but also by the grand scores of Holmes, 

Bramhall, Spottiswoode and Palairet in England, and by the best 
archers of America. 

“No archer who neglecis to completely master ihe theory of 

aiming can eyer pass mediocrity in the use of his tackle. Aiming 

ig, in fact, just as indispensible to the archer as to the rifleman, 

and the aiming must be just as carefully and correctly done in 

bow shooting as in rifle shooting. Why? First: to secure a uni- 
form method ofshooting, Second: because itis the only guide 
to keeping both the line and the elevation. 

“Tf the merest tyro in archery will but reflect 2 moment, it 

cannot fail to occur to him that the one great drawback to accu- 

rate bow shootine is the seeming impossibility of getting any 
aim with an arrow. The first question he will ask is: ‘How can 
I take sight?’ This question is the most important one in 

archery, and also the most difficult to answer. However, the 

reader need but to give carefui attention to the following pages 
to acquire all that can be imparted by words touching Ford's 
theory and practice of aiming, as we bave taken it from his book, 

and as we haye proyed it at the targets with scoros second only to 
his yery best. 

“The first principle of aiming fs to be sure to have the arrow, 

in drawing, directly under the right eye and lying directly in the 

line of vision of that eye asit looks at the point of aim. To do 
this perfectly, observe the following directions ;— 

“T.—Take position and knock the arrow as herdtofore de- 
seribed. 

*1L.—Raise the bow with the left hand, drawing back tho 
string with the right hand as the bow is lifted. 
“TIT.—When the left hand has reached the dueelevation for the 

shot, take aim with the right eye (without closing the loft eye) 
over the point of the arrow. 

“TV .—The aim being thus taken, finish the draw hy bringing 

the right hand toa point just below the chin, and there loose, 
“Tf the above rules are strictly followed, and the arrow, from 

the fixing of the aim to the point of loosing, has been all the 

time kept under the right eye, the shot will be in the direct 

line of the vision of that eye. he reason why it must be in- 

sisted upon that the entire length of the arrow be all the time 

kept exactly under the aiming eye, may be thus explained: 

Your aim being taken oyer the point of your arrow in the line 

in which you desire to shoot, it is plain that if the nock end of 

your arrow be cither to the right or the left of your line of vis- 
ion, your missile’s flight will be at an angle to that line, and con- 

sequently will be bad. In other words your right eye looks along 

a straight line to your pointof aim, 

“This line of sight lies in the yertical plane of the trajectory 

of your shot. Tomake your arrow keep in this plane, it must be 
started in thisplane, To start it in this plane it must be drawn 
and loosed with its entire length lying therein, which ean only be 
when itis kept directly under the aiming eye. To physically 
demonstrate this important principle, suppose a string stretched 
Straight from the eye to the point of aim. The object is to 
keep the flight of the arrow in the vertical plane of this supposed 

string, which can only be done by keeping the nockas well as the 
point directly in the line of the vision of the aiming eye. Hence 

the proper point to loose or quit the string and let go tho arrow 

is just below the chin directly under the right eye. 

“Tn following this practice of aiming, the upper limb of tho 
bow must be slanted to the right sufficiently to carry the bow- 
string entirely out of the vertical plane of yision of the right eye, 

otherwise two troubles will arise. In the first place, the string 

will be between the eye and the arrow; and secondly, the string 

will touch the chin before the draw is finished to the loosing 

point. When the bow is slanted to the right the arrow can lie 

directly under the eye, while the string is drawn to the loosing- 

point under the chin, and when Jet go, the arrow will Hy di- 
rectly away before the eyein a perfect line. 

‘Before a beginner in archery can successfully practice aim- 

ing on correct principles, he must fully understand the laws of 
vision connected therewith, By fixing tho eyes steadily upon 
some distant point, it will be discovered that this particular point 

is seen by direct vision, and all others by indirect vision. Now, 

in aiming, the direct vision is fixed upon tho point of aim, and the 

pile of the arrow is made to coyer this point; but the wold of the 

target and the entire length of the arrow are seen by tiulirect vis- 

ion, except when the gold, as in point-blank shooting, is also the 
point of aim, 

“The first thing then to master, is perfect control of the vision 

of the right eye. ‘To do this, some archers are compelled to close 

the left eye, a very ill appearing thing indeed, which should by 

allmeans be ayoided, To test your Vision take an arrow by the 

feathered end, and hold it in the right hand pointing it at some 
distant object, keeping both eyesopen. When the point of the 

arrow seems to cover the object, close the left eye. Ifthenthe 

object is still covered, you are aiming with your right eye. A 

little practice in this way will perfect your vision so that you 

can aim with your right eye and at the same time keep the left 
one open," 

The author then discusses the point-blank range, and the aim 

when the point of nim is nbove the gold. Tha book may be 

procured of E. I. Horsman, New York. 
—_—_—>——. 

HIGHLAND PARK,—May 14th,—The following scores were made 

this afternoon in a contest for one-half dozen arrows. Only 

those were allowed to compete who never at 60 yards had made a 
scove Of 100 with 24 arrows. Number of arrows 48, at 60 yards :— 

Tits, Score. ~ Hits. Score. 
Frank B: Green..... 82 183 {R.J.Street...... .. 18 59 

23 108 | Rodmiin Carter..,... lu 
.19 $1 {| Geo. D, Boulton... 18 58 
23 vii 

SKOKIE. 

New Yor Anonery Quup.—The Park Commissioners having 
found it necessary to change the days of shooting, this club will 
hereatter practice upon the Archery Lawn, in the Central Park, 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. From appearances, it will 
only take one more month to complete the full membership of 
the club, as new members are applying very fast. The club 
hopes to make an extra attraction on the lawn Decoration Day, 
and all anticipate a grand shoot, f 

New YORK ARCHYRY CruB.—New York, May) 1th—Aditor 
Forest and Stream -—In your paper of last week, under the head 

of “ Oritani Archers," ik is stated (lat thoy bad sent out four 
challenges, Hone of which bad been necepted, T wish to speak 

for one of the clubs that received « challenve trom the above 

club, and say that the New York Archery Club did accept their 
challenge some months ago. ‘Che club made aproyiso, though, 

at the time, that the team opposed to them should be composed 
of two ladies and four gentlemen, und all should be members of 
the Oritani Club, residing in Hackensack. I will state that we 

have neyer heard anything further regarding the match, and 
suppose ft must be off. 

The reason for our action was that we did not care to shoot 

Against a team of gentlemen entirely, or one composed of 
members of other clubs besides the one sending the challenge. 
Since the acceptance of the aboye challenge, as you are aware, 

the New York Club has put itself on record as opposed to teams 

composed of any but its own members, and will never placea 

tegm in contest with such a make-up. JAs. W. AUTEN, JR, 

Secretary New York Archery Club. 
Monday evening last the club gaye a concert at the armory of 

the Fifth Regiment, where some five hundred of the friends of 

the members assembled and listened to a choice selection of sing- 

ing, reading, ete., and from the hearty applause and frequent en-* 
cores we are sure al] spentan enjoyable evening. 

We trust the New York Club will again bring talent torether 

for their friends’ amusement, and we heartily reoommend the 
club's endeavors to increase the interest among its members by 

introducing social enjoyments from time to Lime, as they have 
done during the past winter. 

Cricket. 
—————-> ____ 

—Address all communications to * Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

FIXTURES. 
—_—_—~—_—_ 

ey 22, at Nicetown, Philadelphia.-Germantown vs. Chestnut 
Hi. 

May 22, at Bay View.—Young America (Wis.) vg. Bay View. 
May 22, at Hayerford.—University of Pennsylvania vs. Dorian. 
May 22, at Frankford.—Oxtford (1st) vs. Belmont (2d). 
May 22, at Staten Island.—Staten Island (2d) vs, St. George (2d). 
May 22, at Ardmore.—Merion (2d) vs. Young America, (2d). 
ay 22, at West Philadelphia,—Belmont (8d) vs. Young America 

May 28, at Hoboken,—Chestnut Hill vs. St. George's, 
May 29, at Milwaukee—Young America (Wis.) as. Bay View. 
May 20, at Haverford.—Germiuntown vs. Dorian. 
May 29, at West Philadelphia.—Relmont vs, Merion. 
May 29, at Stenton.—Young America vs, Girard. 
May 29, at Staten Island.—Chestnut Hill vs. Staten Island. 

puey, 20, at Nicetown.—Germantown (2d) vs. Young Ameriva 

May 31, at Paterson.—Manhattan vs. Paterson. 
May 31, at Staten Island.—Club mateh —Ist Eleven vs. next 

twenty-two. 
May 31, at Newark Newark vs, New York. 
May 31, at Paterson.—New York vs. Paterson Union. 

Pl ens 

CoLuMBIA COLLEGE vs. St. GEORGUS.—This, the first match of 
the season between these elevens, was played at the Stevens In- 
timate Grounds, at Hoboken, N. J.,on May 18th, and resulted 

after’ one innings bout in favor of the collegians by #1 runs. 

The fielding of the victorious side was excellent. The score tells 
the story :— 

ST, GEORGES. 
First’ Tnnings. 

P.O. Westfeldt, b. Clarke.... 9 
Wilmer, run OUL.... 2.66. - 20s 

Second Tanings, 
TDe Forest, b, Conover 
Dotlarke. Smeal 

ayers) 

2 

J. R. Moore, b. Clarke...... “x vu. Kutherford, b, M 7 
Cloete, c. A, Steyens, 
Clarke 220.7) .7 eee BS bh. Conover ........ 0 

Stevens, c. Henry, b. Clarke. b. Conoyer ... : 0 
. Giles, Jr., b. Conover ce. Henry, b, Clarl 16 

©. Brown, b. Conover. . «. Lawson, b. Clark 1 
Moir, b, Glarke-..-.5.,,--....0 not out... 0 
Jones, b. Conover.... 5 a absent... ane tes 0 
G. Giles, Sr., not out. c. Conoyer, b. Morga 4 
Beg Noe. feet eae ree Byes, £4; wides, 6 - 4 

Who) fc Ure ea 1. fetta bose mo a Otan rast dce pilin. Sue 
COLOMEIA COLLEGE. 

First. Innings. Seeoid Timings, 
G. H, Clarke, b. Cloetu......_. 9 
Conover, ¢. Cloete.... FAO eHok Orch 6 0 recep sete es peatcs 19 
Morgan, b. Cloete....... you) 
De Forest, b. G. Giles, Jr. 4 
Emmet, b. G. Giles, Jr .. 0 
Barnes, b. G. Giles, Jr... 0 
A, Stevens, run out... 2 
Lawson, ¢. Westfeldt, b. 

QGloete 252-122 2s-a gy eee tee 1 
Rutherford, not out if) 
Henry, run out..... 3 
Byes, 5; leg byes, 4. 9 

Total.,...--.. ao as - fl 

Umpires—8t. Georges, G. E, Moore; Columbia College, Al- 
worth. 

Loyawoon vw. HARVARD COLLEGE—On Saturday, May 8th, 
these clubs met and played their second match of the season. 
The first game was won by the Longwood in one innings with a 

score of 143 to 41, and in this match they were also successful, 

although the Harvard eleven was assisted by the well-known 

George Wright. Pierce kept wicket well for the Longwood, and 

Feuring for the College fielded perfectly, The following is the 
score ;— 

LONGWOOD, HARVARD COLLEGE, 
Jones, c, Snelling, b. Wright.. 2) Meservoy, b. Phillips.........- 0 
Tyler, ec. Dickey, b.Wright ... 7 Dickey, ¢, Dutton, b. Hubbard 8 
Hubbard, c.and b. Wright... 29 | Kane, c. Pieree, b. Hubbard,. 0 
Phillips, ¢, and b. Sturgess .. 7] Wright, b. Phillips..........,.16 
Dutton, b. Wright........,... 4| Brewster, c. Pierce, b. Phillips 2 
Pierce, ¢. Gillig, b. Wri | Weston, e. Pierce, b. Hubbard fh 
Nash, ¢c. and b. alent : -. 1} Snelling, b. Phillips... ........ 5 
Fay, c. and b. Wright... - 1| Fearing, b. Phillips...... er 
Bixby, b. Wright. -- . 0| Sturgess, b. Hubbard .....,... 0 
Petitt. not out... . 9) Gillig, b. Phillips .... 0 
Train, ruo out... uy . 2| Fuller, not out.... a0 
Byes, d; wide, 1..... teeessasae 4] Bye, 1; leg byes, 2.2... ...- Seraher 

Wife} 729 Ss ee es 8 5g 7 Orne ole) Py pee eae 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
HARVARD COLLEGE. 

Maid- Wiel- 
Balls. Runs. ena. els. 

Wright Metre pete 14 4 8 
34 tt) 1 
9 Q 0 

Phillips ...... Aree code +. 68 i 3 6 
Hubbard. ...¢-2--ssseres eee etee Ob vi 3 4 

MASHIATTAN vs. COLUMETA COLLEGE.—The third match of the 
collegiates waa played at Prospect Park, on Saturday last, awninst 
the redoubtable eleven of the old Manhattan Club. Clear weather, 
afalrish wieket,and the smart fielding of the college team gaye 
to the match a snap that did much to make the game interesting 
to the spectators and exciting to the contestants, The home team 



» few third eleven matches played, and these were a source of sal- 

* 

FOREST AND STREAM. 3ld 

plasented nit wivosually strong eleven, even being the clnb’s old | 
stund-bys; wid the addition of James Norley, brother of the St. 
George's old professional, red, did much to give the side an in- 

yulnerable look before the game commenced. However, the 
visitors began in a plucky way and nearly avoided a defeat, which 

resulted only by twelve runs. In batting, the collegiates have 

much to learn, as only two or three of their number were ac- 

quainted with the game before last season, but they shine out in 

their fielding, and both Clarke and Conover are first-class bowl- 
ers. Norley fell to the first ball in the first innings, but gave a 

sample of the orthodox English professional style, in the second. 

His cutting was sound and clean,and his defense admirable. 

Morris, behind the wicket, was in splendid form, and Torrey, in 

fame position, shows that he js in the right place. We can only 

reiterate the opinion whieh we have frequently expressed—that 
Clarke's system of training und haodiing his men is notonlya 
eredit to himself, but to the cricketers of New York, Before 
passing to the score, we must mention the superb telding of 
Lawson, on the college team, the patient batting of Emmet, 

and the finished style of both Morris and Clarke :— 

MANHATTAN, 
First. Inning. Second Inning. 

Hulbert, c. and b. Conoyer,. { «. Barnes, b. Clarke....-. 0 
Makin, b. Clark......... woe DE th, OONOVOr..+- i2...cr- see es Bi) 
Jenkins b, Conover. 8 b. Conover... 2258 
Hooper b. Clarke...., BTU OMSL Scotts « woe 
Jas. Norley, b. Clarke........ 0 ¢, Conover, b, Clarke. 6 
Morris, c. De Forest, b, Clarke 8 not out , a7 
Jackson, b. Conover....,..--.- A BCOTO UD tenets qeeee se rons. 0 
Middleton, b. Clarke. . 4 b. Clarke... ..., i} 
Lowe, b. Conoyer..... . 0 c. Emmet, b, Clarke 

Ede) res One ulte) & an ide Geode SSC EG 
Griffen, c. Trowbridge, b. 

OClarke...... ‘ ot) ve 
Byes, 5.-...-.-. 5 3 

COLUMBIA COLLEGE. 
First Inning. Second Inning. 

Hyde Clarke, ¢. Jackson, b. 
onleyasiwetsieyie2atiss vere 4 o, Vint, b. Jackson......5..-+) 19 

Conover,c. Hooper, b. Norley 7 e. Hooper, b. Norley. .....-. 5 
Morgan, b. Noriey............ 0 Db. Jenkins. ........,,.--- peetqe de 
De Dorest, b. Norley. 12 Lb. w. b. Hooper..........-. 2 
Emmet, b. Hooper-.-..-- See Lec Werth DUONG Vina o's te .- 20 
Barnes, c. and b. Hooper, OS DE eDODGH 6 Aral) eee ee 0 
Henry, run out...-..... . 0 «Jenkins, b, Hooper......,, 6 
Lawson, b, Hooper. _ 0 G. Hulbert, b. Hooper........ 0 
Van Sehaick, not out 1 runout zh yt 
Torrey. b. Norley. .... . 0 ©, Makin, b. Hooper...... 3 
Trowbridge, b, Hooper . 1 not out 1 
Wides, 8.. med Sie" .. 8 Byes, 2; lev-byes, 2; wides,5. 9 

TODVIA sakes teers Frist oreme GUM LOLAL Ee. hie e natalie ttesineaieds sie BL 

FALL OF WICKETS, 
MANHATTAN, 

First inning...... potas Wy ben beteln = %, 23, 2, 25, 32, 42, 42, 42, 50, 50—50 
Second iriminp ys, pests +p aee ak 1» 0, 13, 18, 20, 36, 88, 40, 45, 45, 73—78 

COLUMBIA. 
First inning ........... A555 Bhe65 9, 10, 18, 23, 27, 28, 28, 28, 29, 30—80 
Second imming. ------........---., 1G, 82, 34, BT, 65, 69, 77, 77, 80, $181 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE. 

Birst Innings. 
Balls. Maidens. Runs. Wiehets. Wides. 

Olarke ., 72 3 28 6 0 
Conover. v3] 4 aus 4 0 

Second Innings. 
Clatkes. - —2.... 7 i 4l 6 0 
Conover.......4.+. 1 2 au si 0 

MANHATTAN. 
First Innings. 

Norloy .,.5.:2542:- ‘ht 2 18 a 1 
Hooper........ wi. 51 5 q 2 

Second linings, 
Norley -,:-4-;--4 48 2 26 2 2 
JACKSON......20. ++ 30 2 18 J 1 

66 6 PA) 5 0 
. Oh 2 4 1 i 

Umpires: White, for Manhattan ; Giles, J1., 'or Columbia. 
—<p__—_ 

—The Merion Cricket Club, of Ardmore, signed the contract for 
their new club-house on May 3d, The avehitectural designs, in 

the old English style, which we have had the pleasure of inspect- 

Ing, are the most perfect of the kind we have ever seen. The 

elub-house will have a front of 72ft., and will be one of the most 

picturesque cricket buildings in America. 

—A new club was formed at Napanee, Ont., May Ist, Mr. W. W. 

. Daly, Secretary. There were over fifty cricketers present at the 
meeting, and considerable enthusiasm was manifested. 

—The Newark Cricket Club, of New Jersey, has begun to chirp. 

Tt has secured a splendid location fora ground, and is erecting a. 

club house on it. There are a number of excellent players ready 

to take hold of the game. JOHN Miuns, Secretary. 

—The Orange Cricket Club, of New Jersey, held its annual 

meeting on April 29th, and elected officers for the season as fol- 

lows: President, George Payne; Vice-President, A. F. Irving 
Treasurer, W. Varndell; Secretary, W. Wilkinson. The Center 

street grounds are being put in thorough order, 

—The St. Mary's Cricket Club, of Canada, was reorganized on 
May Ist, Mr. H. B. Morphy, Secretary. The club will presenta 

strong eleyen this season. 

BeLMoNT CRICKET CLUB.—One year ago this rising and well- 

managed organization, of West Philadelphia, opened the season 

of 1879, with @ list of active members numbering 50; contribut-— 

ing members, 20: juniors, 30; to-day the club commences the 

senson of 1880 with a total membership of 509, as follows: senior 
members, 244; juniors, 80; and a ladies out-door club of 185 mem- 

bers. Suchis the grand increase, when tact is shown and good” 

work accomplished by a capablo management, 
The resumé of last season shows that the Belmont Chib played 

nine first cleyen and nine second eleven, besides several third and 

junior matches, of which, unfortunately, there has been no 

record preserved. Of the first, two were won, Philadelphia and 
Chestnut Mill, and seyen lost, Germantown, two matches, Merion, 

Young America, Staten Island, Hayerfordians and Girard. Itis 
only fair to say, however, that a determined fight was made 

against the Young America Club, the score standing 113 to 130. 

Although the Belmonts contributed more runs off the bat, their 
bad fielding lost them the match. With the Girard they playeda 
close game, 102 to 105, and were defeated by only threeruns. The 
return match with the Germantown Club was both interesting 

and close, the rapid falling of that club’s wickets in the second 
innings marking the excellence of the Belmont’s bowlers. Had 

there been more time the result might haye been different. 
The second eleyen played nine matches, winning fiye and los- 

ing four; playing even games with the Merion and Philadelphia, 

_ heating Chester City twice, losing ayainst the Dorian and Ger- 
tnantown, and winning against Young America, There werea 

isfaction to many of the younger members. The juniors were a 
terror to the juniors of other clubs, and carried all before them, 

They won every Maich. We quole fromavery plotsanh and 

chutty feller, puceived trom u prominent member of the alub, on 

{his subject and on the prospects for the coming season: “Our 

juniors, toward thé close of the sesson, conld not yet up a 
tnateh with any other club, without first promising to bur some of 

their best playérs. We heard that several of the clubs objected 

to the size of our juniors, and even presumed to question their 

age. Ag to their stature, we confess to the soft impeachment, they 
arelarge(the captain is over six feet in his stockings), hut we 

cannot helvit. As to their age, wo kepta careful récord, butit 

a junior should reach the age of sixteen during the playing 
season, we have decided that he may play asa junior during the 

remainder of thatyear. In reviewing tke past season, the fact 

our first nleven was very often beaten is not to be overlooked, 

butif any é¢ricket club should therefore haye an idea that we in- 

tend to give in, they will make a great mistake. We inean to go 

atitagain, though Jike the man in the rhyme, who * jumped into 

the bramble bush,” we came ont with a badly damayed record 
We mean this coming season to jump right in again, and try if we 

cannot scratch some winning scores back again.” 

The officers recently elected are: President, John P. Green; 

Vice-President, Wm. N. West; Treasurer, Harrison 'lownsend; 

Secretary, Oscar A. Knipe, address, No. 243 South Fourth street, 
Philadelphia; Committee: The President, exv-ofieta, George Mur- 

gan; Clarence North, Wm. W. Porter and Chas. H. Yarnall. 

The club held its opening day on May 6th, when oyer 300 mem- 
bers were present. The committee bas already arranged for 

twelve fixtures, and shortly all the blank dates will be filled. 

—Princoton College bas a new ericket club. 

—We haye received from Wright & Ditson, of Boston, 4 copy 

| of their eight page ‘Journal of American Pastimes and Price 
List,” which will be mailed free on applichtion. See advertise- 

ment in another column. 

—During the afternoon of the Staten Island Columbia College 

match, sneak thieves entered the club house and atole two gold 

watches, a pocket-book, and other articles belongings to the yisi- 

tors. These robberies are becoming very common on Our ericket 

gfrounds, and show the advisability of huying proper notices of 

warning postedin every club house. 

—The Young America ground has a two-ton roller. We may 

look for large scoring there this season. 

YounG AMeRICA (Milwaukee) vs. BAY Vimw.—The opening 
came of the season was played by these clubs on May Ist at Bay 

View. Only one innings each was played, the yictory resulting 

in favor of the former by a score of 62 to 27. 

—The Toronto Cricket Olub held aspecial meeting on May 11th, 

with J. O. Howard, Esq., in the chair. There was a large altend- 

ance, ind after much discussion it was resolyed to join the On- 

tario Cricket. Association, 

—The Longwood Cricket Club, of Boston, is entering upon ils 
iourth season with a much better eleyen than ever before, It 

probably will make a tour through Canada early in July. 

—The Girird Club, of Philadelphia, has leased an excellent 

sround on the Frankfort road. The members of ths club intend 

to turn outan eleven that will trouble the best teams of Phila- 

delphia. 

—The Fall River Club, of Massachusetts, has elected a lJurge 

number of new members, among whom are seyeral excellent 

players. Ata recent meeting the following officers were elected 

for the ensuing season: President, Chas. West; Vice-President, 

Win. Burgess + Treasurer, Nathan Crabtree; Financial Secretary, 

Win. H,. Travis; Corresponding Secretary, Alfred Clark; Captain, 

John Nightengale; Committee, W. Wood, Geo. Watters, George 

Sharpe and John Nightengale. y 

—The Ottawa Cricket Club opened on the 8th inst.; mateh be- 
tween Old Country and Caiadians. The former won with a score 

| of 121 agninst 89 ina one innings match, The Marquis of Lorne 

having injured hisarm playing at rackets could not captiin his 

aide. 

—The Stouffville Cricket Club, of Canada, has organized with 

Mr. BH. O'Grien, Secretary. 

—Tthe Hastings Cricket Club, of Canada, has elected officers, 

with Mr. H. I. Sharp as Seeretary. 

Aw O1m New Youre Crieketer.—New York, april 29th—A 

few daysago, while taking a stroll through the pathways of Cen- 

tral Park, my altention was drawn to the notable difference be- 

tween the turf bordering the west side of the big North Meadow 

and that by the rest of the pathways. ~So greatand marked was 

the difference in keeping, that I came to inquire of a Park police- 
man te whom the Park Commissioners owed the extreme neat- 

ness and finish of keep; when T learned, to my astonishment 

4hatit was due to Uncle Benjamin Bates, an old-time St. George's 

Cricket Club ground-keeper, of the days of '538, when the club 

had its grounds af the Red House, Harlem. Unele Ben and Sain 
Wright for years kept the grounds in order, and these two Tayor- 

ites areas well known to the old members of the St. George's 

Cricket Club as the Fores, AND Stream is to itsreuders. Well 
inowing the deep interest taken in Unele Ben, I will give, for the 

benefit of your readers, a fewitems in his eventful life. Unele 

Ben Bates was 2 well-to-do Englishman by birth and education 

and wasamember and keeper of the old club groumls at the 

renowned roadside inn known as the Red House, kept hy Charles 

Brooks, at that time a great resort of the sporting gentry of the 

day. Here was always to be found the wealthy backer of the St- 

George’s, Mr. Sam Nichols, who on all match occasions would 
tolerate no person but Uncle Ben Bates and Sam Wright to put 

the groundsin order. In after years Uncle Ben met with mis- 
fortunes, and his friends had him placed on the police in its honest 

days. In this capacity he faithfully performed his duties for the 

period of thirteon years, arresting in his time the noted thieves, 

Dan Noble, Wes Allen and Mosher and Douglass for piracy on 

Capt. Moyt's yessel. The last ycar of Uncle Ben's police life was 
spent at the Harlem Bridge at Third avenue, where he recovered 

no less than twenty-three stolen horses passing from the West- 

chester sido en route to the New York marts. Unele Ben met 
with a severe accident while in the act of arresting & noted thief 

at the bridge, when he had his hips crushed, and has sinecé been 

employed in the Park. Here the old yeteran will be plensed to 
hayea chat with any and all cricketers, but especially the gentle- 

men forming the St. George's. Arumrs. 

PUBLISHER’S DEPARTMENT. 

—Anyone desiring to cleyate water for liousé or other purposes 

would do well to consult advertisement of windmills in this 

wock's issue, es, 

How v0 Invusr.—Tlhie Demociut, Goshen, N. ¥., says: “It may 
not bs improper here to add that health is accumulated, the sick 
mado well, and a large interest of comfert and happiness secured, 
by investing in Warner's Sate Remedies,’ 

Machting and Canoeing. 

FIXTURES. 

May 20—Portland Y. C., Challenwe Cup. 
May 22 to Dec, 4—J. CC. 0. Regattas, See V. & 8, issue May 13, 
May 22. to Dec, 4—N. Y. C. GC, Regattas. See F. &8. issue Muy 15. 
May 22—8an lrancisco Y. (. Cruise to Farallone's. 
May 24—Montreal Y. O. Opening Cruise. 
May 25—Southern Y. Y. Professional Race. 
May 26—Oshkosh Y. C. Conrmodore's Cruise. 
May 26-3]—Hastarn Y. 0. Craise Bastward. 
May 27—Sonthern Y. ©, Professional Race, 
May 27—South Camden Y. C) Spring Keratha. 
May 29-31—Portland Y. C. Spring Crnise. 
May 29—Fall River Open Regatta, 
May 2#—So0uth Boston ¥. C, Union Regatta. 
May 31—Serwanhaka Y. C. Opening Cruise. 
May #1—Quaker City Y.C. Spring Regatta. 
May sl—Knickerbocker Y.C. Annual Reestta, 
May 31—Atilantie Y, C, Opening Cruise. 
Junes—HEmpire Y. C. Dowling Challenge Cup, 
June 4—Philadelphia Y. C. Annual Regatta. 
June {—Philudelphia Y. C, Annual Regatta, 
June %T—S8outhern Y.C. Corinthian Regatta. 
June Y—Atlantic Y.C. Annual Regatta. 
June 1J—New York Y. 0, Annual Regatta. 
June 10—Southern Y. GC. Corintiian Regatta. 
June 12—Quiney Y. 0. Championship Kegatta. 
June 12—Seawanhake Corinthian Matches, 
June 12—Salisbury Y. C. Spring Regatta. 
June 1£—Quaker Vity Y. C, Chester Regatta. 
June id—Southwark Y. C. Spring Regatta. 
June 14—Long Islund Y. C. Annual Regatta. 
June 1i—Boston Y. C. Union Regatta. 
June 1i—Marblehead Regatta, 
June ii—Provincetown Y. C. Regatta, 
June — Buffalo Y. C. Regatta, 
June 19—San Francisco ¥.C. Cruise to Half*Moon Bay. 
June 26—Dorchester ¥. C. Regatta. 
June 26—Washington Village Y. C. Spring Regatta. 
June 27—Quaker City ¥. Ci Harbor Cruise. 
July 3—Heyerly Y. 0. Championshi ip Races, Nahant, 
July 8-5—Qualker City Y.C. Spring Cruise. 
July 4—San Francisco Y. C, Cruise to Napa, 
July 5—Quaker City Y. O. Pennsgroyve Regatta, 
July 5—Cleyeland ¥, Asso, Open Regatta. 
July 5—Provincetown Y. 0, Annual Cruise. 
July —Seawanhaksa Y.C, Corinthian Cruise. 
July 14—Quiney Y.C. Championship Hegatta. 
uly 16-22—San Francisco ¥Y. C, Annual Cmiise. 
July 1i—San Francisco Y. C. Annual Cruise. 
July 17—Provincetown Y. C. Regatta, 
July 18—Quaker Clty Y. C. Harbor Cruise. 
July — Buifalo ¥. C. Regatta. 
July 31l—Beyerly ¥. C. Championship Kaces, Swampscott. 
Aug; 3—Canoe Congress Rerattu, Lake Georga, 
Aug. 4—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug. 5—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug, 6—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug. 8—Quaker City Y. C. Harbor Cruise, 
Aug. 9—New York Bay Regatta, 
Aug, 12—Quiney ¥. C. Championship Regatta, 
Aug. 14 or 21—Beyerly Y. 0. Open Regatta, Swampscott. 
Aug. 14—Washington Village ¥.C. Regatta. 
Aug, 15-29—Quaker City Y. C, Annual Cruise. 
Aug, 18—Provincetown Y. C. Regatta, 
Aug.— Buffalo ¥. C. Regatta. 
Auy. 26—Quinecy Y. 0. Khegatta. 
Aug, 28—Beverly Y. C. Championship Races, Beverly. 
Sept, 4—Boston Y.C. Annual Regatta. 
Sept. 9—Provincetown Y. C. Pall Reyatta. 
Sept. 10—Quincy Y. CG. Fall Regatta. 
Sept. 1/—Dorchester ¥.C, Open Matches. 
Sept. —Washington Village Y. 0. Regatta. 
Sept. 13—Quaker City Y, C. Full Regatta. 
Sept. 18—Beverly Y. C. Special, Nahunt. 
Sept. —Beverly Y. C. Special, Cotuit. 
Sept, 26—Quaker City Y..O. Closing Oruise. 
Oct. 9—Washington Village Y. C. Fall Regatta, 

—_>_— 

Frxtures,—Our list of fixtures for the season is the most com- 
plele published. As already the dates of several clubs have been 
found to clash, we call attention to the growing necessity of so- 
arranging dates that they will not interfere with one another 

The increase in ‘‘ union” or “ open’”’ matches will be so great the 
coming season that it will be worth while to give owners an op- 

portunity of taking them allin during theirrounds. <A little at- 

tention to this in time will sava Much annoyanee and make 

wholesale racing as popular as it ought to haye become lon ago. 

Liberal purses and combined action will produce all the entries 

wanted, without resorting to the old woman's cure of handicups 

0 

YACHTING NEWS, 

Burrano Yacur CLub.—At the May monthly meeting: some 

very sensiblé rules were adopted, Yachts are divided into two 

classes—over 35ft. mean length and under 25ft. Races are to be 

sailed inthe latter part of June, July and Auguet, the Regatta 
Committee to have entire control, Thisis as it should be, Judges, 
referacs and the like ought not to have any existence in yacht 

racing ; the committee should entertain all appeals, and their de- 

cision be final, except an appeal to the Bxecutiye Committee of 

theN, ¥. A. The start will be » flying one, at the second gun ; 
no leeway allowed for the sloy-coaches or laggards, which fs on= 

other good point, ho new club-house is 20x24ft., one story, wilh 
baleany; finished in Hustlake style. Thetollowing new members 
were elected: FP. Hf. Ordner, 38ft. sloop now building; A. Lehn— 

hart and D.'l. Nicholson. Besides the aboye, three new yachts 

are buildmg—one tor J.S. Provost, one for T. P. Frank, and ihe 

third for F, H. Driggs, of Dunkirk, An active season is antici- 
pated. 

Rovan CANADIAN YACur Ooo08.—The annual meeting was held 

Miy 8th. It was proposed to jouve the eliub house to the island 
owing to the encroachment Of the ruilronds, The following offi- 

cers were elecitcd; Commonore, A. It. Boswell; Viee-Commadore 
John Leys; Captain, J, HW. G. Iygurty; Hon. Seoretary and 

Treasurer, J. H. Grasett; Auditors, George Bethune and John 

MeNabb; Committee, Messrs. R. P. Stevens, A. G. M. Spragee, W. 
G. Bains, J. H. Ferguson, §. B. Tiaman, J. BE. Robertson, G. 1. 

Harman, W. Hope und Dr, Spragge. A new yacht of 17 tons has 

been launched for Mr. ¥. ©, Innes, said to be a fine seagoing 

model. hei0-ton yasyl recently built by Cuthbert, of Prenton, 

has piven excellent satisfaction, and docs well to windward, for 

she draws 8itt,, allhough a center-board boat. From South Bay: 
to Port Hope she averaged 10 miles per hour, equal to about & 

lnots. : R. CG. ¥. G. 

Monxrrean YAcur CLus.—The fourth annual meeting of our 

{lonvishing club was held at the club house, Longueuil, May sth, 
which has recently been refitted und supplied with the yachting: 

journals of Englund and the Forgsn AnD Srream of America, 
We now have 14 sailing yachts from 3 to 13 tons, 4 steamers and 

U8 members. Opening cruise, May 21th, ‘the following are the 
ollicers for the year: Conimodore, Dr. Chis. Brewster; Vice- 

Commodore, Angus J. MeIntosh ; Secretary, F. W. Eyans: Dreag- 

urer, Henry McIntosh; Committee, A. A. Tracy, G, P. O'Connor, 

%, Lefebre, J. Lesperunce and D., Mastty. Isend you copy of our 

elub hook. LONGUEUIL. 

MAssAcnuserrs YACHTING AssootATioN,—There appears to he 

a cloud already on the horizon of tho Massachusetts Y, A, as thg 
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clubs mentioned in your notice of the Association sent only an 

unofficial representative to the committes meeting held last 

weel, who complained bitterly about the way things were car- 

ried on, and rules made by one or two clubs, without any con- 

sideration whatever being made for their opinion. 

In agitating the question of something besides a length 
menusurement, I amt surprised that the tonnage measurement 

should meet with so much opposition, I think that the main 

trouble is that it is so little understood, and I donot doubt in the 
least that some of those who haye so much to say in opposition to 
it do so because they do not understand it, and because it is Some- 

thing diterent from what they baye been accustomed to. M. 

Salem, May 4th. 
Cooprrer’s Pornr YAcHT Crus.—Our regatta came off to-day, 

May 17th, and was a grand success. Wind yery heayy from south, 

southwest. Stirted from alee shore, Ten boats entered, out 

only eight lived throughit. ‘he Cohill started fifth, and after 

f ten-mile run, when off the Block House, she took the lead, fol- 

lowed by Schuck and Springer. Rounded Chester buoy at 12.59 

(two hours from time of sturting) Followed by Schuck, 1.02; 
Springer, 1.084; Fiteh, 1,04, Conill still led coming home, and 

erossad the line at Cooper's Point at3,32; Nercross, 3.37; Schuel, 

8,374; Bitch, 3.372; Kramer, $.38; Gnang, 3.88. The distance run 

was about forty miles. This is the fourth time the Cohill has won 

the champion tag of the Cooper's Point Y. C.; also three other 

champion flags in other regattas. She was sailed by Capt. 

“ Swallow ” Martin. “: Com. 0. G. 

Quincy YAcnt Cirun.—The opening race was sailed May 15th 

off Quincey Point. Course for second class nine miles, for third 

elass six miles. First and second prize in each class. Wind 

moderate from East. Judges: Jas, T. Penniman, Nap. B_ FPur- 
nald and Samuel ass, Summary as under;— 

SECOND CLASS. 
Actual Corrected 

Length Time. Lime. 
Name and Owner. FU.In HM. § H. M.S 

Glance, Murray Knight..... ...... 
Topsy, Charles E. Kent.. e--;--4 19 7 2 30 oD 1b 44 
Wildtire, H. A. Keith.,......,..,--- 18 2 #£«%‘Time not taken. 

THIRD CLASS. 

Dandelion, J. Q. Adams.-.--....... 147 6 134 40 1 09 OF 
Elmer, P. Chubouck,.....-.,,-.----, W6 1 33 07 1 12 & 
Dolly Varden, A, B. Cleverly... -.. 1@ 8 1 43 02 1 16 43 
Zip, 4. W. Morton .._....-.-........ 16 9 #%J 43 00 1 16 40 
Itip, G. C. Adums,,,,...... alten fate 16 10 0«©6' Time not taken, 

EMPIRE YACHT Cruusp.—The race for the Dowling Challenge 

Cup was sailed on the Harlem, May Iith. Course, Eighty-ninth 

atreet to One Hundred and Sixteenth street; start and finish off 

the elub-house at One Hundred and Fourth street. Sail over 

fiye times. Entries limited to twenty-three feet length. Only 

two started, Sophia-Emma, Jacob Varian, twenty-one feet nine 

inches Jong, and Comet, Wm. Decker, elghteen feet three inches 

long. The latter was overmatched, and Sophiq-Hmma won 

easily. The cup must be won three times to become property. 

OsHkosu YacstT Cius.—Anoual cruise of our club will com- 

mence Wednesday, May 26th, and a large turnout of the fleet is 

expected. The Commouore will have command, The rendez- 
yous will be at Morley’s Point, wheve we expect to meet the Fond 

du Lae fleet, and sailin company to Island Park, and there fall 
in With the Neenah squadron. After this a daily programme will 

be lived upto. The Madaline has been recently launched. A 

party of fresh water mariners got a cold bath, as they capsized 

their yacht in true lubbers' fashion during a run across from the 

eastern shore, but all hands were fished out. Yachting here is 

very lively. Cc. C. M. 

New Bapronp YAcuT Ciun.—A new sloop has been built by 

Mr. F.C. Smith for his own use. Length, 32ft.; beam, 12}ft.; hold 

4ft.; dratt, 4ft., Sin, of whichis due to keel, besides whith she is to 
have a 12ft. center-board. Two state-rooms and 15ft. house. 

Must, 35ft., deck to cap ; topmast, 20ft., including 4f. doublings. 

boom, d0ft.j gall, Witt; bowsprit outboard, 17ft.; jib on foot, 22ft; 

Niw Jersey YAcor Clus was organized 1871, and incorpo- 

rated 1878, Club signal,a swallow tall, red field and white dia- 

mond in center; Commodore and Vice-Commodore, a blue and 

red anchor in the diainond. We are in receipt of the club book 
for 1880, 4 neat little pamphlet replete with information, 

Tae Undine Yachting Club, of San Francisco, Gal., recently 

elected the following officers: President, Fred C. Farmer; Vice- 

President, Walter R, Eastman; Secretary, William Mitchell; 

Treasurer, Robert.J. Coates; Captain, Thomas Robinson; Lieu- 

tenant, Charles Fuller; Board of Directors, W. R. Eastman, 
Harry Carlton and Horace Serle. 

Warwiok Yaost Cxrun.—The following officers haye been 

elected; Andrew Robeson, of Fall River, Commodore; F. P, 

Sunds, of Newport, Vice-Commodore; Messrs. T. Parsons, Jr., 
Wm. KR. Ballard, Albert F, Dow and Wm. B. Lovell were elected 

Taembers. Rooms will be occupied in Fall River, overlooking 
fiount Hope Bay. 

HAVERHILL YAcHT CLuB.—We are informed that the H. ¥, G. 
is not responsible for the challenge cup race which has previously 
figured in our fixtures. Itisa priyate enterprise, 

Burraro Yacu? Crus.—Oficial permission to puild our’ club- 
house inside the Goyernment breakwater has just been received. 
The Fleetwing has been off on a two-days’ cruise, and the rest of 
the fleet are all fitting out. PENNANT, 

New Suoors.—For good substantial work commend us to the 
new sloop just finished by Samuel Ayers, of 744 Water street, for 
Mr, R. K, MeMurray and others of Staten Island. Her inodel 
was furnished by Mr. Steuler, and she will proyeé an able craft, for 
she is of good draft, full 4}ft,, without drag, Had she been eut 
up a little more forward, and received the fashionable drag, the 
draft would haye exceeded 6ft. In body she is a trifie ful] for- 
ward, but her run is long and clear on the section fines. The 

work on heris all of the most substantial kind, anda pleasing con- 
trast to the gingerbread constructions which haye given our 
yachts the reputation for flimsy build. Length on keel, 36ft.; on 
W.1., 38ft, din.; on deek, 45tt.; beam 15!t.; hold, 6ft. She hag a 

raking stem and a “fantail” of handsome mould aft. Hull 
without spars, weighs 13 tons, and she will take some 7 tons in- 

inside jron and lead cast to fit; keel, white oak, 6x13in.; keelsons, 
pitch pine, running clear fore and aft, fayed against the trunk logs 
of the center-board box, exch 5xtin. Prames, double, white oak 
and hackmatack, cach 3x5in, heel ang 3x3} at planksheer, spaced 

lbin. between wenters. Deck beams, 423}, pitch pine. Mast 

beams bx7;in wake of house eyery other one ts bin, sided, the 
house bolted down to them with fin. galvanized iron. House 

beams, 2x2#In, Ceiling, lin., yellow pine. Floorhead and bilge 
streaks, three of the latter each side, 2xhin.; clamps 7x2 in, and 

an ouk shelf 2in. thick, worked on top, Ali the beams forward of 
house haye lodge kuees and hanging knees at either end of the 
house. Plankfrom sheer to turn of bilge of 2in- oak,as well as 
the garboards, the rest ljin, cedar, most of it in one length. 
Deck iin. square, white pine; bulwarks, JHn., tongued and 

> 

grooyed. Planksheer, white oak,2x8in. Center-board, 16it. long, 

trunk 2}in. thick, and 4ft.aboye frames, Post of same are 6xd}in. 
ouk. Theinsideis sheathed with 180%. composition. The board 
is @iin, thick and 14}ft. long, bolted with tin. galvanized iron. 

House, 19ft. in. long, 2ft. 4in. high, of 24in. white pine, the top 

of Ix3in. tongned and grooved pine, and covered with canvas, 

Ruader, 3ft. face, Well’ssteering gear. All fittings of mahogony. 
Skylight square, so that it can be turned either way and the 
sashes opened aliwarthships sa as to catch the breeze when at an- 

chor. Cabin has 7 to 8ft. floor, 16ft. long; stateroom on star- 
board side with double berth, Tx8ft. On port side is the ice box, 

wc. and pantry, the water tank being placed oyer the forward 

half of the center-board trunk. Forecastle has two berths and 
galley, There is 6ft. 3in. head room under the house. Spars, 

mast, 47ft. long with 4}ft-. doublings; diameter at partners 12in. 

Bowsprit, 25ft. long, 10in. diamcter at stem. Boom, 45ft. Sin. di- 
ameter; gall, 25 ft., 4in. diameter. Topmast 31ft, Now sift. is 

something of a stick, but the owners take the right view of things, 
“when we wants topmast we hive got one that amounts to some- 

thing, when we don't wantit, we houscit or strike it altogether.” 

The days of the scaly looking broomstivks aloft, copied from the 

oyster digger, ure numbered, and it is gradually being understood 

thata yacht should be rigged differently from thesmack. Mr. 

Ayera has turned out a strong, healthy job in the new A@olug, and 

if other craft may surpass her in trimmings and trappings, nono 

can beat her on sound,stanch work, and we would like to see 

more of the kind afloat. Blocks are supplied by the Providence 

Tool Co., who seem to be capturing the whole of the yachting 
trade with their patent anti-friction bearings. They are much 

to be preferred to the roller bouching arrangements, which giye 
out when least expected. 

LAUNCHED.—Saturday last, from the yard of E. Young, Green- 

point, a new sloop, built for Govuerneur Kortwright, N. Y. ¥. . 
from model by Philip Elsworth. Length on deck, 48ft.; length 

on w.1., 43ft.; beam, 17ft.; depth, 6}ft. She resembles the Hle- 

phant in general type, and will be a Hyer. Her internal accom- 

modations are yery roomy, A fine main cabin, 1éft. long, with 

"ft. floor, is finished in mahogany and handsomely decorated. 

Stateroom on starboard side; pantry, closets, lockers on port 
side. Two berths in forecastle and a Pacific No. 0 for galley, 
Round frames fore and aft, a good dea! of drag, fore foot cut UD) 

overbauging stern, andjlatt. board withabout 5{ft. drop. Will take 

in the neighborhood of 11 tons inside iron ballast, Cubic contents 

according to ollicial measurement, 2,022ft. Hoist, 40ft,; jib, 19ft. 

foot, She has been named Wizard. Also, the sume day, from 

foot of Kent atreet, Greenpoint, a fine steam yacht for Mr. D. 8. 

Hines, Brooklyn Y. C., buile by Sam'! Pine, before noticed, She 

is called Hmu, will carry no rig and is §4x18xé, with 7T}ft. w. 1. 
Draft, 4ft,; cylinders, 10x10; 200 turns with 125 lbs. working pres- 

sure. Screw, 6ft. diam., 8ft. pitch. A smaller craft is also ready 

for launching. Sheis built for Mr. A. C. Wilson, of Greenpoint, 
and is 46ft. over all, 35ft. w.1., 8ft. 4in. beam and $ft. dim. deep! 

cylinder, 6in. dinm. and-in. stroke. Steel boiler 4}ft. long, 44in. 
diam., locomotiye type. Screw 8ft. diam. and 5ft. pitch. Engines 
by Quintard Iron Works. 

A CRUISE TO THE SOUTH SEAS.—Dr. Samuel Merritt, of Oak- 
land, Cal., will carry the San Francisco Yacht Club flag among 

the islandsin the South Pacific this summer at the masthead of 

his fine schooner Casco, He expects to be gone some six months, 
and will take a small party of friends, among them some ladies" 

The Doctor's sister is of the party. The yacht is two years old. 
and last summer cruised south on the California coast some 500 

miles as far south as San Diego, and then north t6 Puget Sound, 

Washicgton Territory. She is a coppered keel schooner 9é1't. long, 

with lead keel, and lead cast to fit between timbers low down in- 
side, She is fitted to carry two topsails, staysail, square-sail, flying 
jib and jib topsail or balloon jib. Has a gail and jeg-of-mutton 

mainsail both, the latter for use on the windy Culifornia coast, 
where it has done good service. She will carry the gaif in run- 
ning in the northeast trades, The Doctor modeled his own yacht 

and supervised her construction, It is interesting to note that 

she was sparred and canyassed in accordance with the results of 
experiments made with # small model, built on a half-inch 

scale from the working model. This little model was tested 
with the spars in different positions, After thorough ex- 
periment, the large yacht was built and spars put on accordingly, 

rake, length, position, etec., agreeing with model. The Cusco has 

proven a first-class sea boat, fast and handy. She steers as easily 
as possible, being well-balanced in every respect, She is very 
neatly fitted with all modern conveniences The Doctor had 
the lumber selected and worked up at his own mills up the coust, 

and brought down in one of his vessels. Everything was of the 
best material. The yacht cost upwards of $30,000. She will leave 
San Francisco about the 10th of May, and will proceed first to the 
Sandwich Islands, afterwards Visiting the other groups. 

Vi, 

A SAD ReLApsH.—Only a week ago we were congratulating 

ourselyes upon haying conyinced our only contemporary that 
deep yachts can sail quite as fast as the light draft fraternity, and 
now our good friend perpetrates the following about Mr. Prague's 

new sloop Fanita +: “ She is a deep center-board sloop, and there- 

fore will not sall fast." Too bad; butlet it go on record, and our 

estimate of the same yessel as well, and the future will decide. 

We unhesitatingly affirm that the Fanita can outsall anything of 

her length in America, because she is more than u slab; she is a 
boat with draft, weight, power, sail and very easy lines, any way 

you look at her. Last year's Elephant ought to have opened our 

esteemed contemporary's eyes to the truth of the assertions made 
in these columns—that a big—bodied boatif properly modeled, will 
outsail the skimming dish any day, any weather, besides being in- 

finitely preferubleasa cruiser, The Fanita is practiculiy un- 

capsizable, which is @ yirtue few American yachts Gan boast of, 

and though we should for rough water cruising prefer less beam 
more depth and lower ballast, our preferences do not blind us to 

the good points of other people's yachts. The Wanita has the 
room in her of most sloops twice her tonnage, and she will show 

the fat-irons what i deep boat can do. A 42ft. sloop that can swing 

a 60ft. spar to her good is so near perfection in the sloop line that 
little more can be expected, And by this we are willing to stand 

orfall. At the end of the season our contemporary will be thor- 
oughly cured of flat-tron progliyities, and Elsworth will haye 
gained laurels by the cargo for not fighting shy of depth, in defer- 

ence to the slipshod reasoning and accidental fashions of the un- 
professional masses, 

Nuw STeAM YAou?.—The flush-deck iron steamer, which the 
Pioneer Iron Works of Marcus Hook, Pa,, are building for Mr. C. 
Taylor Dickson, vf Philadelphia, will be a handsome craft, She 
is being built from the plans of Mr. Sam'l Holmes, 122 Front 
street, New York, who will also superintind the work. She is to 
be full schooner-rigged, with fair spread of Canvas, compound 
tandem engines, with four cylinders, in pairs, after the While 
Star pattern, and will have large power, The bunkers carry 40 
tons, or enough for eight days’ fair steaming, She will have four 

bulkheads, ample quarters for crew forward, and aft there will 
bea main saloon l4x13ft. two staterooms and captain's rooms 
bath-room, ete., oneach side of the companion. There will be 36 

lightsaside. Length, 120ft.; beam, 15ft.: hold, Sit. 

CRUISING ABROAD.—It ia becoming mora and more the fashion, 
Clytie and Regina went foreign thisspring. Mr. James Stillman 
leaves in the schooner Waridlerer for the Chesapeake shortly, The 

schooner Resolute, chartered by Mr, Charles G. Fraucklyn, will 

eruisein the Gulf of St. Lawrence; the Caseo, of Sau Francisco, 
sails for the South Seas: the Viva for the North Pacific: and we 
hear of others on the berth for distant climes. Philadelphia 
parties have also ordered a genuine flush deck seagoing steam 

yault, 120x15x9, to be built at Marcus Hook, ‘This, besides the 
other big steamers building, will form the nucleus of # seagoing 

fleet whose ambition lies beyond the muddy waters of the Sound. 

THe LAtest DNGuIsH Currer.—They make them awfully nar- 

row. Therule of the Y. R. A. does it and nothing else. Here 
are the diinensions of the new 20-ton Fredu, taken from Bell’s 
Life: Length for tonnage, on w. 1., 49ft.; beam, 9ft. 9}in.; draught 

of water, 9it.: weight of lead keel, 17 tons 15 cwt.; tonnage, 20 

tons. Spars, mast, deck to hounds, d4ft.; topmast, jib to sheaye- 
hole, 30ft.; gait, extreme length, 29ft.; boom, 43i't.: bowsprit, out- 

hoard, 28ft. 6in.; gaff topsail yards, 40ft. and 20ft.; spinnaker boom 

401, Area of canyas in square feet: Mainsuil 1,880ft., foresall 

20ft., first jib 895 ft., second jib 380ft., big topsail 440 ft., second 

topsxil 450ft. 

How Inrrurip Sarms.—From tha World: “The schooner- 
yacht Intrepid, N.Y. ¥. C., Mr. Lloyd Phoenix, haying completed 

her fitting at the foot of Twenty-sixth street, went down the bay 

Saturday preparatory to sailing for Europe. All of her racing 

spars and canvas has been shipped per steamer, her owner's ju- 

tention being to race her in all the regattas to which she is eligi- 

ble, and to accept any and all matches which may be offered him. 

Unless it be the America, Ben Butler’s yacht, the [itrepid is the 

fastest eel-schooner to windward that has yet been built m this 
country, and her eareer on the other side will be watched with in- 

terest.” 

THe Finst Viorrm.—Light-dratt sends hundreds to an untimely 

grave every year in America. Here is the first deluded subject of 

the season: By the wapsizing of a “pleasure yacht" at City Is- 
land, N. J., May 7th, Oliver J. Halsey was drowned, and four 
others narrowly escaped the same fate. Query, how much water 
did that mantrap draw ? 

New YaAcurT.—The new sloop building for Frank H. Ordner 
Buffalo Y, C., ig now receiving her rig. She is 37ft. 3in. on deol, 
12ft. 4in. beam, 4ft. Rin. deep, draws 3ft. alt and 20in. forward! 

she has 2ft. Sin. deadrise to fft. floor; mast steps 11ft. from bow. 
She is to receive a racing rig and will be in all the hunts on Lake 
Erie. 

ANOTHER COMPROMISE CUTTER.—We haye seen the sail plan 
for Mr, Cassatt's new yacht, built by Alonzo Smith at Islip, and 

before ‘noticed. She is to have dt{t. hoist; boom, 38ft. gatf, 1vtt.; 
forestaysail, 16£t. on foot, and jib same; topmast, 24ft., fitted to 

house, 

DNGISHL SArrs.—The Muriel is to haye a genuine Lapthorn 
suit, imported expressly. The foot of her mainsail will not be 
laced to the boom, and the tack can be triced up by 9 line after 
the English fashion, 

CALIFORNIA, 109!—The yaw] Sappho has received a double 
head rig and alofty housing topmast in San Francisen. and the > 

Olympian remarks that more will follow 

BLOCK 1sLAND CABLE.—Yachismen in these waters will be glad ~ 
to know that the Block Island cable is in working order, 

Tae Murtet.—This cutter has had her fore-foot and keel 
rounded up more,an gin, mastsubstituted for the heavier one 
and stepped furtheraft. Some smal! portion of the lead on the 
keel aft has been shifted inside, and new joiner work inside. Her 
owner, In order to give his cuttera fair trial this year, has en- 

gaged an English skipper and crew of two. ‘lhe captain, Har- 

low, was at one time timoneer of the famous British schooner 
Egerw, and was sent over by Mr, Harvey at the request of Mr, 
Stillman to put the Muriel through io Bnuglish fashion. She now 

has a raceon with Mr. Hitchcock's Volanle—a mateh which will 
be watched with keen interest. 

THE PRO“IC.—Alonzo Smith has been overhauling this achooner 

for some time past at Philadelphia. She has received “all lead’ 
ballast and a larger rig. Foremast, 46ft.; mainmast, 48ft.; main. 
boom, 38ft.; gaff, 20ft; fore boom, J5ft., and gaff, 14tt; how- 

sprit outboard, loft; fying Jibboom, 12ft.; main topmast, 24ft,, 
fore topmast, 22ft. This rig is none too large for her, and Frujie 
will show more speed. The trouble with her on that score is that 
she is 106 big & boat for her length. 

THe WaAvE.—This smart slouwp (Dr. Barron) is coming’ out wit 
a stylish rig, in Which are several commendable features. A yery 
taunt topmast, of about 24ft. aboye the cap, fitted to house, of 
course. This is a big stick for a sloop 40ft. w.1., and the crew 

oagitt to be drilled into sending jt up and down us easily as the 
burgee at the masthead. Hoist of maimanail, only 30ft; hoom, 
4ift., and along gatl,27ft. This is a much better cut than the 
narrow-headed, lofty abortions copied from the countrified rig of 
the smacks built up mud ereeks. The jib is 80ft, on foot. 

Tae RosAtse.—Albertson Brothers, of Kensington, Philadel. 

phia, well known ashayinug built While Cap, Vixen, Madcup and 
the steamer Hljin, haye recently launched a sloop 53tt. long, 17ft. 
beam, 6f£t. hold, similar in model to Bob Fish’s famous Viren, for 
Messrs. George and Henry Corson, of Philudelphia, She will re- 
ceive eight hundred yards of canvas. 

GWENDOLEN-Hector.—Commodore Stone, Hast Boston Yacht 

Club, is very anxious to try on the Gwendolen with his smart 
sloop. As the latter has hardly bent sails, and {s not in racing 
trim, the match is not likely to come to anything unless Ma. 
Lovejoy proposes taking a liberal risk. 

THe [DA.—This little iron entter, only 18tt. w.1., belonging to 
Mr, C.J. Facan, has received anew cubin and outit at Roberts 

shop, in Harlem. Her rigis to be full cutter, I1ft. hoist to maln- 

sail, 15t. boom, 10jft. head, fore staysail and jib, 8ft. on foot 
each. 

THE Mystro,—Vice-Com. Norton, Atlantic Y. C., has boughtthe 
schooner Mystic from Mr. Hall. She will receive an overhaul at 
Piepgras’ yard, Greenpoint, and possibly a larger rig. Capt. 
Baker, last yearin the Active, will do the skippering. 

Tae Lrbore.—This well-kmown sloop, lately of Lynn, Muss., hua 
followed the fashion, and comes out witha keel, Hutchins & 
Pryor did the work. She jis to have five tons of ballast snd a snug 

rig for uruising, 

Tue [ytREPID.—This schooner (Mr, Lioyd Phoenix) will shortly 
Jeave for foreign parts, and while in English waters may take on 

a match or two with some of our cousins’ big onex, | 
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Auiswers to Correspondents, 
("No notice taken of Anonymous Communicatiens. 

SUBSCRIBER.—Obserye the rule at the head of this column. 

J, M. C., Jersey City,—We fail to find anything of the kind. 

G.E. E., City.—Please send address, that wa may write to you. 

J. A., Yonkers, N. ¥.—Ans, Dress the wound with ploked-oakum 
and balsam of Peru. : 

A PRIENDLY SERy10n.’’—Will the correspondent who inatired 

about this picture some time ago send his address to this office? 

J. 1., Boston, Mass.—Ans. Discontinue the sulphur and try the 
effect of quinine, two grains, three times a day, Do not feed but 

twice a day. 

8.M., New York.—Our choice would he the Seawanhaka or 

Atlantic Yacht Olub. They ore really the “sailing clubs’’ of 

New York. 

O. K,, Chicago.—For rules of model yacht clubs wvite to Mr. 

Max Wrigley, 19 Leffert's Place, Brooklyn, or to Mr, Oharles G, 

Yale, 202 Sansome street, San Francisco. 

J. 8. D., Bethlehem.—1, For books on natural history ses our 

issue of March lith. 2, Ocean Grove is a camp-meeting ground. 
Tf that kind of summering suits you, Ocean Grove is the place. 

H. J. P., Livingston, Mich,—Ang. One of the yery common re- 
sults of distemper. Likely to decrease if the animal continues 
in good health. Giye plenty of exercise in the open air, and feed 

liberally. 

7,7. P., Pearisburg, Va,—Ans. Had you examined the mem- 

branes of the brain and upper portion of the spinal cord, you 
probably would have found evidence of the existence of cersbro- 
spinal meningitis, 

Dr 0. 8., New York,—What difference in shape, if any, is there 
in thetails of the manatee and thedugong? The books I haye 
seen don’tagres. Ans. There isno marked difference in the shape 
of the tails of the two genera. 

CG, A. D., Melrose, Mass.--I have Gordon setter pups nine days 

old, which hayé boils on their backs and sides, Ans. Giye the 
dam small doses of sulphur for four or five days, and see that the 

akin of the puppies is kept clean. 

dG. M. §., North Dunbarton, N. H.—See the article in another 
column, setting forth the attractions of Cape Cod asa sports- 
men’s resort. Welknow of several college professors who think 

that Cape Cod is the best place in America for a quiet and restful 
summer, 

WN. G., New Hampshire.—l. You may, perhaps, sell your elght 

volumes of the Formst AND SrRmAw by advertising them. 2, We 

know nothing of the firm. #. Wor pictures write to Anthony & 

Bros., Broadway,N.¥. 4, Buy a book on tactics and drill alone, 

6. No match for the Palme this year, 

¥F.8.F., Trenton.—_You will find charts at Manning's Yacht 
Agency, The Sound is in three sheets; about fe. each. Or ob- 
tain from same source the “Coast Pilot,” price $4, 4 magnificent 

Government publication, including charts and ssiling directions 

from Boston to New York, Also published in sections, 

SHELDRAKE, Vincentown, N. J.—l. Can pinnated grouse be 
keptin confinement? 2, Will they breedin confinement? Ans. 
1, Yes; we hays kept them, and they became as tame as hens. ie 

Audubon gives detailed account of their breeding in confinement, 
Of course they should have as much liberty as possible. Let u® 

hear the results of your experience, if you get any birds. 

G. &., Philadelphia, Pa,—1. It Is likely to disapp ear in the main, 

although there may besome permanent inflammatory thickening 
of the fissues. 2. We should think not. 3. Exercise should be 

quite limited as long as there is any lameness, 4. We would re- 

oommend that asmall quantity of compound iodiné ointment, 

which ¢an be obtained of any good druggist, be rubbed in daily, 
until some irritation of the skin results. It may be necessary to 
bandage the leg to prevent the dog from licking off the oint- 
ment, 

R.L.—There is only one tra ining ship in the United States Navy 
at present, the steam frigate Minnesota, now in New London, we 

believe, but cruising in summer. On her, boysare trained for the 

navy only. The old sloop-of-war St. Marys is supported as a gen- 

eral nautical school for worthy lads by the State of New York 
and has just lefton an extended cruise. Both vessels train the 

boys for berths “‘ before the mast,” and they must rely upon their 

own wits to climb into the cabin window or into a warrant 
officer'suniform, ifin the navy. For rules of admission apply to 

the Army and Navy Journal, 240 Broadway. ‘The St. Marys is 

officered by the regular line officers detailed by the Navy Depart- 

ment. ‘There is an excellent chance for similar vessels in every 

seaport of the Union, if the people were only alive to their own 
interests. 

Mliscellancons. 

KREP’S Shirts, the Best. 
KEEP’S SHTRTS, the cheapest, 
KEHP'S PAT. PARTLY-N DE SHIRTS, easily 

finished. 
KEEP'S KID GLOVES, none better, 
KBEP'S UNDERWEAR, the best, 
KEEP’S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KEEP’S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate. 
KEBP'S NECK WEAR, latest noyelties. 
KEEP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas- 

ure, 6 for $10. 
KEEP’S PAT. PARTLY-MADESHIRTS,6 for $7. 
KEEP’S GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEEVE 
BUTTON, free with every half dozen of 
KEEP’S SHIRTS. 

EREP'S SHIRTS deliveréd free in any part of 
the Union, at KEEP'S risk, 

KEEP'S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST, 

4.4, 3, 2,each 65 Cents. 

Pickerel, Nos. 6, 5, each 75 Cents, 

Maskalonge, Nos.8, 7,each $1. 

lack Bass; Nos. 
B 

Money refunded for goods not satisfactory. 
_ Samples and circulars free to any address, 

‘Keep Manufacturing Co., 

May 20-16 

make, 
8., this office. 

Horsman’s Archery 
Js Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 

Ton. Matirice Thompson, Father of Archery in this country 5 
Will H, Thompeon, £q., Champion Archer of the United States, 
Jienry 0, Carver, Esq., Pree’t of the National Archery Association, 

4.8, Brownell, Bog. President of the Eastern Archery Association; 
and otherleading Archers. 

Special attention is called to HoRamAN’s SPANISH YEw-BACKED 

ay abet 

May 20-1t 

HE CELEBRATED SPLIT BAMBOO 
SALMON and GRILSE RODS (with 

ine silver mountings), for which H. L. LEON 
ARD received the highest premium at the 
CENTENNIAL, are Ses ete 

ALF-PRICE GREENER GUN—Good 
condition (cost $175), $85. Parker 

(cost $100), $50. Winchester rifle (cost $45), 20, 
All bought in October, ‘79; perfect condition. 
Address GUNS, this office. 

Foe SALE—Cheap, a new Wri. Pow- 
ell & Son's 10 gauge, 9b. gun; their finest 

Case and implements complete. Address 

OR SALE—Light draft schooner-yacht 
Sea Witch, recently overhauled, sound and 

ready for sea, 71 feet w- 1., 20-foot beam, 5-foot 
draft; extra large inventory; steam launch if 
at et Apply to 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 

48 Wiaiden Lane, New York. 

Far Sule. 

sterl- 
A 

sale by. 
KIDDER, 

115 Broadway, room 92, 

08 

May 20-16 

May 20-1t 

Hi. WADSWORTH, 
45 Beacon street, Boston. NO REFERED. 

Send for cirewlar. 

Exact Size of No. 7. 

Sportsmen's Goods. 

THE KINGFISHER, 

CATCHES EVERY FISH THAT BITES. 
SOMETHING NE 

EVERYBODY A FISHERMA 
SENT ON RECHIPT OF 25cts, 

VACHE & GO., 926 Fairmount Ave., Phila, 

SMOKE ‘TARGET BALL, 
FOR TRAP SHOOTING, 

NOW READY, 
NO DISPUTES 

UNMISTAKABLE, , I 

We guarantee every Ball. 

W. 
N. SAMPLES 

L INNOOSIGd 1vVuagI1 SAq B/eS 104 

“o40Y MAA 
“AGCVYL FHL 

The Kennel, 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Cusiem House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 
nee HS AND FORWARDS Dogs, 

Fowls, ete., ta any destination. Kennel 
Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 
dogs from rahe be should have their stock con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, etc. 

OR SALE—Hight Gordon setter pup- 
pies when six weeks of age, by Doan’s Tom, 

out of my Bess. For particulars address 
GEORGE $8. THOMPSON, 

May 20-26 Box 163, Foxboro, Mass. 
I 

OR SALE—Litter of English setter pup- 
pies, whelped April 3d, 1880. Sire, Promise 

(Pride of the Border-Flash), dam, Donna (Charm- 
Fanny). Witter of red Irish setters, whelped 
au 20,1880, Sire, Montague (Satler’s Dash—Lill 
If.), dam, Nora (Elche-Nell). White and liver 

pointer pup, three months old; Dot-Belle. Wor 
particulars address 

HORT HILLS KENNEL, 
May 20-16 P.O. box 994, New York City. 

Bows and footed peacock feathered Arrows, 
Send stamp for Mlustrated Catalogue of Archery & Lawn Tennis, 

E. I], HORSMAN, 
30 & 82 William Street, New York. 

(= Sole Agent for Brownell’s Archery Score 
_ pools and Score Cards. 
I 

DON'T GATGH WEEDS AND LOGS, 
BUT CATCH FISH, 

pes PATENT FLOAT TROLLING 
DD. SPOONS entirely overcome the defects 
heretofore found in all other Spoons, viz., Tun- 

ning so deep as to catch weeds and logs, and 
below where the fish see them. Made of the 
Jest material, Bass size, 75 cents ; pickerel, $1; 
muskalonge, $1.25. Each by mail—25 cents ex- 
‘tra for gold-plated. Address 
HENRY C, BRUSH, Brushton, Franklin 

Co., New York; or to be had at wholesale or re- 
sil from CHAS, L. RITZMAN, 043 Broadway, y : 

. 

HUNTING HATCHETS, 
AV Vague PATENT COVERS ; a perfect 

for 

4 Oreedmoor Rifle with all appliances; yery 
Rae s eer W.H. CARR, Port Henry, N. Y. 

avls-3t. 

HOBBS’ NEW WALL TENT AND 
STOVE. 

G5 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN for May Ist, 
and send for Circular, WM, A. PERCY, 

Plattsburgh, N. ¥. 

FOR SALE, 
An Earthly Paradise 
PLEASURE, HHALTH, HAPPINESS, 

Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md. may13,6m 

IRD CAGE FOR SALE,.—The finest 
large cage or aviary ever made; eost to 

manufacture $1,500; price, $00; size, bx8ft. W. 
J. KNOWLTON, 168 Tremont street, Boston, 
April 22,1mo 

OR SALEH—One good muzzle-loading 
rifle, 38 cal., 28in. barrel, weight pounds, 

corp ipee Wit. ian EAE FE i eresiee firgt- 
dlass shooti un. Price p12, Tess 

nee Bh. A. KNOWLTON, 
May 20-1 = West Gardner, Mass, 

ee | MOLE TAREE BALL C0, 
TITUSVILLE, PA, 

IMPROVED SELE-REGULATING 
STORM-DEFYING, 
ind-Miu11. 

THE ONLY MILL EMBRACING ALL THE 

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS. 
.Three hundred in operation in the yi- 

cinity of New York. Every one war- 
ranted as to Durabilty and Quantity of 
Water, which can be pumped to any 
required height from any location. 
The cost is small compared with any 
other device now in use. 

s Mills forexporta JES Address, 
for catalogues, - J. CORC : 

No. 76 John Street, New York. 

Established 1859. 

Taxidermist Supplies. 
Bee SKINS, Bird Stuffers’ Tools, Glass 

Eyes for Stuffed Birds and Animals, ete, 
Send et for reduced price list. 

A. J, COLBURN, 81 Boylson St., Boston, Mass, 
Paraon Mica for Bird Stands, Rook Work, eto,, 

40c, per packayze by mail a new thing; bestir 
use. jy10 ly 

Natural History Store. 
hey the department of Taxidermy I offer for 

sale a very fine assortment of Game Birds of the 
yery best work, and a large assortment of native 
and foreign species, all prepared by first-class 
workmen, 
One case of game birds, which, 

finestinthe country ‘afer at $ ' 
W.J. KNOWLTON, 

168 Tremont street, Boston, Mass, 

is probably the 
300, 

LAGHINE KENNELS. 
HAVE THE BEST COCKERS IN AMERICA, 
as their show record proves. I will sell pups 

from all my bitches alike for $15 each, Full 
pedigrees on application. GEO. D. MACDO 
GAL, P. O. Drawer 1929, Montreal, Canada. 

' May20th, 

OR SALH.—The Llewellyn setter bitch Leda 
(Leicester-Rose), No. 419,N. A. K. 0.58. B., 

litter sister to the celebrated Coin, Leda was 
purchased for the purpose of breeding to Ken- 
tucky Kennel Club's Lotty, and haying raised a 
jitter of fine puppies by that celebrated dog. T 
have no further nse for her. She has proyeu 
herself to be an excellent brood bitch, and will 
be sold cheap. Refer to W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.,and Alex, C. Lanier, Madison, Ind, 
For price, pedigree, etc, address W,P.GRAHAM, 
Lock Box 156, Madison, Ind. may20th.2t 
a ES 

py FIELD TRIAL SHTTERPUPS FOR 
Sale, Cheap—by the jJollowing celebrated 

dogs, viz.: By Rhoderick (litter brother to Tile- 
wellyn’s great Count Windom), out of TLady 
Lorne (Roybel-Livy Il.). By champion Royal 
Duke, out of Leah (Roybel-Livy Il.) By Roseoe, 
out of Armida (champion Leicester, out of Poco- 
hontas). I never bred handsomer or better pups. 
Also one black and tan, no white, Gordon doy, 
two years old. For ee and full particu- 
Jars, address F. A. DIFFENDERFFER, 14 Ship- 
pen street, Lancaster, Pa. May20th4t 

URE IRISH SETTERS for sale, very 
cheap—Champion Elcho, Plunket and Rory 

O’More stock, comprising a litter of puppies six 
weeks old, two bitches nine months old, and one 
broken dog one year old. Address KE. J. jROB- 
BINS, Wethersfield, Conn. May 20-tf 

OGS BROKEN—I can take one or two 
more well-bred dogs to break. Gameis 

Planty this season, and LT can give all my dogs a 
thorough training, First-class references. 
May 20-t£ B. WATERS, Canterbury, Conn, 
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Miisrellancous. 

631, 633, 635, and 637 BROADWAY, N. ¥. 

GHO. WRIGHT. H. A. DITSON, 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
Svorting Goods Emporium. 
Base Ball, Cricket, Lawn Tenuis, 
Archery, etc. 

580 Washington st., Boston, Mass. 
Send for our Iustrated Journal of Prices and 

itemsiof nterest. 

AN'TI-RUST. 
FOR THE PROTECTION OF 

Fire-arms, Cutlery, Skates, Surgical Instruments 
and all metal surfaces, from oxydation. 

It is a strict hydro-carbon, containing no 
mercury of animal oil; is not injurious or 
olfensive, and will never gum or become rancid 
in any climate. 

To Sportsmen it is especially re- 

conumended for sea-coast shooting. 

MUSCAPELLO. 
A perfect protection from the attacks of black 

flies, Mosquitos, gnats, sand-flies, and other in- 
sects so annoying to sportsmen and tourists, 
Containing uo tar or vegetable oils, it is free 
from disagreeable odors; will not soilthe com— 
plexion; prevents tanning, sunburn and chap- 
ping of face ani hands, and washes off readily. 

Sold by Schoverling, Daly & Gales, and 
Hodgkins &, Haigh, New York, and John P. 
Loyell & Sons, Wim. R,. Schaefer, Bradford & 
Anthony, Pope Manufacturing Co., and deal- 
érs in sportsmen’s goods every where. 

GIBBS & HOWARD, 
Proprietors, 

Bedford, IW als. 
tf,fJiine, 15-80 

S72 aweek., $12 a day at home and made, 
6 Costly onlfit free. Address TRUE & CO., 
Anrusta. Maina, 

Che Henne, 

br. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &€. 
bees to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 
that he purchases ind sends out dogs of any de- 

sired breed, tit for the highest competition. 

N. B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken- 
nels. deci) tf. 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 

M. BP. McKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO,, N. Y- 
I KEEP ONLY COOKERS of the finest strains, 

I sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 
faction and sate delivery to every customer. 
These beautitul and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for ruffed grouse and woodcock shooting 
ind retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
eit Bet printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
minds ete. 

K 9 KENNELS. 
REAKING, breeding, boarding. ‘Large 
stream on the place, and daily access. Best 

leed and care. Terms easy. Inclose stamp. 
By mail—K 9 Mange Cure, 50e.; K 9 Worm Pow- 

ders, 50e.; K 9 Flea Powders, 50c,; K 9 Soap, 5c, 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del. Address 

E. & C. YON CULIN, 
Dover, Del. 

FLHAS! 
SE DR, AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

\ safe and efficacious remedy and preven- 
tive for fleas and all ernptions of the skin pro- 
duced by them. It cleanses the hair of all im- 
purities, purges it of wll disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
erties. Itis impossible for fleas to live where it 
is us¢d. Price, #5 cents per cake. For sale by all 
druggists. Wholesale depot, 164 Lincoln street 
Boston. Dr. Watts offers for sule the largest 
assortment in America of dogs of all breeds. A)] 
diseases of dogs skillfully treated. Medicines 
with full instruction, sent to any address upon 
recoipt of one dollar, The factthat Dr. Watis 
has for four consecutive years held by appoint- 
ment the position of Special Officer of the City 
of Boston to have charge of unlicensed dogs in- 
sufficient guarantee of relinbility. All eommu- 
nications and orders will receive promt atten- 
tion. Address DR. AL. W. S, 
Mar 2-tf 164 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass. 

P.O, Box 218. 

J. B. 

= CROtK 6-08, | 

_.sole Agents for THOMAS ALDR 

“THOMAS ALDRED’S Yew Bows, $25 to $76. RICHARD DAPT’S Cricket Goods. J.B.CROOK’S Hexagonal Bamhoo Fly Rods, SolidReel Plate, $20. 
5 ROOK’S Newport Bass Rods, suitable for J. B. GROOK’S Lancewood and Lemonwood 

CROOK & CO., 
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in 7 

J. B. CROOK’S Specialties for 1880. 

ows, $7.50. J. B. 

* Fishing Tackle, Archery, 
—< GUNS, 

ee —All) ALL KINDS OF SPORTING GOODS, 
50 Fulton street, N. Y. 

ED, London, manufacturer of the Finest Archery in the world. 

Trolling and still Baiting for all 
kinds of salt water fishing, eightto nine feet, German Silyor Mounted. Pepper Cane second joint and two tips, $15. 

Send 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue for 1880, giving Hints on Archer: and Rifie Shooting and the Rulea of Gricket, Foot Ball, Lawn 
Tennis, Glass Ball Shooting and a Synopsis of Fishing, giving a description of Fishing, when to go and what Tackle to use. 

nN. B,—_Nothing Put iiest-claas Goods sold at this Establishment. ¥ i 

v4 

HAW H’S PIGEON TRAP. 

SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE. 
r 

PRINCIPLE IS _NEW,} 
we 

HIS TRAP IS PLACED IN TH 

THE 
Agents: 

Chie Semel, 

D OGS FOR SALE.—One Cocker Spaniet 
bitch, and Gne Cocker Spaniel dog, cigh® 

months old; very handsome; Bestor’s stock; pric 
of bitch, $25; dog, $30; full pedigree ea 
Also one black setter dog (Gordon, red Irish), 
twenty months old, imported stock, well broken 
on woodcock, and has been hunted a little on 
quail and partridge; minds easy,and does not 
need whipping; splendid retriever, and is very 
strong and tough, and will make a splendid dop; 
has been throurh the distemper; price, $30, Ad- 
dress G. E, OSBORN, Box 673, New ea eal 

Tayeuth, 
Se 

ORY OMORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O’More in the stud. The handsome- 

est, 28 Well as one of the best, fleld and best bred 
Trish setter dog in the United States. Winner 
of the first prize at New York, 1877; also at samme 
show in special prize for $230 cup, competing 
Against the crack dogs, maleand female, English, 
Trish and Gordon setters and pointers, imported 
and native. The four judges tied on Rory 
O'More and Paris. Also winner of the cham- 
pion prize at Hudson, 1879. Also winner of cham- 
pion prize at New York, 1879, and also winner of 
the gold neckluce (competing arainst setters and 
pointers, male and female)at New Yorlc, 1880. 
Thoroughbred pups for sale by Kory O'More, out 
of Queen Bess, Lottie and Magenta, For pedi- 
gree and particulars, address W. N. CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N.Y. May20th,4t 
er 

OR SALE CHEAP—One puppy, liver 
and white, eight weeks old, by E. Allin's 

Fagg, out of Brown's Fannie. 
May 20-eot B. WATERS, Canterbury, Conn. 

Neversink Lodge Kennels 
The following celebrated Dogs are in 

the stud. 
Does! 

St. Bernard dog * Marco”: rough coated, two 
years old; a magnificent animal—Roy. J. Cum- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanover 
Show and Rochester. 
New Foundland dog “ Keeper”; fouryears old; 

first prize Westminster Kenuel Show, 1879. 
Pointer dog, “* Croxteth’’; liver and white; one 

anda halt years old; out of Lord Sefton’s re- 
nowned stock—one ofthe handsomest pointers 
in the United States. Second prize in the Han- 
over International Show. 
Blue Belton setter, ** Decimal Dash,” eighteen 

months old; sired by Llewellyn'’s celebrated 
ns Rie ee magnificent stud dog—neyer exhib- 

fed. 
Trish getter, “Royer 11"; pure red; son of Mac- 

dona’s champion “Rover.” Neyer exhibited, 
English setter, *‘Ranger 11"; & pure bred Lay-= 

erack, son of Macdona’s celebrated ** Ranger." 
His get won firstat Hanoverand Paris shows, and 
second at Puppy Stakes in Hastern Dield Trials 
1579, 
Stud fee, $25.00. 

or Sale. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

itches. 
St. Bernard “Brauntels,” rough coated, out of 

Prince Solm's celebrated stock; a magnificent 
bitch, in whelp to “Marco,” Jst prizes in Han- 
over and Rochester show. 
Pointer “ Queen,” liver and white, Ist Westmin- 
oe epee ale in Sree to“ Cece at “ 

sordon setter “Beauty,” Ist Boston Show 187: 
Sad New York Show 18; is , 

‘ointer *‘Dora”—liver an 
“Queen” and “Sancho.” brah os HIN 
Blue Belton setter ** Silk’® 
Trish Setter“ Moya." ont of Col. Hilliard's 

“Palmerston,” in Ww. elp to “Rover IT. 
English Setter Donna,” white and lemon, 
Pups can be secured by an early application. 

Besides ioffer forsals pointers and setters of 
minor quility, buto? good thoroughbred stock + 
full pedigrees. Also, several puppies of cham- 
pion “Queen,” by champion * Sensation.” 
Having engaged the services of Macdona’s re- 

nowned field trial breaker Tam eee to book 
orders for thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autumn, 188). Particulars will be furnished on 
application to. ‘A, E. GODEFFROY, ;. 

a Guymard, Orgnge Uo., N. ¥. & 

) GROUND, the top level with the surface. When 
the cord is pulled one-half of the lid reyolyes within the Trap and DRIVES THE BI RD INTO 
ATR, Sportsmen willat once appreciate the advantages. 

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. 

‘MOTE PAzMUAaTes) 

Io 
spent 

Price $4. 

Ghe Hennel. 

1 THE STUD—The pure Laverack dog 
Pride, by Pride of the Border x Peirel. The 

only pure Laverackin New England. Tee, $50. 
Address H. F, DEANE, Box 1,612, BOREL: aes 

Sept4-t 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

akill and judgement. 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

water. 
N. B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for salo; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. C. @LOVER,Toms River, N. J 

RARE CHANCE.—For sale, Gordon 
Setter, Maggie, Black Man (Dash-Kathlean), 

first prize, and a very superior blood bitch, $35" 
Don, a splendid orange-white ticked; very large 
brother to Champion Prance, but superior every 
way; $00. Moll,a very beautiful bitch; orange- 
white with black points; two first. prizes; $7i. 
Dick, a very fine dog; oranpe-white, black points. 
Rosa L1,, orange-white ticked; in whelp by Don 
—due May 2?2d—second prize. She, with Dick, 
hest brace T ever shot over together, $100. Also 
puppies, nine months, Gordon and Laverack 
combined. Bob, black-white, blue ticked. Jim, 
black-white tan, Witch, black-white ticked, 
Busy, brown-white Belton; very. fine; full ot 
work; $15 cach; a brave, $2. Puppies, two to 
four months old, well bred, fine and healthy, a 
brace for $10. This is a rare change—one you 
can't afford to lose,if you want fine stock fora 
very little money. Must be sold. Address, ASA 
L, SHERWOOD, Skaneateles, N. Y. May13,tt 
a ooo 

Ree SALE—A brace of red Trish setters, 
Halt and Style, tifteen months old, bred and 

trained by H. G. Wanmaker, at Cool Spring, N. 
©. Pedigree good. These dogs were hunted on 
une! the past season for five months, doing all 
the work they could stand without injury; were 
trained by contract, and the only dogs in train- 
er’s hands after 14th of November; Hunt as a 
brace without jealonsy; backing each other well, 
Will exchange, taking differences, for a brace of 
choice pointer puppies, Sensation or Rush 
stock from approved dams. Objection to set- 
ters is that they are too heayily costed for this 
climate. Address L., Statesvilie, N. C. 
May 20-16 

GOR SALE—A Gordon setter bitch 
three years old, thoroughly broken; very 

stanch; wood nose ond fine retriever; has been 
hunted two seasons by & market shooter, I war- 
rint every dog that passes through my hands. 
Price $45. CHAS. F, KENT, 
May 20-1t Binghamton, N.Y. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs, 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 

ae POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
fieas on dogs or any other animals, ormoney 

returned. Itis putup m patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates ita 
usé. Simple and eficauious, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid, 

AREGA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMMDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Prive 560 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recommended by Rop axp 
Gun and Fort@st and STREAM. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
G5 Pulton Street, N. ¥. 

HENRY CGC. SQUIRES, 
1 Cortlandt Street, N, Y, oct ia 

The Kennel. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer. 

For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents cach, 

Wholesale Agents — Charles L. Ritzmnn, 943, 
Broadway,-N. ¥.; Bruen & Hobart, 214 Fulton 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Oo., 809 N. Third 
Street Phila.; Finley & Hite 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; ‘Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore. 
Cure or Destroyer sent by mailon receipt of 

25¢., to L, A, MICK E, Easton, Pa. 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am pre 
pared to take a limited number of doga, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has ali the natural instincts. MRefer~ 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time T keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County. Georg: 

-— MANCE. 
SCRA TCEES. 
GLOVER’S IMPERIAL MANGE CURE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or sitin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One ap lication 
is usually ull thatis necessary. For SCRATCHES 
in HORSES it has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
8ole prep't’r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N. J. 

Crookes, H 
Louis. Price, 60 cents. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
<r USE.” 

*¥n the Stud.” 
Rush is lamon and white, and winner at New 

York. Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Lonis- 
ville Shows. He is an excellent fleld dog; tine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch, For full partic-— 
ulars, pedigree and field qualities address 

EDMUND ORGILL, 
1,096 Dean street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 

Jun2e-te. Fee $25. 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersipned, wishing to reduce bis kennel, offers — 

for sale several magaificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from — 
the best European strains. To be sold tor no 
fault. For prices, Pedi ete., address. - 

# ROY Z, COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., 0.8. Ay 

i\' OUNT PLEASANT KENNEL.—For 
Sale—Four full-blooded Gordon setter d 

pups: very handsome; periect black and tan 
sire, Dash, the great: prize-winner; dam, Maud; 
full Pevigres on both sides; a rare chance tor a 
good dog. CHAS. 7. BROWNELL, P. 0. Box” 
350. New Bedford, Mass. Apr sm ona 

BERKLEY-RHUE. ‘ 

I HAVH FOR SALH come yery fine all red Trish 
setter puppies out of my Rhue, by champion 

Berkley, whelped March 14th, 1880. 
For further particulars address 

THOMAS A. ADDISON, 
mayl3,imo. 218 Broadway Square, Chelsea,Mass. 

OR SALE—One or a brace of pups 7 
Plunket-Rutus stock; just from the breake 

who has been handling them on snipe; both re 
trieve ; price $40 for either one, or $60 for brace, 
if taken atonce, 
Also eight pups, same stock; six dogs, two 

gyps, whelped May 4th; $5 each, if taken at s 
weeks old. a L 
For pedigree and fleld performance this stock 

is first class, and T ace them atso low a pric 
because J wish to sell at once, and keep no 
through the summer. Address M. 8. MOO 
M. D., Fredonia, Chautaugua County, N. ¥- 
mayl3,tt 

OREST AND STREAM EKENNEG 
Liewellyn setter, Rattler, in the stud. ®Rat- 

oints, wi ~ tler is a handsome blue belton, black 
ner of four bench prizes; sire, Rob Roy, he bj 
Luverack's Fred,out of Slatter’s Phoebe, founder 
of the field trial strain, winner of five Englis 
field trials, out of pure Layerack imported bitch 
Pickles; she by LU ewellyn’s Prince, winner of 
bwo firsts and three championships, 
Liewellyn’s Lill T1.; no better blood in Ameri 
Will serve bitches at $15. Litters warranted. 
breeding to Rattler the following bitches 
Mell, a beautiful blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack, dam Spot, winner of first and sé 
Brea at Detroit, Mich., 1879, also firstat B 

79 in native classes; Fly, a very fine roan bi 
ton bitch, sire Shot, dam imported Fannie; 
orange and white, out of Belle, by Royal Geo: 
Puppies bred from above, fine stock, for s 
cheap, Address, with stamp, L.F, WHITM. 
Detroit, Mich. De 
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BADGES 

FOREST AND 

SON & LENNON, 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order. 

Sportsnew's Routes. 

CHAN HOUSE, Speonk, L. I.—First- 
/ clitss board; near bay and ocean, forest and 

lakes ; Ronning, fishing, riding, eee bathin 
u * and rowing. urties will be met at L,I. KR. 

depot by appointment, 
J. W. TO'THILL, Proprietor. 

LE 

al 1 HO! for TROUT FISHING. 
be. FAR-FAMED waters of the Mag- 

anetteywan ure now within easy access of 
Toronto and the outside world, and arestill teem- 
ing with speckled trout, We have erected a large 
and comfortable hotel in Maganettewan Village, 
and are prepared to offer every facility to our 
BROT ung friends by way of canoes and guides to 
the trout lakes and streams tributary to the Mag- 
anetiewan, and can offer the best of trout fishing 
within a mile of our hotel; will hayveiceand facil- 
ities for packing fish, so that they can be taken 
fresh to any part of the Northern States. The 
yvoad from Rousseau (the head of steam trayel) has 
been Macadamized and the journey shortened by 
half a day,so that parties leaving Toronto can 
wet here in one and a half days. Come up and 
See us, IRWIN & CLARKE, Proprietors. 
Maganettewan Post-Office, Ontario, Canada. 

DAVIS EXOUSE, 
Weldon. N. C, : 

J. R. DAVIS Proprietor, 

Always twenty minutes for Dinner. 

"| fees HOTEL has been oponed by Col. 
J. R, Davis, long and favorably known ag 

the proprietor of the Purcell House, Wilming- 
ton, CG. The Hotel has been entirely and 
thoroughly renoyited throughout. The rooms 
are clemuntly furnished with b/ack walnut mar- 
ble-top furniture and hair mattrasses. Trayellers 
andinyalids coming South will now find thisa 
comfortable resting place, (a long-felt want sup- 
plied). Guests will receive every attention and 
comfort, elegant table and attentive servants. 
This isthe Dinner House coming South or going 

North. The best Hotel of its kind on the route 
to Florida, Rates—$2.00 and $2.50 per d=. 

For Good Spring Shooting 

BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
At Shinnecock Bay, 

Where you will find 
PLENTY OF BIRDS 

GOOD GUIDES 
COMPLETE OUTFIT of DECOYA, 

BATTERIES, ete. 
As well as good accommodations and a sub- 

stantial pill of fare. 
Take Long Island Railroad for Good 

Ground station. 
M. WILLIAMS, Prop’r, 

P.O, Address, Good Ground, Long Island, N.¥- 

ake HEtouse, 
PRINCETON, MAINE, 

» Gor Perch and Pickerel Fishing, Only two 
hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, so 

famous forits salmonandijrout. Passengers by 
the 7 P.M. train from Boston will reach Princeton 
Ors evening at 6—only 23 hours. Guides 
furnished. All inquiries cheerfully responded 
to by the proprietors, W.G. ROSE & CO. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 
— 

Lily 
EUROPEAN PLAN. 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 
, n . . 

Old Dominion Line. 
THE STEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of the finest waterlowl and upland 
ah ing Bections in the country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteagus, Oohb’s Island, and points 
‘on the Peninsula, City Point, James’ River, Cur- 
Yituck, Florida and the mountainous country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, elc. Worfolk steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursdey, and Saturday. Lewes, Del,, 
Mond and Thursday, at 2 p.m, Full inform- 
ation giyenatofiiice, 197 Greenwich Street, New 
York. <= ® sep2s iv 

‘To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

PREPARED TO ore inde ae 
new cars“ DayyCrocket’’ and ton,’ 

i ay eee fitted tip Nigh ann a a TODTEY ang keiteh- 
Bleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro- 
ed Ly oe and closets for guns and fishing 

desired information 
Wed ee (a) 
baa 08) 

EASTERN RAILROAD, 

Shortest} Route. 
BOSTON 

TO 

PORTLAND, 
BANGOR, 

ST, JOHN, 
= HALIFAX, 

WHITE MOUNTAINS, 

Rangeley, Lakes, 

Moosehead | Lakes, 
And all theisporting grounds of 

Maine axp rum Provinces. 

EXCURSION TICKETS 

Are now ongale at the Company's Office, 306 
Washington St. (next door to Old South Church), 
Boston, and at Depot, Causeway 8t., at the fol- 

lowing reduced rates ;— 

Boston to Rangeley and return....,.... ‘ 
ie Middle Dam and return : 
i Upper Dam and return . i 

Indian Rook and returmm........ 15.25 
Mt. Kineo (Moosehead) Greturn 15.00 
Forks of Kennebecand Return. 13.00 
Dead River and return.,....... 13.00 

For Rangeley, leave Boston 7.30 A, Mi 
For Mt, Kinéo, leave Boston 7.00 EP. M. 

PULLMAN PARLOR OR SLEEPING CARS ON 
ALL THROUGH RAINS, 

LUCIUS TUTTLE, 
G. P. & T, Agts 

For _NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD, 
Springfield, White Mountains, Montreal 

and intermediate points. The new and elegant 
steamer C. H. NORTHAM leaves Pier No. 23, East 
River, daily (Sundays excepted) ato P.nr. A pas- 
senger train will bein waiting on the whart at 
New Haven and leave for Springfield and way 
stations on arrival of the boat, 
NIGHT LINE.—The Continental leaves New 

York at 11.30 P.M,, connecting with passenger 
train in waiting on the wharf at New Haven, 
leaying at 4.45 a.m. Tickets sold and baggeare 
checked at 944 Broadway, New York, and 4 Court 
street, Brooklyn. Excursion to New Hayen and 
retin, $1.50. Apply at General Office, on the 
pier, or to RICHARD PECK, General Agent. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 

TARE THE 
Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRapids andCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Basy Fisheries, 

AND THH 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKHS 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 

etuiled id MaSaMNaANCe sae coon et F he abun: 

Bae socal hay oy masneron o: abound in thestr Gl the famous AMERIOAN GRAYLING is found 
Bho HOU aoa (2) 'T season begins May Land ends Sept. 
The GRA G Season opens June land deer 

Noy. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKHRELand MU: - 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers Ee As 
many lakes and lakeleta of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

akill to his friends or “club” at home, asice for 
Bene ae can be had at many points, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY Witt OU. The sce- 

nery of the North Woods and Lakesis very beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry and bracing, The cli- 
wie is peculiarly benelicig] to those suffering 

ti 
Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 

eae Ee fe et a are good, far it 
aesing the average in countries new en 

afford the finest OF fishing, Vege a 
pari oe the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

éts will be sold at low rates,and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Saad Fishing Tackle Carried Freaat 

6r’s ris! 
ifs jsouraim tomakesportsmen feel ‘athome” 

Sn this route. Bur Tourist’s Guide (an attractive 
Hlustrated book of #0 pages), containing full in- 
formation ani ;ocurale maps of tha Fishing 
Grounds and YWime Cards, address A.B. LEE 

Gore Pass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mich, 

STREAM. 

Sportsmen's Rote, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co.; 

Respectfully invite attention tothe 7 

‘SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
| afforded by their lines for peace most of the 
TROUTING + PARKS and RACE Cai RSES in the 
Middle States. These lines being JON TINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dit- 

} ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTID 
without failure or injury. 

» THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 

also reach the best localities Zor 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are gold at the offices of the Oompanyin 
ail the principle citiesto KANE, RENOVA, BED; 
FORD, CRHSSON, RALSTON, MINNEQU A, Bu 
other well-known centers for ‘ 

Trout FKishing, Wing Shooting, and Stil} 
Hunting: 

8190, to 

TUCEERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPR MAY, 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT ARTER 
FIN AND FBATHER, . 
\ L. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass, Agent. 
Franz THOMSON, Gen’) Manager. feblj-t2 

ONG ISLAND K.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, faking effect Mareh 14th, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER’S P'Y (Blatbush Ave., Bklyn,5 min. 
earlier) for 
Babylon, §.35 A.M., 3.86, 4.36, 5.35 P.M. Sundays, 

9 A.M. 
Col. P't& Whitestone, 7,35, 8.45, 10, 11.85 Am, 

2.35, 6.85, 4.36, 5, 6.30, 6, 6.36, 7, 7.35, 9.15, 10.45 P.m., 
12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.m., 1.35, 5.85, 7, 10 p.m. 
Hlushing, 6.3C, 7.85, 8.45, 10., 11.35 A.M., 2.35, 3.35, 

4.35, 6, 5.35, 6, 05, 7, 7.85, 9.15 10.45 P.M, 12.15 night, 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M., 1.44, 3, 5.35, 7, 10 P.M. 
Far Rockaway, §.35, 11 a.M., 4.55, 5.35, 7PM. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 A.M, £35 p.at Sundays, 9A.M. 
and 6.35 P.M. 
Great Neck,6,30,7,.35. 11,35 A.M., 4.36, 6,35,6.85 P.M. 

Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9.35 4.M., 5.85 P.M, 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, &, 10 A.ar., 

1.35, 8.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35 Bat, Wrom Flatbush ay. 
duily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Bri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Platbush ay. 
10P.m, Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.35, 6.85 Pw 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.35, 4.36, 5.35, 6.35 Pm, Sundays, 9 
AM., (1,35 P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 4.M., 3.35 P.wt. 
Huntington and Northport, 8,10 A.w,, 4,35, 6.35 

PM. Sundays, 9 AM., 6.35 Pat. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,8.35, 6.85 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M., 4.35 Par, Sundays, 9 AM. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A,M., 4.35, 5.85 Pa. Sundays, 9 

AM. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.nt., 3.35, 4.35 

5.35, 6,7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9 A.m., 6.34 pan 
Oreedmoor, 8, 10 a.M,, 1.45 P.w., Tnesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER'S P'T & WALL 51. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 14, EB. R, (foot Pine st.) for Hunter's P’t, 8,80, 
10.30, 11,30 A.M,, 5.10; 4.10, 5,10,6,10 p.m, Por fur- 
ther information, tickets, cammutation, ete., 
apply at 220 Bway, cor. Barclay. 

W. M. LAPTAN, Gen’'l Pass. Avent, 

Boston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland? 

Spring ishing 
ati the 

KANGEEEY’S and 

MOOSEHEAD LAKE, 

Euecursion Tickets 
Will be placed on gale as soon as the ice ig out 
Close connections made at Portland with Grand 
Trunk and Maine Gentral Railways Tor all the 
Fishing Grounds in Maine and Nurthern New 
Hnagiaud. 
Tickets muy be obtained at Boston City Office, 

280 WASHINGTON STRENT, and at the Station. 
Information by mail, if desired. 

JAS, T. FURGER, DBD. J. FLANDERS, 
Gen. Supt. Gen. Ticket Agent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio, R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angier to 

the Gest Hunting and Fishing | 

~ Grounds of Virginia and 

, West Virginia, 

- Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
inin Blue Ridee Mountains, Valloy of Virginia, 
leghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 

Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their yurieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, qual, snipe, wook-. 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pilce, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

Sportsman carried free. 

-The Route of'the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and pichiresque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer yesorts, 

The_Only Route via White Sul- 
, Dhur Springs. 

“ Railroad opmmections at Cincinnat!, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest ; ot Gordonsville 
with the North und Northeast; andat Richmond 
iid Charlotteyille with the South, All modern 
improvements ip equipment, 

CONWAY BR. HOWARD, 
Gen. enger gud Ticket Agent,’ 

wayile P Richmond V, 
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Mletlical. 

MISTAKES AND PREJUDICES OF 
RELIGIOUS AND. TEMPER- 

ANCE JOURNALS, 
Some good Religious and Temperance Journals 

are making the mistake of declining to advertise 
fi most yaluable anti-intoxicating medicine, 
simply because it is called “ Bitters," while the 
sane journals are making & prestal mistake by 
advertising some drunken whisky stuff, or nus- 
trum, because it has some nice, fancy deceptive 
hame, ending with “cine,” “tine,” printed on 
its label, when the bottle is filled with destruc— 
tion, drunkenness and death. If these good 
ournals would take the trouble to ascertain 
ow many overworked clergymen haye had their 

lost nerye-force, brain-waste and flagging ener- 
gies restored by the use of Hop Bitters, enabling 
fhem to perform their arduous pastoral duties 
and preach the good sermons that they would 
have been totally unable to do but for this valu- 
able medicine, and did these journals but know 
of the host of good Christian Temperance wo- 
mon who rely on them for theiy family medi- 
cine, and how many invalid homes they could 
make happy and what glad tidings they would 
send to every neighborhood by publishing the 
meérits of Hop Bitters, they would advertise 
them without money anid without price. And 
did these journals but know how many have 
been and may be saved from forming intemper- 
ate habits by doctors Lie tee Hop Bitters, in- 
stead of beer, where the use! ot hops are needed 
(there being more actual hop strength in one 
bottle of Hop Bitters than in a barrel of beer), 
they would lay aside their fear and prejudice 
against the word ** bitters." 
A few of the many witnesses from religious 

and temperance sources are given below, who 
use, recommend and advertise Hop Bitters. 
The President and Manager of Hop Bitters 

Mtg. Co. is a yeteran Temperance adyocate and 
worker of forty-eight years’ service; every man 
in the Company is anactive Temperance worker, 
andthe Company spends thousands of dollars 
annually in Tenperance and Christian work, 

What the Religious Press Says. 
Chicago, Noy. 18th, 1878, 

Hop Bitters Mfg. Co., Rochester, N, ¥-: 
Gentlemen—We do not allow anything in the 

line of Bitters to enter our paper that contains 
alcohol, but we are satisfied that your Bitters 
are free from that ingredient. We feel responsi- 
ble for the good or bad that may be done to the 
families of our subscribers that are affected by 
our advertisements. Therefore our discrimins- 
tion in your fayor, and we trust that our very 
low rates will meet your approval and that we 
may hear from you, , 

“Tre Lryine CaurcH.” 

Temperance clergymen, lawyers, ladies and 
doctors use Hop Bitters, as they do uot iIntoxi- 
cate, but restore brain and nerye waste.—Zem- 
perance Limes, Brocieport, IN. Y, 

Not a Beverage. 
“They are not a beverage, but a medicine, 

with curative properties of the highest degree, 
containing no poisonous drugs, ‘hey do not 
tear down an already debilitated system, but 
build it up. One bottle contains more hops, that 
is, moré real hop strength, than a barrel of ordi- 
nary beer, Eyery druggist in Rochester sells 
them, and the physicians prescribe them."'— 
Rochester Hvening Lepress, on Hop Bitters. 

We are not in the habit of making editorial 
mention of patent medicines, bul in case of Hop 
Bitters, feel free to do so, because their merits 
deserye to be known.—lvew York Independent. 
Northern Christian Adyocate, Syracuse, N. ¥ 
Fixaminer and Chronicle, N. ‘Y;: - 
Eyangelical Messenger, Cleveland, Ohio. 
National Baptist, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Pilot, Boston, Mass. ’ 
Christian Standard, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Home Journal, Detroit, Mich, 
Methodist Protestant, Baltimore, Md. 
Southwestern Christian Adyocate, New Or- 

leans, La. 
Ohristian Mirror, Portland, Me. 
And over fiye hundred more Religlous and 

Temperance papers. 

hers Pittsford, Mass., Sept, 28th, 1878. 
Sirs—I have taken Hop Bitters and recom-— 

J mend them to others, as I found them very ben- 
ficial, Mrs. J, W. TULLER, 

Sec’y Women’s Christian Temperance Union, 

A MEDICINE, NOT A DRINK, 

High Authority. 
Hop Bitters is not, In any sense, an alcoholic 

beverage or liquor, and could not be sold, tor 
use, except to persons desirous of obtaining 
medicinal bitters. GREEN B. RAUM, 

U. §. Com’r Internal Rey. 

Washington, D. G., Sept. 4th, 1879. 
Dear Sir-—Why don't you get a certificate 

from Col, W. H. W., of Baltimore, showing how 
he cured himself of drunienness by the help of 
Hop Bitters, His is a wonderful case. He is 
well known in Rochester, N. Y., by all the drink- 
ing people there. Heis known in this city, Cin- 
cinnati, New Orleans, New York; Im fact, all 
over the country, ashe has spent thousands of 
dollars for rom. I honestly believe his eard 
would be worth thousands of dollars to you in 
this city and Baltimore alone, and muke thou- 
funds of sober mun by inducing the use of your 
Bitters. dT, ASW 

Prejudice Kills. 
Tleven years our daughter suffered on a bed 

of misery under the care of several of the 
best physicians, who gave her discase various 
names, but no relief, and now she is restored to 
usin good health by Hop Bitters, that we had 
poohed at two years before using it. We ear- 
nestly hope and pray that no one else will let 
their sick sutter as we did, on account of preju- 
dice against so good a medicine as Hop Bitters.” 
—The Parents—Good Templars. 

Milton, Del., Feb. 10th, 1880. 
Having used Hop Bitters, the noted remedy 

for debility, nervousness, indigestion, \ete., I 
have n0 hesitation in saying that itis indeed an 
excellent medicine, and recommend it to any 
one as 4 truly tonic piers re 

espectfully, 
Ruy. Mrs. J. H. ELLGOOD. 

I declined to insert your advertisement of Hop 
Bitters last year, because T then thought thoy 
might not be promotiye of the cause of Temper- 
ance, but find they are, and a very yaluable 
medicine, myself and wite haying been greatly 
henehitted by them, and I take great pleasure 
j them known. panpeo nv. JOHN SEAMAN, 

Editor Home Sentinel, Aiton, N. y. 

ger a! , vai Nhe a . 
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Gricket Goole. 

Med Shaw & Arthur Shrewsbury 
Members of the Anglo-American Team and 
{ All-England Hleyen), 

I jaye pleasure in informing their American 
friends that they have opened the Midland 

Gricket, Lawn Tennis, Football aud Gen= 
eral Athletic Sports Warehouse, 

GARRINGTON STREET BRIDGE, 
NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND, 

The most unique and comprehensive satablish- 
ment of its kind in Englan Their stock com- 
rises well-seasoned Cricket Bats, Balls, Boots, 

Shoes, Leg Guards, Stumps, Bags, Lawn Tennis 
Sets, Racquets, Footballs, Jerseys, Shirtings, sill 
or woolen (as worn by the team in America), and 
on article in great variety suitable to athletes. 

8. &8. being members of the late American 
Team, know the requirements of their trans- 
Atlantic friends, and if fayored with an order 
may be relied upon to send goods of first-class 
quality only. Clubs, colleges and schools pro- 
yided with professional bowlers. First class men, 
ersonally known to 8. & 8., well bred and of 
igh character, only sent out. Price lists, with 

batting averages and bowling analysis of the 
erican Team, may be had on Quiet to 

HORGE LANE, Professional Cricketer,Staten 
Island Cricket Club. 

RICHARD DAFT 
(CAPTAIN OF ALL ENGLAND ELEVEN), 

GEREN Foot 
Ball and Lawn 

Tennis outfitter to the 
Army and Nayy, begs 
to inform Secretaries 
of Clubs, Collegesand 
Schools, that his new 
and enlarged illustra- 
ted Price List for sea- 
son 1880 is now ready, 
and will be sent post- 
free upon eee eee ion. 
Address CHARD 
D. | No. 1 Lister 
Gate, Nottingham, 
England, 
To Agents: Goods 

can also be had from 
REASOH, - ” . 

Guns, Aonnuwition, Gr. 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECK-LOADING SnOT GUh, 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. 
The barrels slide one side, 

No EzimscetosetInocose. 
5 Prices from $50 to $300. 

Send stamp for circular to 
AMERICAN ARMS CG., 

103 Milk Street, Boston, 
¥, H. RAYMOND, Treas. 

15 PATENT 
GUN CLEANER. 

THE REST !. 

\ Cleaner and Oiler 
a For Mreveli-tnading Arms 

= yi In qurket, 
'For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 

and full directions sent free of postarze, 
Tn ordering give calibre of enn. Stud BEI ie 
Address F EV BROWN atenies. 
oasis! : KESDING, Pa. || 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 
SIMPLE AND 
DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock. 

Chokebore Barrels, : 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. Bix 

tra heayy guns for aueks ecialty. Send stamp 
for circular. C. 8. SHATTUCK, Manufactu- 
rers. Hatfield. Mass. 

WHSTLAY RICHARDS 

HAMMERLESS. GUN. 
hese guns haye Anson and Deeley’s Hammerles4*Patent Cocking Action, withy Automatic 

BafctyBolt. making the safest pun mow in use. 10, 12 and 20 bores nowy in stock. 

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO.,, 
68 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES, 

J. & W. TOLLEY, MAKERS OF FINE GUNS ONLY, 

Lists Mailed on Application. BIRMINGHAM, 
ENGLAND, 
Terms, cash with the order, 

which canbe shipped in 4, 
six weeks trom receipt of Aes 
tho order. j 

THE BALLARD RIFL 
SAM MATCH, 

discharge.) 

which unbolts the gun, 

The side stud shown in the above il- 
Jnstration is thrown out on the left look 
plate in opening the pun, and which 
projection of the stud shows that the 
automatic bolt has interposed itself be- 
tween the hammers and the plungers. 
_ (Lhe only perfectly safe mode of bolt- 
ing the gun to prevent a premature 

When about to fire press 
the stud on the left loc« plate home, 

Guns, Hummition, Gtr, 

FINE BREECH=LOADING 

Shot Guns 
At a Bargain! 

THESE ARENOT CHEAP GUNS, 

BUT ARE 

Good Guus! 
AT A 

Low7erPrice 
Than they can be purchased for else- 

where, of them 
WARRANTED TO 

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 
Send for Descriptive List. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
Oazenovia, N. Y. 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
LEVER ACTION 

In the world. 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 
Equal in finish, symmetry of outline, and mate~ 

rial, to the finest English guns, and at 
more veasonable prices, 

The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only re- 
bounder with which misstires will not occur, 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

Yor “Workmanship, Rebounding Tocoka, and 
Compensating Weatures of Action.” 

GUNS RE-LORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO!ANY CROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire, 
Muzzle Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loaders. 

Clark & Sneider, 
214 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

lass Ball 
AND HIS PATENT 

GLASS BALL TRAP 
For Wing practice. They 
can he had from all gun 
dealers, — Headquarters 
forGlass Baila and'Traps, 
AGNEW & Co., 153 First 
Avy., Pittsburgh, Pa. A. 
H. BOGARDUS, No 158 
South Clark street, Chic- 
ago. Send for Price List 
For Traps—Hart & Sloan, 
Newark, N.J. 

“Tield, Cover and ane 
Shooting,” the only boo 
ever published by a mar- 

: ket hunter, can be had at 
he above address. Price $2. 

THE PERFECTION HAMMER, 

~ HAMMERLESS GUN. 
» PRIONS: 

$80;$100; $125 

and $150. 

E STILL VICTORIOUS! 
SEE J. 8. SUMNER'S FULL SCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 50 IN A POSSIBLE 5Q { FEB, 28, 1880 

Hifteen, Ball's-eyes in_ Succession! 
“00 YARDS OFFHAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE, NO. 612. 

The Ballard is the only Rifle that has made a Full Score at Creedmoor. 
The Ballard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prinee Albert Prize et Wimbledon. 

THE BaLLaRD always KITs THR SHOOTHER 
The Empire Rifle Club, in their trips to Boston, ALL used Ballards. 

“ A WORD TO THE WISH,” LTC. 
ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM. FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

SCHOVERLING, 
Sole Agenty in New Yors for CARD'S REVOLVING GALL TRAE 

DALY & CALES, 
$4 Chambers street, NEW YORK CHE, 

Guns, Manunition, Gtr, 

yp 
pune 

Rifle Pattee 
The * STANDARD TARGET,” —Mor Rifle Practice, 

Size 6 inches. Bullseye 14 inches. Range, 100 
fest, off-hand, The zones rise by area instead 
of diameter. 
Marksmen will appreciate the new departure 

which this target has inaugurated. Theaccurate 
rifleman now gets the true value of his shots, 
while on old-style targets the record was so taint- 
ed by the elementiol chance as to give but a 
vague idea of the snooter’s skill. For instanc 
on a 200 yard Creedmoor a “ center,’ scoring 
has tej times the areaof a “bull,” scoring’ 5, Hyery 
rifleman knows that no degree of skill or care will 
give immunity from occasional misses, and un- 
der the old system it was almost the rule for good 
marksmen to be beaten by bad ones. One man 
would pile up eight snug bulls out of ten, but 
lose the other two, while his competitor, * shoot- 
ing for fours,” would scatter his strays all over 
the bvard center, blunder one shot into the edge 
of the bull,and win! Now in deer stalking, and 
shooting at 80 yards,the winner would have 
wounded and lost one deer, while the loser would 
haye struek down eight, all shot through the 
heart. Of course there are people who still con- 
tend that underthe old method ‘all hud un equal 
chance; whichis yery true. But itis also true 
that their equality of chance would have 
been in no wise impaired if they should have sat 
down and thrown dice to determine who was the 
better shot. In contests of skill eyery element 
of chance should be eliminated, 
Arrangements haye been made for supplying 

these targets at a merely nominal price, and ft is 
now an easy matter to gauge relative skill by 
uniform practice, and to communicate detinite 
results without obscuring them by explanatory 
details, The ely are mailed, post-paid to any 
address in the United States at fifty cents per 
hundred, and quite a liberal discount is made to 
gavenies and dealers, Send orders to Cussons, 

¥ & SHEPPARD, Glen Allen. Virginia. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer.., 
OR*GUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGI- 
ealInstruments. Safeto handle, WILL NOT 

GUM, and will keepin any climate. Sportsmen 
everywhere in the United States pronounceitthe 
est gun oil in the market, Judge Holmes, of 

Bay Gtx, Mich., writes: “It is the best prepara- 
eter 7 mote ae thirty-five years of uctive 
and frequent use 0 8.” 
The Peas puppued a solemanufacturer, GEO, 

Nee Payonia Avenue, Jeracy Ciry 

Bold by. pel New York dealers, and by Wm. 
Read & Sons, Boston, Mass.; B. Kittredge & Ce., 
Cinginnati, O,; ¥, B, Baton. Chicago, T1L.; Brown — 
& Hilder, 8t, Louis) Mo.; Thos. W.'Fart, Cleve 
and, O.; Trimble & Kletbacker, Baltiinore, Md,; 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D.C, ; Jos. 0. Grubb 
‘& Co., Philadelphia. 

CANNOT DE SENT BY MATL 

WM. R. SCHAEFER, 
61 Elmst., Boston, Mass., 

Dealer In 

SPORTSMEWS EQUIPMENTS: 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 
To Order. 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 

Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. All 
executed in the most skillful manner, 

JOHN A. NIGHOLS, 
SYRACUSE, 
NEW YORK. 

Maker of Fine Guus. 
SEN) FOR CATALOGUE, 

@ WING SHUGTING WITH RIFLE, 
Lyman's patent combination Gun Sight 

is werent improvement in rear sights, 

Send for cirenlar contalning full de 
scription, Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middle eld,; Coun. © 

E.H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL ‘ 

GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

the Fox, Coli’s, Parker and Daly 

Guns. Ek 
x ks altered to fitthe shooter. 08 

Game Shooting. Ss , : 
verted He vena re em Barrels fitted, Ex- 

msion Hibs, New ete. | a 
ee oarne ae eyery desc! je yopne fu an bo 

S00. per bottle 

S AY 
O. D. Send stamp i 
ences Irom Hilt 

-: 
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SOLE aie FOR FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 

OPRAT TS vos siscurs, | WINES, rte, 2n2, Sauternes, 
The Best Yood for Keeping Dogs in Condition, 

SrA MEAG NaS, 

: DOG SOAP, |BRANDIES, oF E IRROY & CO, REIMS. 
re FG RAGE " BISCUIT § Ww H iS KI E g Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 

\ Rhine Wires, 

LON PON x For Horses—Useful on the Plains. ? Wren als op eek aos Pe ea bee een WARE 

Fishing Gackle, Sportsmen's Gooils. 

The Hnameted Waterproof COCODYEAR’S 

Braided Silk Fishing’ Lines, Rubber M’t’g Company 
Bearing our own Trade Marks, are AND 

THE BEST IN THE WORLD Goodyear’s India Rubber 
Glove M’f’g¢ Co., 

FUL he poner , ee heer Tidonoucdte 488, 490, 492 Bway, cor. Broomest,, 
asta , WARRANTED IN QUALITY. ; hes 

BRADFORD & ANTHONY, me msoanM ator PoAT0% sr 
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN FISHING TACKLE. RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

374 Washington St.. BOSTON, Mass, FISHING AND HUNTIZG, 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY, OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT, Pubilietions, 
(ESTABLISHED 1836), 

remium at World's Fair at New York, and 
— Centennial Exhibition, i 

RUBBER Goops or Every Drscrir- 
TION. 

Send for Mlustrated Catalogue, 

A 
SS. SS OAS 

Daicntions. JOHN KRIDER, | 0) 
WN. E. Cor. Second and Walnut‘Sis., Philadelphia, YT SEE st fs = : 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, PuoOTOGRAPHIC TOUR ate SPORTSMANS TLIBPRARY. 
Melfuiers, Snood, Avaicial Bale BOOKS | wp mad Mls OTR sree {oo 3: | > 
2" Salmon, Bass, ant Trout Plies, Madeto Order. | jusocen mux si Ee SEAUTIFUL SOENERT L t Ss 1% oO £ S Pp OT t Siman s B OO k S 

ALSO an : ; : “Krider's” Celebrated Center, Enamel Split and a ps xD ee ay ei ta [We willforward any of these Books by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price.t 
Glued Bamboo Rods. P —ILLUSTRATI ‘Aat a Fe, ain . . nda? Sidnei ; rondacks, Camp Life In, Murray’s... .. $ 1.50 | Frank Forester'’s Vishing with Hook and 

ee ae iaetion Tg with By Well-Known Artists. Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace's, bth ed'n, 2.00 Lire... 2.20. Soop oa Ba bth A Pane ar 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. i i f th tt { Tue Reautxvop-Receve Parsonkn EO Re Si ala See, fn ots Najera be ses Forester’s Manualfor Young Sports A 

Repairing of all kinds. | EEE Sctancom BY THe AUTHOR. | Aenevigam Ansters HOOK NG Ee he BA | Gee mndad Sedge ee) Ee 
The most Untertainine and Artistic Book in tho Market. American Bird Fancier.................. ..-. 930] Hallock’s gportsmen’s Gazeteer,... ..... a On 

: A NWwN’sS TARDSOME EST American Boy’s Own Book, Sports an Hand Book for Riflemen...;.........-. ...- Eis 3a) WL PRICE, IN CLOTH AND GOLD, §$ 4.50 CXHDGGup aL Ae Tee Elo: Lee Hs ae 2.00 | Hand Books on Out-Door Amusements :— 
NEW ~oRx: : American Roadsters and Trotting Horses... nae ele Mee aah «|>Dbin celeste tin eps ected oy a Pu 

MGR Cb eetdckie ste es Baers Le 

Angling, a Book on, Francis...............- Riding and Driving.........---.....-.. 
Archer, “Modern Whi...) hess ase 

00 
00 

25 Archery, Fencing and Broadsword 
20 Manly Exercises 
50 i 
00 
a0 

= = { American Wild Fowl! Shooting, J, W. Lone. Frolling Spoons, | \, cmaxce suoo comeany, 08 | Anolon ey niane sy Wonk Rowing and’ Sailing. <9. .544:-.4s.7-02 i - 

> 2 a Archery, Fencing and Broadsword.__,..... 2H" 
Archery, Witehery of, Maurice Thompson, 1. Croqnet....... Z 3 2p 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam.. 3, Wishing. ....:,.... t te 
Art of Swimming............ i Quoits and Bowls Sei ibi uaae BS. = F ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM | Art of Swimming, Monster Swimming,......... 25 ry A FECT Nesd one omese: € Art of Swimming. Webb.. Bu Skating (AT EES Som Set 3B — 1 thlete’s Guide, Harding AO UOFE PE ar oe Abele EF ae Boe = , : STAN DARDPU BLICATIO INS, | Athletic Sports for Boys... 1.00 | Herbert’s Hints to Horse Keepers Lib EMANUE Oe, eres baste irs Athletic Sports, Stonehenge 1.00 Hi fs to Hitlemen, Cleveland ¥ LEP of Trolling Spoons, adapted to the waters | RASMWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT | Gailey’s Rirds of the Unitea state yz olden’s Book of Birds. -. . . 

of every State and Territory. Ouv Perfect Re- RANGELEY LAK S&S, By Charles A.J. ear Baird’s Birds of North America... 30.00 | Horseback Riding, Durant 3.25 
volving, has proved to be the best Trolling Bait) 4 snieyand fascinating story of sportsinan’s lite | Baucher’s Method of Horsemaneh: 1,00 | Horse Breaking, Moreton.. 2D ever manutactured. Itiscovered by two patents inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully ilustratea | Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds 1,50 | Horsesand Hounds..... Bea ‘BD 
— Mann's patent, Nov. 21, 1871, No. 121,182, and | Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50, Bits and Bearing Reins...,..... ...... 5C | Horses and Riding, Neville... Sues 
Skinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No. 153,854. Be-| GAMP Lit IN THE WIUDHRNESS, By | Boat Sailing, Practicubs. 0.0.01... .. 1.00 | Horses, Famous American Race.. 3B 

ware of imitations. None genuine unless J- H. Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of | Books for Sportsmen: Angling, bOc.; Shooting, | Horses, Famous American Trotting 2 kia Mann's name stamped on every spoon. _ & trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 274 pages. 12 illus, i0c.; Common Objects of the Sea-shore, 50e.; -. -aD) Wholesale Agents.—Bradford & Anthony,3i4] — Jirice 50 cents. Cage and Singmeg Birds, 50¢.; Dogs, 75c.; Birds’ | How to Camp Out, Gould.......... : : Washineton Street, Boston, and William Mills © | BARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY Eggs and Nests, 50c.; Bresh and Salt Water Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, nnd to be op LAKES ILLUSTRATED, A complete and re- Aquariim, 50c.:;: Native Song Birds, T5e. tained through mc st of the other wholesale fish liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, | Boy's Treasury of Sportsand Pastimes, ete. 2.00 
ang-tackle dealers; or write direct to the muany- Parmachénee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters Ersece LE, 3)24542) oie CATON go Pa eee eee ee are 1.25 
facturers for cataLogue and price list. of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway reech Louder, Modern, Greener .) 2.50 

JOHN Hf. MANN & CO rivers. 256 pages. 60 illus, and a large map. | Bruce’sStud Book, 3 yols......... . 80.00 
SYRACUSE. y y Price 50 cents, ' Butler on the Dog. _...... aS sees 2,00 

Ns +s FPARRAR’'S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE | Cage and Singing Birds, Adams............- 50 
“i Cite Ee ety aS USES aan aaa ati Wi AIO c yr ecinderss 7 Be 

es) comprehensive hand-book of the anoeing in Kanuckia... ccc. ,.ee eee e eee eee 3) 
FISHING TACKLE! FISHING TACKLE! | ‘Mooseheaa Lake region and sporting re- | Canoe Traveling, ‘Powell... ....-.......00. 8.00 5 forts of Northern Maine, with map. The tours { Canoe, Voyage of the Paper; Bishop’s...... 2.50 
T H Oo M AS AN D R EW of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John | Cassells’ Book of Birds, 4 vols......-.. -« 12.00 

S 5 rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly | Choke Bore Guns, Greener...... 3.00 
Jo, 1 St. John St b a treated. 224 pages. l4illus. Price 50 cents, Complete American Trapper, G 1.75 No, » Johan St., Quebec, Canada, FARKAR'S POCKET MAP of the Richardson | Coues’ Birds of the Northwest 4.59 2 L ei eae (ESTABLISHED IN 1§41). and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of | Coues’ Field Ornitholopy....,. 2.50 | Praivie and Forest, Parker Gilmore. ..,.,.._ ay To Sportsmen, Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen | Coucs’ Fur Bearing Animals 8,00 | Practical Taxidermy and Home Decoration, TG largest and est assortment of Fishin aper, cloth covers. _ 50 cents. Coues’ Key to North American 7.00 Batty ra 

Tackle to be had,consisting of English, Scoteh FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake | Crack Shot....,,...-.2.002002 veee oe WRG 
‘nd Canadian make. Trout and Sahnon Rods, and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing | Cypress, J., Jv.'3 Works, 2 VOIS.... 22.124... 6.00 
almon and Trout Keels, prepared Silk Salmon resorts of wWorthern Maine, also the head- | Dadd’s AmericanReformed Horse Book,8yo 2.50 Lines, Silk end Hair Trout Lines, Salmon Gatts, waters of the Kemnehec, Penobscot and St. | Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 2mo......... 1.50 

double andsingle Leaders, Maraha Gut, Fishing John rivers. Printed on tough linen paper, | Dead Shot...............,/ Pails eee comes cate 1.25 
kets. Fr ria 50 cents. % 3.75 
SALMON FLIES! TROUT FLIES! Send eeRtGee ee eT an 

| A NGUERS going down salmon fishing on the} (8 Any of the atoye publications mailed, 1.25  “Murguerite’’ River, “Godbout” River, Ree aid, on receipt of price. Address 60 suena) or on the * Matapediac,” will find at] O S A.J FAR Jamuica Plain, 5 Thos. Andrews’ establishment, the best selection Mass. ~ T,. Dec31 1,25 of Salmon Flies made on patterns exprossly for 
hese rivers by Forrest & Son, of Kelso, Scot- WALLACE’S GUIDE 2.00 

= 
Zand: suchas the ‘* Jock Scott,” “Silver Doctor,” 
Wilkinson," “ Butcher,” “Cock Robin” and To the Adirondacks, 

many ofher patterns, at very low prices FIFTH ita rate 3 a 
N_ exhustive hand-book for sportsmen an ., 806.; clo. 

1e20 tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks should estate. 
= bewithoutit. Tor sale at this office, Price, post ,its Usoand Abuse, I tps . paid, $1.50, Dwyer's Horse Book.... . ...00-. 2.2.5... 2.00 

Saiman Fishing in Can ada HALLOCK'S Bente tha ene ; Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Da. 
Sportsmen’s Gazetteer Harrar’s Quide to Richardson and = Gora Sb eilueey, | Eee avis he: : Veterinary Dictionary, Going... HORSALE BY T. W. BOYD, 241 Notre Dame st. HARLE Farrar's Pocket Map of Moosehead Laka... 1.00 | Wallace's American Stud Book. <M sopisenl, paul eanisee and {rout Rods, Reels BY C x Ss Pier Furars Pocket Map Peeps aes Lake year American Trotting Reg 

a r Pes OPES ng, of Kelso, large PREECE L TON Sg cue eVok cage ie kel Saget ary pave EA eee eRe ER Rae at md smali Salmon Plies and Superior Casting ti FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. Fields Coyer, and Tran Shooting, Bogerdis 2.0 | Wilson’s A 
aves. Orders promptly attended to, Fish hatching and Fish Catching.......-.-.- 
= ; 5 Fishing, Bottom or Float........ : 

Pittsfield, M. Cats F; Dog Paths to Success, Hishfne in American Waters, Scott. 
all-Length COT. in this case, URN Fishing Tourist, Hallock. ...-...-.-. i 

Ares Pati per L AE epee co BY KIT KILBURN. Fly Fishing und Worm Fishing. ...-s.2.:0: $0; LGOUNGH, in this case, $3. rice, SO Cenis. Frank Forester's American Game in its .- 
sold Everywhere by the Trade FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, Bensorinen ebay SUL SN Cit tect eta Beisls 287 eAOO: 
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Ammunition, Gtr. 

GRANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Oranae Ducking: 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 
for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELEGTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. 

Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FREE. 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Yus 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrelsas much in rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr. Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in thew matches. 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

Our challenge 

and is yet open to the world, Address 

DITTMAR POWDER MW’F’G Co., 
P. 0. Box 886. 24 Park Place, New York 

RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST A N I A I R TOBACCO 
ING POWDER. V/ ¥ | CIGARETTES 

_ The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT'S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, have maintained their 

Feeding for seventy-vight years. Manu- 
ae e following celebrated brands of Pow- 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
q and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 8 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and Som bECN. Rene an adapted for Glass 

, Pigeon, 

“ MILD"—Rare Old Virginia. “ HALVAS”"—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special coneession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries. 

1 ee aa | Peerdess Tobacco Works, WS KIMBALL & CO. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

HODGMAN & CO., 
425 BROADWAY AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK, 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

RUBBER FISHING OUTFITS 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 
LIGHT, BLACK WHITE OR TAN COLOR COATS 

AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS. 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.1 Send for Catalogue, 

Fine Archery, 
PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES. 

in Shooting Power 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows have no 

Superior. 

Bows sent C. O. D. on trial when 25 per cent. 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be returned, aad money will be 
uefunded, except express charges. 
Tilustrated ceoulae sent fro, 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 and 126 Worth strest, New York. 

C. F. A. HINRICHS,| 
English Archery. 

r DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG, “SHA SHOOTING,” 
FFG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle 
ekooting ,the FFG ard FENG for general use, 

: burnin, ae Paes moist, 
SING. G, SHIPPING, and BLAST- 

POWDERS of all sizes and descriptions. 
tore grades for export. Cartridge, Musket, 

Mortar, and moth Powder, U. 8. 
ent standard,. Powder manufactured 

to order of any required rain or proof, agen- 
eles fm all cities and principal towns throughout 
the U.6. Heprosented by &. 

F. L. ENEULAND, 70 Wall Street, N. ¥. 
WNW. B—Use none but DUPONT'S FG or FFG 

@owder for long range rifle shooting. 

TEE HAZARD POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s ‘‘ Electric Powder.’’ 

Nos. i (fins) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness. Pagked in square 
oanisters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
Gib. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairie sheoting. Well adapted to shot guns. 

Hazard’s ‘‘Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In] and 5 1b. canisters 
and Gj and 12} 1b. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
glean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
cs as Ph Wor field, forest, or water shooting, 

ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
vicealbie for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘‘Kentucky RKifle.”’ 

FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting ” FG in kegs of 
26, 121, and 6} lbs. and cansofi lbs. FEFGis also 
pecked inland? lb. canisters. Burnsstrong and 
moist. Tho FFFG and FFG are favorite brands 
for erdinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting" 
¥G is the standard Rifle Powder of the country, 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder, 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
HER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany's Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
fate at eur office. 

38 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

Fishing Pants. 

631, 635, 635, and 63 BROADWAY, N. ¥. 

GEO, WRIGHT. H,. A. DITSON, 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
Svorting Goods Emporium. 
Base Ball, Cricket, Lawn Tennis, 
Archery, ctc. 

580 Washington st., Boston, Mass, 
Send for our Lllustrated Journal of Prices and 

itemsiof nterest. 

IMPROVED SELEF-REGULATING 
STORM-DEFYING, 

W ind-Mill. 
THE ONLY MILL EMBRACING ALL THE 

a a tea IMPROVEMENTS, 

ree hundred in operation in the vi- 
cinity of New York. eS one war- 
ranted as to Durabilty and Quantity of 

. Water, which can be pumped to any 
required height from any location. 
The cost is small compared with any 
other device now in use. 

FARRAR’S POGKET MAP 

foc catalogues," AJ CORCORAN, Lawn Tennis, Etc., Se tes 
Oo. Le) ree ew York. 

ee EW YORE, Ud}! Moosehead Lake. 
Gold, Orvatals Lace. Perfumed & Chremo & week in your own town. Terms and PRICE, $1 00. < 

2 Gait name esa alae cine B66 autstiee i aad) fame on FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 
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Amumiition, Ete. 

TE A'THAYWEIS 

IMPRovVED 

Chilled Shot. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 

GIVES GREATER PENETRATION and BET- 
TER PATTERN than ordinary shot. Equ: 
well adapted to choke-bores, modified chokes 
cylinders. 

Beware of Imitations, 

Our Chilled Shot willbe found to be more free 
from shrinkage, more spherical, more uniform in 
size, heavier and of brigi and cleaner finish than 
any other. 

end for circular. i 

TATHAM BRO’S, 
§2 BEEKMAN 8T., NEW YORK. 

Also manufacturers of 
PATENT FINISH 

American Standard Drop Shot, 
and COMPRESSED BUCK SHOT, more uniform 
than ordinary moulded shot. 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others, 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 
———— ele 

Blisreliancons. 

TRADE sauavyrTrc 

CURES BY ABSORPTION. 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 
“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine “Lotion, 

isa postitive cure; it has never failed. 
“ Sananule’’ has no equal for Chronic Lame- 

ness, Lame Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eozema, 
Humors of the Scalp, ete.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory die- 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permanent cure b 
using “Sapanuie. Used in sponge or foot bai 
removes all soreness of body, limbs and feet, 
Satisfaction ruaranteed or money refunded. 

St meee = jum 
ren See AMUEL GERRY & COMPANY. 

Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New Yor = 

FERGUSON'S PATENT 

ADJUSTABLE 

REFLECTING 

LAMPS, 

\ With 

fies i f) LOCOMOTIVE REFLECTORS. 

EW MODELS FOR 1880. THE * UNIVER 

gale mus HEAD ASIN the he ‘ACK, CA an rm 
TERN, BELT LAMP, DASH and CARRIAGE. 

, etc. 
THE EXCELSIOR 

JAOK AND DASH LAMP, 
For Sportsmen and others. 

THE EXCELSIOR 

DASH AND CARRIAGE LAMP. 
. dies; not Bure EAGN'or YOutNG can bo sed om 

any kind of dash or vehicle. 

IMPROVED RUST PREVENTER. 
For Lippert emenzy Tools, Machinery, 

others. 
pi nd stamp for Dlustrated Mie hes 

ALBERT FERG 
i fo Fukon streoty. Df : 
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CHICAGO LAWYERS IN THE BRITISH WILDERNESS, 

Bae s 

\ No, II. 
BH are becoming sated with trout fishing, When we 
can capture a three or four-pound trout as surely 

asa boy can take a six-ounce perch from the Govern- 

ment Breakwater, and quietly drop back into the water 

fish which would constitute the piece de résistance on the 
choicest table in Chicago, we plan greater variety for 

our sport, Bonfield and myself did not give up the 
sport until Tuesday afternoon, fishing from a point of 

rocks just below the camp, in the edge of the whirl of 

water from the rapids opposite, Standing on the farth- 
est rock, we could easily see the trout in six or eight feet 

of water in front of us, and, after the first few had been 

causht, we established the rule that the one who stood 

on the point should, as soon as he struck a fish, tow it up 
into the stiller water; and give the place on the point to 

the other, who, in turn, stepped back when he had 
hooked his fish, Each used the landing net for the 
other's fish, and thus the fun proceeded in regular rota- 

tion, Occasionally both would havea fish at the same 
time, which made some confusion. They ordinarily 
weighed from two to three pounds, a few overrunning 
the latter figure, and some falling below the former. As 

_ we already had in camp all the fish we could eat, we 
handled each new captive gently, carefully weighed him, 
and dropped him quietly into the water again, watching 
him strike out for the lowest rocks, But these trout did 

not seem to understand their fayored position ; that they 
were not to be thrown in a heap on the shore, nor handed 
over to the ravenous Indian, but were being caught 

ptrictly in the interest of science, that we might obtain 
the fair average weight of the fish in this stream. Sev- 

eral times L attempted to explain to some poor, deluded 
trout, who waa struggling manfully with adversity at the 
end of a line, that we meant him no harm, and if he 

would come up quietly and like a gentlemen, and be 

weighed, he would be allowed forthwith to depart in 
peace. But these explanations neyer seemed to give sat- 
isfaction, and the game creatures fought for liberty as 

determinedly as though fearing their destination was the 
frying-pan, Like the victims in Dea Quincy's ‘ Murder 
Considered as One of the Fine Arts,” they really had the 

temerity to object to their proposed fate, 

TROUT CORRALS, 

We have things better arranged now. We have es- 
tablished three corrals; one at the camp, and one 
on each of the fishing points below. By moving a few 
rocks at the edges of the water, and building a semi- 
circular breakwater outside, we have a pond several feet 
in diameter, and twelve or fifteen inches deep, through 
which the cold river water runs as fresh and pure as in 
the main current ; and there our happy family lie as 
quietly and peacefully as their ardent natures will per- 
mit. Wa haye about thirty domiciled now; and unless 
some party should come by who we are short of trout, 
and will promise to use and not waste them, we shall, on 
breaking camp, open the rocky barriers, and enjoy the 
sight of the vanishing tails taking an unceremonious de- 
parture. The Indians take turns with us in going down 
to the camp corral to watch and play with these tempo- 
vary captives. Some of these are already quite tame, 
and make no objection to being quietly stroked and pet- 
ted, though at any sudden motion the whole party unite 
in making the water boil with their frantic struggles, 
while the surface is cut with their high dorsal fins, We 
are all becoming adepts in the science of 

FISH PATHOLOGY, 
for when one of them is so unfortunate as to be caught 
ata considerable distance from the corral, he does not 
seem to relish the necessary aerial transportation, and on 
hie arriyal does not immediately display his customary 
high spirits. Tho science of pathology requires that he 
should then be gently held by the hand in his natural 
position, or with his mouth toward the entering stream 
of water. If he does not then appear to revive rapidly 
enough, a few mild shakes in the water will assist him, 
and, unless he is like Cassio, “ past all surgery,” he will 
begin to show his appreciation of your efforts by the 
movements of his mouth and fins. Last evening High 
and Pratt brought in fiye handsome fish in a comatose 
condition, all of which lay on their sides without making 
any more of an effort than could have been expected of 
the late respected Mrs. Dombey. The proper manipula- 
tion, however, began to have its effect at once; as soon 
as they were turned upright, they began to move, and in 
a few moments all but one were swimming about 
handsomely. That one, a four-pounder, seemed almost 
human in his desire for life, After having been once 
placed with his backup, he used every endeavor to re- 
maio so, and, whenever he fell over on to his side, he 
would look up and turn his head toward me in a sort of 
mute appeal to be righted ; and when assisted, he held 
his own as longas possible; and on feeling himself sink- 
ing again on to his side, he would make a desperate 
effort to regain his true fishy position, And so all the 
evening he hoyered between life and death, But his 
wound proved like Mercutio’s, and in the morning we 
found him lying like Red Murdock, ‘stark and stiif,” 
We have learned also to individualize the trout, and 

go recognize them accordingly, They are as different as 
the sheep in a flock, every one of whom the shepherd can 
distinguish, Oné has a long, slender head ; another, a 
peculiar coloring to the fins; a third has his dorsal fin 
tipped with white; a fourth, a peculiarly brilliant red 
belly; a fifth, the markings on his back so clear and 
tine that they seem almost one continuous color; and 4 
sixth, though small, has zigzag stripes broader than 
others of three times his weight. 

LANDING TROUT. 

If I were to say that these trout were game I would 
be saying simply what every one knows to be trueof all 
trout. The correct statement is that these show more 
vigor and determination after a few moments than when 
first hooked. The acquaintance with an eight-ounce rod 
seems to develop a wonderful amount of latent energy, 
and I have had a three-pounder make a run of over fifty 
feet after playing him for half an hour, and then repeat 
the same process afew moments later, The smaller trout 
on the Brule and many other streams not only jump clean 
ont of water in striking the fly, but afterwards do the 
game and shake themselves in the air after the manner 
of black bass, in hope to get the hook out of their mouths, 
These larger fish, however, seldom rise clear of the water 
in striking, and the heavier ones frequently do not show 
asingle fin; and as they choose the rougher water the 
first evidence of his size is the rapid running of the line 
from the reel, and the further proof is the persistence 
with which he strikes to the bottom and refuses to display 
his proportions, In the pool at the foot of the Falls yes- 

| terday one good fish threw himself clean out of water six 
times, each time shaking himself in mid-air vigorously, 
but im vain; butas a rule not one fish in ten will come 
near the surface for a lightrod until really tired, For an 
Indian’s rod, however, the case is different, As we were 
having some fine sport a few miles below, one of our In- 
dians seemed anxious to participate, and fastening about 
ten feet’ of stout line to the end of 4 setting pole he baited 
with a piece of bacon, and at the first bite a three-pound 
trout went sailing through the air in a manner as laugh- 
able to us as it must have been surprising to the trout. 

Lest some doubting Thomas, accustomed to the little 
hooks and diminutive trout of the Alleghanies, may sus- 

pect that these three, four and five pounders belong to 
some different species and are not the genuine broolr 
trout, I will add that {t is a well-established and un- 
doubted fact among all experienced men familiar with 
these Nepizon fish, that they are precisely the same as the 
trout of New England and the Adirondacks—the genuine 
Salvelinus fontinalis of the naturalist. 

LAKE NEPIGON, 

Yesterday we organized an expedition to Lake Nepigon, 
which lies beyoni the domain of whoever does not chance 
to haye the eye of the tourist or the artist. The fisher- 
man’s paradise ends at these Victoria Falls, A fairer 
paradise lies beyond, and a tonch of its beauty seemed 
éyen to fall upon the unromantic Indian, Bonfield, King 
and myself, in our character of excursionists, bid farewell 
to High and Pratt, who had assumed the literary charac- 
ter—so far at least as one of Trollope’s novels and a may- 
aziné would admit—and started northward. If these Falls 
are to be considered as the gateways of the paradise on 
either side, they are deserving of mention as such, and 
also for their intrinsic beauty. The broad expanse of 
Lake Nepigon is suddenly contracted through a wedge of 
islands and shot oyer a ledge of rocks between two points 
not two hundred feet apart. The dark purple cast, which 
T do not remember to have seen in other waters, forms a 
striking contrast with the dazzling silver whiteness of the 
spray into which all seems to be converted, and one ever- 
opening, ever-closing gulf of foam seems yawning for 
more water to grind upon its lowest rocks and throw up 
in silyer drops for the rainbow, which spans the horizon 
above the seething torrent, Below allis turmoil; aboveallis 
peace. Below the fierce current boils and rages through 
the narrow channel and around the wide rock-bound 
ovl, from which it escapes only to form two lesser rap- 

ids just below. Above are islands, widening shores, the 
unrufiled surface of the lake and perfect solitude. For 
two miles our canoe glided befween islands, gradually 
opening wider views and revealing more distant capes 
and peaks, until on roundmg a little point the fair lake 
opened before us—not one vast unbroken expanse like 
Michigan, but showing at one pvint only her waters 
meeting the sky, leaving a hundred islands equal honor 
in the beauty of the scene. Right in the center of our 
line of furthest view rose an island ship, Her solitary 
pine tree stood as the towering mainmast, with sails 
spread to the breeze. Two smaller birches furnished 
other masts, yards and sails, while the bare body of the 
rock rose just high enough to complete a well-propor- 
tioned yessel. Nature could furnish no better one, and 
man has not yet built upon these waters any othe! to 
dispute her supremacy, 

After the first burst of enthusiasm we lay enchanted 
with the scene. Before us the open lake; to our right 
the main land, gradually receding and rising to the height 
of several hundred feet, The forest was thick, but the 
trees small, as naturalin this high latitude, But upon 
one range of hills, at least five miles away, one great tree 
rose majestic against the sky, as though to re-assert 
the dignity of richer soil and more southern climes, At 
our left island succeeded island, until in the distance they 
seemed a mainland, though our guides told ua that the 
furthest land we could see was island still. 
Slowly we paddled out to our desertisland ship. It was 

rock-formed, rock-anchored and rock-encircled, as though 
to laugh to scorn a thousand Atlantic storms; and three 
massive stones showed that her prow was pointed toward 
the north to meet and brave the roughest winds sweeping 
from the Pole. The rock ship was all massive trap, and 
the treasure which she seemed ¢o bear was one great 
granite boulder, worn round and smooth ages ago in its 
perilous journey with the icebergs, perhaps, down from 
the Arctic zone, and now rejoicing in its haven of 
refuge on the safest spot on this rock-ribbed island, 

Our Indians at once turned their attention to a pair of 
loons swimming opposite another island half a mile to our 
right, and borrowing Bonfield’s gun one of them hid be- 
hind the rocks at the point, and the other commenced 
calling them up by imitating their well-known cry, The 
loons answered and commenced swimming toward us, 
and in ten minntes were within a hundred yards of the 
gunner; but they wisely declined to come nearer and 
soon sailed away, still uttering their plaintive caaniac 
cry, 

VIEW OF THE LAKE, 

To the right ofthe entrance to the lake rose a sugar- 
loaf hill, evidently commanding a good yiew of the sur- 
rounding country. From a series of observations we 
convinced ourselyes thatit was less then a mile from 
the water, while on the lake side it displayed a rocky 
bluff, which told us thatin ascending it we should nob 
be treated as other ambitious tourists have been who 
haye climbed high hills only to find them so thickly 
wooded on summit ag woll as side, as to furnish no point 
for a view. Drawing up the canoe on a gravelly beach—a 
rare thing here — we started inward and upward some- 
times through rough woods and tangled underbush, some-~ 
times sinking ankle deep in the yielding moss. 
The first view over the lake was exultant enthusiasm ;the 

second was rapturous admiration, Qu party gathered 



on the topmost cliff and gazed in unbounded wonder and 
delight. We stood probably six hundred feet above the 
water and in the clear atmosphere overlooked the whole 
lower end of the lake; the islands which had been united 
to our eyes before, now stood each in its separate setting 
of water, blue and beautiful as the ocean itself, The 
seventeen which lay at our feet were grouped in perfect 
farmony, and though many new ones had arisen in the 
west, beyond which there seemed to be a ridge of hills 
making the shores, our guide William, brought up on 
the lake, still told us that these were other islands and 
that the lake extended far beyond. Insome places the 
water, sheltered from the lightest breeze, reflected the 
island shores as from a mirror of burnished steel, and car- 
vied the clouds suspended in its liquid depths, and slowly 
moving in glorious procession. In others we saw, as 
it were, a lake of ice, frozen in some places clear as crys- 
tal, in others with a waving rippling appearance as though 
the ice-king had surprised a summer breeze upon its 
surface; and again there were those broken lines and nar- 
row augular crevices peculiar toa sheet of ice newly 
broken in the upheaving spring, and shining lines of 
water at the cracks. To the north the noble lake still 
refused to disclose to our searching gaze any boundary 
say@the sky to her horizon. To the south stretched the 
unbroken wilderness, except at a single point where the 
river stole out from behind a range of hills, soon losing 
herself again in the forest. Thesky was worthy of Italy, 
with the add d inspiration of its northern character. 
To add to the impressiveness of the scene, we knew that 
every shore washed by these waters was still as designed 
by naimre ; that no woodman’s axe has ever resounded in 
these forests ; that no steam whistle had ever broken 
their solitude ; that no path leads through them, except 
the trail of the Hudson Bay Company and the Indian; 
that no keel has ever plowed through these waters; and 
no sail held by a white man has ever been unfurled upon 
their waves. Finding on our standing place no evidence 
of preyious visitations, King suggested that it should be 
named; and asthe ascent, which to us had beena pleasure, 
was to his ankle a constant torment, his heroic endurance 
and boundless enthusiasm entitled him to the honor. So 
“ King’s Peak” it wasnamed, and one of Bonfield’s empty 
cartridges in the center of a mound of stones contains 
the record of its christening. Hach of the party standing 
witha boulder at his feet, at the edge of the rock, rolled it 
oyer the cliff, at the signal given, after the manner of the 
Titans of old on Mount Othrys, and all gave three cheers 
forthe place. Then, as master of ceremonies, Lcommanded 
that silence should be observed until the last echoes had 
died away, aud fired a salvo of Bonfield’s artillery toward 
the north, Each island took up the sound, and every 
shore repeated the reverberation, until rolling along the 
shore of the Nepigon it died away in the distance. 

Since sighting Thunder Cape, towering majestically 
nearly 1,400 feet of solid rock aboye Lake Superior we 
haye been constantly reminded of the rough yolcanic 
origin which geology ascribes to these regions, and so 
long as we remained on the lake, the islands, however 
wooded, showed along every shore a narrow strip of 
trap, the armament of the forest against the waves when 
Jashed by the storm. But gazing from this peak the 
fringe of rocks had apparently withdrawn into the forest 
or sunk beneath the quiet water, and all was harmony, 
confidence and peace. In the wholecircuit of our vision 
there was not a broken outline or a rough shore, save at 
one island headland far in the distance, which rose bold- 
ly from the water, and showed a part ofits side rough 
and bare as though unwilling that the rigors of this 
latitude should be wholly forgotton even under the be- 
witching influences of a perfect sunimer’s day. 

One essential part of the ceremony was lacking still. 
Blue flannel haying usurped so large a place in our 
apparel we could not produce the white flag which 

» should be planted, as a memorial, on the spot, and it 
would be presumption in foreigners to plant a colored 
flag within Her Majesty’s Dominions; so we were pre- 
paring sadly to return, when a movement of one of our 
guides afitracted our attention, and William having, in 
this moment of inspiration, torn out part of the lining of 
his coat, and Baptiste producing a pole, we planted the 
appropriate lag on the peak, and departed. And, though 
I should travel as widely over other continents as over 
our own, I never expect to gaze upon another scene 
which will more ardently call upon the sentiment of love 
for the beautiful, than this day vision of looking north- 
ward over the pure waters of the Nepigon, untouched by 
commerce and undisturbed by man, 

. JOstAn H, BIsseLn, 
‘tetoria Falls, Head of Nepigon River, Aug, 28th, 1879s 

(To be conluued.}j 
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THE ROUTE TO GRAND FALLS, 

HALIFAX, Nova Scotia, Way 13th, 
ITH all deference to ‘Salmo Fontinalis” and his 

very excellent letter in Formst anp Srreaw for 
May Sta, which I eagerly read, I beg to offer a few BuLp- 
plementary remarks about what he has probably inad- 

_vertently omitted. Iwent over the ronte planned by him 
in the autumn of “77, and would suggest to those who in- 
tend taking his good adyice to leave their visit untii late 
in September or early in October, when the scenery on 
the St, John River is at its best. Beyond doubt the most 
desirable route at that season from St. John to Frederic- 
ton is up the river in one of those beautiful little steam- 
ers built after the style of the Bristol or Providence. 
True, the steamer takes the greater part of a day to work 
against the current, while the train takes only a few 
hours; but then one is amply ahead on other scores by 
taking the boat, as the fare is only $1; and the scenery, 
as all the New Brunswickers put it, ‘‘beats anything any- 
where.” ‘tis truly grand just after the early frosts have 
brought the hardwood trees to their most beautiful tints. 
From the top of the steamer one can see far up the dit- 
ferent tributaries of the St. John, which sets him won- 
dering whence comes all the water. 

The beautiful little settlements are the gems of the 
scenery as the steamer shortens the eighty-four miles to 
Fredericton. No time is lost in exchanging freights with 
the smaller stations; a skillfully managed boat comes 
alongside, while the steamer keeps on her course ; a small 
ladder is let down on either side by which passengers, 
ete,, are trausferréd and they part, I wondered how 
those poor little villages struggled under the unpro- 
nounceable Indian names that I saw printed on the mail- 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

baga; but the syllables harmonize so nicely that after 
having heard them called out I thought pronunciation the 
easiest part of them, 

If the trayéler is not a very enthusiastic sportsman he 
can enjoy some 'good grouse shooting in the immediate 
vicinity of Fredericton. 
must have noticed the quaint old-ferry boats between 
Fredericton and the Nashwank. I imagine they are after 
the style of the very ancient New Yorkers ; they run well 
ashore at one end and haye a pole stuck in the mnd to 
oppose the current at the other. 
respondent's description is better than anything I could 
attempt. My visit was slightly varied by driving about 
fifteen miles in consequence of the railway being unfin- 
ished ; otherwise I enjoyed all the pleasures which he has 
experienced. 

Tobe sure ‘ Salmo Fontinalis” 

From this up your cor- 

JOSEPHUS. 

dlatural Histary. 

Address all communications to “ Forest and Slream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

SPRING NOTES FROM MINNEAPOLIS, MINN, 

April, 1880. 

April ist,—32°, 48°, 41°, Melted but little during the 

day. New arrivals noted wera killdeer ployers, loggerhead 
shrike, herring gull, golden-winged woodpeckers and 4 
Wilson snipe. Found first the shore lark’s ( Hremophila 
alpestris) nest to-day. It was on asandy ridge in the prai- 

rie ,and contained four eggs, which were fresh. 
have been built about March 26th or 27th, immediately 

upon the disappearance of the snow of the 25th, Many 

ducks flying, 

Tt must 

April 2d.—388, 48°, 879, Saw a sharp-shinned hawk 
and striped spermophile (Spermophilus tridecem lineatus). 
The ‘* gopher ” had just opened his hole, and was airing 

himself at the entrance after his long winter sleep. Song 
sparrows have become numerous, 
willow catkins are bursting their covering. 

Some poplar and 

April 8d.—86°, 51°, 40°. Rusty blackbirds. Gadwall 

ducks. -A small flock of Northern waxwings (A, garrulus) 
has been about the yard all day, the attraction being a 
quantity of rotten apples that I placed as a bait for them. 
They are yery fond of this kind of food, and will regu- 
larly frequent a place where itis to be obtained. The 
flock would alight on the ground, and feed eagerly and 
rapidly, until each bird was full, fairly to the mouth, 

when they would ascend by easy stages to the top of an 

oak tree standing close by. Herea brief period wasspent in 
cleaning and arranging their plumage, and in quiet repose, 

while the food they had eaten digested with astonishing 
rapidity, Soon they would begin to bestir themselves 
again, and drop one by one onto the ground to again 
gorge themselves. and then re-ascend to the tres-top as 

before. 
terruption. A sho} or any sudden noise would scare 
them off only for a short time, when they would return 

apparently as hungry as ever. 
character of the food, and consequent rapid digestion, 
is probably the explanation of the gluttony displayed, 
though the waxwings are in general yery hearty eaters, 

let the food be what it may, 
them on orange failed; they would not touch it. 

This was continued all day with but little in- 

The soft, unsubstantial 

An attempt at feeding 

April 4th,—349, 45°, 84°, A cold, windy day. A 
second shore lark’s nest, containing three eggs slightly 

incubated. 
in this instance showed much ‘anxiety for the safety of 
her nest, keeping close at hand and going into the nest 

Contrary fo the usual custem, the female 

wheneyer opportunity offered. The coldness of the day 

may have had some influence. The waxwings re- 

mained about until they had eaten all the apples. 
April 5th.—81°, 40°. A cold day, with light flurries of 

snow, Visited asmall lake near the city in which the 
fish have died from some cause unknown. Hundreds 
upon hundreds of dead fish of eight species, together 
with many frogs, lay all around the shore or floated in 
the water, Some of them were of large size: pickerel 
three feet long, black bass eighteen inches in length, and 

suckers two feet or more, They had been dead some 
time, as was evident from their appearance ; but as they 
were in yarious stages of decomposition it was evident 
they did not all die at the same time, The lake is of 
small dimensions, lies in a meadow, and is rather shallow 

around the edges, but deepens abruptly and is said to be 
forty feet deep in the middle. It is fed by springs, and 
has a small outlet, which, however, is often dry of late 

years. ‘The water is always clear as crystal, and stagna- 
tion can liardly be advanced as an explanation. What- 
ever the cause, it must have been something very vital to 
kill not only all the fish indiscrimimately, but even frogs 
and turtles. The dead fish consisted of the following 
species, named about in the order of their abundance : 

Sunfish (Hupomotis aureus), common sucker (Catostomus 

Commersonii), yellow perch, golden shiner (Nofemigonius 

chrysoleucus), black bass (Mf, pallidus), catfish (Amiurus 

vulgaris), pickerel (H. /wetus), and dogtish (A. calya), If 

anyone who may read this can, from such brief data, 
offer any explanation of such wholesale destruction of 
the inhabitants of a lake, it will be receiyed with interest 
by many persons here, 

April 6th.—81°, 28°, 37°. 
April Tth.—24°, 40°, 27°, Saw a flock of fifteen or 

eighteen evening grosbeaks on Nicollet Island, a locality 
near the heart; of the city where these birds are accus- 
tomed to appear. These are the first that Ihave seen 

this winter, though several were reported at different 

times during March, . 
April 8th.—28°, 51°, 42°, A sinter wren, a bittern 

and two loons, Heard the frogs croaking for the first 
time. Fox-colored sparrows have become numerous. 

April 9th,—48°, 74, 55°. Alder (Alnus incana) in bloom 

and pollen ripe, Some slight signs of starting vegeta- 
tion in the woods, but the ground, in most places, still 
frozen hard, , 

April 10th,—329, 42°, 31°. A purple martin. Ica about 

all out of the larger lakes, 
April 11th@=829, 45°, 88°, Soft maples in bloom. Spent 

some time watching evening grosbeaks on Nicollet isl- 
and. Their principal food at present is the last year’s 
seed of the sugar maple. The islandistimberedin pari 
with maple trees, and onthe ground are quantities of the 

keys, which are now swelling and beginning to sprout. 
These the grosbeaks seek for, and, taking out the kernel, 
remoye the dry, brown covering, and hayeaa fresh green 

morsel, which they seem greatly to relish. They are also : 
very fond of the keys of the box-elder, and during winter, 
when the snow is on the ground, make this a regular ar- 
ticle of diet, for as the seeds remain hanging on the trees 
in bunches, they are easily obtained, With the sharp, 

overlapping edges of their powerful beak they clip the 
dry keys in two as neatly as it could be done with a pair 
of scissors, and then with the same instrument, clumsy 

looking as it is, manipulate the parts and remove the 

small, slender kernel. 
April 12th, —40°, 70°, 61°,—The first yellow-rump war- 

bler and a grass finch. Saw the Bohemian waxwings. A 
trumpeter swan was shot to-day on the Minnesota River, — 

about ten miles from Minneapolis, by Mr. G, Van Ess, 
The first pasque flowers (Anemone putens, var, Nuttal- 

jana) in blossom. 

April 13th,—53°, 74°, 48°. Several martins. 

April 14th.—54°, 648, 31°, Wind blew very heavy all 
day, hot and exhausting in the morning, the thermome- 

ter reaching 77°; then turned cooler, and by evening was 
freezing. Red-headed duck shot, Saw many yellow- 
rumps, ruby-crowned wrens, white-bellied swallows and 

the evening grosbeaks and Bohemian waxwings on Nic- — 

ollet Island. (The waxwings left us about this date, as 
this was the last time they were seen), 

April 15th.—289, 50°, 38°. 
April 16th.—88°, 60°, 45°. 
April 17th.—48°, 68°, 52°. 
April 18th,—46°, ‘72°, 649, 
April 19th,—33°, 38°, 37°. Snow, 
April 20th.—40°, 60°, 48°, Ground white with snow 

that fell lastnight, Two untinished loggerhead shrikes’ 
nests, Meadow larks paired, Early crowfoot (Ranun- 

culus rhomboidens) in bloom. 
April 2ist.—54°, 78%, 45°. White-throated sparrows. 

A phesbe bird's nest containing one egg. Bank swallows 
in great numbers excavating their holes. A small flock 

ef Lapland longspurs. Liver-leaf (Hepatioa acutiloba), 
bloodroot (Sanguinaria Canadensis) and Isopyrum bt 
ternatumin bloom, Ground plum (Astralagus caryocur- 
pus) m bud, 

April 22d,—42°, 60°, 482, 
April 23d,—448, 53°, 47°, 
April 24th,—36°, 45°, 45°, 

snipe, 
April 25th.—42°, 50°, 39°. Bonaparte’s gulls, A crow 

blackbird building its nest behind a water pipe under the 
caves of a house located in the central part of the city, 
Two bluejays’ nests, one with one egg. Hnglish sparrow 
nesting about City Hall, These sparrows are increasing 
quite rapidly here, and will without doubt become a 
great nuisance before many years, 

April 26th.—39°, 45°, 42°. Geums trijlorwm and Anten. 
naria plantaginifolia in bloom, 

April 27th,—41°, 64°, 50°. Brown thrushes. 

April 28th.—50°, 54°, 44°, A chipping sparrow. 
golden-winged woodpecker nesting, A bluejay’s nest, 
containing three eggs. 
Dutchman’s breeches (Dicentra Cucullaria) and small- 

flowered crowfoot (Ranunculus abortivus) in bloom 

Dog's-tooth violet (Hrythronium albidum) in a very fayor 
able spot nearly in bloom. 

April 29th.—39%, 51°, 41°. A few flakes of snow in the 
afternoon, Box elders and cotton-woods in full bloom. 

April 30th,—40°, 60°, 52°. Ice nearly a fourth of an 
inch thick formed last night. Black-throated green warb- 

ler, yellow red-poll warblers and yellow-headed black 
birds noted, THos, 8, RoBerTs. 

Large number of Wilson’s 

— 

Bars anp Bepstds,—Conway Farm, Spotsylvania 
County, Virginia, May 12th.—* W. P. M.,” of Boston 
Mass,, in your issue of 6th instant, supposes that the 
swallows repair to basswood forests and become infested 

may, kill one of these animals when he chooses, 
ill be very apt to find it covered with these v 



When [ was a lad in Virginia thousands of bats used to 
‘take the roof and upper room, or ‘‘ debtor's prison,” 
heir roosting places, and the prisoners were fairly coy- 
ered with chinches. Ihave observed in Texas that the 
Teather-wing bat frequently hung in shady forests upon: 
trees in long festoons, and also upon fences which were 
sequestered. When this is the case the bedbug will ever 
be found under the bark, and in the interstices of both 

trees and rails, In 1867 the writer built him a residence, 
‘and the leather-wings took possession before he did. 
Bats roosted in one or two of the rooms, and when the 
house was occupied by the writer aud his family, there 
owas unceasing warfare wpon the rest-breakers for nearly 
two years before we were the victors, *‘ W, P. M.” may 
Test assured that the ‘‘ barn,” ‘ basswood forests,” *'a 
house,” etc,, of which he writes, were first infested by 
being the resort of the leather-wing bats, I reason this 
way. It is well known that bats are ever coyered 
with these pests, and, so far as I know, swallows are not; 
therefore, it is reasonable to infer, the places where the 
swallows made their home had been the dwelling place 
oi the bat. Itseems to me just possible that the bats gol 
he chinches from dwellings, to which they are at once 

attracted by lights, and then they breed upon them, and 
feed to their heart’s content, so far as I know, unmolested 
pon the countless numbers which Hock together, 

fi. M, Conway, 
es 

Waren Baars Bring Forra.—Nashville, May 12th.— 
Wor some time passed I haye noticed a number of articles 
in the Formst aNnD STREAM spe the subject as to what 
season of the year bears give birth to their young. Per- 

“haps one or two facts on the subject may throw the de- 
sirad light. Five or six years ago Viscount Parker re- 
turned to Naw York from Florida during the month of 
May: he brought with him a cub which could not have 
been more than two months old. This would fix March 
‘28 the month he was born in, but in Mississippi the fall 
of the year is when cubs are commonly offered for sale ; 
and the first bear I eyer killed was one I should judge was 
gbout six months old, that had been captured hy my 
father’s huntsman, but. was found too oldtotame, He 
proke the chain hy which he had been aitttached, and 
finding it inipossible to induce him to descend from a 
high tree in our yard, which he had climbed, it was de- 
Gided that IT should haye the honor of shooting him. My 
impression is that there is no regular month for their 

inging forth in our Southern country, It was in No- 
yember when the above occurred, J.D. H. 
' — — 

ARRIVALS AP THE PHILADELPHIA ZOULOGICAL GARDEN FOR 
THE WOHK ENDING May 200a.—Lechain snake Ophtbolus doliatus 
trianyulis), 2 king snakes (Ophibolus getulus), 1 brown thrush (Tur- 

Mis rufus), 2 horned lizards (P. cornutum), 1 alligator (Alligator 

issipensia), L snapper terrapin (Chelyedra serpentina). All 

asented. 2 Gilleapie’s hair seals (Zilopls Gillespie), 1 Rocky 
Mountain sheep (Ovis Montana), 4 howling monkeys (Mycetes pal- 
Hiatus), 1 black-handed spider-monkey (Ateles melanochir). All 

purchased. 1 Virvinia deer (Cervus tirginianus) and i Llama 

(Lama perucna). Born in the garden, 

Kish Culture. 

Addyess all communications to Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
OO + 0 oe 

[From a Stall Correspondent. ] 

THE INTERNATIONAL FISHERY BXUIBITION AT 
BERLIN. 

No, Ti,—Fisaine TACKLE, 

HE show of fine tackle used in angling is confined 
entirely to three countries—Germany, England 

nd the United States—the others neither making nor 
ng it to any great extent, In the collection of German 
a, the angler can detect many of English and Amer- 

1 make; usually of the lower priced kinds, cheap rods, 
hine made, and well adapted to the wants of the ju- 
ile angler, or of those of more mature year's, who would 
to own a jointed rod which is not too expensive, and 

enot at all critical as to taper, weight, direction of 
in, distribution of strain, and the other qualities 

ch the finished angler requires to be contained in a 
vod. Within the past ten years angling, as an art, 

‘been most assiduously cultivated by a few enthusi- 
asts in Germany, until upon the dark ground of a map of 
the Dmpire a few white spots could be made, each show- 

Me a center from which the light of angling science is 

sed for a short distance, and then is absorbed in the 

Imess of that piscatory night which envelopes many 

ural districts in America where the popular idea of ang- 
vis to obtain the greatest number of fish in the least 

ssible time. The German has never, until within the 
time named, looked at angling save as a means of getting 

ish ; but, thanks to the enthusiastic fishers which have 
hg up within a few years, there are quite a number 
‘ood anglers now in the country, and their numbers 
increase, From this it will be scen that the best 
6 is not in general use here, the demand for it being 
imited that it is entirely supplied from foreign 
ces. Somo light rods of native manufacture are 

shown which have a spike in the butt, which can 

inserted in a bank or log, so that the flies may fish 
ay while the angler seeks other recreation, and a 
valty is a bell attached to a light bait-rod, which 

trikes an alarm when the bait was disturbed, and so 
es the attention, should it chance to be fixed upon 
other object—a cupital thing for boys who fish off 
York wharves and sleep in the sun between bites. 

THE AMERICAN EXHIBIT, 

The American Exhibit is the most complete in all arti- 
ertaining to fishing with a hook and line, the fine 
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collection of the Nationel Museum serving to illustrate 
the gradual development of this mude of fishing, and 
contains a series of articles ranging from the wooden 
hooks of the savage to the rent and glued bamboo rod cf 
the dainty angler of to-day, In the room devoted to the 
display of these articles, it is interesting to observe how 

the implements of the sayage man have, by contac with 
is civilized brother, gradually approached the forvus ap- 

proved by the latter as far as the materials of which they 

are made will allow. Thus, from the northeast coast of 

‘America there ara hooks of wood, of bone, and of both 
materials Combined in one; but the wooden ones are of 

necessity the largest and most clumsy, although when 

bent from one piece they are lighter than seems consistent 

with the strength required to capture the large fishes 
which the Esquimau usually seeks, and the same may 
be said of the implements from Alaska and the northwest 
coast down to California. Often the wooden hooks are 
of two pisces, joined at the bottom in a V-shaped ar- 

rangement, bound with some vegetable fiber, but the 

combination of bone and wood affords the best chance 
for the addition of a barb or beard, which is utilized in a 

manner which is quite effective ; but wherever the iron 

or steel of the white man has been obtainable, its value 

over all other materia] has been quickly appreciated, and 
the most primitive use of iron for fish hooks is shown in 
those obtained from the Wallapai Indians, which is a 

pipe-shaped wooden hook with a nail for a barb, while 
other tribes have drilled a hole in a flat bone, and inserted 

a nail or a bit of steel in a sort of barbless hook, Combi- 
nations of bone and steel also enter into the heads of har- 
poons and harpoon-arrows, while some of the Indians of 
the northwest coast were fortunate enough to own iron 

enough to make the entire hook, which closely followed 

the patterns in use by the white fishermen. Hvyen an eel 
spear is shown made entirely of iron by the natives. The 
lines which accompany these hooks are of grass, sea- 

weed or kelp, whalebone, and skin of seal or walrus, the 
latter for the heavy lines used in the capture of large 
fish and for harpoon lines. A very interesting trawl line 

of sea-weed and whalebone is shown, and also a service- 
able looking grass ropé, which is attached to a sealskin 

buay, and is evidently a harpoon line, 
Not only the angler and the fisherman are interested 

in coniparing the rude machinery of the savage with 

those of civilized man which are close beside them, and 

which give a complete history of the improvements in 

the mode of catching fish by man in his natural state to 
supply his daily food—man as a trading animal who 
catches to exchange for money or produce, and man, who 

having no pressiug needs to fill, fishes for his amusement— 
but it also furnishes a field of study for the ethnologist 
as well, Following the line of development here shad- 

owed, the next case contains hooks of various sizes and 

patterns, niade by the ‘American Hook and Needle Com- 
pany,” from tbat used for lly-tying and minnow catching 
up to those required for the great halibut, and an enor- 
mous hook, with a chain attachment, which might serve 
asa killock for a light yacht, intended for the largest 

shark, together with steel wire, illustrating the ten pro- 
cesses through which the material goes before heing 
turned oul a perfect fish-hook; bluetish squids of bone 
and metal, others covered with eel skin or cloth; blue- 
fish drails; pearl minnows for angling, etc., in great 

variety. Next comes the spoons and other spinning baits 
of Buel, Chapman, James, Mann, and Trowbridge, as well 

as those abominable inventions known as spring hooks 
or “ socdolagers,” which, like fish poisons, it should be 

made a felony to use or haye in possession. 
Among the fishing lines can be seen heayy quarter- 

inch tarred cotton shroud-laid lines for fishing in twenty- 
five or more fathoms of water, as well as raw cotton 
lines, both shroud and hawser-laid ; trayyl lines ; lines of 
linen for angling ; horse-hairlines ; braided silk, both raw 

and waterproof ; silk lines witha horse-hair worked in to 
prevent kinking. In fact, everything adapted to the 

taking of a fish, froma shark to a trout of four ounces, or 

eyen a minnow; ‘‘pickerel traps” for showing when a 
bait is struck while fishing through the ice, and silk worm 

gut of all sizes. In the collection of the National Museum 

nay be found many artificial flies from the stores of 

Abbey &Imbrie, Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, bradford & 
Anthony, as well as a case of those made by the skillful 

Miss McBride, while the patterns of reels seem to puzzle 
the uninitiated as to their object and mode of use, The 
light rubber reel, the perforated nickel reel of Orvis; and 

celluloid, brass and wooden reels, 
—<>——— 

Diseasmp FisH is Kenrucky.—Ver'sdilles, Ky., Mag 
10th, 1880,—Professor Spencer P. Baird, U. 8S. Uom- 
misstoner Dish and Fishertes.—Dear sir:—Because of the 
very great interest you haye shown in the propagation 
of fish, I take the liberty to ask of you information that 
is earnestly desired by this community. 
Two years ago a company of gentlemen builla ale 

one mile from town, which covers thirteen acres of 
ground; it was well stocked with bass and newlight. 
They increased rapidly, and last season we had splendid 
sport, Mor two weeks they have been dying, and as yet 
we are unable to find the cause of the fatality. I have 
examined a large number of them, and will tell you as 
briefly and plainly as Lcan how they die, and what I 
have found upon examination. They willswim around 
with their heads to the surface of the water, thne after 
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jumping yp once or twice, they die very quickly. I 
have found the whole lining membrane of the stomach 
inflamed. but that of the intestine only in patches sim- 
ilar to inflammation of the intestinal glands of man in ty- 
phoid fever. From time to time we haye caught bream 
from the lake, but as noné were intentionally put there, 
we haye supposed that there were fifty newlights to one 
bream, Yet out of about two thousand dead fish, all ae 
bream except about one hundred newlights and twenty 
bass, ‘This inclines us to believe that the bream are 
peculiarily susceptible to the disease. The post mortem 
condition differs so in the two varieties (the newlight 
and bream) that I will give them separately, In fhe 
bream the inflammation is more destructive—in some in- 
stances there were perforations of the bowel—its stomach 
and bowels were always empty. In the newlight the in- 
flammation was not so extensive, the stomach nearly al- 
ways contained food, and some fecal matter in the bowel, 
ene lake is fed by a large, never-failing spring of pure 
water. 
Any information will place an entire community under 

obligations to you; therefore I hope to hear from you soon. 
J. WARREN Stirr, M. D, 

P, 5. —I failed to state that some suspected poisoning 
from the fish-berry, but I could find no evidence of this; 
not eyen with the microscope, 

Professor Baird sends us the above, that its publica- 

tion in our columns may elicit suggestions as to the cause 
and remedy of the disease. 

ne 

ORnGON.—The Astorian, of Astoria, Oregon, gives the 
following interesting account of the work of the United 
States Fish Commissioners in that State:— 

Messrs. Jordan and Gilbart, of the United Stales Fish 
Commission, left Astoria Monday moroing, by way of Ke- 
lama for the Sound, Their moyements in Astoria were 
so quiet that many people were not aware of their presente 
here. Their business here was to collect statistics and 
information in regard to fisheries for use of the census 
bureau ; to collect specimens of every species of fish in- 
habiting or entering Columbia River, especially of the 
salmonidée ; to ascertain thle number of species, and the 
habits and ranges of each. Of course a work of this 
magnitude cannot be completed in a few days, or even 
months, and if is thought that we may see them here oc- 
casionally for several years. ‘Their next visit will be 
sonietime in July. They have prepared and sent away 
several specimens of spring salmon, Oncorhynchus guilg 
nat, of blue-back O, hypsifario; of steel-head Sulmo tsup- 
piich(?); and three species of sturgeon, In regard to the 
Sulmo tsuppilech a very curious question is raised. It 
was first described as a trout by Sir Jobu Richardson, in 
1536; and from that time until a few years ago, no speci- 
men had ever been sent to Washington, though: bundreils 
of every other trout had been received, and but for the 
reputation of the eminent naturalist who described ib, ils 
existence would have been doubted. In 1878 Mr, Living- 
ston sSnt a fine specimen, afoot long, fron tlie Clackamas 
Stone. Now that Prof, Jordan hasexamined the steel-head 
he thinks it probable that it is the Salmo tsuppitch of 
Richardson ; and the question is whether itis a sea going 
fish, or only an immense river trout, From the class of 
fishes to wnich by its structure it belongs, the latter 
should be the case. The fish known as pike, chub, 
sucker, etc., isatrue chub; allied to the Buropean tich 
of that name. The commissioners have not succeeded in 
gelting many trout from our streams, as yet; only fiye 
from Jim Crow creek were shown them, One was the 
Sabno tridea, or Pacific brook trout; the other four 
were, Salmo clarkt or Clark’s trout, named in honor of 
the explorer. An alcohol tank was left at the Kinney 
cannery and arrangements made to have seyeral hundred 
trout preserved for inspection on their return, Readers 
of the Astorian may remember the description of a 
particular spotted trout, caught at Oak Point last fall by 
Wr, Fred Kendall, ‘This was preserved, and proves to bu 
the Pacifie red-spotted trout, common on the headwaters 
of the Columbia, but never seen so low down as Oak 
Point before. The fish found buried in the sand on the 
beach are new to science, and specimens are very much 
wanted. Prof. Baird was mistaken in calling it Leterus- 
tachus rostratus, which is an altogether different fish, 
The fish reported as shad a year ago, proves to be shad 
without a doubt, 

Sea and River Sishing. 

FISH IN SEAXON IN MAY, 

Trout, Salvelinus fontinatis. Salmon Trout, Salmo conjfinia. 
Salmon, Sabu satar. Shad, Alvsa. 

Lind-locked Salmon, Salmo yluvert. 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending reports for the Forusr Anp Stream Directory of 
Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to giva 

the following particulars, with such other information as t,o 
may deem of value: State, Town, County; Means of access; Hotel 
and other Accommodations; Game andits Season; Fish and its 

Season; Boats, Guides, etc.; Name of person to addross. 
—— 

Address all communications to ‘‘ Forest and Streanv 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
tr 

Biser Crus.—Mr. H. H. Thompson, of this city, Vica 

President of the Bisby Club, left this city last week for 
the elab’s headquarters, Bisby Park, Moose River Tract, 
Herkimer County. Tle was to have been joined at Utica 
by Messrs. F, W. Snow, of Ramapo, Robert B. atid Frank 

Cable, of Elmira; A, Rockwell, artist, of Buffalo, and 

Chas, A. Walbradt, of Theresa, Woe need not wish the 
party ‘‘ good luck,” for they know hovw to catch their 
own fish and how to enjoy their days in the woods, 

x ae 
TROUTING IN THE CATSKILLS.—New York, May 20th.— 

We have just returned from a two weeks’ trip among the 
Catskills, Mr, A. Whitney aud wile, of Brooklyn, atid 
myself and wite, lefh Grand Central Depot morning of 
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May 5th for Shandaken, on the Ulster and Delaware R. 
R.; fare $2.90, Westopped at La Ment’s Hotel; fished 
the Notch, Pine Hollow, Broad Street Hollow, Pox Tol- 
low, Big Indian, and other streams in that locality ; 
found fish plenty, but very small, and certainly a dis- 
grace for any sportsman to takehome. ‘Tired of this lo- 
cation, we took the train and got off at Arkville ; hired a 
team—price $4—and droye to farm house of Mr, De 
Silvie, Grant’s Mills, Delaware County, fifteen miles from 
railroad ; fished Millbrook in Ulster County, and met 
with good success, Mr, Whitney and myself are sports- 
men to the backbone, and will walk with any one thirty 
miles if necessary to catch two good sized trout, but 
when you come to small ones we will always put them 
back, and if every sportsman and true lover of trout 
would do the same we would have better fishing in a 
short time, We fished Millbrook four days, catching 
only enough to supply our table. The last day Mr, 
Whitney and myself caught one hundred and sixty and 
brought most of them home, and they were beauties, all 
good size. Boy-like, coming down on the railroad we 
had to open our basket to look at them, and they were 
admired by more than one passenger on the train, We 
had a very pleasant trip, and I can say to our friends that 
there are good sized trout left yet, if you go in the right 
direction. Law is not up in Delaware County until 
June ist or 10th. H, C. W. 

rOREST AND STREAM, 

Boston to Upper Dam, via Bryant’s Pondand Andover, 
return via Dixville Notch and Colebrook, $17.75, 

Boston to Upper Dam, via Bryant's Pond and Andover, 
return wid Dixville Notch, Colebrook and the White 
Mountains, $20.60. 

Boston to Indian Rock, via Bryant’s Pond and Andover 
and return, $15.25, 

Boston to Indian Rock, via Bryant’s Pond and Andover, 
return via Phillips and Farmington, $15.25, 

Boston to Berlin Mills House, Magalloway River and 
return, via Bethel and Upton, $14.50, 
{2 Boston to Berlin Mills House, Magalloway River and 
retum, via Bryant’s Pond and Andover, $16.50. 

Boston to Dixyille Notch and return, via Bethel and 
Upton, $15.50, 

Boston to Dixville Notch, via Bethel and Upton, return 
via Colebrook and North Stratford, $15.25. 
sete to Lake Umbagog and return, via Bethel, 

Boston to Exrol Dam and return, via Boston, Concord 
and Montreal R. R,, $19.00, 

These tickets many be procured in Boston, New York, 
Philadélphia, Baltimore and Washington, and other 
large places, at all the general ticket offices. 

A new steamer has also been built for the Richardson 
Lakes, and will ply this summer between South Arm, 
Middle Dam, Upper Dam and all points on the lake. 

The roads from Andover to the South Arm of the lower 
Richardson Lake, and from the Middle Dam to Lake 
Umbagog, have both been laid out as county roads, and 
will be in first-rate condition this summer, RAMBLER, 
+ 

nt THE OLD SCOUT GOERS FISHING. 
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Vireinta—Met. Airy, N. C.. May 15th.—Our ‘* little” 
party, tired of the “‘Sanny South,” went to the moun- 
tains of Patrick County, Va., a few days ago on a 
trouting, for a little recreation. The waters of the Dan 
are good right now. We hooked upward of three hun- 
dred in two days; also, with our guns bagged three large 
wild turkeys, two gobblers and one hen, besides pheas- 
ants, squirrels, rabbits, partridges, robins, doves, snakes, 
etc, The snakes were shot on our hunt in the mountains— 
rattlesnakes, adders, and black snakes. Weseldom kill 
a black snake, unless he gets saucy. In our party was a 
deaf mute, one of the Siamese Twins’ sons, Bunker. He 
enjoyed the trip hugely—full of lifeand fun, ‘T. M. B. 

——— 

ye of mine as was out a fishin’, together with 
me, afew days ago after trouts, has showed me 

your paper of Thursday, March 18th, In that you has a 
article tellin’ how as to ketch trouts on Aprilist. Now 
you must have been a April foolin’, and didn’t think as 
how we would iecollect twas the 1st of April, seeing as 
how you says grizzly kings and perfessers and spiders 
coopers and sich. Now I don’t know much of them flys, 
but 1’) tell you—as you asks it that folks send you ac- 
counts of the triumphs and reyerses of your readers— 
just what kind of luck them perfessers had up here in 
Montanny last week. Well, we went a fishin’—two offi- 
cers and acitizen,a New Yorker, and me; and them 
officers and that citizen they was just fixed up with rods 
as looked like a long whip, and wasn’t to my eye half as 
strong, but they said them rods would yank out any trout 
as I showed’em. Well, when we got inter the moun- 
tains, and went a fishin’, they puts on rooster hackles 
and pintail grouse fethers, as they called gray perfessers. 
I told *em it weren't no use, but they laffed and said all 
right, you just watch. Well, I couldn’t beleeve as sen- 
sible fellows would calkerlate in ketchin’ trouts with them 
feathers, and laffed to myself; but at it they went, 
sneeken up through the briars and brush, and showin’ 
heeps of spunk, fer they didn’t mind the cold water as 
much asI did, and just tried like all that was out to 
ketch them trouts. But it yweren’t no use; they just 
cum up and took a look around and went off, and never 
no more thought of bein’ fooled by fethers than I would 
of bein’ by a Crow squaw for a Sioux buck. Then they 
tried black parmers and brown ibises and red parmers, 
and a lull lether book full; but it werent no more use 
than the perfessers. I told ‘em them trouts hadn’t ever 
been to skool in the colledges, and they didn’t know the 
perfessers. That kinder riled’em, but they laffed, and 
egun trying grasshoppers made of gum, and black 

tumble bugs and tater bugs, and the Lord only knows 
that they had more of them bugs than ever growed in 
Montanny ; and I kep’ on a lafiin. Well, now, don’t you 
know, all the time as them three fellers was a playin’ at 
fishin’ with them things, I was a fishin’, I wasaketchin’ 
fish. Now you write a fishin’ paper, and you know when 
aman gogs ahed of you fishin’, a foolin’about and wadin’ 
threw the water, ‘taint much of a chance of a man what 
comes behind a ketchin’ much fish; but them trouts 
weren't fooled by no sich fether things, Them trouts 
was just hungry for something to eat, and fethers is 
mighty poor eatin’; so I come along behind ‘em, and 
throwed my line. Now I hada hook—a real old Limer- 
ick hook with a twist on it—and I hada chunk of deer 
roeet, and the way them trouts cum up and took that 
meet were a caution, They was just as hungry as they 
could be, and sumtimes a big fellow would vit the meet 
and not git caught on the hook; and when I put on an- 
other piece of meet he just had had taste enuff of that 
meet to go for the next piece with a jump and get 
kotched, you bet, Well, I had heeps of fun. I kotched 
fish and laffed at them fellows till I eried, and they was 
just tired, and swearin’ they didn’t believe as them fish 
was trouts. Well, now, that was sort of meen, I thought, 
and told’em so; and I said’taint no use, gentlemen, these 
trouts ain't been to colledge, and you better take some of 
my deer meet, Well, they didn’t kind of like to do it, 
and sed that weren't no kind of fishin*; but as they was 
there, and couldn't ketch ’em any other way, they’d try 
ib jist 10 spend the time. So they put deer meet on top 
of them féthers, and tried again, Well, don’t you know 
they jist missed more nor half their fish; then they was 
sort of mad, cause I didn’t miss mine, Well, after 
awhile I looked at their hooks, and blamed if they didn’t 
have hooks as didn't haye any twiston’em, Well, I told 
‘em them hooks were no count, and they said they was 
the very best of hooks—that they was Sprote’s. Well, 
now, Ldon’t know, Sprote may make good hooks, but 
he better make ‘em with a twist on ‘em. They ain’t no 
use if they ain't got a twist. Well, I got a whole big 
string—moré than all three of them—and then we went 
to camp and cooked sum and dried the rest of *em to take 
home. Now, I haye seen cily fellows ketch lots of *em 
out here in the sunimer with fethers, but ‘taint no use 
when they is reel hungry ; in the spring they want meet. 
Now I say they is eddukated, for they take their desert 
after they gets 4 good dinner, and they won't eat desert 
on a emty stumack. THE OLD Scour, 
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Bass IN Texas.—Wazahachie, Texas, May 17th.—1 
have before me your issue of May 6th, in which appears 
a communication from Willis, Texas, over the signature 
“CG, L, J.," in which the writer describes his preparations 
for a campaign against the black bass. I am afraid, 
however, thatifthe gentleman confines his piscatorial 
pursuits to the killing of black bass in Texas, he will, in 
the language of the poet, “get left,” I have fished all 
the principal rivers and best fishing grounds in the State, 
and killed every variety of fish known to exist m Texas 
fresh waters, buthaye never yet met with the black bass. 
Whatis known as the black bass here is rock bass proper, 
called in the northern States variously rock bass, striped 
bass, river bass, etc., according to the locality, and uni- 
versally known as trout among natives of the Southern 
States. If “O.L. J.” will carefully peruse lrank Porester’s 
s¢ Rin and Feather,” he will find there such information 
in regard to black bass and rock bass as will forever set- 
tle in his own mind which of the two yarieties abound in 
Texas waters ; and he will never again be guilty of mis- 
taking our gamy and toothsome favorite for the un- 
wioldy but voracious black bass. Perhaps ‘C, L. J.” will 
kindly furnish the readers of FOREST AND STREAM with 
an account of the first or opening battle of his campaign. 
I, for one, shall look with great interest for a record of 
his success with flies in capturing ‘ Texas pee oa 

—>—_— 

Tym RICHARSON-RANGELEY Lakus.—Thetrayel to this 
celebrated lake region has already commenced, and quite 
a large number of people are scattered about between 
ferrof Dam, Umbagog Lake, and the Upper Dam, on the 
Richardson Lakes. At present writing the fishing on the 
Magalloway and Diamond rivers is first rate, and large 
strings are also being taken at Middle Dam, Upper Dam, 
head of the Upper Richardson Lake, Beaver Ponds, Rich- 
ardson Ponds, and Mill Brook. 

The two most direct routes, by Bryant’s Pond and 
Andover, and by Bethel and Upton, seem to be the fayo- 
rites at present, and most of the people who are visiting 
the lakes this spring go by one or the other. Laterin the 
season, however, the ‘‘ Dixville Notch Route” must be- 
come the favorite on account of the wonderful scenery 
along its way. A ; 
An unusually large number of round trip excursion 

tickets have been issued by the different railroads this 
spring, and tourists and sportsmen cannot complain for 
lack of diversity in routes. Some goin by Bryant's Pond 
and Andover, and back the same way, and others back 
by way of Upton and Bethel, The Dixville Notch tickets 
read various ways; some to North Stratford and Cole- 
brook, by way of the Grand Trunk Railway, others by 
way of the Boston, Concordand Montreal Railroad, From 
Colebrook you go down through Dixville Notch to Errol 
Dam, where connection is made with the elegant little 
steamer Parmachenee, a new boat, built this spring, 
expressly for this route, She runs daily to all points on 
Umbagog Lake, and up the Mayalloway every Tuesday, 
Thursday and Saturday. She connects at the Berlin 
Mills House (Brown's Farm) with teams for head of 
‘Aziscohos Falls at Sunday Cone, with teams for the Mid- 
dle Dam (Angler's Retreat); and at Upton with daily 
stages for Bethel, running through Grafton Notch, a ro- 
mantic pass in the mountains, 
Through the kindness of Chas. A. J. Farrar, Esq., 

author of ‘‘Richardson and Rangeley Lakes Illustrated,” I 
am able to give from adyance proof sheets of his book 
the following list of excursions to Dixville Notch and the 
Rangeley Lakes, and I have no doubt but many of your 
readers will be glad to learn at this early day the expense 
of tickets to the lakes, and the different routes :— 
Boston to South Arm Richardson-Rangeley Lakes and 

return, via Bryaut's Pond and Andoyer, $12,00, 
Boston to Middle Dam and return, via Bryant's Pond 

and Andover, $18.00. 
Boston to Middle Dam and return, vic Bethel and Up- 

ton, $14.50. 
Boston to Upper Dam end return, via Bryant's Pond 

and Andover, $14.00, 
Boston to Upper Dam and return, via Bethel and Up- 

ton, $16.00. iy 
Boston to Upper Dam via Bryant’s Pond and Andover, 

return vig Bethel and Upton, $15.00, 

Connecticur—Norwich, May 10fh.—A. nuniber of gen- 
tlemen interested in glass ball shooting met on Friday 
evening and organized a shooting club, A constitution 
and by-laws were adopted, and the following officers 
elected : President, A. g. Childs; Secretary, C. W. Scott; 
Treasurer, Hi, ;A. Tracy. The club meets twice weelly 
for practice, C. W, 5, 
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Address all communications to ‘Forest anid Streagy 
Publishing Company, New York.” OY 

— een! 

—Mr, Charles Lincoln, the superintendent of the lat 
shoy, has returned home ; his address, in the future, 

be care of Gillman Brothers, Detroit, Mich, It would 
a great oversight on our part if we failed to complim 
Mr, Lincoln on his supervision during his stay in 
York. On the days of the show he exhibited moré 

than ever that wonderful executive ability to condn 

everything to everyone’s satisfaction, We did not 

one murniur, 
at 

DEPARTURE OF THE ENGLISH JUDGES.—The steameé 
City of Richinond, which sailed from this port on Satu 

day last, had on board both of the Hnglish judges, Mm 
Dalziel and Dr. Stables. Their stay here had been une 

voidably protracted to a much longer period than an) 
pated when they left Liverpool, on April 1éth, 
neither were sorry that the time had come for their 

turn home, Since their arrival on the 24th ult. thew 
spare moments were employed in visiting the pla 
interest in the metropolis and in trips to the neighbo: 
cities, Dr, Stables having: made two visits to Philadel 
and also going on to Baltimore and Washington ; whi 
Mr, Dalziel had been to Boston and made Niagara Fa) 
flying visit. As the dogzy views of these gentlemen 

be interesting to our readers, we are pleased to be ab 

give ina brief way the impressions gained from several 
conversations held since the exhibition, Mr, Dalzie 
speaking of the show, said: ‘Regarding the spo 
classes, especially the setters, they were remarkal) 
good; but the natives, in sucha large class as shovn 

exhibited too much variety, which careful selections 
breeding will only reduce, The pointers, although exag 
lent, generally speaking, were not as’ goud as the setter 
For practical use there seemed to me to be a dispos 

to breed the dogs too fine and small, From conyersation 
with shooting men as to the lay of the country inhalite 
by game, I would judge the old Spanish breed of pot 
ers would prove the most useful, Iwas greatly surprisel 
to see such a strong interest taken in shooting mattel 
and I trust to be able to come back again sonie timid, 

the autumn and take a trip to the Western prairies. 
compared with like exhibitions in Hngland, T deemed 
building very well adapted to the show—in fact, conf 

not be excelled ; it was far better than that in which@® 

show is held in Birmingham, and equal in attractions 
the Alexandra Palace and more spacious, Doubtles 
from inexperience, resulting from shows of the kind Ii 

ing young in America, many exhibitors did not 
beating with that silence that they do in England, ai 

would not have expressed themselves as they did hal 
they remembered the terms on which they made the 
yoluntary entries, The general class of exhibitors ag% 
whole was very nice to do with, and the above rema 
apply only toa few, Iwas pleased to see two AmeeiE 
gentlemen have such large and excellent kennels as tho) 
of Mr. Moore and Mr. Godeffroy, and I trust to he 
more of the same kind before many years have pas 

away. In England large kennels are continually cf 
ping up and dying out, and it is not always in the 10H 
extensive that the finest specimens are to be found, 

there are many small breeders with only three or 
dogs who turn out the finest kind of animals, The ge 
eral condition in which the dogs were shown was 63 
lent, although there were many cases which required th 
attention of a veterinary surgeon, and a large nunile 

stil whose general appearance would have been great 

improyed by judicious grooming. Exhibitors of Wl 
sporting dogs especially were Jacking in the art of shay 

ing their dogs in the blooming condition that they alem 

home. The nowsporting classes were very variably 
character, and Twas surprised to hear that many of] 
dogs shown before me had been imported from Eng 
at the extravagant prices told me, In the toy-¢ 
there were a number of very good specimens, butt 

were the exception ; and I am astonished that there} 

fo Blenheims or King Charles spaniels shown, whid 
beyond doubt the most beautiful and pleasing 0 
drawing-room pets. The benching and comfort of) 

dogs were admirably seen to by the Superintendent J 

Linceln, and there was little delay in presenting Ofte 
for the judging. Iwas agreeably pleased to see that) 
dogs were fed on Spratt’s patent fibrine biscuits. PHBE 

are ubiquitous, as I ses them ued at German and TvGatt 
as well as ab all ur best English shows.” 

Dr. Stables said: I heartily indorse these comment 
of Mr. Dalziel, and I too was very much disappolle 
with the non-sporting classes, with the exception OF ME 
skye and toy dogs. The fox-terriers were wretched 

bad, but I was very much delighted with the sebter 
Trish in particular, which we canpov beat in En; 

The show arrangements were very good, but the f 

compared with English benches, were too heavy; #4 
vould recorninend the sides to be of slat-work or 7 
netting, either of which affords more ventilation, 
besides, less expensive, J] trust to return at some ™M 
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, and shall always remember the kindness which 1 

We wish them both a bon voyage. 
—— =a 

AMDITIONAL TNTRIES TO Fienp TRIAL Derey,—The 
following entries are in addition to those published in 
Tist in issue of April 8th :— 

_ Dr. H. F, Aten's lemon and white pointer dog Dick, 
by Snapshot-Orgill’s Rose, whelped June 17th, 1879. 
Dr, H. F. Atén’s lemon and white pointer bitch Nellie, 

hy Snapshot-Orgill’s Rose, whelped June 17th, 1879, 
R. Li, Purcell Llewellin’s black and white setter dog 

Count Nick, by Count Wind’em—Nora, whelped Aug, 
‘2th, 1879. 
_&, Li. Purcell Llewellin’s black and white and tan 

ticked setter dog Count Noble, by Count Wind’em-Nora, 
whelped August 27th, 1879, 
R, Ul, Purcell Liewellin’s blue Belton setter bitch 

eeching Romp, by Dash II—Norna, whelped June th, 

_R, Ul, Purcell Llewellin’s black, white and tan ticked 
‘setter dog Washing Rover, by Dash Il,-Norna, whelped 
dune 9th, 1879. 

R, Ll, Purcell Llewellin’s blue Belton setter dog Dash- 
i ervey by Dash IL—Norna, whelped June 4th, 

iv, 

The above closes the entries, with one hundred and 
eighteen in all. 

— ee 

Hastern Fisup TRIALS RoLis.—The Hastern Field 
ials Club held an important business meeting on the 

pyening of Friday, May 2ist, in this city; Dr, H. F, 
Aten, President of the club, occupied the chair. After 
the usual routine business had been disposed of, the Com- 
mittes on Rules reported, submitting a code of rules to 
govern the field trials of 1880, with instructions to judges, 

‘only slightly different from those of 1879, The proposed 
tules were fully discussed and finally adopted. The prin- 
vipal amendments to the rules of 1879 were in rules one 

d four—in the first, giving discretionary powers to the 
dges to accord any dog beaten in any of the heats a 

second chance to show his behavior on birds. In the 
ourth, determining the points of merit, as follows: 

Pointing, 85; pace, 15; backing, 8; style, 7; stanchness, 
tanging and quartering, 10; obedience and disposi- 

tion, 7; retrieving, 10; total, 100. Negative points of 
jemoerit : False pointing, 1 to 7; breaking in, 3 for each 
‘offense; breaking shot, 5 for each offeuse; chasing, or 
breaking shot and chasing, 10 for first offense; ruled out 
orsecond, A series of instructions to judges, und rules 

for the brace stakes, unchanged from those of last year. 
ere also adopted, and the Secretary was directed to 
ve the rules and instructions printed for distribution 

fa the members, or to persons wishing to make entries in 
he various stakes. Puints are allowed for retrieving in 
fhe puppy stakes, but not in the nursery stakes for pup- 
pies meee ons year of age. Several new members were 

mitted te the club, and the names of many applicants 
era read to be voted upon at the next mewting, at 
ich, also, vacancies in the list of Vice-Presidents and 
the Hxecutive Committee are to be filled, Mr, H. N. 

unu, of the Scientific American, was appointed by the 
President to act as Treasurer ad interim, until the next 

cular election of officers. A special meeting will be 
dat No. 37 Park Row, on Friday, June 4th, af 4 P.m., 
which time the Executive Committee will also assem- 

ble to choose and appoint the judges for the trials next 
Woyember, 
q ——>— 

CorREcTIONS iy Dod Show RePorT,—Under the mis- 
fellaneous class heading the following paragraphs ap- 
peared in our report of the dog show; they should have 
been separately inserted in their respective places, as 
follows :— 
Porter Dog Pourrizs.—Schieffelin’s Pericles (Sensa- 

sation-Juno) received a high commendation, and we think 
a higher place should have been given him. 
Namive Enauish SeTrers. — Dog Olass, — Tappan’s 

Sancho was a very good-looking dog, by One-eyed San- 
Cho out of Flora, and if was the opinion of others than 
Ourself that he was of finer type than several of the win- 
mers—he was passed unnoticed. And also, Godeffroy’s 
Satan, a yery well-made black dog, was awarded a Y. H. 
O.—well deserved. 
Bitch Class,—Aldrich's Smut came in for proper recom- 

mendation; she was also winner of the special prize club 
Medal for hest black setter bitch, 

‘In speaking of Horace Smith’s pointer Sam, the line 
ould read, the line of demarkation indicating the divi- 
n between. the lobes of the cerebro, not cebrum, as 
inted ; and Mr. Moore’s red Irish setter Champion is 
erkley, not Berkly, These and other typographical er- 

Tors weregret did appear. 
tell ait 

TRAINING FOXHOUNDS. 

’ WAS yery glad to see the article by ‘I, T, P..” in 
J your last week’s paper, in regard to training foxhounds, 
) with him, hope some of our brother sportsmen, lovers 

Of that finest and healthiest of all sports, will contribute 
to your columns in that line. efore moving from 

aryland, some eight years ago, I took great pride in my 
pack of fine hounds. One day, when some dozen 

of us farmers had hada beautiful run of about three 
urs after an old red fox, over the grand hills and rivh 
lleys of the western shore of Maryland, and had just 
mimenced to dig him out, having alongsome two dozen 
‘the finest and fastesthounds that ever tongued behind 

x, a mad hound gotamong them, and of course, as is 
ways the case, bit the hest and we were compelled 
be on the sate side) fo kill all of them, and sadness 

mes over me to-day when I think of the dear old dogs 
at we had to sacrifice that day, andnever willany of 

Ways tule from six to eight weeks every winter at this 
‘ious sport, and many are the foxes we kill, But to 
training of then, I trained more than half of the old 

and nearly for ten or twelye years had the breaking 
m two to five, and my plan was'this: First, 1 was 

p particular that no dog got to my bitch but my old 
fitginia, foxhound, which stock I knew to be pure, and 

— 
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when the puppies were large enough to run about, I let 
them run all day ima five acre yard around the house, only 
putting them up at night. I gave them plenty of sweet 
niille with bread soaked in, three times a day, and when 
they were abont three months old (or'as soon as I thought 
them large enough) gave them their first lesson in getting 
over a fence, by getling on the opposite side of a two- 
rail pen T had built, with a little piece of meat, letting 
them smellit cyer the rails, and when they had suc- 
ceeded in getting over these two rails well, put on an- 
other, and so on, until I get them so as they could jump 
afenceas well as the old dogs, I trained them thus 
three or four tinies daily, or oftener if I had the time, 
and it would have surprised you to sea how qnickly 
they learned. Inever allowed them to run a fox or go 
on 4 hunt until they got at least ten mouths old—a year 
is better, and fifteen months still better—when they are 
able to run fast and get over a fence. After they were 
six or seven months old, and after a cool rain in summer, 
T took them, with an old dog, afte a tabbit, taking my 
fun along, and after they had run it five or fen minutes, 
shot it, and let them eat it. This I did perhaps a half- 
dozen or more times during the summer, lettings them 
run it longer every time, until they got so that they 
could catch it, or run it to earth, and in either case I 
joined in the sport with them, and when over, used to 
pet them, and make a fuss over them, 
About the Ist of December, if they were fully ten months 

old—I tried to have them a year old by that tinre—I tool 
them on their first fox hunt, it of course being the first 
time they eyer were allowed to follow me in the saddle ; 
and as soon as I got in the saddle, ['d blow a few notes on 
my horn, when my old dogs would give tongue, and 
jump all around my horse, after which I started for a 
wood or field where Iam nearly certain of finding a fox, 
and as soon as my old dogs gave tongue I'd hark my 
young dogs in, and ride as close after them as possi- 
ble, and if the fox went to earth, I would go to work 
and dig in to him, which, when accomplished, would 
take each pup (the rest keeping the old dogs off), down 
in the hole, having placed a shovel before the fox to 
keep him in, and moye the shovel just enough for the 
pup to get his nose behind, when he can get a good sniff 
of the fox, and if possible get him to put his nose close 
enough to the fox to get bitten, which the fox would 
do ninety-nine times out of a hundred. This will get 
the hound’s blood up, and he will try his best to get at 
the fox, After Jetting all the pups at the fox in this way, 
I take the fox out in my hands, and hold it up so that all 
the dogs can see it, after which I'd throw it among 
them, being very careful to throw it near an old dog, so 
that it will have no chance of getting away, as the killing 
of the first fox will go more toward the training of 
young dogs than anything else. If the dogs did not 
mash the fox up too much, Id take if home, and get the 
pups by themselves, and pull the dead fox along on the 
ground ahead of them, and let them take a hold of it, 
and shake it when they will, as pups will more readily 
do it when home than at hole, where there always are 
so many strange dogs and persons, If the foregoing is 
done for the first two or three foxes they get after, there 
isno danger of them not staying to the trail as long as a 
fox willrun. I have raised and trained a great many in 
this way, and never had one that would not stick all 
day if necessary, but never gol after a fox with these 
dogs that could remain out over three hours. He would 
either geb caught or have to go to earth inside of that 
time, 
Some of your many readers may wonder how I could 

depend on my dogs only running a fox if I allowed them 
to run rabbits when young. Iwillexplain, I never al- 
low them to run a rabbit whenin the saddle, or after they 
hear my horn. If the young dogs get after any before L 
find a fox, I get off my horse, and go on them with a 
switch, after which [get on my horse and give a note or 
twoonmy horn, Imay haye todo this a dozen times 
before I get them thoroughly hroken, but hounds are 
much quicker to learn than most persons think,and I don’t 
often haye to whip them but a few times; and I would 
defy any man to get those dogs to give tongue after a 
rabbit when I got on my horse and gave a note or two on 
iny horn, Then again, I could get my gun and start 
after rabbits with them, and kill all I wanted, provided 
they did net run across a fox. I hayekilied eighteen in 
a day with them, and the next morving get on my horse, 
and they would give tongue after nothing but a fox. 
Many train their hounds in other ways, and I know 

some older fox-hunters than I am that tuke their pups 
fox-hunting before they can run much faster than aman, 
and think it strange if they leave the trail, or don’t go on 
after the old dogs, This, in my opinion, is entirely 
wrong, and J don’t think any puppy should be allowed to 
run after a fox until they get at least ten months old, If 
the blond is pure and the pups treated right, there is no 
danger of them not turning outall right. My brother and 
self take trouble in improving the stock, if possible. 

I hope others will give their manner of training 
hounds, FARMER, 
ar ee 

KENNEL NOTHS. 

NAMES CLAIMED —Derkie—Mr. Charles York, of Bangor, Me., 
Claims the nameof Darkie for his black, white and tan dog puppy, 

whelped Jan. #ist, by Lelaps—No. 150, N. A, K. C. Stud Book— 
out of Starlizht—No. 516 N. A, K, C. Stud Book, Count Lessing 

—Mr. Henry Pape, of this city, claims the name of Count Lessing 

for black and tan setter dog puppy, born Noy. 24th, 1879, by ‘Dol- 

edo Kennel Club's Grouse, out of Mr. Henry L. Kingsley's Bessie 
B., and awarded the second prize at New York Bench Show. Cownt 
Vittor—Mr. Henry Pape, of this city, claims the name of Count 
Victor for black and tan setter dog puppy, bora Nov, 24th, 1979, 

by Grouse, ont of Bessie B., litter brother to Count Lessing. 
Maud Lofty—Mr. EB. M. Brelsford, of Xenia, Ohio, claims the name 
of Maud Lofty for lemon and white setter bitch puppy, dark 

points, whelped Jan, 29th, 1879, by Kentugky Kennel Olub’s Lofty, 
out of Maud Muller; Rob Roy-Pocahontas. Bessie—Mr. James VY. 
Seaman, of this city, claims the name of Bessie for his red getter 
puppy bitoh, by Brennen's Leo, out of Redney. Trumpeter—Mr. 
J.R. Lilley, of Locust Valley, L. [., claimsthe name of Trum- 
peter for leagle dog presented by De. J. W. Downey, New Mar- 
ket, Md. Ringlet and Starling—Mv. J, R. Tilley, of Locust Valley, 
L.T., claims the names of Ringlet and Starling for foxhounds of 
the Crouch and 'limberluke strain, presented by Hon, J, 8. Wise 

and Mr, Thos. WN. Page, of Richmond, Va. Rattler and Lone— 
Mr, J. BR. Tilley, of Locuet Valley, I, U., claims the names of 

we! -— 1 ) 

Rattler and Lane for black and tan foxhounds presented by Mr- 

J, G, Hooper, of Richmond, Va. Ron, Jr—Mr. Wm. <A, Johnson, 
of Clinton, N, ©., claims the name of Ron, Jr., for his red Iriah set- 
ter puppy by Mr. . P. Dortch’s imported Ron, out of imported 
Biddy (Red Guantlet-Pegpr). 

WHerrs.—-June—8t. Louis Kennel Club's June whelped on the 

20th inst. five puppies, two dogs and three bitches by Champion 

Bow, Wilssn—Mr. Arnold Burges'—Hillsdale, Mich.—Nilason, 
sister to Champion Queen Mab, whelped on the 18th inst. tem 
piuppies—four dogs and six bitches—hby Champion Druid. Whirl 

wind—Mr, A, A. Francis’ Whirlwind whelped on the 16th inst. 

eight puppies—five dogs and three bitehes—by Mr, Arnold Bur- 
ges’ Druid. Clarissa—Mr,. H- Hall, Jr.'s, pointer bitch Qlarissa, 

Bensation-Daisy, whelped on the 18th Inst. six puppies—two dogs 
and four bitches—by Mr, Edmund Orgi)l’s Champion Rush. 

Fanny Rupert—Dr, Clifton ©. Wing's—Boston, Mass.—Gordon 
setter bitch Fanny Rupert, Champion Rupert-Champion Fan, 
whelped on the ist inst. eleven puppies—seven doga sand four 

bitches—by Doanc's Tom. This was hor first litter, and three of 

the puppies were destroyed. Whip—Mr. J. KR. Tilley’s black 
and tan setter Whip whelped Feb. 13th eight puppies, two dogs 
and six bitches, by Sedgewick’s champion Jock, Jr. Dream—Mr. 

J. h. Tilley’s blaek and tan setter Dream, whelped Feb, 13th seven 
puppies, six doge und oné bitch, by championJock, Jr. 

Brnp.—Moll III.-Blossom—Dr. J. 8, Niveu's, London, Ont., black 

and tan setter Moll IIT. to owner's Blossom. Lady of the Lake- 
Druid—Dr. G. A. Stark's Lady of the Lake to Mr. Arnold Burges’ 

Druid. Hess-Ficet—Mr, B. F, Dorrance’s, Wilkesbarre, Pa,, Bese, 
Rake-Fanny to owner's Fleet, Rock-Peg. Judy-Donald — Mr. 

John P, Barnard, Jr.'s, bull-biteh Judy, winner of second prize, 
New York, 1880, to Sir William Verner’s Donald, winner of first, 

sameashow. Sting-Punch—Messrs. J. and P, Laurence’s Sting to 
Mr, J. P. Barnard, Jr.’s, imported Punch. Lauderdate-Johnnie 

Fae—My. John Dayidson’s blue Belton bitch Lauderdale, by 

Douglass out of Ailsa, to owner's Johnnie Fae; white and black 
ticked, by Rob Roy outof Doll. Gipsy-Gordon—Mr. J, R, Tilley’a 

black and tan setter bitch Gipsy to owner’s Gordon. Grace- 

Gordon—Mr. J. R. Tilley’s black and ian setter bitch Grace to 
owner's Gordon. 

SauEs.—Worah—Dr, J. 8. Niyen, of London, Ont., has purchased 
through Mr. George Jamison, Belfast, Ireland, the Irish terrier 
bitch Norah, by Spring out of Nettle, served by Mr. George R 

Krehi’s celebrated champion Sporter. 

Drate.—Punch—Mr. J. P. Barnurd, Jr.’8, Punch, May 10th, on 

way to New Yori, hia death being caused by the intense heat. 

Aichery. 
——— 

Address all communications to '* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

PRIVATE PRACTICH CLUB, 
APRIL SCORES, 

4 lee record for the month is certainly a good one, almost eyery 
member incressing his average. The best York Round 

scored by any member during March (#4—450 by Mr. Will H, 

Thompson), was exceeded eight times by the same archer, and 
twice by Mr. L. L. Peddinghaus, of the Arden Archers, The 

latter gentleman has improved during the spring with amazing 

rapidity, his score of 108 hits, with 476 value, being an achieye- 

ment rarely occurring upon the practice days of the Royal Tox- 

opholites—the finest body of archers in the world. There are 
probably not more than twenty living archers who can boast of 
such arecord. The York Round of 111 hits, 555 value, obtained 

by Mr. Will MH. Thompson upon the Sth of April, is the best yet 
obtained in America. In Class I, the best round was the one last 
named of 111—555. In Class LU, prominence was taken by Mr. Ped- 

dinyhaus' score of 108—4176, while Mr. Jesse B. Devol bore off the 

palm in Class IIL with a score of 72 hits, 290 value. At individual 
ranges some very high records were made. At the 100 yards 

range a marked improvement in the general shooting was made. 

This is the range at which most of our archers fail, and js the one 
where most systematic and intellizenut practice is needed. Attha 

80 yards range, the line of ‘high scoring’’ was passed by Mr, 
Peddinghaus three times, by Mr. Maurice Thompson four times, 

by Mr. Lorenzo Deyol once, and by Mr. Will H. Thompson four- 
teen times out of fifteen scores. At 60 yards, the ‘point of ex- 

cellence,” placed at 120 points, was passed by Mr. Will H, Thomp- 
son fourteen times, by Mr. Lorenzo Deyol once, by Mr. Maurice 

Thompson six times, by Mr. Tac Hussey once, by Mr. 0, W. Kyle 

once, by Mr. L. L. Peddinghaus four times, by Mr, Frank H. Wal- 
worth once, and closely upproached!by seyeral other archer; the 
record of 2i—154 of Mr. Maurice Thompson being an exceed= 

ingly fine performance, A notable increase of the number of 
scores exceeding 100 points at this range is one of the most satis- 

favtory evidences of the general adyancement of the members. 

Several members have failed to send in any report to the secre- 

tary, and we are sorry to note the absence from our score lists of 
such excellent shots as Mr. Ford P, Hall, Mr.E.'l'. Church, the 
president of the club, ind Mr. Parm. 8. De Graff. Weean but 
trust that their scores may reach us in time to appear in next re- 
port. The widening interest in the society is marked this month 

by the addition to membership of two good archers and true 
from far off Oregon. We welcome them “with true heart and 
courtesie," and trust they may know the joys of the good yew 
bow for many aiid many a happy day. The archery season is now 

fuirly beguu, and to every member, whereyer situated, the secre- 
tary wishes all gentle pleasure and success, ‘stout arm, strong 

bow, and steady eye.” Witu H. THompson, 
Secretary and Treasurer P, P, c, 

OLASS T. 

Wenry £. Jones, Portland, Oregon :—24 arrows at 60 yarde.— 
P1—109, 12—44, 182, 15—71, tb—Ti, 15—17, 17—9, 1{—0, 1759, 1l—43, 
12—46, 16—60, 16—70, 16—H0, 14-60, 13—41, B—52, 4 shots, 2—10. 
Average ut 6) yards, 611-9. — i 

0, W. Kyle, Highland Park, 11), :— 

YORK ROUNDS. 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. ‘Twtatr. 
April So.cctegseiereee- see B49 J4— 10 i532 4 
CApnil OP taki taene serosa 42 82-108 86 BIoR 
ADIs. eeekepdese! ars W223 BL TTT 
April U5esoc-84 tewcetzeen bo16 IR 80 7-01 = 82187 
April 15......--s:45-2-28  B—8t BI BT aga 
Apri ltd eerieos-s sweat ee’ 10-2 89 29-125 9-81 BBB 
April 20... --:5-1s2-s00 20s = 126 22—98 66—270 

TZ arrows at 100 yards.—28—%8. 48 arrows at & yards.—24—102, 
22-83, 2112), 26—126, 32-180, 24—112, B6—124, 1450, 1773, 22 — 
{963 19-79, 21 arrows at 60 yards—21 105, 17-09, 28111, 28131, 
g2—102, 19—99, 18—100, 17—83, 19—79, 15— 45, 16-88, 16—45, 18—72, 
Average York Rounds, 2191-7, Average at 100 yards, 48, Ay 

erage at 60 yards, 998-19. Average at 60 ards, 8h 2-h, i 



a ae 

332 “a 
Maurice Thompson, Crawfordsyille, Indu—2 

YORK ROUNDS. 

100 ards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Bee 
13 A0—1i4 23-183 BRO 

S8— 166 22—120 to A865 
81—183 21—183 78— 860 
18— 50 P4154 85—333 
31—l41 20— 18 Ti—300 
8h—147 22-118 &S—AR4 
42198 23—121 §6—438 
41— 20) aie 974387 3 

06, 86—154, 84124, 88148. 24 arrows 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

J.B. Deyol, Marietta, Ohio :— 
YORE ROUNDS, 

ee Furds. 80 Yards, 40 Yards. ‘Tofals. 
ADT. cierto soa eei eka ce, 25— 81 15— 53 58—216 
April 8... sagpevnegy: 1169 27-127 18— 86 HEH 
FSS ay es ieee 17-61 aoaue 20— 82 2244 
April al ANG 2. os... .. 18—64 2—118 22—108 8 — 200 
ape “LL OB 1 oct ectna atti Linea 3 18—60 3 108 21— 81 63 — 249) 

Zarrows at 100 VERE eee 12—52, 13—51, a 70, 21—77, 23—79. 
18 arrows at 80 yards, —25—75, 19—97, 29—101, 17—79, 28—108. 24 ar- 
rows at 60 yards.—l6—h0, 17—101, 13-61, 2 zi—19, 214 , 1997, 1t—d7, 
19—101, 22—-96, 18—94, 20—102, 19—81, 1854, 16—54,' 17-65, 20—90, : a 

at 60 vards —19—97, w 751, 23-125, 24-102, 23—1M1, 19—19, 20—118, 
20—94, 22-90. bm ; oa 
Average York Round, 3774. Average at 100 yards, 104%. Average 

at 80 yards, 145 1-12. Average at 60 yards, 108 1-17. 

Tac Husey, Des Moines, lowa:— 

YORE ROUNDS. 

100 ean ds. 80 ¥ards. 60 Yards, Totals. 
April 15 28—100 19— "8 63—229 
April 20 27-125 22-114 7299 
ceuninh heals fore era Vie iT 18— "4 60—222 

48 arrows at380 yards.—19—79, 19—81, 20— 24 arrows at60 yards, 
—20—82, 20—82, 22—96, 20—110, 21—93, 22—108, a eee 14—52, 20—100, 
18—80, 19—87, 19-60. 18—84, 1781, 22-06, 20-90, 18-86, 18—102, 21— 
120. 19—79, 20—80, 18—70, 1571, 20-80. 
Average York Round, 250, “Ay erage at 100 yards, 69. Average 

at80 yards, 87}. Average at 60 yards, 87 4-27. 

Lorenzo D. Deval, Marrietta, Ohio :— 

YORK ROUNDS. 

se} Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals. 
April 17. ....,..-:.. --. 28— 82 33—135 19— 97 78—314 
April 23.. 29—103 20—159 fa—I23 81—385 
April 28 ... 22— 7 22— 16 is— 82 62—236 
April 30. .. » 80—122 31—125 19— 91 80—338 
April 30... . 28—114 84 -142 23—109 85—3tih 

48 arrows at 80 yards. -29— 78, 24-84. 24 arrows at.60 yards —l8— 
72, 24—81, 21—88, 15—"3. 
Average Yor k Round, 3273-5. Averare at 100 yards, 9945. Ay- 

erage at 80 yards, 1141-7. Average at 60 yards, 904, 

T, R. Willard, Galesburg, UL:— 
YORK ROUNDS. 

100 Fards, 80 Yards. 60 Yards, Totals. 
April2andS. 2: .:...0..5 20—82 19—91 15—65 54— 2388 
April {and 8). 50.2) cr.:-s 17-81 19—15 14—68 5O— 224 
Average York Round, 231. Average at 100 yards, 81}. Average 

at 80 yards, 83. ‘Average at 60 yards, 664. 

Will H. Thompson, Crawfordsville, Ind.— 

YORK ROUNDS. 
. nis Yards. 80 ¥Yurds. 60 ¥ards, Totals. 

Fae ay soo odbacdon bene i—189 44— 204 24—140 11— 533 
PAL Bis Siasdeos Seder met 37—159 238—115 91—4) 

«. 46-202 41—2:05 24—148 W1—555 
. 41-187 86—154 24-134 W!—-475 
32—126 AQ—156 24—142 §G—424 
49—193 36—168 23-113 Ws—7t 
40—160 39—187 24—1368 108—493 
43—165 41--193 24146 108—504 
B8—143, 40—192 24—130 102—470 
33—119 41—176 24148 98—442 
34—142 41—109 23-131 98—442 
34-118 42—192 24—138 100—446 
48—1H6 38—170 24—J24 110460 
40—154 ean 1j— 83 90—888 
43—175 3i—11T 23—133 1038—425 

#4 arrows at 60 yards.—23—115, 22—102, 24—142, 23193. 
+ Average York. Round, 462 4215. Average at 100 yards, 158 1-a. 
Average at 86 yards, 1737-15. Average at 60 yards, 120. 

William nee Portland, Oreron:—24arrows at 60 Stra: —10—82, 
20—92, 21—87, 1983, 11—53, 15-71, 16—84, 1857, 15—71, 19—Ba, 18-65, 
10—82, 15—69, igure 15—63) 15—53, 18—70, 18—88, 12—52, 20—98, 13—61, 
Wi—41, 725, 11 45, 14—56, 19—£9, 12—42, 11—45, 18—45, 10—42, with 
6 Arrows, 2—6. 
Average at 60 yards, 60 15-31. 

Edwin H. Deval, Marietta, Ohio. 

YORK ROUNDS. 
100 Yards. £0 Yards. 60 Yards, Totais. 

B8—l2 28—118 28—115 8t—3h4 
. 28— Bt 27— 95 ~ 22108 7287 
. 2—105 22— 98 20—106 67—309 
: ie 74 24— 68 21— 5 73-217 

— 85 2{—1l 20—102 66—282 te b] dé 
2 arrows at 100 yards. Soom, 21—83, 18—64. 48 arrows at 80 

yards.—20—68, 22—84. 24 arrows at 60 yards.—18—93, 18—74, 17—8, 
19—s9, 20—78, 19—108, 16—72, 2185. 
Auerage York Rounds, 2894-5. Average at 100 yards, 833-8. Ay- 

erage at 80 yards, 922-7. Average at 69 yards, 90 5-13, 
Edward B. Weston, Sea Park, EL. :— 

YORK ROUNDS. 

100 FaUB Rs 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals. 
27 9— 35 19—105 87—167 

rat 20— 4 li— § 48—168 
19—til 14— 38 15— 57 48—156 
20—89 18— 52 21— 95 64-236 
15—57 18— 68 13— 53 AK—178 

> 22-94 24— 88 22—100 65—282 
1j—63 2A— 70 19— fi5 60-198 
20—66 13— 65 14— 62 4j—193 
22—78 23— 91 16— 68 61—287 
16—46 18— 76 16— 62 50—184 
14—48 84—182 16— 72 64—252 
8—64 2i—105 20— BB 65—251 
1s—49 16— 38 15— 17 44—164 
I%—63 18— &% 19— 91 54— 236 
14-62 14— "72 15— 53 43—187 
16-6) 19— 55 21— 81 56—196 
16—62 24—110 20— 66 eee 
et 22 — 92 19— 85 60- 
Sous 1i— 55 3 AN iB 

CLASS II. — 

L. L. Peddinghaus, Marietta, Ohio :— 
VORK ROUNDS. 

fh Yards, 80 Yards. 
23 32—140 

60 Yards. Totals, 
24—120 April T-. 

0. G. Slacks, pear aha — 
YORK ROUNDS. 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals. 
17—57 15—iL 19—93 ol—221 

Anni 16—68 13—45 43—135 
‘April 8... 1s—52 13—43 43143 r 14—38 

48 Arrows ‘at 80 yards (nine shots).—3—ll. 24 arrows at 60 yards, 
14—59. 50. 
Ay eee York Round, 16ft. eS enaee at100 yards, 424. Averare 

at 80 yards, 69, Ayerace at 63 yards, 6 
Frank H. Walworth, Saratoga, N. Y.+ - 

YORK ROUNDS. 
100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Bats. 

27 29-91 18—80 60—198 
18—76 15-75 40—168 
21—93 18—70 bo— 227 

pri 21—75 18—80 53-201 
30—95 20—02 67—219 

April 2t a2. 1h—fit 24—90) 20-63 60-222 
48 arrows at of yards—lh—G1, 16—68. 24 arrows ih 60 yards.— 

1Wi—til, 14—64, 20—T2, 22—100, 22—fi0, 18—AS, 18—f6, Saar a 
11-87, 18—84. e111) 39401, 21—4O. 23 — 111, 18—S4, 18—S4, 2 
Fol B3—I11, PL--91, 22118, 21-107, 21—108. 
Average Y: ork Rownd, 205 5-6. Averaye at 100 yards, 40}, Ayer 

are at 80 yards, 81f. Averaze at 60 yards, 86 2-16. 
CLASS IL. 

‘ton, Hackensack, N,J.:—48 arrowsat $0 yards.—9—19. 
eee sai yards—10—34, 1044, 15—51, 16-78, 13-53, 15—45, 
TRH G16. 13—43, 945, 11—S1, 12-24, 12-38, 13—49, 995.1240, 
19—40, 5B—40, 4—33, 1246, apa 1i—66, 18—33, ll—4a, 13—47, 12-30, 
18—T2, 15—h5, 21 shots, 4—58. 

‘Average at 80 yards, 19, Average at 60 yards, 52 5-24. “© Governor." 

18— 88, 17—73, 22—86. 
Average York Round, 2561-b, Average at 100 yards, 6 4-11. 

Average at 80 yardg, 99 5-10, Average at 60 yards, 87, 

Edward F. Wells, Marietta, Ohio :— 
YORK ROUNDS. 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. a For ds. Totals. 
JA DYil by. vag peed ts de I—45 1i—49 — Ad 42138, 
April 13.. m= te . 14-58 13—43 19 ST 4§—188 

A yerage York Rounds) 163. Average at100 yards, 514. Average 
at 80 yards, 46. Average at 60 yards, 65}. 

Edwin P. Chester, Lawrence, Kans.:—24 arrows at 60 yards.— 
eee ee 12—52,.6—18, 822, 6—26, 6—18, 9—3T. Average at 60 
yards 
Howard Fry, Williamsport, Pa.—48 arrows at, 80 vards—6—38, 

f—20, 24 arrows at 60 yards.—h—1b, 8—20, —4}, 3-17, 4—12, 
9—41, 6—18, 7-43. Average at 80 yards, 9. LE at 60 yards, 
23.5-' 9. 

C. Granville Hammond, Highland Park, Dil.:— 
YORK ROUNDS. 

‘100 ni ards, 680 Yards, 60 Yards. Total, 
April It ge rare. —16 §—15 1 Bee aa 

M.D. Ewell, south Eyanston, DL: aa ee at 100 yarde.—i—19, 
48 arrows at 80 yards.—l1—39, 1664. oh arrows at 60 yards.—8—32, 
20—96, 11—83, 8—40, 12—40, 12—d4, 
Average at 100 yards, 19. Average at 80 yards, 51. Average at 

60 yards, 474. 
Clement G. Moore, Sing Sing, N. Y.:— 

YORK ROUNDS. 

100 Yards. 80 Fords. 
April 28 and 29..... reese 12—40 20—76 

24 arrows at 60 yards.—l6—60, 16—66. 
Average York Rounds, 195. Average at 100 yards, 40. Average 
ae 80 yards, 76. Average at 60 yards, 651-3. 

Ww, CG. Beecher, New York — 
48 arrows at 80 yards.—l9—7l. 24 arrows at 60 yards.—l4—48, 

16—58, 18—35, 16—0. 
Average at 80 yards, 71, Average at 60 yards, 47}. 

—_s 

ARGHERY AT PROSPECT PARK.—The Brooklyn Archery Club 
was out in full force on Saturday afternoon, the 1hth inst. Visit- 

ors were present from the Ascham Archers of the Hastern Dis- 
trict, also from the New York Archery Club. The York and 

American rounds were shot, and resulted in some fine scores. At 

the conelusion of the rounds, the captain proposed a shoot at 130 

yards. Fifteen archers took part in this, and some fine hits were 

made. 
The Park Commissioners are doing yery much for archery, 

haying giyen the club elegant grounds directly south of the Ninth 

atreet entrance. They are sparing no labor nor expense to render 

it the best archery range in America. Butts are being erected 
for the ladies’ short ranges, On Decoration Day, the 3lgt, the 

Brooklyn Club will hold their second annual ficld day, Many 
visiting archers will be present, anda grand time is expected. 

—<>-__——_ 

60 Yards. 
15—"' i v 

Total. 
7-105 

A CHALLENGE STILL OPEN.—New York, May 20!h.—Hditor 
Forest and Stream :—In your issue of to-day I notice the letter of 

the Secretary of the N. ¥. Archery Club, Ivregret that wenever 

received his acceptance of our challenge; it probably miscarried, 

I would also add that we have no mixed team, such as the writer 

speaks of, nor have we ever had sucha one, and we are still ready 
to shoot the match as proposed. W. HOLBERTON, 

President Oritani Archers. 

Editor Forest and Stream ;— 
We notice in your issue of the 20th a communication relative 

+o the challenge from the Oritani. It may be proper to state 

that the N. Y. Archery Club has never officially accepted or de- 
clined the Orituni ehallenge, but that one of its members stated 
juformally, to our President, that they would not accept the 
challenge unless four gentlemen, whose-names were mentioned, 
and who are among our best shots, were excluded from the team. 

Nothing was suid at the time about extra territorial membership, 
or membership in any other club, or as to Jadies shooting, the 

challenge having been for a team of four gentlemen. There is 
put one inference that we could very well draw from their official 

silence and informal answer. It would certainly seem to have 

been more manly to have frankly admitted their inability to com- 

pete with our team, than to now shelter themselves behind the 
high moral principles respecting territory and membership, that 

they haye since then adopted, especially as all the objections now 
urged would have still existed after the exclusion of the four 
gentlemen whom they named, and since that challenge they have 
asked gentlemen, who were mentbers both of the Oritani and 
the Manhattan, and who did not reside iu New York, to join their 
club. Tt does seem as though the N. ¥. Club had taken too much 
on its hands when they can constitute themselyes censors oyer 
the membership of other clubs. As it is difficult to sea how thelr 
moral principles can be injured by competing with any body of 

ladies and gentlemen, and we do not understand that anything is 

imputed against our members personally, the Oritani challenges 
the New York Club to shoot a matvh, at any time or place, conve- 

nient to them, after June ist, the teams to be composed of the 

six best shots (either ladies or gentlemen), or four gentlemen and 
two ladies, on each side, or four gentlemen from the Oritani 

against four gentlemen’ and two ladies from the N.Y. Club; or 
the N. Y. club may enter two Isdies and six gentlemen against 

the Oritani’s two ladies. The New York Club is to take their 
choice of any of the above teams; match to be shot at either of 

the recognized rounds; York ov American, for gentlémen; Co- 

lumbia or National, for Jadies. Tho range, a la mode de New 

York, thirty-yards, is excluded, as all are notin practice at that 

range. This challenge may be rezarded as official. ORTANI, 

New York Git, May 21st. 
— 

NOTES AND QUERIES. 

SHAWANGURE.— Lincoln, Me., Loy 12lt.—1 notice in your issue 

of May 6th, undor head of * Notes and Queries,” a communication 
from Mr, G. W. Van Sivlen, at the close of which he requests the 
meaning of the Indian word “Shawangunk,” pronouced * Shan- 
guin." 

obscot River, neur here, one of whom, Tourah Sebastian, an in- 
telligent, lactive man, gives me the meaning of the word as 

F, 0. PLAISTED. 

There isu trie of Indians living on an island in the Pen- 

[May 27, 1890, 

Qricket. 
————— 

Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

FIXTURES. 
(a 

May 29, at Stenton.—Young America vs. Girard. 
May a, at Haverford.—Germantown ve. Dorian. 
May 29, at West Philadelphia.—Belmont vs. Merion. 

“ May 20, at Trenton, N. J,—Staten Island (2d) vs. Trenton. 
May 29° at Milwaukee—Bay View vs. Young America of Wit 

consin. 
May 29, at Hoboken.—Chestnut Hill vs. St. George: 

pity, 20, at Ardmore.—Merion Vets vs, Commer cial en Martina 
xchange, 
May 29, at Chester Chester, City vs. Belmont (2d). 
May 29, at Nicetown.—Germantown (24) us. Young Amerion (2 
May 2, at Chestnut Hill.—Chestnut Hill (2d) vs. Workingmen's, 

Club. 
May 29, at Merchantville, N. J.-Young America (8d) vs, Mer 

chantyille. 
May 31, at Staten Island,—Chestnut Hill vs. Staten Island. 
May 31, at Paterson.—Manhatian vs. Paterson. 
May 31, at Boston.—Columbia College us, Harvard College, 
May 31, at Newark.—Newark vs. New York. 
May 31, at Paterson —New York (2d) vz. Paterson Union. 
June 2, at Staten Island —Manhattan (2d) ve. Staten Island (Sd). 
ae 

Tan AUSTRALIAN TEAMS.—Mr, Shaw writes us that nothi 
definite has yet been arranged about his team. Welearn & 

from same source that the Australian Team, now in Hngland, 
are very much dissatisfied with the matches their agent hasa 7 
ranged for them; they are mostly engaged to play against eigh: 

teen or odds, and not against. first-class players. This has been 

caused through the dissatisfaction caused when Lord Harris to 

his late team to Australia. The Captain of the team has put 

letter in the English papers expressing his regrets about the alfair, 

and the matter has been answered by Captain Holden, Secretary 

of the Nottingham County Club, which is as follows:— 

“Sir: Various letters have appeared, and great differences 6 t 

opinion exist regardimg the Australian cricketers who have 

lately arriyed In England. I can only say that from niy exper 
ence ihey mean money, and don’t care much about cricket. T 

offered to make a match—Daft’s American Team against 

Australians—to be played at Nottingham, on the following terms 
The Australians to take one-third of the gross receipts, Daft'® 
team one-third, the County Club the remaming third for adver 

tising, ground men, police and all other expenses. This Jam 

Lillywhite, on the part of the Australians, declined, stating 1 
one-half of the gross receipts were the only terms on which 1h 

would play. This I peremptorily refused, giving at the time th 

same opinion which I do now, viz., that money is the primary, 
ericket m secondary consideration in their visit to this country; 
IT write this on account Of a letter which appeared a few duya 

back from Mr. Alexander, the manager of the Australian teaul 
“Tam, sir, your obedient seryant, 

‘| Harry HOLDEN, 

“ Hon. Bac. Notts. County Crieket Club. 
“ Junior United Eervice Ulub, 8. W_” 

peered 
Sr, Georexs (24) vs, STATEN TSUAND (2d).—A team calling thent 

selves the second eleven of the St. Georges, but which really co iE 
tained ceveral first eleven men, yisited the island club on Satur 

day (May 22d) last and obtained a victory by il runs, The ga 
was close andinteresting, and was witnessed bya large num 
of spectators. The feature of the play was an excellent catch } 
slip by Richardson, a pretty piece of run out by Conover, an 

terrific sixer into the bay by Inman. The batting, with one exe 

tion, was of that weal description that renders a report of 

full score all thittis necessary -— 
ST. GEORGHS. 

Second Tint as. 
EH ae-Clatie, b. HI itch eas 1. baKobertsi-5, vets. ewettno 
Westfeldt, c. sub., + Rich. i ¢. Kirkland, b. Maning - 
Richardson, b. H. Rich: res te: br Manip 28s ey 
Conover, not ouf.. seta e100) Ge Outerbridge, b. Maning. 
span St Ge Inman, ‘yb. Man- 

Pee ety ae Big eae < 1 b. Miming..... eas eee sass - 
forzan, ¢. Roberts fy als 
Mor ede peek Si, Se dee 5 b. Roberts..... aaa 
Weaver, absent........----. . 0 st. Inman, b. H. Rich 
Rutherfurd, Db. Roberts....000. 0 TUN OUt.. oe. eee 
De Forest, b. Maning.,,-.--..<- 0 b. Maniog.. 
Perkins, b, Maning.. 0 b. Maning.. 
W. Pekar abeent 0 = otal! vl 
Byes, 2; leg byes, 1 > wides, 3. 5 Byes, 8; lee bye, 3: Wide, 4 coll 

Total,-+ -+--.-> Pink peat 46 ‘Total... ee ee fe ms 
BTATEN ISLAND. 

teas Janine. * Second Innings. 
Trving, b. Clarke. soot ee boClarvite <... Pi ie 2a ol ey 
H. Rich, b. Clarke... =. aor Morgan, b. Clarke... 22) ee, 
Maning, ¢, Richardson, b. Con- 

AV BE Seats a tee deoen-jeede arp ee 9 o. Perkins, b. Clarke. ........4 
Tnman, b, Clarke, .--,.--..... $b. Conover 0. 0. 02). 
Outerbridge, run gut . eee DmUlareee eee See ; 
Bingham, c. Rutherfurd, b. 
Conover -.-. 0 G. Westfeldt, b. Conover...... 4 

Roberts, b. Clarke.::-........+ 6 ¢. Rutherfurd, b. Clarke.....0 
Kirkland, ce. Clarke, b. Cono- 
MEL ye ane eee 7. TUROWUG Af oo tse ars ie eee 

Furber, not ‘out. 0 b. Conover... { 
Barnes, run out.....----------+ 0 rnnout,...-.. 45 b, 
A. Rich, ¢. Qunoyer, b. Clarke 0 not out--....__....-- vie 
TiS BESS RN MER” Byes 1s wideep2- eras 

ABent alba bs - = babies sie eezaniedde “SPotal 2.5. Sere: Ja2veuas lag 
FALL OF WICKETS, 

ST. GEORGES. 

First inning...-. tens aeeeeE) ga Ee STB: Bert | eer 
Second inning ...-.....-. rigs y Ske 4659 9 10 14 2 20 

STATEN ISLAND, 

First inning-...... vescerenfatssza B 8 22 26° 28 B80 38 BB 
Second inning. ,.-...-.--.+. -r-- 2 8 8 23 2 25 35 40 

Umpires—St. Georges, Allworth: Staten Island, Lane. 

Toronro UNIVERSITY vs, UPPER CANADA ConLEGE,—Played O© 

the grounds of the latter May 18th, at Toronto, and resulted i 
oneinvings game in fayor of former by 6 runs:— 

UNIVERSITY, | U. 0, COLLEGE. 
Wright, run Bw | McLaren, c. Wright, b. Cri 
Macdourald, b.C | man .. 
Blake, b. Ogden... Thompson, Creel a 

Tellowes, b. Creelman. 
Ogden, ¢, and b. Wrig 
Connolly, b. Foy. 
Prikers, b. Wrigh 

frock, c. Colem — 
nolly ... --- 

Fonlton, Co. McLaren, 
den»... 2 7 

tee 

SesO Oo 

Foy, b, Ogden... Coleman, ¢, Boulton 
Creelman, c. and b. Ogden Wright....... ‘ 
Cameron, b. Connolly 1) | Montyomery, b. 
Wright, b. Ogden Langmuir, run out... 
Huckle, ron erate 4 Coleman, b. Wright ,-- 

—— 

Woodruf, run ou ett not out 
Extras, .-- Extra... 

Total....... Nees Bs Lhe. GO| Total 22 oeo..6s.. cidenad oma 

Youna@ AMERICA v8. WAKEFIELD,—In our IJast issue 
dicted that the splendid condition of the Young A 
grounds at Stenton would Jead to large scoriig during tl 
son, ‘This was verified on Suturudy lash as ihe ubjor 



— 

-¥ 27, 1880.) 

willshow. The bowling of the visitors was completely collared, 
and 282 wasthe result of the Young America's innings. In the 
Wakefield's second Jaryia was making a good stand when rain 

preyented the continuance of the gama at 5.40 P.aL; the home 
team winning by 22d runs on first innings scores :— 

WAKEFIELD, 

First. Innings. Second Innings. W. Wilson, b. D. 8. Ni sd 
hall & be Clark... 0.225, fis+ivet © 

c. Clarke, b. D. §. Nevw- 
1) CEE one fee ea ee 

@ Van, b. Clark...) ... 
c. G., b, G, A. Nowhall.. 
NOt OUT.....--.....-2.04 

‘ ew- 

FA Goss, o, Van, b. D. 8. Néw- 
GL es spe gee ewe nee i 

E. Scanlan, b. Clark,........ J 
J. Braithwaite, b. Clark. ..._. 

D.8. Newhall. - 

ao 

koe Sook 

FOE OVG Ssfupseek abe 
2 

~ 

A. Kind, b. 0. A. Hewhall-... 
Pet 1. b. w. b. D. 8. New- 

Lette see ote rape chceind ca dao 
Ww. eae e. and b. D, §. 

WeWHal) 222: --s.1.5 7652. 
et Frere centigets b. D.S. New- 

i: | rears ae 

Q, Banner, not out. 
Leg bye..... Hees oO TAG sha yee Spceakef tery we 

Total........ 
YOUNG AMBRIOA. 

First. Innings. 

R. L. Baird, c. Herkeshimer, b. Scanlan ~ 0 
D. 8. Newhall, not out..-.-..-...... eres: 16 
H. L. Brown, 1. b. w..b. Jarvis...... 0. 
T. H. Dixon, b. Jarvis... ......... 23 
J. Davis, b. Jarvis...—.-+s4+-+-45+ 0 
A. P. Brown, Jr., b. Jarvis.... 4 3 
Wides, 4; byes, 8; legz-byes, 7............... 14 

UNS) ae a, Paes Bee eee rte cel one Hata Gam fe ras APE oe hee delete 355 

RUNS AT THE FALL OF EACH WICKET, 
WAKEFIELD. 

First Innings ....0..2.0....00004 3 8B 20 33 83 BL 35 49 52 bo 
Second Innings..._.. peseectaasr- £910 10 49 

YOUNG AMERICA, 

First Innings..<-::-.1.:-:-...1..49 62 82 125 125 210 211 268 272 282 
ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 

WAKEFLELD. 

Balle, Ru ser Mats aula, mg. ols. ens. ides. 
Jarvis. c.ccccveceeeee 40 60 5 is 
Stanlan. 102 92 2 1 0 
Banner, ... ...,--+--=- +. 66 46 3 2 1 
Braithwate....... .-.- -120 vat 0 2 2 

YOUNG AMPRICA, 
First Innings. 

BILE eee eSBs ant ABs 13 2 3 r 
D. 8. Newhall .......... 93 33 6 3 = 
O. A, Newhall......,./. 54 12 2 2 - 

Second Innings. 
AIC ta, .- -aatsors bE nH 2 4 —4 
D.S. Newhall........... 48 32 1 — = 
C. A, Newhall.......... 60 33 1 il Ss 

CHESTNUT Hit vs. GERMANTOWN.—Played at Nicetown, May 
22d, and won by former in one innings’ game by 14 runs. This 

match was witnessed by a largenumber of Philadelphia cricketers, 

as it was the first appearance of the two new Enrlish professionals, 

Bromhead and Tyers. The former is a medium-paced, ronnd- 
firm bowler, with good break and work, Tyers is much faster, 

and 2 remarkably strong bat. Brombead fell toa beauty from 
Patterson, his second bali. The following is the full score — 

CHESTNUT HILL. 
Second Innings. 

¢. * Williams,” b. Bromhead. 7 

15 
0 

First Innings. 
J. Peayson, 1. b. Ww. b. 
BAM. ape feces. 2 

J. GO. Groome, ¢. Brown, b. 
Bromhead......-,-- eet tase 

H.C. Butcher, b.** Williams,” 9 
dg. J. Thompson, b. “ Wil- 

Tigi A aoe ee Sec cdea de ecto 
Tyers, c. Brewster, b. ** Wil- 
Heise eee ee Ala clea. fenaoen 

A. W. Biddle, b. Bromhead... 2 
H. B. Borie, c. Haines, b, 
Bromhead.......--. pee EE “ 

F. Sartori, run out....... ep) ve 
T. CG. Patterson, b. Brom- 

Brom- 

ce. Haines,<b, '* Williams "’.... 
b. Bromhead...... 22... eee 

PeeBromhbend sep teee pre.) Al 

gc. Wister, b. ** Williams” ..... 31 
Jena ssh agama are BEL ey | 72 10 

ce. Bromhead, b. Brown....... 
¢, Perot; b, Cupitt........ ... 

head ....%--.., Gee igs es 3 b. Brown....- Perea eerieres bee 
C. Farnum, not ont.......... « & c. Cupitt, b. Brown.........<. 
BR. Page, b. Brombhead........ 8 mot ont........00..-. Gere 

Byes, 3; m0 ball, 1........-.,.. 

IFGtHl oe cepee nee eet | OPEL. 
GERMANTOWN—FIRST INNINGS. 

Te PACH BIL CALUTINOUU seye sets t ve essi ese? ee) Goatees een oe 
J. B. Jones, c, Thompson, b. Tyers...........0-.... 
BLE. Brewster, bs TyeGrs.. 522.2505 .cnceesseee ee ees 
Brombead, b. Patterson... 4a Bs 
L. W. Wister, run out................ 
‘t Williams,”’ c. Tyers, b. Patterson.........., Ate Sherstpios fener 
H, W- Brown, c, Farnum bh. Patterson,,.......- Sno oh siantiiet es aan 
W. .H. Haines, c. Groome Patterson...............22.-02000- ae 
, Perot, b: Tyers ....... Seasineces tt eae 
G. B. Warder, not out.....-...... 

_H,. Sharp, b, Tyers.¢..i)s.-20s 5205 
Bye, 1; leg byes; 2.....--..--- 

Wetec SAN aoe ay 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 

GERMANTOWN—FIRST INNINGS, 

Bulls. Runs. Maidens, Wickets. 
SOWilliAMS ? 2. . eee eee eee eee 102 33 3 3 
Bromhead........2.---.---+ . 101 24 6 6 

Sri Sareea 
ee is verre eee rece 

Pen Ce er Serra 

** Williams *’, 
Bromhead we o 

Monee Roots 

ford, Pa., May 22d, resulting in favor of former by seyen wickets. 
Score :-— 

- DORIAN. 
First, Innings. 

Curley, ¢. Montgomery, b. 
GHISGY Sree on gate ay Ree a Oe 

Hartshorne, b. Clarke......... 4 
ALP. Corbit, lb. w. b. J. Be 

0 cand b. Olark..... ..........:10 hg yiary Ji. e 2. bbs asp eke 
Jones, 1. b. w. b: Clarks ::-14.-.8 mot out......-..ssaissfessereeee B 
Mason, b. J. &. Thayer, Jr.....11 mot oub....-...2.. ee ee eee ee 5} 

Se DOU R i hot pep ae eee p sir h ess 

Second Innings. 

Shoemaker, c. Robins, b. Mont= 

3 ¢.Adamson, b. Clark... ,,...,J1 
Byes, 6; legsbye,1.......,..:.. 7 

weet weeyers peeepeeaey 
H - 

- 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

UNIVERSITY OF PHNNSYLVANIA. 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
Montgomery, run out.,,.--.,-14 b. Shipley...... ed iss ae aaa OF 
Johnson, b. Shipley-.__...... ¥ NOWMOUG cos, ieceakea see seyee £ 
J.B. Thayer, Jr.. b. Shipley.. 2 b. Shipley.....,.,..:.  ..:-22- s 

c, Winslow, b. Jones..,....,.-18 
c. D, Corbitt, b. Winslow..... Z 
ec, Thomas, b. Shipley..-.......22 
c. Mason, b. Shipley. ....... Se 

b. Thomas. .......¢5..ee-e esse ray lt 
c. Jones, b. Thomas... 6 
b, Thomas,...........5 basa! 

0 b. Shipley ....... 22.2.4 Pee oa ape 7 
Leg-byes, 1; wide, 1..,,..... A! 

TRO GAY cnjces tect ease faa 16 

to the present joined the Ontario Cricket Associatian > Toronto, 
Berrie, Hamilton, Chatham, Paris, Brantford, Sarnia, Port Hope, 

Cobourg, Carltons, Toronto; Guelph, Wanderers, Toronto; St. 

Mary’s, Peterboro, he following names of gentlemen willing to 

serve On committee have been received: Henry Totten and Wil- 

liam Lowery, Toronto; R. Kennedy and R, K. Hope, Hamilton, 

J.N. Kirchhoffer, Port Hope; J. H. D, Munson, Cobourg; and 
John J. Bray, M.D., Chatham, 

MERION (2d) vs. YounG Amerrca (2d.)—Played at Ardmore, Pa., 

May 22d, when the former won by ll runs. Score :— 

MERION SHCOND ELEVEN. 
, First Innings. . 

Smith, ec, and b. Wister : tes 
Chase, b. Gowen . 
Lowry, b. Gowen 
Williams, b. Gowe: 
Morris, ¢, Potter, b 
Lewis, b. Gowen - 
Bailey, ¢. Wister, 
Beale, b. Brown 
Maule, o. Wools 
Scott, not out....... Pa etree: ¥o.2u. 
Byes, T; leg-byes, 2; wides, 2...... BRE ieee ee EEF weneees IL 

HA 7 CSIR RAP Pn pe Ae Poe ore Sok Sy et eae fy ES 86 
f YOUNG AMERICA SECOND ELEVEN. 

First Tanings. Second Innings. 
H. Brown, b. Builey........... 85 oc. Beale, b. Lowry..i....5-..5. 9 
W.-W. Noble, b. Bailey.,..:-.. BM MET Ins, aero kves feimeete hry ck 3 
R. Wister, b. Williams,........ 5 notout...... ASE f= SE Ses 14 
8. Potter, b. Williamis.......... did not bat. 
¥, Henderson, b. Williams..., 0 not out. .-.... Moe sieetoraeteee actetv ole 
HE, Woolston, b. Bailey....-.... 8 c.H. Smith, b. Lowry 
R. Gowen, b, Bailey ........... c. and b. Williams.... 
A. Mellor, b. Williams,.,,..... Oe peularia eee sibs Ctetstrlecties wie on 
W. E. Moore, not out.......... 0 st. Williams, b, Maris 7 
J. QO. Pease, Jr., dbsent........ 0 st. Williams, b. Bailey......... 51 
Byes..... 535 ASS ABP 9 Byes, 1; leg-byes, 1............ 2 

MEET EEN IY pte Bp fad ep VERE Ce Ee ee a 105 
Mr. W. G. GrAcn’s CricKkET CARFER.—The presentation to Mr, 

W. G. Grace, in July last, at Lord’s, of a costly testimonial in re- 
cognition of his marvelous merits as an all round cricketer, was 

a worthy tribute of admiration of his play, subseribed for, as it 

had been, by all classes of players. It is now generally under- 

stood that we shall see but little of him in the future, except, per- 
haps, in County and Gentlemen vs.Players matches, and the follow- 

ing statistics of the career of the most famous cricketer that ever 

lived will be perused with interest, 

The appended tablesshow at a glance Mr. Grace's performances 

as summarized at the close of each season since his début. :— 
BATTING AVERAGES. 

Year. Inning. Rus. Average.| Year. Inning, Runs. Average, 
vi 402 57. 3 , 189 71. 9 

319 24.7 1,653 63,15 
5) 6410 42,10 1,498 82.26 
5 154 BO. 4 2612 62.18 

1888..... 9 588 65,3 1474 89.31 
1869. ..., 23 1,320 57-9 1,116 eaAst 
1870...,. 83 1,808 54.26 880 35. 6 
187i..... 3b 2,739 "8. ——— 
A872... -,. 26 1,485 57. 8 | Totals. 415 20,842 50.92 

Thus in sixteen consecutive seasons Mr. W. G. Grace has com- 

pleted 415 innings in first-class matches, and obtained in all 20,542 

runs; his average, which has in no season been under 24, thus be- 

ing for his career to date 50.92 runs per innings. This is, without 

doubt, by far the most marvelous record of batting performances 

ever chronicled, and it may well be asked, * Will it ever be sur- 

passed 7” 
BOWLING AVRRAGES, 

Runs per Wickets 
Year. Tnning. Rwis, Wickets. Wicket. per In’gs. 
ABG5....,---. 5 281 23 12. 5 2. 7 

415 31 18, 12 3B. 4 
255 39 6. 12 4.7 
639 44 14. 23 4.0 

1,187 74 16. 3 2.20 
766 49 15, 31 2.3 

1,312 78 16. 64 2.14 
688 BG 12. 16 8.11 

1,004 73 12. 68 3. 6 
1,658 129 12.110 3.46 
2,472 192 12.166 3 42 
2,388 124 19, 32 Beit 
2,201 179 12. 83 3.35 
2,108 148 14, 36 3.10 
tlt 105 13. 49 3.9 

Totals,,.. 425 18,818 1,349 13,128.1 3 T4 

Thus in fifteen successive seasons Mr. W. G. Grace has bowled 

in 425 innings in first-class matches, and obtained 1,319 wickets at 

an ayerage cost of 13 runs per wicket, and on an ayerage thrce 

wickets have fallen to him in each inning in which he has bowled. 

Tn all Mr. Mr. W. G. Grace has played 41 completed innings of three 

figures in first-class matches, giving an aggregate of 9,411 runs, 
and an average per inning of 184.27.—Lillywhite’s Companion. - 

Answers to Correspondents. 
—>—_—_—- 

(ENo notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 

w.H. T.—¥For shell write to Desmond, 37 Peck slip, New York. 

JonAs.—Your dos has the mange. Try Gloyer’s imperial cure, 

adyertised in another column. 
W. W., Philadelphia.—_You will find papers on boat building 

scattered through “ols. 8, 9 and 10. 
L. W.S.—Your dog has internal canker of the ear; treat in 

same manner as is recommended J. W. B, in issue Of May 6th. 

TAXIDERMY.—Manton’s ‘Taxidermy Without a Teacher," 
noticed in our issue of May 6th, is for sale at this office. Sent 
postpaid for fifty cents. 

0. D, H., Chatham, N. J —Your dog is evidently out of condi- 

tion, Worms do not cause rumbling In bowels. Giye several 
purges of castor oil—one eyery other day for a week. 

For? Sinp—Write to Mr. E. B. Goldsmith, whose advertisement 

you will find in another column, and he will give you all the 

information you require regarding the importation of dogs. 
G. ©. M., Oshkosh—See advertisement of Mr. E. B, Goldsmith, 

Gustom House and Forwarding Agent, in another column. He 
will give you all information regarding the importation of dogs. 

G. A. &., Westfield, Mass.—Your dog is afflicted with worms. Ad- 

jninister two doses of santonine, five grains to a dose, one atnight 

and one next morning, followed by castor ofl. The dog should 
ash twelye hours preyious to giving medicine, 

a Ds. daa 

J. J. K.—The owner of the bull-terrier Tarquin is Sir William 

Verner, Bart,, 86 Eaton square, London, England, Champion Tar- 

quin and his son Superbus baye gone home, and are now in Lon- 

don. Read Fokesr AnD SraEAM of May 20th; it tells abou 
them. 

H. H,, Hollidaysburz.—You say that your dog's eyes are In- 

flamed, and have been so for six months, watering during that 

time. Ifsuch had been the case, they would have discharged a 

muco-purvlent matter. You had better cleanse them with warn 

water, and twice a day use the following wash: Two grains of 

alum, dissolyed in an ounce of water. 

H., New Bronswick, N. J.—The constant losing of cont by your 

setter can probably be prevented by giving ber a teaspoonful of 
sulphur once 2 day forfour or five days, and occasionally atter, 

small doses from time. It wouldalso be well to give her a dose of 

sulphate of magnesia twice a week, which treatment at this sea- 
son of the year is beneficial to most dogs. 

J. L, A., JR., Boston, Mass,—Your friend’s puppy is out of con- 

dition; probably distemper may follow. We would adyise you 

to give hér at once {small dose of sulphur, say once a diy for four 

days, and twice during the week a teaspoonful of sulphate of 

magnesia. Should the little bitch continue in poor spirits, then 

give two grains of quinine three times a day fortwo or three 
weeks. Keep her warmand dry. 

0.3. T—Depth of 18ft. boatabout 2ft., thongh much depends 

upon the model. If flaton the floor, less will do, butif round or 

with much dead rise, a little more. Mast, 18}ft. above rail, stepped 
aft. 6in. from bow; use spritsail 9ft, on luff, 11ft. foot, Tft. Gin, 

head. About 40 deg. rise to the head and 18 deg. rise to foot. Tha 

sprit shipsinto a grummet on the mast 2ft, Sin, above foot of sail, 
and the other end intoa rope or cord eye at the peak. 

TyQurrer, Fairport.—For waterproofing tent, take half pound 

sugar of lead and half pound powdered alum, dissolye them in a 

bucket of pure water; pour off into another vessel, and steep the 
tent init; soak thoroughly; hangup to dry. but do not rinse, 
Kemp’s “Yacht and Boat Sailing,” price $12 for new edition ; 
Neilson’s ‘* Boat Building,” $1.25; can obtain either. Wor rigging 
model yachts see “ Model Yacht Building,” by Biddle, 31, or Wal- 
ton's * Model Yachis,”’ $1.50. 

Mas. 8. A.B., North Woburn, Mass.—You are correct in your 
idea that your setter puppy is afflicted with St. Vitus’ dance, or 

choréa, as this purely nervous alfection ismore often called. The 

probabilities are that the dog has had the distemper, possibly ina 
mild form, You must be sure to feed it on strong meat broths, 

Give doses of quinine two grains, nux yomica one-eighth grain, 

three times a day, aud continue forthree weeks. Moderate exer- 

cise when possible and fresh air will aid toward effecting cure. 

W. J. Percryan, Palo, Mich.—_I send you with this the head, 

wing and leg of a bird killed around a small marshy lake here. 

Please giye name of it. Ithink,from whatT have read and the 
picture in Webster's Dictionary, that it is probably a- gallinule, 

Does Hallock’s ‘“Sportsman’s Gazetteer” treat of the different 

kinds of birds? Ans. Your birdisnota gallinnle, but a rail, the 
common sora (Porzana carolina). The **Sportsman’s Gazetteer’s 

treats of the different kinds of game birds—this among the 

number. 

G. BH. J.—The Creedmoor rules do not in general provide for 

the settlement of a tie where a badge is given to be taken by the 

winner on the greatest number of matches, and generally a spe- 

cial provision ismade in the conditions of the match. The most 

common way, as im the case of the Champions-Marksman’s 

padge at Creedmoor, is: ‘In case of & tie the highest aggregate 

score of all the competitions participated in up to that time to. 

decide.” Orit may be better to shoot off the tie on some partic. 

ular day. > 

St. L. KR. C.—The cup can only be won according to the eondi- 

tions attached. No one has a right to claim it after winning it 

three times, unless such condition was distinctly expressed in the 
deed or resolution offering the cup. If, as you say, “it was to be 

rowed for annually,” it remains an annual challenge cup and ean- 

not become the possession of a club any longer than it is able to 

holdit from year to year. If a club refuses to row for it more 

than three times the cup reverts, of course, to the Mississippi 

Valley Rowing Association. Offering challenge cups which can 

never become property is, however, to be deprecated. 

Canvas CANoE.—Give the canoe plenty of floor for sailing, and 
10jin. deep amidships will be enough, although you can go up to 

jin. Neilson’s ‘Boat Building” isabout thebestpublished. You 
had better await the new edition, reyised by Dixon Kemp. Price 

about $1.50 at Manning’s Yacht Agency, 53 Beaver street, New 
York, “The grooves into which the canvas is laid” has reter— 
ence to the rabbett in stem and stern post. ‘The canyas is laid 
across the keelson, must be cut in the center at cach end, so 4s to 

pring it up on each side of the stem and post, where it is tacked 
down into the grooves mentioned. Experiment is the hest 

teacher. 

J.L. H., Milwaukee.—My puppy's right fore shoulder, lez and 
foot seem partially paralyzed, with constant twitching of the 

muscles of shoulder and leg. In running or jumping he cannot 

control his actions, causing him to frequently fall over, but he 

does not suffer pain. Isthere any remedy? Ans, Time and 4 tonic 

eombined with good food and moderate exercise, may bring him 

allright. When the fore-quarters are affected in this way, there 
is more chance of a speedy cure than if the trouble was located 

in the hinder parts. Give doses of quinine, two grains, three 

times a day, and continue for three weeks. Write resultof treat- 

ment, 

J. G., Poronto.—Your center-board is much too small 1o be 

effective. As you say the boat is now well balanced, increase 

the length of the board at each end, making it five tosix feet 

long. Straddle the mainmast over the trunk. If objectionable, 
inerease the board two feet at forward end, and give it the full 

depth of the boat on the after end. A keel would, however, be 

the simplest remedy, as you can add to it or cutaway until ellee- 

tive and well balanced. About eight to ten inches deep amid- 

ships and eut up forward, with the heel taken oif aft. Most suit 

able ‘tdrop” of the board is obtained from observation, and will 

vary with wind, weather and course. 

CAnonteR, Boston, Mass—Please describe to me the differences 

between the eggs of the bank swallow and those of the while 

pieasted swallow, and also elve proper name of latter; also size 

and color of the pewee’s ezgs. Is** pewee” the proper name of 

the above bird? Are their (pewee's) ees rave? Ans, The eggs 

of thebankswallow (Cofyle niparid) and the white-bellied swallow 

(Tachycineta bicolor) are pure whiic, unmuirked by spots. ‘Those 

of the formerspecies measure .tidin. by .j0in.; those of the latter 

W0in. by S0in. Theeres ot the pewee (Sayornis Fuscus) mensure 

about .75in. by .62in. They are white, with sometimes a few dots 

of light reddish brown at the larger end. They are yery com- 

mon, 
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THE INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE AND READING Room,— 

We announce with pleasure that there will shortly be 
opened in Madison Square, in this city, an institution 
destined to occupy a field of great and permanent useful- 
ness, We refer to the International Exchange and Read- 
ing Room, projected by Mr, C. A, O'Rourke, proprietor 
of the New York City Press Association, The new enter- 
prise is broad and varied in its scope, but its objects are 

defined with unmistakable clearness, and the executive 

ability and thorough experience of its projector give as- 
surances that every feature of the new institution will 

be put in perfect working order, In the Exchange, which 
will be open from § A.m, till midnight, will be found all 
the leading journals of the principal cities of the globe, 
This feature will probably be more complete than in any 

reading room in the world, for the latestissues receivable 
by mail will always be at hand, Not only newspapers, 
but the leading reviews and magazines and the latest 
publications dealing with business interests of all kinds 
will be found af the Exchange. Current general news of 
the day, stock, mining and produce quotations will be re- 
ceived there by telegraph, and promptly bulletined. Par- 
ties desirmg to speculate, and at the same time avoid the 
turmoil of Wall street, can do so by special wires through 
responsible brokers, The arrival off Sandy Hook of all 
incoming steamers will be announced at the Exchange, 
Railroad, ocean steamer and steamboat directions for 
travelers will be furnished, and tickets sold at regular 
rates, Not only subscribers resident in this country, but 
travelers from all parts of the globe will find in the new 
institution facilities hitherto unattainable in New York. 
An agent of the Exchange will go on board all incoming 
steamers. Guides and interpreters will be furnished to 
travelers. In brief, the Exchange and Reading Room 

will be an important and valuable feature among the 

institutions of New York. The business men of the 
metropolis have been quiek to show their appreciation of 
this fact, for the success of the new enterprise has been 
assured even on a Metropolitan clientage, 
Ee 

—The twenty-third annual shooting festival of the 
New York Schuetzen Corps, Capt. George Aery, will be 
held at Union Hill, June 7th, 8th, and 9th. ‘The society 

always offers its guests a superior entertainment. The 
annual shooting tournamentis one of the most important 

vents in the metropolis, 

THE TEAM SELECTION. 
ee 

HE Board of Directors are making a pretty kettle of 
fish out of the selection of the team to go to Ire- 

land, and a great deal of dissatisfaction has grown up in 

consequence. Never was a simpler problem presented to 
the Board; but the same blundering policy which has 
made Creedmoor a continuous and expensive subsistence 

on State pap, and left if to-day more helpless and with 
less prospect of being self-supporting than it waa five 
years ago, cropped out in the choice of the team; and as 
a result there goes—if go it does—a team to Ireland com- 

posed of men whom accident has given an elevation 
which a sober second thought does not approve. 

The circular issued with such great to do on the 20th 
wlt. has proven to be but a snare and a delusion, and has 

not been lived up to except in the most airy fashion. 
The result is that a gentleman representing one of the 
most influential clubs of the rifle shooting world, and 

who in his private capacity gave the first medal eyer 
offered in a match at Creedmoor, receives a rebufi, which 

he very properly resents by declaring himself free from 
the entire crew of gun agents who go to represent 

America in Europe, and of the blunderers who manage 
them, A bit of brief history will explain. The circular, 

as published in FOREST AND STREAM April 22d last—and 
which issue, by the way, represented the circular as it 
was passed by the Board, before the fingers of the med- 

dlers were seen in amendments for their own purposes— 
provided that any club could send such representatives 
as were proper to go on the team and were acceptable to 

the committee. Dr. Clark was so selected by the Empire 
Rifle Club without competition, Dr. §. I. Scott, of Wash- 
ington, went through a brilliant series of contests, and 

won the honor of representing the Columbia Rifle Asso- 
ciation. Capt, L, C. Bruce was selected as the represent- 
ative of the Amateur Rifle Club, of New York, in a com- 

petition of two days’ duration, where he defeated such 
marksmen as Jackson, Farrow and Fisher. The Amateur 

Club were prepared to furnish the financial backing to 

Capt. Bruce, and he himself had contributed handsomely. 
These three gentlemen—Clark, Scotti and Bruce—were 

the only representatives of clubs selected for the team, 
The Massachusetts Rifle Association made a great 

pother at first; but, with a ready excuse to cover up 

their retreat, saw with Yankee shrewdness a readier way 
of getting on to the team. 

three men at large from the National Rifie Association. 
The best three in four scores were to count; but only 

two scores were made by Messrs, Farrow, Fisher and 

Rathbone, and by some hocus pocus they reported as the 

choice of the N. BR. A,, on Tuesday, the 18th, when club 

men were expected te be present. Then, having been 
defeated in the Amateur Club, and again in the open con- 

test of the N. R, A,, Capt, Jackson appears as a free 
lance. He, with associate marksmen from the Hub, 

were not the representatives of the Massachusetts Rifle 
Association, for that fact they were very positive in as- 

serting. They surely had not won any right to recogni- 

tion according to the circular, and with only three right- 
ful claimants to places on the team, or six, if the quasi 

rights of the N, R. A. representatives were to be regarded, 
it was the duty of the Board of Directors to fill the place 
vacant, In place of this, there was a three days’ noisy 
shoot at Creedmoor. Capt. Bruce, with important busi- 
ness interests in town, and with a positive assurance that 
his rights were to be protected, did not appear to shoot 
beside men whom he had already defeated. Some bril- 

liant shooting was done, with some fortunate days to do 
it on, and then, with the friskiness of a young colt, Capt. 

Bodine seemed to go back on his title of ‘‘ Old Reliable,” 
and in a sort of star chamber proceedmg at Creedmoor 

a team was made up : a scurry was made by its members 

to get their names attached to a paper in which they 

promised to go to Ireland—they thinking, perhaps, that 

the paper would carry some weight in case of trouble, 

The rights of Capt, Bruce were quietly overlooked in the 
grab game of that Friday evening at Creedmoor, and the 
next morning’s papers made public the insult which had 
been flung at Capt. Bruce, and through him at the club 
which in 1878 accepted the challenge of the Irish rifle- 
men, and brought about pretty much all there is of long- 

range shooting in America, 
Then came the confession of the blunder in the clumsy 

attempts to patch up the trouble, and in a meeting called 
on Tuesday atternoon last, after hatching in star chamber 

confab for some hours the following :— 
Whereas, In accordance with the condition of the 

circular of April 20th, issued by this Association ‘*to the 
riflemen of America,” asking their codperation in getling 
up a team toshoot a return match in Ireland next month, 
Col. John Bodine has been appointed captain, and Messrs. 
Brown, Scott, Clark, Farrow, Rathbone, Fisher and 
Jackson haye justly earned their several positions as 
members of the team and one reserve; and 

Whereas, Unforeseen circumstances haye prevented 
several of the best marksmen from complying with the 
requirements for positions upon the team ; and 

Whereas, By the conditions of said circular more than 
one Teserve can be appointed to accompany said team ; 
therefore 

Resolved, That Messrs. Bruce and Rockwell be added 
to thenumber to compose said team and reserve, 

This tissue of preyarication did not help the broil, into 

Then came the selection of | \ 

which the selection had drifted, in the least, Capt, Bruce, 

when the sop was presented to him, promptly and prop- 
erly rejected it. He had won a place on the team, and 

did not need any apologetic resolutions to give him his 

own, My, Rockwell had distinctly said that he could not 
go oyer, and therefore seemed a fit blank to keep Capt, 
Bruce company on the fag end of the resolution. 
The representatives of the Amateur Club had acted 
from the start in a manner entirely in accordance with 
the spirit which should govern the selection of a body of 

experts to represent American riflemen. His absence is 
a real loss to the team, for while it is pretty certain to 

win in any case, it is difficult to get’ up enthusiasm over 

a group of marksmen where at any moment the drummer 
instinct may break out, and a price list switched from 
the pocket be thrust in the face of our host on the other 
side, 

It was a stinging commentary on this chapter of team 

selection when the chairman of the Finance Committee 
rose in the Board, and speaking of the financial accounts 

of the Board, said: ‘‘I defy any man to make head or 

tail out of them, and any firm working with such a sys- 

tem of keeping its accounts would go to the wall yery 
soon,” 
=p + 

PROFESSIONAL RIFLEMEN.—The question of a plan for 
barring out professional riflemen isa growing one in rifle 
circles, and Col, Sanford, in the last session of the Board 

of Directors, proposed the following sapient rule, which 
of course means nothing, as the gate money is in all 

cases taken possession of by the Association controlling 
the range, here is not money enough offered as prizes 
in the whole country to tempt the best marksman to its 
capture as a means of livelihood, and no rifle-making 
firm will bar off its agents from the ranges by confessing 
them as paid to shoot the arm. The resolutions read ;— 

All matches of this Association hereafter shall he open 
only to amateur riflemen, unless otherwise specified ; 
and amateurs only shall be allowed to compete for places 
on the American International or Inter-State feams and 
be organized by this Association, An amateur in rifle 
shooting is one who has never entered into a competi- 
tion for gate money, or who has never pursued match 
shooting with the rifle asa means of livelihood, or who 
has never been paid by any rifle manufacturing firm or 
dealers in rifles to use said rifles in matches for the pur- 
pose of advertising or selling them. 

We invite discussion of this question. 
‘ a 

Typrs or ANGDERS.—Many people are just beginning 
to find out that angling is one of the most artistic sports 
in the world. Its own inherent gentleness makes it the 

most refined, and although gentlewomen add by their 

presence to its charms, yet it does not require, as do most 
sports, their restraining and refining influence. ‘Tts in- 
nocence is a feature that has conrmended it in all ages.” 
The angler has most of the cardinal virtues, He pos- 

sesses the rare quality of taking the luck asit comes, good 
naturediy. Difficulties and disappointments stimulate 

instead of depressing him, for like virtue patience is its 
own reward, It was an angling enthusiast who said; ‘I 

did not have a positive bite but I had a glorious nibble,” 
The fisherman’s life is made up of one grand series of 

disappointments, He has more of them to the season 
than any other person, Most of them, however, are hap- 

py ones; only enough of the miserable ones happen along 

to season the rest. Every sign which the angler studies, 
the seudding clouds, the ripple on the water, the direc- 

tion of the wind, may all indicate good sport, aud yet as 
he starts out, buoyant with hope, building high his 
castles in the air, he is conscious of a delightful uncer- 

tainty, which is the condiment of his recreation and in- 
creasing its attractions. 

There is an element of chance about it more fascinat- 

ing than the absolute certainty, but whateyer comes he 

is never discontented with the actual. No evidence of 
disappointment ever lurks in his face, He has a well 
regulated tongue, and is neyer guilty of committing an 

assault on the English language, no matter how great the 

provocation or how much of a thinking he may keep up, — 
Still, in spite of this undercurrent of uncertainty, he is a 
man of sublime faith. He never steps into a stream with- 

out trying to make himself believe that it is one of his 
lucky days! And well he needs more than a grain ef 
faith, for ofttimes the result of his day’s wading will not 
turn the scale at a grain or less, but he is, under every 
condition, a philosopher. If he cannot always command 

success he will at least deserve it, 

We mean the fly fisherman, one who uses the lightest 
rod and fittest line. There are anglers who employ hooks 

and lines coarse enough to draw out leviathans, but they 
are mere fishing machines, whose legitimate business — 

should be hauling a seine, and who have little of the 
spirit of the fair play that betokens the gentleman, who 
scorns to take any unfair advantage, but is willing to 

give the fish some chance for thir lives. 

Anglers are yery much like their tackle, coarse and 
fine, It is the latter who has some object in going to the 
trout stream besides filling his creel. He likes the vigor- 
ous rise and strike, but that isnot all in all. There are 

surrounding associations from which he derives pleasure, 
He is an observer, and is continually making mental not 
of the beauties and deformities of the ever changl 
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: Pictures before him, He is a student who studies not 

alone to catch the fish, but also to learn their habitsand 
characteristics, He loves to lear the merry ripple of the 
stream bubbling along in playful melody. He hears the 
choicest arias and solos and choruses from a thousand 

tiny throats pulsating the air. He hears the mountains 
echoing back the weird cry of the loon; he hears the 

cheerful chirp of the crickets beating time against their 
horny sides; the whirr of the ruffed frouse ; the sleepy 

whispering of the leaves, and this is harmony, He sees 

the earth gay with the spring flowers; the blue-eyed 
violet in its simple beauty and coquettish grace budding 
and blossoming at his fe+t, and peeping upward through 
the grasses at the golden buttercups, the purple pansies, 
the trumpet of the wild honey-suckles, the ferns growing 

on the silver-gray rocks, the May apple laughing in its 

rosy beauty, and all these are to him perfect types of 
loveliness. 

In looking up through nature he recognizes the wonder- 
ful and beautiful creations with which the world is 

adorned, and basking under their influence is quickened 
into a devout reverence to the “ Giver of every good and 

perfect gift.” To all these the mere fishing machine 
gives no heed, The boulders, cushioned with moss, the 

rugged cliffs, seamed and serrated, grim old monarchs of 

the forest, cloud capped mountains, ferns nor flowers, all 
tokens of divine goodness, are for him neither ennobling 
nor harmonizing, MILLARD, 
rt te 

BEAVER RiveR CLus.—The field day of the Beaver 
River Club, at Pittsfield, Mass., May 2ist, was a very en. 
joyable affair, Some twenty members were present, and 
the afternoon was pleasantly passed in rifle practice and 
glass ball shooting at the range of the Riverside Club, at 

Pittsburg, who kindly gave the visitors permission to 

occupy the range, which is beautifully situated on the 
shore of Silyer Lake, a short distance from the center. 
In the evening a trout supper at the Burbank House 

ended the day’s sport, which was much enjoyed by all 
present. The elub voted to repeat the field day, Oct, 

18th. Pittsfield is one of the most beautiful of Massa- 
chusetts towns, surrounded by mountains interspersed 
with beautiful lakes and an air invigorating and health- 
giving. Thesportsmen of Pittsburg and the surround- 

ing towns of Adams and North Adams are gentlemen in 
every sense of the word, and uny sportsman who goes 

there will be sure of a hearty welcome. The President 

of the club, Mr. A. L, Phillips, was unfortunately de- 

tained by sickness in his family, much to the regret of 
the other members. Wleven new members were admit- 
ted, making now thirty-five in all. 7 

See a 

[From a Special Correspondent. ] 

OUR WESTERN LETTER. 
oe 

Denver, Cou,, May 11th, 

LEASANT as’ the interior of the traveling coaches 
are which bring one out to these regions, the out- 

side furnishes its due share of pleasure. As the miner 
in his digging sinks down through successive strata of 

_ rocks, so the journey overland from New York presents 
in turn its different phases of land, life and character. 
Each phase is a surprise and a matter of interest, es- 

| pecially if the traveler has never been before far west 
from the Atlantic coast. One’s sensations, indeed, are 

” yery peculiar in this respect, The Eastern man has heard 
and read a great deal about the ‘‘Far West” and the 
t “Great West,” and has gained an idea that there is a 

great deal to the country beyond what can be seen east 

of the Alleghany range, and he understands very well 
that the oyerland rowte to the Rocky Mountains is not 
far short of the distance to Liverpool, and so he may 
think that he has an idea of the West, But he will find, 
when he tries the journey, that his ideas have been very 

mall compared with the reality, Tt is difficult enough 

to get a notion of the vastness of the ocean, without 
actually crossing it. It is still harder to realize what a 
vastness you are going into when you start out over- 

land across the plains. After one has been aboard the 
train for forty-eight hours, in constant iotion, the feel- 

ing is that itis about time to come to salt water again ; 
yet the traveler will then have got merely to Iowa. It is 

aA strange feeling, which one can not shake off, that the 
‘sountry is large beyond all proportion, and that the 
United States still has a future before it. 

But if the mere distance produces this effect, the va- 

ried richness of the country through which one passes 
impresses oné still more strongly. Across New Jersey, 

fich in her market-gardening, her mines and her large 
manufactories, and dotted with the mixed tints of su- 

Barban villages—an extension at arm’s length, as it were, 

of the wealth of the metropolis—until if reaches these 
finger-ends of suburban towns, and drops off and enriches 
the spots where it falls, Across New Jersey, with these 

3 of wealth and these adornments, one strikes a 

Hew money center, the point of entrance to fresh wealth 
if nature and new fields of industry, Pennsylvania is 
Certainly a State by herself. You can’t help knowing 

en you enter Pennsylvania, and when you leave 

it, Rugged and burrowed with mines—that is the im- 
Tession one gets of Pennsylvania,/$Nothing fican be 

more interesting than the railroad ride which takes the 

traveler over the mountains. Around the famous Horse- 
shoe Bend is a view hoth of nature and of engineering, 

which rivals the Semmering. Down the grade on the 
other side we fly with a speed that nothing but the best 

of tracks and road-beds could stand, Down into yal- 
leys, dashing around curyes, leaving brown clayey banks 

on ons hand and sloping hillsides on the other, rattling 
over switches, swimming past mining stations with 
their jeering boys, one gets down at last upon the en- 

trance to the famous city of smoke, almost before one is 

aware that the mountains have been left behind. It 

must be admitted that Pittsburg is unrivalled for 

smoke; ‘* but there is money in it,” and that is enough 
for the American; and it is the province of the tourist 

and the sightseer ; indeed, if he will get a just and true 
idea of the places he visits, fo look through this veil, 

whether it be of smoke, as at Pittsburg, or of barren- 

ness, desolate surroundings, dust, unhandsome buildings, 
or what not, a veil that surrounds many a place where 

the happiness and well-being of mankind is being con- 
tributed to by mining, milling, agriculture, and by keep- 
ing in supplies the tough men who have moved West 

and gradually added States to the Union. Ib is well if 
the tourist’s eye can pieree to the substance of these 
places ; and if it does, he will see a beautiful face behind 
the disguising yeil, and he will come to rank places with 

forbidding aspects among the fair and good things of 

the earth, because they are doing good. A good deal of 

the beauty of Western places is of this sort. The station 

may look lonely, and perhaps you would not like to be 

dropped there to get your living. But all about, and 

between. such stations, there is plenty of eyidence that 

there is a productive earth, and here the energy man has 
bent oyer the earth and made it yield and add to the 
riches of the States, These uninyiting, sparsely settled 

places, haye brought comfort and plenty to many a 
home where there has been pinching and want before, 
So the West has its beauty, even where it is rough. 
But I would be far from holding out that the West is 

without beauty that cannot be seen readily by the eye, 

and has to be studied owt and reflected upon before it 

becomes apparent tothe mind. The beauty of the West 
is, if 1 may say so, in general. wider than the 
beauty which belongs to the landscapes of the Hast. 
Through Ohio one passes over long, rolling reaches of 

mellow-looking fields—fields which afford a long, even 
horizon for the sun to set behind, There is nothing to 
narrow the scene; there are no sides to the stage at 
which you are looking. So in Illinois, only more level. 

Vast rich flats make the view. As one draws into Iowa 

the soil gets to looking blacker, the ground rolls more, 

and rather startling round hills of loam, with no sign of 
rock, rise up, stay a few minutes, and fall away, as we 
go speeding on. Wet places appear and disappear ; the 

soilis black: wild birds are seen in large numbers ; ducks 
go scurrying away across the patches of water from our 

advancing tram, and geese keep up a steady flight 

somewhither off inthesky. The quantity of game is 
something of a sight to the Eastern sportsman. 

But the most startling revelation is reserved for him 

who goes West beyond Omaha. — Once across the Mis- 
souri, the great plains are struck. Everybody in the Hast 
has heard of ‘* crossing the plains,” but I doubt if any- 

one without seeing them can form an idea of the plains, 

or whatitis (oy rather was) tocross them, The want of 
fences is one of the first things that the Eastern man feels. 

Where are they goneto? Are we never coming to one? 
Surely there must be a limit to this field, 
Yes, there is—two or three days’ travel beyond this—a 
month’s travel in the old days, before steam went over 

the plains, Whereis the owner? Oh, he may be fifty 
miles away from here, on no man’s land, rounding up his 

cattle for the spring branding! Perhaps, though, that 

ishe! Where? Why, coming horséback down the hill 

over yonder, ButIseenomannorhorse. Right here ! 
Oh, that black speck, you mean? I didn’t know that was 
amanon horseback. Why, I didn’t think that hill was 

so far away, but I see now it is a good deal further than 

it looks; and now I can see the black speck moving, and 

see it go up and down, on the canter! §o the ‘* Tender- 
foot” thinks (but, if he is wise, does not utter), and watches 

and watches the undulating black speck cantering nearer 

and nearer, but never near enough to distinguish man 

from horse, until the train has finally left behind, out of 
view, the solitary horseman, with his hopes and purposes 

and wishes—much 4s one sees ab sea a sail rise over the 
horizon, hang there awhile, and disappear—half awe-in- 

spiring in its unknown mission. Lex, 

———aE +o ae 

PENNSYLVANIA FinLD TRIALS.—At the meeting of the 
Pennsylvania State Association at New Brighton, Pa,, 
next Tuesday, it is proposed to discuss the plan of hold- 
ing a State field trial of dogs, It is to be hoped that this 
project will meet the favor it certainly deserves, Local 
trials bring out mto the field a great many dogs which 
do not and cannot appear at the large, distant trials of 

the same charavter. They are influential in developing 
and directing the taste for field sports, and in demon- 

strating aright understanding of the good points in a 
dog, 

Gane Bag and Gur. 
MAY IS A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME. 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

In sending roports for the Fokest AnD STREAM Directory to 
Game and Fish Resorts, our correspondents ave requested to give 

the following pxrticulars, with such other information as they 

may deem of yalue: State, Town, County; means of access; Hotel 

and other accommodations; Game andits Season; Fish ind lis Sea- 
son; Bouts, Guides, ete.; Name of person to address, 

——<—>_ 

—Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 
TT 

THE STATH CONVENTION. 

SENECA Fauus, N. Y., May 26th. 
HE twenty-second annual convention of the New 

York State Association for the Protection of Fish 

and Game was held last evening at Daniel’s Hall, Horace 
Silsby, President, in the chair, The delegates were wel- 

comed by Mr. J, D, Pollard, of the Seneca Gun Club, 
whose speech was received with great applause, The fol- 
lowing clubs were represented: Adirondack Club, of 
Adams; Audubon Club, of Rochester: Central City, of 
Syracuse ; Corning Club, of Corning ; Dansville Club, of 
Dansville ; Hast Buffalo Shooting Clib ; Forrester Club, 
of Buffalo; Farmers’ Village Club; Genesee Club, of 
Irondequoit ; Jordan Club, of Jordan ; Jefferson Sports- 
man’s Qlub, of Watertown ; Leatherstocking Glub, of 
Oswego ; Lewis County Club, of Lowyille ; Leroy Club, 
of Leroy ; Monroe Club, of Rochester; Cazenovia Club ; 
Niagara Valls Club; Ontario County Club, of Clifton 
Springs ; Onondaga County Club, of Syracuse ; Phosnix 
Clab, of Seneca Falls; Skaneateles Club; Seneca Gun 
Club, of Seneca Falls; Steuben Club, of Wayland ; 
Wayne County Club, of Clyde ; Waterloo Club, of Water- 
terloo; Onondaga County Fishing Club, of Syracuse ; 
Rome Club, of Rome ; Spencer Club, of Lyons ; Forrester 
Club, of Penn Yan ; Forest and Stream, of Akron ; Dean 
Richmond Club, Batavia ; Queen City, of Buffalo ; Foun- 
tain Gun Club, of Brooklyn ; Brooklyn, Gun Club ; Long 

| Island Club, of Brooklyn, 

Applications were received from the following clubs 
for admission to the convention: Garden City Club, of 
Hempstead ; Forest City Shooting Club, of Ithaca ; Ful- 
ton Gun Club, of New York; Washington Gun Club, 
of Brooklyn; Phoenix Gun Club, of Brooklyn; Nonpareil 
Sporting Club, of Brooklyn; Nassau Gun Club, of 
Jamaica, Long Island; Forrester Club, of Brooklyn ; 
Long Island Sportsmen’s Association; Rochester Gun 
Club, of Rochester. All the clubs nominated were 
elected members of the Association, ; 

It was decided to hold the convention of 1881 at Brook- 
lyn, under the auspices of the Long Island Sportsmen’s 
Association, The following officers were elected :-— 

President, Abel Crook, of Brooklyn ; First Vice-Presi- 
dent, Charles W. Havemeyer, of Hempstead ; Second 
Vice-President, G, T, Case, of Seneca Falls (Phoenix Club); 
Recording Secretary, John B. Sage, of Buffalo ; Corre- 
sponding Secretary, Nathaniel B, Cook, of Brooklyn ; 
Treasurer, W. J, Babcock, of Rochester, d 

The programme of the shooting to-day was as follows : 
—Contest No. 1. At8 o'clock ar. sharp, class shoot 10 
single birds ; entrance fee $5. Contest No, 2, at 2 o’clock 
sharp P.M., class shoot 10 single birds, In the first con- 
test Peter Tompkins, of the Dean Richmond Club, won 
the first prize by killing 15 birds straight, The Second 
prize was won by Edward Hudson of the Onondaga Club 
of Syracuse, by killing 19 out of 20, RB, J, Richardson 
of the Jefferson County Club, of Watertown, took the 
third with a score of 18 ont of 20, Peter Hines, of the 
Audubon Club, of Buffalo, took the fourth, the score 
being 18 out of 20, The general score includes the ties 
and 110 men stepped to the front in this contest, : The birds were all wild, and good flyers. The second contest 
commenced at 38.80 o’cluck this afternoon. The main score was completed and the first tie 
dark, Hiram Twist, of the Seneca Gun Ch 
first prize. The balance of the ties will 
morning, 

shot off before 
ub, winning the 

be shot off in the 

—>—_ 

Massacnuserrs—Chelsea, May 15th.—Th Sportsman Club has been formed Svith the fallominnee cers: President, John K, Hodgdon; YV. ice-Presidents Charles BE, Bearse and Wilbur L, Slade; Secretary, Wil- liam R. Swan; Treasurer, Noah Blanchard, Executive Committee—Joseph B. Fenwick, J oseph 8. Hatch, Wesle Abbott and Frank A. Magee. The club proposes to have ene and shooting grounds at the rear of Powder- 

PENNSYLVANIA ASSOOIATION.—Walhesbapn 
1oth,—I desire to call the attention of ihoeeeenee of Pennsylyania to the fact that on June Ist, 1880 “The Pennsylvania State Association far Protection of Game and Fish,” will hold its next annual meeting at New Brighton, Pa. At this meeting the matter of holding a State field trial will be taken under consideration, Clubs are invited to send delegates, and it is hoped they will do so, There will, on the following day, be a shoot for a club medal, also one individual prize for best score, Open. only to. teams from clubs belonging to the State Associa- on . B. F, DORRANOE, President, 

ABAMA STATE AssoctatTion,—At a meeti the rooms of the Gulf City Gun Club, May 4th, aa Sportsmen's Association was organized, having ,|for its 



——— oo 
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object the enforcement of the laws in regard to the pres- 
ervation of game, including birds, fish and animals, 
Members of the following gun clubs were present: W, 
K, Jones, of the Excelsior and Montgomery clubs; J. E. 
Skinner, of the same; W. L. Hutchings, of the Excelsior 
Club of Montgomery, “and the following members of the 
Gulf City Gun Club; F. P. Davis, C. W. Leslie, us 
Seg ice M. F, Kirkbride, Dr, J. C. Turner, Dr, T. 
8. Scales, W, H. Williamson, H, P. Vass, W, B. Holt, G. 
W. Tunstall, Dr. C. C. Sherrard, J.8, Alexander, J, C, 
Bush, §. Carre, Cecil Fleming and W, A. Goodall. 
The following officers were elected for the ensuing 

year: Presiaent, Dr. T. 8. Scales; First Vice-President, 
Hl. C. Semple, of Montgomery ; Second Vice-Pesident, 
W. K, Jones, of Montgomery ; Recording Secretary, H. 
C. Davidson, of Montgomery ; Corresponding Secretary, 
GC, E. Wallin, of Montgomery ;_ Treasurer, Dr. C. 
Sherrard, of Mobile. Governing Committee—G. W. 
Tunstall, of Mobile; J, E. Skinner, of Montgomery ; H. 
P. Vass, of Mobile; F. P. Davis, of Mobile; H. B. Met- 
ealf, of Montgomery. Law Committee—Hon, O, J. 
Semmes, of Mobile; F. C. Randolph, V. M. Elmore, of 
Montgomery ; W. G. Boyles, of Mobile; H. C. Semple, 
of Montgomery, 

We take great pleasure in noting this movement on the 

part of Alabama sportsmen, and shall hope to chronicle 

good work done by the new association, 

CAPTURE OF AN OwL.—Alemandria, Ohio, May 18th. 
—This morning, having gone to the woods to look for a 
stray sheep, my setter dog Captain ran ahead, and either 
flushed from the ground, or from a tree, what I took to 
bealarge hawk witha black snake in its claws. It alighted 
on a large sycamore, and upon a nearer yiew I discovered 
it to be an owl with a steel trap and chain attached to 
oné foot. J returned to the house and procured my gun, 
intent upon its capture. When I reached the tree it had 
gone, but upon a short search I discovered it on a pile of 
Tails, with one end of the chain fast. I secured it alive, 
and now have ita prisoner in the corn-crib, minus the 
trap, It is a very large specimen and very fierce. It does 
not geem to be any worse for its adventure. When, 
where and how Jong if had been in the trap I cannot an- 
swer. H. 5.5. 
Orraon—Hugene City.—The shooting is over for the 

spring, and our breech-loaders, well oiled, are reposing in 
their cases. The last of the geese winged their way to- 
ward the North (24th ult.), and if was my good fortime 
to be with them on that day, when eight fat Canada 
geese were bagged. The modus operandi of shooting 
them in April is as follows; When the gunner has dis- 
coyered a flock, which are generally hungry and tired on 
account of their long flight from the South, he gradually 
approaches them with a hors se, and if he is up to the 
business, and keeps well out of sight behind his equine 
companion, he offen gets within forty yards of the flock, 
and then with a good gun, and with cartridges loaded 
with BB shot, great hayoe is made among them, 
Mountain grouse are extensively hunted here in the 
spring, and by their ‘* hooting” may be easily found and 
shot, Although it is almost equal to turkey-hunting, as 
they are a large bird and strong on wing, yet their flesh 
tastes strongly of fir, which they live on during the 
winter, The young in the fall are as delicate eating as 
ruffed grouse. A sportsmen’s club in this place is ina 
flourishing condition, and will endeavor to have the 
game law amended. As if now stands, there might as 
well be no game law, for it contains a provision allowing 
any one killing game at all seasons of the year, if it be 
for his own consumption. J.G.5, 
Tom ATTAKAPAS REGION of LovIsiAna.—New Orleans, 

April 9th.—As the Attakapas region of Louisiana and its 
fine game resources appear not to have been represented 
in your valuable paper, I shall endeayor, to describe the 
country and its advantages to the sportsman, This re- 
gion has but recently been rendered accessible by means 
of the Louisana and Western Railroad, which will place it 
in daily connection with New Orleans, It occupies the 
southwestern portion of the State, and most of the par- 
ishes of Vermillion, Lafayette, St. Landry and Calca- 
sien. Snipe, woodcook and papperbot appear in June 
and remain until January ; woodcock are killed in large 
numbers by torchlight in July and August. Grosbeak in 
the marshes, and plover and grosstete on the highlands, 
are also to be found in July and August, Prairie chicken 
abound i in the parishes of Calcasien, St. Landry and Ver- 
million in November, December and January. Ducks, 
geese and brant generally appear in great numbers about 
the 10th of November, and remain until spring. Hares 
are found on the prairies from October to January, mule- 
eared rabbits also near the sea, There are some deer in 
the woodlands along the bayous. Millions of larks, rice- 
birds, robins and other small birds are found everywhere, 
Fishing, in the bays along the coast, is gond. Sportsmen 
wishing to enjoy a fine climate and ’plenty of good shoot- 
ing will be amply rewarded by a trip to this Bees and 
will receive a hearty Louisiana welcome. E.G, 
es 

TRAP-SHOOTING. 

Eilitor Forest and Stream :— 

The sentimentality which characterizes the articles in your is- 

gue of the 22d, by “ De L.,” and which is pointedly and squelchedly 

answered by “ Knowles” in the succeeding week's paper, must 

have its inception from one of two causes, either ite authorfneyer 

shot a bird out of a trap, and with no experience thus vehemently 

disclaims against it, or h@ has become misanthropic from having 
gotten nix outof his first ten, and sours on the whole thing, after 

the manner of the fox and thé grapes, 

The proposition that ‘De L.” advances of ‘‘tailless birds, 2 

yards," and other pet terms are the mere incoherences of the 

same theory. Were he to add 6 traps,5 yards apart, handicap 
rises to 31 yards, and instead of 21 yards, make it as it fre- 
quently, 50 yards in fact, use of seeond barrel, and with a hand- 

some prize depending on the result, it would be a truer statement 

of the facts as they exist at every match. 

Tthank * Knowles" for takking up the cudgelsin our behalf. 
Isay “our, forT believe him to be one of our Guild,” who 
would never wantonly practice cruelty te one of God's creatures, 

nor haye a thought incompatible with the instincts of a true 

Sportsman, 

"De L." looks back to the time when great flocks of the Dcto- 

pisles migratorius visited him semi-annually, Bewailing now 

their absence, doeshe not also look back to the time when per- 

haps the country he refers to was a dense timber district, and re- 

member that with the! forests lessened rains decrease, and wild 

pigeons forsake their haunts with the removal of the timber and 

their food? This would seem to be an unanswerable reason why 

he can’t get any more of that “ pure unadulterated sport,” which 
T shrewdly suspect to have been with a smooth-bore musket, one- 

half pint shot and four fingers of powder. 

“ De L.” errs in ascribing to trap-shooting the decrease in birds. 
The suggestion that there isany decrease in the annual flight of 

wild pigeons is absurd; their fecundity is marvelous; it seems as 

if they were created by a kind Providence especially for the de- 
mand. Again, *De LL.” is inconsistent even by his own figures: 

The totals he gives show dead birds to be only about 71 per cent, 
of the whole number shot at, leaving 29 per cent. for propagation. 

Is there any living creature that will not thrive on such a residue 
for raismg a posterity? That part of ‘De L.’s" article which 

gives usglass balls for wild pigeons has its simile where one who 

asked for bread was offered a stone. ** Knowles” hits it exactly 

when he says: ‘The problem being solved, one tires of it.” Let 

me add, it is like Scotch snuff, one good pinch is enough. 

Any apprehension, I think, of the perpetuity of the wild pigeon 

being limited or affected by trap-shooting is groundless. The 

only fear is that each year, the roosts being farther from us, it 

costs more to get them here. Our State shoots will have to find 

some substitute. What shall it be? EN GARDE, 
ae 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

MASSACHUSETTS.— Worcester, May 2lst.—In the glass ball shoot- 
ing match, at the grounds of the Sportsman's Club, yesterday, 
between Mr. William H. Perry, of this city, and Mr. George 

Carey, of Providence, 100 balls, from a rotary trap, 18 yards rise, 

Carey started in finely, and broke oyer 30 balls without a mies, 

while Perry failed tu hit4 before his first two dozen were sprung. 

Perry then settled down to his usual steady work, and missed but 

4 more in the 1), closing with a score of 92 to Carey's 88. 
Holliston, May 20th.—At the glass ball match last week the fol- 

lowing scores were made: A. Leland, 2lin 30; Frank Cass, 20 in 

30; John Whitney, 20 in 30; W. H. Horton, 17 in 26, The club goes 
to Milford May 29th, to shoot with the Milford Club, 

Narick vs. COOHITUATE.—The Natick sportsmen yisited Cochi- 
tuate on May 22d and had the third match shoot with that club for 
the 't broom,” which has been closely contested for in the two pre—- 
yious shootsai Natick. The afternoon was fine. There were up- 
ward of 300 spectators on the field, incliding a large number of 

ladies. The shooting was at 10 rotary at 18 yards rise and 5 

double. Following is the score:— 
COCHITUATE. 

eee Double. Tota. 
FR CTI ack st chet ecuetae sauraae peas ece cues 6 15 
Tar GOMOD, Pol. pee csr oe, tet eehen cleo t an ” 7 11 
Ue NOCH TAM a) cit dedetl-iits celeieteeictricbe ible 9 8 abe 
GOeteh: 2G acy eae teaton. a ftoick rebels 8 o alt 
LOR Sp aYS Sane Ry sco ee = aor ete 8 6 d4 
a Or ly eh ae ee eg 6 7 13 
TE GORGES ise tel tasan tens pee ate edeens 7 8 16 

Nhe} ts eae cde set oe a SPS 52 49 101 
NATICE, 

prorae Dinible. Total. 
3 abl 
8 15 
9 19 
4 9 
) 15 
5 2 
t 15 

45 96 

New Jprsey—Bergen Point, May 18th.—First of a series of seven 

matches by the Recreation Gun Club, of Bergen Point, for first 

and second gold medals. The firat goes to the winner of the 

greatest number of matches; the second goes to the one who 

breaks the greatest number of glass balls during the acason, aside 
from the winner of the first medal. Mole revolving trap; 15 glass 

balls; 18 yards rise; club rules — 

MOORE: <2 a Pas -aaee 
Wilmerding 
NAc ees. 

ifoore took first medal, Wilmerding second. 

Vincentown, WN. J., May 19th._ Members of the Coaxen Glass Ball 
Club had a delightful shoot here to-day; Card traps; 18 yarda 
rise. First match :— 

W. D. Haines... 1 0-9 
J. W, Haines. 0 1-6 

Yor By Bee eB toon po Ae dee Po Peoveh tar kepar 15 
W.S.!Hilliard.. . " 1 0-6 
He Baehilinrd Soo cab ersten ehabenns il t—¢ 

DOL, 5 SPsk Tek tan Bret eee hae eeOone Feces joeNe ee se B 
Second match :-— 

J. W. Haines...., HEE perio See: PLY, 1111011 0% 
Win LD PEL EMITIOHS = fetter enne Sine reverie weyER, 1i2zi1i1001 0-6 

OTH eae. sth re 4secen se aus Top-est facts faa tata neuse,- 7 eke 13 
F. 8. Hilliard 1111141 1-9 
W.8. Hilliard.. dt a el elo 

tele 3:5 url read: hs Tears, fee RUB Rises 18 
SHELDRAKE, 

> Mipway SHoorine AssOcrATION.—Matawan, WV. J., May 24th.— 
The following is the score of the Midway Shooting Association at 

their regular monthly shoot, held on the association grounds, 

May 20th. First prize, a $65 gun or its value. Second, the club 

Tiiati1gi1di1igz i-0 
T1T1i1ii1i102z1-9 

<e TUR eS a 0 8. 
Ho Maietitic Be tee eeiees AL Deg ol LT Lg 
W.V. Clark... Le 0 es es. 

elles he -) Sele ol co) 
A i Tee el — 9 
111001100 0-5 
it ad Eee OTe 10 
111116011 0-7 

Stephen Lamberson..:......-.- a De 1 rae 2 8 
Bah Sek Sve, Jou 2 1L0OLiyiiaoildis 
B.N. Bank, 2 2S) Deh 0 sot et 
I. B. Bergern.. taf al OT a a8. 
een 10a O01 fb 1 I—« 
H. I. McCabe.. 17101201011 1-7 

a for first, miss and out: Hyer broke one and Dunlop missed 
his first. ‘Ties forsecond: Warne, 1; Haight, 8; Clark, 0; Decue, 
0; J. Lamberson, 0; 8. Lamberson, 8; Bank, 6. There being no 
more birds it was agreed 1o shoot off ties next month. 

Meadville, May 11th.—Match shot by Meadville Gun Clib; 26 
yards rise, Borardus rules, pigeons :— 

RU AAY OFSt) wtb viens sane ieee! 
J, W, Babcock... ..0.0.. 24 
NW eviepar sys fy, 205 
H. Pierson...1.:. ied 4 is 
Ot. Kelsey... 500.5... .esceeee 

Ties at 9 birds each :— 

Worst ...4..4 1111111119) Weneger,.,..111111111-9 
Baboock.. S.4a1ditii iol ie aes 

It got too dark, so the shooting was postponed until next week, 
Friday, when Iwill giye you the results. Mr. Pierson is a one- 
armed man, and can't be beat for moner. , 

D. HowarD DowDELL. 

PENNSYLVANIA—Bristol, May 15th—Match at 10 birds each; 
ijozs. shot, a1 rai Tise, 80 fall, the use of one barrel only -— 
BH. THOTBer. :tisepanteerees nee kf ie Ole 8 
a CHE PDIAY see. Saree h ls vere sae A Deel dd ded a 9 

it 
E. Parsons.... 01 0-7 
T. Wilkingon. 1016 

18 
Sharon, May 15th.—Practice shoot of the Sharon Sportsmen's 

Association, first match, fiye explosive target balls, Mole trap :— 
J. Murchie,..... 11] 1 04/C.ia Valy.....-. 1100 (2 
G, Tribby ----.<. 1111 1—5} J. Reeyes........ 011114 
Second match, same as above, ten balls — 

H. A. Bissell... ee tea » 1111111141 410 
J. Murchie i Vs Goes Dae Ts as i es 
(G58 Yuleboh eee eee ee 7 Tiijiildiiit¢s 
PRRGOVOR.. ted sen saiee eS A ee 09 
A. Williams Tame cadence ight te 

Carman Crry Guy Covs.— Washington, D. C., May 24th.—Tha 
fourth match for two gold medals was shot this afternoon, haying 

been postponed from Saturday on account of rain. As will be 

seen, the first medal was again won by 40 straight balls, this time 

by Mr, T. E. King, and second medal by 89 out of 40, by Mr. Mills, 

The whole shooting in the last two matches has averaged over 15 

balls out of 20, and as we are mostly amateurs we think we are 

doing some creditable shooting, Card rotary trap :— 

Yards. 

FR. M. McLeod T11111111111111111117-2 
T, BE. King.. 1112111111111111111111-—20 
EH. L. Mills..... T1212111211112111111111-20 
Levi Woodbury. 10112111111111111111—19 
WB. Mokelden - 20 1111201111111011111 1-138 
P.F. Nagle 20 21104111111110111111—-15 
O. J. Stoddard, auc dnas 20 1OOTVT11111011111111117 
W. W, Dldridge...... 20 2111011110111111101107 
N. H, Wadaworth.... 20 1170201017 71111111111 17 
H. L, Shepard.- -- 20  11011111111101100110—5 

Ties shot off for Hirst, rie second positions :— 
111121,11111,11111,11111—20 
11113,11111,11111,11110—-49 
01111 St 

Practice match at; double balls; 18 yards rise; two traps ten 
yards apart :— 

Tey Woodbury. 1 10 11 1 11-9 
W. W. Eldridge 410 11 ll Ol N-8 
BT. Mills..... 10 11 1 UW 1s 
EB. M. MoLeod 10 10 1-8 
N.H. Wabi rors 10 11 I OL 10-7 
Pim Nabe ice 1i eee Fetag segs. ae Ol OL 11 OL 6 
OT. Stoddard..20.).00002: AAS ii hotelss stem 1 10 10 1 10-5 

W. W. 5. 

GrorcrA—Rome, May 20th.—Scores at glass balls by Cherokee 
Gun Club, at its weekly practice; two Card traps, screened. 

Doubles :— 
Robert J. Hampton. ... 0... cece reece ereeeeestene 10 O11 11 10 10-6 
Albin Omberg--.-.- seo 00 CO 10 10 10-3 
Tog. ev eal, Ar eats li ) 10 1 05 
William M, Towers*........ eee 01 OL 10 00 5 
Scores at single balls; Soran men inplnoed on ‘the score at once, and 

both traps being sprung simultaneously ; cach shooter was re- 
quired to take the ballson hisside. Alternating sides every two 

shots :— 
Robert I. Hampton..1111001111011111101111111101 

11—2h 
ere Omberg..01 11110 100101110111 01011111107 

Joseph B. BV CHM EE epee nie oieb, a 00010071010—§ 
William M. Towers*.- -- O1111011111010111111—16 
+Member of ‘Talking Club, | AL RAQuUET. 

Mississrprpr—Unien Church, May loth.— Weekly match, 23 

balls, 18 yards rise, Bogardus rules, two Bogardus old style traps; 
weather good :— 

J.D. MeArn 1112111111-2 WHUDMNI—-H 
J.S. Gillis..... 11010112111—9 2114177 1110 10—10 
D, C. Newman 10111711010 00101010 1011—56 
D, A, ‘Porrey. 111101110198 HWUMNNNy 
A. M. Newman. T111111111-1 1 =Wiltiwd Wiltz : 
Ben Garrett 0111211111110 LUM UnNwWn 
Geo, McDonald..... 1O211771011-9 F“WUNWW-7 r <i 

AHE pigeon shooting tournament of the Gulf City Gun Club, 

1 of Mobile, Ala., May 18th, 4th and 15th, was not so largely 

attended as it would have been had the tournament been held ou 
the days previously announsed, and had the weather heen more 
favorable. As it was, the meeting was characterized by much 

thorough enjoyment, and both home men and visitors were much 

pleased at the uniform good feeling existing throughout the 

three days of the contest. 
Among the sportsmen from abroad were: Mr. W. W. Seales, of 

Sturkeville, Miss.; Mr. C. M. Scales, of Artesia, Miss,; Mr. 8, 8. 
Scales, of Brooksville, Miss.; Messrs. Jones and Hutchings, of 
Montgomery,and Messrs. LoBreton, Cousin, Buckley, Randlett 

and Skannall, of New Orleans. 
FIRST DAY. 

First match; ten single birds; 21 yards rise:— 
Bolling ....... 1111111101— 9| Buckley 1111111109 
W. W. Scales.0101111110—7| Sharp... .0111111111—9 
8. 8. Scales...0111111111— : Lowe ....... 1011111111 9 
C. M. Scales otiolitoli— 8 Alston..-..,.1111101101-— & 
Cousin,.... ..1110111111—9| Carve,..,.....0111011111— 8 
Tunstall...... 1111111111—10| J. M.Ladd....11711111101—9 
Andrews ..-.. 0111111110—8]| Prichard.... 1111111011—9 
Wass..:, 14:5:.111111110—8] Flat........ .0111111101—- 8. 
Le Breton....1111101111— 9| Jones -. ,....J011111111—9 
T. S$. Seales...1111111111—10 ‘Alexander, ,..1111101111—9 
First money was divided between Tunstall and T.8. Scales. Ties 

for second, miss and out; 81 yards :— 

BOLD acess saetes tated ot ey ahr or ‘ Buckley: .).5-5 208s eve os Pf aeh 
8.8. Seales. pants . 5| Ladd 
Cousin.....~ 
a ane Sy ate 
2. n : 

Siasohe tae 1) Alexanders i c.ciat eects eke 

Ties for third, miss and out, divided by Carre and Plat, 3 each. 
Second Match.—Seven single birds; 26 yards rise :— 

Bolling.....------ OL111110-5 Ta 

BB Senlo 110011 1-5| Prichard dar 5. Scales i —5 | Pri x ha 
5 111011146) Plat...-- LOdd 

-111101] 1—6|Jones..,.. 11011 
20 0 Tle To plexanee vou Lo 
1701111—6|Ju0.Smi Siplila rt feily 
-0201111-4 yee -101010 
.1014,1110—1 ahs U Dad 
Ee oe --L1idgoone 
O711111b6 110101 
.O011111- =3) 5A. Shelton... 0 00 dr. 

Alston ,,.........110110 

Ties for second, 8 birds, 81 aha epeepenlh Op hee ,2; Tune 
tall, 2; Vass, 3, and Scales 33 divided: Sharp, 1 Carre, 0; Flat, 1 

a 
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Third money divided between Andrews and Le Breton, 7 each, 
Match at glass balls, shot after regular tournament, won by 

Tunstall and Alexander, who divided on 1( straight each. Ties of 

9 won by Le Breton and Bush, who scored 16 etraighh each at 21 

yards. On shoot off Cousin and Andrews divided on 4 ont of4 in 
shoot off of tics of 8. 

SECOND DAY. 
First match; 7singlerises; 25 yards; 6 ground traps; Boyardus’ 

rules; entrance $6; birds. extra :— 

J. Sharp =». 01110 1 1—5| Jones: -.,--..- w+ 1111114 
i, Carre__...--,.- 1101111 BESS Scalesseis ce 171001 
Cousin,...1-.,... Ot UD Of) Bushs oho iees: 171101 1-6 
Alston. .-..0111101—5| Le Breton.-...,.1 1011104 
Skinner. -_.:.... -0111010-4| W.W. Seales....001011 14 
Goodall... 1110110—-5| 7S, Seales...... PULTE 
Tunstall ....... .1111110—6| Alexander... -...1101111—-6 
Buckley .,,..... -O110011 Prichard,........1110111-8 
Wass ....... ee ce LI 2970 21-7 | Dosmith.. Si: 1111110-6 

Ties for first money wore shot of! at 30 yards: Vass, 4; Jones, 5; 
T. §, Scales, §. Scalesand Jones divided. 

Ties on 6 at 30 yards won by Tunatall with & out of 9. 
Second match from plunge traps; Ssingle birds ut 31 yurds; 

both barrels — 
WiaiS6esee 225043 »11111—5] Alston ....-:.. yapess§ 10111-“ 
Cousin. . 11111—5/17,5S. Seales,......... 11111-54 
Buckley . 1110 0-8| Carre ............-... 111014 

-11liil%5 W. H. Shettield eye 10101-3 
1014 1—4| Alexander.........., 111114 

--11111-5| F.M. Tadd. .. --11101-4 
-,11111%5| J. M, Ladd..... .:.: 111003 
» Li 111-5] Tunstall .-....-....., 117¥115 
~1011 ee Prichard........ --s- LILI 

t. 0 did 15 | Hartley 4 jas. Pa 0028 
1iiiics Guimond ........-... 10011-3 

Shooting off ties won by Smith, who scored 9 straight. Ties for 
second diyided by Hall and Ladd on 2 out of Seach. Ties for 

third divided by Sheffield and Guimond on 3 Straight each. 

Glass-ball shooting resulted in the following scores, 18 yards :— 

Tunstall, 9; Hall, 9; Le Breton, 10; Prichard, 7; Cousin, 9, 
Scales, 8; Alston, 10; Hartley, 9; Vass, 9; W. Vass, 8; Carre, 8’ 
Alexander, 0; Plat, ww; Smith, 8. 

Ties for first being won by J. S, Alexander, Jr., with 10 straight; 
Hall second with 10 Ee 

DAY, 
Match at 15 glass balls; 1 eae ; Pi yards :— 

mel tie CL GT Ty es Yb 
ply AL Bie ee he eae Alle 
TR le he Rea als BT api 
1 oo Pea oF 
A? Baie! hee as Te 
LSet oy PP gl 
AMG sty bo SL A eo 
SP ee Ie Tt Th OF One 

Hall and Alexander divided on ties of 5 at 21 yards; Le Breton, 

1 Jones, 3. Ties for third won by Cousin, 10 straight; Prichard 0. 
Match at 5 single birds; 81 yards; plunge trap :— 

Tunstall 1111155 pal Tah ak alt 
ones --l1021 14 1011414 

Buckley 1100 02) peceray: 101018 
Cousin .....-.... 1111 14] Bush i J 1A 14 
Tunstall ind Cousin divided first money, and in the shoot-off for 

second money Bush and Le Breton divided on tie of 3; Jones, 1; 
Hall, 0. 

Match at 7 single birds; 25 yardsrise; Gulf City Gun Club rules. 
The shooting was excellent, the birds good flyers = 

Le Breton Bi agts 1101111-6| Alexander....... 000dr, —0 
: --11000 dr.—?|Ladd..,.......... 1111010-5 

vo 11 00D 0-42) Viasse 2 iia: pits ba eis h et 
--0100 —1 | Hal tiipetie ee. 1110101~—5 
Spdik OD 1 Dat Tunstall . »-1111111-7 
--1111111-7| W. A. Sheffield. 00110 dr—2 
1111110-6| Andergon....,.., 1110011-5 

Diyided between Jones and Tunstall. 
Ties at dL Vai i 

REL Ae Shins light tosh ai —7 
Biashet ass) ccs tte a ae 0 
Peonard ae ITLQLavLr~azadqgidz4g iw 
NOE SHY le Melctehe faleleleherataie-clti-talale ats 6 gh as te SST 1 J 1-12 
Divided by Prichard and Vass. 

Ties for third, 31 yards :— 

Ladd. Anderson: ..1 1 1211 1-6 fe Ud hats gles in 
ed 0 St Hall... ' 

Anderson and Ladd divided. 

Mr. Louis Hall, on behalf of the members of the New Orleans 

Olub present, then got up a glass-ball mateh for the benefit of the 

Gulf City Gun Club; entrance, $5; $2 to the club and $310 the 

contestants. This graceful act was thoroughly appreciated by the 

members of our club, and some tine shooting was done, this score 
resulting :— 

POAAOS eee Fee ess sassy rte 3 a ns ORE PE ag Lyn er ss eS 
ee Sy a Lia Ba 0 es Les a Te gas TT 
Halt. : poh a ah Sk ie San Se SL Ea 
Prichard .. «sede a gh ot he teak a> 2P yay SST) 
eee Sclauecoteeh Antnt sa Te SS The eet fee Mr St 

ahete ct alae Mec te ef crcka 1 Parle too leeients se steete Qn le th 
install. 2s, Net es De Ban Sf 
Bush ...... PI) eee lh Te 18 
EEA Ooo Hogans fale =e ern oe tate ote ee eet ite 

Ties for first, 26 yards ;— 
BCalGs foe eh eee Sods}. it eos bapa 1 1m) —8 
Tanstall Cooler L plese ef — 0 
Bush Seo ed mycoses ce rena: Wabeeee st ade I Sk TO 7 110) 
Ties for second :— 

Le Breton...... 110 2) Vassiccss...... 11111111- 
Cousin... 0 ditizia ice yee irks 10 3 
Messrs. Vass and Cousin divided, 

Che Rifle. 
Address all communications to ** Forest and Stream 

Ppyblishing Company, New York,” 

BLack GEORGE. 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

TH SELECTION OF THE IRIsH TEAM.—The last week was a 

busy one at Creadmoor, for beside the recular all comers matches 

at short and mid-ranges, three days were given up to shooting 

itlong range by those who were seeking places on the team to 

represent America in Ireland during thissummer. Three days 

Were given up|o this, and on one of the days, May 18th, the an- 
nual competition for the Leech cup took place. This vup, it will 
he recalled, wasleft in America under the care of the American 

Rifle Club by Major Leech, and since 1876 it has been the emblem 
of long-range individual chumpionship. During su ceceeding years 

Col. Gildersleeye, Co}. Bodine, Major Jewell, I.L. Allen and Frank 
Hyde have each of them in turn held the prize, and last year J. $ 

Sumuer, the little champion of Walnut Till, near Boston, came 

down and took it from afield of New Yorkers. It was a day for 
high scores, and the twenty-six men who completed their scores, 
did not count a single wretched score, and never betore in the 
history of modern rifle shooting has a case been known where so 

large a number of excellent scores haye been shown in a single 
aatch. The innouncement that seventeen of the marksmen ex- 

-eceded 200 points each out of the possible 226 tells the story of the 
general excellence, Except for something in the nature of acci- 

dent, there should haye been seyeral more in the list, for Allen, 
Rathbone, Brown and Morse are not meno used to stay in the nine_ 

ties, when other men at the firlng points are zotting past the 200 
point. Tt will be seen that perfect scores were made in two in- 
stances, andatitwo ranges. Jackson’s 215 with s miss is excep- 
tionally fine, the goose egg coming from a defective bullet. @ol- 

Bodine showed that he hud lost none of his power by running up 
208 points, but his‘ outer ” is the first one met with in the line of 
scores, Thevifies used were various, and show that in this de- 
partment our mechanics haye not forgotten their cunning. The 

fullseores of the leading men in this remarkable match stood : 

SMe Eee eRe COAL 
@. Lamb, Jr...... 2.4 900....55555555555655 5 5-75 218 

1,000;.1 55 46465553545 5 5—70) 
B00.... 6564555555555 5 4—% 

W. M. Farrow ...,..: 000... 8555550555455 5 4734216 
; 6855553555455 5 5-10 

J - 6655553455555 55-712 
W. H. Jackson ...-.. ws 5465655555555 65 5—-74>215 

(1,000....55055555555546 5-09 
4555545555655 55-18) 

H, 1, Glark,..: 4.11. $6554555555555 5 514-215 
5344585565455 5 5-63) 

5645555555555 5 514 
J, §.Summer..,,,.... 0....55555555555554 55-213 

1, 8435535550654 5 5-64 
585555455555 55 5-14) 

§. 1. G, Dudley...... 6666545555545 5 513-212 
1 (Bh4334 5554445 5 105) 

»55555555645555 5-14 
ASEH. Gobbisia ys oe 900....3555555555545 3 469 >210 

1 . 6844585545556 4 5-67 
5555554455545 55-12) 

a, Po Watera.,....1.. 6555455555555 5 5—T4 +209 
1 «4558445545446 5 0-63) 

-- 6565565555555 5 5-75 
John Bodine 4 9000..455565545555 5 5 513-208 

1, -. 5355454364384 6 2 3-60 
-- 6555555454555 55-18 

L. CG. Bruce Bees -- 63544545545 6 5 5 d—6T +207 
1,000....5555486445346 4 5-67 

: 800....544555555555 55 573) 
H, Fisher 900.... 885554545543 5 6 5-66 +205 

.4655548545425 5 5-60) 
6445508555555 5 5-66 
855555555585 63 5-69 +204 
8554535555545 5 5-69 

-- 6455555554555 5 5—13 
646454584555 4 5 5—68 +204 
-8545550444555 45-03 
6455545555555 5 5—%3 
5555554555555 5 574-203 
.355005453455 4 4 4-56 

.-- 5555554055555 5 5-69 
C.J. Faleo.. 900....5454558456554 5 5 5—60 +202 

1,000..-, 8454585543545 5 4-64 
800 ...555455554535 45 4-69 

H.S, Jowell. ........ j N00. ..585455445558 45 5—67-201 
1,000...,3544535455444 5 5-65 
{ 800....5555555555555 5 5-15 

W. Gerrish........... 900....4554455550555 4 646-201 
(1,000; --5 8835585350455 4 5—00 

800 900 1,000 
FYards, Yards. Yards. Totals 

ToalsoAlipmienocc tyee- tee oF eet TL 58 199 
G. 65 61 199 
R. 68 58 195 
J.8. 5 G1 GL 190 
N. 59 59 186 
Us, (63 39 183 
Ss. 61 AG 16 
The Scores made on this day by the gentlemen competing for 

places on the American team were permitted to stand for that, as 

well as for the Leech cup. 

On the day following the team competitors met again, cight of 

them, and fired through the three ranges; the weather was not 

80 good as on the day before, the wind being fish-tailed. Dr. 

Scott, of Washington, broke the main spring of his rifle after 

making twelye bullseyes at 80) yards. He then went off to fix 
it, resuming shooting again at the openinz of the 1,000 yards'score. 

Here he made 71 points, and, going back, finished up his 800 and 

900 yards scores at 74 each. The record of that day stood :-— 

800 - ROSE ESR AN BE Sean 
8.1. Svott............ BOD.... E5559 5545555 514-219 

5555565454855 55-11) 
5655555555555 555 

W. H. Jackson ....., -4455554555505 4 5-71-22 
+ 4555550445545 6 566 
-4344555555545 5 5-69 

W.M. Farrow. ..... -4553355445555 5 5-68 +208 
--5455556456456554-71 

{ 5554354555565 5 4-70 
R, Rathbone, ....... +-0345452554555 65 4-61 -202 

u -555355555555558—71 
. BES5555545545 45 5-12 

J.F.Brown.. ..., 45499553553 400- 10am 
1 ~5452454245 755 6 5-00 

8545555554435 5 3-06 
H, Ff, Clark... 2.0... acest re taco 

- 5545455554342 5 4-65 
-5354344555555 5 5-08 

Homer Fisher.... .. 6444645555455 5 4-69 feo 
-§644553845548453 5-64 

800... 455555655555 6 5 5-714 
H. P. Rockweil...... WO 4595590548853 9-0) om 

1,000....40544435544543 478 
The wind up of the competitive team practice came on Friday, 

last, when but six men shot over the ranges. Gerrish had gone 

home to Boston, suffering froma bad cold, while Bruce was de- 

tained in town on business, and with the assurance that he could 

shoot a second score on Saturday. The conditions were very bad, 
a strong and bothersome wind blowing over the range. The 

scores for the day stood :;— 

900 1,000 
Yards, Yards. Yur'ils. Total, 

ds BP. Brown......-..----- +004 yal yar 69) 21 
W. M. ROW yee aee 74 yes 60 208 
i. Lek to S34 69 68 64 201 
oa aE Tiioh tS Ss ABE 67 69 ie 198 
H. Fisher - -, 68 65 61 Wd 
Hem, Clark... Sea ne ea 10 64 59 183 

This closed the work of eompetitive selection, for Col. Bodine 

and his men hurried to the Creedmoor Range Hotel and organized 

the team as follows: On the basis of the figures made at two 

days’ shooting as follows: W. H. Jackson, 427; W.M. Farrow, 
424; 8.1. Scott, 423; H. I. Clark, 416; J. F. Brown, 418; H. Fisher 

405; Rh. Rathbone, 403. Capt. Bruce was left ont, aid the under- 
standing under which Gerrish departed for Boston was disre- 
garded. 

TRELAND.—Advices from Treland tell of the great proparations 
there for the greeting and beating of the American Team, A 

Committee on Reception will worl: band in baod with Major 
Leech and his men in defeating the Americans, is shooting opened 
ou Monday, May Jith, at the Raheney Range, on Dublin Bay, 

where the match is to be lought, ‘The leading scores were :— 

CoD Mbps oe e+ enne n= ser 204 | J, Ky Milner... cvcesssccseaacy 181 
Ifenry eoen ae 208 | Dr. Wrath...) . J: =-0nee 14 
W. RR. Joyut.:. i} B. F, sper. eoyen os ae Ti) 
KR. B. Warren, W. Walter... PPL ee sear e cits cleicaad 
S. Gauly....-.. POGiabke: cue ~.2-5~.- a5 4 

On Senge last the scores stood — 

Torn: W. high: OV Utepec ad apa terebe . Rig ye 
Gee niaie E Warren 
WglTleryces to cata as cee pncror Walter, - 

MaSsACHUSHTTS— Boston, aia 22d.—The poahimued competition 

in Everybody's match took place, to-day, at Walnut Hill. The 

attendance was not so large as usual, Owing,n0 doubt, to the 

great amount of shooting done last week at the several ranges, 

The day proved one of the best of the season, although exceed- 

ingly warm. The wind came from the south, blowing up the 
range yery “ fishy,’ and indicating, during most of the shooting, 
fo'clock. No fault could be found with the light the sun being 
obscured during most of the trial. There weye thirty-nine en- 
tries in Ihe match. 

OAS ORGS oat ae aelcnelste ben eed s rts 4545655 5 5 4-47 
WeLGliGlas, yey a0.t44res see e ees ae 5 sen 56444445 6 : 
Veil iog artist) es AA ee eee Ae be 545 5 45 4 4 5 4-45 
WS, BOULHEN aioe ts he uu lens coe e senile 465645 446 AB 
BH, Bennett (Mil.),..0-.20+.5.ss0seeee 4445483 5 4 5 5-45 
OY ot Rel fie ofa Re ee ROE ae eee 444445 4 4 6 4-42 
OLW,, Mele gs:-: | Sea 444445 4 4 ff 4-43 
G, J. Page .. wi ipeeses 553445 4 4 4 3-41 
IED AT OREO ES tein ae te helt, oe) e care 808 oir ad 4344444 4 5 4-40 
At the mid-range distance the weather conditions had changed, 

a Slight shower prevailed, and the atmosphere was heavy and the 

light poor. The wind was also hard to control, and many of the 
participants met with hard luck, shooting off the shoulder at this 

distance. The only score worthy of record is that of Mr. H.L. 

Lee, who used a military rifle and scored a brilliant 32 out of a 

possible 35, as follows, there being ten entries :— 

455566 4 4-32 

ManmorotH rete GALLERY.—Buston, May 21st.—The third week 

in the All-Comers’ Rifle Match at this favorite resort has shown 

some very fine shooting. Mr. W. H. Harrison heads the list with 
199 out of a possible 200, closely followed by Mr. E. i, Richardson 

and Mr. J. Merrill with 197 each, and Mr. Frank Wollis with 196, 
ranking in the order named, The gallery has lately been refitted 

with new iron targets; the old ones, haying beenin seryice four 

years, were badly worn, and the rifles have been refitted with new 

adjustable front sights, making this gallery in perfeet candition 

for fine shooting. Tho All-Comers’ Rifle Match will close on the 

evening of May dist, and on Tuesday, June Ist, will commence a 

new match (to inaugurate the summer season), called the Excelsior 

Rifle Match, with ten cash prizes, amounting to $50, diyided as 
follows ;— 
First prize, cash........--...- ays Sixth prize, cash....-...--.., $4 
Second prize, cash . é Seventh prize, cash.. wu OS 
Third prize, cxésh.- Eighth prize, cash......- 2 
Fourth prize, cash.. 5 Ninth prize, eash........ moe 
Fifth prize, Gash......-...0. 4. 5 | Tenth prize, cash.... ........ a} 

Also an extra prize of $5 will be given to anyone making a clean 

score of eight consecutive bullseyes; conditions of the match 

are: any .22 caliber rifle, 3-pound pull; shots, 8; possible 40; the 

five best scores during the month to win, or possible 200; the 
match to continue through the month of June, closing on the 

evening of June 30th. The subjoined summary will show the 

standing of the seyeral competitors to date in the All-Comers’ 
Match ; 50 yards; rounds, 8; possible 40; fiye scores to win or pos- 

sible 200 :-— 
We Hea PeISOM sac ctcy ede wt aoe daweaenesule acly 
BE. F. Richardson 

ae Wocdman . 
§. James. -,--- 

Risin McKenzie. 
LL, W, FParrar....... 
@. Edwards... ......... 
F, B. ‘wids 
A.C. Maynard. 
ME: Pratt... 2 
F.T. Fellows....----++- 
A, H. Raymond....-..-..- 
Joun Hartwwell....... 
GOR. Gurtisy. 344 

G. 8. Wrigh 
C. R. Sawyer.. 
ALC, Goodspecd 
Geo. 8, SUES: 
A.C. Staples 

Hopkinton, May 19th.—The Rifle Club held a shoot at their range 

al Claflin's Groye last week. Conditions were 200 yards, off-hand, 

ten rounds, re-entries being permitted. Summary as follows:— 

O, Ay Frost... 00... -rceenng Seeeeesseees 456 5 

Com Coos Oo tno 

CPCS CO 

= DOH Ste Ordo 

ey 

We Oto He STs ot OO Hee Storer 

n 

4 
3 
5 

6 5 
4 

FS. Phipps. . h 4 
Springfield, May 18th.—Scores of the Rod and Gun Rifle Club, at 

their weekly meeting. Weather cloudy, with occasional glimpses 
of sunlight, necessitating a close watch of elevations; a light 

southeast, east wind blowlng toward the targets :— 

WAVMBtR AC ye ee teen carenor hls bees 6 4465 5 4 5 5 b-AT 
MA VotL..tcw) Welt tees sdb sueeaaism oat Bb4545 5 5 5 4 5-47 
Hs tives. ease bas asd pares taieeers 5 5 445 4 5 6 6 446 
WSO: cokes as, eleietp mare yeines cee) atm eaiee= 6455445 5 5 4-46 
Baprett...,:-- -6 6 45 45 £6 5 4-46 
Goruam,........- .656465 456 5 4 4-46 
BIT Seep oie delnlepi et ela clelitc lea aelest-ta tech 654445 5 4 5 4-45 

Hull..... Ve eat ate 65 4446 6 4 5 445 
Kncilvcs. «se 2+ 56455645 44 5 4-45 
Clark (mil)......-......+..5. 454545 4 4 5 445 
Van Viack..:.. »4b 44545 4 4 4-48 
Squires (miil.).. 54444444 4 £40 
DAT ef BRS SAP Sto ARE os SSE e 5 56554444456 49 

Military rifles allowed one point, 

Medford, May 20th.—The spring meeting, under the auspices of 
the Medford Amateur Rifle Association, opened at the Bellevue 
Range yesterday. A large number of the members of other asso- 

cjations were present, and there was a lively cracking of rifles 

duving the entire day. The weather conditions were excellent, 

There were 200 entries, and one are {he best scores made :— 

Gob, Wisse) ike cecea dese 84] J. W. Vining...... Ps BY 
A.B, Archer ...-.2.:3+ et H. Withington . Sok 
N, W. Arnold ......... Loh) Aee@r Gales 5 cit tei saeco ron al 
Ey Wollis. | esos ee vale |, Whittier . 222, 7 ---- ries .. 51 
B, F, Richardson 831d. We SOuyet .-- ee eee eee ns al 
O. D. Harrison..,.,---- 3 OA TT eS ots tee elele t-te 30 
J. BR. Osborn.... ..+--- ety J. Te HiGtenl Ble eee eat 30 
TOMS ELIS coe le) cel tits eal aeters Fe OW. Farrelly)... 44 as) 
To-day the meeting sare ie The werther cane yeuy. food, 

and the best scores stood :— 
THs Russell Fees nhon esse 34) 0. D. Pe ete ny) <5 4 
G, A. Abbott.....--.... -BL| A, Ballard . as rises aseteses oh 

_ RF. Richardson, ..... Get lgie Suekcnnetb. sun ao eee bl 
W Gharles® (ya. Ge AVS BOUy OE ©, 2c) ao ee SL 
DD, peewend Oleg sais 4) J. Wasiman ,, —-- all 
J.%, Osborn,.......-....-- 3 | J. R. Teele.,... . 80 
AY. 6. TEU E AS ate Sa ORBE 83 | EL, Withington BL 

3 | O. Richards -- 
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The following are the prize winners in their order named, with 

the total of their three best scores :-— 
C. H. Russell, 101; BE. F. Richardson, 100; W. Charles, 100; D, 

Rirkwood, 100; N, W. Arnold, 100; F. Hollis, 19; R. Abbott, 99; 

A.B, Archer, 98; J. B. Osborn, 97; L. W. Farrer, 97; 0. D. Harri- 

son, 97; H.8. Harris, 96; A- C. Gould, 95; A. J, Greén, 95; H, 
Withington, 94; J, W. Vining, 94; J. Eastman, 93; B. Ballard, 93; 

G. W. Souyet, §2; E, Whittier, £2; J. 8. Bennett, 91; J. R. Teele, 
91; ©. Richards, 89; N. P. Ames, 8; W. BH. Guerrier, 88; A, 

Locke, 85. 

Medford, May 21st.—There was a rood attendance at the rerular 
meeting of the Raymond Sportsman's Club at Bellevue range 

this afternoon. Following are the scores made with the rifle, 200 

yards :— 
OW pACHSEIOS, oe rcs: 3484 wees tabs bp eas os 655 6 6 6 5 6 6 B—AS7 
D, Kirkwood. 5 6 6645 4 5 5 6-52 
C. M. Queth... ~- 653 6665 5 5 4 5-61 
H. Max.. .;,- Pe oh 5 seats oh otro 6256468 4 6 6 3-47 

Following are the prize winners, together with their three best 

scores ;— 
First prize, W. Charles,,,...-.. Hpat , 58 bs 57 —173 
Sebond: E. James......-.--- .- 56 55 52 49172 
Third, B. Bennett........ . 5g 5d 411—i71 
Fourth, C. M, Gueth..... Bi 50 “ii 
Fifth, J, F. R. Schaefer... 53 62 *9—170 
Sixth, D. Kirkwood....... r 56 56 —169 
Seventh, C. P. Gleason % 53 52 *9—168 
Highth, H, Max....,.-. . ....-.) sss. 4g 48 *11—161 

* Points handicap. 
Tn the glass ball match, Mr, J. 8. Bennett takes the lead, having 

made four straight 10s from the rotary trap; G. B. Blanchard, 3, 

H. Austin, 3; G. Lewis,3; W. B. Witherell,2; G. H. Fox, 2; D’ 
Kirkwood and J. B. Nason, 1 each. 

Wakefield, May 22d.—The fourth competition in the May series 

of the Wakefield Amateur Rifle Association was held this after- 

noon :— 

id Ogilvie -......--+-eeeeeeee -66 4564446565 
William Daniel Ole 5 444554 4 4 5-44 
J. Hanson......---- - -45444 4465 8 5-42 
GOA THomasl. lisa. see arernl 43345444 5 4-40 

MASSACHUSETTS vs. CALIFORNIA.—A friendly match between 

the Roxbury City Guards, Company D, Ist M. VY. M., and Oakland 
Guards, of Oakland Cal., tool place last Saturday, May 22d, the 
Jatter-named company shooting at their range in Oakland, and 
the home team at Walnut Hill. Each team was composed of 

eight men, who shot ten rounds each, the weapons used being the 

regulation military rifle. On the Walnut Hill range were many 
military gentlemen, prominent among them being Col. Nichols, 

Lieuts. Rice and Harlow,stationed at Fort Warren ; Capt. Ranlett, 

representative store-keeper for the Oakland Guards, Col. A. N. 

Sampson and ex-Capt. Hersey. Appended are the scores of the 
Roxbury City Guard team :— 

Oorp. H. ©, Garduer.........-..-..eee 56644555 5 4 446 
Lient. H. 'T. Rockell.. --56 4465 8 4 4 4 & 5-48 
Sergt. P. J. Andrew -. -h444445 4 4 4-49 
Privute E. Bennett.....---..-.---- 2-5 4446444 4 5 4-41 

84443 55 45 4-41 
43844544 4 4 4-40 

Private C. C. Wemyss... 4445543 3 4 440 
Private N. A. Putnam 55683443 4 56 4-407 

# score close enough to show that the Massachusetts men had no 

mean antagonists, The rejoicing ran high, as during the night 

came in the short despatch; ' Total of Oakland team, three hun- 
dred and twenty-eight,"’ and then by a later wire came the details 
as follows: Rizer, 40; Private Cotion, 44; Keating, 39; McKibben, 
30; Mason, 42; Green, 38; Burrett, 42; Corporal Cotton, 44. Total, 328. 

VIRGINIA vs. CONNECTICUT._May 23d—The Wheeling, West 
Va., Rifle Club haye commenced a series of off-hand matches at 
20) yards with the Canton Rod and Gun Club, of Collinsville, 
Conn,, each club shooting on their own grounds, and telegraph- 

jug scores to each other as soon as finished. The first contest 

came off on the 15th, each club shooting fiye men, and using Mas- 
sachusetts target. The scores of both clubs were slightly below 
their best average, but reasonable for the first match of the sea- 

son. The next match took place on the 26th inst. The scores of 
the opening match were :— 

WHEELING TEAM. 

BaboOGKe so. vo. s ee renrrr rete ts Wastes WIWwWwi 7 9 § 12 10—103 
-- 71211 711 911 10 11 12—101 

outage li 8 $1012 9 9 91012—99 
: SO VY FAS AE eG 6 9101011 9 7 9 9 12—94 
ae ee aor ...8 9 8121110 6 $10 10—92 

Grand total........- .. SU Moc apo boca. ver) rrsioty tes, 480, 
GANTON ROD AND GUN CLUB THAM, 

Lobensting....---..5.-+:+- a.++- os-IL 7101110 7 12 10 12 12-102 
nt Sse Ooo + 910101112 11 910 9 10—101 

Andrews .1l1 7 7 8 910 9 1011 10— 92 
Newis.....- -- 9 8 910 51071 9 10 10— 91 
Bidwell.........--. +8 3 9 698 97 

WPFATC LOCALS yer: fete sees seclewomiensceke ap Wneret Sospabag vase, 459 
CENTER 

May 19th,—Canton Rod and Gun Club, Riverside Range; prac- 

tice meeting at 200 yards; off-hand; 3-lbs pull; 10 shots ;— 

Mass. Creed 
UTS on clereedne 1 10 2 2 10 BR WW 1 B 10 109 45 

2iti0110 9 F 1 I 7105 45 
tt 351 98 a0 6 $3 43 
ERS SEN aT aT Beg 93 42 
9 & 9 10 © 10° 7 JO 10 93 41 
9) (S55. 8B) Seize 9 J0 89 a3 C 

New YORE vs, CANADA.—The Amateur Rifle Olub hus sent a 
chullenye to the Victoria Rifle Club, of Hamilton, Ontario, for a 
match at Creedmoor during the coming fall. These two clubs 

haye liad aseries of matches at Creedmoor and in Canada, but 
somehow victory always remained with the Amateurs. It will be 
8, long-range match with six men on 4 side; otherwise, under 
Palma conditions, The Canadians will no doubt avcept, and a 
good fight is to be looked for. 

New York vs. WASHTINGTON.—A dispateh from Washington, 
D, G., announces the arrival there on Monday last of Major Frank 

J. Donaldson, Secretary of the National Rifle Association and 
Captain of the New York Rifle Club, with Messrs. W. H. Dunlap, 
George J. Seabury, Archie McInnes and A. J. Howlett, L. vy. 
Sone and Nick O'Donnell. The object of their visitis to shoota 

series of home and home short range matches with Col. J. O. P. 
Burnside, P. J. Lauritzen, C. H. Ladd and I. &. Bell, a team of the 

Columbia Rifle Club, of the District of Columbia. The matches 
will comprise two days’ shooting at 200 and 300 yards distances, 
ten shots per man oyer each distance, each day. The match is to 

be determined by the segregate score for the two days’ shooting. 

In the afternoon the New Yorkers were escorted to the Bennings 
Range, when a preliminary practice was held. The shooting was 
to take pluce on Tuesday and Wednesday, with 9 return match at 
Creedmoor next month. 

—The Zettler Rifle Club, Thomas E. Broadway, captain, will 

holds its first monthly shoot on Decoration Day, May 8lst, at 

Washington Park, Sixty-ninth street and Firstayenue, New York: 
Open toall comers; 100 yards; &-lbs. pull; no artificia) rest al- 

lowed; Creedmoor rules; ring targets; 26t-inch rings; 8-inch 

bullseye; rifles restricted to 12-lbs. orunder: 5 shots; tickets, $1 

each ; re-entries unlimited; 13 prizes to the amount of $100 will 

be divided. Creedmoor target, 10-lb. gun; 4 in. bullseye ; 7 shots; 

tickets, $l each; only three entries ullowed; the two best scores 

counting as one continuous takes first prize; first best score, sec- 

ond prize; second best score, third prize,and soon; no person 
can take more than one prize; 12 prizes to the amount of $75 will 

be divided. Bullseye target, in, bullseye; rifles restricted to 

12-Ibs. or under; 10 shots for $1; fifty per cent. of money shot in 

on this target will be divided among the bullseyes made. 

New Jersex—Brinion Raige, May 22d.—Winchester Repeating 
Rifle Match, 200 yards :— 

Col. G. E. P. Howard (military).....,.. .: 545454445 4-38-47 
J, T. B. Collins (military).:-..2..:.,,....,, 4644454434344 
CO. J. Falco (sporting).....- .---....--..00. 4445444445 —42 
J. W. Todd (sporting), . ~-4446544484 —41 
Dr. J. M. Dart (military™......... ..- -., 434344444 3-9-4] 
Major A. J. Clarl: (military). ._ 4 -4442538445 3-8-4. 
EB, E. Lewis (sporting). ,...-2-csce-tevvscees 6424445534 —40 
T. P. White (sporting),.....-....:...0sseees 4444344444 —29 
8. Buzzini (military), ...........0:..ssseena4 334534344 83-39 

Same day, Ballard Match ; 200 yards; any rifie:— 
B. E. Lewis.. -.:. ..- 646445 6 4 545 
Dr. J. M. Dart 6b 5 6 4 4 4 4 4-45 
J. W. Todd......... 4554445 4 443 
C.J. Faleo....- 85545 8 4 4 4-41 
IR. Mo Souler. eh) i ee aie 6443843465 4 4-40 

HE. EB, Lewis was the final winner of the rifle, haying made the 
three highest scores, 45, 46, 49, total 140 out of a possible 150, 

Oxnto—Norwalk, May 19th._—Ritle practice is attracting consider- 

able interest here this season. A large number of citizens and 

members of Company G, Sixteenth Onio National Guard, joined 

in the sport this afternoon. The following score was made; 

Creedmoor target; 200 yards; the citizens using Winchester rifles, 

peep sights; the Springfield being used by the military :-— 

CITIZENS. 
W.H. Cleveland 45445340 5 4-88 
L. Burton........ 644444 8 4 4—40 
W.E. Freer.. 444343 4 4 5239 
C. Brown....... 3843444 8 4 4-38 
X—— BSkGr, oases tctuicel ie dts carrie 44433444 3 3-36 

MILITARY. 
Je WeGrossce <5 fers. s0h: 24 peek eee 42344444 4 4-37 
WirGe Beokywith - ie, e cee steraddeahls 34438383 4 4 3 4-85 
8. N. Perkins -444925 83 4 4 235 
Geo. F. Titus. 4563320444 44 
J.W. Gould.. 04043 42 4 5 5-€l 
M, G. Furlong 3444402 2 2 828 
A. C, Prentice 1:3 402843 phate 

Toledo, May 10th.—The following are the scores made by 

some of the members of the Corn City Rifle Club, at their range 

Saturday afternoon, May 8th, Possible 50; 500 yards; 3lb. pull; 

10 shots ;— 

BE NQuiggheis i ssses sis ascseoartenes 254444 5 5 4 5-42 
EAS RUNGH acess bhp ee sonata ee 6446545 5 5 6 5-47 
Georye Spross.,.-..--.,----..-.--000 5843 5 3 65 56 3 3-389 
B. F. Sawyer... Seb tdtidest ieel ~544465 5 5 5 4 5-46 
8. L. Frazier.......... soreeeeeee. £4385 4 4 4 5 4 3-40 
F, 'T. Lindenberger,.,. .... ey Speke 055 6 44 4 5 & 2 
CS Sawyer, a: isto coveted nes nae 4452334 3 4 5 4-40 

Possible 25; 500 yards :— 
B.F. Sawyer. ....:.-. 445 5 422/58. L, Frazier,...,. 4545 4—p2 
C,H. Sawyer... - ...54844—20|/F. A. Root........ 55 6 5 5—25 

Toledo, May 15th—Scores made to-day, by members of 

the Corn City Rifle Club, at Corn City range, regulation pull and 

Creedmoor target, 600 yards, possible 60; wind from right to left, 

requiring from 110 4 points windage :-— 

RO. Quiggles i. cc lascex cee 254 p20 5655 56 5 4 446 
Geo, Spross).-. 4-21.02. --e-sy 00 ; 43644 4 3-40 
ASR cares none SSRs ela oa : 56 56 5 5 5 Bb 5-50 
8. L. Frazer 5656 5 3 4 3—45 
B. F. Sawyer 6383846 4 4—a8 

MARKSMEN FOR AUSTRIA.—Mr. Hugo Fritach, Austrian Consul, 
forwards to us the appended address of the Austrian Riflemen 

and Sharpshooters’ Sociaty, directed to the marksmen of America, 

extending them a cordial invitation to compete in the contest. to 

be held in Vienna between the 1th and 24th of July, where and 
when will beformally celebrated the twenty-fifth anniversary of 

the foundation of the Society of Austrian Sharpshooters. The ad- 
dress should draw out an affirmative response from some of our 
crack Schuetzen men. It reads:— 

American Fellow Shooters: Twelve years have elapsed since we 
called upon you to take part in a contest with the arma you 
wielded so wellin Vienna, which was then the seat of the third Ger- 
man shooting festival. Although the riflemen who crossed the 
ocean to come to us were but few, they were heartily welcomed. 
Between the 17th and 24th of July the capital on the shore of the 
Danube vill celebrate the foundation of the Austrian Shooting 
Society. We again inyite you to join us in greater numbers, and 
to vie with us for the prizes offered. There is nothing will please 
us s0 well as to welcome once more the American banner, with 
its stars and stripes. Vienna’s hospitality will then be put to the 
test by those who join usin this contest, What trouble the long 
voyage across the ocean may give you, we will try to make u 
for by our hearty welcome and our warm sympathies. We shall 
consider it a great honor to march side by side with you Jn the 
festive procession. 

— 

CREEDMOOR FOR JUNE. 

HE competitions upon the range at Creedmoor, during the 

month of June,are announced as follows:— 

Wednesday, 27.—The Remington Shot Gua Match; ninth com- 

petition ; open to members N. BR. A.; riflé and position, any; 800, 

900 and 1,000 yards; rounds, 15 at each distance ; competitors not 

to be coached in any way. Champion Marksmanship Badge 

Match ; second competition; open to all members of the N, R. A. 
and N. G. 8. N. ¥., in uniform; 200 and 500 yards; five shots at 
each ; weapon, Remington rifle, New York State model. 

Saturday, 5th.—Weekly Long-Range Subscription Match for 

June; first competition; open to eyerybody; 800, 000 and 1,000 

yards; 10 shots at each; any rifle. June Off-Hand Individuai 

Mutch ; first competition; open to everybody; rifle, any ; 100, 200 

and 300 yards; 6 shots at each; competitors shooting with 

military rifles as such will receive an allowance of 1 point at each 
distance, 

Wednesday, 9th.—The Alford Match; ninth competition; open 
to members N.R, A., and to members N. &. 8. N. Y.in uniform; 

200 yards; any military rifle; rounds, 10. Remington Gold Muteh. 
Prize of $300 in gold; open to all comers; rifles, any Reming- 

ton breech-loader, must be loaded at the breech, with cartridges as 
furnished from the factory; 900 and 1,000 yards; rounds, 20 at each_ 

Saturday, 12th.— Weekly Long-Range Subscription Match for 

May ; second competition. June Off-Hand Individual Match ; 
second competition. 

Wednesday, 16th.Remington Shot Gun Match. Mallard Rifle 

Mateh j tenth competition; open to all comers; winners to he 
handicapped one point tor each time won; 10) and 200 yards: any 
rifle; rounds, sevenat each; no cleaning allowed between cither 
shots or distances. The Alford Match, Winchester Rifle Match 
Prize, a Winchester repeating rifle, At the running deer target; 

iW yards; any rifle, but sights to be over the center of the barrel, 
and but one shot to be allowed in each run. 

Saturday, 1%h.—Weekly Long-Range Subsoription Match for 
June; third competition. June Off-Hand Individual Match ; 
third competition, | 

Wednesday, 23d.—Any Rifle Match; without restriction as to 
weight of rifle. Indiyidual—To begin at 11,00 a.m. and ologe at 
2.30 P.M. Opentosverybody. (Members of any military or naval 

organization, or of any Schuetzen corps or soecietyin uniform, 
will be entitled to excursion transportation over the L,I. Rail- 
road on this day for thirty cents—one-half of the regular rate). 200 

yards; position, standing, off-hand; any rifle, as above; seyen 

shots each entry; entrante fee, 50 cents; re-entries unlimited, 
but only the highest score to count, and no re-entry to be fired 

until first or preceding entry has been completed. Prizes—To the 
highest score, cash or trophy, #15, and a total of twenty prizes, 

$108, Team.—To begin at 3 p.m. and close até.30 p.m. Open to 
teams of four men from any military or nayal organization, 

Schuetzen corps or rifle club. 200 yards; position, standing, off 

hand; any rifle, as in individual competition; seven shots each 

man, each entry ; entrance fee, $4 for each team; re-entries un- 

limited, but only the highestseore to count, and no re-entry to be 

fired until first or preceding entry has been completed. No per- 
son to shoot in more than one team. Prizes—Tothe highest team 
score, cash or trophy, $25, and a total of eight prizes, yalued at 
$100. Pool targets at 200 yards will be opened at 9 A.M., and re- 

main open all day. Pool tickets will be sold at ten cents each, and 
lifty per cent. of receipts will be divided in the eyening equally 

among those making bullseyes. 

Saturday, 26t).—Weekly Long-Range Subseription Match for 

June; fourth competition. June Off-Hand Te»sm Match; open 
toteams of four menfrom any rifle club or association, or mili- 
tary organization In the United States; rifles, any within the 

rules; 100, 200 and 300 yards; five shots per man at each 

allowed, .but only the highest score to count; teams, 

all members of which shoot military rifles, will receive an allow- 
ance of one point per manat each distance; total, 12 points 

Remington Rifle Match; tenth competition; open to members 

N. R. A.; 200 yards; rounds, ten; any rifle. Handicap; 1. Any 

sompetitor using other than a “ military” rifle, four points. 2. 

Competitors who have in any N, R. A, monthly or other match gt 
Creedmoor made at 200 yards (a), witha sporting rifle, two pointa 

oyer an ayerage of centers (if using such a rifle in this match), 

two points; (5), with a military rifle, over an average of centers 
(if using such rifle), two points. 
We Will Match (formerly National Guardsman Match) ; open 

only to members of the National Guard of any State; 800 and 660 
yards; seven shots at each; weapon, the authorized military rifle 

in use by the organization of which the competitor is a mem- 

ber. 

Wednesday, 30th.—The Secretary’s Match; third competition. 

Open to everybody ; 200 and 500 yards; five shots at each; posi- 
tion, standing at 200 yards: at 500 yards, any, without artificial 

rest; rifle, any of the following: Winchester military, Peabody- 

Martini military, Snider military, Remington military, Hotchsiss 
military, Martini-Henry military, Sharps military, Springfield 

military. 

—The Amateur Rifle Glub anncunce the following matches :— 

Wednesday, 2d.—_First competition for a Remington Creedmoor 
rifle, new model; members A. R. C.; 800, 900 and 1,000 yards ; fif- 

teen shots each distance; to beshot for twice each mvnth, and to 
be awarded to that competitor making the highest ageregate 

score of any three competitions; at each competition fifty per 
cent, of entrance money will be divided equally among the high- 
estfour competitors. At the competition next preceding the 
Inter-State Long-Range Match of the N. R. A., the team of four 
men to represent this club shall be determined by the order of 

merit of their aggregate scores made in any three competitions 
up to that time, 

Wednesday, 9th._Sixth competition for short-range badge; 200 

yards; fifteen shots; any rifle; position, standing; entrance fee, 

seventy-five cents. 
Wednesday, 16th.Second competition for N, R. A. bronze 

medal; 700 yards; second-class target; fifteen shots and two 
sighting shots. 

Wednesday, 23d.—Second competition for » Remington Creed- 

moor rifle; conditions as announced. 

Hachting and Qanoeing. 

Address all communications to ** Forest and Stream 
Pnblishing Company, New York.” 

Yaouts ror SALE.—We call attention toour advertising co }- 
umns, in which yacht property is often offered for sale. Owing 

to our ciroulation among yachismen being larger than that of 
aul other publications combined, this journal offers the best 
medium for the purchase and sale of yachts. 

eg 

NATIONAL YACHTING ASSOCTATION.—Meeting of the provisional 
committee of five, Saturday, May 29th, at the rooms of the Re- 
publican Club, Eighth ayenue and Thirty-fourth street, by order 
of the Chairman, David Hall Rice. 

NE 

YACHTING NEWS, 

THe New HArBoR.—The Atlantic Y, C. is displaying something 

like the enterprise we like to see. ltis aliye and kicking. Not a 
mere outline organization, like many another large club, sufi- 

cient unto themselyes in their sleepy seclusion. The fleet fly- 
ing the white and red diagonul is growing apace, and now num- 

bers nearly fifty yachts; among them the smartest of their ten- 

nage, and nearly all of a size out Of which sport of the real sort 

can be had. The new club house, with surrounding grounds and 
the breakwater, are now in the hands of contractors,and the 

work will be pushed, The property is located at the foot of 
Fifty-sixth street, South Brooklyn, and hasa water front of 375 
feet, extending back to First avenue, qbout the same distance 
and 1,500 feet out in the bay to the pier headline, A long break- 

water will be built 400 feet from shore, affording a fine sheltered 

harbor for smaller craft, with excellent holding ground. The 
Bay Ridge ferry and the cars from the Brooklyn side afford com- 
munication, There is little doubt but whattthe neighborhood of 
Bay Ridge Pier will be chosen for the moorings of the great 
yacht fleets of the future, as New York Bay is yery poorly 
off for other harbors. And when the day comes, that the 
forest of masts off the pier is as thick as they are off 
Cowes, and the sun cannot be seen for their number, and 

skippers have to hunt for their craff in the crowd, then will 
the Atlanties reap thelr reward, and gather under their colors 

what may become the finest and larrest fleet of yachts that ever 
owed allegiance to one set of flag officers. They have the chance, 
jet us see if they know howto make the most of it, While one 

club has been debating the advisability of resolying themeelyes 
into a jolly good spree, and another has been making rather faint- 
hearted efforts at securing a club house or iheadquarters, and a 
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third has almost ceased to exist, members of the A. ¥. G. clapped 
a stopper on talk, and lant a hand and adollar to wiu the lead 

they have taken, And théy riobly desarye the success that for 

Years lay at the fest of others too fuit-néant to beud their backs, 
too listless to brace around to the fair wind which has blown so 
often in their fayor. 

FicurranaD ComMOnORES,—There are plenty of them around, 
because they don’t kuow their business; butthe San Francisco Y, 
C, bas not got one of that sort, During the April cruise sundry 

members disregarded the Commodore's instructions and siznals, 
whereupon the latter promptly tendered hig resignation. Good 

flag officers being extremely rare, the club requested Commodore 

Harrison te reconsider his intentions, Should he order his swal- 

low-tail lowered, ft would be a serious loss to the club. 

Tae Isapnn.—This little “cat-yawl,’ belonging to Mr. J, Bu- 
chanan Henry, Stonington, Conn., has been found to work ex- 

ceedingly well under all three sails, as a cat under mainsail only, 

Or under jib and mizzen, with the mainsail stowed. She is 2 modi- 
Hivation of the San Francisco yaw. 

LANCASHIRE Wircr,—The steam yacht, Lancashire Witch, on 
which Sir Thomas Hesketh is making an extended cruisé around 

the world, bas left San Francisco and gone to Puget Sound, thence 

to Victoria, British Columbia. After a cruise on those waters, 
the yacht will take the inside passage to the north, and cruise 
along the Alaskan coast foru time, Sir Thomas will return to 

San Francisco by the end of July, s0 as to join the San Francisco 

Yacht Club fieet, on its southern coast cruise in August, Thoy 
are going to Santa Cruz, Monterey, etc,, in squadron for a week 

orso,and the Lancashire Witch will join company, With her 

pteam power, she will be handy to haye alony in caso of calms, 

Keens ror RovagH Warex.—The schooner yacht Pearl, of the 

San Franciace Yacht Club, bas had her centerboard remoyed, and 
a keelsubstituted. She has been overhauled and coppered, pre- 
paratory to a voyage to Nicarazwa, Central America, with hernew 

owner and family on board. She came off the ways on the Ist of 

May, and assoon as her supplics are on board will be ready for 

sea, So even San Francisco bows to the keel, 

YAORTING ON THN PACIFIC.—Our correspondent sends us the 

following: The schooner yacht Ariel, formerly of New York, 
and brought to the Pacific for Capt. Wilcox, was sold last summer 

to Edgar Mills, Rsq., of the San Francisco Yacht Club, Mr. Mills 

being about to leaye California fora time, has sold the Ariel to 
R. 8. Floyd, Esq., who is also a member of the §.F. ¥. C. The 
yacht has been thoroughly overhauled and refitted during the 
winter, and is one of the handsomestin San Francisco Bay.... 

A new achooner yacht, 53ft, long, called the Dapline, has been 

lately launched for Mr. W. H. Martensrein, a member of the §. F. 

¥, ©.....Georye Farmer, a boat builder on Oakland Creek, has 

turned over to Mr, Billings, of San Franvisco, 2 25ft. cabin sloop 

calledthe Gaviota (sea-gull). She isa dandy little yacht, and will 
be the smallost of thes, F. ¥. ©. fleet when her owner joins the 
elub, as he proposestode. The Gavivta has proved very fast.. .. 

The 83ft. cabin sloop Myrtle, builtby William Stone last fall, has 
been purchased by two young gentlemen, who will soon fly the 
8. FP. Y. C,burgee at the masthead. She is a good deep boat, with 

head room in cabin, plenty of freeboard, and is altogether afine, 
weatherly little craft.....The little Bermudian sloop Lively, the 
champion of the smaller yachts of the 8. F.¥. C,, hus changed 
hands. She now belongs to Mr, Pennel, a member of the club, 

her former owner, Mr. Williams, having taken so kindly to salt 
water as to have gone cruising to the Sandwich Islands on a deep- 

water vessel. 

LAUNCHED.—From the yard of Piepgrass, Greenpoint, May 

18th, the steam yacht Julie, for Edward Balbach, of Newark. The 
modél was furnished by the builder. Her midship section is of 
the “ peg-top”’ variety, clean run, but rather full forward, She 
is fitted with the usual cabin and pilot houses on deck, has a rak—- 
ing stem, stump bowsprit and a cutier stern, and is rigged asa 
achooner, Length 72ft., beam 13ft., depth 6ft, She has been en- 

gined by Clute Bros, & Co., Schenectady, N. ¥., and they have 
guaranteed 14 knots. Compound engines 18 and i1}in., cylinders 
10in, stroke, boiler 6ft. Gin. in diam., and 6ft. 9in, long, of the loco- 
motive type, 150 lbs. working pressure. Propellor 4ft. 6in.in 
diam., and sft. pitch, from which it is evident that the engineors 
hayes departed from ordinary practice, as the pitch is excessive 

compared to the diameter. In England experiment has shown that 
small pitch and high velocity of engine is best adupted for great 

speed, Itremains to be seen whether the new experiment will be 
successful. We trust that faith in this yacht’s speed will not be 
lost should she fail with her present wheel, but that other wheels 
be tried in succession, That there is some particular wheel best 

suited to every form of hull is now universally accented among 

engineers, and as nich as 25 per cent. may be lost or gained on 

this score. 

SIDE-WHEEL STEAM YACHT.—What we believe to be the first 
bona fide side-wheel steam yacht in America was launched 
last week from Piepgrass’ yard, Greenpoint. She has been built 
for special service in the shoal waters of Great South Bay for Mr. 
Wm, K, Vanderbilt, und for a shoal boat is quite sightly. Length 

64ft. on deck, beam 12ft,, depth 4ft., draft 22in. ‘Che engines are 
of the inclined direct acting type, cylinder lbin. diam,, 20in. long, 

vértical boiler. Wheels Sft. dim. We hear that other similar 
vessels will seon be put in hand, as there is quite a demand for 
light draft steam yachts on many of the shoal bays which afford 
good lishing and shooting in this latitude, as we.lasin some of 

the inland reaches of the Southern coast and Florida. 

THE ComeorT.—Mr, Lord's new compromise outter is rapidly 
approaching completion at Gorman’s shop, foot of Court street, 
South Brooklyn, Tbe natives don't like her; she is not enough 
of a clam shell to suit their mud-sailing propensities, bur the 
Comfort will be an excellent craft for all that, and # safe one into 
the bargain. She was designed by Com. Hyslop, owner of the 
sinart little Petrel, and, like the latter, isa perfect specimen of 
waye-lins design, both in areas and water-lines, She is soft. long, 
12ft. beam, oft. lin, deep, Ballast, one ton iron on keel and four 

inside. : 

CruIsine Sourm.—The Magic, Francis M. Weld, has been on an 
extended cruise in Chesapeake Bay and adjacent waters. She 
wasin Washington during the Courtoey-Hanlan race. 

ComING WEst.—We hope the report that the New Bedford Y. 0. 

proposes sailing in aquadron to New York will prove true. Thoy 

will meat with a heurty reception from the N. Y. Y. C., Atlantic 
Y.C., and Se#wanhaka ¥.C. Mr. homas Lord has presented the 
N.B. Y. C. with cup to be sailed for at their annual regatta 
pome time io July. 

For Cosa.—Smedley is building #26ft. racing poat for parties 
4n Guba. [twill be the twenty-tifth boat hs has sent to those parts, 

THe INDREPLD.—Thia schooner, Mr. Lloyd Pheonix, N, Y. ¥,¢., 
Balled May 20th for Cowes, Isle of Wight, tia the Sound. 

Naw York Yacur Cpvs—aAt the meeting of the club, May 
th, the following fixtures were decided upon; Brenton’s Root 

Challengs Cup, June 29; Cape May Race, Sept.4; Bennett 
Schooner and Slogp Cups, June 1th, during the regular annual 

regatta, and the annual cruise will commence Aug. 11th from 

Glen Coye, the Eastern Y, 0. being inyited to join. 

Toe New StHamw YAcuTs.—Grent secrecy has been maintained 
about the two big steam yachts building at Cramp’s yard, Ken- 
sington, Philadelphia, and nothing has been published about 
them beyond what has appeared in these columns. Recently, 

however, a World man was equal tothe occasion, and climbed 
over the fence after the following : The yachts are named Corsair 

and Stranger, both alike in model, the former belonging to Mr. 

Charles J. Osborn, lately owner of the Dreddiaught, and the lat- 
ter belonging to Mr. George A. Osgood, formerly of the Fleetining- 
They are said to have full midship bodies (probably judged from 

the warped standard of our shallowriver steam yachts) and fine 

ends. Length over all, 185ft.; on deck, 179ft. Sin.; on keel, 150ft.; 

beam, 23ft.; hold, 12ft.; draft forward, Tit., and alt, 10ft, Biush 
decks, mahogany combings, ete.; schooner rig, with lug sails to 

brail up and down the masts, The latter are 60ft. deck to hounds, 
With 28ft. topmasts heel to truck} gaifs, 42ft. Engine and boiler 

apace inclosed in iron bulkheads, Saloon, 18x10ft, in. a long 
passageway from aft leading intoit. On one side of this passage 

is the owner's suite of rooms, 22ft. long, lift. in. wide, divided 

into sleoping cabin and sitting-room, with bath and toilet rooms 
attached. Onthe port side of the passage arejstaterooms for 
guests, all of course fitted up in the most juxurious and tasty 
manner with electric bells and other conveniences, mirrors, side- 

boards, etc.,, of a costly kind. Forward of the engines is the 

officers’ mess-raom, galley, pantry, etc., and a roomy forecastle 

for the crew, besides four staterooms tor the officers. On deck is 
a pilot-house, chart-room and, smoking-room forward of the 

smokestack. These yachts will measure 450 tons, C. H. Engines 

compound, direct acting, surface condensing; cylinders, 44 and 

24in. diam., with 2tin. stroke, to turn up to 150; shaft, 10in, 

diam.; propeller, $ft. diam.; Isft. pitch; expected speed, 10 

knots; two tubular boilers, 10ft, bm, long, Mit. diam.; each 
boiler has 148 3in. tubes 7ft. long, and two furnaces éft. 9in. diam., 
made of corrugated iron; each has 42 square feet of grate, 
and 1,000Ft. heating surface; the shells are 13-16 of an inch thick, 

90 lbs. working pressure; smoke-stack, 24ft. high, 4ft. diam.; 
bunkers carry 40 tons, enough for only four days when steaming 

full power. The Stranger has a stump bowsprit, with an eagle 

for figure-head, and the Coisair has her rail and stem carried out 
into a‘ built-up” bowsprit after the usual pattern. Each yacht 
issaid to cost about $100,000. There is alsosome probability of a 

third yessel of the kind bemg laid down soon for Mr, B.S. Jaffreyy 
of this city. 

QUAKER City YAcuT Ciuvn.—The spring regatta of this live 

club willbe sailed May 3ist. Weacknowledge receipt of tickets 

and sailing rules. Commodore Bancroft's General Orders No, 1 
might be studied to advantage ky New Forkeclubs. Thea @.C. Y. 

C. has no less than a dozen fixtures forthe season, TItis a club in 
fact us well asin name. 

SHAWANHAKA YACuT Crun.—Fleet Captain W. Howard Mitchell 
has issued his orders for the opening cruise May 3ist. Yachts will 
meet off Tompkinsville, 8.1,,andat10304..%, will get underway 
on signal from the Gommodors, passing nextin live under his lee. 
The fleet will round the Southwest Spit, and returning drop 

anchor off Pavillion Hotel, New Brighton, 8. I., where dinner will 
beseryed. If this proyesa poor harbor for the weather, yachts 

will be signalled to unchor off Tompkinsville, where conveyance 

to the Pavillion Hotel can be procured. Yacht owners should 
send notice to the Chairman of the Committes, Mr. F. 0, 
de Luze, 18 South William street, of the number of guests ex- 

pected, The sailing rulesfor tho Corinthian matches can be ob- 

tained from the Secretary, O. H. Cromyyell, 34 Liberty street. 

THe LAKE Poent.—A correspondent writes from Toronto; We 
hada launch in this neighborhood on the Sth inst. of all-ton cut- 

ter, built for Mr. Innes, of this vity. She is built for cruising, and 
draws oyer six fect. ‘wo years ago we had only one cutter 
here, the imported iron Rivet, 17 tons, and this summer there will 

be four. Evidently people are coming to their senses again, 
though slowly. 

NONPAREIL YACHTs.—Mr. Clapham, of Rosyln, L. L., has just 

finished a 22ft. cat boat, ‘*nomouarell’’ model, drawing only Win. 
water, for parties on Lake Geneya, Wis. He will also luy the keels 
of several more of the same kind shortly. These light draft boats 

seem to supply a demand felt in shallow waters better than the 
ordinary jib and mainsuils, and they are suid to be fast and ser- 

viceable, as wellaslowerin price. Mr, Clapham has also intro- 
duced seyeral noyel features in the rig of these boats, the reef 
points being attached to a light batten running across the 

sail, 

Books Recuryep.—We are in receipt.of “ Lloyd's Yacht Regis- 

ter,” “Kemp's Yacht and Boat Sailing,"  U. 8. Report on the 
Herreshoff Boiler,’ ‘* Walton’s Model Yachts," ‘‘ Mines of Maine," 
“Strength of Wrought Iron and Chain Cables,” by Kent, revised 
by Com. L. A. Beardslee; Nautical Magazine,’ “Van Nos- 

trand's Engineering Magazine,” 5, W. Silver's ‘South Africa," S, 
W. Silver's “* Australian Grazier's Guide," and others, whieh will 
be reylewed at earliest opportunity. 

Portuanp Yacon Cion.—Our annual regatta was sailed May 

2thina yarivble wind and fog, which somewhat affected the 
number ofentriés, but for all thal, there was a fair proportion of 

the fleetatthe line. Fifteen minutes were allowed for crossing 
the linc, No sturters in the first class, the cup for which is now 
in possession of the chib, the Viva, which held it Just, haying been 

sold. In the second class schooners Nellie held the cup, and the 

second class sloop cup had been twice won by Twilight, the cup 

for (he third class being offered for the first time thisyear. Course 

for second class, 18 miles; third class, 12 miles. ‘Time of salting, 

for second class, § hours; for third class, 6hours. Cups to be won 

three times to become property. Hntries, second class schooners 

Nellie, John E. Bradford, 28ft, w. L, aud Undine, E. H. Chase, 24ft. 
din. w.1. Won by the latterin 4h. 20m, 19s. Entries, second class 

sloops; Tempus, W. W. Gould, 27ft. 2m. w. 1,; Marie, T. L. 
Kimball, —tt.—in,; Twilight, W. A.Charlton, 36ft.7in.; Mary, F. 

W.. Bailey, 22£t. Sin.; Idier, George C. Amen, 241. 2in.; Clarence, B. 
W. Jones, —ft:—in, Wonby Mary. Entries, third class sloops : 
Allie, A. L. Johnson, and Caro, Won by the former, with 8m. 24x, 
to spare, Regatta Committee, T. K. Jones, G, W. Rich, J. 1, 
Wryer, F. L. Mosely, fits 

LAuncaeD.—from the yard of D. O. Richmond, Mystic, Conn., 
4 fine schooner for Mr. Chas, H, Mallory, of New York. Length 
S0it., beam 22)ft, hold 7it. She hus been huilt in acvord with Mr. 
Mallory's own ideas, and is cut away verysharp. Nearly thirty 
years 4z0 My, Mallory owned the Richmond, a sloop 45ft, long, 

well remembered by older members of the N.Y. ¥.C. Subse— 
quently he became the owner of Haswell, now belonging to Mr, 

Bloomer, of Pawtuxet, R. 1, next the Kate, Mallory and Zuave, 
all of which were considered Very successful craft in their class. 

The new schooner is expected to show epacd, although comfori 

and safety as a oruiser have not been overlooked. Also, last Mon- 
day, a new schooner, the Southern Oross, from the yard of Mr. 
Decker, foot of Twenty-first street, South Brooklyn, built for 

ex-Com. John A. Monsell, Atlantic ¥.C. As she went off the 

Ways, Miss Annis M. Monsell, the owner’s daughter, successfully 

christened the new yessel, Sho is i3ff. over all, 65ft. w.1., 18}i¢, 
beam and 7ft. Yin, in depth, this latter a most commendable qual-. 
ty, being more than customary, Spars; mainmast, deck to 

Jhounds, U4ft.; foremast 62ft., toprnaats, heel co truck 38 and 82ft., a 

good deal loftier than usugl, and another good point for the new 
yacht, as they are rigyed to house. Main boom 43ft., gaff 80ft., 

fore boom 22ft., gait same. Bowsprit 43ft., of which 3sif. fs out- 

hoard, the head booms being all in one. The Oross being stiff in 
form will take only six tons of iron inside, The forward end of 

her board, 18ft. long, can he lowered a couple of feet by a deyice 

of the owner. Cabins finished in ash, walnut and cherry. At the 
foot of the companion “ft isa stateroom on each side, abaft of 
them the sail-room. Forward of the main saloon on the star- 

board side is the owner’s room, on the port side two other state- 

rooms and the usual pantry, ice-box, galley, etc. A tank of 160 

gals. has been built oyer the forward half of the centear-board 
trunk to supply water to the lavatories, ste., and a second tank, 
of 8) gals., bencath the floor. 

CANom Coneuess Racarra.—Tho canoe offered by Rushton as 
# prize is now on exhibition at H.C, Squires" store, No. 1 Cort 
landt street, Conditions are :— 

First—It is to be a paddling race. 

Second—Open to all canoes and canoeists, 
Third—Single or double paddle, 

¥ourth—Must be twenty starters. She is a beauty, and worth 
paddling for. 

PRoyINCcETOWN YacHT Cius.—The following officers were 
elected for the year 1880: Commodore, George H. Holmes; Vice- 
Commodore, A. P. Hannum; Seeretary and Treasurer, H. H. Syl- 
vester; Trustees, N. D. Freeman, Joshua Snow, J. H. Dyer; Re- 
gatta Committee, E. N. Young, Alexander McKenzie, Thomas 

Lowe, Joseph A. West, James A. Small; Measurer. Joseph §. At 
wood. The union regatta, open to all yacht clubs, will take place 
about Aug. 1. Manynew members have joined the club, und the 
geason of 1880 will be a lively one, 

NEW YORK BAY REGATTA, 

An annual match in New York Bay open to all comers, at least 
the first year, seems now to be an assured fact, as the lnanage- 

ment of affairs has been placed in efficient hands. New York 

seems finally to be waking up in this matter, anda public race 

atter the Eastern style will henceforth he among our fixtures, 

The date of the race has been set down for Monday, Aug, Sth. 
Open to all; entrance money for yachts over 20ft., $5; for yachts 

under 20ft., $3. Course in the lower bay not yet settlea upon 

The committee are desirous of receiving entries at an early date, 

so that a definite list of prizes can be announced beforeband,’ 
They will all bein cash. Entries, until further notice, should ha 
made at the committee rooms, Monday evenings, in the bank 

building, corner Eighth ayenue and Thirty-fourth street, where 

further information is to be bad, or they may be addressed to 
Post-Office Box 2,070, or to any of the under-mentioned members 
of the committee; Chairman, R. V. Freeman, H. R. Y. C.; Tréas- 

urer, T, H. Rogers, N. J. ¥. ©,; Secretary, Henry Woods, N. Y. C5 
J. H, Kreymeyer, P. Y. C.; Andrew Brush, E. Y. C.; J. A, Weaver, 
C, Y.C.; A.J, Prime, Y. ¥. 0. ; 

$$$ ant 

THE CANOH REGATTAS, 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
I notice In your paper of May 6th a letter froma Canadian ean- 

oeist commenting on the definition of a canoe, and urging that it 
not only shall not be clinker built, but shall conform as closely as 
possible to the ‘‘birch-bark” model, It seems to me that thig 
would really be ‘Hamlet’ with the Prince’s part lett out, a3 it 
would exchide exactly the boats which haye made canoeing pop- 
ularin Bngland and America, viz., a decked boat with keel and 
some sheer, and usually clinker built, 
The writer is evidently unaware that modern canoeing, ag 

understood in the United States and England, is carried on al- 
inost entirely in such craft, the open canoe being almost unknown 
in England and but little used in the United States, except for 
sporting purposes. As to the birech-bark model, it is entirely un- 
suited to our requirements of a fast-saillng canoe for rough or 
smooth water, and should the writer yisit Lake George next sum- 
mer he will see the models we prefer. 
As to clinker-build, nearly all the wooden canoes in the United 

States aro lapstreak, over three-fourths of the boats of the New 
York Canoe Club being of that build; and while there Inay bo A 

better mode of construction, there indoubtedly are many wors6, 

and it will be well to stick to the lapstreak until it js positively 
decided which if any of the other modes is better. 

W. P. Sterpens, MN. ¥. GC. C. 
Rahway, N. J., May 20th. 

er 
SAN FRANCISCO YACHT CLUB'S OPENING CRUISE, 

HE ‘opening of the season at San Francisco was celebra- 
ted by the San Francisco Yacht Club on April 24th, in a yery 

satisfactory manner. The guests assembled at the club house, 

New Sancelito, at 2 Pia, the fleet being anchored in front all 
decked out with their new sets of signals. There were some 400 

gilests present, who amused themselyes during the afternoon in 

dancing, visiting the yadhts, ete. After a late luneh bad been 

served, Signal was made for the yachts to “ prepare to get under 
way,’ Flagswere hauled down and mainsails set. The guests, 
who were to return to the city by the ferry, all assembled tu aco 

the start for Mare Islund, soma thirty milos up the bay. The fleet 

looked very pretty as they got under way and stood off up the 

Day. The steamer went out of her course through Raceoon 
Straits, behind Angel Island, and passed among the yachts. 

Owing to‘ ¢alm streaks’ on the way up, the yachts arrived 

all hours at Mare Island, some getting up at 11 2.M,., and others 
not till 3in the morning. The Annie arrived up first. 
At 1P.o., on the following day, preparations were made for the 

1.80 start Tor # beat back to San Francisco, this being the Interest- 
ing part of the cruise. The New Yorksloop, Annie, was expected 
to beat the California yachts, and she and the new sloop Wellie 
had never been with the fleet before. 

The feet was composed of the following yachts: Frolic (fag- 

ship), Consuelo, Chispu, Arnie, Clara, Nellie, Startled Mawn, DLotita, 

Virgin, Lively, Gavivta, Magic, Mollic, Enid, Daphne, Fleur de Lis, 
Myrtle snd Laura, Several of the yachts of the club had not been 

able to attend the opening, owing to the bad weather of the pre- 
vious few weeks, keeping back painting, ete, 

At 1.86 the signal gun was fired, anii {he yachts went off in q 
bunch, For about a mile, on Mare Island Straits, the wind ig 
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abeam, with the usual trades, but on rounding the lighthouse the 

yachts haye a dead-on-end beat through San Pablo Bay for fitteen 

miles, till the Sisters’ lirht is reached, and from there one tack 

will bring them to San Francisco, some twelve miles further. It 
is in the beat down Pablo that the best racing is done, for the bay 

is large and wind-swept, and is seldom smooth. Rubber coats 

and oll-skins are usually in order. .A good fresh breeze was met 

on Pablo, bringing all the yachts rail-to, and the race down was 

yery exciting. The Chispa, built by Caut. Turner, the measurer 

of the San Francisco Yacht Club, arrived home first, followed 
closély by the Consuelo, another one of Turner's models. The 

Annie came next, having cracked on very hard, until she lost her 

topmast. After her came the Nellie, and then the Clara, followed 
by those of the fleet which did not turn off through Raccoon 

Straits for the club house. 

An interesting incident of the race down, was a little sct-to be- 

tween the Consuelo and Con O'Connor. It will be recollected that 

these two yachts made a match last summer for $1,000 aside: 

when the O'Connor was the winner. The owners of Consuelo had 
injudiciously taken out several tons of ballast previous to the 

race, counting on light weather, but it blew very hard, and she 

conldn’t be * kept on her feet." She had bean champion on the 

bay for some time, till that race. The O'Connor does not belong 

to ihe club, but came up and joined the fleet at Mare Island, after 

fain expressed intention by her owner to lead the whole fleet down, 
and the Consuelo in particular. The latter, however, was in her 

usual trim,and the O'Connor caught a Tartar, She singled out 
the Consuelo, and they went it tack and tack, the O'Connor setting 

her staysail in the fresh breeze in the endeavor to lead. The 

Consuelo beat her bandsomely and fairly, much to the delight of 

the members of the club. The Chigpa beat her also. There is now 

& prospect of a match between these three yachts, which are all 
of equal sizo—60 feet, 

The fleet used their new Signal Code for the firit time on the 

opening cruise, the Commodore giving his orders with flags. Tho 

code is a very extended one, carefully prepared, and has already 

been found very useful. SAUCELITO. 
—s-_—_ 

THE SCHOONER CAROLINE. 

S$ THIS schooner represents a type of craft now quite popu- 
. larin Boston, the following details we have obtained con- 

eerning her construction will prove interesting: She was built 
for Boston owners by Wm. L. Dolbeare, Fort Hill Wharf, Bos- 

ton, from model and specifications furnished by D. J. Lawlor, the 

well-known naval architect of Chelsea. Length over all, 58ft.; w. 
1,, 45ft.; beam, 1bft. 3in.; depth, 7ft.; draft, 6ft, 9in.; least free- 

board, 8ft. to top of rail. Straight stem, elliptic counter, rocker 

keel, with fore-foot completely cut away; bold round side, slight 

hollow to garboards; U timbers all the way forward, plumb stern 

post with clean entrance and run. Wrames of backmatack and 

oak, double, each 5in, sided and Tin. moulded; strongly balted 
together; spaced 12in. between centers amidships and gradually 

apread to ldin.at the ends. Keel of oak, Qin. sided amidships, din. 
ft the ends, tapering down to fin, at the bottom, where the iron 

casting orshoe underneath meets it. This shoe weighs 4,620 lbs., 
and is in one casting, 38ft. long, Gin, thick at top and 2in. at bot- 

tom; about 15in. deep in ita center. It is secured by lin. galyan- 

ized serew bolts, with T heads, spaced about i6in. apart. Besides 
this Caroline takes 4+ tons lead inside, cast to fit. We would have 

liked her better if she had been given more displacement, and 

helieve her designer thinks fayorably of the suggestion. 

The frames are “plumb and V fastened’ to the keel, three bolts 

ineach floor. Stem and stern post sided Sin. of oak with oaiz 
deadwood and knees, securely and closely fastened with fin. iron 

bolts. Floorhead streaks, one each side, 9x?in., riveted to floors. 

Bilge streaks rouble, each 9x2in,, likewise through riveted. 

Clamps 18x2in. double, riveted in every frame, and a shelf worked 
on top $x2in., bolted down into the clamps and through each 
frame with fin. alyanized bolts; heads clinched on washers. 
Beams 6 to 3in. x 4in.; the trunk beams of oak 3in, sided, secured 

to shelf by tio 5-16in. bolts and to frame by one #in, bolt. Plank, 
hard pine itin. thick; wales 4x1tin,, water ways din. thick, letin 

over all stanchions and fastened with 4lin. spikes. Deck of se- 

leeted white pine 2ixLin., worked in a single length fora and aft, 

fasvened with 24in. nails, Rails of white oak 4x1din., worked also 

in single length and-seaured to stanchions with fin. wulvanized 

iron. 

The bulwarks are gin. high amidships; the cabin trunk is Jiin, 

high and 8!tt. wide, with oak sides bent around forirard in a 
solid plece; the beams doyetailing into it. Skylights 5x3ft., one 
over cabin, the other,over staterooms; the forecastle hatch leads 

down the forward end of the house. The ccekpit is finished in 

oak. There is not a brushful of paint about the deck; everything 

is kept ‘bright,’ and very stylish and orthodox it looks, a great 

improvement oyer the yellow and blue hues so liberally daubed 

over our craft to their damage in appearance. The Caroline has 

an Edson windlass and an Edson stecring gear. The latter we 

certainly do notadmire. It is lopsided and more than is required 

for the tonnage. The deadlights, or ports in the side of the cabin 

house are of circular ground glass in brass setting, and are far 

handsomer than the barn windows disfiguring must yachts. They 

are made by Ii. B. Vanneyar & Co., and ought to come into fayor 

for their ship-shape appearance, if nothing else. There is 38ft. 

spread to the shrouds, the chain plates being }x2tin. galvanized 
iron and reaching well down the side. 

Below, this craft shows up a big lot of room. A spacious main 

saloon aft, 13ft. long, with 7ft. floor and no center-board to split 

itup into narrow gangways either. Fourberths outin the wings, 

ample locker room and transoms 20in. wide. Amidships is a 

large stateroom on the starboard side, with a berth 3ft. wide and 

a 3ft. floor, wash basin, lockers, etc., all tastily and practically 

arranwed. On thevort side is the pantry, w. c., ice-box, linen and 

wine lockers; andin a roomy forecastl6 an Atlantic range No. 

O., two berths, pump, sink and lockers. As the bulkhead is 
abaft the forward end of the house, standing height is afforded, 

and the crew get a chance at some of the air ports. In this re- 

spect the Caroline is second to none, and certainly superior to 

New York yachts of her size. The water-tank is underneath the 
floor aft and holds eighty gallons. The cabin is finishedin oak 

and pine panneling, vith cherry trimmings; and as on deck, 

there is not a brusbful of paint below, forward or aft. 
Spars; Mainmast, 42ft, deck to cap; 10in. diam. at partners. 

Foremast, 41ft., deck to cap; 9}in. diam. at partners. Mastheads, 

4ft. Topmasts, housing, 18ft.long. Bowsprit outboard, 15ft., Sin. 

diam. at stem. Flying jibboom, 6ft. beyond, with a Ift. pole. 

Foremaat, $ft. 6in. from forward end of 1. w. 1. and 16ft. Gin. drift 

between it and the mainmast. Mainboom 40ft., gaff 18ft. 6in., 

Toreboom J5ft. Sin., and gaff same. Kake of masts, lin. to the 

foot, 
Sails: Mainsail 314ft, luff, 17+ head, 87} foot, 43} leech. Fore- 

sail 804 luff, 141 foot and head. Jib 38} luff, 31 leech, 25 foot. Ply- 

ing jib 44 luff, 26+ leech, 19 foot. Working jib topsail 52 luff, 28 

leech, 80} foot. Storm staysail sets up on its own luff 8ft. out- 

board, 18 foot and 2lleech. Main gaff topsall 244 foot, with a 19ft. 
club and 19ft. yard. For racing 9 lug foresail will be used 23ft. 

on the foot. Also main topmast staysail 17 head, 144 luff, 28 foot 

and 36 leech; balloon jib topsail 52 luff, 64 leech and 45 foot. 

The Caroline will carry two waist boats 12 and 14ft. long, and 

receive an outfit more complete and thorough than customary, 

as she is intended for extensive cruising along the coast as well 

as for racing. In many respects she is a decided adyance upon 
the “common ruck.” She will haye runners to her lower masts, 

whips in the standing part of all her gear, and topmasts are fitted 

to house. 

nnn! 

FIXTURES. 
May 22 to Dec. 4—J. OC. 0. 0. Regattas. See FP. & 8. issue May 13. 
May 22 to Deo, 4—N. Y..0. 0, Regattas. See lH. &S. issue May 13. 
May 26-31— astern Y. 0. Cruise Eastward. 
May 27—Southern ¥. C. Professional Races. 
May 27—South Camden Y. C. Spring Regatta. 
May 29-31—Portland Y. ©. Spring Cruise. 
May 29—Fall River Open Regatta. 
May 23—South Boston ¥. 0. Union Reratta. 
May 31—Seawanhaka Y, C. Opening Cruise. 
May 3l—Quaker City ¥. C. Spriny Reratie. 
May 31—Knickerbocker Y. CG. Annual Rewatta. 
Se EAE Cr Oe 
une3’—Hinpire Y. C. Dowlin allenze Cup. 

June 4-Philadel hia ¥. C. oat Hepatinc, 
June 4—Harris Challenge Cup, Haverhill, Mass. 
June 7—Philadelphia ¥. C. Annual Regatta. 
June i—Southern Y. C. Corinthian Regatta. 
June 9$—Atlantie Y. C. Annual Regatta. 
June 10—N. Y. ¥. 0, Bennet Cups for schooners and slaopa, 
June 10—Salem Bay Y. ©, Spring Regatta, 
June 10—New York Y. O. Annual Regatta. 
June 10—Southern ¥. C. Corinthian Regatta. 
June 12—Quiney Y. C, Championship Regatta, 
June 12—Seawanhaka Corinthian Matches, — 
June 12—Salisbury Y. C. Spring Regatta, 
June 14—Quaker City Y. C, Chester Regatta. 
June 14—Southwark Y. C. Spring Regatta, 
June 14—Empire Y. C., Annual Regatta. 
June 15—Long Island Y. C. Annual Regatta, 
June 1j—Boston Y. C. Union Regatta. 
June 1i—Marblehead Regatta. 
June 17—Provineetown Y. C. Regatta, 
June — Buffalo Y. C. Regatta. 
June 19—San Franciseo Y.C. Cruise to Half Moon Bay. 
June 26—Dorchester ¥Y.C, Regatta. 
June 24—Washington Village Y. C. Spring Regatta, 
June 27—Quaker City ¥. C. Harbor Cruise. 
June 29--N. Y. ¥.C., Brenton’s Reef Challenge Cup. 
July é—Beyerly Y, C. Championship Races, Nahant, 
July 3-5—-Quaker City Y.C. Spring Cruise. 
July 4—San Francisco Y. C. Cruise to Napa, 
July 5—Quaker City Y. C. Pennsgroye Regatta. 
July 5—Cleveland Y. Asso. Open Regatta. 
July 5—Proyincetown Y. C. Annual Cruise, 
July —Seawanhaka Y.C. Corinthian Cruise. - 
July 14—Quincy Y. C. Championship Regatta. 
July 16-22—San Francisco Y. C. Annual Cruise. 
July 17—San Francisco Y, C. Annual Regatta. 
July 1j—Proyincetown Y. C. Regatta. 
July 18—Quaker City Y. C. Harbor Cruise, 
July 2l—Salem Bay Y. C. Annual Regatta. 
July — Buffalo ¥Y, 0, Regatta, 
July 31—Beverly Y, 0. © TE SID Eas: Swampscott. 
Aug, 1—Provincetown Y. C. Union Regatta. 
Aug. 3—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug. 4—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug, 5—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug. 6—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George, 
Aug. &8—Quaker City Y. C. Harhor Cruise. 
Aug. 9—New York Bay Regatta. 
Aug. JIN. Y. ¥. C. Annual Cruise Eastward. 
Aug.12—Quincy Y¥. Cy Championship Keratta. 
Aug. 1f or 21—Beverly Y. C. pad Regatta, Swampscott. 
Aug. 14—Washington Village Y. 0. Regatta. 
Aug, 15-29—Quaker City Y. C. Annual Cruise. 
Aug. 17—Salem Bay Y. C, Fall Revatta, 
Aug. 18—Provincetown Y. C. Regatta. 
Aug. — Buffalo ¥. C. Regatta. 
ek Be ey a oeart ‘ 

ug. 28—Beyerly Y, C. Championship Races, Beverly. 
Sept. 4—Boston Y. C. Annual Raikes , z 
Sept. 9—Provincetown Y. CO. Fall Regatta. 
Sept. 10—Quincy Y. C. Fall Regatta. . 
Sept. 11—Dorchester Y. C. Open Matches. 
Sept. 11—Washington Village Y. C. Regatta. 
Sept. 18—Quaker City ¥. C, Fall Regatits. 
Sept. 18—Beverly Y. C, Special, Nahant. 
Sept. —Beverly Y.C. Special, Cotuit. 
Sept. 26—Quuaker City Y. C. Closing Cruise. 
Sept. 29—N. ¥. ¥. C., Cape May Challenge cup. 
Oct. 9—Washington Village Y. C, Fall Regatta. 
oS 

SHort Waist.—The Harpers publish a little manual 
entitled the “ Laws and Repulutionsof Short Whist. Adopted by 
the Washington Club, of Paris.” ‘The rules here given are mostly 
compiled from Deschapelles, who for ayer forty years made this 
Su study. Wecommend the book to novices and experienced 

yors. 

Hliscellaneaus. NET RINGS. NETS. 
BRASS. HAND-MADE MINNOW DIP NETS 

¥ Plain, with Screw Socket........+---.y1reeee Pape pe te Spovevetseiee wes SLO ar he a ‘ 

KEEPS Shirts, the Best, | siivueskcer ss Sm ao Sito Ss $140 Sia gag0 $500 Fi , | Folding Twice, Screw Socket é 19 Nid) dhe bathe tony wade ue we 

ae She eon Aamo po taretedy War Toleiee jMiehl Sa Oecd Ph ce Rtas 
uy 8, the cheapest. omplete, with Short Handle and Net.. -MADE LA RREP'S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily | Complete, with Short Handle and Small..........2. SRA ee 200]. : NDING NETS. 

KEEPS KID GLOVES pett STEEL. SO eT ae DI ee 28 5 85 $1.00 $1.10 . 7 BS, none better. A ent yan ate ee 9.509 | Cotton........ 4 fe Ge 35 5 4 70 AU . 

KEEP'S UNDHKWHAR, the best. Danan ea Ser Re aE PRC Po | Hnches deep. uM % 2% oe DO 
EKEEP’S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. CF tem i aie RS ala a = APSING Ootton.......: Vaalgicceleers b Maier leof $0.20 PB 80 KEEP'S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate. WHALEBONE, ALL COLL NG. Inches deep....,./..-....... anaes ey ose eh P 16 18 
KEEP'S NECK WEAR, latest novelties. Trout,....... «..., $9.00) Black Bass........ 310,50 | Salmon.......... $18.00 - 
KEEP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas- 

ure, 6 for $10. 
KEEP’S PAT. PARTLY-MADESHIRTS,6 for $7. 
EEEP'S GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEEVE 
BUTTON, free with every half dozen of 
KEEP'S SHIRTS. 

KEHP'S SHIRTS delivered frees in any part of 
the Union, at KHEP’S risk. 

KEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

OHEAPHST, 

Money refunded for goods not satisfactory, 

Samples and circulars free to any address. 
Hes SALE—Light draft schooner-yacht 

Sea Witch, recently overhauled, sound and 
ready for sea, 71 feet w, 1., 20-foot beam, 5-foot 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, - ~ 
48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

Hor Sule. for Sale. 

Mavi3-3t. 

See SS ee 

OR SALE,—ONE NEW REMINGTON 
Creedmoor Rifle with all appliances; very 

cheap. Address W. 4, CARR, Port Henry, N. ¥. 

The Kennel. 

REA TION IN THE STUD.—Fee for 
approved bitches, $30. Bitches to be sent 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 

= 
Horsman’s Archery 

Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 
hompem, Father of Archery in this country ; 

aie Pee a ose Cincaiplan ‘Archer of the United Statea, 
Huary 0. Carver, Zeq., Prws'tof the National Archery Association, 
A. 8, Brownell, Tay., President of the Eautern Association) 

and other loading Archers. 
Special attention fa called to Hoxswan’s Sranisa Yew-Bacurn 

Rows and fopte! peacock feathuret Arrows. 
Send stamp for Muxtrated Catalogue of Archery & Lawn Tenuta, 

E. l. HORSMAN, 
30 & 82 William Street, Now York. 
G2 Sole Agent for Brownell’s Archery Score 

Book and:Seore Cards’ Te “y 

draft; extra large inventory; steam launch if 
desired. Apply to H. WADSWORTH, 
May 20-26 45 Beacon street, Boston. 

HOBBS’ NEW WALL “TENT AND 
STOVE. 

EE SCIENTIFIC AMERIGAN for May 1st, 
ands end for Circular. WM. A. PERCY, 

Plattsburgh, N. Y. 

FOR SALE, 
An Harthiy Paradise 

PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. 

Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Ma. 

For Sale, 
An Orange County farm, with rare water facili- 
ties for propagating trout or other, fish; 131 
acres; g00d buildings; finely located, half mile 
from Orisville village, On main line of Evie Rail- 
way, at fo st of Shawanguns Mountuin; 70 miles 
from ..ew York; two pure cold spring water 
trout streams, with gravelly bottoms, flow 
through the farm; one trout pond ; any number 
ponds can be y made. Will sell at bar- 
gain. Send fordescription. Address owner, A, 
V, BOAK, Middletown, N, Ys mayd,4t 

may]3,6m 

OR SALE CHEAP—A sailboat, jib 
and main sail open boat, 18 feet #inehes 

long, rendy for eet in good order. Tn- 
quire of JOHN DRISCOLL, Yacht Builder, cor- 
ner Franklin and Clay streets, Greerpoint, 4. 1, 
May 20-2 

Al D. DOUGALL highest quality 12- 
® bore pigeon gun. Top lever, double bolt, 

Damascus barrels, extra close, 2i-inch chamber, 
84 lbs., 31-inch barrels; length—stock, 144; drap, 
2h; never used; bargain. J. PALMER ‘ONDE 
& 0O,, 68 Fifth ayenue, Pittsburg, Pa. may27,1t 

OR SALE cheap—An oyster sloop, 14} tons, 
_ also a5-ton sloop yacht ;for particulars in- 

quire of O. KISSAM, at Centreport, L, L, where 
both vessels can be seen. may 27-2 

Ghie Hennel. 

es SALE,— Beagle pu ppies, Ex-Diana, b 
Bradbury's Major. POTTINGER DORSEY, 

New Market, Frederick County,Md. May27.2t 

POR SALE.—Imported Gordon Setter bitch 
Nellie, full pedigree; brought to this coun= 

try in Gampany with champion pomter Bow, by 
T. H. Suott, Esq.,of England. she has a goud 
nose, stanch, broken, and a goodretriever. Due 
to whelp in I uly by imported Gordon Jerry, who 
isa peo uEe y-broken, first-class field doz. Ap- 
ply to FRED, A, TAFT, Dedham, Mass, 

May27,8t 

At owner's risk to W. K,0. KENNELS, Babylon, 
maype7 2b 

Foe SALE—May, litter sister to Mann's 
__ Psyche, in whelp to Sensation; liver and 

white: Jess-Sensation ; Daisy T. liver and white ; 
one year old. Address SHCRETARY W. K.@ 
206 Broadway. may27,it, ft 
SS ER Pn 

1 epee BADE Kour colley pups, out of 
est dogs in this country. For partic 

apply to Ae KATHBUN, 453 Fourth avenue, Noy, 

a PATE On account of room, & 
patr of dari red Iri.h setter doge; pa be C. at the New York Bench Show ; eal sad th 1879, by Lineoln & Hellyar’s Arlington out of 
+ H. PAPE, 239 Washington street, cor. Parke 

Place, New York, may 27-1t 

Gers ee STOCK at a sacrifice, 
ed Grouse, Erwin, Quail ITI. and i by Red Grouse, Bx-Gualllhe ‘Address ELUWAKD LOHMAN, 171 Mast 87th street. May 27-16 

ANTED—A well-trained, thoroughbred \ black and tan foxhound bitch: must be in whelp by a thoroughbred and well-trained dog of same color, Address, giving age, pedi- 
gree and price, + 
May 37-2 LOCK-BOX16, Rome, Ga. 



EST AND STREAM. 

CROOK & CO., 
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in 

« Fishing Tackle, Archery, 
: GUNS, 

Mi) ALL MDS OF SPORTING GOOBS, 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

On Exeuurrion.—Tae Record, Naples, N. Y., 
says; ‘ Hyer is on exhibition at Rochester, N. 
Y., and open, Tree to all, the thousands of testi- 

monials H, H, Warner & Co. baye on fila.”"—LAdp. 
Pee 2 

—Messrs. J. Palmer O'Neil & Co., who adver- 

tise the Westley Richards Hammerless Gun so 
extensively, have a small additional advertise- 

ment underthe “Por Sale" column, which it 
would be well to notice.—[Adp, 

ee 
> 

—The rubber crawfish which is advertised in SS = 
another column, has been highly commented by a ‘ , d 350 Fulton street, Ne Y- h h 
anglers. It isone of the most taking ofartii-| Sole Agents for THOMAS spade arts ane aN cepa SO re ee onary, Th the world. 

80. Ve . 

THOMAS ALDRED'S Yew Bows, $25 to $75. RICHARD DAPT’S Cricket Goods. J.B. CROOK'S Hexagonal Bamhoo Fly Rods, SolldReel Plate, $20. 
J. B. CROOK’S Lancewood and jae db Bows, $7.50. J. B. CROOK’S Newport Bass Rods, suitable for Trolling and still Baiting for all 

+ icinds of salt water fishing, eight to nine fect, German Silver Mounted. Pepper Cane second joint and two tips, $15- 
Send 2ocentsfor Dlustrated Catalogue for 1880, giving Hints on Archery and Rifle Shooting and the Rules of Cricket, Foot Ball, Lawn 

Tennis, Glass Ball Shooting and a Synopsis of Mehing giving a description of Fishing, when to go and what Tackle to use. 
N. B.—Nothing but first-class Goods seld at t his Hatablishment, 

cial bait for the black-bass. Itisugly, but the 
fish, perhaps, like itallthe better for that. 

Duck ayp TrRouT.—As a gentleman was 
angling in the mill dam below Winches- 

=< SES = r Se ee ee 
ter, he accidentally threw his line across 
astrong white duck, which, suddenly turn- 
ing round, twisted the gut about her own 
nec, and fixed the hook of the dropper fly 
in her own breast. Thus entangled and 
hooked, she soon broke off the gut above 
the dropper, and sailed down stream with 
the end of the fly trailing behind her, She 
had not proceeded far before a trout, of 
about # pound and a half, tool the fly ef- 
fectually, Then commenced a sirugzie as 
extraordinary as ever was witnessed—a 
duck atthe dropper, and a large trout at 
the end of the fly, Whenever the trout 
exerteditself, the terror of the duck was 
yery conspicuous; it fluttered its wings 
and dragged the fish. When the trout was 
more quiet the duck evidently gave way, 
and suffered herself to be drawn under 
some bushes, where the shortness of the 
gut,did not allow the trout to shelter him- 
self, The duck’s head was frequently 
drawn under water. Bychance, however, 
the gut got across a branch which hung 
downward into the water; and the duck, 
taking advantage of the purchase which 
this gave her, dragged her opponent from 
his hole and obliged him to show his head 
above water, Then it became a contest of 
lifeand death. The trout was in its last 
agonies, and the duck in avery weak state, 
when the gut broke, and suffered them to 
depart their own way.—Sporting Mag- 
GAZING, 

ar 

Dovetn SHoTs.—The many notes on 
two snipe at one shot remind me of a 

similar occurrence—substituting pinnated 
grouse for snipe—in the shooting achieve- 
ments of an uncle of mine in Iowa. He 

_ was out one day on the prairie, armed with 
a single barrel muzzle-loader, Two gronse 
got up in front of him; one circled to the 
right, the other to the left, He held his 
gun on one, and, seeing the two birds 
gradually approaching each other, waited 
until they were on the point of crossing, 
when he pulled trigger and dropped both, 

W. PPM; 
———————— 

—The Williamsburg Athletic Club will 
hold their firsf annual spring ganies on 
Saturday, June 5th, at 4,30 p.m. The new 

club house and grounds are at Wythe 
avenue, Penn and Rutledge streets. The 
contests are open to all amateurs. 

‘A Grand Glass Ball Tournament 
! Under the auspices of the 

LYNN SPORTSMAN’S CLUB 
Will be held on their Ground, at 

QAK ISLAND, REVERE BEACH, 
on the 

Li7vth of 2d7une, 18580, 

Commencing at 10 o’cloek A.M. 

Oren to teams of three men from any or- 
4 ganized club in the New lWngland States. 
Conditions as follows: The score to consist of 
sixty balls per team (twenty balls per man), from 
Card's rotary trap, Bogardus rules; ties to he 
abot off with fiye balls each. Entrance fee, six 
‘dollars and fitty cents for each team; one dollar 
4nd fifty cents to be deducted for expense of 
Blass balls and trapping ; the remaining five dol- 

“Jars to constitute the prizes to be shot for. Hvery 
organized clubin New England will be nllowed 
to enter one or moreteams, <All entr vill close 
on June léth. Themoney will be divided into 

our prizes, as follows: Forty per cant. for first 
prize, thirty per cent.for second prize, twenty 
Be cent. forthird prize, and ten per cent. for 
fourth prize. An eifort will be made on that day 
to make arrangements for forming & State Asso- 
lation, and visiting clubs are politely requested 

‘to delegate one of their members empowered 
to act for them on that occasion. We hope to 
seo a full representation, 
The Lyon Sportsman’s Club Groundsare beau- 
fully situated on Oak Island, Reyere Beach, one 

bf the finest ouk grovesin the State. Itis easy 
of necess by the Boston, Revere Beach and Lynn 
H.R. The shooting grounds of the Club are 
second to none in the New England States for 
cCipacity and arrangements, being able to ac 
omimnodate one hundred shooters. A fine hotel 

On the island, J. M. Loung, proprietor, a well- 
known sportsman, who is ever ready to accom- 
Modate all visitors; and all sportsmen who de- 
Alré a pleasant time and a good shoot ure 
ordiwly invited to be present, us no ping will 
spaved by the Club to make the day agreeable 
Hl, and, we hope, a success. All clubsin New 

ingland ave politely at a to send their ad- 
ss t) HBEN GO, HOLLIS, Seuretary Lynn 

ortsman’s Club, Lyno, Mass. Sweep shooting 
ences 808 A.M. r 

: 

Balmy sleep,’ 
@ good digestion, 

rich blood and 
Mnerfect heslte 
ain Hop Bittors, 

Miscellaneous, 

NEW YORK 

SCHUETZEN CORPS 
CAPTAIN GEORGE AERY. 

The Twenty-third Amvuat 

Shooting Festival 
of the above Corps, in connection with a 

Grand F'air, 
will take place at the 

SCHUETZEN PARK,UNION HILL,N.J. 

June 7th, 8th and 9th, 
To which alllovers of the manly sport of target 

shooting are herewith cordtally invited. 

B. , TIENK EN, Sec. 

DON'T CATCH WEEDS AND LoGs,: 
BUT CATOH FISH, 

RUSH'S PATENT FLOAT TROLLING 
SPOONS entirely overcome the defects 

| heretofore found in all other Spoons, viz., run- 
ning so deep as to catch weeds and logs, and 
below where the fish see them. Made of the 
best material. Bass size, 75 cents } pickerel, $1; 
muskalonge, $1.25. Hach by mail—25 cents ex- 
tva for gold-plated. Addvess 
HENRY C. BRUSH, Brushton, Franklin 

Co., New York ; or to be had at wholesale or re- 
ee Nee CHAS. L, RITZMAN, 943 Broadway, 

Trap Balls. 
ya uantity of plain, hlue and amber 

Glass Balls—Whitall, Tatum & Co.’s make 
—forsale at low figures. Address 

J, H, STEAD, 

192 Fulton street, N. ¥. City. 

TAH KINGFISHER, 

o 

CATCHES EVERY FISH THAT BITES. 
SOMETHING NEW. 

EVERYBODY A FISHERMAN, SAMPLES 
SENT ON RECEIPT OF 26ets. 

VACHE & CO., 926 Fairmount Ave,, Phila. 

made, S72 aweek. $12 4 day at home easil 
TRON & CO., Costly outfit free, Address 

Augusta, Maine. 

) Dhe Hemel. 

URE FIELD TRIAL SETTER PUPS FOR 
Sale, Cheap—by the jollowing celebrated 

dogs, viz: By RKhodericl: (litter brother to Lie- 
wellyn’s great Couot Windom), out of Lady 
Lorne (Roybel-Livy IT.). By chanipién Royal 
Duke, out of Leah (Roybel-Livy IL.) By Roscoe, 
out of Armida (champion Leicester, out of Poco- 
hontas). I never bred handsomer or better pups, 
Also one black and tan, no white, Gordon dog, 
two years old. For pedigrees and full particu- 
lava, address FP. A. DIFFENDERD EER S 16 Ship- 
pen streot, Lancaster, Pa, May20th At 

P URE IRISH SETTERS for sale, yery 
cheap—Champion Elcho, Pliunketand Rory 

O’More stock, comprising a litter of puppies six 
weeks old, two bitches nine months old, and one 
broken dog one year old, Address B. J, ROB- 
BINS, Wethersileld, Conn. May 20-tf 

it 4g imposelble to remain Jong sick when Hop Bittars ara med, no perfect are they In thelr operation. For Weakness and Genera) Debility, and as 9 pre 

& long tickness. 
Cutes Drovwsi- 
ners, El liquaness 
paina nnd achest 

The Bennet. 

N THE STUD—The pure Laverack dog 
Pride, by Pride of the Border x Petrel. The 

only pure Laverackin New England. Tee, $50. 
Address H. F, DEANE, Box 1,612, oon yeah 

pte 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

alll and Judgment. 
Dogs have dailv access to salt 

water. 
es N, B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedl- 
grees, Address H. C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

RARE CHANCE.—For sale, Gordon 
Setter, Maggie, Black Fan (Dash-Kathleen), 

first prize, and a very superior blood biteh, $35" 
Don, asplendid orange-white ticked; very large 
brother to Champion France, but superior every 

ay; $50. Moll,a very beautiful bitch; orange- 
white with black points; two first prizes; $75. 
Dick, a very fine dog: orange-white, black points. 
Rosa I., orange-white ticked ; in whelp by Don 
—due May 22d—second prize. She, with Dick, 
best brace I ever shot over together, $100, Also 
puppies, nine months, Gordon and Lavyerack 
combined. Bob, black-white, blue ticked. Jim, 
black-white tan. Witch, black-white ticked. 
Busy, brown-white Belton; very fine; full of 
work; $15 each; a brace, $25. Puppies, two to 
four montha old, well bred, fine and healthy, a 
brace for $10. This is a rare chance—one you 
can’t afford to lose,if you want fine stock fora 
yery little money. Mustibe sold. Address, ASA 
L. SHERWOOD, Skaneateles, N.Y. Maylsytl 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs, 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 

UY | ‘HIS POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
fleas on dogs or any otlier animals, or mone 

returned. Itisputup in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use, Simple and efficacions. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

-ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
A CHRTATIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ton powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recommended by Rop anp 
Guy and ForEs®? AND SRAM, 

CONROY, GISSET & MIALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. Y. 

HENRY GC. SQUIRES, 
1 Cortlandt Street, N. Y. 

4 

oat 12 

OR SALE.—Very fine Cocker Spaniel bitch, 
two years old. She is solid liver color, and 

agrand brood bitch, being the dam of some of 
the best broken cockers in the country. LOCK 
BOX 287, Suspension Bridge, N. Y- May2i,1t 

F OR SALE CHEAP—Very beautiful Llewellyn 
Setter dog, one year old, by Champion Glad- 

stone; has never been hunted, but is thoroughly 
yard broken, and will retrieve dead bird equal 
to the best. L. & Co., 100 Railroad avenue, Roch- 
ester, N. ¥. May27,1t 

LAGHINE KENNELS. 
HAVE THH BEST COCKERS IN AMERICA, 
as their show record proves I will sell pups 

from all my bitches alike for lj each. Full 
ediyrees on application. GEO. D. MACDOU- 
BAL P. O. Drawer 1929, Montreal, Canada. 

May20th,tt 
Bo me eee 

OR SALE,.—The Llewellyn setter bitch Leda 
Leicester-Rose), No, H9,N. A. K. 0.8. B., 

litter! sister to the celebrated Coin. Leda was 
purchased for the purpose of breeding to Kan- 
tucky Kennel Cluh’s Lofty, and haying raised a 
jitter of fine puppies by that celebrated dog, IL 
have no further ise for her. She has proyen 
herself to be an excellent brood bitch, and witl 
be sold cheap. Itefer to W. H_. Holabird, Val- 
araiso, Ind.,and Alex, O. Lanier, Madison, Ind. 
‘or price, pedieree, etc. address W.P.GRAHAM, 

Lock Box 156, Madison, Ind. maveith,2t 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custem House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREDT, NEW YORE. 

EGETVES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Howls, ete., t@ any destination. Kenuel 

Clubs Sharia and others, intending to import 
dogs trom TOPO, should have their stock con- 

n eae to him. 
the best methods of importing, shipping, etc, 

yentive aud cure for Fever and Ague, nothing equals if 

——— 

The Rennel. 
T, BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned,wishing to reduce bis kennel, offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best European strains. To be sold for no 
fault. For prices, pedigrees, etc., address. 

Ln ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 1&-tf Laneaster, Mass., 0.8, A. 

i\' OUNT PLEASANT KENNEL,—for 
Sale—Four full-blooded Gordon setter dog 

pups; very handsome; perfect black and tan; 
sire, Dash, the preat prize-winner; dam, Maud; 
ful Remenee on both sides; a rare chance for a 
good dog. CHAS. T. BROWNELL, P.O. Box 
350. New Bedford, Mass. Apr29,dmos, 

BERKLEY-RHUE. 
I HAVE FOR 8ALE some very fine all red Irish 

setter puppies out of my Rhue, by champion 
Berkley, whelped March 14th, 1880, 
For further particulars address 

THOMAS A. AT)DISON, 
mayl3,Imo. 218 Broadway Square, Chelsea,Mags, 

MANCE. 
SCRATCHES. 
GLOVER’S IMPERIAL MANGE CURE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One application 
is usually all thatis necessary. For SCKATCHNS 
in HORSHS it has no equal. H. GLOVHR, 
Sole prop’t’r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N. J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

st., N. ¥.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; vos, C. Grubb & Co,, 712 Market st., 
Phila; F.P. Taylor, 72 East Madison st., Chicago; - 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st,, St, 
Louis. Price, 50 cents. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
«RUSH .” 

“Tn the Stud.” 
Rush is lemon and white, and winner at New 

York, Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Louis- 
ville Shows. He is an excellent field dog; fine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch. For full partic- 
ulars, pedigree and tleld qualities address 

EDMUND ORGILL, 
1,096 Dean street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

an..22-tf, Fee $25. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer. 

For saleby all Druggists at 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale Agents — Charles I. Ritzman, 948, 
Broadway,,N. Y.; Bruen & Hobart, 214 Fulton 
Btreet, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co., 309 N. Third 
Street Phila.; Finley & Per Or 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore. 

Cure or Destroyer sent by mail on receipt of 
26e., to L, A. MICKE, Haston, Pa. 
SS a a 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—1I am pre- 
L pared to take a liniited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly, I give my puppies seven menths’ work 
ont of the twelve, and gurantee satisfaction, it 
the dog has all the natural instincts. Refer- 
endes on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ue- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances, A 
WINTHR, Cairo, Thomas County. eo ee 

jot 24% 

OR SALE—Hight Gordon setter pup- 
pies when six weeks of age, by Doan’s Tom, 

outofiny Bess. Por particulars address 
GHORGH Ss. THOMPSON, 

May 20-2t Box 163, Foxboro, Mass. 

(OREST AND STREAM KENNEL. 
Llewellyn setter, Rattler,in the stud.* Rat- 

tler is 2 handsonie blue belton, black points, win- 
ner of four bench prizes ; sire, Hob Roy, he by 
Laverack’s 'red,out of Slatter’s Phoebe, founder 
of the field trial strain, winner of tive Bnogiish 
field trials, out of pure Layeraclk imported bitch 
Pickles: she by Liewellyn’s Prince, winner of 
byvo firsts and three championships, out of 
Lilewellyn’s Lill TT.; no hetter blood in America. 
Willserve bitches at $15. Litters warranted. Iam 
breeding to Rattler the following bitches :— 
Mell, 2 heautiful blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack, dum Spot, winner of first and second 
specials at Detroit, Mich., 1879, also firstat Boston 
1879 in native classes; Mly, a very fine roan bel- 
ton bitch, sire Shot, dam imported Fannie; Pat, 
orange and white, out of Belle, by Royal George. 
Puppies bred from above, fine stock, for sale 
cheap, Address, with stamp, L,F, WHITMAN, 
Detroit, Mich, Deol, tf, 
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Ghe Hennel. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 
begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 
that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 
sired breed, fit for the highest competition. 

N, B.—A bad dog neyer left the Doctor's Ken- 
nels. deel9 tt. 

THE BLUR STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 

M. P. MCKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N.Y. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains, 
T sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and sate delivery to every customer. 
These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for ruifed grouse and woodcock shooting 
and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
will get printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
nials ete. 

K 9 KENNELS. 
REAKING, _ breeding, boarding. Large 
stream on'the place, and daily access. Best 

feed and care. Terms casy, Inclose stamp. 
By mail—K 9 Mange Cure, 50c.; K 9 Worm Pow- 

ders, 50¢c,; K 9 Plea Powders, 0c; K 9 Saap, 25e. 
Kennels ove mile from Doyer, Del. Address 

E. & C. YON CULIN, 

P.O. Box 218. Dover, Del. 

PLEAS! 
SE DR. AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

a sate and eflicacious remedy and preven- 
tive for fleas and all eruptions of the skin pro- 
duced by them. It cleanses the hair of all im- 
purities, purges it of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
erties. [tis impossible for fleas to liye where it 
is used. Price, 25 cents per cake. For sale by all 
druggists. Wholesale depot, 164 Lincoln street 
Boston, Dr, Watts offers for sule the largest 
assortment in America of dogs of all breeds. All 
diseases of dogs siillfully treated. Medicines 
with full instruction, sent toany address upon 
receipt of one dollar. The fact that Dr. Watts 
has for four consecutive years neld by appoint- 
ment the posi ion of Speciul Officer of the City 
of Boston to have charge of unlicensed dogs in- 
sufficient guarantee of reliability. All commu- 
nications and orders will receive prompt atten- 
tion. Address DR. AL, WATTS, 
Mar 25-t" 164 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass. 

T) OGS FOR SALE.—One Cocker Spaniel 
bitch, and one Cocker Spaniel dog, eight 

months old; very hitds.me; Bestor’s stuck; price 
of bitch, $25; dog, $30; full pedigree given. 
Also one black setter dog (Gordon, red Trish), 
twenty months old, imported stock, well broken 
on woodcock, and has been hunted a little on 
quail and partridge; minds easy, and does not 
need whipping; splendid retriever, and is yery 
strong and tough, and will make a splendid deg; 
has been through the distemper; price, $30. Ad- 
dress G. E. OSBORN, Box 673, New Haven, Conn 

May20th,1 
ey 

ORY OMORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O'’Morein the stud, The handsonie- 

est, as well as One of the best, fleld and best bred 
Trish setter dog in the United States. Winner 
of the first prize at New York, 1877; also at same 
show in special prize for $250 cup, competing 
against the crack dogs, male and female, English, 
Trish and Gordon setters and pointers, imported 
and native. The four judges tied on Rory 
O'More and Paris. Also winner of the cham- 
pion prize at Hudson, 1879. Also winner of cham- 
pion prize at New York, 1879, and also winner of 
the gold necklace (competing arainstsetters and 
printers, male and female) at New York, 1880. 
Thoroughbred pups for sale by Rory O’More, out 
of Queen Bess, Lottie and Magenta, For pedi- 

ee and particulars, address W. N. CALLEN- 
BR, Albany, N. Y. May20th,tt 

Neversink Lodge Kennels, 
The following celebrated Dogs are in 

the stud. 
DOGS 

Bt. Bernard dog *' Marco”; rough coated, two 
years old; a magnificent animal—Rey. J. Cum- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanover 
Show and Rochester. 
New Foundland dog “' Keeper”; four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel show, 1879. 
Pointer dog, “* Croxteth”’; liver and white; one 

anda half years old; out of Lord Sefton's re- 
nowned stock—one of the hundsomest pointers 
in the United States, Second prize in the Han- 
over International Show. 
Blue Belton setter, “ Decimal Dash,” eighteen 

months old; sired by Liewellyn’s celebrated 
“Dash "’—a magnificent stud dog—nsyer exhib- 

ed. 
Trish setter, ‘Royer IT”; pure red; son of Mac. 

dona’s champion ‘Royer.’ Never exhibited. 
English setter, *‘ Ranger Il"; a pure bred Lay- 

erack, son of Macdona's celebrated “ Ranger,” 
His get won firstat Hanoyerand Paris shows, and 
fecond at Puppy Stakesin Eastern Field Trials 
1879. 
Stud fee, $25.0. 

6 For Saie. 
The ret of the following thoroughbred » 

Bitches. 
St, Bernard “Braunfels,” rough coated, out of 

Prince Selm's celebrated stock; a magnificent 
bitch, in whelp to “Marco,” Ist prizes in 
over and Rochester show. 
Pointer ‘ Queen,” liver and white, 1st Westmin- 

ster Kennel Show 1578, in whelp to “ Croxteth, 
Gordon getter *'Beauty,” Ist Boston Show 1878, 

fond New York Show 1873, 
Pointer “Dora’—tiver and white, out of 
ueen” and * Sancho.” 

t ma ees sae “ Silk’? : 
rish Setter Oya,’ out of Col. Hilliard's 

“ Palmerston,” in areal to “Rover I. 
English Setter“ Donna,” white and lemon, 
Pups canbe secured by an early application. 

Besides IToffer forsale pointers and setters of 
minor o Moat butof good thoroughbred stock; 
Tull pedigrees. Also, sevéral Puppies of cham- 
pion “ Queen,” by chanipion ‘* Sensation,’ 
Having engaged the services of Macdona’s re- 

nowned field trial breaker I am prepared to book 
orders for thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autumn, 1880. Particulars will be furnished on 
Applicaton to A. E. GODEFFROY, © 

ri Guymard, Orange Oo Ny Xo 

Han- 

| Bromfield House, Boston.' 

“ WILKIN SON & LENNON, 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
‘BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order, 

Hotels and Rovtes for Sportsmen Sportsmen's Routes. 

CEAN HOUSE, Speonk, L. I.—First- 
_/ class board; near bay and ocean, forest and 

lakes; gunning, fishing, riding, sailing, bathing 
and rowing. arties will be met at L,I. R. BR. 
depot by appointment, 

J. W. TUTHILL, Proprietor. 
Se ee 

» r Te HO! for TROUT FISHING. 
SRee FAR-FAMED waters of the Mag- 

anettewan are now within easy access of 
Toronto and the outside world, and are still teem- 
ing with speckled trout, We have erected a large 
and comfortable hotel in Maganettewan Village, 
and are prepared to offer every facility to our 
sporting friends by way of canoes and guides to 
the trout lakes and streams tributary to the Mag- 
anetiewan, and can offer the best of trout fishing 
within a mile of our hotel; will haveiceand facil- 
ities for packing fish, so that they can be taken 
fresh to any part of the Northern States. The 
road from Rousseau (the head of steam travel) has 
been Macadamized and the journey shortened by 
half a day, so that parties leaving Toronte can 
get here in one and a half days. Come up and 
see U8. IRWIN & CLARKE, Proprietors. 
Maganettewan Post-Office, Ontario, Canada. 

DAVIS ELOUSE, 
Weldon, N, C. 

J, R. DAVIS Proprictor, 

Always twenty minutes for Dinner, 

6 pe HOTEL has been oponed by Col. 
J.R. Davis, long and favorably known as 

the proprietor of the Purcell House, Wilming- 
ton, N. C. The Hotel has been entirely and 
thoroughly renoyated throughout. The rooms 
are clepantly furnishe@ with b/ack walnut mar- 
ble-top furniture and kair mattrasses, Travellers 
andinvalids coming South will now find thisa 
conifortable resting place, (a long-felt want sup- 
plied). Guests willreceive every attention and 
comfort, elegant table and attentive servants. 
This isthe Dinner Howse coming South or going 
North. The best Hotel of its kind on the route 
to Florida. Rates—$2.00 and $2.50 per dav. 

For Good Spring Shooting 

‘BAY VIEW HOUSE, 
At Shinnecock Bay, 

Where you will find 
PLENTY OF BIRDS, 

GOOD GUIDES, 
COMPLETE OUTFIT of DECOYE, 

BATTERIES, eto, 
As well as good sccommodationus and a sub 

stantial bill of fare. 
Take Long Island Railroad for Good 

Ground station. 
M. WILLIAMS, Prop’r. 

P..0. Address, Good Ground, Long Island, N. ¥. 

lhaltzce Hrouse, — 
PRINCETON, MAINE. 

G OOD Perch and Pickerel Fishing. Only two 
hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, so 

farnous forits salmon and trout. Passengers by 
the 7 P.M. train from Boston will reach Princeton 
following eyening at 6—only 23hours, Guides 
furnished. All inquiries cheerfully responded 
to by the proprietors, W.G. ROSE & CO. 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 
MESSENGER, Proprietor.’ 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars‘ DayyCrocket" and ‘Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, ete: also pro- 
vided with ricks and closets for guns and fishing 
tackle, and kennels for dogs. 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen'l Supt. P. P. Cc. 
Oo., Chicago. Jers sms. 
SE 

. iJ . 

Old Dominion Line = 

HE Ste See of this Line reach 
some ne tnest waterf 

shooting sections in the countr sy aa 
rect for Chincoteaput, Cobb's Talend, and points 
on the Peninsula. Citr Point, James’ River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountainous country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, ele. Norfolk steamers sali 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, Lewes, Del., 
Monday and Thursday, at 2 p.m. Full inform- 
atio’ iven at oltice, Greenwich Street, New 
You. @ = — sepes Ly nL 

EASTERN RAILROAD. 
Shortest Route. 

BOoOsTON 
TO 

PORTLAND, 
BANGOR, 

5ST, JOHN, 
HALIFAX, 

WHITH MOUNTAINS, 

Rangeley Lakes, 
Moosehead Lakes, 

And all the sporting grounds of 

Maine ax» rae Provinees. 

EXCURSION TICKETS 

Are now on sale at the Company's Office, 306 

Washington 8t. (next door to Old South Church), 
Boston, and at Depot, Causeway _8t., at the fol- | 
lowing reduced rates :— : 

Boston to Rangeley and return........... $12.50 
or “ Middle Dam and return......... 13.0) 
; ‘* Upper Dam and return....,..,. 14.00 
re “ Tndian Rock and return...,,... 15,23 
ti “a 
ts “ 

Mt. Kineo (Moosehead) & return 15.00 
Forks of Kennebecand return. 13,00 

* Dead Riverand return......... 13.00 

For Rangeley, leave Boston 7,30 A, M. 

Yor Mt. Eineo, leays Boston 7.00 P. M. 

PULLMAN PARLOR OR SLEEPING CARS ON 
ALL THROUGH TRAINS, 

LUCIUS TUTTLE, 
G. P. & T, Agt. 

Boston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland. 

Spring Fishing 
at the 

RANGELEY’S and 
MOOSEHEAD LAKE, 

Excursion Tickets 
Will be placed on sale.as soon as the ice Is out 
Close connections made at Portland with Grand 
Trunk and Maine Central Railways for all the 
Fishing Grounds in Maine and Northern New 
England. 
Mlickats mvy be obtained at Boston City Office, 

280 WASHINGTON STREBT, and at the Station. 
Information by mail, if desired. 

JAS, T, FURBER, D. J. FLANDERS, 
Gen. Supr. Gen. Ticket Avent, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co,, 

Respectfully inyite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE SHS in the 
Middle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POLN'TS, avoid the dif- 
ficulties and wanyers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent ears which run oyer the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the compen 
all the principle sitiesto KANE, RENOVA, 
FORD_-CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNHQUA, axa 
other well-known conters for 

Trout Fishimg, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also, te 

TUOKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW ¥ COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEA’ 
i L. P. FARMER, Gen‘! Pass, Agent. 

FRANE THOMSON, Gen’) Maneger, Tebli-td 

Sportsmen's Rautes. 

ONG Is LAN, mu Ne SOHED- 
; taking effect March lth, 1880.—L 

HUNTERS Pl’ (Flatbush Aye. Didyn, 5 ae 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.35 A,M., 3.35, 4,85, 5.85 p.m. Sundays, 
AM 
Col. P't& Whitestone, 7.85, 8.45, 10, 11.35 A.M, 

hate on 5, 6,30, 8, 6.85, 7, 7.90, 9.16, 10.45 Pm, 

.40 PLM. 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.35. 11.35 «.M., 4,35, 5.95,6 35 Pat. 

Suturday nights, Teas. Sundays, 0.35 A.M., 5,35 P.M, 
Garden City, ares and Hempstead, 8, 10 s.M., 

1.35, 3.35, 4.85, 5.85, 6.35 Pat. From Flatbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush ay. 
10P.M. Sunday, 0 A.M, 1,85, 6.35 P.M. 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 8.35, 4.35, 5.45, 6.35 Pat. Sundays, 9 
A M,, 6.35 P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A-M., 8.85 P.w. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 Ava. 4,35, 6.38 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 P.M, 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, § A.af.,3.35, 6.35 Pat. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M.,4.35 p.m. Sundays, 9 A.M, 
Patchogue, 8.45 4.M., 4.35, 5.85 P.M. Sundays, 9 

A.M. ‘ 
_ Richmond ‘Hill, Glendale, §.35, 11 A.m., 3.35, 4.35" 
5.39, 6,7 P.M. Monday, Wednesda: ; Friday aod 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,) A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmoor, 8,10 4..., 1.85 P.m., Tuesdays, Wed- 
se and Saturda 8, commencing April 8d. 
HUNTER'S P'! & WALL ST, ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, H. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, 8.30, 
10.30, 11.20 A.2t,, 3.10, 4.10, 5.10, 6,10 Pt. For fur 
ther information, tickets, dommutation, ste, 
apply at 220 Bway, cor. Barclay, : 

W.M. LAFFAN, Gen'l Pass. Agent. — 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinay,GrandRapids andCincinnatiShortLine 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
EAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
'The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
oS ae Meee aS x Set ie ae is uns 

equaled, in the abun ce an ‘eat varist; 
fish contained. i ~ 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 

“The TROUT season gins Mayland ends8 e seacon be; ay land ends Se 
ee Season open June land a da 

BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MUS ; 
LONGE, also ehouna te large numbers in th¢ 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of hig 

skill to his friends or “club” at home, as ice for 
Di fish can be had at many points. ‘ 

TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH You. The sce 
peer of the North Woodsand Lakes is very beaue 
t ; the air is pure, dry and bracing. the ts) 
eee is peculiarly beneficial to those suttering 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections, 
ane wae econ rapes ope are good, far ve 

passing theayerage in countries new eno! 
afford the finest of fishing. % "eI 
During the season Round Tri 

ets will be sold at low rates, an: 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Gus and Fishing Tackle ied Freeat 

owner's risk ; e fi 
It isouraim toreakegportsmen feel “at hon 

gnthis route. Fur Tourist's Guide (an attractit 
iMustrated book +f 80 pages), containing fulli 
formation anil scurate maps of the Fir 
Grounds and Vim Cards, address A.B. i 

Gov. Pass, Agent, Grand Ravids, M 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. Ri 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing al 

“\ Grounds of Virginia and , 

West Virginia, 

TE aoe of Central pon Piedmont 
ia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virg 
eghany Mountains, Greenbrier and 

Rivers, and Kanawha Waller and ineluding | 
thelr yarieties of game and fish, deer, bear, 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, w 
cock, mountain trout, bass, @, pickerel, etd, 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free, 

.The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and pintareeie 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their mos 
mous watering places and sumimer resorts, 

The_Only Route via White Sul 
+ phur Springs. 
“‘Rafiroad connections at Cincinnati, with 

West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordo: 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richm 
and Charlotteyille with the South, All mod 
improvements in equipment. ' 

CONWAY BR. HOW. 

Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agen 
Richmond ¥ 

Co: 

may ly 

Established 1859. 

. . a . 

Taxidermist Supplies 
IRD SEINS, Bird Stuffers’ Tools, Gl 
Eyes for Stuffed Birds and ate 

Send stamp for reduced price list. 
A.J, GOLBURN, 31 Boylson 8t., Boston 
Parajron Mica for Bird Stands, Rock Wo 
ic per package by mail a new thing 3 
use_ 

Natural History Stores 
| N the department of Taxidermy I ofl 
salea Very fine assortment of Game Birds 

very best work, and a large assortment 0 
and foreign species, all prepured by 4 
workmen. Ja 
One case of game birds, which is probably & 

finest in the country ‘9tfer at $300. 
Ww.J, KNOW 

108 Tremont street, Boston, Ma 
Tiny 
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: 

CORDUROY SHOOTING SUITS 
A SPHCIALTY ! 

From Goods of my own Importation--Dead Grass Color. 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, 

VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 
Enlil lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Bolts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete, 

Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 
\ New York Office, 77 Broadway. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES. 

it, 
ae ce cS os 

MANUFAQTURED ONLY BY THE 
sty sors Psa 

*H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY. ee Pe Do” : 

Y88 Broadway, New York: CORE THIS CUT REPRESENTS THE 
| 8£ and 86 State street, Chi Pa iy Drs 

an oe aon Gee.) eames | BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT, 
eS Urinary Diseascs. THE BEST SPORTSMAN’S OUTFIT MADE: 

K END ALL’ S 2 Fc Pie EN oi the highest order in proof 
onthe: h SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND SAMPLES WITH RULES FOR MEASURE, 

For the cure of Diahetes, call for War- 

SPAVIN | Preerieeressskis ana meme | aso ttocoys=:) G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 
diseases, call for Warner's Safe Kid TENTS, HAMMOCKS, 

CU R E nie Liver Care. ite Oe Apis AND LEATHER JACKETS. j Oak Hall, Boston, Mass. 

§ ———— Ss e! Safe Remedies are . 
i= The Most Successful Remed h sold by Druggists SIX STRIP SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODs. 

f ever discovered, as itis certain in its et- mis and Dealers in FOR TROUT AND HRLACH BASS FISHING. PRICE §15 
_ 3 fects and does not plister, READ PROOF tw Medicine every= Eiweory Rod Wwarramteci. i. 
BrLow. Biwnores BRADEORD co ANTHONY, 

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN FISHING TACKLE, 
o7# Washington street, Boston, Mass, 

“From hey. P.N. GRANGER, 
Prosiding Elder of the St. Albans District. H. H. Warner & 60, 
pr.K an be hers, Maer ge ate eae Proprietors, nk hE EEE, TRE GE EI oe 

_ Dr. Kexpant & Co.,Gents: In reply to your le i 73 
ter I will say that my experience with Kendall's ROCHESTER, N, Y, TRADE— fE A T & T ee E WY  @:) Fe es ag —MARKE, 

Spavin Cure has been very satisfactory indeed. SSend for Pamphlet 
Three or four years azo Ll procured 4 bottle of ¥ inls. 
your agent, and withit curad a horse of lame- SS 
hess caused by aspayvin. Last season my horse 
became yery lame and [turned him out for a few 
weeks when he became better, but when I put 
“him on the road he grew worse, when I discoyer- 
‘20 that aring-bone was forming. Lprocured a ROIWAR PERE Fits. CHAMP AGIIES. 

ttle of Kendall's Spavin Cure, and with less : 
than a bottle cured him so that he is not lame, Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality. 
Fee celly yous. EN. GRANGER. 
Price, $1 per bottle, or six bottles for $s. All| Verzenay, dry, full bodied, rich flayor. 

Pema have non can get if for you, or Ht vill | arte Blanche, Fruity, delicato favor, not too 
Feet Ee hone Hulls Vermont | ary: DODGE, CAMMEYER & CO., 

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. Cortlandt St.. Sole Ag'ts for the United States 

H, L. DUNCKLEE’S PATENT ? 
Camping and Mining Siove. Se ace 

UST the thing for people camping out 1 
for ashort orlong time. FOUR SLAES ; pri- af 

ses REASONABLE. Send for descriptive circu- 
Jars, with prices and terms. 

Old JudgesSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 

“Olid Judge” Cigarettes. 
h ANUFACTURED under Letters Patent granted Charles G, Emery, March 5, 1878, 

by which the Hip er used as wrappers is so prepared that the unpleasant odor and injurious 
effects of the OLL OF OSOTE thrown off when burning is completely neutralized or destroyed, 
and the paper made aN, proof to preyent its breaking or melting in the mouth. The great advant- 
age and importance of this invention will at once be recognized by all smokers, and its truth de- 
monstrated by the first “Old Judge” Cigarettes they smoke. Neither will they require a printed 
certificate from any eminent Professor of Chemistry to convince them thoy hive heretofore, in 
smoking Cigarettes made of PURE RICE PAPMR, been inhaling one of the deadlivst poisons known. 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. 

GOODWIN & CO., Manufacturers 207 and 209 Water st? 
WEVW ty ORE, 

HA WY H’°S PIGEON TRAP. 

STANDARD AND DRY. 

The Sportsman's Wine |! 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

SOLE AGENTS, 

South William street, NewYork. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME 

Nos. 289 & 290 Washington Market, N. ¥. 

suosisd gl 40g/ 

SIMPLE AND 
EFFECTIVE, 

MOIT PeziwVapesy 

1G 
Spel 

PRINCIPLE IS NEW, 
te , 

NO. 1I-CAMP UNPACKED. 

iT HIS TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface. When 
* the cord is pulled one-half of the lid revolves within the Trap and DRIVES THE BIRDINTO 

THE ATR, Sportsmen will at once appreciate the advantages. Price $4, 

Agents: HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. THOS. W. PEYTON, 

Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 
NOTARY PUBLIC. 

No. 257 Broadway, Room 17, New York City, 

All business vromptly attended to. ‘SaT Ge “LHDIA AL 
NO. 1—CAMP PACKED. | 

pide Biekstone sirest, Boston, Mace, | THE POULTRY WORLD, 

ANTI-RUST. ee 
SOR THE PROTEOTION OF THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD. 

Firearms, Cutlery, Skates, Surgical Instruments (WEEELY) 
‘and ail ie Birr acee aes Sauazon: 
It is a strict hydro-carbon, containing no ications ively devo’ 
Méreury or animal oil; is not injurious or Both at blica to ops St) ted 
ee casve. aed. pin neyer gam a pee psa HET Y, 
inany climate. To sportsmen is specia Sine nando fox mea-Goaat aitohtirie® ¥ } Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford, Conn. 

THE POULTY WORLD } long; 50 yard brass Multiplying Reel with acces 408 feet Linen Line, 1 doz, Hooks on Double Gut, Bair Box MUSCAPEHEmrmnso©, + 
_A perfect protection from the attacks of blaclc id sent post-paid for $1.25 | and Float, Sinker and Float, Regular price $7.50. I offer all complete for $5 00; 

so! R Por maae AMERICAN OUTEFUT No, 15.—A fine a piece Bass Rod, hand made, dark polished, hollow butt, extra Lancewood 

Z ot 
OUTFIT No, 12.—A fine 3 jointed Mountain Trout Rod, brass mounted, 9 feet long; Rod Case, Fish—- 

ing Basket with strap, fine Brass Click Reel, 1 doz, best Trout Flies, Fly Book, 1 doz. Hooks on Snipe Gut, 25 
ds best Oil Silk Line, 1 yard Leader and Float, Rod, Reel and Basket as shown in cats aboye. This Outfit 

rae had great sale and has proved satisfactory to all who purchased it, Regular price of articles in this outht if 
sold separetly amounts to $10.00. 1 offer all complete for $6.00. 

OUTFIT No, 13.—A fine 3 piece Fly Rod, with extra tip, second joint and tips Lancewood, brass 
mounted, wound butt, 12 feet long; brass Click Reel, 25 yards Oil Silk Line, 1 doz. best Trout Flies, Fly Book, 
Trout Basket with strap, 1 doz, Hooks on Single Gut, 1 yard Leader and Float, Regular price $15.00, I offer 
all complete for $10.00. 

OUTFIT No. 14.—Three jointed Bass Rod, brass mounted, dark polished Lancewood Tip, 10 feet 

fics, moxquitos, gnats, sand-flies, and other in- i ‘gects so Syne to ppotternan and tourists. for $1.50} Tip in Butt. brass mounted, 10 feet long; 80 yard brass Multiplying Reel, balance handle, best quality Braided 
Containing no tar or vegetable oils, it is free Rae Renee for $3.00. Linen Line, 1 doz. Hooks on Double Gut, 1 Treble Gut Leader Bait Box, Sinker and Float. Regular price of 
trom disagreeable odors; will not soil the com- = Lo eae ace of twelve mag | this OutGt $11.00. I offer all cwmplete for $8.00. 3 ; 

FF eet c. | Bucen romos, each rep- OUTFIT No. 16.—General Bed enalce butt, ean be used with three joints for Bass, or with four a) pupa prey ens Rannines evahuen pa chap- ; Veseuiting a atandked tinesd 
p of Tace ant nds, and washes off readi a : ra br . 4 H i i ° ing Reel with mee: of fowls, sent for 75 cents ats for Trout, has two light Lancewood Tips and one heavy Tip, eae i bes a wien yin z: ae ~ As 

E i i Line, 1 dos. best Double Snell Hoo! extra to all subscribers to either publication, BRS a ie Ds eee eit aed Sinker and Float. Regular price of this Outfit $12,50. I offer all complete for $9.00. 

a A dayathome. Sam worth 
Ehie! a6 er, Modford, $5 to $20 Beir ‘i ldeecs STINGON &co. 

All these Outfits are just as represented or Money Refunded. Senton receiptof price, or short distances 

¥ 

cC.0.D. Send for my New Catalogue ot Fishing Tackle, Baso Ball, Arehery, 

and S8portsmen’s Goods of every description. * 

~ R. SIMPSON, 182 Nassau Street, New York. 
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Cricket Gootls. 

=o 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

= Guns, Dunnuition, Ete, 

" RICHARD DAFT 
{CAPTAIN OF ALL ENGLAND ELEVEN), 

+ Ce 

y Tennis outfitter to the 
Army and Navy, begs 
to inform Secretaries 
of Clubs, Collegesand 
Schools, that his new 
and enlarged illustra- 
ted Price List for sea- 
son 1880 is now ready, 
and will be sent post- 
free upon application. 
Address 
DAFT, No. 1 Lister 
Gate, 
England. 
To Agents: 

=can also be had from 
fry A, Ja 

Phila aiphia Pa. 

LICK ETING, Foot 
Ball and Lawn 

RICHARD 

Nottingham, The barrels slide oni 

Goods Prices from $50 to 
Send stamp for cireular to 

REACH, 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADWG SHOT GUE 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong 
e side. 

3300. 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 

Bo Etimgetoscetincose. 

103 Milk Street, Boston, 
F. H. RAYMOND, Treas, 

The most unique and comprehensive establish- 
ment of its kind in England, 
rises well-seasoned Cricket Bats, Balls, Boots, 
hoes, Leg Guards, Stumps, Bags, Lawn Tennis 

Sets, Racquets, Footballs, Jerseys, Shirtings, silk 
or woolen (as worn by the team in America), and 
eyery article in great variety suitable toathletes. 

.&S. being members of the late American 8.&5. 
Team, know the requirements of their trans- 

if fayored withan order 
may be relied upon to send goods of first-class 
quality only. Clubs, colleges and schools pro- 

rofessional bowlers. irst class men, 

Atlantic friends, an 

vided with 
ersonally known to 8. & S., well bred and of 

Eich character, only sent out. Price lists, with 
patting averages and bowling analysis of the 

erican Team, may be had on application to 
GEORGE LANE, Professional Cricketer,Staten 
Island Oricket Club. 

Atied Shaw & Anhur Shrewsbury 
pers of the Anglo-American Team and 

sem All-England Eleyen), 

AVE pleasure in informing their American 
H friends that they have opened tie Midland 
Cricket, Lawn Tennis, Football aud Gen- 
eral Athletic Sports Warehouse, 

CARRINGTON STREET BRIDGE, 
NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND. 

—— 
_ BROWN’ 

SF ith 

TRAE BEST 

, Cleaner and Ojler 
cet For Breech-loading Arms 

io market, 
Patches, Brush 

GUN CLEANER. 

t 

Their stock com- 

Rebounding Lock. 

Chekebore Barrels. 

for circular, 
rers, Hatfleld, Mass. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Brecch-Loading Shot-Gun. 
SIMPLE AND 
DURABLE, 

For close, hard shooting excels allothers. Ex- 
tra heavy guns for aueks a specialty. Send stamp 

CG. 8. SHAYTUCK, Manufactu- 

WS Toa RICELA RDS: 
pe ; 

HAMMERLESS GUN. 
These guns haye Anson and Deeley’s Hammerlesi*Patent Cocking Action, with Automatic 

Safcty Bolt, making the safest gun now in use. 10, 12 and 20 bores now in stock. 

Send stamp for 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
68 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

Fine 

FISHING TACKLE, 
— ee a 

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
Importer of FINE BREECH-LOADING GUNS 

3 Broadway, near TMventy-third St., New York, 

Guns, Auanunition, Gir. 

a 
[May 2U, 1890, _ ; 

Guns, Aumouvition, Gtr. 

FINE BREECH=LOADING 

Shot Guns 
At a Bargain! 

THESE ARENOT CHEAPGUNS, 

BUT ARE 

Good Guns! 
ATA 

TLhownrerPrice 
Than they can be apteie aaa, for else- 

where, of them 
WARRANTED TO 

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 
Send for Descriptive List. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
Cazenovia, N. Y. 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
LEVER ACTION 

In the world. 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 
jualin finish, symmetry of outline, and 

7a rial, to the finest Snettah gung gad oe = 

The Sneider aaa ins anit th 1; e only re- 
bounder with which missfires will not ocr 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

For “Workmanship, Rebounding Locks, and 
Compensating Features of Action.” 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire, 
Muzzle Loading Guna Altered to Breach Loaders. 

Clark & Sneider, 
214 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

[Rough Glass Bal! 
AND HIS PATENT 

, GLASS BALL TRAP 
For Wing Hele They 
can be had from all pun 
dealers. Headquarters 
forGlass Balls and Traps, 
AGNEW & Co,, 163 First 
Av.. Pitwsburgh, Pa.; A. 
lh. BOGARDUS, No 158 
Souca Clark street, Chic- 
ago. Send for Price List 
For Traps—Hart & Sloan, 
Newark, N. J. 

“Wield, Cover and Trap 
Shooting,” the only hook 

= econ pubrnnt by a mar- 
et hunter, can oe had 

> the above address, Price $2. ; Seen 

3 

CUTLERY 

of the 

Finest Quality] 

Eire Arms of Every Description, 
AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO SHOOTING AND FISHING OUT-FITS. ALSO 

! OPTIrcaA 
The “RED RCBBER RECOIL PAD,” a 7 = 

GUNS TARENIN EXOHANGE. SHELIG ended b 
<x au 

SHELLS LOADED TO 0 
LIBERAL DISCOUNT ero 

SEND STA} 
THE TRA 

PF 
DE. 

Goons. 
the FOREs AND STREAM), Sent postpaid for $2. 

OR LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS, Oe 
THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS! 

SEE J, 8, SUMNER’S FULLSCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 
Fifteen Buli's- 

SAME MATCH, 200 aes Cees 

The .Ballard is the only Rifle that 
The Ballard is the only American Rifle 

THE BaLLARD arwaws Fits 
The Empire Rifie Club, 

50 IN A POSSIBLE 50 ! FEB, 28, 1880 
eyes in Succession! 

ND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE, NO, 61-2. 
has made a Full Score at Creedmoor. 

that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon, 
THE SHOOCTrTHR 

in their trips fo Boston, ALL used Ballards. 
“A WORD TO THE WISE,” ETC. 

ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM, FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

SCHOVER 
Sele Agents © New York for CARD’S REVOLVING BALL TRAP 

LING, DALY & GALES 
84 Chambers street, NEW YORE Cry. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer., 
OR‘GUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGE 
calInstruments. Safeto handle, WILL NOD 

GEM, and will yaad in any climate. Sportsmen 
everywhere in the United States pronounceitthe 
best gun oil in the mirket. Judge Holmes, of 

ity, Mich., writes: ‘It is the best prepsra- 
tion Ihsye found in thirty-five years of active 
and frequent use of guns.’ 
The Peo eoeues by sole manufactnrer, GEO. 

B. EATON, Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 
et N.J. 

Sold by principal New York dealers, and byWm, 
Read & Sons, Boston, Mass.; B. Kittredge & Co., 
Cincinnati, O.; E. E. Raton, Uhicaso, D!.; Brown 
& Hilder, BE. Louis, Mo.; Thos. W. Parr, Cleve- 

Trimble & Kicibacker, Baltimcre, Md,; 
Crople; & Sons, Georgetown, D. C.; Jos. 0. Grubb 
‘& Co., Philadelphia. ' \ 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL, 

WM.R.SCHAEFER, 
61 Elmst., Boston, Mass., 

Dealer in 

SPORTSMEN'S EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Gung 
To Order. 

GENTS for the gale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

ing SHOTGUNS. A fulllineof the Clabrough= 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of imported 
gu always on hand, Particular attention 
vaid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATT’S DOG FOOD, etc. eto. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. All work 
executed in the most 5 manner, 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, 
SYRACUSE, °* 
NEW YORK. 

Maker of Fine Guns. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

SMOKE ‘TARGET BALL. 
FOR TRAP SHOOTING, 

NOW REABY, 
NO REFEREE. NO DISPUTES 

UNMISTAKABLE. 

We guarantee every Ball. 
Send for circular. 

SMOKE TARGET BALL 2, 
TITUSVILLE, PA, 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 
Lyman'spatent combination Gun Sight 

is a great improvement in rear sights. 

Send for circular containing full de- 
Beription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middle eld, Conn, 

HUNTING HATCHETS, 

ITH PATENT COVERS ; a perfect 
protection to the edge; all sizes from one 

ne to four sent by mall on receipt of price 
ne pound, with cover and handles..... see. B1 

Two pound, ie 4 we Yaa Re Da42 hee 
Three pound, with cover, without bandles.. 2,25 
Three and a half pound, with cover, without 
handles 6.0 07er.gee abl Otek ee dee 2.60 
Send tora circular. bh 

- A. OROSBY & CO., Waterville, Me. 
=“The Canadian patent for the above cover is 
now forsale. Address as sbove." 

te 
00 

e- GUN WORKS, 
Pittat me 

Rides,8 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
CHEAPER THAN GLASS. Samples sent by 

mail, 25 cents. Our Decoy Diving apparatus is 
deadly on ducks; by mail, $1. 

DIVING DECOY CO., Rochester, N.Y. 

E.H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL & 

-GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Daly 
Guns, 

Brae and q 
Bhells loaded Al, and gocdssent everywhere C. — 

0. D. Send stamp for answers to querics. Refer= 
ences from all the clubs of the city. dzolg ti 
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SOLE AGENTS FOR 

OPRATT’S 
FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO,, 

18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition, 

LONDON. 
Send for Circular and Price List. 

DOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the HH Se 

WINES, 
BRANDIES, OF E IRROY & CO., REIMS. 

Ciarets and Sauternes, 
OF A, deLUZK & SONS, Bordeaux. 

OCELAMPAGNES, 

Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 
WHISKIES Rhine Wines, 

5 IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 
SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

Aishing Guckle. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT, 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

First premium at World's lair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

J Oo yi Ni K R IDER, 
W. E. Gor, Second and Walnut{sts., Ee eaiinis 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 
rita Snoods, Artincial Bait, Ply Books, 

Rt 
{= Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order, 

ALSO 
“' Krider's”? Celebrated Center oe Split and 

Glued Bamboo Rod 
Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties 

Taxidermy in all its branches 
Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 

Repairing of a}l kinds. mardly 

MANIVS 
Trolling Spoons. |- 

\ X 7B MAN UPACTURSE 59 different kinds 
of Trolling Spoons, adapted to the waters 

of every State and Territory. Our Perfect Re- 
yolvyine, has proved to be the best Trolling Bait 
ever manttactured. Tt is covered by two patents 
—Mann's patent, Noy. 21, 1871, No. 121,182, and 
Skinner's patent, August 4, 1874, No. 153, bat Be- 
qrvare of imitations. None genuine unless J. H. 
Mann’s name stamped on every spoon 
Wholesale » Agents.—Bradfond & Anthony. es 

Washington Street, Boston, and William Mills & 
Son, 7 Warren Street, New York, and to be ob 
tained through mest of the other wholesale oe 
ing-tackle dealers: or write direct to the mann- 
fucturers for catalogue and price list, 

JOHN H. MANN & CO., 
SYRAGUSH, WwW. YX, 

FISHING TACKLE! Fi 

THOMAS AN DREWS, 
Wo, 1 St. John St., Quebec, Canada, 

(RSTABLISHED tn 1841), 
To Sportsmen. 

f PS largest and ee assortment of Fishing 
Tackle to be had,cousisting of English, Seotch 

and Canadian make. Trout and Salmon Rods, 
Salmon and Trout Reels, prepared Silk Salmon 
Hines, Silk end Hair Trout Lines, Salmon Gafts, 
alae andsingle Leaders, Marana Gut, Fishing 

SALMON FLIES! TROUT FLIES! 
4. yates going, down salmon nebiak or the} = 

“Murguerite”’ River, '*Godbo Rive: 

Publicntions. 

CANOE. é. CAMERA 

— 

PHOTOGRAPHIC TOUR zs 

Two Hundred Iles» soe SsrIxTy 
THHOUO THE Be) BEAUTIFUL SOENELY 

ps 8 axn COMICAL CHARACTER 

b+" ILLUSTRATIONS 
WITH By Well-Known Artists. 

Tue Resutt oy Recunt Pensovan 

flew Maps af the Stalz— Expronations BY THE AUTHOR, 

Tho most Entertaining and Artistic Book in the Market, 
PRICE, HANDSOMZLY BOUND § 4 50 

IN CLOIM AND GOLD, 
\ NEW SoREK: 
4 ORANGE JUDD COMPANY, 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

EASTWARD or. ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES. By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsman’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
herent tare aaa ay cloth, $1.50. 
AMP WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. ee ae amusing account of 
z ads are the ean ETI, Lakes, 224 pages. 12 illus. 

cad 
FARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKESILLUSTRATED. A Ee Oy and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and a y lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
Ben 256 Dawes. 60 illus,, and a large map, 
Price 50 ceni 

pee AR'S MOOSBEEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS TELUSTRA- 
nee «© A comprehensive eee of the 
Moosehead Lake region and sporting re- 
forts of Northern Maine, with map. The tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
sere Bapepe of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 

es, 14illus. Price 60 cents. 
ISHING TACKLE! PARiAw’s poo er MAP of the Richardson 

and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Bae on tough linen 

ree oe ets pega cents. 
RA KET MAP of Moosehead Lake 

ee rare OK famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of torthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. 
oie EiNeRe: ciated on tough linen paper, 
cloth cov 

FARRAR’S” "STERWOSCOPIC EES goretas 
Bend f for catalogue. 

of the atove EDC maailed, 
lie i on U necaip’ o ce, _ Addregs 
OHARLES A. PRRAR, Jamaica ei 
Mass, T, Decd: 

ee 3 We 

ferevepey) or onnes ataperidey vil dud &t | TE © POULTRY WORLD, 
of Salmon Flies made on patterns expressly for 
these rivers by Forrest & Son, of Kelso, Scot- 
lana: suchas the ** Jock Scott,” “Silver Doctor, ‘a 
“Wilkinson,” “ Butcher,’ “Cock Robin” and 
amany other patterns, at yery low prices 

DONT CATGH WEEDS AND LOGS, 
BUT CATCH FISH, 

RUSH'S PATENT FLOAT TROLLING 
SPOONS entirely overcome the defects 

heretofore found in all other Spoons, viz., run- 
ning so deep as to catch weeds and logs, and 
below where the fish see them. Made of the 
éest material. Bass size, 75 cents ; pickerel, $1 ; 
muskalonge, $1.25. Each by mail—25 cents ex- | 
tra for gold- aes Address 
HENEY BRUSH, Grushton, Franklin 

Co., New York; “ee to be had at wholesale or re- 
Sate AOE CHAS, L. RITZMAN, 913 Broadway, 

THE KINGFISHER, 

CATCHES LANE FISH ae BITES. 
OME? RING NE 

EVERYBODY A A PISHBRITAN, SAMPLES 
Ni ON LEOCKIPT OF 25ets 

VACHE Se co., 926 Fairmount Nis Phila, 

(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD. 

(WEEELY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultiy. 

Published byl. H, Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 
pias year; the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

—both papers for $7.00. 
A-series of twelve mag- 

ficent Chromos, each rep- 
resenting 2 standard breed 
of fowls, sent for 74 vents 

exira to all suhseribers to either publication, 

WALLACH’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 
FIFTH HDITION. 

WN exhustiye hand-boolk tor sportsmen and 
tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks should 

bewithoutit. For sale at this office. Price, post 
paitl, $1.50. 

HALLOCK’S 

Sportsmen’s Gazetteer 
BY CHARLES HALLOCK, 
PRicE, $3. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 

Dog Paths to Suceess, 
BY KIT KILBURN, 

Price, 30 Cents. 
FOR BALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

Srortsmen’s Gootls. 

GOODYEAR’S 

Rubber M’r’g Company 
AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

488, 490, 492.B’ way, cor. Broome st., 

AND 

205 BROADWAY, cor. FULTOW ST. 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 
FISHING AND HUNTI:G. 

TROUTING PANTS A AND LEGGINS A 
SPROIALTY, OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

Rusper Goops oF Every DEsoRIP- 
TION, 

Send for IMustrated Catalogue. 

Paublirntions, 

spp OLA 

) 

ea 

SPORTSMAN ’S LIBRARY. 

- E] _ 

List of Sportsman’s Books. 
[We will forward any of these Books a tail, post-paid, on receipt of the price] 

ne Forester’s Fishing with Hook and 
in 

Adirondacks, Camp Life In Pa oe Pos ak 
‘Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th ed'n. 200 
Adirondack, Wildnerness, Inthe, Warner's. 15 oe Forester’s Manual for Young Sports- 
Amateur ‘Trapper. BE eRe ag pa.,500e.; bds. 75 3. 
American Angiler’s Book, Norris..:.......... 5.50 Gun: “tod and Saddle. . La 
Ameriean Bird Fancier............------1+-: 30 | Hallock’s Sportsmen’ 8 Ga EA 
American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and Hand Book for Riflemen iS 
GHMGa Fo pects reratt veces ince sae 2.00 | Hand Books on UN GBror 

American Roadsters and Tro Horses.. 5,00 Gymnastics. ..-. - . BB 
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. ene. 2.00 Cricket........ i = 
American Kennel, Burges. . 3.40 | Rowing and Sailing..-.. 1... ;s.)-sssae- po 
Angling, a Book on, Francis T.50 Riding and Driving....,.--.----++-=+:--=-- 23 
Archer, Modern.. 25 Archery, Fencing and Broadsyword. , =n 
Archery, Fencing ind Byoads' ‘ 20 Manly PEOPCIBCS. opcu cos sssve'l ine vuevceecntc Fai i] 
‘Archery, Witchery of, Maurice ‘Thompson. |1.50 | Croquet ....... . 016). ses sence nee en rene 20 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam.. 3.00 rab ine, poh eijedeaet = dere vents ite 
Art of halirbargts tide ie a PINS eee og a5 ear 80 Quoits and Bowls. . = 
Art of Swimming, Monstery.. 50 Swimming. ....- ay 
Art of Swimming, Webb.....- 50 Skating........ 25 
Athletre’s Guide, Harding............ 16 .-.5 50. Shooting. Heeb debs megan = 
Athletic Sports tor Boyar See 3,00 | Herbert’s Hints to Horse Keepers. HE 
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Ammunition, Cr. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtning. 

Orande Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor; 

Husceflancons Advertisements. Ammunition, Gte. 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized. Tatham & Bro’s, 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 

for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

ELEGTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does net 

Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PEELET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

BES. Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER C0, 
No, 29 Murray Street, N. Yo, 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONTS 

RIL LE, SPORTING ana BLAST- 

ING POWDER. 

The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONTS GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, have maintained their 

t reaiation forseventy-eight years. Mann- 
ture the following celebrated brands of Pow- 

der: 
DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Roz. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), nnequaled in strength, 
@uickness, and eleanliness; adapted for Glass 

and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLH DUCKING, 
Hos. 1 (coarse) to 8 (fme), burning slowly, atrong, 
gud clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 

Ball, Pigeon, Duck, and other shooting. 
DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 

& quick, etrong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
£ grain for pistol shooting, 

BDUPONT'S RIFLE, FG, “SEA SHOOTING," 
E¥G and FIFG. The FG for long range rifle 
ehooting the FFG and FSG for gensxal use, 
= burning strong aud moist. 
\ gPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING, and BLAST- 
ENG POWDERS of all sizes and desoriptions. 
Sea grades for ape Cartridge, Musket, 

, Mortar, and mmoth Powder, U. 8. 
Government standard. Powder manufactured 
to order of any aaesee grain or proof. A Rens 
gies in all cities and principal towns througheut 
the U.8. Represented by € 

F. LL. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N, ¥. 
HN. B.—Use none but DDPONT’S FG or FFG 

Wowder for long range rific shooting, 
SSS 

~ TRE HAZARD POWER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Mazard’s “Electric Powder.”” 

Nos, i (fine) to 6 (coarse). Uneurpassed im point 
of strength and oleanliness, Papked in paUaTe 
canisters of one pound only. ' 

Masard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.” 

Nos. | (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1Jb. canisters and 
iv. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 

land pratrieshooting. Well adapted to shot guns. 
Hazard’s “Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 7 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1and 5 1b. canisters 
aad @ and 12} lb. kegs. Burns slowly and yery 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
peuctration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
itvanks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Kentucky Rifle.” 

BEPG, FFG, and ‘Sea Shooting "FG in kegs of 
@%, 12}, and 61 lbs. and cans of 6 fh . FEFG imei 
packed inland }I]b. canisters. Burnastrong and 
moist. The F!¥G and FfG are fayorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting" 
PG is the standard Rife Powder of the country, 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder, 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
SER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF, 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

y's Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
#ale at our office. 

38 WALL STREET, NEW YORE, 

BING Ot SErt 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, Superior Rifle, En- 

field Rifle, and Col. Hawker’s Ducking. W. 
STI), GCedar St, N.Y. Agent for the U.8. 
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PHARMACIES, 
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&rn Frenciaco, 
, Keep roartantly on band aluil stork of pups and reliable Ho- 
Pamupathic Medicines, aw well ag Family Medicine Cases, and 
Bavkein Kusiish, German, French or Bpanish, 

Bend for dercrptive Price Current, 
W.B.—HOERICKH & TATSL recelyad the only Centenniat 

Price Modal awarded af tho Visladelphia Bxposition fur Momm- 
Bpathic Medictnhes. Buriness Uatab' teed fu 1345 & 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing, 

wing-shot of the world; Dr, 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in thew matches, 

CaptainBogardus, champion 

Our challenge 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world, Address 

DIT TMARPOWDER M’F’G Co., 
P. 0. Box 836. 24 Park Place, New York 

VANITY FAIR TOBACTO 
AND 

CIGARETTES 

“ MILD"—Rare Old Virginia. “HALV#S "'—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna; 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on sale in all civilized countries. 

Carver, champion rifie-shot of the world; and | 

i 

NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

Githaias 
“CHILLED” 

DHOT 

Compressed Buck Shot. 
First Premium Centennial Exhibition. Report 

—Exact uniformity of size, truly spherical form, 
high degree of finish and general excellence. 

BLUE LABEL, 

Founded Jaly 4, 1803. 

it 

SPARKS’ | 
Peerless Tobacco Works, W. C KIMB ALL & 0 _| American Chilled Shot. 

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. 

Rubber Shooting Jacket. 

FineArchery. 
“PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 26 TO 36 INCHES, 

im Shooting Power 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows have no 

Superior. 

Bows sent C. O. D. on trial when 25 per cent. 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be returned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges, 
Illustrated circulars sent free. 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York. 

A a 

C. F. A. HINRICHS, 
Enelish Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORK. 

DECOYS. 
Ducks that will decoy; manufactured by M. C. 

WEDD; 60 cents cach; 87 Manhattan street, Ro- 
chester, N. ¥ 

HUDGHAN & CO, 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

WNWevw Work, 
ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

BRU BS SB EE 

fig a ig ti COMPRISING 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 
Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, 

Rubber Blankets, +) 

And Complete Rubber Outfits. 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.) Send for Catalogue, 

631, G33, 635, and 63% BROADWAY, N. ¥. 

GEO, WRIGHT. H. A, DITSON. 

WRIGHT & DITSON, 
Svorting Goods Emporium. 

Base Ball, Cricket, Lawn Tennis, 
Archery, ctc. 

580 Waskington st., Boston, Mass. 
_, Send for our Illustrated Journal of Prices and 
itemsiof nterest. 

FARRAR’S POGKET MAP 

Moosehead Lake. 
PRICE, $1 00. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

Rivaling the English and All Others. 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No, 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 
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"SSS TAL 

OURES BY ABSORPTION, 
it Le RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 

“Sapanule,”’ the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 
isa postitive cure; it has never falled. 

“ Sapanule" has no equal for Chronic Lame- 
ness, Lame Back, Iumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dia- 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt houm, Hczema, 
Humors of the Scalp, etc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dia- 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permanent curs by 
using *' Sapanule. Ueed in sponge or foot bat! 
removes all soreness of body, limbs and feet, 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 
Sold by all Druggists. Price, 50c., and $1 per 

pottle. Send for illuminated circular and 
SAMOEL GERRY & COMPANY. 
Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 
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every day, Mink, beaver, lynx, martin, otter, fox and 
fisher are trapped by the Indians in winter, and their furs 
sold to the agents of the Hudson Bay Company, the con- 
trolling spirit of this region. Last evening one of our 
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nished a famousstew, It wasa notable procession, these 
six Indians, two carrymg a pole on which was strung 
the cauldron of mysterious contents, the others follow- 
ing in solemn file from the fire to a convenient nook be- 
hind the birches, We could just make out through the 
bushes six heads brought into a contracted circle, 
kettle returned empty, the Indians happy. 
The snare set for these rabbits is a very ingenious con- 

triyvance. Over a run-way the Indian places a twig in a 
semi-circle, and then bends down a small sapling, fasten- 
ing the end by a cord with a half hitch to the middle of 
the semi-circle, just within which he extends the noose, 
which drops from the end of the sapling, The noose is 
held in its place by bits of twigs, with which all passage 
outside the run-way is closed. Thena slight barrier is 
formed in the run-way on each side of the snare, so that 

Beud Shake? To* W.;" Does the Gray Squirrel Lay upa the rabbit will land in the OORS with a spring, and the Winter Store? One Way to Captube Badgers............... ag | Snare is complete. The rabbit is peacefully and quietly 
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carried into mid-air, and there suspended, until in the 
morning his captor makes the tour of his snares, finding 
robably two or three rabbits for everv ten snares which 
1ehasset. The fur of these rabbits is now gray, but in 
the winter they are snow-white, 
We haye not seen many birds, except an occasional 

crow, hawk, snipe, loon or osprey, and two eagles—one 
perched on a high tree, the other soaring in true republi- 
can style. There is an eagle’s nest on the palisades below 
Split Kock, and our Indians endeavored to get an answer 
from the young eagle in it, but without success, Ducks 
and geese are said to be plenty in season, but we have 
seen scarcely a duzen. Of songsters I have heard none, 
save a fine chick-a-dee, which sang as merrily as though 
there were upon him the responsibility of filling this 
solitude with melody, 

In fish Bonfield is the yariety man of the party, having 
captured a whitelish, a perch andasucker, Pratt se- 
cured a fair sized lake trout, which, contrary to the ac- 
cepted notion as to its habits, jumped clean out of the 
water for his fly, 
The woods furnish a great variety and abundance of 

berries: whortleberries—here called blue-berries—red 
raspberries, currants, both red and black, sooseberries, 
cherries, small and red, and consisting almost exclu- 
sively of pit and skin, black haws, and what the Indians 
call elderberries, which are in reality a small species of 
cranberry. Ihave seen some elegant mushrooms, but 
as the Indians do not use them, we did not care to eat 
them upon our own judpment, There are a few slraw- 
berry plants, apparently producing in season berries 
about the size of a small currant, 

Of nuts I have seen no indications, except some hazel- 
bushes at one of the portages, and tyo little squirrels 
looked as if uncertain of proper support, 
The rose bushes on some of the hillsides show that at 

another season much of their present barrenness must 
haye been concealed} 
We meta detachinent from a surveying party, pros- 

pecting for the Canadian Pacific Railway, by the aid of 
which the Canadians hope to free their territory from 
paying tribute to ‘‘ The States;” but, if the other sections 
are given up as exclusively as this to the production of 
rock unfit for the quarry, and timber, little of which is 
fit Ge for firewood, whence will their resources be de- 
rive 

So thin and gravelly is the soil that althongh we have 
not yet had a frost, the woods along the side hills are al- 
ready clothed in their fall colors of yellow and red, ready 
to shed their exhausted leayes. 
We have found no gnats or blaclk: flies, and a judicious 

selection of camping grounds has removed us from 
the few lingering mosquitos, and placed us each night 
within hearing of the music of arapid or waterfall, Pre- 
vious experience has rendered us forgetful of the incon- 
yeniences of camp life and thoughiful of its amenities. 
No drawing-room ever saw an act of more graceful and 
considerate politeness than when, in making a long poy- 
tage, Pierre, one of our guides, leading the way, carried 
a stick in his hand with which he shook the dew from 
the grass on both sides of the trail. 
Though the fishing has been good at each of the well- 

known pools, we have always found better wherever the 
low stage of water had Men sed a riffle where ordinarily 
the water would be smooth. In the swift water above 
a rapid or fall, we have usually done better than in the 
more regularly fished pool below ; and, whenever follow- 
ing our own judgment, and casting according to the in- 
dications of the water, we have invariably had far better 
success than in fishing the places pointed out by the 
guides. The trout here are not as some haye argued, 
a salmon trout, or anything different from the regular 
speckled brook trout, growing, under favorable circum- 
stances, to 4 large size, 
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ff ly Sishing on the Jlepigan. 
CHICAGO LAWYERS IN THE BRITISH WILDERNESS, 

\ (Coneluded,) 

ME chief product of this region is rock—not soft 

sandstone or thin layers of limestone, but original 

primeval trap. Ib is trap dykes which form the 

bold headlands overlooking the north shore of Lake Su- 

pevior ; trap which forms the bed of the Nepigon from its 

head to its mouth; trap which constitutes the high cliffs 
and palisades extending half its length; trap which 

towers so abruptly over its bed that not eyen the pine 

can find a foothold in its crevices; huge trap boulders, 

hard and smooth, which show their sides along our 
course; itap columms which stand erect like pillars in 
the Giant's Causeway; trap battlements which frown 
upon us from gigantic trap castles; and trap bulwarks 

which, like the high poop of a seventy-four gun ship, 

overhang the river, and then, doubly impressive, are re- 
peated from the deep, clear water beneath, 

Granite and stenite we find occasionally as stray 
boulders, and quartz and sandstone pebbles on the beach 

on Lake Nepigon, But granite and quartz are never 
common near red rock, 

The forests are not the magnificent growth of Michi- 
gan and Wisconsin, but stunted, like the soil on which 
they grow, Of the yaluable hard woods, such as*oak, 
beech, maple, hickory aud ash, I have not seen a single 
tree. The pins, though plenty, is of a size and quality 
Whicha lumberman would scorn to touch, Cedar, hem- 

lock, spruce, tamarack and poplar are abundant, and in 
the foliage the mountain ash shows its brilliant berries, 
to relieve the continuity of green, And as though the 
land were destined forever for the Indian, from every 
hillside is displayed the bright silver bark of the birch, 

everready to build the frail canoe, the same in shape, 
sizeand construction to-day as when Columbus or Vespu- 
cius first turned their yessels toward the West. 

Game is More plenty and varied than we had been led 

toexpect. Black bear are by no means scarce, and cari- 

bou are often found, though great perseverance and skill 

are required to hunt them successfully, At Red Rock we 
saw the head and antlers of one recently killed, the 
antlers being two feet three inches across, and from their 
tip to the point of the nose measuring four feet eight 
inches, No deer are found along this shore, there being 
tio opportunity for southern migration at the approach of 
Winter, Pigeons and partridges can be found almost 

The* 

One circumstance seems strange, that at each point 
where one day we find especially choice fishing, we can 
hardly get a bite the next, High and Pratt, standing on 
a single log, caught ten elegant trout in water so shallow 
that they could see every movement of every fish, which 
did not seem to be in the least disturbed by the gyrations 
of their companions, as one after another was drawn out ; 
but each fish seemed to be waiting his turn, and rose to 
the fly accordingly, Naturally they tried that log again, 
but not a trout would respond to their most skillful 
casts, 

Generally, when we can see the most trout, the fewest 
will rise to the fly, Often, when one is hooked, several 
others will follow it about, even to within a few féet of 
the boat, and if the captive is a small one, the attentions 
of the large ones assume a character by no means en- 
couraging, When ahalf pound trout, expecting to regale 
himself upon a dainty fiy, suddenly finds himself dragged 
one way by a remorseless line, and attacked from behind 
by an equally remorseless monster, who is no respecter of 
his own species, itis a busy day for the little fellow, 
One of these pursuers was nearly captured in the landing 
net. 

The water of the lake and river, though naturally not so 
cold as some of the streams which flow into them, is beau- 
tifully clear, and one can easily see the trout swimming 
about among the rocks, eight, ten, or even twelve feet 
below the surface, and on taking a sounding in the lake, - 
I found that I could see a white pebble, one inch in di- 
ameter, on the bottom at a depth of 23} feet. 

HOMEWARD BOUND, 

Friday morning we turned our faces homeward, Our 
enthusiasm had never forsaken us, nor our spirits flagged, 
but the feeling seemed to pervade the party that our de- 
scent of the river should be as easy as that of Ayernus. 
The point seemed to have been reached at which we 
could return with dignity and satisfaction, 
The tents were struck, and as the supplies were placed 

in the canoes, no one could fail to notice how rapidly 
they had diminished under our sharpened appetites. The 
last ceremony was to free the trout in the camp corral, 
where they seemed to have become quite happy and con- 
tented, Of course every one gathered at the edge of the 
water, and as a few stones were removed on the outer 
side, the trout clustered nearer the land. They seemed 
to move toward us, rather than toward the freedom now 
offered them, §o far, the scene was a failure. Then we 
tore out a dozen more stones, but the prisoners of our 
watery Chillon were still unwilling to depart, So Pratt 
commenced driving them forward with a landing net; 
it was some time before he succeded in getting a single 
one into the open river, Several times he got one of 
them half way through the now broken barrier, when it 
turned and forced its way back. And each one, when 
finally driven out into the river, only moved a few feet ; 
and there we left thern close together in the river, not 
ten feet from their three days’ prison, accepting liberty 
as reluctantly as did Kinglake’s gazelle im its native 
Arabian desert, 
What animal it was that prowled around our camp 

that night, is purely a matter of conjecture, It would 
sound well to sel it down as a bear, but that would not 
be the truth. But as the cook was getting supper, he saw 
a bear swim the river from the point below. { 

In the morning Michel brought in three partridges, 
which he had stowed on the hill back of the camp, Bon- 
field had eachéd his ammunition train with Pratt's keg of 
pickles, and the reserve of pork, flour and bacon, at a 
portage half way down the river, so he confessed no 
jealousy of the Indian’s prowess, . : 
At Flat Portage we met an Indian family on their 

travels. The man wore two feathers in his hat; in which 
respect only was his dress suggestive of the Indian. The 
squaw had a large, flat face, and what the Scotch would 
call an ‘open countenance,” The pappoose sat quietly 
by the rough contrivance which serves as a cradle at 
night, and on a journey is strapped to the mother’s back, 
pappoose and all, A wooden bow, fastened ab right 
angles to the board, makes the whole resemble a.minia- 
ture Russian winter traveling sled. The maiden, Minne- 
haha, lacked somewhat of the beauty and grace at- 
tributed to her in poetry and legend, Her traveling ont- 
fit was emphatically light, and we haye seen handsomer 
blankets. There were only five dogs yisible at any one 
time. How many imnore belonged im the family is un- 
certain, Those five could only muster one complete tail ; 
a percentage which seems to be about the average along 
thenorth shore, Through the interpretation of our guides, 
we learnt that since our departure two steamers had been 
in at Red Rock, though what were the present prospects 
of the presidential candidates. and what progress Sir Gar- 
net Wolseley was making with the Zulus, and what base- 
pall club is now ahead for the championship, we failed to 
learn; and as they offered us no late papers, we could 
not pursue the investigation on our own account, On 
the whole, we are quite as well satisfied, for there is a de- 
lightful sensation in being lost to the world for two or 
three weeks, and Inowing nothing, absolutely nothing, 
of what has taken place beyond the Nepigon River. Ifa 
canoe had been upset anywhere in the ziyer we should 

‘ 
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have known all about it; but if Chicago and New York 
had both been lured, we should be still im blissful ig- 
norance of the fact, 

Bonfield has introducd a new method of catching 
trout—with an axe, The process is simple. Hewanders 
along the river bank, casting for another five-pounder, 
and on the back cast lands his fly in the top of a good 
sized birch, and there fastens if securely, With a down- 
cast air he slips back to camp, and has one of the guides 
come down with an axe and cut him out, 
Sunday was a very quite day, We moved three or 

four miles down the river, and then all the circulating 
library of the party, which had hitherto lain in the most 
neglected recesses of the carpef-sacks, was brought out, 
toilets were made, partly in camp, partly before the 
mirrot which proved so unfortunate for Narcissus, and 
the only episode was a little excursion to a point which 
commanded a fine view of the falls below the camp. We 
commenced congratulating Pratt on the approach of the 
storm which he has been constantly predicting, but un- 
fortunately a fine, double rainbow appeared on the hill 
opposite, and that was all there was of the storm. : 
We are waiting for some one to fall out of a canoe, or 

slide off from some slippery stone. Thus far, nof enough 
of an accident has befallen any one to furnish chaffing 
stock for the others, though we have a reasonable supply 
in the performances of that architectural curiosity sold 

‘ as a trout rod to the overconfitling King, 
Thus far the discipline of the party, as to using the fly 

of the artist and abjuring the bait of the pot-fisher, has 
been well maintained ; but King, advancing the theory 
that on the home trail some allowance should he 
made, threatens to drop a frog into a deep hole which 
he has discovered, and extract a six-pound trout. His 
only fear is lest some wandering pike or pickerel will 
take hold—he now despises all less aristocratic lish than 
trout—or lest High, as a true representative of fly-fish- 
Ing, shall frown his disapproyal_on any method less 
artistic. ; 

Tt is equally extraordinary in repose and in action. It 
gives way alt every conceivable point, and of course at 
the most critical moment, and finally it became a seri- 
ous Question whenever he attempted to make a cast how 
many sechions would follow the fly into the water. His 
unrufiled good nature, through so many trials, so worked 
upon the admiration of his comrades that he was soon 
equipped with a good rod, and now is happy. 

INDIAN LIFE, 

Bonfield having declined to repeat his last Sunday even- 
inp’s lecture on ‘The Hen,” the conversation around the 
camp-fire gravitated toward the Indians, and our guide 
William was addressed, a very intelligent half-breed, 
whose Scotch father, an officer for forty-five years in the 
Hudson Bay Company's service, and now retired 6na pen- 

“sion, still lives near Red Rock, He explained the absence 
of old Indians by saying that most of the men, as soon as 
they passed middle life, became consumptive and died, 
and that the women, haying nearly as much exposure, 
lived little longer. 
Do you Imnow, William,” asked one of the party, 

‘exvhat that family of Indians we met at the porlage are 
going to do at Lake Nepigon?” 
“They are going to the Hudson Bay Company’s port 

there, and as soon as cold’ weather comes are going trap- 
ping, and will sell the furs to the company in the spring,” 

“But how will they live in the meantime?” 
“The man is an old hunter, aud probably the company 

will let him get in debt for a little four, and he can gen- 
erally catch some fish,” 

“But won't he have pork, or bacon, or salt?” 
“Oh, no, Except salt; but he will set three or four 

stands of snares, and his wife will tend them, and if they 
haye good luck they will catch rabbits enough to liye on ; 
and when they begin to get scarce at one place they will 
move to another,” 

** But if they don't happen to catch any rabbits what 
sill they live on then ?? . 
“Then they will haye to go hungry, unless the man 

catches some fish in the net, which he probably has with 
him to set under theice. Sometimes in a storm these 
people can’t get anything for three or four days, and I 
tall you these trapping Indians haye a pretty hard time 
of it. Im summer they can always get along, but the 
hard time is in winter.” 
“What do the women do?” 
** They do as much as the men, and some of them are 

just as good hunters and fishers. They make the clothes 
and moccasins, and a chance one is just as strong as her 
husband.” 

* Were those traps we saw all that that family haye?” 
(The blankets Icould easily have carried on one arm 

and all the rest of the household articles on the other.) 
“To basure. Thatisas much as most Indians have, 

pe case he hasa skein of twine to make rabbit snares 
with. 
“Do all the Indians about here trap for the Hudson 

Bay Compary ?° 
“That's the only way they have of making atything, 

except when they go out with anglers in the summer, 
The best fixed and the healthiest Indians are tho Hsqui- 
maux, Who come down here sometimes to trade. You 
could not get one of them to 20 into a house to stay if 
ou were to give itto him. He would rather go down 

into the river and makeasnow hut on the ice, They 
are dressed allinfurs, warm and fine, and make their 
boots out of seal skin, with the fur inside, They are 
short, stout and fat, and don’t make their canoes as we 
do; but make them longer and narrow. and then cover 
them all up except a hole in the middle large enough to 
sitin. Then his family crawls into the boat and lies 
down underneath, while he draws a cloth around his 
body and ties it tizht so that not a drop of water can eet 
into his canoe, and goes out into any sea, and the waves 
wash over it but can’t get in and can*t hurbhim. He has 
along paddle, broad at both ends, so that he can use it 
either way, and is not afraid of anything.” 

‘But suppose he gels capsized or rumsagainst the ice }” 
suggests Pratt. 

' “No danger of that,’ answered William. ‘He is very 
expert with his paddle,” 

* But suppose (he waves swamp him, or anything hap- 
ens to his beat, then the whole family would be 
owned ?” insists Pratt, who has read about these abor- 

igines, and saw one of their canoes at the Centennial, and 
js bound to drown off at least one family, 
"No danger at all!” still insists William, in his conti- 
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dence in the skill of his more Northern brother. ‘The Hs 
quiman is very expert with his paddle,” 
We have three or four methods of communicating with 

owt Indians. English will do very well with Wiliam, 
and will answer with one or two others to the limiled 
extent necessary for camp life, French does rather bet- 
ter, as this country was originally settled by that nation, 
whose language is still quite generally spoken, The In- 
dian dialect none of us are very proficient in, and the 
only new phrase thus far mastered is rendered phonet- 
ically, ‘“‘Ow-Wow, Way-Webb;” or, freely translated, 
“Go-ahead, hurry up,” When everything else fails we 
fall back on pantomime, perhaps the most successful of 
all methods, as it certainly is the most vivid and enter- 
taining. 
Although our guides knew every foot of the river, and 

had traveled it all their lives, we could not get any two 
of them to agree as to the names of any of the well- 
known pools, except Hamilton’s Pool, and that two of 
them called Cameron’s Pool at first. Which was Camer- 
on’s Pool none of them seemed to know positively, 
though we finally satisfied ourselves in other ways ; nor 
‘have they any idea of distance as measured by miles, 
Their only standard seems to be for short distances, at what 
time they must start to get there by dinner-time, or be- 
fore night ; and for long distances, how many days it 
takes to make the trip. In that way they can give accu- 
rate statements, five miles of bad river and two or three 
portages standing as the equivalent of twenty or thirty 
miles of good river, as the caso may be, Wheneyer 
pressed to give distances in miles, their answers were 
always evidently, and sometimes absurdly, inaccurate. 
nner ideas of time are also extremely vague and uncer- 
ain, 
Along the north shore of Lake Superior there remain 

now probably less than 2,000 Indians, mostly Chippewas, 
and many of these trayel 150 or 200 miles every year to 
draw the $4 a year which the Goyernment pays them on 
acconnt of the cession of their lands, This money is, of 
course, mostly captured af once by the traders who fol- 
low the Government agent, but who are not allowed to 
supply them with liquor. 
Some of the Indian legends are very amusing and in- 

teresting, as their account of the création of the world, 
the deluge, of the formation of Isle Royal by their God, 
Nana-Bijoo, out of a pebble which he threw behind him 
when the Chippewas were fleeing across Lake Superior 
in their canoes before the warlike Mohawks, though their 
belief in {hem seems now to have been much shaken, 
Monday morning we made the long Pine Tree Portage, 

and it was astonishing to see how heayy a weight each 
Indian would carry on his back and shoulders, the pack 
being so arranged that the greatest strain would fallupon 
the forehead, which is covered by the broad part of the 
canvas strap. Louis once complained that this made his 
head hurt him, so he kicked up his heels and stood on his 
head for awhile, and then went on apparently satisfied 
and relieved, = 

PORCUPINE STEW, 
While making a short portage the "guides treed a por- 

cupine. Down went canoes and packs in an instant, and 
there was shouting and whooping, and aloud cry pecu- 
liar to the Indians, while the river bank furnished stores 
for a regular bombardment of the poor rodent, After 
carrying on their sport until all were satisfied, they cut 
down the tree, and quickly dispatched poor porcupine 
with a club. Then John the Baptist, who, being unable 
to speak a word of English, had been expressing his de- 
sires, his hopes and his feelings, in the most excited mo- 
tions and the most vigorous pantomime, was commis- 
sioned to prepare the stew. First he scorched it over the 
camp-fire, then took it to the river and cleaned ib, then 
cut it, head, skin and all, into small pieces, which with- 
out delay were consigned to the kettle, for which the 
supply of rabbits happened to be short thatday. We 
watched the proceedings with interest, but did not mani- 
fest a strong desire to partake of “ pot-luck,” 
Toward evening the trout rose steadily to the fly and 

encouraged us to delay putting up the rods, with using 
which our hands and wrists were tired and sore. 

VALE BENEDICITE, 
Tuesday evening our last camp was made, and the 

guides entertained us for along time around the fire with 
accounts of their hunting and trapping life, of encoun- 
ters with various wild animals, and of their labors and 
duties when in the employ of the Hudson Bay Company, 
The black bear and the lynx, here called link, naturally 
played a prominent part in these recitals. Directly they 
resumed their Indian dialect, and Michel, their leader, 
aye a vivid description, accompanied by most expres- 
sive gestures and action, of what High rightly divined to 
to be the running of a dangerous tapid. 
Wednesday morning King, who had delayed the execu- 

tion of his threat of drawing out leviathan witha hook, se- 
cured the desired frog, and launched him into the foam- 
ing waters at Camp Alexander. He will never cease to 
regret that it was a pike which he secured, and not the 
handsome trout which first rose to the imported batrach- 
ian, Bonfield and myself, fishing along the bank with 
hard work and corresponding success, put up our rods 
without a regret, and at the last waterfall on the river 
joined the others, to find that High and Pratt had en- 
cased the rods which had served them so well, 
The wind, which heretofore with its well-known per- 

versity had blown down stream when we were going up, 
aud up stream as we came down, now changed to the 
west, and our Indians, rigging their blankets on their 
setting poles, spread them to the now favoring breeze, 
and borne onward by wind and current along the widen- 
ing river, through Lake Helen, and down the last rapids, 
they steered our frail flotilla to its journey’s end, The 
Nei was waiting to receive us, And no steamer eyer car- 
ried from that port a party more happy and contented. 

yates H. BisseLu, 
On Lake Superior, September 4th, 1879. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

MrrAcunovs.—The Herald and Globe,Rutland, Vt.. is ithe jour- 
nil from which the following is clipped! ‘he cheapest, most 
successful ticks we know of are now being practiced, and are 
the miraculous cures now being effected in diseases such as 
Bright's Disease and Diabetes, by the use of Warner's Safe Kid- 
ney and Liver Cure.’—[_4do. 

A as ee of Galveston, pete pe anew i 
ed from . mee oes 3B Teddy. & puste made of the shrimp, Try 

—Any gentleman desiring a good shirt at a moderate price 
should consult the adv, of The Keep Manufacturing CoLddv, 

,this spring : Baltimore orioles, catbirds, yellow warblers, 
brown thrush, Maryland yellow-throats and kingbirds, — 

Alatural History. 
| 

—Address all communications lo ‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

A Bone of Contention,—A somewhat amusing inci- 
dent took place at one of our clubs in the city a short 
time ago, which illustrates the fact that even a ‘* bone 
sharp,” or to speak niore by the card, an osteologist, may 

be of some practical use in the affairs of every day life. 
A group of gentlemen were gathered in a club, which 

is situate something less then ten miles from the corner 

Fifth avenue and Twenty-third street, and had been dis- 
cussing the affairs of the world in general and of this Re- 

public in particular, These trifles having been exhausted, 
and a pause ensuing, one of the party drew from his 
pocket a somewhat cylindrical bone about two and a half 
inches long and placed it on the table, remarking, as he 
did so, that it had passed through his mouth in eating, 

and that he believed that no one present could tell what 
it was. A careful examination of the specimen (which 
had been somewhat obscured by having one end sawed 

off) ensued, and many conjectures as to its nature were 
bazarded by those present. Several guessed duck, one 
rabbit, two or three pigeon, others curlew and partridge, 

At last, emboldened by the many failures, the owner of 

the bone offered to wager a dinner for those present that 
no one could tell what it was, and for a while it seemed 

that no one would accept his offer. At last, however, a 
well known banker bethought him of a friend of his 

whose knowledge of bones is not small, and accepted 

the wager, stipulating, however, that he should haye 
three days’ time for consideration. This haying been 
agreed to, he af once wrote to his osteological friend, in- 

closing the specimen, relating the circumstances and 
begging his assistance in the matter, 
The letter was mailed in the evening, and the next 

morning the banker was made happy by the receipt of 
the following dispatch :— 

‘‘Letter received. Your specimen is right shin bone 
of big bullfrog. BONESHARP.” 

So he won his dinner, 
—_——~——. 

A Konp Fostrr Motrair,—Littleton, N, Fl., May 15th, 
Mr. H. D. Bishop felled a tree about the Ist of May that 
had four young red squirrels in it, two of which he took 
to his house and put them into a hal{-barvel with three 
kittens that were ten days old. Old puss soon came in, 
and Mr, Bishop expected to see his pets devoured in- 
stanter, but, to his surprise, the old cat kindly acted as 
foster-mother, and has up to this day. J have just been 
to see them; they were taking their nourishment and 
seemed to be experts, for when removed would again 
take their position at once. ‘They are neatly half grown, 
and are as frolicsome as the kittens, often seizing them 
by the paw, and holding it as they would a nut. 

JOSEPH IpE, 

We once tried anexperiment somewhat similar to this, 
which was successful up to a certain point. We vaught 
two young leverets (young of the common brown rabbit) * 
and put them in a box with a cat that had been deprived 
of all her kittens except one. The ad cat nursed them 
kindly, but the kitten was too old when they were added 

to thefamily. Fora week all went well, but at the end 
of that time one of the rabbits disappeared, and the next 

day we caught the kitten in the yery act of running off 
with his remaining foster-brother in his mouth. 

—_ > 

Harirs oF QvArL.—In Maryland in dry fall weather 
these birds, during the day, generally remain im the 
woods or underbrush instead of being found, as might 
be expected, on the stubble fields and along the hedge- 
rows. Aninqtliry into the cause of this by our corres- 
pondent, Mx. Joseph K, Bramble, leads him to believe 
that the birds resort to the woods for shelter from the 
hot sun, and as evidence of this, he cites the fact that, as 
soon as the weather becomes clear and cold, the birds 
are found, some distance from the brush, in the open 
fields. 

——— 

NESTING OF IcTERUS SPURIUS IN A SPRUCE TREE.—A few 
days ago my attention was called toa nest which was 
situated in a spruce tree, and upon ascending the tree L 
found it lo be the nest of the orchard oriole, The nest 
was built about ten or fifieen feet up from the ground, 
and was composed chiefly of grass, and was just finished. 
Do these birds often build in a spruce tree? 

Seve. R. INGERSOLL. 

We have never met with asimilar case, and should ba 
glad to learn if any of our readers haye done 80, 

‘a 

Spring Notes ror Aprit.—Cleveland, Ohio, May 17th. 
—April ist. Noticed a wood pewee, , 
April 2d.—Saw first cliff swallows to-day. Robins be- 

ginning to build. 
Asal Ath.—First chipping sparrows around, 
April 10th.—_Saw barn swallows, grassfinch and brown 

creepers to-day, for the first time this spring, 
April 14th.—Wood thrush and house wrens haye ar- 

rived. 
April 22d.—Noticed chimney swifts to-day ; snowbirds 

still around. : 
April 26th.—Saw the following birds for the first time 

b ae attire peel erie ie 
Apri .—Saw first purple martin, i Suva , INGERSOLL, 

n 7 
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ABOUT SHARKS. 

4! 
ome time ago the question was asked through the 

coliunns of POREST AND StREAmM whether there 
Were any ashentic accounts of men beine eaten by 
sharks.  Thaye seen noreply to this question, and being 
lash winter on the Wlorida coasti—a region where sharks 
wre abundant—i made inquiry among Hshermen on this 
point, 
A well-known fisherman, a man of intelligence and 

yeracity, who has been fishing on that coast for forty 
years, tells me that ha knew of two persons devoured by 
sharks af Pensacola some twenty years azo, when he was 
living there. . While he wasatIndian River Inlet, on the 
east const, before the war, a boat (rom an American man- 
of-war was capsized on the bar, and most of the crew 
were (levonred by sharks, At Musquito Inlet, east coast, 
ten years ago, a boat containing a man, a boy and two 
dogs was capsized in crossing the bar. The man and one 
of the dogs started to swim ashore, but soon disappeared. 
The boy and the other dog remained on the wreck, and 
were taken off by this fisherman, who lived near. He 
saw a number of very large sharks swiinming to and 
fro in an excited manner near the place where the man 
disappeared, and believed that he was eaten by them, 
as the water, from the set of the tides at this inlet, casts 
every object sooner orlater upon theshore, and neither the 
man nor the dog was ever seenagain. About seven years 
ago a sailor from a vessel lying at the inlet went out fish- 
ing inthe ship’s boat, He did not return, and search 
being made, the boat, oars, etc., Joxether with the man’s 
hat, wera found oh the beach, The man was never found, 
and the opinion was that the sharks got him, 

This bar is a dangerous place, A number of vessels 
during the last ten years have been wrecked there. There 
is no lighthouse, and none between St. Augustine and 
Cape Carnayeral, 4 distance of onéhundred miles. In 
some of these wrecks several persons were drowned, but 
in every insfatice except the two mentioned the bodies 
drifted on shore, The inference is that in those two 
instances the bodies were eaten by sharks, 
My informant has several times seen doys seized hy the 

sharks, while swimming across the river; also hogs, 
Once, while fishing with a seine on the beach, in the 
night, he was himself seized by a shark. Having on 
very lavge and heavy canvas trowsers, he escaped with a 
severe bite and the loss of part of his trowsers, During 
the war he caught sharks for their oil, and has taken 

_ hundreds. If the shark line wasleft out over night it 
was common to find the head of one on the hook in the 
morning, the body haying been devoured by other sharks 
inthe night. Once he found half the body of an alli- 
gator five feet long in the stomach of-a large shark, it 
having been bitten intwoin spite of its coat of mail. 

Referring to the common story found in all books, that 
_thesharkis obliged to furn on -its back to seize its prey, 
_ this expert considered itanerror, All his experience 
taught him that the shark seized its prey like other fishes. 
Tndeed, he thought it would starve if it had this obstacle 
inits way. With all its swiftness there ara many fish 
awifter than it. Often, while fishine on the beach in 
summer for channel bass, a shark would come and cut 
the fish in two before it could be hanled in with a hand 
line, and the shark could be seen toseizeit. I myself 
have caught with rod and reel many sharks in those 

: waters, of many species—the common brown shark, the 
shoyel-nosed shark, the hammer-hedded shark and the 
nurse shark, and whenever they were in a position to 
take the bait they always took it swimming on their 
bellies. IT have had them also take my fish away before I 
could reel them in, 5. C, C, 

—<—_— 

METEOROLOGIOAL.— Van Buren, Arg., May 1st.—T no- 
tice, in your issue of April 22d, your correspondent, 
Thos. 8, Roberts’ report of the range of thermometer 
during the month of March at Minneapolis. On refer- 

ring to my own table of same dates, each day compared 
showsa very wide difference, more than I supposed the 
ayerage could be—and his coldest days were our coldest, 
Por iustance, on the 14th he reports below zero 8 de- 
frees, ind on the 16th 7 degrees below. On reference to 
my notes, I find our coldest day was the 14th, and at 
sunrise my thermometer stood 30 degrees above. On the 
16th, 32 degrees, and so on tarough the entire month, 
On the 25th we had the last quail hunt of the season, 
after which time they are beginning to pair and nest. 
There were three of us, and each had one dog, The day 
was excessively warm, and we took it very leisurely. 
‘The mercury 73 degrees at 12 o'clock noon. Plenty of 
birds, but too warm to exercise enough to make large 
success, The three of us only killed eighty-five birds. 
Chas, D——, our crack shot, killed over half the birds, 
whilst myself and Capt, B— poked around and cheered 
our friend, as he seemed to kill and baz every bird that 
rose in his range, Ourmonth of April, which has just 
passed, has been the strangest, the most variable in tem- 
perature, and in meteorological phenomena generally , 
‘that has ever, in the memory of anybody. been previously 
experienced, On the Sth and 6th, for instance, the ther- 
mMmometer stood $4 degrees above, each day, from 2 to 4 
o'clock P.M. On the 8th, aslow as 58 degrees aboye at 
same hours, On the 9th, had some frost, and merenry 
as low as 35 desvess at sunrise; and so on, with no two 
days alike, The wind all the while was from west or 
southwest. The 18th, the day that the winds of the 
great ruler broke loose and swept certain localities with 
the besom of death in the form of cyclones and hurri- 
canes, was a beautiful, warm morning, with some south- 
west wind, At1 o'clock thermometer stood at 7() degrees. 
xcept an ordinary hail storm, we had hone of it here. 

Biit the hail in some places was enormously large, many 
stones weighing eight and ten ounces, Ixilling quail, rab- 
bits and other small animals. OLD SPORTSMAN, 

_—>——_ 

_ Was 17 THR BEAD SNAKE?—Philadelphia, Pa., Mc 
Vith.— Editor Forest and Stream :—In your last paper L 
find a letter from ‘‘ Nauticus,” in which he describes a 
erfain snake and asks its mame, Now, if am not miis- 

taken, the snake alluded to is the bead snake (Hlaps ful- 
bus), It has yery prominent poison fangs, but very rarely 

ses them, Ibis streaked black. ved and yellow, and pre- 
nts (ite a handsome appearance, In regard to its tail, 

I think ‘ Nauticus’” specimen must havé met with an 
ecident, as the tail is not blunt but ere nike the 

bails of niost other snakes, BHAD SNAKE, 

cia) 

‘Do GRAY SQUIRRELS LAy UP Winter Foon? ’—Que- 
ries “Sharpeyes,” im Forgsp ann Stkmam of May Gbh, 
In Central New York they do provide for themselves sus- 
tenance for the lone, cold winters; butiin the much 

ilder climate of Southern Iniliana, from the well-known 
predatory disposition of the gray squirrel, [ can well be- 
fieve that he would impose upon the thrift and fore- 
thought of his little cousin, the chipmunk—‘‘chirriping 
monk,” WhenT was a youth [ sawmany gray squir- 
rels’ nests, or dens, broken up in winter while helping 
fhe older men in the woods get out timber for building 
purposes or for fuel. These nests, or dens, were 
usually well stored with avorns, beech uuts and 
shell Age (we used to call them walnuts), and often 
we found in them small apples, I distinctly re- 
member on one occasion of finding in a gray squirrel’s 
den an apron (calico) in a tolerable state of preservation, 
that was recognized as the property of a near female rel- 
ative of the writer, which had been missed from where 
it was hung ‘“‘to dry” several months previously, atter be- 
ing washed, In the section of country to which I refer— 
Central New York—the gray squirrels usually nested in 
hollow portions of the beech tree, although | haye seen 
their (lens in the black oak. Inthe selection of pvints 
for dens they almost invariably chose a southern expo- 
sure for obyious reasuns. A. Jollow limb, with the en- 
trance to the hollow from below, appeared the favorite 
choice. They would tear out the rotten wood and en- 
large the hollow, and their store would appear to be 
packed in with considerable mechanical accuracy. Ido 
not now remember of ever seeing a black squirrel there 
during the winter months. It is possible that they were 
seen by others, however, although it was common rumor 
that they went South during the cold months. Hyery 
second year, when there was plenty of mast or nuts, the 
squirrels—black, red and gray—would be numerous. 
They generally appeared with the fall fight of the wild 
pigeons in considerable numbers, and I always found 
great delight in studying their habits and shooting them. 

Philudelphia, May 12th, CG, H, CG, 
—_——»__—. 

To * W."—An lowa correspondent, who writes over 
this signature, will no doubi remember haying sent us 
last fall the pupa of the cabbage butterfly, in which the 
eves of a parasitis Hymenopter had been deposited, and 
some of which were filled with its larva, Since their 
receipt, these pupss have been kept inclosed in a bottle 
on our desk, and within the past day or two the adult | 
parasites have commenced to appearin considerable num- 
bers. We first noticed them May 20th, though some had 
probably appeared earlier, as there were a number of 
dead ones on the bottom of the bottle. We hope that 
OW." will be glad to hear that her pets haye done so 
well. 

——— 

One WaAy To CAatoH Baverrs.—The following very 
interesting account is contributed by **F. M.” to the Lon- 
don Field, We have no badgers here in the East, it is 
true, but perhaps some of our Western readers nay gain 
a useful hint fron the extract ;— 

Mr, Stanley Orred has certainly fulfilled both my con- 
ditions, and has been more successful than I should have 
thought possible ; but then he had a most able coadjutor 
in Trojan, and he hit upon a tract of country where 
badgers were very plentiful. My plan was to choose a 
moonlight night, and watch the badger ont of his earth ; 
then put a sack with a runnmg noose round its mouth 
down the earth, so arranged that the mouth of the sacle 
just filled the mouth of the hole, The mouth of the sack 
was then propped open with a little bit of stick, just big 
enough for the purpose, When this was accomplished 
by the man who, seated in an adjacent tree, had watched 
the badger out of the earth, he gaye a lond whistle; then 
I, who had been waiting a few hundred yards off with 
the two terriers, let them go. They rushed toward the 
whistle, and getting on the scent of the badger, ran him 
full tilt inte the sack, Then my confederate had nothing 
to do but pull the string, and the badger, having in his 
hurried rush displaced the bit of stick which kept open 
the mouth of the bag, was safely caught uninjured in the 
sack, and nothing remained buc to take hin. home, This 
seems easy enough in theory, but in reality it was full of 
difficulties, All depends on the tact and watchfulness of 
the man who has to put the sackin the earth, The badger 
has a habit,before he finally leaves his eaxth on his rounds, 
of coming two or three times about half out of the earth 
to look about him. I[f during this critical time he scents, 
sees or hears the watcher, baci: he bolts with a erunt and 
allis over for that night, Again, the watcher in his 
eagerness sometimes does not allow the badger to get far 
enough away before he begins the descent from the lree, 
The badger hears him, and rushes back to his earth, and 
he will unhesitatingly charge the nian if he is standing 
between him and his earth, and slip by him somehow be- 
fore he can grab him with his tongs. Sometimes, too, 
especially if there are two or three badgers in the earth, 
they willtome out in the plateau m front of the hole and 
play about and fight, etc,, for for half an hour before 
they go off, and then it isa hundred to one that the un- 
lucky man in the tree coughs or sneezes in his anxiety,or 
else that a little putt of air betrays his whereabouts, espe- 
cially if it should come on cold, for the cold air desconds 
from him to the badger. On the one occasion in which I 
was successful, [chose a very warm, still moonlight night 
inJuly. About P.M. my man went off with the sack 
and tongs to the earth, which was about a mile from my 
house. Jt wasasmall caye in the limestone, just at the 
top of a wooded ravine; all round the earth was perfectly 
free from trees or underwood of any kind, except one 
ash tree which grew just above the caye in the side of 
the hill, The man got into this, and made himself as 
comfortable as he could. It was « capital place for the 
sport, as he could see everything about the niouth of the 
hole quite plainly, About 8,80 T walked over the hills, 
with the terriers in a slip, and ensconced myself in the 
wooded ravine about four hundred yards from thé earth. 
There I sat, the terriers quite silent buf trembling from 
excitement, waiting for the whistle, and listeninp to all 
the weird and curious sounds which are to be heard in a 
wood on a still summer's night. Suddenly the shrill 
whistle echoed down the glen. I instantly loosed the 
terriers, who at once disappeared in the gloom of the 
wood. Ltore after them up the side of the rayine, and 
on arriving, panting and breathless, on the plateau in 

— 

front of the cave, found my man dancing with excite. 
ment, antl & tremendous row going on in the niounb of 
the earth. 1t seems the dog, more active thin the biteh, 
had gone headlong after the badger into the sack! We 
drew ont the sack into the open, and, fearing ihe dow 
would he seriously injured at such close quaaters, tin 4 
hied them both out on the grass. The bileh iMstantly 
joined in the fray, and justit that critical moment, when 
we wantel every bitof lizhtto enable us to get a finn 
prip of the badger with the tongs, the moon went behind 
aclond. There was nothing for it but to wait and let 
them fight it out. Wortunately, in about three minntes 
the moon came out again, aud we were enabled to pin the 
badger by the back of the neck, J had a rare job to get 
the dogs off, buf Tmanaged at length to get them both 
coupled up and fastened to the ash tree. Tb was not by 
any Means an easy task to gel the badger, who was very 
savage and snapping at everything, into the sack ; but it 
last we managed it, tied up the month of it, and carried 
him home, I kept him fora bit, till T had managed, ly 
divging, to gét another—a female; and then I titrmed 
them into an artificial earth in a wood of my own some 
iniles off, ‘They cid not stay there lone, but soon estuli- 
lished thethselyes in an adjacent quarry, where they nuiy 
be now for aught T know, for f soon afterwards sold tle 
property and removed to another part of the country, 
As fax as I know, they neyer bred. They destroyed some 
young rabbits by digving them out, and they were par- 
ticularly fond of wild bees’ nests, which were found 
scratched out all over the gstate ; and if one ever sees a 
bee’s nest torn out and dug up, one may be pretty sure 
there are badgers in the vicinity, In this taste they re 
semble the bear, 

—— 

ANIMALS RECEIVED AT CuNrRAD PARK MENAORRTE.—Mity 
80(.—One whimbrel (Nuwiierieus pheemups), hab. Europe; flew on 
hoard of steamer 900 miles olf coast of Nussia ; presented by Dr, 

Cleveland W. Goll, New York City. One ocelot (Felis peydatio), 
presented by Mr. A. P. Larned; one Aroti (Dasyproute, tathinica), 

presented by Mr, CO, Carlos, New Orleans; one white swan (Cyunus 

olor), hred in tlic menarerie; tan Toulouse feese, bred in the me- 

nagérie ; one Newfoundland doc, took the firar prize at the late 

doy show, placed on exhibition, W. EH. Conkirn, Director, 

Kish Culture. 
—~>—. 

—Address all communications ta ‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
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[from a Stall Correspondent, ] 

THE INTERNATIONAL BISHERY EXHIBITION AT 
BERLIN, 

Iv. AMBER, 

Tis a most wonderful exhibition. One hardly knows 
I where to begin to write about it; the objects displayed 
are so varied, and many are so curious, useful or beauti- 
ful, and the transitions from one case or department are 
so straise, that the eye neyer tires, Coming from the 
nets and boat niodels one finds a case of pearls of ereat 
value, together with shells of mother-of-pearis, huliotis 
and other brilliant; hues; or, a case of amber in its 
natural or manufactured state, as jewelry, cigar holders, 
cuff-buttons, etc., and toa lover of amber the display 
here is inaryelous. Here are amber gems, half clear and 
half cloudy, into whose depths the eyeof the amberloyer 
delights to dwell ; and here are insects whose pre-historic 
lives are recorded in the preserving resin of a vegetation 
which disappeared before man came, but whose identity 
is so clearly established that the insects ean be correctly 
classified by the naturalist of to-day, Your correspon= 
dent is an ardent lover of amber, not the kind of clear 
fum seen on cheap pipes, but of those delicately veined 
aud clouded forms through the rent yeils of which the 
fire is seen within, glowing like athing with life. A thing 
ol life? Itisalive, Ibis the soul ofathing which hau 
what we call *‘ life “ thousands of years ago, but which 
has been buried in the sand and mud, under lakes and 
seas, until theday of its resurrection and purification from 
gutward defilement, when it again sees the light and 
assumes place among the beautiful things of earth, 
and lives its new life amid gayer scenes, Muore’s lines— 

* Around thee shall clisten the loyellest amber 
That ever the sorrowibg sea-bird has wept," 

Tf altered to ‘ fir-tree “ would he as truthfully descrip- 
tive as they are poetical, and much more consistent, for 
the sea-bird weepeth not, save when a herring sticks in 
iis throat, when a tear or two might swim aroundLon the 
lower eye-lid and then you couldn't dessicate it into a 
jewel tor your sweetheart’s ear by any alchemy; but the 
old tree did weep for a lorn branch or a lost leaHet, such 
great tears as now come to us in what wecall ‘+ amber,” 
and the Germans term ‘* bernstein ” (the burning: stone), 
Were is a brooch, 4 rose with bud alid leaf, which com- 
bines all the beauties of ivory and alabaster, while the 
carving is simply exquisite, and here is another with the 
head of Achilles in creamy white upon a base of clear 
amber as pure as topaz. With such material and work. 
manship good prices are commanded, the pieces hamed 
being worth seventy-five and fifty dollars, respectively, 
while common necklaces of clear amber can be bought 
foras many cents, 
Gemmany is the land of amber; on the shores of the 

Baltic it is found in great quantities, where itis washed 
up from its beds which once formed a portion of the main 
land, but which arenowthe bottom of the sea. It is a 
fossil resin of a dexree of hardness and fineness beyond 
that af any resin of recent origin, and is supposed to be 
the exudation of a tree called Pinites suicetpifer, which 
is now extinct, andis only foundin Germany ina trag- 
mentary form at present, either in bits imbedded in its 
own preserving gum or in the “green sands ” of. the 
chalk formation, but which still fourishes m other parts 
of Europe and America, Goeppert was of the opinion 
that four species of pine stood together in the old amber 
forest, together with other plants of different kinds which 
were ulso resiniferous, and that the mixture of the sums 
when in a liquid state produced those beautiful aid-rare 
forms which we cecasionally find, a conclusion which 
seems bo be verified by the fact thatcopal, a, kindred pum 
foundin Africa, East and West Indies and Brazil, comes 
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from a mixture of the juices of several plants belonging 
to different genera, and it differs much in color, hardness 
and its solubility. A : 

At the bottom of this sea, mixed with elay, ooze, sand 
and sea-weeds, are now heaps of amber formed from 
generations of trees which once flourished where the 
waters now roll, the stems of which haye rotted while 
the imperishable gum lives to tell thatbit was once part 
of the lite blood of the vanished vegetation which per- 
ished by the sinking of the ground and the influx of the 
water, and the old manner of gathering the amber was to 
pick up what was washed ashore by the storms, but the 
material so obtained was never equal to the demand and 
the harvest was uncertain and not remunerative. Now 
they wait until the wind is in the right direction and of 
suflicient strength to wash up the amber which may be 
among the submerged sea-weed or other floating matter 
which is not far from shore, and men are stationed to 
watch its approach and signal to the town below the ap- 
pearance of the harvest, upon which they hasten with 
takes and nets and rush into the sea to bring the tangled 
mass on shore while the women search it forprizes. Be- 
side this there is also a system of clear water fishing, in 
which the bottom is seen and masses of weed aredragged 
up with rakes intonets and so taken on shore. These 
systems were the only ones known until about the mid- 
dle of the sixteenth century, when the physician of the 
Markgraf Albrecht nade an attempt to dig amber from 
the bottom, he rightly concluding that there must be 
much of this valuable substance hidden in the sand and 
clay, and in the year 1585, during the reign of George 
Frederick, there was much taken on the shore of the es- 
tate of Lochstein, yet the work seemed of no great value 
and shortly after stopped and was never resumed until 
1781, when it received a new impetus, and by the ap- 
proval of Staats Minister of Heinitz permission was 
granted to open a “* mine” ofamber which was carried 
on for twenty-four years with great sucess. All these 
undertakings, however, faded away before the deyelop- 
ment of the amber beds which were found in great 
bunches without any mixture of blue earth, and in 1811 
private persons were allowed to establish diggings on 
their own coasts,and this has in these later days developed 
into the great establishment of Messrs, Stantien & Becker 
at Koenigsberg, who have a fleet of fifteen steam dredg- 
ing machines and carry onthe business on a large scale, 

The exhibition of Messrs. Stantien & Becker in the In- 
ternational Fishery Exhibition isa splendid one. Hnter- 
ing one sees cases full of small peices of amber in the 
rough, from the size of a pea to that of a walnut, suited 
for the lacquer trade, and then larger pieces, with here 
and there a bit which has one face polished to show its 
grain and coloration. Green, vyioletand red are the rare 
colors, and are therefore highly prized, the former being 
exceedingly rare, although very fine specimens are here 
exhibited among the cabinet specimens as wellas cu- 
rious forms and patterns,and a great number of specimens 
containing leaves, bark and insects, the latter of which 
are very interesting, the animal life being represented 
by the families and genera, Blattina, Elypoclina, Preno- 
lepis, Lasins, Termes, Hymenoptera, Coleoptera, Diptera, 
Lepidoptera, Arachnoidea, Polycentropus, Orthoptera, 
Neuroptera, Rhynchota and others, with their larval 
forms making a most interesting study. 
The model of the amber fishery belonging to the firm 

named shows the steam dredging machines in position 
with an endless belt of buckets which drag the bottom 
and bring wp the mud, which is then washed for the gems; 
as wellas the boats, nets, houses of the fishers, etc., 
together with glass cases showing how the amber lies in 
the sand, the blue sand and the sea-weed. 

As the fisher in the south fishes for pearls in the sea, 
and the miner seeks for precious ore in the mine, so is 
amber, the beautiful child of the sun, sought and fished 
for along the coasts of East Prussia, and itis impossible 
to quarrel with theleammed Professor Hasse, who, in his 
enthusiastic account of the amber fisheries at the close of 
the past century, declared that the finding of amber was 
“the discovered Hridanus, the fruit of the tree which 
the earth produced in the golden age,” nor with his 
associating the amber with the apples of Hesperides, 
with the treein Paradise, nor with his following this 
train of thought untilit led him to the belief that his 
beloved gem was not only the fruitof which he spoke, 
but that its presence in such quantities plainly showed 
ioe Hast Prussia was in fact the exact location of Para- 

ise, 
These thoughts are indeed poetry,and if the apples of the 

Hesperides in passing through those mills whose slowness 
is only equalled by the exceeding fineness of the pulp, 
as we proverbially learn, were made into cider of such 
purity that it solidified into the subject of our story, then 
we know that horticulture has retrograded, and that it 
cannot be done with the Newton pippins and greenings 
o! to-day, plant we never so wisely. 

——ee > 

BLACK BASS FOR INLAND WATERS. 

ae HE black bass is peculiarly adapted in every respect 
for stocking inland waters, and there is no fish that 

will give more abundant and satisfactory returns for the 
slight labor and expense attending its introduction, 
Asa food fish, there are very few more palatable fresh 

water fishes, its flesh being firm, while and flaky, and 
when cooked, nutty, tenderand juicy ; it has few bones, 
little offal, and asa pan-fish is unexcelled. Its game 
qualities are of the highest order, and it will thrive in 
waters where the Salmoridc: cannot exist, 

There ave few fish more prolific than the black bass, 
while there are none more hardy, healthy and better 
able to take care of itself, and none that protects or cares 
more tenderly for its young; consequently, there isno 
limit to its production and increase in suitable waters, 
save a lack of natural food, 

Tn yiew. then, of itsmany good qualities, thereis no 
fish more worthy of culliyation, none that can be so 
easily transplanted, and none that isso well adapted to 
the various waters of our countay—for there is none that 
has such an extensive original habitat, Eyery attempt 
that has been made to stock suitable waters with the 
black bass has been crowned with sienal success. 
Both species of the black bass, Micropterus salmoides 

(Lacépede) Gill, the small-mouthed bass, and Micropterus 
pallidus (Rafinesque) Gill and Jordan, the large-mouthed 
black bass (Oswego bass), are remarkably active, mus- 
cular and yoracious, with large, hard and tough mouths, 

are very bold in biting, and when hooked exhibit game- 
ness and endurance second to no other fish. In the 
opinion of the writer, both species are equally “ gamy,” 
and equally good for the table; they generally inhabit 
the same waters, and there isa slight diversity of habits 
where they co-exist together. - 
Naturally, the small-moythed bass prefers rocky streams, 

or the grayelly shoals and bottom springs of lakes and 
ponds, while the large-mouthed bass lurks ahout sub- 
merge roots of trees or sunken logs in rivers, and delights 
in the beds of rushes and other aquatic plants of lacus- 
trine waters; hut both species readily adapt themselves 
to waters of various conditions, when transplanted, easily 
accommodating themselves to their surroundings, and 
have a happy faculty of making themselves at home 
wherever placed; so thatin some localities their habits 
are as anomalous as their colors, which may he of any 
shade of black, green, or yellow. 

As before stated, black bass are very prolific, the 
females yielding fully one-fourth of their weight in 
spawn. The period of spawning extends from early 
spring until midsummer, according to the section of 
country or temperature of water: in the South, occurring 
as early as March, and in the Northand West, from the 
middle of May until the middle of July, always earlier 
in very shallow waters, and somewhat later in those of 
preat depth, 
The bass leaye thein winter quarters, In deep water, 

about a month orsix weeks previous to the spawning 
season, at which times they can be seen running up 
streams andin the shallow portions of lakes in great 
numbers. Soonatterward the males and females pair off, 
and prepare for breeding, They select suitable spots for 
their nest, usually upon a gravelly or sandy bottom, or 
on rocky ledges, in water irom eighteen inches to three 
feet deep in rivers, and from three to sixfeet deep in, 
lakes and ponds; and, if possible, adjacent te deep water 
or patches of aquatic plants, te whichthe parent fish 
retire if disturbed. 

The nests are circular, saucer-lke depressions, varying 
from one to three feet (usually ahout twice the length of 
the fish) indiameter,which are formed by the bass by fan- 
ning and scouring from the pebbles all the sand, silt and 
vegetable debris by means of their tails and fins, and by 
removing large obstacles with their mouths; this gives 
the beds a bright, clean and white appearance, which, 
in clear water, can be seen for a hundred yards or more, 
Sometimes the nests are formed upon a muddy bottom, 
with a payement or foundation of small sticks and leaves, 
from which the mud and slime have been washed and 
scoured ; and as this often seems to be a matter of choice 
—there being beds upon gravelly situations in the same 
waters—the writer has sometimes thought that this dis- 
crimination in the location of the nest might be owing 
tosome difference of habits inthis respect in the two 
species of bass, but of this he is by no means sure. 

The females deposit thei eggs upon the bottom of the 
nests, usually in rows, which are fecundated by the 
males, aid become glued to the pebbles and sticks con- 
tained therem, The eves are hatched in from oneto two 
weeks, depending on the fTEROEE TES of the water. but 
usually in from eight to twelve days. When hatched, 
the young bass are almost perfectly formed, from one- 
fourth to one-half of an inch in length, and coyer the en- 
tire hed, where they can be easily detected by their con- 
stant motion, After hatching, the young fry remain 
over the beds from two to seven days, usually three or 
four, when they scatter into the deep water, or take 
refuge in the weeds, under stones, logs, or other hiding 
laces, 

“f During the period of incubation the nests are carefully 
Paaeiedi by the parent fish, who remains over them fan- 
ning the eggs with her fins, creating a current which 
washes away all sediment. But after the egys are 
hatched, and while the young remain on the nests, her 
vigilance” becomes increased and increasing, and all 
suspicious and predating intruders are driven away, 

After the young bass leave the spawning beds their 
food at first consists,of animaleule, larvas, bisects and the 
ova of other fish; as they grow older and larger they de- 
your worms, tadpoles, small fish. etc,; anid in later life 
they vary their diet wilh crawfish, frogs, muscles and 
watersnakes, Where foodis plentiful they erow rapidly, 
reaching a length of twoinches ina few months after 
hatching, and ata year-old will measure at least four 
inches, Ait two years of age they will be found from 
eight to twelve inches in length, weighing abouta pound, 
and will grow nearly or quite apound a year thereafter 
until they reach their maximum weight. They arrive 
at maturity in from two to three years, according.as the 
conditions for their growth are favorable or otherwise. 

Black bass grow with wonderful rapidity where an 
equable temperature of water and an abundance of food 
obtain, and will increase in weight, as before stated, 
about a pound a year ; but under adverse circumstances 
or unfavorable conditions their growth is much slower, 
therefore no rule of general application can be established 
from any single instance,or asthe result ofjany exclusively 
local test or experiment, Their growth is effected not 
only by the supply of food and temperature of water, but 
also by the extent of range. Bass in small ponds do not 
thrive so wellnor grow so fast; the smaller the extent of 
their range the slower will be their growth ; and. indeed, 
this is true of any other tish, fot itis a well-known fact 
that fish eonfined in aquiria, in springs ov wells, grow so 
very slowly that their increase ii size is hardly appre- 
ciable from year to year, even though their supply of 
food be abundant. An equally well-attested fact is, that 
the largest bass are found m the largest bodies of water, 
or where the range is extensive ; extreme depth of water 
seeming to be more favorable to their srowth than mere 
extent of surface, 
From the foregoing account of thie breeding and 

growth of the black bass it will readily be seen that there 
1s no necessity for hatching it artificially in the manner 
practiced with the salmon, trout, or shad; nor would 
the method be successful, for reasons well knownto fish 
culturists, The black bass, being hatched with but a 
small or rudimentary umbilical vesicle or yoll-sac, needs 
the fostering care and attention of the parent fish, who 
teaches it how and where to find its food, and protects 
it from its enemies, inthe same way that a hen cares for 
her brood. 

Allthatis required to stock a stream or pond with 
black bass is to procure a small number of the fish, atleast 
a year old, and place them in the waters, If the water is 

of a suitable character, and possesses a sufficient supply 
of food, the bass will propagate naturally, and rapidly 
increase innumber. The Potomac River and its tribu- 
taries, which now swarm with this desirable game fish, 
were originally stocked with less than thirty young bass 
from Wheeling Creek, West Virginia. 

The only considerations to be locked after are the 
character and condition of the waters to be stocked, and 
the supply of food contained in them, It is useless to 
attempt to stock yery smalland confined ponds of less 
than three acres in extent, for in such ponds, without 
communication with running water, the bass will not 
increase beyond a certain himited number, which will 
usually be the number of fish originally planted ; for the 
supply of natural food will soon become exhausted, and 
the old fish will prey upon the young ones, should any 
be hatched, until a certain average, proportionate to the 
supply of food, is established and maintained, In the 
case of newly formed ponds, they should be well stocked 
with minnows, crustaca, frogs, ete,, at least a year before 
the bass are introduced, Itis also necessary that there 
should be deep holes in all ponds of notless than twelve 
feet in depth, to which the bass cam retire in very hot 
weather, and where they can also hibernate. 

Tn some waters one species of black bass may prosper 
better than the other; for instance, in large ponds or 
shallow lakes, with a sluggish current, muddy bottom, 
and abounding in fresh water alge:, the large-mouthed 
bass will thrive better perhaps than the small-mouthed 
species ; but in streams and ponds with a good supply of 
running water, eitherjor both species may he introduced, 
Both species of black bass are natural to the waters of 
Ohio, ‘and originally existed in all the streams, those 
emptying into the Ohio River as wellas those flowing 
into Lake Erie.—Dr. J, A. HuensHann, in Ohio Report. — 

Sea and Livery Fishing. 
oe 

FISH IN SEASON IN JUNE, 

FRESH WATER. 
Muskalonge, Hoe nobilion. 
Pike or Pickerel, Hapa luctua. 
Yellow Perch, Pertd flavescens. 

Trout, Salmo fontinalis. 
Balmon, Salmo salar 
Salmon Trout, Salma confireis. 
Land-logked Salmon, Salmo 

gloveri. 

SALT WATHR. 
Sea Buss, Contropristis dtrarins. | Bluefish, Pométomus saltetriz. 
Sheepshead, rchosargus proba-| Spanish Mackerel, Cybium nace 

tocephalus. uwlabum, 
Striped Bass, Roceus linnedtus. | Cero, CQybiumregale- 
White Perch, Morone americana. | Bonito, Sarda Pelamys. 
Weakfish, Ojnoscion, regalis. ingtish, Monticirvus netilosus. 

GAME AND FISH DIRECTORY. 

7 In sending reports for the Fornst AND SrRHAM Directory of 
| Game aod Fish Resorts, our correspondents are requested to give 
the following particulars, with such other toformuation as they 

may deem of yalue: State, Town, County; Means of access; Hotel © 

and other accommodations; Game andits Season; Wish and its 
Season; Boats, Guides, ete.; Name of person to address, 

———— 

—<Address all communications to ‘' Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
ri 

FPLY-FISHING FOR BLACK BASS, 

SECOND PAPER. 

CLICK REELS, 

HE black bass angler who has confined himself en- 
tirely to bait fishing and 4 multiplying reel, and 

has had no opportunities for knowing anything of fly- 
fishing and its implements, must understand that a click 
reel is indispensable in fly-fishing. As the two methods 
of angling differ so essentially, they require reels of 
widely different functions. 
The multiplying reel! must be very rapid in its action 

so as to deliver the bait as far as possible at a single cast, 
the thumb, meanwhile, controlling the rapid renderng 
of the line soas to prevent back lashing of the spool; 
bul in fly-fishing the ine is lengthened gradually, a few 
feet being taken from the reel by the hand before each 
subsequent cast, while the click offers the necessary re— 
sistance to the rendering of the line to permit this fo be 
done without over-running. 

As the multiplying reel is made wide so as to allow for 
the thumbing of the spool, and as this necessity is mot 
required in the click reel, the latteris made quite nar 
row, thus permitting the line to be reeled without bunch- 
ing and at the same time allow of its being reeled rapidly 
enough for all practical purposes without a multiplying 
action ; for the main object of a inultiplying reel is for 
rapidity of action in casting’ and not in retrieving the 
line, as is often erroneously supposed. - 

After a fish is hooked a click reel answers the parpoes 
of playing and landing it as well as the best triple or 
quadruple multiplier made—if not betler; for after 4 
fish is reeled in by main strength with a rapid multiplier 
and an attempt made to land if before if has been killed” 
on the rod, thus curtailing the veal sport of angling and 
at a great risk to the angler’s tackle. I speak of this now, 
for I have heard anglers praising a rapid working quad~ 
tuple multiplying reel hecause they could reel in a fish 
“so fast,” basing all of ifs merits upon this one quality; 
the desire to get possession of the fish seeming to be par- 
amount to the real sport of hooking and playing it. a 
lick reels are all constructed upon the same general 

principle, but are of various patterns and composed of 
various materials, being made of hard rubber, celluloid, 
brass, bronze and German silver: their weight depends 
on the material used, and the angler has a large assort- 
ment of styles and prices to select from. Any good trou 
click reel is suitable for black: bass flyishing, and can b 
furnished by any of the first-class dealers who adyerti 
in FOREST AND STREAM, , 

The ‘' Orvis reel" answers as well as any; itis sunple 
durable and inexpensive ; 1s extremely narrow and takes 
up line rapidly, while the perforations render it ight 
neon drying the line and in freeing it [rom sand 
grit. 
Abbey & Imbrie make a superb reel, the “Abbey,” com 

posed of hard rubber, with German silver spool, rim 
fittings; it is extremely ight and has a protected han 
fo prevent fouling of the line in casting, and is first 
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in every respect, Nos, 3 and 4, the latter being the 
‘smaller, are the proper sizes, The ‘‘Imbris” reel, also 
made by this firm, although a multiplier—and a, most ex- 
cellent one, by the way—has an adjustable click which 
allows of its being used also for fly-fishing. And the 
angler who is the fortunate possessor of one of these reels 
can use it in black bass fishing for either his minnow rod 
or fly-rod, 
Wm. Mills & Son's reels are unexcelled, either brass, 

German silyer or rubber; they are fitted with protecting 
bands to prevent the line from catching on the handle: 
Their thirty or forty yards reels are the correct sizes for 
black bass fly-fishing, 
The ‘Leonard reel” is probably the lightest metal click 

reel manufactured, and holds a great deal of line for its 
size, being of good width. It also has a flush handle to 
prevent fouling of the line ; two and a half inch diameter 

is the preferred size for black bass angling. 
Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, of New York, A, B, Ship- 

ley & Son, of Philadelphia, and Bradford & Anthony, 
_ of Boston, also furnish the best reels and other tackle for 

fly-fishing, T think it but simple justice that all of these 
houses, who are by an honorable competition doing so 
much for the anglerin the way of producing the most 
elegant and suitable tackle, should be brought to the no- 
tice of the angling fraternity occasionally by those who 
have used their zoods satisfactorily, 

The click reel is placed at the extreme butt of the fy-rod, 
below the hand-grip, where it adds much to the balance 
and general working of the rod, Asthe click regulates 
the rendering ofthe line, and asthe narrowness of the 
reel obviates the necessity for guiding the line in reeling, 
it is placed out of the way, at the extreme butt, and 
“where it will dothe most good.” A reel should always 
be placed underneath the rod, and nol on top, as is 
often done, 

——— 
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FLY-LINES, 

The reel line for fly-fishing must necessarily be heayier 
than the line used in bait fishing, the greater weight of 
the former being required to cast objects so light and 
délicate as artifical flies, while in the case of the 
sinall and light bait-line, the minnow, swivel and sinker 
give the required weight for casting. Increased weight 
is obtained by increase of the caliber of the line; so a 

 dy-line is consequently of a larger size then a bait-line. 
Pormerly, the twisted or plaited hair, and hair and 

‘silk lines were employed aliogether by the bestanglers for 
fiy-lines, but they have been almost entirely superseded 
by the really elegant tapered and enameled waterproof 
braided sillkline. The latter isthe line pur ea:cellence tor 
all kinds of fly-fishing, being smooth, round, polished 
and pertectly waterproof, and is just stiff and heayy 
enough to favora perfectly straight cast, without looping 
or kinking, qualities that are peculiarly essential to this 
amode of angling. Those who have used the old-fashioned 
fiy-lines, ave prepared to speak feelingly and appreciat- 
ingly concerning the great superiurity and excellence of 
this line, 

They are made in several sizes for salmon, black bass 
and trout fishing; are yery strong and seryiceable, and 
can be purchased in lengths of from twenty-five to one 
hundred and tyenly yards, Vhey are fashioned with a 
regular »nd gradual taper from the reel end to the fly-end, 
the fly-end being only abowt one-half the caliber 6f the 

'recl-end; salmon lines usually taper both ways from 
the middie, They aré usually stained of a greenish-olive 
hue, which harmonizes well with the tints of the waters, 
sky and foliage. Prom twenty-five to thirty yards is 

; the right length, and the size should be either E or £, 
which correspond with Nos. 3 and 4, some dealers 
“designating the sizes by letters, others hy numerals, 

__ The silk and hair line is still used to some extent, but 
it is 0,Jen to many objections. At best itisa weak line, 
and soon rots and becomes worthless by use, even with 
good care. The ends of the hairs become frayed and 
separate after a time, and are a constant source of annoy- 
ance by sticking out at various places on the line, pre- 
venting it from working smoothly and freely through 
the rings of the rod, When used for black bass angling, 
the size suitable for trout fishing will answer, and the 
Iengih should be about thirty yards, 

Next best to the tapered enameled silk line, is the 
oiled braided silk line; though this is not tapered it is a 
good, strong and useful line, and is used by many ang- 
lers in preference to all others. Itis tinted of a similar 
shade to the enameled line, and altogether is a very 
satisfactory fly-line, being heavy enough, and withal, 
‘cheaper than the tapered line, Letters H and F, or Nos. 
3 and 4, are suitable sizes. 

Next in order is the braided Tinen line, either water- 
proot orplain. Where economyin price isa necessary 
“object, this is the best line to select, though the angler 
should bear in mine that the best is the cheapest, for he 
knows full well that to no other elass of goods does this 
maxim apply with more force than to fishing tackle, 
This line is strong, firm and round, and is capable of long 
and hard service, if proper care is taken to dry it 
thoroughly always aiter using, It is well adapted 
for making a nice, straight cast, and will not curl or kink, 
Tt is usually stained a light shade of slate, ora grayish 
dra, Letter H, or No, 3, is about the right size, 
Some fly-tishers use the ordinary braided raw, or boiled 

‘silk lines, which, while being the very best lines for bait 
fishing, are not so well adapted for fly-limes on account 
‘of their light weight ; the medium sizes, however, answer 
tolerably well, Letter E, or No. 8, is the correct size, 
when used for black bass fly-fishing, 
All fishing lines that ave not absolutely waterproof 

should be carefully dried after use ; and even waterproof 
J ines would be much benefitted by an airing previous to 

thing away. Even the best lines become weak and 
worthless through want of proper and judicious treat- 
ment, Ji is impossible to make a line that is indestruct- 
able, or waterproot against mildew or rot, though many 
anglers seem. to think to the contrary, judsing from the 
shiftless and reprehensible manner in which they use 

ma then, when the line fails, they blame the manu- 
rbCtULer, 

LEADERS, 
Black bass leaders should he six féet long, and com- 
ed of the best single Spanish silk-worm gut, heavy and 
ng, hardandround. The sutlengths should be perfectly 
‘and sound, quite smooth, and without inequalities 

7 eal places. The rod-end of the leader should be com- 
dof a large-sized pnt, the next length a trifle smaller, 

and so diminish by a gradual taper to the fly-end, he | 
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several lengths should be neatly and firmly knotted to- 
gether by whatis technically known as the double water- 
Knot. The ends should be cut off closely; or, if the 
single water-Imoft is used, the ends should be first wrapped 
with silk, waxed and varnished, and then cut off neatly 
and closely. 

Tt shonid be remembered that it is necessary to soalk 
and soften the ends of the gut-lengths preyious fo tying. 
The watér-knot, if correctly tied, Gan be éasily slipped 
apart and the snell of a fiy inserted, when it is to be se- 
curely drawn together again, the snell having a knot tied 
on the end to prevent its pulling out ; bul more of this 
amon, 
Some leaders are now made with loops for attaching 

the flies, which is a very corivenient atid expeditious 
way. but the old method is still much in vogue, and both 
plans have their advovates. 

Too much care cannot be exercised in selecting the 
leader, for wpon its soundness and excellence depend 
much of the pleasure and success of fly-fishing: It 
should he carefully examined in eyery inch of its length, 
and the knots closely inspected. The leader should al- 
ways be stained some suitable nentral tint: either a 
slightly greenish, grayish or smoky hue will answer. 
Strong green tea, diluted black ink, or a weal solution 
of indigo, make good stains, The leader should have a 
ee at each end, for attaching tlie reel line and stretcher- 

y will not enter into the details of making leaders, as 
they can now be purchased so cheaply, and of such su- 
perior excellence, that the amateur can hardly hope to 
equal them, eyen were it necessary. The leaders known. 
as ‘* mist-colored ’ are all that can be desired, and the 
angler can have them sent by mail from any first-class 
dealer, who will select them '* upon honor,” T will only 
add, beware of double or twisted leaders; they are an 
abomination to the black bass fly-fisher. 

J, A, HENSHALL, 
Cynthiand, Ky., May 25th, 

—_—~»>—_———_ 

Mainn—Lincola, May 26f.—in the town of Topsfield, 
forty miles east from here, is a small lake nearly two 
miles long by about fifty rods wide, which is one large 
boiling spring, having no visible inlet and but one small 
stream running from it, in which are the gamiest land- 
locked salmon and salmon trout it has ever been my 
good fortune to struggle with. Prof, Mills and I made a 
hurried visit to it the other day, fishing from 6 to 9 
O'clock a.m. We caught, after most exciting sport, ten 
beauties, the smallest of which weighed two and a half 
pounds, B.C, 

— Oo 

Matwe Trou?T.—\b. D. J. Planders,Gen. Pass. Agent of 
the Boston and Maine Railroad, isa disciple of Izaak 
Walton andan expert fisherman. He captured on the 
Upper Dam, Rangeley Lakes, last fall a trout weighing 
64 lbs. Under Mr, Planders’ supervizion the angling tour- 
ist is always well treated on the Boston and Maine road, 
which is the favorite route among those who have once 
been oyerit. The rates of excursion tickets from Boston 
and return, as now issued. are: To Andover, $9; South 
Arm, $12: Middle Dam, $13; Upper Dam, $14; Indian 
Rock, $15.25; Upton, $11; Greenvale (Rangeley Lakes), 
$13.50; Indian Rock (Rangeley outlet), $13.75; Indian 
Rock (in yia, Phillips, ont yia, Andoyer, or vice versa), 
15,25; Forks of the Kennebec, 13; Mt. Kineo House, 

iz $1), 

Vain TRoUTING.—Newport, Me., Magy 24th.—Have 
just returned from a trout fishing trip to Kingsbury 
Stream, which empties into the Piscataquis at Abbot 
Village, on the Moosehead Lake road, The water isa 
little too high yet for first-class fishing, and is still dis- 
colored by surplus water from the swamps. No trout in 
eddies or deep holes, but all on the ripples, feeding on 
winged ants, of which insect their throats were full, and 
they in consequence were somewhat fastidious in regard 
to the lures presented ; but the flisht lasts only three or 
four days. We counted 100 trout as the result of a little 
oyer half a day’s fishing with two rods after returning all 
the smallest ones, By the time this reaches you trout 
fishing will be nearly at its best in the upper part of the 
State. Ithink the black flies are going to be unusually 
plenty and uncommonly savage this spring, and would 
advise all anglers not to venture into the woods without 
a liberal supply of green tar and sweet oil, mixed in pro- 
portion of three parts of the latter to one of the fornier; 
it is by far the best preparation made to keep off flies, 
lasting four times as long as oil of pennyroyal or pepper- 
mint. It is also excellent for improving the complexions 
of those whose occupations keep them within doors, as a 
single day’s application will give them a color which 
would cause a Piute to blush with envy. PENoBscor, — 

BLUE FisHine.—fKiverside House, Forked River, N J., 
May 29th—Plenty of bluefish now im the bay near 
the Riverside House, catches of twenty-five or thirty 
being the average per boat the past week. They run 
from two to four pounds and make fme spurt. Weather 
warm, amd we look for good fishing of all kinds from 
this time, A, ————— 
SHAD AND Fuy,—Plainfield, N. J., May 28th.—It has 

long been a question of veracity of the part of the dis- 
ciples of Izaak Walton, especially in this section, as to the 
possibility of catching shad with hook and line. That 
question is, however, settled at last in the affirmative, 
Last Friday, threegentlemen, members of the New Jersey 
Game and Fish Protective Society, visited the Raritan 
River,in the vicinity of the dam below Bound Brook, with 
two purposes inmind, One to see that the law was being 
obeyed regarding the hauling of nets at that point, and 
another to whip the stream with flies for dace, perch and 
sunfish, While enjoying the latter sport, the writer was 
so fortunate as to havea shad strikethe lead fly, and 
after a tussel of some fifteen minutes succeeded in land- 
ing the fish, which weighed 22 pounds. The rod tsed 
wis a nine ounce Orvis. Although much heavier black 
bass have been killed by this rod, in season, we must say 
that this shad possessed great strength, atid gave more 
sport and excitement mits capture. Keep the nets out 
of the river and rare sport is in store for the anglers, 

at ge 8 
PENNSELVANIA—Greenville, May 28th.—Dhe Shenango 

River abounds with black bass, and the fishermen are 
preparing themselves for the 1st of June, for then it is 
egal to catch. 

Che Ziennel. 
—Addrese all communications to ‘* Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 

THE BEAGLE JUDGING, 

HAT we have printed the below communications in 
full; in spite of their very outspoken criticisims of 

the late bench show judging, is the best eyidence we can 

offer that it is our aim to afford the largest lihertiy to our 
correspondents consistent with the limits of our space, 
when they do not themselves overstep the limits of 
propriety. In our mind, no healthy subject can be 
injured by proper ventilation, but at the same time the 
true object of such airings must not be lost sight of, 

While it is the universal impression that the animals at 

the late show were to be judged by Stonechenge’s points, 

we have been told thatall the judges did not construe Rule 

8 asa direction soto do, The rule in question reads as 
follows :— 

The scales of points given in the third edition of 
the ‘‘ Dogs of the British Islands,” by J. H. Walsh (Stone- 
henge), will be used by the judges, when necessary, in 
judging the dogs. 

Therefore, cannot it with justice be claimed that inthe 

majority of cases the judges did not deem it necessary to 
use said points? 

Whatever may be the adjustment of the differences of 
opinion in the past, itis patent to us that a reform must 
at once be adopted for governing the proper judging of 

dogs in the future. We believe the time has come when 
there can be no difficulty in instituting a proper standard 
of points, and upon finding plenty of good judges, ** those 
to the manor born,” to see that the rule of judging by 
this standard is carried out. We have always been 
opposed to three judges, and to Hnglish judges ; where 
thereis only one, he is yery careful, for he cannot lay the 
blame onanybody but himself. Therefore, in thefuture 

let us have American judges—let them be spevialists, 

and let eachone be detailed to judge his own individual 
classes. This will narrow the matter down, and in the 

future we will have our own countrymen to pick to 
pieces, and thus save our guests—the foreign judges— 
from the abuse that is always heaped upon their heads 
by unthinking people the moment their backs are turned 
upon our shores, 

Turning now to the subject in question, we may say 

that the standard of perfection of the beagle thirty-five 

years ago was considered to be from ten to eleven inches, 
and the latter was the maximum height. Stonehenge 
advises that they should not be bred under 9 inches, and 
Mr. Dalziel, in his admirable book, ‘ British Dogs,” gives 

the measurements of two good dogs, one 14% inches and 

the other 15 inches. The former authority states that it 
is said in the time of the Virgin Queen, Bess herself 

possessed a pack so diminutive that they could be carried 

inaman’s gloye, ‘This statement, of course, must be 
taken cwm grdno salis. Had we been told, however, that a 
pack of beagles had been wont to repose, in the time of 

the Roundheads, in the hat of Oliver Cromwell, the one 

now shown in the armory of Stirling Castle, we would 

have believed it beyond all question, But it is not in 
this crude way must we size the merry little hound 
spoken of by Oppian as one of the kind of dogs peculiar 
to the ancient Britons :— 

There is a kind of dog of mighty fane 
For hunting + worthy of a fairer frame; 

By painted Britons brave in war they’re bred, 
Are beagles called, and to the chase are led, 

Their bodies small, and of so nican A shape, 

You'd think toem curs that Under table gape. 

Tt is a mere question of Inches—in onr opinion we 

want a practical dog of about 12 to 15 inches for our 

rough, stony hill-sides, and when they exceed that 

measurement exhibitors should furnish the judge with a 

pair of far-seeing glasses, So.as to reduce in size the animals 

before him and spy out in the future his impending: fate, 

GRANBY, Conn,, May 24th, 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 
By the request of several prominent breeders of beagles 

T took notes and meastirements of entries in that class— 
prize winners in particular—and am compelled tio say that 
such unaccountable judging as was shownin the award of 
prizes in that class it has never been my misfortune to 
witness before. ; : ; , 

An overgrown animal, measuring 16 imches high at 
shoulder, was given first prize. : 

The second prize was captured by another oversized 
specimen, standing 164 at shoulder, and I should judge 
would turn the seales at 26 pounds, Head had a snipy, 
whittled-out look that was anything but hound-like in 
expression, and ears were short in leather and set high, 

The giving of third prize to a dog standing over 19 
inches high at shoulder, and that must have weighed 30 
pounds, is what I wish to say most about. We have read 
in the works of Stonehenge, Herbert, and many others, 
that a beagle is a diminutive hound ; in fact, a ‘pocket 
edition of the old Southern hound,” and should haye the 
long ears “ that sweep away the morning: dew,” and ac- 

cording to thal high authority, The Fancier's Gazette, 
should not exceed 15 inches in height; but the honorable 
judge did not consider size any barrier to success, and. 
gave prizes to oversized animals that would ruin ithe 
reputation of any breeder who should send them out as 
beagles. 
Two beagles recently imported by the Essex County 
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Hunt were not shown, as they measured 16 inches high, 
and were very justly considered oversized by the club, 
Why the judge should oyerloak such dogs as Rambler, 

Lottie (winner of first at New York in 1879) and Charley 
(seGond at New York in 1879) is a mystery to us that we 
hope the judge will kindly explain, and if dogs 19 inches 
high and weighing at least thirty pounds are beagles, we 
hope the judge will tell us what a harrier is. 

N, HUMORE. 

Montenair, N. J., May 24th. 
Editor Forest and Stream ;— 

T wish to call the attention of the several breeders of 
pure beagles to the fact that the standard of excellence is 
soing up a peg insize, According to the awards at the 
lite bench show the winners were from 15 inches up. 
Tt used to be from 12 to 15, buf not one of the prize 
syinners in the above class were less than 15. The third 
prize was awarded to a dog that I know was 164 inches 
high at shoulders. The others I did not measure, but 
someone else did, The Essex County Hunt Club im- 
ported two splendid bitches, They arrived about three 
wveeks ago, in good condition, so I had a bench show 

of my own to decide which i should take to the show. 

The late arrivals, however, lost the chance of seeing 

Madison Square Garden just because they measured full 
45 inches at the shoulders; but they are beauties, for 

all that. 
One of the judges in last year’s show censured me 

for taking a bitch imto the ring that measured 1o5 
inches. 1 tried to rub the half inch off her feet with 
sindpaper, but I coulin’t fetch it, He (the judge) said 
sia was no “bagle.” T thought of setting the dog onto 
him, but he gave me third prize with another dog, and 
s) let up on him and promised to be more careful in 
my selection for future bench shows, and I was, for in- 
stead of taking a couple of 15 inch beagles, I took one 
124 inches and one 13} inches, and got beaten with two 
13 inch ones. 1 believe, Mr. Editor, that ifiret had taken 
a couple of 18 inch hounds 1 should have got first and 

second, sure, On meeting the aforesaid judge m the 
building, I asked him what he called a beagle? He 
Ipoked ab me and said, ‘*What did I tell you Jast year?” 
Of course I forgot, but TI hadn’t, 50 I took him around 
+) the kennels and asked him to point out the best two. 
Well, he just went and showed me my own two. He 
said the others were ‘‘duifers,” oversized, and that he 
nevet saw 4 “bagle” over 15 inches; but, alas, I had to 
stand it when the prizes were given, although I did get 
honorable mention, and the dogs that took first and 
second last year did not pet a smell. The above gen- 
tleman was nob a judge this year, so I had the wrong 
qnau. that’s all. I would like to know who will inspect 
the dogs next year, so that I can be ready for ‘em, 
T will try and ring in the right ones if T can find out. 

Ti, H, 
—— 

Tam Cocker JUDGING aT THE SHOwW.—Buffalo, NV. Y., 
Mey 24th.—Editor Forest and Stream :—1L at a breeder 
of cocker spaniels in a modest way, I have visited sev- 
eral bench shows, but sas few specimens that I fancied 
better than my own, In securing my original stock I 
was always very careful to avoid curly coats, or dogs 
with topknots. Atan expense of upward of $50 I visited 
the late New York Doge Show, principally to view the 
prize winners in the cocker classes, andl compare my 
i leas of a standard dog with those of the judges. Im- 
azine my surprise and disgust, when first was awarded 
ia the dog class to the poorest specimen in the show. If 
could boast of a topknot very similar that of Mr, Hola- 
bird’s champion Irish water spaniel dog Barney, When 
Tsaw this dog, previous to the judging (?), 1 wondered 
how a person could be foolish enough to enter such a 
specimen in the cocker class. Now this award looked to 
measif the judge knew but very little of what consti- 
tuted a cocker spaniel. T heard it stated that he claimed 
that there was not a genuine cocker spaniel m the show. 
For argument’s sake we will concede this, or that there 
is not one in the United States; and I presume he will 
admit, that such a cocker is a rarity, even in Mngland— 
the original home of the breed. But that there were 
saveral specimens in the dog class which were greatly 
superior and came much nearer the standard of Stone- 
lenge than the dog he gave first to, all will admit who 
saw them, Of what use is it to expend money in trying 
tg breed cockers to a standard that bench shows adver- 
tise the dogs are to be judged by, when prizes are 
awaried to such miserable specimens as the one in ques- 
tion. Lam nota disappointed exhibitor. The only dog 
that I owned an interestin at the show was awarded first 
prize in his class, with, I believe, eight competitors. 

COCKER, 
rte 

HE TILESTON MEMORIAL FUND. 

BASTERN Preup TRAD Cern—Vew York, May 8ti.—The un- 
dersigned. a committes appointed by the Hastern Wied Trials 

Club, Loreeeivesubseriptions to the Memorial Fund, to accompany 
ihe resolutions of symapathy to the fumily of the Inte Wm. M. 

Tileston, Hsq.. of this elty, respectfully solicit your cordial and 

earmmest coUperation in this laudable undertaking. 

In addition to yeur own contribution, we would osk you to se- 

eure fpom sportsmen, Naturalists, lovers of aquatic and all out- 

door sports, and from all who sympatinze in the bereavement 

nud surrow occasioned by the recent calamity at Madison Square 

Gardeén, as liberal and prompt subscriptions to this fund as their 

feclines may promipt them to make,under all the well-known 

circumstances. 

This fund is 0 positive and greatly needed benefit, and all who 

join in creating it may feel assured of doing a good deed. 

We jnelose blanks for subscriptions, which please present to the 

Attention of dll likely to be interested, and return with the 

amounts subseribed, atas early na date as possible, to the T’rens- 

wer of this fund, P. 1H, Morris, 72 Duane street, New York City, 
orto the Seeretiry. Fred. N. Hall, P.O. Box 1,893, New York. All 

subscriptions received willbe duly acknowledged through the 

sporismich's newspapers throughout the United States. 
CHARLES H. RAYMOND, } 
P. H. Morris, 
Fren. N. Hann, 
end 

—Rench Show scoting cards, with complete table of points, by 

Fidwurd J. Forster, Seeretary Massachusetts Kennel Club. By 

the table, the value of any particular point of any breed, aceord- 

ing to Stonehenge, can be seen at a glance, Twenty-fiye cents 

per package. or five packages for $1, postpaid. Send currency 

orstamps. Address Edward J. Forster, Charlestown, Mass, 

Committee, 

—————— 

FOREST AND STREAM 

Machting and Canoeing. 
—Address allcommunications lo ‘* Ferest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York,” 
oo _—__ 

FIXTURES. 

June8—Hmpire Y. C. Dowling Challenge Cup, 
June Pee ape ¥.C, Annual Regatta. 
June §—Harris Jhallenge Cup, Haverhill, Mass. 
June 7T—Philadeiphia Y, OC. Annual Regatta. 
June T—Southern Y. C. Corinthian Regatta. 
dune 9—Auantic Y. C, Annual Regatta. 
June J0—N. Y. ¥. C. Rennet Cups for schooners and sloops. 
June 10—-8alem Bay ¥. C. Spring Regatta. 
June 10—New York Y. C, Annual Regatta, 
June 10—Southern Y. C, Corinthian Regatta. 
June J1—N. Y. ¥Y. C. Secretary's Cup, Handicap, 
June 12—Quincy Y. C. Championship Regatta, 
June 12—Seawanhaka Corinthian Matches. 
June 12—Salisbury Y. C. Spring Regatta. 
June 14—Quaker City Y, C. Chester Regatta, 
June 14—Southwark Y. C. Spriug Regatta, 
June 14—Empire Y. C., Annual Regatta, 
June J5—Long Island ¥. C. Annual Regatta. 
June 1i—Beston Y. C. Union Kegatta. 
June 17—Marblehead Regatta. 
June 17—Provincetown Y. C. Regatta. 
June — Buffalo Y, C- Regatta. 
June 19—San Francisco Y.C. Cruise to Half Moon Bay. 
dune 2o—Dorehester Y. C. Regatta. 
June 2—Washington Village Y. C. Spring Regatta. 
June 2i—Quaker City Y. C, Harbor Crise, 
June 23-—-N. ¥. ¥. C., Brenton’s Reef Challenye Gup. 

= 

YACHTING NEWS. 

Nores From SAN FrAnorsco.—The yawl Hmerald, which was 
for s0 many years cock-of-the-walk in San Francisco Bay as a 

Bermudian sloop, has been thoroughly overhauled. She has a 
new deck and her spars haye been reset. Mer catin has been 

raised to give standing room. She was an old-style yacht, with 

low freeboard and very low cabin. She has been fitted up hand- 
somely. The Emerald can still erowd some of the larger yachts, 
Mr. J. Clem Uhler, for many years a leading member of the San 

Francisco Yacht Club, and an enthusiastic yachtsman, has gone 

to New York to liye. Mr. Uhler was owner of the yawl Hmerald. 

His fellow members of the club miss him greatly, as he has taken 

very great interestin building up the organization, and is a genial, 

pleasant companion. The sloop Olara, which was brought from 

New York to San Francisco on a vessel’s deck two years ago for 

Jabez Howes, £sq., isnow the property of Jno. Rac Hamilton, of 

the San Francisco Yacht Club. Mr. Hamilton has refitted her and 

put her in first-rate shape, Her cabin has been raised to give 

head room, and her interior fittings are now very handsome. She 

has had 1,000 pounds of lead putin her keel, which makes her 

stand up yery much better. Before Mr, Howes sold her he had 

her stern remodeled and lengthened, go she is now, with the new 

improvements, very much better adapted to San Francisco waters 

than when she arriyed. Mr. Hamilton has her jibs arranged so as 
to set a small one flying, English fashion, in strong breezes. The 
yaw] Sappho has heen thoroughly overhauled this winter and has 

just been launched in a greatly improyed condition. She has 

been lengthened eight feet, and is now forty-one feet water line. 

Tler cabin has also been raiséd and lengthened, the additional 

length giving two state-rooms, She has now an enormous sliding 

topmast, the second one of the kind in San Franeisco Bay, the 

first one having been put on the little yawl Hid some three years 

avo. Her topsail hagas much hoist within ten feet as the main- 

sail. Her driver, or “\jigrer,’ bas been changed from a saff to 

leg of mutton, and she is now fitted with a flying jib. Wm, Stone, 

the builder, made a yery neat job in lengthening the Sappho. 

Her name, by the way, has been changed to the Lolita. With the 

yawl rig and big sliding topmast the Lolita can carry a very large 

or very small amount of sail, the change being made very quickly 

and readily, the whole being yery well adapted te San Francisco 

waters, where the winds are strong in the afternoons and light in 

the mornings, The sloop yacht Annie, formerly of New York, 

and brought on the ship Three Brothers to San Francisco for 

Jabez Howes, Hsq., last fall, has been very much improyed since 

her arrival at the latter port. She fairly glitters with brass work, 
ete., now. Her cabin has been thoroughly overhauled, new cush- 

fons, new carpets, new paint, etc, Oil paintings haye been put on 

the panels, mirrors added, convenient dish lockers, signal lock— 

ers, ete, pubin. Her iron work and rigging have been replaced, 
gratings put in cock-pit; andin fact she does not look like the 

sume yacht. Although she carries very much less sail than she 

did in New York on the race down from Mare Tsland on the first 

eruise of the San Frandisco Yacht Club this season, she came in 
third, the California boats Chispa and Consuelo alone beating her. 

A Prerry Mopen.—Mr. Rushton, of Canton, N. Y., has sent us 
a beautiful model of his traveling canoe. Tt is about 4ft. long, 

regularly built up, and shows all the rivets and details of a full- 

zed canoe. 

A HAwprcaAp MAton.—Tho Seerctary of the New York Y.C,, 
‘Tr. Chas, A, Minton, has offered a cup, to be sailed for by yachts 

of the club, upon a handicap measurement, as under :— 

The race will he sailed on, Friday, June 11th, over the regular 

club course, for a cup valued ot $240, presented by the Secretary 

for competition by schooners and Jsloops of the club. Yachts 

will not be restricted as to sails, or in the time of making the 

race. Ithas been decided to adopt, as the most fair and simple 

method of handicapping the yarious classes and rigs, the scale 

annexed. Time allowances will be made according to the usunl 
rule of the N. Y.Y, G., and the race will be sailed, with the excep- 

tions noted, in accordance with its rezulations. 
Entries should be made in writing to the Seeretary of this com- 

mittee, Mr. W. Lindsay Blaich, at the Gub house, before 8 P.M. 

ou June &th. To cover the expenses of the committee boat, an 

enirance fee of $20 will be required from each yacht entering- 
Any excess will be returned, 
Owners of yachts entering can procure three tiekets each from 

Mr. F, W. 8. Hurst,69 Broadway, for the committee boat, which 
will leave the Battery at 9.30 A.m. precisely on the morning of the 
race, and the Ferry Landing at Stapleton at 10 o'clack, stopping 
atthe same points returning. 

In the event of the Annual Regatta of the club being postponed 
until the ith, this race will be sailed on Monday, the 14th. Com- 
mittee—F. W. J, Hurst, J. Fred’ Tams, W. Lindsay Blateh. 

In culenlating {ime allowances, the following percentage of 

cubical contents of each yacht will be taken as her measure- 

ment: First-class keel schooners, 60 per cent. ; first-class center- 

bourd schooners, G5 per cent,; second-cliss keel svlooners, 
70 per eent.; second-class cenler-hoatd schooners, 75 per cent. ; 
first class keel cloops, $i) per cent.; first-class center-board sloops, 

85 per cent.; second-class keel sluops, ) per cent,; second-class 
center-bhoard sloops, 100 pér cent. 

Entries to be made to Mr. W. Lindsay Blatch, at the club house, 
before $ Pat. June %th. Sailing rules can befobtained from the 

same source. Start, lying, off Stapleton, 3. 1.; ten minutes al- 
lowed to ¢ross the line, Course, toand around bouy No. 100n8.W, 
Spil, keeping it on port hand, thence to and around Sandy Hook 
Light Ship. keeping it on starboard hand, snd return by same 

course. Keep to eastward of houys 9, 11and18 on West Bank, fo 

southward of & on S. W. Spitand outside 5} on the Hook, going 
and returning. Finish between committee boat and bouy No. 15 
on West Bank, 

SHAWANHAKA YaAcu? Crup.—The following members have 

been added to the club list: Messrs. Tames Clinch Smith, Fred. 
Gebhard, Geo. E. Chisolm and §. Nelson White. The club has 
declined tojoin the N. Y. A, for the present. The annual cruise 

has been fixed for July 13th, rendezyous at Glen Cove. For the 
Corinthian matches, June 12th, the following rules to be ob- 

served :— 
The race will be open to yachts of the New York, Atlantic, 

Hastern and New Bedford Yacht Clubs, and will be governed by 

the sailing regulations and time allowances, and uoder the direa- 

tion of the regatta committee of the Seawanhaka Yacht Club. 

Five prizes are offered; one in each class in which two or more 

yachts start; and personal prizes to cach member of the winning 

crews. 

Classification._Schooners.—Second class; all whose area is 1,940 

square feet or less. Value of prize, $100. Cabin Sloops.—First 

class; those whose area is greater than 900 square feet. Value of 
prize, $100. Second elass; those whose area is 900 square feat or 
less, and greater than 600 square feet. Value of prize, $100, Third 

class ; those whose area is 600 square feet or less, and greater than 

#50 square feet. Value of prize, $85. Fourth class; those whose 

area is 850 square feet orless. Value of prize, $65. 

Rules for Measurement.—Add the length over all to the length 

on the-water line, and divide the sum so obtained by two; this 

will give the! mean length"? of the yacht. Multiply the mean 

length and the extreme heam together, and the result will give the 
“area” in square feet, Length over all will be measured from 

the after end of the planksheer at the middlé of the stern, to a 

point perpendicular to the forward end of the load water line af 

the upper line of the planksheer, or a point corresponding 
thereto, if the planksheer does not extend so far. 

Eutries must he made ia writing, addressed to the Regatta Com- 

mittee, and filed with the Secretary of the club, O. E. Cromwell, 
84 Liberty street. Room 4, by 3 o'clock, P.M., on June 10th, aecom- 

panied by the measurement of the yacht entered, iccording To 

Seawanhaka rules, certified to by the measurer of the club from 
which she enters, or by her owner, together with a list of the pro- 

posed crew, their several occupations and addresses. 

Every yacht-owner winning a prize shall allow the messurer to 

take off the lines of his yacht. The fee for this will be $15, and 

the lines will remain the property of the Seawanhaka ¥Y.0. The 

Treasurer cannot deliver # prize until this culéis complied with, 

No copies of these lines will be allowed without congent of the 

owner. 

Crews.—One man for every five feet of length on deck, and one 
for any additional part of five fvet, will be allowed, not including 

the owner. 
Yachts in Corinthian races must be manned by amateurs ex- 

clusiyely. The sailing master, cools and steward, if carried, shall 

remain below, and not appear on deck ; and none of them shallin 

any wiy direct or assist in the maoagement or working of the 
yaent. Any infringement of this rule will forfeit all claim to tho ; 
prize. Every yacht sailing in any match or regatta shall have on 

board during such rade amemberofthe club. Bach yacht shal 

he sailed and, as far as possible, steered by her owner or by ameni- 

ber of the club to which she belongs. Schooners will be. re— 

atricted to headsails, mainsail, working-gaf!-topsail and spinaker. 

No two headsails of the same name shall be carried at the same 
time. Balloon jibs will not beallowed. A working-att-topsailis 

a jib-headed-topsail that does not extend above the truck nor 
beyond the gail end. 
Flying start at 114.1, at second whistle from club steamer. Ten 

minutes allowed to cross the line. Course forall but fourth class, 
from line between steamer aud Fort Wadsworth around buoy 
10 on Southwest Spit, keeping it on port hand, thence around 

Sandy Hook Lightship, keeping it on starboard hand, and return 
over same course. Fourth class will round Gedoey's Channel 

buoy, keeping it on starboard hand, instead of lightship, Keep 

to eastward of buoys4, 11,13, and Gutside 4}. Finish at starting 
line, Regatta Committee, James H. Elliot, C. Wyllis Betts, Louis 

P. Bayard, Robert Center, Giraud Yoster, 

yxy YaAcrr CLiun.—The officers for 1880 are: Commodore, EB. 

CG. Neal; Vice-Commodore, ©. G. Souther; Fleet Captain, H. 
Dennis; Secretary, 0. G. Viall; Treasurer, ©. H. Clifford; Mea- 

surer, C, B. Taylor. 

JEEERIES YACHT CLve.—The officers for 1580 are as follows, 
Commodore, William McCormick, yacht Gael; Vice-Commodore® 

Frank H. Blaney, Empress; Fleet Captain, George P. Tenney, 

Vision; Measurer and Secretary for the committee, George A. 
Palmer, of yacht WW. B. Ford. The club bias seventy-oight mem- 

bers, 4nd owns aclub-house at Jeffries Point, Hast Boston. 

Sanmm Bay Yacur Cros,—The club now numbers among its — 
fleet some of the finest yachts on the coast. ‘There are forty en- 
rolled in the club, and new ones are constantly being added, Four 
ofthe yachts measure over jit. in length, and twenty are sOft. 

anudover. The new chib-bouse will be supplied witha sightly — 

tower, with baleonies on the first and second fioprs, affording an 

ample view of regattas. .\ library of yachting and nautical litera- 

ture will be one of its attractions. The landing facilities and the 
arrangements for the care of yachts will bé yery complete. Moor- 

ing buoysfor club and visiting yachts will be conveniently lo- 

eated. Arrangements will also be made for the laying-up of 

yachts and boats in winter. The club has nov about one hundred 
members. An application for membership for Gen, B. F. Butler's 

schooner Americct has been receiyed, — 

Morr Leap.—The Vision, of Boston, has had a heavy lead keel 
added, and the cat boat Louis has received an iron one. 

CRUISE OF THE CAscO.—Dr, Merrittleft San Francisco May 8th, 
in his schooner Casco, foraprotracted cruise in the South Seas. 

We havea photograph of her, showing her to be # fine, wholesome 
looking craft. She was built in 1579, at Oakland Creek. Length 
over all, Stft. w-1L, 88ft.; draft, lift; beam, #2ft.; with a lead 
keel. The party on board consists of five ladies ind three géntle- 

mien in the cabin, and # sailing-master, cook and steward and four 
hands before the mast. 

To Burorg i A Nour-Sarii.—Two young men from New 
York State, Georre P. Thomas and Fred Norman, are baving a 
little boat17ft. long built at Gloucester, in whieh they intend 
crossing the Atlantic and visiting many of the leading Nuropenn 
ports. They will start about June ist. Tk is the smallest boat 
that has ever made the attempt, The craft will be named Lille 
Western. : . ic 



——— 

LAUNCHED.—Our Salom correspondent sends the following: In 
Beverly, the Rock Bros, haye launched a fine, new sloop, d0ft. 
over all, 10ft. Gin, beam, 23ft. wet. She will Join the Nautilus 
Yucht Club, of Salem, 

‘Tan Countass—The Cownless of Dufferin, schooner, famous as 
having tried for the America Gup some years ago, has been thor- 

oughly overhauled and ¢aulked at Kingston. She will bail from 
Cobourg, Ont. 

OLEVELAND YAcuTmnd Assocratron.—The coming regatta, 
open to the lakes, July 6th, promises to bring out fine sailing, the 

Buifalo, Detroit, Chicago and other clubs haying signified their 
intention of being present. There will probably be three classes 

of yachts, with first prizes of $100, $74 and $50, and lesser ones for 
second and third, The employees of Morgan, Root & Co. haye 
purchased the schooner Star, of Sandusky, re-nanied her the Cap- 
oline, given her new spars and outfit, Mr. A~Van Tuyl will do 
the skippering. The club will zo on a eruise'in July to Sault St. 
Marie. The Lyman Bros. huye launched a new schooner, the 

Syrius, and are building another for themselves. 

SQUTHERN Yacus Crup.—The first racing of the season for 
this prosperous and eneretia club was set down for May 25th. 
The matches being open to first-class and fourth-class yachts of 
the club, With professional crews. Prizes, respectively, $150 and 

$50, Of the fourth class none showed up, probally because a 
drenching rain put a damper upon some of their owners’ zeal. A. 
larze crow had congrerated at the club house, on the shore of 

Lake Pontehartrain, and ladies were 2 conspicuous adornment 
among the thousands of spectators. The whole city. of New 

Orleans takes a deep felt interestin the yacht races, viewing them 

@ good deal as we do a horse race, or trotting match in the 
North, Pools are sold on the favorites, and money changes hands 

abarate which shows that business in the South cannot be at a 
standstill, but must be decidedly tiourishing. The lively people 
of the Crescent City might well send our frigid public in the 

North a little of their animation, for here the crowd hardly rises 
to a cheer for the winning yacht, unless spurred on by the pres- 

ence of personal friends of the lucky craft's owner; and as for 

betting, the general public ah our races could not tell a schooner 
from 4 frigate, or a sloop from a Venetian gondola, New Orleans 

possesses some of the fastest jib-and-mainsiils in America, im- 
ported from the North as well as built at home, and the older 

hands haye got the knack of getting the most out of them as well 

as we in New York; consequently the public down there expects 
to see no mere bungie Among local mud-scows, but gathers to 

witness racing, which for pluck and dare-deyil carrying on, can— 

not be surpassed in the more temperate latitudes. Moreover, the 
Southern Yacht Club seems to be distinguished for excellent 
management, and all work in harmony in the most commendable 

manner, cliqueism and Incalism being banished entirely from its 

proceedings. The entries in the first class were: Startle, 27ft. 

Tifin., C.D. Howard ; Joho Clemens, sailing master. Albertine, 

21. 1tin., A. Brewster; Alex. Brewster, sailing master. Cydnus, 
27ft., H. Harris; Edwin Harris, sailing master, Lady mma, 27ft. 
Riin,, BH, LL. Israel; John Carney, sailing master. Pluck aut 
Liek, 2tft, Itin., EH. L. Israel; Antoine Ryan, sailing master. 

Course, triangular, five miles, sail theice oyer, making fifteen 

mnilesin all. Wind 8.E. by E., light, but an ugly sky promising 

plenty beforelong. Judges: W.J. Hare, J, B. McConnell and J. 

D. Wuger. The start was from an anchor, and to the first mark 

it was adead beat witha seyen-knot wind. At the gun Lady 
Emma paid off first, Piueh anid Latek second, then Albertine, Cyd- 

wus and the new Startle fouling. The latter soon doused her top- 
sail, Mmm fetched the muri first and Cydnus got around a good 

second. Startle bad sold bigh in the pools, but seemed to have 
the usual poor luck of a new and untried boat. To the second 
mark balloon jibs were in orderand a slashing pace was made, 

Emma gaining on all hands, Oydnus still a yood second, Pluck and 
Tuck third, Albertine nearly a minute later, and Startle still in the 

rear, She was nob stil? enough, and had to be brought out of it 
+00 often for her good. Pluck gaye up, leaking like a basket, and 
she could not be kept afloat any longer, The wind had freshened 

jniio a snorter, and the strain on hull and rig was terrific. Sud- 
denly the Lady, a winner up to this moment, jumped into the 

sind lice a flash, bowsprit gone short off at the stem and jib, and 

the wreck trailing alongside, forcing her to cometo an auchor 

and ending her chances forthe pot. <Alherling took wrong course, 

Jetting Startle in for second. Cydnius increased the gap steadily 

Doth she and Startle taking a yery bad knock down to a flaw, the 
former finally landiny the purse for her owner after a hard and 
well sailed race in 2h, 23m. 258.; Siartle second in 2h. 26m. 23s.; and 

‘Albemine third in 2h, 26m. 7%s. And of course the enthusiasm of 
our Southern friends was justifiable, for had not a genuine 
Southern built ship beaten all the Northern flyers? Booming of 
cannon and the shouts uf the multitude litlingly celebrated the 
event, The Oydnus, now holder of the Challenge Cup of the club, 
was built by Octaye Tommo, of Algiers, a colored boat builder, 
who learnt his trade with John Mahoney, and hig skill at model- 
ling is now beldin high esteem. The Startle was a Northern pro- 
duction from the yard of Pat. McGiehan, who was there to coach 
his latest child to victory. 

The racing on May 27th was open to second and third-class pro- 

fessionals, After a threatening morning, which did not deter a 
large crowd from collecting, 4 staro was effected a little after 
2 B.Me— 
‘ SHCOND CLASS, 

Length i 
Warne. Ft. J n. emigre by. aging 

hiag..-...---. ee O0.....-.-. . T. Howard.. M. F : 
a Coe ho Sie - A, J. Mitehell aie heat 

tof..-s.4:2el 10, T. Howard 
ame cos OO:.....-..-i. DL. Israel + 

THIRD CLASS. 

veoeus-ad, Carney. 

HL io atelee ene DM) WAH eel. fe ee J. De Buys ..........2. R. Dolbear. 
ea ie rica ge iteeltn, ga4 aoe in A. A, Maginnis, --Ant. Yyan. 
Margzis* ....--2 § ees yl oe os Biches, S .M, Green, 

* Not measured, 

The wind soun picked ip and @ little sea dvovein from the N,, 

then fell again to almost a calm, Asit was growing late the course 

qwas shortened to fiye miles, or once uround the triangle; prizes 
cut down to $30 and $25 1n each class, Xiphids and Phwutom with- 
drew. Mdyyie took the lead im lieht Airs, the Wo Wame, a new 

boat, soon out-winding her; Pucknext and Gipsy following, but 
holding a good Jul, with Juniata and Maygie bringing up the 

rear. At the first mark Gipsy had serewed out on the weather of 

the lotiind rounded first with 4 lone lead. Ib then fell a flat.calm, 
And the rest of the race turned into a drift, all hands depending 
upon slants to take them hoine, which they reached as follows? 

Tuniati, 1. Bim. 453.; Ctpsy, th 33m. %s,.; No Name, Th. 40m. 12s.; 
‘Puok, Wh. 63m. 428.; Maye, TH. da01. 473. A protest was entered 
against Jimintte for seulling with her TuAdGY, and Gipsy owned up 
to the same impeachment. The decision of the judges has not 
yet been rendered. Wy Name winsin thesecond Glass. The reg- 

jar regatta was postponed to the next day, the aboye being in 
ality only asorub match, ; 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
| Kyickernodkmn Yacur Cous.—The club sailed its anuual re- 
gatta on Decoration Day, May 3ist.and a fair number of yachts 
tame tothe line. ‘The course for the first and second classes, 
alter ‘passing “between North and South Brother Islands, was 
-avound the College Point Buoy, thence to and arotind a stake-boat 
anchored off Kish Point, in Pushing Day, and back to the club- 
house stakeboat. This course was to be sailed over twloe, making 
in all # distanee of fourteen miles, White Cap, of the third 
Glass, fouled a boat before the start, and upset. Pdrole led all 
around the course, and had a walk over in her class. There was 
a good bit of racing between Slianpie, Hatelle and Quits, the latter 
coming Out best in the end. Parole, Quits and Hddie were de- 
¢lared Winners. ,Jndges, James Gibney and John La Costa. 

EIRST-CLASS, YACHTS, 
Actual Corrected, 

Length. ‘ime. THE. 
Name, Owner. Tt. iIn, HM.S8, AM. S, 

Parole........ Commodore Carter..., 36 6 313 15 18 15 

BECOND-CLASS YACHTS. 
tite.....--.,.Arnold & Varians.... 20 7 8.30 25 8 29 40 
istella,.......0,P. Rosemon........ 619 0 3 33.00 3 29 50g 
Thetis..... ...George KR, Hobby ...: 20 2 33 10 3 83 B05 
Sharpie ww. Pottar, Jr----,-. wel 1 3 33 50 8 83 5!) 
Willie.........F. Winnie.-..........5 9 2% 3 34 10 8 31 198 

350 406-16 
2 402.00 

Withdrawn 

QUAKER Crry YAou?T Crup—the fifth annual regatta of the 
Quaker City Yacht Club was sailed on thé Delaware last Monday. 
Sixteen yachts of the first, second and third classes started at 11.30 
to sail fifteen miles down the river to a buoy off Chester and re- 
turo. The breeze was northwest, and the race was éaile? on an 
ebp tide. The prizes were a champion flag in each class. The 
Minerva, Mahlon 8. Thomas and the Hddie won in their classes. 
The Columbia withdrew after starting, and the George W. Hasse 
ree ruled out because she rounded the buoy on the wrong 
side :— 

FIRST CLARE, 

Chester Buoy. Home Buo}/. 
H. M.S. Hi. M. §. 

Columbia (withdrawn).... .......... aa 
G. W. Fairman,_,-. se 1 06 30 3 46 25 
White Wine... +1 1b J5 
Coquette... 1 19 
Minerva, . 1 01 00 3 2a 00 
LGR beth ak den ae hwetite nec deee ae ae 1 09 60 B 89 3d 

SECOND OLASS, 
Lillie. 1 09 45 8 89 50 
Stella. . 1 1b 3 55 00 
Obris, 118 W 3 68 a) 
Eliza icy 1 20 00 3 57 30 
Mahlon 8, Thomas...... ce evar cred AED ati 3 Al 35 

THIRD CLASS. 
Adelphia........-.....-- Sy Nees eee I 00 3 61 15 
Bianenls-; 22:24 vecs.: weed 156 00 
Gamaden-.....-.--.5 «<3 eves +e 1 23 30 -— 
Bddjeseo tes handel o-lesee soe ped) Si" 15 3 41 40 
George W. Hasse (ruled out)........... 1 26 00 
Sappho.......,.---., a eee pose sll ath 8 56 0b 
Oe 

ATLANTIC YACHT CLUB. 

ie customary annual * opening cruise” of this club has he- 
Gomedeservedly popular, The A. ¥. C. was the first to in—- 

stitute this feature which has since been followed to adyantaze 
by others, The invitation extended to thefriends and aerjuain- 
tances of yacht owners, to accept berths aboard the various eratt 
of the club, bas done much to introduce a fresh element into the 
sport from year to year and has been the means of turning the 
attention of many a landsmen to the advisability of donning sea 
togs and following the briny deep for good, hunest and whole- 
some exercise instead of dawdling away time over the billiard 
table, cards or inthe rocking chair Everyseason the number 
of yachts following the Commodore out to the Spit and back has 
been increasing in numbers, no less than 18 sail, nearly all of con- 
siderable tonnage, answering the starting gun this season, on Dec- 
oration Day. A fine day with a good whole sail wind from the W. 
did much to bring about sucha turn out of the fiyers. As the 
orlise was informal in nature, and by no means to be viewed in the 
light of legitimate racing,it would be wrong to describe itas 
such, though many a little brush between the old material and 
the newly built flyers gave zest to the sail. In obedience to the 
orders issued, the club flag was saluted by the fleet in the morning 
as it was flung to the breéze the first time from the new house at 
Bay Ridge, after which jibs were rin up, anchors catted 
and the following yachts lay a course through the Narrows for 
the 8. W. Spit: Schooners, Grusader,78 ft. water line, J. Rk. Max— 
well; Atalanta, 87 ft., Rear-Commodore W. KR, Vermilye; Agnes, 
554 ft.. CommodoreL. A. Fish; Triton, 624 (t., G. A, Thayer; Mys* 
tic, 12ft., A. Norton ; Sunshine, 46ft., Wm. Peet; and sloops, Liz— 
zie L., sft. J. G. Johnson ; Coming, 57ft., S. Peabody; Grucie, 
65ft., GC. R. Flint; Sddie, 494ft., W. H. Cole; Pirate, 42ft., TM. A. 
Howel; Stella, 41ft.. Vice-Com. H. H. Hogins; Kaiser, 400. W. 
A. Rield; Genia, s7itt.,T. P. Fiske; Mab, 25ft., R. Arnold; Mlying 
Cloud, J. G. Suydam; Caprice, 32ift., Corinne, 224ft., W. W. Beebe, 
The schooners Hsfelle and Tidal Wave and sloop Fannie aecom— 
panied the fleet. Among the big ones, Crusader worked out into 
the lead and justified all we haye said as to her probable speed. 
She tackled all there was_going, including Atalanta and the 
schooner Olytie of the 8. ¥. C., andthe Comet and California’s 
star, the Tidal Wave, beating them one after the other in an 
informal way and finally came to off Bay Ridge, all hands 
aboard being fully satisfied that Mr. Maxwell has a tine, fa % craft 
to bring to the line when the hunt for mugs begins. T'viton 
fouled Mystic on the run home, and Genia's topmast went by the 
board like a carrot, the result of haying a broomstick aloft instead 
ofan honest spar. Lizzie L.and Stella had a hard job of it trying 
for the lead, and made a close thing of it all day. Crisider 
dropped her anchor first off Bay Ridge, having made the distance 
outand back in 2h. 1$8m,, and sent all hands below to dinner, 
Atalanta followed suit in three minutes, Gracienext, then Triton, 
Agnes, Mystic, Coming, Sadie, Pirate, Stella, Lizzie L., Genta, 
Cloud, Sunshine, Kaiser and Mab, 
a 

SHEAWANHAKA YACHT CLUB, 

fl Se fleet brought together off Stapleton, 8. 1, for the opening 
cruise, May Sist,in obedience to the Commodore's orders, mus- 

tered strong, some twelve yachts putting in an appearance. As 
the club observes the day strictly as a cruise, little effort was 
made at racing, and we are inclined to think this preferable to 
turning the day into one of hard work and wet decks for the sake 
of the rather empty glory of winning in a scrub sail with an ir- 
regular start, and no definite understanding of sailing rules, as 
well as with a lot of * outsiders” continually taking one's wind. 
The fleet, hich sailed around the Spit Buoy, included a fine lot, 
from the big Wanderer of 200 tons down to the beautiful little 
fiyeton cutier Yolande, with Com. Center at the tiller. Among 
the schooners were Ollie, Anson Phelps Stokes, 78ft. w. 1. and 
Wanderer, 106ft., Jas. Stillman. The sloops included Com. W. A. 
W. Stewart’s Regina, 44ft, w. Lj; Vision, 60ft., J. J. Alexander; 
Rover, —ft., Mr. Iselin; Wave,—ft,, Dr, Barron ; Mischief, 6ift., J. 
k. Busk; Sehemer, 8ift.,C. 8. Lee; and cutters—Muriel, 401 t.. Chas, 
Stillman; Volante, 40tt., W. B. Hitchcock, and Yolande, 2itt., Koose- 
Yelt Schuyler, The westerly breeze made it a single stretch out 
home, snd the run was accomplished in very short time, Olytle 
lead all day; the rest, barring Muriel and Volante, making their 
wiy under easy canvas and bringing up off the Pavillion Hotel, 
8. 1., where dinner was served. The two cutters did a little racing 
by themselves, and some interest was munifusted in their perform- 
ance. It was, however, pretty much in the hands of pretty Muriel 
from start to /inish, as she dida splendid bit of work with a quarter- 
ing wind to the mark, as well as jammed close on the way home, 
Since her allerations she seems to sail remurkably yyell, kt least 
in the conditions prevailing last Monday, for she held her own 
With the sloops of her tonnage, and the larger ones could not haye 
fiyen her time. Just here letusremind some oF our contempo- 
raties that it is nol fair to compare Muriel’s sailing with sloops of 
her length, for the sloops out-ton her from ftteen to twenty- 
five percent, Shie@should in justice be compared to sloops no 
qmmore than 37 or sft. w. |., and with them she showed herself 
ae able to cope on Monday. What she riay beable to do under 
ifferent conditions of wind and st remains to be seen. One 

thing all hands seem agreed upon, that in appearance the eutter 
oarries off the palm by long adds. As sheis to be raged during 
fome of the coming matches, a better idea of her qualities can be 
ormed ata later day. 

Souvrn Bosrow Yacur Cour.—A rattling breeze from the E- 

brought outa fine lst of entries for the univn races of the South 
Boston Yacht Clith, May 29th. Open to yachtsunder forty feet 

w. 1., with one-third overhing inchided. Bor classes. Courses 
for the tlrat three classes ran from the judges’ beat to Gow Pas- 

ture Buoy No. 6 to Buoy No. #7, off Mort Independence to Sculpin 

Ledge Buoy, to No. 6 Lower Middle and return to start. For 
fourth class the course was shortened to a run to Cow Pasture 
Buoy No.6, down to Buoy No, %, off Fort Independence, and 
back to the juéges' boat. Vhe features of the race were the tine 

sailing of Magic and the handsame egtyle in which the keel sloop 

Annie polished off everything in her class, eonter-hoards included. 

Sunbeam made a close race with Baniierelt and entered a protest 

against the latter taking second prize on the wrounds of wrong: 

measurement. Jfearless also protested Tempest for sailing wrong 

course, Summary as under :— 
FIRST CLASS—CHNTHR-BOARDS, 

Avtual Corrested 
Lenyin, Tipnes Time, 

Facht and Captain, Dt. Lt M, Ss H, M. 8. 
Muric, WH. GO) Nealis,,..--...-.-s: Bl 08 | 20 03 05 26 
Addie Elmer, J, H. Chandler.... 32 01 1 4) 65 L 24 OT 

KOULS. 
Lillie, W. G. Dillingham ay 02 1 28 OL 1 O03 18 
Triton, Ob, H, Mckay 2 O85 1 49 5h 1 2t 21 
Geneyie, D. J. Muek. 33. 10 1 6¢ 50 I wa 04 

BECOND GLASS—CHNTER-BROARDS 
Mureil, C. G. Weld ....... ae OG 1 41 OF 1 09 33 
Rebie, J, P. Phinney. 28 00 1 41 30 1 WwW of 
Enrique, J. P. Bullard... a 09 1 4h 27 1 16 20 
Eugenia, Charles West... . et IL 1 45 41 1 18 45 
Banshee, W. L. Whorf......-... 22 09 los 32 1 2 18 

{cs008. 
Annie, George Martin...... yee ee” O08 1 41 85 1 iW ol 
Bannerett, FP, A, Daniels -....., 25 Us 1 46 85 1 ii 48 
Sunbeam, Fox & Kenny.... 25 02 1 46 48 18 16 

THIRD CLASS—GUNTERR-BOARDS. 
Topsy, Charles ©, Kent.......... 19 07 1 4 40 L 10 3 
Herald, W. B. Smith... 20 OF 1 4t 51 1 i0 50 
Wildfire, H. A, Keeth- + 15 OL 1 $1 41 L i Bt 
Unique, J. G. Stewart,...-.-.... 4 10 1 6 2 tit 2% 

EEELS 
Nonpareil, J. Mansfield 17 03 1 58. 30 1 14 08 
Tempest, A. K, Robert BB Of 1 47 Ue 1 J6 5 
Violettu, J. G. Lanniz. 722" 06 1 48 30 1 16 59 
Fearless, Alexander K ah OL 1 61 OL 1 Wy 50 
Veronica, 8 Ohumberlain. . av 08 1.33 1 i 19 4 

FOURTH CLASS—CMNUER-BOARDS. 
Flora Lee, 8, A. Wreeman......-- 17 00 BU AA 1 5a 
Zip, Georze W, Moroon...,.... f O00 7 
There were tivo chsh prizes for keels, and two for center-boards 

in each vlass. Judes, Thomas Christian, FG. Couley, W. L. An- 

derson,.J. G. Chambers, P. P, MeDonald, C. Tl, Maley und J. M-. 

Fiyno. Theregatta committee were William Morris, Alexander 

Kidd, James Donoyan, M. J. Driscoll, George Murtin, George F- 

Kinney and James Bertram. 

Faun Rrver Opeyx RAce,—The sailing regatia for cat-tigged 

boats not over thirty feet was sailed Muy 2th in Mt. Hope Bay 

over a course about twenly miles in length, There were 

thirty-two entries. Prizes, a marine lass valued ah $26, a 

silver pitcher, and « silyer cup, besides money pyizes. The 

judges were A, Robeson, W. C. Dayol, dr., . Parsons, Jr., G. 

W. Rankin, T. D. W. Wood, ©. &, Gillord, of Fall Hiver, snd (em 

H. Whiting, of Boston. Thestarhiwastlying. The wind was not 

yery strong and was fair both ways, bein= northeust at the start 

and southeast on the return. The Hebe, of Newport, tools first 

prize in the first class, in 3h. 21m, 14s.y O27. Delory, of Newport, 

took second prize in the first Glass in Sh, #lo. 40s,; Die, of New- 

port, tool: first prize in the second class in sh, Lani. ats.; Lookout, 

of Pawtucket, second prizo in 3h. 1m. 3s, tn bhe third class, 

Jerbou, of Newport, took first prizein 2h. 4hin, 408,; Tetduer, of 

Newport, tovk sceond prize in 2h. 62m, &.; Harus,ol Providence, 

took third prize in 2h. 55m. ais, 

NEW PUBLICATIONS. 

Camps. AND TRAMPS IN Ton ADIRONDACKS—and Gray- 
ling Wishing in Northern Mishivan, A record of summer yacas 

tions in the Wilderness. By A. Judd Noritlrup. Syracuse: 

Dayis, Bardeen & Co. 1880. Price $1.25. 

The hest known books relating to the Adirondacks are Murray's 
famous yolume and Wallace’s “Guide.” Mach is in its way un- 

equalled, We would not haye a sevond one like Murray’s; we 

would not ask for & better 2uide than Wallac 

But hereis a neat little yolume of 800 paves which is differant 

from all the Adirondack books that eyer came to our notice. Tt 

professes to be, and we should jiidye that it is, simply 4 tuith- 
ful, unexaggerated, true picture Of the camp lite of six different 

parties of gentlemen who went Into the woods and there met with 
the average experiences of the intelligent, manly sportsman. So 

faithful is the picture, so natural and Gyidently sincere eyery 

pare, that we must compliment the weiter on the suceess of his 
authorship. ‘' Camps and Tramps’ should be read by overy one 

who has evér been 1o the Adirondiiuks; Ly every one who thinks 
of voing there, and we may add by thousands ho never have 

been in the North Woods and neyer expect 16 2o there. Itisa 

book which cannot fall of having’ a healthful effect, We com- 

mend it to our readers, many of whom muy remember with pleas 

ure the Adirondack sketches ¢ontyibuted Wy its Author in times 
past to this paper. 

NutraLL BULLetTIN.—The April number of the Bul 
letin, as usual, contains a greatamount of yalunble material, and 

is fully up to the customary standird of excelluncy of this publica- 

tion. The firstarticle is by Mv. J.J. Duleleish, and ennsists uf the 

yory considerable “List of Occurrences of North American Hirdsin 

Hurope.” Some interesting ** Notes onthe Winter Plumage of Ley 
costicle tephroatutis and ZL, tephrocotis, var. lithorealts,'’ by DrJ. 0. 
Merrill, follow, after which Mr. Hidvewsy contyibuies an im- 
portant paper on the * American Vultures (Screorleunpohidee),!* 

with special reference to theit eeneric nomenclature, An ex - 

tremely valuablo article by My, Allon gives us the *Reuent Addis 
tions to the Ornithological Fauna of North Amerie,” aid sill 
perhaps, interest a greater number of the readers of the Bulletin 

than any other contribution to thé presenfinumber, Mp. Ridge 
Way's Description of the Adulh Plumare of AHiarofdleo qynfilee 

ohsoletus”’ is interesting a3 supplementing some ramiiuics recently 

published hy Me. Vennor on this yariety in the colunins Of Porusr 
AND STREAM. 
To thistuumber Dr. Coues contributes a very important article 

entitled ‘‘ Notes and Queries concerning the Nomencliture of 

North American Birds.” he oinbher eloses with an obituary 
of the late lamentud De, Brewer, in whose death ornithological 

science has sustained so Sreat 1 loss. 

‘Recent Literuluce and General Notes’ aecupy twenty-five 
pages of the Bullebin, and areas full as usuul of interesting news 

—Under the title “'The Modern Archer,” My. Johan Wilkinson, 
of Chicago, publishes an attractive ofrcular, which willbe found 
useful to our, Western archery readers, , 
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THE NEW YORK STATE CONVENTION. 
a 

HE Twenty-second Annual Convention of the New 

York State Association for the Protection of Fish 
and Game, which met at Seneca Falls, on Monday, May 
24th, was a perfect ovation of success. The Long Island 

Sportsmen's Association, which was only represented by 

the Fountain Gun Club, of Brooklyn, last year, this year 

sent fifty-five delegates from the various clubs, a number 

which was unparalleled, They were enthusiastic and 

generous in every respect, and asked the Convention to 
come Hast for once and see what the Hastern sportsmen 
were composed fof; ‘also, they thought great benefit 
could be derived in having a thorough understanding in 
relation to game laws and fisheries by haying their in- 
land friends fully appreciate what was needed on the 

coast, and seeing for themselves during a brief visit to 

that section, The Long Island delegation went to Seneca 
Falls in two Wagner cars, especially chartered for the oc- 
casion, which were as well equipped as any hotel in the 
country, by their everlasting caterer, Mr. Harry Miller, 

of Hlatbush avenue, Brooklyn. Nothing was wanting 
in the shape of edibles, even to frogs’ legs, well broiled ; 
drinkables, cigars, ete. The party had a splendid run up, 
and were received at the depot by delegations from the 
Seneca Gun Club and the Phoenix Club, of Seneca Falls, 
with a good band of music, and escorted to their hotel, 
the Hoag House, whose proprietor, Milton Hoag, is one 

of the best shots in the State, as well as one of the most 
genial landlords, Upon their arrival, the delegation im- 

mediately took possession of the main parlor, and in- 
vited all in attendance to join them at their festive board 
in celebrating the occasion, The music in front of the 

house of course attracted the crowd, and eyery one was 
well provided for. The proprietor remarked that the 
gentlemen from Long Island were on a par with the rest 

of the gentlemen represented, and were entitled to every 
consideration, Every delegation arriving was cordially 

received in the same manner, and every courtesy ex- 
tended by both the home clubs, The Seneca and 
Phoenix both had their club-room doors wide open for 
their guests, everything was free and equal in all respects, 
and a finer set of gentlemen could not be selected than 

the numerous club delegates fromm all sections of the 
State, 

Atthe meeting on Monday evening everything wag 

harmonious, and after routine business had been dis- 
posed of and motion made for locating the next meeting, 
it was unanimously passed by acclamation that the Long 
Island Association should hayeit. This was a new fea- 

ture in the Convention, as if has for the past twenty 
years been hotly contested for by ballot, and in many in- 
stances carried oyer until the second evening before the 

question could be settled. Of course our Long Island 
friends felt good. Whyshouldn'’t they? Such a solid vote 
was never before heard during the many years of existence 
of the Association. After the adjournment, an elegant 
banquet was served, and after that the Long Island clubs 
did their part in the parlors of their hotel, Of the recep- 

tion by the clubs neither could claim a superiority. The 
Seneca Club did well, and the Phoanix Club more than 

weil under the circumstances under which they were sit- 
uated, and we were pleased to see that no personal ri- 

valry existed in entertaining their guests. No matter 

which room was entered, the doors were open and a cor- 
dial hand ready to greet one. 

Of the field wo must say afew words. The tents were 
neatly arranged, and well provided with edibles free to 
all, The Spencer Club, of Lyons, had quite a large tent, 
well arranged with camp cots, etc. The Forester Club, 

of Buffalo, had their handsome striped tent well stocked, 
as usual, The Adirondack, Jefferson and Lewis County 
clubs had their usual tent well furnished with every 
comfort. The Dean Richmond tent was always open 
and free to all. The Queen City Club, of Buffalo, had a 

large tent, well equipped, and the old Monroe County 
Club, of Rochester, had their usual large tent well supplied 

with everything, and the usual pile of straw on one side, 
where an overworked or tired man could take a good nap 
during the day. The Audubon Club, of Buffalo, ex- 

tended their hospitalities as usual, and all friends were 
welcome. The tent of the Seneca Gun Club was an open 
house for all, like the rest. But the largest tent on 

the ground, with the highest flag-pole and largest flag, 
was that of the Long Island Association. This, hke the 

rest, was neyér empty and neyer dry, Moisture was no 

name for it, and after they once let down the sides, eyery- 

body was welcome. The Onondaga County Club, of 

Syracuse, had the square, large tent that had become so 

well known in previous years, Besides these, there were 
numerous small tents for private purposes on the 

grounds, 
Of the birds we can say, that a finer lot were seldom 

seen ; they were all wild, in good condition, and good 
flyers. With the management no fault could be found, 

and everything passed off rapidly and pleasantly. Of the 

gentlemen present, it would take a whole paper to put in 

their names. We especially wish to reniember our old 
friends from all sections who have been present for 

years and know their own names, but among the new 
comers we should not fail to name Mr, George A. Chap- 
pell, of Brooklyn, a yeteran sportsman, and deeply 
identified with the fishing interests of the State; also, 

Mr. Henry Alienbrand, of Brooklyn, who organized a 
club especially to be a partner to this occasion, and when 

once there could not tear himself away. There are many 
others of the same type, but they have yet to learn what 
a New York State shoot is. Last, but not least, we can- 

not forget Mz, Chas, E, Fisk, of Brooklyn, who acted 

the part of a nobleman, and we were delighted to see 

that he was made referee in the first important contest, 
During the entire week not a bet was made as to re- 

sults in any contest, 

Our Brooklyn friends ought to feel pretty well satis- 

fied, as they have won some of the most yaluable prizes, 

In the first place they won the Convention without a dis- 
senting voice; then Mr. MacMaster’s yaluable picture, 

the Pierce Diamond Badge, the Dean Richmond Trophy, 

the Wadsworth Cup—and the broom. 

The Standing Committee for the ensuing year consists 
of Robert Robinson, Brooklyn; James F. Williams, 
Dansville; Jacob M, Witmer, Niagara Falls; Henry H. 
Morse, Rochester. 
a 

Fire Arw FRaups.—By reference to our rifle columns 

it will be seen that the postal authorities have issued an 
order ~withholding all money orders addressed to the 
‘* Chichester Rifle Company,” of Jersey City, N. J., on 
the ground that the company isa fraud, and the business 
conducted by it aswindle. We have repeatedly warned 

our readers against this concern, and are rejoiced to see 
its operations finally broken up, ‘The *: Chichester rifle” 

was extensively advertised all oyer the country as a 
“‘ereat bargain, equal to any rifle in the world,” ctc., and 
over the advertisement was placed a cut of a sportsman 
shooting deer and of a settler defending himself against 
Indians. This was to deceive the reader as to the nature 

ofthearm. The rifles were advertised at the low price 
of $4.50, and the advertisement was a magnificent one. 

The arm in reality, which the purchaser would receiye, if 
he sent his money, was a small caliber (pocket pistol 
size), cheap madé reyolyer, with a small stockadded ; in 
fact, only a toy. 

This is but one, however, of many similar articlesat 
present being pushed before the public. Large adver- 

tisements, attractively worded, are constantly appearing 
of some great bargains in firs arms—of revolvers, rifles or 

funs being sold at less than cost, or than regular dealers 
can furnish, The advertisements describe immense pro- 
ductions—of wonderful demands from all parts of the 
country and inform the reader that for only a short time 
can they be obtained at the prices named. 

It seems strange that an ordinary mortal can swallow 
so much and not *‘ see through it.” There is no reason 
why new firms, unheard of before, should spring up and 

be able to sell good articles cheaper than old established 
houses ; and certainly he is a fool who trusts at all to 

these advertisements, and a still greater fool if he sends 
his money. We haye lately seen a revolver, shown by a 
friend, who bought one, and we have read the advertise- 

ment accompanying it, It was represented to be equal to 

Smith & Wesson’s beautiful high grade revolvers in 
workmanship and quality, and to be the handsomest 
revolver ever seen in America! The price was $2,75, It 

was said to be worth really $10, and a story was told of 
their being made fora Russian order, who failed to take 
them, The real truth is, they are cheap quality; poorly 
engrayed little revolvers, costing Jess than $2 to make, 

and of course the Russian contract story is too ridiculous. 
Wewould not put our head behind one of these dangerous 
little tools, Life and limb are toa precious to be risked 
by the blowing up of $2 worth of poor metal, The very 

best makes of guns do occasionally burst, but such an 

accident is exceedingly rare. Cheap fire arms often 
burst ; as a rule they are liable to go to pieces, 
Whom the gods would destroy they first make mad, 

and the madness is sometimes exhibited by the use of 
cheap, poorly made firearms, which proye the agencies 

of self destruction. 
ne ee 

THE TEAM OFF. 

O-DAY an American team sails for the second time to 
meet an Irish team on Ivish soil, They have 

gathered together in a quiet sort of a way, not altogether 
in the wisest, manner of selection, as the present sharp 

discussion on that topic indicates: nor is the team, 
while beyond question a strong one im its individual 
components, the unit we should like to see, nor 

such ateam asa sober, calm review of the field would 
haye made up. It is too early yet to judge of Col, 
Bodine’s capabilities as a commander, and even should 

defeat meet the team on the field at Raheny there is 
sométhing to be said in mitigation of it, In fact, we are 

not altogether out of the opinion that a mild dose of 
defeat at this time would do American rifle shooting a 

vast deal of good, and we know of no team better able 

to swallow the hitter pill than this one There is no 

doubt a spirit of lethargy in rifle shooting here which a 
rebuff abroad may be instrumental in dispelling, The 

team have not had u single day’s practice as a teamunder 
the eye of its captain, and once on the Irish soil and in the 
hands of a reception committee, virtually as extensive as 

the Irish census roll, the team will haye hard work in 

getting any practice of great-value onthe range there. 
With a very good motive, but in a rather cumbrous 

manner withal, the Board of Directors thoroughly dissi- 

pated one phantasm which has been floating about for 
some days past,— that the team is sentout witha general 

shooting commission to make a descent upon Ireland in 
the tirst instance, and then complete the campaign with a 
sortie into England, ‘The team has been created and is 

sent abroad with but a very slender backing, it is true; to 

do one thing and one thing only—to hold a team match 

with Irish riflemen, The expression of this idea was 

aimed at when the directors unanimously esolved “Rihat 
we consider it inexpedient for our representatives to enter 

into any team match except the one they are sent to 
Ireland to shoot,” The match over, itis the right of the 
marksmen to do as they please, but not to enter into 
international matches as representatives of anything 

except themselyes, Any matches of thatsort which may 

be had, however much they may be thought to advertise 
this, that or another rifle, are merely ‘‘ scrub matches,” 

and any attempt to galvanize the fortuitous concourse of 

atoms, as the team will be when the last shot of the Irish 

match has been fought, into aliying organic team, deserves 

no encouragement from this side of the ocean. Itis not 
at all creditable to American rifie shooting, and is the 

one thing which will help to swell the alveady-rising tide 

of.opposition to professionalism in American rifle shoot- 

ing, that the Board of Directors are forced to the con- 

sideration of sucha problem at all. There seems to be 
wanting on the part of the team, or some of them, or 

those into whose contact and inflaence they will come on 
the other side, that nice sense of propriety which would 

check them from belittling the match which Jed to their 
visit, to meet the convenience of those who haye obliga- 

tions on this side the water yet to meet, It should be 

understood at Wimbledon that until the Palma is wrested 
from us and added to the trophies of the exhibition tent 

on Wimbledon Common, no representative American 

team can visit that shooting ground, however many 
“advertising” and so-called American teams may turn 
up with big pretensions. 

The team for Ireland may find a difficult task before it, 

It has a short task to perform if it confines itself to its 
errand. Itmay be that defeat has not been without its 
fruit of victory on the plucky Trish marksmen, The 

— 
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Rigby breech-loader is an unknown quality yet as to its 
merits, and we can only echo to our speeding experts a 
hearty bow voyage. 

THE Team SeLECTIoN—Col, Jolin Bodine, who was se- 
lected as the captain of the American Team to Ireland, 
yesterday handed in to the office of the ForEsT AND 
STREAM the following note :— 
Liditor Forest. and Stream, ;— 

Tt gives me pain that just at this important time, 
when a team is about to sail to compete in a foreign 
match, you haye committed the indiscretion of pub- 
lishing an editorial refiecting on ime and my team, 
You had published the conditions of the competitions, 
and consequently knew their purport, Iam notabout to 
discuss the wisdom of the method of selection, nor 
the personnel of my team, except to say that I think it 
a strong team, ancl fully equal to any that may be pitted 
against them on the Itish ranges. And further, I 
‘challengs any man to show anything unfair in the 
selection, or anything like Star Chamber judgment in 
my action, I was fully sustained by the Committee and 
by the Board of Directors, and to haye done differently, 
in any particular, would hayeé been a violation of my in- 
structions, If any one was aggrieved, it was from hisown 
uclinquency in not complying with the plainest terms of 
the circular, and no one regretted this more than myself, 
This is the view taken in the matter by all riflemen who 
shave become familiar with the circumstances. 

Itis with the greatest reluctance that I refer to this, 
but I cannot consent that this presentation of our action 
should go abroad without my earnest protest. 

JOHN BODINE. 
Col. Bodine is correct in saying that we had published 

the conditions, and we are correct in saying that they have 
not been lived up to. The onereserve which was amply 

Sufficient for the purposes of the team was swelled to an 
indefinite following. Challenges about ‘‘ star chamber 
judgment,” whatever that may be, do not remoye the 

fact that three secret meetings were deemed necessary 
before the present state of dissatisfaction was fully 
reached. Nobody has denied that the Colonel was sus- 
tained by the Board of Directors ; but that does not 
temovye the fact that Capt. Bruce was promised Saturday 

aS a day on which to make a score by Col. Bodine, and 
to his surprise and disgust found the team organized, 
with himself excluded, We deny the Colonel's assertion 
about his yiews being taken by all riflemen, because we 
know otherwise. Our own reluctance in being compelled 

to speak of the manner in which the team had been 
made up is fully as great as that of Col, Bodine in writ- 

tng his note to shield the action of the managers of the 
ffair, 
Oe 

Decoration DAy Sports—The growth of out-of-doors 
‘Sport in the United States is never better illustrated than 
Mpon the occasion of a national holiday, Decoration 
Day, coming asit does at a season of the year when the 

heat of summer has not yet: overcome the inspiriting in- 
fluences of spring, has been adopted by the clubs as an 
anniversary day in their calendar, Yachting, rowing, 
athletic games, archery, cricket and rifle shooting com- 

rised the programme ofthe day last Monday, and the 
Tuesday morning papers devoted as much space to the 
scords of the previous day’s sports, as to the distinctive 

forms of celebration for which this occasion has been set 

apart. It is fitting that the yearly commemoration of 

nation’s dead should thus also become a season of 

reation. The arenaof manly, generous competition 
athletic sports has its place in the development of 

the nation’s citizens, 
: a ee 

‘COACHING.—The annual spring parade of the Coaching 
mb, last Saturday, was witnessed and applauded by 
sands of spectators, and the young gentlemen who 

andled the ribbons received loud commendations for 

iv rare presence of mind in guiding their fiery steeds 

ough the concourse of vehicles. But how a Rocky 
untain jehu would laugh to scorn this play, and 
htly so, too. Tf one wishes an exhibition of coaching 

must go farther west than Manhattan Island to find 
and fora genuine sensation we commend a winter 

iountain ride through the snow. 
a > 

[From a Special Correspondent.] 

OUR WESTERN LETTER. 

DENVER, Con,, May 20th, 

\ fA 7 ILE the vast plains, stretching from the Missouri 
*Y River tothe Rocky Mountains, are not without 

their sentiment, their monotony, theirsilence, their soli- 
ide and thei extent, while the sky and the ground have 

grand beauty, and the very sense of the desolation 
its charm to the traveler, we must not overlook the 

ul quality in this wild region. The long, creeping 
of fire, which may please the eye with their weird 
ing in the blackness of the night far over the plain, 
be doing harm as well as good, Thereis a hay rick 

which may prove an undesigned prey to their 
ty, and a ranch or so whose occupants inay have to 
the fire at a safe distance, Tt is difficult not to have 
ort of fellow feeling for these scattered imhabit- 

of the plains. Here they are, many of them, quite 

from friends, incurring solitude and separation to 
Bs some kind of a fortune, The ranch, indeed, is not 

who has not seen the thing, could easily imag- 
st how avanch looks, The word has a kind of lux- 

holly unprepossessing spot to the eye. Probably no 

utiance about it which is not found in the object itself. 
Perhaps the farthest thing from a ranch, and yet of the 
same general class with it, isa New England farmhouse, 
glistening white, with its bright green blinds and red 
chimneys, surrounded with shade trees, with a green 
grassy yard, and very likely a little brook trickling 
along by it. Ataranch there is nothing white, nothing 
green, nothing red; there is no yard and no rushing 

breok, The yard, indeed, is the great plain, though I 
should say, that since the introduction of barbed wire 

fences, one will occasionally see a fence of that sort even 

west of the Missouri, The ranch is low and flat, perhaps 
eight feet high in all, built of dirty looking logs, gener- 
ally placedupright. The flat eaves project, and all that 
can be seen of a roof is usually earth and rough sod, 
Rude enough, in looks, this abode is, but IT should say it 

would be far from uncomfortable, either in summer or 

winter, Here a bachelor could keep his hall well enough, 
And two or three bachelors, who had something in com- 

mon between thent besides their herd, might snap their 

fingers for a few years at the Hast, especially if the herd 
was doing well and the dollars were steadily piling up. 

Here one could enjoy books, a pipe and a horseback ride, 
and nature perhaps. 
nothing but the burning sun (and it gives a bronze and 
color which eyen a Haryard oarsman might envy), or the 
thick roof of the ranch. Then, in the spring, there 

There will be no tree to sif under, 

comes activity, when the round-up for branding calves 
begins. This, too, is the season of activitiy for the Ish- 
maelite herder—the herder who is too active, and goes 
about branding calves that are not his, These men are 

to the herdsmen what a claini-jumper is in a mining 
camp, He may be successful, and gat rich faster than 

his neighbors ; and, on the other hand, he may be found 

cold on the plains, or be ‘‘run off” to some other scene 

of pleasure, Again, when a shipment of stock takes 
place, there is more rounding-up, Then a pleasing com- 
munity of action is seen, as an indiscriminate herd is 
driven up to the railway station, and the herd-owners in 
that region stand by, and each checks off in his book 
each animal that passes into the car bearing his mark, 

One man may thus ship fifty head to his neighbor’s five ; 

but it evens itself off in the course of the season, These 
are the cattle that make the best New York beef. Along 
or near the Missouri River they are picked up by Iowa 
and Illinois farmers, who haye come or sent West for the 

purpose. During the winter they gre corn-fed, and fat- 

tened on the farms of those States, and then are sold to 

the stock-yard men of Chicago at a handsome profit. So 
we get in Washington Market the large, fat quarters of 

Western corn-fed beef, The future promises even better, 

at least larger beef than we have had hitherto. Consid- 
erable shorbt-horn bload is bemg pul into the herds on the 

plains, and while it may hardly be expected that such 
heavy-chested cattle will result from this innovation as 
are raised by extreme culture in England, yet in general 

and gradually the size and form of the animal should 
become better, All through Nebraska there is grazing 
ground. Of course, it is better in some parts of that re- 
gion than in others, and one should not settle down at 
any point for herding, without some previous inquiry, 
Another caution is, that a man who is not used to 

cattle or herding, as the business is done on the plains, 

had better serve an employer for a while to get experi- 

ence, before embarking in the business on his own ac- 
count ; and eyen then he will have to be patient for a 

couple of years, before the profits fairly begin, Lex, 
rr ee 

SPRING IN ALASKA. 

Simca, April 9th, 
Fa dozen of us, who differ and argue ypon most any- 

thing that will furnish a possible difference of 

opinion, no two are agreed as to whether the steamer is 

due now or willbe soon. Her schedule time calls for her 

to arrive on the 7th of each month, or 8th at farthest, 

that though she has seldom done so we all avoid cham- 

pioning that date, but four distinct sets of us are equally 

positive that she is due this time on the 10th, the 12th, 

the 14th and the 16th, and we all base our positiyeness 

upon the same foundation—namely, the assurance of her 
Captain upon his last visit, The matter is of little im- 
portance, except that it enables me to be consistent, and 
start this letter, as I find by glancing over my files I have 

about all my letters, with a few remarks about said 
steamer, and seeing the letters side by side in a scrap 

book, I find I have been guilly of tautology, for very 

nearly the same remark opens several of them ; bub on 
my word itwwas accidental, and haying been discovered 
will be in future eliminated ; but the fact is, her arrival 

is our only event, and we can’t ayoid thinking and writ- 

ing of her, Til try to stop, though! I’ve broken myself 
of worse habits ; for instange, my earlier letters, I gave 

them the true Alaska stamp by bringing in more or less 
‘‘ hoo-che-noo,” a word introduced to the Hastern World 
asa typical Alaskan phrase, I even adopted the missionary 
paper style of speaking of it, and always preceded ib with 

the adjective ‘‘vile.” How certain adjectives become 
parts of the simple nouns they qualify and transform 
them into compounds! Who, m hearing a snake de- 
eribed, or by a lady a rat, has failed to expectand hear the 

XK 

L“big?? And who, throwing a fly for a brook trout and 

raising a chub, or fishing for codfish and hooking a pol- 
lock or dogfish, has failed to attach a prefix to their 

ejaculation when they named it? So it is with “ vile” 
hoo-clie-nvo, 

I think the word must have originated in ‘* Greenland’s 
icy mountains,” etc,, where, however, “only man” 
merils the epithet, and as I like to be original occasion- 
ally, I've dropped it, and I'll drop the steamer. 

March has been with us probably the pleasantest one, 

so far as weather goes, that we have ever experienced out 
of the tropics, and April so far is following its example. 
Although it is popularly supposed that it rains here 

about all the time, we haye in the last forty days had but 
four or five rainy ones, and we have absolutely longed for 

it, to wash off the snow, which an unusually severe winter 

has piled up in an unprecedented accumulation, The 
miners who aré waiting its departure to develop their last 
year’s finds ; the prospectors who are anxious to ba off 
among the mountains, and whose stakes, with which, 

economically used, they hoped to tide oyer the winter in 
Sitka, have become impoyerished through the earnest 

efforts in their behalf, made by the purveyors of amuse- 

ments in the shape of dance halls, grog shops, etc., 

grumble at the snow, and the slight impression made 
upon it by our not oyer warm sunshine, and we are all 

tired of it, The robins and sparrows and buntings 
have returned, expecting, evidently, to, as usual at this 

season, go af once to housekeeping, but they flit around 
on the leafless trees disconsolate; and the eagles sit for 
hours motionless, evidently discouraged. 

The herring have come in as usual, and are being caught 
in great numbers by the Indians, who strike into schools 
with poles armed with sharp nails. 

The ducks have nearly all left us ; a few old wives still 

remain faithful and firm, somewhere—we can't find any. 
The Indians bring in a few mallard. The yenison is un- 

eatable, and the trout have not yet put in an appearance, 

On theswhole, this transitory stage is decidedly uncom- 

fortable. 
IT hear that down about the mouth of the Columbia 

River the hair sealing season has begun, rather earlier 
than usual, and that several hundred seal have been 
captured, 

Right here let me again use your columms to urge peo- 

ple to save their and my postal stamps by not writing to 
me to get their seal skins, They don’t come from this 
neighborhood. Jl’ye been here a year and hayen’t seen a 

seal, If I had I would have gone hunting for it daily till 
I got it, for there’s nothing else to go for, except perhaps 
bears, and I'd rather buy them, 

To my regret, and that of the Siwashes, many of whom 
got rich out of it last summer, the salmon cannery will 
not be operated this year; the reason why I {cannot tell, 
but I presume the company know their own business best. 

Timow, on one side, that the fish can be gotten here at 

afar less cost than further south, but, on the other hand, 

the season begins down about the Columbia River six 

or seven weeks earlier, and the rise in tin from $5 to #12 

per M, makes an item. 
Fred Mather writes to ask me to tell you something 

about the Zhaleichys pacificus, or euchalon, or as we 

call it in Alaska, the candle fish, or as called by the Si- 

washes, the ‘‘oulachan.* I can’t tell you much now, for 

they don’t come here, but are plentiful in Wrangel, and 

Tll send down a jar with alcohol for specimens, and get 

up alot of data by next steamer. In the meantime, Aw 
revoir. Pishco. 

Game Bag and Gun. 

JUNE IS A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME, 
—_<<>_— 

—Address all communications to “* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

A STRING OF FIELD SCORES. 

MontGommry, ALA., aay 25th. 
I NOTICED in last week’s issue of your paper that some 

of your subscribers thought the killing of two snipe 
at one shot avery great feat. In fact, it is, but what 
do you think of this ? Several years ago, when I was quite 
a boy, I made, Ithink, the best score on record. At Aber- 
crombie’s plantation, five miles below Columbus, Ga., on 
the Alabama sidé of the Chattahoochee River, I killed 
and bagged eighteen snipe in thirteen consecutive shots. 
Tshot three at one shot, and two three times; the re- 
mainder were single shots. I did not take them as they 
came (for they did not come), but I went for them as they 
went. WhenTI killed the three at one shot they were 
flying (only three) forty yards high, and apparently at 
the rate of forty miles an hour or more. Two of them 
were killed stone dead, the other one was wing-broken 
and gathered. The double shots were made as they got 
up before me in range, irrespective of distance from each 
other, and I repeat that only once were there as many as 
three together, and [I killed them, I do not think this 
score has eyer been beaten, and should any of your 
readers think I am simply telling a “snipe” story, I 
would most respectfully say that 1 haye a credible wit- 
ness, who saw every shot, “ 

It may not be amiss to say that 1 am now shooting a 
little 12 bore gun, and to tell of some of the shots that I 
have made with it only for the purpose of showing what 
a gun can do when properly loaded and handled, The 

n isa full choke, 14 at the muzzle, Here is what I 
aye done with it, viz,: In the presence of the New Or- 
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leans and Montgomery Shooting Clubs, at New Orleans, 
two years ago, [killed a pigeon flying nearly over the 
eighty yards boundary, I standing behind the twenty-six 
yards score and fully ten feet back of that at the table 
Where our ammunition was placed. The bird was fully 
thirty yards high. The load in my gun was 8drs, Curtis 
& Harvey powder and loz, No, 6 Wnglish chilled shot. I 
have killed a goose with the same load, exactly 60 yards. 
Yhaye killed a gobbler weighing eighteen and three- 
fourths pounds the same distance, except I used No, 4 
shot. 
Thave killed a goose at one hundred yards (and per- 

haps further) with drs, powder and loz, FF shot (thirty- 
five pellets to the ounce by actual count), On my last 
snipe hunt I killed a snipe seventy yards high that fell 
perpendicularly one hundred yards from me by actual 
measurement on the ground. My companion first shot 
at it, and I missed with the first barrel and killed with 
the second, and strange to say, he was struck with five or 
six shot. Iusedon this occasion 3drs. powder and loz. 
No, 8 chilled shot. ; 
Ata thirty-inch circle, forty-five yards, thissame gun 

has put 270 out of 276 pellets (10z. No, 6 chilled shot) in 
the circle. With 23drs. powder and #0z. No, 8 chilled shot 
T have shot doves on arise of fifty to sixty yards, one with 
each barrel, Is there any other on earth to beat it? 

‘Well, here comes the most remarkable shot of all, and 
I have two witnesses to it—my companions who were 
in the boat with me. During the last freshet in the 
Alabama River, when the land opposite the city was 
under water, we started ont after some ducks. We were 
seventy-five to one hundred yards outside of the trees 
that describe the left bank of the Alabama, <A flock of 
ducks flying very high above the trees came flying down 
and I fired at them with 8drs. powder and ioz. FF shot 
(thirty-five to the ounce), and droye a shot through the 
wing and into the body of one of them, killing him al- 
most instantly. The gentlemen who were with me—both 
fine sporismen and magnificent shots—said that he fell at 
two hundred yards. Nothing could have astonished us 
more than the killing of this duck. No oneever dreamed 
that a 12 bore gun, or any other, would hold up at that 
distance, but this is an indisputable fact, 

I give you also herewith a score at pigeons with same 
gun—sidrs. powder and loz. No. 7 chilled shot—eight at 
thirty yards, six at thirty-five yards rise—one barrel. 
My brother made a trip of one day down the Chata- 

hoochee River after ducks, and witha 12 bore gun—2#drs. 
powder and loz, No, 7 shot—killed and bagged forty- 
seven ducks and one goose, without missing a single 
shot—shooting done by himself, 

Mr, Editor, I do not give the foregoing to brag on what 
I could do, but you can rely upon what I have told you 
as facts, and I should consider these shots unequalled 
even if made by any one else. 

I challenge the world to produce anything, all things 
considered, more remarkable, 

AD VANCE, 

CLEVELAND.—‘' Twosnipe at one shot,” That's nothing, 
f once killed seven Wilson snipe at one shot, and this is 
how it happened; Some years ago this bird nested in 
numbers in this locality, When the broods were able to 
care for themselyes they resorted, in August, to the 
marshy borders of the Cuyahoga in the evening for food. 
Near the mouth of this river was located a distillery, 
where thousands of hogs were fed on the refuse of the 
still, and the refuse of the hog pens was emptied daily 
into the river ; consequently, every bayou in the vicinity 
had the material to develop aquatic insect life in great 
abundance, There ducks and beach birds of al] kinds in 
their season resorted by the thousand. In the evening 
the snipe would come to these insect-infested pools in 
freat numbers, and it was on one of these occasions 
that T got alot of them in a row and killed seven at a 
single shot. Twice I havekilled two snipe at a shot, but 
in each case one bird only was in the air, while the other 
was quietly feeding or squatting in the tussock beyond, 
unknown to me when I pulled on the flying bird, 
Lonce drove a pack of quail into a small ravine, and as 

T approached the margin up got 1 wild turkey, not fifty 
feet off. A firm No. 6 shot through the head and neck 
brought down the bird, which weighed twenty-four 
pounds when cleaned. But this is not the end of the 
story. The same shot startled a beyy of quail, and 
strange as it may seem to you, they left behind them two 
of their number, killed by the same shot that captured 
the turkey. A friend—now one of the representative 
geologists of the country—used to pass many vacation 
days in squirrel hunting, and on one occasion he took one 
through the head in the usual way at short range; but 
was he not surprised when another squirrel fell from a 
tres beyond, shot through the body by the same ball. 

T once took a greenhorn (in the deer hunting line) into 
the woods of Michigan some years ago, He had never 
seen the animal before, except in the domesticated state, 
or hung up in the market, The first thing he did was to 
kill two deer at one shot the first day we were out, I 
had been following them in the still-unting way for two 
hours, when the crack of a rifie indicated to me that a 
change had taken place in my locality. Sure enough, 
this *‘ greenhorn in deer hunting” had bowled over with 
one ball a splendid barren doe and a picked-up fawn—one 
shot through the shoulders, the other through the neck, 
And now I will closa with one more * two-at-a-shot 

story,” and 1 assure you there is no fish in it. Passing the 
margin of an oak forest, a single pigeon started from one 
of the trees, which [ killed while fying by. The same 
shot brought down a beautiful male woodghuck that was 
also feasting off the acorns from one of the oak trees, 

I fired once at a family of blue wing teal, eight in all, 
short range, I gave them one barrel—not a bird. They 
rose in a bunch, when I fired again—not a feather. Hither 
the powder was bad, or the shot had spilled out of my 
gun (a muzzle-loader), for that was the only way to 
account for it, Dr, BH, STERLING, 

—.——_ 

THE AUXILIARY RITLE BARREL.—Editor Forest and 
Stream :-—My attention was first cailed to the Shelton 
auxiliary rifie barrel by an advertisement in the Forms? 
AND StrmaM. I am free to say that I was never more 
agreeably surprised than by its performance, It shoots 
with as much power and accuracy as any rifle I ever 
owned, and my only regretis that I did not get one of 
heayier caliber. Doubtless,many sportsmen, who other- 
wise would like to use an inserted barrel, are debarred 

CO. W. Wingert... 
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from the attempt by the fear that the indefinable hang |G, Ormiz........... Fetters eee eens Da el ds eG) 

of their favorite breech-loader might be thereby im- a eae sii - + s + 3 4 4 : foey 
paired, _ | A. Elmendorf... es eit 11idvtitiv ts 
My experience on this point is quite the reverse, and in x a ; z + £ 4 . i 1—10 

fact I like to handle my shot gun better, with the rifle in ‘T1.4101711 mere 
its place, Being only twenty inches in length, and | James Faulkner 011001721005 
heavier at the breech, its effect is to make the muzzle | Robert Newell.. SO are! site st he 

. “lar y H.H. Moore. *] dd OU SoD Weorde more easily manageable. =: ‘AL Sheridanes T111111101-08 
One point wherein lies its immense superiority over | J. A, Nichols, DY: dec a cel steel et ae 

any fixed contrivance, is the readiness with which if | B. Reamer. --...-)-----.ss-seesrs ss T112020212112-8 
may be withdrawn, leaving the shot gun always in statu | 1; Vanderlew..... .. ete ee Ny 1OiLidtidiaiis# 
quo. So far as the side balance of the gun is concerned, Ties of 10, 25 yards :— 
a man who shoots from theright shoulder should use the | TWh sr---» F 9 9 9 GOB] ompking......- 7 f eee 
‘‘auxiliary ” in the lefi barrel, and will find no incon- 
venience whatever from unequal distribution of weight, 

But nothing can convince one skeptical on these and 
similar points like the possession and use of the rifle 
itself, which, although somewhat diminutive in size, and 
by no means obtrusively gassy, is more thoroughly com- 
petent to plead its own cause, by meritorious action, than 
the most determined verbal advocate. 

Perhaps I ought to say here that I have no interest 
whateyer in the sale of these rifles, but who, with a 
spark of philanthrophy, when he gets a good thing, will 
keep it to himself, 

Camillus, N, Y., May 10th. 
—————— 

PENNSYLVANIA—Greenville, May 28th.— A great many 
snipe have been killed around about here. Thinkk that 
woodcock and pheasant shooting will be good, B. 

Snot Guns AND WHALE.—The ist of May Mr, W, R, 
Schaffer with a party of gunners went to their grounds 
on Small Point, Maine, on a coot-shooting trip, and had 
very good success, killing quite a number, Harly one 
morning we discoyered out in the sea what was sup- 
posed to be a shipwreck. After considerable discussion, 
two of the party catered to go out to it, and found it to 
be a whale which had been killed outside by a harpoon 
and had floated there and died. After fastening lines to 
it, the party finally brought him to the shore, On meas- 
uring him, they found him to be 66 feet long ; diameter, 
12 feet 9 inches; width of flukes, 13 feet. He was full of 
oil, The whale was turned oyer to the boatmen to secure 
the oil. This, wethought, was.a capital shot-gun expedi- 
tion, W.R,S. 

West, Lucker, eit 
Lawrence, Geo. Smith, 

straight 
Ties of 

only killed their string of 5 birds. 

HUBERT REYNOLDS, 
Buffalo, killed 2 birds and won. 

Second Contest—Class shooting; 10 
0 

Willetta....- 
Heinhold 

Fraser... : 
Wichols...-.+ 

i. Wakeman. 
J. Beier, Jr... 
W. J. Babcock, 

William Wynn... 
L. H. Smith..... 
R. Robingson.....- 
Benjamin West... 
CG. W. Godman. 

rr Oe 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 
——— is 

SCORES OF THE STATE CONVENTION. 

First contest—Class shoot, 10 single rises, birds allstrong; 118 
entries :— 

William Fort. -- 
W.O. Jakus.... 
B.S. Sargent.-....- 
Heck: Bloyeric ns. 

1. Kimber: ::-44+.2---31 MEsa-Giebd= spe J— p.} Avwiat...- uty. 222 
Harry Drory.-..-- sai fhie =i 
Eid. Hudson........+-- 1— 9 | C. W. Wingert........ 
SPAR Gig neem ee dee akcnabeh a suede 1—1 | Jacob Buek.....- Dene Hehlchine Malt etasF 
GEPWorsG ewes ype aes 0O—5,| A.S. Hale. --........ 
John Bedford.....---.--.++- 0— 3] J.J. Bennett... 
NAS ps Eee Al hort ese O— 7 | Wm. Hughes... 

Burt Hotchkin. 
Peter Heinz.... 
©. F. Morse, Jr. 
W. H. Crittenden. - 

Levi Van Buskirk. 
W. B. Sheldon ... 

D. Pratt 
Harry Sill.....- 
W.#. Willetts... 

M. ¥. Bayles 
H. Medmer, .-. 2:0... ss010- 
Charles Ornig’.... ..----- 
BH. H. Madison. 
¥. Thomson... 
George Luther 
J. Wertsg... 

Bee SHO eooccoeeHe 
SHH OR ROH HE HOR OOH HER HE OR HR OR SHH HHO SCHEER eH eee Hoe 

uy bes is 5 4 5 oO oS °} fs] 

DSW ihites= Beye ygqae ees tae 0-5] &. P. Pike.. 
W..J. Babcock. I— fi] William Mil 
G. W. Crouch, J lL 6] George A Cha 
N. M. Livingston Q— 4} George Smith. . 
D, W. Peck 1 6 | J. Sidway.....--. ----. +244 
Peter King. ) thy SEV TO BOTA oan eee 
E. Taylor... 
G. K. Brown - 

George Struber. . 
Arthur Coombe. - 
R. J. Richardson 

RHEE Re cee ec OHOR Ee eo HHH 

1 

SoH HH ome oH EHH eH op OS CHE HOMER HS OOH HOHE eee EH Oe He HEE EH REE Se ete oor el pp 

Hotchkiss and Walzer withdrawn with 0. 

Ties of 9:—Kimber, Garritt, Thompson, Hermann, Rosencranz, 
and Marsh withdrawn with 0; Taylor, 

; Silsby, Warner, Ten Eyck, with 1; Sill, 
G. W. Smith, Stacy, Christian, 2 each; Nichols snd Vanderlew, 3 
each. Henderson, Sargent, Jones, Miller and Newell tied again 
on five straight; Henderson won thoot-(it nt 81 yards with fiye 

Newell returning with 2, fargent 1, Jones and Miller 0, 
$, shot off forthe third prize; 26 contestants; 26 yards. 

Of these, Messrs. Cook, Richardson, Jakus, Wynn and Tallman 
The tie shot off at #1 yards re- 

sulted in a victory for W. J. Richardson, of the Jefferson County 
Sportsman's Club. of Watertown, he only killing 4 birds, 

‘Ties on 7; the 16 competitors tieing on 7. shot off the tie for the 
fourth prize; no one killing 5 birds, a seeond contest among all 
16 was necessitated ; Peter Heinz, of the Audubon Club, of 

a 

He Bee SoSH YE OOS Se eee a ll el ed ed i 

: 

Bee CHoscSoH He SH SOE HE CR HH HOH Oe HEH HEE SS CON HH SOR EES SHR HEHOHE EHR ROR ROHS 

S. Damewood,.........--2+++ O— 8] B.A, Andrus.. 
VAS Mie Wai 1— $3] T. A. Carman . 
JULES oe oe te 3 1— 7 | Jacob Pentz,_- 
RK. P, Flower 1 6} Horsce Silsby.. 
BE. L. Sargent J— } } G. BE. MeIntosh.......,.--- 
H, Andrews O- 6] G.M. Whitney. .. 
G. W. Smith 1— 9] F.C, Howard... ......4---- 
E, Redmond, . L §] ©. H. McKevitt...-..1.....4.- 
R. Sheldon. ... 1— 6] James Faulkner, Jr,. 
Thomas Cook.... O— $1 8..G. Murray... ...0----s4te--2- sites 

oe monn Celts: Ties of 9, 26 yards rise :— 

H.R. Jones........ -- . 2| R. Robinson 
WC. Jakus.......-.+ _ 4) C.F, Mors 

4 
aa! 

D. Murphy. {2 6] xtra ties of 4, 31 yards :— 

one 18] Gg. w. Smith....... Pen nT 

f Saar O— 8 | of Buffalo 

i Midmen ps < ' Ties of 8, 26 yards rise :— 

M. Chichester...... I— 8 | H. B. Hooker......+.-.. . «.. 
B®. H. Madison..... Q— 8 W. RK. Willetts . 

i - 

SOHRROM BE RHE OHHH RH OHH CHORE EHH SH SR OCH EERE HHH RHO SRR ORE Hee CH HEH 

Se Seb RH SHH SR HH HSH OEE BHR HORS OR Ee PORE EEE CHRO SS OPH EH ESE eee OHO 

SHH SHE COPE EH HE HRor= te ee Oe OR He OHH OH OH OOH OH OHH BR Ree OR OOOH eH eC OH ee 

T. A. Carman ... ak 17] R. Widmer. 
John Grobe.... --0 J— &] GC, Luther. : 

rapa e 17] ‘xtra ties of 5,31 yards rise :— 
eorge Stru — 

Arthur Coonz.. yal j— 4 | H. B. Hooker.......-:+-<-.--++ 

Horace Silsby.. +4 9 

ev ae Tees : as ‘4 = } | awarded the third prize, 

George lather haste teed 11) | Ties of 7, 26 yards rise:— 
W. Hughes). cece Lessee edt eens 0— 4] C. J. Heinold..... are 
J. Hermann y,........5.55 1— 9] J. Beier, Jr.... 

G. F, Gildersle 
Wilham Part 
D. Hall.... 
A. 5dilsby.. Drive 

Extra ties of 4, 81 yards ;— 
Js Beier, Jr... -19---s-er ne 
William Fort. 

CHE Be HH ORR ERE ERE He SR CHO OHS SCR He OH REE SOCOM SH CORE ROOM ORE HORCH ERE EHO oontoH K. Robinson... 
ete Wes 

wanes etree eeeeas 

Third Gontest—15 birds ; 21 yards:— 
1 1 - 

¥. Thompson 
S.A. Tucker. . 
Péter Tompiri 
J, #. Williams. . 

. GC. Howard 

oH 
) 

Bowes Eee ROSCS oR HHOH EH HHHHHESCSoShor FO Re PORCH HOHE ee pO OP EHH SHOR COOM HORE SHOO ORE HH OHHH Hoe POoSeeHeRoHSooSoeRO FeSO ERE EHO SRe Se ee ee OR HOHE OOREHeeE Oe eRe 4COO RCO SHON SOR HO SEH EHH He ee pee pepo PDS o peo memes te POoe oS aH eee Smtr PoP Pee SSS SI Oho so SRA ORES RROD PSR HOS PRESS Ser eter BRSOe Pee SRE HERR HEH SOH SHH SHH EE ORES SHEERS FSS Re RHR HH OOOH De eee eee eee Ee OR OR He OH ROSH OOO ee RE peo HR eR OPH oCHHHHO BORER eRe pee OOH HEHEHE RHOSHS mHOSOe EK Ce HOR HR HREHHREEOS Bee ooDSeerHo}Y Bee OR SCOR HOOe 

9 
0 
1 
J 
1 

4 
ew sh 

a 
0 
0 
a Cee HSCR RE HHoS BRR ORE RE OHH RO 

HOR OH ORE RHEE HHH ORHORSRHH 
Ree Oe nl Ce Ree eee ee oF 

.4|8.A. Tucker 
Mr. Tucker, of the Monroe County Club of Rochester, was 

HReBeRRHRESHOM HORE OoHKCRORHH 

SPOR CHE H LPO R HOCH EHH OoSOREHeHoSHoHe BOR OCH HR SHH He OOH EROCH OP COSC OR SCHORR SH SOOR HH eee BotoPoe eee pee oR Hoe He SHE SS SHH HHH OOH eH oH SH SHH BER HH ORHHHR ER SOHC OOHOHHE 

is 2 C. W. Rodman.... 

HHODOS SH ReHE 

BMCCHH OHM SHH ESCH HHOM SHHhH 

HooRHOSe HEH BS Oe pp ROCOnR HOOP RE HSH HHHOR OHHH HHHEHHEHE BHO RHR EEE EHR HERO 

= 

COMB Res HS RE HE HE RHEE REE SORE OH OH OH SHOR HER ep ROR OH OOH ES 

2 

Sennen eet ee 

SeRoHSROHRSHCoH 

single birds ; 21 yards: 

4| George A. Chappell ,--.,-.--.-- 

The second prize fell to George W. Smith, of the Audubon Club, 

BoceHRHHRHoR 

Bed ad te TTTTI TTI II 
eAcosaas-18 cH 

jJ— 

A 

BR SUH Re HOHE HERE OHS BRE OR OHE HEE OHSOOHS POH ORE HOHE HE HEE ORCR HEHEHE 

BOOB DAM O MMO R Ie OAR Pct 

CR CHE OHH eoCo, 

mHRHeI 

14+ 8 

TO ts pe be ee ttdpeeecseree 

Mr. Fort isa member of the Genesee Club, Irondequoit. 
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FOREST AND STREAM. aot 

eel glee eel Tie Le 0 ee 
ee eae sl el To dead 118 
OST SAISON cl 2 ao aor pe 
OFC seine 1S Oo) Oe dr, 
ORO Oe kT I yo er 

2 c ween 1 Lobia. tT tbl t 2 65 
ea ae CLOT UO 11 ied ey 

¥F. Lawrence 1000 dv 
eorice Smith Oe Os Leds LE eat) ed el ae 

i. Jones . est eg. 9 Oe elf 18 
STONER 5 er ew 0 oT OP eh eis 

James Raffert 51 or AL RL yn as Ns a a By 
D. M. Lefever. feted tT 2. eo ae alee 
Peter Tompkin Agate) abe a ay ety best Sg ab Teh 
A. Kobinson, Cea) Ol dy as Oa ae 

bg TO SR i Pal aime ak ohooh a aes 
echt 0 Ae 0s ears 
Pale A OP OU DeLee Cees ist 
0001 0 dr. 
Dot tod Tet ae ee ee ais 
Dot 8 Del ee Ge eile e959, 
a ei Ce CT a Sl aki aie ee al Th 
Td ho) a Oe I ee re 
7 0 ee ae ea le 18 
Dot 1) 0 Oe OPS ry at 0: if. 0 0-5), 
OC00TO000TO00000 LB 
Tivitioditiitiooov ood oes 

| fe ed a I Peet a LU Ea a ek Be dl 
D0 arti las 0 Pee eos ey i165 

aa et Ta AR res Aiea 2 Pot hd oe elt 
. ol eat seh) at tt ae abe s esihl 

J. W, Williame. aLoroegbhoawo bot od Fos 
TBS VVCLYVERD ec eis oes cele eo el ee e435 
Peter Heinz. .- er get Eis aes Pe aN Pea a hg ah a 8 A 
George Meiste: -~-Litadirvbei1todo01 0 0 WHF 
AS. Hall... SL at ee Oe eee 3 
B. Hotchkiss. .......... OOD ile D1 tet 1 a0) 
William, Miller,:2:5,.i-1 L220 121212221201‘ I-14 
SPOOL Lieccl, cletleecie ha gi rls Pott he hs ee a alo BS is Ee 
M. J. mefMe aed te hy ANT 000000000 0-8 
B. Catchpole.. »-101210212110T20d21d21 0-11 
©. G. Morse... LY LOD Ok Tee as 10: 
N. B. Briges....--..,.-- T1I7T¢0e112001022120 6 L939 
W.C, Jakus..-......... at PS alee? he atk Ree 0 
GeorgeLyman.........1 11002 01121127100 
Nei. Bayless... .-:- 22, AO Aimee a te EDs Ge tec 
Tred raver. heetlel eds OLN: Oei0e 16 SLSR 1 SOF A t 
J. Sidway..... Fe A Sifohe te AH bP le ohio yee ie eee a ! 

i 5 Os Omer iO ey AOR ea Deo 1a — 19 
eit ead OTe ead Ceri et 18 

oor als ES Oi el tei! ae iol! py 110 
§. A, Tucker. - aL) Baol a i 1 e 416 
#, Thompson. fete al ed Or eee OTE A) E15 
Ed. Hudson.. PS. fie ee eter ri hy e159 
Frank Dennison......- TIMI &hITiraiyvoiododd ig 
eo eee en OL ey TA ih pe Cs ir bs 2} 
John Nichols.....-.... ets 090, To 0 0 dete ha OF 4—=10 
Hi. B. Hooker.......... jer topless te Oe etesG. ih xt se ee 9 
A. H. Sheridan...-..... Doth Sele Te de a. ah, 4 
Bd) Loder....2¢--0..-P0 LIDV0 T0101 tT 1 Low 
S.'Thompson...........0 1 112110010101 1-10 
H.F.G Il Tete Ee eet Db to et 01 
eel h US at ee, res idg@ie@eodoivbitrtoitilriIiotg 
L,D: Burroughs...) C1 bP oOlirtioqore ea 
Charles Oehimig........1 1 LTLI100 0101 0 740 
GC. Luther. ..-.-... fet iG Pe DL Daa ae 
Gu Wy Villel- ae. eel lo Oe Oe tes Oe O11 
KJ. Richardson. 55 OSU ese an, 
D. H. Madison......... Teles OL le Dele 1 eas 
GI ReClonr ie nan mel ml esUus tert 1 Oe last: clie any 
H. H. Howland. ...... 1 Oak Ae eo Seb te 3 
H.O. Howland.........1 00212122120d2d3210d9221 421 4-1 
G. BR, Brown...-. ett Tid 0 0 0:0 () Ocdr 
H.R, Selleck........... 1?rodLe? ovo tid vt fore 
ANG eps Res 4255 e885 Oe 00s ie sO Oe as Toe 
Milton Hoag.. Bee ek a6) ee, Bee sie a is 

-Rosenomns.,.,/-/t 1 4 4 Vy lg Ph aD na Eg tn ee eS 
Thomas Cook, . Li iti 0o 0 0 Odr. 
T. GB. Tallman. PLO ata Tse ale Girl. tet Se 18) 
1, Warner. - oP ee te a Te ib 
J,A. Niver...., Sel 0, 0; 2 irs 
Frank Nearpars....--.. EDS Sie Leelee Se ie tie Le te fr. 
i. Wakeman.... ...... UL la a a Lene WT ey eee sb a! ga ees 

This left but two—Christopher Warner and R. Seldon—voth of 
the Dean Richmond Ciub, Batayia. Mr. Seldon withdrew, aad ithe 
first prize was awarded to Mr. Warner. 

Ties of 14, 26 yards: Tucker missed his first, Tallman his sezond, 

Lefever and Miller their third, Nearpars his fifth, and Smith, 

Hudson and Sheridan tied on five each. At 3l yards; Sheridan 

killed four, and Smith, of the Onondaga Club, and Hudson, of 
the Audubon, Buffato, five each, and divided. Wes of 13: There 
were twenty contestants. It endedin a contest between Henry 

Jones, C.D, Rodman and Robert Newell,in which the latter, a 
member of the Forester Gun Club, Buffalo, won the third prize, 

The ties on12 was wou by H. B. Hooker, of the Monroe County 
Sportsmen’s Club, of Rochester, who took the fourth prize. 

Fourth Contest—Ten double rises; class shooting -— 
Peter Tompkins....;.;..... 
William Christian 

O1—12 

0 
J. K. 
CG, 8. Damewood. 
Wi, Wartz,,-- <- 
R, P. Flower.. 
R. J. Richardson. 
W.J. Babcock.... 
Frank Dennison. - 
Fred Frazer.-...,... 
Robert Seldon.. 
W.C. Jakus.. 
Horace Silsby. 

Brank Thompson. 
J. Witmer ..-... 
J. Nichols. .. 
H. lt, Jones....... 
George Smith . 
'. Hudson .... 
Bi. Taylor... 
G. C. Luther. - 
OM, Hilman.. 
G. J. Marsh . 
H. Wakeman, (id 
F. Cook ..... . 
G@. C. Morse. .-. 10 00 10 10 10 10 WW W 10-7 
H. ‘Twist .......-- -i1 10 10 171 10 1 Tl OO 11 1144 
8. 5. Rain ....... eed ..0L 1 10 10 00 I WW 10 11 11-472 
ATE Andrews... -1i G0 df 11 11 10 W Il 1 1115 
A. H. Sheridan . -10 00 11 OL OL 10 10 W 1-1 
GP. Gildersieeve. -_. 11 10 11 W It OO 11 OL 10—18 
©. Warner........ | OO OO 10 OW OL OO OO GO—5 
BE, Hosencrans.. oO 00 10 11 Il Wt 1 10—12 
2, Carr: (222 10 OL 10 11 OO 10 11 OL—I1 
B. W. West-.-. dl dt 11 WW 1 11 il 10-27 
H, Robinson 0 W 10 11 Ut 10 10 00-11 
J. Beir, Jr..... wwh 1 Ww Ul Oo Ws 
Ff. Chaffee. - 11 10 W 10 10 WW 10 10—10 
A. Paul, li 00 10 11 11 21 il 10-44 
M. Campbell...... oO 11 10 00 10 OO IO 11-7 
J. 1), Burroughs.,..---. ll 1 WT WW 1 1 il WH 

Ties on 17—21 yards. 

pi Be Tones, 5. a Ceebl meet eee dete =. 10 0s 10) O1—4 
Pid MAAS oss, Pt - ot eee ee ee eae ay W 10 10-4 
B. W. West,... .... Tie serveg ee LE 1 Jo 40-7 
This gaye the first nize ‘to B Ww. 

Club, of Brooklyn. 
West, of the Rone island Gun 

Ties on 16—?1 yards. 
ee os 

vee dl 
+E. L. Sargent. 10 10 11-6 
EL PNOKEY..L.cc lt... uid LT 

The second prize to §. H. Tucker, of the Madison County Gun 
Ohib, Petérboro. There were four contesttants in the ties on fit 
ieen; George Smith, of the Forester Club, Butfalo, lvinning the 

third prize, In the ties of thirteen there were eight contestants 

H. B. Hooker, of the Monroe County Club, of Rochester, won 

after a hard fight, the fourth prize. 
Fifth Contest—Substituted in place of an amateur shoot; ten 

single birds, 21 yards :— 

Gharles Lobb...,-........- sree oO |G. rae Helmer..... ites Sa: vi 
T, Mathewson. . «+ «eoses 7 |: A. Dingens.. SNC inescen ape Sy 
G. Archer. ...:. F .. 4| W.J. Allen, F hoe! | 
PP Drury-s. eo) ends. 6] William Parrish. “ant 
Thomas Kimber, Jr . .. 8| C. J. Heinhold...... Shel) 
He WY Gale) (47.2.4 8| A, Coonds...... Best 
TD. M. |LeFever. . 2 | M. Y, Bayliss... . 10 

, Carroll. . §| M. B. Campbell ec) 
Eh Taylor. . §|G.R. Browo .6 
W. 4. i 4| H, H. Morse ~ 8 
Ed. Lodder.. . 7) BE. Wakeman. 6 
Obas, Green Sgr xara hl Gans iN} 
BY, Smith... + | G. W, Smith,.,,-- - 6 
LL. H. And S15) Ts Lawrence. anti 
W.8. Gavitt rat ep Sirgen 8 
W.35, Murray . 8) A. 5. Hale 8 
C.F. Morse, 8 | C. Tf. Mur mn 
W. R. Willet . 8] G. Rolling.. - 6 
Dr. Kennedy- . 5| Dr. Monroe 4 
EB. G. Madison - 9| G. A. Chappell g 
Brank Thomp 8| W. H. Parsons, vi 

. P. Dennison. . 6 | Fred Frazer.. 
William Miller oT Ga. By, Gildersleey 4 
William Faye 10 | R. .9 
J. A. Niver. . 6| H. ay! 
Ed. Hudson... 10| A. 8 
R, Robinson |B. 8 
G. RK. Vine 9| H, 10 
G. W. Crouch 8) L. 10 
Wd, Grouch,.... 8) G. 10 
J. K. Beekwith 10} J. 7 
J. J. Bennett . §| A.D 5 7 
Peter Heinz 4| William Waterbury 5 

-10| John Wolvin. 6 
4 “y 
9 4 

A.D. Lewis. +19 4 
i. Winitz,.. .. -8 6 
GB. Hotchkiss... aw] i 
W,H.Cr uttenden. 9 9 
Be WattsnJ.0). aed 8 
J. E. McIntosh . 5 -§ 
Go Wainer ei rit a ae a 8 
W.C, Jaks. “aoe! 7 
SBA GST Lesa bbl. eeicle alee at rie rie 7 -8 
M. W. Thomas... . 4| H. BSilsby..... wii 
BE, M. Ten Byek.- g bs) 
B. Tolsma....... ea POTS Cl lees erates 
H.R. Jones . 8| George Smith.. a 
W. Hughes.. . 8| 0. C. Morse..... Gi 
BL. Surgent.- . 8) M. J. McIntyre 8 
mote Tompkins... ..10] H. Walzer. Ta 
k. J. Richardson. . .. 4| BE. U. Barton 3 
J.8. Rain......- .. 5| J. BE. MeIntos + I 
L. TH. Smith. -. | FY, Chaffee...... +5 
R.P, Flower. ‘. 6] Thomas Coolk.. seit 
I: AVAMUPeWS- +. 792-240. ute 6 | B. Catehpole.. ae 
me R. Seloyer,. “.,. 4|G. 8. Damewood: 10 
>. Day... 7| EF. Nearpass.... reo 
Willen 8. Harris Ha Clon Wisi VVALIS Clits tele yi bieicleteiet ay ice t 

Tn ties of ten, W. G, Gayitt, of the Spencer Club, Lyons, killing 
tive birds straight, received first money. Second money was 

finally won by Peter Tompkins, of the Dean Riéhmond Club, Ba- 

tavia. In the ties of nine, Geo. W. Smith, of the Queen City 
Club, of Buffalo, received the purse tor the best score, killing all 

of his five rises, The money for the second hest score went to 

Mr. H. B. Hooker, of Rochester. 

Best Average—The FOREST AND STREAM gold prize medal, 

valued at $125, for the best average in fiye contests, was awarded 

to Edward Hudson, of the Onondaga County Club, of Syracuse, 

he winning it by four points. 

MATCH FOR THE PIERCE DIAMOND BADGE, 
VALS Zia. 83 tb 27 OSOet Oy age Pe a dt oe fe tT 
6) 'Paylor. . Peck OE EWS aaa Sh a SI ya bas ae 
Geprze Meister Gap. 268 ah al at ae a mh ah Te eft 
Rh. P. Plower...0/...... T1T011110100010 0-8 
BL. Sargent .......... 11IOM0OZLLLidALILIAI1! I-12 
Ge Westin SS. cca ek Oe SO Del ee Oieat 18 
G. J. Heinhold PE, Sb GF 1TO0O1Ti1iALtTILGAOALTIALTIOoOgY 
BLP. Pike.. clase cee teen ewe) Rete Doe tl Ose he Oe: G1) 
B. H. Madison...... Cyn a as Nee Wa rg tak Tal lle Fes 
M. Gayters,..-..-... RRL See les OL OIE Oe Leste ar tte 
Bribie Poem peor“ -18 Toozriridirizrotzrid sto 
J.J. Beonett,..........0 0 0111 dr 
GA. Chappell. 2200.0 111100100111021-9 
H. B. Hooker,.....-. OMe ae Ty Lo lea “1 oY her a3 
Fie filwikt fs) ehodees. oaks Gok Oe 108 Af see tot eet 01) 
A. H. Sheridan ........ 1 aah 2.0) Udo 2 2 be012, 

Second Squad. 

D. M. Lagera..........- yp tee ges Pet rib cieak ay al ge=abs 
DAE Smite ess s cee 00010 dad. 
W.J.Selover.......4...-110011T112121000010—-8 
ARS ROTO hc RE atl TE aa RE atyy ak Male ti al eile be a} 
TA Sankt lihoncace ee asg 40 (Cr Bt Ls i rae De bea ec a es Pea 
William Pager......- ce DL OOF dn 
Thomas Kimber....... ee ly 1) SO Ledrs 
I. H. Andrews......... Trpigti viii & 1 & Ot 
Robert Seldon......... Ty SL ak ah GaP Tet tg a iE EE 
R. J, Richardson....... PL1IVO9LADTOODAIIT ER 
os Kf. Compson........- T11a22120121221203170 0 0-10 
BEES fie ore Mee 1 Tel OO Oa Ae Otek ir 
Ed. Lodder.. Ted de beal ubgQy aol ita i al 
S. Damowood.. ts tak sue Sh Hales te a rh ey a eae 

. Paul ae ara elenten ime Tey let Tele Te Oi 
J. M. Sawyer.. 1 AE AE As SO Lee tle 0) ar; 

Third Squad. 

Peter Tompkins....... Opie Reel oy eel 3 
Robert Newell...... Sl) 1k QE Ue Fre 
Deywitmcrs taser tees Cet aL SDT eh) ae) en 
C. W. Wingert.. oe ea ele tele els erty TIO tir. 
H.R, JoneS.....05. 050 la gay ah lak aE Ue mek ee ba 
G. W. Crouch.......... Ti0d071007T000T011-8 
5. A, Tueker,.--...--- Pelee teed el ei “et 10) hb 0 Os 1a -1> 
George Smith.......-.. Deis ik Ul) tert ad sais ath ah lat a bettie ge: 
wee Nichols..... Saale 11100 4dr, 
Wiss Gattis: esauer ob teen ds 1 0) 0 DF 038 
Winn Milley... <5 5-5 17r0 01700021122 1 120 
G. @. Lutier...-........ a ARSE al ial thy Th Ss 
P. Carrol)... .-.- Perel TEL mL ale ah ah Castle tabi 
W.S. Murray fol, lie ed el he ON ha 1 1-13 
T. GB, Pallman.......... 610101 dr. 
ES De Gall Sires on ee TET CTS RE a hg 1 1-13 

Fourth Squad. 
B, Talaman ........ 00+. ee ae tert Qe lec le drs 
B, Hammond. Rae AL OF ie Dd dl tedaD Dl" S18: 
H, Drury ....-, ET TL ie OG De 1h os Fe Pan Ie Ee 
William Hughes. pels OT tsk te Dot 0: dr, 
Ed. Hudson............ Cea 1) See Te ed 2 eee 
RS Pettit. Sy. .8. 1.2: APOIO. tos D8 hele AOS mare 
C. Warner..-...- ANSEL Lee tient 15 The) a) eel, dP OD ee BP eee 
This gaye the diamond badge to E. H. Madison, of the Fountain 

Gun Club, Brooklyn, as he was the only gentleman haying aclean 

score of fifteen. The badge qwas donated by Dr. R. V. Pierce, and 

is valued at $850. Ttis to be held by the winner each year in 

trust, and to be accounted for to the State association. The win- 
ner will receive the entrance fees for the next annual contest. 
The ties on fourteen were then shot off for the second prize, 

Damewood missing his first, Drury his second, Taylor and Tomp- 
kins their fifth, H, Hudson, of the Onondaga Club, of Syracuse, 

killme 5 straight, and winning the second prize, In shooting off 
ties of 18, G. W. Smith, Hooker and Hammond tied again on 5, 
B. Hammond, of Buffalo Audubons, winning on 5 straight, Smith 

0, Hooker 0. 

Dean Richmond Drophy Contest—20 birds; dL yards rise; teams of 
three men each :— 
: Monroe County Club, Roches- 
eri— Forester, Buffalo :— 
HHA H Gk eres oaks ee Robert Newell.............,.- 14 
I, H. Andrews,.. H. BR. Jones... -.,.---- * rere 
ES Boclcwl th hice ties mishiens George Smith.....-......... . 18 

Motal 22: o: seeps. see 45, Mop le ¢ oe pee Ree es ag 
Dean Richmond, Batavia :-— Onondaga, Syracuse :— 

Peter Tompkins... we ,. 18] Hdward Hudson........ Peace 
.. lf | George Luther.... ae eytu 

P. Lefever:-:..., osha 54 .. 13 

MORE oe haere eR ERLE 5 ILA lh ae eer eee rere a 1) 
Audobon ras Butlalo :— Seneca Gun, Seneca :— 

uy aed Se 2) IM gg eee eee 
nA Op) 15| J.B. Lawrence..-, 

Willian, ‘Christian Preis cs 1, 16) H, Silsby..... POLE db UCr. eh iti 

TO BHR atid eis aatste caved: AG Total... Seaee 
Queen City, Buifalo — One Tsland Gun, Brooklyn :— : 

T. W. Smith F. E. Gildersleeve PAPA Acar seo: 18 
E. Taylor.. 
B. Talsma. - 

SROTAIA ee seth eee erent. © 48 
Fountain Gun, eee ni— 

H, Madison. - fe 
Cc, W. Wingert a 
M. B. Bayliss..............-.. .. 1 

This gave the Dean Richmond trophy to the Fountain Gun Club, 

of Brooklyn, The prize for second best club being between the 

Seneca Gun Club, of Seneca Falls, and the Dean Richmond (Lub, 

of Batavia. These two organizations concluded to diyide the 
prize, which consisted of 2,000 shells. 

Judges—Wim. Lawrence, of Seneca Falls, and J. A, Hackstra, 

of Buffalo Herald. Referee—T. ©. Banks, of the ForrEsr AND 
STREAM. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the sunhad nearly gone down, 
the last contest on the programme, that for the Livingston 

Sportsmen’s Association cup, was commenced. It was finishedin 

almost total darkness, and resulted in a tie between the Onondaga 

Olub, Syracuse, and the Fountain Gun Club, Brooklyn, the shoot- 

off being won by the latter. 

Contest 8—Wadworth Cup; 15 double rises :— 

Fountain Gun Club :— Onondaga Club, Syracuse :— 
G. W. Wingert nen Hudson,. 2 
M. Bailiss oe . BL 

Total... Tots Sco oe 
Andubon, atten Gun Club, Beneon 

G.W. Smith .,.. Ralls — 
William Cbristia: H. Silsby.... 

dels Ee ee ia C, Rosecranz 
Forester Total 

Buffalo :— Nassau Gun Club: 
H.R. Jones..........5- Rel oVverd.ts) iach o. 
George Smith. L, A. Sinith > 

OTS renee 2 hte a Total. 
Monroe County Club, hoaneas Long Island G. A.: 

Ler i— G. vee Os hale eaeeesatees 
~B. Hooker........... --..-. 20] BH. Madison. . 

J. W. Andrews.. 18 MOTE I spleen ee eb, 
Total.......... 

The Fly Casting.—The only entries were Chief Engineer Ira 
Wood, Cornelius W. Smith and H. BE. Robbins, all of Syracuse— 

the latter of the Standard staff—and W. C. Jakus, of Buffalo. <All 

of the Syracuse contestants are pupils of the veteran Rube; Wood, 
hence he did not bring out his own rod. He didnot have the 

heart to reel out his line over the heads of “ my boys,” as the 

champion delights to call his graduates. Mr. Wood, together with 

H.R. Wood, were chosen judges of the fly casting,and Dr. Fowler, 

of Ithaca, referee. The following wasthe record of the casting 
in number of feet of line thrown out :— 

Name. 
Pe WY OOO OL STUCUSE As fatty ors. fleway eds eee aa Epes one na sen oe 70 
G6. W. Smith, of Syracuse..... . 
H. Bi. Robbins, ot Rute C NSE A 
W. OC. Jacus, of Buffalo. 
The judges decided to award Mr. Wool, tie first prize 0: on ‘account 

of his superior style and accuracy. The exhibition was, consider- 

ing the poor weather, yery praiseworthy. The other prizes were 

awarded in the order named. 

RIFLE SHOOTING—The distance was 100 yards, off-hand, string 

measure, the telescope being barred. The judge was Mr. Janies 

Rafferty, and the referee, Mr. L. Hill, Mr. Archie Paul, of Cohoes; 

scored 27 7-16, getting first prize; Mr. 0. G, Jones, of Syracuse, 

333-16, second prize; Mr. Samuel Jacoby, Seneca Falls, 40 7-16, 
third prize. 

PistOL PRACTICE.—During the fifth contest the match for pis- 

tol shots was called at the riflo range. Ten shots were allowed, 

string measure, at a distance of fifteen yards. Mr, J. H. Andrews 
scored 16 3-16 and took first prize; George J. Marsh, of the Wor- 

ester Club, Buffalo, 254 and second prize; O.S. Jones, of Syracuse, 

25+and third prize. The other scores were by Mr. G. W. Crouch? 

of Rochester, 29, and Mr. H. B. Hooker, also of Rochester, 27}. 

MASSACHUSETTS—Quiney, May 20th.—The Merry Mount Shoot- 
ing Club glass-ball shoot ;— 

eo ee 

Hehe Double 
trap. trap. Total. 

1U 8 18 
9 8 i 
9 9 18 

tees! +] 18 
AG!) 6 15 
teu 6 15 

W. W. Mitchell .8 6 It 
Ed. Hardwick at: 9 dt 
Henry Studle a 5 2 
Myran Clark, a5 5 12 

. 1, Badger Dh 6 Iz 
M. J. Hunt. 2 i 8 10 
Frank Curtis, : . 3 6 9 
Wyman Nightingale. apenas hit itstele nice 4 4 8 

After the above a challenge match took place between Albert 

Keating and George Monk for the badge held by Monk, with the 
following result :— 

pt i Pounlee Total. 
a KReating......:. see Scone Se Bee Ys ati] 
EL oe ee RCO RAPA SIDE Non ane Semen eae 0 0 at) 

Tn shooting off the tis at eleven balls My. Keating shot 11 and 
Mr. Monk 10, making the former winner of the badge. 

Natick, May 29th.—Shooting at ten rotary and five double atis 

yards rise. The following shows a gain on their preyious shoots :— 

Rotary. houble. Total. 

W. W. Clark, 10 9 14 
M. Brigham . 8 8 16 
Dr. J. H. Wright ...- .§ 7 1h 
MORNE ETI CS fieveel oo tied 28 7 15 
A) OF WiAIBODG 242-2 oreo cele a fear ok § 15 
Uy Bakers, leases. 9 5 lt 
D. Hawchett 4 a 12 
A Ea i BAS IBS Smebces ace ne- 8:4 aha. aol 5 12 
H. Brigham hea 7 12 
ED HT SWC Re eect age epee ten, theta os ae 5 6 WW 
BS SUV ONS. 2.5 er odete eet caen Pisiysreg Be yee 23 1 4 4 8 

Totals ..... goom avicst ASAE tbR Seon aoe 75 4 1h) 

New HAvren Gun Crun—Wew Haven, May 20th—The New 
Hayen Gun Club held its regular medul shoot to-day, Owing to 
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PORE oye oO BRORSGu USK & SPB H eee 2 

ir oo i] 

Be Ons uu te Se es 

The last four men neyer shot out of a Card trap before. Next week 

seven members of the New Haven Gun Club go to Wallingford 
+o shoot a match, and it is looked forward to with a great deal of 

interest, as Wallingford has some of the best glass ball shooters 

in the State. 
D. 

Miner Gun Crus—May 18th.—Club match, 25 yards rise :— 
Pol a =e 
1010 00 1-5 
Th th 
Oe 2 2a eG 
O.. 00 DA p65 
Deal 20s Oo: 
tl A Colts 10 
22 1 Gets 1 

New Yore—Yonkers, May 28th.—Wild pigeons, 21 yards rise) 

eee te. # 01211411 1 1-20 By LARS Soo ee 2 oe 0 oF 11 J — 
Leas as Ne 0 ee eet 0b 
Waring he ae at ee ab 
Twenty-five birds being left over, were shot off by Waring 

with the following result :— 
U3) eat SOT ST fy fe are neti a ee i sae me wi ae 

| New Jersny Gun Coun—TVest Side Park, May 19th._Regular 
monthly elub shoot at wild and tame birds; Double Bird Trophy ; 
three pair birds; two ground traps; handicapped rises; wild 

birds :— 
SERUM UO fabihweemerrve| es Pete tts 2Qyards ll 01 1-5 

Ww: Haalios ree ee Wyards ii 00 ti) +4 
G, Wilms. .. yards ll 10 OL-4 
J. Barclay igyards 01 10 ii-4 
B. Duseuberry Wyards 01 00 1i—3 
C. Pansley... 17 yards 10 10 10-3 
J. Pearson. 20yards 01 10 02 
SDGHITUOM.» pes oasstey cess deo ede ames igyards 10 00 00-1 

The trophy is a breech-loading gun. Mr. Dunlap has won it 

twice; Messrs. Pearson, Pansley and Yan Brackle once each, Itis 

to be won four times. 

Sweep at five birds; 2 rt yards; 1 barrel; H. and T, ground traps; 
wild birds :— an Phe Pee 
Wilms ey hab halal —5 | Barclay 0 4 
Pansley 1111010 —5| Cable.... - 1100111 —5 
Smith. 21111011277) Dunlap... ... 01100 — 
Hughes . 111010 —4]Dusenberry...10001 =) 
Pilyae see se-c iets 1110111 6—6| Pearson.....-., 0100wW =i 

Second sweep; tame birds :— 
Hughes........ 11011111—‘| Wilms......,.. 1100 —2 
R. Bly ioe ..::10111110-6 Dusenberry =. .0110 —2 
Hepsley . -.-1011110 —5| Smith.......... 010 —] 
Cuble.....-...-- 1011110 —5|Jacheus........ 010 1 

G.L. W. 

PENNSYLVANIA.— The first grand pigeon shoot, under the au- 

spices of the Easton, Pa., Sportsmen’s Association, will be held on 

the Fair Grounds, Easton, June 15th, 16th, 17th and 18th. Ar- 
rangements haye been perfected, and Capt. A. H. Bogardus and 

Fred, Erb, Jr., will shoot here, 
Greenville, May 24th.— A yery fair audience assembled at 

the shooting grownds of the Sportsmen’s Club, on the after- 

noon of the 22d inst..gto witness a shooting match between 

J. A. MeNary, of the Alleghany City Club, and J. C. Hobaugh, of 

this place; Bogardus trap and rules, 21 yards rise, each 25 balls :— 

J.C. Hobaugh... 1211111110111111111111111—" 
J. A, MoNary:...0111001010111111111111111-20 

GEroRGIA—Rome, May 28th—The Talking Gun Club held its 

weekly practice. Shooting was done from one Card trap, screened 

18 yards rise :— 
Jno. ©, Printup.,.111110101111110110111011111011—24 
Jno. M. Bowie....011001111111001111111111111111—%5 
M. M. Pepper... -111110111011101111011001011011-22 
Sam. Veal.....--.111110011111110111101111111001—24 
A, J. Little* .110101101101011111010110111111—2 
©. L, Omberg*....171111111100011111101011010011—22 
R. I. Hamptoné - -1101101111711111111100110111111-% 
*Members of the Cherokee Club. 
In shooting off the tie, miss and out, Bowie won, GEST. 

Rome, Ga.—The Cherokee Gun Club held its weekly practice on 

the 25th inst. Shooting was done from 4 Card trap, screened ; 18 

yards rise, Bogardus rules :— 

W. M. Gammon.-.111011100100111111101011101001—20 
G. L. Omberg....- 007111111111111011001111111010—23 
Albin Omberg....111101111111110111101111001111-% 
Jno. M. Bowie*...100001011111011111110011011016—-419 
M. M. Pepper*..,.111001111111010110010110011110—2 
+Members of Talking Club. HA. RAQUET. 

EKANSAS.—The third annual tournament of the Kansas State 

Sportsimen’s Association will be neld at Lawrence, Kans., June 

Sth, $th, 10th and 11th; $3,000 will be offered in prizes. 

—We have received the Constitution and By-Laws of the How- 
ell Gun Club, of Howell, Mich. This club has an excellent record 

atthe trap. The rules are, we presume, the result of its own ex— 

perience, and if they have stood the test of the club’s practice 
they ought to be practicable and sufficient. 

Che Rifle. 
—Addiess all communications to ‘‘ Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York,” 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Massacuuserrs—Boston, June lst-—The spring meeting of the 

Massachusetts Rifle Association, which commenced at Walnut 
Hill May 27th, closed Saturday evening, May 29th, and was the 

most successful of any meeting ever held on these grounds. 
There wasagood attendance throughout. The weather condi- 

tions were excellent, and some magnificent scores were recorded. 
Among the visiting riflemen were representatives from Spring- 

field, Walpole, Worcester, Medford, Providence, Hartford, New 

York, Gardner, New Bedford and other places. The prize winners 

during the meeting were as follows :— 

For the Herald Cup, distance 200 yards; position standing - 

rounds 7; three best scores to count as one. Total entries 369. 

G. I. Bisworth, 104; W. H. Jackson, 102; N. W. Arnold, 108; W. 
Charies, 101; 5. 8. Bumstead, 101; J. B. Osborn, 101; D. Kirkwood, 

100; J. N. Frye, 100; O. M, Jewell, 100; L. Winshiv, 99; EB. F. Rich- 
ardson, 99; H..A. Buck, 98; W. Poland, 98; J. BE. Cram, 98; G. GC. 
arthur, 98; C. Richards, 97; L. W. Farrar, 97; J. Borden, 97; B. F 

Brooks, 95; 8. H. Barrett, 98; E, B. Souther, 95; J. F. R. Schafer, 
95; F. Hollis, 95; A. B. Archer, 95; L. H. Mayott, 9:; H. 8. Harris, 
a4; O. M. Howard, 93; H. Tyler, 90; J. F. Rabbeta 80: G. E, Field, 
89); O. J. Page, 89. 

On the Massachusetts target; conditions as in first match, To- 
tal entries, 290; thres scores to count as one; highest possible, 

202 -— 
Total. 

O.M, Jewell. <:.....0.0..4265.403045 78 73 78 234 
W. Charles....- iT iT 232 
6.8 pane 78 76 232 
J. 8. Osborn.. 6 16 228 
D. Kinkwood, . 15 75 226 
GT, Ellsworth vi) 74 Rizk 
NW ATOLUS 2. hates creer net 76 v4 13 228 
Wei aGKSONL. We eo teeyo enter 78 72 il eral 
Wi, We Warrar 4-2 ccce betel a peeesees 75 13 3 221 
H.W. Richardson 2.2212: 222. 27 en Tt 13 val 218 
L. H. Myott 74 2 70 216 
E. B. Souther 13a "2 yas 216 
J. W. Frye . 12 vel 71 214 
W. Poland 12 ry 70 B14 
Hi 8) HArIis eo eeeee ne secct nee tek eee 2 70 67 209 

Nine Hundred Yard Carton Match,—This match was open to all 

comers, rifles and positions, any within the rules. Cartons—viz.,a 
shot striking inside of a circle twenty-two inches in diameter 

drawn in the center of the bullseye, counting six. Total entries, 

ninety-tive :-— 
Total. 

Salem Wilder 40 By 118 
F. J. Rabbeth 33 88 116 
Hi. ‘Tyler... 39 33 6 
J. F. Brown.. By BT lil 
N. Washburn BT 36 Thi 
W. Charles. - 35 35 108 
8. Lewis....-. Bt BL 108 
C.C. Hebbard 33 32 99 
A. L, Brown 83 30 oF 
N. Jewell :..... 33 28 96 
C, A, Summer. 2B 27 87 

Six Hundred Yards Carton Match.—The total number of entries 

in this match was ninety. The following table shows the best 
scores made in the competition :— 

Total 
Wet. VACKRON (sii ccekbienet esheets ed 40 119 
J. By Brownice- sagen! taste: Woeeae s 89 pys 5 
8..H. Barrett, 02477120. estes, aT 39 114 
do Es Habbeble 5 e. aetees ss eects dele 87 BT 114 
H, Severance... 6... eee e ee 36 35 110 
G.O. Hebbard.......0.c.ccccesecaeene ny 34 109 
W. Charles. 7 35 109 
8. Lewis.. 88 34 107 
B. Moses 37 35 106 
B. W. Law 34 33 105 
E. F. Richar 85 Be) 103 
W._Arthur 33 32 99 
A, L. Brown. 35 29 99 

Directors’ Match, 200 Yards._There were seyen entries in this 

match, but Messrs. Frye, Souther and Tyler withdrew before com- 

pleting their scores, thus leaving the record as appended ;— 

N.W.Arnold,.5 4 5 5 5-24|J.B.Osborn:...5 5 4 5 4-23 
W. Charles..... 5 5 56 5 4-24] W. Poland.,..... 5 4 4 4 5-22 

Wakefield, May 29th.—The Wakefield Amateur Rifle Association 

had their weekly shoot Saturday afternoon. Below are given 
nine of the best scores :— 

Wi DHDICL. .. -- nc. per -aehete ht oattbeaes 4545556 45 4 5—46 
Daniel Ogilvie. . -5565 5 46 4 5 8 445 
Thomas Cann.. 445445 5 4 4 4-44 
George Cheney. ~44455 44 4 4 5-48 
J. Henderson.,,........ ee 544444 4 4 4 4-41 

Medford, May 28th.—The regular weekly competitions in the 

glass balland rifle match, under the auspices of the Raymond 
Sportsman’s Club of Medford, were well attended, and some good 

shooting done to-day. Mr. J.C, Smith made three straight 10s 

from the rotary and three straight 10s from the double traps; J. 8. 

Bennett, two straight 10s fromthe rotary and one 10 from the 
double; W. B. Witherell, two straight 10s from the rotary, and J, 
B, Nason, one 100n each of the traps. The following are the 
scores made with the rifle ;— 
E. Whittier 6 65 5 6 5 5 6 6—55 
J.¥. R. Shaefer 646 65 5 5 6 6—54 
E, James 6445 6 6 5 5 6—5: 
C. M. Gueth 4665 6 4 6 5 5—5l 
BH, Bennett 563 5 6 6 5 6 4 5—f1 
J, G. Smith 855465 4 5 6-47 
H. Max...-.. 564565 45 4 8-47 
A. J. Green 36 64 5 4 6 5 5—46 

On the ist of June the Raymond men visited New Bedford to 
shoot a match there, eight men a side, ten shots at 200 yards, 

MAMMOTH RIFLE GALLERY.—Boston, May 28th.—The fourth 
and last week in the All Comers’ Rifle Match has shown some ex- 
cellent shooting, and will compare favorably with any week dur_ 

ing the match. There has been no change in the leading places 

during the week, but those who have competed have shown good 
work. The match will close on Monday night, May 3ist, and on June 
istwill commence the new match called the Excelsior Rifle Match, 
with ten cash prizes; also an extra prize of fiye dollars will be given 
toany one making a clean score of eight consecutive bullseyes. The 
summary will show the standing of the several competitors to 
date; 50 yards, rounds 8, possible 40; five scores to win, or possi- 

ble 200:— 
W. He. HAarrisOvse sce ceccccrsessseshersstepee-44 39 40 40 40 40—199 
PH, BF. Richardson.:.:......... .. B9 89 89 40 40—197 
J. Merril) iy 0-0. 20-522 s eae es .. 39 39 39 40 40-197 
Prank Hollis. 2.22... 2... 25 esses -1 BY 89 89 39 40—196 
W.N. Woodman . + 88 38 38 38 88—190 
N.S, James. ...--t,445+---ssee0e. 4a a a : Ha aw 
Gordan McKenzie....,.--...-...- +. BT 
we .. 36 86 37 88 388—185 

. BS 3T BT BY 89—185 
-. 86 35 86 387 37—182 
.. 86 36 36 36 3T—18l 
«. 86 36 86 86 BT—IBL 

35 35 36 36 37-179 

SB mg san A. H. Raymond. oo do ¢ — 
Tohn Hartwell. 85 85 36 36 36-178 
.R. Cw 35 35 36 36 36—178 

85 35 386 36 36—178 
35 85 385 36 36—1TT 
85 35 35 36 36—177 

a 30 85 85 36—176 
39 35 35 36-176 
$5 85 35 386—176 
33 35 35 35—1i5 
8 85 385 35-175 
35 35 35 35—lf 

G. E.R. 

Springfield, May 26th.Scores of the Rod and Gun Hifie Chib 
made at their regular meeting to-day. Weather conditions fayor- 

able, wind light northwest :— 

MLV OLE. =5. veplons onrete eco Ane oes Meee 5644555 4 5 54 
Bumetead, . , Ae 5645445 4 5 4 5-416 
Gorham.... 5455445 4 5-46 
eADING ces tone 5656656 446 4 446 
Cranston (military).....-.... .----s.- 444465 65 4 6 5 h-46 
Chapa pesenine ss schethht tthe eee 64645 444 5 515 

Bee nee a cieicch pines siaaenobieh delate 56 446 8 6 6 4 5—45 
M Bull an Libary). seat eee eee 4465645 6 4% 4-6 

BER AAR ee, 5 6 45463 4 5 444 
F. Bull (military). RE PLS th 45456445 4 4 4-44 
Sqnires (iilitaryyioy. ee ee 56448444 45 54 
Clark (military) . 84445 55 44 445 

i 5454446 4 4 48 
4444544 4 5 4-42 

One point allowance for titan rifles, 

South Gardner, May 29th—¥Following are the scores made by 
members of the Gardner Rifie Club at Hackmatack range, yester- 

day, distance 200 yards, off-hand, two scores of ten shots each 
using the inch ring and Creedmoor target combined :— 

R. 6. Feds Totus. 
S. B. Hildrith.. ........... ties: ve 8i—46 60— 

Ee ee ey te ee §2—45, (a—45 157—90 
H.C. Knowlton .,....:...- B4—46 12-48 156—89 
Tee Deaee Bote ee . 81—45 70—43 165—88 
H.wS, Pierce. 2. oo + 62-44 82—44 14488 
William pete aa Ay 66—42, j5—43 141—85 
F.E, Nichols......-. 1c T1—45 68—43 139—88 
A. Coleman if 53—42 1si—89 
C. 0. Bent, . Vi—44 62—43 133 
L.S.Walker.. . 66-43 65—44 130—87 
1, He Righardsitti tos yeas . 01-48 65—43 129-86 
Creedmoor, May 26th.—The ‘Atiérican Team did not practice 

to-day, Jackson being in ahurry to get back to Boston for the 

Walnut Hill meeting. The eyent of the day was the *‘ off-hand" 
team match. It was for teams of four men; any rifles; 100, 200 

and 300 yards; five shots per man at each; position, standing at 

all. Four teams entered, and the result was as follows:— 
NEW YORK RIFLE CLUB, TEAM NO. 2. 

100 Yards. 200 Yards. 300 Yards, Totals. 
Me YRPODG sc ves tie das ssh ce ae 25 al 4 68 
N. oPennel whe tre batt a 23 20 21 64 
eI] e SiGHAG: se tesa eee oe arate 24 20 20 6 
E. B, 22 el 63 

JW. 19 68 
¥F. A. 20 65 
C.J. 19 64 
J, H al 63 

D, I. 20 67 
G, Joiner. 19 87 
J. L. 16 6L 
D. F 18 58 

R, Simpson.. 22 i tb 
G, W. oe 18 ibs 
J. al 19 62 
D. 19 li 57 
A match at a rarely tried distance was opened also by the Ama- 

teur Rifle Club. It was a 15-shot competition at 700 yards, and 

was won by Mr, Waters with a score of 72 out of the possible 75 
points. The target used was of the second-class size,;commonly 

used at 500 and 600 yards. In this match, which promises to grow 

in interest, Mr. L. Geiger made 67; Mr, R. H. Keene, 66; Dr. 8. T, 
G. Dudley, 65, and N. D. Ward, 64. 

The Empire Club commpetition for the “ Daly Trophy " was 
also shot. It was of 10 shots each, at 300 and 500 yards, the stand— 

ing position only being allowed at both distances, with a sescond- 

class target at 500 yards and a third at 300. Mr, F. H. Holton made 

the best score, 84 out of the possible 100, and became final winner 

of the trophy, he having carried it off on two preylous occasions, 

Creedmoor, May 29th—The matches to-day were dull, with few en- 

tries. The Oxford match at 200 yards, 10 shots, was won by Mr. J. R. 

QGrohman, who scored 42 out of the possible 50 points, the best of 

his competitors making the following totals: G. Joiner, 41; T. J. 
Dolan, 40. F. G. Williamson, 37; J. L. Paulding, 37, and J. M, Rob- 

ertson, 36. The We Will match at 300 and 600 yards was won by 
Mr. J. L. Price, with a total of 43 points. 

HELVETIA RIFLE CLuB.—A practice shooting of the Helvetia 

Rifle Club took place at Hartung’s Park, Mott Hayon, last Tues- 
day. The day was bright, but a very heavy wind prevailed, which 
annoyed the riflemen present to some degree, The following are 
the scores at the ring target on 200 yards range :— 

Rings. 
A, Weidemann,..... .,---. 202 | Ph. Klein.. 
L, Dreyer........ At al J. Landolt... 5 
M, M. Hellwig As Reyes re ae 

Time shooting (three minutes) at regular Creedmoor targets 
shows a very good result :— 

Shots Fired. Hits. Points. 
Uy sDreyersis.<>.-« as bonwoan ot 23 84 
H. Weber - 2 1 55 
M. M, Hellwig 2 18 66 
A. Meyer...... » 24 O11 
Phil. Klein « BF 21 78 
F. Landolt - a 14 45 
Bi RGys sree ead rae 20 12 
tA Ge ellivies eee tiie ter eek ans hele 26 oti] 69 
AY, Wieidmannin es i: 2. Poster 1s sane. 28 cal B84 

Shooting was done with breech-loaders, mostly of Swiss manu- 
facture, 

SCHUETZEN NotEs.—Monday, the 7th inst,, begins the twenty- 
third annual shooting festival of the New York Schuetzen Corps, 
Major George Aery commanding, and will last three days. This 
corpsis well and fayorably Enown to almost all the German 

shooting organizations of the United States, and its Captam, 
officers and members understand very well how to organize their 

festivals so that they always are the attraction of tne pleasure- 
seeking people and the rendezvous of hundreds of sharpshooters, 
Union Hill Schuetzen Park, where the festival takes place, will 

certainly be visited by thousands of people during those days, 
and we are convinced that not many will wend their way home- 

ward unsatisfied. A grand procession in carriages will inaugu- 
rate the festival on Monday. This procession forms at headquar- 

ters, 24 Market street, at 9 o’clock A.M. Monday,and will start at 
10 o'clock sharp. Foremost will be a platoon of mounted police, 
which will be followed by Separate Troop A, Cayalry, N. G. 8. 

N. Y., Major Karl Klein commanding; festive wagon with Wanne- 

macher’s Sevyenty-first Regimental Band; carriage drawn by four 

horses, occupied by Major George Aery, ex-Captains John F. 
Rothmann and David G. Yuengling, Jr. Following them are the 
invited guests and sharpshooters from Philadelphia, Baltimore, 

Hartford and other cities; and last, but not least, officers and 

members of the corps, all in carriages. After passing a few prin- 

cipal streets on the Hast side they will turn down Fourteenth 
street, cross the ferry at Christopher street and proceed to the 
park, where a fine luncheon will be in waiting for the hungry and 

thirsty. At 1 o'clock the shooting at the ditferent targets arranged 

by the United Schuetzen Association will begin, the programme 

of which is the following :— 
1. Prize or Ring Target. divided in 25 equal rings; 25 prizes ;llirst 

to be $50 and last $4; number of tickets unlimited ; price of ticket 
entitling to three shots, $3 each. 

2. Man Target, divided in 20 perpendicular lines; 20 prizes; first 

to be $20 and last $2; number of tickets unlimited; priceuf ticket 
entitling to three shots, $1 each. 

3. Bullseye Targets—The round black or false center is 12, the 

hullseye four inches in diameter; 33 prizes; first $25 and last $2; 
number of tickets unlimited; 10 shots for $1; additiona) to that 
there are eight premiums for most bullseyes; first $12 and last $2. 

The above targets aré open to all comers and to any rifle; dis- 
tanee 200 yards, The members of the corps will also shoot ata big 

eagle, which will be fastened on a high pole; twenty prizes will 
be competed for; each part of the eagle nilist be shot down in 

rotation; the man who brings down the last piece (that is the 

body) will be déclared king and crowned. The coronation tales 
place in the afternoon of the third day, the 9thinst. Preceding 

this act the ladies will have a prize shooting of their own, and 
will be rewarded also with prizes; therefore in the moat iustances 
husband and wife will go home happy. 
We wish the corps all the success they deserve. 
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WEST VIRGINIA—Wheeling, Maj/ 26th.—The second match of 
the series of contests between the Canton Rod and Gun Club, of 
Collingsyville, Conn,, and the Wheeling Rifle Club, at 200 yards, off- 
hand, Massachusetts target, came off to-day. Both clubs im- 

proved on their first score, and especially the Wheeling team, who 
rolled up the magnificent total of 503 points. The scores were as 
tollows :— 

WHEBLING RIFLE CLR TEAM. 
OG, Ti. Dwi wenn wrt eet wets ooo lO 12 91 9 9 1110 12 13-105 
William Oox...........--...-..., wee Ge dt it 101012 8128 9-10 
Otto Jaeger 4 - d2 12 10 11.1010 11 7—101 
LSLOWATiva ys beg cab ekas pss. Res =i 8 tb iL ri 12 8 8 10 Il 12— 98 
GB. H, Babeock.... i Fy ae gee 81L 101011 F 9 10 10 11— au 

GRR IEGRe ee ees (SEES see se leh edechbiidckb ead beieddes.t 503 

CANTON ROD AND GUN Chu. ETE: 
(THEE VAC ge, Re 28 
H. B, Moore, .. 
J. AH. Bidwell., 
Dr. George FB. Lewis.... .... =. 4.3002 1010 § 812121111 8 10— 98 
wo. Liitbenstine................ ...5. 7710 49 911 7 912—8 

ic eZ a ey PP tt ee Ce Aig Moe SASS 487 

On the 27th inst. the onetan ge team went to. Washington, Pa., 
to shoota returnmatch with the club of that place. The first 
match was shot betiveen teams of three men each, on the 8th 

inst., by telegraph, and resulted in a victory for the Wheeling 

vlub by 22 points. The Washington riflemen not feeling satisfied 

over the result, the Wheeling chib decided to go to their range 

and have another round, The team was received by Mr. James 
Woods, and conveyed to the range, and the mateh commenced 

aboutllo'clock. A young hurricane came along about an hour 
later, which niade everyone on the range seek the shelter of 

neighboring covered bridge. Atter the storm bad passed the 

teams resumed firing at their seyenth round, and continued until 

aboutd o'clock, when on counting totals the Wheeling team was 

found to be 11 points to the front—not so many as in the first 

match by uncother eleven, but considering that a very new man 

was being substituted for Mr. Stewart, who shot before, it was 
satisfactory. Mr. Dwight did not make another clean score, but 
came within two points of it; while Mr, Babcock passed his first 

seore by One point. The Wheeling team snd those who accom- 
panied them bad apleasant trip, and were “ glad they went." 
The following are the complete scores :— 

WHEELING RIFLE CLUB TEAM. 

Rothwell........5 2... 
Binal: 2 SoS . 
HUZIBRLE Ae e. Wed dirent + 2s 

The shooting was at 500 yards, under rules of N. R. A. The 

Washington club use Remington rifles, and the Wheeling team 

Sharps long range, except Jaeger, who shot a Maynard. 

The Wheeling Club had anticipated a pleasant long-range 

match with our neighbors at Pittsburg, Pa., on the 28th, but some 

of the timid ones concluded that “ they did not wishto be put on 

record in their present state of ignorance of long-range shoot- 

ing,” Too bad; but we avein hopes they will let us know when 
the ignorance which they claim has taken its departure, and we 

will be glad to give them the chance to put us on record, eyen if 

our names should not be at the top. WuHite Own. 

LOUISLANA—Wew Orleans, May 23d.—The twelfth individual con, 

test for the Washington Artillery cup came off to-day, at the New 

Orleans Rifle Park, in the presence of a large number of loy ers of 

ihe sport. The weather was fair and the wind light enough to 

admit of good seores, A number of riflemen were present at the 

range, but only elght contested for the cup. The following is the 
COTE :— 

200 Yards, 00 Fards. es 
Dudley Selph........s.0s bal tns cope rial t:) 18 
EGE SpUrte:sipessusboaceeses obese 10 7 a 

G.W. Charlton re ees tee ee 20 15 35 
RA PNASLINICAEL pil delete Ritalals Gicteictelhi viel cleistaet ene 21 14 39 
TE UUTTCT TT DRS ON SU UE pares ee 18 ap) 30 
R. Nara: Soe oer Bete A 4 29 
WD ESTRUE eo deer len See cone mente et 14 14 28 
Gus Leefe,,...... soe eetotedars a. pat ot 12 13 20 
Mr- Selph won the contest; and, this being the fifth time he has 

won it, the cup becomes his property, and will hereafter be added 
to the many trophies already in his possession. 

—_—_—_~< 

THE STATUS OF ' PROFESSTIONALS.’’—40 Chestnut street, Boston, 
May 30th.—To the President and Directors of the NV. R. A.—Gentle- 

men:—The resolution offered by Col. Sanford, reflecting upon 

the integrity of gentlemen who shoot the rifle, who may be re- 

ceiving or have received favors trom rifle dealers, or rifle manu- 

facturers, or dealing in or haye dealt in rifles, comes at rather an 

unfortunate time. The lash intended for the backs of some of 
your own teain is solong that Tam afraid it will cut the team we 
are to meet. We are inyited to meet an Irish team, armed with 

the new Rigby bresch-loader, and Mr, Rigby is one of that team, 

and probably others interested in the new arm. Do yon wish to 

beimpolite to those gentlemen in showing your dislike to mem- 

bers of the American team? Willnot so broad a resolution be 

either inoperative, or prevent s0 many from participating in rifle 

matches at Creedmoor that you had better not have the matches? 

How many of your board can step to the front with no fayor, 
received from the rifle interest? I know that not one of the team 
of 1877 but what received fayors. And all of the teams before 

and since have received the same probably. Exchanging old rifles 
not worth ~ cent for a new one worth $10) is a very great favor. 

T have not found, in my life's experience, gentlemen above re- 

ceiving favors, when it does not come in the shape of a bribe. 

The whole ery azuinst the professional comes from those who 

are jealous of the success of our crack shots. No one would 
care were theso-called professionals poor shots, and easily beaten 
My udvice to the Board is to drop the whole matter ;and to 

those that cry because they cannot win anything, I would say: 

Do you deserve what you haye not earned? Are you willing to 

stop smoking, drinking and late hours? Do you love rifie shoot- 
ing enough to make the sacrifice necessary to become a first-class 

shot? If you are not willing to do so, keep still and do not throw 
mud at those who are. Respectfully, W. H. JACKSON. 

—_——_—_ 

How A“ Rrrum” Company Drip Busiwess.—The Chichester 
Rifle Club has its headquarters on the second floor of the Sterling 

building, No. 31 Montgomery street, Jersey City. The company 

“Was organized last December with an alleged capital of $10,000 
“Warren N, Fichett, J. P. Cottle, of Jersey City, and Charles Mon? 

&ell, of Brooklyn, comprise the company, Fichett owning half the 
stock, and the other half being divided between Cottle and Mon- 
sell, They have been sending out, principally to country dis- 

ets, tempting circulars having a cut of a beautifully mounted 
ifie, which was offered for sale at from $5 to $15, according to 

quality, ‘The company did no business in Jersey City or vicinity 

devoting theirexclusive attention to country trade, and recely- 
ing their orders by mail in the shape of registered letcers and 

money orders. Some time ago Postmaster Gopsill, of Jersey City, 

began to receive complaints against ‘the rifle; company. Corres- 
pondents informed him thatinstead of receiving the handsome 

rifle described and illustrated in the circular, they received a 
pistol with a shoulder-stock comparatively valueless, and of no 
use whatever for the purpose of a rifle. The complaints finally 

became so numerous that Postmaster Gopsill communicated with 
the authorities at Washington, and an investigation was ordered. 

Tt resulted in an order from the Postmaster-General to Post- 
master Gopsill to withhold all registerediletters and money orders 

addressed to the Chichester Rifle Company. The company's 

office was closed yesterday.—iV. F_ Times, May 25th. 

Aichery. 
_—@—— 

—Address all communications to ‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 

es 

DECORATION DAY ARCHERY.—Second annual field day of the 
Brooklyn Archery Club, on their grounds at Prospect Park, Mon- 

day, May 21st :— 
York Round. 

Brooklyn Club—Nash, 30—118 ; Hoyt, 28—85; Johnson, 18—89 ; 

Constable, 16—si; BE. A. Stoutenborough, 13—h5; Parker, 16—50; 
Pearsall, 18—46; Miller, 1I—41; Nast, 9-23; X. Stoutenborough, 
8—11. 

Ascham Archers—Brown, 18—78; Chapman, 17—59; 
21—59; Gerow, 8—30. 

New York Archery Ciub—Roper, 30—124; Sutton, 28-112; Fra+ 

zer, 25—89; McLean, 22—88 ; Pond, 16—76; Auten, 19—63; Hill, 15— 

47; De Luna, U—39, 

'Toxopholite Club, Dover, N, J.—Hurd, 28—90. 

Pequossett Club, Boston, Mass.—A. 8. Brownell, President, East- 
ern Archery Association, 28—114, 

American Round. 
Brooklyn Club—Hoyt, 538—239; Nash, 60—238: Johnson, 49—189 ; 

Pearsall, 47—169; B. A, Stoutenborough, 39—138; Parker, 35-1845 
Constable, 31—125 ; Miller, 22—84; Nast, 15—49. 
Ascham Archers—Chapman, 55—205; Geyer, 41-119; Brown, 

50—164; Gerow, 23—T4, 

New York Archery Club—McLean, 68—324; Roper, 70-275; Sut- 

ton, 50—234; Frazer, 57-228; Auten, 44—J64; De Luna, 37-148; 
Hill, 19—65. 
Toxophilite Club, Doyer, N, J.—Hurd, 54—212. 

Pequosett Club, Boston, Mass.—A. 8. Brownell, President Hast- 

ern Archery Association, {2—3830. 

Prizes Won,—Mr. Nash wins the badge, total $0 hits. Mr. Nash 

wins the first bow, best score York Round. Capt. Hoyt wins sec- 
ond bow, best score Americap Round, A.S. Brownell wins third 
bow, best gross score, York Round and Atnerican Round, total 
444, Birst gold, Capt. Hoyt. 

* How to Train in Archery."—X. Stoutenborough, 3 hits, score 
ll, Most golds, American Round—J. L. Chapman, 10 golds. Best. 

score, 50 yards—J. K, Hoyt, 21 hits, 111. Best suore at 40 yards— 

A. §. Brownell, 24 hits, score 146. Most reds—A. 8. Brownell, 25 

reds, Whites at 40 yards, Mr. Brown. Poorest score at American 
Round, Mr. Fan. 

Ladies—30 arrrows at. 30 yards.—Miss Morton, 23—99; Mrs. An- 

drews, 21-98; Mrs. Dr. De Luna, 25—83; Mrs. Horsman, 1I—47. 
Mrs. Pearsall, 10—30; Miss Horton, 6—24; Mrs. Hill, 10-22; Miss 
Brett, 7—21; Miss Woodward, 2—10. 80 arrows at 20 yards,—Mrs. 

Dr. De Luna, 28—112; Mrs. Andrews, 29—153; Miss Morton, 29—147; 

Mrs, Hill, 22—94; Mra, Horsman, 20—72; Mrs. Pearsall, 15—57; Mrs, 

Hoyt, 16—56; Mrs. Peckett, 14-49; Mrs. Horton, 13—47; Mrs, Stur- 
tevant, 8-38; Mrs. Brett, 8-26; Mrs, Woodward, 5—9-. 

Prizes Won by Ladies.—Best grosa score at 20 and 30 yards, Mrs. 

Dr. De Luna, score 255. Best score at 30 yards, Miss Morton, score 
$7. Bestscore at 20 yards, Mrs, Dr. De Luna, score 172, First 
gold, Miss Morton. Most golds at 30 yards, Miss Morton. Most 

golds at 20 yards, Mrs. Dr. De Luna, Second best gross score at 

20and #0 yards, Miss Morton. Most reds at 20 yards, Mra. An- 

drews. Poorest score, Horsman’s “Book of Instruction,” wou by 
Miss Woodward, who shot for the first time. 

—Ovwing to the absence of several gentlemen, who were to take 
part in the mitch between Boston and New York, and want of 
support from the majority of the New York archers, the match 

will have to be postponed for the present, W. HOLEERTON, 

Orrranr ArcHERS—Hackensack, IW. J., Maj 27th—Notwith- 

standing the intense heat yesterday, quite a number of the mem- 

bers of the Oritani archers took part in the first monthly contest 
for the two badges, Mr. W. Holberton won the gentleman's 
badge on & score of only 263, American Round. Mr. C.de R. Moore 
would have won it easily had he been able to haye finished 
his score, as he had 256 at the forty and fifty yards ranges. 

Mrs. Holberton won the ladies’ badge with a score of 151, at the 

Columbia Round. The frightful heat told on the scores and cut 
them down; but those who attended deserve great oredit, 

New York Arceery Cnus.—The Park Commissioners haying 
notified the club that practice would necessarily have to be dis- 

continued upon the archery lawn in the Central Park until 
after it rained, the club was unable to hold their annual field 

meeting Decoration Day, asintended, A numberof its members 

took advantage of this notice, and visited the Brooklyn Archery 

Club Monday, May Slst, andhad a yery enjoyable yisit. Atthe 
meeting held Wednesday, May 26th, six new members were 

received, The club expects to resume practice again this week. 

THOSE CHALLENGES ONCE MoRE.—New York, May 28th.—Editor 
Forest and Stream :—Archery being really aroyal game, it seems 
a pity that envy and jealous feeling should in any manner actu- 

ate those who practice it. it should escape the bickering and 

controversy that fall to the lot of most other sports, and which 
do them no good. It is with this spirit I once more take your 

space lo answer the communications in your last issue, called 
forth by my letter the woek previous. 

In answer to Mr. Holberton's courteous letter, I am sorry the 

necessity arose to agitate the question in print, still the fact is 

uncontroyerted that the New York Archery Club did accept the 

challenge of the Oritani Archers with the proyisol stated. Re- 
garding the letter from the person who imagines he hides his 

identity under the name of “ Oritani,” it could only haye been 
written through enyy, ignorance or design, containing, as it.does 

false statements from beginning to end. ‘The author may yet 

find that the New York Club, being organized for the pleasure 
and physical adyancement of iis members, who are bent in doing 
eyery thing ia their power to makes ita success; to adyance the 

interest of archery, and foster the kindest feelings of good fel- 
lowship among neighboring clubs, does pride itself upon its 
“high moral principles,” and that such slurs only react upon 

their author, The New York Club has neyer presumed nor at- 

Geyer 

tempted ‘to constitute themselves censors oyer the membership 
of other olubs,” but they do claim the right of regulating their 

own membership in whichever manner they may deem best for 
their interest, and shall exercise it every time, whether it pleases 

outsiders or not. The overwhelming challenge which closes the 

communication, unfortunately for the writer, cannot be noticed 

even if he does“ regard it as official,’ for he may yet live long 

enough to learn that “ official’ communications sreneve r anony- 
mous, 

Tn conclusion T want to say, once for all, that our organization 

heing for the object aboye stated, we do not propose to enter 
into newspaper controversies, and that hereafter all commmunica- 

tions of the tenor of the one now noticed, will remain unan- 

swered, whatever their origin maybe. JAs. W, AUTEN, JR., 

Secretary New York Archery Club. 

New York, June 1st.—Hditor Forest and Stream :—Whatever at- 

tempts are said to have been made by the New York Archery 
Club to secure the membership of certain Oritani and Manhattan 
Archers, spoken of by “ Oritani’’ in your last issue, were by indi- 

viduals, unofficially, and in accordance with the conditions of our 

constitution, allowing only the admission of archers connected 

with no other club. 5. 5. Ropur, N, ¥. Archer. 

The ForEsT AND STREAM hopes soon to be able to chronicle a 

settlement of these ditlerences in the shape of a score which’ 

shall determine the relative merits of the two clubs as marksmen 
Let us have a friendly recourse to arms, 

THE BROWNELL METHOD OF SCORING,—The plan deyised by 

Mr. A. S. Brownell for scoring in 

archery has been aceepted by the 

Boston archers as an improyve- 

nient over the old styles formerly 

in vogue. The chief adyantaga 

claimed is that the score ig com- 

plete with each end, and the time 

and labor devoted to reckoning up 

The 

described as fol- 

are therefore unnecessary. 

method is 

lows :— 

““A space is given for each end, 

in the upper part of which the 

yalue of each hit or miss is re- 
corded. To illustrate: The first 
end of arrows hit black, white and 

ma 3 bine, recorded 3—I1—5, and the 
2 e = = total value, 9, is placed in the 

iy :% | lower part of the space. The 

iY] i | second end of the arrows hit a 
“| black, blue and a miss, recorded 

2 | 3-4-0. The value of this end, 8, 
is added to the yalue of the pre- 
vious end, 9, and the amount, 17, 

placed in the lower part of the 

space for the second end, show- 
ing the total value of the two 

ends. In this way each end is ve- 

corded, and its value added to the 

aes total of the previous ends, giving 

the total yalue of hits after each 

end, and the value of the last end 
added to the previous total gives 

the complete score. Columnsfor 
colors are given, in which the de- 

| tails of hits and colors can be 

kept, and by figuring these in the 

old way scores may be verified.” 

Cricket, 
a 

—Address all commamications to ‘* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
re 2 

FIXTURES. 
eel 

June 3, at Staten Island.—_Manhattan (2d) vs, Staten Island (2d). 
June 3. at Trenton, N. J.—Germantown (2d) vs. Trenton, 
June 5, at Stenton._Young America vs. Chestnut Hill, 
June 5, at Ardmore.—Germantown vs, Merion, 
June 5, at Haverford.—Oxford (Ist) vs. Dorian (2d). 
June 5, at Nicetown.—Germantown (2d) vs. Belmont (2d). 
June 9, at Chestnut Hill.—Chester City vs. Cheatnut Hill. 

—— 

Tar CANADIAN CRICKETERS.—On May 1th, the team of Cana- 
dian cricketers arrived in Glasgow, Scotland. They had a capital 

passape across, and were in fine condition. As we propose to pub- 

lish their principal scores in full, we only mention, at this time, 

what cablegrams to the daily press have already announced, that 

they cama off winners in their first match, against the West of 

Scotland Club, and were defeated in the second, by the Ndinburgh 
High School, by ten wickets. 

—' The Cricket Tour of the Gentlemen of Ireland in the United 
States," is the title of a witty little volume written by “one of 
them,’ showing how they taught the Americans how to play 
cricket—({in Philadelphia ?). 

—The St. George's Cricket Club are talking of moying from Ho- 
boken to the upper part of Manhattan Island. 

AUSTRALIANS vs. ErGuvEnn oF Sr, Luke's Croker Crosn.— 

Played at Southampton, England, May 13th and 14th. Won by 

Australians by one innings and 22 runs, The old saying, that 

“many hands make light work,” certainly cannot be said to have 

applied to the inaugural match of the Colonists now in England; 
for as we haye shown aboye, they won in a canter against a good 

eighteen, including the two cracks, G. F. Graceand W. R. Gilbert 
As far as the all-round strength of the team poes, Bell's Life 

speaks 4s follows :— 

“ Now that we have had an opportunity of judging in positive 

match play, we can unhesitatingly say that they are one of the 

best teams that we haye ever seen banded together. he batting 
ability is patent, every man ‘can bowl,’ and to our country 

cousins we say, go and see the ‘Kangaroos’ field; their ability 
in this, the yery backhone, heart, and everything that makes up 

true cricket, ia so unquestionable that a fairly good batting lot 

found themselves doubly handicapped,” 
From the annexed score it willbe seen that A. Bannerman, 

“the pocket Hercules,” did not come off, but Murdock had a day 

wortny to be marked with a white stone iu his career, Boyle 
played the soundest kind of cricket, aud Bouner, the man of feet 
and inches, knocked the bloom off the eataer whonever he got a 

chance for “lamming.” Spofforth, “tne demon,” breathed de- 
struction as of old, and Boyle cooked no less than a baker's dozen 

3-1-0/7-3-0)0-3-0|1-3- } 

4 

(513-14 (1-7-0 

3-1.515-3.0) 0--0|1-3:0 

nee ee bestee 

A, B.C. August 8, 1879; A. B. 0. 

75 

7A 
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of wickets. Blackham was as £000 as eyer behind the sticks, and 

Jaryis proyed himself to be an exceptionally fine coyer-point. 

Altogether, they are said by a correspondent to ba a‘ very likely 
looking lot,’* and whatever comparison may hereafter be insti- 

tuted between Gregory’s team of 1878, and the present, Boyle’s 

men will surely render & good account of themselves :— 
AUSTRALIANS. 

1, U. Groube, b. Mackinnon..15|J. M. Blackham, ¢, Hunt, b. 
‘A. C, Bannerman, ¢. Gilbert, Crofton 4 

Mackinnon. ..,-,----+-.+ G. J. Bonner, b. Grace........- 2) 
wel, ag ois c. Beneraft, aft J, Slight, 1, b. w., b. Crofton... 0 
Blundell SPARE Hering serrate 97 | G. BE. Paliner, c, Hunt, b.Grace 3 

Pes vee Bones; e. Wallace, b. FR. SEOrOs thy not out. .. 
Gra Byes, 3; leg-byes, 65 no ball, 

AH ee rae ee iG at Mes AWG DE ale 2 A a Sgt ens ba 
H. F. Bo le, c. Cassan, b, Crof- —— 

ton.. Py Pie Fe A ORAS & 50 | MDT he cles sole Pere a sass we 250 

ST. LUKR’S CLUB. 
First: Innings. Second Innings. 

W. R. Gilbert, b. Palmer.. 6 c. Spofforth, b. Roe ob shae S48 0 
H, # . Harris, b. Spofforth.. fas 22 st. Blackham, b, Spoiforth.... 8 
A.W. Watts, c. Slight, b. Boylelé b. Spofforth . Rwlitee pale poate 0 
Oapt. R. Henley, b. Spofforth, 2 ec. M’ easy Spoffo 13 
Boyle Crofton, ec. Groube, b. b. Boyle.. un! 0 

oath ef optus SAA AB ADABAR 
G. peed st Blackham, b. c. Spofforth, by Boyle. G6 

Svomorthitae sted aney srs eee 1 
R. Beneratt, b. Spottorth.. WE tan Lefer dhe ay 2 SaaS TRE 4 
G. F. Grace, eee. Slit 45 c. Blackham, b. Boyle. 46 
Capt. Wallace, ce. Slight, b. 
Boyle eerie) pe SD Ont eer asa) Suc! 

M. Hunt, ‘b. Bayle.. 1 ec. M'Donnell, -4 
Capt, McKinnon, t.s 4 pb. Spofforth............ 5 
F.J. Blundell, B. Boyle. 8 c. Spofforth, b. B rl 
E.L. Bde, ¢. Boy le, b. Spo hn 3 b. Spotforth......-... aD) 

ec. Jaryis, b. Boyle. 0 . J, Hickman, b. Palmer 
any Carrick ’b Bonner 

me c. Murdoch, b. eS Satay 0 
not out. 5 . 
b. Boyle 

| Rococo 

b. Spotto 
Leg-bye, 1 

SDIGLSUE tala) elo wip niet se .Ji8 | Potul: 2: 7 hat 13 
TRENTON vs. STATEN Terann (2d).—Played at Menton, N, uh on 

May 29th, and won by the former on first innings score by 67 runs. 

By boat, railand *busthe aspiring second eleyen of the Island 

Club, with Sprague, swooped down into the heart of New Jersey 

on Saturday and assisted the Trenton Club in inaugurating their 

new ground. The inclosure of six acres, by the way, promises 

well for the future, and besides a good wicket it contains a new 

and well-arranged club-house. On arrival the visitors found a 

jolly lot of old Staffordshire cricketers. including one Mart, who 

forthree years past was engaged as ground man at Tentham Park, 

the duke of Sutherland’s estate, and it was not long after he com- 

menced operations with the ball that Capt, Inman wished that he 

had taken his drove to any other place. As a bowler the ex-pro. 

reminded one of a cross between Hallis and Jack O’Brien, of Bos- 

ton. The day was cool, but Mart’s analysis ‘against such good 

bats” was a hot one, ten wickets for 27 runs. 

Despite the drubbing the youngsters got, from the fact that 

they were overweighted in more ways than one before a ball was 

bowled, the visitors enjoyed themselves hugely- and an excellent 

old-fashioned cricket dinnerat the Trenton House did much 

toward deadening the sting of defeat, Mountford showed excel- 
lent form, but his thirty-six was not withouta slice of luck, Fil- 
mer long-stopped in fine style, and Satterthwaite bowled eighty- 

seven balls for 16 runs and seven wickets. Score:— 
TRENTON, 

Pecks SE ODER Ur NEATINIES cctes oo ten eile oe mclbieuita pad CLE sooroee heen . 0 
J. Mart, b. Maning .............. 1 
Mountford, b. Satterthwaite 6 
Mason, st. Inman, b. Satterthwaite .... 21... cc. cee sees cece eee eee 4 
Wigley, LOREEN EAD e ay CriKey MADARA D AASAB AS ERAN AG ASR DAS pint Arb crn By 
Wood, b. Satterthwaite .. 0 
Barlow, b. Sprague. . g 
Johnson, ¢ . Blackburn, b. Satterthwaite ................6..- Wcate.20. 
Blake, b. Bitterth waiten see wll i, Meant, Wack pry ihc cnt auAteall 
Melntyre, st. Inman, b. Satterthwaite........ TRY cee 10 
SEP Ged Hoy ols star nfelel neh ory pee epee Pune ceoe oe 2 TEE GG AP a A § 
Byes, 4; leg-byes, 5 ; wides, §; no balls, 2............ A ctsta doch testo < 17 

POUT Sy get ccs p rieia.e J alaicie ciacee a's aL; ke eR, Oe PE Pre ese doh) $5 
STATEN ISLAND. 

Fir, i fa nnings, Second Innings, 

banded together an eleyen composed of members from the Mau- 

hattan, Staten Island, Columbia College and itself, which doye- 

tailed together go nicely that it almost escaped defeat, The 

wicket was a good one, simply because Giles had looked after it, 

and not because old Solhadnot., The play began at 11.30 A.M., and 
tive good bowlers propelled the ball until the Philadelphians had 

scored 163, Giles taking the best care of thespot. At3.15 p.m. St. 
Georges commenced what looked 10 bea very up-hill game, but 

thanks to Bance, who secured an excellent 58 without 4 chance, 
Moeran 33, who once found the ground too small for him; Moore, 

17 in his usual style, and Giles 11, victory did not hover far out of 

reach. With Cross, Soutter and Conover it would have been 
grasped. Let sucking youngsters take our tip and note how the 

game should be played. "Tis said those of the hill did field their 

level best, and toward the close of the game the excitement be- 

came so intense that a stoutish wentleman who watched the game 

through one of the cracks in the fence was seen by an outsider to 

have several terrifie fits. The double Bs at last, however, brought 

the game to a speedy close,as they were too big shot for the 

home cliub’s tail-end, the last wicket falling for the goodly total 

of 151. Score:— © 
CHESTNUT HILL. 

Groomer yh. Giles. teers acer oe bee. eel eine ae ae 55 AP 8) ARE E 19 
F. Sartori, b. Giles....... SAB, 
Tyres, c. Herrick, b. Clarik 13 e. 
Butcher, ¢. Herrick, b. Clarke. 
Murphy, b. Moeran........--.. va 
Pearson, c, Moeran, b. Bance,. P 
Riddle, e. Westfeldt, b. Bance. i at 
Borie, b. Moeran.... .......... . 30 
Thompson, c. Mostyn, b. Bance. coal 
Patterson, |. b. w., b, Moeran.. eal 
Farnum, not out,.,......... . 10 
BES SEE TPT LIAO ees, accent cho ee eae hie erent ie 4 

DOPE cube tod Bod ete ewes Se Foe ee dh te aoe ds PB ee A Accra 163 

8T. GEORGES. 
Bance, b. Biddle 58 
Moore, ec. Butcher, te _ Patterson Ba 
Westfeldt, b. ee ete ae 2° 
Giles, 1. b. w., ee il 
Moeran, b. Wadia. , oo 
Clarke, b. Biddle... 0 
Hosford, by Borie... .cy.. tices ae pay 
Mostyn, not out. HT) 
Herrick, b. Borie 4 
Gostenhofer, b b. Biddle.. 4 
Emmet, b, Rorie.. sietear ie oleh « sloped Ud, ahelk Up sts ae te eee Ue se 0 
Byes;9; leg-byes, 2; wide; 1l;no balls, 2i...-.1..-06-00 54 eee 14 

Sy Ha aA ROAM oe 2 rode okie hin Band fein: Re eee 151 

RUNS AT THD FALL OF RACH WICKET. ' 
Chestnut Hill.. i 4 37 37 64 100 105 109 142 165 
St. Georges.. wrens, 83 40 T1127 127 182 134 141 148 151 

Tinpires—Chestnut Hill, Mr, Simms; St. Georges, Mr. Allworth.; 

YouNG AMERICA vs. GIRARD.—Played at Stenton, on May 29th 

won by home clab by 82 runs on first innings total. Score:— 

YOUNG AMERICA. 
First mie gD x Second Innings. 

@._M. Newhall, c. Jarvis, b. R. Hargrave..... 0 
Hargrave.. 

Cc. A. New 
er r b. T. TERT te Boor. GStire rtd 

A. P. Bussier, r 5 e.J.b H. Hargrave.. Oreoe na = 3 
R.S. Newhall, c, J. Bs H T- Sumas a5 

raye oT, Hargravesen. .s++)-s- 
R. L, Baird. : 
graye... 

BE. W. 
STi pen Dy SACVIS Hos. Pe beg ates ee q 

Hargrave 6 c. Webster, b. H. Hargrave... 15 
A. Van Rensallaer, not out., 11 b.T. Hargrave....... .u 
H. L. Brown, b. H. Har- 
BLAV Ie ew ccd see met eae es 7 not out... % 

eae Nixon, b. R. 
Hapersyentte ip) ress den we 14 b. Jarvis ........... ye 

J. A. Wright, J: ,b. R. Har- 
eh eee RANG ee yea GoD, Ty Hurereye - 18 

Byes, 33 leg-byes, 4; \wides, 3, wv Bye, 1; wide, 1 2 

ER OTALG ohs' sess Seis oe 119 Ota aga etry ERS Een £6 

GIRARD. 
First Innings. 

KR. Hargrave, b. Clark... . 20.0... 2. s scien e cee ee eee a ato’ ata sce a 
W. Jarvis, b. C. A. Newhall 
W. Brooks, b. C. A. Newhall. Feng 

[June 3, 1880, 

GIRARD. 
hirst Innings. 

BE, W. Olark,.22,1..1.-_ Bt 32 el 3 “A 
CG. A. Newhall dd 5 6 i 
D. 5. Newhall Il 0 at #4 

BELMONT vs, MERION.—Played at West Philadelphia, on May 

2th. Resulted in fuvor of home club by 47 runs, Merion was 

short the services of Thayer and Fox. Score:— 

BELMONT. 
First Ni nace. 

C, H. Yarnall, ¢; Hsines b. Law...... 
W. CC. Work, Lb. w., 6. Lowry 1 
W.N. West. st. Haines b. Low1 1 
6. DEAD [nw ee i 

. Woolmun, 1. b.w., b. ¥ ab 
ie ‘Scott, c. F, Baily b. Lowry 2 
A. Scott, b. Law.. 35 
rr Hdek oid 1.b. a 

d pe 2 
W. Porter, C, TAshbridee b: Law 9 
Hl, Mudeira, b. W. Raily... 4, ee 
Wide, 1; byes, 9; leg- Hae OT. Lovaas eae Ys 

SDN 4, He pstes «nt ores + hats hens eee ad iota Pighbed Nadecy MOL 

MERION. 
First Tanings. 

Hts Sayres, c, Townsend, b. Knipe.............s.... REI S55 2 
A. L, Baily, c. Townsend, b. T.Scott,....... Foc nesWeh et A OA Bz. 
W. Morris, b. oH FES ee ee Cae oth ears, ey. 28 
PL. Baily, e. Yarnall, b. I. Scott........... Oh Sea ey rele, flop sll 
8. Law, c. Madeira, b. Ts ey aoe, he hatha Woe ea 9 At Uae a tas-eewersa 48 
a. Ashbridge, e@, A. Scott, b. I Re Ras aera ey 2 
C. Narre ae pat ste) “fe Yara . : 

; Scott. 
| lee hyes, ai veitle 48, 5 

RONS AT THE FALL OF EACH WICKET. 

BELMONT. 
I4 24 39 48 57 111 131 143 166 170 

. 5 MURION. 
First innings. 143 49 49 77 88 90 102 122 123 

DORIAN vs s, GERMANTOWN.—Piayed at Haverford on May 29th, 
Victory tor home club by 42 vung on first innings scores. Ger- 

mantown yery short-handged, Brewster, Ca’dwell and others being 
absent. Score :— 

First innings Sa se ole mimi nteiela ase e ala 4+ teeee 

GERMANTOWN, 
First Tanings. Second Innings. 

Cupitt, c. Carey, b. Winslow.. 6 run out....c.....4 at Sewers a Shales 
L. Wister, b, Shipley... ......-- 1 b. Winslow ...+--.4, or ae ergU 
Brown, b. Shipley.. c. Carey, b. Winslow... Saeed 
Morgan, Jr., b. Shipley. 8 b.‘Thomas....... speaks ataake opp hates 14 
W. H. Haines, ¢, Chase, b. 
DOs ave ee heen. #, 16) (bs Winslow. --ncssye ery dere rk. 

A. Worrall, b, Thomas. --. 8 not out..... Rte te eres or ESS hie” 8 
F. Perot, c. A. Corbit, b. Ship- 

LOWES br tps vor, tara 0 oc. D. Corbit, b. Winslow....... 6 
Ww. Horeet) 8d, c. Muson, db. 

BWIDLEY.S 0 eo: te ee Rony BAC, 0 c. Corbit, b, Thomas.,......... 5 
8. Welsh, dr. notout... 2 ll ec. Hartshorne, b. Thomas.... 9 
McKean, b. Winslow, b. Ship- 

JGWERt Pigs a nee ae, 1 b. Winslow.......... Ate 
A. Cope c. Price, c. Winalort 8 c. Price, b b. Thomas. 2 
Byesyd ASL FER, A, cohen Veen Ty WAUGs2". ics tet estins ye eee aaeeli 

MOtal, Ae vdasattoe feasd 2 Me) MOCHA Sct eo rer etree set's 
DORIAN. 

First Innings. 
Caveye. Wister, b. Welsh.....,...... e gy) Sy LO ee v.44 
Harthghorne, rin out. ey Eats tas Re a. 
As Oorbit,'¢. one, brParotieinnoxniyey. oe oe Lone fate « LD 
Chase, b. Brown ae 
Mason, b. Brown.. 8 
D. Corbitt. c. Wist 6 
Price, ¢. Wister, b. Welsh 4 
Thomas, ¢, Haines, b. Cupitt. . 1 
Shipley, ¢. Welsh, b 0 
Winslow, not out 4 
Mott, b. Cupitt - T 
Byes, 2; leg-byea, | 4 

Total. . : ve LY 

Towers Gatien ence es Married vs. Single club match 

was played at Longwood, Mass., May 22d, when the Benedicts 

proyed themselyes the winners as the score will show :— 
SINGLE MEN. 

et eee eres 

» a: J. Hargrave, c. G. M, b, C. A. Newhall..........-...cc0cee0 eeeee SOE 7 BY eee Ay S : c. yeaa? é, 0, Mart........... Ol} ® eas RaVeneu! Tey Newhall Cn First Innings. 
s ng: UR Ee 4 eels Bue? Shear manera thet => | H. Hargrave, b. U. A. Newhall. phe? aN |. 14 | Jones, ¢. and b. Rage > et dct to oth hh ees M4 ft city fav ee sans mereeres vere ee 
ate Car ea oe Ba saceactl le Ida ates etn 2 | i’ Webster, b. G. A. Newhall... 1. 20) Dyler,b. Wrigat... 3 
Maning, D. Mart mie a Moteciipes seems, Nien ee be Mp Se ERAS Nw ia ae sf 2 Hubbard, Be: PES 2 

pester ey 2 NOU OUP cn Sis pot coe bwe 7 v 0 seta tree . cea ce. Mountford, b. Wig- Be Leaf N. Tomlin, nob pee hall ae pe (| Petatt, ¢. and b, Phillips. ‘. . 32 wt Went aa Boies oe ete Ee ba Septet cd bao. fh G. Blood. b. Clark. 1 Peabody b. PULLS Ss ppleniats st ste fl 

RED ie ae oes Tbe Mart. IIe | Byes Or teg-byes, 5 <2... Sortie ste reeeeecite cetera tees 10 | Saliva b, PMAUDE. 0 Roberts, b. Mart........... 0 not out....... abu etrtee tat id 16] rota a7 | Pierce, run out,... 0... T Cea c.~Barlow, b. ae BL. 0 au Ce ee as tee eee ee tebe eee wees 87 Byes, 18; Je -b . ifee . + 1 

Beir Bee 0 not AE DIME oe oe cee sone eerese = RUNS AT FALI.OF EACH WICKET. PTB C STE. Sees: rei ea a ries ‘ OPe...... NOt At Date. hee es Pw YOUNG AMERICA, WOLaL ry gies) pret a aeM att es; <2 vee ows Byes, 7; leg-bye,1.....,-..... 5 Byes, 13; wides, 2........ 12... 15 | Firet Innings ......... 19 65°73 73 73 81 92107 119 aera eh sehitaa athe savant lee 

ne WF 28 ‘Total ......... 4p, {eee s eninge Ce ee | phanaay ee runedon. a "Second Innings. a x) 4 : nk Coast PON / illips, ubbard, b, Dut-  Bixb 4 ea ehet RUNS AT THE FALL OF EACH WICKET, First Innings.......2..-0se2-e-05 “e Ty 12 31 41 65 70 80 88 BY ree eh ee ee eh 2 Connon: BE Dutton & tab b- % TRENTON, ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. Congdon, b, Hubbard.......... VE) i eee ere EY First inning........ fepem, ea 129 19 19 59 69 73 79 95 GIRARD. tL tel lea Ae aca eae 3 Kay, c. Jones b. Hubbard... 
STATEN ISLAND, First Innings. Era ete peupbard.- fg ae vere h Habbar Fe a 

Wirst taming ....2.5,::.:0... cee 7 10 1 12 183 14 16 16 24 28 Maid- Wick- 34 Hawthorne eee Hau ton, c i ena i) Second inning................... 0 6 5 if 16 49 ei Lee seks aes ce bet Dutton..... i Tyee a Gs a Hawihorte: dD. avpaed "8 
Umpires—Trenton, Mr. Katzenbach; Staten Island, Mr. Fitz | B. Hargray “106 44 3 0 Byes, 2; leg-bye, 1; wide,1.. 4 T a eomes R Hargray 3 a 3 i 3 anda ple : fi Ee Sao e arrose ty 
ee Pe ig ae Bee em fe Je fe fe 91. occecbu res Serre re ace Pe 
eae mae pine ie ce at Hoboken, N. J., Second Innings. —The Staten Island Cricket Club’s second eleven will probably 
So iterietant aa Glee Sea te a 5, Cae the gentlemen ee car niclaaiiege © Pevuidr a = _ : % visit Philadelphia on June 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th,and play the 

with an excellent eleven, including the old eee Fees 1 H. Marga FOr cveren nen e 48 a Be if aj naa Patents’ frites e ies a haart braid et 
Pearson, and Tyres, their new professional. The home ciub had Ginn PARA} re 2 8 4 ‘ as above ‘dated. ; pia eee mrs 

Now is the Time to Order | 

TENTS,AWNINGS AND FLAGS. : . , | ; >, 

SINGLE ACTION TROUT CLICK. | MULDIPLYING BLACK BASS. 
FINE. PRICES. 

Brass Bushea and Polished .. . 0-5 _ $1 25 to $2.00 Brass aOR drag BRAP ASS5 Abt SUB AL eee ie $3 3 Bu $3 25 

Nickled, 75 cents extra. Nicictad’ without uf es At ee Dene atary Awe oe 40 
“with He 

Ebonite ne Dee ee SE SS SSS $250 33 Q a aki 

2 hae Fe yeee. diee. EXTRA WINE, PRICES. 

Brass W rithout click $5 25 | $475 | $460] $4 00 | $3.50 | $3.00 
* 576] 625] 500} 450} 400] “8 Ad 

Abbey Hard Rubber (Rest Quatity). Nielded without ut 600) 550} 525] 475) 423] 8% 
$800 $3.00 ga OG * 850) 600] 575] 525] 475] 425 

Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists Number 565 4 3 3 Ger, Sil without 550} 800) 750] 700) #50) 600 
and Photographers, also for Camp Meetings. ~ with 925 | 875) 825] 775) 725) 6% 
Fancy Tents for families made to order. Awn- ~ bes = aoe 
I ne oe dens Ee Tyee MBE Buats, ete.; also Number.=...2..< 1 z 8 4 5 6 

acht and Boat Sails ags and Banners 0 HIGHEST OTA Sy) ae 
kinds made to order, All work done in best man- Hard Rubber. brie’ QUALITY STEEL PIVOT BLACK BASS. nératd atyerylow flenres, “Send tordiustrated ber, (Im peas maetern with adjustable lick 1720p a ea eee Es. each $16 00 ae 00 ay 00 
circular. AddvessS, HEMMENWAY, over Wall | DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE ONLY. “ter fee OTN ad 9 cian Bary cork cor ates street ferry-house, South street, New York. 

June 3-Im ABBEY & IMBRIE, 4B Maiden Lane, New York. 
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Miiscelaneons. 

KEEP'S Shitts, the Best 
EKEEP’S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
ee eras PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

nished. 
EKEHP'S KID GLOVES, none better. 
KBDBEP’S UNDERWEAR, the best. 
KEEP'S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KEBP'S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate. 
KBEP’S NEOK WBHAR, latest novelties. 
KEEP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas 

ure, 6 for $10. 
EKRBEP'S PAT, PARTLY-MADBSHIRTS,6 for #7. 
KEEP’'S GOLD PLATE COLLAK AND SLEBVE 
BUTTON, free with every half dozen of 
KBEP’S SHIRTS. 

KEEP’S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of 
the Union, at KHDEP’S risk, 

KEBP’S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 

Money refunded for goods not satisfactory. 

Samples and circulars free to any address, 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 633, 635, and 637 RBOADWAY, N. Y. 

=: : Oe 
Hlorsman’s Archery 

Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 
Hon. Maurice Thempem, Father of Archery in this conntry ; 
Hill If, Thompeo, Fsq:, Champion Archer of the United States. 
Henry 0. Carver, Fsp,, Pres't of the Natlenal Archery Association, 
A. & Browsell, Bsy,, President of the Eastern Archery Awoclationy 

and other leading Archers, 
Special attention is called to HoRSMan’s SPanige Yrw-Bacnep 

Bows and footed peacock feathered Arrows. 
Send stamp for Iustrated Catalogue of Archery & Lawn Tennls, 

E. Il. HORSMAN, 
30 & 82 William Street, Now York. 

t= Sole Agent for Brownell's Archery Score 
Book and Score Cards 

NEW YORK 

SCHUETZEN CORPS 
CAPTAIN GEORGE AERY. 

The Twenty-third Annuat 

Shooting Festival 
of the above Corps, in connection with 

Grand F'air, 
will take place at the 

SCHUETZEN PARK,UNION HILL,N.J. 
June 7th, Sth and 9th, 

To which all lovers of the manly sport of target 

. shooting are herewith cordially invited, 

B. H. TIENKEN, See. 

Sov Sale. 

Fo SALE—Schooner yacht now bmild- 
ing, about 50 tons o.m. Can be finished ut 

‘short notice. Inquire at this office or of 
JOSHUA BROWN, 

June d-4t Salem, Mass. 

OR SALE—A 22-foot open boat, Sophia 
f V, cat or sloop rig, or both; skiff, sand- 
bars, outriggers, éte.; claimed by her builder 
‘(MoGrehan) to be the eee boat in these waters. 
Address EAP, 
June 3-1t Forest and Stream Offica, 

OR SALE—One Sharps sporting rifle, model 
of 1878, with appliances; used very little. 

Address '' B,” 690 State street, New Hayen,Conn, 
Junes lt 

OR SALE—A pair of ten-bore single- 
| barrel trap guns, for pigeons or glass balls ; 
new ; made by Patrick Mullen, New York; cost 

HOBBS’ NEW WALL TENT AND 
STOVE. 

r CIENTINIG AMERICAN for May Isr, 
eee for Circular, WM.A,PEROY. 

Plattsburgh, N. Y. 

FOR SALE, 
nn EBarthly Paradise 

PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS, 
dress BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Ma. may 13,6m1 

ALDRED'’S YEW BOWS. 

4, 8,cAdNK B00, 
S ee SSS : 

o—inb, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

J. B. CROOK & CO., <== Fishing Tackle and Archery, 
50 Fulton street, N. Y. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

The Finest ARCHERY in the World. 
SEND FOR WRIGHTS AND PRICES. 

J. & W. TOLLEY, MAKERS OF FINE GUNS ONLY. 

Lists Mailed on Application, BIRMINGHAM, 
ENGLAND, 
Terms, cash with the order, 

which can be shipped in = 
six weeks fromreceipt of 
the order. 

which unbolts the run, 

The side stud shown in the above il- 
lustration is thrown out on the left look 
plate in opening the gun, and which 
projection of the stud shows that the 
automatic bolt has interposed itself be- 
tween the hammers and the plungers, 
(The only perfectly safe mode of bolt- 

ing the gun to preyent a premature 
discharge.) When about to fire press 
the stud on the left locx plate home, 

THE PERFECTION HAMMER, 
———= 7}. ——— 

HAMMERLESS GUN, 
PRIONS: 

$80;$100; $1265 

and $150. 

for Sule, 

OR SALE cheap—An oyster sloop, 144 fons, 
_filso #5-ton sloop yacht; for particulars in- 

quire of O. SSAM, at Centreport, L, I., where 
both vessels can be seen, may 27-2t 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGHE—One 14 
H. P. engine and two H. P. upright tubu- 

lar boilers, nearly new; also steam rauges, pump, 
shafting, etc. Address P, 0. Box 503, Millbury, 
Muss. Je3-2t 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE for 
breech-loader, for want of usc and room, 

a well-broken black setter dog, 44 years old, out 
of imported stock; yery staneh and good nose. 
For price, ete., apply to J, P.S., P.O. Box 91, 
Tarrytown, N, Y, jnne3,1t 

Hliscellancous. 

A Grand Glass Ball Tourament 
Under the auspices of the 

LYNN SPORTSMAN’S GLUB 
Will be held on their Ground, at 

OAK ISLAND, REVERE BEACH, 
on the 

Tth of June, 1880, 

Commencing at 10 o’clock A.M. 

PEN to teams of three men from any or- 
ganized club in the New England States. 

Conditions as’ follows: The score to consist of 
sixty balls per team (fwenty balls per man), from 
Card’s rotary trap, Bogardus rules; ties t7 be 
shot off with five balls each. Wntrance fee, six 
dollars and fifty cents for each team; one doliur 
and fifty cents to be deducted for expense of 
glass balls and trapping ; the remaining five dol- 
Jars to Constitute the prizes to be shot for. Kyery 
organized club in New Hngland will be allowed 
to enter one ormoreteams. <All entries will close 
on June 15th. The money will be divided into 
four prizes, as follows; Forty per cent. for first 
prize, thirty per cent. for second prize, twenty 
per cent. forthird prize, and ten per cent. for 
fourth prize. An effort will be made on that day 
to make arrangements for forming a State Asso- 
ciation, and visiting clubs are politely requested 
to delegate one ot their members empowered 
to act for them on that occasion. We hope to 
see a full representation. 
The Lynn Sportsman’s Club Groundsare beau- 

tifully situated on Oxk Island, Revere Beach, one 
of the tinest oak groyesin the State. Jt is easy 
of access by the Boston, Revere Beach and Lynn 
R.R. The shooting grounds of the Club are 
secondto none in the New England States for 
capacity and arrangements, being able to ac- 
commodate one hundred shooters. A fine hotel 
on the island, J. M. Loung, proprictor, a well- 
known sportsman, whois eyer ready to accom- 
modate all visitors; and all sportsmen who de- 
Sire a pleasant time and a good shoot are 
cordially invited to be present, as no pains will 
be spared by the Club to make the day agreeable 
to all, and, we hope, asuccess. Ali clubs in New 
England ure polttely ped uer tee to send their ad- 
dress to EBEN 0, HOLLIS, Secretary Lynn 
Sportsman’s Club, Lynn, Mass. Sweep shooting 
commences at § A.M, 

The Rented. Ghe Hennel. 

UGS! PUGS !—For sale, grand im- 
ported pug Prince ; took medal at last New 

York Dog Show. Also first class puppies, good 
in all points, by Prince-Tisy, Tiny by celebrated 
Sootey, of England. MRS. J. BE. KOONS, 50 
George street, Baltimore, Md. junes,2t 

OR SALE—My deep red Irish setter bitch 
Pearl, whelped Jan. ist, 1877, gut of my im- 

ported bitch Kate, by Lincoln & Hellyar’s im- 
ported Dash, winner of the first prize New York 
ench Show, 1878. Pearl was highly commended 

New York Bench Show, 1879, being only four 
months of age, Also dogs Dasher and Dan, and 
bitches Peggie and Bush, all red, same pedigree 
as Pearl, whelped July 15th, 1879. Address M. P. 
BRAY, New Haven, Conn. junes,2t 

HOICEH IRISH STOCK at a sacrifice. 
Red Grouse, Erwin, Quail IIT, and puppies 

by Red Grouse, Ex-QuaillII. Address EDWARD 
LOHMAN, 171 Hast 87th street. June 3-1t 

RAIN YOUR OWN DOGS.—Secrets re- 
vealed; send two 3-cent stamps, M. VON 

CULIN, Delaware City, Del. June 3-tf 

JENSATION IN THE STUD.—Fee for 
approved bitches, 330, Bitches: to be sent 

at owner's risk to W. K.C. KENNELS, Babylon, 
i. 1. maye7T,2t 

OR SALE—May, litter sister to Mann’s 
Psyche, in whelp to Sensation; liver and 

white: Jess-Sensation ; Daisy I. liver and white ; 
one year old. Address SHCRETARY W. K.C 
200 Broadway. may27,2t, 

ANTED—A well-trained, thoroughbred 
black and tan foxhound bitch; must be 

in whelp by a thoroughbred and well-trained 
dog of same color. Address, giving age, pedi- 
gree and price, 
May 27-2t LOCK-BOX 16, Rome, Ga. 

uppies, Hx-Digna, by 
OTTINGER DORSEY, 

May 2T,2t 

Foe SALE. — Beagle 
Bradbury's Major. 

New Market, Frederick County, Md. 

FOR SALE.—Imported Gordon Setter bitch 
Nellie, full pedigree; brought to this coun— 

try in company with champion pointer Bow, by 
1. FI, Scott, Esq., of England. She has a good 
nose, stanch, broken, and a good retriever. Due 
to whelp in July by imported Gordon Jerry, who 
isa Shorey ee rena first-class field dog. Ap- 
ply to FRED, A. TAFT, Dedham, Mass. oe 

aye. 

OR SALE—A red setter dog puppy, ten 
months old, by Rake, out of Belle If. 

Rakeby Dr. Gautier’s Dan and Laverack’s Ruby. 
Belle LI, by Dr. Strachan's Dan IL, out of samo 
owner's Belle, The puppy shows signs of being 
an extra fine field dog, is yery handsome, and in 
good condition. Address X. Y. Z., this ollice. 
june3,te be 
ea 

P OINTER PUPS FOR SALE CHEAP, 
_ from imported and prize winning stock. - 

nS A east i, 810 Grand st Jersey City Hejghts. 
ud-lt, 
nn 

URE IRISH SETTERS for sale, very 
cheap—Champion Elcho, Plunket and Rory 

O'More stock, comprising a litter of pupples six 
weeks old, two bitches nine months old, and one 
broken doe one yearold, Address E. J. ROB- 
BINS, Wethersileld, Conn, May 20-tf 

N THE STUD—The pure Laverack dog 
Pride, by Pride of the Border x Petrel. The 

only pure Lavyerackin New England. Fee, $50; 
Address H, F. DEANE, Box 1,612, Boston, Mass. 

Sept.4-tt 

Imperial Kennel 
Petters and Pointers thor- 

Yi 
oughly Field Broken. 

ounge Dogs handled with 
skill and judgment. 

Dogs have daily access to salt 
} water. 

N. B.—Setter and Pointer 
puppies ; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 
Opes POWDER is euaranteed to kill 

fieas on dogs orany other animals, or money 
returned. Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use, Simple and efficacious, ~ 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid, 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY, 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use, 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recommended by Rop AnD 
Guy and FOREST AND S0REAM. 

CONROY. BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. ¥. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
: 1 Cortlandt Street, iv. Y. oct 12 

LAGHINE KENNELS, 
HAYE THE BEST COCKERS IN AMBRICA, 
As their show record proves. I will sell pups 

from all my bitches alike for $15 each. Full 
pedigrees on upplication. GHO, D. MACDOU- 
GAL, P, O. Drawer 1929, Montreal, Canada. 

May20th, tt 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom Honse and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREAT, NEW YORE. 

Rese AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Ww owls, ete, to any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to impart 
dogs from Europe, should have their stock con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete. 

URE FIELD TRIAL SETTERPUPS FOR 
Sale, Cheap—hy the jollowing celebrated 

dogs, viz.; By Khoderick (litter brother to_Lie- 
wellyn’s great Count Windom), out of Lady 
Lorne (Roybel-Livy I1.). By champion Royal 
Duke, out of Leah (Roybel-Livy Il.) By Roscoe, 
out of Armida (champion Leicester, out of Poco- 
hontus). I neyer bred handsomer or better pups. 
Also one black and tan, no white, Gordon dog, 
Wo years old. For pediprees and full particu- 
ars, address F', A, DIFFENDERDI SR, 15 Ship- 
pen street, Lancaster, Pa,” Mayadth4y 
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Sportsmen's Bouter. 

Pr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

‘ORACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
begs toinform Ladesand Gentlemenin America 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

sired breed, fit for the highest. competition. 

N. B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken- 
nels. decid tif, 

THE BLU® STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 

M. P, McKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO.,N. Y. 
KBNEP ONLY COCKERS of the tinest strains, 

I T sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 
faction nnd safe delivery to every customer. 

These beutiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for ruffed grouse and woodcock shooting 
and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stamp 

will geb printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 

Diwls cte. mans Dt es ee 
K 9 KENNELS. 
REARING, breeding, boarding. Large 
Stren on the place, and daily ano Best 

feed and care. ‘Tarms easy. Inclose stamp. 
By mail—K 9 Mange Cure, 50c.; 5.9 Worm Pow- 

ders, i0c.; K 9 Flea Powders, a0c,; K 9 Soap, 2c, 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del. Address 

E. & 0. VON CULIN, 

P.O. Box 218, “Dover, Del. 

FLEAS! 
SE DR. AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 
asafe and efficacious remedy and preven- 

tive for fleas and all eruptions of the skin pro- 
duced by them. It cleanses the hair of all im- 
purities, purges it of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecling prop- 
erties. Itis impossible for fleas to live where tt 
is used. Price, #5 cents pet cake. Worsale by all 
druggists. Wholesale depot, 164 Lincoln street 
Boston. Dr. Watts offers for sule the largest 
assortment in America of dogs of all breeds. All 
diseases of dogs skillfully treated. Medicines 
with full instruction, sent toany address upon 
reesipt of one dollar. The fact that Dr. Watls 
has tor four consecutive years neld by appoint- 
ment the posi ion of Special Officer of the City 
of Boston to have charge of unlicensed dogs, is 
sufficient guarantee of reliability. All commu- 
nications and orders will receive prompt atten- 
tion. Address R. AL. WATS, 
Mar 25-tt 164 Lincoln street. Boston, Mass. 

OGS FOR SALE.—One Cocker Spaniel 
bitch, and one Cocker Spaniel dog, eight 

months old; yery handsome; Bestor’s stock; price 
Of biteh, $25; dog, $30; full pedigree mivcn. 
Also one black setter dog (Gordon, red Irish), 
twenty months old, imported stock, well broken 
on woodcock, and has been hunted a little on 
quail and partridge; minds easy, and does not 
need whipping; splendid retriever, and is very 
strong and tough, and will make a splendid dog; 
has been through the distemper; price, $30. Ad- 
dress G. E. OSBORN, Box 673, New Haven, Conn 

May20th,1 
— ee 

ORY OMORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O’More in the stud. The handsome- 

ést, a8 well as one of the best, field and best bred 
Trish setter dog in the United States. Winner 
of the first prize at New York, 1877; also at same 
show in special prize for $250 cup, competing 
against the crack dogs, maleand female, English, 
Trish and Gordon setters and pointers, imported 
and native. The four judges tied on Rory 
Q'More and Paris. Also winner of the cham- 
pion prize at Hudson, 1879. Also winner of chaim- 
pion prizo at New York, 1879, and also winner of 
the rold necklace (competing against setters and 
heist: male and female) at New York, 1880. 
horoughbred pups for sale by Rory O’More, out. 

ot Qneen Bess, Lottie and Magenta. For pedi- 
gree and partivulars, address W. N. CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N. Y. May20th 4st 

Neversink “Lodge Kennels 
The following celebrated Dogs are in 

the stud. 
Docs: 

St. Bernard dog * Marco”; rough coated, two 
years old; 2 magnificent animal—Rey. J. Cum- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanoyer 
Show and Rochester. 
New Foundland dog * Keeper”; four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel Show, 1879. 
Pointer dog, ‘ Croxteth"'; liver and white; one 

anda half years old; out of Lord Sefton’s re- 
nowned stock—one of the bandsomest pointers 
in the United States. Second prize in the Han- 
over International Show- 
Blue Kelton setter, *' Decimal Dash,” cighteen 

months old; sired by Llewellyn's celebrated 
Dash” —2. magnificent stud dog—neyer exhib- 

ted. 
Trish setter, ‘Royer It”; pure red; son of Mac- 

dona’s chumpion ‘Rover.’ Neyer exhibited, 
English setter, ‘Ranger IT”; a pure bred Lay— 

erack, son of Macdona’s celebrated “ Ranger,” 
His get won first at Hanoyerand Paris shows, and 
secondat Puppy Stakes in Hastern Field Triala 
1879, 
Stud fee, $25.00. 

2 For Satie. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

itches. 
St. Bernard “Braunfels,” sont coated, out of 

Princes Solm’s celebrated stock; a magnificent 
bitch, in whelp to “Marco,” 1st prizes in Han- 
over and Rochester show. 
Pointer “ Queen,” liver and white, IstWestmin- 

ster Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to * Groxteth. 
Gordon setter *‘Heauty,” Ist Boston Show 1878, 
d New York Show 1878, 
Pointer “Dora’—liver and white, out of 

“Queen” and * Saneno.” 
lue Belton setter‘ Silk” 

Trish Setter* Moya,” out of Col Hilliard's 
“ Palmerston.” in w alp to Royer IT. 
English Setter’ Donn&," white and lemon, 
Pups canbe secured by an early application. 

Besides Toffer forsale pointers and getters of 
minor quality, butof good thoroughbred stock; 
full pedigrees. Also, several puppies of cham- 
pion “ Queen,” by champion ** Sensation.” 
Haying engaged the services of Macdona’s re- 

nowned ftleld trial breaker I am prepared to book 
orders tor thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autumn, 1880. Particulars will be furnished on 
application to A, E, GODEFFROY, & 

nm Guymard, Orange Co., N. ¥5 

< 212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
AND EMBLEMS 

OF HVERY DESCRIPTION. 

=e Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order. 

BADGES 

Lf 

Ghe Herivel. 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his rennel, offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St, 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best European strains. To be sold for no 
fault. For prices, nt ete., address. 

E ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.8..A, 

\ OUNT PLEASANT KENNEL.—For 
iVil Sale—Four full-blooded Gordon setter dog 
pups: very handsome; perfect black and tan; 
sire, Dash, the great prise-winner; dam, Maud ; 
full pedigree on both sides; a rare chance for a 
good dog. OCHAS. 'T. BROWNELL, P, 0, Box 
350, New Bedford, Mass. Apr29.dmi08, 

BERKLEY-RHUE. 
HAVE FOR SALE some yery fine all red Irish 
setter puppies out of my Rhue, by champion 

Berkley, whelped March t4th, 1880. 
For turther particulars address ; 

'HOMAS A. ADDISON, 
mayl3.imo. 218 Broudway Square, Chelsea,Mass. 

MANGE. 
SCRATCH HES. 
GLOVER'S IMPERIAL MANGE CURE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One application 
is Usually ill thatis necessary. ForSCKATCHES 
in HORSES it has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop’t’r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N. J. 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

st., N. ¥.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos. GC. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phila.: .P. Taylor, 72 East Madison st., Chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st,, St. 
Louis. Price, 50 cents. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
<RUSH.” 

“In the Stud.” 
Rush is lemon and white, and winner at New 

York, Boston, Philadelphia, St, Louis and Louis- 
ville Shows. He is an excellent field dog: fine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch. For full partic- 
ulars, pedigree and field qualities address 

EDMUND ORGILL, 
1,006 Dean street, Brooklyn, N. Y- 

Jan -22-t£- Fee $25. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer, 

For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each, 

Wholesale Agents — Charles L. Ritzman, 913, 
Broadway, N. Y.; Bruen & Hobart, 214 Fulton 
Streer, N. ¥.; Smith, Kline & Co., 305 N. Third 
Street Phila,; Finley & Thompson, 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore. 
Cure or Destroyer sent by mail on receipt of 

2he., to L. A. MICKH, Easton, Pa, 

INE LODGE KENNELS,—I am pre- 
4 pared to take a limited number of dogs, 
either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, tf 
the dog has nui the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences On application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. A 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County. ae 

fiat 2. 

RARE CHANCE.—For sale, Gordon 
Setter, Maggie, Black Fan (Dash-Kathleen), 

first prize, and a very superior blood biteh, 335° 
Don, asplendid orange-white ticked; very large 
brother to Champion France, but superior every 
way; $50. Moll, a very beautiful bitch; orange- 
white with black points; two first pee: $75, 
Dick, a very fine dog; orange-white, black points. 
Rosa IT., orange-white ticked; in whelp by Don 
—due May 22d—second prize. She, with Dick, 
best brace lever shot over together, $100. Also 
puppies, nine months, Gordon and Laverack 
combined. Bob, black-white, blue ticked. Jim, 
black-white tan. Witch, black-white ticked. 
Busy, brown-white Belton; very fine; full ot 
work; $15 each; a brace, $25. Puppies, two to 
four months old, well bred, finé and healthy, a 
brace for $10. This is a rare chance—one you 
can't_afford to lose, if you want fine stock for a 
very little money. Must be sold. Address, ASA 
L. SHERWOOD, Skaneateles, N. ¥- May13,tf 
rc 

qos eer AND STREAM EENNEL. 
_ Llewellyn setter, Rattler, in the stud.* Rat 

Ueris a handsonie blue belton,black points, win- 
ner of four bench prizes ; sire, Rob Roy, he by 
Layerack’s Fred,out of Slatter's Phebe, founder 
of the field trial strain, winner of five English 
fleld trials, out of pure Layerack imported bitch 
Pickles: she by Liewellyn's Prince, winner of 
two firsts and three championships, out of 
Liewellyn's Lill I1.; no better blood in America, 
Willserve bitches at $15. Litters warranted. lam 
breeding to Rattler the following bitches:— 
Mell, a beautiful blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack, dam_ Spot, winner of first and second 
specials at Detroit, Mich., 1879, also firstat Boston 
1879 in native classes; Fly, a very fine roan bel- 
ton bitch, sire Shot, damimported Fannie; Pat, 
orange and white, out of Belle, by Royal George. 
Puppies bred from above, fine stock, for sale 
cheap, Address, with stamp, Li. WHITMAN, 
Detroit, Mich, Decli,t? 

Sportsmen's Routes. 

EASTERN RAILROAD. 
Shortest Route. 
BOSTON 

TO 

PORTLAND, 
BANGOR, 

ST, JOHN, 
HALIFAX, 

WHITE MOUNTAINS, 

Rangeley Lakes, 
Moosehead Lakes, 

And all the sporting grounds of 

Maine ann ran Provinces. 

EXCURSION TICKETS 
Are now onsale at the Company's Office, 306 

Washington St. (next door to Old South Church), 

Boston, and at Depot, Causeway St., at the fol- 

lowing reduced rates ;— 

Rangeley and return........... $12.5 
Middle Dam and return..,...... 

Boston to 
“ Li) 

os te 

“ ity 

“ iy 

sy “ 

iTS 

13.00 

For Rangeley, leave Boston 7.30 A. M, 

For Mt, Kineo, leave Boston 7.00 P. M. 

PULLMAN PARLOR ORSLEEPING CARS ON 
ALL THROUGH TRAINS. 

LUCIUS TUTTLE, 
G. P. &T, Agt.’ 

Boston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland. 

Spring Fishing 
at the 

RANGELEYS and 

MOOSEHEAD LAK DB, 

Breursion Tickets 
Will be placed on silé as soon as the ice is out 
Close connections made at Portland with Grand 
Trunk and Maine Central Railways for all the 
Fishing Grounds in Maine and Northern New 
England, 
Tiskets mey be obtained at Boston City Office, 

24) WASHINGTON STREET, and ut the Station. 

Information by mail, if desired. 
JAS. T. FURBER, D. J. FLANDERS, 

Gen. Supt. Gen. Ticket Agent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

rhe those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Alleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and Kanawhn Valley, and including in 
their yarieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman Carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist, 

through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and stimmer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; snd at ttichmond 
and Charlotteville with the South, All modern 
improyements in equipment, 

CONWAY R, HOWARD, 
Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent 

. Richmond ¥) may ly 

TRY PACKAGE PATENT 
Shrimp Paste Fish Bait. 

Best Bait’ ever used for all kinds fish. Pack- 
age, 0c, mailed, FISH BAIT Co,, Galyeston, Tex. 

HUNTER'S P's 
earlier) for 

1.35, 3.35, 
dail; 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush av. 
10P.M. Sunday, 9 A,a., 1.35, 6.35 Pa. 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.30, 4.8, 6.95, 6.35 P.M. 
AM., 6,35 

P.M. 

nesdays and Saturdays, 
HU 

Grand Rapic 

afforded by their lines for reachin; 
TROUTI 
Middle States. 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POIN 
ficulties and dangzera of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars wh 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE 
without failure or injury, 

TUCKERTON, BEACH CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 

Lake ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ettect March Mth, 1880.—Leave 
(Flatbush Avye., B’klyn,5 min, 

Babylon, 8.35 A.M., 3.35, 4.85, 5.35 p.m. Sundays, 
A.M. 

Col. P't& Whitestone, 7.85, 8.45, 10, 11.85 A.nr., 
6.35, 7) 1.85, 0.15, 10.45 P.at., 

Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.n., 1.85, 5.35, 7, 10 e.m. 
Blushing, 6.30, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.35 A-M., 2.85, 5.35, 

LE, talcing 

4.35, 5, 5,35, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.85, 9.15 10,45 P.M, 12.15. nig bt. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 4.ar., 1,35, 8, 5.35, 7, 10 BM 
Far Rockaway, $35, 11 ‘Acti, 4:35, 6.35, 7PM. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 A.ar., 4.85 Paw Sundays, 9AM, ae 
and 6.35 P.2r, 
Greav Neck,6.30, 7.35. 11,35 A.M. 4.35, 5,35,6.35 P.M. 

Suturday nights, 12.15. Bundaya, 9.85 A.M., 6,35 Po 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10.4.26., 

4.35, 5.05, 6.85 Pat. From Flatbush av. 
, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 

Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 
= Sundays, 9 

Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M., 3.35 2.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 A.M.. 4.35, 6.35 

Sundays. 9 A.M., 6.85 P.M, 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, § A.M,,3.35, 5.95 P.M, 
Port Jeiferson, 10 A.M., 4.35 Par, Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.at., 4.35, 5.35 P.M. Simdays, 9 

A.M, 

Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.M., 3,85, 4.35 
5.35, 6, 7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.w., 1.85 P.M., Tuesdays, Wed- 

LS com ES pril 3d. 
NTER'S P'T WALL 8ST, ANNEX—Leave 

sateen 17, BE. R. (foot Pine st.) for Hiinter’s P't, 8.30, 

ther’ informat; 
Apply at 220 Bway, cor. Barclay. 

11,30 A.DM., 8.10, 4.10, 5.10,6:10 P.M. For tur~ 
fon, tickets, commutation, ete., 

y 
W. M. LAFFAN, Gen'l Pass. Agent. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TA KE THE 

ds & Indiana R.R. 
pids andCincinnatiShort Line Mackinaw,Gran 
FOR THH 

Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 
AND THE 

FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed 
if equaled, in the abundance and great yariety of 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
only in those waters. 
The TROUT serson begins May 1and endsSept.. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June land ends 
ov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGSE, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The Sparen can readily send trophies of his 

skill to his friends or * club” at home, as ice for 
ye can be had at many points, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The sce- 

nery of the North Woods and Lakesis very heau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry and bracing. The cli- 
ne is peculiarly benelicial to those suffering 

tr 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
The hotel accommodations are good, tar sur- 

passing the average in countries new enough to 
afford the finest of fishing. 
During the season Round Trip Exeursion Tek 

ets will be sold at low rates, and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Gung and Fishing Tackle Carried Freeat 

owner's risk, 
It isouraim to make sportsmen feel “athome” 

"nthis route. F r Tourist's Guide (an attractive 
ustrated book sf 80 pages), containing full in- 
formation anii ccurate maps of the Fishing 
Grounds and ‘Vim. Cards, address A.B. LEBT. 

Ger. }ass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mich, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectiully inyite attention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
most of the 

ES in the 
ONTINUOUS 

'S, avoid the dit- 

G PARKS and RACE CG 
These lines bein, 

ch run over the smooth steal 
TRANSPORTED 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
In Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 

ail the principle cities to KAN, RENOVA, BEDe all the ciple cities \ 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA. sii 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also, to 

HAVEN, 

(HATHER, 

L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent. | 
FRAvE THOMgON, Gen’l Manager. febl7-tt 

. = . 

Old Dominion Line. 
‘HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 
Some of the tinest waterfow] and upland 

shooting sections inthecountry. Connecting di. 
rect for Chincoteapuy, wobb's Island, and points 
on the Peninsula. City Point, James’ River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and thé mountainous country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail 
‘Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, D 
Monda. *and Thureda: har at 2 Pat. Full ieromea 
ation at ollice, Greenwich Street, New 
Fork. = * sep2s ly 
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Hliscelianeous Advertisements, 

CORDURGY SHOOTING SUITS 
A SPHCIALTY! 

From Goods of my own Importation--Dead Grass Color. 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR COR D, 

, VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 
Full lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete. 

Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 
Send for Price-List and Samples. 

New York Office, 177 Broadway, 

Hotels awl Rovtes for Sportsmen, 

Ocean HOUSE, Speonk, L. I.—First- 
class board ; near bay and ocean, forest and | 

Jakes; punning, fishing, riding, sailme, bathin 
and rowing. Parties will be met at L.I.R. ER. 
depot by appointment. ; 

" J.W. TOTHAILG, Propristor. 
SSS 

ah "i 1 wpa is HO! for TROUT FISHING. 
pas FAR-FAMED waters of the Mag- 

aneltewan are now within casy access of 
Toronto and the outside world, aud are astll teem- 
ing with speckled trout. We have erected fh lurze 
and comfortable hotel iu Maganettewan Village, 
and are prepared to oifer every favility to our 
Spey friends by way of canoes and guides to 
the trout lakes und stveams tributary tothe Mag- 
anetiewan, and can offer the best of tront fishing 
within amileof our hotel ; will haveiceand facil- 
ities for packing fish, so that they can be taken 
fresh to any part of the Northern States. The 
road from Rousseau (the head of steam travel) hus 
been Macadamized and the journey shortened by 
half a day,so that panei’ leaving Toronto can 
get here in que and a half days. Come up and 
B¢e Us. IRWIN & CLARKE, Proprietors. 
Maganettewan Post-Olfice, Ontario, Canada. 

ry 

ializec House, 
PRINCETON, MAINE. 

Gee? Porch and Pickerel Fishing. Only two 
hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, so 

Yamous forits salmon and troy. Passengers by 
the 7 P.M. train from Boston will reach Princeton 
following syening at 6—only 23 hours. Guides 
furnished. All inquiries cheerfully rexponded 
to by the proprietors, W.G. ROSH & CO. 

Bromiield House, Boston, 

BUROPEAN PLAN, 

MESSENGER, Proprietor.’ 

ease (Sse. 
§ FULL OF VERY NICE GAME Trout 
and no other kind of fish. Anew resort for 

Sportsmen. All who have visited this pond have 
ape alithe trout they wanted. Maine Central 
Railroad to Farmington; Stage to Kingfield and 

private conveyance to the farmhouse of Ken- 
nedy Smith, five miles t) walk from farm to 

pone. AtTim Pondare four good camps and 
five boats. Board and use of boat, one dollar 
per day; team ready to haul baggage from farm 
to camp, and guides. if wanted. at reasonable 
rates. Address IKENNEDY SMITH, 

Eustis, Maine. 

LSSo. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada 
HOR SALEBY T. W. BOYD, 241 Notre Dame st., 

Montreal, Scotch salmon and trout Rods, Reels 
and Lines, Messrs. Forest & Sons, of Kelgo, large 
and small Salmon Flies and Superior i 
Lines. Orders promptly attended to. 
rs 

"To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

§ PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars‘ DayyCrocket'’ and ‘Izaak Walton," 

Which are fitted up with dining room and Iriteh- 

, 
‘en, elecping apartmenis, lavatories, etc., also pro- 
sided with rcks and closets for guns and fishing 
wackle,audkennelsfordogs. |. ’ 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen’! Supt, I. 1’. 0. 
Oo., Chicazo. je26 3mas. 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 

Afftorney and Counsellor at Law, 

NOTARY PUBLIC. 

No. 237 Broadway, Roum 17, New York City, 

Albbusine ss vromptiy attended to. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME 

: 2 Balmy sleep, 
4 yood. dizustion, 

rich blood and 
perfect health 
in Hip Bitters 

ed Dee Ca SID 

os. 259.4 290 Washington Market, Nh. ¥. 

Th is isnposstble to romalu Jong sick when Hep Bittars ure used, 20 parfect are they In thelr operations For Weakness nnd Genera! 

ee il 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

2 Tne t Apuritiesor ood, the 
fm ustural and necesmary result is the cure of Screm- 
S ulema sad other Skin Mrupiions «& Diseases 
including Cancers, Uleers, and other sores, 
S tItis the best Rieed Pariser, and stimu- 
fi lates every function to more heakhful action, 

and thus a benefit in-all diseases. 
4 pepsin, Weahkmess of the Stomach, 

} Comstipation, Disinoss. General Decbil- 
fd ify, etc,, are cured by the Safe Bitters. Itis 

nnequaied as an Appetizer and equiae Tonic, 
| 6It is a medicine which shoukl in every 
& family, and which, wherever used, will save 
payment of many docters’ bills. = oe 

Boltles of two siges; prices 5@ cemta and SI. 

5@S- WARNER'S 
ba Safe Remedies are 

gay sold by Druggists 
Boy & Dealers in Med- 

icine everywhere. 

6H, H. Warner & Co., 
Pvroprictors, 

ROGHESTER, N, Y, 
7 &a-Send for Famphict 

: and Testimanists. 
at 

PERE & FILS. HUTVART Sscoimnconse CHAMPAGHES, 
Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

Verzenay, dry, full bodied, rich Davor. 

arte Blanche, Fruity, delicate flavor, not too 

dry. DODGE, CAMMEYER £& CO,, 

Cortlandt 5t..8o0le Ag’ts for the United States 

KENDALL'S 
SPAVIN 

3 CURE. 
The Most Successial Remedy 

| Seover discovered, as itis certain in its of- 
wes fects and doesnot blister, RuAD PROOF 

From Rey. P.N. GRANGER, 
Presiding Elder of the St. Albans District. 

St. Albans, Vt., Jan. 20th, 1880. 
Dr. Keypart &Co.,Gents: In reply to your let- 

ter I will say that iny experience with Kendall's 
Spayin Cure has been vere satisfactory indeed. 

ree or four yéars ago 1 procured a bottle of 
your agent, and with it cured a horse of Inme- 
ness caused by aspavin. Last season my horse 
became very lame andI turned him out for a few 
weeks when he became better, bub when I put 
him on the road he grew werse, wheu I diseoyer- 
ed that aring-bone was forming, I procured « 
bettie of Kendall's Spavin Cure, and with less 
than a bottle cured him so that he is not lame, 
meither can the bunch be found. 
Respectfully yours, _ P.N.GRANGER. 
Price, $1 per bottle, or six bottles for $5. All 

Druggists haye it or can get it for you, or it will 
be sent to any address on receipt of price by the 
proprietors, J. KENDALL & CO. 

Enosburgh Falls, Vermont 

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES. 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 
H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY. 

WW &24REROOMS 
788 Broadway, New York: 
Stand 8S State street, Chicago: 

IF South Fipin st., St. Lowis, 

Jong sickness, 
Cures Drowal- 

ness, Billousness, 
pains and schae' 

Miscellancous Adwvertisenents. 

ae 2) = 

Sails ate 
: oo meas WINE. § anode "ng" = , ie 

~~ AN ; SSN PNAU B® in 

~~ THIS CUT REPRESENTS THE 
BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT, 

THE BEST SPORTSMAN’S OUTFIT MADE= 
SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND SAMFLES WITH RULES FOR MEASURE, 

EatentDecoys,) G W. SIMMONS & SON 
TENTS, HAMMOCKS, Oak Hall, Boston, Mass. 

SIX STRIP SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODs.. 
FOR 'FnOUT AND BLACK BASS PISHING. PRICE #15, 

Eiwery Ftod Warranted. 
BRA DEFOR D cc ANTHONY, 

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN FISHING TACKLE. 
374 Washington streei, Boston, Mass. 

EATS THE WORLD.” oum. rrapu_** 

(Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

“Ola FIudseo” Cisarettes. 
ANOFACTURED under Letters Patent granted Charles G. Emery, March 5, 1878, 

N by which the rice paper used as wrappers is so prepared that the unpleasant odor and injurious 
effects of the OIL OF CREOSOTE thrown off when burning is Ae ealetale neutralized or destroyed, 

] and the paper made saliva proof to prevent its breaking or melting in the mouth. The great advant- 
age and importance of this invention will at once be recognized by all smokers, andits truth de- 
moustrated by the first “Old Judge” Cigarettes they smoke. Neither will they feaite fi printed « 
certificate from any eminent Professor of Chemistry to convince them they hive heretofore, in 
snoking Cigarettes made of PURE RICE PAPER, beeninhaling one of the deadliest poisons known. 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS, 

GOODWIN & CO.. Manufacturers 207 and 209 Water st.f 
NEVV ty OnkKk, 

WE No, 12.—A fine 3 jointed Mountain Trout Rod, brass mounted, 9 feet long; Red Case, Tish- 
fine Brass Click Reel, 1 doz. best Trout Flies, Fly Book, 1 doz, Hooks on Soe Gut, 25 

and Float, Rod, Reel and Bazket as shown m cuts above. This Outfit 
Regular price of articles in this outfit if 

out 
ing Basket with strap, 
ards hest Oil Silk Line, 1 yard Leader d i 
fas had great sale and has preved satisfactory to all who purchased it. 
sold separetly amounts to $10.00. I offer all complete for $6.00. 

OUTFIT No. 13.—A fine 3 piece Fly Rod, with extra tip, second jomt and tips Lancewond, brass 

mounted, wound butt, 12 feet long; pene Click Reel, 95 yards Oil Silk Line, 1 doz, best ‘Trout Plies, Fly Book, 
Trout Basket with strap, 1 doz. Hooks on Single Gut, 1 yard Leader and Float, Regular price $15.00, I offer 

all complete for $10,00, z : 
OUWFIT No. 14.—Three jointed Bass Rod. brass mounted, dark polis’ Lancewood Tip, 10 feet 

long: 50 yard brass Multiplying Reel with stop, 100 fect Linen Line, 1 doz, cooks on Double Gut, Bait Box 
and Bloat, Sinker and Bloat. Regular price $7.50. I offer altcomplete for $5 oy ee) k 

UEFIT No. 15.—A fine 3 piece Bass Rod, hand made, dark polished, halow butt, extra Lancewoo 
Tip ts Butt. eae our 10 feet ape 80 yard brass Multiplying Reel, balance handle, best quality Braided 
Linen Line, 1 doz. Hooks on Double Gut, 1 Treble Gut Leader Bait Box, Sinker and Float, Regular price of 
this Outfit $11.00. I offer all cemplete for $8.00. 

OUTEIYY No. 16,—General Rod, hollow butt, ean be used with three joints for Bass, or with four 
joints for Trout, has two light Lancewood Tips and one heavy Tip, finely finished; 1 best Multiplying Reel with 
balance handle, 1 best Braided Linen Line, 1 doz, best Double Snell Hooks, 1 Double Gut Leader, Uait Box, 
Sinker and Float. Regular price of this Outfit $12,50, I offer all complete for $9,600. 

All these Outfits are just as represented or Money Refunded. Senton receipt of price, or shert distances 
C.0.D, Send for my New Catalogue of Fishing Tackle, Base Ball, Archery, 
and Sportsmen’s Goods of every description. 2 

Street, New York. ~ BR. SIMPSON, 132 Nassau 

KRUG & CO’S: 

CHAMPAGNES! 
STANDARD AND DRY.” 

IMPROVED SELF-REGULATING 
STORM-DEFYING, 

W ind-Mill. 
THE ONLY MILL EMBRACING ALL THE 

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS, 
Received Silver Medalat Paris in 1978. 
Three hundred in operation in the yi- 

cinity of New York. Every one war- 
ranted as to Durabilty and Quantity of 
Water, which ¢an be pumped to any 
required height from any location. 
The cost is small compared with any 

% other device now in use. 
Mills for export a specialty. Address, 

No. 16 John Street, New York. The Sportsman's Wine !! 
'A.ROCHERE AU &CO, 

SOLE AGENTS, 

© South William street, NewYork, 

Se 

reventive and vurs for Feyor and Ague, nothing Cquals its 
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Cricket Gone, 

RICHARD DAFT 
(CAPTAIN OF ALL ENGLAND ELEVEN),)! 

RICKETING, Foot 
Ball and Lawn 

Tennis outfitter to the 
Army and Navy, begs }, 
to inform Secretaries 
of Clubs, Collegesand 
Schools, that his new 
and enlarged illustra- 
ted Price List for sea- 
son 1880 is now ready, 
and will be sent post- 
free upon application. 
Address RICHARD 
DAFT, No. 1 Lister 
Gate, Nottingham, 
England. 

Gung, Gumanition, Ctr. 

FOX’S PATENT 

The barrels slide one gide.! 

» To Agents: Goods Prices from $50 to $300, 
= can also be had from | gend stamp for cirenular to 
Me A. J. REACH, POON AMERICAN ARMS CO., 

103 Milk Street, Boston, 
Philadelphia Pa. F. H. RAYMOND. Treas, 

of the Anglo-American Team and | 

All-England Eleven), 
(Members 

uy 

AVE pleasure in informing their American 
Cleaner and Oiler 

il friends that they have opened tie Midiand 

Cricket, Lawn Tennis, Football aud Gen= 

eral Athletic Sports Warehouse, 

CARRINGTON STREET BRIDGE, 
NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND. 

—— ‘5 in market. i 
For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush) 

and full directions sent free of postage. 
In ordering glve calibre of gun. Send for circular, | 

Patentee, Address Ts YARDLEY BON ie a 

The most unique and comprehensive establish— 
ment of its kind in Bnglan , Their stock com- THE NEW AMERICAN 

i ell-seasoned Cricket Bats, Balls, Boots, s 

Rhoes, Leg Guards, Stumps, Bags, Lawn Tennis Breech- Loading Shot-Gun. 

Sets, Racquets, Footballs, Jerseys, Shirtings, silk s , MP LE AND 

or woolen ties worn by the Veet Pe gaa at Z 
rery article in great variety suitable to athletes. 

Os, & 8. being members of the late American DURABLE, 
Team, know the requirements of their trans- 
Atlantic friends, and if favored with an order 
may be relied upon tosend goods of first-class 
quality only. Clubs, collezes and schools pro— 
vided with professional bowlers. First class men, 
ersonally known to 8. & S., well bred and of 
igh character, only sent out. Price lists, with 

batting averages and bowling analysis of the 
erican Team, may be had on application to 

GEORGE LANE, Professional Cricketer,Staten 
Tgland Cricket Club, 

Rebounding Lock. 

Chokebore Barrels. = 
For close, hard sho.ting excels all others. Ex- 

tra heavy guns for queks a specialty. Send stamp 
for circular. C. S. SHATTUCK, Manutactu- 
rers, Hatfield, Mass. 

RICHARDS WHSTLAS 

= eg 

HAMMERLESS GUN. 
These aon haye An3on and Deeley’s Hammerles{ Patent Cocking Action, with Automatic 

SafetyBolt, makingthe safest gun now in use. 10,12 and 20 bores now in stock. 

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List-| 

J. PALMER OG’NEIL & CG., 

68 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 
AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATBHS. 

HAWES PIGHKON TRAP. 

e 
wend 

SIMPLE AND, EFFECTIVE, 

‘ope Hl { é| 

Se 

a 

‘noap pezmmealyy 

isi 10 

= 

PRINCIPLE IS NEW, 

“pas TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface. When 
the cord is pulled one-half of the lid reyolyes within the 'Tr 5 “i 

THE ATR. Sportsmen willat once appreciate the advantages, ‘Pieege ae a a 

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. 

THE BALLARD RIFLE 
Agents: 

ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM, 

SCHOVERLING 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUt 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong: 

Dro Exingese togetimocse., 

STILL VICTORIOUS! 
SEE J. 5. SUMNER'S FULL SCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 

Fifteen Bulls-eyes in S§ sion ! SAME MATOH, 200 YARDS ONE-HANDCIADE Hest NE eATD RIFLE, NO. 61-2. 
The Ballard is the only Rifle that has made a Full Score at Creedmoor. | 

The Ballard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon. 
THR BALLARD ALWAYS FITS PH SHOOTHR. 

The Empire Rifle Club, in their trips to Boston, ALL used Ballards. 
“A WORD TO THE WISH.” ETC. 

FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 
»5 DALY & GALES, 

Sele Agents “ New York for CARD’S REVOLVING BALL TRAP 

Guns, Sarnmnition, Ete, 

Shot Gun 
At a Bargain! 

BUT ARE 

AT A 

where. All of them 
WARRANTED TO 

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 
Send for Descriptive List. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
Cazenovia, N. Y. 

THE ONLY POSITIVE 

LEVER ACTION 
In the world, 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 

Equal in finish, 
rial, to the finest English guns, and at 

more reasonable prices. 

bounder with which not occur. 
HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

Wor “Workmanship, Rebounding Locks, and 
Compensating Features of Action.” — 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO_ANY CROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire. 
Mule Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loaders, 

Clark & Sneider, 
212 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, 
Send for Dlustrated Catalogue. 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, 
SYRACUSE, 
NEW YORK. 

Maker of Fine Guns. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Ball 
AND HIS PATENT 

<: GLASS BALL TRAP 

Ay., Pittsburgh, 
ire BOGARDU: 
Souvo Clark street, Chic- 
ago. Send for Price List 
For Traps—Hart & Sloan, 
Newark, N.J. 

“Field, Cover and Dra: 
Sedan Sp the only ook 
exer A i by _ ae 

et hunter, can oe bad at 
the above address. Price $2. 

HUNTING HATCHETS, 
Wie PATENT COVERS ; a perfect 

protection to the edge; all sizes from one 
panne. to four sent by mail on receipt of price. 
me pound, with coyer and handles 

Two pound, H * Sy ee aa ee 
Three pound, with cover, without handles. . 
Three and a half pound, with cover, without 
handles 
Send for a circular. 

a A. CROSBY & CO., Waterville, Me. 
=“The Canadian patent for the above cover is 
now forsale. Address as aboye." 
= Minho De aoe. 

EXPLOSIv< TARGET BALLS. 
CHEAPER THAN GLASS. Samples sent b 

mail, 25 cents. Our Decoy Divine wepaeatie f 
deadly on ducks; by mail, $1. 

DIVING DECOY CO. Rochester, NY, 

2.25 

50 IN A POSSIBLE 5@ ! FEB. 28, 1880 

84 Chambers strect, NEW YORK Crry. 

THESE ARENOT CHEAPGUNS, 

Good Guns! 

LowrerPrice 
Than they can be purchased for else- 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 

metry of outline, and mate. 

The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only re- 
missiires will 

Guus, Anmunition, Ete. 

Haton’s Rust Preventer.... 
FOR GUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGE 

cal Instruments. Safe to handle, WILL NOT 
GUM, and will ret in any climate. Sportsmen 
everywhere in the United States pronounce itthe 
best gue oil in the market. Judge Holmes, of 
Bay City, Mich., writes: “It isthe best prepara- 
tion I have found in thirty-five years of active 

Oa Pa CaN Somanutactnrer, G20 e trade supplied by sole manufacturer, iS 
B. BATON, 540 Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 

VN. J. 
Sold by principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 
ead & Sons, Boston, Mass,; B. Kittredge & Co., 

Cincinnati, O.; B.E, Katon, Chicago, Tll.; Brown 
& Hilder, Bt, Louis, Mo.; Thos. W. Parr, Cleye- 
and, O.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, Mad. ; 
rople & Sons, Georgetown, D. C,; Jos.0, Grubb 
& Co,, es 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MATL. 

WM.R.SCHAEFER, 
61 Elmst., Boston, Mass., 

SPORTSMEWS EQUIPMENTS 
Breech Loading Shot Guns 

Toe Order. 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load-. 

jug SHOTGUNS. A fulllineof the Clabrough 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of impo 
guns, always on hand. Particular attention 
paid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATT'S DOG FOOD, ste,, etc. 
Gun stecks bent, warranted to stay. All work. 
exeouted in the most skillful manner, 

SMOKE ‘TARGET BALL, 
FOR TRAP SHOOTING, 

NOW READY, 
NO REFEREE. NO DISPUTES 

UNMISTAKABLE. 

We guarantee every Ball. 
Send for cireular. 

SMOKE TARGET BALL Ut, 
TITUSVILLE, PA, 

>, WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE, 
Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sight 

isa great improvement in rear sights. 

Send for cireular containing full de- 
scription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 
Middle eld, Coun. 

Trap Balls. 
LIMITED quantity of plain, blue and amber 

Glass Balls—Whitall, Tatum & Co,’s make 
—forsale atlow figures. Address 

J, H. STEAD, 
192 Fulton street, N. ¥. City. 

E.H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

_GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Daly 
Guns, 

Gre. Stocks altered to fitthe shooter. Guns 
hored Full Choke, Moditied, Taper, or for 

Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fit ted, Pin Fires eon- 
verted to Central Fires, New Barrels fitted, Ex- 
tension Ribs, New Lumps, etc. 
Repairing of every eeEr DRG done in an hon- 

; est manner and at reasonable rates. 
Madison’s Browning Mixture, A1,50c. per bottle. 

ortsmen’s and Riflemen’s Sundries, 
ells loaded Al, and goodssent everywhere CG. 

| O. D. Send stamp for answers to queries. Ttefer- 
ences from all the clubs of the city. dacly 
ee a ES 

AN TI-RUST. 
[ae 

FOR THE PROTECTION OF 
Fire-arms, Cutlery, Skates, Surgical Instrumen 
and all metal surfaces, from oxydation. — 

It is a strict hydro-carbon, containing 1 
mercury or animal ofl; is not injurious o 
offensive, and will neyer gum or become ranci 
inany climate. To sportsmen it is speciall 
recommended for sea-coast shooting. 

RMUSCAYPE Uo. 
A perfect protection from the attacks of black 

flies, mosquitos, gnats, sand-flies, and other in. 
sects 60 aunoying to sportsmen and tourists 
Containing no tar or vegetable oils, it is f 
from disagreeable odors; will not soilthe cone 

£ 
\ . 

une, 15-tf. Modford, Mass. 

Field, Cover, and Trap Shooting 
BY A, H, BOGARDUS. 
Price, $2.00. 

OR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 
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SOLE AGENTS FOR 

) SPRATT’S 
_ PATENT 
LmON DON .- 

Send for Circular and Price List. 

DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition, 

BOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plaing, 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 
18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

BRANDIES, ° 

Clarets and Sauternes, 
Of A, deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux, 

OFTAMPAGN ES, 

F E. IRROY & CO., REIMS. 
sherry Wines, Burgundies, 

WHISKIES Rhine Wines, 
5 IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 

SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

WINKS, 

Fishing Gackle. Dublicntions. 

CANOE, & CA 
Baeeink Soe 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

| -Biret premium at World’s wd a New York, and 
tio. | Qentennial Exhi =e 

. Sf aetuekaee = SS paw eet ee 
— axes ~ e eS 

aS P RAPHIC TOUR a JOHN KRIDER, | 7 72706RAPH! et or ee 

Two Hundred Miles gore SIxTY 
rukoven THE e BEAUTIFUL SCENERY 

pi am COMICAL CHARACTER 
—— ILLUSTRATIONS 

WITH By Well-Known Artists. 

WN. EB. Cor. Second and Walnut;sts., Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, i 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hoo’ 8, 
Tehiers Snoods, Artiticial Bait, Fly Books, 

(7 Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
ALSO 

* Krider’s” Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods. 

Birds’ Begs Sat pias See Great Varieties 
i in all its branches. 

amg ters “Patent Dog Biscuit. 
Repairing of all kinds, 

Tux Reser oy Recent Pensowin 

New Maps af the State— Exrroratiosa BY THE AUTHOR, 

The most Entertaining and Artistic Book in the Market, 

PRIUE, ixotorr avy cow, $41.50 
mar4ly WEY SORT: 

ORANCE JUDD COMPANY, 

FISHING TACKLE! FISHING TACKLE! 

THOMAS ANDREWS, 
No, 1 St. Jolin Si., Quebec, Canada, 

(ESTABLISHED IN 1841). 
To Sportsmen. 

pas largest aud best assortment of Fishing 
Tackle to be bad, consisting of English, Scoteh 

and Canadiin make. Trout and Salmon Rods, 
Salmon and ‘Trout Reels, prepared Silk Salmon 

_ Hines, Silk ena Hair Trout Lines, Salmon Gafts, 
_ double andsingle Leaders, Marana Gut, Fishing: 

"SALMON FLIES! TROUT FLIES! 
NGLERS going down salmon. fishing on the 

' “Murguerite’* River, *‘Godbout” River, 
(Saguenay) or on the * Matapediac,” will find at 

hes. Andrews’ establishment, the best selection 
of Salmon Flies made on patterns expressly for 
these rivers by Forrest & Son, of Kelso, Scot- 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these & 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 

EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEYDAKES., By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsman’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustwated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50. 

‘CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J, Farrar. An amusing account of 
4 trip to the Rangeley Lakes, 224 pages, 12 illus. 
Price 50 cents, 

FARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
Jiable guide to Richardson and Hankeley lakes, 

RUSH'S PATENT FLOAT TROLLING 

Jand: suchas the “ Jock Scott,’ » Silver Doctor,” Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters 

Price ents. 
ee ’S MOOSEHBAD LAKE THE 

JON'T CATCH WEEDS AND 
DON LOGS, Moosehead Lake regi: 

re) @ Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 

eated. 224 pea léillus. Price 50 cents. 
‘'S P 

Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 

SPOONS entirely overcome the defects and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 

Send fur catalogue, A=) 
ove publications mailed, 

ostpai 

. THE KINGFISHER, 

“Y (MONTHLY) AND 

4; SI - of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalioway 
* Wilkinson,” ** Butcher,” **Cock Robin” . ri . 25 . illus. 
many other patterns, at very low prices vies EO 1 BASES RY AUS se thet donee HERS 

“FARRAR AND 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED. 2 A comprehensive hand-book of the 

on and sporting re- 
BUL CATCH FISH, eae nape Northern Maine, with map. ‘The tours 

I avers: ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
' r Ny 

i? | FARRAR OKET MAP of the Richardson 
f} and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 

paper, cloth covers. _ 50 cents. 
FARRAR'S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 

> 7 resorts of Northern Maine, also the head- heretofore found im all other Spoons, viz., run- | ‘puters of] the. KennelecerPEnobscot and at 

ning so deep as to catch weeds and logs, ad} ‘John rivers, Printed on tough linen paper, 
elow where the fish see them. Made of the cloth covers. 60 cents. 

_ dest material. Bass size, 75 cents ; pickerel, $1; | FARRAR’S STERHOSCOPIC VIEWS, 2% cts. 
muskalonge, $1.25. Each by mail—25 cents ex: ter Any of the at 
tra for poles, Address Pp on recelpt of price, _ Address 
HENRY OC. BRUSH, Grushton, Franklin} CHA A.J FARRAR, Jamaica Plain, 

@o., New Vork; or to be had at wholesale or re- Massa, = T. Dec3l 
acess CHAS, L. RITZMAN, 948 Broadway, 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 

(WEBELY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry, 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 
er year; the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

®)—both papers for $2.00. 
A series of twelve mag- 

ficent Chromos, each rep- 
resenting a standard breed 
of fowls, sent for 75 cents 

extra to all subscribers to either publication. 

WALLACH’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 
FIFTH EDITION. 

N exhustiye hand-book for sportsmen and 

q CATCHES EVERY FISH THAT BITES, 
SOMETHING NEW. 

BVERYBODY A FISHERMAN, SAMPLES 
SENT ON RECEIPT OF 2aets. 

WACHE & CO., 926 Fairmount Ave. Phila, 

Garidermy,. Gte. 

Established 1859. 

_ Taxidermist Supplies. 
IRD SKINS, Bird Stuffers’ Tools, Glass 
Eyes for Stuffed Birds and Animals, ete, 

pend SOL BURN gt Boa ak, Boston, Mase, tourists. No visitor to the Adirondacks should 
Parajron Mica for Bird Stands, Rock Worl, ete, | bewithoutit. For sale at this office. Price, post 

40c. Ber package by mail a new ate ts Dest paid, $1.50. : 
mse. yO ly 

HALLOCK’S 

Sportsmen’s Gazetteer 
BY CHARLES HALLOCE. 
PRIcE, $a. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

Dog Paths to Success, 
BY EIT KILBURN. 

Price, SO Cents, 
FOR SALE AT THIS OFFIOH, 

Natural History Store. 
['N the department of Taxidermy T offer for 
salea very tine assortment of Game Birds of the 
ry best work, and a large assoriment of native 
foreign spasies, all prepared by first-class 

‘orkmen, 
@ne case of game birds, which is probably the 
eatin the countey *ostfer at $300 

WJ. KNOWLTON, 
168 Teuton utveyt, Boston, Mass. 

MERA |GOODYEAR’S 

Sportsmen's Goals. 

RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO. 
Foodycar's India kubber Glove M’f'g Co, 

488, 490, 499. SE aSTEYs 
Cor. Broome Street, and 

205 Broadway, ; 
Cor. Fulton Street 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Rubber Outfits 
COMPETE FOR 

Trouting Pants and 
Leggins a Specialty. 

AH Guaranteed 
Thoroughly Water- 

= San proof, 

FRONT VIEW, RUB R INSIDE VIEW. 
u BER GOODS HALLOCE Huntine Coat. The game 

HALLOCK HuNrING COA‘. Every Desription pocket extends the entire length of 
Six Pockets outside and game y P 2 coat with capacity far surpassing 
Pocket inside, Send for Mustrated Catalogue. 

Saublications. 

any ordinary game bag. 

SPORTSMAN ’S LIBRARY. 

- 4 es ave ee | List of Sportsman’s Books. 
(We will forward any of these Books by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price.] 

Adirondacks, Camp Life In 
Adirondacks, Guide to Wa Messe. ss 2h 

Frank Forester 715 § Manualfor Young Sports- 
ae aT TET 5 Be a goo ne oa eee ele 2.00 
. 5.60 | Gun, Rod and Saddle,... ........ ce presse eee 1.00 

30,} Hallock’s gportsmen’s Gazeteer. - 8.00 
Hand Book for Riflemen............... 2.25 60 

Genres ie ee eee eee meee. ees. 2,00 |} Hand Books on Out-Door Amusemenis:— " 
American Roadsters and SEO ETE ERSEAEES - 5.00 | (Gymmnastics. 0-2. eile estes se 20 
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W. Long. 2,00 Cricket..... 8b 
Amerioan Kennel, Burges. ......,..........- 3.00 Rowing and § Pp 20 
Angling, a Book on, Prancig,-,,....-.. .... 7.50 Riding and Driving 20 

reher, Modern....... Se pybbe bdo Peed See 25 Archery, Fencing an 20 
Archery, Fencing and Broadsword......... 20 Manly léxercises...; 20 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson. 1,50 Eroqnetycsosint yas, 27 cts re renes 30 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeamni.. on MISHA BSS Wea v aden -wde ness 2 
ACGODSwittimingecw. Sesser. sso) eee? 2 Quoits and Bowls................... 26 
Art of Swimming, Monstery........... +e 50 PWN Fata. koe ata ita ue a 
Art of Sree Ee ESD Se a ee: PH ating........4 
Athlete's Guide, Harding........,...... »... Shooting. ....... RS ea eH 25 Athletic Sports for Boys...... bds., 756.3. clo. 4,00 | Herbert's Hints to Horse Keepers.... ..... Lb 
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge................. 1.00 | Hints to Riflemen, Cleyeland.......,..... .-» L650 
Bailey’s Birds of the Unitea Staves, . 340 | Holden’s Book of Birds..:.....pa.,25c.; clo. — 60 
Baird's Birds of North America....... -, 30.09 | Horseback Hiding. Durant «hid. wane eae gs 125 
Baucher’s Method of Horsemanship........ 1.00 | Horse Breaking, Moreton.................... 2.60 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds ...... 1.50 | Horsesand Hounds.........2.....,..0-.000 0 80 

its and Bearing Reins 6€ | Horges and Riding, Ne@villGct ine ey panne tapes 3.00 
oat Sailing, Practical 1,00 | Horses, Famous American Race te 

Books for Sportsmen: Angling, §0c.; Shooting, 
the Sea-shor 50c.; 

= irds' } How to Camp Out, Gould............ Cage and Singing Pte EL ORD, 5.5 
"res 

S. Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. 
Dogs of Great Britain, America, and other 
Countries 5 . co] 

Eggs and Nests, 50c.; and Salt Water | How to Hunt and Trap, Batty’s...,. 1.50 
Aquarium, 50c.: Native Song Birds, ibe. Humorous Sketches, Seymour...... 6.00 

Boy’s Treasury of Sportsand Pastimes; ete. 2.00 Hunter and Trapper, UY cies} 8 =) ee 1.00 
Breech Loader, Gloan........... 1.25 | Hunting and Hunters ofall Nations, Frost, 1.50 
Breech Loader, Modern, Greene 2,50 | Jennin 'S Horse Vraining.................., 1.25 
Bruce's Stud Book, 3 vols... 30.00 | McClure’s Stable Guide. ......_,. 1,00 
Butler on the Dog............. 2.00 } Manton’s Taxidermy Withouta Feit) 

ge and Singing’ Birds, Adams 50 | Mayhew’s Horse Doctor... 8.00 
Camp Cookery, Miss W. Parloa. 50 | Mayhew’s Horse Managemerit 3.00 
Qanoeing in Kanuckia..,........ 1.25 | Minot’s Land and Game Birds 2.08 
Canoe Traveling, ‘Powell... .............-- 3.08 Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard... 3.00 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper; Bishop’s...... 2.50 | Oars and Scull’s, Woodgate... Lh 
Cassells’ Book of Birds, 4 vols............--. 13.00 | On the Wing, Bumsted.._....,... 1.50 
Choke Bore Guns, Greener..........--- ++. 3.00 | Partridge and Pheasant Shooting, 2.00 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson, - 1.46 | Pistol, The... ..... SREB eek Ee ee bo 
Coues' Birds of the Northwest......__..:.-- #50 | Practical Kennel Guide...... ..._..,, 1.50 2.50 Prairie and Forest, Parker Gilmore. .....-.. 1.50 

tn peecueel Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 
if OUT PGtcat eat Bee NEAL Sey, tibws 50! 1.25 | Prime’s 1 Go a-Fishing......0..0/) 00007) ae 

Cypress, J., Jr.'s Works, 2 vols,... .-....... 5,00 } Random Casts, From an Angler's Note- 
Dadd’s AmericanReformed HorseBook,8yo 2.50 BO 
Dada’s Modern Horse Doctor, 2mo......... 1.50 BO 
Dead Shot............. Ech cod “maces S - 1.26 4.00 
Dog Breaking, Hutchingon........... Peas dts 3.75 1.50 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson.. 3.00 1.50 Dog, the, Hill........ - 2.00 4,00 
Dog, the, Idstone. ... 126 3, 
Dog Pathsto Success. . 50 1.00 
Dogs and Their Doings, a 

00 
% 
5 

50 

Dogs, Ly Stables. :<...2. .2.c.2-sicr,.. + 
Bors, Management of, Mayhew, 1é6mo.. 
Dogs, Points for Judging Sparte Dogs, Richardson 60 dig... 
Dogs, Webb ; : k 8.50 
Durrant's Sea Bathing, its Use and Abuse. 25 
Dwyer's Horse Book 2.00 
Eyery Boy’s Book of Sports and Amuse- 
MGI. Sat) elvag ee baie sed elas eRe see tle 3.50 

Parrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake.” ..... 50 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley 

oe SOOPeT Wot eek Anas An Oa 50 
Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake... 1.00 
Faurar’s Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake 

RISE TONY 4h NE SE ell pS 5 50 
Field, Cover, and Trap Shooting, Bogardua 3.00 
Fish hatching and Fish Catehing.,.......... 1,50 
Fishing, Botiom or Float ~ (0) 
Fishiog in American Waters, Scott. . 3,50 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock,.....-...-..- 2.00 

| Bly Fishing and Worm Wishing... ..-..... 60 
Frank Forester’s American Game in its 
GHSO TIS ator we, oy eta gw ata aciats 1.50 
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Ammunition, Gtr. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
‘Orange Liahtnina. 

Oranae Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

DER, Furnished FREE, 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER C0, 
No. 29 Murray Siveet, N. ¥., 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’ 

RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDER. 

The Most Popular Powder in Use, 

UPONT'’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, have maintained. their 

+ reputation forsevyenty-eight years. Manu- 
ture the following celebrated brands of Pow- 

der: 
DUPONT'’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
@uickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

Ball and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT'’S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Wos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
@ud clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 

Ball, Pigeon, Duck, and other shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
& quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 

e grain for pistol shooting. 

DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG, ‘SEA: SHOOTING,” 
FFG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle 
ehooting ,the FFG ard FNFG for general use, 
Pe ___ burning strong and moist. 

» SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING, and BLAST- 
ING POWDERS of all sizes and descriptions, 

ecial grades for export. Cartridge, 
mon, Mortar, and 

mee 
mmoth Powder, U. 8. 

Overnment standard.. Powder manufactured 
to order of any required grain or proof. Azone 
eles in all cities and principal towns throughout 
the U.S. Represented by € 

EF. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. ¥. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S FG or FFG 

Wowder for long range rifle shooting. 

THE HAZARD POWDER COMPANY = 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
HMazard’s ‘‘Hlectric Powder.’’ 

Nos, i (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
‘f strength and cleanliness, Packed in Ba uAS 
ganisters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s “ American Sporting.”’ 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 1]b. canisters and 
ib. Kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 

land prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot guns. 
Hazard’s ‘‘Duck Shooting." 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse), In 1 and 5 1b, canisters 
and 6tand 12}1b. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
elesn, shooting remarkably close and with great 
penetration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
jt ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
wiceable for muzzle or breech-loaders, 

Hazard’s “Kentucky Rifle.’’ 

PENG, FRG, and “Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 
25, 12}, and 6: lbs, and cansof 5 lbs, FFFG ie also 
packed inland i1b. canisters, Burns strongand 
moist. The FEFG and PFG are favorite brands 
for ordinary sporting, and the ‘Sea Shooting” 
FG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder, 
GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXP 
OF ANY’ REQ OO, 

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 
pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
gaie at our office. 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORK, 

GOODS OIL TANNED 
Dioccasins, 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, etc. They are 

easy to the feet,and very 
durable. Madeto order 
in a variety of styles,and 
warranted the genuine 

article. Send for illustrated circular. MARTIN 
S. HUTCHINGS, P. 0. Box 368, Dover, N. H. 
(Successor to Frank Good,) ERaprorp. 
AwnTHony, Boston Agents. 

< SHOOTING, FISHING, 
, YACHTING, SWIMMING, 

BATHING, AND BICYCLE 
GARMENTS. 

The best made goods in the world. 
Write for Descriptive Catalogue 
and state the sort of garments and 
material desired. 

GEO. C. HENNING, 
Washington, D. 0. 

Aiscellaneous Mvertisements. 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 
IS UNEQUALLED 

for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. 

BY GUNPOWDER 
It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing, 

wing-shot of the world; Dr. Carver, 

CaptainBogardus, champion 

champion rifie-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in thea matches, Our challenge 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

and-is yet open to the world. Address 

DITTMAR POWDER M’F’GCo., 
P. 0. Box 836. 24 Park Place, New York 

VANITY FAIR 
“ MILD"—Rare Old Virginia. 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGARETTES 

“HALV#S"'—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1878; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on sale in all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, TW @ KIMBALL &CO ; 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. 

Hishing Pants, 

HODGMAN & CO., 
425 BROADWAY AND 2? MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORE, 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

HUBBER FISHING OUTFITS 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 
LIGHT, BLACK WHITE Oh TAN COLOR tOATS 

AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS, 
[HSTABLISHED 1838.) Send for Catalogue. 

FineArchery, 
ew 

PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Hvery Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES. 

in Shootings Power 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows have no 

Superior. 
Bows sent C. 0. D. on trial when 25 per cent. 

of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be returned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges. 

Tivustrated circulars sent free. 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York. 

Cc. F. A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORK. 

52 Gold, Crystal, Lace. Perfumed & Chremo 
J & Cards, name Gold and, Jet, 10c. Clinton, 

Brog., Clintonyille, Gt, 

IMPROVED SELF-REGULATING 
STORM-DEFYING, 

. . 

Wind-Miull. 
THE ONLY MILL EMBRACING ALL THE 

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS, 
Received Silyer Medal at Paris in 1878. 
Three hundred in operation in the yi- 

cinity of New York. Every one war- 
ranted as to Durabilty and Quantity of 
Water, which can be pumped to any 
required height from any location. 
The cost is small compared with any 
other device now in use, 

' Mills for export a specialty. Address, 
No. 76 John Street, New York. 

KRUG & CO’S. 

CHAMPAGNES! 
STANDARD AND DRY.” 

bay I 

The Sportsman's Wine !! 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

SOLE AGENTS, 

South William street, NewYork. 

FARRAR’S POGKET MAP 

ih 

Moosehead Lake. 
PRICE, $1 00. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. 

Ammunition, Gtr. 

TA'THAWNW?S 
IMMPRovErD 

Chilled Shot. 
American Standard Diameters, 

(RED LABEL.) : 
GIVES GREATER PENETRATION and RET- 

TER PATTERN than ordinary shot. anne 
well adapted to choke-bores, modified chokes 
cylinders. 

Beware of Imitations. 

Our Chilled Shot will be found to be more 
from shrinkage, pet ga Me a more uniform tn 
size, heavier and ef brighter and cleaner finish than 
Cee 

nd for circular. 

TATHAM BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN 8T., NEW YORE. 

Ajso manufacturers of 

PATENT FINISH 

American Standard Drop Shot, 
and COMPRESSED BUCK SHOT, more uniform 
than ordinary moulded shot. 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Riyaling the English and All Others. 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LBAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, 

Alisrelianeons. 

TRADE 

BY ABSORPTION. CURES 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 
“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 

isa postitive cure; it has never falied. 
* Sapanule ” has no equal for Chronic Lame- 

ness, Lame Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis. — 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eczema, 
Humors_ of the Scalp, etc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
eases. Ladies who suifer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and 8 permanent cure b 
using *Sapanule, Used in sponge or foot bath © 
removes soreness of body, limbs and feet, 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refiinded. 1 

Sold by all Druesicy. Price, 50c., and $1 per 
bottle. Send for illuminated circular and cards, 

SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY, 
Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 

2 FERCUSON'’S PATENT 

ADJUSTABLE LAMPS 
with 

* Locomotive Reflectors. — 

ae ep = sible Attachments. 
aol THE BEST ON THH MARKET. 

Improved RUST PREVENTOR, for firearms, &¢ 
Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
_& Fulton stresty N.Y, 

FRANK H. ATKINSON, 
Book and General Joh Printer, 

36 and 38 John St., New Yorke 
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Wild Gurken Shooting in the 
South. 

REEK bottoms, black jack ridges, low swales thick 

with bamboo briers, old sedge fields, with the 

broom six or seven feet high, pea fields lying contigu- 
ous to these—such are the chosen haunts of the wild 

rey. 

Much has been written and said in sporting books 

about this bird, most of which is hearsay, for the writers 
display a most lamentable ignorance of its history and of 

its habits, 

The hardest of all birds to raise in the poultry yard, 
they are the hardiest in a wild state. The old hen will 
select the driest spot for miles around with an intuitive 

reeption that the season is going to be a rainy one. 
ie will cover this nest up so skillfully that the most 
acticed eye will fail to discover it, When found, 

ere is something pathetic about the manner in which 

@ tries to hide her round, bright eye, knowing as well 
you dothat here is her vulnerable point. At such times 

you may walk up and study her at your leisure, for she 
doesnot intend to leave that nest unless you become too 

familiar, when with a low ‘“chut!” “chut!” of angry 
Téemonstrance she flies away. 

‘When first hatched they do not look like domestic 
turkeys, but haye an indescribable, wide-awake look, as if 
they had inherited from their paternal ancestor, the old 
gobbler, some soupcon of the guile that so eminently 

Uistinguishes that wise and wary old bird, Indeed, when 
the young turkeys begin to walk about this mundane 

sonsciously put on airs aud begin to look wise. So strong 
are inherited traits in birds, orin men! The young hens, 
on the contrary, are very meek and mild, with a strong 

dency to lurk and ery out peeyishly for the old hen 
they see their father with lis majestic and Turl-like 

eard too near them. So strong is sex in woman or 
5! 

About the middle of September in our climate they are 
Bbout two-thirds grown, and then is the time to Idill 

em. Full feathered and strong on the wing, yet their 
avy bodies make them fly very slow, and they fall an 
yprey tothe sportsman, At this time, too, being 

itirely uneducated, they will come to the call of the 

veriest tyro; and, indeed, will come better to a slight 
whistle, made by the mouth, in imitation of the ery of 
the young birds, than to any call. Next to the quail, 
the most social and gregarious of all birds, they seek each 
other after being scattered, and the plaintive cry of the 
ambushed hunter leads many a promising young bird to 
his ruin, 

But ah me! what a difference in the same birds three 
months later! Then the most practiced eye cannot tell a 
young gobbler from an old one as they rise on the hill 
above the swamp and sail majestically across the creek, 
far out of range of any shot gun. They cannot then be 
approached at all, under any circumstances. Acci- 
dentally, as you walk out of the swamp into a pea field 
you sometimes walk into the midst of a flock scattered, 
feeding upon the dearly loved pea, Then, if you shoot 
straight at the heads of the crossing gobblers, you have 
the satisfaction of seeing two fine, fat fellows fall to your 
aim. Itis with a feeling of personal triumph that cue 
kills two wild turkeys in successive shots, nor is it often 
done ; once in a way, or twice, but not oftener. 

But it is chiefly upon strategic movements that the 
experienced hunter of turkeys relies. I have often 
thought, while lying in my blind, that the greatest 
strategist in the world, Napoleon Bonaparte, would haye 
made an accomplished turkey hunter. Absurd! you 
say, Well I haye my reasons for my belief, and I think 
that you will agreé with me when you come to theend of 
this article. However that may be, there are old gobblers 
extant, to capture whom would require an amount of 
patience, energy, woodcraft, knowledge of the habits of 
your game, and skill, that if exercised in another direc- 
tion, education taken for granted, would make a good 
general, Me judice, 

Yes, there are gobblers in the South who would put to 
shame Minerva and all herowls. If Mentor, whom we 
all remember in the Telemaque as the utterer of the 
most delightful platitudes, were to attempt to stalk an 
old gobbler he would make a most jgnominious failure, 
and would find to his amazement and sorrow that it 
would be easier to rescue a hundred lady-like Telemaques 
from the wiles of a hundred sea-green Calypsos than to 
circumvent one wily, yeteran old turkey, ‘ Deep sir, 
deep and devilish touzh !” would be the praise bestowed 
upon that bird by Major Bagstock, to whom, in my 
wrath and vexation, I have often compared an old bird, 
who obstinately remained just out of gun shot! 

Yes, a very knowing bird, indeed, is the graduate, who, 
after beg shot at by all the negroes in the neighbor- 
hood, with pot metal, double-barreled guns and old army 
muskets until he knows their range exactly, will strut 
by the hour just one hundred and fifty yards from the 
blind, behind which the sable sportsman lies snugly 
ensconced, rolling hiseyes in eager anticipation of that 
sharp old bird’s coming nearer; an anticipation, it is 
needless to say, never to be realized, Sometimes, in 
utter anguish of heart, the wearied and hopeless darkey 
will fire at him only to hear the derisive gobble of the 
veteran re-echo the report of his gun. 
Wild legends are in circulation among the negroes, 

anent some old gobblers. How, once upon a time, when 
old daddy Nero was “‘settin’ fur turkey,” a huge old bird 
made his appearance behind old Nero’s back and gave 
him a dig with his long sharp beak that was yery pain- 
ful indeed, whereupon old daddy Nero, haying fired both 
barrels atthe feathered fiend, fainted. A strict cross- 
examination reyealed the fact that Nero had gone hunt- 
ing with a pint of ‘pop skull” whiskey in his pocket, 
that he had fallen on his back amonssome canes that had 
been bitten off by the cattle, leaving sharp stubs, and 
that one of these had entered his back when he fell. But 
he saw his satanic majesty forall that, in theshape of a 
turkey, 

‘ It is only in the bright, still mornings of early spring 
that you can shoot the old gobbiers. They lose some of 
that wariness that so distinguishes them at other times. 

** Love rules the court, the camp, the grove,” and, we 
might truthfully add, the wise old gobbler. 
But let no tyro in turkey hunting think to put the 

*comether” on one of these old birds, He can tell one 
of their ‘“yelps” just as well as the old turkey hunter 
can, and refuseth to come to a call, compounded of a 
grunt, a squeal and a whistle. He incontinently takes 
to his heels and goeth the other way, with steps quick- 
ened by a knowledge thatin that way lies safety. Though, 
for that matter, he might haye come to the call with 
perfect impunity, for not one man of a hundred can kill 
a turkey after being called to the blind without he have 
some previous experience. 
Suppose some still morning in March, when all the 

woods in our climate are gay and fragrant with the yel- 
low jasmine, and the snow-white blossoms of the dog- 
berry contrast vividly with the scarlet flowers of the 
maple, your feet press violets and lady’s slippers and 
‘star eyes,” crushing perfume at every step; all around 
is heard the myriad es of insects that wake to life in 
early spring ; the woods aré vocal with the sweet strains 
of the mocking bird, the cat bird, the thrush, the black- 
bird and the ‘rain crow.” Onsuch a morning as this, 
you take down the trusty old gun, put ashell marked 

EBB in the right barrel. and one marked 8 in the left, 
and soon you are seated behind an old log, with the firm 
determination that to-day the old gobbler, your favorite 
aversion, on foot, or wing, shall die, for is not this the 
tiird day? By Mercury, the patron of rascally turkeys, 
it is the fourth ! 
A full mile from you, sitting on the fence of an old 

sedge field, is your old foe, the wisest turkey in South 
Carolina, He is evidently dreaming of tall and lithe 
turkey hens whom he has appointed to meet this very 
morning, He wonders why he does not hear them, as 
he knows that turkey hens, unlike human beings, are 
very punctual to their appointments, Hark! borne on 
the still morning air, comes a plaintive ‘‘ cluck, cluck!” 
to his attentively listening ear, How changed in a mo- 
ment! Now, full four feet high, with majestic beard 
neatly afoot long, he struts about waiting a repetition 
of the call, The seconds grow into minutes, the min- 
utes into hours, and he hears nothing more. Just as he 
is beginning to think that he may have been mistaken : 
“Cluck, cluck!” Ah! that is the yoice of Mary Jane, 
that talland graceful young turkey hen to whom he 
was introduced last week, and with whom he fell in love 
afi first sight. With wings outstretched and head thrown 
far forwaid to catch sight of the charmer, he speeds to 
the chosen trysting place, on the branch near the old 
pine log. He has run oyer half the distance, when a 
deadly fear stops him short in his mad career. What if 
that mellifluous sound, instead of coming from the beau- 
teous beak of his own Mary Jane, should haye been made 
by a turkey bone? For a long time he stands, drawn up 
to his full height, watching on every side for the danger, 
Hark | no turkey bone ever threw that amorous, inviting 
ery upon the scented air. He is now fully satisfied. He 
pauses no longer, but on the outstretched wings of eager 
love he hastens forward to the old pine log. One step 
more, and there rings out the left barrel loaded with tha 
No, 8's, and with head shattered to pieces, the noble bird 
falls headlong to the earth, Your sable henchman, whom 
the loud report, just at his ear, has wakened from a 
sound nap, immediately springs upon the prostrate bird, 
fully convinced that to him alone is due all the merit of 
lulling “dat smart old gobbler,”and with loud yells of 
joy heshoulders a bird weighing, when dressed, fully 
twenty-five pounds, The darkey speculates how much 
will fall to his share when the turkey shall have been 
‘roasted, and makes asolemn yow to eat until he cannot 
walk, if the mistress will allow any such gluttony, 
Elated, you wend your way homeward, haying killed a 
turkey that was a regular graduate, 

Another method of shooting wild turkeys is to dig a 
trench some two or three feet wide, and then scatter corn 
in the bottom of it. After a few days the whole flock: 
will come with great regularicy to the food. Of course 
all their heads are in the trench at one time, feeding, and 
the shooter fires a gun, heavily loaded, down the trench, 
at their heads. Many are killed at one discharge, and 
many more are wounded, and escape to die a lingering 
death. None but the most incurable pot-hunters practice 
this mode, which is as reprehensible as it is unsportsman- 
like. It is the fayorite mode with the negroes, who can- 
Bk call turkeys, and are passionately fond of eating 
them. 

There is a peculiarity about the wild turkey, and in- 
deed in all galliaceous birds, that is very curious. When 
pens or traps are made for them, they are built of small 
logs, and a hole is dug under the trap large enough to ad- 
mita full grown turkey. Corn is scattered for a, long 
distance in the woods, ending in a bountiful supply in the 
pen. The fop of the pen is left open, so that when the 
birds have eaten up all the corn, or sufficiently gorged 
themselves, they fly out at the open top, This is repeated 
for several days, and then the top is closed and the pen baited as before. ‘The turkeys, neyer suspecting any- thing wrong, go into the pen as usual, and when they try 
to fly out they find the top closed. With a fatuity not to 
be expected from such sharp birds, they never look down 
foals by which they entered, and are captured to 
a bird, 

Quail will do the same thing, and, I believe, all birds of 
that kind, 

There is still another mode of hunting 
and that is to ‘‘roost” them, or watch them when they go 
toroost. On moonlight nights, when they roost in trees 
that are not too tall, by getting the birds between youand 
themoon some can be killed in this way, by using buck- 
shot in a close shooting gun, So tenacious are they 
of life, that unless they are shot in the brain they often fly 
long distances, and fall dead entirely out of reach of the 
disaypointed hunter. This is only another mode of pot- 
hunting, and is not much in favor with the skillful sports- 
man, 

No. All the pleasvre of true sportis not in killing for 
the sake of slaughter, but an intelligent knowledge of 
seeking game difficult to kill, and, when killed, eating it 
well cooked and with thankful hearts. Ah, me! when I 
look back over the days when, with elastic step and 
bounding pulse, I could shoot an old gobbler square 
through at one hundred yards, and on an emergency 
could Icill him on the wing nearly every time, I am re- 

the wild turkey, 
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away witha steady flight ; but sometimes it seams to 
rise in a great hurry, snatching up the childas il best can. 
The legs und the young one are then far more pendulous, 
and the bird sways to and fro like a child’s balloon, and 
drops in a heather ata very short distance. I have never 
seen a woodcock carrying its young (as reported) to and 
from the feeding ground, but [have no doubt it would 
be capable of doing so, if it had time to adjust its burden 
and get the right grip, I have seen a duck carrying 
its young one in its pill, as it would carry afrog; if was 
walking, not flying. I have seen a rat carrying its 
young; it did not do it like a dog or cat; it had hold 
of a small pinch of skin in the middle of the belly. 

Tt will be observed that Mr, St. John and the cor- 

respondent of the Field are both of the opinion that the 
old bird carries the young grasped between her legs, and 
not held in the claws, as might have been expected, 

The testimony in regard to this practice in the Amer- 
ican woodcock is no less positive, though the habit does 
not seem to have attracted such general attention as in 
the European species. Messrs. W. W. Coe and Jno. H. 

Sage, of Portland, Conn., both of whom aye known to orni- 

thologistsas careful and accurate observers of the habits of 

our birds, unite in testifying to haying seen awoodcock 
carry off one of her young ones in herclaws, The occur- 
rence is thus spoken of in Merriam’s Review of the Birds 
of Connecticut, p, 104 :— 

Mr. John H. Sage tells me that, while collecting with 
Mi, W. W. Coe, near Portland, Conn., May, 30th, 1874, 
they flushed a woodcock with young, one of which she 
carried off in her claws ! and Mr. Coe writes me "in re- 
gard to the woodcock carrying off its young: Mr. Sage 
and I were not four feet apart, when the old bird got up 
between us, rose about three feet, and then doye down 
again and picked up a young bird with her feet, and 
with her tail spread and held forward under the young, 
carried it off about eight rods and came back for the 
others, but my boy frightened her away.” 

Evidence such as this of course is enough to establish 

the fact that the birds haye this curious habit here, as 
well as in the old country, but additional observations, 
as to just how the act is performed, are needed, 

Weshould be very glad to hear from our readers who 
may have witnessed similar occurrences, and should he 
glad to have their accounts given with all the detail and 
particularity possible, 

ent, but will probably treat of them ina subsequent ar- 
ticle. The greatest weight of any Fraser River salmon 
Lhaveany record of is fifty-five pounds. Some taken 
may possibly have been larger, but few ever attain this 
weight, I will not touch on the canning mdusiry, it 
having already beea written up to some extent, and ib 
does not differ materially from the Columbia River or 
other canning operations. JT would remark, however, en 
passant, that I think the refuse from the establishments 
might be turned to account for fish guano, and likewise 
a large amount of oil be obtained from it; but no efforts 
have been made in either direction, the refuse being 
thrown into the river to get rid of if. As regards the 
spawning of these fish, itis evident that from the time 
of their entering the river their whole energies are de- 
yoted to reaching the spawning beds, in proof of which 
Imay cite the fact that they run during the night as 
wellas by day. Enough has been said about their in- 
domitable perseverance as regards surmounting obstacles, 
such as falls, cataracts, etc., and here, as elsewhere, noth- 
ing but an insurmountable barrier stops them on their up- 
ward journey, No number of attempts and failures 
daunts or disheartens them ; if it is possible to go higher 
they are sure to do so, Were this noble family of fishes 
entitled to a coat of arms, Excelsior would be the most 
appropriate legend that could be possibly inscribed on it. 
The first tributary of Fraser River that takes its quota is 
the Coquitlam (or Quequitlam, as pronounced by the In- 
dians) River, about twenty-two miles from the sea, and 
thence each stream, and thei names are legion, to the 
foot of the Rocky Mountains, receives its portion. Some 
of the streams are so small as to almost deny the fish ad- 
mission, others mighty rivers, 

(‘Lo be continued.) 
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WOODCOCK CARRYING THEIR YOUNG, 

minded that the shot Bun with me has superseded the 
rifle, my hoyhood’s weapon, But though nearly half a 
century has rolled over my head, the eye is stall un- 
dimmed, the love of sport and nature, once merely a re- 
creation, is the sola resourae now of a life during which I 
have learned contentment. Sr. Cham. 

Luwtonville, Gi. Feb. 12th. 

Alatuial History. 

—Address all communications to ** Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 

FRASER RIVER SALMON, 

BY MOWITCH—NO, L. 

Hi salmon frequenting Fraser River, the principal 
river of British Columbia, which empties its waters 

into the State of Georgia, a short distance above the 49th 
parallel of North latitude, are of many varieties ; and al- 
though they have been much written about, and have 
attracted more or less atljenticn in many parts of the 
world, more particularly since they have been so exten- 
sively canned and exported to Europe, they may fairly 
be said to have never been properly classified, The 
elassitication of so many varieties isa work that would 
necessarily involve no small amount of study, time and 
observation, while the person undertaking the work 
would have to he scientific ina high degree in this 
particular branch of Natural History, Without disparag- 
ing any.avriters who have given their time and attertion 
to this end, I donot think it would be at all unfair to 
say that anything that has been written, that I haye 
Been on this important topic, is meager, insufficient and 
+o some degree erroneous, To do justice to a subject of 
this magnitude is a task of no mean character,involving, 
as it does, an amount of time thatis not at the disposal 
of many, be they ever so fond of the undertaking and 
ever so competent to deal with it. Ido not claim to be 
a scientist, eyen in the ordinary accéptation of the word, 
nor to possess the necessary qualification to enable me to 
giyea proper description of these fish, but from a long 
course of observation, coupled with the desire to awaken 
in some one sufficient interest to pay thab attention due 
to our salmon, I propose giving you some description 
respecting them, which may be of some interest to those 
who care for the subject. The fish not possessing 
scientific names, perhaps it will serve the purpose by 
attending to them by the names they are known by. to 
the Musijueam Indians, a large tribe or nation inhabiting 
the Lower Fraser, 

The first salmon, known tothe Indians as the Sawk- 
wey (and to the whites as spring salmon), make their ap- 

pearance in February, and continue to run the greater 
part of the year, atintervals, A large number of these are 
white salmon, 7.¢, the flesh is white in color, and 
average perhaps sixteen to eighteen pounds in weight, 
although an average isof courseonly approximate in 
this and all sorts of salmon, still, the difference in weight 
of this variety varies to a greater extent than in any 
other, 

The next run is the Suckeye run, which commences 
in July and lasts four, five and six weeks, the greater 
press, or bulk of them, being within three weeks 
or thereabout. This is the “boss run” of the season, 
and the one to which Fraser River is indebted for its 
notoriety asa salmon stream. This is the harvest of the 
canneries, no other run approaching it in any respect. 
Byery effortis made during this run to ‘‘ make hay 
while the sun shines,” and the fisherman’s success for 
the year’s work is mainly dependant on a good Suckeye 
run. Thesupply of fish is always greater than the demand, 
or, in other words, twice as many fish can generally be 
caught as can be cared for, and the energy of the can- 
nery proprietorsis strained to the utmost to push the work 
to its greatest extent, and put up or can salmon to 
the fullest capacity of their appliances, leaving such 
work as lacquering cans, labeling and boxing to such 
time asthe run slackens and time is not so precious, 
Most years no lackof fish exists, and no conjecture 
could be made of the probable numbers coming into the 
river, or how many fish could be taken were there 
enough canneries to put them up, A fair average for this 
variety would be seven pounds. They are yery 

SPRINGFIELD, May 18¢). 
Hditor Forest and Stream :— 

Last year in a certain spot hereabout, which is not ap- 
parently congenial to the covey later on in the season, 
certain woodcock made their nests, and hatched their 
brood. Flushed by accident, they were waited on from 
time to time, and the knowing few, closing one eye, 
thought of the good time coming when they should 
*‘ tumble to the racket” of a pair of English guns. 
Before the “law was off,” however, the birds were off, 

and the places which at first knew them, knew them no 
more. 

Last week, one of the disappointed shots, in driving 
by the game locality, again started some birds, and one 
of them was observed to be carrying in her flight a 
young bird held by and between her hanging legs. 

The factis new tome, that woodcock ever transported 
their young in thai way; andI beg to know, if itisa 
habit generally known, or if thisis a strange freak which, 
from its novelty, may he as interesting toothersas to me, 
How is it, my brothers? Did you ever note the like? 

Though what has been observed by our correspondent, 

may be new to many sportsmen, the woodcock’s habit 
of sometimes removing her young from danger has long 

been known to naturalists, The habit referred to is 

common, both to the woodcock of Europe and to his 
stnaller North American cousin, An interesting article 

referring to this subject appeared in the London Zoologist 

for November last, we believe, and a number of notes on 

the subject in weekly journals, hoth on this and/the other 
side of the water, The following from our contemp- 

orary, the Scientific American, is interesting, but refers 

to the European woodcock, Scolopax rusticola ;— 

Among seyeral curious habits of the woodcock, de- 
scribed by the editor of the Zovologist, ils practice of 
carrying its young is perhaps the most) interesting. The 
testimony of many competent witnesses is cited to 
corroborate the statement, The late L. Lloyd, in his 
“ Scandinavian Adventures,” wrote: ‘If, in shooting, 
you meet with a brood of woodcoeks, and the young ones 
cannot fly, the old bird takes them separately between 
her feet, and flies from the dogs with a moaning ery.” 

The same author makes a similar statement in another 
work, this habit of the woodcock haying been observed 
by a friend. 

One of the brothers Stuart, gives, in '* Laysof the Deer 
} A y Forest,” a graphic accountofthe performance. He says: 

much of a size, and do not vary much in weight. ‘« As the nests arelaid on dry ground, and often at a 
The second rn of Sawkwey, or spring salmon, comes | distance from moisture, in the latter case, as soon as the 

about the Ist of August, and does not present any ma- young are hatched, the old bird will sometimes carry terial difference from the first ran, except that there are | {hem in her claws to the nearest spring or green strip. 
a larger proportion of white salmon in this than the ear-|In the same manner, when in danger. she will rescue 
lier run, While speaking of this sort, T may say that the | those which she can lift; of this we have frequent 
external appearance of the fish does not in any way indi- opportunities for observation in Tarnaway, Various cate whether itis white or red, the difference in color | times when the hounds, in beating the ground, have only becoming apparent by cutting It so as to expose | come upon a brood, we have seen the old bird rise with the flesh to view. The white salmon is not thought to he | the young one in her claws and carry if fifty ora hundred as fine for the table as the other, but I think this is only | yards away; and if followed to the place where she 
prejudice. a : 4 pitched, she has repeated the transportation until too 

‘The next run is the Cohoe run, which commences | twuch harassed. In any sudden alarm she will actin the about the Ist of September, the fish beimg much | same way.” Another method of traisportation has been 
the same in weight as the suckeye, about seven pounds, | observed by Ma. Charles St, John, and described in his 
The next rum is the Qualoch, or dog-toothed salmon, | ‘* Natural History and Sport in Moray.” Hesays: “I 
which 1 take to be identical with the redfish of Idaho, | found out that the old woodcock carries her young even lately described by Capt, Bendire. Thesé come about | when larger than a snipe, not in her claws, which seem 
the latter part of Septeniber, and average say ten pounds. quite incapable of holding up any weight, but by clasp- The last run of the season isa large trout, or salmon | ing the little bird tightly between her thighs, and so 
trout, a yery handsome and decidedly game fish, and, in holding it tightly against her own body,” : 
my humble opinion, a much more desirable fish for the | ‘This narrator doubts the feasibility of any other mode table, either fresh or ited se any otha in our | of transportation a 
waters, This run lasts during September, October and : x The 
November, and an average met be put at twenty Another note from the pen of J. D, B.,” in the London 
pounds, although they, like the Sawkwey, have a wide | Feld, is as follows :— 
range in respect toweight, Byery second year we have a 
run of Hone-holia, orhumpbacked salmon, ‘Thesecome 
in large quantities, are caught while fishing for the other 
varieties, ave to sOnmie extent eaten by the Indians, but 
never by the whites, are never salted or canned, bein 
worthless for either purpose, and are detested by the fish- 
eymen on account of the trouble of taking them out of 
the nets and throwing them away. Their average weight 
js six pounds, but as these fish possess some characteris- 
ties widely different from other varieties of salmon in 
general, I reserve any remarks concerning them at pres- 

—_>— 

Wuitr Hares Acaiw.—Laramie City, W. 7., May 
lith.—Editor Forest and Stream ;—With all due defer- 
ence to your statement, backed by Coues and Allen, 
Lepus campestris do not, as a rule, turn white in winter, 
During ten years’ experience on the plains of Western 
Kansas, Nebraska and Hastern Colorado, I have never 
seen a white rabbit, yet both jacks and cotton-tails are 
very abundant. If white jack-rabbits have been identi- 
fied in those regions, they can only be regarded as al- 
binos, and the color permanent, I have often suspected 
that the white jacks were entitled to distinction as a sep— 
arate variety, a suspicion that was strengthened hy know- 
ing that the change in coloration was far from being uni- 
versal, and, so far as T can determine, confined to high 
altitudes, EK, W. Guin. 

This is becoming interesting. We have on our side of 

the question the authorities, and the word of many 
mountain and plainsmen, and shall be glad to hear 
from all our Western friends on this question. We have 

ourselves seen jack rabbits in winter that were white, 
and were certainly not albinos ; moreover, they were 
Lepus campestris We know that our friend, Mr, Guild, 
has had along experience on the Southwestern plains, 
but a friend, Charley Reynolds, since dead, assured us 
that in Dakota the jacks almost always turned white. 
Mr, W, H. Reed has told us thesame for Wyoming, or 
parts of it. Let us hear from all hands, 

— 

Navricus’ SNAKE.—Bryan County, Ga., May 19th.— 
I saw in one issue of ‘our paper” a description of a 
very short, thick snake that one of your correspondents 
killed in Florida—name was not known. Was this not a 
Trigonocephalus pisciverus, or, as we call them, cotton- 
mouth mocassm? One was killed on my place here yes- 
terday not over two feet long and as large as my arm, 
or as big asarattlesnake of five feet. They are very 
deadly, as much so as the rattlesnake, The one killed 
yesterday was so clumsy that he could hardly get out of 
his own way, John Edwards Holbrook, M. D., is my au- 
thority for the above name for cotton mouth. I have hig 
works on herpetology, and haye always found his work 
very accurate, Guo. L, APPLETON, 
Ways Station, Ga. 

But Toxicophis piscivorus, as it is now usually called, | 
does not quite correspond in color with the snake killed — 
by ** Nauticus.” 

ae 

ARRIVALS AT THE ZOULOGICAL GARDEN, CINCINNATI, UP TO 
Jun® Ist.—2 Macaque monkeys (Maeaous cynomolyus), 1 black sen 

lion (Zalophus gilltesptei), 21 prairie dogs (Cyomys ludovietanus), 1 
buffalo (Bison americanus), 2 Angora goats (Capra juireua); all born 

in garden. 2 passenger pigeons (Hctopistes migrdtorius), 4 wild 
geese (Bernicla canddensis), 0 silver pheasants (Huplocamus nycthe— 
merus), 2 gold pheasants (Thdtmiclea picta), 4 hybrids (between 

T. amherstiae and T.picla), 8 undulated grass parrakeets (Melop- 
sittacus undulatus); allhatehedin garden. 25 yellow birds (Ghry- 
somitris tristis), 15 indigo birds (Cyanospiza cycdned), 2 cow birds 
(Molothrus pecoria), 2 Virginia cardinals (C. tirgitianus); all pur- 
chased. 2 Huropean magpies (Pica coudata),] orchard oriole (fete- 
rus #pwrtus),1 bittern (Bolaurus mugitans), 4 striped prairie squir- ‘ 
rels (Spermopiiilus tridecem-linentua), 1 Virginia deer (0. virgini= 

anus); all presented. 

_ Thaveseen the woodcock when siddenly flushed carry 
itsyoung. As farasI could see, it seemed to do so by 
pressing the legs together, as a man clings to a bare- 
acked horse with his legs. A waodcock’s legs are longer 

than those of a hawk, and had it curried the young one in its claws I think some daylight would haye been seen between the young and old bird, or the outline of the young bird; but when flying away the young one was pressed up against the body, and, for all one could dis- 
tinguish, might have heen a lump of turf. If the old 
woodcock has time to adjust its grip properly, it goes 

PRANK J. THOMPSON, Supt. 

Wote—tI had the good fortune to secure the (placenta) of the 
sea lion, which has been forwarded to Prof. J. A, Allen, Museum 
Com, Zovlogy, Cambridge, Mass,, for scientific examination. 

fF, J . T, 
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—Address all communications to * Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York." 

————: 

PLAN OF THE INTERNATIONAL FISHERY EX- 
HIBITION, 

\ K J — present to our readers this week a plan of the 

great ‘International Fisherei Austellung” in 
Berlin, with the following description :— 

THE GROUND FLOOR OF THE MAIN BUILDING. 
1, Fountain of Neptune in the great water basin, 
2-5, Collection of water animals, maminals, birds, 

fishes, amphibians, reptiles, invertebrates, ete., which 
are beneficial or hurtful to fishes, 

6. Italy ; South America, 
7-9, Japan ; China, 
10, Anam, 
11-18. Bast India, Parther India, South Sea Islands 

and Netherland Colonies. 

MAIN BUILDING—SECOND FLOOR. i 

Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Russia, Holland, England, 
United States and Switzerland. 

ADDITIONS AND EXTENSIONS. 

14, Rotunda for fishery productions, fresh fish, ete, 
1)-16. Cyclorama, with rocky grotto, disclosing yiews 

of the Bay of Naples. , 
17-19, Artificial fish culture, 
18. Restaurant. 
20, Pond for boats, 
21. Smokehouse for fish in operation. 
22, Shrubbery and pond for fish, 
28-25. The German Department. 
The main building is about 230 feet in length by 

180 wide, and is built 6f stone, while the additions are of 
wood. It has been lately erected for the National Agri- 
cultural Museum, but was only finished in time to be 
opened as the Fishery Exhibition. It is fitted up in most 
excellent taste, and the whole exhibition isso arranged 
as to attract thousands wi.o are not in the least interested 
in the fisheries. This is well shown by the fact that on 
Whitsunday it was visited by over 24,000 persons, 
re 

[Brom a Staff Correspondent] 

TOE INTERNATIONAL FISHHRY EXHIBITION AT 
BERLIN, 

V.—LIVING FISHES, 

ies: display of live fishes here is small in compari- 
son with the other objects and interests, and ne- 

cessarily so, being perhaps of less importance than most 
other departments, and few people are interested in 
making such a show, Germany being the main exhibitor 
in this line, America sends a few catfish, Amiurus catus, 
and a hellbender, Menopoma, from Mr. H. G. Blackford, 
of Fulton Market, New York; and in the central basin 
in the ‘grotto of Neptune” can be seen the famous Rus- 
sian sterlet, Accipenser ruthenus, which is an inhabitant 
of the tributaries of the Black Sea, and is so highly és- 
teemed as food. This fish always commands a high 
price, and in Germany is yalued at about a dollar per 
pound, the fish culturists of this land being anxious to 
introduce it into their rivers. Three were recently served 
ata supper given by Dr. Wittmack, custodian of the 
Agricultural Museum (the building in which the Fishery 
Exhibition is held), at which were present Prof. G. Brown 
Goode, Deputy Commissioner from America; Mr, Fred 
Mather, the fish culturist, and Mr, J. W, True, the custo- 
dian of the American collection, who speak of it as a 
very fine fish, making due allowance for national tastes, 
cooking, etc,, the Germans haying a habit of smothering 
@ fish with some sauce or other, which disguises its natu- 
ral flavor, while we Americans prefer our fish without 
sauce, cooked like a beefsteak, in its own juices, 

One of the most interesting exhibits is that connected 
with the display of Mr, Schuster, of Freiburg, who has 
about a dozen ifornia salmon of twelve to fourteen 
inches in length, and weighing seni 4 pound or more, 

bs 
_ swimming in a glass tank, apparently none the worse for 
haying been transported im the egg irom California two 

years ago. These are from the eggs sent to Germany by 
Prof, Baird in October, 1877 ; and Mr. Shusber has some 
a, year older in his ponds, but as there were but few eggs 
received that year, and his portion is necessarily small, 
he is teo careful of them torisk them in the bad water 
of Berlin, In the aquaria there are many fine fishes and 
curious ones; among the latter may be classed the dis- 
play of Dr, Hermes, of the Berlin Aquarium, who has a 
tank of dels, which are some six inches in length, labeled 
“male eels,” and accompanied by the following descrip- 
tion :— 

“In the year 1874 Dr, Syrski, of Trieste, succeeded in 
discovering the secret of the sexual organization of the 
eel, which had remained a mystery up to this time, ifusn- 
ally being considered as an hermaphrodite.* Three Ital- 
ian professors published in this same year an account of 
an extended examination of eels, in which they proved 
fo their own satisfaction that; the eel was an hormaph- 
rodite, and itis only by knowing that one sex is repre- 
sented only by small fish that we can account for the 
fact that they escaped observation so long, the males not 
exceeding forty-four centimetres (about sixteen inches) 
in length, and in addition to this it appears to be the case 
that all the eels in the waters of the interior are females, 

Fa ens 

while the males always stay in the sea, or perhaps near the 
mouths of rivers, It is difficult to distinguish the sexes 
by their external appearance, and it requires a practiced 
eye to do it with certainty. The specimens here exhib- 
ited are from Trieste, sent by Dr, Jacoby, and the Inspec- 
tor of the zodlogical station there, Dr. Graffe, who, by 
long experience, is enabled to determine the sexes of eels 
at sight, pronounces these to be male eels.” 

Your correspondent is not able to give an opinion upon 
this subject, and his interviews with the scientists of the 
American Commission haye not been successful in get- 
ting an opinion from them, and so he can only state the 
facts as he sees them, and leave the reader to investigate 
them. Itis but just, however, to say that the learned 
gentlemen who tell us that they can distinguish the male 
from the female eel atsight do not attempt to impart 
this knowledge to us ordinary mortals in any way what- 
eyer, and we are left to guess what may be the subtle 
distinction between them which the ‘‘practiced eye” 
alone can detect. Thus are our hopes of being able to 
fathom the mystery of the eel again dashed to earth after 
being raised by the placard above translated. 

The carp is of course well represented in all its varie- 
ties by many specimens from different breeders, as well 
as the golden orfe, Jdus melanotus, which is bred by the 
German fish culturists both for food and ornament, while 
the loyer of beautiful and gamy fish is tempted to lin- 
ger before a tank containing a lange “saibling,” Salmo 
salvelinus, the ‘‘charr” of the English, which grows in 
the Boden See (Lake Constance) to the weight of perhaps 
twenty pounds. The large specimen here shown weighed 
about twelve pounds, its deeply colored crimson sides 
showing like a brook troutin the breeding season, It is 
not only a most beautiful fish, but also a fine one on the 
table, and one which should be introduced into Ameri- 
can lakes of sufficient depth, the German fish much ex- 
ceeding that of England in size, and one which, when 
placed beside our common lake trout, would cause the 
latter to appear at a disadvantage. Many smaller speci- 
mens of this fish are shown, from the egg up, as well as 
the famous Salino hucho of the Danube, a sort of land- 
loeked salmon which runs down into the Black Sea, as far 
as its salf and bitter water will allow—a fish which might 
ba introduced into the tributaries of Great Salt Lake, if 
there are any which are large enough, that being the 
nearest to its native habitat which occurs at present ; but 
as this letter was intended only to describe fishes, and 
not to touch upon fish culture, we must not wander into 
that realm at present, although it is one that isso at- 
tractive that it is hard to keep away from it, 

The show of grayling here would delight the heart of 
Mr, Vitzhugh, the pioneer in American grayling fishing, 
while the brook trout of Europe, Salmo fario, are not so 
attractive to the eye as our own more shapely and highly 
colored S. fontinalis. Meny hybrids are shown, mostly 
among the salmonids, as the saibling and trout, salmon 
and trout, etc., the exceptions being in the cyprinidss, 

*See Report United States Fish Commission, 1878-5, ‘Lecture 
on thé Organs of Keproduction and the Fecundity of Fishes, and 
especially of Hels. By Dr, Syraki,”’ Translation from ‘Degli 
organ ripfoduzione 6 della fecondazione del pesci ed in inspecia-~ 
lita delle pope in Bulletino della societa Adriatica de Scienze 
naturali in Trieste, December, 1874, 

where the crosses are numerous, and, one might add, 
worthless. The German fish culfurist is fond of Iy- 
brids, on the ground that they are of quicker growth, 
while the American breeder has not gone toto this ques- 
tion excep as an oecasional experiment, and perhaps 
they may be of the opinion of your Tepreseutative fish 
culturist here, who, when a gentleman called his afiten- 
tion to a tank of fish hearing the placard, ‘Bastard yon 
forelle und saibling,” by saying, ‘There, Mr. Mather, are 
not those fine fish?’ answered, ‘Yes; if one did not 
know that they were bastards.” 

Many other unimportant fishes are shown, and, although 
not living, one cannot fail to be interested in the model 
pike (Aso) in tin, which is some fifteen feet long, and 
is suspended in the grotto, haying a brass ring around ita 
neck with a Greek inscription, This isan exaggerated 
model of an “historical pilke,” whose painting adorns the 
wall opposite, and is about eight feetin length. The 
painting isan old one, and formerly adorned the old 
covered bridge over the Neckar at Heilbronn, and after 
the destruction of the bridge the picture was taken to 
the town hall, where it has since hung, until the opening 
of the Fishery Hxhibition, The inscription says; ‘This 
picture is of the natural size of the fish,” andis accom- 
panied by the following yerse :— 

Schau bey Heilbronn, mich recht yersteh’, 
Im Weyer, genannt Bockinger See, 
Der in sich hat am Wasser zwar 
Sechs Morgen, doch ohn’ all’ g'fahr 
Welcher ohn’ abzulassen ist, 
Was sich zu'trazen hat zur Frist 
Als man Tausend vier hundert Jahr 
Und neuntzig sicben gezeblet war 
Nach Christi unseres Heylands geburth 
Hin solcher Hecht drinnen gefangen wurdt 
Der gestalt hie abgemahlet steht 
Tn dieser prth’s cin Ring winb hiatt 
Von Més am Hals gewachsen cin 
Starck unter den Flofs Nedern sein 
Mit griezischer Schrift so Mann allda 
Gegraben ein lautet also; ich bin der Tisch 
Welther in diesen seh ist gethan worden 
Yon Fredericio dem andetrn difs Namens 
Regenten der Weldt im Jahr 1230 
Den 5ten Octob, . 

Of which the following may be offered as a free trans- 
lation: ‘Look! by Heilbronn, you will understand, there 
is a lake called the ‘Bockinger See,’ which is an expanse 
of the Weyer, and contains about six acres, which can- 
not be emptied. Inthe year 1497 such a pike as is here 
pictured was caught at this place, and of the self-same 
size. Around his neck, just behind the gills, there was a 
metal ring with a Greek inscription, as follows: ‘lam 
the fish which was caught in this lake in the time of 
Frederico, the other of this name, Regent of the world, 
in the year 1230, the 5th of October.’” 

This, as will be seen, leaves a time cf 267 years be- 
tween the times of capture, but gives us no clue to its 
age or size when first taken, The truthful chronicle fur- 
ther saith, “On the 5th of October, 1230, under the reign 
of the Hmperor Frederich II., a pike was caught and a 
metal ring placed upon its neck with a Greek inscription, 
stating that it was placed in the water by the Emperor's 
own hand, and that this pike was taken 267 years later, 
in the year 1497, weighing 3850 pounds, and was four 
yards long. It was then presented to the Hmperor Maxi- 
millian I,” , 

There is no reason to doubt but what the ring grew 
also, as it does not seem to have pincked the neck of the 
fish, and why should it not, having been placed on its 
neck by the Emperor’s own hand? if fish will grow go ~ 
under these circumstances, it might be well to import a 
few emperors into America amd station one at each fish 
breeding establishment. 

Sea and Rivey Fishing. 
atl 

FISH IN SEASON IN JUNE. 

FRESH WATER. 
Muskalonge, Hoa noliiton. 
Pike ov Pickerel, Hoo leis. 
Yellow Perch, Perea slavescens. 

Trout, Salmo fontinalis. 
Salmon, Salmo salar. 
Salmon Trout, Salmo conjinis. 
Land-locked Sulmon, Salmo 

glovert. 

BALT WATER. 
Sea Bass, Centropristis atrarius. | Bluefish, Pomatomus saltatrtz. 
Sheepshead, Archosaryus proba- | Spanish Mackerel, Cybium mac- 
tocephalus. uldiwin. 

Striped Bass, Roceus linnealius. | Cero, Oybiumregale. 
White Perch, Morone americana. | Bonito, Sarda Pelamys. 
Weuakfish, Cynoscion regalis. Kingtish, Monticirrus nebulosus. 

et 

—Address all communications to ‘' Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
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—The bass fishing at Greenwood Lake is reported to be 
food. —— 

Mar OF THE MAGALLOWAY.—We have received from 
Lee & Shepard, of Boston, a new map of the Mugallo- 

way, compiled by Mr, Chas. L. Adams, which includes 
the country adjacent to that river, with routes from the 
Rangeley Lakes, 

Lake Meganticis now attracting much attention as a 
hunting and fishing region, and many sportsmen will go 

from the Rangeley and Magalloway by the woods, It 

takes about three days from Parmachenee Lake to 
Megantic with good guides. 

—_>—_ 

A VETERAN SPORTSMAN,—The Syracuse Standard of 
the 28d inst. has this pleasant personal mention of Mr, 
L. HW, Redfield, of that city, a gentleman who is well 

known throughout this State for his earnest efforts in be, 
half of game protection :— 

Mr. L. H. Redfield is quite enthusiastic over his late 
trip into the North Woods with P, WH, Agen, sq. When 
we recall the fact that Mr. R. is eighty-seven years old, 
and when we remember this and the fact that he is the 
oldest editor and publisher in the State, we are induced 
fo extend our warmest congratulations. The veteran, 
after arriving at Lake No, 4, took his rod and line and 
went after the speckled beauties, dnpepen dant and alone 
like the younger fisherman, He stood the journey well, 
ate well, fished well and enjoyed the trip most heartily 
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Tf it were not for the fact that the date of Mr. Redficld's 
birth is down in black and white in the family Bible, we 
should be inclined to think there was a mistake of some 
fifty years in his age. =—=2— 

HIRST MuscaAtonen or THE SEAson,—New York, June 
4th,_Just received a splendid fish (muscalonge) from 
Clayton, N. Y.; the fist of the season; weight, twenty 
pounds, Canght by Mr, G, M. Skinner on one of his own 
spoon bait. Sorry we can’binvite youall to dinner; have 
distributed it to many friends in small portions. 

ABBEY & IMPRIE. 
——<—_— 

WisconsIn—Oshitosh, May 24th,—Black bass fishing is 
reported better than for years past, and indications are 
that some of the finny tribe will be taken into pers 

—— 

A New Satmon River PurcHasep.—A club of New 
York gentlemen, among whom are Messrs. Vanderbilt, 
Tiffany, of the well-known jewelers’ firm; Mr. Win- 
chester, treasurer of the National Express Company ; 
Messrs, Fearing, Cooper, Lawrence and a score or more of 
metropolitan Waltonians, have just completed the pur- 
chase of a large tract of land and fishing privileges at the 
junction of the Metapedia and Restigouche rivers, near 
Campbellton, N, B. This tract was the property of Mr, 
Frazer, whose hotel has been known for years to the ang- 
ling tourist readers of the FOREST AND STREAM, The price 
paid was $33,000. ‘The salmon fishing here has long been 
famous. Some of the members of the new club are now 
on the ground, and tokens of their success with the rod 
and line have already been received in this city. 

a 

GANADA SALMON—HIGHT-INCH TROUT.—New York, May 
ivéh.—In reply to Mr, Fay’s communication in your pa- 
por of the 22d ult, I would say that he was very fortunate 
in hitting the salmon fishing on the Restigouche and 
Metapedia so exactly as to be there at the arrival of the 
first run of galmon, and—in a week—to get such good 
sport, Such good luck would probably seldom occur. 
Ordinarily people require a |month’s absence from the 
States to be sure of a good score of salmon. That fish 
arrives in the fresh water streams in Canada at very irreg- 
ular periods, and seldom so early as the 5thof June, I 
haye waited two weeks in some years before salmon com- 
menced to run freely, so that ordinarily salmon trips are, 
as I said, very expensive, and anglers may either make 
up their minds to face three or four weeks’ expenses in- 
stead of one week, or else go home without salmon. So 
that with rod, flies,lines and other expenses, a person had 
better multiply Mr. Fay’s figures by four to get a total 
cost, for to my notion it don’t pay to go so far and return 
thence with poor or no luck, merely because one cannot 
stay at stream only a week—as Mr, Fay did. 

But the principal reason for writing you is to say that 
I am informed that the open or public fishing on the 
Metapedia has been taken up by a club, and so a friend 
who has been accustomed to gaing there says he is shut 
out, It does seem as though none but governor-generals 
and the nobility of England could longer afford to go 
a-tishing for salmon. 
While passing laws to prohibit the taking of lobsters 

under a certain size, why not make a vigorous effort to 
pmiele the taking of trout less than eight inches long? 
have seen such slaughter of troutlings, fingerlings, such 

infanticide, that I fear nothing but the brand of the law, 
added to the scorn of true sportsmen, will stop this mur- 
derous work and preserve any trout for decent and mer- 
ciful anglers. Do urge this subject, Can’t we get such 
a law? MANHATTAN. 

A law prohibiting the capture of trout less than 

eight inches in length might be acceptable to expert 

anglers, but it would be both undesirable and impracti- 
cable. 
rr a 

NEW HAMPSHIRE NOTES. 

‘HE salmon have again made their appearance in the 
Merrimac River at this place, two having been seen 

below Amosikeag Falls on Friday, May 28th, and one of 
10} lbs, weight was talen from the river at the same 
lace on Monday, which had been killed by the logs; the 
ast of the annual ‘‘ drive“ of lumber being on its way 
over the falls that day, 
The river has been unusually low this spring, and 

the logs have been very much delayed, but the rains of 
the last day or two haye raised it so as to float them out 
of the way, and give water enough for the salmon to 
come up, and a number were reported yesterday as being 
in and about the fishway. 

Salmon haye also been seen, during the last few days, 
in the Nashua River, in which they were planted by the 
Massachusetts Commissioners in 1876, and in which we 
caused two fishways to be built at Nashua in 1878. 
Lamprey eels and alewives have also made their ap- 

pearance in large numbers at Lawrence and Lowell, and 
their advance guard has found its way up to Nashua and 
Manchester. This shows that with proper fishways 
there is no difficulty in restoring these migratory fish to 
one river, 

The writer took a trip to the Upper Coos country last 
week, with a lot of ** Schoodic salmon,” otherwise called 
land-locked, which latter term is such a misnomer that it 
ought to be abohshed, for whatever may haye been the 
original condition of these fish, or the circumstances in 
which their ancestors were developed, they are in no 
sense “ land-locked” now im Grand Lake stream, and can 
go to salt water any warm morning they may fancy the 
excursion. 

These salmon are placed in Great Diamond Pond, in 
Stewartstown, and although the extreme heat of the 
95th and 26th ult., when the trip was made, together 
with the thumping over the roads, after we left the rail 
at North Stratford, killed a part of them, enough were 
left to start the breed in Diamond Pond, from which we 
hope they will find their way to Diamond Stream and 
the Mazalloway. 

The fuibermen who haye been at work at the Con- 
necticut lakes this spring report having seen several 
large schools of those planted in Second Lake last sum- 
qner, being now from six to nine incheslong, The writer 
and his son, who assisted him on this trip, had several 
hours’ good fishing on ‘Great Diamond,” and brought 
pack more pounds of fish than they took up, getting 

about sixty, ranging fromnine to twelveinches in length, 
averaging over $1b.in weight, This is said to be the 
normal size of the fish in ‘* Great Diamond,” while those 
of * Little Diamond,” which is the upper lake, are said 
to run up to two pounds, ‘The fish in ‘* Little Diamond” 
had not begun biting yet, so that we did not see any of 
them; but I am strongly of the impression that the 
Great Diamond trout are neither more nor less than 
the “blue-backed trout,” or ‘' Salmo ogiassa,” ot the 
Rangeley Lakes, answering perfectly to their description 
so far as I could see. 
They look more like a mackerel than a brook trout, 

when taken, The flesh is yery deep red and very high- 
flavored, and altogether they are a superb fish. The 
trout of ‘ Little Diamond” do not bite till two or three 
weeks later than those of the lower lake. 

Should any of your readers feel like a trip to the 
upper Connecticut, this month, they will find excellent 
accommodations @t the Parsons House, Colebrook, and 
an obliging landlord in the proprietor, Mr, WH, F. Bailey, 
and good fishing in every direction. ‘ 

Besides the lakes above spokén of, there are the Mo- 
hawk River, rising in Dixyille Notch, and flowing west 
to Colebrook; Clear Stream, also rising in the Notch, 
and flowing east to Errol Dam; Sim/’s Stream, three 
miles below Colebrook, and brooks in every direction, 

The Willard House, at North Stratford, kept by Messrs. 
Gould & Moses, is another good place for headquar- 
ters. I must not forget to mention that we met your 
correspondent, the well-known guide, Mr. Edward Nor- 
ton, and enjoyed an hour's chat with him oyer his 
moose hunting reminiscences of last fall, 

For good fishing, good roads, beautiful scenery, abun- 
dant springs of natural ice water, and obliging landlords, 
commend me to the Upper Coos country, 

SAMUEL WEBBER, 
Manchester, N. H., June 2d. 
a 

THE BLACK BASS OF THXAS, 
\ 
Hditor Forest and Stream :— 

Since the perusal of the last few numbers of the Fores? 
AND STREAM, [ am morethan eyer convinced of the necés- 
sity for a better system of nomenclature for our game 
fishes, Tf anglers cannot remember the scientific names, 
which is the only safe plan, they should agree apon dis- 
tinctive common names for the different species, which 
should be applied in all of the States indiscriminately, 
Asa casein point, the black bass has had more than 

forty scientific specific names applied by different natur- 
alists at various times, and it is known in the several 
States by nearly as many vernacular names; il is, there- 
fore, not surprising that anglers find it difficult to make 
themselves understood when alluding to this genus, eyen 
by residents of their own State, as the following may 
witness:— 

In yourissue of May 6thisa communication from Willis 
Texas, signed “C. L. J.,”° in which he asks for informa- 
tion in regard to fly-fishing for black bass, and incident- 
ally alludes to this fish in a way that proves that he 
knows what he is talking about, In theissiie of May 27th, 
however, ‘*C. 8. W.,” in a communication from Waxa- 
liachie, Texas, takes issue with ‘‘C. L. J.,” and denies 
that there is such a fish as the black bass in the whole 
State of Texas, and uses the following language :-— 

“T have fished all the principal rivers and best fishing 
groundsin the State and killed every variety of fish known 
to exist in Texas fresh waters, but have neyer yet met 
with the black bass. What is known as the black bass 
here is rock bass proper, called in the Northern States 
yariously rock bass, striped bass, river bass, etc., accord- 
ing to the locality, and universally known as trout: among 
natives of thé Southern States. If‘ C. L, J,’ will care- 
fully peruse Frank Forester's * Fin and Feather’ he will 
find there such information in regard to black bass and 
rock bass as will forever settle in his own mind which 
of tha two varieties abound in Texas waters,” 
Now *‘C. S, W.” is, no doubt, perfectly serious and 

honest in this declaration and fully believes every word 
of it, as viewed from his shandpoint ; and really the only 
difference between the two gentlemen consists in their 
applying different names to the same fish, “CO, L, J.” 
properly and correctly calls it} the black bass, while ‘C, 
5. W.,” like most Southerners, calls it the trout, which, 
in this case, are both one and the same fish. 

But there are two species of black bass—the small- 
mouthed bass and the large-mouthed bass—and here is 
probably where “C. 5. .s” confusion begins. The 
large-mouthed black bass (there is no evidence that the 
small-mouthed species exists in Texas) inhabits all of the 
fresh waters of the State, and if is just the same as the 
large-mouthed black bass of the North and West, except 
that it grows toa larger size. Indeed, one of the scien- 
tific names of this fishis of Texas origin. Girard called 
this species, which he first found in the Nueces River, 
Dioplites nuecensis, and even at the present day it is so 
called in France, Prof. Leon Vaillant of Paris disting- 
uishing this variety as Mitropterus nyecensis in a work 
now in press, entitled ‘* Mission Scientifique au Mexique,” 

‘60. 8. W.,” instead of throwing any light upon this 
subject, makes ‘ confusion worse confounded” by 
stating that what is known as the black bassin Texas is 
really the rock bass, and which he says is known in the 
North by the variovs names of rock bass, river bass, 
striped bass, etc. (names that apply to fishes of wholly 
different genera).j Now, if he had read “C, Li. J.’s” article 
more attentively he would have known that ‘C. L, J. * 
meant black bass (trout) and nothing else, for he speaks 
of itas weighing from four to six pounds, Thé largest 
rock bass lever saw weighed but two pounds, and it 
selilom weighs more than a pound. 
The rock bass (Ambloplites reper) isa fish entirely 

different from the black bass, being very deep for its 
length and much compressed, so that a specimen as lone 
as the hand would be about as wide and no thickor than 
the hand; it is also known as ‘red eye” and “ gogele 
eye.” The large-mouthed black bass (Micrapterus palli- 
dus), as is well known, has more proportional length and 
width, with an enormous mouth, and an adult fish would 
have no difficulty in swallowing an ordinary rock bass. 

The striped bass (Roceus lineatus) is a salt water fish of 
the Atlantic coast, growing often to a weight of seventy- 
five pounds, and frequently taken with rod and line, 
eel its arty pound or more. 
_ there is a fresh water species of this genus, however. 
in the Great Lakes and a portion of the Mississippi Val- 

ley, called the striped lake bass, or white bass (Roc 
chrysops), but its weight seldom exceeds two or three 
pounds. In the Lower Mississippi and some of its tribu- 
taries there is a fish belonging to the same family, but of 
a different genus—the short striped bass, or brassy bass 
(Morone interrupta), and which grows to about the same 
size as the last-named species. 

The only fish known in the North as ‘river bass” is 
the small-mouth d black bass, and is so called in Western 
New York, in contradistinction to the large-mouthed bass, 
which is there called ‘* lake bass.” 

“C.S. W.” seems to have got these several ish consider- 
ably mixed, and I do not wonder at itif he takes *‘ Frank 
Forester” as his guide, for it is notorious that ** Frank Por- 
ester” never caught a black bass in his life, and I donbt 
if he ever saw a live one, if I may judge from his deserip- 
tion of the species in his standard work, ‘' Fish and Fish- 
ing.” The illustration of the black bass in said work igs 
a miserable burlesque on this fine game fish, though it 
professes to have been drawn from nature by the anthor 
The illustration of the rock bass in the same work is not 
a rock bass at all, but is a yéry poor cut of an entirely 
different fish—the ‘‘ crappie,” or calico bass. (Poimorys 
nigromaculatus), Aside from the salmon and the 
speckled brook trout, *! Frank Forester’s” ichthyological 
writings are totally unreliable, His descriptions of most 
of the species were compiled from authors who were in 
Many instances inaccurate, 

“GO, §. W.” evidently recognizes but one species of 
black bass, the small-mouthed (which does not exist in 
Texas), and ignores the fact that the fresh water 
‘‘tront” of the Southern States is the large-monthed 
black bass. But so it is, and the {wo species co-exist im 
many Southern streams, where they are sometimes 
called ‘* white trout” and ‘“ black trout,” but oftener are 
known collectively as ‘* trout.” 

I will merely say to ‘*C. L. J,,” who seems to have the 
right stuff in him for an angler, that he has gone to work 
in the right way, and that he will have no difficulty in 
getting the black bass of Texas to rise lo his flies (even if 
they are of his own tying) if he fishes from sundown 
until dark, when there is a good rippling breeze, in favor- 
able portions of the stream, and provided he keeps well 
hid or out of sight of the fish, This is the great secrat in 
fly-fishing for black bass. J, A. HENSHALL, 

Cynthiana, Ky., June 3d. 

Wii.is, Texas, June 1st. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

Tn your issue of May 27th one “OC. 8. W.," of Waxa- 
achie, Texas, takes me to task for applying the term 

‘‘black bass" to a certain variety of fish in our waters 
commonly called ‘‘ trout,” and although he adyises me 
that the term is misapplied, yet he does not tell me what 
T should call it, 

I have fished ever since I was big enough to pull an 
angle worm in twain, or since I could take a brass pin 
between my teeth and crook it into a semblance ofa 
hook, and with a ‘sour wood” sprout snatch out the 
lusty gozgle-aye and pollywog, and I haye ever been a 
close observer of eyery variety of fish and game met 
with, and I would be utterly afraid to plave before a 
criticising world an effusion upon something I know 
nothing about, ‘CC, 8. W.” directs my attention to 
Forester’s ‘* Fur, Fin and Feather.” I haye never read 
the work, although I have many other books by that 
versatile author, and there is not a sportsman in America 
who cherishes in his heart a higher regard for Frank 
Forester than I do; but this is an age of progress, and 
although Forester is excellent authority on many things, 
yet 1 believe we have more modern writers whom [ woul 
regard as authority far above hina. 

T willtake the privilege of culling the attention of ** C, 
8. W,” to * Hallock's Gazetteer.” Read what he says 
about black bass ; get Gill's opinion, also Dr. Estes’, D. 5. 
Jordan’s, Dr, Henshail’s and others, who know more 
about such things than Forester ever thought of, at least 
so far as Southern fishes are concerned. Frank Forester 
never was in Texas, nor did he ever see a fish from this 
State, hence I can not allow him as authority on that 
which he never saw, and against the direct experience 
and study of our first-class native-born naturalists. 

T still Glaim that the fish valgarly called ' trout” in 
our waters is the large-mouthed black bass proper. I 
believe there are twa varieties of black bass at the North, 
the large and small mouth, and I regard our fish as 
the latter, and one cannot make anything else out of him, 
I can go in one day's fishing in this county into a circle 
whose radius is not over one mile, and I will guarantee 
to kill four different specimens of black bass and lay them 
all side by side on the grass, and ninety-nine men out of 
avery hundred would pronounce them each a separate 
and distinct variety. I will take two ont of our lake, 
one of which willbe a beautiful, glassy, pea-green on the 
back and head, fading into white on the belly, with an 
almost imperceptible form and aft line ruannmg along the 
side from the gill covers to the tail, where the scales of 
the back and sides divide with those of the rest of the 
body. The other is precisely the same fish in syery 
respect, except that the color on the back is a dark olive 
or subdued lead, fading down as in the other. The third 
I willtake from another lake, whose water is dark amber, 
clear and deep, (The water of the former lake is a light 
steel colored.) In this latter lake the fish are all very 
dark, nearly black on the upper parts and very white be- 
low. The fourth I take from a clear, bright, running 
creek, ‘These bass are smaller and more slender, scarcely 
any color, alight steel with asheen of green and eyes as 
yellow as gold, whereas those in the lakes have a dark 
brown or hazel eye. Now take those outof the lakes and 
put thern into the creek, and in two weeks all will be the 
color of the liftle four ounce fellows found there, and 
vice-versa. Those taken from the small creek are only 
smaller because of their age; they leave and go into 
larger lakes and streams as they attain greater size. Now 
if °C. S. W.” were to see these specimens lying together 
he would call one a ‘*Texas trout,” another ‘rock 
bass,” another ‘“‘chub,” and the little fellow a “ brook 
trout, as I haye known others like him to do before, and 
Jeaye the ‘tblack bass” ont, like a “poor boy at acousbry 
wedding," meriting a good deal, but having no show. 

That which is termed rock bass, strawberry bass, crop-— 
ie, etc., at the North, is our white perch, or gasper, in 
exas; sac-a-lac and chincapin perch in Louisiana, and 

white, or silver perch, in Alabama and keeacupie yp c 
T shall still insist that the fish commonly called trout 

in the Southern States is one of the two varieties of black — 
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bass; Dor willl be convinced otherwise until T have it 
from the best authority in this country. However, I am 
willing to leave it to the Forms) anp SrRmam to decide, 
and you and I ¢o together and take our boats, rods, flies, 
bobs and the like and ill some of them. 
Thave not bad a thorongh trial of the fly on bass yet, 

The water has heen too high; the weather wet and rain- 
ing all through May, TI took one two pounder the other 
day with a fly of my own make, made of feathers—whito 
heron, wood duck, game cock hackle (red), and scarlet 
ribbon in strips as substitute for ibis, When this bass 
made arush for my lure he really frightened me. I was 
Playing, or skittering, near the rush grass, when all at 
once a splash, a rush, a flying of sparkling drops of water 
‘over my boat and me, a singing of the reel (I never 
heard or saw one before), and the bass out of the water 
in mid air twenty feet from the strike, and pitching 
like a mustang pony, all in one-fifteenth of a second, was 
too much for me; but recovered in time to attend hand- 
somely to his next rush, and laid him in the boat, Ahem! 
"OC. 5, W,,” if you think these are notblack bass if you 
think they won't rush for a fly, or anything else youmay 
offer them—then you come here and go with me, and I 
think you will return a better satisfied, if not « wiser 
man, 
When the weather gets in such condition that one can 

fish, I shall try syery method of new and old style fish- 
ing, arid then I can tell you what I know about fy-tish- 

ng. I can gel all the bass I want with minnows and cut 
bait. but T would rather take one "big one” with a fly 
than kill the biegest old buck in Texas, 

Tthink if “C, 8. W.” will carefully read Dr. Hensball’s 
papers on fly-fishing for black bass—now appearing in the 
HoREST AND StTRHAM—he will be convinced that they will 
take the fly; at least I have that much confidence in 
what he shall say, and [trust the Doctor will never stop 
mailing until he has told us all he knows about the sub- 
ect, CL, J 

AUSTIN, Texas, June 1st, 
“Editor Forest and Stream :— 

ft have before me your issue of May 27th in which 
“C6. W, Sasks ‘O, Lu. Jv’ to give “an account of the 
‘first or opening battle of his campaign” against ‘ Texas 
brout’* with flies, 
Lin the past two days, have taken ‘‘Texas trout” 
ewith fies. On the 30th of May several others and myself 

sitet Barton Creek, near this point, and between six 
and seyen o'clock I captured four “ Texas trout.” On 
May dist, in company with Col. A, J, P,, 1 again visited 
Barton Creek and with flies I captured two more “ Texas 
trout,” HASTINGS. 

Che Fennel. 

—Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

DOGS FOR PRAIRIE CHICKEN SHOOTING. 

ALgona, Iowa, May 19th. 
Liditor Forest and Stream — 

Sometime since | noticed an article in the ForEst anp 
STREAM from the pen of an Wastern gentleman giving his 

perience in hunting Hastern dogs on the Western prai- 
8. His experience is but the experience of most sports- 

men when they bring their dogs West to hunt prairie 
ickens. The training of their dogs is not right for that 
nd of business. When a dog is trained to work well on 
airie chickens that dog will almost always work well 

on wooudcoek, partridge, Bie and quail. Buta dog that 
trained on those birds will seldom worl well on prai- 

uc Chickens, The dog that is being trained wants a large 
field to workin. He must have room to be independent, 
oum to range, Then he will learn to take the scent high 

in the wind, where he can breathe. A dog cannot work 
ell with his nose down in the prairie grass, His head 

must be above the grass to do good work, 
A wellirained chicken dog will never work down the 

wind, They will always work from one side to the other 
they wish to get down the wind, Four years ago a 
itleman came here from Scotland on his way to a large 
m. about twenty miles west of us in Palo Alto County. 
owns about 40,000 acres there and in Emmet County. 
brought with him three splendid pointer dogs, with 

ses of cighty .years. I told him when he came 
at his dogs would be of butlittle use here. Te laughed 
me; told me what great experience his dogs had had 
Scotland. *‘‘ Why,” said he, “your American dogs do. 

not know howto hunt. They are nothing but curs ; they 
ve had no good breeding.” But I told Aim he had bet- 
look out fora good dog if he wished to have good 

ooting. He took his dogs out and set them at work. 
e@ dogs did not understand their business, Their work 

had been in too small fields, and when they came to have 
miles of prairie to work over they were lost. They did 
mot know what todo, The gentleman was very much 
dissatisfied with the work of his dogs. He knew that 

ey were well-trained to work on some kinds of game, 
He went back to his farmhouse and his man told him to 

a setter dog that they had there and he would have 
trouble. He did so, and was very much surprised to 

iter dog for which he paid $100. 
have lived in Northwestern Iowa thirteen years, and 
i do not believe there is a place in the United States 

here there are more prairie chickens, or where one has 
titer chance to judge the work of dogs on those birds. 

Shave hundreds of sportsmen here every year from 
Hast and South who bring with them fine dogs, but 

w of those dogs work well. They do not understand 
f to doit; and aman that comes here for a few days’ 

Woting does not want to put in all his time training 

iii has been my experience that to have a dog work well 
nust know something about the game that he is ex- 
dtofind, To be successful with prairie chickens he 
be a great ranger, carry his head high above the 

id hayea goo nose. It is a common thing fora 
torun from fifty to one hundred miles a day when 

hing prairie chickens, and a dog that is shut up most 
6 cannot expect to tange with a dog that is ont 

a team three days in the week. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

I have no wish torun down well-bred dogs, and no 
man admires them more than I do; but a well-bred dog 
must havea greal range and plenty of game to work 
well. Lalways work my dogs from the wagon, and I be- 
lieve itis the true way to do where one has a chance. 
The dog that has been taught to putter in the brush is too 
slow for prairie work. J, G. SuiTH, 
E+ ___- 

TRAINING FOXHOTNDS. 

ASHBURNHAM, Mass,, May 29th. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

Thayve taken the Forest anp Srrmam for the last six 
years, and have been waiting and hoping to see some- 
thing written on foxhounds all that time, and now that 
it is started I hope to hear more, 

All through northern New Hngland, im every town, 
are one ortwo old fox hunters. Not after the Southern 
style, following the hounds on horseback, as in this hilly 
and ledgy country it would be impossible ; bub with one 
or two good dogs starting sly Reynard, while the frost 
still lies on the meadows where he has been prowling 
during the night after mice, and keeping in hearing of 
the dogs, cut him off at some of his crossing places 
with an ounce and a quarter of double B shot. 
The Southern gentry that ride to hounds call that a 

mean way ; but itis no fool of a, job to get a shot aban 
old dog fox that has been run a few times and has had a 
few shot lodged in his jacket at long range. 

I know the bird hunters call foxes vermin, but for us 
who love the sport, there is nothing like it. I haye 
raised anid trained a few hounds, and what ‘‘Farmer” says 
in your issue of the 27th is about right; thongh T should 
never dare to let a pup make his first acquaintance with 
afox by a bite through the nose. He would have to 
have good grit to face the next one alone, though he 
might do some good with a dozen ortwo more, I have 
Imown of seyeral good, likely pups, spoiled by tackling 
-& wounded fox alone. I owned as fine a young dog as 
sver run, and the first fox | ever shot with him I only 
broke his fore legs, and when the pup came up, I thought 
IT would let him kill him. Well, Reynard got first grip 
and hung on, and when the pup got away. he was done 
with putting his nose very near a fox again, and although 
he would work an old trail and start’ his fox in good 
shabe, he neyer would un yery close on the fox; and 
if a fox was shot at and wounded he would not follow 
himarod. I think itis better not to run a puppy till he 
is a year or more old, as the work is too hard for one 
younger than that. Butifamamn lives on a farm and 
raises his puppics, if the bitch has pups early in the 
spring, if they are all allowed their liberty, she will have 
them all running beforefall. I think the best way is to 
run the young dogs on foxes first, Most of the fox hunt- 
ers know of a litter or two of young foxes, and when the 
puppies get to be about six months old, take them near 
the burrow and let them get after the young foxes ; they 
will soon run themin, and after they have had a few 
runs will, if of good stock, never tumble on rabbits. 
The best time to begin is before the young foxes gat used 
to going far from their burrow, and the evening is the 
best time to start, as the scent lays heavy, and the young 
ones are sure to be out. ’ 
Farmer says he neyer saw the fox that could stand his 

pack three hours. [ suppose the following is better there, 
for amongthe granite ledges here I have known thesame 
fox to be run forty-eight hours or more al a time. Now 
about keeping dogs kenneled. I used to keepmine chained 
from March ist to Oct. ist, only letting them loose 
for exercise, amd used to take pains to cook all the meat 
for them, feeding once a day. Now I let them run loose 
all the time and never feed them, as they can go to the 
slaughter house near by and help themselves to the 
refuse meat. According toths dog books they ought to 
die, but Lhave never had a sick or mangy dog since I 
gave them theirliberty. Butthey are off abont every 
other morning as soon as the barn is opened and worry 
some poor fox till they get tired, which is seldom till 
night, andsometimes they are gone two and three days, 
This rather hurts the fall hunting, as it gets the young 
oues in the habit of starting for home as soon as a dog 
gets after them, and itis rather poor sport to have them 
run in when you are after them in November, as it is ten 
times more than they are worth to dig them out, and 
there ain’t any fun in it anyhow. 

The kind of hound that suits me best is a rather small- 
sized dos, that gives tongue steadily all the time after 
the fox is started, as a fox will run closer to a steady 
barker than one that only barks every rod or two, and if 
not hurried too fast he will generally play round some 
hill or some swamp rather than leave, as they generally 
do if the bound has a harsh or squealing voice, My 
reasons for letting my dogs run through the summer are 
that they are all toughened and ready for work in the 
falland do not get foot-sore Se easily, as they are apt 
toif kept tied, especially when they run half the ime on 
theledges. Hoping to hear more from others in regard 
to this sport, I am HT, ©. N. 

——=——__ 

CHARCOAL AS A CURE FOR WORMS IN PuPpies.—lWest 
Boylston, Mass., June 8th.—Editor Forest and Stream :— 
Eyery one who has bred dogs and raised a hitter of pup- 
pies has more or less trouble with worms, often losing 
some and occasionally a whole litter. Now these popu- 
lar remedies for worms in dogs are injurious to the 
urinary organs, especially puppies, and I have known 
instances where pups were permanently injured by over- 
doses of worm medicines. Often the owner is unused to 
administering medicine to the dog, and also many do not 
considér the age and give the pup of a few weeks of age 
the same quantity as an adultdog. Now these popular 
remédiss—areca nut, santonine, turpentine, tin filings, 
ete.—all tend to inflame the urinary organs and often 
leave the dog or puppy in a bad state, which takes some 
time to recover from. ; 4 
Santonine I acknowledge to be first rate ; it does its 

work, but leaves ina high state of inflammation the uri- 
nary organs, . 

The last three litter of pwppies which I have raised T 
haye had good healthy ones, nob troubled with worms, 
and all I have used is charcoal, giving when four or five 
weeks old a teaspoonful of powdered charcoal twice a 
day for three days. I have also used ib with success on, 
old dogs, cleaning them from worms, Farmersand stock 
raisers use it on cattle for the same purpose, and itaccom- 
plishes the object, effectually destroying them in cattle. 

oT] 

Charcoal is a purifier and absorbant of putrid gases: it 
absorbs gases yery rapidly. One cubic inch of fresh char- 
coal will absorb nearly one hundred inches of gaseous 
ammonia, 
When given to a dog, it absorbs or destroys the putres- 

cent gases which are generated in the stomach and ali- 
mentary canal, These gases help to generate the worms, 
and without them the worm cannot live. Charcoal also 
acts on the digestive organs, increasing their power as 
wellas healing any unhealthy condition of the stomach if 
existing there. Not the least is the fact that charcoal 
would not inflame the mucous membrane throughont the 
alimentary canal, and the urinary organs would be in as 
good condition as before. PAUGL, 

<a 
TRAINING FOxXHOUNDS.—Carthage, Mo., May 18th, 

—Editor Forest and Stream :—l saw in your issue 
of May 13th a communication from a subscriber who 
wants to know bow to train foxhounds so as to give 
them staying qualities. Now, my experience is that it 
depends more upon the breed than on the training. Of 
course the training helps, but without the right stock all 
the training you can give them will not make them first- 
class foxhounds. The way I train them is this :—I take 
the puppies, when eight or nine months old, when in 
good condition and not too fat, and start them with two 
or three old slow and steady fellows. Once started. call 
in the old dogs and let the puppies run. They will usually 
make it warm for Reynard for one or two hours. When 
they do notrunso freely, stop them, Neyer allow them 
to run themselves out and stop themselyes. Now, when 
they have rested sufficiently, turn your old dogs Ioose, 
and when they haye started the fox again, which will 
not be before long, keep the young dogs in sight, and 
should they begin to play excite them, You can, in thig 
way, generally keep them running until the old hounds 
catch the fox, which will be done inside of two hours. 
This method I have found to work the best in this 
country, and proved to be the most successful one I 
have eyer tried, Ss. BH. 

eed, 
How to Gtyr Pitts to Dogs.—Dover, Del., May 11th. 

Editor Forest und Stream :—Many persons experience 
great difficulty in administering pills to dogs—especially 
large pills, and those having a very unpleasant taste. 
Sugar-coated, two grain pills are nothing, but when it 
comes to giving the second quinine pill, mmus the sugar 
coat, in the usual manner, one and sometimes two men 
have their hands full, causing the dog to struggle and 
become nervous, greatly to his injury if he be in a de- 
bilitated state. This morning I wished to give one of 
the dogs a dose of quinine; my supply of sugar-coated 
pills was exhausted, but I had some loose sulphate of 
uinine in the house. Iknew that if I encased it in 
ough or méat he would chew it, and I also knew that to 

gaghim with a solution would be unwise. A happy 
thought struck me, and I at once put it to use. I made 
up the quinine pills, rolled them in dry wheat flour, 
poured a tablespoontul of cod liver oil into a saucer, and 
proceeded to the residence of my k-9 friend. After dip- 
ping my finger into the oil and letting him lick it, I 
rolled the two pills in the oil and dropped the first one 
into his mouth, which he opened to receive my finger, 
He swallowed it (the pill) in the time it would take to 
wink, The second pill [placed in the palm of my hand, 
and he took it greedily. I immediately returned to the 
house, made a bread pill the size of an ordinary marble, 
rolled if in the oil and sent it the same road, To be far- 
ther convinced of its complete success, 1 made a small 
pill of powdered ginger (hot) and a large one of dough, 
and gave them in the same manner to a four months old 
puppy with equal success, After giving each dose I al- 
lowed the deg to take what remained of the cod liver oil, 
I hope some of your readers, who haye occasion to give 
large doses of disagreeable medicine, will try it and give 
their experience. EVERETT Von CuLin. 

_— 

COCKERS FOR SALE,—We call attention to the advertise- 
ment in another column of Mr, Macdougal’s fine kennel 
of cockers, Mr. M., in writing us about them, says; 
“While thanking you for the favorable notice of my dogs 
al the late show, I think that they cam hardly be called 
Sussex spaniels. ‘The reason Mr. Dalziel gaye for passing 
over Bijou was that he was not like a Sussex, though why 
that should be anything against a cocker is more than [ 
can. say. Cora is more fairly said to resemble that breed, 
as lunderstand their color is golden brown. Her coat 
was of that color, but only because it was somewhat 
faded. When in condition Cora is dark liver. I deem 
these remarks necessary because I advertise my dogs as 
cockers.” 

_——— nt > ——_ 

KENNEL NOTES. 

Derarus.—Victress—Miss Julia Wygant's (of Peekskill, N. ¥,), 
cocker Victress.died on May 25th. The cause was presumed to ba 

the excessive heat. Daisy—Dr. Edward J. Forster, of Boston, 
had his black setter bitch Daisy (Ohapin’s Rubs-Nelly) poisoned 
on May 25th. The poison had eyidently been intended for cats, 
4s Several dogs had fallen victim to same cause. 

ORANGE AND Whur LAVERAGKS._We learn from Mr. F, A. 
Merrick, o! New Brighton, Pa., that Mr. J. C. Higgins’ young Lay- 

erack is not the only orange and white Laverack in Amorica, as 

wéare informed, as Mr. M. is the owner of Prince Layerack, a 

pure orange and white, He was ono of a litter of sight, whelpad 

June 19th, 1879, by Mr. J. J. Snellenbure’s Thunder out of Peeress, 

Diwo.—Mr, J. O. Donner, of this. city, is in be congratulated in 

haying succeeded in purchasing Dido from Mr. Wells, of Chat- 
ham, Ont. ‘This perfect biteh arrived in New York on Sunday 
last in fine condition. She is to he bred to Mr. J. G. Higwins' 
Pontiac, Their prozeny will be hard ta beat. As good as Dido 

looks pon the bench, we know her to be better in the field, and 
Mr. Donner can now feel that he owns one of the finest animuls 
ever bred in America. 

SAnes.—Diflo—Mr. W B. Wells, Jv., of Chatham, Ont., has sold 
his setter bitch Dido (Druid-Star) to Mr.,J. 0. Donner, of this 

city. Plato—Mr, BE. A. Godefroy has purchased from Mr. G. 8, 
Keller the white and black pointer dog Plato. Tureen—Mr. OG, 

$, Keller, of Washington, D.0., has purchused from Mr. BW, A. 
Godetfroy the Irish setter puppy, Boreen (Rayer Il,-Moya). 

Waevrs.—Flirt—Mr, A. J, Ward's (Boston, Mass.) setter bitch, 
Plirt (Rock-Starlight), whelped on May 20th, seven puppies, aix 
[ dogs and one bitch, by Mr. Avery W. Gore’s Fred, 
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NAmeEs CLAimep.—Borcen—Mr. ©, 8. Keller, of Washington, 
D. @,, claims the name of Boreen for his Irish setter dog puppy 

by Rover II. out of Moya- Gleniwood—Max,. Geo. L. Wilms, of 
Jersey City, N.J., claims the name of Glenwood for his lemon 

aud white pointer pup by Mr. W. F. Steel’s Glenmark (Rush- 

Romp), out of Mr. R. J. Green’s Girl (Tell-Maryland). Jockey 

Glub—Mr. Geo. L. Wilms claims the name of Jockey Chib for his 

liver pointer pup, by Mr. EB. Culver’s Duke (Frank-Quail ID) out 

of Mr, P. Lumbreyer’s Queen (Ben IT,-Nellie)- Glendale—Mr. 

Geo. Piercey, of Jersey City, claims the name of Glendale for his 

emon and white pointer puppy, by Glenmark outof Mr. R. P. 
Green’s Girl (Tell-Maryland). Evangeline—Mr. R. G. H. Hall, 

of Portland, Me,, claims the name of Eyanreline for his red 

Irish setter bitch puppy by champion Elcho out of Meg, Meg by 

imported Milo outof imported Biddy, 

BRev.—Zedl-Faust—The St. Louis Kennel Olub’s!Zeal to Cham- 

pion Faust. Marguerite-Bow—The St. Louis Kennel Olub’s Mar- 
g#uerite, Paust-June, to Champion Bow. Ouida-Chirie—Mr. W. 

H. Lee's (Boston, Mass.) imported King Charles bitch, Ouida, to 
Mr. 5. K. Hindley’s Charlie, Gussie-~Rory 0’ Moore—Mr. W. H. 

Plerce’s (Courtlandt Kennels, Peekskill, N. Y.) red Irish bitch 

Gussie to champion Rory O’Moore, on May 8th and 11th. 

Jennie-Glen—Mr. W. H. Pierce's (Courtlandt Kennels, Peekskll, 

N. ¥.) Gordon seiter bitch Jennie to Dr. Aten’s champion Glen, 

on May 2istand 22d, Fannie-Glen—Mr. W. H. Pierce’s (Court- 

landt Kennels, Peekskill, N. ¥.) Gordon setter. bitch Fannie .to 

Dr. Aten’s champion Glen, on May 24thand 25th. 

Archery. 

— Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

THE GRAND NATIONAL ARCHERY MEETING, 

HE principal eyentin the archery season of 1880 to American 
toxophilites is only a little more than a month ahead of us, 

and every enterprising archer should be shaping bis affairs so as 
to be inattendance. ‘he city of Buffalo, where the meeting is to 
pe held, islocated so far East that the greater number of con- 

testants should come from Hastern societies, and it is to be hoped 
liat every member of those societies thus favorably situated 

will strive to be present, and join in friendly contest with their 

brethren of the West. Mach is to be gained by any archer, 

whether an expert or a beginner, by attending and takine a part 

in one of these great public meetings. It is too commonly the 
idea that one should wait untill he has become a fairly good shot 

before attempting to shootin public. Nothing is further from 
truth. tis much better to begin by public shooting, accustom— 

ing the nerves to the inusual strain, than to sequire a reputation 

for good scoring first, to be utterly broken and humiliated by the 

necessary failure upon a first public appearance, 

None of our American archers have had time to become ex- 

perts. None haye grown into the reliability of yeterans, and the 
attempt to name the winners of the ten first prizes at the coming 
tournament would be worse than the solution of the fifteen block 

puzzle. Not only would this be difficult from the known similar— 
ity in the scoring of many of our most successful archers, but 

from the further fact that no one can estimate the different effects 
of the surroundings of a great public meeting upon the scoring of 

different persons. 
Byery national meeting in Great Britain witnesses the curious 

fact that seyeral archers who usually get near 400 pointsata 

Single York Round in private practice, fall below that number at 
the Double Round in the contest for the medal, while others eyen 
excecd their practicescores. 1n 1878, Mr. H. H. Palaiset averaged 

449 points at the Single York (or 80Sat the Double York Round) in 
private practice, and in the struggle for the championship at the 
national meeting scored 932 points. In the other great public 

atch at the Crystal Palace he scored again in excess of his 

private practice, getting 928 points. On the contrary, Mr. Piers 

Legh, who, during the same season, in private practice, averaged 

818 points at the Double Round, only succeeded in getting 589 

points at the national meeting. Mr. R. Walters, who stood low— 

est, with one exception, in the second class of the English private 
practice clith, last year won the champion medal! Such examples 

are not exceptional ones. They are almost the rule. Another 

clement, too littlé taken into consideration, largely affects the 

prize-winning at public meetings, and that is the fact thatno 

frcher can ever become so completely master of his weapons as 

to score always up to his standard. Upon oneday he will astonish 
himself by continuous steady central shooting, making almost 

phenomenal scores at all ranges, while upon the yery next day, 

perhaps, he cannot coax or force an arrow to touch the target 

anywhere near the red orgold, While # national meeting may 
occur upon one of his hest days, itis just 1s likely to be upon one 

of his * off" days, and though himself almost a veteran, he Js 

forced to succumb to the ‘luck,’ as he will term it, of a here 
tyro, who is *‘ making the best score of his life.” 

'The first national meeting at Chicago witnessed many instances 
of the sort; indeed, they were therule rather than the exception. 
One instance, more proper for present mention than any other, 

was the fach that a member of the Wabash Merry Bowmen, Mr. 

R. 0. Smith, was only induced to shoot at the national meeting by 
the over persuasion Of the balance of his society, He had never 
touched a bow two months before the meeting; could not score 
100 points at forty yards with thirty arrows in private practice, 

and had neyer shot at @ target at a longer distance than sixty 
yards, Yet he won second place on one day at the one hundred 
yard range, obtaining the cash prize of $60 over such ‘old relia- 

bles" as John A. Booe, Theodore MeMechan, H. C, Carver, Mau- 

rice Thompson, L. L. Peddinghaus, W. B. D. Gray and all the 
many good shots there competing, Another instance might be 
noted where one archer upon one day atsixty yards scored just 
three times as many points with thirty arrows as he had with the 

same number two days previous, Of course if there were a dozen 

ational meetings in one season the average would bring the best 
hots surely to the front, but no one can tell (atleast in archery) 
what # day may bring forth,” For these and many other good 

,eusons no oneshould let the national meeting go by without 
contesting for the prizes, nof so much for their real value as for 

the pleasure of such a contest and the many pleasant experiences 

‘of the occasion. Buitalo is 2 pleasant place to visit upon any 
oecasion, and the archery tournament will greatly add to its at- 
tractions on the 13th, 14th and lath of July. From assurances re— 

ocived from Western societies the attendance of Western archers 

will be much greater than at Chicago last year, and the meeting 
will be the occasion of the formation of many new and yaluable 
acquaintances and true and lasting friendships. Oné whole-souled 
toxophilite, whose home is several hundreds of miles west of the 

Mississippi River, writes that his business is ¢uch that he * cannot 

possibly leave it,” but that he intends for once to achieve an im- 

possibility by ‘utterly abandoning it and going any way.’ Who 

would grudge a prize to such an archer? The cash prizes will 

this year most probably be graded from first to twelfth, thus giv— 

ing double the number offered last year, and the special prizes 

will beso arranged that no archer shall win more than one spe- 

cial prize, This will enable many archers to bear off something as 
a trophy of the tourney, and will give much more satisfac- 

tion than the faulty arrangement of last year, which resulted in 

giving too many prizes to the best shots, The Doubie York 

Round will be shot through by the gentlemen upon the first two 

days (a Single York upon each day}, and upon the third day there 

will be some handicap shooting. The ladies will shoot the Double 

Columbia Round through upon the two first days and handi- 

caps upon the third day. The programme for the meeting will be 

out within a fortnight, and will be sent by the Corresponding 

Secretary to all archers who desirea copy. Aneffortis now being 

made by the writer, together with other members of ihe Execu- 

tive Committee, to admit all archers to contest for all the prizes 
of the association regardless of the question of membership. Of 

course the Executive Committee have no power to allow the 

national medals to be contested for by any archer whois nota 

member, because of the constitutional provision upon that sub- 

ject; butif the Executive Committee will admit all archers to 

compete for the cash and special prizes no doubt many would 

attend and take part in the meeting who would otherwise be de— 

barred, The annual business meeting of the Association will take 

place on Monday before the tournament begins, and it is to be 

hoped that at that meeting the competition for the medals will 
be also opened to all American archers. We are sutisfied that 

much good would result from such a eourse, and surely ho evil 

can spring from it. The writer has steadily advocated this idea 

from the incipieney of the Association, and at the last annual 

business meeting tried most earnestly to secure such a result, and 

he feels sure that the friends of this idea are now in the majority. 

Let us ‘‘ gather together from every land and name and tribe,” 

and make our national meeting of archers for 1880 one long to be 

remembered by the votaries of the bow. The writer begs of each 

archer who reads this and who is not a member of any society be- 

longing to the National Association, but who will attend and take 

part in the meeting if this restriction is removed, to send him his 

or her name at once. Witt H. THOMPSON, = 

A CHALLENGEH.—Wew York, June bth.—Hditor Forest and Stream: 
—We hereby challenge the New York Archery Club to shoot a 

friendly match with the Oritani Archerz—a team of four gentle- 

men from each club—at either the American or York Round; or, 
four gentlemen and two ladies, ladies to shoot the Columbia 

Round—none to take part in the match unless they have been a 

member of their respective clubs at least thirty days at the date 

of this challenge. Match to take place any time after July Ist. 

W. HOLsERTON, President Oritani Archers. 
————_—_—_ 

A MANHATTAN BOwMAN.—Wew Fork, June 5th.—Hditor Forest 
and Stream:—I notice that a slight error has been made in record- 

ing the field meeting of the Brooklyn Archery Club, held on 

Monday last. Tam represented as shooting asa member of the 

New York Archery Club, while the fact is Iam an officer of the 

Munhattan Bowmen, and represented them on that occasion, By 

making this correction you will oblige, yours yery truly, 

MALCOLM MCLEAN, President Manbattan Bowmen. 

Cricket. 
————— 

— Address all communications to *' Forest and Streant 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
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Crick er aT TORONTO,—The cricket season of 1880 may be fairly 
said tohave been commenced in Toronto on May iSth. At the 
University grounds sides were chosen by Messrs. Totten and 

Townsend, and the wickets looked yery pretty. ‘There were sey- 

eral carriages with fair occupants on the ground. Totten’s side 

went in first, and scored 98, of which Irying scored 40, made in 
good style, with only one chance given. Totten, 16; Sproule, 13; 

and Brown,12, Ogden was the most dangerous opponent, and 

he captured the majority of the wickets. Townsend's side aol- 

lapsedin a remarkable manner, only scoring 15, owing to the 

food fielding of Totten's team. Dr. Spragge and Irving made 
some brilliant catches in the long field off Totten’s slows, and the 
flelding all round was good. 

—The Campbellford Cricket Cluh,of Canada, has reorganized, 
with J. D, Kennedy as Secretary-Treasurer. 

—The season has opened at Haliburton, Oan., very auspiciously, 

with Mr. Niven as President. 

—The Parkdale, Can., Union Star Cricket Club are in the feld 

for the season; and also the Dominion Club, of Toronto. 

—The Newark Cricket Club, of New Jersey, had its opening 

#ame on the 21st ult. 

—The frankford Cricket Club, of Philadelphta, has put its 

grounds in fine order for the season, and the members are getting 

in trim for a long series of mutches. The Pennsylvania Railroad 

Tuns Close to the grounds, 

ONONDAGA OnIcEnT OLte.—This club held a meeting at Bright's 
restaurant May Jlst, for the purpose of reorganizing for the sea- 

son, The attendance wis large, among whom were Alfred Moore 

G, Pycroft, GC. Dawes, 'l’. Newick, W. Coppins, C. MH. Millward, E, 

J, Bright, D. P. Phelps, Jr., J. Lighthall, A. N. Smart, J. Gill, J. 
Hiliott, H. Kussell, H. Bex, 8. Taylor. 

On motion, Alfred Webb was appointed Chnirman, and GC. H. 

Millward Secretary, protem. On motion of Mr. Pyeroft the fol- 
lowing officers Were elected for the ensuing year: President, 

Henry Russell; Vice-President, John Eliiott; Treasurer, Luke 
Collins; Sesretary, C. H. Millward; Managers, G. Pycroft, ©. 
Dawes, T, Newick, D. P. Phelps, Jr., J. Lighthall, A. N. Smart, E. 
J. Bright. Tt was resolyed that the club nse the grounds at Lake- 

side Park for matches and practice. The practice days will be 
Monday and Thursday of each week, commencing at 4 o'clock 

P.M. <A yote of thanks was extended to Major A. WH. Davis and 

John Elliott for their liberal patronage to the club last season. 
The managers met Monday, June 7th, to elect new mem- 

bers and arrange alist of games. ‘The Secretary, Mr. Millward, 
is in correspondence with seyeral clubs in Canada, Oswero Falls, 
Utica and Albany, and some lively games are expected. 

ARREST OF Tom Dane, alias JoRvAN.—The misfortunes 
which haye seemed to follow the Canadian cricketers from the 
start must have almost appeared to culminate when Trooper 
Dale, the captain of the team, was apprehended on the Leicester 
grounds, England, on Wednesday, for haying deserted eivht years 

ago from the Royal Horse Guards, Dale wasiplaying under an 

ugssumed namo against the Leicestershire team, but was early in 
theday recognized by a brother trooper. He was allowed to 
finish his innings, when the doors of the Leicester ‘jug’ are said~ 

to have closed ‘on the other side o! Jordan.’ If we are not 

yery much mistaken, 365 days at hard labor will be his portion, 
Oh, where, oh, where is the Reyerend T. D.? 

BELLEVILLE (Ont.) Crick er Cuon.—This established club is now 
in possession of one of the finest grounds in Canada, Ata recent 

meeting the following officers were elected for the season; 
Patron, Alex. Robertson, M. P. P.; President, 0. J. Sturling ; First 
Vice-President, N. B. Falkenir; Second Vice-President, 8. G, 
Beatty ; Third Vice-President, I. P. Reeyes; Secretary, W. H. 
Biggar; Treasurer, R. F. Benjamin; Captain, H. Corby. Commit- 
tee of Management—Chairman, James Jenkins; W. N. Thomas, 
Hugh McKinnon, Geo. Maybee, E. W. Dayy, A.M, Kemp. Hon- 
ovary Members—8. R, Benjamin, Jas, Corby, Wm. Pedin, Jas. D. 

Clarke, A. Bruce. 

CANADIANS vs. WES OF SCOTLAND.—The first match of the 
Northwestern Team after their arrival wos played on May 21st 

and 22d at Hamilton Crescent, Glasgow, the visitors winning by 4 

wickets. According to the report of the match seni us by our 

correspondent, Jordan (Dale) was accorded the best bowler by the 

Scotch critics, and Hardman the safest bat. Jordan's 41 and 19 
were contributed by hard “Jamming,” and Pinkney is said to 

have played well. ‘The fielding of the Canadians is described as 

being “something too awfully bad.’ Kearney had the misfor— 

tune to break his little finger in fielding in the second innings, 

andhadtoretire. Unfortunately the crowded state of our col- 

umns will not permit of a lengthy or detailed account of the 

game, The score:— 
WEST OF SCOTLAND, 

First. Innings. Second Innings. 
J.H. Cassels, b: Jordan. .:.. 26 b. Jordan,s......) ----+)e--- J4 
A. Taylor, b. Gillean, ... . 10 1b. w.,b. Hardman,.....-.-- 16 
Q. Richards, rin out.. 2 cand b. Jordan.,...-....,,-- 4 
R. Sharp, b. Gillean..... .. 0 eo. Gillean, b, Jordan........-. 55 
7. Chaliners, b. Jordan... .... Q ¢. Gillean, b. Jordun.....----. 12 
P. B, Russell, b. Jordan. .... 0 b.Hardman......... ---- 20 
J. A.D. McKean, b. Gillean... 2 c. Lemmon, b. Jordan......., 1 
Webster (prof.), b, Kearney, 6 c, Lemmon, b. Jordan. . 
G. Hunter, bh. Jordan,,....-.. Il not out...-- Re Annee seb al 
T. Warren, l.b. w., b. Kear- 

ney...,--- SEE A Pe PIE Seely uotieere , 5-e ye Sty 
J. H, Sharp, not out,.,--..... 0 b. Jordan.........---, Weare _ 3 
MESLMALB ebb) tals acs eeanes ies ielele ioe oe 9 Extras-.-..--- aT ee nrg. 25 

Total fcgreeee ieee sepa OG)  ALOtH Gs eb) eee 3 ae yee ee di) 

OANADIANS. 
First. Innings. Second Innirgs. 

H. Lemmon, st. Warren, b. 
Webster. ;---s.seet2!-012~ Ibs WREDSUGI A nce eka eee 10 

A. 8, Treloar, run out...-...- 6 st. Warren, b. Taylor.. 12 
J, Dewhurst, run out......... l. bow. b, Webster.........4. 8 
T, Jordau,c, J. Sharp,b. Rich- 

HYGSS eee ee MESS Seg at, Warren, b. Wobster,.-.-.. 19 
W. Pinkney, ec. Webster, b, 
UVray) te bodtelboednag wy ccc ooo AT TOT OWT, yoo teens elec eae it 

E, Kearney, b, Rusgell....... 2 
J. L. Hardman, b. Taylor.... 27 b. Webster,.,.....-----.------ 12 
G. F, Hall, b. Taylor.-.....:.. 6 not out.......-. BS Or eck 8 
Pi Hietalig ests Webster,b. Tay- 

WIT ne oven reesevee esses velpns 

R. W. Hibbard, not out...... 5 
J.5. Gillean, lL. b. w., b. Tay- 
LOD athe cate tee seen se ae) 

SHCUDAE sp. b rac stabs 2603 Rebn aes 10 Extras 5 ..--.0 ‘Peetbes Sth EE 4 

Motalasectin-sclarrnetsavaterasn lio). VMN. eee gsntah hms thas seen vi] 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
WES? OF SCOTLAND. 

First Innings. 

Overs. Muaidens. Wides. Runs. Wielkets. 
~ 20 8 0 at 4 
18 3 1 18 P 

6.1 2 0 8 # 

Second Tanings. 
ROE On Sates a eky A 65 al 0 74 8 

2. 21 n 3 4 {) 
v ay ule ll 1 IZ 0 

Hardman.... ..... Anco 21) 8 0 2 Ps 
Jordan bowled one no ball, 

CANADIANS. : 
First Inivings. 

Overs. Maiilens. get: Runs. Wickets. 
a wh AU hse 56 Socks sa 1 8 0 

Webster. ........... ses--e 17 3 0 o1 1 
GC. Richards.) 5.5. a... .. 28 6 1 43 1 
P_B. Russell.:-,--+,4.4+.-- 12 3 0 a4 1 
Re Sharpls.t)..-ces so Boe eed 4 2 0 a 0 
ADAG IO. pa. ctGe een fcr 7 0 0 20 5 

Second Innings. 

Richards,-.,.-.-.. satsqaazs AO 4 2 19 0 
. Sharp... sere 4 () 19 0 

Webster .......... 12 0 22 4 
Aa Taylors: sadder ocdc. le 4 0 1 

CuestyurT Hro1 vs. STATEN IsuAnp.—Played at Tompkinsyille, 
8. 1., on May 29th, resulting in victory for the visitors by two 

wickets. In beautiful cricketing weather, and on a very inferior 
wicket, which had evidently not been gone over with the roller 
to any great extent, this match was contested on Decoration Day, 
The Hill team was a yery good one, including Pearson, the old 

professional of the Philadelphia Cricket Club, well known as & 

very excellent and stubborn bat, and Tyres, the new professional 

of the club. Little can be saidin favor of the selection of the 

home eleyen or its handling in the fleld, we seldom having seen @ 

team: placed in a more“ go as you please” manner. The hour 

for drawing the stumps had been agreed upon by both captains 

to be 5,30 p.m.; but later on, when the Islanders had overtopped — 

their adversary’s score, the visiting captain requested that an 
hour later might be named for the closing of the game, which 
Was consented to by the representative of the home club, and 

his yacillation cost his side the wame. Concessions, therefore, 

ne 

haying been established, it did not surprise us to see Mr, Inman, ‘ 

7 who was not on the team, take Mr, Bance’s place with the gloves 

when that gentleman was unfortunately injured during the sec- 
ond innings. Of course, thisisnot the way to play cricket, and 

the match lost allinterest to those who knew anything of the 

game. 
Play began at 11.10 4.M., with the Staten Island at the bat, and 

in despite that all the athletic associations were haying their 

games, und the boating fraternity were at the Passaic River wit- 
nessing the regatta, yet the attendance was a very good one, 

Tyres.and Biddle handled the ball for Chestnut Hill, and Outer 
bridge was the only batsman that succeeded in getting it away 

for double figures, the innings closing for f6runs. Small as th 

total was, the yisitors did not do as well, both Lane and Sprague 
being wellon the spot. Certainly the former is one of the best 

bowlers in America, and if anything, in better trim than las 
season. Forty-one was all the tins could show when the | 

wicket tell. To inspire the elevens to greater deeds the lnncheo 
bell was runy, and some fifty to sixty players, members and 

gllests, were invited fo take a birds-eye view of a round of roag 
beef about the size of a ericket-ball, and a leg of Jamb somewhal 

largor than a bail. But there was loaf bread und cheese, wh 
one could find a knife, and as no one tuimed up to ask for fi 
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cents a head, the cricketers took inareefin their belts, and the 
“patrons of thegame’’ a double hitch of their back-straps, and 
the game went grimly on. Propped up with a bat, Mr. Simms, the 
Philadelphia umpire, feebly gasped “ Play,” and from that time 

until 34 had been totaled, the wickets of the Islanders were rat- 

tled down by the Philadelphia bowlers. It may here be remarked 
that those of the home team that did not go out cn the first ball, 

waited fora second, and some few had strength enough to cope 
with two overs. With half a century to make and win, the Chest- 
nut Hill boys went in smiling; but Lane was deadly, and eight 

wickets fell before the necessary score was recorded, Further 
remarks being unnecessary, we present the full score ;— 

8TATEN ISLAND. 
First Innings. Second Innings. 

Bance, b. Biddle, c. Tyres.... 7 1. b. w., b. Tyres...-......---. 3 
Stevens, b. Tyres....-..... Vi. 4 BvD peat: CAE cere. c oe 4 

* Moore, c. Tyres, b. Biddle.... 3 c. Murphy, b. Blddle.......... 4 
Roberts, c, Butcher, b. Biddle 8 b. Tyres .. ........---+...+--+ 0 
Harvey, c. Sartori, b. Tyres.. 2 ec. Butcher, b. Tyres.......... 5 
Sprague, run out... so—8 Dea Bbiddies ao. ee aes: 6 
Konaldson, b, Biddle eg ee ee a Pe Ga Ce te) 
Outerbridge, b. Tyres........ Nay ans bs Diradien at One ees. aE 
Lane, c. Pearson, b. Tyres... 8 b. Biddle......... ...... es 0 
J. Byre, not out..+.:..- --.... § Gand b, Tyres...:-+....:+ pot 8 
Rich, b. Tyres...... oh) (QUTROUIORE Pee GM dbl ons oo ie 2 
Leg-byes, 2; wides, 2......... Byes, 2; wide,1. ............ 3 

Total. ssen-+s ees ne bBo sTotuly ss +. ce cnbes Sooo test 34 

CHESTNUL HILL, 
First Innings. Second Innings. 

Groome, b, Lane............. « GD. hates 3.5 202. | Wy PAU 7 
Pearson, b. Sprague > ie PUIG FL i 
Murphy, b. Lane....,. cee ten ts PERE Le bas b ine mieiet ele tie ne 
Butcher, b, Sprague SB WD. GANG. Le Altea ones 
Tyres, c. Harvey, b. Lane.:.. 0 2 £ 
Sartori, b. Sprarue..,,....... 14 tad 
Biddle b, Sprague ... re METLIB OTSA Brith bia tie poised fase 1 
Borie, b. Lane. ..... le RS Sprig tee hon Ark ee. 2 
Farnum, b. Sprague... ARTO OM bree pean Pec cle te eee 3 
Thompson, b. Lune,, ..-- ie WESC ON Rt doe Mae corre 0 
Patterson, not out.... ...... 0 notat bat... .... =~.) 

Free = Dye ry ates Ar oases Clee 1 

Total ........... FEET Mo Total ee. ese eeee, mek a 
RUNS AT THE FALL OF EACH WICKET. 

STATEN ISLAND. 

First innings .........-..-.-.-... 9 14 14 2% 28 3B) 82 42 51 56 
Second innings......... voenusee. @ 12) 20 21 2F Bl Bl 32 8234 

CHESTNUT HILL. 
First innings............ Soule) aap 5 7 18 18 18 87 38 B88 41 41 
Second innings , . .-..4....:.2 5 14 22 22 44 45 48 49 — — 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
CHESTNUT HILL. 
First Innings. 

Balls. Maidens. Runs. Wickets.  Wides. 

Cee ac Be. 78 7 26 6 0 
Biddle ........-..605 15 4 26 3 2 

Second Innings, 
Biddle..,,.... . 62 4 18 3 1 
Myre <2 e opose ss ».-. BO 4 18 7 0 

STATEN ISLAND. 
First Innings. 

GANIC He es ai paar eg 83 4 26 5 0 
Sprague.......-....- v3) 8 1b 5 0 

Second Innings. 
Lane ,.. 60 5 15 4 0 
Sprague 46 0 aL 3 0 
Stevens .. 5 0 4 0 0 

Umpires—Chestnut Hill, Mr, Simms; Staten Island, Mr. Furber. 

ORANGE vs. NEW YORE.—Played at Orange, N. J.. May 3lst and 

was wor by the home ciub by forty-nine runs. The fielding on 
both sides was shockingly bad. 

First “Innings. 

Score :— 

NEW YORE. 
Second Innings. 

Lendrum, b. Borrie.....:-..... OP be HOnviarey pes acer ee. ee, 
Caldwell, b. Clark.......... +, 6 notout... a4 
Bacon, b. Borrie...,.,... Shebas Tee bw BGrrigees oe Wo ye 4 
Freed, c, Wilkinson, b. Clark. 9 b. Borie,.,.. 10 
Gollettyb- Clark, oS Sele. oc, err, biker we, 0 
Sbarp, b, Clark......, ---..-,- Dy Oleriooetir ees ee aaa 0 
Dumoulin, ¢. Wilkinson, b. 
Harrieiseds: a = fades Ate 10 c, Kerr, b. Clark....... Pehl! 2 

Miel, b. Clark...--....-.,4 -.-- 2. DERBDITICA Ree ee, Heenan 1 
Jacobus, c. Borrie, b. Clark... 0 st. Flynn, b. Borrie,........... 0 
Carroll, absent...-....... ..... Oh Barrio. .djerinds epnie ae eco 
Van Blarcom, not out.......,. de UNIT OUESE abaite sea ce 
Byes, 4; leg-bye, 1; wides,49 Byes. 5; wides, 2; no ball,18 

aT 30 

ORANGE, 

First Innings. 

Perce sssACOL oasis ee * eersarn > peerieh fulb eb tea hoe sates ont, we. 16 
Potter, b. Freed....... ... By eee en ee Pcoehbe 1 
Wilkinson, b. Caldwell, h. Freed........,-.,..... meal tae eee eee ee 5 
ROLrIE SER BACON 62. a eee Ad ee bbe of bash tbia| bee le tb. By 
Rothchild, c. Bacon, b. Collett..............0.0.....0.0. pIT Sr sia 12 
D. Clark, b. Collett....- Le SIRS), | as Se Ay oe a putngisials it 
Kerr; b; Bacon --,-0553--+ Girtrcs Rcd BSA et et) 5 
Dryinigs DeHeaGOIN s cece ae aes Enea nes pate srebeery Pere debi died 1G 
George Flynn, c. Freed, b. Collett .... ........00.0000 ee ee ot 
Hardwick, b. Collett........ - ee E Pe IAAT Mid eb bate ae 1 
Blamey, not out. .....----=,-2-- yer eee Pe: eee, epee ves 0 

Byes, 13; leg-byes, 5; wides, 1f...... ... coe, sa ees Lescoee dae 3g 

Tirta cas ate egestas eer g. Th crote ee Freesp sbzzat of ah 4 oJ ba 126 

CHATHAM vs. WINDSOR.—Played at Windsor, Ont., May 25th, and 

was won by the visitors by twenty-one runs on first innings scor- 

ing; = 
CHATHAM, 

First Innings. 

W. B. Wells, Jr., c. Gowrie, b-. 
Morton. -..)22:-32-42.50.6. -. b = 

Bell, c. Hardinge, b, Morton... 0 46 
Crowe, c. J. Laing, b. Morton, 1 - W. b. Johnston,.. 22 
C. KR. Atkinson, bi Morton ... 4 ¢. Johnston, b. Morton 4 
Nicholis, not out,.....- DATE 18 c. Morton, b. Johnsto: 8 
H. H. Atkinson, b. Johnston,, 0 b. Gowrie.......... 12 
Little, b. Johnston....... .... it 9 
Van Allen, run out..... shen ie 1 c. Johnston, b. Mor 3 
EF, W. Atkinson, b. Johnston... 1 
Dr. B 
OLIN S Ucar hee tas tin eb 

D. W. Bberts, ¢. and b. Suth- 
puro eee kyr ey ek So ee 
HCMPLARS are apes yey aed ee 

55 

ray, c. Gowrie, b. Suth- 
Reps MOvEOn TNs 2 eee ee 

Second Innings. 

b. Johnston. ..,..... = = 

c, F. Laing, b. Johnston. 

S| sox _ = weet emtece 

WINDSOR, 
First, Innings. 

Hardinge, b. C. R. Atkinson... 0 
Harris, b. C. R, Atkinson.,.... 0 

Second Innings: 

Sutherland, b, 0. R. Atkinson 2 b. Bray-.-.....-...cse.ceeeseeee 23 
teva AR Jobuston, b. C. R. pte 

inson,..... foryaseeerd 247 @,C. R. Ati rE Lp] 
Edear, b. CO. R. Atkinson.. .. 7 not out... Pes cee ci ths 
Seott, b. Nicholls...... elder 2 
J. Laing, not out........,..... UU sisi ines bi soeieveese ty eee en yb 
Govyrie, c. Nicholls, b. C. KR. : he 
AL URINGOM sae tees ep ne + ines se CLD ELON ee ney yer, Een wht 2 

Morton, b. C. R. Atkinson.... 3 ' 
F. me Laing, ¢. Eberts, b. C. BR. 

fein Ae BES ee 
Pagot, not out.......... . ... § @ Bray, b. Van A en ae se eae faite mobo eects 
Mote hy tte ace Sy ofitete 22 ATs Botello te ny ate as 

~ 

Youne Ammates (Wis,) vs, BAY Virws.—Played at Milwaukee 
May 22d. In fayor of Young Americas by 89 runs. Score :— 

BAY VIEWS. 
Hodge, run out.....--. ...--. Peete oe, oe Carls FFobeesteces 
Henderson, ¢. Shearer, b. McCurdy $3 
Machell, b. Bristol 
Morris not out.......-...-----+ 
Cochrane, 1. b. w. b. Bristol... 
§. Parks, b, Bristol......... 
McNab, b. MeCurdy......- 
Hickman, b. McCurdy.... 
Jobn Parks. 
Breeton, ¢c. 
Jos. Parks, c. Hooley, b. McCurdy 
SHOR ysanpelee> Lice edaitiit nkeng|« Neaicaenieitiag ved ce eck sjeels (te terranes seine ee 

WOVE E opt Ages suey Wook) 2k teksts Sat ee c44t EV VERE SE 44 3a 
YOUNG AMBRICAS. 

MeCurdy, b. Machell............ A hat AST AUR: A 21 
8. Hooley, b. Machell Se ee ‘= ik 
Shean, b. Parks......-...05.- 
Streeter, c, Hickman, hh. Parks 
Shearer, c. Hodge, b, Parks. ...........+ 
G. Oxborrow, |. b. w. b. Parks 
Rings. barks’ 2 eine esa, 
Timblin, b. Machell ... 
Bristol not out..... ..... Be AAR LIE p ne 
8. Oxbdorrow, stumped Morris, b. Parks. 
Thomasrun out.-_..... _,,....-.. y 
Byes, 13; leg-bye, 1; wides, 5 

wie 

| SocoHocs 

— 

— Swermbowors 

2 = 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
BAY VIEWS. 

Overs. Matdens, 

19 
18 

Runs, Wickets. 

a1 
Bt 

Wides. 
Machell ..... . poe ebtboe 2 3 
ParkSver pw dceek et een 

9 
4 

Bristol .... 
McCurdy... 
Umpires—Messrs. Sivyer aud Sneddon, 

MANHATTAN vs, PATERSON.—Played at Halidon, N.J., May 29th, 

and resulted in favor of the former by one innings and eightruns, 

au) 
o 

This is the annual match between these clubs. 

MANHATTAN. 
BUT Pur by Ceca sDirs deeucee stash i gitie) welders Host de ldode agence t 
Makin, b. Brewster..........- RG at asa tates calats vase 16 
Jenkins, nit wicket b. Brewster. . 3 7 
MOrris Os LO Giese or tones man step eleunirt votes se evidy. fees Kees si 1 
Hosford, e. Finnigan, b, Hinchelifie...,...- 22.0... eee ese eer 25 
Wilsen, ¢, Finnigan, b. Brewster....... 2 
Jackson, b. Bullock............... it) 
Hooper, c, Gilbert, b, Brewster. . 16 
Mathews, not out AR esate ee aie uns: cob ati ab ap tical te 12 
BOVce OP OWS rOl-n naan unde dated vse eer emma bet et. beast ) 
Mackenzie) Gc sndtp Brewster: cl iiicpotawseaceew ep cares eg cera it) 

LHe TES yy Cle PLS ee ee bee Bees: Gago endo ae 14 

PR tA Ss Se ee cep See wht ee EGE La ntclait fede seb dy 5 lone sce 96 
PATBRSON. 

First Tnnings. Second Innings. 

Graham, b. Hosford,-..... --- es Ths VALCO Mee ax bes outs weet 0 
Finnigan, c. Hosford, b. 
LS Wofay ach lt am ye AR aie Samo 8 & Ng WITE 955 BEC ote ae aE ote UF! 

Bullock, c. Hosford,b.Hooper 0 b. Jackson . 
Hincholiffe, b, Hooper.....--- 0 b, Jackson 
Brewster, c. Morris, b. Hos- 

Ouse ate ee ese rates pone 9 «. Hosford, b, Wilson 2 
Savage, h. Hooper ........--.- 5 run ont 
Hoxie, run out ..........-. .-- 3 b. Jackson 
Watson, not out.......-....... 2 not out 
Murphy, 1. b. w. b. Hooper.,.. 8 run out 
Gilbert, c. Morris, b. Hooper. 0 c, Jackson, b, Wilson 
Pritchard, st. Morris, b. 

HOOHEGIS. 69. Cee cesses War ERC IS OT wel perhetiutcr =~ 5 ud 0 
‘tras ers i [iy los ts rene gh ep eric es eee 11 

TDG TALE ck watesotett icles he ele AO MECLOLALE Gh ielise. reader nee eal re 60 

Umpires—Manhattan, Mr. White; Paterson, Mr. Hoxie. 

CHESTNUT Hitt vs. StTATEN IstAND.—Played at Tompkinsyille, 

8. I., on May 29th, the visitors proving the winners in a very small 

scoring game, by two wickets. We omit publishing full account 

until next issue, as we have not space for our account. | 

Answers to Correspondents, 

("No notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 

Guns, New York.—Please call, or send your address to this 

office. 

R.E. H.—The firm you mention is reliable. 

not got out their new circular yet. 

,G. C0. H.—Canvas boats will not mildew if the canyas has been 

properly prepared and they receive ordinary care. 

AMATEUR.— You will find dimensions of Fanita and Rover in 

our recent files. Both are reported as sailing very well and 

fast. 

P, L.—The schooner Magic has never crossed the Atlantic. She 

won the America cup against the Cambria, and about eighteen 
other schooners oyer the New York Y. C. course, 

YORKSHIRE.—Your terrier has the mange. Do not feed any 

meat for some time and rub the parts aifected with Glover's im- 

perial mange cure, advertised in another column. 

B, P.—Cadet engineers rank with cadet midshipmen at the Naval 

Academy. They belong to the staff, but have the assimilated 

rank of the midshipmen and receive the same pay. Wyoming 

Territory offers more Jarge game than Maine. 

R. F.—We take exception to much that is in the government 

report on the Herreshoff coil. For want of experience the board 

Was compelled to reason by inference, and practice has not borne 

out all their conclusions. Will reviey soon. 

G. H. S.—Brooks Bros. still furnish yacht crews with their 
duds; also good party in New Bedford, Mass. He fits out the 

reyenue marine schoolship, and supplies rigs at $9 to measure. 

Olub caps at McCue Bros., Broadway, above Maiden lane. 

A.W. A., Long Prairie, Minn.—_Clean ears out thoroughly with 

Castile soap and water. Do not overfeed; give no meat; table- 

spoonful of sulphate of magnesia once a weekin food, Pourin 

ear twice a day following: Three grains sulphate of zinc, ounce 

water, drachm diluted lead water. 

They haye probably 

Z., Washington, Pa.—Undue exercise and overheating are the 

principal causes of your dog’s haying fits. Sudden changes of 

temperature, such as taking your dog from a cool and dark room 

out into the sun will also bring them on. Would adyise treat- 
ment of sulphur combined with cooling medicine, 

D. §., Fulton, N. ¥.—My year old setter has just pulled through 

the distemper, but his eyes have continued to run, one of them 
having a filmy whiteness oyerit. Kindly prescribe? Ans. Build 

the puppy's strength up with quinine, two grains three times 2 

day for several weeks, and dust into the eye twice a dity the fol- 

Jowing very fine powder: Calomel, one drachm; sugar, one and 

a& half drachms. 

W. R. R.—For practical work, we recommend “Shipbuilding in 

Tron and Steel,” by E. J. Reed, $10, and “Murray's Shipbuilding 

in Iron and Wood,” $7. Scott Russell’s work ($50) contains yalu- 

able plates, plans, etc., and is also good on practical building in 
both iron and wood. For theory of modern nayal science, see 
“ White's Manual” ($10) and * Kemp's Yacht Desizning,’’ $25. No 

American works that we can recommend. 

P. 1. Avo §. G,, Philadelphin.—My setter pup, nine weeks old, 
has his navel swollen to a lump about the sizeof a thimble, 
When pressed the lump recedes and the stomach is natural, but 
the moment the pressure is removed, the limp returns. . What 

shallTdo? Ans. Your puppy has umbilical hernia, and unless 

surgical opperation is undertaken by a skilled surgeon, we would 
yvecommend you to apply simply a compress (a done-shaped cork 

is as good a3 anything) and bandage around the puppy. 

8. B., Cleveland.—1. I want to buy a spaniel, saw one in the street 
like oneI want; he was of about twenty to twenty-five pounds 

weight; liver and white, curly coat and long ears, 2. What 

kind of dog isa Japanese spaniel? 3. Whatis the cheapest book 

I can buy with illustrations of all the breeds of epaniels? Ans. 1. 

Cocker spaniels, see advertisements in anothercolumn. 2. Some- 

what similar to the King Charles breed. 3. No cheap book can give 

correct and life-like illustrations of dogs. Stonehenge’s “ Dogs 

of the British Islands,” and Vero Shaw’s ** Book of the Dog,” con~ 

tain what you want, 

GEORGIA.—My Gordon setter has a dry cough, now and then he 

makes an effort to clear his throat, and I have noticed once that 

he coughed up some phlegm. I find some running at the nose. 

Whatshall T doforhim? Ans. It is impossible from the outline 

of your description to know whether your dog is suffering from 

eold or is in the first stages of distemper. You neglect to astute 

age, avery important point. Should the dog have cold, keep him 

warm and dry and adminster seyeral small doses of castor oil, 

one day intervening. Should you decide that itis distemper, 

doses of quinine, say two grains three times a day will probably 

be the best treatment for you to adopt when this issue reaches 

you. 

G. E. J., New York City.—_1. What are best kind of rabbit dogs, 
and where can I yet two? 2. My beagle has something the mat- 
ter with his ear; he scratches it,after he has been running. 3. 
My red Irish setter bitch, one year old, has hada swollen throat 

ever since she was two months old, What shall IT do for her? 

Ans. 1. Beagles are the best to our liking, See advertisements in 

another column, 2. You do not state whether there is any dis- 

charge from ear or not; should there he any, your dog is afflicted 

with internal canker. See answers on this subject in late issues 

of thig paper, 3. Rub part afflicted with mild iodine ointment. 

. V., N. Y.—Is the name of woodchuck, or ground-hog, asyno- 

nym to the badger? In company of a friend [dug out a happy 

family, consisting of the mother and three hopeful young ones, 

last week on my farm in Pennsylvania, but find that the animal 

called badger in Europe is larger and somewhat different in color 

to these ground-hogs as they are called in Pennsylyanig, Ans 

The badger and woodchuck are two entirely different animals 

having nothing in common except their habit of living in holes: 

which they excavate in the ground. Whe former (Melvs tax1s), of 

Europe, and (Lamidea americana) of the West, are carnivorous, 

and are allied to the bears, raccoons, etc., while woodchucl 

(Aretomys monaz) is a rodent, and belongs to the order which in- 

cludes the squirrels, hares, gophers, beayer, etc. 

NEW PUBLICATIONS. 

CANOE AND Camera ; A Two Hundred Miles Tour through 
the Maine Forests. By Thomas Sedgwick Steele. With _ 
illustrations. New York: Orange, Judd Co. 1880, 
Under this title Mr. Steele has given us one of the 

most attractive summer books of the year. Itis a sketch 

of a canoe yoyage which the author took through the 

wilds of Maine in the summer of 1879, providing himself 

with the usual complete campaign outfit, andin addition 

with a full set of photographers’ instruments and the 
services of a photographer, In this way the party were 

enabled to secure views of every point of interest visited. 

by them, and these pictures have been used for the 
lavish illustration of the yolume before us. In addition 
to giving the reader these faithful reproductions of scenes 
on the Penobscot, Mr. Steele has enlisted the skill of such 
well-known artists as True, Williams, Day, Aug. Will 
and others, whose character sketches add much to the 
charm of the pages, The mechanical work of the book 
is of the very highest standard ; if is asuperb volume. 

The country explored and described comprised the 
region of the east branch of the Penobscot River—a 
territory rich in beautiful scenery and well supplied with 
game and fish. It is admirably adapted to canoeing, and 
at the time of Mr. Steele’s trip a fortunate height of 
water, caused by the heavy rains at the beginning of the 
journey, with an almost uninterrupted succession of per- 
fect days, conspired to make the trip one of as much com- 
fort as the true follower of field sports could desire. No 
one wants to float down a river on flowery beds of ease. 
Mr, Steele is no amateur in the camp and on the jaunt, 
He has explored the wilds of Florida, the forests of Wis- 
consin, and has camped beside the Rangeleys. Anentliu- 
siastic sportsman, he communicates this spirit: to his book, 
and writes ina vein which leads the reader unconsciously 
to sympathize with himin his description of a striking 
landscape, his spirited accounts of a capture of a fish or 
the running of a rapid, and in his philosophical and out- 
spoken sentiments regarding the ethics of the camp and 
field, For this reason we commend the style of his book, 
as we arealways glad to indorse every contribution to the 
literature of manly, out-door recreation. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

—See advertisement of Riverside House, Forked River, N.J.@ 
———_——_>——— 

June iat, 1880. 
The firm of Lincoln & Hellyaris this day dissolyed, The basi- 

ness will be continued by Hitchcock & Hellyar, who tale the kun- 
nel entire. ——_~+_>—— 

—Bench Show Scoring cards, with complete table of points, by 
Bdward J. Forster, Secretary Massachusetts Kennel Club, By 
the table the value of any particular point of amy breed, acoord- 
ing to Stonehenge, can be seen ataglaunce. Twenty-five cents 
per packave, or live package for $1, postpaif. Send currency or 
stamps. Address Ndyard J. Porster, Charlestown, Muss. 

— 2 

Vorn Taken.—lIs cut from the Slate Jownal, Springfield, Hl. 
the following: “Among the sick and disabled, a ballot taken in 
person and by proxy, resulted in form,by & unanimous yorts in 
tayor of Warner's Sate Remedies.—[ Adv, 
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To Correspondents. 

Allcommunieations whatever, intended for publication, nmst he 
accompanied with real name of the writer as aguaranty of good 
faith and be addressed to FoRHST AND StREAM PUBLISHING CoM- 
PANY, Names will not be published if objection be made. Anony- 
mous communications will not be regarded, 
We c»nnot promise to return rejected manuscripts. 
Secruvaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to fayor us wah 

brief notes of their moyements and transactions. 
Nothing will be admitted to any department of thepaper that 

may not be read with propriety in the home circle. 7 
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remited to 115 7s lost. 
= Trade supplied by American News Company, 

ADVERTISEMENTS.— All advertisements should reach us 

on or before Tuesday morning of each week. An ob- 
servance of this rule will insure satisfaction to all con- 
cerned, 

—June is the month selected by \the pigeon shooters, 

and in consequence a large amount of our space is ueces- 

sarily devoted to that sport. 
en 8 

—The minds of certain citizens of New Jersey, are still 

befogged by the opinion that the State game laws are in- 

operative on priyate lands, We commend the letter of 
** 'W.,” published in another column, to the New Jersey 
State Association, There is an opportunity here for that 

body to show their metal, And that there may be no 

trouble in discovering the offenders next Fourth of July, 
we will be happy to give the proper parties such definite 

information, thatthere will be no excuse if the wood- 

cock are slaughtered on that day. 
ee 

LETTERS TO HERBERT,—Letiters postmarked Paris, and 

addressed to William Henry Herbert (Frank Forester), 

who has been dead over twenty-two years, have recently 

been received at the Newark post-office, They were ad- 
dressed ‘‘ The Cedars,” Herbert’s old home on the Pas- 

gaic, which was long ago burned down. 
at 

AMERICA AT BERLIN.—The American exhibit of fish 

culture apparatus and methods is deservedly attracting 

much attention at the Berlin Exhibition. The visitors 

are not satisfied with the regular hours of the Exhibition, 

but haye so besieged the American representatives at 
their hotels that it has been found necessary for them to 
leave their hotels and resort to private lodgings in order 

to escape, This would seem to show that we have sent 
something to Berlin which is worth seeing. 
OO a 

THE FRASER RIVER SALMON.—The paper on this sub- 

ject, of which we print to-day the first installment, will 
not fail to attract the attention of naturalists and practi- 
cal fish culturists. Systematists have given no little 

attention to the Salmonide of our Northwest coast, but 

af their habits very little has been written, and the little 

is inaccessible to most of our readers, 

Tt affords us much satisfaction, then, tobe able to fur- 
nish such an excellent account of the habits of the salmon 

of Fraser River. 

writings have so often interested the readers of FOREST 
AND STREAM, has, by this contribution, further increased 

he burden of gratitude which they already owed him, 

Our correspondent, ‘‘ Mowitch,” whose | 

WANTED—A “NEW YORK STATE ASSOCI-| of shaping the course of the Association next year in a 
ATION FOR THE PROTECTION OF 
FISH AND GAME.” 

ee 

7 EN the ‘‘Females’ Society for the Protection of 
the Naked Limbs of the Infants of Dahomey” 

converts its weekly gatherings into sessions of gossip and 

slander, the public is not inclined to bother itself much 

about the matter, for it is by no means certain that the 
infants of Dahomey need clothing, nor even if they did, 
isita matter of particularly vital importance to that 
public. When, on the contrary, an association of intel- 

ligent men repeatedly conyene under a title which im- 

plies ¢ certain amount of workin a designated and im- 
portant field, and then deliberately ignore that work and 
its claims upon them, a certain portion of the public does 

interest itself in the matter, and it calls forsome explana- 
tion and remedy of the abuse. 

There came together, at Seneca Falls, New York, the 

other day, as the reader's of the Formst AND STREAM have 

alread< been told, an assembly of the delegates of forty- 
three sportsmen’s clubs. The conyention met under the 

title of the ‘‘ New York State Association for the Protec- 

tion of Fish and Game,” The meeting continued from 

Monday through the following Saturday. During that 
period several thousand pigeons were shot in competitive 
matches at the traps, but not a single iota was accom- 
plished in the way of advancing the interests of game pro- 

tection in the State. Asa pigeon-shooting tournament 
the convention was a great success; as the session of a 

game protective body if was an utter failure. 
The intelligent, systematic and proper protection of 

game and fish is a subject of live importance, and the 

proceedings of the Seneca Falls conyention, therefore, is 

of interest to every sportSman in the State. A society 
professedly established for the protection of game and 

fish, and assuming a title setting forth that claim, repre- 
sents not only sportsmen in general, but particularly the 
higher class of sportsmen who recognize and practice 

the higher code of sporting ethics. 
The reputation of the individual is hére directly con- 

cerned, and every man who is thus represented at the 
annual meetings of the Association may call that body to 
account for its repeated delinquencies in its neglect of a 

professed duty, The very grave charge may be preferred 

and sustained, that, so far as the ostensible object of its 
annual meeting is concerned, the convention is a wretched 
farce, and that, instead of exerting any good influence 

for the cause of the due protection of game, what in- 

fluence there may be is bad. 
This is not a question of pigeon shooting, nor of the ex- 

pediency of a body of men gathering for a week’s tourna- 

ment at the traps. It is simply the question whether a 

society may profess one thing and practice another ; 

whether a body of men with such a grand field for 

earnest work as was presented to the convention at Seneca 
Falls may bring that work intoridicule by systematically 

and year after year ignoring it. 
The title, ‘New York State Association for the Protec- 

tion of Fish and Game,” isa misnomer. This organiza- 
tion is one to which all who are interested in the protec- 

tion of game should look for their greatest encouragement 
and from whose influence,example and efforts the greatest 

good should result ; yet at the only time when it appears 
before the public, the only time, infact, whenit appears 
at all, it entirely loses sight of the objects which it ought 
tohold in supreme importance ; it deliberately throws away 

its opportunities for creditable effort, and substitutes an 

amusement which affords temporary pleasure to its 
members. More than this, it belies the cause it professes 

to serve. It is a shame that instead of the good work 

which a true New York State Association for the Protec- 
tion of Fish and Game, with its wealth and influence, might 
accomplish to restockand keep stocked the vast territories 
which offer themselves for easy improyement, the 

organization which appears before the public for the 

professed accomplishment of these ends should have de- 
generated into a congregation of trap shooters. 

The interests of game protection in this State impera- 
tively demand of the so-called ‘‘ New York State Asso- 
ciation for the Protection of Fish and Game” one of two 
things : either to abandon its false title, or to make itself 

worthy of that title. As the ‘‘ New York State Associa- 
tion of Pigeon Shooters,” or a body with any other name 
which shall designate the true nature of an annual tour- 

nament, no one can find fault, Such an association 

would be both honest in name and consistent in practice, 
We should much prefer, however, that the present 

body, who are so well known to each other, who are 
practical and experienced sportsmen, and consequently 

so well fitted to work understandingly and in harmony, 
should really assume the character of a game protective 
society, and substitute for their present negative influ- 

ence, the positive power they are so preéminently capable 
of wielding. : 
The Long Island Sportsmen’s Association is with 

reason jubilant over its exploits at Seneca Falls. The 
‘convention of 1881 will offer to it a magnificent oppor- 
tunity for reform in this matter. The new president of 
the Association, Abel Crook, Hsq., and those who are asso- 
ciated with him as officers and committees, are capable 

divection which shall make it a credit to the sportsmen 
of the State and the country. r 
What will they do? 
er re 

MIGRATORY QUAIL, 
—S Se 

HE migratory quail ordered by gentlemen in this 

country were shipped from Messina May 5th, ult., 
per steamer Gilsland, for New York. She is due in New 

Yorkin the forepart of this month, and her arrival is 

daily expected. The birds will be distributed as follows :-— 
Lewiston, Maine....- . 400 | Danyille, Canada..... 100 
Other towns in Maine, Chatham, Ont., Gan.. 200 
by Mr. Everett Sherbrooke, P.Q., Can, 800 
Smith, Fish and Altoona, Pa...:-:.:.. 100 
Game Commissioner Zanesville, Ohio...... 100 
of Maine, .... oe auen 2,200 | Wilkesbarre, Pa,..... 100 

Rochester, N. Y...... 200 | Baltimore, Md........ 400 
Franklin, N. ¥....... 100 | Jefferson City, Mo.... 100 
Manchester, N. H..... 300} Glencoe, Tll,......... , 100 
Toledo, Ohio......... , 200. —- 
Quebec, Camada......, 200 Total... .- he tae eee 5,100 
a 

—Caleb Cooke, a widely known naturalist, curator of 
Essex Institute at Lynn and attaché on the staff of the 

Peabody Academy of Science, died at 9 o'clock on the 
night of June 5th, of typhold pneumonia, after a brief 
illness. He was about forty years old, and unmarried, 
He held the United States consulship at Zanzibar at one 

time, and was a man of wide range of knowledge, genial _ 

and warmly endeared to a large circle of friends at home 

and abroad, Mr, Cooke was an active worker in the 
Salem fraternity, and was of a modest, unassuming and 
generous disposition. 
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How 1 Wor«s,—The subscription price of the Forust 
AND STREAM is $4 per year. but it costs the subscriber 
more than that. One of our stanch friends, who sub- 

scribed for the American Sportsman in 1874, then to the 
Rod and Gun, and whose name has been on our books 

eyer since, writes that he was led by reading its pages to 
buy first a Parker gun and the various Inick-knacks 
which go with a gun, then a Nichols and Lefever, with 
loading toois, and rods, reels, lines and other fishing traps 
too numerous to mention, 

This is just the work we are doing all the fime, If a 
amanis not asportsman when he begins to read the 

FOREST AND STREAM, the paper incites him to be one. 

We can never fully estimate the good effects accruing 
from a year’s subscription to a bright sporting journal, 
oe — —___ 

VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS,—We have recently printed, 
under the title of ‘Spring Notes from Minneapolis, 
Minn.,” two papers which are of very great value, as 
well for their matter as their method, Mr, Thos. S. 
Robertis, from whose pen they come, is well known to 

our naturalists, not only as a careful and accurate 
observer, but also as a student of very great originality 
and acuteness. His ** Spring Notes” show in their prepa- 
ration a careful attention to detail which is most admir- 
able, and which gives to his contrivutions an import- 
ance far above that of most of the notes which come 
under that heading. 

We cannot refrain from recommending these pro- 
ductions to field collectors as models of their kind, and 

we think that a series of similar notes from different 
sections of the country would not only be of great 

interest to most of our readers, but would have a high 
scientific yalue as well. 

Such field notes should not be interrupted, but contin- 
uous, the thermometer should be read at least three 
times daily, morning, noon and night, and, if convenient, 

> 

the minimum temperature for each dav should be given ; — 

the state of the weather should be noted, the different 

plants in bloom mentioned and matter pertaining to any 
of the different vertebrates be introdueed. Only by 
following some such method as this can field notes be 
made as valuable as they ought to be. 

- ahs ee 

Oxk oF Many Lerrrers.—tt is always encouraging to 
receive merited commendations and expressions of ap- 

proval. Our lot in this respect is a most happy one. We 
are constantly in receipt of letters from old and new 

friends, which are filled with expressions well fitted to 

encourage us in our efforts to make the FOREST AnD 
STREAM an acceptable journal. Here is an extract from 

one of these letters — 
I cannot close this letter without giving expression tomy ap- 

preciation of your effortsin providing sportsmen with so excel- 
lent a journal as FoREST AND BTREAM. h ; 

No other influence isso widespread and powerful in the up- 

building and maintenance of a healthy sentiment in fayor of 
those outdoor sports which are so delightfnl and beneficial to all 
who indulge them in moderation. 

Nowhere can one find a paper so full of all that is of timely in—- 
terest, and yel bearing the test of age. Its every utterance has 

the saying quality of purity, and much of the matter published 

from week to week will endure inthe memory of sportsmen so. 
long as the love of nature is strong within us. 
Your removal to more commodious quarters, while being an 

evidence of financial prosperity that must be peculiarly gratifty- 
ing to those directly interested, is not without promise to your 
readers, for we all know that pleasant surroundings are condu- 
cive to good work, in whatever direction one’s efforts may be ap- 

plied. Itmust be especially co in your lite and work. 
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GAME PROTECTION. 
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WORE FOR 1HE NEW JERSEY ASSOCIATION, 

New York, June oth. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 
Now that our friends the Jerseymen have their new woodcoalk 

lay, would it not be well for the authorities of the State to see to 
the enforcement of said lu. In one of my former letters to you 

T claimed that the old law had never heen enforced furthermore, 

that every Jorseyman, or rather a good many, Glaimed the right. 
toshoofon their own land. One of your correspondents, signing 
himself “New Jersey," informed me through your paper that the 
old State law giving eich Jerseyman the right to shoot on bis 

land the whole year round bad heen repealed jn 1874. Tt might 
haye been repealed in Trenton, Wut this repeal is not in force In 
the State of New Jersey. 
Last Monday (Decoration Day) I happened to be in Passaic 

County, N. J., and if you had heard the wiins in the differen’ 
Swamps, you would have thought so. [Thad a long talk with a 
shooter, and he told me that this new luw was fot only a fraud: 

but had been gotien through the Legisluturé through misrepre- 
sentations, and for the benefit ofa few. He named tome a gentle- 

mau, one of the originators of this new September lay, who stil) 

elaims (he right toshoot on his own ground. He says that he is 

going to shoot on his own land next Fourth of July, and in fact 

he brags aboutit. ‘The tpshot of all this is that twenty more men 

Glaim the same right. They say that if Mr. So-and-So can go out 

shooting, they do not see any reason why they should not go 
themselves. ‘hey will go in a body, and they say that they 

would like to see anybody arrest them, 
As Isaid in one of my former letters, we have old laws enough ; 

why pass new onesas long as the old ones are not enforced, es- 

pecially when the instigators of these ney laws are the first ones 

to break the old ones? WwW. 

Oo 

GAMH PROTECTION VS. TRAP SHOOTING, 

NEw YORE, June 4th. 
Editor Forest wid Stream :— 

Tn my anxiety to hear and Jearn all about the proceadings of the 

New York State Sportsmen's Convention, I looked eaverly, bubin 

vain, in your edition of yesterday. There must certainly be a 

Inistake somewhere, a8 your paper, speaking about the conven- 

tion, gives only the scores of dilferent pigeon matches. Oould it 
be possible that such a body of men, claiming to represent the 
sportsmen of the State of New York, should have convened witli- 
out transacting any other business than pigeon shooting? IT have 

asked several of my Brooklyn friends, butall I could get out of 

them was, “'The Brooklyn boys carried everything before them.” 
Tn the heat of a battle, amidst the roarin’ of the guns, the eries 

of agony of the wounded and dying, the curses of the living, the 
sight of blood and gore will make human fiends out of tender 
hearted men. Is it possible that such has been the case with our 
sportsmen at the convention—that the blood of the thirteen thou- 

sand innocents slaughtered at Seneca Falls turned their heads, 
made them forget their duties and lose sight of the objectain 

yiew? No, it cannot he. I can hardly believe it. However, 

should my presentiment prove trne, let eyery sportsman in the 
United States know it. At the same time, let those gentlemen who 
conyened last week at Seneca Talls, and agveed to weet again, 
next year in Brooklyn, change the title of their convention. Let 

it be called the New York State Pigeon Shooters’ Convention, as 

they haye certainly ub right to the tithe they met under last 

week. 

Some years azo piceon shooting was indulged in for practice ; 

to-day it has grown into an infatuation. Ttis indulged in for 

gambling purposes and orgies. Jn some instances, it has broken 
up homes and tamilies—has even taken the bread out of children’s 

mouths, Ithasmade gamblers out of steady men, Clubs that 

have been gotten up for game protection have been turned into 
gambling associations; charters have been gotten under false 

pretences, and then broken. And all this undér the cloak and 

eolor of sportsmanship. Well might Mr. Bergh address to those so- 

called clubs Cicero's words to Cataline: ‘ Usquoque tandem 

Catilina, abutére natientia nosira." 
A TrRU® LOVER OF THE SPoRt. 

rt 

IS TRAP SHOOTING CRUEL? 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
“Bn Garde,” in Forrst Any SrreAm’’ of May 27th, makes 

rather a decided misnomer of his pseudonym, for he is certainly 

off his guard, and certainly leaves himself open in places more 

than one to severe oritivism. 
He was never nmfore mistaken in his life, than when he laid the 

inception of my article, in defense of the pigeon, to either no ex- 

perience, or a luckless one at the trap. I confess to a limited expe- 

rience, but nota luckless one. I have shot over traps long enough 

to acquire a decent proficiency, and 4 strong disyust for what I 

fearlessly denounce as a foolish, unmanly and cruel prastice. I 
still hold trap shooting is rapidly reducing the pigeon supply, and 

that its continuance will eventially result in absolute extermina- 
tion. Yes, T look back with pleasure to the time when the great 

flocks visited us semi-annually, snd, contrary to‘ En Garde’s” 

suggestion, it was not in the “long azo” when our country was 
densely wooded, but vithin the last ten years, for being stil in my 
third decade, that happy epoch, when game of all sorts was plenty, 
is a leetle before my time, while that smooth-bore musket, with 

ita ‘half pint of shot, and four fingers of powder," merges into 

a very serviceable Remington twelye-bore. 

“®n Garde’ thanks‘ Knowles” for taking up the cudgel in 
behalf of “the guild" (by “the guild,’ I presume he means the 
noble order of trap-shooters), aid “squelchedly ’ replying to my 
letter. He also says he“ believes him to be one who would never 
wantonly practice cruelty toward one of God's creatures.” This 

last sounds well; but avery time he steps to the score and peppers 
2 pigeon full of shot, he indulges in a most cruel and unworthy 
prictice toward one of the Most innocent creatures of a kind 
Providence, 
That twenty-nine per cent. that gots beyond the eighty yards 

boundary 1g sadly reduced before it runs the gauntlet of the 
outside shooters, and I will yenlure to say that not two per 

cent. of the pigeons sprung from traps ever get back to their na- 

tive pastures; and, if they do, their lead-loaded bodies, in spite 

of their marvelous fecundity, will be in no shape for propagution, 

When the terrible net drops on a pigeon, heislost. What with 

Packing, shipping and confinement, his spirit ig broken; and 
when for the first time in weeks he stretches his pinions freely, and 
darts away from the trap happy in his new found liberty, *‘ bang!" 
#oe8 the unerring gun, and “dend bird' is the only eulogy 
spoken over his corse. 
Mr. Frank Beebe comes gallantly to the rescue, and in a few 

_ Short, terse remarks defends the pizoon, I thank him heartily fo! 
< 

his substantial support, and am sure there are many, many more 
of our way of thinking, 
Tf trap shooting is not abolished voluntarily, it perforce soon 

will be, for the pigeon will become extinct, and then, and not till 
then, will the problem " be solved and the glass ball become the 

standard. H.W. DEL. 

Gane Baq and Gun. 

JUNE IS A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME, 
oe 

—Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
OO 

A New irrM.—Messrs. Schuyler & Duane, importers 
and dealers in guns and sporting goods, military arms 
and ammunition, opened their new store, 189 Broadway, 

on the 25th of May, with a stock of goods selected by Mr. 

Schuyler during his recent tripin Europe, They handle 
guns of all kinds and have nospecialties, but soon expect 
a fine assortment of Purdy guns, which will probably be 
the most valuable of any ever seen in this country, The 
store is quite large enough for a large business, and we 
hope they may haye it. Mr, R, B, Schuyler was formerly 
of the well-known firm of Schuyler, Hartley & Graham, 

whose copartnership expired by limitation in January 

last. He is well posted in the business, and with his 

experience ought to meet with great success. His co- 
partner, Mr. Duane, is an umateur in that line, but a 

thorough financial man, Their advertisement will soon 
appear in our columns, 

Fountain Guy CiuB,—The Fountain Gun Club, of 
Brooklyn, celebrated its victories at Seneca Falls by a 

banquet at their club rooms, 451 Flatbush avenue, last 
Monday evening. The club team who were the winners 

of the Dean Richmond Cup were the special guests of 

the evening, and deservedly so, as they had done admira- 

ble work at the traps. The dining-room was handsomely 
decorated with the club colors of the Washington, Long 
Island, Foresters, Nonpareil and Phosnix gun clubs, and 

the Dean Richmond, Wadsworth and R. V. Pierce prizes 

—and the broom—were prominently displayed as evi- 
dences of the club’s prowess. Immediately back of the 

President’s chair was a crayon allegorical drawing repre- 

senting Harry Miller bestowing laurel wreaths on the 
club team—Messrs. M. G. Bayliss, Charles W, Wingert 
and E, H, Madison, Surmounting the picture was the 
legend : ‘*The Fountain Gun Club Welcomes its Sons of 
Guns—Bayliss, Wingert and Madison.” 
Crook presided at the dinner. He was surrounded by the 
other officers of the club—Vice-President G, A. Chappell, 
Secretary ©, H. Wingert, and Treasurer H. G. Miller. 
On the right aud left of the officers were Judge Calvin 
H, Pratt, Robert Furey, T. C, Banks, G. F. Gildersleeye, 
of the Long Island Shooting Club; Henry Altenbrand, 
President of the Washington Gun Club; Charles BH, 
Fiske, A. Eddy, John Hanley, John T. Slaine, W. HH, 
Hunter, Frank Chamberlain, Nathaniel Bezys, W. H, 
Madison, M. G, Bayliss, William Cleayer, Dominick 
Byrne, Robert Sullivan, M. Brady, George Helmstedt, 
James White, G, B. Hazard, G. H. Badeam, J. ©, Buck- 
ley, Robert Wells, Samuel Norman, and other -well- 
known sportsmen, 

The menu was in Harry Miller's best style, and the club 
members and guests in the best of spirits. Wit and mer- 
riment ruled the hour, President Crook recounted the 
recent successes of the club, and called attention to the 
remarkable fact that the Fountain boys had brought 
home the three principal prizes of the State Association, 
Speeches were made by Judge Pratt, Mr. Furey, T. ©. 
Banks, of the Formst AND STREAM, Charles Viske, Mr, 
Geo, Chappell, Mr, 2. H. Madison, and others. 

—Mr. Henry Altenbrand, President of the Washington 
Gun Club of Brooklyn, 8. D., is a member of the Stand- 
ing Committee of the New York State Association. 

WAKEFIELD, Mass., May 28th.—At a meeting of the 
Parker Sportsman’s Club, held last evening, the fol- 
lowing officers were elected: President, §. 1, Parker ; 
Vice-President, W.J. Godfrey ; Secretary and Treasurer, 
S. O, Richardson, Jr.; Exectitive Committee—F, H, Em- 
erson, W, W., Whitten, H, ©, Lane; Referee, M. W. 
Boardman. 

TEXAS STATH SPORTSMAN’S ASSOCIATION.—The morn- 
ing of May 17th found a goodly assembly of sportsmen 
on the grounds of the Jackstone Gun Club, of Dallas, 
awaiting the opening shoot. Representatives from Deni- 
son, Denton, ‘Texarkana, Houston, Wills Point, Galves- 
ton, Fort Worth, Sherman and other clubs were on the 
grounds in eager anticipation of the coming contests, 
The first day of the tournament opened up with a 

sweepstakes, ive single birds at twenty-one yards rise. 
Some very effective work was done, resulting in a’ tie be- 
tween Messrs. J. Thompson and Barrodell, who finally di- 
vided first money, 

Contest No, 2; ten birds, twenty-one yards rise. First 
prize, $250 cash; second prize, $150; third prize, $75; 
fourth, 25. Mr, Lister took first money. 

The remaining eight contests, comprising sweepstakes 
and team shoots, passed off yery smoothly, the only un- 
pleasant feature being the scarcity of pigeons, compelling 
them to fall back on balls. Among the many excellent 
shots present at the tournament may be mentioned Mr, 
J. H. Mason, of Houston, winner of the Webb Medal ; 
Mr. P. B. Watson, of Housten, winner of the Knepfly 
Championship Medal, and Mr. Sam Finley, of Dallas. 
The delegations to the convention met at Lively Hall 

on the evening of the 19th and elected the following 
officers to serye during the ensuing year: President, G. 
A. Foote, McKinney, Tex.; First Wave Biteident, C,_C., 
Pettit, Galveston ; Second Vice-President, A, H. Stuart, 
Galveston ; Corresponding Secretary, H. M. Thompson, 
Waco; Recording Secretary, M. W. Shaw, Galveston. 
By vote it was decided that the next convention meet at 
Galveston. L’ECDAIRE. 

President Abel 

A DISASTROUS EXPERIENCH WITH DITTMAR 
POWDE 

PHILADELPHIA, Miss., May 13th, 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 
Thinking that it will probably be the cause of some 

brother sportsman shuuning the breakers on which I 
have been wrecked, I give my experience with Dittmar 
powder. [am a dentist by profession, and my home is 
Philadelphia, Miss., although I have an office in Louis- 
ville, Miss., where I spend abont half of my time. 
Whether in Philadelphia or Louisyitle my gun has al- 
ways been an indispensable article ; in fact, it has been 
an inseparable companion during the whole of my life, 
and often, when wearied with the confinement of my 
office, I have found it a source of pleasure and recreation 
to spend a few hours with my gun in the field, or ab the 
glass ball trap, Ihave looked forward with pleasure to 
all the late improyements in guns and ammunition, and 
the many advertisements and recommendations which 
I had seen of the Dittmar powder had made me anxious 
to try it, and if it proved to be what was claimed for it, 
to introduce it into our clib. I ordered several canisters 
of the Dittmar powder, and they were promptly expressed 
on the 24th of March ; but, owing to some carelessness 
of the express company, the goods were lost, and did not 
reach Louwisyille until the ist of May. 

One of the merchants of Louisville, having heard that 
Thad sent for a new kind of powder, wrote to New 
York for some of the finest Dittmar powder that could 
be had, and in a few days received several canisters, Fe 
came to me and requested me to give his powder a trial, 
to see what it would do; but Lat first refused to do sq, 
as he had very little instructions for using the powder. 
T told him thatI was afraid that his powder was not suit- 
able for large gauge shot guns, and that I had ordered 
powder for shooting glass balls, and I preferred waitin 
to see if there was a difference in the powder. He told 
me that a small circular came with the powder, and that 
the circular stated that the powder could be used in both 
shot puns and rifles, and the charge was the same amount 
by measure as that of black powder, and that he ordered 
the finest powder that could be procured. I went to my 
sporting papers and looked up all the information I could 
find, and examined different advertisements of the Ditt- 
mar Powder Company, but could find nothing that led 
meé to believe that the company put up different kinds of 
powder for different guns, I examined the canisters that 
contained the powder, but there was no instruction upon 
them. The table on the face of the canister stated that 
it was one of the brands of. rifle powder (I do not re- 
member which), and was marked FPF. Ihad often used 
black PEF rifle powder in shot guns, so I did not sea 
much to tear in this, I consented to try his powder for 
him, but concluded to shoot one drachm less of the Ditt- 
mar than my regular charge of black powder. 
My gun was 4 Parker eleven gauge and weighed eight 

and a half pounds, and T had been shooting four drachms 
of black powder of all brands and all sizes of grain with 
perfect satisfaction, so I concluded that it would be safe 
to shoot three drachms, by measure, of Dittmar powder, 
and loaded my shells accordingly. 

Mr, John Graham and myself went out to shoot them. 
We arranged our target, stepped the required forty yards, 
and J fired one bf the loads. When I touched the trigger 
I felt as if I had been struck by lightning, The report 
from the gun was deafening, and the jolt L received was 
terrible. I saw the barrels of my gun separate as ] was 
sighting down the rib, and the stock came back over my 
right shoulder with such force that it seemed as if i 
would tear my right arm off before I could relinquish my 
hold on the grip or handle. I felt pain in my left hand, 
and when I turned my attention to it I saw blood spout- 
ing several feet from an artery, and my left thumb was 
entirely gone down to the lowest joint. The wound ex- 
tended from where the forefinger joins the hand down 
to the wrist, and from the center of the palm of the hand 
to 4 point on the back of the hand, a little beyond a line 
with the bone that connects the forefinger with the wrist, 
making the wound fully three inches across, measured 
from any point. 

1 was carried to town and my wound dressed, and sev- 
eral parties were sent back to look up the missing thumb 
and the shattered gun. They soon returned, bringing 
my thumb and accompanying flesh, and reported that it 
was found just forty yards from where I was standing 
when I fired the gun, My fun was torn into fifty or 
more pieces and badly scattered. The barrels were about 
forty yards apart when found. The left-hand harrel (the 
barrel that shot) had a piece torn from the outside of 
the butt of the barrels as high as the shell was chambered, 
while the inside of the butt was turned back, but not torn 
off. The right-hand barrel was bent like a bow and the 
left-hand lock plate was torn to pieces like so much paste- 
board, My gun was a $65 Parker, with steel barrels. 
Thave not written this through any prejudice I have 

against the Dittmar powder, for I am satisfied that, if 
rightly used, itis a valuable invention, but I do wish to 
warn others from doing as [ have done in using FFF rifle 
powder in large gauge shot guns, Since my accident I 
haye received the Dittmar powder that I ordered from 
Bogardus & Co,, and with it all the necessary imstruc- 
tions for using the powder. 

I wish to bring one charge against the Dittmar Powder 
Company, and that is they do not give the public a suffi- 
cient chance to become acquainted with the various 
grades of powder, In Formst AND STREAM can be found 
the advertisement of the Dittmar Powder Company, but 
nothing is said about the different grades, On the same 
page we see the advertisements of Laflin & Rand, Du- 
pont and Hazard Powder Company, all describing the 
different graces of their powder, and telling the public 
what they are used for, 

Before [ fired this charge of powder I sought informa- 
tion Gonverning ib, but could get none except the little 
circular, which stated that the powder could be used in 
both rifles and shot guns by using the same amount, by 
measure, as of black powder. I used one drachm less, by 
measure, Lhan IT used of black powder, and what was the 
result? J have had many weeks of suffering and confine- 
ment, with a prospect of many more. I haye licen made 
a cripple for life, Thaye been cut off from my profession 
for at least this year, and perhaps forever, with no chance 
of making a support. Besides these misfortunes, my gun, 
the sources of many a pleasure, is gone, and in my pres- 
ent condition I cannot get another, atleast until 1 am 
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sufficiently restored to practice my profession—if I should 
ever beso far restored, 

Tf this letter should be the cause of preventing one per- 
son from getting into the trouble which I am in, I shall 
feel a thousand times repaid for writing it,although it has 
wearied me greatly to sit up so long as to write it, , 

S, P, NASH. 
a ae 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

New HAVEN vs, WALLINGFORD.—Match at 25 balls each man, 

New Haven Gun Club and Wallingford Glass Ball Club ;— 
NEW HAVEN TEAM. 

HPA GOT eet} 1101110011111101101111011—19 
Homer Merwin... 1171112111111110110111111110—% 
BIS Grey. ~~. = 0110111011111011101111101—19 
Mr. Longdon.,,-- 11 11111111011101111111100-21 
W. Folsom....... L11141721171V71101171711111111011-% 
W. Hansom.,.... Aaa ab aoe ea ee 

otal: tes e2%: 822525255 6 es hob dd Boca hee oe Sot 29 

WALLINGFORD TEAM. 
J. Browden....... 1111111111110011111111111-2 
J. Ay Hall... 0... 1111011101010101171111110—-19 
A.J. Goodrich, 111111101211111111111111011—23 
W.F. Lane... .. 1111111111110111101110011-21 
A. TR. Pixley....- T1111271711217T11111111111011-% 
tM dese peus~ see 0111101000010001101101111—1% 

WU garth ee mere pt mtg Th er Crop ore bynes ries Bons ate 124 

The return match, which will be the third, and will decide the 

tie, no doubt will be shot outside of the towns in which the 

clubs reside. The scores show that Messrs. Pixley,Folsom and Han- 
sen deserved the laurels of the day. We have nothing to say of 

Penn and Jorey. 
Sweep No. 1; Card trap:—Hanson 17, Longdon 9, Folsom 10, 

Jorey 8, Penn 6, Bronson 7, Beers withdrawn, Hall 7, Goodrich 6, 

Brogdon 7, Merwin 6. 

Sweep No.2; Card trap; Bogardus rules:—Hanson 7, Longdon 

7, Folsom 10, Jorey 7, Penn 7, Bronson 8, Lane withdrew, Hall 9, 

Goodrich 9, Brogdon withdrew, Merwin 7. Hall and Goodrich 

divided second. 

Sweep No. 3; Card trap:—Longdon §, Goodrich 9, Bronson 7. 

Penn 8, Hanson 8, Brogdon 9, Folsom 10, Hall 8, Jorey 9, Arm 

strong 5. On ties, Jorey and Brogdon divided second. 

Sweep No. 4; Card trap :—Longdon 7, Goodrich 7, Bronson 7 
Penn 6, Hanson withdrew, Brogdon 8, Folsom 10, Hall9, Jorey 8, 

Armstrong 7. Jorey and Brogdon divided third, 

Fira German Hunzine Chus—NeEew York, June 3d.—Quar- 
terly match, for the club medal, shot at New :Dorp, Staten Isl- 

and :— 
Killed 

“i 
= * 

* 

COSROCOCSCH HAH OoH 

J. Von Lengerke.. 
Sebiller.22. 4... 22a 
POLS os othe 
Ghr, Nagel.:....- 
TROT aaa not insane eeeoen r 

Fr. Pfaender... 
F. Bockelman.... ahaltas 
PAM GORA: oo ont cs ofoeg sae ens 10s 

Tie; Mr. J. Yon Lengerke, 1 1 11 1—5; Fr. Schiller, 1 1 1 1 0-4, 
J. Yon Lengerke won the medal, with 13 straight birds, 
Sweepstakes same day and grounds: John Bokling 3, H. Ficken 

3,7. Yon Lengerke 2, J. Kunz 1, Schiller 3, Fr. Pfaender 2, R 
Pahrig 1. John Bokling, H. Ficken and Fr, Schiller divided first, 
Second and third money, Von Lengerke and Pfaender the fourth 
money, 

Tre WADSWORTH Cup CONTEST.—SENECA Faris, VV. ¥., June 
4th.—Buditor Forcst and Stream :—The official score in the ‘‘ Wads- 
wvorth Cup” contest gives the Seneca Gun Club team (Messrs. 

Silsby and Rosecranz) thirty-nine instead of thirty-eight as you 

publish it. The tie between the Fountain Gun Olub and Onon- 

dagas on forty-two being shot off in favor of the former club. 
The Seneca gun Club are entitled to two prizes according to the 

rules of class shooting. C, H. WILLIAMS, Secretary. 

Yonxens, IV. ¥., May 5th.—A closely contested pigeon match, 
between Austin and Waring, Long Island rules, 15 birds, re- 

sulted as follows :— 
DIE ges fa 2 te ek bea ate ANS ohe 111110110*110101—11 
Austin....... ig Fe eo nee aha 1110110101110+1 0—10 

Gpass Batt TOURNAMENT.—A tournament will be held at the 

Schuetzen Park, Union Hill, N. J., under the auspices of the 

Falcon Gun Glib, of New York, John Lohman, Captain, Bo- 
gardus rules and traps, on the loth, 16th, 1/th and 18th of June, 

Valuable prizes will be contested for. 

JERSEY Crpy HEranrs Guy Cuub—May 26th.—Match at 23 yards, 
three Bogardus traps, 25 balls, gold badge -— 

* 

fh fk ad fa et et ORPHOoHCoSoHLS SHH OHO H HR cO SHH OHOCHE HUH CRE ORCSCR ORR SRK a ann CORR ORHOCHH HHS pT CU He OIG mm COI 

JSHUE Beer Pe yr en 1111111110111110111161110-21 
Thevoy...-. -.=.4834 1111111111110111011111111-23 
Smith...) .....-. 1111111217211 01721001111111-2 
Ca parca aeeae 0110001101111111111011111-19 
Heritage..,.-...- 1111111111101111111111111—-% 

Vinountown, WV. J., June Ist, —The Coaxen Glass Ball Club, of 
this place, held their fourth monthly shoot here to-day for silver 

badge. Card's trap, 18 yards :— 
8.8. Butterworth. Oogo0LTLIDT1I01 6 
N. H. W. Peacoc 001000011 08 
W.J. Trick 021010101 1-6 
Ww, D. Hain Tiiv100000 4 
¥. 8. Hilliard Tidgii1ii01017 
J. W. Huine 0o10T7T1t1d10i21 0-6 
W.8, Hilliar “ Tt Cte eT ot 1 ot 18 

HR. H. Trick, W. Alloway and J. Butterworth were absent. 
SHELDRAKE. 

HoNESDALE GuN CLuB.—Honesdale, May 28th.__We have organ- 

ized a shooting club under the name of Honesdale Gun Club, with 

officers as follows: President R. N. Torrey; Vice-President, H. 
Foster, Jr.; Treasurer, M- A. Goodwin; and Secretary, F. C. 

White, We had our first shooting on the new grounds to-day up- 
der Bogardus rules; Card’s rotary trap, 18 yards rise, 10 balls 

euch) :— 
COBWILE «ose oi thee erp e = stent Pea Sia” TAO al J— 9 
Geo. Slocum............ --- Sto Bite el SOON OM Oe a5: 
‘Str Tp bide Opes (POR AR BABIN S 7 een ac 00121111107 
Fi OT, Poster... .-.. bps eee ee eee e ees 111000201 0-5 
Win. House....../.+--,---4--- sere io ale h ip alert stat sat 
A, Pancoast. .. TPs Eh ae ak ec) 
Geo, Burnside, Phe. 5 1s A Si 
Je OWENS. .....6 eat be eeee ‘ LOLTILLAiIiTdLi2 ies 
no, SYMAL..- .----..5 1-225 Ls Te Ped) alee 
M, A. Goodwin 1120101241 ary 8 

Raveran, VW. C., June 4th.—Score of Raleigh Gun Club ;20 balls 
18 yards rise, rotary trap ; strong wind blowing :— 

no. D. Cruch 00011110110000—-11 
See ehnso it! reat 1i1411111111001-1% 
We Dy PUM pelt et 146111111111111—16 
8.0. Johnson... « nan PLLV1192019911 E49 
EH. H. ee...-.:.. od L01211010111111—6 

J.G. Brewster, ...-..+..5- : Oo0d00000000100— 2 

The club shoots once a week, and promise a better score in the 
FUTULC. 8 ee 

CAPITAL Grey GuN Cuoe.— Washington, D. C., May 31st.—The 
fifth match for two gold badges wus shot on the club grounds 
this afternoon, with the following result; Card’s rotary trap, 

handicap rise, smoke-target balls :-- 
Name. Yards. Total. 

Fils Mille, 52-2 9a +. sce as 2 01111111111111111111-19 
W. W. Eldridge. 20  111111117111101111111—19 
i. M. MeLeod.. 22 11101111211110111111—48 
'T. E. King ... 20 4111110111271111011111—18 
P. F. Nagle... 20 01111111101111111110—-17 
C. J. Stoddard as. * 2 11101111111100111101—16 
Ties shot off for first anfl second medals :— 

E. L. Mills. 2... -.).04. 40+ ¢° 25 10131111111111 —it 
W. W. Eldridge......... , 01111111110111 —18 

W. W. E., Scorer. 
CAPITAL Crry GuN CLuB.—Washington, D. C., June ath.—The 

following is the result of the shooting in the sixth match for two 

gold medals, which took place to-day. A yery strong wind was 

blowing during the shooting. Card’srotary frap was used with 

uscreen. Handicap rise asshown below. ‘Tyenty balls each ;— 
Yurds. Total. 

IT ERAN Bes ceceknes 11111111111111111111-20 
KR. M. McLeod.. \ 10212 12171211711117111—-19 
PLE. Nagle.......5.- MO Viasat aod litt ii iid 
W. W. Eldridge..... 20 12010111111111110111-1% 
Hioakis MIDE DS Ces on 23 10101101101111111111—16 
N.H.Wadsworth.... 20 10111011110011111111-16 
W. B.McKelden..... 20 110101211111111110110—-16 
Ties shot off for second badge :-— 

ards Yards. 
P.F. Nagle.... 20. 11111-5|E.M.McLeod. 2 11 tat a 

o> +a 

ILLINOIS STATE SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATION, 

HIE Seventh Annual Convention of the Illinois State Sports- 

men's Association was held at Galesburg, Ill., May 25th to 

29th. The following delegates were present: Quincy Shooting 

Club—W,. B. Hauworth, J. Miller, T. D. Woodruff, C. E. Austin, 

H. Schnous, Audubon Club, Chicago—W, T. Johnson, ©. EH. Fel- 

ton, Thonias Stagg, J. A. Sexton, N. Rowe. Chicago Shooting 

Club—C. EB. Willard, R. B. Organ, A. Kleinman, C. H. Mears, John 

Watson. South End Shooting Club, Chicago—M. Hich, G, N- 

Lydston, J, J. Gore, W- E. Williams. Galesburg Shooting Club— 
Z. Beaty, Louis Weekley, J. A. McKenzie, A. Brooks, 8. Fitch. 

Macomb Shooting Club—D. G. Tunnicliff, John M. Keefer, P. H 

Delaney W. H. Taylor, H. B. Livermore. Peoria Shooting Club— 

Capt. E. M. Morrison, H. H. Fahnestock, John Hough, L. B. Mar- 

tin, V. M. Lincoln. Gem City Gun Club, Quincy—W. H. Crawford, 

W. H. Lanoix, J. C. Pipino, J. Seipker, 8. P. Bartlett. Geneseo 

Sportsmen’s Club—N. Doxey, J. Shook, H. Youngs, C, F. Youngs, 

A, Hofstetter. Forester Club, Chicago—A. Prive, 8. H. Turtill, J. 

J. Kleinman, J. J. Gillespie, G. C. Mosier. Rock Island Gun Club 

—C. W. Durham, A. W. Bruner, L. MyBuford, A. B. Rodman, T. 

J. Rodman. Lacon Shooting Club—D. P. Wier. Maple City Gun 

Club, Geneseo—Wm. Harbaugh, G. 8. Wells, L. B. Goodell, J. 

Stephenson, Frank Campbell, Delayan Prairie Club—D, G, Cun- 

ningham, P. 0. Clark. Egyptian Gun Club, Cairo—F. 8. Kent, G. 
G. Parker, Daniel Hogan, M. E. Tabor. First Lee Co, Gun Club, 

Franklin Groye—Geo. Steele, James Pankhurst. Staunton Shoot- 

ing Club—E. B. Townsend, G. W. Townsend. Monmouth Gun 

Club—F. Regnier, G. P. Conrad, M. 8. Beers, Bd. Allen, Frank 

Carr. Wyoming Shooting Club—H. J. Cosgrove, J. M, Thomas, 

A. Y, Fuller, J, G. Lyons, Wm. Sage. Sportsmen’s Club, of Eyans- 

ton—C, E. Felton, W. ‘TI. Johnson, Ab. Price, Chas. Willard, Chas. 

Mears. Austin Gun Glub—S. P. Warner, J. Gardner, 0. D. Gam- 

mon, Stephen Rymal, Frank Canfield. Rio Gun Club—Robert 

Greenwood, Scott Bruner, E. I. Crosby, James Robinson, L. H. 

Bruner. Mound City Gun Club—Daniel Hogan. Oquawka Hod 

and Gun Club—T, A. Kinsloe, H, Bailey. 

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year: Pres- 

ident, N.,Rowe, Chicago; First Vice-President, Daniel Hogan, 
Mound City; Second Vice-President, D, G. Tunnichtt, Macomb ; 

Secretary, J. B. Wiggins, Chicago; Treasurer, Abner Price, Chi- 

cago. Board of Directors—J. J Gore, Chicago, Chairman; 8. H. 
Turvill, Chicago; Hon. W. T. Johnson, Chicago; George &. Wells, 

Geneseo; P. C. Clark, Delavan. Law Committee—Hon. L. L. Pal- 

mer, Chicago, Chairman; Hon. James A, McKenzie, Galesburg; 

Joseph Roberts, Mound City. * 

It was resolved by the Association to give but two annual con- 

tests; one for a club contest (teams of five men each), and the 

other a match for individuals. The following resolutions were 

passed by the Convention indorsing the State Fish Commission:— 
Resolved, That the thanks of the State Association be given to 

the Illinois State Board of Fish Commissioners for their efforts in 
stocking the streams and lakes of the State, and we promise to 
said board our hearty codperation in all their works in the 
future. 
Resolved, That it isin the interest of best economy for the State 

to appropriate sufficient moneys for said board to carry forward 
their work upon a much larger scale than is possible with the 
means placed in their hands by the State Legislature, and we 
urge the coming Legislature to make such appropriation as will 
secure the largest results at the earliest possible day. 

Following is the record of the tournament :— 

Tuesday, May 25th.—Purse $492 and four prizes; ten single rises; 

21 yards -— 
W. 3B. Hauworth.:::..« peedveesseses 1 =< 
D. G. Cunningham ,,,-.2.:.--..:++45 ion 

Geo, Stockwell ....  .-----.+-+-+++++- 1-7 
G. 8. Wells.....--.--..-- 1— 8 
W.T. Johnson .. 
C.F. Youngs ... 
Henry Youngs... 
J. Stephenson.... 

= 

SOCORRO EHH Re HCOOH OF OR OR OREM SCSOSCHOSCH ORES HH RCH He 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 

ct 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
in 

Mi Bich... --.-4tttwecaeeeecseseeerenes 1—10 
Wo di. EO OEM.) o-- see reet meeteeso pes 1-6 
W.H. Skinner.......---ss444 + 2s254 tee 
JT SOHUCR Sp Bl ie os om viele = ov 1-6 
W. Harbaugh ...-56 ese cee ieee eee oe eT 
H, B. Néidhardt ,,.....5.2...-........ 1—10 

J.J, Gore . wath eher 529%4 0-6 
J A Si eletitors eee on renee ee Sea tv 

RwBu OTR i522. elect eres ae one 0-6 
TJ ooleinman..... t.sass seer eae asec 1-9 
GLB. Willard se 22st pete ss ner 1—10 
J. Miller. o..02. 1} 

ank Watson... 
H.C. Bailey ... 
G.N. Lydston.. 
C, H. Mears .-.. 
Henry Ehlers.. 
©. H. Britton. .. 

C. D. Gammon. 
A. Kleinman,,. 
Fred Kimble... 
Henry Crawford 
D. G. Tunnicliff ... 
R. H. Whiteside . 
N. Doxey..-.....- 
J. A. Hofstetter, 
H. A. Sloan......- ‘= 
Dan'l Hogan ...... _ 
Dr. N. Rowe .. 0— 8 
J. A. MeKenzie, en 

G. G. Parker... ios 

M. EH. Tabor.... .-. 6 
Soe Soc HE SCHHR OHHH HH COOH OHHH CEH COME CHOHSSoH PORK eR EE HOR HEHEHE OOH ROO SCHERER HHORHHRCSS COONS SHOR ROO HOR HOEY OH OR RR HOO HH Ree OR HR OHH HOSS HHHe SHOPS ERE HHOR RR OF HHH SHH HOHHHR OCHRE RE H HR HEEE ee HOMER eEH ERE SOtROHERE RH HERON OROCOCHE HEHEHE 

o 

POSER SSC SH SHR RHR HROR ORE OHHH RHO SHH HHOH ORR SCHHESOHS SCHOO RH RHO BER OCH OHEHR HH CR HRHERSCHHHOHRHHH HORRRH CHER SHEE HOH HORE HORHH OHHH ORHOMH 

Jobn Watson...... 
aueene Bogardus 

8. H. Turrill .. 
G, C. Mosher .., 
Abner Price .. 

A, W. Bruner.+:.- 
H. H. Fahnestock . 
Chas, Stock......... 
¥V.N. Lincoln... 
Capt. Morris .. 1—8 
W. R. Willet.. 1—7 
T. J. Rodman... 18 
A. B, Boardman 1—5 
As Gy Allengi\ Texkess aris 1— : 
Tom Stage.. 
L. Weekley ... 
WD Walls eh 6 
John McCallum...... 41—10 
R, W. Cool...... 1—7% 

. B. Martin... .. 1-8 
James Robinson 1-7 
DERM bie. Seek, peck sey es eee 1—8 

RoHS Hoe ee HHO Oe Heep 
M. K. Flory... 
BH. T. Crosby.... .. 

SR COP SHOR HOM HOH SHOP SSH OOS eer ee et eS pp HROR HONS OHO HH HH HOH HH HHOOHHHOH SOHO HEE HO HS Die OH See eH pH ROS OHHH OCH HEH HE HOSE HEH oe FP et ha ak fh kd fe ek fe fd pk fk fad fk fk fd pk fk fk CHHOR PSH HY OHHH HHO EH EE eR OO BEAR ROH oe HHO OS OR SHH CRE OHH ORE OHH HHH OH HO SHH Heo oOoP, a a ed a a ih fa kt fh a fd kd te 
CHE HEHE SCH SoHRe COS SORE eHO HEHEHE Eee oe eee epi 

— 
| 

G.W. Townsend........0...0.csseee ee 1 1-10 
Heed Ales 2-5 A eee aes eee 0 j—2 
Billy Morris... RR eer AR ART | 17 
I. Carr...... aL 1—4 
Kid. Allen,..... seal 1—6 
John Hough.. roe Br heal 1-9 
MY We BeeGree: nee te ar 1 I—6 
G. C. Crossman.... 0 1-7 
B. B. Townsend... 1 1—6 
E. M. Paine....... 42 0— 6 
OH Delaney ®, satis y. eo c Bw cae stalatola 1-9 
DAO a Be 0 LaF ER err Sen ae 0 1—56 

Ties of 10: Hich and Buford tied on 
on two at 3l yards; finally divided, § 
Mies of 9: Mears and Hough tied on five at 26 yards, Mears win- 

ning with five at 31 yards. 
Ties of 8; Hauworth, Youngs, Lydston, Kimble, Doxey and 
aoe tied on live at 26 yards; Kimble, Doxey and Crosby finally 
dividing. 
In shooting off ties of 7 Harbaugh and Watson tied again on 

five at 26 yards and divided. 
A team shoot of four members from any club belonging to tha 

State Association for a purse of $527; 15 single birds each; 21 
yards; four prizes :— 

Macomb Shooting Club. 
W.H. Taylor bet ss 10 | J. M. Keefer .... 
D. M. Grave: 10 i 

Votal ... 

flye at 26 yards, and again 

D. G. Tunnicli 

ng ‘Club. 
P. H. Delaney. T. D.Woodruff. 10 | 

J. Miller... Is | W. B. Hauworth.........--... i 
Total . BY, PT 3, 8 ae raat bil steetep] Ath 

P u Club, of Quincey. 
J.C, Pipino. 10 | W. H. Lanoix........, AY 10 
H, Schnous ae 

Total . 
ustin Gun Chib. 

Bes WHEE sc onplacssijeceel ete 8/02 Gardner... senha pepe sere vi 
F. Canfield’...-. ..-2.2..-. w|i) MeCallitm),.......----s.4+fte WwW 

South End Shooting Club, Chicago, 
Jade Orero esse yeee= eae se 39] Walliama. 0 ei ves 10 
M. Bich. . ... 14| GN. Lydston. sees 13 

Total 48 
Monmouth Gun Clu Wyoming Shooting Club, 

Edward Allen.....-...-::.-24: 11| J. C. Ly: 
G. P. Conrad.... 
Frank Rignier. H, CG. Cosgrove_- ae 
Ars A CATE Gus saat era sea noe A. ¥, Fuller.t.. ese s4epe- @ 

Olas saa reese oe hoy?) ee Ae PEE ee ee se 
Rock Island Gun Club, Audubon Club, Chicago. 

Te MEdBUtOrd et as mere ad 12) 0. BH. Felton... 2.022. 52... oe IL 
A. B. Rodman........ bese te aes 10) John J. Gillespie....-.. Regstt 9 
A. W. Bruner.. 9] Vom Stage. ...-...---1.--+ 4145 30 
Moy. Rodman. 2222.2. 5223 ».. 18) William T. Johnson,..,.-..., le 

otal) Seedy oe st + 44 WPotalias: pate ss feta was - 
Egyptian Gun Club. Galesbure Shooting Club, 

DAT Tela eee SRR NE ORCA 8 | Lewis Weekly..-..... -....... 15 
G. GoParker.: 035 0.022505; 15 I 
Dain Hogan..-..-.--sre+:-7 tt aut S| 
Migtite sr tines attic oeemsestne 10 | 

Motall .212-i.5 asp seater wesw 44 otal a svar. «Seve see ay ee 
Peoria Shooting Club. I Rio Gun Club. 

V.N. Lincoln....--....:. iets UL Pie Groshivints ta. spteh alee et il 
John Hough... ...........-.. 11| N. 3, Bruner.... 6 
Charles Stock. ... ...-........ 11 | l, H. Bruner...-. 10 
Fred Kimball.... ............ 12 | James Robinson.........---++ Ww 

TROtALG Pett ced eae er tena Mofo) CoE a Se a 4 
Oquawka Rod and Gun Club. Forester Chib, Chicago. 
Henry Bailey............e.0+ 10| J. J, Kleinman.... .. 18 
qT. A. Kinsloe. -2. t+. a. s.b. w} Abner Price...... 
B. Bailey ....---4+4 Mr so w./S.H.Purrill ... ... 8 
GEA eee ee ae ee wi | Ac. He Bogard ips 226.2) oe 

DOCH EE tau. ohtenlp sales ++. 10 Total. ..2.4< Rrotsiee ttisa os d 
Chicago Shooting Club. | Geneseo Sportsman's Club, 

A. Kleinman,....... -...-.-.45 12|.C.FWioungs,...2.2: .ece-s- 9 
R.B. Organ....+-+++---+---- .. 12| A. Hofstetter... 13 
Charles H. Mears....,--..--- 11 | William Morris. «. 18 
G. B, Willard..........- BP ere 1 hl CLO ROY aces Poec ec tates tae 13 

OVAL, eAae gt coe pik taste he 47 Pole oe eeteces ap abies ot aeiett 48 
Maple City Gun Club. 

Frank Campbell....... Soiks ae 2 
George 8S. Wells.---.....--... 12 - 
Wm. Harbaugh.........-.... 9 
J. Stephenson.-...... -....... i 

Ue cls re ree eee ye seks 44 | 
The Monmouth Shooting Club was awarded the first prize, In 

shooting off ties, the Galesburg Shooting Club won the second 
prize, ‘he South End Club, of Chicago, Peoria Shooting Club 
and Geneseo Sportsmen’s Club divided the third prize. The Chi- 
vago Shooting Club won the fourth prize. 

May 26th.—Ten single rises; 26 yards; ties shot off at same dis- 

tance. Four prizes. The winner in this match to be declared the 

champion of the State for one year at26 yards :— 
George Steel 1200 11.1 01 1-8 
James Pankhurst Tia0qo0TLTI?I+ts 
W. H. Lanoix 1110000 0 1-5 
HH RGhROUSs.. beg caer rete mee 00001000 0-41 
C. H. Mears 1100110117 
Dan Hogan 1Toroe0o0d0o0 1 I~ 
RAW Cool, oc Titidagq4roOi1 0-8 
H. F. Neidhardt.. 11i1i11100t218 
R, B. Organ 1S 0 ek od Oi ai 
IH. An ayp vers hess Ube i aD ate al ate, 
M. Eich... Tiitiijidizid9ogs 
H. H Fannestock.... ..:.--- SOL Ee eat oe en 
John MeCulium, .-.<...- Delete eee Ata Arey 0000012121214 
H. B. Livermore. . Ood0007T00102 
John Watson......- 11id0121200 0 1-5 
John J, Gore........---- D0 1 Se E07 
C2. Willard... -s-- =---- 10721110 0 0-5 
Z. N. Hotchkiss, .-.....-+---++-+ este e+ Lot Loto oo 0s 1 3-7 
H, G. Mosher, ..-. 01106021101 Ot 
BH. A. SlOane tg epee ee eee eee 11000110 05 
G. W. Townsend.... 10010001104 
G. N. Lydston..... Seeker Wiasagidets sr hele L Ode eee Cele, 
5. B Woh ye tanmereeee lO Ob Od 00 et eae 
D.G :Pit TO a0 OL 27 
J. 1020011 0 0-5 
L 60 111 072 0 0-5 
V.M. OLi nti. fs 
J.M. Heefer OLTIiTos 0 Eb 
James Dann Ae eee et 7 
Frank Carr..-.---- Sgierr tad: ee wed ee WT Te ae 
TPG DIEN as ont ayass cee as Pe araas oe PTL O004 120 0 4 
Swan Swanson........... WT ee ~-0 100000 00 1-3 
SPs PUOCaTat. 2h suit.t. phase sede aan esa) EO SO aes ae 
C. BE. Felton,....... psrebeae) 2 POD eb BY -TD I— a 

. BeRodman...,..-...-.-222.:22- 2000S oh dd 9 



Junn 10, 1880.] FOREST AND STREAM. 

Be Bailey. oo) o. 05444 4 bee sean egos =1l@M@10097 111 EQ 
FP. A. Kinsloe..-...-....- ee YOU Le 1 Aa ee Oe er 
Lewis Weekley........... A eshens oe T1ijdvitioiiod-s 
A.W. Bruner...,--- -.-4%-.---..---- hE ee Te A 8 
T. T. Woodrutf........-.- ey rece-e? LO do On eT ie. 
Penk Wrathonssepirte hese a SLD ae “gat lt OE G7 

Snyder -.......-... > ete De ie Oe Tes i 
Pr Delaney .+..--. + -O1112000011 65 
Tom Stagg....-.. -----~.+- -L00021220 0 0-4 
N. Doxey...- Ral nt fish ePyab less 
SAY Brooks y pease es Sa oO Ti ek Onis ae 8 
Wm. Donn ....- ©-11100012100 215 
R. H. Whiteside. . ~O0101000 0 0 0-2 
GG. Parker....... Pe ae Da a ete es 
E. T. Crosby -TLOL100T1TOLE 
W. 1. Johnson +t CY 1 A el 9) 
W. Harbaugh -1l11122010121-84 
W. 4H, Skinner ---02100120010 0-3 
J. A, Gardner --00100021210 0-8 
D. M. Morris »001T000T1014 
i. M. Fleming 1010120 2 0 0 5 
D. Drake... DO SO Or ial Cia 
Chas. Young. Soro ied Ty it 
A. Hofstetter.... ede Oi TOs Cee 1G 1a 
J. Stephenson .. NAG De al let 1G 
@. Emery.... .-.. ~-111000000 03 
A. Kleinman..... + SLR LS tile lls I 
F. B. Townsend. 0/70), 250).0 0, 0 bt It 
W.H. Moran...,.. -Tr110000 10 1—5 
W. GB. Hauworth. Si Seti tetera Oat Olt 
RES Se VOLS Lie tel flat beta eee ale! THRIATOLITI ev 
Jas. A. McKenzie. -1L11ii0001005 
MirGdvie sm DIS. 8 eae yooh Oke eA ee. Late ee a is 
WE SU OEM Sh ach ch Ghee thac Hes ntotnnee 1T1i110010010¢-5 
aE amir ity oe eae tn Shak re ie TLS LAS WR Watt mre oh Sahn eS ar 
Woho Gillesples pus st.t.2.sa.dfes22 2h 1000100211 1-5 
JU we fad Ze edeckigg 400 -t1-=: Sek ee eae 000010000 0-1 
D. G. Cunningham,............ ...... Tiodo1ro0oddi1id’dtilw?wz 
Ws, Crawytonaiie i. F tan hileee he tee Tidi02000 0-4 
J. Miller. ___ St read Oo ae es 
A.G, Allen -L1o07T011 40 1—7 
R. Greenwood. ard 2 00.0 1 0-5 
E. Watkins... =101010011 0-5 
W. Boone.- 10110000014 
AS] La eee ss ete i eee fe er eee ie Lele oF 
Wm. 8S. Morris OL aia eee 080) leah 
png ene Hogardis i Oewte On a Gt si § 
M. E. Tabor.-... TS ie Rs ee a a 
J.B. Worthen .... 010010011 1—6 
H. B. Slauson... PhO batho 141 0-6 
C.D. Gannon. ele ty ale 08 10: he 7. 
Ed. Allen.....- 0 121171 6.0 1 1-7 
Abner Price, ee aT eee oe 
pail de te 22a AREAL idgdidododoidodi¢4 
EPA TIN GN atte, puceisais etsy pie eee OLO0 T1020 1-5 

 Ganteld 5 | THIPtittaTCriag 
H. J. Cosgrove. el Le ood 5 
A. ¥. Fulier .... -00210110000 28 
Ll. H. Bruner, eo 0) 0) 0 Tet Oe 0— & 
M. Conley .. ... Te ye eet 
Wm. Weekley, dr..... ok OP A si rls ees Gh 
H. Wykoff.... ... eet OAL LOS Ops Oe 
Geo. P. Conrad cud ol led 0 teeOeeined! ‘Goes 
TTS WATTS. scewesy LOTT LOR2 0 Oe 5 
Frank Campbell eS le AO) a0 ie 
J. J. Schuck... TI1TiIid0100016 
J, Gardner.. Tel 00 1 Dri 

Abe Kleinman won the firstmoney and the Gore champion gold 
badge, valued at $125. In shooting off ties of 9 each, Hauworth 
and Canfield tied again on 5 straight, at 36 yards, and divided. 
Cool won in ties of §, with 5 straight, at 26 yards. In ties of 7, 
Tunnicliff and Carr tied again on 5 5 straight, at 26 yards, Carr win- 
ning with 2 out of 3 at 26 yards- 

Same day.—Two hundred dollars cash; donated by citizens of 
Galesburg. A two team shoot of any two members from any or- 
ganized club in the United States. Team making the best score 
to win. Ten single rises each ; 21 yards :— 

Galesburg Club. 
Jas.A. MeKenzle.............. 9| Lewis Weekley........-... 7—16 

Begun Club. 
C. Emery,.,..-.-. q- 27 6|L. Fleming...,.......--.... 4—10 

“Canton ails Club. 
IPE MO Tehchihe PARSE BAAR CED Nes 30 Witte "D ORD ays clte 2 alte §—18 

Canton “enh Sey 
VY MOTT) Fes. 4t anne eRe en AN Gardner......... «+. 4-10 

Macomb Shodting Club. 
Bi BH. Delaney... Sao ke 8|D. G. Tuonnicliff...... vevee B-TT 

Glee cha 
J-A. Sneider.:,-:.- ~ 7 | John Johnson..,.,,-.-.+.-. 5—12 

Quincy ‘Shooting Club. 
W. B. Hauworth........--.... PPM GTI s aie chef, cleiete -t eioiels T—16 

: Forester din’, Chicago. 
Abner Price,.__,-.-- pore or et cee J.J. Kleinman.........,.- 10—19 

Maple City Club. 
BP CamMphellicaste ss oe vel ieake cbs W. Harbaugh.. -. 9-16 

South End Club, Chicago. 
Dad OLS ee «a tears one 8 | John MecCaliuin so Teet cal CFE 6—14 

“Rock Island Ga 
A.B. Rodman............ Bruner...........5- §—18 

South End Chub, Ghicago. 
PM Pe ce PbIGkiss | eet 2-3 dere toes G. N. Lydston ... .-.,-+:. + 9-16 

Chicago Shooting Club. 
Jobn Watson ....:..-.......-5 4|H. EF. Neidbardt............... Ww 

Geneseo Sportsmen’s Club. 
Adam Hofsvetter ....--..4.-..- 8 - Doxey ma LE RL ay eiettess B17 

Geneseo Sportsmen’ 8 Club. 
C.F, Youngs..... AAI EA Le ome |) Dialed SOE. ary ak wleal felch « 7—15 

Rio Gun Club. 
R. Greenwood......,..------.-- PH Satith.. 3-2-2 ere ret sg pee . T-18 

Geneseo Sportsmen’s Club. 
PET e)hhabsg Pe em ceenny Wye soe 7 | W- Morris... ....... S Boba) 7-14 

Maple ae Club. 
J. Stephenson.......---.... . 7) Geo. 8. Wells......-.... ,-. 5—12 

Rio Gun Club. 
Ag I Cp OS yeah aan eluate 7| N.S. Bruner 8—15 

Yuma Clu 
J.C, Swank..........- fomacs fa 4\J. Shaffer bk ogee no ey 6—10 

Neo Clo 
As Y. Puller.:...... ge PO 7 aie. Cosgroye...--.:.+5-+ 6—13 

Staunton Club. 
E. B. Townsend, .-.-. PS ae 3|G. W. Townsend.......... 7—10 

Chien Chib. 
IW, HE. Tabor... 2... ed seen -.. o| W..H. Skinner .......2.... gt 

Glee Club. 
Jas. Panihurst -.-:-,,--.4-.. 6 | Geo. Steel ...........-..-.. 8—I4 

ae Chicayo lt “s 4 
H. Whlers..2:..--- aes idanpesee ne [Ph he Wi(an 6 er ete sear tere Ww 

"“Sieiiapol Ss ee 
Wi Te Dubs... 2 fet seeeed 9| A. H. Goodenough,....... 7-16 

“Mendota 1 Club 
G. G. Grossman..........-..0.4 9| R. H. Whiteside........... 5—14 

Monmouth ‘Club 
Frank Carr..... Ce, Fe Bt {| Eda. sciotie ie ay de Ae « T14 

Monmouth Club. 
GB. Conrad .4ey-.-2 cee swe F. Regnier.. eens ag A, 

Deira Club. 
TH VISA CESHMISG petcfelcle slats Uren ibebies OD. Watts sa fs taagee §—12 

Mediapolis Club. 
ew Barideets po. ehives Pre sy ee {| A. Runge........ “doges: tb 9—16 

Delavan Club. 
D: G. Cunningham......-0... 10) Ps Clark ....1.4--2--+;-+--. 9-19 

ustin Gun Club. 
S, Hyinalsvelve+ eipisa 555205 CG. D. Gammon............- WW 

“Galesburg Shooting Club. 
Wim. Weekeley, Jr.....--...-- (Be 3s CARER 29 re pecs se sy sg: Ww 

Fort Clark Club, Pantinh 
O Moot pet ce ee. Hrank Pesch...........0-+ i—16 

Geneseo Club. 
Well! DOWOy.:..scbe.csecs eo SOW Parker, ..-.s3etere ged ~ sac 

Warsaw Club 
J. B. Worthen... ...............6| Wm. Thayer........... oe BD 

aya Clab. 
John Hough..ji1 fies... 9) H.H. Fahnestock......, +» #18 

; Bagetown Club. 
Geo, A. Litterch.............. 5| Marshall Fournald............ Ww 

‘Quine Club 
Charlie Austin..,.-.-....+----- Aol WomiStae gies: at1er-ditee~-t-s+ Ww 

Eets Club. 
Fred. Kimble :....-.++- 9 | Chas. Stock...,_,.:-...::-10—19 

_Oquawira Cl ub. 
TY AL RANBIOG, pease 33 H, Batley.................. 6-12 
eee Austin Gut Club. “ 

oP., WATER) ni 5-20 -+ + -eee - ugene Bopardus..........-...W 
Oquawka Club. e 

B.Bailey.-......--..+-. Geo, Camp, ,,......:....... 8-6. Seeese ne 

Canton Sie 
Drak GsG. Parker e242). oe: Vi HU RASA. CAA Ines See 7-14 

Quincy bint. 4 
Yank Wutson....... L Ais 7| Geo. Stockwell......-.-- . 8-15 

Galestrurs Club, 
Dan Hogan -.:-. Opes Artes ob pan. 5 | Jas. Weekley.....---......05-- WwW 

Chicago Shooting Club. 
A. Kleinman ,.....-s:--...-... 10| R. B. Organ .....--..,--.5+ §—18 

“Chicago Shooting Club. 
Ge dire Wares. ue. ia re eas CO MGA YS itis peas ae be eae 8—Ih 

Forester club, Chicago. 
J.J, Gillespie ..... Plates. ae vi Ree Lil Pes onee ve ne: secure TIE 

iromaenth Olub, 
1]. W. Beers ....:-- fateeatoa ab He BM. PAyMe: cast pe2at wees see w 

Queen City Gun Chub, 
Hy Orawiord yc. tae en. 9|J.Seipker....... Dod bl Bbebkels 6—15 

Quiney Club. 
H. Schnous...,.----...5- ears, 6| W. H. Lanoix..,.......---- j-13 

Rio Club. 
Lewis Vickery :-.-.:.....0c0.5- We} My Conley <2. c.c2n. 2. sen ene 9-16 

Peoria Club, 
D. M, MOrris ..........0.ceeeeee 6 pre We Lincoln ssc. er 8—14 

Rio Chub. 
Lewis Slawson ,....-,------+--+ 5 | James Robson... .-..-..... §—it 

Peoria lib. 
Bred. Vracyit. -t)>ty-2e)a ar. M George Elliot.........----.;.-- W 

Bunker Hill Chub. 
George Harris.......-...-2--.+. 7 | Abel Harris.....- ---1:-.-. 10-17 

Galesburg Clitb. 
SA SISTOOKBys. 2a, “pene rs rans eae VRE WEGOOL A e.. gc- eee sack. -W 

Galesburg Chib. 
Dan Meek........+..+5- Bet BAA ANION oe cate a ctaceay ce are me w 

“Austin Gun Club. 
J. Gardner .. Aes 6b | P.Ganfield...........-.s.4---005 Ww 

(Name not eiven.) 
John Gardner. 8| W. Kinnear .:-:-.---, Bl rece b—14 

‘Knoxyille ow 
W. L. Johnson. . Were ie Calusa HEAL GU ah ates end le ofel Sela T-14 

Monmouth Club. 
Fred Harding... , |W. B. Parsons......-.-+-4-+ 5-9 

Rio aa 
H, P, Winchell......-.....,.:.- 6/H eaey, Wyott. os see eee a I-18 

pibeGe Olub. = 
D. Aldrich...,.-. ies Beer | tesDhincany 6 shin aes ae Ww 

Ties on 19; 26 yar A 
pes ee 

Abner Price. .;.--...:++-.0.5..- 8| J.J, Kleinman.......,..4,- 3— 6 
Delavan, 

D. G. Cunningham .. Paes P. Clark... th 

Fred .Kiimble,.......,+:.-.2 -.. 6 | Chas. Stock. +38 
cee Kimble and Chas. Stock, of the Peoria Club, won the first 

Ties on 18; 26 yards :— 
Canton Sporting Club. 

VAMOS DONTE 0s eee ele ee vee 3| William Donn......--::--.: 3— 6 
Rock Island 

A, BU Rodmam.......-..5 2... 5| A. W. Bruner......-..-. - 3— 8 
Chicago Shox ting Club, . 

A, EKleinman,.... 6.12.60... eee 4|R. B. Orgar.. .£- 8 

A. B. Rodman and A. W. Bruner, of the Rock ‘sland Club, and 
Abe Kleinman and R. B. Organ, of the Chicago Shooting Ciub, 
divided the second rrize, $60. 

P. H. Delaney and D. a. Tunnicliffe, of Macomb; Hiram Hofs- 
tetter and N. Doxey, of Geneseo, and Geo. Harris and Abel Har- 
ris, of Bunker Hill, divided the third prize, $40. 

Ties on 16, 27 yards, won by M.J. Hich and G. N, Lydston, of 
the Chicago South End, and D. L. Tubbs and A. H. Goodenough, 
of the Mediapplis Club, who. after shooting at one bird esch on 
the second tie at 31 yards, withdrew and divided fourth prize, $25. 

May 27th.—Ten single rises, 21 PAE five prizes i— 
R. W. Coo mierie de estore te ==9 
H, FE. Neidhardt. OTe teed heeled: 1 oa 
eee Hein 1000201021 i1—-5 
. Meslay ee ae. 13D a Nee Ons Ts 
aries pol ah der eal ab th ta 
5. tat le eet ed 
J. J. Gi cag Wh ST ab She all Sha ah qa 
cee eta th alah nt at abe le a: 
RB JL aie ah Te) Witwil ae al ee 
John Watson.. erik aah le ATP esta ib A ae 
NU ec BE Veale LON OSE algF OF 197 
pea a ras ol) atyor rh pl tienbenk al oy 
M. Bich. - Cipro” Shes galt hy gt) a) 
J.C. Swank ee sh eGR? ai wl Say) 
A. G, Allen....,-... Pe lie Oe ee 8 
A. Kleinman otis ip te) aT ALD ier tae eg Es (1) 
We axe yeas Ae, fall bh gl Shetty she Wet SEN: 
GU Mears erick esa eel Fecale iy tae ti SE Ties hoe Bales 
Gears. WeUs ss: be rts ee oo een eau 1PoOoTTILAOL OL 

pry es ib al Wi) Geese aheal ei hae ear 
Satie a tak plea tials 3, 

(OP a aks) ak Weg aii 
. Sloan-.... 2011717 0.0 0 1 0 I—5 

W. Harbaugh...,,... Pal Gly als boge ole & wig ES) 
eS eh Re Auta al VS Tae aed 1 
ERA TORT SOR sesh ay aie abet oh Tt sh Tie 
H. Eblers..:-:.....:.. (ie ah sh Soke aa) i ot) 
Fred Kimble.. pole err Se eT OPIS 
Dan Hogan Sole line oO he es 1Ge eit 
A.B. Rodman C0 EL wie Om ide at Yi 
A, W. Bruner-. SLL? Los 21 19 
A. Y. Fuller.... HoT Sh a eG: 
A. Hofstetter....... ToL iiio 7 

. Shaffer....i..; .- a O1421207 0 0 1-8 
John Wough........, Febptad ar; Pa ee er Re 
Lewis Weekley.. pelle ae ot On Tes leet 
Eta Meet sch ab ak 1) al eit pete e ak peas 
G. W. Townaend.. ty, SALLE De ele 
W. HH. Skinner.........+-.+: sebeit SF ak aE Ri ny ah Sale ae— ere 
J.C. Crossman... BpoObH vi O11 DI 0 be 0O— sh 
a, Parmer Gites eer a 2 1) ea OS TR oe eis id 
Chas, Stock......... nd Ronn Ree De Orsi POs 7 
P. H. Delaney.......... 3 ; Fe I et) A, tei) 
D. G. Cunningham ye eilete feel ue de JO ibai— 5 
G. N. Lydston 20 10 Lot £ Ot 1I—6 
Billy Morris Py a ae bas ee 
A. Brooks voir Ula Lele eo te Daa) 
A. Runge... r,t 60 11 0 0 1 05 
Abel Harris Spotl york 3) FG), clea TH AT Sa 
D. M. Morris OO 1 On tele Ty 015 
KE. 1. Crosby a) 2 Oe 0) Sh Go 
TAD bYoyi belo eee Ree aS nts Jer de ase Lee Oras a ae eo 

Ties on zor 26 yards, won after second shoot off by J. J. Klein- 
man, K. W. Cool and H. Bhiers divided second prize, $71.50. 
J. Stephenson won third prize, $57.20. Charles Cate won fourth 
prize, $42.90. G. N. Lydston won fifth prize, $28.60 

ame they hee double rises ; 18 yarae four meee = 
ytan Hi a aeel c Rees aah Foes AAT O 1 20 00) (LG 
J.J. Gore....... : 1 td WwW w— 
H. Neidhardt. Oo Th i 6 
R, B. Organ...-..- Mie ality ak) Gea) 
@) H. Mears:.:.... 00 10 10 10— 5 
D. M. Morris. . 1 OOM 0 =a) 
AL sae ale) t 1 1 90k Irs 
M. Bich......-..., 10 OL iL od— 5 
D. & nDunnielitt, 1 oo oO W-38 
J.J. Kleinman Ty nh AL Se 
Geo, Camp....-.-.--++ fl 10 10 W— 7 
Jobn Wutson..... 11 610 «©1006 «(Ol 6 
G, W. Stockwell.. 1 St lh 
nN W. Cool.....-. ii 10 100° Ur 
A. Hofstetter mam 6910 ott 10— 8 
W. Harbaugh, .- i WwW oO ti-s6 
7 SAM CK EMEA Mee ther keee ascot 10 ik Th a= % 
D. G. Cunningham ... Sollee FLRterAP 10 10 410 Ii6 
S.H. Turrill. ces .cc. teu uy eh alt al vi 
1. A, Kinsloe,., a at a vo 8 
Tom Stage...... — 5 
Ww. Brine mC Se) a 

M, Conley....;-: oO 0 WW het 
PH. Delaney. . LP ily 2 eo 
Hrank ‘Gatr’.....)..-....-+ Leeetees 10h a 2 
H. Eblers .. -- pen ae Be OS 11—'8 
Abel Harris. ...- 01 i Ol O0l—6 
WN. Doxey.- 0 lk 00 W—5 
G. 5. Weills...... i it i =o? 
Yank Watson... <= m0 ik yt JoO— 8 
TT Wiaihhies koe paeaeeg. th y|. +) sak ey 0 Ww oO I6 
Peer ess: 10 «i O1 ij— 6 
A.B. Rodman.........---- reps a 10 il IL 1i— 9 
Pen Tubbs...... a 10 iL lW— 7 
L. Weekley.....-. Sire 3h wi il ai ee 
G. W. Townsend cath Wor} 

John MeGallum.....-...: Peetie sitio cr 1 10" “IO, 10) “tS 
TFELE LITA Carkbvy Ae de acted felon vier e aicle eee TiS pa © 1 10 8 00-5 
TTP Gilespie se ese its an] io06CUOk sd) - 6 
Tom Jones... .-..5)--.. safer, siteeieet 00 WwW oo 10 OSs 
chaees FP. Stock 1 Ol il l—6 

Ni relat Ae Neda t gone Pauls aae iL WwW ww 10—¢£ 
W. H, Skinner. . 10 Ww OL 1U0— 5 
hE Tot PRS DER Ee ada eee 5 ee oe oo 10 1 10 dI—6 
J, Stephenon.........0...... 008 vee ee ul i 11 11 10— 9 
Hey KahnestoGke i: sae) eee Puede 105 108 1 tig 
WAN Tam Morris... 72) he ctet sere seas fie Sti 2 2D sth —io 
Ohanles Totnes ses yeh heeds Ale 10 01 10 11 10— 6 
MONDRSWOMIO) sty ss dh colemeenopeeos ees WW i WwW oo mM—s 
line Mots ates eet ey eect nee paeeea ee auf Tig ath 10 10—17 

William Morris won the first prize. In shooting off ties of 9, J. 
J. Kieinman and Rodman tied again on Sout of 6 at 21 yards, Klein- 
man winning second shoot off with 4 out of 6 atl yards. A-~ 
Kleinman and Ehlers divided third. In ties of 7, Morris, Cool, Me- 
Kenzie, Conley, Tabbs and Turrill tied agin on 4 outof 6 at2L 
yards. Cooland Tubbs tied a third time on 4 out of 6 at 21 yards, 
and divided. 
Mi ay 28th.—_ Ten single rises ; 21 pards, Four peas — 
STEIN cere oer. eects ht sen yas: ibyah a Loiztigss9 

Fett | Fehr RA wet) eee pe eat ee ee 1 i t L1oiat2tiits 
~¥, Puller... .-.... 5. Oo LOL 1 DO eRe 

rani esses E S501) 20, OO Seale 
D. G. DRGs Lvioikiriaqaiiditrts 
Ww. FIR SEMINOLE yi ers Hye aeaen srry T1i00og0112127 58 
Dan Hogan......:.... . ell US i 0), eel 
Lewis Weekley. - oele Oi od) ie cl Gl ial 
ES COONS anne -liitooiti1i1006 
BEC Wraird tek keen nee ok Rl a a 10) a ae 9 
Charles Stock... -.. Sul Om Ap Se ey 
H. H. Fahnestock. - fy ele ae tab BL arly 
AL Brooks....... ooo L ONL 1s fe 1 06 
N. Rowe...... reek D0) VA eee le 
G.N. Lydston, eOLLDViLt bres 
§.H.Durrill..... ae le i eae TI 
J, J. Gillespie. . Mba as aI AP als) eal tistft 
Jobn Watson... dy Se Ale ht Se Dee 
J. J, GOre..-...--- Soke USE Le Sie ieee 
George Stockwell. Akio 27 02 OF £9 
C, H. Mears..... tal 04 DL ee re 
Steve Rymal-. -010000210T2 14 

. W. Bruner ee Galea Bloat ah til po tes) 
G, W. Townsend. see Le Ot OR Teas os 
BEE Kimble. ..... ao 1) De od oT isch 
J.MeCallum.... - SAI UE AL aa ae Eile aly 3. ie) 
‘A. B. Rodman.. TO he eee Os 
R, H. Whiteside.. ot DO) 1 LL 0 SOF es a8 
W.F. Staniferd.- zo eT 0. te he 6 
J.Stephenson...... pet RS ot ie eMC! (Pt it Van t | g hye 9 =? 
James A. McKenzie.. oe ee 

holel Lt de oy 0 a i 
. 22 Re 1107 10" ot ies 

John Hough co eet ele Ole ee 
A.H. Goodenough. Pet bh ak ah bee) ah est, 
M. Hich.... ... rok OG: 0nd eo as: 
Vie] fe ile clo 1 ee Oe Te re 
F. Leach wi0, 0 OTIS To ee 
0. Loon. ~-lL0100001 2 15 
A. Klein ie JAodh Sie TPO Oe a ee ee 
W. Harbaugh fe HE (te ab tik a er ik dU 
Williftm Mor pe IOUT) lech eRe terete) 
George Harris »-O017100001 14 
H.H. Neidhard code eho oT cy dig 
] orale Tel ol Ts I ee 

obs Ue 1 Oe LT rela ee 
oh OAL 2k oe is 
NA Sik Gera ae 
Oooo LGQtLtIiit oO &4 
Tititviitiiagiiidos 
Hele. ee aro 

Ties on 10; 2! ds ‘illespie withdrew, John Wat— 
son 4, Kimble 4, McCallum 3, McKenzie 5, Organ 4. 
In second shoot-off, ties ‘of 9, A. Kleinman won with three 

straights at 31 yards. Doxey won second shoot-off on tie of 5, 
with wit out of three, at 31 yards. Rowe and Stockwell diyidea 
fourth. 
Purse, $300, cash.—Donated by citizens of Galesburg. Willbe a 

four team shoot, and open to any organized club in the United 
States; each club to be represented by four members; each con- 
testant must have been a member of the club he represents sixty 
days prior to the shoot; fifteen errs birds each; 21 yards rise; 
the team making the largest aggregate score to win, 

Tn consequence of the supply of birds being exhausted on Fri- 
day night after one member of each team had shot off, {he mateh 
was postponed until Saturday, when the birds telegraphed for ta 
Chicago would arrive. Saturday being wet, and not so many 
birds coming as expected, it was agreed that each of the other 
three members of the team should shootatten birds instead of 
fifteen. 

South End Club. 
ee (ORGY. 5 crauenen ere rneeee SU RND Woy sae es) aan Saar bas ane it 
G. N. Lydsto M, Hich.. 

Total fas 

D. L. Tibbs........ 
A. H. Goodenough 

Total, <.7:+-.= 

G. B. Conrad Ff. Regnier, - ve 
Frank Carr BE. B, Allan. 9 

Total... ..- Seas 
@ Cha 

Fred. Kimball H. H. Fahnstoelk. 4 
John Hough. Chas. Stock 8 

Totalyevet-s 5 
hooting Clu 

Jake Wimsgams. O. Moon w.... 
Frank Pesch w.-....-2:2-....55 John Weers w 

Maple City Gun Club, Geneseo. 
G. 8. Wells. J. Stephenson +a 
F. Campbell W. Harbaugh 8 
UO le ig arf ues 2 AE SS 2 enue at saat 

Oquawka pre telateh et Club. 
B. Bailey...-- abi W, Cassell. 10 
T, A. Kinsloe Ra Baile i 

Total - 

Wio. Morris 
C. F. Youngs 
NG te ESP ts ead tae akp peices. altho ateenta iatata 

Chi ag REACT, Chib. 
R, B. Organ H. Neidhardt 
C. H. Mears John Watson vi 

FIG tails Weave mrenve cals Cette (ces ee er) ca rem os ave 
Hokesten Club. 

S. EL. Turrill.. 13 | J. J. Kleinman . 10 
J. J. Gillespie a8 

TOTHES So. 

A. Brooks Lewis Weekle -. 10 
R, W. Coo ears Delaney: veg 

PI SEay|* Sten pam eee Bakes ayer e Pee Te Sar kara qs! 40 

D. G. Tunniclit J. Jon .§ 
Yank Witson Geo. 3 Jonee 

Total. ay 
Geneseo ‘Sportsmen the diapoli 

(Iowa) Club and the Galesburg Club divided the second prize, 
$90; Forester Club third prize, $50, and Maple City Gun Club 
(Geneseo) fourth prize, $30. 
$$ + 

THE HOWELL TOURNAMENT. 

Pigeon shooting tournament at Howell, Mich,, May 25th, 26th 
nnd 27th. For the purpose of tuning up the instriments, the 
tournament was opened Witn a three bird sweepstake, plunye 
traps, 21 yards, ties mies and out, at 26 yards :— 
D. MeLane..:.......4+ 1 0-2} J... Jewett,. 11 2 
5. A. Melanie 1 1-2] &. 1, Mulliken.. 1 0 2 
Cc. Ga. Seats 1 1-2|J.H. Beebe .... 113 
Am gel! Sp ie ere 0 1 1-8| Qs. G. Carrier... -lits 
at it titeneodls Nukes 1 1 4-3] F. Wherry --.-,, 11243 
C..8. Brown.-.0.-.. 22. 10 01|¢,G. ep Ae .-1 1 
hk. Ti Sprague.. 1 0 6-1} Uebele.. - i102 
H. Ho. Knickerbocker. 1 1 0-8] Ben Lee. fd dP Is 
Chase: 2) 22S -1 7 8] 0. Whitney. 0 1 1-3 
G. Hleming -1 1 Q-2| C. Malay. fo 1 12 
J, L. White... .1 1 0-2?) G.C. Houstin- -.f1 jis 
GC. W. ea + 1 1 1-8| J, Wisher ,.-- Ld 1-3 
L. W, Sprague........ 1 1 1-8] H. Wilber Al 0 a2 
Mike O'Brien ,.--.---- 1 3 0. C, eet Fr Pubs oe 
Jd. BE. Long .....---.... 1 1 2-3|M.T. Cole._,.. ..... » 0 0 OH 
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Ties on 3, miss and out at 28 yards :—Hitchcock 0, Johnson 0, L. 
W. Spragae 1, O’Brien 4, Long 4, Beebe 5. Carrier1, Wherry 3, Har- 
rington 6, Lee 1, Houstin 1, Fisher 0. First money divided be- 
tween Long, of Detroit, and Harrington, of Northville. 

Ties on 2, 23 yards, miss and out: S.A. McLean 4. C. G. Jewett 
5, Angel 4, Knickerbocker 0, Chase 4, fee aS 0, White 2, J. H. 
Jewett 0, Mulliken 5, Uebele 1, Gillman5, Whitney 5, Malay 3, 

ilber 0, Kemp 0. . } " 
een tie: Erewett 5, Mulliken 2. Gillman 5, Whitney 3, Di- 
yided between Gillman, of Detroit, and Jewett, of Howell. 

Third money divided between Sprague of Greenville, and 
Rrown, of Lansing. Following this came 
Shoot No. 1 of the tournament programme, Ten birds, plunge 

traps :— 
Whitney..-.,.2...-+--- 0 1 1—8 

O'Brien,....- 
1= 

R. F. Sprague ..- >= 

Knivkerbocker., 
{= 

PORE ORR HEHOMSCH CODD ORE HY eH Fd ba et dp ed fk pk fo ft feed pd fol fh fed fod feed fd fad Pt > SCR SHEE OHO HHORHE OH Eee HES ARES SCH HORE EO HOR Hoel oe eee PE i th lh fh pa fd et Hr fi ft fd heh fe fk fk fa). hp df fod fd fl pe fod fed fed > RSE EEE HEE SH yg OPH eo POE RE HEHRHSO OHH HERO HOME ee poo Fn he fd pt ft fe OOP OL 
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First money divided between McLean, of Bay City, and Har- 
rington, of Northville. \“ 4 
Ties for second shot off at five birds, 26 yards: Knickerbocker 5, 

Lee 5, Fisher 5, Cole 5. hk . 
Second tie at five bi rds, 26 yards: Knickerbocker 5, Lee 2, Fisher 

$, Cole3. Knickerbocker wins second money. _ 
Ties for third at five birds, 26 yards: Whitney 5, Uebele 2, 

Wherry 4, Beebe 1, J. H. Jewett, 1, Mulliken 1, Kemp 1, White 0, 
Ghase 5, C. G. Jewett 4, Gillman 5, Long 0, L. W. Sprague 2, 
Angel 0. i Ma 
Second tie at ages urtds Ht yards: Whitney 1, Chase 1, Gillman 5. 

Won by Gillman, of Detroit. - 
Ties for rouretat five birds, 26 yards: O’Brien 5, R. FP. Sprague 5, 

Johnson 6, 8. A, McLean 2. pee 
Second tie, three birds, 26 yards: O'Brien 3, R. F. Sprague 3, 

Johnsonl. Fourth money divided between O’Brien, of Detroit, 
and Sprague, Greenville. 

Purse No. 2.—Ten single birds, plunge traps, 21 yards ;— 
1 

ROSE SOR CSSCOHOH eee 

it co 

RH SH HOR HON EHH OOM OH OEHS 

= 

BOSCH HERE EHO HEHE OU eH ee Pe fa hf fe a a fat ek dt feet fe Fh kd fk ad ek pk fed kd be fa pk pd fd pe ped RH Oe BEE OO ee ie Se OOS eR Oe SSS a fi ft ft fd fed et dP hk et at pk fd fad ek td kk RHO OH He COR HH OOOH LL RoSooReH 
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Ties for first at five birds, 26 yards: Long 4, Knickerbockem 
4, O’Brien 4, 8. McLean 3. 
Second tie at five birds, 26 etter Long 3, Knickerbovker 4, 

O'Brien 4. Divided between O'Brien, of Detroit, and Knicker- 
bocker, of Flint. 
Ties on nine at five birds, 26 yards: C. G. Jewett 4, Beebe 2. Mul- 

liken 4, Wherry 1. Divided between Mulliken and Jewett, of 
Howell. 
Thes for third at five birds, 26 yards: Carrier 2, Whitney 3, Lee, 

8, Hitchcock 2, Van Duesen 1, 
Second tie at three birds, 26 yards: Whitney 0, Lee’. Won by 

Lee, of Monroe. 
Ties for fourth, three birds, 26 yards: D. McLean 3, Gillman 0, 

Sprague 0, FisherI. Won by McLean, of Bay City. 

Purse Vo. 8.—Glass bails, three Bogardus traps; 10 yards apart:— 
Tail 1110 

Knickerbocker........ 
Vth yest. ~--4- 2 eS 
D. McLean.....--- Pitas 
C. 8. Brown 9 ba 
PSUs rae hoes Yeh aces oe = 

SRHOoR OR Roo 

Wabi. soos ea oss ace 
Van Deuson.-..,---... . 
PRLCCHGOCKGE. Swe oe © 
Mulliken’... ns 
Tanner .:. 
Fisher .. 
Miller.. 
Schofield . 
Lockwood.. 
TIL a3 
8.MecLean . 
Wilher........--------« 

OH CRH OOH RR OOC CR ROSH OoOrHH SOD 

Lee,. 
Straugh 
Cc. G. Jewett , 
Ad 

BEEBE HER OPO COM OSHON EE HGS He EHEC HoS HEHEHE OR HOR RE HOH HEH OH HORE EES Fleming - 
Whipple.... -2. #...... - ‘ i eat 1 

ies for first money, $2%, at five balls; 21 yards: Whipple 5, 
Lous 4, Jewett a Divided between Whi pple, of South Lyon, and 
t , of Howell. 
EAE he at five balls; 21 yards: Gillman 4, Mulliken 5, 
Wilber 4, Lees. Divided between Lee, of Monroe, and Mulliken, 
£ Howell. 

. Ties for third at fiye balls; 21 yards; D. McLean 3, Chase 3, 
Hitcheock 8, Wilber 2, Lockwood 2, Adams 5. Won by Adams, 
of Lansing. s 
Fourth won by Whitney, of Flint. ‘ 

Purse Wo. 4—Five ground traps; 20 yards rise; both barrels; 
all ties decided at same distance at five birds :— 

Be SH He Ee ROH SOR HORE ERR HOH OOK REE SO fe ed Se I OH OM el ee HOH eS OH ee ee ROH HORE RH OR SCH HOM SOHO ROORH SOOM HOOR HEROS OP HH BHR HOR BEY OR EH ORES OCHRE OHROHSHCHHOSHH Hee OSOe He REO ORE OR HERE OR ORE EOMOH ES HOH REY HORE HEE EH ORO S OR HONORE SOORHHE HORE HE SC OHOOH OOOH HEHE HOSCHO lm Ei et POp et MOCHRORBHE COM HE SHEE SOSH EH HOHSSHHORHE HEH HSH HEHE HOCH E EERO ees eR ORROHOoR HORHORHEORHRHH Hee EEE HORE BH ORK ROS 

=~ 

ee eS Oe Se ROO OH ECON HHH OOH O Hone ROocSoHe 

55-8) 9A6 SAGO IO eee EL 1100011119017 
aoe re EN eh DSi) ol Tk UE re 
Whitney. .1110100100 0-5 
Whipple. - Va Da a OS Ba 
Jobnson --: Ce Aenea eas 0.1 0.02 G0 TA 6 
D. Mche@at- co... sc cerer ess ster eee es iP eerie ipa ah st ia 

TAH HEG Ie ee tarertees sere Oo 2 ONO LO es 

Mulliken... ..--24si00ee2++2reycee: $0101 
TIO ta o-% 

~ SPYABuUe...--16.---+++ ree 
5 

Wine TE SERS OS 8 vugip yt usin 
O12 b1 0 21 7 08 
000100210124 
T1iiodiooiotrts 
pty) Shar Sle Pea 
070100110275 
OL L12 1a a a p= 

Wan Deusen. .......--..- oo poh 128 
Knickerbucker........ Age Y, eae el ta— 3 
Straugh .... Mr Oe see ¢ il 0 0-7 
Adams.... sates ) 0-5 
Wilber..<. - 0 I— § 

i ; 1-3 
(Ao, 0—8 

IR BYSpragues.s...5. sauces ee hy 
0. G. Jewett. 
Gillman .. 

Be eS OSH HOME RoE eo MOH SOM ROSH MH eee oe ee FE te fa St el al Sd Op ODOR SOSH Hee HHH HE eos REE SH OHOOHR EEE Yoo SRE SCSCH OC SH Ee oe eo Fa SRS ot hhc RR HHO Seo Oe poe 
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0 
1 0 
0 1 
1 1 

ra 1 
1 1 

Rumsey +a 0 1—-68 
Gregory va!) Sar 
e..... aa 1 1-10 

O’Brien eh ¥ i= 9 
Harrington 0 0 0-—7% 
0. 8: Brown a!) 
Gordon chal OW 
Carrier asl se) 
Long 1 1 0-10 
White 0 0 1—5 
Angel i at i) 
J.H. Jewett 1 OW 
Malay........ 0 Ow 

ities tor sevonds Wh Gill ies for second ; erry 2, Gillman 2, Leed, Long 5, Divided be 
tween Lee, of Monroe, and Long, of Detroit. ; = 

Ties for third: Whipple 2, Squires4, Beebe 1, O’Brien1, Wilber 5, 
Carrier 3, Angell. Won by Wilber, of Howell. 

Ties for fourth: Brown 0, Van Deusen 5, Knickerbocker 2, 
Green 5, Dixon 0, Runsay 0. Divided between Van Deusen, of Bay 
City, and Green, of Flint. 

Purse No. 5.—Plunge traps; 10 birds :— 
J.H. Jewett ........ . pereaye Braet 010102111 0-6 

. -100TT02T2717 
5) eA) tog Ppl 1 EL 0 
T111111011r9 

Se a eT 0 St Ie 
910010110 0-4 

A 102122311210i1t21-8 
C. G. Jewett... pal Se eet ee ela 
Van Deusén’......5..2..- Do Do ei lr Sa elas 
Harrington........, +1111410127T118 
Coles cae reer este -1l10000101 1-5 
Beebe. .... oO OD ae a et ls 
a Grates eh Fae daa :10 010 17 0-1 DT 16 
D. McLean -110100001 04 

, Brown 0000110100 8 
Squires. ..... -~O011127%1100 21-7 
Long ...,. -eLLUdOLI1I O01 Hs 
Gillman...., Sabon ur obese chock abe if eats) 

. McLean.. -lii1zvdizdv¢éeodtrid3dtrs 
Mulliken ... 1011200211117 
Hitcheock,-.- 4.022. .0.. 0. 10002120101 1-5 
SWIHGEIY: SFR ewes & 00100010113 
Knickerbocker........ ODT 0 021 tet 
Angela Eis. oe Te De et 1S 
Whitney olin oor er 
OBrien = eeer OT Dal! A TL 9 
WATTIGK).<+ ener est fuss ~ eT cE athe i 0b apy 
Whipple... D Stal eT ao 9, 
Tanner..:. en oa Sh ft 102 1 2 2 0 1—8 
GCE WOO se - coseb ee Maenas ited tela 26 Te ta el 8 
Jewett and Gillman made a clean score, and divided first. 

. Ties for second; 26 yards: Fisher 1, Rubert 0, Harrington 1, 
Whitney 0, O'Brien 5, Whipple 3. Won by O’Brien, of Detroit. 

Ties for third; Straugh 1, Houstin 0,Van Deusen 4, Beebe 4, Long 
4,8. McLean3, Angel 3, Tanner 0, Lockwood 4. 
Second tie: VanDeusen 1, Beebe 1, Long 6, Lockwood 4. Won 

by Long, of Detroit. 
Ties for fourth: Adams 2, Squires 4, Mulliken 0, Knickerbocker 

3, Carrier 4. Divided between Squires, of Jackson, and Carrier, 
of Bay City. 

Purse No. 6.—Six double rises :— 4 
Van Densenewe- S07. Rocseyss Seesssane re LO) MOn OLIGO, A 10— 8 
COT ROE Ge SE ee oe eee apie dae 10 10 10 11 Ol fi 
Se PMGHea teins ee tet esitleirweiae dames o ii Ol 01 10 11 10—8 
WHIDRGss + net eti rasp bone. tas en eauasey ee dl 11 0 11 J O01—10 
MON hap case baccinwpanet in Ealtasiaae ates lee 10 10 10 00 11 11-7 
D. McLean.-....---- teem een ite eee DO IROL 00 Tt n= 4 
Knickerbocker... ......-. 212. c eee eeeeeeees 1 OL 11 11 GI—8 
O’Brien 10 01 10 10 11—8 
Beehbe......... 10 01 11 11 11-9 
Carrier 10 10 11 00 10—7 
Squires 1 10 00 10 11-7 
C.S. Brown. oO 10 00 10 19-3 
Chase........ oo Tf 00 00 11— 4 
Hitcheock 10 11 00 00 11-7 

omas ll 10 11 00 6 
AT ee es eee 10 01 10 10 117 
Wherry 10 00 10 1 W—5 
©. G. Jewett MI) 11 at 71-12 
Siravgh eae. ey es ees Weta! 01 10 10 01 Ml 10-6 
Mulliken..,.-....... SOE rt a Pen Es 01 10 10 10 11 10-1 
US APL LGM e Ltn sda weit cin baerts Salewicieltits eecige 00 10 OO 10 10 HI—4 
Harrington.... .......... Seanad pees ys BF 0 10 10 11 1 10—7 
Whitney, -.+:--.- us 4 10 W -. 00 10 
Jewett wins first, Whipple second, Beebe third. 
Ties for fourth; 3 pair birds, at 21 yards: 8. McLean 2, Knicker- 

pbocker 3, O'Brien. Won by O’Brien, of Detroit. z 

Purse No. 7—Five ground traps; eleven birds; conditions 
same asin preyious ground trap matcnes ;— 
EES ote 1 1—l1 

1 

CG. 8. Brown.. --,-- Aer: set 

Pervaray epee sea yaar ayer yuy retary spree Terran Boe EHO HOR RHOne UR eR OMe Re RHO OR RS ee ee HOP RRO 
BRE SH eee OOH OOH ERO 

FEB fb a a bd bd fe te BROSOHCORE SHS HEH SS OCH HHROSoH Pe ek ad ff et ek Ft fel ft fk fa fa fad bt 
BR SSRHCHHOSHE CHE HEHE HOgNH 

SH SCOOP OM SOS Se ee Ree Rip BHOMEE EA REOSSSHH BHOHHH 

ao 

y 1 1 
Wilbur, of Howell, first. Ties for second; Beebe 8, Lee 2, 

Wherry 1. Won by Seebe, of Flint. 
Ties for third: Angel 3, O’Brien 2, Squiers 2, Adame 5, Gillman 

0, Long 1, Jewett 5. Divided between Adams, of Lansing, and Jew- 
ett, of Howell. 

This ended the programme of the tournament proper, but 1 
part of the fraternity remained until the next day aud enjoyed 

the sport at sweepstakes. All yoted thata more enjoyable time 
they had neyer spent, and the tournament broke up aa pleas- 
antly a6 it began. 

Che Kifle. 
—_—>_—_ 

—Address all communications to “* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

—The Schuetzenfest fair is now in progress at the cele- 
brated Schuetzen Park, Union Hill, New Jersey. Capt. 
Diehl, of the New York Independent Schuetzen Corps, 
with fifteen{of their members, visited the Park on‘Tuesday 
afternoon ina Tally-ho, They were welcomed at the 
Castle by tne captain of the New York Scuetzen Corps, 
Major George Aery, who did the honors handsomely, At 
the table Capt. Ascry first introduced Mr. Banks, of the 

FOREST AND STREAM, who Tesponded as usual, Capt. 

Aery then remarked at length, welcoming Capt, Diehl 

and his corps. Capt. Diehl responded that his corps came 
there to.do them honor, A band of music soon assem- 
bled in front of the Castle, and led the procession through 
the grounds to the shooting house, where they were well 

received, and cheers upon cheers were given for the offi- 
cers and representatives of the association, also for tha 

FOREST AND STREAM, We are teo modest to publish 

Capt Aery’s remarks at that time. The Tally-ho left the 
Castle early in the evening. with the merry strains of the 

trumpeter sounding upon the air, The party stopped at 
the Park House, in Hoboken, where a supper had been 
provided with a menu suitable for such an occasion. 

$$ <r 

RANGE AND GALLERY, 

SCHUETZENFEST OF THE NEW YorE Scuuerzen CoRPS AND 
Fark OF THE UNITED SCHURTZEN ASSOCIATION, aT Unton Hina 

SCHUETZEN PARK.—SCHUETZEN PARK, June &tit.—The ball came 

into motion this morning. The New York Schuetzen Corps, under 
conimand of Major George Aery, assembled at their headquar- 

ters, 24 Market street, this morning at 8 o’clock, Line was formed 
at 9 o’clock, and Adjutant Harenburge ordered to start. WFirst 

came a squad of mounted police, followed by two platoons of the 

separate troop, a cavalry N.G. §. N. Y., under command of Lieut. 

Wiebold, and a large wagon occupied by Wannemacher’s 

Seventy-first Regiment Band, playing all the tunes which make 
American hearts beat. In the first coach, drawn by four horses, 

were seated Major G. Aery and the last year’s king; the plaves of 
ex-Captain Yuengling and John F. Rottmann were not occupied 
Following the téte were about forty coaches with four and 

four members. After parading in a few principal streets on the 

Hast side of New York City, they wound their way down Four- 

teenth street to Christopher street ferry, where they crossed and 

drove up to Schuetzen Park. <Arriyed at the park, the whole 

party, guests and all, sat down for a luncheon, during which, 

Col. EB. T. C, Lewis, President of the Park, welcomed the Corps, 

to which Capt. Aery responded in appropriate remarks. Gen. Lillio 

and John.C. Crevier, the Secretary of the Association—and the 

best speaker of the United States, when it comes to an oration— 

also made brief addresses. The shooting at the target, as well 

as at the two-headed eagle, commenced at 2 o'clock pracisely, 

and was continued until 7 o’clock, The eagle at which they 

shoot is fastened on a high pole, about 100 yards from the firing 

point. The pieces—as, for instance, the head, the thigh, and so 

forth—have to be shot down in rotation. The one who shoots 

down the last piece, that is, the body, will be declared king. 

The first. piece, ihe middle crown, was brought down by Geo. 

Orth. Right crown, Aug. Schopper; left crown, G. F. Keller; 

right flag, Rud. Klemm. This was on Monday; on Tuesday fol- 

lowed: Left flag, Geo. Rasche; right head, H. W. Wersebe; 

scepter, ¥. W. Mertens, Jr.; globe, Major George Aery ; right leg, 

Win. Radebold; left leg, A. W.Lemcke; right thigh, @. Menken’ 

left thigh, John Miller; rieht neck, J. H. Klee; left neck, Fr. 

Wilms. : 
The shooting at the targets on both days, Monday and Tuesday, 

was notas well attended as was expected, but maybe they will 

make up for lost time on the last two days. Shooting commences 

always and every day at 2 o’clock P.M., and ends at7o’clock. The 

following are the highest scores made up to date :— 

Ring Target, one-half inch rings, possible 74: J. H. Brown 66, 
Win. Klein 65, D. Miller 63, E. Holzmann, 62. 
Man Target, possible 60: J.H. Brown 53, H. Raschen 53, R. Faber 

61, G. Joiner 51, Major George Aery 49. 
During the afternoon of Tuesday a delegation of the New York 

Independent Schuetzens, headed by Capt. FP. F. Dielil, and accom- 
panied by Mr. Banks, manager of your valuable paper, arriyed in 

a Tally-ho, and were welcomed by Capt. Aery, to which Capt. 

Diehl responded; but Capt. Aery proposing three cheers for New 
York Schuetzen Corps’ honorary member, Mr. Banks, brought 

lorward tremendous cheers; and Mr. Banks, slightly affected, re- 

sponded in a brief, appropriate and eloquent way. Ceremonies 

over, they disbanded, everybody going as they pleased. The 

shooting is going on, and willlast until Thursday night, and this 
isthe reason why I have to close my correspondence and send 

you another full report for next week's paper, whe I also will be 

able to say something about the fair. The fair’s glass-ball shoot— 

ing, open to all comers, will take place Tuesduy, Wednesday, 

Thursday and Friday, from 1 to 7 o’clock p.m. Large prizes, 

fiven by different houses, are at stake, 

Bosron, Mass., June 4th.—Mammoth Rifle Gallery.—The AIL 
Comers’ Rifle Mateh is ended, closing on the Sist of May, and the 

following are the prize winners: Mo, W. H. Harrison wins the 

extra prize of $20 for the highest number of clean scores, he 

making four during the month. He also wins the first prize of 

$12 for the best fiye scores in the match, namely, 199. Mr. Ff. F. 
Richardson wins the second prize of $8, with 197. Mr. J. Mer- 
rill wins the third prize of $7, with 197, but outranked by Mr. 

Richardson. Mr. Frank Hollis wins the fourth prize o' $6, with 
196. Mr. W. N. Woodman the fifth prize of $5, with 190. Mr. N.&. 

James wins the sixth prize of $4, with 187, Mr. Gordan McKenzie 

wins the seventh prize of $3, with 187, but ontranked by Mr 

James. Mr. F, P. Twids wins the eighth prize of $2, with 186. Mr. 

L,. W. Farrar the ninth prize of $2, with 185; and Mr, OC, Hdwards 
the tenth prize of $1, with 185, but outranked by Mr. Farrar, The 

shooting during the month was of a high order, and the sub- 
joined summary will show the standing of the several competi- 

tors; 50 yards; rounds, 8; possible 40; five seores to win, or pos- 

sible 200 :— 
W..H. Harrison........ 40 40 40—1 
E. F. Richurdson, 89 Bo 40 40—197 
J. Merrill. ...--- 39 39 40 40—197 
Frank Hollis.. 38 39 89 40—198 
W.N. Woodman . 58 38 38 88—190 
N28 ca meRS onal tas . #1 3T 38 B8—l87 
Gordan McKenzie.......... - af BT 37 39—187 
F. P. Twi ' ~ BT 37 87 88—186 
L. W. Farrar nt - 36 86 38 a8—185 
C. Edwards... ..--.. - 35 37 37 89—1k5 
Geo, Fordyce.... .......--+.. . 36 86 37 38—183 
A.C, Maynard........ 36 
M. GU. Pratt....-. 
F,T. Fellows. ... 
A. H. Raymond... 
John Hartwell........ 
DAs oD TS cue a 

Geo, Hstes-..... 0... 
Wm. W. Jones. .,.....--- Fast othe tae 
(Wikies sbtnstePietatec sees ertes Pen ary ace eree 

rr seeeeee 
eT TPH Tene bee eesereeetisd tuoeedsee 

LY a) Uibsvctacteat aon | danse tee nee eRe A 

3g 
3S 
37 
87 
37 
37 
a7 
3b 

a6 36 BU 
85 86 36 
35 3G 36 
85 86 Bh 

- 35 35 36 36 
35 35 56 36 
55 35 a6 36 
35 35 35 36 
35 33 85 38 
85 35 35 34 
85 85 35 85 B6—176 

- 35 35 84 35 
- 85 85 65 35 
35 34 85 35 

- 35 85 35 35 
84 35 35 35 
4 35 35 85 
84 35 35 35 
34 85 B5 85 
34 35 35 35 
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The new match called the Hxeelsior Rifle Mateh, which was 
commencsd on Tuesday, June 1st, has shown some rood shooting 

for 80 early in the month. Mr. &, I’. Richardson wus nearly suc- 
cessful in getting the extra prize of $5, fora clean sdore of eight 
consecutive bullseyes. He made six buliseyes in slccsssicn, miss- 

ing his seventh, It was a4 o'clock nipper, and his elehth shot was 
a bull, ending the score with a ood 39, and he heads the Ijst. Mr. 
Frank Hollis is second, and Mr, B. W. Law is third. The fol- 

lowing is the standing of the several competitors to date; 50, 
yards; rounds, 8; possible 40; five scores to win, or possible 
200 :— 
BOR. Richardson... 0-62... ee) ergs eee, -2- BY BY BBR 89 —189 
Frank Hollis........ ae 86 37 37 37—183 
Re ea coe ory Oe 35 36 36 80-178 
ee Eee “ at 84 Bt 36-172 
G. H. Hastings.,... 22.2225. 33 84 St St S5—170 
Chas. B Otis-..._. presi tcl eles ibe ele bea ale eae 33 43 84 BL 85—1 
PAROS StH DIOS. js ilclelers vats oorchete o she meee v-)-- 33 35 53 BL Bb—168 

G. , R, 

Boston, Mass., Jiine 5th.—There was a good attendance to-day 

at Walnut Hill to participate in Byerybody’s Match and also at 
mid-range shooting. The day was, in the early stages of the shoot- 

ing, simply perfeat; tha wind oame from 4 to 7 o'clock, and only 

one to two points ef wind were required. The sun was also ob- 

scured, producing x perfect light, with the clearest of atmos- 
pheres. Mr. W. Charlies used his military rifle, for which two 
points were added, making tio 495. ‘Nhe spectators were numer- 
ous, and the pretty flowers which make the range so attractive in 
the queen. of months attracted muny ladies and children during 
the day, The entries numbered fittyin the continued match, 

which are given in the following summary :— 

W..Charles (mil.).;- .2..-.:4.,...-4 75 5 5 4 4 5 B 5-49 
OM TGywellhpy.t-s5 esvepens-ts 1 5 £5 f 4 6 4 5 B 5-47 
J. Nichols....... beteceebrcscertecerent B BH £4 5 8 4 5-47 
W.M. Arnold........ 12-22... sono £ 6°89 55 Ao A fay 
EB. B. Souther, . 445 465 4 5 4 §-45 
A. G. Gould 4455 45 4 4 4 54 
G, Richards 4445656456 4 4 5-4 
J.B, Fellows. . £4355 5 4 4 5 d—43 
8. Letvis...,.-.... 449335 £45 6 5 4 4-48 
H.#H. Brann... .,.... rieesns & & £4 6 44 4 4 Hd, 
The match at 500 yards was shot after4 o'clock, at which time 

all the weather conditions had changed; dark, leaden eclonds 
chased each other rapidly across the horizon, esting their som-— 
bre shadows upon the targets, and the wind wis coquettish and 

sharply watched by the marksinen. Mr. Arnold was shooting in 

good form, off the shoulder, at this distance, and after securing 

five good billseyes the wind caught his bullet half way down 

the range, giving him a low shot, for which the magpie was sig- 

nalled. He however held well on to the bull for his last shot, and 
élosed for thirty-three out of the possible thirty-five. Mr. Jewell 

kept well to his centers and closed for thirty-three, outranking 
Mr. Arnold atid winning first place. Mr. Lee used his military 
rifle, securing 2, good thirty-two, There were twelve entries, 

only the best being giyen, as follows:— 

O. M. Jewell... oi Bb 4 5 45 5 6 —33 
N. W. Arnold. Bh & 5 § BS —33 
ERIE Labatt edie eects ei nene ni Es BB 545 5 5 —32 
Merpronp, Mass,, June 2d.—The shooting s Belleyue*Range to- 

day wasexcellent, Mr. Prank Hollis making respectively 47, 48, 48, 

48, 47, each out of a possible 50, or 238 out of a possible 250; W. 
Charles also made 48 out of & possible 50, There were fifty-sight 
entries, and the result is as follows :— 

IRUDLB A o- eineceeub scda. Sbeaispihes A oi oe Deh Bebe ie he Aue a (5565545 5 5 4-40 
-§ 4 4 5 5 45 § 5 4-46 
‘5 bb 4656 b 4 4 4-48 
6 45 444 8 4 6 5—49 
1646544 4 5 4 545 

UDayis. ese #45445 5 5 5 7-45 
‘Withington we SAL 445 4 & 5 44d 

J.B. Osborne, ,,..-.-+--- o-5 56 4426 45 4 4 444 
He Sawyprh: Aetidecns ies eee 454 5) 4¢ £4 45 4-43 
AS AU LOGEGs alse sessiceee ft £4 4 4 ¢ 5 8 5 3-40 

a F. Hollis won the general prize iu the fir 

the second, and A. A. Loeke in the third. 

Mrpronn, Mass., June 4th. —Vhere was a laree gathering at the 
meeting given under the auspizes of the Raymond Sportsman’s 
Club at Belleyue Range. The wexther conditions were propitious 
for rood scores, and first-class results were obtained. Medford 
count; off-hand ; 200 yards; ten rounds. Only the bestscores are 

t class; W. Jacobs in 

Wma orcs Hm CECH Os ot eS oorot oS We Olen Sy Ot or Means a AMARA o Storer Sorc rarer cts 
H. Max.... 
W. B. With Ses peeees 

WAEDFIELD, Muss., June 5th.—The Walceficld Amateur Rifle 
Association held their weekly competition this aflernuon. Below 
are given the best scores :— 

William Daniel. 
Sim-n Paul..... 
William Lewis. -... 
John Henderson 
Thomas Gann,.-.--. 
The Medford Rifle Association haye accepted the challenge of 

the Wakefield Association toshoot sa match, the teams to be lim- 

ited to ten Men each, ‘The match will probably be shot on the 
Medford Range: 

Monson, Mass., May 18th.—Opening shoot of the Sportamen’s 
Rifle Club; 100 yards; off hand:— 

CO ay ope or 

T = R) 

Ov GS Peo See ch Ste toro ie ec eo me Ot oe oe 

[ ws 

Fewertdenrerter 

J. Brodibank....... ... wrene= tte 444 2 4 4 4 4-38 
CG, Mertiol:./..-2.:2 2.5 ob b 445 5 5 5 4 4—d6 
A.D. Noreross....----+14+6 Af 44 4°5 4 4 4 dup 

FB. Bradway---....-.-.0----5+ 4444443 5 5 3-40 
UC! Blynt:...-2:6---- 0. 0844045 8 2 3-3 
eAVGssh et jaa te = £44349 2 4 4 4-26 
ED; a CERO he perbecs ah, oe Dead tees Be Be oes dle on: 

CREEDMOOR, June 2d.—The second competition for the * Cham- 
pion Marksmen's Badge” brought a large party to Creedmoor 
and deyeloped an excellent average of scores fora military match, 
although no individual record reached phenomenal excellence. 
The distances were 200 and 500 yards; rounds, five at each ; weapon, 
New York State model. It wasa beautifulday for shooting, and 

lider the instructions of their olficers nuticrous meinbers of the 
wilitia organizations made the twanty-five points required by the 
rules of the department, which wus represented on the field by 
Major W. G. Burton and Capt. CO, FP. Robbins. There were 195 
entries, among which the following were the leading scores: H, 

G. Lockwood 4, W. J. Underwood 44, A. M. Hall 43, H, &. Lovell 

43, G. L, Bon 48, 6, F. Robbins 41, LL. Barnes 41, J. 8, Scher- 
merhorn 41, G. G. Stow 41, F. Alder 41, 7. L. Priced), 8. J. Do- 

‘lan 40, CO. M. Woodbury 40, & Demmiler 40, W_ H. Heisser a0, A. 

‘DL, Perham 39, J. 0, Wright #,S. H, Hersey 3%, J. L. Paulding 39, 
G. Tonwell, Jv, 38, H. B. Thompson 38. A Mills, Jr. 38, J, KR. 
rohman 38, A. W. Conover 37, F. J. Griswold 37, N. D- Ward 
, D. Hall 37%, J. Le Boutilier 38%, F. W. Englis 37, G, 5. Har- 

Tington 36, C, M. Englis 36, W. H, Palmer 35, R. EF. Brown 35, 
G, W. Munson 35, E. W. Price 35, W. E. Marcus 35, G. W- 

and 35, BH, BE. Sage 35, G. W. Thatcher 34, J. H, Jones 34, 
QO. Wright #4, J. A, Laceaberry 34, W. B. Smith 33, C. Wis- 

er 33, F. J. Griswold 83, 8. F. Hubbard, dr. 83, W. Dominick 

23, J. H. Walden 32, J. B_ Haigh 32, L. B, Sherman 32, BE. H. 
Adams $2, J, lv. Harper 32, J. N. Stollsbury 32, W. B. Smith 31, 
G. G. Stow Si, J. B, Gillies 31, J. T. Pyle 31, G, J. Byrd 3}, E. 
T, Schiffélin 30, G. W Munson 380, D. A. MeLeod 30, R. B. 
Rathbone 30, 

QOyer six bundred pool tickets were sold, and seventy-nine 

bullseyes were made. 

June bth. —Dhe “Subscription Long Range" match figured at 

the head of the day’s programme, but as only two long range 

marksmen put in an appearance on the range, the executive 

officer was obliged to declare the event off, and open the series 
of individual off-handed matches for the month. These compe- 
titions are three in number each month, and one shot alternately 

on Saturdays and Wednesdays, open to everybody and for any 

rifle; distances 100, 200 and 300 yards; fiye shots at each. There 
were seventeen entries to-day. Notwithstanding a brisk gale 

from thé South several of the scores proved excellent. The fol- 

lowing were the best totals made at the three ranges — 

100 Yards. 200 Yards. 300 Fards. Totals. 

RK. Simpson. . . 28 p2 pa 68 
A. H. Uobb 24 21 21 66 
8. Hanks - 2 22 20 66 
J.W, Toda + 22 21 20 63 
J. GQ. Mallery - 23 PA VW 61 
G, Joiner -..-. 2) 19 AT 6s 
OF J, Bales... Jc. c.e. 23 16 18 5T 
J, U, Sehenck...,.-..... 22 if 17 56 
Lb AW OTST eS A a P77] 18 12 52 

TRAM PORTRAITS.—Before the team sailed for Europe, Abra- 
ham Bogardus, the photographer, of Eighteenth street and 
Broadway, secured sittings from each of the members, and these 
are how to he had either in single imperials, or in a very tasteful 

boudoir portrait, showing ‘Old Reliable" in the center, with his 

nine chosen men about him. Coming from such a studio, the 

portraits are all first Glass, and the team haye only to put their 

works with the rifle on record in as good shape, and there will be 
nothing to be ashamed of. 

BRiIntON RANGH.—Hlizabeth, V. J., June 5th.—Sharps match for 
military rifles, May 28th, 200 yards — 

VSG Bs Collinge t= 028-10: 2, 45445 4 4 4 5 5-44 
C, A. Peake... 48444546 4 448 
Maj. A, J. Clark 854444 4 4 5 5-42 
Bi, M. Squier... - 4445 48 38 4 641 
Capt, J. R. Denman.,, 444445683 4 4 4-40 
P. Bonnett ........ 3 84444 4 4 4 4 4-89 
Col, G. BE. P. Howard - -o.-4 843443 4 4 4-87 
Champion Marksman’s Badge of 1880 >— 

200 Yards. 500 Yards. 
J. . Paulding ...,..-.... 46 4 4 4-21 £ 4 5 3 5-81-42 
Maj. A.J Olurk.,....... 5 44 8 4-20 38.4 2 5 4-18-38 
Capt. J. RK. Denman..... 140 0 2 3-9 38.5 5 2 5--20—29 
Col. G. B. P, Howard..... 3 0 8 £4 0—10 5 6 4 0 5—l—29 
Gapt. A. Anderson...-_.. 38.3 4 2 4-16 0 0 2 3 4— 9-2 
Winchester Repeating Rifle Match :-— 

J.T.B.Collinsmilitary....5 4445656 4 4 4 5 3 47 
J.L, Paulding, miltary..+ 8 445 45 3 5 4 3 45 
BH. M. Squier,sporting,...4 6 4 4445 4 4 6 — 43 
Capt. A. Anderson, mil...4 2543445 8 3 3 40 

CincrnnArt, Ohio, May 10th.—Score made by the Cincinnat 

Shooting and Wishing Club in the fourteenth competition for the 

Baker medal; distance, 200 yards; position, off-hand; 15 shots a 

Massachusetts and Creedmoor targets :— 

Mass. Creed. 
M. Gindelin.. 10101012 91012101011 7 912 810—150 64 

Doughma {2 6101110 910 91110 9 $111011—147 B4 
W-. Caldwell 11 912 711 710 910 91111 9 9 G-14h 65 
i. Fender - B1010111111 911 711 81010 7 9-148) 65 
J. H, Weston . 811 911 8 8 8 9 RA B 1L101012—141_ ~~ t 
G. Henson -10 9 9 9 $10 BIT 71011 910 710-140 2 
H. Stickles. -10 TIZ11 710 810 9 $11 91110 0-134 60 
W. Hall. 9 8 7 710 9 610 S1l § 911 9 9-18l_ GL 
O. Topf..-.. > 710111211 712 78 858 9 4s 8-7 BB 
D, T. Disney..-... 6789899 710 7 8 9 811 9-125 60 

CINCINNATI, Ohio, May 24th.—Score made by the Cincinnati 

Shooting and Wishing Club in the sixteenth competition for the 

Baker medal; cunditions same as above:— 

Muss.OCreed. 
M, Doughman.... 121012 7 8111117111712 81011 8-153 69 
M. Gindelin > 81111071 BIL 911 1010101011—151 6B 
J. H, Westo - 1210 810 810 §811-221010101010 9-148 48 
G. Henson 9111010 8 9101111 712111010 5-144 BE 
U, Fender - 6 91012 9 8 612 710 BIOIZM1—H1 68 
H. Stickles... .... § T10 9 97) DILILJI 9 § 8 9 6-186 6B 
W. Powell..,., .. 6 9 8 9 81112 9 510 5 912 510-128 a 

NORWALE, Ohio, June 8d.—The pleasant weather drew out a 

larze crowd of rifiemen yesterday, to take part in the regular 
weekly shoot; distance, 200 yards — 

CITIZENS. 

4354464 4 449 
4h 44 4 4 4 B89 
444329244 4 L937 
3448 4 4 4 3 3-37 
43343 5 4 8 3—36 

@\ N. Perkins.....-.;,-.++- TT 843348 4 4 4 4-35 
‘A. S. Prentiss... sos cce at eee 0243445 5 4 2-33 
Geo. Fy Pitus. 1 SEE 438423 42 4-3 3-n9 
W. 0. Beckwith. . £23244 8 8 2 4-31 
J.W. Gould... 4383 43 8 3 0 t-80 
J. He Gross... 4444420 8 0 3-28 
BV SME ANU Let Oeae hhy Gomsaracecnne 00828 4 83 4 3 4—26 

GF. T, 

e Ag 
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—Address all communications to ‘‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company. New York, * 

YACHTING NEWS. 

Emprre YAcat Crus.—The second match of the season for the 
Dowling Cup was sailed on the Harlem, June $d, over the usyal 
course of fifteen miles, time allowance lim. per foot. Entries: 
Sophia Byoma, J, Varian, 21't. 9in., and Mary Gibson, N. Lock- 
wood, 21ft. 104in, Start was By mag Soules getting away first in a 
whole-sail wind from the 8. ile running free to the first 
miark Gibson about held her own, but after rounding Sophia soon 
worked out wellon her weather and continued to increase her 
lead. On the third round the Gibion gave up. This gives Sophia 
4 second score for the cup, and she has to win but once more to 
take possession. As the Gibson was n new boat and this her 
maiden race, she will probably give a better account of herself in 
the chih’s annual regatta on the 14th inst. She was built by John 
Driscoll, Greenpoint, and ashe has turned out many successful 
boats of the kind it is probable that the most has not yet been got 
out of his latest production. 

CORINTHIAN BurtpERs.—Yachting is looking up in Galveston, 
Pex., but owing to the shoal Water in the harbor all boats bailing 
from that port are of the extremely beamy, hgeht draft kind, and 
sand bars flourish in all their pristine yigor. This, many of us 
regret; but the day does not seem to haye come for reformation, 
and so we must be content with the material at oand. The fleet 
is steadily growing, and we look weekly to the columns of Fur- 
EST 4ND STREAM for néws from our Northern friends. The lat- 
est addition is the Lottie, a jib and mainsail, 19ft. keel, 9ft. din, 
beam and 2ff. 6in, deop. She is modeled somewhat atter our fast 
sloop Adelia and was built by Mr. Henry Shroder, of the Island 
City Dire Company, and his son Henry, in a most creditable man- 
ner. RANGER. 

Newport Cats ABROAD.—From advices received we learn that 
in some preliminary scrub contests between the chug fale catboab 
Georgie and Anitie, sent over ravently to Hogland for Mr. J. Coats 
of the cutter Madge, the British cutters gotiuway with her hand 
over fist. the news is meager, we prefer to await further de- 
tails hefore coming to definite conclusions. The weather was 
mild at the time, but measurement rules May have bad something 
to do with the defeat of the beamy Amerisan. The Georgia and 
Annie ig a genuine Newport catboat, rather deaper than most. 
She is 26ft. on deck, same on yw. |., 11ft, beam, aft. in. deep, mast 
Si't., boom s4ft., racing gait i9ft., eruising calf litt, racing main— 
sail 25ft., hoist 3lft. fout léft. head, cruising mainsail 23ft. hoist, 
ditt. foot, lft. head. She is also suuplied with a jib for light 
yet Itt. on the foot and a spinnaker of 27ft. hoist and 25ft, 
oot. 

ATLANTIC YACHT CuvB,—The new club book for 1880 is a model 
inits way. Hspecially commendablé are the addresses of the officers 
given, the Trensury regulations and the table of time allowance. 
if we will measure by length—fair enough as long as the yachts 
do not differ in type—it is certainly much more rational to follow 
Apro vate compilation than to grant so much 4, foot for vessels of 
all or any size. But we think clubs following length measurement 
would do well to omit from their books any attempt at justifying 
or explaining their “theory”? about measiirement, for they in- 
variably get into a mess about it, and their logic is not over 
creditable to their mathematical acquiraments. The Atlantic ¥. 
C. shows its growth and strength in its fleet, which now eomprises 
fifty sail: Eleven schooners, averaging 70ft. water line; twenty- 
five sloops, averaging 45f1.; seven sloops, averaging 26ft., and 
seven catboats. These lutter the club encourages as a sort of 
(raining school for possible future owners of larger craft, and an 
excellentidea itis, too. The ¢lub must be very, very guod, for it 
has no less than twelve chaplaias—or can it be that its innate 
wickedness requires twelye good mén to keep it pointing fair for 
the future hayen? The striking success of the club can be traced 
to the fact that from its first inception, fourteen years ago, the ob- 
jective point of making if a sailing club has been closely adhered 
to. Itneyer has allowed itself to degenerate (nto a mere olam— 
chowder picnic or drinking-bout affair—apparently the highest 
ambition of some clubs, which would finda more congenial field 
ata riverside park, with & brewery close alongside, than copsti- 
tuted asa yacht club. 

A BARGAIN.—The new schooner on the stocks at Salem, Mass., 
(an advertisement of which will be foundin the “ Por Sale” col- 
umn of this journal) can be purchased at a bargain, We have full 
specifications on file. 

FRATHER-WEIGAT CANOES.—Mr, Rushton, of Canton, has just 
finished a canoe of marvelously light weight. She js 10ft. long, 
27m. beam, Sin. deep amidships, 3-1@in. cedar siding, riba Sin. 
apart, will carry over 200lbs. on din, draft, and weighs only 17 Ibs. 
13f0z8., painted and ready for use. Who can beat that? 

TMPERIA.—This aloop, lately_belonging 1a Mr. ©. T. Pierce, of 
New York, now owned by the Parker Brothers, Boston, has been 
overhauled, and comes out in black, with gold stripe—the pre- 
vailingy fashion in the East. She is 46ft. over all, 15ft. 8in. beam, 
4ft. 6in. draft, without, board. 

—Wayvward, formerly owned by Mr. Dayid Sears, Boston, has 
been sold toMr.J. H. Wheelwright. She is 47ft. 6in. long over 
all, 48ft. 2in. w.L, 16ft. beam, and 41. draft, without board. 

WNrxre.—This new cutter, a deep-bodied boat, before noticed in 
these columns, Mr. G. G. Granger, Boston, has made a trial sail, 
siying great snitisfation. 

MArcH Racn.—It is probablethat a match will be arranged be- 
tween Lizzie L., Dr. Johnson, and Stella, Viee-Com, Higgins, both 
of the Atlantic Y. C., the latter having challenged Lizzie for the 
pennant now held by her, and which she won in the fall regatta of 
club last year. 

LauxcoEp.—At Baltimore, the schooner yacht Rena, June 3a, 
from the yard of Beacham Bros. The vonyentional bottle wag 
broken by Mrs. Alberti, and the yacht was named after her little 
daughter Rena. The yacht is T5tt. long, 21ft. beam, 6ift. deep 
with 7ft. headroom in cabin, four staterooms, and saloon Wxit 
ft. She belongs to the Baltimore Y, C., details of which haye ap- 
peared in these columns. Baltimore starts right with a keel 
acht. As all the trading craft, oyster ‘pungies,” ete.,on the 

bay are Iecels, our friends in Baitimore haye not had their good 
sense and judgment warped by the ‘shoal water” nonsense, 
which ig the staple in trade of persons who try to convince 
themselves that a center-board normally draws less water than a 
keel, when, in point of fact, the board draws much more. 

ScHooneR LAUNCHED.—The schooner Republic was launched at 
Nyack, June 4th. She has been built for Com. Henry J. Stear, 
Brooklyn Y. C., resident of Providence, R. L., from a model whit- 
tied out by W. 1. Smith, of Nyack, and doctored by sundry ama- 
teurs. The boat resembles Madeleine in general, but has more 
beam and is deeper in proportion, otherwise shu presents no ape- 
cial features. Carpets, upholstery, etc., of course of the most 
gorgeous kind. Her dimensions are as follows: 96ft. 6in. over 
all; 93ft. 6in. on deck; 78ft. bin. water line, and 75tt. on keel, 
Her extreme beam is 238ft.; at water line, 22ft. 6 in.; depth of 
hold, 9ft. 3in.; draught, 7fb, 6in.. and she registers 157 13-95 tons 
old measurement. Center-Loard, 24 ft. long with 10ft. drop. Her 
masts are 78ft. and (Hft.; topmasts, sift. and 35ft.; booms, 60ft. and 
a6tt.; waffs, 30ft. and 25ft.; bowsprit-outboard, 82ft., and jibboom 
24ft. outside of the cap. 

TARANTELLA WRECRED.—Last Sunday the famous catamaran, 
Tarantella, was run down in the Hast River, ot! Pier 37, by the 
steam yacht May, The parties on board, Mr. Fred. Huches, his 
wife and son, were fortunately rescued. 
wrecked to the tune of $400. 

ae CAPRICE.—In last week's opening cruise of the A. Y. C., 
the Caprice, Mr. David Williams, did some very fairsailing. She 
was tbe last to clear the Narrows and turn the Spit, but came to, 
off the club house, with a yood lead over Genia, Flying Cloud, 
Sunshine, Kaiser and Mah. ‘Chis was not bad in yiew of her size. 
She has been overhauled and so much improyed that eyen old 
hands failed to recognize her. 

8 

THE CANOH CONGRESS. 

The Tarentella was 

The programme for the Congress of American Canoeists, to ba 
held at Caldwell, Lake George, is as follows :— 

Aug. 3d—10 A.m—Convention at Crosbyside, 3 P.t.—Paddling 
race Of sailing canoes. 6 P.M,—Sailing race of paddling canoes. 
Aug. 4th.—_10 A.m,—American Club at Lake House. 3 P.w.—Sail- 

ing race of sailing canoes. 4 P-M.—Paddling race of paddling 
canoes. 
Aug. bth.—10 42t.—American 'Club at Fort Win. Henry. 3 P.M, 

—Rushton’s race; paddling; open to all single caunes. 5 B.m— 
pola. race of sailing canoes. 8P.m@—The reception at Lake 

ouse. 
Aug. fth—l0 4.m,—American Club at Sea Island. 11.30 Aac— 

Fleet maneuvers. 4 P.M.—Sailing race of Bailing canoes. 6 P.M.— 
Paddling race of paddling canoes, § P.w.—Fleet maneuvers with 
fireworks. 

——— Se 

CONGRESS AND THE YACHTING LAWS, 

HE Hon. Amos Townsend writes from Washington, under date 
of May 24th, as follows, concerning the new bill to amend 

section 4,214 of the Revised Statutes relating to yachts :— 
“The billintrodueed by myself {fn relation to yachts was re- 

ferred to the Committee on Commerce, reported back favorably 
by myself, with amendments, read twice and placed on the cai- 
endir, and Is now ready foraction as quick us it ean be reached. I 
do not know whether I shall be able to get action on it at this sea- 
son or not, butshall try. It is amended in two particulars—first, 
in striking out the words ‘legitly painted,’ which were objection- 
able to the New York City yachting associations; and the other 
is a reduction of the charges for license to fiye dollars on the 
smaller class of pleasure yachts, and limits the priee for admes- 
suvement ta ten cents per ton. The charges have been unreason- 
able heretofore Op this class of yachts, The bil) in its present 
shape, I think, meets the views of yachting men generally.” 
The text of bill, H. R. 4,803, 46th Congress, sécond session, to 

alanee section 4,214 of the Revised Statutes, relating to yuehis, ia 
as under :— 
“Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of 

the United States of America, in Congress assembled : That seo- 
tion 4,214 of the Revised Statutes of the United States be amend- 
ed so us to rend as follows :— 
“ Sec. 4,214, The Secretary of the Treasury may cause yachts 

used und employed exclusively as pleasure vessels or desizned ag 
models of naval architecture, if built and owued in complisnee 
with the provisions of sections 4,133 Lo 4,135, to be licensed on terms 
which wil authorize them to proceed frum port to port of the 
United§tates,and by sea to foreign ports, without cotering or clear 
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ing nt (he custom bouse. Such Heense shall bein such form as the terms and given in their adhesion to principles once the objects 

Secretary of the Treusury inay presoribe. The owner of any 
sueh vessel before faleing out sueh license shall wive # bond in 
such form anid for such alount as the Secretary of the Treasury 
shall presaribe, conditioned that the vessel shall not ongare in 
noy trade. nor in any way vidlate the revenne laws of the United 
States. and shall comply with the laws in all other respects, Such 
Vessels 80 enrolled and licensed shall not be allowed to transport 
merchanilisa or carry passengers fOr pay, Such yeassels shall have 

thelrname and port place (not necessarily legibly painted, as be- 

fore) on some conspicuGus portion of their hulls, Such vessels 
shallin all pecs, except as above, be subject to the laws of ths 
United Sta vnidshull be lable to seizure and forfeiture for any 
siglations of the provisions of this title: Provided, That ail 
eharges furlicense aid iispection fees for any pleasw’e vessel or 
Yohet sill aol eceed Jive dollars, and for tdmeasurement shill not 
erenod tuncents por ton.’ 
Cuneerning hailing ports, therefore, it will be’seen that they can 

be phiced where the owner chooses, providing the place be coui- 
spicaous, as worked inthe brass steps of the cabin ladder, or on 
vail atthe zangway, raft around the cockpit, or inside on the 
taftrail, and hoe will be free fvom the dire vengeance of officials. 
The thauks of yachtsinen are due to Congressman Townsend for 
jhe zealous and intelligent manner in which he has attended to 
theic wants. 

— 

YACHT AND BOAT SAILING, 

BY DIXON KEMP. 

Second Edition. Tondo Hield Office. 

716 indorsements which the excelleat works of Mr. Dixon 
_ Kemp hive recetyed at the hands of the British press, both 

lay and professional, although of the most flattering kind, may 
be accepted more or less as a matter of course. The reputation 
of the nuthor as an expert anda close and conscientious student 
of naval sciende had Jone preceded the adyent of his several 
works ating to the design and construction of yachts in all 
their variety. and consequently the high praise bestowed upon 
hia volumes, now so familiar to the yachting and literary public 
on both sides of the Atlantic, was almost a foregone conelusion 
so far as his Huropean critics were concerned. Moreover, the 
underlying ideas and the principles upon which much of the work 
hus been based, had already reccived popular recognition in Bu- 
rope, though they were certainly not 4s generally nor as) thor- 
oughly 1nderstood and appreciated as they have become since 
Mr. Kemp eave them, so to speak, the authoritative Indorsement 
resuliing from a concise formulation of both the modern theory 
and practice of yacht design. 

In urope Mr, Kemp was sailing with the tide, and everything 
wont sinooth and fair, But the value of an author's work is per- 
haps put to 4 much more thorough test when launched upon the 
sca of a public opinion running at the time strongly counter to 
the views put forth. Ibis for this reason that the verdict with 
which Mr, Komp’s booxs have been received in America, and the 
influence they haye exerted upon the practice of builders upon 
this side of the Atlantic, must be revarded as just s0 much 
more weighty and conclusive, asit has been less bitsed by any 
previous disposition to fall into accord with the yiews enunciated, 
uniess they could stund the closest scrutiny when pitted agalost 
accepted impressions largely at divergence therewith. 
When we guy thatin such a battle of opmions Mr. Kemp has 

carried the duy, und that the eifest of his work can already be 
extensively traced in a modification of our customs and preju- 
dices, itis equivalent to giving the author an indorsement for 
soundness of Views und the acceptable exposition of tha same 
which canunt be equalled in degree by anything his European 
contemporaries nay say. In beuring favorable testimony to the 
iterary libors of Me. Kemp, we believe we are only echoing the 
sentinents of the wreat majority of the intelligent portion of the 
American public ; und in doing so, it does not by anv means fol- 
Jow thatwe counsel a close and cast-iron adherence to English 
prasti¢e, for in accepting the principles of nayal science as de- 
Veloped by the most recent experiments and researches, we still 
retain ainple Jatitude for the modifications of British practice us 
necessituted by our own situation and by such of our surround- 
ings as may demand a more orl marked divergence from the 
“cntter type” so prevalent #eryss the waters. Mr. Keinp does 
not elnaim to have “invented " anything in the way of an aston- 
ishing theory hitherto hidden to mankind, but in the most 
straighthoryird, clear and comprehensive manner has placed he- 
fore the public the actual condition of our knowledge of modern 
naval science and its more immediate applicability to yacht de- 
sign. 

In removing from the old-fashioned notions, ideas and vagaries 
all that was untenable, irrational, erroneous and mere traditional 
romancing, Mr. Kemp deserves and certainly will receive tne 
thanks of evéry stu“ent who desires to clear his mind upan the 
mechanics and geometry underlying design, and which up toa 
recent date were surrounded by a most ridiculous mixture of 
meaningless tenets and mysterious phraseology, the key to 
which Was supposed to be possessed only by the hurd-tisted 
avielders of a br axe or the rough-mouthed denizens of the de 
Jectable neighborhood of a ship yard. In effectually relieving 
the public fromthe spell of the reign of ignorant bar-room ora- 
clesand the supereilious dicta of narrow-minded hangers-on of 
the old time cobble yard whose bigotry dréw inspiration from 
some “boss” caulker or knight of the oyster tongs, and placing 
the true principles of design within the grasp of the multitude of 
amore intelligent and wider range of comprehension, Mr. Kemp 
has done yery much—more indved than any other man—to litt 
nival desizn from the euyirons of the rutter to a proféssion rank- 
ing with the highest. 
Not iminy months azo sundry critics undertook to Improye 

néayal science olf the face of the earth by ridiculing it in some of 
the lesser publications, and their ludicrous mixture of terms, the 
mearninw of which they did not understand, was auiiusing to be 
hold, ‘Phe meve neution of centers aud balances acted upon them 
like 2 red rag upon a bull and cailed forth fresh torrents of bil- 
lingeyate 4nd hoodlumism which must have made the worthy 
Denis Kearney tucn green with envy. Six months later, after 
such study of Mr. Kemp's works a8 they were capable of, what 
a sudden change has come over them! They have learned to dis- 
conrse with moderation ind respect upon what bit a short time 
ago they held up to the scorn of a yery limited audience as the 
yeriest nonsense. They have eyen learned the meaning of inany 
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ol their impotent wrath and a sélf-recoiling seurrility worthy of 
a~saod-lotter.” Can any author ask for stronger evidence of his 
success? To conyinee his wost virulent opponents, men who for 
waut of Gducation and jntellizense offered the most barren, stony 
ficid to work, is indeed a crowning proof of the proselyting effect 
which tas attended his efforts. But Mr. Kemp has, we imagine, 
much more welcome and telling reward in the balance of his 
ledger. His works haye sold at such a rapid rate thuta second 
edition Of one has already appeared snd now lies before us, while 
“Yucht Designing” is soon to see the light again from the pub- 
lishers’ hands in new snd improved form. 
When the America tirst appeared there was much in her model 

and outliiie at variance with the prevalent customs. Her bril- 
liant victory abroad set Englishmen thinking, and tlieir fine mod- 
ern fleet is the outcome of the lessons then received in all but 
the matter of beam, the latter influenced, of course, to an inor- 
dinate degree by the rules of Measurement adhered to with such 
pertinacity. While Englishmen set to work improying and ex- 
perimenting year after year, we haye been content to rest upon 
the laurels of the past, and to-day, it must be granted, we have 
produced nothing equal, much less superior, to the good old 
schooner fashioned in such incomparable manner by the unerring 
eye of the elder Steers. The America had two faults; she oas 
them yet. She is slow, exceedingly slow in stays, and sheis crank. 
There is little dowbt hut that a raking post witha little more 
rocker and weight in the keel would much improve her in these 
respects. Both points haye been developed in English practice 
with great success, and it is time that, in our keels at least, the 
plumb post disappeared and we, in turn, took # lesson from our 
cousins in this,as we have already done in respect to iron and 
even lead on the keel. On these and other points, however, we 
feel confident that the worksof Mr. Kemp will create sound opin- 
ions in their favor, and soon we will see the perfect modern 
American yacht appear as a keel boat, well cut up forward, drag, 
rocker and raking post, less sheer, ample freeboard, low ballast, 
xood honest depth of body, with the attendant moderation in 
beama, and less hoist and handier cutto rig. In the East we are 
rapidly working that way, and in the East, Mr, Kemp’s books 
haye sold two to one to what they have anywhere else. Yachts 
built without drag and withadeep fore-foot, though eommon 
enourh a few years ago, are now out of date,and no builder 
would think of following such antiquated style any longer, how- 
ever much it may represent the highest attainments of the 
“ nractical’’ school—the school, by the way, that deems itself 
most practical, but which in reality is more deeply sunk in the 
tire of guesswork than the most soundly berated theorist, whose 
theories are deduced directly from the lessous of practice. In 
heartily commending the volumes entitled * Yacht Designing" 
and “ Yacht and Boat Sailing,” we believe weare helping to bring 
inte prominence the best thought of the age on the subjecc of 
naval science, and the readiness with which the lessons therein 
taught are bearing fruit is sutiicient to show that the principles 
will stand the test of trial, and that “smart” aa our natural 
talent May be, it will produce still higher results if we do not 
shut our éyes 10 the experience of thousands abroad, but conde- 
scend like liberal men to learn from them what has escaped us 
here, 
The second edition of Yacht and Boat Sailing" contains a 

large amountof additional information collected since the ap- 
earance Of the first. The preliminary ehapters offer an excel- 
ent insight into the relations of weight and displacement, the 
Palenotne of sail, the action of the rudder, and especially do we 
commend the chapter on sail-carrying power and speed, which 
will be read with interest by the student, and from which he can 
learn more in an hour than by & life spent among the fungi and 
barnacles of the trade. The material relative to practical con- 
struction offers much that is new to us on thisside of the Atlantic, 
though it may not be altogether applicable to our yachts, which 
willalways retain more beam and require less weight on the keel as 
longas weare freefrom the trammels of such a pinching ruleasthe 
old Thames. That portion of the book on seamanship is simply in- 
comparable, and is not likely to be surpassed in the future, for it 
ig as near perfect and complete asitean well be, It will do some 
of our fair-weather tars cood to peruse those pages, for there is 
the delicious smell of salt water allthe way through. There is no 
trace of the odor of the mud dats about which we hear so much 
and reully see so little in our American experience. The division 
of “yacht racing” is extremely yaluable, and will put our ama- 
teursin possession of many alitde kink. So faras the small sail- 
boats £o—of which many kinds are eiyen in the book—we have 
honestly next to nothing to learn from England, for in smooth 
water we are king,” and no mistake aboutit. Oursmall cabin 
sloopsare superior by far to boats of the same kind abroad, and 
when it comes to downright racing machines, where is there any- 
thing in England to equal the Herresholl catamaran or the sand- 
bag finger For speed and beauty ? We own up to haying little 
syinpathy for such things, for they are abominable, expensive 
and worthless toys, but forracing. Still, of their kind, there is 
nothing like them. The lerts.the Ujas,the center-board light dratt 
cutters and the various cross breeds given in the book, with the 
exception-of the Itchen boats and the Irish model three-tonners, 
are but poor and faulty approximations to a atyle of craft which 
we have developed here to some purpose and to a high de- 
gree of perfection in model and detail. ‘The three-tonners form 
an interesting clias, especially for ‘single handed sailing” on 
a cruise, but as they suffer from the Thames and 
other rules, we think there is greatroom forimprovement, A 
little more beam and less lead would make a roomier, cheaper 
and equally as able a eratt. The examples given in “* Yacht and 
Boat Sailmg’’ are not of the recent extreme, and will do well 
enough. Proportions and lines something like the Heathen Chi- 
jee, 18X7x4, are not bad for rough water; but when it comes to a 
Senta of 254£t. on the line, 6itt. beam and 4#ft. draft, our enthusi— 
asin in the cause of aod sea boats fails, for the simple reason that 
a much better boar can be had on a less extravagant form—but 
then there is the ¥. R. A. rule, you know! And that is what does 
the damage. The lines given of the five-tonners, including fam— 
ous Freda, will be studied with interest,as showing to what ex- 
tremes we may go in depth and narrow beam, and yet obtain fine 
vessels, for this is substantiated by the published logs of such 
evaftand hy the fact that they knock about the stormy English, 
Trish and Scotch coasts in a manner which would put to shame our 
larwest sloops and many 4 pancake schooner, too. The lines of the 
TJullanar, which did 86 much to revolutionize “yeancient idee,” 
and which was avery bold and successful departure for an ama- 
leur to Diake, should reseiye the careful consideration of the 
devotees of bouney beam, especially whea 1 is added that sho is 
a fine, dry sea boat, and was builtas a cruiser, It takes but little 

| auil to drive those fellows. Her hoist is only about 40 per cent. of 
her length on load tine | 
The closing chapters tale yp canoeing. In Enelard thid sport 

has almost beep merged into yacht sailing, and our cone :prions as 
to what constifiutés & canoe receive a rude shock \ ,cn we Bee 
cast-iron center-boards, couiplicatud gear and heayy drag in such 
constructions. They area then no longer canoes, but virtually 
double-ended sailing boats,and must be yery slow and loggy 
under paddle, though they ace snid to stand a wonderful amount 
of rough weather, mich more than a catboat would, The appen— 
dix isthe most replete of the kind, a sort of “inyuire within for 
arya es wnd of itself is worth a good deal to haye on the library 
shelf, 

In this brief review we have not been able to do the book full 
justice. Throughoutit evinces so much care and such thorough- 
ness in detall that it will bea very long time before its handsome 
pages, teeming us they do with the most varied kind of iaforma- 
tion and valuable data, are ever superceded by another work of 
the same Iind. 
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CLASSIFIOATION WANTED—NOT HANDICAPS, 

pyle of our contemporaries will do well not to get handioaps 
and time allowance mixed up. They are entirely different in 

nature, and one can neyer be substituted for the othér, suppos- 
ing for the moment that any such need or desire existed. 
“handicap” is equivalent to weighting speed; in other words, 
the model of a yacht and time allowance is instifilted for weight- 
ing excess of size, Which is nota pointof model. The idea that 
the former can be substituted for the latter Is therefore uotena- 
bie, and the proposition to do £0 trises from n superficial concap- 
tion of the objects of cither. Handicap races ave very well in 
their way, and asfriendly ‘give and take” are proper enough, 
when owners are willing to race under a penalty, but lo imagine 
that any such feature could be permanently engrafted on the 
racing rules of a club without driving away all entries, exhibits 
an erroneous appreciation of the points at issue,and a want of 
familiarity with the requirements of racing. Tt is altogether at 
Varlance with facts to assume that we need any stimulusto pro- 
duee entries. Our regattas are well enough supported as it is, in 
many cases too much so far 4 fair start, asa elinde at the records 
of last year, published in this Journal, will show. It is true that 
in individual instances the entries have not been so numerous 
as desirad, owing to specitt] causes und conditions, buttimeallow- 
ance never was the cause of a scant list of starters. No complaint 
ismade against it, and it has nothing at all to do with the matter, 
Tf any doctoring be needed inthe opmions of our contempora- 
ries, We must ask them not to prescribe clin plasters for a tooth- 
ache. The New York Y.C.is about to try a handicap for the 
Secretary's Cup, and # very interesting race may be the result. 
No doubt other clubs may likewise arrange for one or two handi- 
caps during the yenr, but that would be nothing new alter all. 
The Nova Seotia Y.S. has been in the habit of sailing one or two 
such races every year with great success, and it is common 
enough in England, No one, howeyer, should have bis head 
turned thereby and jump to the conolusion that the philosopher's 
stone has been found and that time allowance Is about to be 
abolished. 

Tf an attempt were ever made to substitute handicap altogether 
for time allowance, the club trying such an experiment might 
well zo into liquidation atonce. What wwe do want, and the only 
way Out of the difficulties which naturally and always musp heset 
time allowance, is to build up lo class. Yes; but what is class? 
where are our olasses? We have none; oo distinct five tonners, 
“+eng,"' “ twenties," “forties,” etc., a8 our fortunate cousins 
geross the waters. And all because we baye never yet come 
together and devised a systematic subdivision of yachts to which 
owners could build with contidenee In the permanence of the 
classification. As the number of yachts now Inunched every year 
is growing with unprecedented strides, has not the time come for 
all the leading clubs to join in some moyement looking to the ac- 
complishment of such aresult? Isitnot high time thut the large 
clubs formed an association for thelr mutual benefit? Or are we 
on this side of the Atlantic to go on forever in the aimless, dawd- 
ling way of the present, drifting into all sorts of ruts and habits, 
bad customs and inefficient rulés yntil they become so deeply im- 
pressed upon the sport that we may not be able to shift the helm 
when the necessity finally forces itself upon the now lukewarm 
pubjic spiritot the masses? Many clubs will meet during the 
Bummer months on their annuul cruises. Will some members 
with a little more activity in thm thau the average start the bull 
and give to the sport a national standing and rid it of its petty 
Bungtown localisms? Orare we to be doomed to another decade 
of “ futile dalliance” with handicaps and all sorts of meusurement 
quackery and leta eet grow up that can never be classed With- 
out resurting to time allowance? 
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FIXTURES. 

June 10—N. Y. ¥. C. Bennett Cups for schooners and sloops, 
June 10—Salem Bay Y. C. Spring Regatta. 
June 10—New York ¥. C. Annuul Keratta. 
June J0--Southern Y. C, Corinthian Regatta, 
June 11—N. Y. ¥..C. Secretary's Cup, Wandlcap. 
June 12—Quiney Y. C. Chanipionship Kegatta. 
June 12—Sea wanhaka Corinthian Matches. 
June 14—Salisbury Y. 0. Spring Regutta. 
June 14—Quaker City Y.C, Chester Hegatta. 
June 14—Southwark Y. C. Spring Regatta. 
June 14i—Empire Y. C. Annual Regatta, 
June 15—Long Island ¥. 0. Annual Kegatta. 
June 17—Boston Y.C. Union Regatta, 
June 17—Marblehead Revatta. 
Juné 17—Provineetown Y.C. Reputra. 
June — Buffalo ¥.C, Regatta, 
dine 19—Sun Francisep ¥. C. Cruiseto Half Moon Bay, 
June 2J—New Jersey Y. C0. Annual Regatta. 
June 26—Dorchester ¥. C. Hegatta. 
June 26—Washington Village Y.C. Spring Regatta, 
June 27—Quaker City Y. C. Harbor Cruise. 
June 28—Hast River Y. C, Annttial Regatta. 
June 20—N. Y. ¥.0., Brenton Reef Ohallenge Cup. 
Juiy 3—RBeverly Y. C. Championship Races, Nahant. 
July 3-5—Quaker City ¥.C, Spring Cruise. 
July 4—San Francisco Y¥. ©. Cruise to Napa. 
July 5—Quaker City ¥. C. Pennsgrove Regatta, 

Hiorsman’s Archery 
Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 

[ior. Maurice Thowpen, Mather of Archery in thle country 5 

“MIST COLOR” 
“TINE QUALITY,” which are superior to any made by any other manufacturers. 

LENGTH, 

Three feeb long 
Six feet long, 
Nine feet long..... 

The Inventors and only Manufacturers of Genuine 
Leaders, of which SETH GREEN says : 
TO BE THE MOST PERFECT I HAVE HYER SEEN,” 

~ I HAVE TRIED THEM AND FOUND THEM 

Trout. | Bass. | Ex’rRa Heavy Bass, | Saumon, | Vury Heavy Saumoy. |ieaviesySsAuMon) Pur Doz, 

a | $1.75 | $25 $3,00 Teen dips 
Bie es 3.25 4,25 5,50 a 

ab 4.50 6.25 8.00 $10.00 $12.50 $15,00 a 

Will M. ‘Chanpam, Dey, Champion Accher of the United States. 
Tienry (2. Carver, Byy., Pren's of tie Nutlonel Archery Astociatlon, 
A. & Brownell, By., Prealilent of the Basiern archery Associations 

nidatherleadiig Archers. 
Speciabittention te called to Howes xs Brawss Yew-aocup 
ows wi foOte peacock feathered Arrows, 
Send stamp for Wluattated Qatalogue of Archery & Lawn Tennis, 

E. I. HORSMAN, 
30 & 82 William Street, New York. 
=" Sole Agent for Brownell’s Archery Score 

Rook and Seore Cards 

Lineru. 

Three feet long 
Six feet long 

515,00 

Very Hmavy SAumMon, |EmaViIEST SALMON Puk Doz )'Trour. | Bass. | Extra Heavy Bass. | SaALMon, 

Ronee $2.50 | $3.00 4,00 
rans El 4,00 5.50 7.00. 
Rene 6,00 §,00 10.00 

ae 

as 

tc $18.00 $20.00 

ABBEY & IMBRIE. 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

Ghe Hennel. | The ennel. 

AOR SALH—May, litter sister to Munn’s Psy- 
4 he, in whelp to Sensation; liver and white; 

Jess by Sensation out of Daisy I. liver and white; 
one yeor old. Address SECRETARY W. K.C., 
06 Broadway. 

mayaiat, 
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Fo SALE—A first-class coon and squir- 
rol dog. =Address F. C, Fowler, Moodus, 

Middlesex Co., Conn. ; June 10,1t 

ready for 

old, Part 

LGHO I11.-MAGGIE, 
twonllred dog pups from this litter, now 

delivery. Addre: 
Navy Yard, Portsmouth, N. H. 

For SALE—Irish setter dog, 

dress H, BH, LAW, Indianapolls, Igd, yuneld,at 

I have for sale 

ess WM. ANDERSON, 
Junel0.2t 

owner's Belle. 
an extra tinedield dog, fa yer: 
good condition, 
Junes, tf 

One year 
broken, Full Pedirree.  Ad- 

Ghe Hennel, 

OR SALE—A red setter dog PUPPY, ten 
mouths old, by Rake, out of Belle 

Rake by Dv, Gautier’s Dan and Luverack’s Ruby, 
Belle U1. by Dr, Strachun’s Dan IT., out of same 

The puppy shows signs of being 
handsome, und in 

ddress X. ¥. Z,, this oilice. 

Ghe Senne. 

5) Of SALE,— Imported Gordon Setter bitea 
_Nellic, full pedigree; broucht to this coun— 

try in campany with champion puinter Bow, by 
'T, H. Scott, Esq,, of England. She las a good 
nose, stainch, broken, aud a good retriever. Due 
to whelp In I wy by imported Gurdon Jerry, who 
is a thoroughly-broken, first-class field dow. Ap- 
ply to FRED, A, TAHT, Dedham, Mass. 

May#i,bt 

I, 
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June 10, 1880,] FOREST AND STREAM. Bol 

Mligcellaneous. 

KEEP’S Shivts, the Best 
KEEP'S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
eS see PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

nished. 
KEEP’S KID GLOVES, none better. 
KEEP’S UNDERWEAR, the best. 
KEEP'S OUMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KEEP'S JBW ELEY, rolled gold plate. 
KEEP’S NECKWEAR, latest novelties. 
KEEP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, nade to meas- 

ure, 6 for $10. 
'S PAT. PARTLY-MADRB SHIRTS, 6 for $7. KEEP 

KEEP’S GOLD PLATE COLLAK AND SLEEVE 
BUTTON, free with every half dozen of 
KEEP’S SHIRTS. 

KEEP’S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of 
the Union, at KEEP’S risk. 

KEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 

Money refunded for goods not satisfactory. 

Samples and circulars free to any address. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 633, 635, and 637 RBOADWAY, N. ¥. 

Now is the Time to Order 

TENTS,AWNINGS AND FLAGS. 

= 

Edwinson ©.Green’s 

WINNING GUNS. 
Send stamp for illustrated price list to 

GC. & A. HAYDEN, 
JACKSONVILLE, ILL., 

Sole Importers. 

TVERSIDE HOUSE, Forked River, I 

Sov Site. 

FS SALE—Schooner yacht now build- 
ing, about 50 tons o.m. Can be finished at 

Tnoguire at this office or of 
JOSHUA BROWN, 

Salem, Maas. 

short notice. 

June 3-4 

PSE SALE—A pair of ten-bore single- 
barrel trap guns, for pigeons or glass balls ; 

new; made by Patrick Mullen, Now York; cost 
$375. This is the Wate trap guns in United 
Stee oars M. P, BRAY, New Haven, Conn. 

une3, 

FOR SALE, 
An Earthiy Paradise 
PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. 

Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md. may13,6m 

OR SALE cheap—An oyster sloop, 14} tons, 
also a5-ton sloop yacht; for particulars in- 

quire of O. KISSAM, at Centreport, L, I., where 
both vessels can be seen. may 27-2 

H, P. engine and two H. P. upright tubu- 
lar boilers, nearly new; also steam gauges, pump, 
shafting, ete. Address P. O. Box 503, Millbury, 

_ Mass. Je3-26 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGWH for 
breech-loader, for want of use and room, 

2 well-broken black setter dog, 44 years old, out 
of imported stock ; yery stanch and good nose, 
For price, etc,, apply to J. F.5., P.O, Box 91, 
‘Yarrytown, N. Y. jJune3,1t 

ee SALE—Complete set (13 vols.) For- 
estand Stream, in perfect condition, with 

indexes; two vols. bound. Price $15. Address 
June 10-36 G. R. WILSON, Elgin, Tl. 

ED FOXES FOR SALE—Address BOX 
No. 117%, Uniontown, Fayette Co., Pa. tf 

O EXCHANGE—Four bound vols. of 

bitch 5 
size. 
June 10-4 R, M, C., this office. 

7 ANTED—A good second-hand salmon 
rod and reel at once; state particulars , 

Ad ROD, 286 Lexington #yenue, 
a sune 10-1t a New York City, 

ALDRED’S YEW BOWS. 
J. B. CROOK & CO,, 

ee 

Se 

SEND FOR WEIGHTS AND PRICES. 

50 Fulton street, N. Y. 
SOLE AGENTS FO 

THOMAS ALDRED, London, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
Importer of FINE BREECH “LOADING GUNS, 

943 Broadway, near Twenty-third St., New Fork. 

Fine 

‘FISHING TACKLE. 

CUTLERY 

of the 

Finest Quality. 

Mire Arms of Every Description, 
AND EVERYTHING PERTAININGTO SHOOTING AND FISHING OUT-FITS. ALSO 

The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” (Recommended by 
SHELLS LOADED TO ORDER. GUNS TAKEN [IN EXCHANGE. 

Fox’s Patent Breech-Loading Shot Gun.| 

OrPTrricAt 

BEND 
LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE 

HE SIMPLEST and BEST GUN in the Market. 
Purchasers of our higher priced guns will receive sn interest in the business. 

EO. H. FOX, Agent, examine, or send for circular. 

NO HINGE TO GET LOOSE. 
Call and 

36 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK. 

Sleep is Prevented by Heat!!! 

WESTUN-ROWELLEM, 
J 

in the skin and REMOVE ALL DISAGREEABLE ODOR FROM 

USED AS A LOTION OR IN THE BATH 
frees the pores of the skin and soothes the nerves 
and allays the IRRITABILITY WHICH CAUSES 
RESTLESSNESS AND PREVENTS SLEBP. 

Tts judicious use SOR oe a healthful glow 
f THE RSPIRATION. 

The acidity of the body, if not retpoved by free perspiration, PRODUCES RHEUMATISM AND 
KIDNEY TROULLE. 
OR DISEASE RESULTS 

In fact, the SKIN BEING TH PURIFIER OF THE BODY, MUST ACT 

WE MG8T EMPHATICALLY CLAIM THAT THIS PREPARATION ENABLES A HRALTH- 
FUL ACTIVITY OF THE 

PREVENTS AND CURES MOSQUITO BITES. 
Many of our LEADING PHYSICIANS haye given this article thelr HIGHEST APPROVAL, 

but refuse the use of their names, because of the tyranny of ethics, which terrifies them into silence 
where eyen the most beneficial results must follow their recommendation of the secret preparations. 

Can be mailed to any Address. Price 25c. for sample. 
Depot 881 Sixth Av., New York. 

The Hemel. 

RAIN YOUR OWN DOGS.—Secrets re- 
vealed; send two 3-cent stamps. M. VON 

CU LIN, Delaware City, Del. June 3-tf 

MOR SALB.—Fox Terrier puppies, by Mr. R. C. 
Cornell's Natty, imported Lady Venus; Natty 

by Gamester-Feefee; Lady Venus by Spot-Nell. 
Natty is own brother to bitch, third prize winner 
New_York, 1879. Lady Venus was highly com- 
mended, Exeter, England, 1879, For particulars 
and price, address HK, L. Marshall, Charlemont, 
Bedford Co.,Va. Junel0,1t 

ORDON BITCH IN WHELP.—Hay- 
ing three other bitches duc to whelp in sev- 

eral weeks, I offer for sale my pure (black and 
tan, no white) Gordon setter bitch Jennie (Cope- 
land’s champion Shot, ex Tilley’s Mab), in whelp 
to Dr. Aten's champion black and tan setter 
dog Glen, winner of first prize in the Brace Stakes 
of the Mastern Field Triuls of 1879. Jennie 
is broken on woodecock, quail and snipe; she is 
fast, good nose and pertectly stanch, A rare op- 
portunity to secure a very valuable litter of pup- 
pies cheap. For price and particulars address W. 
i PIBROE, Peekskill, N.Y. juneld,1t 

CcoTtTcH COLLEY KENNEL.—Im the 
stud, imported rough-eoated Scotch col- 

ley dog Rex, winner of first prize at New 
York Bench Show, 1880; he is the united 
blood of Trefoil,Cariyle, Hlcho (three champions), 
and claimed by Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N., to be 
simply perfect. Will serve & limited number of 
approved bitches. Also extra choice puppies 
out of imported bitches, sired by imported 
Laddie and Roy, winner of first prizeNew York, 
879. WILLLAM LINDSAY, Box 213, Elizabeth, 

N, Jy Junel0,l¢ 

Ghe Kewell, 

UGS! PUGS !—For sale, grand im- 
ported pug Prince; took medal at last New 

York Dog Show. Also first class puppics, good 
in all points, by Prince-Tiny, Tiny by celebrated 
Sootey, of England. MKS, J. E. KOONS, 50 
George street, Baltimore, Mad. june3,2t 

Free SALE—My deep red Irish setter bitch 
Pearl, whelped Jan. Ist, 1877, ont of my im- 

ported biteh Kate, by Lincoln & Hellyar's im- 
orted Dash, winner of the first prize New York 
ench Show, 1878. Pearl was highly cominended 

New York Bench Show, 1879, being only four 
months Ofage. Also dogs Dasher and Dan, and 
bitches Peggie and Bush, all ped, same pedigree 
as Pearl, whelped July 15th, 1879. Address M. P. 
BRAY, New Haven, Conn. junes,2t 
5 a 

A BARGAIN—One more Gordon setter 
bitch, three years old, thoroughly broken 

on quail, woodcock and ruifed grouse; is yery 
stanch, with good nose, and a fine retriever; 
hunted two seasons steady. Price $35, 
Junel0-lt C. F. KENT, Binghamton, N. Y. 

EAGLE PUPPIES FOR SALE—Bred 
from superior English stock (prize winners) 

of our own importation. Address HSSHX 
COUNTY HUNT (Late Montulatr Hunt), Mout- 
clair, N. J. Junel0,lt 

LAGHINE KENNELS. 
HAVE THE BEST COCKERS IN AMERTOA, 
48 their show record proves. I will sell pups 

from all my bitches alike for $15 each. Full 
Bogazgee on application, GHO. D. MACDOU- 
AL, FP. O, Drawer 102, Montreal, Canada. 

Mayroth,tt 

GoonDs. i, . 
the FOREST AND STREAM), Sent postpaid for $2. 

Seiad LIST OF SECOND-HAND GUNS, 

Che Kennel. 

N THE STUD—The pure Laverack dor 
Pride, by Pride of the Border x Petrel. The 

only pure Luverack in New Englund. Fee, $50. 
Aduress H. F, DEANR, Box 1,612, Boston, Miss. 

Sept4af 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 

fps POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
fleas on dogs or any other unimals, or money 

returned, Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates Its 
usé&. Simple and eflicacious. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IW DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mall, 

Both the aboye are recommended by Rop AND 
Guw and FoREST AND Stream. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
; 65 Fulton Street, N. ¥. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
1 Cortlandt Street, iv. ¥, oct 12 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custem Ifouse and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

fee aes AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
; Fowls, ete, to any destination. MKennel 
Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending toimport 
dogs from Europe, should have their stock con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete. 

URE BIELD TRIAL SETTER PUPS FOR 
Sale, Cheap—by the followimg celebrated 

dogs, viz.: By Rhoderick (litter brother to Lle- 
wellyn’s great Count Windom), out of Lady 
Lorne (Roybel-Livy IL). By champion Royal 
Duke, out of Leah (Roybel-Livy IL.) By Roscoe, 
out of Armida (champion Leicester, out of Poco— 
hantags). I never bred handsomer or better pups. 
Also one black and tan, no white, Gordon dog, 
two years old. For pedigrees and full partieu- 
jars, address F. A. DIFFENDERFDP ER, 15 Ship- 
pen street, Lancaster, Pa, May20th4t 

4 OR SALE. — Part of a litter of puppies. 
whelped April 26th, 1880, by Pontiac out of 

Judeth; she by Rob Roy-Higgin's Belle; she by 
Pride of the Border-Kerby, Also a Llewellyn 
setter bitch, three’ years old, and a lumon and 
white pointer bitch, three years and three months 
old, broken on all game; must be disposed by Ist 
July, as owner is changing residence. For par- 
ticulars, address HORACE SMITH, 31 Park Row, 
Room 3, Junel0,26 

‘2. 

| Pinar SALE—My black and white-ticked pointer 
biteh Peg (Strong's Pete Goodrich-l'annie). 

Peg is four years old, anda very handsome, sty- 
lish, bitch, thoroughly broken, and a ood re- 
tricver; second prize at Boston, 178. Also three 
very handsome Gordon setter doz pups, four 
mouths old (Tom-Bess). These ups are eood 
ones oth sire and dam extra flelddogs. Tom is 
sire of Sam, first prize at New York, 1878, and 
Duk? and Dash first prize for best brace al New 
Yor J 1879, Address E. C, ALDEN, Dedham, 
Maa Juneloat 
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The Rennel. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, KR. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“SRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,’ &C. 
begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 

that he purcbases and sends cut dogs of any de- 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition, 

N. B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken- 
nels. deci tf. 

THE BLOKE s'AK KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 

M. P. McKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N. Y. 
KBEP ONLY COOKERS of the tinest strains. 
IT sell only young stock. [ guarantee satis- 

faction and saté delivery to every customer. 
These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for ruited grouse and woodcock shooting 
and retri¢ying. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
will get printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
nials che. 

K 9 KENNELS. 
WREAKING, breeding, boarding. Large 

stream on the place, and daily access. Best 
feed and care. Terms easy. Inclose stamp. 
By mail—K 9 Mange Cure, 50¢c.; K 9 Worm Pow- 

ders, 500.; K 9 Flea Powders, 50c,; K ) Soap, 5c, 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del. Address 

E. & C. YON CULIN, 
P.O.Box 218. Dover, Del. 

FLHAS! 
SE DR. AL, WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

a safe and efficacious remedy and preyen- 
tive for fleas and all eruptions of the siin pro- 
duced by them. 1t cleanses the hair of all im- 
purities, purges it of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
evties. It is impossible for fleas to live where it 
isused. Price, 25 cents per cake, For sale by all 
druggists. Wholesale depot, 164 Lincolu street 
Boston. Dr. Watts offers for sale the largest 
assortment in America of dogs of all breeds, All 
diseases of dogs skillfully treated. Medicines 
with full instruction, sent toany address upon 
receiprof one dollar. The fact that Dr. Watis 
has tor four consecutive years neld by appoint- 
ment the posi ion of Special Olicer of the City 
of Boston to have charge of unlicensed dogs, is 
sufficient cuarantee of reliability. All eommu- 
nidatious and orders will receive prompt atten- 
tion, Adiress DR. AL. WATTS, 
Mar 25-tf 164 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass. 

ORY O’*MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O’Morein the stud, The handsome- 

est, as well as one of the best, field and best bred 
Trish setter dog in the United States. Winner 
of the lirst prize at New York, 1877; also at same 
show in special prize for $250 cup, competing 
against the crack dogs, male and female, English, 
Irish and Gordon setters and pointers, imported 
and native. The four judges tied on Rory 
O’More and Paris. Also winner of the cham- 
pion prize at Hudson, 1879. Also winner of cham- 
pion prize at New York, 1879, und also winner of 
the gold necklace (competing against setters and 
es male and female) at New York, 1880. 
Thoroughbred pups for sale by Rory O’More, out 
of Queen Bess, Lottie and Magenta. For pedi- 
gree and particulars. address W. N. CALiLHN- 
DER, Albaay, N. ¥- May20th,4t 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgement. 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

4 water. 
N, B._Setter and Pointer 

Puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
prees. Address H. C. GLOVER.Toms River, NJ 

Neversink Lodge Kennels 
The following celebrated Dogs are in 

the stud, 
Docs! 

8t. Bernard dog “ Marco"; rough coated, two 
years old; & magnificent animal—Rey. J. Cum- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanover 
Show and Rochester. 
New Foundland dog * Keeper”; fouryears old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel Show, 1879. 
Pointer dog, *‘ Croxteth"; liver and white; one 

anudahalf years old; out of Lord Sefton’s re- 
nowned stock—one of the handsomest pointers 
in the United States. Second prize in the Han- 
over International Show. 
Blue Belton setter, “ Decimal Dash,” eighteen 

Months old; sired by Llewellyn's celebrated 
ric a —a Magnificent stud dog—never exhib- 

Trish setter, “Royer Il"; pure red: son of Mac- 
dona’s champion ‘Royer. Never exhibited. 
English setter, “Ranger I"; a pure bred Lay- 

erack, son of Macdona's celebrated “* Ranger.” 
His get won firstat Hanoyerand Paria shows, and 
second at Puppy Stakesin Eastern Field Trials 
1879, 
Stud fee, $25.00, 

@ EE" Saiec. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

Bitches. 
8t. Bernard ‘'Brauntels," aough coated, out of 

Prince Solm’s celebrated stock; a magnificent 
bitch, in whelp to “‘ Marco,” Ist prizes in 
over and Rochester show, 
Pointer ‘ Queen,” liver and white, lst Westmin- 

Bter Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to *‘ Croxteth. 
Gordon setter “Beauty,” Ist Boston Show 1878, 

fod New York Show 1578. 
Pointer “Dora”—liver and white, out of 
ueen”’ and Sancho.” 
jue Belton setter‘ Silk" 

Trish Setter Moya," out_of Col, Hilliard’s 
“ Palmerston," in whelp to “Raver I. 
English Setter Donna,’ white and lemon. 
Pups can be secured by an arly application. 

Besides [offer for sale pointers and getiers of 
minor quality, butot good thoroughbred stock; 
full pedigrees, Also, feyeral puppies of cham~ 
pion * Queen," by champion “ Sensation,” 
Saving engaped the services of Macdona‘s re- 

nowned field trial breaker [am prepared to book 
ordersfor thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autumn, 1880, Particulars will be furnished on 
application to A, E. GODEFFROY, , 

. Guymard, Orange Co., N. Yo 

Han- 

WILKIN 
FS 

SON & LENNON, 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 
Special Designs Sent Free 

UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order. 

i 

Ghe Hennel. Sportsmen's Routes. 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best European strains. To be sold for no 
fuult. For prices, pedizrees, etc., address. 

Le ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tt Laneaster, Mass., U.5. A. 

BERKLEY-RHUE. 
if HAVE FOR SALE some yery fine all red Trish 

setter puppies out of my Rhue, by champion 
Berkley, whelped March 44th, 1880. 
For turther particulars address 

'HOMAS A. ADDISON. 
miyls,lmo. 216 Broadway Square, Chelsea,Mass. 

MANCE. 
SCRATCHES. 
GLOYVER’S IMPERIAL MANGE CURE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal, One application 
is Usually all thatisnecessary, For SCRATCHES 
in HORSES it has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop’t’r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N. J, 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

st., N. Y.; Jonn P, Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos. GC, Grubb & Co., 712 Market st,, 
Phils.: F.P. Taylor, 72 Bast Madison st., Chicaro; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St. 
Conis. Price, §0 cents. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
<«RUSH.” 

“In the Stud.’ 
Rush is lemon and white, and winner at New 

York, Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Louis- 
yille Shows. He is an excellentfield dog; fine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch, For full partic- 
ulars, pedigree and field qualities address 

EDMUND ORGILL, 
1,096 Dean street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Jan.22-tf. Fee $25. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer, 

For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale Agents — Charles L. Ritzman, 943, 
Broadway, N. Y.; Breen & Hobart, 214_ Fulton 
Street, N. ¥.; Smith, Kline & Co., 809 N. Third 
Street Phila.; Finley & Thompson, 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore. 
Cure or Destroyer sent by mail on receipt of 

25c., to L. A. MICKE, Easton, Pa. 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am ore- 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. Igiye my puppies seyen months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has ali the natural instincts. Kefer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. <A 
WIN'THR, Cairo, ‘Thomas County. Georgia. i 

“nt 

RARE CHANCE.—For sale, Gordon 
Setter, Maggie, Black Fan (Dash-Kathleen), 

first prize, and avery superior blood bitch, 335° 
Don, asplendid orange-white ticked; yery large 
brother to Champion France, but superior every 
way; $50. Moll, a very beautiful bitch; orange- 
white with black points; two first prizes; $75. 
Dick, a very fine dog; orange-white, black points. 
Rosa II,, orange-white ticked; in whelp by Don 
—due May 22d—seeond prize. She, with Dick, 
best brace I ever shot over together, $100. Also 
puppies, nine months, Gordon and Laverack 
combined. Bob, black-white, blue ticked. Jim, 
bluek-white tan. Witch, black-white ticked, 
Busy, brown-white Belton; very fine; full of 
work: $15 each; a brace, $24. Puppies, two to 
four months old, well bred, fine and healthy, a 
brace for $10. This is a rare chance—one you 
can’t aiford to lose, if you want fine stock fora 
very little money. Must be sold. Address, ASA 
L. SHERWOOD, Skaneateles, N. Y. May13,tf 

FOREST AND STREAM EENNEL, 
Llewellyn setter, Rattler, in the stud," Rat- 

Uler is & handsome blue belton,black points,win- 
ner of four bench prizes; sire, Rob Roy, he by 
Laverack’s l'red,out of Slatter’s Phosbe, founder 
of the field trial strain, winner of five English 
fleld ese of Pore Layerack imported bitch 
Pickles; she by Liewellyn’s Prince, winner of 
two firsts and three ‘championships, out. of 
Liewellyn’s Lill T1.; no better blood in America. 
Will serye bitches at $15. Litters warranted. 1am 
breeding to Rattler the following bitches :— 
Mell, & beautiful blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack, dam Spot, winner of first and second 
specials at Detroit, Mich., 1879, also firstat Boston 
1879 in native classes; Fly, a very fine roan bel- 
ton bitch, sire Shot, dam imported Fannie; Pat, 
orange and white, out of Belle, by Royal George. 
Puppies bred from above, fine stock, for sale 
cheap, Address, with stamp, L.F. WHITMAN, 
Detroit, Mich, Decll,tf 
es 

JURE IRISH SETTERS for sale, very 
4 _cheap—Champion Eleho, Plunket and Rory 
O'More stock, comprising a litter of puppies six 
weeks old, two bitches nine months old, and one 
broken dog one yearold. Address ER. J. ROB- 
BINS, Wethersfisld, Conn. May 20-t 

———S$._ $—— 

EASTERN RAILROAD. 
Shortest Route. 
BOSTON 

TO 

PORTLAND, 
BANGOR, 

ST, JOHN, 
HALIFAX, 

WHITE MOUNTAINS, 

Rangeley Lakes, 
Moosehead Lakes, 

And all the sporting grounds of 

Maine axp sax Provinces. 
EXCURSION TICKETS 

Are now onsale at the Company's Office, 306 
Washington St. (next door to Old South Church), 

Boston, and at Depot, Causeway St., at the fol- 

lowing reduced rates ;— 

Boston to Rangeley and return.... ...... 
BY “ Indian Rock Landing and re- 

Wirn (via. Phillips) 
¥ ‘\ Middle Dam and return,. 18.00 
i “ Upper Dam and return. 14,00 
"y * Indian Rock and return......., 15.25 
” “ Mt, Kineo(Moosehead) & return 16.00 

Forks of Kennebecand return, 13.00 
Dead River and return 13.00 

For Rangeley, leaye Boston 7.30 A. M. 

For Mt. Kineo, leave Boston 7.00 P. M. 

PULLMAN PARLOR OR SLEEPING CARS ON 
ALL THROUGH TRAINS, 

LUGIUS TUTTLE, 
GP. & T. Agt. 

Boston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland. 

Spring Fishing 
at the 

RANGELEY’S and 
MOOSEHEAD LAK F. 

Excursion Tickets 
Will be placed on Sale as soon as the ice is out 
Close connections made at Portland with Grand 
Trunk and Maine Central Railways for all the 
Fishing Grounds in Maine and Northern New 
Hogland. 
Tickets msy be obtained at Boston City Office, 

280 WASHINGTON STRERT, and at the Stution. 
Information by mail, if desired. 

JAS. T. FURBER, D, J. FLANDERS, 
Gen. Supt. Gen. Ticket Avent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Picdmont Vir- 
inia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 

AAniaehiany, Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Riyers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, e, pickerel, ete. 
Gung, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free, 

The Route of the Tourist, 

through the most beautiful and picturesaue sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
with the North snd Northeast; andut Richmond 
and Charlotteyille with the South. All modern 
improyements in equipment. 

CONWAY R, HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
Richmond ¥ 

NEV hArP 
——Or— 

Magalloway River and Adjacent Country 
Sa the routes from Magalloway River 

and the Rangeley Lakes to Lake Mewantic. 
Canada, the best sporting locality in thissection ; 
giving the topographical aspecrot the country, 
camp grounds, camps, springs, game loenbties. 
ete, Price 25 Cents. Forsule by the principal 
parte sporting goods. The trade sup plied by s 4 

may ly 

RS, LEE & SHEPARD, Publishers, 
° Boston, Mass. 

ae) in ) 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencip 

Sportsmen's Boutes. 
ee 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SOHED- 
ULE, ee effect March 14th, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER'S P'l (Flatbush Ave., B’klyn,5 min, 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.35 A.m., 3.35, 4.35, 6.85 p.m, Sundays, 
AM. 

» Gol. Pt & Whitestone, 7.35, 845, 10, 11.85 A.M., 
ee 3 A en 5, 5.85, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9.15, 1045 PM, 
2.15 ment, 
Sundays, 9.85, 10,35 A.M,, 195, 5.35, 7,10 P.M. 
Flush ing, 6.30, 7.85, $.45, 10., 11.35 A.M, 2.88, 3.35, 

£35, 5, 5.40, 6, 6.30, 7, 7.85, 9.15 10.45 Pa, 12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10,35 A at.,1.95, 3. 5.38, 7, 10 p.m. 
Par Rockaway, £35, 11 A.M., 4,35, 535, 7 P.M. 

Rockaway Beach, 1] 4.M., 4.35 P.M Sundays, 94.M. 
and §.d5 Pont. 

11,35 .A.M., 4.35, 5.35,6 35 P.M. , Great Neck,6.30, 7.35, 
Suturday nights, 12.35. Sundays, 9.35 a.M., 5.6 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, §, 10 A.ar., 

1,35, 3.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35 P.M. Brom WMlathush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Pri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdayaand Sundays only from Flatbush ay. 
10 p.m, Sunday, ) a.m., 1,36, 6.35 P.M, 
Glen Coye, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3,35, 4.35, 6.35, 6.35PM. Sundays, 9 
A M., 6,85 PM. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, § A.w., 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8,10 A,a.. 4,35, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, } Aw. 6.35 P.M, 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,8.35, 6.35 P.at. 
Port Jet/erson, 10 A.M., 4.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue. 8.35 A.M, 4.35, 5,85 Par. Sundays, 9 

A.M. 
Htichmond Hill, Glendale, 8.36, 1] A.M., 3.3, 4.35 

6.35, 6,7 P.M, Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmoor, §, 10) A.M., 1.35 P.M, Tuesdays, Wed- 

April $d. 
NN@X—Leave HUNTERS P'T &WALL ST.A 

Pier 17, EB, R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P’t, 8.30, 
10,30, 11.30 A.M, 3.10, 4.10, 5.10, 6.10 P.M. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, ete., 
apply wt 220) B'woy, cor, Barclay. 

W. M. LAFFAN, Gen'l Pass. Agent. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKH THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,Gran pidsandCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THH 

FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

in the abundance and grest variety 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT gshound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
ouly in those waters. 
The TROUT season begins May Land ends Sept.1. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends 

Noy. 1. ; 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound m large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The eponean can readily send trophies of his 

skill to his friends or club” at bomé, asice for 
packing tish can be had at man Reinies 
TAKE YOUR PAMILY WIT OU. Thesce- 

nery ol the North Woods and Lakesis very beau- 
tiful; the air is pure, dry and bracing. The oli- 
eante is peculiarly beneticial to those sullering 

th 
Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
The hotel accommodations are food, far sur 

passing the average in countries new enough to 
afford the finest of fishing. 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

ets will be sold at low rites,and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportamen. 
Dogs, Guogand Fishing Tackle Carried Freeat 

owner’srisk. * 
It is ouraim tomakesportsmen feel ‘athome” 

~mthis route. FV r Tourist’s Guide (an attractive 
ustrated boolr sf 8) pages), containing full in- 
formation ay ccurate maps of the Fishing 
Grounds and VimaCards, address A.B. LHET. 

Ger. Pass, \vent, Grand Kapids, Mich, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co,, 

Respectfully inyite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 

andthe Michigan North Woods are predeel raat 
o 

os 

afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE C SHS in the 
fiddle States. These lines being CONTINUOUS 
KOM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, ayoid the dif- 
aS and MANETS of arsine RS ae 
cellent cars which run over the smoo 
tracks enable STOCK TOC BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 

also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylyania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKE'DS are sold at the offices of the Compan 
all the pncins cities to KANE, RENOVA, B Is 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQU A. sii 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also, *¢ 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER, 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’! Pass. Agent. 

Fraxt THOMSON, Gen'l Manager. febli-tt 

Old Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 
some of the finest watertewl aud upland 

shootiig sections in the country, Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague: Jett’s Island, and pointe 
on the -epinsulu. ct py Poise. James’ River, Cur- 
rituch, Florida and the mairtainous country, of 
Virginia, Tennessee, ete. Norfolk steamers sail 
‘mesday, Thursdsy, and Saturday. Lewes, Del., 
Mondsy and Thursday, st 2 P.M. Full inform- 
ation given at office, 197 Greenwich Street, New 

~ - ® sepesily Yorls 
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Miscellancans Advertisements. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

CORDUROY SHOOTING SUITS 
A SPECIALTY ! 

From Goods of my own Importation--Dead Grass Color. 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD 

; VETEEN FUSTI 
Full dines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggings, ete. 

Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J: 

VEL 

Send for Price-List and Samples, 

New York Office, 177 Broadway. 

Fatels ind Routes for Sportenven 

CEAN HOUSE, Speonk, L. I.—Firsi- 
class board ; near bay and ocean, forest and 

lakes; gunning, fishing, riding, sailing. pee 
And rowing. Parties will be met at ‘L.1. RE, 
depot by appointment. 

J. W. TUTHILL, Proprietor. 

1 z 

HO! for TROUT FISHING. 
HE FAR-FAMED waters of the Mag- 
anettewan are now within easy access of 

Toronto and the outside world, ind are still team- 
ing with speckled trout. We have erected a large 
and comfortable hotel in Maganettewan Villare, 
and are prepared to otter every facility to our 
Bprtine, friends by way ol oanoes and guides ta 

é trout lakes and streams tributary to the Mag- 
4nettéwan,and can offer the best of trout fishing 
within a mile of our hotel: willhayeiceand facil- 
ities for packing fish, so that they can be taken 
fresh to any part of the Northern States. The 
road from Rousseau (the head of steam travel) has 
been Macadamized and the journey shortened by 
half a day,so that De ee leaving Toronto can 
get here in one and a half days. Come up and 
see us. TRWIN & CLARKR, Proprietors; 
Maganettewan Post-Offiee, Ontario, Canada. 

Ialzce Etouse, 
PRINCETON, MAINE, 

OOD Perch and Pickerel Fishing. Only two 
hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, s0 

famous forits salmon and trout, Passengers by 
the 7 eM. train from Bostun will reach Princeton 
following eveniig at 6—only 23 hours. Guides 
furnished. All inquiries cheerfully responded 
to by the proprietors, 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

W.G. ROSE & CO. 

: HOROPEAN PLAN, 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Tat. Pomead. 
§ FULL OF VERY NICE GAME Trout 
and no other kind of fish. Anew resort for 

Sportsmen. All who have visited this pond haye 
gotall the trout they wanted. Maine Central 
Railroad to Farmington ; Stage to Kingfield and 
private conyeyance to the farmhouse of Ken- 
nedy Smith, five miles to walk from farm to 
pond. At Tim Pond are four good camps and 
five boats. Board and use of boat, one dollar 
per day; team ready to haul baggage from farm 
t camp, and guides. if wanted, at reasunable 
rates. Address KENNEDY SMITH, 

Bustis, Maine. 

LSSO. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada 
Fok SALEBY T. W. BOYD, 241 Notre Dame at., 

Montreal, Scotch salmon and trout Rods, Reels 
and Lines, Messrs, Forest & Sons, of Kelso, large 
and small Salmon Flies and Superior Casting 
Lines. Orders promptly attended to, 
Eo ———————————————E—E 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars" DayyCrocket" und “Izaak Walton,” 

Which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, livatorics, etc., also pro- 
vided with racks and closets for gums and fishing 
tackle, and kennelsfor dozs._ ; 
Diagrams, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen’l Supt. P. P. ©, 
Co., Chicago. je26 3mos. 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 

Attormmey and Counsellor at Law, 

NOTARY PUBLIC, 

No. #37 Broadway, Room 17, New York City; 

All busine ss vromptly attended to. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
| POULTRY AND GAME 

‘Nos, 289 & 290 Washington Market, NeW, 

Bulmy eleep,| 
good dipsstion, 
tch blood and 

. perfect health 
in Hap Biter, 

: ‘ * i 

Wiss, 

via 7 

a 

ry Impossible  remsio long sick when Hop Bilters sre used, to purfect are tltey In their operation, For Wealtness and General Debility, and sa a preventlye and cpre for Fever and Ague, nothing equals £t 

"AN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 

Ags ciate tnt 
ania t a eas wo) yp, DWE . a 

Ai \\ (heel : Lay Late .. eR 

PuFarIaesPlaromniteaten: EN cua Re set 

THIS CUT REPRESENTS THE 
BOSTON SHOOTING SUIT, 

THE BEST SPORTSMAN’S OUTFIT MADEs 
SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND SAMPLES WITH RULES FOR MEASURE. 

 Tento, Hammocks, | G. W. SIMMONS & SON, 
’ ‘ Oak Hall, Boston, Mass. AND LEATHER JACKETS. 

Warner's Safe Pills are an immediate 
Ss stimulus for 4 Torpid Eiver, and ciire Cos. 
Hiiveness, Dyspepain, Biliousmess, Bil- 

ous Diarrhes, Malaria, Feyer and 
Bm Agcuae, and ure useful at times in nearly all 
f diseases to cause # free and regularaction of 
the Bowels. The best antidote for all Maln- 
rial Poison, Price, 25 cents a Box. 

}  tWarners Safe Nervine quickly gives 
fi test and Sleep to the suffering, cures Mead- 
| ache and Neuralgia, Prevents Epilepiic 
Fits, and ig the bestremedy for Nervous Pron- 
tration brought on by excessive drinking, 

NM OVer-work, mental shocks, and other cntses. 
3 i Tt relieves aH R EIS of 

all diseases and is ney= 
erinjurious to the sys- 
tem, The best of all 

Nervines.  sizog3 SIX STRIP SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODs. 
prices, 50 eta. and $1. , rah : , * Ss dl 

Roti fey statarmane | FOR TMOWL AND Puen Uv aguamrea, -tOe 5 
SAFENERVINE 9 TE Oar erreur ta BRADFORD ct ANTHONY, 
SAFE Pitts: AHH.Warner&Co, | IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN FISHING TACKLE, 

374 Washington street, Boston, Mass. 

TFITS 
Proprietors, 

ROCHESTER, N. Ye 
Oop Send for pamphlet and 

testimonials. 

RUIWART fetscvon x. CANPAGES Established 1729. 

Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

these Wines to be unegualed in quality. 

Verzenay, dry, full bodied, rich flayor. 

arte Blanche, Fruity, delicate flavor, not too 

i 

OUTEIT No, 12,—A fine 3 jointed Mountain Trout Red, brass mounted, 9 feet long; Rod Case, Fish- 
ing Basket with strap, fine Brass Click Reel, 1 doz. best Trout Flies, Vly Book, 1 doz, Hooks on Snipe Gut, 25 
yards best Oil Silk Line, 1 yard Leader and Float, Rod, Recland Basket as shown in ents above. This Outfit - 

Regular price of articles in this outfit if has had great sale and has proved satisfactory to all who purchased it. 
sold separetly amounts to $10.00, I offer all complete for $6.00, 

OUTEIT No. 18.—A fine 2 piece Fly Rod, with extra tip, second joint and tips Lancewood, brass 
mounted, wound butt, 12 feet long; brass Click Reel, 25 yards Oil Silk Line, 1 doz. best Trout Flies, Fly Rook, 
Trout Basket with strap, 1 doz. Hooks om Single Gut, 1 yard Leader and Vloat, Regular price $16.00. I offer 
all complete for $10.00, 

OUTFIT No. 14.—Three jointed Bass Rod. brass mounted, dark polished Lancewood Tip, 10 feet 
lone; 50 yard brass Multiplying Reel with stop, 100 feet Linen Line, 1 doz, Hooks on Double Gut, Bait Box 
aud Float, Sinker and Float. Regular price $7,50. Ioffer all complete for $5 00, 

OUTFIT No. 158.—A fine 3 piece Bass Rod, hand made, dark polished, hollow butt, extra Lancewood 
Tip in Butt. brass mounted, 10 feet long; 80 yard brass Multiplying Reel, balance handle, best quality Braided 
Linen Tine, 1 doz, Hooks on Double Gut, 1 Treble Gut Leader Bait Box, Sinker and Float. Regular price of 
this Outfit $11.00, 1 offer all complete for $8.00, 

OUTWEIT No. 16.—General Rod, hollow butt, can he used with three joints for Bass, or with four 
joints for Trout, has twa light Lancewood Tips and one heavy Tip, finely finished; 1 best Multiplying Reel with 
alance handle, 1 best Braided Linen Line, 1 doz. best Double Snell Hooks, 1 Double Gut Leader, Bait Box, 

Sinker and Bloat. Regular price of this Outfit $12,50. T offer all complete for $9.00. 
All these Outfits are just as represented or Money Refunded. Senton receiptof price, or short distances 

c.0.D, Send for ths New Catalogue ot Fishing Tackle, Base Ball) Archery, 
and Sportsmen's Goods of every description. | S 

Street, New York. ~ R. SIMPSON, 182 Nassau 

mor“BEATS THE WORLD.’ ax. 

Old Judgesmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

dry. DODGE, CAMMEYER & CO., 

Cortlandt St.. Sole Ag’ts for the United States 

KENDALL'S 
SPAVIN 
CURE. 

The Most Successful Remed 
ver discovered, as itis certain in its ef- 
ects and does not blister, Rnap PROOF 

From Rev. P.N. GRANGER, 
Presiding Elder of the St. Albans District, 

St. Albans, Vt., Jan. 20th, 1880. 
Dr. KENDALL & 0O.,Gents: In reply to your let- 

ter I will say that my experience with Kendall's 
Spavin Cure has been very satisfactory indeed, 
three or four years ago 1 procured a bottle of 
your agent, and withit cured a horse of lame- 
ness caused byaspavin. Last season my horse 
became yery lame and [turned him out for a few 
weeks when he became better, but when I put 
him on the road he grew werse, when I discoyer- 
ed that a ring-bone was forming. I procured a 
Hottle of Kendall's Spavin Cure, and with less 
than a bottle cured him so that he is not lame, 
neither can the bunch be found. 
Respectfully yours, P.N. GRANGER. 
Price, $1 per bottle, or six bottles for $5. All 

Druggists have it.or can get it for you, or it will 
be sent to any address ou receipt of price by the 
proprietors, J, KENDALL & 00 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokers to Know. 

HE /MAJORITY OF SMOKERS 
are perhaps not aware, that in 

_ smoking Cigarettes made of the 
ordinary pure rice paper, they hayebeen 
inhaling THE MOST DBA DLY OF POT- 
BONE, thrown olf by all burning paper, 

7] Damiely : The Oil of Creosote. GHARLES 
|, @. BMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
CO., manufacturers of “OLD JUDGE” 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
yented and patented a process, March 
Sth, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
a8 wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
aeuiralized or desinoveds and ie paper 

— : made saliva proof to prevent its break- 
ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of * OLD JUDGE” Diguee tes is pie 
to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 
right to use it, The great advantaye and importance of this invention will at once be recognized by 
all smokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first ‘OLD JUDGE" Cigurotte they smoke, 
Sold by #01 leading dealers. Try them and you will use no others, 

Manulactured by GOODWIN & CO,,207 and 209 Water st., 
NEV TORE, 

Enosburgh Falls, Vermont 

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 
mr 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES, 

MANUFAOQTURED ONLY BY THE 
H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY. 

WaAaAREROOoOMSsS 
788 Broadway, New York : Pittsfield, Mass., Cut» Free, | 

S4 and 86 State street, Chicago: }FallCength COT, in this vase, 0 ROTOR ES {3 Sonn Fifth, Se bolt pei ethene eee | MELEE S cae COD UVER OIL 
ad 

fs perfectly pure. Pronounced the best by thé high 
est medical authoritiesin the world, Given highest 
awardat 12 World's Expositions, and at Paris, 1878. 
Sold by Druggists. W. H, Schieifelin & Co.,N.Y 

A iittle Hop 
Bitters enves blz : 
fioctor Mills and : 
long nickness. 
Cures. Drowsl- 

nese, Biloumess 
painsand aches 4 
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Gricket Gootls. 

RICHARD DAFT 
(CAPTAIN OF ALL ENGLAND ELEVEN), 

$ RICK BTING, Foot 
Ball and Lawn 

Tennis outfitter to the 
Army and Nayy, begs 
to inform Secretaries 
of Clubs, Collegesand 
Schools, that bis new 
and enlarged illustra- 
ted Price List for sea- 
son 1880 is now ready, 
and will be sent post- 
free upon application. 
Address RICHARD 
DAFT, No. 1 Lister 
Gate, Nottingham, 
England, 
To Agents: Goods 

ean also be had from 
Mr, A. J, REACH, 

—————e 

Philadelphia Pa. 

Alfied Shaw & Arthur Shrewsbury 
the Anglo-American Team and 

All-Hngland Eleven), 
(Members of 

AVE pleasure in informing their American 
H friends that they haye opened the Midland 
Oricket, Lawn Tennis, Football aud Gen-= 
eral Athletic Sports Warehouse, 

CARRINGTON STREET BRIDGE, 
NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND, 

The most unique and comprehensive establish- 
ment of its kind in England, Their stock coim- 
rises well-seasoned Cricket Bats, Balls, Boots, 
hoes, Leg Guards, Stumps, Bags, Lawn Tennis 

Sets, Racquets, Footballs, J erseys, Shirtings, silk 
or woolen (as worn by the team in America), and 
every article in great variety suitable to athletes, 
S.&S. being members of the late American 

Teqm, Enow: the requirements of their trans- 
‘Atlantic friends, and if fayored with an order 
may be relied upon tosend goods of first-class 
quality only. Clubs, colleges and schools pro- 
vided with professional bow! lers. First class men, 
ersonally known to 8. & §., well bred and of 

Tigh: character, only sent out. Price lists, with 
batting ayerages and bowling analysis of the 
American Team, may be had on application to 
GEORGE LANE, Professional Cricketer,Staten 
Island Cricket Club. 

Gis, Sanmnition, Ete. 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUf 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong- 
Tho barrels siide one side4 

No Ezinge tosetinoose. 
Prices from $50 to $300, 

Send stamp for circular to 
AMERICAN ARMS CO., 

103 Milk Street, Boston, 
FB. H. RAYMOND, Treas. 

GUN CLEANER. 
‘THE BEST . 

™ Cleaner and Oiler 
2 For Breech-joading Et 

in market, 

‘For One Dollar, ¢ one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 
and fuil diractions sent free of postare. 

In ordering give calibre of gun, Seni for cireular, 
Patentee. Address Ts YARDLEY BROWNS NG, BS 

= 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 
SIMPLE AND 
DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock, 

Chokebore Barrels, 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. Bx- 

tra heayy guns for aushe a specialty, Send stamp 
for circular. C. 8. SHATTUCK, Manufactu- 
vers, Hatfield, Mass. 

—_——— aaa, 

BST RICHARDS i 

HAMMERLESS GUN. 
These guns have Anson and Deeley’s Hammerlesi'Patent Cocking Action, with Automatic 

SafetyBolt, making the safest gun now in use. 10, 12 and 20 bores now in stock. 

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 

‘68 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 
AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES. 

HAW H’S PIGEON TRAP. 

FS ) 
2 > 

2: OQ 
25 0 

2P 
IS TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface. 

‘UOl] PeZIUBA|EH 

FO OPVRIAL 

When 
the cord is pulled one-half of the lid reyolyes within the Trap and DRIVES THB BIRD INTO 

THE AIR, Sportsmen willat once appreciate the advantages, Price $4. 

Agents: HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. 

Gaus, Sanmainition, Gte, 

FINE BREECH=LOADING 

Shot Guns; 
At a Bargain! 

THESE ARENOT CHEAPGUNS, 
BUT ARE 

Good Guns! 
AT A 

Low7erPrice 
Than they can be purchased for else- 

where, All of them 
WARRANTED TO 

"| /IVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 

| 

Send for Descriptive List. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
Cazenovia, N. Y¥. 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING ‘TOP 

LEVER ACTION 
In the world. 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 
Equal in finish, symmetry of outline, and ma 

rial, to the finest English guns, pode mal 
more reasonable 

The Sneider Rebounding Dee nee used, the only re- 
pounder with which misafires will not occur, 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

For “Workmanship, Rebounding Loc and 
Compensating Features of ti 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire. 
Muzzle Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loaders, 

Clark & Sneider, 
214 West Pratt Street, Baltimore. 
Send for Llustrated Catalogue, 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, 
SYRACUSE, 
NEW YORK. 

Maker of Fine Guns. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Ball 
AND HIS PATENT 

3 GLASS BALL TRAP 
For De. TAME They 
can be from all gun 
copie Headquarters 
forGlass Balls and Traps, 
AGNEW & Co., 153 aw 
ANVis ae Pa.; 
li, BOGARD Us, No isi 
Souco Clark street, Chic- 
agro. Send for Price List 
For eribe wert & Sloan, 
Newark, N. J. 

“Field, Cover and Ira) 
Shooting, * the only boo: 
ever publisurd by 8 mar- 
ket hunter, can o8 had at 

the above address. Price $2. 

HUNTING HATCHETS, 

ITH PATENT COVERS ; a perfect 
V protection to the edge; all sizes from one 
Bo ound to four sent by mail on receipt of price. 
me pound, with cover and handles. $1.75 

Two pound, + 2:00 
Three pound, with cover, without handies,, 2.25 
Bice nd a half pound, with cover, Without | 

es 
Send fora circular. 

A. CROSBY & GO., Wateryille, Me. 
"“The Canadian patent for the. above cover is 
now for sale, Address as above.’ 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
CHEAPER THAN GLASS. Samples sent by 

mail, 25 cents. Our Ne en apparatus is 
doadly ue ducks; by mail, $1 

—_—_—_—_— rE DCO CO. Rochester, NY, ING DECOY CO., Rochester, N.Y. 

THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS! RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS! 

SAME MATCH, 200YARDS OFF- 

ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM. 

SEE J.S, SUMNER'S FULLSCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 5O IN A POSSIBLE 5Q! FEB. 28, 1880 
iu 21 Fifteen Bull’s-eyes in Succession! 

HAND, MADE y - G1, 
The Ballard is the only Rifle that has ae Se Reieeoe e * Gheachigor 

The Balled d is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon, , 
ai Mei pak Vt Sa 4ULWAYS BITS THE SHOOTER: 

mpire ifie Club, in their trips to Boston, ALL used Ballards. 
* A WORD TO THR WISE,” ETC. 

FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

SGHOVERLING, DALY & GALE 
Sele Agents 2 New York for CARD’S REVOLVING BALL TRAE $4 Chambers street, NEW YORE CEFY 

‘mercury or animal oil; 

Guns, Anmunition, Cte. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer.,, 
OR*GUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGE 
cal Instruments. Safeto handle, WILLNOT 

GUM, and will keepin any climate. Sportsmen 
Map Ge ate the United States Bron Ooty Bae. 

t gun oil in the market. Judge Holmes, of 
Best ty, Mich., writes: ‘Tt is the best prepara- 
tion Lhaye found a thirt avDYe years of active 

ne ay 
Cea ato E. Bato gE Hilder, aton, caso, til 

St.” ious Mo. ; one W. Parr, Cleye- 
ble & Kleihacker, Baltimore, Md.; 
ern ete Ds D. C.; Jos. C. Grubb 

if. 

WM. R.SCHAEFER, 
61 Elmst., Boston, Mass., 

’ Dealer in 

SPORTSMEN'S — EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns. 

Te Order. 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

ing SHOTGUNS, A fullline of the Clabrough- 

guns, always on_ hand. 
paid to 
and hard. TT’S DO 
Gun stocks a SS TEA: to stay. 
executed in the most skillful manner. 

SMOKE ‘TARGET BALL. 
FOR TRAP SHOOTING, 

NOW READY, 
NO REFEREE. NO DISPUTES 

UNMISTAKABLE, 

We guarantee every Ball, 
Send for circular. 

SMOKE TARGET BALL OU. 
TITUSVILLE, PA. 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 
Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sight 

is a great improvement in rear sights. 

Send for circular containing full de- 
scription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middle eld,* Conn. 

Trap Balls. 
LIMITED quantity of plain, bie and amber 

Glass Balls—Whitall, Tatum & Co.’s make 
—Torsale at low figures. Address 

J. H. STEAD, 
192 Fulton street, N. ¥. City. 

E.H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

_,GUNSMITH, 
eA Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The eins Colé’s, Parker and Daly 
Guns. 

Gr Stocks altered to fitthe shooter. Guns 
hored Full aes Modified, ‘Taper, or for 

Game Shooting. Pistal G: se fitted, Pin Fires con- 
verted to Central Fires, N er Barrels fitted, Dx- 
dension Ribs, New Lumps, e 
Repairing of every deseri 

est manner and at reasonab. 
aS Sa REF ah Mixture,Al, Bc. per bottle. 
Sportsmen's and Riflemen’s Sundries. : 
aut ells loaded Al, and goods sent everywhere Cc. 

0. D. Send stamp for answers to jopetiee Refer- 
ences from all the clubs of the city. decld t£ 
rr = a ES TT 

ANTI-RUST. 
FOR THE PROTECTION OF 

Fire-arms, Cutlery, Skates, Surgical Tnstruments 
and all metal surtaces, from oxydation, 

Tt is a strict bydro-carbon, containing 10 
is not injurious or 

offensive, and will never ‘gum or become rancid 
in any climate. To sportsmen it is specially 
recommended for sea-coast shooting. 

DIUSCArEUGrmsoO. 
A perfeet protection from the attacks of black 

flies, mosquitos, fnats, sand-flies, and other in- 
sects so atinoying to sportsmen and tourists. 
Containing no tar or yeretable oils, it is free 
from disagreeable odors; will not soilthe com-— 
plexion; prevents tanning, sunburn and chap— 
ping of face and hands, and washes off readily. 
Sold by Schoverling, Daly & Gales, and 

Hodgkins & Haigh, New York, and John PB. 
Lovell & Sous, Wm. RB. Schaefer, Bradford & 
Anthony, Pope Manufacturing Co., and déal- 
érs in Beceta et sroods everywhere. 

GIBES & HUWARD, ae a a 
une, 15-tL. 

Field, Cover, and Trap Shooting, 
BY A, H, BOGARDUS. 

aoe done in an hon- 
erates. 

Price, $2.00. 

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICER. — 
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SOLE AGENTS FOR 

SPRATT’S 
18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in donants on. 

PATENT 
ION DOW . 

Send for Circular and Price List. 

DOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other, 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the eae 

WINES, 
BRANDIES, OF E. IRROY & CO., REIMS. 

“herry Wines, Burgundies, 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 
Clarets and Sauternes, 

Of A, deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux, 

CELAMPAGNES, 

WHISKIES, Ethine Wines, 

IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 
SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

ishing Tarkle. 

SPORTSMENW’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836), 

First premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

JOHN KRIDER, 
N. E. Cor. Second and Walnut{sts., Sides 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, REC Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, eles Bait, Fly Books, 

2" Salmon, Bass, and eae Ties, Made to Order. 

“ Krider's" Celebrated Genter Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamhoo Rods. 

Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties 
Taxidermy in all its branches. 

Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 
Repairing of all kinds. mar4ly 

FISHING TACKLE } FISHING TACKLE! 

THOMAS ANDREWS, 
No. 1.S6. Jolin St., Quebec, Canada, 

(SStABLISHED Ty ‘t841), 
To Sportsmen. 

HB larzestand ust assortment of Fishing 
Tackle to he had, cunsisting of English, Scotch 

and Canadian make, ‘rout and Salmon Rods, 
Salmon and Trout Reels, prepared silk Salmon 
Linés, Silk end Hair Tront Lines, Salmon Gatts, 
Se andsingle Leaders, Marana Gut, Fishing 

ee SALAD NS FLIES! TROUT FLIES! 
NGLERS going down salmon fishing on the 
“Murtuerite” brrer, *“ Godbout’ © Riv er, 

r eaereantas or on the * Muatapediac,” will find at 
hos. Andrews’ establishment, the best selection 

of Salmon Flies made on pa atterns expressly for 
these rivers by Forrest & Son, of Kelso, Seot- 
Jand: suchas the * Jock Scott,” “Silver Doctor,” 
“Wilkinson,” “Buteher,” ‘Cock Robin” and 
many other patterns, at very low prices 

DON'T CATCH WEEDS AND LOGS, 
BUr CATCH FISH, 

erp ryerslecs 

wv By, / ‘ y 

es) ee 

RUSH’S PATENT FLOAT TROLLING 
SPOONS entirely overcome the defects 

heretofore found in all other Spoons, viz., run- 
ning so deep as to catch weeds and logs, and 
below where the fish see them. Made of the 
best material, Bass size, 75 cents; pickerel, $r ; 
muskalonge, $1.25. Each by mail—25 cents ex- 
tra for gold-plated. Address 
HENRY ©. BRUSH, Brushton, Franklin 

Co., New York; Bs to be had at wholesale or re- 
tail from CHAS. L. RITZMAN, 948 Broadway, 

THE KINGFISHER, 

CATCHES se ERY FISH THAT BITES, 

See TSH EL MAN. SAMPLES ODY A FIS ‘ 
EVERIROD ON RECEIPT OF Bets, 
VACHE & CO., 926 Fairmount Ave,, Phila. 
—— EE —— 

Tariderny, Ge, 

Established 1859. 

Taxidermist Supplies. 
B=! SKINS, Bird Stuffers’ Tools, Glass 

Byes rate Cae Ve) Bias ae Animals, ete, 

1 me OOLBU BL URN, 31 Hovisen St., Boston, Mass, 
Pak ou. Miva for Bird Stands, Hook Worlk ates 

aeerpenphatee by mail a mee thing 

Natural History Store. 
department of Taxidermy TL offer for 

Teuctivers fine assortment of Game Birds of the 
best work, and a large assortment of ube 

and foreign species, #1l prepared by 
wa rorkmen. 

{ game birds, which is probably the 
fan 20.9 jeuniey ‘5ffer at 9300. 

W.J. KNOWLTOs, 
168 Treniont dtreot, Boston, Musas. 

Lubliortions. 

A 

Puorocraaic TOUR soo 
Two Hundred Wiles s OF srxrz 
THROUGH THE sos BEAUTIFUL SCENERY 

es axon COMICAL CHARACTER 
b+" —_ ILLUSTRATIONS 

WITH By Well-Known Artists, 

Tue Reser or Recent Paxsonan New Maps of the Stata os nn oe By THe Aurion 
The most Entertaining and Artistic Book in the Market, 

PRICE, ixttost ann corn, 4,50 
NEW SORE: 

ORANCE JUDD COMPANY, 

245 See ark 

Alp | 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these Ke 

STANDARD PU UBLICATIONS. 

BASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELBEY LAKES, By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsiuan’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine, Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
a trip to the Hane les, Lakes. 224 pages. 12 illus, 
Price 50 oa 

FARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
TED. A complete and re- LAKES ILLUSTRA 

liable guide to Richardson and Hanveloy lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixville Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
eee vee HES. 60 illus., gnd a large map. 
ce 50 ce 

PARRARS ‘MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
RTH MAINE WILDERNESS TLLUSTRA= 

MED. A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Moosehead Lake region and sporting re- 
forts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘he tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, ete., are plainly 
treated. 224 pages. I4 illus. Price 50 cents. 

PARRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
aper, cloth covers. _ 50 cents. 
RAR'S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 

and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of ivorthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Kennehec, Penobscot and St. 
John abides aed on tough linen paper, 
cloth co 60 

FA RRAR'S "STEREOSCOPIC LEW Seen Ses 
perk for catalozue, 

EN of the atove pel te atcha 
Postpaid Address on Jace ane of Pace 
BH ARE: ES A R, Jamaica Plain, 
Mass, ', Decs1 

B 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERIGAN POULTRY YARD- 

(WEEELY) 

Both Fe Nets ee ee y devoted 

Published byH. H, Stoddard, Hartford,Conn, 

THE POU LLY WORLD 
is sont post-paid for $1.25 
er year; the AMERICAN 

> POULTRY YARD for$l.50 
4 —both papers tor $2.00. 

A series of twelve mag- 
ficent Chromos, each rep- 
resenting a standard breed 
of fowls, sent for 75 cents 

extra to all subscribers to either publication. 

SUMMER YACATIONS 
ne 

Moosehead Lake 
AND VICINITY. 

By LUCIUS HUSBARD. 

PRACTICAL GUIDE to the woods and 
waters Of Northern Muine, combined witha 

therough 

MANUAL FOR CAMPING OUT. 
12ma. 150 pages ght piles cloth. Price, with new and 

enlarged MA ORTHERN MAINE, $1.50, 
Paper, without map, NE, Map separate, ets. 

Sent postpaid on recelpt of price, by 

A. WILLIAMS & Co., Boston. 

Sportsuen's Goals. 

Rubber 

SPECIALTY. 

G OODYEAR’S 
M’’g Company 

AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’e Go., 

488, 490, 492 B’way, cor. Broomest,, 

AND 

205. BROADWAY, cor, FULTON ST. 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

FISHING AND HUNTIYG. 

TROUIING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTHED, 

RupBeer Goops or Every Dzarscrie- 
TION, 

a 
Send for Rlustrated Catalogue. 

Lublications. 

SPotTsReA W’s ITS EeARY. 

List of -Sportsman’s Books: 
[We willforward any of these Books by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price.] 

Adirondacks, Oamp Life tn, Murray's... -. $ 1.50 
Adirondacks, Camps and ramps in, North- 

ILD rete ges tee cer niee see ie hiattie Loe ys ce a5) 
Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace’s, 6th ed’n. 2.00 
Adirondack, Wildnerness, Inthe, Warner’s. 7% 
Amateur Trapper a ieleleld closets ott ett +1 0UC.5 pce: 75 
Americin Angler’s Buok, Norris.. rss) 
American Bird Fancier ...,.... ),----skr---- Bil) 
American Boy's Own Book, Sports and 

Gamies.... 5 Dis aes vase cee 2.00 
American Roadsiers aud Trotting Hovses.. 5.00 
American Wild Fawl Shpo tags Ds W. Long. 2,00 
Americun Kennel, Burges. -- 8.00 
Angling,a Book on, Fran 7.50 
Archer, Modern.......... 25 
Archery, F encing and Broadsword. 20. 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice thompson. 5} 
Around the World in the Yacht Sumeam.. 
Art of Swimming 
Art of Swimming, Mongtery 
Art of Swimming, Webb.. 
Athlere’s Guide, Harding... 
Athletic Sports for Boys 
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge,................ 
Bailey’ s Birds of the United States. . Aa 
Baird’s Birds of North America........ 
Baucher's Method of Horsemanship 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Oage Birds ....., 
Bits and Bearing Reins........- ..........+- 
Boat Sailing, Practical,........... css yeneese 1, 
Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 50c.; Shooting, 

60c.; Common Objects of the Sea-shore, 50c.; 
Cage and Singing Birds, 50¢.; Dogs, 750.; Bir as’ 
Egos and Nests, 0c; Fresh and Salt Water 
Aquarium, 50¢c,; Native Song Birds, 5c. 

Boy’s Treasur y of Sportsand Pastimes, ete. 2.00 
Breech Loader, Gioan.......---.00eeeceee ees 1.25 
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener.. 2.50 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 yols.....--..----. 80.00 
Butler on the Dog.............- -. ++ 2.00 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams.. 50 
Camp Cookery, Miss W, Parloa.. 50 
Canoeing in Kanuclia,.....++. 
Canoe Traveling, ‘Powell... 
Canoe, Voyage ‘of the Paper; 
Cassells’ Book of Birds, 4 vols 
Choke Bore Guns, Grecnen.... 
Complete American Trapper, Gibso 
Coues’ Birds of the Northwest. . 
Coues' Field Ornithology 
Coues’ Fur Bearing Animals i 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds....--. 
Opa cle® hts. hj ee bee ose hicok ere ah . 
Cypress, J., Jr.’3 Works, 2 yols 
Dadd's AmericanRetor med Horse Book,8yo 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 2mo 
Dead Shot 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson 

et we ae msi Sao oot SShSsssuseseR 

Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson... tL 
Dog, the, Hill... 542s aaeeces 2.00 
Dog. the, Idstone.. 1:25 
Dog Pathsto Success 50 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris. . 1.74 
Dogs and Their Ways, Williams. - 1.25 
Dogs ot Great Britain, America, aud other 
COuMETIES cise eo tao a Be soto ss 52 Ta CA 

Doms, by, Stabless .icea cs eee te aaels oie » wee vi) 
jogs, Management of, Mayhew, 16mo..... "6 
Dogs, Poiuts for Judging Sip deeedie tes: era aly 
Dogs, Richardson 5 
Dogs, Webb.. 
Durrant's Sea B 
Dwyyer's Horse Book.. 
Every Boy's Boul of Sports 
iments, 

Miro ie eee eS trey 40 
Farrar’ § Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake,., 1,00 
Fyrar’ = Pocket Map of Rangeley Luke st 

Fleld, Cover and Trap Shooting, Hogatdia 20 
pip asetae at and et jg es BOE cr: ae 

8 . Bottom or Flost....-. +++ 
Fishing in American Waters, Scott. 3.50 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock-.-..- eae oH 
Bly Fiehing and Worm Fishing.. 

Frank Forester’s American Game in its 
Season.. 

areas Forester’ “Fishing “with Hook and 
in: 

rank Forester’s Manue alfor You ng Sport ts~ 
men. Pye tavh 22 

Gun, Rod and Saddle... 2, 
Hallock’s Sportsmen's Gazeteer. an 
Hand Book for Rifiemen....,.......,.. .... 
Hand Books on one Uae Amusements — 
Gymnastics. . 
Cricket.......... 
Rowing and Sail 
Riding and Dri iving. 
Archery, Fencing ar 
Manly Xercises.. 

Swimming 
Skating 
Shooting. 

Herbert's Hints to Horse GED Seek gree 
Hints to Rinne’ G@levyeland.,—. .::-..4:..2. 
Holden’s Book of Birds..... ioe 
Horseback Riding, Durant 
Horse Breaking, Moreton......--.... po tt 
Horses and Hounds........, 
ola and Riding, Neville 

tr 

How to Hunt and Trap, Batty! Ss 
Humorous Sketches, Seymour....... 
Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher...-.......... 1.00 
Hunting and Hunters ofall Nations, Frost. 1.50 
Jenning’s Horse Training............... ... 16 
McChure’s Stable Gide... _..-.-.-.,.-...,.... 1.00 
Manton’s Taxidermy Withouta Bee 50 
Mayhew’'s Horse Doctor. - §.00 
Mayhew: S Has “se Managemettt 8.00 
Minot’s Land and Game Bir 3.00 
Naturalists’ Guide, Maynar 8. 
Oars and Seull’s, Woodgate. Ris 
On the Wing, Bumsted 1A0 
Partridge and Pheasant Shooting, Schl 2.00 
Pastor heteee eo a dakhh see i] 
Practical Kennel Guidaue Aone 1.50 
Prairie and Forest, Parker Gilmore... 1.60 
ercrcar Taxidermy and Home Decoration, 5 

Pit docesuo eee bape See 1 
Prime’s | Go a-Fishing 2.50 
Random Casts, feGe an ‘Angier’ s Note— 
BGG We Amel eh ireae bhlila tosh 50 

Rarey’s Horse-Tamer 50 
Riding Recollections, Whyte Meiyille’s. 3.00 
Rifles and Marksmanship, by Gildersleeve.. 1,50 
Rifle Practice, Wingate... - 2, .heec+: 4 ness i 
Samucls’ Birds of New England ....... 4 
fettter Dog, the, Laverack......... 3.00 
Shooting, Boating and Fishing. .... BO 
Shooting on the Wing......,, .-.4...,. "5 
Sidnoy’s Book of the Horse..... let ae 
Solitary Hunter, Palliser......: ....,....... 
pcr auans American, Lewis's. New edi- 

OND se Sp uh agian = wwe ime ire Rie a's ak Oe 

Bromebenae Dogs of British Islands . 
Stonehenge, Encyclopedia of Rural S| rts 
Stonehenge, Horse Owners’ Cyclopedia 
tonehenge on the Dog.......5...2... 
eee on He Horse, English ed 

2mo 
Taxider rary § Manual 
Trolliggenerees a ete iaiitte salad 
Veterinary Dictionary, Going. . 
Wallace’s American Stud Book. . 
Pierce 8 American Trotting Register, 9 

Vise begs OR ee ae 
Wilson's American rela a 3 vols, 
Wood's Natural History of Birds............ 
Woodruft's arts Horses of Ameriea,. 
Wrinkles. by Old Shekarry......../.... ps er 
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse.. Pi 
Youatt on thé Dogerescceeticeeeeee sees teas 
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Amaumumition, Gir. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtning. 

Orange Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor. 

ELEGTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

DER, Furnished FREE. 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER C0, 
No. 29 Murray Street. N. Y., 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT 

RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDER. 

The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, haye maintained their 

eee sceueion forseventy-eight years. Manu- 
e the following celebrated brands of Pow- 

Ger: 
DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
@guickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

Ball and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
gnd clean; great ae aE adapted for Glass 

Pigeon, uck, and other shooting, 

DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
A quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
5 grain for pistol shooting, 

DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG, ‘SEA SHOOTING,” 
FFG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifie 
Shooting ,the FFG 4nd FG for general use, 
be __ burning strong and moist. 
| SPORTING, MINING, SHIFPING, and BLAST- 
ING POWDERS of all sizes and descriptions. 

ecial grades for export. Cartridge, Musicct, 
on, Mortar, and Maramoth Powder, U. 8. 

Vvernment standard,. Powder manufacture! 
to order of any required grain or proof. Agen- 
eles in all cities and principal towns throughout 
the U.S. Represented by € 

F. IL. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
N. B.—Use none but DUPONT'S FG or FFG 

Powder for long range rifle shooting. 

TH HAZARD POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s *‘Electric Powder.” 

Nos. i (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness, Packed in aa aes 
canisters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.” 
Nps. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
63 tb. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
lsnd prairie shooting. Well adapted to shot guns. 

Hazard’s ‘‘Duck Shooting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse), In 1 and 5 1b, canisters 
and 6} and 12}1b. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
clean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

tration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
tranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 
viceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 

Hazard's ‘‘Kentucky Rifle.” Z 

FFFG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FG in kegs rd 
#5, 12}, and 63 lbs, and cansof5 lbs, FFFG is also packed inland ?1b. canisters. Burns strong and moist. The FFFG and FRG are favorite brands for ordinary sporting, and the “Sea Shooting” 

is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 
Superior Mining And Blasting Powder, 

DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXP. NY ' REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOR, 
ER. 

Resa Nee feo be had of vealetey or of the Com- 
An Y's Agents, in every prominent city, or = 

sale at our office. ae 
88 WALLSTREET, NEW YORK. 

EIN GIs Tt SE 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY’S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. § i i - 

field Rifle, and Col. Hawkers Dickie wy. 
STITT, 61 Cedar St, N.Y. Agent for the U. 8. 

GOODS OIL TANNED 
Moccasins, 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting,fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, etc. They are 
_. easy to the feet,and very 
sy durable. Madeto order 

in a variety of styles,and 
‘ warranted the genuine 

peaks Send for illustrated circular, MARTIN 
eee Os ee a BE N. H. 

ecessor to Frank oo) RADFORD. 
ANTHONY, Boston Agents, 

Miscellaneous Advertisements, 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 

for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives’ little smoke, recoil, or noise. 

Ammunition, Gite. 

Tatham & Bro’s, 
NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

IMPROVED 

“CHILLED” 
. SHOT 

RED LABEL, 

Compressed Buck Shot. 
First Premium Centennial Exhibition. Report 

—Exact uniformity of size, truly spherical form, 
high degree of finish and general excellence, 

It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 
E BLUE LABEL, 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion 

Dr. Carver, champion rifie-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in ther matches, 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

wing-shot of the world; 

Our challenge 

and is yet open to the world, Address 

DIT TMARPOWDER M’F’GCo., 
P. 0. Box 836. 24 Park Place, New York 

VANITY FAIR 
“ MILD"—Rare Old Virginia. " HALV@S”’—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 Fi:sst Prize Medals, Vienna, 2873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries, 

Peerless Tobacco Works, W. C KIMB ALL & C0 ! 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

HODGMAN & CO, 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

: New York, 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGARETTES 

American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others, 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD, 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 

Boe reno ee em sBliscellanenus. 

Honing and ishing ul 
Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 

Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, 

Rubber Blankets, > 

And Complete Rubber Ouifits. 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue, 

TRA 2 ‘Saar TAL 

Rubber Sheoting Jacket. 

FineArchery, 
—_>—_ 

PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

IMPROVED SELF-REGULATING 
STORM-DEFYING, 

W ind-Mill. 
THE ONLY MILL EMBRACING ALL THE 

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS. 
Received Silver Medal at Paris in 1878. 
Three hundred in operation in the vi- 

cinity of New York. Every one war- 
ranted as to Durabilty and Quantity of 
Water, which can be pumped to any 
required height from any location. 
The cost is small compared with any 
other device now in use. 

Milis for export a specialty. Address, 
No. 76 John Street, New York. 

KRUG & CO’S 

CHAMPAGNES! 
STANDARD AND DRY. 

The Sportsman's Wine | 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

SOLE AGENTS, 
6 South William street, NewYork. 

16 and 18 St, Louis St,, New Orleans. 

CURES BY ABSORPTION, 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 
“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 

isa postitive cure; it has never falled. 
by ba anule” has no equal for Chronic Lame- 

ness, Lame Back, Lumibago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eczema, 
Humors_ of the Scalp, etc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
eases. Ladics who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permanent cure b 
using ** Sapanule. Used in sponge or foot bat 
removes all soreness of body, limba and feet, 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 

Bold Py aaa tor fitumninated civoular and earda, ea. Send for illumini ircular an 
Her SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY, 

Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable, 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES. 

in Shooting Power 

mie 
eS 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows have no 

FERCUSON'’S PATENT 

ADJUSTABLE LAMPS 
i _ with 
Locomotive Reflectors. 

NEw MODELS, 
HEAD JACKS, STAFF AND 
Boat Jacks, CAMP LAMPS, 
HAND, and Dark Lan- 
THRNS, Ete. IMPROVED 
DASH LAMPS, with Rever- 

ae sible Attachments, 
_ THE BEST ON THE MARKET. 

Improved RUST PREVENTOR, for firearms,&c 
Send stamp for-Illustrated Catalogue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
(6 Fulton street, N.Y. 

FRANK H. ATKINSON, 
Book and General Job Printer, 

36 and 38 John St., New York. 

Superior. 

Bows sent 0. O. D. on trial when 25 per cent. 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be returned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges. 
Iilustrated circulars sent free, 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York. 
a 

C.F. A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORK, 

DzCcoYS. 
Ducks that will decoy; manufactured by M,C. 

WEDD; 50 cents cach; 87 Manhattan street, Ro- 
chesten N. Y.> 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 

Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 

NOTARY PUBLIC. 

No. 237 Broadway, Roum 17, New York City, 

All business promptly attended to. 

a 
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\ a 
Diese was the way of it; but whether to lament or 

applaud the undertaking, now that it is accom- 

plished, becomes a matter for serious consideration. 
H. and §., our two famous experts with the rod, had 

been fishing on Slate and Cedar runs, two tributaries of 

Pine Creek, Lycoming County, Pa. They returned flushed 

with success, and whispered slyly in my ear that trouft— 
and large onés, too—were abundant there. “O you 
must go, and Jay out some of those old lunkers!” they 
said. H. was particularly clamorous for going, declar- 
ing he would gladly accompany me during the following 
week, 

Well, the ‘following week” came, when I apprized H. 
of my readiness to start. To my surprise, and, when all 
his excuses had beén nanied, my discust, as well, “the 
streams were too low ;” ‘‘the sign wasn’t right ;” “Brown 

said it would be just right on June ist, and this was only 

May 27th ;” and so on ad infinitum. Iwas packed ready 
for a start, and it mattered not to me whether the sign 
was in the navel or gizzard, nor what reason Brown had 

for saying trout would rise on the 1st of June and not 
on the 27th of May. Iwas ready, and go I would, 

| Tlooked about for other company, and struck Joe. 

Now that was a lucky strike, for he proved to be the 
jolliest sort of a companion, Joe and I therefore took 

_ the State Line Railroad, leaving Elmira at 9.30 on Tues- 
day morning. We reached Lawrenceville two hours 
alierward, changed cars for Wellsboro, and changed 

there againfor Antrim, at which mining village we ar- 
rived aid Pm. Now, the stage—a very dignified name 
fora well-worn “democrat wagon—leayes Antrim at 

1P.M., going down Babb’s Creek, and then follows Pine 
Creek to Jersey Shore. This was our route, so we tele- 
graphed the driver to wait for us, which I am happy to 
chronicle he did with the utmost complacency and good 
tumor, 
_ The driver of this stage was not only an accommodat- 

ing chap, but very convivial and communicative withal. 
He had just returned from Brazil, he informed us, where 
he had been working and starving onthe railroad that 
s being constructed there, Said he found a chance to 

“stowaway ina steamer, by which means he reached 
home, This stage route offered him employment, so 
here he was to relate to us his experience, 

“Any rattlesnakes on this road?” Joe queried, 
‘Rattlesnakes! Well, you just bet there is! See 

them?” said the driver, exhibiting a bunch of ratiiles, 
which he declared he had pulled froma snake's tail the 
day before, just as he was escaping from the road to the 
bushes, But,” he continued, “these snakes are no ac- 
count alongside of them fellows what grow in Brazil, 
Gosh! I seen a bow constrictor there that measured 
clean twenty-two feet long. He belonged toa feller 
what kept agin mill, He kept him in a long trough. 
The fellers used to come there to see him and take a 
drink at the same time. The blamed eritter wouldn't 
eat but once a year, and then he’d fill himself so cussed 
full he couldn’t do nothin’ but sleep for the next six 
months, One day, when he waked up from one of his 
long snoozes, he looked around for sumthin’ to eat. I 
was there and saw him. Just then the gin mill feller’s 
boy, eight years old, cum runnin’ out the house, got in 
front of that snake, and may I be kicked to death with a 
musskeéter if he didn’t swaller that boy quicker’n you 
could shut your off eye; he did, by hokey !” 
What did the proprietor do?” we inquired. 
“Do? Why he didn’t do acussed thing! I shouted 

and hollered to him like a wild Injin that his snake had 
swallered his boy: told him to bring a knife and we'd 
cut the boy out of the durned snake’s belly before he was 
suffocated. But dv you know that blasted cuss said he’d 
rather lose the boy than the snake, Durnedif he didn’t.” 
With such stories did our driver entertain us along the 

beautiful mountain road leading from Antrim to 
Brown’s, sixteen miles away. We reached our destina- 
tion at 6 P.M., and found Mrs. Brown at home, who soon 
prepared us supper and assigned us apartments in her 
comfortable farmhouse. Just opposite her house, across 
Pine Creek, was seen the mouth of Cedar Run, which 
came tumbling, down from somewhere among the moun- 
tains to the westward. ‘The water looked clear, cool and 
inviting, so that we were impatient to try our flies over 
its surface. Having partalken of supper, donned our 
fishing suits and selected our casts for the evening, we 
waded acruss the large creek to the mouth of Cedar Run. 
There we cast our flies, causing them to settle upon the 
water in the most approved and fascinating manner. 
Joe was the first to make a capture, 

“T’ve got him |” he cried. 
‘How large is he, Joe?” 
“T hope to scream if ibisn’ta chub, and a blue-nosed 

one at that,” he replied, 
Just then [had astrike. He didn’t behave very trout- 

like, so I brought him to the surface without delay—an- 
other chub. Then Joe caught a—chub. So didI, So 
did Joe, Lanother, Joe ditto. Then we quit, meditated, 
and went up stieamfurther, Soon Joe caught from a 
beautiful crystal pool, which was fed by a delightful 
little cascade that fell over a huge, mossy rock—just the 
nicest sort of an abode for a lively trout—a large and 
sprightly—chub, 
Icircumnavigated them (Joe and the chub), and took 

a very promising pool higher up, where I made quite a 
satisfactory cast, and landed the very first—horned dace 
that had yet been captured. It now became a matter of 
‘nip and tuck” between Joe and I as to who should land 
the most blue-nosed chub and horned dace, We followed 
that run; the very run that H, and §, had gone into ecs- 
tasies over but two weeks before ; the run they declared 
was “alive with trout—big ones, too.” We followed it, 
Isay, for more than a mile without even getting the re- 
motest glimpse of a single trout. 

We accordingly reeled up our lines and retraced our 
steps toward Brown's, determining to try Slate Kun, six 
miles below, on the morrow, 

Mr. Brown being away with the only conveyance in 
the neighborhood, we inveigled a small boy, by sundry 
proffers of nickles, to wade the creek, walk a mile fur- 
ther below to where the stage put up for the night, and 
ask the driver to be so kind-hearted, and yet more oblig- 
ing, by returning and conveying us to Slate Run. We 
were emboldened to this experiment because of the long 
wail he had niade for us in the beginning of our ac- 
quaintance with him, Soon the boy returned, and 
shouted as he opened the gate —— 

“All right; hell be here at six o’clock in the morn- 
7 n ing. 

“Bless me if that isn’t the most obliging stage driver I 
ever struck,” said Joe, as he sat on Brown's cosy veranda 
smoking a fragrant cigar and quizzing the madam as to 
how she happened to have located in such a wild country. 
We soon learned that the cause of our ill success in 

catching trout was entirely attributable to the fact that 
we had not gone far enough up the stream. ‘Go up as 
far asthe dam and you will catch all you want,” said 
Mrs. Brown.” 

She then related tous how two lawyers from Wells- 
boro (how I wish I had taken their names) care there a 
year ago, and brought four pailsful of dressed trout from 
the pool under the dam, 
“Caught them all on a fiy?” queried Joo, 

“No, sir; they caught them pricipally in a net,” re- 
plied the madam, 

Scarcely had we finished the delicious cup of coffee at 
Mrs. Brown’s breakfast table, next morning, ere we heard 
the shout of the stage driver without :— 

“All aboard |” 
All aboard we quickly climbed, and were soon set down 

at the mouth of Slate Run. Here Mr, Tombs, a plump, 
jolly looking native of the Alleghanies, met and trans- 
ported us and our baggage over the creek to his mansion 
at the mouth of the run mentioned, 

*‘Any trout on this creek, Mr, Tombs !” 
“Lots of ’em, sir; and rousers, too. Some chaps were 

here last week, and caught some whoppers below my 
dam, Youcan haye fine sport here in the evening, if 
you know how to throw a fly,” 

“Glad to hear it; we will certainly try, Mr. Tombs,” 
-we replied, 

Slate Run proved to be a charming stream, Numerous 
smaller runs empty into it here and there, at the mouths 
of which beautiful cascades are seen playing over the 
most delightful mossy rocks that I had ever beheld, The 
rayines through which these little runs found their way 
were exquisitely decorated with mosses, ferns, violets, 
forget-me-nots and brilliant and fragrant azalias. I wan- 
dered inand among them, drinking in their fragrance 
and beauty, almost forgetting the rodin my hand. At 
the mouths of these streams, one or two fine trout were 
invariably taken, and at the ‘‘splash dam,” four miles up, 
over forty fine fish rewarded my efforts at fly-casting, 
Joe, who expected to haye joined me here for our noon- 
ing, he having taken another run, failed to put in an ap- 
pearance at the appointed hour; so, according to a mu- 
tual understanding in case of tardiness of either party, I 
prepared my trout dinner. First, I built a fire on the 
beach, far enough away from grass or leayes to prevent 
communicating flames to the forest, and while this was 
burning to coals I dressed a few trout, salted and pep- 
pered them well, then rolléd each trout in a piece of 
manilla paper, well smeared with butter. When a dozen 
had been so enveloped I placed them allina solid pile 
and wrapped them snugly in a larger piece of the paper, 
then rolled che wad in a newspaper, and put the bundle 
to soalk for five minutes in the creek. The woodpile hav- 
ing become a glowing bank of coals, I excavated a hole 
in the center of them with along stick, and threw my 
wet budget of trout therein, hastily covering it with the 
glowing embers. My tin quart cup was now removed 
from the creel-strap, filled with water from the brook, 
and placed on the coals. Iselected a shady, grassy spot 
on the bank, washed two flat stones for plates, placed 
my chunk of bread and butter on one, while the other 
served for a platter. The water having boiled, I threw a 
handful of black tea into it, and stood the pot from the 
fire, covering it with a flat stone, In twenty minutes 
the package of trout was remoyed from the fire, the out- 
side paper only being scorched, while the trout were 
steaming hot, and as delicious a morsel as ever was 
placed ina tired fisherman’s mouth. There, with the 
pot of tea and a chunk of bread, was a meal not to be 
despised, even when prepared indoors, with more elabo- 
rate cooking appliances. Here I lingered, enjoying the 
delicious meal and the surroundings as well, waiting for 
the shadows to fall upon the creek and for the trout to 
commence their feeding on the natural flies that then 
begin their careless and seemingly aimless flights over 
the surface of the water. 
About 4 o’clock I noticed a breakin a pool under an 

overhanving limb from a greatiscraggly beach, Imme- 
diately I strapped on my creel, took my rod in hand, and 
started down the stream, A cast under the limb re- 
warded me with a ten inch trout, sleek and fat. who 
fought violently to free himself from the deceptive fly, 
Others were taken on my way down, until I reached 
Tomb’s mansion, at 6 o'clock, with a creel well filled as 
a veward for the day’s exertion. ; 

After tea I succeeded in landing a twelve and thirteen 
inch trout from under Tomb’s dam, and as the two beau- 
tiful fish lay upon the porch, where the woodsimen had 
assembled to admire them, many and yaried were the 
stories that were told of the immense fellows that had 
been taken from that same pool in days gone by. 

“T saw a twenty-two incher taken there last season,” 
said a native fisherman. — 

“With a fly?” Linnocently inquired, : 
‘Ves, sir-ee; and a awful splashin’ and floppin’ he 

made of it, too, before we got him ashore.” 
Just then a brawny woodchopper, who sat near me 

smoking his pipe, whispered in my eur :— 
Ask him how many hoops his fly had on.” | 
Indeed, we had encountered that same fly in the mar- 

row stream leading to the pool under the dam that very 
evening, and noticed with what care the channel had 
been dammed, so that not a fish of any sort could as- 
cend the stream without becoming a prisoner in the het 
set toentrap him. This, we note, is one of the means 
the natives haye adopted for ‘‘protecting” the streams, 
offering but a slender inducement to anglers to seek them 
haunts and spend money with them, 

In the morning we sought and found passage upon a 
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wagon load of oats for Brown's and Cedar Run. We 
started at 5 o'clock, while the airwas fragrant with the 
perfume of the honeysuckle and other wild flowers, «nd 
ringing with the melody of the wood robin, robin red- 
hreast, lark and myriads of songsters, whose notes be- 
come so familiar to the lovers of uature, Bless ne, whati 
a delightful morning it was! Joe declared it ty be well 
worth the journey, if only to imbibe the inyigorating 
Mnorning air whila we enjoyed the rugged mountain 
scenery, The sun soon threw his radiant beams over the 
mountain top, then into the valley below, lighting up 
each dewy grass blade with a sparkling brilliancy, only 
equalled by nature in this charming mood of hers, How 
eyery little violet and buttercup nodded and fairly 
Jaughed as the crystal dewdrop rolled from its petals to 
the grass below, giving yet another merry sparkle ere i 
hid from the threatening sun. How nimble and jolly 
seemed the chipmunks, as they chased each other over 
fhe fences and disappeared into the stone piles with a 
merry ¢hirrrrzip as our proximity grew threateningly 
near, All naturé seemed to bein perfect accord, and no 
distuthing element was anywhere manifested, Hven the 
crows plucked the farmer’s young corn, unmindful of 
our approach, seemingly constious that no malice could 
prevail in the farmer's bosom at sight of their despulia- 
tion upon such a charmiibg Morning, ’ 

Reaching Brown’s, who bad returned since our last 
visit, his horse and buggy were employed to carry us up 
the precipitous mountain road to the dam on Cedar Run. 
Tn and about this dam we fished all day long, bringing 
many fine fish to creel, and dining sumptuously, as on 
the day before. At dark we fished in the pool below the 
dam, and succeeded in raising many large fish that were 
too shy to rise to our flies during the day. At 9 o'clock 
we left the pool, entirely satisfied with the day’s sport, 
and droye down the winding, rugged road toward our 
stopping place. Through the pale moonlight, which now 
and then appeared through the gathering, threatening 
clouds, we had glimpses of the yalley, nearly a thousand 
feet below, where tle thread-like, silyery stream mean- 
dered and rippled among the huge boulders. As we 
approached the larger valley of Pine Creek, loftier hills 
were seen faintly outlined against the sky, until a black 
cloud, floating over the face of the moon, left us in total 
darkness and in doubt as to the ability of our gentle ani- 
mal to find his way along the narrow, winding road 
withoul precipitating us into the dark chasm below. At 
last we reached the valley, and Brown, having heard our 
#houting on the hills, appeared upob the opposite bank 
of the creel, lantern in hand—a sort of beacon light—to 
guide us safely across the ford to his comfortable home. 
We had now accomplished two full days of angling, 

and, haying taken an inventory of our feelings and de- 
sives, Joe and JI concluded that we had had exercise 
enough, and fish we certainly had in abundance, There- 
fore we sought transportation for Antrim. 
And right here commenced our troubls, A circus 

was advertised to spread its tents in Wellsboro, twenty- 
seyen milés distant, on the following day, and as a con- 
sequence eyery spring wagon on Pine Creek, for miles § 
around, was engaged by the dwellers along the creek to 
take them to the show. Nota vehicle of any sort or de- 
scription could be had at any price, While we were de- 
bating what to do in such an emergency, the denizens of 
the valley had commenced their migration to the distant 
village, that they might be there early in the morning 
to ‘see the show come in.” Mrs. Brown and her niece 
had preémpted the horse and buggy which we had use| 
during the day, and intended startmmg for the show 
grounds at 3 o°clock in the morning, At last a chap was 
found who was going tothe show with a common far- 
mer's wagon, without springs, and alone. He intended 
starting at 12 o'clock that very night, and Joe and I— 
blamed fools that we were—engaged toride with him, 
At 1.50 o’elock,in the midst of a rain storm, that be- 
nighted, show-struck plebeian drove up to the house and 
shouted for us fo appear. We piled our baggage and 
ourselves into his dirty farm wagon, Joe took a seat ly 
the driver, wile T occupied the rear of the long wagon 
box (when it stood stilllong esnough), seated on top of my 
well-filled leather bag, lor the first mile if became an 
exciting and somewhat interesting contest—to Joe—be- 
tween myself and the black bag, as to which should yet 
on top of the other the greatest number of times ina 
Ziven number of minutes. Joe professes to have kept 
tally, and fiatters me by saying that I kept my end up 
retty well, considering the opportunity Thad. That bag 

bad w way of getting from under me, when we struck a 
rocky spot in the road (which unhappily occurred every, 
rod or two), that wowld have demoralized a less deter- 
mined spirit than mine. I could bear the pokes in my. 
vibs from the sides of the wagon, and eyen the curva- 
tures occasioned to my spine occasioned from the thump- 
jugs of the wagon’s tail piece, for they scarcely eyer 
struck precisely the same spot; but this everlasting sit- 
fing deywn in identically the same place on the wagon 
botiem as the black bag shot from under me to find ite 
determined position in the opposite end of tha wagon, 
was, i say the least, humiliating to one's feelings, and 
calculated to take the bottom out of the most spiritet 
and plucky of individuals. 

“But everything has an end,” Neyer before was this 
saying so fully, so consciously, Tmight add, realized by 
me. And 50 came our mde to au end at last, for we 
reached Wellsboro at 9.30 im the morning—wet, hungry, 
sleepy, foolsors (Joe says the soreness isn't properly lo- 
cated) and fully persuaded that, rather than repeat the 
ride, we would risk our bodily comfort in the regions of 
the damned, 

At this writing we areat home. T haven't seen Joe, 
but hear thatif his stock of brandy and brown paper 
holds out he expects to beat his usual place of business 
i the course of a week, 
A singular story reaches mie from the Pine Creek road, 

that it stems to have tained, trout along that rowte last 
week, Ido not pretend to account for the phenomenon, 
but I do know that not a trout was to be found in ¢ither 
of our creels when we reached Wellsboro, And all this 
justifies my opening: sentence, 
a 

—Th6é other day, when a Hock wf wild geese pussed over Vir- 
vinia City, aid wheeled in one of their circles, Otey, The long 

bowmun and “Lone Archer of the Sierra.” sent a shuft among 
thom. Tt was along shot, butitwas well aimed. [t went whizzing 

through (he air ind penetrated one of the wings of a fiyer, caus- 

pg it bo ilutter gud lose plac in the Nock,—Sacramento Bee, 

SPRING SHOOTING IN ILLINOIS. 
i 

TW guns have had a long quarantine across the 
mounted head of a noble stax, which has been as- 

signed to them asa post of honor, It they could only 
speak, they would no doubt tell me how weary they are 
of their ignoble inactivity, how they long for their 
measured rations te testify to the strength of their bar- 
rels, and to extend again their noisy welcome to the re- 
turning hosts of the winged wanderers of rivers and 
marshes, Their silent petition remains no longer un- 
heeded ; the latent enthusiasm of their master reawakens 
in its wonted force, and he gathers up at last his various 
implements of the sportsman’s craft to equip himself for 
the coming holiday, He has anxiously waited for it for 
many a day, and he longs to listen again to the soft me- 
locious drumming of the snipe, and to enjoy once more 
ths delicious tremor which sets his nerves all vibrating, 
wien the sound of the alarmed cry of the flushed bird 
strikes his ear. 

itis, however, quite a long way to realize all of these 
anticipations. Inthedaysof auld langsyne, adistance of 
a couple of hundred miles would haye offered serious ob- 
stacles to a snipe shooting excursion. By help of our 
iron-bound highways distances haye been marvelously 
lessened, and the swift locomotive almost rivals the 
winds in its speed. All inconveniences of old-fashion 
travel have likewise been blotted owt, and the modern 
palice car is buta transformation of a fixedinto a moving 
home, which traverses day and night hundreds of miles, 
while its occupants enjoy a comfortable night’s rest, 
Such is now once more our own lot, The deeply-wooded 
hills around Lake Chautauqua soon fade into the dis- 
tance; the leyel plains of Northern Ohio are crossed 
while we are soundly asleep, and hy noon of next day 
he whole scenery has become entirely changed into the 
monotonous aspect by which the rolling prairies of Cen- 
tral Illinois are characterized. Severe competition has 
now brought railroads to such a standard of perfection 
that the majority are about equally good and: afford ail 
of the conveniences the most fastidious traveler could 
possibly exact. While this, however, is true in respect to 
passengers of the human species, the same can hardly be 
said in respect to their four-footed friends and compan- 
ions who ure in the case of the sportsman the most indis- 
pensable portion of his outfit. While sleeping and dining 
cars administered profusely to my own bodily wants, the 
rough and jarring floor of the baggage car had to sub- 
stitute the comfortable home kennel of the poor animal 
in my charge, who patiently endures all possible hard- 
ships, as long as he imagines that they are indispensable 
preliminaries to an enjoyable shooting trip, There is cer- 
tainly a sore need fora few common sense regulations, 
which ought to govern the transportation of dogs on 
railroads, since they are there the more liable to accidents 
than under other circumstance. As, however, matters 
stand at present, no uniform steps toward amelioration 
of the many complaints made in respect to dogs have 
been taken, They are left without any positive puaran- 
tea of their safety to the care of careless baggage mas- 
ters, who, with few exceptions, are im no manner con- 
cerned about the comfort of the charges committed 
te their care, and charge on many roads purely arbitrary 
extortion fees. There are but a few isolated exceptions to 
this uuwarranted misitanagement, and the Lake Shore 
4nd Michigan Southern is to my knowledge the only 
road which has devised a business-like programme by 
which to adjust this difficulty. While traveling on it, 
the owner of the dog is insured against all accidents and 
loss, while & peremptory stop is put to the wholesale ex- 
tortions which are on most roads practiced by baggage- 
masters upen those whom circumstances place at their 
mercy, It would be well for many lines we could 
name, if they wish to increase their patronage, to adopt 
likewise the excellent rules made in this respect by the 
Lake Shore, It costs by it only the trifling sum of seventy- 
five cents to forward a dog the distance of more than 500 
tuiles from Buffalo to Chicago. Over and above this 
signal reduction of average charges, a printed receipt is 
furnished which guarantees the owner in case of loss the 
payment of two hundred dollars, providing his property 
can be proven to be worth the same, or evén more, if he 
Chooses to pay above these stipulated regular charges, 
By giving the baggage master a trifling fee to insure his 
pood-will, and the kind treatment of the dog committed 
to his care, he is sure to find a cozy, warm, resting corner 
and sufficient water and food to make his journey as 
comfortable as circumstances admit, 
By payment of the usual extortion fees we 

landed at Jast, dog and all, at Chicago, which 
is in the midst of a sort of hunter's modern 
paradise, and though some grounds beyond it may be 
better than others, there is still an abundance of game 
along all of the roads leading from that city im any direc- 
tion of the compass, Most of the river courses of the 
State uffer excellent duck shooting, while also during fall 
and spring large bags of snipe are made on tho immense 
tracts of alluyial lazids which fringe their shores. There 
is no doubt that the large armies of migratory water 
fowl which resort to the rivers and marshes of the middle 
belt of the United States follow chiefly two principal 
highwaysof migratory travel. Oneof these is along the 
lowlands of the coasts, where the shallow bays of the 
deeply indented shores afford an inexhaustible supply of 
food, while the other division takes its course along the 
great central artery of the continent, the Mississippi 
River, Thetice they debouch into its innumerable ad- 
joining marshes, bayous and coniluents, which thus at 
proper seasons are literally swarming with water fow! of 
all kinds, 
Atis only a faw hours of travel from Chicago to some 

of the best points ou the limois River, which empties at 
Peoria into the Mississippi. We left at 10 o'clock in the 
nhiorming, and enjoyed the same day a comfortable after- 
toon’s shooting at ihe pleasantly situated town of Morris, 
where we obtained the first zlinypse of the Illinois River. 
In the spring of the year, when its yarious feeders, the 
Pox, Des Plaines and Kankakee, are overflowing on ae- 
count of the surplus of rains and melting snows, the I- 
linois River then truly ranks as a first-class water course, 
The beantiful yalley along which it winds its way some 
tinies Narrows and again widens until ils bordering bluffs 
are often a couple of miles apart, As the Immediate 
shores are low, they arasubject to overflows, and ave then 
converted into on yast sheet of water, which has thus, 
here and there, the appearance of a large lake, tather than 
that of a river with well defined shores, 

There are also many islands dothing its surface, They 
have undoubtedly been converted into such from a for- 
mer peninsular condition ly the eroding power of run- 
ing water, which finds no obstavle for naw channels 
during high floods in the sofl and yielding nature of the 
soil through which if flows. They are mostly deeply 
wooded, and fringed with a heavy growth of willows, in 
virtue of which, particularly when overflooded, they offer 
the most tempting fesding and roosting grounds possible 
to thousands wpon thousands of wild duck and geese, on 
their passage North or South. 

Notwithstanding this great abundance of game, there 
are well defined times of the year when they are in full 
flight only, and during spring, even from the 25th of 
March to the 10th of April, the sportsman is apt to find 
the ducks gradually disappearmg, and the snipe but 
sparsély arriving. e former come here in heavy flocks 
about the 5th of March, and from that time until the fat- 
ter end of the month the sport is atits height. Toward 
the beginning of April, however, their ranks ara getting 
thinned, and large bags of what are here called big ducks 
are no longer made, Where fifty mallards or more are 
in the beginning—a by no means surprising result of a 
day’s sport—a dozen later on is all that can be reason- 
ably expected from an average day's shooting, The 
weather is in the meantime still backward, and the 
snipe, which would more than compensate for the falling 
off of the big game, have not yet arrived to fill the gap. 
Tt is fair to assert, inregard to Central and Northern Il- 
linois, that heavy snipe shooting can hardly be expected 
before the 15th of April, It is true that these birds often 
arrive as early as the latter end of March, but they are 
then merely the advance guard of the main body of the 
great army, which does nob moye until green streaks of 
vegetation variezate the monotonous aspect of the yel- 
low and brown fringes of the river bottoms, The first 
comers are, overmore, very wild and in poor condition, 
They will not lie well before the dog, and often rise ab 
distances of over fifty yards or more, since they have not 
settled down to their proper feeding grounds, where later 
on they lie offen close enough to bear approach within a 
few feet. In some of these respects they do probably not 
differ essentially from many other migratory species like 
the robin, whose cheery song may be heard very early in 
March, though in Western New York at least the main 
body of these birds do not arriye until the beginning of 
April, The strongest, hardiest and most venturesome 
flyers arrive generally a few weeks in adyance, and these ~ 
are mostly, if not exclusively, composed of males. That 
such is the case in respect to many ducksis borne out by 
the testimony of the firsh receipts of the season in the 
came markets, which often display in early March assort- 
ments of hundreds of male mallards, the fine plumage of 
which would support the assumption that they are old 
birds, well qualified to endure long flights. 

sirrived at Morris’ unfortunately about the lime when 
many of the ducks had comeand gone, and when snipe 
still luxuriated along the warm, food-teeming marshes of 
the southern part of the State. Wherein the latter end of 
April bags of a hundred or eyen piore could have been 
made in a single day, half a dozeh or so was now 
meager reward for a long tramp along as beautitnl and 
tempting grounds as any sportsman could wish for, Tt 
is, however, but a short distance from there to Henry, 
Marshall County, which is one of the mosb famous duck 
localities of the State, and thither, to make up for disap- 
pointments in snipe. we wended next our way, Buta 
few iniles beyond that place is Chillicothe, where there 
are probably each spring more ducks slipped for the 
Chicago market than from any point along the whole 
range of the great game grounds east of the Mississippi. 
It seems to me that some restrictive laws should be passed 
to stop the immense slaughter made here by professional 
market hunters. As longas it is cold the game slaugh- 
tered by these destroyers reaches the great; metropolitan 
markets in tolerably fair condition, but when a spell of 
warm weather intervenes hundreds of ducks become 
spoiled and are thrown into dung carts lke so much pu- 
trid offal. The game dealer himself realizes po profits 
from a traffic subject to uncertainties of the weather, 
and thus in the nature of things pays prices far below the 
actual value which game as an article of choice food 
should command, 
The market therefore becomes overstocked; tainted and 

fresh ducks are all mixed up indiscriminately, and sold 
finally at great losses to get rid of them, All this could 
be altered if properly enforced laws did not permit their 
killing after the Ist of April. The continually increasin 
destruction wrought eyermore upon them by profession: 
loafers cun lead in the long run only to their final exter- 
mination, The efficiency of firearmis is now, Gvermore, 
much in advance of old-fashioned tools, and an army of 
pot-hunters armed with them now lines the whole length 
of the Illinois River, where formerly hardly a shot dis- 
turbed the flocks of passing ducks, which are now deci- 
mated in the most reckless manner, 

The amount of havoc inflicted upon them may be esti- 
mated bya single ilhistration, Iwas, while at Henry, 
assured on good authority that a party of from eleven to 
thirteen market hunters stationed at Chillicothe never 
averaged less for three weeks in early spring than 600 
ducks each day. This is only one pomt of many, al- 
though probably one of the best, and fhe destruction of 
wild ducks will go on for some years to come in the most 
extravagant manner until they have all been extermin- 
ated after the fashion of the larger game, which is already 
fast disappearing. Henry is still at present a cozy corner 
for a sportsman, The accommodations which are to be 
had there at the Paskell House are unsurpassed by any in 
the State outside of the large cities, while its bill of fare 
rivals in excellence that of the best kept hotels in the 
country. Itis butastep from its comfortable precincts 
to the noble, broad river, all teeming with life at the 
proper season, and the comforts of life may thus be en- 
joyed conjointly with the delights of excellent shooting, 
There are naturally quite a number of hunters living in 
and about that town. ‘The most of them, howeyer, make 
duck hunting their only specialty, as they find a ready 
market for their game; and moe the prices paid for 
it are only nominal, they soon swell into respectable fig— 
ures on account of the large bags, which even the most 
unskilled tyro can make, A couple of dozen of canvas 
backs or mallards are frequently shot within a few hours, 
and nobody seems to consider it worth while to comment 
on such every-day occurrences. Smaller ducks are hel 
in still lower esteem, and rank about the samg among 

ee 

" 
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gang as perch (oes ia compuvison willt placlk bass. Can- 
vas backs will aften visit this locality in staat mumbers, | 
and as many asseventy-five huve bean known to be aeeed 
by asingle gun in one day. Ttistnu, natural that suelt cir- 
 cunistances give rise bo perfection in all of ihe oubtfils 

necessary to the duck Innaters’ eratt, particularly in re- 
spect to boats, While here we had the loan 6f one de- 
signed and built by Mr, Doty, an ardent and true sports- 
man, as evidenced by his being one of the few resident 
subscribers to MoREST AND StREAM ; as wellas a most 
accomplished shot. The excellence of his boats, designed 
and built by himself, seems to deserve here a few passing 
tomments, Their lower half consists of zinc, which ad- 
Yhipably conibines lightness with absolute tightness, and 
to it are joined firmly the upper paris of pine wood, 
Having sharp stems and sterns tapering off in Jong sym- 
metrical lines, they cut the water like an arrow, while 
oe broad beam renders shooting as steady as on terra 
Ta 
When there is no fear of capsizing, as so frequently 
appens im cranky skiffs, the sense of conifort and enjoy- 

ment becomes complete, since the Jabor of rowing them 
is reduced toa minimum on account of the lightness 
and structure. 

The great first flights of mallards and Ganyas backs 
had already gone northward when I arrived, and the 
Principal shooting was confined to the smaller species, 
which are considered here of little or no consequence. 
The principal bulk of them consisted of tufted duck, 
alias broadies, blue and green-wioged teal, the redhead, 
with a slight sprinkling of shovelers, widyéons, bine 
hills, wood ducks and whistlers. A few niallards ap- 
peared to be lingering still, and Locks of twenty or more 
Were often flushed from near the margins of the many 
densely wooded and now overflooded islands which dot 
the surface of the river. They would, however, decoy 
only exceptionally, probably by having eained from ex- 
perience sufficient wisdom to ayoid lurking danger, 
We carried, on this occasion, as well as on many other 

previous excursions, a twelve puagé Fox gun, with 
which, though light and insignificant looking alongside 
of the ten bore guns used here universally, I succeeded 
in making as lony shots at the heavily feathered ducks 
fas could possibly be expected from guns of far heavier 
‘caliber. I haye now used this faithful aud efficient in- 
strument for more than three years, and although con- 
yinced that many others of foreign manufacture shoot 
equally well, [never saw it surpassed by any in close 
pattern and penetration. With small loads, never exceed- 
ing fourdrachms of Hazard’s American Sporting Powder, 
“succeeded time and again in tumbling down passing 
“mallards far beyond reasonable distances, and all this 
“with no heavier loads than an ounce of number six 
chilled shot. Although I haye fred several thousand 
shots from it, and subjected it to the roughest of field 
usage in expeditions extending from Labrador to Ken- 
fucly, it shows now no moré signs of wear and tear than 
ib did when newly purchased. The great défect of so 
many otherwise excellent breech-loaders is that they be- 
geome shaky inthe breech, This serious defect never af- 
‘tects the Pox gun, since in virtue of its peculiar sideway 
sliding movement, the strain which rests in the tip-up 
guns, chiefly upon their breech, is entirely relieved, If, 
howeyer, by some odd chance or long wear, looseness 
should happen, there is an ingenions contrivance attached 
to the barrels in the shape of a compensator, which, when 
adjusted, will restora quickly the original tightness of 
the barrels, The excellence of the workmanship of this 
fun is, however, so perfect that in my own, up to the 
resent time, no need has existed for it, nor probably will 
® by appearances for many years to come. Pxperience 

“and rough usage afford certainly the most reliable tests, 
and all who ever used and will continue to use this uu- 

“surpassed gun, which reflects the highest credit upon 
~Ameri¢an workmanship, will heartily indorse these as- 
sertions, which are not made here from interested mo- 
tive and in favors, of far off manufacturers, but from ex- 
erience based upon solid facts, which in themselves af- 

ford the best criterion of true merit, 
While ducks are plentiful, spring snipe are apt to be 

scarce, and although I had come here with high anticipa- 
tions of making large bags, I must confess to severe dis- 

“appointinents in that respect, ‘The best looking grounds 
‘about Henry, where hundreds of these delights of the 
sportsmaly ought to haye been found, were silent and de- 
‘erted, and but rarely the scaip of any flushed bird 
ovould break upon the stillness of the air, Paltry 
lots of a dozen or so would be the highest reward 
of a hard day's work through swamp and mire, In 
‘a couple of weeks I could have possibly bagxed a 
“hundred or more with gase when once they are in full 
fight. It seems strange thab the main body of them will 
linger so long southward when the preat bulk of other mi- 
grating birds has already arrived, including such late 
visitors as the blue heron, the barn swallow, and all of 
“the species of rails, Of the latter, the least rail (Porzana 
moveboracensis) is, in truth, well named, as it is the least 
‘of its genus and also the least of all game birds, if enti- 
dled to that honorable distinction, in virtue of allowing a 
keen-scented dog to come to a firm point before it, 
‘An excellent setter dog 1 had along with me taught actu- 
ally no less than four of thesa siigular birds alive, over 
and above rettieving seyeral others which he pointed 
and were shot, This would be suflicient evidence that 
the least rail has by no means a limited geographical dis- 
tribution, and is not confined alone to the Hastern States, 
‘he error which has obtained in this respect is probably 

due to the fact that it is rarely seen and that it never 
Wises unless actually forced to by accident or by some 
_keen-nosed snipe dog. The small size of the bird also 
causes many sportsmen, eyen if they come across it, 
to overlook ib or regard ib with indifference, and they 
are generally reluctant to expend any ammunition upon 
it, It breeds, no doubt, as far West as the Mississippi, to 
udge from specimens [ succeeded in obtaining during 
former journeys both near Cairo and at Clinton, Iowa, 
The specilic designation of Noveboracensis might be 
then fitly altered and Minima substituted, in harmony 
with its common English name, Tt arrives carly in 
April, and Lremember having shot one specimen of it 
“at Clinton upon solidly frozen ground on the second day 
£ that month, Gras, Linban, 
or ere 

_ —Hon, Robt. B, Rooseyélt has given F100 to the Tiles- 
sn Memorial Pund,. A notice of this Fund will be 

‘und on our editorial page, 
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FRASER RIVER SALMON, 

i BY MOWITCH—NO, II, 

WE general opimion exists that these salmon dis 
after spawning, prior to thelr réturn to the sea, My 

convictions are that this opinion, although stronzly de- 
fended, isentirely a erroneous one, not supported by 

Tam sufficient data or proof to establish its corvoctiess. 
free fo adinit thit a large number of sahnon never retarn 
to the sea, and indeed the immense number found dead 
and in a dymg condition im so many streams is an 
abundant evidence of this fact, but I contend that this 
circumstauce is simply and wholly the result of natural 
causes, and nof owing in the slightest degree tu any 
inability to return to salt water. The facts of the case 
may be set forth as follows: From the time the fish 
leaves the ocean tillit returns to if, no food or sustenance 
is taken (a fact proyed beyond dispute), and onits way 
to the spasyning beds its contact with rocks, gravel and 
other hard substances bruises 4nd maims it from head to 
tail. Inmany instances you will see tish so lacerated 
and tori as to cuuse wonder that a fish in such a 
mutilated condition could make headway in still water, 
much less in continuing its course through the rough 
and vapid current encountered in the Fruser yt almost 
avery place fifty miles above its month, Then the 
spawning process 1s a great taxupon the physical powers 
of all fish, and indeed the same may be said to hold good 
as regards the act of reproducing their kind upon all 
animals, leaving them weak and helpless for the time 
being. Those persons that may haye had the pleasures 
of fly-fishing accorded to them can not haya failed to 
notice the difference between asalmon fresh from the sew 
anda keltonarod. Besides, this fresh water has, so to 
speak, a softening influence upon the flesh of salmon, 
destroying in some degree the muscular powers of the 
sh's body, and this to an appreciable and noticeable 
extent. Now the whole may be summed up in a yery 
few words ; The salmon who started from the sea full 
Of health and vigor, strony in the body and strong in 
purpose, after many weary days, weeks, and in some 
cases months, of ceaseless toil wending its way up 
Cataracts, rapids and falls, making leaps, and eéxercis- 
ing powers that noother fish is capable of, bent upon 
the one sole purpose of depositing its ova in proper silua- 
tions to enable the unerring laws of nature to be carried 
out, during the whole period taking no food to supply 
the wasting tissues strained to their utmost extent, 
finds ttself sometimes hundred of miles away from its 
normal element, the wide ocean, emaciaved, wasted, al- 
most helpless, its fins and tail often so torn and lacevated 
as to be almost useless as meéans of locomotion, Stil its 
energy seems to last, and haying fultilled the highest 
purpose of its being, it nowtakes measures for its own 
preseryation—namely, that of returning to the sea and 
there recuperating its wasted strength and health, 
However, each day it becomes more and more helpless ; 
each day buffeted against cruel rocks that now, with its 
weak body, itis not able, as when in health and vigor, 
to avoid, s0 that af last exhausted natwre surrenders and 
the noble salmon succumbs to the greater powers and 
dies, Its body is perhaps washed upon the shore of 
some stream, and so frequent are tliese cases and so 
large is the number of salmon who die in this way as to 
lead to the opinion that all Fraser River salmon die after 
spawning, Then comes arich and bountitul harvest to 
the bears, coons and other carnivorous animals, while 
birds of prey, such as gulls, erows, ravens, buzzards, 
eagles, elc., become so surfeited as to be almost unable 
toily. The settler's pig, if not securely pened, takes a 
hand in the free lunch so génerously spread, and if he 
does not save, certainly he spoils his bacon, as nothing 
is more nauseous than fishy pork, which évolves, during 
the process of cooking, an efiluviam, to use a homely 
simile‘! that would drive the dogs out of a tan yard.” 
In autumn the banks of almost all the salmon streams 
are lined to such an extent with dead and dying salnion 
and the air is polluted to such a degree as to almost 
make one swear fo abjure salmon diet as rigidly as a 
Musselman does pork, Unquestionably those salmon 
that retain sufficient vital powers to enable them to 
return to the sea, invariably doso, and this circumstance 
that came under my own observation goes a long way 
to establish the correctness of my views. 
One aulttmin—during the month of October, if my 1e- 

colleetion serves me right—the various creeks emptying 
into Burrard Inlet, an arm of the sea on the Gulf of 
Georgia, Owing to the protracted drousht were so low 
that salmon could hot ascend them at the customar 
period of spawning, The inlet was fairly alive with gal- 
mon, most of them with their oya in a very advanced 
condition, fully ready for deposit—in some cases so ripe 
as to freely exude from the lish upon the slighest pressure, 
This state of affairs lasted for many days, and was the 
ovcasion of an occurrence that never took place during 
my residence on Burrard Inlet—a period of hihe years— 
except this one year. .A small fresh water pond, fed by 
the waste of a mill lume, was used for the purpose of 
storing saw-lovs Lill wanted for use at the saw-mill, a halé 
a mile or so below, when the logs were removed from the 
pond, This pond was made by zunning a dam across 
from two banks at about extreme high tide mark, and 
had a sluice gate in the middle, fle gate (or stop log) 
being a matter of four or five feet abové the highest yun 
of tides at that particular season of the year, The sal- 
mon, driven to extremity, made use of the pond by leap- 
ing the gate ajid depositing their ova, after which they 
leaped the gate back into salt water, and none remained 
in the pond, which was proved in this way: The water 
escaped, owing to a break, about ten days or a fortnight 
afterward, leaying the pond dry, but no salmon were 
there, while large quantities of ova were visible at the 
upper end of the pond. the bottom af which was gravel 
to some extent, Now, were the former theory the true 
one, why did they not remain and die? J saw an Indian 
one morning in less than three hours catch over thirty 
salmon, gaffing then) with a codfish hook fastened to the 
end of a twelve or fourteen foot pole, at the fogt of this 

| dam ; so it will be seen Tam not drawing conclusions 
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from. an isolated or small muinther of Gases. The neces- 
sity for using this ponil oeenrred only for one season, 
and never have Tienowh a salmon before or since lo use 
the pontlin question for spawning. 

L believe that salmon retuen to whe river of their 
nativity (perhaps not the purticular tributary, but the 
main Yiver) to spawn. In support of this L think: it 
worbhy of mention that cach river has its own kind of 
salmon. ‘Thése ave peculiar to itself alone, and these 
scaly gentlemen neyer scem to make a mistake, and go 
up the wrong one, as salmon that are peculiar to one 
river are each season of spawning to be found in such 
river, andinit alone. Stiulmo quinnat has never been 
seen In the Fraser, nor a suckeye in the Columbia, Soma 
varieties spawn each year, olhers every alternate one, No 
‘lisease has been observed in the saltion of this river 
beyond the miaimed and diséased condition ag above men- 
tioned, caused by bruises and laceralion. No parasites 
are attached to them after a few days’ sojourn in fresh 
water, Salmon in the sea, and fora few days after enter- 
ing the rivers, are sometimes infested with a parasite 
locally known as salmon lice, but these die and become 
detached shortly after being brought into contact with 
fresh water. 

Their only natural enemy in fresh water is the leopard 
séal, These animals are few in number, and raraly 
ascend abuye tidal waters, soit might be said that, the 
salmon, when once started on its upward journey, is free 
from enemies other than the genus homo, ranging {rom 
Mr, Lo—who with his primitive appliances seeks to se- 
cure enough for present use, and fo ensure fond for him- 
self and family during next winter—lo the cannery pro- 
prietor, who uses every endeavor to outyis his neighbor, 
aod put up at least one thousand cases of forty-cight cans 
each during each day of jhe salmon season, Some idea 
of their immmanse numbers may be derived from this, 
One fisherman of my acquaintance caught with a drift 
net, one hundred fathoms in length, eight hundred and 
fifty-three salmon on a ten hours’ shift. This, of course, 
was an outside catch, but five hundred to six hundred is 
notuncommon, Ihave seen salmon bellies—the choice 
portion fur salting—hawked about the streets of the 
town of Yah in seasons of big runs, and sold for one dul- 
lar per hundred, each belly of course representing one fish, 
the back portion being invariably thrown away, butsome- 
tunes dried by the Indians for winter use. 

(Jo be continued.) 
en 

CAPE MAY WARBLER (D. Vigrina).—A specimen of 
this extremely rare Dendroeca was obtained here yester- 
day, Isend it to you that savant ornithologists may, if 
they desire, hold an inquest ag to identity. Ihave not 
hitherto met this beautiful and rare bird any where in this 
Province. Amevican nituralists secm to know little of 
its habits or migratory movements. Samuels says of it : 
This bird is so exceedingly rare in New Eneland that it 
can be regarded as astraggler. Of its habits I know noth- 
ing, and I can give no description of its nests and errs,’ 
May this pretty stranger be regarded as new, and recorded 
an addition to our Quebec fauna? I thipl so. JN, 

Quebee Morning Chronicle. 

Maynard records having found this beautiful little 
warbler inhabiting the large coniferous forests of Maine, 

but we donot remember before hearing of its presence 
50 far north as Quebec, 

— 

Do SNakus Hiss *—Richmond, Va, May 21st.—The 
belief is almost universal that snakes hiss. The ‘hissing: 
serpent” is alniost as common a plirase as the “unerring: 
rifle ;* and yet L am by no means sure that serpents ever 
hiss, and am ertain that rifles are never unerring, In 
my younger days I kept several varieties of snakes in my 
room for months continuously, and haye been more than 
usually intimate with the snakes indigenous to this lati- 
tude, but haya never heard one hiss,and do not think that 
Teyer met aman who would affirm that he himself had 
heard them hiss. It may be thought sacrilegious to cast 
a doubt upon such a time-honored belief, but I should like 
fo know the truth. ENQUIRER, 

We certainly have always believed that some species 
of snakes hiss—Heterodon platyrhinos, for example ; 

but should be glad to have the question here raised de- 
cided by the observations of the many field naturalists 
among our readers, 

—_———— 

A Curtous Acciprnt.— While out trout fishing in May, 
my friend M. aud myself observed a very curious acci- 
dent in nature. A song sparrow (Melospiza melodia), in 
trying to fasten a horse hair for her nest, one end of 
which was imbedded in the soft ground, got the other 
around her neck in a way thatit formed a running noose, 
and when we saw her first she was making frantic efforts 
to free herself, every one of which only served to tighter 
the noose around the poor bird’s neck. We caught her 
and took off the hair, for which service she was appar- 
ently very thankful. We made an examination of the 
hair and found that the whole thing was an accident and 
not the trick of some country boy, as we at first Rup- 
posed. KE, GB, Gurason, 
Himira, N, ¥; : 

—_—_-—_. 

Janyuan Socmwrty.—The Linnean Society on May 
15th dissolved for the summer, to meet again probably 
in October or November, Aimong papers read at the 
later meetings were the following; One by Mr. 8. D. 
Osborne on the Fringillides which breed on long Island, 
Highteen species were given, though of a few the nest had 
not actually been taken. In this category oconrred the 
names of the savanna sparrow (Passerculas Sandvicensis), 
black throated bunting (Spize americana) and rose— 
breasted prosbeak (Goniopled ludoviciana), The most 
common breeding sparrow, at leastalong the south side 
of the island, was stated to he (Powcetes yramineus,) the 
vesper sparrow, though both species of Ammnodramus 
were also characterized as abundant breeders. Tha 
brseding season of the shirp-tailed finch, however, 
commenced earlier anid continued much later than 
that of the seaside. A nestofithe purple finch was re~ 
corded as having been taken ab Bayside by Mr. Pearssil, 
and several recent nests of the Cardinal grosheak {Our 
dinalis vicgincanyg), from Staten Island, were mentioned, 
August 18th was given as alate date for fresh eggs of 
the goldfinoh (Astragalinus tristis.) Mr, A. B. Bailey 
gaye some interesting facts about our common snowhirg 
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(Junco), The species was considered both on its migra- 
tion and in its summer home, 

About the Umbagog region in Maine, eggs of the first 
brood are usually laid about the last of May, though 
sometimes the young, which are not ordmarily hatched 
until the first week in June, are tobe found at the same 
time, Most of the members agreed with Mr, Bailey in 
accrediting this bird with greater vocal powers than 
usually seem to be recognized, Mr. L, 8, Foster called 
attention to some of the skeletal characteristics of the 
night heron (Nyctiardea grisea novi), as exemplified 
in a complete skéleton discovered near the shore at 
Rockaway. This skeleton was found lodged in a bush,and 
the extensive ossification subtending the compound frac- 
ture of the humerus—from which death had evidently re- 
sulted—indivated a lingering death of perhaps a month, 
and the strenuous efforts of nature to right itself, 
A letter of Mr, Franklin Benner, Minneapolis, Minn., 

under date of April 14th, treated at some length of 
ornithological and other matters in that quarter, Wax- 
svyings had been about for two months past, and were of 
yery domestic habits, searching for their food about the 

city door yards and in the vicinity of dwellings. ‘The 

majority of those which had been taken were conspicuous 

for the dullness of their plumage, and often the entire 
absence of the waxen appendages to the secondaries. 
Mr. Chas Earle gave a list of birds which he had ob- 

served near Lake Ronkonkoma, L. I. The sooty tern 

was recorded, and also a specimen of the lark-finch 

(Chondestes grammaca), new to the island, and adding 

another record to the increasing list of its eastern oc- 
currences. ‘This bird was taken August 20th, 1879. 
A paper by Mr. R, T. Morris, on the entozoa, of man, 

treated of some of the internal parasites of which man 
forms the involuntary host, Characteristic traits were 
discussed, results of their presence alluded to, and the 
main points of the varied cycle of existence of some 
species traced. 

Mr. W, C, Wyckoff made some remarks on our fiddler 

crabs, evincing careful observation of their habits—some 
of which indicated a high degree of intelligence. Pro- 
fective mimicry in some of the more marked features of 
their coloration was also shown. 

Mr, BE. P. Bicknell read a paperon the floral family 
Violucece, as represented in our northern suburbs. Nine 
species and two varities of violets were enumerated, with 
remarks upon their habits. characteristics and relative 
abundance. Mr. Bicknellalso gave alist of the arrival of 
the birds this season, with remarks thereon. 

Tn this it was shown that in general the arrivals had 
been early, in some instances unusually so. 

—_—_<>———— 

INSECT Pests IN VIRGINIA.—Blacksburg, Va., May 
20th.—Haitor Forest and Stream:—The timber near 
this place is suffering serious damage from the attacks of 
the common May bug (Welontha vulgaris), The multi- 
tude of them is astonishing, and the roaring noise of 
their wings resembles a rising wind storm. They feed 
only at night, and remain securely hidden by day. They 
prefer the white oak, but attack also other species of oak, 
chestnut, and even the black walnut. Ash, maple, elm 
and other trees seem to be exempt, There are many 
guperb specimens of the white oak scattered over the 
grounds ofthe Virginia Agricultural College here, upon 
which at this moment not a single green leaf is left. 
Several of the finest of them suffered last year, and were 
partly killed. It seems impossible that they cam ayam 
rally. Whole belts of trees in thesurrounding forest are 
completely denuded of foliage. It appears to me serious 
mischief is threatened, and | have never seenanything of 
the sort elsewhere. I cannot discover that any enemy is 
likely to seriously check these beetles, The crows, of 
which there are only a few here, feed on them chiefly 
during thespring months, The crow black birds are not 
here in sufficient numbers to do material good, The 
common flicker (Colaptes auratus) is an expert in getting 
them out of the grass, but flickers are few; foxes eat 
them ; squirrels Tatten on them, and doubtless other 
birds and rodents help more or less, but none or all of 
these are capable of doing much good. Man appears to 
be a helpless looker on, who can co nothing, and doesnot 
know what to expect. What say those acquainted with 
bug-ology ? M. G. Euuzey. 

This beetle (Lachnosterna quercina), though seldom 
sufficiently numerous to do very serious injury, as in the 

present case, certainly deserves the attention of ento- 

mologists. In the Middle States the skunk is one of its 
most persistent enemies, and destroys great numbers of 

the larves by digging them out of the ground, We 

should be glad to hear from entomologists on the subject. 
—~<»—_——— 

ARIVALS RECEIVED AT CENTRAL PARK MENRGERIE FOR WEEK 

ENDING JunH §ru.—One Brazilian monkey (Cebus capucinus,) pre- 

sented by Mr. B. Warren Barlow. Four brown monkeys (Cebus 

fatuelluis), purchased. Two black bear ¢ubs and pyo young foxes, 

presented by Major-General Daniel BH, Sickles, U. 8. A. (ne 

crow (Cervus americanus) presented by Mr. E. Jaeckles. One 

Ted squirrel (Sciurius ludsonittw), presented by Master John 8. 

Aseough, Tyo scarlet lanagers (Pyranga rubra. One bobolink 

(Dolichonyx loryzirora), One red-breasted grosboak (Hedjmeles 
udoviciaiits). One bawhuvh (Coccothraustes vulgaris). One toucan 

Ramphustos wriel), All purchased, W. A. ConkKiLIN, 

Director. 

NOTES AND QUERIES, 

SH AWANGUNE.'—Poughkeepsie, VV. ¥., May 20th.—Editor Forest 
and Stream:—Mr. ¥. C. Plaisted's *‘ intelligent Indian,” in Foresp 
AND STREAM of May 27th, conld know bub little of the meaning 

or appropriateness of the name ‘Shawanguok,” if he said it sig- 
nified governor!" Forty years and more agone, I ived in plain 
view of the shining sides of * Shawangunk Mountains,’ and the 
old citizens, whose memory went back to the timeof the buraing 

of Wawasing and other Indian atrocities, always gaye the mean- 

ing of “ Shawanguok,"” (pronounced by them *‘ Shongtm) as Shin- 

ing Rocks. Certainly no name could be more appropriate, for the 
smooth faces of the bare rocks, in many places, shone in 1he sun- 
light like glistening ice, ata distance of several miles. The right 
man could make a book of intense interest by writing up the facts 

and legends connected with the Shawangunk Mountains. In- 

dians, Dutch, French and English, have each by turns possessed 
the valley, and were oftenin deadly odnilict. ¢ J.H.D. 

Kish Culture. 
— Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 

[From a Statt Correspondent.] 

THE INTERNATIONAL FISHERY EXHIBITION AT 

BERLIN, 
—=«~ 

VI 

HE first thing which the visitor to the Exhibition 
notices is the grealb number of things which are 

produced in the water besides the fish themselves, and 
the number of articles used in the fisheries of whose 
previous existence he has been entirely ignorant, ‘This 
was well shown by the mingled pleasuye and astonish- 
ment with which an English fisherman viewed the 
“woolen nippers” in use among our fishermen for grip- 
ping the line when hauling in, and suggesting comfort in 
handling a heavy wet cod line in cold weather. No 
doubt they will hasten to use so simple a contrivance, 
and others will wonder, as they did, that they never 
thought of it before, while some Norwegian fishermen 
yiewed a harpoon-gun with admiration, evidently seein 
the iron bolt sink through the blubber and into the vitals 
of leviathan, 
The ladies are much interested inthe American display 

of furs, prominent among which are the skins of the 
sea-otter, Hnhydra marina, and the fur-seal, Callirhinuws 
ursinus. The latter is shown in three stayes, yiz.: the 
raw dried skin with its jong, rough hair entirely con- 
cealing the fur beneath; the plucked and dressed skin, 
shuwing the tawny fur and the dyed article as worn by 
the ladies, and, by the way, it is but little worn by 
German ladies, who dress neatly but not extravagantly, 
and do not seem to worry the life out of a husband of 
moderate mieans for a three !iindred dollar seal skin. 
Not that your correspondent knows of any ladies who 
have or might do so, still we cannot say what might be 
done among savage nations where love; ol finery is 
carried to excess, The seal fisheries of Alaska are illus- 
trated by a series of water color sketches by Mr, Henry 
W. Elliott, fivein number, respectively entitled; “ The 
Fur Seal Rookery at Reef Point,” showing the herd on 
the breeding grounds, the old bulls with their cows, 
each aceupying their own positions; ‘* Gathering the 
Drive,” seal drovers selecting the animals from the herd 
for the day’s slaughter on Zoltoi Sands, one of the 
twelve hauling grounds of the fur seal on St. Paul's 
Island, Alaska; ‘The Drive in Motion,” seals being 
driven up to the slaughtering field near the settlement, 
St. Paul's Island; ‘The Killing Field,” natives slaugh- 
tering the seals, the skinned carcasses, ete.; “‘Fur Seals 
Approaching the Breeding Grounds,” the herd Swimming 
and playing in the water as they near the Island, These 
pictures give not only an idea of the immense numbers 
of fur seals which gather at the islands during the breed- 
ing season (in the first picture named they seem to 
number hundreds of thousands, stretching as far over 
the rocks as the eye can reach), but also show how the 
herd is cared for and the proper animals selected for 
killing and the herd kept up to its proper breeding 
capacity by the ‘* Alaska Commercial Company ” of San 
Francisco, no more being killed than both the herd and 
the market will bear, although to all appearances, 
judging from the immense numbers in Myr. Hlliott’s ex- 
cellent pictures, the herd could stand an enormous draft 
without seriously diminishing its future crop, and one is 
tempted to conclude that the market has more to do with 
the number of pelts taken than any other consideration, 
and we poor fishermen and scribblers, who long more to 
see our better halyes arrayed in the warro and dressy seal 
skins than our blessed partners themselves do, wish that 
we could take a hand in the killing and skinning for halfa 
day in order that the domestic Christmas tree might bear 
another fruit which would not only warmly wrap a be- 
loved form, but also cause wondering remarks behind the 
closed blinds over the way as to its possible genuineness 
and probable cost. 

‘A series of maps Ulustrating the range of some of the 
favorite American fishes and the fishing grounds, pre- 
pared by Prof. G, Brown Goode, hang in the hallways 
and are so well done as to excite (best of all commenda- 
tion) the attention aud fayorable comment of the few 
men who are able to appreciate their value and the 
thoroughness with which this work is done. The maps 
are arranged as follows -— 

4.-Proviste . : : J oes Reagan Sep fio tue aoe nied Sate eee ot 
No. 2. Provisional map showing the geographical distribution 

of the cod (Gadus morhua), and ihe lovations of the fishing 
grounds and fishing ports. 

No. 3. Provisional map showing the geographical distribution of 
the halibut (Hippoylossus vulyuris), On the coust of North America 
and the principal fishing grounds im 1879. 
No. 4. Provisional mapshowing the geographical distribution 

of the mackerel (Scomberscombris), its seasonal movements, and 
the fishing grounds and fishing ports. 

No. 5. Map showing the weographical distribution of the men- 
haden (Bréenoortta tyrannus) in 1879, with the location of the fsh- 
iny grounds and the oil and puano factories. 

No. 6, Proyisionul map showing the geographical distribution 
of the fishes of the herriny family in Bastero North America. 
No.7. Provisional map showing the veorraphical range of the 

principal fishes of the muckerel tribe (Scorabriulce and Carangide) 
in Bustern North America. 
No.8, Map showing the distribution of the oyster beds on the 

coast of New England and Nova Scotia, from data furnished by 
Mr, Ernest Ingersoll, 
No.9. Map showing the distribution of the oyster beds of Mary- 

land, From the explorations of the United States Coast Survey. 
No. 10. Map showing the obstructions to theascent of fish in the 

rivers of Maine, 1876. Compiled by C. G: Atkins and EB, M. Stil- 
well. 

Also a relief model of the off-shore banks of the Uni- 
ted States, showing the contours, shaded in colors, to the 
depth of 2,800 fathoms, prepared for the United States 
Fish Commission by Mr. C. Lindenkohl, together with 
some interesting fish cultural charts, which will be men- 
tioned under the proper head, a collection of charts used 
by fishermen, exhibited in the collection of the United 
lee bee Survey and uae Flinn Ne Yoo Office, and 

wise the more popular “Eldridge Charts,” publish 
by S. Thaxter & one Boston, - spy Palas 

The boats and models of boats sent by America are re- 
markable for their clean cut and evident ability to sail as 
far in a given time as pussible, and the sea-ding quali- 
ties of the famous ‘‘dory” are much discussed, the won- 
der being that it isa good boat to gail in and yet has no 
keel, something which your correspondent does not un- 

derstand. but which seems plain enough to Capt, Collins, 
the representative Americar fisherinan of the stalt. who 
of course knows all about it; and then there is thé fact 
that two or thres persons haye sailed from America to 
Europe in them, which not only illustrates the sea- 
worthiness of the boats, but also most beautifully shows 
the great cate which Providence exercises over the lives 
of fools. ‘There are six dories, with complete rigs {or the 
different kinds of fishing. Here they are, as rigged by 
Capt. Collins :— 

No. 1. Rigged for hand-lining on the Banks, sixteen 
pound anchor, with twenty fathoms of line; one pair 
eight foot oars; two hand-lines on reels, with gear at- 
tached, each twenty-five fathoms long, with leads of 
three pounds; bait bucket and board, spare hooks, two 
squid lines with jigs, two bird lines with hooks, shark 
lance, water jugs, etc, Length of boat, twelve and a 
half feet, 

No. 2. Thirteen feet long ; used in Gloucester for win- 
ter fishing for cod; rigged for shore trawling and hand- 
lining with a tub of trawl line; ground line, 1,775 feet of 
fourteen pound tarred cotton Time; 500 No, 15 hooks, 
three and a half feet apart on ground line; gangimgs two 
feet long, of cotton line (thirty threads); trawl buoys, 
mes A sail, eleven feet on foot, nine feet hoist, five feet 
ead, 
No, 3. Fourteen feetlong; rigged for mackerelseining 5 

four lines, each two anda half feet long, through holes 
in ribbon on starboard side, used to fasten the seine. 

No, 4. Fourteen anda half feet long; rigged for had- 
dock fishing. This style is strongly built, and more 
adapted for carrying large loads than for speed, They 
are built wider and deeper than the fifteen foot ‘*Bamnlk 
dory,” and are used almost exclusively for winter fish- 
ing, catching haddock, and after piclting fish from trawls) 
and loading the dory, the vessel] then goes to the dory, 
consequently speed gives place to carrying capacity aud 
sea-poing qilalities. Rigged with a tub of trawl line; 
rround line, 1,755 feet of fourteen pound tarred cotton ; 
500 No, 15 hooks, three and a half feet apart on gangings 
iwo feet long. 

No. 5, Fifteen feet long; the “Bank dory” used im 
halibut fishing, and rigged for the same; built more for 
speed and ease of rowing, for in this fishery the vessels 
anchor, and the dories have to be loaded and rowed, 
often for miles. Patent “hurdy-gurdy” windlass for 
trawl, with patent trawl roller, large size, single score, 
line attached; mast hole in forward thsyart; mast, fif- 
teen feet long; sail, fourteen feel on foot, six feet on 
head, thirteen feet hoist; ground line made of fifteen 
lines, twenty-five fathoms each, equalling 2.250 feet 
thirty-two pound tarred cotton line; 150 No, 6,283 
“Kirby” halibut hooks, fifteen feet apart on ground line, 
gangings five feet long; two sixteen pound trawl an~ 
chors, buoys, etc. 

No, 6, A style of dory built im America and but little 
used there, being shipped in large numbers to the Prench 
fishermen at St. Pierre, Miquelon, ‘his is fifteen and & 
half feet long, and of the same depth and width as the 
haddock dory, very strong, the timbers being heavi : 
and more numerous than those preferred by the Ameri 
cans. Rigged for cod trawling. 
The National Museum exhibits birch bark canoes. 

wooden canoes, kyaks, umiaks and other Indian boats, 
perhaps the most curious of which is around skin boat 
of the Hidatza (Gros Ventres) Indians, from Fort Bue 
ford, Dakota, collected by Dr. W. Matthews, U, 5. A 
This is a frame of twigs or roots, over which is shat 
a buffalo skin, making a tub-shaped affair about five fee 
in diameter and perhaps two feet deep. ‘This is curious, 
because it so closely resambles the Welsh “‘coracles,” ex- 
hibited in the English department, the only difference 
being that in the latter the frame is of split slats, and 
the covering is of canvas; still it is said that these latte 
are but imitations of the skin boats formerly used by 
Welshmen, and it seems yery probable. 
A whaleboat, fully rigged, was the cause of a ludicrous 

mistake, .A correspondent of a London paper wrote thal 
‘on American whaleboat was on exhibition, as completely 
furnished with eyerything necessary for immediate activ 
as a fire engine is with all its men seated.” It was 
printed thus: ‘An American whaleboat equipped as 
fire engine, with the men seated and ready for action, 
one of the features of the exhibition.” lt no dow 
would be if it were true, but Berlin has not disbanded its 
fire department yet in order to adopt the plan of ha 
pooning a burning building and towing it out to sea. 
Holland and Norway are quite strong in boat models 

as well as Germany, the North Sea fishing boats bearing 
a family resemblance to each other and to those of En 
land, who also shows afew. Judging from the models, 
it would seem that speed is not considered as important 
in a fishing vessel on this side of the water as itis on 
ours, yet certainly it would seem to be as (lesirahle to get 
in as quickly with a fave here as elsewhere, yet the baa 
are round bowed and of a model which might he cs 
“tubby,” while the American style is sharper, cleane 
cut and invariably schooner-vizged. China shows bul 
few boats or models, the most striking one being a boat 
witha figure of a man, life size, and about a do 
stuffed cormorants ranged about the side waiting for the 
signal to diye, It is the fashion to slipa ring on the ne¢h 
of the bird, in order that if cannot swallow the fish, al 
least so the story goes; but if is noticeable that thesé 
birds have no ring on, and no one seems to know if the 
omission is by accident or design, the latter seeming tm 
the writer to be the most probable, for the reason that i 
it be customary to use the ring it would be too importan! 
an object in illustrating cormorant fishing to be ormitted 
by a people so giyen-to detail. 

I 

beeen 

Tam Rappir-Moura Sucksr.—Nashwille, Tenn, Jw 
6/h,—Gol. McEwen received a most complimentary 
ter from Prof, Baird on the subject of the rabbit-mouth 
sucker. It had been described before by Prof. Jordan 
though a specimen had never reached him until the ont 
sent by the colonel. Ina few days I ain promised a spe 
eimen of still another new yariety of fsh which has ap 
peared in the Harpeth this year, J, D, B 

—_—_<+—— 

Tom New Lorster Law,—The new lobster law read 
as follows: ‘Chap, 282, An Act for the preseryatio 
lobsters. Passed May 13th, 1890; three-fifths being p 
ent. The people of the State of New York, represent 
in Senate and Assembly, do enavt as follows: Section J, 
Whoever shall sejl, or offer for sale, ot have m 7 : 
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with intent to sell, any lobster less than ten and one-half | Adirondacks this season that they will find Brushton the 
‘inches in length, measurement {o be taken from one ex- | best place to leave the ears to go to the hunting and fish- 
tremity of the body to the other, exclusive of claws or| ing grounds. There is a good hotel within a few steps of 
feelers, shall, for eyery such offense, he subject to a fine | thé depot which has a good livery attached, and there is 
of $5; and im all prosecutions under this act the posses- | also another livery stable in the place, so. parties will be 
sion of any lobster not of the length herein prescribed | able to get a suitable conveyance at any time to go to any 
shall be prima facie syidence to convict. See. 2. All| part of fhe wouds. It is a8 near and nearer to the hunt- 
forfeitures accruing under this act shall be paid one-half | ing and fishing grounds than any station on the railroad 

fished from Owen Sound or Southampton, The Maitland 
is a fine river for black bass in May and the early part of 
June; there are a number of small streams containing 
trout that run into it; any of these can be fished from 
the town of Goderich. A little further south is the Au 
Sauble, the river ‘‘ taut Mieux” in Canada for black bass 
and pike in May, June or September—reached from 
Widder Station on the Grand Trunk Railway. This is 
also a good duck ground in léte fall, and at same time 
snipe are plentiful, The next points are the fishing and 
shooting grounds of St. Clair flats; these are too well 
known to need description, so I pass on to the River 
Thames ; this river is only mediocre, Like many others, 

! to the person making the complaint, and one-half to the | except Moira, which is the same, but is a larger village 
city or town where the offense was committed, Sec. 3. | than the latter, which is half a mile from the depot, and 
This act shall take effect on June 1st, 1880,” has no livery stable at present, The distance from it to 

the Blue Mountain Honse is twenty-four miles. A letter 
addressed to Giles’ Hotel, Brushton, Franklin County, N. eine . - + 5 - a+. 1 ; : “ at f J garhy ive Y. (Hdward Litchfield, proprietor), will reach it. it has been spoiled by dams and refuse from mills and Sea and Ativey ffi ishing * ( rer Ds A. Gornisu. | works of variouskinds, It is one that can be marked “Ich- 

a | —s— abod,” and so not worth going to. Rounding the end of | FISH IN SEASON IN JUNE, Nuw York—(Constableville, Lewis Co., June Tth.—Fish | the peninsula we come to the shooting ground of Point 
Pelee with its duck marshes of 8,000 acres, which affords 
food sport in some seasons, but is uncertain, Our next 
stopping place is the shooting ground of Long Point, by 
all odds the best duck ground in Canada, This ground is 
strictly preserved by a company of gentlemen who have 
leased the whole of the marshes from the Government, 
but shooters can have access to it funder certain circum- 
stances—réached from Woodstock on the Great, Western 

Creek is a beautiful stream and full of trout, Tt rises FRESH Weare ge ee above Lowville, and flows into Oneida Lake. It is sixty- 
n S02 TOD ULOr. r iles i j i q Salmon, Suny salir. ; Pike or Pickeral, Bene [neiua. five miles in length, and the angler will find excellent 

Salmon Nront, Saino conjinis. | Yellosy Perch, Perea flavescens, | Hshing all the way, with good camping grounds every 
| Bana Wycieo Salmon, Sain | few miles, Excellent accommodations may be secured 

PLOVETa ab private houses at $1 per day. In six hours of fishing 
| *, BALD WATER, , the other day I caught six trout, weighing respectively 

Sea Bass, Qentropristis atrarius. | Bluetish, Pomatomis aditatriz.e thirteen, fifteen, nime, fifteen and twelve ounces, and 

Trout, Salmo fontinalis, 

Sheepshead, F y -|8 i " IyDiu =D | a eae y 4 si a = . E bespsb ead, Arehosaryus proba: Bre eer Cybium mac~ | sity others weighing five and three-quarter pounds. My | Railway, vim the Port Doyer and Lake Huron Railway. 
Striped Bass, Roccua intieatus. | Cera, Cybiumregato. companion caught one hundred and twenty-fiye fish, | Here [may say that the whole of the western peninsula White Perch, Morvie americana. 
Weaklish, Onoseion reygatix. 

Bonito, Sunda Pelamys. Visitors may come here via Utica, Black River Railroad, | west of London is one of the best quail grounds in the 
Kingtish, Mantictrrus nebulosis. thirty-five miles, $1.40; stage to Constableville, eight | country, while wild turkeys are fairly plentiful in the 

= tiles, fifty cents ; livery to the creek, eight miles, $5 for | Counties of Essex, Kent and Lambton, Again taking up 
—Address all communications lo “ Forest and Stream party of six, thera and return. A pair of shoes with hob | 0wr journey eastward on the lake shore, the Grand River 

_ Publishing Company, New York.” nails should be provided for wading. Parties desiring | is tho next stopping place. Here are found snipe, wood- 
—-—_ further information may address P, O, Box 73, cock and ducks in season, while black bass, pike, maska- 

_ —Mr, L. L. Hubbard’s ‘Summer Vacations at Moose- H, S. B. longe, ete., are plentiful—reached from Dunnville Sta- 
head Lake’ should be consulted by all who wish accurate a tion on. the Grand Trunk Railway. 

The bass fishing in the Niagara is too well known 
to need mention, so we cross to Toronto, and 
there take the road to Muskoka, with ils trout 
fishing, its black bass, maskalonge and pike fish- 
ing, and its fine deer shooting m the fall; or 
take the Toronto and Nepissing road, and go north to Go- 
boconk and the back lying townships, where there is 
also fine trout fishing and deer shooting to be found. 
After this, pass on Nearer to the town of Cobourg, and 
from there go to Rice Lake and the lakes adjacent, where 
will be found fair shooting in fall and good fishing in 
summer, but neither of them what they used to be, Then 
anywhere along the River St. Lawrence, from Belleville 
to Brockville, will be found noted grounds for all kinds 
of fish, except frout; while the flight shooting for ducks 
about the points of the islands, especially in spring, is 
very good. 
A paying trip back from the river can be made on the 

Kingston and Pembroke Railway, and fine bass fishing 
found at comparatively small expense. _ Arriying: ab St. 
Anne’s we find the mouth of the Ottawa River, but if ques- 
tioned about the fishing the answer resolves itself into 
this: **Too much sawdust, too little fish.” There aré 
some small vivers that run into it—notably the Rouge— 
that might be worth yisiting for bass, but in my opinion 
the game is not worth the candle, which also applies to 
all the streams about Montreal or within easy reach 
of if. 
We are now in Lower Canada, and going down the 

tiver the first place is Sorel Marshes for duck, snipe, etic., 
and the St. Maurice River, at’‘Three Rivers, for bass, pike, 
etc., but neither of these places would pay anyone to go 
a distance for all that is tobe got. From this last named 
place a journey of eighty miles brings the traveler to the 
old city of Quebec, which is the starting point for all the 
tivers of the lower St, Lawrence. These are all preserved 
and rented by Government to such as have time and 
wealth to spend in the pursuit of the lordly salmon, but 
as they are out of the reach of the average sportsman I will 
not take up space in describing them, From Three Rivers 
downward trips can be made into any part of the baci: 
townships, but they entail considerable expense, and itis 
almost a necessity that a person understands the French 
language. Of course, interpreters can easily be found, 
but one cannot take them everywhere, and it is not; nice, 
when you ask a man a question, to see his shoulders ele- 
vate to hisears, and listen to an answer as unintelligible 
to you as your question was to him, unless it is comprised 
in the three words, ‘“Jé comprende pas.” 

4 re . ; iat THE THOUSAND ISLANDS.—River St. Lawrence, Cape 
Densertee beme a ae of Northern OES See Vincent, JV. Y,—Here are to be found almost every spe- 
' elsewDore. cies of oe wate ee ae Ey bass and the ice 

Sy cious pickerel are captured in large quantifies, and il 
Mona Trout FisHinc,.—Boston, June 12th,—Allow me | must BS a, poor teterinanl who cannot phi a rood sized 
to add an item to your very valuable fish and game di- string of these fish almost every day. The great sport, 
rectory. Such of your readers as desire good sea trout | however, in this vicinity, is to capture a mascalonge— 
fishing, with pleasant sitroundings and moderate priced | the king of fresh water lish. Hnormous specimens haye hoard. ata good hotel, kept by an obliging landlord, can | pean caught here—one weighing as high as seventy-two 
find just what they desire at Tadousac, at. the mouth of pounds, and many others varying: from thirly pounds 
the Saguenay, The best time is from July 1st to Aug. | up, anda host of smaller ones. During the season of 
ist. The fish are very gamy, and range in size from one | ass fishing, the number caught is almost: incredible, 
to five pounds. The hotel is kept by- Mr, James Fennel, | from fifty to sixty per day being a fair average for the who wall also f wnish boats and fuides, Guides charge expert angler, and in many cases exceeding these firures, 
from $1 to $1.50 per day, including boat; less rates if} There are a large number of fishing boats manned by 
they are engaged by the month. Tor any further infor- | oarsmen who are not only familiar but able to conduct 
mation address Jamnes Peunel, Tadousac, P. @., Canada. | the pleasure seeker to the very best fishing grounds, and Padousac is reached by rail to Quebec, and thence by | at moderate prices, In addition, the new and fast steam boat: down the beautiful St. Lawrence. Fare from Que-| yacht Reindeer will make Cape Vincent her head- 
bec to Tadousac. $3.50: distance, 112 miles, which is quarters during the season of 1878, and will be ready at done in daylight, giving a chance to enjoy the scenery. | ail times to tow fishing skiffs and their occupants to any 

portion of the river at moderate rates, and will also take 
, i excursion parties when desired. In the fall this is the 

_HASTERN TOWNSHIPS, QuuBEC, Jane 8th.—Since the | duck hunters’ paradise. The waters of the adjacent bays muiddle of May I have been rambling around the waters | are black with water fowl, and the hunter cannot fail to of this country with a seven ounce green-heart in hand | succeed in bagging a goodly score. Otherspecies of game ‘After Salmo fontinalis. Brook fishing has been good, | are to be found in their appropriate season, 
hut pond (small lakes) fishing bit medium, Last Thurs-| The Rathbun House is situated on a pleasant site, com- 
day night I brought up at French’s Hotel, Seotstown, | manding a splendid view of the River St. Lawrence, and d the next morning, with W. J. McDuif, a Vermonter | in close proximity to that noble stream. The rooms are nde, I visited the bay, where I camped that night near | commodious and cool during the hottest weather. 

—>__. 

my catch weighed thirty-four pounds, T saw one otter| LowA—Mdnchester, June Tih.—The black bass season 
and moose, deer and beaver signs in plenty. Yesterday L| opened June 4th, and every boy and man who had 
went up to the still waters on the Salinon River, where | 2 tod was on the banks of the Maquoketa with a soft- 
caught in afew hours twenty pounds of fine trout, | Shell crab or minnow, The catch indicates great hauls 

Tanging from one quarter to one and three quarter | of large bass, Astring of eighb or ten, weighing from 
pounds each. Fifty pounds per day could be taken ona | one poundto four and a half, was no very great string, 
favorable day at the ** Boz” Be any good fly-fisherman if | The waters are up again, and the sportsmen will haye to 
he felt so disposed. Isaw numerous deer signs on the | wait patiently until the rivers rundown. We have the 
Salmon River, at the “ Bog ” I also saw a large number | finest bass fishing in the State. We have ten dams within 

‘of black and wood ducks, both young and old. the county, containing two hundred acres, all filled with 
| Railroad fare to Scotstown from Sherbrooke, $2, re- | bass, oldand young. The fishways, under the State law, 
urn ticket, Hotel, $1 per day. W. J. MeDuff’s| will make fowa the leading State for fish. Her waters 

terms, $1 or $1.25 per day. A few large trout are | are pure and suitable for all kinds of game fish. The 
taken in the rapids in front of the hotel. These waters | Maquoketa runs twenty-five miles through the country, 
are seldom visited by expert fly-tishers. and is made up of springs of pure water. Spring Branch 

SPANSTEAD, trout, of March, 1879, are nine inches long and weigh 
——— saven ounces. Ss. GeV. 

Gomnzetioun LAkius.—Ohester writes that the spring - * -. . 
has opened fayorably, ‘with all promise for an excellent | _ !LY-FISHING TOR SuAD:—New York.—A short time ago 
Season’s fishing, In the early spring deer were un-| there appeared in the Forms? AND StRwAM a short letter 

ually abundant about the lake and the trail toward the | from (L think)’ *‘ Wamilton ” on fly-fishing for shad, 
tlement. Caribou also showed themselves in unusual | Which was followed by a request from me to give further 

umber, and that the moose haye enjoyed a winter of | Particulars, ete., and which you were kind enough to in- 
andisturbed retirement, perhaps the best of syidence is | Serb with a few lines of your own, calling on the shad 
that none have been seen. Alee americana loyes to be | anglers” to impart their views through these columns— 
det alone, and unless driven by invasion from his retreats;| =or which please accept thanks, Now if. seems to me that 
deaves to the deer and caribou the risky snow-time habit | the ‘‘ shad fly-fishers ” must be very scare or very churlish 
of Occasionally straying into the Vicinity of the settle-| Not to haye responded to your call before this, I am 
ments. somewhat interested in the matter, as I have been 

| Uncle Tom has been making some improyements about | Tepeatedly told by professional fishermen and amateurs 
his camp for the comfort of his little cirele of summer | that shad willnot take the hook, no matter what the 
friends. Those friends will be glad to know, however, | lure, whether natural or artificial. Tt is useless for me to 
that in spite of slizhtly enlarged capacity his place shall | qote the FOREST AND STREAM against them, as theslight 
remain the same most characteristic hunters’ camp | Weight of evidence therein contained up to the present 
abit has been, and none the less in keeping with the'| has not been sufficient to conyince them. Am rejoiced 

Bpirit of the forestin which it stands. R. to learn by the lash ForEsT AND Strmam that a shad has 
\ ~ been caught in the Raritan by tly, and sincerely hope the 

ConyEcticur—Putnam, June 10th.—The Hon, Charles | 390d work will go bravely on until it will be no new 
Cheeshoro and Eugene Wheelock, Esq., have started on a | thing to get a fine string of fish with the fly-rod, 

. » . 

: 

Av SAUBLE, 

Che Zennel. 

—Address all ecammunications to ** Forestand Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

Se 

COLLEY REX IN THE Stup.—We call attention to 
notice in another column of Rex haying been placed im 
the stud. Rex is a descendant of the best dogs in Great 
Britain, and his progeny have proyed to be of the purest 
character. He was claimed at the catalogue price at the 
show, but Mr. Lindsay refused to part with him, This 
is a rare opportunity for anyone owning a first-class 
bitch to produce good stock. 

oe 

THE St. BERNARD AS A Wirnp Doc.—I have often 
wondered if the St. Bernard dog, either pure breed or 
crossed, has any especial merits for general hunting pur- 
poses. Specimens of the breed are rare except amon 

monthly vacation among the trout brooks of Northern SHADO, dog breeders and at bench Shove iv have never hearc 
aine, These gentlemen are true sportsmen. They haye pre as 3 that they possessed any value as hunters, but my experi- 

promised us Seapets report of their rambles, which | CANADIAN RESORTS, ence with the only specimen I haye known intimately— 
shall send to you. GLP. WwW. ik ; and that only a half breed, its mother being a cross 

sa } . QuEBEG, Mereh 19th. | between a bull and mastiff—has led me to ask the 
Aplronback TRour Bisminc,—Moira, N, ¥., June 7th, TERY many of my American brethren of the rod and question. I was spending the summer in Northern 

Michigan to recruit my health, The gentleman with 
whom I stopped had been to mnch expense in procuring 
a dog snitable to the country and its game, and after 
many trials seemed to have secured perfection itself. It 
was a splendid animal, weighing about 125 pounds, with 
massive jaws and muscles like an athlete. He had scent 
enough to follow a warm track readily, and was so intelli- 
pent and well broken that he seemed to understand and 
promptly obey ay word or gesture. He would no 
more chase a deer than he would a sheep, but was 4 
terror to all other kinds of game. Me was instant death 
toa Goon or woodchuck, and the biggest badger or 
wild cat in the woods was no match for him, though he 
carried numerous scars as souvenirs of his encounters 

—Trout fishing is at its best now in all the large streams fun visit Canada during the sunimer season, some in 
and ponds in this vicinity of the Adirondacks, Several | search of health, some for the pleasures of travel and 

thies from here have been wp. to both branches of the | some again to enjoy a little sport. With many of the 
, Regis Rivers, and all report the fishing splendid. Two | Jatter class it is a question often asked, Where shall we 
ab went to the Sixteen-mile Level, above Blue Moun- BO for the best fishing or shooting? To help such in their 

, caught a nice lot of large trout with a fly ; twenty | choice a little general information of the hést fishing and 
)of oné hole near Tndian Rock, They say the deer are | shooting grounds may not come amiss. Beginning at 
plenty now along the level, and that they saw five | the extreme western point of the Proyince is the Nepi- 
hg the three days they were there, 1 intend to go up | gon River, famous for its trout fishing, which is now well 
6 thelast of the month and stop several weeks in that | Known all over the Union. Coming east there ara sev- 
ity, The trout fishing is better this month, but the | eral small streams running into Lake Huron, which per- 
ic flies are not so bad in July as now, and one can | haps are well fished, but which during the early part of 
Bleu of good fly-fishing then, I wish to say to | the season afford fine sport, Of these the Sydenham, 

50 - is ing of coming to the northwestern part of the | Saugeen and Silver Creek are trout streams, and can be 
i 
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with these animals. It was, however, as a bear hunter 
that his virtues were displayed at their best. No bear 
could make any long run with that dog at his heels, for 
at every stepit was in danger of being ham-strung, while 
the dog was sagacious enough to keep a proper distance 
from bruin’s paws, This dog had the principal character- 
istics of the smooth-coated St. Bernards, and I should 
like to know if FoREST AND STREAM or any of its readers 
have had any experience with this dog as a hunter, 

Cork. 

‘We haye never heard of the St, Bernard being used in 
the field either in England or America, but in Scotland 

the St. Bernard has proved a very yaluable deer stalker 

in the well-known forest of Glentanner. 
at re 

A TRIBUTE TO ‘* PUP.” 

Hovuss oF REPRESENTATIVES, 
Wasuinaron, D, C., May 31st, 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
The following tribute to a faithful hound may not be 

deemed unworthy of a place in your columns. The sou- 

briquet, ‘* Pup,” began with him, and ended with him- 

I never knew a better dog. His achievements were 

among the hills and in the woodland range along the 
yalley of the beautiful Kanawha, Many were the foxes 

that surrendered to the fleetness of his foot and the un_ 

erring certainty of his nose. Wehave some good dogs 
—he was the greatest Roman of them all. A pair of his 
youngsters promises the early adornment of my small 
paok, and a strain of his blood is prized above anything 
our section can boast :— 

Hear! all ye lovers of the chase, 
Who follow black, tan, pied, or red, 

The best and noblest of bis race, 
The Prince of dogs, old ‘* Pup,” is dead! 

No more will Joppling’s echoesging 
His accents clear at early morn ; 

No more his eyes will briglitness bring, 

Responsive to Lan Oakes’ horn; 

Van Buren’s voice on the hill top high, 

May greet the Nimrod in the chase, 

Delaney’s yell from mountain nigh, 

Give cheer and relish to the race; 

From Mathéw’s Branch to old Stittfield, 

Red fox or gray may frequent go, 

With foot or ken that ne’er did yield 

To man or dog, nor fast nor slow. 

The old peach orchard on the hill, . 
Muy, listening, hear the opening pack ; 

The Laurel Hollow o’er the rill, 

Resounding, give the echoes back; 

Jeff, Plunder, Crowder, and the rest, 

With Steptoes' shout, may mingle sounds, 

While Fleet and Watkins, with a zest, 

Make rapid pace with fox ang hounds. 

Like hurricane or cyclone driven, 

By measureless, eternal wrath, 

With lightning’s fash, in bounty given, 

To ‘luminate the reckless path, 

The eager pack may sweep the plains, 

As swift as wings of love or light, 

The fear.ess horseman loose the reins, 
And Jash hia charger on to ‘*sight.’’ 

But never over log or rail, 

Will fox evade, or dog pursue, 

A quicker or a colder trail, 

Than, wind or storm, old ** Pup” would do. 
No pointer he, nor setter sly, 

To steal on unsuspecting prey— 

But loud he raised his battle cry, 

A warning, as he sought the fray. 

Descended from an ancient brood, 

Unflinching, told, he stood the test; 
He vindicated royal blood, 

Nor found his peer among the best, 
His yoice was musie on the air, 

Ashe through mazes fist did wind ; 

His nose wrought out the hidden lair, 

His foot left hills and rocks pehind; 

His ‘‘ bottom" never knew a flag, 
@In mountain, thicket, heath or vale, 

By deepening ¢orge or lofty crag, 

He followed, fate-like, on the trail. 

Now, all ye hunters, mark the spot, 

Where lies the friend who served you well, 

Tn chase, or out, forget him not! 

He stood by you until he fell. 

His life was long, bis labors hard, 

“Mong men he never owned a foe; 

He leaves a fame no blemish marred, 
He's gone where all the good dogs go. 

J. E, K, (W. Va.) 
a 

Tur CocKkER JUDGING.—Boston, June 10th.—Editor 
Forest and Stream :—Your correspondent, ‘* Cocker,” in 
issue of June 3d, is wrong in finding fault with the judge 
and judging of the *‘cocker class ” at the last New York 
show, for the very simple reason that there was no such 
class. ‘The fault, if any, should be found with the class- 
ification, which let us examine, 

Tn 1877, the first year of the New York show, there were 
four classes for spaniels—namely, Irish water spaniels, 
retrieving spaniels other than Irish cocker spaniels, field 
spaniels of any other breed, dogs and bitches being in the 
same class. 

in 1878, besides the foregoing, the dogs and bitches 
were separated and two extra classes made, one for 
clumber spaniels and one for cecker spaniel puppies. 

This was astep in the right direction, but was imme- 
diately followed by a very decidedly backward one, for in 

1879 the Ivish water spaniels—dogs ond bitches—were 
thrown into the same class, and cocker and field spaniels 
placed together, This was the classification for 1880. 
Having in previous years had the cockers in a separate 

elass, and having thus formed our ideas of what a cocker 
should he, it is rather hard to have them upset by this, 
to us, new classification, though it has thé sanction of 
such high authority as Stonehenge, who says,in speakin g 
of the modern cocker, ‘‘ the above title includes_ every 

kind of field spaniels except the Sussex and clumber.” 
T hope in future shows we shall have a separate class 

for cockers. Inregard to the particular case as to the 
award of first prize not being given to a cocker the facts 
are these :— 
A protest was received by the Board of Appeals azid it 

was claimed that the judge had acknowledged that the 
winner had cousiderable English water spaniel blood, and 
was not a cocker, and therefore was not entitled to the 
award, Mr, Dalziel stated to the Board that the class 
was open fo all kinds of field spaniels, not being confined 
to cockers, and in his opinion the prize winner was the 
best, although decidedly not a cocker. Surely, under the 
classification no fault could be found with him. 

COBWEB, 
od 

Tun Dod BREAKING ARTICLES.—Piedmont on-iHud- 
son, June 14th.—Hditor Forest and Stream :— 1, with 
several others, wish to know if you are going to publish 
in pamphlet or book the articles on dog breaking appear- 
ing in Forest AND StrmaM. Isincerely hope you will, 
as they are the best and most humane I have ever seen. 
Your readers do not have to wade through a couple of 
hundred pages to find out what they want; the thing is 
ina nut-shell, and to the point. Many things thearticles 
contain are entirely new. W. FS. 

oo 

Hornet. Cocker Crus.—Hornellsville, N. ¥., June 
‘th,—A kennel club was organized here May 24th. Itis 
to be called the Hornell Cocker Club, and its aim will be 
to breed cocker spaniels as near perfection as possible, 
and to train them for the field. The members had great 
trouble to get stock that was anywhere near the standard, 
and it would surprise you to see some of the trash that 
was sent here on approval. J.O.F, 

—~<-—— 

A Just SENTENCE.—John Flynn, of White Plains, has 
been sentenced to three months in the Albany Peni- 
tentiary for cutting off the ear of a dog left in charge of 
Benjamin §. Dick by a New York gentleman. The dog 
was a setter, valued at $150. He is ruined as to value. 

nr 

Mr. WANMAKER’S ENGAGEMENT.—A. H. Moore Ksq,, 
of Philadelphia, Pa., has engaged Mr, E. S,Wanmaker, 
of Cool Spring, N. C., as field trainer for the Moorefield 
Kennels, 

a 

—Mr. W. F. Muchmore has moved from his old 
home at Basking Ridge, to Convent Station, Morris Co., 
WN. J., where he is now prepared to take dogs to board 
for the season. _—-<—. 

—‘‘The British Bloodhound” is the title of a new 
book which is to be shortly published, from the well- 
known pen of Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N.,author of ‘* The 
Practical Kennel Guide,” ‘‘ Dogs and the Public.” 
‘« Ladies’ Dogs,” etc., etc. This will be the first bookon 
this subject that has ever appeared. The Doctor has set 
himself to the task, and assisted by the best breeders of 
the day, by many old manuscripts and sketches, and by 
documents never before printed, he flatters himself he 
has produced a really sterling work, and one that cannot 
fail to beread with interest by every one who lovesa dog, 

rr Oe 

KENNEL NOTES. 

NAMES CuArnED.—Robin Adair and Pansy—Mr. J. Otis Fellows, 
of Hornellsyille, N. ¥., claims the names of Robin Adair and 

Pansy for his liyer and white cockers, dog and bitch, by Wildair, 

out of Fannie. Jimimyj—Miss Pauline Cohn, of Hornellsville, N. 

Y., claims the name of Jimmy for her pure liver colcred cocker 

puppy, by Wildair, out of Brownie, Zampa—Mr. W. F. Todd, of 
Portland, Me., claims the name of Zampafor his liyer pointer 

puppy, by Mr. E. Culver’s Duke (Frank-Quail I1,), out of Mr, 
P. Lumbreyer’s Queen (Ben II.-Nellie). 

BrepD.—Worah-Rory O'More—Mr. Chas. H. Dayton’s (Peekskill, 

N. Y,) red Irish setter bitch Norah to Mr. W. N. Callender's Rory 

O'More. Nellie Horton-Tom—Mr. George E. Browne's (Dedham, 
Mass.) Gordon setter bitch Nellie Horton—Munn’s Duke of Gor- 
don-Tilley’s Dream—to Mr. C. E. Bailey’s Gordon setter Tom— 

Major Stockton’s Dash-Smith’s Fly. Flora-Rexr—Mr. John W. 

Burgess’ (Orange, N. J.) imported Scotch colley bitch Flora to 

Mr. Lindsay’s Rex, first prize winner, New York, 1880. Delta-Ray 
—Mr. H. W. Livingston’s Delta to Owner's Ray. 

SALES.—Daisy Dean—The Hornell Cocker Club sold on June 3d 

the black and white cocker bitch Daisy Dean (Wildair-Fannie) to 

Mr. M. P. McKoon, Franklin, Delaware County, N, ¥.; also black 

and white dog puppy, by Wildair-Dolly. Gipsey-Rory O' More 

(whelp)—Mr. Chas. W. Bostwick, of Hudson, N. ¥., has just pur- 

chased from Mr. Wm. N. Callender, of Albany, a Gipsey-Rory 

O'More puppy. Connaught—Mr. W.N. Callender has sold to Mr- 

W. ¥. Bentler, of Albany, N. Y., bis red Trish setter puppy Con- 

naught (Rory O’More-Magenta). Chadwick—Mr. W. N. Callender 

has sold to Mr. L. C. Murdock, Southampton, L. L, bis red Irish 

setter puppy Chadwick (Rory O'More-Magenta). Munster—Mr. 

W. N. Callender hus sold to District-Attorney L. Hotaling, of 

Albany, N. ¥., isred Irish setter puppy Munster (Rory O’More- 

Magenta). 

DEATHS.—Sport—Mr. BE. F. Mercilliott, of this city, has lost by 

distemper his prize liver and white pointer Sport. Neva—Mr 

Fisher Howe, Jr., of West Hampton, L.I., lost on the 6th inst, 
his pointer bitch puppy Neva (Strong’s Pete-Princess), Neva re- 

ceived second in her class at New York Show, 1880. 

WHELPS.—Clytie—St. Louis Kennel Club's Clytie whelped on 
June 8th ten puppies—six dogs and tour bitches—by Faust. 
Queen. Bess—Mr. W. N. Callender's (Rory O'More Kennel, Albany, 

N. Y.) Queen Bess whelped on May 3lst nine beautiful puppies— 
five dogs and four biteches—by Champion Rory O’More. Rose—Dr- 
Wm. Jarvis’ (Claremont, N. H.) red Irish setter bitch Rose, Cham- 
pion Palmerston-Flora, whelped on May 26th six puppies—four 

dogs and two bitches—by Champion Elcho. The puppies are all 

red, of coursejand perfect beauties. 

= 

—Bench Show scoring cards, with complete table of points, by 
Edward J. Forster, Secretary Massachusetts Kennel Club. By 
the table, the value of any particular point of any bread, aecord- 

ing to Stonehenge, oan be seen at a glance. Twenty-ilve cents 

per packaye, or fiye packages for $1, prepaid. Send currency or 
stamps, Address Edward J, Forster, Charlestown, Mass. 

Cricket, 
= 

—<Address all communications to “‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 

FIXTURES. 
—— 

June 18, Prospect Park.—Manhattan vs. Girard. P 
June 18, Stenton.—Staten Island (2d: vs, Young America (7d), 
June 19, Stenton.—Germantown vs. Young America, 
June 19, Hayerford—Chestnut Hill vs, Dorian. 
June 19, Hoboken.—Girard vs. St. George’s, 
June 19, Chester.—Oxford vs, Chester City. 
June 19, Baltimore.—Baltimore v4, Belmont. 
June 19, Nicetown.—Germantown (2d.) vs. Merion (2d.), 
June 19, West Philadelphia.—Staten Island (2d.) vs. Belmont (24.). 
June 19, Prospect Park.—Girard (2d.) v3. Manhattan (2d.). 
June 23, Prospect Park.—Manhattun vs. St. George’s. 

Se 

PENNSYLVANIA UNIVERSIrY vs. CoLuMBIA COLLEGE.—Played 

at Hoboken, N_J., June lth, and won by the Philadelphians by 

one innings and fifty-seven runs. Thefirstinter-collegiate mateh 

ever played in this vicinity took place on Fridaylast on the excel- 

lent wicket of the St. George Cricket Club's grounds. The Uni- 

versity team gaye the finest exhibition of free and brilliant bat- 

ting that has been seen on any New York grounds this season, 

the cutting being remarkably clean and well timed, while the 

excellence of their fielding deseryes the highest commendation. 

Georre Thayer topped the scores of his side with fifty-nine, made 

in fine style; but not without a couple of slices of luck early ino 

hisianings. The bowling of Hyde-Clarke and Conover was not 

up to their usual good standard, and we were amazed at the very 
inferior fielding of the Columbia boys. For the New Yorkers 

Hyde-Clarke and Conover played well and carefully, and the 

scores which they contributed were in every way deserved. We 

annex vhe full scores :— 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE. 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
H, Clarke, 1. w., b. Glark..... 24 oc, J. Thayer, b. Clark......... 14 
Forest, c. G. Thayer, b. Clark 4 rum out... s::...ss ee-++ see! 
Conoyer, ¢. G. Thayer, b. 

GlArS eta see se hector 9 .b. Clark... 2... s4522-2s seer es 20 
Emmett, leh. W., b. J. Thayer, ... . 0 
Egan, b. Clark sent c. Jameson, b. J. Thayer....; 0 
L, Rutherfurd, rtm_ou li c.andb. J. Thayer......... bie, 
W. Rutherfurd, st. G. Thayer, 

b. Clark ..... 2 YUN OU...) .s1er os Sader citrate 4 
Stevens, not out 4 st. G, Thayer, b. Olark. heel 
Barnes, run out.......-..,--.- 0 ¢, Clark, b. J. Thayer.. ny 
Torry, ¢. Page, b. Clark .... % ¢. Clark, b. J. Dhayer.......-. 0 
Lawson, b. J. Thayer......... 2 mot Oout....... .-..4s5 hap 
Byes; 5; wide, Lisis!-.i.6:.- 6 Byes, 6; leg-byes, 4..-:....-.- 10 

Wajcrtl SR RP RA SSR e oS Pas! Te -Wotaly ye5 ingen, bee ais) 
PENNSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY, 

First Innings. 

G.'S: Philler, 1. b. w., b. Beam...--....-..-- 0.00. = bsp nansteenghe oe 28 
L. G. Montgomery, ¢. and b. Egan co 

G. C. Thayer, b. H. Clarke........, 59 
J. B, Thayer, 1. b. w., b. Hf. Clarke. af Se 
G. Murphy, b. H. Clarke. ..--....... he sei ty 
J.S. Clark, ¢. Stevens, b, WH. Clarke: ...2....+-. errs resee Ee 2 
J. R, Cowperthwaite, c. G. Rutherfurd, b. L. Rutherfurd Ne bee 
W. Jobnson, c. Torrey, b. L. Rutherturd,..-..........- RT 
B. Tilghman, c. Conover, b. L. Rutherfurd,, % 
1. Jameson, c, Conover, b. L. Rutherfurd. 0 
TL. Page, not out, 2.2) rs 5 
Byes, 8; leg-byes, 2; wides, 2; mo ball, 1 .......-...++-. + +tss00 08 ' 18 

Wotal. 2.52 P.tei owe. 2? ae coe eee Pe ee ee +191 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
COLUMBIA. 

First Innings. 
No of a No 
Balls. Runs. Maidens, Wickets. Wides. Balls, 

H. Clarke. ... 126 vel 3 5 1 — 
Gonoyer...... fu 20, 1 0 = —_ 
"Egan —....... 90 49 5 2 1 i 
L.Rutherfurd 55 2 3 8 — a 

PENNSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY. 
First Innings. : 

J. Thayer.,... 87 23 5 2 = 
J.S. Clark, ... 85 50 2 fi _— es 

Second Thningé. 
J. Thayer... -. 76 15 8 3 _ = 
J.8. Clark.... Tl 80 0 8} _ _— 

CouomMBra ConLeGe vs. 8t. GEORGE.—Played at Hoboken, N, 

J.,June 9th. Won by collegiates by 27 runs;— 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE. 

First Innings. Second Innings. - 
Clarke,run out ......- tegurcs 78 st. Wright, b. Giles, Sr....,,.. 52 
De Forest, ¢. C. Richardson, : 

b. Giles, jr..... RS tap ne 14 pb. Giles, Sr.......... Se ere) 2 
Conover, b. Moeran ........- 23 by Giles) Jrsits 33. Ur-8, op tee OF 
L. Rutherfurd, o. Hiscox, b. 

TIGR TSE neur esse Aire fet 1b, MOprae piss aap re aries seo 15 
W. Rutherfurd, c. Hiscox, b. 
Gncay SrinWee: teeter. eB Te be Wa Ds GilO8s. cee 1 

Barnes, b. Moeran-,-- .. 0 o. Giles, Jr, b. Giles, Sr.... 4 
Torrey, b. G Q absent ....----... 4 hebec ss ye, 
Stevens, c,W 

ene eer rile ce aetiee ont ialelof> Be D, Moeram 22 oa eat eye eee 
Minturn, b. Moeran.. @ NOt Outs. 4615-25 Per ey res teae ull 
Lawson, not out......-. 1 
Van Schaiek, b. Giles, Sr..... 0 not out.....,......- Hee. 15555 1 
Byes, 18; leg-byes, 2; wides, 

LLM weir bbintide beset as eee teats Byes...-.. wre seni site aes 7 

otal eyed ay ates a ictaletes 160 §©‘Total........ Pes sacs bled et 106 

ST. GEORGE. 
Westfeldt, rum OUt .. 22 pe. espe teen acre rete rece tees rere tet i} + 
Moeran, c. Van Sehaick, b. OU. Rutherfurd,.......-...-.--....--+- 30 
Perkins, b. Conover....4).+--++.+5 Pe A AAAZ SATRAAS RA AM 84s cma 5 3 
Giles, not Gut...-..-.,.-+---05 eer ease € Bie 
G. Richardson, b. Conover -.:.-...+--- ia 
C. Richardson, ¢. Gonoyer, b, Clarke. . iT} 
Giles, Jr., ¢, Barnes, b, Conover......... we Oe 
Hiscox, st. Torrey, b. Comover..--4-.- -- ca 
Boillenu, ¢, Barnes, b. Clarke.--.-T--+-++ 4 

Talbot, e. Stevens, b. Conover. -.- n isahachewae ben os 
Moir, ¢. Rutherfurd, b. Conover....--....--.-...--. Rade ee dees 0 
Byes, 5; leg-bye, 1; wides, 2... .....-. fare fou dats ni clclced colette See ote 4% 

Tatals) ets yt 50 Oe eee ek =+---- 188 
FALL OF WICKETS. 

COLUMBIA, 
Virstinnings.-...-.--.-.... 66 139 148 15¢ 154 154 154 159 149 160—161 
Second inmings.-.. .-.---. 0 2 83 43 67 80 104 106 —106 

ST. GEORGE. 
First innings.,---...-- --...18 24 34 87 106 108 193 133 183 183—1 
Umpires—Ailworth and Brondiey. 

CoLuMBIA COLLEGE vs. HARVARD COLLEGE—The first match 

of the Columbia College eleven's trip to Boston, and first inter 
collegiate game between the two colleges, played at Longwood — 
Mass., May dist, resulted in the victory of the New York sh 
dents. The Columbia boys took the Sunday evening boat. fo 

Boston on the evening of the aUth ult, and upon their arrival 
the Hub found the weather anything but propitious for 4 ra 

buf during the morning the lowering clouds gave way to brigh 
sunshine and the match was witnessed by a very large number 0 
spectators. Before noticing the scores we desire to say that th 
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Harvards are learning cricket in the right way by strong defense, 

Andare materially aidedin this respect by Brewster, their best, 

bat, who plays in first-class form. Practically, the game was won 

by the Columbias by ten wickets, Bean and Stevens going first to 

the wickets in the second fnnings and making the necessary eight 

runs. The Columbians, however. decided to finish the Innings, as 
will be shown further on. The New Yorkers enjoyed their trip 

immensely, and Capt. Clarke, to whom we are indebted for the 

subjoined score, desires to express his thanks for the kind treat- 
ment of his team :— 

- COLUMBIA, 
First Innings. Second Innings. 

G. Hyde-Olarke, run out.....14 b.Snolling.............-.... abe!) 
D. Hmmett, b. Snelling......,. Pale DUET Ut elcleetod de sp serlelelelspaecle cael 0 
J.P. Connover, run out. .....10 not out...--.. 62... eee + BL 
Mee bs Snelling..... 8 b.Dickey......0 .--2see-ty71-- 0 
ia e. Snelling, b. 
CEB ee hee oat i 2s ie watt b. Dickey~.... S ganeh os tetas pace 

Lae Rutherfurd, besteling? 10 b.Snelling.. # vateeemny! 
J, Minturn, b. Snell ing, . 1 pb. Snelling. .............. Bess. 0) 
F.B. Torrey, c. Kilburn, D. 

iMigheyen. wos Pe Nee we C. yor b. Dickey..... A hye) 1 
Cc. W. Barnes, b. Phillips ...... br Snellinp eee Biewles rut > my 
ae a Seen) c. Brewster, ta 0 

AY ate pens, not out, err bts b 0 
Byes, 3; leg-bye, 1; wides, 2.. 6 sol 

Total ..... rt oes orbe, SWOtal i oe-st papas d-oe tele a9 
HARVARDS. 

First Innings, 
Kilburn, ¢. De Forrest, b. Con- 

Second Innings, 

TIONG eck bled cle lsu veh st denteet ite 1 b. Connover.......... Pe as 4 
Saeens ce. Emmett, b. SERBS 

AT Ag RE ee ee Uy Brelauiter, getce cer tne ce ct-on e120) 
Dickey, ‘b. Gonnover...... - 4 ¢, De Forrest, b. Clarke ey 
Brewster, b. Connoyer.. 19 As Gla G. jets; eee 4 
Winsor, c. Stephens, b. Clarke 0 c, Lawson, b, Clarke, , 8 
Morgan, b. Clarke,............. 8 b.Connoyer........ 65 
Phillips, b. Clarke..... ons IAD. had -lelcieene eae 35) Fee 0 
Snelling, c. Stephens, b. Con- 
MOVOr esa, 8 ee wk oy eee LPESUTE OU a oecteats soho nape -te 2 

Messervey, c. De Forrest, b. 
NS EP ree Bene est prs ee Ge Roem Me Connoyer.....--. 2 

GC. Stureis, not vut...., .8 c. Egan, b. Clarke 0 
Gilliz, c. Torrey, b. Clarke .... 0 not ak Be Ace ee ee | 1 
By6,1; no ball, 1. 2 Bye, 1; wide, 1; no ball, 1....; 3 

RDGYoe cos siraen See aesbiyeiapoes G4 DOTA). pees --orsaciese 35 
RUNS BY WICKETS, 

COLUMBIA, 

Hirst inpings..--2....---.-.-..4, =~ 8 W40 1223 5 8 5-62 
Second innings ,,,-......-. acoseeeenedle POT 010 8 5 5—39 

Motalessp-:--.0a-2- oe P Asgonre boc aos 2 BOE de aod a eh bee y 101 

HARVARD. 
First innings. ..-... .0 6 : 90624 4 0-3 
Second innings 07 —35 

otal vio. .:-i+hesscce-s-2 eS Pod chee Tt ices re PRA SIRE BAL 69 
ANALYSIS OF BOWLING, 

COLUMBIA. 
First Innings. 

Maid- Wick- 
Balls. Runs. Wides. ena. BR. ete, 

Clarke, ...- tetas: BE 20 5 5 2 0 
Oonnover,.-....- 78 12 5 8 2 0 

Second Innings. 

16 6 ud 3 il 
13 3 6 ry 0 
4 0 2 0 
HARVARD. 

Hirst Innings. 

Snelling...,..-..102 35 4 1 4 1 
C. Sturgis fa 14 4 2 0 0 
Dickey -.--. : vi 1 4 0 1 
Phillips ..-.-+--. 0 0 0 1 0 

Second Innings, 
Snelling..,..-.-. 61 22 4 1 4 0 
Dickey peerenteee 60 16 4 B 8 1 

Time of Game—Six hours. 
Umpires—for Haryard, Mr, Henry Norman ; for Columbia, Mr. 

George Giles, Jr. 
LoNGwooD vs. COLUMBIA COLLEGE.—Second match of the 

Columbia College eleven’s trip to Boston. Played at Longwood, 
Mass,, June ist, and resulted in a yictory for the home club by 
one innings and forty-fourruns. Hubbard and Jones, two of the 
top scores for the home club, were badly missed. Tyler played in 
excellent form, and to show how steady the batting and straight 
the bowling was,1t took Longwood nearly three hours to make 

Traian, Dd. hes Se 
Hodges, not out . 
Byes, 9; leg-bye, 1; wides, 

their 112, Score :— 
LONGWOOD. 

Phillips, run out.....-.-,-:--.+2-.-. Wie Pore micro tocee ss SABA SEA 6 
Tonos, ¢. Rutherturd, b. Bean, 21 
Hubbard, b. Clarke. 

D3 

Congdon, Dictionnaire Men. Pcp Be 0 
Dutton, b, Ragan, Pete er Cee 0 
Tyler, c. Rutherfurd, b. Clarke. . 23, 

Haughton, c. Lawson, b. Clar ke.. g 
Fay, c. De Forrest, b. Hagan :.,.-.. 2 

Stone, b. Olarke .....--. . 3 

3 
18 

TOTAL Wade e-< 2 eee pap ae Ntnone even cee at ere; 82 OL E.6, 112 
~ COLUABTA COLLEGE. 

First, Innings. Second Innings. 
Clarke, b. Hubbard ........... 10 ¢.and b. Hubbard,,...... eo. 
De Forrest, c, Fay, b. Cong- 

MOTiee: Bo eo ee eee op tegen ees TLOU AAD Sines | Beles wey poms a) 0 
Connoyer, c. and, Gongdon.. 4 c, Tyler, b. Dutton, -....... Fee) 

mimett, c. Stone, /Ong— 
Pahari att: ieee Q b. Hubbard... ........-.0..-. 0 
TOseit, p. Hubbard .,.---.----+: 9 bs Hubbard, ........ SP red ol 
Rutherfurd, b. Hubbard...... 5 b. TRE GHONs Shae 2 iP ee 2 ek I 1 
Peace, |. b. w. Hubbard .. . 1 Dyler, b. Hubbard .... 177; to 
Minturn, c Hodges, b. Hub- 

Aint PB Modine ee eae a not Out..........3., bynes Bes sae 3 
Lawson, G Fay, b. Congdon.. A ere eriin ee) ant isk 
Torrey, rum OUt.,.---.i6--- 1+. 6 b. Hubbard... Whe bo ce bleb| delcdes wee 6 
Stephens, not ous fee ste i. 0 b. Hubbard...) 0. vids aR ayo 
Byes, Fotos iit el ee AC OR een eae 8 Byes widest 3.22.0. 2 

Total. . PE SPIE trot e ms: «5 : AB Total.. and wepay aes 24 
Umpires—Cglambia College, G. Giles, Jy. Te : Lonptvacd, Mr, Wm. 

Lamb. 
MONTREAL SENIORS vs. MONTREAL JUNIORS.—The first match 

of the season was played on the Montreal grounds on last Satur 
day afternoon between an eleven of the Montreal C. C. and fif_ 
teen of the Montreal Junior C. C., which resulted in favor of the 
Senior Club in the first innings by 17 runs. 

MONTREAL SENIORS. 
Second Innings. 

2 J.C. Badgley, b, K. McLea.. 
13 F, Benjamin, b. K. MeLea.. 
§ H, Benjamin, ¢. Drummon 

First Innings. 
W. Smith, b. J. Fowler 
A. Browning, run ont 
FE, Benjamin, b, Mclea. 
Dr. Vicat, b. McLen... . AD Pet KORG ess Mek ns wi rhe 
F. Wood, c. Drummond T. Bell, m oe b. MeLea 2 

Fowler-.-. ve 4 G Rhei, b Mchea ...- 2 
J. Brownins, b. “MeLe 5 A. Alston, b.MeLer_2-2:,--: 9 

._ W. Dean, @. aay 5 Dr. Vicat,' 6. Maliea, b. Ross. 3 
Wowler......--. 16 FB. Wood, not ont.......-..... 1 

D. 8. Melutyre, b. Mor + J, Browning, b. MeLea...___- my 

18 D.g. Meintyre, te bat fe 2 ntyre, to bat. be ite i ABs sretteresentsee faespsiy BD 
Fo wlers.2:s..+ 

Wixtras.....---. 

MONTREAL JUNIORS. 

ea ab Tunings 
W._D. Parker, b. ae Smith 
L. Ross, b. W. Smith : 
K. MeLea, b. W. Benjamin........,—. 
H. Hamilton, b. PF. Benjaniin........ bas 
Hi, Dean, b. IGILATE SR phone oi aceon 
eee ec. Dean, Ye Alston... 

are Fowler, Ds. Badale y~ 
ee b. 

C. Ramsa yy b 
G. Wheeler, b. Alstan. eet rs A eee Sie, eG beens 
E. Stevenson, b. Dean................. Naas 
C. Low, ¢. and.b. awigsang 
eordtn a ys b. Dean.. 
Soar b, Dean. . 
D. Walker, not out.. 
Bxtrag 

BTSOTERUIS ute vente Git ola ots op gee tay eet tee cae nha wae Aes vet ae. OF 

StAtEn ISLAND (2d) vw. MANHATTAN (2d).—Played at Staten 

Island, June 7th, and won by the former by nine wickets, 
MANHANTAN, 

“4 

wnowmboonms-7 

First. Innings. 
ey ¢, Maning, b. J. 

Second Innings. 

a Ae 13 st. Inman, b. Maning 4 
Harrison, b. 0 ¢. Irving, b, Rich 2 
Chippendale, run out, . 6 b. Maning-..- 24 
Byron, ¢. Outerbrid 
ae aes . 4 e. Davidge, b. Rich 4 
H. fucker, | . 0 ¢. Inman, b Hester ete 6 
Dellar, run out 12 Oy Outerbridge, b, 6 
Jackson, b, Rich . 9 «@. Blackburn, b. Rich. . 3 
Torsey, not out . % oc. Purber, b. Maning 0 
Vint, b. I HEE . 0 & Inman b, Rich... it} 
Moreau, b. Rieh .............. APANOTOUte elias ne eh dna. sine 0 
Bye, 1; jee yes, 8; wides, 2; , 

no balls, Gi Sh ip facets Bye, 1; wides, 4 5 

Total ....... eoses¥e paren as te BO) SP Wotah eases ane seo meet tere, BL 

STATEN ISLAND 
First. Innings. 

el est ts bh. Jackson..... DATION See ado, M) b- = caters 3 
eae «. Middleton, b. By- ie 

J. "pyre, c. Middleton, b. Har- 
DISONee- - le ey sat en - 16 

Trying, b. Jackson (t) 
Maning, ¢. Vint, b. Jackson,, 1 notout,.....- -..,-.—..-..-- 15 
Davidge, b. Jackson......... 1 
Inman, run out..... wg 
NE ¢. Byron, ies 

Pilmer, not oub,. 7 b. Middleton................. 8 
Blackburn, not out - +! 
Thomas, c¢. Middleton, b. 

DHCKSOMS 5. e pl eee be as 0 
Byes, 6; leg-byes, 2; wide l,. 9 Byes, 2; leg-byes, 2; wide, 1. 5 

Gt eee eee ake tet ces BA ROE be As ele pas see bes ate 26 

FALL OF WICKETS. 
MANHATTAN. 

First innings ..............:- s:-: 4 23 28 28 3) 47 56 59 60—60 
Second innings... Pees satel 4 4 6 18 18 2 22 30 38L-31 

STATEN ISLAND. 
Wirstinnings ......0....5.-.: 0 27 36 36 388 44 40 56 66 G6—66 
Secondinnings........ ..... Bl 26. 

Umpires—Lane and Norley. 
—— 

Our Enguisa Larrer.—Nottingham, May 25th.—Editor Forest 
and Stream :—Respecting the Canadians, you haye seen that they 

won the first match, beating a Scotch team; also respecting Ox- 

ford and Cambridge, the favorites are Cambridge at about three 

to two, although if Evans of Oxford gets a wicket to suit him (as 

he did at Lord's on May 17th, 18th and 19th, when playing for Eng- 

land vs. Daft’s American team), the betting would be slightly in 

favor of Oxford, Yorkshire does not seem to be doing yery well 

up to date, having lost against Cambridge and M. C. C.. the latter 

beating them by ten wickets. Bates has not bowled in his usual 

form, although batting well. Ullyett seems in fine form, Pinder 

isnot so good behind the wicket as he used to be years back, 

there being no possible doubt that Pilling, of Lancashire, is much 

the best wicket keeper in England. The Lord’s ground does not 

seem in the condition as in previous years, as during the match, 

England 7s, Daft’s American team, the players were continually 
picking up small stones which were oozing through on the 

wicket. The practice wickets are also bad. If the wicket which I 

have mentioned is a sample of what is to follow, no doubt it will 

cause a great deal of dissatisfaction. Among the gentlemen who 
are thus early showing first-class form are Mr. A. P, Lucas, Hon. 
J, Bligh, A. N. Hornby, F. Penn, and also Mr. J. D. Walker is still 

playing, though not showing the form whieh formerly cistin- 

guished him. Mr, Evans is bowling well, being a very fast right- 

arm bowler, rather a high delivery, which is a dangerous ap- 

proach toa throw, A. G, Steel has not come off up to the pres- 
ent, either in batting or bowling. The men who are likely to do 

well, and for whom | predict a good average at the end of the 
season, are Hon. A, Lyttleton, Mr. A. N. Hornby, Mr. .A. P. Lucas 

and Hon, J. Blyth. Among the players who are in good form are 
G. Ullyett, W. Barnes, Bates Lockwood (though rather slow at 

fielding). Seotton, the left-hand bat, is probably the bestin Eng- 
Jand. Barlow and Midwinter are slow scorers, the former espe- 

cially. A. Shayy is bowling as wonderfully as ever, haying taken 

eleven wicket against Yorkshire at Lord’s. Morley is in good 

form, although he unfortunately hurt his foot, which may pre- 

yent him playing for a week or two. Barnes is also howling well, 

being a first-class all-round man, probably one of the best in Bng- 

Jand. Mr. W.G.Grace has not played in any bie matches. I 

think he would have played at Lord’s during Whit weels, but 

sprained his ankle or foot while playing at lawn tennis a short 
time previously. Nottingham may play fresh blood this year. 

The new ones who are likely to play are W. Gunn, H. Curham, 

Esq.), the latter is likely to make a first-class wicket keeper, and 

there are seyeral more goodjmenin the ba¢kground, and I think 

Nottingham will play asstrong or even stronger than last yerr, as 

they will be strengthened as abeye. Middlesex is sure to play 

strong, especially in batting, as it includus such men as the 

brothers Lyttleton, Webbe, Walker, although they are weak in 
bowling. Gloucester will play about as strong as last year, being 

all amateurs excepting Midwinter, though no county can main- 

tain its position long that has to depend for its strength almost 

entirely on amateurs. Yorkshire will play about the same, 

though they are sadly off for young, good colts. Surrey is still 

weak, Mr. A. P. Lucas and Shuker being the only two reliable 

bats, H. Jupp being a slow, steady bat, but not the bat of yore, 
Blemires, of York, being qualified to play by residence there, will, 
no doubt, strengthen in the bowling department, he being a fast 
left-hand bowler. Lancashire will play as stvone as ever, and 

no doubt will obtain a good position in- the counties al the end 

of the year. Kentand Derbyshire are still weak, although Lord 

Harris has made every effort to retrieve the fortunes of Kent, 

Respecting a team going to Australia, 1am afraid they will not 

otter suflicient money to Mr..A, Shaw, so up to the present nothing 
has been definitely fixed; also a team for America next autumn» 

Thaye not heard anything and I do not thinkitatalllikely. Re- 
specting the names of players for Bton and Harrow, also Oxford 

and Cambridge, will forward as spon as they are out. 
A, SHREWSBURY. 

Answers to Gorvespontlents, 
——p>— 

E"No notice taken of Anonymous Communications. ' 

TrVineitox, N. ¥.—No shooting ii New Jersey before Sop. Ist. 

FE. B., Bristol, Conn,—The book does not tellanything about tha 

trapper. 

8. B. W., Augusta, Ga.—We refer you to answer to Sportsman 

in this column. 

C. R. F., Pittsfield, Mass.—Write to Chas. Reiche & Byro., Chatham 

street, New York. 

CHARLES DaAyis, Providence, Rk. 1.—We havea communication 

for you. Please send address, 

8. B. Lathrop, Bath.—Apply to Dr. J. W. Downey, Newmarket, 

Bred, Co,, Md., he will give you the information you desire, 

H. B., New York.—Manton’'s “Taxidermy Without a Teacher?’ 
is included in our list of books elsewhere. Price, 50 cents. 

Mr. HAL, of this city, breeder of an Irish setter named Rex, 
which is out of an imported bitch named Helle, will kindly com- 
municate with us at this office. 

J., Poughkeepsie._Your dog is afflicted with internal’canker of 

hoth ears. Adopt same treatment as recommended to J. B. W, 

or G. A. §,, in this column, issue of May 6th. 

SPORTSMAN.—The articles you refer to appeared in the Forrsa 

AND STREAM June 28th, 1877, and Aug. Ist, 1878. Weare opposed 

to the practice of spaying, believing it to be inhuman. 

W.&#. G., Quincy, Ill.—Your dog has the mange. Try one of 

the cures advertised in another column. We refer you to treat- 

ment of this disease, which will be found in recent issues of this 

paper. 

J. D. M., Collinsyille, Conn.—Plesse say whether a target 

divided into rings same as the Massachusetts, with a 10-inch black 

instead of the regular 8-1nch black, would still be considered & 

fair target toreport asa ring target. Ans. Inaring target the 

amount of black shown may vary without affecting the scores, 

W.4H.58., Phila—You neglect to state age of animal, which 

prevents us from giving you exaet directions torid your dog of 

tape-worm. Omit feeding for twenty-four hours, then give dose 

of male-fern ; after half hour, repeat dose and follow with large 

dose of castor oil. 

T. Ff. W., Portland, Me.—The constant losing of coat by you 
pointer dog can probably be preveuted by giving him a teaspoon} 

ful of sulphur once a day for four or five days, and occasionally 

after, small doses from time to time. It would also be well to 

give him a dose of sulphate of magnesia twice a week, which 

treatment at this season of the year is beneficial to most dogs. 

You might procure a bottle of Glover's Mange Cure, and admin- 
ister several applications. 

T. C. P., Newark, N. J.—My red Irish setter, two years old, is af- 

flicted with an old sore directly under the left eye, caused, I pre- 

sume, by a stone bruise shout a yearago. I have tried a number 

of remedies without succeeding in healing it. Immediately after 

heing injured alump formed, and in time began to discharge 
matter. I first tried bathing with hot water. This remoyed th 

swelling temporarily. About six months ago I put inaseaton 

with very £ood results. The swelling decreased and has now dis- 

appeared entirely, but the wound persistently refuses to heal. 

For the last month I have been giving him a solution of one 

drachm of iodide of potassium to an ounce of water, dose a tea- 

spoonful, and have washed the sore with an ointment composed 

of one part earbolhe acid to seven parts of linseed oil. But the sore 

remains open Ans, If wound is bridged over by skin, of course 

it will not heal; but should wound be open from the bottom 

occasionally touch it lightly with a solid stick of nitrate of silyer 

which will stimulate a healing process. Under the circumstance 

you had perhaps better let a veterinary surgeon see the dog 

Apply 10 John H Dancer, office adjoining Central Hotel, Orange , 

N. J. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

THE Utiiry oF Winpminis.—The windmill is the oldest 

motive power known to man, and for many years has been re- 

garded merely as a thing of the past, or as an addition to a 

landscape, There have been as many as twenty windmills at 

South Yarmouth, Cape Cod, all pumping the sea water for the 

manufacture of saltatthe same time. There are still remaining 

some ancient mills on Long Island, some of which have a wheel 
fifty feet in diameter, capable of developing thirty-five horse 

powerina twenty-five mile wind. They are made principally of 

wood, and are yery clumsy when compared with the mill of to- 
day. These last are made almost wholly of wrought and malle 

able iron, combining great strength with lightness. They are 

made in sizes of from eightand a half to fifty feet diameter of 

wheel, The majority of them are made, howeyer, for pumping 

water for dwellings, stock farms, fountains, fish ponds, and for 

use in this way they are becoming more and more popular every 

year. Mr. P. Lorillard has a windmill, twenty-five foot wheel, 
pumping water for three fish ponds. ‘his mill is working two 
pumps, one from an artesian well one hurt@red and sixty-five feet 

deep, and the other fora stream eight hundred feet distant, 
and these pumps are so0 arranged thai one or both 

can be operated by the windmill. On close obserya- 

tion and measurement it was found that this mill bad pumped 
sufficient water in 4 single night to increase the depth of a pond 

containing six acres one inch. This mil) was erected by A. J. Cor- 

coran, of 76 John street, N. ¥., and this class of power is coming 

into general use. We notice,among those who haye them in use 

on their places, such men as August Belmont, §. B. Chittenden, J 

GB. Dutcher, Hon. H.J.Seudder, ex-Senator Freylinghuysen, W 

W. Evans, Thomas A. Bdison, Robert Graves, A. Hudnut, D. D 

Lord, J. W. Marvin, I. W. England, G. L. Lorillard, H. W. Gol. 

lender, William Hoyt, J. F. Navarro, J. H. Cheeyer, and others 

equally well known. 

Unquaurrinp Succuss—The Democrat, 

speaking of Warner's safe remedies, says: Testimonials not 

numbered by hundreds, but by thousands, are in the hands of 
HH. WH, Warner & ©o., all furnishing ample corroborate evidence 

that asa curative, for specific diseases for which recommended, 
they are an unqualified and pronounced success.” 

—Seeady. of dog wanted by Geo. 0, Goodhue, of Danville, Cam. 

—The gun cleaner manufactured and sold by Dr. T. Yardley 

Brown, o! Reading, Pa,, has taken its place among the regular 
wiensila of a gunner’s ouffit. The cleaneris by all odds the best 
thing of the kind in the market to-day. Ibis worth ils cost ten 

times oyer. The sizes made are for rifles, calibers 45 and .50, and 
for guns, guares 10, 12, 14, 16.and 20. 

—The red setter puppy advertised by X. Y. Z., in another cql- 
umn, is @ good one, and anyone who wants a fine dog ata moder. 

ate price, should look him over. 

—See ady. of pups for sale by Baltimore Kennel Clup, 

Columbus, Ohio, in 
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FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY. 
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NOS. 89 AND 40 PARK ROW (TIMES BUILDING), NEW YORK 
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et 

Advertising Rates. 

el e, 25 cents per line; outside page, 40 

a nae mene itoe ate and twelve months. Notices in 

editorial column, 50 te per line—eight words to the line,and 

elve lines to one inch. 
Bae eencemen ts should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if 

sible. & , 
DOO rament Titra aa ay esis be accompanied with the 

oney or they willnot beinserted. _ 
NO eavartisement or business notice of an immoral character 

b eeived on any ternis, 
Seo Arr cmpieher inserting our prospectus asabove onetime, with 
brie? editorial notice calling attention thereto,and sending marked 

eopy to us, will receivt the FoREsT AND StREAM for One year. 

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JUNE 17, 1880, 

To Corresponden:® 

Allcommunications whatever, intended forpu)#cation, mimrt ive 
1wecompanied with real name of the writer as aguaranty of good 
faith and be addressed to FOREST AND STREAM LISHING COM= 
PANY. Names will not be ponies if objection bemade, Anony- 
mous communications will not be regarded, 
We e%nnot promise to return rejected manuscripts, 
Secrtiaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to fayor us wiih 

brief notes of their movements and transactions. 
Nothing will be admitted to any department of thepaper that 

may not be read with propriety in the home circle. ; 
@ We cannot beresponatble for dereliction of mailservieeif money 
remited to us is lost. 

Trade supplied by American News Company. 

THE TILESTON MEMORIAL FUND, 
ete 

HE lamentable circumstances under which Mc. 

William M. Tileston lost his life are still fresh in the 

minds of ourreaders. One of the saddest things connec- 
ted with the calamity at the Madison Square Garden is 

the sudden destitution of the widowed wife and her little 
children. 

With a spirit worthy of the highest commendation, 

the Hastern Field Trials Club, of this city, having satisfied 
themselves of the actual state of affairs, are now actively 

engaged collecting moneyfor a ‘*Tileston Memorial Fund.” 

In this labor of love the promoters of the scheme deserve, 

and, we doubt not will receive, the cordial and generous 

cooperation of eyery sportsman who may read these 
lines. 

Mr, Tileston was for several years prominently identified 
‘with the sporting press. His name, asa writer on field 

sports, was familiar all over the country, more especially 
to the readers of the ForEsT AND STRWAM, and we are not 

mistaken when we say that the response from those who 
thus knew him will be prompt and generous. 

We make this appeal because we are satisfied that this 

is an urgent case. The money is sorely needed, Tt will 

go directly to those for whom it is given. Nothing 

further need be added. The subscription is open, 
The committee having the matter in charge are Messrs. 

Chas. H, Raymond, P. H. Morris and Pred, N, Hall, P. 

O. Box 1,393, New York, to whom contributions may be 
sent. 

Following is the acknowledgement of the Secretary up 
to June 12th :— 

Editor Forest and Stream :— SE nee enetae 
T have to acknowledge the receipt to 12th inst. of the f i 

subscriptions to the * Tileston Memorial Fund :'’ — Otome 
i. H. Chas. H. Raymond. . $25 00 2S ee ney 35 00 

hy Rb yr. H. F. Aten, 5 00 
D 2 BR. R. Ryer..-... 5 00 
Pie ldo os WG Lea, as EE 10 00 | Max Wenzel......... 5 Ou 
W. A. Wheatley (Guide)... 6 00/J. Von Lengerke _, 5 00 
John Dayidson . .......... 5 (0) P. 1, Morris.....,,.... h 00 
SAH Walco diese a) ptisewe 500|F.N. Hall... 2.2... 5 00 

.-. $135 00 
FRED. N, HALL, Sect'y. 
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Tae TEAM ABROAD,—Rifle shooting is dull now, with 

the team away and everybody waiting for news of their 

arrival and setting to work on Irish soil. The last news 

from Ireland sliows that the Irishmen are working ata 
remarkable rate,and with a fine day (June 10th) six of them 
Tan up an average score of 2101, It is certain that Col. 
Bodine and his men haye a real task on their hands, and 
it begins to look now more than at any previous time 
that there was to be a breakin the line of American 
Tifle victories. 

THE WORK OF A STATE GAME PROTEC- 
TIVE ASSOCIATION. 

i] | nina is in this State to-day a yery definite field of 
work for a State game protective association ; and 

itis highly important that this field should be clearly 
comprehended, and that the efforts of such an associa- 
tion should be very definitely confine? to this field. In 
the light of the present condition of affairs we may not 

be accused of uttering truisms if we define the work of 

a game protective association to be the protection of 

game. <A society which does this must begin at the very 

foundation, and— 

Firsi—secure right game legislation, We have a game 

law. It consists of forty-one sections, These are of 

patchwork growth—tinkered up and amended at eyery 
session of the Legislature. The law is notoriously in- 
complete, inadequata and inoperative. To change this 

condition of things is peculiarly the province of an asso- 

ciation of intelligent and influential sportsmen, gathered 

from the various sections of the State, each representing 

the yarious interests of his locality. Such a body could 
frame a law which would receive the sanction of eyery 

man whose sanction it would be desirable to have, Such 

a law would possess all the merits which the present 
statute so Gonspicuously lacks. And, what is more, until 

an association of this kind does take up the subject of a 

State game law we shall never have anything satisfactory. 

Itis objected that a State association cannot enact 

laws. We answer that we have faith in the respectabil- 
ity and standing and in the moraland political influence of 
the sportsmen of the State of New York, Only let it 

once be thoroughly understood that a State game protec- 
tive society really means work, and it will speedily be- 

come powerful by the hearty and active membership of 

scores of men who are waiting to-day for such a society, 
and it could secure at Albany just what game legislation 
it might be pleased to demand. 
Having secured such laws as are necessary, an equally 

important step is— 
Second—to provide for the enforcement of the game 

law. Game legislation is altogether too much of a dead 
letter. Its enforcementisa farce and a reproach to the’ 

State, Provision may be added to provision, and pen- 
alty piled upon penalty ; what is everybody's business is 

nobody’s business; neither is provision enforced nor pen- 

alty inflicted ; the night fisherman, the bird snarer, the 

poacher and the butcher ply their infernal practices in 

season and out of season unpunished, Fish mongers and 
game dealers, grasping for the almighty dollar, serve as 

go-betweens for the restaurant keeper and the hotel 
proprietor, and shield the nefarious deeds of the pot 
hunter behind their guise of respectability and their 

moneyed weight. It requires vigilance to catch the 

skulking game thief, and it requires nerve to attack the 
law-defying marketmen. This has been the work of in- 

dividuals too long, It should be undertaken by a State 
Association, Will it be? 

How best an association should proceed to secure the 

right execution of the game law it is not now the time to 
discuss at length. It has long been a subject of serious 
consideration among intelligent sportsmen; and it is 

generally conceded that the most efficient system is that 

of a game constabulary, appointed by the State, and as- 
signed to particular sections, where local and personal 

considerations may not interfere with a discharge of 

duty. With the codperation of a wide-awalke State as- 
sociation this system might prove effective, It is at 
least worthy of attention. 

It might be possible, also, to do very much for game 
protection by creating and fostering amicable relations 
between sportsmen and land-owners, remoying mutual 

misunderstandings and making the interests of each 

identical. 

Another and a most important field of effort is to se- 
cure the sympathy and codperation of the press through- 

out the State. The influence of the home paper will be 
given not grudgingly nor firuitlessly when itis com- 

manded by the earnest example of an association itself, 
These two divisions of the work are of sufficient 

moment to receive the immediate and continued atten- 
tion of any society professedly interestrd in game protec- 

tion. Another branch of effort, equally important but 
to come as a complement of the other is— 

Third—to replenish and inerease the supply. To re- 
stock the depleted waters of the State and to introduce 
new species of foodand game fishes is clearly the work 

of the State Fish Commission, but for the assured suc- | 

cess of its labors that commission requires just the hearty 
snpport which a live, wide-awake and intelligent game 
protective society could give it. In the importation of 

game birds and animals, also, the most brilliant possibil- 

ities suggest themselves. Thereis no good reason to-day 

why a New York sportsman should be obliged for a 

day’s deer hunting to make an expensive trip to. Mich- 

igan, where they protect their game better; nor that to 
the New York business man a quail shoot should mean 
three days on the cars, and three hours in the field ; for 
there is no reason why our own forests should not he 
full of deer, nor why in our own valleys and hillsides 

should not be heard the cheary note of Bob “White. 

The work which we have briefly outlined is no boys’ 
play. Its accomplishment demands systematic and earn- 

est labor, involving expense of time and money, and 

some drudgery, of which the public can have no compre- 
hension, Not until a body of men, who recognize these 

facts, shall associate themselves together and make the 

accomplishment of this work the chief object of their 
conventions, may we look for a remedy of the existing 
state of affairs. This work belongs to the New York 

State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game. 

Can the Association afford to shirk it? 
ee a 

HOW IT IS RECEIVED, 

HE most decided indorsement which representa- 
tive sportsmen have accorded to our remarks on 

the State Association last week has afforded us sincere 
gratification, for such an indorsement gives evidence 

that the time is ripe for a change, and is in itself also an 
earnest that the change will come. 

Below we publish a number of responses which have 
come to us, and next week these will be supplemented ly 
others of anequally outspoken character. This matter 

is one of vital interest to the sportsmen of New York. 

We invite and urge a full, free and candid expression of 
opinion from all men who have an opinion on the subject:;— 

Syracuse, N. Y., June 4th. 
Editor Forest and Stream:— 
You have expressed my opinion in regard to the ‘New 

York State Association for the Protection of Fish and 
Game” so wellin your editorial of the 10th instant on the 
subject, that [ haye butlittle to say. Hvery true sports- 
man who reads that article will thank you most sincerely 
forit, Itis boldand right. The Association has existed 
fora number of years under a false name, and it was 
time long ago for it to either reorgamize or change its 
name, 

At its last meeting at Seneca Falls it did uct say one 
word or perform a single act for the ‘ protection of fish 
and game.” Tts chief desire was to proceed to the slaugh- 
ter of 13,000 pigeons as speedily as might be. Deer, 
birds and fishes throughout the State needed a friend, 
but the ‘‘ Association for the Protection of Fish and 
Game” had no protection to offer. The business meeting 
was hastily and unceremoniously adjourned immediately 
after the next slaughter field was named and officers for 
the ensuing year appointed. Such proceedings have 
driven gut many true sportsmen and prevented many 
others from joining, It is now only men who thirst for 
the sport which the traps afford them who manage the 
affairs of the Association. ; 

It is most desirable to perfect an organization for the 
protection of fishand game, As you well said in your 
editorial, it is desirable to have this association become a 
power of this kind if it will; bubif it will not, it ought, 
in justice, to drop the latter part of its name upon an 
association of sportsmen who love to protect as well as 
kill game and fish. : 
A great many sportsmen in this State will sustam you 

in the position you have taken on this question, and tae 
hope will prevail among them that the State Association 
will yet see the ridiculous position in which it has placed 
itself and endeavor in the future to make trap shooting 
the pastime rather than the object of its annual conven- 
tions. D. H. Bruce. 

Rocuester, N. Y., June 14th. 
Bditor Forest wnd Stream -— 
Your vigorous editorial of the 10th inst. cannot 

fail to make a sensation among the many thousand 
readers who haye by this time read the article and 
weighed the arguments it contained. 

There are probably a great many others who feel on 
the subject as I do, neither wholly agree nor disagree 
with its sentiments. 

Tf the State Association for the Protection of Fish and 
Game is to be judged solely by its actions at the annual 
conventions, even its friends would be compelled to admit 
that there is some inconsistency between its title and its 
action onthe occasions when the time is mainly devoted 
to shooting pigeons over the traps. This latter pursuit 
certainly has no tendency to promote the protection of 
game, in or out of season, for it is the hope of every one 
who steps to the line that he will make a “ clean score," 
that is, kill ten or twenty pigeons that have been caught 
at the breeding season, and are not naturally in good 
condition to be used for food, If this isnot a fair repre- 
sentation of the matter, at least it is the opinion of one 
who has had fair success at trap shooting and confesses 
to find considerable pleasure in the various emotions 
awakened by a shooting match. 

In defense of the State Association, it may he said that 
it carries out directly one of the professed objects of its 
existence, and indirectly contributes to fulfill fhe other 
function it assumed. ‘The first article of the Constitu- 
tion is as follows ;— 
This Associution is formed for the purpose of securing proper 

legislation for the protection of wild birds, fish and animals, 
throughout the State, during the soason at which it is improper 
to pursue them; for the vigorous entorcement of such laws as 
shall be enacted, and for the promotion of kindly intercourse aud 
fenerous emulation among sportsmen. 

Everyone who has attended a convention of the Asso- 
ciation must admit that it is preéminently a su@cess 
‘for the promotion of kindly intercourse and generous 
emulation among sportsmen ;” at least I never was ata 
Convention of so many men, where the intercourse was 
more friendly or the emulation keener, while fair, If 
the name of the Association might lead one to think 
that its conventions should be deyoted to discussion of 
game protection, legislation, etc., let it be remembered 
that as the Association could not enact Jaws, it might 
waste a great deal of time framing bills that the Legisla- 
ture would not pass. Furthermore, the subject of game 
protection could not be discussed, and anything new 
produced every year. The subject would long since have 
been exhausted, The clubs which form the State Asso- 
ciation do carry out its protective purpose, and they 
are encouraged to continue in existence and usefulness 
by the annual meeting of the main body. 
Imake no claim of great usefulness for the Associa- 
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tion. Tts purpose is to afford its members amusement, 
and that is something not to be slighted in a country 
where there is a tendency to work too hard and not play 
enough, The week passed at the State shoot is to many 
a needed relaxation from exhausting work, and as such 
T hope to see it perpetuated, If the number of pigeons 
shot at were reduced one-half, I do not think the interest 
would be in any way diminished, for as a test of skill 
the chances would remain as at present; one is as liable 
to miss in shooting at his first bird as at the tenth. 
Neither would it detract from the general enjoyment if 
the entrance fees to the various matches were cut down 
one-half. Manufacturers of guns, etc., could, if so dis- 
posed, make an interesting exhibition at each conyen- 
tion by showing the weapons, etc., in various stages of 
manufacture, as some did ati the Centennial Exhibition. 

EDMUND REDMOND. 

Nrew Yorxk, Jume 15th. 
Hiditor Forest and Stream :— 

Your editorial of June 10th, alternately attacking and 
atronizing **The New York State Association for the 
retection of Fish and Game,” concludes by calling for a 

reply. Your personal request 1o the same effect was this 
day received. Courtesy demands acquiescence, and press- 
ing professional engagements require the enforcement of 
the maxim, ‘‘ brevity is the soul of wit,” 
I donot think your strictures upon the Association are 

quite merited. Its existence of twenty-two years has 
been accompanied by great increase in game, fish and 
birds, which result is in a large measure traceable to the 
efforts of the Association and ifs clubs, The time devoted 
to the business meeting of the convention is necess- 
arily limited, and to the causal observer little is there 
accomplished, But the individual clubs and their 
members, and the commitiiees, during the recess perform 
labors, the result of which is apparent in the improved 
laws upon our statute books, and in the increased variety, 
quality and quantity of game in our woorls and streams. 

To the efforts of the individual members at home and in 
the legislative halls are due all our protective game laws. 

The tournament has its purpose. It brings together 
the sportsmen from every part of the State and tends to 
the etiltivation of social intercourse and improvement in 
slall with the rod and gun, The recent contests may 
have appeared dispropurtionate to the work accomplished 
at the business meeting. Donbtless the retiring officers 
of the convention and these of the club, under whose 
auspices it was held, would dispute or explain this if re- 
uested. The recently elected officers and the Long 
sland Sportsmen’s Association are charged with the 
management for next year, and they will not shirk the 
responsibility. 
We believe that the result will be satisfactory to the 

large body of sportsmen in this State, The subject of 
game propagation and protection is of grave importance, 
Among the members of the State Association are men of 
worldwide reputation, possessed of all necessary mental 
and physical qualifications to originate and enforce such 
measures asmay be prudent to effectuate the desired end, 
An organization is powerful in proportion to the strength 
ofits individual members, To the individual members 
‘an appeal will be made in proper time for suggestions, 
and these will be submitted to the proper committee, who 
will present to the next Legislature such proposed bills as 
by general assent may appear necessary or proper. 
Further, if is proposed to inyite the most competent 
ornithologists and pisciculturists of this and other States 
to favor Us with suitable essays, to be read at the next 
conyention. 

It is somewhat premature to give in detail the precise 
plan to be followed. The Long Island Sportsmen's 
Association has already taken action with reference to 
game propagation and protection upon Long Island, and 
to that end has appointed a committee consisting of the 
Presidents of its various clubs, 

In conclusion, permit me to say that while criticism is 
easier than suggestion, we may still expect from such 
authorities as the FOREST AND STREAM and kindred papers 
some enlightenment as to what the Association can and 
ought to do; what evils exist and what remedies are de- 
manded, Trusting that we shall not, however, be called 
upon to cry despairingly, ‘‘saye us from our friends,” IT 
have the honor to be, yours truly, ABEL CROOK. 

———an 2 

Captain BoGarpus’ New Guy.—We have this week 
been shown by Captain Bogardus his new Scott hammer- 

less breech-loader, just received by him through William 
Read & Sons, of Boston. Ib was ordered some time since 

by the Captain, and is an exact counterpart in size and 
weight of his ‘old reliable Scott,” which he has been 

using for years past, and which bas done such remark- 

able shooting and scored so mamy victories. It is to-day 
as perfect as ever ; and though looking like a veteran, yet 
does not show the hard usave and great strain it has seen, 
This new gun is one of W. & C, Scott & Son’s hammer- 
less, with their own patent side crystal apertures (which 

is a great feature of safety, as it allows the hammers to 
be seen at a glance), and also has the regular satety bolt. 
Two sets of barrels—one twelve and one ten—fit the 
same stock, and more superb gun in proportions and 

general balance and fine workmanship we haye neyer 
geen, The Gaptain is delighted with it, and will at 

once put it im service. 
$$$ + 

—The Coney Island season is fairly open, There were 

not less than twenty thousand people the first day at the 
various immense hotels, and still there was room for 

more. The Brighton Beach Road was running rapid, 

well-filled trains, and the Hotel Brighton was more than 
equal to the occasion, with our venerable friend Chad- 
wick, formerly of Willard's Hotel, Washington, D,C,, and 
recently from San Francisco (one of the best hotel men 
in the country), walking quietly around, always present 
when wanted. At Manhattan Beach the throng seemed 
still larger, and the Manhattan road was running an ex- 
tra large number of cars, The music was fine, and there 
vere accommodations for double the number of people, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Tan Ariry Worm.—The Government Department of 
Agriculture is vainly exerting itself fo cope with the 
atiny worm, which is now ravaging the Jand. Paris green 
will kill the pests, provided they eatit, and so will arsenic, 

if it can be put down their throats. All published sug- 
gestions haye so far proved ineffectual. The following 
method has been tried on Long Island, and is sure and 

certain in its results: A. deep furrow or ditch is 
plowed around the field. When the worms have ac-— 
cumulated in this ditch throw upon them mnglaked qnick- 
lime and sprinkle with water. This kills the worms, de- 
stroys their eggs and is good for the land. ‘To protect a 

conservatory or greenhouse, 4mear on a streak of lard 

and dab with sulphur, 

The Long Islanders are troubled with another post :— 

Sayville, L. I, June 14th,—Herewith I send you a speci- 
men of a fly or beetle, called by some people a June bug. 
This insect will strip a leaf, like the specimen sent you, in 
avery short time. They feed on roses, fruit, young 
grapes—in fact, any young plant or tree. In the morn- 
ing they are in the air, but at mid-day hang in bunches 
on trees and vines, and then can be shaken on to sheets, 
and sealded. They willtake a morning bath in whale oil, 
svap suds, dine on Paris green, sleep all night in a box on 
a bed of white hellebore. Who can recommend a quicker 
killing process than scalding ? 
t+ + 

—The members of the Independent New York Schuetz- 

en Corps, with their families, have made arrangements 
for a week's recreation during the summer at Lake Ho- 

patcong, where they will not only have the beauty of 

the lake, rustic scenery, etc., but will enjoy their rifle 
shooting, as of old, A new feature will he glass ball 
shooting. A new departure, and one which we most 

hearly commend, will be the introduction of lawn ten- 
nis, croquet and archery for the ladies, Our wealthy 

Germans ave, as a class, worthy of all praise for provid- 

ing sports and pastimes for their families, and the plan 
of this year, inaugurated by Capt. J. J. Diehl, will place 
his name at the head of the list as a provider for such an 

occasion. 
rr Oe 

—The long-needed Greenwood Ferry promises to te pro- 
vided in a short time, the undertaking of building the 
piers and carrying out the enterprise having been assumed 
by Mx. C. Godfrey Gunther, proprietor of the popular 

route to Coney Island—the Brooklyn, Bath and Coney 

Island Railroad. 
$$$ 0 

GAME PROTECTION, 
————_—— 

IMPORTATION OF MIGRATORY QUAIL. 

_QumBEC, Can., June 12th, 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

T received yesterday two cages of migratory quail from 
Mr. Boynton of New York with only two dead ones in 
the lot of 200 birds, and they had heen dead some time. 
Tt is really wonderful how well these birds have traveled. 
The system of a canyas cover instead of a hard board is 
excellent, as the birds do not knock themselves foolish, 

IT have shipped 100 birds, or one cage, to Mr Romeo 
Stephens, of Montreal, who will turn them out in the new 
park, I believe. The remainder I will divide into colonies 
of ten birds at intervals of two or three miles, and so 
people the neighborhood with them. One lot of forty. 
birds I will send adrift to the North of Quebec on the edge 
of the Lawrentian range, where they can colonize to any 
extent. 

The birds I released to-day were stiff on the wing, only 
able to fly afew yards, as I had wetted the cover to keep 
down theheat. They looked yery like young partridges 
(Perdria grisea), and will certainly be deseribed as such, 
so | do not expect to hear of the ‘‘quail” again unless I 
see them myself. I will, however, keep you posted, Titi 
is a great pity the birds have arrived so late in the season, 
because it will take them one month at least to nest and 
lay twenty eggs, say July 15th; then one month 
to hatch, say Aug, 15th; so there will be only two 
months for the young birds to grow before our cold 
weather commences in October, consequently they will 
not be strong enough to join the migratory flight in No- 
vember, These experiments, however, rarely succeed on 
the first attempt, but perseverance will succeed. 
The public, lam happy to say, take a great interest in 

thisimportation, for Mr, Public is very fond of a bargain 
where he has nothing to lose and something to gain; 
whilst roast quail, quail shooting and Vowiowr's perdnia: 
are ideas that please both he and she, especially the last 
idea, which requires a French woman or a cardinal to 
thoroughly understand. W, ReoApEs. 

Mancusstor, N, H., June 14th. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

The 800 migratory quail ordered by the Manchester 
Shooting Club arrived here on the 9th inst., in good con- 
dition, There were only two dead, and one with a broken 
wing, which seems remarkable when their long confine- 
ment and yoyage is considered, They have all been put 
down in some of our best localities, twelve or fifteen in 
a place, and in the manner recommended by the Forusr 
AND STREAM last season. We have no law to specially 
protect these birds, but rely upon the honor of sports- 
men not to molest or shoot them, and the codperation of 
the farmers for their protection. Whether our efforts 
will be rewarded or not remains to be seen, Mr, Tobey 
has the thanks of our club for favorsshown. Haye been 
hoping to see some communication to your paper from 
some one who has imported previously, as to whether the 
birds have returned to the places where they were lib- 
erated, J. BE. W. 

The 2,600 bird consigned to Mr. Hyerelt; Smith, Com- 
misioner of Fisheries and Game, were received in good 
order at Portland, Me,, June 9th, and distributed to the 
parties who had ordered them, 
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Boston, June 11th. 
Tdon’t expect to hear from last year’s quail until 

mowing time comesin, In spring and early summer 
there is little to call people into the woods, Last year 
the returned quail were found mostly by the mowers who 
came upon their nests, Horace P, Torry, 
+ a ___— 

GAME PROTECTION IN NEW JERSEY. 

HACKENSACK, N. J., Jie 10th, 
Aditor Forest aud Stream. -— 

Iam glad tosee you showing up the character of “ game pro- 

tective” associations whose only object is an annual shooting 

mateh. Weshould have penufnn game protective associations, 

and they should be allowed to copyright their title, so that mere 
pigeon shooters cannot Appropriate it. 

Our Ney Jersey State Association is of no practical use in pro- 

tecting game, and 1am nol certain that this work can be accom- 

plished in any way but by county or town organizations. 

A local ovganizarion can do good work with very little trouble. 

In Bergen County we haye a game protective association of three 

years’ standing, Twicea year we adyertise the law in the county 

papers, OlMering a reward of $10 for evidence that will procure a 

conyiction. Wealso keep posters in convenient places showing 

the closed seasons for all kinds of game,and the penalties for 

shooting outof season. Tf any person is reported to us as 2 yio- 

lator of the law, against whom wo haye no direct evidence, we 
send him a letter of warning. 

Our work has been productive of good result, and I think the 

Passaic County sportsmen would do well to follow olir example. 

Tf they find any man “shooting on his own land” out of season, 

the law gives them full power to prosecute him, xX. 

Game Bag and Gun. 

JUNE IS A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME, 

——<—_»—_—_ 

—Address all communications to “* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 
SS 

WITH ONE BARREL. 

T is amusing to read of the wonderful shots sometimes 
made single, double, triple, quadruple, and eyen quin- 

tuple, by different persons in diiferent paris of the 
country with their wonderful guns! One is tempted to 
five credence to the story of the man who insisted upon 
it—in fact he told the story so many times over that 
he actually belieyed it himself—that he killed two quail 
with one barrel, the birds springing from the ground 
the same instant and both flying off in different direc- 
tions ; he whirled around so quickly after killing the first 
one that he divided the charge. and down came both of 
the birds, dead enough! That was a wonderful shot, 
But while we admire these double. shots at snips and 
quail, and the long distance which game is brought 
down with choke bores and bores ‘* half choked,” we 
must not forget that one-hundred yards, if correctly 
measured, is exactly three-hundred feet, at which, il our 
friends will set up a target the exact size of a quail or 
an English snipe and take a careful look, will find that 
the bird would appear to be away a‘ considerable long” 
space of distance,” and that 4 gunner who was careful 
of his ammunition would not shoot at it with much 
hope of hitting his game. 

The writer has targeted good guns with first-class 
ammunition at accurately measured distances, and has 
found that a target the size of an Wnglish snipe at 
seventy-five yards is a very small mark to shoot at, and 
yet we have hitit. We onceput two pellets of No. 6 
shot through a business card one and a half by four 
inches at seventy-five yards exact measurement, The 
gun was a good one, far better, in fact, than the average 
of guns now made; but before the card was hit half a 
dozen charges were fired atit by as many different persons. 
An experience of more than thirty years ab gunning 

in different parts of the country, and at almost all sorts 
of game except alligators, with all sorts and conditions 
of guns, has convinced the writer that the average of 
game killed with shot is brought down inside of one 
hundred and fifty feet from the muzzle of the gun when 
fired, Wehaye killed wild ducks in midwinter, when 
the fowl were in full and heavy feather, at longer dis- 
tances than one hundred and fifty feet with heavy shot 
driven by extra heavy charges of powder. T shot, when 
forced in front of four drachims of good powder out of a 
good gun, are very dangerous to wild fowl at eighty 
yards off; bul) how many of the birds at that distance 
are hit by more then two or three of the shot? Not very 
many, One T shot will killa wild gooseif a vital spot 
is touched, or it will break a wing and thus secure the 
fowl; but what gunner of much experience at wild 
goose shooting has not been made heart-sick and dis- 
gusted when a goose has given hima‘ good by ” as he 
flopped away, ** on buoyant wings,” with a broken ler 
dangling in mid-air? He won't use cuss words, but he 
will wonder why that one T, shot didn’t break a wing 
instead of aleg. Wehavye killed deer with buck shot, 
dead ; but not oyer one hundred or one hundred and 
twenty-five feet distance, That festive animal must be 
riddled, or he will give you a long, tiresome chase; he 
miust receive such a shock from the force of the charge 
as will place him ozs de combat at once, or he will 
give youa jolly good run, even if he have but three 
sound legs for use. We have ‘‘ been there,” and know 
whereof we speak. 
We can readily believe that two or three snipe, spring- 

ing from the ground at once and in an almost direct 
line, may be brought down ‘‘ with one barrel ” loaded 
with a multitude of fine shot, but such good luck is 
not usual with the average gunner after snipe. 

The writer knew during the war of two men being 
killed by the same bullet; one man was foliowing the 
other, the leadiug man was aimed at, the bullet passed 
through him and his follower, anil beth were instantly 
killed. The sharpshooter who made that ‘‘ double shot 
with one barrel” told me (he was captured) that he saw 
but one man when he fired. 
Wonders in gunnery will neyer cease, and gunners 

and the owners of guns will never tire telling stories of 
their exploits in the field, and the wonderful qualities of 
their particular guns; and we love to hear them, and we 
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read them. And we also love to hear the old soldier fight 
his battles over again and recite his adventures on the 
field of Mars. We sympathize with such with a feeling 
akino.a common brotherhood, and if distance is magni- 

incredible number of the 
wildest sort of snipe brought down—with one barrel—we 
fied a little and an almost 

can find interest and instruction in the story. _ 
C. E. C, 

RockForD, Ill,, June 10th. 
Editor Forest and Stream :-— 

T have just been reading in your last issue of some of 
theremarkable double shots made, and am reminded of 
one made by a novice who accompanied a party of 
sportsmen to Iowa a few years ago on a chicken hunt. 

The father of the young man came to us just before we 
were ready to start and said if his son Charley would not 
interfere with our pleasure he would like him to go with 
us, as he thought the trip would do him good, 
> The first day out—after reaching our destination—we 
were riding over the prairie and saw a large flock of geese 
arise from a pond and settle on the ground about one- 
half a mile to ourleft. We began to lay plans to capture 
one or more of them. We stationed ourselves around in 
clumps of resin weeds and sent the driver with the team 
te the other side of the game, 
The flock arose and passed over the novice and hedrew 

up his old gun, one that we had been making sport of all 
the way out, and let drive into the geese, bringing down 
two fine ones. We gathered the game and then asked 
Charley why he did not let the other barrel loose at them. 
He said he forgot that he had a double barrelled gun. 

I believe it was the first game he had ever killed on the 
wing, The geese weighed respectively fifteen and twelve 
pounds, A prouder young man has never been seen. He 
sent the larger bird to his father the next morning as a 
trophy of his skill. I don’t remember that Charley killed 
anything else during our week’s sojourn in Iowa, but if 
we dared to criticise him for a poor shot he always re- 
sponded: *‘ I got those two geese, just the same.” 

Nim Rop, 
8 

THE ALLEGED DITTMAR POWDER ACCIDENT, 

New YORE, June 11th, 
Editor Forest and Stream :— , 
We noticed the letter of Mr. S. P. Nash, which you 

published in your issue of yesterday, but do not at pre- 
sent propose to make any comments thereupon, no mab- 
ter what our private opinions and suspicions may be, 
reserving all we have to say until we receive from you 
such proofs as you undoubtedly have in your possession 
of the correctness of the statement which you have 
published, apparently so unhesitatingly, convicting us, 
star-chamber like, without a hearing, and publishing that 
conyiction to the world. 
While we place the act in this strong light, we are 

willing to admit that there may be defense on your part 
by reason of explanations, and our sense of justice im- 
pels us, first, to ask from you the proofs of the allegations 
betore concluding that you either carelessly or willfully 
misrepresented us and our speciality, If you have not 
already done so, fo satisfy yourself of the truth of the 
allegations before publication, we wish that you would 
learn the name of the Louisville merchant from whom 
Mr. Nash obtained the powder, and also the name of the 
party in New York from whom the Louisville party 
obtained the powder. We would further request you to 
have the original canister containing the rest of the 
powder from which the charge was taken, which caused 
the accident, sent to you, together with the small 
circular which accompanied the same, and find out 
whether the canister was sealed or not, 
The production of this evidence is simple justice to us, 

as we haveno doubt you will admit, And without this 
evidence we think you will also admit that there is no 
case made ont against us, and until this is produced we 
most emphatically declare our disbelief in if ever having 
been manufactured by us, or of the possibilities of such 
results coming from so small a charge of any powder in 
the world, unless made to specially produce similar re- 
sults. We shall spare neither time nor expense to ferret 
this matter out to the bottom and sincerely trust we shall 
have your hearty cooperation. 

Mr, Nash states that no directions for the use of the 
powder were on the canister. We can furnish you a 
dozen affidavits that not a single grain of powder was 
ever put up or sold by our company which was not 
sealed and did not show our printed directions on each 
ean or keg. Besides this, our printed circular and loose 
directions accompany each canister,and we herewith send 
you a can for inspection. 

Tae DirrMar PowpER MANUFACTURING COMPANY. 

We shall give the Dittmar Powder Company all possi- 

ble aid in arriving at satisfactory conclusions in this 

matter, and to disprove,if possible, the statements in our 

columns last week, 
Te 

Lone IsLAND SPORTSMEN’s Assocrarion,—The Long 
Island Sportsmen’s Association met at its rooms, 449 

Platbush avenue, Brooklyn, last Friday evening, Presi- 

dent George R. Chappell in the chair; Secretary, Abel 
Crook, Esq. The meeting was a large one, and was 

marked by much enthusiasm. The reports of the Seneca 
Falls delegates were received; the Washington Gun 
Club was admitted to the Association, and other business 

transacted, Mr, Crook, whose new duties as President 

of the State Association will necessarily take up much of 

his time, tendered his resignation as Secretary, but the 

Assuciation refuse to accept it. Several matters pertain- 
ing to game protection were then brought up, and the 

following resolution was adopted :— 
Resolved, That there be a standine committee of this 

Association, composed of the Presidents of the various 
clubs, to be called the Committee on Fish and Game, to 
report fo the Association on questions connected with 
the protection and propagation of fish and game through- 
outthe State, and especially on Long Island. 

New JERshY ToURNAMENT.—The New Jersey State 
Sportsmien’s Association tournament, will be held at 

Newark, under the auspices of the Mssex Gam Clab, Jnne 
29th, to July 2d, inclusive, 

Forrstuk CLub, or Newark,—A new sportsmen’s club 
has been formed at Newark, N. J., with the following 
officers:—President, R. H. Breintnall; first Vice Presi- 
dent, F. 8. Harrison; second Vice President, Jacob Pentz; 
Treasurer, Dr. Pindell; Secretary, W, R. Hobart, Among 
the members elected were the following: R. Heinisch, 
J. Von Lengerke, H. Felten, A. W. B. Crane, Bishop 
Freeman, I. Illingworth, J. J. Burnett, Will Hayes, W. 
R. Williams, J. R. Burnett, 8. G. Williams and P, P, 
Williams. 

The club starts with a good platform, and promises to 
actively engage in the much needed work of seeing that 
the game laws are enforced. 

TENNESSEE—Vashville, June 4th.—Squirrels are very 
abundant this season. A gentleman killed sixteen with a 
22 caliber Remington yesterday, within a few miles of 
this city. He also bagged three female *‘coons.” All 
other field sports are now stopped until August, when 
the air will resound with the crack of the gun after 
doves. Instead of having a prejudice against killing them 
out here, they are considered a delicacy, and by many 
preferred to the quail. 
ILLINoIsS—Savanna, June 3d.—Shooting has been poor 

here this spring, until late in April, when ducks and snipe 
were plenty fora few days, The prospect for chickens 
and woodcock is good. Ss. 

A Hint To Grizziy Bear Huntrers.—Rochester, N, Y., 
June Sth.—Nearly every hunter of large or dangerous 
game has, I suppose, at some time or other saved his life 
by getting up a tree out of reach of a wounded animal ; 
others have perished because they could not climb quick 
enough. I suggest that where there is a possibility of 
one being foreed to seek a tree for safety, the hunter or 
sportsman should provide himself with quickly-attacha- 
ble climbers. BR. 

This noyel suggestion reminds us of a passage in that 
extraordinary book of alleged ‘‘ Sporting Adventures in 

the Far West,” in which, among other amusing state- 

ments, urged with all gravity, is one to the effect that a 
hunter should provide himself with a lariat, which ‘‘is 

exceeding useful for swinging at once out of the reach of 

an angry bear.” 

AUXILIARY RIFLE BARRELS:—Huintsville, Ala., May 
31st.—EHditor Forest and Stream :—A notice in your val- 
uable paper some months since in regard to Shelton’s 
auxiliary rifle barrel attracted my attention, and induced 
me to procure one. Allow me to thank you for the 
means which that notice afforded of obtaining what I 
consider, together with the breech-loader, the most com- 
plete outfit with which a hunter wasever equipped. The 
auxiliary rifle barrel is destined to take position in the 
front rank of inyentions and second only to the 
breech-loader, Mr, Shelton may congratulate himself 
upon his success in producing an arm which must neces- 
sarily supercede all others for game. I have had no op- 
portunity of testing it at longer range than one hundred 
yards, but do not doubt with the folding sight at two 
hundred yards and further it will compete with the best 
guns at target practice. The ease with which it can be 
carried, its light weight, the facility with which it can 
be adjusted, converting the shot gun to rifle, and vice 
versa, its great accuracy and penetration, recommend it 
to every true sportsman, A. WHITE, 

ooo 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 
ee 

Toronto Gun Crous—Toronto, Can., June dth.—Match 

yards, 100 yards boundary; weather bad, raining all day :— 

AMINE. rete hec any hearer Site tr cdl le) a Py Sle do 
Ween SAE ea, Coetrn aesies acd: reser T1LT1VivdidigatnLeg 
TWA Sots antes yet tiajeeteieeaens VA IN pt 2 eb 8 
Hy PONT pUAW ark alae ne estamos ia ely al Ao) et tT 
B. Moore.... -....+- Pe Ne et ha es rs Bigs 
J. Manghan......... -Lliaiyi2zrsi 110 
Je Barpob ye eens meee pio LIitluigdoioddiy7 
SPORT 8 y lors ny, OPE QS ELE BP chal cf ea lo T1i1i1i10zqzrLg 
Wella vlory. eens en oe ere OTE Tiles Caer) ae = Th 
TRAMOCIISONG shetins sectiew cack crt e ss TS Oe 
MiBarry eee te.) er feb ae a ors) 
W. Thomas. --- arO11 1021171 I—!§ 
A Geel crave: kere saan 2 ee fe TW Pe al fe ee) 
R, H. Defries......... SO Tied Te 0 Ue ee 
BSPearsalls. Vesey aos ele ete Tt ele ee ag 
& Staneldnn sy) ce ee eae O10T1i01121-7 

CHATHAM vs. WINDSOR.—Score made by Chatham and Windsor, 

Canada, sportsmen, at the latter place on Queen’s birthday :— 

WINDSUR. , CHATHAM. 
DG. Reveille sero 20-2... By ikon seers boli Pe Pace A Adres 
GoUGanthier? eo. 8 etd 5| KR. O'Hara . ..-.. 
W. Donaldson..........----..,- 8| RK. Mercer......... 
aL OD PMISH Pirie kL oela aan pt daele 8} Nelson. .......- 
J. Winters. .-..- . 4) Wheeler... . 
dos. Marentette Tritten.-- 
G. Wagner... 
O. Ganthier. . 
F.C. Pauting. 
J. Marentette 
Jas. Purser 

ee po 

SHINAI S HATS 

Shooting Club, 10 balls each round; Card's rotary trap; 18 yards 

rise. The attendance was the largest assembled since Fast-day 
and the practice was the most interesting and by far the best gen- 

eral average that has been shown this season. The afternoon 

sport wound up with a shoot between chosen sides that was close 
and exciting, the winning side only defeating its opponents by a 
Finele ball:— 

Double. Total. 

THESE SG Ss TATOO 

Re-entry . 
C.8. Masseelk. ... ROoOoSRKMOSTSaN Co Clem Cle ea 

cota 

O; Greeley icu...2.. 
N. A. Robinson... 
Dr. MacDonald... 
PLS. Wiggin ........ 
1. A. Moore 

| ty =) z. o 

Wats <a 

i~ri 

=a 
OAc ts 

ae 
& KO-Ontrys... eee yss- sees da ntesecsay 

[Jone 17, 1880. 

Shooting by teams :— 
Tra A. Moore, Capt, Moses Wadleigh, Capt. 

TEAL MOGLO sadereid-b oa ert &| M. ae ee) 
H. Youngp........ < 0. J. Darra eee 
Bekrclarie sh oe i | L. RK. Mead..,.. ans: 
E; Durgin ......-- CG. French.. pere:l8 
F. J. Drake....... G. E. Morrill T 
Z. ¥. Campbell .... . O. Greeley..... 4 A 
C. W. Fariner.... aay H. Vickery..... Pee 
WN. A. Robinson ._ bri P. 38. Wiggin..... a 8 
C.S. Masseck,.....-.........-.. Dr. MacDonald............-.... 8 

Li L'a) ft] RRA A Re LLP yh Tale SEOtHL A. 4. Vaseeeeteeaesh aie 58 

Miner Hop anpd Gun CLus.—A lively contest for the beautiful 
Aery badge took place at the club grounds, Springfield, L. L., 

Juneldth. Mr. James T. Dayis succeeded in carrying it off, but 

had it not been for a few phenomenal twisters, who carried 
nearly 'the full charge out of boundary, and fell dead out of 

bounds, Judge John A. Dinkel would have been the champion of 
the day :— 

Mier rcr Path oe unt Steer eee Re Watch ae ed aD OR ee 
WOO; 22d bods Nees pea eek tiene hs eas ys Ts Bas Rs a 
Wnglerts ss olh Braet. gzsmepeas tes 1TO2a1210212011-% 
Windholz .....-..55.-255. beeene verre 0100012011 0-4 
TV COSICSUIAL Ts clap Pacha delrlo te s ebrtotel ns ce viet -L1ido00070121-64 
15 El eS EMA SE ASE-A AN BADR AAD RADA 4 eal” ay a. See da et 
Pitino se Oe ee mesa Ate eel ay 
Hoffman.,..... - 2000 2 Oeb dt es 
SL Gea Fis LG Cite veeeiteinicametenes 34° 1°03 0 8 JS 

Tie shot off, first miss out:— 
Judge Dinkel... 1 1 1 1 0-4| Mr. Dayis 1111 1-5 
Some excellent shooting at lass balls was engaged in by the 

members, in which Mr, Ira Paine and Mr. Berrian took a hand. 

Drury vs, LorHeR.—Syracuse, VN. ¥., June 4th.—Pigeon match 

shot this afternoon on the shore of Onondaga Lake, between Mr. 

Harry Drury and Geo. Luther, under the Americanized rules, 

tive ground traps, fiye yards apart, thirty yards rise, eighty yards 

boundary. The birda were selected from the lot furnished the 

State tournament at Seneca Falls. The score of Mr. Drury is a 

remarkable one, from the fact that he had neyer shot under these 

rules before, norseen them shot. Heastonished the old veterans 

in the way he dropped his birds. Your shots about the eastern 

end of the Empire State will have to keep at work, or else this 

Syracuse boy will carry off the honors on the Island next spring. 

Mr. Drury shota J. A. Nichols pun, while Mr. Inther used & D. 

M. Lefever hammerless, and he made some remarkable long dis- 

tance shots with it. Mr. Ed. Hudson, the winner of your badge 

for the best average at the late State tournament, starts for the 

Ohio State shoot on Monday next; Mr. Luther also goes with 
him—both may drift into the lowa cou¥ention before returning 

home, Hudson has been doing some good work for the past year, 
atthe trap. He says he never shot better than at present. 

ee SEL) ae TO ee conn 
He 4 bor a, Ai a ola 

Harry Dery. 2 OD Ol CUO OD Ot OT oro 
Hoe S00 ehLC kd Se" = eeay elect ag 
1 ol Ol 1 2 1 1 0 OL) 610 } 

Motdl=:).-22-s::dertaewias Wi ds¥. Ook geet tant ett eke aT 
Oo Oo 01 2 a2 wo 1 Tt TY 7 
ey a ane a RTs ip rh 

Geo. Luther......¢ 1 O01 1 00 @ 120% OO 1 10-6 
af a ie cay ai 

OF 29 SS al, is St GSae 

TOs 192 B15 estes <peaty beerBetena tse BERETS: at, 41 | 
DH. 

RECREATION GuN CLUB.—Bergen Point, NV. J., June sth.—The 
second of the series of seven matches by the Recreation Gun Club, 
of Bergen Point, for first and second gold medals. The first oes 

to the winner of the greatest number of matches; the second 

goes tothe one who breaks the greatest number of lass balls 

during the series, aside from the winner of the first medal. Mole | 
revolving trap, 15 glass balls, 18 yards rise, club rules :— 

1 Peele heap eSe SA Od “be bOea se hina 8 | Voorhees... .....7:---... mee A 5 
OC. H. Dayis..- 6|5. L. Davis......--.... Ao dog: 1 
Wilmerding.....-... - 5 

Moore took first medal; C. H. Davis second. 
“'TrmM, BERDOODLE.” 

NEwAnk, NV. J., June 10th.—Pigeon match at Grange Gun Club 
Grounds, Newark, N.J.; Hurlingham rules, 28 yards rise :— 

8. L. Morrison. ...... Ca Has | ot FAs ak ah 
H, Folsom....... then 
C. Heckscher. 

CaprpaL Crry Gun Crus.—Washington, D. C., June 12th.—The 
seventh regular match for two gold medals, shot to-day, resulted 

in the winning of the first medal by Mr. McLeod and the second 

by Mr, Woodbury. The afternoon being yery dark and cloudy, 

and the Paine glass balls being 80 much the color of the grass on 

the hillside, which forms a background tor the shooting, it was 
yery difficult to see the balls, consequently all the scores are 
lower than usual. Card’s rotary trap, handicap rise, 20 balls 
each. McLeod 22 yards; otbers 20 yards :— 

Ls 

B. M. MeLeod-_..........-- 2227 DIT 11 te 1 
Levi Woodbury.-.-- -111211111111111111010—-18 
W.B. McKelden... Pe ie ea SS Pe it abt, 
T. EH. King...--.. -00111111111101111110—-186 
P. F. Nagle...... »-1201113111010101111015 
W. W. Bldridge...........010111111111001 as 

Rome, Ga.—Our two gun clubs had a friendiy match at gluse 

balls on the 10th inst. Shooting was done over a Card trap, 
screened; 18 yards. The following is the score :— 

CHEROKEES. 
aD, Hampton—O1111OL011110111117T1111110 

0111—. 
fibin Onibere LO LOO te ee SS ee ee 

W.M. Gammon—00100110111012101111111111 

aod, Ombers-001110101110110111001011101 

Oo We Wright—111010101111111111011101001 

tn Ww if, Harris—0'0100110011101101111101101 
1111—%. Total 140. 

TALKERS. 

PEs ab ue RRS ORE Whats ee: 
10m 
Jno. M. Bowie—1 017101111111001111111101100 
11—23: , 
1 Wr Towers 00000011101011111011110000 
0 1 1—li. 
GW. Smith-0 1 00000011100101111110100101 

jH— 14, 
Sam. Veal-1 0112111101110110111110111111 

— 25 

A.B, Sullivan111101011011111111111000111 
111—#. Total 122. HAL, RAQUET. 

Quincy, Ill., June 11th.—Score made yesterday by a few of tha 

members of the Quincy Shooting Club on their grounds at Sin- 
gleton Park, at their regular monthly shoot for gold medal; 410 

pigeons each; 21 yards rise; 80 yards boundary; Illinois 
rulesi:— 

W: B, Hauworth,..-.,..2.2...c0e0.h04 Tit el ae 
FiPSonnouss es. eit ase Te a a a Sa 
SWiaEl AaB OID isa Nigh vesad 22.88 o4 pp see PTE ae FS goeO bale 1 
Waas-Nonkee: 52: (22:9 oo eu ee Mest Os Slated Le 
Geo. Whoeler......... 0. iC el 2 Ghent 1 
SDV. OOM Tt sth). ee nes aera Yh gical a { a Tes 
J. 8, Cruttenden kus ete se oe Oe dt Ot lab 
J. Miller. ..-.-.. iatee thar ie weer ARR SOp emit iT 
W. B. Hauworth won the gold medal 

POINTER, 
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A Goon Score—S!, Lowis, Mo., June Wth.—At the vecent Stata 
tournament, held af Macon, Mo.,June Istto 4th, Paul Wraneke, 

of St. Joseph, My., and 4. 0. Plevee, of St. Louis, shot a match at 
fifty birds each, round traps, English rules, thirty yards rise, 

Franeke scoring thirty-seven and Pieree forty-seyen birds, OF 

Pierce's three lost, two fell dead out of bounds, makin his score 

of actual killed birds forty-nine outof filty. This has neyer been 

equalledin woy public match in the world. The day tas yery 

dark and gloomy, and 4 gale blew across the traps away from the 

scores. The birds were first-class wild ones and hard to see. 
Pierce had never shot under similar conditions before. Francke, 

Who is one of the best amateur shots in the State, was not up to 
his usual good work. j OAPTAIN, 

Oaido TOURNAMENT.— Chico, Cal., May 22d —Tournament of 
Bute County Sportsmen’s Club ; shot from three plunge traps, 

five yards apart; 21 yards rise; double birds from three traps; 
18 yards rise — 

FIRST DAY'S SCORE, 
Pirst, Team. 

INS SS SOOM ae)s)ois a0 0.c ie operons 12) W. J. Morgam.............205 A gih ! 
J.T. McIntosh... .10| F. M. Jackson. . 6 
J. Orothers..-.... -10) G, Winans... ,,. 10 
F. M. Sheplar..., 11) CG. . Denman.....-.....-...... 7 
SAD DAP Bele 2235 9G esse. ae 1 

Seognd Team. 
v-esasJ10) R. B. Murdock..... 

11 | i, A. Spurgeon . 
. §|.J. A. A- Robinson. 
.10 | 'T. H, Bernard, 

-,10| N. D. Rose... 

Third Team, 

C, Qochran . 

Ig. Robins .. 
R. M, Cochran, 

KR. W. Dockery. .:2...:.- 
Sam Davyis..... 12/0. B.S 
ED PUG DTS semi clclele melee nfels .. 9| R. Poole 
Gol. Warnest......... 2202-2. 10} Dr, Ruth 
Ee Dorsetl § yeevaare teas 

Fourth Ueam. 
W..T. Sheldon 1 | Geo, Stevens, 

Ties of 12 shot aff :— 
W. B. Seott...-, «.. 11 He pe Feescesss li ol Ns 
5, Duvis -... ~ Ol It Ol—4) Geo. Muller, . 11 10 11-6 
N. B, Scott, ll 11 11—6| Geo. Muller........ I 10 1—5 
EF, Maskey... . .... 11 11 10-5 
#, Maskey..... -.., 10 11 U—d]| Geo, Muller....,.. . 1t 00 IL-4 

In shooting off ties of 11, three pairs, 18 yards rise, 100 yards 
bounds, five minutes to retrieve, Parrott won, killing five fo Shel- 
don'’s four. The shooting off tits of flye, same distance, Quinby 
Won witha full score to Walker's five. 

Private Double Bird Match; 10 pairs; 18 yards rise; 100 yards 
bounds; five minutes to retrieve in :— 

F. Maskey......... efene cleib-d 11 10 11 10 JL VW OL 10 10 1115 
N, B. Seott.,-,:- wos. 10 10 11 1 Tt i nN Wt io 0l—16 

Che Rifle. 
—Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 

Lines 

PROFESSIONAL RIFLEMEN, 

June Tth, 
Biditor Forest and Stream ;— 
Your number of June 3d contains what seems to be an 

open letter, addressed by Capt. Wm. H Jackson, of 
Boston, to the President and Directors of the N. R. A, 
concerning the status of “professionals” among  rifle- 
men, 
Byen at the risk of seeming ungenerous in attacking 

the position of Capt. Jackson in the absence of that 
gentleman on his honorably won mission to Ireland, I 
trust it will be permitted to one who is not a ‘“ pro- 
fessional” to take up the gauntlet thrown down by the 
gallant Captain on the eve of his ocean voyage, and to 
observe that this new champion of professionalism 
jngeniously contrives to give the discussion a wrong twist 
by charging the growing movement to the jealousy of 
those poor shots whose honors are diminished by the 
success of the “cracks,” and who are not willing to 
deserve their much-coyeted laurels by exertion, abstemi- 
ousness and right living. 
Capt. Jackson must pardon me for saying that the 

‘jealousy’ on our part, of which he complains. is of a 
far different kind—itis alin to the legitimate jealousy of 
the true sportsman toward the pot-hunter, of the gentile- 
man oarsman, cricketer or athlete against those who 
male a trade of their skill. 

Fortunately, however, the parallelism between thore 
sports and ours does not hold altoyether true. While the 
gentleman amateur no more dreams of competing in 
public with Courtney or O'Leary than he would with 
Ryan or Muldoon, yet, thanks to grateful and healthful 
habits of self-denial, of abstemiousness from wine and 
tobacco and of purity of life, a goodly number of us 
gentlemen, with but a tithe of the opportunity for prac- 
tice, and at a sore cost to our purses, too, have attamed 
skill hefore the butts equal to or surpassing that of the 
‘* professionals,” as we have shown on many a field. Do 
the recorded scores, in open matches, of such gentlemen 
as Lauritzen, Summer, Gerrish, Scott, Bruce, Brown, 
Blydenburgh, Wilder, Burnside, Washburne, Selph, 
Dwight, Dart, Harkness, Lamb and Laird suffer by com- 
arisom with those of the long-range pot-boilers? And 

have these, and a host of other and younger gentlemen 
marksmen, ever hesitated to meet the ‘* professionals ” on 
a field where individual skill and nerve stand an eqnal 
chance with the best? ' 
Onr simple claimis that, as undoubted gentlemen 

amateurs, paying for our own amateur ranges, our guns 
and our powder and balls, we have a right to choose the 
company in which we amuse ourselves. We do not clasp 
the book agent, the map peddler or the lightning-rod 
man {o our breasts in acstatic fraternization. Why, then, 
the gun-tout? We think that the drummer should be 
Jeft to himself and the amateurs to themselves. We 
have a decided objection to seaing the mug- hunter travel- 
ling about at the expense of gun firms, to advertise his 
employers’ arm if successfull, with the aid of confidential 
button-holing and friendly price lists foreed upon us, or 
to turn the air blue with excuses and explanations if he 
comes in second to a supposed smoking, drinking and 
roystering amateur, The fault is ours that he has not 
been barred from our Own ranges and prizes long ago: 
and, ch thejprinciple of “better late than never,” we 
claim that it be done now. 
Capt, Jackson adroitly contrives to throw a little, very 

little, dust, not ‘ mud,” in the eyes of those who seek a 
wholesome definition of professionalism by picturing 
the possible exclusion of Mr. Rigby, under the suggested 
yule, as the inventor of a breech-loader gun, But, 
breathing this artful dust aside, do we not find a wide 
difference between the wealthy manufacturer, employing 
hundreds of artisans in vast works, where the making of 
a see long-range arm is but an accidental feature, 
and the strolling salesman, the gun peddler, hired to 
shootin almost daily matches all over the country, A 
sound definition, which will hit the professional drum- 
mer accurately, will not touch such a gentleman 
amateur as Mr, Rigby must certainly is. 

Perhaps, in time, the gun-makers will realize the bad 
effect of hiring gun-peddlers to shoot and vend their 
arms in the public ways, Perhaps they will come to 
understand that, in the hands of amateurs, the good 
weapon will do as good work as in the hands of the 
strolling advertiser, and with far more credit to the 
maker. For we, the gentlemen, shooting only for health 
and recreation, as a relief from tougherlabors of the 
brain and hand, know and appreciate the merits of a. 
trustworthy rifle without the aid of unseemly blatherskit- 
ing before the butts. 

If unapproachable excellence in rifle-shooting were 
only attainable by combining it with the functions of 
the tout, there might be some excuse for the existence 
of the happily very limited class of prostituted marks- 
meén to whom we give the name of ‘ professionals.” In 
such ease, with a sufficient number of gun-dealers behind 
to back them up and furnish the needful funds, we might 
in time see a distinct class of purely professional matches, 
or championship belts and purses,perhaps, or somewhat 
of that kind, shot by trained experts. But, fortunately, 
thereis no ground for fear that rifle-shooting will reach 
such a pitch of professional excellence, or that some 
Hanlan, Bogardus or Schaefer of the long-ranges can 
ever so fortify his skill that it may not be over-matched 
on the morrow by some gray-eyed tyro, fresh from the 
brain-work of the study or counting room. 
My identity is known to the editor of the ForRmsST aND 

Stream; but lest Capt. Jackson might regard this as a 
harsh reply from a friend, who truly admires his many 
sterling qualities, itis best that he should know me 
merely as one who, although not a prize-winner of renown 
as he is, has shot side by side withand beaten professionals 
more than once, and who, so far as a disposition to enjoy 
the gentlemanly sport is concerned, is thoroughly in 

EARNEST. 

June 2d. 
Tscems a yery inopportune time to go into a live discussion of 

the question of professionalism in rifle shooting, when we are 

about leaving for Ireland to represent America generally, with- 

out any question of amateur and expert coming into the compo- 

sition of the team. But as the discussion has been officially opened 

by the resolution of the Board of Directors N. R. A., it ia proper 
that there should be a general expression of opinion. I suppose 

that there will be anactof prohibition of some sort passed to cut 

out those who, it would seem, in the opinion of not « few shovters, 
‘come to the ranges with the sole purpose of discouraging all rifle 

shooting, while certain presumably rich companies are pre- 

sumably paying these individuals to encourage the art and prac- 

tice of rifle shooting. The feeling of antagonism to professionals, 

s80-called, I acknowledge is a yery strong one, and under our 

democratic plan of crushing the rights of the minority under the 

whim of the majority, [suppose we will have to abide by some 

prohibitive rule or other. The right and wrong of the subject is 

on6 thing, and probably enters yery slightly into the question in 

the minds of the major portion of those who are so noisy in the 

discussion. There are life members of the N. R. A. who would 

probably coms under the ban as professionals, By a clause of the 

constitution all members are assured equal rights and privileres) 

and how it can be that a life member who was in the employ of 

agun house when hé®joined, and has remained there since, van 

now be deprived of his right and previous enjoyments, is beyond 

my ken. Eyery American team thus far organized has had these 
fun makers and gun users. There was a time when no objection 

Was mude to them, but it was a time when these gentlemen shot 
no better than those who followed other callings when away from 

the range, and no great hubbub was raised ahout it. 

tt would be well, perbaps, in this connection for our N. R. A, 

committes to go over the record of the English rife ranges on 

this question. There are plenty of amateur shooters there, and 

surely if there was a real difficulty in the way it had been dis- 

tovertd tre this, yet we hear of gun shop keepers, of rifle manu 

facturers and all {he grades of those who would come under the 

proposed American rule, 
Tt isa matter of grave doubt whether the bringing up of the 

subject of professionalism is going to help rifle shooting at all 

Nor s0 many years the ranges hayes been occupied, and under the 

rule which would define un amateur ib other sports, there is not 

a2 single amateur shooter of the target rifle in America. Each of 

these growlers are ready enough to take the X or XX which may 

come to their hands as a place winner in an afternoon’sshont. A 

man would need to fly about at x very rapid rate, and have the 

bestof skilland luck, ta seuure enough of these pittances eyen 

for the most scanty livelihood. Thera may be a time when, with 
liberal prize lists, such » professional rifleman may arise; but it 

is legislating for the dim futurity to pass any rules on that sub- 

jectnow. Bui the principle is the same, and if the rigorous rule 

thatto touch money as a reward for rifle shooting is to be régard- 

ed asa crime, then the list of criminals is a yery large one, and 

thearmy of offenders, by willif not. by deed, as wide as the ranks 

of rilemen. Itis evident that rifle shooting is to be sui generis in 

the list of sports. Ttisnotaeport in the ordinary application of 

that word, and must be studied and legislated for without a fixod 

notion to bind it tosuch codes as apply to other field sports. One 

thing ia certain, that no committee of the N. R. A. can frame a 

rule out of which there will nof be many loopholes, and which 

will not be found to operate harshly in some instances. It is a 
clumsy practice to reach particulur cases by general rules, and 
this will form no exception. A carping, fault-finding spirit on 

the part of some may force what should be the highest rifle au- 
thority in the country into a very ridiculous position, Rulesand 
regulations may vary, and there ean be little dispute ander them 
if drawn with auy sort of regard to rules of grammar and expres- 

sion ; buta rule to define a professional will be from the first sub- 

jected to interpretation and application in hundredsof ways, and 

disputes innumerable will arise. We will weaken ourselves as 
apainstToreign leams,and make our position fn unpleassnt one 

when foreign visitors come to our ranges, 
Ite the decision what il may, I cnre not; Lheriile companies are 

asable 88 ever to take care of themselyes. Butit would be morti- 

fying for the N. R. A, to once more Wrilaitgelf down an ass. 
Nick. 

/next,Monday 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Tne TEAM IN TrEnAND.—The following cablegrams have been 

reetiyed — 
“Queenstown, June 13tl—TPhe arriyul of the City of Brussels, 

with the American Team on board, was reported early this morn- 

ing. At4 o'clovk a tender went off to her. A deputation from 

Dublin, consisting of Major Leech and Aldermen Harris, McDer- 
moth and Cochrane, arrived at Queenstown on Saturday, but only 

Major Leech went off in the tender. The erecting between the 

Major and the ‘Old Reliable’ was most cordial. ‘The team reports 

having hud a yery fuyorable passage, with fine weather through- 

out, tholigh some of the members sifl'ered fromsea-sickness— 

Messrs. Fisher, Clark and Farrow rather seyerely. Messrs. Brown 

nud Rockwell esceuped altogether. All sre now well. The pas- 

sengers were transferred to the tender about 5.30, nnd as the yes- 

sels parted comipany good wishes and a hearty cheer from the 

steamer followed the team. To-day Sir John Arnott entertained 

the American Team on bonrd lis yacht. According fo present 
arrangements the team, on reaching Dublin, will practice at least 

three days in the week.” 

*“ Oonk, June 18th-—The American Team to-day visited the difféer- 

ent points of interest in the harbor in Sir John Arnott's yacht, 

The bracing air of Queenstown has entirely dispelled jall traces 

of illness” 
Boston, Mass., June 12th.—The regular meetat Walnut Hill to 

participate in Eyerybody’s Match, took place to-day. The at- 
tendance was not aslargeas usual. E. F. Richardson took first 
position with u good 47, followed by J.8. Bennett and KR. Davis 

with 46 respectively. My. Gould, who was holding yell, secured 

45, The wind came from the northwest strong, shifting often 

find accompanied by rain, The following summary shows the re- 

sult of the work :— 

E.F, Richardson ,.,. -.,.---.5-;-:-- 5 5 45 5 5 4 4 5 5-47 
Joe BENE... cc. ee csce ee ctepeneeens 456565 45 5 5 4 4-46 
Te Dsiyig, :aiafit yi ist .ca S eRe ea ceHeed 5445 5 5 4 6 4 5-46 
A, GC. Gould,....... -. Syyeh teas: v2 vat 4445 44 5 5 & 5-45 
John Botden............0-..0--. 4 55 44 45 4 4 443 
PMS AG yard eee Bere as 444544 4 4 4 5-2 
WP HACHAIIES Ee. sere ste pevrs ome cee e™ 44445 44 5 4 5-43 

Mr. Salem Wilder and Mr. J, 8. Sumner, in practice at long 

range, did some remarkable work, cach contestant making 73 at 

800 yards, 71. at 00 yards, and 69 at 1,000 yards, tieing at the con- 

clusion with a total of 213 each, 

June Lith will be celebrated by the Massachusetts Rifle Associa- 

tion by a meet at Walnut Hill range, at which competition will 

be had in *Hyerybody’s” match, and also in the *'500-yard” 

match, The meeting will open at 11 o'clock a.m.’ 

Boston, Mass., June 1lth.—Mammoth Rifle Gallery,—The Excel- 

sior mfle match, which commenced on the Ist, is fast becoming 

popular with all who practice in this gallery. Mr, I. F. Richard- 

som heads the list with 189 out of a possible 200, He was alsonearly 

suecesstul in getting a clean score of eight consecutive bullseyes, 

and receiving the extra prize cf five dollars for thesame. He 

missed his’ seyenth shot, which was a 4 o’clock nipper, ending 

the score with a good 39, For the summer season the shooting has 

been liyely, and as the gallery isa cool place this match has he- 

come popular. The subjoined summary will show the standing of 

the several Competitors for the ten cash prizesin this match. 650 

yards; rounds, 8; possible, 40; fivescores to,win, or possible 200 :— 

Hi Richardson... 5.2.1. cecsss+ee+--54 =pe- Jot) OT 
&. Canterbury, .. 1 a 
Frauk Hollis... 
E. W: Law-..-.: 35 35 «36 
Gordon MeKenzie. - 3h 35 35 
Tsace P,Gragp:... - B4 B85 3b 
FP. Pwids, 5.2.1: 
N. 58. James fA eae 
A.D. Eliot. .., ::. pve Ber Si 
BE. Shumway.....--.-- aaa . dt Bt 34 
G. H. Hastings............-. _ 33 Bt 34 
Charles B. Otis....-.... ... 33 33 Bt 
A. QO) Staples! -...--16.2...2.4- 33 33 33. 
OWOUSELANE Ta eee eteese reste 33° 83. 33 
Tee GY Foi eosin avieee ae tid 83 33 «383 
A. ©; Goodspeed. ii. ci. cia eeeae eee. Honb¥bee 33 33 85 

MEDFORD, Mass., June 12th.—The Raymond Sportsman's Club is 

about to ocelipy a new range, and held its last shoot at Belleyue 

to-day. A small number of spectators were in attendance, ‘he 

members of this popular club who were present did fine work 

from the rotary trap, Mr. W. B. Wetherell breaking 71 out of a 

possible 75 balls, Mr. Dearborn finding 42 out of 45, P. Wf, Ray- 

mond 50 out of 55, J. ©. Smith 68 out of 65, Mr. Kirkwood 43 out of 

40, 8. H. Johnson 42 out of 60, G. H. Fox 65 out of 90. The above 
showing is first Glass, and indicates the standing of the elub, who 

will send two teams to the Lyon tournament, June 17th, who will 

prove formidable antagonists to all comers, 
—The Medford Amateur Rifle Association will open a new 

match wt their range June 17th. The conditions are: 200 yards; 

rounds, 10; open to all comers; the aggregate of five scores to 

count £8 one continuous score, Medford target count. Hntry fee 

for members, 25 cents; for non~mombers, 50 cents for the first 
score Gach day; re-entries, 25 cents each. 

The Association will be divided into two classses and handi- 
capped. Atthe end of the match the persons in each class, who 

have won the general prizes the greatest number of times, shall 

shoot off a score of ten shots, and those making the best ayerage 

over their winning scores will become the owners. 

The Association held the final competition in the ' classified 
series’ at Bellevue Range this afternoon, Mr. W. Charles won 

the general prize in the first class, R. Sawyer in the second class, 

and N. P? Ames in the third class. The following are the prize 

wirners, together with their threé best scores :— 

First Class.—Wirst Prize—F, Hollis, 48, 48, 48, *8—147. Second 
Prize—E. B. Richardson, 47, 48, 48-143. Third Prize—H. Kimball, 
47, 47, 47, *2—143. Fourth Prize—W. Charles, 46, 48, 48-142, Wifth 
Prize—J. B. Osborn, 47, 47, 47, #1142. 

Secovid Glass.—First Prize—Q. OW. Russell, 47, 46, 46—139. Second 
Prize—W. Jacobs, 45, 45, 46, 43-189. Third Prize, J. Hastman, 45, 

45, 46, *2—188. Wourth Prive—H, Whittier, 44, 47, 45-136, Witth 
Prize—D. Abbott, 45, 45, 45—155. 

Third Class.—First Prize—A. J. Greene, 45, 45, 44134, Second 

Prize—A. W- Webb, 44, 43, 43, 43133. Third Prize, N. P, Ames, 45, 

42, 42-129. Fourth Prize—G. C, Arthur, 43) 42, 48-127. Filth 
Prize—W. Lewis, 43, 41, 41—125. 

* Number of points handicap. 

During the last competition I’. Hollis has won the general prize 
in the first class the greatest number of times; C. HW. Russell in 
the second class, sud A. W, Webb in the third class. A score of 

ten shots was shot by each of the above-named gentlemen, tha 
one making the best average over bis winning scores to be the 

winner, Thescores of the three were as follows; HF. Hollis, 48 

0. 1. Russell, 30; A.W. Webh,a5. Mr.Frank Hollis came off vielori- 
ous, and was awarded fhe veneral prize, avevyolver yalued at {12 

—Tho Schuetzenfest is still in progress at Union Hill, N, J, A 

series Ot glass ball matches.under Bogardus rulesare open to all 

amateurs, and these matches will continue to-day and te-niorraw 

Classitied sweepstakes open to all amateurs, Whe festival closes 
We will giyea full (account of it the following 

— ee RS i a) Thursday . 
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SPRINGFIELD, Mass., June 8th.—Scores of the Rod and Guo Rifle 

Club made at their weekly meeting. Weather cloudy, with fre- 

quent rain and mist. Wind moderate from enst-northeast;— 

4645 55 5 § 4 448 
Raspatene vey ‘4445445 5 6 5-45 
Eniel.....------ 4h 46 5 4 4 4 5-44 
Gibson... 44455 FOS 44 

TULLE ice 4454445 § 448 
Chapin : 455444 4 5 44 
SW TROt iss eckccer cee 4455 44 4 5 3-43 
Nutivier...:. 4 #4 5. aod 3 E 

Van Visuk-... ‘ 4435 4 4 5 

Manard.... -. .2..6+------ 445445 4 

Military rifies two points allowance. 

Cruspmoor JuNrIoR.—Mr. C. Godfrey Gunther, President of the 

Brooklyn, Bath and Coney Island Railroad, proprietor of the 

grounds located in the Lower Bay and known 2s Locust Groye, 

conscious of the wants of the neighboring military, the time Lost 

and expense incurred by them in their annual target practi ce, has 

established, on the northerly line of his ground, a 200 yard rifle pit 

range, with four targets, to be known as Creedmoor J u nior. 

This range’can be reached by any of the cars of Hamilton, 

South, Wall or Fulton ferries going to Greenwood—the terminus 

of the Courtstreet, Third and Hamilton avenue ears—from which 

point the raze can be reached by steam cars in twenty-five min- 

utes. Hxcursion tickets 25 cents. The range has been rented to 

Mr. Hellwig, of 221 Sixth avenue, New York. 

Recarrine SHatrs.—A man of Troy, N. Yy claims to have 

invented and patented a pocket apparatus for the recapping of 

éxploded shells used in rifles and other firearms. Heretofore 

this operation has been done by hand ata slow rute and not al- 

wayssureatthat. The apparatus is of brass and may be carried 

in oue’s pocket. A grooved cylinder, lying horizontally, contains 

380 caps set onedge. At one end of this cylinder is a piece ot 

mechanism somewhat resembling an office hand-stamp, having at 

its base a flange into which the base of the shell fitsin sucha 

manner that the yent is directly undera plunger, A spring in 

the cap cylinder keeps one of the line of caps fed close up to the 

plunger at a time, and when the shell is put in place and the 

handle struck with the ball of the hand, a cap is nicely inserted 

in the buse of the shell at exactly the proper point and a hair 

below the base of the exterior to admit of the rotation of the 

shell in the socket of the gun. The machine is made in the sey— 

eral sizes adapted to the calibers of shells, and will recap at the 
rate of 380 in fifteen minutes, or 10) in less than five minutes, A 
Hartford, Conn., firm has recently got outa handy implement 

for the same purpose. It may be carried by the sportsman in the 

pocket, and operates as rapidly as tbe hand can place the shelis 

and remoye them, 
1 Oe 

THE SIGHTING OF HUNTING RIFLES. 

NUMBGR I. 

T is commonly supposed that bad shooting on game is due 

I either to defective rifles, improper loading or poor aiming, 

But the more I experiment on sights, and try strange rifles, the 

more I become convinced that bad sighting is quite as fruitful a 

parent of misses as any two of the others put together. Ttisnow 
almost impossible to get a rifle that does not shoot well enough, al 

least at hunting ranges. The fixed ammunition now furnished is 
almost as accurate as one could desire; yet many a miss is scored 

by the beginner, and even by the experienced hunter, which is 
due solely to the sights. 

If the ingenuity of man is sublime, so also is his stupidity. How 

many thousands of dishes have been spoiled by the loose tap of 

fhe old pepper castor; and what mighty intellectual throes it 
must huye taken through long lanquishing ages of time to giye 
pirth to a serew-topped one. 

Yet I think that even the old pepper castor is eclipsed by the 

monumental stupidity of some rifle-makers in the sights they put 
upon their sporting—rifies. 

Let us look first at. the front sight—a huge chunk of bastard 
qmetal, shaped like a slice of watermelon, and mounted on a block 

nearly half an inch high; so dullin color that you can hardly see 

it, unless the sun strikes it just right; hlgh enough to raise the 

trajectory several feet, if you happen to catch too much of it; 

having a beautiful slope at the back, so that the brightest spot 

will vary all the way from the tip to the base, according to the 
position of the sun, and so artistically sloped off on either side 
that cither side will be brighter than the center when the sun is 
on that side. When the sun is just above the horizen, and again 
when it is overhead, walk outin the light with a rifle haying one 

of these marvels of ingenuity on the end, Then, keeping your 
eye fixed upon it, turn entirely around, so that the sight passes 

all around the cirele of the horizon. Do you see how the center 
of brightness shifts all over from side to center and from base to 

tip? Do you see how difficult itis to findthe true center (even 
when you-have plenty of time to look for it); when the center ot’ 

briglitness is aboye, below or on one side ofit? And can younot 
see how easy it is to mistake itwhen you do not have time enough, 

which is often the case on game, especially when it is running? 
I not satistied with this experiment, place eight targets at the 

eight principal points of the compass, and, standing in the sun. 

shoot ut them in succession, If not extremely careful to find the 
true center, and often if you are never so careful, you will shoot 
over, under and to the sides, 

Now, in target shooting there is comparatively little danger, 
of being misled by this, though eyen there itis a nuisance. Tor 

the shooter always shoots in the same direction, with panes in 
same position; has plenty of \ime 1o find the center, and can to 

fome extent correct any error caused by the ight, But i ig 
scarcely. necessary to say that.in the field, especially, when eens 
is effecting its disappearance, this is almost impossible, 

Suppose now, you knock off this fashionable fraud, bore a hole 
with a screw thread through the sliding block, and screw annieds 

of ivory throurh it and file itdown toasmallridge, perpendicular 

behind, leaving the top as Autas the average joke, Let the top 

be wide enough to suit your eye, but have no slope on either side 
or behind. ‘Take this outin the sun and turn round with if, and 
you will find itas hard to miss the center as it as to hit a barn 

with theayerage American pocket pistol, without standing inside 

of the barn. A metal sight made in the same way, but sloped p. 
little on the top of the back, will have somewhat the same advan- 
tage, though nothing can equalivory or white agate fur certainty 

in this respect. Agate is, however, quite brittle, aud ivory takes 
#vease too easilyand becomes dull. But agate may be set in 

clamps or through a larze wedge-shaped hole from the under side 
of the block; and ivory may be freed from grease in a few mo- 

ments by boiling thesight insomealkaliorinaicohol. The white 
Sightis not equal to gold or brass for running shooting on snow, 
ov for shooting against the sky, if cloudy. But there is no metal 

thal shows the center with equal certainty in all lights and posi- 
Hons, and can be so clearly seen at dawn or dusk, in the dark 

woods or the open plain. The liability to break is the only objec- 
tion, and this is easily obviated by haying an extra one. 

FOREST AND STREAM. Con eon 
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Of course these nay be cut as fine upon top as the shooter may 

desire; but I recommend fiatness of top for the following 
reasons: there is no unction that the rifleman so quickly lays to 

his soul which is 80 flattering and so delusive as the idea thata 

shota few inches over or under the mark is a good shot because 

itisa “line shot.” Tn duelling where there isa mark nearly six 

feet high within ten paces,a “line shot’' means something. In 

shooting on game where the mark is seldom over ¢izbteen inches 

wide, (the vital parts'much tfess,) and distant from seventy-five to 

two or three hundred paces, andrunning, perhapsat that, a‘ line 

shot” also means something; ib means a miss three times out of 

four—perhaps five outof six. [tis justexactly here that bad shots, 

bad rifles, and bad loading show the very least. The“ line shot,” 
as itis generally called, means on the vertical line above, or below, 

and this is just the easiest and most worthless of all shots. The 

yeriest tyro, unless in a cross wind, can hit above or below the 

mark with greatease. The poorest rifle, especially atlony ranges, 

will strike the vertical line far oftener than the horizontal; and 

bad loading sends the ball too hich or too low thrice as often as it. 

sendsit to either side. He who fancies that a variation of a few 

inches from the horizontal line of the mark jis a good shot, will 

find himself elegantly sold when he tries any game less than an 

elk ora buffalo. Learn to hit the horizontal line of the mark, and 

then-you may talk about‘' line shots,”’ Of course the vertical 

range is Important enough, tnd by no means to be neglected. T 

only mean that of the two the horizontal range is far the more 
important, and far the harder to attain. 

Such being the ease, the front sight should be shaped to insure 

good horizontal work without sacriflee of good vertical work, 

and for this purpose a sight fiat on top is the best, provided the 
flat part be not tuo wide. 

Now the yery best of shooting can be done ata target, and often 

atgame when standing, with a front sight almost as sharp asa 

knife-blade. But ina bad light, when the game is dim and indis- 

tinct, or when running, it is as easy lo catch with the eye too 

much of the sight or mistake the point altogether, as it is fora 

humorist to ood the world with twaddle after he onee gets an 

established reputation. The flat top obviates this difficulty to 

almost the same extent that the thread and pall or globe sight 

does. The only objection to it is that it involyes some sacrifice of 

vertical accuracy. This objection is truer in theory than in fact. 

Wonderfuliy accurate shooting can be done with a very broad 

front sight if it be of such uniform color and brightness that you 

do not mistake a corner or the base for the center or top, and ba 

clear and easy tosee. Buteven if such a sight caused a variation 

to the side equal to the yariation up and down caused by a sharp 

sight, one would not lose one-third as much game by it as by the 

sharp one, for nearly three shots out of four at big game are side 

or quartering shots, It will not hurt such a sight to have the 

back top edge slightly sloped off; and with a metal sibt this 

should be always doue, and all below it_dulled and rusted with 

acid or iodine. The slipe will then shine like a little star, and oot 

be easily confounded with any part below- 

The principle of Beach's combination sight is first-rate, but the 

color of the Open sight is too dull and the light. strikes too much 

on the base. Razee it one-half and solder a bit of gold on the top. 

Then brighten the back end of the gold and make it square and 

rust ull below it with acid; or, what is better yet, cut off the open 

sight entirely and puta small ivory sight as aboye described, ci- 

ther behind or in front of the rest. This will leaye room to see 
the globe and vart of the bal! above the ivory. 

There are bub two objections to low sights : First, they are easily 

hidden by snow falling on the barrels while hunting in a snow 

storm. Second, you cannot raise the trajectory much by taking 

what is called 4" course bead.’ The first of these is easily obyi- 

ated by carrying rifle npside down and occasionally wiping tt. 

And the second I do not hesitate to pronounce the greatest bless— 

ing in the long run that a hunter could have conferred upon him 

be he tyro or Leatherstocking, whether he shoots in the moun- 
tain or on the plain, in the woods, or the open hills. 

T,5. Van Dyk. 

atchery. 
+ 

—Address all communications to * Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

New YorRK ARCHERY Chus—One of the largest catherings of 
atchers in the United States, with perhaps the exception of the 

tournaments held Jast year, was witnessed Saturday afternoon, 
June 2th, on the Archery Lawn, Central Park. The occasion 
was the first spring field day of the New York Archery Club, 
which had been postponed from Decoration Day last. At one 

time we counted some sixty ladies and gentlemen, all shooting 

at once, and the scone was one of animation and gayety. The 

club had agreat niimber of flares over the lawn, together with 

signals marking the several distances of the American and Co- 
lumbia Rounds, which were shot over during the afternoon. All 

the neighboring clubs were invited, and members were present 
from the Cedarwood Archers, Poughkeepsie, Nottingham Arech- 

ers, Sherwood Archers and Lawn Club, all of Elizabeth, N.J-; 
Spuyten Duyvil Archers, Brooklyn Archers, Manhattan Archers 
and Ascham Archers, Williamsburg. Although the club has its 

annual prize meeting in the fall, Messrs, Sutton & Pond put up 
three of their double rawhide backed bows, two for the ladies 

and one for the gentlemen, together with a belt, quiver and case 

for score book, all ofsyhich were opén to all. 

Miss Brandagee, of the Nottingham Archers, of Elizabeth, won 
the first ladies’ bow with a score of 230 at the Columbia Round 
Miss Merton, of the New York club, won the second bow with a 

score of 20%. Mrs. De Luna won the belt and quiyer with a score 
of 147. 

Mr. 8, 8. Roper won the gentlemen's bow with a score of 204 at 
the American Round, 

Mr. A. B. Breeze, of the New York Club, presented at the last 
meeting a magnificent badge, to be known as the Columbia 
badge, for competition among the ludies of the club every six 

weeks; but a score of 259 or over being necessary to win it. This 

badge was shot for Saturday for the first time, but 240 not be- 
ing mide, it will remain without an owner until the next contest 

takes place, when some lady may be more fortunate and be 
able to wear it until again lost. 

The guests and members all yoted the first meeting of the New 
Yorr Club & success, and with hearty congratulations and ex- 
pressions of mutual good will toward each other, separated to 
spread the growth of good fellowship throughout the archery 
world around and in New York. The following are some of the 
best scores :— 

Columbia Round—Miss Morton, New York Club, 209 ; Miss Bran- 
dagee, Nottingham, 230; Mes, De Luna, New York Club, 147. 
American Round—Mr. Roper, New York Club, 294; Mr. MeLean, 

Manhattan, 274; Mr. Auten, New York Club, 208; Mr. Pearsall, 

Brooklyn, 183; Mr, Sergent, Spuyten Duyyil, 183; Mr, Stonten- 
borough, Brooklyn, 146; Mr. Young, Cedarwood, 1238. 

A CHALLENGE TO Tae New YORES AND ORITANTS.— Chicago 
June 12th.—Edilor Forest and Stream :—From present appearances 

“pen contests’ are ubout the only ones that are liable to take 

place between the New York Archery Club and the Oritani 
Archers. We, therefore, hereby challenge both of the above 

named clubs toa match at the Single York Round, to take place 

Saturday, June 19th, at 3 P.m.; we to shoot a team of four men 

against a team Of five from each of the aboye-namad clubs. 

Knowing how anxiouszboth of the abo ve clubs are to shoot, we 

shall consider the challenge as accepted, and proceed to shoot on 
our new grounds at Lincoln Parkat the aboys specified time, 

HH. B, WruRrson,' 

Secretary North Side A. ©. 

Nurw Yore Ann Boston.—Wew Fork, June 1th,—The Oritani 
archers hereby challenge the Pequossett archers, of Boston,Mass., 

to shoot a friendly match, each elub to shoot on ther own 

grounds and send scores tothe FOREST anp STREAM. Match to 
be at either the Double American or York Rounds. Teams of 
six. W. HOLsertonN, 

President Oritani Archers. 
Rorry Hoop Arncugrs.—The Robin Hood archers of Nyack 

held their annual meeting Saturday, June 5th. Reports showed 

the club free from debt and with seyenty members on the roll- 

The first field day will be held Saturday, July 8d. <A challenge 

from the Oritani archers, of Hackensack, N..f., was accepted, 

the match to come off about the middle of July. The oificers are 

as follows: President, 8. R. Bradley; Vice-President, E. Merritt; 

Secretary, A. Merritt; Treasurer, Mr. J. M. Arnold; Lady Para- 

mount, Mrs. J. Griswold; Robin Hood, J. O, Duyidson; Maid 
Marion, Miss §. Crumbie; Executive, C. C. Griswold, J. Hart, 'T. 
De Witt, J. Cleveland, A. Merritt and G. Crumbie. 

Norte 8mpk Ancuary Cims.—On the 4th of June the members 

of the North Side Archery lub, of Chicago, together with sev- 
eral visitors from other societies, shot the York Round upon the 

beautiful south lawn in Lincoln Park, in North Chicago. The 

grounds chosen are the most perfect for the purpose conceivable, 

being perfectly level and covered with asward of thickand closely 

mown grass, All the surroundings of green trees, owers and 

sunshine, enough in themselves, were enhanced in loveliness by 
the blue and wrinkled background of Lake Michigan, flecked 

with its froth-crowned waves, <A larze company of ladies and 

gentlemen witnessed the shooting. and but for the tempest of 
wind which swept down the range the day would have been all 

that could hayé been desired. On account of the fierce gale it 

was not possible to shoot double ends, as no target could have 

stood fora moment with such a wind at its back. The shooting 
was done at six targets, three gentlemen at each target, and 

though no high score was nade the shooting was very food, con- 

sidering the trying wind. A few of the scores were misplaced, 30 
that only the following can be given :— 

Names. 100 Fris|80 ¥ids.|60 ¥iis-| Totals. 

Will Thompson, Crawfords- 
ville, Ind@.,...----24.,...-.--.......] BE-12H) 82181) 22—184) ag—agz 

Walter Burnham, Chicago, D1 32—180] 23—L15) 22— $b) 77-34) 
Ford P. Hall, Highland Park. IL 21— 75] 20-131) 18— 74] &8—280 
0. W. Kyle, Highland Park, Til. 24— 84) 82—124) 1h— 67) 71-275 
J. Adams,© hicnro, Tll.....-. +. .-| 16— 64) 30—I20) 18— 80) 64-264 
B. B. Weston, Highland Park, Itf..| 18— 86| 18— 73| 19— 8a] 53—253 
CG. G. Hmmond, Highland Park, 
Eas ey Oooh eae eee ae 15— 53) 16— 56) 17— 75) 48—18¢ 

W. L. Shepard, Chicago, Ill... ....] 18— 71| 14— 44] 1a— 64) 48-179 
N. B. Swartwou, Highland Park, 
Tae es ep We Ra ee 14— 50) 18— 76) 9— 34) 41—159 

W. B. Shufeldt, Chicago, Ml... - J5— 69) 15— 65) 9— 81) d8—155 
*Granger Smith, Toledo Ohio...... —— | 26—106] 12— 38) 38—144 

* Score at 100 yards erased. 

Several other gentlemen made good scores, notably Mr. J. 0 

Blake and Mr. John Wilkinson, but the records were misplaced 
and their scores were necessarily omitted. 

The occasion wus 4 very enjoyable one, and but for a shower of 

rain beginning during the last halt of the sixty yards range would 

haye passed without an unnvleasant incident. The shower pre- 
veoted two or tliree of the gentlemen from concluding the shoot- 

ing at the sixty yardsrange. Such meetings, composed of repre- 
sentatives of different societies, should occur more frequently, 
as they greatly adyanve the pastime and are the means of the 

formation of true and lasting friendships. The North Side Club 

is vrowing in nuit bers and skill, and some of its members will be 

found in the highest rank among the prize winners atthe erand 

national meeting at Buitalo. A team composed of Messrs. Burn- 

ham, Adams, Wilkinson and Blake would be among the most 
formidable in this country. VISITOR, 
mg 

NorvTH Srpg ARcHuRY CLUB.—Chicago, June 12th.—Through the 
courtesy of the Park Commissioners, the North Side Archery Club, 
of this city, have been granted permission to use the beautiful 

south Jawn of Lincoln Park for archery practice. This males the 

finest ground for this purpose I have ever seen, being perfectly 

leyel, with the lake fora background, andskirted on three sides 

by beautiful shadetrees. The club meet for practice every plea- 

Bunteyening, and hold a field target meeting monthly. The club 

is now ready for challenges fromall, and for all Rounds. 
As De 

Hachting and Canoeing. 

—Address all communications to ‘* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Compuny, New York.” 

ATLANTIC YACHT CLUB. 

T was natural that the annual regatta of the Atlantic Yacht 
Club, sailed Wednesday, June 9th, should have been looked 

forward to with more Interest than common, us it was the first 
racing of the year amoug the larger classes, and so many new 
ships had been launched this spring that owners and the public 
were anxious tu learn how much we had improved nie the 
standard of last yenr, both in point of speed and general quali- 
ties. Unfortunately the racing received a damper in the way of 
& want of wind, and what promised to be oneof the finest matches 
ever sailed in our waters dezenerated into a drift. The results of 
the day can hardly be taken as a decisive test, though aceasion- 
ally there was a chance to Bee what some pair could do all to 
themselyes as they happened to strike aslant bere or there. The 
fact that many yachts could not finish at all, and for hours nad 
barely stéerage way, while those fortunate enough to clear Buoy 
No. dt before being nipped by the flood, found a moderate breeze 
from the southward outside and managed to make the race 
within the limit of ten hours, is evidence enough oft the character 
of the day’s sailing. It reminds one of many anotifer sailed under 
very similar circumstances of wind and weather. The list of en- 
tries was poe culadly good, and it was certainly a pity that a 
club which can and did turn out the finest feet of sloops in 
America should just happen to haye struck for its freenth 
So aes one of the lightest weather days wa have bad fora 
long . 
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Among the big falloya » fine match between Crusader and 

Clylle had kept everyone on the tiptoe of expectation, opular 
Opinion inglining toward Mr. Maxwell's wholesome schooner, 
While the * boat sharps" and the ‘standing committee" went a 
hittle lighter on the sume raft knowing well that Clyjtie is no mh, 
but has given evidence time and azsin of being fast on @ bow- 
line, as well as with a free sheet, Amonyst the smaller schooners 
Triton and Agnes hoisted fighting flags again, as they have so 
often done before, and a well sailed race they made. Agnes 
always sailed for iyhat she is worth, and a little more, too, made 
the course within 8m. of the Herreshott built vessel, and the Com- 
modore lost the rage to Mr. Thayer by only Im. 12s. The Sun- 
shine, ex-Coni, Peet, was unfortunately opt of the hunt from the 
very starb, having sot under the les of the Long Tsland bluffs, and 
unable to work up to the line against the ebb. 
The sloops whigh came to the line nmiuisteved a fine lot of smart 

ones, and but for the want. of wind we would have to record the 
best match among the tlyers of their lonnage witnessed In our 
waters, There was the dark horse’ Fanny, Gift. water line, re— 
cently purchased by Mr. H. Bryant; the old time Coming “raised 
Upon” some six or eight inches, but still too low in the waist to 
make an able boat; and then another‘ dark horse,” in tbe shapo 
of the beautiful iron Mischief, besides the famous “mur scooper’’ 
Vision, Salie, Regina and still another dusky steed, the new 
Fanita, promised to keep things warn in their class. while Stella, 
Pirate and Lizzie L., the firstof the Gedney Channel Jot, are old 
frlénds in amatch. Tt is seldom thu such o fine fleet gathers: 
every class, from largest to smallest, turned out the very pick of 
New York's racing boats. Sclienier, Hlephant ond Genii promised 
Sport enough, and Caprice and the Wyiny Cloud were Just enough 
amaller to make fizuring on time interesting, and stand a fair 
chance in moderate weather. ‘lhe * traiding school” was repre- 
sented by the open boats Pilot and Corinne. . 
| The entries were :— 

OLASS A. 
Mean Length. Owner wud rig. 

Orusader ..... peetinse 80.6 J. Rogers Maxwell, schooner, 
Olytie.i4t tsi’ (8h Alison P. Stokes, schooner. 

CLASS B. 
Com, L, A, Fish, schooner. 
Aug, Nurton, schooner. 
Geo. A. Thayer, schooner, 

i - 5) Wim, Paet, sehooner, 
Wision..::. ......... 8:8 Ged. H. Seeley, schooner. 

CLASS CG. 
Fanny......-. eee 69 FH. Dryant, sloop. 
Ouward- ‘ W. Shipman, sloop. 
Coming 8. Peabody, sloap. 
Vision. J.J. Alexander, sloop. 
Gracies .. QO, R. Flint, Sloop. 
Mischist J. R. Busk, sloop. 

P CLASS D. 
1) bE a W. A. W. Stewart, sloop. 
Dolphin..., J. W. Cooper, sloop, 
Fanitia. J. G. Prague, sloop. 

W. A. Cole, siaop. 

GUASS B. 
H, Hi. Hogins, sloop. 

. A, Howell, sloop, 
W. Lummis, sloop, 
J.G. Johnson, M. D., sloop. 

CHASS F. 
LETS 191 Whe § RobtaS Manor T. P, Fiske, sloop, 
Schemer__,,-.-..-,-45 8. Lee, sloop. 
Caprice ...,. <p. David Williams, sloop. 
Wiying Cloud, -- J.G. Suydam, sloop. 
Hlaphant.... F. M, Johnson, sloop. 

s3.a. 
Qorinne ..... weseseey, BODE W. W. Beebe, open boat. 
Pil Oia e, Sane! eee BEBE R. 3. Chureh, open boat. 

Of these, the Mystic, Vision (schooner), Gracie, Onward and 
Listiess did not start. Course for classes A, B, OC, D, from Hay 
Ridye, to and around stake boat off buoy $ on Southivest Spi, 
thence around lightship and home direct, keeping: to southyard 
and westward of the Romer. For classes E aud F same, but 
round stakehoat in Gedney Channei instead of the Lightship. 
For Glass (+, around stakeboat at the Spit and home, Start flying, 
with 10m. grace. Time of race limited to ten hours. One yacht 
finishing in that period makes if a race for all entries. Prizes, 
first and second in each class on time allowance, and the “ Liy— 
ingston Memorial” to the irstsloop in of class D, without time. 
Regatta Committee—J. L., Marcellus, Geo. A. Weber, J. T. Van 
Wyck} aod Judges—Geo, B. MoiYat, Thos. J. Northall, Geo. W- 

eNulty. 
Barring 8 late start, the regatta was very well manared, and 

the failing wind accounts for the delny in wetting the yachts near 
the line. hile the starters were standiny ot! and on, awaiting 
the gun, there was an opportunity to scan them fore and att. 
Mischief was pot leaded to her vail, and looked, a handsome craft 
all over. in which the skill ol au artist could bédetecied. She was 
evidently nota rule of thumb affair, and there wis nothing to 
rudely shock the eye wbout hull or sails, This is more than can 
be said of Fanny, tor the latter sports abmit as homely cut sails 
as can be foundin the harbor. They look as sous they had 
been guessed af, ind nv sail plan made, However, they sit well, 
and possibly * handsumeis as handsome does’ is all the owner 
asks. Crusader and Oljjtie had not been chary of pot lead either; 
the high and flatter sides of the former, aud the rounder body of 
the latter gleaming in the sun, The cutter Vindex, just in com- 
Thission, was Iving off Bay Ridge pier, and a good, wholesome 
ship sheis. Her new owner keeps her in fine trim, and we hope 
She will putin a0 appearance at some of the matches. She can 
do more than most are willing to coneede. Aeyina was ont with 
her stayssil, and so was Mannie. Neither of tham had cause that 
day to regret taking kindly to the double head rig. Crusader has 
wisely set up a permanent forestay, something which Olyjtiemieht 
follow to udvantave. Conmuaing is an odd loukine craft,and thourh 
smart in hur day. lacks the freeboard, aceconuimodution and ability 
of the more modern designs. Hlephant, already well known as 
probably the best little ship“ Phil." Bisworth ever shaped, hag 
chanyed hauds since last year, Mr. Johnson, her present. owner, 
Winning bis maiden prize in her flrst rade this eeason, with a fair 
prospect of talking in all there is offering In the way of cups and 
purses, for Hlephant can hardly be said fo huye ber equal in speed 
and weatherly qualities. Handsome, stiff, roomy, fast and handy, 
she may well be accepted as the best of her kind. Mr. Praghe's 
new sloop, Fanitd, is somewhal after the same type, though 
larger, aud if was expected that she would give a good account 
of herself. Asthe day was unpropitious, nothing came of ber 
brush with Regina, the latter working into 4 slant and obtaining 
jead enough to clear the Hook, while Mrinita lay in the doldrums 
inside wntil skipper Elsworth got disgusted, und put his wheel up 
for home, the best that could be done under the circumstances. 
While alongside of Reyina, howeyer, she gave enourh evidence 
to warrant us in concluding that she will point as high and hold 
as fooda wind as the Keyport, crack, and that she will be & 
troublesome customer in ordinary weather, though welearn that 
in a stiffish blow her taunt sparstirve & triflé too much for her food. 
The Gaprice was out fresh from the yard, and seemed much im- 
Proved in appearances, being hardly recognized by her old 
friends. 
Of the race little really need he said. After Vision had finally 

worked up to windward of the line the gun was given, and slowly 
the fleet gave sheet and bute away, many being so far to the 
northward that it seemed doubtful if they cou,d fetch down in 
fime to escape handicapmig. We believe we have more to learn 
in America about startiiy than about auy other portion of a 
race. Itis very seldom we baye to revord any display of seaman- 
ship or smartness when getting away. ‘The custom seems to be 
to fet across somehow or anyhow, pretty much as it happens to 
come. In the first placa, the custom of allowing 10m, grace 
ought to be done away with, if starting is ever to be anything 
more than a teatureless taking of time. Le also offers opportu- 
nities for undeserved slants, and is by no meéuns either as fair, 
picturesque oY conducive to emulation and competition as a gen—- 
uiine flying start, madé to one gun, Let every one look out to be 
near the line, and when the one signal is givén lel every one vet 
Hoross as fastas be ean and the best wity be knows how, and it 
would sharpen the wits of skippers and limber up all hands, giv- 
dog spice and zest to a start as wells rewar ling the smartest by 
a lead over the dulland sluggish, Jn time iis teuefits would bo 
marked. A“ ten-minutes’interyal" is well eaoveh when gething 
away a crowd of little fellows who may inustey too strong to be 
sent across in 8 body, but among calm yachts such a concession 
to lubberliness ought no longer to be made, 
The wind was fawy from 3. b., with a heavy sky and smooth 

Sea, the tide just turning ebl. Down to the Natrows it was exsy 
work, Inost yachts booming out balloon fileapsails, some to port 
und othars to starboad. Reina, smarily hacdied, was seross first, 
with Fanita following. Vision aod Agnés next, and then in a 
vals all the rest slid oyer at short intervals. The wind fell 
ebt.and Lizzie D..who had been boxing about tar away from 

the judges’ steamer, bad to accept a tow Mom 
Gem to 

the steam yacht 
get up to the line, Off Port Humilton light airs | 

struck In, andthe knowing ones reset jib and trimmed down to 
the incoming southerly breess, Vision had a fresh kink in the 
way of a whole or single jib, stopped up ty astay from the mast- 
head to the bowsprit end, so that she wus prepared for anything 
With 4 double tnd single head-rig- Under the bie jlb she felt the 
lirht wind tu inore eifect,and Yan down alone the Wear Bante. 
Furie lost mueh bya peculiar notion of her skipper, who seemeil 
Ocensioniully to forget that he bad any hendsails. With the wind 
well abeam, she hung 60 to ber Hallooner with jibs in brails, and 
subsequently, while oo the wind, she seemed content with siay- 
sailonly. It was close work between Reyine und Manila, and, had 
there beén some more wind, lots of bldiketing would have been 
in order with a little luffinge business as well. All this was lost, 
however, owing to the tckleness of the wind. Atter a fedidus 
drift Papita stra into a streals, und was off ata wood pace with 
a Tair lead, A shift ty the &. B. again pun Aegina to windward, 
aud she could feteh the Spit with a good tull, while Fania and 
others had to be kept too near for in equal pice. Mineey, in the 
meantime, hud worked the Coney Island beach, and, as soon as the 
wind backed, came about and followed Reyina down. Liszie L. 
must bave heen similarly benefited, for, in spite of her late 
Start, she tuned up at the murk as on6 of the luading craft. The 
buoy #4 was vounded as under :— 

H. M. 8. H. M. 8. 
Reprind, .---- .# 08 40) Blephant. -2 30 00 
Fanny. .2 11 00| Triton.... -2 38 00 
DOME... . 2 Vi 10] Mischief... 2 33 40 
Banitie -.- .2 18 00 | Schemer _2 dt 40 
Lizzie L,... 2 18 20| Stella......... 2 do 20 
Crussder.... .2 21 00| Flying Cloud. 12 3 40 
Dolphin -.- 2 22 (| Sadie..._. +e .2 44 40 
Apnea ... .2 2 O00| Cuprice - Norte ee Fett ets) 
Pirate... oe 28 ralteeoe Chbb a aac boarcmond 2 53 2 
BTA 2.6 wie <a) alk 2 20 40 

Lizzie DL. wes lucky, ond carried a brisk but short-lived breeze 
up to the Gedney Channel mark, which she rounded at 3h, 45m. 
40s,, and was off for home the firstin her class, with baliooners 
againset, The Hlephant followed suitand slowly worked around, 
whilé the rest of the fleet went in all directions in search of slants 
to take them outof the Hook. A few snueeeeded; the others finally 
gaveup, Reyina got out tirst,xod meeliog a moderate breeze 
ind ensy swell laid acourse for the ship,” followed hy Coming 
and Faiunay about 3 mile apart. Mr. Stewart's sloop showed to 
much adyuntagzein the sea. Comme did fairly well, but Foanmy 
pave promise of being aregzular old tiyer, for the way she tossed 
out to the mast and dipped the half-drowned rats sent outon the 
head booms to loosen jib topsail Jonge before it was necessary, 
was proof Gnough that she must be & terribly wet bout in yny- 
thing of Areal sea. She is altovether too Hatand shoal for out- 
side work, but as s smooth-water racer has few equals, Reyina 
hauled around the outer mark at th. 39m. 40s., Coming at 4h. tun, 
30s., and Manmy, utter a short board to wenther, at 5h. jm. Then 
there wis a lot of water before the leuding sohooners fatehad the 
ship. Triton went around at 6b. 6m, 10s., with Agnes 2m. 40s, later, 
ant Orusader at 6h. 26m. 40s. They all set bullooners to the fresh- 
ening wind, the Grusader’s huge maintopmiast staysail sending 
her alony ata great rate. Inside the wind again fell away, und 
it was late when the winners picked up the lizhtson the mark 
boats of Bay Ridge and sung out their names as they drove past 
in the dark. The ollicial times were made as under :— 

CLASS A. 
Blapred Corrected 

; Start. Dime, Time, 
Name. DFE Rey H. M.S. H.M. S. 

Crusader ....----. ++ Pee) 0) i it 20 1 06 10 10 16 10 
(G) bylrit=s Saeko AB a Ser ~ it 14 20 10 29 50 W 29 26 

9 40 10 9 40 10 
9 4h 20 9 41 2 

& 50 42 8 45 02 
8 43 W B YB 19 

Regina —.. -- etd bees i 06 20 8 A 59 § 2 59 
Sadie... .. u.. ili 10 20 
Dolphin —. ~—— 
Panila.- —— 

SUAIHC ee Res cone ates, 7 6b 2 Y 55 25 
Pirate .... v7 1k dh 7 Ws Ba 
Lizzie L ...- 6 45 10 i 41 $0 

Gantgrero un niece eee 1 21 30 7 87 44 q a7 44 
Scehemer, -. dl 20 00 T 20 2h tf 18 oF 
Caprice . - AO er a 1 iW lo 8 02 06 7 a3 I 
Blephant,...-... . a gt ee a) 6 Bb #2 G 4b 16 
Piying (ol to) encod a wedk 19 10 G Au OT T 44 4) 

OLASS Q. 
Bile sleleecs see velsictr se aes 8 oil 1 30 T 2B. 22, Re AR. 22. 
COTEOROS RS oleae eet rr 11 19 30 f 18 2 G 10 02 

Sevan yachts were handicapped at the start by failing to cross 
Within the ten minutes allowed; the Lizzie 4. by five and a half 
minutes. The Livingston Memorial cup was won by the Aegina. 
rr 

NEW YORK YACHT CLUB, 

ANNUAL REGATTA, THURSDAY, JUNE ior, 

ich: Ff} past weels was verily a racing week par excellence. The 
principal clubs of New Yors had by accident so arranged 

their dates as to bring all the annual matches in one and the 
sume Week, and an excellent idea we think it would be to per- 
jatuate some such custom. When yaelts wee unee in racing 
rim, itis saying to take the racing in one bly dose rather than 

fo back to cruising trian for fuw days only to pull things to 
pieces azpin and strip for the suecceding mitch a weelk o1 so 
hence, Time, work and expense is saved by this year’s plain, and 
we think the large list of entries for all the eyents of the past 
week is to be attributed to some extent to the fact that owners 
just having finished one day's racing tound their vessels in fight 
ine condition for the next, and could uotretrain trom taking an- 
other chance along with the rest. Hence, imone the schooners, 
Ollie turned up at the start four days in suocession, and Crusader 
find Bsicllé three times out of four, and amonye the sioyps Retna 
and Miseniof took in all there was going, while Viren, Itever and 
Visiun bad their colors at the peik three races out of tour, and 
many others entered twice, ! 
The annilal regutta of the New York Y. ©, which was sailed 

Thursday, June 1th, was broveht to a tore, conclusive: finish 
than the salling of the day before under the auspicea of the At- 
lantie ¥. 0. At times the wind Jagged, but the afternoon sas if 
strenetben to a good whole sail breeze, with just about enough 
Snap to make the yachts log their best. Although there was 
fine list of entries, laken as a whole it fell short of what had been 
sean the day before, a8 only in the first-class center-bourd sloops 
was there anything like the muster one might haye expected, 
Dewrtless, with no competitor, only Ohytie and Crusailer tw real 
match among the large centér-board schooners, & poorly mated 
couple in the sevond class, a fine lot of large sl ops, a scant list of 
starters in the second class, and a rather mixed lot amone the 
keel sloops and ecuiters—they hardly caine up to the days of yore 
when schooners could be counted by the dozen, and when the rest 
of the fleet turned out solid to witness the sport. Spill there were 
many points of interest to those who love to follow the perform- 
ance of individual yachts, Glyite and Crueider promised a live 
race all to themselves, and there seemed some chance of deciding 
definitely as to their qualities. At the end of the day though, 
it must be confessed that if would haye been herd to pick the 
wiuner between them in any race ober than by the tossof a 
penny, Clytie paid of Crusaders score ayuinst ber, and each stood 
with @ rage to her evedit, but the former won by so scant.a dis- 
fauee that a f#uke or slant would haye been quite envueh to ac 
vount therefor. So far as there has been opportunity to judge, 
we should say that on the wind Grusader has a trille the best of 1k, 
aud when it Gomes to running, Clylie wenarally has piven Mr. Max- 
well the slip: but both are s0 Gloscly matohed tht ft will tale a 
good deal more racing to settle benveen them. The pir may be 
regarded usin every way the best schuoners Of Lheie class in 
Ametica, and were it not for “on deck” measurement, 69 tht 
they could indulge in a fashionable fantuil, both would ba very 
handsome vessels. As ib is, Crusader in particular suffers trom 
her high side and want of overhang, thoueb “whit there is of her 
all counts,” and that was her owner's aun in thoddsign- Amon 
the sebound-dlass schooners HMstelle has fallen away tomankably. 
She was actually beateu “tat? by Clio, thotigh Inver by 40 per 
cent, The alterutions made to her bow oan hardly be deemed suc- 

cessful, for now Weslelle vist be ranked slosy bratt, while at one 
time she toole ber lair share of prizes withoue really ever baying 
possessed auy claims to bigh speed, thutiph desperate ailuris were 
made to “write her bp" in some of the dailies, 

The populur yerdict has been set against iron sailing yachte, ut 
least when speed is Wanted; but those who saw the wonderful 
performance of Mischief last week will not be slow to think that 
in rénéral popular opinion is too loosely formed to be of much 
account. Mischief must be unhesitatingly acknowledged as one 
of the greatest triumphs in yacht design yet produced, the pepu- 
tation she has now acquired as the smartest ind fastest first-class 
sloop in America being founded upon a series of falr and square 
victories following upon each other in such rapid succession as to 
recullthe yery similar doings of Madcap some years ago. A 
sloop which can beat Vision, Gracie and Coming with ease, and 
hold her own to windward or running with such large oraft as 
Crusdder and Clytie, unless overpowered in heayy weather, is in- 
deed little less than a marvel, and reflects thé greatest credit 
upon ber painstaking designer, Mr, A. Carey Smith, while it Justi- 
fies in no Small measure the claims set torth in these columns on 
hehalf of sound, well digested design and oalenlations in prefer- 
ende to haphazard “practical” stumbling upon the right (hing: 
once in a score OF efforts, The Mischief is a perfect “ wave-line" 
design, and the easy manner in which she parts and closes the 
water isa matter of public comment. *‘She seems to fit in ex- 
actly,’ as somebody obseryed while watching her through hla 
glasses. In spite of all dire predictions, this sloop carries her sail 
remarkably well, stands up hetier than Gracie, holds a better 
wind, looks higher and out-toots her with the wind forward of 
the beam, and runs exceedingly well, besides beiny perfectly bal- 
anced, quick working and reliable. staying with rapidity and cer- 
tainty under reefed mainsail and jib in the gaskets as though she 
werea cathboat. Roomy below und on deck, exceedingly hund- 
some and stylish, a thoroughbred in fact in appearance, with the 
pretiiest fantail ever fashioned in New York and a metropolitan 
cut to her sails, what more can we possibly ask from a scientifia 
design ? 
There seems little room for improvement in the future with a 

Mischief before our eyes. She is the wonder of the season, and 
has exceeded our most sanguine expectations, much as we know 
how to appreciate large displacement and waye-line areas, and, 
in comparison with other new yachts, she Js co far aliend in every 
way that we hope to hear less about “talent” in the future and 
a little more liberality extended to those who achieve through 
earnest application what others, with very few exceptions, fail to 
do with the juck-knife and « plentiful supply of egotismin. The 
Wizard, being only halt as large as the rest of her Glass, did not 
have a fair echanee to show what she is capable of doing. As she 
measures Only 22£t. over the limit of the next amaller class 
something might be done to reduce her by that amount, so that 
she mizht enter against Viven, Regine and their like. These latter 
always make rood racing, and in addition to their class would ba 
welcomed as giving more variety and something for the second 
boat in to beat. If Rover has not turned out fast enough to shaw 
the way to her elass, she is at all events of fair speed, and, what is 
far more importantin a cruiser, she is safe, and a very fine, able 
and dry seabboat, as exempiified in the sea last Thursday and Fri- 
day in particulur. So tar as the keels were congerned, the brush 
between Volante and Muriel was |he feature. The latter had been 
sailing wellin ber new Lapthorn suit and English hands. She 
eveo outsniled Volante on Decoration Day, but it was an open 
question whether she was 48 00d in @ nosé-ender as on a reach, 
Mr. Hitcheock’s Vilute is well known, and the ready manner in 
which she fot away with the other keels proves thata reason- 
able smount of depth and moderate beam is not incomputible 
with speed, while adding inuch to safety and comfort. Muriel 
did fairly well with the rest, but going to the southward, outside 
of the Hook,in search of luck, she lost much, butstill managed to 
beat the rest of her class, and lost to Volante by only 12m. 10s., 
after haying carried away her topmast head. As there was A 
pretiy fale kieck-up outside, her performance with other cratt 
from twenty-five to fifty per cent. larger must be reparded as 
satisfactory enough. Weshould much like to see a race in & good 
atit! breeze between hur and some keels of her own size, bull of 
American model, as the result ig a matter still open to doubt, and 
something that ought to besettled. 
The new Republic, with the Commodore’s flag of the Brooklyn 

¥. O. at her mainmast head, worked out with the fleet, but proved 
both slow and lacking in weatherliness. Much should be allowed 
for new sails, stiff gear, ete., still she will not be likely to show any 
admirable quiulities, for she eyidently has not much in her, There 
is 2 country fed look about her sails, and a “down Bast” cast to 
her model, which a lavish display of gilding and brasswork can- 
not hide, She shi.ws the hand of the novice and the proyineisligm 
of up-river fashions in her build. 
Por tha * Bennett Cup,” Dauitless made a fine race, working to 

the fore after a poor start, ind finishing second—a most excel- 
lent performance considering her tonuage and the moderate 
streneth of the wind, On the run homeshe displayed u fine burat 
of speed, showing very plainly that she is still the same dangerous 
Gustomer as of yore. Clio won in her class, giving Hslelle a terrible 
heating, und also tukas the Bennett cup for schooners on time, It 
was, however, just her day, as the wind was hardly enough for the 
bigones. The following started — 

KEEL BCHOONERS, 
Cubte Contents. 

Name. ° Choner. Feel, 
Dauntless. ....... Vice-Gom. John KR. Weller (abt),..:..... 14,000.00 

FIRST CLASS—CENTHR-BOARD SCHOONERS. 
Tidal Wave ...... DANIEL COON Lon cleo cs, soccer btusteeiehiitanels 2, 
Clytie ... ..Anson FP. Stokes..... : Ft K 
Crusader, - ___.J. Ropers Maxwell u..-....2-22.-2-24,. 1\258.10 

SECOND CLARS—CENTER-ROARD SOHOONERS, 
Estelle .. . Rear-Com. J, D. Smith. ... ... 2... -- 6,736.00 
Gots: 7 hte, & J. R. Platt, NT Pn By 128. 

FLIED CLASS —-CENTER-BOARD SLOOPS. 
Mischief ......,.. Ue ate h AF RS eae Cane dBase 3,931.90 
Wizard, . _ Gouverneur Kortright . 2,022, 60 
Gracie, . Charles RK. Flint -.... 4,662 90 
Coming.. 5. Penbody.... 2,871.60 
Misign 225% 152 - J, Alexandre. ........ a thio i) .3s 30180 

BHCOND GCLASS—CENTER-ROARD SLOOTS. 
ARE eet lldele BuG. Lawrence, oes eceee ee aoe 1,818.12 
Rover... r .W. i. [selin sa... 1,984.50. 
Regina... ....,, W.A, W. Stewart... -... ir oct 1,850,000 

KGL SLOORS. 
Glanee, 2.1.2.2. 545 FUSES BEIT fhe lich poate eeceeiane caetat ene 1,611.20 
Psyuhe,-- , ELM. Brown .. .., 1,932.88 
Volante - . Lliteheock Brothers oe +++ 1,463.14 
Murriel......- ~.ee Charles StiNMan..--....--2er ee see eee eee 1,188 40 
With the wind froin the southward the fleet made a few boards 

throurh the Narvows, stood into Gravesend Buy, again fetehed in 
of Norton's Point, and then laid a course for buoy Nu. 10 on the 
Spit, which they venehed ua under :— 

H. M.S Hf. M. S. 
Mischief-.........,-.<. 12 43 16] Crusader. .- ..:.-.,,.. 12 63 18 
Vision. + 12 44 40/ Coming. . 2 65 33 
Gracie... 12 46 25) Hegina......... 2 57 U7 
Olio... . 12 47 38] Witeurd..... 2 58 28 
Ue An ea 12 47 40 | Dauntless -,,, :. 18 5) 20 
Tidnl Wiaye.--.. 12 50 40) Mstelle.........l.. ol. 1 10-2 
ai p-dsys REE eet 12 50 50 

A single hiteh, wilh 4 long and short leg, enabled them to feteh 
the lightehip, the Afsiiief still holding ber lead putin the rolling 
séa. Over big and littl, to the ultter discomtture of the wise 
acres who had taken no stock in her, simply becuase she wus a 
“scientitie”’ dosivn, and not # whittled chunk of wood. The 
mark was hailed around in the tollowing order :— 

Ht. M. 8. HH. M. 8, 
Mischief... :.)211,2:, 2 OU 45] Vision..:.....-....5.4-. 2 OL 19 
Crusader, . 2 WW 10) Gracie... 2 Ot 2 
Dauntless 2 Vi 46) Clytie . 8 12 45 
(eli), aaa .2 23) If) Tidal Weve... 2 15 1 
Estelle__...,,.. 2 34 00 

The Comittee steamer, un antedihivian tub, had to rathe way 
to the finish for ull she was worth, aud, as it was y frve sheet all 
the way hone, bad all she could do to reach the finish ahead of 
the leading yachts. Atthe Spic the gallant Miaelief still held all 
at buy. her sailing bordering on the wonderful. and sudly shaking 
the farth of the truly loyal, who this time cannot ask for a more 
thorourhly practiod! demonstrution of the waye-line theory than 
they were compelled to witness fora whole day with their own 
eyus. As Mischief is a deep-bodied boat, carrying twenty-two 
fons of lead, beside heavy keel and garhoard plates, let us hope the 
lesson will not be lost, and the worthy fraternity which. bealityes 
only what it sees,and which refuses to accept reason or lopic, 
will now aequiesee In Lhe practical proof afforded them that dis- 
pPlivement, properly proportioned, and deep body, is not incom— 
patible with speed, even under a rule whieh does uot mural 
measure leneth, bub which makes boats pay for their size in rull, 
It is not necessary LO build a shallow, worthless und dangerous 
slab to sailfast; that may be set. dowo_as firmly established in 
practice now, as tt has been lune ayo in theory. 4 
Prom the Spit Bouy to the tinish boome were squared and light 

canvas drew to its utmost, Length began tu count, and though 
Doawntless, Lidal Wuve, Crusader, Chjite, Bstelle, Clio and Gracie 
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were larger and longer from twenty to three hundred per cent, 
the ying iron sleop finished abead of everything there wes, wnd 
madé faster ime over the eourrse than anything inthe feet, bar- 
ring two of the largest and spediest schooners fin America, and 
these, though 116 snd 100ft. water line, outran the 61fb, sloop by a 
altry couple of minutes erso! Such sailing is simply astonish- 

ing, and with those who know the value of size and length over 
form, the victory of Mischief will rank as second to nothing: In 
the hoanals of yacht racing, unle=s indeed we 2o back thirty years 
to the day when America ran the flower of Britain’s squadron 
hull down around the Wight. Andso Mr, Busi added two more 
eups to his locker, one offered by the club, the other the Bennett 
Challenge Cup, and both were won “flat,” or boat avsinst boat, at 
that. Clylie won from Crusader, but by so little that the race did 
not decide anything between the two, and we take decided cx- 
caption to a daily contemporary when itsays that Crusader must 
be radically altered before she again tackles the erstwhile pride 
of Stamford. Gracie was Sulod too high all day, and lost much 
by keeping up for bouy 8} instead of 10, an error which the skip- 
per should haye ayoided had he read his sailing directions with 
eare, but being ill, leeway should be allowed him. Both cutters 
showed themselves superior to the beamier keels in their class, 
ust somuch more practical proof that something else than mere 
ee find hoist is wanted in a racing yessel. They won from the 
Wider vessels ina good breeze aud some sea, although tonning 
miich less, 

FIRST-CLASS KREL SCHOONERS. 
Actual jorvrected 

Start. Finish. Time. Time. 
Name. TT, M.S. Ht. M.S. HH. M.S. H. M.S. 

Dauntless.......11 15 20 3 57 87 4 41 52 & 4) 52 
FIRST-CLASS CENTER-BOARD SCHOONERS, 

Tidal Waye.... 11 13 24 38 5l 29 4 38 00 4 38 00 
Orusnader,....., 11 05 (2 3 by bY 4 49 40 4 45 82 
LO) gn tcpeey a ope Tl US 3h 3 bp dD. 4 41 59 4 42 13 

ECOND-CGLASS CENUER-BOARD SCILOONERS. 
Tistelle,-...c-.<. 11 08 35 4 20 44 5 12 09 5.12 09 
WHO. a-na::2: i 09 18 4 05 06 4 85> 48 4 43 5L 

FIRST-CLASS CENTER-BOARD SLOOPS. 
Gracie.... .... 1! OT 18 8 82 56 4 45 38 4 45 33 
Misehicf....... Il Of OF 8 51 14 4 44 O7 4 39 I1 
Vision...... rebut dy 8 59 44 4 52 28 4 47 28 
Conung .. a 08° 17, 4 26 14 ie abe Yi 6 ii i4 
Wind. <> joes il 1 WB 4 3h 48 Hh 26 06 6 08 Ja 

SECONTI-GLASS CRNTRR-ROARD SLOOPS, 
PROVED: api -10 = 1s toe Ul 07 55 4 46 20 5 38 26 6 B88 25 
Regina. eee OF: “A 4°39 55 5 32 1b 4 3l 30 
Wixen.......-... Hw 3 4 26 54 5 aj ft B 15 57 

KELL SLOOPS. 
5 IT 05 6 OF 00 6 OT O00 
6 Bt 35 § 18 50 6 14 22 
5 (4 00 5 48 40 h 42 12 
5 18 59 6 O04 AL 5 54 22 

Tidal Wave, Olio, Mischief, Viren and Volaite take prizes in 
their olasses, and Clio wins the Bennett Cup for schooners and 
Mischief takes the Bennett Cup forsloops, The time and corrected 
time for the Bennett Cup is appended :— 

SCHOONERS. 
HM.S. H.M.S8- 

Dauntless..4 41 52 4 41 52) Clytia...... 
Tidal Wave.4 38 00 4 33 01] Estelle... 
Crusader...4 49 50 4 40 83] Clio......... 

RLOOPS. 
Mischief....4 44 07 4 39 11/ Regina ....2 
Gracie...... 4°45 ¢ 4 45 83) Vixen... 7 mm 02 

islOn...... 452 28 4 47 28) Payche ....-. 36 
Coming..-.. 5 17 57 «6 OF It} Volante.,..5 48 40 5 18 25 
Wizard. ...6 25 06 5 08 16| Muriel......6 04 41 5 BO 41 
Rover.......5 88 25 5 Jt 30| Glance...., 6 18 60 6 60 45 

NEW YORK YACHT CLUB. 
SECRETARY'S CUP, FRIDAY, JUNE 1c. 

FINE fresh breeze from the southward and eastward, whicb 
during the day strengthened to a lower sail wind, and a 

pretty fair sea outside, made the racing forthe Secretary’s Cup, 
presented by Mr. Chas. A. Minton, a most interesting affair. The 
eouditions of the match were novel, inasmuch as all craft sailed 
in one class upon a handicup tonnage. The larger the boat the 
greater the deduction from her actual cubic measurement, time 
being granted upon the reduced fizures. The details of this will 
be found in our issue of last week, and it will suffice here to say 
that a fair Jot of starters was the result, and thatthe race gaye 
general satisfaction. It is more than likely that others under sim- 
ilar conditions will be announced before long. The race of to-day 
is easily described, Tt was simply Mischief first, last and all the 
time, This remarkable yessel gaye still further proof of her rac- 
ing capacities in beating everything near her size and holding the 
Jargest schooners in a wind full strong enough for them and ina 
Bea Which made them dip up to their knight heads, The manner 
in which fhe fron sloop stood up to her canvas was notable, for 
she heeled less than any of the otuers. Gracie gave her a good 
brush at the start, but she was sailed altogether too “tine” all day, 
and had her sheets been checked a little she would haye done 
vastly better; yet the cup atthe end of the day would probably 
hayé gone into the same locker. Odds were freely taken against 
Mischief andin favor of the old love, especially as thé southeast 
wind was sweeping a business-like sea into the harbor; but the 
PRenets came to grief once more, and the new sloop established 
ierself firmly in the graces of all hunds. Nothing will teach so 

fast as a depletion of the pocket, and there were many whose re- 
spect for Mr. Smith's designs rose during the day as the shetkles 
began to diminish in their pockets. The racing among the 
schooners was devoid of interest, unless Clyjtie could make some- 
thing of a match with the big Dauntless, for Estelle is practically 
out of the hunt altogether. ‘he allowances as per handicap were 
as follows: Rambler allows Dauntless Im. 203., Olytie 1ém. 16s., 
Hesielle 18m. 133., Gracie 20m. 21s., Mischief 25m. 203., Vision 25m. r4s., 
Rover dm, 45s., Regina 40m. 29s. and Vien 41m. 1s, 

The irrangements were perfect, the Cyclops had taken the place 
of the ancient Picteher as judges’ boat, and lucky it was, too, for 
the Fletcher would have had the guards knocked into splinters by 
thesea outside. Thehteratta Committee, Messrs, FW. J. Hurst, W. 
Lindsay Blatch and J. Fred Tams, started the race on time, and all 
the details were carried out most eficiently by them. 
The starters, with actual and handicap measurements, were :— 

BCHOONERS. 

Actital Handicap 
Wame. Owner, Size. Size. 

Wauntless........ Viece-Com. J. R. Waller..... 14,899 8,819 
Clytia .. .. A. Phelps Stokes ...,___- 9.152 5,49 
Tstelle.... Rear-Oom, J. D, Smith..._.. 6,786 4,302 

. BLOOPS. 
Gracie -.......... CURR |THE. aenee. cian. 4,503 3,989 

i etek BieePNIG erst eta bee Saar —, 332 5,42 
. J. Jo Alexander 8.922 8384 
oW. ET 1,935 1,935 
W. A.W. Stewart............ 1,678 1,874 
Reta renced: 2 Ss 8a ee 1818 1,818 

Most yachts crossed the line with workine topsiis und annall 
jib topsails for the beal oun, bul Regina and Graeie envried clubs 
alottin addition, wihle Hstelle set only maintopsail. Gracie and 
Mischief made short boarisin the dlack below Stapleton, with the 
Smaller sloops in their wake. and the schooners, with Ruutna, 
worked the Long Island shore. Misciief wus very smartly 
handled, and put her opponent about just inside Fort Wadsworth. 
Vision set jib topsail, and with the rest of the sloops beat down 
the West Bank, Grucie and Mischief standing into Grayesend Bay 
together, tind hanging to one another like writ death. Tinaily, 
oit Norton’s Point the iron aratt shook her rival, and keeping a 
rap full, allowing for the ebb then flowing, fetched the Spit buoy 
with along lead. Gracie was kept to close, and had to bear away 
forthe mark, The schooners hardly had wind enough as yet, but 
Clylie managed to cut outthe West Bank lot. They rounded as 
under j— 

H. M.S. H. M. 8. 
NisOHIOL css) a meee 1 16 55.) Vision........)..-:.-4-,- 1 28 00 
Reyina.. 7 -- 1 19 18) Rover. 5 Ce Leo Lee, 
Vixen _ 1 21 35) Bstelle.. .. 1 8 Db 
Graciy... © 1 2l 43) Dauntless.... 0.0.0.2... 1 3 30 
Clytia, wel, 1 27 W 

With a free sheet they went around the Hook, and trimmed in 
alittle for theship. They met quite a stiffish wind, heavy with 
the incoming fog, giving them a fair chance to show what they 
were worth with topsails clewed down and lee gang ways awash. 
Now was the time for Gracie, but it proved likewise to suit Mis- 
chief, for she took the seas with perfect ease and carried her can- 
vas without burying in the least. Her lead was increased, and 
she was the first to baul around and ease away for home with 
Working topsail hoisted. Therest followed suit as under, (rvcie 
getting her topmast again on end ;— 

; H. M. 8. M.S. 
Mischief ............... 2 30 00) Regina 44 00 
Gracie. 2 Pen: 2 34 17| Vixen . ay 45 
JV TIC SI ae gues _ ee 2 387 10) Estelle. 45 31 

SVARIOTION, pent ee.2-feeles 2 42 13) Rover........122 ASS a 8 05 45 
Dauntless...........2 48 35 

With booms over the quarter it became a matter of size ond 
length, and the chances of Gracie, Chjtiz, Dauntless aud Bstelle 
muterally improved. Slowly the big ones drew upon the leading 
sloop, The latter made more sail, and once again held her own, 
From the Hook down to the Spit, Clytie hauled up on the sloops 
with Dauntless driving along in their wake at steamboat speed. 
Mischief, Gracie and Olytie rounded the buoy in a buneh, when 
the schooner tried for Mr, Plint's weather, but failing, finally ran 
through her lee, Mischief was doing wonders, and, though 
Dauntless got by her when abreast the hospital ship Ilingis, it 
was not until close to the finish that Clyltie with spinaker and a 
huge maintopmast-staysail was able to make a length or two on 
the iron sloop with only working canvas set, and Graéie, with 
balloon jib-topsail, likewise finally reached, passed and crossed 
the line a couple of lengths ahead of Mischief, Mr, Busk, haying 
the race in hand, not crowding his boat as he might have done. 
Mischief’s sailing elicited spontaneous praise from the numerous 
experts that accompanied the race on the judges’ boat and the 
steam yachts. [f she sailed well ithe day before, her mutchless 
performance with the big ones to windward in a fresh breeze and 
ay sea, and her superb running in company with craft so 
much longer and Jarger, stamps her as the most successful pro- 
duction the racing world has seen for many a year; and itis but 
just to add, that the credit belongs entirely to her designer, Mr. 
A. Cavey Smith. For once he had carte blanche to produce what 
he liked, and he gave to the world the fastest and most sightly 
sloop ever lald down on paper or chiselled out of a block. 
Among the smaller craft Regina made an excellent race; Viren 

pressed oer hard, and her depth told to her 2ood in the sea, but it 
is always a bare nip and tuck between the two, and much depends 
upon the man at the wheel. Rover showed weil in the rough 
water, but being designed fora roomy cruiser, both measurement 
und handicap toid heavily against her, and lacking the length of 
the rest, she was overmatched by the other sloops. The summery 
is added below, Mischief taking the cup >— 

SCHOONERsS. 
Aviual Corrected 

Start. Finish. Time. Time, 
Naine. H. M. 8. H. M.S. HA. M.S. H. M.S. 

Dauntless,.,... 11 24 06 4 10 48 4 46 43 4 45 28 
Clytie.. - 11 Wi 47 4 14 35 4 66 48 4 40 mR 
Estelle...... - i ® 33 4 32 2 5 09 55 4 51 42 

SLOOPS. 
Gracie... -:.-. 11 23 52 4 14 57 4 6) 05 4 30 44 
Mischief. -..,, 11 24 44 4 15 10 £ 50 26 4 2% 06 
Vision -il 19 48 4 82 49 5 13 i 4 47 37 
Rover :i1 18 00 Not timed, 
Regina Mes alt ahs {tps 4 Ad (29 B26 27 4 45 58 
Vaxen 2... ll 20 37 4 44 52 5 wa 15 4 43 03 

SEAWANHAKA YACHT CLUB, 

CORINTHIAN MATCHES, SATURDAY, JUNE 12rn. 

O far as the larger vessels are concerned, racing this weelk has 
been becoming sotiewhat monotonous. It has been princi- 

pay urecord of Mischlef, tor the simple reason ibat this sloop 
as always worked through the lot down to tha Spit in the south- 

east winds, gained on the leg out to sea, und held her own with 
booms off with almost everything that had hoisted racing colors. 
For the sake of variety, it is almost to be regretted that the Co- 
rinthian matches of the Seawanhaka Y.C. turned Gul a repeti- 
tion of the previous days, “only a little worse.” Cominy, one of 
Bob Fish’s famous spoon-shaped models—a fast one, with a na- 
tional reputation—was sailed hull down, together with every- 
thing of smaller tonnage, although for most of the day the wind 
was light. Crusader, a schooner some I18ft. longer, was the only 
thing worthy the Delaware built sloop. Mr. Busk, however, in a 
very sportsmanilike spirit, refused to take the schooner's weather 
when he had the opportunity, and made no effort to try her on, 
as she belonged to a different class, and Mv. Busk did not wish to 
interfere between her and Clytie. As the sequel proved, Mr. 
Maxwell did not need any considerations of the kind, however 
wellintended, for Clytie was nowhere from start to finish, and 
Crusdder stored another brilliant victory, coming up fully to 
what we had predicted. The conditions of the race were the 
usual ones of the club, and were published in our lastissue. The 
following started ;— 

RECOND-CLASS SCHLOONERS, 
A(jnes—Captain and owner, L. A. Fish. OCrew—Frank C. Swan, 

George W. Chauncey, A. K. Farrington, W. Wintringham, F, H. 
Lorell, D. Chauncey, Jr.; 0. J. Hotchkiss, L, Hotchkiss, J. D, Lo- 
rel) and J. 8. Morgan. 
Chitie—Captain and owner, A. P. Stokes. Orey;—A. Rich, G. 

Foster, F. Yznaga, H.W. Baton, C. H. Stebbins, W. Wright, H. H 

Sampson, D. Haight, L. Hoppock, B. Roosevelt, 0. Adams, H. 
eeretis W. Krebs, W. Stokes, P, Hekills, 8. P. GBlagden and 8. J. 
Jolwate. c : 
Crusader—J. BR. Maxwell, owner and captain: J. H. Dimond, 

mute, Crew—W,. D. Stecle, W. BR, Curtis, E. L. Maxwell, C- H. 
Meigs, J. Lbyman, W. Southwick, W. H. Calhoun, J. M. Sawer, C. 

B. Warner, M, Wrivley, W. T. Lawrence, . CG. Wintringham, Et 
0. Wield, N, 0. Linton and J. Younp, 

; P FIRST-CLASS ShOOPS. 
Coming — Captain ani ower, 8. Peabody. Crew—8. P. Pape, 6. 

Sheitlon, of, C. Carmon, Mr. Wirieh, Mr. Mophand Mr. Chnreh, &, 
Husted, N. J, Kossiter, 1, Barry und Messrs. Lewis and Clurk, 
Mischief—Cuptain and owner, J. k, Burk; A. G, Smith, mate. 

Orew—W. H. Beebe, G. Morris, O, P, Kuohardt, G. 1. Moflalt, J. 
F. Lovejoy, W.3. Wood, W, May, N. Edgar, G. BE. Way, H.C. Field, 
F. R, Hitcheoek and R. Center. 

SECOND-CLASS SLOOPS. 
Regina—Captain and owner, Commodore W. A. W. Stewart; 

W. H. Mitchell, mate. Craw—W. Faulke, Jr., P. R. King, J. A. 
Stewart, Jr., D. Lord, J. W. Beekman, D. Crocker, A, Roosevelt 
aud J. E. Roosevelt. 
Rover—Owner, Capt, 0. O, Tselin; W, TM. Iselin, mate. Crew—G. 

Q. Barnette, C. H. Graney, J. H. Haight, S$. W. Anderson, &. A. 
Willard, B. Turzo, 'D. HW. Prattand R. W. Rathbone. 
Venture—Oaptain and owner, C. Liwrence Perkins. Crew—W- 

Goodwin, H. H. Crocker, Jr,, P. Dana, R. BP. Perkins, A. C. 'Var- 
yer, P.'T. Barlow, G. E. Schermerhorn and WH. G. Mortimer. 
Viven—Captain and owner, F. 0, Lawrence, Jr.; O. E. Cromwell, 

mate. Crew—C. G. Peters, G. L, Rives, R, P. White, G, W. Clark, 
D. Burrell, A. H, Steyens, O. 8. Stone, J. BE. De Ruyter, C. Clap- 
perton and RK, M. Mansar. 

J THIRD-CLASS SLOOPS. 
Balemer Caran and owner, Vise-Commodore GC. 8. Lee; R. B. 

Alley, mate, Orew—W.38, Alley, A. P. Montant, A. Simonds, H. 
Blood, Jr, Rh, 0. Cornell, C, Jeukins and §. Van Wyck. 
Wave—Captain and owner, J. C. Danna; C. King, mste. Crew— 

I. W. Meeker, A. Setan, H, L. Sprazue, W. Taylor, C. G, Bacon, 
W. B. Thomas, H. G. Parkins and ©. Norbes, 

FOURTH-CLASS SLOOPS. 
Lestie—Captain and owner, J. C. Smith. Crew—J.M. Mitchel, 

W.H. Russell and M. H. Wilson, 
Petrel—Captain and owner, J. Hyslop; W. B. Simonds, mate. 

Orew—G. E. Chisholm, J. H, Brown. Jr., ind H.S,. Pratt, 
Yolande—Captain and owner, Rear-Commodore M. R, Schuyler. 

Ctew—T. A. Bronson, N. W. Meserole and A, N. Vhuries. 
Tt wasarun down through the Nurrows withn fair tide and 

westerly breeze. Reyna, as usual, got away first, then the pretty 
little tive-ton Volante, with Ajj/nes, Schemer, Viren, Petrel, Rover 
and Venture at closeintervals, All the rest were bandicapped and 
their time taken from the expirution of the ten minutes’ grace al- 
Jowed for getting across. QOrusader was the first of the “afrer- 
SSL and erussed ut 12.0736. The Leslie started, but fouled 

fave and soon gaye up. Cuming crossed at 12.11.02, Glylie at 
12.12.06, and Wave atJ2.12.81. One by one Mischier bogan pick- 
ing them all up and ran threugh their lee into gecond place. For 
her this wasaregular “picnic,” and no light canvas was set, 
nothing was whiskered out, spinakers were not dreamt of, a amall 
working topsail and the colors at the peak were all the indioa- 
tions she gave of being in the race, for *‘ what was the use," she 
hadit anyhow. It was pays play for her, and the only question 
was whether or not to hite on to Crusader, & proposition neaga- 
lived by the skipper for reusons before meéntioned. The feet 
made a very pretty sight as they ran for the Spit, most of the 
yachts availing themselves of spinakers to sturbourd, the little 
cutters, Yolande and Petrel, making « fine aiphh to behold as thay 
drove along with all the toggery the rules allowed. Yolande lost 
her spinaker tack, and but for the backstay, her topmast would 
have gone over her bows. A hand s-nt out on the bowsprit; 
brought the tack back to the pin. At the buoy all made a regu- 
Jar “ North Riyer” jibe, Regina, however, getting in her sheet 
and Vixen in trouble with her backstay, which caught around the 
Epreader, A pull ou the sheets all round sent the eet clear of 
the Hook, and they laid a Gourse for the Lightship without being 
troubled by any sea in the off-shoré wind, The times taken at 
the Spit were :— 

H. MW. 8. HH. M. §. 
Crusader..........-...++ 1 ( 44) Schemer....._......_... 1 10 5 
Mischiet. ~1 02 53) Coming ,. 1 J 2 
Agnes... ..1 O04 08} Ventnre.. +2 1 3 
Wix0D.... 25045 -- 4 Of 26) Petrel..,. eC 
Regina «1 U7 21) Wave... aseypied Ed: AL 
Clytie.. -1 08 58) Yolande..........,. dratock 2%, 100 
Rover. ye: :) eles a0) 02 

Petrel had outrun Yolande and turned the Gedney Channel 
buoy with a lead, then stood in to the Jersey beach with sheets 
bardened down on the bent home. Folandé curried her conyas 
exceedingly well, and pointed birher than the sloops can do. She 
hung on to her topsail when the big Crusader and Mischief clewed 
down, and what is more, stood up to it without flinching. With 
the exception of the few small craft, the rest ran forthe lightship 
and hawled around as under :— 

Crusader,,,,----,-,.:-: 1 59 34 Coming 
Mischief..... -.2 03 24 Rover....... 
ABNGS.....-. 2 0) 21 Schemer 
OClytie.. 2 18 04 Venture, 4 
Vixen,, 6.115 580 PY AVGIS ee cn dedeteeede 
Regina... Bit i 

Alltrimmed in forthe beach, the wind slacking wp and rain 
threatening fora time. Rover parted company and atood to the 
north in séaréb of more wind, but failing to find it lost a good 
deal of Water by the manenyer. The rest pickedupa good whole 
sail breeze in shore, and with a tack or ftiwo made buoy 6) and a 
long and short leg forthe Spit, Crusader and Mischief getting 
away from the ruck by a Jong piece, and jogging along at their 
ease with the race in hand by an hour and more. They squared 
away for home with the rest hull down. Petrel, in working up, 
mistook the mark off the Hook, and eased away for a wrong 
buoy, Yolande slipping: around 5; with a_ close shaye, thoreby 
gaining a loug lead. The mistaice lost the Petrel a race she had 
virtually at her command, and handed the purse to the Rear 
Commodore. The summary is added;— 

SCHOONERS. 
Aciuct Corrected 

Start. Finish, Time. Lime. 
Waiie. . OS. i, M.S, . M.S, A, M.S. 

Clytie ,.--.:.-. 12 05 00 6 32 42 5 27 42 5 24 387 
Crusader ......12 05 00 4 41 O1 4 y6 (1 4 92 49 
Apnes......- ... 12 OL 49 6 33 3t 6 31 47 5 16 2 

SLOOPS—FIRET CLARE. 
Mischief .12 05 00 4 49 19 4 41 19 4 30 18 
Coming .. 1 05 00 5 58 da 6 63 dé 5 41 35 

SLOOPS—SECOND CLASS, 
Regina....., ., 11 A 23 6 41 13 5 40 50 5 19 46 
Vixen .. ,-- 12 0% 36 5 85 62 5 33 16 5 10 17 
Rover.., 13 03) 48 6 07 52 6 OF Of 6 38 oT 
Venture ,....-- 2 Of 45 — 

SLOOPS—THIRD. GLASS. 
Wave .. 05 00 =. = 
Schemer , O2 18 § OT 88 f 05 16 5 Bt BO 

SLOOPS—FOURTH GLASS. 
Petrel ....-— 03 a2 6 O04 10 6 00 38 5 03 48 
Lesiic.... 15 00 —_- — 
Yolande ......-. ol 19 § 45 of 5 44 40 4 48 27 
Crusader wins among the schooners, Mischief, Viren, Seliemer 

and Yolande among the sloops. ‘This is the tifth race of Miz 

“MIST COLOR LEADERS, 
I HAVE EVER SEBN,y 

The Inventors and only Manufacturers of Genuine 

“PINE QUALITY," which are superior to any made by any other manufacturers, 

99 of which SETH GREEN says: “I HAVE TRIED 
THEM AND FOUND THEM TO BE THE MOST PERFECT 

Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 
Fon, Mauri Thompem, Father of Archery in this country 5 
Will Tt. Vienypeon, Bey, Chapin Archer of the Un\yed State, 
Henry 0. Carver, Emp, Prew'pol je National Aeehory Avsoelation. 
A, & Uequmelt, Hx)., President of the Easienn Archery Aseoclation ; 

aud otherimuling Archers, 
Special athintion fe called to Honewws SPANISH Yew-Baucep 
we and Toute péeaceck fenthensd Arrows, 

foe stanip for iustrated Catiloguo of Archery £ Lawn Vente, 

E. I. HORSMAN, 
30 & 82 William Street, New York. 

Sole Agent for Browne ’ Archery Score 
Book and Score Cardy ; er 

LENGTH, TrouT. | BASS, | Extra HiAyy Bass, | Saumon, | VERY Hmavy SaLMon., ieee RALMOS) Par Doz, 

a Three feet long. ......, $1.75 | $2.25 $3.00 Y 2 L LF : Se oe dere) eas os 3.25 4.25 5.50 $19.50 $16.00 5 
ine feet long..-...... 4, 3.2 8.00 $10.00. 2.8 p15. Hlorsman’s Archery ere sake a 5 

“HIGHEST QUALITY,” which are made expressly for experts, who demand the best that is, or can be manufactured, 

LENGTH, Trour. ) Bass, | Exrra Heavy Bass. | SALMON, | VpRY HEAVY Satmon, |HRavinsi SALMON] PER Doz, 

Three feet long........ Band $3.00 0 i 
Six feet long...,,- .- -00 5.5 ve 
Nine feet idee, Foca ee 6.00 8.00 10.00 $15,00 $18.00 $20.00 4 

ABBEY)||& IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 
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chief. She has won four firet pales and the Ren- 
nett Cop, failing to finish in the raee of the At 
Jantic Yacht Olub on Wednesday, June Sth, for 
Jack of wind. This record has not been equalled 
by any new yacht,and there is Sekar more 
in store for her whenever she chooses to show 
fighting colors_ 
The day was afine one for racing, and the Sea- 

wanhaka Yacht Clubis to be congratulated upon 
the entries and success of another annual Corin- 
thian race, Our position in favor of such racing 
jaso well known that we may be spared further 
remarks at the present. The excellent arrange— 
ments of the club were lived up to 4s usual, and 
the thorough munner in which the yachts were 
handled LEE proof of the growth of Corinthian 
seamanship among the many, for & few years 
ago it would have been a dificult matter to ship 
enough amateur hands to man such a fleet, 

es 

FIXTURES. 

June 1j—Roston Y.C@. Union Regatta. 
June 1/—Marblehead Regatta. 
June 1i/—Provincetown Y.C. Regatla. 
June — Buifalo Y. C. Regatta, 
June 19—San Francisco Y. C. Cruise to Halt 

Moon Bay. 
June 23—New Jersey Y. C. Annual Regatta. 
June 26—Dorchester ¥. C. Regatta. 
” any 2h—Washington Village Y. 0, Spring Re- 

gatta, 
June 27—Quaker City Y.C. Harbor Cruise. 
June 28—Hast River Y. C. Annual Regatta. 
June 29—N. ¥. Y. O., Brenton Keef Challenge 

Cup. 
July 3—Beyerly Y¥. C. Championship Races, 

Nahant. 
July 3-5—Quaker City Y.C. Spring Cruise, 
July 4—San Francisco Y.-C. Cruise to Napa. 
July 5—Quaker Oity Y. C. Pennsyrove Reyatta. 

NEW PUBLICATIONS. 

How To SHOOT ON THE Wina,—We have re- 
ceived from tho publishers, Crumb & Co., Brook- 
field, N. Y., a little manual giving all needed in 
formation about the care of the gun, and specilic 
pieeauors for acquiring the art of wing shoot— 
ne. 

— 

HAliscellaneous. 

KEEP'S Shirts, the Best. 
KEEP'S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
KEBP'S PAT, PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

finished. 
KERP’S KID GLOVES, none better. 
KERP’S UNDEKWEAR, the best. 
KEDP’S UMBRELLAS, the strongest, 
KEEP'S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate. 
KEHP's NECKWEAR, latest novelties, 
KEEP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas- 

ture, 6 for $10, 
KEEP'S PAT. PARTLY-MA DE SHIRTS,6 for $T. 
KEEP’S GOLD PLATE COLLAK AND SLEEVE 
BUTTON, free with eyery half dozen of 
KEEP'S SHIRTS, 

KEEP'S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of 
the Union, at KHEP’S risk. 

KEEP'S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 

Money refulided for goods not satisfactory, 

Samples and circulars free to any address. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 633, 635, and 637 RBGADWAY, N, Y, 

THE MACIC CICAR FAN. 
‘Tus {a a noyoliy xs useful as 

ornamental, and makes a de- 
lightful present to alady, the 
presentation always causlng 
great smussment. ‘To all ap- 
earances it isa genuine Henry 
‘lay cigar of superlor quality. 

Buton pulling the top, adainty 
white trill appears, whieh soon 
spreada ont into an elegant cir- 
enlurfan, ofwhich the cigaria 
thwhandio. Ou closing the fan, 
it prows ai er and smaller, 
gradually hutenrely disappenr- 
Ing within taser, until only the 
brown cigurisleft, Where it 
coines from or whereit gous to, 
is a mystery difficult to un- 
Taye]. An immense deal of fun 
may be had by young men pla- 
cing i) among their cigars and 
offering {bt to a frlond as an 
“extra {mported brand.’? The 
fan can Bosonened and phoud 
very rapidly, is strong an 
Eeiancinia ‘be carried We tho 
pocket or cigar case, and Is al- 
Ways ready foruss. Price, 30 
cents, thres for 75 cents, or 
$2.50 per dozen, by mail post- 
paid. Clean Postage Stampa, 

efany denomination, accepted the same aacash, Address, 

Eureka Trick aud Novelty Co., 
¥, O. Box 461 Ann St; New Vork, 

GUN, OHS 
Pa, 

(ap 
3 Send stamp for Catalogue. 

Rifles, Shot Guns, Revolvers, sent c.o. d. for 

HE AMES SPORTING CANNON, 
MADE BY THE 

Ames Manufacturing Company, 
Chicopee, Mass. 

HIS GUN is a small bronze breech- 
loading cannon, adapted to the use of cam- 

paigo clubs, celebrations, yachting, signal and 
sporting purposes generally. The gun is made 
of U, 8. Government standard bronze, is 12 
inches long, 14 inches caliber, and weighs 20 Lbs.; 
itis mounted on 4 solid cast iron carriage weigh- 
ing 112 1bs. It can be readily carried in a proces- 
sion by two men, and meéts a want long felt for 
asmall, convenient and safe fun. Metallic shells 
for cartridges are furnished,which can be refilled 
and fired indefinitely, and by their use the possi- 
‘bility of fire being lettin the gun is obviated. 
The shells are tilled with common coarse sport- 
ing powder, and fired bya U. 8. service pereus- 
sion cap. ‘The gun is simple in construction; 
‘easy of operation ; no exposure in loading and 
firing; and isthe most complete breech-loading 

made for this purpose, 

ess 

ex“mination. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

ALDRED’S YEW BOWS. — 
ae CO NOOK Se COr 

——— 
<a BoRaOR Ben, aldo = 
Se : < 

TheFinest ARCHERY inthe YYorld. 

401 

_ Fishing; Tackle and Archery, 
50 Fulton street, N. Y. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

MANUFACTURER OF 

SEND FOR WEIGHTS AND PRICES. 

Fox’s Patent Breech-Loading= Shot’ Gun. 

HE SIMPLEST and BEST GUN in the Market. NO HINGE TO GET LOOSE. 
Purchasers of our higher priced guns will receive an interest in the business, Call and 
examine, or send for ciroular. O. H. FOX, Agent, 

36 JOHN STREHT, NEW YORK. 

HAW EH’°S PIGEON TRAP. 

iple is New, SIMPLE AND 

FFeECctiwve. rincip 
P 

IS TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface. 

UOl, poezZiUBAley 

IO oPLrETAtr 

When 
the cord is pulled one-half of the lid reyolves within the Trap. and DRIVES THE BIRD INTO 

THE ATR. Sportsmen willat once appreciate the advantages. Price $4. 

Agents: HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. 

Spovisnvens Goods, ov Sirle. 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATEN® 

Rough Giass Ball 

the above address. 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS, 
CHEAPER THAN GLASS. Samples sent by 

mail, 25 cents. 
deadly on ducks; 

DIVING 

AND HIS PATENT 

can be ha 
dealers. 

Ay., Pitusburgh, Pa; A 

Newark, N.J. 

Shooting,” the only boo 

Price $2. 

Our Decoy Diving apparatus is 
by mail, $1 1, $1. 
DECOY CO., Rochester, N.Y. 

For One Dol 
Ps 

In ordering give calibre of gun, 
[ace T. YARDLEY BROWN, Pateniee. 

lar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 
and fuil directions sent free of 

THE BEST | 
’ Sleane and Oiler 
For liveceli-loading Arms 

1 n market, 

posta 
Send for cirentar, 

READING, Pa 

Trap 
Pen ees uantity of plain, blue and amber 

Glass Balls—Whitall, Tatum & Co.’s make 
—torsale at low ligures, 

Balls. 

Address 

J. H. STEAD, 
192 Fulton street. N. Y. City. 

HUNTING HATCHETS, 
ITH PATENT COVERS ; a perfect 
protection to the edge; all sires from one 

pound to four sent by mail on receipt of price. — 
ne pound, with cover and handles. . -31-7 

Two pound, 
Three pound, with cover, r 
Three and a half pound, with cover, without | 
bandles 

without handl 

ale beet eee eens tr Me 

Send fora circular. 

“The Canadian 
now for sale, Ad 

A. CROSBY & CO., Waterville, Me. _ 
pe: for the above cover is 

‘e658 .a3 aboye,” 

GLASS BALL TRAP 
For Wing pene They 

from all gun 
Headquarters 

forGlass Ballsand Traps, 
AGNHW & Co,, 153 Wirat 

li. BOGARDUS, No 1538 
S5ouca Ulark street, Chic- 
ago. Send for Price List 
For Traps—Hart & Sloan, 

“Field, Cover and ae 

ever publisned by a mar 
ket hunter, can pe had at 

OR SALE—Schooner yacht now build- 
ing, about 50 tons o.m. Can be finished at 

short notice, Inquire at this office or of 
JOSHUA BROWN, 

June 3-4t Salem, Mass. 

FOR SALE, 
4n Harthiy Paradise 

PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. 

Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Ma. 

OR SALE—Coniplete set (13 vols.) For- 
estand Stream, in perfect condition, with 

indexes; two yols. bound, Price $15. Address 
June 10-3t G@. K. WILSON, Elgin, Ill. 

ED FOXES FOR SALE—Address BOX. 
No. 117, Uniontown, Fayette Co., Pa. tf 

OR SALE—A fine Parker gun, 30-inch 
barrels, 8} lbs. weight, Damascus barrels, 

Hneglish wilnut stock, full pistol erip, together 
with sole-leather gun case, 80 metal shells, load- 
ing implements, etc,, a complete outfit, all in 
fine condition, for sale for want of use. Cost 
$225; will sell for $180. Also a red, white and 
tan setter bitch, about 14 months old, a good re- 
triever and broken on quail, now in whelp to a 
black and tan Gordon setter; Pedigreed; $20. 
W. ¥. CLARKE, 1729 Wighth street, N. W,, Wash- 
ington, D.C, Junel7,st 

may 13,6m 

10 EXCHANGE—F¥our bound yols. of 
Skinner's old “Turf Register and Sporting 

Magazine,’ trom August, 1531, to September, 
1835; will exchange fora solid colored Ppreyhound 
bitch; fawn color preferred; mnist be of good 
size. ddress 
June 10-44 R. M.-C., this office. 

Ghe Hewnel. 

LAGHINE KENNELS. 
HAVE THE BEST COCKERS IN AMERICA, 
as their show record proyes, I will sell pups 

from all my bitches alike for $14 each, Full 
pedigrees on application. GHO. D, MACDOU- 

,P. O, Drawer 1829, Montreal, ade we 
Lay 20th.tf 

ok SALE—May, littersister to Munn's Pay- 
che, in whelp to Sensation; liver and white; 

Jess by Sensation out of Daisy I. liver und white; 
one year old, Address SEORETARY W. KC, 
206 Broadway. may27,2t. 
rr 

poy Lavyerack pups ; Carlowitz in the 
Stud, fee low, M, Yor CULIN, Del, City, Del, 

Ghe Kennel. 

“ENGLISH SETTER PUPS CHDAP. 
F YOR SALE.M—Three well-bred orange and white 

42 Wnzglish setter bitch pups, with black points, 
whelped May Oth; dam, Nellie G. (One-eyed 
Rancho x Mora); sire, Prante lL. (Dash x ipyportud 
Fannie). Both Nellie G, and Prank J. are thor 
ourhly broken, and Fruuk 1.15 one of the best 
field dGvsa in the emiunotry. Por lield work this 
stock is A No.1. Will sell them at $10 exch if 
tuken soon, ind will ship bo responsible parties, 
who cin pay tor them when received. Address 
W, H. PIERCE, Cortlandt Kennels, Peekskill, 
N. Ye Junel7it 

OR SALE--Three handsome red Irish setter 
Pups, eight weeks old, large, sirong and 

healthy, out of Nora, she by chumpion York x 
Gelle; and one bruee of handsome Llewellyn 
pups out of Helle, she by Pride of the Border x 
Kirby and Warwick, both parents being thor- 
oughly broken and prize winners. Prices reason- 
able. [or particulars and full pedigrees, in- 
quire of the CONESTOGA KENN&L, 532 Bast 
Oraugestreet, Lancaster, Pa. Junel7,tf 

VOR SALE—A red Dachshund dog pup out of 
my Zunke, by Mr. Scheelye’s Dan. Address 

WM. H. GOUTTING, 406 Third av. Junely,Jt 

4 OR SALE OR EXCHANGH for breech-loader, 
Pointer dog, twenty-one months old, partly 

broken, good retriever ; sir -, imported Snapshot; 
dam, imported Fannie. D. W. 0. PARKER, 249 
Main street, Springtield, Muas. Junelilt 

OR SALE, CHEAP—Four red Trish 
setter dog: puppies, three months old, im- 

ported stock. Price $12 each. One red and white 
setter bitch, Saltus’ ** Dash’ and * Plunkett”? 
stock. Wight months old. Price $10. One very 
fine red Irish bitch, $20. Pedigree on application. 
CHARLES DENISON, Hartford, Conn. 

Junel7jlt. 

NHOICH IRISH STOCK at a sacrifice. 
Red Grouse, Erwin, Quail LIT. and puppies 

by Red Grouse, Hx-Quaillil, Address SOWARD 
LOHMAN, 171 E. 8jtb street. Juneli7j1t 

Foe SALE—Three fine young setters ; 
seyen months; excellent stock. Price $24 

to $30. AlsG six pups, live weeks old; same 
gtock. Price $10 each. Address BOX Ti, Mor— 
ristown, N. J. Junel71t 

OR SALE—Red Ivish setter puppies— 
The Baltimore Kennel Club offer for sale a 

litter of puppies out ol their Trish hitch Wlounce 
LI. (Urst at New York and Boston, 1879), by Dery 
(first af Philadelphia, New York and Hoston, 
1879). Por information address P.O, box 767, 
Baltimore, Md. June 17-8t 

OR SALE.—Imporlted English setter 
bitch and seven piuppies. Price of bitch, 

$50. Price of puppies, $15 vach, No better dues 
to be found in Lanada to-day. 
eat OG. 0. BEATTY, Mail Clerk, 
ulj-a3t. Prillipsburg, P.Q., Can. 

NGLISH MASTIFF PUPS FOR SALE, 
—Full pedigree. Address WM. H. LEE, 

Junel7-2t. Boston. 

B LCHO 117.-MAGGIE,—I have for sale 
two allred dog pups from this litter, now 

ready for delivery. Address WM. ANDERSON, 
Nayy Yard, Portsmouth, N. H. Juneld,26 

(OR SALE—Trish setter dog. One year 
old. Partly broken. Wull Pedigree. Ad- 

dress B. H. LAW, Indianapolis, Ind. — Junel0j2t 

OR SALE—A red setter dog puppy, ten 
months old, by Rake, out of Belle IT, 

Rake by Dr, Gautier’s Dan and Laverack’s Ruby, 
Belle TL. by Dr. Strachan's Din IL., Out of same 
owner's Belle. The puppy shows signs of being 
an extra finetield dov,is yery handsome, and in 
good condition, Address X. ¥. Z., this office. 
june, tf 

<9, 

Wiese obedient, prime work- 

kKichmond Co., Province Quebec. 
a 

July-dt. 
i 

Wy dog pup, the get of a 
greyhound and bloodhound. Address 

June I7-3t Ir. W. G., this office. 
CT 

{ XCHANGE,—Lemon and white pointer 
Carlo, out of Pay, by Wan, 7 mos. old, thor- 

oughly yard broken; very stylish; handsome, 
aud perfectly sound, torasingle or double breeok 
loading snot fun, W.C. GREELEY, 
JunelT-lt, Newbury, Masg 
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The Heunel. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, RK. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
begs to inform Lad.esand Gentlemen in America 
that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition. 

N. B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken- 
néls, deol) tf. 

THE BLUK STAR KENNEL 
oR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 

M. P. McKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N. ¥- 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains, 
T sell only young stock, I guarantee satis- 

faction and saute delivery to every customer. 
These beautilal and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for rufted grouse and woodcock shooting 
and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
will get printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
nials ete. 

K 9 KENNELS. 
REAKING, breeding, boarding. Large 
stream on the place, and daily access. Best 

feed and cave. Terms casy. Inclose stamp. 
By mnail—K 9 Manwe Cure, 50c.; 9 Worm Pow- 

ders, 50c.5 K 9 Flea Powders, A0ce,; K 9 Soap, 25e. 
Kennels one mile tyom Doyer, Del. Address 

E. & C. YON CULIN, 

P.O. Box 218. Dover, Del. 

FLEAS! 
SE DR. AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 
asate and efficacious remedy and preyven- 

tive for fleas and all eruptions of the skin pro- 
duced by them. It. cleanses the hair of all im- 
purities, purges it of all disagreeable odov, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
erties. Itis impossible for fleas to live where it 
is used. Price, 25 cents per cake. For sale by all 
druvgists. Wholesale depot, 16 Lincoln street 
Boston, Dr. Watts offers for sule the largest 
assortment in America of dogs of all breeds. All 
diseases of dogs skillfully treated, Medicines 
with tull instruction, seut toany address upon 
receipoof one dollar. The factthat Dr. Watis 
hus for four consecutive years neld by appoinot- 
ment the posi ion of Special Officer of the City 
of Boston to have charge of unlicensed dogs, is 
sulfiicient guarantee of reliability, All eommu- 
nications and orders will receive prompt atten- 
tion, Address R. AL. WATTS, 
Mar 25-tt 164 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass. 

| Oe O’MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
W% Rory O’Morein the stud. The handsome- 

est, as well as one of the best, field and best bred 
Irish setter dog in the United States. Winner 
of the tirst prize at New York, 1877; also at Same 
show in special prize for $250 cup, competing 
figdinst the crack dogs, maleand female, Hnvlish, 
Tri=h and Gordon setters and pointers, imported 
and native. The four judges tied on Rory 
O'More and Paris. Also winner of the cham- 
pion prize at Hudson, 187, Also winner of cham- 
pion prize at New York, 1879, and also winner of 
the gold necklaée (competing atainst setters and 
Pp inters, male and female) at New York, 1880. 
Thoroughbred pups for sale by Rory O'More, out 
of Queen Bess, Lottie and Magenta. For pedi- 
gree and particulars. address W. N. CALUEN- 
DER, Albauy, N.Y. May20th, tt 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and jud=ment. 
Dogs haye duilv access to salt 

water. 
F N.B—Setter and Pointer 

Puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H.C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

Neversitk Lodge Kennels 
The following celebrated Dogs are in 

the stud. 
DO (— +4 

8t. Bernard dog ‘‘ Marco”; rough coated, two 
years old; a magnificent animal—Rey. J. Cum- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanover 
Show and Rochester. 
New Foundland dog “ Keeper”; four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel Show, 1879. 
Pointer dog, * Croxteth”; liver and white; one 

anda half years old; out of Lord Sefton’s re- 
howned stock—one of the bundsomest pointers 
in the United States. Secoud prize in the Han- 
over International Show. 
Blue Belton setter, Decimal Dash,” ci¢hteen 

months old; sired by Llewellyn’s celebrated 
Dash” —a magnificent stud dog—neyer exhib- 

ited. 
Trish setter, ‘Rover II"; pure red; son of Mac- 

donu's champion “Rover.” Neyer exhibited. 
English setter, ‘Ranger IT”; « pure bred Lay- 

erack, son of Macdona’s celebrated * Ranger.” 
His get won firstat Hanoyerand Paris shows, and 
second at Puppy Stakes in Eastern Field Trialg 
179. 
Stud fee, $25.00. 

& For Saliec. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

itches. 
St. Bernard “Braunfels,” rough coated, out of 

Prince Solm’s celebrated stock; a magnificent 
bitch, in whelp to “Marco,” Ist prizes in Han- 
over and Rochester show. 
Poimter “ Queen,” liverand white, istWestmin- 

ster Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to ** Croxteth. 
Gordon setter “Beauty,” Ist Bontot Show 1878, 

fnd New Yori Show 1873, 
Pointer “Dora”—liyer and white, out of 
een” and “Sancho.” 
lue Belton setter Silk* 

Irish Setter’ Moya,” out of Col. Hilliard's 
“Palmerston,” in whelp to ** Rover IT. 
English Setter“ Donna,” white and lemon. 
Pups can be gecured by an early application. 

Besides (offer forsale pointers and setters of 
minor quality, butof good thoronghbred stock; 
full pedizrees, Also, several puppies of cham- 
pion “Queen,” by champion * Sensation.” 
Having engaged the seryices of Maedona’s re- 

nowned field trial breaker 1am prepared to book 
orders for thoroughly broken Ne S, deliverable, 
autumn, 188). Particulars will be furnished on 
application to A. E. GODEFFROY, 

> Guymard, Orange Co., N. Ya 

cy 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

WILKIN 

BADGES 

SON & LENNON, 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Ordor. Vous 

Ghe Hennel. 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogsand bitches, carefully selected from 
the best Huropean strains. To be sold for no 
fault, For prices, pediereee etc,, address, 

© ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.S. A. 

BERKLEY-RHUE. 
HAVE FOR SALE some very fine all red Trish 
setter puppies out of my Rhue, by champion 

Berkley, whelped March 14th, 1880, 
For further particulars address 

THOMAS A, ADDISON, 
miyl3,lmo. 218 Broadway Square, Chelsea,Mass. 

MANCE. 
SCRATCHES. 
GLOVER’S IMPERIAL MANGE CURB is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dov’s or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One application 
is usually ull thatis necessary. For 5SCKATCHES 
in HORSES it has no equal. H, GQLOVHR, 
Sole prop’t’r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N. J, 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

at., N. ¥.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos, OC. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phila.; F.P. Taylor, 72 Hast Madison st., Chicago ; 
Crookes, Hilder & Go., 604 North Fourth st., St. 
touis, Price, 50 cents. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
“RUSH.” 

“In the Sind.” 
Rush is lemon snd white, and winner at New 

York. Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Lonis- 
ville Shows. He is an excellent field dog; fine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch, Wor full partic- 
nlars, pedigree and field qualities address 

WEP COD <PeAEGEELEL, 
1,006 Dean street, Brooklyn, N. ¥. 

Jan.22-tf, Fee $25. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Doy Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer. 
For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each, 

Wholesale Agents —Charles L. Ritaman, 943, 
Broadway, N, Y.; Bruen & Hobart, 214 tou 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co., 305 N. Third 
Street Philay Vinley eA 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleihacker, Baltimore. 
Cure or Destroyer sent by mailon receipt of 

26c., to L. A. MICKE, Easton, Pa. 

INE LODGE KENNELS,—I am pre. 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has all the natural instincts. Refer. 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, eore te 

ret 2. 

RARE CHANCH,—For sale, Gordon 
. Setter, Maggie, Black Fan (Dush-Kathlean), 

first prize, and a very superior blood biteh, $35" 
Don, asplendid orange-white ticked; very large 
brother to Champion France, but superior every 
Way; $40. Moll,a yery beautiful bitch; orange- 
white with black points; two first prizes; $75. 
Dick, a very fine dog; orange-white, black points. 
Rosa LL, orangze-white ticked; In whelp by Don 
—due May 22d—second prize. She, with Dick, 
best brace Leyer shot over towether, $100. Also 
puppies, niné months, Gordon und Laverack 
combined. Bob, black-white, blue ticked. Jim, 
black-white tan. Witch, black-white ticked. 
Busy, brown-white Belton; yery fine; full of 
work; $15 each; a brace, $25, Puppies, two to 
four months old, well bred, fine and healthy, 
brace for $10. ‘This is a rare chance—one you 
can’t afford to lose.if you want fine stock fora 
very little money. Must besold, Address, ASA 
L. SHERWOOD, Skaneateles, N.Y. Mayls, tf 

POREST AND STREAM KENNEL, 
_ Llewellyn setter, Rattler, in the stud, “Rat- 

tler is a handsome blue belton,black points,win- 
ner of four bench prizes; gire, Rob Roy, he by 
Laverack's Fred,out of Slitter’s Phosbe, founder 
of the field trial strain, winner of fiye English 
field trials, out of pure Laverack imported bitch 
Pickles: she by Liewellyn's Prince, winner of 
two firsts and three ‘championships, out. of 
Llewellyn 8 Lil TT.; no better blood in America, 
Willserve bitches at $15. Litters warranted. Lam 
breeding to Rattler the following bitches:— 
Mell, a beautiful blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack, dam Spot, winner of first and second 
Specials at Detroit, Mich,, 1879, also firstat Boston 
1379 in native classes; Fly, a very fine roan bel- 
ton bitch, sire Shot, dam imported Wannie; Pat, 
orange and white, out of Belle, by Royal George. 
Puppies bred from above, fine stock, for sale 
cheap. Address, with stamp, L,F. WHITMAN, 
Detroit, Mich. Decll,tf 
NSCs 

DURE IRISH SETTERS for sale, very 
cheap—Champion Elcho, Plunket and Rory 

O'More stock, cOmprisiuy a litter of puppies six 
weeks old, two bitches nine months oll , and one 
broken dog one yearold. Address E. J, ROB- 
BINS, Wethersfield, Conn, May 20-tf 

Ghe Herel. 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custem House und Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 
EOEIVES AND FORWARDS Does, 
Fowls, ete., to any destination. Kennel 

| Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 

| 
M 

=6 

1 

A 

a 

dogs trom Europe, should have their stuck con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete, 
PR a I 

OR SALE. — Part of a litter of puppies, 
whelped April 26th, 1880, by Pontiae out of 

Judeth; she by Rob Koy-Higgin’s Belle: she by 
Pride of the Border-Kerby. Also a Llewellyn 
setter bitch, three years old, and a lemon and 
white pointer bitch, three years and three months 
old, broken on all game; must be disposed by Ist 
July, as owner is changing residence, For par- 
ticulars, address HORACE SMITH, 31 Park Row, 
Room 3. Junel),2 

OR SALE—My black and white-ticked pointer 
bitch Pee (Strong’s Pete Goodrich-Panme). 

Peg is four years old, anda very handsome, sty- 
lish, bitch, thoroughly broken, and a food re- 
trieyer; second prize at Boston, 1878. Also three 
yery handsome Gordon setter dog pups, four 
months old (Tom-Ress). These mips are good 
ones .both sire and dam extra fleld dogs. Tom is 
sire of Sam, first prize at New York, 1878, and 
Duk3 and Dash first prize for best brace at New 
Yor 1879. Address E. ©. ALDEN, Dedham, 

as aneiiet 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman's Flea Powder for Dogs, 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 

Oe POWDER is guaranteed tu kill 
fleas on dogs orany other animiuls, or money 

returned. Jtis put up in patent boxes with siid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates Its 
use. Simple and efficacious, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 7 

Pui up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recommended by Hop AnD 
Gun and FOREST AND STREAM, 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
1 Cortlandt Street, W. Y, oct 12 

Sportsmen's Bouter, 

Boston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland. 

Spring Fishing 
at the 

RANGELEY’S and. 
MOOSEHEAD LAKE, 

Keeursion Tickets 
Will be placed on sale as soon as the ice is out 
Close connections made at Portland with Grand 
‘Trunk and Maine Central Railways for all the 
Fishing Grounds in Maine and Northern New 
Rngland, 
Tickets may be obtained at Boston City Ollice, 

280 WASHINGTON STREET, and at the Station. 
Information by mail, if desired 

D. J. FLANDERS, 
Gen. Ticket Agent. 

JAS. T. FURBER, 
Gen. Supt. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler te 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ue Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Nleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 

Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, hear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free. 

The Route of the Tourist, 

throuzh the most beautiful and picturesque see- 
nery of the Virzinia Mountains to their most fa- 
Tous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South, Al modern 
improvements in equipment. 

CONWAY R: HOWARD, 
Gen, Passenger and Ticket Agent 

Richmond ¥ 

Comprisin 

may_ly 

{Jorn 17, 1880, 

Sportsmen's Routes. 
——————————— 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
UL, taking effect March Mth, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER’S P'l (Platbush Aye., B’kiyn,5 min. 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.85 A.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.85 pa, Sundays, 
oM. 

Col, Pte Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11.85 A.M, 
2.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.35, 9.15, 10.45 P.at., 
rea night. 
Sab es 9.35, 10.35 a.M., 1,35, 5.35, 7,10 P.M. 

Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.at., 1,35, 3, 5,35, 7, 10 p.m. 
$.35, 11 A,M.. 4,35, 5.35, 7 PyM. 
11 4.M,, 4.35 P.M Sundays, 9A.M. 

And 6.55 Par, 
, Great Neck,6.30, 7.35. 1.35 a.m, 4.35, 5.39,0,35 P.M. 
Suturday niehts, 12.15. Sundays, 9.45 A.M., 5,35 Pat, 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, §, 10 4.M., 

1.35, 3.85, 4.9, 6.95, 6.35 P.M, From Flatbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed,, Fri. and Saturday, 12.14 night, 
Wednesdays nnd Sundays only from Flatbush ay. 
10 P.M. Sunday, 9 A,M., 1.35, 0.85 P.M. 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M,, 3.35, 4.35, 5.35, 6.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 
AM., 6.35 P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, § .M., 8.85 P.M, 
Huntington and Northport, 8,10 A.or,. 4.35, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 PM. 
Lakeland and Farningdale, §4.M.,8.85, 6.35 PAM. 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M.,4.35 p.w, Sundays, 9 Aa. 
Patchowue, 8.85 a.M,, 4.35,5,35 Pm. Sundays, 9 

AM. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 a.w., 3.35, 4.35 

5.36, 6,7 p.m. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.5, Sundays, 9 AM., 6.35 PM. 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M., 1,35 p., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesditys snd Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER'S P'T &© WALL 8T. ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, BE. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, 8.30, 
10.30, 11.30 A.M, 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 Pm. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc., 
apply al 229 Bway, cor. Barclay. 

W.M. LAPFAN, Gen’! Pass. Agent, 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

1 Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRapidsandCincinuatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Giack Bass Fisheries, 

AND ‘HH 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michigan North Woods ure unsurpassed 
if equaled, in the abundance and great yariety of 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
only in those waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1 and ends Sept.1. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends 

Noy. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL and MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

ekill to his friends or “club” at home, as ice for 
packing fish can be had at many points, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WITH YOU. The sce- 

nery of the North Woodsand Lakes is very beau- 
tiful; the air is pure, dry and bracing. The eli- 
ae is peculiarly beneticial to those suffering 
wit 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affeetions. 
The hotel accommodations are good, far sure 

passing the average in countries new enough to 
alford the finest of fishing. 

During the season Hound Trip Excursion Tick— 
ets will be sold at low rates,and xttractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Gunggind Fishing Tackle Carried Freeat 

owner's rish. 
It isouraim tomakesportsmen feel “athome”™ 

yothis route. F 1 Vourist’s Guide (an attractive — 
illustrated bool 1f 80 pages), containing fullin- 
formation av.! curate maps of the Fishing 
Grounds and iim Cards, address A.B. LEET. 

Ger. Puss, Agent, Grand Kapids, Mich, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co,, 

Respectfully invite attention to the . 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 

— 

aiforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACH CG RES in the 
Middle States. These lines bein, } ef) NTI 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, ayoid the dif- 
ficulties and dangers of réshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TOC BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING ANB FISHING 
in Pemnsylyania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICK BTS are 801d atthe offices of the Company in 
all the principle cities to ) RENOVA, — 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUS. nad 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

4ls0.t¢ 

TUCGKERTON, REACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY,” 
BQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALUT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND IHATHIR, 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’! Pass. Agent. 

Frank THOMSON, Gen'l Manager, febli-tt 
— 

Old Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 

Yok. *# 
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Miscellancous Advertisements. 

CORDUROY SHOOTING SUITS) ..< 
A SPECIALTY ! 

From Goods ofmy own Importation--Dead Grass Color. 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, 

3 VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES, 
Full lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, etc, 

Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 
New York Office, 177 Broadway. 

Hotels and Routes for Sportsmen 

“Cee: HOUSE, Speonk, L, I.—First- 
elass board; near bay and ocean, forest and 

Jakes; gunniny, fishing, riding, sailing, bathin, 
gnd rowing. Parties will be met at L. I. 8. 
depot by appointment, 

J. W. TUTHILU, Proprietor. 

IVERSIDE HOUSE, Forked River, 
Ocean County, New Jersey, located directly 

On, and avoiding long rides to the water, as at 
other points on Barnegat Bay, being the neurest 
place to the best gunning and fishing. Superior 
‘accommodations for sportsmen and families at 
reasonable rates. Seud for circulars to CHAS, A,, 
SMITH, Forked Rivir, Now Jersey. 

Ns 

DNEY&LIV 
ip 

E 

HO! for TROUT FISHING. 
‘HE FAR-FAMED waters of the Mag- 

: anettewan are now within easy access of di ey, Liver, and 
“Toronto and the outside world, and arestill teem- prisent of the high est order in proof 
ing with speckled trout. We have erected a large 
‘and comfortable hotel in Maganettewan Village, 
‘and are prepared to offer every facility to our 
porns friends ly way of canoes and guides to 
the trout lakes and streams tributary to the Mag- 
anetiewan,and can offer the best of trout fishing 

of these Srekementel as 
‘or the cure oO} abetes, call for 

ner’s Safe Diabetes Cure. BI 
. For the cure of Bright’s and the other 
m diseases, call for Warmers Safe Hiducy 
and Liver Cure. 

pathina mile otoar hotel i will have ice and facil- nG@F-WARNER'S 
ies for packing ; 80 that they can be taken i 

fresh to any part of the Northern States. The ia pauls dies 8 as 
‘road from Rousseau (the head of steam trayel) has sO ruggists 
“been Macadamized and the journey shortened by and ealers in 
‘half a day, so that parties leaving Toronto can e- jcurt : 
‘get here in one and a half days. Come up and (SAFE BITTERS F 
“gee us, IRWIN & CLARICE, Proprietors, a 

_ Maganettewan Post-Oifice, Ontario, SAFE NERVINE 
SAFE. PIs: 

Medicine every- 
where, 

H. H. Warner & 80, 
Proprietors, 

ROCHESTER, N, Y. 
BS-Send for Pamphlet 

and Testimonials. 

nada. 

hale Etouse, 
PRINCETON, MAINE. 

f2L.00D Perch and Pickerel Fishing. Only two 
» hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, s0 
famous forits salmon and trout. Passengers by 
‘the 7 P.M, train from Boston will reach Princeton 
Bowing ities at at Onhy: ue ebiarss iuides 

rnished. inquiries cheerfully respon 
to by the proprietors, W.G. ROSE & CO. RUIN AR PERE & FILS. CHAMPAGIES 

Tstablished 1729. 

Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of. 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

Verzenay, dry, full bodied, rich flayor, 

Carte Blanche, Fruity, delicate favor, not too 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

dry. DODGE, CAMMEYER & CO., 

Cortlandt 8t.. Sole Ag’ts for the United States 

KENDALL'S 
SPAVIN 
CURE. 

= The Most Suecessful Remedy 
ever discovered, as itis certain in i\s cf- 

= fects and does not blister, Reap Progr 

EUROPEAN ener 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Tam Pomc. 

From Rey. P.N. GRANGER, 
Presiding Elder of the Sf. Albans District. 

St. Albans, Vt., Jan. 20th, 1880. 
Dr, Kennan & Co.,Gents: In reply to your let- 

ter I A say wise ay ED pSIsnve sae as cRan ls 
; teain ready to haul buggaye from farm | Spavin Cure has been yery satisfactory indees + 

to Sab ides: if Mrariteds Fs reasungble Three or four years ago eared trea a bothle of 
Tates, Address KENNEDY SMITH, your agent, and with it cured a horse of lame- 
a Eustis, Maine. ness caused by aspayin. Last season my horse 

became very lame and 1 turned him out for a few 

isso. j 

Salmon Fishing in Canad 
him on the road he grew worse, when I discover- 

OR SALEBY T. W. BOYD, 241 Notre Dame st., 

Tim Pond are four good camps and 
five boats. Board and use of boat, one dollar 

jpectfully yours, P.N. GRANGER. 
Price, $1 per bottle, or six bottles for $5. ALL 

Driprists haye it or can getit for you, or it will 
be sent to auy address on receipt of price by the 
proprietors, Lb. J. KENDALL & CO. 

Enosburgh Falls, Vermont 

BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 

ed that a ring-bone was forming. I procured a 
bottle of Kendall's Spayin Cure, and with less 

Montreul, Scotch salmon and trout Rods, Reels 
Lines, Messrs. Forest & Sons, of Kelso, large 

than a bottle cured him so that he is not lame, 
neither can the bunch be found. - 
Res f 

and small Salmon Flies and Superior Casting 
ines. Orders promptly attended to. 
; 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES. 

§ PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new tars* DiyyCrocket™ and “Izaak Walton, 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
n, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro- 

Fided with Pat pod iorets for guns and fishing 
Tle, and kenvels for doge. 

3 Syiaerarne, rates and other desired information 
Fornished on application to Gen’) Supt. P. P. C. 

.5 Chicago. 4j¢26 3mo08. 
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY. 
Ww AREROoOoms 

“SS Broadway, New York: 
SLand 86 Stute street, Chicago: 

17 South Fifth st., St. Louis. 

APP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME 

os. 289 & 290 Washington Market, N.Y. 

Tt la Impoustble toremuia long sick when Hop Bitters are used, xo perfect are tisy in thelr operation. For Weakuess and General Dedility, and s5 5 preventive and cura for Fever and Agus, nothing equals th 

‘Balmy sleep, A little Hop; 
Bitt ex bil [ 

good digustion, Nlootor Billa and 
J rich Dlood and lung peered 

‘Cures Drowsi- 
b perfect health neus,Bilfonsness, 

, . in Hop Bitters, pains and ache: ——— 

Miscellancous Advertisements. 

SIX STRIP SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODs, 
PHeROULT AND BLACK BASS FISHING. PRICE $15, 

Every Rod Warranted. 
BRADFORD cw ANTHONY, 

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN FISHING TACKLE, 
87£ Washington street, Boston, Mass. 

OUTFIT No, 12.—A fine 3 jointed Mountain Trout Rod, brass mounted, 9 feet long; Rod Case, Fish~ 
ing Basket with strap, fine Brass Click Reel, 1 doz. best Trout Flies, Fly Book, 1 doz. Hooks on Snipe Gut, 23 
ards hest Oil Silk Line, 1 yard Leader and Float, Rod, Reel and Basket as shown in cuts above. This Outfit 

ae had great sale and has proved satisfactory to all who purchased it. Regular price of articles in this outfit if 
sold separetly amounts to $10.00, J offer all complete for $6.00. 

OUTFIT No, 13,—A fine 8 picce Fly Rod, with extra tip, second joint and tips Lancewood, brass 
mounted, wound butt, 12 feet long; brass Click Reel, 26 yards Oil Silk Line, 1 doz. best ‘Vrout Flies, Fly Book, 
Trout Basket with strap, 1 doz. Hooks on Single Gut, 1 yard Leader and Float. Regular price $15.00. 1 offer 
all complete for $10.00. . 

OUTFIT No. 14.—Three jointed Bass Rod. brass mounted, dark petites Lancewood Tip, 10 feet 
long; 50 yard brass Multiplying Reel with stop, 100 feet Linen Line, 1 doz, Hooks on Double Gut, Bait Box 
aa iy loat, Sinker and Float, Regular price $7.50. I offer afl complete for $5 00. 

OUTFIT No. 15.—A fine 8 piece Bass Rod, hand made, dark polished, hollow butt, extra Lancewood 
Tip in Butt. brass mounted, 10 feet long; 80 yard brass Multiplying Reel, balance handle, best quality Braided 
Linen Line, 1 doz, Hooks on Double Gut, 1 Treble Gut Leader Bait Box, Sinker and Float. Regular price of 
this Outfit $11.00, 1 offer all complete for $8.00. 

OUTFIT No. 16,—General Rod, hollow butt, can be used with three joints for Bass, or with four 
joints for Trout, has two light Lancewoad Tips and one heavy Tip, finely finished; 1 best Multiplying Reel with 

ance handle, 1 best Braided Linen Line, 1 doz. best Double Snell Hooks, 1 Double Gut Leader, Bait Box, 
Sinker and Float. Regular price of this Outfit $12,50, I offer all complete for $9.00. 

All these Outfits are just as represented or Money Refunded. Senton receipt of price, or_short distances 
C.0.D. Send for my New Catalogue of Fishing Tackle, Base Ball, Archery, 
and Sportamen'’s Goods of every description, e 

~ R. SIMPSON, 132 Nassau Street, New York, 

mo-“BEATS THE WORLD,” mu: 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokers to Know. 

HE ‘MAJORITY OF SMOKERS 
are perhaps not aware, that in 

_ smoking Cigarettes made of the 
ordinary pure rice paper, they have been 
inbaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POI- 
SONS, thrown eff by all burning paper, 

(| namely : The Oil of Creosote. CHARLES 
|, G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 

[aly cO., manufacturers of “OLD JUDGR" 
| Cigarettes and Smoking ‘Tobacco in- 

il vented and patented a pr , March 
i Sth, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 

iis wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 

} pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
* — ] of the Oil of Creosote are completely 

: a ep neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
‘ ix a : made saliva proof to prevent its break- 
jing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularit, fF OLD JUDGE” Cigarettes is owing 
to the fact that this process has bcen used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 
rizht to useit. The great ndvantaye and importance of this invention willat once be recognized by 

j 
Y 

tllamokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first “OLD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke, 
Sold by all leading dealers. Try them and you will use no others, 

Manutactured by GOODWIN &CO.,207 and 209 Water st., 
NEW YORE, 

Sleep is Prevented by Heat!!! 
[\ } USED AS A LOTION OR IN THE BATH 

{ | frees the pores of the skin and soothes the nerves 
; and allays the IRRITABILITY WHICH CAUSES 

L U 1 j RESTLESSNESS AND PREVENTS SLEEP, 

Tts judicious use will produce a healthful glow 
in the skin and REMOVE ALL DISAGREEABLE ODOR FROM THE PERSPIRATION. 

The acidity of the body, if not rerroved by free perspiration, PRODUCES RHBUMATISM AND 
KIDNEY TROUBLE. In fact, the SKIN BEING THE PURIFIBR OF THE BODY, MUST ACT 
OR DISHASH RESULTS. 

WE MGST EMPHATICALLY CLAIM THAT THIS PREPARATION ENABLES A HEALTH- 
FUL ACTIVITY OF THE SKIN. 

PREVENTS AND CURES MOSQUITO BITES. 
Many of our LEADING PHYSICIANS have given this article their HIGHEST APPROVAL, 

but refuse the use of their names, because of the tyranny of ethics, which terrifies them into silence 
Where even the most beneficial results must follow thelr recommendation of the secret preparations, 

Can be mailed to any Address. Price 25c. for sample. 
Depot 381 Sixth Av , New York, 

Now is the Time to Order 

TENTS,AWNINGS AND FLAGS. 
Gricket Gootls, 

RICHARD DAFT | 
(CAPTAIN OF ALL ENGLAND ELEVEN), 

YY 
SO, RICKBTING, Foot 

Ball and Lawn 
Tennis outfitter to the 
Army and Niivy, bers 
to inform Secretaries 
of Clubs, Colleges and 
Schools, that his new 
and enlarged illustra- 
ted Price List for sea- 
son 1880 is now ready, 
and will be sent post, 
free upon appli¢ation. 

SSS —_ — SSS | Address RICHARD 
DAFT, No. 1 Lister 
Gate, Nottingham, 

Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists 
and Photographers, also for Camp Meetings. 
Fancy Tents for families mideto order, Awn- 
ings of all kinds for Dwellings, Boats, etc,; also 
Yacht and Boat Sails. Flags and Banners of all 
kinds made to order. Allwork done in best man- 
herand at yerylowfigures. Send for illustrated 
circular. AddressS. HEMMENWAY, over Wall 
street ferry-house, South street, New York. 

England. 
To Agents: Goods 

can also be had from 
. A. J, REACH, SS 

Philadelphia’ Pa, 

OMOEOPATHI 
FAMILY MEDICINE CASES and BOOKS 

Giving plain direotions for their use, ares necessity 
for éyery family removing to the conntry orsea shore, 
Descriptive catalogues of all the sizes, with prices, 
furnished free on application to BONRICKE & TA- 
FEL'S Homororature PoanmAcy, 145 Grand St., N.Y. 
BOERICKE & TAFEL recelyed rus osLy CesrxustAn Prize 

Medal at Philadelphia awarded for Homoeopathic medictecs. 
Business Established in 163i, (3 
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Guns, Ammunition, Cte. 

FINE BREECH=LOABING 

Shot Guns 

Guts, Amontmition, Gtr. 

E. H. MADISO 
PRACTICAL 

N, 

GUNSMITH, BREECH 1 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Daly 

Guns, 
Stocks altered to fitthe shooter. Guns 

Need Full Choke, Modified, Taper, or for 
Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fitted, Pin Fires con- 
verted to Central Fires, New Barrels fitted, Ex- 

Grins, Aumunitiont, Ete. 

FOR’S PATERT 

QAOING SHOT GU, 

At a Bargain! 
THESE ARE NOT CHEAPGUNS, 

tension Ribs, New Lumps, ete. 7 BUT ARE 

Repairing of every description done in an hon eye 

st manner and at reasonable rates, Wonderfully Simple. Woucderfolly Strong. 
Madison’s Browning Mixture,A1,s0c. per bottle. The bartels slide ane side.y O O UW nal S 
Spee and Riflemen’s Sundries, INTo EXingetosgetinoose: . 
Shells loaded Al, and goodssent everywhere C. Prices from $50 to. $300. 

©. D. Send stamp for answers to queries. Refer- Send stamp for cireular to AT A 
ences from all the clubs of the city. ecld tf AMERICAN ARMS CO., - 4 : 

103 Milk Street, Boston, ~ entice eee - | hhoxrerPxrice 
d Oo H Ni A. nN j Ss a © LS, Tt 5 Than they can be purchased for else- 

Edwinson C.Creen’s where. All of them 
SYRACUSE, 
NEW YORK. 

Maker of Fine Guns. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

WARRANTED TO 

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 
Send for Descriptive List, 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
Cazenovia, N. Y. 

WINNING GUNS. 
Send stamp forillustrated price list to 

C. & A. HAYDER, 
JACKSONVILLE, ILL, 

Sole Importers. 

$200 and Upward. 

Agents in the United States for the sale of 

YW ESTLEY RICHARDS 2 coe 
ERA RENMEI REHSs GHouUNsSS? 

Matchless in Workmanship! Unegualled in Shooting Powers!! 
Conwve»nience! Durapility! Safety ! 

These Guns haye PATENT AUTOMATIC SAFETY BOLT, which is worked automatically by the leyer locking the tumblers 
whenever the gun is opened or closed. « 

Send stamp for large illustrated Catalogue—most complete ever issued. 

J. & W. TOLLEY, MAKERS OF FINE GUNS ONLY, THE PERFECTION HAMMER, 
——oR——_* a 

‘BIRMINGHAM, Lists Mailed on Application. H AMMERLESS GUN 

ENGLAND, PRIOES: 
Terms, cash with the order, $80; $100; $125 

eee ST RS and $150. 
tbe order. 

The side stud shown in the above il- 
lustration is thrown out on the left look ” 
plate in opening the gun,and which 
projection of the siud shows 1hat the 
automatic bolt has interposed itself be- 
tween the hammersand the plungers. 
_ (The only pertectly safe mode ot bolt- 
ing the gun to prevent # premature 
siscliange.) yee bout to fire press 

hé stud on the left locs plate hom 
which unbolts the gun. z 3 

THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS! 
SEE J. 5, SUMNER’S FULL SCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 50 IN A POSSIBLE 5Q@! FEB. 28, 1880 

Fifteen Bull’s-eyes in Succession! 
SAME MATCH, 20 YARDS OFF-HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE, NO. 612. 

The Ballard is the only Rifle that has made a Full Score at Creedmoor. 
The Ballard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon. 

THH BaLLARD aLWwayvs FItTs THe SHOOrHER 
The Empire Rifie. Club, in their trips to Boston, ALL used Ballards 

“4A WORD TO THE WISH,” ETC. 
ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM. FOR CATALOGUE 4ND PRICE LISTS APFLY TO 

SCHOVERLINC, DALY & GALES, 
Sole Agents “ New Youk for CARD'S REVOLVING BALL TRAP 84 Chambers street, NEW YORE CITY 

Guus, Aumvmition, Gtr. 

Eaton’s Rust Preventer. ,, 
FoOrsGuns, CUTLERY, AND SURGL 

calInstruments. Safe to handle, WILLNOT 
GUM, and will keep in any climate. Sportsmen - 
everywhere in the United States pronounceit the 
best eee oil in the market. Judge Holmes, of 
Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘It is the best prepara- 
tion [have found in thirty-five years of active 
and frequent use of guns.’ . 
The Pon tere by solemanufgcturer, GEO, 

We ight Ned Payonia Avenue, Jersey City 

Sold by principal New York 
Read & 5 

Eaton, © 

Grubb 

WM. R. SCHAEFER, 
61'Elmst., Boston, Mass., 

Dealer in 

SPORTSMEN'S EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 

To Order. 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

ing SHOTGUNS. A full lincof the Clabrough* 
Moore, Bonehill, and other mukes of imported 
guns, always on hand. Particular attention 
paid to CHOKE-RORING GUNS to shoot close | 
and hard. SPRATT’S DOG FOOD, ete., ete. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. 
executed in the most skillful pee EE a licens sas Speier 

THE SNEIDER GUN a: 
THE ONLY POSITIVE : 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
LEVER ACTION 

In the world. 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 

mea At rae chp an 
more reasonable prices. 

The Sneider Rebounding Lock ised, the only re-* 
bounder with which missiires will not occur, 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

For “Workmanship, Rebounding Locks, and 
Compensating Features of Action,” ] 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING, ; 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK. : 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire,! 
Muzzle Loading Guna Altered to Breach Loaders. 

Clark & Sneider, © 
214 West Pratt Street, Baltimore. 
Send for Dluatrated Catalogue. : 

SMOKE ‘TARGET BALL, 
FOR TRAP SHOOTING, 

NOW READY, 
NO REFEREE. NO DISPUTES) 

UNMISTAKALLE,- ; 
We guarantee every Ball. 
Send for circular, 

SMOKE TARGET BALL CD, 
TITUSVILLE, PA, 

WING SHUOTING WITH RIFLE, 

All work: 

5), 
Lyman's patent combination Gun Sigh 

is & Eréat improvement in rear sights. 

Send for circular containing full de= 
scription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middle eld, Coun. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 
Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 

SIMPLE AND 
DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock. 

Chokebore Barrels. 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. Ex- 

tra heavy s for aueks a specialty. Send sta 
for SES iy ©. S&S. SHATDUCK, Manutfac 
rers. Hatfield, Mass. 

AN TI-RUST, 
FOR THE PROTECTION OF 

Fire-arms, Cutlery, Skates, Surgical Instruments 
and all metal surfaces, from oxydation, _ 

It is a strict hydro-carbon, containing 4 
mereury or animal oil; ig not injurious or 
offensive, and will never gum or become rancid 
inany climate. To sportsmen it is specially 
recommended for sea-coast shooting. 

RLVUSCAPELUMUO. 
A pertect protection from the attacks of bla 

flies, mosquitos, gnats, sand-flics, and other 
sects 80 annoying to sportsmen and touris' 
Containing no tar or vegetable oils, it is f 
from disagreeable odors; will not soil the co 
plexion; prevents tanning, sunburn and chap 
ping of face and hands, and washes off readily: 

Bodoghos Haigh, ow York, and John i o r a ew York, an 
Lovell & Sons, Win, R. Schaefer, Bradford 

2 

Anthony, Pope Manufacturing Co., and de 
where. 
* BP Sha ath ar 
Modford, 

ers in sportsmen’s 
GIBBS & 

une, 15-tf. 
rowan 
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weuunm  ERANCIS O. deLUZE & CO, 

SPRATT’S noc siscurs, | WINES, !tets_ 2nd Sauternes, 
The Bost Food for Keeping Dogs in Gondition, OFLAMPAGN ES, 

DOG SOAP, BRANDIES, OF E. IRROY & CO., REIMS. 

| FORAGE BISCUITS, | WHISKIES, — seomsnitaccetnce wane ‘ hine Wines, 

LOW DOWN = For Horses—Dseful on the Piainds 7 Sette 4OR wibatece minicar ptee a RAL WATERS, 

—————————— 
Lublicutions. Sportsmen's Goods. 

CANOE & CAMERA COODYEAR’S 
ae No Se Rubber M’g Company 

AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Giove M’f’e Go., 

488, £90, £92 B’ way, cor. Broome si., 

AND 

05 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST. 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

FISHING AND HUNTENG, 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPRODALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED, 

Sishing Tackle. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

First premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

: —————— 

: Sti Aseoewt ee = 

-PuoroersPHic TOUR at? 
Tyo Hundred les Oa pete 
TAROVeH TUE 

pie is» COMICAL CHARACTER 

JOHN KRIDER, 
’N. E. Cor. Second and Walnutists., Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Flies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Books, —ILLUSTRATIONS 
Ete. A 

2" Salmon, Bass, and ‘Trout Flies, Made to Order. WITH By Well-Known Artists. 
THe R Recent Presonac 

“ Krider's" Celebrated Center, Enamel Split and New Maps of the State—rrissrceusucse By tHe AUTHOR, 

Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties Tho most Bntertaining and Artistic Book im tha Market. 

Taxidorgpratt’s Patent Dog Blsouit. PRICE, BASRA, $4.50 
WEY SOR: Repairing of all kinds, marily 

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY, 

FISHING TACKLE! FISHING TACKLE! 

THOMAS ANDREWS, 
Wo. 1 St, John St., Quebec, Canada, 

RUBPER Goops or Every Descrir- 
TION, 

Bi) 
Send for Hlustrated Catalogue. 

(SSTABLISHED IN 1841). | ALL READERS of FOREST AND STREAM Publications, 
oi Res SnOtenren. a , Tyeed one of these : 

T argest an est assortment of Fishing STANDARE PUBLICATIGNS ; 
Tackle to be had, consisting of English, Scotch } J 

and Cansdian make. Trout and Salmon Rod = SPORTSRMAD’S iBRATY 
Salmon and Trout Reels, prepared Silk Balron EASTWAR. HO; or ADViNTURES AT - " 

RANGHLEY LAKES. oy Chesies * J. eG 
spleyand fascinating story of sportsman’s life + 

inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated US cS qhuandetly Hants clashes? Beats List of Sportsman’s Books 
Gharies A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of [We will forward any of these Books by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price.] 

Lines, Sill and Hair Trout Lines, Salmon Gafts, | 
aouble, andsingle Leaders, Marana Gut, Fishing 

oe SALMON FLIES! TROUT FLIES! 
ocak going down salmon fishing on the 

Ririeney ios on the? Matipediant ae aye ae ie ; 5 phe sar Eley Lakes. 224 pages. 12 illus, Adirondacks, Camp Life in, Murray's. .$ 1.50 ese pss s American Gume in its 

thes, Andrews’ establishment, the best selection | BAIRAR’S sition ARDSON AND RANGELBY eae Camps and Tramps in, North- re Fore is oer pet PRR OAS Rapes ee 

of Salmon Flies mado on patterns expressly for| LAKUS ILLUSTRATED. A completeand re- | 4 iilndacke, Guide io Wallace's éth edn, 200 | Line... enh pleat t Boas seme 
aie ee tes * Jock Scott,” rf Silver Docton” rents ae eat eval res Adirondack, *Wildnerness, Inthe, Warner's. 75 | Frank Forester’s Manual for Young Sporte- 

Wilkinson,” “Butcher,” Cock Robin" and} of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magallioway Amatoun rapper. 's Book, Nor Het aBip tas ee ae ‘7 diandSaddlest + fae lee ids 
many other patterns, at very low prices peaets, toe Basen, BO atti, and a large map. | American Bird Fancior 0. 30 | Hallock's sportamen’s Gazetee Eb: ico BOcents. C(t | AMerican Bird Fancier-........7- fe 

DONT CATCH WEEDS AND Logs. | ac SAe WMOQSPHBAD. TAKE AND run | Agercon Bore Own Book, Sporis ane 200 | Hand Books ou Out: Boos A 8 
§, AN 2A com DERN BES aes Ss American Roadsters ad Trotting Horses.. 5. Gymnastics.... . ri] 

wae BUC CATCH FISH, Moosehead e region and sporting re- American Wild Fowl! Shooting, J. W. Beng. A Cricket........ 25 
forts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘The tours American Kennel, Burges........ i Rowing and Sailing 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot Pd St. John | 4ugling,a Book on, Francis. ee HD Riding and Driving...... , 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainl Archer, Moderni-22.4- 25 20254: is TEN Ce Nee Bad Broadsyword.. 2 
treate: ted. 224 pages. 14 illus.’ Price 50 cents. ¥ | Archery, Fencing and Broadsword 20. Manly Exercises. .......----4+ ---.-5 2 

FARRAR’S POCKHT MAP of the Richardson Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson, 1. CrBoyetee erm ver the 30 dines 25 1] 
a and Hangeley lakes region and the waters of Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam.. 3. UIST LST ONO ide'cleichisnid deechinaeeh pie tire 26. 

RUSH’S PATENT FLOAT TROLLING Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen ae OF Rema De ee Se ee eae ANG Boys So Fe any peers 26 
SPOONS entirely overcome the defects } apers cloth covers. 60 cents. Ree OEST Gu aie Welbon fe ce eyeing Franateres teorsts teens b= 

he f found in all-other Spoons, viz., run- FE RAR'S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake rt of SW: elena arieieee 4iric C2105 8 ee ee ee eee 
retorore [ow poons, a ‘and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing Athlete's Guide, Harding...,........ -- ...) 0 SHOOHMR oe ses eee wes bes che i 

ning so deep as to catch weeds and logs, a#@ |i yocorts of Northern Maine, also the head. | Athletic Sports for Boys...... bds., Tic.; clo. 1, Herbert’s Hints to Horse Keepers. -- Lb 
elow where the fish see them. Made of the} utters of the Kinuebec, Penobscot and St, | Athletic Sports, Stonehenge...-,..-....-..-- 1.00 eas to BRE He ASL cy! eland........ Jeseenee 1,50 
dest material. Bass size, 75 cents ; pickerel, $1; |) Jan rivers. eutee on tough linen paper, } Bailey's Birds of tné Unitea prates. . Hy olden’s Book of Birds..... .. pa., 2he.; elo. BD 

est material. Bass size, 75 iP c oth covers. bie Baird's Birds of North America......... ... A Horseback ey Duteny See ey 1.25 
tauskalonge, $1.25. Each by mail—25 cents ex- | pA :RAR’S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, 25 ots. Baucher's Method of Horsemanship....,... 1.00 | Horse Breaking, Moreton......, ‘ --. 8.50 
tra for gold-plated. Address ah een Sue nae fur Catalog ne tines ae i, Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds .. ... 1.50. ae pac Hoe reece a 
HENRY C. BRUSH, Brushton ‘Tranklin te) @ atove publications maile Wie Ut 

Co., New York ; or to be had at wholesale or re- beats on receipe of price. A ldress Boat Sailing, Practical 4.00 > | Horees apes See LE St) seerree TD 
tail from CHAS, L. RITZMAN, 918 Broadway, A. Jj FARRAR, stearate eee Books for mon Obie eee pees oP Amero ef aS 

N.Y. ae How to Camp Ont, Gould......-..... oa Wr elon 
; | How to Feet Eto . Batty's. ‘ 1 

umorous Sketches, Seymour 6. 
ehiBt reUiineos t Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher 9 

— a TH E POULTRY WORLD, Hunting and Harter of all Na +3 
Beete Tend i Jennie 8 Erte Panini 3h 

G B. s 300! iy i cClure’s Stable Guida 
THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES. (MONTHLY) AND Buthee on the Dos i 3 vols 3 2.00 | Manton’s Taxidermy Without a Tea oO 

50 be Muyhew’s Horse Doctor. 
5) | Mayhew's Hi se Management... 

1.25 | Mimot’s Land and Gamo Birds. . 
3.00 | Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard 

THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD- eg gee 
Canoeing in Kanuckia 
Canoe Traveling, Powell.. 

(WEEILY) Canoe, Voyage of tha Paper; Bishop's s. 2.50 | Oars and Scull’s, Woodgate... 
Cassells’ Book of Birds, 4 yols. > 12,00 | On the Wing, Bumsted....,.... pieseeie EO 

Both publications are exclusively devoted | Choke Bore Guns, Greener... .. 3,00 | Bortridee and Pheasant Shooting, Schiey's 2.00 
to Poult Complete American ‘Trapper, Gibson ,. 1.15 | Pistol, The.. ete hee te © Th 
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ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Granae Ducking: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 
ELEGTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Send postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Wurnished FREE. 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Yu, 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT 

GQIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDER. 

The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
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Et sehen oe forseventy-eight years. Mant 
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DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Hos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
quickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

Ball and Pigeon Shooting. - 
DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 

Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 

‘ Pigeon, ck, and other shooting, 

DUPONT’S HAGLE RIFLE, 
& quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
j grain for pistol shooting, ' 

DUPONT’S RIFLE, FG, “SHA SHOOTING,” 
E¥G and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle 
suooting .the FFG snd FYHG for general use, 

burning strong and moist. 
| SPORTING. G, SHIPPING, snd BLAST- 
ENG POWDERS of all sizes and posortpulcne. 

cial grades fer export. Cartridge, Musket, 
on, Mortar, and Mammoth Powder, Uz 8. 

vernment standard.. Powder -manufactured 
to order of any required ae or proof. Agen- 

sin all cities and principal towns throughout 
o@U.8. Represented by ¢ 

. L. KREELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. ¥. 
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Wowder for long range rifle shooting. 
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Sold by Druggists. W. H. Schieffelin & Co., N.Y. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Hliscellaneons Aivertisements, 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF 

IS UNEQUALLED 
for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. 

THE WORLD! 

BY GUNPOWDER 
It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing, 

wing-shot of the world; Dr. 

CaptainBogardus, champion 

Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

al the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in thew matches, Our challenge 

to shoot a long range rifie match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world. Address 

DITTMARPOWDER M’F’GCo., 
P. 0. Box 836. 24 Park Place, New York 

VANITY FAIR TOBACCO 
AND - 

CIGARETTES 

“ MILD"—Rare Old Virginia. ‘*HALV#S"—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 

Sydney, 
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1880, 

Special concession by the French Government, and on sale in all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, We KIMBALL & CO ! 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

ishing Pauts. 

Fine Archery, | 
PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES. 

in Shooting Power 

The Kaw-Hide Backed Bows have no 

Superior. 

Bows sent C. O. D. on trial when 25 per cent. 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can bs returned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges. 
Hikustrated circulars sent free. 
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Factory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York. 
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RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS, 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.1 Send for Catalegue, 

IMPROVED SELF-REGULATING 
STORM-DEFYING, 

W ind-Miull. 
THE ONLY MILL EMBRACING ALL THE 

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS. 
Received Silyer Medal at Paris in 1878. 
Three hundred in operation in the yi- 

cinity of New York. Every one war- 
ranted as to Durabilty and Quantity of 
Water, which can be pumped to any 
required height from any location. 
The cost is small compared with any 

= other device now in use. 
Mills for export a specialty. Address, 

No. 76 John Street, New YorkE. 
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Chilled Shot. 
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GIVES GREATER PENETRATION and BHT- 

TER PATTERN than ordinary shot. Eq 
well adapted to choke-bores, modified chokes 
cylinders. 

Beware of Initations, 

Our Chilled Shot will be found to be more free 
from shrinkage, more spherical, more uniform in 
size, heavier and of brighter and cleaner finish than 
ite other, 

end for circular. 

TATHAM BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN S8T,, NEW YORK. 

Also manufacturers of 
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American Standard Drop Shot, 
and COMPRESSED BUCK SHOT, more uniform 
than ordinary moulded shot. 

Founded July 4, 18038. 

SPARKS’ 

American Chilled Shot. 
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STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 
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CURES BY ABSORPTION. 
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“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 
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‘Sapanule’' has no equal for Chronic Lame- 

ness, Lame Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Nczema, 
Humors of the Scalp, etc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permanent cure b 
using ““Sapanuie, Used in sponge or foot bai 
removes all soreness of body, limbs and feet. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 

Sold by all Druggists. Price, 50c., and $1 per 
bottle. Send for illuminated circular and cards, 

SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY. 
Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 
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Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue. 
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€5 Fulton street, N.Y. 

FRANK H. ATKINSON, — 
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é a 
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On Alaska Letter. 

Sirka, April 23d. 

i TAKE advantage of a temporary cessation of bright, 
warm, dry, glorious weather to write up a little, 

for during the last eight weeks Lhave not been willing 
to stay in doors an unnecessary minute. During the 
winter months we had our share of unpleasant weather, 

but the spring, so far, has made full recompense, To- 
day it is rainme¢ a little ; not enough to show in the rain 

euage, but the contrast with the days gone before makes 
us willing to ‘sit by,” 
During March we had but nine days on which it 

rained, and fourteen on which more or less snow fell ; 

and of the 744 hours, 469 are matked ‘‘b. c.” (blue sky 
and passing clouds), 142 with snow or hail, and 66 with 

rain and 67 cloudy, No fogs. April, so far, has done 
nearly as well, there having been eleven days with clean 

twenty-four hours record ‘bh. c¢:’ and but six in which 

rain has fallen during fifty-six hours, and snow fell on 
six hours of two days early in the month; thus, in 1272 

hours, we have had but 122 of rain, 148 of show, and the 
temperature has been of the healthiest, 

It’s time we began to get a little good weather, for we 

have just passed through the most severe winter recorded 

during forty-five years. I quote from Dale: ‘* The ther- 
mometer showed below zero but on four, and the lowest 

temperature recorded was four degrees.” This winter, 

“below zero” has been a moderate temperature, if it 

didn’t get too far down. We have bad seven degrees 
several times, We are improyiig the sunshine by doing 
a littie shooting ; there are quantities of oldwives and 
shufilers ; the grouse are beginning to report for duty, 

and are brought im quite plentifully by the Indians, 
whose desire for bits exceeds that of most of us for 

sport, to be earned by tramps through a country which, 
ordinarily rugged enough, is now pitfallen with soft 

snow. A few mallard also are brought in by the Indians. 
The standard price for grouse and mallard is “ two bits,” 
Ptarmigan have vanished, and are probably safe from 

even the Siwashes’ pursuit, way up in the mountains, 
sunning themselves on ihe suowbanks. 
Very little venison is broughtin, and it is worthless. 

The Indians are all busy fishing, and all along the beaches 
are sprinkled with shanties, where the squaws and chil- 

rather crank canoes, great fish weighing sometimes 
three hundred pounds, but have learned. 
fish from the canoes, but set lines which are attached to 
floats—generally bladders—to which are fastened little 
flags on staffs, Among a group of them the fisherman 
watches, and when the hooked fish has exhausted itself 
towing the float, he is secured, 
The herring are here in force. These are caught by 

means of of poles and boards, armed with sharp nails at 
an angle. These are thrust under the schools, which 
swim about two feet deep, and the fish are gaffed out, 
‘‘hooked up,” as the proress, slightly altered in details, 
by which pike and suckers are in our rivers caught in 
spring, is called, The herring spawn in salt water, and 
their favorite places are the quiet bays along the shores, 
and there every kind of kelp and seaweed is crusted. 
with the spawn, and as the tide goes down and one walks 
along the beach, every step crushes myriads. The In- 
dians do not collect the eges deposited on the seaweed, 
but plant at half-tide marks rows of branches of cedar 
and balsam, which, in a tide or two, become covered with 
spawn ; these are replaced by others, and hung up to dry. 
The spawn is eaten dried, raw and cooked in various 
ways, and is very palatable in either. 

Into the bays, where the spawning occurs, a number of 
small fresh water streams empty—a number unusually 
large just now, as many come from melting snow banks 
—but [noticed no bushes or spawn in the immediate 
yicinity of the streams, and although I examined care- 
fully, saw no signs of herring running up the fresh water 
streams. The pools and rifts of Indian River are as clear 
as crystal, and not a fin of herring or trout was in 
either. 
Weare getting just now plenty of the fish called cod 

here, and I am in the minority when I take issue with the 
nomenclature, and again when I pronounce the redfish, 
which is now plentiful and good, and weighing, in some 
cases, thirty to forty pounds, to be a ‘* Norway haddock.” 

Clams, which during the winter added much to our 
happiness, are now seldom in the market, whether it is 
‘because of any let up in their yalue, or because most of 
the old klootchmen (women) who in winter gather them 
are now busy with the less permanent herring, I cannot 
say. Alaska clams are different from any that I have 
ever seen elsewhere, Among our officers there is one 
born and bred on Cape Cod, whose earliest reminiscences 
are of clams, which grew bothin his back yard and 
front garden, so I referred to him for information, and 
asked him ‘‘ whether the clains here were Calista con- 
venas or Mya-arinarias?” I will spare you the first part 
of his reply, but after a bit, during which he obtained 
control of himself, he informed me that they ‘seemed 
to be a cross between a soft-shell clam and a quohog ; that 
they had the head and night-cap of the formerand the body 
and shell of the latter.” I know that they are very de 
licious, and with a flavor peculiar to themselves ; have 
just about as much of the genuine clam flavor as do the 
‘little necks.” Besides clams we have very good mus- 
sels and scallops, and the Siwashes indulge in boiled 

squids. er ers. , 
We get no crabs in the immediate vicinity, but in 

summer yery fine ones are brought from a bay about 
fifteen miles from here, Up the country somewhere 
there must be some very large ones. I haye procured 
from Indians crabs of great size, the largest is of dinien- 
sions as follows: length 54 inches, breadth at intersec- 
tion of nippers 3% inches, nippers, or mandibles, or what- 
ever may be the name of the biting apparatus, length 
9 inches, armed with, in each side, two teeth, larger than 
those of aman, These claw-legs are studded with rows 
of projections one-quarter of an inch high, f 

I have procured also from the Indians several pieces of 
two kinds of coral, which they say were found on the 
adjacent shores, I have sent them to Prof. Baird for 
identification. 

Neither salmon trout nor brook trout haye as yet put 
in their appearance, that is, in any stream we know of. 
‘An Indian woman last week had asmall string of the 
latter, bub I couldn’b find out where she got them, and 
you may be sure tried hard enough. We have seen 
very few wild geese this spring ; last fall they flew over 
in great numbers goimg to the South, but they seem to 
have staid there, or gone back by some other route. 
There are lots of robins here now, but I think that they 
are merely transients; they don’t nest in this vicinity ; 
came in fiocks last fall and now are returning probably 
to the Yukon neighborhood, where Dale found eges. _ 

The spring is very backward in one respect ; ordinarily 
by this time the lower mountains are clear enough of 
snow for prospecting, but this year the miners, of whom 
we have quite a colony, are in the dumps. They have 
comé here to hybernate, and haye about used up their 
stakes, and the non-expensive amusements of ball playing 
and sitting around on the rocks whittling are about all 

They do not 

they care to indulge in. I wish right here to speak a 
good and true word for them, During the whole winter 
the miners here haye conducted themselves in the most 
orderly and respectable manner; they haye not evinced 
a, particle of opposition to any step which has been made 
necessary for the better government of a few, who are 
miners only in the sense that fishers are fish, viz,., in 
living on them ; and they have given their willing coépe- 
ration in carrying outsuch simple laws as we have found 
it advisable to establish from time to tiie. 

I thick that before long there will be a “‘rush” for the 
Chillcat country, where itis reported that placer work 
will pay, Here we have nothing but ledges of auriferous 
quartz, that require money and time to develop, Up to 
last fall the Chillcat Indians haye objected strongly to the 
white men penetrating their country, and during the 
winter they opposed the entry of Mr. Muir and a mission- 
ary—and in so doing were about half right, but reports 
haye comein lately that they would welcome the whites; 
and to-day ‘Sitka Jack ” returned from a trip there on 
which he started last fall, and tells me that the Indians 
will be glad to have the white men come, I was confi- 
dent when I let this party of semi-civilized Siwashes go 
up there that they would plant a seed which would 
eventually produce a good crop, and soit has proved ; but 
I've been roundly abused by the missionary organs be- 

| cause the crop did not foilow immediately the planting. 
Asa matter of course, Prof. Muir and party, following so 
close on the trail of Sitka Jack, found it more or less 
ornamented with intoxicated Siwashes. It was thenative 
way of welcoming Jack, and if that reverend and scien- 
tific party had had a little savyey and waited a bit they 
would have found that Jack’s liquor would have run out, 
especially as according to their report Jack got all the 
Indians between here and Chillcat drunk and kept them 
so, and then had enough left to fillup the two Chillcat 
villages with liquor, which ‘“‘flowed like water.” Qf 
course, considering the source, the published story, from 
which the above is quoted, can’t be exaggerated, but if it 
isn’t, Jack’s canoe must have had tremendous carrying 
capacity, 
Now the truth is, thatis assuming that Jacl tells it, no 

‘ whiskey ” was carried at all—that would have been un- 
lawful—but Jack owns that he did carry a barrel of 
molasses, and that is strictly in accordance with law. And 
that barrel of molasses may haye been instrumental in 
opening the Chillcat region toour miners. Undoubtedly 
Jack, when it gave out and he got sober, mourned for 
more, and wished himself back among the white men 
from whom all blessings of that sort flow, and those who 
mourned with him its early demise believed in the tales 
he told them of the good that the Sitka Indians were 
recetying from the whites, Jack himself made over $300 
last summer at the cannery, and the suit of clothes 
which he carried with him, starting with it on him and 
probably entering all villages so arrayed, did more to- 
ward converting these primitives than would a bushel of 
tracts and a cord of Bibles, a blue frock, brass buttons 
and colonel’s stripes, a navy eap, with gold band and 
device, and, I believe, asword. 

Tf the miners start for the Chillcat, and. several tell me 
they shall, and get well treated, and strike it rich, that 
barrel of molasses will become as famous as the ‘* barrel 
of money” and *bar'l of apple sass” of political and 
theatrical renown. 

Seriously, [ believe I did right, and that the visit of my 
trained Indian has had an excellent effect upon his 
wild friends, and that during the summer a great deal 
will be done toward developing thenorthern region, where 
it is reported there are good placer indications. A little 
achooner is now outfitting to start, 

April 28th, 
The first salmion of the season made his debut to-day, 

beatae if he is a salmon, and not some species of salmon 
trout. 

Five of these beauties, from thirty to forty inches long, 
came alongside to-day in a canoe paddled by a wild look- 
ing and awe-struck Siwash, who with his crouching 
klootchman (wife) and papoose in the bow, gazed upon 
our #uns and us with ah expression that showed them to 
be unfamiliar with the sight. He wasa stranger, and was 
taken in, for he took willingly the two bits each that wera 
offered them for the fish, and no Sitka Siwash bub would 
haye asked us treble the price. Through an interpreter I 
interviewed him, He had spent the winter (and that 
méans the last seven months) on a shanty on the western 
shore of Kruzoft Island, from which Mount Hdgecombe 
rears its elermally snow-clad peal, and he told me that 
well up among the foot-hills of that mountain range 
there was a lititle lake, from which there flowed into the 
Pacific a small stréam, and that from the headwaters of 
this stream he had hooked these fish, and each by the 
gash of the gaff im its silvery side confirmed that part of 
his story ; and that these fish stayed all winter in this 
lake, and ran down the stream in spring. 

Now, Mr. Editor, if that Indian told the truth, 
and the interpreter ditlo, either this is not a 
aalmon, or it is a salmon with very peculiar 
babits. Before cooking, the flesh of this fish was as 
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red as that of the reddest fleshed brook trout, Frying 
for breakfast and boiling for dinner took from if every 
vestige of red tinge, leaving it almostas white as halibut. 
Three of the five were females, with well developed 
ovum, 

L would seek that stream, and would capture some of 
these fish, but for a reason; Among my curios T haye a 
necklace, not very pretty, but, to say the least, unique ; it 
is composed of, alternately, the incisors and molars of 
bears and beavers, The latter I should not object to 
watching build their dams, but I do not care to observe too 
élosely, when armed but with a fish-rod, any of the re- 
lations of thosé who furnished the larger portion of my 
necklace, and lots of them live in the immediate vicinity 
of this stream, Jt may be true that ‘ bears when not 
molested or irritated are harmless,” but I am the owner 
of a bear, a small one, who in some respects resembles 
Artemus Ward’s kangaroo; he is ‘tan amoosing little 
kuss,” but he gets irritated mighty easy, and when he 
does if is only because his teeth are as yet not more than 
one-twentieth the size of those on my necklace, that I 
don’t have considerable cause for irritation myself. 

This cub, by the way, must have been born about the 
ist of March, Wasn't that rather early? What to do 
with this brute when he grows upis a puzzle tome, Some 
of my friends propose that some day we shall take him 
ashore, let him run, and several of us provide a founda- 
tion of truth for the killing-of-a-bear-in-Alaska-story, 
which we shall haye to tell wheu we get home—viz,, 
utilizing *‘ Joe” with our rifles, PIsEGO, 

@latural History. 
—__. 

—Address ail communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 
or a 

FRASER RIVER SALMON, 

BY MOWITCH—NO, II, 

Concluded. 
ALMON spawning in different places may be fairly 
accounted for in this way: About the same time 

each season, salmon seem to be actuated by the common 
desire to proceed to the spawning beds, and the ova are 
developed to a greater degree in some individuals than 
others, although each variety of salmon starts from the 
sea at or about the same time, As the ova become fully 
developed and matured they branch off to the various 
tributaries then at hand and perform the act of apawn- 
ing, while those not ready to deposit their spawn keep on 
till such time as they are ready, and so on till all have 
completed their allotted task. This, when viewed in the 
proper light, shows the wise provision of nature in many 
ways, but more especially in this respect. Did salmon all 
leaye the sea al the same time, with the ova in the same 
condition, they would necessarily be compelled to resort 
to the same place, which would not afford the necessary 
room for the countless thousands—millions would per- 
haps be the best term— and overcrowding would frustrate 
ana pen oer nugatory the purpose sought to be accom- 

ished. 
That grilse spawn, I fully believe, not of my own 

knowledge, but from the testimony of many intelligent 
fishermen who are confident on this point; and certainly 
if they do not, and these supposed grilse are mature sal- 
mon, the different sorts of salmon frequenting these 
waters must be many more than commonly believed. 
There can be no doubt that fish of a small size, in every 
respect resembling grilse, are frequently caught full of 
spawn, 
There is but one mode of capture of salmon by the 

whites, that is by drift nets varying in mesh from five 
and three-quarter to eight inches, Traps and weirs have 
been tried without any great success, and, financially 
speaking, proved a failure. The principal modes of cap- 
ture practiced by the Indians, are by means of scoop 
nets, used at the heads of eddies; traps of various con- 
struction. Spears, some of which are exceedingly inge- 
nious in their construction, and always detachable from 
the spear-pole, are made by different tribes in various 
forms and shapes, often yery primitive in character, but 
yery effective in use, Both day and night are turned to 
account in the salmon season. In spearing, a pitch-pine 
fire is used at night, as is the case in other parts of the 
world, The Indians of Babine Lake (lat. 55° north, long. 
126° west), have a most ingenious way of capturing them 
with as little trouble as can well be imagined: A dam is 
built across a suitable stream, on the upper side of which, 
from bank to bank, acamoe or canoes, as the case may 
be, are placed lengthwise across the stream, The gun- 
wales are depressed slightly and allowed to catch under 
projections of the upper side of the dam, so as to keep 
the canoes in position and preyent it from being carried 
oyer the dam, The Indians sit leisurely down on the 
banks of the stream and smoke the pipe of tobacco or 
Ijnnikinic, whicheyer they may have the most of, confi- 
dent of a rich return fcr their scanty labors, The results 
are as follows: Salmon arrive at the foot of the dam 
over which they leap, depositing themselves in the canoe 

_ instead of the water, and when the canoe is sufficiently full 
for the noble red man’s purpose he tows it ashore, empties 
it of its live and kicking cargo, and replaces it for an- 
other supply, Then comes his patient squaw, who pro- 
ceeds, with considerable skill, to split, dress and dry the 
fish for their common support during the next long and 
dreary winter. No salt 1s used in the drying process, 
and the fish usually keep remarkably well. The salmon 
storehouses are usually placed throughout British Colum- 
bia in the branches of trees, thirty to forty feet and eyen 
higher from the ground, and are reached by means of a 
notched pole, which makes an admiravle substitute for 
aladder. Many of these houses are very large, capable 
of storing many tons of salmon, and appear to be joint 
stock affairs held by several families in common, In- 
dians inform me that the reason of placing these houses 
so high is that by this means the dried fish is kept free 
from the ravages of blow and other flies, and assign no 
other reason for this custom. Many persons alleze that 
ib is to protect the salmon from dogs and other animals; 
this is an evident error, becauss ten feet isasample a pro- 
tection from dogs as one hundred jest would be, and as 
for climbing animals—such as coons, martens, weasels, 
ete.—a moment's consideration will convince any one 
that eoons, martens and the like are generally as profi- 

cient in climbing notched or other poles as are Indians, 
All the salmon of this river are perfectly harmless as re- 
gards poisonous effects to any animal, LI haye known of 
no injurious results arising through the flesh being eaten 
raw, 

pestris turns white in winter, while in Kansas, in Seuth- 

not, or undergoes only partial change, as is the case gen- 
erally over the belt of territory between the areas 
named, Mr, Guild’s statement (see FOREST AND STRHAM 
of June 10th) is unquestionably correct for the portion of 

country to which it relates, as is, of course, your own for 
the region further northward. In perhaps most species 
of nammals in which the pelage turns white in winter, 
the amount of change varies at different localities, the 
whiteness increasing in purity from the South north- 
ward, as is well illusttated in our common varying hare, 
or ‘! white rabbit’ (Lepus americanus), and in the er- 

mines. In these species the change at the extreme south- 
ward is often only partial, while many individuals do not 
undergo the change at all. In Lepus campestris the 
winter pelage, even at the northward, never becomes 80 
intensely white as in L. americanus and the Arctic hare, 
the brown of the under fur being visible on the slightest 
disarrangement of the pelage, while there is usually a 
more or less brownish area on the middle of the back in 
even the whitest examples, As these points are noticed 

in some detail in my ‘‘ Monograph of North American 

Lepenidee”’ (North Am. Rod,, Goues and Allen, pp. 297, 

30/), itis unnecessary to devote further space to the sub- 
ject here. J, A, ALLEN, 

Cambridge, Mass., June 11th. 
et Oo 

THE SNAKE KILLHR. 

HERE is a bird, I know not if it has been described 
by naturalists, inhabiting the southern portions of 

California and Arizona, popularly knownas the ‘ Road- 
runner.” This bird is a little less in size than the eastern 
partridge or drumming grouse, and of the same general 
appearance, but with a long slim tail like the magpie: 
bill, black and straight and abont one-half longer than 
that of the common jay; solitary in its habits and rarely 
two are found together. Its ordinary way of escape 
from its Gnemies is by running, usm¢ its wings to aid it 
after the manner of the ostrich, A horse must be put to 
its speed to drive one of these birds from the road, when 
it chooses to use the road ahead of it, stead of stepping 
out to one side to let the horse or team go by. Tt largel 
affects the arid plateaus or mesasof the region hae 
where the largest number of the species of cacti 
abound, and where, lying in the sun asleep, or watching 
for ils prey, is found the large yellow rattlesnake, quite 
too plenty for the nerves of the eastern traveller. One 
of the varieties of cactus, pronounced by the native 
Mexicans us if spelled ‘* chayér,” drops every peor kbusr, 
—egved shaped, and armed all aver with long sharp 
needles. When this burr becomes dried by the fierce 
rays of the sun the needles pierce the flesh on coming 
in contact with it. Indeed it is stated by many who 
have tried the experiment that the burr with its hundreds 
of barbs isso attracted by the moisture from the hand, 
when placed near it, that it will of itself move and fasten 
in the flesh, In the region where these burrs are scat- 
tered over the plain, our bird finds @ rattlesnake asleep, 
perhaps, or coiled andat rest. He runs silently and with 
speed and seizes these burrs, and quickly makes a circle 
of this impassable material around the snake. This done 
he seizes a burr and tosses upon the reptile, The sharp 
barbs pierce the now writhing body of the unfortunate 
sleeper, Flinging its body about it strikes ayerywhera 
upon the wall of burrs and becomes literally coyered 
with the horrid thorns, Thus tormented, maddened, too 
much loaded down with the burrs for Hight, the snake 
bites itself repeatedly and soon is dead, And our bird 
approaches and with no danger to itself, tears and eats 
from the body of its victim at pleasure, The circles of 
burrs made by this bird are geen everywhere in the cacti 
districts of Arizona. I have named the bird the ‘* snake 
killer ” from its habit of hunting the rattlesnake, 

It was a matter of surprise to me on shooting one of 
these birds, to find that it belonged to the flesh-eatin, 
class, instead of being seed and grain eaters, as its genera. 
appearance would indicate, Ihave seen many of these 
birds, but have never yet heard from it any cry. It 
seems to be silentand solitary, as I have never discovered 
more than two in the same neighborhood, 

Gro H. Wrran, 
The bird referred to is the ground cockoo chapparal 

cock, Paisano or Faisdnow(Geococey californianus), a 
not very distant ally of the cackoo. Its habits of feed- 

ing on snakes is well known to naturalists, and the sup- 

posed practice of surrounding its sleeping prey with the 

fruit of the cactus has already been described. But is it 
certain that these circles of cactus fruit are made by the 

bird, and for the purpose mentioned ? 
—_<———_ 

SwALLows, Bars snp Brpsucs.—The explanation 
offered by Mr, R, M. Conway in regard to bedbugs on 
swallows is yery interesting, but rather misleading, inas- 
much as he seems to take for granted that he has solyed 
the problem, whereas he has thrown but a yery feeble 
light on thesubject. The object of allinquiry is, lsuppose, 
to come to as near a true lmowledge of the subject in 
hand as possibile. 

Mr. GC, may not be aware of the fact, but bedbugs 
do oceur on swallows, as will be testified by any close ob- 
server, 
As for this parasite on bats, I think no one would deny 

their presence. I have found them pe a but on 
quite a number of little brown bats (V. subulatus) ex- 
amined last summer I did not find a single bedbug. As 
T have had no experience at the South, I know nothing 
of the habits of the bats there. But as no bat was ever 
sean or known to hang in the bouse or barn referred to 
in my article of May 6th Iam led to conclude that they 
were not the conveyers of the bed baa And if they 
had been, this would not explain why the bugs are found 
on the barn and swallows only after the young swallows 
were hatched. The bats were seen for a month or more 
prior to the time. 

Bats are not yery numerous in that locality, so I can- 
net think that they hang frem the trees, and thus infést 
them with bedbugs, which afterward get on the swal- 
lows, Every year, swallows, bats and bedbugs are as 
HUMSroUs a6 yer, in their sesson; but the parasite is ao 

oiled, fried, roasted or dried, and it is eaten with 
avidity by dogs and all other carniyorous animals when 
obtainable, Jn its dried state itis sometimes fed to In- 
dian ponies, in seasons of much snow and scarcity of 
their usiial fodder, with no noxious effects or objection- 
able results, On the other hand, from the most authen- 
tic and reliable information, the result of long experience 
and repeated experiments, it appears that Salmo quinnat, 
the Chinook or Columbia salmon, when eaten by dogs, 
under some circumstances, is as deadly to Canis domes- 
ticus as would bea dose of strychnine, although not as 
speedy in its results, This feature I do not attempt to 
account for, but leave it to others with the matter under 
their immediate observation. Now, as regards the tak- 
ing or non-taking of a fly, 1 donot think that sufficient 
data are at hand to charge the noble Salmo pacificus—to 
use a generic term coined for the occasion, mtended to 
include varieties peculiar to the Pacific Coast—with an 
offense of such magnitude, Perhaps it will be well tore- 
late the story told respecting the scion of nobility 
who, sent ont for the special purpose of reporting on 
the natural resources of Oregon, at the time of 
joint occupancy of said territory by the British and 
American nations, condemned the whole ¢ountry as 
comparatively worthless—not worth the trouble of set- 
ting up or haying a fuss made about, and perhaps more 
graphically than elegantly expressed his disgust’ by the 
statement ‘*that the whole country was not worth a 
d—n ; even the salmon would not takea Ay,” Without 
touching the Columbia, of which river I confess to be 
comparatively ignorant, I am willing to admit that sal- 
mon will not take a fiy in Fraser River ; but this, if from 
no other cause,might fairly be attributed to the extremely 
muddy character of the water of the stream. A salmon 
could not see a fly, at least in the lower part of the river, 
were it within six inches of his nose; but I do not be- 
lieve that they have been fished for enough to let us 
know whether they will or will not take a fly in the trib- 
utaries or clear water streams, One gentleman of my 
acquaintance (a Noya Scotia and New Brunswick fly 
fisher) showed me a salmon which he stated he caught in 
the Coquitlam River with a fly, and I have the fullest 
confidence in the veracity of his statement, You may 
ask how it is that ina country so long known as this that 
such a question has not been fully tested and set at rest, 
proorcon, I will endeavor to explain; In the first place 
every stranger of fly-fishing proclivities is usually met 
upon his first inquiry by the assertion of some wiseacre 
oranother who perhaps neyer saw a salmon fly or rod, 
that ‘the salmon will not take a fly, and there is no use 
in trying,” This rather dampens the ardor of the fisher- 
man, and perhaps he accepts the situation and never at- 
tempts to proye or disproye the correctness of the state- 
ment. Again, if any one does try he probably does so 
using the flies and selecting: the season in accordance with 
his former experielice, deriyed in other countries, and 
after a few failures gives it up; but the prinvipal or main 
reason is probably this: The little value attached to the 
salmon here preyents continued trial. The fish has no 
monetary or intrinsic value; and although I would not 
by any means charge salmon fishers with being mercen- 
ary wretches, still 1 may be pardoned for the belief that 
if salmon could be purchased on the Restigouche, Gaod- 
hout or similar rivers for five cents a piece, Messrs. Abbey 
& Imbrie would sell less six-strip bamboo rods for use 
in those localities. Anything loses its prestige when 
cheap or easy of capture. People asa rule do not amuse 
themselves by shooting chickens in their own poultry 
yard, while I can readily imagine wild jungle fowl 
shooting to be an agreeable pastime, Iwas fond of jack 
fishing when a boy in Ontario, and many a night have 
I spent at it, robbing myself of the sleep I ought 
to havetaken, to enable me to do my work properly 
next day. But never have I lifted a spear in this coun- 
try, although having every opportunity of doing so 
had I been inclined, and seemg scores of salmon taken 
nightly by the Indians within a gunshot of my doar, 
I was also fond of trolling with a spoon, and I practiced 
it tosome extent in salt water here, catching as many 
sometimes as a dozen fine salmon in an afternoon, bunt 
the sport to me became worthless, and I gave it up in 
disgust when after bringing my catch home, one suf- 
ficing for my use, I had to boil the others for my dogs or 
throw them away. The pleasure of being able to send a 
valued friend a present of a fine salmon, which is ac- 
corded to you in the Hast, is denied us in the West, Un- 
der any circumstances here, such a gift; would not be 
appreciated ; would by some be thought to be a huge 
joke; while others would feel that an insult or slight 
was offered and intended at being the recipient of such a 
present. So strangely do circumstances change cases 
in this world of ours, These reasons may account in a 
great measure for the apathy existing in respect to a 
sport so highly valued under @ different state of affairs. 
Fearing that, if extended any further, this paper may get 
tedious, I will close by saying that, to a student of ich- 
thyology, the salmon of the North Pacific present a field 
perhaps not equalled, certainly notlexcelled, by any other 
part of the world; while to the Canadian Department 
of Fisheries the establishment of proper hatcheties is 
a subject worthy of its most serious Consideration, as 
not alone applicable to Fraser River, but to almost 
every stream emptying into the ocean on the seaboard of 
“The Pacific Province of the Dominion,” 
New Westminster, British Columbia, 

——— 

WINTER PELAGE oF Lerus CAmpustRis,—Editor For- 

est and Stream :-—Statements respecting the color of Le- 
pus campestris in your recent issues are getting so de- 

cidedly *‘ mixed” that I beg a little space in your col- 
uns for an explanation of some of the apparently con- 
tradictory reports, As often happens in such cases, the 
truth isnot all on one side. The ** jack rabbit” of the 
plains does turn white in winter, and it dees not, accerd- 
ing to the latitude of the locality, From the plains of 
the Yellowstone to theses of the Saskatchewan, or te the 
northern limit of the habitat of the species, Lepus cam- 

ern Nebraska arid Southern Wyoming it, ay a rule, doaa 
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longer found in the house, As farasit goes, I think the 
theory advanced in my first article will hold, 
The question is, do the hedbugs come from the bass 

woods, (I hold that they do), and ifso how do they get 
there? WwW. P.M. 

—p—— 

THE Buon GRosemaAkK IN MassacuusnmrTs,—On May 
29th Mr. Gordon Plummer, af Brookline, Mass., shot in 
that town a beautiful specimen of the adult male blue 
grosbeak (Goniaphea ccerulea), This is believed to be the 
only specimen of this species ever taken in Masgachu- 
setts, None previous to this have ever been recorded, 
We have the record of one specimen only, taken in New 
England, which was shot in Maine nineteen years ago, 
and is now in the possession of Mr, Geo, A. Boardman, 
the eminent ornithologist, PROIARY, 

—$$<>—__ 

THE Lond IsnAnp Insect Prsts.—Boston, June 22d, 
—T noticed, in your last issue, an inquity from an ag- 
grieved correspondent in regard to the destruction of the 
trees of his section by June-bugs, as to *‘ what he should 
do about it.” Let him place half a dozen tibs of water 
around his yard near his fayorite trees, sink a keg in 
each till nearly level with the water, and place thereon a 
lantern. If the bugs are very numerous he can take a 
hogshead and a cedar post, Attracted by the light they 
bunip theiy heads against the glass and drop into the 
water, and if oil is dropped on the water, the next morn- 
ing you will have a bushel, more or less, of the most de- 
moralized animals that ever walked on six legs—or more. 
The oil clogs up their spiracles and suffocates them, 
while they can’t swim worth a cent anyway. Codpera- 
tion is the death of bugs. J, P. TRUE, 

—_—>—_ 

ARRIVALS AT THE PHrLADELPHIA ZOULOGICAL GARDEN FROM 
MAY 26TH TO JUNE Te,.-—l horned lizard (Pirynosama cornuta), 2 
1 raccoon (Procyon ltor), 1 Buropean land tortoise (estuda 

graeca), 5 woodchucks (Arclomys mopar), 2 red foxes (Vulpes 

Sulvus), Lnight heron (Nyoctiardea gardeni), 1 bald eal (Haliaetua 

leucncephaive), 1 mocking bird (Turdus polyglottus), 1 alligator 
(Alligator misstssippiensis), 1 opossum (Didelplijs virginiunda), 1 

pigeon hawk (dAvcipiter fuscus), 4 spreading adders (Heleradon 

platyrhinos), 1 hog-nosed snake (H. platyrhinos atmodes) 5 black 

shakes (Basoanion constrictor), 2 water snakes (Troptdunolus 

fasciatus), 2 water snakes (Tropidonotus sipedan), 1 king snake 

(Ophiholus getulus), 1 mountain black snake (Coluber ohsoletws), 
2 chicken snakes (Coluber quadrivittotus), 1 whip suake (Bascanion 

Sagellifornvis), 1 garter snake (Hutainia strialis), 1 garter snake 
(2, sivtalis pirielalis), Lindigzo snake (Spilotes crebeniwus); all pre- 

fented. 1 Virginia deer (Cervus virginianus), 1 sebum (Bos indicts), 

1 fallow deer (Dame, vulgaris), 4 prarie dogs (Cynomys ludovictarus)s 

born in the garden. WN, H. NApe. 
—_—_.>—— 

ANIMALS REGECVED AT CENTRAL PARK MENAGHRIE POR WEEK 

ENDING Jone 199H.—One black snake, presented by Mr. J. Fra- 

sier, New York Gify. One herring gull (Carus argentatus), pre- 

sented by Mr. D. W. Luhring,. New York City. One Virgmia 

cardinal (Cardinalis virginianus), presented by Mr. ®. DB, Tilghman, 

Hight menobranchi (Menobranenws lateralis), presented by Prof. 
Burt G. Wilder, Ithaca. Two red breasted toucans (Ranyphastos 

dicolorus), Two military macaws (Ara yffitaris). One flamingo 
(Pheenicopterus ruber). One spider monkey (Alele ater). One 

cchus monkey (Cebus capusinus)—all purchased, One fallow deer 

(Damar vulgaris), Four white swans (Oyyjmus oldr). Two black 
Bwans (Cygmus atratius)—all born in the menagerie, 

W. A. Conrurn, Director, 

Hish Culture. 

— Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

THH INTERNATIONAL FISHERY EXAIBITION AT 
BERLIN. 

NO, VII.—FISHWAYS. 

(eee and America are the only countries which 
make any great display in fish culture, if we except 

Hogland, who sénds some photographs of fishes and a 
very little apparatus, The limits of fish culture as re- 
pa apparatus does not seem to be clearly and sharply 
efined, or at least understood, by all alike; thus: in 

America, fish cultural apparatus is understood to include 
only hatching implements and their accessories for gather- 
ing spawn, feeding fry, étc., and the tanks and appli- 
auces for transporting living fishes, excluding fishways 
iis implements of provsrtion and not of propagation, 
wile in Germany the latter are included and transplant- 
ing apparatus is, by the classification of the awards at 
the Fishery Mxhibition at least, placed in the list of ap- 
paratus for bringing fish to market. The limits of fish 
culture are hard to define; soimperceptibly do they blend 
into natural history, protection, food resources and other 
questions of interest that a fish culturist of the broad 
guage pattern must have a passing knowledge of all 
these things, including geographical distribution, pro- 
teclive laws, fishways, anatomy, classification and no- 
menclature, as wellas to be conversant with the approved 
forms of hatching apparatus and the character and treat- 
ment of the eggs of the different fishes which come 
within his province ; therefore, by an elastic interpreta- 
tion of the term fish culture, perhaps fishways may be 
admitted within its meaning, 
BADE. is not prolific of devices for aiding fish to as- 

cend obstructions in the streams, most of the models 
shown being the old fashioned ones, having plain parti- 
tions at right angles, or merely a series of pools arranged 
on a slope, whereby the fish leap from one to the other 
after the fashion of the original Scotch or Irish fish lad- 
ders; and in this connection it may as well be stated that 
the oldest salmon ladder known to the writer was built 
in Scotland, in 1826, a description of which will be found 
below among the models exhibited in the English depart- 
ment, A tour throiish the Exhibition in search of fish- 
ways reveals the fact that but three countries make any 
display of them, a circumstance which leads one to sup- 
pose that the other countries have nothing in this line 
worth showing, and, judging from the known literature 
of fish culture, it is much to be doubted if the question 
of the passage of fishes over obstructions, natural or arti- 
ficial, has been made a subject of spevial study outside 
of Great Britain, Germany and America, where it has of 
late years received « large share of attention gsone of the 

means to be employed to preserve the fishes and increase 
the food resources of the respective countries, 

ENGLAND, 

The models in the English department are all from the 
Museum of Heonomic Fish Culture, at South Kensington, 
and are in wood and plaster, being apparently made 
without reference to scale, and are as follows :— 
Model of fish pass at Deanston Weir on the Leith, 

Perthshire, built in 1826. A gradually widening sluice- 
Way With the explanation :— 

Length of ladder, 250 feet, 
Width at top, 9 feet. 
Width at bottom, 40 feet, 
Gradient, one foot in twenty-seven, 

This way has projecting partitions reaching nearly 
across, with openings on alternate sides, and the question 
arises why the way is made wider below when the water 
ete through openings of the same size all the way 
own. 
Model of fishway at Warkworth, on the Coquet, 

Northumberland, built by J. Tait, Esq., agent to the 
Duke of Northumberland. Partitions running all the 
way across, their tops sloping upward, having a notch 
in the middle, The flow of water is regulated by a 
moyabls section at the upper end, which is hinged af; its 
junction with the other portion, allowing it to be ele- 
vated or depressed according to the state of the water. 
A model is shown of a fishway constructed on a prin- 

ciple either unknown or at least unpracticed in America, 
called by Dr. Buckland ‘a diagonal board on weir,” in 
which the face of the dam is made sloping (inclination 
not given, but about 250°), and a board is set up edgewise 
Tunning diagonally down its face, throwing the water to 
the right or left, as the case may be, the fish being ex- 
pected to rush up by the side of the board, which would 
seem to have the effect of deepening the water on the 
face of the slope and also retarding it to a slight degree. 
A catalogue of the English exhibit has been promised, 

but at present writing, in the sixth week of the Exhibi- 
tion, none has appeared, and as there are only very 
meager descriptions upon some of the articles, we must 
guess at some things, and as on this model there are the 
following inscriptions; ‘‘See Photo, of Durham Weir,” 
and ‘*See Fishery Reports, p. 44, 1870, and p. 86, 1869,” 
it is perhaps to be inferred that a fishway has been built 
upon this principle, but not having access to the reports 
nientioned, at present, it is impossible to state this asa, 
fact, 
Buckland’s fishway, This is partly on the prin- 

ciple of the aboye, having two boards, ** flash-boards,” if 
they niay be so called, which conyerge and direct the 
water flowing down tlie sloping face intoa sort of funnel, 
The face slopes al perhaps an angle of 45°, and these 
“flash boards” are ab about the same angle with the 
crest of the dam. At the foot of the sloping face is a 
pool formed by a semi-circle of large rocks cemented into 
a wall, which gives the salmon a chance to start, while 
below the wall is the trunk of a tree thrown across to 
form a sors of lower pool and deepen the water around 
the rocky basin, 

Model of a fish pass turned upon itself. Original ati 
Tavistock, in Devon; dam six feet high; a succession of 
pools ; reference to Fishery Reports 1869, p. 26. 
Model of pass built in 1871, on the Severn, at Penarth, 

near Newton, Montgomeryshire. A succession of pools 
with notches on alternate sides; height of dam, seven 
feet ; difference of level between the pools, ten and a 
quarter inches. 

Buckland’s ladder. Model of one on the ‘‘ Stour,” 
Canterbury, said fo work well, <A succession of pools 
made by removable partitions sliding in yertical grooves ; 
the bottom of the way being level, the upper pools are 
deepest. 
Model of Markworth dam,on the ‘‘Coquet,” the property 

of the Duke of Northumberland. On one side of the dam 
is a fish trap with sluice gates, necks, etc., for taking 
trout, and a fishway upon the other, This is leased by 
Mr, W. R. Pape, the gun-maker, and the label tells us 
that in four years there were 131 tons of bull-trout taken 
here, (See Fishery Reports 1879, p. 9.) The ladder is 
made by partitions forming pools, one side being higher 
than the other, causing the largest flaw to be made on 
allernate sides. 

‘Tadder within a ladder.” Mr, S. Bateson’s plan, 
at work near Golspie, Sutherland, Scotland, over a fall of 
sixty feet. (See Report, Scotch salmon ladders, p. 131,) 
A series of steps having on alternate ends a double step, 
or, a8 its name suggests, a smaller ladder or easier way 
within the greater one, which seryes to break the force 
of the water, 

GERMANY. 
Herr yon dem Borne, Berneuchen, exhibits the follow- 

ing :— 
Stodel of Brackett’s fishway (American) in tin, 
Model of McDonald’ fishway (American) in wood. 
Model of Shaw’s fishway (American) in wood. 
Model of fishway with partitions making deep pools, 

the water flowing through a hole in the bottom of each 
partition instead of over its top. 

Model of old style fishway with alternate projections, 
Model of above doubled to return near the dam. 
Model of fishway with alternate projections, those 

on one side being at right angles with the sides of 
the way, and those on the other slanting up stream at an 
angle of45°. 

The Royal Prussian High Bailiff (Landrostei) shows a 
working niodel of the salmon pass near Osnabrueck, on 
the Ems, af Haneken, in Holstein, having partitions run- 
ning across with notches on alternate sides, 

Mr, Carl Schuster, Freiburg in Baden, has one on the 
above plan, turned on itself, and a few brook trout four 
or five inches long in it, which appear contented to re- 
main in the deep pool at the bottom and breathe the well 
or oxyginated water which comes to them as they crowd 
to the surface near the lower aperture to receive it. This 
model is of tin, ten feet in length, if straightened, and 
is ong foot in width; the bottom being covered with 
revel. 

e In the collective display of Thueringen (the district of 
the Thuringian or Hereynian Forest) is shown, by the 
Fish Cultural Society of Ohrdruf, a model of MeDonald’s 
(American) fishway, labelled; **The latest model. Gr. 
Schramm,” but ne acknowledgment, leaving the observer 
to suppose that Mr. Schramm was the inventor. 

My, Heintich Ruebsimen, trout ¢ultiirist at Welscho- 
nendeérf, near Bad Bims, has a model of the old style of 

way, with the alternate projections and the improve- 
ment of having the bottom covered with boulders and 
big rocks as well as gravel. 
The Fish Cultural Sociely at Heilsherg exhibit a fish- 

way labelled ‘ for small brook tront.” It has partitions 
running across, with a round hole in the bottom of each, 
The fall in this model is one foot in two, thereby causing 
a doubt as toits being made on an exact scale, No par- 
ticulars are given as to the height of dam oyercome, or, 
in fact, whether it is an actual model of an existing fish- 
way or an ideal one, If the former, it would be inter- 
esting to know the height, etc., as wellas the size of tha 
fish which can climb so steep a staircase, 

AMERICA, 
Considerable ingenuity has been expended upon fish- 

ways in America, and most of the models exhibited by 
the United States Fish Commission were made by Mr, 
Charles G. Atkins, of Bucksport, Me., to a definite scale, 
which affords the student all the information as to 
height, length and fall or inclination, They areall made 
in pine and coated with shellac, making a very attractive 
collection, which is much admired, the only exceptions 
being the “McDonald” and the Shaw fishways, which 
were made and sent by the inventors themselves. They 
are also classified and arranged in groups according to 
genera, as “spiral,” groove, inclined, etc., and again into 
species, as, “inclined fishways with steps,” and those 
without, First, we have 

“ Groove fishway:” Model of Fishway. James D, 
Brewer, inventor, Muncy, Lycoming County, Pa. In 
this fishway the water runs in a zigzag groove, which 
breaks its force without the formation of eddies, Pat- 
ented, 

‘Box, step or pool fishways:” Model of fishway, 
James D, Brewer, Muncy, Pa, Patented by Daniel 
Steck. In this the water is retarded in its descent by 
nieans of transyerse sloping floors. , 

« Inclined ways without steps :” Model of old Pennsyl- 
yania fishway, Built at Columbia, on the Susquehanna 
River, in 1866. Designed by James Worral. Scale, one- 
eighth of aninch to the foot, O,G,. Atkins, Bucksport, 
Me, A plain shute. ; 
Model of old Pennsylvania fishway. Built at Colum- 

bia, on the Susquehanna River, in 1878. Designed by 
James Worral, Scale, one-eighth of an inch to the foot, 
GC. G, Atkins, Bucksport, Me. 

‘« With partitions at right angles ;” Model of rectangu- 
lar return fishway, Scale, one-fourth of an inch to the 
foot, C. G. Atkins, Bucksport, Me, 

Model of the fishway over the dam at Holyoke, Mass,, 
on the Connecticut River. Patented by E, A, Brackett, 
Winchester, Mass. Scale, one-eighth of an inch to the 
foot (1-96), Model by C. G. Atkins, A submerged piece 
of cob-work, surmounted by a grating, serves to turn the 
fish into the fishway, It carries a column of water twa 
feet wide and two feet deep, which reaches the bottom 
with no perceptible increase in velocity, the current be- 
ing less than two miles an hour, Height of the dam, 
thirty feet ; length of the fishway, 440 feet; the incline, 
one in fifteen. The lower end is turned upon itself for 
a short distance. 
«With partitions placed obliquely.” An adaptation of 

Foster’s plan, Model of one built at Pembroke, Me, 
Designed by CG. G. Atkins; has partitions running partly 
across and sloping slightly upward. 
Model of Foster's fishway. Invented by H. H. Foster, 

East Machias, Me. Seale, one-fourth of an inch to the 
foot, Same as the above in arrangement, except that the. 
partitions have a sharp inclination up stream, 
Model of oblique fishway. Invented by Alfred Swazey, 

Bucksport, Me., in 1876. Scale, one-fourth of an inch to 
the foot. In this one the partitions run entirely across, 
but are lower on alternate sides. 
Model of the fishway at Lawrence, Mass., on the Mer- 

rimac River. The Brackett plan of partitions; foot 
turned on itself for ashort distance, 

‘© With rectangular compartments.” Fishway designed 
by Everett Smith, civil engineer (and Commissioner of 
Fisheries of the State of Maine), Portland, Me, Scale, 
1-82, A long sluice leads the water down stream to the 
head of the fishway, which is reyersed, having its foot 
near the dam, The ordinary semi-partif{ions from alter- 
nate sides are divided by longitudinal ones into squares, 
one of which in each section is covered with gravel, while 
the alternate one is bare. 
Model of rectangular compartment fishway on the in- 

clined plane system, in an extended arrangement, Scale, 
one-half of an inch to the foot (1-24), ©. G. Atkins, 
Turned near the foot, 

“ Spiral fishway :” Model of Pike’s spiral fishway, de- 
yised by Hon. R. G. Pike, of Connecticut. Scale, one- 
half of aninch to the foot (1-24), C, G, Atkins, In thie 
way the partitions are very long, and sun from opposite 
sides. 
Model of rectangular compartment fishway on the in- 

clined plane system, in spiral arrangement, devised by 
Charles G. Atkins, of Bucksporl, Me., in imitation of 
Pike's spiral fishway, Scale, one-half of an inch to the 
foot (L-24). OC. G. Atkins. Showing ths great economy 
of space and material effected by the spiral arrangement. 
Purther advantages of the spiral arrangement area the 
facility with which water can be admitted at different 
heights of the river, and contiguity of the outlet to the 
dam secured, so that the fish willreadily findit. Hasan 
upper and lower sluiceway, to be used at different stages 
of water. 

Model of the fishway at Bangor, Me., ou the Penoh- 
scot River; designed by Charles G. Atkins, and built by 
the city of Bangor in 1877 at a cost of $6,000. Scale, 1-32. 
Height of the dam, sixteen feet (4.1 meters). This is a 
working model, and one of the finest make, It has rec- 
tangular compartments covered with gravel, and flash- 
hoards on all partitions in the upper portion. Tho sluices 
are arranged in a sloping manner, in order to admit the 
water at difierent levels. 

Shaw's fishway : A spiral arrangement of deep pools; 
designed and exhibited by B. F. Shaw, Anamosa, Iowa, 
(Commissioner of Fisheries for the State.) Lithographs, 
with complete specifications, accompany it. 

* Moving float fishway;” Model of Hiverleth’s fishway, 
devised by F. M. Everleth, M. D., of Waldoboro’, Me, 
Scale, one-quarter of an inch to the foot (1-45). C. G. 
Atkins. The peculiarity of this fishway is the movable 
attachment at the upper end, which, by its own buoy- 
ancy, rises and falls with the fluctuations of the river, 
thus ensuring that the entranee shall always be at the 

bl 
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right height to admit the requisite quantity of water. 

* With counter-currents from below :” Working model 
of the McDonald fishway, by M. McDonald, Lexington, 
Va. Patented. This fishway is constructed upon the 
principle of having three sets of transverse partitions 
sloping upward. The water passing through the sluice 
from the dam tends to sink in the middle line of buckets, 
and emerges at the sides at a lower level, bemg checked 
by abutting against other partitions placed below them 
at right angles which deflect the water up stream, and 
these currents from below operate as retarders to the fall 
of the water from aboye, One has just been constructed 
on the Sayannah River, Ga., which has an inclination of 
one foot in three. 

———— 

Stripmp Bass anp SHap IN CALiroRNIA.—United 
States Commission, Fish and Fisheries, Washington, D, 
0., June 16th.—Editor Forest and Stream :—Among the 
fish heretofore taken by Mr. Livingston Stone to Califor- 
nia, in behalf of the California Fish Commission, were a 
number of young striped bass in 1879, and I am just now 
in receipt of a letter from Mr. B, B. Redding, of San 
Francisco, dated June 8th, in which he says: “I haye 
just returned from market, where I had the pleasure of 
inspecting a striped bass about a foot long, caught this 
morning in the brackish water near Saucelito,” Other 
authorities speak of the great abundance of shad in the 
Sacramento, and Mr, Redding says he saw one weighing 
eight and a half pounds. They are now taken in all the 
rivers of the coast, from Wilmington on the south to the 
Columbia on the north. A specimen of the Columbia 
River shad, forwarded by Prof. Jordan, is now on its way 
to the Smithsonian Institution, 
\ An additional shipment of young shad to California has 
just been made by the U.§. Fish Commission, leaying 
Washington on Saturday, the 12th of June, A dispatch 
from Mr. Stone of yesterday, from Fort Laramie, an- 
nounced the entire success of the transmission up to that 
point. Spencer F, BArRD, Commissioner, 

—Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 

CONDITIONING DOGS FOR SUMMER WOODCOCK 
SHOOTING. 

LTHOUGH the States of New York, New Jersey 
and Connecticut have passed laws restricting the 

sportsmen from shooting woodcock durmg the early 
summer, yet, both Delaware and Maryland still continue 
to allow the slaughter of the half-fledged long-bills in 

their territory. To those, therefore, of our shooting 
brethren who have been driven to look for other ‘‘ fields 
and pastures new,” and who cannot forego, from long 

accustomed habit, the annual woodcock Turkish bath, 

weé would say a word on the conditioning of their dogs 
for the work before them, 
Volumes have been written on caniology, and chapters 

have been deyoted to the getting up of dogs for the 

bench, but we find little that is really practicable about 
preparatory conditioning for the field. We, therefore, 
do not think that it will be amiss, at this time, to call the 

axtention of the summer shooting fraternity to the abso- 
lute necessity of putting their dogs in proper trim before 

they expose them to the niost severe and exhausting kind 

ofall field tests. It is the unfortunate impression of 

many who own sporting dogs that all that is necessary 
to fit the dog for a week’s woodcock shooting is that his 
nose should be cold and his eye bright before taking him 
from off the chain at home. This should not be, and 
common sense should teach us that to keep up the strain 
of working well throughout the longest days of the year, 

andin the hottest weather, requires that the animals 

should be in more than ordinary good condition of health 

before submitting them to the {fiery ordeal. This can 
only be brought about by regular exercise and by feeding 

good, unheating food, aided perhaps with several doses of 

some cooling, simple medicine a few days before they are 
taken out, 

When the shooting in past years was mostly had by 
the gentlemen of this vicinity, in large mountain dis- 

tricts, where the beating was confined principally to the 

swales, or to the large timbered swamps, intersected by 
cool brooks and streams which had their headings in the 
mountain springs, then, bad as it generally was, somie re- 

lief could be found by both man and beast. No matter 

how stifling the day, there was almost always enough air 

stirring in the gulches way up on the mountain sides to 
enable the young enthusiast to do a yery tolerable day’s 

walking, and with frequent breathing spells, to be up and 
at the birds until the fiery ball in the west warned him 
that his day’s work was done. Almost every one, in 

those times, had his favorite ground, and many are the 

days that we ourselves have all day long helped to awaken 
the echoes of the grand old crags about us ; but the glory 
oi those days is gone, and we for one have learned that 
we did wrong, and a chronic state of moralizing has 
driven us to openly confess it, and make amends, But, 
for all this, we cannot expect to haye many followers in 

our new departure ; for even now, in despite of ourselves, 

we find our eyes fixed on the calendar, to see when 

comes *‘the fourth.” Sunstrokes, thirst and mosquitoes 

are almost forgotten, as we wonder if there are five 

broods again this year at the ‘‘ old house spring; but if 
there are, they are not for us, for that famous spot is in 

New Jersey. 

Turning, therefore, to Maryland and Delaware, whose 
laws admit of woodcock shooting on June 10th and July 
Ist respectively, we find the best grounds to be in the 
low, flat tracts of country, hemmed in with thick impen- 

etrable hush-wood of a rather stunted growth. True it 

is, that woodcock are found extremely plenty in ‘‘ the 
branches,” particularly in dry seasons, when early fresh- 
ets haye not at the breeding time inundated the country 
round. But to beat out these grounds thoroughly it tales 

a blue-ribboned salamander; no bubbling springs are 
there to greet the ear and give most blissful drops of 

comfort. Nor is there any country in our experience 

where sport is more uncertain ; for though there may be 

scores of birds on the range to-day, a sudden atmospheric 
change and they are gone. Conjecture then is at a dis- 

count; nor are there weary hills to climb to find the 
shifted birds stored away, safe and sound, along the mur- 

muring rills. Now, if there is one thing aboye another 

that tends to buoy up the sinking frame it is the guess- 
work of finding game—a sort of Japhet-in-search-of-a- 
father kind of feeling that causes one to look and walk, 

and walk and look, no matter how tired and exhausted 

he may feel, or how blank each coyer may be found. 

We remember once, in spite of ourselves, having been 

seduced into making the rounds of Harford County, in- 
cluding Spesutia Island, which took almost a two weeks’ 
jaunt, and at the same time it was as plain as the nose 
on a man’s face, on the very first day, that the young 
birds had been drowned out early in the season, and the 

old ones had drifted away to try their luck in some more 

elevated section. Where that was the moon alone can 
tell. 

But to those who wish to try woodcock shooting at this 
season, we say have a care for your dogs—if not for the 

sake of humanity, then for your own, Be early to rise, 

and do your best work before the day grows unbearable, 

Endeavor to locate the water-pools on your beat, and 
every now and again leave the cover and refresh your 

dogs with aswim, If the depth of the pools and ditches 
is not sufficient for a bath, then sop up water with your 

hands, and continually wet their heads and necks, At 
noon time resta while in an open shady spot, and you 

will find it will repay you later on when the sun has lost 
a little of his power. 
Dogs on grounds such as we haye dsseribed are sub- 

jected to the attack of ticks ; it will be well, therefore, 
to carefully examine the dogs’ coats, and particularly 
the head and ears, before kenneling them for the night, 

Should you find any of these wretched torments, as you 

most undoubtedly will, remove them forcibly, and dress 
the parts afflicted with some mercurial preparation. To 
insure good sport all dogs should be fitted by training 
for the field as race horses are for the turf—and this 

more particularly applies at the approach of the heated 

term. Exercise in moderation will remoye the surplus 
fat, and there is nothing better at this season to insure 
good health than the followimg course of treatment: 

Give several days before taking the field a teaspoonful of 
sulphur at night, followed in the morning by a dose of 

sulphate of magnesia, varying from a dessert to a table- 

spoonful. Perhaps the best way to administer this 

mild cathartic is to dissolve it in water and pour it down 

the animal’s throat, omitting all food until an hour or 

two after. Later in the day, when the medicine has 

taken effect, then the usual exercise may be given. 
Adopt this plan—it is a simple one—which can do no 
harm, and you will find that it will prove most 

beneficial. 
—_<.—_—_ 

AORSEHATR FOR DisTaMPER.—Blacksbury, Cal., June 
10th.—ditor Forest and Stream:—For the benefit of 
canine fanciers, and more particularly for the wellare of 
the dogs themselves, the following simple remedy is sub- 
mitted : Take hair from the tail of a horse, cut as fine as 
possible, say from the twentieth to the fortieth of an 
inch in length, Give one heaping teaspoonful in the dog’s 
foods once a day until the dog is cured, If administered 
in time three or four doses are usually sufficient. Feed 
liberally with any light cooling food. In extreme cases, 
when the animal shows weakness in the loins, make run- 
ning sores in the breastand back of theneck withseatons, 
using the cut hair internally. The aboye remedy will 
also cure all diseases caused by worms. A friend of 
mine, dealing in and driving stock on very dusty roads, 
formerly used up from three to six dogs during one sea- 
son, always losing them when young, Since using the 
‘hair cure” he has worked a couple of dogs until they 
haye grown old in his service. J, H. W, 

Worsehair cut fine will no doubt create local iritation, 

and rid dogs, to some extent, of worms, but how it can 

cure distemper we utterly fail to see. 
ne 

THe BraGhe JupGinc.—Bloomingdale, N. J,, June 
19th.—Editor Forest and Stream :—If not encroaching 
too much on your space as a breeder and lover of the 
beagle, I would like to say a few words in regard to the 
most extraordinary judging which occurred in that class 
at the last New York show. I will premise by saying 
that I did not own a single dogin the ring. At all shows 
hitherto in this country I believe prizes have been 
awarded to dogs rather under thirteen mches than oyer, 
aud the public was getting the idea that a beagle was a 
diminutive hound, when all at once welind three hounds, 
large enough to be full sized harriers, bearing off all the 
honors, while some most excellent dogs of the hitherto 
acknowledged standard, among them the two prize win- 
ners in 1879, are passed by without even a commendation, 
The dogs chosen this year were the largest and evidently 
the,swittest in the lot. How are either speed or large 

size desirable ina beagle? Stonehenge tells us that the 
intention (of breeding beagles) has always been to obtain 
a hound of delicate nose, united with so slow a pace as 
to allow the field” to keep up without aid of horses. 
Sportsmen in this country who use beagles for hare hunt- 
ing know that as the intention is not to run the gama 
down, but drive it to the gun, speed is of little account. 
In regard to size Stonehenge insists that foot beagles 
'‘should not exceed nine inches in height, but for Young 
England they are often used up to eleven and even twelve 
inches.” He gives the measurement of Damper, a typical 
beagle, at nine inches, The same authority sets down the 
size of harriers at from sixteen to twenty inches. It is 
evident, therefore, that the prize winners at the late show 
were full sized harriers, as One measured nineteen inches 
atthe shoulder, If judging at shows is to be done in 
this manner our knowledge of fypical dogs will soon be 
even more confused than it is al present. KT, 

en i 

THe New Yorr Dog Law.—Mayor Cooper's dog 
catchers commenced their raid upon the canines of the ~ 
metropolis on Monday last. They are to receive thirty 
cents for every dog they deliver to the keeper of the 
dog-pound, which is situated at the foot of Sixteenth 
street, Hast River, The first day’s catch was estimated 
at several hundred. Owners of dogs should bear this in 
mind, and keep their pets within doors during the heated 
term. 

———— 

KENNEL NOTES, 

Names CuAmeEeD.—Wern—Mr. T. H. Wyman, of Sebec, Maine, 
claims the name of Nero for his white and black cocker dog 
puppy, whelped May 27th, 1880, by owner’s Pont outof Flo. Dan— 

Mr. D. W, Culver, of Jersey City, claims the name of Dan for his 
liver and white pointer puppy, by Mr. E. M, Culver's Duke (Frank- 

Quail), out of Mr. P. Lumbreyer’s Queen (Ben Il.-Nellie). Sancho 

—Mr. J. H, Cable claims the name of Sancho for his liyer pointer 

puppy, by Mr. E, M, Culvyer’s Duke, out of Queen. Lancewoud— 

Mr, BH. 8. Wanmaker, of Cool Spring, N. C., claims the name of 
Lancewood for his red Irish setter dog puppy, whelped March 

20th, 1880, by Elecho out of Lorna. Mr, W. writes as follows: 

“ This puppy was presented to me by Dr. Wm. Jarvis, and selected 

by him as the choice of the litter. He should develop into some- 

thing grand, as I consider the dam (Lorna) unapproachable in the 

field for style, grace, beauty, pace, endurance, stanchness and 

general excellence. Having trained her, 1am competent to 

judge.” Lady Venis—Mr, &. L. Marshall, of Charlemont, Va., 

claims the name of Lady Venus for his imported fox terriar bitch, 
by Spot, out of Nell, Lady Diana—Mr. EK. L. Marshall claims the 
name of Lady Diana for his tox terrier bitch puppy, by Mr. Cor- 

nell's Natty (Gamester-Peezee), out of Lady Venus (Spot-Nell). 
Evangeline—The owner of Byangeline is Mr. R. G. Hall, of Port- 

land, Maine. Ddisy—Mr. Fred. Scott, of Bristol, Pa., claims the 

name of Daisy for hislemon and white pointer gyp, out of Mr, 

R. T. Greene's Girl, by Mr. Win. F, Steel's Glenmark. Kntelor 
bovker—Mr. Geo. Miller, of Jersey City, claims the name of Knick- 

erbocker for his liver and white pointer dog puppy, out of Girl, 

by Glenmark. Mattie—Dr. H. B. Wygant, of Peekskill, N. ¥,, 
claims the name of Mattie for his liver bitch puppy, whelped Heb- 

ruary 23d, 1880, by Mr. John L. Martin's (Milford, Mass,) Sam, out 

of Vivian. 

WHELPS.—Gretchen—Mr. Alfred W. Bennett's (Boston, Mass.) St. 
Bernard bitch Gretchen (recently purchased from Mr, lL. Z, Collins) 
whelped, June 18th, twelye puppies, eight dogs and four bitches, 

by owner'sDon. Grace—Mr. N. Elmore’s (Granby, Conn.) pointer 
bitch Grace, Sensution-Juno, whelped, June 1th, eight puppies, 
seven dogs and one bitch, by Guy, Snapshot-Fanny. Fiy é liver 
and white and three lemon and white. Bella—Mr. Hdward L 
Mills’ (Washington, D. G.) orange and white English setter bitch 

Belle whelped, June 9th, ten puppies, three dogs and seyun 

bitches, by Champion Leicester, 

BRED.—Peelkham Rye-Brujf—Myr. C. H. Clayton's (New York 

City) setter bitch Peckham Rye, by Mr. C. H. Raymond's Guy 
Mannering, ont of Mr. Dudley Olcott's Fiash, has been bred to Mr_ 
J. C. Parott’s Bruft by Mr. 0. H. Raymond's Pride of the Border- 

Fairy. 

PRESENTATION.—Mr. M. P. MeKoon, of Franklin, N. ¥., has pre- 

sented his friend, Mr. N. Elmore, of Granby, Conn., witha very 

fine English foxhound bitch puppy. 

Atshery. 
. _> 

—Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

PRIVATE PRACTICE CLUB. 

MAY SCORES. 

HE Inagsitude and enervation usually attending upon the first 
soft days of spring seem not to have overtaken the good 

archers of the Private Practice Ohib, for the general average is 
well up to the fine record of April, though no score at the York 

Round quite equalled the best of last month, It is pleasing to 
think that if members can score as well at the coming national 
meeting as they have averaged for May, we(should record from the 

Private Practice Club alone the following double Yorks: 853,729, 674, 
670, 510, 500. 489, or seven scores exceeding that which won second 
place at the last grand national meeting, and four scores exoeed- 

ing that which wou the medal. The scores exceeding 150 points at 

100 yards have not been quite s0 DUMerous a8 last month, only tHyo 

instances being recorded, Mr. Peddingbaus getting 33-151, and 

Mr. Will H. Thompson 48—181. At the 80 yards range Mr. Ped- 

dinghaus reached 150 points no leas than six times out of eight 
rounds, with a last score of 171; Mr, L, D. Deyol once, with 34— 
150; Mr. Will H. Thompson five times, with a best score of 41—185_ 
‘The 60 yards shooting was an improvement over April, though no 
score of so great, value was recorded as two or three made in 

April. Scores of 120 and over were mude by Edwin Deyol twice, 
with best soore of 2l—120; by Maurice Thompson once, with 22— 

132; by L.D. Devol once, with 28-143; by L. L. Peddinghaus : 
twice, with best score of 22—124; by Will H, Thompson fifteen 
{imes, with best score of 24—l44; and by Frank H, Walyorth 
once, with 22—100. ; 
These 60 yards records are an encouraging feature of our Ameri- 

archery, since they prove that at the one range where we 

have had considerable practice we obtain scores which would not 
discredit the yeterans of Great Britain- It is atthe longer ranges 
that they 30 greatly excel us. Itisno uncommon thing for their 

leading shots to score as many points with #4 arrows at 80 yards — 

— 
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‘as they will obtain with the same number of shots at 60 yards. For 
nstance, we rate 4 York Round by Mr. Palairet shot with the 
Weat Berks Archers June Mth, 1878, wherein he geta 28—192 at RO 
yards, and 18—78 at 60 yards. In the same shoot Mr. Hyerett got 

164 at 10) yards, 39—185 at 80 yards, and only 18—64 at 60 

yards. Mr. Longman, at 100 yards, obtained 85-151, and at 
60 yards 1j—83. Several of their archers haye passed 900 at 
the Double York Round, while obtaining less than 200 points with 
the 4§ arrows at 60 yards. The moral to be drawn trom such 

records is this: We shoot well at 60 yards because we have given 
great attention to that ranze. Ifwe set ourselves to gonquer the 

OO yards range ye will find thata score of 100 at 40 yards is equal 

to 140 at 100 vards. When we get our proportionate values at the 

ong ranges we shall see such scores as that,made by Mx. Palairet 
in a mateh Aug. 29th, 1878 — 

100 Yards, 80 Yards. 6) Yards. Totals. 
46—210 43—207 (19—18 105—530 

Here it will be noted that the hits at 80 yards were greater 
to the number of arrows shot than at 60 yards. Of course this is 

‘not therule with any archer and should not be, but only careful 

practice at the long ranges renders such a result possible. This is 
the last report which will appear until the national meeting, and 

‘the Secretary (whose work has been to hima labor of loye) sin- 
cerely hopes to meet every member of the club at Buffalo and 
oin with allio a friendly passage at arms. 

eS Witt H. THOMPSON, 

Secretary and Treasurer P. P. C. 

OLABS I. 
Edward B. Weston, Highland Park, Ti1.:— 

YORK ROUNDS. 
100 Yards. 8) Yards. 60 Fards. Totals 
a. 18— 53 19—88 18— 64 50—200 

23—79 12— ft 5fi—198 
18—64 16— 56 41—147 
18—74 15— 43 65—197 
19-77 18— (3 491i 
21—71 1s -- 67 6§0—233 
19—75 li— 75 63—271 
16—62 24— 96 53—207 
25—83 22—106 70—276 
15—41 12— 40 51—163 
21—79 16— 80 66-252 
20—82 15— 56 
18—64 19— 75 
16—2 15— 83 
22—78 18— 88 
2e—BB 18— 84 i 
247k 19— 81 65—231 

-19, 29-91. 24 arrows at 60 

“Maurice Thompson, Crawfordsyille, Ind.:— 
’ YORK ROUNDS. 

100 ¥ards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. 
ee ce =187 29125 22-110 

fae ba eae are, trie 23— 108 19— 48 — 
TUE) = 30-150 «= 2197 73321 

TU 83-113 51385 Pg B80 
Brrr. cue. cs 27117 29125 100 = 76342 
VAverage York Round, 338 1-5; average at 100 yards, 105 1-5; aver- 

age at Sl) yards, 128 3-5; average at 40 yards, 104 2-5, 
1]. BR. Willard, Galesburg, |l.:— 

YORK ROUNDS. 

10 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals. 
May 4and 5.....-.-.. -. 16—56 24—10¢ Wi—71 5i—231 
May Wand 13,............ 1j—i5 23— 89 18—76 58—240 

WEAR ee? ee Ae Ss 22—92 20— 88 15—61 57-241 
a5 and 19). ..-.-2 ,.-- 19—75 21— 61 12—68 52—204 

SU TU Say Setrd 255 uae we fa 16—58 6t—244 
Pegnd 24. coe... ,.--. JO—T — 7 15—tiL 52—216 

fay 22 and SL ee itis at— 99 1j—69 65—231 

_iZarrows at 100 yards: 12-4, 18-65, 19-61, 26-100, 16-60. Average 
ork Round, 229 4-7; average at 100 yards, 75 1-7; average ut 80 

Wards, 88 1-7; average at 60 yards,66 2-7. 
Will H. Thompson, Crawfordsville, Ind.;— 

YORE ROUNDS, 

100 Yards. Yards. 60 Yards. ‘otats. 
Bainthh abcess 39—149 36—1i4 23—129 95—432 

ay o. 34—13t 33—147 23—119 oI 
May 4. 4 F 
May Tand §....,-------4 102 
May iz and 14 

Edwin Deyol, Marietta, Ohio :— 
YORK ROUNDS. 

100 Yards.4 80 Yards. 60 Yards, 
5—i3 23— BL rat ‘1 fe sve Poe ANS 5 69—235 

~ 24—18 383—113 21—129 18—820 
eeeare -. 19-7 2%3—103 21— 5 63—273 

. 26 27-113 20— 92 T3—20T 
IG—63 28— 88 16— 62 57218 

355 bea dace ge ses 16—56 20— 76 I6é— 62 52—104 

J, D. Fatterson,.Lawrence, Kan.—i2 arrows at 100 yards: 21-89; 
arrows at 60 yards: 21-81, 20-80, 15-63, 15-63 (12 shots), 11-43. Ave- 

He ab 100 yards, bo; average at 60 yards, 743-5. 

Lorenzo D. Devol, Marietta, Ohio :— ' 

YORK ROUNDS. 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals. 
LA oe seteecseseees 2O— 91 84—130 20—102 {9—323 
15, -,.: 26—110 22—102 jo—315 
1) and a2 3l—I15 23—148 86—368 
By cen a2 23—115 84—150 18— 78 5—343 

72 arrows at 100 yards: 26-104, 19-87; 45 arrows at 80 yards: 31-113; 
arrows at 60 yards: 21-107, 19-61, 20-104, 21-111, 19-87, 21-5, 18-80, 
Bh, 28-105, 19-03, 22-110, 23-95, Average at York Round, BSTS 5 
brace ali 1) yards, 1012; average at 80 yards, 1233-5; average at 

yards, YE. 

0 . W, Kyle, Highland Park, I1.:— 

¥ORK ROUND. 

100 Yards. 8 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals. 
wo BOT 19-67 SB BT 

2-9 ie 6226 
W—TL 18-72 4-170 
1B— 39 0 3—b BB 
bs—101 «= «16263229 

ane Pott eT Oe 
PES, .. 2. 17-89 219 

Tarrows at 100 yar 
§-21 

George K_ Henry, Des Moines, lowa.—24 arrows ae 60 yards :— 
57, 16-64, 21-110, 17-78, 17-72, 20-118, 23-109, 17-49, 19-88, 20-72, 

ZEST, 17-33, 18-82, 17-8), 19-93, 16-82, 14-70, 19-91, 16-84, 17-89, 
ae ah 17-81, 16-74, 19-87, 18-86, 17-77, 19-89. Ayerage at 60 
. ¥ - 

. Hussey, Des Moines, Iowa :— 

. IYORK ROUNDS, 
, 100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. y st 0h 1B 28 Spe eme anew en sa sted 

Totals. 
63—253 

FOREST AND STREAM. r 411 

48 arrows at 80 yards: 26-99, 26-92. 24 arrows at 60 yards: 18-64, 
1-67, 21-91, 20-82, 19-79, 17-63, 20-80, 19-89, 17-69, 17-67, 19-95, 18-83, 
20-02, 22-102, 22-98, 21-93, 28-99, 23-105, 22-94, 20-96, 17-78, 24-110. 28-101, 
22-972, 22-102, 23-09, 19-89, 18-76, 22-102, 20-06. Average York Round, 
203: average at 100 yards, 64; average at 80 yards, $0}; average at 
60 yards, 1. 

CLASS I. 
L, L, Peddinghaus, Marietta, Ohio ;— 

YORE ROUNDS. 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals. 
Seed apicsdestare=! wO—lhe 29—109 20— 98 Ti—319 

.. Bl—129 a2—150 22—118 85—39T 
+. 128 32—158 22—124 83—405 

. Bb—124 32—1b2 z1— 99 89—385 
26—120 33—1TL 22-12 s1—403 

. a 41—151 21—105 $—370 

. 83151 37—169 20—100 90—410 

. 19— 55 22— 9). I8— 82 59—227 

e4tarrows at 60 yards; 24-120, Average York Rounds, 3044; ay— 
ale 100 yards, 116; average 80 yards, 1481; average 60 yards, 

Frank H, Walworth, Saratoga, N. Y.i— 
YORK ROUNDS. 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals, 
12—3¢ 24— 66 1lt— 19 53—179 
22—80 23— 77 20— 74 65—251 
22-06 35—121 20—112 77—829 
17—5p 2— 82 16— 64 56—201 
1j—b1 22— 60 li— 91 56—202 

17-83, 11-48, 13-53, 17-87, 15-75, 18-78, 40-04, 16-94, 18-55, 16-50, 15-81, 
17-83, 18-76. 14-76, 12-54, 15-75. Average York Rounds, 228 2-5; at 
100 yards, 612; at80 yards, 77 4-9; at 6) yards, 75 10-59. : 

C, E, Baxter, Charlotte, Mich,;— 
YORK Rounds, 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals. 
May 10 and 13-....,......, i= 9-39. 16—56 1i—41 B6—136 
May idand 28. .. . 1555 16—-70 14—58 45—183 
May 19 and 28 .........:... 1i—65 1i—67 16—70 50—202 

48 arrows at 80 yards, 15-67, 21-70, 21-95, 14-58, 26-120; 24 arrows at 
60-yards, 10-30, 11-41, 9-39, 18-61, 17-81, 14-68, 22 110. Average York 
Rounds, 178+; 100 yards, 63; 80 yards, 753: 60 yards, 56 9-10. 

QO. G. Slack, Marrietta, Ohio :-— 

YORK ROUNDS. 
100 Yards. §0 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals, 

13-47 25-91. 1466 52— 204 
- 1d—46 22—T6 —48 44—170 

eit bile ss Seals vee... 16—tit 16—64 1-26 39—l5t 
Ayerage York Rounds, 176; 100 yards, 524; 80 yards, 

yards, 462. 

Parm, 8, De Graff, Charlotte, Mich.:— 

YORK ROUNDS. 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. ‘Totals. 
22—86 27—107 12— 46 G1—239 
22—84 25— 9d 20—112 67—291 
26—86 2i— 9 23— TT T6—256 
14-56 23—105 12— 44 4) — 223 
16—62 28— TW 18— 6t 57—197 

48 arrows at 80 yards: 19-55, 25-77, 15-73, 21-83, 21-719, 20-84. 24 ar- 
rowsat60 yards: 13-61, 13-37, 16-72, 19-79, 17-61, 17-73, 17-73, 20-86, 17-87, 
21-103, 17-77, 20-84, 21-93. Average York Round 237 1-3; average 
Be 100; yards 744-5; average at 80 yards 8¢ 6-11; average at 60 yards 

2-15. 

A. TP. Church, Charlotte, Mich.:— 
YORK ROUNDS, 

100 Fard:. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Totalse 
May Gand 12....--.....--. 12—40 1j—63 10—44 39-147 
May and 1?.. 15—55 ii—49 16—60 42164 
May 10 and 12... 5—15 14i— 46 15—63 34—124 
May I4and 16._.... - 9-17 16—638 18—64 43149 
May 15 and 28..-.-......-.. 15—5T 15—65 45 43—167 

48 arrows at 80 yards: 26-98, 1549, 15-40, 13-41, 16-54, 22-98, 20-82, 
26-04. 24 arrows at 60 yards: 16-54, 18-54, 19-6), 17-69, 6-34. Average 
York Kound 15015; averawe at 100 yards 36 4-5; average at 80 
yards 66 8-13; average at 60 yards 55 6-10. 

C. W. Sherman, Charlotte, Mich.:—48 arrows at 80 yards ; 16-44. 
Average at 80 yards 44, 

CLASS. IIT. 
©. G. Hammond, Highland Park, Ill.:—48 arrows at 80 yards: 

21-83, 19-67, 24-74, 12-32, 18-72, 19-95, 17-69, 15-57, 16-44, 20-74, 15-53. 
19-75, 17-57, 12-44, 27-93, 18-68, 15-49 (24 shots), 12-40, 24 arrows ab 
60 yards: 16-68, 18-62, 17-09, 20-102, 16-80, 15-G7, 18-82, 20-86, 21-99, 
14-60, 16-78, 20-106, 20-100, 18-88, 21-77, 14-46, 19-95, 15-63, 19-79, 19-69, 
18-64, 17-71, 17-T1 16-74, 16-64, 18-53, 20-102, 21-95, 14-60, 19-83, 13-53, 
16-48, 17-75, 17-79, 16-62, 20-80, 16-70, 15-69, 13-49, 14-52, 16-64, 18-74. 
Average at 80 yards 65 17-85; average at 60 yards 73 11-21. 

J.B. Deyol, Marietta, Ohio :— 
[xORK ROUNDS. 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. ‘Totals. 
18—92 33—129 19— 81 70—302 
1§—49 22— 16 22— 86 57—211 
23—19 24—100 19—101 66—280 
15—d5 20— 84 18— 76 538—215 

++ 24-66 23— 19 15— 69 62—214 

72 arrows at 100 yards: 26-96, 10-48, 14-60. 48 arrows at 80 yards: 
19-59, 21-81, 13-48, 23-117. 24 arrows at 60 yards; 13-53, 18-65. Aver- 
age York Round 2 2-5; average at 100 yards 68); average at 80 
yards 85}; average at 60 yards 82 3-5. 

E. F. Wells, Marrietta, Ohio :— 

YORE ROUNDS. 
Yards. Totals. 

n-27 32—85 

Ayeriage York Round 88; average at 100 yards 27; average at 
80 yards 36; average at 60 yards 20. . 

Howard Fry, Williamsport, Penn.--48 arrows at 80 yards: 414, 
6-26, 6-26, (24 Shots), 8-7. 24 arrows at 60 yards: 4-20, 4-14, 7-39, 2-10, 
5293) 8-24, 7-25; B23, T-2T, Tvl, 8-38, 5-19, 7-B1, 6-16, 7-25, 14-48, 15-65. 
257 10-34, 11-49, 8223, 4222, 5-22, 6-20, 6-15, S-17, TAIT, SUL, 4-14, 6-22 
9-27, 8-16. Average at80 yards 2); average at 60 yards 25 1-16. 

E, P. Chester, Lawrence, Kansas :— 

YORK ROUNDS. 
100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals. 

Tihth 751] abe AREA SOSAS APE QOas 10—24 (21 16—60 38—105 

100 yards, 12 arrows, 5-27; 80 yards, 28 arrows, 3-11; 6) yards, 24 
arrows, 12-40, 721, 10-24, 5-13, 418, 9-37, Average York Round 105; 
average 100 yards 254; average 80 yards 24}; average 60 yards 42, 

W. Halberton, New York, N. Y.—48 arrows lat 80 yards: 1-27, 
$18. 24 arrows ah 60 yards: 9-25, 10-32, 12-40, 11-45, 15-49, 18-72, 18-61, 
13-41, 10-34, 8-32, 13-61, 14-50, 11-45, 13-45, 18-71, 11-49, 12-42, 14-70, 14-48, 
11-31, 11-19. Average at 80 yards 22}; average al 60 yards 46 2-7. 

M. D. Ewell, South Byanston, Ill—72 arrows at 100 yards: 19-77, 
$47. Average at 100 yards 62. 

Orrrant ARcaEers.—Huckensack, N, J., June 14th—A number 

of the Oritani Archers met for practioa yesterday, including the 

teamotfour. The latter madea score at the double American 

Round of 2,725. Best score, Gol. F. Brandreth, 818; the lowest on 

the team, W. Holberton, (5, Among the{best individual scores 
made during the afternoon's practice were the following : Robert 

Lawvence, 40 yards 192; Col. F, Brandreth, 40 yards 184, 50 yards 

155, 60 yards 122, 461 on the American Round; 0. de RK, Moore, 103 
at40 yards; ©. C. Moore, 159at 40 yards, 124 at 50 yards; W. Hol- 

berton, 159.at 40 yards, 127 at 50 yards; Mrs, W. Holberton, 117 at 
Columbia Round. The monthly meeting for ladies and gentle- 

men's badges talces place on the 23d. 
W. Houper'ron, President. 

ANOTHER SconE CARD,—WNorthampton, Mass., June 16th,—t for- 
ward specimen of score card for archery, which I haye arranged 
for my own use, Ttseams to me someyhat more compact than 
the one you recently published in ForEs© AND BrrpAmM. I have 
filled out a xcore (one actually madeat the date indicated) to show 

thé manner of its use. The figures 1, 2, 3, ete., indicate the round: 
the hits in each color are placed under the figure designating the 

value of the color, and the totals placed underneath. When the 
end is completed, the totals are readily ascertained. This size of 

page is intended for private use, butit can be extended to suit 

any demand. I have arranged them in o small book, containing 
some three hundred scores, which can readily be carried in jhe 
pocket. 

ye a rs] ie] = |a a 
212 gf ® ele wl e =i Patele= 1S 1/5 5/8 se ile] é 

Jane) /1135) 7 2334) 9 |-466 | 7 | zu; 3) a0 a 
ABEGe Ome, ath. (40) 358|—|s677]—| 788 || |S) 2 1 3 

63/0 (3) 9 #8 9 3 Vis 

J. R. TD. 
Rock IsnuAsyv, IU, June lith—Mr. G. W. Malecohmson, of Red 

Wing, Minn., made the following score, with thirty-six arrows, at 

40 yards, May 25th, with a side-string bow made at the Rock 
Island Archery Works: 9—fi), 7—i3, i—75, 511, 9—75, 5—53, 9-97, 

I—ih, 3-97, T—5h, 3-97, 7-77. Total, 236; average, 6 5-9 to each 
arrow. 

J.N. HARny, 

A NORTH SIDE MemBeER.—Ohicago, IIL, June 19th.—In your re 

port of the mesting of archers at Lincoln Park, on 4th inst., 
“Visitor speaks of Mr. Granger Smith, of Toledo Club. He has 

evidently confused him with Mr. Howard M. Smith, of the Toledo 
Club, who was present but did not shoot. Mr. Granger Smith is a 

full-fledged member of the North Side Archery Club, of Chicago, 
and the writer had the pleasure of seeing him make, a few days 

since, with 24 arrows at 60, 101, and 48 arrows at 80 yards, 105. 
Hence the reason we are proud to claim him. 

T. A. L., N.S. Archery Club 
New York ARoHpRY CLUB.—The report published in these 

columns gaye a score of 274 to Mr, McLean, of the Manhattan 

Archers, which should have been credited to Mr. H. Hayden, of 

the Spuyten Duyyil Archery Club. AROHERY. 

Game Bag and Gun. 

JUNE IS A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME. 
—_+4>__ 

—Address all communications to “‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

SS  —Eee 

CALIFORNIA AHEAD,—San Francisco, Cal.,June 11th,— 
In your issue of the 8d ult. I notice, under the heading of 
“A String of Field Scores,” a communication from “Ad 
Vance,” of;Montgomery, relating what he apparently sup 
posed to be some very extraordinary snipe shooting, 
wherein he remarks that ‘“‘I do not think this score has 
ever been beaten.” Well, I will tell him how and where 
and by whom it was beaten, and badly, too, A man 
named P, S. Mullen, now and for many years past in my 
employ, and whose veracity at all times, places and cir- 
cumstances is beyond any doubt or question, relates a 
case that occurred near the town of Olema, Marin 
County, in this State. While out hunting one December 
morning in 1870 he came across some good snipe ground, 
from which he took between the homrs of 7 a.m, and 1 
P.M.—six hours—just seven dozen snipe. During this 
shoot he killed dead, with one shot, four of these, using: 
a No. 13 More gun, weighing six pounds six ounces, two 
and a half drachms of powder, and three-quarter ounce 
of No. 9 shot. His hunting partner killed during the 
forenoon of the same day and on the same ground sixty- 
one more, getting two with one shot, one of which was 
on the wing and the other on the ground, a little further 
distant, If this has been beaten I should be pleased to 
know where and who did it, H. G. 

P. 5.—To corroborate the above you can interview Mr. 
Crittenden Robinson, the champion wing shot of this 
State, an old and intimate acquaintance of Mr. Mullen, 
and now in your ciby, 
Ee 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

Union CuurRoH, Jefferson Co., Miss., June 12th.—The regular 
practice match of Union Church Gun Club was held at their 
shooting grounds to-day, only five of the members participating ; 

21 single balls; 18 yards rise; Bopardus rules; weather unfayor- 
able, cloudy and rainy at times :-— 

J. D. McArn, 18 yards—-110111110111010111111]— 
killed 17, missed 4. 

J. S. Gillis, 18 yards—111101100111010111001 
killed 14, missed 7. 

QO. Newman, 18 yards—001110111110000111011— 
killed 18, missed 8. 

D. A. Torrey, 18 yards—1lLi1l11110111211 —, 
killed 19, missed 2. peg ag es oT 

M. Newman, 18 yards 211101111111110 
killed 17, missed 4. 110110— 

7.8. G. 

New ORLEANS, La., Junelith. Glass-ball maich shot June 16th 

between Mr. L. C, Le Breton, of New Orleans, and Mr. Frea Miles, 

of St. Louis; 100 balls; Mole’s rotary trap; 18 yards rise; rotary 

trap rules, Resulted in favor of Mr. Le Breton bys score of 8&6 
to Mr. Miles’ 83. L. C. 
Baru, Me., June 1ith.—The Sagadahoe Association for the Pro- 

tection of Fish and Game held its first of a series of three matches 

at glass balls for the Association Badge this afternoon at Bath 
Driving Park; 165 balls from a Card rotary trap; 18 yards, A, 
Leighton, Charles Gond and A.Q Gond being set back to 21 yards 
because winners last year :— 
George Gond.,......... Wik lel & Ost Toe ieee ra: 
J. H. Millay... eee yd Peeled te De re oes 
Alfred Hall.- ety iL dle De et FT ee ie tenis 
0! Keyes........ Del aE a edt ea Al a yh WES 3 
Q. H. Greenleaf ea DT al ash al iy ay Gh BT rears 
Charles York EL DOL E01 ea a) 

. Hall OO LE EO Ge eee sts i O20 
A. Gg. Goud LD Deed SOR0F OR ISSTS OS08 TS in a 
H. Stetson OTe Te Mee els te foe ti 19) 
Chas. Gond 0) 0) A ee Os Ot biel 1 me Oleg 
James Purington -OLPOOLTOLTOLLILITI oy 
Charles Winslow...... rl Ps le Geo d 10 Ed 2 05 
|. W. Hine .-,..-. 400+ TL1LO0L00110010018 
A. Leighton........5500021100210120121 0 O~G 
A sweepstake wus afterward shot, In which A. Q. Gond won the 

first prize in shooting off atie with Charles Winslow, and M. 0. 
Hall wou the second prize, C. A. a. 

OAPITAL Crry GUN CLUB.— Washington, D. O., June 10th—The 
eighth match of this club, for two gold medals, was shot this after- 

noon with the following result, Paine'’s glass balls were used in 

he absence of the smoke target balls, which the olub has been 
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Grichet. 
Seyenth match at birds :— unable to obtain, on account of the difficulty about transporta- 

tion. It is hoped the matter will be settled between the manu- | Henry Rottman. i Oy] SED OTAAS.. cts welo dats <lespieierre § 

faaturers and ithe railroad, as everyone here who has used the Wa atid : . fat ea : ; 
smoke balls prefer them to glass balls. Card’s rotary trap screened: | Ww. Lemcken 6 ee Oresaan 7 : 
handicap rise, 20 balls each :— Capt. Anderson. $| Geo. Butler. ..... +... 6! —Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 

Mill £17142 ee | Sn eae perme Se HOOT Offerman, | Publishing Company, New York.” . Mills....... ’ 
BoM. McLeod... 11111111111111100111 2 18 Mighth natant bircats 
W.W. Eldridge. 11111101101111111011 2 17 : ; 
Poe Nugions a 01101111111101011111 2 16 | J. H.Miller.. Chas. oierusun ; 3 FIXTURES. 
B.S. Peck.,...... 11111111111000101101 20 15 | Geo, Beier J. Vogta....... 17 
1, E. King....... 10011111111110100110 2 14 | Geo- Butle 7 Capt. ‘Lehtnaan.. Saat 4 a A ee 

W.w.E&. Wm. Lemek 8 June Mth, at Hoboken, N. J.—St. George (2d) vs. Mr, Duncan's 
Princeton team. 
June 24th, at Ardmorce,—Merion vs. Girard. 
June 26th, at Chestnut Hill.—Belmont vs. Chestnut Hill. 

Miller, Beier and Lemcken divided first, second and third, 

Norte BROOKFIELD, Mass., June 14th,—At the recent glass ball Thursday.—First match at balls :— 

shoot there were five present from Spencer, twelve from Brook- a Pantene . 3| BE. Collins . ‘ 3 Q une ehua es ae ae ord as i) ue, Be er field and seventeen of this town. Mathewson, of Brookfield, and » ©. Doscher . Besson...... . une , at Frankford.—Oxford (Ist) vs, Merion (2 
: i 5 a . ag | bs well 2| J. H, Herm EY Eee ERAS June 26th, at Hoboken, N. J —St. George vs, St. ‘ h 

Holmes, of Spencer, were captains of thesides, The following is Won #6 F. Collins. aon 3 june 30th, at Bal po Seta Btls es eet Paul's School 

the score :— Seoiid sahtchn te paliaes June 30th, at Newark.—Manhattan (2d) vs. eraek (Ist), 

“ie et SoeieTat Gao aes Pye ES Toho ta APAN aR. ALE Bb S54 + bad ve : July Ist, at Stenton.— 
14 J, Hobbs ; 9 eats os 1. 8 — 

F. i. Boyd = 3G. ‘DpWREEHE, ee Sta : GIRARD CRICKET CLun’s Vistr to New YorkK.—The Girard 
ee eis Club of Philadelphia turned up in the metropolis last week, and 
Shepherdtcts!didte abe seers 13) Heritage, first; Townsend, second; eight ties shot off and won | Played and won two first eleyen matches, one from the old Man- 
peu mene by Palmer, third. hattans and one from the old St, George. Besides this, they put 

‘fle fein Third match at balls :— a second eleven in the field against the Manhattans one of the 
Barton ae . ie eres th ™ days when the first was working destruction at Hoboken. We 
cai ‘ C Townsend went over the first day to see them play the Brooklyn ¢lub, and it 
Atliteiy eu ee only took half an eye to “photograph them into our heart.” Itis 

4 rae a 5 Bee tess touts Sanneae 4 oe a: mats agrand batting eleyen, a fair bowling one, with good fielders, 
WEB once sane dey ae poet Gute = Collins, Lewis an: ‘ownsell st; Heritage, Hermann and i i r 

Myleren 2.7 G yen ase »--... 10 G, Reynolds... us Burdett, second; Carling, third. a and i Rasta wicket anne The eek, of the Hargreaves 

Baraldi Ave: 2. Wl weed ee nee 9 Dunphy 0.0... esl... Fourth match at balls ;— family to this comparatively new organization, of course, places 
=i 4 a it at oncein the foremost rank of American clubs, and we con- 

FCT, SRS wr giete 9 sha sie x ue haleiede 218 Tots 5. hiro 9 fae Ba ce 14 Te SEO es sider, from what we saw, that the Young America will have at 

Mr. Butterworth, who made fourteen points, is a one-armed ISA ssad 
veteran of the late war. 

last 10 work hard when the Girard eleven is in full practice. 

j uy at i GIRARD vs, MANHATTAN.—Played at Prospect Park June 18th. 
SPENCER, Mass., June 21st.——The Sportsmen’s Club here are a rates eae Be . rs ye + dicts Won by the visitors by 97 runs on the first innings’ totals. The 

pbuilding a club house on their shooting grounds. It is to be 12 smith, ownsend and Dittmar divided first; Lewis and Carling | Manbattan captain won the toss,and took the innings, and his 
by 24 feet, and willsupply a want long felt by the club. pees ake ee Asta and Collins divided third, team did good work enough against the fast bowling, but were 

; all abroad ag how to obstruct the wickets from Tom Hargreayes’ Es idl Regular monthly contest, June 15th. First Sra ES. HA tear : 4 ae SNe stat excellent underhands. The fielding was not up to the mark at 
Geo. Butler H. D. ara s. att Te oe 7 Carling .. 10 eae F first, and the dozen extras were put on before the second wicket 

John H. Ficken.. Brinckerhoff... ........ 6 ieee . 10 bea Pn hot was disposed of. Gregg, with the gloves, did well, and there was 
Capt. Anderson as bie ee Sen PAAR Sasa «.+.10 . Kelly... “3 'D. Ford bs some old time shying by the brothers that was good to see. Norley 

OAS cay mies Dy i h. pemcke hee §5o5 23330303 9 E.Colling.....0.00....00. BM ae (professional) handled his bat nicely, particularly when the ball 
AHORA AL See Dae OO MR ES tat aad a ag Carling and Burdett divided first; Bohling, Dittmar and Ford | was to the off; and Wilson’s old-style square-leg hitting, and 

divided second; Collins and Anderson divided third. 
Sixth match at balls:— 

Morris’ well timed and careful placing of the ball did much to Clark, first; Radin, second ; ates Ficken, Ford and Lemcken ; 
gloss over the rather poor exhibition of several of the other divided third. 

Second match; glass balls ;— es oan PoP deol biel Ldenelsh 3 c. est I : i batsmen. The innings closed for 87. On resuming, after an ox- 
Ti, Palmer. wo. 6 ns. cess Gane cE: >| Gap 2 Andekoen * § | cellent luncheon, the Girards commenced what turned out to be 
J. Bobling --.-..-..-.--..-..+5- 7 H. D. Kord ._§ | Hoynes..,.. . 5 | aformidable innings. Five of the team secured double figures, 
eet cas es Dr, Burdet 10 he Heritage . : and six bowlers had a try with the ball. Hooper, by far, did the 

Beate bese ay te Dia cat aly ivi ea tal ete FS + Gil 
PATI BEBO: esta tS tore ie eens e Burdett, first; Bohling and Townsend divi ade d saan eelane best work, and Morris behind the wickets was sharpish. The 

fielding was good, as only one catch was missed, and Middleton Clark, first; Hoynes and Anderson, second; Palmer, Thomas Y 
especially deserves credit for his clean picking up and excellent, aH aha ties shot off and won by Collins and Heritage who divided ‘third. 

and Herma) Fourth Day—Virst match at balls :— 
Third mateh; balls:— Lust Millen. eer oe ae 7 C. Townsend jo | return. Hosford madea rattling good catch at deep long-tiel 
LET a PARANR AUIS SOEBE 3 H Onileatis Eon ee te eres Oe ae 4 a ES) ER EATS oe vale cbelchdelolee: 8 | Win. Hughes .., 8 | which ended Tom Hargreaves’ career on the first ball. The vet 

Palmer . - 4/3. H. Mannix. ...... ; un Mi CONS se Weee ere nsegr Ee 10 ran, Joe Hargreayes, contributed 41, but his blue cap was not 

BOWIGE 2 3 Auman yer, >| sooond; Miller thirds Yo)? Badin and Hughes divided | faded enough to show that he had bad much practice. “THe 
Van Staaden. 2 Vena deriie ee bere Nees 5 Second match at balls:— feature of the match was the superb and brilliant batting of 
Butler ........ wd HM aHerman izzy. seq. ee 3 3. Miller 8) H. Van Standen Brooks, a Lancashire man of the Tom Humphrey school, whos 

ee Sea, i Rhinos bi Ai a aie ae dears Bigs Hallgpe dees ae hen ol We Hetmalies & not out 75 was obtained by goodall-round cricket. The innings 
ROL AD ty Wie LU PD ES os eeiclenelnpie vii resulted in 184 for the visitors, and the second innings of the 

Ficken, Thomas and Van Gelder, first; Palmer, Van Staaden, 
Butler, Ford, Hoynes and Mannix, second; Offerman, Anderson, home club was commenced before the wickets were drawn, An= Hughes, first; Hall, second; Miller, Van Staaden and Hermann 
Herman and Annett, third. ee aS ta nexed isthe full score:— 4 
Fourth match at balls :— arate rectal SaaS a6. wowdsend it f MANHATTAN, 

H, Rottmann............+- Beet Bo) LOUTH bere ead am erent Hl yeas seamthengead ee eel ag Dr. ‘Talbor.. re ge bk ve 10 First Innings. Second Innings, : 
J.H, Ficken ... es) Of Se Eh. Mannix, o-eerea 7 poset is | WAEiClios:f Meee Cem a2 J. Norley, b. R. Hargreaves... 21 
Geo. Butler..... as W. Lemeken....... 0. ...e 2+ ll gtha Tale EM. cee i tna | Makin, b, R. Hargreaves.,.... 0 b. Brooks....,... ecsae 
H, Van Stauden . 9 5 PITH OMA AEs lie reese el 5] Townsend.........+......02. j | Dr. Hulbert, b.7. Hargreaves 6 | 
G. Keily....-.- SpsUfAratctelatyiaye Ur eye EN SE &)Laiennte asta ee ars 9 | Potfey. +) g | Jenkins, st. Gregg, b. 1. tS 4 
L, Palmer.... ...+ -8 | 1B. Hedent. (i 2). 2.2. seetcecs Si) MrT Tiller dees fee eee 19 Heritage... ses.istune sole ons § | _greaves.. DiC TUDO t= sj poet eave herwew res . 
Hermann Dittmar......,....-. Win. Mangels...) e.cs. eee Bil ECoflitals cy one iktkeee Roe |e Ml Lo at ie Le ALS nD he Hosford. 0, it Hargreaves... 4 st. Gregg, b. Brooks,......... 
Van Staaden and Dittmar, first; Kelly, Palmer and Radin, sec- , Wilson, b argreaves..... 

ond: Moyes, Lemoken td Bohling,thivd v0] Mon tag gt i and on ya tra uve Hesehot om ant | Hoopes B.ak Haranves., @ ot Ou ctgencssen 4 if t, iy Ce A y le 

Fifth match at balls :— third. R. Hargreaves... ....s.-+.. 19 b, Brooks........ San) ee 0 
Wm. Lemcken..............+-+ 5 | ©. 0. Doscher................... Tourth match at balls :— Jackson, b. 'U. Hargreaves... 4 
Hoynes.......-... 0) (O') DSESMailler S86 Ba). a Middleton, ec. J. Hurgreaves, 6 
H. Van Staaden . 51D. Palmer ...... ' b,'T. Hargreayes............ 8 
He Kelly..... é pane a pereresae B®. Madison aE gnaek ees ne SE peta AY 

, Dittmar ae ey ermann. ee yes, 7; leg byes, 2; wides, 3. 
J. Bobling .....2..0s140 suse Lew aeadin Wh) ike, Saket Bae patties abc aly ay ea Dae ae 1 auc a is Hoynes and Dittmar, first; sre, Van en Miller and s POtALIS eee t et aeiknesa-renes = Disives ere: REE Pe 534 aoe 1 
Palmer, second: Kelly and Radin, third, pee mowngend iets Madison, Hall, Carling and Collins diy ided rate eam), 

Sixth match at balls :— Fifth match at balls :— Dirat tease 
Palmer....... Shaler eepelectele A) | PLOVNEBe eee s-wcleicnels uw etate Maeln, Tadbote. save pee eee ee by B. Hargreaves, run out..... : regg, o. Tucker, b. Hooper. 

+: Pc ic tarty ieee e aiaecucl-beelctatonel, rhea 2| W. Lemeken.. rp i Seapets : 3 Blood, c. Hooper, b. Norley... 10 Vernon, b. Hostord ‘ai pie 
FE Dittmar 2s... .4 1, sec ges ee ee 4|G. Butler... -. 5| @ Beier..... +) 9 | Webster, st. Morris, b. Hooper 20 | Tomlin, c. Middleton, b. Jack- 
Ts 6 AA es at Seer 3| H.Miller,_._-..: -. 2} Dr. Burdett... | 4 | Brooks, not out.............+ BOD. s. $5. ies tiga. ee ee 
H. Van raaaen pee tid ACES 8) J.N. Hermann . 8} C. Offerman... _ 8} doe Hargreaves, b. Jackson. 41 Davenport, run out.... ..... 
©. C. Doscher. .....:..22.5- Se oot DE eG ite tes eae Nt 4| B. Collins.. ‘ 4 | Lom Hargreaves, c. Hostord, Bye, 1; wides, 4.-............. 
J. Bohling...... ee eat eR seed 2 EGR iat wak vale pee selon aes el Pi es ee ana ere matt F 

Butler, first; Palmer, Dittmar, Doscher, Hoynes and Radin, sec- Madison, first; Talbot and frases divided second; Beler, Col- Huonerny SS eee ge Wt 9 Se ES er erkeay est ard 
ond; Kelly, Van Staaden and Hermann, third, lins and Dittmar divided t teemeepeeeees ee E 

Wednesday, second day.—First Match at balls :— Sixth match at balls — FALL OF WICKETS, 
SW ART as) A pl ee A ES 10 | HE. Colling.. . 8 MANHATTAN, 

Capt. Anderson,........----... 9| J. Thomas..... ons z 
H. VanStuaden............+-.- 4/ Wm, Lemcken... poib First innings ....-...--..--+ 1 89 30 49 53 1 45 63 3f 
Hi. wan Staaden, Jr............ 2 wet ss Hermann..- ..10 |] G. 7 Second innings.....,........ 1 14 5 

SEW OR theres ads 4 bse ps ae eb E ys wai eons IMG )r go = 208 gen te loiews 8 we ¥ x4 + Lente : 

Ja eae) Hermann and Anderson divided. J. D. Gotschins, pratt rab aia 5; Hughes, §; Burdett, ‘L Second tie; Talbot, 5; First Innings,..,,... 2 22 86 122 122 188 152 159 181 184—18 

i oe Talbot, Hughes and Madison shot off for first; won by Talbot. ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
Second match at balls: Bohling and froritage divided second; Beier and Berkele Civided AN 

oe Oe ued Per ae mates a Chas. Townsend, ..-4.4. <1.) 9 | third. GIRARD, 
an Staaden,Jr.........., pt, Anderson.... ..csss...-- Mi : 

E. Collins....,-. Hef Pathe ciah 1 8 | J.H, Millarasts SAAASE Ppt se ah ee 3 BOGARDUS ts RiwEeDL.—A series of three matches have been PESTO UR, rs 
Dr Talbot......., terrae ereeeyes 10 arranged between Capt. A. H. Bogardus and Rimell, the Hnglish | arareaves 5 geegh ait ital Wienetes i 
Dr. aaa first aged ee Townsend, second money; Col-| pigeon shooter, with whom Bogardus shot for the championship | Webster, .......... 12 1 4 5 

Hing and Anderson Hivided tain money: of the world, August 7th, 1875. The conditions are one hundred | H- Hargreaves... 18 1 8 = 
Third mateb at balls :— wild pigeons each, Rimell to stand at twenty-nine yards, Bogardus | T Hargreayes...... 66 = #5 6 

J, H. Miller. .+...--+eeerrrsso0+ : i ee at thirty yards in the first match, and,if he wins this, at thirty- Second Innings. 
a: see Re oy steer aa one yards in each of the succeeding matches. The first two of ar? a aS. = 

Dr. Talbotand Henry divided first and second mouey; Miller these contests are set down fon Brighton Beach Fair Grounds, MANHATTAN. 

took third money, June 80th and July 2d, at 8 o'clock P.M. The third, time and First. Innings. 
Fourth match at birds :— place to be determined, will be shot within ten days after the Hooper. 4 BL 3 

J. H. Miller, Dr. Henry.. 9 | second, Norley.. — 21 1 
vs lent REPAIR ee | L. Palmer... s Hostord 1 33 1 

as, Townsen ollins,,...-- if I Wilson.. = IT —_ 
vy Porson Remmpy.—New Haven, Conn., June 17th. t and 7 ’ Juckson = Ad 3 

gialbot and, Townend divided first and second money; Dr.) _« creat many remedies have been suggested for the | Jenkins. _ u ~ 
Umpires: Girard, Mr. John Haywood, of Philadelphia ; Manha Vitth match at bails -— cure of the troublesome eruption caused by contact with 

Pulmer............. the fresh foliage of the species of Rhus, familiarly known CT Set eA a oes ee Ss a, enh tan, Mr, James White. 
BE MOONINGM Ess forbs ses tre ree: es rd “g|as poison ivy, mercury, three-leaf ivy, poison oak, etc., 
Geo, Beier... ssee cree see 9] etc. Lhaye tried most of these remedies with more or | @!84BD vs. St. Gzonas.—Played at Hoboken, N. J., June 19) 
Soe ee RL a eS {| less success, but have recently hit upon a new thing (new | Won by the former, as shown by the score =— 

to me) that promises well. Moisten the portion of the BY. GEORGE'S CLUB. lins first; Miller and Palme - 
coe mer second; Van Staaden, Ander skin coyered with vesicles, and then touch each of these derson and Hermann third, Bane sy Vernon, b. T. Ha Westfeldt, c. H. Hargreay 
Sixth mateh at balls :— yesicles separately with a stick of lunar caustic while Ft aie MER Se "82 ree are ede, 

Townsend. ....... hentai Ss v=. O| H. Dittmar... e.c.csss.e. 8 | Mey are yet moist. I have not had an SPEC to Moore, ‘c. Hargreaves, b. | H. Moore, b. R. Hargreaves. 
br. Henry... J. H. Miller 4| give this “an extended trial, having applied it only in| gifts st. Greg, 6. 2) tie 8 a ee argrenved 
Bi Bontnee eee rR AR RG 10 fase ds; erie sa ce, PU in, these 26 nee bstely nee pe Pann Cores Dein Hans, ee eieaae ae rd, Doe OMe ea 3. sor vGHeary Rud, Aconion tiridad tiets aoorasent Baitoe ae and stopped its spreading, in a v satisfactory way. 5 argreaves..... 20 yeu,6; leg-byes, 45 wi 

Of course, the skin will bediscolored by the caustic for a | Moetan, c. and pb. T. Har- Offermann divided second; Talhet and Dittmar shot off third 
fow days, MARE War, prise, and wou by Lalhot. Total....4, ture Pyeng eee ee dest tee wees 

Conover, b. B, Bargreayes.., 0 

- i -_ — 
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ied par B. H. Outerbrid Sirk aE RE SS ea 1 ) R, Hargreaves, b. Giles,...... 46 | Blood, x9 hes bere oe —j;. uterbridge..-..+. ; 
Webster, c. and b. Moeran... 67 Gregg, ti On batse es SE. Tl) — | ALB. Maning --:-....-... 36 be 2 H 
Brooks, c. Bance, b. Moeran. 81| Vernon, to bat.-..---...-- 5 es ch Bre: yt (I ay a 
J. Hargreaves, not out. 23 | Byes, 3; leg-byes, 6 CN RO IBGE Doe OTR o 1 
T. Hargreaves, not out: ll = QERMANTOWN. 
H. Haecare to bat - Totals 2.0. oanpastesteesostae 100 
Tomlin, to bat..... Ay, ad First Innings. 

W. Morgan Cte -.) 66 a 25 2 0 
WALL OF WICKETS, Bs TRUEST DA pes ee 108 4 al 7 , 

St, Georges— 35, Si 92 98 102 104 107 123 148 153. BIN OO 4 eel BroWelshy thi! ae , 48 5 8 1 a 
Sipe alae Sse J.B, Warder)... lo. 12 0 10 1 0 
MANHATTAN (20) v2. GIRARD (2d).—Played at Prospect Park, 

June 19th.—Won by the home club by nine wickcts, We call at- 

tention to the bowling in second innings of Girard Club. Scors :— 

Thursday, June 17th, was an off day, and the visitors apeut the 

day accepting the kind hospitality of the Merion Club at Ard- 

more, Pa. 

GIRARD. YounG AMERICA (2d) vs, STATHN TsLAND (2d),—Third match, 

Firat Tnnings. Second Inninus. played at Stenton, June 18th, resulting in the defeat of the 

ae Bere vorsy run out... .. f Ue Sr ONE CARR Ad Th Sse Re visitors by 71 runs on first innings’ totals. Johnson and Potter 

TASTORS; DONE OME: 2.7 oe kecins ts LEO ee ay ce nares made their respective scores without giving a chance, and No- 

Mi. Hargenvs be akon 3 Sere ei pi ea Bad 3 ble bowled finely. For the visitors, Filmer played oxcently; aa 

TTS eats . Jackson, b. Hay- ston ai: 7 did also Byre and Irving. Score :— 
See See a coy eee ‘own out Hamilton...,.-.\, 

BH, Wigham, not out..........- 48 ©. Mackenzie, b. Hamilton.... 0 YOUNG AMERICA. Second Tani 
J. Wilkinson, b. Jackson...... Oy TRG ApiL a Oye bagigr. Wah eoeticus 0 First Innings. econd Lnmings. 
J. pas: st. Torr: ay, b. Jack- R. Wister, b. Byre.......-.... Te DULOU ens t= cee Bes epee eee 4 

Sa FP Sap haSt Oat 5, ce daghteeres: DubrIuPkEOn satires Veter | oe easy, SC. Orb Gr ats eee! il F 
w. siekrate: ¢. Middieton, b. W. Noble, c. Rich, b. Maning. 13 o. Outerbridge, b, Byre....... 8 

a, Lovet, ton Pe eeah 4 o.and b. Jackson....,,--:.. et e C. ners c. Byre, b. Man- é 
ovett, b. Hamilton.....___ 0 c. Middleton, b. Hamilton..., QO} 7% s*5) so s-=- ahd asses n ee 

H Hi, MeGrogan, c, and b. Coyne 8 c. Middleton, b. Hamilton... 1 5. Newbold, c. Roberts, b. | 

reeds lexshyeplsowidenLirie) Legcheo( ts Widee Las br e2 S Patter fan ott ni 00.. BB MOL OUb passes ease eesin ee 15 
.N. Johnson, not out..-... Gc. Kic » HYYO.. wes e eno ea TODRIeaty eres te: ERO EH SCO 8£ Totalyc<...: ees i eyEMiGhanae Da Rteheuret Hi ’ 

MANHATTAN. BE, Isley, rum out..-.......... 
First Innings. a L. Clark, c. Roberts b. 

a 
QW. Middleton, run out.....12 | W, Hamilton, b. Wilkinson... 4) 1, MSY OH ae teh a 

ellar. . Hargreaves atthews, not out...... " iL) 2 sevidermlnit ademas bates 4 

wes Vint, ce, Wigham, b. ? J. Coyne, ¢, and b, Hargreaves 1 Byes, 2; lez bye, 1; wides, 9.. L Byes, 3; wide, 1 4 

St ele Saueeeuraaeh ian siete ‘orrey; b, argrenyes 8] otal,..,:.-..vevcececeeseess POtaL sone secon che tere 2a 
CG, W. Jackson, c. Levers, b. Spal ef Griffen, ce. Hawthorne, b. outs 138 aie 
WHlleineON cadet lowes cess i>) PAG VUAREUTISGR ye duane ual nk 2 SYATHN ISLAND—SECOND ELEVEN. 
8 Mica. b. Levers, b ee Byes, 8; leg-bye, 1; wides, 4. 3 me First. Innings. ae Second Innings P 

be oa EERE , Filmer, b. Noble....,.. ..-. 16 b. ey. iP . 1d 
A. Ames, b. Wilkinson......-- @) ) Wotals-<p--.ca ney aacees sss i D. A. pingliane b. Clatk..... 1 oc. Henry, 0 
Second Innings.—Torrey, run out, 2; Ames and} Hamilton, not 7 E ea aH DE a ob of ls TEE y, 6 

5 . Manning, run out... b. No 2 

are Maeno bts J. Rankine. b Chit oh ved 3 run ont... 10 
Tae STATEN ISLAND’S VISIT To PHILADELPHTA.—Last year | H. Inman, b. Nobl . 8 bp. Isley. 2 

the second eleyen of the Island club yisited Philadelphia, and | 4,,D- drving, &, Mie ey Bottera thik 39 
played two matches, one with the Germantowns and the other | , A. Onterbridge, run out.. ¢. Michener, b. Clark. Mid. H. Outerbridge, run out.. 

J. E. Roberts, b. Noble : 
H. Rich, not out...., 
A. Furber, b. Nobl “ht 
Bye, 1; leg-byes, 8; wide, 1... 5 

with the Young Americas; the first they won and the second 
was lost. This wasin July, when the weather was intensely hot; 
80, to escape playing a second time in such unfavorable weather, 

it was deemed advisable to make the trip before the warm season 

¢. Pacud ed b. Lisley. . 
not out 
Byes, 6; leg-byes, 4; wides, 7. MW 

3 
3 
‘ Ca A aeneneelD, ba ihe 

0 

hadsetin. On Monday, June 14th, a jolly lot of cricketers jour- Notalee yeas tte doen urcheseact yg pete BBS tee eRe eee Oe 108 

neyed to the Quaker City,and during the week played four matches RUNS AT THE hase hen WiCEL. 
with the principal organizations there, of which two were wou, ous : wa 

ono lost and one drawn. In the face of the excellent bowling, ees Fiera ee Peo S999 2b 18 a 25 81 53 98 99 106 181 138 

opposed to the visiting eleven, the batting of the team was ex- Ag Fs Fea Fel 
cellent, In the field they also did fairly, but their bowling—with | 5... aeaamings 3 99 50 81 Yi be 60 63:«(OY BY CGT 
the exception of Roberts—was not upto the mark, A glance at} gecond Phone ae 10 15 29 47 70 100 100 100 100 103 
the scores tells us that twelve wickets were bowled, twenty-five ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
catches held and nine men run out by the Island team, STATEN ISLAND. 

SravEN ISLAND (2d) 1s. Merron (2d).—First match, played on First Innings. 

the picturesque grounds of the home club at Ardmore, on June F Balls. Runs, Maidens, Wickels. Wades 

45th, and resulted ina yictory for the wanderers by three runs on = _ -H. Manning..-...: AG ee fui : f 
the first innings’ totals. In this match the fielding of the Island- | . Rich. iy 19 2 1 an 

er’s was £004, the whole of the home eleyen being disposed of in | J. Roberts 30 BL — _ = 

the field—not one wicket being bowled. The batting feature of Second Lnvings. 

the match was Rankine’s stay at the wickets, his off play being | J. Dyre.. Bt 14 — 1 1 

particularly fine, and his hitting clean. Score:— H, Rich..._ Wi eraser = = 
OUNG AMERICA. 

MERION. STATEN ISLAND. Brat Innings 
H, Smith, c. Eyre, b. Maning. 11 | J. Filmer, b, Haines,.......... 6 k 60 path ll he 5 i 
L. altos: ¢. Kilmer, b,Man- | D, A. Bingham,b. 0. Williams 3 sire tas eh Co CEO TEED 34 % La 28 = 

Pie eee s ; 5 a e, Wally b. Williams. 6 | ¢ Dalat: a ¢- 10 1 = <= 

B.Bences Kh Sealine b. fier Ue ae W.Noble.........0-05 pS ite OMG; 5 5 = 
é Manin; # op sit Second Innings 

BR iam FUD On 0 | W. Noble.......-....- .. 48 25 = 1 2 
J. Se dea -e, Kirkla 8 We. Clark... ee ¥ L 1 

rene Lip ae ' "Tiblev., . 39 ay 
ses Wain, c. Inman . a R. Wister.. 2 i = = 3 

c. Williams, 0. steed iy otter...,.- 

Beet Se a sannersicoe oo i 3 H. Sans out... 1 MANHATTAN (2d) vs, APPLHTON.—Played at Prospect Park, June 

wip - Furber, run out.....- - 7} 12th. Seore:— 

aes thrown out by ae merle an Canetti i” MANHATTAN—First Innings. APPLETON—First Innings. 

Ww. 7. Pile ¢, Furber, b. Rich Z Total Hore. voeeceres ee 119 | Middleton, b. Williams. - W. Williams, b. Jackson 1 
Jackson, Db. Williams. . 
Mattbews, b. Williams. rd 
Tucker, ¢. Sayle, b. Williams 13 y. ty 
Coyne, 6. Woolnough, b. Wil- q. Williams, b. if ackson...... 

LGSRTAT Spee acer dee toe ott em ctaas 8| Slater, c. and b. Jackson.. 
Vint, c, Williams, b. Twanuser 0| Vestylage, b. Coy ne 
Chippendale, b. Williams .... e Wise, c. Tucker, ig Jackson.. 0 
Paul, b. Williams Henscher, b. Coyne........... 5 
Mackenzie, not out. -...:.... 8 Woolnough, not Outs ee 
Ames, C. Vestylage, b. Kelley a Roland, b, Jackson,. - 
Griffin, run out Byes, 5; leg-bye, 1..........++ 
Byes, 2; wides, 13 .....-...... 1b a 

GTN wae nine pop Zel = 

CKICKET Mrnring—At a meeting of the Now York Cricket and 

Football Association, held on June 8d,at Caledonian Hall, Mr- 
Joshua Longfield in the chair, the following officers were elected: 
President, R. A, Bacon; Vice-President, NM. M. Beckwith; second 

Vice-President, Wm. Barter; Treasurer, L. J. Morrison; Secre- 

tary, John B. Freed, No. 10 Horatio street; Recording Secretary, 

Wm. Sharp. Directors—Messrs. Caldwell, George Giles, Jr, 
Thorp, Miell, Lendrum and Shreiye. The club proposes to take 

Kelley, b. Soyme 
0| Sayle, run out. 

Twanser, |. b. ¥ 

cHacame Wo bowling analysis sent us by the secretary of the club. 
SvarEnN ISLAND (2d) vs. GERMANTOWN.—Second match, played 

at Nicetown, on June 16th; won by the former by twenty-eight 

runs on the first innings’ totals. The eleven of the home club is 

anid to have been the strongest that they have put in the field for 

along time. The wicket and out-field were excellent, The prin- 
cipal feature of the match was the superb batting of Brockie, of 
the home club, his scores of 23 and not out 65 plainly indicating 
that he is one of the coming cricketers of Philadelphia, Robins 

hit strongly, and secured a not out 32, but the innings was not 

without giving cover-point a chance, Rankineagain had top score 
for the visitors; Irving played a good, careful not out 16, and 

Maning, Eyre and Inman also made double figures. Score :— 

GERMANTOWN, 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
Morgan (8d), b. Eyre.-. 6 c, Kirkland, b. Byre.......... 

z, ashen MOM IoTs b. Man- nese Myre at the grounds formerly occupied by the New Jersey Athletic Club, 

Pee ae Ue eR a not out......... _......,.,.... 7] situated in Hoboken, N. J. 
a. “Weis, Jr, .c. Se 

b, Eyr a ES —Mr. 0. B. Calvert, Secretary of the Peninsular €. C., has kindly 

w. Brockio, ‘pb, Maning.....,. 28 notout... Wfnatvosee aAsi1sy424 65 | sent us a large lithograph of his grounds at Recreation Park, De- 

co RoWing noes on ae oo ans 3 POUR PAB ios hase nr 8 2 | troit, Mich. The picture is an excellent one, and represents the 

G. G. Esler, c. Inman, b. Rich 0 runont...,.................-.. 0 | grounds when a match is being played. 

Ay ineriany o. Kiskiand, D. Sa ak en Ate y 16 —Mr. Jno. 8. Gillean, one of the Canadian cricketers, writes that 

Rich: SS. ceteeee avers Pe +he his team haye received a hearty welcome everywhere they have 

C. Ingersoll, run out......... 3 c. Maning, b. Hyre.,-..-... ++. 12 | been. 
» Worrell, ¢. and b. Hyre.. 

Bye, 1; lez-byes, 2; idee, te. rt 

Tote. ca mee, ae | atalic ee ty pice ores 138 
SUATEN ISLAND. 
First Innings. 

a BA. Binh Morgan.......... 0| GB. B. Kirkland, c. Brockie, b. 

—A new cricket club has been organized at Utica. 

—The Canadians have giyen up their two matches in Wales, 

—A good piece of bowling was done by Spotforth, of the Aus- 

tralian Team, June 4th,in the first innings of the Eighteen of 
Burnleizh. His analysis was fourteen overs and three balls, 

Byes, 6; wides, 8 

net aes run out. 2 Warder 2s. 5 | eleven maidens, ten runs and twelye wickets, 

cs ere Hore ERR: Bares 6| H, Rich, b, Phurman....--_-; | —w¥or the sake of reference we append the following long scores 

Asi ae abr aye iW pease eet be Bipot 0 | made during May in England :— 
Byes, 5; le; ae Sree peers 

J. Rankin, b. Thurman.. a3| ho ball, L... hae 
H. Inman. b. w.,b. Thurman. 14 
A. D.Irying, not out Pelt | We SDOLHIRG  oateldeinies 4 senile 128 
BR. H. Outerbridge. 

508 BG Cambridge University vz. Twelve Gentlemen of Hog- 

Ig pl BOL oe sgh one Club. ifton College Close vs 1tton u 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. #74 (Nine wickets) Esher vs. Surbiton 
SUATEN ISLAND, 458 as wickets) Corpus Christi ‘College vs. Oxford Military 

B ollege. 
First Innings, 429 M.C.C. vs. Sussex. 

Balls. Maidens. Rung. Wickels, Wideu-| 412 Beckenham ys, Bexley 
i yp ening Waele 43 ht ' fn ‘ 2 ; an Gru pense ae Cliiey 8 one Bie g az 

ceererperpheessteey ‘our wickets) Second Eleven Trinity Hall vs, Second Eleyen 
ee Wa Re? i St, John’s Colleze, ‘i 

TRENTON vs. NEWARK.—Played at Trenton, N. J.,Juné 14th 

resulted in the defeat of the Newarkers by one innings and forty 

five runs. 
NEWARE, 

Second Innings, 
Bee ca) a AD Be SB onde S50bde a 200 
14 b. Wigley... 

Tirst Innings, 
Stamford, run out . 
Wilkinson, run out... 
Williams, run out . O (DV Waiwleyn ie. 5~-6-seh-:2052-2" 
Poinier, co. J... B. 
Mountford ........... . 4 b. Wigley 

Borrie, b. Mart......... . 0 b. Wigley. Pee cea awes 
Ox;vens, b, Mountford,........ 1 MOU OU AGeee shee ebi bs ade 
Knight, ¢. Kutzenbach, b. 

Moinitrordy: oo 2 ec. McIntyre, b. Wigley.--.... 0 
Hemingway, b. Mart. -..-, 0 e.and b. Wigley ........ ee el 
Orton, I. b, w., b. Mountford, 0 b.Wigley.. .:.::.......5+---- 6 
Hallis, not out......-......... 0 b. Mountford.. tadaat Naw 
Brientnall, b. Mart............ OD Wal Gyan 2 eaecideeeerte it) 
Byes, 23 leg- byes, 4; wides, 2 8 Byes,3; wides, 2...,..-.....-. 5h 

MTGE See sea ca tte at Shy Totals tress ceteres stances 43 

TRENTON, 

First Innings, 

Baplive De BPUtrics cranny +cetr sts faites) ppine wands nu -ncett tie ae eae ene 0 
MeIntyre, c. Brientnall, b. Hallis...:.. -- 0.6.22 eee e eee cae denen nee = 
Jy BEBOpe ND WBOMIEY 28 60s cena sent h ess 2 dys ae etme eae ved 
Marton Pointers DwOrri8 se. 2)... pies assess beuesneeeossanesae 88 
M ountford, c. Borrie, b. iS fallis PRA Sota oh AA Ae AEE AS PEACE O 5 
Wood, c, Orton, by Borrie 11ers -- fei toeas tess pest ines 1 
Wigley, ON BOPEIEy Dit ERALUISs oil. tins sae ehe d= alana csfaee nak ska § eee 17 
Brammer) Doiallis ivy reise ssaeceee tvo-taaeccessosussaeverenner 2 
BUR; LUMOUMUs un: fs enies eee anh aie sabres Arie 
Kutzenbach, ec. Owens, b. Borrie...... 0 
De Pope; WOt OU i ea dee cust, bays 
Byes, 8; leg-byes, 3; wides, 8............-- " 

ENGLAND vs. DAFT's.—Played May 17th, at Lord’s, for benefit of 

Oricketer’s fund, England won by 94 runs, a result due in grent 

measure to the splendid wicket-keeping of Pilling, and Mr 

Eyans’ bowling in the firstinnings. The Oxonian then was very 

difficult to play, and throughout was suited by the hard and 

inelastic wicket. 

ENGUAND, 
Mr. A. N. Hornby, b. Shaw.. 5 b. Bates F 
Barlow, b. Emmett 18 b. Ullye 13 
Mr. A. P, Lucas c b, Ullyett. . hu 
mett See eris 66 ¢, Bates, dD. 13. BB 

Mr. F, Penn, b. Emmett 0 
Mr. I. D. Walker, b. Barnes 6 c. Lockwood, b. Morly........ 12 
Mr, J. Shuter, b, Barnes... 28 ¢. Pinder, b, Bates.,.......... 43 
Midwinter, b. Shaw oh. tt Selby, b. Bates:.....1..... 4 
Scotton, not out ‘41 ¢) Pinder, b. Barnes... 0.1...) 2 
Mr, A, H. Byans, b. Barnes... 0 ec. Pinder, b. Barnes,....... -. 3 
Rylott, b. Barnes............. 2 0.a01d) De Satebes lessee oe eens 6 
Pilling, c, Selby, b. Emmott... 83 mot out..... ..---.. essence ene 4 
Yoh ae: BAe ee ee ere A Gta). Catt. tea cletune suet li 

POA] c.cccteeescaeee ste een 212 DOCH ep o> b bed er date 5 

DAEFT'§ ELEVEN. 

Oscroft, c.and b. Hyans...... es DaVAnS obese h hehehe IL 
Lockwood, b. Evans. ' st. eS b. Rylott..., -.... 20 
Ullyett, c. Pilling, b. Byans.. 3 Des BVlObie. os sks gia) eer ee 18 
Selby, b. Evans...............5 50 c. Hornby, 5 Rylott,.......38 4 
Daft, b. Hyans.-:...::. -- fie 2) Le D.iWe Da kO VAS. Jeoude armen 4 
Barnes, b, Evans ......,.--... Hie Di Rylotts erat piainweeens oeere 13 
Bates, c. Pilling, b. fvans.... 29 oc. Pilling, b. Rylott........... 5 
Enimett, b, Hyans............ 4° WAIVANG (a. sacle beh dech eerie 0 
Shaw, b. Bvans...-......---+.. i b. Rylott 
Pinder, c. Penn, b. Rylott.. 0 b, Hyans, 
Morley, mot out...........-... 6 not out,. 
HXEPARLED em eeseeey ae demos A, Moving, ecu ees Pe soe 

PtH, tk hee rece Ee bad 149 VOLE ecg ne declends eee ob enee Qt 
Umpires—Farrands and Shrewsbury. 

The Hamilton Cricket Club is looking forward to some food 

oricket, more especially with the Staten Islanders, that they may 
in some degree return their kindnesses of last year, Tho weather 

fllthrough Canada has been capital for cricket—in fact almost 

oo fine, the ground being in danger of being baked. 

Answers to Gorvespondents, 
io 

("No notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 

Sours Srpn, Pittsburg, Pa.—No concentrator for muzzle load- 

ing guns in the market, 

Buaok BAass,—This rubber crayfish will answer your purpose 
admirably. 

Fry CASTER, Pennsylyania.—The longest ily cast on record, sin 
gle handed rod, is eighty-six feet—made by Mr. Seth Green. 

C. M. A., Bridgeport, Conn.—My setter dog has white films oyer 
both of his eyes; what shall I do for them? Ans. Try dustlog 

into the eyes, once a day, the following, very finely powdered: 

Calomel, one drachm; sugar, one anda half drachms, Write re- 
sult later on. 

0. 1.S., Tamaqua, Pa.—Tha case is evidently a very {bad one, 

Feed no meat; give a few doses of castor oil and then two grains 

of quinine throe times a day fora week or two, Oleanse the ears 
gently with warm water each day,and pour in a little “ dilute 

lead water,” holding it therefor a couple of minutes. A seton 

should be inserted back of each ear, and some contrivance used 
to prevent him from shaking his ears. 

Oscar, Woodbridge, N. J.—See late issues of this paper, repard- 

ing the training of foxhounds—May 27th and June 10th, We 
would advise you to look up some old hunter in your vicinity and 

ingratiate yourself in hisgood graces. If he be of the right, sort, 

he will teach you more in one day than you can jearn by yourself 

in alife-time. We would be pleased to have one of our rabbit— 
hunting friends contribute un article on the training of both fox 

hounds and beagles for rabbit shooting. 

H. H., Jr.—Will you tell me what to do for my pointer pup, 
three months old, whose eyes run and whereon the discharge na- 

cumulates on the surrounding skin. It formsa sticky kind of a 

seab, which, being washed off, takes the hair with it, leaving a 

raw spot, Tne hair around and between the eyes is thin and 
harsh-looking, and tie general appearances of the pup poor? Ana, 
Wash the eyes with tepid water three times a day, and apply a 
weak solution of alum—two or three grains to an ounce of water. 

You must improve the condition of the dog, and examine about 

the eyes for lice. 

JuLrer, Dubuque,tiowa,—The Jnlier Gin Club, of this place, 

sent the folowing challenge to the Dubuque Shooting Club: The 

Julier Gun Club hereby challenge the Dubuque Shooting Club to 

a friendly match at pigeons, to take place during June, detnils, 

ete., to be arranged by three directors from each club, our club 

rules being twenty-one yards rise and theirs twenty-six. Now 

they insist on the match being shot at eighteen yards for doubles 
and twenty-six and thirty yards for single rises, and we Want 
eighteen and twenty-one. Who has the right to name the dla- 
tance, according to the challenge? Avs. According to the ohal- 

lenge the committee of three from each club must determine the 

point, 
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Dr. D, J, Manrsy.—Our readers will recall with 

interest the interesting sketch of ‘‘ Bear Shooting in 
North Minnesota,” published in our issue of May 13th, 

over the signature ‘*M. D.” Its author was Dr. D. J. 

Maltby. of Detroit, Minn., a, brief notice of whose death, 
on the 8th inst,, has just reached us, Dr, Maltby’s letter 

could not fail to inspire in its readers a personal interest 

in himself and a hope to know more of him, — The short 

obituary notice before us is a simple record of a busy life, 
a fine christian character and a loving circle of friends. 
Having enlisted in the Ninety-fourth New York Volun— 

teers in 1861, he participated in eight pitched battles, 

was taken prisoner twice, and after the war resumed his 
medical studies at Watertown, N, Y,, thence going 

directly to Detroit. He had numerous friends in this 
city, where he atlended a course of lectures in the fall of 
1877. At the time of his death Dr. Maltby was thirty- 

seven years of age. He leaves a wife and three children, 
et 

SomeTHing New In PyRorecunics.—The new form of 
pyrotechnics, which are for sale by Messrs. Hartley 
& Graham, are s0 much superior to the old style of fire- 

works that we think they must in a great measure dis- 

place them, The device is an exceedingly simple one, so 
simple, in fact, that one wonders that it was not invented 
before, The star cartridges are toall appearance like 

an ordinary shell, but they are filled with the same ma- 

terials that are employed in Roman candles, sly-rockets, 

etc., and we haye fireworks shot out of agun. The ad- 

yantazes are simplicily and rapidity of firing, a complete 

absence of the dirt and danger attending the old me- 
thods, and, not the least important, a very decided differ 

ence in the cost. For political celebrations in the public 

streets these star cartridges are far preferable to all other 
pyrotechnics, because there are no sparks to endanger 

the spectators, and no dangerous sticks to fall, For the 
lawn and for yachting purposes these cartridges prove 

equally adapted. Fourth of July and other displays of 

fireworks have hitherto been attended with expense and 

damage; the invention of star cartridges obyiates both, 
oo + 

—The International Fishery Exhibition at Berlin will 

close on the 29th of this month, and Prof. Goode and 

staff expect to sail for home either on July 1st or 8th, 
arriving about the 16th or 22d. 

THE AMERICAN AWARDS AT BERLIN. 
—$—__——_ 

MERICANS have every reason to be satisfied with 
their representation at the Berlin International 

Vishery Exhibition. Notwithstanding the limited time 

afforded by the tardy action of Congress to make an ap- 
propriation for the purpose, Prof. Baird, having the 

extensive resources of the National Museum and the Fish 
Jommission to draw upon, prepared an exhibit which 

has proved superior in variety and completeness to 

that of any other nation. The American display at 
Berlin has received very much attention from the intelli- 

gent visitors who haye visited the Exposition, the ulti- 
mate effect of which must be to very materially increase 
the foreign demand for American fishing products, and 
so to largely stimulate our commerce. The immediate 

result has been a harvest of prizes for this country, which 
is among those to which a gold medal and an address of 

thanks will be transmitted, 

The award which will give the most genuine satisfac- 

tion, not only to his personal friends but tofall who are 

interested in the growth of this branch of the nation’s 
economies as well, is that of the first honorary prize to 
Prof. Spencer I, Baird, of the Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, and the United States Commission of Fish 

and Visheries. The action of the Berlin judges is a 

recognition of the préeminent services of Prof, Baird, who 

has done more than any other individual to advance the 

science and industry of fish culture. The FormstT AND 
STREAM speaks for the fish culturists of the United 
States when it indorses this award as just and vweil- 
deserved. We may add just here a bit of news 
which has just come to us from our Berlin correspondent, 

namely, that Prof, Baird has just been made an honorary 

member of the Société dAcclimatation, Paris, by the 
unanimous yote of its members, in recognition of the 
great work he has accomplished in advancing fish culture 
to the rank of an industry worthy of being prosecuted by 
great nations. ‘ 

Other American awards at Berlin were: Gold medals 
with special honorary mention: The United States Fit 
nance Department and the United States Fisheries Com- 

mission ; gold medals : United States Fisheries Commis- 

sioners Leonard, of Bangor, Me.; Atkins, of Rockport, 

Me,; Ferguson, of Baltimore, Md.; Green, of Rochester, 

N. ¥.; McDonald, of Lexington, Va,; Mather, of New 

York; Stone, of Charlestown, N. H., and Chase of De- 

troit, Silver medals: Alaska Commercial Company, of 
San Francisco; the Beardsleys, of New York; Booth, of 

Chicago; Potter & Wrightington, of Boston ; the Port- 

land Packing Company ; the Russia Cement Company, 

of Rockport, Mass.; Rosenstein Brothers, of New York; 

Thorne, of Massachusetts ; Thurber, of New York; Ward, 

of America; Hagedorn, of New York; Eyerson, of 

Brooklyn, N. Y¥.; Wilcox Crittenden, of Middletown, 

Conn; Chase, of Detroit, Mich,; Merriman, of New 
York; United States Fisheries Commissioner Brown 

Goode, of Washington; the Forest and Stream Publish- 
ing Company, of New York; Noble, of Richibucto, 
Canada, and Seribner, of New York. <A large number 

of Americans received bronze medals, diplomas and 
honorary mention, of which the particulars ere not yet 

athand. <A farther and fuller account of the awards 

will appear in due time from our representative at; 
Berlin. 
a 

THROUGH THE MOUNTAINS OF VIR- 
GINIA, 
—$—_>——~ 

T gives us much pleasure to lay before our readers the 

following plan of an extended camping trip through 
the Blue Ridge and Alleghany Mountains of South- 
western Virginia, 

It is proposed that a party of gentlemen shall start 
from Lynchburg, Va., on Wednesday Sept. 1st, and 

striking at once into the Blue Ridge, traverse all the 
most desirable districts for sport and scenery in that 

country ; g0 as far north as Bath County, and return to 

Lynchburg on Wednesday, Sept, 29th, The precisa 
route will be determined by the gentlemen who have 
projected the expedition, and whose familiarity with 

the section is sufficient promise that it will be well 
chosen, both for sport and for enjoying the rare natural 

scenery, The country is far famed for its beauty and the 
magnificence of its landscapes, and at the same time it 
will possess all the charms of novelty. September, the 

month chosen, is that in which the most enjoyment can 

be had in ontdoor life ; in that climate one may be toler- 
ably sure of fine and temperate weather. The anglers 
of the party will get the cream of the black bass fishing 
in the higher waters of the James, and excellent trout 

fishing is also to be had; for those who prefer it there 

willbe ‘* pheasant " and deer shooting; and for all pure 

mountain air and an eyer-changing series of panoramic 
landscapes. 

The mode of travel will be the most comfortable that 
it is possible to provide, namely, by Jersey wagons, 

carriages and saddle horses, while extra saddles will be 

taken, so that the carriage horses may be employed for 

excursions toand fro while the party isincamp, Tents 
will be provided with servants and everything necessary 
for making travel and camp as thoroughly comfortable | 

and luxurious as possible, The journey will be made by 
easy staves, with outriders to secure the best camping 

grounds, and when the special attractions for the sports- 
man, artis and tourist warrant it the party will remain 
in camp two or three days. In short, the party will 

make it a rule to derive the most pleasure and profit from 
the tip, and while the general plan will be thoroughly 
perfected before the start, it will be so elastic as to be 
modified by the relative attractions of the route. Ar- 
rangements will be made for the regular transmission of 
the mails, 

The projectors of this admirable scheme are our well- 

known correspondent, ‘‘ Ringwood,” and Major R. ©. 
Saunders, of Careyswood, Evington, Campbell County, 
Virginia. The latter gentleman, besides knowing the 

mountains of Southwestern Vireinia better, perhaps 

than anyone else in that part of the State, is also préemi- 
nently fitted for conducting and making pleasant such 

an expedition, He hasin former days owned a great 

deal ot property there, bas hunted through the mountains 
for twenty successive falls, and is widely known and 

respected among the mountaineers, both personally and 

by reputation, which, as will be readily understood, is in 

that country peculiarily advantageous. It will be the 
endeavor of those engaged in conducting the expedition 
to make everything pass off well, and we can seé no 
reason why it should not be done. The tickets for the 

trip, from Lynchburg and return, will be $100 each, 
This will include everything, except blankets, which the 

gentlemen joining the expedition are requested to pro- 
vide, One half of this sum will be payable on August 

ist, when the lists will be closed, and may then be sent to 
Major Saunders as above. Theremainder will be payable 

on disbanding at Lynchburg. The uumber of tickets 
will be limited, 

Readers of the Formst ayp STREAM who may be 
desirous of joining the expedition are urged to give in 

their names at once. The party will be a party of gentle- 

men, whose companionship will be thorcughly agreeable, 
There will be no objection to ladies, nor will there be any 
reason why they should not enjoy the trip. 
We bespeak for the party who shall leaye Lynchburg 

next September a complete realization of all the pleasant 

experiences the anticipation of such a trip presents to 

the mind, 
SS 5 SS 

CAMPING OUT. 
—-—— 

AMPING out does nof necessarily mean roughing 
it. Youcan with a little experience and forethought 

haye nearly all the comforts of home, with many other 
comforts, that locked up denizens of the city can only 
wish for, Your bed can be made of the choicest hem- 

lock boughs, soft as eider down. You can bolt down the 

fresh air from the mountains, the zephyrs from off the 
lake, the wind that comes sighing through the forest— 
any one.of these, or all at once, it’s only a question of 

lung capacity—auntil the eyes sparkle and the cheeks slow 
with the stimulus begotton by the almost intoxicating 
air, while the chest expands with strength, and hands 
and face attain from sun and storm the bronze and 
brick color that tell of health and vigor, and your nose, 

meanwhile, shall brighten up and shine like the danger 
signal on a locomotive. ‘ 

To the camper-out there are many elements lending 
their aid to augment his beatitudes, His pleasures are 
only measured by the lapse of his vacation. Wooed by 
allthe charms and blandishment that June can offer, 
idle as the day is longif he chooses, calling no man his 
master, free to tramp away over the hills before the dew 

is off the ground, or free to lie in bed all day, it approxi- 
mates more nearly to perfect bliss than anything else 

this world can offer. It isa butterfly life, this floating 
carelessly and almost unconsciously upon the summer 

air, bidding farewell to the conventional restraints cf 

society, becoming boys again, forgetful of worldly trials 
and living only inthe sunshine of merry retrospection 

and a care-[ree present. 

Buy through tickets and escape from your brick and 

mortar bondage. Come along to unrestrained freedom, 

to an unbroken quietude of mind. Do not let business 

overshadow and annihilate your love of quiet sport by 
flood or field, but give rod and gun their propershare of 
time, and your reward will come though you neyerrufflea 

feather nor raise a fin. Give care a cross-buttock and 
get away from yourself. Come where you can humor 

every caprice and taste the sweets of idleness ; where the 
gloss of pretense is rubbed off; where fashion becomes de- 

moralized and style becomes paralyzed; where there are no 
store clothes, no “biled shirts,” no plug hats; where you 
are free from the discordant combination of cats’ cornets 
and curs; where you can lay your troubles at nature’s 
feet, for the cornucopia of her charms and blessings are 
absolutely inexhaustible. 

If failing health requires a, stimulant not too severe, 
come where you will find a ceaseless supply of that price- 
less panacea, pure air, which is more inspiring than an 
invitation to drink. A genial, life-giving atmosphere it 
is ; so pure and balmy that it would almost give life to a 

cremated body. 
The greater part of our misery in this world is caused 

——eE— <<” 
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atished with what we areand with what we have, and 
are too frequently complaining, One of the places 
where this mental condition does not exist is up to your 

imees in a trout stream, with the trout taking hold. 
There are some annoyances, the principal one being the 

Tittle black flies, the musquitoes and the midgets; but do 

gt allow them, though they attack yau on all sides by 
fpZions, to preclude your enjoyment. Theold campaigner 

ows how to successfully repulse their attack, There 
re the diys of no luck, when the trout refuse to rise, but 
the angler who returns al dusk with an empty creel has 
not necessarily wasted hig time, for if he has cultivated 

his observing faculties his day will have been ‘idle time ” 
of “idly spent.” He will surely learn some new lesson, 
and perhaps discover some secret of nature, for there 

ate plenty yet undiscovered, He may have walked off 

some superfluous flesh, knocked some pretty ailment in 

)the head, and renewed his lease of life, 

| A moderate indulgence in the sports of forest and 

Stream is\certainly conducive to health and longevity : 
carried to excess it may tend to unfit one for the sterner 
and more important duties of life, Ti wonld perhaps 

‘Operate much as medicine properly prescribed for the 

various body diseases does—be beneficial up to a certain 
stage, which being attained it would be more safely dis- 

Pensed with, Guides are not as a class noted for lon- 
gevity,nor do they retain their strength and. activity up to 

“the age that the occasional fishing and shooting man 

does his. Hetakes his medicine when he does not re- 
quire if, but because he may be obliged to, and it does him 
mo good. Thismayor may not be the reason, hut the 
/ act remains. MILLARD, 

——— ne 
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THE NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION. 

‘ RocHester, N. Y,, June 14th. 
Editor Forest and Streain :— 

Yours of the 11th inst, was duly received, in which you 
request Ny opinion concerning the future programme of 
the New York State Association for the Protection of 
Fish and Game, 
As the name implies, we are supposed to do something 

in the way of more efficient game laws, and also in the 
eucouragement of the propagation of fish and and the 
otroduction of game birds to restock the now depleted 

P waters and fields of our State. It is not surprising that 
to the observer it would seem as if we had lost sight of 
our object, and only met for the purpose of selecting the 
place for our annual meeting, and then to indulge in a 
journament for the balance of the week. Not a,word is 

‘Said about the protection of fish and game. 
| Inthat we ave wrone. If we were to have animated 
speeches alid essays urging upon the yarious clubs form- 
ing our Association, the jnportance of restocking our fields 
and streams with game birds and game fishes, it would 
hhaye the effect to excite a spirit of emulation among 
them, and every club's standing then would he deter- 
mined by what if had done for the general welfare, and 
not by its number of crack shots who can make a clean 
‘score at the traps. It is well known thata few years 
ago quail (so called) were abundant in all parts of our 

‘State. Owing chiefly to severe winters they haye now 
Mearly all disappeared, What better thing can the clubs 

our State do than obtain quail where they are plenty 
and liberate them here, thereby insuring us good shoot- 
ing until another severe winter destroys them, when, of 
course, we must do it again, Stocking fields and streams 
of course calls for a better enforcement of the game 
Jaws. Letit be known that the game constable has his 
Jocal club at his back, with money and influence, and it 
will make his work easier and more effective, 

| The propagation and protection of fish seems to be well 
provided for, but with game birds it is different. One is 
‘aader the fostering care of the State, the other must be 

ed for by the various clubs of the State, I belieye 
s would be done if discussion were had in our State 

co nyention, and its importance fully impressed upon the 
delegates. The game laws of the State should be dis- 
cussed and needed amendments suggested, and a com- 
E tee formed fo urge the passage of the same by the 
Legislature. These matters should be discussed and set- 
{lad in convention, and not left to a committee to report 
in the future, the members of which, living hundreds of 
miles apart, will never meet for consultation, To 

ilitate the business, why is not the suggestion 
good one, that the yarious clubs, in their meet 
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by our yearning for something better. We are rarely 
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ings, discuss the game law of the State, section by sec- 
tion, and present the result of their deliberations to be 
acted upon by the State convention? Another thing 
might be done: put off the selection of the place for 
holding the annual meeting until the second or third 
evening of the convention, then we must fill in the 
space, and something of interest to sportsmen generally 
would undoubtedly be brought out. Delegates would 
come prepared #0 express their views and experience, 
and out of it all would be obtained much of practical 
importance, 

hat about the tournament? While it would wn- 
doubtedly interfere somewhat with the deliberations of 
the conyention, lam not yet in favor of its abolition. If 
it is to usurp the legitimate business of the convention, 
the sooner it goes the better, bub I believe it can be left, 
kept in its proper place, and furnish innocent recreation 
to the delegates and others in attendance. Tam not of 
those who condemn trap shooting as a cruel amusement, 
or as being the cause, except remotely, of the dimin- 
ished number of pigeons, To the super-refined there is 
an element of cruelty in all field sports, and to those not 
80 sensitive there is something repulsive in the stories of 
big bags of game made, and spoiled by the hot weather. 
The destruction of pigeons by the netiters who send them 
dead to market by the car load, and also the great 
destruction of squabs for the same purpose, is the pri- 
mary cause for their diminished numbers, The old birds 
are as unfit for food, when first caught, as a setting hen, 
in our trap shoots they are fed and kept long enough to 
be in good condition for market. But lam not going to 
quarrel with those who differ with me about trapshoot- 
ing, and will only say that if we can in the future, as m 
the past, keep our tournaments free from all taint of 
gambling, [am not opposed to it, 

Perhaps some may think, because lagree with you in 
so many things, that Lagree with your views expressed 
in your editorial of last week, So far as the beneficial 
influence of our Association is concerned, and that we 
should more properly be called the ‘‘ New York State As- 
sociation of Pigeon Shooters,” vather than the * New 
York State Association for the Protection of Fish and 
Game,” not entirely. Judging from appearances, you 
are not far out of the way, but in reality there is a de- 
cided influence for good in the object claimed by our 
name in our conventions, The influence of all the clubs 
forming our Association is in fayor of the protection of 
fish and game, although if may not, as it should, ap- 
pear in our meetings, it is nevertheless felt in framing 
and enforcing our game laws, From the Lowis County 
Club, of Lowyille, which has done such splendid work 
in protecting the deer of the North Woods, all through the 
State can be found clubs who are giving their influence 
and their money to that end. It is to be regretted that 
all this does not appear in the reports of our conyentions, 
so that the yast number who read our proceedings might 
better understand the spirit that rules us. If the effect 
of your editorial shall be to correct these shortcomings 
you will not have written in vain. 

Thaye written you at much greater length than I in- 
tended, and still there is much more that might be said. 
We need good, honest criticism, and no doubt it was the 
welfare of our Association that inspired your article. 

: Wm, J. BABCOOK. 

liditor Forest and Stream :— 
Permit one of your readers to say that in your article, 

“The Work of a State Game Protection Association,” 
especially in ths second clause, you ‘hit the nail on the 
head.” Iam informed that six weeks ago ‘‘ floating” for 
deer had commenced age in the woods ”—as we call the 
North (to you) Woods. Local authorities can or will do 
nothing to stopit. Some arrests were made last season, 
but all ‘‘fell through” in some way or another. This 
year I have heard of no attempt being made to stop it, 
Judges, justicesand attorneys all participate in the hunt, 
and when some poor Frenchman gets arrested and put in 
jail he sends for some prominent legal gentleman and 
says: ‘‘Can’t you fix it so I can get out of here? you 
know how it is yourself, Judge,” and soon the public 
hear that said Frenchman has his liberty, You are on 
the right track, go ahead. 

Stine Sine, WV, ¥., June 15th. 
Kiditor Forest and Stream :— 
Your editorial article on the New York State Associa- 

tion for the Protection of Wish and Game, in issue of 
June 10th, is an honest and fearless emposé of a long 
standing and constantly growing abuse. If there is in 
this State a considerable body of men who reaily desire 
that our game should be properly protected, it seems 
almost strange that they should for solong have been 
willing to allow another body of men, with aims and 
practices totally different, to usurp the title properly be- 
longing to the former. No one who will take the trouble 
to follow the proceedings of the so-called New York State 
Association for the Protection of Fish and Game for the 
past’ few years, can find in them anything perlaiming 
seriously to the protection of fish or game, and much 
that directly militates against such protection. 

For this reason those who wish {jo act in the matter of 
game protection have a right to demand the Association 
in question to change either its course or ifs name, and if 
it will do neither, then the game protectors, if there are 
any, ought, out of respect for themselyes and their good 
name, to organize for the purpose of doing the work the 
others fail ta do, 
Game protection will now reeeive the approval and sup- 

port of the general public, and the name of game protector 
can néver carry with it the healthy, manly and lesitimate 
sense that it should solong as public butchering of birds, 
tore from nest and young, is the only evidence of exist- 
ence shown by the largest Association assuming that duty 
and taking that name. 

This is not written as an ethical consideration of trap 
shooting, but to charge the New York State Association 
Yor the Protection of Wish and Game with utterly neplect- 
ing the work its title so plainly demands of it, and with 
fraducing those who demand that that work shall be 
done, Trapshooting, when called by that name, may or 
may nol be perfectly proper; but trap shooting by same 
protectors certainly isnot. A political convention devot- 
ing itself to singing Moody and Sankey hynins would, 
on the same ground, be amenable to censure, That this 
Association adds to the gravity of the charges against it 
by the form of its dereliction cannot be denied ; but that 
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point need not now be enlarged upon, The way seems 
now opened to those who are dissatisfied with the conduct 
of the Association to give some force to their opposition ; 
and it is the writer's earnest hope that the yiews, pro 
and con, of those interested shall be fully expressed, and 
if it shall be found that the opposition is sufficiently 
strong, to take proper action, 
With a one-fourth part of the time, energy and money 

devoted to trap shooting by the so-called New York State 
Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, an 
earnest and honest organization could put pame proteo- 
tion on a worthy foundation, and double the sportsman’s 
resources in tiis State. CHARLES A, DRAPER, 

Sea and River Sishing. 
a 

FISH IN SEASON IN JUNE. 

BRESH WATER, 
Maskalonge, Hsox nobitior. 
Pike or Piekerel, Hsow luctus. 
Yellow Perch, Perea flavescensa. 

Trout, Salmo fontinalis, 
‘Salmon, Suimo aular- 
Salmon Trout, Salmo continis. 
Land-locked Salmon, Salmo 

gloveri. 

SALY WATHR, 
Sea’ Bass, Centropristis atrarius. | Bluefish, Pomatomus saltatriz. 
Sheepshead, Archosargus proba- | Spanish Mackerel, Oybiumn mac- 

toveplidus. ulatwn. 
Striped Bass, Roceus linneatus. | Cero, Cybiwn regale. 
White Perch, Morone americana, | Bonito, Sarda Pelanuys, 
Woaktish, Cynoscion regalis. Kingfish, Montictrrus nebulosus. 

——<$—— 

—Address all conmunications to Forest anid Stream 
Publishing Company, New Yori,” 
or 

FLY-BISHING FOR BLACK BASS, 

THIRD PAPER—ARTIFICIAL FLIES, 

LY-FISHING and the ari of making artificial flies 
dates back at least to the ancient Greeks and 

Romans. During the paliny days of the Roman Empire, 
the rod, line, hook and artificial fly were well known. Noél 
de la Morimére tells us that the lines were generally 
made of horsehair, single, double and plaited; and ac- 
cording to /Hlianus the hair was colored in, different ways. 
The fishing rod was chosen with reference to the sup- 
posed weight of the fish to be caught, and the resistance 
it could offer. The hooks were of copper or iron, and 
coated with tin, The art of making flies of feathers and 
other materials has, perhaps, neyer been carried further 
in our own time, even in England itself, It is possible 
that the national love for fly-fishing was introduced into 
Britain by the Romans. 

Tt is with some degree of trepidation that I approach 
the subject of artificial flies, for lam afraid that I hold 
some yery heretical notions on the subject. But of one 
fact Iam positively convinced, and that is, that there is 
a good deal of humbug in this matter, as eyidenced in 
the many fine-spun theories and hair-splitting arguments 
that are advocated and advanced (pertaining to the con- 
struction and use of artificial flies) by some anglers, 
but which theories do not hold good in practice, 

In England, more especially, do anglers proceed to 
extremes as theorists in the matter of artificial Aies for 
trout fishing, They seem to be divided, principally, into 
** eolorists,” or those who think color of paramount im- 
portance to form, and ‘‘ formalists,” or‘ entomologists,” 
who maintain that form is everything, and profess to 
imitate the natural fly, in its proper season, m every 
particular of form and tinting. But there is no evidence 
thaf one class is more successful than the other, as 
anglers. On the other hand are the followers of Mr. 
Pennell’s system, or plan, who confine themselves to, 
and advocate the employment of, but three ‘ typical ” 
flies—green, brown and yellow palmers, or ‘! hackles’— 
and claim that they are sutticient for ail practical pur- 
poses, and can be made available for different waters and 
seasons, by increasing or diminishing the size of the 
flies, as circumstances seem to demand, While the ad- 
herents to this latter theory are fully as successful, from 
all accounts, as those who have a list of nearly atnousand 
named flies to choose from, and enjoy the satisfaction of 
haying reduced the perplexing matter to a delightful 
simplicity, and of obviating the troubles of a repeated 
changing of the cast of fies as practiced hy others—they 
must sometimes feela regret deep in their hearts for 
casting down and sweeping away the idols and cherished 
traditions, and to a certain extent the poetry of fly-fish- 
ing, by their iconoclastic though sensible opinions and 
practices. 
Where fish are plentiful and ina ‘biting mood,” al- 

most any fly, be it never so rudely tied, and of the least 
possible resemblance to anything in the insect creation, 
will be successful, even if clumsily cast; on the contrary, 
there are times when the best made flies, cast by the 
most skillful artists, are neccessary toinduce arise. Be- 
tween these extremes must we look for rules for our 
general guidance, and without occupying further space 
with arguments, pro and con, it will be sufficient to say 
that there are certain general rules which apply to the 
character of the Hy to ba used at certain limes, and 
which rules are the result of, and founded upon, the ex- 
perience and observations of fly-tishers for many genera- 
tions past. 

These rules, so far as they apply to black bass fly-fish- 
ing, are few and simple :— 

1. Flies should be small, rather than large, the average 
tront-fly being usually large enough, 

2, On bright days, and with clear, low or fine water, 
flies should be quite small, and of subdued, dark or neu- 
tral tints, i 

3. For cloudy days, and high, turbid or rough water, 
larger and brighter flies should be used, 

4, Wor very dark days, or from sunset until dark, or on 
moonlight evenings, gray or whitish flies, of good size, 
should be employed. , 

Tshall not go into an entomological description of flies 
and their counterfeits, for ib is neither requisite nor 
advisable, in yiew of the necessary limited scope of 
these papers. Iwill merely state that the majority of 
artificial flies are of two kinds, and are intended to rep- 
resent the perfect winged insects of certain orders, and 
the laryes of others; thus, most trout fies are the pre- 
tended imitations of some of the species of the orders 
Diptera and Neuroptera, the former comprising the twa- 
winged insects, as the gnats, mosquitoes, midges, etc., 
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and the latter the four-winged insects, as_ the May-fiies, 
dragon-flies, etc. The larval form of fly is supposed to 
represent a caterpillar, and is called a ** hackle,” or, more 
correctly, a ‘* palmer.” Tt must be borne in mind in this 
connection that an artificial fly, when wet, presents a 
much different appearance from the same fly when dry, 
and our flies should be tied with reference to this con- 
tingency. P i . i See 

If is not my intention to giveany instruction in the art 
of fly-tying, nor do I deem it at all expedient, for it is an 
art that can not be taught by written directions, without 
the aid of explanatory cuts and diagrams, and even then 
in but a moderate degrees. The best way for one to ob- 
tain an insight into the mysteries of the art is to care- 
fully dissect and take apart the flies of the best makers, 
for in the taking apart one can acquire more or less of 
the modus operandi of the putting together, 

The most approved hooks for bass flies are the Sproat, 
O'Shaunessy, Dublin Limerick, Cork Shape Limerick and 
Hullow Point Limerick, I consider them best in the 
order named, though the O’Shaunessy is thought by 
many to be the best. It is the same in all respects as the 
Dublin Limerick, except that it is a little heavier in wire, 
and it differs from the Sproat only in the barb, the latter 
haying a shorter barb, with the point straight, or point- 
ing toward the extreme end of the shank, forming a true 
centre-draught hook. The barb ofthe O'Shaunessy is a 
little longer, and the point is turned slightly outward, 
like the Hollow Point Limerick. But any of these hooks 
will give gvod satisfaction ; they are made in the best 
manner, and of the best material by Harrison, who is 
head and shoulders above any hook maker in the world. 
The most suitable sizes for bass-flies are Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 
5, the last being the smallest that should be used under 
ordinary circumstances, though for the smallest flies 
Nos. 6 and 7 may be employed. 

Flies may be tied on a silk-worm gut snell several 
inches in length, or may have simply a small short gut 
loop. Those with loops can be used as ‘‘stretchers,” or 
tniktlies, but when used as ‘* droppers,” or bob-flies, they 
must be attached to the leader by a half length of gut, 
say four inches long. 
Many ‘‘ trout-flies " are used, and with good effect in 

black bass fishing, for really the form and color of the 
fly does not seem to make much difference with the bass: 
he does not seem so ‘‘ fastidious,” as if is termed, in his 
choice of flies, Most of the “ general” trout flies are 
taken ag patterns for bass flies, as fhe Coachman, Pro- 
fessor, Soldier, Grizzly King, Queen of the Water, King 
of the Water, Ibis, Kingdom, Quaker, etc,, and all of the 
Palmers or ‘* Hackles.” 
As every angler will become partial sooner or later 

to certain flies, and adopt them as favorites to the exclu- 
sion of others, 1 deem it unnecessary to allude to but 
few, except in a general way; and those that I shall 
particularize aresuch asI haye used many times with 
most gratifying results. 

T have had more uniform success, day in and day out, 
with the black, brown, red, yellow and gray hackles 
(palmers), than with the winged flies; though some of 
the latter I haye employed with excellent success for 
high or rough waters, and those with light-colored or 
white wings cannot be surpassed for twilight fishing, or 
for very gloomy days. 

The following flies, tied for me by CG, F, Oryis, expressly 
for Florida waters, I found yery taking at suitable 
times :— 
MeLeod.—Body, emerald green, with gold twist; tag, 

yellow and red floss; wings, dark brown; tail, green 
drake, with red ibis and mottled yellow; hackle, yellow ; 
antennee (feelers), scarlet, 
Imperial. Body, red with silyer twist; tag, silver; 

tail (whisk), red and white; hackle, black and white; 
wings, large, grayish white, bordered with black; feelers, 
scarlet, 

Green and Gold.—Body, emerald green, gold twist ; 
tag, scarlet; tail, white and red ; hackle, yellow; wings, 
olive green, 
La Belle —Body, pearly blue, silver twist; tag, red 

and gold; hackle, blue; wings, pure white; tail, red 
and white. 

White and Ibis.—Body, pearl, gold tinsel ; tag, peacock 
herl; tail, red and white ; wings, white and scarlet ; tag, 
red ; hackle, white and scarlet. : 
Royal Coachman.—Body, scarlet, and peacock herl; 

tail, pin-tail duck ; hackle, brown ; wings, white. 
Mr, Orvis also tied the next two flies, from patterns 

furnished by myself, and which have for years been 
favorite flies with me, ;when winged flies are at all ad- 
missible. As Iam the originator of them, I have named 
them Oriole and Polka, They are totally unlike anything 
in nature ov art, but the bass seem fond of them, never- 
theless. Tho Polka has some general resemblance to 
the Abbey, 

Oriole.—Body, black, with gold tinsel ; hackle, large, 
oleae ga wings, bright yellow; tail, mixed black and 
white. 

Polka.—Body, scarlet, gold twist ; hackle, red ; wings, 
black with white spots (guinea hen or woodpeeker) ; tail, 
brown and white, mixed. 
The flies which follow, are part of an assortment tied 

by Abbey & Imbrie, and hays been remarkable and un- 
usually successful with me, wheneyer winged flies were 
called for ;— 

Professor.—Body, yellow; hackle (legs), brown ; tail, 
scarlet ibis; wings, yellow, 

Queen of the Water.—Body, dark yellow, gold tinsel; 
hackle, red ; wings, mallard and mottled. d 

Grizzly King.—Body, green; hackle, gray; tail, red : 
wings, pin-tail duck, : 
Governor,—Body, peacock herl; hackle, 

dark brown, 

Soldier,—Body, scarlet; hackle, red ; wings, gray. 
Montreal,—Body, red; hackle, scarlet; wings, wild 

turkey, 
As Ihave described quite enough for the beginner, and 

perhaps too many, I will only allude to sume by name 
which will often be found equal to the above, and for 
some waters superior -— 

Abbey, Captain, Jungle Cock, California, Gold Spinner, 
Widow, Ferguson, General Hooker, Blue Jay, Page, 
Academy, Reuben Wood, Blue and Drab, Pheasant, Seth 
Green, Goyernor Alyord, Claret, Tippulium, Davis, Hos- 
kins, Tanner, White and Green, Motley, Green Mantle, 
Premier, Black and Tan, Superior, Black and Gold, Pur- 
pis Base, eto,, eto, 

Ted; wines oNs 

The three ** typical” hackles of Mr. H. Cholmondely- 
Pennell, and which he uses to the exclusion of all other 
flies, are described as follows -— 
Green.—Dank green body ; very dark green hackle for 

both legs and whisk, 
Brown,—Body, dark orange; fiery or cinnamon brown 

hackle for legs and whisk, 
Yellow,—Body, golden yellow: darkish golden olive 

hackle for legs and whisk, 
These flies are admirable for black bass, however they 

may be for trout, and the angler who carries but a lim- 
ited assortment in his fly-book should include these 
*“ hackles,” in various sizes; they will not disappoint him, 

J. A. HENSHALL, 
i ——~.— 
Tuxas BLACK BAss.—Wawahachie, Texas, June 16th. 

Editor Forest and Stream :—It seems I was wrong in 
giving the name of rock bass to a fish whose proper 
name appears to be large-mouthed black bass. I cannot 
dispute such authority as Mr, Henshall in fish nomencla- 
ture,and am glad to have been set aright in the matter, 
Tt is as that gentleman states, however ; I was perfectly 
sincere in my declaration, and, according to my authority, 
correct also. Mr, Henshall is in error in supposing me 
to be anative Southerner, as I was born and raised in 
Clinton County N. Y,, and old St Regis, Long Pond 
and the Saranac lakes areas well known to me as are 
the yast plains and sluggish streams of my adopted State, 
I first met with the large-mouthed black bass in Lake 
Emma, a small sheet of water in Portage County, Wis. 
The waters of this lake abound with these fish to the en- 
tire exclusion of eyery other species. My attention was 
first called to the extreme voracity of this fish by the 
following interesting Incident: One evening, about the 
middle of June, while walking along the shore of the 
lake, accompanied by a friend, I obseryed a young kil- 
deer running on the sand ahead of us. We captured the 
bird, and after examining it Topened my hand and al- 
lowed the bird to go, but instead of flying back to the 
beach it started directly out over the water, going prob- 
ably fifty feet from the shore, when it became exhausted 
and tumbled into the lake, Tt then began fluttering to- 
ward the shore, but its struggles had barely commenced 
when there was a mighty rush and swirl of the water, a 
splash that threw the spray four feet in the air, and with 
one mournful despairing squeak our bird disappeared for- 
eyer from mortal sight and ken, 
The next day I caught five fine specimens, varying from 

one to three pounds in weight,and as they were strangers 
to me I immediately consulted iny sporting Koran, 
Frank Forester’s ‘* Fur, Fin and Feather,” and there 
found it so accurately described under the name of rock 
bass that I have ever since been ready to take issue with 
anyone who called itotherwise. Butif Frank Foresteris 
no longer authority on these matters, I'll put him on 
the shelf along with my muwzzle-loader and obtain the 
newer lights. Mr. 0. i. Jordan, of Willis, Tex., has been 
recently making some praiseworthy efforts through the 
columns of cur local press toward the establishnient of 
societies for the protection of fish and game and the pas- 
sage of laws to that end, Itis to be hoped his en- 
deayors will meet with encouragement and success, 
and he certainly will receive the hearty support of all 
sportsmen in this section, C 

K Froripa Brack Bass fiseinc—Twin Lakes, Fla., June 
14¢h.—Am glad to see that Mr. Henshall, in his second 
article on ‘‘Black Bass Fly-Fishing,” advocates the hand- 
ling of the reel on the under side of the rod. Tt seams tome 
that anyone after fishing with the 1e¢l on the upper side 
a half hour would yery willingly allow the reel to turn 
the rod where it belongs, and so relieve the strain ou the 
wrist and help the balance of the rod, Your Texas cor- 
respondent wished to hear of some experience in fly- 
fishing for Southern bass or trout,” I had considerable 
sportlast year in this way, killing sixty-eight, weighing 
from 2 half pound up to fourand ahalf. Caught them 
in clear water lakes and St. John’s. But the waters of 
Florida are so rudy and grassy that fiy-fishing is attended 
with ditficulties, and is rather expensive in loss of flies 
and leaders, I have found the ‘‘ Coachman” the most 
killing iy, Any combination of red and white, not too 
brilliant, is good. But the most royal sport is with the 
Phantom Minnow on the upper St, John’s and tributaries. 
Tt is rare until it gets to be labor, and then it is uae to 
quit, : 

owe , 

—<>—___ 

A Rar OpPportusiITy,—Prof, Linden should haye no 

difficulty in finding a companion for the attractive trip 

described below. He writes :— 

T intend to revisit the shores and islands of the lower 
St. Lawrence, and want the company of a thorough 
sportsman, willing to endure the roughness of the journey 
as well as to participate in its pleasant attractions, The 
objective chief points are the southern coast of Labrador, 
and one or more localities on the island of Anticosti, with 
incidental short stays on the trout rivers, near Dalhousie, 
Percé and Gaspé. The route will bevia Quebec to Camp- 
belltonand Dalhousie, and thence by a local steamer to 
Gaspé. From the latter place a conyenient mail 
schooner runs twiceim the month to Anticosti, Mingan 
and Natashquan, on the southern shore of Labrador, 
Tox harbor, on Anticosti, with the near-by east point of 
the island, affords fair trout fishing and an exceedingly 
rich field in the way of seal shooting and the many 
species of sea birds which frequent it by thousands. 
Permission for trout fishing may be obtained on the 
Labrador River, while those of Anticosti are free to all 
comers. Hxpenses for passage on the schooner to and 
from do not exceed fifteen dollars, and board at the 
country hotels along the route range from one dollar to 
one anda half perday. The costo! the whole journey, 
comprising about six or seven weeks, may be roughly 
estimated at the maximum figure of $200 from New 
York and return, It is proposed to start from Quebec 
about July 8th and to arrive at Mingan before July 20th. 
A regular steamer now runs between that beautiful 
place and Quebec, by which the nncortainties of the 
journey are greatly obviated. For further information 
address, without delay, Prof. Chas, Linden, Buffalo, 

= SS 

MFLY-FISHING FOR SHAD.—Huartford, June 19th—In 
response to the inquiries in regard to fly-fishing for shad, 
I would like to give my experience, There seems to be a 
Widespread disbelief in jhe pogsibility of (hing shad in, 

this manner, but if any one wwill talre the trouble to go to 
Holyoke, Mass., on the Connecticut River, he may at 
once have his doubtstemoyed, In company with my 
friend, Dy, Hudson, the President of the Board of Fish 
Commissioners of this State, I lefthere Finday afternoon, 
determined to try my new Bethabara wood nine ounve 
rod. We reached H. after an hour's ride, and found that: 
Mr, Chalmers, who was the first to catch a string of shad 
on a fiy, had made preparations for me—Dr, H, did net. 
fish—and had put hisman and boat at my disposal, As 
Mr. Chalmers reported a catch of fourteen to his rod for 
the previous evening, IT expected rare sport. But, alas! 
Thad only a fisherman’s luck, only one rise. To make it, 
all the more aggravating, the boats on each side of us 
were hauling them in, though the catch was poor, 
strong west wind came up just at the hour for fishing, 
from 7to 8 P.M., and made the water very rough and 
casting difficult. But that shad can be taken witha fy 
was demonstrated to my entire satisfaction, and on 
another occasion I shall hope for better luck. 
The common way of taking them is to anchor in a 

moderately swift current some distance below the dam, 
and then with along hand line or a stout pols to lef the 
leader, adorned with four or fiye flies, float down with 
the current, The fish are then hauled in hand over hand 
and taken into the boat with a net. 

I counted nearly fifty men and boys fishing from the 
bridge above us. They use a long line and a sort of 
grappling hook to lift the fish up jwith when hooked on 
the fy, The river was also covered with boats. I counted 
seventeen at one time, and many of them had four or mora 
lines out at once. 

If any of my brother sportsmen wish to try it they can 
do so until Aug. 12, as fishing with lines is not forbidden 
until that time, If they*go to Holyoke they will finda 
good hotel and plenty of boats to take them out. The 
best fishing is in the evening from 6 to 8 o’clock and in 
the early morning. White, red and brown flies are tha 
favorites. Mr.C. tells me that he is accustomed to use 
light tackle, and to cast as in trout fishing, and as he 
catches more than anyone else, doubtless this method is 
the best, I tried it faithfully, but with the result before 
mentioned, The fish are yery gamy, and afive pounder 
will give sport for half anhouronalight rod. M, D, 
R 2 — 

Macatnoway Rivir.—Litile Boys Falls, Magalloway 
River, June 13th.—Never in the history of mankind have 
mosquitoes and black flies been so terribly numerous in 
this section as at the present time, They are literally to 
be seen by the millions, They smile at tar and sweet oil 
and the only protection isa pair of gloves and a good 
head net. I started for my annual tramp May 20th, mak 
ing my firstcampat the Diamonds in New Hampshira, | 
In the big pond I found plenty of trout from oné-quartet 
to one-half pound, and in the little pond took a fay 
pounders. None cameupto see any kind ofa fly, After! 
three days I tramped twenty miles to the Wentworth) 
Pond, near Umbagog. Here they would not take bai 
but rose desperately to the ‘‘ Red [his,” ‘* Silver Doctor 
and white flies at sunrise and sunset. During five days! 
stay I got six trout that weighed over two pounds each, 4 
and enough to eat that averaged one pound each, Then 
with Amasa Ward for guide, started for Parmachen 
Lake via. the Magalloway River, Weran over to Linco 
Pond for a day and had splendid sport, At Escohos Fall 
we look a fish that pulled her hard to the three-pound 
notch—a regular wolf, Ibelieve that the Metullucks): 
two ponds that lie afew miles east of the river, afford 
the best trouting in this region, In one day I tool 
seven fish with the fly that averaged two pounds wach, 
Waded in the water up to my hips to get the boat up 
the ‘‘rips” in the thirty-mile ‘* pull,” At Parmacheng 
—the prettiest lake in the northern woods—! had fine 
sport, but no heavy catches. Joe Danforth's camp has 
been removed from the middle of the lake, and is now at 
the upper end, or head, Sportsmen, on reaching the) 
mile carry, by firing two shots will receive two answers - 
from Joe, Then, upon firing a return shot, Joe will se ue 
his wagon to bring them to camp, £0 across tG) 
the upper Connecticut Lake to-morrow. ‘This entire 
country is overrun with fishermen, and Iam afraid th 
nets are being used. A party came up to one of the ponds 
at 4 P.m., Friday, and returned at 10 4.M,, Saturday, with” 
over fifty pounds of trout. There were threes in the 
party, and they came from Colebrook. Keep this busi-) 
ness up and trouting up here will soon be a thing of tha: 
past. a KO 4 
CAMP KENNEBAGO—Indian Rock, Rangeley; Maine, 

June 14th,—A large number of the members and fusste 
of the Oquossoe Angling Association haye visited Camp 
Kennebago this season. Up to June 1ith sixty-four 
names had been registered, among them J. H. Kimball) 
Bath, Me.; L. B, Reed and James A. Williamson of New 
York. Mr, Reed had an exciting experience mm the 
capture of two trout at a cast, weighing three and three- 
quarters and one pound respectively, taken on aseven 
ounce split bamboo rod, He was an hour and fifteen mine 
utes in landing them, The fishing is remarkably fine thig 
month, 

Rangeley Lakes, Indian Rock, June 17th.—A large 
number of fishermen have been scattered around our 
lakes for the last month, and few, if any, have gons awe 
dissatisfied. Messrs, Chase & Sargent, of Havyerh 
Mass., have probably made the largest catch, During thet 
stay of three weeks they took two hundred and twenty. 
seven trout, one hundred of which weighed respectively 
three pounds and oyer ;“five weighed eight pounds ami 
over, So much for a fish story ; now for game, Ty 
days ago a large buck cariboo was seen from the ste 
boat Oyitossoe swimming across the river not fifty y 
below the club house of the Oquossoc Angling Assoc 
tion, and this morning two deer paddled themsely 
across onto the same side not twenty rods below 
house. Mr. Dana, of your city, was one of the witne 
of this eyentand can corroborate my statement, Doe 
this look a little as though the woods were full pe thenr 

RED, 
~~ 

Xmas seem ieee: Me., June 14¢h,—The write 
company with Dr. Quimby, Frank E, Libby and Jolt 
Berry, of this city, have just returned from an excursid 
to Tim Pond, in the northern pavt of this State, Wi 
wers in camp only three days and Gaught about @l 
hundred trout, three hundred of which we were ablet 
bring home and, dishilute among our friends, TH 
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fishing at Tim Pond is unequalled in any place in Maine, 
Trout are very gamy, but notlarge. They run from six 
to fifteen inchesin length. In a good breeze over the 
lake a person can have magnificent sport, Black flies 
are plentiful, more so than usual, The camp of Mr, 
Kennedy Smith is a sportsman’s homie in every sense of 
the word, He knows just how to cater to one’s taste, 
and is always ready to do anything and everything for 
one’s comfort, We advise our brother trout fishers to 
give him a call this season, and we guarantees them all the 
trout they want and a desire to visit him again. 

it YP, Hams, 

SALMON IN THE SAco—Biddeford, Me,, June 21st,— 
There haye been taken during the past two weeks thirteen 
salmon in the Saco River, just under the falls at this 
place. ‘This is quite unusual, as seldom have more than 
one or two been taken during a season heretofore. These 
have been taken in nets by those dipping for alewives and 
striped bass, and haye weighed from eight to twelve 
pounds each, One was lost by the breaking of the net, 
supposed to weigh twenty-five pounds. Some very large 
salmon have been seen within a week trying to leap the 
falls between Saco and Biddeford. It is hoped by all 
loyers of fishing that we shall hayea fishway constructed 
here another year. The Saco River thirty years ago 
teemed with salmon, and we are in hopes to see them 
here again, F, Hates. 
June 22d.—Seven more salmon were taken in the Saco 

River to-day, making twenty in all thus far this season, 
instead of thirteen as Il wrote you, One to-day weighs 
fifteen pounds, the others about nine each, Hee eds 

Tur BEAvERKILL CihuEs—New York, June 19th.—How 
is the following record for two fly-rods on Balsam Lake, 
Willewemoc Lake and the Beaverkill? Saturday, June 
12th, 32 trout; Monday, June 14th, 117 trout; Tuesday, 
June 15th, 58 trout; Wednesday, June 16th, 107 trout ; 
Thursday, June 17th, 22 trout—total, 331, All fine fish, 
Protection pays. The members of the Beaverkill Club 
do not expend a large amount of time and money in 
travel and expenses and then fail to find fish. 

Gro. W. VAN SICLEN, 

Che Aifle. 
THE IRISH-AMERICAN MATCH, 

ITH ‘our next issue we hope to be able to lay before our 
readers the result: of the Irish match which Col, Bodine 

and his men were sent oyer to shoot, The team arrived safely ut 

4.30 o'clock on the morning of June isth,. A letter from a team 
member to the Forrst AND STREAM says of the trip that “some 

of the team were quite sea sick and did not get fairly on deck 

until the following Wednesday. Clark, Fisher and Laird were 

yory sick, butare all rightnow, Jackson, Rathbone and Donald- 

gon have bad colds this morning; sitting up so late last night for 

the ship to get in gaye them seyere colds. We passed the time 

on shipboard in the usual fashion, betting on the run, etc., play- 

ing cards, with an occasional shot at the gulls and stormy petrel 

that followed the ship.” } 
The team did not reach Dublin until Tuesday, the 15th, having 

to endure tio days of lionizing- Col. Bodine, however, isin dead 

earnest, and will set his men to work at the earliest opportunity, 
There was the usual blunder made as to the baggaze, which did 

not follow along after the American style of traveling by check, 

Dutinstend remained behind at Cork. It came up to Dublin on 

Wednesday morning, the 16th, and no time was lost by the Amer- 

jcan Team in rattling out to Dollymount. The Irish Team were 
at work going oyer the ranges, and they were at 900 yards when 
the visitors squadded down at tue adjoining targets and made # 

fowsighting shots. It may be significant, but not asingle bulls- 

eye was made as an opening shot, Rathbone and Rockwell made 
an opening center, Scott got an inner and Brown an outer, while 

the uthers missed the target entirely, ‘The wind was not unfayor-— 

able, blowing up from the targets. 
The regular practice of the American Team began on the 17th, 

and all of the men fired the full complement of forty-five shots 

Parrow series: i 
Qlarke. Die ae 69 70 2il 
Beort 1. T4 63 6+ 201 
Laird ters 12 68 60 20) 
PBEOWDL.. oan teeters ate oe yet 68 60 109 
Fisher ..... fesse 66 65 57 188 
FROG Ped oe oe le clolap- tetcleter rye 63 63 AT 185 
RADHDOe.oes 1. soe sae title 65 69 50 184 
Jackson..... aes . 63 i) _ = 

the only wind indicator being a balloon bag fastened on a pole, 

and which, while good enough to indicate direction, was of 10 

yalue in showing the force of the air current. Flags were prom- 

ised, however, and will be in position. Rathboue was not himsel! 
at all, suffering from his old-time complaints, asthma and 
rheumatism. On the 18th the men were again on the range. 
Rathbone remaining in his room at the Shelburne Hotel. The 

wind was very trying and yariable, particularly at 1,000 yards. 

The scores of the day stood : 

800 Fords. 900 Fards, 1,000 Yards. Totat. 
¥3 69 65 207 Warrow..---2+:-. Pesta sper ee 

Jackson pert ae 69 60 201 
BOG oe acs jdece eons piso h ban-ee ve; 6L 64 198 
Fisher... . 67 69 61 197 
Rockwell. , , 69 63 61 193 
JING ano Geto eateccbork eG nie 70 63 58 191 
QURTEG Jessel oye rach ee cacens see-+ 65 63 62 190 
Brown 7: .45-J: Gee eectp mitt 65 57 65 190 

On thé 19th came a sort of a test betweon the two teams in the 
shooting for the Long-range Challenge Oup by the Irish riflemen, 

and into which competition the Americans were invited. Tho 
two teams have curefully ayoided discounting the match in any 

way by shooting afull score beforehand on the same day, side 
by side. In the shoot of the 19th seven of the American and ten 

of the Irish "Team competed, the ranges being 800, 900 und 1,000 
yards. Ten shota were allowed ali each range, with two sighting 
shots, here was a drizzling rain and mist, which much hindered 
the sighting shots, As the Americans are accustomed to shooting 
in a good light, it was admitted that the practice could not be 
taken as atest of them merit. The; following are the individual 

acores -— 
AMERICAN TEAM, 

608 Yards, 900 Yards, 1,000 ¥urds. Potal. 
Warrow....-.csis- eee ney inde a Aur 46 Ad 138 
Scott... +. 48 at - 37 132 
Olarke,. ce 47 40 132 
duckaon . A Re et AT An 181. 

WHEL iietcrentvenvererreee sear 4 48 aa dng 

———— 

Rockwell retired after making six shots, in which he made 13, 
Brown retired after his ninth shot with a score of 49. 

TRISH TEAM, 

Milnes ss eset ceuhtee- ts Terese 0 1 
Weal Gsliystsscidan tes (ace Jat Sn 49 49 45 148 
J, Rigby 49 4 46 142 
Hikriy*] Nae Bo Soh be tonne okt. AT 50 43 140 
ropes gil [7yrik 2 eam SE San 45 50 39 134 
gay joel ae yy rh eee ee 43 4g Bi) 123 
Warten...... . 42 AG Re 88 
Johnson ......- . 40 a4 116 
Joyut:.-.;. oa hk 4) dL 122 
CUT KEE cls tee shel fot tae 37 41 R 58 

* Retired. 

Monday the 2istfound the men atit again, but the flags wore 
not up as promised, and Col, Bodine haying decided that only six 

men should shoot on the American side, and not whom the six 

should be, the men were, in reality, practicing each on his own 
merits, without any team practice. Rathbone was himself again, 

he having struck his particular brand of tea and braced himself 

up on it. The day was a fine one, clear and still, the scores 

standing :— 

Farrow. 
Rockwell 
Jackson. 
Seott,.. 
Fisher. 
Brown. 
hated hs eves cea yscieeee oe 

This is the last report which has come to hand, and shows that 

the men, with proper handling, may do something ereditable. An 
error is made in keeping the men up to so near a date before the 

match as single atoms, rather than haying them put together with 
equals, and shooting with the propar system of give and take. 
Tnstead, the 207} average for the first six in the last mentioned 

practice, it should haye been 210 at least. 
On the Irish side all is enthusiasm and hard work. One can 

harken to the notes of busy preparation“for beating the Ameri- 
eansat the butts and feasting them at dejeuner, and in the ball 

room, The twotacks, so distinct, are undertaken with an equal 
amount of heartiness and good will, and as heretofore Major Leech 

is the great guiding spiritin allthatis being done. The associa- 

tion has changed itsofficesfrom Grafton street to Suffoll street, 
close) by, where Messrs. Rigby, the gun makers, haye placed a 

suite of apartments at the disposal of the Knights of the Rifle. In 

this sanctum sdnetorum conspiracies are hatched and carried 

through with celerity, but they have,all of them, either of two 

objects—to secure the overthrow at the ranges of the sons of 

Columbia, or to add to the pleasures of their sojourn. The Major, 
who has been chosen Captain, has already drafted a lengthy pro- 

gramme of competitions, which are to form the basis of selec_ 

tion. The dates fixed for these competitions haye been largely 
ayailed of by shootersin various parts of Ireland and in Hngland. 

The final selection of the team will be ‘‘made by public competi- 

tions, open to those qualified to represent Ireland in the Inter- 

national Match for the Elcho Shield at Wimblédon.’ The compe- 

titions are divided into two branches, and may in the rough be 

classified as primary and final, 
The dates on which the men shot were May 8th and 12th, the 

home or Dublin folk firing close to the old ground at historic 
Dollymount, whilst others looked after the bullseye at places 

which to them were most convenient. There is a large number 

of “colts,” or novices, patronizing the pastime nowadays, 

whose fame has not yet crossed the Atlantic, and Messrs, J, P. 
Murphy, Henry Coghlan, French, Brewster and Warren are 

among them, lnknown outside the rifle circles of the metropolis. 
These gentlemen are amongst those down at Dollymount, or, to 

speak more correctly, Raheny. Then, of the old 'uns, we had John 

and his cousin William Rigby and William Russell Joynt, toiling 

away In their old postures on the green sward in front of the tar- 

gets. Joshua Milner, whois perhaps the best known out West, will 
male preparation for the match, but neither Edmund Johnson, 

“ Jim” Pollock, RK. 8, Greenhill, RK. G. Goff, Henry Dyas (the *in- 

fant boy''), or Ward, of Chester, haye as yet signified their in- 

tention of taking arms. Indeed, both Messrs, Johnson and Pol- 

lock have intimated that they will beno more than anxious spec- 

tators at this coming match. Jobnson will be a decided loss, as 
he was a veally brilliant shot, but the Grafton street goldsmith 

has been off in Egypt on a holiday, and only returned the other 

day to find his hands full of business. Whilst the home men were 
doing some excellent work at Raheny, their brethren in arms ab 

Belfast, Permaugh, Canan, Dundalk, and in London, were pound- 

ing away at the common enemy—the bullseye. Captain Fenton, 

of the Seyenty-seyenth, adjutant of the Irish Centennial Team ; 

Major Young, Mr. Plunkett, member of Parliament for Gloucester, 

und Mr, Vignoles shot at the Hounslow ranges, near London, 

and they report satisfactory work. Then McKenna, Barrett, Jr., 
Brithwaite and Walkington shot at Belfast another. Murphy at 
Dundalk, Capt. Somerset Maxwell over his private ranges at Arly 

Cottage, Mountaingart, whilst at Cavan (Dromkeen House, 

demesne), Capt. Sanderson, Major Jones snd Mr, Adams put up 

some encduraying scores. 
‘Old Reliable,” William Rigby and John Rigby are quite in 

their old form, which means that when they are down at Raheny 

the bullseye has an especially rough time of it, The captain has 

reserved to himself ‘tthe power of altering or adding to these 

rulés to meets contingency.’ The reservation, it may he said, 
sounds like a sweeping one, and so in truth it is; but under the 

circumstances the Major has, as he himself would put it, ‘done 

the rizht thing.’ Quite as much haye those rifle matches been 

regarded as battles between makers of weapons as amongst those 

who display a skill in their use. In the early contests it was 
always found most difficult to ascertain whether the Rigby muz- 
zle-loadur or the American breech-loader had the adyantage, In 
team shooting there was no gsinsaying the fact, admitted on all 

sides, that the weapon of our good friend, Cousin Jonathan, was 
the more successful. However, in what may be termed individ- 

ual or single handed contests, such as the Bennett Long Range 
Match in 1874, and the Abercorn tyo days’ match in 1875, the top 
scores were made by the Irish rifles. Subsequently American 

armorers succeeded In still further improving their methods, 
and the remarkable scores made by Bruce and others in the 
Palma Match of 1877, ab Creedmoor, all but |conclusively settled 

the superiority of the breech-loading match riflu, No one ap- 
peared to be more thoroughly convinced of this than the captain 
of the Hnglish Elcho Shield Team, and,in the ’/8 match, almost 

all the English Hight shot with either English or American breech- 
loaders. They, however, sustained a crushing defeat at the hands 

of the Irish Hight, seyen of whom used their old and tried muz- 
glé-leaders, and put on record the highest score as yet put up in 
England. In '79, the success attending the breech-loaders was 
no better, and the rifémen trom the Land o' Brown Heather 
Were victorious, At the termination of this match, Mr. John 

Ttieby, when called out to return thanks Lor the cheers given for 

Ireland (Mr. Rigby had made two hundred and fifteen points, the 

highest resorded at Wimbledon), said that the Irish Hight would 
gain their next victory by the aid of a breech-loading weapon, 
und since then the Dublin gun maker has been hard at work to 
perfect the arm he conceived, and to-day the Rigby breech-loader 

ja in the hands of many of the Irish rifle shots. The Rigby sys- 
tem consists in a certain combination of rifling and bullet appli- 

cable to any breech-loading action, the specialty lying in the bar- 

yeland ammunition, and not m the method of breech closing. 
The bullets are much harder than those of the Sharp or Reming- 
ton rifles, and the friction between it and the barrel is reduced to 

the smallest possible amount. English powder is used, and if is 
vlaimed that the necessity for elaborate cleansing Is obviated, 

and moreover, misses that are unaccountable to the shooter are 

completely abolished. It is quite on the cards that the Irish Team 

will use these new weapons, and if only a part of all that is 
claimed for them be true, the Americans will haye to look well to 

their laurels. 
On Whit-Monday, May 17th, the shoots began. The scores on 

that day being — 
800 Vards. 900 Yards. 1,000 Yards, Totals. 

i vi 67 204 Po Sp DIED Yer dies ses sn ees Gi 1 
Henry Colan............--. Gl Ot 66 203 
Wis RislOVDb- +. oop eens 65 69 65 200 
KR, B. Warren.. 70 08 bi) 193 
Wim. Rigby st22 tin. s eee 68 G4 61 188 
Bi. Bi Banke: 55.5 -4-. 0 oe 62 66 59 18h 
J, K.Milmer........-- =e eT i) 66 61 Gl 181 

On the next day's shooting tihe scoring stood ;— 
Milnet hanna teru-~=1-baa- lp ees 60 5T 65 192 
J. Rigby... BE 69 184 
W. Higby... 59 50 182 
Joynt. ...- ST 5d 182 
Murphy 54 62 174 
Coghlan 61 49 12 
WHIEUOH so siectrry rood es es 44 47 181 

All fired with breech-loaders except Milner. Warren used a 

Remington Match Rifle. 
On the 2ist, there was another of the preliminary tests, the 

scores running :-— 

On the 26th, under fair weather, the scoring ran, at Raheny :— 
69 66 200 
42 6L 799 
68 69 pte 
68 56 188 
68 51 185 

This was the close of the first series of shoots, and the best of 

three scores each man is shown as follows :— 

Total of 
May 22.|May 15.|May 17.|May 19.|May 22.|May 26.| Best 

3 Scores 

Coghlan...}| 198 198 203 114 184 — 599 
Murphy ..| 201 193 Rot W4 190 — B98 
Joynut..... 198 — 200 182 185 200 598 
Watren...| 200 183 193 151 178 185 BTS 
Milner ..| — — 181 192 182 199 578 
W.Rigby.| 198 — 188 182 78 — 568 
Banks ....| —— — 180 — 183 188 5b 
Jno Rigby| —— 196 — 188 — 190 — 

To determine who is to constitute the teams and reserves, a fur- 

ther competition took place in Dublin on the 4th and ith of 

June, each man to fire,on each day, fifteen shots each, at 800 

and 900 yards, and twenty shots at 1,000 yards. This competition 

took place on the North Bull, by the kind permission of Mr, 

Vernon, of Clontarf Castle, and asthe ground wasnew to some of 

the riflemen, each man was given two sighting shots at 800 yards 

on the first day only. The following gentlemen, haying beon 

nominated by the Captain, obtained places without being re- 

quired to enter the second stage: Maj. Young, Capt. Fenton, Mr. 

John Rigby. Those invited to enter the second stage were as 

follows: R. Barnett, Jr., Belfast; Capt.Somerset Maxwell, Cayan; 
James Murphy, Jx., Dundalk; Henry Coghlan, W. R. Joynt, P. 

J. Murphy, R. B. Warren, J. K. Milner, Wm. Rigby, L. P, Banks, 

Dublin. 
The 4th of Jume was very unfavorable, blowing great guns at 

all the ranges, and on the second day, June 5th, the wind waa 

choppy in the extreme. The scores, out of a possible 250, at each 

range, stood as follows :— 
Friday, Saturday 
June Ath. June bih. Grand Total, 

Milner... 222 227 449 
SUCOTIDS sleet tiiocl deisel va slesterys ma oe 217 228 445 
P. J. Mur 208 P74] 48T 
Dyas... 203 P31 434 
(Seopa) ABD SBe ea oBoogcpce Ure 195 Poe 427 
Wat D¥ is cs -lotrendibaeconrde 204 220 424 
In this order of merit the men now stand: Fenton, Young, J 

Rigby, Milner, Joynt, J. P. Murphy, Dyas, Coghlan, W. Rigby, 

Banks. 
Since the Americans haye arrived in Treland, the home team 

have been stirred up to cyen better effort. Ata practice on the 

16th inst. the scores stood :— 
800 yards. 900 yards. 1,000 den Totels. 

PONT oo 10h. eden Reeeeprie ont 13 70 ue 213 
Miln@rrauieyop ee 67 74 60 310 
Dyas.....:-- . Te 0s 209 
ay Rigby.- . 65 yal 6L Wt 
Murphy . T 67 61 195 
W. Rigby en tai BL 5S 195 
Coghlan ........+---0.++ sant. 0 69 53 192 
Prom these figuresit will be seen that the Irish team go into 

this match in better trim than at any preyious one. They haye 
taken time by the forelock, and have been fora fortnight past # 

practical working team ready squadded, and, so far as they are 

able, will put in play some team system. ‘The Americans haye yet 

to get their team practice, and, from its composition, there is 

more than a grave doubt that the team of yisiting riflemen will 
not be such a compact body of self-helpers as the teams that 
haye represented America in previous years in this match have 

been. Yet the prestize and the odds are in favor of the Amer!- 

cans. They can (barring accidents) win the match if they will, 
and, if they do not, they will be held to a stricl accountability on 

this side the water. If the cupabilities of the American-made 
rifles are allowed full play, and if the perfect discipline which has 
mirked the successful efforts of preyious American teama be put 
into practice, there is no reason why another American yictory 
should not be scored. Farrow has been doing magnificent work 

with hls long-range Ballard rifle, and if the other members of 
the team were as able to go it single-handed as he, team help 
might be dispensed with; but they are not; and Col. Bodine must 
abdicate the title of ‘' Old Reliable,” if he is to earn the question~ 

wble honor of beingtthe first beaten American texm Captain, 
—_———— 

Onorce oF A Huntixa Rienk.—Corpus Christi, Tex., May 2th— 
Hditor Forest ond Stream:—Sir: I haye waited patiently for the 
new rifle which would superced6 everything afagame weapon 
in safety, acouracy and rapidity of Aring, ayd to this end I hay¢ 
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closely examined all the markets afford. Tt has not come, unless 

you take the Winchester rifle, which so far is not im the race, 
haying distanced its campetitors. ‘This is plain language, butit 

is ua true as all plain language should be, Thaye used the Rem- 

ington, the Sharps, the Maynard ‘and the Ballard, but while each 

have their merits, they all have their demerits. Fora long time 

the Winchester was looked upon by me with suspicion, for I 

fenred thet there was danger of an explosionin the chamber 

holding the cartridges, and consequently hive never owned one, 
T will do so, however, so soon a8 I can dispose of my Pacific rifle, 

now on hand. Thayedone considerable shooting with the Win- 

oheater, and I can seé ro difference in its shooting capacities from 

that of any other Hrst-class rifle, while as to its safety IT haye never 
known but one to explode, and that was when the owner tried to 

shoot it with the muzzle of the barrel filled with mud for six 

inches. It simply split open and let the gas out. 

Now Lam not complaining that other rifles do not shoot well, 

and for simple turget practice have very little choice among the 

many first-class vifles; but iu a country like Texas, where a man 

not unfrequently zets a dozen shots in almost as many seconds, 

itis vexatious digging or striking ashell out with a knife or driy- 

ing it out with a rod. T haye been through this mill myself many 
times in the past year, and Tam forced to let experience teach 

me. Some people, you know, learn better by experience than 

any other way. I haye come to the conclusion that the Win- 
chester rifie has no superior for safety and accuracy of shooting, 

while for rapidity of firing and ease in handling it is par excellence 
by far the best weapon in the market. : 

Tam notwriting this for the benefit of the Winchester Rifle 

Company at all, for] know none of them, and neyer expect to 

know them. Tneyer even met an agent of theirs in my life, but 

{think jt only the proper thing fora man to do when he has 

learned by experience a good thing to giyehis fellow men the 

benefit of that knowledge. And I know of no better channel fn 

which to disseminate knowledge adapted to the sportsman than 
the Forrst AND STREAM, for wherever [I goif I strike a sports- 

mun I find be isasubsoriber to your paper. I trust all will be 

equally candid in their criticisms on sporting articles, s0 we may 
know from each other what Is the proper thing to spend our 

money for. Baxak, 

THE SIGHTING OF HUNTING RIFLES. 

NO, II, 

HE back sight is not of 30 much importance as the front, and 

one who has never tried it would be surprised at the aceu- 

rate shooting he could do withasmall front sight and nothing 

behind but the open barrel. Still a back sight is essential for 

good and reliable work at any considerable distance. 

Bold must be the heart of him who dare attack the fashionable 
“buckhorn”’ sight, and I shall confine myself to merely insinu- 

ating, and that with much fear and trembling, lest I be deemed 

an iconoclastic monkey, that there may be good shooting done 

without a buekhorn hind sight. And eyen if the buckhorn is in- 

dispensable, the horas need not be overafoothigh. The princi- 

pal use of the horns or sides is to preyent the reflection of light 

and all consequent glimmering from the corners of the bottom 

noteh ; and this can be done perfectly on a flat-topped back sight 

by a little tincture of iodine, Ink, or salt water frequently ap- 

plied. All talk about the sides enabling the eye to find the notch 
quicker is gaseous, for this all depends upon what the eye is ac- 

customed to. But there is one use that these horns do fulfill per 

fectly—the cutting off of that comprehensive view of the situa- 
tion that is indispensable for good shooting at crossing or quar- 

tering game, and my humtle vision has not yet found any adyan- 
tage to offset this, 

Suppose, now, you cut down the big, bungling thing until it is 

asflatasthe “beautiful Christmas story written expressly for 
this" etc., ete. Then with a dull knife and hammer strike a shal- 
low notch inthe center; then cut away the sides until itis of 

about half the original width; then widen the noteh yery gradu- 
ally until the front sight just fills it, but be yery careful how you 

deepen it, for deep notches in the back sight are another fertile 

cause of shooting too high cr too low. Now get this sight well 

rusted with iodine or something else and try ita few days before 

you pass judgment. If in a few days’ trial, throwing it up to 

the eye you cannot find the notch us soon as the notch in the 
bueckhorn, then slope away or cut down the shoulders until the 

notch stands in an apex, or in a little cupola, and I'll warrant it 

now as easily found as with the aid of any amount of big sides; 

scoops, etc., though it will take a little practice to doit. There is 

no earthly need of abroad back sight. One-third of an inch 

wide is plenty, and eyen a quarter is good enough, and a deep, 
wide notch isa nuisance, the former making it difficult to pre- 

serve the elevation, the latter causing too much of the glimmer 

of light and consequent uncertainty of both center and eleya- 
tion. One can doas good shooting over a slraight, narrow back 

sight without any notch at all as with ordinary sight, the superior 

accuracy of the horizontal line shooting balancing the inferior 

vertical line shooting ; which latter, howeyer, istar better than one 

would suppose. <As between the big buckhorn sight and a 
Btraight-topped piece of iron one-lourth of an inch wide with- 

out horns, notches, or scoops of any kind, I would not hesitate a 

moment to take the latter, on account of the superior horizontal 
work that can be done with it, ButIdo not mean to say thali 

good shooting cannot be done with the buckhorn sight. Ionly 
eontend that the sides are ton much in the way of the sight for 
good running shooting. And this can he largely obyiated by cut- 
ting iway most of the sides, still leaying a slight scoop in the 

center. The question of shapes, howeyer, is so much one of what 
the eye ia accustomed to thatit is idle to expect much unan- 
inity of opinion upon it, 

Of somewhat the same nature as the question of shape is that 
of fmeness of the sight. The eye can get used to very fine sights, 

and yery good shooting can be done with yery coarse ones: but 
fine ones are bad in the woods and bad lights, while they are 

filways liable to deceiye one by the fineness of the point of the 
front sight, The notch of the back sight can, however, hardly be 

too fine or too shallow Tor any one whose eyas are good, 

Wor a back sight, Lyman’s patent sight possessés some great, 

adyantages. I found out long ayo thut about as accurate shoot- 
ing could ba done with the common peep sight when the hole 

was reamed out to double the ordinary size,and that good enough 

shooting could be done when reamed to three times or ¢yen more. 
This reaming remoyes all the ordinary difficulties attending the 

use of peep sight on game, and enables one to Ao first-rate shoot- 
ing at moving marks, using the opén front sight, The eye finds 

the center of the large hole as soon as the gun comes up and finds 
it near enough for practical purposes. Talso vastly improved the 

old sight by cutting away the top and part of the sides around 

the hole so as to leave it like alittle loop. Iyman's sight carries 
these prinviples still farther with a vastly better eleyating princi- 
ple for 4 hunting sight than a common one. 

i= Some eminent sportsman, I forget who, has said thateleyating | 
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sights on a hunting-rifle are a delusion and a snare. The remark 
is fat with truth; yet if is misleading, neyertheless. No one has 
spoken more strongly than I haye of the hunter's fatal favility 
in overestimating distance, or of the difficulty of Judging dis- 
tance under the ever shifting conditions of the field. But the 
remedy isnot to discard elevating sights. Just so aurely as the 
game is beyond the natural point blank of the rifle, Just so surcly 

must the line of fire be held aboveit. Whether this be done by 

taking o “coarse bead” on the front sight, by holding over the 
animal with a ‘' fine bead,” by haying the rifle sighted to an arti- 

ficial point blunk, by & fixed high back sight, or by adjusting an 
elevating sight, the difficulty of elevating distance js precisely the 

same. And of these four ways, the most reliable is a good eleyat- 

ing sight, quickly and accurately worked, provided you have it 

thoroughly tried and marked at different distances. The worst of 

all is the “ coarse bead,” which is nearly worthless beyond 150 or 

200 yards. Holding over is also quite useless at any considerable 

distance. The fixed high sight, or artificial point blank, is very 

good for the plains, or where the majority of shots are much be- 

yond the natural point blank. But if it be fixed for 200, and with 

most rifles for 150, it is just as necessary to hold under at half the 

distance, a3 it would be to hold over at the whole distance with a 
rifle not so sighted, And beyond its point blank, itis little better 
than 2 rifle level sighted. 

As I said before, Lyman’s elevating principle is better than the 

common sliding sight, and rises high enough for all distances at 

which itis worth while to shoot at game at all. But if you usethe 
common sliding peep sight on the stock, try this plan: Sight your 

tifle with the open sight to 100 yards, and use this for all work up 
to 150—that is, what you think is 150. You will find that 

“ Our indiscretion sometimes serves us well, 
When our deep plans do fail," 

and will get more game sat what you consider 150 yards by shoot- 

ing level, than you will by allowing for the distance. Next find 

the 150 yards point for the sliding sight, and put a drop of solder 

on the track so that it cannot get below. Then mark the 200, 

250 and 300, ete., yard points. Now, if you carry it at the 2450 

point, a moment’s glances will enable you to slide it to the 200 or 

300 murk, and you can slide from any point to the 150 without 

looking at it, becalise the solder stops it. And you had better use 

the 150 mark for what you think is 200, etc., or,in other words 

discount all your estimate of distance about 25 or 380 per cent., 

and eyen more in the woods, or at long distances. 

A peep sight of some kind is absolutely indispensable for nceu- 

rate work at over 200 yards, and it had better be used even at 150, 

if possible. The common step-ladder elevators of the buckhorn 

sight are of very Jitile use beyond the second or third step. I 

know that the dirt can be made to fly close to a stump or rock at 

300 or 400 yards with.them, and even further. But game does not 

tarry because dirt flies around iis heels, or over its back. Tt 1s 
hard enough to touch it at that distance with any sight, and noth- 

ing will do but the best you haye. 

Tris the same with leaf sights, or any other mode of eleyating 

open sights on the barrel. The first eleyation is pretty good, the 

second passable, the third dubious, etc. 
Telescopic sights are not such an sdyantage as one wollld sup- 

pose; for the lobe and peep are good enough to 800 or 400 yards, 

provided you know your distance, And this important proviso 
mikes nearly all shooting at game beyond those distances almost 

useless, especially when the difficulty is increased by effect of 

sun, shade, wind, etc. 

A short time ago a correspondent of Forest AND STREAM pub- 

lished a letter from a friend in Montana, dated Peb. 20th, or 

thereabouts, in which he stated that on one day he had killéd ten 

deer, and the next day in going for them killed five more, and 

added, ‘* What do you think of that?" The friend who published 
the letter opened this question to the world in general, Anybody 

Who knows anything about deer, knows that deer in the far 

North by the 20th of Feb., especially after such 3 winter as the 
Jast has been in Montana, are so poor that they almost need to 
be propped up to shoot at, that the hair is almost through the 

hide, and the grain is 50 thick that the hide is almost worthless. 

The half-staryed deer generally yard and huddle when the snow 
is very deep, and at such times are always yery tame. Our friend 

might have utilized the hair for plastering, and the reat of the 

carcasses, with the hide on, for lanterns. He might also haye 

found ready sale for them for hat-racks, as they would need no 

preserving, there being nothing to preserye; for IT know not what 
else he could do with them. 

What do I think of that? Excuse me; I have too much re- 
spect for pork to institute any comparisons, 

Tf sporting papers will continue to publish such things, D wish 

they would make a special department of it, so that it will be 

easy to skip. 1 would suggest for it the name of Blood Snuffer’s 
Corner.”” T. 8. Van Dyxn. 

$a te pe 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

CINCINNATI, Oftio, May 3ist.—The sixteenth competition (and 
which proved the final gne) by the “OC. S.and F. Glub” for the 
Baker Medal took place to-day, and was won for the fifth time by 

Mr, Weston, who now becomes the owner. He was closely fol- 
lowed by Mr. Gindolin, and as each had jon it four times much 

interest was manifested as to the result, which Jay in doubt be- 

tyeen them up to the last shot fired, The following is the score; 
distance, 20 yards; position, off-hand; 15 shots at Massachusetts- 

Creedmoor target:— 
- 0. 

J. R. Weston-- Wil 910 91212101 911 10—-1he 67 
M. Gindelin, .. Nv 9 T1011 910 T—-L 6h 
M. Doughman 101010101012 91112 6 11—147 ft 
L. Fender... 810 91 NT B11110 #41 63 
G. Henson.- 7 9 510 732 9 913 10 11—159 68 
D. T. Di 89109989 9 5 8—188 61 

. Sti 1010 9 3 71010111110 7—128 56 
Q. Topt 10 711 908 9.9 0 9—321 55 
- 19 7 910 9 6 611 B 9-14 57 

Cc. 
SPRINGFIELD, Mass, June lith—The following seores were 

made by the Rodand Gun Rifle Club, at their weakly meeting, 
Tuesday, June 15th; 200 yards, possible 50. Weather waa cloudy 
allthe afternoon; light good; wind moderate from southeust, 
shifting southwest later in the day — 

54565565 44 4 4-45 
4545 5 6 4 4 444 
4646656438 4 b—-4 
4554446 4 4-44 
4446454 4 4-49 
4548656 46 6 4-4 

c 56644444 4 4-42 
Cooloy,..c.... 44465 468 8 4 5-41 

Boston, Masi., June 18th.—Mammoth Rifle Gallery.—The third 
week in the Excelsior Rifle Match at this favorite resort hes 
catised a change in the position of the leadimg compotitors in the 

match daily. Althourh no cleanscores haye been made as yet, the 
competition has been lively, and Mr, Richardson was the only one 
who was nearly successful in getting @ clean score—he heads the 

list with 189, Mr. Frank Hollis issecondon the list, with 186; Mr. 8. 
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Canterbury is third, with 185; followed by Mr. ®. Jones, with 155, 
but outranked by Canterbury. Mr. U. A. Pollard is next on the 
list, with 180, but, in justice to Mr. Pollard, it should be said that 
his business. has been such thatit was impossible for him to com- 
pete only once or twice this month, and his shooting is nat up to 
his regular standard, The subjoined summary will explain the 

bilanes of the story, and show the standing of the leading: com— 

petitors for the ten cash prizes in the match; 50 yards; rounds, 
8; possible 40; Hive scores to win, or possible 200:— 
BH, F. Richardson.........-.. ts ore Saye 37 37 38 88 3h—189 
Frank Hollis...... sates OT BY 87 BT 38—186 
a CAATSLDUNY, ge. SWE le hy poke bad state bers . 37 BT 387 87 87-185 
WW. Jones: +. «5 BT Bf 37 87 37185 
OU. A. Pollard 36 30 36 36h ah—IS0 
Gordon McKenzie.. 35 25 30 dé 37 

. W. Law. $5 35 36 36 36-178 
0. A, Gross -. 8) 3b 85 86 37-178 
Tsace P. Grage...... S34 35 85 386 36—176 
F. P.Twids.-.-....--- dt BL 35 36 81-176 

--, 35 35 35 35 35-15 
... 39 35 35 35 3b—175 

Schicepaitereet apes wipe masa bed Bt Bt 35 35 Bh—174 
BE. Shumwysy.... :- d4 BL ot 35 36-173 
G. H. Hastiogs, -.. - 33 St dt Bt B5—170 
G, H. Nye, Jr-..-.. ai Bt S4 Bt 35—171 
H. C. Smith, -. . 33d ft Bt S4 3b—170 
Charles B. Ofjs.. . 83 33 B4 Bt 45—1A9 
A. QO. Staples. 83 34 33 34 35—168 

. T, Har 33 83 33 38 H4—166 
. H. Daly... . 83. 83 88 33 38—165 

A. 0. Goodspeed,...... BO! i ee ne 8 33 33 33 na as 

Hachting and Qanoeing. 

—Addressallcommunications to ‘' Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 

YACHTING NEWS. 

WHar Dip I0,—The brilliant victories of Mischief are still the 
chief topio of yachtsmen in the city, and even our contempors- 
ries have been aroused and already clamor with very poor logic 
for a handicap of time when she again shows up at the start. er 
owner went to the expense of baying a well-known designer get 
him up a set of lines for a racer, then put his money into 8 costly 
iron hull and perfect rigging, and now a howl is raised ina nila 
sort of way ina contemporury which stil tuils to have clear von- 
ceptions concerning handicapping and time allowance, though 
we went to the trouble of enlightening 1b 4 fortnightage, We 
will not waste time here in discussing the feasibility of entively 
substituting handicaps for time-allowance races. If is not neces- 
sary, because there is neither likelifiood nor even a possibility of 
such an illogical course being pursued by any club which has an 
eye to the future. To introduce handicap racing or 1o make such 
a feature inordinately prominent, is simply i sop to the tubs and 
failures Ht the expense of smart and fast yachts. The latter would 
very soon be driven awayfrom the start and finally from the 
club which ventures to ‘sit down upon them,” simply because 
they bave successtwily attained what others sought to reach but 
failed. When an owner has built a successful yucht ho is logically 
entitled to his retyard, and ought, in common equity, to take 
what cups and purses he can win without paying penalty for the 
smiurtness of his boat after paying high tures to designer and 
builder to bring about her success. As a variation, a relaxution 
or serub raving, handicaps will ulways be popular, and the only 
wonder is that they haye not been introduced in America ere this, 
'’o suppose that they will sweep other Yacing out of existénce or 
overshadow the more exactand legitimate rules for time allaw— 
ance is merely the outcome of a natural exuberance due to the 
success of the recent race for the Secretary's Cup of the New 
York Yacht Club, a race which, by the by; did not afterall bring 
out more than half the entries the regular club matches did the 
day before. We desire to see handicaps properly cultivated, so 
that they may take rank among our fixtures as they ought to, but 
ifsome of our contemporaries raise false and imaginary issues 
simply for the suke of *\paddiny” and "saying thelr gay” they 
will bring faites to grief and Into distayor betore they are 
fairly tried. The Mischief wou on her merits, and to shoulder her 
with a lond of time forall racing in the future is aboutas sensi- 
ble as cutting down the salaries of our esteemed co-workers be- 
cause they are doing too well in their line and ought to give the 
lesser Journals a little show. All is fair in war, love and yacht 
racing, at least all within the law; und to make new laws to cheek 
progress and enterprise in the direction of speed would be the 
lirstslep backward any clubconld undertake. Slow yachts might 
lixe such arrangements; the fast ones would rapidly seek fields 
and pastures new, and small! blame to them. 
The Mischief owes her wonderful speed to a close and cautious 

analysis of the slements governing the same and to their skillful 
combination in her design, She isa perfect ‘wave lime” boat of 
large displacement. She carries os much ballast as a schooner 
twenty feetlonzer. She is of moderate beam, ascant third of 
the load line, and she carries only 48 much catyas as she can 
standup to. Her weight tells immensely in her fayor under all 
and any circumstances, while her wave-line areas insure the best 
disposition of her displacement, making her neither too full, ner 
too hollow, And she has the least skin surface compatible with 
the rest of her elements, Nothing has Peen wasted in this re—- 
bpect. Her successful debut ought, in the name of common 
sense, ta be practical proot enough to those clamoring for such 
proof! that FoRusT AND STREAM bas been correct in its deduc- 
tions from the word “go."' This journal hag been the only one in 
America to assert the yalue of displacement, depth, easy body, 
least akin and ywaye-line construction, ind to maintain in wie 
face of all contrary public notious und free and easy fairy tales 
that depth of itself is nota hindrance to spéed, and that Heht 
draft and beam are not necessarily the elements thereof. Our 
contemporaries are gradually swioging into line, and now tell ug 
abont the deep fishermen down Wast, all of which is very true, 
only they overlook the fact that the fishermen were buiit with 
big bodies to carry a Joad, and not because it wus supposed to 
make them faster. When a down builder took a contract for 
a fast yacht, he followed the pancake model ag near as he knew 
how, It has been mainly through Fores? AND BTREAM that 
BuuNnder yiews, more in achord with science, ave beginning to dis- 
place the loose theorizing of the past. and that safer, abler and 
taster yachts are rapidly taking the place of the shingle-bottom 
caricavures. Knowing this, it makes little difference to us where 
our friends get their knowledge from, just so that they get it. 
Let them sleep over Mischiefs unparalleled performance, divest 
it well, aod think of thirty tons ®F ballast on only sixty-one feet 
water line, and what then becomes of the light displacement 
skim dish theortes of so-called practical men? 

AMERICAN HNTERPRISE.—Our book sellers and importers haye 
fin cye to business. Forsix weeks past we have been pestered 
with demands for Dixon Kemp’s new edition of Yacht and Boat 
Sailing, We haye scoured the town io search of it, from tha 
biggest to the smallest house in the business. Some ‘expected " 
it, and that means that possibly they will send an order in six 
months oY s0; most had “never heard of it;" others looked in 
blank amazement,and turned to their dictionaries to tind out the 
meining of the word * yacht;" they had never heard it before in 
all their born duys! Since the FOREST AND SrReAM took yacht- 
ing in hand as the first journal to make a permanent feature or 
the sport in its columns, the demand for yachting literature has 
grown 4 hundred fold. Cannot something be done to wake up 
the sleepy trade to this line ol their business? 

ne Comront.—Mr. Lord is delighted with the performance of 
his new wave-line culter, designed by Mr. John Hyslop, of the 
smart little Petrel. She hus turned out to be a very fast craft and 
& mugnificent seu boat, as easy aS a rocking chair." There will 
be lows more like her in New Bedford waters before long. Bar- 
ring u few matters of detail and fittings for the special purposes 
of Mr. Lord, the Cumfort comes yery near to the compromise he- 
ean cutter and sloop which we hope to see extensively intro- 
uced, 

A Oat AsrRAy.—The following we clip fyom the London Field. 
We trust ir will be s lesson to those whose only capacity as writers 
or critics On yachting affairs is based upon mane and yulgar 
“spvead-eagicism.'' and who imagine that a blast for the ereab 
eet cus bird will “whip” anything aflout. As cheap make— 
shifts the Newport cat boats are good enough, but as for speed, 
weatherliness, and ability in ao Water, one might as well rig. LP 
a nightgown in a bath tub. hen young Albro gets back to 

— 
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native heath he will open the eyes of ye aneyente harnacles of yo 
ancyente towne of Newport, and there will bea good deal less 
lowiug, dane Binoy the natives. Nrom that date we foresee a 

NWivwl Modification in the Newport dats, at least in those tntended 
for yachting. Saye the Wied: “The smaller classes of boats were 
doing thetr last turns; the new Nurad was leading the famous 
Cyprus home; and the American center-board, imported by Mr. 
Coats toastonish his own Mudge, was niring an “acre” of cotton 
caovasin her Una mainsail. ‘That she did not “ whip” every- 
thing may haye surprised her Yankce captuin, brought across by 
Mr, Coats to sail the boat; but he is more of a philosopher than 
Americans usually are. That she was of ‘no use to Madge waa 
scon found out." 
The clumsy model and the coarse countrified finish of the cat- 

bout, must indeed have formed a rndé contrast to the fleet of 
thoroughbreds through which she sailed, aud Albro, “ being more 
of a philosopher than Americans usuully are,’ no doubt has dis- 
voyered that in the art of finishing yachts we are still novices 
and havoalotto learn. He will brink baek a kink or two with 
him from the Olyde. Hunt's Magagins for June says: * She looked 
a novelty among our more ship-shape cratt,” ind that she waa a 
sort of un elephant at a fair, 

AND 8TILL THEY Came.—The ancient school of bouncing beam 
Toust think the world upon its head. As they take practice only 
for their guide, practice they shall have. The Clara of San Fran- 
Giscois to have a lead shoe of 2\(K) lbs,on her keel. And now 
“inark our prediction :”" In a yery little time there will not be a 
yacht on the Pacific that is not similarly supplied. Casco and 
Oln'a have shown the way. Step by step the monldy traditions of 
the most woodenhesded are heginniny to weaken to the foree of 
experiment and logic. Wholesome depth and displacement, low 
ballast, snug and handy rigs, ire slendily working to the fore, 
and all the suiooth-water heroes cannot preventit. The ebarsc- 
ter of our yachting is chaning, and wiih it the character of our 
ehts und their rigs must be modified—that is the length and 
veadth of it. Those who do not see this are living in the past, 

and are not alongside of the progress of the times. 

OLBVELAND Yacur Cuun.—At the last meeting Messrs. Henry 
Brooks, Jas. Gibson, D. GO. Powers, W. C. Cunningham, Jas. John- 
son, M. ©. Maxom and J. P. Walsh were elected members. Cor- 
Tespondence was recéiyed to the effect that the yuchts Tdler, 
Gora, Groyhound and Countess of Dufferin would probably he there 

d enter in the July regatta, The elegant steam yacht owned 
by the Muyor of Ogdensbury will also he there, In addition to 
the regular prizes for July 4th, Com, Gardner donated & yaluable 
cilp (or other prize to be selected by the Kegatta Committee) to 
be hald as « champion prize, to ba sailed for at any time on chal- 
Jenge of any other boat. 
A letter from Hon. Amos Townsend was rend relating to the new 

yachting laws, the substance of which was published in Forrsr 
AND BYREAM two weeks ago. Tho committees on N.Y, A. were 
given further time to report. The course for the coming races 
will he er as dig twenty mileslong, start and tiviish off the 
Goveronenot pier. The third class will sail armind two marks 
only, maling fifteen miles. All the lalce clubs will he represented. 
The committes appointed to solivit subseriptions consists of 
Mossra. F. 2. Merchant, H. @. Phelps, 8. E. Gill, HW. G. Rettger 
and Chas. F.8mith. Enotries close Saturday, July 8d,at 6 Pom, 
Value of prizes offered will be $500, All yachts to be wt Willer's 
slip, Guyaboga River, before Sunday evening, July 4th, for meas- 
arament. starting gun for first class st 9.50 o'clock, with a pre- 
paratory gun five minutes before. The start will be from an 
anchor, yachts to anchor on ling from first stalce-boat to the east 

ier, Canvas down. Second and third class will assemble at the 
.h0 o'clock gun for a flying start at the third gun at 10 o'clock, 
Ten minutes allowed for crossing; time of othera will be counted 
from expiration of that period. Pinst class over thirty-five feet 
water line, second class twenty-two to thirty-tive feet, third class 
under twenty-two feet. Time allowance will be based on size, 
the latter to be found by measuring length on sy. 1, grentest 
beam and dépth from underside of déek to inside of planic at or 
gsnear the mast as possible. ‘wo seconds per foot gross measure- 
ment per mile for first und second class, and one seoond for third 
olass, Crews limited to one hund for eauh fiye feet gross mens- 
Urement. No shifting ballast or change of trim Dane. 

_oyer or takingin ballast allowed after the start. fixtiras, 
sents, bolkheads, ete., to be kept standing. Anchoring allowed, 
but sails only to be used for propelling. No restrictions as to 
siils. The finish will be the line between the first or home stake— 
boatand theeast pier. Decision.ot judges shall be tinal, Regatta 
Committes: Charles P. Smith, Chairman; F. R. Merehant, H, 0, 
Hettger, R. BH. Gill, Henry Gerlack, H. G. Phelps, William Wall, 
Frank H. Stiead. 

Chayron Regarrs,—A race "will be sailed at Clayton, N, Y,, 
Duly 4th, open to all comers. Prizes $50, $25 and $15. 

NAHARsSED YACHT Ciun.—The Nahasset Y. C., having voted to 
disband, will give w farewell dinnerat Tatt’s Hotel, Point Shirley, 
Boston, Mass,, July 3d,ut 7 Pm. BSubseriptions should be sent 
before June 2ath to the Committee, Messrs. P. Grant, Jr, J. P. 
Hawes, H. G. Halland Philip Little, cave J. P. Hawes, 38 Broad 
street, Boston, While the Nahnsset Y, C. existed, it did much to 
further sport among the smull fry in Boston waters. Its mempber- 
ship waa strictly contined to eligible parsons, and its Heet formed 
Qne of the most energetic and prosperous * training schools” in 
Ameries, We might well baye spared sundry other clubs in 
preference, and vegret exueedinely that bualness exigencies com- 
pel the dousing of the colors of the N. Y. C. 

SHAWANHAKA YacuT Quts.—The growth and popularity of 
the club is flattering to the officers und an indorsemient of the 
olicy pursued in cocouraging the Corinthian and scientific fea- 
urdés of the sport. In their new olub bouk for 1880 we find no less 
than eleven schooners, thirty-four cabin sloops, filteem Jib and 
mainsails And one steamer, making # toti) of sixty-one eail, in- 
sluding the pick of their kind. This makes the 8. Y. C. the second 
in New York waters in point of numbers: 

Tun ATALANTA.—This schooner, with her owner (Mr. W. R. Ver- 
milye) and Mr. Ohas. G. Franklyn and eink arrived at Halifax, 
N. g. June 18th, bound to Labrador, well. 

Tan Gwikrponms.—Vhis sloop, built hy Woods Brothers, Bast 
Boston, now owned by Messrs. Lovejoy & Binneér, ol New York, 
has proven both fast and weatherly. She isa keel boat, 31 ft, wy, 1, 
12 ft. beam and 7 ft, draft, with about 1,800 pounds ivon on her 
keel. Evidence that draft, keel and low ballast are compatible 
with sp eed. 

Love Isuayp Yaor™ Cros,—The annual regatta of this oltib 
was sailed Jine 13thin a lively wind from northesst, accompanied 
by rain. Course from Frank Bates’, South Brooklyn, sround 
Robbins’ Reef Buoy, theave around Fort Lafayette, back to start; 
distance, ten miles. In the sabin class Lots wou by u close shaye 
of fis. irom Commodore Beams’ keel sloop Marie, the Modesty 
being distanced. Bxrcelsior, in the class for open sloops, hada sail- 
over, und in the cathoat class Bon Tow won from Julia, Bella 8. 
and Funny B, 

EMPIRE YAOHT CruB.—The fourth annual veratia of this club 
yas suiled June lith over the usual club course to Gangway Booy 
and back, Wind fresh from northwest, making it areach both 
ways. Jvegarthen and H. W. Beether won in the cabin sloop 
clusses, Blanche, They. W. Reeves and Sophia Hama in the open 
sloops and Tarantella in the class Tov oatamianrans. 

Tan TNirnberp.—This schooner (N. ¥. ¥.C.), Mr. Lloyd Phoenix, 
has been reported as having trrived pafely at Cowes, England, 

Launonap At Trenton, Ont., June 18th, a new six-ton cutter 
built by Cuthbert, for Mr. Geo. D. Nichol, of Woronto. She will 
be putin commission as rapidly as possible. 

Kimoesron RecArma—An open regatta will be sailed at King 
ston, Ont., on Dominion Day. Three clusses, first prizes $100, $60 
and ra and second ation $80, 320 and $10. Third prizes of S10 
and $4 in the two smaller classes. Tho Oswero Times says: “The 
Oswego feet will tow over to Kingston with the steam. barge 
Tndicin about the 28th, Ti there is no regatta here on the Fourth 
they will go to Texas and enter u race there.’ Entries to be 
made to the Secretary, Mr. Jos. Sivilt, before Wednesday eyen- 
ing, June d0th. Entrance money, $10, $5 and fa. 

Tam KeLpre.—aAt the recent World's Reratta ut Providence the 
Herreshoits furnished one of theif famous launches, the Kelpie, 
#8 judges’ and pivess boat. The Rhode Island Press, io speaking of 
the efficient gervice rendered by beras judves, police and press 
bout, says; “She bas bebaved finely during har three days’ seryige, 
and won many encomiums, and so has Capt. Chas, BY, Herreshott, 
oho handled her. Always sendy and proopt to do the right 
thing at the right time, he was the one man among a thousand 
for the oftentimes perplexing service upon whith he wasken- 
pred, and the gentlemen of the cotimitise speak in the highest 

_ terme of satisfaction of his peryless,”’ heir torpedo bost opened 
the day by suucessfully tiring o torpedo, the water being thrown 
toa Reine exceeding 2 hundred feet, Maling a, beautiful and 
ingtruct bl ve sight to the crowds assembled, 

RovAn CANADIAN —The Royal Canadian Y. G,sniled their open- 
ing cruise from Toronto, June ifth, There was a whole sail 
breesa from northwest. The Commodore, Mr. Boswell, hoisted 
higdag aboard the Madeqp, and the following yachts auswered 
the signal: lem, WH. Biseoe; Oriole, A, Leys: Contes of Duf- 
Terin, Major Gittord; Rivet, Mr. Kersteman; Imogene, Mr. W. H. 
Howland, and a number of others, The Countess parted company 
fora crise to Niagira,and the restor the fleet went through 
squadron tioties by signal from the flagship. 

SALISBURY Point? RegArraA—Was sailed June 8th, Course 
eight miles. Won by La Papiption, Kimball and Lundberg, in th. 
dom, 633., beating Psyche, Scud, Clara, Maud, Teipple, Altiance, 
Gracie and Adelante. 

Thm NAWIIGOAL MAGAZINE.—Though not strictly a yachting ex- 
chauge, the Nautical Magazine, Pewtress & Oo.,15 Greal Queen 
street, London, is one of our most weluome monthly visitors. It 
contains muh that is instructive relating to the construation 
and navigation of vessels, and is an excellent exponent of the do- 
inys snd condition of the modern trading ilects and navies. It is 
wll conducted, and occupies a higher stundurd than anything of 
the kind wo hive attempted in Amerion, The May number con- 
tains excellent articles on vessels’ lights, the Montreal system of 
Joading wriin, irne and apparent direction of the wind—of inter- 
est to the yaulting publi¢—a synopsis of marine inventions, for- 
ena nnd native, as well as many pages of other readable compo- 
sitions. 

_HuUNT's MAGAZINE.—Why cannot we haye a * Mag.’ in America 
like Hunt's? All etforts to establish a purely yachting magazine 
seem to bhaye failed for wunthf braims and ordinary busioess 
tact, The thing oan ba made to pay, for there is onich that we 
eannot, for want of space, publish in these columns, and there is 
material enough which is more suitable to the pages of a maga- 
zine than those of a sporting journal. No soouer is an attempt 
Inada to publish something of the sort than it is swamped and 
lost to sight in al hodwe-podge of billiards, chess nnd irrele- 
yint matter. We have refused enough interesting material dur- 
ing the last six months to fill a couple of monthlies. Who will 
float the thing? Hwnt’s tor May contains lots of attractive read- 
ing and an excellent reyiew of Mx, Kemp's new edition of “Yacht 
and Boat Sailing.’ 

YACHTING GurbE.—Under the title of “ Yachting Guide and 
Tide Tables," Mr. Andrew Thompson, 14 Duke street, London, 
publishes a neat and useful little work for British yachtemen, re- 
plete with information as to yachts’ dimensions, the tiles, pilots, 
time allowance and similar matters. Wnilortunntely the book is 
not applicable to our yachting here, but it suggesia the existence 
of a yoid that ought to be filled, Some time azo Mr. Manning 
and Capt. Neils Olsen e6ach compiled an exsellént book of the 
same nature, and we submit that since that date the sport has so 
expanded that it would be well worth while to isaue a new edi- 
tion. Reliable statistics of any sort are sadly wanting, and the 
public would appreciate any legitimate attempt to supply the 
want. Letus have a plain volume, with no money spent for 
faney cover and tinted paper, but all the funds put into * mat- 
ter which willdo the most good. 

Tay HomnOF HicH Sperps.—The summer months have opened 
busily at the constructing and machine shopa of the Herreshott 
Manufacturing Company, Bristol, R. I. They have in course of 
construction a steamer for the United States Bish Commission, 
which will be completed about the 26th of this month. She will be 
used for planting young fish at the headwaters of rivers and bays, 
and will be un important addition to this usetul organizition. In 
the machine shop an engine and coil boiler of 25-horse power are 
in course of construction for a light-draught, side-wheel steamer 
for river navigation. The steamer Aclinta, belonging to Prof, 
Alexander Apassiz, has just been fitted outwith 4 coil boiler and 
compound engine, new shaft, screw, etc., beside which the in- 
ternal arrangements haye been altered, and she is now ready to 
be sent to the Professor's residence at Castle Hill, Newport. At 
the dosks are two launches, which have been recently built by 
the Herreshol! Manufacturing Eee for the United States 
nayal service. They are secured to the pier immoyably, working 
their serews twelye hours daily. In the launches and on the decks 
Gan be seen Many wise men, servants of Uncle Sam, who are con— 
ducting a very important trial between the old plan and the new 
compound engine, to determine the differenes in consumption of 
fuel and general effectiveness, These trials ure to be exhaustive, 
and will require several weeks for their completion. ‘lhe trust- 
worthiness of the report will be guaranteed, when it is known 
that Chief Engineers Isherwood and Zeller, sre at the head of 
the Board, and are personally active in conducting all the meas- 
urements and making all the complex calculations necessary in 
such & contest. 
The steamer Dolphin, built here for Mr. Kennedy of New York, 

has been kindly loaned by that rentlemen to the Yale crew, and 
lett afew days since for New Haven. She is to act as coaching- 
steamer it preparation for the coming regatta at New London. 
The Wastero Rowing Association recently chartered two of this 
Company’s steamers for the World's regatta, lust Thursday. The 
Kelpiz seryed general uses, carrying press reporters, ete., aud the 
torpedo boat was for the use of the referees. 

HASTHRN YACHT CLUB.— Editor Forest and Stream:—In compli-- 
anee with the Commodore's order a flect of seventeen vessels ren- 
dexyoused olf Nahanton Thursday, Juné 17th. The day waslovely: 
smooth water, bright sun, an unelouded sky, and a cool moderate 
lreeze from East, combined to render the occasion a success. As 
each yaoht arrived she saluted the Commodore und anchored near 
by. ‘he owners reported on board the flagship Rebecca, where 
they Were entertained at lunch, and after rejoining their respect- 
ive yachts, each yessel arrayed herself in flazs at the signal from 
the Commodore, and each saluted by firing & funat an interyal of 
ten seconds, Shortly after the fleet got under weigh, and formed 
jn two lines, Rebeca leading one aud Phantom the other. Various 
maneuvers were vone through until the Commodore hoisted the 
signal to disband, when each yacht fired 4 farewell gun and lett 
for home, Rebecca returning to her mooring off! Nahant. The 
yachts participate were schooners Rebecca, Phantom, Foam, 
Meta, Julia, ovheltle, Curlew, Latona, Romance, Sloaps lice, 
re alnna, Addie V., Idler, Wagpvard, Violet, and SS 
Sappho. . 

Tak LArgrst Cuus,—Although incorporated only in 1871 tha 
FBastern Yacht Club, Boston, has grown rapidly in the number of 
its members aid in ite squadron, until now it has mora yachts 
ilying its burgee than any other club in America, Ib may be 
termed the schooner club of this continent, haying 41 two stickers, 
besides 4 steamers, 2 cutters, and 20 sloops. ‘The regular members 
foot up 340, besides 11 honorary in the new club book for 1880, and 
by this ime the former probably exceed 350. ‘These figures place 
the Eastern Yacht Club in the lead. 

Roya Nova Scorra.—The Royal N.S, Y. S. has issued its pro- 
eranime for the season. Prom it weshould judge that the squad- 
ron if to have @ yery active year’s sailing, which promises to ex— 
ceed even the previous ones which gave to the club the well- 
earned title of the “racing club of America.’ The printed pro- 
gramme, covering the eyenis of the whole season, is a model in 
its way, and we wish our clubs south of the St. Johns would adopt 
asimilar clear and comprehensive method of informing their 
members aud the public of ihe fixtures and details of the year’s 
racing m sdvance. It givea the dates fixed, classification, courses, 
prizes, start and spedial requirements, so that if Aled away on the 
hook shelves, @very owner can know, by inspection, all there is 
noaded without writing innumerable lehters to the secretury, and 
finally coming to the line with more or less wnixed ideas as to 
whut marks to round, what sails are allowed, or worse yet, what 
signal to take for thestart, In New York the necessity for such 
A programme may not be pressing; our clubs hore are not yet 
widexwake enough, nor do they séem to have the stamina ro or- 
ganize more than one or two races s year with 4 Cruise sand- 
wiched in between, but in Eastern waters racing is carried on in 
amuch more thorough way,and for them the methods of the 
KN. S. Y. 5. may well serve as a guide from which they can tae 
ininy an idea to their advantage. There is no club in our watera 
which has reduced ita atfairs, especially racing, to such a perfect 
system. We believe the Hon. Secretary, F.C. Sumichrust, Hsq., 
Halifax, N.8., would gladly forward the squadron's programme 
to the officers of other clubs interested in promoting the sport 
and desirous of giving some system to the present shittless ways 
in yorue. The opening cruise of the squadron tools place June 
ith. Races ave set down for June 2lst, July 8d, July 24th, Aug. 
28th, Sept. With, Sept. 18th, and the closing cruise for Sept. 25th. 
The Governor's Challenge Cup will be sailed for July 3d, the 
Members' Cup on .fuly 24th, the Mayor’s Cup on Sept, th, ‘he 
Ton, Treasurer's prize, the Rear-Commodore’s prize, the Vice- 
Commodore's prize and the Hon, Secretary's prize will be sailed 
for on Sept, 1sth. Where is there another club i American which 
can show such & list of fixtures, 80 Many special prizes of value 
find such concerted action between officers, Inambers and civil- 
inns of the port? Considering that the United States may fairiy 
be ranked as better off im this world's goods, as having quite as 
muvh leisureand a much longer season, ard we not justified in 

holdng: up the R.N,S.Y.8. as an example of spirit and effi- 
oLeney 
The number of cutters has greatly increased in the squadron, 

Showing that such yachts will flonrish by choice when not handi- 
capped to death by length measurement. Therule of the squad- 
roo takes all three dimensions into consideration which ordinary 
sense would seem to indleate as the most logical and equitable 
means of comparison as showing no preference for any one type 
over another, and allowing model to settle itself! upon its merits, 
the tastes of individuals and the demands of local considerations. 
The Vice-Commodore of the W. N. 8, ¥. 8. hoists his burges at the 
masthead of the Bertha (outter), and the Rear-Commadore, I. C. 
Sumichrast, follows suit aboard the Oi-Kaze (cutter). 

_—_— ee 

BOSTON YACHT CLUB, 

UNION REGATTA, JUNE 1708, 

ARE one who imagines that quackery is necessary to bring’ 
more starters to the line need only £lance at the list ef en— 

tries nnd the number finishing in the recent union regatta of the 
BY. 0, With many Hastern clubs the question is bacoming how 
to restrict entries rather than how to encourage them, 1t fs al 
most & physical impossibtlity to cot the large fleets nway satisfac 
torily, and itis almost impossible to follow the salling of individ- 
uul craft in sughuecrowd. If New Yorl exhibited the same 
interest inthe sport there would be no baby’s ery for handicaps, 
and all sorta of Jeadiny-string and bolstering arrangements to 
bring about a sneeessful yacht match. The wind was light 
from the east, and the heayy-weather fellows for the nonee hud 
to ste the “big rigs” scoop in ihe purses. Sivly-four yachts 
started. Course for first class, twenty-three miles; second class, 
sixteen miles; third aud fourth classes, nine miles. Imperia, 
formerly of New York, made a very close race with Adriznme, fin- 
ishing astern by less than a minute; but famous Mudcup, de- 
signed by Mr. A, Carey Smith, as if emulous of the Mischief’s 
recent proweas in New York, beat the whole lot, and would have 
landed first money but for the fact that she carried two bands in 
excess of nllownnces. Siren, therefore, probably takes first prize, 
and Hijfix second. ‘The Nimbus, un Herreshoft creation, got away 
with first prize in her class, a8 a matter of course. She is sailings 
very well with the ballast on her keel. Hazcy was disqualified for 
wrong start, And Curlew for sailing wrong course, The measure 
ment of Alice is stillin abeyance. Until the protests are decided, 
the winners cannot be placed with certainty. As far as their time 
is concerned, the following table will show :— 

FIRST CLASS. 

Actual Corrected 
Boat. time Lime. 

HM M. 8. fog Te Ap 
Adrienne.........--- Hed: - Bae tee ea Le th a fol 
GMEMILLE 2 Solon) eb iniemietel= aatecteh tet ctatats 45 Ao 52 a eT AS 
CTC ais Sh Aron SRR AAO A og AT  -1R 381 

Brenda ..--,., Fact oti ts tees eae ve Time not taken. 
MAdGHTI ort cont cha eoe Pb Bee ces a 63 3 46h «6 8 
Siren ee bee ee oa 4 83 00 8 45 #5 
Wifbie ye sc staeskerssibywisty a sisyere,aye ht Ae AD 8 55 3 
Tmiperid... -......-.2.....--. Det ee toe SDL 4 09 tg 

SEUOND CLASS. 
FROXTMIRS) yer e st tse -eaw=<cdai tress SOO Se a AEP GL, 
Bessie “ ith, WER. “Ba a Fhe Of 
Anna M »6 O08 40 4 23 46 
Nimbus, 38 06 O08 2 8 08 
Folly.. Beale Be 2 20 26 
Magic. : 83 8618 2 20 58 
Shadow. 10) 26 2 32 29 
hiya... 3. g2 .59 me ot 47 
Auni B. 20 16 2 41 49 
Viking: 3 2b 18 z= 46 °28 
Lillie. Bt el ft 2 54 Sf 
Hactor, 3 34 00 2 55 06 
Gem. 4 i 58 & 2 622 
Triton . 'Dimeé not taken. 
Napoleo 58 41 62 8 ‘03° °26 
IMgulT ye 0 = Was) apes rtp. ck “Ue 3 1 43 

THIRD OLAS. 
Mariel: 28 toa ee Sete chute Pssee ob T 8645 1. 166 18 
Rebie -.- gis xy 2 o4 gg ARS gays 
tol he Sa aes 69 47 Lp eho he 
Banshee 9 aa 1 3 18 
Wxpert ou... 5B dt i wake se 
Wanderer 59 «(OL tT 28 86 

WiSg hig Ma. OO 24 1 2) 8606 
Judith. els k. Pe Lee ba Re Sa . OO 68 cL -80) "28 
Oste oo 602 UP BOD 5b: 

Hureleais. .. i. eee eee 05 47 lL 36 bb 
Meee rise Bera lel. eld toals Bl accent a saerhinn le Wa +3 1 46 58 
Vit 2) et EE REAR DRE Sie Maat ene bi et) ie cht, ad 

Unknown ,... 6h 1 pT OR 
Veronica Bo 45 a eee 
Banneret, .....- bb. a 3 35 
Sunbeam ee Re 1 383 40 
Violetta, oo Ie dae 8G 
Beho...., 03 38 L 88a sh 
Fearless, 08 48 LL sae 1 
Techie SGRKeROG BABS Seas AOS RAS AL ME lt 48 1 44 55 

FOURTH ChLAgsS. 

Flora Lee 2 OL lL RB 09 
Topaey . TF Dis eet 1 2 15 
Rocket .2 O08 49 Le: hal 15 
Glance... . 2 O08 56 1 © 08 
Dolly Va 2 1B 00 De oak 
Tnez.. 2m li C12 1 8 380 
Onrley -2 16 06 1 40 8 
Josie, 2 9 T 1 4% 4 
Natiicns oe cen aru: cetsnter ep em Re 188 1 43 «Wt 

Neweuryrorr YAcH!' Cuts.—The first regatta of this year 
wis sailed on the Mérrimad, June ijth. Bohemian, Messrs, Pierce 
& Lock, Won in flvst Glagsin 1h, lfm. 45s, Clyble, W.C. Thompson, 
won in second class, und Keturah, B. Davis,in third class. 

Nuw Beprorp YAory Coup.—The new club house on Pape'’s 
Tsland was formally opened June 16th, A reyiew of the fleet 
under Commodore J. A. Haves, sloop Whistler, and Vice-Com- 
modore Vranecis Hathaway, schooner Peerless, was held in the 
ufternoon. A ten-mile course was sailed, buc the scrub racing 
came to nething, owing to luck of wiud. Addie finished first, fol- 
lowed by Artal, Indolent, Painter, Peerless, Sparkle, Mystery, 
Metric, Uller, Bonnte, Suntight, Medea, Molly Sivash and Polly. A 
reception took placsin the evening. ‘The clib now numbers 275 
members, one steamer, fiye schooners and twenty-five sloops, be- 
sides ten outboats, 
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HIGH SPEED STEAM YACHTS. 

TW YORKERS like to be considered fast, and when they build 
yachts, especially if propelled by steam, the main if not 

only idew is to obtain & high rate of speed, something which shall 
exceed anything yet achieved, It was naturally supposed that 
we possessed, by long odds, the fastest steam yachts in America, 
until suddenly undeceiyed by the recent yisil to this port of the 
Leite, built by the HerresholY Mfg. Co.. of Bristol, R. I. This 
wonderful craft Opened the eyes of the New York public in the 
Most unmistakable manner, und gaye convincing proot that the 
Hast ig very fur ahead of us here, not merely in point of speed, 
but in allappertaining to construction and fitting as well. The 
Leila is 1L00ft. long, 15it. beam, Ot. deep, and bas & Gompoatte hull 
With compound enyines, 9 and 16in. cylinders by 18in. stroke, the 
steam being supplied trom a Herreshoi! coil boiler 5ft. sin. diam. 
During the races of the New York Yacht Clib, June Wth and 
11th, the Leila steaised down the bay and went out to the Light- 
ship with the fleet. She picked up tnd ran by everything atioat, 
big ind little, und was the wonder of pilots, steamboat men and 
Owners. Withoutiny intention of being invidious, it can truly be 
Said that the Leila ateumed in circles around some of New York’s 
fastest steam yachts and outran the yery feetest of them all 4 cou- 
ple or milesan hour. All this was done with onty from 70 to 120lbs 
Pressure gid cutting off at ane third. Tt would have been mere} 
a matter of a few shovels of coal more to run the steam up to 170, 
give her full stroke, and add two more miles to her speed, enndi- 
tions under which there is nothing in these waters which could at 
all compare with her in performance. The Leéetlé can mike # pas- 
sige at the rate of sixteen and seventeen miles without the least: 
trouble—it is her ordinary working speed. If crowded,” she 
Can go as high as twenty. With all due revard to the impressions 
of owners In this port, we do not believe that anything oyer fif- 
teen bas been reached under the most favorable ciroumatandes, 
with possibly sixteen for the Promise and seventeen lor Vidette. 
But Leila does not represent the highest attainable with the py. 
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tem followed in her construction, The builders are confident, 
and will, we believe, guarantee higher rates whon called upon, 
Tf we areasked to assign the reason for the lack of high speed 
in New York built yachts, aud to explain the phenomenal per- 
formances of the Bristol craft—which, by the way,are rapidly 
taking rank with the ‘“ Thorneycrat’s”* of England—we would 
point to the different practice in hull and engines as offering u 
Teady solution. In New York we haye been only following the 
anodient methods handed down to us from time immemorial. We 
have the aame clumsy build, innumerable little pieces of heavy 
Seantling in the framea, braced with keels, keelsons, bilge strakes, 
lamps, wales, deadwood, knees and hooks, all of which contrib- 
\ite to increasing weight while adding only ins moderate degree 
to strength. Then we load the hull down with the old fashioned 
type of boiler, carrying a great body of water besides,and at- 
tempt to get speed out of the same old tugboat engine of the in- 
verted type which has béen passed down to ua from previous 
generations. Of course, in model we whittle a little away here 
and fill vulfa little there, and give to engine framing a little more 
Suitable form; but, forall that, there is a great amount of useless 
sind Sires weight, which must ever remain one of the fea- 
sures of the old way of building, In the Herreshof system, how— 
ever, We detect a radical departure from all the shortcomings of 
the past and discover in their vessels and fittings an adaptability 
to purpose to be found in no others. Lightness and strength are 
the yo great requisites of high speed, and these the Bristol 
builderg have combined in a most striking and successful man- 
ner, to say nothing of the incomparable design and beauty 
of their models, alongside of which our efforts in New 
York seem olumsy and almost uncouth. They adopt the 
somposite style of construction, iron frames and wood skin; se— 
lect both from the highest quality in the market; screw holt the 
plank to the frames, and as a result obtain the lightest, strongest 
and toughest hull imaginable, This ig then supplied with power 
from their patent soil boiler, weighing just one-half of the an- 
cient shell affairs, besides needing only a few minutes to raise 
working pressiire. Thesteam is passed at high pressure into com- 
pound or simple engines, which again are marvels of lightness, 
eombined with strength, and through which the Maximum 
duty is got out of the steam. In addition, they supply a very 
fective De eee of their own design, obtained after numer— 
ous competitive trials between launches and yachts. As they 
themselves design, build snd equip, from keel to truck and 
from stem to stern, everything worksin harmony and to best ad- 
vantage. Itisno wonder that with such superior adaptability of 
all the parts the Herreshoff high speed yachts findno difficulty 
in keeping shead of almost anything afloat in America, 
Some yery erroneous impressions haye naturally gone abroad 
that their work is too light and cannot stand the usual wear 
and tear. As we have mumerous testimonials and indorse- 
ments at hand from gentlemen who have given their sys- 
tems the most thorough test, and as parties building at the Her- 
reshoffs once always turn up at the same place when they want 1o 
build again, as well as from our own experience with their yachts 
and boilers, we ure prepared to give them the fullest indorse- 
ment as thoroughly reliable and trustworthy in everyday prac- 
tice, and in point of speed and elegance of design far abead of the 
old-fashioned affairs we here in New York dub fast steam yachts. 
In regard to “sea-going”’ qualities, we venture to say that no 
one knows what able, dry, sterdy and easy sea-zoing chiracter- 
istics a long, high-speed steamer muy possess until he has driven 
one like the Leila intoa head sea ata fifteen-mile rate. Her be- 
havior in weather and water, which would haye swamped our 
Durlines, Promises, Ocean-Gems, ete., was astonishing cyen to us, 
though our expectations ran high. We propose to revert to this 
subject at greater length in the future, and, in announcing the 
Teila for sale at Bristol, R. I., must rest content with the assur- 
ance that we haye no interest in these yachts, other than to make 
a really good thing known to our yuchtsmen. For steam launches. 
to hoist to dayita, the system is especially adapted for obvious 
rersons; and for general use, attached to country seats und villas 
located at or near the water, their quickness for raising steam 
renders them eyer ready adjuncts for sport or for business. 
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VALUE OF BULKHEADS. 

Brlitor Forest and Stream -— se 
The recent sad calamity in the Sound occasioned by the sinking, 

of the Narraganset. by collision will bring to the mind of eyary 
one conversant with nautical matters the fact of the great fault 
of construction in all our passenger steamers. We refer to the 
absence of water-tight bulkheads, of which every passenger 
steamer ought to have five or more according to their size, the 
name to ba compulsory by law. TE the ill-fated Narragansett bad 
been constructed with bulkheads she would not hayesunk, The 
fire, which added to the horror of the situation, although caused 
indirectly by the collision, is not always the sequence of it. 
The efforts of the Board of Inspectors ought to be directed 

toward this evident fault in construction. Since the object of 
this institution is—first, so to equip steam vessels that lives may 
not be lost; and secondly, merchandise. No greater boon could 
be vouchsafed to the public than the compulsory construction of 
vessels with this important life-saving addition—not only life- 
paving, but adding greatly to the strength and durability of the 
vessels, HERRESHOFF MFG. Co. 
Bristol, R. 1, June 18th. 
We entirely concur with our correspondents in relation to the 

necessity of deyoting a little more mechanical skill and 4 little 

Jess gorgeous and ostentatious display to our river steamers. 

Many yachts are open to the same criticism, 
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THE GOOD OLD KEEL, 

T affords us great pleasure to publish the following terse and 
witty appenlin fayor of the good old keel, from no less an 

muthority than Henry Steers, Esq. The composition was de- 

livered as a speech before the New York Yacht Club at their re- 

cent annual dinner, and pointedly refers to what is patent to un- 

prejudiced observers, that keél yachts can be built every bit as 

fast as center-boards :— 
“Thad hoped that some one of the owners of the keel schooners 

would have responded to this toast. The subject of keels and 
center-boards has been for along time a prolific theme for discus- 

sion, and the respective owners of each of these kinds of vessels 

have proved conclusively to the world in general and themselyes 
in particular that their own boats are much superior to the others 
In speed, comfort and safety in all kinds of weather, particularly 

whenit blows. They thoroughly understand the subject, and 

talk very learnedly aboutit, to the edification of the public at 

large, and with great satisfaction to themselves. 

‘The matter has been so often and so thoroughly argued by both 
sides that I amafaid there fs little left for me to say which would 

be elther new or interesting, andif I fail to aonvinae you that 

the keel schooner is the best vessel. the keel schooner owners will 

have nobody to blame but themselves, in not haying chosen some- 
one more competent for the task. 

“Twantit distinctly ‘understood, however, that I am notto 
suffer professionally for any remarks that I may make which 

might be construed as detrimental to center-board vossels, for if 

any non-boat owners believe in center-boards, and want one built, 
Tam ready to take back all I have said or may say to their dis- 
paragement. I learn that one of our oldest and best yachtsmen is 
to respond to the center-board schooner toast. He will undonbt- 

edly tell yon that center-board vessels are yastly superior ta keel 

boats. Hea will tell you whats perfectly true, judging from his 

own experience, but when you take into consideration that his 
experience has been limited to the ownership of two boats—one a 
keel schooner, not a first-class boat, and the other ene of the 
the most famous and fast ailing canter-boardicraft that this or 
any other olib ever possessed—I think it will be obvious that my 

eenter-board friend’s opinionin this cage should not be entitled 
to that sveight which it would have im the minds of all yachtsmen 
on any other subject conneeted with yachting. J myself 

have had not any such epportunity of comparison, and therefore 
ean look atthe subject unbiased by any previous prejudices. But 
even ware 1} otherwiss, it is susesptible ef proof by mathematies 
that the Ireel boat is much the better and more rellable yessel. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

“Tt can be shown that we get better proportions in the circum- 
seribed area of the parallelopipsdon in ‘keel boats than in 
center-boards. Wealso get a much lower center of system, and 

while the meta, center may not be as high, stlll we can regulate 

the distance between the meta center and the center of system 

better in the keel boat, and these two points are the true guides 
to stability and safety. Again, by getting a greater distance be- 

tween the center of system and the water ling in keel bouts than 

can be done in center-bourds, we certainly derive a benefit from 

the increased pressure of water between these two points. Fur- 
thermore, the stability being mostly artificial, the requisite 

amount of stability to the amount of power or sail can be ac- 
curately determined, thereby insuring a thoroughly safe boat— 

which result has not been and cannot be reached with center- 
boards. 

“T havenow demonstrated theoretically, practically and mathe_ 

matically that the keel boat is the only kind of craft worthy of 

notice by the thorough séa-going yachtsman. 

‘* Rafore concluding, I will trespass upon your patienee for 2 

few moments to glance briefly at the keel boat from three im— 

portant points of view not hitherto touched upon, namely, the 
historica], the poetical and the artistic. 

“ First, the historical point of yiew. The yery earliest keel boat 

of which we have any authentic account is entered ipon the pare 
of history as the Ark, commanded by Gapt. Noah. The news- 
papers of that period haying all been destroyed, we have no 

records of her qualitiesas far as regards speed, and we find her 

name connected with but one important race, namely, the 

human race, which to-day would cut a very small figure had she 

not been a stanch, seaworthy, A No.1 keel yacht. There appears 
to be no doubt that at one time at least she was fast, very fast, 
upon Mount Ararat, and her captain and crew appéar to have 

been eminently satisfied with her performance in that regatta: 
She distanced all her competitors, and left them so far behind 

that they have never been heard of since. As they are now some 

6,000 years behind time, they would probably beruled out of the 

race, even should they yet arrive. It is probable that the rest 
were cenier-hoard boats, which fact wonld account for their 

failure to put in an appearance, as the weather upon tbat occasion 

was exceedingly stormy, and they, without doubt, vame to grief 

in the heavy gale which prevailed, and which nothing but a fel 

boat could haye hoped to Lvethrough. This ‘melancholy result 

appears to haye puta damper upon céenter-boards for many suc- 

ceeding centuries, and itis only within the last fifty years that 

they haye begun to emerge from obscurity, and are now strug— 

gling to recover from the utter demoralization consequent upon 

that untoward event. 

“Since then the keel boat has sailed triumphantly down the sea 

of time, and has survived the wreck of empires which il raised to 

the zenith of commercial prosperity. We behold the keels adapt- 

ing themselves to the various tastes of the successive nations of 

antiquity, diverse and changing as to her upper structure, but 

always with the same deep, underlying principle of keel. At one 

time she appears the gorgeous galley of Cleopatra, adorned with 

silken sails, bearing that illustrious but scantily-clad young 

woman on her various missions of Joye and vengeance seross the 

blue waters of the sparkling Adriatic. Ayvain we behold her (not 
Cleopatra, but the keel boat) carrying Commodore Julins Crsar 

with his cohorts of Roman noses to the shores of Great Brita 

and distributing civilization and the arts and sciences among the 
benighted inhabitants of that henthenislund. Still later, we see 

her wafting Captain Colimbus and his crew of adventurous 
mariners over the truekless wastes of the unexplored Atlantic, on 

a yoyare of discovery, with whose momentous results probably 

most of us are more or less familiar, Where would now be the 

British lign hudit not been for Commodore Cresur and his keel 

boats? Inslead of standing on the Tower of London, with bris- 

tiling mane and erected tail, roaring detiance to tha world, he 
would have been sitting upon his haunches in his native cave 
on the banks of the Thames, glaring with hungry eyes upon a 

howling wilderness. Where would now be the American eagle, 

hadit not been for Captain Columbus and fis keel boats? Not 

where he now is, perched upon the dome of the Capitol at Wash- 

ington, surrounded bya halo of Star Spangled Banners and Fourth 

of July orations, und waxing fat pon the inexhaustible supply of 
buncombe which flows continually from the halls beneath him. 
Instead of enjoying all this luxury, he would be sitting upon a, 

stump beside some solitary lake in the Rocky Mountains, igno- 
miniously watching for a chance io sleal from some fish-hawk 

his hard-earned supper. Without the assistance of these keel 

boats one-half the globe would be a trackless forest, and the ciy— 

lization of the world would be confined to the mainland of the 

Eastern continent. 
Thus we see, that the keel boat is pretiminently the boat of 

history, and is associated upon its pages with many of its most 
glorious and important achievements. We also find thatitis the 
only kind of yessel recognized by literature, pociry, painting 

and the arts. We read of 
‘“« The hardy mariner whose keel plows through the realm of un- 

discoverd seas,’ and not ‘the hardy mariner whose center-board 

plows through the} realm of undiseoyered seas.’ Also 

"* The thunder laden fleet 
Whose cleaving keels o'er the rebellious crest 

Of angry ocean ride,’ 

and not 
‘*' The thiinder laden fleet, 

Whose vleaying center-hoarda o'er the rebellious crest 

Of angry ocean ride.” 
“ Tnstances innumerable like these might be cited to proye that 

poetry not only deals exclusively with keel boats, but also con- 

siders the keel itself an essential element in thelr construction. 
This fact isapplicable inan equal degree to painting. Who eversaw 

an idealized boat represented on the canvas with a center-hoard? 
Take, for Instance, that celebrated series, Cole's ‘Voyage of 
Life,’ Do we behold that allegorical infant embarking in his al- 

legorical boat with an allegorical center-board sticking up in the 
middle? By nomesans. A genius at once as poetical and practi- 

onl as Mr. Cole would never think of intrusting as importanta 

matter as the ‘ Voyage of Life,’ to anything else than a keel boat, 
* And now to return to the level of actual life, and the circle of 

our own observation and experience. I would ask what desorip- 
tion of craft has refiected the greatest credit upon the association 
to which we belong? What kind of a yessel was it that twenty” 
five years ago left this port, and, having crossed the Atlantic 
to meet on the other side the assembled yacht Heets of Europe, 
sailed a race in which she so far distanced her competitors, that 

when the news arrived that she was ahead, and the question was 
asked, ‘Who is second?’ the answer came back, ‘There is no 

second—the eel yooht Ameria!’ 
“What kind of n yessel was it, that a few years ago went from | 

here to Cawes and amused herself by sailing around the fast 
yachts of that locality, and, after waiting six months in the yain 
hope of finding some ong bold enough to acespt hor ohallengs, 
leftin disgust? The heel boat Sappho, 

1880, , 
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“We find, therefore, that, the keel boat. is the boat of history, 
the boat of poetry, the bout of painting, and the boat of the prac 

tical! satlor, It has beeb handed down to us from the remotest 
ages, hallowed by ¢lassic associations, indorsed by all the nations 

of antiquity, and through all the vicissitudes of thousands of 
years has neyer been superceded or oxcelled. It has been the 

successful boat of our forefathers from time immemorial, and 
will ba the successful boat of our posterity through all future 
generations!” 
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FIXTURES. 

June 26—Dorchester ¥. 0. Regatta. 
June 26—Washington Village Y. 0. Spring Regatta. 
June ee ee City ¥.C. Harbor Cruise, 
Juné 28—Hast River Y. OC. Annual Regatta. 
June 29—N. ¥. ¥. ©., Brenton Reef Challenge Cup, 
July 3—Heyerly Y. C. Championship Races, Nahant, 
July 3-5—Quaker City Y.C. Spring Oruise. 
July 4—S8an Francisco Y. C. Cruise to Napa. 
July 5—Quaker pe Y.C, Pennsgrove Regatta, 
July 5—Cleveland Y, Asso. Open Regatta. 
July 5—Proyincetown ¥. C. Annual Ornise. 
July  —Seawanhaka ¥. C, Corinthian Qrutee. 
July 14—Quincy Y. C. Championship Kegubta. 
July 16-22—San Francisco ¥. C. Annual Cruise. 
July 17—San Francieco Y. C. Annual Regatta, 
July 1j—Proyincetown Y, C. Rugatta, 
July 18—Quaker City ¥. C. Harbor Cruise, 
duly 21—Salem Bay ¥- C. Annial Regatta. 
July — Buffalo Y. C. Regatta, 
duly 31—Beyerly Y, C, Championship Races, Swampscott. 
Aug. 1—Provincetown Y. C, Union Reyatta. 
Aug. 3—Cande Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug. 4—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George, 
Aug, 5—Canoe Congress Kezatta, Lake George. 
Aug. 6—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug. pees City ¥. C. Harbor Cruise, 
Aug, §—New York Bay Repatta. 
Aug. 1I—N. ¥. ¥..C, Annual Cruise Hastward. 
Aug.12—Quiucy Y.C. Championship Kegatta. 
Aug, 14 or 21—Beverly ¥. C, Oyen Regatta, Swampscott, 
Aug. 14—Washington Village Y. C, Regatta. 
Aug, 15-29—Quaker City ¥. 0. Annual Cruise. 
Aup. 17—Salem Bay Y. G, Mall Regatta, 
Aug.18—Provincetown Y. GC, Regatta, 
Aug.— Buffalo Y. 0. Regatta. 
Aug. 26—Quiney Y. 0, Keratta, 
Aug. 28—Beyerly Y. C. Chanipionship Racus, Beverly. 
Sept, 4—Boston Y,C. Annual Regatta, 
Sept, 9—Provincetown Y. CG, Fall Regatta. 
Sept. 10—Quiney ¥, C. Fall Regatta. 
Sept. 11—Dorehester ¥. C. Open Matches. 
Sept. 11—Washington Village Y. C. Rigatta. 
Sept, 13—Quaker Oily Y. C. Pall Rogatta. 
Sept. 18—Beverly ¥..C. Special, Nahant. 
Sept. —Beyerly Y. C. Special, Cotuit. 
Sept. 28—Quaker City Y. C. Closing Cruise, 
Sept. 29—N. Y. ¥. C., Cape May Challenges cup. 
Oct. §$—Washin¢ton Village Y, C. Fall Kegatta. 

THE Dogs AT HEIDELBERG.—The students’ dogs at 

Heidelberg, one of the great German universities, is thus 
pleasantly described by Mark Twain in his new book, 
A Tramp Abroad :”’— 
Nine tenths of the Heidelberg students wore no badge 

or nniform ; the other tenth wore caps of various colors, 
and belonged to social organizations called ‘'corps,” There 
were five corps, each witha color of its own ; there were 
white caps, blue caps, and red, yellow, and green ones, 
The famous duel fighting is confined to the ‘'corps” boys. 
The ‘‘Knetp” seems to be a speciality of theirs, too, 
Kneips are held, now and then, to celebrate great occa- 
sions—like the election of a beer king, for instance. ‘The 
solemnity is simple; the five corps assemble at night, and 
at a signal they all fall loading themselves with beer, out 
of pinf mugs, as fast as pose and each man keeps his 
own counts—usually by laying aside a lucifer match for 
each mug he empties, The election is soon decided, 
When the candidates can hold no more, @ count is inmsti- 
tuted, and the one who has drunk the greatest number 
of pints is proclaimed king, 

Tt seems to bea part of corps etiquette to keep a dog or 
so, too, I mean a corps dog—the common property of 
the organization, like the corps steward or head seayant— 
then there are other dogs, owned by individuals, 
Ona summer afternoon in the Castle gardens I hays 

seen six students march solemnly into the grounds, in 
single file, each carrying a a bright Chinese parasol and 
leading a prodigious dog by a string. Ib was.a veryim- 
posing spectacle. Sometimes there would be about as 
many dogs around the pavilion as students ; and of all 
breeds and of all degrees of beauty and ugliness, These 
dogs had a rather dry time of it, for they were tied to the 
benches and had no amusement foran hour or two at a 
time except what they could get out of pawing af the 
gnats or trying to sleep and not succeeding. owever, 
aes got alunip of sugar occasionally—they were fond 
of that. ‘ 

Tt seemed right and pens: that students should indulge 
in dogs ; but eyery body else had them too—old men and 
young ones, old women and nice young ladies, If there 
is one spectacle that is unpleasanter than another it is 
thatof an elegantly dressed young lady towing a dog by 
a gas § Tt is said to be thesign and symbol of blighted 
love, Jt seems to me that sore other way of advertising 
it might be devised, which would be just as conspicious 
and yet not so trying to the proprieties, 

—_—@e—— 

THE Cape Hoyting Doc,—Among the most recent 
additions to the Zodlogical Society’s collections in Re- 
gent's Park, London, is a Cape hunting dog, Itis a queer 
beast, with shifty ways that give it an appearance of 
irresolution and occasionally of crazy bewilderment, in- 
duced, no doubt, by the consciousness that ifs features 
justify its being looked pon as neither dog nor anything 
alse, but something halfway toward the first byena and 
about as far from the last wolf. Tn a wild state it is a 
creature of Intense ferocity, and as active as it is fierce, 
sweeping in packs from provinee to province, tayaping 
the colonist's Hocks and hunting down the wild herds of 
the plains, Nothing is safe from it when at liberty, and 
in captivity if issaid to be untamable. Probably, there- 
fore, no other occupant of the society's gardens will find 
its new life so miserably circumscribed, so flat and dull 
5 will this wild hyena-hound of Africa. 
a 
NOTES AND QUERIES. 

Fish HOOKED IN GIuis.—Why do writers on angling writes 
fish with *‘hooksin their mille?” Ave fish often, or syer, caught 
in that way? 
Fish are hooked in the jaws or Im the stomach—sometimes 

the side, back or tail, butLdo net remember in Afty years 
aneling te have sean ene taken with a kook im ite sills, - 

: 8, @, 6, 
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PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

| UNBOUNDED CONFipENCcE.—Peck's Sun, Mil- 
yalkee, Wis., in referring to Warner's Safe 

| Remedies, has thé following: “H. H. Warner 
& Co., Rochester, N. Y.,are the sole proprietors ; 
we have a perfect faith in the efficiency of their 
preparations, and an unbounded confidence in 
the truth of all that is good, and said of them,” 

—EEs 

Bench Show Scoring Cards, with complete 
table of points, by Edward J, Forster, Secretary 
Massachesetts Kennel Club. By the table the 

value of any particular point of any breed, ac- 
cording to Stonehenge, can beseen ata glance. 
wenty-five contsper package, or five packages 

for $1, postpaid. Send currency or stamps. Ad- 

dress Hdward J. Forster, Charlestown, Mass. 
—->—— 

—We callattention to advertisement of mas- 
tiffs for sale, in this issue. 

Miscellaneous, 

KEEP’S Shirts, the Best. 
KEEP'S SHIRTS, the ee yet 
KEEP'S PAT, PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

finished. 
KEEP’S KID GLOVES, none better. 
KEHP’S UN DEKWEAR, the best, 
IKEEP’S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KEEP'S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate. 
KEEP'S NECKWEAR, latest novelties. 

BEP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas- 
ure, 6 for $10, 

BREBP'S PAT, PARTLY-MADESHIRTS,6 for $7. 
KEEP’S GOLD PLATE COLLAK AND SLEEVE 
BUTTON, free with eyery half dozen of 

_KEEP’S SHIRTS. 
KEEP'S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of 
the Union, at KEEP’S risk. 

KEEP'S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST, 

| Money refunded for goods not satisfactory, 

Samples and circulars free to any address. 

Keep Manufacturing 60. 
'631, 633, 635, and 637 RBOADWAY, N. ¥, 

Hoorsman’s Archery 
Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 

The. Maurice Thompson, Father of Archery in this country 5 
Halt IT. ‘Thompson, Esg., Champion Archer of the United States. 
Henri G. Garter, Esq., Pres't of the National Archery Aesociation, 
4. 8, Brownell, Req., Preatdent of the Eastern Archery Association ¢ 

and other leading Archers. 
Special attention is called ta HonsMan’s SPAMIEH YEW-BACKED 

Bows snd footed peacock feathered Arrows. 
| Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue of Archery & Lawn Tenzin 

E. I, HORSMAN, 
30 & 82 William Street, New York. 

2" Sole Agent for Browne ' Archery Score 
Book and Score Cards 

BROWN'S PATENT 
=] GUN CLEANER. 
a THE BRST 

wa. Cleaner and Oiler 
_# For Hreech-loading Arms 

in market. 

ollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush) 
and fuil directions sent free of postage. 

In offering give callbre of gun. Send for errcular. 
Patentes, Address Ts YARDLEY BROWN NGe Pa, | 

Wild Fow! Shooting. 

For One D 

SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 
T. REAT, SHINNECOCK, BAY, L. I. 

b 
Br A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 

6d wWild-geese decoys on the coast, 

by himself to his guests, 
praca: Address Win. N, LANE, 

Way and, Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N.Y. 

WALLACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 

FIFTH EDITION. 
exhustive hand-book for sportsmen and N 

A tourists. No Visitor to the Adirondacks should 
bewithoutit. For sale at this office. Price, post 
paid, $1.50. 

HALLOCK’S 

Sportsmen’s Gazetteer 

. BY @HARLES HALLOCK, 
PRICH, $3. 

(FORISALEI AT THIS ONFION, 

ayman. Hasalways on hand the best of 
oats, batteries, etc., with the largestrig of train— 

W The best 
round in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
ehooting of all varieties. Specialattention given 

and satisfaction guaran- 
Good Ground, L.I, 

Refers by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 891 Broad- 

ro _—aao“€ i 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 
Highest Quality Flies. 

Large Maine 

“ce 

ee 

te 

ae 
Large 

ee 

REVERSED WINGED ( 

Small to medium Trout, reversed wings, 
‘er fe 

Small Black Bass, 

te 

eh 

ce 

trolling on double gut, 

ce 

ce 

. We have over three hundred patterns in stock, and can tie any pattern to order. 
~ given per dozen ; we do not sell less than one dozen, but will give any assortment in the dozen. All 
our flies are tied on our celebrated Spring Steel Sproat Hooks, 
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- $1 50 Per doz, 
ee ‘e 

Any of the above flies tied with jungle cock shoulders and golden pheasant crest tails at 50 cents 
per dozen extra. 

Salmon flies according to pattern, “ ~ 
The celebrated ‘‘ Corduroy ~ (silver or gold) trout and bass flies, 

$3 OO to $6 OO Per doz. 
$3 00 per dozen. 

Prices are 

ABBEY & IMBRIE. 

48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

ALDRED'S YEW BOWS. 
LB 

—=—S> = 
= ,e == 

es Se ——_ = 

The 
i= 

SEND FOR WEIGHTS AND PRICES. 

‘ MANUFACTURER OF 

a hale “* Fishing Tackle and Archery, 
50 Fulton street, N. Y. 

S5O0LE AGHNTS FOR 

&S THOMAS ALDRED, London, 

Pineswa seer ERY inthe YVvorla: 

Fox’s Patent Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 

HE SIMPLEST and BEST GUN in the Market. 
Purchasers of our higher priced guns will receiye an interest in the business. 
examine, or send for circular. 

ov Sule. 

FOR SALE, 
An. Barthiy Paradise, 

PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. 

Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md. mayl3,6m 

ek SALE—Complete set (13 vols.) For- 
P est and Stream, in perfect condition, with 
indexes; two vols. bound. Price $15, Address 
June 10-3 G. BR. WILSON, Elgin, Ill. 
ee EE EE Se ee ee 

ED FOXES FOR SALE—Address BOX 
No. 117, Uniontown, Fayette Co., Pa. tf 

$425 
tan setter bitch, about 14 months old, a good re- 
triever and broken on quail, now_in whelp to a 
black and tan Gordon setter; Pedigreed; $20, 
W. Y. CLARKE, 1729 Eighth street, N, W.,Wash- 
ington, D. ©. Jonely,3t 

FLORIDA BIRD SKINS. 
TUFFED SKINS OF BHRAUTIFUL 
Tropical Birds. Natural History ae ess 

from the land and sea. WM. P, NEELD, 
Pinellas, Florida. 

ENUINE INDIAN MOCASSINS.— 
Also @ number of 

A REMINGTON CREEDMOOR RIFLE 
FOR SAUE.—Leather case, fittings com- 

plete, perfectly new, never fired. Address, or 
call on, W. C. ROGERS, 21 Barclay st., N. ¥. 

Junez4,1t 

OR SALE.—A W, C. Scott & Son’s Gun, 28-In. 
barrels, 10-bore, 8} lbs., top action, rebound- 

ing locks, perfect condition. Cost $150; will sell 
or exchange for 12-gauge bore. Apply to No. 
645 Gates av., Brooklyn, N.Y, une24,1t 

O EXCHANGE—Four bound vols. of 
Skinner’s old * Turf ister and Sporting 

Magazine,’ from August, i September, 
exehange forasolid colored 18355 will greyhound 

biteh ; fawn goler, reterred ; must be of good 
i ress 

June 10-4 Ri, M. ©., this offies, 

NO HINGE TO GET LOOSE. 
Call and 

O. H. FOX, Agent, 
36 JOHN STREBT, NEW YORK. 

Sportsmen's Gooils. 

THE AMES SPORTING CANNON, 
MADE BY THE 

Ames Manufacturing Company, 
Chicopee, Mass. 

HIS GUN is a small bronze breech- 
loading cannon, adapted to the use of cam- 

paign clubs, celebrations, yachting, signal and 
Sporting purposes generally. The gun is made 
of U. Government standard bronze, is 12 
inches long, 1} inches caliber, and weighs 20 1bs.; 
it is mounted on a solid cast iron carriage weigh- 
ing 112lbs. It can be readily carried in a proces- 
sion by two men, and meets a want long felt for 
a small, convenient and safe gun. Metallic shells 
for cartridges are furnished,which can be refilled 
and fired indetinitely, and by their use the possi- 
bility of fire being leftin the pun is obviated. 
The shells are filled with common coarse sport- 
ing powder, and fired bya U. 8. service percus- 
sion cap. The gun is simple in construction; 
easy of operation ; no exposure in loading and 
firing ; and is the most complete bresoh-loading. 
gun made for this purpose. 

Ghre Hemnel. 

Pye Laverack pups ; Carlowitz in the 
Stud, fee low. Secrets revealed ; send two 3 

cent stamps. M. Von CULIN, Del. City, Del. 

OR SALE.—Field Trial Setter puppies 
out of my Flirt (Rock-Starlight), by Avery 

W. Give’s Fred (Rink-Mollis); UC For 
particulars, address A. J. WARD, 

Junez4-26, 448 Bederal st,, Boston. 

OR SALE.—Imported White Bull Ter- 
rier Grab, 2+ years old; weight 16 1bs.; is of 

eaceful disposition, and yery handsome; sold 
for no fault. Fox Terrieir Slip, 9 months. old, 
and out of best stock in England. These dogs 
will be sold ata low figure.as owner ia closing 
out stock. BEACON KENNEL, 
Junez4-1t. 23 Myrtle st., Boston. 

OR SALE.—Black Pointer, Pete II., are three 
and a half years. Broken on quail, snipe 

and woodcock; stanch, anda good retriever on 
land and water. Address, T. P. MONTGOMERY, 
Harrisburg, Pa. Junezt,1t 

OR SALE.—Black and tan Gordon set- 
ter PUPS. oné male and two bitches, wauelDes 

April 30th, good, pedigrees, Address BOX 241. 
Meli'ose, Mass. JunezZ4,1t 

Ghee Aennel, 

[PORTANT TO EXHIBITORS, 
h k. H. G. FOSTER, of Leeds House, 

; Stockton-on-Tees, England, the most sue- 
cessful exhibitor and breeder of puss in the 
kingdom, hasforsale 4 very hand-ome pug biteh, 
age two years; just been served by that grand 
dog Young Comedy, sire Immense Comedy. win 
ner of first prizes and cups at allthe principal 
exhibitions in England, Ireland and Scotland, 
Including champion prizes at Crystal Palace, 
London, Birmingham, Dublin and /dinburgh. 
Also champion prize at English Kennel Chib's 
Show this week in London. Theo bith will be 
warranted to be in whelp, and must proye a val- 
uableinvestment; her litter of puppies will amply 
repay the purchaser. She willbe carefully sent 
in proper traveling box, from Liverpool, on re- 
ceipt of twenty-five pounds. Mr. H. G. Foster 
has bred and exhibited the following celebrated 
pug dogs: The Immense Comedy, champion of 
the world; Champion Cleveland, Moltke, Banjo. 
Odin, Tichborne, ete., and can refer any intenil- 
ing purchaser to Hugh Dalziel, Hsq., of London, 
the judge at the late New YorkShow. Full pedi- 
gree giyen with bitch whensold. Tull address, 

H. G. FOSTER, Leeds House, 
Stockton-on-Tees, Co. Durham, England. 

July24-It. 

OR SALE—Three handsome red Irish setter 
- pups, eight weeks old, large, sirong and 

healthy, out of Nora, she by champion York x 
Belle; and one braee of handsome Llewellyn 
pune out of Belle, she by Pride of the Border x 
Kirby and Warwick, both parents being thor- 

Junel7,tf 

ANTED-—One or two dogs to train 
for Field Trials. M. VON CULIN, Del- 

aware City, Del. Junezstt. 

EDIGREES.—For samples and prices 
send two three cent stamps to M. VON 

CULIN. (See above.) Junerzitt. 

MPORTED ENGLISH BEAGLE hounds 
and pups, genuine Colley pups from imported 

arents ; high class Skye terriers and pups; Eng- 
ish fox hound puppies, etc., all of the highest 
excellence and lowest prices, Address ALLER- 
TON KENNELS, 619 Walnut street Philadeiphia. 

June?é It, 

ORY O’MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O’Morein the stud. The nandsomest, 

as well'as one of the best field and best bred red 
Trish dogs in the United States. Winner of first 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
1879; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 
the gold nécklace at New York, 1880. For sale, 
thoroughbred pups. Address W. N. CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N. ¥. June24, tf 

ASTIFFS FOR SALE,—Six pair of 
a pure English mastiffs, mated and crossed 

to breed; price, $150 to $200 a pair. Vhisis a rare 
chance to yet first-class stock reasonable, Ap- 
ply to W. & P. GRAND, Toronto, Canada. N- $. 
—Pups four weeks old for sale. Junezs,2t 
SS ee Se 

ASH IIL, Ex-CORNELIA.—Cornelia 
by Leicester, ex-Dart: one dog and three 

bitches; ready to deiiver in July. 
Address, L, SHUSTER, Jr., Tl2 Callowhill at., 
Jiune2z4-1t. Philadelphia. 

LACHINE KENNELS. 

bred to Bijou, this week, June 21st. 
GEO. D. ALL, P, 0. Drawer oer 
dumezd-tt, New Tork, 
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Ghee Hensel. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

‘PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
begs to inform Ladiedand Gentlemen in America 
that he pursbases and sends out dogs of any de- 

sired breed. fit for the highest competition. 

N. B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken- 
nels. deacl) tf. 

THE BLU® STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 

M. P. McKOON, FRANKLIN. DEL. CO,, N. Y- 
KBEP ONLY COCKERS of the tinest strains. 
T sell only young stock. T wuarantee satis- 

faction and sate delivery to every customer. 
These beautiful and intelligent dows cannot be 
beaten for ruffed grouse and woodcock shooting 
and retrisying. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
will get printed pedizrees, cireulars, testimo- 
nials eto. 

K 9 KENNELS. 
REAKING, breeding, boarding. Large 
stream on the pluce, and daily access. Best 

feed and care. Terms casy, L[iclose stamp. 
By mail—K 9 Mange Cure, 50c.; K 1) Worm Pow- 

dérs, 500.; K 9 Flea Powders, 0c4 K 9 Soap, 25c. 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del. Address 

E. & C. YON CULIN, 
Dover, Del. P.O. Box 218. 

FLEAS! 
SE DR. AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

a safe and efficacious remedy and preyen- 
tive for fleas and ail eruptions of the skin pro- 
duced by them. 1t cleanses the hair of all im- 
purities, purges it of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
erties. It is impossible for fleas to live where it 
isused. Price, 25 cents per cake. For sale by all 
druggists. Wholesale depot, 16: Lincoln street 
Boston. Dr, Watts offers for sule the largest 
assortment in America of dogs of all breeds, All 
diseases of dogs skillfully treated. Medicines 
with full instruction, sent foany address upon 
recaipt of one dollar, The fact that Dr. Watis 
has for four consecutive years neld by appoint- 
ment the posi ion of Special Olficer of the City 
of Boston to have charge of unlicensed dog's, is 
sufficient guarantee of reliability. All commu- 
nications and orders will receive prompt atten- 
tion. Address DR. AL. WATTS, 
Mar 20-tf {64 Lincoln street. Boston, Masa. 

Imperial Kennel RN 

Pil) ; 
‘i My Setters and Pointers thor- 
i Dy) oughly Field Broken. 

Young Dogs handled with 
skill and judgment. 

Dogs have dailv access to galt 
‘ water. 

1 WN. B—Seiter and Pointer 
Puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. C. GLOVER,Tome River, N. J 
a i 

ANTED.—An obedient, prime work- 
ing English or Irish setter dog, not over 

four years old. Must be thoroughly broken on 
woodeock, and must retrieve well, must havea 
fine nose, and be thoroughly staunch and obedi- 
ent; pedigree not much object ; extra field work 
igs what I want. No one unwilling to send his 
dog to me at my expense, both ways for one 
week's trial, need answer this advertisement. 
References, Forest and Stream Pub, Oo., Bank 
of Montreal, Montreal, Glatiin, Coburn & Co., 
Boston. Others given if desired. Address with 
full description and particulars, 

GEORGE 0, GOUDHUE, Danville, 
Juiy-At. Richmond Cp., Province Quebec. 

NGLISH MASTIFF PUPS FOR SALE, 
—Full pedigree. Address WM. H. LEE, 

Junely-2t. Boston. 

Neversink Lodge Kennels, 
Tho following celebrated Dogs are in 

the stud. 

i 
' 

Docs: 
8t, Bernard dog Marco"; rough coated, two 

years old; a magnificent animal—Rey. J. Cum- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hunoyer 
Show and Rochester. 
New Foundland dog “ Keeper’; four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel Show, 1879. 
Pointer dog, * Croxteth"; liver and white; one 

anda half years old; out of Lord Sefton’s re- 
nowned stock—one of the handsomest pointera 
in the United States. Second prize in the Han- 
over International Show. 
Blue Belton setter, ** Decimal Dash,” eighteen 

months, old; sired by Llewellyn’s celebrated 
eps —& magnificent stud dog—neyer exhib- 

Irish setter, ‘Rover II"; pure red;son of Mac- 
gona's champion “Royer.” Neyer exhibited. 
English setter, ‘Ranger 1; a pure bred Lav- 

érack, son of Macdona's celebrated 't Ranger.’ 
His get won tirstat Hanover and Paris shows, and 
second at Puppy Stakesin Hastern Field Trials 
1879. 
Stud fee, $25.00. 

© or Sale. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

Bitches. 
Bt. Bernard “Braunfels,” rough coated, out of 

Prince Solm's celebrated stock; a magnificent 
bitch, in whelp to “Marco,” Ist prizes in Han- 
ever and Rochester show. 
Pointer “ Queen,” liver and white, IstWestmin- 

mer Kennel Show 1878, in anelp to * Croxteth. 
Gordon setter Beauty,” Ist Boston Show 1878, 

@aid New York Show 1878. 
Pointer ‘ Dora'—liver and white, out of 

* Queen” and * Sancno.” 
Blue Belton setter“ Silk’* ; 

gafish Better” Moya,” out of Col. Hilliard’s 
Palmerston,” in whelp to “Rover 1. 
English Setter“ Donna,” white and lemon. 
eps canbe secured by an sarly application. 

Besides Toffer forsale pointers and setters of 
minor analy: butof s00d thoroughbred stock 7 
full pedigrees. Also, several puppies of cham- 
pion “ Queen,” by champion “ Sensation." 
ay Terese the services of Macdona's re- 

nowned field trial breaker Tam prepared to book 
orders for thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autumn, 1880, Particulars will be furnished on 
application ta A. E. GODEFFROY, x 

= Guymard, Orange Coa,, N. V2 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

WILKIN 

' BADGES 

SON & LENNON, 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made ‘%t@ S| 
to Order. ae? 

Ghe Kennel. 

RARE CHANCE,.—For sale, Hnglish 
t setters: Don, a splendid large orange, 
white tfieked dog, brother to Champion Mance, 
but superior every way, $50; Moil,a very beauti- 
ful bitch, orate white, black points, two first 
prizes, $75; Dick, a very fine dog, orange white 
black pointS; Rusa IL, orange white ticked, 
second prize ; she with Dick, 3100; the best brace 
IT ever shot over. Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelve months old, very fine, full of hunt, 
$20 each; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Laverack combined, Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each, A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa IL. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural field qualities. Tbis isa chance you can- 
not afford to lose if you want tine stock tor very 
little money. Address ASA L. SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N. ¥. Junezstt. 
ST 

T, BERNARDS FOR SALEH,—The un- 
dersipned, wishing to reduce his kennel, olfers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best European strains. To be sold for no 
fault. For prices, edie etc., address. 

© ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., 0.8. A. 

BERKLEY-RHUE. 
HAVE FOR SALE some very fine all red Trish 
setter puppies out of my Rhue, by champion 

Berkley, whelped March 14th, 1860. 
Por turther particulars address 

THOMAS A, ADDISON, 
maylé,lmo. 218 Broadway Square, Chelsea,Mass. 

MANGE. 
SCRATCH EHS. 
GLOVER'S IMPERIAL MANGE CURE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin disewses of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One application 
is usually all thatis necessary. For SCRATCHES 
in HORSHS it has no equal. H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop’t’r Iinperial Kennel, Tom’s River, N.J, 
Agents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

st., N. ¥.; Joun P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos. 0. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phila,; F.P. Taylor, 72 East Madison st., Chicaga; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St. 
Louis. Price, 50 cents. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
<«RUSH.” 

“Tn the Stud.” 
Rush islemon and white, and winner at New 

York, Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Louis- 
ville Shows. He is an excellent field dog; fine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch. For full partic- 
ulars, pedigree and field qualities address 

EDMUND ORGILL, 
1,096 Dean street, Brooklyn, N. Y-. 

an.22-tl. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer. 

For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each, 

Wholesale Agents — Charles L. Ritzman, 945, 
Broadway, N. Y= Bruen & Hobart, 214 Fulton 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co,, 309 N. Third 
Street Phila.; Finley & Thompson, 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La,; W.-H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore. 
Cure or Destroyer sent by mail on receipt of 

20C., to L. A. MICKE, Easton, Pa. 
ee 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—I am pre- 
pared to take a limited numbor of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelye, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has ali the natural instincts. Hefer- 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $74, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. A 
WINTHR, Cairo, Thomas County, Msp ha 

Jet 2,0 

Bee $25. 

a es 
OR SALE—A red setter dog puppy, ten 

. months old, by Rake, out of Belle IT. 
Rakehby Dr, Gautier’s Dan and Layéerack’s Kuby. 
Belle IL. by Dr. Strachan'’s Dan IT., out of same 
owner's Belle, The puppy shows signs of being 
an extra fine field dog,is very handsome, and in 
Boda Poumon: Address X. Y. Z., this office. 
Junes.b a 

FOREST AND STREAM EENNEL. 
Licwellyn setter, Rattler, in the stud. ®Rat- 

Her isa handsome blue belton, black points,win- 
ner of four bench prizes; sire, Rob Roy, he by 
Layerack’s Fred,out of Slatter’s Phoebe, founder 
of the field trial strain, winner of five Bnelish 
field trials, out of pure Laverack imported bitch 
Pickles; she by Licwellyn’s Prince, winner of 
Oyo firsts and three championships, out of 
Llewellyo’s MMU TT.; no better blood in America. 
Willserve bitches nt $15. Litters warranted. Tam 
breeding to Rattler the following bitches:— 
Mell, a beautiful blue belton, black points, sire 
Jack, dain Spot, winner of first and second 

acials at Detroit, Mich., 1879, also frstat Boston 
1879 in native classes y+ Fly, a very fine roan bel- 
ton bitch, sive Shot, dam imported Fannies Pat, 
orange and white, out of Belle, by Royal George. 
Puppies bred from above, fine stock, for sale 
cheap. Address, with stamp, L. I, WHITMAN, 
Detroit, Mich, Deell,tf 

Ghe Hennel. 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custem House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREDT, NEW YORE. 
ReeR ES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 

Fowls, ete, to any destination. Kennel 
Chibs, Sportsmen and othera, intending to import 
dogs trom Hurope, should have their stock con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in repard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 
” pans POWDER is guaranteed to kill 

fleas on dogs orany other animals, or money 
returned. Ibis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use. Simple and efiicavious. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

AREGA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recommended by Rop AND 
Gun and FOREST AND Sf'REAM. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. ¥- 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
oct 13 1 Cortlandt Street, NW. ¥. 

OR SALE—Red Irish setter puppies— 
The Baltimore Kennel Club offer for sale a 

litter of puppies out of their Trish bitch Plounce 
TI. (first at New York and Boston, 1874), by Dere 
(first at Philadelphia, New York and Boston, 
1879). For information address P. O. box 767, 
Bultimore, Md. June 17-8t 

OR SALE.—Imported English setter 
bitch and seven puppies. Price of bitch, 

$50. Price of puppies, $15 each. No better dogs 
to be found in Canada to-day. 

0, C. BEATTY, Mail Clerk, 
Juli-Bt. Phillipsburg, P. }., & 

OURE IRISH SETTERS for sale, very 
cheap—Champion Blcho, Phinket and Rory 

O'More stock, comprising a litter of puppies six 
weeks old, two bitches pine months old, and one 
broken dog one year old. Address E. J. ROB- 
BINS, Wethersfield, Conn. May 20-¢ 

an. 

Sportsmen's Routes, 

~ Boston and Maine — 
RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland. 

Spring Fishing 
at the 

RANGELEY’S and 
MOOSEHEAD LAI. 

Exeursion Tickets 
Will be placed on sale as Soon as the ies is aut 
Close connections made at Portland with Grand 
Trunk and Maine Central Railways for all rhe 
Fishing Grounds in Maine anf Northern New 
Eogland, 

‘Tickets may be obtained at Boston City Office, 
280 WASHINGTON STREET and at the Station. 
Information by mail, if’ desired. 

JAS, T. FURBER, D, J. FLANDERS, 
Gen. Supt. Gen, Ticket Agent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Ronte of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
inia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
lleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 

Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their yarieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, e, pickerel, ete, 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman Carried free, 4 

The Route of the Tourist, 

through the niost beantiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteville with the South. All modern 
improyementa in equipment. 

CONWAY R. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket t 
. Richmond ¥ may ly 

[June 24, 1880, 

Spovismen's Routes. 
eee 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, ee effect March 1th, 1880. Lew 

HUNTER'S PT (Flatbush Ave., B'klyn, 4 min. 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.35 A.M,, 8.35, 4.35, $.35 p.m. Sundays, 
A.M, 

A Col. P't& Whitestone, 7,35, 8.45, 10, 11.36 AM. 
2.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5, 6.85, 0, 6.85, 7, 7.35, $15, 10.45 P.M, 
12.15 mght. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M., 1.35, 6.36, 7, 10 Pp. 
Flushing, 6.3C, 7.35, §.45, 10,, 11,85 A.s1,, 2.35, 2.35, 

4.35, 4, 5.85, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9.151045 P.M, 12.15 night 
Sundays, 9.35, 10,35 4.51,,1.95, 8, 5.85, 7, 10 Pat. 
Far RogkaW ay 8.85, 11 A.M, 4.44, 5.35, 7PM. 

Rockaway Beach, 11 a.m,, 4.35 r.M Sundays, 9AM. 
and 6.35 Psa. 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.35. 11.35 a.m., 4.35, 5.35,0.35 P.M. 

Saturday nights, 155. Sundays, §.35 A.M., 5.0 P. A. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.M, 

1,85, 3.85, 4.35, 5.35, 6.85 Pat. From Flatbush ay, 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Poin 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush av. 
10P.M. Sunday, 9 A.t., 1.35, 6.35 Po. 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 AM., 3.35, 4.35, 5.25, 6.85P.mM. Sundays, 9 
A N., 6.30 P.M. 
Greenport and Sa: ) Harbor, 8 A.M., 8.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 Avw.. 4.35, 6.85 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M, 6.85 PAM. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, § A.M.,8.85, 5.35 Po 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M., 4.35 Pw. Sundays, 9 AM. 
Patchogue, 8.85 A.M., 4.35, 5.35 Pat. Sundays, 9 

A.M. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 AsM., 3,85, 4.35 

6.35, 6, T Pm. Monday, We esday, Triday and 
Baturday nights, 12.15. Sundpys,9 A... 6.35 P. 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M., 1.35 ).M., Tuesdays, We 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER'S P*'T & WALL ST, ANNI —Leaye 

Pier 17, ©. R. (toot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, §.30, 
10,50, 11,80 A.M., 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 Pm. For fur 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc., 
apvly at 220 B'way, cor. Barclay. 

W. M. LAFFAN, Gen’l Pass. Agent. 

Old Dominion Line. 
‘HH STEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of the finest waterfowl and upland 
shooting sections in the country. Connecting di- 
réct for Chincotengue, Cobb’s Island, and points: 
onthe Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country & 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc, Norfolk steamers sal 
Tuesday. Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del. 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, atd p.m. Full 
information given at office, 197 Greenwich st.,N Y, 

septss-ly. 
ee 

“THE FISHING LINE.” | 
TAKE THE , | 

Grand Ra ds & Indiana R.R. i 
encrtoarateonn cco 

FOR THY 
Trout, Grayling, and Glack Buss Wisheries, 

AND "HE : 
FAMOU SUMMR RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
and the ape North Woods are unsurpassed, 

he abundance and great variety of 
h 
BROOK TROUT sbound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found ) 
only in those waters: 
The TROUT season begins May land ends Sept § 
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends 
ov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKERELandMUSCA 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the 
many es and lakelets of this territory. 

The sportsman can readily send trophies of hig 
skill to his friends or “club” at home, as ice for 
packing tish ean be had at_many points, 

TAKE YOUR FAMILY WIT OU. Theace 
ney of the North Woods and Lakes is yery bed 
tiful; the airis pure, aay and bracing. The clt 
Toe is peculiarly benelicial to those sullering 

it! wi = . 
Hay Fever and Asthma Affections, 
The hotel accommodations are good, fan go 

passing the average in countriés new enough 
alford the finest of fishing. 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tic 

eta will be sold at low rates,aud attractive tra 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Guaggnd Fishing Tackle Varried Hree 
ner's risk, , 
tisouraimtomakesportsmen feel “at home 

snthisroute. F r Tourist's Guide (an attracti 
Mlustrated book Wf 80 payes), containing full 
formation anit ecurate maps of the Fishing 
Grounds and ‘ime Cards, address A.B. LEBT, 

Ger. Pass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Michy 

T0 SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R, R. Cox; 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines, for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RAGE © SES In t 
Middle States, These lines being CONTINUOUS) 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, ayoid the dif 
ficulties anddangert of reshipment, while the ez 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSIO 
TICKETS are sold atthe offices of the Compan. 
all the principle cities to KANE, REN OVA. B 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also, ¢¢ 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE 3 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COA 

; 

renowned for & ATER BPORT Ak 
FIN AND FEATHER, 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’) Pass, Agent 

Frayne THomson, Gen'l Manager. fetl 
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AMiiscelluncons Advertisements. 

COR! 
NUR 

Y SHOOTING SUITS 
A SPHCTALTY ! 

From Goods of my own Importation-~Dead Grass Color. 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, - 

x VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 
Hull lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete, 

Send for Price-List and Sanuples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, WN. J. 
New York Office, 177 Broadway. 

Hotels wn Routes for Sportemen 

CEAN HOUSE, Speonk, L. I.—First- 
class board; near bay and ocean, forest and 

lakes; funning, fishing, riding, sailing, bathing 
and rowing. Parties will be met at Tay T, FER, 
depot by appointment, 

J. W. TUTHILL, Proprietor. 

IVERSIDE HOUSE, Forked River, 
Ocean County, New Jersey, located directly 

-on, and avoiding lone rides to the water, as at 
Other points on Barnegat Bay, being the nearest 
place to the best gunning and fishing, Superior 
accommodations for sportsmen and families at 
reasonable rates. Send for circulars to CHAS&. A, 
SMITH, Forked River, New Jersey. 

HO! for TROUT FISHING. 

‘and are prepared to oifer every facility to our 
porting friends by way of canoes and guides to 
the trout lakes and streams tributary to the Mag- 
“Anetiewan,and can offer the best of tront fishing 
Within a mile of our hotel; will hayeice and facil- 
ities for packing fish, so that they ean be taken 
tresh to any part of the Northern States. The 
‘road from Rousseau (the head of steam trayel) hus 
been Macadamized and the journey shortened by 
half a day, so that parties leaying Toronto can 
get here in one and a half days. Come up and 
Bee us. IRWIN & OLARKRE, Proprietors. 
Maganettewan Post-Office, Ontario, Canada. 

Maize Etouse, 
PRINCETON, MAINE, 

OOD Perch and Pickerel Fishing. Only two 
hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, so 

famous forits salmon and trout. Passengers by 
thei P.M. train from Boston will reach Princeton 
Bee aoe evening at 6—only 23hours. Guides 
furnished. All inquiries cheerfully responded 

W.G. ROSE to by the proprietors, & CO. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

EUROPEAN PLAN. 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Tom Pomc. 
S FULL OF VERY NICE GAME Trout 
and oo other kind of fish. Anew resort for 

Sportsmen. All who haye visited this pond haye 
gotallthe trout they wanted. Maine Oentral 
Riilroad to Farmington: Stage to Kingfield and 
priyate conyeyance to the farmhouse of Ken- 

medy Smith, five miles to walk from farm to 
pone. At Tim Pond are four good camps and 
Tive boats. Board and use of boat, one dollar 
er day; team ready to haul baggage from farm 
O Gaurp, and guides, if wanted, at reasunable 

KENNEDY SMITH, 
Eustis, Maine, 

' rates. Address 

1680. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada 
OR SALEBY T.W. BOYD, 241 Notre Dame st., 

Montreal, Scotch salmon and trout Rods, Reels 
and Lines, Messrs. Forest & Sons, of Kelso, larre 
and smal! Salmon Flies and Superior Casting 
Lines. Orders promptly attended to. 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

ie PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars‘! DayyGrocket” and ‘Izaak Walton," 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also pro- 
vided with racks and closets for guns and fishing 
tackle, and kennels for dows. p 
Disgrame, rates and other desired information 

furnished on application to Gen’l Supt. P. P. Cc. 
Go., Chicago, jee6 dm108. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME 

Nos, 289 & 290 Washington Market, N. ¥. 

: 

WE FAR-FAMED watets of the Mag- 
anettewan are how within easy access of 

Toronto and the outside world, and arestill teem- 
ing with speckled trout. We have erected a large 
and comfottable hotel in Maganettewan Villuge, 

In eliminating the impnrities of the blood, the 
natural and necessary result is the cure of Serof- 
miousend olherSkin Eraptions & Diseases 
including Cancers, Uleers, and other sores, 

Tt is the best Blood Purifier, and stimu- 
lates every function to more healthful action, 

fm and thus 9 benefit in all diseases. 
Dyspepsia, Weakness of the Stomach, 

Constipation, Dizziness, General Debil- 
i ity, ctc., are cured by the Safe Bitters. Ibis 
unequaled as an Appetizer and Regnlar Tonic. 

 6Tt is a medicine which should be jn every 
family, and which, wherever used, will save 

@ payment of many doctors! bills, . 
= 6s Rottles of two sizes; prices 90 cemts and §2. 

ga=-WARNER’S 
Safe Remedies are 
sold by Druggists 
& Dealers in Med- 
icine everywhere. 

+H. H. Warner & Co., 
Proprietors, 

ROGHESTER, N.Y. 
BG Send for Pamphic 

and Testimonials. 

H. L. DUNCKLEE’S PATENT 

Camping and Mining Stove. 
UST the thing for people camping out 
for a short or long tinie. FOUR SIZES; pri- 

ces REASONAMLE. Send for descriptive circu- 
lars, with prices and terms. 

Will Gook 

‘suosied ZI Jol 

12512x20 INCHES. ‘Sa 98 “LEDIGLA 
NO. 1-CAMP PACKED. 

Maieand sold by TAUNTON IRON WORKS 
CO., 87 Blackstone street, Boston, Mass. 

Gaxidermy, Gir. 

Established 1359. 

Taxidermist Supplies. 
IRD SKINS, Bird Stuffers’ Tools, Glass 
Eyes for Stuffed Birds and Animals, ete. 

Send stamp for reduced price list. 
A.J, GOLBURN, 31 Boylson S8t., Doaton, Mass. 
Paragon Mica for Bird Stands, Rock Work, eto. 

400. per paokare by mail a new thing; best ir 
use. Jy10 ly 

Natural History Store. 
ix the department of Taxidermy IT offer for 

salea very fine assortment of Game Birds of the 
yery best work, and a large assortment of nutive 
and foreign species, all preparei| by first-class 
workmen, 
One case of game birds, which is probably the 

finest in the country Voiter at $300. 

W. J. KNOWLTON, 
168 Traniont ulrect. Boston. Maas. 

ITTERS 

Hlisrellaneous Advertisements, 

SIX STRIP SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODs. 
FOR WROULT AND BLACK BASS FISHING PRICE $LS, 

lwery rod Warranted. 
BEA DEOorRD cw 4 NN TEOnN ky, 

IMPORTERS, 2ANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN FISHING TACKLE, 
BG Washington street, Boston, Mass. 

HAW 7S PIGEON TRAP. 

f : 
2 Pp =< § 
Bd  b 

jee 3 4 
fe N 9 

OF 0 ® 4 
25 O rah 
3) _ £4 A 

5 

HIS TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, ths top level with the surface, When 
the cord is pulled one-half of the lid revolves within the Trap and DRIVES THE BIRDINTO 

THE AIR. Sportsmen willat once appreciate the advantages. Price $4. 

Agents: HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. 

mor“BEATS THE WORLD.’ 42 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokersio Know, 

HE (MAJORITY OF SMOKERS 
are perhaps not aware, that in 
smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice paper, they haye been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POI- 
SONS, thrown vif by all burning paper. 

| namely ; The Oil of Creosote. CHA fo 
|, G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 

CO,, manufacturers of “OLD JODGE™ 
lin Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 

| vented and patented a process, March 
| 5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 

a8 wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effecta 
gf the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 

= = 2 made saliva proof to prevent its break- 
ing or melting in the mouth. ‘The unprecedented popularity of “ OLD JUDGRH” Cigarettes is owing 
to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else haying the 
right to useit. The great advantaye and importance ot this invention willat once be recognized by 
all smokers, and its t'uth demonstrated by the first “OLD JUDG” Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers. Try them and you will use no others. 

Sleep is Prevented by Heat!!! 
pe USED AS A LOTION OR IN THE BATH 

UU pl RESTLESSNESS AND PREVENTS SLEHP- 
) Its judicious use will produce a healthful glow 

KIDNEY TROUBLE. In fact, the SKIN BEING THE PURIFIER OF THE BODY, MUST ACT 
OK DISHASH RESULTS, 

PREVENTS AND CURES MOSQUITO BITES. 
Many of our LEADING PHYSICIANS have given this article their HIGHEST APPROVAL, 

Can be mailed to any Address. Price 25c. for sample. 
Depot 381 Sixth Av., New York, 

Manufactured by GOODWIN & CO.,207 and 209 Waterst., 
NSE VY XSCOmeE, 

frees the pores of the skin and soothes the nerves 
and allays the IRRITABILITY WHICH CAUSES 

in the skin and REMOVE ALL DISAGREBABLE ODOR FROM THE PERSPIRATION, 
The acidity of the body, if not rer-oved by free perspiration, PRODUCES RHEUMATISM AND 

WE MGST EMPHATICALLY CLAIM THAT THIS PREPARATION ENABLES A HEALTH- 
FUL ACTIVITY OF THE SKIN. 

but refuse the use of theirnames, because of the tyranny of ethics, which territies them into silence 
where eyen the most beneficial results must follow their recommendation of the secret preparations. 

Now is the Time to Order HUNTING HATCHETS, 

TENTS,AWNINGS AND FLAGS. | [WITH PATENT COVERS 5 2 perfect protection to the edge; all sizes from one 
pound to four sent by mail on receipt of price. 
One pound, with cover and handles. $1. 
Two pound, F ‘ yy 2. 
Three pound, with cover, without han teen 
Three and a half pound, with cover, without 
bandles .....2- 245022222444: aysaeale tues caa hs 3.50 
Send fora circular. 

A. CROSBY & 0O., Waterville, Me. 
"The Canadian patent for the aboye cover jis 

now forsale. Addressas above.” 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Ball 
AND HIS PATENT 

GLASS BALL TRAP 
For Wing practice. They 

15 

Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists 
and Photographers, slso for Camp Meetings. 
Fancy Tents for families made to order. Awn- 
Fi * 7 Fits be had trom all gun ings of all kinds for Dwellings, Boats, ete.; also het ; 
Yacht and Boat Sails. Flags avd Banners of all ealers. _ Headquarters 
kinds made to order. All work done in best man- forGlass Balls and Traps, 

AGNEW & Co., 153 First 
Ay. Febanety Pa.; A. 
li. BOGARDDS, No 158 
Souca Clark street, Chic— 
ago. Send tor Price List 
For Traps—Hare & Sloan, 
Newark, N. J. 

“Field, Cover and I'ra 
Shooting,” the only Soo. 
eyer publisnard by 3 ‘mar~ 
ket hunter, can ne had at 

the above address, Price $2. 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
CHEAPER THAN GLASS. Samples sent by 

mall, 25 cents. Our Decoy Diving apparatus ia 
deadly on ducks; by mail, $1. 

YOMIVING DECOY CO., Rochester, N.X. 

ner and at yerylow figures. Send for illustrated 
circular. Address8. HEMMENW AY, over Wall 
street. ferry-house, South street, New York. 

Pittsfield, Mass., Cut» Free, 
te titull-Leneth COT, in this vase, 
Gee $10; LOUNGE, in this case, $8. 
Wi Sold Eyerywhere by the Trade 

Hi Je impossible to remain Jong sick when Hop Bittere are used, 0 porfectare they Jn thelr operation. For Wesknoss and Genvral Dubliity, aud a: = prevontiye and cure for Fever and Agut, nothing equals it 

Palsy. ataey, A Ilitls Hop 
digtation, 

Bitte: en bij 

tee 
idton Billa an 

rich blood and long spay 

perfect bealth Cures Drowsl- 

— = ee Rc pelted eibal 

a 
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Guns, Smmunition, ie. Guns, Suommition, tr. Eis, Awnnition, Ete. | Guns, Anmunition, Gtr. 

E.H. MADISON, FOX’S PATENT Es Eaton’s Rust Preventer._ 

scutes, TOREECH-LOQOING SHOT GU, NE BREECH VOMDING) prone, commer, ams cal Instruments. Safeto handle, WILL NOT 

, 664 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

GUM, and will keepin ee climate. Sportsmen 
everywhere in the United States pronouncoitths 
best oil in the market. Judze Holmes, of 
Bay : ty Mich Mies ae eee the best prepara- 

2 Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Daly on ve found int y-tive years of active 
and frequent use of guns.’ 

Guns, 
b The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEG. 

! Ata Bargain! | s.tatge pi rcrona”avenu, emer tity 
UN Stocks altered to fitthe shooter. Guns 

LU 
Heights, N. J. 

hored Full Choke, Modified, Taper, or for Sold by principal New York dealers, and by Wm. 
a fy.| THESE ARE NOT CHEAPGUNS, | Road & Sons, Boston, Mass, I Icittvede & Co, 

WINNING GUNS. 
Send stamp forillustrated price list to 

Maker of Fine Guns. GC. & A. HAYDEN, 
= JACKSONVILLE, ILL, 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE, Sole Importers. 

NEW YORK. 

8 F 
Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fitted, Pin Fires con- 3 

els fitted, Ex- cinnati, O.; E. E. Baton, Chicago, Til.; Brown Pan te Coe Pires, Now Barr i BUT ARE & Hider, St. Louis, Mo.; Thos. W. Parr, Cleye~ 
Repairing of every description dene in an hon = and, aha & Kleibacker, Baltimore, Md.> 

©at manner and at reasonable rates. , Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. ! Crople Sons, Georgetown, D.C.; Jos, C, Grub 
Madison’s Browning Mixture, A1,50c. per bottle. The barrels slide one side} O '@) UW. nal S & Co., Philadelphia. : 
Sportsmen’s and Riflemen’s Sundries. IWto Szinsetosgetimoose. s CANNOT BE SENT BY MATL. 
Shells loaded Ai, and goodssent vyerywhere CG: Prices trom $50 to $300. 

0. D. Send stamp for answers to queries. Jieter- | Send stamp for circular to ATA 
ences from all the clubs of the city. decly tf tae te sera eter ita) A 4 = “ 

i ree oston WA i 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, | 2 ee ea 61 Elm ee a 5 2 3 : Edwinson C.Green’s| where, All of them st., Boston, Mass., 
SYRACUSE, | WARRANTED TO Tobier ta 

| GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, | SPORTSMEN'S EQUIPMENTS 
Send for Descriptive List. 

And Manufacturer of WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, | proech Loading Shot Guns 
Cazenovia, N. Y. 

To Order. 
| b ; ENTS for the sale of th BALLARD 

J P A L M E R O & O A Siirres ana of. the DALY breech-l 
C : “9 ing SHOTGUNS. A fulllineof the Clabro 

Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of impo 
guns, always on hand. Particular atten 
paid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATI"S DOG FOOD, etc. ete. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay, All work 
executed in the most manner, 

“ araers = me = a 

THE ONLY POSITIVE | 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOR: 
LEVER ACTION 

Tn the world. 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 

Se io ihe dnost Ene oa wana crete 
more reasonable prices, 

The Snelder Rebounding Lock used, the only 
bounder with which misstires will mot occur. 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

7 

For “Workmanship, Rebounding Locks, i 
Compensating Features of Action.” 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING, | 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fi 
Muszle Loading Guna Altered to Breach Loaden 

Clark & Sneider, 
214 West Prati Street, Baltimore 

PRICE, 

$200 and Upward. 

Agents in the United States for the sale of 

WESTLEV RICHARDS & Co's |#eaaam: "7 
HAMMERLESS GuNs! FOR TRAP SHOOTING, 

Matchiess in Workmanship! Unequalled in Shooting Powers! !| xo perenne eee oiseurm 
ConvVvenionce! Durability! Safety! UNMISTAKABLE. 

These Guns have PATENT AUTOMATIC SAFETY BOLT, which is worked automatically by the lever locking the tumblers { We guarantee every Ball. 
whenever the gun is opened or closed. “a Send for circular. 

Send stamp for large illustrated Catalogue—most complete ever issued. SMOKE T ARGHT } ALL | 
a a a EE RE I SY s 

1 @ 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, iia fad 
Importer of FINE BREECH-LOADING GUNS,| @ lomcmccmm anim Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sigh® 

$43 Broadway, near Twenty-third St., New York, 
is a great improvement in rear sights. 

Send for circular containing full des 
seription, Address , 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middle eld,’ Coun. 

THE NEW AMERICAN § 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun 
SIRIPLE ARE 
DURABLE, 

Lu 

Fine 

FISHING TACKLE. 
The Celebrated “Frankfort” Reels a 

in Stock. & 

THE PATENT FLOAT SPOOW, 
Bass, 75 Cents: Pickerel, #1 00: Maska- 

longe, $1 25. 

Sent by mail on receipt of price, 

CUTLERY 

of the 

Finest Quality. 
Rebounding Lock. 

4 : he “ Chokebore Barrels. : 
Eire Arms of E:very Description, or ones aed se eo cra 

a 

: 
: i . 0. 8. SHATTUCK, Muanutactil 

AND EVERYTHING PERTAININGTO SHOOTING AND FISHING OUT-FITS. ALSO for circular. (0. 8. 8 acti 

OPTICAL G bere. Hatfeld. Mie caesar 
oonbDs. : 

The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” (Recommended by the FOREST AND STREAM), Sent postpaid for $2, . : | 'T - | i | 
GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE, SHELLS LOADED TO ORDER. SEND STAMP FOR LIST OF SECONDHAND GUNS. A IN TI-RUST: 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, FOR THE PROTECTION CF 
Fire-arms, Cutlery, Skates, Surgical Instrument ————————— a a TS LTD 

and all metal surfaces, from oxydation. _ j THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS! 220 cheeses es | Mercury or animal oil; is not injuridus 
offensive, and will never gum or become rs 

SEB J, S. SUMNER'S FULL SCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 50 IN A POSSIBLE 5© { FEB, 28, i880 
inany climate. ‘fo sportsmen it is speciatl 
recommended for sea-const Shooting. 

Trifteen Buli’s-eyes in Siecession! 
SAME MATCH, 200 YARDS OFF-HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE, NO, 61-2. 

DMU SCA PEILmO. 
a perfect protection i ae Stacks OMe aU 

The Ballard is the only Rifle that has made a Full Score at Creedmoor. spets so, danoylng Uo pporieme ‘ta te 
ia ' A as ie ete oe en, 8 80 ine 10, ge aca ee 

The Ballard ie the oxy American Rife that has won the Prince Albert Prize af Wimbledon. | foneatagsautule odertecwil not ent 
The Empire Rifie Club, in their trips te Boston, ALL used Ballards. 

* A WORD T0 THE WISE,” BTC. 
ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM. FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & CALES, 

ping of face and hands, and washes off read 

Sole Agents “4 New York for CARD'S REVOLVING BALL TRAP $4 Chambers street, NEW YORK CITy 

Sold hy Schoverling, Daly & Gales, af 
Hodgkins & Haigh, New York, ais! J ob La 
Lovell & Sons, Wm. I, Schaefer, Bradford 
Anthony, Pope Mantifacturing Co., and deme 
ers in sportsmen's goods every where. 

GIBBS & HUWARD, Proprietors: 
une, 15-tf. Modtord, Massy 
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SOLE AGENTS FOR 

SPRATT*S 
PATEAT 

LON DOWN . 
[Send for Circular and Price List. 

DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition, 

DOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Usefal on the Plains. 

Publications. 

CANOE, & CAMERA 

figaing Tarkle. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

Firs mium at World’s Fair at New Fork, and 
aN Centennis] Exhibiti bition. 

“SS ByY TH eoow!! Ss i 

PHOTOGRAPHIC TOUR ere 
Two Hundred. Milos = oF SsIxTS 
THROUGH THE ee BEAUTIFUL SCENZEY 

48 > aso COMICAL CHARACTER 

ILLUSTRATIONS 
WITH By Well-Known Artists. 

Tre Resurr or Recent Parsonau 

New Maps of the Stale— Exeroratiova BY THE AUTHOR, 

The most Rntertaining and Artistic Book in the Market, 

PRICE, FY Stepan, 64.50 
NEaSw SoRK: 

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY, 

245 BROADWAY. 

AS 
cS i oMAs 

JOHN KRIDER, 
W. EB. Cor. Second and Walnut{sts., Philadelphis. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
hing Tackle, Rods, Heels, Lines, Heoks, Flies, 

a pro Sngods, Artificial Bait, Nly Books, 
c. Htc. 

ES Saimon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
AS LSO 

‘\ Krider's" Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods. 3 

Birds’ Bees and Birds’ peat in Great Varisties 
Taxide in all its branches, 

“Spratt's Patent Dog Bisouit. 
Repairing of all kinds. —_———— 

FISHING TACKLE! FISHING TACKLE! 

THOMAS ANDREWS, 
No, 1 St. John St., Quebec, Canada. 

(ESTABLISHED IN 1841). 
To Sportsmen, ; 

HE largest and best assortment of Fishing 
2% Tackle to be had,cousisting of English, Scotch 
and Canadian make. Trout and Saimon Rods, 
Salmon and Trout Reels, prepared Silk Salmon 
Lines, Silk end Hair Trout Lines, Salmon Gafts, 
double andsingle Leaders, Marana Gut, Fishing 

Base MON FLIES! TROUT FLIES! 22 
ERS going down salmon fishing on the 

AN SHEE erite River, “Godbout” River, 
Saguenay) or on the ‘ Matapediac,” will find at 

hos. Andrews’ establishment, the best selection 
-of Salmon Flies made on patterns expressly, for 
these rivers by Forrest & Son, of Kelso, Soot- 
dand: such as the *t Jock Scott,” "Silver Doctor, 
= Wilkinson,” “Butcher,” “Cock Robin” and 
quany other patterns, at very low prices 

DON'T CATCH WEEDS AND LOGS, 
250 BUT CATCH FISH, 

ALL READERS of FOREST AND STEEAM 

Need one of these é 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 
EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY CAKES. By Charles A, J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsinan’s life 
inthe wilds of Msine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.60. 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS, By 
Charles A.J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
a trip to the Rangeley Lakes. 274 pages, 12 illus, 
Price 50 cents. 

BARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED, A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and ey lakes, 
Parmachenece, Dixyille Notch and waters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
rivers. 256 pages. 60 illus., and a large map. 
ice 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND 'THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED. 2 A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Moosehead @ region and sporting re- 
sorts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘The toura 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated. 224 pages. ld illus. Price 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Hangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
paper. cloth covers. _ 50 cents. 
FARRAR'S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of Northern Maine, also the head- 

RUSH'S PATENT FLOAT TROLLING 
SPOONS entirely overcome the defects 

Theretofore found in all other Spoons, viz., run- 
ming so deep as to catch weeds and logs, and 
Below where the fish see them, Made of the! waters of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. 
Ses? material. Bass size, 75 cents; pickerel, $r ; ohn Tlie hee on tough linen paper, 

muskalonge, $1.25. Each by mail—2g cents ex-] PARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, 25 cts. 

tra for gold-plated. Address Send fur catalogue. @ 

HEN 6. BRUSH, Brushton, Hranklin | B#, Any of te stove pablstons matied, 
Go., New Fork; OF op VMAN, 95 Brondway, | CHARLES A, J FARRAT, Jamaica Plain, 

: Mass. T. Dec3l 

Biiscellancons, THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD. 

(WHEELY) 

Both BuNseatins pene Ada devoted 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for 
er year; the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

—both papers for $2.00. 
; A series of twelye mag- 
af, ticent Chromos, each rep- 

Sexe ge resenting a standard breed 
- of fowls, sent for 75 centa 

extra to all subscribers to either publication, 

SUMMER VACATIONS 
—AT— 

Moosehead Lake 
AND VICINITY. : 

By LUCIUS HUBBARD. 

Ee 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES, 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 

H, W. COLLENDER COMPANY. 

Ww aAREROooms 

88 Broadway, New York: 
ae and 8&6 State street, Chicago: 

17 South Fifth st., St. Lowis. 

HUIUART SEBS e0-S" CHAMPAGHES Established 1729. 
Connoisseurs pronotince recent shipments of 

Shese Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

Werzenay, dry, full bodied, rich flavor. , 

| Marte Blanche, Fruity, delicate favor, not too 

ary. DODGE, CAMMEYVER & CO., 

| 26 Gortlandt 8t.. Sole Ag*ta for the United States 

Dog Paths to Sucsess, 
BY KIT KILBURN. 

‘Price, 50 Cents. 
FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 

A PRACTICAL GUIDE to the woods and 
waters of Northern Maine, combined with a 

thorough 

MANUAL FOR CAMPING OUT. 
mo. 150 ‘es, gilt, cloth. Price, 

enlarged MA OF NORTHERN MAINE. Bene 
Paper, without map, 75cte, Map separate, T5cts, 

Sent postpsid on receipt of price, by 

FOREST AND. STREAM. 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 
18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

WINES, 
BRANDIES, 0OF.E. JRROY & CO., REIMS. 

A. WILLIAMS & Co., Boston; | 
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Clarets and Sauternes, 
Of A, deoLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux. 

OCEAMPAGN ES, 

Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 
WHISKIES Rhine Wines, 

5 IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 
SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired, 

Sportsmen's Gools. 

GOODYEAR’S RUBBER MANUFACTURING 60. 

Goodyear’s India Rubber Glove I’f'g Co, 
ce iigatatceak 

* ”. Broome Street, and } 
205 Broadway, 

Cor. Fulton Street 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Rubber Outfits 
COMPETE FOR 

) HUNTING AND FISHING. 
Trouting Pants and 
Leggins a Specialty. 

All Guaranteed =} 
Thoroughly Water- 

<< SS proof. Ss 

FRONT VIEW. RUBBERGOCODS INSIDE VIEW, 

Hatnock Huxtia Coar Dood Sokal CatEnathe Sir iene fh of H x - 7 ocket extends e€ entire len 

Six Pockets outside and game Every Desription. Sad with capacity far karen 
Pocket inside. Send for Hiustrated Owlatogue. any ordinary game bag, 

Lublications, 

SPOoRTSMArMrsS LIBRARY. 

. t eee | 

List of Sportsman’s Books: 
(We will forward any of these Books by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price.] 

Adirondacks, Camp Life In, Murray’s......3 1.50 | Frank Forester’s American Ga 
‘Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps By Ror” Season aS thks 

ru 
Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace’s, 6th ea'n. 2,00 teweae Se e 
Adirondack, Wildnernéss, In the, Warner’s. % | Prank Forester’s Manual for Young Sports- 
Amateur Trapper, negttaiter ths pa., 0c, bas. PRBTERY. > ras us le acu ceresave saet " yi or) 
American Angier’s Book, Norris............. Gun, Rod and Saddle.... ......... 
American Bird Fancier.... 0.0.02. 525.055. Halfock’s gportsmen’s Gazeteer. 
American Boy’s Own Book, Sports and 
Games;...)-. 05-02. CU ee are 

American Roadsters and Trottin 
American Wild Fow! Shooting, J. 
American Kennel, Burges...........-......+ 
Angling, # Book on, Francis. 
Archer, Modern........... Malti sethbekuic date 
Archery, Fencing and Broadsword......... 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson. 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam.. 
ATHOL SWHNMEI ES one cate Mena op te ndecgebes 
Art of Swimming, Monstery. 
Art of Errante Sve nis) aa? 
Athlete's Guide, Harding, 
Athletie Sports for HOTBE = 
Athletic Sports, Stoneheng: 
Bailey’s Birds of the Unitea states 
Baird’s Birds of North America... 
Baucher’s Method of Horsemanshi 
echstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds 
itsand Bearing Reins......,.. -.., : 

Boat Sailing, Practical...........0..-.00.2+08 1.00: 
Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 50c.; Shooting, 

50¢e.; Common Objects of the Sea-shore, bla; 
Cage and Singing Birds, 60c.; Dogs, 75e.; Tivas’ 
Eggs and Nests, 60c.; ‘Presh and Salt Wafer 
Aquarium, 50c.; Native Song Birds, 75e. 

Boy's Treasury of Sports and Pastimes, ete. 
reech Loader, Gioan......4s4+.-+see eee pee 
reech Loader, Modern, Greener. 

Bruce's Stud Book, 3 vols. 
Butler on the Do 
Cage and Singing Birds, A 
Camp Cookery, Miss W. Parloa, 
Canoeing in Kanuckia........... 
Canoe Traveling, ‘Powell..., .......... 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper; Bishop's 
Cassells’ Book of Birds, 4 vols ap 
Choke Bore Guns, Greener............----. . 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson...... 
Coues’ Birds of the Northwest. :............ 
Cones’ Field Ornithology.........- 
Goues’ Fur Bearing Animals......... 
Coues’ Key to North Ameriean Bird 
Crack Shot.........0......... 
Cypress, J., Jr.’3 Works, 2 vol: : 
Dadd’s AmericanReformed Horse Book,8vo 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 2mo......... 
MGR ODES tee te sedite ween eae ken ac 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson.. 

of, the, Hill 
Dog, the, Idstone...... 
Dog Pathsto Success 
Dogs and Their Doings, Morris.. 
Dogs and Their Ways, Willams. 
Dogs of Great Britain, America 
Countries Paes 

Bee 

Hand Book for Ritlemen.................... 

BebhuseeSaafathablwmemmeeverue sthe wv & 

BEE 

Shae 
t 

‘Prime's I Go a-Fishin 
+-Random Casts, Brom 

Book 
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Ammunition, Cir. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
range Liahinina. 

Orange Ducking: 

Orange Rifle. 

€reedmoor: 
ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Gend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

WHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 

33. Furnished FREE. 

EAFLIN & RAND POWDER C0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. Y., 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT'S 

EIF LE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDER. 

, She Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, haye maintained their 

ew reputation forseventy-eight years. Mamu- 
i saire the following celebrated brands of Pow- 

ars 
i DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Woe. 2 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
gatickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

Ball and Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Mog. 1 (coarse) to 8 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
gud clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 

‘ Ball, Pigeon, Duck, and other shooting. 

SF DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE, 
@ euick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
" grain for pistol shooting, 

! BOPONT’S RIFLE, FG, ‘SEA SHOOTING,” 
FFG and FFFG. The FG for long range.rifie 
guocting .the FFG and PY"G for general ‘use, 
fe ' burning strong aud moist. 
¥ 2PORTING, MINING, SHIPPING, and BLAST 
ENG POWDERS of all sizes and descriptions. 
mot grades for export. Cartridge, Musket, 

snon, Mortar, and mmoth Powder, U. § 
overnment standard. Powder manufactured 
ti order of any required grain or proof. sgen-. 
e@fea in all cities and pmncipal towns toue out 
tus U.8. Represented by 

¥. i. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. ¥. 
&. B.—Use none but DDPONT'S FG or Fea 

Wowder for long range rifle shooting. 

TRE TZARD POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Mlazard’s ‘*Wlectric Powder.” 

Bins. i (ine) to 6 (coarse), Unsurpassed in point 
ef strength and clennliness. Packed in senara 
@amicters of one pound only. 

Hiazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.’ 

os. } (fine) to 6 (coarse). In 1]b, canisters and 
@ ib. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
fand prairieshooting. Well adapted to shotguns, 

Hazard’s ‘‘ Duck Shooting.” 

fos. i (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canistera 
mad ft and 1% 1b. keps. Rurns slowly and very 
tean, shooting remarkably close and with great 

efration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
sfanks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 

wiceahbie for muzzle or breech-loaders. 
Hiazard’s ‘Kentucky Rifle.’ 

FEPG, FFG, and “Sea Shooting” FGim kegs of 
36, 124, and 611bs.and cansofilbs. FFG is aise 
pecked inlandi1b, canisters. Burns strongand 
motst. The FFFG and FG are favorite bri 
flor ordinary sporting. and the ‘'Sea Shooting’ 
BG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Saperior Mining And Blasting Powder, 

GOV ERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
= ata ETAT Ree R cae 

i AIN OR P 
MANUBACTURED 10 ORDER ott 

ue above can be had of dealers, or of the Gom- 
@any’s Agents, in eyery prominent city, or whole- 
gale at our office. 

339V ALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

if 

EWN Giat Sr 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
CURTIS & HARVEY'S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
Bos. 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 Superior Rifle, Ho- 

Seid Rifie, and Gol. Hawker’s Ducking. |W. 
@EETT, 61 Cedar St., N.Y. Agent for the U.8. 

GOODS OIL TANNED 
Moccasins. 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 
snow-shoeing, ete, They are 

easy to the feet,and very 
ssdurable. Made to order 

Y in avariety of styles,and 

‘es, Send for illustrated cu cular. 
ee irGaNGS. P. O. Box 368, Dover, N. H. 

.essor to Frank Good.) PRADFORD, 
HONY, Boston Agents. 

warranted the gentwine 
MARTIN [* 

Aliscellancous Advertisements. 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized.| Tatham & Bro’s, 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 
for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

{strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firmg. CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr, Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, uss DITTMAR POWDER in thex matches. Our challenge 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world. Address 

DITTMAR POWDER M’F’GCo., 
P. 0. Box 836. 24 Park Place, New York 

VANITY FAIR 
“MILD”—Rare Old Virginia. “HALVES”—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880, 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, TT KIMBALL &CO , 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. 

HODGMAN & C0, 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

g New Sork, 
j ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF 

Anumunition, Gtr. 

NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

“CHILLED” 
SHOT 

BED LABEL. 

Compressed Buck Shot. 
First Premium Centennial Exhibition. Report 

—“‘Hxact uniformity of size, truly spherical form, 
high degree of finish and general excellence. 

Founded July 4, 1808. 

BLUE LABEL, 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGARETTES 

American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others : 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND © 
BAR LEAD 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 

RUBBER Hlisreliancous. . 

Hunting aud Fishne uth, 
Light Weight Shooting Jackeis, 

Hats, Cartridge Bags, Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOCTSs, 

Etubber Bianhets, 

And Complete Rubber Quifits. 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue. Rubber Sheoting Jacket. 

FineArchery, 
———S— 

PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

IMPROVED SELF-REGULATING 
STORM-DEFYING, 

W ind-Mill. 
THE ONLY MILL EMBRACING ALL THE 

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS. 
Received Silver Medalat Paris in 1878. 
Three hundred in operation in the yi- 

cinity_ of New York. Every one war- 
ranted as to Durabilty and Quantity of 
Water, which can be pumped to any 
required height from any location. 
The cost is small compared with any 
other device now in use. 

Mills for export a specialty. Address 
No. 76 John Street, New York. 

KRUG & CO’S, 

CHAMPAGNES! 
STANDARD AND DRY.’ 

The Sporisman's Wine !! 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

SOLE AGENTS, 
6 South William street, NewYork. 

16 and 18 St. Louis 8t., New Orleans. 

CURES BY ABSORPTION. 
URALGIA, MALARIA, 

“et Bapan 
4 

Chilblains, 

ria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and inflammatory diz 
eases. tales who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and 4 permanent cure b 
using ‘ Sapanule. Used in sponge or foot ba 
removes and fe 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable, 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES. 

im Shootings Power 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows have no 

soreness of body, limba 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded, 
Sold by all Druggists. Price, 50c., and $1 pet 
ttle. Send for fliuminated circular and _c: 

SAMUEL G ERRY & COMPANY. 
Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New ork 

= FERCUSON’S PATE 

ADJUSTABLE LAMPS 
with 

Locomotive Reflectors. 
New Mopets. 

Heap Jacks, STAFF 
Boat JACKS. CAMP LA 
Hanp, and DARK LAN= 
TERNS, Etc. ImMPRO 
DASH LAMPS, with & 

S : sible Attachments. 
z sitaien THE BEST ON THE MAREE 

Improved RUST PREVENTOKR, for firearms, && 
Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
#5 Fulton street, N. ¥ 

FRANK H. ATKINSON, 

Superior. 
Sows sent C. 0. D. on trial whem 25 per cent. 

of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can bs returned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges, 

Milustrated. circulars sent free. 

SUTTON & POND, 
Wactory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York. 

Cc. F.A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., THOS. W. PEYTON, 

Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 
NEW YORE, ae. ; 

NOTARY PUBLIC. Book and General Job Printer, 
Gold, Crystal, Lace. Perfumed & Chromo ine : 

Ko. 237 Broad Room 17, New ‘k City! + oe, 

52 1 Carntouvile, Of BAe ote 10 CGH Ds All =o aus aeoitietia leben: ded. Fp, iré 36 and 38 John 8t., New Yori 
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CONTENTS. 

ANRSWHRS TO CORRESPONDENTS ,....++ SSA ee ed Ge eee 

AROHERY :— 
New York Archery Club; Uritan! Archers; Private Prac- 

tice Club; Brooklyn vs. North Side,...... AAR at ches S595 Ath 

CRICKET :— 
Matches and Nows Notes....225:.2. cecce ewe scereeee seenveecees 

432 

EDITORIAL :— ; 
The Victory in Ireland; Our Rifle Supplement; The Fly- 

Oasting Tournaments; Books for Summer Reading ; Mi- 
gratory Quail; The Tileston Memorial Fund,........----- ,- 484 
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— Glushoka and the Georgian Ban 
Y Aslands. 

HERE is nothing so pleasant as reading an account 
of a fishing or hunting trip with pleasant compan- 

ions and plenty of sport, except the trip itself; and I, 
for one, although enjoying the sketches very much, al- 
ways feel a want, in most of them, of practical infor- 

mation. 

Persons of ample means can, of course, take advan- 
tage of any narrative they read, and go and do likewise, 

still I have no doubt there are numbers: of your readers 
who, like myself, are very eager to go on just such 

jaunts, but not able to go if they are too expensive ; also 

many others who would be saved much trouble and loss 
of time and expense if they had any practical experi- 
ence to guide them. 

The following is an account of a trip made among the 

Jakes and hills of Muskoka and the Georgian Bay Islands 
waters. 

Our party consisted of four—Capt, §., his wife, M., 

her companion, Miss F,, and myself. Our outfit was as 

follows: One barrel containing provisions—ham, corn 
meal, dried beef, syrup, tea, coffee, etc,; one bag of hard- 

tack (not the veritable hard-tack of the old salt, but 
Canadian, large, square and very palatable, costing five 
cents per pound), one canvas sailor’s donkey or water- 

proof bag, for each of the men ; one trunk for the ladies, 
a bundle of bedding covered witha buffalo robe, and a 
box ten inches square by forty inches long containing 
guns, fishing tackle, ammunition, etc., and a small 
hatchet ; one tent ten by ten feet, five and one-half feet 

~ high at eaves, so no inconvenience of stooping, and hay- 

ing a partition in center, The tent was in two pieces, 

top and sides, and made into a bundle like a carpet-bag, 
The poles came apart in the middle, so that they, with 
the fishing rods, made a very small bundle. No boats, as 

we expected to get them at our destination. 
We procured a passage on the large schooner Midland 

Rover from Goderich to Midland City, and left G.” on 

Thursday, the 10th of July, 1879, Weather rainy 
all day, but very pleasant in the evening, with a light 

_ southerly wind, We remained on deck chatting, sing- 
ing and enjoying the novelty until almost midnight, As 

’ 

the vessel was only taking lumber on her return trip, we 
had the deck all to ourselves, 

Friday, the 1ith, the weather was foggy and drizzly, 
wind very light all day. Busied ourselves arranging fish. 
ing tackle, etc. In sight of Cove Island Light at the end 
of the Indian Pevinsula at midnight, 

Saturday opened warm and sunny; hardly any wind ; 
only sailed ten or twelve miles last night. We found 
ourselyes off the Flower Pots after breakfast. As the 
vessel was going very slowly, Capt. 5, and I lowered the 
canoe into the water by ropes at each end, and, towing 
her to the bows, we both got into her from the dolphin 
strikes and paddled off to visit the ‘‘ Pots,” They were 
three in number at the time of our visit, although for- 
merly there were seven, the remainder having been over- 
thrown by storms, or human vandals. They are com- 
posed of immense blocks of stone weighing many tons, 
over thirty feet in height apparently. and stand in the 
water at the southeastern limit of the island, which is 
nothing but a mountain of rock covered with evergreens 
and shrubbery to its very summit. The Flower Pots 
have the appearance of cones inyerted or standing on 
their apexes, and, in my opinion, were formerly parts of 
the mainland, or rather main island, which have become 
detached and worn to their present shapes by the action 
of the water. The lake, or rather bay, for we enter the 
Georgian Bay as we pass Cove Island, was very clear at 
this place, and we were able to see the bottom at a great 
depth. After enjoying a slight stretch on shore, we 
picked a few wild flowers for the ladies and paddled off 
after the vessel, catching up to her when she was oppo- 
site the Bear’s Rump, an island of rocks covered with 
evergreens, and of such a shape as to entail on it the eu- 
phonious name given above. 
The cook gaye us a yery fine salmon trout for dinner, 

which the men had caught before we cameup, The 
night was light and starry, as we slowly forged through 
the middle of the largest of fresh water bays. ‘I re- 
mained on deck enjoying the scene anda cigar until 
1:80 A.M. 
Sunday morning, Light and sunny ; breeze still light; 

caught a large black bass with trolling hook, and almost 
caught a trout, but he flung himself off the hook as he 
was leaving his native element. The captain stated that 
he cauglit nine salmon trout on the last trip up, but that 
we were now going too slow forfishing, The line used 
in deep séa trolling is about the thickness of a slate pen- 
cil; the spoon is some three by two inches, and the 
hooks some two or three inches long. 
At dinner time we passed the Western Islands (the spot 

where the ill-fated steamer Waubuno was supposed to 
have foundered last fall with all on board). We arrived 
in Midland about 6 a.m., haying experienced a very de- 
lightful voyage up. Midland we found to be a very en- 
terprising town, situated on the eastern shore of a small 
bay of the same name opening into the Matchdash Bay. 
Its chief industry is lumbering ; and it is also, at present, 
the terminus of the Midland Railway, of Canada, which 
was finished to here the present year, 
Monday we intended to leave on the Midland Railway 

for Bracebridge, via Orillia, but owing to an accident 
which happened to one of our number we were obliged 
to wait over until Wednesday, when we left by the noon 
train, reaching Orillia at 2 p.m. Left Orillia at 4:15, via 
Northern Railway for Gravenhurst, where we took the 
steamer Winona, and, after a pleasant voyage of some 
sixteen miles on lake and river Muskoka, we reached 
Bracebridge. 
Bracebridge is the chief town of the district of Mus- 

koka, and is situated at the head of navigation on the 
Muskoka River. We found the hotels full of sports- 
men and guides, all getting off for a shoot in the woods 
or a fish in the rivers and lakes, so plentiful hereabouts. 

On Thursday, after a good deal of bargaining and talk- 
ing, we made arrangements with a livery-keeper to take 
us to Bayaville, somesixteen miles from Bracebrilge, and 
come for us for the sum of $12, which we at first thought 
was rather exorbitant, as we all, bag and baggage, only 
made one load, but going over the road changed our 
minds. We started after breakfant and made the sixteen 
miles in time for supper at the other end, and, of all the 
roads 1 ever saw, that is the worst—some forty-nine 
hills, all of bare rock, at one time called the ‘Devil's 
Gap.” ‘The wagons had to be unloaded, and everything 
hauled ovér it in stone boats, it was so precipitious. 1 
think our appearance, as we were on the road that day, 
would have created no little commotion in a civilized 
town. <A large wagon, filled with boxes and bags, etc., 
etc,, a buffalo robe stretched over, and all bound securely 
with ropes ; on the top of all the ladies in large hats, and 
the male portion of the parties in havelocks. Our driver 
added not a little to set off the group. We were honored 
by the livery-keeper himself, as ladies were an unsual 
article in that country, and had to be driven carefully. 
He was a tall, dark, fine-looking, strapping fellow, and 
had formerly been a guide and trapper ae this region 
had been opened up, and he was very entertaining with 
his stories of olden times in the woods we were going 
through, 

islands. 
pounds. 

and a nuaaber of very exciling chases after loons, 
are large birds of the duck species, about the size of 
geese, 
table as food on account of being 
is very thick and close, and is said to ward off any ordi- 

We found Bayaville a lively yillage, situated on a 

branch of the Muskoka River, about two and a half mileg 
from Trading Lake, of which it (the river) is the outlet, 
As usual with Canadian towns, the nucleus of the village 
was a sawmill, located at the first falls on the river, and 
in consequence was al the head of navigation. We drove 
immediately to the river bank, and pitched our tent for 
the first time. We procured our fishing permits from Mr, 
Wm. Higgings, who is the sub-inspector for this region, 
We also got our boats, etc., through him, He is the 
principal sporting character in the neighborhood, and 
keeps a number of hounds. 

Tt seems like olden times once more, to be sitting 
around a camp fire with the varying light reflecting on, 
the white canoes at our backs, 

Friday morning we struck tent and Jeft Baysville for 
Trading Lake, all of us in one boat twenty-feet long, and 
youchsafed to be a good sea boat. We also towed a flat- 
bottom skiff containing our luggage, which had beem 
considerably decreased ty our constituting Baysville a 
storehouse, and leaving the trunks, etec., there, As 
our injured companion required some rest, we deter- 
mined to camp at the foot of the lake over Sunday, and 
so pitched our tent in an open glade on a bank possessing 
an extensive view of the lake, where we remained until 
Monday amusing ourselves by getting enough fish for our 
own use, eating berries, and exploring the neighboring 

We caught one speckled trout weighing four 
The yiew from our tent was very pleasing, in- 

deed. In front, as far as the eye could reach, stretched 
the beautiful, cool lake, its surface dotted with islands, 
the banks in some places very rocky and high, and in- 
dented principally on the northwest with deep fiorda, 
which give to the lake its second name of ‘Lakes of 
Bay.” 
mondays July 2ist, 1879. Up very early ; sunrise re- 

minded me of those lines of the poet beginning thus :— 
“The morn, in russet mantle clad, 
Walks o’er the dews of yon high eastern hill.” 

Struck camp after a hurried breakfast, and made for 

up the lake, with a fair wind, turning our large boat into 

a sail craft by the help of an oar and part of our tent. 
The flat bottom we surnamed the ‘polly wog,” on account 
of her propensity to waddle in towing. 

The upper part of Trading Lake is divided into two large 
bays, one running to the northeast and the other to the 
northwest. We decided to take the last as our scene’ of 
operations, and dined at noon on the point of the penin- 
suia separating both the bays, and constituting the half- 
way mark also. Reached the end of North bay at 6:30 
PM., having enjoyed a delightful sail of eighteen or 
twenty miles from the foot of the lake with a fair wind, 

Pitched camp in a grove of pine trees about six or 

eight feet above the level of the lake. Back of us, and 
on allsides, the mountains rose to considerable height, 
Black flies were rather troublesome; the other pests are 
out of season. 
Ned Gould, the champion hunter and fisher of these 

regions, lives about half a mile from our camp, across 
the end of the bay. He was very obliging to us during 
our stay, letting us haye his canoes, etc., whenever we 
wanted them. . . 
We remained in this locality over a week, fishing, 

shooting, etc., etc,, and enjoying ourselves thoroughly, 
We found that, as regards fishing, we had made a great 
mistake omitting to bring worms with us, as this being 
deep fishing period, the trout all lying at the bottom 
were gorged with minnows, and would only look at spe- 
cial bait, such as worms, of which there are none to be 
procured in the country. However, although we did 
not catch as many as we had hoped to, those we did get 
were large, and we have no doubtif we had beena nronth 
or six weeks earlier we could have caught immense 
numbers, as the water appeared to be teeming with 
them, 

As for shooting, we had some good sport with ducks, 
These 

black on top with a white breast, and are unpala- 
too tough. The down 

nary shot or bullet, When skinned and cured the pelt 

is used in the backwoods for the seats of chairs, etc., and 

in tewns and cities for boas, muffs, ete., and is very 

durable. , . 
At night the birds emit a weird, mournful ery, like a 

person drowning. They cannot rise in the ail except 
against a very strong wind, and then they have to fly 
some distance before accomplishing the feat, To counter- 

balance this disadvantage they can remain under water 

a long time, and swim very rapidly while so immersed. 

We chased one for a long time one day, and had eventu- 
ally to get Gould and another man to help corner him 
up. When we got him he was almost full of buckshot. 

Friday, Capt, 8. going off on a trip with Gould, I got a 

canoe of Gould, and taking the ladies, took a trip up the 

north branch of the Muskoks liver, which empties Into 

the bay just opposite us. We jiddled up to the falls, 
some three or four oe aid on our arrival We unan- 

imously concluded that the scenery we hid passed 

fhrough was the finest of its kind we had ever seen, The 
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river turned almost at right angles every quarter of a 
mile or so, and seemed to haye been cut out of solid 
hanks of evergreens some seyenty or eighty feet high, 
which were reflected in the water almost as perfect and 
distinct as they would have been in a mirror, Every now 
and then, on suddenly skirmishing in our birch around a 
sharp corner, we would disturb a covey of young ducks 
feedmg on the wild rice growing close to the banks. We 
spent an hour or so fishing below the falls, and experi- 
enced yery good sport indeed. 

Saturday, §. and I canoed a long distance up the North 
River, making some three or four portages and traversing 
some tiventy or twenty-five miles, but had very little 
luck. 
Monday we struck camp and left for Baysyille, wind 

dead ahead, rowing. At 11:30 A.., wind getting fresher, 
we tan under the lee of Lone Tree Island, for shelter and 
yefreshments. Twelye A.M. we started again; 12:30 we 
rounded to in a bay to leeward of half-way point, lying 
under the shadows of the hills, 

“ar from men’s homes , where the cliff breaks away, 
And the warm scented trees droop dewy green," 

‘A thunder rain-stozm coming up from the westward, 
we pitched our tent and made things taut for the night. 
Nine A.M., wind gomg down a little, and it being a lovely 
moonlight night, we held a council of war, and deter- 
mined to up sticks and continue on down the lake. We 
had a weird but delightful pull for some four haurs, and 
yeathed our first camping ground at 1 A.M, 
We left Baysville Thursday morning, and, taking our 

old track, arrived at Midland at 5:30 Friday evening. 
Saturday we hired a Mackinaw skiff and half-breed 

boy of eighteen years for the remuneration of $1 
per day and keep. For the benefit of the uninitiated I 
will remarl: that a Mackinaw skiff is a schooner-rigged 
sailboatof from twenty to thirty feet long without water 
ways, and they are very safe, fast boats when under 
good management, Taking. our camping outfit, the cap- 
fain and I, with the boy, left for the islands down the 
bay to pick a camping ground, leaving the ladies board- 
ing aba private house intown. Reached Prince Wiiliam 
Henry Island, or, as ib is called by the Indians, Boseley 
Island, about 6 A,M., running into a bay on its eastern 
shore, pitched our tent and caught a number of large 
bass for supper. 
Sunday was a glorious day. Capt. 8, and Joe, our half- 

breed, left in the boat after dinner for Midland, and were 
going to stay over night and bring the ladies out with 
them in the morning, leaving me to keep bachelor's hall, 
but as I had one or two yisitors from the Indian village 
situated on the south of the island a mile or so away, I 
was not long by myself. Monday turned out fine; got 
up early, made a raft and paddled off to rock in the bay 
a quarter of a mile or so from shore, and caught a good 
string of fine large bass and pike. Folks got out about 
1v.u., and as the ground was rather rocky for camping 
where we were, we moved camp toa large bay at the 
back of theisland. Our present camping ground is the 
best we have yet been in, 

“Ty the glossy waters of a bay, 
The golden tangles of the sinbeam play, 
And guiyerin the breaking wayes.” 

The bank rising gradually from the water, smooth and 
grassy, and dotted with clumps of scrub oak and black- 
perry bushes, one could alinost imagine he was in a park, 
Tt was formerly the site of an Indian village, the ruins 
of which are still visible. Rumor has it that at the time 
the French were massacred and driven out of Ventary- 
nishene (about twelve or fifteen miles from here) large 
quantities of gold and silver were buried on this spot, 
and some ¢redulous persons of the present generation 
evidently put faith in it, as the ground in the yicinity of 
the ruins is all full of holes, apparently of recent excava- 
tion. Some of the holes are as large as cellars, others on 
agmaller scale, Scattered through the bay were num- 
bers of rocky islets arising precipituously out of the 
water, off which we found good fishing, bass and pike of 
large size being numerous, We remained on the island a 
week, fishing, shooting, etc,, ducks having begun to fly, 

Thursday, au Indian coming along in his dug-out, I 
took my birch canoe and we went for a long pad- 
dle among the islands to the northeast. We got 
some very good fishing and also had a lively hunt after a 
hare, and had to give it up on account of a thunder 
storni coming up and chasing us back to our tents, which 
es reached about dusk, having traversed oyer twenty 
thiles, 

Saturday morning we struck camp and moved into 
Midland, where we found the Rover almost loaded with 
lumber. Leaving Midland at dusk, we reached Gode- 
rich on Tuesday at 7 4.M., after a pleasant voyage down 
the lake, yery similar to our tripup. As we arrived off 
Goderich Town we were forcibly reminded of Coleridge's 
lines, running thus :— 

“ Oh dream of joy—is this indeed 
The lighthouse top IT see? 

Is this the hill? Is this the kirk? 
Is this mine gin countree?" 

The lighthouse, a church and the hill are almost all 
one can see of Goderich from the water, 
We resolved unanimously that the Georgian Bay part 

of our trip was by far the most pleasant, and also the 
cheapest, as, if we had remained there all the time, our 
expenses would have been reduced two thirds, 
The fishing among the Georgian Bay Islands is good, 

bass and pike predominating in the small bays and mas- 
kalonge and salmon trout outside. The bass and small 
pike can be caught by still fishing, the larger fish by 
trolling ; but I always find, wherever I have been, that » 
great deal of time and expense will be saved by procur- 
ing, in the first place, guides to show you the best fishing 
spots, 
Bx party of four or five could, by starting from Gode- 

rich, easily spend two or three weeks among the islands 
at an expense of say ten dollars each, which would in- 
clude hire of a large sailboat, provender, etc,, and a 
guide. As regards equipment, I have tried a great many 
things ; American patent camp beds, Canadian ditto, and 
ean say that all a person wants is a buffalo skin between 
two, a blanket apiece and one strong suit of coarse tweed 
clothes, with a change of uninentionables, Throw in a 
Jarge ulster for heayy weather, and your outfit for the 
outer man is complete. I generally carry a suit of oil- 
skins as 4 precaution. NokMA, 

—J. B, Omohundro, ‘Texas Jack,” died at Leadville, 
Qol., June eth, 

alatural History. 
— Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 

Publishing Compuny, New York.” 

SPRING NOTES FROM MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA, 

MAY, 1:80. 

May 1st—52°, 83°, 642.—A large fish hawk, measuring 
sixty-five inches from tip to tip of wings, was shof near 
the city to-day. This bird isnot at all common here, 
May 2d—72°, 91°, 66°.—First Bartram’s sandpiper. 

Marsh marigold (Caltha palustris) in bloom, 
May 3d—668, 90°, 70°,—Chimney swifts. Evening 

grosbeaks on Nicollet Island, Thisis the last time the 

grosbeaks were noticed, ‘The very warm weather at this 
time doubtless hastened their departure, as they usually 

remain much later. 

May 4th---70°, 86°, 67°,—Night hawk. 
May 5th—66°, 82, 70°,—Rose-breasted grosbeak, red-eyed 

vireo, warbling vireo, blue yellow backed, blackburnian, 
golden-winged, chestnut-sided, yellow, Tennessee, and 

Nashville warblers, lark-finch, cow-bunting,\king bird, 
A pair of robins building in a tree across the way. 
Wood anemone, plum trees, oaks, ironwood, etc., in 

bloom, The slippery elm has passed from blossom to 
fruit. The yery warm weather of the last few days has 
forced everything ahead, so that we have passed directly 
from a late to an early spring. A great number of 
birds haye arrived, niany of them several days ahead of 

their usual time. Some of the trees and bushes which 

but a day or two since were bare and winter-like, are 
sufficiently in leaf to cast quite a decided shade, 
May 6th—72°, 91°, 69°,—House wren, Harris’ finch, 

chewink, redstart, Baltimore oriole, whippoorwill, soli- 

tary sandpiper, willet, olive-backed thrush, Traill’s fly- 

catcher, Great abundance of white-throated sparrows. 

Two kinds of wild gooseberry (Ribes eynosbatt and 
rotundifolawm) and the larger bellwort (Uvularia grandi- 

flora) in bloom. 
May ‘7th—53°, 569, 46°.—White-crowned sparrow and 

orange-crowned warbler. 
Rue-anemone (Thatictrun anemonoides), Janeberry 

(Amelanchier canadensis var. alnifolia) and cultivated 

red currant in bloom, 
May 8th—52°, 70°, 53°.—Cape May warbler, Maryland 

yellow-throat, clay-colored buntings, Ridgway’s sparrow, 
bobolink, barn swallow and Carolina rail. <A set of four 

eggs of the long-eared owl (Oius wilsonianus) obtained 
from an old crow’s nest, from which I took a set of five 

crow’s ergs last year. The nest is about twenty-five feet 

from the ground in a tamarack tree in a dense tamatack 

swamp. The eggs were in very different stages of incu- 
bation, one being nearly fresh, while another contained 

alarge embryo. Red-winged blackbirds nesting. Nu- 

merous Bartram's sancpipers, 
In bloom : hoary puccoon (Lythospermum canescens), 

sweet white violet (V, blanda), blue violet (V. cucullaia), 

dandelion and crab apple trees. 
May 9th—52°, 68°, 54°.—Red-headed woodpecker. 

In bloom : columbine (Aquilegia canadensis), red-ber- 
ried elder, Indian turnip (Ariseema triphyllum), whitloe 
grass (Draba caroliniana), strawberry, white birch, etc, 

May 10th—65°, 65°, 59°.—Upon skinning a clay-colored 
bunting to-day I found the flesh literally full of white, 
worm-like parasites. Every part of the body, from the 
head to the root of the tail, contained the parasites, but 
they were fewer in the muscles of the breast than else- 
where. Inthe small amount of muscle on each leg there 

were thirty or forty of these worms, and 50 numerous 
were they in some places that the muscles were much 
enlarged. Although thus afilicted the bunting was fat, 

and seemed in good condition generally. 
Early meadow-rue (Tiialictrum dicecium) in bloom. 

May 11th—582, 82°, 65°,—Yellow throated vireo, Wil- 

son’s black-cap (Myiodioctes pusillus), Wilson’s thrush, 
Alice’s thrush, Savanna sparrow and water thrush (Siurus 

noevius). 
Many oven birds in full song, clay-colored buntings, 

redstarts, a Harris’ finch, chestnut-sided warblers, Ten- 

nessee warblers, blue-headed vireos, etc. 

In bloom : yellow violet (V. pubescens), Canada ginger, 

Asarum canadense), wake robin (Trillium cernuum), red 
cherry and red raspberry (Actcea spicata var. rubra). 
May 12th—62°, 64°, 6u°.—Much rain; cool. <A scarlet 

tanager. 
May 138th—56°, 68°, 60°,—Black-poll and bay-breasted 

warblers, short-billed marsh wren. Brown thrush’s nest 
containing three eggs. Tennessee warblers yery numer- 

ous, 
Creeping crowfoot (Ranunculus vepens) in bloom. 
May 14—80°, 76°, 62°,--Indigo bird, orchard oriole. 
In bloom : painter’s brush (Casibilleia coccinea), lark’s- 

spur violet (¥, delphinifolia) arid blue-eyed grass (Sis- 

yrinchium bermudiana), 
May 15th.—62°, 80°, 43%. 

May 16th—659, 78°, 70°.—Buckbean (Menyanthes trifo- 
liata)in bloom, The plum and crabapple blossoms have 
about all fallen, 
May 17th—67°, $5°,— Yellow -winged sparrow, (ana- 

dian flycatcher, black tern and a blue-winged yellow 
warbler (Helminthophaga pinus), The capture to-day of 
a male of the last-nentioned species is the first time that 
I have detected this warbler here im six years’ collecting. 
It is certainly a rare bird, and may be simply accidental. 
Dr, P. L, Hatch ineludes it in his list of 1874, a single 
specimen having been secured, 
A lark finch's nest containing one egg. 
New tlowers in bloom + water-leal (Mydrophyllum, vir- 

ginicum), bird’s-foot and arrow-leaved violets (V. pedata 

and hastata), choke-cherry, wild cranesbill (Geranium 
maculatwm), everlasting pea (Lathyrus ochroleucus), wood 
betony (Pedicularis canadensis), ground plum (Astraga- 

Tus caryocarpus), dwarf blue-berry (Vaccinium pennsyl- 

vanicum), wild black current (A. jloridum), dwarf rasp- 
berry (Rubus triflorus), golden corydalis (Corydalis 
aurea). 
May 18th—75°, 82°, 62°.—Catbird’s nest, just completed, 

Heard the veery singing for the first time this spring, 

Bellwort (U, sesstlifolia) small honeysuckle (Lonicera 
parviflora) and long-flowered puccoon (Lithospermum 

longiflorum) in blooni. 
May 19th—64°, 77°, 60°,—Ruby-throated humming 

bird. Along the edge of a certaim piece of woods a pair 

of hummers breeds each year, and during the nesting 
season the male may be found at almost any time silting 
on the dead top of one or another of two or three partic- 
ular trees, Here he passes hours, his repose interrupted 
by only occasional brief periods of absence. He was at 
his post again to-day after the long winter's absence, 
while the female doubtless was engaged at no great dis- 
tance in arranging for the nest, This quiet, inactive way 
of whiling away the time does not seem to accord in the 

least with the usual restless disposition of the humming 

bird. 
An oven bird’s nest containing four eggs of the owner 

and two of the cow bunting. The nest was in an old 

wood road, close by where there was anest two years 

ago. 
The gold thread (Coptis trifolia) and showy orchis 

(Orchis spectabilis) are In bloom, 
May 20th—49°, 56°, 49°,—Great-crested flycatcher and 

olive-sided flycatcher. A crow’s nest, containing four 

Jarge young, and a cooper’s hawk’s:nest, containing four 
slightly incubated eggs. These two nests and the one 

from which the long-eared owl’s eggs mentioned above 
were taken, are in the same corner of a dense tamarack 
swamp and quite near together, : 

In bloom: star-flower (Zrientalis americana), star- 

grass (Hypoxys erecta), stemless lady’s slipper (Cypripe- 
dium acaule) and false Solomon's seal (Smilacina trifo- 

lia). 
May 21st—47°, 60, 58°,—Thore was sufficient frost last 

night to kill and blacken the young leaves of the small 
oaks, sumach leaves, ferns, etc. 
A wild pigeon’s nest, containing one egg nearly incu- 

bated ; two rose-breasted grosbeaks’ nests, each contain- 
ing three fresh eggs, and a cow bunting’s egg in addition ; 

a catbird’s nest, two eggs and a scarlet tanager’s nest just 
completed. The wild pigeon breeds here regularly, but 
only in isolated pairs. I haye found many nests, but 
neyer one containing more thana single egg or 4 single 
young bird. Yet most, if not all, of our authorities say : 
the pigeon (Hetopistes migratoria) lays two eggs. Is ita 
set that two eggs are generally, or even occasionally, : 
laid? ; 
May 22d—57°, 68°, 62°,—Black-billed cockoo, : 
Spring cress (Cardimine rhomboideus), rock cress (Aya- 

bis levigatus), and swamp saxifrage (Saxifraga penn- 
sylvanica) in bloom. 
May 28d—60°, 61°, 58°.—Spiderwort (Tradescantia — 

virginica) and golden ragwort Senecio aureus) in bloom. L 
May 24th—63°, 78°, 70°.—Yellow-billed cockoo, Wil- 

gon’s phalarope and a mourning warbler. The last is a : 
rare bird in this locality, though common in the heavy 
timber a hundred miles further north, Three Carolina 
doves’ nests, -with two eggs each; one of them was 
within two feet of the ground inadead bush in open 
brush land. A loggerhead shrike’s nest containing six 
eggs nearly hatched, One red-winged blackbird’s nest 
with four eggs, and many just being built in hazel and 
oak bushes near a pond. Found a robin’s nest which was 
so nearly tipped from its place in the crotch ofa tree that 
the two young birds it contained lay upon the side of the 
nest. The robins however had not deserted it and the 
female was sitting upon the nest, unsteady as if was. 
Many catbirds’ nests, most of them just completed ; one 
with five eggs. 
Upon knocking the top off froma muskrat house on 

the edge of a slough, nine young muskrats apparently 
but a day or two old were disclosed. They were hairless 
and showed not the least sign of their eyes opening. The 
nest was of d and not more than an inchor two 
above the level of the water, 

In bloom: Arrow-wood (Viburnum lentago), meadow 
parsnip (Thaspium barbinode) sheep sorrel (Rumen ace- 
tosellu) and carrion flower (Smilax herbacea). = f 
May 26th—72°, 77°, 57 &.—Whippoorwill’s nest, two 

fresh eggs ; three wood thrushes’ nests, two containing 

eggs, the third not finished yet. Heard several Nashville 
warblers singing in a tamarack swamp, where they doubt- 
jess breed each year, Their song is very much like a 
weak reproduction of the Tennessee warbler’s piercing 

Flowers in bloom : dwarf cornel (Cornus canadensis) 
bishop's cap (Mitella nuda), bush cranberry (Viburnum 
opus) silky cornel (C. sericeus) and Smilacina bifolia, 
May 27th—50°, 62, 51°.—Saw a swallow-tailed kite, 

Found two chestnut-sided warbler's nests, one contain- 
ing three fresh eggs, the other still incomplete, These 
nests were in low bazel bushes on the edge of a wood. 
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Took five nearly fresh eggs of the yellow-billed wood- 
pecker from a hole ina partly dead poplar tree in a pieco 
of heavy timber. The hole had been newly excayated 
by the birds, as was evident from its clean and neat ap- 
pearance and the great quantity of chips upon the ground 
at the foot of the tree. The entrance to the hole was but 
an inch and a half in diameter—so small that the birds 
had to struggle considerably in passing inand out. The 
Male was most deyoted to the nest and displayed much 
distvess and boldness at the intrusion. He remained in 
the cavity untila hole had been chopped through the 
solid woud into tha nest, A downy woodpecker’s nest 
in the top oF a tall dead poplar stub ; eggs somewhat in- 
cubated. Found three pewee's nests about an old aban- 
doned farm, Oneof them contained young birds, while 
another wag just in process of construction, The situa- 
tion of the latter was quite novel. The birds were build- 
ing their nest against the smooth side of the building so 
that a larze nail which projected about twoinches trom 
the wood would be embedded in the body of the nest, 
and so hold it firmly in its place. The nest was begun 
just below the nail, so that it could be built up to and 
around it, The idea was a good one and showed some 
engineering ability upon the part of the pewees. 
Tha yellow pond lily (Nuphar advena), small yellow 

lady's slipper (C. parvijlorwm) and wild rose (Rosa blanda) 
aré in bloom. 
May 28th—30°, 82°, 65°.—A warbling virio's nest, one 

ege ; song sparrow’s nest, three fresh egys, and a cow 
bunting’s. 
In bloom: Large yellow lady's slipper (C’, prbescens). 

lupine (Lupinus perennius), Senega snakeroot (Polygala 
senega), yellow water crowfoot (Ranunculus multijidus), 
clintonia (boreulis), pitcher plant (Sarracinia purpurea), 
loctst tree (cultivated) and the hairy puccoon (ZL, hiréa), 
May 29th—67°, 78°, 597°.—Found a least flycatcher’s 

nest containing four fresh eggs. It was placed on alow 
horizontal limb of a large oak tree in a pasture, The 
nests of this species are here usually placed in an up- 
right unequal fork of a small tree or sapling in dee 
woods. ‘he present case was, therefore, exceptional, 
though I have found them somewhat similarly situated 
before. An oven bird’s nest containing four fresh eggs, 
anda cow bunting’s, a yellow warbler’s, with two eggs, 
and two red-eyed vireos nests just completed. 

The horse ventian (Triosteum perfoliatum), frost grape 
(V. cordifolia), bitter-sweet (Celastrus scandens), and 
small white lady's slipper (C. candidum) are in bloom, 
All the species of lady’s slippers are now in bloom except 
the large white (C, spectabile), which blooms about the 
thiddle of June, ; 
May 30th,—702%, 759, 52% 
May 31st—i2°, 65°, 50°.—Yellow-headed blackbirds are 

building their nests. 
In bloom ; the Pennsylvanian anemone, four o'clock 

(Oxybaphus nyctagineus) and wild raspberry (R. strig- 
OsUs), 
With the close of the spring ends this outline record 

of some of the more noticeable occurrences in nature. 
The season has been one of many fair promises repeatedly 
broken, At firstit seemed as though the spring would 
bean early one, but the prospect soon changed, and all 
through March and April there was a predomiuance of 
cold, rough weather. About May 1st a sudden change to 
excessively warm weather occurred, and ‘the vegetation 
which had been held in che¢k by the cool weather was 
urged intounwonted activity, Thesamesudden advance 
was noticeable elséwhete, particularly among the birds, 
As great a change took place in the appearance of wood- 
land and prairie in a few days, as usually occurs in two 
weeks, The birds arrived in great numbers, many of 
them several days or a week ahead of their usual time, 
x0 that species usually appearing at different dates were 
migrating incompany. ‘This change obtained through- 
out the month of May, nearly everything being slightly 
in advance of previous years. The migration was soon 
over and the birds busy with their nesting duties, 

Tos, 8. ROBERTS. 

Sea and River Sishing. 
FISH IN SEASON IN JULY, 

FRESH WATER. 
Muskulonge, Hsox nobilior. 
Pike or Pickerel, Esox luctus. 
Yellow Perch, Perea flavescens. 

Trout, Salmo fontinatts. 
Salmon, Salnio salar. 
Salmon Trout, Salmo conjints. 
Land-locked Salmon, aa 

gloveri, : 
SALT WATER, 

Sea Bass, Centropriatis atrarius, | Bluefish, Pomatomus saltatric. 
Sheepshead, Archosargusa proba-| Spanish Mackerel, Cybium mac~ 

tocephialus, 
Btriped Bass, Rocous linneatus, 
White Perch, Morone dimericana 
Weaklish, Cynoscion reyatis, 

ulatum. 
Cero, Cybiumregale, 
Bonito, Sarda Pelamys. 
Kingtish, Monticirrua netulosus, 

———— 

—Address all communications to “ Forest and Siream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
I OS 

FISHING NOTES FROM MIRAMICHI. 

MiramMicui, N, B., June 19th, 
ALMON and trout haye been yery late in putting in 
an appearance here this season, Neither net fisher- 

mien nor anglers did anything before the ist of June. 
Since that time a good many salmon have been caught 
in the bay and river, although they have not yet come 
within the reach of our anglers to any extent, 

Messrs. John White, Skinner and Law, of St, John, 
Robert Orr, of Frederickton, Ernest Hutchison, John 
Johnson and the writer, with a few others, have done 
Indiantown for sea trout, about 1st of June and aiter- 
wards, Messrs, White, Law and the Skinners had excel- 
lent luck for a day or two, taking four or five hundred of 
excellent weight and condition. The rest of us were 
there just as the St, John men left, and had illluck, By 
going alone to special places on the Remus, I managed, 
in a day and a half, to take sixty trout and a nice ten 
pound salmon ; but my companions, who fished nearly 
all the time near Indiantown Brook, took scarcely any- 
thing. We did better at the Ox Bow, on the Little South- 
west, however, though the fishing has not been first class 
anywhere go far. 
' Some good sized trout have been taken at Bartibog of 
late, but three-pounders are scarce there, only about half 
a dozen having been caught this season, 

Messrs, Keary, Doyle and others made 4 trip to Tabus- 

intac a fortnight ago, and went down stream some seven 
miles below the portage road leading toe the river from 
the Bathurst road, 
They secured some splendid fish, but had a tough time 

of it, as there is no road on either side of the stream, and 
it has to be waded all the distance by horses or men. 

Several trips have been made by different parties to 
the Bie Hole on the Northwest Miramichi, twenty miles 
above Newcastle, but there were no signs of salmon until 
aday ortwoago. We shallhave good salmon fishing there 
for two or three weeks, and thereafter, through July, 
above, at the Square Forks of the Sevogle, the Big Falls 
and other fuvorite pools hard of access, but ‘‘ good when 
you get there.” 
From the present time forward for six weeks the 

‘rough waters” of the Nepissiguit, which are the most 
easy of access of all our salmon waters, will be inviting 
to fishermen, Canoemen and all necessary supplies can 
be had at Bathurst, only four miles from the pools, on 
the line of the Intercolonial. The charge on the rough 
water is $1 a rod per day, The fishing on the Northwest 
Miramichi is free and excellent, 
The Restigouche Club, composed, as you know, of New 

Yorkers, is in full possession of what used to be public 
fishing in the Restigouche and Metapedia. I do not 
grudge its members their fine privileges, but regret that 
the angling ayailable to us ordinary mortals who have 
not a plethora of this world’s goods is being narrowed 
year by year. We have, however, one consolation, which 
is. that being to ‘the manner born,” we know. some fine 
pools beyond the ken of lessees and clubs, though we 
have to reach them through portages and fords by cata- 
marang and gunfloats, A neophyte at the business was 
taken with us last season on a trip after salmon, It was 
none of your holiday affairs, but a case of roughing it the 
most earnest and hearty manner, Toreach a point some 
thirty miles from ‘the last house” we had to follow the 
previous season's trail even when it led into and through 
the river. When onr destination was reached and the 
sport was begun, our neophyte, who had shown game, 
said it was glorious ‘* even if we had toswim some to geb 
here.” If any members of your New York clubs wish 
to haye Broadway and Fifth avenue soaked completely 
out of them, send them along in July for a cruise to some 
of our special pools on Miramichi tributaries, If they 
can ‘‘stand the training ” I will guarantee the SOR 
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BASS AND MASKALONGE FISHING. 

THE THOUSAND ISLANDS, 

ee ELL,” said my friend C., as he came in my 
office oné day last week,‘* ’m off for the Thou- 

sand Islands to-morrow.” 
‘© What for?” I inquired. 
“Fishing, of course, and a couple of months’ cool 

weather.” 
“Yes, I suppose that it is somewhat cooler up there. 

But what are you going to fish for?” 
“Vish for? Why, bass and maskalonge—guing to 

catch ‘em, too. Never failed yet, when I went there. 
Bass fishine has just commenced, and I’d rather catch 
them than brook trout, although I know the men of the 
fashionable clubs consider ib inferior sport. But I don't 
see why they should,” 

aé Why not? bb 

“Well, when you catch a bass, you get a larger fish, 
and one thatis fully as gamy, makes a harder fight, is 
stronger, and up to just as many tricks. They are just 
as fine for food, to my taste, whén taken from the cold 
waters of Lake Ontario, as the average mountain brook 
trout, You may smile at this, but such is my opinion ; 
and there are others that. agree with me, If you will go 
upon the St. Lawrence, I think that you will become 
conyinced yery soon. Sportsmen are beginning to under- 
stand how gamy they are, and the result is that the Fish 
Commissioners have stocked half of the available streams 
in the Hastern States with them. ‘Bass fishing is better 
now than ever before. How seldom you land, in ordinary 
fly-casting, a trout that weighs more thana pound. A 
two-pounder, taken wild from lake or river, is the event 
of your fishing trip, and save in Maine, or occasionally 
in the Adirondacks, one of that weight is very rare. Yet 
how few black bass you take that weighs less than a 
pound, and how often three and four pounds come to 
your landing net. A five-pound bass is not such a rane 
as is a two-pound trout, I fish for black bass wit 
brook-trout tackle, except that I use a trifle larger flies. 
The rod, the line, and the leader are the same. A three- 
pound bass seizes the fly. I straighten the line and hook 
him. He shoots twenty or thirty feet to the right like a 
flash, then zigzags thixty feet to the left, Seeing he is 
yet fast, he does what the trout never does, leaps four 
feet straight up into the air, quivering and shaking, and 
then alighting head foremost, he makes another dart and 
another leap, I have had them jump six times in quick 
succession in their endeayor to shake the hook irom 
their mouths. The trout makes no such frantic eén- 
deavors, although Iam saying nothing against the sport 
of trout catching. The trout being less strong, gives up 
the fight sooner. The bass will struggle and leap until he 
turns over on his side of sheer exhaustion, and even then 
he is good for one or two more darts and leaps when he 
gets sight of the landing net. With my ten-ounce rod 
and trout flies, T have been a half hour bagging a three- 
pounder, A tsyo-pound trout will give up in from eight 
to twelve minutes, In my opinion there is more sport in 
catching half a dozen two-pound bass, than three times 
the number of trout as they ayerage in ordinary streams.” 

a Where ave black bass to be found in greatest; num- 
bers ?’ 

‘‘The best ground easy of access to New York City is 
unquestionably in lower Lake Ontario and the St. Law- 
rence Kiver for twenty miles below where il flows from 
the lake. Ali along the Jefferson County shore, and at 
the islands opposite, bass are yery plentiful. There are 
most excellent shoals off Grenadier Island, near Cape 
Vincent, at Galloo Island, at the Duck Islands, and at the 
head of Amherst, Long Island, and Carleton Island, all 
of which cluster around the opening of the river. The 
fish run larger there than in the rivers of the State, AU 
the region of lower Lake Ontario is famous fishing 
ground, Go to Cape Vincent and’hire boatmen to take 
ou to the grounds, Going down tho river, from the 
tier named place, the famous Thousand Islands begin, 

and among them the bass fishing is especially good, al- 
though if becomes worse the further down you ga. 
There is little use in going much below Alexandria Bay, 
Near Clayton good sport may be had, but not so excel- 
lent as about the islands in the jake.” 

* Bass do not rise so readily to the fly in the lake waters 
as inthe St, Lawrence River; but they take bait readily, 
and may be captured on trolling rigs. J have known two 
hooks to take one hundred and fifty fish of an average 
weight of two pounds in twélve hours, off the Grenadier 
Island shore, An average catch there by ordmarily 
skillful anglers is from thirty to fifty fish ina day’s sport, 
Just as good grounds may be found at the Duck Islands, 
which are some twenty miles from Cape Vincent, di- 
rectly out in the lake. The Carleton Teland Club, of 
Utica, that goes to the island from which it takes its 
name, four miles below Cape Vincent, has frequently 
numbered threa hundred fish as a day’s catch by its half 
dozen boats,” 

“The season begins about the 1st of June and lasts until 
the middle of September. June is proably the best month 
in the streams, and July in the lakes, but I haye taken 
larger fish from the lakes about the first of September 
than at any other time.” 

But how about the miskalonge fishing? Well, as tothat 
it isa, different kind of sport. Maskalonge, of course, are 
not as plentiful as bass, and they are more particular in 
their likes and dislikes as to weather and bait. You can- 
not catch them every day, and you must study the 
weather and winds carefully if you want to succeed. 
Those who have spent a season on the St, Lawrence know 
just when to exchange their bass tackle for the heayy 
trolling spoon, that is indispensablejfor this business. A. 
thirty or forty pound maskalonge is an ugly customer to 
handle, and I know of parties that haye worked over an 
hour, faithfully, too, before they could get one alongside 
the boat, and the gaff hook into him, It is a red letter 
day inthe annals of most sportsmen that witness the 
capture of aforty-pounder, though I haye seen and cup- 
tured many of them, and know of cases where as high as 
half a dozen were taken by one boat within as many hours. 
When one of this size strikes your hook your first im- 
pression is that you have hooked a log or something of 
the sort. You will begin to pay outline and yell at the 
oarsman to back water for fear of breaking the trolling 
rig, About then you will discover that the supposed log 
is possessed of the animatedest sort of animation, and you 
will think that there isa two-year old stecr at the other 
end of the line, judging from the pulling, Now com- 
qmences the work and sport. Keep a taut line all the 
time; don’t let him get an inch of slack if you can hel 
it, If you should happen to allow him a foot or so 
wouldn't give much for your chances of securing him, 
Out of water he comes, with his immense mouth wide 
open, shaking the spoon fiercely, as a bull dog will shake 
a smaller canine, and with just as much of a display of 
grit. Idon*t know as Ican think of a4 fish that the term 
"Dull dog” fits better. When he disappears after this 
porformanee he will seek the bottom and immedialely re- 
turn for another fight above the water. Thus it continues, 
varied with occasional rushes toward you, to the right, to 
the left, above, below, slways working to get some slack 
line if possible. When tenor fifteen minutes of this sort 
of proceeding has passed (you will think it an hour atleast) 
he will be quiet and perhaps allow himself to be drawn 
in close to the boat. To allappearances he is tired out and- 
all you have to do is to take himin; but look out that 
you don’t get ‘taken in’—badly, too. Right bere comes 
in one of his most successful tricks—one that he will play 
eyery time, too, His apparent giving up is only for the 
purpose of recruiting strength for another feature of the 
contest, and nine times out of ten the novice loses hoth 
fish and spoon, together wilh a portion of the line, Seem- 
ingly exhausted, he is drawn along, perhaps lying on his 
side, until he is within a few fest of your hands. You 
can see his great, wicked-looking eye perhaps, but you 
won't see it long. Like a flash he shoots forward and 
directly under the boat. Now is the time that your dex- 
terity and presence of mind are needed, if ever. If hy any 
means the line is fouled, or if you don’t manage to bring 
him up gradually, he is gone; and the remarks that you 
will make would astonish Denis Kearney himself, But 
we will suppose that you manage matters all right. 
When he stops or is checked at the end of this spurt, the 
line will be paid ont to nearly the extent that ib was when 
he first struck the hook, and the programme I have de- 
scribed will be repeated again and again until from gen- 
wine exhaustion he is hauled alongside, and by the aid cf 
the gaff hook lifted aboard, You will then be happy, and. 
look for another one.” 
«Are the fishing grounds difficult of access?’ 
“Not at all, Go to Capt. Vincent and inquire for Kd, 

Fox. You will find him readily, and he knows just 
where tosend you. He has cultivated an intimate ac~ 
quaintance with every portion of the river in that vicin~ 
ity, and will direct you so that you can’t miss the best 
points. Furthermore, he won't take a cent for his infor- 
mation, and the more fish you get the better it pleases 
him. A.D, 

New York, June 26th, 
vs — 

Bass FISHING In InLmois.—Peoria, June 19ih.—I am 
provoked to write you by the article of Charles Linden, 
entitled ‘Spring Shooting in Mlinois,” in youw issue of 
the 17th inst,, who is wrong in saying that Peoria is at 
the mouth of the Illinois River. He says he went toa 
Henry, forty miles above here, and, if 80, he ought to 
know better than to make such a mistake, 
Imake a point of this because I want to say that at 

Copperas Creek Dam, twenty-nine miles below here, is 
to be found, at the proper stage of water, as fine black 
bass fishing as one can wish for. Some five or six years 
ago the State builf a dam, with suitable locks, at Henry, 
forty miles above here, to improve the nayigation of the 
river, After that dam was finished, the fishing below it 
was very fine; but recently another dam has been built 
at Copperas Creek, about seventy miles below Henry, 
Since that was finished, the fishing at that point is the 
finest we know of in the West, At present the water is 

too high, as boats and fish pass over the dam, the yal- 

ume of waterin the river bemg remarkable for this sea- 
son of the year. We think there is no doubt but that 
by July 10th and on till October there will be plenty of 
sport at Copperas Creek dam. The best route by which 
to reach the dam will be to come to Peoria ; from here 
either regular packeta or other hoats leave for the dam 
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and points below nearly every day, There are no hotel 
accommodations that lam aware of, at least if is the 
custom to camp out for long stays, or take luncheon for 
short ones, There is also, near the dam, Spring Lake. 
It is parallel with the river and about three-fourths of a 
mile distant on the east side of the river. It is fed by 
springs, and connects with the river about two miles 
above the dam. The water in this lake rises and falls 
with the river, is alwayg,cooler than the river, and gen- 

and only to be found atter persistent effort and hunting through 
the shooting grounds for some one to tell you, aud the time so 

early in the day, that, unless you are on hand the day before and 
find the committeeman and thus learn the locality, the chances are 

you willarvive alter the contest is oyer. But, says the managing 
club, the entries for fly-casting are so few we eannot afford to 

waste any time on you. Treply: Not when there is nny interest 

taken by lhe mangers to make the contest attractive. Oswego, 

elementary question on the breed, which he admited his 
inability to answer.” : 
The second, was from A. E. Godeffroy, Esq,, which 

was not acted upon lyy the Board of Appeals. It was as 
follows :— 

Mi. GODEEFTROY'S PROTEST, 
New York, May 12th. 

THE WESTMINSTER KENNEL CovR,—Gentlemen:—l beg to pro- 
test azninst the award in class 5, where my bitch Braunfels was 

Watertown aud Syracuse didnot lack in entries, although the 
erally clearer, and is full of bass, perch, crappies, etc., 
and always affords fine sport. We have never heard of 
fly-fishing in this section for bass. [yerybody uses min- 
nows, Lam reading with much interest the articles of 
Dr, Henshall, and wish they would come oftener, Iam 
a subscriber to FOREST AND STREAM through the cour- 
tesy of a friend, When the first numbers came I hadn't 
time to read them and threw them aside ; finally I took 
several home from the office, thinking I would look them 
over out of compliment to my friend. To sum up, I 
wanted to go a-fishing right away, and I began adding to 
my meager supply of tackle, much to the profit of your 
advertisers. J have a split bamboo from Hoskins on the 
way, and by the time the water goes down will be ready 
for business. I have seen no letters published from this 
section, Your journal has proved itself powerful enough 
to interest one who formerly had very little time or fancy 
for such things. C. B, A. 

We have no doubt that the errors noted in Prof, Lind- 
en’s article were purely inadvertent; and we take the 

more pleasure in publishing our correspondent’s letter, as 
the concluding part of itis added testimony to the good 
influence of the FOREST AND STRRAM. 

x * 
A Drap *Risz,"—Miramichi, June 19th.—On Wednes- 

day (8th inst,) I was fishing at the Ox Bow, Little South- 
west Miramichi, My companions were Dr, Holdén and 
M. G, Baillie, of St, John, and Mr, Joyce, of Chatham, 
The wind blew upstream from an easterly direction, but 
we were doing fair work with trout of from one-half to 
three pounds, I struck a two-pounder which showed 
considerable game, and had played him sufficiently to 
justify my beaching him, which [ proceeded todo, Just 
as he was within a foot or two of the shore, however, off 
he went, leaving on my hook a smelt of ordinary size, 
but partially digested. On making examination I found 
that the smelt was firmly hooked about half an inch 
from the caudal fin, and [ had as much trouble in u- 
hooking it as an ordinary trout would have given me if 
well hooked. A good many smelts were in the river at 
the time, and the trout were feeding upon them, In the 
case of the one that rose to my fly on this occasion, the 
smelt had been swallowed as far as possible, and the pro- 
cess of digestion was going on, the tail of the victim mean- 
time protruding from its captor’s mouth, When the 
latter rose to take my fly and I struck for him, the hook 
became fastened into the smelt as I have described. I 
have frequently seen smelts, to the number of two or 
three, thrown from a large trout's mouth when struck 
heavily or played vigorously after being hooked, but I 
never before hooked the dead fish when striking at the 
live one, D. G. 5. 

\ + — 

. Ryn Breacn Fisumyc.—Vew York, June 24th.—Col. 
Withers, of Rye, while fishing near Rye Beach last 
Monday, caught fifteen blackfish in about two hours. He 
says that the fishing has not been so good there during 
many seasons as itis at present. His largest blackfish 
on Monday weighed sixand a half pounds, It has since 
been eaten. He presented it to Mr. Minott Mitchell, a 
gentleman w-ll and favorably known in real estate and 
petroleum circles, who is summering himself at White 
Plains this year, where he says he simmers more com- 
fortably than he would in his city residence. Mr, Mitchell 
invited some choice spirits to partake of the fish, and 
they accepted. The writer hereof regrets that he was 
not included in the party. Mr. Mitchell has had unusu- 
ally good luck blackfishing this summer, but nothing 
like that of his friend, he says. His chief ambition now 
is to catch a seven pound blackfish for the purpose of 
presentation to Col. Withers, T, 

——— 

New Brunswick—Boston, Mass,, June 23d,—Tlaye 
just returned from York Co., New Brunswick, Captured 
six bears and all the trout wanted, in the waters of Cran- 
berry ond Kilburn, Fishing has been good for trout in 
all the waters till lately. It needs heavy rains for 
successful fly-fishing, especially for Jand-locked salmon, 

WARFIELD, 
—_ > 

Wisconsin—Appleion, June 19t.—Bass fishing was 
never so good on the lower Fox asitis this season. Large 
strings are taken daily by professionals and non-experts, 
Roberts’ ‘‘ Resort” is being extensively patronized by 
parties from Chicago and Milwaukee. Island Park, 
further up the Lake, has a fine hotel now, and fishing in 
the adjacent waters is superb, F, 

ELY-CASTING, 

Synicusp, New York, June, 1880.—Eaditur Forest aid Stream :— 

Fishing clubs are being formed throughout the State, and 
when they are formed thoy mean business; and I yenture to say 

that the labor performed and the money expended for the propa- 

pution and preservation of fish, and the laws enacted through the 

influence of the Onondaga Fishing Club alone for the past two 

years, exceeds that of the State Conventions for tha past fiye 

ears. 
* hxticle Second, of the Constitution of the State Association 
yeads: *' It shall be called the New York State Association for the 
Protection of Fish nnd Game.” Good. But any member of a chub 
who has taken an active part in getting ready for the holding of 
a State Conyention knows that the whole burden of the club 

consists in getting the birds from afar, building coops for them, a 
gvand stand upon which to seo them shot, suitable grounds for 
this purpose, providing conveyances for the shooters and specta- 

tors, and flaming posters all over the country announving 

the great State shoot; while if the club happens’ to haye one 
qnember who tales a0 intersst in fly-fishing, to him alone is in- 
trusted the arrangement fortly-casting. And my experience has 
Deen that everything 1s sacrificed in the shape of comfort and 
conyenience, to be near the shooting grounds, even going so Tar 

asto dam up 8 small frook, rippling through a cow pasture so 

full of weeds that not twenty feet width of clear water could 
be Procured.aThe locality unisnowa to the visiting sportsmen 

MR. DALZIELS LETTER TO THE LIVE §10ck 

nal, under which the famous English judge expresses 
his views of the different classes of disappointed exhib- 
itors he met with at the New York Show. 
tothe many protests against the judging, Mr, Dalziel 

the protests in question, thal we may 
our readers the two points upon which he touches in par- 
ticular, 

referred to the judging of class 40, ‘‘ Red Irish Setter 

actual yulue of all the prizes offered in cither did not equal that 

of a single prize offered in a number of shoots, 
At the present price of fly-rods, so far as money is coucerned, a 

min hadi better stay at home and biy him one, for it would cost 
less than to go toa Convention and win one. But a gentleman 

sporisman, with rod or fun, loyes to point to some little souvenir 
43 a trophy of his skill; and IT venture to say that the “ Game 

Fishes of the Duited States,” as first prize for fly-casting at the 
Seneca Valls Conyention, would have drawn more entries than 
all the $50 rods that could have been offered. Wor tho fly-fisher Js 
a man who loves to read. FLy-Rop, 

Kish Culture. 
X ater 
‘TENNESSEE SHAD.—Nashville, Tenn., June i19th.—A 

shad supposed to be one of the offspring of those deposi- 
tedin the Cumberland River a few years ago was caught 
here the other day, weighing three pounds, Hickory 
shad are quite Common here, and often very abundant, 

. 2 . 

4 ibs Tt The Ziennel. 
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—Address all communications to“ Forestand Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

eed 

JOURNAL, 

§§TNOIDENTS. of the New York Show,” is theheading 
of Mr. Dalziel’s last letter in the Live Stock Jour- 

In referring 

writes us below, We deem it best, however, to republish 
make clear to 

The first was submitted to the Board of Appeals, but 
that body only entertained that part of the protest which 

Dogs.” It read as follows :— 
To THE WESTMINSYER Kayne. CLup.—Genllemen:—We, the 

undersigned, exhibitors in the present dog show, do respectfully 
ask your honorabe clul to call together the Board of Appeals that 
they may consider what wa deem to be most erroneous decisions 
on the pavt of the pentlemen acting as judges in classes numbered 
as follows: Nos, 14), 20, 25, 32, 38, 34, and 40. Your attention to this 
protest is most respectfully solicited. A, HW. Godetfroy, W. H. 
Holabird, A. H. Moore, Willfam Moore, Ch. Dennison, Garrett 
Roach, James Moore, A. TT. Tuppan, William Mann, Lewis and 
Deane, M. C. Green, Adolph Melson. On the part of the owners 
of other dogs in [rish dluss than Elcho TL, 

Mr. Dalziel says: ‘I will deal with it by briefly stat- 
ing facts. In judging this class I had the honor of being 
associated with the Tion. Jobn H. Wise of Richmond, 
and 8. T. Hammond, Esq., of Springfield, and two more 
fair-dealing, painstaking, and, T believe, competent men, 
T have never judged with, 

** When the Irish Red Setter class came into the ring I 
pointed out that the dog Byron was, I considered, an 
Trish red and white setter, Mr. Wise, read from, as I 
then thought, the schedule, that white it was provided, 
was admissable, his was really read from the descrip- 
tion of ‘Stonchenge,’ in condensed form. The mistake 
being afterwards discovered, the red dogs were judged 
alone: and the judges, impressed with the grand form 
of Byron, whantmeusly recommended that he should 
have an extra first prize, and to this the Committee cor- 
diallyagreed. No English reader will be surprised at 
this ; itis here of everyday occurrence ; and the West- 
minister Kennel Club Committee would have been justi- 
fied in giving 100 extra prizes had the judges recom- 
mended them to do sa, 

‘« T leave the Irish setters with one word to the Weat- 
minister Kennel Club:—These dogs are not ‘Red Irish,’ 
as their catalogue reads, but' Trish setters,’red or red 
and white, 

** Now I will deal with the protest in general. As is 
usual, the Westminister Kennel Club sent outa premium 
list, with copy of rules and regulations governing the 
show ; and tiage who made entry of their dogs knew 
that they did so under the conditions therein clearly 
stated. 

“Rule 8 says — 
“'The scales of points elven in (he third edition of the “dogsof 

the British Tslinds,” by J, 1H. Walsh (‘Stonehenge "’), willbe used 
by the judges, when necessary, jp judging the dogs." 

‘The meaning of this clearly is that if the judges 
failed to agree, point-judging according to Stonehenge 
should be resorted to. j 

* At the New York Show no such necessity arose, in 
the opinion of the judzes, whatever disappointed exhib- 
itors may have thought. 

** Rule 10 says — 
“''The decision of the judges will be final in all cases, exoopt 

where mistake, fraud, Boisrep ronentatien or collusion can be 
shown; in any such case (he Committee of Appeal inusi decide 
a pes veeel execpt those of merit, and the dog may be re- 

“*Can anything be clearer, and where, I ask, do the 
protesters ind their Jocus standi ? 

*‘T inclose a full copy of the rules, Mr, Editor, and 
shall be glad if you will give your opinion as to whether 
there exists one justifying these protesters or the West- 
minister Kennel Club Committee in entertaining them } 
for I hold it was their duly to protect their judges from 
the insulting charges of unfairness or incompetence, 
especially when made by persons of whose competency 
to form an opinion there was no proof, On the, con- 
trary, in the only instance I had an opportunity I proved 
the utter inconspetency of a protester against the awards 
in spaniels, before the Court of Appeal, putting a most 

given the second prize. The other dog has no dew claws, a point 
which is, necording to * Stonehenze" and Vero Shaw, as neces- 
sury as solid white in a bull-terrier. Yours respectfully, 

: A, E. GODEFFROY, 

On this Mr, Dalziel writes : * And now, one word with 
Mr. Godettroy, I will deal only with his ppaer ae tom 
awards in St. Bernards, Mr. Godeffroy objects that 
gaye first prize toa dog that had no dew-claws. My hay- 
ing done so would surprise no one in England who has 
read my frequent protests against the high yalue put on 
them, It is pretty well known thatI consider these ap- 
pendages as useless as they are ugly. Mr, Goddefroy re- 
fers to ‘Stonehenge’ and Vero Shaw ; but great authori- 
ties as these gentlemen may be, Mr, Godeffroy must 
learn to know that itis not every judge who will bind 
himself by their opinions or their crotchets. 

“T beheve Mr, Godeffroy has in his kennel] the blood 
of old Champion Tell; and I should suppose from his 
protest that he is ignorant of the fact that Tell, like 
Princes Salms’ Courage and many other grand specimens, 
was as innocent of dew claws as the dog I placed Srst fin 
New York, And would Mr, Godeffroy be * surprised to 
hear’ that I have in my possession a letter on the sub- 
ject from our great naturalist, Darwin, in which he de- 
scribes dew claws as ‘ accidental monstrositi es.’ 

‘© As the rules provided only for protests in case of 
‘mistake, fraud, misrepresentation, or collusion,’ I 
think an apology is due to my co-judges and myself 
from the gentlemen who entered and published these 
protests, who were one and all yoluntary exhibitors, 
having bound themselves by the rules governing the 
show, and that with all the advantage of knowing be- 
forehand ta whose judgment their animals would be 
submitted, Hucn DaALzien, 
The Editor of the Live Stock Journal, in answer to Mr, 

Dalziel’s query, says: ‘‘ There is nothing in the rules 
which on this side of the water would have made such 
protests admissible, 
eo 

WORKING DOGS IN THE MOUNTAIN SWALES FOR 
SUMMER WOODCOCK SHOOTING, 

T is in the swales, on the sides of the grand old moun- 
tains, and in the springy basins on the top, where in 

ordinary seasons the woodcock can be found, Thetower- 
ing mountain, whose knob seems to have been squeezed 
by the hand of Kiihleborn, the spirit of the stream, from 
whose fingers the legend tells us that fine rills of water 
gush forth, is by far the best, The lofty trees seem to 
catch from the slowly drifting clouds the water which 
trickles at our feet, and down whose steep sides the slope — 
is broken here and there, by level spots on which the 
springy grass grows high and the waters gently ooze, 

ere on these giant steps the woodcock nests and reara her 
young ; nor does she quit her secluded home for the mea- 
dow swamps below, unless driven by a protracted drought. 
Should the season be fairly wet, and frequent summer 
showers replenish the tiny rills, the woodcock and her 
brood find ample boring ground, and they are not forced 
to leave the gloomy musi¢ of the whip-poor-will for the — 
still more doleful clinking sound of the rusty cow-bell 
in the valley pasture lands at the mountain foot, : 

It is in these odd crannies, that many a woodcock hides — 
away, and thus escapes from the intrusion of the sport-— 
ing world. If it had not been for secret spots like these, — 
many of which still continue to hold the weird traditions © 
of the past, the wood¢ock in certain localities would have 
been utterly exterminated, 

Tu us the aome of woodcock shooling is in such like — 
places, Of course, there is a deal more hard work in climb-~ 
ing the mountain sides, but when the ground ig well” 
known, excellent and varied beats can mapped out 
for a week’s sport, and agood bag attheendis generally © 
the result. There is something exquisitely beautiful in 
mountain swale shooting, as each nesting place has irs” 
own loyely view, and each so entirely different from the 
other, One may be grandly wild with nothing but a sea. 
of forest trees mounting to the skies, and at the next 
turning in the bed of the swale a peep at some lovely 
cultivated valley framed in on either side with craggs 
and the darkly wooded slopes brings one back from 
thoughts of the outer world, But there is rarely an Hden 
spot without some drawback, and here it is again the 
snake which destroys much of the pleasure of the sport, { 
and frequently in fact deters, from fear, the sportsman al- 
together from shooting in the fastnesses of the mountains, ~ 
Therefore, before passing on to the more important work — 
in hand, it inay be well to give here the mode of treat- 
ment should the sportsman or the dog be bitten by a 
reptile, either the rattlesnake or the copperhead, coni- 
monly called the * pilot,” The absorption of the poison 
through the blood is so exceedingly rapid, that it is ~ 
utterly impossible under any circumstances to remove ~ 
the whole of the yemon. In the case of the man, the 
cardinal principle is, first Gleanbagne wound by washing, 
and if it is of such a character that a slight incision wi 
a knife can be made, let it be dona at once, and the pai- 
son sucked out by means of the lips. Second, it is nec- 
essary to sustain the neryous system through the terribl 
depréssion which must enevitably insue. This can per- 
haps most readily be done by free and copious draughts 
of whiskey, to which, carbonate of ammonia from five 
to ten grains can be added every fifteen minutes. When 
quinine can bé procured, fifteen or twenty grains every 
four hours should be administered in connection wi 
the stimulant. Ifthe carbonate of ammonia is not at_ 
hand, use spirits of hartshorn which can be found in al- 
most every farm house, A tes} of its strength should 
however, be made, asitisapt tovary, This is done by 
taking a teaspoonful of pure water, and by dropping the 
hartshorn into it until the water becomes turbid, its 
strength can then be tested and the doses thus regulated 
should in succession be increased, 
When the dog is bitten, lacerate the wound, whi 

cleanse with water, and apply the hartshorn, also giy 
whiskey in small doses until the animal cannot ste 
Of course it is much better to suck the poison out, # 
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‘under certain circumstances we would not hesitate to do 
this to save the life of a valuable animal. 

To resume; For practical work in the hot weather 
there is no dog for us like a strong, light-colored pointer. 
Tt is necessary that he should havea deal of white about 
him, that he may readily be seen as he passes rapidly 
back and forth in the maze of rhododendron and moun- 
tain brushwood, Tolay down any particular rule for beat- 
ing out these swales is impossible for each one varies 80 
much from another that the sportsman’s own judgment 
must decide the knotty question. Bub we have noticed 
one important point; that when practicable itis best to 
‘beat up the ravines, for when the birds are moyed and 
driven on ahead they do not make as long flights as 
when approached from the side above them. In such 
cases they aré apt to top the serubby brush, which hides 
them at once from view, and on balanced pinions sail 
downto some favorite haunt far below on the mountain 
side. That woodecock hayé their own well-known re- 
treats is understood by those who haye madea speciality 
of this kind of shooting. It is entirely different from the 
shooting in large, level tracts of timber or sprouts, where 
the bird has a thousand different places in which to 
alight, Buthere the bird may be flushed and shot at 
half a dozen times, before he will leave the water course. 
True, the woodcock may not always at first be found in 
the bed of the swale, but still if he has been undisturbed 
he will be found close at hand. The boring and markings 
of the bird on the edges of the brook will inform the 
sportsman that birds are present, eyen if his dogs fail to 
detect the scent. He will, therefore, stand a double 
chance, and save much time by keeping wellto the bed 
of the swale, and working his dog at short distances 
across, In this particular shooting the gun can assist 
the dogs more than in any other. 
when one bird is found, it is fair to presume that the rest 
of the brvod are not far off. If ‘ter carefully beating 
up still further they are not founo is always well to 
try for them on either side back from he bourne, for they 
may have shifted to some neighboring, Uring. Still, the 
‘swale should be the centre of the beat, aud when other 
minor streams are found to run into the main one the 
pees from which they head should be carefully looked 
out. 
$a 

EASTERN DOGS FOR PRAIRIE CHICK 
ING. 

ASHFIELD, Muss,, June 21st, 
Editor Forest and Stream :-— 

In @ recent issue of FOREST AND STREAM I notice a 
communication from Iowa entitled ‘‘Dogs for Prairie 
Chicken Shooting,” in which the views of the writer dif- 
fer so essentially from my own that I am tempted to pre- 
sent a bit of my experience for the benefit of Kastern 
sportsmen contemplating Western trips. Iam a believer 
in the doctrine that thorough triendly discussion tends 
to eliminate many important facts otherwise unnoticed, 
and that gentlemen sportsmen cau confine themselves to 
courteous English, and if not convinced can agree to dis- 
agree with a good grace. Through no wish to extol my 
awn prowess, but for fear your correspondent might re- 
tnark thatI am only an ignorant Yankee, with no knowl- 
edge of prairie shooting, I would state that I trained dogs 
on Western birds, principally prairie chickens, every 
geason from 1857 to 1865, which gave me a fair chance to- 
learn something of the business. Since that time I have 
followed the same business, more or less, on New Eng- 
land game, especially ruffed grouse, and our stroniest 
point of difference concerns his statement that ‘‘dogs 
trained on prairie chickens will work well on ruffed 
grouse, and that dogs broken on Eastern game will not 
work on prairie chickens.” I would like to see him take 
a brace of his high-flying prairie chicken dogs into the 
dense thickets for ruffed grouse on these rough New 
England mountains and show No. 1 work the first day or 
the first week, or for that matter, ever show as fine work 
as is done by our dogs that have first received a special, 
thorough education on this bird. I would much sooner 
engage to make gocd workers on prairie chickens of half 
a dozen good lively dogs bruken on Eastern game than to 
take a brace of regular prairie flyers to tone down into 
shape on ruffed grouse. I have always found it much 
easier to increase the pace and range of a good lively dog 
than to circumscribe the limits of one to whom high-fly- 
ing and wide ranging had become a second nature. Of 
course, it could not he expected that an Hastern dog 
could become an expert in a single day when the habits 
of the game and nature of the country are entirely dif- 
ferent from anything previously experienced, However, 
handlers will find that the rigid discipline to which they 
haye been accustomed on ruffed grouse (if No.1) is a 
“mighty handy thing to have round,” as ‘* Davy” says, 
when they are swinging them at long distances where 
everything is new. If Hastern sportsmen will recall to 
mind what wretched work they have sometimes made 
when working their dogs on a new bird at home, when 
ey have allowed themselves to become more anxious 
to fillthe game bag than to take time to enforce good 
discipline and to exercise patience and perseverance, until 
the poor animals understood their wishes, they will 
wonder less at the failures of Nastern dogs on prairie 
chickens. While Iwill admit that Eastern broken dogs 
may never be quite as fast on chickens as though they 
had always been taught to ‘‘ fly,” it is all ‘‘bosh” that 
they can never be learned to do good work on them, and 
their extra stanchness and docility will more than com- 
pensate fora slight want of speed with a large majority 
of Bastern businessmen. Though a few take their an- 
nual Western trip merely for ‘‘ meat,” all our true sports- 
men derive the most pleasure from the working of their 
own fayorite dogs, and tosuch the advice of an old stager 
is : either take the time and patience to thoroughly teach 
our dogs their new worl: before you strive after large 
ags, or else get some trusty man to take them along 

ahead and train them in good shaps before you get 
there. Then you will not gnly not ruin your dog, but you 
will have a sure source™0f pleasure both for this and 
future years, and not be dependent on the uncertain 
method of hiring a dog. RUFFED GROUSE, 

_——— 

_ ELEAS AND Manax,—Tolland County, Conn., June 21st. 
—Hditor Forest and Stream :—Fleas are very often the 
‘cause of a skin irritation resembling mange, which, if 
allowed to run on, will assume the forms of the regular 
disease, Take your dog, once a month, muzzle him, and 

' 4 >» i ste 

In the early season, ° 

wash him well, first with kerosene (white oil), whale oil 
and neatsfoot, mix equal parts of each. For a pomter 
aboutone pint in all, Then clean off with soap, and rub 
dry. This will not only kill the vermin, but also keep 
them aff for some time after. The dog thus treated will 
never havethe mange if housed in aclean place. For the 
first appearance of the disease try mild ointments first, 
such as sulphur and lard. But first of all muzzle your 
dog, and keep him so until well. The best cure is pre- 
vention, for the red mange once well into a dog's skin 
will kill him in time, and all you can then do is to relieve 
him as much as possible. MARS, 

a 
PHOTOGRAPH oF Faust AND Bow.—We lave received 

a photograph from Mr, Chas. 1. Turner, Secretary of the 
St. Louis Kennel Glub, of Mr, J, M. Tracy's excellent 
ainting of the pointers Faust and Bow. The picture 
om which the photograph is taken is about thirty-six 

inches in length by eighteen inches in height, and de- 
picts the dogs in the field surrounded by autumnal foliage. 
The subject is a very beautiful one; Faust stands 
‘‘ hard and fast,” while Bow is in the back-ground back- 
ing him. Mr, Tracy has also painted a, sister pices of 
this, which is even said to be of greater excellence; in 
this one, Kesswick is pointing and Jessamine backing, 
Another grand picture from the brush of Mr, Tracy is 
Mr, Turner's painting of Berkley, which has heen pro- 
nounced a gem by all the competent judges who have 
been fortunate enough to see if. Mr, Tracy is an artist of 
yare merit, and his animal drawing is both careful and 
accurate. The St. Louis Club have no control over the 
oil-paintings, but photographs of them can be had on ap 
plication to Mr. Tracy, St. Louis, Mo.; price 75 cents each: 

——$_<>—— 

Tur ILLUSTRATED Book or THE Doc.—We haye just 
received from Messrs. Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co., 596 
Broadway, part No, 11 of Mr. Vero Shaw’s excellent 
serial, It is a grand number, containing a yery finely 
finished colored lithograph of the typical deerhound, 
Spey, the property of Mr. Thos. Morse, a long and won- 
ete compiled chapter on coursing, a description 
of the Whipper, or Snap dog, and the staghound, and a 
complete list of the packs of foxhounds, over one hun- 
dred in number, in the United Kingdom in 1880, This 
book should be in the hands of every American lover of 
the dog, 

co ee 

KENNEL NOTES, 

DrAtTH—Bil/?/— i. A. TH. Sharpless’ (Catawissa, Pa.) fine Bis- 

mark setter Duff dicd on June ith from injovies sustained from 
colliding with a locomotiye on Mareh Ist. Butt was ont of My, 

J. H. Roberts’ Maud, she out of Mr. W. R. Knight's Dot, by Dr. 

Brooks’ Bismark. 

Sanes—Berkley-Ruly (whelp).—Mr,. Edw. @. Ladd, of Everett, 
Mass., has purchased from Mr. John Yottler, Jr., President of the 
Massachusetts Kenuei Club, a Berkley-Ruby bitch puppy, whelped 

April 8th. Berley-Rhue Gyhelps)—Mr. Thos, A. Addison, of 

Chelsea, Mags., has made the following sales of his Berkley-Rhue 

dog puppies: one to Mr. J. P. Hawes, Boston, Mass.; one to Mr. 

H. A. Spencer, Cheleca, Mass.; one to MeEben W. Lothrop, Chel- 

sea, Mass., and one to Mr, G. Frank Holmes, Chelsea, Mass. 

Names OLAIED—Flourist.Mr. Edw. O. Ladd, of Hyerctt, 
Mass., claims the name of Flourish for his Irish setter bitch puppy» 
whelped April 8th by Berkley, out of Ruby. Jupiter Tonans.—Mr, 

Burr Hollis claims the’name Jupiter Tonans for bis black, white 

and tan ticked English foxhound dog puppy, by Catchem, out of 

Drum, presented by Mr. M. P, McKXoon. ‘This puppy is said to be 

asplendid specimen of the foxhound, Lorne.—Mr. J.W. Jack- 

son, of Opelousas, La., claims the name of Lorne for his pointer 

dog, whelped May 10th, out of St, Louis Kennel Club's June, by 

Faust. Lowise—Mr. J. W. Jackson, of Opelousas, La., claims the 

name of Louise for his pointer bitch puppy, whelped Noy. 7th, 

out of St. Louis Kennel Club's Jaunty, hy Bow. 

BrReD—Queen-Croxtelh._My, A. WB. Godeffrey’s (Nevyersink 
Lodge Kennels) champion pointer bitch Queen to Croxteth. 

Moya-Rover IT.—Mr, A. E. Godeffroy’s (Neyersinic Lodge Ken- 

nels) red Irish setter bitch Moya to Rover If. Flirt.—Mr, GD, 
Muedougall’s (Lachine Kennels, New Brighton, 8. I.) coeker 
bitch Flirt (all liver), litter sister to Cora (Pirst Montreal and First 

New York, 1880), has been bred to Cunningham's Bijou, all liver 
(first Montreal, and should have been first New York). Sec For- 
EST AND STREAM, London Field, Toronto Town and Country, ete. 

Pups due about August 26th. . 

WHELPS—Beauly.—Mr. A. E. Godeffroy's (Neversintr Lodge 

Kennels) imported black and tin setter bitch Champion Beauty 

whelped on June 26th seven puppies—tiye dogs and two bitches— 

by Mr. A. H, Moore's imported Bob. Tio puppies are sinee 

dead. Tlirt.—Mr. Geo, 1). Macdougall's (Lachine Kennels, New 
Brighton, 8.1.) cocker spaniel Flirt, on May 8th, whelped three 

dog puppies, by Mr. McKoon's Captain- 

atchery. 
—_<»—__ 

— Address all communications to ‘' Forest anid Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

Nuw Yore Ancnery Cxrus.—This club has had no shooting 
for two weeks, owing tothe Park Commissioners having forbid- 

den the use of the archery lawn in the Centra! Park until after it 

rainsaguin. It makes it very bad for the club, as it has seyeral 

challenges on hand, and but poor scores can be expected from 

any team that has little or no practice. From present prospects 

it may be two weeks longer before they can shoot again. 

Orrranrt ARCHEUNS.—The monthly meeting of the Oritani Arch- 

ers took place at Hackensgck, June 23d. Col. Frank Brandreth 

won the gentleman's badge with a score of 367,at the American 
Round. Mrs. W. Holberton won the ladies’ badge with a score of 

165 at the Columbia Round anda one yard handicap at each dis- 
tance, F W. HOLBGERTON. 

PRIVATE PRACTICE CLuB.—Highland Park, Ill, June 1th.—To 

the members of Class Iil., Private Practice Club :— 
Thereby challenge you all, my fellow-members, to shoot the 

elub round of forty-eight arrows at eighty yards, and twenty-four 
arrows at sixty yards, on Saturday, the 26th inst. Please report 
your scores to Dr, E. B. Weston, Highland Park, Lake County, 
TU, who will compile them for publication in FonEst AND STRRAM, 

My seoye will be sent to each member on the 28th, 
0, GaaANvILLG Haxsony, 

431 
Se nner 

BRooKury vs. NORTH SipE.— Chicago, June 25th.—Io the match 
tetween the Brooklyn team of five and the South Side team of 
four (latter trom this city) the North Side team came off yicto- 
rious by asmall majority. The match took place Saturday, 1th 

inet., and seqres exchanged by mail :— 
NORTH SLIDE THAM. 

100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. ‘Totals. 
J. R. Adams.........---+-- ly li 84 873 
Granger Smith............. 65 182 66 266 
John Willinson.,......,.-. 62 106 69 226 
Dy aOeBIRKO, Secs. cs kre OU ag 73 212 

G@rarid totals prep. fer eee costes esse te ees erry soo Dea e: 1,077 
BROOKLYN TEAM. 

100 Yards. 80 Yurds. 0 Yards. Totals. 
John K. Hoyt.....---.,--- 25 76 44 145 
G. BB, Pearsall.....,...---- 2a 56 AT 132 
A. G, Constable, .....-. 0.05 10 23 36 63 
A. E. Stoutenborough.,... 74 82 41 97 
fH. A, Parker....--....--- + wa 30 41 96 

Gara TG EOLA a fpedane <eerureilendehee-le dems sabpean Beniaees sc.s 538 
North side team won by 530. TA, Le 

Orichet. 
—<——— 

—Address all communications to * Forest and Streanp 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

FIXTURES. 
July 1, at Stenton.—Baltimore vs. Young America. 
July 1, at Staten Island,—Germantown, Sr., ve. Staten Island, 
July 1, at Nicetown.—Chestnut Hill (2d) vs. Dorian (2d). 
July 2, at Nicetown.—Dorian vs. Baltimore, 
July 8, at Oswego Falls.—Onondaga vs, Oswero Falls. 
July 3, at Nicetown.,—Germantown vs. Baltimore. 
July 3, at Ardmore.—Merion vs. Manhattan. 
July 8, at Chester.—Chester City vs. Girard. 
July 3, at Frankford.Oxford (Ist) vs. Germantown (2d). 
ao uly 8, at Chestnut Hill.—Chestnut Hill @d) vs. Young America 

July 3, at Stenton—Young Ameriea (3a) vs. Merchantville. 
WJuly%, at Syracuse.—Onondaga vs, Belleville, Ont. 
July 5, at Chestnut Hill,—Chestnut Hill vs. Old Haverfordians, 
July 5, at West Philadelphia.—_Belmont vs. Manhattan. 
July 5, at Staten Island—Baltimore vs. Staten Island. 
July 5, at Stenton._Young America (2d) vs. Merion (2d). 
July 5, at Trenton, N. J.—Germantown (2d) vs. Trenton. 
July 6-6, at Port Hope.—Young America vs. Port Hope. 
July 6, at Hoboken.—St. Georges vs. Baltimore. 
July 7, at Choster.—Belmont (2d) vs. Chester City (Ist). 
duly 7-8, at Toronto.—Yuung America vs Toronto. 
July #10, at Hamilton.—Young America vs. Hamilton, 

Sr. 

= 

Sr. GEORGES vs. MANHATTAN.—Played at Prospect Park, June 
24th, and resulted in the defeat of the home team by six runs on 

first innings scores. The bowling of Moeran was the feature of 

the match, and the batting of Clarke and Norley excellent. 

Score j— 
BT. GEORGES. 

First Innings. Second Innings. 

0. W. Bance, c. Morris, b. 
FRGOPCE Aes 6 lessee es +... 3 b. Jackson 

G. Hyde-Olarke, not out......17 b. Hosford 
J. R. Moore, ec, Coyne, b. Nor- 
TaVacylddes mice teseas =< arpeas 9) h-Gregee ns ba. 

Giles, b. Hooper ........ _2 1b. w., b. Grege 
J.P. Conover, run out. .. 1 b, Hosford... 
E. H. Moeran, st. Mor . 
Norley .1 b. Gregg. ae iy 

R. P. Perkins, b. Norley. . 0 b. Hosford § 
J. Bottomley, b. Norley.. 0 c. Hooper, b. Hosford. 4 
W.O, Ruthérfurd, b, Hooper. 1 not out......-.........- a4] 
Bye, 1; leg-byes, 4; wide, 1... 6 Byes, 3; wide, 1.,... .....-.... 4 

FTG ye ot sib eelsaee Sons cahs way 40) SS TBOtALES Sa daseylenclenes esieopetiae 154 

MANHATTAN, 
First Innings. Second Innings. 

B. Ff. Jenkins, b. Moeran.,.... Of Dy Bleeran, ..25-6.c- gees tee 
Dr. Hulbert, 1. b. w., b. Moe- 
De BEE OEE. eda Soe 

J. Norley, b. Moeran.......... SE NOt OUL, pas alaat-s tae vec ere se ry] 
R. Hooper, c. sub. b. Giles.... 9 
C. W. Jackson, c. sub. b. Moe- e 

PICA. Cro neek fet cee ap teen 2 
G. P. Morris, b. Moeran ....-.. Hr not outs.) aerpece- stars eer al 8 
Ki, Gregg, b. Moeran 1 
8. Hosford, b. Moeran ....-... 0 oc, Bance, b. Giles.......... 2.3 0 
R. Greig, ec. Bance, b. Giles.... 0 b. Moeram ..-.2......2:.520:., 1 
C. L. Middleton, not out...... 0 b. Bottemley............,--... 0 
T, Coyne, b. Giles,.....-:... =. OR STR AS eed atctass Pals 2 

Wotady eee evap aes: 34 Total... , BL 
Moeran bowled in first innings 42 balls, live maidens, 10 runs, 

seven wickets. 

Sraren ISLAND vs. GERMANTOWN.—Played at Tompkinsyille, 
§. L, June 26th. Won by home club by forty runs on first innings” 

scores j— 
GERMANTOWN, 

Second Innings. First Innings. 
H. W. Brown, ¢. Rankine, b. 
LAT Gees hie) ace ateras ceed a 

J. B. Jones, b. Lane.,....- peetet #0) Dy DUG ss ass cue nape sue sees de 
G. Bromhead, ¢. Sprague, b. 
ARH Gig. Oreste to: heteee ten ai 

W. Brockie, Jr., b. Sprague.. 1 
W.-H. Haines, b, Sprague.... 9 
W. P. Shiplef, c. Rankine, b. 
Ra ORet hat So Seeee ere. . O f 

L. W. Wister, b. prague Q 
O. E. Ingersoll, b. ane. 0 
DB, Handy, c. Bance, b. Lane. 0 
5. Welsh (3d), not out, - 0 
BF. M, Bissell, -b. Lane, 1 
Bye, 1; leg-byes, 2 3 

BY) MDOtals Sivahdss-cssenencteed 
BTATEN ISLAND, 
Pirst Innings. 

a Sprague, b. Shipley... pW. Bance, c. Haines, b. | = 
rombead........-...42-5.., Miley, c. Brockey. 5 

J. Rankine, ce. Brown, b. Bromhesd Koptiod phe 
eee ee mn eple ewe dma ac ¢ 6) 7. E. Roberts, run out..... . 

3 Maning, b. Brom- 
MOR ors aye caus bi oteerden « at 

A, Harvey, b. Bromhead..., 35 
fe tA Outerbridge, b. Brom- 

G. Lane, b. Brown..........; 
EK, W. Stevens, not out..-.,, 
Byes, 5; leg-bye, 1; wide, 1.. 

J * 

| ccm Gamo tec Bd roy Mette is 

RUNS AT FALL OF HACH WICKET. 

GERMANTOWN, 
First innings -.- 28 87 45 45 48 50 ii 
Second innings 3 25 27 33 eee ime 

BDTATEN ISLAND, 

Firet innings -...-.06 sere 7 9 1 16 38 83 44 687 SBT OT—27 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 

BLATEHN ISLAND. 
First Innings. 

Balls, Maidens. Rune. Wickets, 
TA Ghia} epesn aedecls ce ert 13 3 1 t 
Maning... 712 1 iH 0 
SPTABVG .... eee ceed ote er een, OB 1 Bt) 3B 

Second Innings. 
Dane...... Mares s Shacece nse tain aio 0 4 4 
BPFASUG. sys rsteensertesyvreyer 18 I } {} 
BUBVODS cc sisveterrenpeysnenqey LY {| 1 
! f 1 



GERMANTOWN. 
Hirst Innings. 

BrOWwn s-nss¢s)0--8 a9 1 
Rromhead .. 2 40 ti] 
STUDIO Y eaten ek Sek eateries eek 5 1 

Wide—Shipley, 1. 
Umpires—Germantown, Mr, A. A. Outerbridge, of Philadelphia 

Staten Island, Mr. John Filmer. 

CANADIAN Towrs.—Both the Young America and Staten Island 

first eleyens contemplate paying Canada a visit this month. The 

Young Americas leave on Saturday next; play at Port Hope, ith 
and 6th; Toronto, 7th and 8th, and Hamilton, 9th and 10th. The 

Staten Islunders will leaye this city on the 17th inst. and play the 
Peninsulars at Detroit on the 19th and 20th, returning home 

through Canada. 

Sr, GEORGE AND STATON ISLAND MArcH.—AIthough this match 

has been named for two dates, it has twice fallen through on ac- 
count of the last named club failing to come totime, ‘Therefore 

the Islanders haye not yct had occasion to put in force the“ re- 

volving law’ which was passed with so much enthusiasm early 

inthe season. After the list of out of town matches has been 

gone through with, we may expect to see these two rival metro- 

politan clabs meet in friendly contest. 

—We hear that Mr. J. Nelson Caldwell, of Philadelphia, will play 
in the future with the Young America eleven. 

Sr. PAuw’s ScHoon vs. St. Georce.—Fourth annual match, 
Played at Hoboken, June 26th; won by the students by 25 runs on 

first innings. Scores ;— 

ST. PAUL'S SCHOOL ELEVEN. 
First Innings. Second Innings. 

J. 0. Knox, b. Ropes-.....,... 27 
J.M. Garnett, c. Rutherfurd, 
Baise? s 272 Sosa c. Mostyn, b. Moeran......... 0 

L, A. Biddle, b. Giles..... -.» 21 1b, w., 6. Clarke.....,.. sas oe o: 
J. T. A, Doolittle, c.Clarke, b. 
TROD ER aren sea heey tence dees POG LOW Glee ter tren weer a taieee «e ot 

R.H. Nuttall, e. Conover, b. 
Gres ears a season) cea entes We ONAL. orewaneyucaey stn deters aul 

T. 8. Conover, Jr., b. Ropes.. 5 not out,- tae 
TS. Blaw, Jr., run omt....... run out 1 
T, J. Drwmm, b. Giles. ......-. e. Conover, b. Clarke ........ 5 
BP. ©, Harriston, c. Moir, b. 

Giese ee, rites DB OIBTEG aces ap bot a th hes 18 
J. H. Coit, b. Giles.... 6 
N. B. Dolan, not out.. Be HOUOUE ee, 22 pasado sass saan ee 3 
ISOS Piast bets atin da abe ee atte one v3} 

Total. ......-.-.. espessaqoso DVT ee DOTSL seta dcle chins Hg iatenassc 68 

8T. GEORGE'S FIRST INNINGS, 
G. Hyde Clarke, b. Biddle.... 1] B. Mostyn, not out....... sped oi) 
Giles, Sr. (professional), b. D. Emmet, b. Coit,.... eres 4 

Biddle 1: 2t| A. D. Moir, b. Coit........ risa 00 
J. P, Qonover, b. Coit ..., H. Moore, Ll. b. w., b. Coit.... 3 
#. H. Moeran.b. Biddle .... 3 
W, 0, Kutherfurd, b. Biddle. 4 
D. H. Ropes, b. Biddle.. ..... 4 
E. H. Herrick, b. Coit 4 MNO Ch Gee Re Ft SoBe ee S8-5 

Tom DALE IN DURANCE ViILE.—‘ Last week a court martia 

was held at the Knightsbridge Barracks, London, the headquar- 

iers of the Horse Guards, on Thomas Dale, alias Jordan, the cap- 

tain of the Canadian team of cricketers, who was sentenced for 

desertion from the army to thirty-six days’ imprisonment, but 

managed to escape from the guard room. Being captured subse- 

quently by a civilian, another court martial was immediately 

constituted and the sentence increased to 386 days’ imprison- 

ment.”’—London Sportsman. 

—The lith inst. was the fortieth anniversary of the match, 

Marylebone Cricket Club vs. Rugby School. The one played in 

1841 being so pleasantly described in ‘Tom Brown's School Days 
at Rugby.” 

PENINSULAR vs. WINDSOR, OF CANADA.—Played at Recreation 

Park, Detroit, Mich., on June 20th, resulting in favor of the home 

club by 133 runs of first innings totals. Score:— 

[PRNINSULAR. 

First Innings. 

F. Bamford, c. Sutherland, b. Ford Hinchman, l. b. w., b. 

iv . 
| Byes, 7; leg-bye, 1; wide, 1.. 9 

Kolfage.... ... ..., 8) Sutherland... .........-..... 50 
G, Heigho, c. Edg: olf- | H. Martin, >. Sutherland 
WE Gas soy bee acest ~10| J. J. Dodds, «. 

A. Wiley, b. Kolfage. Cameron .. 
F, T. Irvine, ct. Lairy, W. Beck, b. KR. § 
ARO. .5.. Hes EAR ee sa C. Cooney, not out 

Wm, White, 1. b, w., b. Gowin.13 | Byes..-......--. 0... Gu eenessonA 6 
©. B. Calvert, ct. Lairy, b-. 
Gedy ce oe mechs dats ett dete 22 Total....... 

WINDSOR. 
Hirst Innings. Second Innings. 

Scott, b. Irvine, ct. White 0 Knightly, b. White, c. Beck... 0 
Kolfage, b, Martin. 10 Bradley, b. Bamtord, c. White 1 
Atitinson, b. Martin 8 R. F. Sutherland, not out..... ii 
Bradley, b. Martin .... 0 W. Sutherland, b. Bamford... 3 
R. F. Sutherland, b. Ma 0 Atkinson, not out. -.......... 18 
W. Edgar, |. b. w., b. Irvin 2 Scott, to bat..... oi 
W. Sutherland, b. Martin 0 Kolfage, to bat 
J Laing, b. White 8 Laing, to bat.... 
Keichtly, b. Marti 
TO | F44.2+2-04 f) 

Cameron, run 1 
Gowin, hot out 8 
Byes.....,.,.-- 4 

FRE ee eines Ses nor x 26 

LonGwoop vs. Boston.—Second match of season. Played at 
Longwood, June 18th, the home club winning by 7 wickets. 
Bcore:— 

- ‘ LONGWOODSs. 
First. Innings. 

Jones, c. Ormisted, b. Shaw.. 5 b. Shaw... ..--, ae ee 
Dutton, b. O'Hair........ - 16 oc. O'Hair, b, Shaw............ 0 
Hubbard, |. b. w., b. Shaw 3 1.b. wy b. O’Hair. ... 2.02... 3 
Farley, o. Furniss, b. Shaw 3 oc, Lockhart, b. Shaw ..-,..... 
Bixby, b. Shaw. .. ..--.- - @ b. O'Hair . 
®. Peabody, c. O’Hair,b. Shaw 0 b. O'Hair "4 
Tylor, WM OUT wee. eee e sens 19 b. Shaw » 
Caton, b. O'Hair.. Diver eh LUMO Gee wy 
Curtis, b. Shaw 
aM c. ede 9 

ing, not out.. 
Bye, 0; wide, 0; leg-byes,2.. 2 

stumped, Haight, b. Shay... 
e. Ltotfe, b. Shaw 

at 1. b. w., b. O'H: 
YGS, 2: jones sss ee 

=i! Load >| RrRooKsthe > 

BOSTONS.| 
First Innings. Second Tunings. 

Small, c. Peabody, b. Parley. 0 
Bate, ¢, Bixby, b. Hubbard... 5 Curtis, b. Hubbard,........... 14 
Nuttle, co. Hubbard, b. Parley 6 b. Dutton................ pertne 14 
0’ Hair, ¢. Button, b, Farley... 8 
Thomas Pettit, c. Farley, b. 
Dutton -t4 By be Farley.....-.-c. Aen safes 0 

Ormiston, b. Farley . q 
Shaw, b. Parley.-.:..... -.... 8 
Furniss, c. Farley, b. Dutton, 2 not OUT 2.0.1... .0eeeseenee cree 2 
Lockhart, not ont....-........ 3 
Haight, b. Farley 1 
Rofte, runout......... 7M: noteuts.. ete tree Os Bsa 

o ball, 1; wide balls, 7; 
leg byes, 2; byes,?......,.. 12 Byes, 2; leg-byes, 2; wide, 1. 5 

IN OTAN, ree dh se eons oda cce oar DDE ae DOOD aoe eek tik vuelta el inaey 52 
TANTO 2s 505 <saseutenesss als ee bea Ueabey Oy cml 

BALTIMORE v3, CHESTER Crry,—Played at Mount Washington 
grounds,at Baltimore, on Jyne 22d, resulting in a victory forthe 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

home club by eight wickets. Totals of score: Chester, first 
innings, 28; second innings, 31; total,59, Baltimore, first innings, 

41; second innings, 29 (for two wickets) ; total, 60. 

BELMONT (2d) vs. STATEN ISLAND (20).—Played at West Philadel- 
phia, June 19th. Drawn, although the home club had the best of 
it. The belmont puta rattling good team in the field, including 

seyeral men that would strengthen any first eleyen the club 
might see flt to play. The batting of Al, Scott was a terror to the 

Isiand bowlers, and but few leg balls passed the wickets. Collins; 

also, was a tough one; but the Island bowling, barring Roberts, 
was very loose, and deserved the punishing it received. J. Scott 
bowled wonderfully well throughout. For the visitors, Roberts 

played cricket for 40, as did Irving for 15, and Outerbridge for 16+ 
Smith held his own, and by his determined stand saved his club the 

loss ofa ball. We call particular attention to the remarkably fine 

bowling of Roberts. It was universally acknowledged to haye 

been the best ever witnessed on the Belmont grounds. Score :— 
BELMONT. STATEN ISLAND. 

First Innings. ¥ First Innings. 
E. Want, run out.......... ... 8/ J. Filmer, b, J.Scott. .. 
W. Ronaldson, b, Eyre... 
W. W. Porter, b. Maning.. 

ewews 
0| D. A. Bingham, b. J. Scott... 0 
7 | J. Eyre, b. Stoever............ 3 

A, Scott, b. Roberts........ .. 64,;A. D. Irving, ce. Morgan, b. 
D. Stoever, ¢, Furber, b. Man- SCORU wer ec one, ae 15 

ING... 220s ee see esess. -» 810. F. H. Maning. c. Ronald 
J. Scott, c, and b. Smith...... 3 son, b. Stoever.......-.... . 
T. Collins, run out.,.. ....,., 25] J. HW, Roberts, b. Knight 
B. Colahan, e. Rich, b. Rob- Mr. “Smith,” not out.,.. 

GYTS des seisslelvis suere nase 1| H. Inman, b. J. 
J. B. Knight, b. Roberts...... BE, H. Outerbridge, c. Cola- 
J.8, Kichurds J. b, w., b. Man- han, b. J, Scott... ......20s ese 

ing. Hy, Prete te oat hd 1| H. Rich, c. Knight, b. J.Scott. 0 
G. U. Morgan, not out ....... 8 | A. Furber, not out.,..,....... 
Byes, 3; leg-bye, 1; wide, 10... 14] Byes, 3; leg-bye, 1; wides, 3; 

no ball, 1........ ie otal ean Sn 

TOTAL ates ca demictetee erent aby; Total... s21 2,2 Mee et vee LOO 
RUNS AT FALL OF EACH WICKET. 

First Innings. 
BelMont.........csseseseenes 1 17 81 68 69 126 137 187 140 157 
Staten Island.... 2 3 6 6 40 74 Sl 99 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
STATEN ISLAND. 
First Innings. 

Wickets, Wides. 
1 2 0 

64 3 2 
33 0 1 2 
5 6 3 4 
9 0 0 0 

BELMONT. 
First. Innings. 

Ballz, Runs, Maidens, Wickets. Wides. 
*D.Stoever,.+...--.95+ ... 66 Re 3 2 a 
JeSCOUC asean eatery ees «es 126 40 % 6 0) 
G.T. Morgan...........-.. 12 iL 0 0 0 
B, Colahan.<.:....2....--. Ww 3 1 0 1 
Peel Sur borin ce tee aay 24 15 0 1 0 
J. Richards............ rofite Bi 0 1 0 0 

* No ball, 1. 

In reviewing the week’s play, a Staten Islander expressed his 

views as follows; *‘ The Belmont eleven was the best in every re- 
spect that we met; then came the Germantown, Young America 

and Merion. Iam eguthorized to say for the team that we wish to 

acknowledge our thanks for the continued kindness we received 

from all the cricketers that we met, and more especially to the 

gentlemen of the Merion and Belmont Clubs.” The following are 
the batting averages of the tour:— 

E/S)SIS/5]2/ 5 
S/2/e/2/8/2] § 
elealelifisial & 

Names. aa heal elie) 2| 5 
: M6 = = — > & 
| Saat cate tes : 

Pa eet Salsas] 
S]i fe] s|S] : 

Seg a CAS | sam ecm || 2 : 

EV SaD PEMA TU RATEG Sonne a won actelelefah sles cats 3| 4] 66) 33 | 83} 0 | 16,50 
Betsy r he fae oe Are akan! 1} 1) 14] 14} 14] 1) 14.00 
GAD Irvine seats sewn ta teens = 4] 6] 70] 82) 35] 1] 14.00 
4. J, B. Roberts 2} 8/42 | 40) 40) 0} 14.00 

. J.J. Hyre 4] 5] 54] 23) 29) O]} 10.80 
Ola SS Maminine SOR Saaxze asst 4) 5] dL} 24] 24} 0} 10.2 
SU Be nahi sees Se. TAPER eee 4} 5] 40/ 14/15} Of] 8.00 

RPI ME ese dele saeco als 4/ 5/36/16) 80] 0} 7.20 
SEL RGN S Aoctee esis tl con dee ats (4 4) 5] 27)15)15|) 1] 6.07 

0, a. H, Outerbridge.............., 4) 5/24) 16)16) 1] 6.00 
As celig hyd tay GS es 2/ 2/10] 5] 6] 0} 5.00 

. A. Furb 4) 5] 9] 7] 7] 2) 3.00 
D. A. T 4) 5) 6] 3] BY] O} 120 

M. C. GC. vs. CANADTANS.—"A pecullarity in the official card pub- 

lished of the Marylebone match is not unworthy of notice, in the 

preface of ‘Mr,’ to the name of each Canadian player. Of itself 

there might be little significance in this, but the aflix of the cus- 

tomary ‘Esq.’ on the Marylebone side suggests comparisons that 

do not seem to bear out the early announcements of the status of 

the Canadians. Ifit be true that they were paid so much a man, 

as has been stated, their position is even more clearly defined than 

that of the Australians, and in reality there is not the slightest 

distinclion between the two teams."—Land and Water. 

Sr. GORGES vs. Mr. DuNCAN’S TEAM.—Played at Hoboken, N. 
J., June 24th, and was won by home club by 52 rung ot first in- 

nings totals. Score :— 
ST. GEORGES. 

First. Innings, Second Innings, 
G. Hyde-Clarke, b. Shober... § withdrew...,-......---.-- it 
O. de Forest, b. Shober....... WD. GOODE Olas aelastece se ececne 
J. P. Conoyer, b. Shober ..... If c. Moore, b. Shober........ 4 

c. Moore, b. Duncan.......- -- 
qo TUMOUG oe pene eee k lee 23 

W. Rutherfurd, b. Duncan... 0 h, Shober.,-........... AAoee 
D. Emmet, rum out....--..... De BYEe. , asness ey aA SSS, 
KR. P. Perkins, ¢. sub. b. Dun- 

CANO SE che rte eee egos DIME ySGinctacae scr « awe: et 
B. G. Boilleau, e. Conover, b. 
Shoher..... c..... ee b. Dunean. ....... et Hee “ 

CG. B. Barnes, not out..... .. 3 not out Pe oes ferte 
W.'L. Lawson, b. Duncan.... 0 b. Duncan....,...... ...... ie cas 

Byes, 8; leg-byes, 8; wides, 2. 18 Byes, 6; leg-byes, 4; wides, 8. 18 

Motalers-Wjeresdeus obeiesierettl a LOOtEE Tsp ce omer Fk ies a aa +120 
MR, DUNCAN'S TAM, 

First Innings. 

J. R. Moore, c. and b, Cono- | A, D. Moore, b, Giles, Jr...... ai 
VEE «Suey ct Peed ee cathe 0}. M. Cutts, c. Emmet, b. 

R, FP, Conover, b. Clarke ...... 9 Giles, Jr... .... lat Pahshcipteatabet oe 
: B. Dunean, c. Filmer, b. | FP. Vaughan, ¢c. Barnes, b. 
Gonover.......2... wie te ae | Gla bee ou scant Herb ea ase ila 

J.P, Shober, b, Clarke... .... 6 | Byes, 222.2 ee -s0t) Nate shee .2 
J. J. Byre, hit wicket, b. a8 

Gianite: 2) ee easy Tl} Total....... SS eee et 
P. Allen, not out.....2........ 18 
et ee 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
—_—_~<-—_——_ 

—The Union web hammock, manufactured by the Union Ham- 
mock Company, 
has proved to he 
notice. They are comfortattte 
short, they possess all the quali 

of Gloucester, Mass., has been used by us, and 
the best thing of the kind ever brought'to our 

light, strong and dutable, In 
ties a hammock should possess, 

and have none of the defects of the other kinds, We highly reo- 
ommend them to our friends, = ——-—- 

~_ 
[JvuLy 1, 1880 

euiswers ta Gorvesponients. 
a 

"No notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 

T. P. F., Buffalo.—No photos of Cornet,-Mayic, or America’ 
Write to Black & Co., 838 Washington street, Boston, for circular 

of yacht photos. New York is behind the age, and cannot muster 
any. 

BuILDER.—See the rules in “ Lloyd's Yacht Register," and mod- 
ify according to your judgment und experience, Less scantling, 

4f thoroughly fastened. The hull should be tough rather than 
heavy. 

A., Topeka, Kansas.—Tue pedigree of Mr. T. DOnoghue's Eng- 
lish setter bitch is as follows: Breeder, J. B. Settle; whelped May, 

1875, by Colkert's Storm, out of Little's Belle; Storm by Wardlaw 

Reid's (England) Sam, out of Hubbell's May; Belle by Bismarck, 

out of Kelly's Fan. Prizes—Third, Chicago, 1876; third, St. Louis, 
1878. 

E. I. D., Boston, Mass—To toughen your feet so that they will 
not chafe and blister, bathe in water first and afterwards in 
Spret’s brandy, whiskeys and good hard water. If this treatment, 

persisted in, does not accomplish the desired end, try a solution 

of sugar of lead, 6 gr,-8 gr. to 13 water. 

E. C. W., Trenton.—The reduction of hoist fram 24 to 19ft. 

keeping foot 35ft., head 19ft. and leech d7ft., will work very well, 

Your sail will sit all the better for it, and the boat will gain 
in stiffness. The reduction in ballast would be but moderate, as 
the sail wrea would be decreased only about eight per cent. 

H., Detroit.—Only book on boat building is Neilson'’s—price 

$1.25. Can obtain itfor you. A new and improved edition will 

soon come to hand. For small yachts and sailing boats, see Dixon 

Kemp's ‘ Yacht and Boat Sailing,’ containing a vast amount of 

information, but the plans and figures must be modified ac- 

cording to your wants. With such books as guides, you can ac- 

quire the principles, and then apply them to local practice. 

YaAuutTsMaAn, N.O.—The race declared off must be resailed un- 
der same conditions. Same positions at start and no fresh en- 

tries. If the race of the 7th inst. was sailed under the rules of the 
Southern Y. C., the decision of the judges holds good. <Al- 

though there is no special rule in the sailing regulations of the - 

8. Y, C. against fonling stake boats, rule 13, of the Luws, gives 

the judges jurisdiction in such matters, and specifies their decis- 
jon as final, unless they choose to refer to the club. No fouling 

of any sort is prohibited by the spirit of sailing rulesin general 

We think the judges must be upheld in their decision, unless 

the boat fouling the stake was compelled to do so through being 
crowded onto it by another yucht not huving the right ‘of way, 

See answer to “ H."” 

H. N. O.—The case of fouling while hauling around stakeboat 
you instance is covered by the following rules, adopted by all 

leading clubs: '* When rounding buoys, the yacht nearest thereto 
shall be considered ahead, and while under ordinary circumstan- 

cegno yacht will be permitted to tonch any buoy, ete., still, it 
her touching is the fault of any other yacht, she will not thereby 

lose her claim to the prize.” Also the following rule of the Brit- 
ish Yavht Racing Association: “ When rounding any buoy or 
mark of the course, if two yachts are not clear of each other at 
the time the leading yacht is close to and actually rounding the 
mark, the outside yacht must give the other room to pass clear 

of it, whether if be the lee or weather yacht which is in danger 

of fouling the mark. No yacht shall be considered clear of another 
yacht unless so much ahead as to give a free choice to the other 

on which side she will pass, An overtaking yacht shall not, how- 
ever, be justified in attempting to establish an overlap, and thus 

force a passage between the leading yacht and the markafter the 

latter yacht has altered her helm for the purpose of rounding."* 

According to the statement of the case you make, we should say 

the latter sentence covers the matter, and the overtuking yacht's 
bowsprit fouled the stern of the leading yacht after the latter 
had put her helm over. If so,the second, or overtaking yacht 

was the cause of fouling, and should be disqualified, Our Amer- 

ican sailing rules are very deficient, and we counse! the adoption 

of the Y. R. A. rules by the Southern Y. C., as covering the whole 
ground more thoroughly, and being explicit. 

[From s Special Correspondent,] 

OUR WESTERN LETTER. 

1 DENVER, Col., June 11th. 
Te present depression in mining stocks in New 

York is apt to Jead the Eastern man into a mis- 
understanding of the true state of mining matters in 
Colorado. Nothing could be more unjust or more hurt- — 
ful than to judge of Colorado mining at large, by quota- 
tions from the New York Mining Exchange, The ob- 
server of those quotations will now see mining stocks 
quoted at one quarter of the price at which they were 
quoted six months ago. And hé may thereby infer that 
the Colorado mines are abubble. It may be true, may 
say that itis true,that some of them are bubbles—not bub- 
blesin fact, but bubbles when they come to be stocked at 
five or ten times their true value, and what any one on the 
spot could have told you six months ago was five or ten 
times their true value, The mines themselves were all 
right ; but the men who got hold of them and manipulated 
them were not aj] right. They were short-sighted, too, 
They have nearly killed the goose that laid the golden 
eggs. They have bred sucha distrust of Colorado mines, 
that they will find it difficult to restore any confidence 
inthem, Their opportunities for money-making—look- 
ing at the matter from a selfish standpoint—are gone. — 
No mine hereafter will float with their names on it, If © 
they operate at all, it will haye to be under cover of the 
names of other men. But, great as the hurt is to them- 
selves, they haye hurt Colorado still more. Their con- 
duct has seryed, and will serve to block to some extent 
the advancement in the development of Colorado mines, 
Men in the Hast see. right under their noses, the mining 
swindles that have been perpetrated, They do not see, / 
nor know, all the sound mining industry that is going — 
on here. Itistoo far away. You speak to them now 
about mines, and, unless they have been here, they will 
most likely say : “No; I don’t want anything todo with 
it.” I know that the depression in mining stocks is sym- 
pathetically due, in part, to the depression in various 
materials which now exists, But the illegitimate use of 
mines by speculators has done the most harm. 
Thave been referring to the condition of the New York 

market for mines. Despite its dullness, however, the 
work of discovering and developing goes on here without 
abatement, Indeed, there are more men mining and 
prospecting now in Colorado than eyoer before, This 
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season has witnessed an enormous influx of men who 
come to engage in that work, In the spring the arrivals 
of such men in Denyer daily ran from 500 to 1,000. The 
streets of the town were fullof them, The hotels were 
crowded, and the large overflow was taken up by the 
hundreds of persons who rented furnished rooms to the 
sirangers, All these men were on their way to the 
mountains, They came from allover the country, and 
many from Canada, Some days the Kansas Pacific 
trains came in in sections, 80 great was the load. Some 
idea of the extent of the immigration may be gotfrom 
what happened to the price of real estate in Denver, 
Denver is nothing if not a depot for supplying the wants 
of the men in the mountains, Lts Lei pieraeca directly 
or indirectly, lives on that. Just _as Denver thrives or 
flags, it is a sure indication that the number of men in 
the mountains and the work being done there is increas- 
ing, or that the mining industry is drooping ; and nothing 
ig a Burer test of the prosperity of Denyer, than the price 
of its real estate, Well, thera was a general advances in 
ita price all over the city, and a great advance; and the 
quiet citizens of the Hast may open their eyes, perhaps, 
when I say that in some quarters of the city tlie ad- 
vance through the winter was from 300 to 400 per cent. 
Scores of new buildings are going up everywhere. Some 
of them would do credit to the handsomest streets in 
New York. Hotel accomodations have been greatly ex- 
tended, and are still inadequate. 

The new arrivals of the spring did not stay long in 
Denver. The snow still lay deep on the mountains ; and 
very, almost unprecedentedly, deep in the regions beyond 
the main divide. That was au insuperable obstacle to 
prospecting, But the new comers, eager for their silver 
unting, could not bear to defer long their start for the 

mountding. Every now and then there passed through 
the streets some canvas-topped wagon, drawn by its two 
mules, bound for the Gunnison or Breckenridge, or what 
not. The untanned faces of the uninitiated prospector 
could be seen under the canvas, the wagon was brand 
new, and the shovels and axes that could be seen sticking 
out had plainly never been used. Less frequently could 
be seen the little “jacks,” two or three together, with 
packs of great size on their backs—all bound for the 
mountains. So, ina few weeks, most of the thousands 
of prospectors had gone. Ihave noidea that they will 
all get rich, There are but few prospectors who ever 
have got rich. But those to whom they will sell their 
Beoe Peps will get rich, for there is not the slightest 
oubt in the world that they will find prospects to sell, 

There is no humbug about Colorado as a place where 
there are large mineral deposits. There are plenty fo be 
found. They haye to be uncovered ; they haye then to 
be developed. After that capital is to be put into them 
at their true value; then they are to be worked—not 
mismanaged, and not to be stolen from, and they will, 
and the State will, yield riches to an enormous extent. 
But many times there will be sure to be errors of judg- 
ment, What I mean to say is, that the New York 
mibing market is not a true indicator of the character of 
mining interests here; that there are good mines here, 
each of which has its proper price; and that, despite the 
depression in New York, the mineral richness of this 
State is being rapidly developed. 

The business of silver mining in Colorado has a system 
about it which is probably unknown to persons in the 
East who haye not, by a visit to these regions, been an 
eye-witness to it, By silver mining I do not mean the 
mere working of a ming which has been ascertained to be 
good, has been developed, and which contributes its 
repglae monthly quota to the United States Mints, That, 
to be sure, is real mining, but what I mean by silver 
mining at large is mot only the ultimate working of a 
mine, but its previous discovery, development and sale to 
the persons who do ultimately work it. All these are 
regular stages in the growth of a mine; they are the 
Buccessive chapters of its TerEE A word about this 
regular saya will throw sonie light which will perhaps 
be desirable to some of your readers on the subject of 
acquiring a paying mine, 

Tn the first place, as'to the discovery of mines, one who 
was not familiar with this corner of the earth would be 
surprised tosee the number of prospect holes, or ‘* holes,” 
as they are here called, which show, or are expected to 
show, mineral. When a person stands in a mining camp 
and looks about him he will see the mountain sides on 
every hand plentifully dotted with heaps of fresh, 
yellowish earth. They ench indivate a “hole” ten feet 
deep or more, and about fiva feet in diameter, and look, 
at a distance, more like scattered rifle pits than anything 
else. These prospect holes will extend for miles about 
the camp. When it is taken into consideration how many 
wining camps, larga and small, there are in this State, 
one can get a faint idea of the number of holes there are 
forsale. It is not every hole which, at ten feet, can 
show mineral, Someof them do, but with the majority of 
them greater development is necessary to strike ore. 
Ten feet is the minimum depth to which holes are sunk, 
in the first instance; not that there is any particular 
yirtue in ten feet of depth, only thatis supposed to repre- 
dent work worth a hundred dollars, which amounc of 
work ig needed annually to keep the title to the claim 
good. <A ten foot hole, indeed, does not of iteslf entitle 
the digger to locate and record his claim'so asfto make it 
hia. By law, he has first tomake a discovery of mineral. 
But the law is generally disregarded in this respect ; and 
claims are often staked off and recorded on a mera 
digging, without the discovery. The disadvantage of 
this method to the locator is that, by law, it permits 
another to come and prospect on his claim. Thé law is 
at the back of the intruder; and, so far, he is secure, 
But the sentiment of the mining camps is against him; 
and his procedure is called claim-jumping. The lilkeli- 
hood is that if he persists in it he will either be shot or 
hanged, or ‘trun out” of town. The mining camp is 
robably right and humane (regarding the locator) in its 
eeling, yet it iso good toa young camp to have all the 
country ubout it, while as yet Hastern capital has not 
cqme in to develop the discovery holes. The people at 
camp who engage in wining have, perhaps, spent all 
their money in digging the shallow holes. New coming 
prospectors can find no place todig, The camp has not 
yet attained celebrity enough +o attract capitalists, and 
there it lies stagnant for months, to the detriment of its 
inhabitants—although it may bea very deserving camp 

' —until the capitalists come in; whereas, if the claime on 
which no actual dispoyery had been made, but on which 

s 

the owner had sunk his last dollar, were open ta he pros- 
pected on by fresh prospectors who had money, the camp 
would deyelop more rapidly, 

This brings us to the second stage—of sales by prospec- 
tors. Thes3 men seldom get rich, One reason is, that if 
one of them ever gets money he almost immediately 
squanders it ; but the factis that they seldom get much, 
They inake a discovery or sink several ten-foot holes, The 
operation—the hunting for and selecting a spot, and the 
work—takes time, When it is through, or soon after, 
the prospector has reached the end of his purse, He then 
wants to sell his property, But Hastern buyers are not 
yetinthe camp, If there are any buyers at all they are 
Western men, who have come prepared to pay only low 
prices. A sale perhaps is made for a few hundred, or a 
thousand or two dollars, The prospector takes the cash 
and goes off for the new fields, the well-known ‘ biggest 
thing yet,” which is as shifting as the pot of gold at the 
base of the rainbow, Jn the new fields he goes through 
the process over again, $0 his life is spent, Occasionally 
there is one who keeps cool, has luck, and prospers ; but 
most of them roye and gather no moss, and loye the 
change, excitement, hope and independence. In this way 
themines get into the hands-of the cheap buyers, 
We now come to the third stage—the period of partial 

and preliminary development of the mine. The cheap 
buyer has to pay something lor hig cheap purchase. One 
great reason why he has been able to buy cheap is be- 
cause the property is wholly or comparatively unde- 
veloped. [t may be that the hole he has bought already 
shows mineral, It may be that it shows none ati all, but 
shows indications that mineral will be reached a little 
lower down, or is in the near neighborhood of some hole 
that does show good ore, The cheap buyer, in short, 
takes his chances, He liiys an uncertainty. Maybe the 
hole will prove absolutely worthless ; maybe it will 
prove a second ‘* Robert D. Lee,” and maybe he will be 
able to sell it again at not more than $400 advance, At 
all events, when he has bought, he generally goes to work 
on 4 moderate scale to develop the purchase. Ue sinks 
deeper, orrunsinatunnel, If he finds encouragement, 
and especially if he takes out some ore which will pay as 
it comes out, for the development that produces it, he 
will deyelop his property pretty thoroughly. If the 
purchase turns out badly he may abandon 10 entirel 
(and some man a year after may take it up and strike ric 
ore in twenty-four hours); or he may, as I have said, 
sell out ata slight advance; but if the development is 
quite favorable the mine then reaches its fourth stage— 
that is, it is put on the market to Hastern purchasers, 

Of mines ai this stage I need not speak at length. I 
wrote something aboub them in my last letter. It is 
undeniable that they have been made the subject of 
swindling operations, Rarely they have been gold aboye 
their true value; oftener they haye been sold at or below 
ther trus value to men who haye then stocked them at 
far moré than the mines could bear, and sold the stock 
for more than it was worth. That business has probably 
seenits best days—fortunately for the Hast and West 
both. But many, many sales haye been made to discreet, 
prudent, investigating Hastern men, of mines at, and 
generally below, their real value; and these purchasers 
work the mine to their profit. 
The fifth stage is when the mine gets into the hands of 

these ultimate owners and is systematically worked, At 
this point there is as much need of care nsever. Many a 
mine in the older days failed to pay, solely because of a 
dishonest or incapable superintendent, while the same 
mine, in fresh hands, has afterwards paid handsomely, 

I huve tried to sketch, briefly, the general history of 
Mines, successful and unsuccessful, Of course there 
have been and will be found exceptions to this general 
description, but probably nine out of ten of the prospect 
holes of Colorade follow the course I have described, 
When one sees the great number of *‘ holes” there are in 
the State, one only wonders that so many are Faln TT: 
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TRAPPING WILD PIGEONS. 

Corry, Pa,, May 16th, 
N the Philadelphia and Erie Railroad, ninety-five 

miles from Brie, in the midst of a vast forest, re- 
poses the little village of Kane, Without architectural 
beauty, and lacking in many of the comforts which are 
to be found in most modern towns, Kane nevertheless 
presents to certain classes of people attractions rare and 
valuable, he village is situated upon tle highest point 
of Jand on the Philadelphia and Erie Railroad, and the 
clear, pure air thus insured at all seasons is productive 
of robust appetites and correspondingly perfect health. 
This advantage alone is sufficient fo draw a large number 
of Philadelphians to Kane every summer, and with if 
must be considered the fact before mentioned, that upon 
eyery side for miles extends an unbroken forest, with its 
innumerable charros for the loyer of nature, There is 
yeti one inducement to pleasure seekers unmentioned, 
one which comes with regularirregularity and one whose 
yarious phenomena are interesting and wonderful alike 
to the scientist and to the unpretending student of na- 
ture—the immense flock of wild Ringers which nests 
about once every five years in the vicinity of Kane, 
There are three such flocks in the United States—one in 
Michigan, another in Missouri and the third and largest, 
that with which we have to deal,in Pennsylvania, 
Thege flocks drift about from season to season following 
the crop of nuts and rarely going berond the boundaries 
of their own States. ‘The woods in the vicinity of Kane 
are largely beech, éxcept in the valleys or marshes where 
hemidok preyails and the immediate cause of the birds’ 
nesting where they have this year was an immense crop 
of beech nuts last fall, ’ . 

I could not learn how, but certain it is that in some 
way the birds learn the location of the richest harvest 
and are always on hand at the right time to enjoy it, 
Last fall a few pigeons were observed in the woods near 
Kane, and the ‘' old settlers,” with an air of confident 
knowledge peculiar to old settlers and editors, said that 
with the spring would come the flock, The few stray 
birds retnained in the neighborhood all winter, and dur- 
ing March the prophecy was verified by the appearance 
of countless millions of pigeons, 

The birds built their aests over a territory of about 
twenty square miles, and pene hatching Aprilist, Their 
presence in such vast numbers soon draw together a 

erowd,of gunners and others hent on destruction as A 

means of enjoyment or of gaining a livelihood, and from 
that day to this a ceaseless slaughter lias continued. 
We reached Kane at $:30 Pat, and sought accomoda- 

tions at the Thompson House, which, however, had not 
yet opened its doors to summer travel. An inquiry at 
the Kane House resulted differently, and we reyistered 
there. We were up early the next morning, and at 6 
e’clock were on our way to the * roost,” in am easy rid- 
ing carriage drawn by a team of spanking grays. Our 
road lay through dense woods, and was not more than; 
fifteen feet wide, On each side the trees rose a solid wall 
nearly » hundred feet into the air. The grandeur of 
that still morning scene, the invigorating air the pros- 
pect ofa long and pleasant ride, all the surrounding ¢ir- 
cumstances tending to exhilaration in the highest degeee, 
However, ‘itis along lane that has no turning,” and 

after traversing twenty-one miles, the driver delivered 
himself of the information that the nesting ground had 
been attained, 

Only a few pigeons were in sight, fying from tree to 
tree, but the trees were full of nests. Ina few moments 
a gun was fired in the immediate vicinity, and instantly 
hundreds of birds became visible, If is unlawful to 
shoot birds within a mile of the roost, or to trap them 
anywhere, yet the law is broken in both ways continu- 
ally and with impunity. The nesting ground is from 
oné and one-half to two and one-half miles wide and 
about twelve miles long, and in this space and vicinity 
there are several hundred gunners and about eight hun- 
dred trappers constantly engaged in slaughtering the 
helpless birds. One hundred ani fifty barrels, each con- 
taining 350 dead birds, and as many erates, holdin from 
Bix to eight dozens of live ones, are shipped every day 
from the different towns within a day’s journey of the 
roost, Such work as this is not only wicked, but it is im 
the highest degree foolish, If the trappers and hunters 
would remain outside of the roost and take the birds in 
their frequent flights to and from home, they would be a 
source of revenue all summer. As itis, the natural re- 
sult of the birds’ departing must come, and that ina 
very short time. Indeed, the trappers admit that the 
birds are already beginning to leave, and Frank and 1 
were a source of suspicion to these lasw-breakers, as we 
had no guns and exhibited no evidences of legitimate 
business. We had expected this, however, sand had 
brought a pocket fuil of cheap cigars; a small nuniber 
of these, judiciously distributed, had the desired effect, 
and afew only of the many trappers with whom we 
conversed failed to become talkative under the influence 
of the weed, 
_ The first requisite in the pursuance of the trappsr’s art 
is a stool pigeon. <A bird is selected while young aud 
and made to perch upon her owner's finger. He is then 
raised about six feet from the ground, and the finger 
gradually lowered, Vinding his support sihking, the 
candidate uses his wings and flutters or hovers to the 
ground, Being again raised, he again hovers to the 
earth. This training is continued for weels and some- 
limes months, and is not discontinued until the habit of 
hovering becomes a part of the bird’s nature. A net 
about ten by forty feet is procured and one side fastened 
to stakes in the earth, so that it will flop over—if you 
will allow such an inelegant expression—likea trap door. 
Close to the net, and where it will rest when “‘ sprung,” 
is spread buckwheat, or other grain, and salt, for the 
birds are as fond of salt asa deer of a salt lick, The 
stool pigeon is then fastened to 4 movable platform near 
by. ‘The netis fastened to bent saplings in such 4 man- 
ner that by pulling a string it will be thrown oyer tis 
bait. The trappers lie concealed in a ‘ bow-honge,” a 
hut built of hemlock boughs, and avait xresulls. When 
a flock appears, the stool pigeon is made to hover, and 
the birds, thinking he is free like themsclyes, and in 
search of edibles, light, and soon find a neb between 
themselves and freedom. The prisoners are placed ina 
coop until a wagon load has been captured, and are then 
taken to the nearest express office for shipment. Liye 
birds have been as high as $2 per dozen, bul are now sell- 
ing at sixty cents to seventy-five cents. The average 
price during the seuson of five weeks has been about $1. 
Lhe business of trapping is therefore a lucrative one. 
Two years ago two trappers made $5,000 in two months, 
and Iryin Kitelinger and Lyle Dickson have so far this 
season trapped more than thirteen hundred dozen, A 
large proportion of the trappers live in Ohio and follow 
the birds wherever they roost from year to year. 
But trappers and gunners ara nob the only enemies 

with which the birds find it necessary to contend. Three 
weeks ago, just before the ‘“squabs,” or young birds, 
could fly, about two hundred Cornplanter Indians left 
their ‘‘ reservation” aboye Warren, end moved, bas and 
baggage, upon the pigeon roost, They remained « woelk, 
and during that time cut down thousands of trees in 
order to get the squabs. When the marauders departed 
they left the ground blue with dead birds, hayime killed 
twice as many as they knew how to dispose of. he 
male birds are called “ toms, * the females, ‘ hens; and 
the young, without regard to sex, ‘‘squabs.” They are 
very prolitic, raising several broods in ayear, But two 
eggs are laid in anest and the young are penevally of 
opposite sex, Incubation requires about two weeks, and. 
—now here is a point for you, Susan B, —the tom sits on 
the nest nearly as much as the hen. The squabs ave able 
to take care of themselves in ten days from buth, They 
leave the roost for food and return at irrezular intervals, 
but the mature birds have their unvarying periods of 
flight, The hunters take advantage of this, and, posting 
themselves on a hill anywhere within five or even ten 
miles of the nesting, shoot the birds by hundreds as thay 
fly away for food or home to feed their young, The 
nesting is in Forest County, twenty-one miles southwest 
of Kane and sixteen miles southeast of Sheffield, To 
those desiring to reach the ground I would adyise going 
direct to Kane, which, although further from the nesting 
than Sheffield, would be preferable for several reasons 
Good hotel accommodations can be had for $1.40 per day, 
and a good livery stable is located m the villays, A 
team and carriage, together with a competent puide, 
may be procured tor $5 per day, G8, B, 
oe ee 

Tar Cause. DrscOvERaD, —Mostof the readirs whose eyes scan 
these pages hye suifered from headache, lassitude, bavsea or 
pains in the back} but we doubtif they knew whatthe cuvau was 
nnige cases out of ten it was some trouble with the kidneys or 

liver. Thisis a truth which hus just becowe knowa, and jhe re- 
sult which Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver cure has accomplish- 
ad, The aboye named troubles are caused by disordered citney 
and liver, and the remedy which cyres tihe couse pPauishes tha 
pains whioh grisefrom is—[dAdv, =~ ' \ 
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THE VICTORY IN IRELAND. 
—_— 

HE rifle match between the American and Irish 
Rifls teams at Dollymount, on Tuesday last, added 

another to the series of American victories, and the list 

remains unbroken. For some weeks past the brilliant 
shooting of the Irish riflemen has been a source of 

much discomfort and some apprehension to many on 
this side the water, The shooting of the Irish riflemen- 
when the match came off was far in advance of anything 

shown in their practice; but on the American side the 

figures are almost beyond belief, so superior are they to 

anything now on record in long range shooting, The 

day, in its climatic conditions, was of course very well 

adapted to the making of fine scores. The Irishmen did 
not get the boisterous, rattling, stormy weather to which 

they are accustomed, nor did the American team get the 
hot, dry day in which they would have been at an ad- 

vantage, since they could the better endure such a con- 

dition. There was a medium day, with an overcast sky. 

The wind does not appear to have been very difficult to 
manage, and altogether it seems that the dozen men, who 

had schooled themselves to grasp success under any and 

all conditions of adyerse wind and light, found themselyes 
finally brought to the test ona day to their own liking. 

Nothing then remained to them, with the fine day before 
them, than to pileup the bwlseyes until, when reduced 

to plain language, it seems almost fabulous to say that 
such averages as 215} and 218} were made; that no less 

than five perfect range totals are in the scores, and that 
but a single miss and a single outer mer the record of 540 
shots fired, The match will form a bright spot in the 
annals of rifle shooting, and the series of Irish-American 
matches seem destined to live on by the very momentum 
of their brilliancy, 

The match result may be a sore disappointment to the 

Trish rifle maker, who for four years past has heen busy 
at work in the preparation of his breech-loading match 
rifle. The old muzzle-loaders had Leen abandoned, since 
after repeated trials they were found incompetent to cope 

with the match rifle in its breech-loading form, as we 
haye it here in America. Mr. Rigby, to be sure, has 

failed to secure a victory by his new rifie for his home 

team, hut he has succeeded in making for the credit of 
Ireland a match record ,second to nothing ever before 

. 
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shown by any team of British shooters. The match was 

singularly lucky in being such a close one atsuch high 
figures. On the whole, the victorious riflemen were so 
nearly beaten as to moderate any extra jubilancy, while 
the beaten riflemen were so nearly victorious that there 
should not be a shade of shame in their disappointment, 

There was much to criticise in the manner of the selec- 
tion, and on the principal that success justifies the means 
for its accomplishment it might be proper to keep silence 

on that topic now. In time it may be of interest to know 
the facts in the case, and the Forest anpD STREAM has 
accordingly put on record in its columns not only the 
manner of selection, but its opinion of the mode, There 
are many details of the match of which the notes sent 
by cable, and from which our account of the match is 
written, fail to inform us. Itis not at all unlikely that 
with closer pushing the American team might have done 

even better—possibly have turned the 1,300 point—but 
there was no defection in the line, The team displayed 
that best sign of a well organized body—shooting in a 
bunch, With an area of differences of but six points in 

a team of six men, the American squad may be regarded 

as showing no stragglers, There were no laggards in the 
party. In the Irish team there are but eight points of 
difference ; and it is a curious fact in connection with 
the match that John Rigby, the Nestor of rifle practice 
in Ireland, should have had the lowest score in the whole 

dozen experts at work, ° 
It is hardly fair to say yet that the inferiority of the 

new Rigby breech-loader is established. It may be that 
the gentlemen of the home team at Dollymount have nct 
yet learned a]l the fine points of their weapons, They 
certainly secured the finest sort of work from them, and 

we must confess that the experienced John Rigby, with 
the lesson of the American breech-loader before him, has 

met the problem of a first-class long range rifle success. 
The real truth is that for a dozen years—from 1862, when 

the Elcho Shield matches were established—British shoot- 
ers generally were content with a very wide margin 

of misses. It was expected that a certain number 
of the shots fired were to go wild of the target. It 

was the American rifleman who first seriously made the 
“highest possible” his goal, and toward it he has at last 
succeeded in pushing the riflemen of Great Britain ; those 

of Ireland being the more ready to learn the lessons 
which Americans had to teach. Again and again the 
aged pupil has tried to surpass the youthful instructor, 
but success has thus far leaned only in oné direction, and 

the naturally buoyant spirit of the Irishmen will no 
doubt sustain them now, and urge them to be ‘‘up and at 
‘em again.” It is to be hoped that they will soon give 

Creedmoor another visit ; and while we may not promise 
them such a day as the 29th, they may perchance happen 

upon the Irish day they are so long expecting, and beat 
us on our own range. 

The high character of the scores brings up a question 
which has often been discussed—yiz., the advisability of 
80 modifying the means of discrimination of excellence 
that finer differences of merit may be discovered, Per- 

haps this may be met by a lengthening of the distance 
fired over, or perhaps the carton system may be adopted. 
When there are so many bullseyes made in a match it 

becomes a fair matter of inquiry whether some way of 
determining the relative value of bullseyes is notin order, 
Walnut Hill, Bennings and Creedmoor have put for- 

ward admirable champions, who could after a two weeks’ 

siege of Irish hospitality pile up such scores as are found 
in our rifle columns. Itis not likely that a stronger Irish 
team than the present will ever be pitted against the 
Americans, The Irishmen have improved wonderfully, 

and it speaks volumes for their merit when out of the 270 
shots fired by her champions not one will be found in the 
outers of the target, 

Col. Bodine may now return home to the warm wel- 

come which he is sure to get. He has shown himself to 
be the ‘‘Old Reliable” in meeting the best team ever or- 
ganized against American riflemen and seeing them one 
dozen better in the way of scoring. 

Apart from all shooting interest In the match, it has a 

special importance as a means of making two great peo- 

pies better acquainted with each other. The Irish people 
are proud to welcome a really American body of citizens, 
under whatever pretext they may visit the old country ; 
and if the match has no other significance it at least 
opens a broad current of friendship and good will. 
— ee 

Our RIFLE SUPPLEMENT.—In addition to the exhaust- 
ive account of the Irish-American match, published in 
our Rifle columns to-day, we furnish our readers with an 
illustrated supplement, showing the exact position of 
each shot fired by the two teams at the 800, 900 and 1,000 
yards ranges. For these diagrams we are indebted to the 
courtesy of the New York Herald, which, with nsual 

enterprise, displayed on its bulletin board each stage of 
the shooting, while the match was still in progress, and 
on the following morning published full scroes with the 
diagrams, 

Much interest in the match was manifested in this city. 
Great throngs wera gathered before the bulletins in the 
afternoon, and even delayed going home until they hyd 
@ copy of the Telegram with its target Ulustrations, 

[a |? 
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THE FLY-CASTING TCURNAMENTS. 
ne 

\ our Sea and River columns to-day we publish 
a communication calling attention to the lack of 

interest manifested in the fly-casting tournaments at 
the New York State Convention, and to the insufficient 
provisions made for the trials. The writer expresses 
what has long been in the minds of the anglers of the 
State, and now that the subject is started, we trust 
that if may be taken up in earnest, 

Angling is, par emeellence, the solitary recreation of 
contemplative minds, and the Lone Fisherman is, 
by general acceptance, the type of the craft, But that 
is hardly a sufficient reason why the competitors at our 
annual fly-casting tournaments should be so limited in 
number and go severely let alone by the other dele- 
gates present, The truth is that this part of the week’s 
programme has been given too much the character of 
a side show, the success or failure of which had no 
appreciable effect upon the eclat of the occasion, 
_An examination of the records of the convention for 

the years 1873 to 1880, as contained in the Forusr anp 

STREAM, shows that the numbers of competitors in the 
fly-casting tournaments have always been meager, rang- 
ing from six to ten, and neyer exceeding a dozen, This 
representation is im striking disproportion to the num- 
ber of skilled fly-fishermen in the State, and to the 
claims of the delicate acomplishment itself. The day 
of small beginnings, which was not to be despised, has 
never given place to the greater things which should 
follow. 

This is manifestly wrong ; it is putting the art of cast- 
ing the fly on a plane decidedly below its merits, 
We shall not attempt to point out where all the 

blame rests, for of that we are not fully convinced our- 
selves; but it is enough now to suggest that the rem- 

edy lies with the anglers themselyes, and to designate 
one or two changes which are of imperative itpor- 
tance. 

For the past ten years it has been generally under- 
stood that the first prize in fly-casting would, as a mat- 
ter of course, go to one of two men, who, year after 

year, divided the annually dwindling honor between 

them. The first thing to be done, then, is either to bar 
out from the competition those men who have had 
things all their own way for so long, or else to proyide 
another competition where less expert anglers shall have 
some chance of winning a prize. True, neither Mr. Seth 

Green nor Mr, Reuben Wood entered the lists this year, 
and it may, therefore, be objected that the drawback we 
have mentioned did not exist at Seneca Falls, and the 
field was open to all. But the interested public had had 
no assurance that Messrs. Green and Wood were not to 

compete ; nor has it any assurance that they will not 
compete next year. Until it is understood that a compe- 
tition in fly-casting does not imply a competition with 
these experts the trials will be sparsely attended, and 
will excite little interest, The Seneca Gun Club, who 
had in charge the arrangements for the last convention, 

conscious of this trouble, sought to obviate it by adopt- 
ing the course we have suggested ; but at least one of 
these experts very naturally retorted that the club was 

oyerstepping the bounds of its authority. We trust that 
those who do have the authority will consider the subject, 
and by taking early action insure a greater success in 

1881 than in years past. 
Mr. Seth Green and Mr. Reuben Wood have fairly 

earned a position outside of the ordinary fly-casters, 
Their skill and definess are acknowledged, and they may 
safely rest on their laurels, Should they voluntarily offer 
to withdraw from the regular yearly competitions, and 
instead give an exhibition of their art for the entertain- 
ment and benefit of the younger anglers, the action 
would be at once appreciated as graceful and becoming, 
An expression of this kind from them in the ForEsT AND 
STREAM would have a vast deal of influence in determin- 
ing the success of the anglers’ tournament on Long Is- 
land next year, 

The second thing required is that fly-fishermen'through- 
out the State should manifest their interest in this mat= 
ter, and so élevate the importance of these contests, 
When their charms are suitably presented, they will be 
acceded to and provided for, Then, prizes which legiti- 
mately belong to the successful competitors with the rod 
will not be given for excellence in other branches of 

sport ; nor will the fly-casting be ignored and slighted, 

oa 

—After a brief and fitful existence amid the beautiful 
surroundings of Springfield, Mass,, our late esteemed 

contemporary, Out-Door Sports, has succumbed to the 
inevitable and gone over fo the majority. The general 
complaint was too much localism, which led to inanition, 
the immediate cause of the untimely taking off. In 
short, the field chosen by our friend was so utterly devoid 
of the nutritive herbage necessary to newspaper subsist- 
ence that the melancholy event we now chronicle was a 
foregone conclusion. We tender to those who watched 
over Out-Door Sports, as well as to those who did or did 

not support it with their subscriptions, substantial conso 
ation af the rate of $4 per year, or §8 for six months. 
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Boors For Summer Reapmne,— Canoe and Camera; 
or, Two Hundred Miles Through the Maine Forests,” by 
Thomas Sedgwick Steele, price $1.50; ‘Camps and 
Tramps in the Adirondacks, and Grayling Fishing in 
Northern Michigan,” by A. Judd Northrup, price $1.25; 

© Trouting on the Brulé River; or, Summer Wayfaring in 

the Northern Wilderness,” by John Lyle King, price 
$1.50; “* Bodines, or Camping on the Lycoming,” by 

Thad, 8. Up de Graff, M, D., price $1.50, For sale at this 
_ office. ; 
re 

—When the State Association meets at Coney Island, 
our Western friends will have in addition to the many 
attractions at the shore, the opportunity of seeing how 
the Brooklyn, Flatbush and Coney Island Railroad is 

operated, which can dispatch trains of from eight to 
twelve cars every threes minutes when necessary. They 

are drawn by engines as large and powerful as those of 
the Pennsylvania road, and weigh about thirty-two tons 
each, They haverun as many as 250 trains in aday with- 
out any crowding or inconvenience, Theroadis laid with 
all steel rails, and operated by telegraph and Rosson 
electric signals, which work automatically. The whole 
is under the supervision of Supt. Wm. EB. Donoyan who 
has been twenty-four years in the service and isa natural 
born railroad man as well as an expert telegraph oper- 

ator, and when work is lively he never trusts subordin- 
ates, but is always on hand. 

—— Sa  ——_————— 

MIGRATORY QUAIL. 
Sed 

E publish this week additional reports of the safe 
arrival of the migratory quail, and shall be 

pleased to hear further of the birds, Those who may 
this year observe the return to their nesting ground of 
former importations are particularly requested to trans- 
mit such information to us, for there are a great many 
interested ones who are watching for news of this 
kind :— 

CHATHAM, Ont., June 20th, 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 
Two hundred migratory quail arrived here in good 

order, on the 9thinst., only one having died on the way. 
They were turned out ac the Big Point Preserve, thirteen 
miles from here, on dry ground adjoining the marsh. 
Yesterday three members of the club went down and 
reported them calling in all directions, Their call is some- 
thing like a young turkey. They were found yery hard 
to put up, but by walking past three abreast to the spot 
from whence the sound came they generally managed to 
raise them, but not until they had been almost walked 

ne upon, They flew very fast when they did get up, 
of the aes iat a slow shot, dosen't think he willcare 
for them, 
They have taken more to the wel ground, but have 

not gone far from where they were turned out. Our 
keeper is scattering food for them, which no doubt tends 
to keep them from wandering off, They are very fond of 
corn, which seems to be large grain for so small a bird. 
I saw one swallow a large peanut, shell and all, that was 
put into the cage when they were in the express wagon. 

Norroway Court House, Va., June 21st. 

Editor Forest and Stream :— . . 
There have just been received at this station two hun- 

dred migratory quail from Turin, Italy, sent by Mr. 
Louis de Fernex, to be put out on his sporting farm near 
this place, which he has recently beught of Mr, C. D, 
Epic. We learn that Mr. de Fernex intends to put out 
Many varieties of fish and game on this farm, and is en- 
tirely pleased with the farm, as it has large quantities of 
game on it ; heisalso pleased with the health and climate, 

- How is this for old Virginia by one from sunny Italy, 
There are quantities of game here this season of all 

kinds, aud particularly quail as we have had a dry spring, 
| which was favorable fer their raising their young. 

VIRGINIA, 

BIDDEFORD, Me., June 18th. 
Editor Forest and Stream :-— 

The quail, for which songp of our citizens subscribed, 
haye been received in good condition, and distributed by 
George F. Calef, President of the Fish and Game Society. 
They were let loose in Biddeford, Saco, Buxton, Hollis 
and Parsonfield. Other parties have secured and let 
loose another large lot in Kennebunk. All apparently 
doing well. 
Our river, the Saco, seems to be pretty well stocked 

with salmon, for they have caught some fifteen, weigh- 
ing from ten to twenty pounds. Mr. Hd. Hanson canght 
anice one this morning, Friday, June 1&th, weighing 
eleven pounds. Our Fish Commissioner ought to take 
notice of this and have fishways constructed. The river 
once was famous for salmon, but none haye been caught 
for a long number of years until now, G. J. G. 

re ae 

Prorect tHe Nesting Quain.—tThe following hints 
from a Rockland (Me.) correspondent are timely and 

worthy of adoption :-— 
T want to say a word of caution in regard to the nests 

of the migratory quail, Haying learned some things 
last year, I have not to learn them over again. 
“AL the nests found last year were in the hay field, and 

were found while haying. Ina number of cases the 
bird was killed or wounded on the nest, and 0 the eggs 
(in one case there were fifteen eggs) were lost. In other 
¢ases, where the grass was mown clean from the nest, 
leaving no cover, the nests were forsaken, But in some 
cases, where the grass was mown from one side of the 
‘nest, and it was discovered in season to place a tuft of 
crass back and over it, every egg (in one case fifteen) 
was hatched. A bunch of grass as large as a water 
pail will save fifteen quail; but where the birds lay so 
close it ig hard to find them till the machine has passed 

-he left to cover the nest. 
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over them, and it is too late, The farmers are all right, 
and would gladly do anything in season, but are not ex- 
pected to tramp through the grass searching for birds’ 
nests, Hundreds could be saved by a person passing 
along before the mowers with a stick, rustling the grass 
and discovering the nests, so thay a tuft of grass might 

After the birds get to coming 
back they will nest earlier, and the young will be out of 
way of the haymakers, 

P, §.—1 let out 101 quail on the 10th, received from 
Hon, Everett Smith, who is deserving of great praise 
for his efforts in introducing the quail into Maine. They 
were all strong but five, and they were good runners. 

JAMES WIGHT, 
ie 

THE TILESTON MEMORIAL FUND, 

New Yort, June 26th. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

Thave to acknowledge the receipt to date of further subscrip - 
tions to the * Tileston Memorial Fund,’ as follows :— 

A. Lansing ...... 
James P. frat: H 

TITER eto ats ae gee RT a tay ice ralalghs enue $449 00 
Tinclose copy ofjletter receiyed from Mr. P. 0. Ohl, and would 

add that we are informed bysoveral clubs that they are making 

up lists, an example which we trust that others will follow. 

Yours truly, Prep N. HAnt, Secretary. 

PLAINFELD, N, J., June 23. 

Mr. P. H. Morris.—Dear Sir :—Yours concerning Ccircilar, ete., 
relative to the fnnd for the family of the late Wm. M. Tileston to 
hand. -The same will be presented at meeting of the New York 

Game and Fish Protective Society June 29th. 

Twill also state of being at present engaged painting a picture 
of an Enetlish snipe, which Iwill donate to the fund, suggesting 

same to be rafied for, your committee setting a price on the 

picture. 

The list Lhaye headed with $10; regret Leannot do better, but 

trust the call will be liberally responded to. 
Yours yery respectfully, 

= it et 

GAME PROTECTION. 
es 

WoRK FOR GAME PROTECTORS,—Zditor Forest and 
Stream :—Your editorial upon what should be the true 
work of the State Association for the Protection of Vish 
and Game meets with a responsive echo in the hearts of 
thousands of devotees of the rod and gun. I confess that 
I feel very strongly upon the subject, and, while I do not 
presume to criticise either individual action, nor the in- 
tentions of the honorable body, it seems that their past 
proceedings are open to severe censure. For the past 
twenty years these representatives from different clubs 
haye met in solemn convention, and with a grand flour- 
ish of trumpets have incontinently proceeded to the 
slaughter of thousands of pigeons, and then adjourned. 
At the last meeting, not even the pretense of work was 
indulged in; and the barren stubbles and woodlands of 
Western New York, which once resounded to the cheery 
whistle of the gallant Bob White, attests better than I 
the practical results of the State Association for the 
Protection of Fish and Game. We all realize how our 
game is disappearing under the indiscriminate assaults of 
“pot-hunters,” and others who, often enrolling them- 
selves under the banner of sportsmen, and equipped with 
pot-metal gun and bag of portentious dimensions, sally 
forth for the slaughter: of everything they meet, from a 
sparrow to a young hog, while the farmer, realizing his 
loss, and not discriminating between people who carry a 
gun, wages war against all who shoot. The farmer 
must be shown that his best friend is the true sports- 
mian, who protects his stock, fences and game, If we 
will only unite, gentlemen sportsmen, in emulating the 
good deeds of each other in preserying and introducing 
game, as we now do on deciding personal prowess at the 
trap, in a few years we will not only have the birds, but 
also the good-will and assistance of our farmer friends, 
Ido not condemn trap-shooting per se, but object most 
decidedly to the practice that has obtained of trap-shoot- 
ers banding together under the misnomer of sports- 
men’s clubs, and deyoting all their time and money to 
the trap, without thought or care of how our miserably 
inefficient and changeable game laws are violated on 
every side, Heyry FP, ATEN, 

Percy C. OL. 

NEw YORE, June 22d, 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

In answer to your request, I beg to say that I did not 
attend the annual meeting of The New York State Asso- 
ciation for the Protection of Game that was held this 
year, nor have I for a number of years past. J have no 
doubt the meeting was a genial assemblage of skilled 
shots, in which test trials with the shot gun, rifle and 
pistol absorbed several days of time, One evening was 
devoted to a supper, and but a few moments to casual 
and ineffectual talk upon the laws for the protection of 
game, their manner of enforcement, or the habits and 
history of game and fish, This, at least, has been my 
experience of lhe action of those meetings I haye at- 
tended, and for that reason T have not been at the recent 
nieetings of the Association. I prefer to find and kill my 
game in the open field and forest. I am frank to say 
that I consider this a higher amusement, more bracing 
to one’s manhood, more congenial to gentle and hu- 
mane tastes, There are, however, many gentlemen who 
prefer trap-shooting. If this was divested of its money 
rizes and its betting accessories, there would be no ob- 

jection to it as an amusement, As now managed, it 
brings together a great crowd of people who come to 
make money, and whose habits are totally at yariance 
with those of a true sportsman. The different county 
societies for the protection of game have been the salva- 
tion of game in the State of New York, and have largely 
aided in its conservation in other States, and they haye 
established a code of laws and decisions which willalways 
aid by example and precedent those who are seeking to 
further this work, The State Association does but little 
in this regard. It would seem, theretore, as if its title 
was Inaccurate, CHAS, Ti, WHITEHRAD, 

A Working Socrery.—Plainjiild, N. J., swae 213st.— 
Editor Forest and Stream ;—I must, as a loyal member 
of my tribe, ask fora littls space to express my opinion 
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about gaine protective societies, and the threatened vyio- 
lation of the woodcocl Jaw, as in your two last issues 
you speak so disparagingly of the present societies that 
sportsmen would hesitate of joining a society for the 
protection of game if his money was to be used toward 
s0mé pigeon shooting tournament, 
Now, the society of which the writer is a member has 

solely for its purpose the protection and propavation of 
fame and fish, and as the law of this State forbids non- 
residents from killing game within its domain unless 
members of a game protective society (which means $2 
per year), itis but just that said money be devoted to 
the propagation and protection of game. Such an asso- 
ciation was needed, and such an association we have, 
Tts members are empowered with authority to arrest any 
Violator anywhere in the State. This society is known 
as the New Jersey Game and Fish Protective Society, 
organized May, 1879; Secretary’s address, W, L. Force, 
Plainfield, N, J, The society is in a very flourishing con- 
dition, and if sportsmen, farmers, land owners aud others 
desire to kee game and fish protected they should join it. 
In reply to ‘*W,,” who mentions in yours of the 10th 
the intention of property owners, somewhere in Passaic 
County, going in a body on the 4th of July to shoot 
woodcock, claiming they have the right to shoot them _ 
on their own Jand, itseems to me that any bird, wild 
by nature, and protected by State laws, unless proven to 
be of damage, cannot be killed on one’s own land, How- 
ever, if ** W.,” orany one else, will giye this association 
the necessary information of any one violating the game 
laws, the offender will be prosecuted to the law’s fullest 
extent. his September law for woodcock may be re- 
pealed next year, but while a law live up to it, and give 
these birds the first chance they have had in 4 hundred 
years to raise a brood in peace. Don’t say, ‘‘If I don't 
shoot them some one eisa will,” but say, “1 won't shoot 
them and no one else shall.” VICE PRESIDENT, 

Gane Bag and Guy. 
JULY IS A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME, 

_—_> 

—Address all communications to ‘* Forest und Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

NEW JERSEY STATE SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATION. 

HE third annual meeting of the New Jersey Sports- 
men’s Association was held in the spacious parlors of 

the Continental Hotel (the headquarters of the New 
Jersey sportsnien), in Newark, on Monday evening, the 
28th inst. There was a large gathering of delegates 

from the different clubs and the best of feeling prevailed, 
Sheriff J, J. Toffey, of the Jersey City Heights Gun 

Club and President of the State Association for the year, 
presided in his usual felicitious manner. Representa- 
tives from the following clubs were present and took 

part in the exercises : Essex Gun Club, of Newark ; For- 

ester Club, of Newark ; Palisade Gun Club, of Jersey City ; 

Jersey City Heights Gun Club, Rod and Gun Olub,of New- 
ark ; Raritan Shooting Club, Our Gun Club, of Jersey City: 

Englewood Gun Club, Eureka Gun Club, Wagunhas, of 

Newark ; Morristown Gun Club, Midway Gun Club, Fair- 
view Gun Club, Hackensack Gun Club, Little lalls Gun 
Club, Newark Shooting Cluband the WestSide Game Pro- 
tective Association. Several new clubs presented their cra- 
dentials and were received as members of the Association. 
After the reading and adoption of the minutes of the last 
annual meeting, a committee of one from each club was 
appointed by the President to make arrangements for 
and to select the club to manage the next annual tourna- 
ment. They reported very unanimously to give thea 
honor of the same to the Palisade Gun Club, of Jersey 
City. The following officers were then unanimously 
and with good feeling elected for the ensuing year; 
President, B, $8. Payne, of Palisade ; First Vice-President, 
Dr. J. Burdett, of Jersey City Heights ; Second Vice-Presi- 
dent, Jacob Pentz, of the Essex; Treasurer, W. C, Con- 
over, of the Midway (reélected); Recording Secretary, 
Justice Von Lengerke, of Palisade (reélected) ; Corres- 
ponding Secretary, Dr, J, Q, Bird, of Jersey City Heights, 
also a re@lection. 

It will be remembered that the running of the State 
tournament for the present year was given at the last 
annual meeting, unanimously, to the Jersey City Heights 
Gun Club, as to that club was due the honor of initiat- 
ing a movement for the formation of the State Associa- 
tion, and it was by the efforts of its officers and members 
that the first annual tournament, last year. was sucha 
triumphantsuccess, But owing to unforeseen difficulties 
in the securing and fencing of the grounds of their clib in 
time this year before the flight of the wild birds would be 
over, Jersey City Heights very reluctantly were obliged 
to decline the high honor, and it was therefore given of 
a late day to the Essex, of Newark. Too much praise 
cannot be given to this ¢lub for the Herculean efforts to 
make if a success. Coming so late—only two weeks to 
obtain prizes, arrange grounds, print programmes and 
attend to the ten thousand other incidentals of a four 
day’s tournament the—club has done wonders, as tle 
programme will testify. The prizes are rich and ample. 
The grounds at Hrb’s haye heen fitted up regardless of 
expense, and the arrangements in every way bid fair for 
aw very creditable result, There seems to be a gen- 
uine good feeling among all the delegates and the ear- 
nest wish for the Essex boys to meet with the success 
they so well deserve, 

After the election of officers a very lively and interest- 
ing discussion ensued on the proper enforcing of the 
gaine laws and the propagation of game and fish, Hlo- 
quent speeches were made by Dr, Burdett, Dr, Johnson, 
Jacob Pentz, Mr. Beecher, President Toffey and others, 
and if was yery evident that the recent hot shots in For- 
EST AND STREAM had hit the mark in more than one 
case. On motion of Mr, Pentz the following was unani- 
inously adopted: That a special committee of three be 
appointed to see to the more efficient carrying out of the 
present game laws, and for the procuring of quail to ba 
Tet out in certain sections of the State, and also for the 
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procuring of fish for the stocking of the several rivers 
and streams ; and that 50 per cent. of the money now in 
the hands of the Treasurer of the State Association be ap- 
propriated for that purpose. Ata late hour the association 
adjourned to meet in a body on the following morning at 
Erb’s Park, where the shooting will commence at 10 A.m. 

—_—<——_ 

Some More DousLE SHoTs.—Community, NV. Y., June 
99,q,—'* Nimrod’s” story, in your last, of Charley’s double 
shot is somewhat similar to my first double-wing shot. 
It was some twenty-fiye years ago, and alsoin Iowa. I 
was looking for some wild ducks I had seen alight in an 
old corn field, armed with what had once been a flint- 
lock shot gun, but it now had a caplock, Isaw a large 
flock of wild geese flying toward me, and determined to 
try and shootone. So I took aim long before they were 
near enough, and kept them covered as they rapidly ap- 
proached. As they got nearly abreast, I began querying 
whether they were as near as they were in passing, and 
finally, to make a sure thing of it, I took down the gun 
to see. They were just passing a favorable point; and, 
before I could again get a good aim on them, concluded 
they were too far away, and so took down my gun with- 
out pulling the trigger. I was so provoked at myself, I 
resolyed next time to shoot when I thought them near 
enough any way. No sooner was the resolution made, 
when two more were seen coming after the others. 
Stragelers probably. I determined to fire this time, sure, 
I drew on them; and, when I thought them about right, 
fired, One immediately dropped his leg, and soon went 
diagonally for the ground, which he struck (dead) about 
three hundred yards from where I stood, The other one 
turned at right angles, and fell dead some six hundred 
yards away. A prouder boy was neyer seen. That was 
a most lucky old gun. One day I saw some prairie 
chickens alight in a meadow not far from the house, 
The lock of the old gun was out of order, so it would not 
stand cocked, But I loaded it as quickly as possible, crept 
alone the fence till I was in range of a chicken, drew 
back the hammer with miy little finger, took aim, let the 
finger slip off the lock, and not only killed the chicken 
aimed at, but one a few feet further on in the grass. One 
day a flock of blackbirds alighted in a stubble field near 
father’s house, and I ran out with the old gun, crept 
within range, gave a yell, and, as the birds rose, I fired 
into them. My brother and I picked up twenty-three 
birds from that single shot. D. E. 8. 

Se eee 

Tar Foors Not ALL DEAD YET.—EHimira, N. Y,, 
June 23d.—Inclosed please find a piece which | cut outof 
our daily paper this p.M., showing that all the fools in 
the country are not dead yet. FF. B. H. 

**C. P, Watson, of Big Pond, met with a curious acci- 
dent last Thursday while attempting to takea primer off a 
No, 12 loaded metalic shell, The shell discharged in his 
hands, tearing his right fore finger off at the second joint, 
and tearing the thumb off of the same hand, and filling 
the hand full of powder and just grazing the leg,” 
a 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

Toronto Gun Crus.—Toronto, June 19th.—The Toronto Gun 

Glub had one of the most successful shoots they haye had for 

sometime. Gold and silyer medals were given for the two high- 

est scores and a leather medal for the lowest, and the next lowest 

to receive twelye fiowersand pots. The day was showery, with 

gusts of wind; but considering all, the score was very fair; 21 
yards rise; 5 traps; 100 yards boundary :— 
BL AMOS gps outs ws aes ersleices 1-10 
Bo MOOKe..2 ees eres ore ge isos teenies 0-3 
BP PErhyiisiesees ess sniere eas ob ane 1—10 
5 SE) eevee Sep ean code app aok 1-9 
AL TED DedGOn s.:. 5.32.2. s2cs eee aa snes jJ—8 
W. Kennedy......-. 1—9 
Wie MOHD I... selene» ef} 
W. Tayloc... . .. 0— 9 

* 

HE OR ERE HORE EEE BORO OH Roe 

W. Vilbliers,,... 
T. Taylor. .. 
8. Staneland 
J. Taylor... 
R, Morrison 
J. Maughan 
W. Gooderham 
LB. Pearsall... - 

* iJ | ie 

* 

ROHR ERROR RCO HE OR HY He HROoH 

eek bee fed eek et ed fre fl fh sl fr fl > fe fh: fl ff fl fb COS frm 

fh fehl fh feat a fk od fk fod fd ed fel 
et a) a aed 3 1. GB. Graham, : 

NEA sua fe ieee cite bio) ates) oh aoe eaem ich il 

J. James won gold medal, T. Taylor silver medal, B. Moore 

leather medal, R. Morrison the flowers and pots, 
I. B. GRAHAM, Secretary and Treasurer. 

Ties of ten shot off; 26 yards rise; 100 yards boundary :— 

ed NN cel sed ad ed ed el ool HR ROR Re BE OH OR OM He CHORE Be BRE RR OCR OCHRE OR OHHH Ee HOH re fed fh te ft fe ek Pee feel fk fe fd fd fk fe bet fae 

me : 

a 

H. Watson . ann DO D2 NE Davilorsst.tasss: 1012 
J. James .. -1 1 1-8/T. Taylor,. c.f be 
kK. Wilson . ....1 1 0-—2| 4H, Perryman..... .1 06012 

Ties of 3 shot off, miss and go out: J. James, 1; T. Taylor, fell 
out of bounds ; one yard. J.B. G. 

LYSN SPORTSMAN’S GLASS-BALL TOURNAMENT.—Oak Island, 
Révere Geoch, June Vilh.—Massachusetts Rifle Association—W. 
Charles, 17; KR. F. Schacter, 14; C, F. Beltcher, 19—50. 
Worcester Cluab—W. 8. Perry, 20; Alba Houghton, 18; 8. T, 

Smith, 14—43. 
Amesbury Club—C, H. Wules, 19; Geo. Godsoe, 19; BE. Rowell, 

Jr., 19—57. 
fen Central—E. W. Webster, 19; J. H. Frost, 18; J.C, Haskell, 
Io, 

Lynn Sportsman’s—F. H. Lander, 16; B. K. Lewis, 16; F. L. 
Paine, 16—48. 
SN ee 8, Chamberlain, 19; J.G. Howe, 19; N. W. 

Eager, 18—56- 
; Kayhuond Club—O. Ellsworth, 17; W. Witherell, 16; ©. Dear- 
born, 18—ol. 
Westboro Club—C. B. Gates, 11; G. B, Clark, 20; W. B. Rice, 14 

—45. 
Axe ior Chib—Geo. Monk, 18; C. L.. Prescott, 15; A. Keat- 

2, 1W—49. 
se Club—W. G. Stone, 18; C. H. Rose, 14; F. BE. Tuck- 

er, S36. 
Exeter Club, New Haven—Hd. C. Taylor, 18; A. F. Cooper, 17; 

C. H. Gerrish, 16—41, 
Malden Gun Club—Henry Dutton, 14; A. H. Jones, 12; F. T, 

Noble, 17—43. 
4 Dercheety Club—C. B. Cory, 17; L. A. Dean, 12; G. E. King, 
16—45 
See Club—E. W. Buifington, Ij; H.C. Braley, 14; 7.8. 

all, ls—4. A ? 
ae in Rosaway Club—H. Loriog, 14; H. H. Francis, 16; E. Ross, 

Second Worcester Team—\. P, Pond, 17; L. K- Hudson, 18; C. 
i. Holden, 20—55, 
Second Amesbury Team—Geo. Osgood, 17; J, Spotford, 10; Ja- 

cob Rowell, 17—50, 
Second Lyon Central—H, Barry, 15; M. E. Tucker, 16; Horace 

Root Lynd Sportsman's Henry Mortimer, 133 P. M Goud Lynn Sportsman's—Henry Mortimer, 13; P. McFarland 
P, Raridall, 15—42, ; ' 

Second Marlboro Team—H. H. Leighton, 18; I’, B. Gleason, 17? 
H, 8. Fay, 198—5t. y 
Second Rayniond Team—D. Kirkwood, 18; J. C. Smith, 13; L. 

E. Jolnson, 18—49. 
Third Amesbury Team—A. M. Parry, 16; D.J. Folger, 10; Wal- 

ter Hatch, 15-39. : eas 
Third Lynn Central Team—John Merritt, 17; KR. E. Hilliard, 10; 

O. L. Baldwin, 16—49. 
Third Marlboro Team—D, J. Mooney, 16; T. J. Beaudry, 18; 0, 

B. Brush, 15—49. 
First Team—Amesbury Club, first prize, $48 gold. Marlboro 

and Lynn Central tied on second. Divided $365 wold. 
Second Team—W orcester Club, third, $24 gold. Marlboro Club, 

fourth, $12 gold. 
Our tournament was a brilliant success in every sense of the 

word; the day was as fine as heart could wish, with very little 

wind, and eyery one was well pleased, We organized in part our 
State Association. Eleven clubs were represented, officers elected 

and funds raised sufficient to defray all expenses. President, D: 

Kirkwood, of the Raymond Club, of the firm of Mortimer & 
Kirkwood, Boston, Mass.; Secretary, F. H. Lander, Lynn Sports- 

man’s Club, Lynn, Mass.; Treasurer, BE. W. Webster, Lynn Cen- 

tral Club, Lynn, Mass. E. C. W. 

Miner Rop AND GuN CLUB.—Match for the Aery Gold Medal, 
club grounds, Springfield, L. I., June 24th. James T. Davis 

holder of the medal, The score is as follows; five traps, 25 yards 
rise, 80 yards boundary :— 

Killed. 
WANGIO cl weh or eee cciiin eniia rine s LP 16 Lael islets sO) 
RtGGrs ick heel nied sh rele eee ude tO ee On 
rir lerh, J. eb 25 Boostiue oc kcese aur: be PE TWEh al wipes ples 
Day issexearseas tthe eas. bee reek ONO Be ea 0) 7, 
MUOSIAMI Dteen eon telnet : eerste ie St 0 AO el 
INDE Y-. 2 a lcctite oe ge tach see ge 150 a a ele 

PORTCHESTER, WV, ¥., June 2isi.—A pigeon shoot took place at 

Portchester, N. ¥., on June2ist. The following is the score :-— 

Geo. W. Sickles 10,| Bill James Wy.-.. 6. veer ee mend 
Dans Puri ye. a rreess + 0) | HIG Wieste ov. a ae oniece ead 
Geo. Arnold..... ...... 6| Horace Saunders.............. 10 
Joe Berris..........-.+-- DOG WHISOD dis decor vee ne 8 
Fred Buckley WVBO VCE Sai ese seen oe ene 8 
Dave Smith -..-....+.;- Mike Eoall, 2<.022 254i hcubae ayy 6 
Sam More.......-.....-- Jack Wauaters.« 7 
BOP Clie tecstss-ta ae Weallovd ere ereiGer noe ete 10 
Jim Morellw......... Bob West... SRE BSA tice wae fi 
Gus Brown wv GAS MEST WWrocars ties gataltcceu 0 
Uack Smithy. 2.5 cete.- IHGCKMOTe Wis eter cunas oye veds a, 
Bill Seaver............. Bill Sickileswes.-- <a nh yh aes eae 6 
Ered Holliday Will BroWn W......-c0.sckcc-ee 2 

Tie on ten birds was shot off at 25 yards, 5 birds each, first 
money — 

Geo. W. Sickles. Horace Saunders wt! 
WOE Werrisers Qh: pomseneenss3 P Will Lorde eps gecertitesscee @ 
Tie on 9 for second money :— 

WDA AE CM Pow eees tp bot ees tt elees | Gao. Wing oj 52--sren Jase ac oe 3 
Fred Buckley 31 Bred Holliday.....,--.-.--..-.. 4 

BERGEN Porn. June 22d.—Third of the series of seven matches 

by the Reereation Gun Club, of Bergen Point, for first and second 

gold medals. The first soes to the winner of the srreatest number 

of matches. Thesecond goes to the one who breaks the greatest 

number of balls during the series, aside from the winner of the 

first medil. Mole reyolying trap, fifteen glass balls, 18 yards Vise, 

elub rules :— 
Wilmerding..............--... 10 | C. H. Davis....-..............4 5 
MGGPO) pet St sue eds ca sures e ct SVU CMICS gored ca cota wey 3 
Wilmerding took first medal; Moore, second, 

Tim BERDOODLE. 

TrAm SHOoTING.—Astor House, WV. ¥Y., June 26(h.—Hditor Forest 

and Stream :—As team matches are now yery popular, and, as T 

think, there are a sutiicient number of expert wing shots in the 

United States to make up a team that can beat the world, I have 
been urged by friends to organize such a team, say of five or six 

men, to pay a yisit to England and meet there similar teams from 

the erack clubs of the old country. Iam now in New York wait- 
ing for my triple match with Geo. Rimell, whom 1 defeated in 

1875, and won thereby the Championship Badge of the world. 

Whether the contests at Coney Island on June 30th and July 2d 

turn in my favor or not, I shall so right on with the team project. 

I propose that the entry list for the American team of wing shots 
shall be open to all comers, Those wishing to compete for places 

shall address me as soon as possible at Astor House, New York: 

or through gporting papers. I will shoot a test match with each 

of the men entering for place, and intend to spend the summer 

in yisiting the yarious cities of the Union for that purpose. These 

trial matches to be at 100 birds each, English rules, thirty yards 
rise, and at the wildest pigeons procurable; the results to be care- 

fully recorded, aud at their conclusion all the gentlemen to meet 
ata grand tournament, say at Saratoga Springs, in the latter part 
of August or at some other central location mutually agreed 

upon, to make the final selection. Ishould be pleased to hear 
from Eastern shots at once,so that the matches in this section 

could be disposed of before starting to the West. 

Of course itis not expected that a start will be made for Eng- 

land before next spring, as it would be of very little use to 

attemptsuch a visit except in the summerseason. It is impor- 

tant, however, that all the arrangements should be made well in 

advance, that no blunders shall lead to a misrepresentation of 

American wing shots abroad. ADAM H. Bogarpus, 
Champion Wing Shot of the World. 

Capiran Ciry Gun CLuB.—WaAsarnetron, D. C., June 26th.— 
On account of threatening weather there were only two con- 

testants present to shot for the medals this week. The scores 
were as fullows :— 
W.W. Eldridge (20 yards). 11111111111111111111—20 
E. M. McLeod (22 yards)... 121112111111111111111—20 

Tie shot off :— 

Eldridge......... 1111 1—5| MecLeod......... 1101 1-4 

Card’s rotary trap, glass balls. 
a 

NEW JERSEY TOURNAMENT. 

The second annual tournament of the New Jersey State Sports- 

men’s Association opened Monday, June 28th, under the auspices 

of the Essex Gun Club, of Newark. The tournament opened on 

Tuesday at Erb’s Park. 

Shoot Vo, 1—Ten single birds, 21 yards vise. First prize, Parker 

gun; second, Fox gun; third, split bamboo rod; fourth, re- 

yolver :— 

ODT mons as5 bse ssssueea seas tess ee ae ee 
Kinsey 0.2 @ 29 on 
Ford... 0Oi1011i21i1t121—8 
Huot Se 0 TS a 8 
Crane ~-010T00111 1-7 
Tottey -1000210101 0—4 
Cassell ND el ee oe eet 10, 
Sanders SOB Ula Che) }Oinstary, 6 
Hayes...., eh ee a 0 oD 8 
Brientnall, fet Lee ke ee an 

(2) ee Se A Ane 2 reed) A kee ad TS 1 
Vunderveer, 1T0iLi’1iz10107% 
Townsend TL OO el se 

Lad OE A) hae 
50 WL ot a 1. 1) dL eee 
Pt Ny ss a es eesti) 
T112132171029 3 

Pes Pen hy ek pE ck bow | to-morrow, 

[JULY 1, 1889, 

Sake aR Gat C eth te ae ee 
ids bOypiler ies Rael Trek TE pip cheat 

eR ihe leaRrcherber at fh) oy 
va DO 1 a Peri 
-0000107T111 5 
Aen ten here Pot Sheth) 

Didi oi iid oe f 7 
we de te 11iod0007T101116 

foe a ele a ee 
ery. 100211011 1-7 

0.1 Pot 0 to one; 

Dustan .. 0 T 41 1-4] Dr. Nicholas... 0 0 11 1-3 
S22 Ded Sa Phompsone. sro. Oed! Yok be 
1 1 1221 1—85| Harrison ........ 0111 1-4 

rs -0 00 —0 . 

Casell and Hyer divided first prize. Ties on 9at: 26 yards ;— 

Brientnall: 1 I 01 1—4| Williams... ...61012193 
Kobertson. 1 0 0 1 1-8] Wilms.:..,,,....1 11 0 0-8 

Brientnall winning second prize. Tieson §:— 

Kinsey..-....-.-. 0 11 1 O-8| Townsend. o 1 1-4 
Ford ... -000 —0| Van Brack] 10 1-4 
Hunt ink West paar Ring Sea 0103 
Hayes ....-... 465 0 11 1 1—4! Von Lengerke., 11 4 

Second tie at 31 yards :— 

Hunt,............1 1 1 1 1—8| Van Brackle....0 6 0 0 00 
Hayes ....., ---1 01 0 08] Von Li a 
Townsend 1131141 0-4 Bae eRe Phe ss 

Hunt won third prize, Ties on 7, 26 yards:— 

Ostet 2-9eee8 0100-4 —I 
Vunderveer 00 - —3 

Arneys fos. 2 phar eal it =) 
Newton......-, 4.3 

Mr, Warne won fourth prize. Ties on 6, 26 yards :— 

Sanders -......... 0 11 1 0O—S3|Farme....... ».000 000 
Mr. Sanders winning fifth prize, 

Shoot No.2.—Ten single birds, 21 yards. Prizes, $100, $75, $50, 
$25, leather gun case :— 

Dustan..... «EL OE AL Ol oD DT) 
Illingsworth ps es Pine gee] =e 
Francis. -... Dok ot Oo Watt er 

el he) fect G 
OA aie Tey “og ees 
LT evel Jee 
ODT er I Sa 
Le ee Nee Ta ae he ar ae 
YAS Ot 10 1s 

ie ee ta ee Lr a, Rove} 
~IlL002 120 6 12 

Dusenberry..,..-. -....- Bes De Le oh ic 
Brientnall...-.....--. proc k@ Got Peto t ali ta Ls Rr 
PH aivh ty capes Gu sp «> Pee Ra er eel 1 TOT) 

ced SLT ol D1 ee ie Ot 
wool DIL Oe a een 
Peo ol OMe Ope 1) aiden 

UDGtiaeetyessaaaacnest afd Oy TRO ae Ts 
Williams ..,,-.-:4..0- ye Ae OORT Siew lay Seal aG 
Southard,.........--- -OLTLT1I@01010L6 
Walker............++- oe Mies Hie te te! Bl ah 
Vanderyeer... .... 2.2 hd teeter oa hoe 
Mundy .....4.. +000 issteeee US aie hes eere oh este sh Ey 
‘Yofey. O1L1T10010 14-6 
Towusend Me Tet 3h Seyi! iret, 
Grane. YOLTO0 T1010 5 
Yon Le PD dos SE Ok, a ere 
Smith. 0o001011210 04 
M. Willi ete Tiga ips ah Ghee ia 
Hayes .. fe ep an 
Outwat Tie Pt es Ot Th 
‘Tucker Ad a ae 
-hompson. a Pit ess ee 
Hughes De Da ere ak 
Va ae tebe on, ee rey Wes beim Bathe! ahstewi) Yies 73 
Rudden..,....--++ °4 08 ONO TS 
Decker 0... 0-sasecee TRL Ulett Glealyr SS) wi en, 
EVV Er 8 Solas eae oe) Ole a pees 
Harrison 00 te a0 1 ore 
Burdett... es et as a re ie ee 
Commings.... .......s..00005 at es he et a ee ie ci 
Sigler. .e7 PUP Ise Boel tb lea periph aL agi | 
Newton ....5..5.. «10012001 0wW 
Warne..... aS ae Oe hte age 
Peniz,...-.. Bi Cs es Por PS Be 
Yerrington... esa ls JO aor AP eet 
M, Sunders... at 1 OT 0 0-0'1 116 

+O Ue Dae 
oy Ld, teed oe 
yi, TOP ORD 0S 0G a 

2 Dee) Sin 

water and Nichols divided first prize. 
Ties on 9, 26 yard ;— 

tee Be | —0 
pi det 2 —0 
Lo sd! Itt 0.23 

Robertson . prt to 1vil —2 
Haicht...... -1 11 0 —8)} Cummings...... 0 —0 
Kittridge -1 110 —8| Yerrington......1 1 6 —¥¢ 
Williams, 0 —0/| Sigler, withdrawn. 
Walker... ET —2 arne. . — 
Vanderveer...... 0 —0| Hope... 71111 5 

Messrs. Dustan and Hops diyided the money. Ties on 8, 26 
yards :— 

Cannoa.......... L210 0) —2 Hayes. ........207 & _— 
Wilims...... abd T:.p.1—t smefapanne: vite o i sh, 
Brientnall -O10 —1| Hughes -1101 08 
G. Smith -0 11 1 14) Hyer -tidod]1 0-38 
Bristol -1 11 1 6 4| Pentz -0 0 = 
Talbot ee: ee 1021114 
Mundy....; -0O 11114 

Dr. Talbot winning 60 per cent. of the money. 7 
Tie for 40 per cent., $1 yards :— 

WAG Hie > aiecs 0 —0'| Hayes ...-..-5.5 thaw eu = 
G. Smith Jere Teel! 8 an denaeont et | j 14 
Bristol +1 1 2 * —2))\Piergon...2...). 0 a) 
Mundy........... 0 —0 

Second tie, 31 yards'— - 
Braithcsep.csae. a Mes Ba Gs Gate ES Fh 4 ee 11i1141-5 

Smith and Hayes divided. ; 

Ties on 7, 26 yards <— 

Francis .......... 00 —2|M. Williams..... o1121214 
Howell ......-... 111 0 0-3] Harrison .,.... -1 110 1-4 
Von Lengerke..1 1 1-1 16! Nichols ...,..... 1110 1-4 

Vou Lengerke, 60 per cent. 

Tie for 40 per cént., 31 yards :— 7 

M, Williams..... 10 —L Nichols. -..-....01 2 2 0) J=9 
Harrison ..,....- iyi 2 dis 

Harrison won. 

Ties on 6, 26 yards :— : 

Ulingaworth .:..1 0 0 0 1-2|Toffee....44..0110 —2 
Sedor BA on Pt Po Oa ly, csi ieteg sc: een —0 
Hitie...cbee eas 1 111 1—5| MrSanders..../. 0 —) 
Southard ........ Tea, 5 

Second tie, 31 yards :-— 

Huntits.gere ....1 111 —4)|Soutbard........ 001 1 
Hunt won the gun case, 

Mr. Sigler lost a bird by having his gun above the elbow. In 
ties of eight Dr. Talbot killed his last bird and was challenged for 
shooting it on the ground; but, as the judges were undecided, he 
was slyen ancther bird, which he killed. ‘here was quite a large 
attendance of shooters considering it was the first day of the 

shoot, and everything promises well for good shooting to-day and 
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he Aifle. 
_ —Address all commumications to “ Forest anil Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

THE IRISH-AMERICAN MATCH, 

HE fourth of the series of Irish-American contests 
with the rifle was fought at Dollymuunt range near 

Dublin, on the 29th ult,, and for the fourth time the 
Trishmen were compelled to admit that the A:nericans 
were the better marksmen. 
The Americans since their arrival in Ireland haye been 

conrpelled to lead a pretty active life on account of many 
festivities, but they are not much given to such things, 
and Mr. Frank J. Donaldson, the Secretary of the Aimen- 
ican National Rifle Association; Captain Jackson, of 
Boston, whose bronzed face and manly figure attracted 
much attention; Rockwell, the Boston stationer, National 
Guardsman and member of the State Leislature, and 
Mr. Laird, the Government clerk from Washineton, have 
had to sustain most of the ‘* lionizing.” Colonel! Bodine 
has had a very emphatic way of leading his men away 
early from evening fétes, so that they should get plenty 
of sleep and keep the clear eye aud cool head so nectssary 
to anexpert riflemau, The members of the team have 
been if anything rather overconfident—not im conyersa- 
tion, for a more modest set of men it would be difficult 
to find—but there was rather an individual testing of the 
range than a display of team discipline such as was ex- 
pected, It was not until Saturday last that the men 
really did take a *‘ long, strong pull” together. Themen 
were all of them very anxious about the weather. The 
Trishmen wished for just enough of that Irish boisterous- 
ness and changeableness to upset the Americrns—'’ just 
a little twist of weather,” as one of the Irish team ex- 
pre:sed it. The visitors, on the other hand, winted an 
American day imported for theiruse. They would gladly 
haye had the mercury high up in the thermometer, and 
awind from whatever quarter it caredto blow, <A ‘ fish- 
tail * wind might reduce the score somewhat, but the 
Americans felt confident that they were as well able fo 
shoot with this most troublesome of all breezes as the 
Trishmen, The day really was a cross bebween these two 
extremes. The weather during the opening hours was 
threatening, but no rain fell, 

At 11 o'clock the crowd began to assemble on the long 
sand bank opposte Dollymount, Tramway and jaunting 
cars had been well patronized all the morning, and dis- 
charged their visitors at the end of the lou, narrow 
bridge which connects the North Bull withthe mainland. 
It was the same ground upon which the victory of Col. 
Gildersleeve and his team was won in 1875, Tliere were 
four targets, with a gap between the two pairs. The 
North Bull is a long sand bank opposite the pretty little 
yillage of Dollymount, from which ib is separated by an 
inlet yarying in depth and width according to the tides. 
The rangé is a mere hill of low drift sand, on which stiff 
grass is growing, Compared with Creedmoor it is bleak 
and uninyiting, In the rear of the targets in place of the 
green sodded bank of the American range there is an open 
space, and the sea is seen as a thin, gray streak, beyond 
Which appear houses, of course out of range. On a fine 
day the view from the range is striking and attractive. 
itis bounded to the north by the distant dusky outlines 
of Lambay and Ireland’s Hye, and by the broad slopes of 
the Hill of Howth, which in clear weather appear check- 
ered with varying tints of green and purple, amid which 
are seen masses of blue, gray and brownrock, ‘lo the left 
are thickly-wooded ‘uplands stretching far inland, with 
intervals of undulating meadows, contrasting prettily 
with the sombre green of the foliage above them. Here 
are the cottages and villas ofthe suburbs of Clontarf and 
Dollymount. Turning to the right the spectator optains 
a splendid view of the bay and its southern boundary. 
Westward from Killiney his eye follows the dim outlines of 
the Dublin and Wicklow huts, with clusters of charming 
residences in the middle distance. Right in lina fromthe 
rear of the firing points is the dusky city, bristling with 
slender spires and tall factory and brewery chimneys and 
overhung bya murky canopy of smoke, There is a bit 
of a hut or house on the range, into which the members 
of the Dublin Rifle Club hurry when an unusually heavy 
shower ioterrupts their practice. There are few or none 
of the conveniences of the American rife range, There 
are no pits for the markers, as it would be impossible to 
dig them in this low sand bank, but beside éach target 
is a mantlet behind which the marker stands secure, 
thrusting out the disk from theside, Although the ranve 
was closed by its owner, Sir Henry Vernor,soon after the 
last match, five years ago, and although it was not re- 
opened for rifle practice until the 2d of June, there is 
scarcely any change noticed. A great convenience was 
given by theerection of a series of wires by which con- 
nection by telephone was established between the firing 
points and the markers’ shelter. 

For two days before the match diay the weather has 
been stormy, and the Americans were somewhat afraid 
that the contest was going to beasort of ‘save who 
can” match, in which even hitting the target would ha 
looked pon asa piece of luck, but the weather im the 
Morning hours was good enough to suit even the most 
exacting rifleman. The wind wasa ‘6 o'block* one— 
straight down the range, making easy shooting so long 
as it heid steady both as to direction and force. Ib was 
a wind, however, that was apt to veer to the rizht or 
left and become a * fishtail” breeze. The day was warm 
and pleasant and just such a one as would tempt a great 
crowd out, The plan of procedure Jaid down by the 
ever busy Major Leech was to have the shooting at the 
800 yard point begin about noon; that at 900 yards about 
2 o'clock, after luncheon, and then at 4 o'clock, after the 
eople had been driven back from the 900 yard point, to 
egin the 1,000 yard shooting, By 10:30 the American 

team had started from their hotel. The rifles carefully. 
wrapped up in their cases, boxes of cartridges, which the 
team seemed very unwilling to let out of their posses- 
sion fora moment; telescope cases, and blankets for 
spreading on the ground, made up a very good wagon- 
load of haggage, Along the road to the range many at- 
tempts had been made ‘at ornamentation, The Ameri- 
tan and Trish flags were intertwined over many a porch, 
whi geen. boughs across the road were to he seen at 
‘int on the tramway along the border of the bay. 

le 
ery, 

various points, 
hut the Americans, having once arrived, soon settled 
down to business and opened theit cases of cléiing 
utensils and examined carefully their rifles. their woul 
gauges and Vernier siglits, 

ing since their arrival, The men as sqnadded wore: 
turget No. 1, Jolm Rigby, Willium Rigby and J, Kk, Ml- 

There were mottoes, too, such as ** Wail Columbia!” 
* Welcome to Clontarf Plains !*) and ‘Our Gusts,” at 

The Trish team was first on the ground, 

Major Leech offered to toss up for choice of targets, 
but Col. Bodine said he would be perfectly satistied with 
the targets upon which the Américans had heen practic- 

Ati i 

ner; at the next target were George Menton, J, Biissell 
Joynt and §. 5, Young, who shot in the omler named, 
Targets 5 and 6 were set apart for the Americans, KR. 
Rathbone, W. M. Farrow and I, HW, Brown fulloweil each 
other in that order on target; No. 5, while on the next 
target, No. 6, the shooters in order were H. I. Olav, 
5. Ti Scott and Homer Fisher. Mr. Laird, who, with Dr 
Scott, represented Washington on the American (vam, 
was the coach at target No. 6, while Secretary Donald- 
son filled the same post for the squad headed by Rath- 
bone. 
A number of American travelers were present on the 

range. Col, Bodine exercised general supervision, sce 
ing to it that his team was nof interfered with in aty 
way and keeping back the crowd that Glosed in about i. 

Tt was 12:30 when the firing began, John Rigby dis- 
charging the first shot and bringing out the ** magpie ” 
disk for an ‘‘inner.” Rathbone, who led off for thie 
Ameri¢ans, scored a bullseye, as did Fenton on the Irish 
side in opening for the other squa Clark on target 
No, 6 got only a “‘ center,” The opening round left the 
teams equal, though five of the Irishinen had oprnerl 
with bullseyes, while two of the Americans had slipped 
into the center ring about the bullseyes. Young, who 
is an Irishman, liying in England, uses a Farquharson- 
Metford rifle, but all the other members of the lome 
team have the new Rigby breech-loader. 
American team, shoots with a Remington rifle. Farrow 
lias the long range Ballard, and all the other Americans 
use the Borchardt model of Sharp rifle. Having started 
in and reached a tie, each of the marksmen carefully ad- 
justed his sights for the second shot and a dozen bullseyes 
allalong the line was signalled by the markers, In the 
next round Rathbone made a center, while all the other 
Americans followed the Irishmen’s ¢xample aud scored 
bullseyes ; the Irishmen thus got their first advantage in 
the match. In the next round Rathbone dropped again, 
as did Jolm Rigby, the veteran of the Trish team, <All 
the men had discovered that it was a day for high scores, 
and Major Leech, so far as he was able, was putting in 
practice a sort of team discipline, Win. Rigby was as 
slow and considerate as ever, while the Americans, too, 
shot very slowly. More care in the fifth round hy the 
Americans and a ‘f nipper ” by young Joynt, of the Trish 
team, put the teams on on even footing, but Rathbone 
was unlucky again in the sixth round and in his first six 
shots scored only three bullseyes, A little freshening up 
of the wind in the seventh shot caught Clark and gave 
him acenter, but all the other members of the team were 
warned in time and got bullseyes, as usual. The teains 
were now shooting very evenly, and except the opening 
inner of John Rigby every shot had landed within the 
radius of twenty-seven inches which bounds the center, 
In the ninth and tenth rounds the same care was kept up. 
John Rigby had on the first score a center, and William 
Rigby followed with a similar shot in the next round. 
The Irish manager felt that his men were falling behind, 
but at such an early stage in the match no great anxiety 
was felt. Im the eleyenth round Wim, Rigby hit the 
‘© magpie’ section of the target. His cousin John he- 
came flustered at seeing the ‘*‘ old reliable * making such 
misshots, and he, too, madean inner, Inthe last three 
rounds of this distance the Ivishmien made a great effort, 
the Americans had closed their work and had put on 
record a total of 436 or but fourteen points short of per- 
fection in the highest possible. This the Irishmen 
could tie or possibly pass. Onthe thirteenth round they 
had reached 376, and two bullseyes all around would 
bring a tie. The word was passed along, and by taking 
plenty of time and extra care that result was accom- 
plished and a great cheer went up when the fine double 
score was announced, 

It will be seen from the scores thatat the 800 yards 
range, of the ninety shots fired by the American squad, 
twelve were centers, one was an inner, while seyenty- 
seyen were in the bullseye, On the Irish team the fig- 
ures were eight centers, three inners and seventy-nine 
bullseyes—the three inners were made by the Righys. 

The wind had been very steady during the morning, 
and the Americans were anxious to be on with their 
work, so, hastily disposing of lunch, at 2:30 they were 
again at the firing points ready to open the 900 yard 
stage. The cooling of the guns by the half hour rest 
hac upset the calculations as to elevations, and the open- 
ing at $00 yards brought only twenty-seven in a possible 
thirty to each of the teams, maintaining the tic, he 
firing at this range was fully up to the average of the 
800 yard distance. Clark was doing far better than ati 
the lower distance, and the really fine weather for 
shooting led the Americans to stand ready to drop to 
the tiring points with the utmost readiness after each 
shot, in order thati nothing might be lost by change of 
weather. Rathbone, of the Americans, was puttine in 
consecutive bullseyes right through the mid range af the 
match, and went back to 1,000 yards with s score of 
145 in a possible 15), while Clark, having put in a per 
fect 900 yard score, retired to the last range wiflt 148 
points in the same possible. Scott, who had been very: 
ill the day before, was causing some anxiety to Col, 
Bodine. His score of sixty-nine ab the 900 yards range 
was the poorest so far made on the American siile, 
Amongythe Irishmen the shooting was very even, and 
would have been deemed extra fine. They had dropped 
eight points in the range total from thab reached at 
800 yards, while the Americans, by holding uy) to the same 
total, had that much advantage. Willan Tieby 
had scored an inner, while John Rigby and Joynt had 
been equally indiscreet. Milner and Venton, by tive 
centers each, had reduced filieir scores to seventy, while 
Young was the only Irish shooter who did exira well «i 
this range, Once during this range there wasa dispute 
about one of Brown’s shots, but am examination of the 
target showed it to be a center in place of a bullseye, 
though for a time it looked like & miss to the squarl af 

lihe firing point, The analysis of the ehooling at this 

Seott, of the. 

mid vanze showed that in Hmety shots the Americans: 
had scoured seventy-eieht bullseyes, ten centers and two 
inners, Farrow ant Seott making these last. On the 
Trish side there were seventy-one bullseyes, sixteen cen- 
ters and tree inners—the hyo Righys and Joynt being 
the tunér makers. 
The adinitation and enthusiasm excited by the match 

up to this point will be readily widerstood by the ab- 
senve so far of anything liken niise or even an ** outer 7 
in the ontive shooting at the 800 and 900 yard ranges, 
The cheerhic of the crowd was equally distributed to 
the contestunts and to a number of celebrities who now 
Areivod on the ground, among them Warl Cowper, the 
Lord Lieutennnt of Ireland, and Ddmund Dwyer Gray, 
the Lowt Mayer of Dublin. The popular excitement 
was unabated throughout, and the spectators neyer lost 
their interest in the proceedings. Ranged upon three 
giles of the reetangular space within which the con- 
testunts were groupad, the crowd craned their necks 
alter oyery shiot, and burst into storms of applause when- 
ever aspecial bullseye or display of skill excited their ad- 
muratioy, 

There was no delyy in selling back to the 1,000 yard 
range, and at 4:30 the firing for the final distance opened. 
The sley was clouding up, mere wind was coming on and 
rilin seeined inininent. The crowd held on, however, 
for witha margin of less than two bullseyes, the interest 
yan high. The opening at the 1,00) yards struck the 
key-note of siecess, for the Amerigans put in six bulls- 
eyes, while Milner with an inner and the two Rigbys 
with a center each made a very scattered opening for the 
righ (eam snd increased the lead for the Americans. 
The Irishmen were again beginning to see defeat before 
them, and lhayiny no efficient team system to fall back 
upon, were soon hopelessly confounded, Hach man for 
himself was the rule, and on the second round, when 
each of the nish marksmen had steadied himself for a. 
bullseye, nnlucky Miler sent a bullet no one knows 
where, and the first and only miss of the day was put on 
record, Young, too, was beginning to waver, and shot 
imusularly, These shortcoming heeame known to the 
Amtricans, anc considering that they had a sure thing of 
the match, were 4 trifle careless and not so exact as they 
would have been had the pushing been closer. The 
Rivbys had evidently become disheartened, and they fol- 
lowed each other off the target again and again. There 
was a rally towards the end, and Iwice the Irishmen put 
in perfect scores at this range, but the odds against them 
had become too great. Once there was a ray of hope, 
when Brown putinan outer, the only one of the day, 
through a sight ** pulloff,” but on the next shot he re- 
covered gud the hopes of a break on the part of the 
Americans were dashed to the ground, Fenton opened 
his sleepy blue eyes very widely when he say himself re- 
warded with an inner, the only one he was rewarded 
willi al this range. Only two of the Tvishmen scored. 
over seventy points at this range, while three of the 
Americans were above that igure, and Scott came within 
a single point of a highest possible. When the last shot 
was fired from the Irish wing of the field, ready pencils 
footed up the firures and declared that America was the 
victor by twelve points. Clark was the leader, individu- 
ally, with 219, as good a total as the famous one of Bruce, 
nade in the Centennial match, but Bruce’s was better 
arranged and still holds the lead. Dollymount had 
never seen such shooting, Major Leech said he 
was almost reconciled to defeat by the fine scores put up. - 
Tt was 6:20 when the match was finished. 
Near the closé of the shooting aiid shortly before 6 

o'clock an untoward and exciting incident intervened to 
interrupt the contest. Smoke and flume began to rise 
from the ground and cross the space between the firing 
stations ant the butts. The flame was inconsiderabic, 
but the smoke rolled in such dense volumes across the 
ranges that the contest had to be suspended. 

The interruption, it was ascertained, was due to the 
burning of the dry grass or furze adjacent to the range, 
which had been set on fire by the match of some careless 
pipe smoker on the outskirts of the tivgeh ground. The 
lames were extinguished, and affer a delay of about 
fiftevn minutes the shooting was resumed. 

Varrow’s eleventh shot was challenged by Col, Bodine 
asi bullseye, after it had been signalled as an center, 
Col. Bodine wished to have the target examined, but 
Maj, Leech produced 4 rule prohibiting any examination. 

This in brief is the story of the match, as fought out 
on ‘Tuesaday last, The exact record stood as follows — 

THE AMERICAN THAM SCORES, 

H, F. Clark—Shiurps Rifle. 

Yards. + Shuts. Total. 
BOW, 22 canes see By are Bak ay dbs Say iy Tis i—T3 ) 
HI ee BoE bdD bb So 5 b 5 DT Ply 

1,000 SRRRRSR LAS FRR DS Soy 
6. L. Seott—Remington Hifie, 

£00 af 0987 95 fF 58 5 f Bf 5-H 
O00... 563.5456 6 6 4 4 4 6 S—09 218 

1,000 99965 5565 6 4 5 6 5—Tt 

R. Ratabone—Sharps Rifle. 
atl), ae ee oe ea a foe goa 
pT) 65345754555 5 b § & 5-H al 

1,000, -. 955444545 5 5 5 5 70) 
W M. Warronw—Balland Title. 

B00 Baap sea taps PE OF Dnicsica De tine 
ON 8. 194+ toh fh 5 2 Db 6 BS 4 5-71 R14 
WW FOE HSA GD EO HH a # ODI 

Homer Disher—Shurps Rifle. 
Si) BAB af Sho 8 4 Pe sary 
fio... SF Sh DG + HH £ bh D 5A 21S 

1,000 £85545 545 5 5 5 8 5—uaj 
q J.P. Brown—Ssharps, Bille. 

ano aA Do o D 545 4 5—78) 
DUBS. sremavers a(t ne a) 59% & A-13- 81a 

1,000 Bde dh 4 5 peOrs 

BYSER SRL ES Eh Valeleter bi hotelet Iclolotnacic-ceirte 7 pide rns tf Heer idiom Ruts tae 1,202 

THE TRISH TRAM SCORES, 

Geouree Fenton—HKigby Breevh-loader. 

Shots. Tulaly 
565 6 565 45 5 5 6 5-H) 
4546 446 6 6 5 4 5 4 5-70 B17 
5G 50 4t5 > GF 5 8 5 6 BTR 

sell Joyni—hisby reech-Lovder. 
SNe SE Bact ate B, Dl SSB fp 
*h £97 5b Gb Hh 5 85 Hh BH FV 216 
Sb DSS GF aD HHS 4 y2h 

3. Youus—Metlord Muszzlu-Loader. 
900g an otk a +t bb ob uta 
W0....--2---4 O08 O05 6 GF b TF fh b 8 GF 5TH 216 

“BRR SS Seem + PBAawdtt FH td 5G 5b 5 + FH) 
Joehuu KR. Malmer—lieby Breech-Loader. <p em 

BOO..-cerre BB DS SHS DST AS HAS 315} z 
Wimenwee 344555 £65 45 595 SOL big 
LW BD OH ODE H 6S GO a7 
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W. Righy—Rigby Breech-Loader. 
h 6 5b b 5 BS 46 eon ee ee Mnitjeeia eS 5 5-11 

900) pee ee era eet a 
iE eee Ch ELE BD 5 508 £3 3 FS08! 

Righby—Righy Breech-Loader. z 
11 ery | 54555555 5 4 3 6 5 5-69 
900, ee RR ARR ESS HS Bw} 209 

Aone eesc: Bede abe 4 SS SB SB 
hg), AOL RR EOE ete en aA ee En LO , 1,280 
When the match was over cheers were giyen for the American 

And Trish teams, Col. Bodine was presented with a handsome 

bouquet by one of the ladies present, Acknowledging the com- 

pliments paid himself and team, Col. Bodine sald it afforded him 

pleasure, ascaptain of the American team, that they had won, 

but as arepresentative rifleman he felt regret at the result from 

the sense that the riflemen of Ireland richly deseryed yictory 

this time because of their exertions to secure victory, and he was 

sure the feelings he expressed were the feelings of the American 

people. 
Tn the evening the American and Trish teams atiended a private 

baniyuet given in thelr honor by the Lord Lieutenant. Col. 

Bodine says he does not intend to disband his team until the ter- 

mination of the meeting of the Irish Rifle Association and of the 

festivities to which the the Amoricans haye been invited asa 

team. 
The following table gives the running record of the match, in- 

dicating exactly where the gain was made or the loss sustained 

by each team. For purposes of comparison the score of the match 

Of1876 is placed in juxtaposition. 

1876. 1880. 
va — a 

en eee ee ee ee 

>| Bl bei ob] | pe 
ime a He] @ ms = fe) & 
Ce oe 5 a 2) & 

Distance. $3 om |S a of w EE x 
ao oS eo| o oO .| 2 3 5 S] ~e 
: z | 6) & nee ak 

25 BT) |ias |) 22 28 PAS | 5) 
HL 50 ct |p 58 58 ref PAs 
76 TO) We ad 87 BO) | ate 

105 W1 a 116 Tt eee 
40 bi 132 130 Ry]. ae 8 oe 4 
800 yards. 1p | 155 |. | .. f TB |. 
B00 Partin’ : 184 182 or | ee 204 205 A. | | 
800 yards. . 214 2I1 3 | Ps. Rok Rad se | oe 
800 yards. - 242 239 3]... 263 262 Hips 
#00 yards. - cya 268 8/75. 293 291 2 
£00 yards. - 299 993 | 7) .. 323 a19 | 4 
800 yards.. 325 alt Pl oe. 850 tT 3 
800 yards. - B51 ait Vell aa 480 376 4 
800 yards. . 380 B72 &].. 409 A086 3 
a0-yards.- 409 994 | 15] .. 436 436 | .. 
fi yards. 433 418 Vie|"es Abd 463 le 
400 yards. - 460 ANT | 13] .. AQS 492 1 
900 yards... 490 471 | 19] .. bee 520 2 
90) yards. - 11 404 VW) 551 518 3 
§O0yards. |x 539 $2) | UW] ++ 581 BiT 4 
yards. |? 565 bi | 20]... £10 606 4 
900) yards. .| 22 580 5638 | Zl] .. 639 633 6 
u00 yards. .|% 611 504 | 17 || 3. G9 Gi 7 
HO yurd 637 620 | IT] 698 692 6 
900 yards. [45 665 f4t | 21) ., 72 (C7) 6 
00 yards, , 92 G64 | 28]... 157 749 8 
9) yards. ..|¥ 719 690 | 2! smn 785 T78 7 
Oyards. 745 U6 | 29] 4 812 807 6 
HOyardS. [2 770 (e 32 | .. | 842 834 8 
900 yards. , |: 195 763 | 32] .. 872 S64 8 
100 yards, |31] 9380) 821 788 | 83] .. 902 890 | 12 
100 yards.|32| 960) 841 815 | 26] ,. 98L 915 | 16 
AND yards.(33} 990) 868 44 | 19] .. 58 O44 14 
1000 yards.|:44) 1020) 890 869 | 21]... 987 e711 | 16 
WA yards. |35)1050) 916 896 | 20 1016 997 | 19 
TO00 yurds.|16)1080) 942 923 | 19 | ., 1042 1025 | 11 
Wohyards |37/1110) 963 945 | 18 1069 103 16 
JUNG yaurils. (38) 1140) 988 oT; 15 1095 1082 | 1 
1000 yards. )80) 1170) To15 Joo1 | 14 1121 iit | 10 
1000 yards, | 01260) 1038 28 | 10 WbL 1149 2 
TWO yards. | 41/1286} 1062 1056 $ 1180 1169 nt 
1000 yards |12)1260) T086 1083 3 1209 1196 | 13 
W00 yards-|48/1290} 1112 1107 5 1239 dez6 | 10 
1000 yards.] 41) 1820) 1120 1182 & ‘i 1263 1253 | 10 
1000 yards, | 1511850! 1165 1164 9 1292 1 1280 | 12 

To show the excellent quality of the work accomplished, the 

following figures taken from the scores of the important long 

range matuhes shotsince the new targets came into use in 1874 

are piven. In 1874, taking the scores of the six leading members 
of each team that shot for the Elcho Shield, the figures are as 

follows: Svotch team, 1,108; English, 1,071; Irish, 1,035. In 1875, 

when the Lrish team won the shield with the advice of the Amer- 

jean team on the ground, the scores ran: Irish team, 1,16U; Scotch, 

4,162, and English, 1,156. In 1876 the English team was successful, 
and the leading six scores from each team were: English team, 
1,109; Ssotch, 1114, and Trish, 1,056. In 1877 another Irish victory 

occurred, with the scores as follows: Trish tcam, 1,193; English, 

1,143, und Seotch, 1,095. Another victory for the Irish team was 

scored in 1878, the tetals of the scores of the leading six men 

heing; Trish team, 1,206; English, 1,202, and Scotch, 1,186. Last 

year the Scoteh team took the shield, and the scores of thu best 

six nen of exch team were: Scotch team, 1,141; Irish, 1,129, and 

English, 1,443. When American riflemen defeated » “crack” 

Cunadian team in 1875, the figures were 1,108 for the Americans 

and 1,057 Yov the Canadian six, In the Centennial match, when 

the Palma was first shat Cor, the shooting extended over two days, 

and five tewms were engaged. The totals of the secures of the 

leading six micn on cach team are as follows: First day—Scotch 

team, 1,202; Drish, 1.202; American, 1,196; Australian, 1,185; Cana- 

dian, 1177. Second day—Americin team, 1,175; Trish, 1,162; Avs- 

tralian, 1,155; Scotch, 1,228, and Canadian, 1,104. In 1877, when 
Sir Henry Hullord came over with his British team, made up of 

the best English, Scotch and Irish riflemen, the scores were: First 

duy—American team, 1,249; British, 1238. Second day—Ameri- 

can team, 1,278; British, 1220. In each of the matches above men- 

tioned eizh! men were engaged on each side, but the figures are 
the totals of the leading six scores, giving, of course, the advan- 

tage of throwing out two men who may havefailed, The only 
real duplicate of the present match was the last Irish-American 

match shot at Creedmoor on September 21st, 1876, when, with six 
men on «side, {he scores were: American team, 1,165; Irish, 1,154. 

Tn thal, match the average for the Americans was 214 1-6 per man, 

out of a possible 225, and for the Irish, 212 6-6. In the matuh of 

to-day ihe averages were: American, 21}; Irish, 213}. All the 

Men who haye fourhtin this match are men of experience with 

the rifle, 

Jn the Trish team John Rigby stands out bold and foremost, 
Though the uctive, energetic, blarney-posted Arthur Blennerhas- 
sett Leech is thenominal captain of the team, John Rigby is its 

reul captain snd head. He is the leading member of the house of 

John Rigby & Co., Dubin, gun makers, His is x general armory, 
and you can purchase there a fowling piece forthe knocking over 
of woodcock, or another style of weapon for the knocking over 

ef your best friend should he say aught to displease you, In 

(imes past the “saw handle,” muzzle-loading duelling piscols, for 
which the house became famous, were in great demand, but of 

late years the demand has fallen away. Taking the Elcho Shield 

pooord jn, J, Rigby ig found in the first Trish team in 1885 with a 

score of 124, old target, aeain in 1866 with 148, in 1867 with 139, in 

1868 with 142, and a like score 1859, In 1870 his score was 144, and 149 
in 1871. Ho led the team of 1872 with 154 points, and when in 1873 
the Irishmen were suceussful for the first time, he was a member: 

with a score of 1h. In 147¢ his score was 164, new target, and when 

in 1875 the Irish were again successful, he wusio the squud witha 

score of 188. 179 was hisscorain 1877,and in 1878 he headed the 

Winning Irish team with the best score eyer made in the match, 

215 points. Last year he was again head of the team, with 195 

points. He was in the first Dish- American match, and led the 

Trish team with 165 points. He was not in the second or third 
matches of this series, nor in the Palma matches of 1876 or 1877, He 
is tall and straightin stature, and an expert worlnman, a scientific 

rifle shot and an edueated gentleman, 5 

William Higby is a cousin of John Rigby, and is associated with 

that gentleman in the firm of John Rigby & Go. He has yisited 

America as a member of Irish teams, and in his quict, almost 

solemn way of shooting, impresses the spectator as a formidable 

adversary. He is about forty years of age, and usesa position 

exactly similar to Millner's in firmg., He has been a pretty steady 
representative on the Irish eight, and has in private competitions 

enjoyed a g00d run of success. In 18#5 he led the Ivish eight. 
Shot also in 1866, 1867, 186%, 1871, 1873, 1874, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878 and 

1879. He was in Sir Henry Halford'’s British team at Creedmoor 
in 1877- 

Joshua K, Milner is a genuine Irishman, Teis a young man 
his years boing about thirty, and in build be is lithe rather than 
bulky. Asa rifle shot he has enjoyed great experience, and as a 
member of the Irish eight on several occasions has done gallant 

work. While at Creedmoor some years ago his spurt of filteen 

consecutive bullseyes at 1,000 yards nade him the champion. His 

posture in firing is a peculiar modification of the back position— 

the barrel rests upon the upturned 10es, while the heel is tucked 

into the right arm-pit. 4 

Lieut. George Fenton is another of the Irish team men of great 

experience, His great, stalwart form and broad, resolute face 

have been seen on other oceasions at Creedmoor. He is thirty 

years of age, full six feet tall and weighs 187 pounds. In atl his 

sthall-bore experiénce Lieut. Fenton enjoys the peculiarity of 

never having scored a missina match. He has fired nt Dolly- 
mount and at Wimbledon, aud has been on the Irish eight several 

times, He was for # long time a firm advocate of the prone, or 
“belly” position in firing, and thought it as good as any other, 

though he now shoots in a back position, 

J_ Russell Joynt is one of the “colts” of the Irish team. Heis 
f& young man, butis able to do good work, and each year wit- 

nesses a steady improyement in him, Hehas shoton the Jrish 
eight on several occasions, 

§. 8. Young is ao Irishinan with an English residence, Heis 
English in his habits and place of practice. In 1875 he led the 

Trish eight when they captured the Blcho for the first time. Un- 

like all the others mentioned, he has neyer been to Creedmoor, 

The doings of the American team men are comparatively well 

known to readers of the /OREST AND STREAM, and a few personal 
facts about each will be piven. 

Col. John Bodine, who has been selected as captain of the team, 

isa native of New York State and a descendant of onc of the old 

Huguenot families which settled in Ulster County. Heis about 

fifty-three years of age. His business, until recently, has been 

agriculture, railroad and steamboat freizghts; but at present he is 

attached to the Court of General Sessions in New York City. His 
experience as x rifleman dates from 1845, and eyen then he was a 
remarkably fine sportsman. Later he began long range shooting, 

and has become so elegant a marksman that he has won the name 

of “Old Reliable. He was a member of the first American team 

that contested with the fore'yn riflemen in 1874,and in other 

mutches. In 1875 he was ggain a member of the American team 
in the great match aguingt the Trish riflemen at Dollymount, and 

in 1876 wasa member of the American team which competed 
successfully against all comers, He is about six feet in height 
and of fine presence. 

W. Milton Farrow was born in Belfast, Me.,in 1844. He is 

about five feet nine inches in height, and of spare figure, Prom 

early boyhood he hasbeen deyoted to punning. In 18%6 he took 
an interest in long range rifle shooting, and organized a rille elub 

at Newport, R L, where he then lived. He went to Creed- 
moor in 1877, where he practiced at long range. and in J878 wona 

Place on the American team which contested with and defeated 
the Canadians. He was the eleventh man in the competition for 
a place jn the American team which shot the “walk over” for 
the international trophy in 1878. In the same year he won the 

first prize in the champion match at 200, 600 and 1,000 yards, with a 

score of 13) Outof a possible 199. Last year he spent most of his 
lime in Europe, and returned with a large number of prizes, 

among which were the Albert prize of £100, shot forat Wimble- 

don, and a Sevres china vase, offered asa prize by the President 

of france, in a match for “all comers.” He shoots with # Bal- 
lard rifle. 

Col. H. F. Clark was born in] Dutchess County, N. Y., in 
1839. He is fiye and one-half feet in height, of spare figure, dark 

complexion, and has gray eyes. He isa dentist, and represents 

the Empire Rifle Club, of which he is president. Hewas for sey— 

enteen years connected with the National Guard; at one time was 
lieutenant solonel of the Twenty-first Reriment, N.G.8. N. Y. 

He has done considerable shooticg witha military pun. He 

began shooting at long range in 3876, and In the fall meeting that 

year at Creettmoor won the first prize in the short range match 
against 213 competitors. In 1877 he tied the scores of Jackson 
und Hyde for the Stewart prize in the aggregate match, which 

was finally won by Mr. Hyde. He also won the third prize in the 
champion's match at the same meeting. He was a member of 

the American team of 1878, which shot the “walk over” for the 
juternational trophy. 

Samuel I. Scott is a dentist at Sandy Spring, Md., where he 
was born in 1548, He wasa farmer in his early days,and after- 
ward learned dentistry, He began rifle shooting with the Mary- 

land Rifle Club about three years #g0. He joined the Columbiu 

Rifle Club, of Washington, D. C.,in June, 1879, and has won sev- 
eral prizes. His first noteworthy score was at a match last year, 

when he made 99 in a possible 100 at 500 and 600 yards, He won 
all the first prizes io the mid and short-range matches in the same 
tournament, andinamatch at 1,000, 1,100 and 1,200 yards made 
1§0in a possible 225. Last fall, in the competition for the Wimble- 

don cup, he won the second prize. 
Homer Fisher is a native of Connecticut, thirty-nine years old. 

For seyeral years he has been in the gun business at No. 200 

Broadway. He began long rane shooting in 1871, and has ordi- 
nurily made good scores. He has wou many short range prizes, 

aud in competitions for places on the American 1¢am of 1877 was 

next below T, Lamb, who was selecled asa reserye. Last year be 
won the first prize in the third clugs of the Jong range tourng- 
ot af Creedmoor, and Jast April he wou the Remington 3300 
prize. 

Hansom Rathbone waa born in Balom, Goudy in 18s), and 

until late years has been in the leather business. He is slichtly 
roundshouldered. has a dark complexion, a spare figure, dark 
hair, is five feet ten inchesin height, and has blue eyes. He be— 
gan long range shooting in 1875, and in 1876 wona place on the 
American team, making the highest individual total score ever 
made up to that time In an international match, making a tie with 
J. K. Milner, of the Irish tegm. He shot in the Irish-American 
match immediately after the international mateh. Tle was also a 
member of the American team of 1878, shooting in the “ walk 
oyer.” Ina match at 200 and 600 yards fast year he made twenty 
successive bullseys, with P, H. Holton, and in shooting off thetie 
made another clean score, and won first prize. 

J.F, Brown was born in Chester, N. H., in 1833, and novty lives in 
Chelsea, Mass. Hestandssix feetin height, is strongly built, bas 
adark complexion and blue eyes, He began long range shooting 
onthe Walout Hill range in 1877, and had won a laree,number of 
prizes. His greatest achievement was making thirty-one con- 

secutive bullseyes on the long ranges, closing with a acore of #18, 
In a match between the Massachusetts und Walpole clubs. He 
was & member of the American team in 1878, andin the “walk 
over” made scores of 210 on each of the two days. 
The series of Irish-Ameérican matches has no connection with 

the Palma competitions which were started in 1874, and which 
setile the international long range team championship of the 

world. The series, of which the fourth has just been won by 
America, opened in 1874 by the visit of Major Leech and his team 

to thiscountry. Im July, 1873, the Irish team for the firat time 
had cuptured the Elcho Shield, shooting against teams of English- 

wien and Scotchmen, and with a score better than anything which 
had ever been made by Irish riflemen. A general challenge was 

sent out “to the Riflemen of America’ and accepted by the Am- 
aleur Rifle Club of New York, of which not asingle member at 
that time had ever won a long range match; nor was therean 

American-made rific capable of coping with the fine Rigby muz- 
vle-loaders. During the winter of 1873-4 the American factories 

supplied the rifles, and by dint of hard practices team Was put 

into the field which on Sept. 26th, 1874, was successful, At that 
time the old square bullseye was used, counting four,and making 

the range total sixty, with the highest possible per man 180 in the 
day. The totals of that match stood :— 

American Team. Trish Team. 
Henry Fulton,:,..:.:.,.,...-.171| J, Rigby ........--.......-... 163 
Ce YE Oie ees bene eee ree WO2 |S. WilS0n. 2. ee eee eee 160 
J. Bodine ... .... ,.158 | J. B. Hamilton... PP ew (1) 
H, A. Gildersleeve., --155 | J, K. Milner._._. esate sd aloe 
L. L. Hepburn.,,. . .149| E, fobnson .,,... 150 
T, 8. Dakin..... ode mae Caja ght Lda Wess BVP ELLICGRS h-o sap ole nlp eg ce ea 

Motel. Spscsex beygera ee HO4|, otal ca:.setpetsteue,ecdsaee 931 
The teams were only three points :ipart at the finish and the 

Trish team had really earned the match, for Milner, by putting a 

bullseye on the wrong target, had sacrificed four points. Inthe 
year following Col. Glidersleeye led his team to Trelund, and after 
2 most hospitable reception the second match took place on June 
20th, 1875. If was like an American summer day on which the 
match was fought. The cable was brought into play, and each 
shot as fived was bulletined in New York, ‘The Trish team had 
been strengthened as was supposed by new men, bul they fired 

in an individual sort of way without team organization, while 
Col. Gildersleeye’s men displayed the perfection of team disci- 
Pline, and each man in firing took his cue asto windage allow- 

ance for Jateral deflection and Vernier scale allowance for yerti- 
eal yariation from the man who had fired before him, Forty 
thousand people of Dublin witnessed the match and saw the de- 
feat of the Irish team on their own range by a lead of thirty-nine 
points, the score standing :— 

Trish Team 
T, 8. Dakin.,.-,....---«----.-165 | J. Wilson, .--...0. .2--22-.,-2- 168 
H. A, Gildersleeye.. 

American Team. | 

John Bodine..........-. .B. 
Henry Fulton.... .G. tases 

- W. Gale .oi:::2::: . MeKennu .....-.,,.-......-140 
RK. C, Coleaian,........ . K, Milmer............ vanes LBS 

USS RT RAS SAA At en oon AUD NALS ae ena eS OM 
In 1876 the Irish team were among those who came oyer to con- 

test for the Palma trophy, and after they had given a very pretty 

exhibition of marksmanship in that mateh with eight men on a 

side, securing for themselves the second place on the roll of teams, 

the Imsh-American series of matches was taken up. The new 
target, such as is ooOwin use, had then been introduced. Tu this 

turget the bullseye is three feetin diameter, counting flye; the 
center is andther cirele fifty-four inches io diameter, scoring four. 
The inoer, counting three, is the square six by six feet, in the 
center of which the bullseye is painted. The outers are two 
wings two feot wide and six feet high on either flank of the inner. 

They connt two polaits. This makes « slab six feet high and 
twelye feet long, butit looks small enough nt the distance of over 
half o mile away. The sizeot the target itself has not bean 

changed from former years, but only the divisions upon it. On 
Sept. 21st, 1876, the third of the Irish-American toatches was shot. 
This match saw the defection of Col, Farwell, and he has never 
been seen on the ranges since. The score stood :— 

American cam, Trish Team. 
TY SMART ole de ol se eulelo =o - 208) 0.3K. Milner! nck Ss .. BOs 
R. Rathbone .......-.---. oa PUL | OED VaR ras pipes 
I, L. Allen ....., ht enter 199 | W. Rigby.....1.....: 
Te WWGHOD. «arb aaines sce se ser . 193] G. Fenton.......- 
H. Fulton........ Pees ,-.--191] BE. Johnson. 
W. Bs Marwwells 72-2 o.533----- 165 | W. KR, Joynt,,... - 

TES EALA he wclale at vice le he oleh) « Nylas |) Datalio ss.) eo sep dele 

Ou Tuesday last six men on each side competed oyer the same 

range where in 1875 Col, Gildersleeye und bis men won their yic- 
tory. Thelrish marksmen have improved greatly. Since the 

series berau American breech-loading rifles hgye found their 
way into ths hands of English shooters, and last yeur the beat 
score made by any of the twenty-four contestants In the Elcho 
Shield match at Wimbledon was from an American breech-loader, 
The veteran John Rigby, after insisting that the muzzie-loader 
was superior to the breech-loader for the finest work, hus since 

1876 been busy perfecting a breech-loader, having the finest of 
the American pieces before him as models. This new Rigby rifle 
is now in the hands of the majority ofthe Irish marksmen. On 
Saturday last, when the two teams were scoring their last prac- 

tice, side by side, the Americans seem to have repeated their old 
policy of putting up a high score on the last day and so striking 

dismay into the hearts of their opponents; 1,273 and 1,248 were 
the figures respectively of the American team and the best Irish 
six. This was the last and best showing before the mutch, butit 
qwas left far behind in the actual ijgures of the battle. 
te 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Boston, Muss,, June 19th.—The weather to-day was all that 
could be desired by the riflemen of Walnut Hill, The wind was 
steady and from the west during the afternoon, and did hot in- 

fuence the result in either match. There was s large attendance 
otspactators, In the penewed contest ab 20 yards there were 
elxty-twe entries, 
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Per nan less re : 55 5 : - 2 sai ConLinsyiney, Conn., Juve 21,—Canton Rod and Gun Club, | @. Schalic59, Ch. Rein 57, L, Muller 56, A, G. Hellwig 58, Capt. 
mE iigharaso: 22 i 2 z : sae ea Riverside range; practice meeting at 200 yards, off-hand; 31bs. | Geo. Aery 55. LL. Vogel 65, J. W. Schneider 55, R. Faber 4, A. 
8.8, Bumstead 8 5 5 3 4 1 a 4 4 415 pull :-— sf Greed Knopill 54. Man target; twenty perpendicular lines: M. Dovley 

» Nichols, - 5 ass, Creed. | 56, N, Orusing 58, M. B. Engel 54, L. Dreyer ot, Capt. H. Raschen 
E, F, Brooks us 55 6 5 4 4 6 4 5—-46/H.B. Moore... it 11 10 12 12 10 10 11 10 WG 45 : E 2M! = vie 

. 8. Bennet SERRE EE BS | o Biawon.2., 10 8 11 11 1 10 1 We 4¢ | 58 J. H. Brown 53, Wan. Klein 83, A. Knopifli 53, Th. Broadway 531 
Be aes 5 8 3 4 5 ‘ ‘ 4 5 i yoy ay 3 8 it Hu a a6 100 rey L. Vogel 43, Hy, Oehl 52, Ch. Rein §2, 8, Witz 52, G. Joiner 51, R. 

+ Borden... a 5 : : ews.. 9 a5 Spitz OW. Fli 5 . Faber ¢ Ag 
A.C.Gould..c cc i 5 hd 4 6 A 5 A A 4-43) T Taubenstein.: § 8 4 10 10 1k 9 I gt ie ae eke a ee SUE Hy ERROR: Sb ey ere Crash Cont, 
Mr. Bumstead useé a military rifle, and consequently is entitled | B. Fancher. . Ra 28 99 a1 e ty 99 SL al Senet a ni Une ere a z : G. PF. Lewis...,. pe al] 1 & 9 Ol 42 Bullseve targets; 200 yards; 4inch bullseye; first prize M. Dor- 

to two points handicap, which makes his total score 47. Good light, ‘vith, > * puffy,” 30 tplacke wind. ler, his bullseye measuring 70 deyrees (the inch is divided into 500 
'The 500-yard match had thirteen enfries, and following are best | Fyne vth — degrees), W. Klein 81, H- Klein 161, MH. Oehl 162, R. Paber 234 D 

scores made therein, the conditions being seyen shots at the dis- Mass. Creed. | yijj,er 409, Ch. Rein 221, R. Spi 29. W. rae 4 Meee re omitad funlee<- J. Bidwell. vine 10 12 10 12 10 11 10 40 i 9 10344 ee - i i. tacet a Seay pitz 329, W. Seppenfeld 332, B. Zevtler 

‘ d te 2 2 2 B . Do H i) an 

B. F Richardson. 555544431 | J. Mennett...... 89494 55-21 1a ol Ta eli coher RE MRET RL RED cane GOA MS Ea aaa aie aes ta aladee Shak G, Hellwig 
«JAMES.--.,-.., 4453 Tih Brooks SUB 8442545271 407. Oase. 0... 10 11 10 G 12 9 10 JO 6 10 «Of 40 kts ; d W. Charles ..... Seng ee moe 7.D, Andrews..10 10 11 8 7 2 9 8 9 8 02 42 Most bullseyes during the festiyal: D, Miller 23, W. Klein, 25, 
Boston, Mas3,,June 26(h.—TVhere was a largé attendance to-day | B. Fancher... .. , Seg 9 20 20) ST de 105 BD 6 6089s]: Ch. Wein 17, H. W. Cordts 12, B. Zetiler 11, G, Joiner Ui, Albert 

+ Light pull. Meyer 10, Fred. Hansen 8. at Walnut Hill to participate in Everybody’s Match, which is fast 
drawing to a close, and also to meet twelve men of the Gardner 

Rifle Club to shoot a friendly match with the same number of 
marksmen of the Massachusetts Rifle Association, The day was 
one of the hottest of the season, and slow work was done during 
the match shooting. At2 o'clock, when the teams were called; 

the thermometer indicated 92 degrecs in the shade, The wind came 
from the south in puffs, and was at times yery unreliable. The 

contest was a close and well-contested match during the entire 

twenty rounds whioh each man shot, the Gardner team winning 
by only nine points. At the conclusion of the match, President 
Frye requested three rousing cheers for the victorious team, 

which were given with 1 will by the riflemen present. The shoot- 

ing was wt 200 ;— 
GARDNER TEAM, 

RF. a anand A le ene OED 

H. ©. Knowlton. 
W. Austin....... 

Be AS tt} 
Yo ciate a Potala cacti yun tioe ta 1,085 

"MASSACHUSETTS TEAM. 
OuM, Jewell..-.-2-2tere stones BE. B. Souther... cep eens cree 83 
E. F. Richardson ~ 

F, Brooks...,. 
Frye, C. Richards.. 

J. 8. Bennett, . A, C. Gould 
J, I. Osborn. . “3h 
We Chacles J.....J..-+-)--,200+ 83| ‘Total.. Finesse eee 1,038 
There was 2 largeu attendance than has aeeeennfeal at the pavil- 

ion since the spring meéeting to participate in the Hyerybody’s 

Match :— 
E. P. Richardson .6 4455 6 65 5 6 5-48 
G, F, Elisworth 565445 5 5 5 5 5—48 
0. M. Jewe 65456 5 5 6 4 4-47 
Cc. 0. Bent... 4455 5 44 5 6 5-40 
C. A. Hinds 4555 44 4 5 4 5-45 
W. Charles 4565 44 5 4 4 5-45 
J, Nichols 45445 5 4 4 5 5—-d5 
J. 5, Benne 44565 45 4 4 6-45 

» B. Brooks. 54445 5 4 6 4 5-45 
A.C. Gonld. 444546 4 5 4 5-45 
B. Bennett (mil.). 5344444 5 5 4 4-45 
H.S. Pieree.... .,. 445545 44 5 4-44 
&. ee 5644446 4 5 4-4 
Ay 654455 44 4 4-44 
Ae 54455 44 5 4 4-44 
D 5544656 6 4 4 4 4-44 

44455 44 4 4 4-43 
Fatt aed 54444 4 4 6 4 5-48 

4445 4 44 4 5 4-42 
44354 45 5 4 4-2 
36444656 4 4 4 5-42 
4445 44 4 4 4 4—41 
§44444 4 4 4 4-41 

foe sje ’ 4465443 4 6 4 4-421 
* SHAR ASAE C 4384465 46 4 4 4-41 

U.S. Walker....- ASA AAS A 35 mer to 44444 4 4 38 4 5-40 

MEDFORD, Mass., June ‘35th. —The many rifie clubs that cluster 
about Boston are enjoying a scries of team matches to-day. The 

Gardnerteam met the Medford team at Bellevue range, in a 

friendly two hundred yards match, eleyen men to a team and 

thirty shots cach. ‘lhe weather conditions were excellent and 

the gathering luree, The Gardners were the yictors by ninety- 

six points. The fullowing is the summary :— 
GARDNER TEAM. 

G. F. Elisworth..,.-----.-:-- H_S Pierce.. 
J.N.D 

or & 
web 
Pe j=z >) CP 

HePaoes emt 
MaproRrD, Mass. “4 Tune 25th.—The Raymond Sportsman's Club 

to-day held its regular meet at the new range, Belleyue. The at- 
tendance was not so large as usual, owing to the extreme heat, 

Good work, howeyer, was done with the rifle by Mr. James and 

Mr. Bennett, as follos :— 
STAMOS .vesc.v. eeg-saeecstotisesy.a O ff bg 6 4 Bb SH Ob 
ee aa bi 7 t 2 é A 7 i at 

U7 oof, . l . is 

eae helped -6553 64 5 6 5 B48 
W. Chadwell - 44636 44 5 4 6—-i5 

In glass pulls the shooting wis elerant, ana the blue sphericals 

wera easily found, as will be seen from the following summary: 

Mo. R. F. Schacter secured flye clean scores on the rotary traps, 

C. Ellsworth and W. Edwards four each, G. Edwards, H. Dutton 

and L. &. Johnson three each, G. H, Fox, D. Kirkwood, wv. R 

Smith, W. PF. Stahl, M,'G. Plimpton, W. B. Witherell, J, &, Nason 

and 0, 1. Goodale tio cach. 

—The New Bedford Rifle Association has accepted challenges 

from the Raymond Sportsman's Club, of Medford, and the Taun- 

ton Sportsmén’s Club—the latter to take place on the second 

Wednesday in July. 

WAKEFIELD, Mass., June 26tt.—The members of the Wakefield 

Amateur Rifle Association held a shoot at their ringe this after- 

noon, when the following scores were made ;— 
Sttareeen ots at 44 6545080 45445546 4 4-4 

Pee rendeeeowi sc Meee han 4 dot ae) ober bes 

William Coon..--....+---+++ Sitrtrctt it re ‘ ‘ - i £ 2 a 

Googe Cheneyvomr cd gad 8 4 4 2 4 om 
The team shoot a match with the Medford team here next Sat- 

urday. The contest will be a friendly one. 

SPRINGITELD, Mass., June 23d.—The following were the scores 

made yesterday by the Rod and Gun Rifle Club, at their regular 

meeting. Light was very good, but.a brisk northwest wind pre-~ 

yailed durilig the entire afternoon, 
ceverenhiaztaeneneneneeces 44 z 455 4 65 6 540 

Berm 22st cneeverentousyite sti fA 4s 4 6G O40 
Portals ates scape Se ee dvs sea 3 444 4 5 5 5-45 
AONE 70+ oe Le: el cee eessetne dee Dein i, A a —43 

RAT tMee 2 eee cette Deed Se Amn ip e. fet 
Boniees? (Mil USE ATRE Sven AB EERAA LSA a 

Military rifles two points, Wikio 

Very bad light; cloudy, with occasional sunshine. 

BRIDGEPORT, Conn., Jtite 12th.—The spring shoot of the Bridge- 

port Rifle Club was well attended, and some fine scores were 
made, Mr. 8, H, Hubbard and Mr. Henry Carstersen each making 

a full score at 900 yards, and Mv. David Congar was first at 500 

yards, with 38 on seyen sbots—possible 42. In the oti-hand shoot- 

ing the best score was made by Mr. Daniel BH. Marsh, 33 out of 3a 

at 200 yards, but I will not intrude on your valuable space by 

giving all the scores, but will give you a full account of the last 

elub shoot, The regular semi-monthly shoot of the Bridgeport 
Rifle Club was held at Sea Side Range on Friday, June lth, 

Weather was fine, with a light wind at about 1 o'clock on the 

target. On the Silyerware Match, at 200 yards, the seyen shots 

were i— 
RB. S. Bassett..., 54444 65 8. V. Nivhols... 54535 44-30 

, B, Marsh.... 455444 cH Harry Nichols. 4443 4 5 5—29 
John’ Slatcher.. 43 455 6 5—31| Miles Nolan,.... 33546 6 4—29 

200 yards, rifle, ten shots. No reuntries :— 
abohn? SUMPGH CMe aon wen alee ae ele §6b445 5 4 4 4 §—45 

AN IRCRIIN plese sete 444654445 3 4-41 
8. V. Nichols......0s0s+s0+-- 444444 4 23 4 5-4) 
D. Congar-.- --:..---.+: 463444 4 4 4 4—40 
Isqac MeCourt,. $8455 4444 4 3-4 
R.S. Bassett............ 444324 5 4 4&4 4-38 
Harry Nichols.............. 453 8 43 8 4 4 4-37 

. C, Kingman.... 43444 5 5 4 4 0-37 
Philo M. Beers . 4338443 4 8 3 4-38 
Ml Gs eh OMIA bees peninareaes fetes Gninae enyylr 43083 5 5 4 3 3 4d 
ae yards, rifle, carton target, ten shots :— 
R. 5. Bassett........ ...- .6 4465 4 6 4 5 5-49 
David Conga 45645 4 4 5 4 5-47 
5. V. Nichols 6 45 6 6 44 5 4 4—4h 
i. Carstersen +5 838 465 56 & 4 5-45 
Tf. Carstersen. 4504626 5 5 5-42 
D. BE, Marsh. . 4h455 45 4 38 3-41 
BvWs. Becks) ~572----24- 643435 63 4 3 3-41 

Record match, 200 ghia — 
H. Nichols . :4 25.5 4444 4 5 4 5-42 
S.V. Nichola... .scccseccsswese 44445 4 4 4-4] 
T, McCourt aa 435 543 4 4-40 
D. E. Marsh..... 5 445 3 4 2 4-84 
8. C. Kingman 4445 5 4 4 0-37 

CreEDMOOR, June 26th._Four prizes ¥ cre offered ih tne off-hand 
team match which was shot at Creedmoor to-day. The match was 
open to teams of four representing any rifle club or association or 

military body consisting of members of the National Rifle Associ- 

ation. It wasshot at 100, 200 and 800 yards, tive rounds, off-hand 

at each, and the following were the scores, 800 points being the 

highest possible team total — 

1. EMPIRE RIFLE CLUB. 3. N. TR. A. TEAM. 

PANT Ee 2G ac sb Biben ebeit- = cite nae 68) DS. Danks,.7.3-:42¢¢---2 mr BY 
¥. H. Holton.. GT evi Pe OUTIL Sees celeste 63 
D. &. Davids... BO APOIO BOOMER adele ce 62 
MaWVoe KROL tmp Beh bao eine rs G5, |) Joe Wwe, 2. 029.94 -- ay 59 

Motes ge ee eta acle notes: P3UyCd| Wels ae See dogs Coap teens Rol 

2. BROOKLYN RIFLE CLUB, | 4. BALD TDAGLE TEAM. 

Total Poei| MELO Liew oh ehet ee em Syn Pits 
The Remington rifle match of 10 shots, off-hand, at 200 yards, 

was won by A, H. Cobb, with 42 out of ihe possible 59 points. The 
“We Will” match,at 300 and 600 yards, under military condition, 

was carried off by Mr.T, J. Dolan, with 49 out of a possible 7% 

points, 
The champion match of the Empire Rifle Club fora number of 

prizes to be warded at the end of the season, developed severa 

excellent scores, as follows, the highest possible being 150 points :— 
200 Yards. 600 Yards. 1,000 Yards. Total, 

Ay Ponies ta deetay sys AS 48 42 133 
J. W. Tod.. . 43 44 a8 126 
F. H. Holto 44 43 Bi Wi 
D. F. Davids 7 ral 116 
T,J.Dolan....... 43 bx it 

The great Scheutzenfest gathering at Union Hill during the 

past week wasagrand success, Fine weather prevailed and in- 

yited large throngs, and the shooting was up to theayeraga. 

= On the third day ithe New York Schuectzen Corps, in connec 

tion with the grand fair, drew an immense crowd to the beautiful) 

park. The mostinterest was manifested on the eagle shooting, 

Atabout4o’eloek the tail was shot down by J, H. Meyer, aud 

now only the last piece, the body of the bird, was hanging on the 

high pole. Many shots were fired, and cheer after cheer wen! 

into the air as the corpus fell before ushot by BF. W. Metens, Thr 
result of the earle shooting was as follows; Mr, Geo. Orth shot 
down the middle crown, Aug. Schaffel right crown, G. I, Keller 

left crown, Rud, Klemm right flag, Gev, Rusche left flag, Hy, W 

Wersebe right head, P.W. Mertens scepter, Major Geo. Aery globe, 
Wi. Radchold right leg, A. W. Lemke left leg, Gevert Menkei 

right thigh, John Miller left thigh, J. H. Keck right neck, J 

Wilms left neck. At6o’clock the grand procession was formed 

Major Geo. Aery opened the geremonies of crowning the king 

with a few remarks, and introduced to the listeners the Presiden! 

of the park, Col. B. P, C. Lewis, who said that he was proud to 
carry Dundes tochler of his friend Acry in his arms. Major Aery 
then handed the new kiug the insignia of his office,a beuutifn) 

medal and amore beautiful sash embroidered by Mrs. Aery, and 

A crown, not of rold, but made out of bay leaves. The king re- 
turned thanks in yery uppropriate remarks, and promised to 

muke hisreign very light. Vollowiny this a ten-year old daughter 

of grandfather H, D. Busch made a nice little speech, and the old 

man (he is not fifty yet—we do not mean pounds, but years; If it 

comes to the weight he scores 330) also madesome of his humorou- 
remarks. The distribution of prizes followed. <A tine ball and a 
summer-nizht's festival closed the twenty-third annual festival 
of the New York Scheutzea Corps. 
The shooting at the taryets was continued Thursday and closed 

Saturday. Ath o'clock Sunday the prizes were distributed to the 
following gentlemen, (ving target; 200 yards; twenty-five 

half inch rings); J. Blumenberg 67, J. H. Brown 66, Wim. 
Klein 65, B. Zettler 64, 1. Miller 63, Hy. Oehl 63, M. B. Engel 63, L. 
Filz 63, C, Holvinann 63, I’. Iwnatz Lutt 62, M. M, Hellwig 92, Ch, Zet- 

tler 61, R, Crusing 60, G, Joiner 60, M, Dorler 60, Th, Broadway 69, 

On Tuesday, the glass-ball shooting began under yery good aus- 

pices. Classified sweepstakes will be shot aach duy (until Wriday) ; 

$2 entrance, with ten per cent. of the receipts to o to the treas— 

ary of the United Schuetzen Association. Open only to ama- 

teurs. Prizes to be divided as follows: Forty per cent. to first, 

thirty per cent. to second, and fifteen per cent. to third. Classi- 

fied sweepstakes foralarge number of yaluable special prizes, 

donated to the Schuetzen Association, will also be shot for cach 

duy. Entrance according to the value of the prizes offered. 

Open only to amateurs. Ail matches will be shot under Borardus 

rules, Guns and ammunition can be hid on the grounds if de- 

sired. On the iirst day ten matches were shot, of which scores 
will be given next week, 

ELmABerH, WV. J., Brinton Range—Champion 
Badge, military rifle, June 12th :-— 

200 Yards. 
§ 5 2 4—21 

a3445-19 
B44 44-19 

Marksman's 

500_ Ii 
Capt. J. R, Denman st eelolp: 
J K.Gorman,....... 
Col. G. B. P. Howard 

Bets Wage 

5 

5 

Capt. L. H, Greve (5444 4-21 3 
PrBotinetts (eevee eee cusase 4334 4-18 3 

Champion Marksman’s Badge, military rifle, dine 14th :— 
200, Yards 500 Fa 

P, Bonnett... L534-21 4545 
Major A. J. Glaric.. 4444-19 3455 
Capt. J. R, Denman, H44 4-2 6454 
ieee agree ate B445 

. Squier, . -48355-20 2443 

Poe Match, Tune 19th ; any > rifle: — 

45445 5 5 5 5—47 
4555 5 5 4 5 6-47 
6445 4 4 4 4 544 
SO a de Oe SO ate 
4 4 4 Ras 

Capt. Me “ie Tequan h 3 i 4 4 4 5 i toa 
DGAUREA Crim erin fete eee iice? ede: Sane {44344 5 4 4-49 
Pa Dtniett: iiiiee.mseohee sie P re ia 2et 444444 5 3 4-49 
J.T. B. Collins was the final winner of the traphy. 

BALTIMORE, Md., June 12th.—The weekly meeting of the Mary- 

land Rifle Club was held at Patapsco Range. Owing to rainy 

weather the attendance was limited, he scores were as follows, 

B. B. Lynch leading with, considering the weather, a splendid 
4 :— 

13 LAW EN Cl tr Bn gs SRA AAS emote awe tad 
A. FP. Dresel. 4643444 3 4 
Col. Burgwyn- 5348 ¢43 4 4 
B.'T, Redwood... 4438445 43 4 
J.B; Armstrong. 3-3 843 5 8 #2 4 = 
O. M. Hopkias.. 4922 4 8 4 38 3 4 
H. H. Basset. , 8.8.2 2338 8 38 4 
f. 8. Barstow.. 3282 8 238 4 8 

At 600 yards, which range was opened, B, 0. Lynch made 47, and 

H. B. Coulson 44, out of a possible 50. A, V. Canfield, Tr, ylso shot 

for the first time this season at this range, but did not co:plete 
his score, 

June 19th.—_Shooting commenced at 4:15 paw.; weather clear and 

bright, no wind at 200 yards. At 600 yards, shouting commenced 

at 5 P.ML; a light wind at 2 o'clock prevailing a portion of the 

time. The attendance was the largest this season, many new 

members being out for the first time. The shooting opened on 

the bullseye targets, in which the following scored bullseyes, out 

ae fifteen entries: B. B. Lynch, 4; A. ¥. Dresel, 3; bu. Dieterich, 

; B, T. Redwood, 2; J. B. Armstrony, 2; C. M. Hopkins, 2, and 

om Burgwyn, 1, The scores at 200 yards were as follows :-— 

ty, B. REA ea SO Ah Le “ueeeupad 4445 4 5 —A2 
Col, Underhill. . .4 48 4 4 A 3 5 i ras 
b. Deiterich, .... ASS ALA 4A 4 Ey 
fh. T. Redwood... ~44 44 84 4 4 5 5-41 
A. Roeder ..., 444444 4 4 4 4-40 

B. Lynch... 45445 4 4 4 3 9—40 
\. 1. Dresel,.... 4344444 4 4 4-89 
Dr. T. H. Duvy. 4¢ 4 4 84 4 4 4 4-89 
i ane Hopkivs Me dbo os brit Basrapere 8443544 4 4 4-88 

243924 3 439 8 £31 
H. Ht. B s 22 48 8 0 4 2 3 & Yay 
*_S. Barstow $3003 8 J BB oe 

Tne following scores SH made at 600 yards: H. B. Conlsen, 72 

yut of a possible 75; B. B. Lyneh,’8 out of a possible 75; Col. Ww, 

4.5. Burgwyn, 33 out of a possible 40; A. V. Canfield, 88 out of a 

possible 35. J.B. A. 

New ORLEANS, Jilne 23d.—This evening the Battwtion Wastine- 
ton Artillery formally inaugurated its shooting pail at the 

3panish Fort by a general turnout of the members, and u compe- 
tition for prizes. The park is situatod a short distance across.the 

vanal, and the three targets are distant 200 yards. 'Phe shooting 
house Is so constructed that three men can face the rings: it any 

one time and fire in rapid succession after each ¢ ther. 

The battalion will stimulate competition at the ranwe by oller- 

ing a prize shooting match eyery month during thesummer. Tho 

ground has been well sclected, and when a little of the brush- 

wood is cleared away and some benches are creeted under the 

protection of, the great trees, the plice will be a devidedly fae 
viting one. 

The battalion formed at its armory. with sixty-five men in 
fatigue uniform, with the rezulation musket, 1 breeuh- loading 

Springfield, the whole under the command of Major Eugene May. 

Bach competitor was given three shots, and the following wore 
the highest scores made :— ¥y 

5—12 Geo. W, Ghariton,.., 4 3 Sam Vitzhugh..., i 
J. 0, 8porl.....-.....- 5 4 3-12 Lieut. Leote.... 0 1.. bo ace 
Dudley celph........ 3 5—11| Adjr, Taurshecdt :- 0 3 3—6 
Joln Miller. ..-....., 2 4-9 M. Viluurubia,, soi 3 0 3-6 
W. W. Ohariton...... 2 4 3—8 t, Bauve. .. 4 0 2-6 
A. J. Pardo. --.....,. + §— 38 ‘A, Scliwaner 0 0—5 
Pete Mishel, .,....-- 0 4— 8/0... Mick _., 0 5—5 
# Villarubin......... & 2—7| Corp, Michel, 0 d—5 
pet AHORICIY ent a 2 2— TBs Oviati ye 3.0 2-4 

Hae handsome badges haf been prepared for the three highest 
men, who were, respectively, Geo. W. Chariton, J.C, Spotl and 

Dudley Selph., They were presented by Mr, Hero in appropriate 
terms. 

Phis, however, was not the end of the awards, Capt. McElroy 

haying distinguished himself by an unequal number of zansu errs, 
was avarded the medal appropriate to his achicyement, which 
raiscd 2 Unanimous expression of opinion from the battalion that 
‘there ig nothing Jike leather," 
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FIXTURES. 

. Corinthian Crnise. 
Cham plonshipy nGzatha. 

OY ¥. CO. Annual Oriise, 
July 17—San Pranci-co Y. 0, Annual Revatta, 
July 17/—Provineetown Y. 0. Rezatta. 

July 14—Quiney ¥, C. € 
July 10-22—Sin Mrane: 

July 18—Quaker City Y. UC. Havbor Crise. 
July 2i-Salem Bay Y. CG, Annual Regatta, 
July — Buffalo ¥. C. Regatta, 7 F " 
July 3l—Beverly Y. GC. Championship Races, Swampscott, 

oO 

YACHTING NEWS, 

New Jensery YACeT Cowns.—The annual regatla was sailvd 
June 23d ina light wind from northwest. ‘The Sturt wis THAde Or 
the last quarter of the flood Lrom the club-lonse, Elysiiun Fields, 
Hoboken, N. J.. the Collowing coming to the Tine in Class Be 
Oho, Bo W. Ketelam, 28tt. din: Meteor, Vieo- Commodore Jean- 
neret, 2544; Admiral Bipoh, Burlton & Greville, 27.10; Bure Devil, 
Com, W. H. Dilworth, 27.4. In Oliss 0 there was Prienine, Leuts 
Kaiser, 24.23 Freddie, Frank . Dilwowth, 2: : i 
Thnen, 21.8; Qione, Geo, Perbes, 2U.ob In Clitss D: Willie, A. A, 
Bdmonston, 17.6; “viel. HL lhnen, 14.10. Course for Classes Band 
C from Twelfth street to stake-boat off Riverdale and return, 
twenty mil’s. Wor lasses D und WH, to stake-bout ot Port Wash 
ington and return, lilteen mies, Birst and sucand prt all 
clusses, and a ehauipion pennant offered by H. Tiinen to first yaelit 
in. Stationary ballise and crews limited to one man Tor every 
five feetio tengi, Start. flying, with 10m, srace. Judges: Thos. 
P, Rogers, Theo. Butts and Wm. Curtis. The yuchts were eausht 
by the ebb when Oi Wishty-sixth street, and the race filed for 
want of vind, the lewding boats jraiting up theiy helms for Lome, 
whenit beeune evident that they could not iaidke the Colrse tn 
the six hours allowed by the rules. On the way home thoy s 
into a sharp wind, the vione cnapsigzing, her crew being rescued hy 
the Preddie, The judges decided “no raee,” and the indteh will 
probably be resailed, 

Jersty Crry YAaout Cuur.—The twenty-second annual re- 
gutta of this club wussailed Jime 22d in afresh northwest wind. 
Course for first and second dluss, from Bedioe’s Islind araund 
Buoy 8+on Southwest Spit vod return, twenty miles; lor third 
and fourth ¢lass, around Robbim's iteel Buoy, nud return, sail 
twice over, twelve mi Lime allowaner, 2m. tithefoar The 
start wis cifected at 1 , when the following fvet went over ;— 

First-cluss Cabin Yachts.—/ntrepid, 35 Bin. ond, daft. 3in.; 

<] 

a 

po 

Mignon, 281. ¥in.; Lidec, 26ft,, aud Minnie L,, 260b. Bin. 
Second-class Open Yachts,—knight Templar, 2966. Wpiny: few 

ander Pursyth, 29rt. 114 ing Lorpedo, 20¢t. Gin. Psyehe, Yili. 9tin , 
and Bisie May, 28tt. lin. 
Third-eliss Open Yuchts.—Jessic G., 23 ft, dtin.; Berlie B., 21ft. 

Tart. 
4in., and Willie, 211. din. P 
Pourth-class Open Yachts,—Rosie H., left. 81m. Alert, 

Quin. Aqatic Forsyth, (itt. Tin; Bima, Wit, and Bie, Witt. Win. 
The Mignon, ex-Oom. Beuines, sot away first, followed by the 

restin a bunch, the filrepid. getome ina mess with her balloon 
jib topsail and fouling the stuke-boab and upsetting: it. The 
judges, Messrs. J. A, Nuvent, J. A. Hilton aud Geo. Winn, being 
in a good humor, forgot il} about the foulanod teok her time 
the second attempt to vet aeross withonr aocident. Hise J 
the old Welipse, showed @ moUitaio Of seyielhs 
nuisances of the open racive machine, anid. 
more modest competitors Under her lee aud rhe prize sate before 
the race had fairly bexun. Phere is just one way tu wet rid of 
such useless niachines, and that ts to adopt fived ballast and 
limited crews, depending upon model and seamanship to win uw 
Tace, ind not upon outsparring and Overuuinning. Some day, 
When our smuller clubs appreciate the art of suiting and learning 
to suil for the Jove of it, such rules will be universally observed, 
At present, with sGamaoship ata discount, and jockeying, reel 
less and foolhardy handling and iznominigus capsizing ata pre- 
mium, jushsuch caricatures as félsle May sill walk off with the 
pot every time, to the discointiture of the honest bout and fenu— 
ine suilor. Whe Lidee coolly wwaited some of ber crew, and did 
not start till long after the ten minutes' frace had expired. She 
won the race, however, and possibly her delay contributed much 
thereto, owing to 4 timely turn of the lide in ber fever. We have 
allalony held that our manner Of starting wees in America ia 
both lubberly and unfair, and the case of Lidee may be vited as 
proof. Races should be started to one gun and 16 grice ujluwed, 
Unless the number of yachts is so Lreatas to mulceit impossible, 
ft Case rurely occurring, if cl ave kept separate. The Lypsytlt 
carried nway topmast, but her resources were not equal to rigeiie 
A jury orstump, so she lost the race by a narrow iirin. Dhue 
Jarge yachts had the wind free down to the mark, all uediue ina 
bunch when the Narrows were rescned, Wisie Way erdiudlly pan 
10 the fore, rounded $! first, her skipper settiow sucill jib for the 
beat home, went over to Coney Island and worked the first of the 
flovd across Gravesend Bay, red ching the inish with avery lonw lead 
after many a hairbreadth escupe Trout Capsiwing, Lae whole day's 
Sail beln¥ more like a tight rope performance thuu a tijsplay ol 
sound yachtsmanship. The forsyth gave Kiaght Venplar a close 
Tub all the way up. Amobe the simuller anes, Willis, lort. Earnie 
and Md gave up on the lirsh round, the wind belie too much 
Jor them, althourh deeper and abler bouts would have vevellod iv 
what there was. The remalniue weht rope perlormirs eseapud 
wWilhout drowning, by dropping their peaks, and the race linishuud 
as under :— 

FIRST-CLASS CABIN YACHTS, 

Blapaed Conreelod 
Name. : Line, time. 

Hy SONS, FT TT. as 
Intrepid > en 7 2 60 ee ait) 
Oneness 7 a) 7 Os 43 
Mignon. vi 7 08 40 
Lidee,.... - 6 ti 45 13 
Minnie T......... id 09 Qo 

Knight Templar,...........--.....-. 6 00 410 6 0 1 
Alex. Forsyth. . - 6 O28 BT f 02 3h 
Torpedo ....- G6 2h 2 Or 23° RT} 
ig Ge May cee sh 4 we eee 5 OF 680 5 Ot xe 

WHIRD-CLASS OPEN YACHTS. 
AUCE STEN © ecb encast Pinbe hon te Pee a 41 40 2 Ay 40 
Bertie L : a3 50 = 7) oTy 

S OPEN YACAS. 
GeE 30 400 2 39 a pose 3 41 50 2 30 35 

In the first class Didlec wins, in the second class Blasio May wins, 
in the third class Barlic 3. wins and in the fourth class Rosia H: 
wins. Psyche ot the second tlass had cut and run for home, a 
food whole-sail breeze being loo much to her liking. 

Bria Barrexnag,—The recent miteh race between the sghooners 
Qua O'Connernod Chispa, of Sun Franciseo, resulted in & vielory 
for the former on tine wlowance after x close und not very de- 
cisiye race, as slnnts hid too much to do with the sailing all Quy. 
The course was from Long Brides to Munter’s Point, thence bs 
Oalcland, again to Hunute:’s Poiot and home, The O'Connor was 
sailed by Aros Hewstt and thirteen bnnds,and the Chispa by 
Matthew Turner, with herowuer, J.Gutte,as mare. Much money 
changed hiunds on the race, the rivalry Letween the two yacors 
Tunhiog hizh. 

SAN Fuancisco Yacur Cuurn.—The May cruise of the club, 
Jasting three days, was @ greubsuccess, At Marg Islind the fleet 
was put through a series of squadron tactics by the commodere, 
for ning in fine astern and line abreast, eve, in rezular man-ot- 
war fashion. The yaw! Emerald has been thorourhly overhauled 
ani retified and has gained in speed. The club isgrowing rapidly, 
and now numbers one tundred and filty-three members. 

CoLUMBIA YaoutT Coue,—The Thirteenth Annual Regsatta was 
sailed June #ith, in a fresh wind from the west and northwest, 

7; Lovomayil, H. Ss! 

a 

nade with the last.of the flood, Course from cluh 
5 < ixth street. North River, to mark off Yonkers and 

return, twenty miles, Time allowance jm. to the foot. The 
Blarters were as follows s—: 

Chin Vachts—Peerless, 201t, tin., Messes. Runk and Goetze; 
Dylia, R7tt. din. Cote Wo JL Greacen. 

Mirst-elass Open Yachts—Cnonuii, 240t. 1in., Mr. Joseph No- 
ay fuuniio, 20h. 8in., Mr. John Thora, 

Becund-chiss Open Yachts—Kalie, 22tr. bin, Me. W. TW. Rowe; 
Bui Tt, Lt. Win. Me. Josep Nobles; Lillie, 1Sft., Mr. Georre 
'Phonipsorn 

The jiges, Messv3. Benj. Weaver and 8. N. Simonson, got the 
boule iivay about noon. Chemau leading the way with the wind 
Aheatuy, Tojlowed by Lillie. Rambler, Bon Von, Liitia, Peerless and 
Kalle. Hiunbler, with a big vacing rig, ran through the lot aod 
tobk the lord, which she kept during the day, winume with a 
qiarrer ofan hour to spire. Bydie’s balloon jib stood ber in wood 
eioml, sid she drew aay frou Peerless in her class, while Bon 
Yon, vfher Ceappin ainan overboard and picking him up again, 
showed (he way aimons' the littl: fellows, “be mark was rounded 

2 Kanter at 12100, Ohemettar 1:37.10, Lydia 143.15, Peer 
H0, Gon dn 93.00, The others were not timed, he ebb 
een, wand wis seuding them home rapidly, when the 

win failed, und seon backed to the southward, making it a long 
and shot lee the vest of the course, Pecrless showed better on the 
Wind, and overlapped Lydia, when a hitting mateh ensued, the 
lalrer coming ott best, and catebing a alant, getting actoss the 
finish in time to save the prize in her class. Rambler won in class 
Band Gow Yonin class 0, as under s— 

CLASS A. 
Elapsed Corrected Hlapsed Corrected 
Tune. Time. Time. Time. 

WT. M.S. TW. M.S, EH. M.S. H,. M, 8S: 
Peerless ....8 14 19 8 14 19] Lydia... 12 15 8 08 OD 

CLASS B, 
Rawbler....2 54 48 2 54 48| Cheman.....3 08 55 3 08 17 

OLASS C. 
Katio....,,.38 00 638 8 66 538] Dillie....,.4 06 55 4 00 10 
Bon Ton...3 81 37 8 BE 87 

Gan snoqun RegAtvtA.—There will be a match at Gananoque, 
sen ati Dominion Day, for yachts under ton tons. Prizes, 350, 

HTM 0, 

Tut tsanvea.—This sloop has recently been on the ways at Key- 
port, M.J., fornew bowsprit and stronger head rigging. A curi- 
ous inipression has gone abvoad that Hanita and Wizard, both 
Elsworth models, cannot sail. These who entertain such opin- 
ious run find out by “hitching on" to Fanite any time for a brush, 
as slin has been under way almost every alternoon dow the bay. 
Miyvite is tou muck like he Elephant not to be a goer, und besides, 
Aixlean tons vf iron und a sixty-foot stick count for something. 
Tie Minit has both depth and displacement, two qualities which 
are mipidly becoming the distinguishing eléments of our fast bouts. 
The sviliae of such cratt ag Mischief, Fanita and Hlephant will 

‘eyes of the owners of light disvlacement bouts to the 
ridiculous anonialy of sailing on length without accounting for 
audditinnal power fained through beam and depth, and in influenc— 
ing a chaiee in mexsurement the advent of these large displace- 
Diebt crate will work a vast amount of benefit in one direction at 
least. ‘The average sloop, expecially of those built a few years 
iyo Of ft. waterline, will haye about 16tt, beam and dft. depth, 
against tie lj and 6) of funita. 'Yheir sizes would comparé as 80 
to 110, but longth measurements overlook this excess of 40 per 
cent, and sails them un equal terms. Where is the sense, then, in 
racing on lenebh? 

“asters YAacn? CLun.—SsSince publication of the elub boolc 
for 1550, the following yachts have been added to the fleet: 
Schooners Lethet, Breeze and Tempest, sloop Imperia and yawl 
Huiih, the latter the tirst of her icind on the Atlantic coast. 

Hastugy YAorr Crua.—a full account of the club matehes off 
Marblehead, on the 28d inst, is unavoidably deferred. 

2? Riyer YAcuT CrvuB,—The first annual race was sailed on 

the 
ber cli 
O Biten ta 
following — 

quire carried away her topmust, but won in 
wry dsocgan Kad asail over; Idle Hing and Peter 

ne piniaes m the other classes. ‘he entries were the 

FIHST CLASS—CABIN BOATS. 

Name. Ft. In. Owner. 
Qhester A. Avthur............ 35 Ub ..-.4,-,-...0, Southwick, 
Wavorila,. 4 bt fo, ....M. Obaide, 
M. W. Conway. -... 0 Ps. .. dames Conway. 
James Tregurthen 30 Gb.. _-J-C Rennisou. 
Julia .., 2d Sh.. :-.J. F. Sullivan. 
Miihake] ee eee ee ey eye ery 5 COE Ae ee ohn Law. 

; FIRS! CLASS—UPEN BOATS. 
DENY TSE CR RM re, lest a oles Pa Be ae ee John Keegan. 

SECOND CLA8S—OPEN BOATS, 
Aliity ESOL dy apg ose bapeeeeste ee de alae gteasisaee N, Lockwood. 
TMG GUP tea ee enal Alec 2s psd ward! Dayise 

THIRD CLASS—OPEN BOATS. 
Péter @'Brien.,.,---.,--..-.. 19 Td............ William Sware. 
Relia Gowda... 
Satie Michaels, 
Pluie (oly gh - P. H. O'Day, 
J. Menu ..M. Nichols. 

Crrsrarn Yacup CLun.—The seventh annual regutta was sailed 
June 1hth, miuny Phihiwdelphia yachts being present. Minerpe 
won amos the Grbin boats, beating Clara tim.; Stella won in 
aueond ohiss, beating the Gallager lim., and the Cariden won in 
the thir Glass, open boats, beating Biaica 5m. There were also 
paces for skills aod fishing boats, 

SouLawark YacstT CLus.—The sixth annual regatta was sailed 
June 154, from Diokinsou-strect wharf, Philadelphia, to Chester 
Buoyahdretarn. Wind strong fromnorthwest. The Maid capsized. 
fhe boats had & rompel time of it, down to the buoy, most tying 
down ruefs. Tt wasa lair wind home, and yood time was made. ‘The 

run down by the steamer Virginia, injuring one of the 
‘cly, and the Witchell went the way of all sand bags, and 
waswin, ‘The home stakeboat was reached us fol- 

.. William Peterson, 
-.J. Michaels, 

3 ups—Ledyerd, 3:05; Boyle, 3:05. 0:5; Peerless, 3:08; 
Fein2, dA; Mille, dlls: A. Sparks, 816, Wirst-class double 
snders—Biinie Bragem, 807; J. J. Young, 3:15. Second-class double 
endevs—Miganh, 3:10:55 Cutter, 3:14:15. 

TXURPENDENE YACHr CLus.—This newly formed club, of Phil- 
Aiuipbia, has had the #2ood sense to Jimit the size of sails to be 
carried to “offi. of bolt rope,” doing away thereby with the 
fearful oyercanvasing, which has been the chief objeution to 
Tune us curriid on to-day on the Delaware. Such a club pos- 
§ es the right spicit, und ouxht to receiye encouragement. The 
meiubers suled their segoud vegatta this year, June 2st, which 
proved i erest sueeess, Course, from Marlboro street wharf, up 
river tu the Deluneo Buoy and renira Wind fresh from south- 
wes. Ihe tollowie boats, lft. long, and 4ft. 2in, beam, got away 
ab the siguals Tyler, (la Hranke, Hannah, Barnett, Willi 
Glen, Halter. fyrittvts, stew, Lily, Neild, Smith, Fisher, Trene 
Waunce, Sets lack Glen, Wsher took the lead, the rest follow- 
ing in close order. UN Wicuny the Faunce took water abvard, but 
was ripidly puled Our. Whe Weld had worked into the lead by 
this time, with Smiilh sccord and Igidious a good third, The fleet 
roundud ina bunch, with wut few seconds between the boats. On 
the pun home thu wind came ont from the westand freshened up, 
miakiuy it lively work and wet jackets all around, Smith took the 
lead, but suing out too farin the river met a strong Hood, letting 
the Sreda and Uimer work out ahead. At Tacony the Hannah 
capsized. The wind piped up a gale below Bridesburg, and the 
skippers hud to beg often and keep their weather eyés on the 
tiaws sweeping across the angry seas. The fluish was accom— 
plished as loliows: Seeds, 2:11; Smith, 213%; Ulmer, 2:1543 Weild, 
#:1li the rest of the buats not timed. "No first boat, champiun tlag, 
anda Barllotc silver stem-winding wateh; second bout, silver ice 
pitcher; third boat. silver mug. In the initial race the Iyidinus 
wis the winner, the Sil coming’ in second, and the Veild third. 

_ Navernus YAour Cuup.—The first review and regatta of this 
Salen club was sailed off Beverly lash week. There were nearly 
twenty boatsin the review. For theracing it was a dead beat 
out dagainst a fresh southeast wind, with a free wind home. First 
class, Over 280t., course, six miles; second class, 18 to 22Et., and 
third class, undor Isft., course, iye miles. Judges: Messrs. Cata 
ind Willis. Méhel S.,G. Rock, won in first class in 2h, 23m. 93. 
beating Ruth, Aurora aud Ver 
in second class in Ih, dim. is,, 
tle. Inthird class Maud, A, 
Reb Roy, 

» Wave Orest, 8. B. Rogers, won 
beating Gris, Viren, Mule and This- 

Green, Won in 2b, 30m, f3s., beating 

Yonkprs YAcnr? OLos—The second race this year was sailed 
on the Hudson, June 26th. Three Glasses, jib and mainsails, cats 
over 20 and under ?20ft. Scud won in first elass, beating Mary S. 
readline ae wou in second class and Finafore in the third. Course 

teen mules, 

Texss ReEGATTA.—There will be a regatta at Texas, Joly oth. 
The Oswevo fleet will run over there from Mitigston, Ont-, atter 
the regatta at the latter place on Dominion Day. 

CORINTHIAN MopELS.—hree prizesin the South Boston Deco- 
ration Day race haye been awarded to Wushington Village yachts 
modelled by amateurs. 

MiANDrICArs.—A few discontented individuals haye worked off 
their minds On handicaps recently in the London Field, where- 
Upol sbme esteemed contemporaries on this side of the Atlantic 
hastened to take up the Gudgels in favor of Jetting the slow boats 
Win al the expense of the fast ones,and pointed,.to the agitation In 
England as proof that a like revolution was soon to begin across 
the water. This was altorether too much, for the “agitation” in 
England was the merest suface ruffle and never reached the 
masses. One alarmed individual “who likes ta see the best boat 
win” has been reussured by We Iield in the following unswer: 
“You need not be frightened about the letters; so far as we can 
judve, discussion hitherto has only tended to confirm the opinion 
thal the present rules ought not to be changed in principle.” 

Matron KAons,—A match has been arranged between Viren 
Y. Y.C., Mr. I’. C, Lawrenee, anid sloop Wizard, N. Y. ¥..C., Mr. 
Gouy. Kortrigut. Date not fixed. The schooner Magic, B. Y. C., 
Mr. F. M. Weld, las also challenged the schooner Glio, N. Y. ¥.0., 
Mr. J, R, Platt, for the Bennett Cup, won by the Jntter in the re- 
cent révatta of the New York Y. 0. The match will be sailed off 
Newport during the club cruise in August, 

Tie Ventune.—Mr. Jacobv Lorillard has sold the new steam- 
yacht Venture to Mr. J. M. Fiske, of this city. 

DORCHESTER YACHT CLUB, 

es fitty-fifth regatta of the club, postponed from Decoration 
Day, was sailed ott Harrison Square, June 26th, in a variable 

wind. ‘Phe racea were open tu all eens clubs and fair list of 
éntries was the result. from southwest at the start, 

* 

It blew tres 
but quickly peygzed out, then eyme out from all points of the 
compass in turn, finally settling duwn again to a moderate south- 
wester. Olusses us follows: First class for schooners measuring 
over Sift. mean length; second cluss, sloop yachts over 40ft.; 
third class, sloops from 28 to 40ft,; fourth class, center-board 
sloops from 22 to 28ft; fifth cliss, keel yachts from 22 to 28it.; 
SIXLL class, center-board yachts under 22ft.; seventh class, keel 
yachts under 22ft. The course for the first, second and third 
blasses Was seventeen miles; tor the fourth and fitth classes, nine 
and one-half miles; for the sixth and seventh classes, seven 
tiles. Jndges, Com. F, E. Peubody, ©. H. Whiting and R. F, 
Golles. There wers two prizes for cach class, as follows: Second, 
$25 and 7 marine glass; third, $20 and a marine glass; fourth and 
tifth, $1) and $10; sixth and seventh, $10 and $3, 
The start was a flying one for the second and third classes, and 

all others were anchor starts. ‘ihe preparatory fun was fired at 
1:50, No starters appeared in the schooner class. Nimbus parted 
somie gear soon after the start, and gave up, The summary is — 
appended ;— 

SECOND CLASS, 
Actual Corrected. 
Time. Tine. 

Name and Owner Ft. In. TI, M. 8. H, M. S- 
Siren, L. H, Keith..., : 6 20 18 2 8 25 
Imperia, C. A. Parker, Withdrawn, 

Shadow, J. Bryant... 2 40 27 2 O 8&8 
Viking, 8. P Wreeman. 2 40 14 2 1 Ob 
Lillie, P, M. Bond...... 3. 0 59 2 2B 38 
Nimbus, King and Clar Withdrawn, 

Muriel, G.G. Weld..........-2.05. 22 6 210 4 1 30 48 
Mamie, i. Harlow... 2 8 49 1 40 Az 
fLureka, J. N. Fuller, —_,.- 2 12 13 1 41 2 
Herald, W. B, Smith,......,-...- ROE oS Withdrawn. 

FIFTH CLASS. 
Gem, Ff. Dineoln,...-..........4.2 § 2 7 $1 1 58 28 
Sunbeam, Parks and Kenney,.,., 25 0 2 12 2t 12H 
Veronica, 3, Chamberlain,...... 22 0 2 16 2 1 42 30 
Rebo, W. W. Keith,...... a 2b 0 2 14 12 1 43. 44 
Racneret, F. A. Daniels. fea dh al 2 14 27 1 44 AS 
Violetta, J. G, Lunuing,,....,,.. 22 6 2 21 64 1 47 28 

SIXTH CLASS. 

Paney, P. Grant, Jr...-3++1--- 5, 20 $§ 1 28 26 L <2 ll 
Flora Lee, Uuknown ....,... oer an | 4 1 3S 46 1 8 26 
Dolly Varden, A. GB. Cleverly...< 16 8 1 42 39 1 11 6538 
Rescue, OC. Barnird....,i:,2.:.3. 15 7 1 47 27 1 15 32 
Stella, OC. M. Warren..:.,.,.-... ee al 1 45 68 1 19 10 

SHVENTH CLASS, 

Nonpareil, J. N. Mansfield...... sale o> 1 45 38 1 15 31 

HAVERBILL YAcuT CLuB.—The match for the champion flag of 
the club was June 24th, over the usual course. from the city 
bridge to Groveland bridge and return. The ee E. F. 
Brown, won in 1h. Tm. 203., beating the Hmpress, C. '', Paul, and 
the Homnel, Harry Doon. The latter two did not tolsh. 
SS Oe 

LYNN YACHT CLUB, 

‘The union regatta of the club was sailed June 20th, a large list 
of entries haying been made in spite of the orher races ovourrin, 
on the same day, Classilication: Virst-class yachts, measuring an 
feet; second, 20 feet and fess than 24; third-eluss, less ihan 20, 
The das were Joseph W, Iaines, Henry C. Stacey, and OG, §- 
Viall. The prizes in (he first class were $10 and $6; second cles, 
$5, Sind $3; (hird class, $6, J3and $2. Only one prize was Biven 
in the tirst class. j 
Courses: Mirst class, from club house, around Old Sunk Buoy, 

leaving Pines Po int, Weatern Lobster Rock and Old Sunk Luoys 
on the port, aud return. Second und third class, from elub house, 
around Pines Point and Buoy No.3, off Sand Point, leaying them 
on the port, to judges’ boat, and return, The wind was west and 
strong, nearly all hands hardening down a cringle or two. Expert 
sounded with her mast,and her crew was rescued by the Ruth. 
The racing, was otherwise very successful, Summary ss under:— 

PIRST CLASS, 
Actual Corrected 

Length. Time. Ties 
Name and Owner. Ht. In, H. M.S. H. M.S. 

Napoleon, Loring........ yistiess-s BS OD 26 1 08 58 
Magic, E..C. Neal..... to abae = BL 00 1% 65 1 0b BR 

SECOND OLASS. 
Lurk, John McKay. ............- 22 96 1 16 00 0 Gl 29 
Nellie, J. H. Harmon........,..-. 23 00 Time not laken. 
Bobby, —.-... 5-2, cece ceeeers 20 08 Time not taken, 
Jennie, L, Elwell...,... 23 O8e 1°15 38 0 62 12 
Hxpert, B, G. Souther... deep eee Time not tuken. 
Kuth, William Bassett. 2 Time not taken, F 
Netlie, J. O. WH. Olifford. ...,-.-.- 1 28 12 1 03 19 
Daisy, 0, Atwoud.,...-.......---- 21 08 1 il 30 0 45 a1 

THIRD OLASS. 
Vesper, R. Bonner,..... 1 30 15 at al et 
Inez, 0.8. Goouridge. 1 23 48 65 11 
George H, Haines, ...--. 1 20 40 52 
Twilight, A, K. Hall. 1 24 40 55 
Nina, H. Marsh...... Time not taken, 
Lillie, th. Ouge .., Time not taken, 
Sudie, I. L. Taylor.....2.2..:.2--1 19 06 1 16 5&8 AT 1 
Pilot Koat, W. H. Alley,..,...... 19 06 1 it 48 aT 
Cora Hila, E. 8. Drew, .- --. 16 00 Time nottaken, — 
J; I. Lee, Lee,......2. - 18 08 Time not taken. 
Carrie, C,H, Olifford.. 15 Time not tuken, 
Nyinph, Estes... 18 06 1 26 00 1 28 
Mable, Cushman 1 2% oy 55 58 
Vision, Smith. Time not tak-n_ 
Modoc, Winsor... e Time not taken, 

HAVRE REGATTA—T 
Régates du Havre will 

Second maich open 
40, Also, a match for ou 

vars; three-quarters, and schooners, thre 



$0 & 82 William Street, 

5 
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no restriction as to canyas. Entrance fee, $10 for foreign yachts 
aud $5 for club yachts. Entrics close Tuly sth; to be made to 
Hon. Secretary, R. Winslow, Hetel-de-Ville, Hayre. Probably the 
Intrepid, Mr, Lioyd Phoenix, will enter as the only American rep- 
resentative, Programme can be seen at our office. 

————— a 

LLOYD'S YACHT REGISTER, 

HIS nseful yolume has appeared for 188), We have in preyi- 
ous issues referred to the great value and potent influence 

of such a well considered compilation of building rules, and 
pointed out the advantage of having some standard to go by. 
With us in Ameria the question is, What is really a well-built 
yachtand whatis not? Some willassert that floors simply spiked 
to the keel are good enough "for a yacht,” and through fastening 
the warboards edgewise in fat Hoored vessels is never dreamed of, 
Others will tell you tree-nailzs beat iron all hollow tor plank, and 
the next man, be he builder or owner, will assure you of some 
old bark of his that lasted ever so many years with the plank 
butted between the frames anda stop-water on the inside to 
caulk against. One builder, oblivious of all mechanics, willrun a 
keelson from stem to center-board trunk, and again from the att 
side to the run, breaking off all connection at the trunk, never 
dreaming that he is thereby destroying the very object of keel- 
sons and that he might as well have saved himself the work and 
the yacht the weizht of a useless lot of timber. Another knees 
off his beams carefully, puts lodgo and hunging knees at the mast 
beams and gives the latter extra scantling, while a third only nuils 
his beams to a light clamp or shelf and finds out afterward were 
to jog in the parimers for his spars. One man puts all the scant- 
ling where the hull ought to be | ght, and another his fastenings 
where they might well be dispensed with, We could go through 
a whole catalo#ue of crimes against mechanics and well-known 
Alshbipbuilding rules and customs whieh are committed with 
impunity in nearly all our yashts in hull and rig, but in the build- 
ers' eyes there isone balm for all such fanlts—plenty of putty 
and paint—and what's the odds, ten to one the owner does not 
know the difference, and anything is “good enough fora yacht," 
Anyhow. B. cause forsooth a little jib and mainsail open boat has 
but one shroud a side to mast and bowspritand but one bobstuy 
to keep the latter down; so, foo, we rig the big 40 or 70 Tt. fellows, 
overlooking that such craft réquire additions and modifications 
according to size, model and the work they are to do. Much 
progress has been made of Jate, but much still remains undone. 
The rigying of our yachts, with few exceptions, is too 
light, and spars are but poorly stepped and secured. ‘The 
cause for all these shortcomings is to be found in the 
lack of experience among builjers and owners, most of them 
graduates of the open boat school, with their procliyities all tend- 
ing toward their first love, a want of familiarity with the sea and 
the exigencies of distant cruising which differ much from the 
Lae ely requirements of asmooth water racing muvhine with 
a cobble yard close by, and aboye ull, sutfer from the want of some 
standard to serve as Nght and beacon in our work. Some fine day 
we will haye regular building rules and a system of inspection, 
as they now have and highly upprecixnte in England, Until then 
we must take the best substitute that can be got, and such is 
“ Lloyd's Yacht Register." As ayeneral guide for the construc- 
tion of iron and steel yachts It is not likely to besuperceded, but 
ita rules will admit of reasonable moditications when applied to 

our wooden craft, as they differ in model and service, and the 
consequent strains yary materially from the yessels in yorne 
abroad. With allowances for this wherever pertinent, we may 
well tike Lloyd's rules usa criterion of the work we are paying 
for. As for fasteninus, there is where our principal weakness lies, 
Tt is s0 much cxsier t drive a ten-penny nail than to riyet up 
through fastenings, that the latter are a rarityin yacht work, 
and supplied only where their omission would be liable to Jet the 
structure drop to pieces of its own weight. Woe commend all 
pane building to draw up their specilicntions according to 

loyd'’s, and then cat off here and there as ripe experience scems 
10 divtate. But stick to the fastenings by al) means, and take no 
slop work because some mitn tells you “that’s plenty good 
enough.” The“ Register” contains the usual list of yachts, Brit- 
ish and American, with full particulars, dimensions, builders, 
ages, o;Wners, Gb+.. names changed, nud addresses, ete, The listof 
British yachts is about as complete in detail as well can be. Of 
American yachts the listis, of course, only partial and not over 
correct, the naturalresult of a lack of reliable statistics not to be 
found in cur own eountry. Itis, however, a sreat improvement 
on last year's issue, and in time will, no deubt, be brought to the 
eame state of thoroughness which churacterizes other parts of the 
book. The colored charts of club burgweés are yery handsome and 
useful, the American Jot including some defunct and some not 
over reputable organizations, while others of standimg have been 
omitted for causes before mentioned. The number o! American 
subscribers is still small, but will gvow as the merits and authority 
of the work are better understoow. The volume is published an- 
nually by * Lioyd’s Register of British and Foreizn Shipping,” 2 
White Lion Court, Cornhill, London, BE, C., ani cun be obtained in 
this city from their agent, Jas. D. Leary, 73 William strect. 
er 1 

BALLAST ON THE KEEL, 

Boston, June 25th. 
Editor Forest and Stream — 
The experiment of putting seven tons of iron on the keel of my 

schooner is a complete success, as it lets my hull rise ten and 2 
half inches in the water and dispenses with fifteen tous of inside 
Ballast. only use twelve ind a half tons now instead of twenty- 
eight, as before. Atihe same timeit leaves the yacht as stiff as 
before for all ordinary purposes. and makes her far stiiferin a 
blow andsea, Ithas also sharpened her entrance greatly, 
Old cronkers said it would make her *loggy,” but on the con- 

trary, she is far easierin a seaway and comes about quicker and 
assurely. Lhaye made two trips over to Cupe Cod and one to the 
Shoals (thirty-eight and forty miles) and back in the same day, 
beating to windward at least one-third of the way eaeh time. I 
am econyineed by experience that an Anrerican model of reason- 
able beam can be made 4 safe and easy sei boat with iron or lend 
in her keel,and do not believe it necessary to go quite to the 
English extreme to obtain these qualities. Kh. 

The above we commend to our theorizing practical friends as 
practical proof that the commonly accepted notion that ballast 

outside makes a yessel sluggish is a fairy tale unsupported by 

facts. 
—————___- 

Tre LARGEs® Crie.—Althouzh the New York Y. C. takes pre- 
cedence, as to tonnage, over all others, we tind fron the new 

club book of the Beverly ¥. 0. that to it must be conceded the 
largest number of sail enrolled in any club in America. The 
fleet is composed of ten schooners, seventeen sloops, two steam- 
Ors, three yawls. three cutters and forty-eight catboats, a total of 
eighty-three yachts. But what is most remarkable about the 
club is the proportion of owners to members, the majority heing 
yacht owners. There are 101 members all told, or one yacht to 
one and one-quarter members on an average. a showine not 
equalled by any other orgunization. The Beverly Y. C. sailed ten 
races last year, with 171 actu starters and tifty-six prizes. In 
the Onion regatta, sulicd off Swampseott, Augi 2id, there were 
12 entries, ninety-nine starters, and ¢ighty-one yachts netually 
finished tue course. That is business; that is yacht racing in 
enrnest. The cluh book shows system in its arrangement, espe- 
cially a3 rewards the details of yachts, builders. rigs. etc., and the 
appendix ¢iving information about last year’s racing is yalunble 
to all smxious to collect reliable datz concerning the conditions of 
yachting each year, Other clubs might follow the plan to advan- 
tawe. The officers of the club are: Commodore, Walter Lloyd 
Jeffries; Vice-Commodore, Geo. Lee; Secretary and Treasnyver, 
Kt, D. Sears; Measurer, Henry H. Buck; Regatta Committee, §_ 
W. Burgess, l', 0. Lowell, Geo. P. Gardner, J. G. Minotand R. 8. 
Senrs, There is 4 notable absence of admirals, fleet surgeons, 
rear commodores, divines and such, which proves the club to be 
organized for sport and not for dishing out gold lace to all bands, 

Nict Reearra—As suggested in these columns, the Nico Re- 
gatta Committee has changed its mind, and in future will adopt 
the sailing rules of the British Yacht Kacing Association instead 
of trying to reform ibe world backward. The Yacht Club de 
France, the Yacht Club of Portugal and the Société des Regates 
du Hayre have assimilated their rules to those of the Y. R. A., and 
the promoters of yarious regattas on the French, Italian and 
Spanish coasts have requested the Y, ht. A. to assist them in draww- 
ing up their programmes. This is a step in the right direction 
and will insure fine racing in the Mediterranean in the future an 
make it worth while for Englishmen and Americans to send 
racing yachts to those waters. 

CLEYELAND YACHT CLun.—This club is the first outside of the 
New York Y. C. toadopta rational and sound rule of measuye-= 
ment, based Bion the multiplication of all three chief dimensions, 
n fact whieh should go on record to its credit. The conservatism 
with whieh Rastern men cling to old und silly custome does not 
hamper the younger blood out West, and we are glud to see such 
a live club as the Cleveland take the bull by the horns and fill 
way on the right tack at the start. Vhe coming matches of July 
cs pee to be the best attended of any racing ever done on 

e lakes. 

Canin LOCKER.—For ebonizing cherrywood, Brazil wood, pow- 
dered nut galland alum are bo.led in the water until a blackish 
color is obtained; the liquid is filtered and applied to the wood, 
which is then next washed in a liquor made by digesting strong 
vinegar and a little oil of vitriol for some time with excess of iron 
turnings; thoroughly wash the wood, dry and oil. For staining 
fine woods the following is applicable: four ounces of gall-nuts, 
one ounce powdered logwood, one-half ounce green vitriol aud 
one-half ounce yerdigris are boiled with water, and the solution, 
filtered hot, is applied to the wood, which is then counted with a 
s0.ution of one ounce fine iron filings dissolyed by a digestion in 
a small quantity of hot wine vinegar. 

HMiscellancaus. 

KEEP’S Shirts, the Best. 
K EEP'S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
Wises ele PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

nished. 
K&EP'S KID GLOVES, none better, 
KEDP'S UNDEKWBRAR, the best, 
-KEEP'S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KCREP'S JEW ELRY, rolled gold ulate. 
KBEP'S NECKWEAR, latest novelties. 
KEEP’S BEST CUSLOM SHIRTS, made to meas. 

ure, 6 for $10, 
KEGP'S PA‘. PARTLY-MADESHIRTS,6 for $7. 
EKEEP’S GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEEVE 
BUTTON, tree with every hwlf dozen of 
KEEP'S SHIRTS, 

EEEP'S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of 
the Union, at KEEP'S risk. 

EEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 

Money refunded for goods not satisfactory. 

Samples and circulars free to any address. 

none 
an 

l 

REVERSED WINGED SS 

Aliscellaneos, 

ABBEY 

trolling on double gut, 

per dozen extra. 

Small to medium Trout, reversed wings, 
Large Maine oe a St - 
Small Black Bass, & Ua = 
Large “ 6é ec in - 

oe ifs oe 

Salmon flies according to pattern, - iy 
The celebrated ‘‘ Corduroy ” (silver or gold) trout and bass flies, $3 00 per dozen, 

We have over three hundred patterns in stock, and can tie any pattern to order, 
given per dozen; we do not sell less than one dozen, but will give any assortment in the dozen, 
our flies are tied on our celebrated Spring Steel Sproat Hooks, 

SEY & IMBRIE. 

& IMBRIE, 
Highest Quality Flies. 

1 50 Per doz, 
2 00 ae ce 

- - : - ~ _ 200 “« 

- - - - - - 300 ™ © 
- - - - - = 4 00 aé a 

Any of the above flies tied with jungle cock shoulders and golden pheasant crest tails at 50 cents 

$3 OO to $6 OO Per doz. 

Prices are: 
All 

Keep Manufacturing Co., Hoe Sale. 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—A very 
631, 633, 635, and 637 RBOADWAY, N. ¥. 

WHiorsman’s Archery 
Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 

Fr. rice Thompson, Father of Archery fn this country > 
Fe TE ri inpion, Eon Champion Archer of the United States. 
Henry @, Carcer, £sq., Prea’t of the National Arctiery Association. 
A. 8. Brownell, Rey.) Preaident of the Eastern Archery Agsoclations 

and otherlending Archers. 
Special attention tn called to HORAMAN'S SPANISH YEw-BAcKED 
lows and footed peicock featheren Arrowr, 
ets stamp for Illusteated Catalogue of Archery & Lawn Tonnls, 

E. i. HORSMAN, 
New York. 

t=" Sole Agent forBrowne ' Archery Score 
Book and Score Cards 

WALLACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks. 

FIFTH EDITION. 

AN exhusi{ve hand-hook for sportsmen and 
tourists. No visitor tothe Adirondacks should 

pbewithoutit. For sale at this office, Price, post 
paid, $1.50, 

HALLOCK’S 

Sportsmen’s Gazetteer 

BY CHARLES HALL@CK. 
PRICE, ssa. 

FOR SALBj AT THIS OFFIGE, 

_ 

TUE BEST WORK ON THE SUBJECT. 

RIFLE FIRING. 
A course of instruction in rifle fring 

Prepared by command of 

BRIG.-GEN. & V. BENET, 

Chief of Ordnance, U. 3, A. 

By Gol. T. §. LAIDLEY, 
Ordnance Department, U. 8, A., 

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS, 

New and Revised Edition. 

iGmo. Extra Cloth. $1.50, 
—EEE——E 

Tta every page bears the mark of a high degree 
of professional ability, earnestly directed to the 
development of the sutject.—[United Service 
Magazine. 
Will be found superior to any previous publi- 

eation of its kind.—[ Philadelphia Times. 

It is indorsed by the War Dopartment, and all 
who desire to familiarize themselves with the 
use of the rifle will find ita most valuable com- 
endium of information._[Boston Wyening 
raveller. 
Tn rifie practice it contains all the information 

and instruction necessary for a perfect accom- 
plishment in the art of ritle practice,—[ Washing- 
ton National Republican. 

ee 

*,*For sale by all booksellers, or will be sent 
by mail, postage prepaid, on reseipt of the 

price by 

J. B. Lippincott & Co., Publishers, 

2t 715 and 717 Market street, Philadelphia. 
a 

JOR SALE,.—Six hundred acres of marsh land 
kk on Back Bay, Princess Anne Co., Va. The 
best ground for canvas backs and redheads 
there is on the bay Situated just north of 
Knott's Island, and a most desirable place fora 
clizb of gentlemen who want good shooting. 
Clear title, Address BOX 652, Noxtolies yy ‘gt 

FOR SALE, 
An Sarthiy Paradise, 

PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS, 
Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md. may13,6m 

| Baas SALE—Complete set (13 vols.) For- 
estand Stream, in perfect condition, with 

indexes; to vols. bound. Prive $15. Address 
June 10-8b G. lt. WILSON, Elgin, IL. 

ess 

J ED FOXES FOR SALE—Address BOX 
-U No. 117, Uniontown, Fayette Co., Pa. tf 

OR SALME—A fine Parker gun, 30-inch 
barrels, $+ lbs. weizut, Damaseus barrels, 

Inglish walnut stoek, full pistol Brie together 
with sole-leather gun case, 80 metal shells, load- 
ing implements, éte., a cCompiete outfit, all in 
fine condition, for sale for want of use. Cost 
$.25; will sell for $180. Also a red, white and 
tan setter hitch, about 14 months old, a good re- 
triever and broken on quail, now in whelp to a 
black and tun Gordon setter; Pedigreed; $20. 
W, Y. CLARICE, 1729 Highth street, N. W.,Wash- 
ington, D.C, Junel7,3t 

FLORIDA BIRD SKINS. 
TUFFED SKINS OF BEAUTIFUL 
Tropical Birds. Natural History Specimens 

from the land and sea, Wa. P. NEE LD, 
Pinellas, Florida. 

ENUINE INDIAN MOCASSINS,— 
Mailed free for $2. Also a number of 

handsome specimens of various kinds from Yel- 
Jowstone Park for $3. E. A. STRICKLAND, 
Junez-1f. Blackfoot. Oneida Co., Iduho Ter. 

ae EXCHANGE—Four bound vols. of 
Skinner’s old “Turf Register and Sporting 

Marazine," from August, 1831, to Seprember. 
1835; will exchange fora solid culored greyhound 
bitch; fawn ay preferred; must be of good 
size. reS3 
June 164¢ R. M, @,, this office. 

\ " 7 ANTED,—Parker or Greene Gun, 7 to 9 1bs,, 
10-bore, steel barrels. Address BOX 16, 

Branchville, N. J. Julyl,1t 

NT ANTED.—A good, second hand No. 10 dou- 
ble-barrel, breech-loading shotgun, Ad_ 

dress, with terms, Jno, J, FERGUSON, Fer- 
guson Station, Ky, July Lit, 

desirable country home, located in Ocean 
County, N. J., within two and a half miles of yil- 
lage of Tom's River; three-quarters of a mile 
from the river, and three-quarters of a mile from 
Barnegat Bay. Farm consisting of sixty-five 
acres of land, twenty-five of which under culli- 
yation, balance woodland ; vineyard of 1,400 vines 
in full bearing, and fruit uf wll kinds. Tlovse, 
eontaining nine rooms and cellar, situated on 
high ground, with vicw of bay and ocean, Ni 
merous outbuildings. House thoroughly fur 
nished, and all the buildimgs in splendid order. 
First-class quail and partridge shooting on prem- 
ises. Fishing of all kinds close at hand. Duck 
and snipe shooting in season, Place well stocked. 
Farming utensils, ete. Por price and further 
particulars, address BH. L. GLOVER, Tom's River, 
New Jersey. No incumbrance. Julylft 

Ghe Renvel. 

OGS WANTED,—To board, or break to re- 
trieve Have a good place for dogs "aud 

bave plenty of water. WM. H. WHITH, 
Jy 1-2t Yardley yille, Bucks Go,, Pu. 

ANTBHD —A good coon and rabbit dog} 
only a ljirst-class dug will answer. Ad- 

Bress A. GERBER, 6L Murray street, New York 
City. Jy 1-16 

cle will buy a pure Irish setter bitch ten 
el LO months old, containing blood of Plunket 
and Rory O’Moore. Address BE. J. ROLDINS, 
Wetherstiold, Conn. Juiy le. 

OR SALE CHEAP—A very fine liver 
and white setler pup, six months old, partly 

yard broken, Address J. Meh, 
Jy 1-1t Rox 119, Tamaqua, Pa. 

Ce 

;OR SALE CHEAP—Imported cocker 
spaniel bitch Kozel; has been hunted on 

partrid eand woodcock, and as «+ brood bitch 
has no superiur, CHARLES BH, LE Wis, 
Jy 1-1t Suspension Bridie, N. ¥. 

HOICE STOCK FOR SALE CHEAP— 
/ WBield trial Llewellyn setler dog, one year 

old, by Champion Gludstone; he is thorougrhiy 
yard broken, und a perfect beunty. Also setter 
biteh Lu Lu, two years old, by Carlowitz, out of 
Flirt; he isa grand brood bitch. LOOK BOX, 
287, Suspension Bridge, N. ¥, Jy I-lt 
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“Tl, BERNARD'S.—For sale a litter of very 
Ss handsome smooth-coated St. Bernard pup- 
pies, whelped June 8th, 1880. Parents bred trom 
the finest Switzerland stock. Color, yellow and 
wiite; dew claws, etc. Guaranteed as repre- 
senied, or money refunded. Pedigrees sent, 
Price, if talken at six weeks, only $30 cach. J, WR. 
SCHUYLER, Bloomsburgh, Pa. Julylét 
a 
TRISH KRED SETVY OR PUPS,—Capt. T. 8, 
af Trench, of Ireland, offers for sale three splen- 
did pups six months old the 11th of June, 1880. 
These pups took the first prize in Dublin, in 
May, 1850, and ure considered to be second to 
none of theie kind. Por price, pedigree, ete., 
apply to GC. S. TRENCH, Chuld Depot, Va. 

Julyl2mos 
a ST 

ED TRISH SETTERS FOR SALE.— 
) Four dog pups six months old; imported 

stock, Prise, $1U each, Wictor (Kicho ex stella, 
both imported). Price, $35. Also several tine 
animals of putere ages, bron im:sorted stock, 

rsule cheap to reduce stock, 
he eae! CHAS. DENISON, Hartford, Conn. 

Julyl-1t 
ST 
GLEN—E. god T.; by Colton's Dash ex Mul- 
A jen's Belle. The saboye dog, winner of first 

in brace stales of the Hasteru Kield Trials; will 
he ullowed to serve a few bitches of approved 
forin und blood, Stud fee $25, and 32 for 
wroom. Addcess 

H. BF. ATEN, M.D_, 
84 Hanson place, 

Brooklyn,N. ¥. 
aT 
JURE BRED ENGLISH BULL SLUT—White, 

brindle marks; gentle with children; one 
year andeleyen months old; in whelp to Grand 
Brindle Dog, which can be s¢en, Price $175. Ad- 
dress M. ©., office of this paper. Julylit 
eR 

Ol SALE OR EXCHANGE —for want of use 
W —a very handsome pointer bitch pup, 

seven months old; black, with white markings 
on vel; out of Rena (Pete-Mab); second prize 
nt N. ¥.,1879: by Champion Rex (Grafton's Jim 
Whiskey). Willexchangé for a No. 10 or W 
breech-loading shot yun. Address GEORGE L. 
JORDAN, 20 W. Thirty-second street, New York 
Oily. Jtlylit SO ee 
pi: Gordon Stables, KR. N. 

TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 
Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 
begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 

that be purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition. 

N. B.—A bad dog neyer left the Doctor's Ken- 
nels. decl9 tf. 

THE BLUE STARK KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

Or 
M, P. McKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO,, N. ¥. 

KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the tlnest strains, 
J sell only young stock, I guarantee satis- 

faction and sate delivery to every customer, 
These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten fur roived grouse and woodcock shooting 
and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
will get printed pedigrees, circulars, teatimo- 
mials ete. 

K 9 KENNELS. 
| Beeraeeelne breeding, boarding, Large 

) sircam on the place, and daily necess. Best 
feed and care. Terms easy. Inclose stamp. 
By mutil—K_ 9 Manve Cure, 50¢.; K 9 Worm Pow- 

ders, 50c.; 19 Flea Powders, 500; I 9 Soap, 25c. 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del. Address 

Bh. & C. YON CULIN, 
P-0.Box 218. Dover, Del- 
ee 
P URE Laverack pups ; Carlowitz in the 

Stud, fee low. Secrets revealed; send two 4 
cent stamps. M. Vor GCULIN, Del. City, Del. 

Neversink Lodge Kennels 
The following celebrated Dogs are in 

the stud, 
Doo ss 

8t. Bernard dog “* Marco”; rough coated, two 
years old; a magnificent animal—Rey. J, Cum- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanoyer 
Show and Rochester. _ 
New Foundland dog “ Keeper's four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel show, Is79. 
Pointer dog, ‘ Croxteth"”; liver and white; one 

anda half years old; out of Lord Sefton’s re- 
nowned stock—one of the handsomest pointers 
in the United States. Second prize in the Han- 
over International Show. 
Blue Belton setter, ““ Decimal Dash,” eighteen 

months | old; sired by Llewellyn’s celebrated 
Dash '’—a magnificent stud dog—neyer exhib- 
ed. 
Trish setter, ‘Royer TI"; pure red ; son of Mac- 

agona's champion * Rover.” Never exhibited. 
English setter, Ranger II”; a pure bred Lay- 

erack, son of Macdona’s celebrated “ Ranger.” 
His get won firstat Hanoverand Puris shows, and 
peagad at Puppy Stakes in Hastern Field Trials 

79. 
Stud fee, $25.00. 

2 For Sale. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

itches, 
St, Bernard ‘‘Braunfels,"" ana coated, out of 

Prince Solm’s celebrated stock; a magnificent 
bitch, in whelp to “Marco,” Ist prizes In Han- 
ever. and Rochester show, 
Pointer * Queen,” liverand white, istWestmin- 

pBrer Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to “ Croxteth, 
Gordon setter ‘Beauty,’ Ist Goston Show 1878, 

’na New York Show 18738. 
Pointer “Dora"—tiver and white, out of 

*Queen™ and * Sancno,” 
lue Beltonsetter'* Silk” 

Trish Setter“ Moya,” out_of (ol. Hilliard’s 
“Palmerston,” in whelp to Royer LD. 
Hnglish Setter Donna,” white and Jemon. 
Pups canbe secured by an arly application. 

Resides Lotter forsale pointers and setters of 
minor quality, butof good thoroughbred stock; 
full pedigrees. Also, several puppies of cham-. 
pion * Queen,” by champion “ Sensation,” 
Having engaged the services of Macdonn's re- 

nowned field trial breaker I am prepared to book 
orders for thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autumn, 1880, Particulars will be furnished on 
ppplication to A. BE. GODEFFROY, ; 

3 ard, Orange Con Ne Yo 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

WILKIN 

’ BADGES 

SON & LENNON, 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made. 
to Order. 

Hotels and Houtes for Sportsmen 

( CEAN HOUSH, Speonk, L, I.—first- 
class board; near bay and ocean, forest and 

lakes; gunning, tishing. ridiog, sailing, bathing 
and rowing. Parties will ba met at LL ROK. 
depot by appointment. 

J. W. TUTHILE, Proprietor. 

IVERSIDE HOUSE, Forked River, 
Ocean County, New Jersey, located directly 

an, and ayoiding long rides to the water, ns at 
other points on Barnegat Bay, being the nearest 
pluce to the best sunning and fishing, Superior 
accommodations for sportsinen and families at 
reusonable rates. Send for circulars to CHAS. A. 
SMITH, Forked Riyer, New Jersey. 

HO! for TROUT FISHING. 
Aes FAR-FAMED waters of the Mag- 

anettewan are now within easy access of 
Toronto and the outside world, and are still teem- 
ing with speckled trout. We hive erected a large 
and comfortable hotel in Maganettewan Village. 
and are prepared to offer every facility to our 
sporting friends by way of canoes and guides t 
the trout lakes and streams tributary to the Mage 
anetiewan,and can offer the bestof trout patty 
within a mile of our hotel; will haveiceand faci 
ities for packing fish, so that they can be take: 
freah to any part of the Northern States. Th 
road from Rousseau (the bead of steam travel) bu 
been Macadamized and the journey shortened b. 
half a day, so Lhat parties leaving Toronto cai 
vet here in one and a half days. Come up anc 
see Us. IRWIN & CLARKE, Proprietors. 
Maganettewan Post-Office, Ontario, Canada, 

make Erouse;, 
PRINCETON, MAINE. 

G OOD Perch and Pickere] Fishing. Only two 
J hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, so 
famous firits sulmon and trout. Passengers by 
the7®.M. train trom Boston will reach Princeton 
following evening at f—only 23 hours. Guides 
furnished, <All inquiries cheerfully re-ponded 
to by the proprietors, W.G. ROSE & CO. 

Bromiield House, Boston. 

ip 
EUROPEAN PLAN, 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 
a eh oe 
To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars DavyCrocket" and “Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dinine room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, laviltories, ctc., alsa pra- 
yided with racks und closets fur guns and fishing 
tackle, ind kennelstfordogs.  . P 
Diagrams, rates and othér desired information 

furnished on application to Geu'l Supt. 1.1. C. 
Co., Chiesa go. jeti dunes. 

ORS easels 
S FULL OF VERY NICE GAME Trout 
and no other kind of fish, Anew resort for 

Sportsmen. All who have visited this pond haye 
yotall the trout they wanted. Maine Central 
Railroad to farmington; Stare to Mingfield snd 
priyate conyeyance to the farmhouse of Ken- 
nedy Smith, five miles to walk from farm to 
pon’, At Tim Pond are four good camps and 
live boats, Board and use of boat, one dollar 
per day; tenm ready to baal bagvage from farm 
to caump,and puides, if wanted, at reasimable 
tates, Address KBNNEDY SMITH, 

Bustis, Maine. 

1S38c. 

Salmon Fishing in Canada 
FoR SALEBY T. W. BOYD, 241 Notre Dame st., 

Montreal, Scotch salmon and trout Rods, Reels 
and Lines, Messrs. Forest & Sons, of Kelso, large 
and small Salmon Flfes and Superior Casting 
Lines, Orders promptly attended yo. 

SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'S RE- 
TREAT, SHINNECOVK BAY, L I, 

¥ A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman. Has always on hand the best of 

huats, batteries, ote., with the largest rig of train- 
ud wild-geese decoys on the coast, The best 
evound in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all yarieties. Special attention given 
by himself to his fuests, and satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Address Win. N. LANE, Good Ground, L.1, 
Reters by Permission toJ.B. Shepherd, 891 Broad- 
way aud, . Datcher, 34) Broadway, N, ¥, 

Ghre Rennel. 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STRENT, NEW YORE. 

ECBIVES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Fowls, ste, to any destination. Kennel 

ey Sportsmen and others, intending to {mport 
dogs trom Hurope, should haye their stock con- 
signed to him. Intormation furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS. 

as POWDBHR is guaranteed to kill 
fleas on dogs or any other nnimals, or mone 

returned. Itis putup in patent boxes with slid- 
Ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use, Simple and efficacious. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY. 

Put up in boxes containing teu powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 60 cents per Box by mall, 

Both the above are recommended by Rop AnD 
GuwN and ForEsT AND STREAM, 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N, Y. 

_ HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
oct 12 1 Cortlandt Street, Ww. ¥. 

4 OR SALE—Red Trish setter puppies— 
The Baltimore Kennel Club offer for sale a 

litter of puppies out uf their Irish bitch Plounece 
IL. (first at New York and Boston, 1870), by Derg 
(first at Philadelphia, New York and Boston, 
1879), For information address P. QO. box 767, 
Haltimore, Md. June 17-3t 

OR SALE,—Imported English setter 
bitch and seyen puppies. Price of bitch, 

$40. Price of puppies, $15 cach. No better dogs 
to be found in Canada to-day. 

@. C. BEATTY, Mail Clerk, 
July-3t, Phillipsburg, P. Q., Can, 

URE IRISH SETTERS for sale, very 
cheap—Champion Elcho, Plunket and Rory 

O'More stock, comprising & littor of puppies six 
weoks old, two bitches nine months old, and ane 
broken dog one year old. Address E. J. ROD- 
BINS. Wether-fleld. Conn. May 20-tf 

Sportsmen's Ronies. 

Boston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland. 

Spring F'ishins 
at the 

RANGELEY’S and 
MOOSEHEAD LAKE, 

Excursion Tickets 
Will be placed on Sale as soon as the ic is out 
Olose connections made at Portland with Grand 
Trunk and Maine Central Railways for all the 
Fishing Grounds in Maine and Northern New 
England. ; 
Tickets msy be obtained at Boston City Office, 

280 WASHINGTON STREET, and at the Station. 
Information by mail, if desired. 

JAS. T. FURBER, D. J, FLANDERS, 
Gen. Supt. Gen. Ticket Agent. 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Konte of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing . 

° Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
inija Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
eghany Mountuins, Greenbrier and New 

Rivers, and Kanawha wae and Including in 
their varieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bags, pile, plckerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free, 

_The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
’ phur Springs. 
‘Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with tho 

West, Northweatand Southwest; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast ; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteyille with the South, All modern 
improvements in equipment. 

CONWAY &. HOWARD, 

Gen, Passenger and Ticket Avent,’ 
may ly. “=< "=~ Richmond 

wi . 

in Pennsylvania and New Jersey- 
TOKETS t 

————— 

\ 

[Jouy 1, 1880, 

Sportsmen's Hautes, 
ee 

pees & F Sites ERE es GSCHED- 
taking effect March 14th, 1880.—1L, 

HUNTER'S rab (Flatbush Ave., B'klyn, 5 eas 
earlier) for 
Bubylon, 8.85 AM., 3.95, 4,85, 5.35 p.m. Sundays, 
AM, 
Col, P't & Whitestone, 7,85, 8.45, 10, 11.35 A.a. 

238, 3.85, 4.85, 5, 5.85, 8 “6.35, 1 1.38, 9.45, 1045 Pac) 
12.15 might. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M., 1.35, 5,35, 7,10 P.ar 
Hlushing, 6.3C, 7.35, 8.45, 10., 11.85 A.M., 2.35, 3.35, 

4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.33, 7, 7.35, 9.15 10.45 P.at., 12.15 nit, 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.ar., 1.85, 3, 6.35, 7, 10 Pa. 
Far To chayars §.35, 11 A.M., 4.85, 5.55, 7PM. 

Roakuyay Beach, 11 A.m., 4.35 p.m Sundays, A.M. 
and 6.35 P. aoe ee 

reat Neck,6.30, 7.35. 11.35 A.3t., 4.35, 5.35,6.35 P.M, 
Suturday nights, Tein. Sundays, 9.35 ory) 5.85 am 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, §, 10 A.M., 

1,35, 3.35, 4.35, 6.35, 6.55 pw. From Flatbush av, 
daily. Sere Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flutbuab ay. 
10P.M. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1,35, 6.25 Pm. 
Glen Coye, Locust mange Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.sr., 8.35, 4.35, §.30, 6.35PM, Sundays, 
AM., 6.55 Pu, 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.3f,, 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and orthport, 8, 10 A.M,. 4.35, 6.35 

PM. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.8) P.M. 
Lakelarid and Farmingdale, § A.M,,3.35, 5.35 P., 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M,, 4.35 P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M. 4.35, 5.05 P.M. Sundays, § 

A.M. 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 a.at., 3.35, 4.35 

5,35, 6, 7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15, Sundays,9 A.M. 6.35 P.M. 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M., 1.35 P.M., Tuesdays, Wed- 

neeye and Saturdays, commencing April 3d. 
HUNTER'S P'T & WALL ST. ANNES — Leave 

Pier 17, B. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, 8.30, 
10,30, 11.80 A.n., 3,10, 4.10, 5,10,6.10 p.m. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, ete, 
apply at 220 Braet cor, Barclay, 

W. M. LAFPAN, Gen'! Pass, Agent. 

Old Dominion Line. 
([HE STEAMERS of this Line reach’ 

s0me of the finest waterfowl and upland 
shooting sections inthe ble telat Connecting di- : 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb's Island, and points 
onthe Peninsula, City Point, James River, Our- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of | 
Virginig, Tennessee, ete. Norfolk steamers sail | 
Tuesday, hursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del, | 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, atapm. Ful, 
1eror ation gryen at office, 197 Greenwich st.,NY¥. 

p <8— Jy 7 
ee ES 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
‘AC TAKE THE ; 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,Gran pids andCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE , 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries,” 

AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
and the Michi; North Woods are u SSE: 
A equaled ae he abundance and great variety of | 

con ed. Ss 

BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and | 
the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found | 

“The TROUT kensonb ging May Land ends Sept ev Beacon be; fh and en a f 
The GRAYLING Season opens June | and anda | 

| 

‘ov. L. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakelets of territory. 
shane ortsman can readily 

fish can be had at man 
YOUR FAMILY WITH 

a 
tiful : ay and bracing, 
ee is peculiarly beneficial to those suif 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections, 
aie pees Sec Dag aoe are good, far a te 
RSID, erage in countries new enough ta 

Brord the finest of fishing. “is ~ 
During the season Kound Trip Excursion c 

ete will be sold at low rates,and attractive ti L 
facilities offered to Tourists and Bporesneas 

Coen ek eee 
It isouraim tomake sportamen feel “athome 

wmthisroute. F -r Tourist's Guido (an attractive 
Iistrated book +f 80 pages), containing 
formation ani! courate maps of the 
Grounds and "Vin. Cards, address A 

Ger, Pass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mich, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co, 

Respectfully invite attention to the 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afford their lines for reac’ moat of the 
TRO G PARKS and ES in 

FROM ALLIMPORTANT 
ficulties and dangers of resbipment, while the 
cellent cara which run over the smooth 5 
tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPOR' 
without failure or injury. 

* THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHIN 
EXCURS 

are sold at the offices of the Company W 
all the principle cities to RON EEG RENOY. 
FORD, ON, RALSTON, UA, a 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and StiJ 
Hunting. 

-Ala0,+o 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN. 
SQU AN, and pgints on the NEW 
renowned for SALT WA’ 
FIN AND FEATHER, 

FRank THOMSON, Gen'} Manager, 
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Ghe Henne. 

pate $75; Di 
lack points; Ttusa IL, orange white ticked, 

T, BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersicned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offe: 

Tor sale several nificent imported Mount St, 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best European strains. op be sold for no 
fault. For prices, pedigrees, ete., address. 

” ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.S. A. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
“RUSH.” 

“Tn the Sind.’ 
Rush is lomon nnd white, and winner at New 

York, Boston, Philadelphia, 8t. Louis and Louis- 
villeShows. He is an excellent field dog; fine 
nose, fast, stylish and slaunch. Tor full partic- 
‘nlars, pedigree and ficldi qualities address 

EDMUND ORGALE, 
1,096 Dean street, Brooklyn, N. a 

Jan.22-tf. Fee $25. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cur'e 

and Flea Destroyer. 
For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each, 

Whlesale Agents— Charles L. Riizman, $43, 
Broadway, N. ¥.; Bruen & Hobart. 214 Fulton 
Street, N. ¥Y.; Smith, Kline & Co., 309 N. Third 
Street Philz.; Finley Soe 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La,; W. H, Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.: Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore. 

Cure or Destroyer sent by mail on receipt of 
250, L. A. MICK, Easton, Pa. 

MANGE. 
SCRATCH EHS. 
GLOVER'S IMPERIAL MANGE CURB is war- 

rsnted to cure all Kinds and conditions of mange 

5 

Kouis. Price, 5) cents, 

INE LODGE KENNELS,—I am pre- 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and tram them thor- 
oughly. I give my Puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and suarantee satisiaction, if 
the doz hus ali the natural instincts. Mefer- 
enves on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
@istount to parties at long distances. A 
WINTHR, Cairc, Thomes County, Pye 

- 1G Peo 

OR SALH—A red setter dog puppy, ten 
months old, by Rake, out of Beile II. 

Rake by Dr. Gautier’s Dan and Laverack’s Ruby. 
Belle UL. by Dr. Strachan's Dan IlI,, out of same 
owner's Gelle. The puppy shows signs of heing 
an extra fine tield dog,is yery handsome, and in 
ope eal ts Addréss X. Y. Z., this office. 

une, 
ee 

UR SALH--Three handsome red Irish setter 

quire of the CONESTOGA KENNEL, 532 East 
drange street, Lancaster, Pa. Junelj,tt 

ANTED-—One or two dogs to train 
for Field Trials. M. VON CULIN, Del- 

aware City, Del. Junezice 

EDIGREEHS.—For samples and prices 
send tivo three cent stamps to M. VON 

CULIN. (See aboye,) Junezite 

ee SALH.—Field Trial Setter puppies 
out of uy Flirt (Rock-Starlight), by Avery 

WifiGore's Fred (Rink-Mollie); full pedigrees, For 
‘particulars, address A.J. W. i 

JuneZ4-2t. . 448 Federal st., Boston. 

Address W. N. CALLEN- 
Junez4, tt 

ASTIPFS FOR SALE.—Six pair of 
pure English mastifts, mated and crossed 

40 breed > price, $150 to $200 a pair, Thisis a rare 
chance to és ‘first-class stock reasonable. Ap- 
ply to W. & P.GRAND, Toronto, Canada. N. 
—Pups four weeks old for gale. Junez4.2t 

LACHINE KENHELS, 
I HAVE moved my kenne of cockers to 

the vieinity of New York 

DER, Albany, N. ¥. 

td 

Willha 
before October. Cora, Flirt, Madeap all. to be 

eo Oo AGDOUGA LE P.O, Biawer 4342 a . D2 ok Or 4 

JunezLtr, : New York, 

ork, 1880, Vor sale, 

Glee Bemnel, 

ELHAS! 
SE DR, AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

a safe and efficacious remedy and préven- 
tive for fleas and all eruptions of the skin pro- 
duced by them. It cleanses the hair of all im- 
purities, puryes it of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
erties. [tis impossible for fens to liye where it 
is used. Price, 2) cents per cake, Wor sale by all 
drusgists. Wholesale depot, 164 Lincoln atreet 
Boston. Dr. Watts offers for sule the largest 
fassortinent In America of dogs of all breeds, All 
diseases of dogs skillfully treated. Mediciies 
with full instruction, sent toany address upon 
receipt of one dollar. The fact that Dr. Watts 
has for four consecutive years neld by appoint 
ment the postion of Special Officer of the City 
of Bostou to have charge of unlitensed dois, is 
sufficient rusrantes of reliability. All commu- 
nications and orders will receive prompt i ten- 
tion. Addre: AL. W. 
Mar 25-tf 

. a 5S 
164 Lincoln street. Boston. Maas. 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment. 
Dogs have dailv access to salt 

{ water. 
‘i N..B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. 7 
es 
V ANTED.—An obedient, prime work- 

ing Brnelish or Irish setter dog, not over 
four years old. Must be thoroughly broken on 
woodcock, and must retrieve well, must haye a 
fine nose, and be thoroughly stanch aud obedi- 
ent; pedigree not much object ; extra field work 
is what I want. No one unwilling to send his 
doz to me at my expense, both wavs for one 
week's trial, need answer this advertisement. 
Relerences, Forest and Stream Pub. Co., Bank 
of Montreal, Montreal, Claflin, Coburn & Go., 
Boston. Others givenif desired. Address with 
full description and particulars, 

GEORGE 0, GOODHUE, Danville, 
July-4t, Richmond Co., Province Quebec. 
a 

KX GLISH MASTIFF PUPS FOR SALE, 
—Full pedigree. Address WM. H, LEX, 

Junel7-2t. Boston. 

aliscellancans Advertiseurents. 

Warner's Safe Pills are an immediate 
H stimulus for a Torpid Diver, and core Cos- 
tiveness. Dyspepsia, Biliousmess, Bil- 
fous Diayrnea, Malaria, Fever and 
Ague, and are tseful at times in nearly all 
diseases to canse a free and regular action of 
the Bowels, The best antidote for all MWala- 
Dial Poison. Price, 25 cemis 2 Box. 
Werner's Safe Nervize quickly giyes 

Best and Sleep to the suffering, cures Heads 
ache and Neuraigia, Prevents Epileptic 
Wits, and is the bestremedy for Nervoun Peos- 
tration brought on by excessive drinking, 

4 overwork, mental shocks, and other causes. 
It relieves the parse 
all diseases and is ney- 
erinjurious to the sys- 
tem. The best of all 
Hervines. q 

Bottles of two sizes + 
prices, 50 cis. and $1, 

07 WARNEE'S Safe 
Bemedies sre sold by 
Brugelats & Deulers in 
Medicine everywhere. 

H.H. Warner &Co, 
Proprictors, 

ROCHESTER, N. Ye 
Send for paraphlet and 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME 

Nos. 289 & 290 Washington Markel, N. ¥. 

ALDRED’S YEW BOWS.5: 
J.B. 

Tis tmpoes! 

Balmy dleep, 

good digestion, 
rich blood and 

6 perfect health 
In Hop Bitters, 

(ble to rematn long sick when Hop Bittsrs are used, 20 perfect ors they In their operation, 

——S Oss 
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Hliscellancons Advertisements. 

UROY SHOCTING SUITS CORI 
A SPECIALTY! 

From Goods of my own Importation--Dead Grass Color. 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, 

VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES, 
Full lines of Guu Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete. 
Send for Price-List and Samples, Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, WN. J. 
New York Office, 177 Broatiway. 

SIX STRIP SPLIT BAMBOO FISHING RODs. 
POR ‘TROUT AND BLACK BASS FISHING. PREECE §15, 

Hvery EFLod Warranted. 

BRA DFYOnD wk ANTE On.,, 
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN FISHING TACKLE, 

374. Washington street, Boston, Mass. 

HAW) "Ss PIGEON TRAP. 
ws i @) 

5 2 ze Pp < § 
a, S 

men = = =; 2 
: No 

ee) @ 9 

eq 
a 3 
HIS TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface. When 

the cord is pulled one-half of the lid reyolyes within the Trap and DRIVES THE BIRD INTO 
THE ATR. Sportsmen will at once appreciate the adyantages. Price $4. 

Agents: HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York, 

mor“BEATS THE WORLD.oun. 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokersto Know, 
s 

z >) HE ‘MAJORITY OF SMOKERS 
ek: Fre are perhaps not avare, that in 
> smoking Cigarettes made of the 

ordinary pure rice paper, they have been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POT 
SONS, thrown vif by all burning paper, 
namely : The Oil of Creosote. CHARLES 
G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
CO., manufacturers of ‘OLD JUDGE” 
Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
vented and patented a process, March 
hth, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
as wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar- 
ettes has been so prepared that the un— 

. pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote sre completely 

° neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
BENS Z, ; eee Ses #8 prevent its break— 

> ae inginthe mouth. The unprecedented popularity of * iDGE” Cigarettes is owing 

to the Faot that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 
right to useit. The preat advantage and importance of this invention willat once be recognized by 
all. smokers, nd its tush demonstrated by the first “OUD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers: “Wry them and you will use no others. 

Manutactured by GOODWIN &CO.,207 and 209 Walerst., 
NEV SYOrt, "EE Se 

CROOK & CO., 

Fishing Tackle and Archery, 
50 Fulton street, N. Y. 

S0LE AGENTS POR 

THOMAS ALDRED, London, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

Pn. 

mest ARCHERY in tmewy orlc: 
SEND FOR WEIGHTS AND PRICHS, 

3 et x 

For Weskness and General 

A little Hop, 
Ditters paves big 
doctor Hille and 
long sickness. 
Cures Drowel- 

ness, Biliousness, 
pains ond ache: Eas 

Debility, and a4 a preventive and cure for Fever and Ague, nothing equals fe! 
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Guns, Amanition, Gre. 

E.H. MADISO 
PRACTICAL 

_GUNSMITH, 
564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Daly 

. Guns. 
ocks altered to fitthe shooter, Gung 

rN ee Full Choke, Modified, Taper, or for 

Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fitted, Pin Fires con- 
verted to tN aie eh Barrels fitted, Ex- 

ion Ribs, New Lumps, etc. , 
Repane of every description done in an hon- 

it manner and at reasonable rates. 

Madison's Browning Mixture,A1,50c. per bottle, 
Sportsmen's and Riflemen’s Sundries. 
Shells loaded Al, and goods sent everywhero Cc. 

©. D. Send stamp for answers to queries. Refer- 

ences from g]] the clubs of the city. decl9 if 

JOHN A. NICHOLS, 
SYRACUSE, 
NEW YORK. 

Maker of Fine Guus. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

—. 

N, 

—— ee 
_ BROWN'S PATENT 
po GUN CLEANER, 

4 Cleaner and Oiler 
a For Breech-loading Arms 

; 3 in market. | 

For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 
and full directions sent free of postare. 

In ordering #1yé6 calibre of gun. Send for circular. 
Patentee. Address Ts YARDLEY ho) le ce seg 

THE AMES SPORTING CANNON, 
MADE BY THE 

Ames Manufacturing Company, 
Chicopee, Mass. 

HTS GUN is a small bronze breech- 
londing cannon, adapted to the use of cam- 

Paign clubs, celebrations, yachting, signal and 
sporting purposes generally. The gun is made 
of U. 8. Goyernment standard bronze, is 14 
inches long, 14 inches caliber, and weighs 20 lbs.; 
itis mounted on a solid cast iron carriage weigh- 
ing 112lbs. It can be readily earried in a proces- 
sion by two men, and meets a want long felt for 
& small, convenient and safe gun. Metallic shells 
for cartridges are furnished, which can be refilled 
and fired indefinitely, and by their use the possi- 
bility of fire being Jeftin the gun is obviated 
The shells are filled with common coarse sport- 
ing powder, and fired by a U.S. seryica percus- 
sion cap. The gun is simple in construction; 
easy of operation; no exposure in loading and 
firing ; and isthe most ecmplete breech-loading 
gun made for this purpose. 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Bal 
AND HIS PATENT 

GLASS BALL TRAP 
pasate is 2322) They 
can be had froin all gun 
dealers. Headquarters 
forGlass Rails and Traps, 
AGNEW & Co., 153 First 
AY. pea Pa.; A. 
li, BOGARDUS, No 158 
Soucn Ulark street, Chic- 
ago, Send for Price List 
For Traps—Hari & Sloan, 
Newark, N. J. 

“Field, Cover and Tra 
Shooting,” the only boo 
ee paplienee by e maa 

e6t hunter, can pe had at 
the above address. Price $2. 

The Ballard 
SAME MATCH, 200 YARD 

ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM. 

Sole Agents n New York for CARD'S REVOLVING BALL eS 

FOREST AND STRUAM. 

Guus, Aumaaitio, Cty, Guns, Mamnition, Cte. 

(JuLY 1, 1880, 

Guus, Armunition, Ete, 

FOX’S PATENT 

GREECH-LORUING SHOT Gly.) PANE BREECH@LOADING 
Shot Guns 
At a Bargain! 

THESE ARENOT CHEAPGDUNS, 
BUT ARE 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. 
ary The barrels slide one side. G O O a Gu n S ! 

Io EXingotosecetmoose:. . 
Prices trom $50 to 3300, 

Send stamp for circular to AT A 

Aap at sta Seton, [7D BH. RAYMOND Tren | een Boston ow er Price 
=i. 2. wa we on... s | Loan they can be purchased for -els6- 
Edwinson C.Creen’s where. All of them 

WARRANTED TO 

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 
Send for Descriptive List. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
Cazenoyia, N, Y, 

WINNING GUNS 
Send stamp forillustrated price list to 

C, & A, HAYDEN, 
JACKSONVILLE, ILL., 

Sole Importers, 

WmSTiAY RICHARDS 

/-HAMMERLESS GUN. 
These guns have Anson and Deeley’s Hammerless Patent Cockine Action with 

Rea Satety Bolt, making the safest gun now In use. 10, 12 and 20 bores now 
in stock, 

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List. 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
68 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES. 

Fox’s Patent Breech-Loading Shot Gun. 

HE SIMPLEST and BEST GUN in the Market. NO HINGE TO GET LOOSE. 
Purchasers of our higher priced guns will receive an interest in the business. Call and 
examine, or send for circular. O H F OX Age nt 

a = 3 5 

36 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK. 

THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS! 
SEE J. §, SUMNER’S FULLSCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 50 IN A POSSIBLE 50 ! FEB. 28, 1880 

ifteen Bull’s-eyes in Succession ! 
sg aa On HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE, NO. 61-2. 

is the only Rifle that has made a Full Score at Creedmoor 

The Ballard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon, 

THE BaLLARD ALWAYS 
The Empire Rifie Club, in their trips to Boston, ALL used Ballards, 

Bits THs sHOoOornkh 

“A WORD TO THE WISH,” BTC. 

FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

Sadek ade MeN a Lace ie ete tari nee 
A MANUAL OF = 

OMOBOPATEHI 
Veterinary Practice. 
Designed for all Domestic Animals. 
Second Enlarged Edition, Tlustrated, 

Lerge &vo,, substantially bound, Price $5.00. 
— This book ja specially written for the Btock-raleer, Fancler, 
Divery-etable mon, and Parmer, The directions for treatment 
mre plain, cofcise and reliable, Bent fros by msilon racetpt of 
price. Address: BOERICKE & TAPEL'S Hommoratiic Pustaa- 
cama at New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Oldcago, New Or- 
Ieans, Ban Francieco, Rustiuess Established in 1835, {1 

x ELGIN WATCHES, 
WAL styles, Gold, Silver nnd Nickel, 86 

C \ ereones 0. D. to be examined. » Sent C. 
Write for Catalogue to STANDARD AMER- 

| — ICAN WA'TCH CO.,, PITTSBURGH, PA. 

i GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS, 
Cy : : Pittsburgh, 

Pa. 

CO 
Send stamp for Catalogue. 

Hilfies, Shot Guns, Teralver sent c a d. for e¥*Mination 

DECOYS. 
that will decoy; manufactured by M.'C. 

wip: 50 cents each er Manhattan street, Ro- 
ehester, N. Yu; 

| Now is the Time to Order 
TENTS,AWNINGS AND FLAGS. Guridernm, Gc. 

Established 1859. 

Taxidermist Supplies. 
IRD SKINS, Bird Stuffers’ Pools, Glass 
Eyes for Stuffed Birds and Animals, ete. 

Send ayers for reduced price list. 
A.J, GOLBURN, 31 Boylson St., Boston, Mase, 
Pararzon Mica for Bird Stands, Rock Work, ete, 

40c, per package by mail a new thing; bestirc 
use. 

Natural History Store. 
iB the department of Taxidermy I offer for 

saleavery fineasortmentol Game Birds of the Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists 
and Photographers, also tor Camp Meetings. work, and & large assortment of native i 

eS ae é a Fancy Tents for families mude to order. Awno- and foreign species, all prepared by first-class 

Rea haw of game birds, isa os probably the 
Unest in the country *9iferat i 

W, J. KNOWLTON, 
168 Tremont plreut, Boston, Mass. 

ings of all kinds for Dwellings, Boats, ete.; alsa 
Yucht and Boat Sails. Flags and Banners of all 
kinds made to order. All work done in bés! man- 
nerand at verylow iigures. Send forillustrated 
circular. Address8. HEMMEN WAY, over Wall 

‘ street ferry-house, South street, New York. 

Eaton’s Rust Prevenier.., 
OR*GUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGI- 
calInstruments. Safe to handle, VILLNOT 

GUM, and will keepin any climate. Sportsmen. 
overywhero in the United States pronounceit the. 
best gun oil in the market. Judge Moimeés, of 
Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘Tt is the best prepara— 
tion [haye found in thirty-tye years of active 
and frequent use of guns.” 
The trade Pappued by sole manufacturer, GEO, 

Wl Perret Payonia Avenue, Jerscy City 
eig J. 
Bold pyp cipal New York dealers, and byWm, 

Read & Sons, Boston, Mass.; B. Kittredge & Co.,, 
Cincinnatl, O.; E.E, Eaton, Chicago, lll.; Brown. 

it. Louis, Mo.; Thos. « Parr, Clevo-. 
and, O.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, Md.; 
Cropley & Sons, Georgetown, D. 0.; Jos. 0. Grubb. 
& Co., ope c 

CANNOT BE SENT TY MAIL. 

WM. R.SCHAEFER, 
61 Elm st., Boston, Mass.,'” 

SPORTSMEN'S — EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 
To Order. 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load«. 

ing SHOTGUNS. A fulllineot the Clabrough~ 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of imported 
guns, alwnys on hand. Particular attention 
Paid to CHOKER-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATT'S DOG FOOD, etc., ete. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. All work 
executed in the most skillful manner, 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOR- 
LEVER ACTION — 

In the world. 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 
Equal in finish, Aes of outline, and mate.. 

rial, to the finest English guns, and at 
more rexsonable prices. 

The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only re- 
pounder with which miasfires will not occur, 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 
For “Workmanship, Rebounding Locks, and 

Compensating ‘Features of Action.” 
GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 

8TOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK, 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire. 
Muscle Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loaders 

Clark & Sneider, 
214 West Pratt Street, Baltimore. 
Send for Dlustrated Catalogue. 

SMOKE ‘TARGET BALL. 
FOR TRAP SHOOTING, 

NOW READY, 
NO REFEREE. NO DISPUTES 

UNMISTAK ABLE. 

We guarantee every Ball. 
Send for circular, 

SMOKE TARGET BALL OD, 
TITUSVILLE, FA, 

, WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 
Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sight 

is 4 great improvement in rear sights. 

Send for circular containing full de- 
scription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middle eld, Conn. 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 
a. SIMPLE AND 

DURABLE, 

Rebounding Lock, 

Chokebore Barrels. ar 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. — 

tra Deny for aue a ppecialty. Send stamp 
for circular. C. 8. SHATTUCK, Manufactn- 
rers. Hatfield. Mass. 

AN TI-RUST. 
em a em 

FOR THE PROTECTION OF 
Fire-arms, Cutlery, Skates, Surgical Instruments 
and all metal surfaces, frou oxydation. 

It is a strict hydro-carbon, containing no 
mereury or animal oil; is not injurious or 
offensive, and will neyer gum or become rancid 
in any climate. To sportsmen it is specially 
recommended for sea-coast shooting. 

MUUISCA PEZi0. 
A perteet protection rom the attacks of black 

flies, mosquitos, gnats, sand-tlies, and other in- 
sects s0 annoying to sportsmen and tourists. 
Containing no tar or vegetable oils, it is free 
from disagreeable odors; will not soil the com— 
plexion; prevents tanning, sunburn sud chap- 
ping of face and hands, and washes off readily. 
Sold by Schoverling, Daly & Gales, and 

Hodgkins & Haigh, New York, and John FP. 
Lovell & Sons, Win. R. Schaefer, Bradford & 
Authony, Pope Maniifacturing Co-, and deal- 
érs in sportsmen’s ood every where. 

1BBS & HOWARD, Proprietors, 
une, 15 tf. Modford, 
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FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO. 
18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. 

DOG BISCUITS, WINKS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

OPRAT IT’S Clarets and Sauternes, 
Of A, deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux, 

TON DOWN. 
, Send for Circular and Price List. 

DOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horges—Usoeful on the Plains. 

CEAMPAGHN ES, 

BRANDIES, OF_E. IRROY & CO., REIMS. 
Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 

WHIS KIES Rhine Wines, 
5 IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 

SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases a5 desired. 

Sishing Tackle, 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836), 

remium at World’s Fair at New York, snd 
pirate Centennial Exhibition. * 

Bees 

eer abe 

JOHN KRIDER, 
N, E, Cor. Second and Wainut%sts., Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
ing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hoo’ C8;, 

ae daders, Su00ds, Artificial Bait; Fly Books, — 
c. Etc. 

2" Salmon, Bass, Sut Flies, Made to Order. 

“ Krider's” Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
‘ane Glued Bamboo Rods. } 
Birds’ Eggs ae nes sane in Great Varieties 

i its branches. 
eae atta Pavent Dog Biscuit. 

Repairing of all kinds. 

FISHING TACKLE! FISHING TACKLE! 

THOMAS ANDREWS, 
No, 1 St. John St., Quebec, Canada, 

(ESTABLISHED IN 1841). 
To Sportsmen. : 

ware largest and best assortment of Fishin 
Tackle to be had,consisting of MBB aby Scote’ 

end Canadian make. Trout and Salmon Rods, 
Salmon and Trout Reels, prepared Silk Salmon 
Lines, Silk end Hair Trout Lines, Salmon 3, 
double andsingle Leaders,Marana Gut, Fishing 

a CALMON FLIES! TROUT FLIES! 
A NGLERS going down salmon fishing on the 

‘Murguerite’”’ River, ‘‘Godbout'’ River, 
Saguenay) or ou the “* Matapediac,” will find at 
foes. Andrews’ establishment, the best selection 
of Salmon Flies made on patterns expressly for 
these rivers by Forrest & Son, of Kelso, Scot- 
Tand: suchus the “Jock Scott,” “Silver Doctor,” 
“Wilkinson,” ‘ Butcher,’’ “Cock Robin” and 
many other patterns, at yery low prices 

mar4iy 

DON'T GATCH WEEDS AND LOGS, 
.BUE CATCH FISH, 

| BEES PATENT FLOAT TROLLING 
SPOONS entirely overcome the defects 

heretofore found in all other Spoons, viz., run- 
hing so deep as to catch weeds and logs, and 
éclow where the fish see them. Made of the 
best material, Bass size, 75 cents ; pickerel, $2 ; 
anuskalonge, $1.25. Each by mail—2s cents ex- 
tra for gold-plated. Address 
HENNEY &. EBEUSH, Brushton, Franklin 

©o., New York; or to be had at wholesale or re- 
tail from CHAS. L, RITZMAN, 913 Broadway, 

ae 

Hliscellaneous. 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES. 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 
H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY, 
WaRhEeRnooms 

7&8 Broadway, New York : 
8£ and 86 State street, Chicago: 

1? South Fifth st., St. Louis. 

RUIWART retsctesess CHAMPAGHES Established 1720, 
Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality, 

Verzenay, dry, full bodied, rich flavor, 

@arte Blanche, Fruity, delicate finyor, not too 

dry, DODGE, CAMMEYER & CO,, 

16 Cortlandt St,. Sole Ag'ts for the United States 

Dog Paths to Success, 
BY KIT KILBURN. 

rice, 50 Cents. 
FOR SALE A'TYTHIS OF FICK, 

_ 

Publications. 

ANOE é CAMERA C oe ¥ 

Ne 

i Sin. 
= BY THOMAS. ool is a ——— 

—a 

| PHOTOGRAPHIC TOUR_.aDP 
oF 

Tyo Honired Miles =< Oe srxrr 
THROUGH THE eo BEAUTIFUL SCENERY 

pre axp COMICAL CHARACTER 

s+" —_ ILLUSTRATIONS 
WITH By Well-Known Artists. 

Tas Resuit oe Recent Personan 

New Maps of the State— Exprozatroye By THE AUTHOR, 
Tho most Entertaining and Artistic Book in the Market, 

PRICL, HANDSOMELY BOUND $4.50 
IN CLOTH AND GOLD, 

Naw STORE: 

ORANCE JUDD COMPANY, 

245 BROADWAY, 

Need one of these & 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 
EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES. By Charlies A.J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsman’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50. 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J. Farrar. An amusing account of 
atrip to the Rangeley Lakes. 224 pages. 12 illus. 
Price 50 cents, 

BPARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 
LAKES ILLUSTRATED, A complete and re- 
liable guide to Richardson and Rangeley lakes, 
Parmachenee, Dixyille Notch and headwaters 
of Connecticut, Androscoggin, and Magalloway 
Tivers. 256 pages, 50 illus., and a large map. 

Price 50 cents. ’ 
FARRAR’S MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND THE 
NORTH MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- 
TED,® A comprehensive hand-book of the 
Moosehead Lake region and sporting re- 
forts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘The tours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated. 224 ee 14 illus. Price 50 cents. 

FARRAR’'S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 
Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
papers cloth covers. _ 59 cents. : 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and yicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
resorts of iVorthern Maine, also the head- 
waters of the Kennebec, Penobseot and St, 
John rivers. Printed on tough linen paper, 
cloth covers. 50 cents. 

FARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, 25 cts. 
Send for catalogue. e 
te" Any of the atove publications mailed, 
ea . on receipt of price, dress 
JH ARLES A. J FARRAR, Jamalea Plain, 
Mass. ~ T. Dees 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND ; 

THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD. 

(WEEKLY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry. 

Published by. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn, 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 
ee a the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

—both papers for $2.00. 
A series of twelve mag- 

g, ficent Chromos, each rep- 
mee resenting a standard breed 

— of fowls, sent for 75 cents 
extra to all subscribers to either publication. 

SUMMER VACATIONS 

Moosehead Lake 
AND VICINITY. 

By LUCIUS HUBBARD. 

ALL BEADEES of FOREST AND STREAM 
‘ 

| 

—: 

| A PRACTICAT, GUIDE to the woods and 
waters of Northern Maine, combined witha 

thorough 

MANUAL FOR CAMPING OUT. 
Hg 190 PREC, gilt, cloth, Price, with newand 

enlarsed MAP of NORTHERN MAINE, $1,50. 
Paper, without map, 74cts. Map separate, 7icts, 
Sent postpaid on receipt of price, by 

A. WILLIAMS & Co., Boston, 

Suortanten’s Goats. 

COODYEAR’S 

Rubber Wtg¢ Company 
AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f’g Co., 

488, £90, 492 B’ way, cor. Broomest., 

AND 
5 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST, 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

FISHING AND HUNTING. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED, 

Rupser Goops or Every Duscrr- 
TION, 

Send for Ilustrated Catalogue. 

Publications. 

SPORTTSMAN’S LIBRARY. 

List of Sportsman’s Books: 
[We will forward any of these Books by mall, post-paid, on receipt of the price? 

Adirondacks, Camp Life In, Murray’s... .. $ 1.50 
Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps in, North- + 
ru 25 

Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6th ed’n. 2.00 | Line. -..,.....cce0cce0 vecesssteeesssa-ee eee 
Adirondack, Wildnerness, Inthe, Warner’s. 75 | Frank Forester’s Manual for Young Sports- 
Amateur Trapper............... BROCE DAs. mle PF MOTOS A, IS 8 een tell 
American Angler’s Book, Norris............. 5.50 
American Bird Fancier..................0+-- 30 

GRTMPS IE eos mec teat pte) Uleeokeye emcee = 2.00 | Hand Books on Out-Door 
American Roadsters and Trotting Horses.. 5.00 Gymunastics.... 
American Wild Fowl! Shooting, J. W. Long. 2.00 Oricket........ 
American Kennel, Burges 3.00 Rowing and Sailing. 

7.60.| Riding and Driying._..... 
25 Archery, Fencing and 

I d 20) Manly 
saad f Witchery of, Maurice Thompson. 1.50 Croquet ......... 
Aroun ithe World in the Yacht Sunbeam.. 3.00:| Fishing. _,,....0.... 
Art of Swimming.) i iyp-eaeenescetry fesse 80 Quoits and Bowls. 
Art of Swimming, Monstery.....-.......... Swimming..,...... 
Art of Raacne wenn bot Godage beepaanoe oe Skating....... 
Athlete's Guide, Harding........,-.... .... Shootin 
Athletic Sports for Boys... ... -00 | Herbert’s 
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge..,,,...........+ A Hints to Ritflemen, Cleveland 
Sailey’s Birds of the United States. - s.co | Holden's Book of Birds 
Baird’s Birds of North America...... wos BOL Horseback Riding, Durant....: 
Baucher’s Method of Horsemanship........ 1.00, | Horse Breaking, Moreton 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds .. ... 1.50- | Horses and Hounds.,...-.....0.... 00-00-0500 
Bits and Bearing Reins 6c |} Horses and Riding, Neville......_. Speake Boat Sailing, Practical 1.00 | Horses, Famous American Race,........... 
Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 560c.; Shooting, 

50c.; Common Objects of the Sea-shore, 50c.: 
Cage and Singing Birds, 50¢c.; Dogs, T5c.; Birds’ 
Eggs and Nests, 50c.; Presh and Salt Water 
Aquarium, 50c.: Native Song Birds, Tic. 

Boy’s Treasury of Sportsand Pastimes, ete. 2.00 | Hunter and Trapper, Thrasher...,. 
Breech Loader, Gioan....,,.......-.....,... 1.45 |.Hunting and Hunters of all Nations 
Breech Loader, Modern, Greener. 50. 
Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 Yols.........- A b 
Butler on the Dog.........,.... 4. 2.00 | Manton’s Taxidermy Without 
Cage and Bing Birds, Adams...... * 50, | Mayhew's Horse Doctor........ 
Camp Cookery, Miss W, Parloa..........--- 50 Mayhew SH ise Management.- - 
Canoeing in Kanuckia,..........2+.e.e0000-s 1.25. | Minot’s Lana and Game Birds.... 
Canoe Traveling, Powell.... ....:....2.+005 8.00 | Naturalists’ Guide, Maynard... é 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper; Bighop’s..... . 2.50 | Oars and Seull’s, Woodgate...,, 
Gassells’ Book of Bi rds, 4 VOIB.....-...54.--: 12.00 } On the Wing, Bumsted......_, APE lial 
Choke Bore Guns, Greener.............00+-+ 3.00 | Partridge and Pheasant Shooting, Schley’a 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson,..... 
Coues’ Birds of the Northwest. 
Coues’ Field Ornithology,...... 
Coues’ Fur Bearing Animals 
Cones’ Key to North American Birds. 
OrAGK SHOW LF .0. :ixseel lee Nite dere hb deGU on 
Cypress, J., Jr.’3 Works, 2 yols.... ......... 
Dadd’s AmericanReformed Horse Book,8yo 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12m 
Dead Bots i: sas ee Wee thc ne ret 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson...,............ At 
Dog, the pass Mayhew and Hutchingon.. 

i 

Sperta 
Cyclupedia Sa BUGGY obebEEbEEea Bi GuaGGSGEGECEUUGEUGasEeSiabtunevmvavvens ofS 

TEC MN Gs SOSA OE Me EO, Se ed 228 
Taxidermist’s Manual. :; Lie 

Parrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley iPro lin ay behoiy seer ares s- sen gbasecees A) 
Ori friteer ema Mme ab elnutte elie, beet. ie tee 5O | Veterinary Dictionary, Going. .. tadceese BD 

Farrar’s Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake... 1.00 | Wallace’s American Stud Book............__ 10.00 PR rat's Pocket Msp of Raugeley Lake 2 rE Cra American Troting Register, #- = 
EXTON ss ees Washer She te, oo baste, peas oa 1 er ee eee Fe aeae ee 200 

Field, Cover, and Trap Shooting, Bogardus 2.00 Aa Ee ees CaS LRe ys 3 vols...-. 18.40 
" PB fs iri feeds .50 ood’s Natur istory of Birds.......,,-.. 0 

Tait ect aca RE eT ip | Woodvun's trou ing Horees of Aucrica. Sam Tishing in-American Waters, Scott....-..,. 8.50 | Wrinkles, by Old Shekarry..-...2...0 2.202. 243 Wishing. Tonrist sHallogk.-.. )-c-cectdeecses 2.00 | Youatt and Spooner onthe Horse.,,...,---. ae Bly Wishing und Worm Fishing.-..-......- 50 Wouwatton the Dog....,...., Wiretperetses cee Bb 
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Ammunition, Cte. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

POWDER. 
Grange Liahtnina. 

Grande Ducking: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 
ELEGTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZBS of GRAINS of POW- + 

BER. Furnished FREE. 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO, 
We. 29 Murray Street, N. ¥.5 

GUNPOWDER. 
_- DUPONT’S 
BIPLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 

ING POWDER. 

ZY The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONTS GUNPOWDER MILA, es- 
tablished in 1802, have maintained their 

berber forseventy-eight years. Manu- 
ia the following celebrated brands of Pow- 

i DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Woe. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
guickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

all and Pigeon Shooting. 

_ DUPONT'S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Hog, 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 

\ Ball, Pigeon, Duck, and other shooting. 

S- DUPONT'S EAGLE RIFLE, 
(& quick, strong,and clean Powder, of very fine 

grain for pistol shooting, 

DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG, ‘SEA SHOOTING,’ 
FFG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle 
ghooting .the FFG ecrd FG for general use, 

burning strong and moist, 
PORTING, WV NG, SHIPPING, and BLAST 

ENG POWDERS of all sizes and descriptions. 
cial grades for ee Cartridge, Musket, 
mon, Mortar, and Mammoth Powder, U. S. 
vernment standard., Powder manufactured 

#o order of any required grain or proof. Aeéen- 
in all cities and principal towns throughout 

eo U.S. Represented by é 

PF. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. ¥. 
W. B.—Use none but DDUPONT'’S FG or FFG 

Powder for long range rifle shooting, 

CHIE HAZARD POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s “EHlectric Powder.” 

Woz. i (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
of strength and cleanliness, Parked in souare 
@anisters of one pound onli). 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.” 

Noe. | (fins) to 6 (coarse). In 11b. canisters and 
Gi ib. kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for up- 
Kan prairieshooting. Well adapted to shet guns. 

Wiazard’s ‘*Duck Shooting.” 

Hag. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 Ib. canisters 
and 6:and 12} 1b. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
elean, shooting remarkably close and with great ‘ 

vation. Wor field, forest, or water shooting, 
Franks any other brand, and it is ;equally ser- 

Viceable for muzzle or breech-loadérs, 
Hazard’s ‘Kentucky Rifle.” 

EBFFG, FFG, and ‘Sea Shooting” FG in kegs of 
25, 12¢, and 6} 1bs. and cansof5 lbs, FEFG ie nlso: 
packed inland} 1b. canisters. Burns strong and 
mots. The FEVG and FRG are favorite brands 
Yor ordinary sporting, and the ‘'Sea Shooting” 
BG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder, 

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
DER; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT, 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. ; 
Whe above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

pany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
gale af our office. 

85 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

“MOLLER'S "SIX" COD-LIVER OI] 
> MOLLER’s-- 

RORWE- 
GIAN 

Te perfect! pure, Pronounced the best b: high- 
= ae epee ea in eo World, “Given highest 

a! orld'’s Expositions, and a ris, 1678 
Sold by Driggists. W. H- Schietlelin & Coch 

GOODS OIL TANNED 
Moccasins: 

The best thing in the market 
fox hunting,fishing, cauoeing, 
snow-shoeing, etc. They are 

easy to the feet,and very 
durable. Madeto order 

ina variety of styles,and 
Fi warranted the genuine 

ree Send for illustrated clccular. MARTIN 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Auscellancous Advertisements, 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized. 

DITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 
for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not: 

;Strain the gun or heat the barrelsas much im rapid firmg. CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr. Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in thew matches, Our challenge 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was neyer accepted, ' 

and is yet open to the world. Address 

DIT TMARPOWDER M’F’G Co., 
P. 0. Box 886. 24 Park Place, New York | 

VANITY FAIR 
* MILD *—Rare Ola Virginia. “ HALVES "—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1873; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the Frencu Government, and on salein all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, 7G KIMBALL &CO 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE. ® 

HODGMAN & CO,, 
425 BROADWAY AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK, 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

HUBBER FISHING QUTRITS, 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGARETTES 

AND COMPLETE 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS, 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.1 Send for Catalogue. 

Fine Arhery, 
—p——— 

PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, ; 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES, 

Fishing Pants. 

IMPROVED SHLF-REGULATING 
STORM-DEFYING, 

W ind-Miull. 
THE ONLY MILL EMBRACING ALL THE 

RECENT DIPROVEMENTS. 
Received Silver Medal at Paris in 1878. 
Three hundred in operation in the yi- 

ciaity_of New York. Every one war- 
ranted as to Durabilty and Quantity of 
Water, which can be pumped to any 
required height from any location. 
The cost is smaH compared with any 

2 Other device now in use. 
Mills for export 2 specialty, Address 

No. 76 John Street, New York. 

KRUG & CO’S:; 
in Shootings Power 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows have no C H A M P A G N E S$ ! 

STANDARD AND DRY.’ 

The Sportsman's Wine !! 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

SOLE AGENTS, 
6 South William street, NewYork. 

16 and 18 St. Louis St., New Orleans. 

Superior, 

Bows sent C. 0. D. on trial when 25 per cent. 
of the price issent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be returned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges, 
Illustrated circulars sent free. 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 and 1% Worth street, New York. 

C. F. A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORE, 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 

Atterney and Counsellor at Law, 

NOTARY PUBLIC. 

No. 237 Broadway, Room 17, New Work City: 
All business vromptly attendéd @. 

LIGHT, BLACK, WHITE Oh TAN COLOR OATS, 

[duLy 8, 1 

munition, Gtr. 

TATHAYEPS 

IMPROVED 

Chilled Shot. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 
GIVES GREATER PENETRATION and BET- 

| TER PATTERN than ordinary shot. equally 
well adapted to choke-bores, modified chokes 
cylinders. 

. Beware of Imitations. 

Our Chilled Shot will be found to be more free 
from. shrinkage, more spherical, more uniform ta 
size, heavier and of brighter and cleaner finish tham 
any ather. 
Send for circular. 

TATHAM BRO’S, 
8&2 BEEKMAN S8T., NEW YORE. 

Also manufacturers of 
PATENT FINISH 

American Standard Drop Shot, 
and COMPRESSED BUCK SHOT, more uniform 
than ordinary moulded shot. 

Founded July 4, 1808. 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Kivaling the English and All Others, 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT ANB 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER, 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 

Alisrellancous. 

‘SS Vv TAL 

CURES BY ABSORPTION. 
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 
“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotlon, 

is @ postitive cure; it has never falled, 5 
* Sapanule” has no equal for Chronic Lame 

ness, Lame Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and all dis- 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eezema, 
Humors of the Scalp, etc.; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis- 
eases, Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and_s permanent cure b 
using “Sapanule, Used in sponge or foot ba 
removes all soreness of body, limbs and feet. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money popundee 

per 
ttle. d cards, 

4 eR NOEL ERRY & COMPANY. 
Proprietors, 237 Brosdway, New York 

FERCUSON'S PATENT 

ADJUSTABLE LAMPS 
with 

Locomotive Reflectors. 
NEw MODELS, 

Heap Jacks, STAFF AND 
Boat JACKS. CAMP LAMPS, 
HanpD, and Dark LAn- 
TERNS, Etc. IMPROVED 
DASH LAMPS, with Rever- 

& sible Attachments. 
gS THE BEST ON THE MARKET. 

Improved RUST PREVENTOR, for firearms,&c 
Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
€5 Fulton street iN. ¥. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME 

Nos. 289 & 290 Washington Market, N. ¥ 

Le = * 
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OR the amusement of jhe readers of the Forest AND 
STREAM each ought to contribute occasionally a 

song. a story, or a toast; something that will lead us 
back to our boyhood's thoughtless, happy days; to the 
times when a gun—no matter how ancient or ugly—was 

a gun, and wé rejoiced in the ownership thereof ; and I 

am fully satisfied that nearly every reader of your far- 

reaching paper can look back with a certain amount of: 
pleasure to the time when he shouldered his first gun 
and went forth to frighten every cow-boy, bird and 
beast in the country side. 

After reading St. Clairs experience with his pot-metal 
gun, and enjoying a good hearty laugh at the mishaps of 
the darkey and the ducks, I leaned back in my rocker and 
fell into 4 sweel reverie, retracing life’s checkered path- 
way until l reached my boyhood—there I handled anew 

ny first gun, climbed the heath-covered hills of my na- 

tive land, scented the sweet perfume of the broom, the 

heatherbell and the hawthorn, heard the warbling notes 

of the lintey and the thrush as I wandered amidst the 
whins and the brackens, or watched for the rabbits and 
the hares amongst the bent hills; in fact found myself 
in the midst of the scenes of my youth, and the central 

figure around which all clustered was my first, my bent 
gun. It is the awakening of such memories as these 

that endear the FOREST AND STREAM to its thousands of 
readers in this and the mother country, 

Born in the Highlands of Scotland, an only son, and 

the almost constant companion of a doting grandfather, 
who was chief forester, or, as the tenantry usually 

called him, ‘*head gamekeeper,” on the estates of Lord 
M—, in the North of Scotland, under whose guiding 

hand J drew my first inspiration and love for the gun 
and the field, how often J have watched the well- 
trained dogs, heads erect, quartering the ground, then to 
a stanch point, then the flush, and the old gentleman 
dropping brace after brace until Simms, the under 
keeper, would grunt under the load. Then, returning to 

the castle at evening, grandfather would doff his flask 

and pouch, throw them across my shoulders, hand me his 
gun, and I would follow Simms to the gun-room as 
proud agsif [had been the huntsman of the day, I had 

often begged to be permitted to carry an old double- 
barrel flint-lock that stood at one end of the gun-rack 
unused, but without success, and I became impatient un- 
der the restraint, I must have a gun, must learn how to 
shoot ; so I put my wits to work to accomplish that end. 

Tn the village lived an old pensioner, Sergt. Doug- 
lass, who had served in the Forty-second Highlanders 
through the Napoleonic wars, and was discharged on ac- 
count of thres wounds received at Waterloo. I was a 
great favorite with this old soldier, and, when not in the 
field or at school, I could be found stretched on the grass 
in front of his cottage, he, with an old musket across 
his lap, tell me thrilling stories, of the scenes he had 
passed through, Waterloo was the pride and glory 
of the old hero’s life; there he would sit for hours, 
describing the battle, and the prominent part his regi- 
ment took in it, how the French horsemen would 
ride up within a few feet of the square, and by 
squadrons fire their pistols at the infantry, trying to 
make agap through which they could spring to cut 
down the regiment, but with but little effect, as the men 
would close up the gaps as fast as made, knowing that 
their safety and existence depended on keeping a close 
front, Then the bugle would sound the retreat, and the 
regiment open up, fire one yolley, when back the French 
would come in full charge to find the squares reformed 
to receive them. How at theend of one of those fierce 
charges the Duke of Wellington rode up to the Forty-sec- 
ond, and pulled the star from his breast, threw it in the 
square, telling them they deserved to wear it better than 
he, How the old -yeteran’s eyes would sparkle,and his bent 
figure become erect as he would tell of the Jast charge of 
the ‘Old Guard,” led by Marshal Ney, how the Iron Duke 
sat camly on his horse behind the Highland Biigade 
which held the center, watching the approach to the 
fiower of the French army, led by their bravest general, 
while the French cannon, concentrated on the devoted 
Highlanders, plowed broad furruws through every exposed 
part as they lay flat on their faces awaiting the dreaded 
encounter. And when the head of the column, led by Ney, 
began to climb the ridge behind which the allied lines lay, 
Wellington gaye the never to be forgotten order “‘ Up 
Guards, and at them.” Then the old war-worn hero would 
spring from his chair, grasp the old musket, go through 
the motion of loading and firing, until when his strength 
was exhausted he would stop breathless and press his 
‘right side on the spot where the third French bullet had 
entered and prostrated him to the ground. How little 
did I think, while listening to the old soldier, that I, too, 
would pass through a fearful conflict, in a distant land, 
in defense of the flag of my then unknown, but now 
dear adopted country. 

After one of these evenings, I proposed to purchase the 
old musket, offering all my wealth—tive shillings. The old 
man shook his head ; he would not sell. After a long si- 
lence he said : ‘‘ My son, lam growing oldand have no chil- 
dren, If you will promise me that you will never disgrace 
your flag, or bring discredit on your country, my old com- 
panion is yours as a gift,” The promise wasgiven, and, I 
trust, thus far faithfully kept, the musket placed in my 
hands : four feet and a half of it was an inch in length ! 
fifteen pounds of it was an ounce in weight! sixty-two 
caliber of it was a hair breadth ! and as to the lock, once 
a flint, now a percussion, it was the very embodiment of 
soudity and strength, 
My eyes opened to their fullest extent; I was the 

owner of a gun, but such a gun! I could scarcely carry it. 
i stammered out a thanks and started off, the undisputed 
owner of a gun “to have and to hold” (St. Clair, is that quo- 
tation right ?), but afraid to carry it home. After thinking 
it over, 1 resolved to take Simms into my confidence, and 
went to his lodge and handed him my prize. He, after 
inspection, said: ‘* Why, Alec, this is Old Waterloo.” 
After a parley she was placed in the gun-rack, I slept 
but little that night, thinking how I could lighten my 
gun, A happy thought struck me ; I would cut her off, 
and with that purpose I was at the gun-room bright and 
early, just as Simms was started on his morning rounds. 
He lefi me in possession of the gun tools. I took the 
musket to pieces—a big job—measured twenty-eight 
inches, and with a file cut the barrel olf ; cut two inches 
from thé end of the stock, and shortened it to one foot in 
front. This had taken me the greatest portion of the 
day. Ihad forgotten all about dinner. Grandfather, 
who had been searching for me, dropped into the gun- 
room, He picked up the barrel, looked at it, then at me, 
while a dark frown gathered on his face. He then took 
up the stock; the frown grew deeper and darker, I 
moved toward the door, At length he placed the barrel 
in the stock, raised the piece to his shoulder several 
times, and slowly a pleasant smile took the place of the 
frown and I was safe, He said: ‘* W-e-l-l, go on, you 
will have a gun after a while,” then left me, 
Next day Simms proposed to go to the blacksmith wath 

méto haye a thimble and a catch for the barrel put on, 
which was done, and the mainspring weakened and tube 
filed down to fit a common cap, Itound an old ramrod, 
which took the place of the iron one, and after a 
week's rasping and scraping I brought the stock down to 
reasonable proportions, and finally ended by haying a 

short, heavy, compact gun, that fitted my shoulder to 
perfection. Simms was my instructor, I was an apt 
scholar, and was soon at liberty to enter the rookery, 
where I could shoot crows to my heart’s content, but I 
was denied the fields under the plea that I would frighten 
off the partridges, 

This was my first gun, and many were the hares, 
rabbits and birds that bit the dust before it, I haya 
owned and do own some fine guns, but not one of them 
could or can throw the shot further, harder, or closer, 
and not all of them put together can awaken such pleas- 
ant memories as dear ‘‘ Old Waterloo.” 
Toward Christmas I had toreturn home. Major Cum- 

mons Gordon owned a fine estate a few miles northwest 
from Elgin, known as Rosevalley, well stacked with small 
game. It wasa customof the Major to giye his tenan- 
try each year one week’s hunt, between Christmas and 
New Year's day ; a custom by the way that every landed 
proprietor in Great Britan would do well to adopt, as it 
would draw their tenants closer to them and make them 
their friends, and would be the means of preserving much 
game now destroyed ; while the amount that they would 
shoot would be but small, as none of the farmers are 6x- 
pert shots. I had lookedforward to this annual hunt with 
much anticipated pleasure. I was on the ground early. 
Mr. #inley, the local keeper, assigned me with George 
Hutchenson, John Laing, Eric Grag, John Hutchenson 
and James Forsyth. Westarted from the bridge between 
the plantations at the outlet, thence through the whins 
to the ** Clarkley knows,” thence east along the hills to- 
ward the ‘‘ Old Granary,” thence through the Charles- 
ton farm to the starting point; a circuit of about five 
miles. 
We formed an open skirmish line, preceded bya lot of 

cur and colley dogs and followed by a ‘‘ drop shot gang” 
—St. Clair must excuse me for drawing on him—bent on 
seeing the sport. Hares and rabbits were plenty, and 
my companions kept up a constant fusilade, bringing 
down no game howeyer, I kept my place inline; Old 
Waterloo looked her best, but saying nothing. We had 
climbed half way up the face of the knows, when a large 
hare started down to the left of the line, making straight 
for the hill, as hares ulways do, running the gauntlet of 
four guns, which were duly discharged at ib without ef- 
fect. Asit passed in front of my stand, some forty 
yards distance, my eye caught the springing object; I 
raised Old Waterloo and fired ; the hare donbled up and 
tolled like a wheel for twenty feet, when it fell dead; the 
dogs barked, the boys shouted and the men gathered to 
see the dead with as much interest as if it were a grizzly 
bear. They looked at me and at my gun in wonderment. 
Perhaps i was not the proudest being on that hill, It 
was the first thing killed by me on the run, and | was 
happy, and I think of it even to-day with pleasure, 
A new start was made. During the afternoon I got 

a fair shot at a partridge on the wing and dropped it, 
That made me the hero of theday. Toward evening we 
reached the bridge, the game was counted and I was the 
only person who had killed two, The grand hunt was 
wound up by a big supper and a dance at the ‘ Old 
Granary,” to which I had the pleasure of escorting Miss 
Annie R., a spruce little maid of some twelve summers, 
and the belle of the yalley ; thisasa reward for success 
on my first grand field day, Can I ever forgetit, or the 
clumsy old gun thatI carried? Never while memory 
holds its sway. Care ROCE, 

Cape Girardeau, Mo. 
rr 

THREE WEEKS IN THE WOODS, 
oe 

HREE eventiul weeks had Domas and I passed in 
the wilderness, Like boys we had roamed and 

revelled in the wild woods, gaining stores of strength 
and health from the clear balsamic air, the pure spring 
water and our close contact with nature primeval, 
Comfortably domiciled at ‘Uncle Tom's Camp ’/—lo- 

cated near the shore of a beautiful forest-bound lake—wa 
had taken it in an easy sort of way : exploring, collect- 
ing, hunting and fishing, as the mood suited, making 
daily excursions, whatever the weather, and nights we 
‘slept the sleep of the weary.” 
Now a day devoted to botanizing, when numberless 

specimens of the charming boreal flora would be col- 
lected, followed by an evening’s work in analyzing and 
in **putting to press” the rare species. The next a long 
tramp through the tangled forest, piloted by Edward, 
the best of guides, to a secluded dnountain stream, still 
inhabited by that always interesting animal, the beaver, 
finding astonishing evidences of their strength and sa- 
facity in the extensive ** cuttings,” curious houses and, 
succession of strongly-built dams, which met our view, 
a sight vouschafed to but few sportsmen of the present 
day and soon to be a thing of the past. 

Ornithology claimed a share of our time, as a list of 
over seyenty species of lirds seen and carefully iden- 
tified will testify, Domas spent many anxious hours in 
perfecting this list, and many more in patiently prepar- 
ing and preserving the skins of sundry strange looking 
fledglings, which will doubtless receive proper attention 
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at some future mecting of the '* Nuttall Club," and the 
species be fully determined, . , 
We had climbed Norton Dill, the highest in the imme- 

diate vicinity, and also the highest tree on top of it, 
and been richly repaid by glorious pictures of the grand 
forest: thousands of acres—hills, valleys, mountains, 
lakes and streains, mile upon mile of leafy billows, dot- 
ted here and there with gems of sparkling water, and, 
thank Heaven, unmarred as yet by the axe of the luam- 
berman, An pvnobstructed yiew in eyery direction, a 
“vast panorama of nature” spread around us—Maine, 
Wew Hampshire and Canada ata single glance, Who 
wouldn't ‘shin up” a ninety foot spruce, with the abso- 
lute certainty of ruining his clothes and a fair prospect 
of breaking his ueck, for such a réward ? 
We had oceasional news from the outside world, for 

half a dozen hunters had straggled into camp during our 
slay, representing almost as many different cities, utter 
strangers, yet in & few days like old friends—such are the 
amenities of the woods. Pleasant acquamtances one 
makes in this way, for only true sportsmen and lovers of 
nature care to penetrate its solitude, and such, wherever 
met. ave always gentlemen, 

Our evenings wére spent much in the usual manner, 
rehearsing the eyents of the day, laying plans for the 
morrow, telling stories, smoking, discussing the habits 
of game and the merits and demerits of different makes 
of firearms, . 

Our presiding genius was‘ Uncle Tom,” an ideal rep- 
resentative of that nearly extinct species, ube ‘* Northern 
Trapper.” Well informed and not unfamiliar with the 
world, having served in the Union army under Gen, 
Banks in the late war and tasted the horrors of a Texas 
prison pen, after the disastrous Red River expedition, 
though the best part of his life had been spent in the 
woods, engaged in his favorite pursuit. In winter he 
eads the life of a hermit, without even a dog for com- 
pany, In summer the monotony is yaried by the advent 
of a few sportsmen, but winter or summer, whateyer 
befalls, wurntiled, imperturbable, contented and happy, 
To fact he has «welt here so Jong that he seems to have 
been assimilated by and to have become a necessary part 
of the wilderness, like the moose, deer and fur-bearing 
animals, whose habits he knows so well and with whon 
he seems to bé on such intimate terms. Bluff, honest, 
kind-hearted “Uncle Tom” ‘‘may you live long and 
prosper.” 

The speckled trout had not been neglected, for we had 
tested their size and flavor from each inlet, stream and 
brook within reach of camp, not forgetting an old beayer 
pond back among the hills—where, in a deep, black pool, 
we had taken our largest string of all, Our trip to this 
pond Domas will probably never forget, for he boldly 
and rashly attempted its navigation in a rude, half-fin- 
ished dugout, and his breadth of beam exceeding that of 
the novel craft, he soon became fast wedged amidships, 
and When the inévitable capsize came the dugout seemed 
to have the best of it, and fora time was complete mas- 
ter of the situation. Fortunately no serious results fol- 
lowed, and Domas, though claiming to have seen strange 
visions while groping among the ancient canals and sub- 
merved dwellings of the original dam-builders, thinks on 
the whole that he does not care to try the inverted style 
of fishing again, What the trout thought when that be- 
nign countenance and well-known eyeglasses appeared 
so suddenly among them will never te known. 

Did a lazy tit seize us? the lake was at hand and the 
‘Vunze"—local for the Salmo confinis—were ever ready 
to be enticed from their quiet haunts in the deepest 
waters by the allurmg trolling spoon; great fat fellows 
they were, of from two to six pounds weight, their yel- 
low-speckled sides gleaming in the clear water like bur- 
nished gold. A little loggy for sport, but delicious when 
properly served, 

Did ‘Uncle Tom” whisper that the larder was running 
low? A mysterious night ont on the lake with Wdward 
would set things to right, and yenison steaks would be 
in order for breakfast, followed later in the day by 
faiuous roasts, savory stews and the not-to-be-despised 
“rubber Hapjacks,” as the Professor called them. 
We had Waversed and ransacked the depths and recesses 

of the primitive lorest to our hearts’ content, and felt 
that our yacution had been profitably spent. Another 
day and the curious little one-horse jumper would be due 
at camp, by agreement, to drag our worldly effects to the 
nearest house, and we should regretfully set our faces 
homeward. One long-anticipated and cgrefully planned 
hunt liad been defered for good reasons till the last night 
of our stay, the incidents of which I propose to relate, 

FLOATING A MOOSE, 

The sun was fast nearing the forest horizon when Hd- 
ward and I left camp, prepared for our (to me) novel 
expedition, It had been one of those delicious dreamy 
days—precursor of the early frosts—when all nature 
seemed in repose, Scarce a ripple disturbed the surface 
of the placid lake, nestling here among the dark green 
hills full 2,000 feet above the sea level. Even the bird 
music was hushed for the time, and silence reigned su- 
preme, . 

The ight boat—Adirondack model—was soon in readi- 
ness, Aud the ‘* good lucks” of our friends follow us as we 
push off from the little lof wharf at the landing and 
shoot out on the tranquil bosom of Lake, at this 
point about one and a half miles across, 
The pale bine smoke curls in lazy wreaths from the 

smouldering catap tire behind. Infront, on the opposite 
shore, the soit purplish haze is beginning to shroud the 
sombre forest and ¢reep up the sidus of the nearest hills, 
finally engulfing all in one great sea of shadowy mystery, 
A solitary kingfisher sits motionless on thedead top of 

a prostrate birch close in shore, and with head turned a 
little one side his keen eyes scan the depths below, A 
gndden swoop, a loud splash, and he silently resumes his 
perch and gulps down the finny morsel, frurt of his 
patience and slill. 
A lamily of loonsare plainly seen disporting far down 

the lake, near the outlet, the thin veil of mist rising from 
the water magnifying their bodies to unnatural size, 
A pir of goshawks (Astur atrivapillus) ave wheeling 

and cireling over yonder wooded point, their long sharp 
wings and bright gray plumage, as seen by the waning 
rays of sunlight, giving them much the appearance of 
aca gulls. 

An occasional “Imige" rises indolently to the surface, 
causing 4 frantic scattering of the schools of minnows 
which inhabit the shallows, 

Suddenly, from a dark mossy ridge comes the liquid, 
silvery, flute-like notes of the hermit thrush; a song 
rarely heard, save in the yery depths of the wilderness, 
and which, to me, neyer seemed to belong to earth at all, 
but rather to be the voice of some sweet spirit from a 
heavenly sphere, it isso clear, so pure, s0 mysterious. 

As we near the middle of the lake we are witnesses of 
the marvelous cloud effects sometimes seen in a ‘north- 
ern sunset,” when, as the sun sinks in the West, the deli- 
cate rosy tints appear in the Hast, deepening into purple, 
gold and crimson splendors, till the whole sky is ablaze 
with a flood of swiftly changing color, retlected from 
cloud to cloud, from peak to peak, and mirrored im the 
glassy surface of the lake as well. When we reach the 
opposite shore all is changed, the sun has disappeared be- 
hind the dark line of tree tops and the gorgeous colors 
have paledand faded, and only a dull golden afterglow 
remains. The mountains reappear in their natural garb 
of blue, and the mist thickens o'er lake and stream, 

The boat is drawn carefully ashore, and Edward should- 
ers his *f pack basket,” containing all things needful, and 
paddle in hand strikes into the seemingly ‘* pathless 
woods;” but sharp eyes can detect the occasional “blazes,” 
which indicate one of *‘ Uncle Tom’s saple lines,” which 
we are to follow for a couple of miles to the head of the 
‘*quick water” on Mast Islet. 

itis a typical primeval forest through which we pass 
a yast boreal swamp, coyered with a dense growth of 
niajestic spruces, and carpeted and cushioned with velyet 
mosses and delicate yines, among which peep a few of 
the exquisite rose colored bells of the twin flower, the 
favorite flower of the great Linnzous, and bearing his 
name (Linnea borealis), though long past their usual 
season of flowering. 

‘Tn the richest moss of the lonely dells 
Artits rosy petals found, 

With the dark blue skies above it spread, 
And the lordly trees around,” 

The long, low mounds, which lie blended like gigantic 
forest jack-straws in every direction, show where the aged 
monarchs have fallen, and are going the way of all 
things earthly ; but nature has carefully and tenderly 
covered them all with a mantle of unbroken yerdure, so 
that scarce a sign of decay appears. The partridge-herry 
(Mitchella), the dainty oxalis (O. acetocella), the linnea 
and snowhberry (Chiogenes hispidula) mingle their creep- 
ing tendrils and trailing vines, and with soft, feathery 
mosses vie with each other in this kindly office of forest 
sepulcher, Great lichens, triple-leayed trilliums, bright 
clusters of the bunch-herry (Cornws canadensis) and 
masses of the dark, shining leaves and deep blue berries 
of the clintonia (U, borealis) vary the scene. 
As the trail approaches the stream the forest assumes 

almost a tropical appearance, from the profusion of ferns 
which grow here to almost a gigantic size, and for a 
time we are nearly lost to sight among the tall plume-like 
fronds of Spinulosua and Osmundas. The white-throated 
sparrows (Peabody) and the olive-backed thrushies are 
singing their yesper songs, and somber-robed snowbirds 
(Jinieo hywmetis) tit from our shadowy path. : 
A subdued tapping attracts our attention to a hollow 

tree close by, and we catch sight of a pair of banded 
three-loed woodpeckers (P. ajneniewyus) busily engaged 
insearching the decaying trunk, their moyements plainly 
showing that the ‘‘ early bird” is not the only one that 
“catches the worm.” 
We flush an occasional ruffed grouse, but the spruce 

partridges (7. canadensis)—by far more nunierous—sib 
like chickens, with out-stretehed necks, stupidly gazing, 
as if lost in wonder, at the sight of the infrequent yisi- 
tors: a common habit of theirs, and one which leads 
to their sure extermination—for they are easily taken 
with a simple noose tied to the end of a short pole, 
A brisk walk of an hour and we have passed the last 

“rips” and are near the foot of the ** dead-water.” 
The stream we propose to float rises in a chain of 

low mountains which form the northeastern boundary 
line between Canada and the United States—as defined 
by the ‘‘ Ashburton ‘Lreaty * of 1842, From the foot of 
the mountains it flows sluggishly for about fiye miles, 
through a long streteh of cold, mossy bogs and tangled 
spruce thickets, to the head of the ' qnick-water,” and 
then indulges in a mad, frolicsome race down the pre- 
vipitous channel, gurgling and trothingruund the smooth 
boulders and through the rocky gorges till the lake level 
is reached, the banks for the whole distance slavted 
and oyerhung by almost impenetrable belts of alders and 
matted underbrush, and the shallow portions of the bed 
covered by a rank growth of coarse, sicculent grass, on 
which the mouse delight to feed, while the deep pools 
teem wilh preedy trout. 

These cold, open bogs, known as ‘caribou bogs,” de- 
serye more tllan a passing notice. Lying at the base of 
arange of thickly wooded hills, and separated from thie 
stream by a low ridge or ‘ hog-back,” they have every 
appearance of having once been a series of small lakes, 
which have, m course of time, become filled with an ac- 
cumulation of leaves and vegetable debris, aud are now 
covered with a dense, tongh mat of the sponye-like 
sphagnum—still afloat in places—a quaking bog. 

Here the clustered, crimson-veined vases of the pitcher 
plant (Sarracenia), and the fringed leaves of the blood- 
thirsty little sundew (Drosera), find congenial homes ; 
while spots of cotton grass and broad patches of short 
stunted bushes of the Labrador tea (Ledwm), and the 
beautiful Andromeda (A. poltfolia), find rootin the firmer 
portions of the bog. 

Little islands and clumps of dwarfed and venerable 
looking spruces are scattered through them, their gnarled 
and cone-laden tops heavily draped with fowiog lovks of 
the * old men’s beards” (Usneq), giving a strangely weird 
and desolate appearance to the scene, like funereal oases 
in a mossy desert. Late in the fall the caribou range 
through these bogs in search of their fayorite moss, and 
the well-defined paths which cross them would indicate 
that they come not singly, but in droves. The moose are 
also said to frequent them at certain seasons, and proba- 
bly a few stay in the vicinity the year round. 
A previous visit to this locality on a trouting expedi- 

tion hud demonstrated the fact that they occasionally 
“watered in the stream, for the broad-pointed tracks 
in the soft bed were too fresh to pass unnoticed, and the 
indefatigable Edward had not only backed a light boati 
all the way from the lake, but had also, with a small 
hatchet and hunting knife, opened up a passage almost the 
entire length of the ‘still water" by lopping off branches, — 

cutting out narrow places and bivaking tirouch emi! 
drift-dams, which obstructed the channel, in anticipation 
of the present occasion, 

Forcing our way through the alder belt, we emerze 
from under the leafy canopy and again gel a view of the 
sky above—the full moon has risen in the eust, & colt 
darkness has settled upon the earth, and imperceptibly 
day has passed into night. 
The light skiff is drawn from its place of concealment 

in the thick underbrush, a blanket is carefully spread in- 
side, that no meantious blow of paddle or boot-leel may 
awaken the echoes in the silent forest; even our conver- 
sation is now carried on in whispers, for this still night 
air is a most wonderful conductor of sounds, and a slight 
aed on our part might ruin our sport for jhe 
night, 

Silently the frail bark glides, snake-like, into the vista 
of dark shadows, propelled by Edward's noiseless paddle, 
and we wind about between the black walls of foliage, 
turning sharp elbows, piercing through little openings, 
where the stream widens out into grassy bays, now 
crouching low to escape a fallen log, and then fast in a 
sunken tree top; now in the full light of the moon, then 
passing suddenly into a dark tunnel of overarching 
shrubbery, where the tortuous channel narrows to a few 
feet in width, 

Scores of small birds flit from their roosts in the low 
bushes, and disappear in the deepening gloom. The 
water rats give one glance of sttrprise, and make des- 
perate plunges for their subterranean retreats in the 
tiver banks, With folded necks and outstretched legs 
a couple of herons (Arden herodias) wing their heavy 
flight over us, bound for some favorite fishing pool far 
up the stream, 

Tn a little meadow we catch the shadowy outlines of a 
deer, as he raises his head from drinking, and then 
bounds madly away, safe, for to-night our thoughts ara 
on nobler game, 

The distinct blows of an axe suddenly startle me, 
* Uncle Tom is splitting his kindling-wood,” whispers 
Edward, The sound proceeds from camp, full five miles 
away, ‘‘as the crow flies,” yet seemingly a dozen rods, 
so clear and still is this Ealsntecttar night air, 

‘Tis time our game was afloat. For nearly two lours 
we haye warily followed the serpentine windings of the — 
noiseless stream and are approaching a point opposite the 
main bog, where a moose path crosses. Hark ! Edward's 
quick ear detects some disturbance in the water ahead ; — 
it may be the viver beaver, it’s too loud for the muskrats. 
Slowly the boat moves around the intervening bends; 
the noise grows more distinct: a constant sousing and 
splashing of the water; some large animal is mm tha 
stream above, The pulse quickens, every sense is on the 
alert; afew more strokes of the paddle and I shall be 
able to see past a clump of tall rushes which hide the 
game from view. Alas! at the critical moment a treagh— 
erous root catvhes the bow of the boat and breaks short 
off with a loud snap, a sound which all the wild danizens: 
of the forest fully understand, A great surge and 
‘‘pyirl ” in the water, a quick rush up the steep band, — 
followed by a prolonged crashing through the dense 
maze of brushwood, and the startled heast strikes the 
ridge beyond ; a few moments of apparent uncertamby — 
and then we hear the retreating footsteps as he steals 
away up stream, By his deliberate retreat, we know — 
that he has not * winded” us; and there is 4, possibility 
of his again coming to water, higher up, though the — 
chances ure against it, for suspicion is a leading trait in 
the character of a moose. A whispered consultation, and — 
we decide to push on, for should we return to camp 
empty-handed afterall our preparations the laugh would — 
be against us—eyen a deer would nob be despised now, 
The moon is well overhead, a light breeze is springing 
up, fortunately blowing down stream, and a gentle 
‘“soughing of the trees” sets in, No other sound, suye 
the musical munnur of little boway rills, which trickie— 
down the banks on eilher side, the overflow fram the old © 
sphagnum beyond. A team of ducks sidle one by one 
fromia grassy tussock, and with a Gurious whimper of 
complaint at being disturbed from their midnight slum- 
ber, skurry along ina compact body afew yards trom 
the boat, 
Another hour of anxious expectancy—the steady 

strain on the nerves gets to be almost puintul. The som-_ 
bre outlines of the mountains in frone are beginnine to 
loom” above the tree-tops. The stream grows ur 
rower—we are nearing the head of the ** level.” A slight) 
snapping of the brush, followed by a light footfall on bhe 
elastic moss, causes. an instant halb. The sownd proceeds” 
from a dark copse ahead, to the right. The steatfliy 
tread comes nearer—a few steps at a time and then long 
pauses—the suspicious animal is heading for the stream 
and will strike it but afew rods above where we lie in 
the deep shadows, Eyesight and hearing are now 
strained to their utmost tension. With a harsh 
“*squawk" a heron suddenly rises, scared from his ts 
turnal repast, and working his ponderous wings like an 
old-fashioned mindmill in a frantic effort to clear the tall 



light: 

ayieeable change, 

and he relapses into his normal condition, 
The proximity of the lake is heralded long before we 

reach the shore by the hoarse croakings of the greab 
green-headed frogs (Rana fontinalis), 
The snug boat is again launched, and we aré onca more 

The reptilian concert suddenly stops: the dip of 
our paddles has alarmed the choristers, but their fright is 
soon over, for before we are fairly through the fringe of 

afioat. 

ajuatic plants that border the lake shore they are at it 
again, old and young, great and small, a regular *‘ go-as- 
you-please” affair, 

Tis a beautiful night—not a cloud in the heavens, The 
great full orbed moon sails gloriously toward the West, 
shedding a Hood of light on all below, The rippling sur- 
face of the lake shimmers under the bright radiance like 
molten silver. 

Conspicuous in the southern sky are Jupiter, Mars aud 
Saturn, ranged ii line nearby the three glittering dia- 
monds ji Orion's slant-wise belt, pointing upward to the 
Pleiades and downsvard to the great brilliant Sirius, just 
risen above the mountain top. The blue yault overhead 
is bespangled with faintly twinkling stars, and all around 
us lies the black, silent, couiferous forest, A dim light 
appears low down across the Jake; *‘ Uncle Tom” has 
hung outa lantern for our guidance. The loons haye 
now discovered our presence and their intensely mourn- 
ful, wailing cries rudely break the solemn silence of the 
stilly night, 

Por half an hour the paddles are vigorously plied, when 
we‘ tieup” at the littl: wharf, and taking down the 
signal lizht make our way to camp. ‘ Uncle Tom” rolls 
out of his bunk as we enter, his burly form clad in but a 
single garment. ‘*l thought you were a-comin’, boys, 
for [ heard the old loons a-poopin'-er-up out on the lake. 
What did you fireat?” The situation is soon explained, 
our early breakfast ordeved, and then we stretch our- 
selves for a short nap; but no sleep for me, the syents of 
the night were too fresh in my mind for that. 
By sunrise we were up and away, accompanied by 

Domas ; another boat followslater with the Professor— 
whio was much interested in all that pertained to ‘tmoose- 
dom’ —and his gids, 

The little clearing about the eamp is alive with birds— 
purple and pine finches, crossbills, flycatchers, sparrows, 
watails, snowhbirds, and even that little winged gem, 
the ruby-throate hummer, has found his way here 
and is busily darting about among the bright blossoms of 
the fireweed (£rechthites), 2 
The lake and the long carry are passed, and we are 

again winding our way up the crooked stream, no longer 
flowing through a goer narrow gorge, as appeared last 
night, but between hedges of green shrubbery and grace- 
ful yines, bright with starry blossoms of the galiums, 
and what then were buttresses of jagged rocks are now 
innocent tushes and branches of brown-tufted sedges, 
Numberless warblers frequent these viyer thickets—yel- 
low-rumps, black-throated blues, black-polls, blue yellow- 
backs, redstarts, black-and-yellows, the bay-breasted and 
the gaudy blackburniang, all find here swimmer homes 
and mmolested breeding-places, 

Here, for the first time, we see the bright magenta 
plumage and hear the mellow note of the pine gros- 
heak—the Canatla jays (moose birds) scream their dis- 
cordant welcome as if already scenting a bloody feast; 
but even Doms loses his interest in the feathered tribe 
—for a time—us we approach the scene of last night’s 
foray, The paddle is found sticking in the river-bank, 
and close by, the trampled, muddy grass and deep foot- 
prints show where the wounded animal left the stream. 

Silently we step from the boat, and, with bated 
breath and rifles at the “ready,” follow Hdward, who, 
Indian like, is “working up” the trail. Worming our 
way through the tangled alders we come upon an open- 
ing or bit of “swale,” Here the circle of crushed 
sphagnum, with a dark pool of blood in the center, gives 
abundsnt eyidencs that the game is ‘hard hit,” and 
Gannobt be far off. A few rods further, through another 
brush belt, and Edward cries out, ‘there he is," We 
press forward, and there, in a little mossy glade lies 
the noble quarry ‘‘prone and stiff.” 

i confess to a thrill of pleasure as I viewed the glossy 
black coat, the long, clean limbs, the ugly, cloye-brown 
head, mule-like ears, and immense * moufiie” of my first 
moose—the Cervus alces of Linnaeus, largest of all the 
deer family, and the noblest game of the North Amer- 
ican forest, DERF, 

September, 1879. 

alatuval History. 
—Address all communications to ** Vorest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York,” 

DO SNAKES HISS ? 

EVIDENCE THAT SOME Do, 

Campripan, Md,, June 21st, 
Editor Forest dnd Stream :— 

This question came up for discussion two or three years 
azo before some literary or scientific club in Baltimore, 
Md., and at once attracted my attention. It seemed to 
yne a curious fact that a belief so universal should not be 
established upon the evidence of observation so frequent, 
that in any company of persons familiar with the woods 
and fields, facts of this nature would recur to some 
one of them, And yet upon reflection, though quite 
ositive that I had often heard this sibilant sound 
‘on such a source, I could not fix upon the exact in- 

stance of the ‘' time, place, and circumstance.” A day or 
two subsequently, in walking to church on a Sunday 
morning, I was suddenly conscious of the presence of a 
viper, commonly known as the ** puffing adder,” directly 
across my path, Stopping, I observed him contort his 
body to some degree, then flatten his head and neck until 
both lost all semblance of their former shape and pro- 
portions, dart out his tongue in quick and angry menace, 

braech-loader and follewing a veritable will-o'-the-visp 

_The unearthly stilmess of the forest becomes after a 
time almost unbearable, and the lugubrions hoot of a 
drowsy old owl (Bubo virginianws) is welcomed as an 

*Poo-hoo—too-hoo,” a pause, as if 
overcome with sleep, then a long drawn out ** too-whar,” 

state of anger, not unmingled with fear, 

invite the threatening hiss. 

pst AN 
young, 

minute, during which time the same sown 

and form most customary. 

spiing months, probably in May. 

They are marked across the back and sides with 

thatis, of any fangs whatever, 
Since writing the aboye I am enabled to add the fol- 

lowing observations :— 
Yesterday, my son and a young gentleman from Bal- 

timore started out fora stroll, leaving me sitting on the 
porch. 
observed our visifor running toward the house, Soon as 
he came near enough to hear and understand what he 
said, if was ascertained to bé that his companion was 
then standing guard over a snake in the act of hissing, T 
hurried to the spot with commendable celerity, and 
found a viper which proved to be, on measurement, 
twenty-four inches long, exhibiting the phenomenal 
characteristics of his species, He was shooting out the 
tongue—not in ridicule ar derision, but with true ophid- 
jan instinct, and hissing with a persistence and perti- 
nacity that sugyested his high estimation of the faculty, 
either as a weapon offensive and defensive, or as a valua- 
ble part of his business capital. Not in the least intimi- 
dated, we proceeded, with great care, to put him through 
his scientific paces, and held him under observation some 
ten or fifteen minutes, So soon as he discovered we were 
not frightened ati anything he did, he seemed to be ani- 
mated by the single purpose of withdrawing from the 
convention, This purpose, for the nonce, we resolutely 
thwarted. and had the satisfaction of noting that. while 
in our company the reptile appeared to be in a chronic 

The Hatiening 
of the head and neck, the perpetual display of the tongue, 
the nearly constant hiss, all showed it, he hiss espe- 
cially was its most intense act of intimidation. When 
the creature would, for the moment, be lying quiet, yet 
with the head and neck of twice their ordinary breadth, 
and protruding the tongue at interyals, stroking the 
head or neck with the point of a stick would instantly 

This act was accomplished 
during expiration. The creature would seem to imspire 
strongly, apparently inflating four-fifths the length of his 
hody with air, and yisibly increasing its diameter to 
twice its undilated size,and then foreing the air out 
either through its mouth or nostrils, or through both, 
would produce audibly and distinctly the peculiar sound. 
Tt was very curious and entertwining to observe the dila- 
tion and contraction of its cylindrical body as the air was 
drawn io and expelled, 
the skinseemed to be the seat of the distension, as we 
sometimes see in emphysema, after perforating wounds 
of the chest ; and the lungs, unless they extend through 
four fifths of its length, seemed to have but little to do 
with the act, 
assuming, of course, thal the ach was pulmonie¢ through- 
out, Hoping that you and your readers may share with 
me some of the interest and amusement, no less than in- 
struction. that this occurrence has caused, believe me, 
sincerely yours, E.G. Y 

The entire cellular tissue under 

This, I speak of as the apparent condition, 

Sprincermnp, Muss.,, June 19th. 
ditor Forest and Stream:— 

In your last issue, ‘‘ Enquirer” expresses his doubts 
that snakes ever hiss. I only wish that he had been with 
me a few days since, when he would haye been a quick 
convert to the contrary belief, 
berries, and, as is customary with me when engaged 

I was gathering straw- 

(hus, was on my Imees. All at once I was startled out 
of all propriety by a loud hiss, almost in my ear, That 
it was a powerful hiss you will readily believe, when I tell 
you that it actually lifted me bodily more than ten feet, 
and lam no light weight either. Irecoyered my self- 
possession as soon as I stiruck on my feet, and knowing 
that it was asnalke, for Thad heard this same hiss bep- 
fore, I approached to see what manner of reptile he was, 
and found him to be a common black snake, and, as near 
as 1 could judge, about six feet long; two feet of his 
length was erect, which brought his head just above the 
top of the bushes; his eyes wera twinkling, I imagined, 
with delight, at the exhibition of “ground and lofty 
tumbling” that he had witnessed, and as I came nearer 
he opened his mouth and repeated the hiss; this he did 
three or four times, and seemed disposed to stand his 
ground, but seeing ‘* blood in my eye,” he eyidently 
fhought beiter of if, and, lowering his crest, made off ait 
speed that defied pursuit. Several times have I heard 
this same hiss, and have always found it to proceed from 
the black snake, I haye been credibly informed that the 
water snake has the same habit, but haye never been able 
to verify it by personal observation, SHADOW, 

Eiitor Forest and. Stream, -— 
In your issue of June 17th, ‘ Enquirer " asks the ques- 

tion : “* Do snakes hiss?” In one imstance from my ex- 
perieuce I can answer it in the affirmative. While gath- 
ering wild flowers near Croton Lake a few summers ago, 
in a rocky field grown up with bushes, whileT was stoop- 
ing to pick some flowers, I heard a distinct hissing noise, 
and, looking in the direction of the sound, saw a flat- 
headed adder (eterodon palatyrhinos), The noises was 
quite loud and called my attention to the snake, 
Sing Sing, June 220. Mrs. A, KX, By 

SouTH FRAMINGHAM, Muss., June 19th.—Huditor For- 
est and Stream ;—Your Richmond correspondent, whe 
signs himself “ Hinquirer,” says he is by no means sure 
that serpents hiss, and is cevtam that rifles are never un- 
erring, Ihave caught snakesin Virginia called ‘‘mooca- 
sins, " by pinning them to the earth witha forked stick, 
and they emit a hissing sound not unlike the spitting of 

re ae ae 

AND STREAM. 
and then utter a hiss so loud and distinct that I had never 
heard it exceeded by parent geese in defending their 

In my astonishment and gratification at the 
incident I stood observing the creature for Rectan a 

d became 
almost confimious, rising and falling in its force and dis- 
tinctness, until finally I closed the interview in manner 

Tat once wrote for publiva- 
tion in the Baltimore American, for the information, of 
all interested, and for the special edification of the lite- 
vati aforesaid, a brief account of the aboye occurrence. 
My recollection of the matter is that it was during the 

At this season these 
snakes are most numerous in this locality—at least most 
often visible, A full grown one is about three feet long 
and perhaps one and a half inches at its largest oa 

ellow 
and black bands or spots, greatly reminding one of some 
specimens of the rattlesnake,’ They should be entirely 
harmless, however, since they are destitute of fangs sim- 
ilar to those possessed by their yellomous congeners— 

In a few moments T was startled by cries, and 

ah angry cab, bul more prolonged. Your correspondent 
has doubtless seen the snake referred to, As regards 
rifles, lam of the opinion that most of the first-class 
rifles at present in use are unerring. It is not the fault 
of the rifle, but of the man, that fires it, as may be 
proyed by bolting arvifle to any immovable frame, and 
then firing at a mark. LR. L, 

Puryam, June 20/h.—Some. forty years ago the hissing 
addér was frequently met with in Hastern Massachusetts, 
At one time Waldo Fuller, Foster Wiley and myself were 
on our way to Crossman’s Pond, When near the four 
corners we heard our dog bark and heard a hissing 
sound. We hurried to the place and saw a large kind of 
a brown snake some three and one-half feet long, coiled 
up with head erect and somewhat flattened, and it was 
loudly hissing at the dog, which was barking at ii. 
Waldo went back to the fence for a rail to kal! the snake, 
while we remained near, The snake hissed loudly and 
continuously until it was killed. Also saw one at Plymp- 
ton, which reared and hissed at me and I killed it. Thaye 
frequently seen them and heard others speak of them, 
and they were quite common in and around Plymouth 
woods, say twenty years ago, but are not as often met 
with in late years. They were considered poseenone 
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MAN-EATING SHARISS, 

N view of the recent agitation of the question whether 

sharks 1eally ever eati men, the cutting printed be 

low, which appeared in the San Francisco (Cal.) Chroni- 

cle some time sitice was deemed worthy of investigation, 
The slip from the Chronicle is as follows :— 

Dy. Swan, the surgeon of the Pacific Mail Steamship 
Oolima,which arrived in this porta few daysago from the 
isthmus, reports an incident on the trip worthy of men- 
tion. He states that while the Colima was lying at Aca- 
pulco, on the trip up, she anchored one day close to the 
Ghind, Some of the hands on the latter baited a hook 
and caughta sharl: of the man-eater variety about fif- 
teen feet long, _The shark was pulled up and cut open, 
and in the belly was found a human arm entire, just as 
it had been torn by the devouring monster from the 
shoulder, There was also found in the maw of the shark 
the heel and toes of a human foot. The remains had eyi- 
dently been swallowed but a short time. The arm was 
the left, and upon it were plainly visible the initials, fat- 
tooed in India ink, “A. H, C.” About ten days previous 
to the taking of the shark, a sailor from a British brig 
then lying in the harbor, while under the influence of 
liquor, fell overboard and was lost. It is supposed the 
shark had been feeding upon the body a short time before 
his capture. San Jose Joe, the monster shark of San Jose 
de Guatemala, was recently seen by the captain of the 
Chind, This shark has for many years been the terror 

of the coast from San Jose de Guatemala to Punta Arena, 
THe has been so frequently seen that he is as familiar to 
the mariners of the coast as its most perilous head- 
lands, He is said to be over forty feet in length, and is 
extremely ferocious, human kind being his fayorite prey, 

Capt. Seabury, of the Chint, is ready to swear to forty- 
two feet and over, having once seen Joe passing behind 
his yessel, which is forty-two feet in the bear, and the 
head and tail of the shark extended past either side of 
the vessel, The captain of the South Carolina and Capt. 
Witberry bear testimony also to the shark’s being over - 
forty feet long. In the last few years “Joe,” as he is 
known all along the coast, has devoured half a dozen men, 
and some years ago the Gualemalian government offered 
areward of $500 to any man who would kill the de- 
yourer, He has been shot a couple of times and har- 
pooned thrice, but snrvived these assaults, and still re- 
tains his old hatmts looking for his favorite nierceau, 

Through the kindness of Dr, J, O, Swan, of the steam- 

ship Colima, we are enabled to print the statements 

given below :— 
Sin PRANCISCO, Cal., June 8d. 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
Your request that Ishould give you che facts in refer- 

ence to the shark story was recetyed on arriving in this 
port from Panama on the 20th ult. IT inclose a statement 
signed by Dr. Whittemore, Surgeon P, M. 8. S. China, 
and by Mr, Wm. Wafer, purser of the same, and vouched 
for by myself. The statoraent is literally (rue, word for 
word. The China is now in this port, where she may 
remain a month, 
The man eater was doubtless the one who was lost off 

the British ship of war Triumph March 11th, in Acapulco 
Bay, Respectfully, Joun QO, Swan, M.D), 

Surgeon P. M. 5,8, Colima, 

San FRANCISCO, Cal., Jine 8d. 
While the Pacific Mail Steamships China and Colima 

were lying together off Acapulco, Mexico, on March 21st, 
a shark about fourteen feet in length was hooked by per- 
sons on board the China. The shark was hauled upon 
the ship’s guards by means of loops passed over its neck 
and tail, and cut open, Its stomach was found to con- 
tain a human arm, a foot bitten off ali the instep, and a 
portion of a heel, The ragged and torn condition of the 
muscles about the shoulder showed evidence of the exer- 
tion of tremendous force in separating the arm from the 
hody, ‘The arm was in a good state of preservation ; the 
skin over the half-closed hand a little dark and wrinkled. 

F, W. WHITTEMORE, M, D,, 
Surgeon P; M, 8. 8. China, 

Joun O. Sway, M, D., 
Surgeon P, M. 8. 5, Colima, 
WiLLiAM WATER, 

Purser P. M. 8. 8. China, 

Tn another letter Dr. Swan says -— 

In reference to the newspaper statement regarding San 
Jose ‘Joe,’ I willsay to you that I believe it to be cor- 
rect in every particular, A letter to the American Con- 
sul, orto the ageut of the P, M, §. S. Company at San 

Jose de Guatemala, will corroborate 1b. 
Lam aware that many people hold the opinion that 

sharks will not attack a human being inthe water or feed 
upon human flesh. You cannot, however, make the peo- 
le living along jhe coast of Mexico or Central America 

believe that sharks won't devour “the form divine ;” 
they have learned by bitter experience that a shark 
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rather hankers for a healthy human, <A casein point: 
About two years since, while a negro was carrying 4 
white man ashore npon his back at Panama, he was at- 
tacked by a monster shark in less than five feet of water, 
and hia leg was so badly torn before the shark could be 
forced away that he bled to death before a surgeon could 
be got. J. O, Swan, M, D, 
ee 

WINTER PELAGE Or LEPUS CAMPESTRIS.—Ames, June 
14th, —Hditor Forest and Stream:—tlé I read Coues and 
Allen correctly, the jack rabbit is not Lepus campestris, 
but LZ. callotis. 
prarie hare, and doés turn white in winter. Its habitat 
is from the Saskatshawan southward as far as Kansas. 
A specimen was shot near this place last winter, which 
Lidentified by Coues’ description, It was white. The 
jack rabbit, or more properly jackass hare (Z, callotis), 
has a more southern range, but the two species overlap 
each other in the western territories. 
not turn white. 

winter coat, while callolis was of the usual color, Dr, 
Coues says on page 299 of his Monograph: ‘t From the 
other American long-tailad, long-eared and long-limbed 
hares (L. callotis and L. eulifornteus) it |L. campestris] 
differs in general color, in the white upper surface of the 
tail, and in changing to white in winter.” And again, 
on page 854; * L. campestris differs trom L. callotis in 
its shorter ears, in wanting the black on the tail, and in 
becoming white in winter,” 

The whole difficulty is explained by the fact that we 
have on our Western plains two species of hares nearly 
the same in size, one of which, the prairie hare (L. camni- 
pestris), turns white in winter, while the other, the jack- 
ass hare (ZL, callotis), does not, FP, BE. L. Bea, 

The true jack rabbit is of course Z. callotis as our cor- 

vespondent suggests, but 2. campestris is commonly 

called '* jack rabbit ” from Kansas to British America, 

and it was about this latter species that the dispute, hap- 
pily set right by Prof, Allen, arose, 

Editor Forest and Siream:— 
I think you asked two or three weeks ago for opinions 

as to the change of color, with the season, of the jack 
rabbit. In nearly thirty years of quite intimate acquain- 
tance with ‘‘John,” I have never discovered that he reat 

n 

this latitude his tail is tipped with white—a veritable type 
of the *‘ cotton tail "—but 200 miles further south and 

4 white winter overcoat, His color varies but little, 

beyond, the tail tuft of many is jet black. 
The rabbit of the Rocky Mountains that becomes white 

in winter is the Lepus bairdii, commonly known as the 
** Snowshoe rabbit,” It is short-legged as compared with 
the jack, but quite as heayy bodied, and often mistaken 

in the 
autunmn,and by the time snow becomes general it is pure 
for the latter, Its color changes very rapidl 

white, Its flesh is about the best of the family, 
Denver, Col., June 28th, Wu. N. BYERs. 

The hare referred to by Mr, Byers as having the black 
tail is L. eellotis. 

This whole question was set at rest by Prof. Allen’s 
article in our issue of June, 24th; and te that we refer 

‘Sivad” and other correspondents who have written us 
on the subject. 

— 

ANIMALS RECEIVED AT CHNTRALT PARK MENAGHRIE FOR THE 

Wek Enpine Joys 2fra.—? black-handed spider monkeys 

Ateles belzehuth), mother and baby, presented by Mr. Joseph 
1 pinche monkey (Midas wdipus), 1 gray- 

breasted parrakeet (Bolborliynchus monachus),zbab. Argentine Re- 

public, 6 ring-necked parrakeets (Palaeornis torquatus); all pur- 

ohased. 2 banded buzzard hawks (Asturina plagiata), hab. Mexico, 
presented by Capt. W. Powis Gladwin, steamship Arvin. 1 black 

hangnest (Caseidix oryziwora), hab. Mexico, purchased.\1 mocking 

bird and 1 gold finch, presented by Mr. William Whalin. 1 horned 

Jeffries, Brooklyn, 

tond, presented by Mrs. E.R. MeCarty. 

W. A. Conkxin, Director. 

Hish Culture. 
—Address all communications to *‘ Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 

BERLIN INTERNATIONAL FISHERY EXHIBITION. 

THE PRIZES AWARDED, 

N the ivth of June all was done in strict accordance, 
printed pro- 

1 commissioners and exhibitors 
assembled in the rotunda, or “‘ Grotto of Neptune,” at 12, 
and the Crown Prince appeared at 1 P.M. Minister 
Lucius stated to the Prince the object of the gathering 
and requested him to sanction the awards as read, and 
then the Honorary President, Herr Mareard, read them 

and at the éxact time laid down in the 
gramme, the directors, 

as follows -— 
I, ADDRESSES OF THANKS. 

Thé united 

its collective exhibition, but, instead of this, an address 
of thanks, signed by his Imperial Highness, the Grown 
Prince, will be substituted. These addresses have been 
awarded to the followi countries: Russia, Italy, 
Saxony, Denmark, Holland, Norway, Sweden, Switzer 
land, the United States of North America, China and 
Japan, 

Il, GRAND PRIZES OF HONOR, 
i. Hirst grand prize of honor given by His Majeaty, the 

German Emperor and King of Prussia: To Professor 
Spencer F. Baird, Commissioner of Fisheries of the 

nited States of North America, Washington, D, C 
2, Second grand prize of honor given by His Majesty 

the German Emperor and King of Prussia ; To Herr ©. 
Lindenberg, Berlin, 

3- Third prize of honor of the Emperor, etc,; To Herr 
von dem Borne, Berneuchen. 

4, Prize of honor given by Her Majesty the German 
Empress and Queen of Prussia: To Cayilier Guiseeppe 
Mazza, Torre del Greco, 

LL. campestris is the great northern or 

L. callotis does 
A friend who was on a hunting excur- 

sion, in Dakota late last fall says that he saw both species 
in abundance. campestris just beginning to assume its 

juries have determined not to award a prize 
of honor nor medal to the government of any nation for 

5, Prize of honor of their Highnesses the Crown 
Prince and Princess of Germany and Prussia: To Ober- 
burgermeister Carl Schuster, Freiburg (Baden). 

6. Prize of honor of His Majesty the King of Wurtem- 
burg: To Professor Arrhenius, Stockholm, 

‘1, Prize of honor of the Grand Duke of Baden: To 
Consul A. EB. Mass, Scheyeningen, Holland, 

8. Prize of honor of the Grand Duke of Mecklenburg- 
pebwerin : To Prof, Dr. Dorhn, of the Zoological Station, 
Naples. 
o Prize of honor of the Grand Duke of Oldenburg : 

To Herr A. Storfenbecker, Director of the Institution for 
the Promotion of Religion and Industry of Hollandish- 
India, Batavia, 

10, Prize of honor of the Free City of Hamburg: To 
Herr Robert Hekardt, Lubbinchen. 

11. Prize of honor of the Free City of Bremen: To 
Herr Harald W. Fiedler, Sterrede. 

12, Prize of honor of the Agricultural Club of Berlin : 
To Selskabet for de Norske Fiskeriers Fremme in Bergen. 

13. Prize of honor of the Teltower Agricultural So- 
ciety : To Herr A. Micha, Berlin. 

(These constitute the special prizes, and as the entire 
prize list is too long for publication it may be as well to 
giye only the American prizes, first stating that the 
medals are not graded, but that all gold, silver, or bronze 
médals are of the same rank as others of the same ma- 
terial, The names are taken from the official list and are 
given alphahetically,) 

Mi. GOLD MEDALS WITH SPECIAL DIPLOMA. 

United States Department of Finance, Coast Survey— 
For illustration of the apparatus used in the deep sea 
fisheries observations; coast charts of the Atlantic and 
Pacific oceans ; publications and maps. 

United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries, Wash- 
ington—For grand collective exhibit of implements of 
fish culture, fishways, charts, models of hatching houses 
and publications, 

Ty. CLASS 1. 
This class includes all water animals whether living, 

stuffed, in alcohol, or represented by pictures; foods, 
prepared or dried, salted, smoked, powdered, in tin 
boxes or in process of preparation ; sponges, corals, oys- 
ters and their anatomy ; mussels, pearls, mother-of-pearl, 
radiates, worms, insects and their larvee (as food for fish 
or destroyers of their eggs and young), crustaceans, 
fishes, amphibians, turtles and tortoises, tortoise-shell in 
different processes of preparation, salamanders, frogs 
and snakes; water birds, mammals living in water, and 
all the products of water animals. 
GOLD MEDALS IN Crass I,—Isinglass and Glue Com- 

pany, Gloucester, Mass.—Fish bladders and fish glue, to- 
gether with the different preparations therefrom, 

United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries, Wash- 
ington, D, C.—General exhibition of implements of pur- 
suit and capture of fishes. 

SILVER Mepats In Crass I,—Alaska Commercial Com- 
pany, San Francisco—Pictures illustrating the seal rook- 
eries of Alaska} specimens of skins of fur-seal from the 
raw, dried skin to the same when dyed and finished, 

Capt. KH. A. Atwood, Provincetown, Mass,—Oil of 
mammals, as harbor-seal, cowfish, porpoise, blackfish, 
jaw of porpoise, etc. 

J. W. Beardsley’s Sons, 179 West street, New York— 
Dry-salted preparations: ‘‘ Beardsley’s Shredded Cod- 
fish,” ** Beehive Brand Boneless Codfish ;” smoked prepa- 
rations; ‘‘ Star Brand Boneless Herring.” 

E. G. Blackford, 72 to 80 Fulton Market, New York— 
Specimens of fresh fish sent weekly, as brook trout, gray- 
ling, red snappers, pompano, striped bass; reptiles and 
batrachians: great American edible bull-frogs, hell-hend- 
ers and salamanders. 

A, Booth & Co,, Chicago and San Francisco—Canned 
salmon ; entire salmon in tin fish-shaped box. 

Potter and Wrightington, Boston—Smoked prepara- 
tion: halibut, boneless herring, salmon ; cooked prepara- 
tions, in cans: fresh mackerel, fresh lobster. 

Portland Packing Company, Portland, Me,—Cooked 
preparations, in cans: ‘'HWresh Seguin Mackerel, Star 
Brand,” ‘‘The Farmers’ Old Orchard Beach Clams” 
(Little Necks, star brand), 

Russia Cement Company, Rockport, Mass. —Liquid fish 
glue (Le Page's). 

Rosenstein Brothers, 332 Greenwich street, New York 
—Preparations in spices or vinegar : sardines in mustard, 
“Sardines Royales Aromatiques” (in spices). 
H. K. and F, B, Thurber & Co,, New York—Collection 

of prepared foods, in tin: ‘‘ Genuine Georges Bank Cod- 
fish,” whole fresh mackerel, *‘ Deep Sea Mackerel,” ‘One 
Pound Fancy Mackerel” selected bloaters (mackerel), 
canned lobster (Hgmont Bay), 

_ Prof. Henry A, Ward, Rochester, New York—Collec- 
tion of stuffed fishes and mariné mammals, skeletons, 
reptiles, etc. 
— Hazedorn, Hamburg and New York—Fresh Ameri- 

can oysters. 
Bronze Mepats In Crass I.—J, H, Bartlett; & Son, 

New Bedford, Mass.—Mammal oils: whale oil “ foots,” 
bleached winter sperm. 

J. B. McCarley, Fulton Market, New York, oysters 
and conseryes—pickled oysters, pickled Little Neck 
clams, pickled soft clams, pickled scallops, pickled mus- 
sels, pickled oyster crabs, 

Caleb Cook, Provincetown, Mass., mammal oils—oils 
from head of blackfish (sold as * porpoise jaw"), oil from 
the beluga (white whale), watch oil, clock oil. 

A. W. Dodd, Gloucester, Mass,, mammal oils—black- 
aoe Fish oils—oil from livers of codfish, medicinal 
itto, 

7 Heick and Stoll, Hamburg, Germany, American oys- 
ers. 

W, R. Lewis & Co., Boston, canned salmon, 
Joséph Palmer, Taxidermist and Modeller to the Smith- 

sonian Institution, Washington, D. C., zodlogical prepa- 
rations—series of plaster casts of American fuod fishes, 
collection of stuffed aquatic mammals, collection of 
stuffed aquatic birds, 

Jasper Pryor, New York, mammal oils—sea elephant, 
crude whale, natural whale, bleached whale, whale oil 
(foots), Oils used for lamps, lubrication or medicinal— 
crude sperm, natural sperm, spermaceti. 
B63) Schmidt, New York, food preparations—(not speci- 

F. W, Smillie, Photographer to the Smithsonian Tnsti- 
tution, Washington, D. O,, series of photographs of 
American fishes, 

William Underwood & Co., Boston, cooked prepara- . 
tions in cans—* fresh codfish,” * fresh haddock,” canned 
mackerel, preserved fresh halibut, 
W. H. Wonson & Co., Gloucester, Mass., smoked fish— 

‘* Grand Bank halibut,” ‘‘ Newfoundland halibut.” 
HonNoRABLE Mrention.—Max Ams & Co,, 870 Green- 

wich street, New York, pickled or brine preparations— 
‘© American Caviare.” 
H. M. Anthony, 104 Reade street, New York. ‘' Fresh 

Columbia River Salmon ” (canned), '' Star Brand,” Eureka 
Packing Co., San Francisco. § 

A, Booth & Co., Baltimore, Chicago and San Francisco, 
canned salmon in large and small boxes—‘‘ Oregon 
Salmon,” 
Howe and French, Boston, materials used in the arts 

—tish isinglass made from the hake, 
Kemp, Day & Co,, 116 Wall street, New York, cooked 

preparations in cans—canned mackerél, canned lobster, 
canned oysters, Orchard Beach clams, Little Neck clams, 
Marvin Brothers and Bartlett, Portsmouth, N. H.—oil 

of porpoise, oil from liver of sun-fish (Mola rotunda), 
‘* Pure Cod-liver Oil,” stearine from cod-liver oil. _ 
wetyians Packing Co,, Baltimore, Md,—canned hard 

Crabs, 

McMenamin & Co., Hampton, Va,—canned hard crabs, 
canned ‘* deviled ” crabs, j 

Franklin, Snow & Co., Boston, dry salted preparations: 
—tod, Pickle, or brine salted preparations—haddock, 
Cooked, in cans—mackerel, 

5. Schmidt, New York—pickled cels in jelly. 
Livingston Stone, Charlestown, N, H,—specimens of 

salmon eggs (S, quinnat) in alcohol, 

CLASS I. 
Fishery apparatus of all sorts in original or in model, 

Boats for salad and sea fisheries in model or in picture. 
Material for apparatus in different stages of construction. 
Machines or implements for working the raw material, 
GoLp Mrpaus mn Crass I1.—H, L. Leonard, Bangor, 

Me.—rods of split bamboo for salmon, trout or base fish- 
ing; pieces of bamboo showing splitting process. 

SILver Mepats mv Cnass i1.—James Bverson, 489 
First street, Brooklyn, E. D., N. Y¥.—the ‘Shadow 
Canoe,” with sails for fishing, hunting or cruising, 

Wilcox, Crittenden & Co., Middletown, Conn.—gen- 
eral collection of accessories to the rigging of fishing 
vessels, as clews and hanks, chocks, boat-hooks, belay- 
ing pins, riggers, hooks, grommets, etc. 

ONORABLE Mention In Crass JI,—Capt.J. W, Col- 
lins, assistant to the United States Fish Commission, 
Gloucester, Mass, Collin’s Adjustable Marine Drag; 
used by yessels when " laying-to ” in a storm, 

CLASS II. 

The artificial culture of aquatic animals. Breeding ap- 
paratus in operation, collective exhibits of apparatus and 
implements used in the culture of fish, crustaceans and 
oysters, np aS apparatus for fry, models, or pic- 
tures of approved hatching houses; models, or pictures 
of apparatus for fish protection, as fishways, ete, Aquaria, 
Development of aquatic animals, as oysters, fish, crabs, 
ete. Exhibition of the progress of fish culture. f 

GoLpD MeEpaLs In Crass III,—C. G, Atkins, assistant 
to the United States Fish Commission, Bucksport, Me, 
Model of United States salmon-breeding house at Bucks- 
port, Me. Models of implements, trough, etc., used in 
American fish culture, Models of fishways. r 

T. B. Ferguson, assistant to the United States Fish 
Commission and Commissioner of Fisheries of the State — 
of Maryland, Baltimore, Md, For improvement in fish 7 
cultural apparatus and invention of plunging baskets, 
worked by steam power, for shad hatching, as shown 1n 
model of United States fish-hatching steamer Wish Hawk, — 
and also in original. f i. . 

S. Green, Superintendent of Fisheries of the State of 
New York, Rochester, N. Y. Collective exhibition of : 
implements in use by the New York Fish Commission 
for hatching salmonide and shad, floating hatching box 
and ‘* Holton Box.” ‘ 

M. McDonald, Commissioner of Fisheries of the State 
of Virginia, Lexington, Va. Improvement in fishway. 

¥, Mather, assistant to the United State Fish Commis- 
sion, Newark, N, J. Invention of conical apparatus for 
fish hatching (original shown). Apparatus for sending 
fish eggs across the ocean. . ‘ ‘ 

L. Stone, assistant to the United States Fish Commis- 
sion, Charleston, N. H. Models of fish cultural appa- 
ratus. 

SILvER MEDALS my Cxiass III.—O. M. Chase, assistant 
to the Michigan Fish Commission, Detroit, Mich. “‘ Self- 
picking ” Spates for whitefish (Coreyonus) egezs, 
whereby the dead ones fow out, 4 
Bronze Mrpats In Ciass I1—B. F. Shaw, Commis- 

sioner of Wisheries of the State of Iowa, Anamosa, Iowa, 
Model of his patent spiral fishway, ; 
HONORABLE MrntTion 1n Cxiass IT.—J. Annin, Jr., 

Caledonia, N. Y. Box for sending trout eggs to Hurope. 
Successful sending of 3,000 eggs, which were presented 
to the Deutsche Fischerei Verein. a 

T, N, Clark, Northyille, Mich. Improvement in fish 
cultural apparatus, ‘‘Clark’s Hatching Box,” ‘‘Self 
picking ” attachment to cone hatchers, 

OLASS TV. 

Apparatus for transporting adult fish to market or for 
other purposes, in model or original, (No gold or silver 
medal for America in this class.) f 
Bronze MEDALS in Crass TV.—F, Mather, Assistant 

to the United States Fish Commission, Newark, N, J,, 
improyement in transporting apparatus for use af sea, 
whereby the motion is utilizsd for aeration, 

(Nothing for America in class V.) 

CLASS VI. 

Models of fishermen's houses and costumes and such 
implements in use as have not been placed in other 
classes. . 
Supver Mepats in Crass VL—O. 8. Merriman, $41 

Broadway, New York. The ‘‘Merriman Life Saving 
Suit,” as in use by the United States Life Bee 

United States Commission of Fish and heries, 
Washington, D. C., collection of fishermen’s clothing, 
implements, and tools used in the commercial fisheries 
and in augling, 
Bronzp ary aN cuales was a Ostermoor, New 

York, patent elastic felt mattrass ife preserver, j 
(Nothing for America in classes VII, and VIL.) 
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CLASS IX, 

Literature and statistics of the fisheries and maps, etc., 
showing the geographical distribution of fishes. 
SILVER MEDALS In CLAss [X.—Prof. G. Brown Goode, 

Assistant to the United States Fish Commission and Cura- 
torof the National Museum, Washington, D. C., great 
chart showing the labors of the United States Fish Com- 
mission, the places where fishes have been stccessfully 
located, the fish cultural stations of the United States, of 
the State Fish Commisions, and of private fish culturists; 
charts of the distribution of American salmonidce, both 
natural and where planted, and of the distribution of the 
herring family, menhaden, etc, 

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., New York, exhibit 
of thirteen bound yolumes (from the first No.) of this 
journal, which contains articles upon fish culture, ang- 
ling, woodcraft, natural history, etc, 

Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, exhibition of the 
new work on ‘‘ Game Fishes,” with large colored litho- 
eure after paintings by Kilbourn and text by G. Brown 

a 
8. Thaxter & Co., Boston, *‘ Hldridge’s Coast Charts” m. 

use by fishermen, 
HONORABLE MENTION IN CLASS IX,—United States 

Hydrographic Office, Washington, D. C., collective ex- 
hibit of coast charts, 

United States Engineer Bureau, Washington, D. C., 
charts of the inland waters of the United States. 
At the conelusion of the reading of the awards, Profes- 

sor G. Brown Goode, Deputy Commissoner for the United 
States to the Berlin Fishery Exhibition, spoke in German 
as follows — 
‘*GmntLEMEN : Since the first prize of honor, given by 

the Emperor, has this day been awarded to the United 
States, it is my honored privilege to speak not only for 
my own country, but for all others who may have re- 
ceived prizes. We who are foreigners have seen much 
in Germany to admire; we have looked upon the grand old 
Emperor who, in spite of his burden of years, is always 
ready to assist any praiseworthy enterprise by his counte- 
nance and encouragement, 

‘*From the depths of my heart, feeling certain that I 
speak the feelings and sentiments of the thousands of 
people here assembled from all quarters of the globe, I 
call upon you to assist me in shouting, ‘The Emperor of 
Germany! The Emperor William! Long may he live !’” 
Whereupon the German ‘‘Hoch!” was three times 

_ given by the vast assembly so loud that old Neptune, who 
stands aloft in the. center of the rotunda, and has really 
done nothing since the opening of the exhibition except 
to hold his trident in the air te no purposes, began to fear 
for the solidity of the fountain and base beneath him. 

The first prizeis a magnificent crystal epergne en- 
crusted with gold and enamel, and containing a globe of 
purest crystal, upon which is seated a fisher boy holding 
a dolphin aloft on a spear. It is supported by silver hu- 
man figures, male and female, the former with spear and 
conch and the latter with a large pearl, the whole stand- 
ing about two feet high. It will probably be on exhibj- 
tion in New York about July 20th. 
_An evening reception was held in the Kaiserhof, where 

about one hundred and fifty guests sat down to banquet 
in the large dining hall, which was handsomely festooned 
with American flags. Songs were sung by a glee club 
and toasts were drunk, many of which expressed the 
Eindliest feeling toward America and its fish commis- 

Sea and River Sishing. 
FISH IN SEASON IN JULY. 

FRESH WATER. 
Maskalonge, Hsox nohilior. 
Pike or Pickerel, Hsox luctus, 
Yellow Poereh, Peroa flavescens. 

Trout, Salma fontinalts. 
Salmon, Salma salar, : 
Salmon Trout, Salmo confinriss 
Land-locked Salmon, sie 

uloveri. 

SALT WATER. 
Sea Bass, Centropristis atrarius. | Bluefish, Pomatomus saltatria. 
Sheepshead, Archoxsargus proba- | Spanish Mackerel, Cybium mac- 

tocve phallus. ulatum. 
Striped Buss, Roccus linneatus. | Cero, Cybiumregadle. 
White Perch, Woraie americana. | Bonito, Sarda Pelamys. 
Weaktsh, Cynosetun reyalts. Kingfish, Monticirrus nebulosus. 

os 

—Address all communacations to ** Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
sr 

TROUT FISHING IN OREGON. 
ea a 

, _  AstToRIA, Oregon, June 10th. 
uT ROUT fishing this season in the streams around 

Astoria has been attended with only indifferent 
success, The cause is altributed to the coldness of the 
spting and summer, AsI write (at noon) the thermom- 
efer indicates a temperature of 57°, and I do not remem- 
ber to have seen it so high as G()° thisseason. My first 
aifempt was made somewhat more than a month ago, 
The locality was Jim Crow Creek, on the territory side of 
the Columbia and eighteen miles above. This trip was a 
total failure, only five small trout being caught. Besides 
these, about thirty small fish, resembling young trout, 
from three to five inches in length, were taken, which 
proved to be, as 1 had anticipated, young salmon, These 
fish are found in immense numbers in all our trout 
streams from the head of tide water to a mile above, and 
are generally thought to be young trout, They are a 
great annoyance to bait fishers, and are fond of leaping 
and frolicking around a card of flies, and often impale 

- themselves by falling upon the hooks, I am indebted to 
Prot. Jordan, of the United States Fish Commission, for 
the means of distinguishing between them and trout, 

which cousists in counting’ the developed rays of the 
anal fin, Trout have ten to twelve, salmon fourteen to 
seventeen, the latter being the number for the Quinnat, 
tha salmon par excellence of the Columbia, The second 
trip was to the Klaskanine. This stream is the easterly 
fork of Young’s River, which, coming from the south, 
joins the Columbia a mile below Astoria. The fork is 
distant ten miles, and the landing a niile and a hakf be- 

yond, The journey must be made by water, but by keep- 
ing the boat on the other side of the peninsiila upon which 
Astoria is situated, awallk of a mile sayes a third of the 
distance. Starting early with asingla companion, each 
in a-small skiff, we reached the landing and began fish- 

at Po'clock. We separated immediately and did not 
mest again until noon, when it was found that each had 

taken six orseven small trout, After resting an hour my 
companion was for embarking immediately for the home- 
ward run, but I wanted to make another effort; so tell- 
ing me that he should go slow and I could soon overtake 
him, he started toward the landings, a mile and a quar- 
ter below. Iwas now just below the last house in the 
clearing, in good fishing ground, and as the sun had 
grown (quite warm I hoped to get a few more. Just 
above me was a pool I remembered, Ths stream turned 
from its course by a high bank, makes a, sharp bend from 
west to north ; the poolis in the bend, and below it was 
a large pile of drift wood that had been there five years 
to my knowledge, I reached the bend and found the 
pool still there, but the freshets of the past winter had 
swept away the drift, leaving only a single large trunk 
reaching from the high bank into the middle of the pool. 
The current ran swiftly along the outer bend; on the 
inside, where the tree trunk entered the water, it was 
deepand dark, witha slight current setting up stream, 
This was my position, Casting into the current [saw 
the line drift down until it reached the log, when it be- 
came suddenly stationary ; there was no rush or break to 
indicate a bite, and fearing the hook had caught a sunken 
snag | drew it toward me with a steady pull, and 
found it yielded to the strain. As the hook neared the 
surface a silver flash showed me the nature of my 
prize, and with no other struggle than a steady pull that 
was all my rod would bear, I drew him up the pebbly 
shore, asplendid mountain trout—if mountain it was— 
not particularly plump, but sixteen inches long. Re- 
moving the hook, | gave a few minutes to a critical ex- 
amination of this strange capture. It was not a Salmo 
irideus ; its eyes were too small, its form too slender, and 
its head too long for that. Neither was it a Clarii, 
for the hyoid teeth were wanting, Had ib been caught 
in October I would have pronounced it a salmon trout 
without a moment's hesitation; but what is a salmon 
trout doing a mile from tidewater in the leafy month of 
May? And what is a ‘fsalmon trout.” Is ita distinct 
species, or only a large ‘‘mountain trout’—Irideus, Clarki, 
Tauppiteh, as the ease may be—returning in antumn from 
a temporary visit to salt water? Ask mean easy one; I 
giveitup. My trout is reposing now in Prof. Jordan’s 
alcohol tank, and when the Professor returns next month 
we will see what science can tellabout it. Another cast 
and another fish is hooked, not quite so large as the last, 
but large enough to make the slender lancewood bend, 
and the reel sing merrily as he takes the line and leaps 
from the water again and again in his frantic efforts to 
escape ; but the ‘Aberdeen ” is fast in his throat, and 
s00n he is drawn upon the bank and laid beside his com- 
panion, The result of the third cast was a fish about the 
size of the second, but not so good a fighter. These 
three seemed to be of the same species, and except in 
size did not differ greatly from the smaller ones caught 
before. And now that the large ones are caught, the 
smaller ones come to the front and in a half bour about 
thirty, measuring from six to to ten inches, are taken 
from this one pool, These, as fast as caught, are hastily 
examined, The larger half seem to be of the same 
species as the first ones caught, but a number show 
plainly the hyoid teeth, characteristic of the Clarki. A 
half hour was spent in trying other pools, but without 
success, so recling in my line [started for home, feeling 
that if the trip was not a great success if was not alto- 
gether a failure, A week later a trip was undertaken to 
Young’s River. This stream has a fall just above tide- 
water, the water being so broken that it would be im- 
possible for any fish to ascend, though they might 
descend in winter when the waterishigh. I hada 
curiosity to know whether as many species of trout 
would be found there as in the neighboring streams, 
This trip was the most satisfactory of any made this 
year. My basket was filled in three hours’ fishing, and 
the fish were of good average size, as they always are on 
this stream. Iam not quite sure, but I think eyery fish 
taken was a Clurki, Only two incidents worthy of 
mention occurred during the trip.. I was fishing in the 
‘* upper basin,” a large rocky pool three miles above the 
falls, when a large trout took the hook, and after play- 
ing him a minute I prepared to land him, an operation 
which I foresaw would not be accomplished without 
difficulty. Iwas standing on a narrow ledge, less than 
two feet wide, several feet above the water, the only 
point from which this pool can be fished, and as alanding 
net is out of the question in this kind of fishing I had 
no other way than to lift him by the leader and Jay him 
in a slight depression of the rocky shelf at my feet, This 
was successfully accomplished, but immediately after he 
broke the hook in his struggles, and for a minute it was 
all I could do with both hands and feet to prevent him 
from sliding into the water ; at last he became quiet, and 
lifting bim with both hands I tried to put him into my 
basket, but he was too large to go through the hole in the 
coyer, 80 grasping him as firmly as I could with my left 
hand I lifted the cover with my right, and had nearly 
fot him good and safe when, making a last effort for 
liberty, he slipped from my grasp and disappeared in the 
depths of the pool below. Ii a listener had been standing 
by, the words he would have heard would have been, not 
numerous, but of the choicest. Later in the day, when I 
had reached the ‘lower basin,” a half mile above the 
falls, thinking I saw a moyement across the stream, and 
turning my eyes in that direction I saw a fine black bear 
walking slowly down to the water. He had not seen 
me, so keeping perfectly still IT watched to see how near 
he would come before taking the alarm. He walked 
leisurely along until there was only the width of the 
stream, some five or six yards, between us, then putting 
his paws into the water he seemed on the point of wading 
across, which would haye brought him directly to my 
feet, but, seeing me, he turned, and walking slowly 
away clisappeared in the thicket. Of course, my Smith 
& Wesson, bought for such occasions, was safely under 
my pillow at home. A short walk brought me to the boat, 
and Ireached home without further adventure, I ox- 
pect to start to-morrow for the upper Klaskanine, and if 
successful may send you a report. C.J. @. 

—— 

A Note From Nessmur,—Willsboro, Tiaga County, 
Pa., June h—kditer Forest and Stream :— Many 
months ago some old admirer of my weak pen sent an 
inquiry to you asking after “‘ Nessmuk,’’ erst of Porter's 
Spirit, Idid not respond, I dropped the penin 71. It 
was pleasure, but, like Mr. Micawber's ‘* coals,” ‘‘not re- 
raunerative,” Ifound there were several thousands of 
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aspirants for literary honors’ and emoluments, who were 
constantly borimg publishers, without ever getting a 
show on any respectable journal—or deserving it—and I 
stepped aside, For nine years] have attended to busi- 
ness, and that is not very remuneratiys, either, Editors, 
I will just remark here, have always treated me fairly, 
The Atlantic, Aldine, Lippincott, and the old ** Pea- 
Green." recognized—and paid—the nameless backwoods 
writer handsomely. 
My best hold is the rod, rifle, canoe, carop, and in short 

the entire list of forest lore and backwoods Knowledge 
comprised in one word, wooderaft, And I am going 
back to my first love, My fishing kit is revised and cor 
rected, The nail-driying, muzzle-loading, hair-triggzered 
rifle, is ready to hand. 
My canoe is ready forlaunching. She is clinker built, 

of whites cedar, and the lightest that ever went through 
the Adirondacks, Weight, seventeen pounds thirteen and 
three-quarter ounces. If] live a month longer, there 
will be another * fool 7’ the forest.” The ‘‘ melancholy 
Jacques may find him, somewhere between the Mnlton 
Chain and the lower water of the West St. Regis, drowned, 
with a capsized cockle-shell near by, 

For Tam going through alone, 
The faithful guide and the festive landlord of the 

woodland hotel will not work me to any extent. 
There are 5,000 pleasant, shady nooks in the Northern 

Wilderness, on which a camp was never raised, Colvin’s 
Report shows that the heart-cores of the Wilderness are 
as yet unexplored. His final map will show not legs 
than 300 new lakes and ponds, never before mapped, 
Ihave traveled in foreign lands. Haye been twice tothe 

Amazon Valley, and Irise to remark that there is but 
one Adirondack wilderness on the face of the earth ; and, 
if the preat State of New York fails to sea and preserve 
its glorious gifts, future generations will haye cause to 
curse and despise the petty, narrow greed, that converts 
into saw-logs and mill-dams the best gifts of wood and 
water, forest and stream, mountains and crystal springs, 
in deep wooded yalleys, that the sun shines on at this 
day. N&ssMUE. 

——e 

Pikes County Resorts.—When Milford, Ps., first be- 
came known asa summer resort, only a few years ago, the 
numerous streams were literally alive with trout, the 
woods were full of game, and city people who went there 
for a few weeks could fish and bunt without molestation. 
But the greedy farmers who, thinking the hotels and 
boarding houses were making more money than they, be- 
gan posting notices, warning the people against fishing or 
hunting on their property under penalty of the law, 
Some of these farmers subsequently removed their notices 
and allowed the city guests to fish through their property, 
provided they would pay one dollar per head, for the 
rivilege. The expert anglers wera willing to pay so 
ong as there were plenty of fair sized trout in the creeks, 
but when the farmers themselves would caitch all the 
large trout early in the morning before city fishermen 
got around, and sell them to the hotels in Milford, or ship 
them to New York, the anglers became uissatished, and 
haye since spent their summers elsewhere than in the 
Delaware Valley. Gunning has also been prohibited in 
many places; therefore, outside of good drives and 
healthy air, Milford has few attractions left. Within one 
mile of Milford are the famous Sawkill Falls, among the 
finest for their size in the world. The Raymondskill Falls, 
three miles below Milford, are declared by many to he 
superior in grandeur to the Sawkill, The Raymondskill 
can be sought and seen free of charge, while the owner of 
the Sawkill has posted notices forbidding people to 
visit ‘them, consequently parties who do yisit them do 
so at the risk of being put to much trouble. These pro- 
hibitions have greatly reduced the popularity of Milford, 
and unless some means are devised to bring about free 
fishing, gunning, and the liberty to visit the celebrated 
cataracts, its reputation as a resort will in a very few 
years be gone entirely, 
At nearly all the other popular resorts above and below 

Milford, fishing, gunning, etc., is allowed, free of charge, 
and these places will undoubtedly receive many of the 
guests who in former years spent their summera in 
Milford. 

he Zennel. 

—Address all commanications to “ Forestand Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

OUR FRIEND THE WATER SPANIEL, 

TONEHENGE tells us that, ‘although a class for 
this variety is often included in the prize list of 

shows, the exhibitors are generally of a most miscella- 

neous character, and I do not pretend to he able to settle 
the points of the breed with anything like accuracy or 
minuteness. The following description will probably serve 
to include all the variations: Head, long and narrow =: 
eyes, small: ears, long and clothed with thick curls; 

body, moderately stout and barreltike, but not so much 

s0 as the field spaniel; legs, rather long, straight and 

strong ; feet, large and spreading ; stern, bushy and curly 

coated ; color, liver and white, varying in the proportion 
of these colors,” While we quote above the description 

of the standard authority of what the water spaniel 

should be, it is very far from our intention to commend 

or decry any particular breed, or recommend any typ- 

ical dog in this article, but rather call to the mind of our 

shooting friends that there is such an animal, Now that 

our wise legislators have decreed that dame woodcock 

shall be allowed 2 new span of life for the purpose of 

bringing up her chicks in the way they should go, and to 
give her time to don her new dress when her home 

duties are done—our pointers and setters haye little else 
to da but keep cooland whisk away the flies. But tha 

summer months are the happy holidays of both those 

who work and play, and loyers of the feld mist have 
their outing. Henoes let us make a timely suggestion, 
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which if looked down upon by the old hands may afford 
the young ones, fresh from school and college, a chance 

to try their hands as trainers. 

Dog-breaking like everything else, must haye a begin- 

ningjand why should not our young friends begin to teach 
themselves and at the same time rear for their use a 
lovable field companion, In despite of the general opin- 

ion that spaniels are stubborn and hard to break—a, no- 

tion which our experience has taught us is most falla- 
cious—we cannot think of any breed better adapted to in- 

struct the tyro than a close intimacy with one of these 
jolly little dogs. A spanielcan he put to a variety of 

uses that would utterly ruin a setter or a pointer ; beside 
this, in isa sad mistake for any man to make of either a 
jack of-all-trades, What comparative harm will it be if 
a spaniels or two are rendered worthless by the misdi- 

rected zeal of the beginner, None, we fancy; while it 
would be no joke to incapacitate for all future use a 
well bred, keen-nosed pointer or setter. These views are 

the foundation on which we wish to write. 
Tt is during the long summer holiday, when the bay 

snipe are flying, that we would open our retriever school ; 

nor is there any better place to have it held than by some 

salt meadow pond, or on some inlet shoal or sand bar. 

At the best, compared with field work, bay snipe shoot- 
ing is but siow work, and ai times itis oppressively 
tudious, -The sport needs a fillip, and this perhaps can 
be given by the introduction of a four-legged friend. 
Whether the stools are set on the meadows contiguous to 

New Hampebire’s Rye Beach, or by the best stand on 

Gull marsh, in Eastern Virginia, there will come days, 

in spite of both winds and tides, when no fight will be 
on, ‘To those, therefore, who have followed this kind of 

shooting, it is well known how monotonous it is to watch 
for birds that never come, Far different from beating 

out a country in which there isa scarcity of game, for 

then one can walk away his troubles and haye some 
change of scene; at all events there is something to oc- 

cupy the mind. All holidays become a bore unless we 
haye mental occupation, and partly on this account we 

suggest what old baymen would call ‘‘a four-legged inno- 
vation.” Whistle, then, to your spaniel the next time 

you cross the bay ; his size will admit of his bemg stowed 
away in the boat, and his weight will not pull you back. 
He will not be in your way, for he can be taught to 

charge and stay quietly in the blind or end of your sink 

box, Teach him to retrieve withatender mouth, and 

cirele the stools in going out for the birds in order to 

make him understand that you seriously object to his 

falling into the vulgar error of mistaking the decoys for 
the dead. Point out to him that he has sufficient nose 
to wind the hiding “couple, and that it will save himself 

the trouble of many along swim by deyoting his atten- 

tion to the winged birds first. Exact obedience, and 
make him stay at charge until ordered “‘to fetch.” In- 

struct him to dropto hand, no matter how far away, so 
that his movements may not sheer off a flock which is 
setting for the stools, Let him understand that he is to 
come in at once when he hears the whistle, the note of 

which, by the way, should be as far different as possible 

from ‘the calls” of the large army of the snipe family. 
Tf he is thoroughly broken in this respect you will be 
enabled at times to have him tole in a wide-flying flock, 
as we have oftenseen the marble willet allured to the 

gunin this way. In time his sharp eye will discern 

the birds long before they appear to the human yision, 
and he can with care be taught to give a timely warn- 
ing. Todiye for a crippled teal is but his mstinet, and 
he can be worked to make the rail in the sedge take 
to wing. He will help you to bag many a bird you would 
otherwise haye to go after in the boat, and probably then 

fail to pick up. He will save you time when hbiris are 

flying, and with him you will not be exposed to sight, 
There area score of ways in which our friend, the 

spaniel, can be made useful, and between the morning and 
evening flights you can amuse yourself in teaching him 
until he is perfect in ‘his tricks and his ways,” as Jenny 

June would say. Of course you must expect to be un- 
mercifully chaffed at first for being so absurd as fo break 
into the old time custom of declining to be your own re- 
trieyer, but before the day is out ifisa hundred to one 

that some bayman will call our to you to *‘bring that ere 
doz over to help me find a burd.” 

——~— 

Mr. GopErrroy’s ANSWER TO Mr. Dauzmn‘s Lerten. 
New York, July 1st.—Hditor Forest and. Stream :—Mr. 
Dalziel’s letter in The Jvive Stock Jewrnaland Fanciers 
Gazette,republished in part by your paper, [would auswer 
us follows: As to the protest in class 40, Ithink that nearly 
every one will agree with me that the whole matter was 
a mistake, and was rectified in the best manner possible, 
Mr. D. takes no notice of my protests in classes 16 and 
33, but takes up the question of dew claws in the St. 
Bernard, I donot think that five points in 100 is a high 
value for the dew claws; at any rate, my simile was 
correct, for the value of *‘solid white ina bull terrier,” 
thongh a most necessary point, is the same, viz., five 
points, Mr. D. refuses to submit to the “opinions” and 
“crotchets” of “Stonehenge” and Vero Shaw, as expressed 
in their books on the subject, and goes on to tell that 
“old champion Tell, Prince Selm’s Courage,” and other 
eood dogs, were without dew claws. bButin my opinion 
that proves only that these dogs were not perfect, Dal- 
ziel informs me that Darwin says that dew claws are 
‘accidental. monstrosities,’ That may be, but it has 

nothing to do with the case, for in the St. Bernard the 
dew claw is not, asin most other breeda (when present), 
an elementary toe, but is a regular fifth toe, and has the 
advantage of giving them a firmer foothold in the snow. 
Any how, I believe Mr, Darwin a much better judge of 
monkeys and tails than of dogs and dew claws, As to 
the demanded apology for the insult of presuming to 
doubt Mr. D,’s competency, if we doubt the correctness 
of a judgment we are not gomg to quietly submit. We 
express our doubts, and challenge the judge to prove 
their correctness. ‘Stonehenge’ is our standard here, 
and we try and breed after it, and it was understood that 
our dogs were to be judged according to ‘Stonehenge,” 
not according to Dalziel or Darwin. As he takes up the 
question of St. Bernards, why doses he not notice my 
other two protests in classes 16 and 38? Is it because 
he thinks I am right? Please read what the London 
Field says about the judging of class 16. I think it jus- 
tifies ny protest in that class pretty thorunghly, ‘Then, 
for Mr. D,’s special comfort, let me ask this question + 
Why did my black setter Satan receive V, H, C, on Tues- 
day, when Chance was only C., and yet Charice received 
the special prize for the best black setter? In justice to 
Mr, D., however, we must remember that he did not 
judge the setters individually, but as he breaks a lance 
for his brother judges, and demands an apology, I cite 
the case. The only just ground for complaint is that 
some one offered to bet the judges that his dog was the 
best, and that they were wrong, but I am sure that this 
was the act of no true sportsman, 

A. E. GODRFFROY. 
————< 

ACCIDENT TO POINTER ‘‘ SportT.”—Atchison, Kansas, 
June 20th.—The pride pointer in the West, ‘* Sport,” by 
Sensation, formerly from Bridgeport, Conn,, owned by 
Mr. J. H, Garside, met with a sadmishap a few days ago, 
by accidentally breaking his hind leg in some machinery 
in an oil mill. The dog, lam happy to say, is doing well 
at present. AY 

— 

SsLE oF Mr. Price's Pointers,—In accordance with 
the determination of Mr. Price, the well known pointer 
breeder. to exhibit as little as possible in the future, but 
to breed largely, and to offer for sale by auction at Ald- 
ridge’s, London, England, each year at the commience- 
ment of July, the dogs shot over in previous season by 
himself and friends, a sale of pointers from the Rhiwlas 
Kenuels, Bala, North Wales, will be held at Aldridge’s 
on July 9th, when the following first-class draft from his 
kennel will be disposed of : Mossy Face, liver and white 
pointer bitch, whelped April, 1879, by Mr Price’s cham- 
pion Wagg, out of Mr. Moore's Moss. Tails, liver and 
white dog, same litter as Mossy Face, by Wage out of 
Moss. Bastow, bred by Mr. Leache, born Noyember, 1875, 
Peal O'Bells, liver and white bitch, born January, 1878, 
by Mr. 8, Price’s Bang, out of Mr. Leache’s Bella, Merry 
Bells, liver and white bitch, younger sister to Bow Bells, 
and Yellow Drake, liver and white dog, whelped April, 
1875, by Drake, out of Nimble Ninepence. 

ee 
IMPORTED LAVERACE ALDERSHOTT, — Brooklyn, Jul 

1st.—I received June 29th, by the steamer Rowburgh 
Castle, the pure Laverack setter dog Aldershott. He 
comes direct to me from the kennel of John Rumford 
Robinson, Hsq,, of Sunderland. Aldershoit's color is 
orange Belton, and he is about twenty-two months old. 
His pedigree is as follows: Aldershott, by Emperor 
Fred., 9,077, out of Blue Cora, 9,120; Emperor Fred. by 
Laverack’s Blue Prince, 4,259, out of his Daisy, 6,131 ; 
Blue Cora, by Laverack's Blue Prince, owt of Cora, 1,483, 
The numbers refer to the English Kennel Club Stud 
Book, 

—_—.——— 

A BravutTiruL PHoTeGRAPH,—Mr, Charles H. Turner, 
of the St, Louis Kennel Club, has kindly sent us a pho- 
tograph of Mr, Tracy’s oil painting of the pointer bitches 
Keswick and Jessamine. It is an excellent copy of the 
finest picture we have ever seen, Keswick is shown in 
the foreground pointing, and Jessamine in the act of 
backmg, while in the centre of the picture a sportsman 
stands awaiting “the rise.” This photograph, as well as 
the one of the sister picture of Faust and Bow, can be 
had on application to Mr. J. M, Tracy, No, 1102 Olive 
street, St, Louis, Mo. Price. 75 cents each. 

—_—»———_ 

Mr. Liyinaston’s KEnnELs,—Mr, Henry W. Livings- 
ton, of this city, has closed his kennels at Flushing, L, I,, 
and transferred his stock to the kennels of the Titus 
Brothers, at Centerport, L, L 

——<@p—. 

A New Remepy For Hyprorponia.—M, Lesserteur 
has just given publicity to a plant which has a great 
reputation asa cure for rabies in the kingdom of Annam. 
This plant, of which the name is hoangnan, is a kind of 
liana, closely akin to the false angostura; its elfects are 
similar to those of strychnine and brucine. M. Bouley, 
in speaking, of this new remedy in the ** Recewil de Méde- 
cine Velérinatre,” regrets that so few facts corrobora- 
tive of its efficaciousnéss are given,—Live Stock Journal. 

ey 

EXERCISE FOR DoGcs.—Exercise is most essential to the. 
well-being ofa dog. To witness the way he snjoys a 
good scamper would tell any one this. Without exer- 
cise the wheels of the poor animal's life seem to clog, bad 
humors are not excreted, dyspepsia comes on, he gets mo- 
rose, dull,and sometimes eyen irritable and unhappy, liver 
troubles come on, then jaundice, and then death, A 
dog ought to have at least two hours’ daily romping in 
the open air,—Live Stoce Journal, 
ED ee 

KENNEL NOTHS. 

SALEsS—Bijou.—Mr. Geo. D. Macdougall, of New Brighton, 
Staten Island, has sold back the cocker dog Bijou (st Montreal, 
1880), to Mr. James Cunningham, of Montreal, the doe’s former 
owner. 

Names CrAimED—Flirt IT.—Mr. Geo. D. Macdougall claims the 

nama of Flirt I. for bis cocker bitch mow in whelp to Bijou, 

CORRECTION—New York, July 2d, 1880—In your last issue you 
say thatmy Flirt was bred Juna 26th. It was Mr. Godoffroy’s 

Hlirt that whelped May &th. To preyent mistakes occurring from 
the similarity of names, T shall call my pitch Flirt 1, in future, 

Gua. D. MAgpouGaln. 

Wuutrs.—Cleopatra—Mr. H. W. Lee's (Boston, Mass.) mastit! 
bitch Cleopatra whelped June 24th, twelve puppies—seyen dogs 
and fiye bitches, 

NAMES CruAIMED.—Lela—Mr. H. W. Livingston, of this city, 

claims the name of Lela for his Llewellyn setter bitch puppy, 

whelped Jan, 27th, 1880, by Lelaps (No. 150,.A. K. 8. B.), out of 
Starlight (No. 615, A K. 8. B). Beautiful May—Mr. H. W. Liy- 
ingston elaims the name of Beautiful May for bis setter biteh 

puppy, by Lelaps ont of Starlight. Ifinta—Mr. H. W. Livingston 

claims thé name of Mints for his setter bitch puppy, by Lelap’ 

out of Starlight, Lady Collie—Mr. H.W. Livingston claims the 

name of Lady Collie for bis colley bitch puppy, by Watt's Ray 
out of Downey's Lassie. Cork—Mr, W. A. Johnson, of Clinton, 
N. C., claims the name of Cork for his red Irish setter puppy, 

whelped March 1th, 1880, by Derg out of Cora (Hlcho-Stella), 

SALE. Nellie—Deadham, Mass., Jie s0th—My advertisement in 

your paper bas enabled me to sell my imported Gordon setter 

bitch Nellie (formerly T. T, Sawyer, Jr’s), to Mr. C. F. Munn, of 

Worcester, Mass., she in whelp to Jerry. Fren. A. Tag, 

atshery. 
— Address all communications to ** Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 

TOURNAMENT OF THE MICHIGAN STATE ARCH- 
ERY ASSOCIATION, 

HE first grand annual meeting of the archers of the 
State of Michigan was held under the auspices of 

the association, upon the beautiful lawn of Recreation 
Park, in the city of Detroit, on the 23d and 24th duy of 
June. The meeting was a success in every respect, and 
has done more for the promotion of archery in the State 
than even if8 most zealous friends anticipated. 
The grounds chosen are peculiarly suited for such a 

meeting, and the preparations were of the most careful 
and comfortable character. The weather was beautiful, 
only a little too bright and hot for comfort ; but all in all 
as fine as could haye been expected, Thirteen ladies and 
thirty-one gentlemen competed for the medals of cham- 
pionship, and several visitors took part in the shooting 
who did not compete for these emblems. Among these 
visitors were Mr. Will H. Thompson, the present cham- 
ion archer of the United States. Mr. C,.8. Case, Mr. D, 
. A, Manley, of Toledo, Ohio, and several other mem- 

bers of the Toledo Archers, The programme end prize- 
list were 80 arranged as to give general satisfaction, and 
we mesting went off without a jar or unpleasant inci- 
ent. 
On the afternoon of the second day, the archers and 

spectators were walled together in front of the grand 
tent, and the President, Mr. W. 'T, Brown,of Hastings, re- 
quested Mr, Will H, Thompson to present the champion 
and championess medals to 
Mrs, EH. T. Church, who had made the highest score in 
the contest for the championship on the preceding day. 

The presentation speeches wereexceedingly happy anil 
appropriate,and were greeted with hearty applause. Mrs. 
Church received the lady’s medal with the same easy 
grace which marked her shooting, and Dr. Dorrance re- 
plied in a brief and very neat speech, in which he proyed 
himself as skillful and brilliant in talking ag in drawing 
the good yew-bow. Thelady champion and Dr. Dor- 
rance will each attend the National meeting, and will be 
found in the front rank of contestants. The ladies gener- 
ally shot better than the gentlemen, Mrs. Church, Mrs. 
Caldwell, Mrs, Phillips and Miss Sill, being especially 
fortunate in their scoring. The championess medal of 
the United States was won at Chicago last year by Mrs. 
Spalding Brown, with a score of 541, and itis very fatter- 
ing evidence of improyement that Mrs, E. T. Church 
should have taken this medal with a score only six points 
less, when at the Chicago meeting she was only able to 
score 310 points at the same round. While at Chicago, 
she only obtained 101 points with forty-eight arrows at 
forty yards, she here obtained 210 points at the forty 
yards range. 

Mrs. Church shoots in perfect form, drawing her ar- 
rows slowly toa point just below the chin, taking care- 
ful aim over the point of the arrow at the point of aim, 
and loosing smoothly, She is rapidly improving, and 4, 
score of 600 at the Double Round may be expected from 
her at Buffalo, The championess was closely followed by 
Mrs. Caldwell, of the Battle Creek archers, who scored 
only seven points less upon the round (628), leading at 
the end of the second range by three points, and was only 
passed at the yery close of the thirty yards range. Miss 
Sill, of Detroit, made a fine score of 499 points, leading 
the field at the thirty yards range with the good record 
of 245 points. In the Indies’ handicap of forty-eight ar- 
rows at thirty yards she again led with 261 points. Both 
Mrs. Caldwell and Mrs. Phillips shot below their average 
scores at practice, the latter having often scored nearly 
700 points at the Double Round, The English National 
Round of forty-eight arrows at sixty yards and twenty- 
four arrows at fifty yards was shot by the ladies on the 
second day, and again Mrs, Church proved victorious, 
finishing the round with the superb score of ninety-six 
»oints with twenty-four arrows at fifty yards, 
interesting finale to the sixty yards shooting occurred 
between Mrs. Phillips and the championess, the score 
being announced as “a tie” when Mrs, Church still had 
one arrow only toshoot, She scored a black with the 
last shot, and the score stood eighty-nine to eighty-six, 
While the occasion seemed one of great pleasure to all, 
yet the ladies especially gaye evidence of the rare *‘witch- 
ery of archery,” for they seemed to be “‘inerry as a mar- 
riageable belle’ during the entire meeting. A hard tusk, 
indeed, was imposedupon Mr. Will H. Thompson by the 
President when he required that gentleman to award the 
prize offered by Messrs, T. B, Rayl & Co. “to the most 
eraceful lady archer.” ‘The champion was equal to the 
emergency, howeyer, and his presentation speech was 
received with the liveliest applause, He said: 
“LADIES AND GENTLEMEN :— 
“Well knowing that no one with a homeinyour midst 

would dare attempt the decision which I am asked to 
tuake, a visitor from a distant cily ts called npon to 
bear away with him the anathemas of all your fair 
archers, with only one exception, a 
_ “Imight ina spirit of gallantry declare that all th 
ladies are perfectly graceful; and, therefore, tied for fi 

A very” 

Dr. W. R, Dorrance and — 
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place for this prize, butno two ladies would agree with 
ine. Even if I should so decide, the tie would have to be 
shot off, as all your ties are decided, and the prize would 
be the reward of skill instead of prace. I might declare 
that where all were so graceful it was impossible for me 
to name the most graceful, but every lady would think 
that she could decide in a moment, only she would not 
care to tell who she had chosen, 
“Knowing of no better way than the most direct one, T 

have decided that the three ladies who have wielded their 
Weapons most gracefully are Mrs. Chureh, Mrs. Phillips 
and Miss Sill. Mrs, Church seems to be tied with Mr. 
Church, Mrs. Phillips with Mr, Phillips, for other prizes; 
ties which I trust may neither be ‘divided’ or * shot 
off,” but strengthen as the years go on, Therefore, to 
Miss Sill, who is tied with no one, I award this prize, 
having no doubt that the gentle gracefulness which has 
won her this reward will easily charm into the golden tie 
whoever may be so blessed as to find grace in her sight.” 
very one admired the fine tactics of the speaker, and 

ho one could have borne off the prize who more truly de- 
served it than the recipient. 

The shooting closed with a team shoot at the American 
round by gentlemen, and a team shoot at the Columbia 
round by three ladies from one society. In the Jadies’ 
contest the Battle Creek team won with a score of 692, 
The best individual score being made by Mrs. Church, of 
the Crescent Bowmen, 65-319. This we consider a rare 
score for a public match, 

The Crescent Bowmen won the first team prize for the 
gentlemen with a score of 1,442, Mr. Parm S. DeGraff, 
of that society, obtaining the first individual score, 80-428. 
closely followed by Mr, BE, T. Church with 416, Mr, Will 
H, Thompson, who shot the round at the same target 
with the Crescent Bowmen, scored 501, 

The only instance of three golds being made at an end 
during the meeting was by Mr. Parm 8. DeGraff, at the 
Jastend at fifty yards. Much of the pleasure of the 
meeting is dué tothe care and business tact of the Pres- 
ident, Mr. W, T. Brown and Mr, E. T. Church, of the ex- 
ecutive committee, and Dr. Dorrance the Corresponding 
Secretary, Mr. Church was so closely engaged, that he 
could not give any care to his own shooting, and con- 

- sequently fell yery far below his average work. Though 
the shooting only ceased at o’clock on Thursday evyen- 
ing, yet the totals were all found, the intricate prize list 
made ont and the prizes distributed early on the same 
evening. To any one who is at all acquainted with the 
mysteries of an archery score sheet, this will appear a 
wonder, particularly when the extremely varied pro- 
granune of the meeting is considered. The happy result 
was due to the perfectly arranged blanks, arranged by 
Mr. &. 'T. Church, and to the skill and intelligence of 
Mr, W. H, Frey of the house of Richmond, Backus & Co., 
of Detroit, who seryed the association in the capacity of 
chief scorer. Noone but an accomplished book-keeper 
could haye succeeded so well, and few would have ex- 
hibited the patience and industry to haye accomplished 
the work, ‘To him, as much as any one person, the plea- 
sure of the meeting is due. 

Below we give the complete record of the scoring ;— 
Ladies’ contest for medal :-— 

DOUBLE COLUMBIA ROUND. 
Name. 50 Yards, 40 Yards. 30 Yards. Totals 

Miss-Sill,...2.se--2+11-- 1— 72 18—1s2 T—245 103—499 
Miss Huza h— 9 23— 17 3t—142 62 238 
Mrs. Phillips - 18— 72 26—102 39—131 §3—395 
Mes. Culdywell. :. 29-121 38—li+ 43—233 110—528 
Mrs. Greeti........- + 1j— 55 3U—100 89—195 80—Sa0 
Mes, Church -......... ah 82 42—210 41-243 Ti3—535 
Mrs. D. W.Smith...... J— 7 9— 29 21— 87 31-133 
Mrs. Griswold........, i8— 68 25— 90 a7—129 $1—287 
Mrs. Sherwood.,, ..., lW0— 26 23— 75 27111 60—212 
Miss M. Chamberlain... 7— 27 6— 14 15— 47 28— 88 
Miss ©. L. Graham,..-- I— 3 Ut 1Z— 68 14— 92 
Miss D.C. Grabam..,.. 5— 20 1s— 39 22— 8b 40—145, 
Miss A, Barlgy......... 19— 6L I4— 53 28— 70 61—183 

Ladies’ handicap—48 arrows at 30 yards ;— 

Hits. Score. ¥ Hits. Score. 
Miss Sill a 43 201 | Mrs. Griswold........ 41 17 
Miss Havard.. 38 180 | Mrs. Sherwood....,.. 31 13 
Mrs. Poulips. at 190 | Mrs. Chamberlain... 23 17 
Mrs. Caldwell 44 228 | Misa C. L.Graham.., 13 67 
Mrs. Green. 44 zat) | Miss D. O. Graham... 16 72 
Mrs. Ghureh ay 251 | Miss Ada Harly...,.. 31 145 
Mrs. Sinitty.:- 23 2 

Ladies shovling 48 arrows at 60 yards and 24 arrows at 50 yards:— 
Name. 50 Yards. 6) Yards. ‘Totals. 

& J4—58 2—102 
15—63 o7—149 
10—44 18— 72 
9—25) 18— 56 
20—06 43—185 

Miss Barly --..- 14 3-13 timer 
Mys. Sherwoo 5—21 6—32 IJ— a3 

Ladies’ Team Shoot—Three ladies from one society :— 
COLUMBIA ROUND, 
Crescent Bowmen, 

Narite. 60 Fards. 40 Yards. 30 ards. ‘Totals. 

Mrs. Gyeen.--.---....--- Wi 3 21— 71 46—170 
Mrs. Churol... --- q 22—100 23151, 6o—sly 
Mrs. Sherwood B— 42 1j— 59 33-131 

UhgedtOtile -s-se-ete- owes e-negue ue Frag else Ree lA eee ie nk ate 620 
Way wassimo Archers. 

Miss D. GO. Gawuam...... 0-0 2— 6 1d— 54 16— 60 
Miss Ada Barly... I—3 1W— 40 10— 28 21— 71 
Miss Hazard .....-.....- 5—3h il— $1 Ij-— 73 36—140, 

Cunard Warhsl Gos. ees Taactedeas stele UIP UHE Adame eens 21 
a Baitle Creek Archers. 
Mrs. Phillips..,,........ 12—48 1i— 67 22—110 51—225 
Mrs. Culdwell.. . W— BL 22—130 55—279 
Mrs. Griswold.........-- H— 47 20-118 9-188 

(Strorhetolyqul ein 6s 45,146 Seer ean eS SE Sg ton 692 
Contest for champion medal :— 

SINGLE YORE HOUND. 
Name. 0 Fords, 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals. 

J.B, Roberts .. 4—19 4—12 6-24 15— 55 
P. 5. De Graf . 11-33 16—10 16—672 43—165 
)_ R- Griswold a—4 6-21 10-38 1j— 63 
Frank Perry--- Ii—i6 12-382 16—S+ 44—142 
GiB, Case. .-.- 2. eee seer lh tit 1345 9—27 338—13 
A, M.Philltps..--...-- 2.05 41 1i—4i 128—54 Be—136 
a Ostrant’..>) 2 222s5.6 d= 11 egies tek ae ltl 
G. B me ais s— 2 9— al 
90,2. Caurfats.... 23. ie eee C= ae p— § 
GH Lathrop...---.....3 15—44 1b—65 8-33 38—142 
WOU MrOwit- kn ere 6-15 12—84 10—48 28—100 
He GH UeH as ond ca ce we 5—1b 13-50) 45—68 38—13)) 
Cc. BL vee. S14 BAY 3) 28— 96 
WN. ALS Be gdh tix. I— 3 U6 15—55 380—l14 
(OES SU icc ee een peice one 2-14 12—88 1137, 25— 80 
DFS: Goodyear: ::\-+.2... B— 4 5—10 G31 RI— 80 
TY) WH. Goutlid.... .......... 5-83 18-31 9§—41) 27— 
a, Jas Boxtarss% 6,2.) 40. 9—39) 9—81 13—57 B1—127 
W. H. Dorrance...,,:.,,.- —77 ht 12-64 41—185 
PL aay LHS Us Vee sie > egal neo 2-6 4—It Sh 

— 
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6-32 10—at Ww 1 
a— 8 i-2) 18— 56 
9—#3 2—44 26— 88 
—% 626 a 

G—26 10—46 P1— 08 
13—43 15—6L 82—112 
W386 §—32 19— 81 
6-16 1-40 a eF 

2—10 4—I4 {— 26 
Tl 4—10 19— 63 
7.9 72 1s— 72 

* Did not shoot all their arrows. 

Gent's Handicap—a0 arrows at 40 yards :— 
Hits. Score. Hits. Score» 
Re 108 | W.H. Dorrance..... 20 93 
rat Wt | Hy We Lorde hl tces 15 is} 
27 123) 0. D. Waterman...., 24 100 
28 140 | J, H. Parnsworth,... 13 41 
RL 83/8, B. Parkill.......... pen 90 
23 127 | B.A. Warly...., -...; 22 112 
20 [5 ase TLS wy y sees Fe 18 80 
30) 192 | OC, BAbathrop........ ati 65 
25 125 | G. W. Sherwood.... .- pal 113 

« 2t 124) C. W, Sherman...... 25 131 
. a 138 | Mr. Olark............. 18 72 
2b des) Mir inves.) aoe ee 21 1 
z 133 | DAW. Smith.......... 14 58 
28 97 | J, L. Wilkins:........ 2a 1 

- 19 81) A. E, Brush «:<- +22 -: at ah irg 
py 147 

Gentlemen—¥ree For All. 
YORK ROUND. 

Name. 100 Yards, 80 Yards. 60 Yards. ‘Totals. 
P. 8. DeGralf........,. 9— 20 Ié— 2 19—78 fit 
Wrank Perry. 11— 41 9— 29 14—60 B4—130 
G. 8. Case... 1i— 83 18— 64 14Q—"6 48—1i3 
G. B. Lathr 5— 20 B— 24 1i—47 96 
A. M. Philips §— 43 10— 44 13-51 82—188 
C. CG. Beach. ..-.......... 33 8— 6—22 23— 1b 
Will H. Thompson...... 86—168 B6—144 23-09 95—411 
Wis ub ranqe some nee sas i— 2 8— 3 12—42 27— 99 
BH. T. Church -........... 9— 37 18— 70 14—50 41—157 
*L_O, Campan BB ek 5—29 8— 42 
G. H. Avery 6— 18 §— 2 5— 9 1i— 53 
f, Gould... ... 5— 28 10— 86 14—60 29—119 
J. L. Wilkins 3— 17 i—1T a2 19— 63 
A. H. Brush ;.-... 2- 6 5— 23 2—8 9— 37 
W.H. Dorrance. 5— 18 IL— 39 16-53 31—106 
C. B. Baxter..... 14— 30 14— 46 6—26 Bi—102 
TSR DHE Ss Sew ose ee 6— 2 1i— 39 737 24—100 
8. E, Parkill 9— 41 8— 26 10—44 27—I11 
F.A. Harly........ 1 3 2— 12 20) §— 39 
C. D. Waterman 3— 11 1l— 39 6—14 20— 64 
H. W. Lord,....... 6— 20 B— 2 7-19 22— Of 
Ff, B. Roff.. 6— 16 [— 21 9-49 22— 86 
A. H. Baker........ Pen el Be Gis 12—b2 41—1538 
G. W. Sherwood........ , 10— 42 12— 40 8—26 30—116 
D. V. R, Manlys......... T= 20 6— 15 R—36 25— 88 
H.N. Smith  iewes 14— 46 1Z—44 33—118 
F.H. Bidwell , 1l— 385 9— 31 f#—40) 26—106 

+ Did not shoot all the arrows. 
Gent's Team Shoot :— 

AMERICAN ROUND. 
Toxophilites. 

Name. 60 Fords. 60 Yards. 40 Yards. Totals. 
G, H, Lathrop . 14— 58 23—108 27—121 64—292 
A.#H,. Brush. 9— 2h 12— 68 19— 5 40—158 
L. 2. Campana 5— 18 12Z— 30 14— 60 31—103 
C. B, Latbrop 16— 58 19— 83 28—144 63—285 

Gere OLE goede aliens hehe clolele plas P=oie eB ree mnie cleo Acts Be Bg 
Hastings Archere. 

J. S. Wilkins............ 1h— 40 ll— 43 20— 88 46—184 
J. B. Roberts. ... =. 1 29 13— 67 23— 89 43—175 
D. 5. Goodyear... --) 16 67 19— 71 26—138 60—276 
W.. ‘t. Brown........--- 14— he 18— 68 29-133 §1—253 

SPAT) LOTR bac atten 882 sb ase eed Swiss tel Dime male oes vy axe cam! - FEE. 888 
Crescent Bowmen, 

Cc. W. Sherman ......... 17— 87 24—110 28—164 69—361 
P. 8. DeGratt.. eo LE 2I-145 30—172. 80—428 
QO, BH. Baxter .. -.. 16— 68 19— 81 23— 88 5T—23T 
B.D, Church......._.. .. 23—Lb 2—131 30-170 80—416 

EPS DOLAle es cohe o-Awana de men re lad on teonfectateent tt, #280 1,442 
Battle Creek Archers 

[Ab tee Henly corer A a. 14— 68 26112 28—154 68—332 
D. R. Griswold -. » 18— 56 22—108 26—I44 66—308 
A.M. Phillips........... 18— 35 21— 99 26—104 285 
Cc. C. Beach..... eesopes 14— 78 25—119 28—158 67—835 

(Crerbitobes eta seas ey ARRAS AR eB ROCA ee eee cee 1,233. 
Robin Hood Archers. 

W.-H. Gord, Jr. ,.-.-... ll— 43 9— 31 A 82 40—156 
PLES ER eee fete i 4— 16 18— 60 24— 80 
D. W. Smith.--:....5.. 1W— 46 14— 8 19— 8&5 43—189 
Lew Kang.... ...-....-. 6— 20 18— 12 20— 88 44—180 

Bair arti bitte, cl lS ey SE So PSAP Rae Seas he 605 

Auswers tx Gorvespoutlents. 
—— se —— 

Le "No notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 

en 

A, ©. L,, Madison, Ind._Powder does not deteriorate with age. 

Saco.—We have uo Herreshoff time tables tospare. Some of 
the Boston yacht clubs might supply. 

A.J. M.—A 20fb. Sharpie should be from hi to 6ift, wide, 2ft- 
deep forward and 14 ft. amidship. Area of sails 200 square feet. 

Sides 4 or $in. pine. 

CAPTAIN. — The articles on dog breaking appeared in the 

FOREST AND STREAM On the followin gdates: March 18th, April ih, 

15th and 29th, and May 18th, 

G. H, G.—The sketch you send is that of a ‘' barkentine,"” if sup- 
plied with a regular foresail on the foreyard and with a topmast 

and topgallant rigging and short lower mast. If no foresail on 

the foreyard, and lower mast about as long as the main or mizzen, 

it would be a ‘* topsail schooner.” 

G. H. E.—Siz2 of boat for crujse to Florida depends upon what 

comforts you desire, Should recommend a Boston schooner of 
45ft., although the yoyage can be made by skillful sailors in 

smaller stoops, Unless you propose sailing in the shallow waters 

of Florida, get.a deep boat, keel preferred, with ballast stowed 

low and well secured. Snug rig only. 

L. E. W., Hayts Corner, N. ¥.—Drs. Alfred L. Loomis, Willard 
Parker, Austin Plint, are all standard authorities on diseases of 

the respiratory organs—heart and kidneys. The fee per visit is 

about $10. In the out-door department of some of the medical 

colleges, treatment is free. We do not know anything about Dr. 

8. &. Pitch, except the fact of bis having published the books to 

which you allude. 

J.V.3., New York.—Have mailed you pedigree of dog Leo 
A puppy of seven months is too old to be spayed. Werefer you 

to articles named in answer to “Sportsman,” in this column June 
ith, The weight of a three months old setter puppy will vary; 

depending oo ljreed, care, Keep which will give a large margin: 

From about twelve to sixteen pounds. 

ENSiGN.—The best books on spaniel breaking are Hutchinson’s 
“Dog Breaking,’ and “ Breaking and Training Dogs" by Path- 
finder. To prevent your dog from shedding of his hair, apply the 

following lotion: Sub. act, of lead, two drachms; pure glycerine, 
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one and # half ounces; tinc. arnica, half ounce; rain water, six 

ounces. Rub well into the skin every other day. 

A. C. C.—The compromise cutter, built by Piepgrass for Boston 

parties, is named Hesper, She is 540t. on deck, daft. water line, 
loft. din. beam, Tft. in, hold, mast deck to cap, 47£t. fin.; topmast, 

hecl to head, 31ft.; boom 46ft., gaff 26ft. Gin., bowsprit and out- 

board 25ft. The Rover is 45tt. Gin, long on deck, 41ft, Sin. on water 
line, 15ft. 8in. beam, 5ft. 10in. deep, and 5ft. lin. draft without 

board. 

Moosn.—Whenee is derived the word “‘ Moose,” the name given 
in America to Alee americana—identieal, as we ave told by Judge 

Caton, with the European elk. By some it has heen supposed to 

be the Indian name of this speciesof deer, but Lady Morgan in 
her *' florence Macarthy” says: ‘The moose deer is the erest of 

the Macarthy family, of Ireland, and is sculptured in stone at 

their old castle in that country,’ and also mentions the fossil 

horns of the moose ornamenting au apartinent there. §.0..C. 

W. 0. C., Boston, Mass.—Do not feed any meat, but mix plenty 

of vegetables with cooling diet, Continue the doses of sulphate 

of magnesia twice a week, and stop the carbolic acid wash, 

Clean out the dog’s kennel and put in new bedding. If the doe 

continues to be troubled, dress him all over with the following: 

Two ounces of oil of tar, four ounces of flower of sulphur, and 

one pint of olive oil. Apply with friction. Give with food, 

twice a day, for ten days, five drops of Fowler’s solution of 

arsenic. Write result. 

8, R. B,, Kinsman, 0O.—In shooting in a bird match with the 

rule, if a gun missfire or fail to discharge from any cause, it shall 
score asalost bird, unless the referee finds upon examinarion 

that the gun was properly loaded, and the missfire unavoidable, 

in which case he shall be allowed another bird. 1. The sun snaps 

and is taken from the shoulder and immediately discharges, 

would he be entitled to another bird ornot? 2. In uslne Diyon 

measure No. 1,107 for shot, what is measure, struck or heaped? 

Ans, 1. Not entitled to another bird. 2. Struck measure. 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
——_—<>——_ 

Aw OLD MAn’s Bursstne.—The following letter has been ad~ 
dressed to a writer for this paper :— 7 

Houny, N. Y., Jtme, 1880. 

DEAR §rR—I am an old man, seventy-seven years of age, and 

for three or four years I haye had diabetes, which kept growing 

worse and worse. I discharged an enormous amount of water, 

the quantity seeming to increase week after week, and my 

strength growing less and less, forced me to think that [must 

s00n die, which I certainly should have done had I not taken 
Warner’s Safe Diabetes Cure, which I was induced to try upon 

recommendation of a friend who had used Warner’s Safe Kidney 

and Liver Cure, and was cured by it. I haye used the Safe Diae 

betes Cure, it has cured nie, and I think it is the best thing in the 

world. Yours truly, M. N. Stropparn, 

TRAITS OF FLoRIDA Birps.—Hditor Forest and 
Stream :-—Now and then I come across little items which 
I deem within the scope of your journal and interesting 
to your readers. The latest was a scene on one of our 
lakes—a, flock of our beautiful birds. Theroseate spoon 
bills are just coming in, and knowing a favorite feeding 
ground on the margin of Salt Lake I took down my gun 
and went out to secure a. specimen. When withina hun 
dred yards I tiptoed, and could see over the tall grass 
through an open space a number of our wading species 
—egrets, herons and spoonbills, I ‘lowered away.” and 
on all fours made my way within gunshot. What a 
scene! Beautiful, truly charming! On a turf, side to 
the wind, which was blowing half a gale, stood sentinel a 
large, snowy egret, his magnificent plumage flowing to 
windward and reflected in the water below, while on 
all sides the little egrets, with their little plumes curled 
up on their backs and the topknot flowing in the windy 
skipped here and there after the minnows and crayfish, 
while the pink birds stood around busily going through 
with their toilet. Two of these, and tbe prettiest of the 
lot, were near the ‘‘old sentinel,” and now and then, 28 
they spread a wing, the beauty of the scene was at iis 
best. I could not shoot; | wanted these three, but as I 
was either seen or smelled, away they went. Not satis- 
fied with doing well, we often do worse. 
Some weeks since | killeda great blue heron which had 

swallowed two moccasin snakes, one of which was over 
two feet long and fully an inch in diameter, while the 
smaller one was as large as a man’s foretinger. This was 
a surprise to me, and enough to astonish any one, At 
another time I killed one, and I noticed that it was un- 
usually heavy. In this bird I found a full grown mullet, 
The fish was some three inches longer than the body of 
the bird, and would weigh about half as much. T found 
one in the act of ‘‘getting away” with a catfish, which 
one might think the bird would not begin to tackle. I 
can but believe he would haye swallowed the cat if he 
had not been disturbed, as I found the thorn or fin of one 
in the throat of a blue heron some time after, A gray 
pelican will probably eat more fish than a man, say im a 
week or month, Wm, P.N, 

Pinellas, Fla., May, 1880. 
—_————_ 

“Rock” Bass,—North Thetford, Vi., June 21st—My 
dear ** Shadow :”—There has been much research for the 
food on which the black bass subsists. he highest 
authority here says he never found a particle of food in 
the fish’s stomach, although he has caught them with a 
hook for years, Since being here I have caught them 
daily and have solved the mystery—it is stones, The last 
one I caught had a stonein his stomach as big as a bullet, 
and nothing else. This stone was evidently larger once 
than itis now, andhad I not caught him would haye 
lasted for some time to come. When I get to catching 
ounders later in the season I shall send you a stone as 

bie as my fist, if I find one, 
Springfield, Mass., June 28d.—My dear Professor — 

Thave just received your postal. Tam glad to hear fron 
you, although you give me nothing but a stone, I pre- 
sume that you jwish for my opinion upon it. Well, L 
think thatit is 4‘ whopper ”—the stone, J mean—and T 
should like it for my collection, for I don’t believe that 
you will ever find another one in a bass. That they are 
yoracious feeders Lam well aware. That they ever ding 
off the granite boulders from the bed of the stream Iam 
loath to believe, and after pondering oyer the phenome- 
non for a long time I have come to the conclusion that 
all bass that persist in this course are not well balanced 
fish, and are obliged to take in ballast, Suapow, 
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—The judges at Berlin have awarded to the Fornst 
AND STREAM a silver medal in recognition of the valuable 
literature pertaining to fish culture, angling and natural 

history contained in its first thirteen volumes. Accept- 
ing the new honor with becoming modesty, we confess 

to a pardonable pride in attaining the distinction thus 

conferred upon us. The bound volumes of this journal 

contain a yas amount of valuable material in the de- 

partments which are its specialties, and from week to 
week it is constantly adding to the storehouse of knowl- 
edge and instruction. Deeds are always better than 
words, and therefore it may be unnecessary for us to 

add that we propose to make the next fourteen volumes 

of the ForusT AND STREAM just as rich, as instructive, 

and as entertaining as the first fourteen have been, The 

award at Berlin is to be accepted not simply as a token 
of past excellence, but also as an earnest of what is to 
come. 

We publish elsewhere a full lish of the American 

awards, and commend a caréful reading of the Suggestive 
details. The United States sent its exhibits to show to 
the European world the resources and vast industries of 
this Continent, It may be that the Berlin display will 

also open the eyes of Americans themselves to the riches 
of their own land, 
ml 

INDIAN CURIOSITIES —We have received from an In- 
dianapolis correspondent a number of Indian curiosities, 

which the owner wishes to dispose of. The articles con- 

sist of a buckskin coat, ornamented with porcupine 
quills ; a handsome tobacco sack; a fine redstone pipe or 
calumet; two Sioux arrows; a number of stone arrow 

heads, anda few human bones from the mounds of In- 
diana, Any one interested in these matters should ap- 
ply to this office for price and particulars, 

TT 

CONNECTICUT SHAD FIsHING.—The close season for 
shad fishing in the Connecticut River hegins Aug. Ist. 

Late reports from Holyoke, Mass., speak fof very suc- 
cessful fly-fishing there. 
EE eo 

—The latest phase of the ‘‘ endurance” idiocy is the 
attempt of a ‘‘ Dr.” Tanner 10 fast forty days in a hall of 
this city, If the man dies, or becomes insane, as seems 
probable, we hope to see his assistants indicted and held 
for complicity in the affair, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

SUMMER WOODCOCK SHOOTING. 
———<$<__ 

7 Bod the progress which is made by game pro- 

tection in this country is slow, and though its 
friends haye to work against many discouragements, 

some steps in advance are being made each year. 

One of the most encouraging signs of the times is the 
gradual spread of the sentiment in favor of abolishing 

the summer shooting of woodeock. The necessity for 
some protection of this species has naturally made itself 

felt firstin the older and more thickly settled States, 
where game is least plentiful and gunners most numer- 
ous; and hence we haye seen Connecticut, Massachu- 
setts, New York and New Jersey amend their laws so 
that the woodcock should be protected, at least during 
the nesting season, There is to us something so repul- 
sive in the idea of destroying a poor mother bird, which 
has under her charge a nest of eggs ora brood of totter- 
ing, downy young ones, that we cannot understand how 
any right feeling person can take the least pleasure in it. 
It has been pretty clearly demonstrated that woodcock 
rear at least two broods in the summer, if they are unmo- 
lested, and it would seem that the shortsightedness of 
interrupting the labor of reproduction, when it is but 
half completed, must be apparent to any one who would 
take the trouble to consider the matter. The woodcock 
lays ordinarily four eggs, and her first brood is hatched 
so early that we have seen, in advanced springs, young 
ones able to fly well by the 25th of April. As soon as 
the birds of the first hatching are able to shift for them- 
selves, the old ones prepare their second nest, and the 

young of this brood are usually out of the shell by J uly 

1st, We have more than once seen, in years gone by, the 
poor little things during the summer shooting, and been 
moved to pity by their grotesque helplessness. 

That summer shooting is thoroughly wrong in princi- 

ple is acknowledged by all the best class of sportsmen ; 
but more than such an acknowledgment, and more than 

laws prohibiting the so-called sport, are required to pro- 
tect the birds. Good laws are enough to protect wood- 
cock from the respectable portion of the community 

during the close season; but what the birds require is 
protection from a portion of the community not so re- 
spectable, No self-respecting sportsman intentionally 

violates the game laws, but there are plenty of men call- 

ing themselves sportsmen who do not hesitate to kill birds 

out of season. We have the names of men in New York, 

Connecticut and New Jersey who call themselves, and 
perhaps think that they are, gentlemen, who have killed 
woodcock this summer. 

Itisa part of the business of the true sportsman to use 
every effort to educate this law-breaking class up to 
his own level. It will be slow and difficult work, but 
we believe that it can be done, 

The farmers and Jand-owners will of course be on the 
side of the law in this case. They haye grass and grain 
fields which they do not wish to haye trodden down and 

ruined ; and many of them know by experience what it 
is to have three or four men and as many dogs tramping 

through the high grass, looking for some unlucky bird 

that has been driven out of the swamp into the meadow. 
Besides the salvation of the weodcock and their preser- 

yation till fall, the protection of the young ruffed grouse 
must be considered. The men who will shoot the brood- 

ing woodcock, warm from her nest, will not hesitate to 

knock over the chicken grouse, which will lie sometimes 

until the dog catches them in his mouth,and which, if they 

do fly are so easy to hit that a ten year old boy who could 
not kill three out of five ought to be soundly spanked, 

The laws, as they stand in the four States above men- 

tioned, are very well, and if they could be enforced 

would do a vast amount of good; but until the people 
generally haye respect for a law itis hopeless to attempt 
to see its provisions carried outas they should be. We 
do not wish to be understood as saying that these laws 

are all that they should be, but they are vastly better 
than what we have had before, and if enforced would do 
no end of good. F 

People in America, misled by the abundance of its 
game, have until recently imagined that our game mam- 

mals, birds and fishes could never be exterminated, The 
consequence has been that where one article has been 

penned on the preseryation of game, fifty have been 
written telling how to kill it. The wholesale destruction 
of our game within a few years past, the extermination 

of the buffalo, and the depletion of our trout and salmon 

streams, are slawly awakening the people of this country 
to the fact that some active steps must be taken if the 
next generation are to carry and use rodsand guns, It 
is encouraging to see papers like the Herald take hold of 
a question of this kind, and we take pleasure in quoting 
a portion of a recent editorial, as follows :— 

The ordinary sense of any man of sportsmanlike in- 
stinct should protest against shooting young birds and pre- 
yenting the natural increase of the finest game bird of the 
Eastern States ; but neither sense nor respect for the law, 
which in New Jersey forbids woodeock shooting in July 
and August, can prevent a mere stupid slaughterer from 
dragging his dog and yis gun wherever anything to 
shoot can be found. There are two ways of discouraging 
the summer shooting of New Jersey’s woodcock, most of 
which aretaken by men from New York—one is for 
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leading sportsmen here to make the practice unpopular 
by ‘‘cutting” those who indulge in it, and the other is for 
Jerseymen to turn informers and have the offenders ar- 
rested and punished under the law. 

This New Jersey bill, which was passed mainly through 
the efforts of Messrs. Geo, 8. Duryea, of Essex County, 
aud J. Gill, of Orange, N. J., would if enforced make New 

Jersey again what it once was—the paradise of fall wood- 

cock shooters, We commend the Herald's suggestion to 
our readers, 
S$ oe 

YALE's VicTORY,—The crew which Yale turned out 
this year was a great improvement upon her late repre- 

sentatives in point of weight and condition, and so 
once again victory perched upon her banners, the first 
time in four years, The course was well marked out, and 
the police keptit clear of boats, giving a fair opportu- 

nity for the universities to do their best, The race was 
rowed over the New London course, on the Thames, 
July ist, to a fair crowd of spectators and the usual con- 
gregation of yachts and craft of all description, The 
Yale crew broke an outrigger just after starting, and the 
race threatened to come to naught but for the sensible 

provision which permits the umpire to recall the boats 
and start them over again. Atthe first mile Yale went 
ahead, and it soon became evident that Harvard was 

overmatched, the lead being rapidly spun out, Yale win- 
ning amid the frantic cheers of the spectators assembled 
in 24m. 27s,, with her opponents some ten Jengths astern, 

The day was unfortunately marred by the regretable ac- 
cident to Mr, Lincoln, Fresident of the New London and 

Northern Railroad, and Mrs. Appleton, both of whom 

were killed by being thrown from one of the cars form- 
ing the “movable grand stand,” which accompanied the 
racing boats over the tracks of the road running along 

the shore, The Yale crew is as follows — 
Bow—John B. Collins, St. Joseph, Mo., 81, 21 years, 

170 pounds, No, 2—Philo G, Fuller, Grand Rapids, Mich,, ; 
81, 23 years, 167 pounds. No. 3—Frederick W. Rogers, 
Lexington, Mass., '83, 21 years, 176 pounds. No, 4—Na- 

thaniel T. Guernsey, Dubuque, Iowa, 81, 28 years, 177 
pounds. No, 5—Louis K. Hull, Lebanon, Conn., °83, 20 
years, 180 pounds. No, 6—George B. Rogers, 5, 8, Lex- 

ington, Mass, *80, 23 years, 186 pounds. No. 7—Charles 

B. Storrs, New York City, °82, 20 years, 180 pounds, 
Stroke—Harry T, Folsom, Orange, N. J., ‘83, 20 years, 

172 pounds. Average, 21} years, 176 pounds. Cox- 
swaln, Mun Yew Chang, Han Shan, China, *83, 20 years, 

90 pounds, 
et 

Toe Thaw ABROAD.—Word comes that the team under 

Col. Bodine intend sailing for home onthe 20th inst. 
They have done well; better than the most sanguine ex- 
pected of them ; and now everything is clear to the con- 
test for the Palma next year. The Irishmen have shown 

themselves experts of no mean order, but they have been 
defeated by a team which was not considered as the most 
homogeneous and therefore the strongest that could haye 
left our shores. Sir Henry Halford, if he will give up 

hobnobbing with irresponsible parties, who have not tha 
right to contract for international matches on behalf of 
America, and devote himself to the organization of a 

team to visit America in 1881, will find himself fully en- 
gaged. He has the whole kingdom to pick from, and 
with such a high model as the recent winning average of 
over 215 set at Dollymount no second-rate marksmen can 

hope to find places on the team of either nation, Tf 
there should be anv backing out on the part of Sir Henry 
or his men it can only be set down to fright after secing 

the American scores made last week, 
rr 2 

Texas JACK.—Our brief mention last week of the 
death of ‘* Texas Jack,” at Leadville, Col., June 27th, 

must have recalled to several of our readers their Rocky 
Mountain campaigns, spent incompany with this noted 
guideandscout, In the summer of 1878 a party of New 
York gentlemen made an extended trip, under his leader- 

ship, and their very enjoyable experience were at the time 
detailed in our columns, ‘* Texas Jack,” whose real name 

was J. B, Omohundro, had long been noted for his frontier 
exploits, where the most of his life was passed. His rick- 
name, by which he was better known than by his real 
namie, was earned years ago by his exploit of conducting 

a cattle drive from Texas to Colorado, 
In 1876 he was employed in Gen. Crook’s campaign 

against the Sioux, and when the Indians were defeated 
he rode with the dispatches 325 miles in six days, display- 
ing great pluck and endurance, eluding the hostile In- 
dians on the way and sending the news through to the 

New York Herald twenty-four hours in advance of the 
military authorities. 

In 1878 he came East, and while in this city frequent! 
called at our office, always showing himself a yentleman 
in his bearing, and quite the reverse of the blustering 

plainsman, which he was depicted to be on the bill pos- 
ters of his traveling theatrical company. ‘ Texas Jack" 
was buried with military honors at Leadyille, - 

—The London World thinks that the reason so ma 
young men nowadays walk like crabs, is a consequ: 
of their perpetual wobbling on the bicycle; and it ® 
that the appearance is known as the ‘* bicycle back.” - 
this promises ill for the Boston bicyclers, 
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STUDIES IN ALASKAN NATURAL 
HISTORY. 
—__>——-. 

\ SiTka, Alaska, May 26th. 

‘A T last Sitka and its surroundings has done something 
toward redeeming its reputation with us as a coun- 

try in which it was possible to obtain some little amuse- 
ment witha gun. Month after month the good time 
coming has been postponed, until at length we gave upin 

despair and stowed away our Parkers; but for the last 
four weeks we haye had as good shooting as any one 

could ask for, but within the Jast four days if has gone 

to “Hans Brideman's barty ; where is dot barty now?” 

First the ducks flocked, preparatory to their flight 
northward, and their numbers were beyond computa- 
tion. And when a flock got up, froma shot among 

them, the noise of their wings could be heard a mile, 
We did not pay much attention to them: we were tired 
of ducks, and the flocks were very wary, and, beside, we 
had better business with the beach-birds, which came in 
immense quantities, While we were working at them 

the ducks disappeared. None of the sea fowl breed in 
this vicinity, but the Indians still bring in a few mallard, 

which is a pity, as they are now breeding in the lakes 

among the mountains, A few green-winged teal, too, 

have coms, These birds winter further south ; they were 
the first to come and to go last fall, and are now coming 
back after the others have left. The Canada goose also 
breeds here, and some of them, taken young, are in 
captivity ashore. Ithink that Barrow’s golden eye also 
winters further south, Igot some early last fall, none 
during the winter, and two during the last week. The 
mergansers, Harlequins, surf ducks, oldwives, scoters, 
butter balls and scaups were plentiful all winter, but 
haye gone probably to the yalley of the Yukon. For 

two or three weeks, though, the beaches and marshes 

and flats have been alive with birds. One of our offi- 
cers brought home one hundred and thirty snipe and 

plover from an afternoon's work on the flats, and bags 
of forty or fifty were common, among which would be, 

of plover, the semi-palmated, the ring neck, the surf 
bird, and another with four toes, which is neither the 

“beetle headed” or surf bird, as described by Coues, genus 
189 and 193, as the only four-toed ploverin the United 
States. I obtained from an Indian several of these, both 

male and female, but could not find out where they were 
shot, We gotnone on the beach that I know of. I will copy 
from my note book my description: Ployers, May 10th, 
maleand female. Male—Length, 104 inches; extent, 214 

inches; wing, 64 inches; bill, ¢ of an inch; gap, 14 

inches; tarsus, 14 inches; toes, 4; middle, with claw, ij 

inches ; hind, with claw, 14 inches; full tail, 22 inches; 
12 feathers ; toes not lobate ; legs yellowish green ; tibia 

feathered two-thirds of length; colors: upper part, 
head, back and scapula, dark brown, mixed with lighter 

brown, the feathers on back having dark brown fields, 

fringed and tipped with yellowish white; rump, upper 
tai] voverts and one inch of back adjoining, white; tail, 
dark plain brown; wnder parts, chin and throat white 

and brown mottled ; belly and anal regions white, with 

a few black-tipped feathers; under wing, white. Fe- 
male—Length, Binches; extension, 15inches ; bill, 1 inch ; 

tarsus, 2 of an inch; 4 toes, hind one little over 4 of an 

inch ; legs, olive green } colors: back, dark brown, fields 

edged with yellowish white ; head the same, but lighter, 
and back of neck lighter still; upper wing coverts slaty 

brown, edged with white, the long outer feathers having 
white quills; under part mottled brown and white: 

rear of belly and anal regions white. At first I took 
this for the female of the surf bird, but there was one 
striking difference. In the bill of the surf bird there is 

on each side a V shaped groove, the apex toward the 

end of bill and nostril situated in lower posterior. With 
this ployer—which certainly is not genus 189, as its belly 
was white—there were on the bill two short, longitudi- 
nal graoves, end to end, separated by a little partition, 

the nostril being in the rear of the hinder one. I have 

saved the skins, and shall send them to Prof, Baird, 
From the marshes we have got a few golden plover. 

Of snipe I haye identified as follows, using ‘‘Coues’ Key :” 

No, 208, Wilson’s snipe, No. 204, gray snipe, of which, 
by the way, the cut of head and bill in “Key” is perfect, 
and the membrane between outer and middie toes yery 
“evident,” My bird isa large one; dimeusions as fol- 

lows: Levgth, 11 inches; extension, 19} inches ; wing, 6 

inches; head, 1; inches; bill, 2} inches; tarsus, 14 

inches ; middle toe and claw, lf inches, outer pair semi- 
palmated; legs, yellow-brown; tail, 12 feathers; colors 

about as described by Coues. No, 206, semi-palmated 

sandpiper, No. 207 to 209, least sandpiper, Baird's sand- 

piper, jack snipe. No, —, black-bellied sandpiper and 
jack curlew, The latter didn’t get, but feel quite sure 
tT recognized, 

For 4 few days we had flush times, but about the 20th 
the birds had about all gonefrom the immediate vicinity. 
and we had to search other fields, Hearing that at the 
head of a deep bay (Crab Bay, which penetrates the 
eastern side of Kinzoff Island, about twelve miles to the 
westward) there were extensive flats, which at low water 

were covered with birds, a party of us started on the 
_ 24th and explored thecountry., We found the flats, as de- 

scribed, but instead of being covered with birds they were 
covered only with seaweed, stranded starfish and clam 

and scollop shells. Our day’s work gave us but one 

black-bellied sandpiper, one shot at a goose, which, al- 
though hit, carried off the No, 8's, and one at a bald 

eagle. The day was, however, a splendid one, and as a 

picnic the affair was a success, 
The starfish were wonderful as regards colors, which 

were purple, red and green, in different shades. Onespe- 

cies resembled in shape the Asterias vulgaris, and an- 
other, with eight or ten short arms surrounding a wide 

body, resembled more nearly the Cteneaiscus crispatus, 
so far as comparative length of body and legs went, All 
were of great size, some over a foot in diameter. In 

every direction the flat seemed to be filled out with foun- 
tains, for great spurts of waiter, three to four feet high, 
were coustantly occurring, which of course we tiransla- 

ted clams, and dug for them, and such clams! I 

brought some on board and weighed them, and they 
weighed one and a quarter pounds each, and were from 

six to seven inches long by four to fiye inches in length 

and breadth. 
Desiring to preserve the shells, I sent’ them forward 

to be opened and cleaned, and my cook found in each 
a crab of light yellow hue, soft shelled, and with great 

quantities of eges, almost ready for laying. The crabs 

were alive, and I would suppose had crept into the open 

shells for an asylum during their egg-laying season ; 
but the man insists that they were inside the clam it- 
self, and says that he first noticed the little claws pro- 

jecting from the body of the fish, and that when he 
pulled them out a cavity remained. If this is so—and 
another Chinaman confirms him, only he says ‘‘Clab he 

inside that stlomack’’—may it not be that the crab was 

burrowing in the clam’s flesh and thus obtaining food as 
well as lodging while “in the straw?’ Certainly they 
would not have been in the stomach, and living, also ; 

and these lived some time after extraction, Of course 

the man failed to give me a chance to look into this phe- 

nomena, 
T believe if I shot a ‘‘phillaloo bird,” and laid it aside 

for study, that cook would serve it up for my breakfast 
without a question, if not warned. He did serve me 

that way with an ousel. Well, Pye got the crab in alco- 

hol, and shall try to get a specimen intact of both, 

Mount Edgecomb is on Kinzoff Island, and from a lake 

on its foot-hills flows through this Crab Bay flats a pretty 
little river, which I believe isthe one from which the 

trout I sent you a description and drawing of in my last 

were obtained. I hardly believed the Indian who told 

me that these fish ran up into the lake in fall, lived there 

all winter and ran down in spring ; but after a talk with 

Whilford, who, in his capacity of oldest inhabitant and 
trader, has more information about fish, game, ete., as 

obtained from the Indians, than any other man in Sitka, 
lie fully confirms the story of the Indian, and says that 

eyery spring they are brought in not only from the lake 

on Kinzoff Island, but from the mountain lakes, in 

which, during winter, the Indians catch then through 

the ice, The Indian name for the fish is ‘‘quot.” 
During our flush times with the beach-birds every boy 

in town who could rig up a bow and arrows, or borrow a 
cheap shot gun, was busy with robins, which in count- 

less numbers tarried with usa few days and spent their 
time on the beaches feeding on herring spawn and small 

erustacea. They, too, have winged their way northward, 

and now the shore line and flats are devoid of life, 

Tlearn that the question as to how many and what 
yariety of crows exist In Alaska is now agitating ornith- 
ological circles. I will give my mite toward settling the 
question. During our year here three species have been 
more or less plentiful, Ihave not shot any, not hanker- 

ing particularly for crow as game, but shall soon do so 
now that they are wanted” by science. 

All summer, all winter, and until a month ago, ravens 

were very plentiful—living in the town itself, thronging 

the streets as plentifully and as impudentily as does in our 
Eastern cities the pet (aversion) of Coues, the Passer do- 
mesticus. A month ago the tayote dogs killed a turkey 
on shore—I might almost say the turkey, for there were 
but two in town—and its body, well seasoned with 
strychnine, was hung up just high enough to enable the 
dogs to continue their repast. But the ravens got in 

ahead, and for weeks their dead bodies have been liber- 

ally sprinkled around the yicinity, and either nearly 

all were poisoned, which Ido not consider probable, or 

those which escaped poison have been frightened away. 
T haye not seen over half a dozen within the last month. 

During the same season, and still continuing to be 

plentiful, a crow very similar to our ordinary crow, al- 
though, I think, somewhat smaller, and differing in its 

voice, lives among the islands and infests the flats at low 
tide, flying in immense flocks every morning to Indian 
River, where they all perform their ablutions and await 
the early ebbing tide to get their breakfast, 

Last fall there were among the islands quantities of a 
small crow, not oyer twice the size of a blackbird, and 
with a note which, although very different from the or- 

dinary crow’s, was enough like if to stamp the bird as 

one of the family, It was my impression then that they 
| were young orows, but sincs receiving ‘‘Coues’ Key” I 

am inclined to believe that they are identical with the 
fish crow, or the ‘crow, var, carinws, Baird.” I shall 
look the matter up. 

Besides the birds I have mentioned, those most common 

here now are bald eagles, ospreys and yarious hawka, 

and a few song birds, of which I have not as yet obtained 

specimens. Thefact is my scientific turn isn’t quite 

strong enough to completely overturn my sportsman’s 
ideas, and I don’t fancy crow and sparrow shooting. 

I suppose my young friend, Prof, Merriam, who, when 
a boy, being hard up for a dog skeleton, killed and boiled 

his own mastiff in his mother’s soup kettle, would not 
appreciate this sentimentality. 

In the way of fish I have little to tell you, Thesalmon 
have not as yet come in to great extent, The first school 

came in, driven by a herd of porpoises, on the 13th inst,, 
and a few were taken by the Indians; since then there 
hayé been three or four small schools, but the run cannot 
be considered as haying begun, It is this late opening of 
the season which operates against the canning: interests 
here, The Columbia Riyer salmon are probably on the 
market at San Francisco by this time, and it is uphill 
work to establish a market for the Alaska salmon when 
it does not come to hand until the market is well sup- 
plied with a well-known article. The time for Alaska 
will come, when the fish, so scarce, get too dear to pay 
for further south. Here the cost of the fish is a bag- 
atelle, 

I haye been surprised at one thing. We arrived here 
June 15th last year, and it was well on toward Septem- 
ber before the salmon began to run up the streams and 

change color, I don’t think I saw a ‘‘dog” till latein Au- 
gust, but already this year numbers of them have been 

taken from Sawmill and other riyers; roe fully devel- 
oped and colors changing. 

The salmon trout have not as yet run into the streams, 

although they are hoyering around in the bay, for they 

have been taken in nets, and arrivals from outside re- 

port salmon plentiful a few miles away. Can it be that 
the unusual quantity of snow water affects the salt 

water to such an extent that both classes of fish are 
waiting fora change? No more ‘‘quot’ have been seen, 

Qn the beach, where last fall the cuplins and smelt 

came ashore in quantities, there has been captured dur- 

ing the last week quantities of sandlances, about five 
inches long, five eighths of an inch deep, half an inch 

broad, and long, sharp head. As soon as these creatures 
are left by the receding waves they burrow into the sand 

until but their tail is visible. As table fish they are ex- 
cellent. Halibut are still plentiful and good, and a bass 
which resembles greatly the ordinary fresh water black 

bass is very plentiful, and is caught by trolling with any 
kind of a spoon; the Indians troll with a strip of halibut 

belly skin on a single hook. No Fontinalis as yet, but 

expected daily. 

T have quite a collection of fish in alcohol, and am im- 
patiently awaiting Prof. Bean in the Yukon, who will, I 
know, be glad to get them, and will be able to classify 

and describe them. The Yukon is expected daily, and 
by next steamer Prof. Dall will arrive (bis chief assistant, 
Mr. Baker, having arrived by the last steamer), and the 

Yukon will go on surveying and other scientific work. 

PIsEco, 
man 

GAME PROTECTION. 
as 

MIGRATORY QUAIL. 

: QUBBEG, June 30th. 
Rditor Forest and Stream :— 

Tread your number of the 24th of June in the expec- 
tation of getting some migratory quail news, especially 
with regard to the birds that were turned loose previous 
to this year, bub I regret to tind your correspondents are 
very shy about committing themselves to any statement 
on the subject. I must therefore report what | have no- 
ticed in the birds I have sent adrift. Wighty birds were 
placed in the county of Quebec, and fourteen were planted 
at the mouth of the Saguenay; one hundred went to 
Montreal. Of the birds(ten) I turned out on my own 
farm, one has been found broken up by hawks, who hunt 
the grass fields most carefully ; but we find “dustings” of 
quailon the roads and paths, and we have seen one 
couple dusting. They appear to be as regular in this 
habit as chickens, seeking places not far from barns or 
buildings, evidently preferring the risk of the domestic 
cat to the danger of the chicken hawk. We have never 
heard any cry or call coming from the quail, 
_in the midst of my walkings I found a young part- 

ridge (Perdrix gis) just hatched, This was on the 14th 
of June, consequently any quail hatched in August will 
be very late broods, and very weak birds for a migratory 
experiment. Where there are no native quail the dust- 
ings are the surest sign of the old birds, as they will visit 
the same spot every day, and there can be no mistake 
about this sign, and the ground for quail is yrass or grain 
land near a wood. 
Thope some of your other correspondents will ocea- 

sionally give you some news, as what is written in local 
papers is interesting outside the locality, aud I know of 
no medium of communication for migratory quail news 
as good as the columns of a journal such as yours, hay- 
ing & continental circulation. Wm, RHODES. 

DANVILLE, P, Q,, June 28th. 
Fiditor Forest and Stream :— 
Your favor of the 18th inst. came during absence, The 

quail arrived in fine condition, on the 17th inst., and are 
iow rejoicing in their freedom, except a dezen, which I 
am keeping over in confinament. Shall try to winter 
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them over and release next spring. They are now quite 
tame, do not try to fly, and tavo or three will allow them- 
selves to be caught at any time. Am afraid the season 
is too far advanced for young quail to mature sufficiently 
to stand the fatigue of a southern flight, but hope for the 
best. All who saw the birds admired their sprightly 
bearing, and were amazed to learn that they had been 
caged so long. They were so active and in such perfect 
condition that it did not seem possible they had been 
caged more than two or three days. I liberated miost of 
them in lots of ten and twelve birds, and in places about 
three miles apart. A few have been seen since they were 
liberated, I will report their future movements if any- 
thing of interest is observed, Gro. O, GOODHUE. 
ae ee 

ENGLISH PHEasants.—Hditor Forest and Stream :—A 
few weeks ago I imported one hundred pheasant eggs 
from Eneland, and set them under domestic hens. The 
yenture has so far been successful, as there are some ten 
or fifteen out already and more expected. These chicks 
ave very healthy, and as my head keeper, Thurtle, has 
had experience in raising pheasants in England, there is 
every reason to believe that I will succeed in rearing 
them, Iwill report progress from time to time, 

A, E. Goprrrroy, 

Game Bag and Gur. 

JULY IS A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME. 

——_<—_— 

—Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

—————ae a 

Tue **BLoop-SNuFrERS' CORNER.”—The suggestion 
that a corner should be set apart in the FoRHST AND 

Srream for the blood hunters appears to take. Here is a 

note from Georgia, in which the writer, speaking of Mr. 

Van Dyke, says :— 
He does not write much of fish, but he is an angler for 

allthat. Heis more, Heis a humane, cultured gentle- 
man. He completely ‘‘snuffs” out a certain class of 
sportmen when he suggests that they be allotted a certain 
space to be ealled the ‘* Blood-Snuffers’ Corner.” 

*‘More power to your elbow,” Brother Van Dyke, and 
most cheerfully would I walk fifty miles to shake hands 
with you. Too many men, because they own a sporting 
rile and a shot gun, claim to be sportsmen, Let such 
men read the ‘* Recreations of Christopher North” and 
hang their heads for shame when they see how a scholar 
and a gentleman could spare God's creatures when he had 
enough for his own use. To kill deer and to catch fish 
simply to boast of it is a mean and a cowardly thing. 
Kill deer, my brother ; catch fishif you can; but leave 
it to pot-hunters and low, irresponsible fellows to brag 
of catching 400 trout in a day or of killing sixty brace of 
birds in the same time, Yet such men are necessary, 
Necessary to show the vivid contrast between them and 
men of honor and culture, J. W. 82. Onatr, 
MAINE SHOOTING.—Machias, Me., June 15th.—We are 

having a dry season, but vegetation is not suffering. 
We hope for rain to stop forest fires, which are begin- 
ning to do mischief, Grouse have had a nice chance, 
this season, to rear their young, and will be plenty. 
Deer are increasing, and, could we have our laws well 
enforced, would be plenty. We dislike some of your 
articles upon the use of hounds for deer, as they are 
either the emanations of selfish guides or city would-be 
sportsmen, You must allow us, who have been resi- 
dents and haye spent, some of us, the larger part of 
our lives in the forests, to know something of the hab- 
its of desr. March, or last of February, when the snow 
is deep and the sun thaws during the day, with a sharp 
crust in morning, is when the worst class of our out- 
laws do the most damage. To stop this, we found se- 
vere measures were required, and a few of us decided 
to do our best, but found the law slow. Then we hired 
men, furnished them with the means, and sent them to 
watch and destroy every cur found upon the ground, 
and they did their duly. Now, since the deer have in- 
creased, and the cause is understood, we, the game pro- 
tectionists, are in the majority, and every dog within 
forty miles, if known to be a deer dog, is doomed. 
We are not selfish; but, on the other hand, if sports- 
men wish to try our woods, we are ready to assist them 
in obtaining guides at reasonable rates. In short, will 
treat them as brothers; but they must leave their hounds 
at home, 5. B. H. 

New JERSEY QuAIL SHooTinc.—Tom’'s River, N. J., 
June 12th.—As there have been numerous articles lately 
in the papers relative to the wood fires that have occurred 
this spring in this State, and to the destruction of game 
generally, I write to let sportsmen know, who anticipate 
visiting New Jersey next fall for quail shooting, that the 
prospects for sport are better than they have been for a 
number of years. Vhe birds have paired off well, and 
can now be heard whistling on every side, Last year 
they remained in bevies to a considerable extent. “The 
increase of game in this section is owing in a great 
measure to the strict watch our game association kept 
last winter on parties suspected of trapping and snar- 
ing. H, Chay Giover. 

A Tamm Woopcock.—North Cambridge, Mass., July 
isf.—Last evening [ was digging worms under an apple 
tree in my garden for some chickens, and was called 
away fora moment. WhenI came back I noticed a bird 
running about among the chickens. At first sight I took 
the bird to be 4 robin, but on looking at it more closely 
Was much surprised to find it was a woodcoek (Philohela 
minor). The bird was busily engaged in probing the 
earth for worms, and I saw him pull up several. I called 
my father to come and see the novel sight of a woodcock 
feeding in a garden in the city and among some chickens. 
We both stood not more than fifteen feet distant and 
watched him for about fiye minutes, At length, having 
eaten as much as he wanted, he few away. Isn't such 
an occurrence a rare thing? 

I might say that on account of the long continued 
drought the ground is yery dry, and sol haye kept my 
trees trom withering by watering them eyery night. The 
earth under the tree was very moist, and I think that the 

woodcock, finding a scarcity of food and secing a likely 
looking damp spot, dropped in here, That is the only 
way I can account for his presence, as the nearest swamps 
or woods are more than a mile distant. W. M.D. 
MinnesoTa—sSt, Paul, June 28th,—It is the impression 

of such sportsmen as I have talked with on the subject, 
that the remarkable high water of this month will have 
rendered woodcock shooting on thé Mississippi bottom 
poor, the birds haying been driven to seek more favored 
localities. But as the water will be pretty well down by 
the time the season opens, July 4th, there is a prospect of 
some sport. Prairie chickens are reported unusually 
plenty hereabouts, though it is feared that many young 
suffered death from the heavy and continued rains of 
early June. In a ride through a portion of Pierce County, 
Wis,, a few days since, large numbers of quail were seen 
and heard, The prospect for rare sport there is ee 

CaLirorniA—Benecia, Solano County, June17th.—We 
had very fine duck shooting here last winter, although 
the winter was a very severe one for this State. On the 
14th of March, the last day of the season, my brother 
and I went out for three or four hours’ shooting, Think- 
ing the season was too far advanced for duck shooting, 
most all the shells we took were loaded with No, 8 shot, 
After three and a half hours’ shooting, we succeeded in 
bagging five quail, six English snipe, one silver gray fox, 
and forty-five ducks, As the birds were wild, and the 
shells were loaded with No. 8 shot, [think we did very 
well. The new Constitution of this State has made some 
wise proyisions in regard to the game law, Itis unlaw- 
ful to shoot any kind of duck between the 15th of March 
and the 15th of September, thereby putting an end to 
slaughter of birds that breed here. Jt is also unlawful 
to shoot wild doves between the ist of February and the 
ist of July. Hitherto they have neyer been protected, 
and the various pot hunters shot the birds while they 
were hatching. By the present indications, the coming 
winter will be the best we have ever had, and already we 
are making preparations for the fine time coming. B, 
er ep ee 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

WONDERFUL SHOOTING. 

THE BEST RECORD EYER MADE, 

OGARDUTUS and Rimell met for a second contest in this coun- 
try at Hogerman’s Driving Park, Brighton Beach, Coney 

Island, on Friday, July 2d, at 8:30 P.a1. The match was between 

Captain A. H. Bogardus, champion wing shot of tho world, and 

Mr. Georee Rimell, one of England's champions,who sald after 

the maich was oyer that it made no difference how many he 
killed, Bogardus would kill more every time. The match was for 

¢250aside. Theweather was goodand there was a fair attend- 
ance. The birds were wild,in good condition, and yery lively 

fiyers, there being but oneincomer out of200, Bowardus used his 

new hammerless Scott gun, with Dittmar powder in the first bar- 

rel and Orange lightning No. 6in second barrel, 1} o2.shot, Himell 

used an English gun, with Orange lightning powder, 1} oz, shot. 

The shooting was under Wnglish rules,5 cround traps, 6 yards 

apart, Rimellstanding at 28 yards and Bogardus at30 yards. Rimell 

did good work and was iu excellent condition. Bogardus neyer 

did better; he killed all his birds in reality, but his 47th was justly 

scored against him, as it fell dead three yards out of bounds, and 

when gathered and picked seven shot holeswere found going 

clean through it. 
The contest consumed three hours time, andthe men kept con- 

stantly at their work. The following is the official score and :um- 

tmhary :— 
Bogardus’ score—l 111* 11117 1711111*1111111111 

LILL1L1L1IVLIIITALLI Ee ao TI d1ierdid 
LL1L102 1111211111111 11111 PT P11 11411 

#11*#11111111. Total lw. 
Killed, 99; missed, 1. 

* Denotes killed with the second barrel. 
+ Fell dead out of bounds, 
Rimell’s secore—1 1 1* 011710111 0011*#010110111 

2112 2F 7 141 2*FLTLIIIRITI10U11Tr11011111111 
L122 0F MH LOTLT ODMR LILaieytidiwvididqis 
10) 11 1* 1*110+. Total, 100; 

+ Denotes killed with second barrel. 
+ Tell dead out of bounds, 

RECAPITOLATION, 

Bogardus—Birds shot at, 100. 

Killed. Missed. 
Drivers .....-.- eating, MS acces SL al 0 
Quarterers toright.... ...-...-..49+ 15 15 0 
uarterers to left.....5-...-.4... 26 30 29 1 

TOWELGIS Ss 3-24 -2-- 3) 0 
Tnucomer..........+ Ps 1 0 

ED Gtr econ petn o2 tte ee eee 99 1 

Rimell—Birds shot at, 100. 

TILPUGEH cme phere eet te sencir eesti +. BB 42 ahi 
Quarterers 10 Tight. ............00.08 15 15 0 
Quarterers to Tefty ees Sas oP ree 31 , a) 1 
TO WEIGLS: ete eiebs - tease esac ee ee 1 1 0 

TOTAL eo pay dale at eran tle bacte eae 100, 85 ~ W 
Neferee—Peter Kelly, of the Fountain Gun Club, Brovklyn, 

Official Scorer—L, G, Reed. 
—— 

NEW JERSEY STATE TOURNAMENT, 

HE second day of the tournament of the New Jersey State 
Sportsmen's Association, opened auspiciously with fine 

weather and a good attendance Wednesday, June 80th, 

Shoot No. 3.—Open to members of the Association only, 18 yards 
rise :-— 

1010 10 11 11— 7 | Thompson..,.,..01 10 10 11 01— 6 
11000111 11— 7| Hunt,,,.......... 111110 11 WO— 7 
1111010 10— 6 | Cummings....... 10101011 N— 7 

10 O01 01 10 10— 5 | Hyer............. 1111 11 11 11—10 
-1110 1111 01— § | Warne.,...,.,.-..J0 011111 00— 6 

x un Braekle.._..11 1110 00 10— 6 | Brientnall,..... 111011 11 — 9 
Castle 101010 1110— 6 - 110010 11 — 7 
Allen OO 1101 1010— 6 10 100111 10— 6 

OO IL OL TL 11— 7 
1011 00 Lt WW— 6 

i -10111)1111—9 | Hayes. 
243 Broadway, New York | Brewer......... .... 11111110 | Walker. - 

Messrs. Haight and Harrison, cach killing two pair, divided the 
fourth prizé, one case Dittmar powder, donated by the Dittmar 
Powder Company,2¢ Park Place, New York City, value $20. On 
ties of 6 there were seven contestants, Mr. Van Brackle by killing 
two pair wou the fifth prize, 500 “Chip Wads,’" donated by Messrs. 
A.B. Kay & Co., Newark, N. J., yulue $4, and ane ammunition 
euse, value $5—$11. 
Shoot No. 4.—Open to all amateurs; ten sinele birds, 2u yards 

rise, both barrels; first barrel must be fred when the bird is in 
the air; second shot, tired anywhere :-— 
Duistan sect ae Le oe Soe Lidilodww*l id v9 

ark .. je SAE, Poel 0) 1.0 10 o—-£ 
Harrison PNA ee a els eee 

it RAP ee Fe os ate lbitsors P Pivili ti rrt—g9 
Webb... iad be’ 6 00 1 Dt 06. 
Fraser,...- -l1 1 10 0 141 0-7 
W. Smit a tT 50 st ee 8 
Haigut ON dy teed. SP pee 
Dunlap 110 #11011 28 
Vander a AIO te De 
Hayes oO D1 tt 2 0 ae 
Hunt SEL) eee es i ae 
Cannon go1i20114%1*1 1—§ 
Tord..... Bs 3 Mes Ph a Pa 0B 
Von Lengerke O1)T ¥#11001%—7 

orth .. : 1 ot 2a Dees 
Brientnall...., SLL a 0) oe ees 
Dr. Nicholas. . rib awa ea ke: 
Haney....... 1* IFO 14 T1121 t—S 
liyde..,...-. ee!) ae eae air 
Hesse. 1rorioeid oo t—F 
TDucker........+ Pov SR og, Deen ae 
Outwater. Pa tel Coe sie as 
Brewer...-.- Loi tv lL tse 
Townsend .. i de at ee ea 
Demarest... D0.) a it Oi, 
WAT slat be Petals Nie sok ala Pate 

TRADDANS, --e<s<re-rasdstete sess rite Vy 2 eas 
Robertson ........----....++- eh we ea ae 
Byram ire Let hee beter -l1i10L212i12121121-—9 

Kinzey. 2070 D TOOT TS0. 2 Ta 6: - 
CATs ee he tive Sealeraed poe oer D Pr) Ts 
Wualker...... Pee ee ie gr all i te a oy 
Yerrington.. 13702 02 2 1 Tad 
Campbell. . ATO 0" OF 0 Os 1 0 SG. 
Sigler... PoP PPL 0 1 Ps 
Thompso T1420 09 Loz 
Brown . 1 1207 Dia ol bE 
On ties to the score :— 

Harrison Townsend .,.,....1 1 0 1 1-4 
Hunt.... Robertson......-. O1L1i0 SB JC 

1 0-3/ Tappan.....-- vada 1-3 
1 1—8| Meyer.......2 .--: 1111 04 on 

Haight..::-.-.:. 
Duniap..-. 
Cannon.. 
Brientnal’ 
Nichols.. 

—0| Demarest.....-... 1111 0-4 
1—4 | Thompson.,......0 —0 

Ties of Bix :— 
Webb...........65 1141 1 1-65| Hesse... ......... 0101 1-3 
Wiorbit 5) 1-422. 1111 1-5] Kingley,....,,-..0 0.0 — 
Second tie:— 
ft Pe oh Soe eS 1 0 i 1—4| Worth......, rae 1111 04 
Messrs. Webb and Worth divided the fifth prize, cash $15, _ 
Shoot No. 5—Tbursday, July ist.—Por the Stute Association 

Cup, to be held each year by the winning club in trust, to be ac- 
counted for to the State Association, to be shot tor by teams of 
three members ofany club belonging to the State Association 
said winning club to receive the entrance fees at the next annul 
contest, Teun single birds, 21 yards rice. 

Shoot Wo. a, 
New Jersey Gun Club :— Essex Gun Club :— 

John Pearson. -.1011110101—7 | R, H, Brientnall..-11111u—10 
. Wilms . WUMOMMI—-9 | W. Hayes ....,....111110111— 9 

Owais. ‘se - JUU0LI—9 | Dr. Pendell........ DWI 7 

TG UALIES oe ses etiad eee hee 5 ee ROP OtRL SS rent pen, seat N ers 
Haritan Shooting Chub :— Forester Ciub:— 

Geo. Waitt... .:.--. 011111111—9 | 1. 8. Harrison... .- OOLLLI001I—t 
Hobt. Waitt,....... 10100011W—4 | W.R. Hobart........ T1119 
8. Lamberson...... WUU11111—9) Nobertson,....-.. . WI0I—9 

PP SEAY Lats + bee GCP ded Cabo) ete PLDT OL SUOEN belts Eaiieets mitt se 
Midway Shooting Club :— _ Pilisade Gun Chub ;— 

¥.&, Heyer......--. O1IOLI0IN—7 | J. Von Lengerke. 111100111— § 
J. Lamberson.......1011011111—8 | H, Von Lengerke, 1111111111—10 
Ki. H. Haight TOLWM—$ ; Ed. Colling......... C(OLULI— 8 

Total ype ‘Total isasede etscn t isi 
J ersey = City : ‘Heights Gun 

Club:— 
Dr, J. B. Burdette. . 1011 11010—7 
Dr. F. Cummings. 1v01U0l1—6 | 
W. Hughes. ......... 1101111111—9 

Total 
Ties on 26:— 
Essex Gun Club :— 

R. W. Brientnall 
W. Hayes......-- 
Dr. Piudell.... . 

Palisade Gun Club;— 
J. Vou Lengerke.. 
H. Vou Lengerk 
Had. Collins 

Dusten ....--.---+..- 1L01001011—ti 
Harrison ......-.+--+ 1101111110—8 | 

Vanderveer .... ..-.010Q0U1U11—5 -LW1O1UT LF 1 wide 
AT Len ++ ALLOIOTLO0— 6 

tle. 
Holcombe.........-- L110110011—7 
Lamberson,........- TWOI0—7 | Castle... 2-2... ee 
Grew ai btesc. 2, tenes U01OI10—7 | Peaners ., ......... 
Lamberson,,+ -.-... 1MOLLIIII—0 | Nicholas......... 
PRIferseiee wy eoane OL1010101—6 | Brientoall.... << 
Haight >... (OLILI—7 | Cannon 
Huyhes . DUL00—8 | Ford... .. 2.60... F 
Talbot WOMILL—s | C. Warn AN 

2 . LOOOKOLO—a Sanders... 
LIDOLOOL LI 6 
IOWULILITLO—7 

ALOL0U1—7 
Vil011 9 t 

Dusenberry........ 010101117 
H, Von Lenger 
Ha’ a ean eee |) 

O10 



 Suuy 8, 1880.) FOREST AND STREAM. 457 
ne 

MEDEORD TEAM. 
Messrs. Brewer, Cannon and Yerrington diyided first prize, | Col. Lee, a wealthy member and an enthusiastic pigeon shooter. 

i ch-loading Greener club gum, donated by H. ©. &yuires, No. ; ; Fi ; ; a | MUP LOS Sess j sare Lar Po os ecto op ai Pie 50 Hit ft 167 
oe ae ets ot N Sue + ah aes $100. y : H Kellet and Madison tied at seven birds cach, and, in the shoot-off, | J" Osbov 4 ee i iB 

Messrs. Laniberson, Mundy, Townsend, Tuoker, Hyer and fhe former won, killing eleven straight, Two sweepstakes fol-| GH. Russell.. ie : AQ 49 450 

Siler divided second prize, #75 cash, lowed, Hedeman winning the first, and Watts taking the second | C- Richards.... 

HaeeonS _ait—-5. itto0-3 | Post... 4onn1—2 by cleverly knogling oyer fiye in succession. On the whole, the | th Paty ced rn eT 
Hughes... .001—1 Brancis......1. 0110-8 affair was & great success; and a word of praise is due to Mr | J. Rastman........ 4ST 
Tulhot......,,--l111— T111—5 | Brientnall ..-.-01101—8 Henry Altenbrand, President, and the other officers of the club, | R. Sawyer... 46 45 136 

Hunt ......-.. .Q010I—2 Wilms ........2 O03 B_ Whittier 4i Ay 135 
for their continued exertions in bringing about such a desirable J.K..Peele.. 
result. (RITAE ee Pn Ee Oe ee re 

De, Talbot winning the third prizs, a breech-loading gun, 
value $al). 

Ties on T. r — TP aiPavt: = hus ay _— 

Holcumbes.....00 —0 Dusenberry ..101—-¢ ¢ —o| WASHINGTON Orun—Doxter Park, June a0th.—Shoot for case ot) otal. oes cecsesevtens esse seecessscceetsstaceetenetdes cose i500 
Lamberson. .0110 —2 13 CUO ey I birds; $1 entrance and birds; 21 yards rise; Long Island rules :— REGAPITULATION. 

See 3 , | Cassel. -1101—4 10 —1} Armbruster..... 1100010-3| W. Lomken..... 00611111—5} Gardnerteam ......... Pees 1,686 | Medford team............-+ 1,690 
- rau = ag a pthc CB eA t 7 ‘ 1 i ae ehh ee 7 i : 4 ot i Osn Beanie team victorious by 90. 

ta — ksOn .......-0) 2 ehyze..- i 3 eten ral —a The following day the Gardner arte WW j 

Tappan. Badgley..-..---0MM—4 Wtti—5 | Beans 007/01, 1110011-5| Field. EO WON OTIGET es cee sth cud nencke tant ‘agp airen s prs sige deaygl nee 
Hawes.........- 1010-3 Von Lengerke.0101 —3 MeOrill,.. .-1011111-6) Wyon.. 11111016] * REAGAN UL Men esl VC SURDUNS he president of the 

ea eer See 0 —0 dnos dont pees 380 yen Digests ps0 te qu 1110115 WBE bs i Z x r 4 i teh Massachusetts Rifle Association, Mr. J. N. Frye, reeeived and en- 
tr. Badgley winning the fourths prize, R atts.....-.....01700111—4| White.. at —i | tertained the Gardner t i rery pentle is Hh) Ties on be j Haas, cos... 00101114] Pink, Re TaN Ey a Rag an actrees at eg erence cecal ea ee 

- 110l0—4 11011—4| De Ronge Kennedy.,...... 09000011—2| Durkin. , 011011 0-4 [ sof the match were the same as afi Medford, only using 

Aer QovLI—2 ropa shee tne ae ees toe ae 10111105 a uate 43 ‘ c : : a ae the Creedmoor target. The captain of the Massachusetts team 
Nh — Chie TF ee See = essler. ...... 100111215} Hedinan......... — | could not find but eight men in over one hundred members who 

2 a = ; =. i oe a = 

Von Lenge “Oot 4 ON mee T ae Be poet i : 4 ‘i y ae eee tee 3 i rl si 1 “| a4 were ready to enter the lists, and wished to take four menfrom the 

4 ur ust tere SEE ee teat Nar a . Lemken... i 0 * d ! 4 oS sheet eat ier f I a 1 1 9 1-5 Medford teain. ‘The Gardners at first protested, agit was under- 

y the Winchester Repeating Arms Co 3) rond way Serie 30 ae 1 —h | Adams, .......... — : a8 ot int feannieteains 

York, value $20. ; i , Sulter sss... ROT ee hAisenbyenae Se 00k 01 Be | Coca ee Ou 8 Sho ue eA Gop An Uy Oo ubereuy teams, Duiial)y 
Ties on b. OEE “1011111-8 | J. Cotter .... 0... 1101111-6 acceeded to the wishes of theiropponents. Pratt, Nichols and 

Panderrcer a a rane MA Warne.......110H—4£ 0110-3 Boles asf 10 1 9 uy i at ¥ Dodge came to the front in the Gardner team, and Jewell, Rich- 
Jammin gs : — = Orsman........ Chichester....... 1i i= UAL 4 we epe nese eee e ree ardson and Brooks inthe Massachusetts team. Following is the 

SEE a SianeS HA ONOLAS. ai Warne dividing sixth prize Ties of 7 birds, 26 yards rise:— score :— 
$10 cash, Raity = ’ | Chichester,......... bt 15) Kettelli.. yc... 011114 GARDNER TEAM. MASSACHUSETTS 'THAM, 

Shoot No. 7.—Friday, July 2d.—Single bird shoot for the Cham- | White... ... -.-..-. 0100 0—1/ Adams,......,..5.,--11111—5| GR. Pratt........ 44 47 1/3. M. Jewell...... 46 47 98 

pignsiee badge of the State of New Jersey. Open only. to menm- Ties of 5 birds, 28 yards rise:— st enolate H iv! ie ay EH. ¥. Richardson. a: if a 

ers of the State Association. Said winney to receive entrance} Ghichester..,.......11000—-2| Adams............--11111-3| 4G. Knowlton. AL ae SE ‘ 

fees from tle next annual contest ; to commence At 9 A.n,; 15 = y eae a ; on.. 9 PY er 

birds each, 21 yards rise. Thirty-six entries for the case of pirds; $36 for club. au ie M atthews. 44 45 89 87 

Dasa = MULTAN = a cee AUG Ig | Medal soot al gades— Wen: Austin a8 
Sea e eso OT IOIOOII= 8! Pindell. .. ...110011011111110—11 | Armbruster. .....0000110—2 Hedeman ...... O10N—h 2k | CO. Bent... ..:. 48 48 BG 42 85 
Tee oN THOLIII11i-14 | Hayes 2.0)... MUM111—15 | Carrick........-. O111001—4 Curtis ......6... Q0111I—5 ¥ds. | Chester Hinds... iL 43 8G aye ee 

J. Lamberson T11111U1111—15 | Hight »...... Mi i—as | Denyze.--..--.- T0164 Madison. -TMMN—T 1010+} 8). Walker... .. 43°41 85 42 8B 
ineey CAQUOTLITTITIOI0—A0 | Hyer ..2..2.2) 1010111101011 | Derking ......-..TOINN—G 22 | Besslir. ee Bessie ae a ee ey 
Gannon...) TMA 101100—21 | Crate, “run i1—a3 | Evans -.. es a SE Sera ee: $B. Hildreth... 40 48 82 45- 80 
Pownsend,... 010MM 1111111—13 | Van Braokle. . 101M 111111111—14 | yS aon oo a Ne —- a 

: MoGill,....-.,.,,QU11101-—5 J, Longhran... :00000L0*—1 Total . 1,015! Total a 
Hugiies. ..... -L111110111110—-13 Meant TOUTE aust HOO | Dott sseeeeeeee cee tesees OPT UE AIOAT, oy sein meee ea 1,086 

‘Tyres on 16. Vansize......». 71100*0*1—4 Metealf.......5, OMG gS ey ESS 
26 ¥ds, 31 Yds. | 26 ¥ds. 31 ¥ds. | yy BIZ. ++. +0. T101T10—5 etcall.....-.24, Gardner team .........-... 1,045 | Massachusetts team,...... . 1,045 

J. Lamberson...111 010, | Haight..........11 © 101 100] JYStIS =~ +++ So god eget: ly. vi Gardner team victorious 9 points. 
SO ator tie Mesa Gun CAG, Panmutettita Halle Kenneday....., 0110*011—t Owing to the lateness of the hour but two strings were shot, 

but the Gardnerteam came home elated with their yictory and 
justly proud of their record. 

MAMMOTH Rive GALLERY.—Boston, Mass., July 24.—TDhe Ex- 

eelsior Rifle Match for the month of June ended with some very 

fine shooting, On Thursday, July Ist, was commenced 9 new 

Messrs. 8. Lamberson, Huntand Van Brackle divided the second 
prize, four kegs of gunpowder, from the Hazard Powder Com— 
pany, 8 Wallstreet, New York City, value $25. "I 4 

] aS awaken. Hughes, Hope and Castle diyided the third 
ize, $15 Gash. 

? Messrs. Dustan, Brientnall and Hyer divided the fourth prize, 
7-50 cash, 

Eucene Crry, June 18th.—The second glass-ball match ever held 

in Lane County came off last Saturday, between the Lane County 

and Creswell Sportsmen’s Clubs. Conditions: Five men on 4 

side; ten shots each; eighteen yards rise; Bogardus trap; one 

and one-quarter ounces of shot :— i t ; atch, called the Any Rifle Match, with six cast i 
i No. 8.—Open all amateurs; 15 single birds, 21 yards CRESWELL, ' EUGENE. Ink : # : cash prizes. Also an 

oe a Bae 2 ¢ “t ee Eanes aes thgderos ad ' if * ed ett GOPURID oven ss, “ef extra prize of $5 to any one making a clean score of consecutive 

Brientnall.... W1011111111111—-14 | Mundy. ..... 110111710100001— 9. | f* BOC En nies if. Belshaw -.... - 10] bullseyes. ‘he conditions of the match are any twenty-two val- 
Hayes ........ Li101111111—1 | Townsend... oUuIM01I0—1 | B, Harrington. vi++. 4| J. Huddleston += b!| sHertnifies trea paaiits fin, roundsé cesar i test: ro Cal 

Youn 111110101311111—13 | Haight qloiiiin1—13 | W-Tayior... +s §) J. Belshaw.... rub) oa : : , Possible40. Vive scores to 
SornReon **" 401110111111011—12 | Robertson.... WIMM111111I—15 S. Heed....... TO APRS Agree WEN GEST R EYE aoe ea eae: Rea 9 | win, or possible 200, The match to end Saturday evening, July 
Hu hes......+ 11N1111111110—13 | Lever......... 101011110011111—11 Total Fs Total — | sist. The following are the leuding competitors. in the Excelsior 

Walbot-...,.+. LM1M11111111—15 | Bayliss....... 101111111 10—13 Se GAe hia sdeens as Ppeiitan Caras abst tet salar ees 40! Match for Juno; 50 yards; rounds 8} possible 40; fiy 
Tucker....,,. LI111111011111—14 | Hyer ..,.-..-. 100111101110011—10 3 t : ; Ya ae : ; five scores to 

Brewers...,., 1M111111101—14 | Badeley,..... OMOUIUOI—12 | 4 PHAM TOURNAMENT.—A meeting of the Long Branch, River} wit, or possible 200 — 
Dustun....... AMOI —I3 | WP. Hughes TULLE —15 ton, Philadelphia and New York gun clubs was held at Deal, N.J., | Frank Hollis... .. tense 38 88 38 38—i89 
Ki re —i8 | Nicholas...... ti ~~ a ‘ ‘ - . . H, Richa: 37 po og aq. — 

Heittred ges HODIOLOLLO— 0 | Cannone... OA) es Che prize Wasa Gellielyer cup, xeltieh wert tothe Rive bry oe Pollard: os. sess fguesegleoccrlces ss 3b St ay ay aRaee 
Madison...... OLM111111101—14 | Burdette ...... O1111110111111113 | ertons, they scoring 71 out of a possible 80. Conditions, 30 yards | Geo. F. Ellsworth ............ss4eeee eens 31 BY 37 BT BT—19h 
Shoot for outs only :— rise; 20 birds cach man; 4 traps; ldoz. shot; Hurlingham rules, | 8, Canterbury... :--015--. sere eveee eee eee 37 387 8% 387 87—TR5 

Castle, ...°.-. MMOWI11—13 | Worth....,.., OO1010L0LUOIN— 9 | score — HE aise RENO ES ObOASDC RAO URCA TL ees Bt 87 BT BT 3i—185 
Sigler......... WALL 1—15 RIVERTON GUNES.  —-—”—".~C_—_Cs«éd, Pom MecKemvion eee ees 85 86 36 86 37—180 
Bip etree nnTOn BuO REOCNESDI sso MI Nn eee re ie rida ti deta Oc) Tote rte oe connneeneoa teatbtine (tab Saat ti. ore 35 35 86 36 3T—179 
Ties on 13 :— Mr. J. Bmory....-...:-.-. 11111111310111110111—18 ti 3a BS BS be Seon 

96 Yas, 31 Yas 26 Yds 31 Yds. | Mr. Macalliste 11111011111110111111-18 A is fe ee AH BB Bt Boe ee 
Talbot 1LOi11.11111) W-P.Hughes..10111.00010) Mr.B. Meredith. . LOTTLLLT AT LIVI L011 10-17) Tenac Po Grage. cee eee enone 4 35 3h 3G 3h—17h 

~ Hobertsan....0101 1. Sigler... 11101..01110| Gen. #. B. Grubb LL110111111111111011-18) N.S. James. DLUREUIOT 85 BB Bs 88 Sede 
Dr. Talbot winning the first prize, cash $250. HF, P.Dwids. . En pled fae aoe aha a SL 35 86 BTLITb 
meson Te Grand total... GEO) Dy Mdson ne ey uo. ce RT Se RY 85 35 85 35 36-175 

Brientnall......-... 1 1 1 1 1] Brewer..... ..--... cal ely eba bal GE Re 
Hiay@S...-+-¢es-+-+=- ! 4 + 1 o Madison....,..-. ..1 10 1 0] we Polhemus Ms as ees 27.—The team of eight men from the 
MiGktr. 4.72: FS ae ° ae edford and Wakefield tes i 

~ Messrs. Brientnall and Brewer divided the second prize, cash ee ‘alee teams shot their return match to-day. 
The weather conditions were very good, but the home team were 

$150, Me % 
Ties on 13 :— out of trim, while the Medfords sent downa very strong team 
2 tina serene ipa sesyest pe eer ares Granustotulsty Seah een tieehy cates and won ee) ee repeat the match a supper was had in the 
Dustan .... 111 1 1] Nicholas. Péigik SM aS PR) armory of the Hichardson Light Guard. he scores stood :— 
Kittridge,.....- ; 0 1 11 1| Castle .........4..0 1 0 1 0} Dr. Kinney .......----..., MEDFORD, 
ES Dustan, Haight and Nicholas winning the third prize, re eae I. K. Richardson 18 4 ; : z : : 44 4-44) 

eas) . Tr. Fi, ic ‘Ag 6 + dh. TLICHALGEON,....-.5.1.,, db) 5 5. 5-40-12 

Shoots number two and eight to fill or pro-rate, Mrs. Ellis. .c,.---...--. : 5 “ 5 5 45 3 i aoe 138 

SPECIAL PRIZES. Grunderargly Sere Me ea h Pe 8.0. Peek err Wy HOMME). 5. 6.eeeeenss cece sees ees Bee & tate ee aks 
For bestaveragze in shoots numbers 1, 3, and 7, gold badge do- 15 44445 65 5 Bia 

nated by G, W. Carpenter, proprietor of the Continental Hotel, Dr. Zellner W. Chart {£55 4445 6 4 4-44) 

evans} N.J. Won by Mr, F, EB. Hyer of the Midway Shooting | +) oon at Pe eS BP > Charles, . Tove ; i : " ‘ 6 5—46 + 184 
ub. i pas : 4 5-4 
For the best average in shoots numbers 2, 4 and 6 (each open.| Col. Armstrong 1 455445 5 4 pdt) 

amateur shoots), handsome gold badge, donated by Mr. John Erb, OL, HULLED. .. 002 esas eee J. Osborn........ Se ere a 6 445 5 4 4 4 4-434152 
Se gata LRN 4 the [Et Seon y ha hank ae AA See Grand total $1 (4 : B i 4 ji 5 4 5 4—43 

or. best average in all contests, ‘Messrs. Hay E Lee: Pate s Bead Fs rai netasted ness Rigs sip 5 5 0 9 hae 

Hyer and Brientnall ae Messrs. Hayes quid Hyer Zesised to | Referée, Mr. C. McDowell, Baltimore Gun Club. ‘Time, 4:20. C.H. Russell. .........--...0- O43 4 43 4 5 oN an ah (130 
shoot.off, an r. R. H. Brientnall, of the Essex Gun Club, was} Dr. Zellnerre ile: ; ay i : - B 4 5B OS dod 

awarded the first prize. The Jersey City Heights Gun Club had b ay Seah ates eee ft Se te pate So ec ee Le Oe (43 4545 4 8 3 rt) 
the only well equipped tent on the grounds, and their hospitality | PY > but w as killed, A. B. Archer, .....-...0..s.0. V3 445444 4 4 5 42h yp7 

Brus atonded to Ais ‘ iMednd that dhe otib| «=e Schuyler and Duane are busily engaged in 4 $4845 4 34 eet 
The tournament was quite asuccess considering that the club) arranging their new assortment of goods, which will | C.D. Hurtison,,............... 34454644 4 4a) yor 

members had but two weeks in which to build the grand stand | make a nice display ; and, when completed, they will V5 444554 4 4 544 { 

and perfect arrangements. The Palisade Gun Club will have the | have one of the finest sportsmen’s warehouses on Broad-} p, Whittier.........01. . ..... i : i e A z . s 5—40 - 

tournament in 1851. way. Look for their advertisement next week, 54544544 4 Saf 
ToPsHAM, Me., June 29th.—At a friendly shoot here to-day be- Total a, 

tween the Cushnoe Heights Gun Club, of Augusta, and the Riy- . 9 A as iret ean aed STOR OY teeta eeee 1,u45 

erside Gun Club, of this place, the Cushnocs were victorious by @ i, h Ziff . : Lette Hak ds Wh Bcd Recae 

the following score :— exe Ui igs EsF. Richardson ......... ... ii : 5 i : 5 4 6 446 bas 

PAGE VECODVE Ae dees casdires Aes AG OU cee ye een ee: 1G 19 6 5 45 5 5 5 b 4-48 
Hi A. Thorndike. ie... 14) G. Goud oieraasice Mt So Rarae tania BS Pauly OC OA XR-0 ee ii ; 4 5 ; 5 i i i man 
0. A. Tibbets. . c a 4 ‘ 5 545 

545 465 & = 

yb Magic. GARDNER, Mass., July 1st.—1t will be remembered that the Med- | Roger Howard,..............5. 44 4444447 5 Ciplns 
B. L. Whitehous ford team visited Hackimatack range, a short time since, to shoot n 5 5 45 4 4 Dane 5454 

H. ¥. Farnham. a friendly match with our local riflemen,in which the visiting | W. B. Daulel......., CEO ale 3 ; 4 a 7 4 i ‘ A par Lies 

ae pe Ree as team were worsted, and on Friday of last week the Gardner team £4 445 5 4 4 4 ‘ 41} - 

J. L, Coleord visited Medford for wreturn match at the Belleyue range. Mr | » 7, walker Le t 43443 4 4 4—p8) 

A. L, Bracket . GF, Ellsworth of the Gardner team, carried off the honors, his| ~~ ar eee Ye A 8 : : : S ‘ eee 
Total . ( rTP a re inyaenenasqecasetsanas gees record being 16%. Mr. Charles, of the Medford team, made the es ytd {444444 4 5 4 4-41) 

Siveepstake sume day: First prize, C, Winslow; second, J. 1 | 52° score, but was outranked by Mr. Ellsworth. Mr. Matthews | D®vid Ve MOHES COS SE 8 ; i 3 i Set pee 
Mackie; third, J, 8. Bonney; fourth, J. L. Fish. J.S. B. of the Gardners, made two shots on the wrong target, which les- \5 35 4 1 3 3 F +40) 

WASHINGDON GuN CLUB.—This club, lately formed in Brook- sened his score a dozen points, as shots on the wrong targzetare | W. Lewis....... .....-.------.- ) £44524 6 8 8 3-87 ie 

yn, B. D., by some sportsmen interested in the preseryation of not Biomed to count,ind Mr, Austin putin ashot on somebody \i m . ; f ‘ u ; 5-42) 

game on Long Island, already boasts of over one hundred mem- mp ead EL eer tiger erties peta tee peeise By B. Brook. 12. ..-p esse cers ees ie rs tbe eRe ae 
Nitec Tr ae a handsome victory. c ions @ match were off-hand oe, 5B 444 4 4-35 

Baie Their first monthly shoot took place June d0th at Dexter Ee aadera idiots entra acaeoe teridhatsnatennn Moston yO 

ark, Jamaica, and from the quality of the work done behind the BO setae aevin da dh Muncy , Watals.o.0 neo ole -leveieloit one ols a omy k= on areca ee ---+. 1,000 
iraps it was eyident that the elder clubs of Long Island will have 
ere long to look to their laurels, Over forty members took active 

part in the sport, and as the weather was fine, the birds fairly 

ood, and the shooting straight, with a band of music to enliven 

the procecding’s, a most enjoyable day was spent by those pres- 
ent. The first contest was fora brace of English pheasants, hand- 

West MEDFORD, Mass., July 1#i.—The return match between 
the Malden Gun Club, of Malden, and the West Medford Shooting 

Club, of West Medford, was shot on the grounds here to-day 
with the following seore :— 

WEST MEDUORT GLon. 
Boyordus. Double. totam, Ty 

W.'T. Morse . fane at fe Rage et 

GARDNER THAM. 

somely stuffed and mounted, presented by Mr, H. Hedeman, the M. M. Frenelt lie 4 3 yi 

proprietor of the Washington Hotel, 183 Division avenue, Brook- if Be be Sratt 4 8 6 2 
lyn, B. D., the headquarters of the club, Tt waswon by Adams, a oe Binder : g 9 55 

after a tie with Chichester. Some fine shooting was done, the C. M. Barrett... 6 5 & vt 
winner killing seventeen straight. The second contest was for Je As Rockwood -...-s.e.e..... 6 4 4 ns 

Ot. fee. a? air ttt teetewrsr tes tbersseeteresnerortretnibeserssre a necldt the club modal and thg Lee Badge,” the latter prosomted by 



‘FOREST AND STREAM. 

MALDEN GOLUB. 

Total. 

MEDFORD, Masi., July 2d.—_The Medford Rifle Association held 

their weekly competitive match at Bellevue range to-day. Fol- 

lowing aro the best scores :— 
Bh ete Ea th llebiee ie -ane beret 55 666 65 5 5 5—5t 

Gon Russell. PLD RAN RSA ..5 5 6 6 5 4 5 6 G6 6—5t 
Am ass TCR DGlue teecna yee seco ake 5 6 5 6 5 6 5 5 6 3-52 
FAMPA DGtbah ce ant the se boke seer ree .655 46 6 56 4 6 4-50 
We AICO US isa tener «cbs vikiitis. 2s ee .6 46 5645 5 4 550 
DeneWenla ie years cash oe .6 3545 45 6 6 5—49 
OMSAWVOD besser > fcek tee aetna ee saa 6 465 3 4 6 5 5 648 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., July 2d._Springfield Rod and Gun Club 

haye organized as a long range rifle club. At present it numbers 

only six or eight shooters. Friday is its weekly field day. At 

present only the 800-yard target is up. Iron targets for the other 

ranges (900 and 1,000) are in process of construction. The shoot- 
ing is done at Longmeadow, four miles from Springfield, on the 

Hartford Railroad. On July 3d the following scores were made 

at 800 yards, the light and wind being most favorable — 
5 4555 5 6 5 

Paitse es SearerCereeen eS 
8. E. Ford...,... 558868854555 5 6 5 

BALTIMORE, Md., June 26th.—The weekly shooting of the Mary- 

jand Rifle Club was held here to-day, the following scores being 

made; the weather warm and cloudy, light good, with a 10 o’clock 

wind at 200 yards far from steady :— 
200 Yards Range. 

PERGEURY. fe euas pers Ns Ladi tt geile pit 444455 44 5 4-43 
BB. Lynch.... 8544465 4 4 4 5-42 
rah PAV sd rsdn cet ole cores: rtbe 6384844 5 4 6 5—42 
Py eiterichtyses sa casei aa> «ino ete 444483 5 8 5 6& 4-41 
Col, Burgy win. -ksibvii pss ssste tesa ene 4446444 3 4 4-40 
¥F. LT. Redwood.... 56 4444444 3 4-40 
J. B. Armstrong. . -38545 443 3 4 4-39 
A.¥F. Dresel .... 844444 4 3 4 4-38 
8. 8. Pattison... 3203 383 3 38 4 3-27 
Lie CANT Eee eae oe Ey eek eee 022038344 4 4 2-2 

600 yards, ten shots; possible 50 points :— 
pe WOUISOM ss sa sensnetcs Ronse pene 555445 5 5 4 5-47 
as, eornch. 2 -ic iss. tain) 222 5655564644 4 4-4 
NOK AILOLUS, pads epeer ae 2 ete eeee 8456565 444 5 5-4 
Col. BUrgy wi... .....0-. 0.0.2 ene sree 4444656 44 4 § 442 
A.V. eal hfe AL we 85 5 83 5 5 3 4 5—41 
Col. Underbill.. .5 43 43 5 4 5 5 2—40 

TOLEDO, Ohiv, June “26th. The following scores were made at 

Corn City range, Saturday, June 26th; possible 75; 15 shots; 300 

yards; regulation pull and target :— 

Bali. Braver... 2-0-5 oo. 450443434445 4 4 5-57 
Geo. Spross .. 44458544444 4 5 4 5-68 
R.C. Quiggzls. 645644444443 04 8B 4-56 
B. NY Sawyer.. 2442334853844 465 5 2 4-64 
F. A. Root.. 44445455455 5 4 4 4-66 
J. M. Waddick 4458455454443 a pane 

ToLeno, Ohio, Juue 2ist.—The following scores were made by 

members of the Corn City Rifle Club, at their range, Saturday, 

June 19th. Possible 100; 500 yards, regulation pull and target. 

Ohr. Messinger .563238803833545843538 5 2 4-68 
Dr. Waddick $844865443424433034 42 5-68 
8. L. Frazier. 44445455335445456 4 65 587 
B. F. Sawyer 845444542483552200 0 4-63 
F, A. Root. 0545655555556555555 5 4 b—93 

C. Quiggle: .5555665455554563535 6 5 5-94 
Geo. Spross.. 555505545555452555 6 4-89 

¥. R. 

WHEELING, W. Va., June 28th.—The Wheeling Rifle Club shot 

their first match with the teem from the Pennsylvania Rifle As- 

sociation last Saturday afternoon. Each team consisted of five 

men, ten shots each, at 100 yards, and ten at 200, Massachusetts 
target, each team using paper targets and shooting off-hand. 

The challenge eame from the secretary of the Pennsylvania 

Rifle Association, and proposed the terms of match, which were 

accepted by the Wheeling Club, although the 100 yard shooting 

was new to them at the large target. A series of three matches 

are 10 be shot, but the other dates are not yet set, This is the 

sixth match and victory for the Wheeling Club since April. The 

following is the score of the teams :— 

WHEELING RIFLE CLUB TEAM. 

Sms (UA Hg ee ae 
B.Stowart,....} 20) yards. 10 810 1° Uh 1 I0A0 0 18 ag 
omDwieit.. AM Ne BH 21a AL 9 wet am 
Wim, Cox 400 SREHE 99404048 Wp ast 28 
BH Baboook. 3p Pants. ‘Sp 8B t 88 Tash I 

IGRATGS LOLS oops cas sdtecse Feet sia sgtunse dure k ce anee ceed 1028 

PENNSYLVANIA RIFLE ASSOCIATION TEAM, 

100 yards.. 12 10 11 11 11 11 12 10 12 12-112 
E.O. Shakespere | 5y) yards.. 1111 8 12 12 11 10 10 12 sae t 218 

oe Ba eR Ce ey Es 
ores Nao GAR Ue a 
J.H. Burroughs} 5) Yards. 11-8 101211 912 0 9 scat 199 
Grice. fF TT a A a 

Rirardtotateet cy en. octets eon eee ak aoe ee 1010 
WHEELING, WW. Va., June 2d.—_The third competition between 

the Canton Rod and Gun Club of Collinsville, Conn., and Wheeling 

Rifle Club was shot to-day. This is the third of the series, all of 

which haye been won by the Wheeling Club, These, with the 

two mid-range matches shot in May, make five contests this club 

have shot this spring, in all of which they have been victorious. 

The following is the score of the last team match, 200 yards, off- 
hand, Massachusetts target :— 

WHEELING TEAM. 

GAD WIPGE:, oc. +. resets 10 11 10 Ti 12 10 10 12 1t—108 
Wim. Cox... 2 910 9 12 10 11 VW 11-107 
sian. Regan,. 11 BB 8 WR 12 9 1W—-10T 

ae Babvock « 1 1 9 9 li 11 12 11—101 
rer Bisink oe Pesce eye 2101010 7RH 9 81 

BROGHEieal Wiebe h beeen pacha iho ce ele ee nee ae A AT ACSS 58 
COLLINSYILLEH TEAM, 

Hob MOOFG.—2-c26s.--s 4. 11 9 U1 10 12 12 10 10 Tl 10—106 
J. H. aatarel 10 9 10 8 il i 10 11 10 12-102 
O. B, Hull.. Wp 9 7 89 9 WW Ti 1-1 
J.D. ‘Andrews.. 30 8 1! 10 9 10 8 9 10 10-9 
J. Laubenstine............ 8 8 $1001 $1 1 895 

ST EAT NR Petes tee Oe ab 43h 2 4 herd Ao cleleleinl tas maaan es eed gee 498 
The club here have now completed the finest long-range 

grounds in this part of the country, Indeed, for real enjoyment 
it is far ahead of any rangein this country, as itis locatedina 

bea utiful park withina short distance of the city ; and those who 

do not come to shoot can find amusementin yarious forms—such 

as.is offered by ths numerous swings, bowling alleys, archery, 
hammooks, scupping from the beautiful shade trees, etc. He- 

freshments of all kinds are also always to be had on the ground. 

The Wheeling Club extends an invitation to all rifle clubs to come 

and visit their new range, and shoot friendly matches at any 
time. 

The next contest here is to be an individual one between the 

members of the club for a beautiful table set of engraved flass- 

ware, whichis to be presented to the chiband engraved by Mr. 

Otto Jaeger, also a member of the club, and an artist in the line of 

engraving of unusual excellence. 

The contest will be at the long range at the park, fifteen shots, 

at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards each. W. Own. 

WHEELING, W. Va., June 5th._ We haye had a rifle contest to- 

day between members of the Wheeling Rifie Club for a Sharp’s 
long range rifle, valued at one hundred dollars. The prize was 
put up by the club, and only the members of the club competed. 

The shooting was at two hundred yards, off-hand, Massachuseits 

target, fifteen shots per man. The following 1s the score :— 

CoB. Dwight)... .-- 10 911 911111210 71011 111110 9—152 
B. H. Babeock....... Il 912 918 81010 8 9 11 11 10 12 11—149 
kh. §. Stewart........ 12 7121010 10101010 811 7 9 i 1i—148 
tt. H. Damah......-. 8 710101112101110 B11 9 8 7 12—139 
Wm. Jones ...- 61112 9 81010 911 6 910 8 12—135 
Otto Jaeger 9 8 910 T 9 91LI1l 110 5 T 7129 
Jas. Roberts........10 8 6 6 6 911 7 8 8 4 512 7 %—114 

W. Own 

EvGEye Crry, Oregon, June 18fh.—Rifie contest with the ap- 
pended score. Conditions: 100 yards; five men on a side; ten 
shots each; Creedmoor target; 3-inch bullseye:— 

RESWELL, 

Ogee CAVEAT: stands ces eee 444434428 4 4-88 
WY. -Boottas thst Neues ean ta) ee 84445286 40 4-33 
C. sEaenbann BREED 484446564 4 4 4—40 
OPDRCEROMiss staan sasapereedaa terrae 53238222 4 4 4-31 
BCE Nem Pree ey es fs ha 888244383 8 4 3-8 

OTL oca,s ole pode leledatale eas sisi ss ama dace eee ee oe er ee iit 
EUGENE, 

R. Scott, captain...... -..sseeeeeeeee B44438 43 4 486 
HK. Campbell leehsae? 84444 4 4 4—36 
I. Stevens.....:.< "T 445445 6 443 
C. Horn.:..,...-- E 4353 4 4 4 3-87 
J. Niddleston 43344 4 8 4—85 

Total ah oscp apt bers g te bay oe feo reins smear ne EE Re oe ToT 

Each club has won a rifle match, and the third and deciding one 

will be shot on the 26th inst. Both elubs are in their infancy, but 

| are vigorous, and intend to try the longer ranges soon, The Cres- 

well team used muzzle-loaders and the Eugene team breech- 

loaders. J. G8. 

rr a 

THE TRAJECTORIES OF SPORTING RIFLES, 

T is astonishing how few persons, even those thoroughly edu- 

cated, and with some experience with the rifle, have a 

correct idea of the curye made by the rife ballin its flight through 
the air. Those who have met the proverbial ‘*‘old hunter” will 

recall how many of them will tell you their rifle shoots *‘straight” 
for 150 or 200 yards. Having recently made expériments to ascer- 

tain the trajectory, with varying charges of powder and weights 

of ball, by means of paper screens placed at intervals of 25 yards 
for a 200 yard range, and thinking it might interest some of your 

rifle readers [append the table of results below, which, by a care- 

ful examination, will explain itself. Twas desirous of trying other 

standards of sporting rifles, such as Winchester 76 model, and 

others, but could not get hold of them at the time. 
Trajectories for point blank distance of 200 yards; barometer 

24.65 inches; temperature 40 degrees to 50 degrees Fahr. April 

26th and 27th. Heightof foresight above center of bore, .70inch. 

CHARGE. HEIGHT IN INCHES ABOVE LINE OF SIGHT. 

p = 

Noli aa eee g atsi|e@]/s3l/a}eie4 Ngee) oye) ee) eee ee | en) 3 
fe Saletan) FE cera veel ines 
5 a 5, ‘a P o Ye] a fe 
elala#l/e|e2/2)8/3)8/8 

1 
1,.....) n4] 28 |/——] 421 5.6] 64] 62] 58] 3.8] 0 

2.41 
Cae 1u4| 320|——]| 46] 6.0] 66] 64] 5.2] a5] 0 

2.80 
EE ach jor | so0|—]| 43] 5.7] 0.5] o8| 52] 3.5] 0 

2.80 
the 405} 275|——| 48] 5.8] 6.5] 6.3) 5.3] 3.5] o 

28 
Bice. 105] 300|—J| 4.9] o3| 72] 6.8) 57] ax] 0 

2.85 
6. ...| 105 | 820|——| 54! 66] 7.4] 7.1] 6.0] a8} 0 

The Le 305 | s10/-—| 6.2] 68| 7.5] 7.2] a1] ao] o 
70} 405 | i 

Bi: ; ° |__| 975) 10.4]115{ 110} 94] 63] 0 
mi | 420 | 5.10 

Qeye--| 40) 200) — 13.4 uo! 67] o 
5 

Nos, 1 to i—Powder used, Curtis & Harvey's No.6. No—vU. M 
Cartridge used, and No. 9 Factory cartridge. 

No, 8—Springfield .45; Sharps .45. 

No. #—Winchester "73. 
Cileulated to nearest 1-10 inch- 
Nos. 1 to are trajectories obtained from same rifie, Sharps .44» 

84in, barrel, and 20in. twist, with different charges of powder and 

weights of ball, using C.& H. No.6 powder. No. 8is a trajectory 

of the W.S. .45cal. army rifle, with a 70-405 cartridge, 32.fin. 
barrel and 22in. twist; as also of a .4ocal, Sharps, 30in, barrel and 

20in, twist, with a 27-420gr. cartridge. These rifles had substan- 

tially the same trajectory, as was to be expected from the propor- 

tion of the cartridge. No.9is trajectory of the "73 model Win- 

chester, 24in. barrel, .44cal, and 48in. twist, with a 40-200¢gr. cart- 
ridge. With No, 8 was used Union Metallic ammunition, and 
with No. 9, the Winchester ammunition. The experiment No. 

was unsatisfactory, as there was a strong cross wind blowing, and 

I was unable to get the light ball through all the screens and on 

to the target, and it is unsatisfactory to that extent. It is given 
as far asit goes. Thad expected its trajectory would be as flat as 

No.8, but when I reflected on the short barrel and light ball, the 
result seemed reasonable. 

The trajectories of Nos. 1 to 4are practically the same up to 200 

yards. The lighter balls of Nos.1 and 4, though starting out with 
a higher velocity, are overtaken by the heavier ball of No. 2, and 
reach the 200 yard point at the same instant. Nos. 5,§and7 haye 
trajectories gradually rising with the increase of weight of ball. 
No. 8 is substantially the trajectory of all rifles, using the usual 

70 and Tier. shell, with similar bullet. On another day I found 
the Sharps 40cal., midrange, rose at the highest point, 1}in., so 
that it likewise, with the 70-di0gr. cartridge, has substantially the 

same as No.8 Nos, 1to tare with hollow-fronted balls. No. 4T 
have used a great deal yery successfully on game, using one sight 

up to 200 yards, aiming low on the animal. For distances between 

75 and 150 yards I haye also used, last year, No. on elk and bear. 
To show the effect of changing the point blank, from 200 to 150 
yards, Tappend a table of these curyes, reduced to the 150 yards 
point blank, 

Trajectories for point blank distance of 150 yards, with all con- 

ditions the same as in the preyious table. Foresight, .70 Inch 
above center of bore, 

CHARGE. HEIGHT IN INCHES ABOVE LINE OF SIGHT. 

wel @lalé legal) ee ete 
Oo. ty B F : L4 BY Ee | ire ae) eral eta oi) Seat seta acs 

ve) = a a q a ty os a ei 
= = = 12 a > mB es a 

clalaislie|2/82/)3/8/2 
1 

Be teaea 114 | 275 | —| 23] 2.9] 2.8) 2.38 0 2.7 | 71 
al 

FPA 114] 320| — | 2.9} 3.4] 31) 24 0 2.7.) 1.2 
ae 

Bits 107 | 300 | —] 25] 8.1) 380) a4 0 21 %2 
at 

4 105 | 275 | — | 2.5] 3.1} 2.9) 2.8 0 2.70) 7.2 
rie 

Sie 105} 300} ——| 3.0] 3.5] 32) 3.5 0 2.9] 7.6 
ig 

Os 105 | 3820 | —| 8.1| 4.8) 8.3] 2.6 0 8.2] 5.0 
fue 

Ve | 105} 340] — | 3.2] 3.8] 34) 2.7 0 8.2) 8.1 
3.20 

70) 405] 1 
Bees — | 4.3] 5.7] 5.3) 4.0 0 | 4.6] 12.6 

TT | 420 15.70 

No. 1—Calculated to nearest 1-10 inch. 
No. 8—Springfield .45 cal. rifle. Sharps .45 cal, sporting. 

The higher initial velocity of No. 1 is shown in the flatter curye 
from 50 to 125 yards, over the heayier ball of No.2. Nos.8and 4 

appear {o have the same curve, though the different powder-ball 

proportion should make a higher velocity for No.4. So No.2 
should have as flat a curve as No.3 for same reason, it would ap- 

pear. Nos.1,2and 3 were loaded without lubricant and would 

notanswer forhunting. Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7 would all answer for 

hunting, sighted for a pomt blank of 150 yards. No.8 should be 
sighted for a point blank of 100 to 125 yards to compare with the 
previous numbers. 

These trajectories were taken with great care, each heing the 

average of four or five shots, all agreeing with cach other within 

three-quarters of aninch. Theyalso are substantiated by pre- 

vious experiments made, before the screens were properly ley- 

eledup. It is a yery correct way of taking trajectories. Much 

more 60 than the one heretufore used by me. By previous exper- 
iments I had considered the trajectory of No.4 to rise seven 

inches instead of six and & half, as the table shows, for a 200 yard 

point blank, 

As will be seen, these trajectories were taken with a baromet— 

rical pressure of 24.65 inches. 

To get an idea of the influence,a differences of pressure he- 

tween the latter pressure and the pressure near the sea level, say 

30 inches, I will compare No. 1 of above tables with a trajectory, 

developed, fora rifle using the same powder-ball proportion, by 

@ correspondent (“ T.’’) of the London Field, during the late rifle 

trials by the Messrs. Holland. That trajectory, being calculated 

for its height above a line from the center of bore at the muzzle 
to the center of bullseye, instead of above line of sight, the trajec- 

tory of No. 1is accordingly corrected for the height of the fore 

sight above the center of bore, and the comparison will be as fol- 
lows :— 

ies be A |) 5 oO oo] oo] ow 
oO on — cy 

Sure 25 ag |e |= |e | | Initial velocity. 
2) 6 |ee| Bla) S/S) S18 /e 
‘at, Le Sar era] Lapel ne fac Tar Ve —— 

10) 450) 715] 280 are 3.7| 4,5) 4.8) 2.9) 0 | 1,830ft,-persecond, 

SSeS ee 

1} 440 | 114) 276 wT 2.8] 3.3) 3.0) 1.9) 0 

The powder used in each trial is the same (Curtis & Harvey, No_ 

6): the powder-ball proportion is about the same, but the baro- 

metrical pressure in ono case is 21.65 inches and in the other sup-— 

posed to be about 30 inches. This would appear to be too much 
difference of trajectory for the difference in pressure, but I can- 

not see what other influences caused the difference. In these ex- 
periments | was surprised to notice how littleinfiuence on trajec- 

tory was caused by a marked difference necessary in elevations 
on Vernier scale between Nos. land No. 8 or 5, which means a 
very decided increase in velocity is necessary to flatten the trajec- 

tory a very little. Therifie useti in No. 10 ig supposed, from its 

make, to have a 28in. barrel witha 30in. twist. That used in No. 

Thad a din. barrel and 20in, twist. Could the difference in length 
of barrel (referring to the experiments made by Major Farley on 

proper length of bore, alluded to in a former article) account for 
any of this difference in velocity? 

The flattest trajectory, reported by the Messrs. Holland in 
their experiments, is that of a 4.60 eal., using 145 grains of powder 

and 330-grains bullet, which, reduced to a 150-yard point-blank, 

and allowing for height of foresight aboye center of bore of half 
set is as follows :— 

6 Farde, 50 a corns 76 Farda. 100, er 125 Fike 150 get 
Thebes: lA 
Barometer supposed ta be 0 ities 

Proportion of powder to ball 1 to 2.05; a very high proportion t 
which, with the heavy ball, gives high velocity (near 2,000 feet. 
per second, doubtless), too high to be measured with their instru- 

ment. 

Tn conclusion, it is hoped our riflemakers will put up on their 

Tangesasystem of paper screws with which to obtain the exact 
trajectory curve of each of their standard rifles. The cost is 
tritiing ; nothing, however, in comparison to the satisfuchon it 
would give the sportsman, if he knew exactly how his rifle shoots | 

with different point-blank distances. A few shota with each 
cartridge would determine it accurately, with the screens care- 
fully arranged and their zero (0) points carefully marked. _ 

It appears from these tables the highest point of these curves 
between 100 and 125 yards, and not at near two-thirds the 



tance, 120 yards, as believed by Major Morvili and other rifle 
authorities. I think the true distance, with a high velocity, is 
about 56 per cent. of point-blank distance, and that the rise is not 
hore than one-tenth inch after passing the 100-yard point. This 

coords ith previous experiments, as also with the late rifle 
trials near London. 1p 
Mey) 28th. 

Hachting and Qanoeing, 
—< 

—Address all communications to ‘' Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

FIXTURES, 

July #—Yonkers ¥. 0. Reatta. 
July 13—New Bedford ¥, C. Commodore's Cup. 
z uly fp Sear seen es yt te Cruise. 
uly wincy ¥. 0. mpionship Herattia. 

July 15—New Bedford ¥, G. Cruise ie 
July 16-23—San Francisco ¥. 0. Annual Omiise- 
July 1%—San Franci-co Y. 0. Annual Regatta, 
July 1iW—Provincetown ¥. 6, Reratta. 
Duly 18—Quaker City Y. 0. Harbor Cruise, 
July 2i—Salem Bay ¥- CG. Annual Regatta, 
July —Buflalo Y. 0. Rerstta. 
July $1—Beyerly ¥. 0. Championship Kaces, Swampacott. 

——— 

EASTERN YACHT CLUB. 

(EBS annual spring regatta of the W. ¥. C, was sailed 
from Marblehead Rook ou the 23d ultimo, the entry being 

One of the finest ever seén in the bay, ind as the day opened 
brightand clear with astrong N. W. wind, with the water smooth. 
there wag, therefore, every prospect Of & falr trial ofspead. Wbe 
wind, however, proyed so yarlable and shifted so unexpectedly 
that the race, though extremely exviting at times, and Gne of the 
most success!ul on vecord, hardly proved which boat was the 
best out of the lot. The coursefor first and sscond-cluss schooners 
find first-class gloops, cutters and yawls, was as follows: Crdsa- 
ing # line betwen the Rook and a atukeboah leaviif Graves’ Fog 
Buoy and Bee Kock on starboard hand, buck Lo the start, poinw 
outside ot the Pig Rock stake, aboul 25} nautical miles, 
Course for third class schooners ,Kecond o'kss loops, Guitersand 

yawls: Leaving Half Way Rock, Graves Poe Buoy and Hee Rovk 
on starboard hand aud returo to sturling point, going outside the 
Fig Rock stakeboat, 174 miles. 

be following yuchts ontered :— 

FIRST GLASS SOHoONDRS, 
Sailing Length. 

Name and Owner. Ft. In, 
Rebeces, Com. Joy....... ern ped ctet es Pane 0 
Phantom, Vics-Gom. Hoyey-:..,...: “34, 0 
Foam, T. Lennie Boardman... -. Meee eri ised 6 
Haleyon, Charles J. Paine................05. oe Cee Bate 0 

SECOND CLASS ROHOONERS, 

Meta, Franklin Dextor......--........ 
Latona, Duelley L. Pickman..- 
Olocherte, W. Lioyd Jetfries.... C 
Brenda, James L. Gittls -...............-22..-8, a4 
Sylph,.A.C. Wheelwright.... .. ae hates lelcldciocharceae = ess cae. He 

THIRD CLASS ACHOONERS, 

Dream, Greely S. Curtip- ...,..-. sis esee sete (igertapypeys 
Hermes, Messrs. Robins & Quingy......-... Mees e442 

EIRST CLARS BLOOPS AND CUTTERS. 

Alljog, 'T. G. Appleton......... 
Anna, Augustus Hemenway 
Active, Chariga P, Horton..........,..,.. 
Addie V., Marshall K. Abbott.....-. 
Wayward, J. W. Wheelwright... 
Madcap, Walter Cabot.........,.. 
Enterprise, FP. B. Peabody. --_-. 
Hesper, W. H. FPorbes...,...... 
Tmperia, Charles A. Parler......... 
Viva, Geo. WoGenson.... ae 
Siren, L. H. Keith....--.,.. han-t 

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS AND OWPLERS. 

Hifle, B. W. Crownioshield........, Ft By Peete tot ae ayn ys 0 
Shadow, Rear-Com, Bryant............. +11 do 0 
Theve was great rivalry between the Phantom and Haloyon, the 

Jatter baying swept the Neld sinve the spting of "Y2; but appearing 
iu this trace with a pew sailing master. By mitual agreement 
balloon jib tupsails were not used, but both boats had provided 
themselves with immense balloon staysails reaching down to the 
daelk. In the second class, Meta made her first appearance as a 
racer, and a close vontest was looked for between her and Latona. 
iijie in her class has been sailing well with her new stern, and was 
expected to rub the Rear Commodore hard. ‘The class of the day, 
however, was that for the larce sloops and cutters; eleven yachts 
starting, almost every one of them bavinw strong backers for the 
first pluce, Hulerprize appeared as usual as & genuine Bnglish 
cutter, with heusing bowsprit snd square headed topsall. Hexper 
Qust built In New York for My. Forbes) appeared for the tirst 
time, Sbeiseutter rigged tod looks very like Active in’ ordinary 
vig. The latter, however, had resumed her big jib for 1bo day, 
though woen Gruising usually sticking toa foressil. The old and 
Well-known Alice appeared with a new sult uf sails, her bowsprit 
haying beeo lengthened aod ber jib split in two, a chanee which 
has improved her greatly. Addie V, also appeared with a toresail, 
The balance with the usual sloop rig of thie single jib persuasion. 

Viua is ee a bullt boat, und, having carried off the mugs 
of the P. Y. C, fora year or two past, this race was her first trial 
in Massachusetts waters; Jmperi, also, was new hercabouts, hay- 
ing been brought round from New York, where she used to fly the 
A. Y.C. burgee. Siren, who made such a name for herself last 
Beason, entered ALIie minimum langth of the firs: class, though 
Yeally smaller, as did Syiph among the schooners. Anna was 
favorably looked upoo by some, who knew she would be well 
handled, while the Wayward and Madeap, both sa well and 
tavorably known, weré thé favorites with the musses. 
The scene before the start was yery pretty, the yacing boats 

figucing for positions to windward of the line, crowds of non- 
TaHcing yachts boxing “round im every dicregtion, aud the club 
Alenmer—the Gob. Andrew—illed with ladies and members on 
the lookout for the prepatatory gun whigh was dred at, 11:86,30, 
only six minutes late. The starting gun was given five minutes 
later, and at 11:43.52 Avtive went over with a rush, under balluon 
jib-topsail and gatt-vopsail, iollowed abil:45.1h by the new Hexpur, 
looliing yery handsome under a cloud of canvas and her cutter 
rig. 
At this time Phantom, under Marblehead Rock, sect an enormous 

jib topsail, ready to go tor the ling, but inan instant the topmast 
broke short. off, and the sail fall into the water alongside; she, 
however, cleured iway the wreok quickly, and started within 
time, though hampered somewhat by the wrecltand permanonily 
deprived of her stick aloft for the day. ‘Che wind wus now blow- 
doe quite hard, and the boata went over pretty much in a buneb, 
Ag Uhey passed the club steamer, they met the big schooner 
Dauntless, standioz on and off with a reefin hey maingail and Ay~ 
ing-jip down, The bosta ware timed os follows at the aturt:— 

eS coced 

eceococescs 

ad passe y pew iees 23 

A. M. 8.) Ht, MS. 
CACHIVEs ipceeteiseeseee AD 48 62] Slr@m os. ecweesieeess; AL 88 BY 
Hasper..,.tesiesesseee TL 44 15] Tmiperia,...-i-........ WL 48 36 
AliGe .1-- . D1 44 H4 | Meta... ....23..5.05.. 11 4) 09 
Breoda —-.s.--.::1.:-, 11 45 24] Woyward.,-.-..4....) IL 49 20. 
Olocherte.....,,.-.--... LL 45 36] Madcap........-...-... 1) di} 46 
Halcyou.,... .... .--» LL 46 29] Datong ............ ... DD bd J8 
7.0 t 7: ee a -.. 11 a) 16 
Foam....,,- a - li 50 85 
SVLV AL che cet c+ M1 5) 3 
Enterprise ..-......... Ub 
Rebecen did not appodr, sod Agyna was timed ot tho whistle, ghe 

Deing bandicupped some few sdconds by slarting late. Clochetts 
crossed Under working sail, burseGn set staysal! and jib topsail 
and ran off very tast, gaining on all bub the big schooners. LHul- 
cyon seemed to ty over ihe water, talcing the lead at ono, and 
tapidly opening the gap betweun herself and the reat: of the fleet. 
‘The Dauntless warned 16 ascompany the tlect to leeward, but was 
‘Tapidly dropped uotil she shock outherreefsand séntiip a billoon 
jib topsail, which told at once. Lhe following yachts likewise 
Tay OUD With the fleet: Schoouers, Dream, Hermes, Vif, Curlew, 
Terwpesb; Bloops, Idler, driudne, ana thesteamer Sapplo, of tha Li, 

————————— 7. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
¥_G.; the steamer _Adelite, and schooner Adrienne, of the Boston 
¥.C.; the Kitty, of the 8, B. Y. C., is well'as many others. At the 
fame time the Meu de Lis, B. Y. C.; the Hstelle, N, ¥.Y. C., 
and the lice, Bostun Y.0,, rau down trom town und joined to 
swell the number of sail on the Bay. 

In the Meahtine the second-slass sloops iad been started— 
Shadow at 1:54.15, and &/fie at 1155.06. Hermes and Dream were 
both on hand, the latter ready to start, buf at the last moment the 
former withdrew, Ourlew wis present with ber racing flag up ; 
but, baving tailed to enterin compliance with tbe rules, she did 
notatart, thereby making it "no race” in this Gass. 
The first balf of the run across to the Graves was made in quick 

time, the Haleyon ruoning away from the fleet, and Foam taking 
becand place. 
Asthey neared the South shore the wind Nwhtened and the 

rear boats closed up, The various steamers aod many of the ac- 
companying yachts lay to off the Graves' Buoy to sea the boats 
round. There, ayain, a beautiful nautical exhibition was to be 
been; the racing and accompanying yachts coming head on under 
clouds of sanylis, the s'cimers and other yachts waitiog at the 
buoy, and the Devwitless, Hstelle and Alice cutting a corner and 
running through the fleet at right angles to its course; in fact, 
this yeir's regatta wag the most picturesque, in ita various as- 
peots, that has been sailed here for a long time. 
Haicyon rounded the buoy at 12.34.80, banting in her sheets for a 

beat to Bey lock, fuur miles; her sheets came in quickly, but 
those of her balloon sails were pot handled as they ought to have 
been. Foc came next at 1242.10, then Brenda with the largest 
balloonerain the tleet, io ratio to her tons. She was tollwed b 
Phantort at 12.45,05, Aobive 12.42.10, Metee 1246.20, Allee 12.47.00, 
Clochette was next inorder, but gave way at the buoy to u group 
of sloops, letting Addis round sf 12.48.50, Hesper 12.49.00, Lulona 
19. 49,05, snd Viva at 12.49.25; then came GOlochette to leeward at 
72.49.50, then Hinterprise ot 1249.40. Now happened one of the best 
things oO theday. Mrideap came round at 1249.60, and putting 
her whole crew at the main sheet, walked it forward and shot in- 
side of the whole wroup, coming out abead ol the Addie, This 
group of seven boats quening Within oné minute was most effec- 
tiye, Sylphfollowed them closely av 12.50.30, the Jimperia at 12,53, 
Suren 12.52.10, Wayward, 12.58.25, Anzio 12.53.05. 

‘rom here to Buy Rouk was a beat for the leading bouts. Hal- 
cyom game up wilh a long lead and rounded at 1.25, but got ib very 
Hgheut the Rock and Phantom gaiued rapidly, rounding at 1.30.50. 
Here*both bouts Jay in the doldrums, until foam worked round 
third, and the vest of the fleat, except Olvchelte, who found it too 
light and drew out, Was seen coming down with a lights. EB. 
wind and balloon sails boomed out, Haleyon, Phanton and Foam 
caught the air aud bepan to beat back to the Graves, Maleyon 
gaimor rapidly and Wvam being dropped, Tho fleet on rounding 
the Hock were all becalmed, Hesper having a lead of about a 
garter Of a mile, the others all ing jam with the keel bout 
vd rather to the fore. ; 
The steamer here lett them tnd went after Halcyon, who was 

Tiakinu“ great play to windward, followed by Phantum aud, at 
forme distance, by foam. Phe second cluss sloops were passed as 
they were rubning jor the Rock with a food breeze, Shadow 
showing the way trom the start and holding her lead to the end, 
finishing ib 4,20.88, followed by (Pi 4.24.04, Heleyon meantime was 
gaining on Phantom, and alter a long stretch in shore stood 
wutte thé eastward until she eould fetch the buoy, when she 
tacked and went for it with port tacks aboard, Phantom and 
Foam some fittla way astern. Here, however, the wind died 
out slmost entiroly, the yachts hurdly had stesrage way. 
and for some time if looked ss if it would be “no race.’ 
Presently the rest of the fleef, except Muterprise nud Ac- 
tive,who had drawn out in the calm off Eee Rock, thinking 
it impossible to make the race, was seen coming down with # 
good N. W. wind, Vini in the lead. This entirely changed 
the position of affairs, The larce schooners did not get the wind 
uniil the others were close wboard at the buoy, which was rounded 
as follows: Wind 8.10, Halon 3.11, Hesper 3.14, Sylpn 31430, Latena 
$.16,50, Madcop 3.16.10. The rest were not timed, but several 
otuers turned uhead of Phantom. Foam did not get the wind for 
some lime and then gaye up the race, haying been left in the 
lurch by the breeze most provoxinzly. This time the boats had a 
beat to Bey Rock, but by no meansataic one, The wind kept 
changing several poiuta and flukes abounded. The Rock was 
rounded by Haley at3.59, when her light sails were broken out 
for the run to the Pigs, where the Dauntless, foam, Pleur de Lis, 
Curlew, Rebecca, Vif aod others were waiting to see her round, 
Dream van down with her and it was noticed that her fore top- 
mast was gone, split nearly its whole lengub, Viva was the next 
boat round at 4.05.25, then Hesper 4.0840, Madeap 4.10.60, Sulpl 
4.12.15, Phantom 414.40, Siren 4.15.30, Datond 2.16.25, Anna 4.19.45 
Imperia £22.00, Brenda 4.23.05, Meta4.23.40, Alice 424,10, Wayward, 
4,25, Addie not timed. 2 F 
At this point, with apparently a tree run home and # fair breeze 

it certainly looked as if Haleyon was sure of her prize; with Sylph 
aud Latona in seoond Glass, In thesloops Vivu had a good lexd, 
and her friends were jubilant, her most dangerous untaponists 
seeming to be 4wnd and Siren, the former being about ninety and 
the latter about twenty seconds behind their allowance, but with 
aeood tres wind the adyantage was all onthe side of the larger 
boat, 47nd had passed Siren before reaching the rodir, but 4 
shift of wind hud Ghanged their positions. Just before Addie 
reached the rock Haleoyun veached §. W. Breakerand suddenly 
found herself in a dead valm; the others carried the wind to her 
and then lost it. Again it became evident that it was syery- 
body’arace, One by one they all ran into the calm, many of the 
sloops keeping iu shore to try fora land breeze, which was send—- 
ing Vif down the coast fast. After waitine impatiently for some 
time Addie in the rear caught a breeze and goon the fleet was run- 
bing slowly, allina bunch, to the outer Pig Stake; ull, except 
Phantom, who lay ina dead calm a little to iseward of the wind. 
Atthe stake the tloet presented a sight such as never before has 
been seen at the finishof arace. They had barely steerage way, 
thourh all ight euils were set, and were packed topether as close 
as possible to leeward of tha stake. In fact, when near the stuke 
many unavoidable minor fouls took place. Madcap seemed to 
have a little lead, and just wstern of her came Brenda, with Viva 
showing her nose ovér the Brenda's quarter; Meta to leeward and 
almost foul of Brenda, while Addie V. had her bowsprit over 
Mela's quarter. Sylvliseemed to be in the front rank, while Siren 
appeared to befending herself off Viva'a stern; Latona and Impe- 
ria were in thethickest of the bunch. Wayward was forced to 
windward of the stake and bad toreturn and round it after the 
others had passed. Alice was on the lee side of the bunch,with An- 
vi again to leeward of ber, while Haleyen, with Hesper on her lee 
uarter, was toleeward of Annd. The club steamer, the iebeoca, 
iuntlest, Fuam, Active, and otber yachts were to leeward of the 

racing boats whils Curlew we close aboard of Hesper, and Dream to 
Windward of siake. Alightuir could be seen on the water just 
ahead of the fleet, but it appeared perfectly calm where they 
were. Piiaytom finally brourhbt luck with ber a mile astern in the 
shape of a breeze, which did not, however, reach the others. She 
at once started ahead at a fiye knot jog, and while the others 
barely moyed shot by the lof with the impetus acquired as she 
fetched into the calm. Everyone expected to aee her go to lee- 
ward of the crowd, butshe thought she saw room fo go through 
juat to windward of Haleyon, and through she went. Again she 
Caught a breeze abexd and went for the finish—j most curious 
frealt indeed, So close were the others bunched that Alice aud 
4nnd hauled in their booms to preveota collision aslucky Phan- 
tom slipped between them, Halcyon at firstheld her own pretty 
well, but feariayy to crowd Phantom onto Met gaye way, Hesper 
having to do thesame. Meta edged to wiodurd to get outclear, 
and Brendd was forved onto the stake, where she hung tor o few 
seconds. Hesperand Curlew were turned almost around by Phan— 
tons wash in wutiompting to get out of the way. Phantom now 
had a long lead before the Othersstruck the breeze. The Vive-Oom -~ 
modore Grossed the Iine at 6:1.16, followed by Halcyon abt B:11.85; 
Madcap :17.32, aod Sylph 6:17.53, then the wind again chopped and 
lett the others ina crowd within three hundred yards of the 
finish. Hera it looked us if Siren was the winolpy boat, as she was 
Inside her time and held a feintalr as ale headed for the southerly 
eodof the ling. tyia bad uot come out of the crowd 4s well as 
her competitor, and hee stood in under the Murblebhend shore 
with Jmperia only to driyéinto a fut calm. Brenda, Viva and 
Met in the menutime had crawled over the line, Grossing respeot- 
ively at 6120.02 7 5:20,10, and 6:20.48. 
Atthis minute a durk streak appeared under the shore, and 

Imperta and Avid, vail under, ran out for the north ead of the 
line, with Wayward abreust and to leeward, The rest goon fol- 
lowed, asastrong northwester had sprung up and the ling was 
crossed as Under: Wayward, 5.22.06; Tnperia, 6.22.18; anna, 5.22.23; 
Siren, 85.14; Addie, 5.24.80; Hesper, b.20.80; Alice, 5.27.92. oaurit- 
leak baMe OVer 10 the midst of the fieot, and the scene beoime very 
animated asthe yachts, racers and lookers-on beat into Marble- 
head and anchored under the ne\y club bouse, a fey running otf 
tor home. ‘he result ol the day wasi— 

FIRST CLASS SOHOONERS, 

Actuxil Corrected Achial Corrected 
Tine, Time. Dine. Lime. 
> Ms MS, H. M.S. HH, M. 8. 

Phantom. 6 18 41 & 18 41 | Ponm..,., drew out, 
Haleyou,. 3 26 00 6 sa O4 

BEGOND CLASA SCHOONERS. 

a1 37 6 15 6t | Brenda... 5 84 88 5 88 404 
& 30 89 5 80 389 | Clochette, drew out. 

82 59 «66 8l OB 
FIRST CLASS SLOUPS AND OUTTHRS. 

31.08 6 12 88 | Hesper..,5 42 05 6 o& 09 
27 AT 5 14 Jit) Addia,..., 5 88 66 6 3h 58 
Bt 45 4826 16 O00 | Alige.....5 42 8B 6b 4 28 
83 39 46 IB 85 | Active... drew out. 
32 46 5 19 10)] Enterprise drew out. 
3 10 5b RL 2B 
SECOND GLASS SLOOPS AND COTTER, 

Shadow...4 26 23 4 20 17 | Bitie..... -4 23 68 4 28 68 
Mela, Haleyon and Hesper entered protests againat Phantom for 

running through the fleet. Brenda protested aginst Meta for 
forcing heron ‘to the stake, but withdrew the protesh on the 
ground that Meta was unable to do otherwise, Sylph, Haleyon 
and Madeap appeared to do the best sailing in the fleet ar such 
times a8 & COmparison was possible, Sylph, Shadow, Anne and 
either Phantom or Halcyon take first prizes, Metd and Siren sec- 
ond prizes. Taken all in all, the race was one of the prettiest tu 
look at, and the most extraordinary and rich in unlookod torinal- 
dents ever sailed on the bay; but the result did not show which 
wis the fastest boat, being entirely due to slants. We bave siuee 
been informed that the protest arainst Phantom was not allowed, 
und the firat prize, therefore, goes to her in her class, 

CLiw GARNET. 
Oo 

THE POLYNTA, 

HE steam yacht Polynta was launched last Wednesday 
from the yard of Messrs. Ward, Stanton & Co., at Newbarg, 

N.Y. The new vessel was built to the order of James Gordon 
Bennett, Esq.,and in many respects represents an innoyation 
upon the ancien régime under which so many homely and cown- 
trified craft haye been built, and by mere courtesy dubbed steara 
yachts, though much more akin to an average tug with a liberal 
supply of paint and upholstery. Not very Wkoy yours ago Mr. 
Lorillard started steam yachts into life in this couniry by Jaunch- 
ing the Mischief, and then in vapid succession 4 string of others 
which were sold just about as fast us they could be turned out, 
their projector pussing trom idea to idea in the refinement of 
form and engive, while in pursuit of a high rate of speed. Oar 
whole steam feet, up to date, owes its peculiarilies to the frst- 
born of the class. Of all such as Promise, Guriije, the old Hmily 
and Mystic, the newer Venture, Hmu, and a host of (he gort, iL can 
truly be sald that they are copies of oné another, with shght vari- 
ations as to “lines’’ and dimensions, and, with the exception of 
Promise, one is about as slow as the other; that Is, slow when 
viewed from the standard of speed long ago worked up to in 
England. In fact, up to this senson, our steum yaoots should be 
classed more properly only as steam launches. ‘The departure 
recently made in the construction of genuine seagoing craft is 
something upon which the community is to be congratulated, for 
it willintuse a little more of the sailor spirit into the ainateur 
owners, Who will presumably refuse any longer to be bound by 
the sundgirt horizun of the raging Sound, and will buldly put to 
sea upon Occasion to test their digestive organs with the hon- 
chilance of old time Vikings, The Polina, though not strictly 
speaking a seagoing yacht, nevertheless possesses in her miudel 
all the qualines necessary to the cuaster, and this was#ll that was 
hadin yiew by her owner and desiyner. In these respects she ig 
along way abead of the light drafts with flaring bodies and man- 
surd houses which the old school seem so Jouth ta abandon 
for the abler, deep draft, fush deck style, The Polynia, how- 
ever, hua much in her design which is novel on this side of 
the Atlantic, and,we had almost said, therefore all the more com- 
meéndable. Looking ut her sheer plan—drawn by Mr. Stanton 
himself, by the way—we find the new steamer very English in ap- 
pearance. The sheer is moderate, a successtul und stylish mean 
between the homely, useless hollow scoop we have so long been 
uflicted with in America, and the orthodox, rigid, straight of Hu- 
yopean fashion. Ino this respect Polynia leaves little to be de- 
sired. ''he clumsy watermelon or “ wush-bowl"' stern of the loyal 
American patriot has been displuced by the roomier, lighter und 
more thoroughbred “cutter stern," and forward the cutwater 
ig iinizhed with a “ head,” and nOt merged into a top-heavy non- 
descript of enormous proportions, similar to the arrangement 
which disigures the Ideal, the only use of which seems to be the 
spuce afforded some witer-tront artist to work off his supera- 
bundance of questionable tasts ian Vulgar-looking seroll-work, 
Vorward and art the Polynia bas good height of bulwarks and 
amidships Along the “ break" in the deck she is to have a netting. 
The rig will be ol the style extensively adopted abroad, a three- 
masted pole schooner,the masts stepping in Gastingson deck §0 that 
they cin be spaced independently of avy obsirudtions below. In 
model the steamer shows considerable deadrise, rather more than 
we lke to sve,a very easy bilge carried well up and down and a 
moderate round tothe topside. Furwardshe is sharp, with little 
or no Hare, except that caused by the rake of the stein ab the 6x- 
treme end, Her body has been tapered awuy, and a wholesome 
midship section run out isto fine lines in the bow in a yéry suc 
eesgstul manner, as there isa total absence of hard places or sud- 
den rwists, while the deck line has not been pinched in the least 
to accomplish this. The amount of hollow is just the thing, more 
would have been too much, less would have been too littie, both 
forspeed and beauty. The frames lift weil aft, affording a clean 
yun from beneath, and giyiuy more room on deok than if the 
water hail been made to close nltogether On the borizontul lines 
In taut, this idea has been carried out into the counter, and, in 
consequence, the quarters have been kept a trifia full for looks, 
perhaps, but the builders desived tO pain ull ihe room on deck 
bey reasonably could—a pointin which they have certainly suc- 
ceeded. The propelier well has been dropped two feet below the 
keel, and the serew is noticeable for the yery large amount of 
“dish” toits blides, the latter raking aft full Lena cee de- 
grees, As the same pattern has given satisfaction in the Widelle 
and other yachts, it was deemed worth u trial on the new Gralt 
though we hope Mr, Bennett will not rest content with the speed 
displayed Upon the meusured mile, but will try his vessel with a 
number of different wheels, 1t has been well established that 
there is a wheel especially if for almost every form of hull, and 
&3 An interesting experiment, trials with the Polynia, dittering 
Ouly as to screws employed, might add much to our knowledge 
on Baa i bere tie pot, and possibly to the speed of his owo 
ood ehip, 

“ The hull ia lapstreak on the floor and fiush from the bilge up, 
the builders having **laid themselyes out’ in the production of a 
fair wand bandsumé job and in giving satisfaction to the owner, 
even to the extent of pulling tea feet extra into her length and 
ju muny points more than living up to Lloyd'srules. She isasa 
result the strongest iron yessel of moderate tonnage Geyer turned 
wut in Auwericz, and she will be the hundsomest and fastest as 
well. Ajtogether she will be the initial cratt representiog a naw 
advance in ideks, Somethiiy which will go a long way to setting 
aside the stule and objectless conventiunalities which hnaye be- 
come so tiresome to behold in our steam yachts,and which stund 
53 unwelcome evidence of the Darwinian theory that man is but 
a monkey and bis chief talent copying. 
The internal arranvements of the Folynia are well contrived, 

though ot course much space has been given upto motive power, 
Descending the companion at the atter end of the“ break’ the 
min saloon is reached from a short passage, On the port side of 
the Jatter is a snug stateroom with lockers and stawnge on the 
opposite side, both being lighted by ports in Lhe vessel's side. The 
auloon ik sixteen feet square,over six feet high, with large 
muhogany skylightuboye. UCeadine from it forwaru on starboard 
side is fhe Owner's room, a small room attached, vod a bath in the 
fluor. hese will be tinished In Hastlalre, all the furniture being 
turhed out by the builders trom theirown shops. Indeed, barring 
the heaviest castings, they build and equip from kéél to truck, one 
wood reason for the success which has attended the firm ano tor 
the large amount of work of all sorts they have in ‘band, inolud- 
ing four Other new steamers from & small yacht up to a large 
freight propeller, besides mmech in the way of repairs, Adjoining 
the owner's room are fa Couple of stuleroonis tor guests, and tor- 
Ward of these the eogine room and boiler space, then the galley 
aod pantry, ollicers’ messroom knd stilerooms on each side pod 
the furecastle for the crew in_the bows. Davits will be stepped 
for four bouts, two abreast of the smuke-stack aod two on the 
quarters. They comprise & steam launch, twenty-llye-foot gig, 
cutter and dingbey. The windlass on the hitts forward will be 
worked by steam. The pilot house is forward of the foremmat, 
With # spacious smoking cabin or rather chart room attached, the 
jnust leading duwo iu the center thereol, these being he only 
houses’ on deuk 40d are Lwenty féet long, the pilot house show- 
ing seven feat uboye jhe rail and the chartrooin fyeanda half 
(ee F 
‘he dimensions ind scantling are as follows: Wilt. over all, 

162it on deck, 1Wétt. waterline, 10ft. keel, 18tt. bear, and 10te, 
hold. Drattot walter, Including ahoe aft, lt; dratt of wie hody 
7ft.; leuxt freeboard att, Gin.; overhanging att TGs aod forward 
10tt, extreme, A short bowaprit projects beyond the stem head, 

‘ 



Mainmast 50ft, nbove vali, foremuast 46ft, and mizzen J4(t. Smolce~ 
stack I7ft. high aod 4ft. diameter. Bngine hateh 11ft. long, and 
+he two cabin hatches ft, square each, The engines are o 
triple compound tvpe, similar in arrangement to the later ones of 
the White Star steamers. The bigh pressure cylinder is in the 
center, in, diameter, and a low pressure af each end of 32in. 
diameter; stroke 2tin. ‘The steam chests of the latter take the 
exhaust from the smiller. The condenser forms a portion of the 
éngzing framing on one side. We cannot devote too much praise 
+o the hundsome easting of the yarious parts, the exceedingly 
strong proportions and the close and accurate fitting of these en- 
gines, ‘hey may readily stand asasample of good and faithful 
rorkmanship, and have been put together not to see how much 
could be made on them, but how strong and thorough a job the 
shops could ttirn out, The same can be said of the two boilers. A 
handsomer and more conscientious lot of rivet work no one need 
wvant, and in.it we fancy we see the close supervision Mr, Stanton 
personally gives to all the detailsot the work, The engines are 
intended to turn up to about 150, which, with 14ft. pitch and 
liberal allowance for slip, ougbt tosend the Polynia through the 
water at something like 16 knots, or its equivalent of 19 miles, 
rather more than hitherto accomplished in vessels cf her class, 
The boilers are two in number, placed fore and aft, with the 
fire-room between them. They are of the usual cylindrical build, 
Wet. diameter and I1ft, Jong, with shells? of an inch thick. ‘wo 
furnaces in cach. 4iin. diameter and 7jft. long, with 160?t. grate 
surface, nnd 2,200fb. heating surface. ‘he working pressure will 
be about 100 1bs., and they will consume 7 fo 8 tons a day, Bun- 
ker capacity 40tons, The shaft is of steel, Tin. diameter, turning 
a wheel of Ward, Stanton & Co.’s own pattern, 9ft. diameter and 
14ft. pitch. ¥ 43 ‘ 
The hull is entirely of iron, with collision and thrust-bearing 

bulkheads, and one forward and abaft of the machinery spuce. A 
most excellent system of construction has been adopted. The 
keel isa *' flat plate keel” with the garboards lapping, a through 
kceelson, the frames butting against it, angle iron on top of the 
keelson and angle iron bile keelsons riding the floovs. Reverse 
frames are carried up to the deck on every other frame, the rest 
stopping at the turn of the bilge. The frames are not laid on the 
skin, nordo they “jozele” over the horizontal butt straps where 
the plating is worked flush, but “liners” of filling stripsare placed 
between plate and frame, the lather running oyer the horizontal 
straps, thereby rendering efficient caulking from the outside pos- 
sible. Of course there is nothing new about this method, but it 
shows that the builders, with large latitude given them, chose to 
adopt the most elfective though most costly style of flush build- 
ing, rather than to deliver work which would not“ class” if suwb- 
jected to the rigid inspection of a Lloyd's man. The scantling 
might have been reduced considerably and yet been within the 
law. Itisa question whether rather too much weight has not 
been devoted to the hull, detracting from the possible speed the 
model and engines might otherwise attaln. Thus Lioyd's rule 
for frames is: Add half beam to depth to half girth amidships for 
the co-efficient. This we take to be about 35 in the Polnia, Op- 
posite this we find for frames ?#bx24x5-16. Polynia bas 3x3x} 
Again, for spacing frames, the co-efficient is about 5,500, a distance 
between centers of 22in, being allowed against the 20in, adopted 
by Messrs. Ward, Stanton & Co. Similarly the side plating is one- 
sixteenth heavier than required, and the deck three-fourths more 
than called tor. In some instances this excess of scantlinz 
will serve 8 good purpose ; we cannot help thinking, though, that 
higher speed could haye been got out of a yessel of lighter and 
yet sufficiently strong build. ‘here is stich a thing as making a 
vecsel stronger than necessary, though the fault js at least in the 
direction of safety. ; 
duseusnsa whoie, Mr. Bennett is to be congratulated upon the 

soundness of the work that is being turned out for him under the 
feneral superviston of Mr. Henry Steers, and it ought to redound 
to the credit of Messrs. Ward, Stanton & Co. Business firms 
which siya you more than the Jaws actually cal) for are scarce 
enough, but the Newburg yard yery wisely lays more store by a 
nuthne cur honesty than by the gain of a lew dollars, and there- 
fore may success attend them in their undertakings, 
The Polynia was successfully launched June 30th, Miss Mary BH, 

Ward. thé daughter of the head of the firm, doing the christen- 
ing ina happy manner, breaking the proverbial bottle as the 
bows first touched water, Captain Martin Lyons is to take com- 
mand, and Capt. Geo. Dand, brother of **the Wanderer's Dand,” 
will be chief olticer. The yacht is now receiving her én- 
fines inl outfit, and will be commissioned about the middle of 
this month. 

Tt LARGEST Crukg.—The club book for 1880 reveals a yery 
prosperous state of ulairs in the New York Y.©., it having par- 
ticipated in the recent “boom,” and come in for a guodly share 
of the new vessels built. The club of course averages the heayi- 
est tonnage in America, the schooners ranging, with few excep- 
tions, from oue hundred to three hundred tong, the sloopsayverag- 
ing about forty tonsand the steamers &bout one hundred and 
twenty-five tons. Of two-magters there are thirty-eirht, sloops 
twonty-three, cutters four and steamers twenty. Vhe member 
Ship includes thirty-four honorary, thirty-four life and three 
hundred and twenty-three regular members. Lhe club was or 
ganized in 18t4and incorporated in 1863. The total number of 
Bail is cighty—tive, and therefore exceeds the Eastern Y¥.C. by thir- 
teen vessels, the latter haying now seventy-two yachtson its roll. 

Houn's Yacu List.—This well known publication has been is- 
sued for the current year. It is replete, as usual, with the names 
of British yachts, their owners, builders, sail-makers and racing 
colors; besides, we lind a list of all the prominent yacht clubs of 
all nations, their offivers, entrance fees and subscriptions, fixtures 
for the year, tide tables and similar matters. ‘he colored plates 
of pennants and burgees ure very well executed. ‘Che advertis 
ine pages alone are a study, end show the detail to which yacht- 
ing interests have been developed across the ocean, Published 
by Hunt & Co., Church street, Bdgware ktoad, N, W., London, 
Price six shillings, 

VAN NostRand’s MAGAzIND.—The July number of the “ Hogi- 
neering Magazine’ contains much interesting matter. ‘he lead- 
ing article deals with Edison's paper-carbon borse-shoe lamp, and 
demonstrates that lanip us fiable to the same enormous loss hith- 
erto encountered by all other forms of incandescent electric 
lanips. With the are light, from 1,200 to 1,800 candle power has 
been obtained, against ubout seventy-two of the Edison lamp. 
All this looks yery much like an extinguisher for Edison, but it 
ig, alter all, only on paper, and probably no one is better aware of 
the losses his light is subject to than Edison himself, It is well 
known that illumination by gas was positively proven an impos- 
sibility when first introduced, yet it has displaced all otheragents, 
and we may as well wait for tinal results before proving that 
Edison knows less about hisown experiments than others who 
know nothing atall abeut them,and who haye obtatned their 
data from the bosh printed by penny-a-liners in the dailies. Very 
wild dreams ebout electricity are indulged in, and those who are 
Heryous #boUt its displacing steam at an early day as & motive 
power will find the article on domestic mo.ors instructive as well 4s Another on the production and transmission of power by elec- 
trivity. 

Cricket. 
——+—__. 

—<Address all communications to “ Forest and Str 
Publishing Company, New York.” wea 

DEATH OF JAMES SOULTHERTON.—Oricketers everywhore will hear 
with regret of the death of this well-known and much respected 
Surrey player. His famous professional cricketing carcerex tended 
oyer a period of thirty years, and it was not until he had reached a 
ripe old ge that he was “bowled by death’s unerring ball.” He 

was aick buta short time, but on June 12th he was seized with an 
attack of congestion of the lungs, and this seizure was so severe 
that he died at his house, “‘The Cricketers,’ at Mitcham, Surrey, 
Hog., on June léth. Southerton was born at Petworth, in Sus- 
sex, November 16th, 1827, but was removed when three months 
old to Mitcham, in Surrey. This ‘‘man of many counties”? bas 
played for no less than three, namely, Surrey, Sussex aud Hamp- 

shire. Originally he played for Sussex for his batting, but he 
soon developed such # wonderful degsree of ability as a slow 

bowler, that of late years he adopted Surrey as lis county under 
the residental qualification. His delivery was slow round-arm 
twisting, ahd of good length; and his rreat success and fame be- 
gan with Hampshire at Southampton, when he wa, Compara- 
tively speaking, old for a cricketer of modern times—cricketers 
now not continuing the game so late in life as in the days of the 
Hambledon Club, ete, It was not till 1870, when forty-two years 
af age, that he appeared for the first time in the match of the 

season, namely, for the Players againat the Gentleman. Tn 1872, 
Southerton obtuined no fess, it wis stated, than 310 wiakels 

nearly all in matches of note, and therefore agains good play- 

ers. In 1875, also, he is récorded to have bowled 6,089 balts alto- 
gether during the season. On April 20th, 1875, he became‘ mine 

host’ of the Cricketer’s Inn, on Mitcham Green, but he was by 
oceupation # hairdresser, and was a popular, temperate, pleasant 

and well-informed man on cricket matters, and a favorite with 
all. 

Untrep Starrs vs. CANADA.—This match will be played in Phil- 
adelphia during the latter part of September, and, thanks to the 

cricketing association of both countries, promises to be the grand- 

est International conest ever played between them. 

AMERICAN CENTURIES.—On May 29th TH, C, Simonds scored 124 
runs in a match, Hamilton vs, Trinity College ; and on July fd 

George M. Newhall seored 180, not out, for Young America v3. 
Baltimore. 

ONONDAGAS rs, OSWEGO FPAnLsS.—Played at Oswego Falls, N. Y,, 

June 29th, and won by the former by one run on first innings’ 
scores i— 

; ONONDAGAS. 
First. Tnninge. Second Inninga. 

Castle, b. Smiddy............-- 3 ¢, Layoock, b. Smiddy......... 4 
Dawes, c. Lobbly, b. Simiddy,. 4 b. Wright........... WEY Iass ce yy dl 
Harrison, b, Wayette....,....., 0 
Millwark. b. Payette. Eo Wirirht oy ee Bde Oe dose). 
Ballward, b. Fayette....1....-. 6 b, Wright,........... ia Bee eet 
Hollworth, ¢. and b. Smiddy.. 5 
Nesyick, ¢, Bachus, b, Smiddy., 0 not out............- Hee Ps 
Humphries, ¢, and b, Payette. 1 . 6 
Tickner, b. Smiddy.....-...... 4 ¢. Bachus, b. Fayett . 0 
Field, ¢. and b. Smiddy.. fal 
Sharp, not out ........ 2 
No ball, i A! Wade, Us. byeylie. cats selene eae 2 

Total. ...c..2.-. Ee) ee ha} ee Se ee Pes 30 
OSWEGO FALLS. 

Smiddy, b. Milward............ 0 Laycock, b. Milward. Bol! 
North, ¢. aud b, Milward ..... 2 Lobbly, b. Newick . 1 
H. Gachus, b. Milward... - 9 Carr, not out.... a2 
Feyette, b. Nevwiclc,. 3 Wright, b. Milward. -- 0 
Newton, run out... 3 Ixtras—leg-bye, 1............. 1 
J. Bachus, c. New 

ward....... 4 — 
Ellis, ¢. New MCiTweard ade Ub ee ccs 30 
NEWARK vs, MANHATDAN (24).—The forinal inauguration of the 

new cricket grounds at Newark, N. J., took place on June 30th, 
the occasion being an interesting match between the Newark’s 

first eleyen and the second eleven of the Manhattans. The loca- 
tion is one of the finest in the country, overlooking Newark Bay. 

The tract. of ground coyers thirty acres, in the center of which 

about four acres have been graded, a part being sodded, A yery 

well arranged club house has been recently erected, and the club 

numbers over sixty members. The features of the natch was the 
excellent bowling of Newark's Boote, the batting of Middleton 
and Stanford, the wicket keeping of Williams, and the fielding of 
Wilkinson at point. Score:— 

NEWARK. 
First Innings. 

Stanford, ¢. Middleton, b. 
Second Innings. 

DRAW GENS, ceaeees pees ee } 6b. Jackson <..:.-, eee) os FD 24 
Wilkinson, ce. and b. Jackson. 8 b. Amos............--205 8 
RBoote, c, and bh, Jackson..... 8 c. H. ‘Tucker, b. Jackson. + JP 
Pointer, ¢. Lawlor, b. Jackson 1 b, Ames........ pia: Se 5 
Gorrie, ¢. Lawlor, b. Middle- 

Repoes ee AA ISde son Ast ace Wb. Jackson........ sep +2251 10 
Hill, b. Jackson .. 8 hb, Jackson . 1 
Knight, b. Jackson.... b. w., bal: 0 
Orton, c. and b. Jackson b. Ames .. d 
Williams, not out..... b. Jackson, vi 
Hemmingway, b. H not out,..,.%.....- 3 
Hallis, run out....... --.... 1 Gand b, Jackson ...... Bet. 0 
Byes, 2; wide,1; no balls,3.. 6 Byes, 7; les-bye, 1; wides, 2. 10 

LOUIE s radieo anes ook ne et Boe oo WU OLA Pes tps e cee ete oe past 

MANHATTAN, 
First, Innings. Second Tnyitngs. 

H. Tucker, run out..........- 1 not out.-,-.... SSF Le 7 
J, Tucker, run Ouf ..........4 0 not our... a 
Chippendale, b. Boote +3, 2 Db. Boofe.. yl 
Middleton, b. Boote.......... 5 bm out........ a1 
Jackson, ¢. Night, b. Stan- 

TSCA STEN SL eae i4 oc, Borrie, b. Hallis....-....... 7 
Lawlor, b. Borrie.......,..... 2 b. Borrie,......... elatede te Hee pay 
Castle, b, Hallis...., ......--. 4 oO. Hall, b. Borrie,.,........... 14 
Torry; Lbs ws 0, Lbdote ic. ds BcBOrrio Adis yaetcaates sacs) & 
Ames, 1, b.ov., b. Hallis...... 1 «. Wilkinson, b. Hallis 5 
Griffea, run out...... Fee da274 BO) We TROLTIG Lleyn ieee eleb ie ey) 0 
Pavil, NOL GUE, 185 ae ness ee es by Boote ary ee ae 1 
Byes, 9: leg-bye, 1; wides, 3. 13 Byes, 4; leg-byes, 2; wides, 4. 12 

Total....----.. Pri bes Arr hs oats EMMLOATS SegelLiica tricone ae nether tal 
MERION vs. BALTIMORG.—The first match of the Baltimore tour 

was played at Ardmore,{Pa.,!on June 30th, and resulted in a defeat 
by One innings und 22runs, Score:— 

MERION. 
©. Morris, b. Oldham ..-...... 41| C. 8. Huines, st. Reese, b. T. 

Mrettht eat 2 esecn eee. ee 
W. i, Hyans, c. 

G. Thayer, b, T. Smith ....... 6 
J.B. Vhayer, Jr. b.'0. Smith 0 
G. Ashbridge, ¢, Winslow, bh. b. Smith.. 0 
Oldbam Sef ote es 15] W. Buily,o 6 

FP. Baily, rua out. . 2| Byes, 5; 
8. Law, b. Oldham... Pate Tame rit Pas Weae oy Sama Se hare ai 8 
W. Stroud, b. 'f. 5 h +++ 41 —- 
A. Baily, b. Oldham,......... Te) SDot ee ee ee 

BALTIMORE. 
First Tranings. ? Second Innings. 

R, Winslow, b. 8. Law...-.... 0 notout............ See cent Pee 
A.M. Carey, b. J. B. Thayer, 

ET. hageeene bh. J. BR. Thayer, Jr... 
A. Ridgley, b.J, B. Thayer, Jr, 0 b. W. Baily..............---4- 
J,_E. Carey, ec. W. Buily, b: 

J, B. Thayer, Jr. ....-. cee. 0 b.S. Lay - 0 
T, Smith, b.a. B. Thayer, Jr. 5 c.and b. Lay....,..-- - 16 
F. R. Reese, b. &. Law,....... 0 By Srclany,seceiees tone nS 
—Oldham, b.J. BjJThaver, Jr. 6 oc. C, Haines, b. Law.... 0 
C. Gambrill, b. 8. Law........ «c. CG. Haines, b. W. Rnilv..... 2 
&. V. Thomas,run out....... 1 oc. J.B. Thayer, Jr, b.8. Law 0 
H, Thomas, b. Law.........:. WB bY Se Da wess-s- 0. papils; tees a 
O. Ridgley, not out ......... ; ec, Ashbridge, b. Law ...,.--.. 11 
Byes, 2; lez-byes,2; wide, 1; Bye, 1; leg-bye, 1..........- 5 ae 
NO balls, 3... . 2-2. ee cee ee 

Totals 2.8 Cae Se oes ee Od po UL OTSE a gt: bane Ed Py pag vit} 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING, 
BALTIMORE—FIRST INNINGS. 

Maid- Wichk- No 
Balla. Runa. ens, ets.  Wides, Balls. 

‘T-Siiiiie-ee sac elds i vi 5 it] 1 
Oldbum ,........... 144 67 7 4 0 0 

MERION—FIRST INNINGS. 
SGRWa, ges sede 10 3 4 1 8 
J.B. Thayer, Jr.... 36 16 1 bis ) 0 

Second Innings. 
Sotsw ice 96 a T 7 0 0 J.B. Thayer, Jv.... 72 41 1 1 0 0 WieBRuilysy nee 21 6 1 2 0 i) 
Umpires—Messrs, White and Bruithwaite, 
YouNG AMHRICA vs, BALTIMONE—The second match of the 

Baltimore's tour was played on the Stenton grounds at Philadel- 

phia on July Ist, and resulted in their teriffic defeat. Mr. Geo. 
Newhall’s score of 180, composed of tya 5's, four 4’s, nineteen 3's, 

thirty 2's and singlesis the largest contribution that has ever been 
made in the United States. Mr, N. was the first bataman of the 
innings, and ran 357 runsduring his stay, a distance approximat- 
ing closely to four miles anda hal’, Sgorej— 

‘ 

RBAM, 
BALVINGRE. 

Tt Smith, ¢.J. Pease, b. c.New- 
Hatt a | OU AL Gambrill, b.D. Newhall 4 

KR. Winslow, b. ec. Newhall, V. Thomas, notout. -...-- r BL. 
A.M. Carey, b. D. Newhall... 3| H. Thomas, b. C. Newhall... 2 
Oldham, b. C. Newhall.....,..2t| O. Ridgley, b. D. Newhall, ..., 4 
J.E, Carey, c. C. Newhall, b, | Bye, 1; leg-byes, 3...-L4;.4-.-. + 

os DN. HA Te eee ea see > 
P.R. Reese, b. OC, Newhall. .... L Whey iis ee seed oo tee Potente Ua 

YOUNG AMERICA, 

G. M. Newhall, not out,.,,...180 | W. Noble, 1, b. w., b. Smith... 10) 
GA. Newhall, o.Gambrill, b. D.8. Newhall, notout..-..... 62 

B. V. Thomas... ......... .. 231 Byes, 19; leg-byes, 7; wides, 4 30 
R. OC, Baird, >. B. V. Thomas, § = 
R. 8, Newhall, b, Sovith,.....- 20 Total... 225: ietreaads 2) BOT 
R. N. Caldwell, b. H. Ridgley 19 

RUNS AT FALL OF EACH WICKET. 
DPirst Innings. 

Baltimore. o......0-6sqseeree eee Le 15. 1h 18 21 86 6b GO 58 6m 
Young America............. as» 60 72 129 Th7 198 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING, 
YOUNG AMERICA, 

Balls, Runs. Matdens. Wielvote. 
OG, A. Newhall... 108 al Gi h 
D.8. Newhall... - Wt a0 Vi 5 

BALTIMORE, 
J. Smith. ....2..7 ATOR a OOS Oo tas 204 107 6 (4 
POWTER RRL OLES SOSH BRES Soe 96 62 1 0 
B. V. Thomas. 20 2.9.2 165 o2 Bl 4 
Tee LOBOS bas eee eee hadnt 46 45 3 0) 
BU Rideleyes ee acto e berets a al #1 1 1 
Wides—Winslow, 2; Smith, 2. 
MONTREAL vs. OTTAWA—Played at Ottawa, Ont., on Dominion 

Day (July 1st),and won by the yisitors by 272 runs. It may be 
said that Mr. Browning’s score of 204 runs is the largest ever made 

on the continent, beating the famous innings of 202 of Mr. Leisk, 

of Port. Hope, in 1877. Score:— 
MONTREAL. OUVDAWA. 

J.C, Badgley, rau ont...... , 8) W. BR, Baker, ¢. Gordon, b. 
J. W. Gordon, ¢. Brodie, b. Wrow ning .; 22a ere seine t: VW 

BGGALE Apex iter aeoiglcls nh thal J. Brunel, ¢and b, Alston, . 3 
A. Browuing, b. Steele...,... 204 | 5. O. Richards, b. Browning., 0 
BE. H. Gough, ec. Henry, b. R, Henry, b. Khel.,.....-.. 00 ale 

POMIES: ote skeen att, 36) C, Stanton, c. Gordon, b, Als- 
20) ton.,.... bia mie. 3 Hue ae 

2|Z. Palmer, b. Khei.,...... ... 
J, Himgley, b. Brodie,.... 0) C. B. Brodie, c. Elmaley, b. 
W. E. Torrance, b. Balk 14} MRE las byes poe . 3 
T. Bell. b. Steele, -. V. Steele, b. Alston.. 4 
A. F. Beevor, not out W. Himsworth, c.und b. Rhet 1 
BEEECAB: <n. aa OC. R, Hall, 6. Gardon, b, Rhei 1 

— | A.L. Jarvis, not out.......... 0 
Totuliy -lnspal-e- neko nF cay 408 |! Extras........ 20.5 Ee ieee 

TOLAL ay. pan Shed ames vided eda 

DORTAN Wi. BALTIMORE,—Third mateh of the Baltimore's tour 
was played on the Germantown grounds on July 2d, and resulted 

H. Ridgloy,b.D. Newhall... % 

in the defeat of the yisitors by one innings and 112 runs :— : 
DORIAN, 7 

A.M, Cary, 1. bs w., bs Wins- | D. Corbit, b.Smith............ tt 
Tee se aie Soe ot hy HET - 14 | WLP. Prive, c. Lee, b, Oldham 3 

A. P. Corbit, t, Oidham...... 52/B. -V. Thomas, c. Revse, pb, 
W. P. Shipley, b. H. Ridgely. 23 Ty 0 U iny Bicnice tires elt Oldk aeteN 

A, Chase, b. Oldbam,..,...... 4. Hartshorne, b, Oldbam... 1) 
8. Mason, Jr, b. Smith....,,. 25| Byes, 10; leg-byes, 5; wides, 4, 2 
i. M. Jones, b, Oldham ...... 2% nas 
T. Winslow, not out.........- 2) Dotal ..y-2... ssa the mss Rs 

BALTIMORE—FIRST INNINGS. 
J.E. Carey, run out............ 6 oc. Mason, b. T. Winslow...... 0 
br. R. Heese, b. Jones ..- -. 5 b, BV. Thomag......... vvvnse-uO 
R. Winslow, b, Jones....- . 6 ¢, 1. Winslow, b. B.Y. Thomas 4 
CG, A, Gambrill, b. Shipley.... 0 b, aa tea te ras 4 
TD, Smith, ¢, Mason, b, Shipley. T b, i. V. Theimas zhe “ 
Oldham, c. Winslow, b. Jones. 2 notat bats......,.--....,2-.65 
H. Ridgely, c. Winslow, b. : 4 
ri) Gs ere peeae re yo he satel 0 oc. Mason, b. Winslow.........- vi 

8&. Wright, co. A, P. Corbit, b. 
Shipley ..... rate aye, 12 <b; SDI Ay 1.8. s257-8-p pera 

H, ‘Phomas, c. B. ¥. Thomas, 
b. Shipley . 6 c, and b. Winslow...,...,..... 11 

O, Lee, c. Har 
GW E. Weer cee sear not out..,.,.... 4) 

O. Kidgely, not out....... e. Mason, b. B. 0 
Byes, é; leg-byes, 3........ ' Bye, 1; leg-byes, 2; wide,1... 4 

Motos, ey cae h per OB ee ENE ge y Ree) 

Batis. Rus. Maidens, Wlelets. 
PT Sy stb ee eee cite eehace . 1G 40 44 2 
Oldiinrits, (sy) eee Se. eee $3 5 6 
R. Winslow .. - 66 a0 3 tu 
H, Ridgely aoe es 4 x 1 

Wides—Smith, 5; H. Ridgely, 4. 
DORIAN—FIUST INNINGS, 

Wi. P, Shipley ....-...-----..-. 70 ne a f 
E. M. J sie tro EER ele i) a oy} r 

Second Taninge. 
T. Winslow ........ lg ae sae re 10 It 6 % 

Sach ers ey an . P, Shipley... 1 
i. M. Tones Uae peace ot el) 8 1 0 

Umpires—Messrs. Montgomery and Bromhesd, 
MERION v8, MANDATTAN.—Played at Ardmore, Pa, July ad, sad 

wou by the former by 2l.runs. The following is the score -— 
MANTIATTAN. 

*. Hurlburt, b. Law..... tag UN[e Re DBallyes eee srcars Ol 
im Hooper, ruin out,., ......+ 16) W. Seott, b. i, 1. Baily! Sk ge RO 
8. Hosford, b. Law.....--..4-+ 1] T, Coyne, b, FL, Buily, TER 
Norley, ¢. Stroud, b. Lowry... ss 
G. ** Morris,” b. Lowry... ... 
CO. W. Jackson, run ovt.,.... 14 
W. Middleton, 1. b. ws, b, Law 2 
B. FP. Jenkins, c. Lowry, b. 

MERTON. 
F. L. Baily, b. Norley..... eppqiel|', FLOOPED.t5 828 -ser eb o-eerie of 
A, L. Batly, Lb. w., b. Norley 2) W. Stroud, run out - 4a 
G.C. Thayer, run out........ id) George Ashbridge, not oub.. 13 
John B. Thayer, Jr., ¢. Jack- H. Sayres, b. Norley.......... 0 

son, b. Norley... ,.. W. C. Lowry, Jr,, not ont, 4 
Dr. C. Morris, run out i Byes, 7; leg-byes, 2; wides, 4 13 — 
8. Law, lL. b. w., b. Hooper. a 
C. KH. Huines, st, Morris, Tota) s.5..c.0- st24 428, et OE 

" RUNS AT THE FAT OF EACH WICKED. 
fanhattan ...........- le etaldelete 20 29 82 41 44 49 60 100 108 Ny 
fer Ves Sad Pita oe 12 B4 142 150 230 264 267 BRO 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
MERION, 

Bulls, Runs, Maidens. Wickets. Wide. 
SMW ee cle sean « . 108 42 6 3 i 
Jy. os Teale or a a8 : g 
Ww.C, Lowry..- * 
Pile Bales abeees ua 8 1 3 

era F 

AOE aa. it. ap i 
Hooper... ; art 20) vus i 2 
Hostord.....- od ES a 0 
W. Scott, ...- re i 2 0 
Wilson .,,,---: ee) pa 1 0 
Jenkitig.....------ Ribat ov. 180 0 0 
Youna AMERICA vs. Pont HopzE.—Port Hope, Ont., Jrdy bine 

The Young Americas defeated the club of this place by on 
innings and four runs. Port Hope, first innings, 37; seco 
innings, 64; total, 101. Young America, first Innings, 105. 
—There were more matches played during last week than w: 

ayer known to be in this country; in consequence, many score 
will haye to wait over until next week's issue, 

9 2 



NOTES FROM NORTH THXAS. 

Fort Wortn, Texas. 
pose leaving this place I mast pen one or two little 

incidents, and perbaps moralize a little on one or 
both of them. Traveling as much as [ do I cannot afford 

to stop at high-priced hotels, but usually seek: some quiet 

boarding-house, kept by a good, motherly old lady, usually 
a widow with one or two pretty daughters, or some re- 

tired, talkative old gentleman, Such places nearly al- 
ways afford me.excellent accommodations, and at much 

lower rates than the hotels. To find such, when I stop at 
astrange place I leave my valise and other plunder with 
the railroad agent at the depot and go out prospecting, 
Larrived at Forth Worth at 4 p.m, bnt felf so eager to 
examine the rocks and artesian wells that I broke for them 
at once, and became so engaged that the boarding-house 
was forgotten until dark. It was then too late to look 
about much, Procuring my valise at the depot I stopped 
soon at a tolerably appearing place called the United 
States Hotel. On entering it I did not fancy the looks of 
things, but concluded to try it at least till morning. The 
inen in the office, gathered around a stove, seemed 
the roughest sort of railroad laborers ; took supper, which 
was tolerable enough, and called foraroom. Liked the 
appearance of things in thisroom hardly better than what 
I sawin the office ; still I went to bed on ashuck mattrass 
with shuck pillows, which rattled at a great rate when- 
ever I moved, There was nothing else in the room, not 
eyenachair, I cursed the barbarous stopping-place, 
and determined to shake its dust off my feet as soon as I 
could, After breakfast, which was a tolerable one, I 
wilked out_to reconnoiter. Soon found a nice looking 

—— ‘te J 

AND SPREAM, 
establishment, though it appeared not quite finished. Wn- 
fering if and inquiring the price of board and lodging, 
was told it was $laday. Myerything IL saw pleased me 
very well, and I was still more pleased when the rich 
tones of a piano fell on my ears from a room adjoiming 
the office, But I would not decide to stay untill saw 
what sortof room they would give me. Was shown one. 
Tt was nicely carpeted, had a beautiful little bed, a table 
to write on, nice washstand, bowl and pitcher, and sey- 
eral clean towels. 
My new place has pleased me more and more, It is 

really a delightful place. 
T have before spoken of the complete blending of the 

Northern and Southern elenient in Texas. They live go 
closely together here, that you cannot at all tell which is 
which. There are all sorts of close relations existing be- 
tween them. To-day I found a one-armed Confederate 
soldier and a one-legged Yankee soldier in the saloon 
business together, and both got shot in the same battle. 
They are flourishing, The old soldiers on both sides liv- 
ing hereabout ‘go there to grow merry together. It is 
rich to hear them fighting over their old battles again, 
Ltook part in one of these pleasant engagements, and 
drank more beer than was necessary ; still, I obtained no 
inconvenience from it, save a little fullness about the 
stomach. It is a great deal more pleasant, Mr. Bditor, to 
fight battles with eae than with cannon balls and bullets. 
Have tried both ways thoroughly, and speak ea: cathedra. 

This complete blending of the Yankee and Southerner 
in Texas is a very pleasing thing. They seem to like one 
another all the better for once haying tried so hard to 
blow one another’s heads off. The stubbornness with 
which each side stood the blowing off of heads seems to 
have begotten a mutual respect, which is readily turned 
into friendship. So complete is this melting together in 

i] 
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Texas that 1am eonyinced thal if the North and South 
ever pull together by the ears again—wliich I feel sure 
they will do if some way isnot found to choke off the 
politicians on both sides—the Texans will refuse to fight 
for either side, but will draw off to themselves, gobble 
up Mexico and erect a great Southwestern republic. 
Home may think thatthe large Northern element m 
Texas, fast increasing, would Operate to hold Texas to 
the Union in case of another sectional war. But there 
is not a bit of probability that this would be so. The 
Northern man who settles in Texas secon becomes thor- 
oughly Texan. When he contemplates the grandeur of 
his beautiful State, and its yas capabilities, he is filled 
with a remarkable State pride, He becomes more thor- 
oughly Texan than the old Texans themselves. So far 
from trying to hold Texas, in the emergency contempla- 
ted, he would, I believe, be the very first to demand the 
Lone Star, and lead an invasion of Mexico, This is the 
conviction of my observations, and I certainly keep my 
ears and eyes wide open as I travel around. The only 
way to prevent something of this sort occurring is for 
the gentlemen of the country to combine together te 
hang all the sectional demagogues both North and Seuth, 
or to'run them entirely out of the country. The gentle- 
men/of the country will never injure it, but the wretched 
sectional demagogues, if let alone, will destroy it, They 
involved the country in ciyil war once before, and will 
certainly doit again if not stopped, If the gentlemen 
fail to stop them, then I guess we will have to call 
on Grant and the Casar. This seoms to be the way 
that the thinking mind of the South is now tending, 
The politicians and demagogues will deny it, but I know it 
is so. 
From this point I go Hast, because there iso railroad 

to take me farther West. A, T, 

Miscellaneous. | 

KEEPS Shirts, the Best. 
KEBP’S SHIRTS, the cheapest: , 
KEBP’S PAT. PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

finishe d. 
KUEB?'S KID GLOVES, none beiter. 
KEEP'S UNDERWEAR, the best. 
EKEEP'’S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
iC BEP'S JEWELRY, rolled gold plate. 
KEEP'S NECK WEAR, latest novelties. 
KEBP'S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas. 

ure, § for $10. 
KEEP'S PA'D. PARTLY-MADESHIRTS,6 for $7. 
KHEP'S GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEEVE 
BUTTON, free with every half dozen of 
KEEP'S SHIRTS. 

Prices given are per dozen. 
depot, 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

ABBEY & I MBRIE, 
“Highest Quality” 

Seve. OK 5, 
Finest spring steel Hooks tied on selected Spanish silk worm Gut, or 

Best white silk wired Gimp. 
To be had of all first 

SPROAT AND O'SHAUGHNESSY. CARLISLE, ABHRDEEN AMERICAN TROUT, SNEC 

class dealers in Fishing Tackle. Wholesale 

7 
ne 

; KENDALIL 
KEEP'S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of | Single gut..-.....--........ 90; 90). Th) 75| GO) 60 || Single gut.........--e.cee ries | 90) 80/75 60 
the Union, at KBEP'’S risk. DCMigleew rite ss andes ee eees 1.60/1.60/1.50)1.25]7 25/1. 25/1 .00/1, 00/100) 75 Dowhle gut................ ve TE AOU AGE O/T 26) 1. 25/100 

ACwisted (ert. shea ik. Brea, [.75)1,75}1.75/1.50}1.50|1.50)1,00/ 1, 00 Twisted gut, ..-.+.-2s5 + -- [Lol Efo) 1. GO)1 50) 1. 50/425 
KEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND Trehle LOGPS,....... es... ees 1,50)1.50}1.50}1.26/1.25)1,25)1, 25) 1. 25 Preble ]oOps......+.c22-+rrree4 4.4} 1.40) 1) 40 1.251. 25/1.00| 

Lee eval OP AA hae AS 1, 50)1.50)1.50)1,25]1.25}1.25/1.00) 1,00 GUTDID ye ae By Cae one Ae el toasts LAC) L.4C] 0.4017 25/4 25/1 .06)1.60 
CHEAPEST, ce | tg a BE |e Ne ie og a | te el Datbeca at é 5 pa 

4 5 LO|¢ 5 2 || aPSy sted lta. WOO ears TA] GLP 5.0) 4 ! oe 0 5/6010 Money refunded for goods not satisfactory. Wumberss-.7----4---2. p-=: 8.0 | 7.0.| 6.0 | 5.0 | 4.0 | 3.0} 2.0 | 1.0} 12 | 103] 4a12 || Numbers...... 74] GL} 5-0] 4.0) 3.0] 2,0) 1.0 4y5/6010 

Samples and circulars free to any address. ee | — ae aa {ya ee = 
? : tp y wee " 

Miscellaneous. Ghee Rennel. | Ghte Kennel. 
Keep Manufacturing Co. 
631, 635, 635, and 637 RBOADWAY, N. ¥. 

THE BEST 

RIFL 
A course 

By 

Horsman’s Archery ié6mo. 
Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 

Ton, Maurice Thompson, Father of Archery in this country 5 
Tul, Thompron, Req , Chanipion Arcliur of the United States, 

Prepared by command of 

BRIG.-GEN. 

Chief of Ordnance, U.S. A, 

Col. 

Ordnance Department,:U. 8. A,, 

WED MUM ROUS TELUSTRATIONS, 

New and Revised Edition. 

Its every page bers the mark of a high degree 

WORK ON THE SUBJECT, 

E FIRING. 
of instruction in rifle firing, 

8. V. BENET, 

T. 8. LAIDLEY, 

3. CATHERY, 

Extra Cloth. 
——~s=——_ 

$1.50. 

Cathery’s Dog Soap, 
PRIZE, MEDAL, 

FON WASHING ALL KINDS OF DOGS 
Will destroy Fleas, cleanse the skin and hair 

from Scurf and Smells, making the Coat fine 

Ss" BERNARD'S.—For sale «a litter of very 
handsome smooth-coated St. Bernard pup- 

pies, whelped June ath, 1880, Parents bred torr 
the finest Swity and stack. Color, yellow and 
white; dew claws, ete. Guaranteed as repre- 
sented, or money refunded. Pedigrees sent. 
Price, if taken at six weeks, only $30 each. J. KR. 
SCHUYLER, Bloomsburih, Pa. vulyl dt 

State 
OW SALE—Two pointer dogs, well broken, 

a good pedigree, and price cheap. Address 
N. Rk. BAK BR, Topeka, Kansas. Julys,at 
[SSeS re. ees 

RAIN YOUR OWN DOGS, in the most artis- 
tie manner. Horinformation send two three 

cent stamps to M. VON CULILN, Delaware City, 
Det. July 8 

Neversink Lodge Kennels 
The following cclebrated Dogs are In 

the stud. 

LONDON, 

Docs: 
§t, Bernard dog *t Marco’; rough coated, twa 

litem y 0. Carrer, Exq., Pres’t of the National Archery Association, 
do & Browuclt, Fsq., President of the Ragtern Archery Aasociation; 

and otherisading Archers, 
Special ntrention ts called to HoBsmAn’s Spanish Yew-Baokrp 

Bows and footed peacock feathered Arrows. 
Send etamp for illustrated Catalogue of Archery & Lawn Tennis, 

E. Il. HORSMAH, 
30 &82 William Street, New York. 
t= Sole Agent for Browneil’s Archery Score 

Hook und Score Cards 

————— 

Sov Sule. 

FOR SALE, 
An Earthly Paradise. 

PLEASURE, HBALTH, HAPPINESS. 
Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md. mayl3,6m 

OR SALE—Conplete gat (18 vols.) For- 
estand Stream, in perfect condition, with 

indexes; two vols. bound. Price $15. Address 
June 10-36 G. KR. WILSON, Elgin, Lil. 

OR SALE OR BXCHANGEH.—A very 
desirable country home, located in Ocean 

County, N. Js; within bvo and a half miles of vil- 
lage of ‘'om's River; three-quarters of a mile 
fron the river, and three-quarters of a mile fromm 
Barnegat Bay, Farm consisting of sixty-ve 
fieres of land, StS EE of which under culti- 
vation, balance woodland ; vineyard of 1,500 vines 
jn full bearing, and fruit of all kinds. House, 
containing nine rooms and cellar, situated on 
high ground, with view of bayand ocean. Nu- 
merous utiluildings, House thoroughly fur- 
nished, snd all the buildings in splendid order- 
First-class quail and partridge shooting on prem- 
jses, Fishing of all kinds closeat hand. Duck 
andsnips shooting in season, Place well stocked. 
Warming utensils, eto. For price and further 
articniars, address B, L,GLO 
ew Jersey, No incumbrance, 

ER, Tons se 1 BROWNELL, P, O. Box 350, 

of professional ability, earnestly direated to the 
development of the suvject.—[United Service 
Magazine. 

Will be found superior to any previous publi- 
cation of its kind.—[ Philadelphia ‘Times. 

itis indorsed by the War Department, and all 
who desire to familiarize themselves with the 
use of the rifle will find it a most valuable com- 
pendium of intormation.—_[Boston Eyening 
Traveller. 

Tn rifle practice it contains all the information 
and instruction necessary fora perfect accom- 
plishment in the art of rifle practice.—[Washing- 
ton National Republican. 

a 

*+Mor sale by all booksellers, or will be sent 

by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of the 

price by 

J. B, Lippincott & Co., Publishers, 
715 and 717 Market street, Philadelphia. 

for Sule. 

FLORIDA BIRD SKINS, 
TUFFED SKINS OF BEHAUTIFUL 
Tropical Birds. Natural Histor, Reon 

from the land and sea. WM. P. NEELD 
Pinellas, Fl orida, 

(ES 

ENUINE INDIAN MOCASSINS.— 
Mailed free for $2. Also a number of 

handsome specimens of various kinds from Yel- 
lowatonée Parkfor$3, WH. A, STRICKLAND, 
Junezs-tf, Biackfoot, Oneida Co,, Idaho Ter, 

at 

OUNT PLEASANT KENNEL—FOR SALE— 
Seven pointer dog pups, color black; dam, 

Black Rena, winner of first on the bench in New 
York, in igi sire, Blak ae Sie peMErhS on 
both sides. rare chance for a good dog. OC, BE. 

New Bedford, Mass, 
ulys,36 

mad glossy, without giving cold or doing the 
\@ast hari to the animal, und safely and effee- 
tively cure;the Manye, 

PRICE, 50 CENTS. 
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS, 

Wholesale Agents, 

McKESSON & ROBBINS, 
NEW YORK. 

Sample Cake sent on receipt of 50 cents. 
July 8-I3t. 

K 9 KENNELS. 
REAKING, breeding, boarding. Large 
stream ou the place, and daily access. Best 

teed and care, ‘Verms easy. Inoclose stamp, 
By naili—K 9 Mange Cure, 50c.; K 9 Worm Pow- 

ders, bUe.; K 9 Flea Powders, 50c,; 1C 9 Soap, 252, 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del, Address 

E. & C. YON CULIN, 
Dover, Del. P.0.Box 218. 

OGS WANTED —To board, or break to re- 
trieve. Have a good place for dogs aud 

have plenty of water. WM. H. WHIDE, 
Jy 1-2t Yardleyville, Bucks Cu., Pa. 

cle %$ LO 
und Rory O' Moore. 
Wethersiieid, Conn. 

will buy a pure Irish setter bitch ten 
monthy old, containing blood of Plunket 

Address E, J. ROBBINS, 
July 1t!. 

jes SALE.—Six hundred acres of mirsh land 
on Buck Bay, Princess Anue Uo., Va. ‘Whe 

best ground for canvas bucks and redheads 
there is on the hay Bituited just uorth of 
Knott's Island, sud a most desiravle place toru 
elcb of gentlemen who want good shuoting. 
Clear tile. Address BUX 642, Nortouc, Va. 

July 18t. 
a IRS 

ANTED—A well trained suephierd dog, with 
& pedigree, two or three yours old—t, hitca 

preferred. Address BYCK SLEWAKT, Clarks- 
yille, Montgomery County, Tenn. July§,2t 

- 

years old; a magnificent animal—Rey. J. Cum- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanoyer 
Show and Rochester. 
New Foundland dog “* Keeper”; four years old; 

first prize Westminster Kennel show, 879. 
Pointer dog, ** Croxteth"’; liver and white; one 

anda half years old; out of Lord Seften’s re- 
nowned stock—one of the handsomest pointers 
in the United States. Secoud prize in the Han- 
over International Show. 
Blue Belton setter, ‘* Decimal Dash,” eighteen 

months old; sired by Llewellyn’s celebrated 
“ Dash” —a magnificent stud dog—neyer exhib- 
ited. 

Trish setter, “Royer Ti"; pure rod; son of Mae- 
aona’s champion ‘‘ Royer.” Neyer exhibited. 
English setter, ‘Ranger IT"; a pure bred Lay— 

erack, son of Macdonae’s celebrated ** Ranger.” 
His get won firstat Hanoyerand Paris shows, and 
second at Puppy Stakes in Eastern Field Trials 
S79. 
Stud fee, $25.00. 

Mor Sale. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

aSitcohes. A 
St, Bernard “Braunfels,” rough coated, out of 

Prince Solm’s celebrated stock; a magniticent 
bitch, in whelp to “Marco,” Jst prizes in Han- 
ever and Rochester show. 
Pointer '* Queen,” liver and white, IstWestmin- 

gver Kennel Show 1878, in whelp to ** Croxteth. 
Gordon setter ‘‘Reauty,’’ Ist Goston Show 1878, 

gid New York Show 1878)! 
Pointer “‘Dora”—liver and 

* Queen” and “ Sancho.” 
Blue Belton setter ** Silk’* 
Trish Setter Moya,” out of Gol. Hilliard’s 

* Palmerston,” in whelp to “* Rover IT. 
English Setter‘ Donna,” white and lemon. 
Pups canbe secured by an early application, 

Besides Loffer forsale pointers and setters of 
minor quality, butof good thoroughbred stock; 
full pedigrees. Also, several puppies of cham~ 
pion “ Queen,” by champion ‘* Sensation.” A 
Haying engaged the services of Macdona‘s 3: 

nowned field trial breaker Iam prepared to bodk 
orders for thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 

white, out of 

autumn, 1880, Particulars will be furnished on 
application to . B, GODEFF ROY, 

Guymard, Orange Co,, Ne Xi 
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The Fennel. 

Valuable Drait of 

CLEWELLIN SETTERS AND POINTERS 
OF THE 

Cenestoga Kennel 
FOR SALE. 

Belle, blue Belton in color, out of Pride of the 
Border and Kirby, thoroughly broken on all 
kinds of game; a better snipe dog never drew 
breath; retrieves from land and water; drops to 
shot and wing; price $125. 
Brush, a large handsome dog, thoroughly 

broken: as good as Belle on snipe and quail; 
price $100, 
Von. a handsome red Irish dog, thoroughly 

broken and good retriever from land and water; 
price $100. 
Robin Hood, a handsome blue Belton dog, out 

of Carlowitz, and true brother to Champion 
Royal Ruhe, who was bought for $500, and Robiao 
Fiood is just as handsome and good; price $100. 
Royul Ben, lemon and white, took first and 

special at St. Lonis and won at Detroit; is partly 
stead is large, handsome and strong; price 

Belle, orange and white pointer; thoroughly 
broken; price $75. : i 

Ciyde, liver and white pointer; a good stanch 
bitch in the field snd 4 good brood bitch, in 
whelp to Rock ; price $75. 
Imported liver and wh.te pointer bitch Nell, in 

whelp to Boz; price $75. ; . 
Imported pure Laverack bitch Victress, im- 

ported by L. H. Smith, of Canada; price $100. 
Ruth, Teaens and white setter bitch, out of 

Belle and Warwick ; a prize winner; price $75. 
Orphena, aliver and white, out of Pride of the 

Border ex Champion Nellie, in whelp to Royal 
Ben; price $75. 
Lady, a blue Belton, out of Blue Prince ex 

Nettowitz; price $63. 
Gipsie Queen, a handsome large blue Belton 

biteh, out of Chumpion Gladstone and Clip, in 
whelp ta Royal Ben; price $150, 
soon prize bitch, Moss (red Irish); price 
"5. 
Orange and white pointer, Rock; price $40. 
Belton bitch, Belle, handsome and extraordi- 

nary fast bitch; price $40. 
Lady Beaco) field, a beautiful black and white 

bifoby out of Champion Lcleester and Orphanu; 
price $75, 

Loll, a handsome white setter bitch; stanch 
in the field, price $75. 
Perl V.,8 handsome lemon and white bitch, 

out of Russia and Champion France; price $75. 
One litter of handsome pups, out of Belle No. 

1. and Warwick: price $20 each. 
Oue litter of handsome [rish pups, out of Nora, 

she by Champion York ex Thompson's Belle ; 
price $15 cach. 
One litter of pups out of Lady Beaconfield and 

Robin Hood; price $20 each. 
One brace of pups out uf Loll and Robin Hood; 

price $20 each. 
One litter of pups out of Perl V. and Brussle, 

full brother tu Champion Paris; price $20 each. 
Bvery dog will be sold to the first buyer tbat 

Gomer, and, to give satisfaction,I will take any 
dog und meet the buyer half way, to give trial, 
provided half my expenses aré paid and depos- 
ited in the hands of this office. For pedigrees 
and particulars inquire of 

Julys,1t Lancaster, Pa. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 
bers to inform Lad.es and Gentlemen in America 
that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de-~ 

fired breed, fit for the highest competition. 

N, B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken- 
nels, decld tf. 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OB THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 
M. P. MOKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO.,N,. Y. 

KEEP ONLY CUCKERKS of the finest strains, 
T sell only young stock, I guarantee satis- 

factfon and safe delivery to every customer. 
Thess beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot he 
beaten for ruffed grouse and woodcock shooting 
und retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
pent met printed pedigrees, wirvulars, testinio- 
nials ete, 
a a a 

LEN—B. and T.; by Colton’s Dash ex Mul- 
M“ jen's Belle. Theabove dog, winner of frat 
in brace stakes of the Bastern Bield Trials; will 
be allowed to serye a few bitches of approved 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom. Address 

H. f ATEN, M.D., 

84 Hangon place, 

Brooklyn,N, ¥. 

MICKE'S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer, 

fior sale by all Druggists al 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale Agents — Charles L. Ritzman, 043, 
Broadway, N. Y.; Brien & Hobart, 41s Hultop 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co., 309 N. Third 
Street Phila. Finley & Thompson, 35 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore. 
Curé or Destroyer sent by mail on Recent of 

2bu., to L, A. MICKK, Haston, Pa. 

MANCE. 
SCRATCH KS. 
GLOVER'S IMPERIAL MANGE GURN is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
ov skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One application 
isusuallyullthatisnecessary, For SCRATCHES 
in HORSES it has no egual. H. GLOVER, 
Sale prop’t'r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N. J. 
Apents; Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

t., N. ¥.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos. C. Grubb & Co,, 712 Market at., 
Phila; i. P. Taylor, 72 Bast Madison st., Whicago; 
Qrookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth gt,, St, 
Louis, Price, 60 cents, 

Ghe Henne. 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs Wandled with 

sicill and judemene. 
Dogs bave daily access to salt 

water. 
y N. B,Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H.C. GLOVER,Tome River, N. J 
Se 

ANTED.—An obedient, prime work- 
ing English or Irish setter dog, not over 

four years old. Must be thoroughly broken on 
woodcock, and must retrieve wel, must have a 
fine nose, and be thoroughly staneh and obedi- 
ent; pedigree not much object ; extra field work 
is what I want. No one unwilling to send his 
dog to mé at my expense, both wavs for one 
week's trial. need answer this advertisement. 
References, Forest and Stream Pub, Co,, Bank 
of Montreal, Montreal, Clafiin, Coburn & Co., 
Boston. Others given if desired. Address with 
full deearip tot and particulars, 

EORGE O, GOODHUE; Danville, 
July-4t. Richmond Co., Province Quebec. 

NGLISH MASTIFF PUPS FOR SALE. 
—Full pedigree. Address WM. H. LEE, 

Juneli-4t. Boston. 

UR SALE—Three handsome red Irish setter 
pups, eight weeks old, large, s'rong and 

healthy, out of Nora, she by champion York x 
Belle; and one brace of handsome Llewellyn 
puns out of Belle, she by Pride of the Border x 

irhy and Warwick, both parents being thor- 
oughly broken and prize winners. Prices reason- 
able. For particulars and full pedigrees, in- 
uire of the CONESTOGA KENNEL, 532 Hast 
range street, Lancaster, Pa. Junely, tf 
A 

EDIGREES.—For samples and prices 
._ send two three cent stamps tn M: VON 

CULIN. (Seb above. Junertf, 

OR SALE,—Field Trial Setter puppies 
out of ey Flirt (Rock-Starlight), by Avery 

W.'Gore’s Fred (Rink-Mollié); full pedigrees. For 
particulars, address - WARD. 
Junet-2t. 448 Federal st., Boston. 

ORY O'MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O'Morein the stud. The handsomest, 

as well as one of the best field and best bred red 
Trish dovs in the United States. Winner of first 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
1879; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 
the gold necklace at New York, 1880. For sale, 
thoroughbred pups. Address W, N. CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, N. Y. June24,tt 

N ASTIFFS FOR SALB.—Six pair of 
pure English mastiffs, mated and crossed 

to breed; price, $150 to $200 a pair. Thisis a rare 
chance to wet first-class stock reasonable. Ap- 
ply to W.& P. GRAND, Toronto, Canada. N. B. 
—Pups fouir weeks old for sale. Junez42t 

LACHINE KENN LS. 
I HAVE moved my kennel of cockers to 

the yioinity of New York. Willhayeno pups 
before October. Cora, Flirt, Madeap, all to be 
bred to Bijou, this week, June 21st. 
GEO. D MACDOUGALL, P. 0. Drawer 4542, 
June24-tf, New York, 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NHW YORK. 
Rees AND FORWARDS Dogs, 

Towls, etc, to any destination. Kennel 
Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 
dogs from Burope, should hayé their stuck con- 
sizned to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing. shipping, ete 

a 

P URE IRISH SETTERS for sale, very 
4 cheap—Champion Elcho, Plunket and Rory 
O’More stock, comprising a litter of puppies six 
weeks old, two bitches nine months old, and one 
broken dog one yearold, Address BE, J. ROB- 
BINS, Wether-tield. Conn. May 20-tf 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 

| peas POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
fleas on dogs or any other animals, or mone 

returned. Itis put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates ita 
use. Simple and eficacions. 

Price 60 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
A CERTAIN REMEDY, 

Put up in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions for use. 

Price 50 cents per Box by mall. 

Both the above are recommended by Rop AND 
Gun and FoREsT AND STREAM. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N.Y. 

HENRY C., SQUIRES, 
oct 12 1 Cortlandt Street, i. Y. 

INE LODGE KENNELS,—I am ore- 
pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

elther setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
Olghly. [give my puppies seven months' work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has ali the natural instinets. Refer— 
ences On application, Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long stances. A, 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County. Restate 

Jot 2,tf 
a 

Foe SALE—A red setter dog puppy, ten 
months old, by Rake, out of Belle IL, 

Rake by Dr. Gautier’s Dan and Livyerack’s Ruby. 
Belle Il, by Dr. Strachan's Dan IT., gut of same 
owner's Belle. The puppy shows signs of bein 
an extra tine feld dog,is very haudsome, and in 
ent. ey sects Address X, Y. Z., this office. 
junes, 

ANTED—One or two dogs to train 
for Field Trials, M., YON CULIN, Del- 

aware City, Del. Juneid, — 

_ 

Ghe Kennel. 

ELEAS! 
SE DR. AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

a safe and efficacious remedy and preyen- 
tive for fleas aud all eruptions of the skin pro- 
duced by them. It cleanses the hair of all im- 
purities, purges it of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
erties, Itis impossible for fleas to live where it 
isused. Price, 25 cents per cake. For sale by all 
druggists. Wholesale depot, i6t Linuolo street 
Boston, Dr. Watts offers for sule the largest 
assortment in America of dogs of all breeds. All 
diseases of dogs skillfully treated. Medicines 
with full instruction, sent toany address upon 
receipt of one dollar. The fact that Dr. Watis 
hus for four consecutive yenrs neld by appoint- 
ment the posi ion of Special Officer of the City 
of Boston to have charge of unlicensed dows, is 
Sufficient guarantee of reliability. All commu-~ 
nications and orders will receive pata atten- 
tion. Address DR. AL, WATTS, 
Mar 25-0f 164 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass. 
ec SS 

Be RARE CHANCE.—For sale, English 
setters: Don, a splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brothar to Champion France, 
but superior every way, $50; Moil,2 very beauti- 
ful bitch, orange white, black points, two first 
prizes, $75; Dick, a yery tine dog, orange white 
lack points; Rusa II., orange white ticked, 

second prize; she with Diek, $10; the best brace 
I eyer shot over. Three orange white ticked 
dos, twelve months old; very fine, fli of hunt, 
$20 each; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Layerack combined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25, A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
Pies two months ald, out of Rusa Il. by Don, 
Orange white ticked. a brace for $10 if taken by 
July ist, They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural field qualities, This isa chance you can- 
not afford to lose if you want fine stock for very 
little money. Address ASA L. SHERWOUD, 
Skaneateles, N. ¥. Junezitt 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigoed, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St, 
Bernard dogsand bitches, carefully selected from 
the best Buropean strains. To be sold for no 
fault. For prices, Lt eR address. 

£ ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 14-tf Lanvaster, Mass., U.S. A. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 

“RUSH.” 
“In the Stnd,” 

Rush is lemon and white, and winner at New 
York, Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louia and Louis- 
yille Shows. He is an excellent field dog; tine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch. For full partic- 
Olars, pedigree and field qualities address 

LDVUTND ORGILL, 
1,096 Dean street, ESORIDs Bog 

an. A Fee $25. 
SO Se 

RISH RED SETTER PUPS.—Capt. T. 8. 
‘Drench, of Ireland, offers for sale three splen- 

did pups six months old the 11th of June, 180. 
These pups took the first prize in Dublin, In 
May, 188), and are considered to be second to 
none of their kind. For price, pedigree, ete., 
apply to 0. 8, TRENCH, Chuld Depot, Va. 

Julyl,2mos 

Alisrellaneous Advertisements, 

KID 
(formarty Dr. Craig's Kidney Cure.) 

A yerefable prepnration and the only surt 
remedy in the world for Bright's Di 
Diabetes, nnd ALL Midney, Liyer, an 
Urinary Diseases. 
Bas Testimonials of the highest order {n proof 

of these statements, 
a-For the cure of Diabetes, call for FWar- 

ners Safe Diabetes Cure, 
f2>-Dor the cure of Rright’s and the other 

m diseises, call for Warners Safe Hidney 
and Liver Cure. 

SAFE RaS"WARNER'S 
NEY Safe Remedies are 

KI? Sare sold by Druggists 
DIABETES and Dealers in 

Pg Gunes F Medicine every- 
SAFE BITTERS where, 

aa ied 22 HH Warner & S0, SAFE PILLS. 
Proprietors, 

ROOHESTER, ¥, Y. 
Ha Send for Pamphlet 

and Testimonials. 

\JuvsELr. | 

Established 1859, 

Taxidermist Supplies. 
BE SEINS, Bird Stuffers* Tools, Glass 

Eyes for Stuifed Birds and Animals, otc, 
Send stamp for reduced prica list. 

.J, COLBURN, 31 Boylson S8t., Boston, Mase, 
Paragon Mica for Bird Stands, Rock Work, ete , 

40c, per packaze by mail a new SbInES page 
use. yi0 ly 

Natural History Store. 
13 the department of Taxidermy I offer for 

salea very fine assortmentof Gumeé Birds of the 
very best work, and a large assortment of native 
and fopeign Species, all prepared by first-class 
workmen. 
One case of game birds, which is probably the 

finest in the sountry *oifer at $300. 
W.J. ENOWLTOn, 

168 Tremont ulteut, Boston, Mass. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
ee 

[Jour 8, 

Sportsmen's Routes. 

ONG ISLAND R,R,—SPRING SCHED- 
4 ULE, faking effect March Mth, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTERS P'T (Mlatbush Aye. B’klyn, 5 min. 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.35 .4.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5.35 2.m. Sundays, 
AWM. 
Co). P't& Whitestone, 7.35, 845, 10, 11.85 Aa, 

2.85, 3.35, 4.35, 5, 5.85, 6, 6.85, 7). 7.85, 0.15, 10.45 P.M. 
12.15 mghe 

4.85, 5, 5:85, 6, 6.35.7, 7-85, 9.15 10.45 Pay «eb night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 a.M., 1.35, 3, 5.35, 

139, 5.35, 7 P.M 
Hockaway Beach, 11 A.M., 4.35 Pat Sundays, A.M. 
and 6.35 P.M. 
Great Neck,6.30, 7,35. 11.35 A.M., 4.85, 5.35,6 35 P.M, 

Saturday nights, 17.15. Sundays, 9.85 A.M.,5.852.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, §, 10 A.M., 

1,35, 3.35, 4.95, 5.35, 6.55 P.M. From Flatbush wy. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays onty trom Flatbush ay. 
10e.a. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.35, 6.35 Po. 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, & 10 a.M., 3.35, 4.35, 5,3, 6.25PM. Sundays, 9 
AM, b.35 Pom. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M., 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, §, 10 A.M.. 4.35, 6.35 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.5 PM. 
Lakeland and Farmingdale, 8 A.M.,5.35, 5.45 Bm, 
Port Jeiterson, 10 A.a., 4.35 P.M, Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 AM., 4.85, 5.35 pat. Sundays, 9 

A.M, 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.m., 3.35, 4.35 

5,45, 6,.7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Friday ‘and 
Saturday nights, 12.1), Sundays.9 A.M, 0.35 P.M, 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M., 1.35 P.M., Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, commencing April 4d. 
HUNTEWS PT & WALL ST. ANNEX—DLeave 

Pier 17, E. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P'r, §.30, 
10.30, 11.30 A.m., 3.10, 4.10, 6.10,6.30 ew. For fr 
ther information, tickets, commutation, ete., 
apply ai 229 B'way, dor. Barclay. 

W.M. LAFFAN, Gen’! Pass. Arent, 

Old Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of the Hnest waterfowl and upland 
shooting sectiona in the Sanne Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteafue, Cobb's Island, and points 
on the Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, ete. Norfulk steamers sail 
Nuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at3 PM. Full 
information given at oilice, 197 Greenwich st.,NY-. 

Beptzs-ly, 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 

TAKE THE 
Grand Rapids & Indiana B.R. 
Mackinaw,GrandRapids andCincinnatiShort Lins 

FOR _THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
‘The waters of the 

.. Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michigan North Woods are unsurpassed 
tf equaled, in the Abundance and great variety of 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
obly in those waters. 
The TROUT season begins May land ends Bept.lL. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June 1 and ends 

Nov. 1, 
BLACK BASS, PIED, PICKERELand MUSCA- 

LONGE, slso abound in large numbers in the 
many iakes and Inkelets of this beteivory: 
The peor can readily send trophies of his 

akill to his friends or “club” at home, ~* 3ice for 
packing tisk can be had at many points, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WIT OU. The sce, 

nery of the North Woods and Lukes is very beau. 
tiful; the air is pure, dry and bracing. The cli- 
mate is peculiarly beneticial to those sulleriig 
wit. 

Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
The hotel accommodations are good, far sit. 

passing theavyerare in countries new enough uw 
afford the finest of fishing. 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

eta will be sold at low rates, and attractive tram 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sporumen 
Dogs, Gur d Fishing Tackle risd Freeat 

owner's risk, 
Itisouraim tomakesportsmen feel “athome™ 

sothis route. F r Tourist's Guide (an sttractive 
iustrated book sf 8)-pages), containing full In- 
formation av.! curate maps of the Fishing 
Grounds and ‘\'inw Cards, address. A.B. LEBT 

Ger. J'ass, Agent, Grand Runids, Mich, 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching: most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE ca RSES in the 
Middle States. 'These lines being CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT PO avoid the dif- 
ficulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex~ 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steal 
tracks enable STOCK TG BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury. 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best locglities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICK ETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the peinle cities to KANE, RENOV. = 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, nae 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Wishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY, 
SQUAN, and points on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTEM 
FIN AND FEATHER. 

L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent, 
Frank THOMSON, Goen'l Manager, Febij-td 
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Hotels and Routes for Sportsmen, | Hotels and Rontes for Sportemen. 

BASS AMD MASKALONGE FISHING. 
UPPER ST. LAWRENCE RIVER, 

AND 
; LOWER LAKE ONTATIO. 
T. LAWRENCE HOTEL AND RATHBUN 

} HOUSE (under one management), offer the 
best facilities and accommodations for sports- 
men, at very low prices, Only twelye hours fram 
New York. Write for circular, with full particu- 
lars how to get there, ete. H. L. FOX, Cape Vin- 
cent, N. ¥. uly8,3t. 

ake Htouse, 
PRINCETON, MATNE, 

{ i OOD Perch and Pickerel Fishing. Only to 
hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, so 

famous forits salmon and trout. Passengers by 
“the 7 p.m. train from Boston will reach Princeton 
following evening at 6—only 23 hours. Guides 
furnished. All inquiries cheerfully responded 
-to by the proprietors, W.G. ROSE & CO. 
EE I 

Bromfield House, Boston 

EUROPEAN PLAN, 

MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

R! VERSIDE HOUSE, Forked River, 
Ocean County, New Jersey, located directly 

0, and avoiding long rides to the water, as at 
dther points on Barnegat Bay, being the nearest 
place to the best gunning and fishing. Superior 
accommodations for sportsmen and families at 
reasonable rates. Send for circulars to CHAS. A. 
SMITH, Forked River, New Jersey. 

a] HO! for TROUT FISHING. 
HE FAR-FAMED waters of the Mag- 
anettewan are now within easy access of 

"Toronto and the outside world, and arestill teem- 
dng with speckled trout. Wehave erected a large 
sand comfortable hotel in Maganettewan Village, 
and are prepared to offer every facility to our 
Sporting friends by way of canoes and guides to 
the trout lakes and streams tributary to the Mag- 
4netiewan, and can offer the best of trout fishing 
within a mile of our hotel; will haveiceand facil- 
aties for packing fish, so that they can be taken 
fresh to any part of the Northern States. The 
road from Rousseau (the head of steam travel) has 
*been Macadamized and the journey shortened by 
half a day, so that parties leaving ‘'oronte can 
#et here in oneand a half days. Come up and 
"Bee US, IRWIN & CLARKE, Proprietors. 

Maganettewan Post-Office, Ontario, Canada. 

Wild Fow! Shooting. 
SPRING VILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I. 
Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman. Has always on hand the best of 

boats, batteries, etc., with the largest rig of train- 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast. The best 
round in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
Bhaoticie of all varieties, Specialattention given 
by himself to his ruests, and satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Address Wm.N. LANE, Good Ground, L,I. 
Refers by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 891 Broad~ 
way and, Wm. Dutcher, 320:Broadway, N. ¥- 

FISHING RESORTS 
Great North Shore, 

Lake Superior, 
Are pest reached by the steamers of the long 

established 

COLLINGWOOD LINE. 
Connections are made at Collingwood, Sault 

Sie. Marie and Duluth, bi-weekly, for the une- 
“quulled trout streams at Thunder Bay, Pigeon 
River, Current River, Michipicoton Island, 

Atate Islands and 

NEPiCcon. 

scenery, the 

“GEORGIAN BAY, 
MANITOULIN CHANNEL, and 

' GANADIAN NORTH SHORE, 

Information given and inauiries solicited. 

BARLOW CUMBERLAND, 
GHENL. TRAFFIC MANAGER, 5 

$5 Yonge Street 

yi Toronto. 

Sa 212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 
— MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
"BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Special Designs Sent Free - 

FOREST AND STREAM, 463 ™ 

& LENNON, Aliscellaneous Advertisenrents. 

CORDUROY SHOOTING SUITS 
A SPHECIALTY ! 

From Goods of my own Importation--Dead Grass Color. 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, 

VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES, UPON APPLICATION, Full lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete, 
Anything in the Jewelry Line Made Send for Price-List and Samples, Address 

to Order. 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J 

Our Inside Route” passes through the fincet 

New York Office, 177 Broadway. 

ee 
ELA W H’S PIGEHEON TRAP. ae HOUSE, Speonk, L. I.—Firsi- 

class board ; near bay and ocean, forest and 
lakes; gunning, fishing, riding, sailings baring 

» 1. R. and rowing. Parties will be met at La u 

ss ee TUTHILD, Proprietor. 3 0) 0 
Boston and Maine 5 b ae 
RAILROAD B er aa =e isl mele) aa 
Boston and Portland.| o7 0 Ne 
Spring Fishing | 22 ¢ a § 

at the aS) a 
RANGELEY’S and e e aa 

MOOSEHEAD LAKE.) w= o 
Excursion Tickets ae ka = Will be placed on sale as soon as the ice is out? ors Close connections made at Portland with Grand 

Trunk and Maine Central Railways for all the 
Fishing Grounds in Maine and Northern New 

HIS TRAP 1S PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface, When 
the cord is pulied one-half of the lid revolves within the Trap and DRIVES THE BIRD INTO England. i ATR, Sportsmen will at once appreciate the advantages. Price $4. 

‘Tickets may be obtained at Boston City Office, 
280 WASHINGTON STREET) and at the Station, Agents: HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. 
Information by mail, if desired. 

JAS.T, FURBER, D.J. FLANDERS, 
Gen. Supt. Gen. Ticket Agent, Tee B E A Tt Ss T a | E W @) Fe L iD .)—-MARK, 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 

yOLS Celio wrmag Old J udg C smoking Tobacco, * Grounds of Virginia and 

slme 

The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bitethe Tongue. 
West Virginia, 

f "; A = es Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- Sonething Important for Cigaretle Siokers to Know, 
ginia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, ‘ 
Allerhany Mountains, Greenbrier and New beets a \ € HE 'MAJORITY OF SMOKERS Riyers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in : > are perhaps not aware, that im their varieties of game and fish. deer, bear, wild Tae Py ._ Smoking: Cigarettes made of the turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- Oe K : Ue F aN ordinry pure rice paper, they have beer cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, ete. f Ha +/~ inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POL- Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each : “y SONS, thrown cif by all burning paper, 
sportsman carried free. mI mn namely ; The Oil of Creosote. CHARLES 

: HAN ||, G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
.rhe Route of the Tourist, fay : i wi Ti | 2O., manutacturers of “OLD JUDGE” ; ; | | NA ay (iN Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- through the most beatiful and picturesque see- | Hit a i | ll nil. vented and patented a process, March nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- HAI Mi NI AAA bth, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used mous watering places and summer resorts, Eta pers for “OLD JUDGH” Cigar- _ r . etles has been so prepared that the un— The Only Route via White Sul- pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 

t phur Springs. of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
f P " Nolte. 2 ~ T 24 Me, SABS neutr ed or destroyed, and the paper Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 2 eS made saliva proof to prevent its break- 

West, Northwest and Southwest; at Gordonsville | ing or melting in the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of ‘* OLD JUDGE” Cigarettes is owing 
with the North and Northeast; and at Richmond | to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 
and Charlotteyille with the South, All modern | richtto nseit, The great advantave and importance of this invention will at once be recognized by 
improvements in equipment. all smokers, and its truth demonstrated by the first “OLD JUDGE” Cigarette they smoke. 

CONWAY R,. HOWARD, Sold by all leading dealers. “Try them and you will use no others. 

Gen. P d Ticket Agent wey te ener and’ Micaaona_ | Manufactured by GOODWIN &CO.,207 and 209 Water si 
To Hunting and Fishing Parties. NEW YORE. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 

HUNTING HATCHETS, 

ra | fa WV ITH PATENT COVERS ; a perfect 
BROWN’S PATENT protection to the edge; all sizes ee one 

\e t= | pound to four sent by mail on receipt of price, 
a GUN CLEANER. One pound, with cover and handles. be $1. 15 ‘ EST 

new cars “DayyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton,"* Cleaner and Oiler Two pound, | ‘ ns 200 
which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- xo Far Breeth-loading Arms Three pound, with cover, without handles.. 2.25 
en, sleeping apartments, layatories, etc., also pro- | Xo In market, Three and a half pound, with coyer, without 
vided with racks and closets for guns and fishing \For euiG, elias its Fe es Bush handles Seen ligg oe teeta 2.50 
tackle,and kennelsfordogs. 4 - | ___and fuii directions sen Gt postane. 5 end fora circular. 
Diagrams, rates anid other desired information He Geena NS ae fee ane wae a we cue ay F] A. CROSBY & CO,, Waterville, Me. 

furnished on applicution to Gen] Supt. P.P. C. ! = READING, Pa. | The Canadian patent for the above cover is 
Co., Chicago, 3 je26 Smos. E -| now tor sale. Address as ahove_” 

ALDRED’S YEW BOWS. 
+ 

50 Fulton street, N. Y. 
S0LE AGENTS FOR 

i THOMAS ALDRED, London, 
———— SS MANUFACTURER OF 

nest ARCHERY inthe World 
SEND FOR WEIGHTS AND PRICES. 

Fy is imposeible toremain long tick when Hop Bitters ave need, to perfect are theyin their operation, Wor Weakness and Gencral Debility, and x5 a preyentiye and cure for Fever and Ague, nothing equals It, 

i Balmy sieep,| A little Hop; 
f Bitters saves b! 

Good digestlons doctor Ms ani 
rich blood and long Bakar 

i Poe dal atsebllgunce 
ip Hop Bitters. pains and ache! 
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Guus, Anuaunition, Ete, 
a 

E. H. MADISON 
3 PRACTICAL 

“ GUNSMITH, 
_564 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Coli’s, Parker and Daly 

€ Guns. ‘ 

UN Stocks altered to tained, ‘taper, or £0F 

cere tntal ses, Ney bavols ited, 2 
ng STR Ry Seas done in an hon 

SS Biowning Mixture, Ls0e. per bottle. 
ea es and Riflemen’s Sundries. 

sent everywhere C. ells loaded Al, and goods J Tae 

decly tf 
©. D. Send stamp for answers to queries. 
ences from all the clubs of the city. 

) WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE, 
Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sight 

is a great improvement in rear sights. 

‘4g 

Send for circular containing full de- 
scription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middle eld," Coun. 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Bali 
AND HIS PATENT 

go GLASS BALL TRAP 
For Wing proud: They 
can be had trom all pun 
dealers. _ Headquarters 
forGlass Balls and Traps, 
AGNEW & Co., 153 First 
AV. Ray Pa.; A. 
lic BOGARDUS, No 158 
Seu Clark street, Chic- 
ago. Send for Price List 
For Traps—Hart & Sloan, 
Newark, N.J. 

“Field, Cover and I'ra 
Shooting,” the only book 
ever publisned by » mar- 

= ket hunter, ¢an pe had at 
the above address. Price $2. 

LAN TI-RUST. 
FOR THE PROTECTION OF 

Fire-arms, Cutlery, Skates, Surgical Instruments 
and all metal surfaces, from oxydation. 

It is a strict bydro-carbon, containing no 
mercury or animal oil; is not injurious or 
offensive, and will never gum or become rancid 
inany climate, To sportsmen it is specially 
recommended for sea-coast shooting. 

MUSCA PEO. 
A perfect protection from the attacks of black 

flies, mosquitos, gnats, sand-flies, and other in- 
sects s0 annoying to sportsmen and tourists. 
Containing no tar or vegctable oils, it is frec }} 
from disagreeable odors; will not soil the com- 
plexion; prevents tanning, sunburn and chap- 
ping of face and hands, and washes off readily. 
Sold by Schoverling, Daly & Gales, and 

Hodgkins & Haigh, New York, and John P, 
Lovell & Sons, Wm, Rh. Schaefer, Bradford & 
Anthony, Pope Maniacturing Co., and deal- 
€rsin sportsmen’s goods everywhere. 

GIBBS & HOWARD, Proprietors, 
une, 15-tf, Modford, Mass. 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Guns, Aaunnitio, Ete. 

FOX’S PATENT 

Wonderfully Simple, Wonderfully Strong. 
The barrels slide one side.f 

No Etinge tosgetIoose. 

Prices from $50 to $300. 
Send stamp for circular to 

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 
105 Milk Street, Boston, 

F. H. RAYMOND, Treas. 

WW mSToHY RICHARDS 

in stock. 

Send stamp for 

"VBREECH-LOADING SHOT SUly Vii 

ll 

These guns have Anson and Deeley’s Hammerless Patent Cocking Action with 
Automatic Safety Bolt, making the safest gun now in use, 10, 12 and 20 bores now 

Guns, Anumanition, Ete. 

JOHN A. NICHGLS, 
SYRACUSE, 
NEW YORK. 

Maker of Fine Guns. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

Eawinson ©.Green’s 

WINNING GUNS. 
Send stamp forillustrated price list to 

C. & A. HAYDEN, 
JACKSONVILLE, ILL, 

| Sole Importera. 

LESS! GUN. 
lilustrated Catalogue and Price List. 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
68 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

Fox’s Patent Breech-Loading Shot Gun, 

AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES, 

Vurcehasers of Our higher priced guns will receive an interest in the business. Call and 
examine, or send for circular. 

T= SI MPLEST and BEST GUN in the Market. NO HINGE TO GET LOOSE, 

O. H. FOX, Agent, 
386 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK, 

THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS! 
SEE J, 8. SUMNER’S FULL SCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 50 IN A POSSIBLE 50] FEB. 28, 1880 

Fifteen Bull’s-eyes in Succession! 

THE BaLLARD ALWAYS 
The Empire Rifie Club, in their trips to Boston, 

SAME MATCH, 200 YARDS OFF-HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE, NO, 61-2. 

The Ballard is the only Rifle that has made a Full Score at Creedmo or 
The Ballard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon, 

FLTs THE SHOOTHER 
ALL used Ballards. 

“« 4 WORD TO THE WISE,” ETC. 
FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

SCHOVERLINC, DALY & CALES, 
ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM. 

Sole Agents n New York for CARD’S REVOLVING BALL TRAP 84 Chambers street, NEW YORKCIT 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 
Importer of FINE BREECH-LOADING GUNS, 

943 Broadway, near Twenty-third St., New York. 

Fine « 

FISHING TACKLE. 

The Celebrated “ Frankfort” 
in Stock. 

THE PATENT FLOAT SPOON, 
Bass, 75 Cents: Pickerel, $1 00; Maska- 

,longe, $1 25. 

Sent by mailon receipt of price. 

Reels 

CUTLERY 

of the 

Finest Quality. 

Keeps in stock the celebrated ‘‘ Le Contre” 
fy Razor, also Razors with safety guards, 

Bowie Knives, Spring Back Knives, Stilletos, 
Folding Bowie Knives, Sportsmen's Combination 
Knives, etc., ete. 

Eire Arms of Every Description, 
AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO SHOOTING AND FISHING OUT-FITS. ALSO 

OPYPTicAt: GoonD 
FOREST The “RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD,” (Recommended by the 

GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. 

Ss. 
AND STREAM), Sent postpaid 

SHELLS LOADED TO ORDER. SEND STAMP FOR LIST OF SECOND-HAND G : 
for $2. 
UNS $ 

BERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

——— 

[JULY 8, 1880. 

Gung, Aoonition, Gtr. 

FINE BREECH=LOADING 

Shot Guns 
At a Bargain! 

THESE ARE NOT CHEAPGUNS, 

BUT ARE 

Good Guns! 
AT A 

TLhownrerPrice 
Than they can be purchased for else-. 

where. All of them 
WARRANTED TO af 

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 
Send for Descriptive List. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
Cazenovia, N. ¥. 

Katon’s Rust Preventer.. 
OR.GUNS, CUTLERY, AND SURGI- 
cal Instruments. Safeto handle, WILL NOT 

GUM, and will keep in any climate. Sportsmen 
everywhere in the United States pronounce itthe 
best gun oil in the market. Judge Holmes, of 
Bay City, Mich., writes: ‘It is the best prepara— 
tion Ihave found in thirty-five years of active- 
and frequent use of guns.’ 
The trade supplied by sole manufacturer, GEO, 

B. EATON, Payonia Avenue, Jersey City- 
Heights, N. J. 

and, O.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, Md. ;- 
pet erie Georgetown, D. C.; Jos. 0. Grubb- 
& Co., adelphinu > 

CANNOT BE SENT BY MAIL. 

WM. R. SCHAEFER, 
61 Elm st., Boston, Mass.,'~ 

" Dealer ia 

SPORTSMEN'S  EQUIPMERTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 
To Order. 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

ing SHOTGUNS. A fulllineof the Clabrough~ 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of imported 
guns, always on hand. Particular attention 
paid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATT’S DOG 1D, etc,, ete. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. All work 
executed in the most ski manner, 

THE NEW AMERICAN 

Breech-Loading Shot-Gun. 
SIMPLE AND 
DUR ABLE, 

Rebounding Lock, 

OChokebore Barrels. = 
For close, hard shooting excels all others. Ex- 

tra heavy pune for queks a specialty. Send stamp 
for circular, C. 8. SHATTUCK, Munufactu- 
rers, Hatfield, Mass, 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
LEVER ACTION 

In the world. 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 

Navel to ho Meat Bagi guns sada 
more reasonable prices. 

The Sneider Rebounding Lock used, the only re- 
bounder with which missfires wiil not occur, 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL, 
For “Workmanship, Rebounding Loc and 

Compensating Features of ioe 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire. 
Muszle Loading Guns Altered to Breach Loaders. 

Clark & Sneider, 
214 West Pratt Street, Baltimore. 
Send for Dlustrated Catalogue, 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
CHEAPER THAN GLASS. Samples sent by 

mail, 23 cents. Our Decoy Diying Apparatus is. 
deadly on ducks; by mail, $1. 

DIVING DECOY CO., Rochester, N. ¥ 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

SOLE AGENTS FOR 

SPRATTI’S 
PATENT 

LON DON. 
Send for Circular and Price List, 

DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition, 

BOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other, 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plains. 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 
18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK, 

Clarets and Sauternes, 
Of A, deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux, 

OCELAMPAGNES, 
WINES, 
BRANDIES, OF _E. IRROY & CO., REIMS, 

Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 
WHISKIES Rbine Wines, 

5 IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 
SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases us desired. 

Lublications. 

CANOE & CA 
Mae 

fishing Gackly. 

ERA 
Sey 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 1836). 

Firat premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
so Centennial Exhibition. ; 

Nive = —_sA— | PHOTOGRAPHIC TOUR este 
JOHN KRIDER, c Two Hundred Miles eo OF” srxrx 

NM. E. Cor, Second and Walnut{sts,, Philadelphia, THROUGH THE BEAUTIFUL SCENERY 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
peep COMICAL CHARACTER 

Wishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines Hooks, Flies, 
Tenders, Snoods, Artificial Bait, Fly Books, 

ILLUSTRATIONS 
WITH By Well-Known Artists. 

. te. 
"Salmon, Bass, and Trout Mies, Made to Order, 

ALSO 
“ Krider’s” Shes Center Enamel Split and 

Tuk Resucr op Recent Presonan 

New Maps af the Stale Exrionatioxs BY THE AUTHOR. 

Glued Bamboo Rods. 
Birds’ Eegs and Birds’ Skinsin Great Varieties 

The most Entertaining and Artistic Book in the Market, 

PRICE, iXGhomt ax cows, 64.50 
NSVvw sSoRz: 

Taxi i hes. See vent ton Bisenit. ORANCE JUDD COMPANY, 
Repairing of all kinds, 2945 BROADWAY. ardly 

FISHING TACKLE! FISHING TACKLE! | Wagan phusltelts EA — 

TH O MAS AN D R EWS, ALE READERS of FOREST AND STRE. 

A . John St. ebee, Oanada, , Need one of thesa ey 

pats PU AON Eo STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 
To Sportsmen. _— 

Pp BASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 1} eat and best assortment of Fishin 
Tete be had,consisting of English, Scotch RANGELEY LAKES. By Charles A. J. Farrar. 

A spicyand fascinating story of sportsinan’s life dian make. Trout and Salmon Rods. 
Palcrenand Trout ae ee Sader ees Salinod in the peu Be SDE: ERS illustrated 

i rl d Hair Trout Lines, on Gafts, andsomely bound in cloth, $1.50. 
See and ate Y CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By ingle Leaders, Marana Gut, Fishing 
ee pee : es Cranes a Ue Dats An BEE Boouant of 

yer e Rangeley Lakes, ages, us, 
SALMON FLIES! TROUT FLIES! Price 50 cents. >. ues 

A NGUBERS going down salmon fishing on the 

nts. 
ARRAR’S RICHARDSON AND RANGELEY 

‘' Milreuerite’” Riyer, “Godbout” River, LAKES ILLUSTRATED. A complete and re- 
@Saguenay) or on the * Muatapediae,” will find at | Hable guide to Richardson and rear ta deve lakes, 
Thos. Andrews’ establishment, the best selection Pease cate ROH ee waters 

{es made on patterns expressly for | ©4CoOnnecticn roscoggin, and Magalloway 
Riese givers by Forrest & Son, of élso, Scot- | »TiVers. 256 pages. 50 illus, and a large map. 

 Jand: suchas the ‘\Jock Scott,” “ Silver Doctor,” : 
PARR AICS MOOSERRAD LAKE AND THE 

“Wilkinson,” “Butcher,” “Cock Robin” and } . B 

many other patterns, at very low prices INE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA: NORTH MA 
THD.% A comprehcusive hand-book of the 
Moosehead e region and sporting re- 
forts of Northern Maine, with map. ‘The fours 
of the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John 
rivers, ascent of Katahdin, etc., are plainly 
treated. 224 pages. 14illus. Price 50 cents, 

FARRAR’S POCKET MAP of the Richardson 
: and Rangeley lakes region and the waters of 

Northwestern Maine. Printed on tough linen 
papers cloth covers. 50 cents. 

RAR’S POOKET MAP of Moosehead Lak 
RUSH’S PATENT FLOAT TROLLING | © and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 

B SPOONS entirely overcome the defects 

DON'T GATGH WEEDS AND LOGS, 
BUr CATCH FISH, 

resorts of Worthern Maine, also the hend- 
waters of the Kennchec, Penobscot and St. 

| heretofore found in all a Se ves Dae ain rivers. ue te on tough linen paper, 
i e S tch weeds and logs, dz cloth covers. cents. 
neers On ae FARRAR’S STERHUSCOPIC VIEWS, 2% cts. Below where the fish see them. Made of the 
Best material. Bass size, 75 cents } pickerel, $1 ; 
muskalonge, $1.25, Epc by mail—25 cents ex- 

: old-plated. Address 
ie ¥ re BRUSH, Brushton, Franklin 
o., New York; or to be had at wholesale or re- 
ail from CHAS, L. RITZMAN, 943 Broadway, 

~—SIMPSON’S 

Send for catalogue. a 
fe Any of the atove publications mailed, 

Address ostpaid. on receipt of price. 
BH ARLES A. J FAR Ta 

= . Dec 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERICAN POULTRY YARD. 

{WEEELY) 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry. 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 
er year; the AMERICAN 

LTRY YARD for$1.50 
—hoth papers for $2.00. 
A series of twelye mag- 

i ficent Chromos, each rep- 
S- resenting a standard breed 

-t killing bait ever invented for either 
aay jokers or large trout; beautifully 

th gaudy feathers, Silyer plated, 60 
plated, 75 cents by mail, postpaid. 

ken, 
Bork City, N.Y. 

BMliscellaneous. 

THE WILSON-PATENT 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR, 

WIL THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS. 

Parior. Library, Inva, 
lid Ofiair, Child's Crib 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light- 
ness, strength, sim- 
plicity and comfort. 
Byerything toan_ex- 
act science. Orders 
by mail promptly et- 
vende ian ai 

READING #()SITION. Goods shipped to any 
Wddress, G, «'. D. Send Stamp for flnstrated 
Wircular; quote Forest and Stream. Address 
Wilson Ajas. Qhair Mtg Co..6h1 Broadwav.NY. 

- men of fowls, sent for 75 cents 
extra to ull subscribers to either publication, 

SUMMER VACATIONS 
—AT— 

Moosehead Lake 
AND VICINITY, 

By LUCIUS HUBBARD. 

PRACTICAL GUIDE to the woods and 
waters of Northern Maine, combined witha 

thorough 

MANUAL FOR CAMPING OUT. 
I2mo. 150 pages, pat cloth. Price, with new and 

enlarged MAP of NORTHERN MAINE, $1.50. 
Paper, without map, cts. Map separate, T5cts. 

Sent postpaid on receipt of price, by 

A. WILLIAMS & Co., Boston. 

Gol, Urysuu. lace. Perfu bed & Chrwmu 
5 2 Ganda nxme in Gold.aad,.Jét, 10c, Clinton, 
rog., Clintonyille, Ct. 

Swortanen’s Goods. 

& YEAR’S RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO. 

Goodyear’s India Rubber Glove M’f’g Co,, 
488, 490, 492 Broadway, 

Cor. Broome Street, and 
205 Brondway, 

Cor. Fulton Street 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Rubber Outfits 
COMPETE: FOR 

HUNTING AND FISHING, 
Trouting Panis and 
Leggins a Specialty. 

All Guaranteed 
Thoroughly Water- 

proof. 

RUBBER GOODS 
—Or— ray 

Every Desription. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 

PRONT VIEW. 

HALLock Hontine Coat. 
Six Pockets outside and game 
Pocket inside. 

INSIDE VIEW, 
HALLOCK HUNTING Cc AT. The game 
pocket extends the entire length of 
coat with capacity far surpassing 
any ordinary game bag, 

Dublications. 

SPORTSMANS LIBRARY. 

E ' 1 é 5 List of Sportsman’s Books: 
[We will forward any of these Books by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price.] 

Adirondacks, Camp Life In, Murray’s...... $ 1.50 | Frank Forester’s American Game in ita Adirondacks, Camps and Tranips in, North- Season...., SSE TK ote pedis sap,eheley abe ate eee ne toy 
ais Forester's Fishing with Hook and 

TGs oye cosine sew a hibes Mies | cele ce ee 3 
Frank Forester’s Manualfor Young Sports- 
WGI: Set paps d syn ide cee oo tes ee ae! Sal -eeeee 2.08 

Gun, Rod and Saddle.... ..., Pout icc: 1.03 
Hallock’s gportsmen’s Gazeteer, " 
Hand Book for Riflemen............... .-.. 
Hand Books on Out-Door Amusements — 

Rowing an A 
Riding and Driving. 

25 Archery, Fencing and Broadsword 
i ly cee BREE ere Eee, 

5 POPU EL tate ab decd stead gle ot ine 

Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam.. 3.00, Fishin SWeraate tase essen cone tein ay 
Arbol Swimming) 72-1 2a v sles) sclye hos 30} Quoits and Bowls..........-.-.. 
Art of Swimming, Monstery.........- 50! SV ]DA INGE. sentido tects see 
Art of Swimming, Webb..........-.. 60 Skating... ......... Ad hye ee 
Athlete’s Guide, Harding............,.. .... 60 BHOGtn Ey Sse See vaeL Le 
Athletic Sports for ig Ae bds., 7ac.; clo. 2.00 | Herbert’s Hints to Horse Keepers. 
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge,,......,.-...... 1,00 | Flints to Riflemen, Cleveland 
Bailey's Birds of the Unttea states.........._v2a | Holden's Book of Birds........ 
Baird’s Birds of North America, ....._- Sey Horseback ED Durant 
Baucher’s Method of Horsemanship........ 1,00 | Horse Breaking, Moreton........... 
echstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds ....,. 430 | Horses and Hounds................ 
its nod Bearing Reins 6C | Horses and Riding, Neyille......... 

Boat Sailing, Practical 1.00 
Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 50c,; Shooting, 

50c.; Common Objects of the Sea-shore 500.; 
Cage and Singing Birds, 60c.; Dogs, The.; Birds 
Eggs and Nests, 50c.; ‘Fresh and Salt Water 
Aquarium, 50c.: Natiye Song Birds, Tic. 
oy 'S Treasury of Sportsand Pastimes, etc. 
reech Loader, Gioan.......-.-..eeeeueey ees 
reech Loader, Modern, Greener. 

Bruce's Stud Book, 3 yols,,.....-,- 
Butler on the Dog.......,,..... ’ 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams... Bae 
Camp Cookery, Miss W. Parlon..........-.. 
Canoeing in Kanuckia...-......,-20-eeeees 

ag Bs bbebensbbbebhossstaaatekkabinmemuuueuns oe 

Canoe Trayeling, Powell.... ...-...----.--« 3.00 
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper; Bishop's...... 2. 
Cassels’ Book of Birds, 4 vols....,.......-.. 12.00 
Choke Bore Guns, Greener...,....1:-;-.-.. yd 
Complete American Trapper, Gibson,....- Lib 
Coues’ Birds of the Northwest.........-.-.. ABO 
Coues’ Vield Ornithology....... 2.50 }-Prairie and Forest, Parker Gilmore .._..,.. 
Goues’ Fur Bearing Animals 8.00 | on, 
Coues’ Key to North American Birds...,... 7.00 }_ Batty oo. weet eese ete ae eee eee eS 
eee Spee rare site det oes a1 eae Satay 8 ee os Set Cnn ere Me 
ypre + JT Works, 2 Vols.... we. .seeee Random Casts, From an Angler’ 

Pundits msricanestantied Horse Book,8yo 2.50, OOM ni tueathle Ra teet open. Gee ey Fl Ph 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo,....:-. ; 1.50 PRarey’s Horse-Tamer.................... Sere 
Dead Shot. .,-.....2..: edit. = . 125 [Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’a.... 2.00 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson 3.15 |-Rifles and Marksmanship, by Gildersleaye,. 1.50 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew an 8.00 Rifle Practice, Wingate......-...... ........ 1.0 
Dog, the, Will......0.2...,.... 4 2.00 [Samuels' Birds of New England ............ 4.00 
Dog, the, [dstone. 1.25 | Bettter Dog, the, Layerack.... 3.08 
Dog Paths to Succes 60 | Shooting, Boating and Fishing 1.00 
Dogs and Their Doings, Mo i . 1% | Shooting on the Wing..... 7 
Dogs and Their Ways, Willams. ...,........ 125 | Sidnoy’s Book of the Hors 
Dogs of Great Britain, America, and other Solitary Hunter, Palliser. 
COIN LMiGs ey ans, coy as Horne Ae rere 2.00 | Sportsman, American, Lew: 

poss: BYU TOS Thee tei lciealeiate, plete 2 i 
Dogs, Management of, Mayhew, lémo,,.,, 
Dogs, Pointsfor Judging................,,. 

Regi - 20. 
Field, over, and 'fran Shooting, Bozardus 3, on’6 American Ornithology, 3 vols, .<.: 1.00 Lish hatching and Fish Oatehing........---- 1.50 | Wood's Natural History of Birds...<....-... hi inet Bottom or Float,..... .....2-..2..- . 60 | Woodruit’s Trotting Horses of America.... 250 
Fig ting in American Waters, Scott,,....-.- ae ey pela es Rt ae Bi ekener peg Pee Zt) iShine Tourist, Hallock.......,....-<-<-0-« 5 D ooner on the Horse...... +--. Leo ishing Tourist, Hallocl........- BO” Youatt on the Dog..--..-.160e--.- at nS one Fishing und Worm Wishing......-.---.-+ 
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ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Liahtnina. 

Oranae Ducking: 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 
ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, 
fend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
DER. Furnished FRE. 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER C0, 
Neo. 29 Murray Street, N. Y., 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONTS 

RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 
ING POWDER. 

,, The Most Popular Powder in Use; 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es- 
tablished in 1802, have maintained their 

eat eee forseyenty-eight years. Manu- 

éer 
eo following celebrated brands of Pow- 

(| DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
quickness, and cleanliness; adapted fer Glass 

Ball and Pigeon Shooting. 
é DUPONT’S HAGLE DUCKING, 
Wos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
and clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 

Ball, Pigeon, Duck, and other shooting, 
DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 

A quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
i grain for pistol shooting. 

DUPONT’'S RIFLE, FG, ‘SEA SHOOTING,” 
FYG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle 
ehooting ,the FFG 22d YS"S for general use, 
& burning strong aud moist. 
? sPORTING, MINING, SHIEFING, and BLAST- 
ING POWDERS of all sizes_and descriptions. 

ecial grades for export, Cartridge, Musket, 
non, Mortar, and Mammoth Powder, U, 8.’ 
vernment standard. Powder manufactured 

#o order of any required prain or proof. eben 
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Aeminiscences of English Aivers. 
NGLING: is the only one of the three principal field 

sportsof England that is entively free from the 
stain of what, for want of a better word, I shall call 

flunkeyism, The stupid lad, with more money than 
brains, who yearns to be, or be thought to be, a sports- 

man, finds in the showy and impressive externals of the 

chase, with the responsibility appertaining 10 its pursuit, 

an easier road, in the eyes of the gaping masses, to the 
coveted title than in the quiet, unostentatious and self- 
dependant science of Father Isaac. Hundreds again toil 
through shooting season after shooting season under the 
command of a keeper till their hair is gray, without an 
idea in their heads beyond blazing away at everything 
that rises withinshot, But, unless it may be an occasional 

noodle who thinks it adds to his importance to be seen 
swinging a salmon rod, no one fishes “for effect.” It 
would not pay at all, The gentle art has, to be sure, 

thousands of enthusiastic devotees of all classes, but each 

one of them goes to the river side, impelled thither solely 
by his own genuine love of the sport, and the most skill- 
ful performer commands no admiration outside his craft. 
There is no glitter and show about the business—not 
enough exclusiyeness about it to dazzle the eyes of the 
yulgar, It is supposed to be slow by fancy youths, who 

might, with some difficulty, distinguish a pointer from a 

setter, but imagine they are ‘shooting men,” It is 

yoted unworthy of some wooden-headed, uncultivated 
plutocrats, who can sit on a horse just well enough to 

watch, at a very respectful distance, the handling of the 
pack they are proud to subseribe to, and who call them- 
selves ‘fox hunters,” 

Tt is possible the comparative ease with which angling 
can be indulged in by the unpriviledged classes may help 
to robit of that peculiar prestige (inexplicable to any 

one who does not know England thoroughly) that hangs 
around the sister sports, 
You will almost invariably find that the non-fisherman, 

untess he be a thorough sportsman, speaks of his aversion 

to, or his want of skillin, the art with a ludicrous kind of 

conscious pride, as much as to say, ‘* You can’t expect a 
dashing blade like me to care aboutsuch a slow business 
as that? Wo, indeed; give mea good day’s hunting or 
grouse shooting,” The fact that his angling friend has to 

give him a lead at the one and wipe his eye at the other 
is quite forgotten in the conscious superiority of the mo- 
ment, But this is a phase of English life more conducive 
to cynicism than description, and would, to most of my 
readers, be meaningless. Perhaps in the dim future—in 
the days of the ** coming crown ”—when time-killing as 
an art has become necessary on this side of the Atlantic, 
besides the army of men that sportas now for their own 
amusement and improvement, there will be anotherarmy 
entering the field bent, at whatever risk of discomfort to 
themselves, on doing the “correct thing,” Ihope so, It 
is infinitely better than the course of life pursued by the 
jeunesse d'oree of Continental Europe. 

But enough. Let us take the map of Britain and 
glance over it with the eye of a trout fisherman. 
Run a straight line from Berwick-upon-Tweed to the 

Isle of Wight, and the country left upon the east of that 
line, speaking generally, may said to be the non- 
trouting portion of the British isles. By this T do not 
mean to say that it is entirely devoid of waters holding 
that most desirable of fish, but as it differs widely in its 
physical formation from the rest of the kingdom, the 
very features that form that difference are decidedly of 
an anti-trout order. Fens and level plains are, of course, 
with the sluggish winding rivers, ill adapted for such a 
purpose, though there are occasional exceptions. Nor- 
folk has, I believe, one stream holding trout. Suffolk 
and Hssex have one, I think, between them, while the 
group of counties that center around Cambridge are, as 
far as my personal knowledge and supposition go, en- 
tirely bazren ‘of this fish, There probably are some arti- 
ficial, and possibly an occasional natural exception to 
these statements, but none in any way to affect the ar- 
gument, The Isle of Wight, with its beautiful hills and 
valleys, has only one miserable little ditch holding trout, 
while from the *‘ dun wolds” of Lincolnshire all readers 
of Tennyson know at least one stream pours, where 
‘Here and there a lusty trout, and here and there a 
grayling,” is to be found. From my own knowledge of 
the stream in question, though [am bound to add it is a 
very cursory one, Ishould say the ‘* Laureate’s” phrase 
of “Here and there” was not an imapt one, 
Admirers of Charles Kingsley might be apt to suppose 

that the chalk downs of England were very paradises for 
trout fishermen, I was going to say the very opposite is 
the case, but that would be too strong, <A deep-rooted 
prejudice against that (to me) objectionable geological 
formation nearly betrayed me into an inaccuracy, which, 
considering I first learnt the art on one of Kingsley’s im- 
mortalized chalk rivers, would have been, to say the least 
of it, wngracious, Americans, on reading so constantly 
of the English downs in prose and verse, often evince a 
natural curiosty to know what manner of hills they are 
that seem to leave such deep impress on the minds of so 
many writers. I will try and explain, though it makes 
me feel yery thirsty : They are round and smooth; bare, 
with the exception of a clump of fir trees sometimes on 
their summits; nowhere high enough to be imposing 
(the highast chalk in England is only 900 feet above the 
sea), always steep enough to make traveling slow, 
parched up and brown as to their stunted grasses in dry 
weather, and dusty beyond compare as to their glaring 
highways. ‘The white thirsty chalk cropping out every 
here and there upon their bony ridges, abounding in 
deep valleys down to which the stranger from other dis- 
tricts and other lands would hasten in vain as he jour- 
neyed on summer days to slake his thirst ; but a continu- 
ation of unpleasant surprises would meet him peculiar to 
these unwatered uplands; valleys, down which on any 
other formation would leap clear and brawling streams, 
here are guiltless of even the course of one, Some few 
famous trout rivers manage, however, to struggle out of 
these thirsty ranges—famous rather for the size of their 
trout than for their gameness and edible qualities, No- 
tably the Kennet, and the Itchen (Mr, Francis’ fayorite 
river), while old Father Thames himself ranks all along 
his course as a trout river, or rather he receives a good 
many small streams, all famous for the size of their fish, 
and a certain number of patriarchs of fabulous dimen- 
sions known. as Thames trout find their way into the 
baskets of a few fortunate anglers yearly, and are gener- 
ally considered by the brethren, in that part of Hngland 
ab any rate, as the very élée among their order of fishes. 
One is reported this week of seventeen pounds. Of these 
rivers I may have something to say another time, but 
inust now, having dismissed all the non-trouting coun- 
ties of the Eastern Division, hasten northward, pass up 
the coast of Yorkshire, which is broken by the egress of 
no trout stream of note, unless it is the Dutiield water, 
once famous for its club of skillful anglers, till 1 place 
my reader on those high table lands where Yorkshire 
and Dunham meet, and where with Scott’s traveler in 
‘‘Rokeby ”? he may quote as he looks down over the 
scenes of that romance :— 

“Nor Tees alone in dawning bright 
Shallrush upon the ravished sight; 
But many a tributary stream 
Each from irs own dark glen shall gleam.” 

The Tees, which rises amore the bleak, heathery moors 
where Yorkshire, Durham and Westmoreland comes, ani 

divides the two former counties from one another, has 
been, in the days of yore, a famous trouting stream ; but 
alas! we are in the black country of the North, and min- 
ing and trout fishing don’t agree. Ten years ago Tees- 
dale anglers were getting despondent ; how things are 
now Iean’t say. For several years in succession—visit- 
ing friends in the neighborhood—I made a two days’ pil- 
grimage to the headwaters of that romantic stream—not 
so much on account of the attractions of the fishing ; for, 
though everything to the eye bade fair for success, and 
artificial pollution had not reached so far up; though ac- 
companied on each occasion by the best fly fisherman I 
ever knew, persistent failure attended my efforts. Yet 
there was a charm about the stern wildness of the sur- 
roundings ; a solemn weirdness about the bleak, waste 
uplands, that carried the same party of us there summer 
after summer, to the cozy little thatched inn with its 
swinging signboard, that welcomed our steps at night as 
we returned with lizht baskets, and worn-out with 
floundering over the roundest and most slippery boulders 
that have ever been anathematized by anglers. . 

To realize that this bed of polished boulders, with 
peaty-colored water trickling down between them, was 
the same river that reflected on its surface the lights and 
glare, the flames and furnaces of Middlesborough and 
Stockton was, of itself, somewhat difficult. One had 
also thé pleasure of casting a line upon the same day at 
the foot of two of the highest waterfalls in Nngland, and 
our principal hopes used to be centered on the dark-col- 
ored, seething pools, which churned and boiled beneath 
each cataract, the one about forty, and the other about 
eighty feet high, 
Tmust hasten in a northeasterly direction, howeyer, over 

the wild stretch of moorland famous for its immense 
stock of grouse, that in the breeding season resounds 
with their clucking and crowing, and all through the 
summer with the plaintive cries of the curlews and pe- 
wits, till the valley of the Wear, or Weardale, lies be- 
neath, noted for its stalwart men, its fat church endow- 
ments and its charming scenery, Mining villages are 
scattered at pretty regular intervals all the way from its 
headwaters to Bishop Auckland, where the massive walls 
and turrets of the palace of the bishops of Durham, with 
its mediasyal memories, look down over that dirty, thriy- 
ing town. 

I don’t think there isa riverin the world that has so 
many and such skillful anglers ina given space as the 
upper waters of the Wear, with its scant supply of wary 
little trout. Inthe days of old, before the fatal lead 
“hush” discolored its then bright waters, when the bish- 
ops of Durham compounded their fluctuating mineral 
tithes for one hundred and fifty thousand dollars a year 
and thought themselves hardly used, or long even before 
that, when they ranked as princes, and the country was 
preserved for their hunting grounds, splendid trout darted 
in myriads through its lony, shelving pools and gently rip- 
pling rapids, what fishing these reverend lordships might 
haye had then! Now the miner, the schoolmaster, or 
the parson, with their home made rods, which they swear 
by (and they certainly surpass anything I haye ever seen 
turned out by a tackle maker), with their single strands 
of horsehair and flies tied by themselves on horsehair, 
with Jong-handled and antique landing nets peculiar to 
the Wear, wade deep into the water and throw yards and 
yards of line, dropping their flies, ike yossamer, in far 
off holes and under distant banks, carrying more art, 
more caré and more perseverance into the craft than any 
class of anglers I have ever met, and with certainly less 
possibility of a corresponding reward ; for a few small 
trout, running: six or seven to the pound, are all that the 
most suecessful could hope for. But the glory of the 
capture is enough, and these much-fished-for troutlings 
are certainly possessed of a very different order of intel- 
lect to their cousins in a West Virginia brook, In the 
days when as a schoolboy and an undergraduate I used 
to haunt the banks of the Wear, I used to ‘‘fancy” my- 
self on the strength of Southern and Western perform- 
ances not a little, but my conceit used to get most effec- 
tually removed as every summer found me turning out 
my basket with my Wear friends, and my catch ina 
lamentable minority to theirs, Theix heayiest baskets 
were such as in more favored rivers would have been the 
work of an hour; but to make a basket at all on that 
water required 4 master workman, They were a terribly 
bigoted lot, though, those anglers of Upper Weardale, 
Nothing was good pertaining to fishing tackle that was 
made out of Weardale, <A ‘‘Farlowe” or ‘fArmstrong” 
rod they looked on with the most supreme contempt. 
The first visit I ever made to the Wear was to the house 
of an intimate friend, a great piscatorial light in the lo- 
cality. On arranging tackle the next day for a lishing 
excursion he asked to sea my rod, which he supposed, 
with contempt in his voice, ‘‘was one of those infernal 
cockney blobbing attaizs,” Now Iwas rather proud, as 
a youngster, of ah rod, which outside of Weardale 
would have been called a good one. He put it together, 
anathematizing the ferules as ridiculous inventions, and 
having felt the play of it for a moment gave vent to a 
huge guffaw, took it to pieces, pulled out his knife and 
proceeded yery deliberately to cut what looked like little 
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bits. However, after a series of cutting and splicing and 
waxing he pronounced it as good a job as cowld he 
made out of such poor material, and apologized for |, 
shortening it a foot by saying it was better to have a ten 
foot rod, though it be an indifferent one, than eleven 
feet of nothing at all. They used to make all their own 
rods in those days upon the Wear, and for feathery lizht- 
ness, for balance, aud for that inexpressible connection 
between butt and tip that manufactured rods are so often 
wanting in, I have never since seen them equalled, 

Then as for fishing with even the finest gut after May, 
no one hit a blunderer or a tyro would dream of such a 
thing, The hait from @ sorrel stallion’s tail (and-a North 
Countries stallion at that) was tied in single strands fpr 
fiye or six lengths, doubling it higher up, and twisting 
three together as the cast joined the line. You must 
tie your own flies. of course, too, on single hair—a coch- 
y-bonder, a yellow bloa and 4 woodeock and orange, 
Wear trout were supposed to greet from their watery 
depths Southern flies with shouts of derision, A landing 
net, too, you must have, as wading is the order of the 
day, but, ‘tan you love me,” said the Weardale mentor, 
“not one of those unhealthy cabbage nets that they use 
in the South, that fold up in your basket, with flimsy 
short handles that hook onto your creel strap.” Shall I 
tell you, gentle reader, what a Weardale landing net was 
like in those days? In the distance it looked like a 
standard, on to which the angler, in mid stream, was 
proudly clinging, but on 2 close inspection it was found 
tobe an instrument with ja pole, to begin with, eight 
feet long, with a thing like a boat hook at the end, The 
net itself fastened on a wooden ring would haye landed 
Mishee Nahma, the king of fishes, himself, who scared 
Hiawatha so badly, if Lremember rightly, or would, at a 
pinch, have made an excellent hammiock for a mod- 
crately sized man; buf no matter, to insure the respect of 
the blunt North countrymen, who met you at every bend 
of the river, jf was necessary toattach yourself to one of 
these monsters. So much for prejudice, It was sup- 
posed to be a great help in wading. I can imagine it to 
have been an excellent thing fora drowning man to get 
astride of and come out of a deep pool on, tobe sure. But 
enough, It was the only article in their equipment that 
fuve me achance to pay them back in their own coin, 
and T never lost the chance. It was fortunate for my 
Weardale friends that they were not migratory anglers, 
and that they scorned to fish any river but their own and 
its tributaries, for they spliced their rods together after 
the old Trish fashion, and these, in addition to the net 
apparatus, would have been startling additions to a 
crowded railway carriage, and decidedly imposing on 
horseback. 

IT must not finish this sketch without allusion to the 
champion fisherman, not only of the Wear ‘but of the 
whole of that country, as he was not only an * angler 
great,” buta scholar, an author, and a poet. 

Mx. W. was master of what was by courtesy called the 
* gramunar school” of the little town of B—, upon the 
Wear ; one of those old foundations of Edward VI, that 
collapsed, like many others of its kind, between tha pres- 
sure of higher education on the one side and lower edu- 
cation on the other. When I savy it last it had dwindled 
to one boy, Solemnly the great bell on the roof used to 
toll out over the town and notify the inhabitants of the 
incomings and outgoings of this solitary being. Method- 
ically and punctually the great piseator used to seat him- 
self at his spacious desk, and for twelye months is said 
to haye superintended the slumbers of this isolated indi- 
vidual. The plash of the river sounded ever in his pro- 
fessorial ears, and the juvenile obstacle alone prevented 
his exchanging the rod of birch for that of hickory. The 
endowed school commissioners had not then swept those 
old defunct institutions from the face of the earth, and 
his salary was secure anyhow. Human nature could 
stand ii no more—this obstinate urchin still kept the bell 
tolling—so at last, according to tradition, he was offered 
a. good round stim to absent himself for the future, which 
ert our learned friend at leisure to prosecute his favorite 
sport, He edited a volume of poems, which sing of the 
natural beauties of the neighborhood fot fifteen miles 
round, and some years before, while his school was still 
in existence, he had published a book on angling, which, 
apart from its local prejudices, was considered by the 
angling world as an excellent addition to its litera- 
re. 
The friend I alluded to some time back sat in his youth 

at the feet or this Gallileo, and has told me many an 
amusing yarn about the old gentleman, One especially, 
T recollect ; it was when he was deep in his bool on ang- 
ling, and the pupils were baying a great time of it, He 
was especially occupied then with the plates, which he ex- 
ecuted himself, The hour struck for the arithmetic lesson, 
and he moyed to the blackboard, chalk in hand, The 
boys tubbed the slates with their coat sleeves, shuffled 
their fest, cleared their throats and went through the 
usual programme that, among the schoolboys, is the 
prelude to any hushed mental effort, They watched the chalk eagerly in the pedayogic hand as it began its move- 
ments over the blackboard, hoping the fraction sur 
would not be too complicated, when behold! as the bully person of Mr. W.remoyed from that position, and with the usual last flourish of the chalk in t 6 air, moved back to the desk—not a yulgar fraction sum, but the 
outline of an immense tront stretched its great length oyer the sacred ground, The stifled titterings that pre- 
lude the coming storm roused the attention of this great preceptor, Some latent consciousness caused him to step down before the board and discover his mistake when 
the sensitive risible organs, so uncontrollable in youth 
save way, and the whole school shouted with laughter 
till the roof rang again. Like all petty schoolmasters of 
the olden days, irascibility at being caught tripping was 
a second nature, and physical reproof came before yer- bal ; so ruler, cane, dictionary, chalk and all other sun- dries that were used in such educational establishments 
48 missiles and, on that occasion, I beheye many more 
flew like hail among the dodging and bobbing heads of the 
youths. It was never forgotten, and to this day our old 
friend, whose form has long caased to be a familiar one 
upon the banks of the Wear, is still called the * Big Fish” 
by that generation. RIngwoop, 

~ ney 

—An Wnglish angler caught a trout which had in its 
mouth an old rusty hoolr, this hook caught in his wrist, 
poisoning bis blood, and the man died in three weeks, 
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WASHINGTON, 
Riditor Forest and Stream :— 

servers, both in this country and abroad, 

if the male bird ever assists his partner in 
young from danger, §o far as Tecan recall 
been accredited with this act of devotion. 
Having had the pleasure this summer for 

bird, which appeared almost perpendicular, 

along the ground, using the old trick of the 

followed her for some distance, until she 
the ruse four or five times, when feeling, d 
she had decoyed me far enough away from 
ing young, she took a longer flight, and I 

of them as best she could, 

ner, the claws of either foot bemg so opp 

facts ; and soit may he in the present case. 
Doubtless J, D. B.in the London Field 

suggesting that the female may, when in a 

miy appear between the libize, the tarsi 
éven bétween the claws, 

I should have added to my statement abo 
tained not a glimpse of the legs and feet of 

were represented as fully extended and at 
with the body. 

peared in the Scientific American, 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 

In times past often shot woodeock, I was 

point as I ever saw,- I stood a minute, 
a] 

brush a few feet ahead of him with a stick 

characteristic of the woodcock, and was 

able to crawl, 

— Address ail communications ta ** Forest and Stream 

WOODCOCK CARRYING THEIR YOUNG. 

I notice with interest the statements in your issue of 
the 11th instant regarding the habits of waodcock, under 
various exigencies, carrying their young in their claws or 
between the thighs, The fact that woodcock have such 
a habit is, as you say, indisputable; too many reliable ob- 

tributed information on the subject for it to bea doubted, 
As regards the exact method m which this is done there 
appears to be a difference of opinion, or else, a¢ is: prob- 
able, the modus operdnd? differs with circunistances: 
and I agree with you that additional light in the matter 
is desirable. Especially interesting would it be to know 

of verifying, with my own eyes, what before I had ac- 
cepted on the testimony of others, I give the cireum- 
stances for the benefit of your readers. While watching 
some warblers ina small clump of pines near a little 
patch of ground, sufficiently moist to admit of ‘* boring,” 
I flushed four woodcock. ‘Three of them, two males and 
a female, may he dismissed with the remark that their 
flight showed nothing peculiar: they went off unen- 
cumbered so far as | could see, But as the fourth bird 
rose, a female, J could plainly detect, tightly clasped be- 
tween the thighs and close to the belly, a dark bunch of 
something, the effeot of its weight being visible in the 
slow moving wings and the overbalanced body of the old 

in any doubt as to what that something was, the old bird’s 
actions would have told the story. For, when a few feet 
away, she settled to the ground, but apparently without 
lighting on her feet, and with heating wings sctittled 

which we all know so well, I was a willing dupe and 

her, I take it for granted that she had more young near 
the spot where she first got. up, Perhaps she had time 
to conceal all but one, as I approached but slowly. At 
all events, | did not succeed in finding them, closely as I 
searched. In this instance, then, her companions, one of 
theni doubiless being her mate, showed no special interest 
in the fate of the young, but left the mother to take care 

Several of the accounts I have read state plainly enough 
that the young are carried in the claws. In fact, if I re- 
member rightly, I haye somewhere seen a woodcut of a 
female woodcock transporting a young one in this man- 

other as to answer all the purpose of hands, It isn’t 
easy to see how this is possible elsewhere than in a wood- 
cut, inasinuch as the grasping power of the woodcock’s 
claw must be next to nothing. However, such are the 
statements, and in some publication or other is the wood- 
ent, where, I can’t recall, and both woodeut and state- 
ments may ke all right, too; for most of us can recall 
theories which were sound enough until contradicted by 

the young as she happens to get hold of them, and so they 

presume that the tarsi aud claws were flexed upward so 
as to carry them quite out of sight. It will thus be seen 
how entirely different was the method adopted in this 
instance from that illustrated by the woodcut mentioned 
above, where, if my memory serves me right, the legs 

A woodcut, such as our correspondent describes ap- 

Moopus, Conn,, June 13th, 

Last April I had a young setter dog, and being anxious 
to train him in the way he should go, I one day took him 
to a young growth on the edge of a swamp, where I had 

surely through the saplings and underbrush when my 
dog, who was a little in adyance of me, suddenly 
stopped, and with one forefoot uplifted made as prétty a 

eautiful attitude he was in, and then stepped carefully 
toward him, He neither moved a muscle nor looked 
around. Tt was a stanch, good point. I hit the under- 

T expected, up flew a woodcock; but her curious shape 
and peculiar fight caused me tolook after her in won- 
der and astonishment, Her legs hung straight down 
from her body, and her flight was Iaborious and slow, 
but she had nothing in her feet. This I noticed particu- 
larly, as I have heard that woodeock, when surprised, 
will carry their young a short distance in their feet, She 
flew a few feet above the ground, avid lit about two rods 
frou me. Iwent to where I had marked her down, 
when my dog pointed and TI flushed her, but this time 
she shot off with the whistling, zigzag flight that is a 

sight over the tops of the saplings. I earefully exam- 
ined the ground where she. rose, and found hidden in the leaves a poor little half-fledged woodeoek, hard] 

_ This set to rest in my mind that wood- 
cock carry their young, though not in their feet, as some 
writers hava said, but pressed between their legs and close to their body, Iwent back to the place where I first got up the woodcock, and after looking the ground over thoroughly I had the Satisfaction of seeing two young woodcock running briskly along through the 

to protect. 

June 12th, 
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underbrush, A few days after I went with a friend to 
this place, and the same performance was reénacted, 
the old bird; as before, taking the weakest of her brood 

On this occasion we both distinctly saw the 
young bird between the old bird’s legs as she few, Now 
was if by chance that the mother woodcock selected the 
weakest of her offspring to protett when she saw ene- 
mies approaching, or did she reason, and thus leaye the 
strongest to take care of themselves? F.C. Fowumr. 

——< 

ORNITHOLOGICAL Notes From Monroe County, N. Y., 
1880,—April 23d.—Examined nest of great horned owl 
(B. virginianus), builtin a hole in an immense basswood 
tres; if contained one young owl about two weeks old. 
The old birds must have been excellent piirveyors, for on 
the nest Jay flesh, lish and fowl for the day’s provision, 
yiz., three yery Jarge barn rats, one young crow, one 
redwing blackbird and two large suckers. By way of 
postscript I may add that the juvenile owl is now (July 
2d) in my possession—a very handsome and well-behaved 
et, with an énormous appetite. 
April 24th.—Hawhks evidently destroy a great many 

snakes and lizards in the spring, before the weather is 
hot enough to give full vigor and activity to these rep- 
tiles. The crops of three broad wing buzzards shot to-day 
were crammed with the flesh of snakes; one female red- 
tailed hawk shot yesterday had just devoured a yery 

All had carefully skinned their prey before 
eating it, but had also swallowed the pieces of skins, 
May 18th. As I was searching for marsh wrens near 

Lake Ontario to-day a large bittern rose from the reeds, 
I shot and secured it, when another flew up a few rods 
from me, which Talso shot, On going to pick up my 
birds I found their nest, contaming one egg of a light 
grayish-drab color, The nest was on a low tussock of 
reeds, and roughly formed of dead reeds and coarse 
grass. On dissecting the fernale I found several eggs of 
various sizes, one just ready for exclusion. 
During the past two weeks the white crowned sparrow 

has occurred herein extraordinary abundance ; the or- 
chards, gardens, hedges and outskirts of woods haye 
literally swarmed with them. Diving a ride of fifteen 
miles to-day I must have seen many thousands. This is 
unusual, for this species is penerally much scarcer here 
than the white-throated spalrow.; this season the réyersea 
is the case, The majority were males in perfect plumage, 
Muy 20ih.— Heard a sparrow-like song thitt was new to 

me. Shot the bird from a large batch of white-crowned 
sparrows, and found it to be Lincoln’s finch, a species I _ 
had never seen here before, During the day I found it 
not uncommon among straggling bushes near the lake, 
May 2ist.—Found quite « flock of the green black cap 

warblers (1, pusillus) ; they were busily engaged insect- 
hunting in a long narrow belt of bushes skirting a large 
marsh, They were yery active and restléss, and would 
occasionally dart into the air after a passing fly, as the 
redstart does. I saw this species in the same locality last 
year, and then secured six specimensin one day. This 
time I could easily have procured a hundred, as they 
stayed all day. 
Sure {4tho_On visiting a sick friend to-day I was 

shown a nest of the house wren (7. ¢cdlon) in a singular 
situation. A tin watering pot had been hung inverted 
on the branch of a pear tree, The birds had nearly filled 
the can with their nest and safely reared their young. As 
it was close to the window of the inyalid'’s room, much 
interest had been taken in the liltitle creatures, and many 
weary half hours had been beguiled in watching their 
movements. fei 
were specially noted with care. On the day of my visit 
the parent birds carried them food thirty Himes im one 
hour and forty-two times in another. ‘ 
June 19th,—Whils watching a pair of mourning war- 

blers feeding their young I hoticed something peculiar in 
one of them, I therefore secured the pair and found the 
female bird to be of the variety called ‘* Macgillivrayt.” 
It had distinct white eyelids and clear gray throat, and 
was a.longer bird than the male, which was a very high 
colored specimen. The mouwming warbler is common in 
most of the low, bushy woods in Monroe and) Orleans 
counties, hut it is extremely difficult to find its nest 
until the young ave hatched. PERUGRINN. 

The number of times the young were fed 

i 

INTELLIGENGEH OF A SPANInL.—Lincoln, Me,, June 12th. 
Biditor Forest and Stream :—Mr. C. W. Porter, of this 
town, while trout fishing afew weeks since, found a 
wood duck’s nest containing ten eggs. He carefully 
packed eight of them in dry moss, brought them home, 
and placed them under a hen who in due time hatched 
six active ducklings, they taking to water immediatly 
after breaking shell, ‘The gentleman is the owner of a 
fine blooded, very intelligent spanial bitch, and upon sea- 
ing the brood for the first time, obeyed her first impulse 
and attempted to destroy the lot. Being reprimanded, and 
observing her master take especial care of them, she be- 
came very zealous in protecting them during the day, and 
every night goes to their pen and hoyers them with as 
much solicitude for their comfort as ever exhibited by a 
hen for her chickens. They take to her yery content- 
edly, apparently enjoying the warmth afforded them by 
‘their strange foster mother. Ttis a peculiar sight, and 
we all look upon it'as something quite marvellous, as the 
bitch is an excellent hunter, by birth and breeding an In- 
yeterate enemy of the feathered tribe, E.G. B, 

—>.———_ 

More PEACHABLE SPARROWS.—The following clipping 
is taken from the Port Huron (Mich,) Times. The oe- 

casion was no doubt aninteresting one to the “ ground 

n interesting spectacle took place on Water street 
this morning in the shape of a battle between a grounid 
bird and two sparrows, in which the ground bird was 
killed within five minutes, the sparrows driving’ their 
beaks through its head, 

eee 

Morr Ausrnons.—Painesville, Ohio, June 1st—Editor 
Forest and Stream ;—I have seen a good deal in your 
Natural History column about aibinoes, sol send you a 
description of one I saw to-day. It wasa chipmunk, or 
ground-squirrel, perfectly white with the exception of 
the stripes on the back, which were a yellowish, dirty 
white. The wan who had him took him from a 
nest containing thirteen, of which bhis was the only 

While going across the fields the other night 
I saw a ‘' partial albino ” robin, 

JAuns C, BEARDSLEE, 
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Wien po Brars Bring Forrm?—tI have just seen the 
man who caught the young bear cubs, They were taken the 
20th of Pelmuarty last by tivo men, Smith aud Philander 
Wailiig, of Montague, who were gathering spruce gum 
in the big woods ten miles west of Lowvilla, on Tug Hill. 
They heard the cubs erying in the den, under the roots of 
a lerge tree, sent a boy with them home for shovels, axe 
and a gui; then, cutting open the mouth of the den, the 
bear attempted to defend it, but they shot and killed her, 
They found two cubs in the den, and took them home 
and kept them for three days before they got their eyes 
open. From that they supposed them to be six days old 
when taken, They were yery small then, have grown 
fast since, and on the 20th of May one weighed thirteen 
and one quarter pounds, EL. W. Tay, 

—<———_ 

THE SupLiniry or FaltH,—Lebanon, Mo., June, 1880, 
ititor Forest and Stream :—I noticed in your paper of 
Aug. 28th, 1879, a little article concerning horsehair 
snakes. Of course Dr, Evarts must be correct as regards 
horsebairs; but to my certain knowledge the human hair, 
under favorable circumstances, will yeritably transform 
into snakes, A. circumstance I shall state took place 
more than twenty years ago with an aunt and uncle of 
mine, They had combed in the evening, wetting their 
hair fyom the same bowl of water, and letting it remain 
until morning, when to their surprise two hair snakes 
were meandering in the water—one black and the other 
light, covrésponding to the heads from whence they 
caine, You can easily test the matter, 

Mrs, I", Mad, 
—<—_—— 

Por SQurreuLs.—In March, 1879, I caught a red squir- 
rel, and April 19th t found four young ones in her nest 
which were born that day ; two liyed and grew finely 
until some two montha old, when Dick was caught and 
jalled by a cat. Dilley, when some three months old, 
was lefl alone, as I let tha mother go, when she disap- 
peared and was seen no more until last winter, when I 
wis chopping wood near tle same trees where I caught 
her before. Jreset the old trap and she was again a 
prisoner, and I took her from the box trap, with my 
hand unglovyed, and placed her in with Dilley. She 
seemed to Imow lier, as she did not hurt her, but would 
let her play around and with her, I gave her to a neigh- 
bor's girl, and she kept her about two weeks and let her 
go. That was about as long asI kept her with Dilley, 
‘Dilley was gone some four days last March toward the 
close of the month, and came home, when I placed her in 
her cage. May 6th she had five young squirrels, As 
she had her liberty, she would go up stairs and all 
-around the place, She had her young up stairs, when I 
took them and placed them in the case, She did not 
like that, so I took them back several times and killed 
two through rough usage. Ihave now tliree nice ones, 
smart and lively, yet this year their eyés came open four 
days sooner than last year. Last year they were thirty- 
five days old, this year only thirty-ona days, when they 
could see. I would be pleased to hear more from any 
one who has had experience with all other varieties of 
squirrels, black, fox and pray, ete, L. E,W. 

f —— a 

New York, June Wth.—Haditer Forest and Stream :— 
Some few yoars ago, when quite a boy, I made the 
acquaintance of two young men just from New Hamp- 
shire, Until they came fo this city they had liyéd in the 
backwoods, and it was my delight to listen fo their 
descriptions of lite in logging and maple sugar camps, 
Among other things [was told that in felling trees it was 
a common thing to find a squirrel’s winter quarters 
stored with beech-nuts, and shelled at that, This I ean- 
uot vouch for, but I believe it to be true, as the young 
men were and are still of good moral character, fe 

EMO, 

Sea and River ishing. 
FISH IN SEASON JgN JULY, 

PRESH WATEL. 
Maskalonge, Hsox nebilior. 
Pike or Pickerel, Hsox lueius. 
Yollow Perch, Peres flavescens. 

Trout, Salmo fontinatis. 
Salmon, Salmo saber. 
Salmon Trout, Salmo conjinia, 
Landlocked Balinon, Salmo 

glyveri, 

SALT WATER. 

Sea Bass, Cenlroprishts atrarius. | Bluefish, Pamelomus sallatrix. 
Sheepshead, Arehosaryus proba- | Spanish Muckerel, Cyhiwin mac- 

Locepliilits. watwn. 
Striped Bass, Rocévs linneatus. | Cero, Cybiun regale, 
White Pereh, Morane americana. | Bonito, Sarda Pelanwys. 
Weatliish, Cynoseton regalix, Kingtish, Montiotrrusd neDulosus_ 

— 

—Address dll commumeations to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
rr or 

TLY-FISHING FOR BLACK BASS. 

FOURTH PAPER—FLY—BOOK, K 
MONG the necessary adjuncts to the fly-fisher’s out- 

fit are the fly-book, landing-net and creel, The 
former is now made in many patterns and sizes, and of 
various grades of quality and material. Those with the 
Hyde,” or metal clip, for holding the flies at fulllength, 
are the best and most satisfactory. 

There is nothing better, neater, or more substantial in 
this line than Abbey & Imbrie’s “Southside” fly-book. 
It is madé of Russia leather, with parchment leaves, pro- 
vided with the metal clip, and two leaves of heayy, por- 
ous cloth for drying wet flies. Itis also furnished with 
large pockets, and compartments for leaders, It has a 
capacity for a hundred fies, and is made of a uniform 
quality which is of the highest grade, : 

The *‘Holberton” fly-bookof Conroy, Bissett & Malle- 
son is one similar in style and construction, and is a first- 
rate article. The price of this book depends upon the! 
material used in its construction, and its capacity for a 
greater or less number of flies, One holding four dozen 
is large enough for all practical purposes. 
A few snelled hooks should be carried in the fly-book, 

to use with such nattral bait as grasshoppers, beetles or 
dtagon-flies, in Gase the artificial fy does not prove suc- 
cessful. Sproat hooks are the best, either Harrison | & 
Son’s or T. Hemming & Son's, the latter firm, I omitted 
to state in my article on hooks, somehow, male hvoks 
éyery way equal to those of Harrison, 

LANDING NWTS, 
Vor fly-fishing, a short handled net is the best, and 

should be as lighe as possible. Those with wooden rims 
are as sood as any, though the foldiny ring nets are 
more Convenient and porlable. The net should be of 
good depth, and of rather convse mesh. When the fish- 
ing is done from a boat, the long handled net is prefer- 
able, but when fishing a stream by wading, or from the 
bank, the short haidled net is more easily carried, and 
‘answers every purpose better than the long one, 

RIGGING THH CAST, 
The beginner being now provided with all the tools, ib 

is in order to put his rod together, attach reel, reel-line 
and cast and proceed to business. In risging the cast, if 
the leader is provided with loops at each end, and for 
drop-flies, proceed as follows: to the small end of the 
leader attach the stretcher or tail-fly by passing the loop 
of the leader through the loop of the snell and over the 
fly, then draw together. Three or four feet from the 
tail-fly attach the dropper or bob-fly in the same manner, 
that is, put the loop of the snell over the loop of the 
leader, and push the fiy through the latter loop ahd draw 
tight; or, if the leader is not furnished with loops for 
this purpose, slip a lmot of the leader (about three or 
four feet from the tail-fly) apart, and after making a 
round knotin the end of the snell of the fly, put it through 
the opened knot of the leader and draw together; this 
will hold firm, and the dropper fly willstana at right 
angles from the leader, 

If, however, the gut lengths of the leader are ‘tied by 
hard, close knots, instead of the slip knot or double 
water knot, then the snell of the dropper must be at- 
tached close to, and above a knot of the leader, by a 
single knot or half-hitch, a round knot haying previously 
been made in the end of the snell, to prevent the half- 
hitch from working loose; this is probably as good and 
safe away as any, : 
The cast is now ready, for IT do nof advise the use of 

more than two flies. HH, however, the angler wishes to 
enrploy three, the third fly, or second dropper, must be 
attached three feet above the first dropper, and in this 
case the leader should be nine feet long. But the begin- 
ner will have all he can attend to witha six feet leader 
and two flies. The leader haying been previously 
straightened by soaking in water, or rubbing with India- 
rubber (the former method is to be preferred), and al- 
tached to the reel-line, the angler is now armed and 
equipped as the law directs, and ready for 

CASTING THE BLY. 
Oasting the artificial fly is performed by two principal 

motions, a backward and a forward one. The former is 
to throw the flies behind the angler, and the latter is to 
project them forward and beyond, That is all there is 
init, These are the main principles involved, and the 
first or backward motion is merely preparatory to the 
second or forward one, the latter being the most im- 
portant, 

But the style and manner of making these two mo- 
tions are all-important, for upon the correct, skillful and, 
I might say, scientific performance of them, depends the 
success of the angler, The main objects of the two mo- 
tions are, first, to get the line and east behind the angler 
in a straight line, without lapping or kinking, and, sec- 
ond, to project the line forward without snapping off the 
tail-Hy, casting it perfeetly straiglit, without confusion, 
and causing the flies to alight first, without a splash, and 
aslightly as the natural insect dropping into the water. 
This can only be done by the novice, with a short line, 
about the length of his rod, and he should not attempt a 
longer cast until he is perfect in this. When he ean lay 
out his short line perfectly straight before him, without 
a splash every time, he can then venture further. 

But we are getting along too fast ; we must go back to 
first principles—the two motions, 
The backward and forward moyements are each made 

in about the samé length of time, but while the former 
is a single moyement,the latter is a double one; that is, it 
is divided into two motions, or parts; though these two 
forward motions are made in the same length of time as 
the backward movement, 

I will now try to explain these movements more ex- 
plicitly, but itis extremely difficult to convey the exact 
idea without diagrams. 

The 2 ape Sasely fly-fisher having his rod, reel and cast 
in readiness, stands near the bank of the stream, with a 
clear space of fifteen or twenty feet behind him. Hay- 
ing the line about the length of his rod, to begin with, ho 
takes the hook of the tail-fly between his left thumb and 
forefinger and stretches the line taut ; then by waving 
the rod slightly backward over the left shoulder, and at 
the same tume releasing his hold of the tail-fly, the line 
straightens out behind him, the right elbow meantime 
being held close to the body, as the backward movement 
is mads with the wrist and forearm entirely, The posi- 
tion of the right hand during this portion of the cast is 
with said hand grasping the rod just above the reel (the 
reel being at the extreme butt, and on the under side of 
the rod), and with the reel and palm of the hand toward 
the angler, the thumb looking toward his right shoulder. 
When the line and leader are on a straight line behind 

him, which the beginner must learn to judge and time 
exactly, without looking behind him, he brings the rod 
forward with a gradually increasing rate of speed, until 
the rod is slightly in advance of him, say atan angle of 
15° off the perpendicular; then, for the first time, the 
right elbow leayes the body—and, at the same time, the 
rod is turnedin the hand in the oppisite direction, that 
is, with the back of the hand toward the angler, so that 
at the end of the cast the reel is below the rod, while the 
back of the hand is upward—and without stopping the 
motion of the rod, the right arm is projected forward to 
its full extent and on a line with the shoulder; this is 
the second part, or motion of the forward moyement, and 
consists in merely following the direction of the flies 
wilh the tip of the rod, soas to ease their rapid flight 
and allow them to descend without confusion, and to 
settle upon the water noiselessly, and withoul asplash. 
Thus, we see that the backward movement is in one time 
and one motion, and the forward movement in one time 
and two motions, as the military have it, or according to 
the formula of time asaboye given, 
Sometimes these movements are made straight back- 

ward and forward over either shoulder, or over the head, 
but the best way is to make the backward moyement 
over the left shoulder, and the forward over the right 
shoulder, the line thus describing an oval or parabola ; by 

this method the flies are not so apt to be whipped of, and 
it is withal more graceful, more en reyyle. 

Bit these various ways of casting AIL corne into play 
al certain times and under peculiar circumstances + and 
the rod will he held more or Jess io one side or the other, 
or more vertically, as particular civcuniatances or emer- 
gencies demand. Vor the novice must remember that 
there are trees and bushes and yvocks and winds fo con- 
tend within fAy-fishing, and, moveover, us he becomes 
proficient he will choose his own slyle of tasting, for no 
(wo anglers cast the fly exactly alike, Theu there is the 
sidawise east, where the line is not thrown hehind the 
angler at all, buf to one side or the other: Int [ have 
not space nor facilities hora to enter |why inte the merits 
and details of the various ways of wasting; they must be 
learned by practical experience, 
We will now presume that the tyro has perfected him- 

self in casting a short line, and can throw his tail-fly inte 
his hat nearly every timeat acdistince of fifteen feet—and 
right here let me say, beware of the angling brag who 
declares that he can cast his tailthy into a glass of water 
at fifty feet, every time! Il can't be done. Also fioht 
shy of the long-range fisher who insists that he can cast 
a hundred feet with euse. Ttcan’b be done, The longest 
cast, with & single handed rod, I ever saw, without 
“loaded” flies, was eighty-one feet, and 1 believe tle 
longest om record is Seth Green's eighty-six feet, 
while at the last tourmmament held by the New York State 
Sportsman’s Association seventy feet won the first prize, 
When the beginner can east lis fly into his hal, eight 

times ont of ten, at forty feet, heis a fly-lisher, and to 
far as cashing 18 conceried, 4 ood one. 
But let us vo back to our tyro, who has now hecome 

proficient with the short line, and it is time to lengthen 
his cast, which is done in this way: After casting, and 
roving his flies on the surface by aigzag, jerlry motions, 
to the left or right, and withont, provoking a rise, he 
pulls off from the veel with the left land three or four 
feet of line, and lifting his rod, slowly atfirst, by a grad- 
nally increasing motion lifts the leader and ilies, and 
throws them backward oyer the left shoulder as before 
described, The resistance of the flies, before they leave 
the water, takes the oxtra length of line from the rod, 
and it is unfolded behind theangler into a straightling 
when he casts it forward over the right shoulder, ~ 

Th this way the line ia lengthened at eyery cast, if ne- 
cessary, until the maximini or desired dislanceis reached, 
But the anglor should never let, his flies touch the ground 
hehind him, but must so time the movement us to propel 
the line forward at exactly the right momeut to prevent 
this, 
Another caution: The angler should never atherapt to 

cast his flies by main strength, for this will accomplish 
nothing It confusion, and ib takes but little feree to re- 
trieve or cast the fies, with a well-made, springy and 
pliant rod, The rod, moreover, must never be carried 
back over the shoulder to a distance exceeding an angle 
of 16° off the perpendicular, for the backward threw is 
really secomplished by the time the red is in a vertical 
position, and this might be said, also, to a certain extent 
in tegard to the forward movement ox gas proper: for 
by the time the rod is 15° olf the perpendicular in the 
other direction (infront) the main parl of the east is 
made, and the second part of the forward movement is 
only to follow the flies wilh the point of the rod, to ease 
their flight as aboye mentioned ; this latter part of the 
forward cast can no more aid or extend the flizit of the 
flies than ‘‘pushing” on the retis can increase the speed 
of your horse, 
[have now in the fewest words possible, and in the 

simplest manner, endeayored to explain the ‘* niystery * 
of casting the fly, and I trust the beginner will ba able to 
understand it, ft ia slinost impossible to desenthe the art 

clearly and satisfactorily by mére words. One hour with 
a good fly-fisher will teach the novice more than a Ino 
dred written pages. Lhave purposely omitted manny litle 
details of nicety and precision, which would only tend te 
confuse instead of enlightening the besinner in the 
noble art of fly-fishing, J. A, Hensirann, 
Cynthiana, Ky., July 2d. 

a EE Se 
BLACK BASS VS. TROUT, 

LAWTONVILLE, Ga,, Srne 220, 
“Strange such 2 différence there should be 
"Pwixt tweedle dam und tyeedle dec.” 

IN DING in recent issnes of FortmsT AND StRHAM the 
old controversy revived anent black bass and trout, 

and finding also some rather peremptory and unpleasant 
doubts from Dr, Henshall and other gentlemen conecern- 
ing former articles written by myself for your paper 
(“Black Bass” and ‘Black Bass Fishing”), I nyast ask you 
to hear me. 

In one of those articles Istated that a. black bass proper 
could not be found in any stream in the South. I now 
reiterate that statement, and say that I will stand or fall 
on the scientific evidence of the best informed ichthyolo- 
gists in the United States, the two fish UW, Salmoides 
and O, atrarius) to he dissected toeether, 

I want this vexed question seb atrest, Tt shall he set 
at rest, forever, Jt is true that we have 4 fish at the 
South called trout, which, to superficial observers and to 
those who are not to the ‘manner born,” look lilce blaclk 
bass, and bite at all things that his congener will, inelyd- 
ing, of course, the fly, but which are 10 more black bass 
than they are salmon, It is true that they exist side by 
side in some streams, but inno Southern slream, They 
can be found in Kentucky and Missouri torether, and 
even in Tennessee, in waters that empty inta the Ohio, 
butin no others. The moment you cress some roarine 

brook in your pursuit of speckled trout, which broole 
swells some river that empties into the Atlantic, cood 
bye to all black bass fishing, There never was a black 
bassin any stream that empiles into the Atlantic south 
of Maryland, And theye never will be, 

Dr. Henshall speaks of the striped bass (R, chysops) 
ag never weighing over two pounds, Now his is un- 
kind, TI believe I first had (he honor, through, the soliai- 
tation of Ohas. Hallock, Nsq,, former editor of Foresin 
AND STREAM, of introducing the fresh water striped bass 

to the notice of the public, No notice was tuken of it, 

of course, as the articles were written by un obsoma 
mnan, who cares nothing far what he writes, hut some. 
thing for the interests of soientilic ishthyological nomen- 
clature, Something, indeed, for the trwth, if it can be 
found in this captions, deceiving world. Nothing fo 
triumph, for if Tam wrong I earnestly desire to he se 
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right. But to our muttons, or, rather, vevenouz les 
poissens. 

I stated in one of my articles that the striped bass (ft. 
chysops) was often found of the weight of six pounds. IT 
caught one i the Missouri River, twenty-five miles be- 
low St. Louis, that weighed nine pounds. I stated these 
facts in my article, and Dr, Henshall must have read it, 
They are caught in the Green River, in Kentucky, the 
Doctor's own State, weighing five pounds, I must infer 
from these data that the Doctor, like Herbert, ‘‘ who 
never saw a black bass,” must haye neyer seen a fresh 
water striped bass. Fish are amazingly deceitful crea- 
tures, I'ye seen a wary old trout come up to my roach, 
smell it, and back away gracefully ; and, indeed, with a 
fine look of scorn on his upturned nose, No man shall 
ever say of me that I endeayored to mislead the readers 
Forrs? AND STREAM, or, that I made a mendacious state- 
ment wilfully and knowingly. I have tried to do my 
duty with all the light that isin me ; if I have failed, the 
fanlt lies not in good intentions; though Byron says 
that a cerlain place, unmentionable to ears polite, is 
payed with bricks made out of good intentions, How- 
that may be, no gentleman has eyer yet disputed my 
bare word. In calculating the purity of a river, the 
scum and foam cannct affect the general result, 

Dr, Henshall writes with discriminating severity about 
mingling the names ‘‘rovk bass,” ‘grass bass,” ‘* calico 
bass,” etc,, etc,, in one chaotic mass, He is right. A 
rock bass is the “red-eye” of Kentucky, the goggle-eye 
of the Western States and the rock bass of the North, 
He is a true bass, notwithstanding his thick, short anat- 
omy. Andheis something of a fish, too, Underfavorable 
conditions, Ihave caught them with a minnow, with 
three strands of C silk, a light bamboo red and No, 9 
salmon trout hook, when they would prove to be game 
and plucky to the last ; those weighing two pounds giv- 
ing fully as much trouble to capture as black bass of 
the same weight, The ‘raw mouth” perch in Southern 
waters is his congener, They are caught in mill ponds, 
weighing four pounds. The greatest of all writers, Shakes- 
peare, has said: ** What's in aname? a rose by any other 
name would smell just as sweet.” Doubtless, too, a fish 
by any other name would eat just as well. But doubts 
of a sirong inclination toward the beautiful as well as 
true, incline us to the belief that if we can unite the utile 
cam dulee it is our duty fo do that, otherwise the hard 
practical yiew must obtain, Itseems a matter of little 
moment whether we call our southern fish VW, salmoides, 
ar M, pallidus, or trout; but, as the time has surely 
cole in our natural history that we must be accurate im 
our nomenclature, we beg to state our belief that our fish 
ought to be called ** green bass,” Different in anatomical 
structure, different in fins, different in times and mode of 
feeding, our green bass are not black bass, but an en- 
tirely different fish, 
From close observation, I should say that we have at 

least four varieties of the Southern fish, while I never 
saw but two kinds of bass, the black and yellow, These, 
indeed, differ in different streams; being long, slender 
and elegant in form in some streams, as short, thick 
and inelegant in others, In some they will not touch 
crawfish, while in others it is the only bait with which 
you can catch them, I know streams in which the 
common angle worm is most killing ; again, in others, 
the fly is the most certain lure, 
Hear the conclusion. Misled by a similarity of mouth, 

and, to some extent, form, many well meaning but mis- 
taken persons call our green bass black bass, Many 
Southerners call them trout, and tront they will be with 
them until the end of time, Mark my words. We 
have no black bassin the South, and novrock bass. We 
have the green bass, the speckled perch, the true perch 
(red-tin), jack, raw mouth perch, and, I beg to retract, in 
one stream that empties into Flint River, the rock bass. 
This is the list of our gaine fish, and we positively have 
no more in fresh water, Moreanon. Yours fraternally, 

Sr. Chair, 
Our correspondent refuses to be conyinced against 

what he conceives to be the evidence of his senses, but 

we fear that the advocates of the ‘green bass” are 
championing a hopeless cause, for the ichthyological ax- 
perts of the city are against them, 

V—_— le 

CANADIAN SALMON ANGLING. 

New York, July 12th. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 
\ For the information of any of your readers who may 
be contemplating 4 trip to the salmon rivers of Canada, I 
would say that a friend in St. John writes me that sal- 
mon anglers are having a tedious time waiting for the 
arrival of fish; that some of the lesgees of the Nepis- 
siguit have left that river tired out and unsuccessful, and 
that the New York club are having no better success on 
their uew purchase of fishing grounds on the Metapedia 
and Restigouche. / 

The inclosed slip from the Albany Hvening Journal, 
from Mr. Dawson, one of the disappointed, shows an 
equally disappomting experience for the anglers on the 
pper St, Lawrence salmon streams, and goes to confirm 

what I have previously said, yiz.: that while one man 
my one year leave home about the 5th of June, reach a 
salmon stream, remain there a week, make a good score, 
and be back al his occupation in two weeks, ata cost of 
$160 for traveling expenses, the chances are that in nine 
years out of ten he will either have to leave the river 
without killing salmon, or wait from two to five weeks 
ata cost of three or four times $150, to say nothing of 
cost of rods, flies and other appurtenances. Many years’ 
experience has shown me that nothing is more irregular 
than the arrival of salmon in Canadian rivers, One year 
partie Waited on the Nepissiguit from the middle of 
une to the Ist of August. All fishing seasons for anad- 

romous fish are *‘unsartin.” 
T write on this subject because two or three friends of 

mine (with $150 each, hardly gotten and scrimped out of 
small salaries) were crazy to have me lend them my sal- 
monrods and gearin the beginning of this season, so 
that they might waste their money and scanty two weeks 
of yacation in u trip to Canada for salmon. They are 
now glad that I dissuaded them from going, unless they 
could get away for at least a month, 
Thave foticed that an early year for salmon is often 

followed by several late years, No woman is more fickle 
than salmon in some of their habits, 

‘to eight cents a pound, at Quebec and Montreal. 

Twas glad to see in the Herald the other day an edi- 
torial remonstrating against and ridiculing the habit of 
some calling themselyes anglers of taking trout only 
three to five inches long. I believe that a lay limiting 
the size of trout, ‘thad in possession dead,” to let us say 
six inches, would be no more ‘impracticable’ (as you 
call it) than are the game laws generally, Something 
must be done to stop this wholesale infanticide, or there 
will soon be no trout even for the present generation, 
Artificial culture will not make up for the slaughter ; it 
will only stimulate the greed of these pot fishermen (if 
pot fishermen will please excuse my slandering their 
comparatively honorable designation) to greater boasts of 
catching 200 to 300 infant tronthings a day ; and some of 
them printing their detestable exploits, Why in Ver- 
mont aman proudly showed me seventy-five of these 
poor little fingerlings, which didn’t weigh three pounds 
inall, I told him he ought to be tried for child murder. 
Put the hand of the law, as well as the scorn of all de- 
cent anglérs, on such fellows, MANHATTAN, 

Mr, Dawsons letter is as follows ;— 
“QUEBEC, July Sth.—The salmon drought continues, 

And this iz saying that one of the mostimportant factors 
in the trade of the Proyinces is seriously affected. The 
salmon season (commercially) opens about the middle of 
May—the catch gradually increasing from that time on 
to the close of June, and then rapidly falling off to the 
ist of August, when the netting season is practically 
over. Although there isa run of small. fish (from half 
to two-thirds the average weight) during the last fort- 
night of August and the first week in September, but 
few are netted. This year the season opened inauspi- 
ciously, During the first fortnight, and down to the 15th 
of June, the catch did not reach one-twentieth of that 
of last yéar at any one of the most prolific stations, The 
count at Tadousac, upto that time, was only twenty 
fish, agaist 500 last year, and very nearly this propor- 
tion was returned from Campbelltown, Dalhousie, Mira- 
michi, etc., and from several of the most famous points 
on the north shore. But this early deficiency was ex- 
pected to be made up later, and the fishermen continued 
to draw their seines hopefully, but to no improyement up 
to the 7thinst,, when the nets at BEveraT points were 
taken up in despair, 

“In conversing with dealers at Quebea to-day, I gath- 
ered afew facts which may be of interest, as showing 
the extent of the famine. One small dealer receiyed and 
shipped more fish the first four cays in June last year 
than during the entire month this year, and A. Fraser & 
Co., the largest déalers in the Province, report a like de- 
ficiency—their receipts and shipments falling off from 
millions of pounds to thousands. This firm haye been in 
business for sixteen years, and really instituted a new era 
in the trade, Up to that time fresh salmon found their 
way to only a very few places in the States, Now they 
are sent to alniost every vonsiderable town as far West as 
St. Louis and Chicago, During theseason the amount of 
fish shipped to the States reaches into the millions of 
pounds, and is really one of the most important and 
profitable articles of Proviucial traffic, Last-year Messrs. 
Fraser & Co, sold their fish, packed in ice, for from five 

This 
year the price has ajno time been below twenty cents, 
and the quotation will be twenty-five cents hereafter. 
No single fact could show more conclusively the great 
deficiency of the season, 

“Tn a long conyersation with Mr, Fraser, I found him, 
like the rest of us, quite at sea in regard to the probable 
cause or causés of this unparalleled deficiency, ‘With 
others, he thinks that the unusual quantity of ice in the 
Gulf may have had something to do withit. He believes, 
however, that the unusual nuniber of sharks that haye 
shown themselves in the vicinity of the best fishing 
rounds have had their influence, He thinks so from 
the fact that many of the fish taken in the seines ap- 
pear to have been bitten, If the sharks do not destroy 
the salmon they may frighten them back into deep 
water, and tlus prevent them from passing into the 
rivers, Porpoises have also showu themselves in unusu- 
ally large numbers, and may also have had their influ- 
ence in keeping the fish back from their natural haunts, 
But these are mere conjectures, and the mystery is ren- 
dered all the more mysterious from the lact that while 
the salmon are thus scarce codfish are more abundant 
than for many years, Why should not the same causes 
operate upon both fish alike is a question which will open 
a wide door for discussion. Itis a serious problem how 
far this non-appearance of salmon on their usual spawn- 
ing grounds will affect the future supply. It is barely 
possible that the late run will be larger than usual, 

“Of course salmon anglers are quite as much disap- 
ointed as the net fishers. So far as I know they have 
ad but very poor success thus far, with no cheerful 

prospect during the fortnight which yet remains of the 
season, All who are interested in the general subject 
of fish and fishing will be curious to watch the outcome 
of this unparalleled barrenness of the usually prolific 
waters of the famous Gulf,” 

Canapa—Montreal, July 9th—At the present time 
there is good fly-fishing for bass in the Richelieu River 
near St. Johns, Quebec. The best grounds are in the rapid 
waters below the eel weirs. Some four pounders have 
lately been taken there. ‘The owner of the weirs, Peter 
Thuotte, or Duvalle, is a good guide for those waters. 

Are all bull frogs young duck destroyers? Last evening 
my boatman, Thuotte, observed a young black duck strug- 
gling in the water among the reeds, and went to its as- 
sistance and found that a large bell frog had siezed it by 
the head, and held on until Thuotte took them both out 
of the water and Irilled the frog. Among my catch last 
evening was a 17 poundsucker, who rose to the surface 
of the water and took the fly. STANSTEAD. 

“ GopgouT SaLMon ANGLING.—Godbout River, Province 
Quebec, June 27th.—It may be interesting to some of 
our readers to know what sportsmen are doing in this 
ovality in the way of salmow fishing. So far the result 
has heen anything but satisfactory fora stream of such 
renown as the ‘Godbout.’ 

There seems to be a scarcity of salmon along the whole 
of the North shore of the St, Lawrence, as eyén the net- 
fishermen have not been doing much up to date, The 
season has also been much later than usual, and instead 
of roe Salmon here about the 7th of June, as we gen- 
erally do, the first fish killed was on the 15th, and for 

more than a week after the fishing continued poor, 
With the last spring tides, however, they began to run in 
and pee are brighter, and possibly [ may have some 
good scores tn send in July, 

I give you below a statement of two weeks’ fishing, by 
two rods, as also weight of heaviest fish caught by each, 
To make up for the wantin number, the fish so far are 
larger than in former years and have ayeraged several 
pounds more, 
Rod No, 1.—My, John Manual, of Ottawa, Number of 

fish, 45; total weight, 714 pounds; largest fish, 29 
pounds; smallest fish, 8 pounds, 
Rod No, 2,—Mr, David Law, Montreal, Number of 

fish, 22; total weight, 371 pounds; largest fish, 30 
pounds ; smallest fish, 8 pounds, 

‘Total catch, 67 fish; weight, 1,085 pounds; average 
weight, 16 pounds, Nap, A, Commav. 

——- 

THUNDER Bay Trovut.—Prince Arthur's Landing, 
Ont,, June 21st.—I inclose you a pencil outline of a gen- 
uine brook trout caught, unfortunately for sportsmen, in 
a net in Thunder Bay this A.M, Weight and size marked 
on paper. G. T, M. 
The fish measured 234in. in length, 124in. in girth, and 

weighed 41bs., 153 oz, 

VeRMONT—Belvidere Corners, June 30th.—I haye been 
here several days, trout-fishing in the streams running 
into the ‘‘ Bog,” and can report good success. This town 
it beautifully situated among the mountains, and a veri- 
table paradise for bear hunters. Mr. Curtis Brown, one 
of the most prominent men here, is a successful hunter, 
and has scored his full four dozen black bears, and ax- 
pects to add several more to. that number soon, 

STANSTEAD, 
—»——_ 

Tim Ponp.—Following is a note from Eustis, Maine, 
June 21st, addressed to Mr. J. Warren Tuck of this cily, 
who first make known to our readers the attractions of 

Tim Pond. We fear that the fishing there will not last 
many seasons if 300 fish in five hoursis to be the approved 
eatch ;— 
Tam haying some company now; have twelve mon 

from Sabattis, near Lewiston. Dr. Hill has not yeli ar- 
rived, but is coming as soon as he can leaye his patients, 
A party of four—Dr, Hill’s friends from Biddeford—teft 
here a week ayo, They caught on the 11th, in five hours, 
300 good-sized trout. They went away feeling good, 
Evidently the Forest AnD STREAM is read by the vight 
class of people, as shown by the result of my notice in 
that in many ways valuable paper. But my four cabins 
have not yel been crowded, and Tim Pond seems as full 
of trout as an Euglish pudding is of plums, and they ap- 
ear to bite better than they did last year, I haye never 
aa gamein the woods so plenty, Hyery party has 
seen wild deet on their way from my house to ‘Tim Pond, 
T now haye a buckboard path from the house to the pond ; 
Talso have a tice saddle horse for those in ill health. 
M. W, Mead has recently repaired and refurnished the 
hotel at Kingfield, where you called last summer. He 
and his wife know how to keep a neat, clean, home-like 
hotel. The-table is well-turnished with the fresh, sweet 
products of the country and the viands of the Boston 
inarket, Ibis a first-class place for you or any one to 
leave your family while at Tim Pond hunting and fish- 
ing, Clark's stage runs daily from Parmington to King- 
field on arrival of trains, and Clark will send parties of 
any size by private teams to my farm house, 

KENNEDY SMITH, 
ge 

Was HE Mixep?—Camp Kenebago, Indian Rock, June 
27th. —Editon Foresi and Stream -—1 was very much snr- 
prised on reading my ForEST AND STRDAM this morning 
to find the article dated Little Boys Falls, Magalloway 
River, and signed K, G, Nowif K, C. has an idea of 
giving the Parmachenee Lake amother ‘‘puit’ I should 
advise him to take the trip he pretends to have taken, 
and see if he cannot get a better idea of the “lay of the 
land,” for itis plain to be seen by any one acquainted 
with the country that K, 0. neyer was there. I have 
been on the Magalloway Kiver, between lakes Umbagoz 
and Parmachenee. quite a number of times—by boat, on 
snow shoes and on skates—and itis news to me that the 
Metallock ponds lay several miles to the east of the river, 
The first Metallock, as it is called, surely is on the west 
side, in full yiew of the river, and the upper is on the 
east side, nine miles above the lower, but instead of being 
several miles from the river itis not over ten rods, hid- 
den from sight by a high bank, When K, C, gets to Joe 
Danforth’s carry, as he calls it, he ests entirely lost, as 
Jvuhn Danforth’s camp (“Camp Cariboo”) isa strong five 
miles from this place; and if you have an idea of raising 
Johnny by shooting I should advise you not to trust to 
small arms, but to take a cannon along with you. This 
carry was formerly owned and run in connection with 
the Lindsey Pond Camp by Spoff Flint. This year My. 
George Lewis is the proprietor. The camp is half a mile 
from the river landing and two miles and a halt from 
the lake, The carry team is still kept there, and I sup- 
pose the shooting arrangement brings 1b there just the: 
same as it did before K. C, was there, though the wagon 
part of itisa sled. Danforth’s man, Mr, Brags, makes 
trips to Indian Rock once a week, He was here, and 
also Mr. Ficket, Danforth’s cook, when my paper was re- 
ceived, and Tread the article to them. They were very 
much surprised, and said they were very sure that they 
knew every man who had been to the lake this season, 
and they were sure that the guide (Amasa Ward) K. C, 
says was with him had not been there. Camp Cariboo 
is within two miles of Little Boys Falls, and in going to 
them from the lake you baye to pass within one-fourth 
of a mile of it. B. neh ite the Se to tHe we 
licht this spring, and the fishing good, and as for nets 
bene auedthey day itdacno auch thing... If K. 0. should 
have an idea ot giving the Parmachense region another 
“going over” about being overrun with fishermen and 
netters, he had better reafl the article written by Geo, A. 
Fay, aud published in Forusr AND STREAM last winter, 
He would get some ideas there that would be for his ad- 
vantage. F, C, BARKER. 

7 ae 

Fyn, Lawrenon Bass Wisuing,—New York, July 12th,— 
Thaye frequently been puzzled to know where to spend 
fhe summer, and, at the same time, haye the pleastire of ; 
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good fishing. Through the influence of a friend I was 
induced to go to Clayton, N. ¥., terminus of Utica and 
Black River Railroad, last season, and, neyer having had 
the pleasure of good iebing before, I was surprised when. 
my genial oarsman, Mr, “ Sid" Griffin, informed me that 
one person could take in from 100 to 3800 pounds of black 
bass in a day, from June 15th to Sept, 15th, I did not 
arrive until still-fishing season was over, so I devoted my 
ime to trolling for pickerel, at which sport I passed many 
pleasant days, always coming back to the Hubbard 
House with a box full, 

There are 1,800 islands in all, extending a distance of 
forty miles. Some of these islands are very beautiful, 
being nearly all wooded’; and several in the vicinity of 
Clayton have an elevation of 200 feeb to 800 feet above 
water level. A great many islands are owned by East- 
ern men of wealth, who have built elegant summer resi- 
dences where they take their families the hot sultry 
weather. There is one island which can be bought for a 
nominal sum, which contains the most natural fish pond 
imaginable, and, with a trifling expense, it could be so 
arranged that a portion of the St, Lawrence would flow 
directly through the pond, It is large enough for 10,000 
bass, and one could stand on the rocks extending into 
the river and catch the fish and place them in the pond 
without any difficulty. I will join a party of five or six 
young gentlemen, who feel disposed, and purchase the 
island and fit it up to suit our pleasure and convenience, 
To prove more conclusively the sport one may enjoy, I 
give belaw a statement furnished me of fish caught by 
Nix-Speaker T, G. Alvord of New York, 
From June 7th to Sept. 3d, 1878, sixty days’ fishing :— 

Blacle Bass... .-..8 «082.4 2,169 | Rock Bass 1-..:2-4.........- 908 
Pickerel: 2.5). ..- 02... PD LOT a a Sn as SS 12 
Pereh -.- ct. ADS: PTS leg Rote mete cori ce oly at J 4 
TAH DV dente 5 184 | Bull-Heads._.,...........0 5 

POLAT qaeinect sab ctk aehv ae Same eccs sa wii as cis» 4,108 
One turtle, speared, weighed 25 lbs. 
Year of 1879, T. G, Alvord and family :— 

Black Bass... ..---......... 2,009 | Pickerel........-.. ......... 373 
Hie tas ee nj eas 1,162.) Ohub... <.2228:7 age TE eee 

— 
Rocusstmr, N. Y., July 6th.—Black bass fishing at 

Nine Mile Point, in Lake Ontario, (a fourteen mile drive 
from the city), is unsurpassed just now. Two gentlemen 
were fly-fishing there a few days ago, and caughtioyer a 
hundred good fish, The fishing is good only when the 
wind is blowing toward shore. E. R. 

¢ 52 Pe 
Buack Bass.—Tent “ Haneock,” Banks of the Dela- 

ware River, July 4th.—Will you confer a favor on the 
disciples of ‘Ike Walton,” and more particularly to the 
lovers of black bass angling, and let them know that 
there is such a place as Narrowsburg, on the Erie Rail- 
road, about one hundred and twenty miles from New 
York, on the Delaware River, where there is no’ finer 
fishing in the Northern States. Black bass are not only 
in abundance, but are perfection, both in regard to 
weight and flavor; none of the soft flabby kind that are 
in ponds. The river is only three hundred feet from the 
depot, with grassy slopes on both sides shaded by some 
of the most majestic sycamores in the country, Talk 
about sport! Just find jovial John Ruff, and get him to 
go with you fora day’s fishing excursion, and J will guar- 
antee that no more pleasant company, better fishing, nor 
finer bass, can be found anywhere. The villageis one of 
the old fashioned kind, Pleasant and comfortable, with 
just enough of modern improvements of the outside 
world to leave one nothing to wish for but for ib to con- 
tinue. There is but one hostelrie of ye olden time, kept 
by Murray Brothers, who I can promise will give all one 
can desire, both of comfort and of sport, Take a day off 
and go up there, and if you are not satisfied, send your 
bill to me and T will settle. WILLOUGHBY. 

fa ee 

New Jersey—Riverside House, Forked River, July 
9th,_We are now haying fine weakfishing, and dur- 
ing the past week quite a number of New York gen- 
tlemen haye been enjoying the sport at this popular 
resort, among whom were Messrs. H, ©, Fox, Thos. H. 
Spaulding, A. G. Walker, G. Lewis Ring, F. W. Mead, 8. 
T, Knapp, and a number of families. The average catch 
per boat has been from 25 to 40 fish, weighing from 14 to 
4 pounds each, The Riverside House being situated 
directly on the water, and in the immediate vicinity of 
the best fishing grounds of Barnegat Bay, offers superior 
inducements to families or gentlemen fond of the sports 
to be found in our bays, House open all the year. 

A. B. 

July 12th.—One of our yachts, the Mattie, with Mr. 
and Mrs, 8. C. Fox, Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Bpavleing. and 
Mr. J. L. Kirkland, has just come in with eighty-nine 
fine weakfish, the largest catch of the season so far, 
They were caught in the bay near the Riverside House, 
the ladies in the party catching nearly half of them. We 
look for fine fishing from this time forward. A, B. 

Friy-Casting.—Canton, N. Y., Juty 5th. Reading your 
article on fiy-casting in last week’s ForusT and STREAM 
reminded me of the interest taken in that part of the 
State shoot at Rochester, last season. I offered a boat 
and fixtures, valued at sixty dollars, as a prize for fly- 

casting. open only to those who had never won a first 

prize at any State contest. The prize committee wrote 
me, requesting me to allow them to place it where they 
pleased, saying they had already secured prizes for Hye 
casting. Iconsented, and the result was such that I do 
not care ever to give away another, 

= J. H, Ruston, 
i —>—_ ‘ 

\ A Recoverrp Hoox,—Olinton, Conn., July 5th.—t 
went out fishing June 3d, using worms for bait, two 
hooks on a gut leader, hooks three feetapart. I was fish- 
ing ina deep pool when I snagged my hook, evidently 
catching on a submerged log. After trying to clear it. 
T concluded to break it. I did so, breaking the leader 
where the second hook was joimed on, leaving both hooks, 
Was out again the 22d, and happened at the same pool. 

At the first cast I took a nice plump trout, fully one 
pound in weight, Imagine my surprise on unhooking 
him to find a hook well down in his stomach and my three 
feet of brokwn leader hanging from his mouth. When I 
lost the hook: it was a large stout wire, but when J took it 
from the fish the wire was not larger than a small fly 
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hook, and would easily powder up between thumb and fin-| Perhaps it may be that Syrski, in the year 1874.2 has 
ger like black lead. I forgot to say that there was but one 
hook on the recovered leader. The upper one is probably 
sticking in thelog. Tt was put on with a loop, and a pull 
by the fish easily drew the leader through. The fish was 
ieee and gamy, and appeared to be none the worse for 

Raping had a hook in his stomach nineteen days. From 
its appearance the hook would have been entirely con- 
sumed in ten more days, Cc. W. fi 

————— 

—Address all communications to ‘ Horest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

THE INTERNATIONAL FISHERY EXHIBITION AT 
BERLIN, 

NO, VII.—THE SEX OF SEVERAL EELS, 

PT* 0-DAY, June 13th, there wasa gathering of a few 
men, who came to the President's room, by invi- 

tation, to witness the dissection of several alleged male 
eels which had been on exhibition assuch for some time, 
and to determine the fact if it were possible to distin- 
gnish the sexes with certainty while the fish were still 

alive and unopened, as asserted by Prof’s. Jacoby and 

Cattie. Dr. Hermes, Director of the Berlin Aquarium, 
furnished the eels from the stock which has before been 

alluded to in these columns, and which were sent 

him, as male eels, from ‘Trieste by Jacoby himself, 
and the dissection was to be conducted by no less a per- 
son than Dr, Virchow, the celebrated naturalist and one 

of the first anatomists of the world, The spectators 

were Herr von Behr, President Deutchen Fischere! 

Verein ; Dr. Hermes; Herr Haack, Director of the Im- 

perial Fishcultural Establishment at Hueningen; Mr, 
Fred Mather, of the United States Fish Commission ; 

Prof, Torgioni Tozzetti, of Italy; Herr von dem Borne, 

of Berneuchen, and one or two others, Prof. Goode being 

absent in Dresden, 
Dr. Hermes stated that he had received the eels, male 

and female, with full directions how to distinguish the 
sexes, but that ib was very difficult, and he would try to 
select them to the best of his ability. and taking one 

from the glass tank, he said: ‘* Here is a mule.” The eel 
was thirty-eight and one-half centimeters long, and was 

laid on its back, where it was held in position by an awl 
through its jaws, while Dr. Virchow opened its abdomen 
with the scissors, and all watched the verdict, which 

proved that the diagnosis was correct, a verdict verified 

by all present who were familiar with the subject, No. 
2 was pronounced to be a femiule, but, on opening, there 
was a doubt on account of the season and the smallness 

of the specimen, the eel spawning in the fall and winter 
months, and therefore the eggs, if there were any, were 

not well advanced by the middle of June, or, it might be 

possible that if this was a female, the efgs would not be 

ready to fill in a year or two; anyhow it was evident that 

whatever it might be it was nuta male. No. 3 was also 

called a female, and it proved to be one, while No. 4, and 

last, was a male of 45 centimeters. ' 

Dr. Bermes stated that the head of the male hada 

greater vertical thickness, the eye was smaller and the 

snout narrower, but that although he had been succegs- 

ful in the four cases above cited he did not feel author- 

ived in saying that the rule was infallible, The sperm cells 

were then placed under the microscope and showed, with 
a power of about 200, very like ordinary testicle when in 

mass, but when spread out it was plain that the cells were 

sperm cells, and not fatty ones, although no spermatoza 
were visible. A portion of the tissue of the doubtful one, 
No. 2, showed nothing but fat cells, the irregular group- 

ing of their angular forms differing widely from the reg- 
ular arrangement of the eggs which were seen depend- 
ing like long clusters from a central cord with an artery, 
or rather a capillary, beside it, andythus ended the exam- 

ination. Dr. Hermes, of course, was more confident 

after his successes, while the skeptics intimated that to 

make it certain that the sexes could be distinguished 
without dissection would require 400 eels to be examined 

instead of four. The American representative in reply- 
ing to a question as to the possibility of thus determining 
the sexes, said : ‘‘It may beso, or it may not; the alleged 

differences in outward appearance are not strong enough 

for me to separate them with any certainty, and ib is 

often hard to distinguish the sexes of brook trout in the 

summer.” Herr von Behr then asked Mr. Mather if he 
would accept a few male eels for Professor Baird, and an 
arrangement was made whereby some will be brought to 
America when Professor Goode and staff return, 

Tn this connection the following translation from the 

Zoologischer Anzeiger* of June 7th may prove interest- 

ing :-— 
pad GENITAL ORGANS OF THE MALE EEL AND SBXUAL 

DISTINCTIONS. 
By S.Th. Cattie. Phil. Nat. Cand., Dovent an der Reallschule | 

zu Arnheim, (Holland.) 
Agis well known, Darwin! has confirmed the experience 

of Gunther that female fishes are larger than males. 
72g ee eee Ee 
«The Zoologischer Anzeiger herausgegeben yon Prof. J. Victor 

Carus, in Leipzig. 

j Charles Darwin. Dis Abstammung des Menschen, ubersetzt 
yon Cerus. Il, Theil., p.5u. i. 

followed this rule in seeking the small eels in order to 
find the males, at which time he had the good fortune to 
find an organ which is now generally called the ‘‘ Syrski 
organ,” or the male organ of generation.? Dareste after- 
ward found this organ in a yariety of eel known in 
France as Angvilla pimperneau, and Professor A. 8. 
Packard has seen the living spermatozoa in the male 
Angvilla bostoniensis,4 The male eel being only about 
430 m, m. long (17 inches), we need not wonder that it is 
found so seldom, as the young eels go in the deep water 
where the organs of reproduction are soon developed 
(six to eight weeks), and then they are ready for the 
spawning season, when the old eels, male and female, go 
to the bottom, Failing then to find the spermatozoa we 
must rely upon the cells of the testicle and the general 
histological structure of the Syrski organs to bring us the 
evidence of the sex, 
By an examination of small eels % may be found that 

some have a rather broad ribbon fastened by the edge by 
a small fold of the skin to the swimming bladder, while 
the other edge is free. This ribbon goes from the liver to 
beyond the anal opening, and is covered with thousands 
of fat cells. A  lobe-shaped organ, which consists of fat 
cells, covers the posterior portion of the intestinal canal 
and the ovariums.5 The eggs which I found in specimens 
of twenty to fifty centimeters in length were of 0.75 mil- 
limeters. Treated with vinegar and ammoniated car- 
mine there was a grand nucleus and also a nucleolus to 
be seen, 

In other specimens fat-lobes were found, but not the 
broad ribbon ; but in the same situation are to be found 
along the back part and also through folds of the inside 
webs, and joined to the swimming bladder a very thin 
transparent strip of the liver which extends behind the 
anal opening, This strip is furnished with bow-formed 
appendages, or cuts, which are 0.75 m. m. in length and 
0,05 m.m, in depth, with the convex portion hanging 
downward into the abdominal cavity, By the side of 
these Syrski’s, or lobe-formed organs, a fine canal is 
found, whose duty it is fo pass the seed out (sperm duct), 
and this shows well when injeeted with carmine. The 
histological structure has been examined by Frend,6 who 
found 4 network of inside webs (Balken) similar to the 
structure of the unripe testicles of fishes; a similar view 
may be observed in my own preparations in cases where 
the smaller specimens have been examined, 
Among the larger eels which I have observed with the 

lobe-organs (445 m. m.) I found tube-formed cords which 
were filled with cells from their bases to the tops of the 
bow-formed cuts, and, after treating with the many dif- 
ferent reagents, I never succeeded in distinguishing with 
perfect clearness the nucleus. My observations were 
conducted with Obj. K. Imm. Zeiss, Oc. 2 and 3. 

After Jacoby,?7 vou Siebold has seen such cell forma- 
tions (Zellenstrange) in a specimen of an eel where the 
lobes were strongly defined. These cells showed a de- 
cided similarity to the sperm-cells in the testicle, and T 
am of the opinion that mine are the same. In no speci- 
mens which have come under my notice have there been 
any spermatozoa. Before I began my examinations on 
the histiology of the testicle lobes, I considered the ques- 
tion whether beside the mentioned differences in the 
size and length there might not also be other outside 
signs whereby the sex might be distinguished. On this 
point Jacoby says :— 5 

1. **One decisive point is the broader jaw of the fe- 
males, in contradistinction to the narrow and tapering 
one of the males, or ones with the ‘lobe organs,’ 

2, ‘The lighter color of the females, which is of a 
greenish tint on the back, shading to a yellow on the 
belly, while the others are of a dark green, often an in- 
tense black, always with more of a metallic luster on the 
sides, and which commonly show a white belly, 

3, ‘An important outside sign is the difference in the 
height of the dorsal fin, the females haying if decidedly 
higher and broader than the fish with the lobe-organs, 

4, ‘* A sign not always certain is the larger eyes of the 
males, while those with particularly small eyes are most 
genetally females. Hels, with ‘Syrski’s organs,’ have 
very large eyes ; bul also there are large-eyed females to 
be found.” 

Jacoby gives a few measurements as illustrations of 
his statements, from the great number of eels measured 
by him, from which the correctness of his conclusions 
can be seen ; but, Tam inclined to consider some of hig 
signs overestimated, while others, not less important, 
have been overlooked by him. Froma great number of 
eels, measured by myself, 1am enabled to give the fol- 
lowing :— 

po 4 ae rg Ao : 
e2 | 24 |5cz| 34 |S8 | a ge | G6 | S88) 42 |a2 | 8 

b oY do| So | on. a 
as o | ong) 5 g 
b= fre| Ss | s8=| 28 Sank a 

Length of body. | a ey asa Se ieee | os 
25 of | Gao | #8 | Bas +2 Bog | so | oop) oe me | 9 mee | oe (ee?) 85 |So5| 4 Bo} Be tooo | 4a | mae a $95] 80 | Pea) SA a | 
tans) Ho | one | SE | Bs o 
& ar |e op |S fy 

MM, wu, | mM. | ma. | arm. | xe. | ame 
I Bept0s, 5. 4 8 8 4 a5 6 

“Yt, B05, 45| 8.5] 9 8.5) Bs |—7 
tL bh. Bea. —4 & 9 46 ay T 

* | a, 324. —5 9 10 5 BY 8 
Tit bh. 327. —4 ut) 9 4 40 6.5 

* | a. 327.6. 5 10 =6j—10 5 40 15 
Db, 345, _ —4 8 10 5 41 6 
a, 344 45 q xX 10° 4 43 i 

bh. 305. 4 x 9 it} 5 41 —7 
ie 5 10 0 | x5 42 7.5 
BF —4s5); 9 |j— 5 6 |X 41 —" 

. 5 10 WwW. 6 42 xX 8 
a a a4 5 AS 7 

2 a 45 x 
‘| 45] 98] 10 5 | 4 : 

Xe 5,5 10 L.§ 4.5 47.5) X 8 

“(The sign — means a little leas, and X 4 little more.) 
a, female: 5, male. 

®, Abhandl. d. Kais. Akad. d. Wissensch. 
1at4. 

3. Compt, Rendus, 1975, 0. Ixxxi., p. 159. 
4, Zool. Anz. IL Jarg. No, 18, p. 15. 
5 For fear of misconstruction the originalis here given; “ Bin 

lappentormiges Organ, eben so nur ans Fettzellen bestehend, 
nberlagert den hintern Theil des Darmeanals und des Ovariums,"”’ 
6 Sitzungsber, d kais, Akad. d. Wissensch., Wien, 1877,—Marz- 

heft. 
7 Dr. L. Jacoby. Der Fischtang in der Lagune yon Commachio, 

Wien, April-Hett 
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From this it may he seen that all females have a higher 
dorsal fin than the males of the same length of body, and 

» probably with age this will not increase. The observa- 
tion that eels with the lobe organs are Jarge-eyed seems 
to me to be wanting im evidence, and not borne out by 
observation, but my examinations haye led me to lay 
ereater stress upon the broader month of the females as 
opposed to the small and tapering mouth of the male; 
not only is the mouth of the female broader, but it is 
even a great deal more flattened and has inore projecting 
(aufyetriebene) eyes, a fact to which I had my attention 
particularly drawn, and which ft did not find in the males. 
The mouth or upper jaw of the males is more convex. 
(See cut.) : 

Tf the width or narrowness of the dorsal fin, and par- 
ticularly the broad flattened mouth of the females, with 

their projecting eyes, together with the small convex 
mouth of the males be closely observed, then, with 
some practice, itenables one to distinguish the sexes with 
very little trouble. 

On an average I haye found among every twenty eels, 
of from 300 to 450 millimeters in leneth. which I received 
from, the fishermen, five eels with lobe organs, at least 
twenty-tive per cent., buli when I began to notice the 
two before mentioned prominent matks as the dorsal fin 
and the mouth, and searched for mule eels especially, 
then I found from eighty to ninety per cent. of the eels 
so chosen to beffurnished with the ‘ Syrski organ,” but 
it has been impossibletor me to find any rule whereby 
to distinguish the sexes by the color, All of those, both 
male and female, which I examined hada white belly 
shading into green, with metallic reflections upon the 
sides, 
Arnheim, April 3d. 

And thus stands the yexed question ali present, your 

correspondent merely giving the facts and leaying your 

readers to draw their own inferences, and proye or dis- 
prove them by experiment and observation, 

See 
—Neyer look a gift horsein the mouth, nor into the 

muwzle of a gun, 

at i Che Ziennet. 
—— ee 

—Alddress all communications to * Forest and Strean 
Publishing Company, New York,” 

JACK, 

€¢ 

the embodiment of meanness, 
“Tle is well-shaped, and has a handsome coat,” said my 

brother, 
Icould but acknowledge this as I noticed his broad, 

full chest, lithe back and supple limbs; but he was a 
yellow dog, though his skin was smooth and bright, 
“Look hare,” added nry brother, lifting a fore-paw ; 

“part Newfoundland ;* and he spread the webbed toes 
for my inspection, while the dog modestly winked and 
blinked his big eyes and slowly withdrew the paw as if 
unwilling to assert claims to merit on that score. 
“Good dog ! good old Jack |” said my brother, stroking 

his ears. ‘+See there—what do you say to those eyes ?” 
he continued to me, as, with a hand under the dog’s closed 
jaws, he brought his eyes full in view. 

Large, soft and bright they were, us a gazelle’s; and 
with such an appealing, intense, human look I might as 
well call it, that L was conquered, ‘:Good—fine,” I said, 
laughing. **Iell do, The eyes are all right. But he 
isn’t Prince.” 

* And he's a yellow dog,” was the rejoinder, coupled 
pie a quizzical grimace as the dog laid himself at my 
reel. 
“Yes, Jle’s nol Prince. Handsome is that handsome 

does, though,” I retumed, rather pleased at this atten- 
tion of the animal. Now Prince was a beauty, a splen- 
did St, Bernard, with shining, eurly, black hair—and 
such lovely, drooping cars—such a graceful curve to his 
fringed tall, But, following his predilections, he had 
wrought so much mischiei—excavating corntields, up- 
rooling young trees, and finally nearly undermining the 
barn, that he had been banished to the mountains, So 
Jack reigned in his stead. 
And Jack's office as a watch dop was to bark—to hark, 

merely. He understood this, and performed the duty 
faithfully; hissonorous voice could be heard of a clear 
night over a mile away. Keen was his scént and quiclk 
jis var—wos to the miscreant who caine within his 
range; that bark sent terror through every Aber of his 
being. Yet a more gentle, affectionate creature never 
was, And his sagacity in discriminating between wel- 
come and uowelcome yisitors on the premises was re- 
miwkable. THe seened to know intuitively who were 
friends of the fainily, and was quiet and deferential 
toward them—conducted himself most benignly indeed, 
and as if proud of the protection he could grant them. 

Docile, respectful and obedient he was, except in one 
particular, Being especially fond of accompanying any 
of the iamily to town, where we frequently Went, be 
was often allowed to trot alongside uf Major, the old 
roan, ashe drew the buggy or open warron, and sometimes 
waa indulyed withaseat in the back of the’ vehicle, 
And there were times when his fondness fon this recrea- 
tion got the better of his principles, and his duty us the 
home guard was neglected, He would watch wistfully 

all preparations for the jaunt to town, and, if not invited 

GREAT, ugly, awkward, yellow dog—a yellow 
, dog unmistakably,” I said, with scorn, for I 

had somehow acquired the notion that a yellow dug was 

to follow, with drooping ears would slink off to his ken- 
nel and crouch in its doorway with his head between his 
paws till the buggy was out of sight. Then, with the 
fleetness of a hound, he was on the track, keaping a re- 
spectful distance in the rear till the yehicle had nearly 
reached its destination, when he would come forward, 
with lolling tongue and panting sides, and look up with 
such a pitiful look in his great eyes we hadn't the heart 
tosend him back, An‘*Oh, Jack! how could you?” 
would make him hang his head sheepishly for an in- 
stant, only to raise it again with a gentle, suppressed 
bark, as much as to say—' Forgive me !”—the bark in- 
creasing louder and louder as he circled round and round 
old Major and the buggy, Finding he was not ordered 
home he would file into plate beside the horse and trot 
complacently all the rest of the way. One very warm day I 
was going to take tea with a friend in town. The buggy 
needed repairing; I must goin the open wagon, TI took 
an umbrella to shield my head from the sun, Jack 
watched me so narrowly that when ready to start I said 
“Can't haye you, Jack, Go to your house and be a good 
dog,” Ile slunk away nnich disappointed, evidently, TI 
had my fears, and looked round repeatedly, meaning to 
send him back on his first appearance; and it was no 
easy thing to turn my head, with the umbrella in one 
hand and the reins in the other, I began to think how 
docile and good he was to take his disappointment so 
quietly, when, all at once, he appeared beside Major. I 
instantly ordered him home—repeated the order before 
he obeyed ; then droye on more rapidly—for a moment, 
perhaps, And Jack dashed by me like a flash and 
wheeled himself in front of the horse, an entirely new 
maneuver, but one which he afterward repeated, only in 
extremity however. Again I commande his, return, 
He obeyed. Suspicious that it was only affeint, Ijsoon 
turned and saw the old fellow, only a few feet in the 
rear, seated demurely on the roadside, watching me. My 
command was sternly reiterated. He sped homeward, to 
all appearance, like hghtning. But in less than a minute 
came a bounce in the back of the wagon, aid before I 
could tum my head he was at my side, the sweep of his 
ears brushing my cheek—umbrella knocked at: one side. 
A little squeal of joy, the lapping of his tongue on my 
rein-hand, and the victory was won—he had his 
ride to town, and in front of the wagon—an honor 
never before attained. A few short, sharp barks, 
as if he were chuckling over his jinesse, and a 
rognisli pat of his paw upon my knee, showed 
that he thought ita good joke. It was vain to say, 
“Naughty dog! bad Jack!” He didn’t believe it, he 
just winked in my face with the utmost gravity, gaye a 
few complacent raps with his tail on the floor of the 
wagon, then drew himself up with the dignity of a 

p 

most amusing spectacle, a comical group, we were—this 
big yellow dog and red-faced damsel (the worry about 
Jack had sent every drop of blood into my face) under a 
blue cotton umbrella—judging from the nods and grins 

judge, and so held himself the rest of the journey, 

ot everybody we met. 

comfortable, with food and drink, in his kennel, 

seriously with him about staying in the house. 

for a nap, 
A few choice plants, of which I was not a little’proud, 

Jack, blinking his preat 
eyes solemnly, often watched me as I watered and tended 

An elegant cactus 
Tt was my pet, and 

Little did I think that T 
was seeing its beauty for the last time as I passed along 
to give Jack a farewell pat on his neck, and then with a 

stood on the piazza near by, 

these plants morning and evening, 
(Cactus grandiflora) was in bloom, 
Jack knew it, I firmly believe, 

Good old doggie!” hurried into the buggy. 

its destruction by stamping on both leaves and blossoms, 
the large crimson flowers receiying the most of his anger. 
This over, he returned quietly to his kennel and com- 
posed himself to sleep. My mother, at a window near, 
saw the whole, but could not prevent it, it was done so 
quickly, 
When I returned, he hurried out of sight, and it was 

several days before he would answer my kindest call, I 
believe he was heartily ashamed, and regretted that he 
had ever given way to his anger, for he soon began to 
show me many little kind attentions—as if in reparation. 
This was the first and the only occasion on which he was 
ever known to display a bad temper to any of the family. 
And he was not a destructive dog—did not tear and 
break things like his predecessor; neither did he steal 
and hide—he was no thief, 

Atter this sad affair he was very gallant toward me, 
Tit eu out of an evening, he was sure to follow, as my 
guard, 
town, and had a lonely walk home, I was sure to meet 
Jack coming to escort me. And it frequently happened 
that when I was in town of an eyening, he would slip 
away from home, and go from one place to another till) 
he found me. 
At last, my father moved into town, and Jack accom- 

panied us. The unusual stir and noise kept him contin- 
ually barking, especially at night, when the lightest 
footfall near our premises was enough to start him on 
a rondeau of the most resonant pitch. This was a great 
musance to the neighborhood, to say nothing of the dis- 
vomfort it caused us, We soon caine to the conclusion 
that the country was his proper place, A purchaser was 
readily found, for Jack bore a good character, The new 
owner was an excellent, kind-hearted man—no other 
should have the good old creature. Yet it, was hard to 
part with him, even to such a man. I shall never forget 
the look in“those limpid brown eyes, as his collar wus 
taken off, and the leather strap adjusted by which his 
new master took him into possession, and the stoical 
silence in which he received our tearful good byes went 
to my heart; he seemed struck dumb with amazement-— 
or was it grief at our base ingratitude for his untiring 
fidelity ? 

The next week I had an engagement about half a mile 
distant—must ride, but did not want Jack—felt deter- 
mined he should not go, so chained him and made iE 

() 
uttered such cries of distress before I started that I un- 
fastened the chain and contented myself with talking 

He 
seemed to understand and very demurely settled himself 

Jack followed the team with his eyes till it was out of 
sight, listened to the rumbling of the wheel till it was 
lost in the distance, and then deliberately walked to my 
cactus, thrust his nose among its spiny leaves—without 
wincing—and, taking its stalk in his great jaws, drew 
the plant from its pot, and, with alow growl, completed 

Tf, as it sometimes happened, I was: belated in 

But he took kindly to his new home—soon became very 
fond of his new master, wilh whom he led a useful and a 
happy life for over a year, making good friends by day 
aniong the customers of the grocery store, guarding by 
ay the bar occupied by his master’s horses and 
cattle, 
One night Jacks master was roused from sleep by a 

furious bark, At first he supposed if to be his usnal 
salute to a passing traveler, But the bark was repeated— 
continued—with increasing yvehemence. 
and hastily dressed. Passing out of doors he saw nothing 
unusual, 
barn door—flames and smoke burst forth ; the barn was 
on fire, 
and cattle free. 
room, kept up his hoarse bark amid stifling smoke. 
neighborhood,was quickly alarmed, a crowd gathered, 
but no one dared attempt the rescue of the dog through 
that scorching, 
but fainter and fainter, till at last it ceased—notbing 
could be heard ‘save the crackling and hissing of the 
blaze, 
found just where his master had left him the previous 
evening. The faithful creature had yielded his life a 
sacrifice to duty, 

The man arose 

Still the barking went on. He unlocked the 

He ran around to the rear door and set horses 
The faithful dog, confined to an put 

The 

blinding fire. The harking went on, 

When the flames were subdued his remains were 

Dear, good old Jack! He was only a yellow dog, but 
in life he had many admiring friends, in death many 
sincere mourners. It is my faith that he has gone 
‘‘where the good dogs go.” Shall we presume to say 
that the feeling, the instinct, the reason—call it what we 
will or may—that prompted such honest, faithful service 
may not be as enduring as our own feelings, ow ow 

Anne G. PALE. 
rt 

IMPORTED ENGLISH FOX-HOUNDS. 

consciousness 2 

E visited the steamship Nevada on her arrival in 
this city on Friday last for the purpose of having 

a look at three Nnglish fox-hound emigrants that were 
on board, on their way to a new home in Kentucky. 
These hounds, «# Gog and two bitches, were consigned to 
the well-known forwarding agent, Mr. A. &. Goldsmith, 
of 58 Wall street, and were reshipped by him to thei new 
owner, Mr. Henry Bishop, Louisville, Ky. This trio is 
the most typical one of its class, that has eyer been im- 
ported for American use. The dogs were selected for 
Wr. Bishop by Mr. George Lowe, as the best to be had 
in England, No dog has forso long a time been carefully 
bred, reared and trained in large numbers as the English 
fox-hound, and in many fox-hound kennels careful re- 
cords have been kept of the breeding of eyery litter for 
at leastone hundred and fifty years. At present there 
are one hundred and sixty-eight fox-hound packs in the 
United Kingdom, one hundred and forty belonging to 
England, nineteen to Ireland and nine to Scotland, Two 
of the new arrivals, a dog and a bitch, are from the 
“Grove” pack, of which, Viscount Galway, M. P.,is mas- 
ter, and the other bitch from the famous ‘' Dartmoor? 
puck, Admiral G. Parker, master. ‘The following are the 
sites and dams with some brief particulars of these 
splendid animals :— 

Gratitude, bitch from ‘‘The Dartmoor.” By Lord 
Yarborough’s Glider out of Sunbeam, she by Royal, Jy., 
4 great winner and said fo be the best looking fox-hound 
ever bred, Gratitude has been bred to Chorister, by the 
“Meynell” Cerberus. Sheis a superb young bitch. 
Bauble, bitch from ‘The Grove,” by ‘“‘ Tha Meynell ” 

Linkboy out of Bounty. Bounty by ‘The Belvoir” Rally- 
wood. Bounty is grand-daughter of Bracelet, the dam 
of the celebrated Barrister and Furrier. She is beaut- 
iful in every point, with great muscular development. 
Fairplay, dog trom “The Grove,” by Plinder ont of 

Florence. This young dog combines the blood of ** The 
Belvoir” Grinder, Drake’s Duster and Furrier, the three 
most celebrated dogs in the Fox Hound Stud Book, He 
isa wonderfully fine dog and can well stand as a model 
for all breeders, 
yellow markings. - 
These are by far the most perfect hounds we haye ever 

seen in this country, In despite of along and somewhat 
rough yoyage, the dogs arrived in fine condition, al- 
though showing signs of having been in the care of a too 
generous cook. They were much admired during their * 
brief stay in this city bya number of philo-huons, and 
we congratulate Mr, Bishop upon the success of his 
timely purchase. 

— > 

Serrers as ‘'Sirrers.”—Mr. Jno. M, Tracy. of St, 
Louis, Mo., is engaged at present in painting a picture of 
Dr. J. B, C. Lucas’ red Trish setters, Erin and Biddy. 

—_>———— 

Imported LAVERACK ALDERSHOTT.—In last week’s issue 
we published a letter from Mr, Erdman A. Herzberg, of 
Brooklyn, N. Y, Through an error his name was omited; 
we are now glad to rectify the mistake, and call allention 
to the fact that Mr. Herzberg is the happy possessor of 
Aldershott, —_—— 

IMPORTED BLACK AND TAN SETTER.—Mr, William Stan- 
ley, of Englewood, N. J., has recently received from Lord 
Minto's Kennels, in Scotland, a magnificent two year 
old black and tan setter dog. The dog, ‘‘ Victor”, was 
selected by Dougall, the well known Glasgow puu-maker, 
and now is in the hands of Mr. Ferry, of Palmer, 
Mass., being trained, 

—<>———- 

Toronto Dog SHow,—The rulés and prize lists of this 
show can be had free on applying to Mr, A. 1D. Stewart, 
Osgoode Hall, Toronto, 

—— oo ooo 

KENNEL NOTES. 

BrReED.—Ruth-Count Dan—Mr, A, H, Moore's imported English 
setter bitoh Ruth to his Gount Dan, Bosha-Aldershotl.—Mr. BE. A, 
‘Herzberg’s Boska (Kate I.-Pride of the Border) to his pure Luy- 
erauk Aldershott. 

NARs Co \wtep.—Larl.—Mr. T. W. Beaver, of Danyille, Pa., 

claims the name of Earl for his liver and white setter dog, 
whelped Dec. Wth, 1879, out of M. Goldsmith’s Polly, she by 
Brooks' Bismarck, out of Chas, Launings Sheryood’s Gyp, sired by 
J. Buckley's imported dog, Dudley, from Harl, Dudley's kennels. 

Stoughton «nd Endora,—Mr. M, P. McKoon, of Franklin, Delaware 
County; N, Y,, claims the names of Stovghton and Endora for 
cocker spuniel dog and bitch puppies reserved out of his Beapty 
py his captain, 
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WHELPS.—Roxe Bradwardine.—Mr. Fred, N. Hall's, of this city, 
red setter bitch Rose Bradwardine (Eicho-Bess) whelped, July 24, 
eight puppies, four dogs and four bitches, by Mr. A. i. Godef- 

froy’s Rover Ii. Belle—Mr. Wm Stanley’s (195 Broadway) clram- 
pion black and tan setter bitch Belle whelped, June 29th, three 
puppies, all doxs, by Toledo Kennel Club's Grouse. Gussie —Mr. 

W.H. Pierce's (Courtlandt Kennels, Peelskill, N.Y.) red Trish 
setter bitch Gussie (own sister to Lincoln and Hellyar's Arling- 

ton), whelped July 9th, 1880, fourteen puppids, eleven. dogs and 
three bitches, by champion Rory O*’ More. 

SaLH.—Berkley-Rhue, whelp.—Mr. Thos. A. Addison, of Chelsea, 

Mass., has sold to Mr. Alfred H. Bartlett, of Boston, a bitch 
puppy out of Rhue by Berkley, 

Atchery. 
—Address all communications to “ Forest and Siream 

Publishing Company, New York,” 

New York ArcHEry Crus.—New York, July 12th.—This club 

has commenced to shoot again in the Central Park, and it is hoped 
the weather may be such as to allow them to continue regularly. 

A match will be shot with the Multnomah Archers, Portland, 
Oregon, Friday, July 16th, at the American and Columbia rounds, 

the team consisting of four gentlemen and tio ladies. The 

Multnomal: Archers haye already shot,and we will publish the 
Score of both teams next week. * 

The club has accepted a challenge from the North Side Archery 

Club, of Chicago, to shoot the York Round with four gentlemen, 

The time is not decided upon, but due notice will be given. 

At the last meeting, the New York Club issued a challenge to 
the Nottingham Club, of Elizabeth, and the Brooklyn Club, to 
shoot with teams of four gentlemen and two ladies at the Ameri- 

can and Columbia rounds. Notice of the matches will be given 

hereafter. JAS. W. AUTEN, JR., Eecretary. 

Naw YORK ARCHERY €1LuB.—At the last meeting of this club 
it received challenges from the North Side Club, of Chicago, and 

the Multnomah Archers, of Portland, Oregon. Tt also issued 

ehallenges to the Brooklyn Archery Club, and Nottingham’ 
Archers, of BHlizabeth. These matches all depend upon the state 

of the weather and the will of the Park Commissioners, but the 

members are in hopes of being able to resume practice some time 
this week. 

CoNSECUTIVE YORK Rounps.—M. Granger Smith, of the North 

Side Archery Club, Chicago, made the following record of fine 
shooting :— 

Arrows | 48 Arrows | 24 Arrows 

pate, | Soo yards, | “Sovards” | ‘sh yande.” [Total/total 
Hits. | Score. Hits. Seore. Hits. Score.| Hits.|Score 

June 15....../ 35 | 137 | 2 | 109 | 16 | 7e | ve | 318 
June 16...... at | ai | 35 | av | 22 | a4 | 88 | 3e2 
Tune 18 op | 312 | 31 | a1 | 2 | 106 | 81 | 339 
June 19 24 | ss | 32] a2 | 19 | 66 | 73 | 86 
June 26. 24 | 108 | 27 | ae7 | 19 | 69 | wo | Be4 
June 28 30 | 108 | 23} 110 | 20 | 92 | a | 310 
June 29. zs | 120 | 29 | 15 | 29] 73 | vG | 318 
June 30......] 34 | 130 | 26 | we ! 21 | 93 | st | Bey 

Totals......! 234 | 924 | 233 [1005 | 158 | a5 fe 623, | 2,614 
Average total shots, 78. Ayerage total score, 327. 
All of these were in private practice, with the exception of 

those of June 18th and 19th, which were the winning scores in 

elub shoots, where to saye time shooting was simultaneous, & 
great disadvantage at sixty yards. The first 100-yards score is 

Mr. Smith’s at that distance, and the total score of 382 his best to 
date. 

ORITANY ANCHERS.—July 6th._Below please find scores made 

yesterday, July 7th, ina match with the North Side Archery Club, 

of Chicago; single York Round, teams of four. This is the first 

time our team haye shot the York Round together. Strong cross 
wind at one hundred yards; no sighting shots :— 

Col. Frank Brandreth, 

Golds. Reds. Blues. Blacks. Whites. Hits. Totals. 
100 yards...,. 1 6 6 6 18 48 
80 yards... . 1 § 4 10 3 23 97 
60 yards..... 2 Gi 6 2 é 19 Hi) 

Grand total......... hater ta te: nie AL ee badine fee 
“C. C. Moore, 

100 yards. . ni 1 1 5 8 22 
80 yards..... 1 5 5 5 18 70 
60) yards. .... 2 5 4 5 3 19 OL 

CraaleotAD MR es ese ok =e ve entre res .... 18 
w.c. Beecher. 

100 yards. 1 1 d 2 8 382 
80 yards. 3 fi (4 * 12 42 
60 yards. .... 1 5 5 3 4 18 82 

Grand total..,..--.. APB SARE FS | ee teri a hhn ess 
W. Holberton, 

100 yards..... z z il HI va 37 
80 yards._... 2 a 3 7 nu 
60 yards. .1 1 4 4 4 it 52 

TST IEES HET cnet one iret bale bl oon ates eT Oe wee ge SS ctily “29 

Complete Totals)... hess caeests ote vee eoen hee. eo: 712 

W. TonBerton. 

CHARLOTTE, Mich., July) Wi—A match was shot July 5th be- 
tween the Toledo Archers at Toledo, Ohio, and the Crescent 

Bowmen at Charlotte, Mich,, at the American Round, resulting as 
follows :— 

CRESCENT BOWMEN, 

40 Yards. 50 Yerds, id. user Totals, 
P. S. DeGraff........... 30—18t 29—160 132 Bi—485 
HB. T, Church...) ) 712) 30-174 28—170 be 79 719403 
C. EB. K. Baxter,........ 29-173 27141 22— 96 78—410 
C. W. Sherman...) 2.) 30—162 22— 80 19— 85 T1827 

Grand total.......... 119-693  106—560 90-891  315—1,645 
ae ARCHERS. 

Total, 
anley ..-.- ., 53307 | Bidwell. 

Suite. Se + 66-300 | Baker... 

Grand total 261—1, 241 

Isend you the total hits and counts of the Toledo Club, as that 
was all they sent me. 
$< 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
= 

‘HUNDREDS OF LADIES, Who have been unable to attend to their 
Guties owing to periodical sicknesses, haye found Warner's Sate, 
Kidney and Liver Cure areal “friend in need,” Being a purely 
vegetable compound, and containing all the elements of safety 

as well as those of power, it has become universally popu- 
lar, During thesummer, especially, ibis a certain preventive for 
the numerous Kidney, Liver and Urinary troubles invident to 
the season. All druggists sell it, and none, except those in perfect 
health, can afford to be wilhout if, 

W.P.t, 

Aiswers ta Correspondents. 
—EEE——— 

="No notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 

— 

F. G.—The punsare dangerous, and you will do well to let them 

alone. 

CRICKETER, St. Louis, Mo._The Hamilton C. C. defeated the 
Young Aniericas at Stenton, Philadelphia, last year, by ten 

wickets, 

J. A. McG., Hudson, Wis.—The guns are of good grade. You 

may rely on the representations of Messrs, Wm. Read & Son, The 

note book is no longer in the market, 

§.H,, Portland, Me.—For trout fry for stocking purposes, apply 
to the Fish Commissioners of your State, E. M. Stillwell, of Ban- 

gor, or Everett Smith, of Portland. 

F.C. F., Moodus, Conn.—Each of the two guns mentioned is 

goodarm. If you haye occasion to use the rifle barrel get that 

one; if not, itis simply a matter of choice. 

B. P., Philadelphia, Pa—Good food for pireons is screenings, 

which can be obtajned at any grain store. If the birds are penned 

up let them have plenty of sand or fine gravel. 

W.P. D., Lockport, N. ¥._The tar paper on your dog’s kennel 

will not affect the health of your dog. Change the bedding fre- 

quently and wash your dog with Spratt’s soap, 

Hampton, West Hampton, L, 1.—For the information you re- 

quire, you had better write to headquarters. A letter addressed 

to Mr, C. H. Turner, St. Louis Kennel Glib, St. Louis, Mo., will 

receive a prompt reply. 

0. CG. O., Brenham, Texas.—Wash your dog’s eyes with luke- 
warm water, and dust into the eye, twice a day, the following very 

fine powder: Calomel, one drachm; sugar, one and a half 
drachms. This will go far to remove the filmy whiteness over it. 

A. BR, W., New York.—A hook containing the Hastern Field 

Trial Club rules is being published ; will send you 4 copy us soon 

as we receive one. In Stonhenge’s “ Dogs of the British Islands” 

there isa chapter devoted to judging at field trials, with a scale 

of points. ‘ 

E. M. E., Hancock, N. Y.—I am going to the Thousand Islands ; 
what tackle should I take with me? Whatis the principal fishing 

there? Ans, Bass and maskalonge fishing. See extended sketch 

in our issue of July Ist, page 429, of present volume, Sce our 

angling columns to-day. 

Lueunus, Fort Clarke, Texas.—l. The firm is not reliable. 2. 

We should not advise you to buy the gun. 3. The firms who ad- 

yertise in the PoREsTt AND STREAM may be relied upon. You can 

safely deal with them. 4, The Shelton auxiliary rifle barrel ad- 

yertised in our cohimns is satisfactory. 5. A choke bored gun 

shoots closer than one not choked, other things being equal. 6. 

Shall be glad to hear from you. 

J. H.M,, East Saginaw, Mich._Give your dog a large tablespoon 
ful of castor oil; fast him then for twenty-four hours. Adminis- 

ter twenty drops of oil of male-shield fern; half hour Inter re- 

peat dose, and ten minutesafter give large dose of oil. The dog 

should should be kept on good, sound cooked food, and have 
daily, for about a week, a pill contalning five grains each of zen- 

tian, quassia, and sulphate of iron made with treacle. Write re- 

sult. 

T. R.L, Abington, Mass.—The locality about Parrsboro, Nova 

Scotia, isan excellent one for game. The open seasons for game 

in that Province are: {Moose and cariboo, Sept. lath to Jan; 3st, 
hares or rabbits, Oct. Ist to March 15th ; otter and mink, Noy. Ist 

to May Ist; grouse and partridge, Oct. Ist to Jan. Ist; woodcock, 
snipe and teal, Aug. Ist to March Ist; blue-winged duck, Aug. 1st 

to Aprilist. Non-residents must take out a license; fee $40. 

AP-WE-CUM-NA, Upper Maric, Montana.—I have two antelope, 

a doe and buck, which I am raising for myself, but could get 
plenty more to raise if thereis any market for them. What do 

you think I could realize on a pairin New York when they are six 

months old? Lalso haye a male big horn sheep one year old; 
what do youthinkit worth? Ans, Antelope are worth $75 a pair ; 

Rocky Mountain sheep $150 each for males; delivered free of all 

expenses in good health and condition in New York. 

C.L. L., Cincinnati, Ohio.—Your puppy is out of condition. 

Avoid feeding any meat. We would advise you to give him at 
once small dose of sulphur,say onceaday for four days, and 

twice during the week a small teaspooful of sulphate of mag- 

nesia. Dress dog onceaday with following mixture: Powdered 

bi-carbonate of potash, half ounce; sub-sulphur, one ounce; 
lard, four ounces. Rub wellinto theskin. Mix vegetables with 
food. The dog should be keptin a clean kennel and his bedding 

changed daily. The disease is contagious. Write result of treat- 
ment after fair trial. 

A.S., Bowling Green, O.—Can you inform me of some reliable 
manufacturers of first-class single barrel shot guns. Tf there 

are such I wonder that they do not advertise in the FoRES” AND 

SrREAM andlet themselves be known through what J regard as 

the best advertising medium through which to reach sportsmen in 

thiscountry. There is more demand for the single gun than most 

gun makers are willing to believe. Forfowling pieces or for the 

occasional old-time hunter who does not care to be at the expense 

of one of the high priced double guns, and yet wants a good 

shooter, the single barrel fills the bill. Ans. The Shattuck gun, 

advertised elsewhere, is a good arm, as is also the Steyens gun. 

Gricket. 
= Adareds all J EE to * Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 

FIXTURES. 

July 17, at Prospect Park.—Manhatian (2d) vs. Appleton. 
July 17, at Frankford.—Girard vs. Oxford. 
July 17, at Stenton.— Young America (2d) vs. Workingmen's Club, 
July 19—20, at Detroit.—Staten Island vs. Péninsular. 
July 21—22, at Toronto.—B8taten Island vs, Toronto. 
July 21, at Prospect Park.—Manhattan vs. New York. 
July 23—24, at Hamilton.—Staten Island vs, Hamilton. 

pe os 

—The Orange Cricket Club, of New Jersey, had an interesting 
scrub match on Monday alternoon. 

—The Staten Tsland’s first eleven leave on thei Canadian tour 

on Saturday, Lhe following isthe eleven; Moore, Bance, Ron- 
aldson, J.J. Eyre, M.C. Wyre, Allen, Maning, Filmer, Sprague, 
Lane and one other. 
—An eleven called the United Eleven of New Jersey is being 

organized. <All the players will be Americans and residents of 

the State. The following clubs will be represented: Newark, 

Paterson, Star, of Camden; Americus, of Trenton, Orange and 
St. George, 

''rn GAME.—'The Camden (N, J.) Cricket Club played a tie game 

With the Alert Cricket Club, of Frankford, Pa., both sides scor- 

ing 65 at the end of the first innings, the late hour preventing a 

continuance of the match, 

—On July 10th, the Young Ameriea, second, defeated the Ox— 
ford at Stenton, Young America 44 and 43, Oxford 51 and 40 (tour 

wickets). he Girard (second) and the Keystone met at Prank— 

ford, Pa., game date, The former scored 31, first innings, and the 

latter 80 for-six wickets, when the game was brought to an abrupt 

conclusion by a disagreement as to boundaries. 

GIRARD vs. CHusrnur Hin1.,—Played at Chestnut Hill, Phila- 

delphia, July 10th. Girard, 133 (seven wickets); T. Hargreaves, 

61; Brooks, 28; and Tomlin noi out, 12. Chestnut Hill, 93; tivst 

innings, Borie, 43, and Butcher, 16. 

CHICAGO vs, St. Lowrs:—Played on the Grand Avenue Park 
grounds at St. Louis, Mo., on. July 5th, and resulted in # victory 

for the Chicagoans by one innings and #2 runs. The yisiting 

team was strong in every department, including Simmonds, late 

of Hamilton, Ont,, and Powell, of Kansas City, who, with bis two 

brothers, Grant and William, rank among the best cricketers in 

Canada. Mr. BE, R. Ogden. who scored 63 in the above report, is 

an ex-pupil of Upper Canada College, Toronto. His hand has not 

evidently lost the cunning it acquired when he weilded the willow 

in the Queen City in former days. Score i— 
CHICAGO. . 

Kemp, b. Walters... 1 .1| Dr. Ogden, not out.........--- 18 
Powell, 1. b. w., b. Stamps... _ 0| Maclennan, b. Leslie. -., .---.- 0 

§ | Clinch, b, Lbycett....--......... 7 i nonds, 1. b. Wes be Pe 5 
ein slie 3 e Billings, c. Crutyyell,b. Stamps 2 ® 

Byes, 3; leg-byes, 33 wides, 2. 6 
3 

12 3 | Total: -7 Af. Sen Pattie eee 18 
Cc, P. Ogden, b. Li 
Coen, b. Crutwell.. 
Griswold, c. Crutvell, I 

ae LOUIS. 
First. Inning. Second Inaving- 

Smales, b, Griswold..........-. (We ep OR tee Oat nag oe ube, 0 
J.B. Gage, run out.. 2 BD, SHAW. 2-2 sees eee teneeeee 4 
Gough, b, H.R. Ogden.. .. 0 @ Shaw, b. EK. Ceden.. ..., 0 
J. Crutwell, b. Griswold....... 1 ¢, Powell, b. B. &. Ogden,..,.. 1 
¥, Tanylins, b. Griswold. ok, shise Wray rate cal. Ot tate alah ac eee 2 
J. Stamps, b. Griswold......- 0 1. bow., b. E.R, Ogden...-.-.. 0 
Dr. MuctsY lob. w., b. BER. ob. BR, Ogden.........+--.,--- 0 

Walters, Griswold, Db. 2, Ko” DER. Ogden,.....,-:6-2005-20 & 
ORAS Pe ee aiiie eee 2 

Chambers, b. Griswold........ Qoob Ot erp ee eee tee Eas 0 
Lycett, c. Kemp, b. Griswold. 3 run out........ _U 
A. Leslie, not out.............. 2 b. E.R. Ogden.... ree 
F. Hackey, b. EH. R. Ogden 0 c. Coen, b, Saws. ..........-- 1 
Byes, 5; leg-byes, 2.,-.......,. 7 Wide,1; bye, 1; leg-byes.-... 4 

RG Geico ab eat opted tty dn TBw 7 Motel ee eae epi se oem dete 19 

BOWLING ANALYSIS. 
ST, LOUIS. 

Ralls. Runs. Maidens. Wickets. Wides. 
Stamps........ SAT RH rene 0 00 ot 1 3 0 
Walters i. 85 24 5 it 1 
Lycett.... 25 15 1 1 0 
Rawlins...-. - 50 19 2 il ti) 
Crutwell - ae ) 0 1 0 
Siesiien. SE, Poe. ees < 4 L 

E.R, Ogden 4 0 
Griswold 2... 2.2.7 ; iY 

Se cond Inning. 

£. R. Ogden........- hate ana 68 9 7 7 l 
[SUES fomebeles eee arn 65 6 § 3 if) 

Uinpires: St. Louis, Mr. P. Adair. Chicazo, Mr. H. Taylor: 
—The Relleyille Cricket Club, of Canada, was defeated by the 

Onondagas, of Syracuse, on the 5th inst.,on the ground of the 

latter, the Onondagas winning by 3) runs. 

YounG AMERICA vs. PoRt Hopy.—First match of the Philadel- 

phian's tour, played at Port Hope, Ont., July 5th and 64h :— 

We have recieved detailed account of this match too lato for 

publication. It willappearinnextissue. Score :— 

PORT HOPE, 
First Tnnings. Second Innings. 

Bletcher; b. C. A. Newhall..,.0 c. Van Renssalear, b. C. A. 
Ie Wish . <20 Ws, fe ereesety ee 

Hayden, c. Van Renssalear, ¢. Van Renssalear, b. C. A. 
b. C. A. Newhall,...-..-..-- 10 OWAR Wl tele ueaee ne 0 

Trousdale, c. V. Renssalaer, 
b. GC. A. Newhall..7........ ec, Newhall, b. D. Newhall... 12 

Jones, b. C. A. Newhall. :4.52. 0 Di Clark... pe creeeee cet entenene= 8 
Rodgers, b. C.A.Newhall.... 0 b. D, Clark . 2b, 
Woods, b. D. 8. Newhall 0 b. Clark...., % 
Wirchoffer, run out....... +#0 b. D. Clark... A ota) 
Hall, b. CA. Newhall,. 20 ot. Clarix, b C. Newhall. : 4 
Wadsworth 1. b.w.,b. Clark. 1 b. 0. Newhall. VE far ektel tpeags2 , 4 
ES c. Van Renssalear, b. 

Oe Peer Ad rt ag 0 b.c. Newhall. ....5.......6.-... 0 
Read, is @ A. Newhall.. a c. Bussier, b- D. Clark.. 3 é 
Logan, NOt OUL,.....-..- not out... A! 
Bye, 1; leg-bye, 1; wide, 1... 3 Byes, 4.. 4 

EDD EAI ies Cole erehsjens sulscines « BY WWotaliss 24 pen yseeseo-3es- 1. iB 
YOUNG AMERIGA. 

D. 8. Rew val, ec. Read, b. E, W. Clark, b. Read......... 0 
Cnty icas- uAae Ag. tideaeic 87|C. 8. Newhall, b, Logan..-._ 9 

AL Er. Bussier, b. Logan...... 11| H, L. Brown, run out... 1 
BR: ee Newhall, ec, Jones, b. T. H. Dixon, b. Read... 6 

Sep Boo, Heed idee els 4] W. W. Noble, b. Read. 24 0 
R. S ‘Baird. ce. Halljb.Woods, 4 Pease, TLOROUt pee ee lean eee an r] 
tee b Se ieigth Feyden, b. Byes, 2; leg-bye, 1; wide, 1... 4 

(et Da, CY areal 1 A, Pe at 
i ae Renssalear, ¢. i Total’, 425.0 FeO S 105 
Done any ee ey 1 * 

BOWLING ANALYSIS. 
YOUNG AMERICA.—/irst bonings. 

Overs. Maidens, Runs, Wielels, 
C, A. Newhall. 14 7 1 i 
D. 8. Newhall. a 18 1 
E, W. Qlarik...- 4 7 1 

0, A. Newhall “45 19 4 
D, 8S, Newhall..-.,...- Pa 3 23 1 
pW Claricesenluroredesn toupee: 2 2 20 5 

Logan..... 14 35 4 
Real 9 nay 4 
Woods , 3 gL z 
Ward....... Pe tear soup ohn tse belnens 9 8 i 0 

YouNG AMERICA vs. “Port Horpx.—Return match. Afternoon 
of July 5th. Score—unfinished :— 

YOUNG AMERICA. 
H, Daeg e, Hayden, b. Lo- 8. Brown, retived luyt....-.. 2 
Sy sey Me AN BAA A A $|E. W. Clark, ¢. Hayden, b. 

QO, aa Newhall, b, Bletcher... 12 TOs a so Hoc tah ad ole 
KR. L, Baird, b- Logan,. _13)D.5. Newhall, b. Read . 
R.S. Newhall, c. and b, Lovan 14} Pease, 1. b. w., b. Read 
Ww. W. Noble, b. Woods....... 0 Bussier, not out. oe ee 
E. Van Rengsalaer, b. Logan. 2 nef FS a ls 4 
RN. Caldwell, c. and b. Lo- os 
HI g se weltde oes aclacie ek Fe ME OE. LODALS » techie ins serena le eee 3 3 

PORT HOPE. } 

Hayden, e. Noble, b. Clark... 4 sug td Pease, b.D.New- 
Woods, l.(@lapki st. J. qerenes TiO Es eetclenty yn ated 6 
Rodgers, ¢. Van Renssalaer, Bletcher, notout.. 8 

b.. Ds Newhall, ...---..-,..,- Jones, ¢. Brown, b. 1 
Hall, b. D. Newhall........... — 

Total,.......-- DOE Oba S45 etec 32 

While playing in this match Mr. Brown, in attempting to make 
arun, hurt his leg badly, and was unable to play more during: the 

tour. 
; (Continued on page 480,) 
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NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JULY 5, 1880. 

TO Correspondents, 

All communications whatever, intended for publication, must 
be BE ee with real name of the writer as a guaranty of 
good faith, and be addressed to Forest and Stream Publishing 
Company. Names will not be Powe ned if objection be made. 
Anonymous communications will not be regarded. 
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts, 
Secretaries of Clubsand Associations areurged to favor us with 

brief notes of their moyements and transactions. 
Nothing will be admitted to any pen AEA of the paper that. 

may not be read with propriety in the home circle. 
We cannot be responsible for dereliction of mail service if 

money remitted to us is lost- 
Trade supplied by American News Company. 

ADVERTISEMENTS.—AIl advertisements should reach us 
on or before Tuesday morning of each week. An ob- 

servance of this rule will insure satisfaction to all con- 
cerned, 

Tax DirTvarR Powprr.—We publish this week a sec- 
ond letter from Dr, Nash, of Mississippi, an account of 

whose lamentable accident with what purported to be 
Dittmar powder appeared in our columns some weeks 
since. For the publication of this first account we were 
severely taken to task by the present manufacturers of 

this explosive, who avowed their disbelief in the state- 
ments of our correspondent, and intimated pretty plainly 
that they had strong doubts that any such accident oc- 

curred at all. These doubts will be set aside, we pre- 
sume, by the evidence on the subject which we publish. 
We have none but the kindest feelings toward the Ditt- 

mar Powder Manufacturing Company, and, if their pow- 

der is all that they claim for it, we shall be only too glad 
to give the widest publicity to the fact, Such a powder, 
provided it is safe, is just what we, in common with all 

other sportsmen, desire to use, It must be remembered, 
however, that the Dittmar powder is still on its trial, and 
has not yet come into common use or eyen into general 
favor, far less supplanted black powder. It is true that 
Bogardus and other professional pigeon shooters use it 

very generally and speak of it in very high terms, but 

among the great mass of shooting menit has not yet 
made its way into public favor. 

We do not propose to advertise in the columns of For- 
EST AND STREAM any article that is in any way objec- 

tionable, and especially do we wish to shun the responsi- 
bility of bringing to the notice of our readers anything 
that is dangerous, As we have before stated, we refused 

the advertisement of the Chichester Rifle Company be- 

cause we believed that no safe arm could be manufac- 

tured for the price at which those rifles were to be sold, 

and the event has proved the correctness of our decision, 
We have taken great pains to learn all the details about 

Dr. Nash’s accident, and we have the sincerest sympathy 

for him, 
We think that the present company are bound to warn 

the public by every means in their power against the 

powder manufactured by the old company or companies, 
since itis evident that this old powder is, or may be, 
dangerous. 

SSS ee ee ——EE 

—Kight of the citizens of Lansing, Mich., have signed 

their names to a conspicuous poster offering a reward 

of $25 for information which will convict any person 

of violating the game laws of the State, 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

A WORD ABOUT GUN MAKERS. 

Ore remarks some weeks ago relative to specula- 
tors in human credulity who advertise to send 

guns worth #50 for $10, has had good effect in choking 

off a fraction at least of the revenue which would 

otherwise have found its way into the pockets of these 
fire-arm swindlers, We revert to the subject again be- 
cause We are in receipt of frequent inquities from dis- 
tant correspondents, who send us the glowing advertise- 
ments of these fraudulent concerns and ask us what we 

think of them. Just now there is before us a letter from 
Fort Reno, Indian Territory, asking if the writer shall 

forward $10 to a Boston firm for a $50 gun. 

There is one reply, and only one, to a question like 
this: Use common sense ; exercise the same discretion 

in buying a gun or a rifle or a pistol that is employed 

No 
sane man forwards $10 to a city sharper with the ex- 

in buying a watch, a horse or a suit of clothes. 

pectation of receiving in return a $100 watch, None 
but a veritable simpleton would think to purchase a 

good horse for a song; sensible persons avoid the mock 

auction rooms of the Chatham street clo.’ dealers; nor 
is there any different principle governing the manufac- 

Tt is a recognized law in 
every branch of manufacture and trade that the man- 

ture and sale of fire-arms, 

ufacturer must receive a fair equivalent of value given, 

and those who advertise to give this value without re- 
ceiving the equivalent in return are set down as dis- 
honest swindlers, This rule is just as imperative in the 
gun trade as it is in any other, 

A. good gun commands a good price, and if he would 
be sure of a safe and serviceable weapon the purchaser 
must pay the price. The manufacture of sporting arms 

is not in the hands of a monopoly. There are enough 
firms engaged in it to make the competition so close that 
the prices are cut down as low as they can be legiti- 

mately, No reputable firm would dare to risk its good 
name by attempting to palm off cheap goods for costly 
ones, and hence all such advertisements come from irre- 
sponsible parties, 

The various dealers whose names appear from week to 

week in the columns of the ForEsT AnD STRAM repre- 
sent the legitimate and regular trade of the country. -It 

has ever been our aim to keep the advertising pages of 
this journal free from misleading notices, and to make 

the paper the safe medium for dealer and patron, ‘Time 

and again haye we refused to insert the advertisements 

of firms which we believe to be irresponsible, and we 

shall continue our efforts to keep our columns equally 
clean in the future. In this we are actuated by simple 
business principles. The faith imposed by its constitu- 

ency in the fair dealing of the Formst AnD SirREam is 
something that we cannot afford to lose, even for the 

large immediate returns the cheap firearm men would 

be only too glad to make for an opportunity to reach the 
mass of ourreaders. We cannot afford to risk our repu- 

tation by dealing with these firms; whether or not our 
correspondents can afford to risk their lives by tamper- 
ing with the cheap guns, is a question for each individual 
to decide for himself, and he ought not to hesitate very 
long deciding about it, either, 

enn 

THE NEW YORK DOG POUND. 
—_—_ 

W* paid a visit to the New York dog pound, on Sat- 

urday last, which is situated at the foot of Six- 

teenth street, Hast River, and through the kindness of 
the officials in charge had.an opportunity of inspecting 

the building where the dogs are kennelled, and the ma- 

chine of death in which they meet their doom, It is 
now three weeks since Mayor Coopet’s order to seize all 
unnmiuzzled dogs went into effect, and from the 21st of 
June a determined raid upon the canines of the metrop- 

olis has been most persistently kept up. This is shown 

by the record of the receiving book, for no less than 

2,280 dogs of all sizes and breeds, and no breed at all, 

have been received up to Saturday at the pound. Of this 

number twenty-thres have been redeemed by their 
owners and three returned to their masters by the direc- 
tion of the Mayor, on account of illegal capture. 

The building in which the animals are housed is a long 
and narrow one, with plenty of windows, guarded by 

wire netting through which the air freely circulates. It 
is fitted up with stalls on the ground floor similar to 
those used recently at Madison Garden, in fact, it sug- 
gests to one the idea of a grand dog show of mongrels, 
free from the usual complement of disappointed exhibi- 

tors. Gesides the apartment containing the long rows of 
pens, there are two large box stalls in which the most 

mangy and forlorn looking curs huddle together while 
awaiting their impending fate, occupying their time sit- 
ting on their haunches uttering the most piercing cries 

and enlivening their last moments and relieving their 

minds by munching each other's ears, 

The sanitary arrangements are almost perfect, and the 
whole place is scrupulously clean and free from odor. 
Each animal is provided with an abundance of food, 
which consists of bread softened in water, and a pan of 
clean water is within each pen. Although there were 143 

| dogs in the pound, there were only two of any vyalue—a 
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fine red setter and a moderately fair specimen of the 
black Newfoundland type, The Pomeranian or spitz dog 
seemed to predominate, and we were informed that there 
were two to one of this breed brought in to that of all 
the other varieties of dogs combined. The drowning 
days are Monday, Wednesday and Wriday of each week, 
and the means employed to rid the city of homeless and 
dangerous pests is both simple and merciful. The dogs 
are confined in an iron cage which is rolled down to the 
edge of the river on a car running upon a track parallel 
to the building. When at the end of the wharf, the 

cage, by means of a swinging crane, is lifted off the car 
and lowered into the river. Death speedily ensues, and 
the bodies of the animals are heaped on the wharf, until 
removed by a boat which carries the carcasses to Barren 
Island, There they are skinned and the fat boiled out of 
them ; in fact, almost every part is utilized. 
oe 

Dr, CARyER.—Dr. Wm, F, Carver, the famous rifle 

expert, ought to be satisfied with the reception given 

him in Kurope. While in England he gaye exhibitions 
of his skill before the Prince of, Wales, and received as a 

token of the royal approyal an elegant scarf pin and a 

a 

valuable belt. From England the marksman extended the’ 

prowess of his arms to Paris, and from thence went on 

to Germany, where he appears to have been received 

with even greater eclat than elsewhere, Not only did he 
win all the prizes in several rifle contests, but, at the spe- 
cial request of the Emperor William, he gave an exhibition 

before the court and the royal family, The programmes 
were printed on white satin of layish proportions, and 
the shooting of the American was so pleasing ‘that an 

adjutant was dispatched the next day to conyey to the 
Doctor an elegant diamond ring ‘‘From His Majesty, the 

Emperor of Germany,” as the inscription read. Shortly 

afterward a special invitation came from the Crown 
Prince to the effect that Dr, Carver’s exhibition seemed 

to interest the Crown Princess, who had been melan- 

choly of late, and it was hoped that a second perform- 
ance might be given. The Doctor was conveyed from 

the depot in the royal carriage, and the exhibition, 
which was given on a grassy lawn, consisted of shooting 

ati moving and stationary objects with rifle and shot 
gun, on foot and on horseback ; shooting with the bow 
and arrow, and throwing the lasso, Another scarf pin, 

bearing the monogram of Frederick and Victoria, was 
the royal token of approval. 
rr ee 

—Farmers should bear in mind that the law prohibit- 

ing summer woodcock shooting will save much of their 
standing grain and grass, and that after their harvesting 

is over they will have leisure to start on eyen terms with 
the city sportsmen. 

—= nn ee 

THE TILESTON MEMORIAL FUND, 

Nuw York«, July 10th. 
Diditor Forest and Stream :— 

Thave to acknowledge the receipt to date of further subserip- 
tions to the “ Tileston Memorial Fund," as follows:— 

Previously acknow’ged. $449 00| Jno. W. Mumnson........... $1 00 
Forest & Stream Pub.Co., 50 00] Mrs. Jno. W. Munson...... 
UO SDE reser ees ate oe 5 Ne | 

8. Dillon Ripley, through 
Turf, Filed and Farm... 00 

Jno. ©. Higgins.,...-..... 10 00 | Grandpa Munson..........- 1 00 
Anthony Hivgins.....-... 10 00 | Grandma Munson...,..._..., 100 
H.C. Place.....--; Af 5 00 

UAai es ees epee eee ete ey ry] ie ey Pee} Pet ri Pee ChE On A aA $592 00 

Prep. N. Aw, Secretary. 
re 

GAME PROTECTION. 
een 

RETURN OF MIGRATORY QuUAIL—Here is the first news 

this year of the return of migratory quail to their nesting 
grounds, We hope to add other notes of a similar nature, 
and urge our friends to give us the earliest information 
on the subject. Our correspondent writes from Boons- 
boro, Md., July 2d -— 

T have the pleasure to inform you that the migratory 
quail turned out in the locality of Oakland, Md., in 
the spring of 1879 have returned to the same place, and 
are now hatching out their young. Some of them on the 
same farm upon which they were released. 

Wo, B. WHEELER, 

Bancor, Me., July 10th.—About the 1st of June I re- 
ceived my quota of the migratory quail, imported for 
Maine. They were loosed on a farm of a friend some 
five miles from the city. A week sinceI drove out to see 
how my protegés might appear, Found them in a pasture 
not twenty rods from the place where turned loose, as 
bright and cheerful as though never transported. That 
they have nests I feel sure, from the fact they hoyered 
over and about me, and were continually sounding notes 
of alarm, The pasture is rather low ground, with long 
swale grass, suitable for concealing nests, with plenty of 
spring water, My friend reported one lame about the 
buildings and quite tame. H. A. PATRBANKS, 

FRANELIN, N.-Y., July 5th.—The 100 Messina quail 
which I procured through the kindness of Mr. Horace P, 
Tobey, arrived in most excellent condition, only four 
out of the 100 being dead. They were put out in three 
pair lots about our adjacent farms, mostly among bushes 
and briars, andare heard every day by our farmers. One 
which I reserved for a cage bird and a curiosity has be- 
come very tame and Bae musical in his style, besides 
being quite a comical little pet, M. P. M’Coon, 

Rocuuster, N, Y¥., July 6th.—The first report I have 
heard from the Huropean quail imported by the Monroe 
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County Sportsmen’s Club is painful to relate. Piye pair 
were hherated a few miles east of the city, and a friend 
on whose farm they were put out writes me that one pair 
nested in a meadow on a neighbor's farm, who in mow- 
ing came on the nest unexpectedly and cut the legs off 
one bird and the toes off its mate. There were fourteen 
egys in the nest, andthe farmer thought to save them by 
having a hen hatch them, but he can scarcely succeed. 
They appear to prefer meadows for nesting, and it is to 
be feared that the mowing machine will kill our stock 
and spoil our experiment. If there was any way of get- 
ting a supply a month earlier the young would probably 
be able to fake care of themselves by the time haying 
begins, andif they should avoid this modern war chariot 
they might in time spread all over the land and justify 
the hopes of those who have tried the experiment. 

" 

Gane Bag and Guu. 
JULY IS A OLOSE MONTH FOR GAMD, 

—_>—— 

—Adilress all communications to ** Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
$< 9 

A NEW GUNPOWDER 

NEW powder has been manufactured by the Du- 

pont Powder Company which is specially adapted 
for choke bore gums, An interesting trial of this powder 

was made at the Brooklyn Driving Park, June 25th, the 

test being to shoot at one hundred wooden balls without 

intermission and without cleaning the gun; also making 

a target, 21 inches diameter, at the end of each twenty 
shots. ‘The pun wasa Parker, 10-bore choke, of ordinary 

pattern ; cartridges loaded with 4drs. powder, lioz. shot. 
Two targets were made at $5 yards, twenty shots fired, 

two more targets af same distance, and so on, until one 

hundred shots had been fired at 35 yards, and twelve 

shots at 45 and 50 yards, The balls were, with one 

exception, all weli hit, showing the marks of from four 
to eighteen shots each, 

The patterns of the 21-inch targets, made as above, 
were: First target, right barrel, No. 9 shot, 390; left 
barrel, No. 10 shot, 6385; second target, right, No. 10, 

620; left, No. 10, 578; third target, right, No. 9, 479; 

left, No. 10, 628; fourth target, right, No. 9, 504; left, 

No. 10, 606; fifth target, right, No. 9, 492; left, No. 9, 

444; sixth target, right, No. 9, 483; left, No. 9,485. A 

seventh target was made, after an intervalof ten minutes 
to allow the gun to cool, showing for the right barrel No, 

9 shot, 846 pellets ; left barrel, No. 10 shot, 537 pellets. 

As to the particular point for which the powder was 
tested, namely, comparative cleanliness and the moist- 

ure of the dirt in the barrel, it was found that the dirt 
had not caked in the barrels even after sufficient time 
had been allowed for it to cool. Simply wiping out the 
barrels with a rag restored them to their proper condi- 
tion, and, so far as this point) 1s concerned, the trial 

amply showed that the powder is what its manafacturers 
claim, 
te 

THAT DITTMAR POWDER ACCIDENT. 

ELOW we publish several letters relative to the Ditt- 
mar powder accident, of which an account was 

given in the June 10th number of this journal. The most 
noteworthy of these letters is that of Dr. Nash himself, 
and of Sheriff Johnson, which, with the can of powder 
received by us, establish the main facts as detailed in 

Dr. Nash's original communication. We consider it now 

sufficiently proven that the accident did occur.as at first 
stated; that the powder employed was the Dittmar 

brand FFF, manufactured and sold by the ‘ Dittmar 

Powder Company,” which preceded the present firm, and 
that the gun was loaded with the charge stated, namely, 

Bdrs. : 
We may properly say here that haying had former 

correspondence from Dr. 8. P, Nash, and that correspond- 
ence having been of a nature to show that he was no 
novice with the gun, we were ourselves perfectly willing 
to accept: his statements as firshsent, and published them, 
believing them to be authentic and reliable. The event 

has proved that we were correct. If some of Dr. Nash's 
statements were incoherent, or, as claimed, the things he 

described impossible, so much the more evidence was 
offered of his sincerity ; for of such an accident, it is a 
well recognized fact, no two men would give thesame 

account; and on the other hand, if a person were delibe- 

rately to manufacture an, account of the bursting of a 
gun he would take good care to make it a clear and 
thorough story. That Dr. Nash's recital was somewhat 
confused was the very best proof of its mherent truthful- 

ness. : 
What this may show as to the character of Dittmar 

powder, probably each of our readers will haye an opin- 

ion of his own. Our duty toward our correspondent, 

the Dittmar Powder Manufacturmg Company and our 

readers in this affair is done when we haye given all an 
opportunity to know the truth. 

PATLADELPHTA, Miss., June 29th, 
Tditor Forest and Streumi— 

T have just receiyed Rorwst AnD StREAM of June 17th, 
and in it I notice an article from the Ditimar Powder 

Company in which they seem to be in a terrible fever 
about.an article of mine, published in YoREST AND STREAM 
of June 10th, and call upon you for the name of the 
Louisville merchant who gave me the powder, and the 
name of the merchant from. whom the Louisville mer- 
chant obtained the powder, also requesting you to have 
the original canister containing the rest of the powder 
from which the charge was taken which caused the acci- 
dent sent to you, together with the small circular which 
accompanied the same, etc. Ireturned from Louisville 
this evening, where | have just been spending nearly a 
week, frying to get up just such things as the Dittmar 
Powder Company request you to haye sent to you; and 
the result of this work I sent to Macon, Miss., to be ex- 
pressed to the Forest’ and Stream Publishing Company. 

The Louisville merchant who gaye me the powderis Dr, 
E. Poster, physician, druggist, dealer in guns, ammumi- 
tion, etc. I called on Dr, Foster for the bill of Dittmar 
powder, that I might get names and date of purchase. 
On examination of the bill, 1 find that I was mistaken 
about the powder being purchased in New York, but it 
was bought by Mr. Foster, of Louisville, Miss., from 
Crookes & Hilder, 604 North Fourth street, and 603 North 
Third street, St. Louis, Mo. 

I obtained from Dr. Foster the canister, and a part of 
the powder, which he says is the original canister and 
powder that caused the explosion. Before sending the 
canister to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company, I 
waited three days for Dr, Foster to look up the circular 
(hat came with the powder, - He at first told me that he 
thought that he had given the circular to some of his 
friends, and did not remember who, but on the third day 
he handed me the circular that | send with the powder, 
marked No. 3, and said that he thought that it was the 
one that came with the powder, but could not be certain 
of the fact, as IT had given him some circulars that came 
with Dittmar powder that 1 received from Bogardus & 
Go,, after the accident with the Dittmar powder ordered. 
by Dr, Foster, SoT am not certain that I sent you the 
original circular that came with the powder, but am of 
the opinion that itis not, It will be seen by referring tio 
my atticle in Formst AND StrREAM, from the 33d to 58th 
lines, inclusive, that I relied on what Dr. Foster told me 
abont the circular (some one else having the circular for 
examination at the time), and cannot be certain on this 
point. From the information that 1 could get about the 
circular, before I tired the charge that causéd the explo- 
sion, it seemed that the circular only gave a description 
of the powder, and stated thatit could be used in both 
shot wn and rifles by using the saine amount by measure. 
he circular I sent you(No. 3) gives other instructions, 
and instructions that I did not see until I received the 
powder I ordered from Bogardus & Co, Hence my reason 
for giving it as my opinion that it is not the circular that 
came with the powder ordered by Dr, Foster. 

I will state here that Dr. Foster stands very high in 
Louisville and vicinity as a physician, druggist and gen- 
tleman, and if he has made a mistake in sending the cir- 
cular I do not think that it was intentional, for he lost 
considerable time, and worked yery hard for one of his 
ave (he seems to be nearly eighty years of age), in trying 
to get the circular, ; 

I wish here to make a correction in regard to what I 
said about the label on the canister. I had been moved 
home from Louisville (twenty-four miles) before I wrote 
my last letter to the Formst AND STRHAM, and nearly a 
month had elapsed since I had examined this label, I 
had to write from memory of what I had seen, and as I 
had been examining circulars that came with other can- 
isters, I had gotten things a little mixed, and my mem- 
ory, although correct on the main point, was not alto- 
gether correct on the whole. In my letter to the Forusr 
AND STREAM I said that the label on the face of the can- 
ister stated that it was one of the brands of rifle powder, 
and was marked FFF, This FFF mark was not on the 
label on the face of the canister, but pasted-on one edge 
of the canister, and although it is not on the label as I 
believed it to be when I wrote, the circulars which I have 
force me to believe that if it is a genuine article of Ditt- 
mar powder it must be rifle powder, For instance, the 
printed instructions pasted on the back of a canister that 
is now in my possession, of Dittmar’s Diamond Grain © 
powder state that: ‘The shot gun powder is lettered B 
and ©, the latter the finer. The shot gun powder is not 
to be used m rifles, The rifle powder, F, works very well, 
and is preferable to Band Cin 14 and 16 bore. The FFP 
can be used in muzzle-loading shot funs.” 
The canister just referred to, with two others, was 

bought by me from Bogardus & Co., Chicago, Til. These 
canisters were delivered to the express company at Chi- 
cago on the 24th of March, and before Dr, Foster bought 
his Dittmar powder, but owing to some carelessness of 
the express company my powder was not received until 
the ist of May—ai'ter Dr. Foster had received his and 
after the explosion of my gun, These canisters were 
wrapped in white paper with the letter C printed upon 
the wrapper, and a diamond, drawn with pencil, around 
the G. These canister’ were all sealed, and had printed 
instructions for using the powder pasted on the backs of 
the canisters, and the letter C stamped on these instruc- 
tions, The face of these canisters have the addresses of 
the Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company, and 
the words Dittmar’s Diamond Grain upon them. So 
I infer that these canisters contain genuine Dia- 
mond Grain © powder, <A quantity of loose cir- 
culars accompanied the canisters, two of which I 
sent you by express, with the powder I sent you, 
and marked No. 1 and No, 2. Other kinds may 
have been in the package, hut seyeral persons called to 
examine them while I was in my bed, and carried off 
such as suited them,and I have now left only two kinds, 
samples of which I sent you. I give description of the 
powder and circulars that were sent to me by Bogardus 
& Co., because I have been requested todoso, In call- 
ing on you for certain evidence of the accident, the Ditt- 
mar Powder Manufacturing Company say that *' without 
this evidence we think you will also admit that there is 
no case made out against us” (them). In my other com- 
munication to the FOREST AND STREAM it. was not my in- 
tention to make out a case against the Dittmar Powder 
Manufacturing Company, but against myself, At that 
time I believed the accident to have been caused from a 
wrong use of the powder, and | wished others to be 
more careful than I had been. Tt will be seen hy re- 
ferring to my article of May 18th that I there state that 
I had not written it through any prejudice that I had 

against the Dittmar powder, for 1 was satisfied that if 
tightly used it wasa valuable invention. The small 
amount of dirt and smoke that it seemed to create, when 
burned, caused me to believe it to be valuable. L brought 
only one charge against the company, and that was they 
did not give the public a sufficient chance to become ac- 
quainted with the various grades of their powder in their 
advertisements, atc, 

Since making the charge I haye been making a more 
careful examination of the circular T sent you marked 
No. 1, and find that the Dittmar Powder Company say 
that “ FFE, avery fine grain specially made fox all muz- 
vle-loading arms, might also be used in breech-loading 
shot guns,” recommending it to he used in the very way 
that [ used it when the accident occurred, and making it 
unnecessary to change their advertisement, The state- 
ment just referred to in their circular makes it necessary 
for the Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Company to 
prove that this powder, labeled Dittmar powder, that 
caused the terrible explosion of my gun and loss of my 
thumb, was not manufactured by them. or fhat it has 
since been tampered with. Should they fail to do this 
tliere will be a case, and a strong one, made out against 
them. In their letter of June 11th they most emphafi- 
cally declare their disbelief in it eyer having been manu- 
factured by them, and further down say that they can 
furnish you a dozen affidavits that nota single grain of 
powder was eyer put up or sold by their company which 
was not sealed and did not show their printed directions 
on each can or keg, 

In justice to the Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Com- 
pany, L will say that the canisters which contained the 
powder that caused the explosion of my gun, and bought 
by Dr. Foste: for Dittmar powder, had neither seals or 
printed instructions upon them, and Iam in hopes they 
will be able to clear themselves of putting such a danger- 
ous article in the market. Their threat.to spare neither 
time nor expense to ferret this matter out to the bottom 
pleases me very much, and they will find no one more 
willing than myself to lend all possible aid in this matter, 
and should they clear themselves of having been the 
cause of the suffering and expense which I have had to 
bear, Lam not willing that the matter should stop until 
the cuilty parties aré found and made to suffer. I do 
not see why the Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Gom- 
pany should complain that my accident was published in 
your paper, if, as they affirm, they disheheve in this 
powder ever having been manufactured by them. It 
seems that they should he glad to know that there is a 
dangerous powder being manufactured and sold as their 
powder, and perhaps for the purpose of injuring their 
powder. 

Tn their communication to FoREST AND STREAM the 
Dittmar Powder Manufacturing Conipany declare their 
disbelief in the possibility of such results coming from so 
small a charge of any powder in the world, unless male 
to specially produce similar results. If this powder is not 
gennine Dittmar powder, but an article put in the market 
to injure their reputation, it is possible it was made to 
specially produce such resulls ; and if ibis genuine Ditt- 
mar powder it is not sealed, and it is possible that some 
wicked wretch remoyed the seal and introduced enough 
fulminating silver, fulminating gold, dynamite, nitro- 
glycerine, anything that would produce an explosion, 
and the charge that [shot being the first used from the 
can, it might have contained a part or the whole of the 
explosive substance. 

It is a fact beyond successful contradiction that the 
accident which I reported in FOREST AND STREAM did 
actually occur, and that, too, whenI was shooting only 
3drs. of the powder from an 84 1b, gun that T had been 
accustomed to shoot 4drs. black powder out of. As eyi- 
dence of this fact Task, and shall expect you to publish 
the letter I sent) you from Sheriff Johnson, and the ar- 
ticle in the copy of the Winston County Index that I sent 
atthe same time, also the note from the editor at the 
bottom of the article. 

Tf this is not sufficientevidence, I will give as reference, 
Drs. G. Y. and G. P. Woodward, Dr. Conwell, Dr. EK, 
Foster, Dr. J. Fox, and Dr. A. 8. Rick, of Louisville ; 
also, Mr. Duncan Hatman, of the firm of Woodward, 
Metts & Oo,, J. B. Gage, Hugh Hathorn (clerk), C. J, 
Woodward, John Graham, and Col. M. A. Metts. I 
could send other names, and could send any number of 
affidavits, but if this is not sufficient to convince anyone 
let the doubter come and see my crippled hand, and the 
thumb which was torn from it with sufficient force to be 
thrown forty yards from where I was standing when I 
fired the gun. I haye my thumb in aleohol, and expect 
to preserve it to show the manner in which if was torn 
from my hand. It has been over two months since the 
accident, and I still have to carry my hand in a swing, 
and it seems as if it will be a long time yet before J. van 
use it. Sincesomeof the swelling has gone ont of my 
hand some of the bones of my hand were found to he 
badly broken that were not noticed before, and it seems 
as if my hand will be drawn in a manner thaf will male 
it Inconvenient or impossible for me to practice my pro- 
fession after my hand is well, 

Sheriff Johnson, who had kindly offered to give eyi- 
dence, through your valuable paper, of the accident, is 
very popular in Louisyillaand Winston County. He has 
once been elected to the Legislature of Mississippi, and 
twice to the office of sheriff, and is considered by all 
who know him to be an upright, honest and truthful 
man. Hehelped me to put the identical load in my 
shell that caused the explosion of my gun, and afterward 
drew one of the loads from a shell that had been previ- 
ously loaded and measured it, to see what charge of black 
powder T had been shooting. Hear what he-says, 

5. P. NASH. 

OFFick of W, B. JOHNSON, 
Sheriff of Winston County. 
Louisville, Miss,, June 24d). j 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
My attention has been directed to an article in the 

Forest AND STREAM in regard to an accident that oc- _ 
curred in our village on the 2ist of April last, in whivh 
Dr. &. P. Nash was seriously wounded from the explo- 
sion of a double-barrel shot gun, charged with powder 
taken from a can labeled *‘ Dittmar Powder, FEE.” I 
was present and saw Dr. Nash load the shell, and there 
were Sdrs. of this Dittmar powder putin the shell. After 
the accident I examined the shattered pieces of the gun, 
and am of the opinion that a double or treble charge of 



ATG FOREST AND STREAM. ; cra $8; $88 

evidence against the use of either of these powders. The 
country is flooded with cheap guns, and accidents are 
taking pare every week; but, as they occur from the 
use of black powder, no especial notice is taken of them. 

I gave the Dittmar powder a thorough and exhaustive 
investigation several years ago, trying experiments with 
if in various ways, and, in your paper, over my own 
nanie, gave the result of some of these experiments, I 
do nut hesitate to say that by no fair means can a good 
gun be burst with three drachms of this powder. 

The statement as it now stands in your paper seems 
simply absurd. Hither the gun had heen wrenched by 
previous large charges of black powder, or, more must 
hhaye heen used than he states. The assertion of Mr. 
Nash that the gun was burst into more than fifty pieces 
would indicate that it was not safe to be used with any 
powder. A gun made of good material does not, as any 
gunsmith knows, go to pieces in that way. T used the 
Dittmar or Schultz powder, as directed in a former arti- 
ele, for two years, and were I confined to either that or 
common black powder, I should greatly prefer the Ditt- 
mar, as being not only quite as safe, but far more pless- 
ant and elfective, i 

I have no personal acquaintance with Mr, Dittmar, or 
the Dittmar Company, and those who know me will nob, 
certainly, accuse me of being in their interest, 

i, A, BRACKETT, 

from our knowledge of the Dittmar powder and of 
the $65 Parker gun, we considered, in the case of the ac- 

cident narrated by Dr. Nash, that the fault was not with 

the gun, 

years, and during that time I haye used black powder of 
the finest grades of all powder makers bhat if was in my 
power to procure, and the sume objection applies to them 
all—they will make too much smoke and foul the gun 
too quickly, These objections do not apply to Dittmar 
powder. Jl yas induced three winters ago to try a few 
charges of Dittmar powder.- I did so with great fear and 
trembling, but I found it was the powder that I had 
looked for all my life. First, no smoke, and I could al- 
ways get inthe second shot; second, my gun did not 
foul; third, there was no recoil, and last, but not least, 
there was more strength in Dittmar than in any black 
powder that I have ever used, provided you load your 
gun properly. I use a Scott gun No, 12, seven and a half 
pounds, Iload my shells myself with three and a half 
drachms of powder, two Eley’s pink-edge wads on pow- 
der, one ounce chilled shot, with soft wad on shot, and 
with shells loaded as above, Ihave yet to find the man 
that can beat me, Who uses black powder? 

I will state a circumstance that occurred in the capital 
of our State last winter to illustrate the feeling of prej- 
udice against Dittmar powder. My business often calls 
ine to the capital, and I have some sporting friends there, 
and among them is a clergyman of high standing in the 
Church ; he is the pastor of about the largest congremza- 
tion in the city, After the usual salutations of the day 
were passed he informed me that he had just the day be- 
fore received a fine gun that he had ordered, and had 
gone out the afternoon before to try it and was very much 
pleased with it. Ib shot well, and killed the game clean 
and dead; but in following up the game he had to jump 
aditch, He made a misstep and fell with the muzzle of 
his gun in the mud, and as he arose a quail got up just 
before him, and without thought he fired on the bird, 
and of course the consequence was the muzzle, stopped 
up with mud, burst the gun. The Doctor was using 
Dittmar powder, I asked him the question, ‘Did the 
powder or the mud burst your gun?” Why the mud, of 
course, didit! Ithought no more of it, but some two 
months after, when Iwas called to the capital again on 
business, and at a depot on the railroad some gentlemen 
boarded the tram who resided in the city and had been 
out for a few days’ shooting, Lengaged them in conver- 
saticn about sporting matters, They showing me their 
shooting traps I asked them what kind of powder they 
used, and after they telling me I asked them if they had 
eyer nsed Dittmar powder, and with a look of horror de- 
picted in their countenances they answered ‘*No,” I 
asked why not? and with greater horror depicted, if 
possible, they answered, “What! use Dittmar powder? 
Why, it burst Dr, P.’s gun.” 

Tt was the mud in the muzzle that burst Dr. P.’s gun, 
I thought of the old saying, give a dog a bad name, etc. 
T went on to the city and called at a store that 1 was in- 
formed kept Dittmar powder and asked if they sold Ditt- 
mar powder, The young man, witha look of surprise, 
also answered, ‘‘We keep Dittmar powder, but we never 
sell it now. Why, don’t you know it burst Dr, Ps gun?’ 

T have no interest in this or any other powder, and only 
write this in justice toa company who are furnishing « 
very superior article of gunpowder to the sportsmen of 
this country. R. W, 

common black powder would not haye caused such a 
complete wreck of the gun. Afterward T also extracted 
the load from ons of the shells which he had been using 
previous to the accident in the same gun, and found that 
i¢ contained 4drs. of black powder, This was the first 
trial of the Dittmar powder in our county, and from the 
shattered condition of the gun I was impressed with the 
idea that Dittmar powder was dangerous, from the fact 
that 3drs. of this powder had done what 4drs, of com- 
mon black powder had failed to. Dr, Nash is a citizen 
of Neshoba County, but well known here from boyhood, 
and is a gentleman in every particular, a good dentist, 
and a sportsman of the first water, I write this to con- 
vinee you that this accident did occur, and that Dr, 
Nash is no novice in the handling of a gun, 

W, B, JOHNSON, 

[From the Winston County Index, Friday, April 50th, 1880.) 

On Wednesday, the 2ist inst., Dr. 8. P. Nash, of Nes- 
hoba, im company with Jno. A, Graham, started out 
hunting, with the intention while out of trying some of 
Dittmar powder, which is said to be the best now in use 
either for rifle or shot gun. When near the mill on Main 
streat, Dr. Nash concluded he would try the powder and 
fired at a target, when the gun exploded, blowing off the 
thumb of his left hand, and lacerating his hand in a ter- 
rible manner, We are glad to state that the wound is 
not considered dangerous by his physician, and at this 
writing Dr. Nash is doing well, and it is hoped will soon 
recover and be able to attend to his professional duties. 

This new powder is almost white, and when exploded 
makes but little noise, but lack of space prevents a full de- 
scription of it, We would advise all who use it to follow 
the directions implicitly, which this accident shows to be 
necessary, 

er + Oe 

ARKANSAS GAME PRospects.—Near the mouth of Devil's 
Fork, Ark,, June 30th.—This being the * off,” season, by 
common consent—there is no game law in this State— 
the sportsman can do little more than clear up the game 
occasionally, and note the prospects for the cormming fall, 
Deer are not overabundant—hardly au average showing 
of tracks, éte., in the woods. This is made up, and more 
too, by a superabundance of bear signs. And this may 
account in some measure for the scarcity of the former. 
Turkeys have bred successfully, The season has been very 
favorable. ‘They are in the woods eveywhere in satis- 
factory abundance. and are unusually forward. I haye 
met several very large “‘droves,” and note young ones as 
large ascommon hens, These will afford ‘*royal sporti’ 
in October, or even late in September. The ‘‘ mast” is 
good in the hills, especially all the varieties known as 
* sweet maat,” so there is a promise of good or for the 
coming season, Bob White is everywhere breeding in 
profusion, He will hardly be noticed, however, By the 
way, in my excursions thiough the fields I observe that 
the number of cock partridges is greatly in excess of the 
hens, a thing I never noticed before, I also observe that 
the wood duck, Anas sponsa, has bredin nuusual numbers 
in the waters of this State, Now let the migratory birds 
do their part, and we shall have something like ‘the old 
times in Arkansayw.” YELL, 

PENNSYLVANIA. — Notavithstanding tha forest fires 
that swept over great portions of Pike County during 
the early part of the summer, the eggs of the woodcock 
seem not to have been destroyed, for these birds are ve- 
ported to be very abundant in the neigliborhootls of Bho- 
hola, Lackawaxen and Blooming Grove Township. ‘The 
season {or woodcock is from July 4th to Dec. 15th ; quail, 
Oct. 15th to Dec. 1st: ruffed grouse, Sept. 15th to Dec. 
1ith. ‘Che route is via Milford, thence team or stage. 
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SHOOTING MATCHES. 

BoGARpuS vs. RIMELL.—The third match of the series of three 

between Capt, A. H. Bogardus and George Rimell, of Bnvland 

came off at Pittsburg, Pa., July 10th. The weather was unusually 

warm; aslight breeze from the right quarter caused many left 

quarter birts, The birds were in excellent condition, younw and 

wild. Bopardtis shot with his new Scott hammerless, weighing 

ten and one-quarter pounds; Dittmar powder in first burrel, Or- 

ange Lightning No, 6 in second, lgozs. shot, Kimell Jouding the 

same. Bogardus stood at thirty yards, Rinell at tyweoty-eight 

yards; the boundary being .the inclosed wrounds, was in some 

places fifty yards and io others ninety yards. Wollowing is the 

Bcore t— 
Bogardus—1 LA71L+ 111+ iliit*1t*+iii*ir+*iy 

LE*®LLTT*LLidiirda*Fii1iitFitiviiirirrii* 
LET DP MFP S PII et Dt faa ea 
1—Total 100. 

+’ Denotes killed with second barrel, 
+ Fell dead out of bounds, : 

Rimell—*t 1+ ¢* *** LTT YT FT eT ri tei titiiid 
Geet Het Lee OLT FLV LI Fa, i* 11 ad79+FL10it 
PIADVIPHL ALI s* Fee ews sT d tf te 

Total 100. 
* Denotes killed with aecond barrel. 
+ Pell dead out of hounds, 

LOUISVILLE, Miss., July, 1880, 
Riditor Forest and Stream :-— 

This paragraph would seem to conyey the idea that Dr, 
Nash did not follow the directions for using the pow- 
der. In writing the notice we did not know whether or 
mot he did, but made thesugzestions as a precaution to 
others wsiig it, L, Linpenrracp, Editor Index, 

PHILADELPUTA, Neshoba County, Miss., July 1st, 
Editor Forest and Stream :-— : 

Yours of June 25th was received in due time, contents 
noted, and will answer the same cheerfully. Dr. 8. P 
Nash was raised and lives about five miles from this 
office, and when at home recives his mail from this office, 
His father and inyself settled near each other in Neshoba 
County in the spring of 1837. Ihave known Dr. §. P. 
Nash from childhood, His father was one of our most 
respected citizens of this county, He was one of our 
most refined citizens, and raised a number one family of 
children, The Doctor is about thirty years old, and is 
one of our first-class men of his age; also, ha deserves 
much credit for the man he has made of himself, He is 
a small, weakly man, and that was one cause of his giv- 
ing his attention to the profession of dentistry, though he 
is 4 natural mechanical genius, and, as he says, his gun 
and fine dogs have been half of his pleasure, and there 
are but very few men who know more about fire-arms or 
can use them any better than Dr. 8, P. Nash, It is gen- 
erally understood by his gunning friends that he can- 
beat any old gobbler yelping or gobbling, The Doctor had 
just returned to Louisville from his home in this county 
when the sad accident happened at Louisville. He had 
come home for the purpose of spending a few days hunt- 
img turkeys and fishing. While at home he called up 
two old gobblers and killed both of them at one fire, 
they being double when he fired, 
. It is a great misfortune to him, and everything he pub- 

lished in regard to the bursting of his gun and his terri- 
ble wound is all true. Isaw the Doctor about six weeks 
after ib happened; he was then barely able to come in a 
buggy to town, and looked quite feeble. He was in town 
some ten days since; was then much recruited,- and 
wound about healed over. Has as yet very little use of 
his fingers, and we fear he neyer oil te able to continue 
his profession, He had become a very fine and reliable 
workman, and was getting as muchas he could do. I 
assure you that Dr. 8. P. Nash is entitled to all the 
credit I have given him, There is no man of his age 
that stands higher than he does, as far as he is known. 
His gun was considered by every person that saw it to 
be a very fine and well finished gun, It was his left 
hand that was shattered by the bursting of the gun, 

G. P, Woopwarp, Assistant Postmaster. 

Hiditor Forest and Stream :— 
I wonder if any one ever bursts a gun now with black 

powder? If they do, is the bursting attributed to the 
particular brand of powder, or are the brains of the fel- 
low who loaded the shells in anyway mixed in the mat- 
ter? I don’t méan the loose texture of the explosion, but 
the * gray matter” during the loading. These thoughts 
are suggested by reports that Dittmar powder is danger- 
ous, and statements in the papers from lime to time to 
show cases where eyen moderate charges haye bursted 
guns. [If there is less recoil in the Dittmar than im black 
powder, it would seem to indicate that the former was a 
slower powder. If such is a fact, how can it be that it is 
more liable to bursta gun? That there is much less re- 
coil I can testify, from an experience of over fiye years 
with somewhere about ten thousand shells, and this 
includes twenty-five cans of the Bogardus brand, which 
the maker himself thought was too quick, For several 
years it was not uniform in quality, but it has im- 
proved, and is now the very best powder we have ever 
shot for execution ; and as for pleasantness, in lesser re- 
port, recoil, smoke and dirt, itis incomparable. I would 
say, | have no interest in the powder, further than a 
sportsman’s desire to defend a good thing which has 
given me pleasure in many a field and woodland tramp. 
‘We have used a 7-lb. gun, and 34 to 4 drs. of powder, 
with 1 oz. to 14 oz, shot, BL, A. 

New Yorn, July 12th. Editor Forest and Stream :— 
We tender you our thanks for the aid you haye given us 
in obtaining information relative to the accident re- 
ported by Mr, Nash. The can of powder you exhibit is 
not of our manufacture, but was made in olden times, 

WINCHESTER, Mass., June 10/h. 
Editor Forest and Stream :— 

T read, with a good deal of interest, the statement pub- 
lished in your paper of June 10th in regard to the acci- 

and, therefore, we shall not be surprised if upon trial it | dent said'to have happened |to 8. P. Nash from the use RECAPITULATION, 
should prove in some manner imperfect. ‘We shall sub-| of Dittmar powder. For the benefit of my brother} Bogardus:— , 
ject if to a test on our pressure gauges, and then we shall sportsmen, I will state a still more serious accident that | priyers....-.....-...,.2.serevseeere es AL saath a ei 
know whether the powder is too strong, or whether the | occurred here last summer. One of my fownsmen bor- | Quarterers to right..-..-_.:... 7 hs 2 23 g 
accident was occasioned by a faulty gun or some other | rowed a sincle-barrelled shot gun for the purpose of | Quurterers to lotr. - -- BR 32 0 

causes independent of the powder, We have never sold | shooting cats which greatly annoyed him, Nob finding | Tavomers, 2... oa i a 
a can of powder except a seal was placed over the screw | the game at the time, he set the gun away in the house, aT ed pig! — — - 
cap of tae can, Wehave warned the public not to buy | to which his wife objected on account of the children, THOAIE gs stables} ass frrudttesrd 100 6 a 
any unsealed cans, We havenever sold a can of powder fearing they might meddle with it, and requested him to | Kimell:— 
without full directions for its use pasted upon the can, | remove or discharge it, He took it out by the side of | Drivers.......-...-.. -- BA g 7 
and we shall hereafter still more publicly givesuch notice, | the house and fired it, The gun burst, owing not only | Qu#terers to right ni 8 is “ 
We think that we should not be held responsible for the | his thumb off, but his hand and forearm all to pieces. | Roverem.- nie tetas aT cart 2 0 
RAE Stan ad parades mrOreH) pret Bits of flesh and pieces of his hand and arm were found | Incomers,.......-.00.i0cecy y o 0 

adecessors, who, Wi 4 er instru- i i : Far * 7 
ments, had no means of determining the eater or lesser Peniaavinies SR Geen ae Teens ed ene ato shai aie a ra eS hak ae oe bi obliged to go to the hospital and have his arm amputated, 

and came near losing his life, As faras could be ascer- 
tained, the gun was loaded with three drachms of Haz- 
ard powder and one ounce of shot, No publicity was 
given this terrible accident beyond a meré paragraph in 
one of the local papers. Had the gun been loaded with 
Dittmar powder, there would have been no end to the 
statements aboutit. Now, taking the two accidents in 
the spirit in which Mr. Nash puts his, what is the con- 
clusion to be drawn? First, Mr. Nagh burst his un with 
Dittmar powder, losing his thumb ; therefore, Dittmar 
powder is dangerous, and all sportsmen are warned 
against it. My neighbor burst his gun with Hazard 
powder, a.more terrible accident, and therefore Hazard 
kes is still more dangerous, and all sportamen should 
eon their guard against using it. 
The truth is that neither of these accidents furnish any 

strength of each individual lot of powder, thus obtaining 
a uniform standard. However, we are here assuming 
that there is a fault in that particular can of powder, a 
fact that is yet to be ascertained by means of the pressure 
guage, and the results of our trials we will give you as 
soon as possible. Our Mr. J. V, Lengerke leaves to-night 
for Binghamton to conduct the experiments. 

Dirrmar P, M, Co, 

Bogardus used second barrel thirty-one times, lost four birds 
out of bounds; Rimell uséd second barrel forty-one times, lost 

three cut of bounds. Referee—8. 8. D, Thompson, of the Sports— 
mens’s Association, Ollcial Scorer—E, f. Bown. 

Orro G. WILKINS.—A new claimant to fame in shootin circles 

is Mr. Otto. C, Wilkins, of Cooperstown, Pn., whose niost remark« 
uble feat was that of breaking with a rifle 99 balls oul of 100, and 

479 ont of 400, iuchiding one run of 107 straight; an ayerage of 
54-5. This. was done at Franklin, Pa,, May 4th, R. G. Lamberton 
referee: H, B. Kantner and J. B. Gordon scorers, The shooting 
was in the presence of the Franklin Sportsmen's Club, hundreds 
of other spectators witnessing it. Mr, Wilkins is twenty years 
oid, and hus shob with the rifle only nine months, having previ- 
ously earhed the reputation of being one of the hest wing shots 
inthe State, His progress with the rific hus been very vapld. In 
abouta month after he began he made np score of 91 out of 100 

FAYETTEVILLE, N, C., June 21st, 
Editor Forest and Stream :-— 
Thave seen in the Fores? aND STREAM for a year or 

two past articles on Dittmar powder, some of theni so 
grossly ubjust that Lam tempted to give my own expe- 
rience, My weak point is over-fondness for fine dogs and 
guns, J have been an ardent sportsman foy nearly forty 
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glass balls, ata Mereor County fair: and two weeks later, in a 

prautice shoot at Cooperstown, he broke 149 stvaight. Tis next 
Teal was breaking 185 balls out of 1,000, making one run of 272, at 
Greencastle, Pa., Oct. 220, 1879. Otto CO. Wilkins stands dft. 

iin., is straight as an arrow, and lins broad shoulders, light 

complexion, with light blueeyes. His shooting is graceful, his 
rifle being handled with exse. He extends his left arm straight 

out, grasping the barrel near the muvzie, covers his target quickly 

And always shoots with both eyesopen, His gun is the Kennedy 

magazine rifie, which shoots the Winchester ,44 cal. center-tire 
cartridges, 40grs, powder, 200zrs, leud, 1878 model, the same as 

that used by Dr. Carver. It carries 15 balls, und with it Mr. Wil- 

kins drives his bullets through pennies and nickels thrown into 
the aiv. 

TorHamM, Mn., July 5th.—Second of the series of mutches at 
glass balls under the management of the Sagadahoc Association. 
The conditions were: Card rotary trap; 18 yards; C. Gond and A, 
Q. Gond at 21 yards j— 

TGs MATIO Us seit jaya ee 
J. H, Millay i 
George Gond, 

3. Hall... 1. H. Winslow. wads 
A. EH. Hall... 1a tiihes Lande PE Stetson... tk pw ed Sen ate 
Charles Gond...-.....-........ li| J, BW, Wish.....-. . 
Alfred Williams... 2.00.0... IL) W. G. Williams....... Petheeed: 
J. Puvrington.,.,. ...-...-. . 11} hos. Hine, withdrawn, 
C. H. Greenleuf.......... eae CG. H, G. 
WESTIDIELD, Myiss.; July} 121.—Glass ball shoot on the Sth, Six 

amateurs contested for six doven nickeled shells, one cleaning 

rodand aloader, Twenty balls each, eighteen yards rise, from 
revolying trap ;— 

Hathaway. 0.0. c0cseewenct ess 20 | Bowers ....--.. Potuptoddoboss 14 
BROOME ieee k liebe ye-e > JON EhUIL cs 7 E 
lance iia2. Ys inde hus BItLy ey 14 | Workman,..,....., 
Tie on third—Clark, 24 Bowers, 1. 

CHARLTON, Mass., July With.—The Charlton Sportsmen's Club 

Had 4 shooton their grounds at Millward recently, free to all 

comers. The following is the score for a pair of gold sleeve 

buttons :— 
BL. A. MOWEY.....5...sseserseee Ue) LAA rod SRE re a SSSR AEE 4 
A. Hehe Le: | EB. Lawrence. ee A vy 
H. Jf. Dayidson,.. A. McRardle....5 22. .cccseeee 8 

Pike@s: et Cite sie SS Heor ed 5); ed Be 0 | [se eit Cc, 
 G, Whiteomb, .,. 
Aue following is the score for & powder horn :— 

Pilke.....-- F . 13) G, Whitconib 8 
H. A. Mower., 4 11). Knight 7 
A. Kk. Davidson $| G. Pike.. 7 
A. Knight....... 

SPENCER, Muse., July 
their grounds near Cherry street as fast as possible, and when 
completed it will be a first-class shooting ground, with good ac- 
ecommodutions for those who desire to take part in glass ball 

shooting: Tt isto be desired that this sport will become more pop- 
ular hereafter. Many of our prominent citizens were present.on 

Saturday and Monday afternoons, and took part in thé sport. The 
following is the score of Saturday's shooting :— 

’ Geer 

. String. Broker, 
A. D. Putnam J. Holmes......... au J4 
EK. L. M, Prench...:,, 30 13 
H. Brewer..... q, P. Clark. 30 10 
FF. N. Kobingon., - 10 3 
A. 3S. TH. P. Starr. ~ 2 8 
W. E. Barton, -. J. Pope... 7 I 
D. CO. Luther,,.... 30 8. Adams, vee TA ii] 
J, Boyden....... , a0 1g BE. Prouty........- Ww 0 

BROOKFIELD, Mass., June 6ifi—Seyen of the Sportsmen's Club 

fit their regular shoot on the 5th, made an average of 15 balls’ 

each. Following is the score:—Matthewson 18, Heredern 18, 
Shepard 15, Moulton 16, Crosby 15, Butterworth 13 and Gerald 11. 
Total, 105. 

Naw Haven Guy Cruy,—The New Hayeu Gun Club heldits 
third annual tournament July Sth. The day was all that.could 

haye been asked for. There were 2 number of the best shots in 

the Stute present, Mr. Woodbridge, of North Manchester, Ct. 

and Mr. Nichols, of Bridgeport, Ct., tied for the gold badge for 

the best ayerage score. The Wallingford team captured the $25 
prize for the team shoot. We give below a few of the large 
sweepstuke shoots. The teain shooting was as follows:— 

' Wallingford Team, Bridgeport Team. 
Brogdon............ 1111111110 | A. D, Laws...,...- 010 10110—"7 
TWes...-..; .-110011111— 9] A. Nichols.... - d01111111—10 
Goodrich, - . 1111 1—10 | B. Lbanedon... 
Pixley... .-11111110U— 9} A, Dean - ., AM 101I— § 
TEED RRA 28 eee DUN U1—10 | C. Adams....,...... 1LO10N01i— 7 

Urea: UPAR: 6 Fe oy eos, cot 48{ Total.......  sdee mae Brisisigt ess 41 
New Haven, First Team. New Hayen, Second Team. 

IPEWT ss wocbcsces t +1111 11111—10 | Calvin..... tees ee LOLIODIIT— 8 
Folsom..,,...:.-..-1111111771—10 | Bungon.... «-.. ,.. OLIT1011— 8 
aorey...... .1071110111— $) Sherman,... --. LLOTWIIGI— 7 
Hanson,.. .1111011111— 9} Armstrong......... TLOLLOIUGO— 4 
Tiwngdon.. ..... ...T01101I— & | Beers.........-.... 

Total...... pese ha terete oie Wes Ti] Bae OU e oe tarry, lee s « eles einns (ee 38 
Meriden Team. White... -1011011101— 7 

Birdsey... .. --, LUIIOI— 9 | Strong, -..-..,,-... 1LL011000— 
Taylor..... . JIOLIIW— 8 = 
lurk. -4-..,,.5,. JOC Potals ch oc habe: ¥a=7e} 39 

strong 2, Colvin 3. lyes 2, Penn 5, Leetes, A. lyes4, Birdsey 5, Han- 
son 4, Bunson 4, Goodrich 3, Adams 4, Dean 4, 
Second sweep, Card trap—Penn §, Adams 10, Dean 6, Jorey 6, 

Langdon 10, Goodsel 7, Armstrong 6, Birdsey 6, Folsom §, J. F. 
Tyes 6, Hanson 8, Brogdon 8, J. A. Halld, A. Ives5, Clark 9, Colvin 
9, Bronson 9, Strong 5, Taylor 6, Woudbridge 10, Goodrich 9, On 
ties Woodbridge won first money, Folsom second, and Hanson 
and Brogdon divided third. 
Third Sweep, Card trap—Adams 10, Birdsey 8, Brogdon 9, J. A. 

Hall 8, Goodrich 6, Penn 9, Dean 10, Folsom 7, Clark 9, Langdon 8, 
Woodbridge 10, Jorey 8, Armstrong 7, Nichols7, A. Tves10. On 
Rea wou tirst money,!Penn second, and Langdon and 

ichols third. 
Fourth sweep, Card trap—Nichols 9, Folsom 8, J. F.Tyes 5, Adams 

9, A, Ives 8 Armstrong 4, Brogdon $, Woodbridge 9, Penn 7, Gains 
J. A. Hall 9, Taylor 8, Strong 6. Langdon 8, Hanson]. On ties 

Woodbridge won first money, Brogdon second, and Hanson and 
Penn divided third. . 
Fifth sweep, Card trap—Adams 6, Nichols 8, Langdon 7, Folsom 

9, Bunson 6, Penn 9, Woodbridge 7, Salsbey 7, On ties Folsom and 
Penn divided first, Nichols won Second, and Woodbridge third. 
Sixth sweep, Card trap—Adams 6, Dockirman 3, Folsom 9, Nich= 

6ls10, Penn 9, Langdon 9, Bunsen 6. On ties Folsom won second 
aud Bunson third. 

BurGen Por, TV. J. July, 9t/t.—The tourth of the series of seven 
matches by the Recreation Gun Club, of Beryen Point, for firsts 

and second gold medals, Vhe first oes ta the winner of the great- 

est number of matches, the second to the one who breaks the 

greatest number of plass halls during the series, aside {rom the 
winner of the first. Mole revolving trap; iifteen glass balls; 

eighteen yards rise ; club rules :— 

2+) CLN11T117711001—-12 | Wilmerding... — 
Pe Davis. 1OL1W0001LL10L— 8 SR Le 
Voorhees and §. L. Davis withdrew. TIM, BURDOODLE. 
Capitan Cony Guy CouB.—July 12t71.—The weekly match, shot. 

Saturday, resulted as follows, Twenty Paine's feather—filled balls, 

each, from Card's rotary trap (screened): handicap rise — 

ise Pie WULLa Ss fee We eas hureny sei <2 aoe 25 yards A Or 18 
W. W,. Eldridge........ deeeeeeeceee 20 yards TIN 1II01 1148 
HAM, MeLeod 22.002050.5,.000.201 28 )yards 11 
‘ies sliot ott :— 

Mille, --.--:,,+---.--- LL 111—5| Hldvidge,,....,,,.... 1014-4 

Firet sweep, Card trap—Folsom 3, Clark4, Langdon 4, Arm-, 

OUNT11011101—17 

Vinorntown, WV, J., July 5th.—The Coaxen Glass Ball Club, of 
this place, held their fitth monthly shoot here to-day; weather 

windy and rainy; Card's rotary trap, with extra stilt spriny, 

throwing the balls a distance of thirty yards. The scores were as 

follows — 

W. D. Haines ......... bAa Ea 7 ‘ 
J. W. Haines... SPresecece Jeo. Bi: Seo rte etek. resale 
Wa) Halllnrds jeeties rspebee sce a(R: H, Peacock r 
8.8, Butterworth............. 5] BR, H. Iviek.........,....... 
W, OD. Haines and J. W. Haines shot tie off at three balla : W..D- 

Haines, 1; J. W. Haines,2. J. W-. Haines won badge to be again 

shot for the coming month, SHELDIRAKE, 

SHAMOKIN Sronrsmans Cruu.—Shamokin, Pa., July 3¢.—Match 

for a dinner, theclub being divided in two purties, the losing 

side to pay for the dinner. It. Hisenhart and B. Derk, captains :— 

Win- Alloway .j.1.--.+- bP: see 

R. Hisenbart, Captain....... +. £| B. Derk, Captain. .. .-..-...-- 2 
A.M, Jones,..-.-...,.. -. £) Wm, Renbendoll.,. cra 
Wim. Madison .... 4|@.Gillam..... 5 
Whi. Derk...... 3| D. B, Bisex 3 
AIST ery, 22s. 5 2 (BYR by eines 2 

1, Adums,-.,.... 4) A. Persing. 3 
Geo. Brometter.. 4). M. i 5 
&. Smink,:.... 2| Geo, Fisher 4 
ee Mu. . O| d. Lippiat. 4 
BV MIROIE o> cele copbev ct eeatiae 2| Geo. Payle 2 

H, Cutton-.. 2 

CDOPRL sara. be ony teE ps fe% 29} Wotal...,.---2.. Nase es seh dete 37 

ConuMErA, 8, O., July Tt.—The grand glass ball and pigeon 

shooting match, under the auspices of the Charleston, 8, C., 
Sportsmen's Club, which came off at Cool Blow Range, Charles- 

ton, on July Sth, was a complete success. 
Teams of six men were entered from Columbia, Orangeburg, 

Sayannah, and two from Charleston. A considerable number of 
visitors witnessed the contests and no accident occurred to mar 
the pleasure of the ovedsion. The team match commenced at 10 
A.M, Teams to consist of six men each; tun shots per man, at ten 

single balls thrown trom two Card rotary traps (secured) ten feat 
upart; with risa of 21 yards. ‘Possible score, 60 :— 

Charleston Team—No. 1. 
AY RUNS Eh ee 1UU111111—-10) | W. B. Chisolm ....0011011010— 5 
W.R. Whilden,..,.1110119011— § | Joseph Bouknight.010l0l1ul— 7 
B, Furman......... 1101101000— 5 = 
W. Sa Culp.....+..,.0M1111— 9| Wotal........-...+--- Bos ches dt 

Charleston Team—No. 2. As 

OG, P. Poppenheim .1011111010— 7 | L, N, Chisolm...... O11711111— 9 
T. 8. Inglesby,..... 0N11M111I— 9} Dr. G. EB. Jenkins. .(100101111— 6 
Rob't Chisy lm, dr, 1011111011— § 
Dr, W, H. Tarrant, WO111100— 6} Total ......-...-....., 

Savannah Team. 
esctee AB 

J. W. Schley..... . 1110111111— 9 | H. W. Palmer.... .. IM011141— § 
A. Obisolin ,-....... OL00N0010— 4 | F, P. Huger........ OMOMMI— § 
J.C. Haskell....... 1ON0TIIT— 7 = 
M.R. Tunno...... 0101100— 6 | Total....,.....5 Pero eer 42 

Columbia Team. 

TH. Gibbes. ....,.0L011111— 9| M. C. Robertson. ..1010010011— 5 
W.J. De Brubl..., 10011T110— § | T. H. Gibbes(extra)1101100011— 6 
W.-C. Bisher..-._.,  111000100— 5 = 
W.4H, Gibbes,...... 1111100110— 7 | ERO TLL: Sa. wale nies ete Sen yee 40 

Oranyeburg Team. 

D. J. Sulley,........1111111111—10 | J. A. Salley........- 0110111100— 6 
W.J. De Treville. .0110010001— 4 | M. J. Salley,.......11111110— 9 
P. G. Gannon.......1011000111— 6} = 
W.G. Albergottie 1O11100000— 4] Total..............2. eee sees 89 

_ The second match wasa sweepstakes at 4single balls. Traps 
in the same position asin the team match. There were thirty- 
three entries far this match. Messrs, Hall, Schley, Furman, De- 
Bruhl. W.H. Gibbs, Poppenheim, Whilden and L. N. Chisolm 
made clean scores of 5 each, and divided the first money. Messrs. 
Inplesby, W.B. Chisolm, F. P. Huger, W. L. Culp, Dr. Tarrant, 
J, A. Salley, Dortic, Palmer, Robt. Chisolm, Jr.,and J.S. Bee each 
made 4, and divided the second money. Messrs. Trenholm, T’. H. 
Gibbs, M. C. Robertson, Dr. Jenkins, P. G. Cannon, Reed, ''unno 
and M. J, Salley euch made’, These gentlemen shot over, and 
Dr. DB. iE, Jenkins made 3 and secured the enttance fee. 
The pigeon match was a sweepstakes at 5 birds, from 5 wround 

traps, #1 yards rise. There were’s2 entries for this match. Messrs. 
Furman, Culp and W. H. Gibbs each made clean scores of 6 and 
divided the first money. Messrs. Whilden, Dortic, Alberzottie 
and D, J. Salley made scores of 4 each and divided second mmmey, 
Messrs. Hall, Haskell, A, Chisolm, Thomson, Bee and M, J. Salley 
made scores of 3each and drew for first place, and Mr. Haskell 
won the entrance fee. - 
The'double ball match came next—a sweepstakes at 5 pairs 

of double balls, Entrance fee, $1,and prizes awarded as in the 
former match. Mr, J, W. Schley, of Sayannah, made the best 
score of the day, breaking the 10 balis in his 5 shots. He took 
first prize. Mr. Bouknight made a score of 9 and took second 
money. Messrs. Whilden, Haskell, Jenkins, Bissell and Cannon 
Inade scores of Seach. These gentlemen shot over,and Mr. Has- 
kell secured first place with a score of 2, The rain commenced 
Seine heavily about this time, and the last match was dispensed 
with. 
The Columbia team haye returned home, well pleased with their 

trip, ahd ready for another similar contest whenever circum- 
stances may permit. ay 

UNION CHURCH, Miss., June 281h.—At a meeting of the Union 

Church Gun Club, held on the 26th inst., the follawing officers 

were elected for 1880; President, I, D. McArn; Vice-President, 

Dougal Torrey; Secretary, 1.8. Gillis, A match at 21 glass balls, 
18 yards rise, Borardus rules, was shot :— 

Wy Ss Gils ieee = seep eee ees 18 2 
Dg Hy UA MD fe eseeteerss tees 24 19 ) Be ae ey 
GL Ne wire ns lies oa seep ene ace Vip MoWonglds its genccsvnae sane at 

July 3d.—Yesterday the Union Church Gun Club celebrated 

their anniversary with two matches at glass balls, 18 yards rise, 

Bogardus rules. The first at 21 balls, for a prize, silver cup, ‘The 

second at five pairs, double balls, 18 yards rise, for the champion- 

ship. <A large crowd had assembled on the grounds to witness 

and enjoy the sport, The match for the silyer cup was hotly con- 

tested for by four of the club, yiz., Messrs, McArn, Torrey, A. M. 

Newman and Geo. McDonald, which finally resulted in Mr. New- 
man winning it. In the alternoon the second match at double 

balls for championship, Mr, A. M. Newman won by one bal! :— 

J, D. McArn......- Fete wee an .. 20 | D, A. Torray..--......22ceceee- 20 
2 BGHIRB Gh, << 55 5e0s-== hciees 17 | A. M. Newman,-,.:-......--. 20 
Jt HB, LAMD..........e0eseeeese LT | Ben. Garrett...... 
O. Newman..............05 ..., lj | Geo. McDonald. 
Ties at 21 yards, match shot otf July 2d ;— 

MaArny. 0, sense. Parte Cees | AMS WeqWrMan. .... 2. cee. ere 15 
Torrey ..........- Popo cee brie 14| McDonald ....,..-........, pot. 1t 

Second match :— | 
McArn........ tee DO DOVPGY yore se opie vanes 
Gillis. . 

0, Newman. 
‘\) 7] MeDonald, 

. §] Garrett... 

ws. G, 

Quinney, IIL, July 3d.Fred Erb, Jr,, of St, Joseph, Mo., and W, 
B, Hauworth, of this city, will shoot a match at pigeons on the 

fist inst,, at this place, on the following terms: One hundred wild 
pigeons each; single rise; 21 yards; 80 yards bounds; plunge 
trap; Tilinois State rides; for $100 a side. Foinwun. 

OINGINNATI, Ohio, July 6t.—The Cincinnati Shooting and Pish- 

ing Oluwb held their meeting to contend For the club medal and 
other prizes on Monday the 5th inst. Tame pigeons were used at 

twenty-six yards rise out of plunge traps. As will be seen by the 

following’ scord, R. McGraw wins the (medal, Caldwell the sec- 
ond prize, and Messrs. Baum and Whetstone diyide the third- 
After the medal shoot anumbep of sweepstakes were indulged tn 

by the members of the club and their friends, and the shooting 

was brisk until dark, Good scores were the order of the day, and 
Messrs. Raum, MeGraw, Overman, Whetstone, Koch and Dunlap 

were the Winners. 
Rt. MeGraw-....-...-. T101111111—9 | H. J. Koch........-. T11H1101—8 
W.Culdwell........ 011111111—9 | C. M. Epply, TW T0u01—6 
TJ. Baum....5..... OLL101117—8 | Win. Miller. .. , OLUTION = 
J. 0, Whetstone ....1101111011—8 | D. T, Disney LIQULOLL00—6. 

Ties on nine :— 

TR MCG PAW 1 sein te cvies 111—5 | W. Caldwell ............. T1101—4 

Ties on eight :— 

POT PRU. ce wee ess) are Tii—5 | H, J. Koch............... TiW0—F 
J.0. Whetstone.... .,,..1U01—5 
Baum and Whetstone divided third. 

QLEVELAND, Ohiv, July 24.—Summary of scores in shooting 

tournament, held under the auspices of the Kirtland Shooting 

Club, of Cleveland. First match at wild pigeons, 21 yards rise :— 

G. Mulhern 5, J, Wightman 4, 2. Hudson 5, J. Casper 6, EB, 

Chamberlain 2, G. Freeman 2, J. Meyers 2, EH. Sodderd, Tl, Wheal fi, 

0, Roots, I’, Robinson 4, J. Blood §. 

toof won tirst, with three at 26 yards and sixat 31 yards; Wirht- 

Toan second, with three at 26 yards and three at 31 yards. , 

Second match—G. Mulhern 4, BE. Hudson 6, J. Qasper 4, J. 

Wightman 4, B. Jones 4, f, Chamberlain 4d, G. ’veeman 3, F. Rob- 

inson 5, O. Mallory 3, P. Wheal 4, C. Roof 5, J. Blood 3. 

Robinson won shoot off at 31 yards; Wightman took second ub 

26 yards. Blood and freeman divided. 

Third match, eight birds:;—H. Hudson 8, BE. Chubb 7, 1, Wheal *, 

J. Casper 7, J. Wightman 7, BE. Johnson 8 N. K, MekKean 4, (- 
Roof §, J, J. Tlick 4, F, Conrad 7, E, Chamberlain 5, I’. Robinson 

8, G. Mulhern 4, A, Berger 7, T. Parr 8, 

Wheal and Conrad divided first, with three at 61 yards; Chubb 

and Wightman divided second, with three at 26 yards; Cowper 

won third. 

The first “freeze out’? was won by Wheal and the second by 

Wheal. 
Tourth match, five birds:—J. Mick 4, B. Hudson 5, J. Meyer 4, 

N, K. MeKean 2,1. Conrad 6, G. Freemun 4, J. Casper 4, F. Flicle 

5, Derby 5, EH. Chubb 4, J. Wirhtman 5, A. Eddy 4, C. Roof 5, 1. 
Sodder 3, G. Mulhern 3, A. Berger 3, C, Arnold 4, J. Kale 3, 1. 

Chamberlain 8, F. Robinson 3, T. Parr 3, J, MeCraken 2, i’. Wheal 

4, E. Johnson 5. 
Conrad and Derby divided on third tie of three at 31 yards, 

Rddy winning second with three at 31 yards, Robinson third, same 

score, 
Second day—Brown won first “freeze out" with five at dlyards; 

Wheal and Hudson divided the second with three each, and the 
third with seven each; Arnold and Wheal the fourth wilh three 

each; Wheal taking the fifth with four, 

Sweepstakes—First match:—Hudson and Wheal diyided first 

money, Wood took second, Brown third, Second match; Wheal 

took first, Cross second. Third match; Derby and Roof divided; 

Wheal took second; Berger and Chamberlain divided third. 

Fourth match: Berger won first, Cross second, Arnold third. 

Final match, a ‘freeze out’ atsl yards, won by Hudson, 

AvBURN, Placer County, Om., June 27th.—The following score 
was made here to-day ina match hetween eight of the Auburn 

Shooting Club, four on a side. The match was made by E. h. 

Craiz and J. H. Rittenger, and wus shot from a Card rotary 

trap; 18 yards rise ; 50 balls each :— 

HE. L. Graigy......... B558445545—44 | J, A. Rittenger....6 
J. M. Fulweiler.. .. 55545: iy ¥, D. Adums, -..-- 
J, Hotfman,-. . -b45f444454—44 | Jas. McCormick.... 
A. Hinkle.......... 45945555b5—46 | BH. HW. Holle ........ 

Motal + —+¢.:--+errt-s8 west BRT SOT Piesinecaves'aisneee weateriatten 1865 
T believe the score of f0 made by Adams has neyer been equalled 

from a Card rotary trap, The guns were all choke bare, six of 

them 12 gauge and two l0gauge. J.M. 1. 

Che Ztifle. eee 
RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Boston, July 10th.—The intense heat this morning, the ther- 
mometer 101 in the shade, prevented many riflemen from visiting 

Walnut Hill to participate in the eyerybody’s and the oif-hand 

500-yard matches, There was in the early stages of the shooting 

hardly wind enough to disturb the signal flags, the wind dial 

yacillating onlya few points from south to west, indicating § to 

10 0’clock, Inthe early afternoon the light, which was so bright 

asto become painful to the marksmen’s eyes, grew duller. and 

the results more satisfactory. There were 30 entries in this maich, 

which will close next Saturday, when a large attendance is ex- 

pected to give the final shoot in this popwar match, which has 

reached over 1,000 entries. The best scores are given below :— 

. Nichols... .- .6 66 56 5 4 5 4 5 5-48 
a m Rabbeth 455445 5 5 4 5-46 
N. W. Arnold .. -6 56 45 44 4 5 5 fh—-4T 
J. 8. Bennett. -46544 5 46 4 5 545 
E. F. Richards 456445 5 5 4 4—45 
W.M. Howard 6325535 8 4 656 4-42 
B®. B. Souther.. A 4454 4 4 £6 5-43 

At the 600-yard distance off the shoulder, only the best scores 
are given, as follows i— 
N. W. Arnold... 55645 44-83 
B.F. Richardson 4 4 5 6 5 4 5—a2 

MAmMorH Rirn& GALLERY.— Boston, Mass—The Any Rifle 

Match, which commenced on the Ist, is becoming yery popular 

with all devotees of the rifle who practice in this gallery, and for 

so carly in the month the shooting has been of a high order, Mr, 
Frank Hollis, of the Medford Nitle Association, heads the lish 
with 184 out of a possible 200, Mr, O. A. Gross is second on the 
list with 175. This match will close July 3lst, and the following is 
the standing of the several competitors to date, Fifty yards . 

rounds 8; possible 40; flye scores to win, or possible 200 :— 

C. C. Foster..... 544243 2-24 

Wramic HOLS: sec ecece cor -cttt pecan steer eceease 3d 36 87 37 B8— let 
O. A. Gross . Bt Bt Bb 8b B6—17h 
Geo. D. . 34 34 34 36 36—1T4 
A, C. Goadspeec .. B4 Bt Bf 35 36-178 
O.'T. Hart .. 88 Bt 34 B85 BH6—178 
H.C. Smit + 88 Bt 384 35 34-11 
B, H. Dale . d¢ 84 Bt Bt BS—-1TL 
Chas. 1. O81) .. Bt BL Bt BL B4—170 
C.K, Sawye . 838 88 BL Bt 34-168 
WATT Wie DODO sna dat ewe hewe gy te cedaWels pases 38.83 38 Bt Bt—lLiT 
TP. J, Suow.... : 83 33 33 83 83165 

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., July (0t.—The weekly shooting of tha 
Springfield Rod and Gun Long Range €luv on the 9th inst, was at. 

400 ynrds. A strong 4to 6 o’clock wind prevailed, 48 well as fre- 

quent interchange uf sunlight and shade. The scores made 

were ;— 
8. H. Barretti---...-... BR 656544465 4 6 5°65 5% 
F. Moves ee eee ae a 465555556545 4 5 5 6-2 
Sep, MROLG lee unerew ue 565555445 56 6 4 6 4 5 5-72 
8.8. Bumstead........ §845444 5 5 3 6 4 6 6 5-8 
L. A. Mayott..........65 5 5 6 6 Withdrew- 
Dr, Young...... .essee, Failed to complete score. 

M. B. L, BRADFORD, Pres. 
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WAKEFIELD, Mass., July 10th.—This afternoon the Wakefield 

Amateur Rifle Association held its competition in the July series, 

Medford target count, The followlng scores were made:— 

Hi. F. Richardson, .--)........+------- 65 6 6 5 & 6 6 6 BST 

William Daniel.... 566555 6 6 8 5-55 

8. B. Dearborn....... 5 666 5 6 6 5 5 5-5 

Thomas Cann, .- .5555 6 6 6 5 5 5H 

8. Paul :-.).-- Cp ENG TR, Pans ey peer 

o » Gheney...-+- ae te a) a 

Sere Winahip eT eros Aas a4 6555 63 6 4 5 5-50 

The following are the prize winners in the series just closed: 

First prize, E. F. Richardson; second, W. Daniels; third, 8. Paul; 

fourth, G. Cheney; fifth, F. Cann; sixth, D. Ogilvie. 

Hopkinton, Mass., July) Sth—The picnic at Olafiin’s Grove to- 

day was under the auspices of the Park Association. The rifle 

match was4 handicap, the prize being one year's subscription to 

FOREST AND StreAm. The handicaps allowed to be added to 

their scores were as follows: P. W. Smith, 2; H. R. Rose, 4; 0.A, 

Frost, 4; J. Wadsworth, 5 Owen Wood, 4; F. Stearns, 7; 0. H. 

Smith, 7; C. H. Rose, 8—leaving the result of the best 10 shots as 

follows: Owen Wood, 53; P. W. Smith, 52; E. R. Rose, 48; 0. A. 

Frost, 48; F. G. Stearns, 48: O. H. Smith, 48; 0. H. Rose, 45; J- 

Wadsworth, 39. The following sre the full scores made outof a 

possible 0 :— 
MiGs ine o-ys oe cee e--r td eb 55h 5 5 6 6 56 5—50 

P. W. Smith. ... -.. Seeee eee: 

Petacr beet 5 4 { 6b 6b 
WN. Jewell....-2:5+++6 bee R ee ae En eeay 

4565456 5 5 4 5-47 
6565 445 5 4 4-4 
555 5 4 4 5 5 5-47 
4355 3 5 5 & 43 
5384465 5 6 4 4-44 
4344 5 8 5 5 5-40 

1G. Steurps,.--2. ...+ 45 4 2 5 é 

Eee amith iis ante eer ceoed 45 5 5 4 5 5 3 3-41 

C. H. Rose.....----++ erie, tal heecneaaes 355433 4 4 4 7 

J. Wadsworth.........-er- s+ teense 5 438403 2 5 4-34 

Re-entry ...-.--++++---2+ae--2 ee 2438045 
4 2 5-82 

Je Mi WeDD J... es esse eee eee cn eetee 044 38 4 4 3 8 5-30 

he distance shot was 500 yards. 

Unton Hoop Scnverzen PARK.—July Ath—The Helvetia Ritle 

Club held the first practice shooting of the fourth series in this 

park to-day. It was yery well attended, and the shooting was 

yemarkably good. Neither storm nor rain hindered the murks- 

men from making bullseye after bullseye. The following are the 

best scores. Shooting at regular ring targets, 200 yards, breech- 

loader, ten shots each man :— 

President Albert Mayer. 197 | G. Mattmann. .....,-+:s-.-.55 ag) 

Philip Klem.. 389 | Le Vogel. sss... ence ee eee es M7 

F. Landolt . 187 | KR. Weidmann.--......--+ +00. 13 

A. G. Hellw 183 Rey... . bl 

A. Knopfii... : 180 | Buzzini 149 

Time shooting, three minutes each man, Creedmoor targets ;— 

Shots. Hits, Points. Shots. Hits. Points. 
28 bt) pes) 23 88 Wed 32 9 8. Rey... .-- 2 

B pover 3 «8 of |RLandolt.. 28 13 45 
A. Meyer.... 28 23 81 C.Mattmann 22 P54 82 

The rain, which fell in torrents, compelled the shooters with 

their families to remain in the shooting house. A coach was run— 

ning between the shooting house and the castle, in which latter 

place a handsome supper wis served by young mother Vollmann. 

—'The following German societies hold their annual festivals 

this month, and in most of the cases shooting is open to all eom- 

ers:—Brooklyn Independent Schuetzen Company, at Koch's 

Schuetzen Park, Brooklyn, July 12th and 18th. Brovkiyn Schuet- 

yen Corps, at Myrtle Avenue Park, Brooklyn, July 14th and 15th. 

Austrian Schuetzen Corps, at Martin’s Bellevue Garden, July 16th. 

Hoboken Schuetzen Corps, at Union Hill Schuetzen Park, July 

19th and 20th. Swiss Societies, at Jones’ Wood, July 19th. 

ScsuErznn Novss. -The German Shooting Society of Charles- 

ton, 8. ©., has elected the following officers for the ensuing 

year: President, A. Melohers; First Vice-President, J. F, Meyer; 

Second Vice-President, Mollenhauer; Third Vice President, Wm. 

Fischer; Teasurer, C.F. Lubs; Secretary, A. FP. Melchers; Shoot- 

juny Master, C. H. Heins. The following gentlemen constitute the 

Executive Committee of the Baltimore Target Ritle Association ‘ 

President, E. Gronan ; Shooting Master, C. Struth; Secretary, J” 
Letzer. Shooting Master Hasselhoise is at the shooting in Vienna, 

but will be back on the 30th of August, when the festival of the 

Baltimore boys begins. 

BRIntoN RANGE.—Hlizabeth, NV. J., July 8d,—Open to all com- 
ers: 200 yards; 10 rounds; any rifle. This match was shot with 

fifty-two entries. The following are the best scores made :-— 

W. FE Holtdm:.:: secee-e cess tecteees 4544565 5 4 4 5-45 
IN tgs. 544564 5 4 5 445 
@. J. Baloo... 2....----2-2- ese 445656 5 5 5 4 4 4-45 
J. W. Todd_-.. wt 45444 5 5 4 5-44 
EH. M, Squier. . 14565444 4 4 4 5-44 
C. B. Tayntor. = 4445 6465 4 5 4—44 
TIP. White) <2) 552. «a. 55538 444 4 4 5 48 
D. F, Davids..-......- 6444445394 441 
H. W. Gomley 6384444 4 4 4 3-39 

Same Day.— Champion Marksman'’s Badge of 1580." Open to 
all members of the National Guard of New Jersey, or members 

of the N. J. 8. R. A.; 200 and 500 yards; rounds, fye at cach dis- 

tance; any military rifle:— 
200 Yards. 600 Yards. 

Col. G. BE. P, Howard...,..,.... 455 43-21 544 43-20-41 
Capt. J. R. Denman -.: -. 44444-20 435 4 4—20—40 
DriJ.M. Dart......:-.-- 5444421 $433 3—16—37 
Capt. Wm. H. De Hart. ,.32434-16 6244 6-20-36 
NU ea Eb enES VTL cet ois lu olele 4444016 433 45—19—85 
Major A.J. Clark . 8435 3-16 2344 4-17-33 
Dr. O. Adelberg................ 4444 4—2() 043 2 $1282 

THE WHEELING vs. PHILADELPHIA MarcH.—Philadelphia, July 

9th.—Editor Forest and Stream;—In your issue of this, week you 
report A match between the ‘Pennsylvania Rifle Association” 
and the Wheeling Rifle Club. ‘This is an error, as the Pennsyl- 
vanin Rifle Association has shot no such match, The Pennsyl- 
yanis Rifie Club and the Wheeling Rifle Club are the organiza- 

tions which had the match. The FPennsylyania State Rifie Asso- 
ciation is composed of seyen clubs, each club being represented 

in the Association by delegates, and the club which shot against 
the Wheeling riflemen 1s one of this seven. Your report tends to 
sonyey the idea that a teum representing this Assodiation has 

been defeated by the Wheeling Club. Please correct this error. 

The match was shot under different atmospheric influence, and 
the shooting was done in the respective cities to which the clubs 
belonged and results telegraphed, The Philadelphia shooting 

took place while a gale was blowing which necessitated from two 
to two and one-half points windage at the distances shot. 

G. W. ZTeBER, 
Secretary Pennsylvania State Rifle Association. 

Norristown, Pu., July 9th.—A rifle match was shot on July 9th 
at the Stockton, N. J., range, between Geo. Fox, of Philadelphia, 
and A.B, Parker, of Norristown, Pa., which was won by the lat- 
ter on the following scores :— 

_ ‘¥500 yards. b65455555545455-%2 
A. B. Parker. 15M yard PRES cee REO La RB BT a 

500 yards... 5555555455565 56—T4| y= 
George Fox ....} iM vere Beets eee oee tenant ae 

Wind and light were bad. 

BALTIMORE, Mi., July 5th.—The Maryland Rifle Club had a 
general meeting to-day, at Patapsco Range, with half a dozen 

matches on. During the greater portion of the day the sky was 

overcast, and twice or thrice a slight rain fall for a few moments- 
A good light with yery little wind, except during the Alford 

Match—even in that not interfering greatly with rood shooting. 

Among the competitors were members of the Columbia Rifle 
Club ond Montgomery Rifle Club. In each match from fifteen to 
thirty competitors were entered, and the following were the six 
highest scores in eauh contest :— 

First Match.—_10) and 200 yards. 
rifle -— 

had relied upon this match at Wimbledon to inorease the interest 
now felt in long-range shooting. I can not but feel that if this 
match loses the supuort of your N. R, A,, these difficulties will be 

ey eroet then tant your d ru en that your directors may be induced to reconsider 
their decision, and that they will permit the members of their 
team to meet us at Wiinbledon in conjunation with Mr. Hyde. 
I shall be obliged by your laying this letter before your direc- 

tors and giying it the same publicity that has been awarded to my 
preyious letters on the subject. 

Believe me, yours truly, 
H. St. Jonw HALFORD. 

Huntine Kirne Sianrs.—Springfield, Mass., June 19th—NHditor 

Forest and Stream :—It, is with heartfelt satisfaction that words 

fail to express that T have devoured the articles upon “ the sight 

Five shots at each range, any 

* : é 5 5—R2 
Col. W. H.8, Burzwyn : Fi 4 ae bas ing of hunting rifles,” from the fucile pen of your correspondents 
LELDistari ch ate ee ee } ; “t 5 a nae lag Je 5. Van Dyke. Although the only knowledge that [ possess of 

é 100 yards B 4 . ‘i ey this genial writer is gleaned from the articles over his signature, 

F. T. Redwood........ + ssss02-+) POD yards, Farah viagra: fas Tcan unhesttatingly youch for him as # practicnl sportman, for 
SA ee AeA a wands P : 454 i542 he plainly articulates the “shibboleth” that proclaims him a 

: oa ue i ee af 3 3 “as worthy member of the honorable guild. -No carpet knightis he 
ots MAY EECIL eh ole ce ur reo a see 4 240 yards, ..4 4 4 4 3-19 42 whose theories are conceivyedin easy chair and whose experience 

eye Milied - e® «A ee ap yards Ae 2 ; E 4 Bade 4g, | 18 drawn from the writings of others; but a genuine disciple of 

Bocoud: MtRECHCeDGh ees Bevel Sante Meee ne woodland sporte,whose wits haye been sharpened by innumerable 

+s Be, B encovnters with the denizens of forest and field, and whose ideas 

te , a haye been formed by careful observation while tramping over 

SD Sat a Cet a Me vores $ ro i ; e 3 ae the hills. That many of his ideas are correct my own experience 
Col. J.0. P. Burnside 445.5 § 3 4—99 | corroborates, and Iam so well pleased that he has geen the sight 
RN ri : penariteor ie sasas ; ¥ e ri 3 ; ri that has so long been dear to my eyes, and so plainly and enter— 

Whatton Loess a 2-2 2 2 gp | taintngly recorded his opinions upon the subject, that I cannot 
Third Match,—200 Yards. Seven shots, military rifle:— forbear expressing my thanks und adding my feeble testimony to 

Rage Watt us hee bE the correctness of his yiews. Although the scatter gun is my 
Cols OLDS inde ee ee 54335 5 =e favorite weapon, I haye ever been an ardent lover of the rifie, and 

Jon (eibeieste ree 4 4 4 5 3 4-83] have always turned toit as a source of pleasure during the close 
a ae eS - - z if A fee season, and the scalps of many a festive woodchuck and sanguin- 
7. Fo Blakistonel. £39 4 3 3-33 ary hawk attest that occasionally at least my aim was true, 

Fourth Match 20 yards, Seven ehots, gay xi6:— Formerly I wis greatly bothered with my sights, the front one 

Col. W. H. 8. Burgwyn 4445 5 6 6-39 especially, which was of the “slica-of-watermelon” shape so 
L. Dieterich... er 4 ‘ 8 44 4 5—30 | aptly deseribed by Mr. Van Dyke, until one day 7 bad the bad 

+ By Lyneh):::1 T2245; 4 4 4 6—30 | luck, or rather good fortune, to lose it. I wus ina peck of troubles 
7. Arinstrong-; sis: * "A : 2 ri ams for woodchucks were plenty and I was too far from home to re- 
Col. J 20.4P IBishalde eee h 3 4 4 4 3 5—8 | turn for another one; but as necessity is the mother of invention, 

Iscratched my head and found an idea, Iwas crouched under a, 
peri wall that separated a potuto field from a meadow where a whole 

pe yA wurligent -5°5 5 4 5-4 4p jiock of nearly grown woodchucks were disportiny free from care 
: .5 5 5 5 5—25 and with no thought of the sad fate that awaited them. IT haye 

Fe o 2 : 4 past ie said that Tfound an Idea, Ialso found a potato at the same-time, 

Col. J, O. P, Burnside.:.....:- 200 yards. ...4 4 4 6 4-211 4, and with my knite Tsoon fashioned a sight out of it that gave me 
600 yards -- th #5 a 5245 @ sight more satisfactory than any dozen of the boiled, fried or 

TEP Boca ope Peeeaa nema sas! ih gris -: é ri ; : amar roasted esculent tubers have afforded me since. There was an 
Col Wine: wibecme tee 200 yards.....3 5 3 6 3-19 Las excrescence upon the potato about the sizo of a B shot; this I cut 

600 yards.....5 5 5 4 5—24 out, leaving enough of the main body to fit the V-like seat of tha 

KURA SEN oad leat eee 4300 sees . H = : - oe te Hehe Although T greatly admired the artiatic beauty of the 
uy 54 é, .- rt adjunct, still when I attempted to “draw # bead’ upon one of the 
as ae te Fass Match—600 yards. Fifteen shots, any | 5. oticsome rodents 1 was far from satisfied, and at once instituted 

55456455655 5 6 & 5 5-74) bunt for another idea, which came at my bidding, and atits 
55556565545 45 6 5 6 5-73 | behest I carved a minute “slice-nf-watermelon" shaped piece 
. ¥ fs 7; . 3 ‘3 . 3 2 . i rie out of the top of my invention, and as T aguin glanced along the 
55645555 5 5 6 4 5 4-72) deadly tubel mentally exclaimed ‘ Eureka!” and at once demon- 
56645 5 56 46 5 6 6 4 672 | strated the soundness of the aforesaid idea by plumpinga ball 

At the regular weekly competition of the club on July 3d, the 

following were the scores made at 200 yards ;— 

just under the ear ol! the nearest one of the group, andin five 

consecutive shots I had the pleasure of witnessing five sets of 

B, B. Lynch... --cccs-ccaeee) eet BB 4 4 4 6 GH 4 4-42 | legs kicking in the gir and seeing tye stumpy tails wagging ing 
A. Hs Dresel.. H te m fr 2 ; : 3 7 i ae Satisfied sort of way at the success of my experiment. As soun 
Ge Deiterichsy “4A 23 445 5 4 3 4-49] 281 got home I tooks. piece of bone and carved out a fac-simile 

F, T. Redwood__ 43444 5 4 4 4 8—80} of my potato sight, and coloring it with ink I made a crease with 
Op] Buse WYBe a. ape haar as tH ci : 7 > . . : 5 ae a (hree-cornered file; and under the influence of an inspiration 

that I have ever blessed, I substituted one of the same pattern for 
my rear sight, and haye ever since leon firmly established in the 
faith that for wll conditions of weather and light there is no het- 

ter sizhtin the world. ‘ SHADOW. 

Hachting and Canoeing. 

Mr. Lench, firing at 600 yards, made fi in 4 possible 100, 

OLINGINNATI, Ohio, July 3d.—On the above date the Cincinnati 

Shooting and Fishing Club shot a match lor club prizes at Prime's 
range, Messrs. Fender, Henson and Weston being the winners, 

in the order named; distance, 200 yards; position, off hand; 20 

shots at Creedmoor targets :— 

L. Fender,...-----.s--+---- 4554444544454454564 4-87 
G. Henson 545544844555454444 45-87 

Gee dened ean abee LaLa a em 
A Doupman ER e deed Bde 4448445 9-m) | _—Addressall communications to * Forest and Stream 
D, DT. Disney....--0sen2--- 43344344444445444444 781 Publishing Company, New York, 

Bee heer eae ronatabeagahipcogos om ~ TOPL... cen tt cne eee eee 2 . E 

On tie three shots :-— FIXTURES. , E a5 
i. Pender........ .....5 5 4—14|G, Hongens-..-.:.- .5 4 4-18 July 18—New Bedford Y. C. Cruise, 

THat Hypr-HAuLFoRD MArcH.—Sir Henry Halford has written 

a letter, which we give below, to the President of the N. Bh. A. of 
America, in regard to what is generally known as the Hyde 

match. This mateh was made between Hyde and Sir Henry lust 
year, and every effort has been made this year to exaggerateitto 

the proportions of an International contest. Cull it the Hyde- 
Halford match, and give it the inferior importance which belongs 

to it, and nobody will be deceived; but to giye it any diferent 

character is an impertinence and a presumption which the Board 
cannot too emphatically sit down upon. The letter says :— 

Wisrow, LEICESTER, ame 
June Lith, 1880. 

My DEAR GILDERSLEEVE:— _ } 
[see by a report of a meeting of the Directors of your N. RB. 

A. that there is some trouble about the match which I arranged 
with Mr, Hyde, last year, and I think some misapprehension on 
your side of the water as to the origin of the said match and the 
part taken init by Mr. Hyde. I wish emphatically to state that 
the proposal of the match came fromme,and was suggested to 
me by hearing that heand some of his friends were likely to again 
beat Wimbledon this year. There appeiired at that time no Pris 
pect ofa team being sent to these Islinds by your N.R. A. When 
the arrangements for Wimbledon were being settled, [ obtained 
2 promise of targets for my match with Mr. Hyde, and was also 
wuthorized to make the Match as much of arepresentative one as 
possible. To this end lat once wrote to Col. Bodine, asking him 
to see Mr. Hyde, and to try to amalgamate with him in forming a 
team as strong as could be got together, so as to make the 
match as interesting as possible, Mr..Hyde bad, however, al- 
ready sailed for England, and nothing, therefore, could be done, 
As soon as Mr. Hyde arrived, I saw , and found that he was 
quite willing to sink his own match with me, and merge it in the 
invre important one that IT proposed. 

Tt any confusion has arisen, or any mistake has been made, the 
fault lies with me. 
Lean, of course, understand that there may be objections to the 

proposed match on the ground of its originating from a private, 
rather than from an official challenge; but I still hope that your 
directors nay waive such objections rather than throw obstacles 

egatta. 
Aug. 28—Beyerly Y.C. Championship Races, Beverly. 

——— 

YACHTING NEWS, 

Roya Nova 8corra.—The match for the Lieut. Goycrnor's 
Challenge cup Was sailed as announced, July 3d, in a light N. N.E. 
wind. Open to all yachts of the squadran. Course from Lumber 
Yard tomark boat in Dartmouth Cove, thence to Mar's Kock 
Buoy, going to northward of Tye's Knoll Buoy and back to finish, 
leaying all marks to starboard. Distance, 12 sea miles. Five min— 
utes grace allowed to crossat start, those crossing later to be dis- 
qualified. The class races for yachts: excceding 15, over 10, over 5 
and under 5 tons were decided at the same time, the winner of 
the Governor's prize being débarred from the class prize, the en- 
ries were :— - 

in the way ofa really interesting match by interdicting the mem- | _ Yacht and Rig. Tons. Owner. 
bers of Col. Bodine’s team from taking part in it. When your | Daphne, sloop.-— - a a Vso tenes A. E. Jones. 
team shot in Ireland in 1875, much disappointment was expressed | Spray, Schooner. 26, H. St. G. Twining. 
that we were unable to shoot a Match with them at Wimbledon, | Lily, sloop ---..-. >a — W.H. Weeks. 
and my proposal to Col. Bodine was much influenced by my recol- | Muta, sloop. - -5 Lieut. H.L. Dunlop, R. A. 

Fiona, sloop..---.. lect f 1: res 4 on of what took placethere. My mateh with Mr. Hyde will Pastime, schooner 
take place at Wimbledon, whether he brings four, six or eight W. H. Brookfield. 
meén to meet me. I proposed the match, our association have Molly Bawn, sloop 6. .. BF. J. Phelan. 
granted me targets to shoot it, and certainly 1am in ail loyalty | Psyche, sloop...... 7. --F.8. West. 
hound to carry it out, and intend to dogo. Isee you have passed | Oi-Kaze, cutter. . ++ +:0;-28 ........ The Rear Commodore. 
a resolution with regard to professionalshots. Wedo not know | 128 ¢- DB. SlOOp..:. —--.-..-—_ 3... --+- H. 8. Gates. 
of Suh a profession here, and meet those interested in different 
mukes of rifles on equal terms, for we hold that all comers’ prises 
are open 10 all comers, without distinction, and should hardly 
care Lo win @ prize in such competition from which the ayowedly 
best shots were excluded. 

Ishall, under any circumstances, have considerable difficulty 
getting agteam together toshoot for your Palma next yéarjand: 

After an easy going sail the finish was reached with Psyche in the 
lead, Pastime a rood second, and the rest in the following order + Ot- 
Kaze, Spray, Ing, Muta, Daphne, Lily, Molly Bawn and Fiona. The 
Governor's Cup was won by Psyche, with Oi-Kaze second on time 
allowance. Pastime takes first prize in tirst class, with (i-Kaze 

te TAs first prize and Moll; gecond; Bown second prize in 
third class Ina takes first prize in fourth with Muta second. 
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Essex CHALLaNGH Cor.—tn « race, July 7th, for the Mssex 
County SEES Oup, the Hepert, B. G. Souther, agsin won, The 
rave wis snilad7rom Lynn ¥.(, house ground Hee Rok and re— 
turh, éloyen milos, Beport took the lead, rounded the mark first: 
and won isehe liked igaiost Aull, Bohemian, Planchstle, Daurt- 
lees, Lark, Lizzie Warner, Linnie May und Sadie, The Hepert is 
S20. llin. long, and now has won the challeniwe sup three times, 
firstin the Hoverhill Club Regatia, then from the Dies, and now 
the wup becomes har property. 

Now Vaca? Onvs.—A new club has been formed at 
Larchmont, named after its home port. Tt includes a num- 
ber of local sloops and cats, with the Soucy ites officers : 
Commodore, Charles Eleming, sloop Mermaiil; ice-Com— 
modore, W. C. Wrance, dJr., sloop Viva; Rear Commodore, 
TI, 8. Flint; Secretury, F. Wint; Treasure, W. Alley. The 
firsi regatta was sailed July Sth. Course trom Horse-shoe Coye 
fround Spur buoy otf Matinnecoek Point, 'L. 1, thence around 
Spin buoy off Execution Rock and home, if sea miles. Time al- 
lowarice Imi. and 18s. per foot, mean length, Wind fresh from 
s0ltheast, Itwasa beam wind to the first mark and jam to the 
second, with booming out poles for the final atretah. The weather 
going tide Icicked up a little Bumpin Sea, 00d the tars in the light 
drafts got manya good soaking, bubaspirited rate was finished 
without the usual capsizes, which may he acoounted for by the 
fact that they Were sailed by members of the club and with fixed 
ballast The Willis, 2ft. din, won among the sloops in 1h, 62m, 
ED corrected time, beating Viva, 20ft. Gin., Reverte, 2bft. Sin., and 
Balie K..22/. lin. Among the datboats, the Meteor, 26ft. Tin., 
wins in 1h. 49m. 17s., beating Vivid, 22it. Win., and Liwilla 17£t. 
Uin,, the Cruiser having piven up. 

NaAtronan YAacu? Gpun, The second annual regatta was sailed 
July ith overs course trom Communipaw Bay to Buoy 16 off 
Coney Island and returo for firat and second class, and around 
Fort Lafayette and retnro for third and fourth class. Wind fresh 
trom 8.5, BE. Sévyeral boats gave up and others rot hurt in the 
Windand rain. Gired, R. Rig, Clara WW. and Libhbie R. were de- 
Glared winners in their respective classes. 

VYoNKoRS YAcun Crup.— wo classes of cathoats sailed the first 
Tace of # series for the challenge cup of the club, July Sth. 
Course ten milés up the river and return. The Garrison won, 
Heating Mane, Yankee Birdand Pinafivre. 

New Koceetne Yacar Crude. —tThe annual rice was sailed 
July kth over usixteen-mile course, from the harbor to buoy off 
Port pe eg and retaen,  iVeltie capsized and the rest hud all 
they could do to keep right side up as the wind was fresh. Mary 
B. wou in 3h. 28m_., heating Axtella, Presto, Nameless, Dumb Luck 
ety qn They were all catboats under lift. Prizes $40, $10 
nd Ha, 

CLAYTON REGALTTA,—For the open rave July ath at Clayton, N. 
Y.. there were eleven entries. Course, 18 miles; wind moderate 
from southwest. Novestrietions as to sails, crew or ballast, but 
no ballast 10 be thrown overboard during the race. Time allow- 
ance, im, par ton. Judges, Mess’s. &.D, Johnston, 8. G. John- 
elon, and G.M. Skinner. Prizes, $50, $25 anc $10. The Hmma 
took the Jead and kept it throughowt; Gracie second, but was 
ruled out for fouling a buoy, and Comef tuking second money, 
with Puezier B.u wood third, The other starters were, Letter B, 
Pine, Caan, Melipse, imma, Ramsay and Sleepy Canadiun. The 
latter sprung sé leuk and the Letter Beurried away some pear, 
Both withdruwing. Rowing races fora $15 purse followed. 

THe INTREPID,—Drom the Hampshire Independent, Eng., Jane 
16th, we take the tollowing: “On Saturday attevnuon the Amer- 
icin schooner Dilrepid, owned by Mr. Lloyd Phoenix, anchored in 
the Cowes Roads, after passage of seventeen duys trom New 
Yourl, The yoyage would baye been much shorter but that the 
Thitvepid Went very tar south to avoid the ice, and wie, beside, 
hove fo off tha Azores for nearly two days. She is, according fo 
our Hnglish ideas, hundsomer than the other American yachts 
that have arrived in our waters, being more after the English 
style of build, and is described a3 a Capital sex boat, her capacity 
in rouLh weather hayinp been severely mied in her voyage across 
the Adiantic. She oumeinto harbor on Monday afternoon to re- 
fit, and will remain here probably about a week, atter which she 
will procead westward and muke a cruise round Land's Rnd and 
so on round the north af Scotland, if she caunot get through the 
Caledonian Canal, and back to Cowes, which she will leaye in all 
probability for a winter cruise in the Mediterranean,” 

'Niuiw RUEECCA,—The alterations made to this Boston schooner, 
froin designs by Mr. A. Carey Smith, haye proven yery sucvess— 
ful, her owner being much pleased with her recent perform- 
ances. The hollow in the frames forward was padded out, giving 
a0 easy Chtvance; the stern was spun out, the keel rockered, the 
post raked, and a fan-tail added, 

Cuago YAcuT Ou0g.—Mr. Pettibone has bought the sloop 
Harry Burke from Cleyeland parties, aod raced her in the Chi- 
oagoreratta. She is sett. keel, 15ift. beam, and vewistors 11 tons, 
Owing Lo ber new suils not being in shape, her sailing was not 
what it ought to be, but the sloop give evidence of very fair 
speed, The mainsail has 30tt. hoist and 40ft. oom, The cabin 
is very Gommodious, anda full outiit of nautical instruments is 
spupled for long cruises on the lakes. ‘he Chicago Yacht Club 
now owns fourteen yachts and seventy members, and will offer 
prizes foran Angustvegatin. In the race of June 28th, Nameless, 
Goodenough aad Pleetwbing ool fivst money in second, third and 
fourth classes, and Ariel second money in third class. There were 
no entries for the first class. A match between Nameless and Inia 
and Frolic is talked ott. SKIPPER. 

Rerorm oN TyPe,—Still they come. Machines are at a discount 
in Hoston. Lawley & Sons have given the old Uvidine a keel and 
3,500 pounds of iron in il; also hollow spars. Center-boards and 
Skim dishes are becoming as rave as five-logged cows. Practice 
is developing what theory pointed out ten years ago, and depth 
und keel are all the go in Boston. 

Naw Cavyors.—The Rey. Mr, Cressy, who astonished the ‘‘reg- 
viars“ by winning the canoe race on Lake George last yearin a 
home-made canoe, has just finished a couple ot new ones for hin- 
self und Judge Rand, of Lisbon, N. H. ‘hey den rete running the 
Ammonoosuc into the Connecticut at Wells River, down the 
Connecticut to Springfield, then carry across to Pitistield, down 
the Housatonic to the Sond, and eventually woak their way to 
Lake George (n time for the Angust Canoe Congress. 

Kners Acaty.—A club in England his decided not to allow 
keels any time when racing cénter-bonrds, as their experience has 
demonstrated no adyautare in the latter, and now comes the 
owner of the keel sloop Vi/cing, of Boaton, und announces him- 
self ready to Sail his keel against any center-board which hus a 
mind to try him on, 

Gutters on Bosroy.—The figet of cutter-rigged yachts and 
even yawlsis growing apace in Boston waters. Active, Hespér, 
Bnterprise, Violet, Hidilh, Scorpiin and others are a standing refu— 
tation to the truly loyal, who, ike all Bourbons, refuse to learn 
but live tosee. There are syidently others beside ourselyes sail- 
ols enough to take no stock in the sloop as & handy rig, because 
sucient beach aud smack men know no bebter. 

Morn Vierrms.—Seyen persons were drowned out of a light 
draft yacht on Bear Lake, Minn., July oth, The lesson will be 
throwo away like many another, and the yearly nuinber of vic- 
tims of the puncake model will continue to count up by the bun- 
dreds. 

| Aqua —Mr, David Senrs, m his schooner Actea, Hastern Y. C., 
arrived at Halifax, July Sth, from Boston, and jill réingin two 
weeks, 

GokrnLa—Now owned by George 0. Gravely, of Toronto, has 
peen overhauled, aud lett onan extended crise July th, for 
jhe Bay of Quinte, Thousand Islands, and Alexandria Bay, re— 
turning slong the American coast, calling at Oswego, Sodus, 
Rochester, and Ninwara. 

SaceM BAY YAcun Cuos.—A correspondent writes; The club 
is progressing nicely; we baye a good landing; tstore directly 
across thestreet from the clubhouse; arrangementa for furnish- 
ing water Tor yachts. Any mail directed cave Of the Club is de- 
livered aboard yachts calling here. 

Nocosms.—Mr. FP, P. Osborn and 
Hin ihe schooner Wokornis, July 
gna left July alli for New York. 

ArAbAN?Ts,—Schooner Atulinta, Rear Vom, Vermilye, A. Y. C., 
artiyed at Dalhuugie, NB. July 7th, 4nd was1o leave for Gaspé, 
the OWnoerand friends being iter salmon fishing in the Resti- 
wouche pegion.s 

Tam Anrinacrre—This little steamer arrived dily 2d in New 
Yorle Harbor from England via Halifax. She is of iron, only #4 
ft. long, 16it, beam andtOf!. deep. The trip across was made in 
18 days, and was intended to show the great economy of high 

ee! arrived at St. Johns, N, 
Teh, ate trom Mount Desert. 

——— ae oa 

pressure steam, ag Used in the Perkins boiler, the steamer haying 
consumed only 20 tons of coal on the yoyage, no use having been 
made of sails, The working pressure ranges about do0)bs., en- 
wings of special design being used. There are three cylinders, 
he high pressure boing §xl5,and the two low préssures 16x14, 
The system is of course very applicuble to the larger classes of 
cruising steam yachts in which economy has to be studied in order 
to lengthen the steaming distance 4s much ag possible, The Per- 
kings boiler and engineare not new, having been in the market for 
several years, aud are well known fo the profession. As steam 
yachts are now coming into fashion, we propose deyoting u lib- 
éral amount of space to the whole subject of Compound enginus 
and high pressures when the‘ racing season slacksup, The wth- 
throcite is a thorough little seagoing steamship, und is well worthy 
of w visit, as she willshow ai aglance in whit directions we are 
still behind in oruising steamers, Her high freeboard, waist high 
bulwarks, und hatches, flush deck, strength of construction, and 
hor excellent life bosts, can be studied with advantage tw our- 
selyés, for we are lamentably deficient in seagoing characteristics. 

Nov Annowrp.—A funny kind of protest) was entered against 
Phantom in the recent regatta of the B.Y.0, She wus said to 
have shown “reckless and nnscrupulous management,” and made 
it “dangerous to life and limb." Very properly, the committee 
“did not consider these matters aa coming within their proyince.” 

THE StHAM CATAMARAN,— An attempt was made to launch this 
visionary structure July 6th, but the leading village blacksmith 
not being equal to the occasion the stern lifted when half ufloat, 
and the bow of one of the cighrshaped hulls could not bear the 
strain, snapping off short owing to faully butt strapping. She 
was pulled ont again for repairs. 

A OAvT ASTRAY.—The Wewport Mereury reports skipper Albro, 
recently returned from the Clyde, as saying that the Scotch 
yachtsmen would not sail against the catbout Georgie and Ajimie 
any of their own yachts of “similar dimensions,’ By that we 
presume they showed sense enough not to sail on length against 
a beamy bout, perhaps double the tonnage of their little clippers, 
and amall blame to them. Albro has nO ciuse for complaint in 
that; but his chagrin shows the extent to which such an illogieal 
and one-sided mule as sailing on length can warp the jidg- 
Tent of an indiyiduul trained up to the fallacy, and vitiates what 
value might otherwise have been attached to his estimate of his 
boat’s performance on the other side, 

Rowine IN THE Witst.—The rapid strides in popularity which 
Etat 2 is making throughout the West may be judged by the 
liber: rizes ollered by the citizens of Bay City, to be rowed for 
July 24th, the day following the N. W, BR, A. Revatta. We call 
aisle to the advertisement of the races, which will be found 
elsewhere, ~* 

SAuum BAY RaGarpA.—The open regattu sailed in Salem Bay 
July 5th was a decided success, both in point of entries and the 
weather served out by Old Prob. The races were under the man- 
azement of a committee of the 8, B. ¥, C., consisting of Messrs. 
G. W. Mansfield, H. A. Hale, C. W. Richardson, I. V. Wright and 
E. B. Dudley. Wirst class for schooners and sloops over 30It., sec- 
ond class for schooners and sloops from 22 to 30ft., third class for 
all yachts 15 to 22ft., and fourth class for all yachts under 18ft. 
One prize each for schooners, center—board sloops and keel sloops 
two frst Classes, and one prize each for center-boards and keels 
in the other classes. with a prize added for open boats. Uourse 
for first and second olass was from the judges’ yacht, leaving 
Bowditch Ledge and Baker's Islund on starboard, buoys on 
Searle's Rock, middla and outer breakera on starboard to Hulf- 
way Rock, leaying it on starboard, then to starting point, leaving 
Lowell Island on starboard and Haste on port. Distance, 1% miles. 
The third class course was 7 miles,and the yachts round Bowditch 
Ledge and Lowell Island. he fourth class course was 6 miles, 
round Bowditch Ledywe, red buoy No.6 and Gray's Kock. The 
Start wasafiying one. Opento all yachts. Two to start or no 
rize. Herreshoft’s time illowunee. Orews limited to one hand 

For every Soft. lenuth and fraction thereot, No shitting of ballast 
allowed. The White Cap, Kear Com. Rice, got away with the first 
prize, her new trim, with f tons in the keel, evidently having 
turned outa success, The Dolphin isa catamaran, and made the 
usual fast time of such craft, boats which are far preferuble to 
the jib and mainsailracing machines. Among the smaller classes 
wers a number of Boston craft with well-known reputitions us 
racera, The cutter Scorpion, Mr, 8. W. Burgess, coming in sac- 
ond in her class, although sailing against five larger bots, will do 
much to remove the existiny prejudice against the rig. Thefol- 
jowing is. a summary, the Dolphin suiling as the only entry among 
tho first class gloops, the rest being schoonérs ;— 

FIRSY CLASS, 

Length. Actual Corrected 
Name and Owner. Btn Time. Lime. 

White Cap, D. H. Rice.....-- ree 641.0 1 38 05 1 26 05 
Curlew, H_ W. Peabody. . ++--40,0 1 59 1 #4 00 
Crest, W. P. Parker....:... t 88.5 2 11 40 1 42 1h 
Ligzie Roby, G. Brown..-.......... .60 1 by OT 1 41 380 
Dolphin (catamaran), G. W. Marns- < 7 
Nite 2 Sperett a oee tig Ma. lak i 2 1 57 45 1 25 15 

SECOND CLASS. 
Star, D. Southvick . .---. -s----4+,-20- 2 09 00 1 31 48 
Nettie, €. H. Weston. .-. «---28,0 2 16 40 1 30 48 
Scorpion..8. W. Burgess. RRB 2 1 Ww 1 2 85 
Evelyn, C. H. Nowell. 2 2h6 2 13 24 1 338 14 
Emeline, W. Stopford. Samii % 21 33 1 44 62 
Fanchon, A. Buryess. 25.6 2 O02 #9 « 1 24 41 

THIRD GLASS. 
Madelaine, F, A. Fielding.... ~.,.18,8 1 83 29 1 25 04 
Coquette, F. A. Brown. -- 19.5 1 33 48 1 U6 18 
Wave Orest, E. B. Rogers. 16.8 1 3% 37 1 0) 07 
Claudia, Chapman.....-... 18,4 2 18 08 1 39 25 
Tris, Snow Rich, ,-...-. 19.9 1 83 36 1 Ob 2 
Mule, D, C. Goodrich, - aL. 1 30 1 Of a2 
Oma, A. Liebsch....... 21.6 1 6 12 1 2% 47 
Ruby; W- B. Whitney......... ASB 1 44 35 1 i O04 

FOURTH CLASS. 
Comet, ROPERS)... 0... cece eee eee es 1 45 538 1 22 18 
Gracie, W. H, Meldrum, 1 43 10 1 21 30 
Nereus, G, H. Goss, Jr, 1 45 13 1 22 bb 
Miruge, H. F. Sears .. 1 18 48 1 03 OB 
Zephyr, George Chas 1 44 56 1 25 16 
a 

BOSTON CITY REGATTA, 

T° such an extent has the popularity of yachting sprend among 
the masses of Boston and the entire Nast thatno great festi- 

yal or holiday would be considered adequately obseryed unless a 
ublic yacht race forms.one of the features of the celebrution. 

The city council donates aliberal sum for prize money, and has 
the good sense to conter the manivement of the sport upon per- 
sons well known to be posted in all the details of mutch sailing. 
And let it be remempered that racing in Boston means something, 
too; it means a yast amount of toil and trouble to ehnimittee, 
judges, and all othersinany way connected with the duties of 
organizition. In tha happy latitudes of the Cradle of Liberty 
the great majority of yachts are of what may be termed “ Corin- 
thisn tonnage,” large enough tor all purposes of cruising and 
making them genuine Hoating homes, yet not so heavy but what 
owners ind friends cao soon acquire the handling and skipperiog 
of theiy own ships to any degree of professional competenay they 
may choose, and most Hoston yaultsmen go*'the whole hog,’ 
ermitting no base hirelings to steal from them their sport of 

finely shaven timone¢ering or of gathering beat and health af the 
tail end of the main sheet. Moreover, your tars of the Bast have 
always exhibited more love for a good, wholesome bont, with 
keel and moderate rig, small schooners universally taking the 
place of the large unwieldy sloops know. to the ovilder climes of 
the Sound’s muddy waters, Hence, but mention 4 regatta north 
of Cape Cod, and a swarm of eager fellows are suré to turn up 
With fighting colors displayed, tind a deep interest in the racing is 
certain to be evinced, records madé thatare worth preseryiag, and 
the day’s battle viewed and discussed not meroly as &@ mug win—- 
ning aifair, but from the standpoint of seamen prepared to work 
their ships for all Latah are worth, eyen better than any profes- 
sional urew of more shiggish intellect, and composed penerally of 
hobby ridden graduates of the narrow minded school of * work— 
ing boats.” Last year three times aamany raced were sailed in 
Boston waters asin New York snd neighborhood, and the entries 
were syen wore swongly marked in favor of the former city. It 
was to have been pepentad thut the public regatta, sailed July 
hth, would call outa big Hest, and it certainly did, for at the vlos— 
ing hour, the books at Com. Kiley’s oflive showed @ total of 
ninety-three yachts. These included s6ven schooners, something 
like thirty cabin sloops, and the reat catbouts and jib-mainsiils, 
many of these being honest little keel fellows with ballast below 
the gurboards, little shuyers out of which # pile of sport is to be 
got without the nuisance of tossing sandbags and taking out a 

life insurance policy. Oyer forty keels were entered—not a bad 
showing for the reform moyement,’’ when but a few years uzo 
ttn individual with « keel boatwas looked upon with pity,and the, 
a who builtsnch a eraft was deemed on the hizh,road to the 
asylum, 
The arrangements for the regatta, were perfect, Com. M, J, 

Kiley having doyisad fora proper start the use of flags on poles 
weighted with about 60 lbs. at thoir heels. The Regatta Commit— 
tee was promptly on hand—noltwo hours late ag elseWhere the 
custom—in the stermer Woolley. The committee comprised 
Messrs. Hugh O'Brien, William Woolley, Clarence P. Lovell, 
Henry BH. Hosley, Albert I. Lauten, judges +, Williaia Morris, 
George A. Palmer, Hartford Davenport, and I’. A, Hutchins, The 
start was from an anchor, and just before the gun a fine breeze 
came out from west southwest, whereupon the different, classes 
were sent iwiyin vapid succession. The first class comprised 
schooners and sloops {from 84ft. upward ; second cluss 2oft, to 85£t.; 
third class 20ft. to 25ft.; fourth class under 20ft, Prizes in first 
vlass, $50 to first schooner, and $50 and $30 tor the sloops; in 
second cluss, $30 and $14 for schooners, $40 and $20 for ithe keel 
sloops, nnd $40 and $20 for center-board sioopa; in third class, for 
keel sloops $35, $20 and $10, with same purses to the center-boards; 
in senep eliss, for keels $20, $15, $10 and $7.50, and same to center- 
oards, 

_ Aimong the big schooners Alice had a sail over, Caroline not car- 
ing to start against the odds of 30ft, length. Mr, W. 8. Lockhart, 
therefore, went it alone; made a foul start, tried ita seqond time, 
and then split or twisted his board trying an oyerland route, com- 
ing in with a lead of 7 minutes over the smuller ones, and Janding 
$50, The course for all hands in the first class was out Broad 
Sound, leaving Kam Head Buoy on the starboard, Pawn Baron 
port, rounding Fog Whistle off the northeast ledge of the Graves, 
thenee to Bell Boat on Hardings, up Lighthouse Channel, through 
the Narrows, leaving Fort Warren, Gallop's Islund, Nix's Mate 
Buoys and Spectacle Island on the port to the judges’ bout; dis- 
tance 2U miles. Among the sioops # fine race was made, the hew 
cutter Heaper, of narrow beam, trying it on with famous Madeap. 
The cutter showed up splendid fourm and her owner has reason 
fo congratilate himself upon haying auquired a fast boat, a fine 
@asy cruiser, and i beauty to look at. She is trom the lines of 
Mr. A. Carey Smith, and yeti another addition to the listof fine 
vesssls built to bhistioulds. Her career will be watched hence- 
forth with much interest, for a cratt that cun beat Madeap even, 
aud lose to her only through the working of a fallacious time al- 
lowance rule, will command attention wherever her racing flag 1a 
seen. Hexper is longer than Madcap, owing to her stylish fantail 
aft, put the latter ia the lurger of the two, yet the stupid system, 
or ruther want Of system, by which yachts are measured 
hands the purse over to the wrony one- However, as it happens, 
Mr, Sith will nyt complain, for Madeap is one of his own crea- 
tions as well, so it's in the family, at all events. Madeap romped 
away with a lead down to the Graves, when Hesper and Siren 
picked up, drew abreast in the Lighthouse Channel, and finally 
spum outa slight lead, which they maintained to the finish, Heg- 
per coming in first, but Siren taking first money on time, aud 
Uddeap second money. Vilciny in this class had done good work 
until her throat halliards couldn't stand it any longer, and drop- 
ped the mainsail, Damage was promptly repaired, when sha 
went through the same business a second time off Spectacle 
Island, ind the gallant skipper was forced to drop his ldiitels and 
withdray. This was a yreat pity, for Viking sports a jolly deep 
keel und lots of the “ wholesome" down deep, so that her doings 
With such cracks of the fin family as the Wap’ and the new 
culter would have been fraught with portentioua opportunities 
for drawing conclusions, * 
‘The course forthe second class was down West way, leaying 

Thompson and Rainsford islands on the starbdard, long ap 
George's islands and Point Alderton Buoy No.3 on port, an 
bau through the Narrows, leaving Fort Warren, Gallop’s Island 
and Nix's Mave buoys on the port. 
This mateh brought out a Corinthian fehting lot par excellence. 

There was Shadow, Nimbus, Empress, Hector and Gael, well known 
far und near, and they, with their numerous sisters, ranging any-. 
Where from 25 tu 36ft., make the yery best surtot sport. They 
are craft in which every mun counts, eyery ounce tells, and yet, 
withal, fine, able\jcruisers when their owners feel inclined that 
way. The gun got them off at 10:05, Empress filling away lirst and 
puLting a fine bit of water between hergelf and the ruck, Shadow 
followed and kites came iuto request all around; Mr, Bryant's 
sloop miakingitirewood of her spinnaker boom soon afterwards, 
but not interfering with her taking the pot and lots to spare ; ber 
size was much in her fayor all day, Garriny one or two slugeards 
of the old type, the time made by the keels was about as good as 
the average made by the boards, the schooner lot, however, being 
some 20m. behind. 

‘The course for the third class was round Cow Pasture Buoy No. 
6, Dorchester Bay, thence to buoy No. 7 (oi? Fort Independence), 
thence to Seulpin Ledge Buoy, thence to buoy No. fon Lower . 
Middle, and to the judges’ boat. Distance, eight miles. Another 
sporting class this, though of smaller dimensions, Muriel, Posz, 
Sunbeam, Fairy and many others have teured extensively in our 
columns, and it is ehough to say that in Hoston waters they are as 
thick as blackberries and not many idle hours do they waste at 
their moorings, Rebie took the lead, but was unlucky in having 
topmastand all her kites go over the side off City Point. She was 
stnartly handled and the wreck cleared, the Muriel closing the gap 
in the meantime and succeeding in leading across the finish by 
some seconds, Rebie clewring second money. Advance and Judith 
fouled with & vengeance off buoy No. 7, and the latter's muslin 
was ripped into rags. 

_ ‘The little shavers of the fourth class were sent away over the 
following course; Frem the judges’ boat to buoy No. 6, Lower 
Middle, Mort Independence on the port, buoy No, 1, Slate Ledge, 
onthe port, and home. Distance, five miles. They made a yery 
successful race of it, rlyalry running high between many, the 
times below showing how near in perfection of model and tooling 
they all must be to saila match with but few seconds between 
ingny at the finish :— 

HLRST CLASS SCHOONERS. 

Actual Corrected 
Length, ‘Time. Time. 

_ Name and Owner. Ht. In. I. M.S. H. M.S. 
Alico, W. L, Lockhart-.........-. (4.11 3 22 od a 2 58 

FIRST CLASS SLOOPS. 
Siren, L. H. Keilth,................ 38.05 8 Wt 42 3 09 BG 
Madcap, W. 0. Cabot.... . 48.00 8 18 00 3 1 24 
Hespsr, W. H. Forbes - . 45.06 8 16 69 3 16 49 
Viking, 5. P. Wreeman,.......... , 85.02 Disabled, 

SECOND CLASS SCHOONERS, 
Bessie, C, P. Gurtis,... -......:... 28.00 2 26 a a 720 
White Cloud, FL. 1, Smith-. 27,00 2 36 35 nm ad 19 
Belty, W. W. Keith, Jr... . 32,00 2 41 40 2 41 O07 
Anna M., W. TL. Tolman.. 33,00 2 HO 26 2 50 26 
Anonyma, M, Hickey-......,,-... 75.00 Disabled, 

SLOOPS (QHNTER-BOARD), 
Shadow, J. Bryant. 33.00. 1 i 45 1 67 45 
Mario, B.C, Neal... d 2 03 48 2 OO OL 
Nimbus, King & Clark UE 2 O0¢ 5 2 O04 41 
M, Delorey, M. Delore ; 2 17 oy 2 O08 87 
Rambler. John QO. Merr: ; 2 1T 55 2 08 44 
Mamie, F, Harlow. at. & 21 57 2 Ib 28 
Polly, J. F, Shepp . 20,04 2 23 42 2 14 59 
Bya, W. T, Lanibert. . 20.04 Time not taken, 

SLOOPB (CKELS). 
Annis, George Martin.....,...... 28.00 2 15 20 2 09 25 
HMeotor, 1. AH, Stome........ .. .-. 83.00 2 09 SB 2 O09 48 
Gem, B., Lineolm, ..-.4.46..24545.00 20-01 2 20 24 2 10 23 
Empress, Blaney Bailey..... 2606 2 21 45 2 18 20 
Triton, D. H. Mckay... 32.05 » 20 69 z SL 88 

f THIRD CLASS CENTER-BOARD YAOH'tS. 
Muriel, O.G, Weld...._, -- 91,05 35 ry 

rt] 

Shamrock, J. J. Driscoll - 
Allie, AL 8. Wattles........ 
Doheminn, Pierce & Lo 4 
Daisy, GO. Atwood ...-.-...:.. 
Hugenia, G. West..., 
Posy, Hf. J. MeKee.. 
Tillen, P.Mesting. 0.0... cece eee 

THIGD GLASS ae | 

ee et eee 

x an 
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Dr ee lt et el 

~ = oy ran 

‘A. 
RB Veronica, S, Chamberlain. Y 48 85 1 44 ¢ 

Sunbeam, Pox & Kenney 1 45 Y4 1 45 06 
Unknown, R. Hamilton 1 4% 40 1 4h 58 
Dolphin, A. L. Dean 1 60 00 1 46 OH 
Oycla, O, Armatrong 1 49 10 1 43 38 
Binneret, M.A. Da 1 60 15 1 49 07 

iy C 1 51 Bt 1 49 58 
1 62 00 1 50 08 
1h a 1 8 45 

Winnie, J. Galvin... 1 68 i3 1 55 06 

2 



480 FOREST AND STREAM. 
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FOURTIE CLASS CENTER-BOARD YACHTS. 

Topsy, ©. EB. Went...--.0..61. -+-- 48 06 1 08 ig 1 07 02 
Tevaldy W. [Ears by eee Poy 19.06 1 07 2 1 7 05 
Flora, Lee, §. A. Preeman.:- 16.00 1 10 57 1 (Wi Be 
Sheerwater, W. HH, Merrill.- . 17.00 1 10 42 108 It 
Fancy, P. Grant, Jr.....--.- 19.07 1 08 43 1 08 24 
Lizzie, 8, Porter..... 18.0 1 U9 46 1 0h 36 
Druid, ¥. A, Drew 8. 1 Op 46 1 O08 50 
Scat, F. H. Nightingale. 15.06 Iida lb 1 08 a8 
Wildfire, H. A. Keith... .. 17.08 1-11 3¢ i 09 20 
Bf, W. P. Barker....... +--; 19,09 1 10 00 1 00 an 
Wanderer, J. Wurner..-...., ..-.. 16.06 12 al 1 Ob 45 
Dolly Varden, A. B. Cleverly .... 16.08 14 2 1 an 47 
Crescent, J.P. Bullard.... ... ... 16.08 11% 20 . 1 1 10 
Annie F., J. Marno,.,.-.--.+-.--+- 18.02 1 16 00 1 id 43 
Lola, O. D. Cookks,...... .eeese cece 17.00 119 00 1 ih 8 

y FOURTH GLASS KEEn VAOHTS. 
Dolle, W. P, Pizeon..-_.. 18,11 1 07 10 1 OF 06 
Nonpareil, J. W. Manefi 16.00 17 On 1 08 B 
Tansy, W. Parkinson 14.08 1% BR 1 10 06 
Inez, Goodrich Eros 18.06 12 08 1 10 58 
Rienza, J. Walker 79.0 1 22°21 1 au 58 
Flirt, J. Mildrum...... 18.00 1 14 09 1 12 5% 
Ww... D,, W. 0. Decker. . 16.08 1 18 18 1 13 OL 
Chiquita, W. E. Hurwood. 16.00 1 20 10 1 16 45 

a AO Se meen 

CLEVELAND YACHT CLUB, 

LY a few years ago, a yacht on the lakes was a rard avis, 
“ithe dost Or s0 which formed the entire fleet of thousands 

of miles of coast line hailed trom Canada ports, and were 4 queer 
Jot of antiquated affairs passing a sort of somnolent existence tor 
a few months cach year in Toronto, Kingston and Hamilton, 
Wow things have changed, and the beautiful cruising grounds 
the chain of Jakes afford are ulive with the numerous craft be- 
longing to the many enterprising clubs which have recently 
sprung into life on both shores. Henceforth the chronicler of 
our yachting life will have to devote a fair shire of his efforts to 
the doings of the newly born sport “ out West.” 
The Cleveland Yacht Chub, one of the liveliest of the lot, and 

the firat on the lakes to ndopt measurement by three dimensions, 
sailed its annual open races last Monday, July 5th, with a very 
fair measure of success, The conditions of the regatta haye al- 
ready appeared in these columns, ind it need only be repeated 
that the races were open to all comers and the following prizes 
ffered :— 

x First Class Yachts,—First prize—Silk cuampionship fag and $75; 
second prize, eae In addition the Gurdner Cup was given to the 
racht that won the first prize, 
aRecond Class Yachts.—First prizo—Naval flag and $60; second 
prize, $30; third prize, $10. ; 

Third Class Yachts.—United States flag and $40; second prize, 
25; third prize, $10. 
The Gardner challenge clip was presented by Commodore 

Gardner to the winning yacht, the latter to hold herself open to 
ehallenge for same on succecding regular regattas of the club 
upon receiving thirty days’ notice, and to win same three times to 
become property. Whe prizes were contributed by the Associa- 
tion und by subscription from the general public, in obtaining 
which much credit must be given Messrs. Frank Merchant. Vice- 
Com. Nix, C, 0. Rettger and Robt. HE, Gill and others for the ener- 
gelic manner in which they carried out their task. The Rosaline, 
steamer, was g@encrously placed at the disposal of the press and 
the Judges by her owner, Com. Gardner, The judges were R. Li. 
Willard, W. 8, Robison, Jas. Gibbons; and the Committee, Messrs. 
©. P. Smith, F. KR. Merchant, K. B. Giland H. G. Phelps. The fol- 
lowing entries had been made: First Class.—Cora, of Chicaro, 
A, A. Munger; /ves, of Detroit, 8. H. Iyes; Capoline, of Cleye- 
lund, H. C. Rettger; Cyynel, of Buffalo, C. L. Bryant. Second 
Olass.—Belle, of Cleveland, W. Q. Pitts; Ida, of Cleveland, W. 
Gerlach; Siren, of Cleveland, O. Phipps; Rover; of Cleveland, B. 
Lyman; Corsatr, ot Evie, VW. H. Ball; Sappho, of Cleveland, 
Bothwell: C. BR. Davis, of Cleyeland, Brooks; Silver Spray, 
of Cleveland, Capt. Law; Mabe, of Detroit; Fanchion, of Put- 
in-Bay, Doylan. ‘Third Class.—Penny Press, formerly ihe Vixen, 
of Cleveland, Smith; Mita, of Clevelan: , Stow; Unique. of 
Cleveland, !. H, Smead; Sylvia, of Cleveland, f, H. Lobley; 
Kittie Walsh, of Cleveland, BE. J. Walsh; Rup Hes ot Put-in-Bay. 
Of these yachts many ave well Known, Cora is one of Pat 
MeGiehan's creations, and, as she proved this day, lilce all his 
boats, given to cupsizing upon very slight provoeation. Here 
Yet; us remind our triends in the West that yachts of the light 
draft type like Cora are no longer in favyorin the East. It 
has been found by experience that much more, depth is permissi- 
ble without intertering with speed, while adding much to safety 
and accommodation. : 
We hope Western yachtsmen will not copy the worst features 

of Eastern models, but will learn to select what is best, for 
a sufe, able bout is even more necéssary on the open waters of the 
lakes than 19 the sheltered stretches we haye along the Atlantic 
eoust. Our advice to Western yachtsmen is not to fight shy of 
depth, but give your boats plenty of body under waterand plenty 
of bullast. I! properly designed, they will be all the better for it, 
‘The schooner tea of Detroit, showed some fine sailing last year 
at the Buffalo regatta, and did wellin taking second money from 
such yood company ws she found herself in at Cleveland this year, 
The Capoline has previously been described in these columns, and 
the Qyynet, another model of MeGiehan's, has been knuwn in her 
home port, Butfalo, asafastone, Among the smaller craft were 
zany of excellsnt local reputation. The course was twenty miles 
for first and second, and fifteen miles for third elass. Crews lim- 
ited, and no shifting ballast. 

Corrair led across the line with Unique and Penny Press close 
abourd. A few moments later the stylish but treacherous Cura 
got away with her sister ship, the Buffalo Cygnet, under her lee, 
Then fver, Walsh, Seppho, Capoline, Ripple and Fanehion, Rover, 
Jimand Belle bringing up the rear. Cora was first to round marie 
No, 1 on the diamond-shaped course, but Cygnet was Most up on 
hey quarter, Corsair nm poor third und Ives fourth. No change tool 
ylage to the next mark, but, when nearing the third, Cora, with 
er jis atlow and not much way, took a knock down from a puff 

which proyed too much for her. She went over and forgot to 
come back, the same performance of which she has been guilty 
hefore, both in these and in Detroit waters. Not only, therefore, 
does good depth conduce to safety and comfort, but often it may 
be the means of landing a purse. Had Cora been blessed wil 
one and one-half or two feet more depth her rather ludicrous dis- 
lay of dangerous tendencies would not so often he scored ayninst 

Rar nor interfere with her winnings, A tug went to her rescue 
aad took the damp crew aboard, atter which the big sloop was 
righted ngain, Beyond this, the race was finished without further 
events worth noting, the Ives going into second place. The little 
fellows had, in the meun time, cut off the last buoy from their 
course, and finished their ifteen iniles with Penny Press leading, 
followed by Unijue, Kittie Walsh and Laily Ida, It was a tine 
sight as the lof came down on the home stretch with kites dravw- 
ing iniid the cheers of the multitude, and many good people of 
Cleveland registered | mental vow to become sailors bold and 
learn the mysteries of sheet and tiller. From the official report 
sent us we condense the following times :— 

FIRST CLASS, 

Length. Corrected Length. Corrected 
Ht ie Pee tepbit "1 7h, a inte. 

Jyonot.,.... OY 2a Hy] apoline .... 8 F Cain 

SS at Ub 6 2 82 06) Cora...... 06s... . .. Capsized. 
SECOND CLASS, 

Measure- Actual Correcled 
ment. Time, Time, 

Nanie. it. Tn, FM. 8, 7, M.S. 
Ballets espe tee nee AER BD dee) EP UU RR 8 aes ay 
Tan : -.. 38H mz 30 2b 2 32 2 
Siren oo 5 ® 45 10 2 a8 53 
Itover - 02 2 40 15 2 43° 28 
Corsair - . 43 1 38 i 2 Bt 55 
Sappho... PwosaylS ... 88 1 a lb UW 8 0) OL 
PAN OWON say ee ke sek veri ene nod 2 O02 23 

HIRD CLASS. 
6 22018 2 38 2 
9 2 10 43 
2 22 19 2 10 fs 
6 2 38 37 2 BG 1B 
) 2 S81 08 2 x 43 
9 2 26 06 2 Rb 21 

the following; Messrs. D. McOlasky, I. V. Rice, G. Fred Ely, @ 
N. Tocker, J. W. Drake, Thos. Reilley, William Edwards, J.5-. 
¥ale, Geo, W. Short, 0. A. Otis, &. T. Dverett, BF, Billings, LM. 
Coe, Robert Greenhalgh, A.J, Glfbein, George A. Crumb, The 
achooner /der, of Chicago, was Inport recently, and was visited 
by hundreds, Her owner, Mr. A.J. Fisher, and party are making 
a cruise around the lalses, and will sail with the Corti to Brie and 
Bullalo. The festive catamaran has turned up in Cleveland in 
the Petrossca. 

$ret oe 

LAKE YACHTING, 

Kiditor Forest and Stream :— r 
Yachting in these waters has been yery dull so far this season, 

and the prospect does not at present scem very bright. Still, the 
epost will not he ullowed to die out entively. The first race of 
the season took place yesterday at a picnic given by the Odd Fel- 
lows. But three yachts pub in.an appearance, namely, the Malte 
Gray, Gracie and Sylvia, the latter the only standing keel on the 
bay. With a rattling breeze from the southwest the yachts were 
dispatched on their journey, the Katie leading by 18seconds and 
Gracie second. All were crowded with canyas, the first part of the 
race being dead heforeit, Katie rnnuiny outa big balloon jib and 
watersail in addition to mainsail and jib; Gracie a double reefed 
mainsail. jib, squaresail and watersail, aud Sylvia the same as 
Katie, except a single reef in her mainsail. From the first the 
issue was between the two center-boarders, which outfooted the 
keel easily on every point of sailing, and the more so as the wind 
fell light toward the close of the race, allowing of cus topsails 
being carried after the first round of the course had been com- 
pleted. A good race resulted in Gracie being beaten by 2m. 57s.; 
Sylvia so far astern that her time was not taken. This was a 
Corinthian affair, the owners in each case salling their own boats. 
Gracie, which now measures 11 tons or more, having had an add|— 
tion made to her keel, sailed batter than ever before, but will not 
beat Katie for some time to came. 
At Kingston yesterday there was a shifting ballast.aifair, which 

was wou by Emma, Una second and Laura third, The old Rival, 
a big ungainly tub, was dismasted early in the race. 
A race for the Governor General’s Cup took place at Toronto 

yesterday. Madcap (formerly of this place) had a Jong lead, be- 
ing about 30minutes ahead, but carried away her topmiast, and 
finished third to Alarm, Judge Jellett second. The winner ia a big 
yawl, oneof the old-timers, and the seeond is a 10 ton center- 
boarder, yery slow #8 compared with similar craft here. 
Cuthbert’s yardat Trenton is now clear of craft of all descrip - 

tions, Mr. Nicol’s little cutter has been handed over to him, and a 
neat and weatherly looking little cruiser she is, with a very large 
amount of cabin room for her inches, She has bean named the 
Guinevere. The large sloop Bloodhound has heen launched, and a 
few days hence will make her trial trip. She is certainly very 
speedy looking, and will moye comfortably, as her cabin is roomy 
and her beam being considerably less than that of the New York 
models, she ought to prove a good sea boat. A stonm yacht, 45 
feet keel, which Cuthbert built for Mr. Stephens, of Brookville, 
hasalso been finished and wone to her owner's home. On her 
way home she mude dl miles per hour for a time without. the 
boiler being stayed. Pour TACK, 

Belleville, Ont., July 2d, 
TT OS ____ 

OSHKOSH YACHT CLUB. 

Editor Forest and Stream : 
The Tenth Annual Regatta of the Oskosh Y. GC, was sailed over 

the usual course July 4th. A fresh west southwest breeze blow- 
ing off land, with a delightful day in every particular, afforded 
amagniticent displuy to the throng of enthusiastic spectators: 
that gathered along the shore and crowded the three steamers 
that were outside, ‘The regatta wasa suceess in every senso of 
the word, and resultud as follows :— 

FIRS? CLASS. Actual Time. 
mM S&. 

Mystic. of Fon du Lae $ 
Pinafore, of Pon du Lac,...4-.-..-...... ee eee 
Lolita, of Fon du Las 

ws 

we wtsts 

Beatrice, of Oshkosh, 
Aura Lee, of Oshkosh -. 
Vinaroth, of Oshkosh, - 
Prospect, of Oshkosh....,......... 

The corrected time gives tha Niobe, of the firat class, the first 
prize, $30, and champion pennant; the Carrie Morgan the second 
prize, and Mjjra Beil, of Neenah, the third prize. 
The Vinaroeth, of second class, wins first prize, a champion —peu- 

nant; the Bealrite the second, and the Aura Lee the third prize. 
1t {5 the general impression that the poor judgment of the sail- 

2ng Master beat the Carrie Morgan, rather than the fast sailing 
qualities of the Nivbe. 0. C. M, 

CRICKET, 

(Continued From paye 478.) 
Youna AMERICA v3. ToRONTO.—Second match, Played at 

Toronto, Ont., July Tth and &th,and won by the Philadelphians 

by one innings and 142 runs. The Young Americans won the toss 

and contributed 284 runs, of which R.S. Newhall made 120 with- 
out giving a chanee. Toronto scored 63 first iunings, and 

beiny 221 behind had to follow on. In the second innings 79 was 

al) that assisted the grand total, In all being 14? runs, exuctly 
half the number of runs made by the Young Americans. Score — 

Wes eeweeeeee ise rene sagt bewes 

TORONTO. 
First. Innings. Second Innings. 

Sproule, ¢c. Pease, Jr., b. D. 8. 
Newhall. cd see ay, ® c, and b.Clark......-,..... i 6 

Townsend, b- GC. A, Newhall,. 3 ¢. Dixon, hb, Olark............. 5 
Brock, co, Pease, Jr, bo OC. A. 
Newhall....... Ee A Somens 16 ¢, Clark, b. D. Newhall, ..:.:- 1 

Browning, C. A. Newhall..... 15 ¢. D. Newhall, b, Olurk.....,. il 
Gamble, c. Pease, Jr, b, C. - 
Newhall, ,-.---...... ..--... 4 ©, Paase, b, Clark,........... 19 

Totten, ¢. Bussier, b. D. New- 
Hal athnetee eens coacdise 4;+ 1 b. D, Newhall......... Peaches (0 

Irving, ¢. Dixon, b. D. New- 
| ALL is PEUNE SI teies enitel erent 3 c. R, Newhall, b. D. Newhall, 17 
Godfrey, not out....... Pee, 12 oc. Pease, Jr.,b. D. Newhall... 17 
Armstrong, b. C. Newhull.,. 3 0, Glark...... iat Oh d-loee E it) 
Helmeken, b. 0, Nuwhall..... 5 b. D, Newhall...... Bi 
Howard, run out + 0 mot out... 2.2.2 0 
AUrt AR es CUE ae eRe See een 0 AECRMMIBT oe eee 8 ai) 

Total ea eet BCAA AE 68° Botali.. sis cova s f-22e crveet ee 1D 
BOWLING ANALYSIS.: 

TORONTO, 
Ball Maidons. Hing, Wickets 

elmeken ........, ber seeese 140 § Gt 8 
Howard... : $5 0 45 a Browniny .. 86 0 43 2 
Trving,... eee) 40 0 a 0 
Godfrey... riko 4 2 1 
Sproule _ ae!) 0 Ww 0 
Gamble .. .. 65 0 33 1 
Totten ... .. 20 0 8 0 
Armstrong ....... 1.00... if Sb 0 10 i) 

Ae 0 4 0 

Irving bowled 1, Godfrey 4, and Gamble 1 wide ball 
XOUNG AMERICA, 

Virst Innings. 

C. A. NeWhall.. ....2.....- 118 i pe G 
D. Newhall... -_...-..- vee HU pon pi] a 

Second Lyris. 

CHAI, ees. bh) > Etta aaa t OB Mr a3 5 
D. Newhall.:..,,-.:....-.-., 100 6 86 5 

PENINSULAR vs. ST. THOMAS, Ont—Pluyed at Detroit, Mich., 
July Ist, and resulted in favor of the home team hy thirty-six 
Tuns, Score :— 

PENINSULAR, 
First Innings. Second Inninya. 

Wm. White, b. Clark ..... vere 12 Lb. w., b. Jukes... .... 2) 
H, Martin, b. Jukes......._- ee *; a 
A. Wyley, run out__,_.... -.. & G. Eonatinger, b. Jukes . od 
J.J. Doods, b. Brodvick,...,. 0 ¢. Stewart, b. Clark,...7. ee 
F. Bamford, b. Jukes........ 8 ec, Smith, b, Clark,...... 7 
Becie, b) Pukes.. 6}, 5:02.22. B un out...... . i} 
Dooney b- Clark ...,.....,.... 0 b. Clark ....., 1 
F, C. Irvine, ¢. McIntosh, b. 

Clark ......., whee ys [elder ena , 6 c,and b. Jukes.........200c:5 
FB, Giddey, nofout....2_.-., 0 c. Drake, b. Ju 
3. Millar, J. b. Clarke ......., 0b. Drake..2 : 
Foxy by Jukes. ...icc aces. ... 0 not out... rE { 
Byes, 2} leg—byes, 5.........4- { Byes, 7; leg-byes, 2.,..- 

Total ....... {30> ot cen Ne AB See TOU 5 Saha re eon ete tee eee 
ST. THOMAS, 

First Iniings. Second Innings. 
Rowles, b. Martin ....., amare t ¢. Bamford, b. Murtin,.... ot 
Keightley, b. Martin......... 0) c. Pox, b, Martin........ 00... & 
Parkinson, b. Martin, ........ SPU 11tnde dei ad clelslele ones ts 
Brodick, vb. White../...-.... 0 b. Wyley ....... <..- fon 
McIntosh ¢. Beck, b. White.. 2 ¢. Smith, b, Wyley... ath 
Jukes, ¢. Wiley, b, Bamford. 17 not out.....-.°.....- at 
Smith, b, Martin......... ..-- I c. Fox, b. Wyley..... _ oO 
Clark, b..Martin.... ....,,,.. 0 b.Wyloy...i..2 ... 1 
Enoutinger, b. Martin,:...... Tun ont.,;...... ah datos 0 
Stewart, ¢, Bamford, b. Mar- ; 
AL ee eee ee ia:, 2 nnd d. Wyler... 44. 0 

Ambridge, not out , .. 1 Drake, b. Martin... LA 
Byes...... ee Ese 4 Ae Tiny Hy esity Oietie resem =u 

ANGEGL. aibb..ayceecem copy oe Tibbal coke wo ey er 
PENINSULAR UY. Worpson.—Played at Windsor, Ont., Tuly 2d, 

return game, won by visitors by 10 runs. Detroit took the bat, 

the first four wickets falling rapidly for the paltry number of fit- 

teen runs. Windsor stock wasup, but Dodds turned the tide by 

making i splendid stand and knocking oft thirty in good Torm, 

the top score of the day. Calvert went in last man, and as Beck 

(@ young colt) was in for a partner, the general @pinion was that 

there would not be many runs added, but the two made a grind 

stand, and put on oyer fifty runs, the youngster, Beck, playing 
likea yeteran, At last Calvert's time came, and he was run out, 
haying played for a good twenty-nine, 

PENINSULARS—EIRST INNINGS. WINDSOR—FIRS? INNINGS. 

A. Wyley, b. Johnston 
¥, Bamford, ¢. and h. Hdgar, 11 
F. Irvine, b. Johnston... ... 
FP. Gidday, 6. Morton, b. Suth- 

Wm. White, b. Johnston,.... (| R. Sutherland, b. Martin .... 8 
Farrar, b. Sutherland ..,,..-. 5| H. Fleming, b. Irvine_...... ar) 
G. Heigho,c.and). Johnston 4| The Rey. Johnston, run out. 0 
H. Martin, b, Johnston .. 14| W. Hdgar, b. Martin. ....... i & 
J.J. Dodda, b. Morton 0 

Total...... Doo rss eee ks 
ci etts, sees DB 

, Toronro LAckosse.—Played at Hamilton, Ont., 
July Ist, and resulted in 4 terrible defeat for the visitors, by one 

innings and &fruns. The weather was unusually fine, but ihe 
wicket was.a little dead on account of the recent rains. Tollaw- 
ing fs the score :— 

NAMILTON, 
A. Gillespie, c. Donaldson, b. |B. Buchanan, c. and b. Don- 
Pitman...-...........2 dave kehe 0) |PERlasan 2 sf oe ee 

J. H, Park, run out.:..—.....,. 10 | Rogers, notout.-.,....,.. 20. mi 
A. Woolyerton, b, Donaldson.10 | Ferrie, e. Redmond, b, Don- 
A, H, Hope, b. Donaldson.....89 aldgon. .. ra Treks eee eetwmens yin 
A. Harvey, Jr., run out. . WOXCKHS cate. Puscaceeee zaye eee 8 
R.K. Hope, b. Nudel __ , aes 
K. Kennedy, b. Donuldson. . TO. 21405-529.0 fb eee ely, 
G, Emslie, run out........... . 0 

LAOROSRE, 
First Tavings. Second Innings, 

W.-M. Stark, b. Ferrie......... 0 ¢, Buchanan, b. Gillespie,..,. 7 
Ki, J. Stark, c, Buchanan, b. 

erri ” b. Woolyerton. ,_,....- deck 0 

5 b. Woolverton.......... eit~ rv 4 3 

c. and b. Gillespia,............. 1 

hb, Woolverton..... ... - ae | 
c, Kennedy, b. Gillespie. ss 

Bont ey SO Pe WAY oh etc OP SUL OMG tren a3) 2 Sold c) eer 
0. Redmond, c. and b. Gilles- 
dtp sds lic Pp din bya eee 0 b. Woolverfon.,...........,... 0 

W. A. Littlejohn, ec. Hope, b. 
erriay:: 22.8 p22. os-2 ee BY NOL ONt arian : 0 

FL Nudel, ¢ and b. Kentiedy.. 8 b, Woolverton 0 
J. 1, Baillie, not out......- ».-- 0 c, mille, b. it} 
FEXPYAS so). \o'ps Sep rsges sees any ess & INUVAS se iitl.. nese Benes a4 

Wath iret. bios ssses- eee. HO) MCR Le roe AO Ay EE 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING, 
LACROSSE, 

Overs, Balls. Mitidens, Runs. Wickets. 
Piste ceegue 20 130 5 60. 4 

Petman.... .. Saute tier +o 5 i) 12Z 
jel 85 4 36 0 
epee 55 8 20 1 

eae 8 1 1 
Pyne bowled two wides-. 

HAMILTON—FIRST INNINGS, 
Kennedy.......:..-..-. 15 Wa 6 al i 
Berrio.... js. 2 80 ve 1 4 
Gillespie ...-........-. f) 1 1 

Second Innings. 
Gillespiesy, g—+-<4:2- (Th 36 5 3 4 
Wolverton, -....ss0000s ! 35 2 5 Fs] 

GRiMsBy CricKEr CLus.—The annual meeting of this axcel- 

Jent Canadian organization was held wt Randall's Hotel on June 

22d, when the following officers were elected: President, Mr. Geo, 
©. Pettit; Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. Murray Fitch. 

TORONTO vs, WHIrsy,—Played at Whitby, Ont., July Ist, 
by Toronto by six wickets. Score :— 

WHithy. 

Won 

First Trnings. Second Taninygs, i 
Byrne, b. Godfrey. 2 Pin Dnt eas en tsibah «nestles 
Palmer, h.w., b. G 0 c, Lownsend, b. Trving........ 0 
&. Ray, ¢. Pearson, b. Drvi 5 ¢, Crooks, b. Irvings,, ..-.1.., 1 
Pelham, ¢. und b. Godfrey 5 ©. Helmelken, b. Irying........16 
A. Dauiog, not out-- b. Goulvey AF iP 
Preston, b. Godfrey 0 b, Irving 
Trousdell, b. Godfrey DA Trvatie 8) ae 
Reynolds'b. Godfrey_. e. Vickers, b. Irying, ,-, 
Garrett, 6, Pearson,b.God BOSPTOHIE.. A ae aoetreee 
Matbeson, b. Godire ec. Townsend, b. Irving........ 2 

s, b. Irving... not out.... 
> " Extras ,.,..- 

Killing: 
Yixtrus 

otal sce evcessseemesnetob, DO POE As Set ys .cccseney yee eyes Gol 

404 sr nofesibaads 
. . x . ‘ ‘ wr. 



——— ee 2 EK UCL ee | 

Suny 18, 1880.4 FOREST AND STREAM. | 481 
; TORONTO. , 

First Tnninga. Second DInvnius. 
Townsend, b. A. aing..:; ...38 «Ray, b. Laing... .....,, b. 
Totten, ¢. rousdell, bs A. ‘ 

Tiaing,..-... Pan eS ye op 0 GC. Preston, b. Laing, -.. _ ( 
Crooks, c. and b, Pelham......J8 b. Pelham--.....--....-......, 4 
Irving, b. Peltham.....,.-.-.-- Izy Tin Olite ram etns eas Mia TEne 
Pearson, c, Laing, b.Mathespnl0@ not out.........- za: eet (ean 
Godfrey, b. Laing. ...2......-. 9 not out...) :.-..-- ee 55 fl 
Speonle: b,1.b. w. Matheson. 2 1. b. w., b. Laing. -........-.... ti 

ickers, b. Laing.............. Bs 
Helmcken, b. Matheson......- 1 
Howard, c. Laing, b. Matheson 1 
Brough, not out.,.,.--.......5 
xtingeos Adee pecue <esl, @ Txtras....5 0722555 Gots ee eet 

Ttal see S282 Nec + ALD ONdtal oe pes stdee-2) Ud 

BELMONT Va, MANHATTAN.—Flayed at West Philadelphia, July 
5th. Unfinished on account of rain :— 

RELMONT—FIRST INNINGS. 
0, AH. Yarnall, e. W. Middle- H. Townsend, b, W. Scott... 

ton, b. Jackson.... ....... ...28 | H. Madeira, h. w., b, W. Scott 
W. W. Porter, b. W, Scott.....19 | D. Stoever, b. Hooper .... 
G, North, ¢- Jenkins, b. Jack | J. Scott, Jr., not out. ..-.....-. 
ia ydeart Sata tArasicenaly Ore 10} I. 8. Richards......-....... ete 

Irvin Scott, b. W. Scott.,-.... 5 | Byes, 1: leg-byes, 2; wides, 4. 7 
T, N. Woolman, not out....... 50) 
A. Scott, c. Wilson, b. Hooper24| Total ......_ PEA Fe nae LO 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 

wees 

Sunes 

Balls. Runs. Maidens. Wickets. Wides. 
31 0 0 0 
84 1 2 0 
30 2 2 0 

4 33 3 4 4 
(EPOsLOLIU ares 584 Pele: bas 16 0 0 0 

GERMANTOWN vg. BALTIMORE.—The fourth match of the Galti- 

more’s tour was played on the Germantown grounds at Nicetown, 

Philadelphia, July 3d, and resulted in a yictory for the home club 
by four wickets. Score :— 

BALTIMORE. 
First Innings. 

TT, Smith, e. Cupit, b. Brom- : 
Second Innings. 

) ¢. and b. Brown......-0ee. ee: 

CT TS SR racer A eC OLE re Arter esrtest tell eeyaret= iad 
J.B, Carey, b. Bromhead.. .. 1 ¢. Brown, b. Bromhead -,.... 11 
Oldham, c. Haines, b. Brom- 

it aes Ce ae deat 0 ec, Perot, b. Cupit...... atthe chy 25° 
R. Winslow, b, Bromhead,-.. 1 ¢, Haines, b. Gupit.,._....,... r] 
B, V. Thomas, oc. Hnines, b. 

Bicowiits fu scat, iatos bacon ty Ib Wi Gs wy ybs OUDite eee he iais 0 
H. Ridgely, c. and b. Brown,. 20 run out.........-....22-44, 5 
P, R. Reese,c. Jones, b. Brom- 

ead ..... Jon tes: upets aks ro athe Pee eS Ep 
H. Thomas, b. Perot. ....... + O b, Cupit..... 0.2 thls ue 2 
O. Ridgely, b. Cupit.......... 8 c, Bromhead, b. Cupit........ 12 
C, O'D. Lee, not out.......... SP HUI PIGSA LAL eavesal cae es 
Byes, 3; leg-bye, 1; no balls,2 6 Byes, 3;-leg-byes, 2; wides, 3; 

=) ne Halley 22 a a8 eee Ane .. 10 

Total see..ton. peteng ek be ag Fe OU MUO SS Ab aclchelen dayne on yas 08 
GERMANTOWN. 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
H. W. Brown, b. Smith 
T. G. Cupit, b. Oldham,..,.... not out......- Aotesosayee 1 

. ©, Morgan, 1. b 
Smith.......... 2 Lb. w. b., Oldham......--... ipl 

J. B. Jones, run AG 0 oc. H. Ridgely, b. Oldham..... 37 
— Brombead, b. Smith 6 b. Oldham.......-........ Eo TG 
F. Perot, b. Smith....... pew, Hevsntit ie ir pita teen es be 0 
W-.H. Haines, run out........ 10 b, Smith...., ys FS Speen} 0 
W.. Brockie, Jr., lb. wy Db. 

RN OTIS. x deleliicek eee a ant 
OG. BE. Ingersoll, run out.....- 6 
W. ©. Morgan, 3d, uot out... 18 c. Reese, b. Smith..,,, Se Shas he Bi 
L. W. Wister, &. Carey, b. 
Smith A pieces yore FLOD OIE cl lostystne) eat peed; + 

Bye, 1; leg-byes, 3....,......, 4 Bye,1; leg-bye,1; wides, 2.. 4 

AD tile eee: teases Ropero baccOOy Mel OMe i oyl cee n  e dvs od 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
BALTIMORE—FIRST INNINGS. 

Maid- Wick- No 
Balls. Runs. ens. ets.  Wides. Balls. 

Smith...... oho tg Sota!) Bt a 5 0 0 
) sate, 16 4 1 0) 0 

12 0 1 0 0 
Second Innings. 

Smith ,,.... . vB 8T 55 1 3 0 a 
Oldham .. 39 3 a 1 0 
Winslow. 10 0 u 1 0 

GERMANTOWN—EFIRS? INNINGS. 

Bromhead.. 25 8 ii ) 0 
BVOW...... --. 20 i 2 it) 1 

BALTIMORE vs. SPATEN TSuAND.- The fifth match of the [alti- 
160re's tour was played at Tomkinsville, S. I., on July 5th, and on 

fecount of rain was declared a draw. The match was one of the 

most remarkable bowling games ever witnessed in the vicinity of 

New York. The Island grounds have fora long time been con- 

sidered as not fayoruble to large scoring, but still the small totals 

on Monday were “ one of those things that no fellow can under- 

stand." Weneversaw Lane perform as well with the ball; his 

analysis was wonderfully good. Smith, of the visiting team (very 

fast round high delivery), also kept pegging away on thespot, and 

had good suceessin getting past the bats that were brought to 

Oppose him. Oldham, too, was very straight, his first 47 balls 
yielding noruns. We were glad to see the gentlemanly visitors 

taken off to the Pavillion to linch, for though, according to Dr. 
Tanner, we are fast approaching an area of chameleon diet, yetwe 

don't believe in docking a man of his , grub” allat once. The 

Baltimoreans expressed themselyes pleased with their courteous 

treatment, and everyone present, barring the Staten Island offi- 

sials, took us aside, and with tearsin their eyes thanked us for 

the good change we had brought about. Seore:— 

BALTIMORE. STATEN ISLAND. 
BR. Winslow, b. Lane,... 1| C. W. Bance, ¢. Goulding, b. 
J. W. Carey, b. Sprague.,. . Bn | MUP ESD deny viele ich nid Wee 
C, A. Gambiel, b, Sprague 0| C. M. Dodge, b, T. Smith 2 
T. Smith, b. Lane. 1| A. ¥. H. Maning, not ou 4 
N.J. Goulding, ec. | M..C. Byre, b. Oldham (tal 
Lane... Ed eee oe . 2| J.J. Eyre, b. T. Smith 2 

Olham (p sional), b. 2|P. Ronuldson, b, 1, Smith,.,. 0 
H, Ridgely, b. Lane... 7 | V. Miley, b. 1, Smith,...... .. 1 
P. GB. Reese, b. Lane.. 0| J, E. Roberts, not out 0 
0. Ridgely, b. Lane... 3) Lane, to'at ..........-.-., _ 
C, O'D. Lee, not out.... 5 | R. Hole, to bat......... .... _ 
RK. Mason Smith, b. Lan 0| J. Sprague, to bat........... _ 

1A ty Penang he ee ses) 2 

Total....... os Peeeee, Fepeeo| “HIOGAL, ee veep oe eebele eh ES 12 

RUNS ATHALD OF EAQH WICkKHT. 
BALTIMORE. 

First innings... .-....... fete cass 15 6 8 10 10 10 18 25 25-25 
“ STATEN ISLAND. 

First innings,...-.-...--..5. 1. Roe & 08 12 —I2 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING, 
SUATEN ISLAND. 

Balls. Maidens. Runs. Wiekets. 
WoTGi45 701 -epeclenyys tose Ge i 9 8 
SPPAZUe,--.... cece eee eee 60 3 16 rs 

BALTIMORE. 
HS thatiCe Sy ape | Jefe jete 68 6 vi 5 
OMB aT Sneuretnees-0nne tad 60 8 3 1 

Umpires—Baltimore, Mr. Geo. Giles; Staten Island, Mr. James 
Smith. 

BALTIMORE vs, 81, GeOoRGr.—The sixth and last match of the 
Baltimore's tour was played at Hoboken, N.J.,July jth. The 

rain again interrupted the game, and it had to be declared drawn, 

although it was virtually a victory for the visitors. For Balti- 

more, Goulding played good steady cricket, the kind that wins 

foraside. His innings of 46 was composed of one 4, one 3, four- 

teen 2s and singles. H, Ridgely, O. Ridgely, R. M. Smith, T. 

Smith and 0. Lee likewise did govd service, as the score will show. 

The St. George’s bowling was badly collared, but itis fair to sin 

that Giles was suffering froma badly strained back; in fact he 

should not haye been allowed to play. For the St.Georges, Bance 

held his own, after his own way, and refused to be bowled. His 

score of 23 was the feature of the St. George's innings. The 

bowling of Smith was not up to his Staten Island mark, the 

ground being wet and the foothold bad. Oldham was well on 

throughout. The fielding of the visitors was really excellent, 

especially that of Reese, “wicket-keeper once removed,’ and 

Carry at point. Tf this wasasample of their Philadel phia work, 

the Quaker City elevens are to be congratulated on their batting. 

The Baltimoreans are of the right sort, and, in the face of four 

defeats, played witi: pluck wnd the way the game is meant to be 

played. With Jacob Faithful, we wish them“ better luck next 
time.” Score :— ‘ tree, 

let =| 

BALTIMORE. 8T, GEORGE. 
C. A. Gambiel, b. Bance-...-- 4 | J, BR. Moore, b. T. Smith—....- 2 
J. 1. Casey, b. Giles, Sr....... | C. W. Bance, not out. ........ 2a 
Ti. Kidgely, b. Bange..... ..... 26) G. Hyde Clarke, b. Oldham... @ 
T. Aovith, b. Giles, Sr-...______ 12] , A. Moeran, ¢. Winslow, b- 
Oldham (professional), b. Oldham ...--... ear eee 

Berek. foe ste eal ey 3| Giles, Sr. (professional), run 
W..J. Goulding, b. Clarke...__ 46 Ollt- si 27; 2229. Sed sae 
O. Ridgely, ¢.Bance,b.Clarke. 14 | W. 0. Rutherford, b.T,Smith. 6 
R. Winslow, b. Moeran,....... 9.| H. A. Webster, c. Oldham, b. 
POR, Reese, b; Macrans-...¢.- 0) Da Smitth yess. 0 
©. Lee, b. Clarke .........-,,., 10| J. Filmer, not out, ....- Pea al! 
KR. M. Smith, not out,......... 14 | T. CG, Richardson, to bat. ~ 
Bye, 1; leg byes, 2.......2..3, 3] A. Bottomly, to bat...... _— 

B. G, Boilleau, to hat----, +S 
Byes, 2; leg-byes, 4; wide, 1. 7 

PIMOTELL Ie bball loi «lole'adiilly Solgar rie | HOt Ae asad Ore OE Os tigre 

RUNS A'T EE FALE OF BACH WICKET. 
Baltimore.,............. 6 83 48 48 57 8R Tl Ill 13s 146-146 
St. George. ....... .....7 14 14 22 40 44 — 44 

ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
ST. GEORGE, 
Balls. Maidens. Runes, Wickets. 

Clarke..... -. di 2 56 3 
Giles, Sr 90 5 29 a 
Bance... 66 2 26 3 
Moeran 478. 3 30) 2 

BALTIMORE. 
TS EOLEh ks ec vee Sede eta 4 uES 3 
Oldham...... eye attests 78 6 eS P 

Wide—T, Smith, 1, Umpires—Baltimore, G. Lane; St. George, 
J. Aliworth. 
Recapitualation of the Baltimore’s tour: Games lost, 4; drawn, 2- 

8r. GEORGE vs. Nuw YoreK.—Played at Hoboken, July. 3d, and 

won by home team by linnings and 97 runs. Although the New 

Yorkers are without a ground and have had no practice, yet they 

played this very one-sided match in true cricketing spirit, The 

feauture of the play was the batting of Clarke and Giles. Score:— 

NEW YORK. 
First Innings. Second Innings. 

M. Blaney, run out........,.-. e G. Clarke... 00.5 ay ED 
A, Duff, e. Clarke.....,..., 415 b. Boilleau.___ ~ ik 
P, Molville 1. b. w., b. Clark. 8 run out,.... 0 
G. Caldwell, b. Giles, Sr......, b. Clarke. . io 
J. Freed, b. Clarke,.........., e, Rutherfurd, b, Clar a! 
R. Bacon, c. Clarke, b. Giles.. 8 b. Boilleau 3 
W.M. Lendum, not out....... o. Filmer, b. bee 
J. Allworth, b.Bance,¢.Clark. 0 notout....,........ Bp ti) 
J. Robertson, b. Clarke....,,. by Boillean . 0 
A. Von Blacon, b. Clarke.,... 0 ¢. Giles, Sv 0 
T. Collette, ¢. Giles, Sr., b. 

Clanicernc cca. Sane vp fen a OUP TOD ret utes yg ste eee ene 5 
ERO Pan reat ae oes ene detent 8 Byes, 15; wides, 3; no ball,1 19 

Wotal Gi.3 0.449 2125, 2 .2]  ~ Total......, cat 6 {oss Ges 
EST, GEORGE. 

C. W. Bance, b. Allworth...,. 0| T. C. Richards, c.Van Blacon. 8 
Giles, Sr., b. Melville........ « 48) H.W. Sadler, not out......... 9 
Hyde Clarke, run out......... 65] O. H. Perry, b. Melville:....., 14 
J. Wilmer, b. Blaney.......... 0 | Byes, 3; leg-byes, 2; wides, $8. 13 
B. G. Boilleau, run out....... 8 a 
Giles, Jr, ¢.'sub,, b.Allworth.12| otal...-......-.---.-s0--s0t Viz 
W. C.Rutherfurd,b,Allworth. 0 

FALL OW WICKETS. 
New York.—First Innings—4, 11, 11, 18, 21, 27, 27, 27, 2%, 27-27. 
Second Innings—0, 0, § 8, 18, 29, 32, 32, 39, 53,—53. 
St. George.—Virst Innings—2, 112, 120, 182, 152, 136, 142, 152, 177— 

" WELLSVILLE, N. Y¥., July 10th.—Now that your readers 
are through relating their ‘‘ double shots” on woodcock I 
will give mine on partridge—ruffed grouse. foward the 
close of December last year I was hunting near our vil- 
lage and flushed a partridge. The bird started straight 
away from me up a side hill; soon as I could get my gun 
in position I fired, and the bird flew on, unhurt, I made 
up my mind to score another miss—as usual. A moment 
after I heard a fluttering in a hemlock tree about four. 
rods beyond where the flying bird was when I shot. Be- 
fore I could recover from my surprise a partridge came 
tumbling down through thé limbs of the tree, and fell 
dead at the foot of it. I have often—very often—shot at 
a flying partridge and made a clean iniss, but never be- 
fore missed the bird shot at and killed one sitting in a 

Miscellaneous. 

KEEP’S Shirts, the Best. 
KEEP’S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
ee Eat, PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

tinished. 
KEEP’S EID GLOVES, none better. 
KEEP'S UNDERWEAR, the best. 
KEEP’S UMBRELLAS, the strongest. 
KEEP’S JEW ELEY, rolled gald plate. 
KEHP’S NECKWEAR, latest novelties. 
KEHP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas- 

ure, 6 for $10, 
KEEP'S PAT. PARTLY-MADESHIRTS.6 for $7. 
KEEP’S GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEEVE 
BUTTON, free with every half dozen of 
KEEP’S SHIRTS, 

KEEP’S SHIRTS delivered treo in any part of 
the Union, at KWEP’S risk, 

KEEP'S GOODS ALWAYS THE BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 

Money refunded for goods not satisfactory, 

Samples and circulars free to any address. 

market, 

In ordering Stock or Pants please state the Size— 

Stockings, full length, any sized foot, 
Pants, reaching nearly tothe armpit, 
Heavy flax ground sheets, weight 6 1-2 I|bs.; size 

Sportsmen's Gots. 

MacIntosh Waterproof Goods. — 
you Can éasily obtain it from your Shoemaker— 

of the boot or Shoe you are accustomed to wear. 

The quality of these good is so well and widely known as to require no comment. 
proached by that of any similar manufacture in the world, By a special arrangement 
abled to place their goods in the hands of Sportsmen at prices which will certainly drive all inferior makes o ut of the 

It is not only unequaled, but also unap— 
with the Messrs. MacIntosh, we are en— 

per pair, 

7 1-2x4 1-2ft, each. 

‘ - ~ - — - ~ = = $ 

ABBEY &IMBRIE. 48 Maiden Lane, New York. 

Sov Sule. Hor Sule. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 633, 635, and 637 RBEOADWAY, N, ¥, 

CITIZENS GRANDPURSE, 
4.00.00, 

(OPEN TO ALL SINGLE SCULL OARSMEN), 
Over the tinest course in America. 

Bay City, Mich., July 3d, 1880. 
DEAR Srek:—The Citizens of Bay City offer a 

special prize of $400 on July 24th, the day follow- 
ing the N. W. A. R. A. Regatta, open to all single 
sculls ; $240 to first, $150 to second, four to en er 
and three to start, Distance one mile and a half 
and return. ‘The entrance fee will be $25, with 
money refunded to all starters. Entries to close 
on Tuesday, July 20th. Address all communica-— 
tions and entries to T. K, HARDING, Secretary. 

C. A. PAY, Treasurer. 

Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 
. Maurice Thompeon, Wather of Archery in this country 5 

Ge Me MUARRIOR Gee CHRTaNIOR Archer of the United States. 
Henry (. Carver, Esq., Pres’t of the National Archery Agsociation, 
A.B, Brownell, Bsq., President of the Eastern Archery Association 5 

and otherleading Archera, 
Special attention fs callud to HonaMan’s SraxisH Yew-Backep 

Bows auc footed peacock feathered Arrows, 
Send starsp for Miuatrated Calilogue of Archery & Lawn Tennis. 

drop, 14+ stoek, 9 lbs. 

me. 

Julyl5-It. 

$30. U. 8. Military Kitle, $13. 
86-cal., with extra 22. 
Stevens Pocket Shot Gun, 
ton, Mass. 

Archery 

Tropical Birds, 
from the land and sea, 

OR SALE.—A Parker Breech-Loader, 
worth $80, or $90, for $60. 12-bore, 80in., 3in, 

' 8. Sold for no fault, only 
because it does not fit me and is too heavy for 

Will throw in a $10 iin case. 
Address M, P. MCKOON, 

Franklin, N. ¥. 

Fo SALE—A new Winchester 
mode! 1874, reloading tools, aulmunition,ete., 

Maynard Rifle, 
ex-con. barrel, sights, ete. $380, 

$10. BOX 5153, Kos- 

FLORIDA BIRD SKINS. 
See eED SKINS OF BEAUTIFUL 

Natural History Specimens 
WM. P. NEBLD, 

Pinellas, Mlorida. 
Se Se 

oe SALE.—Six hundred acres of marsh land 
on Back Bay, Princess Anne Co., Va. The 

best ground for canvas backs and redheads 

FOR SALE, 

4.4 Biarthiy Paradise, 

PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS, 
Rifle, | Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Ma. mayl34m 9 Yio, 

WOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—A very 
£ desirable country home, located in Ocean 
County, N. J., within two and a half miles, of yil- 
lage of Tom’s River; three-quarters of a mile 
from the river, and three-quarters of a mile from 
Barnegat Bay. Farm consisting of sixty-five 
aeres of land, twenty-tive of which under culti- 
vation, balance woodland ; vineyard of 1,00 vines 
in foll bearing, and truit of all kinds, House, 
containing nine reoms and cellar, situated on 
high ground, with view of bay and ocean. Nu- 
merous, Outbuildings. House thoroughly fur- 
nished, and all the buildme’s in splendid order, 

Julyl5, 

Virst-class quail and partridye shoot n prem- ENUINE INDIAN MOCASSINS.— E. |. HORSMAN, there is on the bay Situated just north of | jses. Panay of all ilps Ore tsnh eine: Mailed free for $2. Also a number of William Street New York. Knott's Island, and wmost desirable place fora | and snipe shooting in season, Mace well stocked handsome specimens of various kinds from Yel- | 30 & 82 Rees : eich of gentlemen who want good shooting. | Warming utensils, etc. For price and further lowstono Park for $3. . A. SPRICKLAND, "Sole Agent for Brownell’s Archery Scoro | Clear title, Address BOX 652, Norfolk, Va. artionlirs, address EH. L,@LOVER, Tom's River  June#i-tt Blackfoot, Oneida Co.,Idaho'Ter Hook and Score Cards. July Tat, | & Ty 

=— 

- ew Jersey, No incumbrance, Julyl,3, 
i 
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FOREST AND STREAM. [Jory 15, 4 

The Reunel. 

Fos SALE—Eight beautiful liver and 
white setter pups, two months old; pedi- 

Address J. H, D., 
Prive $19. 

Julyla tt 

fOR SALE—All liver pointer bitch, 
large and handsome, fiye months old, excel- 

lent stuck, good pedigree, well yard broken to 
retrieve; will find anything hidden. Toho. Will 
charee anywhere on raise of hand ; all ready to 
tuke in field this season, Will be sold cheap 
only because of no good place to keep. For par- 
liculars, address P.O, BOX 767, Peekskil 

HOR 

Julyla,lt 

SA LE, 
When six weeks old, two dog and two bitch 
pointer puppies, by My. Hdmund Orgill’s QCham- 
pion Kush, oul of my Champion Dutchess, 
whelped July ad, lemon and white, all very strong 
and handsome. Price 350—dog or bitch, 

——— 

TWO BITCHRS—' MAXIM” AND “* CHARM.” 

Same sire and dam, one year old, yery handsome 
and perfect in every way; will be capital work- 
ers. [reserved them for my own use, but find 
J have more dogs than I can handle, and will part 
with them. Price $75 each, or $125 forthe pair. 
GEO, VAN WAGENEN, 212 West street, New 
York City, N. Y. Julyli.t 

free piven on application. 
P.O. Box 176, Madison, N. J. 

VOR SALE.—Five thoroughly broken 
fieid dogs, one pointer and four setters, I 

will sell each and all without reserve. Sportsmen 
in want of good business, field dogs can secure a 
bargain by applying at once. Price and pedi- 
gree furnished on application. CHAS. F. KHNT, 
duly 15-1f- Binghamton, N.Y. 

4 NGLISH SETTER PUPS—I will sell 
n brace of orange and white English setter 

hitches with black eyes and and noses, whelped 
Muay 6th; dam, Nellie G.; sire, “ Frank I.;” for 
$14, or $5 each. Both parents are well broken 
and of ood pedigree, “Frank I." is an extra- 
ordinary grand tleld dog, The stock is No, 1, 
and both pups are very smart and healthy. Haye 
no room for them, Address W. H, PIHRCE, 
Peekskill, N. ¥ Jul y15,1t 

MANCE. 
SCRATCH HS. 
GLOVER’S IMPERIAL MANGE CURE is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of pane 
or skin diseases of any nature on dogs or cattle 
without injury to the animal. One application 
is usually all thatis necessary. For SCRATCHES 
in HORSES it hus no equal. H. GLOVHR, 
Sole prop't’'y Imperial Kennel. Tom's River, N.J. 
Avents; Conroy, Bissett & Mulleson, 65 Fulton 

st,, N. ¥.; Jonn P, Lovell & Sons, Dock Squure, 
Boston; Jos. UC, Grubb & Co., 712 Market st, 
Phila; RP, Taylor, 72 East Madison st., Chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St, 
Gouis. Price, 50 cents. 

Ny OUNT PLEASANT KENNEL—FOR SALE— 
a Seven pointer dog pups, color black; dam, 
Black Rena, winner of firgt on the bench in New 
York, in 1878; sire, Bluck Tom; ful) pedigree on 
hoth sides. A rare chance fora good dog, C, B. 
LROWNELL, P. 0. Box 350, New Bedford, Mass. 

Julys.at 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer. 
For sale by all Draggists at 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale Ayjents — Charles L, Riteman, 943, 
Broadway, N. Yj Bruen & Hobart. {4 Fulton 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Go., 808 N. Third 
Street Phila; Finley & Thompson, 85 Maguzine 
Street, New Orleans, La.. W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.; Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore, 
Cure or Destroyer sent by mail on recelpt of 

260.,t0 L. A, MICKE, Easton, Pa. 

Neversink Lodse Kennels, 
The following celebrated Dogs are in 

the stud, 
Doc Sst 

St Bernard dog “ Marco"; rough coated, two 
years old; a magnificent animal—Rey, J, Cum- 
ming Macdona’s stock—second prizes Hanover 
Show and Rochester. 
New Foundland dog “ Keeper"’; four yenrs old; 

lirst prize Westminster Kennel Show, 1879. 
Pointer dog, “* Croxteth"; liver and white; one 

anda half years old; cut of Lord Sefton’s re- 
nowned stock—one of the handsomest pointers 
in the United States. Second prize in the Han- 
over International Show, 
Blue Belton setter, ‘* Decimal Dash,” eighteen 

months old; sired by Liewellyn’s celebrated 
eee —& magnificent stud dog—neyer exhib- 

irish setter, “Royer IT’; pure red; gon of Mac- 
aona's champion “Royer.” Never exhibited, 
English setter, “ Ranger IT"; a pure bred Lay- 

erack, son of Macdona's celebrated “ Ranger.’’ 
His get won firstat Hanoverand Paris shows, ana 
pecondut Puppy Stakes in Hastern Field Triala 
1879. 
Stud fee, $25.00. 

For Sale. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

Ritches. 
St. Bernard “Braunfels,” rough eoated, out of 

Prince Solm's celebrated stock; a magnificent 
bitch, in whelp to “Marco,” Ist prizes in Han- 
over and Rochester show. 
Pointer “ Queen,” liverand white, IstWestimin- 

mer Kennel Show 1878,in whelp to “ Croxteth. 
Gordon setter" Beauty," Ist Boston Show 1878, 

$id New York Show 1878. 
Pointer “Dora’’—liyer and white, out of 

*Qneen” and * Sancho." 
ue Belton setter Silk’ 

Trish Setter” Moya," out of Col. Hilliard’d 
“Palmerston,” in whelp to "Rover I. 
English Setter“ Donna,” white and lemon. 
Pupscan be secured by An carly application, 

Besides offer forsale pointers and setters of 
minor quality, butof good thoroughbred stock; 
full pedigrees. Also, several puppies of cham-~ 
pion * Queen,” by champion * Sensation.” ‘ 
Having engaged the services of Macdona’s . 

nowned field trial breaker I am Rrppared’ to book 
orders for thoroughly broken dogs, deliverable, 
autumn, 1880, Particulars will be furnished on 
application to A. E, GODEFFROY, : 

Quymard, Orange Co,, N. ¥. 

Ghee Hennel, The Kennel. — Ghe Rennel. 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and_ Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment, 
Dogs have daily access to salt 

water. 

po he N. B.—Setter and Pointer 
vuppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees. Address H. C, GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

| 

Roe SALE—Three handsome red Irish setter 
— pups, eight weeks old, large, strong and 

healthy, out of Nora, she by champion York x 
Belle; and one braee of handsome Llewellyn 
pups out of Belle, she by Pride of the Border x 
Kirby and Warwick, both parents being thor- 
oughly broken and prize winners. Prices reason- 
able, Wer particulars and full pedigrees, in- 
quire of the CONESTOGA KENNEL, 532 Bast 
Orange stréet, Lancaster, Pa. Junelt,it 

EDIGREES.—For samples and prices 
- send tio three cent stamps to M. VON 

CULIN. (See above.) Junez4ee. 

ORY O’MORE KENNEL,—Champion 
Rory 0’ More in the stud. 'The handsomast, 

as well as one of the best field and best bred red 
Irish dogs in the United States. Winner of first 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
1879; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 
the gold necklace at New York, 1880, For sale, 
thoroughbred ayes Address W. N. CALLEN: 
DER, Albany, N. Tuners, te 

LACHINE KENNELS, 
f HAVE moved my kenne) of cockers to 

the vicinity of New York. Willhayeno pu ps 
before October. ora, Plirt, M fideap, all to be 
bred to Bijou, this woelc, June 21st. 
GhO. D. MACDOUGALL, P. 0. Drawer 4342, 
Junex4-tf. New York. 

E. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custem House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL SURERT, NAW YORE, 

R ECEIVES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
a Fowls, ete., to any destination. Kenne 
Clubs, Sportsmen and othera, intending to import 
dogs trom Europe, should have their stock con- 
signed to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete- 

or 

JURE IRISH SETTERS for sale, very 
A _chexp—Champion Elcho, Plunket and Rory 
)'More stock, comprising a litter of puppies six 
weeks old, two bitches nine months old, and one 
broken doy one yearold. Address 8. J. ROB- 
BINS, Wethersfield, Conn. May 20-tie 

ph 

INE LODGE KENNELS.—T am ore 
1 pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I vive my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satistaction, if 
the dog has al the natural instincts. Refer 
ences on application, Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at Jonge distanecs, A, 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, eer 

fat 2 

4 
OR SALE—A red setter dog puppy, ten 

months old, by Rake, out of Belle If. 
Rake by Dr. Gautier's Dan and Laverack’s Ruby, 
Belle Il. by Dr, Strachan’s Dan IT., out of same 
owner's Belle. The puppy shows signs of being 
fn extra fine field dog, is very handsome, and in 
good condition. Address X. Y. Z., this office. 

junes,tt 

Vy ANTED—One or two dogs to train 
for Field Trials. M., YON CULIN, Del- 

juware City, Del. June. 

K 9 KENNELS: 
REARING: breeding, boarding. 
} alreaim on the place, and daily access. Best 
feed and care. Terms easy. Inelosestamp. 

By msil—K 9 Mange Cure, 50c.; K 4 Worm Poww- 
ders, 50¢,; 1K 9 Flea Powders, a0e,; K 0 Soap, 25¢, 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del Address 

E. & 0. VON CULIN, 
Dover. Del. 

Large 

P,O. Box 218, 

a 10) will buy a pure Trish setter biteh ten 
“DP LX! months old, containing blood of Plunket 
and Rory O’Moore. Address E. J. ROBBINS, 
Wetherstield, Conn. July 1 tt. 

ANTED—A well trained snepherd dog, with 
_ & pedigree, two or three yeurs Old—a biteh 

preferred, Address BYCH STEWAKT, Clavks- 
ville, Montgomery County, Venn. y8,2t 

POR SALE—Two pointer dogs, well broken, 
- goad padizree, and price cheap. Address 

N. h. BAIQUR, Topeka, Kansas, Julys,3t 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO TLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 

es POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
fleas on dogs or any other animals, or money 

returned. Itis putup in patent boxes with slid- 
Ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use, Simple and eflicacious. 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS 
ee & CERTAIN REMEDY, - 

OxOs Coutaining te : i Greeti teens en : g ten powders, wit 

Price 50 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recomended by Rop AnD 
Gow and FOREST AND SrRUAM. 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. ¥- 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
oct 12 1 Cortlandt Street, N. ¥, 

Cathery’s Dog Soap, 
PRIZE MEDAL, 

ae = saise Crm Ut i eed ee 
OC, CATHERKY, . - LONDON. 

FOR WASHING ALL KINDS OF DOGS 
Will destroy Fleas, cleanse the skin and hair 

from Scurfand Smells, making the Coat tine 
and glossy, without giving cold or doing the 
least harm to the animal, and safely and effec- 
tively curejthe Mange. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS. 
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 

Wholesale Agents 

McKESSON & ROBBINS, 
NEW YORK. 

Sample Cale sent on receipt of 50 cents. 
July 8-13b. 

PLHAS! 
SE DR, AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

a safe and efisacious remedy and preyen- 
tive (or fleas and all eruptions of the &lkin pro- 
duced by them. It cleanses the hair of all im- 
purities, puryes it of all disagreeable odor, an 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
erties. Itis impossible for fleas to live where it 
is used. Price, 25 cents per cake, Worsale by all 
drugpists. Wholesale depot, 164 Lincoln street 
Boston, Dr. Watts offers for sale the largest 
assortment in America of dogs of all breeds, All 
diseases of Sos skillfully treated, Medicines 
with full instruction, sent toany address upon 
receiptof ane dollar. The tact that Dr. Watts 
has for four consecutive years neld by appoint- 
ment the position of Special Officer of the City 
of Boston to have charge of unlicensed dogs, is 
sufficient guarantee of reliability. All commu- 
nications ind ordérs will receive prompt atten- 
tion, Address 1 DR. AL, WATTS, 
Mar 20-tf 164 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass. 

RARE CHANCE.—For sale, English 
. getters; Don, a splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brother to Champion France, 
but superiorevery way, $50; Moll, # very beauti-— 
ful bitch, orange white, black points, two first 
prizes, $75; Diek, a very fine dog, orange white 
bluck points; Rusa Il,, orange white ticked, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the hest brace 
L ever shot over. Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelye months old, very fine, full of bunt, 
$20 euch ; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Laverack combined. Bob, black, white and 
blue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa II. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural field qualities. This isa chance you can- 
not atford to lose if you want tne stock for very 
little money. Address ASA L. SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N. Y. Juneritt. 

Qt. BERNARDS FOR SALE,.—The un- 
\.) dersigned,wishing to reduce his rennel, offers 
for sale several magnificent imported Mount St, 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best Kuropean strains. ‘No be sold for no 
fault. For prices, Pedignecs. efe., address. 

& ROY Z. GOLLINS, 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.S, A. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
“RUSH.” 

“In the Stil.” 
Rush islemon and white, and winner at New 

York, Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Louvis- 
ville Shows. He is an excellent field doy; fine 
nose, fast, siylish and staunch. For full partic- 
wars, pedigree and fleld qualities address 

EDUMINE ORGILL, 
1,06 Dean street, Prosi, N.Y. 

Tee $25. aoe 

RISH RED SETTER PUPS.—Capt. T. S. 
Trench, of Ireland, offers for sale three splen- 

did pups six months old the 1th of June, 1880, 
‘hese pups took the thest prize in Dublin, in 
May, 1880, and are considered to be second to 
none of their kind, For price, pedigree, ete, 
upply to 0. 8. TRENCH, Chuld Depot, Va. 

Julyl2mos 

RAIN YOUR OWN DOGS, in the most urtis- 
tic¢manner. For informution send two three 

sent stamps to M. VON CULIN, Deluware City, 
Del. Julys,tt 

OT. RBHRNARD’S.—For sale a litter of yery 
handsome smooth-coated St. Bernard pup- 

pices, Whelped June Sth, 188). Parents bred trom 
the finest Switzerland stock, Color, yellow and 
winte; dew clawa, etc. Guaranteed as repre- 
sented. or money refunded. Pedigrees sent. 
Price, if laken atsix weeks, only $40 each. J. R. 
SCHUYLER, Bloomsburgh, Pa. July] tt 

Kc SALE.—A black pointer bitch twelve 
months old, by Don Royal. Price, $25, Ad- 

dress JOHN A. « L'MAS, Flatbush, L. TL. 
Julyla-1t, 

LEN —B. and T-.; D 
len's Belle. ‘he aboye dow, winner of first 

in brace stakes of the Eastern Field ‘Trials; will 
be allowed to serve a few bitches of approved 
form and blood. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
eroom. Address 

H. #. ATEN, N.D., 
$4 Hanson place, 

Brookiyn,N. ¥. 

by Colton’s Dash ex Mul- 
ic) 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 

M. P. McKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL, CO., N. Y. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS ot the finest strains. 
I sell only young stock. I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe de ery te every customer. 
These beautiful and inte wert dogs cannot he 
beaten for ruffed grouse and woodcoek shooting 
and retrieving, rrespondents inclosing stamp 
will get printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
nials etc. 

es 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 
begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 
that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

sired breed, fit for the highest competition. 

WIN, B.—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken- 
nels. deel) tf. 

Sporismen’s Routes. 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRINGSCHED- 
ULE, taking effect March 14th, 1880,—Leave 

HUNTER'S Pl (latbush Aye,, B'klyn,5 min, 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.35 A.M., 8.45, 4.36, 6.35 Paw. Sundays, 
A.M. 

Ool, P't & Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11,85 Am. 
2.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.35, 7) 7.85, 0.15, 10.45 P.at., 
12.15 night. 

Great Neck,6.30, 7.35, 11,85 A.ot,, 4.35, 5,85,6,85 P.M. 
Saturday nights, 12.35. Sundays, 9.85 A.M., 5.36 PM. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A-M., 

1.35, 3.35, 4.35, 5.85, 6.35 Pm. From Flatbush ay: 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 

day, Wed., Fri. und Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush av. 
10 P.M. Sunday, 9 A.M., 1.35, 6.35 P.M. 
Glen Coye, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3,35, 4,35, 5.85, 6.35PM. Sundays, 9 j 
AM,, 6,35 Pat. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, § A.M., 3.35 P.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 At. 4.35, 6.35 ~ 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A-M,, 6.35 bo, 
Lakeland and Parmingdale, § A.M.,3.35, 6.35 P.M, 
Port Jefferson, 10 A.M.) 4.35 Pw. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.35 A.M., 4.35,5.25 pw. Sundays, 9 | 

A.M. 
_ Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 A.at,, 3.85, 4.35 " 
6.35, 6,7 PM. Monda , Wednesday, Friday and 5 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.3 Pa 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M, 1.35 P.m., Tuesduys, Wed- — 

nese and Saturdays, commenctin 
HUNTER’'S P'T SWALL ST. AN —tlLeave | 

Pier 17, E.R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P’t, 8.30,» 
410.50, 11.30 A.ot, 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 Pat, For fur- - 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc, 
apply at 229 Bway, cor. Barclay. 

W.M, LAFFAN Gen'l Pass, Agent. 

Old Dominion Line. 
THE STHEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of the finest waterfowl and upland 
shooting sections inthe country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb’s Tsland, and points 
on the Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur- ~ 
rituak, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, ete, Nortolk steamers sail 
Tuesduy, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, Del. 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at3 p.m. Full 
Ine SHaarany siven at ollice, 197 Greenwich st.,.NY. 

septes-ly. 

«THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,Gran pidsundCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Wront, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 

AND THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
andthe Michigan North Woods aré unsurpassed 
if equaled, in fhe abundance and great variety of 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in the streams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
ouly in those waters. j 
The TROUT season begins May Land ends Sept.l. 
eee alee eh akan Seuson opens June 1 and ends 
ov. 1. 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICK ERELand MUSCA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. . 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of his 

skill to is Genie “i Aone "at homes \3ice for 
Deed ey ue pa eae oints, 

Para YOUR FAMILY WITH You. The sce- 
nery of the North Woods and Lakes is yery beau- 
tiful; the airis pure, dry and bracing, The cli- 
re is peculiarly benelicial to those sutlering 
wi 
Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
The hotel accommodations are good, far sur 

passing theayerage in countries new enough to 
afford the finest of fishing, 
During the season Round Trip Excursion Tick- 

ets will be sold at low rates, and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourists and ip gee: 
Dogs, Guaggind Fishing Tackle ried Freesat 

owner's risk. : 
Tt isouralm to make sportsmen feel“ athome™ 

nthis route. F +r Tourist’s Guide (an attractive 
iitustrated boo! jf 80 pages), containing full in- 
formation an.! ccurate maps of the Fishing 
Grounds and ')im. Cards, address A.B. LER. 

Ger. Pass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mich, 

WALLACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks, 
FIFTH EDITION, 

exhustive hand-book for sportsmen an 
AN one No visitor to the ‘Adirandacks shoul 
bewithoutit. Por sale ut this office, Price, p 
paid, $1.50, 



"WILKIN SON & LENNON, 
212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, ~ 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order. 

Hotels and Routes for Sportsmen 

BASS AND MASKALONGE FISHING, 
UPPER ST. LAWRENCE RIVER, 

LOWER LAKE ONTATIO. 
Or. LAWRENCE HOTEL AND RATHBUN 
\ HOUSBH (under one management), offer the 
Dest facilities and accommodations for sports- 
men, at very low prices. Only twelve hours from 
New York. Write for circular, with full particu- 
Jars how to get there, etc. H.L. FOX, Cape Vin- 
cent, N. ¥. 

ake EXouse, 
PRINCETON, MAINE. 

Geer Perch and Pickerel Fishing. Only two 
hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, so 

famous for its salmon and trout. Passengers by 
the 7 P.M. train from Boston will reach Princeton 
following evening at 6—only 23hours. Guides 
furnished. All inquiries cheerfully re=ponded 
to by the proprietors, W.G. ROSE & Co. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 
ee 

EUROPEAN PLAN. 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fowl Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I, 
Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman. Has always on hand the best of 

boats, batteries, etc., with the largestrig of train- 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast. The beat 
round in the yicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all yaricties. Specialattention given 
by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Address Wm. N. LANE, Good Ground, L.I. 
Reters by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 891 Broad- 
Wwayand, Wm, Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. ¥. 

FISHING RESORTS 
Great. North Shore, 

Lake Superior, 
Ave best reached by the steamers of the long 

-astablished 

COLLINGWOOD LINE. 
Connections ara made at Collingwood, Sault 

Ste, Marie and Duluth, bi-weekly, forthe une- 

qqualled trout streams at Thunder Bay, Pigeon 

River, Current River, Michipicoton Island, 

State Islands and 

NEIPIiSGOnN. 

Our “Inside Route” passes through the finest 

‘scenery, the 

GEORGLAN BAY, 

MANITOULIN CHANNEL, and 

CANADIAN NORTH SHORE. 

Information given and inquiries solicited. 

BARLOW CUMBERLAND, 
GENL. TRAFFIC MANAGER, 

5 Yonge Strees 
Toronto, 

Boston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland. 

Spring Fishing 
at the 

RANGELEY’S and 
MOOSEHEAD LAKE, 

Excursion Tickets 
Will be placed on sale as s00n as the ice is out" 
Close connections made at Portland with Grand 
Trunk and Maine Central Railways for all the 
see aes Grounds in Maine and Northern New 

and. 
‘ickets my be obtained at Boston City Office, 

280 WASHINGTON STREBT, and at the Station. 
Information by mail, if desired. 

D, J. FLANDERS. JABS, T. FURBER, 
i ¢ Gon. Ticket Agent, Gen, Supt, 

Hotels nud Routes for Sportgmren. 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
& 

The Pennsylvania R. R. Co.; 
Respeatfully inyite attention tothe * 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 

sao Uae 5 eh got o 
] a NTINUOUS 

FROM ALL IMPORTANT POLN' 

without failure or injury, 
==> THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. HXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Company in 
all the re citiesto KANT, RENOVA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQUA, 6nd 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting, 

oAlso, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPE MAY. 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
FIN AND FEATHER, 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass. Agent. 
Franx THOMSON, Gen’l Manager, febii-t4 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Ronte of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing < 

‘ Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
inia Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
lleghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 

Rivers, and Kanawha Valley, and including in 
their yarieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, etc. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sporisman carried free. 

_The Route of the Tourist, 
through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
3 , Phur Springs. 

“Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest ; at Gordonsyille 
with the North and Northesst; andat Richmond 
and Charlo 6 with the South, All modern 
improvements in equipment. 

CONWAT RK. HOWARD, 

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, 
may i9 Richmond ¥ 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

S$ PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
new cars‘ DayyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton,” 

which are fitted up with dining room and kiteh- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also Pre 
sided with racks and closets for guns and fishing 
iackle,and kennelsferdogs. | f ; 
Diagrams, rates.and other desired information 

furnished om application to Gen’l Supt. P,P. C. 
Co., Chicago, je26 mos, 

Aliscellancous Advertisenents. 
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CORDUROY SHOOTING SUITS 
A SPECIALTY ! 

| From Goods ofmy own Importation--Dead Grass Color, 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, 

VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES, 
Full lines ef Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete, 
Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J- 
New York Office, 177 Broadway. Se Se es oe ie 
moe BEATS THE WORLD,” mzx. 

Old JudgeSmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue. 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokers to Know. 

Hi 
NMI 

on 
—— ae 

jng or meliingin the mouth. The unprecedented popularity of * OLD JUDG 
to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, 
right to useit. 

Sold by all leading dealers. 

are perhaps not aware, that in 
deities eee rearebtie maee of the 
0 ary pure rice paper, they have bee 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POL, 
SONS, thrown off by all burnin paper, 
namely : The Oil of Creosote. CH ARLES 
G, EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
CO., manufacturers of “OLD JUDGE” 

‘) Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in= 
i] yented and patented a process, March 
4 Oth, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used. 

as wrappers for “OLD JUDG” Cigar= 
ettes has been so prepared that the un— 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva proof to prevent its breas— 

TT ‘MAJORITY OF SMOKERS 

+H” Cigarettes is owing 
no one else having the 

The great advantage and importance of this invention will at once ber i 
ail smokers, nnd its truth demonstrated by the first * OLD JUDG Oe BH” Cigarette they smoke. 

Try them and you will use no others, 

Manufactured by GOODWIN &CO.,207 and 209 Water st * 
IEW SX ORT. 

ITTERS 
Tn eliminating theimpurities of the blood, the 

natural and necessary result is the cure of Serof 
Joms and other Skin Eruptions c& Diseases 

Mi including Cancers, Ulcers, and other sores. 
Mm itis the best Rleod Purifier, and stimu- 

lates every function to more healthful action, 
Mm and thus a benefit in all diseases. 

pata, Wonakmness of the Stomach, D 
of neral Debil- h Coustinntien: Dizziness, 

a fiéy, etc., are cured by the Snfe Bitters. It is 
f unequaled asan Appetizerand Regular Tonic. 
i It ig a medicine Which should be in eyery 
B family, and which, wherever used, will save 
fa payment of many doctors’ bills. 
WW «Bottles of two sizes; prices 50 comts and §1. 

Ras-WARNER’S 
Safe Remedies are 
sold by Druggists 

¥ & Dealers in Med-« 
icine everywhere, 

H. H. Warner & Co., 
Proprietors, 

ROCHESTER, W, Y. 
Ra@e-Send for Pemphiel 

and Testimonials. 

LAURIO & McCLATCHEY’S 

OMOBOPATHI 
Fy MEDICINE. 
Ninth Mdition, 1044 Pages, Large avo., well bound; Price $5.00 

Sent free by Mail on recefpt of Price, 
‘Thisia the most complete and comprehensive work om the sab- 

jectin the Englishlanguare. Send for descriptive catalopuc, 
‘Address: ROERICKS & 'TAFEL'S Hommoyaruio PoHaruare Ant 

Now York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, New™Jrlenna, Chicag., San 
Frencisoe. Tho Oldest Hommopathic Mrdid nu House in the U, 8, 

Estnbliahed fn 1830. _ «) 

THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES, 
— 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 
H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY. 

WAREROo-:nMSs 

788 Broadway, New York: 
S84 and 86 Sidie street, Chicago = 

17 South Fifth st., Si. Louis. 

Natural History Store. 
ite, the department of Taxidermy I offer for 

sale a very fine assortment of Game Birds of the 
very best work, and a large assortment of native 
and areign, species, all prepared by first-clasa 
workmen, 
One case of game birds, which is probably the 

finest in the country ‘offer at $3007 7 

W. J, KNOWLTOn, 
188 Traniont ntreat, Boston, Mass. 

a eee 

RUINART oESs.ct se” CHAMPAGHES Established 1729. 

Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality, 

Verzenay, dry, full bodied, rich flayor. 

Carte Blanche, Fruity, delicate fiayor, not toa 

dry. DODGE, CAMMEYER & CO., 
16 Cortlandt St.. Sole Ag’ts for the United Stateg 

Pittsfield, Mass. Cuts F: 
Say Full-Length OO'T, in. this vase: 

6; #10; LOUNGE, in this case, $3. 
a i i, SoldEverywhere by the Trade, 

ALDRED’S YEW BOWS. 
F B. CROOK & 

2 

{=~ THOMAS 
= 

SEND FOR WEIGHTS AND PRICES, 

= Fishing Tackle and Archery, 
50 Fulton street, N. Y. 

BOLE AGENTS FOR 

ALDRED, London, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

CO, 

RCHERY inthe World 
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Gung, Aummmnition, Cte, 

E.H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

» © GUNSMITH, 

The 

(B64 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Daly 

2 Guns. A 

altered to fitthe shooter. uns 

Caer nis thoke, Modified, Taper, or for 

Game Shooting. ¥ Pletal Gri New fitted, Pin Fires fe 

yerted to Central ee ew Barrels fitted, Hx- 

New Lumps, 
Bae oe BVAty: dencription a done in an hon- 

d at reasona 
*Shiadison’s Browning Mixture, Al, 50c. per bottle. 

Sportsmen’s and Riflemeén’s Sundries. 
o. 

ones loaded Al, and goodssent everywhere 

©. D. Send stamp for answers to queries. ah 

ences from all the clubs of the city. decid t 

Edwinsen C.Creen’s 

WINNING GUNS. 
Send stamp forillustrated price list to 

GC. & A. HAYDEN, 
JACKSONVILLE, ILL,, 

Sole Importers. 

"ROREST AND STREAM. 

Grins, Sunnmition, Ge. 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUh, 

Wonderfully Strong. 
The barrels slide one side. 

Wonderfully Simple. 

No EtinmnsetosetInoosse 
Prices from 50 to $300. 

Send stamp for circular tO 
: AMERICAN ARMS CO., 

103 Milk Street, Boston, 
¥F. H. RAYMOND, Treas. 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE. 
Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sight 

is a great improyenient in rear sights. 

Send for circular containing full de 
scription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Coun, 

= 
Enns, esnaninttan, Gir. 

THE SNEIDER GUN. 
THE ONLY POSITIVE 

DOUBLE-GRIP, SELF-CLOSING TOP 
LEVER ACTION 

In the world. 

Sizes, from 6 to 16 Bore. 
Equal in finish, symmetry of outline, and mate. 

rial, to the finest English guns, and at 
more reasonable pu ces. 

The Bneider Rebounding Lock used, the only re- 
bounder with which missfires will not occur, 

HIGHEST CENTENNIAL MEDAL 

For “Workmanship, Rebounding Locks, and 
Compensating ‘Features of Action.” 

GUNS RE-BORED FOR CLOSE SHOOTING. 
STOCKS BENT TO ANY CROOK. 

Pin Fire Guns Changed to Central Fire. 
Muscle Loading Gung Altered to Breach Loaders. 

Clark & Sneider, 
214 West Pratt Street, Baltimore. 
Send for Ilustrated Catalogue, 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
CHEAPER THAN GLASS. Samples sent by 

mail, 25 cents. Our see Dixie Apparatus is 
deadly on dueks; by mail, 

DIV ING DECOY 60, Rochester, N. Y 

THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS! 

The Empire Rifie Club, 

ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM, 

SEE J. 8. SUMNER’S FULLSCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 50 IN A POSSIBLE 5Q ! FEB, 28, 1889 
Fifteen Bull’s-eyes in Succession! 

SAME MATCH, 200 YARDS OFF-HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE, NO. 61-2. 

The Ballard is the only Rifle that has made a Full 
The Ballard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon. 

THE BALLARD ALWAYS FITS THe SHOOTrTHR 

in their trips to Boston, 

Score at Creedmoor 

ALL used Ballards. 
* A WORD TO THE WISE,” ETC. 

FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICH LISTS APPLY TO 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 
Sole Agents n New York for CARD’S REVOLVING BALL TRAP 84 Chambers street, NEW york crIry 

GC LASss. ofall ieee 

Reduced Prices! 

We are now manufacturing the 

Best Plain Amber Glass Ball 
in the market. 

barrels containing 250 balls, 

TRADE AND GLUBS SUPPLIED AT 
Send for sample Balls. 

damaged Guns. 

Now is the Time to Order 

TENTS,AWNINGS AND FLAGS. 

Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists 
aod Photographers, also for Camp Meetings. 
Fancy Tents for families made to order. Awn- 
ings of all kinds for Dwellings, Boats, eto.; also 
Yacht and Boat Sails. Flags and Banners of all 
kinds made to order. All work done in best. man- 
ner and atyerylowtigures. Send forillustrated 
circular, AddressS, HEMMEN WAY, over Wall 
Street ferry-house, South street, New, York. 

HAW E’S PIGHRON TRAP. 

Standard size and uniform thickness: 

Also, list of Second Hand and slightly 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 

packed in 

10 PER 1000) 

Pittsourgh, Pa. 

= 0 
Zz? 
Cees 
@: 0) 
ae Q 
2d 
Pp 
THs TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface. the cord is pulled one-half of the lid reyolyes within the Trap and DRIVES THE BIRDINTO THE ATR. Sportsmen will 

Agents: 
at once appreciate the adv: antages. 

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. 

@) 

a < 

D 9» 
3 0 
Rw «86 

@ 4 
a. 4 
= 

s 
Adj 

When 

Price $4. 

(deur 15,1 

“Guns, Amnnition, Cte. 

FINE BREECH-LOADING 

Shot Guns 
At a Bargain! 

THESE ARE NOT CHEAP GUNS; 
BUT ARE 

Good Guns! 
AT A 

LowexrPrice 
Than they can be purchased for else- 

where. All of them 
WARRANTED TO 

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 
Send for Descriptive List. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
~ Cazenovia, N, ¥. 

WM.R. SCHAEFER, 
61 Elmst., Boston, MASSay 

~ Dealer in 

SPORTSMEN'S EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Gung 
To Order. 

GENES for the sale of the BALLARD: 
FLES, and of the DALY breech-load-. 

ing SHOT GUNS. A fulllineof the Clabrough= 
Moore, Bonehill, ‘and other makes of imported 
guns, always on hand. Particular attention 
See CH ee Aue to St close 

hard. TT’S FOO 1 ete. 
Gun stocks Fone Tmaeeanten to stay. Diwork: 
executed in the most skillfulmanner, 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Baill 
AND HIS PATENT 

= GLASS BALL TRAP 
Por Wing practice. They- 
can be had from all fra tab 
dealers. Headquarters. 
forGlasg Ballsand Traps, 
AGNEW &Co., 153 First 
AY., Pitizburgh, Pay; A. 
die BOGA RDUS, No 158 
Sou Clark street, Chie~ 
ae i Send vo oes List 

‘or Traps—Hari oan, 
Newark, N.J. ii 

“Field, Cover and Tra 
Shooting,’ "the only Soo. 
eh Liha aie by if ae 

et hunter, can pe had at 
the above address. Price $2. 

HUNTING at aa 

heed Baal Lee Nee slime cir a ta okie Be eM DO 2.50 

th CROSBY & CO., Waterville, Me. 
The Canadian patent for the, above cover is- 

now for sale. Address as above.’ 

= Cleaner and Beli or 
= coo? For Brevch-louuit 

do hin 
For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 

and fuil directions sent free of postare. 
In ordering give cullbre of gun. Senu for circular, 
Address JT. YARDLEY BROWN, Patentes, 

READING, Pa. | 

DECOYS. 
Ducks that will decoy; manufactured by M. C. 

WEDD; 50 cone each; 8% Manhuttun street, Ro- 
ehestes, N. 

wty. LGIH aoa we WATCHES, $10, 
‘Chains wills sent ce hee er 
Wile for Gatalogucto STAN D AME a 
ICaN WATCH UO, PLPTSEUROS PA. 

R GUN OE GREAT WESTERN 

id te: D for Cutalogua. 
Eifios, Shot Gene Ber olvers,cenke. 6 defor 

Field Cover, and fran’ Stoning, 
BY A. H. BOGARDUS, 

Price, $2.00. 
FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE, 
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FOREST AND STREAM. 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 
SOLE AGENTS FOR 

SPRATT’S 

TON DOWN. 
Send for Cireular and Price List. 
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18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK, 

DOG BISCUITS, 
The Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Gondition.' 

DOG SOAP; 
Superior to Any Other, 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plains. 

WINES, 
BRANDIES, OF FE. IRROY & CO., REIMS. 

Clarets and Sauternes, 
Of A. deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux, 

CHAMPAGHN ES, 

Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 
Eibhine Wines, 

WATERS, W HISKIES, IMPORTED ALES AND MINERAL 
SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

Fishing Cachle, 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT. 
(ESTABLISHED 183i). 

‘First premium at World’s Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

KRIDER, 
W. E. Cor, Second and Walnut;Sts., Philadelphia. 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Hooks, Plies, 

Leaders, Snoods, Sov a Bait, Fly Books, 
ic. Htc. 

$= Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
ALSO 

* Krider’s’' Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods. 

Birds’ Eggs and Birds’ Skins in Great Varieties 
Taxidermy in all its branches. 

Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit. 
Repairing of all kinds, marily 

DON'T CATCH WEEDS AND LOGS, 
BUT CATCH FISH, 

RUSH’S PATENT FLOAT TROLLING 
SPOONS entirely oyercome the defects 

heretofore found in all other Spoons, viz., run- 
Iming so deep as to catch weeds and logs, and 
Selow where the fish see them. Made of the 
dest material. Bass size, 75 cents; pickerel, $x; 
muskalonge, $1.25. Each by mail—25 cents ex- 
tra for gold-plated. Address — 
MSIENRY ¢. BRUSH, Brushton, Frank 
o., New York; or to be had at wholesale or re- 
tail from CHAS. L. RITZMAN, 943 Broadway, 

~ SIMPSON’S 
NEW BATT. 

The most killing bait ever invented for either 
Plack bass, pickerel, or large trout; beautifully 
mounted with gaudy feathers, Silver plated, 60 
cents; gold plated, 75 cents by mail, postpaid. 
Send for catalogue of fishing outfits and sports- 
mens goods of every description. Postage stamps 
taken, KR. SIMPSON, 18% Nassau strect, New 
York City, N. Y, Julyl5 

Bliscellaneous. 

THE WILSON PATENT 
ADJUSTABLE CHAIR, 

WITL THIRTY CHANGHS OF 
POSITIONS. 

Parlor, Library,Inva, 
lid Chair, Child’s Crib 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light- 
ness, strength, sim- 
Bucity, and comfort, 
verything to an ex- 

act science. Orders 
by mail promptly at- 
tended to, 

READING POSITION, Goods shipped to any 
address,C. U. D. Send Stamp for Mlustrated 
Circulur; quote Forest and Stream. Address 
Wilson Ajus. Chair M’i’g Co., (iil Broadway,NY. 
an 

HUNTING HATCHETS, 

protection to the edge; all sizes from one 
oad to four sent by mail on receipt of price. 
ne pound, wit c 

CROSBY & CO., Waterville, Me. 
“The Canadian Peeete for the above cover is 
ow forsale. Address as above,” 

THE 
Cleaner and Oiler 
2 Bor Hrusch-lonting arms 

wi in market. i 
lar, one Cleanehy Passube eruad 

and fuil directions sent free of postare. 
Tn ordering give calibre of gun. Send for cipculer. 

Address Ty YARDLEY BROWN, Patonted, 
DING, Pa, 

| Paper, without map, 7icts, 

ITH PATENT COVERS ; a perfect |] 

Publicutions. 
——_ st 

CANCE AND CAMERA. 
A photographie tour of two hundred miles of 

of the Maine forests, 
BY THOMAS SHDGWICK STEELE. 

With Srxry Intusrrarions. The most artistic 
book of the season. 

EDITORIAL NOTICES. 
‘Tt is one of the handsomest boolss of the sea- 

son, fully illustrated by drawings from the au- 
thor’s own pencil, and from his photographs.”— 
Oharles Diudiey Warner. =~ 7 
“The book is written in. the best of temper, in 

afresh and breezy style, and with a zest that 
marks 1 tiue sportsman,’ —Bosion Journal. 

“ A highly elewant book, whose author needs 
no introduction to the lovers of literature gener- 
ally."—Havrtford Times, b 
“Written with a modesty which commends it- 

self to the reader at once, and with an enthusi- 
asm and intelligence that will doubtless serve to 
entice other loyers of the fishing rod into this 
beautiful region "—Springzield Republican. 
“he word that describes this book by_an 

Hartford author, is—charming."’—Christian Sec- 
retary. —— 
wi** No lover of out-of-door life will1au to appre- 
gwiate it, It is issuedin better style than any 
other such book which we have seen.”—Zlie 
Congregationalist . 
“It makes one feel as if one must go over the 

sume route.”—The Religious Herald, 
“ The publication of the book is most oppor— 

tune.”’—Bangor, Maine, Whig. 
“Tt furnishes as delightful reading as any tour- 

ist can desire.”’—Boston Herald. 
“The author holds a facile pen. The pages are 

fresh from the heart of nature, and the pleasures 
are the pure andsimple ones that never lose 
their charm for those who enjoy companionship 
with natural beauty."—Providence Journal. 

‘Tt opens anew and attractive region and de- 
seryes @ place in every ,geutiemun's library.” 
Hariford Huening Post. P 

Square 12mo., bound in cloth, black and gold,$1,50. 
—FOR SALE AT TH!1S OFFICE.— 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 
(MONTHLY) AND 

THE AMERIGAN POULTRY YARD. 
(WEEELY) \ 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry. 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn. 

THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 
Bee years the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

—both papers for $2.00. 
A series of twelve mag- 

wz, ficent Chromos, each rep- 
resenting a standard breed 
of fowls, sent for 75 centa 

extra to all subscribers to either publication. 
SSS a 

SUMMER VACATIONS 

Moosehead Lake 
AND VICINITY. 

By LUCIUS HUBBARD, 

A PRACTICAL GUIDE to the woods and 
waters of Northern Maine, combined witha 

thorough 

2 ays taf Be FOR CAMPING OUT. 
mo. 150 pages, gilt, cloth. Price. with new and 

enlarged MAP of NORTHERN MAINE, $1.50. 
Map separate, Tocts. 

Sent postpaid on receipt of price, by 

A. WILLIAMS & Co., Boston, 

ALL KEADERS of FOREST AND STREAM 

Need one of these & 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 
EASTWARD HO; or ADVKNTURES AT 
RANGELEY LAKES. By Charles A.J. Farrar. 
A spicyand fascinating story of sportsman’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine, Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50. 

CAMP LIFE IN THE WILDERNESS. By 
Charles A. J, Farrar, An amusing account of 
a pM jo Roe RSuEeloy Lakes. 224 pages. 12 illus, 

BARRAR'S RICHARDSON AND RAN 
LAKES IDLUSTRAT: GuEAY 

pomprendnslya hand-book of the 
kG region and sporting re- 

Maine. Printed on toughlinen 
aper, cloth covers. 50 cents. 

PARRA R’S POCKET MAP of Moosehead Lake 
and vicinity, and famous hunting and fishing 
Tesorta ot wNorthern Maine, also the head- 
aie. of the enna bets eenaTese and St, 
0) yers. Printed on tou en 

cloth covers. 50 cents. ss! pea 
FARRAR'S STEREOSCOPIC YWIEWS, 25 cts, 
Send for aOR Beet bltcatio: (oe 
am [) @ atoye publications mailed 
Postpaid, on receipt of price. Address : 

Ae J PABRAR, Jamaica Plain, 
, Maa Oo > = - T, Dec31 = 

Suovrisnen's GHootls, 

COODYEAR’S 

Rubber M’re Company 
AND 

Goodyear’s India Rubber 

Glove M’f'g Co., 

488, 490, 492 Bway, cor. Broomeast., 

AND 

25 BROADWAY, cor. FULTON ST. 

RUBBER OUTFITS COMPLETE FOR 

FISHING AND HUNTING. 

TROUTING PANTS AND LEGGINS A 
SPECIALTY. OUR OWN MAKE 

AND GUARANTEED. 

RUEBER Goops of Hyrry Dxsorir- 
TION, 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue. “Uh 

Lublications. 

SPORTSMAN ’S LIBRARY. 

List of Sportsman’s Books: 
[We willforward any of these Books by mall, post-paid, on receipt of the price.] 

Adirondacks, Camp Life In, Murray’s...... 1.50 | Frank Forester’s A 
‘Adirondacks, Camps and Tramps oy onthe Se Fee ee ae a eS 

Complete American Trapper, Gibson...... i 
Coues’ Birds of the Northweat 

Adirondacks, Guide to Wallace's, 6thed'n. 2.00]  Line@.-.2...... 2.20 ec ece ce ces cc ees acer cece see 
75 | Frank Forester’s Manualfor Young Sports. 
15 MGA cubeetacaty ee steh ee ress e ae taal. ace 2.0B 

5.50} Gun, Rod and Saddle.... ....,.. - 2 
30 | Hallock’s sportsmen’s Gazeieer Sap 

Hand Book for Riflemen..... frig 
Fai Hand Books 0 

American Roadsters and Trotting Horses.. 5.00) Gymnastics 20 
American Wild Fowl Shooting, J. W.Long. 2.00} Cricket... 2s 
American Kennel, Burges..............+-..+ 2.00 Rowing an 2D 
Angling, Book on, Francis.......... Riding and Driving... 2D 
Archer, Modern........... Rey a te 25 Archery, Fencing and Broadsw 1] 
Archery, Fencing and Broadsword......... 20 Minty terersises STR OEE bos boat 20 
Archery, Witchery of, Maurice Thompson. 150 EVOCUGb YE Ines ducers) slecleteasle 20 
Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam.. 3.00’ Fishing.-...............--....--- 5 
Art of Swimming... 2.22.00... 022i cesntsse 30 Quoits and Bowls.......,.--..-.. 35 
Art of Swimming, Monstery . 650'| Swimming......... 
Axt of Swimming, Webb........... 50. Skating............ C = 
Athlete’s Guide, Harding............... ..., 60] _ Shooting. .......-... 121, = 25 
Athletic Sports for Boys...... bds,, 75¢.; clo. 400 | Herbert’s Hints to Horse Keepers.. 136 
Athletic Sports, Stonehenge................. 4.00 | Hints to Riflemen, Cleyeland..,..... 150 
Bailey’s Birds ot the United states + so | Holden’s Book of Birds........ 3p 
Baird’s Birds of North America,.,__........ 30.09 }. Horseback ene Durant 1 
Baucher’s Method of Horsemanship........ iQ | Horse Breaking, Moreton..... 250 
Bechstein’s Chamber and Cage Birds ...... 1.50 | Horsesand Hounds........... BD 

its and Bearing Reims...-..... -..)..+...5 6C | Horses and Riding, Neville... B00 
Boat Sailing, Practical ...,.,-......--:,..:++ 1.00 | Horses, Famous American Ra ie 
Books for Sportsmen: Angling, 50c.; Shooting, | Horses, Famops American Trotting vis) 

50c.; Common Objects of the Sea-shore, 50c.; | Horsas, Famous, of America B27) 
Cage and Singmeg Birds, 50c.; Dogs, 75c.; Birds’ | How to Camp Out, Gould....... 1.00 
Eges and Nests, 50c.; Fresh and Salt Water .SD 
Aquarium, 50c.: Native Sone Birds, 75e-. 6.0 

Boy’s Treasury of Sportsand Pastimes, etc. oO 
cate Loader, Gioan.... RAS eee aD 
reech Loader, Modern, 2 125 

Bruce’s Stud Book, 3 yols...-:- Law 
Butler on the Dog...........-.. pn) 
Cage and Singing Birds, Adams............- SD. 
Camp Cookery, Miss W. Parloa.............. ano 
Canoeing in Kanuckia.....,..,...---.. 0. ae a2 
Canoe Traveling, Powell.... ........-.-.-.. 3.00 

| Canoe, Voyage of the Paper; Bishop’s...... Me 
Cnssells’ Book of Birds, 4 Vols.......+0.0-+-- ee 
Choke Bore Guns, Greener..............-2. 220 

3) 
130 
Lap 

5h 
250 

nS Pee OA HOLS ead ares pe 2 nee Agi) Boreas fe wisa Gilmore,....,._. 
ioues’ Fur Bearing Animals 3 Trac ‘axidermy and Hom ac 

Coues’ Key to North American Birds,...... 7.00 BATHY eee de hase zt 5 Coe Seo OEa om 
ne 1a Rea re ane Apres a roi ee NL AEE E Soucy See 

‘ypress, J., Jr.s Works, 2 vols i asts, From an Angler’s - 
Dadd’s AmericanKeformed Horse Book,8yo 2.50 lo a rate gee ee earch ECS z riper sat ae iy 
Dadd’s Modern Horse Doctor, 12mo......... 1.50 | Rarey’s Horse-Tamer....-.......-.0..0...22- 
Dead Shot..,..-...,..- PEERS Acer 1.25 §— Riding Recollections, Whyte Melville’s.._. 
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson.. wu =8.75 
Dog, the Dinks, Mayhew and 3.00 
Dog, the, Hill..... 2,00 
Dog, the, Idstone. 1.25 
Dog Paths to Success. 50 
Dogs and Their Doing: Bevis) 
Dogs and Their Ways, Wilhams. . 1.25 
Dogs of Great Britain, America, and oth 
DON eres sp a-r- one eer tee nieteel nell 2.00 

Poss, [ok =) ¢:'/0) 1 > PAAR AAR BAC AS pha Po aS 
ogs, Management of, Mayhew, l6mo..,.. 15 

Dogs, Pointsfor Judging................5-, 50 
Dogs, Richardson +--pa, 0c; clo, — 60 

3.50 
25 

Byery Boy’s Book of Sports and Amuse- : 
a5 eee 7 210 

Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lalre......-.. 50 | Taxider 
Farrar’s Guide to Richardson and Rangeley Troiling. ae Posbeidebosectach Sere 5a 

RO. casvcee nsbint Ru pghurds se puinnstese-s > 50 | Veterinary Dictionary, Going.... ........ B.D 
Farrar's Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake... 1. Wallace's American Stud Book.......,...-.. na 
be pant 8 Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake i Wallace's American Trotting Register, 3 

Repion:........ denny onidviaetcin- 22 WIS: Sabra fot a lick bees deat orth ans cae 
Field, Cover, and Trap Shooting, Bogardus. 2.00 | Wilson’s American Ornithology, 8 vols... Iba 
Fish hatehi and Fish Catching’......<.-.+- 1.40 | Wood’s Natural History of Birds........420. 608 

Fishing, Bottom or Float...........-«--.«: _ 50 | Woodrufi’s Trotting Horses of America... 2a 
Fishing in American Waters, ScOtt......... 3.50 Wrinkles, by Old Shekarry........ tr--teeeee BD 
Fishing Tourist, Hallock....---.-0ss.-.00+++ 200 Youatt and Spooner onthe Horee,.......-.. Zap 
Fly Fiehing snd Worm Fishing........----- + 60 Youatt om the Dog................ wsenricre 
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Amunitition, Gtr. 

ORANGE SPORTING 

Orange Liahtnina. 

Orange Ducking: 

Orange Rifle. 

{€reedmoor: 
ELEGTRIG BLASTING APPARATUS: 
fend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

FEELET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW-) 

WE. Furnished FREE. 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER C0, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. ¥., 

GUNPOWDER. 
_ DUPONT'S 

RIFLE, SPORTING ané BLAST- 
\ING POWDER. 

7; The Most Popular Powder in Use. 

UPONT'S GUNPOWDER MILLS, es-: 
tablished in 1802, have maintained their: 

es xeputation forseventy-cight years. Manu- 
the following celebrated brands of Pow- 

DUPONT’S DIAMOND GRATIN, ‘ 
Mies. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, ; 

immess, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass’ 
Rall and Pigeon Shooting. y 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Mos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
gad clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 

,, Ball, Pigeon, Duck, and other shooting. 

~~ DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 
& gmriclc, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
ve grain for pistol shooting, 

) DUPONT'S RIFLE, FG, “SEA SHOOTING,” 
EEG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle’ 
@iooting the FFG end PY"G for general wse,) 
ie burnin Re auETT moist. 
SPORTING, MINING, SHIPPING, and BLAST-»} 

ENG POWDERS of all sizes and deseriptions.? 
accel grades for export. Cartridge, Musket, 

mn, Mortar, and. mmoth Powder, U. 8. 
@overument standard... Powder provi. Ager, 

e 
fiw 

tp order of any required grain or proof. fu 
ghee in all cities and principal towns throug 
Ge Represented by é 

F. E. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. ¥., 
§. B.—Use none but DDPONT'S FG or FFG) 

i for long range rifle shooting. 
i 

CHAE HAAN POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s **Electric Powder.” 

Was. i (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed i point 
ef strength and cleanliness, Packed in pasate 
Canisters of one pound only. 

Hlazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting,” 

Wos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 11b. canisters and! 
Gl. kegs. <A fine grain, quick and clean, for up-; 
Tamd prairieshooting. Well adapted to shot guns, 

Hazard’s ‘*Dueck Shooting.” 

Wes. I (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 1b. canist 
med Gi and 12} 1b. kegs. Burns slowty and yer 
vlean, shooting remarkably close and with gre 

ration. For fleld, forest, or water shootings 
Fauks any other brand, and it is»equally ser- 

Wiseable for muzzle or breech-loadérs. 
Hazard’s ‘Kentucky Rifle.” 

REFG, FFG, and ‘Sea showdne "FGin kegs of 
be. i Dh. W234, and 6} lbs. and cansof 5 

pecked inland + 1b, canisters. 
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GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET P 
BER: also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORW 
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOK¢; 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER, | 
‘Tire above can be had of dealers, or of the Com-; 

amy’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
wade at our office. 

83 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 

GOODS OIL TANNED 

Moccasins. 
The bestthing in the market 

Tor hunting,fishing, canoeing, 
Snow-Shoeing, ete. They are 

easy to the feet,and very 
turable. Made to order 
inavariety of styles,and 
warranted the genuine 

G@riiele. Send tor illustrated circular. MARTIN 
& HUTCHINGS, P. O. Box 888, Dover, N. H. 
@eecessor to Frank Good.) PRApKFORD. 
Am@taony, Boston Avents., 

AAOLLER' RORWE- 
GJAN COD-LIVER OIL 

Esperfectly pure, Pronounced the best byt * 
est medical authoritiesin the world. - Given hoes 
award at i2 World's Exp sitions, and at Paris, 187— 
Sold by Druggists. W. H. Schieifelin & Co,,N-Xe 

| guns are heavy, weighing from 9 to 10 pounds, and are specially adapted to killing large game, such 
They afford a rare opportunity to obtain a first-class pun at a. 

low price, and it is proper to say thatin thoroughness of workmanship and excellence in shooting | 

4 finest, including a HAMMERLESS, down to the cheapest, 

Blisrellancons Advertisements 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Revolutionized. 

POWDER./})ITTMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

well adapted to choke-bores, modified chokes POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 
for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and giyea little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrels as much in rapid firing. CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr. Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in thew matches, Our challenge 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world. Address ; 
bay" All our cans have seals over the screw-cap, with C. Dittmar’s signature, and 

none others are genuine. 

DITTMAR POWDER M’F’GCo., 
P. 0. Box 836. 

VANITY FAIR 
“ MILD"'—Rare Old Virginia. “HALVES"’—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1878; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on salein all civilized countries, 

Peerless Tobacco Works, YTS KIMBALL &CO 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK.® 

TOBACCO 

OLT, WEBLEY 

It is with especial satisfaction that we invite the attention of the sportsmen and the trade in 
general to the three names at the head of this notice, the greater part of whose guns will pass 
through our hands during the present season. 

Colt's and Webley’s guns requireno mention here. The many thousands of them already in 
the hands of their delighted possessors are enough to insure their fame. Of the productions of 
E nos James & Co. we would say that although comparatively unknown in this country, they are 
destined, from their excellence and cheapness, speedily to take and hold au honorable place. 

Of the Webley's guns we have this year tivo classes. First, the celebrated 

First Special or Treble Wedge Guns. 
Eyery gun of this class has fine laminated steel barrels, bar rebounding locks, extended rib 

pistol grip, and patent fore end, and is cheaver this year than ever before. Second, a JOB LOT 
of Webley guns, with top and side lever actions, ranging from the very finest Exposition and First 
Premium guns, offered at about half the original price, down to the very lowest. Most of these 

as ducks and geese, at long range. 

they are in no way inferior to the treble wedge guns, 
Of Colt’s guns, while we keep all grades, we recommend specially 

THE CLUB GUN. 
These guns are manufactured ez:clusively for usin the New Yorkand Eastern market, and all club 
guns advertised by others are a different article. The genuine Colt Club Gun has arubber heel plate, 
in the middle of which, within a circle, the rampant colt, and around which circle the words * The 
Club Gun” are beautifully embossed. The Colt Club Gin is intended for glass ball or pigeon trap 
shooting where closeness and penctration are required. 

Enos James & Co., of Birmingham, will send out this year suns ofevery grade, from the very 
We have determined to import no guns 

not bearing thd maker's name. The country has been flooded with worthless trash bearing the 
name of Wm. Moore & Co., etc., which means nobody. The Messrs, James have consented to make 
for us RUE to sell as low as any guns are sold, and good enough to bear their name, These we 
how over, 

In addition to the foregoing we handle the Forehand & Wadsworth single breech-loaders with 
Scott pattern of top lever, and with either steel or twist barrels. They arejust the thing for boys 
or men who cannotaiford to own double guns, and cost buta mere trifle. 

H. & D. FOLSOM, 
SO Warren Street, New York City. 

C. F. A. HINRICHS, 
English Archery, 

- Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORE, 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 
Attorney and Counsellor ait Law, 

NOTARY PUBLIC. 

(P. O. Box 4309.) 

IMPROVED SELF-REGULATING 
STORM-DEFYING, 

W ind-Mill. 
THE ONLY MILL EMBRACING ALL THE 

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS. 
Received Silyer Medalat Paris in 1878. 
Three bundred in operation in the vi- 

cinity of New York. Every one war- 
ranted as to Durabilty and Quantity of 
Water, which can be pumped to any 
required height from any location. 
The cost is small compared with any 
other device now In use. 

fe erta specialty. Address 
MES No.’ 76. reo ecot, New York. 

No. 237 Broadway, Koom 17, New York City’ 

Alljbusiness promptly attended to. 

1 from shrinkage, more 

24 Park Place, New York | 

AND 1 
CIGAKETTES }. 

and JAMES. 

TRADE 

Aurmunition, Gtr, 

TATHAMS 
TIME RnRovy ED 

Chilled Shot. 
American Standard Diameters. 

(RED LABEL.) 
GIVES GREATER PENETRATION and BET- 

TER PATTERN than ordinary shot. Equ 

cylinders. 

Beware of Initations, 

Our Chilled Shot will be found to be more free 
SEI. more uniform in 

size, heavier and of brighter and cleaner finish than 
anyother. _ 

md for circular. 

TATHAM BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORE. 

Also manufacturers of 
PATENT FINISH 

American Standard Drop Shot, 
and COMPRESSED BUCK SHOT, more uniform 
than ordinary moulded shot. ; 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

SPARKS’ 
American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others, 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD. 

THOMAS W. SPARKS, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 

Mlisrellancous. 

‘Slav rt 

CURES BY ABSORPTION. 
1s. RHEUMA'TISM, NEURALGIA, MALARIA, 

“Sapanule,” the wonderful Glycerine Lotion, 
is a postitive cure; it has never falled. 

> anule’? has no equal for Chronic Lame 
ness, e Back, Lumbago, Sprains, Piles, 
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Bunions, and al) dis 
eases of the Skin, Erysipelas,Salt Rheum, Eczema, 
Humors of the Scalp, ste,; Diphtheria, Sore 
Throat, Pheumonia, and all inflammatory dis~ 
eases. Ladies who suffer from local difficulties 
find immediate relief, and a permgnent cure 
using“ Sapanuie, Used in sponge or toot ba 
removes all soreness of body, limbs and feet, 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 

TE PS eal Bin ir . Send for illum & 
eS SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY. 

Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 

2 FERCUSON’S PATENT 

,ADJUSTABLE LAMPS 
with 

Locomotive Reflectors. 

New Mopxts. 
HHaAp Jacks, STAFF AND 
Boar Jacks. CAMP LAMPS, 
Hanp, and Dark Lan- 
TERNS, Ere. IMPROVED 
DASH LAMPS, with Rever- 

4 sible Attachments. 
Siete THE BEST ON THE MARKET, 

Improved RUST PREVENTOR, (ortirearms,é¢ 
Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
5 Fulton street oN. ¥. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME 

Nos, 289 & 290 Washington Market,N, Y. 
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Reminiscences of English Rivers. 
SECOND PAPER. 

VS conclusion of our last paper left us wandering 
somewhat aimlessly by the banks of streams whose 

names as great tvouting waters live only in the fading 

memories of a generation fast passing away, and whose 
discolored waters form a melancholy contrast to the wild 
and romantic scenery reflected on their surface. 

If personal associations haye caused me to linger too 

long among scenes where tales of big trout told by gray 
headed men round winter firesides are more plentiful 
than any more solid realities, I must hold out as my ex- 

cuse that these hasty sketches are in no wise intended as 

a recapitulation of the best British trouting waters, but 

are tather prompted bythe feelings that many of our 
anglers would be glad to take a peep, even on paper and 
in the hands of an indifferent guide, at those streams 

whose names are indelibly bound up with the whole 

history of our craft, and from whose hanks has sprung 
that hereditary enthusiasm that nerves the arm of eyery 
Anglo-Saxon fly-fisher in every clime ; from the mahseer 
slayer of the Himalayes to the colonists who have turned 
the sparkling rivers of New Zealand and Tasmania into 
what promise to be the finest trout streams in the world ; 
from the mighty salmon slayers of the Metapedia and 

the Restigouche to those happy beings whom fate per- 

mits to revel in the fresh piscatorial pastures of ‘foam 
fleck’d Oregon.” 

The towers and spires of Durham’s lofty cathedral and 

university are left bebind as the Edinburgh mail train 
dashes northward. Streams that haye once been bright 
and clear foam down beneath lofty viaducts that span 
their now turbid floods. Mining villages teeming with in- 
dustry in its grimiest form, alternate with stretches of 

silent moorland that for a few moments might deceive 
the stranger with the idea that he was approaching some 
sportsman’s paradise, till he finds himself gliding slowly 
over the high level bridge, beneath which the Tyne, 

black with filth, but dear to the hearts of professional 
oaysmen, is dimly seen through the fog and smoke of New- 
castle, Upward through the murky air floats the roar 

and din of that busy city, giying way in turn to the 
bustle and the clatter of the finest railway station in the 
North, 

Here aré always to be seen, during the fishing season, 
a good sprinkling of anglers in tweed suits, and hats en- 
circled by casting lines and flies; some with rod and 
basket only, bound for the higher waters of the Tyne, 
which afford good trout fishing; to the Coquet or other 
streams that they can snatch a few hours upop between 
trains, Others again carrying valises or having port- 
Mmanteaus labelled for more distant haunts—the rivers 
of Western Yorkshire, perhaps, or the Scottish border— 
joy depicted on their faces and elasticity in their steps at 
the anticipation of a week or a fortnight’s oblivion from 
cftice stools and counting houses, The two hours’ run 
through the well cultivated plains of East Northumber- 
land presents more of agricultural than piscatorial inter- 
est to the traveler. The Wandbeck, it is true, crosses our 
course, and we catch a sight of the Coquet, famous for 
its bull trout, winding off toward the sea, at the mention 
of which river the mind of every well-informed British 
angler reverts to the name of Rothbury, a famous resort 
of anglers, 

Talking of anglers’ resorts, it is strange, strange that is 
according to the generally received British traditions, 
that the best trout fisherman in Hngland, more often 
than not, hail from great cities. .A town-bred man is in 
matter of sport generally rated, till he has proved himself 
otherwise, as a muff by the squire, the sporting parson, 
the gentleman farmer and by the booted and breech’d 
doctor, lawyer, or land agent of rural England; but in 
my opinion your wandering city angler who lias fished 
from the Orkney island to the Lands End and is at home 
upon every kind of water and with every breed of trout, 
is by far the most formidable antagonist you could well 
choose to fill baskets against. Neither is this so 
strange when one comes to look into the matter, In the 
first place he ras fishes preserved rivers and conse- 
quently has to deal with all the wariest and most ed- 
ucated troutin the country, from his youth up. In thesec- 
ond place there is more gregariousness among this class 
of British fishermen,and consequently a constant element 
of competition enters into his sport. He probably be- 
longs to a fishing club or association in his native town, 
which meets quarterly or annually and perpetuates the 
plories and immortal memory of Father Izaak around 
groaning tables and with Howing bumpers. Then there 
are the actual competitions for prizes which the different 
clubs hold periodically, the bugbear of country fishers 
whose more contracted lines may be thrown on waters 
selected for such competition. ‘These are perhaps more 
common in Scotland than south of the border, and many 
is the time I have retired disgusted from the river bank 
before the ominous announcement of some rustic: ‘‘The 
fushin club’s oot the dee.” However, all this kind of 
thing tends to create a class of fishermen more generally 
skillful and more uniformly successful than the country 
squire, the parson, or the doctor, whose efforts are natur- 
ally concentrated upon their ownlocal stream, which is 
probably preserved by the former, and consequently con- 
tains a less educated race of finny inhabitants, and more 
numerous, from thei comparative immunity from perse- 
cution. These men, again, though they may be most 
skillful preformers in their own particular class of river, 
are often from the narrowness of their experience unable 
to make much show under altered circumstances, The 
Deyonshire local angler, for instance,who is an adept at 
wading up bushy streams and picking out quarter-pound- 
ers with a short line from the most (to outsiders) unlikely 
looking holes, would be almost a novice, when started on 
the banks of the Itchen or the Kennet or any other of the 
clear chalk streams, to drop a fly at the end of fifteen 
yards of line over the nose of wary three-pounders, 
The latter individual, again, would probably lose all 
the flies in his book and his temper besides, upon a well 
wooded west country brook, and on an Arnerican moun- 
tain stream would most likely break his neck into the 
bargain ; but for casting a long line deftly and handling 
big fish he has no superior. Now your cockney, if I may 
apply such an opprobrious tern: to a disciple of Izaak, is 
as a rule equally at home among the wary monsters thab 
lie beneath the willows snd the osiers that fringe the 
slow gliding tributaries of the Thames, and among the 
tangled thickets, the over-arching boughs and the slip- 
pery rocks that exasperate the tyro upon mountain brooks. 
His ideas on flies are more liberal if not nearly so ortho- 
dox as the local sportsman who firmly believes that there 
are certain flies without which itis perfectly useless to 
rig up a rod beside his stream, 
Fnough of this, however, for the train is standing on 

Berwick bridge, and far beneath us the bright waters of 
historic Tweed are mingling themselves with those of 
the German ocean, and washing the walls of the ancient 
and independent commonwealth of the North, The 
many-arched and moss grown bridge that has borne 
many a host to bloody fields from either side, still spans 
the stream which carries to the sea the waters of a hun- 
dred more whose names have been dear to the hearts of 
generations of anglers. As we enter Scotland and tray- 
erse the fiffy miles that lie between Hdinburgh and the 
border, every bend in the line reveals some object of in- 
terest, To the right the Northern Ocean thunders 
against the wild and gloomy headland of St, Abbs—the 
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southern entrance to the Frith of Forth—and the spray 
dashes in clouds over the lonely ruin of Fast castle—ren- 
dered historical by the tears that three generations of 
Anglo-Saxons have shed for the woes and the untimely 
ends of Hdgar Ravenswood and Lucy Ashton, We must 
not linger, much though we should wish it, in the ancient 
town of Dundas, with its solitary ‘street and its storm 
beaten castle; we must pass it and the hills above it from 
which the Scots rushed down to their doom on Crom 
well’s pikes. We must leaye behind us the Bass rock, 
raising its gigantic form out of the ocean, and the wide 
plains, too, of East Lothian, waving with the heaviest 
crops that in all the world can be found, We must be 
content with a distant sight of Edinburgh, with its cloud 
of smoke hanging heavy against the crimson eyening 
sky, and turn southward to where the long low line of 
the Lammermuirs cuts the horizon from the Frith of Forth 
to the Tweed. One river only of angling notoriety and 
two or three small streams empty themselves into the 
German Ocean between Edinburgh and Berwick, for itis 
westward throughout the valley of the Tweed and its 
many famous tributaries that course down the valleys of 
the Lammermuirs and the Peebleshire Mountains, that 
the footsteps of the tourist angler instinctively turn— 
and away again beyond them to the Clyde and its feed- 
ers, and southward to the many streams that haye made 
Dumfries famous as a fishing country, That the trout 
producing capacities of this picturesque and rugged. 
country are pretty strong may be surmised by the swarms 
of rod and basket carriers, that upon any of the ‘ fast 
days” or holidays set apart by the Scottish people fill the 
trains running south and west of Edinburgh. Let the 
angler upon Northern waters, unless he wish to be 
hunted from pool to pool and to sleep upon the floor 
in the village inn, be careful to ascertam that none of 
these auspicious days are embraced within one of his 
trips, Let him fall back for a space upon any private 
water that he has the run of, and let the great host of 
piscators gather back again to their work in the cities, 
and two or three days besides elapse for the recovery of. 
the female autocrats, who preside over the Anglers’ 
Rest” and the ‘* silver trouts,’ from the clean sweep of 
their larders and cellars, before he venture out among 
the moors and mountains where the capabilities of these 
little old-fashioned hostelries willbe his sole dependance, 
Snug and comfortable retreats are these little inns, 

however, in ordinary times, The spirit of ‘“Meg Dods” 
still presides overmany of them. The lambis fresh from 
the mountains, the trout from the stream that ripples 
past the door. The bottled beer from the famous brewer- 
ies of Edinburgh makes amends for a lack of yariety ; 
and the flavor of the toddy makes one forgiye the want 
of externals and conyeniences, without which the ordi- 
nary modern hoslelry would collapse. These, however, 
are peculiar institutions ; they are not intended for, and 
are not patronized by, tourists in the strict sense of the 
word. Neither the English or the Americans who swarm 
oyer the Highlandsin July, August and September—ex- 
cept for a peep at Abbotsford and Melrose, perhaps—ever 
enetrate the south of Scotland, and these little inns are 
ept up solely for the use of anglers, who are generally 

quiet, easy-going people, who have enough at home of 
modern improvement and advance, and consequently 
prefer the old-fashioned and somewhat primitive charac- 
teristics that mark the houses with which often their 
earliest recollections of relaxation and holiday are con- 
nected, and would be the first to cry out if instead of the 
little cramped, familiar cottage some magnificent hotel 
should rise in its place before their sight upon their next 
Raster yacation, Camp life is denied at home to English 
sportsmen ; that is, néither climate nor the surroundings 
are suitable for it, even if it were necessary ; and yet the 
support derived from the temporary sojourn of a few 
anglers every spring and summer at these little inns is so 
modest as not ta take the business out of the hands of 
the peasant class, and consequently to retain for it the 
double charm of inexpensiveness and rural simplicity, 

There is a great deal of unpreserved trout fishing in 
Scotland, more especially, strange to say, in the south- 
ern districts, and those most accessible to the stranger ; 
unpreserved, that is to say, a8 regards fair rod-fishing, 
for the right is by no mieans abandoned by the proprie- 
tors, and netting is strictly illegal. As far as my expe- 
tience goes, there is no other part of Great Britain where 
the owners of fisheries have shown their sense and their 
liberality to such an extent. Upon some streams the 
right of the public to fish has becomea tradition of old 
standing ; it has never been abused, and, contrary to the 
general opinion on such matters, finds those sme waters 
to-day as well stocked as many others which foy half a 
century have merely erase trout at a heavy annual 
cost fora minimum of benefit eyen to their owner, That 
the preservation of shooting in a densely populated coun- 
try is absolutely necessary is patent to the veriest dul- 
lard ; but with fishing it isa totally different matter, and 
the amusing jealousy with which somes riparian owners 
close up their fisheries (I say some, for it is not the rule), 
even making it a fayor to their very friends, argues an 
ignorance incredible upon piscicultural matters, That 
there is a wide difference between the liberality of these 
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fortunate beings may be well illustrated hy the fact that 
I have frequently beeu given unliniited fishing privileges 
by invlosing my card to total strangers, and on the other 
hand have upon one occasion had my sport fixed as to 
nuinber of days by the host of a country house at which 
I was then staying us an inyited guest. Iwas considered 
fortunate eye to get thal, as the oll gentleman, though 
he had neyer seen a trout caught, was a monomaniac 
upon the subject of game preservation for its own sake 
only. No well-worn track wound along among the ferns 
and briars and rushes that fringed the banks of that 
most sacred stream. The trout of generations had con- 
grevated and grown lazy and died in the pools and riffies 
of those neglected waters, There were thousands of 
them, and L think they would haye risen at your boots 
or your hat had you run through your fly-book. Gene- 
rations of keepers had walked thousands of miles in the 
yain quest of daring intruders who might have the har- 
dihoow to casta fly upon that precious stream, whose 
contents never benefitted, even to the extent of one 
breakfast per amium, their jealous and distant owner. 
WelldoT remember those four days that an important 
looking document intimated to the keeper I was to have 
for an attack upon those unsophisticated troutlings. I 
was a sad young dog in those days where a fish was con- 
cerned, and Iam afraid the four days, under the some- 
what lax observation of that worthy functionary, were 
considerably stretched, till I began to get fairly ashamed 
of myself ; not for my stolen license, Iam afraid, but for 
deyoting so much time to the slaughter of innocents who 
did not know a March brown from a bumble bee, 
Heaven preserve us fiom the average English game- 

keeper. It is the fashion, because he can shoot straight 
while his brother can only drive a wagon or turn a fur- 
row, to regard him asa mighty fine fellow. So he may 
be, doubtless, among his equals at the village tap—and it 
is natural he should be a demi-god among that large pro- 
portion of the “jeunesse d'oree” whose sale aim in life is 
to acquire the arts in which he and their grooms have 
long ago attamed perfection—but he is certainly not seen 
t) advantage when ordering his inaster’s guests to their 
posts ina pheasant cover, with a shrewd eye to their 
“ tipping ” capacities, or haunting, with visions of possi- ple sovereigns floating before his eyes, the quiet-loying 
and independent angler who wishes him at Jericho, and 
to whom, when merely trout fishing, he can render no 
possible service, Catching trout in an open water must 
have a zést for the true sportsman that is utierly want- 
ing in a prolific river that is yery closely preserved, it 
is the ditference between knocking over a cantering hare 
before the sticks of the beaters in an English coyert and 
cutting down a January quail at full speed in a Virginia 
wood, While speaking of fish preservation in Great 
Britain, I should mention that there is an immense quan- 
tity of trouting water that would not bear, from its im- 
ine(liate proximity to great centers, being thrown indis- 
criminately open to the public, and is rightly preserved 
ina liberal manner by private individuals or clubs, and 
generally utilized to its utmost capacity, 

One distinct feature of the border stream we were 
lately discussing is the presence of the ** gray” or * bull” 
trout, a species of salmon trout that is found, with 
searcely any exception, in the northeastern rivers and 
tributaries, and nowhere else, I believe, in the kingdom. 
These fish, which a hoyice could not distinguish from a 
sea trout, ascend the Wear, the Coquet and the Tweed in 
October to spawn, and begin rising to the fly the follow- 
iug February, when they afford most excellent sport, 
running from one to ten pounds in weight. As an article 
of food, however, they are useless for polite tables, being 
of course, poor and out of condition, In April they 
go down again to the sea, so are never to be had 
in a season when they aré fit for food, and are conse- 
quently not thought worthy of legislation, Ihave had fine 
sport with them on small trout tackle early in March 
when the weather has been too cold for the brook trout 
to rise, and the field has been left clear for the ‘* bullies.” 
An eight-pounder on a twelve-foot rod, and a fine cast 
is about as excellent an imitation of salmon fishing as 
could be procured, Right sociable are the evenings, too, 
at the rustic Imus that are scattered along the banks of 
the Tweed that nestle among the hills which look down 
upon the White Adder and the Black Adder, the Teviot 
and the Tyne, and the hundred little foaming burns that 
feed them, Through April and May the chances are 
some eight or ten lovers of the craft will smoke their 
pipes aud sip them toddy round the blazing peat fire 
that, in those latitudes, is at that season so doubly wel- 
come, Hvery hole that contains a trout, from Ndin- 
burgh to Carlisle, from Glasgow to Berwick, is dis- 
cussed with the accurate knowledge of old habitues. 
Whiait fish are caught, as the second tumbler begins to eir- 
culate! What monsters are extracted from the waters 
of ‘Still St. Mary’s Loch,” What magnificent fellows 
are still lying beneath Kelso Bridge, with whole casts in 
their jaws. What prodigies have been performed in the 
days of old upon the very stream whose music can be 
heard, eyen through the closed windows, above the 
moaning of the pine woods, before the depletion of its 
waters, which thiuse veterans declare has long taken 
plate. The hard-worked lawyer from Edinburgh is 
there, The mercantile interests of Glassow are well rep- 
resented, Canny Northumberland contributes a couple of grave-looking beings glad to escape from the black- 
ened fields, and the rattle of trucks that surrounds New- 
Castle-ou-Tyne. Two or three young gentlemen from 
England, who are supposed to be studying agriculture in 
the Lothians hard by, haye driven over in a tandem 
while an angling parson, from a neighboring parish and 
a medical student from Hdinburgh, complete the variety, 
The stutiy little bedrooms, too. I can see them now 
with Robert Burns and his Mighland Mary looking down 
benignly upon me from one wall, and the portrait of a 
gentlemen with pink cheeks, immense shirt front and 
monstrous choker decorates the other. The looking- 
glass was always cracked across the center; the work 
probably of some too hilarious anglerin days gone by, 
and gave each consecutiye occupant of the room the im- 
pression that he had caught the mumps, while the win- 
dows vattled unceasingly in the constant breeze, Karly 
hours, such as American anglers from the nature of the 
climate partly, and partly from the national proneness 
to bring up betimes, were the exception, Nobody in 
England begins fishing till about 9 o'clock, though I 
have known anglers in the Scottish rivers fish all night Jong with @ worm in summer, wading up stream, and 

with wonderful results, The hills of Peebleshe and 
Berwickshire, and the still willler moors of Lynark and 
Dumfries, abound with these rustic inns, that still exist 
in mnch the same state as they are depicted by Scott in 
his *°St. Ronan’s Well, while the austere buf kind- 
hearted dames tab usually preside oyer them, if they 
are ot such yiragoes as ‘* Meg Dods,” are generally very 
well capable of keeping order im their establishments, 

RINGwoob, 
—< SSS 

CAMP NOTES, 

BY BODINES, 

HEN one grows weary with office work, but labors 
on through the dreary winter, anticipating wilh 

joyful emotion the good restful time in stare when June 
shall at last arrive and bring to him a season of recrea- 
tion in the woods ; when one longs for the time to come, 
planning for it taonths beforehand, setting the day for 
the start and inviting a coterie of congenial spirits to 
joi m a camping-out excursion, ne gréater disappoint- 
ment could likely occur than to have a delay or post- 
ponement become TECERSALTy. 

The usual arrangements had been fully completed for 
an annual camping out expedition. Tents, cooking uten- 
sils, provisions, and all other camping conveniences had 
been carefully packed in two large, iron-bound camp 
chests, and the dray on the barn floor ready to carry 
them to the depot, George, the cook, was on hand early, 
his black face shining with pleasant recollections of the 
previous year's experience, All the campers had collected 
inand about my yard, with rods, guns and other para- 

But an hour in- 
tervened to train time, I had awakened that yery morn- 
ing with an excruciating pain in the joint of my great 

So persistent was this pain that I was compelled to 
resort to crutches to admit of my superintending the 

The campers looked on sorrow- 
fully ; and, eager to go as myself, yet. all advised against 

Many were the sal- 
hes of wit discharged at my condition and at my ex- 
pense, The swelling continued in the toe-joint, however, 
and by the time the dray was ready to leave the yard, 1 
was completely prostrated with the rapidly inereasing 

It very soon became eyident that I must yield to 
the solicitation of friends, if not to the pleadings an 

his 
thought was exasperating, and paimed me alimost as 
much as the confounded toe, inasmuch as friends were 
expected, from a distance, before the week would end ; 
indeed, two friends had already left New York for the 
camping grounds, expecting to join us there on this yery 
evening, There seemed to be no way of apprising them 
of my ntisfortune and arresting their journey, hence my 

In my dilemma a good friend came to 
my relief and volunteered to journey to the rendezvous 

Letters and telegrams 
were dispatched to the others, and then, fo nurse my af- 
flicted member, I went to bed, where I remained for 
nearly two weeks, with the most painful of all diseases 

phernalia and bundles strewn around. 

toe. 

loading of our fixtures. 

a fellow going to camp on crutches, 

pain, 

great toe, and postpone the day for our departure, 

sreat perplexiby. 

and bring them to my house. 

—inflammatory rheumatism, 

At last, I was able to hobble about by the aid of a cane, 
when I at once gave orders for our departure ; and here | 
am, on the Lycoming, the same delightful spot upon 
which we have camped regularly for the past nine years, 

The natives had been praying for our coming for a 
month, as no rain had fallen in the valley for more than 
six weeks, and with us always heretofore had also ap- 
peared the rainy season, 
We landed, therefore, as usual, inthe midst of a thun- 

I 
took a position under a great beech, and, while the rain 

aye directions about the ar- 
rangement of the camp, for I was too lame to attempt 

der storm, and pitched our tents between showers, 

trickled down my spine, 

a more active part. 
Now, rain is indispensable to farmers—they cowld not 

well do without it—but to campers, and rheumatic ones 
at that, it cannot be regarded as a necessity nor eyen de- 

But, having passed two weeks here, with an 
abundance of rain daily, I have come to the Re 

J haye 
slept soundly and well between damp sheets, and haye 
laid my head upon a wet pillow while the mist from the 
falling rain upon the tent has sprayed my face ; yet have 
awakened every morning feeling better, until, at this 
writing, Tam able to take my rod and supply my quota 
of trout for the breakfast table, Ihave sat, with my in- 
flamed foot upon a camp stool, under a sheltering can- 
opy, where the wet and dripping trees sent great drops 
of water through the canyas to spatter my paper, and 
have watched the birds hump their backs and squirrels 
whisk their tails im an endeavor to prevent the rain 

I do not believe that 
birds enjoy rain any more than do we. Iam led to this 

sirable, 

that rain and rheumatism are not incompatible, 

from penetrating to their skins. 

conclusion by observing them under the ordeal. Now, 
there is the catbird, for instance, perched on a limb just 
over my head, He's not happy. He even looks melan- 
choly, and at times I think I can detect an expression of 
supreme disgust with the dampness of his surroundings. 
An hour ago, he was as lively as a cricket, and seemingly 
very happy, warbling and whistling right merrily, as he 
hopped from limb to limb, watching with much interest 
the mysterious moyements of the invaders of his do- 
main. But, the moment he heard the thunder pealing 
among the mountain crags, he cocked one eye heayen- 
ward, winked meditatively with the other one, dropped 
his hitherto busy tail, and became motionless and silent 
asan oyster, Not another note has he uttered ; and now 
there he sits with his back arched, his feathers drawn 
close to his body, his bill eleyated and his tail bent at a 
right angle, from which the rain is pouring in little riy- 
ulets, while he shakes his head occasionally to free his 
eyes from the blinding moisture, Just once has he 
deigned to look down at me to see how J am getting 
along, with an expression of face plainly indicating that 
he is prepared to say, if he only could, ‘‘ confound the 
rain!” Poor fellow! Wonder whether he ever has had 
rheumatism in his vveat toes, and what his opinion is of 
the advisability of such a sufferer sitting out mm a rain 
storm, just for fun? 

Yes, here I sit, watching nature in her different moods, 
and waiting tor the appearance of fairer skies. I note 
the constantly yarying colors of the foliage upon the 
steep mountain, at the foot of which our tents ara 
pitched, tn the foreground isa clear mountain stream, 

rovk-bonnd and musical as tinkling silver bells, Ahove 
the rocks, rhododendrons, profuse in their blossoms, that 
peep ont from the overhanging foliage of the great 
trees beyond, as though nature had constructed a well- 
arranged and delighthil bouquet upon a grand scale, 
As Ilinger heta admiring the seene, constantly chang- 
ing my position to keep tha rheumatic portion of my 
person out of the wet, the thunder rolls overhead, anid 
the great blauk clouds shut ont the light, changing all 
the hues inmy great bouquet, Wow lashes of lightning 
iNunminate it with a new and weird brillianiey, revealing 
the very nioss-coyered rocks, ferns and more delicate 
lowers that before were unobserved in the deep, dark re- 
cesses of fhe tangled undergrowth, Soou the storm has 
spent its force, and passes over thie hills to wash and 
rizzle other valleys beyond our own; the sun peeps 

coyly out from behind some lagging cloudsas though 
ashamed for having abandoned us so lotg, and again 
lights up and warms our camp, at once restoring every 
one to good humor, The birds are the first to give ntter- 
ance to their appreciation of the change, and make the 
mountain and valley musical with their wild and ecstatic 
warblings, The cathird isin the advance in expréssing 
his joy, and is now whistling as though in an endeavor 
to outdo all his feathered companions, 
An hour has passed, and with it all traces of the storm, 

The wind has shaken the raindrops from the ire¢s, and 
the warm sun has already dried the ground. The birds 
vontinue their merry warblings. the bees hum and buzz 
among the flowers and about your ears, and the Imtter- 
flies Hop in zigzag courses through the camp, avoiding 
limbs and bushes in a surprising manner when the awk- 
wardness of their flightis observed. Our surroundings 
have become cheerful and delightful, dispelling all 
thoughts of storms. 

Placing an arm chair, constructed of a barrel and piece 
of jute, in one of the boats, I paddle down to the otter 
slide in the pond and anchor there wnder the shade of a 
tree, bait a hook with a wriggling worm, and bob for 
suckers, A sucker isso slow in making up his mind to 
partake of any tempting: morsel thrown in his way that 
Thave provided myself with a novel, in the perusal of 
which | may kill time as well as suckers. I find this ex- 
ceedingly engaging amusement for a contemplative, 
rheumatic mind; for your attention becomes about 
evenly divided between the bobbing cork: and the start- 
ling situations of the characters am the novel. While 
thus employed, the heroine of the noyél was preparing to 
escape from a prison through a window by the aid of a 
rope, and an ardent lover outside the prisor walls; and 
asmy mind quickly outran the story, enabling me to 
foresee what a splendid time those two loving young 
people would have hugging each otheras they shd down 
the rope together, and as I was dreamily speculating 
upon what they would do when they reached the friendly 
cover of the garden, down went my cork, followed hy 
the novel, also by the heroine, to give me a better oppur- 
tunity to see what was pulling at the end of mzline, A 
vigorous jerk upon the rod brought to the surface a mon- 
strous and solemmn-looking sucker, which persisted in 
extending his proboscis and squeaking in a peculiar 
manner, in derision or perhaps dismay at the situation, 
While disengaging the hook from his tough snout, tha 
lovers slid down the rope unobserved, and got nicely 
away to amagnolia grove. It was moonlight to them, 
but broad daylight to me and the sucker, All this while 
the young man had his arm about the waist of the young 
woman, and was constructing the usual sweel sen- 
tences for her attentive esr. He was again de- 
claring his undying love, and making preliminary 
preparations to seal it with the usual kiss, always 
provided for such contingencies, and my thoughts 
became fully wrought up to the situation, DT imaymed 
even thatit was dark (although the sun was just then 
scorching my nose) ; my olfactories canght frequent watts 
of the magnolia blossoms; 1 saw the pretty, coy young 
maiden and her pouting, willing lips } indeed, the verita- 
ble and inevitable smack had almost saluted my ears, so 
in sympathy was Lwith the story and tha two young 
people; when, down went that confounded cork again } 
This outside interruption of my realing and reverie 
brought meal once from the contemplation of fiction to 
fact. My cork was under—way under, and becoming 
more so every moment. J couldn't help it—I doubt 
whether I could have done otherwise had I been the 
young man—lI dropped the girl once more, and pulled on 
the rod, and delivered into the hoat a squirmy, slippery 
cel. Was there ever before such an instance of the at- 
tempted mingling of romance an( reality? Sentiment 
and eels! I contemplated that slimy, restless creature 
as he atternpted to tie himself into *' true loyer’s knots” 
in the bottom of the boat, and tried tu reconcile his um- 
timely appearance with my story, But he wouldn't mix, 
T philosophized oyer the affair for some minutes, but 
could not reyive in my memory a solitary instance where 
an eel appeared at a lover's wooing before, Had it bean 
a snake, history would have offered a parallel, but never 
haying encountered a young woman who would frater- 
nize with an éel, and fearing that the young man wnight 
lose his kiss, I threw the luscious rascal overboard and 
regretted my hasty action, most sincerely, ten minutes 
later, For, would you believe it? notwithstanding the 
favorable condition of affairs—magnolia trees—in the 
dark—pretty girl—poutimeg lips—and all that, the blamed 
fool didn’t kiss her after al)! Something alarmed them, 
and they fled while I was fussing with the eel, So, hay- 
ing lost the felicity of wilnessing the lover's salute, and 
being cheated out of my prospective breakfast, too, 1 per- 
mitted the lovers to continue their flight, while I -wound 
up my line and paddled batik to camp, queer phantoms 
of suckers, eels, lovers, pouting lips, pamful toes, and 
fair maidens leading the way. 
Arriving there, I found two.of the campers had just re- 

turned from up the stream with trout and woodevek for 
the rice meal, While George prepared dinner, we all 
lay off in the large tent and smoked our pipes, I dried 
my back in the sun, rubbed my great toe, and then fast- 
ened down the tents preparatory to receiving the next 
shower that was heralding its approach in rumbling 
noises somewhere among the distant; mountaing, 

—Newport society has received asad disappointmentin 
the “‘oificial announcement” that Prince Leopold will 
nob be able to keep his engagement there in coupequence 
pee aes sprained his ankle while salmon-fishing in 

' 
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HAUNTS AND HABITS OF BEARS, 

MAP of New Brunswick will show on its westerly 
_ boundary, near the line of Maine, a railroad con- 

necting St. Andrews and St, Stephens on the south with 
Hamilton, Maine and Woodstock north. For nearly one- 
half the distance, some forty miles, the road traverses an 
unbroken wilderness whose barrenness and desolation is 
heyond the power of pen to describe, Originally, it 
was heavily timbered, mostly pine, spruce, hemlock and 
cedar, which now lies prostrate like crinkled grainin a 
field after aheayy storm, In September, 1872, a fearful 
gale swept inland fyom the Atlantic some eighty miles 
im breadth, extending fifty miles or more ere its fury 
abated, Ti bad been predicted three months in advance 
hy. Lieut, Saxby, of the Royal Navy. Nearly all thie 
shipping at that time on tle coast was lost, together with 
the crews, The eyent is now referred to in that section 
as ‘Saxby’s Gale.” The year following fires swept over 
the country, burning and destroying what few trees the 
wind had spared, except here and there some low swamp 
where timber was small, and an occasional hard wood 
ridge which seemed not to offer so much obstruction to 
the fury of the gale as did the green timber, The lay 
of the land is generally level. The ‘* horsebacks,” so 
called, are pleniiful, but of slight elevation, In addition 
to the down timber, granite boulders are strewn in Sreat- 
est profusion, so much so that, now they aretin full 
yiew one wonders that the heavy forest ever found a 
foothold, On either side of the railroad is the same mo- 
notonous, dreary waste, to penetrate which requires an 
amount of pluck and yigor more than men ordinarily 
possess. 

Here the black hear roams in comparative safety, envi- 
roned as are his haunts with such protective agencies that 
few hunters, and none but the most inveterate, will in- 
vade them, and but few people would care to make a 
stop in the heart of this desert for any purpose. Between 
McAdam Junction and the verge of Canterbury Station. 
over twenty miles, there are no human habitations ex- 
cept the shanties of three gangs of section hands and of 
two say-mill crews, With so small population there is 
little danger to Bruin from the natives. 

Tn a season of plenty, bears remain almost wholly on 
the hard wood ridges, feeding upon beech nuts in the fall 
and in spring after coming out of winter quarters. At 
such times, to trap them, one needs to set in their vicin- 
ity, a8, being so fond of that food, they care little for the 
bait offered, When there are no nuts they forage around 
deserted logging camps, deyouring every morsel of offal 
and carrion. It is at such seasons and places that the 
hunter is most successful. On the advent of very warm 
weather (this year the 20th of May) all, as one, strike for 
the swamps and wafer-courses. Here, in their trayels, 
they invariably form well defined roads, often as deep 
and hard as those made by domestic stock in a pasture, 
Eyery one, too, will step exactly in the track of its pre- 
decessor, so that large indentations in the path are the 
result, and but little skill is required to sink a trap where 
the pan will rest in the center of a stepping place and 
thus secure the game. When they first visit the swamps, 
each bear will invariably uprear against trees, and with 
tusks and claws tear out the wood and bark. Often a 
dozen or more trees in close proximity are thus found, 
many of which are killed by annual mutilation. One 
can readily judge the size of the bear by the work and 
its height from the ground, So, too, m their first 
rounds, they haye a habit of striking the ground outside 
of, and sometimes in, the road, thus tearing out large 
masses of moss or dirt. Their food on the streams is 
fish, frogs, angle worms and the early growth of wild 
grass and lilies. Until the close of the rutting season, 
about the middle of June, they seldom leave the low- 
lands, where food is plenty and wallow holes afford their 
cooling bath. At the end of this period they have al- 
ready commenced to shed their fur, and, being in light 
marching condition—better prepared. to stand the heat— 
start forth among the down timber hunting for ants, 
Every stump or log that harbors a nest of these insects is 
surely detected, when with claws and tusks the spot is 
soon laid open and its contents eagerly lapped out. ‘Their 
course over the burnt ground can be unerringly traced 
by a novice, so gteat is the amount of work they do. As 
the blueberries ripen later along, they live almost wholly 
upon them, not sighting, howeyer, the other berries, or 
ants. In September the bearberries, their especial de- 
light, are ripe and continue to improve by the frosts of 
antumn, Nextin course are cranberries, which last till 
beech nut time arrives. It is seldom, however, that there 
is a crop of nuts two years in succession, When these 
are lacking they eke outa liying with roots and grasses, 
and, of course, go intu their dens in poorer condition, 

This same region is also well diversified with lakes and 
streams, swarming with speckled trout. Inclosed as 
they ara within the same barrier that protects the bears, 
they, too, will never be depleted. Iam ajvare that this 
is foreign to the subject in hand at commencement, but 
as my time, while in this region, is divided between 
fishing and hunting, it seems evsy to drift on toit. The 
approach to this is not alone the difficulty. Tliere are no 
guides, no boats and no chance for shore fishing; the 
borders of all the waters are bogs, overgrown with brush, 
with tussocks and treacherous mire holes. Then, tap, the 
insect pests are enough to kill one. About the 20th of 
May black flies appearin countless swarms, and go for 
your last drop of blood. A couple of weeks later the 
mosquito puts in his claim for anything left, and in reg- 
ular order comme moose-flies and midges; the latter the 
worst of all, as the flies tease tormenting at dark. The 
mosquito can be baffled by shields at night, so that one 
can sleep ; but the ‘no see ums” are worse by night than 
by day, so that to sleep one mustlie enveloped in a heavy 
fox of smudge to get the regulation forty winks. I will 
not tantalize the reader with the scores of trout and 
bears; it would be an aggravation under the circum- 
stances, I will say this much: I kill in a few minutes at 
the camp door, as it were, all that can be eaten, and fully 
enjoy lalling each individual fish, and kill none to waste. 

‘Lhe foregoing is the resull of experience during the 

past fonr consecutive years at Sugar Brook, York 
County, midway of the most barren section described, 
While in that region this season T was occasionally made 
happy by association with such genial gentlemen and 
ardent sportsmen as ©, Bi, Robertson and Dr, Innis, of 
Haulton, Maine; Dr. Redfield, of Providence, R. I,; N. 
8. Dickey, of Boston, and Jolin Stewart, of St. Stephens, 
N. G., Supt. of N, B. and CG. R, Ry The two last named 
pentlemen were often companions on the bear trails and 
trout streams by day, and camp mates by night, and 
neyer an occasion when the ‘twee sma hours ayant the 
twal” did not discover us recounting achievements of the 
past and anticipating those to come, the most delightful 
enjoyment youchsafed to those who love the sports of 
forest and stream, CorRPORAL Lor WARFIELD, 

Hillsboro Bridge, N, A. 
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BREEDING OF THE SHORELARK IN WINTHER.—The shore- 
lark (Lreniophila cornuta) breeds during winter near 
Butfalo. A pair of these birdshad fixed their nest or 
nesting place within hail of the railroad station of Tan- 
awanda. In tha middle of February four half fledged 
birds were discovered without any nests and only pro- 
tected by ihe care of the parent bird, who reared them 
successfully although show covered the ground to a depth 
of several inches, In the beginning of June I saw near 
by that spot a full grown bird of that species in immature 
lumage, which may hav possibly been one of the brood, 

The bird is thusa resident of our vicinity in summer as 
well as in winter. CHAS, LINDEN, 

os 

DISAPPEARANCE, OF LARKS IN ScOTLAND.—A letter to 
the Edinburgh Scofsmun notices the destruction of the 
nest of the skylarks in the following terms :— 

Iam not aware whether the fact has been specially or 
publicly noticed that the lark, one of the most charming 
of owt singing birds, has, within the last two or three 
years, been rapidly disappearing from several districts of 
Scotland where it used tobefound in great numbers in 
spring and early summer. From my own obseryation, 
during the last week or two, while residing in the Valley 
of North Esk, in Forfarshire, where the song of this bird 
wis heard from morn to eye in former years, I failed to 
hear its delightful song or see a single specimen of the 
bird, Changing my temporary quarters to this locality in 
Perthshire, I find the same observation entirely ap- 
plicable, and matter of observation by those residing 
in these localities, the current explanation of the disap- 
perance of the lark being the prodigious increase in the 
numbers of the starling, which swarm in droves of from 
half a dozen to scores, which, prowling over the fields, 
have plundered the nests and deyoured the eggs of 
the lark in the Spring and early Summer of the last 
few years, and thus effectually demonstrated Darwin's 
theory of the disappearence of the weaker before the 
stronger species and the survival of the strongest, if not 
otherwise the fittest. It would be interesting to know 
from other parts of the country, whether the same process 
has been producing similar results in respect of the im- 
crease of the starling and the decadence of the lark, 

et tes i, 

LACTATION IN VIRGIN AnIMaLs.—Apropos of a recent 

letter of Mx. T'exetmeier to the London I%eld, a corres- 

pondent of that journal sends to it the following inter- 
esting wccount of an incident which came under his own 
observation. Ie says :— 
A Pomeranian bitch of six years old, which has never 

had pups, belonging to the coachman here, has for the 
last two years been regularly sucked by the stable cats. 
She began by suckling them when they were kittens, and 
they have ever since continued to suck her, andnow that 
one of them has kittens herself, the curious sight may 
be witnessed of the kitten sucking her mother, and the 
old cat sucking the bitch. The other day a black poodle 
found its way into the loft where the kitten was, and 
both the old cat and the Pomeranian together rushed 
at the intruder. Nor are the maternal attentions of the 
Pomeranian confined alone to the feline tribe; she en- 
deayors to suckle the young both of pigs and sheep, 
When there are young pigs, she gets into the stye and 
forces her maternal attentions upon them—a course the 
oldsow promptly resents ; and about three weeks ago she 
carried en the same tactics with a lamb, but so wroth 
was the old yew that she pursued the would-be foster 
mother across the field, and followed her even into the 
open stable among the horses, where she testified her 
wrath at this somewhat unnatural proceeding by several 
well-delivered butts, much to the discomfiture of the 
poor Pomeranian,—C, FULLERTON SMITH, 

Ed 

ARHIVALS At THR ZOULOGICAL GARDEN, CINCINNATI, UP TO 

JuLyY 1st.—One6 opossum and eight young (Didelphys viryiniana) 

five striped prairie squirrels (S. tridecem-linzalus); one Passerine 

parrakeet (Prittacula passerina); one wild poose (Gernicla cana- 

densis); thirty-two European quail (Cortunie communis) ; one rat- 

tlesnake (Crotalus durissus) ; all presented. One buifalo (B. ameri- 

étanus) ; two Virginia deer (0. virginianus); one fallow deer (Dama 

pulycris) one ditto, white (D, vulgaris, yar. wilhba.); all born in the 

arden. One passenger pigeon (Hefopistes mijratorius); hatched 
juwarden. One yervet monkey (Ceranpithecus lalandti) ; one bon- 
net monkey (Macacus radiatus); five macaque monkeys (M. oy/i0- 

molgus); two pig-tailed monkeys (M. nanestrinus); ome Arabian 

baboon (Cynocephalus hamudryas); one gray wolf (€. veciduntalis) ; 
two mule deer (C. maervtis); seyen orchard orivles (leteras spu- 

ris) two cow birds (Molothrus pecoris); two cat birds (Minus 

carolinensis); four indigo birds (Cyanoepiza cjaned); eight Savan- 

nah sparrows (P. savaiyia) ; all purchased. 
FRANK J. THOMPSON, Sunerintendent. 

—A. Rochester, N. Y., bird fancier has, after much 

difficulty, succeeded in securing three birds which will 
liye in one cage, and whose colors represent the national 
red, white and blue. ‘The red bird is a species known as 

the Napoleon, from South America; the blue, an indigo 

bird from the same country, and the white, a sparrow 
from the isle of Jaya, The three birds are alike in size, 

eat the same food, and live together in becoming har- 
mony. Now,if they can be taught to sing * America” 
and ‘' Yankee Doodle,” the happy and patriotic owner 

muy, with pardonable pride, rest from his labors, 

Kish Culture, 
—_—_->_—_ 

_—alddvess all conmunications to * Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New, York,” 

HATCHING THE SPANISH MACIERITL, 

HAILE Col, McDonald and Mr, Harle, of the United 
States Wish Carmmission, were gathering statistics 

of the fisheries for the census in Mobjack Bay, Md., they 

discovered some vipe fish among the “Spanish” or Bay 
mackerel, Cybiuin maculatum, and took their eges and 

impregnated them. These facts were reported to Prof, 
Baird, and Major Ferguson immediately put himself in 

communication with Mr. Bosman, Superintendent of tha 

guano works of O, EB. Maltby, ai New Point Comfort, Mr. 
Bosman has had charge of the pound nets where the mack- 

erel were found, and was satisfied that the spawning 

time ofthis fish extended from July 1st to the Ist of 

August. Major Ferguson wentto the Bay about the 1st 
of July, taking his shad-hatching apparatus with him, as 

the eggs were reported to beof the same specitic gravity 
as those of the shad; a report which proved untrue, as he 

found them much lighter than shad eggs, owing to an 

oil globule which caused them to float. He was accom- 

panied by Prof. Ryder, a microscopist of ability, in order 
to make a report upon their development, and if was 
found that when the embryo is freed from the eggs the 
changes are very rapid. Atseveu hours it begins to as- 

sume @ fishy shape, at seventeen hours the head and eyes 
are visible, and at twenty hours the fish is hatched. The 
drawings made at this stage show an oil globule attached 

to the lower of the umbilicus. This globule is a point of 
decided difference between the mackerel and other fish, 
the embryology of which have been described in the 
Maryland fishery reports. The globule causes the fish to 
turn oyer and swim on its back, with its head down, and 

deprives it of the power of righting itself until it breaks 

up and disperses, which it does in ashort time, and its ap- 
parent use is to buoy the young fish and preyent if from 

seeking lower water, where it might bedevoured. The 

drawings show the fish until four days, or when the sac 
is absorbed and food is found it its stomach, 
Major Ferguson feels satished that the propagation of 

this delicacy can be carried out\on a large seale, as has 

been done in shad culture, and hopes in a few years to be 

able to do so, as we haveno doubt he will, for the fish 

are reported as plenty and spawning freely in that locality, 
——E—— 

THE INTERNATIONAL FISHERY EXHIBITION AT 
BERLIN, 

AMERICAN FISH CULTURE, 

ERHAPS the best way to give a list of what is 
P shown by the United States in the way of fish 
culture will be to take it directly from the well arranged 
catalozue*, where the articles areas well arranged and 
classified as it would seem possible to have them. The 
fishways haying been treated of in a former letter ara 
omitted now. 

DEVICES USED IN OBTALNING AND IMRREGNATING OVA, 

Model of natural spawning race, invented by Stephen 
H. Ainsworth, West Bloomfield, N. Y. Not patented, 
This device consists of two sets of frames covered with 
wire-cloth, placed in two layers; the upper one has 
meshes coarse enough to allow the eggs.to pass through, 
and is covered with coarse gravel in which the fish mala 
nests and spawn. ‘lhe upper screens are then litted and 
the ova taken from the lower ones. §&. H, Ainsworth, 
Pans used in catching the eggsof fish when taken by , 

hand, They remain in these until impregnation has 
taken place. 

Dipper used for supplying water to the impregnating 
pans and in the transfer of fry. 

HATCHING HOUSES. 

Model of hatching-house at United States salmon-bread- 
ing station at Bucksport, Me, Scale, inch to the foot 
(1-48). ©, G, Atkins, : 

The hatching troughs are arranged in sets of four 
across the building, and fitted with Brackett trays. The 
water enters them from a feed-trough along tha side of 
the room and escapes by pipes through the floor, 

Model of Druid Hill hatching-house, Druid Hill Park 
Baltimore. Built in 1875, by the City of Baltimore, under 
the direction of Major T. B. Ferguson, State Commissioner: 
of Fisheries, ata cost of $7,000, The building is of blue 
stone, with white granite trimmings ; the center, 18} ly 
88 feet, is two stories high, and on either side are octa- 
gonal wings 144 by 20 feet, whose sides are almost en- 
tirely of glass, The greatest amountof lightand air ig 
adnutted through these and two large windows in the 
gable end of the main buildings; the inner door of the 
vestibule is also of glass. The windows are all furnishe@ 
with dark green water-proof curtains, to exclude the sun 
and light when desirable. The water is supplied from a 
strong spring on the side of the hill nearby, and. is pipou 
into the filtering tank which is just below the ceiling of 
the hatching-room, which occupies the first floor of the 
building. The supply pipe is so arranged with valves 
that the water can be conducted into the ponds below 
the house without entering the filtering tank should it be 
desirable. The water, after passing through a series of 
flannel filters, is discharged from the filtering tank into a 
reservoir tank of the capacity of about twelve hundred 
gallons. From this tank the water is piped under the 
floor, which is a Schillenger payement, to the several 

*Kxhibit | of | the fisheries and fisheulture | of the | United 
States of America, | af the | Internationale Fishersi—Austellung, 
held at Berlin, April 20th, 1880, and forming a part of the col-| 
lections of the National Museum, | made by the | United States 
Fish Commission. | Prepared under the direction of | G. Brownu 
Gonde, | Beputy Coumissioner, | —| Washington; | Goyernment, 
Printing Office: | 1880, 
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hatching troughs, and to the tables in the octagonal ex- 
tensions, These pipes are admirably arranged with stop- 
cocks, so that any portion of the apparatus can be ope- 
rated without regard to the rest of the building. 

Tn addition to the supply from the spring, there are 
pipes by means of which an unlimited amount of water 
can be thrown into the filtering tank or ponds from the 
high service reservoir which is on the hill to the west of 
the hatching house, The water from the reservoir being 
infiuenced by the temperature of the atmosphere, and 
that from the spring being invariable, by mixing differ- 
ent proportions the temperature of the water used can 

_ be either raised or diminished at will. The pipes which 
conduct the water to the tables on which the Ferguson 
jars are operated, are furnished with {-of-an-inch spig- 
ots, over which rubber tubes are slipped for the purpose 
of introducing water into the jars. 
On the floor of the house is arranged the following 

apparatus -— 
A. Verguson jars. 
B. Flights of Coste tray. 
C, Troughs of Williamson’s patent. 
D, Troughs of N. W. Clarke’s patent. 
E. Green & Holton hatching box, * 
RF, Aquarium, 
G. Reservoir tank. 
H, Porcelain-lined sinks. 
Tn this house have been hatched :—* 

2,497,140 California salmon, 
89,881 land-locked ‘salmon.3 

331,980 brook trout, 

HATCHING TROUGHS AND BOXES=STATIONARY. 

Model of the first hatching-box used in America, by 
Dr, Theodatus Garlick, in the year 1858. Dr, T. Gar- 
lick, Bedford, Ohio, 

No. 20, Model of hatching-troughs and trays in use at 
the United States salmon-breeding stations at Bucksport, 
Grand Lake Stream, Me. Scale, fullsize, C. G, Atkins, 

The eggs to be hatched are placed on the wire-cloth 
trays. 

Model of Clark’s hatching-box for all the Rennie 
The eggs are placed upon the screens and the water 
flows in from above and out below, Patented by N. W, 
Clark, F, N, Clark, Northville, Mich. 
Model of the Holton hatching-box for all the salmon- 

ide. The eggs are placed upon all the screens except 
the top one, and the water flows in from below and out 
at the top. Patented by Marcellus Holton, Seth Green, 
superintendent, New York, 

Holton box (without the frames), which has been in 
use. 8. Green, Rochester, N. Y. 

Hatching-trough, used at the United States hatching- 
house at Grand Lake Stream, Me. C. G, Atkins. 
A circular-shaped hatching-can of tin, designed by 

F. Mather, which led to the adoption of the following :— 
Shad-hatching cone, with screen at the bottom, devised 

by Charles F. Bell and Fred Mather; United States Fish 
Commiesion. 
Frame and screen used for hatching lake trout, Cristi- 

vomer namayeush, M, A, Green, New York Fish Com- 
mission. 
Salmon-egg hatching-baskets. Devised by Livingston 

Stone for use in the McCloud Riyer, California. The 
baskets do not rest on the bottom of the trough, and the 
water flows through them from the bottom and sides and 
out at the top. 4. Stone, United States Fish Commis- 
sion, = 

Nest of Trays for hatching-trough, deyised by Chas. G. 
Atkins, Bucksport, Maine. United States Fish Commis- 
sion, 
Model of hatching-frame in use at Grand Lake Stream, 

adapted to use ina trough or im an open stream. De- 
vised by ©, G, Atkins, Scale, full size, C. G. Atkins, 
The eggs are placed on all of the trays except the up- 
per one, The interstices, though too small for the escape 
of the eges, permit a change of water, and when the 
frame is shut it confines the trays securely in place. 
United States Fish Commission, 
Grand Lake hatching-frame, For use in a trough or 

in an open stream. Adapted only to large fish-eggs, like 
those of salmon, Designed by Charles G. Atkins, assist- 
ant to the United States Commission of Fish and Fisher- 
ies in 1875, and since then in constant use in the Schoodic 
salmon-breeding establishment at Grand Lake Stream, 
Maine, U.S. A, Whenin use, the water flows through 
the frame horizontally. Not patented. 

The capacity of this frame is 35,000 eggs of salmon, 
Hatching-jars of glass, with self-picking screen, In- 

vention of Oren M. Chase, Detroit, Mich. 
Five jars, fullsize. O, M, Chase. Michigan Fish Com- 

mission. 
The Ferguson hatching-jar, A glass jar with trays. 

The water flows in at the bottom and out at the top, 
T. B, Ferguson, United States Fish Commission. 

Glass jar with screens for hatching trout, Devised by 
Thomas B, Ferguson, United States Fish Commission. 

Miniature hatching-box, for hatching trout or any fish 
requiring running water, Arranged to place in the dwel- 
ling-house, or wherever water can be supplied by a pipe. 
Charlestown, N. H. Livingston Stone. 
Model of fish-nursery for raising young trout less than 

six months old, Half actual dimensions, Charlestown 
N. H. Livingston Stone, : 

Ferguson’s improved conical hatcher, with removable 
top, used to prevent splashing. Also arrangement for 
easily removing bottom screen. Valve used when 
bottom screen is to be removed or eggs and young fish 
to be transferred. Furnished also with hook for liftin 
vessel from frame, T. B, Ferguson. United States Fish 
Commission. 
_ Another form of same, furnished with Clark’s self-pick- 
ing gate attachment. Ferguson, Baltimore, Md., 
and #, A, Clark, Northville, Mich. United States Fish: 
Ee ares ; 

versible plunging can, for hatching fish e now in 
use on the United States steamer Fish aes part of 
the improvement in fish-hatching apparatus invented by 
T. B. Ferguson, Baltimore, Md. Patented, The ends 
are so artanged as to be easily remoyed, so ihat the can 
may Ke used as a. paar ae transporting can by insert- 
ing either a wire-cloth or tin bottom. ‘'T. B, Fer: 5 
United States Fish Commission. Boat 
Another form of same, furnished with taimnions by 

means of which itisswung in the frame of the conical 
hatcher when used for transporting fish in rough seas, 
(The tops are interchangeable with those of the conica 

. 

hatchers.) T. B. Ferguson. United States Fish Com- 
mission. 

“Hanger,” ** Cam,” and “Guides” for Ferguson’s im- 
provement in fish-hatching apparatus. In use on the 
United States steamer Fish Hawk for imparting a yerti- 
cal motion to the hatching-cans, Designed by T. B. 
Ferguson, United States Fish Commission. 

Ferguson hatching-jar, A glass jar, with trays, The 
water flows in at the bottom and outatthe top, Fro- 
vided with trays for hatching salmon. Designed by T. 
B. Ferguson, United States Fish Commission. (By the 
use of glass the growth of fungus is prevented, and 
every egg in the vessel can be seen at a glance.) 

HATCHING-BOXES—FLOATING. 
Shad-hatching box, Invention of Seth Green, Roches- 

ter, N, ¥. Patented. 5. Green, New York Fish Com- 
mission. ; 

Model of the above, §, Green, New York Fish Com- 
mission. 
Shad-hatching box, Invention of Isaac H. Wright, 

Baltimore, Md. 
Shad-hatching box. Invention of H, A. Brackett, 

Winchester, Mass. 
Patented. E, A, Brackett, Massachusetts Fish Com- 

mission ; 
Reyolying shad hatcher, designed by Spencer F. Baird. 

United States Fish Commission. 
Semi-rotating hatchers. Hatching-box for eggs of the 

codfish, Invention of H, C, Chester, Noank, Conn. 
United States Fish Commission. 
Mechanical fish-hatching apparatus, Invention of Joel 

C. Parker, Grand Rapids, Mich, 

ADHESIVE EGG APPARATUS, 

Model of box for hatching the smelt, Osmerus mordax. 
Devised by George Ricardo, Hackensack, N, J. One- 
half size. F, Mather, United States Fish Commission, 

MODELS OF FLOATING-HATCHING HOUSES. 
Model of the United States Fish Commission steamer 

Fish Hawk, Built by the Pusey & Jones Company, Wil- 
mington, Del. Length on water line, 146 feet 6 inches; 
breadth of beam (molded), 27 feet; depth of hold (amid- 
ships), 10 feet 9 inches ; draft of water, 7 feet 6 inches ; 
tonnage, 485, 
Model of the fish-hatching deck of the United States 

Fish Commission steamer Fish Hawk, built by the Pusey 
& Jones Company, Wilmington, Del. Scale, 2 inches to 
the foot, 

ACCESSORIES TO THE HATCHING APPARATUS, 
Wooden nippers for removing dead eggs. IF, Mather, 

United States Fish Commission. 
Wooden nippers with wire.loops, for remoying dead 

eggs. M.A. Green. New York Fish Commission, 
Cleaning net for remoying dead shad eggs and dead 

fish from troughs. M, A, Green, New York Fish Com- 
mission, 

Cleaning net for removing dead shad eggs and dead 
fish from troughs. T. B. Ferguson. United States Fish 
Commission. 
Hand net for removing fish from troughs, T. B. Fer- 

guson. United States Fish Commission, 
Landing net for carp. United States Fish Commission. 
Pans in use for taking and impregnating fish eggs. 

United States Fish Commission, 
Tin dipper in use for supplying water, etc. United 

States Fish Commission. 
Lamp or lantern, United States Fish Commission. 
DEVICES FOR THE TRANSPORTATION OF FISH EGGS. 

Box used in sending salmon eggs from America to 
Europe. Ice chamber on top and air space on gides. [, 
Mather. United States Fish Commission, 
Box used in carrying fish eggs short distances. M, A. 

Green, New York Fish Commission, 
Box used in sending eggs of brook trout to Europe, 

James Annin, Jr,, Caledonia, N. Y 

APPARATUS USED IN THE TRANSPORTATION OF FISH, , 

Milk can, United States Fish Commission. 
Tin water bucket, United States Fish Commission. 
Rubber tube for siphon, United States Fish Com- 

mission. 
Strainer-tube for end of siphon. United States Fish 

Commission. 
Rubber tube for siphon. M, A, Green. New York 

Fish Commission. 
Steamer-tube for end of siphon. M. A. Green. N. Y. 

Fish Commission. 
Wroten bucket. 
Ferguson’s cylinder-can with adjustable top. T. B. 

Ferguson, United States Fish Commission, 
Ferguson’s aerating apparatus. T, B, Ferguson. United 

States Fish Commission. 
This apparatus is screwed into the top of a carrying- 

can, and a small stream of water coming in from a tank 
or reservoir above draws air in through the side aperture 
and discharges it at the bottom of the tank, when it 
rises to the surface in a foam, Apparatus of this kind 
was used in the Boston aquarium of W. HE. Baker in 
1874, and by the United States Fish Commission in 1875 
in the aquaria of its Sea-coast Laboratory at Wood’s 
Holl, Mass, It was applied to fish-carriers by T, B. Fer- 
guson in 1877, 

Conical tank, Stone & Hooper, Charlestown, N. H, 
Can for hatching shad eggs while in transit, by motion 

of the water caused by rolling of ship or railroad car, 
Designed by Fred Mather, United States Fish Commis- 
sion. 

Can, with sponges, for self-aerating water by means of 
motion of a ship. Fred Mather. United States Fish 
Commission. 

APPARATUS USED IN FEEDING FRY, 
Conical glass feeders which keep the food in motion. 

Presented to the city of Baltimore by Thomas Winans, 

PREPARED FOOD FOR ADULT FISH, 
ape aS of prepared food, W, Koehler, Hoboken, 

MAPS, PHOTOGRAPHS AND CHARTS, 
Two maps of the national carp ponds at Washington, 

D.C. R. essel. United States Fish Commission, 
Map of the Druid Hill carp ponds at Baltimore, Md, 

T. B. Ferguson. Maryland Fish Commission, 
Map of the United States reservation for fish cultural 

purposes on the McCloud River, California, Livingston 
Stone, United States Fish Commission, 

Map of the salmon-hatching works at Grand Lake 
Stream, Maine. Charles G. Atkins, United States Fish 
Commission, 

Series of photographs of shad hatching at Avoca, N. 
C, United States Fish Commission. 
Photographs of the salmon-hatching ranch on the Mc- 

Cloud River, California, Livingston Stone, United 
States Fish Commission. 
Photographs of the steam yacht Lookout, showing 

equipment for shad-hatching on the bow. T. B, Fergu- 
son, Maryland Fish Commission. 
Photograph of section of the same ona larger scale, 

T, B. Ferguson. 
Photograph of the United States steamer Fish Hawk, 

taken from the vessel. United States Fish Commission, 
Photograph of the same, taken from the model No, 

29,108. United States Fish Commission, 
Photograph of the exterior of the Mish. Hawk, showin 

the plunging buckets in position. From sectional modé 
No. 29,104. United States Fish Commission, 
Photograph from the same model, showing the ante- 

rior end of the hatching-deck. United States Fish Com- 
mission, 
Photograph showing the posterior end of the hatching- 

deck from nearly the level of the deck, 
Photograph taken from above the level of the deck, 
Photograph of the exterior of Druid Hill hatching- 

house. T. B. Ferguson. 
Photograph of interior of the same. T. B. Ferguson. 
Photograph showing three hatching-jars. T, B, Per- 
on, 

it ENEMIES OF THE FISH CULTURIST, 
Stuffed trout and the water insect, Belostoma grandis, 

which killed it, From the ponds of H. D, McGoyern, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Specimens of newts or salamanders, crawfish, ‘‘millers’ 

thumbs” (Uranidea sp.) and sticklebacks, from Caledonia 
Creek, Seth Green. New York Fish Commission. (See 
also under section 1 of this catalogue.) 

EGGS OF SALMONIDZ IN PROCESS OF HATCHING, 

Five thousand eggs of the brook trout, Sulvelinus fon~ 
tinalis, from the ponds of James Annin, Jr,, Caledonia, 

Salmon eggs (land locked); one case, Bucksport, 
Maine, Charles G. Atkins. 

EGGS OF SALMONIDS IN ALCOHOL, 
Samples of eggs of the brook trout, 8. fontinalis, at 

different ages, from the New York State hatchery at 
Mumford, N. Y. New York Fish Commission :— 

No. 1,—Twenty days old. 
No, 2.—Thirty days old. 
No, 3.—Forty days old. 
No. 4.—Fifty days old. 
No, 5,—Sixty days old. 
No, 6.—Seventy days old. 
No. 7.—Eigzhty days old. 
No. 8.—Highty-five days old. i 
Beggs of the lake trout, Cristivomer namaycush, eighty- 

five days old. New. York Fish Commission, — 
Eggs of the California mountain trout, rambow trout, 

Salmo irideus, two days old, New York Fish Commis- 
sion. 

California salmon, (Oncorhynchus qiamnat). A series 
of eggs and young salmon preserved in vials, and show- 
ing the change in the eggs and the growth of the fish 
from the time the evg is taken from the parent till the 
young fish is fully formed ; showing daily growth for 100 
days. Livingston Stone. 

SPECIMENS OF FRY OF SALMONIDAL IN ALCOHOL, 

Fry of lake trout, Cristiwomer namaycush. 
No, 1.—One day old. 
No. 2.—Fifteen days old. 
No. 3.—Thirty days old, 
No. 4.—Thirty-five days old, 
New York Fish:Commission. 

Fry of brook trout, Salvelinus fontinals. 
No. 1.—One day old, 
No, 2.—Ten days old. 
No. 3.—Twenty days old. 
No, 4.—Thirty days old. 
No. 5.—Forty days old. 
New York Fish Commission, 

EGQ@S OF AMERICAN FISHES IN GENERAL, 
Fifty-six specimens of ovaries of sea and inland fishes. 

Exhibited by United States National Museum. 

FISHES IN ALCOHOL, 
Hybrid between the California salmon, Onchorhynchus 

quivnat (male ?), and the brook trout, saluelinus fontin- 
alis (female), New York Fish Commission, Seth Green, 
Superintendent. 

Catostomus nigricans. 
Anguilla rostratra (Les.) Dekay.—Common eel, 
Amia calva, Linn,—Mud-fish. 
Lepidosteus osseus, Linn.—Gar pike. 
Acipenser sturio, Linn.—Sharp nosed sturgeon. 
Acipienser brevirostris, Les.—Short-nosed sturgeon, 
New York Fish Commission. 

LITERATURE OF FISH CULTURE. 

Norris, Thaddeus.—American Fish Culture, embraing 
all the details of artificial breeding and rearing of trout ; 
the culture of salmon, shad and other fishes, by Thad- 
deus Norris, author of ‘The American Angler's Baok,’ 
illustrated, (Seal of the pe eo Philadelphia : 
Porter & Coates. London: Sampson Low, Son & Co., 
i874, f 
, Green, Seth.—Trout Culture, by Seth Green, Published 
by Seth Green and A. §. Collins, Caledonia, N. Y. Roch- 
ester, N. Y.: Press of Curtis, Morey & Co., Union and 
Advertiser Office. 1870, . h 

Green, Seth, and Roosevelt, R, B.—Fish Hatching and 
Fish Catching, by R. Barnwell Roosevelt, Commissioner 
of Fisheries of the State of New York, author of Game 
Fish, etc., etc., and Seth Green, Superintendent of Fish- 
eries of. the State of New York. Rochester, N. Y.: 
Union and Advertiser Co.'s Book and Job Print. 1879. 

Slack, J. H.—Practical Trout Culture, by J, H. Slack, 
M, D., Commissioner of Fisheries of New Jersey ; 
proprietor of Troutdale Ponds, near Bloomsbury, N, J. 
*‘ We speak what we do know, and testify what we have 
seen.” New York: Geo. E, Woodward. Orange Judd 
& Co,, 245 Broadway, 1872, Th 

Garlick, Theodatus,—A treatise on the artificial propa- 
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gation of certain kinds of fish, with the description and 
habits of such kinds as are the most suitable for piscicul- 
ture, by Theodatus Garlick, M. D., Vice-President of 
Cleveland Academy of Natural Science, giving the au- 
thor’s first experiments contained in a paper read before 
the Cleveland Academy of Natural Science; also direc- 
tions for the most successful modes of angling for such 
kinds of fish as are herein described. Cleveland: Tho, 
Brown, publisher, Ohio Parmer Office, 1857, 

Stone, Livinyston,— Domesticated Trout; How to 
Breed and Grow them, by Livingston Stone, United 
States Daputy Fish Commissioner, in charge of the 
United States saimon breeding station on the Pacific 
coast, etc., etc. ‘ Purpurisque Salare stellatus teryora 
guttis.” Ausonins, Tdyl Tenth. ‘* Make assurance doubly 
sure.” Macheth, Act IV,, Scene 1, Third edition, re- 
vised and enlarged. Charlestown, N. H, Wor sale at the 
Cold Spring Trout Ponds. 1877. 

Athins, Charles G.—United States Fish Commission, 
Cheap Fixtures for the Hatching of Salmon, by Charles, 
G. Atkins, Assistant United States Fish Commission, 
Washington ; Government Printing Office, 1879, 

Wilson, Sir Samuel.—The California Salmon, with an 
account of its Introduction into Victoria, by Sir Samuel 
Wilson, member of the Legislative Council of Victoria. 
Melbourne: Sands & Mcdougall, printers, Collins street, 
West, 1873, 
Reports of the Commissioners of Fisheries of the State 

of Maine, I to XIII (1867 to 1879), inclusive. 
Reports of the Commissioners of the Inland Fisheries 

of Massachusetts (1854 to 1879), inclusive. 
Reports of the Fish Commissioners of the State of Con- 

necticut (187 to 1880), inclusive, 
Reports of the Commissioners of Fisheries of the State 

of New York (1869 to 1576), inclusive, : 
Reports of the Commissioner of Fisheries of the State 

of Masyland (1876. to 1380), inclusive, 
Specifications for building the screw steamer Jsh 

Hawk, 1879. 1 
1873-79. Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun,—Thir- 

teen volumes of Foxmsr AND SPRHAM AND Rop AnD Gun, 
a weekly paper by ‘Forest and Stream Publishing Com- 
pany,” New York City. 

1873, Baird, Spencer F.—Forty-second Congress, sec- 
ond session; Senate; Mis. Doc. No. fi; United States 
Commission of Fish and Visheries. Part I, Report on 
the condition of the séa fisheries of the south coast of 
New Mnglard in 1871 and 1872, by Spencer F, Baird, 
Commissioner; with supplementary papers. Washing- 
ton: Goyernment Printing Office. 1873. (8vo., pp. 
xlyii., $52, plates xxxviii, with 38 leaves explanatory to 
plates, two maps.) 

1874. Baird, Ipencer F.—United States Commission 
of Fish and Fisheries. Part Il. Report of the Commis- 
sioner for 1872 and 1878. A.—Inquiry into the decrease 
of the food fishes. B.—The propagation of food fishes 
in the waters of the United States; with supplementary 
papers. Washington: Government Printing Office. 
1874, (Svo., pp. cii., 808, plates xxxvil, four maps.) 

1876. Baird, Spencer #.—United States Commission 
of Fish and Fisheries. Part III. Report of the Com- 
yoissioner for 1878-4 and 1874-5. A.—Inquiry into the 
decrease of the food fishes. B.—The propagation of food 
fishes in the waters of the United States. Washington ; 
Government Printing Office. 1876. (8vo,, pp, li, 777.) 

1878, Baird, Spencer #.—United States Commission 
of Fish and Fisheries. PartTV. Report of the Commis- 
sioner for 1875-76. A.—Inqtiry into the decrease of the 
food fishes. B,—The propagation of fond fishes in the 
waters of the United States. Washington; Government 
Printing Office. 1878. 8vo., pp. ix., 50, 1029, six plates, 
(Hist. of Whale Fishery.) ; 

1879. Baird, Spencer #.—Uniled States Commission 
of Fish and Fisheries. Part V. Report of the Commis- 
sioner for 1877, A.—Inquiry into the decrease of food 
fishies. B.—The propagation of food fishes in the waters 
of the United States. Washington: Government Print- 
ing Office. 1879, (S8vo., pp. 48, 972.) < i 
Map showing the operations of the United States Mish 

Commission from 1871 to 1879, and the location of all 
stations of the United States and State Fish Commis- 
sions, and the dates of establishment of the various State 
Commissions. 
ae 

\ TsINGLASS mRoM Fisu Sxkins.—Gloucester, Mass,, Juli 
19th.—Editor Forest anid Strewm-—I notice you have 
our company as manufacturers of isinglass and glue from 
fish bladders, That isa mistake. The stock we use Is 
the skin of salt fish, The fish is put up for market, in 
boxes, with the skins taken off, also bones taken ont. 
The skins were of very little value before my invention. 

JOHN 5, ROGERS. 
Our report was taken from the official catalogue of 

awards, which designates the award as follows :— 

‘43. Tsinglass & Glue Co., Gloucester. Hausenblase und Bisch- 
Leim nebst Fabrikaten darens.” 

As will be seen elsewhere, the medals will not be 
ready before October, and it would be well, therefore, 
for our correspondent to write to the Fischerei-Verein at 

Berlin, to haye the report of the award correctad, 
ik : re 

Tan RancpLeys.—Aartford, Conn, July 17th.—I 
found the Rangeley Lakes (July dst) very quiet ; most of 
the anglers gone and very little fishing, although I was 
told that the month of June was as good as any they had 
seen for many years, the fisa being more numerous, but 
smaller. The water was very low, but 1 was surprised at 
the number of camps which had sprung up smce 1 wrote 
the ‘Rangéley Lake Trout Tales” for the NOREST AND 
siopmam in 1874, I left Mt. Kineo House June 28th, and 
the fly-fishing was excellent. My wife took a trout of 24 
ounds, and a lady ¢ousin who was with me took one of 

Be pounds. Isaw snow in the White Mountains, and 
missed those sweltering daysin June, If I can afford 
the time this autumn, I want to go to Maine and pass 
from Moosehead Lake oyer to Churchill Lake, and then 
by way of Spider and Mausungun lakes and river to the 
Aroostook River, coming out at Caribou, Maine, and 
thence into New Brunswick. My brother-in-law, Col. 
Goff, was the first person to “bore” through that region 
last year, and beaver, cariboo and moose abound, the law 
on the latter being off Oct. ist, the first time in taree 
years, 7.6.5. 

———— 

Sea and Rivey Hishing. 
FISH IN SEASON WN JULY. 

FRESH WATER. 
Maskalonge, Hsoxn nobilior. 
Pike or Pickerel, Hsow lucius. 
Yellow Perch, Perea flavescens, 

Trout, Salmo fontinalis. 
Salmon, Salmo salar. 
Salmon Trout, Salmo conjivis, 
Land-locked Salmon, Salmo 

gloveri. 

SALT WATER. 

Sea Bass, Gentropristis atrarius. | Bluefish, Pomatomus sallatrix. 
Sheepshead, Archosargus proba- | Spanish Mackerel, Cybiwmn miac— 

tocephalts. ulatiunn. 
Striped Bass, Roceuslinneatus, | Cero, Cybiumregale. 
White Perch, Morone americana. | Bonito, Sarda Pelamys. 
Wealrfish, Cynoscion regalis. Kingfish, Montietrrus nebulorus. 

—— i —— 

—Address all communreations to ** Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
ae 

THE LATE APPEARANCE OF CANADA SALMON. 

is Newronrt, R, L., July 16th. 
Nditor Forest and Stream :— 
An explanation has been asked of me by a number of 

persons of the tardy appearance of salmon in the rivers 

of Canada and Nova Scotia ; and, not feeling able to an- 
swer satisfactorily, I referred the problem to Prof, H. Y. 
Hind, Windsor, Nova Scotia, a gentleman who is perhaps 
the best fitted of any in America to write on the physical 
agencies affecting the movements of migratory fish in 
the North Atlantic Ocean. 

T have much pleasure in inclosing herewith his reply, 
the publication of which in FoREST AND STREAM will, I 
think, be of much interest to its readers. 

SPENCER F, BATRD, 
Commissioner, 

Winsor, Nova Scotia, July 11th. 
Dear Prop, BAtRD :— Amy 

In reply to your letter of inquiry of the 29th of June, 
Tsend some brief notes I have made on the subject. 

The question you have proposed respecting the cause 
of the late appearance of salmon in certain rivers empty- 
ing into the Gulf of St, Lawrence, this year, is one of 
great practical interest, not merely to anglers, but 
in the study of the artificial propagation of the salmon, 
and the probable causes which have Jed to but inconsid- 
erable returns from very great outlay. 

I shall give you a brief resume of the ideas which have 
occurred tome on this subject, which is subordinate to 
the far more interesting inquiry respecting salmon propa- 

ation, 
2 T do not think that the unusual abundance of Green- 
land ice, or of local ice, has had much to do with the 
late appearance of schools of salmon in our rivers. In 
1875 the Gulf of St. Lawrence was so choked with ice in 
May that seyeral mail steamers bound to Quebec were 
caught and entangled in it for many days and _ eyen 
weeks, Yet that year was not a late year for salmon, 
although it was a poor year in some localities, 
Every river appears to haye its own schools of fish, 

which visit it in succession, some for breeding, others 
for sanitary purposes. 

But they come at times which are determined by her- 
editary habit formed through ages of acclimatization 
and adaptation to the conditions of che river and the sea 
into which it empties, All the schools of mature fish 
which ascend the river or play about its mouth are not 
spawning schools, for there are food grounds for the be- 
lief that at a certain age and under certain conditions 
the salmon becomes a biennial spawner. 

The spawning school which ascends in July or August 
to spawn in October or November, is probably destined 
in many cases to become the first spring school which 
enters the river the next succeeding spring for sanitary 
purposes, remains fora short time, and descends to the 
sea again without spawning, ib being an off year to them. 

Shonld anything happen to these spawning schools 
which come in July or August, so that they become 
greatly diminished, then the next years’ spring schools, 
which they would haye become, will be much dimin- 
ished also, and a year must elapse before the early spring 
school returns in force. ‘ 

Such an event appears to have occurred during No- 
vember and December 1879, apart from the destruction 
occasioned by the rod and the net. This was the unu- 
sual cold of those months in the fall of 1879, the 
mean temperature in some parts of the Maritime 
Provinces falling five degrees below the mean of the 
same months in the preceding year, 
At Manitoba the difference amounted to 20° Fahr, 

At Fredericton, N, B., the mean of December, 1879, was 
6° .90 below the mean of 1878, At St. John’s, N, B., it 
was 5° .4. lower than December, 1878, At Sydney, N.S., 
it was 5° .85 lower in December, 1879, than during the 
same month in the preceding year. The consequence of 
this remarkable and sudden reduction of temperature 
was the early and sudden closing of the rivers, The 
spawning instinct, or desire, as hereafter explained, was 
retarded by the cold, and numbers of the fish became 
land-locked, descending to the sea as slinks or kelts in the 
early spring, but incapable of so far resuscitating them- 
selves as to return for sanitary purposes, or, in some 
cases, for spawning purposes, as early spring schools, 
which they would haye done had they descended in No- 
yember or December instead of April, when the rivers 
broke up. 

Now, with regard to those fish which have not arrived 
at the age, or been subjected to the conditions which 
compel them to produce fat instead of developing ova, 
and become biennial spawners, the cold of November 
and Decenther, 1879, putt back the desire or instinet in the 
fish to spawn, although their ova might be fully devel- 
oped, and they retained their spawn perhaps a month or 
six weeks longer than usual in the manner hereafter de- 
seribed. 

Those that escaped to the ses, after this late spawning, 
and continued to develop ova instead of putting on fat, 
would not haye their ova sufficiently matured early in 
June of the present year to induce them to leave the sea, 
and they migrated long after their usual time, 

A very curious illustration of the effect of extreme 
and prolonged cold occurred in the early spring of 1879 
in the well-known salmon river Tyne, in the north o} 
England, The fish there, which usually spawh in De- 
cember, and were never betore known to spawn in Febru- 
ary, were concealed from view from the ist of December, 
{878, to the 20th of February, 1879, by a snow storm and 
prolonged cold of unusual duration. When the river 
broke up, large numbers of salmon were obseryed epawn- 
ing in the third week of February. Such an occurrence 
was never before known, and, indeed, if is qnite uncom- 
mon for salmon to spawn even in January in the Tyne. 

The hook on the lower jaw of the male salmon has 
much to do with the spawning of the female, and plays 
an important part in that operation; a description of 
which [ have not seen published. ® 

J think you will find that the ovaries in the salmon ara 
separated from the oviduct by a delicate membrane; in 
fact, a hymen, The purpose of the hook on the lower 
jaw of the male is to break this hymen. When the fe- 
maleisready to spawn. and not before, she suddenly 
turns on her side, and the male, always in attendance, 
instantly seizes her just below the pectoral fins, and with 
a sharp grip and pressure of the blunt hook on his lower 
jaw he fractures the membrane which separates the oya- 
ries from the oviduet. The female resumes her normal 
position, and the operation of spawning soon after com- 
mences, The effect of the pressure of the hook on the 
side of the female is like what would be produced on a, 
non-elastic sac distended with water—the sac would yield 
at the weakest place. In the female salmon this weakest 
place is the membrane separating the ovaries from the 
oviduct, Pressure with the hand, or even through hand- 
ling of the fish, necessarily produces the same result 
the ovaries are distended, The presence of this mem= 
brane gives to the female the power to retain the ova as 
long as she chooses, or until her instincts show her that, 
the conditions for exuding the ova are suitable ; then she 
lies upon her side, and the hook of the lower jaw of the 
male serves the purpose it was designed to fulfill. 

Tt follows from this that there is always a certain rela= 
tion between the development of the hook on the lower 
jaw of the male and the period of the year during which 
the females spawn. Henceit would be incompatible to 
propagate salmon in a river by bringing a female from a 
stream where salmon spawn in September and pairing 
her with a male born in a river where the fish spawn in 
December, The hook of the future male would not be 
sufficiently developed to serve its purpose, and the female 
would be ready to spawn before the male. 

The difference between the spawning habits of salmon 
in rivers quite close to one another is so remarkable that 
the force of this adjustment of hereditary habit by a 
proper selection of fish is easily seen, The Severn, for 
instance, in the southwest of Wngland, is one of the ear 
liest spawning rivers known, September is by no means 
anuncommon date for spawning there; whereas, the 
river Wye, flowing into the same estuary, is a late spawn- 
ing river, Inthe Derwent, whose waters lie some fifty 
miles to the northeast of the Seyern, the largest fish, ac- 
cording to Mr. Buckland, run up in September and Octo- 
ber, whereas the spawning fish come up from December 
to February. In the Sackyille River, emptying into Bed- 
ford Basin near Halifax, Nova Scotia, the salmon come 
directly from the sea into the river to spawn in the falll 
of the yean : 

In the Medway, a hundred miles to the west,salmon may 
always be taken with a fly in February and March whei- 
ever the river is sufficiently open, even should much ice 
be floating; and while the fall fish are ascending, it 
often happens that the spent fish of the previous year 
are descending in great numbers. They have remained 
in the lakes during the winter months, 

The development of the hook in the male varies very 
materially in point of time in different rivers, hence it 
would not be acting in accordance with natural laws to 
attempt to propagate salmon by taking a male from an 
early spawning river and a female from a late spawning 
yiver, Until we know more about the conditions which 
govern the development of the hook, it is reasonable to 
assume that the male and female fish resulting from the 
cross would have different hereditary periods of devélop- 
ment, which would be unfavorable to the continued pro- 
duction of the species. Again, if a river be naturally a 
late river, there must be some excellent reason why it is 
so, and it would not be showing a proper regard for natu 
ral laws to attempt to people such a late riyer with sal- 
mon oya taken from fish whose home was originally an 
early river. Experience, acting through ages, has deter! 
mined the relations of salmon to the rivers they inhabit 
and in order to succeed artificiallyit seems to me that we 
must imitate, as closely as possible, the results of that 
experience. But Il am not aware that this method of vea~ 
soning has been applied to the propagation of the salmon 
ethan in ores or the United States, 

So far the chief results in our salmon rivers h 
obtained by protecting existing fish, clearing Hee beet 
of windfalls and jams, protecting the natural spawnine 
grounds and giving the fish m the estuaries a chance to 
ascend by regulating the area covered by nets. ‘This is 
certainly the surest way to repeople our rivers, When 
artificial propagation is attempted, it seems reasonable to 
suppose that the experience of the native fish, which 
shows itself in the form of an hereditary habit, should 
be our guide in the selection of fish from which we 
seek to breed and repeople any particular stream. Where 
no such guides can be found, Tate spawning males and 
females, and early spawning males and females should be 
rigorously selected, and not taken promiscuously, 

Henry Yowne Hinp, 
Prof, Baird, United States Commissioner of Fisheries. 

———— 

¥ Canimornia Trour.— Wellsville, NV. ¥;, July 14¢h.—Tn 
June, 1879, we put into the Genesee River, in this yicin- 
ity, a few thousand California trout fry, given us by 
Seth Green, of the Bisa Hatchery, 1 ° 

Last evening several of these Californias wera 
in the river, while fishing jor our native trout ; iar ay 
them that were badly hooked were saved, and are now 
‘lying in state" on ice. The three saved measure, re- 
spectively, 7, 74 and 72 inches, the longest weighs 
three ounces. A larger one was caught and put back 
that measured 9 inches in length. The party catohing' 
these told me that they take a hook as ‘* business like” 
as our native Salmo fontinalis. C, A, F: 
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BLUEFISHING AT LONG BRANCH, 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 

You like to hear of your subscribers having a day of 
yeal genuine sport, so it occurred to me your readers 
would like as well to know where they can find just 
such a place and have just such a time as I haye men- 
tioned, within fifty miles of New York, 

On last Friday 1 received a note from my old friend, 
Arthur L. S., stating : ‘* Buy a bass rod, reel and line, and 
come with me to Long Branch, I can give you the best 

Knowing so well that Arthur 
knew what sport was, I proceeded to Abbey & Imbrie's, 
on Maiden Lane, procured what he had written me, and 
at 3:30 P.M. Iwas on the train bound for Long Branch 

Thence we drove to Seabright, engaged 
Jack, ‘the best fisherman on the water,” bought a 
bushel of moss bunkers of doubtful odor, and, with the 
thermometer at 90 degs., we went over to the beach, 
Our boat was safely launched through the breakers, sail 
was raised, and a light breeze carried us out five miles 

Our anchor was out, and then the work 
commenced. Jack began to chop our odoriferous moss 
bunkers and to throw the pieces overboard, first on one 
side of the boat and then on the other, a process which 
is called ‘‘charming.” We sat under the boiling sun for 
five minutes, with twenty yards of line floating away 
with the tide, and, at the end of the line, to which was 
attached a foot or so of wire, a large hook baited with a 

I saw Arthur's rod bend almost 
Turning to me he said, “ Jolin, I believe 

{ haye gota whale.” The fish ran straight away, reached 
the end of the line up in the air, and jumped and shook 
his head, but his efforts failed; and as he was being 
dragged to the side of the boat with the reel he strug- 

I had forgotten 
all about my hook, but just then my rod commenced to 
leave me as though I had thrown the line looped over 

Having braced the end of 
rod under my seat, I tugged away, when Arthur 

said, “‘Giye him line or he will break your rod.” He 
took the line and away they went, until at last he was 
checked, and, as he was beimg pulled up slowly to the 
side of the boat, I could see him swimming around and 

After he was landeéd, I realized 

sport you ever had.” 

with Arthur. 

from shore. 

piece of moss bunker. 
to the water, 

gled in almost every conceivable way. 

the smokestack of an engine. 
™m 

around in the water. 
how very tired Iwas. The fellow weighed ten pounds. 
When we had caught about twenty-five, all over six 

pounds, Jack said: ‘ You will catch no more to-day ; 
the blue sharks are around us,” Sure enough, those big 
fellows, eight to ten feet long, were swimming about 
our boat, and occasionally they would make a dive for 

It was not a 
pleasant sight, and because I stated that no man-eaters 
came in these waters, my companions attacked me with 
great ferocity and suggested that I jump overboard and 
try if; not, however, caring fo prove my statement, I 
refrained, Still the fish did bite, and we landed forty- 
two, or, as Jack said, “about three hundred weight.” 
Arthur canght an eight pound bonito, and at last hooked 

Again it 
seemed as though his rod must go. Perspiration and 
blank dismay commingled were on his face, and after 
twenty minutes the fish was dragged to the side of the 
boat, his head was chopped half off, and he disap- 
peared beneath the waves. This was not the large ya- 
riety shark, but was a huge one of the dog fish order, 
To make it worse, I had {a large fish on at the time, 
and our lines were in great danger of being mixed up 
and broken, but both were landed, 1t was just half past 
twelve then, and abeing thoroughly broken down,we con- 
cluded to stop for the day, and pulled for the shore, 
On our way Jack asked leave to sell our surplus fish, 
which we granted. We sold thirty to the picnickers on! 
the ‘Fleteher,” who, no doubt took them home and 

one of our large pieces of moss bunkers, 

a shark, The struggle was terrible to me, 

talked long about the great sport they had had. 
Arriving on shore we jumped into our wagon, gaye 

some of our large ones to Mr. Hugh Hastings, of the 
John McKesson, and then 

wended our way home with the balance, having had the 
best day’s sport for a long time with the mutual deter- 

Commercial, and to Mr. 

mination to go soon again, 
The fish were bluefish. He a On 
New York, July 16th, 

eee 

BLUEFISHING AT MARTHA'S VINEYARD.—Reports from 
the famous fishing grounds of Martha’s Vineyard give 
plowing accounts of the sport to be had there with the 

See the advertisement bluefish and other varieties. 
elsewhere of the Norton House, 

—<$<——_, 

TRoUTING.—Hornellsville, July 11th.—As Mr, Van 
the following Dyke suggests a ‘Blood Suuffers’ * corner, 

will be an appropriate item for it :— 
A party of four gentlemen of this place lately returned 

from Pine Creek, Pa,, with 1.000 brook trout; the lot 
weighed less than forty pounds. A little calculation will 
show that the fish weighed less than three-quarters of an 
ounce apiece, Do you not think an eight inch law or a 
lunatic asylum would be good for such “Blood Snuif- 
ers?” JOHN, — 
New Jersey—Riverside House, Forked River, July 

17¢,— Large quantities of bluefish now in the bay running 
from: one to two pounds. Weakfishing also continues 
good, thirty-five to seventy-five being the ayeruge catch 
per boat. Were it not for the net-fishing, which is openly 
carried on regardless of all law, we would have fine 
sheepshead fishing, as it is not unusual for the net men 
to take fifty or more ata haul, and what they do not 
catch are frightened off. i 

Late arrivals ut the Riverside House include Mr, and 
Mrs, D, W. Lee, Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Mayer, South 
Orange, N.J. Mr. and Mrs: D. D, Acker, Jr. Mr. and 
Mrs. Henry Thompson and family, Messrs, R. H. Spear, 
Jas. M. Edgar, Jr., N. L, Tunis, Chas, S. Farley, Chas, 
C, Jaclard, all of New York, who spend most of their 
time on the bay fishing, ete., the ladies enjoying the 
sport and catching as many lish es the ventlemen. — 

A, B. — 
Wisconsin Brack Bass.— Janesville, Wis,, July 12th. 

—I have been reading the articles from J, A, Henshall on. black bass, and T must say he knows what he is writing 
about, I (hink the black bass has got more game in him 
than any other fish that swims in Western waters. I don't 
know anything about the Bast. 

Guzman, 1780, 
Cree Spring Pack,” Waverly, Tenn,, Mr, A, M, Wad- 

e@ 

pike and pickerel, 

like the fish, and finally Janded him, 

They had a splendid time. ©, C 
——_>_—- 

BETTER THAN Doctor's Birts.—New York, July 15th 

pike and pickerel, 

work, with this result :— 
Twelve visits from doctor..... 
MedIGINES os. lee Mea) ee eer ty task 
Three weeks abed—lost time.............-......2.. ten bast 

Two weeks’ expenses in the;woods 

health, and ready for oceans of business. 
Moral: Get your medicines at the fountain head. 

. 

last week, Thursday and Friday. 
fairly started. 

certainly not less than a pound each. 
about seventy pounds. 

expressed himself satisfied with his success, 

such fishing as shall make you wish you were “thar.” 
Uno, 

—— et 

and bass fishing, which ordinarily commences on Ma 

ago, since when very few have been caught, 

bite well until about June 20th, 

generally successful. 

Harris, board $1, boats 50 cents per day, It is the 

quiet, 
Garnet ; ternis reasonable, I believe. 

Che Ziennel. 
En 

Publishing Company, New York.” 

in response to his advertisement. 
a 

189 Broadway. 
ee 

DEATH OF Dipo.— We are extremely sorry to announce 
the death of Dido, the setter bitch owned by Mr. J. O. 
Donner, of this city, and recently purchased by him) 
from Mr. W. B. Wells, Jv., of Chatham, Ont. Dido was 
sick only one week, and died July 14th, 

———.—.. 
CANADIAN Kennan CLUB.—A meeting will be held in 

the Rossin House, at 8 o’clock on the evening of Wed- 
nesday, Sept. Sth, with a view of establishing a ‘* Cana- 
dian Kennel Club” to act in harmony with the National 
Amerivan Kennel Club, and with the same objects im 
view. 

+. 
BaupiE.—Loutsville, Ky., July 18th—Hditor Forest 

and Stream:—\ thank you for natice of the hounds, which 
Was incorrect’ in one particular, threngh a neglect of 
mite fo inform you that Banble will not be shipped until 
sheis bred. Abigail was the biteh you saw, and not 
mentioned. Sheis by The Grove Reveller ex The Grave 
Arrogant, vinning back on sire’s side to Mx. Meynell’s 
Gaméstress, 17/80, and through dam to Mr. Meynell's 

The present importation is for ''Tha 

, Master, Harry BisHop, 

Rock River has her sharefZof black bass, also qwall-eyed 
On July 10th, a small boy fourteen 

years old caught witha fly a black bass weighing four 
pounds ; he had a hard fight as the water was very rapid 
and the bank very steep, but the little fellow was game 

Last week, Wednesday,a party of nine gentlemen went 
up the river about ten miles in the little steamer Bower 
City Bell and caught a large washtub full of black bass, 

—l have made aclear cash profit this summer of $113, 
and I don’t mind imparting the secret to your readers, 
Last July (1879) I was taken sick, probably from over- 

$182, 50 

Result : Felt weak and nervous for a month afterward. 
This year I *‘ grabbed” time by the forelock, and in 

June went fishing to the Rangeley Lakes (Umbagog) at 
this expense :— . 
Railroad and buggy fare—hoth Ways............-.2s2.c2eeeee 

OLA ras ial Servet ake ree ean re Cie a Pas a hiecien eee $09.50 

Figuring thus — 
Bicis trans OXPSNSCBioec ,=25: shh Fete 2, i tes; wes ele $182.50 
Healthy man’s 6xponses..... 69.50 

WatgrOtbstp seca tichipec o.meeee en ae See ey $113.00 

Result: Lots of fun, immense appetite, splendid 

os 
St, Chain FLATS BAss FIsHInd,—Detroit, Mich., July 

12¢h.—My first yisit this year to St. Clair Flats was made 
Found fishing just 

A friend from Ohio, Mr. E. J. Fairfield, 
and myself took seventeen bass running from ene pound 
to five and a quarter pounds in weight, some six or eight 
pike, from two and a half to nine pounds, a half a dozen 
pickerel, or “‘wall-eyed pike” as they call them here, 
and five or six perch, the latter as large asITeyer saw, 

In all we got 
Friday’s sport was cut short by 

a fearful storm, which droye us in before 4 o’clock, Some 
very fine maskalonge have been taken in Baltimore Bay, 
in the flats, this year, but we were not lucky enough to 
strike any. The best time for bass will now soon be 
here, say from the middle or latter part of August to the 
close of the season, and there is room for a thousand 
rods. Mr, T. P. Wallace, one of your old subscribers by 
the way, of Marion, Ohio, paid the flats a first visit and 

Next time 
Tam able to go out, I hope to send you an account of 

Rick Lakn,—Port Hope, Ont,, July 9th,—Maskalonge 

16th, did not begin at Rice Lake until May 24th. ‘Troll- 
ing for maskalonge was good up to a couple of weeks 

Although 
a great many yellow or mud bass were caught in the 
early part of the season, the black bass did not begin to 

There has been good 
fishing since. Although yery few ever try fly-fishing for 
black bass upon this lake, still when attempted it is 

One gentleman caught twenty- 
eight one afternoon, using a bright red Ay; another caught 
fourteen, going the short distance of three miles, four 

| weighing over four pounds each. There is a good hotel 
at Gore’s Landing, three miles from Harwood. kept by T. 

dest 
place on the lake for families, being well kept, clean and 

There is a good hotel at Harwood, kept by W, 
Route, Vorseman 

| from Charlotte to Cobourg, train to Harwood. F.C, G. 

—Address all communications to “ Forestand Stream 

—Dr. H, B. Wygant informs us that the pointer bitch 
advertised by him last week was taken suddenly with 
distemper and died last Saturday night, He wishes in 
this way to reply to the numerous letters received by him 

POINTERS IN THE FIELD.—Photographs of Mr, Tracy’s 
paintings of the St. Louis Kennel Club's pointers, Faust 
and Bow, and Keswick and Jessamine, can be had at 
the sportsmen’s warehouse of Messrs, Schuyler & Duane, 

Ticks on Dogs.—Annapolis, Md.,, July 12th.—Editor 
Forest and Stream:—In your issue of June 24th TJ no- 
ticed an article on ‘‘Conditioning dogs for summer waod- 
cock shooting,” in which you state that the spot from 
which a tick has heen taken should be dressed ‘with 
some mercurial preparation,” I have had my dogs out 
for exercise daily, and for the last two months have 
every day taken ticks from them, Ihave used no 
dressing of any kind on the spots from which they have 
been taken, and no dressing has bean needed. Ticks 
should be remoyed gently by twisting them around. 
What is the object of the mercurial ointment? Tf the 
tick is removed the same day on which it fastens to the 
dog I do not believe it can deposit anyeggs, I bave seen 
neglected hounds with sores containing ticks or grubs of 
some kind, but they were not well cared for ape 

R. W. BH 
The object of the mercurial ointment is to effectually 

destroy any ova that may have been deposited. Your 
negative experience does not destroy the positive exper- 
lence of others ; of course, the more immediate thea re- 

moyal the less danger and the less need of any application 
as anantidote, We have simply given you a good anti- 

dote when required. 
> 

Trisu Serrers.—New York, July 20th.—Uditor Forest 
and Stream :—I suppose there never was a dog show—in 
this country, at least—where some of the exhibitors were 
not disappointed, The fact is, there are a great many 
who, haying read Stonehenge,” think they are not only 
able to judge, but that they own the best dog. If the 
judge’s opinion don’t coincide with theirs, the judge 
must be at fault. We have had the best of English 
judges here, gentlemen who know as much, if not more, 
about dogs (especially setters and pointers) than ‘‘Stone- 
henge,” With this class of judges he is not an ‘fau- 
thority.” i" t 
According toMr, Dalziel’s letter to the Live Stock Jour- 

nal, the protest in class 40 was made simply because Mr, 
Dayidson’s dog had white on, I-venture to say that no 
Trish judge would have considered that a bar to his win- 
ning. I have a letter from an Irish geritleman, who was 
a judge at several Trish shows last year, and who is a 
large breeder of Irish dogs himself, m which he says: 
‘White is nob considered a fault in Ireland, whatever in 
may be in America. The handsomest, best and purest 
Trish dogs I ever saw had white on; sometimes a stripe 
on fave, spot on chest, or white on toes.” Champion 
Palmerston is a rich cherry ved, with white on face, which 
his owner says is ‘‘the true type of the Irish setter,” 
Why, six, at the show I had one man tell me that my 
dog had English blood in him because he had white on 
his chest ; there was no doubt about it. When T assured 
him that the dog was as pure Irish as any in the world, 
he looked as if he pitied my ignorance, This is the idea 
that some people get from the “‘protest’—that 2 dog to 
be pure Irish must be all red, Any candid man will ad- 
mit that Irish breeders ought to know something of Trish 
dogs. The Irish classes here are always large. At the 
next show let us have an Irish judge, unhampered b 
rules laid down by one who perhaps never bred an Iris 
setter in his life, Lo, —— i 
Toronto Dog Suow.—This bench show will be held 

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, Sept. Sth, 9th and 
10th, during the annual exhibition of the Industrial Ex— 
hibition Association of Toronto, at the new Exhibition 
Park, Toronto, Canada, and judging from the prominent 
and well-known names connected with the management, 
promises to be a well conducted affair, The following is 
the list of officers: President, F. W. Jarvis Hsq,, Sherif, 
County of York; Vice-Presidents, His Worship, the 
Mayor of Toronto, and Christopher Robinson, Hsq.: Q. C, 
Commiittee: Messrs, A. R, Boswell, C. A, Brough, W, 
H, Doel, F. C. Draper (Chief of Police), Geo, Gooderham, 
J. F, Hellmuth, Stephen Heward, J, Maughan, Jr., John 
Massey, R, Tinning, Jr,, James Watson and Lient. Col, 
Otter; Honorary Secretary, A. D. Stewart, Esq. Offi- 
cers Industrial Mxhibition Association: President, J, J, 
Withrow, rae First Vice-President, W, I. McMaster, 
Esq.; Second Vice-President, Wm, Rennie; Treasurer, 
James McGee. Esq,; Secretary, H, J. Hill, Esq. 
Premium. List of Thirty-two Classes.—Classes 1 to 4, 

mastiffs, St. Bernards, Newfoundlands and greyhounds, 
for best dog or bitch, $10, For second best dog or bitch, 
$5, each class. Classes 5 and fi, pointers, dogs and 
bitches; for best dog and best bitch, $10; for second 
best, $5. Class 7, pointer puppies ; for best dog or bitch, 
$7; for second best, $4. Classes 8, 9 and 10, Trish set- 
ters, same as pointers. Classes 11, 12and 13, black and tan 
setters, same as pointers. Classes 14, 15 and 16, English 
setters, same as pointers. Classes 17 to 31, Clumber and 
Sussex spaniels, water spaniels, spaniels (other breeds), 
retrievers, foxhounds, fox termer dogs, fox terrier 
bitehes, colleys, bulldogs, bull terriers, skye, Bedlington 
and Dandie Dinmont terriers, rough coated terriers, other 
than Yorkshire ; pugs, black and tan terriers, toys (any 
breed, five pounds and wnder) ; for best dog or bitch, #7; 
for second best, $4. Class 2, miscellaneous ; for best 
dog or bitch, $7; for second best, $5; for third class, $3. 
Special prizes: For best dog or bitch (sporting class) in 
show, silver medal, vale $20; same for non-sporting 
class, ? 
The Great Western, Grand Trunk, Northern, Credit 

Valley, Midland, Canada’ Southern, Erie, New York 
Central and other railways will carry dogs free, if ac- 
companied by a care-taler. 4 

Entries close on Aug. 21st, 1880. Forms sent on appli- 
cation to H, J, Hill, Esq., Toronto, Canada, 

—<>———_ 

A WHouesaLn Litrer,—dJoseph Meyer's livery stable 
at $2 George street, Cincimmati, Obio, was the scene a 
fow days ago of a canine phenomenon, unequaled in the 
annals of degey matters. Here is what the Cincinnati 
Enquirer man has to say about it -— 

Acriving at Mr, Meyer’s,a crowd of curious,gaping men 
and boys was found surrounding 4 handsome brown-and- 
white English pointer which lay upon a pile of sawdust 
and shavings in the rear of the building, Clambering all 
over the gentle animal were asquirming lot of little pups, 
all eximemely anxious to get the first chance at supper, 
fux there were entirely too many of them for all to get in 
at the first table, There were pups as black a8 the ace of 
spades ; pups with white-tipped ears ; spotted pups and 
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white pups : pups with black tails and pups with white 
ones, Twenty of them, 4 fullscore, on actnal count, It 
was a sight worth seeing, although the mother seemed to 
think that she had more little ones to look after thanshe 
hal bargained for. The first one made his debut into 
the light of the ‘Paris of America” at 9 o'clock in the 
morning, and the way the reinforcements began to come 
was 4 caution to the natives thereabout. The majority 
of them were of the female persuasion, but there were 
just enough boys in the lotto keepthe other giddy things 
under control. The mother who gave birth to such a 
wonderful family is an Nnglish pointer of pure stock, 
and her present owner, Mr. Meyer, bought her only afew 
weeks ago from Joe Todd,a peddler, who resides in Avon- 
dale. Sheis as gentle a brute as can be imagined, and 
she allowed the bystanders to freely examine the diminu- 
tive beasts without interference, The present case is 
without parallel, we believe, in the annals of natural his- 
tory, although it is a common thing for a sow to have a 
litter of young numbering quite as many, An English 
pointer is generally proud if his spouse presents him with 
a, family of six or seven, but when the old gentleman who 
is responsible for this, learns the fact, if is probable that 
he will hardly associate with his fellows on terms of 
equality hereafter, The dam who thus has made herself 
famous answers to the name of ‘‘Rose,” and every mem- 
ber of her big family remains alive and exceedingly ac- 
tive. They are all of the usual size,and are as cute as 
little pups always are. ‘Rose’ showed wonderful sagac- 
ity during the day, and when one small specimen was 
ushered into existence in a seemingly dead state she at 
once made endeayors at resuscitation, in which she was 
finally successful, and thatlittle brute was just about as 
lively as the rest of the gang last evening. At last ac- 
counts all the twenty were still on hand, none of them 
haying got away, while there were no more additions to 
chronicle. 

<< 

A Prysionep Dog.—In the Territory of New Mexico 
the legislature, by joint action, reeently pensioned a dor 
for noble services. In that country there are many 
sheep farms, and shepherd dogs are so well trained in 
caring for the flocks of their masters that it is their daily 
practice to take out the flocks in the morning to pasture, 
guard them all day and at night return them to the fold 
or corral, This work of the Mexican dogs is so common 
and so faithfully performed that it is looked upon as a 
matter of course and nothing more than should be ex- 
pected from a well-trained dog. This being the case, it 
would appear that the dog worthy of a pension in that 
Territory must have performed some very marvelons 
feat indeed, and something out of the common line of 
ganine achievement, and he did. He did not save his 
mistress’ life from the murderous fury of the sayage, 
nor her child from being brained against a door-post or 
being choked by a huge blacksnake, for his master was 
not married, and had no wife or babe, but led a solitary 
life in his solitary ranch in a yery solitary part of New 
Mexico, It chanced that the dog in question, on return- 
ing of an evening with his sheep to the fold, discovered 
that his master was not stirring about, but remained in- 
side the shanty and kept very quiet. The next evening 
it was the same. The dog, when he penned up the sheep, 
repaired Lo the shanty, smelled through fhe crack in the 
door his master’s presence, but the man was still quiet 
and did not breathe. The dog scratched, barked, and 
eyen howled, but no response came from within. The 
door remained closed ; n0 smoke rose from the chimney 
to greet the early morn. But the dog, true to his ap- 
pointed duty, went out with the sheep on the third day 
and cared for them while they cropped the herbage on 
the hillsides, But he was getting hungry, and that night 
when he drove the sheep into their pen the last one to at- 
tempt to get in became the victim of his appetite. This 
method of providing for his own wants became a por- 
tion of the faithful dog's daily duty, Every evening the 
last sheep to try to enter the fold was seized by him and 
served for supper and breakfast and for dinner the fol- 
lowing day, As stated before, the ranch to which the 
dog belonged was in a solitary part of the Territory and 
outot the track of travel and social intercourse or visita- 
tion, Por two years from the tine of the master’s death 
—as ascertained by data left by the latter—the faithful 
dog tended the flock committed to his charge, and had 
fresh mutton for supper eyery night. The flock was not 
decimated by his steady drain upon its resources. On the 
contrary, ij mereased in numbers, and when, at the end 
of two years from the time of the death of the proprie- 
tor, the ranch was visited, and the remains of the poor 
fellow found, the dog was still at his post. of duty, jeal- 
ously guarding his flock, and driving them to the best 
pastures every day, and to the fold at night, before which 
he slept, to keep the wild sheep-eaters of the plains at 4 
eivil distance. Such fidelity excited admiration wher- 
ever the story was told, and the Arcadian legislators of 
the Territory, in a fit of generosity and enthusiasm, at 
their session two years ago (they have biennial sessions 
in that happy country), granted a pension for life to that 
dog, to be paid from the State treasury, as a reward for 
his fidelity, and no doubb as an encouragement to all 
other shepherd dogs iu that Territory to be zood dogs and 
faithful.—Boston Globe, 
oe ee 

KENNEL NOTES. 

WHenrs.—Daisy.—Mr. John White's (Bridgeport, Conn.) white 
and orange setter bitch, Daisy, by Calhoun’s bam out of Mallard’s 
Belle, whelped eleyen puppies, all white, excepting three, which 

had orange spots, by Ranger II. 

Deave—Dido.—Mr, J. 0. Donner’s English setter biteh Dido. 

Geep.—Mind-Dash Ifl.—My, Walter H. Beebe's (New York 
City) Champion Mina (Leicester-Dart) to Chainpion Dash ITI. 

NAMES CuAtWED.—Grouse and Dash.—Mr, Titus J, Hodes, of 

Greenpoint, O. I., clainis the names of Grouse and Dash for his 
two setter puppies, the former lemon and white anid the Jatter 
red, out ot Dutchess II. (Kodman’s Dash L-M¢haughiun's Duteb- 
ess) by Roy (Shipman’s Tom-Goyernor'’s Liza). Both the puppies 

are being broken by Mr. C. A. Suuyens, Rocllind County, N. ¥, 
Mudtora, not Endord.—Mc. MW, P, Mckaou, of Wramkclin, Delaware 

County N,¥.,desives us to state tbat the name of his spaniel 
bitch puppy is Hudora, not Endora, as published in Jast week's 
issue, 

—— a 

Buawers to Correspondents, 
———— 

(2"No notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 
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BE. A. P., Madison Barracks, N. Y—The guns you inquire about 

are good and safe, 

L. C. W.—Douglas Frazar's “ Practical Boat Sailing,” $1. Can 

forward. 

$v, Lours.—According to the rule, we should have given the 

mun two more birds. 

E. H.—No copies of Y. R. A. rules on hand. 
book house, or London Field. 

T. J. H.—S8ilver City, New Mexico. We have forwarded your 

request toihe manufacturers. 

G, 'T., Mt. Kisko, N. ¥.—The law on woodeock in New York is 

up Aug. let; quail, Noy. Ist; ruffed grouse, Sept. Ist. 

EB, 0.—Fall's store, Idaho. Wedo not know the name of fur 
dealers at Port fenton, Montana, Weite to the postmaster there. 

C, E.C., Duke Centér, Pa.—For an inspirometer for testing 
lung capacity, wrile to Giuseppe Tagliabue, 802 Pearl street, New 

York. 
D. D, W,, Albion, N. ¥.—We cansend you Stoddard’s Map of 

the Adirondack Wilderness, which will probably answer your 

purpose. Noticed elsewhere. 

J. M. G., Washington, D, C.—Dogs with distemper should be 

kept as quiet as possible. {[tdepends entirely upon the symptoms 

of each ease how to regulate the feed. 

H. G. D., Upperyille, Va.—Por pinnated grouse (prairie chicken) 
shooting, go to Wichita, or Salina, Kansas. You cannot miss 
them after you get into that country. 

G. M. 8.—Accidental splitting of ballast bug and spilling of im- 
material amount of sand isnot enough grotind for protest. The 

Judges ruled right in not allowing same, 

A. B.—Best book on yneht and boat building is Dixon Kemp's, 

ne edition, price $12, For boat sailiug, see also Douglas Frazar's 

“Practical Boat Sailing,” $1, Lee & Sheppard, Boston. 

G. L. M., Yonkers, N. ¥.—The close time for moose in Maine 

expires Oct. Istnext. The season for deer and cariboo there is 
from Oct. Ist to Jan. Ist. No chasing with dogs allowed. ts 

5., New York.—For striped bass fishing in the immediate yicin- 

ity of New York, you may vo to the boat house at foot of Righty- 
Wourth streat, Hast River, and there sesure directions. 

Tl. N. L—Gook on beat building not yet published. Doubt 
whether any bool: will exactly fill your wants, Possibly Kemp’s 
*Vacht and Boat Sailing,’ which contains much upon the sub- 

ject, 

Hasrones, Austin, Texas—l. Tom Stare, of Chicago, can fur- 

nish you with wild pigeons. 2. You can ascertain express charges 
at your home office, 3, Yes, send Ws lhe summaries and other 
items, 

¥. H. ., Rock Hill, $, C.—In a glass ball match, if a cartridge 
fails to fire, is the party entitled to another shot, or must it be 
stored amiss. Ans. The shooter is entitled to another shot if his 
cartridge was properly loaded. 

J_N. C., Newburyport, Mass.—There isjno danger of the shell 

expanding if it enters the chamber with such difficulty. The 
proper thing is to huye the chamber slightly enlarged. Put your 
gun into the hands of a first-class workman, 

J-W., Cincinnati, Ohio.—The dog, from your description, has 
an attack of miange, Adoptsame treatment as recommended to 

GC. L. L.. in last week's issue, and, in addition, give four drops of 

Fowler's solution of arsenic, twice a day, in his food, 

6.5. W., New York.—Am desirous of procuring the best publi- 
cation teaching the training of setters. Ans. See the five articles 

in this paper on dog breakiny, March 1th, April 8th, 16th, 29th, and 
May 13th. Hutchinson’s book on breaking is the best work on 

training. Price, $3.50. We can furnish it, 

CarrisH, Philadelphia.—Will you please inform me the best 

baits for cattish. Aus. Large angle-worms, minnows, pieces of 

beef, liver, insect larvae, and almost anything of fresh animal 
nature will do for catfish baitin the Mississippi. Raw salt pork 

isthe approved bait for the larger species. They feed best just 
alter 2 storm. 

i. J., New York.—1, Is Spratt’s bisenit good food for four 
months old puppies? % How much isa meal foragrown fox 

terrier dog? 3. Do not dogs fed on it require other food fora 

shange, such as boiled liver,ete.? Ans. 1. No. 2, Half a biscuit. 

isample. 3. Yes, by allmeans. You can get the biscuit of Chas, 

Richmond, No. (is Broudway, New York city. 

Pf. W. P.—Please inform me through your paper regarding the 
rules of the National Rifle Association as to sbooting from under 
acoyer. Can they shoot froma house only open on the front, 

or must the coyer be overhead only? Ans. It is entirely allowa- 

ble to shout from a house constructed inany way. The only re- 
striction is that no artificial support be given the rifle. 

Order through 

J.P, A—Sails for 14ft. canoe: Leg of mutton or shurpie style 

mainmast, 104ft, deck to head; mizzen, Tift. deck to head; main 

boom, 6£t. 10in.; mizzen boom, 4ft. Win. Step the mainmast oft. 

from bow and the other 3ft. trom stern. The sails will be Gin. 

shorter on the luff than the mast, and 4in. shorter on the foot 

than the booms. Masts of spruce, #in. and Ijin, thick at deol; 

booms # and din. in center. 

A. A. R., South Norwalk, Conn—We know of no special laws 
for Dutchess and Putuam counties. ‘The general New York 

State law provides the following open seasons: deer, Aug. Ist 
to Dec. ist; no open season for moose; wild fowl, Sept, Ist to 

May 1st; quail, Nov. Ist to Jan, Ist; woodcock, Sept. Ist to 

Jun. Ist; squirrels, Aug. Ist to Feb. Ist; ruffed grouse (or 

partridge), Sept. Ist to Jan. Ist. 

TRAP, Peake’s Island, Me.—I believe the “ cruelty” folks are 

roing to make a strong eifort to stop our shoot next fall. Do 

you suppose they can accomplish it without special statute? 
They have been obliged to wait for such statute in other States 

before they could stop pigeon shooting from a trap, and one 

would think it would be soin Mame. Ans, Unless a law is 
passed making pigeon shooting illegal your tuurnament cannot 
be stopped. 

I. M. G., Washingion, D. C—Please prescribe for my pointer, 
which is just thirteen months old. His eyes are very much in- 

fiamed, little or no appetite, nose quite warm and a kind of 

iwitebing when he stands still. He has moderate exercise and is 

ted with taulo seraps; Ans. The probability is that the dog has 
ld distemper, and inthe present staye will be benelitted by qui— 
nine, say lwo #rajns three times duy; also give asmall dose 

of sulphur occasioually- 

True, Newburyport.—Where can T obtain the game laws of 

the diferent States? Lhayea pointer dog abont three years old 

who has been lame for oyer a month; only 3 slight limp most of 
the time, but sometimes he limps a good deal. There is a swelling: 
of some kind on the ankle Joint to his right fore paw; the lump 
is hard and patns the dog on slight pressure. Ans. 1. Send to 
Orange Judd Co., Broadway, N, Y. 2. Avoid giving the dog ex- 

ercise, and paint the part afflicted with tincture of iodine daily. 

Write more definitely after fair trial of treatment. 

E. K., New Hayen.—When is the woodcock Iuw off on Long 
Island this year? How much of Fowler's solution of arsenic 

would you give s Scotch terrier, about nineteen pounds weight, 
four and a half yearsold? He'sgotthe mange. Ans. 1, Aug. Ist, 
8. Three drops twican day. Itshould always begiven ons full 

stomach, and it must be withheld for a week or so if it produces 

redness of the eyes, running of watery fluid from the nose and & 

loathing of fooe. To prevemnt last result, give a tonic of one tea- 

spoonful of Peruvian bark immediately after a meal. 

A. & Oo., Boston, Mass.—For internal canker of the car the fol- 
lowing is suggested: Take Goulurd'’s extract of lead, one ollnce; 

glycerine and carbolic acid, one-quarter of an ounce; finést ollye 

oll, four and a half ounces. Mix the two first named,and add the 

oil, gently rubbing together in a mortar. The bottle must be 

well shaken before the linimentis used. Ayoid giying meat, and 

feed vegetables withthe mush. Give twice a week a teaspoonful 

of sulphate of magnesia in water one bour before feeding in the 

morning. Dress the dog’s legs with the following: Powdered 

bicarbonate of potash, half ounce; sub-sulphur, one ounce; lard, 

four ounces; rub well into the skin. 

A.D, H,—Ans, 1. In case of diarrhiea, when the biteh is suolk- 
ling, the diet inust be changedand Carefully regulated all throueh 
the disease. Light and easily digested food, as well-boiled 
oatmeal, rice, Indian corn nical, or arrowroot, should be giyen 
with a little milk or beef tea. When the dog is very weak, a little 

should be poured down her throat every few hours, and u little 

port wine be added to the food. An injection should be given: 
A quarter of & pint of gruc!l with two drachms of tincture of 

eatechu aud one drachm of Iaudanum, <A dose of castor oil 

should be given at once, Write result of treatment, and if the 

injection does not check the diarrhoja, we will mail you a pre- 
scription that will not fail. 2. The open season for woodcock in 
this State begins Aug. Ist; decr, Aug. Ist. 

A, D.N. Monson, Mass.—It is supposed that the old Southern 

hound was used by the ancient Britons in the chase of the larzer 

kinds of game, Its distinguishing characters are its size and gen— 

eral heavy appearance; its great length of body, deep chest, and 

ears remarkably large and pendulous. Lt was the slowness of 

the breed which occasioned its disuse. Several of the breed are 
still to be seen in Devonshire, England. See “ Stonehenge on the 

Dog," for lengthy account. The rough-haired preyhound is now; 

rarely met with, except on some show benches in England, mix- 
ing with his larger brethren, the deerhounds, and assuming their 

name. He still exists in out-of-the-way places. The shape of the 

rough greyhound corresponds closely with that of the deerhound, 

but he is not so large or powerful, averaging about 2bin. nt shoul- 
deragainst 29in. or 30in. in the deerhound, 

F. H., New York.—Mange is the most troublesome, and, fn some 

forms, the most loathsome disease which we meet within a dog. 
There are several varieties, the most common being virulent 
wange, mange with thickening of the skin, red mane, and erup- 

tion between the toes, and bloteh, or surfeit. The disease, under 
certain conditions, is contagious. A too stimulating diet, insumi- 
vient exercise, etc., are among the principal causes. In chronic 

cases, Fowler's solution of arsenic is often of great benelit, The 

dose is from two to eight drops, given twice aday in food. The 

dressings used are very numerous, and depend upon the condi-= 

tion of the dog, The most simple'is ointment of Hower of sul 
phur and lard, one part of the former to four of the latter. The 

dox’s bedding should be changed atleast every other duy; and 

the proper use of disinfectants ia and about the kennel are of 

great use. Write more fully symptoms of dog, and we will mail 
you receipt, 

H. W., Newark, N.J.—To brown gn barrels: Tinot. of muriat 

ofiron, one ounce; nitric ether one ounce; sulphate of copper, 
fours¢ruples; rain water, one pint. First, securely plug up both 

ends of barrels, lenving one pluy in each end of sufficiens length 

to be used as handles, then thoroughly clean with soap aud water, 
atter which cover with a thick cout of lime, slacked in water, and 
When that has become dry reioye it with an iren wire scrateh 

brush; this is to remoye ull dirt and grease from the barrels. 
Then apply a coat of the fluid with a rag, and let it stand for 

tyenty-four hours, when a slight rust will have appeared; then 
take barrels andimmerse them in a trough containing boiling hot 
water, after which scratch them well with the seratch brush. 
Repeat this until the color suits, which will be after three or four 
applications. When completed, let the barrels remain in lime 

water a short time to neutralize any acid which may haye pene- 

trated. Take great care not to handle the barrels during the ope= 

ration, for the least particle of grease will make bad spots, 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 
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—Address all communications to ‘* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

aor 1, 7 —" O'Rourke's Guide to Coney island and Rockaway" is. neat, 
handy and comprehensive hungdhoook to the attractions of these 
popular New York pleasure resorts. Pull details of routes, etc, 

etc,, will be found in this little text-book. For sale by all news; 
dealers, 

——s 

Nerve Power.—Few people suffer so much from nervous Ox" 

haustion as newspaper editors. The wear and tear of rettine out 

iu good paper tell fearfully, and readers seldom know how much 
Vital foree qsinele itein may haye cost the one who wrote it, 

Editors have offen been driven to drink in order to stimulate 
their exhausted faculties, but of late are using Warner's Sate 

Neryine instead. This valuable preparation acts usa soothing 
Power, quieting the neryes and producing sleep with all the re= 
freshment that it brings.—[4dv. 

a 

To THE WaHitt MouNTAINS.—The summer travel over 
the Consolidated is heavier than eyer this year, and the 
pilacecars whichrun throujrh tothe White Mountains. arg 
particularly well patronized, the two cars this mornin,« 
having seventy-seven passengers, The conductors on 
the through palace car ave ex-Conductor McKenney 
Holcomb, of the Suffield branch, and Conductor Rg, ue 
mond,formerly of the New York and New England road ‘ = tes 
—The skull and horns of an uncommonly large moun- 

tain cam were found embedded ina pine bree in Idaho, 
Tt is supposed thatthe beast was caught and starved in 
the tree when 16 was a sapling, leaving his head to be overs 
grown by the wood, 
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Advertising Rates. 

side nonpariel 6, 2 cents per line; outside page, 40 
bate Special rates for eee six and twelve months. Notices in 
editorial column, 50 ae per line—eight words to the line,and 
twelve lines to oneinch, 
= Sida eB should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if 
ossible. @ 
i} All a oe ey aE ney arte be accompanied with the 
money or they will not be inserted. 
No advertisoment or business notice of an immoral character 

will be received on any terms, 
+Any publisher inserting our prospectus as above onetime, with 

brie? editorial notice calling attention thereto,and sending marked 
sopy to us, will receive the FOREST AND STREAM for One year, 
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TO Correspondents. 

All communications whatever, intended for publication, must 
he accompanied with real name of the writerasa guaranty of 
ood faith, and be addressed to Forest and Stream Publishing 

Genipacr: Names will not be it tdaet tees if objection be made, 
Anonymous communications will not be regarded. 
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts. 
Secretaries of Clubsand Associations are urged to favor us with 

brief notes of their movements and transactions. 
Nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that 

may not be read with propriety in the home circle. 
We cannot be responsible for dereliction of mail seryice if 

money remitted to us is lost. 
t= Trade supplied by American News Company. 

ADYVERTISEMENTS.— All advertisements should reach us 

on or before Tuesday morning of each week. An ob- 

servance of this rule will insure satisfaction to all con- 
cerned, 

Mr. FreD MATHER WITH THE FOREST AND STREAM,— 

Tt affords us the most sincere satisfaction to announce 
what our readers and friends will with equal pleasure 
learn, that the FoREST AND STREAM has added Mr. Fred 

Mather to its staff. That gentleman will in the future 

conduct those departments of the journal which are de- 
voted to Fish Culture and Sea and River Fishing. 

Mr. Mather is so well known, both in this country and 
in Europe, as a practical fish culturist, an accomplished 
angler and a well-informed student of ichthyology and 
the related branches of natural history, that it would be 

out of place here to rehearse his qualifications for the dis- 
charge of his new duties. We are content to congratu- 
late our subscribers on this accession to the staff of the 
paper. It is the right man in the right place, 

We may add that Mr. Mather’s very wide personal ac- 
quaintance among anglers, fish culturists and ichthyolo- 

gists gives him unlimited facilities and resources for 
making the FOREST AND STREAM now more than eyer the 
ablest, freshest and best journal of its kind in the 
world. 

Mr. Mather will assume his active duties here with the 
new yolume, the first number of which will be published 
Aug. 5th. 

Se in at te 

Tom Bertin MepALs.—The prize medals awarded at 
the Berlin International Fishery Exhibition will not be 

ready for distribution before next October, and possibly 
Noyember. Thoseé coming to the American exhibitors 
will be received by Prof, Baird, the United States Fish 
Commissioner, who will deliver them to the Secretary of 

State for distribution to those to whom they have been 
awarded, 
> 

—The American representatives have returned from 

“Berlin, Prof. G. Brown Goode, Mr. Fred Mather and 
Capt. J. W. Collins arrived on the Neckar last week, Mr. 

Rockwell was left in London seriously sick with typhoid 

feyer, Messrs. True and Palmer remained behind to 
pack up the exhibits, 

—Mr, Chas, Hallock has severed his brief connection 
with the ‘‘Sea World,” 

—Brooklyn will be specially favored next year. The 
New York State Association will meet there in June, and 
in July will follow the convention of the National Arch- 
ery Association. 

A SOCIETY ORGANIZED FOR WORK. 
| eS ; A 

A” association has been organized at Utica, N, Y., 
which promises to confine itself very strictly, and, 

from the high character of its membership, very effec- 

tually, too, we should judge, to the work of game pro- 

tection, The call for the initiatory meeting was signed 
by the following prominent sportsmen and citizens: ©. 

W. Hutchinson, W.T. Dunmore, Fred B. Divine, I, C. 

McIntosh, Geo. D. Pomeroy, B, A. Wilson, R. B, Jones, 

Edwin Richardson, J. A, Erlhauer, Thos, McGorkle, Wm. 

Warring, Geo, Booth, W.G. Hubard, Dayid H, Gafin, 

C, W. Keeler, C, T, Mould, J. A, Maben, Oscar A. Whee- 
Jer, W. I, Martin, J, Bailey, T, F, Budlong, Gain L, Fay, 

W. K. Gilmore, E, Z, Wright, A. H. Ballou, James G, 
Hunt, W, E. Lewis, Wm. Townsend, T, V. Leroy, W. 

Dimbleby, John Peattie, James Roberts, M. H. Griffith, 

W. Jerome Green, J, N. Hays, Fred A. Westcott, J. G. 

Cessford, H. C. Macy, John Gissible, Geo, H. Scranton, 

John D. Kernan, W. M. Storrs, John G. Brown, Chas, H. 

Childs, F. H. Hutchinson, H. T. Manning, Wm, B. Sut- 

ton, O. F, Golden, J. Gomph, J. J. Flanagan, W. F. 
Boynton, Geo, Westcott, M.J. Brayton, W. CG. Harris, 
C. W. Shapley, D. Sabine, W. J. Dickinson, James G. 
French, H. W, Dunlap, E, H. Divine, John Gomph, R, 

O. Jones, I. J, Gray, Chas. H. Carr, F, H. Lowery, Geo, 

A. Reynolds, Hon. J. Thos, Spriggs and H. D. Pixley. 
These gentlemen, with many others, were present at 

the gathering at Brage’s Hotel, Utica, and at the very 

outset of the new organization stamped its character, 

Mr. W. T, Dunmore said that the need had long been 
felt of a society which should look to the strict enforce- 

ment of the law, and which should take enough interest 

in the cause to employ its own officers in the detection 

and prosecution of offenders, The Secretary of the 
meeting, Mr. Fred, B. Divine, said that the old State or- 

ganization was in disgrace, as conducted the past few 

years, Mr. J, J. Flanagan followed with the statement 
that local clubs could find no encouragement from the 

State Association to persevere in their efforts, and that if 

a society meant business it must withdraw entirely from 
any connection with that body. Chairman Hutchinson 

suggested that the Long Island sportsmen, under whose 

auspices the State Association tournament was to be 
held, had it in their power to effect a reform in these 

matters ; and Mr. Flanagan added that, from his knowl- 

edge of the tastes and character of the Eastern genile- 
men, he believed that they would effectually modify the 
character of the annual meeting, 

Several practical and definite plans of action were dis- 
cussed and acted upon, and after an informal discussion 
the meeting adjourned. : 

This action of our Utica friends is a direct and natural 
outgrowth of the dissatisfaction—long felt and recently 
culminated—at the lack of any concerted action in pro- 

tecting the game and fish of the State of New York, 
Besides their good intentions in this work, the members 
of the new association possess abundant good sense and 
determination to insure success in their undertaking, 

Just what attitude the new society proposes to sustain 
toward the New York State Association for the Protec- 
tion of Fish and Game, we are not at the present mo- 

ment clearly informed. Two courses are open to it. 
One of these is to conduct its own affairs entirely inde- 
pendent of the State Association, thereby withdrawing 
from the latter all the local support of sportsmen who 
are earnest in their endeavors to fulfll the work implied 
in its name. The other course is to coéperate with the 

State Association—-to infuse into that body its own spirit, 
and by umting with the other right-feeling sportsmen 
of the State, who are numerous and powerful, to deter- 

mine the’ future character of the State Association, 
Whichever of these two courses the Utica society may 
adopt, the support of the Forrsr anp StRmA will be 
given to its right protective measures cordially, fully and 
unflinchingly. But for the good of the sportsmen 
throughout the State, we should much prefer to see the 
gentlemen, whose names haye been mentioned in this 
article, present ati Brooklyn next year, adding their forces 

to the ranks of those who will hé gathered there then, 

We need local societies; they can do, and do do, what 

a State society cannot accomplish ; but we should not 
give up the general State Association, nor withdraw 
from it the support of the local clubs. 

Weare not of those who would seek to organize a 
general protective society in New York independent of 
or in opposition to the already existing Association. This 
latter, reformed and restored to its original character, 

would be stronger than any new society could hope to 
be. If ithe found practicable then, let the friends of 

game protection hold to the present society ; if this be not 
practicable, by all means let the other action be taken, 

Abel Crook, Esq., the President of the State Associa- 
tion, is aij present engaged in a codification of the game 
laws, and, with other members of the Society, is put- 
ting into action a comprehensive and well-defined plan of 
systematic effort to perfect the law and the agencies 
for its enforcement. We shall shortly Jay before the 
sportsmen of the State the details of the work now in 
progress. 

THE AMERICANS AT WIMBLEDON. 
oa 

Te team men under Col. Bodine are doing good 
general work at the great English range, and 

showing the British riflemen that in individual shooting, 

as well as in team work, our men are able to hold their 
own, Atlong and short ranges in all the matches into 
which, by the conditions, they could gain admission, the 

names of the American riflemen are to be met, and 
generally about the head of the column, There is now 

quite a camp of the American riflemen on the common, 

and rifle factories here cannot complain that their goods 
are not liberally advertised, 

The event of the meeting, however, so far as the Amer- 

icans are concerned, is the Halford-Hyde match, to be 

shot on the 24th inst. Tt is to be a match with eight 
men on aside, and the Americans engaged on various 

teams to go into the match are Farrow, Brown, Scott, 
Hyde, Rockwell, Dudley, Laird, Gerrish, Clark, and 

Jackson. This list includes two who will drop into the 
reserve. It willbe avery strong team if it is properly 
handled, and with any approach to team discipline 
cought to make a strong fight, 

The only fault to be found with the Halford-Hyde 
tmaatch is that it has all along been sailing under false pre- 
tenses. It is nothing more than a, match shot for the 

personal gratification and personal aggrandizement of 
Messrs. Halford and Hyde. Wittingly, orctherwise, it has 
been forced into prominence as an international match 

when it has none of the characteristics of such a contest. 

The men represent nobody but those by whom they are 
engaged and employed, and all pretensions to a repre- 
sentative capacity on their part are entirely false. No hody 

or organization on this side the water sent them out. 
They are under no form of authority, and should defeat 
visit them it will not form a break in the line of Ameri- 

can successes. }If, as Sir Henry Halford says, the shoot- 

ing of the present match will help him in his task of se- 
curing ateam of British shots for a Palma contest im 
America in 1881, then by all means Jet the match go on. 

Let it go on in any event, There cannot be too many 
friendly meetings of riflemen to shoot out their little 
differences of opinion before the butts, but we do protest 
against the sly but shallow covering of gun peddlers 
twisting what should be the most gentlemanly of sports 

into a means of forcing themselyes into public notice, 
Let the riflemen shoot freely, fairly and frequently, but 
let drummers take their place behind their counters and 

stay there, 
8 Ee eee 

Team DiscrpuiIny.—There has been no end of ill feeling 
toward Col. Bodine, shown in Boston circles, over his re- 

jection of Capt, Jackson as a member of the actual 
shooting six on Dollymount Range. It certainly dues 
appear curious that one who stood in the front rank of 
American riflemen, and who could claim, by his sus- 
tained record, the title of the best all-round shot in 

America, should have wasted his strength as a reserve. 

There is no disguising the fact thatthe team was the best 
disorganized team that ever engaged for our side in an 

international match. So far as correspondence throws 
any light upon the matter, there was not much more 
harmony when Ireland was reached, and Col, Bodine is 
credited with being very much of a Sir Joseph Porter, 
XK, C, B., in the opinion of many of his men. It certainly 
was a great disappointment to Boston to have Cupt. 

Jackson so unceremoniously left out to cold oblivion and 
but a mere spectator of the fray in which he could have 
played so strong and important a part. Col. Bodine may 
expect to hear no end of caviling upon his return here, 
but he has but to point to the record of his team to si- 

lence all the grumblers. This is a case, above all others, 
where the end justities the means, and that the judgment 
of the captain of the team was not very far wrong, no 
better verification than the figures of June 29th need be 

adduced. 
ee  S-— ——————— 

Mr. OBER’s EXPLORATIONS.—We have received and 
shall shortly publish the initial letter of a series from Mr, 
Frederick A. Ober, who it will be remembered is pros- 
ecuting scientific explorations in the Lesser Antilles. In 
a note written at the Island of Nevis, June 17th, ourcor- 

respondent gives us some hints of the busy life he is 

leading, and of the very satisfactory results of his trip, 

He says :— 

"Since reaching St. Thomas Ihave been on a continual 
jump, or rather a series of jumps, and have hardly 

settled in one place long enough to collect my thoughts. 
The fact is, I haye undertaken to do in four months what 

six would hardly suftice for, Thus far, have been toler- 

ably successful; have found one new bird, at least, and 
have carried out my programme to the letter. I am ac- 

cumulating a lot of material that; will keep me busy 
grubbing for the next six or eight months, Ihave climbed 
six mountains, and investigated four craters, and have 
done more walking since March 5th than I did all last 
summer and winter. 

“Thermometer slides up and down between eighty and 

ninety-five, and does this regularly every day. 
“To-morrow Igo to St. Kitts, thence to Montsenat, 

thence to Dominica—the scene of very old exploits— 
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thence to Trinidad, then turn about for America, You 
see T have not yet done half my distance, though I have 
finished more than half my work,” 
$e oa 

THE Vetociry or SHoT.—Prof. Alfred M. Mayer, of 
the Stevens Institute, Hoboken, N, J., has been for some 

time past engaged in an elaborate series of experi- 

ments to determine the velocity of shot, The scene of 
his experiments has been the deck of the famous “‘Ste- 

vens Battery,” a man-of-war hulk which was never 

launched, and which has been lying for twenty years 
where she was first constructed, Prof, Mayer’s experi- 

ments consist, briefly, in determining the time, as 

marked by the yibrations of the tuning fork, elapsing be- 

tween the start of the shot and its striking the target, 

the interval being noted by the opening and closing of an 
electric circuit. To make the tests thorough and com- 

plete, a number of shots have been fired with different 
sized shot, different charges of powder, and at different 
distances, aggregating several hundred discharges. It 

would take a man of Bogardus’ build to stand all this 
without flinching. Prof, Mayer deserves great credit 
for his pluck in carrying through the difficult task. We 
have not attempted to describe the experiments, be- 
cause they are to form the subjectavatter of a paper 
to be read before the American Association of Science 

at Boston, next month, an abstract of which the experi- 

menter has kindly promised te furnish for the readers of 
the FoREST AND Stream, It will bea valuable and im- 
portant contribution to our Imowledge of the subject. 
We may add that Prof. Mayer is a practical sportsman, a 

first-rate shot and a pleasant companion. 
—————— 

How Dorms a Doe ScrarcH?—We are constantly re- 
ceiying the best of evidence that the advertising columns 
of FOREST AND STRHAM are very carefully read. Of course 

our advertisers all know this; they find it out in the reg- 

ular way of plenty of returns for the notices they insert ; 
but we are sometimes informed of the fact in a curious 
manner. For instance, among the cuts now in our 

advertising colurnns is that which accompanies the notice 
of “ Cathery’s Dog Soap,” and represents a dog scratch- 

ing himself, Now, we had not looked at this picture 
from an art pomt of yiew, nor even had we scanned it 
for its fidelity to or divergence from strictly correct 
canine portraiture. To us the picture represented so 

many inches of advertising space, for which we had re- 

ceived so much cash in return; andif wehad any further 
thought about the matter it was that the picture of the 
flea stricken dog would probably accomplish the aim of 

its author by attracting attention to the advertisement 

setting forth the merits of this approved brand of soap. 
But it appears that this cut is not perfect, and its im- 

perfection has already been noted, A friend of ours out 

in Wisconsin, who is the editor of a bright paper, and, as 
this incident shows, a lover of dogs also, prompted either 
by love of the true In art, or by jealousy, perhaps, be- 

cause he has not the cut in his advertising columns, clips 
out the picture and sends if to us with this note :— 

Bextor, Wis,, Jiy 10th, 
Bditor Forest and, Stream :— 
Pray ask Gathery if he eyer saw a dog scratch himself standing 

up? J. A.T, 

We have hardly time to consult the authority requested, 
put we are very sure that we have seen a dog scratch 

himself while standing up. Like one of our correspond- 

ents, who said the other day that he had heard a snake 

hiss, but he could not give time and place, we find ib dif- 
ficult to fix the exact dog and the exact occasion, and we 

must leave the query for some of our friends to answer. 

Who ever saw a dog scratch himself while standing up? 
rr ea 

Water SKATES.—The bare enumeration of the de- 
vices and accouterments designed to assist the modern 

sportsman in his pursait of game and fish would furnish 
a striking catalogue of the fruits of human ingenuity. 
The latest addition to this stock is the invention of Mr. 
W. G. Soule, who has succeeded in constructing a pair 

of shoes with which it is possible to walk on the surface 

of the water. Ib seems that Mr. Soule had been seriously 
annoyed, as thousands of men had been before him, by 
the loss of numerous snipe and ducks which fell into the 

water in places which were too deep for wading and too 
muddy for boat navigation, He set himself to work to 

provide some mechanical aid out of his dilemma, and the 

result is a pair of sheet zine shoes, soldered air and water- 
tight, each about five feet long, ten inches wide and five 
inches deep, and pointed ali each end, Tn the top is sunk 

a well for the foot, and on the bottom are two propellers, 
or gauge paddles, one at each end, These open and shut 
by the motion through the water as the walker pushes 

his feet forward, 
The inyentor recently gave an exhibition of the 

‘water skates” on the Harlem River, demonstrating 

their practicability in smooth water, 
——<$ quae 

Capt, BE, W. Pavu.—Capt. Edmund W. Pal, who re- 

cently died in St. Louis, Mo., was in his day a noted ps- 

tol shot, whose feats will be recalled by many of our 

older readers. Unlike the fictitious titles assumed by 

modern knights of the gun, Capt, Paul’s was well 

earned in the Mexican War, where he commanded a 

Missouri company, His fame as an expert with fire-arms 
was at its height in 1854,in which year he was accus- 

tomed to send out challenges containing proposals ‘‘to fit 
a dollar to the end of a twig two inches Jong, and while 
a second person will hold the other end in his mouth, so 
as to bring the coin within an inch and a half of his face, 

T engage to strike the dollar three times out of five at the 
distance of ten paces, or thirty feet. I will hit a dollar 

tossed in the air, or any object of the same size, three 

times ont of five, or a knife blade, placed at the distance 
of thirty feet. I will wager that no person in the Uni- 
ted States can be produced who will hit a quarter of a 
dollar at a distance of thirty feet oftener than J can on a 
wheel and fire.” 

Since the notice of Capt. Paul’s death appeared, we 
have written to several persons, seeking to learn some- 

thing of his exploits ; and having been so far unsuccess- 
ful, we shall hope that this brief notice may be the 
means of eliciting from others some further account of a 
man who so outlived bis fame, 
r+ + 

A WATER CuRE.—The most confirmed believer in the 
efficacy of the water-cure treatment would hardly send 
a patient afflicted with inflammatory rheumatism into 
the woods to liveina tent beside a stream and undergo 
diurnal showers. Damp sheets and rheumatism would 

be an unheard of combination outside of a fishing camp, 
Those who know ‘‘Bodineés,” a skillful physician of the 

regular school, may well be apprehensive that he has 

gone oyer to the water-cure people with a fatal sim- 
pleness ; buf we take this Lycoming experience to be a 

merely temporary freak, incidental to the life of every 
devoted angler, governed in its periodicity by the condi- 

tion of the waters and the biting of the fish, 

We are promised a further account of ‘‘Bodines’” 

canip life. 
<a ae 

THE VirGINIA Camping Trip.—We again call atten- 

tion to a projected tour through the mountains of Vir- 

ginia. Asstatedin our issue of June 24th, a party of 
gentlemen, or possibly of gentlemen and ladies, propose 
to start from Lynchburg Sept. 10th and to spend a month 

in angling, shooting and sight-seeing among the moun- 

tains, returning to Lynchburg Sept. 29th. The opportu- 

nity here offered is one in a lifetime, and we urge upon 
those who would enjoy a trip of this kind to avail them- 
selves of the offer of our friends, as already detailed in 

these columns, Communications should be addressed to 

Maj. R. C, Saunders, Careyswood, Evington, Campbell 

County, Va, 

AprronpAck Mar.—Mr. 8. R. Stoddard, of Gilen’s 

Falls, N. Y., has just issued a map of the Adirondack 
wilderness, which has been compiled from all the latest 
and most reliable sources of information. Access has 

been had by the author to important State and private 

suryeys nol hitherto given to the public. The map 
shows wild trails, carries, ponds, streams, etc., the loca- 

tion of hotels and camps, distances, and many other de- 

ails which the Adirondack visitor could not have. For 
sale at this office, price $1; mounted on muslin and 

roller, $1.50. 
; $$ + oe 
Eneuish ANGLING STREAMS.—The second paper of 

«“‘Ringwood’s’ Reminiscences of English Rivers” con- 
cludes this author’s chat on this entertaining topic ; but 

we hope at no very distant day to supplement them with 

sketches of angling abroad by the same pen. The writer 
shows himself not only a thorough angler, but a close 

observer and a good story teller. 
“<x ae 

Oxtp Guns.—We intended, at the time we published 

““Cape Rock’s” description of his Waterloo gun, to inyite 
others of our readers, who might have stories of similar 
interest about various old fire-arms, to narrate them in 

our columns, There were certainly enough Revolution- 

ary muskets converted into the arms of peace to furnish 
material for reminiscences of this character. 

$$ $$ a 

Tarn RancGeLby Lakes.—The article published in our 

issue of Feb, 26th, 1880, entitled ‘‘ Parmachenee and the 

Rangeley Circuit,” is a complete guide to the Rangeley 

Lakes. 
Oe 

Witp Rice.—The water in Rice Lake was very high 

the last spring, and consequently the rice did not come 
to the surface as early as usual. The prospects are, how- 

ever, that a goodly harvest will be gathered. 
a Oe 

—Brooklyn has 10,232 dogs, or 2,617 more than last 

year. The license fee there is $2, with a penally of $10 

for non-compliance. Brooklyn pays, therefore, $20,464 

per annum for ber canines. 
———=xo0809- a 

—The numerous friends of Mx, Jacob M, Witmer, of 

Niagara Falls, will join us in congratulations upon his 
marriage on the 15th inst. 

—— > 

New Yorke Woopcock SHason.—The open season for 
woodcock shooting begins in New York State Aug. 1st, 
except in Oneida and Herkimer counties, where it does 

not begin until Sept. ist. 

GAME PROTECTION. 
——<———— 

SUMMER Woopcook SHooTInG.—Pennsylvania should 
now follow the example of her sister States, New York, 
New Jersey and Connecticut, and protect the woodeock 
during the nesting season. 

eh Ae, 
ConnECTICUT Woopcock SHOOTING.—The law in Con- 

neoticut prescribes a close season for wooduock until Oct. 
ist. Last year the season was observed v ry generally 
by the better class of sportsmen through the State, bub 
it was found that the pot-hunters took all (he birds, and 
when October came there were no birds to shoot, This 
year everybody shoots, sportsmen and pot-hunters alike, 
and the effect has been that even earlier shooting has 
been practical than when the law was upJuly ist. Then 
the season was generally observed; now all hands be- 
gan to shoot in the latter part of June. 

Sa 

DELAWARE Woopcock SHooTING,—Dover, Del., July 
1st.—Editor Forest and Stream :;—Since summer wood- 
cock shooting is in order, perhaps you will allow a Dela- 
warean to say a word on the subject, particularly as 
Maryland and Delaware have had to shoulder the charge 
of allowing their half-fledged long bills to be slaugh- 
tered. We have been shooting woodcock since the ist of 
this month (as provided by the State association), and 
have yet to see the first half-fledged cock or the cne to 
be caught by putting salt on its tail, Isit not rational 
to suppose that sportsmen would prefer hunting in the 
bracing and invigorating fall, to the hot, sweltermg 
tramp through sawgrass and briar and along branches 
where millions of mosquitoes and sheep flies hold high 
carnival, raising innumerable welts on the reeking neck 
and torn hands of the intruder, and where the ever 
ready and faithful animal is often forced to seek a shady 
spot for a moment’s rest, and will open his mouth to re- 
ceive afew drops from your precious flask of water or 
tea to quench his thirst? But this cannot be; we must 
shoot in the season provided by our State laws or be con- 
tent to find a few stragglers in the fall. Many haye 
written on this subject, but none of them criticise a 
Southern law from a Northern standpoint. Our seasons 
are earlier than those of Northern New York, Massachu- 
setts, Connecticut, etc. Ourchildren mature earlier, and 
so do our birds. 

Has the Delaware Game Protection Association noth- 
ing to say, pro or con, on the subject ? 

EVERETT VON CULIN. 
—_—— —- 

A New CANADIAN PRESERVE.— Hay Bay, Ontario; 
once a famous ducking ground, but of late*yéears overrun 
and ruined by game-baggers, is to be preserved like Long 
Point, Lake Erie. A company, composed of the owners 
of lands bordering on the bay, some residents of Napa- 
nee and one or two denizens of Belleville, has been 
formed, and the shooting ground will be carefully pro- 
tected, wild rice planted, and other means taken to in- 
duce the ducks to frequent the bay again. 

—_—_ 

MIGRATORY QUAIL IN MissourI.—The Jefferson City 
Sportsmen’s Club have received an importation from 
Messina, and hayeturned them loose in the vicinity of 
that city, some atthe farm of Dr. McWorkman, eight 
miles west of Jefferson City ; some near. Castle Rock, 
some near Osage City, on the Ewing farm, and some in 
Callaway County Sportsmen in Missouri and [Kansas 
are urged to look out for the birds, and to secure their 
protection so far as may be possible. 

Gane Bag and Gan. 

JULY 18 A CLOSE MONTH FOR GAME. 
——_—@=——— 

—Address all communications to *' Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

—$$$—=_- a 

Game Prospects.—We shall thank our friends to send 
us notes on the game prospects of their respective locali- 

ties. The very open winter would seem to warrant the 

hope of a large supply of birds next fall. A Washington 

friend tells us that birds have not been plentier in that 

region for many years, and the brief notes we have re- 
ceived from other parts of the country point fo the same 

conditions elsewhere. 

Nrw JerseEy—Hammonton, July 3d.—The last heayy 
rains have damaged the quail crop mightily, and the 
prospect for good shooting in this neighburhood is poor. 

L. 'W, 8. 

Snripz av Goop GrounD.—Good Ground, L, 1, July 
18th.—Bay snipe are flying fairly now, and some big bags 
haye been made, Mr. C. BH. Perkins, of Hartford, Conn., 
killed forty-seven large snipe on the 17th, and it looks 
very much like a good season here, as more snipe went 
North this spring than usual. WitLiam N. Lane. 

FERNANEINA Gun Cuur.—Fernandina, Fia., July loth. 
—The Fernandina Gun Club was organized on the 7ih 
inst,, with the following officers : President, F. B, Papy; 
Vice-President, Dr. A. C. Ford; Secretary, Dr, J, D. 
Palmer; Treasurer, H, EH. Dotterer; Attorney, H. J. 
Baker. 
Connecticut—Tolland County, July 12th.—The coun- 

try about New England and the Middle States has been, 
according to reports, very dry this season, The highlands 
of Connecticut, in this section, have been fayored with 
abundant showers for the past two months, and the 
zrowing crops were never in better condition, Waood- 
cock are very plenty, coming here from all the dry sec: 
tions north of us, and the law is well kept. The shoot- 
ing here in October will be better than for many years 
past. This is always a fayorite locality; no better,I doubt, 
can be found in the country, MARs. 

This statement conflicts with the reports we have re- 

ceived as to the supply of birds in other parts of Con- 

necticut this year. 
Micuigan Drer Huntine.—2scuraba, Mich, June 

11th.—Deer unusually plenty on northern peninsular ; 
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they are in season here [rom Aug, 15th to Nov. 15th, 
Sporting men will find good deer shooting here in Sep- 
tember, No other game to mention. 

Always pleased to help hunters who come in my way. 
‘Went into the woods in 1878 with a bad lun. Health 
improved, and I threw up my business and lite in tim- 
ber most of the time, R. 

Maine,—The game and fish laws of the State of Maine 
are published in pamphlet form for gratuitous distribu- 
tion. The Commissioners of Fisheries and Game are E. 
M, Stillwell, Bangor, and Everett Smith, Portland. They 
request that any violation of the laws be reported to them. 

The close seasons in Maine are Salmon, July 15th to 
April Ist, following ; trout, togue and land-locked sal- 
mon, Oct. ist to May Ist, excepting on the St. Croix 
River and its tributaries, and allthe waters in Kennebec 
County, in which the close season is Sept. 15th to May 
Ist; black bass, Oswego bass and white perch, April 1st 
to duly 1st; moose, Jan, Ist to Oct, Ist; cariboo and 
deer, Jan. 1st to Oct. 1st, use of dogs always prohibited : 
beaver otter and sable, May 1st to Oct, ist; ruffed 
grouse, commonly called partridge, and woodeock, Dec. 
ist to Sept. ist, following; quail and pinnated grouse, 
Jan, ist to Sept. 1st, and quailare protected until Sept. 
dst, 1883; wood duck, dusky duck, commonly called 
black duck, May ist to Sept. 1st—does not apply to sea- 
coast shooting ; plover, May lst to Aug. ist; insectiv- 
orous birds are always protected. 

NusraskA GAME Nores,—Omaha, July 10th.—The 
prospects for a fine shooting season are good—quail and 
chickens are plentiful all through the surrounding coun- 
try—indeed, quail are to be found in large numbers, 
within the city limits, With Omaha as a center, the 
sportsman willbe able to find good sport in almost 
any direction he may wish to travel. Conveyances can 
be hired at reasonable rates, and as the roads are good, 
a twenty or thirty mile drive is nothing. Good water 
can be found almost everywhere, as the bottoms are but 
a few miles apart. <A trip up the Elkhorn yalley will 
give plenty of sport, and the yalley itself is the finest sec- 
tion of country to be found in the West. There is good 
bass fishing (said to be) in the Blihorn, but other streams 
will not give much satisfaction. Omaha boasts of two 
sportsmen’s cluls, the workingmen’s having the most 
vitality and largest membership. Pigeon and glass ball 
matches are frequent, the last occurring on the 5th, when 
nearly 1,000 birds were put up. The bird trap used is a 
new one, the invention of Mr. Hathaway, a gunsmith, 
and is without doubt the simplest and best made. Sports- 
men here wniformly oyerload their guns, and conse- 
quently do not make the best possible scores their guns 
are capable of doing. This fault, howeyer, is a common 
one all over the country, I have seen good guns con- 
demned siniply because they were overloaded. 

Naurticus, 
Carson, Nev., May 26th.—I notice that some of your 

correspondents are velating wonderful (?) stories about 
killing two snipe, when but two birds took flight, with 
one barrel, LI -will relate my experience. In the fall of 
1878 T was hunting jack snipe on a favorite ground when 
one bird rose, fying directly from me, keeping within a 
few feet of the ground. I pulled on him at about 
twenty-five yards, and he fell dead. As my dog—a re- 
triever only—went to pick up the bird, my eyes Jit upon 
another a few yards further on, and in a direct line with 
the one I had just brought down. Upon my dog bring- 
ing his second snipe, I found it to be badly hit. My 
theory for this singular double is that the second bird, 
being in direct line with the one on the wing, the former 
came in for his share of the charge as the shot struck the 
ground. Inthe same field last fall I bagged two snipe 
with one barrel as they ‘‘crossed”"—only two birds in the 
air ab that moment. Only last week, while out dove 
shooting, I killed two birds with one barrel as they took 
flight ;,and the same day a friend who accompanied me 
flushed three doves, killing one with the first and two 
with the second shot. Doves are the only birds the law 
permits us to shoot at present; they are quite abundant. 
Messrs, Crawford, De Neuf, Rose and myself bagged 187 
one day last week. 

An Ecruo or THE Bia SHotTs.—Editor Forest and 
Stream :-—In your lust issue I notice the announcement 
‘* California Ahead ”—a reply from the Pacific coast, in 
which it is claimed that my score of eighteen snipe in 
thirteen consecutive shots is badly beaten, To beat my 
score he quotes an enormous bag (made in six hours) of 
seven dozen snipe, also states that four were killed at one 
shot, I cannot see how or upon what grounds the gen- 
tleman from California can claim an offset to my score, 
for the reason that I only claimed to have killed more 
snipe in a given number of consecutive shots than any 
one that I had yet heard of. I made three double shoots 
und one triple, there being three birds together only 
once, and I killed them, ‘The gentleman from California 
mentions, also, that his friend also made a double shot— 
one bird on the ground unseen, the other on the wing. I 
hiuve frequently done this and seen it done by others, 

I claim that my double and triple shots.were not 
‘‘seratches.” At the time this shooting was done, al- 
though a youth, I was about as near perfection in the 
handling of a gun as Lever expect to be, and as an illus- 
tation of it, I will mention that I have called my shot 
and knocked the tail-teathers out of a dove flying to 
roost (and they fly faster than any bird in the world, es- 
pecially at this time), without hurtmg him. Todo this 
I used No. 10 shot, and I have done it often, 
Seven dozen snipe in six hours is wonderfully good 

shooting, bnt I will give the bag made hy two gentle- 
men in this county some years ago. This was told to 
me when I quoted the exploit of the friend of the gen- 
tleman from California, which [ also explained as an 
offset to my score previously given you, and which 
eyen they acknowledged to be the best on record. These 
two gentlemen killed over two hundred and eighty snipe 
in one day, and have frequently killed from one hundred 
to one hundred and fifty after 1 o’clock P.M. They 
riled sometimes five, six and seven birds at one shot. 

livery sportsman here knows that it is the habit of 
spe to Hock in immense numbérs just prior to their 
inigration northward, and, although they are wild, it is 
not an unfrequent occurrence to hear of several being 
killed at one shot, I have heard of sixteen being killed 
at one shot on the *Teche,” Iam almost positive that 
i can obtain a score from the so-considered best snipe 

shot in Louisiana, of over one hundred birds scored in 
a day, and in a manner that will eclipse the bag men- 
tioned by the gentleman from California. I haye heard 
itfrom his own lips, but have forgotten it. 
Tam ready to yield the palm to any sportsman who 

will exceed my score—* honest Injun ”—all things con- 
sidered. I forgot to mention that I used, at that time, 
a muzzle-loader, made by J. P. Murray, of Columbus, 
Ga. ; 13-bore, with 24drs, powder and ozs. No. 7 shot, 

Until you, Messrs. Editors, can supplant my record 
more substantially, 1 must claim my score still in 

AD, VANCE, 
Sxipy SHooTinec—Hammonton, N. J., July 3d.—In 

your last issue you published a communication written 
by “Hf. C,,” of San Francisco, and headed ‘' California 
Ahead,” in which he claims that the score of P, 8. Mul- 
lin, killing in six hours seyen dezen English snipe, as the 
best shooting yet heard of. I will and do agree with 
‘A, C,,” that it was big shooting ; but nothing very ex- 
tra, considering the time and birds plenty, I will now 
give you, not In a spirit of braggadocio, the best snipe 
shoot on record, In the spring of 1861 I was in Illinois, 
shooting in Menard County. On the 3d of April I went 
from Bee Grove to Middletown, Logan County, a dis- 
tance of about five miles, of course ene my gun, anil 
accompanied by my pointer dog Jack. On the Middle- 
town prairie is a snipe ground of about sixty acres. On 
reaching it, I found it alive with English snipe, I never 
saw so many birds on the same ground. I had only 
four pounds of shot with me (had I had a bag of shot, I 
could have used it all), Ina little less than two hours I 
killed sixty-six English snipe and five green-winged teal. 
I killed onee, three snipe with one barrel; and several 
times killed two birds crossing, I had to shoot yery 
small loads, as I wished to see how many birds I could 
kill with four pounds of shot. I measured each load of 
shot in my hand, and can truthfully say that, toward the 
last of the shooting, the shot would not more than cover 
a twenty-five-cent piece. The birds were very tame, and 
jumped close to me—the smallest load Hilling them 
clean, On my arrival at Middletown, I counted out my 
birds on the counter in Mr, Reed’s store, in the presence 
of Hon. Colby Knapp, Drs. T. B. Perry and Hill, and 
Mr. M. Reed, all of whom will confirm my statement, 
On another occasion I left the house (situated on Bee 
Grove, Menard County, Il,) to shoot a few snips on 
Salt Creek bottom, not going off the place or out of 
sight of the house. Col. Wm. R. Roberts, of the Twenty- 
eighth Illinois Regiment, was on the front stoop. He re- 
marked tome as I passed that he would count the shots, 
and on my return tell me how many snipe I killed. I 
laughed, and told him I would bet him a glass of tea that 
he could not. Iwas not gone very long, got a good 
mess and on my return the Colonel said: “Boy, you have 
twenty-five snipe.” I replied I did not know how many I 
had (but I did know I had not missed a shot and that I 
had killed two snipe with one barrel). Lasked him why 
he thought I had killed twenty-five birds. He said he had 
counted the shots and saw my dog bring mea bird after 
eachshot. I said: Colonel, you have lost your bet; we 
had bettgr go in the house and take that tea, explaining 
to him,as I counted out twenty-six birds, how Ihad been 
lucky in killing two with one barrel, Capt. A. H, Bo- 
gardus knows of this shooting, for Col. Roberts told him 
of it a few weeks afterward. 

T have seen snipe in thousands in Illinois, and many 
and many a time hayeI seen more than a hundred jump 
at once. I would like much for Capt. Bogardus to state 
through your paper the greatest number of birds ever 
killed by him in one day’s shooting. For those who 
have neyer shot snipe in Indiana and Llinois I would 
say they have noidea what good snipe grounds are, or 
how easy it is to kill (provided you know how to do it) 
your dozens of snipe a day. L. W. Sarr, 

PowbeErR Mrasures,—Manchester, N, H,, July 9th.— 
During the last year I have become somewhat interested 
in glass ball shooting, and after shooting a few rounds 
a few days since a number of the club asked me 
what the matter was with my shells. I told them 
[did not Imow, and that I loaded them myself and 
used the same grade of powder as other members of 
the club, and my store was as good as the average. I 
began to think of the matter and thought I would test 
my shot and powder measure, The measure I use is one 
of James Dixon & Sons’ combination, and the smallest 
charge marked on it is 3drs, for powder, which by actual 
avordupois weight is Idr. and 20grs., and the weight of 
the largest charge marked on the measure, as the full 
capacity, is 5jdrs. and the actual weight is 8drs, On 
trying it for shot I find it practically correct, according 
to the same scales and weights. Now the question with 
me is, why should there be this discrepancy between the 
quantity as marked on the powder side of the measure 
and the actual weight? while on the shot side it is prac- 
tically correct? Lhayespoken with a number of our 
club in regard to this, and no one seems able to give any 
reason for it, and onlysay that ‘the Dixon measure is 
the standard measure and they all go by it.” If you 
could give some explanation of this subjeet through your 
very interesting and valuable paper it would be a great 
gratification, not only to me but to other members of the 
club, who haye become interested in it. 

MEMBER MANCHESTER SHOOTING CLUB, 
The powder measure is arbitrary, and does not agree 

with the avoirdupois weight. Dizon’s measure is the 

standard. 
et Oe 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

Norwicn, WV, ¥,, Judi 8th.—Friendly match between the Bing- 
hamton Gun Club and the Norwich Gun Chib, on the grounds of 
the latter. Card's rotary trap; 18 yards rise; 20 balls eavh, The 
Norwich Chib won the match by the following score i— 

BINGHAMTON CLITE, NORWICH CLUB. 
M.E. Boss. ..25,5¢.--377:--+-- 20) We K Doomis.:...7-. ee 17 
Lewis Peters...... .... --. 14} B. Hastman...-. . 1 
Norman Waldron..... cee DER Beare s,s elas 16 
5S. MeKean.......,...-: «1. 18| Fred Brooks............0-25.: 19 
G. RK. Wilson...... edi G@. Houses. s.-. 2c. scrs oe cee 14 
A. 0. Dittmar. 10 | H. J. Daniels. 12 
Wim. Cutler . 13| HL. White. 18 
P. H. Cutler . 13] CG. Rupe... 16 
W.A. Platt 18 | Frank Sib 118 
Chas, Stone. ape hl | 'T, D. Miller... 14 

DOES ev) vas ncwen fed atmberay Legit) MUOPHU Sg. rst ebeb ve cise Wt 

MANCHESTER, WV. 7, July Mth—Regular shoot of the Man- 
shester Shooting Glu; Card rotary trap, 18 yards rise, ten balls 
each ; score:— 

Single. Deuble. Total. 
Bigs DPAB. is. J0\ y det sf obaiees Farts. 5786 6 82 
ye es PP yer eae See a ToR4 6 eo 

E. A. Durgin ~TO86 2 rai) 
AST OWal GP oy at} 95002.) ee ee bb 46 4. cae 
0. L. Harmon 6746 4 2 
OS DATPAn Seni eecey 9845 3 2 
2 aoe I GOT Ss TL eeales ah HbuT 
0. B. Freneh . G0AS 6 22 
A. Foster.... 858 pal 
Dr. Wheeler 577 z al 
0. Greeley T70 20 

. O 537 5 20) 
Dr. Scott, . THT ati) 
QO, GC. Claric.. 2h 3 ivg 
Baal eases yore . 85 13 

N. A. Robinson... O56 i 
,.E, Morrill... foe Dey te EEE; 7 
a Ap toate fete, vere eee ae eleva: ate 21 3 

J.B, W. 
Nasava, NV, A., July 1th—The ritle and guy clubs had a meet 

on Monday, the Sth, and velebrated the 4th by breuking glass and 

punching bullseyes, The following is asummary — 

Fairmount Range, July 5th—Match open to all; 18 yards rise” 
Card trap; prize, silyur cup; three seores, 10 balls each ;— 

Blodgrett........-... 6 G 9—20| Young............. 4° 4 4-13 
Chase. 10 5 10—%5 | Lowers... -6 7 417 
Pollard -4 4 8—16| McClenna -5 9 O26 
Payne -4 % 14] Dayis, Oe eee 
Small .8 § 821] Sargen 8) & 93> 

Tn the afternoon the members of the club shot fora old badge, 

Eight entries, Bogardus rules, 18 yards rise; traps, Card’s und 

Climax :— 
Bixby...............8 7 8-23) Whitmarsh...,,...5 6 T-I7 
Towns...., Pubetens 10 5 7-22 | Lokeman,., 18 6 6-20 
Brigham , . 6 6 8-20) Laton...... ,§ & 9-20 
Webster..... piace { 4& 65—16| Burnham .......,.. 7 W 6-28 

Rifle match in afternoon at the Stark Range. First mutch for 
Bilyer oup; 200 yards — 

Bixby............- 40 89 48—122 | Greeley .... .....-. 538 43 39—LI9 
Dunlap..........-. 38 40 30-118 | 
Second match for bronze mantle therinometer :— 

Gutter sen sent g nes a7 38 38—115 | Tisher..........:.-. al 30 33— 70 
Hint 2b: sa: 8 dl 32— 98) Tuck ..,........,-.21 26 28— 10 
Dunlap. .:.<:..-:.. RO 28 25— 77 

WEBEL, 

WESTBOROS Us. NATICK.—This match took place at Westboro 

July 1jth. Westboro Team—G. N. Smalley j, G. B. Clavk8, W. B. 
Rice 8, H, K. ‘Tatt 8, OC. H. Gates 6, J. B. Morse 6, J, Jackson 6, C_ 

A. Harrington §, and 0. P. Winslow 6; total, 63. Watiok Team— 

Dr. J. Wright 0, G. IL. Bigolow §, M. Brigham 8, J. W. Loker 7, 

0. 0. Wilson 7, W. W. Clark 7, E. B. Bigelow 6, Ralph Bent 5, and 

0. W. Gile 5; total, 62. : 

MALpeEn, Mass,, July 16th.—An interesting eglass-ball contest 

took place on the grounds of the Malden Gun Olub, of Wyoming, 
Mr. Dutton, of the Malden Olib, and Mr, King, of the Dorchester 

Club, shooting a match at 100 balls a side, Card trap, 18 yards rise, 

Bogardus rules. The match resultedin a draw, euch man break- 
ing 8t balls, It had previously been shot on the grounds of the 

Malden Club, the contestants ticing on 73 balls euch, and a third 

meeting, to decide superivrity, will he had. Mr, Dutton's latest 
run was 20, Mr. King’s J8. Mr. Goodale, of the Dorchester Chih, 

acted as judge for Mr. Dutton, and Mr. Dean, of the same club, 

for Mr. King. Mr. Noble, of the Malden Club, referee, and Mr. 
Jones, of the Malden Club, scorer, 

THE Fancon GUN CLue—Dezter Park, Jamatea, b. T., July 

15th.—The prizes were 4 gold budze anda Westley Richards hreech- 
loader, which, when won by any member of the clul) three times 

in succession, it will belong to him. Ten birds (wild) exch, New 
York State Association rules, plunge traps, and Falcon Gun Club 
handicapped rise, 80 yards boundary :— 

TDoschar =: oul yardg.s:. J 10 0 O01 100 4 
RSUCVNDL fit stale loten Oud Tee bee yards... 1110111 2 1-9 
Van Stasdem.........- -.- 2tyards...1 17 10012720029 
A a eye Sn a 8 2lyards...2 0 10% 01 0 1 1-8 
Ofermann .. ee WE ee eg Ch ia 
Meyer....-:. -OL0PLI1 001 5 
Miller 110 M1 td ba tes 
Lager....; 0012012210 0-a 
Lenicken ; : : ; 7 : : 4 4 1 
apts _.. ‘ J iH 

Boling -... 10001210 0 1 des 

Radin and Yugts shot off tie at three birds exach—won by 
Vagts. 

Burra.o, Vew York.—in the Bulalo Plains annual pigeon totr- 
nament the allendance was more numerous than for several 

years, In the match at 15 birds, 21 yards, there were 50 contest- 
ants, and in the ties of 15, at 26 yards, 5 birds, for the first and sec- 

ond prizes, the contestants were J. Snell, Geo. Smith and Chas. 
Weiss. Mr. Weiss was the victor, winning the first prize, a silver 

stem-winding watch, and Mr, Smith the second prize, six solid 

silyer spoons, Mr. Weiss is a member of the Queeu City Glub, 
and Mr. Smith of the Yoresters, 

The ties of 14, 26. yards, 6 birds, had six conteslants, Mr, Geo. 

Meister, of the Audubon Club, winning the first prize,a silver 
stem-winding watch, and Mr. Robt. FP. Hankin, of the Queen City 
Olnb, the second prize, a Roman gold scarf pin. 

There were 12 contestants in the ties of 13, Mr. H. M. Strong be- 
ing the winner of the first prize, a solid silver gold lined cup, and 
Mr. J. Rafferty the second prize, a half dozen silver spoons, 

In the ties of 12 there were 10 contestants, Mr. Chas. I’, Tabor, a 
member of the Audubon Club, winning the first: prize, a solid sil- 
yer cup, and Mr. T. H. Lodge the second prize, one 25 pound keg 

of Laflin & Rand's powder, donated by E. J. Butler, agent. 
Tn the ties of 11 there were 13 contestants, Mr. i. Taylor, a mem- 

ber of the Audubon Club, being the Winner of the Jirst prize, a 

handsome trout rod and reel, donated by Messrs. 8. O. Barnum, 
Son & Oo., alid Mr. H. C. French the second prize,a handsome 
ecnse of trolling spoons. 

Tn the ties of 10 there weres contestants, Mr, J. A. Seymour, a 
member of the Audubon Club, winning the first prize, 25 one 

pound vans Faleon ducking powder, donated by the Oriental 
Powder Company. 

Rome, Ga.—The Cherokes Gun Club held its weekly practice 
Tuesday, 6th inst,; Curd trap, 18 yards rise ;— 

Name. Killed, Ties, 
Albin Omberg. VDO0111199101911119 111171110025 Hn 
8. W. Wright. . O100LT 1010 L111 25 Tlu—4 
R. 1. Hampton ALOU TTT OL00T LT 25 ii—4 
Tv. W. HA. Harri 0010119 10011112010 10 000110011—19 
B. H. Elliott... VLLL110T11 1010111100111 1 1100—23 
Joe BE. Veal, Jv... « O00T001T 0001000110117 10011001— 14 
F, P. Robineon..-...... LUT OO0OTOLONIOINIIII IO 21 

Balls and auomunition guye outwithout Ueing able to break the 

tie on 25. HAn Ragen, 

—The first annual tournament of the Hawkeye Shooting Club, 
of Oztaloosa, lowa, bezan yesterday and continues through to- 
morrow. 

Carian Crry Gun Cros.—Washinyton, D. C., July 19th—The 
shooting in Saturday's match, for two’ wold imedals, vesulled gas 
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follows. Card's rotary trap, 20§balls cach, handicap rise;— 
E,W. Mills,.....-.-.--...0- ae yards --..., WU 101111111111—29 
@. J. Stoddard... ........ yards,....... IMAI Lao 
T, KE, King-_.¢....-21. rts ¥. “30 yards........ JHOUINTIN 1017 
J. H..Morhous .....,..-.2: -+- 20 yards..:..-.- TOOTIVTITIT 111001015 
W-. W. Eldridge............:-20 yards.-....... 1111001131 00111 11011—16 

» Nagle...+.--:- Late ae -20 yards.,.....-. LLLOON 1001 611—14 

Ties shot off for second medal :— 
Stoddard..-....., ...... MIM—5 | King..........:. .. seve) 11110—4 

B 

Guuy Crry vs. New ORLEANS.—Mohbile, Ala, July Oth.—Scoves 

of the team shoot at Mississippi City, ou the 7th inst., between the 

Gulf City Gun Club, of Mobile, and the N. 0. Gun Club, of New 
Orleans. The bird match was shot from five ground traps, 25 
yards rise, One barrel, Bogardus rules; the glass ball match from 
thre 6 Huber traps, screened, 13 yards rise, Bogardusrules, I at- 

tribute Mr. Carre'’s poor score in the bird match fo Overexertion 
in assisting to arrange the awning for the comfort of the ladies 

and protection of the shooters from this almost tropical sun, and 

at atime when that intense heat and almost suffocating stillness 

is felt just preceding a southern Coust rainstorm; in faot, he was 

unable to shoot in the glass ball match, as the score shows :— 

Gulf pe) Gun Club—Jas. C. Bush, Captain. 
ee eeeeeeeeys ALMIUIIII—I0 | Ladd... -...---- -» OMITTIOMI— 8 

oat eo 11 et 1] -1101— 8 
Paohard Seke 1i1111111—10 yn 110— Q 
Alexander. . 111111I— 9 .. LOLILITII— 8 
Holt... ... 0011141— ; - 1001010000— 3 
Bush ...-- 1 11110— | 5 
Gels) 2505-2 oes AMMMMI— 9| Total. falc -tsae Peree 

New Orleans Gun Club—P. A. Cousin, Captain. 

Gausin..::.2.:...-.. 1101111111— § | Remaud.... .. :....01T11101l+4I— 7 
Le Breton.. . NUL 0) Fonotain’.. .. D1 0I— 9 
Chaudet . Randlett . » D011 9 
Hall. - Woods... H+ili— 9 

Stumpf..........., LUOL00N— 7 

Total :.::-- Sy esse yyncees 48 

Tabarry..... tivee 
Teyie,....... i 
Manning .......:--. 1111111 

* Dend out of bounds. 

Glass ball match—Teams of twelve men; 20 balls :— 

New Orleans Gun Club, 

0— 4 

Cousin........ ae aha eee os kee SPT 2 eet et ee eae SE 
-LITOOLTITI1T1T111111111-18 

92217171011711011111417 
TOLUVLLTI11VL2111111149 
11141101211111110110-7 
1742112111111110111-—i9 
11111711711011101111-18 
O11111171100271001311-45 
1117117017021 111111111—18 

oie 111010111111101111177 
Macdaniels ... 11121111111111100111-18 
Stumpf.....-...-0...00... 02 021111111110110111-1% 

HG LORS See eee A a eed Ds crkapetnuva terre ie. 211 

Gulf City. Gun Clab. 

Munstall ........ RB IaS Ae 11211111111111111111-20 
Wasa? . Hite esta AL11171111117011111111-19 
Pungiicd: oe cre VLIOLTILILLIL 41110107 
Alexander! :..--+-+ssenys <8 1117112111100101111111117 

olt, W.B 1111201111121 141111161-18 
in 171017 11171111111211 49 

T12TV111111111111111-20 
11210111711101111011177 
TUILLIOLLT11111111111—19 
121111112 10111111111120 
1112121111111120001-17 
PVLT11111111011111111-15 

Total. . Neath =< BMGs ee seairh ied bee cede 4 ee COae ne Per e21 

After the shatatios were over an individual match was gotten vp 
at flags balls which was participated in by most of the two teams. 
First money being diyided between Chandet and Davis, after 
each areaktie fifteen straight balls. Second money was divided 
between Tunstall, Carre,and Le Breton, and third money was 
given to Hall. Quite a number of gentlemen and ladies were 
present from New Orleans, Mobile and all alony the coast, and 
among them were noticed Mr, and Mrs. Jeiferson Dayis, 

Che Rifle. 
- RANGH AND GALLERY, 

Hogston, Mass., July 1ith.—Everybody’s Match was welt filled 

to-day, as all the participants were aware that it was the final 

shoot in this matcli, which has received the patronage from ull 

parts of the country. The day proved one of the best given to 
the marksmen this season. The wind came gentle in its force and 
easily controlled. The mirage which danced before the targets 

was thoroughly perplexing, and made the iris of the bull look 

ragged, andit was hardtoreach. During the later stages of the 
shooting the wind changed seyeral points, and when the dar 
clouds cast their shadows upon the targets, the gentlemen looked 

to their windage and watched close to elevations. The shooting 
was first class, as the summinry indicates, and closes a match 
which will stand in the foremost rank of the many regular 
shoots which haye become so popular at Walnut Hill. Mr. Charles 

succeeded in scoring 49, the largest score ever made in any mateh 

in the world with a military rifle, Richardson also made a good 

49,“ sporting rifle,’ and was followed by Mr. Jewell with the 
sSanie score, Subjoined are the winners’ scores and prizes :— 

W. Charles (mil.).--.-. ertte pees] 5 fi 5—b1 $15 
a ey To ie a oe 5 5 b—50 | 12 

WN. WeArnold...-.......-.... 265 4 5-49 «(40 
KE, F. Richwrdson- ,.--..-...-..... 5 5—49 
JpN; Erye?.s.-~-- fab th 54g 
ie J, Cream.. =F 5419 
1. HUsworth.. 5 58 
W.H. Jackson......2...0.5.000. 5 548 
8.8. Bumstead.. ...-...,-.. Pr) 5—48 
J, BF. Rabbeth (mil.).. et ce re 548 
H. ©, Gardner eu 54g 
G. L. Freee BIER 
John Osborn.. 

St Say Gy 2 Fo OT OLS CoS He oN erp ot oy oe 

ia 

WI2ce cocv.cscy Coco Cs or Croren ce ooo 

PRO re me Oo ee oT ee ee He HO aT ST SI GT HE CVS ST He ren cots ST CST me ERT CVT y= a OT oe Cn te Sc cr ort HR OT CROTON eN Stas StU EN pe ch Coston et cot fe So Roane & oro Crome corey on cemey on ort SVC OR LO SV He he Ce rr ro 

cere | ny 2 

SOE Se I EE CITI Tact one Creo cra 

DwS. Belinett: | o).22..-.0..6. 0... 5 5AT 
L. W. + i—47 
EH. B. 4 5AT 
a Se 3 5-47 
c. 0. £ 5—46 
Cc. R. 5 5—46 
c. vu. 4 5—46, 
HK, Darcher.... ey pera eet) a—ih 2 
BE. F. Brooks--.-...2.... ines. a4 5 5462 
W.. Goerrish).-.-2--..0.60...0..0. 6 5 546 8 
D_ Kirkwood..-............-. 6 i) 5-46 2 
Ase Golds 2) 3. pet eed: 5 5-45 9 

Prize to competitor shooting the largest number of scores, J, 

Nichols. Prize to competitor shooting greatest number of best 
‘first scores,” HE. F. Richardson. Prize io best aggregate of five 
scores, W. Charles. : 

Next Saturday anew match will be opened in connection with 
the amateur and 500 yards match, which is now open to all 

comers. 

WAkerrenp, Mass., July Wlh.—Dhe weekly competition of the 
Wakefield Amateur Rifle Association was held thisafternoon, and 
delow are given the best scores -— 

i, Daniel)... :1---:- 6-2- iir-j-r 8 GS 6 OG OB G 4—55 
S$. 8. Decuburne....... Viger ce) G2 8 6h Bh a 4—5l 
MHOMNS CALI Lc. c.1 sesciacvesistedes 655 645 § 4 4 5—50 

: 

Thm Boston GALLERIES.—The Magnolia Gallery.—This pleas- 

ant resort has been well filled during the week, and good results 

haye been attained. Mr. Rogers holds first place against all com- 
ers with 244, Davis following close with 243, Vive scores, distance 

100 feet, ten rounds, 

Following are the best scores for the week :— 
J, OG. Rowers....-. 

MAMMOTH RIFLE GALLERY.—Boston, Mass., July 16th,—The 

Any Rifle Mateh is progressing finely, and the second week of the 

month has shown some tine shooting. Mr, U, A, Pollard now 
heads the list with 185 out of 2 possible 200, Mr. Geo. F. Ellsworth, 

of the Gardner Rifle Club is second with 184, followed closely by 
Mr. Frank Hollis, of the Medford Rifle Association, with 184, but 
outranked by Mr. Ellsworth. Mr. 0. A. Gross is fourth with 175, 

closely followed by Messrs. Hdson and Goodspeed with 174 and 

173 respectively, The following is the standing of the several 

competitors to date ; 50 yards, 8 rounds, possible 40: five scores to 

win, or possible 200 :— 

May ALL POU ris seyiies porte te eee sie tee tee eee 37 38—185 
Geo. PF." Ellsworth 8T 38—184 
Frank Hollis....... 37 s8—l84 
O. A, Grogs........+ 36 a6—175 
Geo. D. Bdson..........--.+.+ pate 36 BG—17T4 
A. 0, Goodspeed 35 36—173 
Q.'T. Hart.-.-..--.. 35 172 
H. Q, Smith 35 35—171 
B. H. Daley... 34 35—1i 
Chas, B. Otis..... a4 Bt—170 
Andrew Horsfull. 34 86-169 
C.R, Sawyer .... 34 B4—168 
Wim. W. Jones. 34 84-167 
F. J. Snow.....+ 88 331 

G. E, BR. 
MEDFORD, Mass., Juli 1th.—The renewed competition in the 

Bunker Hill Match at Belleyue Range this afternoon was well at- 
tended, but the weatber conditions were unfavorable. Some good 

scores were made, however, W. Charles heading with 59 out of a 

possible 60, this being the best score yet made on the Medford tar- 

get. Subjoined are the best scores made :— 
WOAOHATIGH: 5. puatieanssy se ta esesen .666 5 66 6 6 6 6—5) 
PY. Hollis... .6 66655 5 6 6 5 6-54 
C. Hartwe 6465 55 5 5 5 6 
J, Gay...----- 5565 46 5 5 6 5—i2 
. FE. Holmes. -43555 5 55 6 6 
H. Withington. 64 5 65 45 4 6 5—50 
A, J. Greene 4655 5 5 38 & 6 5--50 
W.Jacobs - 4h 36 5 465 5 5 6 6—49 
N. PB. Ames, 8 6 6 45 6 4 + 5 6-4) 

W. Charles won the first prize in the first class, and 0. H. Russell 
the second, In the second class J, W. Vining takes the first 
prize, and A.J. Greene the second. 

BRIDGEPORT, Conn., July 10th._The semi-monthly shoot of the 
Riridgeport Rifle Club was held at Seaside Range yesterday. The 

weather was very warm, the wind light and varying from 12 to 

2 o'clock; 200 yards, Silverware Match :— 
5.H Hubbard, ist..655454 4-32 | M. Nolan, 4th.,..,.45445384—30 
Harry Nichols : Zd4 £45 445—30 A. G, White, bth...4444454—29 
8. V. Nichols, 3d..5445444—20| R.S, Bassett, 6th..444454 4-29 
a yards, Sharps Ritle Match, 10 shots :— 

SeVs DIOHOlS9 Ustas ccs lela be ate oll 45445 55 5 4 4-45 
H.. Nichols, 2d.... woos eeeesee £5 6 465 4 4 4 4-44 
Miles Nolan, 3d. Bybee: tart 44444445 5 442 
‘ALO. White; £th,........-.- cee eee ee 4444345 5 4 4—41 

GO. Kingman, 5th... --28..cc....e0. 445844445 38 —40 
i. Carstesen, tith.. cetee-ecsttoee 4 45334 4 5 4 4~—40 

400 yards, Sharps Rifle Match, tatoan target :— 

5. H. Hubbard, Ist 565 56 6 6 6 5 4 6 6—BB 
HW. Cartesen, ad eu on 56665 6 4 4 6 6 5-5 
TeaWig PGCkS Ad Si eon tops- se Feats 66465 65 5 4 5-52 
D. N. Conger, BEAT: Shcesine wees 6 5 £5 6 4 6 6 65 5—Bl 
M. L. Reynolds, 5th.. --45 65 5 5 5 4 5 6—50 
5S. V. Nichols, 6th ..:. 22.2, 22.i32...-. 56446466 a et el 

Newrort, R.1., July) 18th.iThe Newport Artillery Company 

held their annual target practice on a range near Narragansett 

avenue. The officers’ prize was won by Majcr Jere W. Horton, 

with a score of 9ina possible 15. Private Henry Roberts won the 

first prize, also the Company C medal for the highest score (11 ) 

out of a possible 15. Herbert Bliss won second prize. 

EoizaBerH, W. J., July With.—Champion Marksman’s Badge 
Match :— 

200 500 
Yards. Total, Yards. Total. Aggregate, 

Capt. J. R.Denman..... 36534 2 45555 2 4 
Col.G. B. BP. Howard... 45454 2% 5384383 18 40 
Maj, A.J. Olark......... 85445 21 28224 18 B4 
Geo, Southyiclk-.- -48223 WM 25022 TL bas] 

Same day, Trophy, Manteh, any rifle, 200 yards :— 
4545 55 5 5 5 548 
6545 5 5 5 4 5-48 
6555 545 4 5-47 
(454545 5 4 5—45 
56 56 444 4 5 4 5-45 

Layntor 544465 44 6 
. W. Todd?....,, = Aba er Seo tae et 456544445 5 4-44 

TPP WOT Stee pitilelere anit trrtk oe a ~si0 44465 45 6 4 6 4-44 
> PAS Derr h ” ie conyers eb seas et 543 56445 5 4 5-44 
B H. Richardson, ,,,..-.---.-- yeiz2 2. 4654444 4 5 4 5-43 
Col. G. E. Py Howard,....0.......... 4544445 4 + 4-42 

There were fifty-six aatribe in this match. 
CHEBOYGAN, Mich., July $t.—On Monday last the Cheboygan 

Gun Club team went to Mackinac and contested with the team 

from the fort upon their own range, the result being in favor of 

the Cheboygan team by four points. The following is the official 

SCOre :— 
CHEBOYGAN or ial 

Heal. Miner...) 2... pint (aiff We Suse 4803344 4 3 4-32 
Chas. Jcitchin,..-.. fab teh pce esey .:-3 444 5 4 4 4 8 3-3 
PA GImi tlc ata sess winyetets = visteed ice ers 854444 4 4 4 4-40 
W.S. Humphrey......- pee eA 43454444 4 3-89 

Huta} mA Behan ds) ody nee bedi kon ogee aE Meher eee 149 

Wi. Christian, 83 4 4 5 3-89 
P. McNamara.. 4424 4 4-37 
— Lambert 428 4 4 3-38 
H, Mullen... 5 42 4 4 3—d6 

Gta eee es. Wit sets ett AtEae! TAaE seco. ck s72s cunblez Ob we 145 
Not Ponty the defeat: of theirteam the onteers of the fort pra- 

posed another match during the week, to take place in Cheboygan, 

nnd sent word over Thursday that if acceptable to the team from 
the fun club, they would be over Friday on the Mary to shoot 

thereturn match, The time was satisfactory to the club, and 
word was sent to Mackinac to that effect, and this afternoon, on 
the range at the trotting park, the contest took place, resulting 
ina very exciting and close contest, bul victory rested with the 

Cheboygan club by one point, The following is the score :— 
¢ FOR MACKINAC THAM, 

Win. Ghristian.-...-0...2,-..-. eee 43.3844 44 4 4-37 
H. Mullen... ..-.. -434485 3 5 5 5-41 
P. McNamara. ,..-- 08a 3844 4 4 4 3 3-387 
Sergeant Downey...... Agee aes 4345444 4 4 3-30 

Wotdiesetatadu. esters} | tale ye-2-2, yap Fesatetl ad af sevice en's eden ae Loe 

CHEBOYGAN peg 
B, Mullen,........-.+ Me renceted He ote we B43 443 4 3—20 
has. Kitchin... oe i 44 3 4 4 4 5 4-39 

T. A. Perrin,..,-. 834534 4 4 4-40 
W.8. Huinphrey.. 45 443 4 8 5-40 

Totals <sstu ey hy OES: Ge en ere eee) 2obe eens 165 
The teams shot in the order of their names, Barney Mullen, of 

the Cheboygan vlub, and Christain, of the fort team, leading oll. 

Tt will be noticed that when three mon on euch sidy had shot ib 
stood a tie, leaving Sergeant Downey and W. 8. Humphrey to de- 

cide the match. Withonly twoshots remaining to cach side it 

Was a tie,on next to the last shot Mackinac led one, but Mr. 

Humphrey's bullseye to the three for Sergeant Downey settled it, 

The representatives of the gun club shot ander a disadyantage 
in both contests, owing to the fact thatin nll their practicing they 

had used peep sizhts at the breech, with clobe, wind gauge sights 

at the muzzle, andin the matches they weve discarded, they using 

only the plain, open sight. Then the fort term used the hip rest 

inshooting, while the Cheboygan team shot with arm extended. 

Under these circumstances we think the resulf highly creditable 

to the representatiyes of the gun club, 

DETAILS WANTED,--In yours of May 6th Tsee John W. Oakden 

challenges any man in the world to shoot 40 shots 400 yards with 

him. How does he want to shoot—off any at rest, or under the 
rules of the N. R. A,, at 4 foot target, § inch bullseye ? 

JAS. H, Prxury, Charlton, Saratoga County, N.Y, 

Atcherg. 
—Address all communications to * Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 
—_>_—_ 

THE GRAND NATIONAL TOURNAMENT, 

HB second annual tournament of the National Archery Asso- 
ciation was held at Buffalo, N. Y., July 12th to 15th inclusive. 

The regular delegates present were: Wabash Merry Guwmen, of 

Crawfordsyillé, Ind., Jonn A. Booe. Des Moines Toxopholites, of 

Des Moines, Iowa, Tac Hussey. Highland Park Archers, of Wigh- 

Jand Park, Ill., H. B. Weston. North Side Archery Club, of Chi- 

cago, Walter Burnham. Hastings Archery Club, of Hastings, 

Mich., W. T. Brown. Buttalo Toxopholites, John B. Sage. Brook- 

lyn Archery Club, E.D. Horsman. Arden Archers, of Marietta, 

Ohio, L. L, Peddinghaus. Toledo Archery Club, H, M, Smith. 

Crescent Bowmen, of Charlotte, Mich., H. T. Church. Commodus 

Archers, of Lawrence, Kas., E. P. Chester. Saratoga Bowmen, of 

Saratoga, N. Y., Frank H. Walworth. The following archers par- 

ticipated in the tournament: G, Frank BE. Pearsall, Brooklyn; J. 

Howard Fry, Williamsport, Pa.; W.8. Brown and wile, Hastings, 

Mich.; EB. T. Church and wife, Charlotte, Mich.; E. W, Deyol, J. 

B. Devol, L. B. Devol, Marietta, Ohio.; John K. Hoyt, Major A, 
G. Constable, Brooklyn, N- Y.;D. V. HR. Manley, Toledo; Will H. 

‘thompson, Mrs. J. Lee, Crawfordsville, Infi.; Harry L. Wright, 

of Cincinnati, President of the Ohio State Archery Association ; 

Theodore McMechan, Crawfordsyille; Granger Smith, John 

Wilkinson, Chicago; A. S. Brownell, Boston; Ford P, Hall, C. 

Granyilie, Hammond, Ohio; W. Kyle, Highland Park, Ul. The 
convention assembledin the parlors of the Pierce Pulace Hotel, 

Mr. Frank Sidway, of the Buffalo Voxopholites, thé first Vice- 

President, being in the chair, Mr. D. V.R. Munley, of Toledo, 

Secretary. 

Aninteresting letter from the President of the Association, 

Mr. Henry C. Carver, of Chicazo, was read by the Secretary. 

CHICAGO, July 1th. 

Franklin Sidway, Esq., Chairman and Delegate of the National r- 
chery Association, Buffalo, N. ¥.i— 
Dear Sir: Regretting my inability to participate with you in 

the good cheer and friendly emulation which shall characterize 

the second assembly of the archers of the United States, in the 

beautiful city of Buffalo, todo honor to the long bow and way- 

ward shaft, I beg to extend herewith to your body, to the officers 

of the Association, and all resident and visiting archers, my hear- 

tiest greeting and best wishes for that full measure of interest 
and pleasure which must always attend these national gatherings 
of lady and gentlemen archers, The fulure grand meeting's of 

our Association shall indicate a steady and permanent growth in 
interest and harmony, until they shall become the acknowledged 

social events of each midsummer season; and I venture the pre- 

diction that no future gathering of the archers of our National 
Society will surpass in genuine enjoyment and hearty good cheer, 

in geniality and aristocratic suecess the meeting which is ap- 

pointed for the 13th, 14th and 14th insts. 
LI congratulate your executive committee upon the very atirac- 

tive programme which it has issued, and which must commend 

itself to all archers. 
The novel feature introduced of giving a choice of prizes to 

the successive and successful winners seems to me both admira- 

ble and just. 
Personally I rejoice that your committee decided to abolish 

cash prizes, In my judgment the wisdom of this policy, if per- 

petuated, will be felt in the years to come, in that you will always 

secure the attendance and active coljperation of the ladies of 

our American society, whose presence is indispensable to the 

success of a pastime so wholesome, exhilarating ald health-giy- 

ing asisarchery. My own observation convinces methat the in— 
troduction of money prizes would be fatal to the healthy growth, 

elevation and perpetuity of this delightful recreation, that the 

ladies, generally, raise their yoicesin protest against such a 

policy, and I. earnestly recomment that in your doliperations, 

provisions and instructions for the grand annual meetings of 
1881 you give due consideration to the yiews of our lady mem- 
bers; in other words, should the question of money prizes come 

before your body on the eyening of the 12th inst., that you sub- 

mit such question to a vote of the indiyidual membership of the 

Association in order that such a provision may not be incorpora- 
ted into the constitution without a majority concurrence of in- 

dividual members. 
With reference to admitting individual archers to the privileres 

of our Association, 1 should depreente such a system as being 
prejudicial to the basis upon whieh archery is building and 

growing. The tendency of the custom, if adopted, would he to 
discourage the formation of new elubs throughout the country 

and to disintegrate old onesin many casts. I commend this sub- 

ject, in its many bearings, to your careful consideration, 

TLwould further suggest the adisability of so@mending Article 10 

of the constitut on as thatit shallread, “the champion medalshall 

be awarded tu the individual member making the greatest niuim- 

ber of points the Double York Round,” to be computed as 
follows — 
Greatest gross score, 2 points; greatest grass hits, ? points; 

greatest score, 100 yards, 1 point; ereatest hits, 100 yards, 1 point; 
greatest score, 80 yards, | point; greatest hits, 50 yards, 1 point; 
greatest score, 60 yards, 1 point; greatest hits, 60 yards,1 point; 

Y total, 10 points. 
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Tn case of a tie jn most hits or greatest score at any range, such 

point oF points shall be equally divided. 
Tn case of a tie in points and score, the medal to be awarded to 

the archer who shall have made the grealest number of hits. 
In case of a tie in points, the medal to be asvarded the archer 

who shall have made the greatest number of hits. 
The championess medal shall be awarded to the individual lady 

member making the greatest number of points atthe “Double 

National Round,” consisting of 98 arrows at 60 yards, and 48 ar- 

rows at 50 yards, said points to be computed as follows :— 

Greatest gross score,? points; greatest pross hits, 4 pois nee 
greatest score, 60 yards, 1 point; greatest hits, 60 yards, L point; 
greatest score, 50 yards, 1 point; greatest hits, 60 yards, 1 point; 
total, 8. 

Ties to be decided same as in the contest for the champion 

medal, Tshould consider that by this method every archer would 

receiye full measure of credit for meritorious skill in hits or 

score at some one or more, or all, of the ranges of the round, 

eyen having lost the honor of winning the medal. With refer- 

ence toa location forthe Third Grand Annual Meeting to take 

place in 1881, I would respectfully submit that the N ational Asso- 

ciation is yet young, and will require patient nursing at the hands 

of strong, ardent archers and patrons; hence I would recom- 

mend you to select a point that shall be central, and that thrives 

and abounds in archery. 
Tn retiring from the Prosidency of the National Archery Asso- 

ciation I feel it to have been a great honor to haye held the office, 

J return sincere thunke to the officers and members of the Asso- 

ciation for many courtesies receiyed. In conclusion, I shall al- 
ways consider it a special privilege to render such substantial aid 

as lies in my power toward strengthening and perpetuating a 

pastime whose ‘“fascinations shall keep hold on the hearts of men 
so long as the new moon returns in heaven a bent, beautiful 

bow.” Very respectfully, Henry C. CARVER, 

The proposed change in the plan of giving championship med- 

als was adopted by the convention. 

After various measures relating to the business details of the 

meeting, it was moved and seconded, after some discussion, to 

bar out Mr. Burnham’s new invention, a peep-sight, from this 

meeting and from all future meetings of the Association. 
The shooting began Tuesday morning, on the parade ground, 

where twenty-six targets and five white tents had been prepared 

in the best possible manner. The weather was at first threaten- 

ing, but sunshine succeeded the clouds, and the day proved to be 

a delightful one. 

From 10:30 o’clock until 4 the arrows sped to their marks, the 

‘xentlemen contesting in the double York Rounds and the ladies 

in the double Columbia Round. Wednesday the weather was in- 

tensely hot, witha variable wind. The shooting, as on the preyi- 

ous day, being at the double York and Columbia Rounds. Thurs- 

day, came the team shoot, one of the most interesting events of 

the meeting. Following are the complete scores of the tourna- 

ment :— 

SINGLE YORK ROUND. 

Target A, 

Names. 100 Yards. 80 Yards. 60 Yards. Totals. 

W.H. Thompson. 26— 94 82—136 24—140 82—370 
Walter Burnham -. 1—105 31—133 19— 93 81—331 
D. V. R. Manley... 6— 22 la— 49 12— 62 31—128 

Pago B. 
Edwin Deyol........ ., 18— 6i 21— 83 15— 71 54—p21¢ 
Granger Smith....... . D— Ht al— 71 19— tL 60—216 
By Ly Parker:..3 cscs... 2i— 85 21— 61 15— 59 63—204 

Target C. 
Theo. McMechan....... — 18— 68 13— 49 44176 
Ford P, Hall............ It— 59 19— 73 19— 85 55—217 
L, L. Peddinghaus..... 27—103 26—134 21—109 T4—-B46 

Target D, 
E. B. Smith .. 8— 20 9— 21 1 - 60 29—101 
Franklin Sidw Jj— 61 18— 66 19—103 52—230 
J.B. Devol....,.......- » 27— AL 26— 78 1i9— 91 62—220 

Target E. 
W.N. Granger......... 15— 67 11— 55 10— 50 36-174 
John Wilkinson........ 6— 22 21— 87 16— 63. 42172 
John K, Hopt..... ios be LA 2d 14— 42 I2— 48 34—114 

Marget FB. 
G. G. Hammond........ 21— 79 22—102 48—190 
A.S. Brownell ... Aa 18— 82 44—168 
Tac Hussey-:...<. -2.3: 16— 82 45—195 

L. B. Devol... W— %5 60—262 
Frank Pearsal 28—108 
Q. W. Kyle ..,-..- Ee 3 15— 69 65—209 

BH. P. Chester..... 7— 29 14— 50 
D. E. B. Weston 14— 48 52—226 
E. Dy) Ghurch..-2 ccs... 19— 85 48—214 

Townsend Davis 14— 62 31—121 
H.M. Smith........ 12— 50 21— 81 
F, H. Walworth 22— 88 §8—214 

A. G. Constable..,...... 6— s— 18 
BE. I. Horsman.. oe 4 
John A. Booe 21— 97 

W. Holberton 6— 26 
J. H. Fry .- &— 36 
H. 8. Sill... a 19-17 42174 
©. D. Waterman... .... 0 0 5— 15 8— 3i 13— 51 

Second Day. 

Target A. 
W. H. Thompson 3 —129 26—120 19— 83 {8—332 
Walter Burnham -, 25—10L 31—128 22—18 8 —342 
D. V.R. Manley........ it a1 14— 62 20— 82 45175 

Target B. 
Bdwin Deyol........... 24—102 22— 90 18— 68 64—260 
aan rer Smith, 22— 86 19— 69 68—284 

ARKOMS oes 18— "8 13— 45 — 182 
tC. 

Theo. MoMechan.......- 10— 50 6— 12 22—120 
Ford P. Hull........ 22— 92 15— 45 45, i 
L, L. Peddinghaus 80—140 20—102 78—360 

E. B. Smith ae TB 40 » Smith.........---- 10— 30 25: 
F. Sidway. - Seis BL sa 
J.B, Deyol.. 14— 12 16— 66 20— 94 232 

Target E. 
W.N._Granger.....;... 16— 44 12— 50 12— 52 34-146 
John Wilkinson. . 16— 62 10— 32 49-ANF 
Jobn K, Hoyt :..:...,.. 8— Bt li— 35 27— 8T 

Target F. 
G.H. Hammond. 12— 44 24—100 12— 44 48—188 

- (— al 12— 38 1 40 33—109 
. . 4— dt 23— 71 14— 68 51—193 

Target G. 
BD DavpIs 2 ss320s 24— 80 1i— 1i— 69 58—214 
G, BF. E. Pearsall......., 5— 15 8 A 9— 37 22-— 68 
SYe Kyle teas 22-72 21—103 li— 75 60—250 

Target H. 
a ee pues Yeks ty5 05 ‘a 1 

ir. HE. B. Weston....... 9— 29 1j— 65 15— 61 41—155 
E. T, Church 19— 91 1i— 53 41-208 

its. 
T. Davis...... ll— 37 Ti— 47 35—183 
ee porte Be 39 14— 56 32—138 

5 wort! 02 AT— & —316 
A, H. Gibbs... a . ie ae 

Target J. 
A. G. Constable .:::4,.... 4-20 9— 7-31 20— 74 
John A.Booe. ....... 13—41 28—110 15—73 54-224 
E. 1. Horsman, .......... §—15 6— 15 6—82 16— 62 
W. E. Brewer......0. 2.234 5-18 12— 30 10—42 2i— 85 

Target K 

W.. Holberton.......... . 0 29 10—38 23— 97 
SRM IR 0 Giang solace ciated ae 6—382 T— 3 §—11 18s— 78 
HS) SUES arsenate oe 9-33 18— 64 9—35 86—132 
0. D. Waterman........ s= 6-4 fer 8—28 21— 79. 

RECAPITULATION. 

DOUBLE YORK ROUND. 
Ist day. 2d day. Totals 

Will H. Ne ee trbheessetrsrres+ 82—B10 (8—3a2 160—702 
WwW) é : T6342 159-673 
D. 45—175 T6—298 
EB. v 64-260 128—484 
G. — 283, 2 
BE, L. Parker. 48—152, 111—387 
Theo. MeMechan. 22—120 65—296 
F.P. Hall 45—179 100—396 
L. L. Peddinghaus 18—360 152—108 
BK. B. Smith 25— 5 54-178 
BP. y 52—199 104—429 
J. B. Devol 50— 112—452 
W.N. Granger... ... 40—146 76—320 
John Wilkinson.. 5 4j—-1iT 89-349 
Ai BE Ka Meese SAL, 2%— 8 61—201 

Lire 48—188 96—37 
A. 8. Brownell........ fet SOSH e sha 109 T2707 
Tae Hussey. . 51—193 96—388 
L. D. Devol.. 5B—214 118—476 
G. F. EB. Pearsa 22— 68 5U—176 
O. W. Kyle. 60—250 115—459 
Dr. E. B. Weston 41—155 93—381 
#. I. Chureh 51—203 99—417 
T, Dayis pe pee hes heats 3d—133 66—254 
H. M. Smith 32—136 68—21T 
F. W. Walworth 76—316 144—590 
A. @. Constable 20— 74 3i—lei 
E, T, Horsman 16— 62 25— 95 
John A. Booe, 54—224 115—469 
W. Holberton 23— 47—189 
JoHQb rye oe 18— 78 a3—137 
H._S. Sill. 36—132 78—306 
C. D. Waterman. it 34—130 
ey an Gibbs.. Dit eee tees oS 12— 88 22— 85 

HeBrew6n: seqpenee asst shea ts 27— 85 wi— 85 

WINNING SCORES. 

Peddinghaus............ Let Battie Pa. ues tt st anictotaan 128—47; 
Thompson... 25 160—T0241 Ropers 25. sean ese 115—469 
Burnham... 19473 URUIO Mo ny haetcet treet 115—459 
Walworth.. - 144-690 | Devol..........5.06 Ces 112—452 
evol....:. . 118—484 | Sidway. .. ........5..... 103-481 

Devol .. :... » 118—476 | Church ....2 2020021 99—417 
W. 4H. Mhorpkony inost hits, 160; Walter Burnham, most golds, 

11; L. L. Peddinghaus, most reds, 35; John A. Booe, most blies, 

35. 
SINGLE YORE ROUND. 

Names. 50 Yards, 40 Yards. 80 Yards. Totals. 
Mrs. 8. Brown —38 13— 57 20—105 46— 
Mrs, E. T. Church.. 19— 85 24—132 54— 
Mrs. Smith,..... pet riires 1Z— 62 14— 7 37—169 

rs. L. G, Chafiip 12— 88 12— 50 29—107 
Mrs. T. Davis.....-...... 21-7 24—146 59—811 
MT, Whee yews ota che 1h— 65 22—146 47—219 
Miss Lovering 19— 75. —118 
Mrs. R. K. Noye........ , 16-73 19— 91 21—111 55—275 
Mrs. Geo. Duubar....... 9-41 14— — 53 34—150 
MrsGibbs 220 t-katsss 22—112 22112 
Mrs. F. Sidway ....+. «-- . 10—42 9— 24 20— 84 39—150 

Second Day. 

Mrs. 'T. Dayis.........-.. 16—62 16— 86 23—137 55—285 
Mrs. John Lee........... 11-68 1i— 69 24—182 55—259 
Miss Mary Lovering . .. 14—66 20— 95 2A—103 54—263 
Mrs. J. 8. Noye..- .. LT 20— 86 22—122 53—205 
Mrs, George Dunbar... T—25 
Mrs. 8. Brown..---:.+ .. 12—56 20— 98 23—111 55—265 
Mrs. BE. T. Church....... 14—50 19— 95 a2—122 55—267 
Mrs. BE. B. Smith ..-..... 724 138— 48 15— 59 85—126 
Mrs, L. G. Chaffin......-. 10—40 12— 50 12— 48 34—138 
Mrs, F. Sidway .........- di—5l 14— 21— 99 46—160 
Mrs. A. H. Gibbs....._.. 10—22 21—115. ?4—1d4 fo—291 

RECAPITULATION. 
DOUBLE COLUMBIA ROUND. 

Ist day. 2d day. Totals. 
Mrs. 'T. Davis-......,---4;2+-:++--- 59-318 55—285 114—598 
Mrs. John Lee.....-+ +... ----srrre- 47—219 55—209 102—478 
Miss Mary Lovyering ............-.- 538—230 54—263 107—493 
Mrs. J.S. Nove... 2...-...0...0.: . 55-275 538—255 108—530 
Mrs. Geo. Dunbar 34—150 T— 25 41-17 
Mais ss: EOW Tn cntenissk es conc wane 55—265 100—464 
Mrs, B. T, Church....... Be Pena 55—267 109—523 
Mrs. E. B. Smith 35—126 72—295 
Mrs. L. G. Chatiin 84—138 63—245 
Mrs, F. Sidway.. 160 85—313 

pally J GHD tale 6 ce eile acd 55—219 T7—403 
THE WINNERS. 

Ist—Mrs. T. Dayis 114—596 | Tth—Mrs. A. A. Gibbs.. Ti—403 
2d—Mrs. John 8, Noye.. 108—530 | 8th—Mrs. F. ‘Sidway ee 
3d—Mrs. H. T. Church .. 107—523 | 9th—Mrs. E. B. Smith .. 72— 

i | 10th—-Mrs. LG. Chaitin, 63248 4th—Miss M, Lovering.. 107—493 
5th—Mrs. John Lee .... 102—178 

Mrs. Davis wins most hits, 114. Mrs. Spaulding Brown wins most 

golds, 14. Mrs, John 8S. Noye wins most reds, 29, Mrs. E. T. 

Church wins most blues, 28. 

GRAND TEAM SHOOT—AMERICAN ROUND. 
ARDEN ARCHERS. 

Ene 60 Yards 50 Yards. 40 Yards. ‘Totals. 
26—116 27-145 380—196 83—456 

. 16— 16 B0—166 28—1b2 74804 
.. 25—113 25—119 28—156 - T8—3B8 

24—114 26—134 28—153 78—401 

"oteleg p~ cerecsa sso hens bss Cun ntioeep i seleU a kess* 8¢ sic: BLAS EOE 818—1,639 
BUFEALO TOXOPHILITES, 

Franklin Sidway....... 23— 9T 2i—Ib1 27—150 Ti—398 
of 8. Spaulding... - 29-129 26—104 29—155 
W. N. Granger. .. 24110 26—184 28—H46 78—390 
HL. Parker..,...-..0++ 25—121 26—142 2811 7 

Je 2) Pere wee ea Ac Une os, Whee 4 ey « .304—1,609 
sss cas MERRY BOWMEN. 

W. H. Thompson 29—189 30—198 84518 
John A. Bove. 27-143 29—155 81—403 
Theo. McMechan 20— 84 — 96 59—275 
Will Brewer. 23— 99 29—137 67—285 

otal es eh sh ted Ue igs sts pore Onset Mia tote ore ieb ad 291—1,481 
HIGHLAND PARK ARCHERS, 

Ova Kylee: io 23— 89 27--115 29—135 79—339 
Ford B. Hall. . -. 13— 79 27—139 29—149 5—867T 
0. G. Hammond .. + 18— 72 24—106 26—132 68—310 
Dr. E. B. Weston .-... 18— 93 26—116 28—130 73—330 

DOtAL we ety oer Si BO es a eB er 295—1,355 
NORTH-SIDE ARCHERS, 

John Wilkinson........ 68 114 26—188 66—320 
Walter Burnham...... 29—147 20—135 29—195 87—ATT 
Granger Smith......... 20— 96 28—128 238—119 71-313 

O. Blake... 2.2.0... 15— 61 22— 94 28—124 65—279 

Motalen Sore. aek. ee a BR ee ae 289—1,389 

At the adjourned business meeting it was decided to hold the 

next conyention on the second Tuesday in July, 1881, in the 

city of Brooklyn, N. Y. The following officers were elected for 
the ensuing year, aselection, by the way, which does great credit 
to the meeting: President, A. G. Constable, New York; First 
Vice-President, Tac Hussey, Des Moines, Iowa; Second Vice- 

President, L. L. Peddinghaus, Marietta, Ohio; Third Vice-Presi- 

dent, E. T. Church, Charlotte, Mich,; Corresponding Secretary 
and Treasurer, G. F. E. Pearsall, Brooklyn; Recording Secretary, 
D. V. R. Manley, Toledo. Exacutiye Committee: A. G. Caonsta~ 

ble, President ex-officio; John ¥. Culyer, J. KE. Hoyt, Frank W- 

Walworth, Robert Lawrence, Dr. BE. B. Weston, Will H. Thomp- 
son. 

New York ARCHERY CruB.—New Fork, July 11th.—The match 
between teams of this club and the Multnomah Archers, of Port- 
land, Oregon, was shot on the part of the home club, Friduy, July 

16th. The Multnomah Archers shot Jsune 30th, and telegraphed 

their scores, which the New York Club also did. The weather* 
was very warm and shooting did not commence until 5 o’clock 

During the shooting at the fifty yards range the team shot in a 

thunder storm, which affected some of the scores. Taken alto- 

gether the showing is good considering the little practice obtained 

during the past month or more. The return match will come off 

as soon as the arrangements can be made with the Portland Club, 

The Nottingham Club, of Elizabeth haye accepted the challenge 

sent them, but the day is not yet named. The Spuyten Duyvil 

Club have challenged the New Yorkers, and the teams will proba- 

bly shoot the American Round, Saturday, July 24th, at Spuyten 
Duyvil. 

The following are the scores of the match July 16th :— 
MULTNOMAH AiCHERS, PORTLAND, OREGON, 

AMERICAN ROUND. 
60 its 50 weroe 40 Yards. Total 

Dr. H.E. Jones, -.-..+ Bis oge 180 396 
Rn My SIGIC fa) eee nels 2 ee ee : HH OO 150 B12 
J.L. vB toddard.. Foie saae 85 85 124 204 
PWV 4 WA OTL OS ae cat Pacsaslat feta ote bis a Alpi e}ofe " 124 Ri B04 

WOE eos oan oentne fee) tat ae ee ee «1,805 

COLUMBLA ROUND. 
50 Yards, 40 Yards. 30 ee ‘Totals, 

Mrs. H. BH. Jomes ...:..----- --: 27 53 141 
Mrs. J. Myrick... 0/20. a..-"- . 40 59 

tales 4 ye 4 aon oe ee i ae Px,’ B42 
PATHOVICAN ROUNG) Oy awwttrer 522-85 be sestaPrictes vepeks 
Columbia Round.......,..--..- Ae A 

Grand total......... ei ae £.oce Si dep Res rater wt eral 1 
NEW YORK ARCHERY CLUB. 

AMERICAN ROUND. 

ay Yards. 50 Yards, 40 Yards. ‘otal, 
Bi Se RDRGE sol yn5 arf A yort tere Be 120 153 865 
ee W. aaten: ahr ae . 8b 121 ibys B45, 
W.N. Frazer ........ . 69 WL 19 269 
Dr. A. B. De Luna.....:..-.-2« . 0 86 118 204 

TOTAL 5 Ae aie Sasa tec Sak ak Sate Ste thes Pen Eee eloteheee 1,131 
COLUMBIA ROUND. 

Zt penta 40 Yards. 30 pS Re Totals. 
Miss E, T. Morton....-....-,--.. 83 218 
Mrs. Dr. De Luna......- agen ie 34 iB 148 

MOtdilabic opeacadss cobbaealinct cp cimne nce one as Sy ey ba oe 
American Round.....-..... te 
Columbia Round.....-..-... 5-0. seers ee ee ees Deel d dela eit . 366 

Granodotel tpotess oi bebe oe Lun bebe ta AN AE 1,547 
Multnomah Archers victors by 100 points. 

Norrs-8rpr Chus.— We had a fine array of lady and gentlemen 

archers on Lincoln Park Green on the Sth, the occasion being the 

regular field day of the North-Side Club. Match shot July 5th be- 
tween the North-Side Club, of Chicago, and Highland Park Ar- 
chers, of Highland Park, at the York Round :— 

NORTH-SIDE OLUB. 

Names. 100 Yards, 80 Yards. ae Yar da. Totals, 
Walter Burnham 19 39—179 105—478 
Joho R, Adams. -.--.-- 39—181 B01 95453 
John Wilkingon,,...:. 27319 18— 59 61—285 
Granger Smith....-..- 25—105 21— 9 [0—278 

THO GAL ie Seen aa clet ele b eeu eee ++ +++ -881—1,489 
HIGHLAND PARK. 

Cc. G. Hammond....... RA— 84 36-188 24— 128 B4— Bd 
P,P, Hallests ven... 20— 92 30—110 18— #6 68—288 
H.C. Carver.....:...-. 27— 75 21— 81 2a8—115 i271 
E. B. Weston........ ;- 19— 78 20— Ht 18— 64 5i—203 

TS Ee rote oa chab apap bt Oar nl MASSA REE Es CORRE R AR Aa -- 280—1, 106 

Match shot July 5th between the North-Side Club, of Chicaro, 
and Toledo Club, of Toledo, at the American Round :-— 

NORTH-SIDE CLUB. 

Names. 60 Yards. 50 ¥avds. 40 ena Totals 
Walter Burnham......- 25—129 26—158 
Granger Smith....-.. ~ 28-148 27-145 
J. R, Adams... .......-. 2i—141 24182 
J. Wilkingon... .-..-.-.. 24—106 26—130 

LA 0) LA te Ie a A i aT eee ne 
TOLEDO cLun. 

Dis Be Panis 75—397 | Mr. Baker.....-........., 
.. 66—300 | Mr. Bittwell.. 

“otal 2giahane) ch Saad hi a hoch oieie ela = ks, Sotto eee 

Ovrpoor CLus.—The Outdoor Club, of Willtemnsbart Pa., re- 

cently made the following runs in a contest for the club badge:— 
ASBVStARTs 5.55 besthupenes 23—185 | Mrs. Baldwin........ _. + 2l— 86 
H. Fry. .. 28-122 | Mrs. Starr.ii.........,-., Ie a2 
W.D. CcneEer) . 18— 6 | Miss L. Lowe. wo. 1 52 
W. Brown...... - 1J0— 28 | Mre. Peck ....,..... ee | 
MARS LOWesh i. Sh ocece-m ine + A 

Ladies, 30 arrows at 80 yards. Gentlemen, 40 arrows at 40 yards. 

ARCHERY INVENTION.—Mr, 8. H. French, of this city, a member 
of the Manhattans, hasinvented an archery utensil which he calls 

the * draw-and-loose."’ Its purpose is to assist in drawing back 

the bow-string and in loosing the arrow; enabling the archer to 

make a better score by giving greater ease in manipulation. 

Many persons find difficulty in the “ loose,” because the string 
hurts their fingers. By the use of the** draw-and-loose,” all this 

is avoided. Mr. French finds that his own scoring has steadily im- 

proved since he has put his invention into practice, and he 

claims that his little addition to the archers’ outfit will prove of 
universal popularity. 

Cricket. 
FIXTURES. 

July 23, at Paterson, N. J.—Paterson vs. Newark. 
July 23) at Prospect Park.—Manhattan vs. New York. 
J win 23-24, at Hamilton,—Staten Island vs, Hamilton. 

rs 

—The match between the Manhattan and New York Clubs has 
been postponed until to-morrow. 

—The Newark Cricket Club, of New Jersey, held its monthly 

meeting on Monday last, when a number of applicants were ad- 
mitted to membership. William Brewster, the well-known pro- 

fessional, has been engaged for the season, and a large number 
of fixtures are being made. 

ONONDAGA bs. OSwWEGO Fants.—This match was played at Syra- 
cuse, N. ¥.,on Saturday last,on the grounds at Newell Park. 

The Syracuse team secured 11/4 runs in the first innings, and their 
opponents 108 runs for the loss of nine wickets, when from want 
of time the game was declared drawn, 



OO ——————————— ll 
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—The Longwoods defeated the Fall River Cricket Olub on their 

grounds on July 19th, Longwood, 105 and 150; Fall River, 30. 
Geo, Wright scored 54, not ont, in second innings of Longwood, 

Derrorr, Mich,, July 20th—The Staten Island Cricket Club 
played a match yesterday and to-day with the Peninsular Club, 

ofthis city. The Staten Islanders played two innings, scoring 49 

in the first and 19 in the second. ‘he Peninsitlars, one innings, 135. 

—Our English correspondent writes, July 10th; “ Bton and 
Harrow are playing to-day: Harrow, first innings, 144; ton, 

first innings, 107." 

HAMILTON vs, ToRONTO.—Played at Hamilton, Ont., July 17th, 
and resulted ina draw. The game was witnessed by a large num- 

ber of spectators, among whom there were many ladies. Rain, 
howeyer, unfortunately interfered with the play and caused 

Ch! 
2 

Blake, not ‘out Ferrie, ¢ and b Helmeken... 
Halmsken, b Ferrie i Buchanan, b Oxden, - 

much delay, Score :— 

TORONDO, HAMIUION. 
Sproule, bh Perrie..... SPE aces 7 | Wolverton, ¢ Ogden, b Gam— 

‘otten, ce Ferrie, b Kennydy. 0| ble .. .........-- ee ee . 10 
Townsend, ¢ Wolverton, b A.H Hope, b Helmcken.... 2 
Gillespie sist od. dette ce Wand, ¢ Ogden, b Gamble... 33 

Gamble,e Kennedy, b Ferrie. 0} Gillespie,b Helmcken. ... 9 
Broek, b Ferrie, ...--.-..--... 0| Harvey, st Blake, b Gamble. 5 
Ogden, run put.-....,........ 16) BR, Hope, ¢ Pearson, b 
Spraggee, b Gillespie...._. .. 9|  Gamble...--.2.......2 es . 6 
Irving, ¢ Ferrie, b Gillespie,, 10) Kennedy, run out--.- - -... 0 
Pearson, ¢ Rogers, b Gilles- Park, b Helinecken 2 
pig... Meee § | Rowers, not out +; = 

3 
8 

91 

Exti'as 7........-.-.. 7 | Extras 8........... F 

Total .....csseeee ase Lite. § al Total .... 
BOWLING ANALYSIS, 

HAMILTON, 

Balls. Maidens. Runs, Wickets. 
22, 2 1 

4 28 4 
f 2 ave 0 

Gillespie .. 2 19 4 

Ogden..... tirreer-= 44 . 6 D4 1 

Gannisit a At. 8 4 SL 8 
Helmcken .,... ns 5 Bi 4 
Sprigpeaseescs-S lei yapis) So is2k) 0) 2 0 

Ogden and Gamble each bowled a wide. 

Young America vs. HAminron.—Uhird match. Played at 
Hamilton, Ont., July 9th and 10lh, and won by Philadelphians by 

i5% runs, Score:— 
YOUNG AMERICA 

Hirst Innings. Second Innings. 
D. Newhall b. Merrie. ....... 27 @. and b. Gillespie............ 1 
CG. Newhall, c. Kennedy, b. 
OVP ict. ee ones etanieen at § c,andb, Wolyerton.......,.. 4 

Baird, co. Wolyerton, b. Gil- 
Jespie... wjicceeopetcisy =x Bb W. Wolvyertons...:.., ae el! 

R, Newhall, c. R. Hops, b. ; 
Rapricre esos er dda ate c. Kennedy, b. Gillespie..... 51 

Oaldwell, 1. b.w.,b-Gillespie 4 b. Wolverton.............. .. 4 
Van Renésellaer b. Perrie.... 3 b. Wolverton. ie, 
Clark, run out....... motel bere b, Gillespie .... 
Dixon, o. Pars, b. Gillespie.. 12 c. Buchanan, b. | 
Bussier, not out. .. .-..,. -- 1% not out,.;.-..,. -:, 
Noble, ce. Ferrie, b. Wolver- 
ply ee Rae aera c. Harvey, b, Kennedy... .. 1 

Pesse, c. Kenned . Wol- 
nano Be eae « te coe Gas 0 «. “sub” b. Kennedy........ 5 

Extras..... <=: eeserer a pa dddse Ge EECUrAS yea ts! aegis e! tea 20 

Uae 28556 obo ht hence, plod = Watalee F.:2245 75 te ipsd ve... 180 

HAMILTON, 
First Trvinys. Second Innings. 

Wolverton, run Oub......-... 2b. D. Newhall..........:.,5.0. 4 
Park, oc. Van Rensollaer. b.D. 
Wewhall.0.).. 2-2:-42-! b. D. Newhall ,.....--..-...... 0 

Gillespie, b. GC. Newhall .....- { -o. Caldwell, b. CG. Newhall... 5 
R. Hope, b. D. Newhall...... 4 b.D-Newhall .., ..........., 6 
Kennedy, «. Dixon, b - 
Newhall leceesesyeceress; 8 G, Van Rensellaer, b. C. New- 
ts a ar hpi Seba taioet ni eta 

ori peas Vi ele 6 pb. C.. Newhall. .......:..::.... 6 
Rodgers, PUN OUL........---.. 1 g. Clark, b. D. Newhall_..... 38 
Yerrle, b. GC. Newhall......... it] at Renséllaer, b. C. New- ; 

tS Ss Fewest hr ameesigive 

Buchanan, not out. ..,,,,-.. 0 not out....- Py 0 
A. Hope, b. O. Newhall 50). 0 b,D. Newhall..)..J2 0000 Aor 
Wand, b. D. Newhall..,,:...., 0 pvan Rensellaer, b. D, New- 4 

Alli....pl-es2 Makes tre guru? 
SN amu h, = “aS COEOG Sebo thie 6 e Me REVAL 82). aectemalecle le cle gh ielerlclelal 3 

Totals... $84 AAS Se. Fa ee CO LEM re nat sapere eerste 

BOWLING ANALYSIS. 
HAMILTON—FIRST INNINGS, 

Bulls. Runs. Maidens. Wickets. Wides. 
Perrie,.. -- . 160 58 ii 4 0 
Gillespi -- 1 19 9 0 
Wolverto 16 z 2 e tt) 
Kennedy... vit] 19 2 0 it) 

Second [nnings. 
Ferrie --.....-.--. 70 a6 8 1 0 
Wolverton 0 21 6 4 2 
Gillespie,,,,--. --. 95 28 6 3 0 
Kennedy...,.-.,-- 40 5 0 r| 1 

YOUNG AMERTICA—EFIRSD INNINGS, 
O. A. Newhall .:-. 10 acs 7 
D.S.Newhball ... 47 8 7 4 

Second Innings. 
G. A. Newhall -... 105 ati) 10 4 1 
D. S. Newhall...., 104 80 5 6 0 

OXFORD. 
Pirst Innings. i Second Innings. 

Steel ....... ween se es ies Benob_ our 
H. Trevor, st Foley, b 

Steel..,.-...;-<.-++-.-----.-. 18 b Steel 
‘A. H- Evans, b Morton._.,.. 12 b Ford,,-. 
A.D. Greene, i b w,b C, T. 
ETT, se ee ke ea a ee eT 

W. A. Thoriiton, b Morton... 0 ¢@G. 
W.H. Patterson, b Morton.. 0 b Stee 
FE, 1) Hirst, not oub.........- 40 ¢ Pord, b 
H. Fowler, b Morton......,.. eC,'T, Studd, 
¥, L. Evelyn,)b w, b Morton, 0 
O, G. Harrison, b Morton..... 0 
NN. M'Lachlan, b Steel. . ( 
Byes 6, leg byes %-......-....: & 

Yotal .........- ye eel a: a. 132 
ANALYSIS OF THE BOWLING. 

CAMBRIDGH—FIRST INNINGS. 
Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets. Wides, 

2 ves 0 

ne ee o 3 =] <4 Le] 

TEVBMS - <5. 6. - sre reeten enna 6 
Harrison, -.--:..-- ri 2B 61 2 0 
Thormton.... f. AlS z 18 1 0 
M'Laohlitp .-......----. tial) 5 1 1 0 

Second Innings, 
4 0 
2 0 
0 0 
Bi 0 
1 0 

3 0 
§ 0 
0 0) 
1 0 
0 0 

Second Inpings. 
BEOODoint sts Se deacar as see. O93 15 6L ff 0 
Morton... .: 2 7 58 0 0 
Wilson ..., i a 18 0 0 
C. f. Studd 2 2 0 i] 0 
RST Sub aoe tee che 0 1 7 2 0 
The results of the other matches played were a3 follows: 1827. 

Untinished, owing to the wet, Oxford, first inftiings, 258; Cam- 

bridge, $2. 18%, Unfinished, owing to wet. Oxford 96 and 4j— 

total, 153 (with six wickets to fall); Cambridge, first innings, 64. 
NY 

Hachting and Qanacing. 
—Address allecommunications to ‘* Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York,” 
—— 

FIXTURES. 

July 8i—Atlantic Y.C Cruise Eastward. 
July 3l—Bunker Hill Y. GC, Annuul Regatta. 
July §i—Beverly ¥. 0. Chemnonetie Races, Swampscott, 
Aug. 1—Provincetown Y. C. Union Regatta. 
Aug, 3—Canve Congress Revattu, Lake George. 
Aug. 4—Cance Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug. 5—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug. 6—Oanoe Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug, 8—Quiker Gity Y. 0. Harbor Cruise. 
Aug, 9—New York Bay Regatta. 
Aug. IiI—N. Y, ¥. C. Annual Oroise Hastward. 
Aug, 12—Quincy Y. 0. Phas onatey Regatta. 
Aug. 14 or 21—Beverly Y. C. — Regatta, Swampseott, 
Aup. 14—Washington Village Y, C. Reratta, 
Aug, 15-23—Quaker City Y. C, Annual Criise, 
Aug, 17—Salem Bay Y, C. Fall Regatta. 
Aug. 17—Cape May Regatta. 
Aug. 18—Provineetown Y. C. Reratta. 
Aug.— Buifalo ¥. 0, Rezatta. 
Aug. 2}— epee ¥. C. Regatta. 
Aug. 28—Beverly Y. O. Championship Races, Beyerly. 

YACHTING NEWS. 

Nrweorr Yacut Coup,—More thana year agro we wrote: “If 
this Glub desires to make itself felt in the annals of yacht racing, 
no better port Hor more promising opportunities could offer. Let 
the club yote liberal prizes, open to all recognized yachts, and 9 
fleet will annually come to the line which will show more cracks 
with racing flags aloft than any other match in American waters, 
nod we would at last haye something like the great meetings at 
Cowes, Isle of Wight, in August. To land ‘the’ cup of Newport 
would become the highest ambition and the worthiest laurels an 
American yachtsman could wish. To pocket the club prizes in 
club races, with no entries worthy the name, is driyeling sport. 
Let us haye something new, something with life and competition 
init; get out of the dreary old rut in which we have been sailing 
0 long. A grand match every year under liberal and enlight— 
ened sailing rules; no cheap plated ware, but a solid, substantial 
emvlem or # purse worth the racing; a course for the large ones 
from the Reet Lightship around the Vineyard and home, and for 
the twenty tonners and under, to Block Island and back; uregatta 
committee who knowsits business, and can grasp soniething more 
than length measurementand balloon jibs. There are great op- 
portunities for the Newport Yacht Clubif it but choose to make 
the most of the material at hand, weak-imeed though it be in a 
Beaway. Let them select courses in waters our crafts can venture 
in, put up the prizes, and we warrant the Newport Yucht Club 
will grow to the level of the largest club in the country, The 
Open races will bring to its roll members by the hundred and 
punp er by the score. Will the new board of officers let the 
world know they live?”’ . 
But the board of otticers of 1879 did not choose to let the world 

know they lived, andthe club went along in its old sleepy sort 
of way. When tlie proposition so plainly placed before them by 
this journal was read by the worthy Commodore it was received 
usa huge joke. “Let FOREST AND STREAM put up the cups and 
the money, and we will do what it says.” he Commiodire hag 
lived, however, to understand the full force and value ot our re- 
marks, tor New Bedford,in following out the policy we outlined, 
has now got such 4 lead of Newport in yachting affairs that the 
latter town must be content with second rank as a yachting port, 
und it thus growls forth its discontent in the New York Herald of 
recent date :— 4 
“As usual, Newport will be yisited by the yarious yacht squat- 

rons while on their annual cruise, and itis probable that several 
races willtake place over the Block Island course. New Bed- 
ford, however, by a wise consideration of the wishes of the 
yachtsmen, and with a justand sensible appreciation of the pe- 
cuniary yalue of the annual visitations of the yacht club, has 
&ktepped jnto the place which Newport should be occupying. 
‘There is no disputing this fact, and the hotel keepers, as well as 
the tradesmen, keenly see that they have made a serious mistake 
in not showing the visitors that they were welcome. The yachts- 
men feel under great obligations to the citizens of New Bedford, 
who, at a small expense, show by deeds, which speak louder than 
words, that they consider their arrival a pecuniary as well asa 
social godsend to the place. Hence the present populurity of the 
Whale City with the yachtsmen, The Newport people now _see 
the mistake which they have made, but the scales did not drop 
from their eyes till if was too late.” 
As “the Newport people” now see the mistake they haye made, 

they will probably be inclined to give more consideration to the 
views set forth in these columns in the future. New Bedford has 
attained just what we wished to see “the Newport people” do, 
Bnd that without any “cups and money trom Foresr Aanp 
REAM." 
Fortunately the new board of officers is equivalent to a spirited 

and liberal policy which will do something toward regaining tor 
the pretty town its wonted precedence asa yachting port. The 
officers for the year are: Commodore, Irving Grinnell, of New 
Hamburg, N. Y.; Vice-Commodore, J. Kortright, of Philadelphin ; 
Treasurer, Samuel FB. Pratt, of Boston ; Secretary, WH. F, Hustis, 
of Cambridge, Mass,; Measurer, Richard Youmans. of Newport. 

A New Correr.The Oi Kuzé, eutter, 23 tons, beloniine: to 
Rear-Com. Sumichrast, R. N.S, Y.8., has been sailing wellin her 
initial races, She was built by Butler, of Halifax,from his own 
lines, and was also sailed by him in the recent racing, July 3d. 
Like all new eraft, she was suffering from unstretched sails, and 
her best trim has not yet been found, Her topsail could not be 
got to set at all, and for some time all hands were sent in the eyes 
of her to bring her down to proper lines. Yetin a good working 
breeze the hew cutter proved herself a very close match for 
the schooner Pastime, of 33 tons, and got away with the Spray, 
suhooner, of 26 tons. The Pastime is a recent production of D. J. 
Lawlor, the well-known nayal architect of Chelsea, Mass., and is 
very much liked in Halifax waters, barring her rather full quar- 
ters, She, too, isa new ship this year, and in time will show more 
speed, The racing between her and the cutter will always be 
close, and afford fine opportunities for gauging the superior value 
of the single stick of the cutter or the excess of tonnage on the 
part of the schooner. 

ATLANTIC Yacar Ciuos.—Com, Wish has issued the following 
orders regarding the annual criise of this club;— 

GENERAL ORDERS—NO, 4. 
FrAGsHie AGNES, July 10th, 1880. 

The fleet will assemble at Whitestone, L. 1., on Saturday, July 
dist, for the annual cruise, 

Classes D, EB, Fund G, the Vice Commodore commanding, will 
form the first division. r / 

Classes A,B and ©, the Rear Commodore commanding, will 
form the second division. 
The order of starting will be as follows:— 
First Guo—From the flagship; to prepare. 
Second Gun—From the Vice Commodore's flagship, ten min- 

utes later; for the first division to start. 
Third Gun—From the Rear-Commodore’s flagship, iye minutes 

later, for the second division to start. 
The movements of the fleet will be: Saturday, July Bist, at 3:20 

P.M, (first gun), from Whitestone for Black Rock. Hoats leave 
pier No, 17, Bast River, Pine street, at 2:10 P.m., and James slip at 
2 P.M,, connecting with Long Island Railroad train, due at White- 
stone at 3:10). 
Monday, Aug, 2d, 6 A.M., from Black Rock for New London. 
Tuesday, Aug, dd, 9 A.m., from New London for Block Island. 
AV eon eRgAy: Aug. 4th, §4.m.,from Block Island for New Bed- 

Tord. 
Thursday, August 5th, 10 A.m., from New Bedford for Oak Bluffs 

or Vineyard Haven. 

Priday, Aug. ith, 8 A.m., for Newport. 
Saturday, Aug. 7th, from Newport for Greenport. 
By order of L. A. Fise, Commodore, 
W.W. Rrionarns, Fleet Captain. 

THE Steam CavAMARAN,—Ata second attempt to launch this 
nondescript move butt straps gave wey, sud she was sgain hauled 
ovutiov repairs. Itisevident that some yery questionable engi- 
necring talent has been brought into requisition in this new 
wonder, and should she ever acthally be put into the passen- 
ger service we pbéespexk the most rigid Mspection of hulls 
and machinery by the proper authorities. The latest reports 
are 16 the effect that she will steam 28 miles an hour. It is 
needless to say that such expectation is doomed to disappoint- 
ment, Tf she realizes 16 or 1k, at an enormous waste of power, 
her visionary projectors will haye cause to rejoice, aud then she 
will only be a slow boat atter all, wasteful in fuel, unbandy, and 
of dangerous, not to say untrustworthy, construction. We are 
afraid that in her the blacksmith has usurped the engineer, and 
that “enterprise” has constituted itself a naval arehitect for the 
nonce, The results should, therelore, not be accepted in blind 
faith untilatter thorough examination by competent persons. 
Now is the time for the tuspector of hulla to take a close look at 
the cross bracing of the two eylinders beforé hidden by the upper 
works, Hashe been around? Has he seen the methods of a N. y— 
ack cobble shop? 

Tywrme-Laice ASsocraTron,—We are glad to see the first intima- 
tion of the formation of an Interlake Yachting Association. 
The value of such an organization to Iske \achtsmen we have al- 
ready pointed out at length in these columns. Our friends in the 
West haye always exhibited so much enterprise in building up 
the sport, in sailing open matches and in adopting’ sensible rules 
of measurement, that we feel certain the new project will suc- 
ceed when ones fairly undertaken. 

Nrw Canors.—The new canoes made by W. P. Stephens, Rah- 
way, N.J., are from models of his own, devised to meet certain 
experiences which his practical knowledge of canoeing has sug- 
gested asadvisuble, The Kill Yon Iull is designed for paddling 
only, butis roomy enongh to sleep in when required. He has 
also recently built a regular Pearl tor sailing, fyom the lines of 
Mv. Tredwen’s inyincible Pearl in England. She is Mt. long, 
d2in, beam, 12in. deep at gutwale, With two iron center-bosrds 
and from #0 to 120.sq-. ff. of sail. Another new boat from his shop 
is & double canoe for sailing and paddling, with accommodations 
for two. We call attention to his card in another place, Mr. Ste— 
phens being prepared to meet the market with a great variety of 
models at prices to suit all, 

TH PADDLE.—Devotees of the paddle and noyices about to en- 
pagein the sport will be interested ina well written and compre- 
eusive composition on the subject of canoeing, whieh appears in 

Harper's Montily for July. Itistrom ihe pen of Com. Ohas. E. 
Chase, 1 gentleman whose signature is familiar to our readers, 
and whose long experience euables him to write as an authority 
and to ive to brother canoeists many a useful little hint when 
afloat or in camp, 

Yacuts' Paotos.—J, W. Black, of Boston, has erected a cottage 
on Windmill Point, Hull, Mass., where he will be fram Saturdays 
till Mondays, prepared to photograph yachts in his perfect style. 

Hrsrer.—The fine sailing displayed by the new compromise 
cutter, Hesper, of Boston, has been favorably noticed by the pub- 
lic, and we hear of several inquiries tor new yachts like her. She 
is not, as some have supposed, like the fast Elsworth yachts, tut 
has moderate beam and good depth, as well as something ap- 
proaachiog to the cutter rig,and what might well be termed a 
“standing cutter rig,” inasmuch as the bowsprit is fixed and the 
jib is set On a stay and not on its own luff. Hesper is 54ft, deck, 
4oft. water-line, loft. din. beam, Tft. din. deep. Mast, deck to cap, 
47ift., Lopmast 3ltt., boom 46ft., gall 2tHft., bowsprit outboard 
galt. She has a yery handsome fan-tail aft, of the genuine eutter 
type, giving great room on deck anda very stylish yppearance to 
the yacht broadside on. 

Boston OCrry ReqArtA.—Among the first-class center-boards, 
sloop Siren did some very fine sailing, and if she can repeat her 
pertormance, Mr. L, H, Keith certuinly has one of the fastest 
sloops of her tonnage. She actually beat Madcap in a fresh 
breeze over a twenty mile course, July 5th, by some seconds, 
though 4tt. Tin. shorter, and with allowances beat the bigger 
boat 4m, 28s. 

EXPERT Wins.—In a mateh race, July 1ith, for the Essex 
County Challenge Cup, the Mepert, 22ft. llin., B. G. Souther, 
won from Hard Times, 18ft. Win., J. J. Bennett. This makes the 
fourth successive victory of the Expert. The race was sailed in- 
Lynn harbor oyer a seven mile course, from club house around 
Shage Rocks,and return. Wind light and not fayorable to the 
Expert, as she is faster in strong winds. She was sailed by Neal, 
who skippers her in all matches. Mr, 0.G. Weld, of the Muriel, 
has now challenged the winner. 

EXPHRIMENTAL.—Simith, of City point, Boston, has finished a 
model 10ft. long, 1ft. beam and 2ft. deep, fora mechanical penius 
who thinks he has hit the right thing for high speed. A laree boat 
will lie built after this experimenta! model. 

MURIEL’s RECORD.—The Boston Herald says: “The sloop 
Muriel, formerly the Nattie, built by W. B. Smith, has made a re- 
markable record this season. She has entered in eight races, in- 
cluding City of Boston regatita, and she has won the fir-t prize in 
each without any time allowance, although she bas been gener- 
ally pitted against larger boats. Mr. Arthur Dean has churge of 
the Mujiel, and will be her skipper during the season's regattas.’ 

Niw YAcHts.-—Daniel Poland, Jr., of Gloucester Mass., has fin- 
ished a new sloop for the Brown Bros. She is 264ft. long and 944%, 
beam, called the Venus. Richmond, of Mystic Bridge, Conu., has 
overhauled the old time Haswell, formerly owned by Mr. G 
Mallory. She is now named the Henyy Butler and hails from 
Providence, The Sylph, Mr, Mallovy’s new schooner, described 
in this journal, has been fitting out at Pier 20, Bast River. She is 
HOF. long, 221ft. beam, Tift. deep, draws 6ft. water; mainmast, 
68ft.; mainboom, 44ft. The sloop lice, formerly belonging to 
Mr, Henry Steer, of Providence, has been altered into a schooner 
by Smith, of Nyack. Sheis 7éft. long; mainmast 60ft,, foremast 
Saft., topmast 28 and 26ft., with Tft. doublings ;.bowsprit outboard 
1étt., jib-boom outside of cap 121t,, main-boom 42ft., main-yaff 
221t., fore-boom 20ft,, fore-gall 18ft. 

Rovau Nova Scorra.—In a match sailed July 10th, tor yachts 
exceeding 15 tons, there were three entries: Pustine, schooner, 33 
tons, W. H, Brookfield; Albatross, schooner, 17 tons, D. Oronan, 
and Oi-Kazé, cutter, 28 tons, Rear-Com. Sumichrast, Course from 
Lumber Yard to Litchfield Buoy, Portuguese Shoal Buoy, 
Rock Head Buoy,,Thrum Cap Buoy, thence again to Litch- 
field Buoy and home, Distance, 16 miles, Start flying at 
one signal only. <Atter a very tine race thé finish was 
tmade by Pastime at 3.43.12, Oi-Kazé at 3.51.20, and Albatross at 
413.15. Pastime had to allow Oi-Kazé 2m-. 55s, for difference of 
tonnage, and took frst prize by 6m, is., the cutter getting second 
prize, ‘The actual time taken Reig yacht to sail the course 
was: Puatime 2.21.42, Oi-Kuazé 2.29.26, Albatross 2.51.30. 

SUNBEAM-NEVA.—Probably a match will be made between the 
new eva, built by Hutchins & Prior, Boston, with the well- 
known Sunbeam, Messrs. Fox & Kenney. 

AMBERIOS-PHANTOM.—It has been rumored for some time that 
América and Phoitom are matched for 20 miles to windward this 
fall. Allright; here is a chance to test a deep keel against one of 
the skimining dish style, and the America’s victory, which we re- 
ard usn foregone conclusion, barring’ accidents, will help still 
further the propagation of sound ideas on the question of depth. 

Canor For SALE.—New cvanyas canoes, neyer used, nade to 
order, can be bought al) reasonable figure. Address this office. 

SEAWANHAKA YAcut Chun.—Tie annual ernige of this club has 
now nearly been brought loaclose. From the startit hus been 
signalled with all the success the mombers could haye desired. 
he fleet was larger than heretofore. There was generally plenty 
ot wind, and all bands hung well together under the flag of Com’. 
W.A. W. Stewart. Thesquadron rendezyoused at Glen Cove ac- 
cording to orders July 18th, Thefollowing got wnder way at 7:20. 
bound for Morris Cove, the first port to be made: Schooners, 
Wanderer, 107 tons, Jas Stillman, and Olytte, 128 tons, Anson P. 
Stokes; sloops, Aeyina, 42 tons, Commodore W, A. W. Stewart; 
Schemer, 16 tons, Vice-Commodore Q, 8. Lee; Corsair, 25 tons, 
B, Dawson; Wave, 1 tons, J. C. Barron, M. D.; Volante, cutter, 24 
tous, I’, B. Hitchcock; Petrel, cutter, Ttous, Jolin Hyslop; Venture, 
#5 tons, C. Lb, Perkins; Viviun and Rover, 30 tons, W. EB. Iselin, 
The staré was made in light airs, Corsair vetting away first, fal- 
lowed by Mr. Hitchcock's eutter, the big schooners, of course 
forming the “afterguard” in the doubtful wind. For several 
hours if was more or less of a drift, the order ot sailing changing 
timeand again as successive oraft caught the catspaws. At3 
P.M. welcome signs of a lively southeast wind appeared to the re= 
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lief of the fieet, and working sails only soon became the order, As 
the yachts had been pretty well scattered there was a good deal 
ol maneuvering tu fetch into the breeze; Wunderer coming out 
best dropped ber hook & couple of minutes ahead of the other 
schooner; the rest of the fleet came tailing in at short intervals. 
Next dey all bands hove pp ut ihe gon from the Commodore, and 
made the best of their way tor Naw London, in fresh buti varying 
winds, which did much to linter up the Corinthian ¢réws of 
Ware, Petrel, Vivian and others, and was excellent practice im 
seamanship forall binds. Vhis is previscly the beneltt to be ob- 
tained from such squadron crilising. The Muriel, cutter, 12 tons, 
Chas. Stiliman, had joimed during the min yesterdsy, and trom 
this on uccompanied the flag ollicer. The rain that came down 
ju the morning no doubt brought the fuct home to some of the 
tars that oil skins were scarce aboard some craft, and that more 
preparation for bad weather would not have been entirely super- 
fiuous. The wind gradually settled down to northwest and 
spinakers came into play, Muriel heran to show speed and 
got away trom Volante, Corsair and the smuller craft, and 
hid fairy at one time to take the lend of the whole feet. 
She seemed to be very good in the quartering wind. Rover 
displayed good form, much better than heretofore. The 
lacing on her boom was “come up" at the Instance of Mr. A. 
G. Suath, ind with a free foot, she seemed to spring into life at 
oneé, giving Regina 2 close Match of it all day long, leading about 
as often as heing led. Thereis much more in Rover than she bas 
hitherto received credit for, and with the skillful handling of an 
adept, she would make a fair name for herselt, though she was 
neyer designed for speed, but tor room and strength, the builder 
haying overdone the thing in the latter respect, putting much 
more weight in ner topsides than necessary. Venture was well 
skippered and slways among the fight for the lead the second 
day as Well as the first, The wind gradually drappedas the sun 
went to 1dest, wid the feot made harbor atter dusk, Regine com- 
ing to ol? the Pequot ata littlentter5 p.m, The sloop Intrepid, 
14 tons, Hover M. Sherman, and the Boston cutter Hnterprize, 28 
tons, l’, i, Peabody, bere joined thesquadron. July 16th opened 
with ruin and squalls, and it was decided to remain in port and 
sail for Newport next day. In the afternoon it cleared some- 
what, anda sweepslake race was arranged, the entries being Rey- 
tna, Schemer and Venture. Course from the Pequot around Race 
Rock and home, nine miles. Windfreshfrom southwest, Schemer 
wot uway first at4.640, Venture 4.6.45, and Regina 4.1144. Schemer 
Ted clear around the course and won the pot by 3%s., Megina sec- 
ond and Venture several minutes astern. July lth opened clear 
witha brisk wind trom the northward. The fleet got their an- 
chors at 4.16, 4nd with an ebbtide paid off and soon had the bur- 
bor outofsight. Clyti sradually went into the ‘lead, disposin 
of Wanderer in the beam wind, and off Noank was well ahead. 
The wind tell, backed to the west and gave the ruck the benefit, 
Wantlerer hoisting her tiying foresail and walking up again on 
Clytle. Of Judith w little babble of a sea was met, but nothing 
to bother any Graft in good health as to spars and gear. Clytie 
mude the breakwater tirst at 1:25, Wanderer close aboard, the 
amartly bandled Venture only ten minutes later; then Regina, 
Schemer, Muriel, Wave, Corsair, Volante, Intrepid, ull only a few 
niinutes apart. The Petyel put in at Stonington, on the way, by 
permission, and the little Vivian had parted company for home. 
et 

WRITE IT IN GOLDEN LETTERS, 

HE Salem Bay ¥.C., a comparatively young organization, has 
shown, from its inception, a most commendable management 

which may weil be termed of the “liberal and enlightened " sort. 
Not satistled with accepting blindly all the untenable nonsense 
eoncerning measurement by length which has been fed to gulli~ 
bie novices and lundsmen by expounders to whom 4 common 
equation is as tangled a mass of hieroglyphics as the Hebrew 
characters ure ton cow, the leading members of the Salem Bay 
Y¥. O, set to work for themselves and very soon discovered the 
lop-sided nature of the arguments in favor of measurement of 
sizo by one dimension only. Having studied the matter trom all 
sides aud yiewsin theory, examined Into its elfects and tenden- 
cies in practice, and with no other purpose in hand than devising 
wruletnir to all types ind shapes, the club deliberately set the 
ancient countryman's short-cut rule aside, and voted & more sat- 
isfacrory one as under. The subject of measurement hus received 
attention in these columns on a tormer occasion, und it ig not our 
pucpose to again open the matter at present, but we cannot re- 
fruin from welcoming another cinb to the list of those now swing- 
ing into line under a rational rule which has at least equity and 
eommon sense 2s its basis, und does nut, like the length rule, vio- 
Jate the most elementary schoolboy arithmetic. The Cleveland 
Y. QO. already suilaits matches under something very similar to 
the tallowing, and we know of several other elubs soon to adapt 
the cardinal diniensions as an estimate of sailing size in place of 
only one. Page 80, of the new vlub book says:— ' 
tn England the most eminent authority, such as Mr. Dixon 

Kemp, huve ‘idmitted that the calculation adopted there is defeu- 
tive in not bringing in the depth of the yacht, In this vountry 
equal suthority is to be found admittiug that a mere length mea- 
surement is as defective. It should be borne in mind, when ex- 
sunining this question, that a yachtis a sailing machine especially 
adapted to progress to windward in tha most rapid und effective 
manner. [tisin these windward qualities that she speditically 
differs {roin the Hat-botromed oraft which, sliding away on the 
surface directly before the wind, may keep pace with the fastest 

oht, , . 
yTNoWw while itis true thatin thus going free mere length may 
be of such udyantage as to afford a criterion of mensurement for 
the speed capacity of different vessels, it is equally true that when 
the veesela commence to haul up on the wind other elements of 
their steucture, whieh are contmon to all hollow seructures, come 
into play. These ure: the eloment of depth or hold on the water, 
of breadth or capacity to carry sail, and of welklt or power to 
mect ani overcome the advancing seus. tis evident, therefore, 
that merc length isnot capable of ineasnring the gapucity ot a 
vessel, 18 compared with tnother of different type of construc- 
tion, In going to windward; unda yacht being a vessel specially 
desizned and esteemed tor that purpose (while retainmy the 
other qualities), a length Mexeurement is inipplicuble to estimate 
hor compurative merits with wey other yacht... _, In) other words, 
this measurement. whose only use is to put different yachts on an 
equal foting in & race, utterly fails to subserve the purpose it 
purports to accomplish. 3 - 
“On the other band, the Huzlish rule for yacht measurement is 

equally faulty, By thisvule ooly length snd breadth is estima- 
ted, or certaim lee proportions of each, they being multiplied to- 
vuther.---.-'’hetatal defect of both rules is now easy to discover, 
Byery yauht, like every other tangible body, must have length, 
prewith and depth. All of theac elements come into eftective 
operation, as well as their resultant, wright, in driving a yacht to 
windward. ‘therefore, we estimate them all, tod we arrive at a 
substantially fair result to each aud every vessel while leaving 
the marine architec free to consult his skill in modeling her, 
Neither can avy mleretricious construction of yachts evade this 
rule, for whoever deducts from the length to add to the breadth 
and depth, gr from the breadth to add to the depth, or pice versa, 
cainot—as is possible under the Enylish or our leogvh measure- 
ment rules aboyé mentioued—consiruct a vessel possessing no 
qualities except those of a racing machine, and unit tor sailing 
on blue waters out of sight of land, md gain anything by the 
experigient #5 ayainst properly proportioned and seaworthy 

Se relation to our yachts under 2&{t.in length, so slight a 
differance ib their depth is found to exist that their measurement 
Outside along their water line alfords a fair proportionate astimate 
of their bean and length, which places them upon a substantinl 
equality in a race. 
$$ oe 

BUFFALO YACHT CLUB, 

ANNUAL REGATTA, JULY 9TH. 

STPONOD from June 30th, the regular annual rematta of 
berry entetprising dub had been ordered for the #th inst., and 

jiwood muteh Waa expected, Owing to the want of wind, how- 
aver, the stark could not be eifecred before a late hour, and there 
goelned some doubt ay to Whether the course vould be made in 
the time ullowed by the rules of the club, reducing the likely 
number of sturlers to tive yachts, two schooners and three sloops, 
allot them ood ones, thouvh. here were two classes, over and 
‘under 35tt. length, No restriction as lo suila; crews Jimited, one 
hand Yor every tour feet of length on deck for schooners, and one 
for every five fuel for sloops. No shifting ballast allowed, all 
viuohts to bring home the sime ballast with which they started. 
Owner or club members only allowed to steer. Time of race, 
four hours. Prizes, first cluss, a bUEt. pennant; for second class, 2 
fine aneroid barumetst. ‘Lhese prizes are sailed for three times 
durinw the season, anil become property of any yacht winning 
twice, tf won by a diferent yacht cach time, the three winners 
to have a“ sail-cit"” Judges, Capt, Thos. Maytham and Capt. Geo. 
Hand, Rezatta Committee, J.J, Williams, E. P, Field, 'T. P. Frank, 

Course, round Black Barrel Buoy with white 33,"' off forstioe.’ 
Reef, on Niagura River, leaving’ it on Whe port hand, thence to 
Red Barrel Buoy, one mile Hast of Wmdurill Point, leavin’ it on 
the port hand, thence to Bliok Barrel Buoy with white "1," otf 
Smoke Creek, leaving iton the porthand, thence to starting point, 
The following started: Schooner Petrel, #421, Messes. Doyle, 
Mills & Arthur, sailed, by H. B. Doyle; schooner Alarm, Messrs. 
Robinson & Proovost, sailed by YA. Kobinson; sloop Curlew, 
29ft., Messrs. Elsworth & Parker, sailed by John I, Elsworth; 
sloop Arr, 23.21t., Messrs. Smyth & Bowen, sailed by Geo. CG. 
Smyth; sloop (Turk, d5ft,, Thos, Frank, sailed by the owner, The 
Turk ia anew cratt.and it is to be regretted that the fit!o) weather 
did not offer her a fair opportunity to wiuké a record, 
The judges went aboard the schooner Idler, recently arrived 

from Chicaywo,and got the yachts off, Tuk and Alarin at 514: 
Curlew, 5:15: Petrel, 5:15:6; Arrow, 5:15:32. The wind was blow- 
ing quite atiff from southwest, and there wasalop outside which 
deterred some of the smaller craft from putting in an appearance. 
Curlew took the lead and trimmed aft first at the Black Barrel, 
with Turk a xo00d second, then Petrel. Aryow und Alarm. On the 
reach to the Canada side the new sloop, with Mr, Frank at the 
stick, held a good wind, weathered the north end of the break— 
water and put Curlew in her wake. The rest had to make a hiteh 
while Alarm went inside the stonswork and parted her halliards, 
giying up the race, It wis growing dark and Am ugly squall was 
brewing, threatening to break in fury any moment, and causing 
doubts in the minds of the spectators as to whether it would not 
be policy on the part of the racers to lay the shortest course fur 
home. Arrow did some good sailing to the second mark and at 
one time wentinto the léad, but gaye way again to Ovrlew and 
Yurk, ‘Che Canadian Buoy was rounded in this order. The threat- 
ening storm finally broke and the rain came down as if out of » 
sluive. Turk handled hercanyas and bore away for harbor, fol- 
lowed soon after by Petrel. Arrow failed to round the last mark, 
as she was struck fairly by the squall and knocked down, She 
drifted on to the brexkwater and was in peril until resaued bya 
tug. Curlew went about her business and crossed the finish at, 
#:20, haying made the 18 mile course ingh, 8m., and taking the first: 
prize in her class. twas thoughtno race had heen made, butthe 
skipper of the Curlew and his crew made statement to the elfect 
that they rounded the last markin due form, and, heuea, we do 
hot see how the prize can be withheld from her, or ihe race 
ordered off, as the club rules tistinorly, provide for such emerg- 
enciesin Rule XV.; “It any yacht shall make the race In the 
time prescribed for her class (four hours) it shall be deemed a 
race for that class." We learn from private letters that an effort 
was made to inducethe Common Council of the city to devote a 
portion of the annual appropriations for rowing regattas to a 
public sailing match, This yearthe knights of the oar received 
$275. and the yachtsmen were refused asbare, We trust thut the 
noble BpOEt oOfgailing will no longer be overlooked by the ality 
Solons, but that next year the yachting public will réceive ibat 
réecornition which they are entitled to from their intluenae’ sb- 
cially as well as from the national benefits Howing from the eno- 
couragement of sailing, the most useful, manly and instruetive 
ofallsports, The new club houseis now about completed. A 
fine yiew of the lake can be had from its balcony. 
rn a 

BEVERLY YACHT CLUB. 

FIFTY-SIXTH REGATTA, 

‘pee first championship regatta of the seuson took place at Na- 
hant on the 10th. A large entry was expected, but the 

weather interfered with this, preventing tinuny of the boats from 
reuching the starting point. Two prizes with club ulowance 
wove offered in euch Glass; a champion pennunt for the best ac- 
tual time was also offvréd in Gach class, to be held until the next 
championship race, and to become the property of the yacht win- 
ning it the greatest number of times during the seusou, 
A special cup for schooners had also beeu offered by the Com- 

modore; as, however, only one schooner was able to reach the 
starting point, the terms of the race were changed und the cup 
thrown open to the Whole first class, sloops sailing at the roal 
length, schooners three-fourths of their length, 
The start wus made at 12:16, in almost a that calm, the course 

being, for first olass, sround Grayes’ For Buoy; biioy No. 10, otf 
Winthrop Head and return, 10} miles. Vor other classes: around 
the Grayes Buoy ind telurn, Tmiles; the beat being gut to the 
Graves, 
The following yachts started :— 

FIRS! CLASS, 

Name, Owner and Rig. H, M. 8. 
Fanchon, Arthur Burgess, sloop...... 12 2h 538 
Nomad, J. 8. Pay, Jr, sloop..-...., 12°26 00 
Muriel, Obas. G. Weld, sloop....... . 26 WwW 
Hessie, Chas. P. Curtis, schooner.......... WW 23 40 

SECOND GLASS, 
This, Frederic Cunningham, cat.,-........ 19.4 12 28 38 
Faney, Patrick Grant, Jr., cat.. -. 1.1 12 al 42 
Peri, Heory Parkman, cut..... eee, B 12 32 00 
Josie, Chas, H. Minot, Jr., cat-....., .,.. 17-9 12 32 «00 
Rita, H. B. Richardson, eat.........,.....- 18.0 12 32 00 

THIRD CLASS, 
Mirage, Henry F. Sears, cat.....-... Pra a 12 84 55 
Psyche, Richurd D, Sears, cat,..--..,..... 17, 12 35 47 
Bluebell, Com. Jettries, oat.. 1.6 12 36 OU 
Josephine, Johu F. Moore, cat, i 12 37 «(00 

Bessi¢, with a lend, stood straight to the southward ; the sloops 
hung well together, Muriel going to the fore und Nomud taking 
second place, both taking a more easterly Course than Bessie. 
is und Bluebell went to the eastward for wind, and for a 

time they zotitand mude along lead over the fleet. The girs, 
however, died out entirely, when the others, who were wall to- 
gether, got southerly wind and worked ¢lose up to the buoy, 
therehy leaying their former leaders milés astern. ha three 
sloops rounded the buoy close together and set their balloon sails 
fora run to Winthrop Head. Very soon after rounding, a strong 
southwest wind sprung up suddenly; it was somewhatin the na- 
ture of a squall and caused nen-rading oral) to vect and stand by 
their halliards, Womaid carried away her ballon jib and the others 
took theirs in, butsome reset them, JWomdd gained continually, 
while Muriel dropped to the rear, when Gaxkie cauie up and 
assed her, ‘The tinish was quite’ close, only three seconds dit- 
erence betwoen Besse al Muriel, 
The citboats ran in quickly; Fancy, Peri, Psyché and Mirage 

making a bot race in each cluss. Followimy ig the summary :— 
FIRST CLASS. 

Actual Corrected Actual Corrected 
Time. Time. ‘Time. Time, 

Name, H, M3, H.M.8. | Name. H)M.5. Tl. M. 8. 
Nomad, 2 40 14 2 38 37 | Bessic.... % 46 bl 2 44. 05 
Fanchon. 2 42 16 2 37 40 | Bessie (at 4 leogih) ® BS 40 
Muriel,,. 2 44 43 = 20 

SECOND GLASS, 

Peri... ..1 We 3 2 OT OT | Rita...... Drew out. 
Fancy... 2 47 58 2 OO 05 |} Josie,.... Drew out. 
Ibis.....,1 48 2 2 ot 85 

THIRD GLASS. 
Mirage,. 2 19 44 2 08 28 | Josephine? 82 17 2 20 O1 
Psyche .. 3% 21 08 2 00 47 | Bluebell. 2 44 29 2 88 Bt 

Nomad, Periand Mirage take the pennants; Muriel, Peri and 
Mirage tuke the tirst prizes, and Funchon, Payché and Warney the 
second prizes, while the Commodore's Cup goes to Muriel. Nomad 
tame round the Cape especially to race, und did well; assoon us 
the breeze sprang up she seemed to readily outsail her competi- 
tors. 
The judges were Messrs, Jos, G. Minot, Geo. 8. Inches and John 

A, Jetfries, aboard the Clochette, of the Eustern und Boyerly 
clubs. CLEew GARNI. 

$$$ so a 

NATIONAL YACHTING ASSOCIATION, 

Bilitor Forest aad Stream :— 
At 4 mesting of the Committees appointed by the Yachting 

Convention, held in the St, Denis Hotel, for the purpose of ton— 
tinuing the formation of the National Yachting Association of 
the United States, the ballots from the cliibs naw interested, 
twelye in number, received for the selection of sn Executlye 
Cominittee. of twelve, were opened with the following unani- 
mous election : Kor one year—A. J. Prime, Yonkers Yacht Chib; 
R. V.Freemgn, Hudson River Yacht Club; Henry Woods, Ni- 
tional Yacht Club: A. L. Kreymeyer, Pavonia Yacht Club, For 
two _years—A. J. Beach, Empire Yacht Clb; John Frick, Cohim- 
bia Yacht Club; C. P. Kunhardt, Hoffalo Yacht Club; G. W. Bur 
nell, Oshkosh Yacht Club, Wor three years—W. H, Dilworth, 

' New Jersey Yacht Club; D. Hall Rice, Salem Bay Yacht Club; 
| Robert Austin, Quaker City Yacht Clit; H, P. Griswold, Olicaugo 

Yacht Club. Notices of meeting of the abova Axecutiye Com- 
mittee will be ise, and thainterests of the Natlonal Yachting 
Assuclation invmadiitely proceeded with. 
New Fork, Ptihy Math. Jonn Ware, Secretary, 
Se 

THE CANOK CONGRESS. 

dito Eyrest dul Sican.— 

Mr. G. F. Gardener, of Now York, reached Caldwell, Lake 
George, July 1th, tnd has, at the request ot N. H. Bishop, taken 
charge of the camping grounds wiered for the use of the Canoe 
Congress by Messrs. Grosby of Crosliyside, Seelye ot Fort George 
Hotel, and Dr. William Adyméon, President off the Lake George 
Revatta Assochition, Hay. C. A. Cressy left Lisbon, N. H,, re- 
cently in company with Judve B-—, to cruiae in canoes to Lake 
George. Robert Tyson, stonferaphia reporter to the Queen's 
Bench, leaves Toronto, Lake Ontario, m a Tew days with a num- 
ber of Cariadians 10 erujse to Luke George, virt Ontario, St. Law- 
rence, Richelien ani Lalre Champlain waters. Many names of 
persons who expect to be present huve been gent in to Com. 
Chase and Mr. Bishop, and itis hoped the Conyention of canoe- 
ists will be a success. Canoeists desiring to obtain information 
as to cheap rates of trtvel from New York and Albany to Glen's 
Falls, should address Gom, Charles EH, Chase, room No, 19, Tribune 
Building, New York, at their first convenience. Messrs. Lewis & 
Co. will haul canoes and canoeists from Glen's Palls, the railroad 
terminus, to Caldwell, at reduwed rates. At Ticonderoga, Lake 
Champlain, atthe Luke George outlet, Mr, Lewis Abur will lanl 
canoes over the portage between the two lakes for twenty-five 
cents each, distance one und three-juarters ules. Mr, Rushton 
will be present with several of his tine danoes at an early day. 
Mr. Shedd, of Springfield, Mass,, will bo present with one of the 
newly “invented"’ Racine cunoes. The bere auoda for 
camoeists fra about one mile trom the villase of Caldwell, aud 
are on the east side of the lake, near its hend. B. 
9 

THE LARGEST CLUB, 

Tidlitor Dorest and Strearn, — , 
There seems to be some doubt as to what chil really ia the larg- 

estin the country. Th your journal Tftind the New York Yacht: 
Club credited with eighty-tive sail, the Beverly with Gig hty-three 
and ihe Wastern with seventy-two. You say the Rovers takos 
fhe lead in point of numbers, but your own figuees would seem 
to conteadict the siatement. I make the order as folinws;: First, 
New York ¥Y..C.; second, Beverly; third, Boston; fourth, Dust- 
ern; ditth, Dorchester; sixih, Seawanhaka; seventh, Atlantic. 
The Boston Y- C. has now, I believe, about eighty sail, the Dor- 
chester Y_ €, something like seventy. This, 80 far as mere num— 
bersare concerned, Butthe N.Y. Y. C, limita the tonnage of its 
yachts to ten tons and over, consequently exeludes the “small 
try “which forms so large a component purt of the feets of most 
other clubs. Were this limit remoyed—something which T by no 
means counsel=the squadron of the N. Y. ¥. G. would min far 
above a hundred sail, In toonawe it isof course much ahead of 
any, the Hustern being the only club which at all approaches ‘ 

sterile 

Our covrespondent isright in the orderin which he places the 

clubs. Tue paragraph concerning the Keyerly ¥.C. was written 

bofore the regeipt of this year’s club book of the N.Y. Y. CG. We 
May bere add that all clubs exhibit a very marked inérease in 

their fleets for the current year, due unquestionably to the revent 

prosperity in business as wellas the rapid popularization of the 

sport, many new Owners hoisting colors forthe frst time whe bue 
a year avo shunned the sea as they would a pestilence. 
tt 

A CHANCE 'TO TRY, 

} New Yor, July 1610, 
Aditor Forest and Stream := 

Lsee by this week's paper that the owner of the “ Viking” (keal 
sluop, soft. mean tengthi, of Boston, “announces himpelt ready 
to sil hiskeel ayaiist iny center-board which has a mind to try 
him on.” Tt he will toake his sloop fast to his keel, and being 
both around to Newport when the A. Y, Cis there on the apnual 
érnise, Tlenow ofp center-bourd sloop called the Wlephant that 
will take the starch out of him forfun or money. T haye allalong 
refrained from taking part in the kael vs. center-hoard contro- 
versy becuse mere Seat le cannot convinue either partisans, 
but [think a vaceé of this kind would go far to settle some of the 
points at issue. OAPDATN. 
We are not aware that the owner of the Vileing hug issued « for- 

mal challenge, thonsh he wis reported as willing to sail center 
boards on eyen terms. 

ARRLYED.—The two new steam yachts, Oorsair and Shranyer, al- 
ready described in these columns, arrived trom the Delaware 
July isth. They jeft Philadelphin at 4:30 pwa., July Ith, and 
stenmicd down to the breukwiter, where they anchored for ihe 
night, The Corsair had her owner, Mr. U. J. Osborn, on board, 
besides her captain, James McKee, chief engineer John Harris and 
acrew. The stranyer tlso had her owner, Mr, George Osgood, 
formerly of the Mleebhwing schooner, on board, with «a serdteh 
orew. Ato aa, July 18th, they gon under way, und reached the 
Narrows bere about om. Te is sald that they logged i knots 
at sen, equal to about 1) miles. On the irial trip they are 
reported us having renchéd higher speed. ‘These streamers 
aru sister ships, 144fo. long, S46. baamy Lift. deep, and of 1970 
horse power, High age cylinder 24in. and low pressure 
4tin. by 24in. stroke, Two boilers, 11ft. dinm., ft. Jong. Bun 
evs hold 44 tons: constimption over 10 tons a day at full speed, 
Propeller 11ft. diam. and 13ft. piteh. Water tanks told 2,000 gals, 
‘The cabins of course upholstered and finished In the richestand 
Most lavish manner with all the livest improvements for lighting, 
heating and communication, May these yachts not turn out 
White elephants on thelr owners’ hands? 

Nur SHELLS AT SHA—The little 15ft. hoat, Little Western, now 
muking the passage to Burope with two hands, was spoken in 
inid ocenn by The German steamship Veoh, July 10th, in latitude 
Atdegs. htm. N.; longitude s2degs. 88m. W. The dory, it will be 
remembered, left Gloucuster, Mass., June tWth, on her perilous 
voyiue. She reported well and comfortable. 

THE SAD FATE OF MONTE, 

HIS story comes under the head of * Froth” ina 
contemporary + 

There was uo better behaved dog in the entire 
State of Illinois than Ballard’s ‘'Monte,” He was 
young, handsome, intelligent, educated, and of good 
moral habits. He was a high-bred setter, with long, 
soft hair, dark brown in colov and tawny under the 
throat. His eyes were soft and melting. in their ex- 
pression, his silken ears had the patrician droop, and 
his aristocratic tail was eloquent in its expression of 
joy and alfection, and rigid as an axe-handle when its 
owner came to a point. As for his nose—there never 
was such a nose hung to a dog before. He could scent 
a ijuail across a forty-aere field, and could retrieve any- 
thing except his reputation in the latter part of his ca~ 
reer. When Ballard was neryous or fustered, and 
missed good shots, Monts cheerfully came up to be 
licked with the vamrod, magnanimously taking all the 
blame on himself; but, when anybody else of the party 
missed a fair shot, Monte made no attempt to conceal 
his contemplizous disgust. On these occasions he usu- 
ally relieved his niind by licking the other dog. 
Monte bad a bright future before him, But, alas! in 

an eyil hour, he tasted his first glass of beer, and {rom 
that moment was a ruined dog. The way of it was 
this: It was a hot day in August, and Ballard and his 
friend had been hunting over the fiery stubble for hours, 
No water was to be had, though a keg of beer was in 
the wagon. Monte was nearly gone up. His tongue 
hung out a foot or more, and his palpitating sides im- 
dicated speedy dissolution, Ballard, unable to obtain 
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water, gaye him a quart of beer, which he lapped up 
with satisfaction and demanded more. He was piven a 
pint more. Considerably refreshed, the hunt was re- 
sumed ; but Monte behaved strangely. He dashed about 
in 4 reckless manner, and tumbled headlong over fences. 
He barked in a maudlin, incoherent way, and quar- 
relled without cause with Smith's dog. He seemed to 
have lost the control of his nose, and would run over 
a covey of grouse, and a moment after come to a dead 
point on a field mouse or a grasshopper. It was pain- 
fully evident that Monte was drunk—drunkasa fiddler. 
The next morning Monte got up with a raging head- 

ache. He felt bad. His hair pulled. But he seems ta 
have heard of the drunkard’s axiom, “The hair of the 
dog is good for the bite,” and he accordingly followed 
Ballard down town, and ‘‘rung in” on him while he 
was taking his matutinal whiskey and tansy. Ballard 
stood treat, and Monte “histed in” a glass of old 
stock ale. Several loafers thought it was funny to see 
a dog making a beast of himself, so they invited poor 
Monte to take another and another, until the upshot 
of it was he went home that night drunker than eyér. 
It got noised around town that Monte liked beer, and 
everybody began to invite him, The consequence was 
that he became a sot. 
Monte made frequent efforts to reform, but dog-flesh 

is weak. His good master, becoming alarmed, served 

notice on all the whiskey shops not to lef Monte have 
anything ; but all te no purpose. He found means to 
yet drunk every day. Beer got too weak for him, and 
he took to whiskey. Finally the end came. After an 
unusually protracted debauch, Monte began fo see 
things. He would bristle up at the imaginary dogs, 
and then shrink in the most abject terror from some 
imaginary assailant. Then he would come to a dead 
point on nothing, and again he would hustle imagin- 
ary cats aboul the yard, and, getting them in a corner, 
bark for hours at vacancy. He couldn’t sleep; he 
couldn't eat; he couldn't do anything sensibly, and 
finally died as the fool dieth—of jim-jams. We buried 
him under an apple tree, with a headboard bearing the 
following inscription :— 

SACRED TO THE MEMORY OF 
“MONTE,” 

Only Dog of A. C. Ballard, 
Who, (the Dog) Died Dec, 12th, 1858, 

OF TYPHOID PNEUMONIA, 
Superinduced by Overwork and Mental Anxiety. 

“GONE, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN.” 
We couldn't find it in our hearts to say that so good a 

dog had died of delirium tremens. 

Hunting THe Wiip Goat.—The residents in the 

neighborhood of Lexingion avenue and Sixty-ninth 
street within the last few days complained to Capt. Gun- 
ner, of the Twenty-eighth precinct, thab enormous num- 
bers of goats rendered that region unsavory, especially in 
the hot weather. Every circus bill in the district had 
been devoured, and a legion of fierce-bearded, frisky cap- 
ricornians were devastating the garbage bins and gutters. 
In their petition to the police the suppliant taxpayers de- 
clared that even the paving stones were in danger and 
asphalt pavement was aluxury. Capt, Gunner, thus ap- 
pealed to, fitted up a large truck, which he yesterday put 
in charge of Roundsmen Chun and Dalbec with ten pat- 
rolmen in uniform, They were sent out at 3 o'clock 
in the morning with instructions to capture all the billy 

i goats which roamed among the rocks and sported in 
back alleys. For ten hours the hunters continued their 
work, followed about by a crowd of scolding women, 
who every now and then rushed from the surrounding 
shanties to protect their ill-smelling pets. By 12 
o'clock forty-one goats had been captured, two patrol- 
men had recieved black eyes, four had their coats torn, 
one was relieved from any desire to be seated for a week 
or sv, and the entire neighborhood had been turned up- 
side down. The noisy. odurous and rebellious load was 
taken to the city pound and there placed beyond the 
reach of fence bills and ash barrels, It is preposed to 
continue the raid when yolunteers can be procured, 

Miscellaneous, 

KEEPS Shirts, the Best. 
KEEP'S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
KEBP’S PAT. PARTLY-MAD® SHIRTS, easily 

finished. 
KEEP'S KID GLOVES, none better, 
KEBP'’S UNDERWEAR, the best, 
KBEP'S UMBRELLAS, the strongest, 
KENP'S JEWHLRY, rolled gold plate. 
KEDP'S NECK WBHAR, latest novelties. 
KEEP’S BEST CUSTOM SHIRTS, made to meas- 

ure, 6 for $10, 
KEEP'S PAT. PARTLY-MADESHIRTS,6 for $7. 
EBEP’S GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND SLEEVE 
BUTTON, free with every half dozen of 
KEEBP'S SHIRTS. 

TEEEP'S SHIRTS delivered free in any part of 
the Union, at IKEEP’S risk. 

KEEP’S GOODS ALWAYS THH BEST AND 

CHEAPEST. 

Money refunded for gouds not satisfactory. 

Samples and circulars free to any address, 

No. 

1-0, GRILSE, . : . 

1, SEA TROUT, - : . : 

2, MAINE TROUT, - in a 

8, BROOK TROUT, large, —- : 

4, BROOK TROUT, medinm, - 

5, BROOK TROUT, small, - - 

The Celebrated “Abbey 
2-0, SALMON SIZE, «= 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
631, 633, 635, and 637 RBOADWAY, N. Y. 

\ALESMAN—Sixteen years in prominent 
wholesale gun houses, wishes position as tray- 

eling or local salesman, or bookkeeper, Thor- 
oughly posted, good salesman, well known, best 
of references; or, big chance for hardware 
houses wishing to go into gun, fishing tackle i 

SY 

: = y 2 2 

See ¢ s os 
and sporting goods, Can manufacture some of 
the last two to advantage. Address Gun, P. 0. 
Box 2838, St. Louis, Mo. Julyr2,1t 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

Rough Glass Ball 
AND HIS PATENT 

GLASS BALL TRAP 
For Wing practice. They 
can be had from all gun 
dealers, Headquarters 
forGlass Ballsand Traps, 
AGNEW & Co,, 153 First 
Avy., Pittsburgh, Pa.; A. 
li. BOGARDUS, No 158 
Soucn Clark street, Chic- 
ago. Send for Price List 
For Traps—Har¢ & Sloan, 
Newark, N.J. 

“Field, Coyer and I'rap 
Shooting,” the only ook 
ever publisnrd by 9 mar- 
ket hunter, can pe had at 

the above address. Prico $2. 
Barrels, 10 bore, 
Twist Barrels, 10 

Now is the Time to Order 

TENTS,AWNINGS AND FLAGS. 
Tonding, 

Wo take 

atsmp for Wvstrated 

Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists 
and Photographers, also for Camp Meetings. 
Fancy Tents tor families made to order. Awn- 
ings of all kinds for Dwellings, Bouts, etc.; also 
Yacht and Boat Sails. Flags and Banners of all 
kinds made to order, All work done in best man- 

and at very low figures. Send for illustrated 
faroular, * Address 8. HEMMENWAY, over Wall 
treet ferry-house, South street, New. York. 

Dee RIES. TO EXCHANGE, — 
Willexchange anearly bran new Tyrr- 

WRtreR, in perfect condition, usad but about 
four weeks, und cost $125 cash, for its equiya- 
Jent in fine hunting-boat (folding canvas, or 
Bond iron sectional boat preferred and ily-rod, 

ov other sportsmen’s equipments, H, B, RONEY, 
Hast Suginaw, Mich, July 

* 
‘ 

Horsman’s Archery 
Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 

fon. Sfatrice Thompson, Father of Archery in this country 5 
WULTL Thompson, Ks7., Champion Archer of the United States, 
Iienry ©. Carver, Esq., Pres'tof the Nations! Archery Association, 
a. S, Brownell, Esg., President of the Eastern Archery Association | 

atid other leading Arcliers. 
Special attention fa called to HoRsman’s SPanise Yew-BackED 

Bows and footed peacock feathered Arrows, 
Send stamp for liluatrated Catalogue of Archery & Layn Tennis, 

E. l. HORSMAN, 
30 & 82 William Street, 
(e" Sole Agent for Brownell’s Archery Score 
Hook and Score Cards 

NEW CHAMPION 

SHOT GUN. 
Rotai! Price. — Plain Barrels, 12 boro, $14.00; Plain 

15,00; Twist Barroln, 12 bore, $17.00 
0, $18.00. 

guns bre Nickel Plated, This gun possesses many advant 
single breech-loading gum 
nide-snap action With & aafety attachment, hy moana of which it can bo 
opened only whon the gun is at half-cook, thus pease, perfect safoty In 

0 ideas 
being allowed to Jonve the factory until {t haw beon thoroughly inapoulod 

oat ploasure In offering this pun to ate 
way jt fa the best meter Single Broeob-Loader yet produced, Send 

jatalo 
Wiress JOHN P. LOY. 

es Athery, 
PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES, 

In Shootings Fovver 

The Raow-Hide Backed Bows have no 

Bows sent C. 0. D. on trial when 25 per cent, 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be returned, and money will be 
refunded, except expregs charges, 
Tiiustrated circulars sent tree. 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 12+ and 126 Worth street, New York, * of this paper, 

LIGHT, 

Fishing Punts, 
New York. ~ 

J 
ces REASONABLE. 
lars, with prices and terms. 

The frame and trimmings of all thoi 

‘lias ‘et produced in thiscountry. ft is patent 

mad materiale used are first-class; no pub 

the public, atid foo! oafe ta 

ie of Guns, Riles, Revolyors, and Bkates. 
& BONS, Gun Denlors, Boston, Mass 

Will Gook 

12x12x20 INCHES, Superior, 

HODGMAN & 
426 BROADWAY AND 27 MAIDEN LANE, NEW 

H. L. DUNCKLEE’S PATENT 

Camping and Mining Stove. 
UST the thing for people camping out 
for a short or long time. FOUR S1ZHs; pri- 

Send for descriptive circu- 

NO. 1-CAMP PACKED. 
Madefand sold by TAUNTON IRON WORKS 

CO., 87 Blackstone street, Boston, Mass. 

ED 

Reel.”’ 

ee ee 

arab te 

GENUINE WITHOUT THE NA VE OF 

in Fishing Tackle. ABBEY & IMBRIE 
STAMPED ON THE DISC. 

or sale by all First-Class Dealers ~* Pee 
NONE 

C0., 
YORK, 

ARE OFFERING THE LARGEST STOCK OF 

HUBBER FISHING QUTEITS,. 
COMPRISING 

FISHING PANTS, 
FISHING BOOTS, 

BLANKETS, 
BLACK, WHITE O TAN COLOR COATS 

AND COMPLETE r 

RUBBER SPORTING OUTFITS, 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.1 Send for Catalogue, 

LA SEER ee 

Sov Syle. 

FOR SALE, 
4m Harthiy Paradise. 

PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. 
Address BOX 97, CAMBRIDGE, Md. mayi3,ém 
eer ee SET CUE NCL 

ENUINE INDIAN MOCASSINS.— 
Mailed tree for $2. Also 2 number of 

handsomé specimeris of yarious kinds from Yel- 
lowstone Park for $3. EB, A. SVYRICKLAND, 

Junez4-tt Blackfoot, Oneida Co., [Idaho Ter. 

V ISH TO PXOHANGE A LARGE EAGLE 
Tor a canoe; cunyas preferred. Addvess 

A. KRAMER, Merguson Station, Ky. 9 July22.1b 

Ghe Kennel. 

‘suosio8g Z| 104 i Passe. BRACES PURE BRED SETTERS.—One 
ot doves, worked on partyidge and snipe last 

for cost of breaking, or exchange, having no place 
to keep ihem, for Win i 
1878, and Express short maguzine. For pedigree 
and any other information, apply to M. 8. 
MOORE, M. D., 
N. Y. 

‘r rifles, model of 

P, O, Lock Box 2, Fredonia. 
July22,5t 

RS SS ESSE ENC 

N THE STUD.—Arlington, the hand- 
somest red setter in America, won first at 

Boston und St. Louis in 1879. Wull p2digree, 
broken on all game. TWITCHCOCK & HELL- 
YAR, Warren, Mass. ; July22,1t 

AISY-RANGER Il. WHELPS, — 
Duisy, out of Belle, and half sister to Don- 

ner’s Bessie, winner at L. 1.3 by Culhoon’s Sam, 
an excellentdtield dog ; whelped, June 10th, seven, 
three dogs and four bitehes, to Kanger IL; four 
elonr whith, three with orange spots; fine Held 

JOHN WHITE, 
Bridgeport, Conn 

‘SGI s8 ‘LHDIGM 

stoele. For sale; apply to 
Ty22-3t : 

TFLE AND SHOT GUN—Want to purchase 
a good breech-loader, one barrel rifle and one 

for shot. Address, with particulars, W., 

OR SALE,—A fine Irish water spaniel 
dog of the purest strain, one year old, price 

310, For pedigree and other information, ud- 

season; one ol gyps, partly bosue proken, for sale 

Office | dress! P. WIER, No, 48 Dweltth street, Ciuein- 
Julyea,ty - nati, Ohio, Jyae1h 
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Rach ei 3 ' 

‘The Bennet. 

IN THE #sTUD. 
The imported lemon Belton pureLayerack setter, 

¢ - omar 
‘A LDERSHOTT,” 

For particulars, address 
ERDMAN A. HERZBERG, 

1464 Pacific street, 
Brooklyn, L, 1. 

Post office address, BOX 2910, New York City. 
a 
west ED to exchange a four year old 

Y  trdined pointer deg, tor a weil bred setter 
Apply BOs: 

ye2-at. 
dog pup over six weeks old. 
P_O., Philadelphia. 
ey 
P URE ENGLISH MASTIFF PUPS.— 

Pure English mastif! pups, from prize dogs, 
for sale cheap. N. BOGUE, 
Jy22-1t Batavia, Genesee County, N. Y 

BAGLE PUPS—One fine dog pup, three and 
one-half months old, by “* Vietor” (Imp. 

Rattler, Imp, Blue Bell) from **Venus;” $10, 
Pour beatiful biteh pups, six weeks old, from 
“ Lucy.’ by “ Victor;” tull pedigree: $10. Dog 
and bitch pups from “* Bunnie,” by ** Vietor:” 
reudy to deliver August 15th, 310, Also fine two 
year old foxhound bitch; $10. Ten weeks old 
Yoxhound pup: $6, Safe delivery warranted and 
satisfactory retere:ce given. Address N. EL- 
MORK, Granby, Conn. J 

POR SA.E—Pour red Trish setter pups. Hight 
weeks old. By Champion Eleho out of my 

Irish red setter Elsie; pedizree, price, ete, Ad- 
dress THOMAS P. MONTGOMERY, 7 South 
Third street. Harrisburg, Pa. July22,1t 

fr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD, BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C, 
begs to Inform Ladies and Gentlemen in America 

that he purchases and sends out dogs of any de- 

sived breed, tit for the highest competition. 

N. B.-A had dug never left the Doetor’s Ken- 

nels. decis tf, 

FOR SALE, 
When six wteks old, two dog and two hitch 
pointer puppies. hy Mr. Edmund Orgill’s Cham- 
pion Rush, ont of my Champion Dutchess, 
whelped.July4d, lemon and white, all very strong 
and hundsome. Price $50—dog or bitch. 

——ALSs0—- 
TWO BITCHES—* MAXIM” AND “ CHARM.” 
Same sireaund dam, one year old, very handsome 
and perfect in every way: will be capital work- 
ers. Ireserved them for my own use, but find 
IT tave more doys than T can handle, and will part 
withthem. Price $75 each, or $125 for the pair. 
GEO, VAN WAGENEN, 712 West street, New 
York City, N. ¥. Julylh.tt 

MANCE, 
SCRATCH HS. 
GLOVER'S IMPERIAL MANGE CURB1s war- 

For 80k. 
no equal. H. GLOVER, 

Sole prop't'r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N. J. 
Avents: Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, 65 Fulton 

st. N. ¥.; Jonn P. Loyell & Sons, Dock Square, 
Boston; Jos. C. Grubb & Co., 712 Market st., 
Phila.; F. P. Taylor, 72 Hast Madison st., Chicago; 
Crookes, Hilder & Co., 604 North Fourth st., St. 
touis, Price, a) cents. 

div | i) will buy a pure Trish setter bitch ten 
i months old, containing blood of Plunket 
and Rory O'Moure. Address EB. J. ROBBINS, 
Wethersfield, Conn. July 1 tf. 

a 
POR SALE—Two pointer dogs, well broken, 

food pedigree, and price cheap. Address 
N. R. BAKER, Topeka, Kansas. Julys3t 

Heversink Lodge Kennels 
Vhe following celebrated Dogs are in 

the stud, 
DOGS! 

8t Bernard dog “Marco”; rough coated, two 
vears old; 2 magniticent animal—Rev. J. Cum- 
ming Macdona'’s stock—secoud prizes Hanover 
Show and Rochester, 
New Foundland doy * Keeper’; four years old: 

ivst prize Westminster Kennel Show, 1879. 
Pointer dog, * Croxteth’; liver and white; one 

and a half years old; cut of Lord Sefton's re- 
nowned stock—ore ofthe bundsomest pointers 
fe the United States. Secund prize in the Han- 
over Internationul Show. 

Blue Kelton setter, “ Decimal Dush,” eighteen 
months, old; sired by Llewellyn's celebrated 
ee —4 ayniticent stud dog—never exhib- 

Irish setter, ‘Rover IT’; pure red ; son of Mac- 
aona’s champion “Rover.” Never exhibited, 
English setter, “ Ranger 11; a pure bred Lay- 

eruck, son of Mucdona’s celebrated “ Ranger." 
His get won firstut Hunoyerand Paris shows, and 
secoud at Puppy Stakesin Eastern Field Trials 
S79. 
Stud fee, $25.00. 

or Sale. 
The get of the following thoroughbred 

Etitches. 
St. Bernard ‘“Brauntels,” rouzh coated, out of 

Prince Solm’s celebrated stock; a magnificent 
bitch, in whelp to “Marco,” Ist prizes in Han- 
ever and Rochester show. 
Fointer * Queen,” liverand white, IstWestmin- 

ser Kennel Siow 1878, in whelp to“ Croxteth. 
Gordon seticreauty," Ist Boston Show 1878, 

Bid New York Show 1478. 
Pointer “Dora"—tiver and white, out of 
Queen” and * Saneno.” 
Blues Belton setter* Silk? 
Trish Sether* ova” out of Col. Hilliard’: 

“Palmerston,” in whelp to “Reyer U1, 
English Setter‘ Donna,” white and lemon. 
Pups Gan.be secured by an arly application. 

Besides Totfer forsale pointers and setters of 
minor quality, butof good thoroughbred stock; 
full pedivress. Also, several puppies of cham- 
pion “ Qucen,” by champion “ Sensation.” 
Having cnzaeted the services of Macdona’s _ 

fowned ficld trial breaker Lam prepared to bodk 
orders for thoroughly broken dose, deliverable, 
autumn, 1880. Particulars will be furnished op 
pplication to A. E. GODEFFROY, ‘ 

Guymard, Orauge Co., N. ¥: 

The Rennel. 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

oughly Field Broken. 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and judgment. 
Dogs have daily aceess to salt 

wuter, 
N. B—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; tlso, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
prees, Address H. C.;GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

OR SALH—Three handsome red Irish setter 
pups, eight? weeks old, large, s:rong and 

healthy, out of Nora, she by champion York x 
Belle; and one braee of handsome Llewellyn 
pups out of Belle, she by Pride of the Border x 
Kirby and Warwick, both parents being thor- 
oughly broken and prize winners. Prices reasou- 
able. Bor particulars and full pedigrees, in- 
guire of the CONESTOGA KENNEL, 582 East 
Orange street, Lancaster, Pa. Juneli,tf 

EDiGREES,.—For samples and prices 
send two three cent stamps to M, VON 

CULIN. (See above.) June2stt. 

ORY O’MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
Rory O’ More in the stud. The handsomest, 

as well as one of the best field and best bred red 
Irish dogs in the United States. Winner of first 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York 
1879; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner o. 
the gold necklace at New York, 1880, For sale, 
thoroughbred pups. Address W. N. CALLEN- 
DHR, Albany, N. Y. Junez4, tf 

LACHINE KENN LS. 
I HAVE moved my kenne) of cockers to 

the vicinity of New York, Willhaveno pups 
before October. Cora, Flirt, Madcap, all to be 
bred to Bijou, this week, June 2]st. 
GHO. D. MACDOUGALL, P. 0, Drawer 4342, 
Junez-tt. New York, 

FE. B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom Honse and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALD STRELT, NEW FORE. 

R CEIVES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Fowls, ete, to any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportsmen and others, intending to import 
dogs trom Euro e, should have their stock con- 
signed to him. Intormation furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete. 

URE IRISH SETTERS for sale, very 
eheap—Champion Elcho, Plunket and Rory 

O’More stock, comprising a litter of puppies six 
weeks old, two bitches nine months old, and one 
broken dog one year old. Address E. J. ROB- 
BINS, Wethersfield, Conn. May 20-tt 

JINE LODGE KENNELS,—I am pre- 
paved to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies seven months’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has ali the natural instincts. Refer— 
ences on application. Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I ss 29 the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. <A. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County. Seay 

Jat 2, 

Rake oe 

junes.tf 

ANTED—One or two dogs to train 
for Field Trials. M. YON CULIN, Del- 

ware City,Del. Junezitt. 

K 9 KENNELS. 
QPREAKING, breeding, boarding. Large 

stream on the plave, and daily access. Best 
feed and care, Terms easy. Inclosestamp. 
By mail—K 9 Mange Cure, 50c.; K9 Worm Pow- 

ders, 50c.; K 9 Plea Powders, i0c,; K 9 Soap, 25c, 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del. Address 

E. & C. YON CULIN, 
Dover, Del. P.O, Box 218, 

MICKE'S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer. 

For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each. 

Wholesale Agents — Charles L, Ritzman, 944, 
Broadway, N. Y.; Bruen & Hobart, 14 Fulton 
Street, N. ¥.; Smith, Kline & Co.,309 N. Third 
Street Phila.; Finley & Thompson, 85 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.: Trimble & Eleibacker, Baltimore. 
Cure or Destroyer sent by mail on receipt of 

25c., to L. A. MICKE, Easton, Pa. 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs, 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 
His POWDER is guaranteed to kill 

ficas on dogs or any other unimals, or mone 
returned. It is put up in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use, Simple and eflicucians, 

Price 50 cents by mail, Postpaid. 

ARECA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
_ A CERTATN REMEDY, 

Put wp in boxes containing ten powders, with 
full directions tor use. 

Price 60 cents per Box by mail, 

Both the above are recommended by Rop anv 
Gon and FOREST AND SrTReAM. 

CONRGY. BISSET & MALLESON, 
65 Fulton Street, N. ¥. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
1 Cortlandt Street, iN. Yy oot 2 

ON ——————————eeeeEEyEeE~y—————E————eEe 

The Kennel. 

Cathery’s Dog Soap, 
PRIZE’MEDAL. 

C, CATHERY, - « - LONDON, 

FOR WASHING ALL KIMMS OF HOGS 
Will destroy Ficas, cleanse the skin and hair 

from Seurt and Smells, making the Coat fine 
and glossy, without giving cold or doing the 
least harm to the animal, and sufely and etfec- 
tively curejthe Mange, 

PRICES, 50 CEN'’s. 
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS, 

Wholesale Agents, 

McKESSON & ROBBINS, - 
NEW YORK, 

Sample Cake sent on receipt of 40 cents. 
July 8-18t. 

HPLEAS! 
SE DR. AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 
asafe and efficacious remedy and preyen- 

tive for fleas and all eruptions of the skin pro- 
duced by them. It cleanses the huir of all im- 
purities, purges it of all disagreeahle odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
erties. Itis impossible for fleas to live where it 
ig used. Price, 25 cents per cake. For sale by all 
druggists. Wholesale depot, 164 Lincoln street 
Boston. Dr, Watts offers for sule the largest 
assortment In America of dogs of all breeds. All 
diseases of dogs skillfully treated. Medicines 
with full instruction, sent toany address upon 
receiptof one dollar, The fact that Dr. Watts 
has for four consecutive years neld by appoint 
ment the posi‘ion of Special Officer of the City 
of Boston to have charge of unlicensed dogs, is 
sufliicient guarantee of reliability. All commi- 
nications and orders will receive paeare apten- 

AL, WATTS, tion. Address Di 
Mar 25-tf 164 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass. 

" 

RARE CHANCE.—For sale, English 
setters: Don, a splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brother to Chamipion France, 
but superior every way, $50; Moil,a very benuti- 
ful biteh, orange white, black points, two first 
prizes, $75; Dick, a very fine dog, orange white 
black points; Kusa LIL., orange white ticked, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
I ever shot over, Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelve months old, very fine, full of hunt, 
$20 each; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Layerack combined. Bob, black, white and 
bine ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months old, out of Rusa IJ. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July ist. They cannot be beaten for looks and 
natural fleld qualities. ‘This isa chance you cano- 
not atford to lose if you want tine stock for very 
little money, Address ASA L. SH OOD, 
Skaneateles, N. Y. Juneszstf, 

St. BERNARDS FOR SALE.—The un- 
dersigned wishing to reduce bis kennel, offers 

for sale several magnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogsand bitches, carefully selected from 
the best European strains. To be sold for no 
fault. For prices, pedigrees, ete,, address. 

‘Le ROY Z. COLLINS, 
Sept 18-1£ Lancaster, Mass., U.S. A. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 

*ROUSH.” 
“In the Stud,” 

Rush is lemon and white, and winner at New 
York. Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Lotiis- 
ville Shows. He is an excellent tield dog; tine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch. For full partic- 
ulars, pedigree and field qualities address 

LDMUND ORGILL, 
1,086 Dean street, Brook iyi N.Y. 

Fee $25. an.22-L!. 

ST 

ss RED BETTER PUPS.—Capt. T. 5. 
Trench, of Ireland, offers for sale three splen- 

did pups six months old the lith of June, 1880. 
These pups took the first prize in Dublin, in 
May, 1680, and are considered to be second to 
none of their kind, For price, pedigree, etc., 
apply to C. S. TRENCH, Chuld Depot, Va. 

Julyl,2mos 
A 

RAIN YOUR OWN DOGS, in the most artis- 
tic manner. For informanon send two three 

cent stamps to M. VON CULIN, Delaware City, 
Del. July str 

S5 BERNARD'S.—For sale a litter of yery 
handsome smooth-coated St, Bernard pup- 

pies, whelped June 8th, 1880. Parents bred trom 
the finest Switzerland stock. Color, yellow und 
white; dew claws, eto. Guaranteed as repre- 
sented, or money refunded. Pedigrees sent. 
Price, if taken at six weeks, only $30 each. J. R 
SCHUYLER, Bloomsburgh, Pa. Julylat 

LEN —H, and T.; by Colton’s Dash ex Mul- 
len's Belle, The aboye doz, winner of first 

in brace stalces of the Eastern Field Trials; will 
be allowed to serve a lew bitches of approved 
form and blodd. Stud fee $25, and $2 for 
groom, Address 

H. FF. ATEN, M_D., 
84 Hanson place, 

Brooklyn,N Y. 
ce es a 

MoE PLEASANT KENNEL—FOK SALE— 
Seven pointer dog pups, color black; dam, 

Black Rena, winner of first on the bench in New 
York, in 1878; sire, Black Tom; full pedigree on 
both sides. A rure chance fora good dog. OC. EB. 
BROWNELL, P. O, Hox 350, New Jae ee 

iy 

She Hennel. 

THE BLOW STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 

M. P. MckKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. 00.,N. Y. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains. 
I sell only young stock. I guarantee sati= 

faction and sate delivery to every customer. 
These beautiful and intelligent does cannot be 
beaten for ruffed grouse and woodcock shooting 
and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stamp 
Alt get printed pedigrees. circulars, testime- 
nials ete. 

OR SALE,—fFive thoroughly broken 
_,_ field dogs, one pointer and foursetters. I 

will sell each and all without reserve. Sportsmen 
in want of good business, field dogs cun secure # 
bargain by applying at onde. Price and pedi- 
gree furnished on application. CHAS. fF. KENT, 
July 15-tf, Binghamton, N.Y. 

Sportsmen's Routes. 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULE, taking: effect March Mth, 1880.—Leave 

HUNTER’S P'Y (Flatbush Aye., B’klyn, 6 min. 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8.35. 4.M., 8.35, 4.85, 5.35 p.m. Sundays, 

9 A.M, 
Col. P’t& Whitestone, 7.35, 8.45, 10, 11,85 A.at., 

2.85) 3.35, 4.35, 5, 5.85, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9.15, 10.45 Pon, 
12.15 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 a.M., 1.35, 5.45, 7, 10 P.M. 
Flushing, 6.38C, 7.35, 8.44, 10., 11.35 a.m., 2.36, 3.35, 

4.35, 5, 5.35, 6, 6.35, 7, 7.35, 9.15 10.45 PoM., 18.15 night, 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 A.M., 1.85, 3, 6.35, 7, 10 Poa. 

Far ele 8.35, 1] A.M., 4.35, 6.85, 7 P.M. 
Rockaway Beach, 11 A.M., 4.85 P.M Sundays, 9A.M. 
and U.35 P.M, 
Great Neck, 6,30, 7.85, 11.35 a.M., 4.35, 6.35,0-85 P.ar 

Saturday nirbts, }2.45. Sundays, 9.85 A.M., 6,35 P.M. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.a., 

1,35, 8.85, 4.85, 5.35, 6.45 p.m. From Flatbush ay. 
dally, cen te Sunday, and trom Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush ay. 
10P.M. Sunday, # A.M., 1.35, 6.35 P.M. 
Glen Coye, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8, 10 A.M., 3.35, 4,35, 5.85, 6.35. Sundays, 9 
AM., 6.85 P.M. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 a.M., 3.35 2.M. 
Huntington and Northport, 8, 10 a.m., £45, 6.85 

P.M, Sundays, 9 A.M., 6.35 P.M. 
Lakeland and Parmingdale, § A.M.,3.35, 5.35 P.M. 
Port Jeiferson, 10 4.M.,4.36 P.M. Sundays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue. 8.85 A.M., 41.35, 6.36 Por. Sundays, 9 

ALM, 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8.35, 11 a.M,, 3.95, 4.35 

5.35, 6,7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Triday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays,9 aAm.. 6.35 P.a. 
Creedmoor, &, 10 a.M., 1.85 P.w., Tuesdays, Wed- 
hae and Saturdays, commencing A sril 3d. 
HUNTER’S P'T SWALL ST, ANNEX—Leave 

Pier 17, E. R. (foot Pinest.) for Hunter's P't, $.00, 
10,30, 11.80 A.M., 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 P.M. For fur- 
ther information, tickets, commutation, ete., 
apply at 220 B’way, cor. Barclay. 

W.M. LAFFAN Gen’l Pass, Avent, 

Boston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland. 
Spring Fishing 

at the 

RANGELEY’S and 
MOOSEHEAD LAKE, 

Excursion Tickets 
Will be placed on sale as s00n ss the ice is out 
Close connections made at Portland with Grand 
Trunk and Maine Central Railways for all the 
Fishing Grounds in Maine and Northern New 
England, 

ckets may be obtained at Boston City Office, 
280 WASHING'TON STREET, and at the Station. 
Information by mail, if desired. 

JAS, T. FUREER, 0D.J. FLANDERS, 
Gen. Supt. Gen. Ticket Agent. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinayw,Gran: pids andCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 
Trout, Grayling, and Black Gass Visheries, 

AND 'THE 
FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
and the Michigan North Woods are iinsurpassed 
if equaled, in thoabundance and great vurioty of 

contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in thestreams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
only in those waters. 
The TROUT season begins May 1andends Sept. 
The GRAYLING Season opens June laud ends 

Noy.1. E 
BLACK BASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MIScA- 

LONGE, also abound fu large numbers in the 
many lakes und Jakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman can readily send trophies of bis 

skill to his friends or “ciub"” athome, ‘ice tor 
packing fish can be had at many points, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WIT OU. ‘he see- 

nery of the North Woods and Lakes is very heau- 
Hful; the air is pure, dry and bracing. ‘The cue 
mate Is peculiarly benoeiicial to those sullering 

h 
Hay Fever and Asthma Affections. 
The hotel acco:nmodations are #uad, far sur 

passing theaveruye ju Countrics new enough to 
afford the finestoffishing. 
During the season Kound Trip Exeursion Tick- 

ets will be sold at low rates, and attractive trau 
facilities offered to Tourists and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Gu hing Dackle Curried Preoat 

owner’srisk, ~ 
It isouraim to make sportsmen feel *athome™ 

‘mthisroute. F r‘Tourist’s Guide (an attractive 
Mllustrated boos +f 80 pages), containing full in- 
formation an ‘curate maps of the ing 
Grounds and ‘Yim. Cards, address A.B, LEBY’ 

Geu. bass, Agent, Grand Rapids, Mich, 
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Hotels and Routes for Sportsmen. 

Nokton HOUSE, Cottage City, Mar- 
tha’s Vineyard, Mass.—Our waters at pres- 

ert are alive with bluefish, Sea bass are plenty ; 
eral fishing good. Terms for room and bo Ird, 

., l0per week, Fishing Tackle of all kinds fur- 
nished gratis. Refer by permission to Col. Wm. 
8. Bowen, 816 Arch street; Phila.: also to Gao. J. 
Geer, Jr., 453 Broome street, N. Y. 

B. Leave New York, via Fall Riyer line, at 
5:30 P.w., and reach here, Vineyard, at9 o'clock 
AM. CHARLES L SCRANTON, Proprietor 

BASS AND MASKALONGE FISHING. 
UPPER ST. LAWRENCE RIVER, 

» AND 
LOWER LAKE ONTATIO. 

T. LAWRENCE HOTEL AND RATHBUN 
HOUSE (under one management), offer the 

best facilities and accommodations for sports- 
mien, at very low prices. Only twelye hoursfrom 
New York. Write for circular, with full particu- 
jars how to get there, ete. H.L. FOX, Cape Vin- 
cent, N. Y. 

male Etouse, 
PRINCETON, MAINE. 

Goer Perch and Pickerel Fishing. Only two 
hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, s0 

famous forits salmon and trout. Passengers by 
the 7 P.M. train from Boston will reach Princeton 
Sollee ing evening at 6—only 23hours. Guides 
iurnisbed. All inquiries cheerfully responded 
to by the proprietors, W.G. ROSE & CO. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

ie 

EUROPEAN PLAN. 
MESSENGER, Proprietor. 

Wild Fow! Shooting. 
SPRINGVILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN'’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I. 
Y¥ A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman. Has always on hand the best of 

boats, batteries, etc., with the largest rig of train— 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast, The best 
#round in the yicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all varieties, Specialattention given 
by himself to his guests, and satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Address Wm.N. LANE, Good Ground, L.I. 
Refers by permission to J.B. Shepherd, 891 8road- 
way and, Wm. Dutcher, 320 Broadway, N. Y- 

FISHING RESORTS 
Great North Shore, 

Lake Superior, 
Are best reached by the steamers of the long 

established 

COLLINGWOOD LINE. 
Connections are made at Collingwood, Sault 

Ste. Marie and Duluth, bi-weekly, for'the une- 
qualled trout streams at Thunder Bay, Pigeon 

River, Current River, Michipicoton Jsland, 

State Islands and 

WNEIPIiGOn,. 

Our “Inside Route” passes through the finest 

suenery, the 

GHORGIAN BAY, 

MANITOULIN CHANNEL, and 

CANADIAN NORTH SHORE. 

Information siven and inquiries solicited. 

BARLOW CUMBERLAND, 
GENL, TRAFFIC MANAGER, 

35 Yonge Stree.s 
Toronto. 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullinan Car Company 

©S PREPARED TO CHARTER THE 
Sinew ears “ DavyCrocket” and “Izaak Walton,” 
which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, efc., also pra- 
vided galt mages aad eat for guns and 
tackle, and kennels for dogs. 

ineramsy rates and other desired information 
finmished on application to Gen'l Supt. P. PC. 
Co., Chicago, je26 Bmos. 

212 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order. 

& LENNON, 
| 

I 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co., 

Respectfully invite attention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines bein CONTINUOUS 
FROM ALLIMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dif- 
ficulties and wast De of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 

; tracks enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury, 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICK ETS are sold at the offices of the Com soe in 
all the ve citiegsto KANE, RANOYA, BED- 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEQU A, a@ 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still 
Hunting. 

Also. to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPH MAY, 
d peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST’ S8QUAN, an 

renowned for SALT WATER SPORT AFTER 
KIN D FEATHER. 

L. P. FARMER, Gen'l Pass. Agent. 

Frans THomson, Gen’! Manager. febli-td 

Chesapeake & Ohio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing — 

Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ginia Bine Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 
Allerhany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Riyers, and Kanawha Valley, and ineluding in 
their yarieties of game and fish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, quail, snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, pike, pickerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free, 

_The Route of the Tourist, 

through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The Only Route via White Sul- 
phur Springs. 

“Railroad connections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; andat Richmond 
and Charlotteyille with the South, Ail modern 
improyements in equipment. 

CONWAtE R, HOWARD, 

Gen, Passenger and Ticket Apent, 
Richmond ¥ 

OJ 
a (SS STEAMERS of this Line reach 

some of the finest waterfowl and upland 
shooting sections inthe country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb's island, and points 

| onthe Peninsula. Oity Point. James Riyer, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 

J Virginia, Tennessee, ete. Norfollx steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, Lewes, Del., 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday,at3p.m. Full 
information given at oftice, 197 Greenwich st.,N ¥. 

septzs-ly. 

J. B. 

}CRIOK ECD, = SS 
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Hliscellancous Advertisentents. 

CORDURGY SHOOTING SUITS 
A SPECIALTY! 

From Goods of my own Importation--Dead Grass Color. 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, 

VELVETEEN FUSTIAN CANVAS—ALL PRICES. 
Full lines of Gun Covers, Cartridge Bags, Belts, Saddle-Bags, Leggins, ete, 
Send for Price-List and Samples, Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J- 
New York Office, 177 Broadway. 

mo BEATS THE WORLD,” 2x 

Old JudgeSmokine Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

Something etie Smokers to Know, 

HE ‘MAJORITY OF SMOKERS 
are perhaps not aware, that in 

Hethhe a smoking renee. made of the 
c ary pure rice paper, they have been 
inhaling THE MOST BADLY OF POlI- 
SONS, thrown vf by all burning paper, 
namely: The Oil of Creosote, CHARLES 
&. EMERY, ot the tirm of GOODWIN & 
00., manufacturers of ‘OLD JUDGE” 
Uigarettes and Smoking Tobaeco in- 
vented and patented a process, March 
th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
a8 wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigar= 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR and the injurious effects 

: of the Oil of Creosote are completely 

eA. t neutralized or destroyed, and the paper = : made saliva proof to prevent its brea#k- 
h. The unprecedented popularity of * OLD JUDGE” Cigarettes is owta'g to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the right to useit. The great advantaze and importance of this invention willat once be recognized by 

all smokers, 1nd its truth demonstrated by the first “OLD JUDGR" Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold py all leading dealers. -Try them and you willuse no others. 

Manufactured by GOODWIN &CO.,207 and 209 Water st * 
INA YORK. 

Important for Cigar 

ing or melting in the mout 

é ie | Ee © Lae 

) Warner's Safe Pills are an immediate 
stimulus for a Torpid Liver, and cure Cos- 

Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Bil- 
Fever and 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 
H. W. COLLENDER COMPANY; 

WW AREROo oms 
788 Broudwuy, New ork: 
8£ and 86 State street, Chicago : 

i? South Fifth st., St. Louis. 

Price, 23 cemts a Box. 

2 Warner's Safe Nervine quickly gives 
Rest and Sleep to the suffering, cures Mead- 

} ache and Neuralgia, Prevents Epileptic 
Pits, ond is the bestremedy for Nervous Pros- 
tration brought on by excessive drinking, 
oyer-work, mental shocks, and other causes, 

K an : It relieves the pains of 
; SAFE a Livel all diseases aud is nev- 

; Ke er injurious. to the sys- 
(inne “CURE: ee fem. ‘The best of all 

: 1 SS APE Sp ot a Nervines. r 
# Bottles of two sizes; 
prices, 50 cts. and Sl. 

(7 WARNER'S Safe 
Remedies are sold by 
Druggistsa & Deslers in 
Medicine everywhere. 

: H.H. Warner&Co, 
Proprictors, 

| rial Poison. Natural History Store. 
jf the department of Taxidermy I offer for 

sale a very fine assortment of Game Birds of the 
very best work, and a large assortment of nutive 
and foreign species, all prepared by first-class 
wolkmen, 
One case of game birds, which 

finestin the country ‘ffer at $ 

W.J.KNOWLTOn, 
168 Treniont stvegt, Boston, Mass. 

KRUG & CO’S 

CHAMPAGNES! 
STANDARD AND DRY,’ 

The Sportsman's Wine !! 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

SOLE AGENTS, 

6 South William street, NewYork. 
16 and 18 St. Louis St., New Orleans, 

a BropaHly the 

fy) ROCHESTER, N. Y 
(Send for pamphlet and 

testimonials. - 

PERE & FILS. RUIWAT oie ctese, CHAMPAGHED 
Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

Werzenay, dry, full bodied, rich favor. 

Carte Blanche, Fruity, delicate flavor, not too 

dry- DODGE, CAMMEYER & CO., 

16 Cortlandt St.. Sole Ag’ts for the United States 

S YEW BOWS. 
CROOK & CO, 

9 

50 Fulton street, N. Y. 
SOLE AGENTS FOR 

THOMAS ALDRED, London, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

The Finest ARCHERY inthe YYorld 
gEND FOR WHIGHTS AND PRICES. 
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Guns, Amnnmition, Gite. 

E. H. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

* GUNSMITH, 
, 564. Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Daty 

& Guns. ‘ 
: Stocks altered to fitthe shooter, Guns 

Gores Full Choke, an tg et pee eee 
e Shooting. Pistal Grips a ‘in Fi - 

ore to Central ee N ye Barrels fitted, Ex- 
sion Ribs, New Lumps, ete. 3 

teRoalring of every descri potion done in an hon- 
est manner and at reasonable rates, 
‘Madison's Browning Mixture, A1,50c. per bottle. 
Sportsmen’s and Riflemen’s Sundries. 
Shells joaded Al, and goods sent everywhere CG. 

0. D. Send stamp for answers to queries. Retfer- 
ences from all the clubs of the city. dacld tf 

Edwinson ©. Green’s 

WINNING GUNS./@ 
Send stamp for illustrated price list to 

GC. & A. HAYDEN, 
JACKSONVILLE, ILL., 

Sole Importers, 

Guns, Ammunition, Gir. 

FOX’S PATENT 

BREECH LOADING SHOT  GUR, 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. 
The barrels slide one side. 

Bo =zingse:-to getmcose 
, Prices from $50 tu $300. 

Send stamp for circular, to 
AMERICAN ARMS COMPANY, 

103 Milk street, Boston, Mass. 

ER. H. RAYMOND. Treas, 

WING SHUOTING WITH RIFLE. 
Lyman's patent combination Gun Sight 

is a great improvement in rear sights. 

Send for cireular containing full de- 
scription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Coun. 

THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL V 
SEE J. 8. SUMNER’S FULLSCORE AT WALNUT HILL, SQ IN A POSSIBLE 5 ! FEB. 28, 188 

a a ee a 

Gung, Ammunition, Gtr, Guns, Anwwanition, Cte. 

THE SNEIDER. | FINE BREECH=LOADING 

==‘Shot Guns 
At a Bargain! 

Pale 1880. 

THESE ARENOT CHEAPGUNS, 
SS 

THE ORIGINAL 

AMERICAN HAMMERLESS, hae ey 
GUNS WiTH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP G O O d Gu n S { 
BOLT AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTION, 

SIZES FROM 4 TO 20. AT A 
Muzzle-Loaders Altered LowrerPrice 
 ™ - to Breech~Loaders. Than they can be purchased for else. Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire, where. All of them AED- 

Lee Stocks B-nt to Any Crook, 
GUNS BORDD TO SHOOT CLOSE, 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue, 

CLARK & SNEIDER, 
“4 W. PRATT STREET, BALTIMORE, MD, 

WARRANTED TO 

GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION, 
Send for Descriptive List. 

WILL H. CRUTTENDEN, 
Cazenovia, N. Y. 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS. 
CHEAPER THAN GLASS. Samples sent by 

mail, 25 cents. Our Decoy Diying Apparatus is 
dendly on ducks; by mail, $1. 

DIVING DUCOY CO., Rochester, N. ¥ 

iCTORIOUS! 
J» STEVENS & CO.’S 

Fifteen Butl’s-eyes in Succession! 
SAME MATCH, 200 YARDS OFF-HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE, NO, 61-2. 

The Ballard is the only Rifle that has made a Full Score at Creedmoor 
The Ballard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon. 

Breech-Loading Arms 
DOUBLE GUNS. 

Twist. Laminated Extra, 
$40.00 THE BaLLARD ALWAY» FITS THe SHOO rHeR $35.00 $45.00 

The Empire Rifle Club, in their trips to Boston, ALL used Ballards, Bhi ep doe Se 
“ A WORD TO THE WISE,” ETC. $12.50 $15.50. $17.00 

ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM. FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO plage ESS i 

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, Rte te calles wk ac nd ag 
Sole Agents nu New York for CARD’S REVOLVING BALL TRAP 84 Chambers street, NEW YORK CITY | xtra for flobe sights and varnished stock, $3. 

HUNTER'S PET RIFLES, 
iin. 20in. in. 24in~ 

22, 32, 88 and 44 caliber. $15 $19 $2000 SP 
POCKET RIFLES. . t 10in. 12in. bin. 18in, 

3. 22, 32 caliber....... $12.25 $13.25 $15 $16.50 
GALLERY PISTOLs. 

Light. Heavy. 
$20.00 $22.00 

J. Stevens & Co. have nearly doubled the ca— 
pacity of their works, and for several months 
have been obliged to run the factory at night to 
}Ineet the increased demand: showing*that the 
SOUNDEST AND BEST SHOOTING ARMS IN 
THE WORLD, when sold at such moderate 
prices, will force their way into favor without 
the aid of elaborate paths or paid shooters. 
Send for illustrated price list to 

CHARLES FOLSOM, 
106 Chambers Street, N, Y., 

DEALER IN 

_Fire-Arms, Ammunition, and ail 
Articles connected with the same, 
and sole Agent for 

J, Stevens & Co,'s Celebrated Arms, 
New YORK, Oct. 18th, 1879. 

DEAR S1R:—I send oneof your make of guns, 
single barrel, which needs a new catch. It has 
seen hard use, but it cannot be beat asa shooter. 
Thad it this summer downin Virginia, and used 
itin preference to my double gun, and I don’t 
want anything better as to shooting qualities. 
It has been shot in the past two years over 2,000 
times and has required no repairs since 1 boughtit. 

Yours truly, ROBERT GORDON. 

Charles L. Ritzmann, 
INPORTER OF 

FIVE BREECH-LOADING GUNS, 
#13 BROADWAY, 

Near Twenty-third Strect, New York. 

| FIRE-ARMS 
of every description, 

| Reduced Prices! 

We are now manufacturing the 

Best Plain Amber Glass Ball 
in the market. Standard size and uniform thickness; packed in| 
barrels containing 250 balls. 

TRADE AND GLUGS SUPPLIGD AY $300 PER 1000 
Send for sample Balls. Also, list of Second Hand and slightly 

damaged Guns. 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
Pittsourgh, Pa. 

HAW HY’S PIGHON TRAP. 
WM.R.SCHAEFER, 

= 0) e) AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO 

61 Elmst., Boston, Mass., | © 9 SHOOTING AND FISHING OUTFITS. 
Dealer in & 4 > Ps : ‘sta 

. 

SPORTSMEN'S EQUIPMENTS | 83 3, 1 |OPTICAL GOODS. 
o c () N 6 The * RED RUBBER RECOIL PAD ” (recom- 

And Manufacturer of | =. = vit 0 mended by the FOREST AND STREAM), sent oe 

- s paid for $2. Gunstaken in exchange. Shells 
Breech Loading Shot Guns —= a () - loaded to order. Send stamp for list of Seeond- 

To Order 4 CL = hand Guns, LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE 
2 my URADE, anne 

GENTS for the sale of the BALLARD | “se in ° JUST ARRIVED. 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- fz] Ss : = A larye invoice of the celebrated W. C. SCOTT ing SHOTGUNS. A full line of the Clabrough= #3 & SONS' Breech-Loaders, with all the latest im— oore, Bonehill, and other makes of imported 

gun Worse on hand. Particular attention 
paid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATI’S DOG FOOD, etc., ete. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay, All work 
executed in the most skillfulmanner,- - 

provements. Amongst them sone * Premier" 
quality Hammerless; also 16 and #0-bore Ham- 
merless, ete., etc. It will be to the interist of 
every intending Mees ofafine gun,to ex- 
amine this lot and get prices quoted. 

HIS TRAP IS PLACED IN HE GROUND, the top level with the surface, When 
the cord is pulled one-half of the lid revolves within the Trap and DRIVES THE BIRD INTO 

THEIAIR, Sportsmen will at once appreciate the advantages. Price $4. 

BAgents: HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. 
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SOLE AGENTS FOR 

SPRATT’S. 
PATENT 

LON DOW. 
Send for Circular and Price List, 

@ Best Food for Keeping Dogs in Condition, 

FRANCIS O. deLUZE & CO., 
18 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK, 

Clarets and Sauternes, 
Of A. deLUZE & SONS, Bordeaux, 

DOG BISCUITS, WINES, 

BRANDIES, OF E. IRROY & CO, REIMS. 
Sherry Wines, Burgundies, 

WHISKIES, Ethine Wines, 

SUPPLIES FOR YACHTS Put up in Assorted Cases as desired. 

DOG SOAP, 
Superior to Any Other. 

FORAGE BISCUITS, 
For Horses—Useful on the Plaina, 

IMPOLTED ALES AND MINERAL WATERS, 

Sishing Gackle. 

SPORTSMEN’S DEPOT, 
(ESTABLISHED 1836), 

First premium at World's Fair at New York, and 
Centennial Exhibition. 

JOHN KRIDER, 
N. B. Cor. Second and Walnut;Sts,, Philadelphia, 

GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS, 
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Reels, Lines, Heoks, Flies. 

Tesders, Sucods; Axtiticial Balt, Fly Books, : 

Ss" Salmon, Bass, and Trout Flies, Made to Order. 
ATS 0 

“ Krider’s”’ Celebrated Center Enamel Split and 
Glued Bamboo Rods. 

Birds' Eggs and Rirds’ Skins in Great Varieties 
Taxidermy in all its branches. 

Spratt’s Patent Dog Biscuit, 
Repairing of all kinds. 

SIMPSON’S 

marily 

The most killing bait ever invented for either 
black bass, pickerel, or large trout; beautifully 
Mounted with gandy feathers. Silver plated, 60 
gents; gold plated, 75 cents by mail, postpaid. 
Send for catalogue of fishing outfits and sports- 
mens 200d8 of every description. Postage slamps 
taken. RR. SIMPSON, 132 Nassau street, New 
York City, N. ¥. Julyli 

Bliscellaneous, 

THE WILSON PATENT 
= ADJUSTABLE CHAIR, 

WITH THIRTY CHANGES OF 
POSITIONS. 

Parlor, Library,Inva 
lid Chair, Child’s Crib 
Bed or Lounge, com- 
bining beauty, light- 
ness, strength; sim- 
plicity and comfort. 
Byerything toan ex- 
act science Orders 

y by mail prompily at- 
tended to. 

READING POSITION. Goods shipped to any 
address, C. (). D. Send Stamp for Mlustrated 
Circular; quote Torest and,Stream. Address 
Wilson A jus. Ohair M’f'g Co., 661 Broadway,NY. 

Y Disenses. 
‘Testimonials of the highest order in proof 

of oe pvseernerina, 
‘or bhe cure of Di a 

ner's Safe Diabetes neers erat bt 
&S> For the ene of Bright's and the other 

or Warner's Safe Midney 

3aS"WARNER’S 
Safe Remediesare 
sold by Druggisis 
and Dealers in 
Medicine every-= 
where. 

HH. Warner & Go, 
Proprietors, 

ROCHESTER, N, Y.- 
Ees7-Send for P; 

: SU opel eae ind testimonial he 

Syartanen’s Goods. 

GOODYEAR’S RUBBER MANUFACTURING C0. 

Goodyear’s India Rubber Glove Mg Co. 
488, 490, 492. a th 

Cor, Broome treet, and 
205 Broadway, 

Cor. Fulton Street 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Rubber Outfits 

Publicntions, 
—=, 

CANOE AND CAMERA. 
A photographic tour of two hundred miles of 

of the Maine forests, 

BY THOMAS SEDGWICK STHELE. 
With Srxty InnesrRations. The most artistic 

book of the season. 

EDITORIAL NOTICES. 

“Tt is one of the handsomest books of the sea- 
sen, fully illustrated by drawings from the su- 
thor’s own pone: and from his photographs."*— 
Charles Dudley Warner, =. 
“The book is written in the best of temper, in 

# fresh and breezy style. and with a zest that 
marks a true sportsman.'’—Boston Journal. 
“A highly clegent book, Whose author needs COMPETE: FOR \\ 

no introduction to the lovers of literature gener- \ : AY 
ally .’—Hartéord Times. ‘ HUNTING AND FISHING, 

“ Written with a modesty which commends it- 
self to the reader at once, and with an enthusi- 
asm and intelligence that will doubiless serye to 
‘entice other lovers of the fishing rod into this 
beautiful region. “—Springjield Republican. 
“Dhe word that describes this book by_an 

Hartford author, is—charming.’’—Ohristian Sec- 

Trouting Pants and 
Leggins a Specialty. 

All Guaranteed 
Thoroughly Water- \ 

proofs. 

RUBBER GOODS 
ann?) x 

Eyery Desription. 
Send for Mlustrated Catalogue, 

retary. 
ah** ae lover of out-of-door life will fail to appre- 
ciate it. It is issuedin better style than any 
ether such hook which we haye seen.”—Zhe 
Oongregationalist . 
“It makes one feel as if one must go over the 

same route.”—The Religious Herald. 
«The publication of the book is most oppor 

tane."’—Bangor, Maine, Wing. __ 
“Tt furnishes.as delightful reading as any tour- 

ist can desire.”—Boston Herald. 
“The author holds a facile pen. The pages are 

fresh from the heart of nature, and the pleasures 
are the pure and simple ones that never lose 
their charm for those who enjoy companionship 
with natural beauty.’’—Providence Journal. 
“Tt opens a new and attractive region and de- 

serves & place in_eyery gentleman's library.” 
Hartford Evening Post. 

Square 12mo,, bound in cloth, black and g:01d,31.50. 

—FOR SALE AT TH1S OFFICH. 

THE POULTRY WORLD, 

FRONT VIEW. 

Hatnook Hunting Coar. 
Six Pockets outside and game 
Pocket inside. 

INSIDE VIEW. 
HALLOCK Hunting CUA. The game» 
pocket extends the entire length of 
coat with capacity far surpassing 
any ordinary game bag. 

H. L. DUNCKLEE’S PATENT 

F ine Ar hery. Camping and Mining Stove. 
—_—»——. 

PATENT RAW-HIDE BACKED BOWS. 

Every Bow Warranted Unbreakable. 

THEAMERIGAN POULTRY YARD. | Fine Arrows of all Lengths, 
(WEEKLY) FROM 25 TO 36 INCHES, 

Both publications are exclusively devoted 
to Poultry. 

Published byH. H. Stoddard, Hartford,Conn, 

; THE POULTY WORLD 
is sent post-paid for $1.25 
er year; the AMERICAN 
OULTRY YARD for $1.50 

—both papers for $2.00. 
A series of twelye mag- 

ficent Chromos, each rep- 
resenting a standard breed 
of fowls, sent for 75 cents 

extra to all subscribers to either publication, 

SUMMER VACATIONS 

Moosehead Lake 
AND VICINITY, 

By LUCIUS HUBBARD, 

in Shooting Power 

The Raw-Hide Backed Bows have no 

Superior, 

For 12 Persons, Bows sent C. O. D. on trial when 25 per cent. 
of the price is sent with the order; and if not 
satisfactory can be reburned, and money will be 
refunded, except express charges, 
Illustrated circulars sent free, 

SUTTON & POND, 
Factory, 124 and 126 Worth street, New York. 

Lee om = 

el eipasettat et Cots Free, 
i) ull-Lenet) T, in this vase 

Sunse c4| $10; LOUNGE, in’ this caso, $8, 
HMMM, SoldEverywhere by the Trade. 

A PRACTICAL GUIDE to the woods and 
waters of Northern Maine, combined with a 

thorough 

MANUAL FOR CAMPING OUT. 
12mo, 150 pares, Fraley cloth. Price, with new and 

enlarged MAP of NORTHERN MAINE, $1.50. 
Paper, without map, 75cts. Map separate, 75cts. 

Sent postpaid on receipt of price, by 

A. WILLIAMS & Co., Boston, 

ALL READERS of TORHST AND STREAM 

Need one of these 

STANDARD PUBLICATIONS. 
EASTWARD HO; or ADVENTURES AT 
RANGHLEY LAKES. By Charles_A. J. Farrar. 
A Spicyand fascinating story of sportsinsan’s life 
inthe wilds of Maine. Beautifully illustrated 
Handsomely bound in cloth, $1.50; 

CAMP LII'f T 

12x12x20 INCHES, ‘SGT S& “LHDITGA DECOYS. 
Ducks that will decoy; manufactured by M. 0. 

WEDD; $4 5 dozen; 37 Manhattan street, Ro- 
chester, N. Y., 

snicena SE MEAIB Made"and sola by TAD? N IR WORE 
CO., 87 Blackstone street, Boston, Mass. Ss a 

Now is the Time to Order 

TENTS,AWNINGS AND FLAGS. 

THE BUST " 

Cleaner and Oiler 
= ne. / Wor Broech-loading Arma 

; in market. 
For One Dollar, one Cleaner, Patches, Brush 

“and full difections sent free of postaz 
In ordertog elye calibra of gun. Send for ovr 

Address Ts YARDLEY BROWN, Pate 
READING, Fo, 

— = 

Hublirations. 

WALLACE’S GUIDE 

To the Adirondacks, 

FIFTH EDITION. 
AN exhustive hand-book for sportsmen and 

tourists, No visitor to the Adirondacks should 
pe yates it. For sale gf this office. Price, post 
paid, $1.60. 

FARRAR’S a 
at Mae. MAINE WILDERNESS ILLUSTRA- Tents of all kinds for Sportsmen, Naturalists 

and Photographers, also for Camp Meetings. 
Fancy Tents for families made to order. AWu- 
ings of all kinds for Dwellings, Boats, etc.; also 
Yacht and Boat Sails. Flags and Banners of all 
kinds made to order. All work done in best man- 
ner and atyerylow figures. Send for illustrated 
circular. AddressS. HEMMENWAY, over Wall 
treet ferry-house, South street, New York. 

etc,, are plainly 
Pricé 50 cents, 

CKET MAP of the Richardson 
and Rangeley lakes region and tha waters of 
Northwestern Maine, Printed on tough linen 
Paper, cloth coyers. 50 cents, 

Pad ini ua ane Moosehead Take amar’ MOHOPA TE ng and 
nian ae ef orthern poanne) also the Heads 9 Hi o OHOP io rg emnehec 

RAL John rivers, Printed on att tsenaaner Sp orismen 8 Gazetteer im srilpant pia cloth covers. 50 cents. 

PARRAR’S STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, 25 cts. BY CHARLES HALLOCK, 
a Send fur catalogue, 

Ee Any of the atove publications mail: f Ba d postpaid. on receipt of price. Address PRIcE, 300. FAvidy HouacrarwioTnimescsetMe eee Ay J FARRAR, Jamaica Plain Boltizsora, New Orleans, Chicago or Sun Franciaod, Tha Olden 
Mass, > - T, Deoti * FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICR, 5 BasomepathioMedte\ne Houscin tho Wu. Eatabliahid in 189, (ty 
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ORANGE SPORTING 

POW DER. 
Orange Lightning. 

Oranae Ducking. 

Orange Rifle. 

Creedmoor: 
ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS. 
Bend postal card for ILLUSTRATED PAM- 

PHLET ,showing SIZES of GRAINS of POW- 
BER. Furnished FREE. 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO, 
No. 29 Murray Street, N. ¥., 

GUNPOWDER. 
DUPONT’S 

RIFLE, SPORTING and BLAST- 
ING POWDER. 

_, fhe Most Popular Powder in Use, 

UPONT’S GUNPOWDER MILES, es- 
tablished in 1802, have maintained their 

peat resitation for seyenty-eight years. Manu- 
a e following celebrated brands of Pow- 

DUPONT'S DIAMOND GRAIN, 
Wos. 1 (coarse) to 4 (fine), unequaled in strength, 
@uickness, and cleanliness; adapted for Glass 

land Pigeon Shooting. 

DUPONT’S EAGLE DUCKING, 
Nos. 1 (coarse) to 3 (fine), burning slowly, strong, 
gmd clean; great penetration; adapted for Glass 

, Pigeon, Duck, and other shooting. 
- DUPONT’S EAGLE RIFLE, 

& quick, strong, and clean Powder, of very fine 
ly grain for pistol shooting. 

* BDUPONT’S RIFLE, FG, “SEA SHOOTING,” 
BFG and FFFG. The FG for long range rifle 
hooting ,the FFG ard F¥FPG for general use, 
be burning strong and moist. js 
© @PORTING, MINING, SHIPPING, and BLAST-, 
ENG POWDERS of all sizes and descriptions, 

ial grades for Songs Cartridge, Musket, 
m, Mortar, and Mammoth Powder, U. 8. 

vyernment standard.. Powder manufactured 
to order of any required grain or proof. Agen- 
tee in all cities and principal towns throughout 
the U.5. Represented by é 

EF. L. KNEELAND, 70 Wall Street, N. Y. 
WH. B.—Use none but DUPONT’S FG or FFG 

®owder for long range rifle shooting, 

TUE HAZARD POWDER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GUNPOWDER. 
Hazard’s “Electric Powder.” 

os. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point 
ef strength and cleanliness, Packed in square 
eanisters of one pound only. 

Hazard’s ‘‘ American Sporting.” 

Nos. 1 (fine) to 6 (coarse), In 11]b. canisters and 
@ib. kegs. A finegrain, quick and clean, for up- 
land prairieshooting. Well adapted to shotguns. 

Hazard’s ‘Duck Shooting.”’ 

Mos. 1 (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 1b. canisters 
and 6} and 12}1lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very 
elean, shooting remarkably close and with great 
§ ration. For field, forest, or water shooting, 
ranks any other brand, and it is equally ser- 

wiceable for muzzle or breech-loaders. 
Hazard’s ‘‘Kentucky Rifle.’ 

BYEHG, FFG, and ‘Sea Shooting" FG in kegs of 
35, 124, and 6t lbs. and cansof5lbs. FFFG is also 
packed inland? 1b. canisters. Burnsstrong and 
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands 
fer ordinary sporting, and the ‘‘Sea Shooting” 
WG is the standard Rifle Powder of the country. 

Superior Mining And Blasting Powder. 

GOVERNMENT CANNON and MUSKET POW- 
BEE; also, SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPGRT; 
as ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF) 

MANUFACTURED TO ORDER. 
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Com- 

gany’s Agents, in every prominent city, or whole- 
ale at our office. 

88 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

GOODS OIL TANNED 
Moccasins: 

The best thing in the market 
for hunting, fishing, canoeing, 

Ze snow-shoeing, ete. They are 
a easy to the feet,and very 
== durable. Madeto order 

Ospina eee sac ina variety of styles,and 
pie 5 - warranted the genuine 
article. ~ Send for illustrated circular. TIN 
§ HUTCHINGS, P. O. Box 868, Dover, N. H. 
(Successor to Frank Good.) PRADFORD. 
AwsTsonry, Boston Agents. 

EN GImisEt 

Sporting Gunpowder. 
OURTIS & HARVEY’S 

DIAMOND GRAIN. 
‘Hos. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Superior Rifle, En- 

‘Baid ‘nite’ and Col, Hawker’s Ducking, pawn 
STITT, 61 Cedar St., N.Y. Agent for the U. 8. 

Miscellaneous Advertisements, 

Shot Gun and Rifle Powders Reveluiionieed. 

DITIMAR POWDER. 
Champion Shot Gun and Rifle 

POWDER OF THE WORLD! 

IS UNEQUALLED BY GUNPOWDER 
for strength, accuracy, cleanliness, and gives little smoke, recoil, or noise. It is 

absolutely safer than gunpowder, as it cannot explode when not confined, and does not 

strain the gun or heat the barrelsas much in rapid firing, CaptainBogardus, champion 

wing-shot of the world; Dr. Carver, champion rifle-shot of the world; and 

all the leading shots, use DITTMAR POWDER in the matches, 

to shoot a long range rifle match, as published in our circulars, was never accepted, 

and is yet open to the world, Address 

Our challenge 

tagr All our cans have seals over the screw-cap, with C, Dittmar’s signature, and 
none others are genuine. 

Henry C. Squires, No. 1 Cortlandt street, New York, is not, and never has been an 
agent of this company. 

DITTMAR POWDER M’F’G Co., 
24 Park Place, New York. 

WERESTLEY RICHARDS, 

P. 0. Box 836. 

HAMMERLESS GUN. 
These guns have Anson and Deeley’s Hammerless Patent Cocking Action with 

Automate Safety Bolt, making the safest gun now in use. 10, 12 and 20 bores now 

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List. 

J. PALMER O’NEIL & CO., 
68 Fifth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES, 

Send stamp for 

HAW H’sS Pi 

New, 

is J 

le 
SIMPLE AND 

poziuvaje 

rincip 
P Htfectix7e. 
HIS TRAP IS PLACED IN THE GROUND, the top level with the surface, 

the cord is pulled one-half of the lid revolyes within the Trap and DRIVES THE BIRD INTO 
THESATR, Sportsmen willat once appreciate the advantages. Price $4. 

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, New York. 

VANITY FAI 
“ MILD”—Rare Old Virginia. ‘“ HALVHS"—Rare Old Perique and Virginia. 

Always Uniform and Reliable. 
7 First Prize Medals, Vienna, 1878; Phila., 1876; Paris, 1878; 

Sydney, 1880. 

Special concession by the French Government, and on sale in all civilized countries. 

Peerless Tobacco Works, YQ KIMBALL & G0 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORE 

TOBACCO 
AND 

CIGAKETTES 

THOS. W. PEYTON, 
and Counsellor at Law, 

NOTARY PUBLIC. 

No. 237 Broadway, Room 17, New York City 

. Al business promptly attendsd’to. 

Cc. F. A. HINRICHS 
English Archery. 

Lawn Tennis, Etc., 

NEW YORK, 

Anmunition, Gir. 

TATHAMS 
Selected Standard 

Trap Shot! 
Soft or Chilled. 

NUMBERS 7, 8, 9 AND 10. 

ITATHAM&BRO’S, 
82 BEEKMAN 8T., NEW YORE. 

Founded July 4, 1803. 

SPARKS’ 

American Chilled Shot. 

Rivaling the English and All Others. 

STANDARD DROP AND BUCK SHOT AND 
BAR LEAD, 

THOMAS W. SPARES, MANUFACTURER. 

Office, No. 121 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, 

Miscellaneous, 

TRADE ‘S=lur vy Tit 

a postitive cure; it has never falled. 
82 ds anule’? has no equal for Chronic Lame- 

Fuerte aes tac uae oe TOR eumo: Ty 
eases. Ladies who suffer from Jocal difficulties 
find immediate relief, and & permanent cure b: 
using *“‘ Sapanule. Used in sponge or foot ba 
remoyes soreness of body, limbs and f 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded, 

Sold by all Droste Price, 50e., and $1 per 
pottle. Send for illuminated circular and cards, 

SAMUEL GERRY & COMPANY, 
Proprietors, 237 Broadway, New York 

2 FERCUSON’S PATENT 
ali, ADJUSTABLE LAMPS 

with 
Lotomotive Reflectors. 

New MopDELs. 
HEAD JAOKs, STAPF AND 
BoAt JAcKs. CAMP 
Hanp, and Dark Lan- 
a Etc. IMPROVED 
DASH LAMPS, with Rever- 

4 sible Attachments. 
‘ THE BEST ON THE MAREET, 

Improved RUST PREVENTOR, for fircarms,&o 
Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue. 

ALBERT FERGUSON, 
€5 Fulton street, N.Y. 

KNAPP & VAN NOSTRAND, 
POULTRY AND GAME 

Nos, 289 & 290 Washington Market,N. ¥, 
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Sailing Southward. 
— 

En Route To TRINIDAD, July 3d. 

HE promise made four months ago, that I would 

write a letter for FoREST AND-STREAM every month, 

has haunted me like a nightmare ; yet such has been the 
nature of my occupation—one day on board some coast- 
ing vessel. another in town, the next in the country, and 

again in the depths of the forest, that I have gladly pro- 
crastinated. The pledge was unexpectedly brought to 
mind some three weeks ago, and in this manner: Jt was 
in the island of Nevis, latitude 17°, while I was the guest 

of a large land proprietor there, Sir Graham Briggs, The 
library of Sir Graham is well stocked with English books, 

and among them I found one bearing the title, ‘*Wild 

Life in Florida.” Glaneing it through I found my own 
nom de plume, and investigating further discovered that 
the author of the book aboye mentioned had copied en- 
tire one of my letters to Forest anp STREAM, written 

six or seyen yearsago. He mentions having met ‘‘Prof, 
Fred Beverly,” and then gobbles entire a letter of mine, 
filling ten pages of this purloined volume. I say pur- 
loined, for even the very title to his book was taken from 
the general‘one given to the letters Iwas writing for 
your paper in the times when we were young. This was 
enough to cause meat once to dip my pen and inflict 
upon you a letter then and there; but other matters 
claimed attention, and it was postponed. Since then I 
have winged my way still further south, by way of Mont- 
senat and Dominica, Martinique and St. Lucia, and last 

evening we left Barbados, and are now speeding toward 

Trinidad, AsT write in the pleasant smoking room of 
the Flamborough, one of the delightful steamers of the 

Q, and G. P. 3. §. line, we are steaming past the island of 
Tobago, A host of memories rush upon me naw, for I 
am right in sight of my old hunting ground of two years 
ago, Tobago! an island all alone, forsaken, half-aban- 
doned, yet. containing in its dark forests and behind the 
lines of cocoa palms that fringe its shores, such birds as 
belong only to the great southern continent, and such 
shooting as few other islands, except Trinidad, will give, 
Like a great wave these inemories of my past wandering 
crowd tumultuously upon me, and the scenes of my for- 
mer wild adventures invite me again and again, 

But we will not go back so far as thay, but confine ovr 

attention to tne opening of the present yoyage. The first 
week in March I left New York on the steamer Hadji, 
commanded by that prince of trneand gallant seamen, 
so long and so well Known to Southern travelers, Capt, 
Faircloth, We were bound for St. Thomas by way of 
Porto Rico, and if I were to say that we arrived eventu- 
ally in safety, Ishould but give utterance toa foregone 
conclusion. We sailed southward, crossed the gulf 
stream in due time, and successfully passed through the 
strong passage between Hatteras and the Bermudas, The 
second day we could venture on deck without overcoats, 
and the fourth found us sighing fora touch of winter. 
And so the days passed on, and the North Star sank 
lower and lower, and the gales blew milder and balmier, 
as the Hadjt plowed her way onward, with her prow 
pointed toward the Caribbean sea. There were but three 
passengers, and at least one-third of the number was 
sick, For the fortieth time I lay in my bertn and re- 
solyed neyer again to venture onthe sea. I always do 
this when I go to sea—decide that Ido not mean to re- 
peat it. Butthen, what's the use? Just as soon as my 
foot touches land the old longing for new scenes comes 
over me; Tamjust as much refreshed by a touch of 
earth as that old giant of mythology. But what a hor- 
rible thing is seasickness! I shudder atthe bare thought 
of what Il have endured when suffering from that afflic- 
tion. And the worst of itis, one cannot overcome it. 
For seven years I haye been a victim, and seven times 
seven is the number of my attacks. I have tried every- 
thing, but without avail; the nearest approach to a cure 
is to seek a shady spot and lie down as quietly as you 
can, You lie at full length in your bunk, and groan in 
misery, and there comes up ont of the water a vague and 
watery shape, taking the form of a devil fish, and it 
squats upon your stomach and enyelops you in its slimy 
arms, and squeezes out of you all life and all desire to 
live. The remedies prescribed for seasickness are as 
many and as various as those in yogue fora cold in the 
head, 

OUTIFT FOR CAMPING IN THE WEST INDIES. 

Every time I start out for the Southern forests the 
question arises ; What shall I take with me? And every 
fime I return, no matter how much I have taken, but a 
small portion of my original outfit returns with me, It 
is, of course, desirable to travel as lightly equipped as 
possible ; it is equally desirable to carry all one wants— 
this axiom is thrown in gratuitously. Combining in my- 
self the two occupations of collector of hirds and the 
photographer, I am obliged to carry, in addition to what 
would answer the wants of tourists in general, special 
apparatus and equipments; yet 1am not very heavily 
weighted with my trunks, haying learned, from a bitter 
experience with porter and boatmen, how to dispense 
with what I don’t need, 
Now, these is the matter of clothing; take nothing 

but what is light and loose and easy fitting—in a word, 
take all the old clothing you can collect. You will neyer 
find a people more grateful for old clothes than the ne- 
groes you will meet in the woods and in the country, A 
‘© Yankee coat,” or shirt, is more preferred by them than 
great viches, and fora pair of trowsers they will call 
down upon you the richest blessings of Heaven. I can 
almost trace my line of travel by the line of garments I 
have left behind me—‘‘Here,” I might say, ‘‘I gave 
away a coat, here a vest,” etc,—it is such a pleasure to 
give away toa grateful recipient that for which you 
have no further use. The best material for clothing in 
this country is linen, duck, or drill ; and though it is uni- 
yersally worn here, and the tailors here have made gar- 
ments of it from time immemorial, yet it would be bet- 
ter to have them made in the State than out here, Most 
of the tailors here are either black or colored men. Now 
though there are some trades for which the negro is es- 
posintly adapted, and in which he fairly shines, while the 
white man appears mean and despicable—such for in- 
stance, as that of the barber or waiter—it was very evi- 
dent that he was not created for a tailor. That profes- 
sion requires art and calculation, neither of which is pos- 
sessed by the son of Ham, A ‘‘ ready-made” suit from 
the States, even of the lowest price, will far surpass an 
ordered one here, Take, then, a fair supply of cool cluth- 
ing, such as you would wear North in the months of 
J uly and August. 

For the rough climbing in the mountains and the rid- 
ing oyer rude trails, one needs an especial outfit. Fortu- 
nately for me, just previous tomy departure I bethought 
myself of an advertisement in the FOREST AND STREAM, 
and invested a small sum in asportsman’s coat, two pairs 
of leggins and a pair of shoes, No investment has eyer 
paid mea better rate of interest than that one, and I 
have only regretted that I did not male the thing more 
complete and add several of the other articles which the 
last three months of forest life have shown to be ga neces- 
sary. In the first place, the coat, being of ght, water- 
proof canvas and full of pockets, has been worn by me 
whenever I have been in the woods, and bear's the marks 
of many a stain from leaf and tree, but neverarent, It 
attracted attention and encomiums wherever I wore il. 
For a month and a half of this trip I was in islands well 
overgrowa with all kinds of cactus, prickly peay, Turk’s 

head, etc,, the spines of which wound one terribly. Sey- 
eral times [have had my knee-pan stick full of these 
spines and have been made so lame that I could hardly 
walk. Threading the tortuous goat-tracks among rocks 
coyered with these cacti, [have felt it a comfort and 
consolation to have on the canvas leggins ; and as for 
the shoes—I can’t render them justice. They were 
broad-soled, armed with hob nails well riveted in, and 
made of leather so well dressed that three months of al- 
most constanfi wear finds them as soft and pliable 
es at the beginning. I have climbed hills and moun- 
tains, walked mile after mile over rough stony paths, and 
haye waded for hours in shallow salt-ponds, and those 
shoes have not abraded the least particle of skin from my 
feet, Wncased in these shoes and leggins I could bid de- 
fiance to thorns and rocks, and could leap down the 
steep mountain trails so rapidly that my negro attend- 
ants were always left in the rear. If there was one thing 
I congratulated myself in bringing out, it was that pair 
of shoes, for they gave me a feeling of real security 
every time I put them on ; against dogs and snakes they 
were a perfect protection ; with them on one could even 
kick at fate itself, 

For 4 hat, wear anything but a black one; by all odds 
the best hat for a tropical climate is the ‘pith helmet” 
of the Hast Indies, which can be obtained in St. Kitts, 
Antigua, Martinique, Barbados and Trinidad ; in faci, in 
neatly every island of importance, It is the only hat 
that is actually sun proof, though, from the porous na- 
ture of the material composing it, it will not do for rainy 
weather. Itis sold at various prices, eight to twelve 
shillings (English) being the average. It is extremely 
light, helmet-shaped, protects the eyes and back of the 
neck ; the rim is lined with green, to protect the eyes, 
and it is well ventilated. Nomnearer approach to a per- 
fect hat has eyer been manufactured, Imitations ara 
much worn here of cork and caoutchouc; but, thougha - 
trifle more shapely, these latter are heavier and hotter, 

As it is necessary, in a tour for the collecting of birds, 
to have a gun that will be useful in shooting humming- 
birds and the like, I had long looked in yain for theright 
article. Just before leaving, a friend showed mea small 
gun with a pistol handle—a sort of compromise between, 
agunand a pistol—which was breech-loading, with a 
barrel about two feet in length, There was no name to 
indicate the maker, but upon the breech was stamped 
the somewhat equivocal motto, ‘‘never miss.” This 
prejudiced me against the gun, for it remimded me of 
that; man who ordered his tombstone in advance of his 
death, and had inscribed upon it what the papers at that 
time called a ‘rather premature statement ”—“ none 
knew him but to love him.” 

It was a conveni2ut weapon, however, ard, riding or 
walking, I generally carried it in my hand, as one would 
astick, For some time 1 did not even fire it; but one 
day (it was in the island of St, Johns), I went out with it 
to a frangipanni tree that was full of blossoms and of 
birds. The first bird fired at was a large thrush, which 
fell dead, leaving me astonished at the performance of 
the spiteful little pistol ; then I shot at a humming-bird 
with like result. Before I left the tree I had secured 
nine birds in nine consecutive shots. ‘This, taking into 
consideration the small size of the charge fired, the few 
shot, and the minuteness of the body of a huwrming-bird 
ought not to be considered bad for the gun, In all T 
have fired about four hundred shots with it, and haye 
had occasion to use it more than my larger gun, 
Though but few of the islands of the Lesser Antilles 

contain animals large enough to be classed as game, yet 
one must haye a gun suitable for shooting sea-birds 
man-o'-war hirds, pelicans, pigeons, etc,, as well as the 
monkeys and deer that ahound in some islands, Such 3 
gun, of 12 bore, 88inch barrel, weighing seven and one- 
half pounds, I haye always had with me as a mainstay, 
For the last eight years I have used a genuine American 
gun, and have never had reason to prefer any Other ; in 
fact, the ‘* Fox” gun, made by the American Arms Com- 
pany, of Boston, suits me better than any other I have 
ever used. 

This preference I maintained several years ago, before 
the gun had arrived at the perfection of the present arm, 
But now, with all its improvements, [am only strength- 
ened in my opinion that it is the best gun for the 
money, Ainerican or foreign, that the market affords, 
‘The one I now own, though a comparatively cheap gun, 
has every advantage that any gun can possess—pistol 
grip, rebounding locks, etc.—and has attracted attention 
everywhere | have been. The guns most in use out here 
axe of two kinds—the cheap French, and the;hizher-priced 
English. The former aré mostly pin-fires, varnished 
socks, and with stiff, clumsy action, with a profuseness 
of showy engraving, and haying a tawdry effect genexr- 
ally. The English guns are much inferior to equal priced 
guns af American make. In finish, action, symmetry 
and beauty, my American gun surpassed them ull, and 
seyeral gentlemen declared their intentions of ordering a 
similar one before the shooting season came round. 
Powder and shot may be hought at any of the sea-porta 
and in Barbados, shells, cartridges, and all the require- 
ments for 4 breech-loadex, 
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The gun is the only arm one is likely to haye use for, 
though a revolver or rifle may be of use in whiling away 
the time at target practice. So far as necessity for the 
revolver goes, there is none. Mine has Jain in my trunic 
since I left, and is rusty for want of use. 
A hammock, a pair of blankets, a rubber blanket, and 

the various simple articles of use in camping o1t in the 
North—all these should be taken, Books should be taken 
sparingly, and then only such as you would wish to 
leave among the people, for the various and varied use 
o which one may put his time will permit of little time 
for reading. Paper, ink, pencils, note-books, etc., of 
course ; and, if one is artistically inclined, he should by 
all means attempt to sketch the wondrous mountains and 
the scenery of hilland coast. Not being gifted myself, I 
long ago sought aid in preserving by photography these 
wonderful pictures that~eeach day unfolds, A camera is 
an indispensable part of my outfit: formerly I worked 

.the old-fashioned ‘* wet process,” and it took two large 
trunks to hold camera and chemicals; butnow, all this is 
changed ; my camera occupies but about a square foot of 
space, and plates for one lundred pictures are packed 
among my clothing in my trunk, The instrument to 
which I am indebted for all this saving of space and lug- 
gage is called the ‘t Tourograph,” and is the invention of 
a young photographer of Boston, Mr, Glair, At. first 
sight it appears only a square box, but “by remoying a 
slide the lens appears, and by drawing another an in- 
ner box is disclosed, which contains a dozen prepared 
‘gelatine plates.” These plates are contained in grooves, 
each in a separate groove, and held in place by screws, 
each one numbered, Each number corresponds with 
another on the focusing slide, so that, by an ingenious 
arrangement, all one has to do to expose a plate is 
to focus for distance; then, turning the focusing slide 
till the number of the plate wanted is in the right 
place. loose the screw, holding the plate in position, thus 
letting it drop into a rack below, by means of which it is 
carried into focus. The lens is then uncapped, and the 
exposure made ; after which, the lens is again covered, 
the rack carried into eto by a thumb-screw, and the 
plate-clevated to the dark-box and held in position by its 
proper screw, Mr. Blair has aiso prepared a tripod upon 
which to mount the camera, so compact that, when 
closed, it presents the appearance of a large walking- 
sbick ; 1b makes a yery good alpenstock, in fact, with a 
brass-eapped head and sharp-shod point, Upon thistripod 
the camera can be mounted, by a few turns of the screw 
the plate exposed, replaced, and the camera compactly 
packed in a very few minutes. If this invention develops 
all it promises to, there is no reason why every tourist 
should not carry his own ‘ Tourograph” and take his 
own pictures. hus far, I have exposed for about sixty 
pictures ; but, as I haye not yetseen one of them, I can- 
not report upon the merits of the instrument. This may 
seem, lo the uninitiated, yery strange ; that a person in 
his senses should go about over mountains, and in and 
out of craters and yalleys, setting up a machine in a cer- 
tain position, squinting through it at a certain angle, and 
hen, alter turning a few screws and making sundry mo- 

tions, pack up his camera and depart, satisfied that he 
has obtained a duplicate of the picture seen on the ground 
glass. It does require a great deal of faith, especially 
when I transfer the plates, upon which I fondly hope are 
the images of beautiful objects, from the dark-box to the 
boxes in which they must be transported home. This 
can only be done by a peculiar light. in the night shining 
through ruby glass or repared paper, To the eye, every 
plate looks alike, whether it contains the undeveloped re- 
flection of tropical yegetation, or whether it remains in a 
state of virgin purity. 

It would be an easy matter to develop a few, as I haye 
the chemicals for the purpose with me, but I prefer to 
remuin inaatate of delightful suspense, and defer this 
operation fall my return to the States, But if—ah! if— 
all this labor has been in vain! I have too much faith in 
the perfection of my ‘‘ dry plates,” and in the honesty of 
Mr, Blair and his work, to entertain any doubt; at least, 
T'll not cross the bridge before I come to it, 
The preceding are, in the main, the articles comprising 

my outiit, but there are a thousand-and-one others that 
one may take, which will suggest themselves. By all 
means, if you come down this way, bring out fresh books 
and papers to give to the people, Though there is now 
direct communication between New York and Trinidad. 
still the inhabitants of these islands do not receive halt 
the reading matter they could devour. English papers 
and magazines three weeks old are their nee supplies. 
Now, by introducing American literature publishers may 
be paving the way for the annexation of these islands 
by bringing about a change of sentiment, 

This again brings me around to my starting point—the 
facility with which we may now reach the larger islands, 
A direct line, started two years ago, is now running from 
New York, the Quebec and Gulf Ports Steamship Line, 
and tickets may be procured for any island between Porto 
Rico and Trinidad, As these steamers carry cargo, and 
éonsequently make a stay of a day or two in each port, 
a4 round-trip excursion ticket to Trinidad would enable 
one to see the bestof all the islands, and at the same time 
make his home aboard. 

This, the Flamborough, the second steamer of the 
line, upon which Ihave taken passage, during this cruise, 
is as comfortable and pleasant an abiding place as one 
could desire, aven with the thermometer at ninety or 
thereabout. 

The Bocas are now in sight, those gateways to the Bay 
of Paria and Trinidad, and I must bring this roundabout 
ramble to a close. To-morrowis the Fourth, which, ‘be- 
ing Sunday, will be celebrated on the fifth. To-morrow 
and the day after I shall be in Port of Spain, and Tl 
wager don’t smell the smoke ofa cracker. In refreshing 
contrast comes the memory of a Yourth in Martinique two 
years ago, There were no crackers, no fireworks and no 
speeches, except one by our Consul: *' Takeanother glass, 
my friend, in honor of the great American eagle,” In 
my mind's eye I see him yet, beaming upon a half circle 
of chairs, said chairs ranged about a two-gallon jar of 
punch, each chair containing a patriotic American, for 
the tinie heing, It was only a week ago that I heard 
him give orders to Sam, his servant, for the brewing of a 

_ mightier punch than that of two years ago, and here 
am 1, three hundred miles away, with not even a brother 
American to grasp my hand and exclaim, ‘Long may 
Aho waye !” [Here's to the flag, all the same, though. 

FRED BEYERLY, 

alatural History. 
<< 

—<Address all communications fo ‘' Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 
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BricuT MRATHERS.—Mr. Frank R. Rathbun, who is 

well known to many of our readers by his valuable 
ornithological papers, has commenced the publication of 
a beautiful work on birds, entitled ‘* Bright Feathers.” 
The author's purpose is to furnish, in cheap form, a series 

of illustrated biographies of ten or twelve of the more 

highly colored birds of the Northeastern States. 
Judging from the initial number, the work will be one 

that all should have. Tt is a well printed folio on heayy 
tinted paper, with wide margins, and is illustrated by an 
excellent colored plate and a number of beautiful woad- 
cut vignettes. 

The purple finch is excellently portrayed in the plate ; 

the coloring is good and the attitudes natural and life- 
like. Figures are given of the male and the female, and 

of the egg—all natural size. The text is bright and in- 
teresting, and contains quotations from many of-the 

best authorities, The present work will haye a great 
value in arousing an interest in ornithology among 
many who, without such a volume to bring it to their 
notice, would neyer realize the beauty of the science. 
Mr, Rathbun’s volume will, we trust, be as successful 

from a pecuniary point of view as it promises to be from 

an artistic standpoint ; and we do not hesitate to recom- 

mend it to our readers, The price per part is $1. 
pw 

Count L, I’, Dk PoURTALES.—We regret to notice the 
death of L. F, de Pourtales, long an associate of the elder 
Agassiz, He came to this country twenty years ago, and 

has deyoted much of his time to the study of the Ra- 
diata. He has been engaged in deep-sea dredging, and 

was for some years an assistant on the Coast Survey, 
Count de Pourtales was a Swiss by birth, and recently 

came into possession of estates in Switzerland. He was 
the author of many yaluable scientific papers, prominent 

among which are his writings on corals. 
—_— 

THE SENSES OF ANIMALS.—A correspondent writing 
from Savannah, Tenn,, gives an interesting account of 
the acuteness of the senses of certain birds and insects in 
perceiving the approach of an earthquake long before it 

was observable to human feeling, He says :— 
*°On the evening of the 13th inst., a few minutes he- 

fore § o'clock, I was sitting on the front porch trying ta 
get cool and listening to the katydids that were keeping 
up aracket all around. A large colony of martins haye 
established themselves in the upper part of the porch and 
were aaa sleeping, All of a sudden the katydids 
stopped short, and the martins came flying out in a 
breakneck fashion, as if a snake had invaded the quiet 
of their home, Ina few seconds afterwards we felt a 
distinct shock of an earthquake, which lasted about a 
minute, shook the house and rattled the windows. The 
shock was felt by every one in town, and extended for 
miles around, The waye seemed to travel from the 
southwest to northeast. WhatI want to know is why 
and how did the birds and the katydids feel the shock 
before the rest of us? ‘WILL, 

i 

A SNAKE SToRY.—A correspondent has sent us an ex- 
cerpt from the York Pennsylvanian, which gives the de- 

tails of aremarkable circumstance, deserying to go on 

record, No one can cavil at this story or pretend to dis- 

believe it, for we have the most convincing proof of its 
truth, Our correspondent states most emphatically that 
he knows Locust Run well, and that it isa great place 
for pheasants (local for ruffed grouse), for he has killed 

them there ; he does not, it is true, say that it is a good 

place for black snakes, but, on the other hand, he does 
not say that there are none there, What could be more 

convincing ! We haye Locust Run, the pheasants and an 

inherent probability that black snakes exist. No one but 
an extremely captious person will be disposed to doubt 
the veracity of the York Pennsylvanians little tale. 
Here it is :— : 

Several weeks ago, while clearing new land at the foot 
of Locust Run, in Lower Windsor township, there was 
discovered a pheasant’s nest with twelve eggs. Thurs- 
day afternoon, last week, John and Peter Emenheiser, 
sixteen and nineteen years old, on looling at the nest es- 
pied seven young pheasants, about two days old—five 
eggs remaining unhatched. At the edge of the nest lay 
a black snake, five feet ten inches long, the serpent hay- 
ing charmed the chirping birds. The youths killed the 
snake, and throwing it into the road a few feet from the 
nest, the seven rescued pheasants manifested astonishing 
excitement, and crazed with agony hastened to the ser- 
pent, some creeping under it. Atashort distance was 
the old bird, realizing the perilous situation of the brood, 
sereeching and Happing her wings, 

—— 

A ProLiric MoTHER.—Efarly in April last, a three year 
old short horn heifer belonging to Mr. Wm. Myers, of 
Pittsford, Monroe County, N. Y., died during the period 
of gestation. On examination alter death it was found 
that she was about to becomé the mother of no less than 
six well developed calves, ‘The sire was a Durham year- 
ling sixteen months old. The remarkable litter, if ‘such 
aterm may be employed, are said to be now in the pos- 
session of Mr, C, K, Vowlett, of Rochester, N. ¥, 

—_——_—_ 

Witrm HarEs.—Conpus Christi, Texas,—Hditor For- 
est and Stream :—I have seen white jack rabbits in this 
State many times in the spring, but they were always 4 
good ways off and Talways had the sun at my back in 

looking at them. On several occasions T have killed these 
apparently white jacks, and found, when I got to them, 
that they were ash colored, or simply dingy old fellows, 
which had not yet shed their long winter hair, which, 
like the hair of allanimals exposed to the weather, gets 
dingy or faded, just as every black horse loses his gloss 
and 1s a dirty brown in color just before shedding in the 
spring. ~ 
The sun shining on this dingy, faded hair from the 

proper angle makes it look white, but the color green, 
red or yellow, would be as nearly correct as white for 
any specimen of jack rabbit it has fallen fo my lot to ob- 
serve. Ihave seen deer identically the same way—white 
ata distance apparently, but never white when killed. 
As to my opportunity of observation, you will be satis- 
fied when T state that I have lived in Western Texas over 
thirty years andl am fond of my gun. Of one thing you 
may be assured: In Western Texas jack rabbits do 
not turn white in winter. Brxar. 
The hare referred to by our correspondent is no doubt 

Lepus callotis, which is not known eyer to turn white in 
winter. Itisnot probable that £. campestris would do 
so either, as far South as Texas. 

— 

HIssine SNAkES.—Wushington, July 8d—Hditor For- 
est and Stream :—“Buquirer” asked, on page 389 of your 
issue of June 17th, ‘Do snakes hiss?” Our observations 
on the collection of snakes in the Smithsonian institu- 
tion enable us to assert that snakes do hiss. This is es- 
pecially the case with the Hetervdon, the gopher, or in- 
digo snake (Spilotes erebennas), and with the pine, or bull 
snake (Pithyophis melanoleneus). The sound produced 
by them, apparently in anger, isa loud and distinct hiss, 
A sound closely resembling a hiss, but produced by rapid 
motions of the tail, is noticeable in snakes of the species 
Bascanium constrictor, OBSERVER, 

Manchester, N. ., June 25th.—Hditfor Forest and 
Stream :—One summer's day in 1870 I was hoeing in a 
garden, when my attention was attracted by a peculiar 
hissmg—almost singing—note, different from anything T 
had eyer heard. I followed up the sound, and found 
that ifcame from a common striped black and yellow 
snake. He was coiled up under a projecting stone of the 
wall, and, with mouth partly open, was singing his little 
song, His voice was sharp, pretty high pitched, and with 
a harsh, grating quality, I am no naturalist. Was it 
Heterodon platyrhinos ¥ B. B, 

Probably not Heterodon. 4 

State School of Mines, Golden, Col,, June 30th._—Edi- 
tor Forest and Stream :—I had often doubted the same 
fact as ‘‘Enywirer,” until two or three years ago, when in 
the month of May I turned up a flat stone along the 
flanks of the Rocky Mountains and removed a pair of 
large bull snakes (a harmless species, sometimes attaining 
four or five feet, and marked nof unlike a rattlesnake), 
They greeted me with a storm of hissing, that put all 
skepticism on this matter to flight ; and their formidable 
attitude of defenseand noise made me start back for a 
moment ere I attempted to capture the pair. This is the 
only instance of hissing Ihave met with in my inter- 
course with the snakes of this region, of which the bull 
snake, rattlesnake and blue racer are the commonest. TI 
never heard a rattlesnake hiss, These snakes had lain 
there all winter, and were probably hybernating. 

A, Laxns, 

Augusta, Maine, July 10th,—Hditor Forest and 
Stream :—Some fifteen years ago, then residing in Ware- 
ham, Mass,, I was preparing to go down the river to fish 
for sharks, when I was suddenly astonished by hearin 
our large mastiff dog, Barnum, violently barking, I ha 
my shark spear in my hand, and went to the hédge and 
was startled to hear a loud hiss, Upon investigation, I 
discovered a large adder holding my dog at bay. His 
head was flattened, and he was certainly hissing fear- 
fully. Taking the proper precautions, I pinned him with 
my spear, and of course killed him, He measured two 
feet eleven inches in length, Geo, O, TorEy, 

Ee 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
Observing in your issue of July 8th the remarks on’ ‘Do 

snakes hiss?” 1am induced to relate the following inci- 
dent: A few days ago I was fishing in a creek in Sul- 
livan County (this State), Passing along down stréam, I 
arrived at a point where the water, after tumbling over 
some. rocks, formed itself into a small eddy. Herel was 
surprised to see lyimg on the bank of the stream twenty 
or thirty water-snakes—large and small and of a variety 
of colors. Most of the snakes disappeared into the water 
as lapproached, Those that remaimed on shore coiled 
themselves up and raising their heads darted back and 
forth with remarkable rapidity their forked ig ic) mak. 
ing at the same time a distinct hissing noise, The ‘*hiss- 
ing” was, in fact, so loud that it surprised me and I stood. 
for a moment observing the different snakes, allof which 
seemed to be in a state of frenzied excitement, One in 
particular—abont two feet in length and of a greyish 
white color—darted at me several times as if to drive me 
away, uttering the while this hissing noise. It was dis- 
patched in the usual manner, Perhaps this will conyince 
“Shadow” that water snakes as well as land snakes do 
hiss, 
Another incident: Not long ago I was on the Hudson 

Palisades with a friend. We were seated upon a rock 
leisurely pufiing our cigars, when suddenly we were 
startled by a loud hiss (similar to that sometimes made 
by parent geese), close to our heads. Springing to our 
feet, we found ourselyes confronted by a red viper or 
copperhead (Zrigonocephulus contortria) about three 
andl one-half feet in length and one and ove-half inches 
in diameter at the thickest part. Its head was almost flat 
and would probably measure two inches across, The 
animal did not appear to bein its pleasantest mood, and 
had we not beat a retreat we would probably have felt 
the force of its wrath. We returned shortly. however, 
with 2 noose, made of twine and attached to the end of 
a stick, and captured Mr, Copperhead as he was about 
to spring at one of us. 

e intended to bring the snake to New Yorkalive, but 
the porter into whose chargeit was given tightened the 

gs 4 cord, thereby strangling it, Ozias 8, FREEMAN, 
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_ Norriirn Rance or THE BLUE GrosewaK.—In your 
issue of June 24th, a paragraph states that this species 
was shot in Massachnsetts in May last, In order to give 
its most northern range, | may say that T secured a fine 
male specimen some years azo on the north shore of the 
St. Lawrence, opposite Bic. T think I published this fact 
in the Canadian Naturalist at that time. 

Montreal, Canada. 

Fish Culture. 
—Address all communications to‘ Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York.” 
Saat + 2 

HATCHING THE SPANISH MACKEREL, 

HIS valuable fish, Oyhiwm meaeulatum, the first 
hatching of whose eggs by the United States 

Fish Commission we noticed last week. was first dis- 

covered to be spawning in Chesapeake Bay by Mr, R. &. 

BHarll, of the Gommission, who hatched the first fish on 

the 29th of June of this year. It seems that his atten- 

tién was altracted fo it by finding one with ripe eggs 

while he was gathering fishery statistics for the census 
in Mobjack Bay, an arm of the Chesapeake, and on going 

over to the east side of the latter he found the fish in 
much preater numbers in the vyicmity of Crisfield, where 
it has been caught by the local fishermen for many years, 
bub its movements and spawning habits were not at all 
known. Here Mr, Harll found that the fish were just 
beginning tospawn,and he immediately started for Wash- 
ington to report his discoyery to Prof. Baird, whose 
delight at the announcement far exceeded that with 
which he had just received a telegram from Germany 
telling him that the first prize, the Emperor's Cup, had 
been awarded to him at the International Fishery Bx- 
hibition in Berlin for the best collection illustrating the 
fishery resources and fish culture of America. Mr. Earll 

was immediately sent back to the spawning grounds 

with instructions to make a full investigation, hatch 
some if possible, and report. This he did, and withsuch 
hatching apparatus as he could gather he made the trial 
with perfectly satisfactory results, hatching about a half 
million of fishin three or four different lots, His first 
lot was washed out of the boxes by a storm; he then 
covered them and hatched some which went through the 
wire-cloth and escaped, although this was of thirty-two 
wires to the inch, a fact which gives an idea of the small- 

ness of the young fish, He then fastened a covering of 

coarse cotton on the top of the wire-cloth and had the 
pleasure of sesing the fry remain after hatching. The 
water was §4° Fahr., and the fry hatched in eighteen 
hours after impregnation, but swam belly up on the first 
day on account of the large oil globule which prevents 
them irom going below. The next day they righted 
and in tio days they were enabled toga to the bottom. 

They are reported as being unusually hardy, forty of 
them having been kept for two daysina glass globe 
without change of water. ‘ 

The subsequent experiments of Major Ferguson haye 
confirmed the observation of Mr. Harll, and the next sea- 
son there will no doubt be many millions of this tooth- 

some fish hatched by the Fish Commission, for most for- 
tunately its season begins after that of the shad has closed 
and at a time when the Fish Hawk haslittle else to do, 
Tt will be entirely feasible to transport the fry of this fish 

by steamer to Delaware Bay and other parts whereyer 
they may be desired, and so toincrease the stock in many 
places. Their great numbers of eres, from 200,000 to 

500,000 im an individual, and short period of hatching, 
render it possible jo turn ouf immense quantities dur- 
ing their extended spawning season, 

{ {Another fact was established in these experiments ; 

that is, the ability of the fry of the Spanish mackerel to 
live in brackish water, it being belieyed heretofore that 

this fisb could only survive in very salt water. Mr, Harll 
certainly has reason to feel proud of his discovery, which 

is 1 most important one to the fish culturist, the epicure 
and the fisherman, for this dainty fishis very irregular in 
its appearance in our markets, and consequently varies in 

price greatly, being ranked by many as the best of all 

fishes foy broiling,and when plenty seldom selling for less 

than twenty-five cents a pound, but when scarce often 

bringing a dollar. 

Wm, Cocrer. 

:! a 
McGhoup RivEk Satmon.—United States Tishery, 

Buird, Shusta Cownty, Cal., July 1sf.—The salmon in 
the McOloud River seem to be more plentiful than ever 
this season, We caught with a small piece of net, about 
one-sixth the size of an ordinary seine, one evening last 
week, 150 salmon at one haul. This, of course, would 
be nothing to speak of after our bridge and rack for ob- 
structing the salmon are in, but the river is now entirely 
free from obstructions. 
The character of the red fishing is well shown by the 

fact that Master James Maynard, Jr., of San Francisco, 
caught opposite our house, with a bamboo rod, ten sal- 
mon before 9 o'clock last ‘Thursday morning, the largest 
three of which weighed respectively 14 pounds, 123 
pounds and 10 pounds, 
, Lhe trout ponds of the United States Fish Commission 
here are a superb sight, probably not equalled in the 
world. We have inallnearly a thousand trout, a large 
Proportion of which weigh oyer four pounds. We are 
adding to the number every day as rapidly as we can, 
and hope to have nearly two thousand by this time next 
yeat, ‘The subsistence question in this department prom- 

eS = 

isesto assume appalling proportions ; asa whole deernow 
only lasts the trout two days. Luckily we have salmon 
to feed ther onin the summer. Those that want Mc- 
Cloud River trout (Sulmo irideq) for public distribution 
tan probably get all they wish for this year by making 
reasonable application to Prof, Baird, United Siates 
Oommissioner of Fish and Fisheries, Althourh a beawfi- 
fuland delicious fish, the Salmo iriea will live and 
thrive in warmer and muddier waters than the Salmo 
fontinalis, and consequently particularly commends it- 
self to the inhabitants of the States lying south of the 
natural habitat of the fontinalis, LIviInGsToN STONE, 

: a 
IMPORTED SAIBLING AND WHITEFIsH.—United States 

Fishery, Baird, Shasta County, Cal., July 1th— Editor 
Forest and Stream :—I had the good fortune to receive 
last winter from the German Government, through the 
kindness of Herr yon dem Borne, of the Deutsche Fischerei 
Verein, a present of several thousand eggs each of two va- 
rieties of the whitefish of Lake Constance, Switzerland, 
and twenty thowsand efes of the variety of German 
trout known as saibling (Salmo saluelinus), 

Most of the eggs arrived in good order, The white- 
fish, soan after being hatched, were turned loose, and the 
young saiblings I left with Mr, Gilbert, of Plymouth, 
Mass., to be reared in his ponds. Jam happy to inform 
your readers that Mr, Gilbert gives the following favorable 
report of them: ‘‘Thesaiblings are doing finely. None haye 
died, and they grow much faster than trout (Salmo fon- 
tinalis), As they grow they resemble a trout (fontinalis) 
very mucn; in fact, if they were together it would be 
impossible to pick out the trout (fontinalis) from the 
saiblings. Their habits, however, are different from 
those of the trout. I think they feed more off the bot- 
tom, picking up the insects. They do not seem to eat 
one another, as troutdo, I think they are a hardy, rapid 
growing and easily raised fish.” : 
From Mr. Gilbert's description of the young saiblings, 

it would appear that they might be quite a desirable tish 
to introduce into this country. LIVINGSTON STONE. 

th OR i {3° + 7 
Sea and Rivey ishing. 
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FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUST, 

FRESH WATER, 
Maskalonge, Esox nobilior. 

Salmon, Salmo salar. Pike or Pickerel, Bsour Tucits. 
Lake Trout, Salma namayousn, Yellow Perch, Peres fluviatilis. 
peo anaes Salmon, Salmo} Grayling, Lhymatlus tricolor. 

salar, 

Trout, Salmo fontinalts, 

Black Bass, Microplerus salmoides; M, pullidus. 

SALT WATER, : 

Sea Bass, Cenlropristis atruyius. | Bloefish, Pomutomus satlatriz. 
Sheepshead, Areliosargus proba-| Spanish Mackerel, Cybitum mac- 

Loceplia/us. ulation. 
Striped Bass, Roceus lineatus. Cero, Cyhium regate. 
White Perch, Aforone americana. | Bonita, Sarda pelamys. 
Weakfish, Cynoscion reyatis, Kingtish, Menticirrus nebulosus. 

rr. 

More AMERICAN ENTERPRISE.—The quautity of silk- 
worm gut at presentin New York City is far greater 
than ever before, but the quality is, asa rule, very bad. 

As anglers, we must see this fact and mourn over it, for 
without good gut, good fishing tackle is an impossibility. 

What is comparatively a small matter to us is a great 
matter to manufacturers. Our friends, Abbey & Imbrie 

(who consume rather more than half of the entire impor- 

tation of Spanish gut), found each year that the grades 
were lower than the preceding year, and that each year 

there was more and more rough and worthless gut ad- 
mixed in every hundred, Last spring, therefore, Mr. 

Imbrie went over to Spain to see what could be done, 

He found that all the best gut was produced in Murcia ; 

that made elsewhere being entirely unfit for use. After 

along and careful investigation, he concluded to estab- 
lish a factory there for his firm, as otherwise it would not 

be possible to guarantee quality or be certain of a regular 

supply. This necessitated a great deal of trouble and 
the outlay of a large amount of money, But success has 

crowned his efforts, and his firm are recently in receipt 
of the ‘‘ first fruits” of their factory, They haye re- 

stored the old grades, and the gut is the smoothest and 
roundest we ever saw. We know that all anglers and all 
makers of fishing tackle will rejoice in the possibility of 

obtaining good gut from this time forward, and we con- 
gratulate this firm on this still further eyidence of their 
undaunted pluck and perseverance, We know that they 

do not go into anything heedlessly, and we are sure that 
they will make money out of their venture, though it 

does almost take one’s breath away to find an American 

firm establishing the largest factory of its kind about 
4,000 miles away from home, 

—<§— 

ARE THERE TROUT IN THE FRENCH BROAD 7—Will yon 
kindiy tell me whether there is any good trout fishing to 
he had in that part of North Carolina called the ‘French 
Broad,” the western part, I believe, Lamanxious to take 
a trip through there on account of the beantiful scenery, 
but. do not particularly care to unlessI can throw a fly 
most of the time, ACE. I. 

Can any of our readers give us definite information 

about the fishing in the stream named and about the dis- 
irubution of trout in North Carolina ;in what counties 

and streams they are found? There seems to be no reli- 

able information at hand upon this point. 
——— 

SALMON IN THE Pryopscot,—aA dispatch from Bangor, 
Maine, July 27th, says: Just returned from a day’s 
salmon fishing on Hast Branch Penobscot, Hooked two 
salmon, They wre plenty and readily take a fly. 

H. L, Lronarp. 
—— 

A Hint to Tackny Deaturs.—New York © fishing 
tackle dealers would find it very profitable to exhibit 
their fine fishing tackle at the coming Cincinnati Indus- 
trial Exposition, which is now advertising for space al- 
lotments, Cincinnati sportsmen are almost altogether 
dependent on New Yorls dealers for fine fishing tackle, 

TROUTING IN NEW BRUNSWICK, 

Apts rounds to my bear traps usually took three days, 
bit to gain a day for a visit to the  Kilburm”™ 1 

pete itm fwo, finishing up at noon by bringing ina fine 
DOE. 
Section boss Win, Glew, with whoin I was camping at 

Sugar Brook, on the hneof N. B, & GC, Rt. R., kindly per- 
mitted his sons, George and Bob, and their cousin, Tom- 
my Tuck, to accompany ine. At 240 P.M. the last train. 
passed north, leaving the track clear. A sack was stowed 
with bread, salt pork, salt, tea, sugar, frying pan, tin pail 
for boiling tea, and two drinking cups; my top-coat and 
blanket tied compactly for a seat in the birch, case of 
rods, landing net, rifléand axe, comprised the lugeage. 
The hand-car was rolled on to the track to receive us, 
and ‘fall aboard!” and we were olf for a four miles run, 
as fast as three pair of muscular arms, incited by antici- 
pated sport, could propel it, 

Arriving at 56 Carry, the car was put off on a turnout 
ina, jiffy, and the one and a quarter trail entered. This 
brousht us, in due time, tothe head of dead water on 
the lesser inlet, Ina few moments George and Bob pro- 
duced their birch from its resting place in the woods, and 
while it was being launched and trimmed, [hung up my 
rod with a black palmer and black may fora bait, The 
distance to the lake is about a mile, as the crow flies, but 
its sinuous windings double the distance. It is a lovely 
stream, and the lower half discloses deep, broad reaches 
of water at every bend, where the trout most congregate, 
At each of these pools we make a brief tarry, and by the 
time we reach the lake a dozen or more fine trout are 
taken, It is then decided to cross the lake, one mile, to 
‘Camp Stewart,” have an early supper, so as to enjoy 
the best fishing between sunset and dark, 

Arriving at the landing George proceeds to dress some 
trout, whilé Bob and Tom go up to camp and start the 
fire. Tom essays the roll of cook by yirtue of having 
once served in the capacity of steward on a coaster, and. 
while the culinary affairs are progressing I light my briar- 
wood and lie down on what was once a luxurious couch 
of cedar boughs, and muse upon the past. 

Tere, in the hunter's camp, built by old Pete Sebattis, 
four of us met annually, and spent a season of unalloyed 
happiness, which again passes in veview. Again Neal, 
‘Will and Jack surround me, recounting the sports of 
the day, and mapping out for the morrow. Now, it is 
near midnight; the wood is piled on for the night, for 
the nights here are cool, howbeit the days are warm; the 
light flashes upon strings of; duck, partridge and troup 
suspended around, and Jack's rich, deep voice wakes the 
echoes of the wooded hill with ** Three Black Crows ” and 
‘Paddy O’Doyle,” by way of benediction, as we turn in, 
Ah! dear old camp! Thy pleasures will be ever green 
in Imemory, 
But supper is ready, and the deacon seat serves 

for table, slices of bread for plates, which absorb the 
drippings of the luscious trout, which are dissected 
thereon by fingers and hunting knife. Trout and plate 
disappear together, 

I would here digress to say that to fry trout evenly 
they should be scored across slightly in several places on 
the sides ; it prevents curling up. The meal ended, pipes 
are lighted, the remaining food hung up out of the way 
of vermin and ‘‘varmints,” and we again launch the 
birch, this time for the upper or main inlet, where we 
arrive in time to find the water fairly boiling with jump- 
ing trout. The same cast of darl flies (No. 8 hook) are 
taken soon as they touch the water. Singles and pairs 
are killed and Janded till “* you can’t rest.” No timenow 
to fight flies, which settle down upon one as a cloud, 
though ever and anon the eyelashes gather them to the 
extent of blinding, when they must be brushed out, As 
twilight deepens, the Juinps suddenly cease, and no ef- 
forts can get another rise, The sport was brief, but 
grandly exciting. But pen of mine cannot portray it in 
detail ; besides, the theme is hackneyed, and those who 
have been there know all about it. When we return to 
the landing, the boys are to have their sport(?), Drift- 
wood is piled on a flatrock and fired. Stout cord and 
cod hooks, attached to improvised poles of alder, and 
with chunks of pork for bait, each takes position on a 
rock and enjoy themselves lifting out the beautiful fish 
attracted there by the light. This is kept up till Tom 
sips from his rock and fetches up waist-deep in water. 
‘This is a damper, surely, and necessitates a fire at the 
camp, and, as there is 2 new camp built by the lumber- 
men last fall a few rods above the one described, where 
the boughs are comparatively fresh, we hie on to it, and 
soon Tom is seen with simply vest and hat on, drying his 
other garments by a fire built against a large birch 
stump in front of camp. While this is going on, the lads 
amuse themselves with a greasy pack of vards, playing 
the game of forty—fives, At 11 o'clock we turn in, and 
the word is passed tu turn out at daylight for a brief trip 
up the main inlet, Pour o'clock finds us there. The 
sport is not as good as the previous evening; but, in the 
cool of the morning and absence of flies, quite enjoyable. 
Weare back to camp, cook breakfast; string of trout 
some thirty pounds, running from half a pound to one 
and three-fourths, and start on our return before § o/clock, 
The vod is tried in inlet returning, but nota rise is ob- 
tained. The sky is clear, and the rays of the sun are too 
scorching. The birch is again laid away to rest for one 
week, the trail taken, and in due time the car is reached, 
and we return to Sugar Brook after an absence of less 
than twenty hours, every moment of which was rife with 
supremest enjoyment, and another red letter added to 
the calendar of life. CoRPORAL LOT WARFIELD, 

Hillsboro Bridge, N. £H,, July 15th, 
——— = 

Naw Jrrsey.—Riverside House, Forked River, July 
24¢th.—Weaktishing continues to be very good, and all 
hands are enjoying the sport, including the ladies and 
children. The Bella, Capt. Joel Barkalow, with Prof. A. 
M, Mayer and Mr. D, W, Lee, intwodays took 148 weak- 
fish, some of which would turn the seales at three pounds, 
The Professor uses a light tly-rod, which he handles with 
great dexteriliy, and has no end of sport when he hooks 
a big one, The Mattie, with Messrs. D. D, Acker, Jr.,and 
HH, Thompson, of New York, on the 20th caught seventy, 
and on the 21st, forty. These were all larze fish, some of 
which would weigh nearly four pounds, They had fine 
sport; nearly half of the fish were caught by the wives 
and children of the gentlemen, who generally gq 
with them, Our other yacht, the Idle Hours has alsq 
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had a party, consisting of Dr. and Mrs, Everett Herrick, 
and Mr. Jus. Mord, of New York, They have made an 
average of fifty fish during the past three days, I could 
report much larger scores if the weather had been plea- 
sant. We have had rain and no wind for the past few 
days, and it has been difficult to get bait, and we are 
longer getting on the grounds. The old patrons of the 
Riverside are beginning to arrive daily, among whom are 
Mr, W. GC. Rogers and family, who willremain with us 
fill Jate in the season, Also D, W. Lee and wife, Prof. 
A. M. Mayer and family, Dverett Herrick and wife. 
would also wish to inform others of our patrons who 
have not.as yet been here that Mr, A, H. Corwin, who 
‘was proprietor or the house last season, is now in no way 
connected with it, but that it is under the direct super- 
yision of the owner, Chas, A, Smith, which is a sufficient 
guarantee to those who know him, that the house will be 
better kept than eyer before, A 

——aae 

BLACE BASS VS, GREEN BASS. 

Editor Forest and Stream :— 
It is at a sacrifice of time, taste and inclination that I 

notice the communication of ‘St, Clair,” on “Black Bass 
vs. Trout,” in FOREST AND SvrpAM, of July 15th. I feel 
constrained to do sd, however, in justice to myself, inas- 
much as he, indirectly, by implication and innuendo, 
charges me with mendacity and misrepresentation, 

“St. Clair” begins his article by saying: ‘Finding in 
recent issues of FOREST AND STREAM the old controversy 
revived anent black bass and trout, and finding alsa some 
rather peremptory and unpleasant doubts trom Dr, Hen- 
shall and other gentlemen concerning former articles 
written by myself for your paper (‘Black Bass’ and ‘Black 
Bass Fishing’), I must ask you to hear me.” 
Now the fuct is, [ have never given ‘St, Clair’ or his 

articles a second thought since Tread them on their ap- 
pearance, two years ago, Ihaye never alluded to them 
in any shape or manner, or expressed any doubts—‘‘pe- 
remptory,” “unpleasant,” or otherwise—in regard to 
them. 
A reference to his articles, at this writing, confirms the 

impression made upon my mind at the time of their first 
perusal, viz.: that they were indisputably outré, and ¢on- 
tained statements in regard to the black bass that were 
unmistakably rash, inconsistent and erroneous, and 
which stamp their author as being rather Quixotic and 
opinionated. Iremember he was quite eager for a war 
of words with some one or any one in defense of his 
uniyue views, and “threw down the gage of battle,” and 
offered to ‘break lances” with any gentleman upon the 
subject.” 

To my mind he seemed firmly entrenched in a ‘‘rut” 
on, the question of the identity of the black bass, out of 
which it would have been a work of supererogation to 
have tried to extricate him by arguments ; for my impres 
sion, based upon his dogmaticstyle, was that though con- 
vineed, he would be “‘of his own opinion still,” Nodoubt 
my impressions were shared by others, for, so far as I 
know, no one took up the offered gage of battle. That it 
would haye been futile to have done so has since been 
proven, and my predilections haye thus been confirmed ; 
for several of our ablest practical ichthyologists subse- 
quently published in ForEST anD STREAM forcible and 
conyincing articles on the identity and nomenclature of 
the black bass, notably those of Profs. Theo. Gill and D. 
8. Jordan, Prof. Jordan's paper, especially, covered 
the whole ground, reviewing the matter from the first 
description of the black bass by Lacépéde down to the 
present time, 

Butallin vain. ‘St. Clair's” faithin hisown opinions 
on the subject remain unshaken; tor in his last article 
he seems bo be only willing that the mountain shall come 
to him, for he expresses 00 inclination to go to the moun- 
tain. Heisapparently as firmly rooted to his previous 
gonyictions as Rhoderick Dhu to his rock, and states. 
positively that he alone is right in the matter, and that 
all others of a contrary opinion are wrong, in the follow- 
ing plain language — 
7 L want this vexed question set at rest. Tt shall be sct at rest, 
forever. tis true that we baye « fish at the South called trout, 
which, lo superficial observers and to those Who are not to the 
“anor bom,” look like black bass * * but which are no more 
black bass than they ure sulmon. There neyer was & black bass 
in any strewn that empties nto the Atlantic south of Maryland. 
and there never will be. Misled by a similarity of mouth, und, 
ta some extent, form, many well meaning but mistaken persons 
call our wreen bass black bass. Many Southerners call thom 
trout, indtrout they wil be with them until the end of time, 
Mark my words: we haye no black bass in the South, and 10 
mock bass. 

Could any assertions be stronger? Now if it is really 
essential that this question should be set atest by one to 
the *‘ manor born,” then for the sake of science let him 
be born quickly ; or, if he be already born, let him be 
‘born again,” if necessary, for it seems that the efforts 
of all others have been unavailing, in the estimation of 
St. Clair,” Bunt lepussee what such ‘superficial ob- 
servers” and |‘ well meaning but mistaken” persons, as 
Profs. Agassiz, Gill, Jordan and Cope (who have been 
‘misled by a similarity of month, and, to some extent, 
forin’), have to say about the matter, 

TI will, however, premise by stating the fact, that the 
first scientilic description of the black bass was made by 
Lacépéde, a celebrated French naturalist, in 1800, His 
description was based upon a drawing and description of 
the ‘‘Southern rresh water trout” sent to him by M. 
Bosc from South Carolina, labelled “* trout perch ;” this 
he called Labyus salmoides, or the “ trout-like bass," 
which specific name (salmoides) Is retained to this day 
for one species of the black bass, Lacépede afterwards 
received a specimen of this same *‘Carolina trout,” 
but which had a deformed dorsal tin, its latter portion 
being separated by an injury from jhe balance of the fin ; 
on adcount of this peculiarity (the little fin), he named it 
Microplerus dolomieu— Dolomieu’s small fin,” in honor 
of his friend Dolomien ; and this generic name ( Mierop- 
terus) is retuined to the present day for the genus blatk 
bass. Cuvier subsequently identified the latter specimen 
as belonging to the genus Grystes, and to be identical 
with Latius salmoides., Cuvier named this species Grys- 
tes salmoides, but the older name of Lacépéde was finally 
restored, and this species—the small-mouthed bass—is 
now known as Micrapterus salmoides, Prof, D, ¥. Jor- 
dan, when in Europe, & year or two ago, examined the 
original specimen sent to Lacépéde, which is still pre- 
served in the Muséym d'Histoire Naturelle at Paris, and 
fully identified if as a small-monthed black bass, He 
also fully identified jhe specimens pent to Cuvier and 

| XII, 1878, from which I select the following quota- 

“St, Clair” has repeatedly stated what the Wack bass is 
not, but has neglected to tell as what the'blaeck bass is, 
unless he dovaso in the second paragraph of his last 
article, when he says —— 

In one of those articles I stated that a black bass proper could 
not be found in shy stream in the South. I now reiterate 
that statement, and say thatT will stand or fall on the ‘acientifle 
evidence of the best Informed ichthyologists In the United States, 
the two fish (M, silmoides and 0. atrarius) to he dissected together. 

Now, as ‘' St. Clair” tacitly admis in this same article 
that the ** Southern trout" is WV. salmoides or M, pallidus, 
we must conclude that by @. afrarius he means the 
“black bass ;" for whatin the world Centropristis atra- 
rius has to do with the matter 1 can’t imagine, unless we 
take this view of it. If he really holds the C. atrarius 
to bethe ‘black bass,” then the whole matter is ex- 
plained, Tt issimyply another case of mistaken identity, 
and he has, for the first time, furnished the key to his 
peculiar yiews, But the Centropristis atrarius really 
has no more to do with the black bass (Mieropterus) than 
the black snapper or the black grouper. The C. atrarius 
is a true marine fish of the Atlantic coast, generally 
known asthe ‘sea bass,” thongh in a few places along 
the coast is locally known as black sea bass, black will, 
black perch and black fish, and it was formerly called, on 
a portion of the Jersey coast, ‘black bass,” though this 
naine has fallen into disuse since the introduction of the 
black bass proper into the inland waters of that State. 
But upon reading the third paragraph of ‘* St, Clair’s" 

article we are all atisea again, with the rudder unshipped, 
for he tells us there that ** they exist side by side in some 
streams, but in no Southern stream, They can be found 
in Kentucky and Missouri together, and even in Tennes- 
See, in waters that empty into the Ohio, butin no others,” 
No, he cannot mean C. alrariis, the sea bass, for it ex- 
ists in no inland streams, and—what can he mean? TI 
give it up. 

If “St, Clair” really wishes to be set right in this mat- 
ter there isa royal road open to him. Let him send 
specimens of “Southern trout,” or, as he calls them, 
‘“‘ereen bass,” in alcohol to Profs. Baird, Gill or Goode, 
of the Smithsonian Institution, or to Prof. E. D. Cope, 
of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, or to 
any other naturalists whom he cousiders the “best in- 
formed ichthyologists in the United States,” with the re- 
quest to identify and name the same, and if they do not - 
pronounce them black bass (Micropfteras) I will admit 
that St, Claiv” is the ‘best informed ichthyologist in 
the world,” so far as the black bass is concerned, So 
much for the ‘black bass.” 
And now letus see how reliable ‘‘St, Clair” is upon other 

Southern game fishes. In thelast paragraph of his article 
he states that there are no rock bass in the South except 
in one tributary of the Flint River. Ina former article 
he said it existed in three streams emptying into Flint 
River (perhaps he has caught them out of the other 
two), Now whatare the facts? Prof. Jordan and his 
assistants took and identified the rock bass (Aybloplites 
pulpestris) in tributaries of the Chattahoochee, Alabama, 
Tennessee and Cumberland rivers, where they were 
“abundant,” 

"St. Clair” further says: “Dr. Henshall speaks of the 
striped bass (Rovcus chrysops) as never weighing over two 
pounds,” He doesnot give me even the benefit of the 
saving clause, Pinaforically speaking, of ‘‘hardly ever ;” 
but, having set up this man of straw, he proeseds to be- 
labor it, and infers, ‘‘from these data,” that T never saw 
afresh water striped bass! Now this is the ‘*most un- 
kindest cut of all,” to use a garbled quotation for such 
an inference, What I really did say, and, lke Jack 
Bunsby, ‘‘whatIsays I sticks to,” was that the weight 
of Roceus clhrysops “seldom exceeds two or three 
pounds.” If I had placed the maximum weight at three 
pounds it would have heen entirely correct, for it is the 
fact, Ihaye caught thousands of these pan fish in the 
lakes of the Northwest, and generally to my great dis- 
gust and annoyance when angling for black bass. IT 
have also taken them im ‘Green River,” Kentucky, But 
they ‘seldom exteeded two or thiee pounds,” neyer 
reaching five pounds in weight, 

While 1 do not doubt that ‘St, Clair” caught one weigh- 
ing nine pounds (in a former article he placed it at seven 
pounds ; perhaps by next year it will grow to eleven, for 
itis evident from these various statements that it was 
weighed in its own scales), the mere statement of the 
fact amounts to nothing in science; eyen if he had pre- 
served the specimen—as any naturalist would have done— 
it would still amount to nothing as establishing the 
maximum weight of the species, It was simply a mon- 
strosity, an exception to the general rule, as is, indeed, a 
five pound white bass. I have seen a steer that weighed 
upwards of 5,000 pounds, a mule ninéteen and a half 
hands high; a hog that weighed 1,200 pounds; a man 
seyen and a half feet tall; a woman balance the scales 
at 700 pounds; a six-legged calf: the Siamese twins 5 
and a double headed girl; but what do they all prove? 
Nothing. They are simply exceptions to a general rule— 
monstrosities, , 

This plan of conducting a case, by presenting the ar- 
guments of the opposing side in a distorted, incomplete, 
or garbled form, and then, Quixote-like, booted and 
spurred, with lance in poise, making a terrific onslaught 
on the windmill of his own creation, is one much prac- 
ticed by the average village lawyer, and is styled “'petti- 
fogging.” Itake it that ‘St, Clair’ is aluwyer, for he 
put words into my mouth that I never used, and mis. 
quoted my printed statements. I therefore excuse him 
upon the ground of force of habit, and cheerfully exon- 
e.ate him from all seemingly smister motives. 
Perhaps he thought Iwas making light of the fresh 

water striped bass, for he seems to feel a fatherly and 
proprietary interest in this fish, as he says ;— il 

“T believe I first had the honor, through the solicita- 
tion of Chas, Hallock, Esq,, former editor of Forest 
AND STREAM, of introducing the fresh water striped bass 
to the notice of the public,’ ; : 

Oh, no, “St, Glair:” it was first described and ‘imtro- 
duced to the public” by Rafinesque, in 1820, probably be- 
fore you were born; and it still retains the specific name 
(Chrysops) which he bestowed upon it. He caught his 
specimenin Kentucky waters, too, It hag been a well- 
known pao fish ever since, being very abundant in the 
great lakes and lakelets of the Northwest, but has neyep 
been considered much of a fish, except by juvenile ang- 
Jers. Its praises are yet to be sung. _ De! 

Winally, as examples of “St, Clair's' ayatem of an "ac- 
curate domenclatwre,” he enumerates the Southern game 

Valenciennes hy Milbert, from New York, and Le Sueur, 
from the Wabash River, Dudiana, 
Thus we see that the genus Mieroplerus (black bass) 

was founded upon the Southern *' trout,” and, moreover, 
ae that particular species of trout” or black bass 
(the small-mouthed) which is held by many, both North 
and South, to be the only true, real, Simon-pure, clear- 
quill, original Jacobs black bass; they regarding the 
Jarge-mouthed black bass (M, pallidus) as the ‘ off-ox,” 
or “lest-handed ” black bass. 
Yet ‘St. Clair” denies that either species of Southern 

“ trout" is the black bass, and furthermore declares that 
the black bass does not exish in Southern waters, Now 
let us see what this denial amounts to :-— . 

In 1873, Prof. Theo. Gill, at the request of Prof. S. F, 
Baird, United States Fish Commission, thoroughly inves- 
tigated the genus Micropterus to delermine the number 
of species. After examining specimens from the Great 
‘Lakes (Champlain to Michigan), the States of New York, 
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Illmmois, lowa, Kentucky, 
Missouri, Tennessee, Alabama, Texas, Wisconsin, West 
Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina and Geor- 
gia; and after a thorough investigation of the specimens 
in their morphological and anatomical features, he says : 
*“No differences could be found much, if any, greater 
than such as could be detected among numerous individ- 
uals from any giyen locality.” And further : ‘‘ No devi- 
ations haye been found, from the ordinary standard, of 
such a character as at all to compare, for example, with 
the differences between the large mouthed and small- 
mouthed forms, or to indicate that there are any specific 
differences among the small-mouthed or large-mouthed 
forms,” Prof, Gill’s monograph, embodying these re- 
sults, is published in the ‘* Proceedings of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science,” Vol, 
XXII, 1874, pp. 55-72. 

Prof, Agassiz, in 1854, identified the ‘‘ trout ” from the 
Tennessee River in Alabama, as a black bass, which he 
named, provisionally, Grystes nobilis, This was a large- 
mouthed bass. 

Prior to 1870, Prof. E, D. Cope took and identified the 
large-mouthed black bass in the Catawba, Neuse, Great 
Pedee and Santee rivers in North Carolina ; these streams 
all owing into the Atlantic, 

In 1877, Prof, Jordan and his assistants, A. W. Bray- 
ton and C. H. Gilbert, fished the streams of the Alleghany 
region of South Carolina, Georgia and Tennessee, most 
of which were the headwaters of rivers emptying into 
the Atlantic. Prof, Jordan published the results of these 
investigations in his *' Contributions to N, A, Ichthyol- 
ogy” No. 3, in ‘' Bulletin of U. 5, National Museum,” 

tions :<— 
‘Prof, Cope obtained this species (M, pallidus) in the 

Catawba, We collected none in the Saluda or Ennoree, 
buttwe were told that ‘trout,’ as the species of Micrup- 
terus are universally called in the South, are frequently 
taken there,” Page 15, 

‘© This species (M. salmotdes) is abundant in the tribu- 
taries of the Savannah, where it is knownas the ‘ trout.’” 
Page 31. 
“Abundant (Mf. salmotdes) in the Oconee and Ocmul- 

gee.” Page 35, 
“Not very abundant® (lM pailidus), Chattahooche 

River, Page 40, 
* ake common” (1M. sulmotdes), Chattahooche River, 
age 40, 
Abundant” (M, pallidus), m Etowah, Coosa and 

Oostanaua rivers, Page 46, 
(Mf, salmoides), in Etowah, Coosa and Oostanaula, 

‘Abundant; but less so than the preceding (If palli- 
dus). The two species are known indiscriminately as 
‘trout,’ Page 46, 
“The ‘white trout,’as this species (MW, pallidus) is 

often called, is common in the Cumberland,” 
“The ‘black trout’ (MW, salmoides) occurs with the 

preceding (MW. pallidus), and is still more abundant.” 
In Prof. Jordan’s ‘‘ Fishes of Upper Georgia,” in the 

* Annals of the New York Lyceum of Natural History,” 
vol. xi,, 1877, page 314, he says of MW. pallidus ;— 

** Abundant in the Etowah, Oostanaula and Coosa Riy- 
ers, rather more so than the next species (J. salmoides), 
and eyerywhere confounded with it under the name of 
trout.” 

Now, if this evidence is not conélusive and conyine- 
ing to ‘St. Clair,” that the ‘‘trout" is the black bass, 
and exists in the streams of his own and other Southern 
States, he is not open to conviction, 
St, Clair” further says :— 

Asthe time has surely come in our natural history that we 
must be accurate in our nomenclature, we beg to state qur belict 
that our fish ought to be called ‘green bass.’ Ditferent in ana- 
tomical structure, different in fin-, different in times and modes 
of ee our green bass ae not black bass, but an entirely dif- 
ferent fish. 

To which I reply that there is no essential difference, 
anatomically or physiologically, between the black bass 
and what he calls * green bass” (trout). He proposes to 
call the Southern trout ‘! green bass,” color seeming to 
be, to him, the distinguishing characteristic, for he speaks 
of black, green and yellow bass. But this will not an- 
swer, Color is of very little importance in the differen- 
tiation of the species of Micropterus, for they are of all 
colors, black, green, yellow and white; and if is this 
very confusing style of nomenclature that needs to be 
reformed. The xenus is called ‘black bass" because 
that seems to be the most universal common name for it, 
and, therefore, the one to be adopted ; without reference, 
however, to the term " biack™ as a distinguishing’ color, 
In the same way that a blackberry is a blackberry, 
though itis green when it isred—this, although seem- 
ingly paradoxical, is a fact which we all understand. 
Some of the ‘‘blackest” bass I ever saw were in South- 
ern waters, and were, of course, called ‘ trout.” 
Then again both species of Micropterus are indiscrimi- 

nately called ‘*trout” in the South, when they should 
be distinguished as the large-mouthed and small-mouthed 
black bass. Tt must be evident to any one, even to ‘St, 
Olair,” that this is the only practical and sensible plan of 
nomenclature ; for the term ‘* trout,” as applied to a per- 
coid fish, is ridiculous, And then the term “ green bass ” 
1s often applied to the large-mouthed bass in the North- 
west in contradistinction to the small-mouthed bass, 
which is there known as the black bass, Now,if the term 
‘\preen bass”* was applied indiscriminately to either or 
both species of Southern ‘trout? what inextricable con- 
fusion would ensues, 
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fishes as green bass, speckled perch, true perch (red fin), 
jack, and raw mouth perch ; names that mean anythin 
or nothing outside of bis own immediate neighborhood, 

While l have none but the kindliest feelings toward 
“St. Clatr’—or any other brother angler, for that mat- 
ter—t do not desire to again allude to these matters, Life 
is too short and art too long to indulge in profitless dis- 

FOREST AND STREAM. 

Bxpostulation and remonstrance were alike thrown away 
on the * citizen of the world.” Having landed his drake 
and killed him, Dipsy took another suck of his pocket 
companion, and ploducing a small game-ledger he then 
and there entered his day's work, thus — 

‘Mr. Dipsy, Lot Ten River, Prince Edward Island, 
Canada, Trout, 14; bulls, 1; ducks, 5.” 

cussions, When “St, Clair? has forwarded his specimens |  Thisis thelast time 1 mean to go fishing with Mr. 
of “black bass’ and ‘'green bass” to competent icthy-| Dipsy, Hero, 
ologists. of his own choosing, for dissection and identifi- | — = 
cation, | willbe much pleased to learn theresult, In| A BLack BLACK Bass,—Clinton, Ark,, July 1st,—Some 
the meantime, he can ventilate his ‘‘green bass” ideas 
without any interference on my part, inthe future asin 
the past, so lone as he does nob misrepresent me, 

Jd. A, Dimnsiann, 
Cynthiana, Ky,, July 22d. 

ert et 

MR, DIPSY CATCHES TROUT. 

RK. DIPSY found himself in the pleasant Island of 
Prince Edward, which, as all readers of Fornst 

AND STREAM know, is a hundred-and-forty-mile-long 
bank of red sandy loom in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, in 
shape like the crescent moon with the bight facing the 
north, No hills break its surface, and consequently there 
are no braiwling streams tumbling from rock to rock with 
a pleasant murmur; with the exception of three or four, 
all the “‘tivers,” so called, run but a short course through 
badly culitvated fields and patches of second-growth 
woods, until they debouch in narrow creeks or estuaries, 
sometimes of two or three miles in length, up which the 
sea-tides come and which haye been eroded and eaten out 
by the ever-encroaching action of the ebb and flow on 
the level and friable soil. These small rivers are fed by. 
nilinerous springs, aud are filled with a cold, translucent 
water, so pure that it is really spoiled by the admixture 
of whiskey, Once Prince Edward Island was an angler’s 
den, but alas! its streams have been fished out—not 
legitimately, but by systematic poaching. Hon. J, C, 
Pope, the present Canadian Minister of Marine and Fish- 
eries, himself a native of the island and a skillful angler, 
has, during his one year’s tenure of office, done a good 
deal withthe aid of a zealous staff of subordinates to 
protect the small yestige of fishing that remains ; butit 
tales a long time to restore a plundered stream. There 
are still a few cozy nooks where fair catches of trout may 

he had if you know where to look for them, Which re- 
minds. that the writer is authorized to mention that Col. 
Duver, Dominion Inspector of Fisheries, whose post office 
address is Alberton, will do allin his power to direct any 
legitimate angler to the best places wherein to try fisher- 
man's luck, 
Nobody Imew to what nationality Mr. Dipsy belonged. 

When questioned on the subject he would wink with 
oné of his funny little eyes, pat his paunch—for he had a 
paunch—and remark that he was a citizen of the world. 
This was doubtless true, for he must have been born 
somewhere. And as he stood about five feet two in his 
fishing boots, had very spindle lexs to support his ‘fair 
round belly ” (see Shakespeare), and moreover as he wore 
veddish side whiskers on a round ftacu with a salmon- 
colored nosé in the center of it, and as he frequently as- 
pirated an in the wrong place and sometimes left off 
aspirating it altogether, there were reasons to believe he 
was a native of England, 

It was on the pleasant Ist of May the writer was woke 
up from. a not very comfortable bed, consisting of a ping 
board and a Scotch plaid on the fioor of a cottage, by a 
voice singing out ‘‘ “illo!” ‘ hillo yourself!” was the re- 
ie "Wake hup ! rouse hout | heverything is lovely for 

The deywdrops hung on the grass in the gray morning 
like little prisms, Also on Mr. Dipsy’s whiskers. We 
trudged on to what is called Lot Ten River, Prince 
County, and set up our red just as the sun rose and was 
seen through the trees like a great ball of fire, Mr, Dipsy 
in a high state of excitement made a cast and caught 

4 tree, 
Next time he was more successful ; hardly had his two 

flies touched the water when two trout appended them- 
selves and were whisked out far into an aor field, 
Mr. Dipsy ran after thein with his short legs and bas- 
ketted them with every appearance of satisfaction, then 
back to the river and commenced thrashing again ; mora 
trout, The finny beauties seemed determined to be taken 
that morning—two, oue, one, two, one and at length a 
one-pounder, Dipsy hauled him oui by main strength, 
sat down on the bank, applied hisniouth to a green bot- 
tle and then broke forth in a stentorian voice in the ang- 
ler’s song -— 

“A birr! a whirr! a salmon's on, 
A goodly fish! 3 thumper !—ihat's so.” 

Not wishing to have his syes lashed out by Dipsy’s fly- 
ing flies the writer proceeded up stream to a sheltered 
bend he wot of, and where he speedily extracted two 
dozen of fair sized fish in what he flatters himself was 
rather a neat manner, His companion was concealed 
from yiew by a little headland, clothed with low spruce 
trees, now green and golden in therising: sun. Suddenly 
from behind the clump arose a tremendous yell, as of a 
man in mortal agony, accompnied by what séemed a roll 
of thunder, Casting down his rod and making his way 
through the copse, the writer found that this time Mr, 
Dipsy had caught 4 bull, 
A bull of the obnoxious kind, with wide-spreading: 

horns and a shaggy, buffalo mane. The animal was fairly 
hooked in the eye, and was wildly shaking his head and 
tearing oyer the plain, Dipsy following him with loud 
shrieks of dismay, but keeping his butt well forward, as 
recommended by the best scientific anglers, The writer 
followed in much alarm of mind until Taurus leaped a 
mirey ditch, and with a final bellow disappeared, When 
your correspondent got to the spot, Mr. Dipsy'’s water- 
proof boots, sticking up, were almost the only part of him 
to be seen, A good scraping down and another applica- 
tion to the little green bottle partially restored him, and 
we resumed ourfishing. By this time the sun was too 
high for the fly, so Dipsy tried bait. 

It would take too long to enter into details of the sport. 
Suffice it to say that when your uorrespondent had made 
out, as nearly as he could guess, his thirty pound 
weight, he sought his companion, What was his aston- 
ishment to see four domestic ducks, with their necks 
wrung, neatly arranged on the grass and Dipsy himself 
im the act of hauling in a drake that quacked and Hashed 
and fluttered and made a gallant defense for his life ! 
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time ago—a year, perhaps—I wrote a short account of a 
very black bass [had observed in some of the waters of this 
region. The other day, while angling in Archey’s Fork 
with a trolling spoon, I caught, among others, one of the 
identical fellows, He was 4 true MW, salmoides in all save 
color, and more thar true in that. The inky blackness 
extended to every fin, coyered the belly as well as the 
back, and even went so far as the inside of his mouth. 
I saw several other specimens following my spoon, but 
failed to hook them. I had no means of preserving this 
one. The appearance was certainly unique. The fish 
seemed in perfect health, and was *‘game” to the last. 

SALMON Ror, 
or 

THE Rusvroyn Boat PrizE.—Rochester, N, ¥. July 21st. 
Hdwtor Forest and Strewm,—Your paper of the 15th inst, 
contained a letter from Mr, J. H, Rushton, which I think 
calls for an answer, as if seems to convey an implied cen- 
sure on the managers of the Sportsmen’s State Conven- 
tion in 1879. 

It is true that My. Rushton offered his boat as a prize 
for fiy-casting, but when the Prize Committee requested 
hini to let them put it up as a prize in a shooting match, 
he gave unhesitating consent, and his boat (which was a 
fine one) was made second prize in the second shooting 
contest—the first being a $225 Baker gun, For the pur- 
pose of attracting attention and as an advertisement, it 
was in far the best place by the change, for scores of peo- 
ple took interest in the shooting where individuals did in 
the fly-casting, and if L remember right there was a sharp 
contest in “shooting off” for the boat, Itwas won by a 
sportsman in Dansville, and has probably brought its 
maker's name to the attention of more men who shvot 
on water and require boats than if won by some trout 
angler who does most of his fishing from shore, 

EpMonD REDMOND (Ex Secretary). 
er 

Tan Ek Horn Vauuny.—West Point, Cumming 
County, Nebraska, July 20th,—As I have never seen any- 
thing inthe Forest AND STREAM in regard to the Klk- 
horn Valley and its numerous ponds and rivers, I take it 
upon myself to give a short description of its attractions 
for sportsmen. It is not exactly a wild country, nor is it 
so thickly populated but that there is plenty of game 
and fish to be had in their seeson, The Elkhorn River 
rises in the Northwestern part of the State and flows in 
a general southeast direction and empties in the famous 
Platt River. It abounds in catfish, suckers, whitefish, 
pickerel and salmon trout, and a few eels, but the great- 
est sport we haye is in the ponds along the side of the 
river, which are well stocked with both black and rock 
bass ; they weigh from one to five pounds ; also pickerel, 
which run from one to eighteen pounds. They are 
mostly taken with spoon hooks, Last year I tried to 
take the bass with a fly, bul met with very little success, 
owing, probably, to my inexperience in fly-fishing. 
Sportsmen come from Omailia to fishin these ponds, and 

claim they axe the best in the State, 
—<— 

Wo Gan BEAT Tris?—fine Green, Ind,, July 20th,— 
On the morning of the 18th inst. 1 went ouf on one of 
the small Jakes near this place—a lake about four miles 
in circumference—and in running once around I landed 
in the boat forty-five black bass, and probably lost half 
as any more in trying to get them in. I used Mann’s 
No. 20 spoon, on line with rod, which proved too small 
to hold well on large bass. T. A. 8. 

The Zennel. 
—Addrese all communications to “ Forest and Stream 

Publishing Company, New York,” 

(\COCKERS FOR COVER SHOOTING, 

if is now quite time for those sportsmen who have not 
alveady done so, to see to their kennels for the coming 

season. ‘The first consideration for each individual, be- 
fore proyiding himself with dogs, should be, What sort 
of ground am I going tohunt over? For open ground, 
a pointer or setter is undoubtedly the proper dog, and 
the only point then to be determined is as to the mdivyid- 
ual animal best adapted to that ground. Where heat 
is considerable and water scarce, the pointer is likely to 
be the most serviceable, and where wet and cold is ex- 
pected the setter will be found to do the best work. 
Where the hunting grounds are partly open and partly 
cover, the pointer or setter is still the best sort of 
dog; but when it is all, or nearly all, cover and 
swamp, the well-trained spaniel will be found to be 
by far the most satisfactory animal you can find, espe- 
cially if ducks may be expected in addition to wood- 
cock, ruffed grouse and snipe. To those whose shooting 
grounds are to be of the latter nature, I would suggest 
that care should be taken to select spaniels of the most 
suitable strain, as there are a good many to choose out 
of, some adapted to one kind of country and some to an- 
other, In the North a field spaniel, such as the one that 
was awarded the first prize at the last New York Bench 
Show, would be, judging by his appearance, a fair speci- 
men of what is most useful there, his water spaniel blood 
being suggestive of superior pluck, hardiness and re- 
trieving qualities, 

In other parts of America, where a yery hardy dog is 
unnecessary, | should recommend a Sussex or a cocker, 
according to the fancy of the sportsman. I amsure that 
there is ground in the Hastern and Southern Staties, as 
well as in the Northern, where a brace of good spaniels 
would secure to the sportsman as lively and delightful 
sport as he could possibly wish for ; but the whole pleas- 
ure will be spoiled if the dogs do not know their work. 
They should hunt close, keep within rangé, drop to shot, 
wing, or hand, and retrieye handsomely. , Plenty of ad- 

Bil 

vice has now been given in the columns of Forms? AND 
STREAM as to how all these things can be taught, and 
there are very few places in the country where it cannot 
be done, 

Setters can, of course, be made to do the work of 
spaniels, but in thick cover their size is against them: 
and also, it can only be done af the expense of spoiling 
their style and ranging qualities. If setters are not al- 
lowed to range out of sight they cannot be better than 
spaniels, and if they do range out of sight one must be 
foreyer bothered by having tolool for them when they 
are ona point. I know that some setters will flush game 
in cover and be quite steady in the open, but these are 
exceptional spaniels, and not the rule. 
Another thing in favor_of spaniels is that, being small 

and handsome, they make nice house dogs, and a brace of 
them do not cost more to keep than one setter or naar 

BEX, 
For woodcock shooting in the tall corn there is no dog 

like the well-broken cocker spaniel, When either pointers 
or setters are used the birds, nine times out of ten, will 

not ‘*top,” but flit off diagonally across the rows and 

consequently present no shot. But behind a well-broken 
brace of cockers there is music in the air, and a drifting 
lot of feathers besides. 
os 

TRISH WOLFHOUNDS AS DEER AND BEAR DOGS, 

Hast Ssaqinaw, Mich., July 96h, 
Hditor Forest and Stream :— 

IT take pleasure in complying with your request to vive 
a description of my pair of imported Irish wolfhounds. 
Thad for a long time desired a breed of dogs for deer 
hunting, which were larger, faster and more savage and 
courageous than those in use, which are largely of fox: 
hound blood in all degrees of purity, or rather impurity. 
The same breed Lalso designed to uss in bear hunting, 
for which purpose the above-mentioned qualities would 
be very essential, 
Having read descriptions of the supposed to be extinet 

breed of Irish wolfhounds, I became convinced they 
would fill the bill, with the exception of running hy scent, 
and upon this subject I could obtain no reliable informa- 
tion. Noticing in the advertisements in Forusr Anp 
Stream that Mr, Frank Adcock, of Shevington Hall, W, 
Wigan, England, made a specialty of breeding large and 
powerful dogs for attacking and pulling down large 
game, I wrote a letter of inquiry, and learned that he had 
some fine specimens, which he was breeding, and the re- 
sult of this little advertisement in FoREST AND STRHAM 
was that [purchased a pair of puppies (dog and bitch) by 
his celebrated **Ranger,” out of his ‘* Atalanta,” both 
prize winners, Ranger haying taken first prize at the 
Dublin show in April, 1879. They were admitted duty 
free by the custom house authorities at New York, being 
imported for breeding purposes, but I doubt if the privi- 
lece is worth the bother and red tape-.necessary to se- 
cure it 

They arrived last December, and are now about zine 
months of age, and tough and hearty as one could de- 
sire, In general appearance the male, though but about 
half grown, is tall (twenty-six inches at the shoulder) and 
majestic looking, head of good size and well shaped, 
jaw strong, with dangerous looking fangs, ears erect, 
with pendant tips, neck long but strong, body of great 
length and tail nearly touching the ground ; legs large, 
long and muscular, with feet which make a tracl as 
large as 4 full grown wolf. No dew-claws. Coat rough, 
long and wiry, especially under jaws and on the breast, 
with tufts of long hair over the eyes and hanging from 
the under flews. Color gray, blotched with black and 
fawn-colored spots. 
The bitch is somewhat smaller and more slender, quite 

like a greyhound in build, and yery actiye and wiry. 
Golor and markings exactly like the dog, but the coat 
is short and soft, a characteristic of the bitches of this 
breed, I am told, ’ 

In disposition they are gentle, obedient and affection- 
ate to a remarkable degree ; in fact they surpass, in this 
respect, any spaniel or foxhound I eyer saw. 

Their crowning glory is their speed, which is something 
marvelous, their jumps averaging ten or twelve feet while 
running at play. What they would stretch if to in an 
exciting chase after a deer nobody knows. Though I 
have not tested their speed with greyhounds in this City, 
I should say they were fully as fast, with four times their 
endurance. Icould not give a better description of my 
pup, Dragon,” than to refer you to the description of 
the typical Irish wolfhound contained in a letter to the 
Trish Sportsman, and reprinted in the Pormst anp 
STREAM of March 13th, 1879, page 115, to which deserip 
tion he seems to constantly grow nearer, 
The importation of the breed for deer hunting purpo- 

ses was largely an experiment, as itis a matter of doubt 
whether they will by nature or training run by scent, If 
not, I shall cross ‘‘ Dragon” with my tan-colored, im- 
ported bloodhound, Juno.” 'Juno” is oul of a fine 
imported bitch, by ** Hugo,” a great prize winnerin Bny- 
land, he by Champion ‘' Draco -'* Hilda,” ‘* Draco” by 
Corven’s famed ‘Old Druid”-* Daisy,” “Juno” is a 
beauty ; tall and of good size, deep voice, extraordinary 
scent, gentle and affectionate disposition, and one of the 
fastest honnds in the State. Of the results of {he eross I 
haye great expectations, and hope to produce a new race 
of dogs for deer and bear hunting which will combing 
the keen scent, tongue, sagacity and tenacity of the 
bloodhound with the immense speed, size, intelligence, 
muscular power and courage of the Irish wolfhound, I 
am in hopes, however, to be able to use them in their 
pure state for tracking deer, without the necessity of 
crossing with the blondhound to get the necessary qual- 
ityofrunning by scent. 
My expectations in this direction ara based on their 

unmistakable intelligence and quickness to learn, and 
their naturally good scent, which is evinced in a dozen 
ways, Ivwillkeep you duly informed of the success of 
the experiment, which willbe tested in the coming fall. 
As far as my information extends, this is the only pair 
of Irish wolfhounds in this country. Should theré he 
any others I shall be vlad to know it, 
Knowing the natural reluctance which American gen- 

tlemen have in sending cash remittances to breeders in 
England who are entire strangers, and to whose honor 
must necessarily be left the selection of dogs, I do them 
a favor and myself a pleasure in testifying to Mr, Frank 
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Adeock’s reliability and fairness, and to whose extensive 
kennels and stables 1 would recommend all who desire to 
import rare dogs and blooded horses, H, B, Roney. 

et 

FATAL DishAsSe AMONG DOGS IN THE SOUTH.—Savannah, 
Ga,, July 20th.-Kdiior Forest and Stream:—i send 
you a slip from one of our daily papers concerning a very 
strange disease, that has been adyancing southward for 
the past eighteen months. As far as I can learn no such 
disease was ever known here before. I lost five hounds 
‘with it a year ago, and several of my friends have lost 
dogs this year, If anyone can give any light on the sub- 
ject through your paper it will be gratefully received, 1 
know of hogs and cats that were bitten; they took the 
disease, and died. GEO. I, APPLETON. 

The following is the cutting referred to in Mr, A,’s let- 

ter :— 
We learn from gentlemen living in South Carolina, 

along Black River and the yicinity, that a disease of a 
malignant character has for some weeks been prevalent 
among the dogsin that neighborhood, and many valuable 
animals have been sacrificed. The symptoms are similar 
to the rabies, and the dogs affected manifest a disposition 
to avoid people, but are very savage toward animals. 
Several planters have lost fine horses and cows which 
were bitten by dogs affected with this madness. Strange 
to say, a few people who haye been bitten have not ap- 
parently been affected in the least, whilst the horses and 
cows that were attacked suffered greatly and died, The 
exact character of the disease is not known, though from 
the symptoms it would seem to be akin to hydrophobia ; 
the animals affected rushed at once for water. A youth, 
who was bitten by one of these ‘‘mad” dogs a week or 
two ago, was brought to Savannah for medical treatment, 
and speedily recovered, and has exhibited no evil effects 
of the bite, 
We learn that the mortality among the canines has 

been yery great, and several gentlemen have lost entire 
kennels of fine dogs. The dogs affected with the disease 
hhave been killed in many instances before they had time 
to spread the infection by biting, The disease still pre- 
vails. though for lack of material not to the same ex- 
tent.” 

We know of no"such’{disease, unless it be ‘*rabies,” 

which we are inclined to think this must be, 
—— 

f Coursing DEER In A Two-Acre Lot,—Since the days 
when Barnum conducted his ‘‘Greatest Show on Barth” 

in the Madison Square garden, coursing {deer has not 
been carried on to any great extent in the cities of the 

Tinited States. But in Cincinnati the exciting sport 
seems to have revived within the last few weeks, and 
those that were fortunate enough to witness the im- 
promptu circus on Major Morgan’s property, declare that 
“there's nothing like it.” Col. Thos, B. Paxton of the 
Porkopolis, owns an Irish greyhound of the female per- 
suasion, who is believed to be of the purest origin, She 
is of a creamy white color, with finely pointed black nose 
and black eyelids, symmetrical in build, with a thin, 
gracefully sweeping tail. A greyhound in tip-top condi- 
tion should be al! fire, animation and sprightliness, gaiely 
expressed in the sparkle of the eyes and the bounding 
elasticity of the limbs, Should be alsoso refreshing: to the 
beholder as to produce the idea that the excellencies of 
the ‘animal could be carried on further, This is all 
claimed for Lady, Col. Paxton’s bitch. It is said she can 
run like the wind, and, in fact, go so fast when the spirit. 
moves her as to resemble a long streak of dancing moon- 
siine, making it an even bet as to which end is her lady- 
ship. Major Morgan owns a herd of six deer, which he 
keeps on his lawn, a plot of ground of about two acresin 
extent. A few evenings ago a party of gentlemen visited 
the Major, to see the greyhound and the doggy stock, 
which he takes much pleasure in showing to his friends, 
when somebody suggested a trial of *‘Lady’s” speed on 
the deer. The newspaper report is as follows :— 

“The latter stood in a group near the north wallof the 
ground, observing evidently with some interest the move- 
ment of the visitors, Lady was started after them, and 
the whole herd scampered off to fet out of her way. As 
she pressed too closely the bucks turned at bay and drove 
her off, sometimes following her, She was evidently un- 
used to sport of this kind, and, possibly from lack of 
training, was alittleslow in warming up to it, or the deer, 
being indisposed to active exertion, were unwilling to 
take part in achase they hadnotsought. Lady persisted, 
however, and finally started them, and an interesting 
chase followed, The rear grounds cover probably about 
two and ahalf acres, two of which are in lawn, divided by 
a broad broken stone roadway, and the remainder oc- 
cupied by large buildings, the longest of which,on the east, 
was separated from the high wall by a narrow roadway. 
The buildings, of course, shut out much of the view. As 
the chase advanced, the whole herd at times came leap- 
ing over thelawn past the group of spectators, one with 
preat, graceful leaps of twelve or fifteen feet at a stretch, 
of course leaying the greyhound far in the rear. Sing- 
ling out one of the deer, however, Lady directed her 
energies to that one alone, and the others discovering it, | 
quietly dropped out of the chase, and took position near | 
the south wall merely as spectators and watched the sub- 
sequent proceedings with apparently as much interest as 
that felt by the group of human spectators, except that 
their sympathy was probably wholly with one of the 
parties to the chase, while that of the men was divided. 

“As Lady got her blood up the chase became quite excit- 
ing, both pursued and pursuer straiming every nerve as 
they almost flew over the ground, As the deerincreased 
the distance from the pursuer it slackened its speed until 
the hound came within eight ov ten feet, and at that dis- 
tance between them half a dozen circuits of the ground 
were made. At one time the deer ran into a narrow court 
terminating at the big gate on the westside, and here the 
spectators feared the two animals would come in contact, 
Tt was with some wlief that they saw the deer hounding 
out again into the lawn with the hound no nearer than 
when they entered. 

“An amusing incident connected with this period of the 
chase was the part taken by a little Irish beagle, an mn- 
pretending little doy thats few would think of looking 
at twiee, He had heen an interested spectator of the 
sport iur seme time, and had made irequent essays to 
take part in it, Unable longer to restrain himself,he gave 
himself up to if fully, and jomed in the chase with as 

great a show of yim as the preyhound. While unable 
to keep up with his fleet-footed rival, his tact enabled 
him to make a good showing by cutting across the circles, 
vane the hound followed every curve and turn of the 
eer. 
“Fearing that the deer was being too closely pressed, 

Major Morgan attempted to call off the hound, but with- 
out success, Halfa dozen times as the animals passed 
him closely hestepped between them and tried to frighten 
Lady away, but without avail, Both, after a chase of fif- 
teen minutes, showed such evidence of fatigue that he de- 
termined to stop it, and the spectators quickly formed a 
line as the animals passed on the next round, and succeed- 
ed in separating them. 

“Deer and hound were both thoroughly tired and nearly 
outof wind, Theirmouths wers wide open, their tongues 
lolled out, and each panted uncomfortably for breath, 
The chase showed the blood of Lady, and that unless in- 
terrupted, as it was, the chase might haye continued un- 
til one or the other had fallen from exhaustion,” 

EER ee 
MEASUREMENT OF BBAGLES.—Mssea County Hunt, 

Montclair, N. J., July 27th.—ditor Forest and Stream:— 
At your request I have varefully weighed and measured 
some of our champions, and would say that a good hea- 
glein thorough working condition should weigh one 
pound and oné ounce (ayoirdupois) to every inch at 
shoulder and ears from tip to tip same as height; more 
the better, Harry Howarp, Huntsman. 

——— 

—We call attention 10 the notice of Mr, EF. Z%, Miley, 
of Lancaster, Pa.,, who advertises for a man to take 
charge of his kennel. 

———d 

Toronto Dog SHow,—In another column we publish 
the notice of the Grand International Bench Show of 
Dogs to be held in Toronto, Sept. 8th, 9th and 10th, This 
promises to be an excellent exhibition and worthy of the 
attention of all dog men. 

; — 
PHOTOGRAPHS oF Dods.—Messrs. Notman & Sandham, 

the well known photographers of Montreal, haye sent us 
two excellent prints of two groups of dogs. They are 
wonderfully clever, and portray with life-like accuracy 
many of the various breeds. 
et ee 

KENNEL NOTES. 

SALES.—Bess.—Mr.5,T. ‘H. Dwyer, of this city, has purchased 

from Mr. BE, GC. Alden, Dedham, Muss., the Gordon setter bitch 
Bess, Bassetts Queen Gess-Doane’s Tom. Sancho.—Mr. A, H- 

Byans, tue President of the Woodmont Rod and Gun Club of 
Washington City, has purchased of Mr. Chas. I. Kent, of Bing- 

hamton, N. ¥,, the famous pointer dog Sancho, said to be one 
of the besr field dogs in America. Victor-Liicy, whelp.—Mr, N. 
Elmore has sold to Mr. L, &. Burke, of Westfield, Mass.,a fine 
English hare beagle puppy by Vistor out of Lucy. 

Deatas.—Pride of the Bordey.—Mr. Chas. H- Raymond's fa- 
mous Laverack setter dog Pride of the Border diced some time 

ago, Fritz.—Mr. i, M, Le Moyne, of Yonkers, N. Y_, hua lost 
by death his beautiful liver and white cocker spaniel Wyitz, out 
of Mr, McKoon's Fanny Fer + ena Sar, 

PRESENTATION.—Sts.—Hina Green, Ind., July 20th.—lam pleased 
to acknowledge a present of the red Irish setter puppy Sis, from 

Mr. James Chubb, of Cleyeland, Ohio. She is the finest hitch in 
this section: Champion Elcho-Gip stock, and is most fully ap- 

preciated. 4 T. A. SATLES. 

NAMES CLAInED.—Bounee.—sir, W. A. West, of Belfast, Maine, 
claims the name of Bounce for his red Trish setter puppy 

whelped April 11th, 1880, out of Bridget Plunket by Dirk Hat- 

térrick ; purchased from the kennels of Mr, EB. J_ Robbins, of 

Wethersfield, Conn. Nellie —Mr. Edward P. Ahern, of Pliza- 
beth, N. J., claims the name of Nellie for his liver and white 

pointer puppy, presented to him by Judge Gildersleeye, of this 
city, The puppy is two monilis old, 

Bren.—Mainy'TL.-Ponticc,—Mr. John ©. 4 fewins'§@lairy Il. to 
his Pontiac. 

WHEL?Ps.—Pelrel—Mr. John ©. Wiggin’s, Delaware City, Del., 

Petre! whelped July With to his Dashing Monarch. Pelrel 17.—Mr. 

John C. Higyin’s Petrel 1. whelped July 15th to his young Lay- 

erack. Flora—Messrs. Hitchcock & Hellyar’s (formerly Lincoln & 

Hellyar) imported biteh Flora whelped on July $th five puppies— 

one dog and four bitches—by Arlington. Gipsy Gueen—Dr, Hen- 

shall's setter hiteh Gipsy Queen (Itoyal Dulke-Queen), whelped 

June 4th, 1880, cight—three dogs and five bitches—bhy CoL Howard’s 
Irish setter Bragg (Bob-Duck); colors, all red and al! blawk. Verah— 

Mr, Chas, H. Dayton’s, Peekskill, N. ¥., red Ivish setter bitch 

Norah, first New York, 1880, whelped July 24th teu puppies—six 
dogs and four bitches—by champion Rory O'More, 

rr ee 

PUBLISHERS’ DEPARTMENT. 

THe Fishing GAverrr Kxie.— We have received from Mr. 
it. BH. Marston, editor of the Fishiny Guzelte,a knife designed hy 

him for the use of auglers, and called the “Fishing Gazette 

Knite.” The tool isa very useful one, and contnins sixteen dis- 

tinct inyplements, ineluding sctew-driver, Bovlish and French 

Intasures, tile, distorger, scissors, ete, Our angling friends will 

appreciate 1he value of such an addition to their equipment. We 

are informed that this knife can be oblained from Messrs. Thorn- 

hill & Co,, 144 New Bond street, London, and that the price is 
£2 10s. 

——.—___ 

A TEMPERATE DEPARTHNE.—The following communication ex- 
plains itself :— 

ALEXANDRIA Bay, JV. ¥., 1880. 
Messrs. HT. A. Warner & Co.— J ae 
Gentlemen: I have been doctoring the last four years for rheu- 

matism in the hack, sciatica and kidney difficulties, and have been 
«tno time tree from pain until ] commenced taking Warner's Sate 
Kidney and Liver Cure, which has entirely cured me. | want to 
keep it in the house to treat my friends with, instead of Wines 
ind Jigiors, sit willcure the diseases they will produce. Very 
truly yours, CHAS. WALTON, 

ee 
—We call theuttention of our readers toan advertisement of the 

patentee of the Fox Gun, which will be fownd in our columns of— 
foring spectal inducements to those wanting one of these fine 
breeeh-loaders, 80 Tayorably known throughout the country. The 
plan is cerlainly a practicable one, and from the well-known re- 
spectability of the parties interested, we would advise any one 
Wanting oné of these guns to send for an illustrated catalogue to 
the office of Geo, H. Vox, ayent, 36 John street, New York, , 

alicherp. 
—>—_ 

—Address all communivations to ‘* Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

THE GRAND NATIONAL MEETING, 

NOTES ON THE SHOOTING-LESSONS FROM THE WORK DONE, 

los: say that the meeting af Buffalo was a suevess, does not con 
yey a sufficient idea of the entirely satisfactory conduct snd 

results of the meetimg. The attendance of contestants Was 
smaller than the Committee anticipated, particularly of lady 

archers, the long distances to be traversed causing many of the 

leading toxophilites of the West to forego the pleasures of the 
Tourney. 

The arrangements at the grounds were perfect, and but for the 
intolerable burning of the sun, and the severe breeze constantly 

BWweeping across the ranges, the pleasures of the contest would 
haye been unmarred. No doubt archers are prone to attribute 
their poor scoring too much to bad weather, and too little to the 

influences of a publie meeting, Yet there can be no question 
that the first two days of the metting were trying ones upon the 

long range shooting, the drift of the arrows ut 100 yards averng- 
ing not less than eight feet. Itmay not be unprofitable to sug— 

gest toarchers in general a few of the principal causes which 

produce the low scoring at national meetings as compared with 

private practice records. Some of these causes may, to some ex- 

tent, be removed and others modified in their effects, but seyern 
are without remedy. The first triul which the majority of 
archers in our country have to undergo, and the necessary effect 

of which isto somewhat shatter the nerves and weaken the con- 

trol of the weapons, is the journey of from three hundred 1o 

on thousand miles from home to the place of meeting. Tf any 

archer will make such a journey immediately before shootiog 

over his own range at his home, he will discover a serious falling 

off in his scoring, The next matter to be mentioned scems trifling 

in itself, but its etlects ara always observable in diminished. 

scoring, and this is the change of diet and loss af sleep, which can 
scarcely be ayoided when one attends oné of these preat public 

meetings. The natural embarrassment and neryousness attend— 

ant upon a public contest also to some extent militates srainst 

accurady, but the chief causé, and the one for which there seems 
to be no remedy, comes from the changed surroundings. At 

home the archer shoots the York Round from 4 o'¢lock to & 

o'clock in the afternoon, when the air is cool and pleasant, and 

the shadow of the great trees protect him from the scorching rays 

«f the sun, the familiar background enables him to find his point 

of aim at once, and he maintains ff with steadiness because his 

boty does not weaken in the shade to any appreciable extent. He 

occupies only about two hours in completing the round, and his 

neryes are kept well strung up from the beginning to the end. 

‘There is nothing to distract the attention from the work in hand, 
and all the cnergies are directed to one matter, Ata great public 

mecting, howeyer, the archer is compelled to shoot upon a 

strange field, under the glare ofa summer sun, from 10 o’clovk 
AM., until § o'clock P.M., to drag through a single York Round. 
He misses the familiar backeround, and hunts in vaio for his: 
point of aim ou the shining sky above his target, The noonday 

heat weakens his how several pounds, and his point of aim con- 

stantly rises. Ie bas not met his old friends on the target fleld 

since the last national meeting, ind in his anxiety to note their 

style and accuracy, he guifers his attention to wander from His 

owo target. These things, with many others unnecessary to be 

heve recalled, combine to reduce the scoring at every public 

mecting about 20 per cent. below the averagé of the same archers 

in private practice. 

The records of the Priyate Practice Club for the month immedi- 
ately preceding the National Meeting clearly proves this to be 

true. Only onearcher, Mr. Frank H, Walworth, approached his 
private practice uvyerage. The winner of the champion medal, 
Mr. L. L, Peddinghaus, averaged for June In the Private Practice 
Club only a trifle better than his work at the public mesting, get- 

ting an average double round of 734 against a score of 706 at the 

Buffalo meeting. With the two exceptions already named, the 

uverage falline off} was about 20 per cent. A list of the § 
highest scores made at the Buifalo meeting by members of the 

Private Practice Club, opposed to theaverages of the same archérs 
for the month of June, will show the true eifestota public meet- 

ing :— 
Juneaverage. Builalomecting. Gain, Loss. 

Lu. L, Peddinghaus.... Tt Tb i 26 
Will HL, Thompson B05 7 103 
F. H. Walworth 492 500 > 
Kdwin Devol.. S56 484 62 
Lorenzo Deyul (a0 476 R17 
O. W.Kyle..,- Ais 459 4 
J.B. Devol. Sok AbB 102 

Total.--- “ Pi este i S06 

Even this is not a fair test, since only the 7 higheat scores secured 

by members of the Private Practice Club are chosen 45 4 basis, 
and, of course, those scoring nearest up to their ayerage would be 

most likely tosecure the highest records An examination of 
all (he scores made by the members of ths Private Practice Club 

al the Buffalé nieeting will show no fnstance other than that of 

Mr. Walworth, where an archer equalled his June average, 
We have called attention to these difficulties attending a public 

meeting, not for the purpose of excusing the shortcomings of 

Our aréheérs, but in the hope that every contestant may heedfully 

Lear them in remenipranee, strlying earnestly to conquer as many 

of them as possible, and bearing with great patience those which 

cannot be overcome. 
That systematic effort will greatly reduce their evil effects tan— 

not be doubted, nud the wonderful improvementioa the general 
scoring since the national meeting of last year, goes far to encour- 

age usto greater ctiort. Looking to the records of the iwo national 

meetings, we find progress overywhere, Threo scores this year 

exceed that by which the medal was won at Chicago, while the 
ayeraze of the 6 hlzhest scores exceed it some points, Lust 
year there were only 5 scores exe¢eding 400 points, while this 
year there were 12. At Chicago the 15 highest scores only aye— 
raged 401 points, while at Builalown average of 500 points was ob- 

tained. Suechan incroase, if continued through angther year, 
would bring us to nlmosteven ternis withthe yeteran archers of 

Great Britain, On the?3d, 21th and 25th of June the first great 
public mectingot the archers of Nugland ocurred at Leaming- 
ton, upon prounds famous for the surprisingly preat scores made 

there, and the attendance of orchers was erenter than this an- 
nin! mecting ayer before called Logether, ‘The Mnelish champion 
(Me, Waltérs), lovethor with such renowned toxopholjles as Ttim- 
jagton, Walford, Elliott, Gol. Lewin, Piers Legh, Yates Moote, 
Aston, Byre Hussey, Nushim, Sagar, Butt, and mowny others of 
twenty yeurs’ experience, umong them the two last Winners of 

the champion medal of the United Kingdom, shot there during 
+yo days, the first of which the London Field pronounces, * alto 
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rt work on arolier'y, dau with a Jittle combined practice and study iather quite a day for skilful exercise with the pow," and the 
second duy “even more pleasant thun on the previous day. De- seo his way to success at the turzets. And any lady who will pro~ 

‘spite these favorable conditions the average of the 15 iMehest vide herself with 2 gentleman who has avcumplished this much, 
Boores only reached G11 points, Ot course this is fond scoring, a can attain the same result in about one-tenth of the time it took 

record to be proud of, but since a deduction of 18 per cent, will him todo so. Those who complain that Mord’s theory of miming 

bring their average as low &8 Ours, Wwe can surely feela degree of is unintelligible to them, haye but to secure a copy of the new 

exultation at our measure of swacess, editfon of “How to Train in Archery,” by Messrs. Maurice and 
No archer who attended our national meeting can doubt that Will H. Thompson, wherein Ford's theory of siming is presented 

More than 20 per cent. will be added to our ayerare scoring at the ina simple and concise form. 
national meetine of 1881 in Prospect Purk, at Brooklyn, Were our bows and arrows our weapons of war or of the chase; 

Thus far wention has only been made of the scores achieved by were we dependent on them for our safety or our sustenance, 
the gentlemen contending, because from the greater number of well might we hail the inyentor of any contrivance which might 

wentiomun contestants who attended at: each of the national enable us to use then: with greuter ease or certainty—a cross-bow 
mreetings, a better comparison could be drain. with globe sights and hair trigger might be most aceept- 

Becanse of the fact that most of the socleties belonging to the able ifno gun were obtainable—but using them only in pursuance 

Association are located in the West,and at distances ranging of a refined, healthful, manly, merry pastime, asa test of skill 

from 300'to 1,000 miles from Buffalo, the attendance of lady arch- let us maintain the dignity of the eport in every particular, mak- 

ers was, unfortunately, yery small, only 11 appearing before ing n0 compromise with the riflemen, with whom we do not pre- 

the ladies’ turgets to strive for the championess medal. Here, tend to compete in point of accuracy, and adopting none of their 
also, a marked improvement in the weneral shooting can be appliances as stibstitutes for out physical and mental vigor. 

noted. The 10 highest sores (golected from 20) at Chicago The udyantages of any of these modern shifts, as Ascham might 

Inst year averaged 405 points, while the entire scoring at this have called them, as to ineressing the scores of the expert, are 

meeting averaged 438 points, and in this total the score of Mrs. here assumed, but not admitted, And it may be well to add that 

Gibbs is taken, although she did not shoot at either 50 or 40 yards all such shifts, of whateyer character, whether alining by # pin 

‘on the first day. In comparing the scoring of the two national on the bow hand or marks on the string, should be, and undoubt- 
meetings it should also be remembered that at Chicago the shoot- edly will be, like the peep sight, foreyer barred when occasion 
ing was done at single ends, that is, the targets were placed only may require it. The gloye and brace are serviceable only as 2 

al the north ends of the ranges, and the archers standing in the protection to the wrist and fingers. 
pleasant shade at the south end had only to shoot and have their Surely itis needless to expatiate upon the assertion that these 

arrows returned to them. In this way a point of aim was much modern contrivances for obviating the diffivulties that obtain in 
more easily established and maintained, and no doubt the acoring archery, not only Jessen the possibilities of skillin the archer 

was higher than it otherwise would have been. . and narrow the gap between the expert and the muff, but do yio- 

Our English cousins poke fun at ws because of our lack of hardi- tence to all rade ds well, Imagine the Apollo Bolyidere gri ping 

hood in thus avoiding the walk from end to end, and so far as an arrow-holder and squinting through a peep sight. 
our gentlemen are concerned, the mild censure was wll de- He ly APT RRB 
served, for half the real pleasure of archery comes of the lively 
march from end te end; but our Bnelish lady friends of the bow 

even with ell the rich health which years of exercise and free air 
have given them,would seatvely care to face the parching flames of 

the July sun as they Pour upon us from our unclouded and shin- 
ing skies, England isaland of clouds and cool air, of showers 

sind damp turf; while a cloudy day in summer is the exception 

With us; the rule being adry and half parched turf, a burning 

‘southwest wind, and a white glure on earth and sky which seri- 

‘ously itfecits the archer's aim. ‘These things, considered, itis not 

to be wondered at that our ladies found the shooting at double 

‘end, this year, less pleasant than the evolutions of the ' Rocking- 
chair brigade” at Chicago last year! While the zentlomen will 

all desire to keep up the system of double ends, by all means let 

the ladies hereattar shoot one way only, We hope the executive 

eommittee will see this as we do. Every lady who shot atthe 
Buffalo meeting will agree with thisidea. We haye approached 

our report of the shooting at this meeting slowly, dropping our 

ideus of various matters connected with the meeting at places 

where we trust some archers may fod them and turn them to 

future yalue. Itisnow much more pleasant to turn and take a 
siance down the line of contestants and note their work. 

At the ladies’ targets, where the shooting befan at the 50 yard 
range, prominence was at onee taken by Mrs. Noyes, she obtain- 

ing alead of 25 points at that ranze oyer Mrs. Davis, who was 

next in order of merit. This lead, however, she lost atthe next 

range, Mrs. Dayis, with ascore of 117 at 40 yards, eaining a lead 

of one point over Mrs. Noyes, her most daugerous rival, alead 

which she steadily increased throughout the two days, until the 

conclusion of the double round showed her the winner over the 
next highest by 66 points, 

“Mrs. Davis\shot well up to her practice scores at 40 and 30 yards, 
‘and only at the 50 yards range showed any of the effects of a pub. 
lic meting. Mrs, Noyes did better than any other lady at 60 

yards, butshe overshot the target at 30 yards and could not main- 

ding as 10% As the contest approached the close there was in- 
tense cxeltement among the archers as they discovered the ex- 

veedingly close race between Mr. Peddinghaus and My. Thomp- 

3on, and when the latter had shot lis last end, scoring 13 points, 

and it was announced that Mr. Peddinghaus must score 15 points 
to tic, there was a g@eneral cessation in the shooting to see him 
shoot his lust end, Heshot with great care and calmness, and his 

nerve held up to the last. His firstand second arrows were in the 
ved, and turning ta Mr. Thompson, who had approached him, he 

conversed for a moment with bith. Mr. Vhompson said; “T hope 
you may stort a gold with this arrow, although you only nead a 
black to win.” The archer turned to shoof his last arrow with 
the remark: “I shall try to make a good shot, but I think you will 

believe me when I sty I shtilld be sorry to win from you.” 
The arrow struck in tho blite, givihe Mr. Peddinghaus the cham- 
Pionship by 4 points. No emblem of championship was ever 

won more gracefully, or yielded with more evident pleasure. 

After the close of the contest for the medals, a third day was 
given to a handicap by the ladies of 48 arrows at 50 yards, and a 
subseription handicap by the gentlemen of 48 arrows at 60 yards. 
‘Nhe handicap was based upon the scores made with the same 

number of arrows at 60 yards on the preceding two days. Mr. 

Thompson's score of 223 Was taken as the basis of the gentleman's 
handicap, and each archer was given the difference between the 

score made by him on the two preceding days and Mr, Thomp- 

son'sscore. The ladies! handicap was based upon the scores made 
tho 48 arrowa shot at the Same range of the preceding days, Mrs. 
Noyes’ seord leading the handicap. The shooting by the ladies 
was a great improyement upon the 60 yards performandes of the 

two first days of the meeting ard resulted in Mrs, Church obtain 

ing first place, Mrs. Townsénd Davis second, Mrs. Spalding Brown 
third, Mrs. Jolin Lee fourth, Mra. John 8. Noyes fifth, Miss Lover- 
ing sixth, Mrs, I. Sidway seventh, Mrs. 1, G, Chapin eighth, and 

Mrs. E. B. Smith ninth. 
The gontlemen’s handicap produced a higher average upon the 

general scoring than was seen upon the first two days, although 
there was but one score exceading 200 points, Mr, Will H. Thomp- 
son scoring 241 from 47 hits, Mr. Ford P. Hall coming next with 

145. We haye not present space for the handicap scores, but. can 
only give the winners. The first place was taken by Mr. Ford P_ 

Hall; second, Dr. E. B. Weston; third, W, H, Brewer; fourth, @. 

F. 8. Pearsall. 
The tearm shoot at the American Round closed the meeting, and 

no little excitepient Was cased by the close contest for first place 

between the Arden Archers and the Buffalo Toxopholites. The 
oxopholites led by 38 points at 6) yards, and at the close of 

the 50 yards range were still 5 points ahead of their dangerous 

antagonists. At 40 yards the Ardens oyértotk their rivals and 

passed them, coming out30 points ahead. Theindiyidualrecords, 
with a few exceptions, were not food, The 6 scores of 400 and 

over were as follows: Will H. Thompson 618, Walter Burnham 

477, L. L, Peddinghaus 456, B, L, Parker 433, John A. Booo 403, 

Jesse B, Deyo) 401. 
It is clearly demonstrable that 60 yards is the minimum limit of 

archery ranges for gentlemen, and we think the executive com- 

mittee should abandon the American Round for the team shoot, 
and give us either the last half of the York Round, or 144 arrows 

at 60 yards. This last is u very beautiful round, and is shot ina 

grand day each year by the most skillful and powerful body of 

archers in the world—the Royal 'Toxopholites, of London, The 

team shoot should always be ut short range so that the scoring 

may easily be perceived by the on-lookers, and no hiore perfect 

round could be arranged than this of 144 arrows at 60 yards. The 
team shoot should occupy more time than it does, and this result 

would be obtained, coupled with the advantage of shooting at one 

of the ranyes of the York Round, and doing away with the chang- 
ing Of ranges during the contest: 

On the evening of the 15th, the archers assembled ut the prize 
yoom in the Palace Hotel, and the prices were awarded. Of cours 

this was one of the happiest hours of the meeting, and the execu- 

He APPROVES THE Prep-SicuTs.—Bethel, Maine, July 24th.— 
Editor Forest and Stream :—L see by your last issue that the 
National Archery Convention haye set themselves against the 
new peep-sights, presumably because it gaye them too wreat ad— 

vantages and left too little for skill. If that is their point, may AP 

respectfully inquire why they do not recominend to our riflemen 

the abolition of graduated sights and wind gauges in mteria- 

tional eontests? If the thing gives too great accuracy (?), increase 

the range to 126 or 150 yards; bit don’tsay that because the bow 

has been in principle a long stick with a string across its chord 
from the time of Abraham, so lt must be to the end of time. Who 
eyer heard of a rifieman that advocated short ranges and un- 

sighted rifles? YetI fail tosee the difference between that and 

the attitude of the Conyention. 
Youno-MAn-AFRAID-OF-nTSs-A RROWS. 

- It will be remembered that the peep sight was discuased at Buf- 

falo, the otherday. Mr. Weston ititroduced for consideration a 

resolution that the archery peep-sight be barred for the meeting. 

This led to & long debate upon the justice of permitting the 

 peep-sizht "to be used at the tournament of the week, and 

upon the advisability of recognizing it as a fair and legitimate 

aid to the archer in obtaining his aim. The majority of the 

speakers were strongly opposed to the device in question, aid 

Mr. Burnham moyed, asan amendment to Mr. Weston's resolu- 

tion, that the peep-sigh€ be forever barred from the tourna 

ments of the association.” Mr, Burnham's motion was seconded, 

and the resolution adopted as amended. 
——~<>—_—- 

New Yorke vx. Spuyvran Durvir.—Spuyten Duyvil, New York 

City, July 24th—A match between the teams of the Spnyten 

Duyyil Archery Glub and of the New York: Archery Olub, of New - 

York City, was shotat Spuyten Duyvil Saturday, July 24th, The 
following are the scores of the match :— 

NEW YORK ARCHERY CLUB. 
60 Yards. 50 Yards, 4) Yards. Totals. 

d 2e—118 22—108 
tain the lead which her lonwest range gaye her. tive committee were complimented upon the success of the plan] y w, Auten, Jr........ 18— 57 1] 5279 

Mrs. Brown, Mrs. Church and Mrs. Lee, who are without doubt | #dopted by them of permitting winners to take choice of prizes | W. A. Frazor-......-.-- n— 2 22-- 90 30170 68287 

among the very first. of our lady archers, did not shoot with that | im the order of their scores, und the new comimittee will do well pe ¢ ey es He une pos “t ie 4 seme Peas 

accuracy which has made them winners in s0 many matches, the | to follow their example. L. R; Hill: -.c. .. oo) Bus B— 28 15— 75 33116 

vhamipioness obtaining 83 points less than the score which won TOVATIONS IN ARCHE: Geo. D, Pond... 2s ll— at 20— 80 37-19 

her the medal last year. Mrs. Church and Mrs. Lee each fell 200 INNOVATIONS IN ARCHERY, Grand totals ri - 765—1,100 

RLCRAR RMIT MARA ane SEchcaobanMighaosearinel| Pua . We Wl Ulacciacamencccaswar cas ula) | (MepmemmnG anne eau nee es : , 7, 7 SPUYTIEN DUYVIL ARCHERY CLUB, 
other ladies equally as much. Mrs, Gibbs, who did not arrivein | pafioy Forest and Streant ae ei ae wm ee BR. Apear,.... 20— 88 20— 02 23—108 63-27 

time to shoot #6 myo longer ranges on the first day,shotyery | ‘Thepromptaction of the National Archery Association in ex- ms a peeyach ee ein aoeaae am 

well indeed, her combined score at the 40and 30 yards ranges on 
the seeond day surpassing anything seen at the ladies! targets. 

her #9) yards score being 115 points,and her 30 yards score bt 

beints. Miss Lovering his improved yery much lately, and may 

well be proud of the position she secured in the score lists. Mrs. 

Sidway, Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Chapin, who haye had scarcely any 
practice this season, scored yery well and regularly throughont 
the contest, and, with the practice of the coming year, bid fair to 
cause the lady champion no little anxiety. Their shooting showed 

excellent tmiining in true form, the want of practice being the 

only drawback. Miss Dunbar, who could not shoot on the second 
day, was scoring well and evenly, and will certainly rank high in 
mext year’s contest, i 

Atthe gentlemen’s targets the struggle for supremacy was 

Ikeen from the first, the scoring being yery lilt and the leaders 

iceeping close together, the 6 highest scores standing: Walter 

cluding trom its competitions the use of the “peep-sight,'" may 

be said not only to haye given that not very ingenious contriy— 
ance itsdeath-blow, but to have destroyed all hope of its resur- 
yectionin any band of skilled archers, Were this the sole at- 
tempted innoyation in archery not a word need be said, but in- 
asmuch as other mechanical devices of similar, or equal import, 
are likelyto follow (the “arrow bolder" has alresdy caught my at- 

tention) afew words as tothe purpose and aim of archery, in so 

far us such contrivances can have any immediate connection with 

it, may not come amiss. 
Yankee ingenuity, with all its devices for advancing our civili- 

zation, eyading the difficulties that beset usin ourstrugyles for 

existence, or enjoyment, or ameliorating the conditions of our 

livesin any way, commands my admiration and gratitude ; but 

not infrequently upon meeting with some yery ingenious patent 

for evading the very thing which itis most desirable to accom- 

ii— 41 18— 74 28116 57231 J. R, Whiting. 
9— 30 18— 62 2-7 54—22 J. BR. Sergeant... 

Grane opuywil Arehory Club victorious by 497 poin AL at 

Ornrrant Arncuars.—New York, July 21ist—Col. Prank Brands 
reth, of the “ Oxitani Archers,” has presented the club a yery ole- 

gant medal to be contested for at the York Round. The badge 

is of solid gold, and consists of 4 counterpart of an archery tar- 
get, with its gay colors enameled, surrounded by a gold laurel 

wreath; on top are tiyo arrows crossed, and it is suspended to # 

double bar appropriately engraved. 
W.H. 

An ARnGHpr's ARROws.—Prof. J. W. B. Siders, Ph. B., M. L. 3.4 
formerly of Rockbridge, Va.,now a member of the Merrie Bovy- 
men of St. Claire, of Eaton, Ohio, has made the following score at 

the sinvle American Round :— 

A. G. Johnson. 

aoe 105, L. L. Peddinghaus 103, Lorenzo Deyol 100, Will H- | plish, forgetting oyer, or under, or around that which it is most Py Arrows is ia manne: Ss te eee) eee 

‘be mpson 94, and I’, H. W rt I , , ae " a 2 _ | Thirty arrows # VRUOS Beedle ty clade tea asia? os kechibaneas 216 
mp alorth 00, The 80 yurds range gaye to | desirable to get through, am 1 constrained to couple with my ad- | iy ity arrows at OU Yards---..c1-cscseres eres pen eehiicte igen 

Surnhiun 133 points, to Peddinghaus 184, ta Devol 87, to Thomp- 

son 138, and to Walworth 6, leaving the 4 in the following or- 
der: Burnham 238, Peddinghaus 237, Thompson 230, Deyol 187, and 

Walworth 188. Coming into the 60 yards ranze bunched thus 

closely, the interest) was intense, and here the only really fine 
performance of the meeting was witnessed. Mr. Burnham added 

98 points to his score, Mr. Peddinghaus 109, Mr, Deyo! 75, Mr. Wal- 
worth 88, while Mr. Thompson scored with all his ?4 arrows, ob- 
taining 140 poinis. 

The first day’s shooting thus left the 5 leaders: Thompson 3870, 
Peddinghaus 346, Burnham 341, Walworth 274, and Deyol 262, Be- 

ginning the second day, these gentlemen added to their scores at 

400 yards: Thompson 129, Peddinghaus 118, Burnham i101, Wal- 

worth 125, and Deyol 80, leaving the scores standing in the same 
order. The 80 yards gaveto Thompson 120 points, Peddinghaus 

14), Burnham 123, Walworth 102, and to Devol 0, leaying the 
standing atthe beginning of the fast 60 yards thus: Thompson 
619, Peddinghaus 604, Burnham 455, Walworth 601, and Deyol 407 

Jt seemed almost a forezone conclusion that Mr. Thompson wo uld 
again become the champion, as his scoring on the previous day at 

60 yards induced the bellef that he would again lead at ihat 
range; but he did not score even moderately, his first dozen ar- 

rows being almost valueless. With hig second dozen le mereused 
his score rapidly, seeming to gather nerye und power as the end 

approached, but it was too late to sive him, and be closed wilh a 

score of 83 points. Mr. Burnham, by brilliant shooting, added 1s 
points to his score, Mr. Devol 69, Mr, Walworth #9, and Mr, Ped- 

miration a couplet of Pope's j— 
+ Some to whom heayen in withas been profuse, 

Want a8 much more to turn it to its use,” 

The end to which the archer aspires is not: the greatest degree of 

accuracy attaiable, regardless of the means employed, but the 

ereatest degree of accuracy attalnable with given implements—a 

bow, a striuy and an arrow, These are the only implements by 

which he should be permitted,as an archer, to accomplish lis end, 

jind berein lies the chief fascination of the sport. Tt is not the 

ability to bunch a number of missiles in giy ncircles 60, 80 and 

100 yards distant that attracts the toxopholite, for any pungler 

ent. do as much with a shotgun, but it is the ability to attain a 

high degree of accuracy with such simple implements as a how, & 

string and an arrow, requiring for their successful manipulation 

such infinite skill, The fine poise and freedom for full museular 

play, the resolute and unwavering willand cool command of the 

nerves, and at the instant of utter muscular tension and mental 

calm, the gentle, nimble work of the fingers, obeying the accu- 

rate eye and quick unerring judgment, and the smooth starts and 

stops and sweeps and seeming pauses. which may be said fairly to 

vival those in the muryelous mélodies of Swinburne. 

The argument in favor of these assistants (Oo accuracy with the 

Jong bow, hamely, that many jadigs and gentlemen are discour- 

aged by the difficulties they have to contend with before master— 

ing their weapons, can have bul little force, even if it be wholly 

true, which fs doulited. Any gentleman of! ordinary ability amd 

strength, who provides himself with suitable weapons and Word’ 

Total, ninety arrow, VAING:,...---. 6. eee cece teens ae ete G24 
On July 8th, he scored, 234, 216, 150—630. 

—The Oritani Archers haye just received from one of their 

members, Col. Frank Brandreth, a very handsome uiedal, to be 

shot for at the York Round at their monthly meetings. It is af 
solid gold and represents an archery target with its gay célors in 

onemel, surrounded by a laurel wreath, two arrows crossed on 

top of the target and suspended by gold cliains to a double bar. 

InpIAN ArncHERY.—Butid, Shasta County, Ca.—Among our 

games atthe Fishery on the last 4th of July was included gn 
archery meot by the native Indians of this region—most of (him 

wild Indians of the mountains unable to speak our language. T 

inclose the target which they made. It isa target made by actual 
Indians, in au Indian country, with bows and arrows of thein own 

making, such as they have been accustomed to shoot their game 

with for centuries In the wild canyons of the northern Sierras, 
Jsend you the target thinking that you night possibly like 10 

compare it with the shooting of white men. 

The best scores were as Lollows:—Cambell's Jim 30, Tlm Miteh- 

el] 24, Uncle John 24, Campbell's John 21. The hullseye counting 

5, the first ring 4; the next 3, oUlside the outer ring but in the 

paper 2, outside thea paper, nothing. 

Thave in ny possession the tooth of a Srizvly bear, which Was 

killed by one of the Indians whose shots arein the inclosed tare 

got, with bie sume kind of how and imroyw which he used on the 
4h LIVINGSTON SyONT, 
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PURCHASE OF CARROLL IsLAND,—One of the most re- 
nowned shooting grounds for canyas-back ducks is Car- 

roll Island in Chesapeake Bay, not far from the mouth 

of Gunpowder Creek, and but 14 miles from Baltimore, 

This island has an area of 1,200 acres, and the extent 

of the shore is 10 miles, In season it is the resort 
of multitudes of ducks, including, in the order of 
their arrival in these waters, teal, black-heads, canvas- 
backs and red-heads. The teal appear about the Ist of 
October, and two weeks later the larger fowl put in an 

appearance, The excellence of the feed and its abun- 
dance make this a favorite resort for the birds, The 

celery, the fea-weed and other plants which grow in the 

brackish water, and on which ducks delight to feed, grow 

here in the greatest profusion, and attract the fowl from 

far and near, 
Carroll’s Island belonged originally to the old Carroll 

estate, and more recently to William Slater. Many at- 
tempts to purchase it have been made by shooting clubs, 
and we believe that $100,000 was at one time offered for 

it and refused, The shooting privileges have been rented 
in previous years for $3,000 per annum, 
We understand that this property has just been bought 

by an association of twenty gentlemen, of whom ten are 

New Yorkers, five Philadelphians, and five residents of 

Baltimore, Each member has subscribed $2,500, as an 

admission fee, and the deeds have this week been delivy- 

ered to the association. Many improvements are to be 

made on the island, and a new club-house built. 

The shooting is principally point shooting and bar shoot- 

ing, and those who are familiar with the conformation 
of the island will appreciate the excellence of the sport 
that the owners of the island are likely to have this fall. 

The bags made here average from twenty-five to fifty 
birds to the gun on shooting days. 
ee ee 

A DIsGRACEFUL SQUABBLE,—In the quarrel between 

the agents of the Sharps and Ballard Rifle Companies, 
as reported by cable from England, the travelers for both 
companies have enacted rather a shameful part. It 

might have been thought that both men would have 
cared more about the success of the team than they 

did for the few dollars difference between the prize each 

wanted and the one he got ; but any one who credited 
them with so much patriotism and liberal feeling did 

them a manifest injustice. 
From beginning to end the exhibition of the American 

Rifle Advertising Team has been such as to cause Ameri- 

cans to wish thatsome of its members were citizens of 
any other country than the United States, 

THE HALFORD-HYDE MATCH. 

“ C ERVED them right” was the general verdict when 
the cable announced on Saturday last that the 

squad of shooters gathered together by Gun-Agent Hyde 
had been defeated on Wimbledon common by an equal 
number of small-bore celebrities from that side. Since 
this match was first suggested and so industriously mis- 
represented by its projector as an international match, 
the FOREST AND STREAM has been vigilant in declaring its 
true character. Defeat was predicted by us, simply be- 
cause from the very nature of its composition those ele- 
ments which have gons to make the victories of previ- 
ousand bona jide American teams were wanting in this 
nondescript company. They were either self-appointed, 
or possibly, what is worse, hired for the work, The team, 

if ib can be so dignified, had no recognized head, and dis- 

cipline was at the lowest ebb, The team had no backing 
from this side the ocean, and whatever of importance 

attached toit wasin the possible mischief it could ac- 
complish in breaking down the prestige which had grown 
up about American rifle doings here and in Great Britain, 
The match itself was of no moment whatever ; nothing 
depended upon it; the Palma does not change hands ; it 

was nota championship contest; and having defeated 
eight Americans by a score which has never been sur- 
passed at Wimbledon, Sir Henry Halford wins merely 
the empty honor of having carried off the victory from 
nobody in particular, Had Messrs. Hyde and Halford 
carried out their original programme of having a bit of a 
private match, in which each should be assisted by three 

gentlemen of his choice, nobody would have aught to say 
aboutit. The Fornst AND STREAM would probably have 
said not a word about the immaterial event, beyond a ten 

line report of the scores. But, swelling with conceit, the 

manager of the match had worked it up to an offensive 

prominence under false pretenses. The Board of Direc- 
tors here did a yery dignified and proper thing in ignor- 
ing any direct allusion to the match, and providing 

against the contingency of haying the official Trish- 
American contest of 1880 mixed up in any way with this 

miserable mushroom match. Ifit is not understood on 

the other side by the British National Rifle Association 
and its members that Hyde had not a scintilla of au- 
thority to act as a representative American, it has not 

deen for want of outspoken utterances from this side, 

There seems to have been an apprehension on the part of 
the public that the match was nationally insignificant, 
for the cable informs us that the spectators were but a 
handful, and that the affair passed off with supreme 

dreariness, without enthusiasm of any sort until, at the 
finish, Capt. Halford began the usual talk about ‘four 
cousins from the New World,” ete, Hyde, in responding, 
seemed to have some appreciation of the cause of his 
collapse, and struck the key-note of his opponent’s suc- 

cess, and made a confession of his own preliminary care- 

lessness when he said that the British team discipline 

had won them the battle. 
Tt does not appear that there was any special mishap 

coming in to throw the Hyde team so far in the shade. 
The day was palpably good, and the weather conditions 
not unfavorable, else why the superb score of the Brit- 

ish team. The marking was fair and just, and the Amer- 

icans got all they earned ; but with far finer weapons in 

their hands, they were whipped in a disgraceful manner 
by men to whom they should have given the closest sort 
of a struggle, and according to all precedents have shown 
a clean pair of heels. If everybody who should read or 

hear of the match could be made to understand precisely 
its real insignificance as an international contest, no 

special harm would result, and the press of America very 
generally understands the situation ; but in Great Britain, 
now that victory has inclined that way, ruch stress will 
no doubt be laid on the ‘‘ International” character of the 
contest, If our friends over the water find any satisfac- 
tion in this, they are abundantly welcome to it ; butthey 
must remember, in their congratulation, that America is 
still the champion, and so long as the Palma remains on 
this side of the ocean they cannot claim championship 

honors. 
The mere accident of similarity of numbers in the 

make-up of the team, and of the distances fired oyer per- 
mits comparisons to be made with Elcho Shield contest 
scores, and by this test the work of the British team 

stands out very well. Sir Henry Halford has had the 
first chance of showing that the lessons of his defeat at 

Creedmoor, in 1877, haye not been thrown away, The 

men were capitally squadded, and the steadiest sort of 

work is shown in the detailed list of scores. The mon 
had caught the idea from the genuine American teams. 
of former years, of each giving the cue to his follower at 
the same target. Had the Hyde men been able to do the 
same there would haye been one of the finest long-range 
contests on record, and ascore to have beaten the British 
one must needs have been very fine indeed. 

The match, su¢h as it was, will not be without its good 
fruits. It may teach American riflemen that they are not 
invincible, as indeed they are very far from being as in- 
dividual shots, The reliance placed by all good team cap- 
tains thus far on a good team discipline has not been a mis- 

placed one, There was need of it at all times, and in the 

future more even than in the past. What our American 
riflemen are without it, Gun-Agent Hyde has most thor- 
oughly demonstrated. Sir Henry Halford may take 
heart now in his promised work of bringing a band over 
for the Palma match next year. That match of 1881 will 
be more nearly a trial of men than any we haye yet had. 
The Britishers have caught our secret of team organiza- 
tion, They have taken careful observation of our weap- 
ons, and are not a whit behind us now as rifle makers, 
Nothing now remains but a test of men, and this we are 
likely to have next time, when the record will be re- 

sumed from the point where it was dropped in 1877, 
though the interim has been given up to such by-play as 
walk-over matches and gun-agent farces. 

$a ee 

THE RISE IN SEAMANSHIP, 
Oe 

HE prize for seamanship, or *‘ neatness* in the Keep 
and outfit for the year, offered to its members by 

the San Francisco Yacht Club, has been awarded to the 
sloop Annie, Capt. Jabez Howes. She is thoroughly 
equipped in every respect, as one might suppose from the 

experience of her owner as a ship captain. Beside hand- 

some furniture, bright paint, smooth sides and brass- 

work throughout, her boaiswain’s and nayigator’s de- 

partment are fully supplied with all the requisites of a 

long cruise, Binnacle taffrail, log and lead, charts, 
mathematical instruments, sailing directions, barometer, 

life preseryers, fenders, watch tackles, storm gear and 

sails, ship’s library, signal codes, side lights, deck and 
riding lights, night signals, oil-skins, fog horn, serub- 
bing gear, boats and fittings, racing sails atid spars, 
housing topmast, taut rigging, eyes leathered, chafing 

gear, rope ends hitched and grafted, ample ground 

tackle, kedge and spare anchor, pumps and plumbing, 
galley and fittings, sailmakers’ and carpenters’ supplies, — 
tarpaulins, skylights and hatch covers, all these, and the 
multitude of lesser things which go to make up a suilor’s 
yacht, were found aboad the Annie sloop in refular 
‘*ship-shape and Bristol fashion.” Of course, skipper 
Howes would have had his beauty in thorough trim any- 

how, prize or no prize, but the attention drawn to his 
craft, and the manner of her keep, will induce members 

of the San Francisco Yacht Club to eut their jibs accord- 
ingly, save on the beer and grog, and put their mceney 

into a tidy ship instead, The Seawanhaka Yacht Club 
and the Salem Bay Yacht Club have followed suit, and 
we venture to assure large results from their action in a 

season or two, for if there is one thing we are more de- 

ficient in than another in our New York squadrons it is 
in a seamantike outfit of our yachts. We haye been ab- 

sorbed almost entirely with attempts at yreat speed, and 
every other feature of the sport has been allowed to re- 

main neglected. We guarantee that not one yachtsman 
out of three can “* box the compas,” not one out of six can 

‘(mark the lead line," and not ons out of a hundred can 

“work a day’s reckoning,” This is not said altogether in 

disparagement of our amateur tars, bubrather with a view 

to calling their attention to matters wherein we are still 
sorely deficient. So many yachtsmen are annually new 
to the sport that they are naturally lacking in all that 
calls for time, experience or study to acquire ; but from 

the well-known adaptibility of Americans to anything 
they undertake in earnest, we argue that a few years 
more will work a great change for the better, especially 
when we once have some sort of standards set up as an 

example to follow. Hence, we have been foremost 
among our contemporaries in advocating everything 
that seemed to drive us nearer to the desired goal, and 
we would like to see other clubs fall into line with those 
mentioned in devoting a portion of the year's prize 

money to something else than racing—to rewards for 
seamanship, for the greatest number of days underway, 

for the best kept log, for improvements and useful de- 
vices in rig, or fittings, or, generally, for the display of 

superior efficiency in any of the principal features, the 
attainment and spread of which would promote the in- 

terests of the sport, 
Oe 

—A Long Island negro last week mistook a boy’s 

head for a woodchuck and shotatit, killing the boy. The 
jury brought in a verdict of accidental shooting. It 
should at least have censured the man for culpable care- 

lessness. This is not the first instance of the kind on 
record. ‘Too many men and boys haye been shot because 
the shooter thought that they were wild animals. A 
wholesome disciplining of the responsible parties would 

have a salutary effect. 
The man who dves not know the difference between a 

boy’s head and a woodchuck has no business with a gun, 
and the gunner who discharges his rifle in the woods at 
what he supposes to be a deer, but which proves to bea 
man, ought to be kept at home and not allowed to go into 

the woods, The simple possession and handling of fire- 
arms appear to deprive some men of common sense 5 

they become crazy to shoot, and in this condition are 

subject toall sorts of hallucinations, in which they behold 
all manner of familiar woodland objects as game walk- 
ing, Happily much of the supposed game turns out to be 
blackened stumps, dark rocks and fallen logs ; occasion 
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ally the mistake is more serious, aud human life is sacri- 

ficed to their rashness, 
To the '* didn't-know-it-was-loaded ” class of five-arm 

handlers, niust be added the ‘ thoughtit-was-a-wood- 
chuel” variety ; and the man or woman who values his 
or her life, will do well to give both of these dangerous 
classes a very wide berth. 

ee 

—Mr, Frank Lord, the well-known expert in off-hand 
pistol shooting, sailed for Hurope last Saturday. We 
have already described in the FOREST AND STREAM some 
of Mr, Lord’s yery entertaining and really remarkable 

feats. with exhibitions of which he is always willing to 

favor his friends. To his programme have recentily buen 
added. seyeral new shots, one of which consists ih cut- 

ting in twain with his bullet a card thrown up ecgewise, 

Some of these new accomplishments will no doubt sur- 
prise even those of his European friends who are familiar 

with his former shots, 

We should add that Mr. Lord is, in the strictest sense 

of the word, a gentleman amateur, who practices this 
form of recreation from pure loye of the spori, and in 

thus jealously guarding his skill from all taint of othey 
motives is deserving of the highest credit, 

Tn these days of *‘ professionalism,” itis refreshing: to 

see a man who owns fast horses enjoy their s] eed and 
take pride in their performances without pitting them on, 
the race course for a money purse ; a man who can glory 
in the strength of his body without rushing on to the 
sawdust track; and a man who has the quick eye and 

the steady aim to excel in pistol shooting without posing: 

before the public for gate money and prizes, 
so 

—The paper published to-day on Grouse Shooting in the 
Northwest is timely. The writer has been long enough 
in the field to claim a practical knowledge of what he 
talks about. 

GREENE §mitH,—Greene Smith, known throughout 
the United States as a sportsman and naturalist, died at 
his home in Peterboro last Friday morning, Jilly 23d, 

aged thirty-nine years. 
The announcement will be received without surprise, 

but with none the less of regret by his numerous friends, 

to whom it has long been known that recoyery from his 
disease, consumption, was impossible. 

With this brief note of Mr, Smith’s death, we leave 
until next week a more extended sketch of his life, par- 

ticularly that side of it by which he was best known to 
our readers as a devoted follower of field sports and an 

enthusiastic collector of birds. 
The Onondaga County Sportsmen’s Club, of § yracuse, 

held a special meeting last Saturday and adoptid these 
resolutions :— 
WHERHAS, Greene Smith,a loyed and loving brother. husband 

and friend, ata time when manhood’s morning almors reaches 

noon, and while the shadows are still falling toward tht West, ty 

an act of Providence, whose ways are wondrous and pe st finding 

out, was taken from amongst rs and from this “ beautify | world,” 

as he often used to describe it, and we, his friends, here a sembled, 
feeling It, not only ovr duty, but our sacred privilege, 1 9 express 

our feelings upon this occasion, 

Rezalved, That in the death of Greene Smith we are again re- 
minded of the uncertainty of the duration of life and of the re- 

ality of death. 
Resvlved, Thatin the deceased we knew 4 genial anc faithful 

friend, and although born of illustrious parentage, rec Xying an 

education by study and travels, aided by « liberal acijui ement of 
wealth and position, which fell to his lot, yet always une ‘fish, up- 
right in all hisintercourse with his fellow men, and hor orable ia 

all things. 
Resolved, That we deeply sympatize with his widow an 1 suryiy- 

ing relatives in this, the hour of theiraifliction. 
Resolved, That these proceedings be published in the 3yracuse 

papers, and a copy forwarded to the bereaved widow. 
Resolved, That the President appoint three members of this club 

to attend the funeral Gf the deceased at Peterboro on the 26th 

instant. 

Messrs. F. E. Carroll, Thomas Kimber, Jr,, and Charles 

R. Wright were appointed a committee to atjend the 
funeral, The Central City Sportsmen’s Club also passed 

a series of resolutions as follows -— 

WrHpreas, It has pleased the Divine Providence to rem oye from 
earth Greene Smith, justas he was reaching the primi of man- 

hood, with his faculties developed and his intellect in its ripest 

yigor, and 
WHEREAS, The Members of this organization cherish with the 

fondest recollection the remembrance of his genial ways, his 
kindly heart and his unselfish spirit, recalling with unmeasured 
sadness the many bright hours spent in the company of one of 

Nature’s noblemen, who was an enthusiast over Nature's loveli- 

ness, and 
Werks, This association has had many evidences of the gen- 

erosity, the public spirlt and the deep interest taken hy our de- 
parted brother in pastimes which in commen we have enjoyed, 

therefore, be it 
Resolved, That the members of the Central Clty Sportsmen's 

Club have learned with inexpressible sadness of the death of 

our departed brother, who yas a member of this orvanization. 
We desire to efye expression to our appreciation of his con- 

spicuous talents, his large hearf which was ever charitable 
where charity was meaded, and bis bright and genial ways 
which illumined his pathway in life and which reflected their 
sunshine and brightness upon hig fellow-men, making them 

better for having known him. 
Resolved, That this association can neyer forzef our departed 

friend, who shared the pleasure, and boré fhe hrunt of the 

trials that beset it, and whose princely heart was never happy 

tinless in doing good to his fellow-men. 

Resolved, That we tender to the aitlicted wife of our departed 
brother our deépest sympathy in her hereavement.ind bee her 

_ 

to accept this inadequate tribute to the sterling worth of aman 
Who was the noblest of them all. 

Aesilied, That 1 committee be appointed to attend the fuu- 
6ral at Peterporo, on Monday, July 26th, at 5P.M., and a copy 

of the proceedings be furnished to the press. : 

Resolved, That an engrossed copy of the aboye preamble and 
resolutions bo forwarded to Mrs. Greene Smith. 

The committee appointed were ; Howard Soule, Frank 
B, Klock, Lucius Moses, R, W. Jones, James Geddes, J. 

P, Brumelkamp, 

The following letter was transmitted by the President 
of the New York Stato Association. of which Mr, Smith 
was, in the years before his sickness, a most active mem- 

ber, and in 1877 the President :-— 
BROOELYN, July 2th. 

Mye. Greene Smith — 
Dear Madam: It is with extreme regret that the sad announce- 

ment of your husband's death is received, My personal acquaint- 

auce with him, though brief, was such as to endear him to me. 
The irreparable loss slistained by true sportsmen cannot be prap- 

erly expressed in the space of this communication. Believe me 

that the intelligence will cause profound sorrow amoug the many 

members of the New York State Association for the Protection 
of Fish and Game, who were intimate with him and were cog- 
nizant of his personal worth, work and acquirements, Scattered, 
as they are, throughout the State, no formal action can be taken 
by the Club delegates until the annual meeting in 1881, when suit- 

able measures will be adopted to perpetuate his memory, Mean - 

while, on behalf of that Association as ifs President, and person- 
ally tendering you heartfelt sympathy and condolence in your 

bereavement, permit me to subscribe myself, with very great re- 

spect, sincerely yours, ABEL CROOK, 

GAME PROTECTION. 
— > 

Tae Connmcticur Woopcock Law.—The Stamford, 
Conn., Advocate takes issue with those who think the 

game law of that State is not observed as it should be, 

Commenting on the subject it forcibly says :— 
In the first place, we don’t admit for a moment the 

game law prohibiting the shooting of summer woodcock 
isa dead letter. It certainly is not in this section of the 
State, and if it isin and around Hartford, it is not the 
fault of the law, but the sportsmen (?) themselves, If the 
sportsmen of Hartford are willing to be overrun with 
market shooters and “‘pot hunters” out of season, they 
must of course have ‘poor picking” in the fall; but we 
doubt very much if such men as Robinson, Bestor and 
others whom we might name, will admit that the law is 
a dead letter or that it is not a good and wholesome one, 
In the second place, the old law permitting the killing of 
woodeock on and after July 4th was the most abused law 
ever allowed to stand on our statute books, for more rea- 
sons than we haye room to give here. All decency rebels 
against it, for the sake of man and beast, to say nothing 
about the destruction of the poor, half-grown birds. To 
go back to the barbarous times of summer shooting 
would be a long stride from the path of progress, Tha 
whole sporting fraternity is crying out against it, and it 
has been foreyer abolished in many States heside this 
State, and it is the opinion of all thinking naturalists and 
sportsmen that if we wish to exterminate the noblest 
game bird in the world, continue the summer shooting of 
woodcock, No, The sportsmen of Connecticut know 
their best interest, and will never consent to go back to 
summer shooting. Show us the man who will claim 
that there would be any sport in hunting woodcock dur- 
ing the present month, while the thermometer stands at 
nearly ninety every day, when after the birds are bagged 
the chances are they would spoil before the return home. 
Is that sport? Is it not more like a crime? In the third 
place, the law in New York is on until September, and 
works well. The ‘‘pot hunters” may not like it, but are 
they the sportsmen of the great State of New York? We 
think not. If “many of the sportsmen of New York 
think a mistake was made in extending the time 
from July to September,” let us know who they are. 
Give us the names of the “leading sportsmen” of that or 
another State, who will not say the law isa grand, good 
and common sense one, and for every such name we will 
furnish scores who do.” 

When the local press maintain this position on game 
and game laws, the work of game protection will be ac- 

complished. This has the ring ; if is sound, and we hope 
to hear more of it. 

eee 

A PROPOSED PRorTncriye Socrery.—New York, July 
22d.—Hditor Forest and Stream :—I have been talking 
over a plan with a number of fellow sportsmen, whereby 
we may be enabled to establish an Association which 
will protect game in the vicinity of New York. We all 
know that the Society for the Protection of Game, in 
New York City, does its work faithfully and well, but 
in the neighborhood of New York, on Long Island, in 
New Jersey, and other localities where we are in the 
habit of looking for game and fish, there is no, or at least 
yery little, protection—especially, perhaps, where the 
West Jersey Game Society has control, Farmers and 
residents generally do not wish to complain of their 
neighbors, and are afraid to get the ill-will of poachers ; 
beside which, it takes time and money to bring these 
offenders to justice. My plan is as follows: Let a central 
association be formed in New York; members can be 
from any locality, and a suitable reward be offered, not 
$0 nor $10, but $25 or $50, for evidence sufficient to pro- 
cure conviction, and also the club to see that the indi- 
viduals are properly prosecuted. If such an association 
was known to exist, and poachers found they were re- 
lentlessly prosecuted, poaching would be ata discount 
very quickly. It is useless to look for aid from State 

sociations ; they, as we know, have neither the time 
hor inclination, It seems to me such an organization 
ought to havea hundred or two hundred members re- 
siding at and around New York, and an assessment of 
$5 each would he sufficient to start with. Let those who 
are in earnest send in their names, and we ‘will call a 
meeting and organize at once. W. HoLserton, 

45 Fulton street, N, Y, 
> 

MIGRATORY QUAIL.—Kennebiink, Me., July 24th.—We 
received our guota of niigratory quail in good condition, 
and released them in such localities in our vicinity as 

seemed to us best: fitted for them. The result of such an 
experiment was the general topic of conyersation, not 
only atmong sportsmen, but the farmers, store-keepers, 
andin faci everybody suddenly discovered that they 
were interested in the migratory quail, Reports were re- 
ceived daily of the birds being seen somewhere, until it 
really got to be Indicrous to have some thicktieaded fel- 
low, who didn’t now a sparrow from a blue jay, insist 
that he had seen a quailseveral times in his garden or 
cow yard, “O, yes, it wasa quail; he knew it wasa quail, 
beeause he had never seen a bird like it before,” when it 
was probably some bird common in this yicmity; but 
yet never having noticed the bird before, he thought it 
must be some new species, and therefore quail. 
However, the quail nested quite soon after they were 

released, and have laid from eight to ten eggs in ness 
that haye been disyovered ; in some cases they have al+ 
ready hatched, and out of the nest; some are still on the 
nest. There has been but one case of loss that has come 
tomy knowledge, that of a bird being run over by a. mow- 
ing machine while on the nest covering ten eggs, You can 
hear them at most any time in the day, but to see them 
is quite another thing ; yet I have heard of their coming 
about the buildings of the farmersand feeding, Although 
some of the birds have wandered long distances from 
where they were released, yet they seem to have gener- 
ally remained near the localities where they were turned 
loose. 
We hope that next year will bring them back fo us in 

goodly numbers, and then we shall know that with us 
the experiment is a success, G. Gly, 

Game Bag and Gan. 
GAME IN SEASON IN AUGUST.* 

— 

Woodcock, Fhilalela minor. Red-backed sindpiper, or ox- 
Black-hellied plover, ox-eye, bird, Tring americana. 
Squatarcla Thelveticn. Great marbled godwit, or mar- 

Ring ployer, gialitis semipal-| lin, Limosw fedou. 
matus. Willet, Votanus semipalmatus, 

Stilt, or long-shanks, Aimanto-| Tattler, Zolanus melanoleticus, 
pus nigricallts. Yellow-shanks, Zotanus Jlartpes. 

Red-breasted snipe, dowitcher, 
Miterorhaimphus griseus. 
*This enumeration s general,andis in contlict with many of 

the State laws. 
“Bay birds” generally, ineluding various species of plover, 

Sandpiper, snipe, curlew, oyster-qatcher, surf bird, phalaropes, 
avocets, ete., coming under the pvoup Limacola, or shore birds. 

Many States permit prairie fowl (pinnated grouse) shooting after 

Aug, 15th. 
—>__. 

—Address all communeations to *‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York,” 
I 

GROUSE SHOOTING IN THE NORTHWEST. 

OR some years past your correspondent has taken 
F his annual vacation in the Northwest, preferring 
the fresh prairie breezes to a crowded hotel, and the free- 
dom of camp life to the conventional restraints of a 
modern watering place, Each season he has there met 
with Hastern sportsmen in constantly increasing numbers, 
and as a stranger's first shooting trip to that region is 
rarely one of unqualified success it will, perhaps, not be 
amiss to offer a few suggestions on the subject. 

It may be accepted asa general truth, in all kinds of 
humanity, that mere skill with the gun is not in itself 
sufficient to insure a good bag of game, and this principle 
applies with peculiar force in grouse shooting. The most 
indifferent shot will bring down his birds easily enough 
when he has the good fortune to find them, but grouse 
are not to he met within eyery wheat stubble and along 
the margin of eyery slough “as thick as chickens in a 
barn yard.” On the contrary, even in the best grouse 
region in America (Southern Minnesota, Northwest Iowa 
and Eastern Dacotah) it is common enough for well- 
equipped sportsmen to beat over miles of good-looking 
country without getting a point or starting a feather, 
There is an abundance of game, but the country is vast, 
and none but a practiced eye can pick out the “likely 
places” with any sort of precision, Nor are there any 
royal rules for the guidance of the uninitiated, An old 
hunter, for instance, mounts the buggy seat, sweeps the 
horizon and directs the driver to some swale, or ridge, or 
slough, or stubble. But there area hundred such places 
within view, and when you ask why he selects that par- 
ticular one he can only reply: ‘It's a likely looking 
spol for em.” Were he to justify his impression by as- 
signing specific reasons and going into details, he would 
merely mystify himself and mislead you. He general 
izes, unconsciously, perhaps, but almost unerringly, just 
as an Indian generalizes a teint trail, or an old banker an 
accommodation bill. 
And this will explain the wide diversity of opinion 

which prevails in regard to the most suitable dogs for 
grouse-hunting. If the sportsman proposes to beat up 
the whole country, he must have bold, wide-ranging 
dogs, with high speed and great bottom—well-muscled 
pointers, if their feet are good, or the pointer dropper, 
or, best of all, the Irish setter. Butif the hunter has a 
fair knowledge of the game and its haunts; if he ean 
pick out the choice bits of country with reasonable accu- 
racy, then a steady, fine nosed, close ranger will proye 
serviceable enough—a Gordon, for instance, or even a 
good, stanch dog who is far past his prime and almost 
useless for general purposes. 
On his first visit to the prairies an Hastern sportsman 

generally takes out his best quail dog; and it is scarcely 
too much to say that the animal’s merit will exactly 
mark the degree of his owner's disappointment, A half. 
broken puppy, which has been worked a litile on quail 
with older dogs, will generally acquit himself reasonably 
well on grouse. True, he beats with a perplexed uncer- 
tainty, sometimes timid and sometimes bold, but he has 
at least been tanght to back his superiors, and will sel- 
dom runin, Above all, not much is expected from him, 
and when he tremblingly makes a crouching point, and 
holds it, his achieyement is lodked upon as being full of 
hope and promise. But, alas! it is far otherwise with 
your main dependence—stanch old Ponto, Ponto is your 
favorite, You hayé worked him for tive seasons, and 
each year your tongue has grown more wanton in his 
praise. He is a bold, wp-headed dog, full of intelligence, 
and with a marvelous nose—-a dog who knows his duties 
and glories in the knowledge. See with what freedom 
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he quarters on tie breeze. Observe the sweeping flow 
and si?ous grace of his lithe gallop. Note his perfect 
poise, and his Aigh-pred nonchalance, Why, there is an 
air of disd=inful self-reliance in the very lashing of his 
‘ail. See, with a sudden swirl he turns on the wind, and 
for a moment stands like a shape of bronze, And now, 
with head up and muscles tense and eyes glazed, he 
draws on his quarry with the noiseless glide of a pursu- 
ing fate, Fifty yards, a hundred, a himdred and fifty 
(Diana! what a nose!), two hundred yards, if it’s a foot. 
Suddenly, some twenty yards ahead, a fine covey whirls 
into the air and sails for adistant corn tield, Poor Ponto } 
He droops his flag and turns toward you with a rueful 
countenance, quite chopfallen. You haven't the heart to 
reproach him, but giye him a cheery word and bid him 
try again, Nouse. Ie grows worse and worse—circles, 
Hushes, chases with desperate speed, and finally comes to 
heel looking: crushed, humiliated, woe-begone, ‘There is 
something uncanny about those big quail ; something he 
cannot understand, “You send him forth again, with & 
grave “steady,” and steady it is, for he stands to gophers, 
Held larks, snakes, moles, terrapins; anything, every- 
thing. After awhile he begins to do moderately well, in 
= pottering sort of way, but nevermore will he be the 
pold, free, dashing quail dog that he once was, 

Meantime the puppy is improving by the hour, and 
when you return East he will work better on quail than 
will poor, demoralized Ponto—not that he will show the 
snap and precision of your old favorite, but he will do 
good, cautious work, and close in freely enough as you 
approach. 

lf you would have a dog work well on both quail and 
zrouse, by all means break him on grouse first, training 
him to hold his point on the first scent. True, he may 
be grousé-broken on quail if you are content to hunt 
him alone; but you have no right, and indeed you will 
find it difficult to make him stand fast to his own find 
when other trained dogs are allowed to draw past him, 

Perhaps the best grouse ranze for the coming season 
will he found in Southwest Minnesota, taking the belt 
of country lying between the Southern Minnesota Rail- 
road and the Iowa line, and working westward to the 
eastern boundary of Dacotah. Thisis a magnificent re- 
gion of fertile prairie, interspersed with lakes and sloughs 
which begin to fill with waterfowl toward the close of 
September. Tt ismow accessible by the recent western 
extension of the Southern Minnesota road, which was 
opened last fall. This country has been surveyed and 
marked by quarter sections into minute topographical 
classifications, the object being to denote the character 
and lay of land to intending settlers, but the maps are of 
great utility to the sportsman, enabling him to follow 
the game ranges, no matter whether his quest be for 
grouse or water-fowl, These topographical maps can 
prenanly be obtained from John C, Haston, Esq., Lanes- 
oro, Minn, At least, they were prepared under his di- 

rection, and heisan accommodating gentleman and a 
keen sportsman—a man of superb executive ability, Pres- 
ident of the Southern Minnesota, and the Vanderbilt of 
the West, 

In regard to guns, of course each sportsman has views 
of his own. English-visitors and gentlemen from the East 
usually bring something light, and during the early part 
of the season a seven pounder does well enough, But, as 
the season advances, and the grouse get wild, and the 
ducks and geese begin to come in, mere skill must yield 
to weight of metal. The man who drops five drachms 
of powder into his choked 10 will have the big bag. 

W=AU-ZERE. 
Another correspondent, writing from West Point, 

Cummings County, Nebraska, says :— 

Prairie chickens are now as big as quail, and will soon 
be ready to kill, Elkhorn Valley cannot be surpassed for 
elucken hunting ; they are here by the thousands, and 
sportsmen come from Chicago in the season by hundreds 
to hunt them. We also haye plenty of snipe, plover and 
quail in their season, and quite anumber of deer in the 
winter; there are numerous hotels in the valley,and good 
board can be had for $4 per week. Ducks and geese are 
abundant in the spring, and take it allin all sportsmen 
will not regret a visil to the Elkhorn Valley. Itis reached 
by the Chicago and North Western Railroad, vida., Mis- 
souri Valley to Fremont, then up the valley by the Hlk- 
horn Valley Railroad, WwW. PF. 
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MexTana GAM FiEups.—Burns Ranch, Montana, 
July 13th.—In this place there is plenty of antelope, 
white tail, and some black tail, Blk and buffalo can be 
found in a radius of twenty miles. The latter will be 
along the river (Yellowstone) in about four weeks, but 
the wk always stay back in the hills, As soon as the 
bullberries are ripe (September) the bears will commence 
to show themselves. This place is fifty miles from Fart 
Buford, and can be reached either by stage or by river. 
The fare from Bismarck is $15. As a hintine ground it 
cannot be beaten. Horses can be hired or bought at low 
figures, Guides and house accommodations can be found 
along the river in most any place. ‘Persons comin & into 
this country will find a shot gun to bea valuable acquisi- 
tion for feathered game, A. AL 

New Yore.— Cortlandt.—The Cortland Shooting 
Club are seeing to the protection of game in their neigh- 
borhood, and this year the prospects for fall shooting 
(ruffed grouse and woodecock) are unusually promising. 
We hope to see the Cortland Club at Brooklyn next year. 
ee 

is TRAP SHOOTING CRUEL? 

WALKERTON, Ont. 
Auditor Forest and Stream :— eat 
What is sport? You don't mean to say you enjoy the agony of 

the little fish fastened to the hook, or the pain of the pigeon dying 

as ifleaves the trap?’ Yet certain itis that shooting glass balls or 

talking fishin a netsive no such pleasure as Killing the fish and 

the bird with rodanud gun. It is not the skill required which 

FOREST AND STREAM. 
vatch and torture the poor little mouse. Yet when we see a 
field of huntsmen in brilliant scarlet and mounted on splendid 
horses galloping over the country at the risk not only of their 

own necks, but their horses also, with a pack of hounds chasing 
the fox, we never think it proper to speak of cruelty. Yet where 

is the difference in looking on “ this picture and on this?” Then 

aman “goes a-shooting,” fires into a flock of birds, kills perhaps 

one or two and wounds a half a dozen, which fly off to their 

ecoyerts and die miserably or become food for hawks; and who 

thinks of the cruelty? Yet when man fires at a single bird out 

of a trap and only kills or wounds the bird he fired at, we haye a 

howl from the humane man which really nakes one shudder and 
stop to think whether or not one deserves to be condemned for 

it. If it pleasesa man to catch or breed a bird, to putitintoa 

trap and shoot at it, why should he not do ij? The religion of 

the Anglo-Saxon forbids it not, and nature asserts it to be right. 

Tf we had not the cruel instinct we could not liye. The Indian 
would still occupy this continent, for it was cruel in the whites to 
drive him from his home and oectipy it. Yet willany man say it 

was wrong? No; for it is following the rule of nature—the 

weaker goes to the wall—" the survival of the fittest.” The boy 

erushes the worm in his path as naturally as he eats. “To step 
aside and Jet the reptile liye” is the result of education, and we 

don't object toany one cultivating it in himself to the highest 
pitch; butiwe du object to an interference with legitimate sport 

by people who object to one and not another equally cruel act. 

When our laws compel us to destroy animal life only in the most 

painless method—to chloroform the ox instead of using the pole 
axe—we will admit the consistency of our “Prevention of Cruelty 
to Animals” man, and quit shooting birds either at trap or other- 
wise, No doubt but that weall try to deceive ourselves into the 

belief that we take no delight in being cruel, butit is deception 

only, for man is naturally cruel and takes pleasure in it. 
GUNNER. 

Rocrester, lV. ¥., June lth. 
Editor Forest and Stream -— 
That trap shooting bears but poor comparison with the pursuit 

of game in the field wiil, I think, be searcely gainsaid by the most 

carnest advocate of the former sport; but 1 maintain that a party 

of friends who like shooving can pass a few hours very agreeably 

in testing their nerve and skill at the traps. That pigeon shoot- 

ing is an elevating amusement I shall not claim, neither would I 

admit that it is more debasing than ordinary shooting in the field, 
and to assert that would be high treason against the universal 

brotherhood of sportsmen—an offense so rank as to deserye 

death without benefit of clergy! When the millennium arrives, 
bringing with it the perfect man, probably he will neither shoot 

game in the field nor pigeons from traps for his amusement. 
Then will the manufacturers of artificial targets reap ¢yen 

gfveater harvest than they now do. 

as if mankind would continue to get sport for themselyes out of 

what is death to fellow creatures. 
sentimental mood, no doubt—assked myself, as I admired the 
graceful form and beautiful plumage of a ruffed wrouse or snipe 

that I had shot, what right [ had to kill so beautiful and barmless 

acreature. But before an answer was framed, my dog came to 

another point, and settlement of the question was postponed. It 

mian himself was not subject to pain and death, he would have 

less excuse for inflicting those ills on other sentient beings than 

he can now employ to soothe the twinges of conscience which 

some feel on pouring a charge into a flock of wild ducks, or 

knocking right and left the startled members of ‘* Bob White's” 
family, which never gave their destroyer any offense. I cannot 

sce that there is any more cruelty in pigeon shooting than in the 

shooting of game, the propriety of whichis never questioned by 

many sportsmen who object to trap shooting. 

come convinced that pigeon shooting over traps is cruel and in- 

defensible, I am inclined to think that, to be consistent, I shall 

also condemn und give up field shooting. Ifl am not mistaken, 

modern research disproves the theory that 

But, until that time, it looks 

I have at times—when in 9 

Should I ever be- 

The poor dumb beetle we tread on 
Feels a pang as great as when a giant dies. 

This 1,odern view is by far the most satisfactory to us who 

shoot, for surely itis not for the mere pleasure of killing that so 

many lilte the sport of shooting, 

enjoyment by the amount of blood he sheds when out shooting 

does not know the pleasure which those of another temperament 

derive from other sources of delight in the tleld, Let there be 

less countenance to the killing of great) numbers of birds and fish 

by professed sportsmen, and sumething will be gained, 

The fellow who measures his 

EDMUND REDMOND, 
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IMPROVED TRAP SHOOTING METHODS. 

Rome, Ga,, May 1th. 
Bilitor Forest and Stream :— 

ying the fact that glass ball shooting affords to 

our overworked business men, of all classes, a source of relaxa- 
tion from the cares of daily life that alone more than compen- 
sates for the outlay, leaying altogether out of the account the 

pleasure derived. 
But my utilitarianism comes to the front and asks: ** Why not 

turn our recreation, in this line, to a little better account?” 
What the genuine sportsman most wants is to be a, steady, uni- 

form, first-class shot in the field; and to be able to stand at eight- 
cen yards and break a good per centum of balls thrown straight 

away (or nearly 80) does not always atcomplish that end. We 

need a move varied stylé of practice—one that proximutes nearer 

the flight of game than that now In yogue. 
One of the most difficult things with the young sportsman—the 

one that always donfuses him not a little—is to select for his shot 
one of seyeral birds around him, taking wiog simultaneously. 

Every old sportsman will recognize the picture in hls early expe- 

rience, and I haye observed it in many, indeed, all beginners with 

whom it has been my fortune, or misfortune (‘as you like it”), 

to be thrown. And to overcome this difficulty, I baye adopted, 

in our club practice, the use of two Card traps, placed five yards 

apart, and behindasereen. They are keptrevolying in the same 
direction, by means of a continuous belt passing around the axles 

of both traps, and operated by a boy sitting between them. Both 

traps are sprung at once, and the shooter allowed to take his 
choice of balls. 
Another feature which we haye added in our practice, the ad- 

yantages of which will be recognized by all sportsmen, is to place 

two men at the score at the same time—on the right and left sides 

- : 

1880, [Jony 29, 

eccentric collar removed so the traps will give incoming balls, 
certainly wives 4 very difficult shot, and approaches nearer to the 
actual field shooting than any oiher means yetadopted with balls, 
since they getas badly“ mixed'’as birds sometimes do in the 

field. 
We also use two traps in single ball shooting, with one man at 

the score, springing one tray ata time. 
The traps are under the immedinte control of the referee by 

means of treadles connected with the * pall " wires, 
Rover I, HAMPTON, 

President Cherokee Gun Club. 
rr 

SHOOTING MATCHES. 

MONTREAL, Quebec, July 14th—Yesterday afternoon the shoot- 
ing match between Messrs. A. Bonneville and €, Pepin, for the 

title of champion wing shot of the Proyince of Quebeée, was won 

by the former, with 20 straight, Pepin missing hislast bird. The 
shooting was far above the average. Although each competitor 

was allowed the use of both barrels, Mr. Bonneville used his 
second only once and Mr. Pepin but twice. The wind blew from 
the southeast, and the birds were generally good, The attand- 

ance was very poor. 

MEDFORD, Mass., Jrlyy 19th. Ata elass ball shoot at Spindle- 
ville, Saturday, the following scores were made out of a possible 
20: C. Howe 18, D. H. Barrows 16, T. Martin 16, W. R. Dennett 15, 

W. Kendall 15, J. Westcott 14, GC. Evans 13, M. Burr 13, 0. B. 

Fletcher 18, A.C. Cook 11, A. H. Harris 1, T. Wilkinson 11. 

Weasrer, Moss., Judy 20th'The Rod and Gun Club of this town 
are constantly at practice at the Base Ball Park, and some good 

scores are hinted atin the near future. 

NAHANT SHOOTING CLUn.—NAANT, Mass, Jidy 21ef.—Glass 
ball match; 10 balls; 18 yards rise; rotary trap :— 
A. R. Sharp,... . 10 GG, Adams... ...¢22--2.--... & 
George Mixte 9| W. A. Jeffries. ....,- ts ehaee = 
W.L, Jeffries. i 8} 
Another glass ball match (handicap) will be shot on Friday 

July 30th. The club will give an athletic meeting, open to the 
Boston D. & A, Association, Haryard Athletic Club, and Union 
Athletic Club, on Saturday, Aug. Tth. J.G.M. 
Ong Hounprkep GihAss BALL MarcH.—aA yery Interesting con- 

test took place on the grounds of the Malden (Mass.) Gun Club, 

Friday afternoon, July 16th, Mr. Dutton, of the Malden Club, 
and Mr. King, of the Dorchester Club, shooting a match at 100 

balls, Card trap, 18 yards rise. Both men were in good condition 
and shot finely, Malting it very interesting for the large number 

present to witness the event, The match resulted in a draw, each 
man breaking $4balls. The match had previously been shot on 

the grounds of the Raymond Club, the contestants tieing on 73 

balls, A third meeting will soon be held to decide superiority, 
Following is the score in detail :— 
Mr. Dutton—1W11 O11 TOTO LOLOL 

100111111111.11010401101111111001101101111119— 84. 
Mr. King—OOL0M1 100101 00 AT 

101 {0120011111110010 71101010111 1 111001—s4_ 
Mr. Dutton's largest run, 2%; Mr. King's largest run, 18, 

Mr. Goodall, of the Dorohester Club, acted as judge for Mr. 

Dutton, and Mr. Dean, of the saine club, for Mr. King. Mr, 

Noble, of the Malden Club, referee; Mr. Jones, of the Malden 
Club, scorer. 

Manion, V.J., July 14th.—Twelfth monthly contest of the Jer- 
sey Gity Heights Gun Club to decide permanent ownersnip of the 

club's champion cup, Conditions: 7 birds each, handicap rise, 
use of one barrel only allowed to count, and the trophy to be- 

come the property of member winning it greater number of 

times in 12shoots. To-day the eup was won by ‘Old Reliable,’ 
butas it was the first time, his 7 siraight came just too late, as 

Mr. Jacob Cadmus and Mr, Quimby had each before twice cap- 
tured the prize; making a tie between these gentlemen, which, in 

the shoot-olf at f birds each, resulted in Mr. Quimby’s winning 

by killing 4 owt of 5 to Mr, Cadinus’ 2 killed out of the same num- 

ber. The birds were an excellent lot of stall-fed wild pigeons, 

and as “AL” had predicted, required a good deal of killing— 
which accounts for so many '! goose eggs,’ as a nurMber were lost 
out of bounds, dead.” Following the cup shoot a number of 

sWeeps were enjoyed by the boy's, with the result below -— 

Mr. Hughes..... ..---- nrree-2) e+e $5 yards..:,1 111411 17 
Dr, Zeliner .. -:.....5. ..26 yards.... 1 1 2 1 0 1 1-6 
Dr. Holoomb........--- wepyards... 1 120 1 0 I—6 
Mr. Qnuimby.......-..-- 29 yards.... 0 1 1111 0-5 
My Gadnitg 22. etl. y.. yeseee oT Yardsls., 1 21" ON0 —5 
Mr. Headden....s..c cee e eee pee ees Béyards._ 0 00111 1-4 
Mr, Phomson....,..- .-:< 27 yards....1 100 1 21 0-4 
We arayes peiedsages-inas: 02) yards.... 0 110 21 0 3 
A BUN ote AAA APS 4 OP Ack ees tc @ yards...) 1020 0 8 
Mr, Carrom... 2...-c---seu---ee-- 28 Yards,-2.1 0011 0 1-4 
Mr. Wheeler..,,..----------.-.+-- eo yards.... 0 0 0 —0 
Dr. Cummings.....-........---.--20 yards... 1 0 100 0 ts 

Ties :— J , 

MrnQuiimDy.c: opiniettesbestesesde teaser 20 yards....1 1 1 1 0-4 
Mr. Cadmus....-.. seins ..29 yards.... 0 1 17 0 0-3 

Sweepstakes—Five birds each, 25 yards, one barrel: Quimby 

Zenington and J. Toffey tied on 6 each, the first two on 3 apain, 
anddiyided: Thompson took second with4 ; Holcomb, Yau Gelder 
and Hughes tied on 3, and Holcomb won third on shoot-olt; W. 

Toffey 2, Baldwin 1, Cumming 1, Cadmus 1, Zillner 2. 

Second sweepstakes—Four birds each: Oadmus took first with 
4 straight; Quimby, Carron, W. ‘lcffey, Thompson, Hughes and 

Zenington tied on 8 each, Quimby winning with 7 stralght on 
shoot-off; Van Gelder and Holcomb tied on 2, Van Gelder win- 

ning shoot-off; Baldwin 1. 

BERGEN Point, Ady 20th.—The fifth of the series of seven 
matches by the Recreation Gun Club, of Berzen Point, for first 
nnd second gold medal, The first goes to the winnes of the great- 

ost number of matches; the sccond goes to the one who breaks 
the greatest number of glass balls during the series, aside trom 
the winner of the first medal. Mole Revolying trap; 15 pluss 

balls; 18 yards rise; club rules:— 
Moore.....,,.,. 000012110101111—9 | C. H, Davis... 010010000000001—3 
Wilmerding... 0111101100100(1—8 

Moore first medal; Wilmerdiny second. The first medal is now 
the property of F, G. Moore, ho haying won it four times. 

Tim BERDOODLE. 

Caprvan Orry Guy CLus.—Washinglon, D. O., July 26th.—The 
result of the shooting in the match Saturday last by this ehib was 
as follows, Stoddard 23 yards, others 20 yards; Card rotary trap; 
screened } wlass balls -— 

aloe gives the pleasure, Man and all predatory animals seem to | wlternately—and haying both traps sprung simultaneously, the | ‘f ©- Bing. 1 eee 1 i i 1 i i i 1 i I 1 F i 1 i I tt oan 
be instinotively orucl, and if so the grutification of the passion | shooters take the balls on their respective sides. we Sadat. -DTIDTLITOTILTIILI1 Ii by 
within pYoper boulids isnot wrong, hen what are proper | This serves the double purpose of first making the shooter de-| Joo. R. Morhous., ~OTUTTIITIL00TT1II11111—186 
bounds? Ave we only to sh wnd shoot thar we may ent? Pshayr! | cide on the instant which bird is his, and baying once decided, | N- Hi eaew orn : i it | : +3 + ‘ a | : , ; “43 r 7 Et: 
that is pot-hunuting, disfusting, deserving of the contempt of all | teaches him to hold on it until the shot is fired, and thereby ayoids ie a Haale. gk. OVLLT1311707121001101 1-45 
true sportsmen. ‘Whe tact is, on this uestion men form and ex- | the uopleasant but quite common mistake of doubline with a} H. Ty) Shepard... 1O701270000111111011138 
press Opinions which are sudly ut variance. For instance, if alot | companion on the same bird. Secondly, it has 4, tendency 10 ‘Vles j— 

of boys set the dogs ona, cat we all condemn their cruelty, al- | overcome the nervousness caused by the dischurge of a compan- | King.....-.. beens 1110 1-4] Stoddard... 4... 0110 —2 
though the eat is a predatory animal, whose chief delight is to | ion’s gun in close proximity to the shooter, ‘his plan, with the A. 
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BINGHAMTON, W. ¥., Jv 24th —A friendly mateh was shot be— 

deen the Binghamton and the Ouleout gun clubs, and resulted 
in favor of the Binghamtons by 26 balls. The match was shot 
from a Card’s rotary trap; 18 yards rise; on the groynds of the 
Ouleout Club in Franklin, N. ¥.:— 

ee gE Club. Ouleout Club, 
Isaac Buel. . z:.1.. 19} P. Cutler . 
M. P. Mckoon 14| M. E. eneae: yey 
D. H. Harris,. 15| N. Waldron + 15 
W. Rutherfor 15 | N, Cutter . db 
W. Hamilton 15 | Harry Wa . 48 

. M. Hine. 15 H. Bl reir’ 
Robert Walke 14/8, M, McKean - 16 
Dwight Bartlett. 15 | G. R. Wilson, . 18 
Robert Smith. . .. 13 | Lew aed rere dos 19 
James Rutherford.,,.0... 2! 10| A. Dittmar. 18 

NTE P I ee ola Sere vos cog hac tte: TAB DOTA Oink cheered sn son teak! Wiz 
L. 

Dusuguer, lowd, Puly ith.—The Jolien Gun Club held its second 

shoot a few days ayo on the bluffs west of the city. Quitea num- 
ber of members were absent, but those who participated reporta 
eoodtime, ame birds were used in all the matches, and all pood 

flyers. First match, 5 singles at 21 yards, 3 pairs of doubles at 18 

yards :— 

Fred Miller... ana OL 11 10-8 | F. Gox.. OL 10 11—8 
Geo. Wareham.11010 10 11 0i—7| J_ Harti 1 10 10 10—4 
0. Gregoire.... 11000 00 00 00—2 . Cox. Mi 10 11—9 

Reed, -. 11100 TL O1 01I—7 | C. Turn 10 OL 10-7 
a. . William ..11110 ~0 00 10-5 | 5. Cox 00 10 10—7 
R. Rogers....-. 11001 11 01 00-6 : 

Medal match, 15 singles, 21 yards :— 

¥, Miller... .. 1111000111111—12 | FW. Cox......... AILLO0IL1010— 11 
G. H 1111001001 1—11 Wareham. .1101711100t1001—10 est 
G. Grervire.. .00L010010111111— 9 TLODOTITLLLO0UL— 9. 
J. Reed 1 fev ereee OLOLOLIN011—11 | 8. Cox... ALM 15 
J, Williams. -,-111011110110101—11 | O. ‘Turner 1OLOL0110111101—10 
R. Rogers... .U1111110111111—14 

Bprespatanes, 21 yards.—J Keed 5, F, Stout 3, W. Cox 4, F, Cox 5, 
§. Cox 3, W. Rogers 3, J. Williams 2, C. Turner 4, John Reed 
first, C. Turner second and 8. Cox third. 
Sweepstakes, 25 yards.—J. Reed 1, W. Cox 4, Williams 3, $. Cox 

3, C. Grexoire 2, F, Miller 4, F. Cox 3, Miller and W. Cox first, 
and Sam Cox second. 
Sweepstakes, $5 entrance, 25 yards.—Rogers9, F. Cox 8, W. Gox 

6, J. Reed 9,8. Cox. In shooting off ties Rogers won first, F. 
Cox second and W. Cox third. 

Orro Wrorins’ SHoorTING.— GREENVILLE, Pa., July 21st,— 
Haitor Forest and Sircam‘:—In justice to Mr. Otto Wilkins you 
should state that he broke the balls thrown from a Borardus 

trap, 18feet. That, I think, has meyer been equalled by xny one, 

M. H, Brooks, 

Tan &2. Louis Gon Chun.—S8t. Louis, Judy 24th._I mail you to- 
day, with the compliments of Mr. R. Benecke, the artist, si; pho 
tograph of our gun club asit appeared at our July 5th shoot. In 

the center, sitting with his hands crossed on his crooked-hindle 

cane, with black slouch hat and gray beard, is Goy. Phelps, of 

Missourj. On his right, looking toward him, is Lieut.-Goy- 
Brockmeyer, of Missouri. On Brockmeyer’s right are three ex7 
Presidents of the St. Louis Merchants’ Exchange. On Goy, 

Phelp's left is ex-Senator Armstrong, of St. Louis, and next to 
him is Basil Duke, both of them Police Commissioners. We ap- 
preciate it as a reminder of an Enjoyable day, aud you may per- 

haps like to have it for reference. W. Munson, 

MaAncHESTER, WV. H., July #1st.—Regular weekly shoot of the 

Manchester Shooting Club, Card rotary trap, 18 yards rise, 10 

balls each :— 
T. A. Moore-...:- --- 9109 —28] 0. Greeley........- 6 67 —19 
J. 2H. Wilson,....... {4 109) —3h CG. A. Taekson-: » 8 ®9 —It 
Re-entry .....-.-. tbe e{) G.E, Morrill.......j4 54 20 

Dr. Blunk.......... § $9 —23| Re-entry entea ee 
A, Brown,,-..4-5-. 5 79 —21) C0. cd. Darrah - 846 —B 
F. J. Drake...... sae RTT 21) G20. Clarks... 8 4 —4 

J. BE, W. 

—Address all communications to ‘‘ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

RANGE AND GALLERY. 

Tam KennErpy MAGAZIND RinLe.—in the FOREST AND 8tRHAM 
of last week appeared the remarkable record made by Otto W ilcins 

at glass balls thrown from a trap, a far more difficult performance 

than the cracking of glass balls and other objects as they are 

thrown from the hand of an experienced second. The account, 

however, omitted to state that the weapon used was the Ken- 

nedy magazine arm, and wasmade by the Whitney Arms Com- 

pany, of New Hayen, For a magazine and hunting rifle it is 

second to none made, Thatitisappreciated isseen in the srow- 

ing demand for it from all sections of the country, and espr cially 
from the West, where the hunting qualities of an armare jretly 
severely tried. The breechis of yery simple construction, per- 
fectly safe, having rolled metal in the line of resistance to the 

fire, and it can be inunipulated and fired as rapidly as any arm, 
The company are how making arifle of the same name and style, 
but intended to use a 60 yrain cartridge of .45 caliber. President 

Whitney also reports: ‘ We have made about 2,000 of the Bur- 

gess gun, that uses the United States Government cartridges, and 

has sold better for sporting purposes than any new pun ever put 

on the market in the same time, and has given good satisfaction,” 

Zerruarn Riroe Cres—New York, July 25th.—The fourteenth 
competition for the J. WH. Brown medal, shot for at Gutlenberg, 
20 yards, 30 shots per man, ring target :— 

A Denis pes 2224.2. =5 663 | C, Zettler.. . G24 
M. Dorrler 40 | J. H. Brown 613 

Miller... , 632] C. Judson... autBlt 

MAsSACHUSETTS.—The following scores were made at Hackma- 
tack Saturday, July 24th, by members of Gardner Rifle Associa- 
tion; distance, 200 yards, off-hand, using the inch ring and Creed- 

jnoor target combined ; two scores of ten shots each per man :— 
Totals. 

R. Cd. R. Cd, R. Cd. 
J. N. Dodye.- 81 44 Ot yi Vib 9L 
Chester Hinds, yal 43 88 45 lag 88 
G. BR. Pratt... val 4g 81 45 152 88 
0. 0. Merritt , 6B 42 al 4¢ 149 8 
P.R. Newton. - iy 4f) bi) 45 141 85 
H. 0, Knowlton. aay dz Gk 43 Tal RA 
Wm, Auston..... fil 44 ie 42 130) . Bb 
, CO, Reed...-. bien Tif 3} Ak Ap V4, 8h 
Joe. Norwood .... eh eee a9 54 ts 108s al 

Boson, Mass., July 24h —The attendance at, the Walnut: Hill 
range to-day wus not large. Whe day was excellent for shooting, 

however, the wind blowing !r0m7 o'clock, quite steady, and the 
light being of the best. Mr. Brooks’ score of 48, at 200 yurds, wus 
aiine performance, and Mr. Rabbeth’s 106, with a military rifie 

was remarkable, being made on the Massachusetts paper target. 

Massachusetts Macth No. 1, 
J. W. Rabbeth (mil,)........ 12 10 12 1) 21 11 11 10 10 8—106 
W., Oharles -..... Zz 12 WWW MW FT 2 10-106 
KE, F, Brooks 9 1 1 12 8 11-105 
J, Nichols ® 8 12-11 Ib “9— 08 
C. Richards 8 8 9 10 8 JL f— 94 

Creedmoor Match No. 2. 
EB. F. Brooks 45645 5 5 5-48 
OC, Richards 65 5 44 4 5 5-46 
Ki. Dayis..-.2:2 456 4 5 4 4 5-45 
J. Nichols.... .. £5 44 4 4 4 4-43 
d. Borden .... A445 4 4 4 £42 
N. &, Perry ...- 4 88444 4 4 0-84 
CR groupie 0 Re 8643 3 4 3 4—83 

Five Hundred Yard Off hand Match. 
W. Charles...... 535556 5—-83|G. D, Gurtis, .. 335333 4-24 
J. Nichols ....-- 544464 5-31) 0. Bradford.... 43532 2 3-22 
0. Stephens.... 44338 4 4 5—27| R. Bishop... 045243321 
I, B.Cornell ... 4624 4 43-95) P. O. Holt...... 422323 420 
J, Pierce.._ ... ,O6258 4 4 5-26). J. Kent 22823 8 8—18 

Amateur Mutch., 

RR SEROOMR ey. yt eR. ee 6545 5 45 6 5 6-48 
On Wednesday the long range match takes place at Walnut 

Hill. Thursday the glass ball shooters have a. jubilee at the same 

plaee, 

WASEFIOLD, Mass., July 24(h,_There was a large attendance of 

riflemen this afternoon at the range of the Wakefield Amateur 

Rifle Association. The main feature was the splendid shouting 

of Messrs. Richardson and Jewell. Richardson made the remark- 
able score of 59, and Jewell 55, out of a possible 60, Medford tar- 

get count. On Richardson’s first score he made a'5 on the fitth 

shot, after which he made 12 consecutive bullseyes. There were 

over 60 entries, and below are § of the best scores t— 

BH, F. Richardson......--.-:.  ..:-555 666 65 6 6 6 6 6—59 
O. M. Jewell......-... 65 6 6 6 6 G4 6 5 6—5B 
D. H. Walker......+.. i653 6 6 4 5 6 §—43 
Roger Howard ,.....-1. 6545 66 6 5 6 4-8 
5,8. Dearborn ..,.... 63 655 6 5 6 5 5-82 
W, B. Daniel.......... 565 5 65 5 5 5 4-61 
William Lewis, ....- ++ -4£55 56 656 5 4 6 6G-5L 
David Ogilvyie,..-.... Macq in Ewes a 5 45 5 6 6 5 5 6 5-51 

ASHEURNHAM, Mass., July 20th.—A rifie club has been organized 
here, and the following officers haye been elected: President, 

Dr. N. Jewett; Vice-President, W. R. Adams; Secretary and 
Treasurer, Prank H. Parker. 

“MAMMOTH RIrFLu GALLERY.—Boston, July 28d.—The Any Rifle 

Match is progressing finely, and the third week of the montha 
freat many changes haye taken place in the leading competitors, 

and the shooting has been of high standing. Mr. Frank Hollis 

now hends the list, jumping from the third place of last week 

with three 37s and two 38s, followed closely by Mr. U. A. Pollard, 

who has increased his score One point over last week. Mr. Geo. 

¥. Ellsworth is a good third, with 184 out of a possible 200. Mr. 

QO. A. Grossis fourth, with lib. Mr. Geo. D. Edson is in the fifth 

position, with 174, closely followed by L. W. Farrar, who holds 

the sixth position with 173, outranking Mr. A. C: Goodspeed, who 
held the same position last week, The gallery has been well filled 

during the week, and the following is the standing of the several 

competitors to date; 60 yards; rounds$; possible 40; 5 scores 
to win, or possible 200 :— 

Wivarake Hollies. 225 ities sotiass asssopeeces av 387 387 388 3s8—lsi 
le av POM tars ay. ey editss soe ens Paani tes eee a7 37 387 37 88—ls4b 
Geo. F. Ellsworth . + 86 6 37 BT 388—18t 
ODAG (OSE ees Satellite coast orlenclebine te ameirl adcee 31 Bf 35 36 a6—IT5 
Geo. D. Hdsom. 26-22. 6.5. 2.2 . BL st BL 36 36-174 
GOW. Warrant, Wo... els 4 : , #4 34 35 85 35-173 
AG. Gonpapear 4 ween BL Bt 84 BD B6—173 
Al Us Mayne): da duals sc cers as . 3B Bt 384 35 36-172 
ON TT RAF oec at ph tan rape cata ccssstapte tee - 33 34 34 85 B6—172 
(Bhar Prepnties jae Be aA doe oe Gc Le wes, oe Cre 83 34 34 85 85—I7L 
Ba Hs Ta} yes Serer = Maoh bale ents os chiolole ele.) 34 34 34 Bt 85-171 
Chas. B, Otis...... -. BE St 34 BL B4—170 
Andrew Horsfall 32 34 84 AG—169 
C. R. Sawyer 33 33 34 34 34-168 
Wim. W. Jones 33 33 33 B84 34—1i7 
F. J. Snow:. d3 33 33 33 33—I65 
F. K. Reddy . 33 33 33 eA re 

BRIDGEPORT, Conn., July 22d.—The Bridgeport Rifle Club held 
their regular semi-monthly shoot at Seaside Range to-day, 

Weather conditions good, wind very light, and about 12 o’clock. 

Lightgood. The attendance was. not as large as usual. The fol- 

lowing are the bestscores on the different ranges: 200 yards, Sil- 
yerware Match ;— 
H. Nichols...... 6454554—-82|A. C. White... 45444 4 5—30 
5. H, MLSE Opps 32) 8. W. Peck.... 45 4444 5—30 
D. BH, Marsh,... 454444 5-30) P. M. Beers.... 44455 5 3-30 

ho 

44446 4 4 4 5-49 
4445 44 5 4 4-42 
4¢44 4445 4 4-41 
643843 4 4 4-38 
44442 44 4 4-88 
4384443 4 4-37 

600 yards Rifle Mateh, Cartoon target :— 

DiNe Conger vise ooe. 22 py ee~gt eek: 5 6 5 6 6 4 6 6 6—5E 
8. H. Hubbard 46 66 8 6 6 6 5—55 
H. Carstesen.......2.... £65 5 6 6 6 6 5—f4 
&:. V. Nichols. . 6 66646 6 38 4-51 
H- Nichols.....- 6 645 45 3 3 &—46 
8. 0. Kingman, 5434 64 6 4 5-45 

900 yards, Field Glass Match :— 

5. H. Hubbard. 44465 6 5—33| FW. Peek..,.. 3854 4 § 520 
H. Carstesen,.. 45365 6 4-81] H. Nichols..... § 445 5 0 6—29 
D. N. Conger.. 4435 5 4 4—2 

NEWARK, WV. J., July 18h,—On Monday last the following mem- 

bers of the First Regiment, N. G. 8. N. J., yualified for marks- 
men’s badges: Private Geo. Weigman, Company H, 38; Private 

A.C, Neumann, Company H, 85; Sergeant C. Loden, Company 

B., 85; Corporal Wm. Deyo, Company BE, 28; Lieut. W. F. Lynn, 
Company E, 28; Lieut, J. K. Walsh, Company E, 34; Corporal 

Hedenburg, Company I, 26; Private R. Beach, Company! BH, 26; 

Priyate Geo. Kock, Company BH, 25; Private Chas. Day, Company 
B, 25; Priyate T, Pool, Company F, 25. 

Ney Jersey.—General Inspector Stirling has issued an order 

prescribing the three special matches for prizes offered by the 

fovernor on behalf of the State at Brinton and Stockton ranges, 
Entries must be made with the superintendents of the ranges, 
who will furnish triplicate score cards. The competitions must 

take place on exch range on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays 

on Brinton, and Tuesdays and Thursdays on Stockton, the scores 

to be kept by the Regimental Inspectors of Rifle Practice. No.1 

—Line officers' match. Open to all line officers of the National 
Guard of the State of New Jersey; 200 and 500 yards; 5shotsal 
each distanus ; Springfield rifle; competitions wolimited. To the 

maker of the highest aggregate score in any three competitions 

will be awardad a mid-range rifle, value $60. To the maker of 

the second highest aroxne us aboye will be awarded a trophy, value 

$30. No.2—Hnlisted men's matoh. Open to all of theenlisted 
men of the National Guard of the State of New Jersey; 200 and 

500 yards; Sshots each distunce; Springficld Rite, To the maker 
of the highest aggregate score in auy two competitions will be 

awarded amilitary rifle, yalue $25. To the second best score a 
trophy, yalue $15. No. 3—Field and stat! match. Conditions and 
prizes same as No. 1 

Same day—200 yards match for Company E pun _— 

Geo. Weigman.,.., 436 4 4-20 | G. Beach.. - 0040 Ww. 
Hedenburg... . 444 44-20 | Neuman 2044 3-13 
Day... -: 3043 0—10| C. Loden 442 43-17 
Koeh. 4043 4-15] R. Beach. + 53844420 
Walsh 4444 4—90| Deyo....... 6204415 
Zimmer --40446—17) R. B. Dodd. .003820—5 
Terhune,........... 00000—0|W.¥. Lyno.. -o40 w. 

Shoot off :— 

Hedenburg ...,,... 4420 4—I¢| Walsh......-......, 0455 4-18 

Creedmoor rules. 

Same day—Match at 200 yards for Frelinghuysen badge, five 
shots, Creedmoor rules, military rifle :— 
J.R, Denman...... 4444 5—21/ GC. Loden...,... ...4 
Wiegman,,..,...,-. 6438 4 4—20'| Walsh... Ad Grey, 
Neuman.... * R. Bi, Beach, . 
Zimmer .... Roek Oe) a teu 
Hedenburg 

J. R, Denman won the badge. 

ELIZABETH, N. J., July 2Ath.—Trophy Match, 200 y 
entries -— 

rhe baloOarldcdatias tpleterety vette saa ts, 6 4656 456 & 5 §—48 
T. P. White 5 5 65 46 4 5 4 5-47 
OW iteg alee ieee teddies 4545 5 4 5 4 545 
Jd. W. Todd 46 4644 4 4 6-45 
F. H. Holton 55444 4 4 5 5-45 
i. a Squier... 645 444 5 £ 5-45 
dD Davids .. 2c. s0iee 45456 5 5 4 4-45 
Gi. Joinee 44454 5 4 4 5-44 
Dr. A. Stub 56 4445 8 6 5 4-43 
C. B, Tayntor ret 545 5 4 4 4 4 0-39 
MMMM AE VT OK Psa eue oes Ly hewn e a3 444 8 4 8 4 3-35 

Same day—Champion Marksman's Badge Match :— 

200 Yards. 600 Yards. Aggregate. 
Capt. J, R. Denman.....-: 55544—23 454 43-20 ie 
Major A. J. Clark,......... 454 44-21 4434 8-19 40 
Col. J. BH. P. Howard....... 45450—-18 5884 4—19 By 
Lieut. J. K, Hilton.....,._ 032383—-]11 83828 4-15 26 

WHEELING, W. Va., July 10th.The second telegraph match be- 
tween the teams from the Pennsylvania Rifle Club, of Philadel- 

phia, Pa., and the Wheeling Rifle Club was shot to-day. The 

weather, 80 far as heard from, was about equal for exchteam, and 

higher scores were made than in their first match, the Wheeling 

team gaining 12 points on its last total, while the Philadelphia 

team gained 17. As usual, the Wheeling Club comes to the top 

with a lead of 13 points. A third match will probably be shot, in 
which Mr, Dwight will not participate, and he will probably not 
shoot in any more telezraph matches this season. Hach memper 

fired 10 shots 100 yards, and same at 200 yards, making 20 inal). 

Betws is the score in full — 
WHEELING RIFLE CLUB. com, wie AB STH oa 

B, Hs Baboook-..-| ip Sarde-12 11 11 14 12 9 12 10 It tty tO 
Wi COX. «0... {00 Sarde: 4 1110 32 AL 2 1) 1 a F208 
Ri, Stowart,...0|toq cara leat tt ie teed f 205 
J.P. Shite... 1400 Fards'12 12.10 12 9 10 12 41 1 wou fee 
Mota eee Seen ee a ee ae et 1,040 

ENNSYLVANIA RIFLE onus. 
1200 yards. 1w9oRn 9 9 8 12-102 | ayy 
100 yards.11 10 10 12 11 11 11 12 12 ‘rascal 

E. 0. aici 

Wie yards.11 81112 9 5 9 912 11— 7 low 
fe 

} 
Geo. Fox, --.-- 100 yards.12 12 12 12 11 12 12 11 11 12—117 

200 yards.10 611111011 81110 9—97), 

ve Poco, ARTA 1610 81L ny GUE yards 6 J0— 94) 
M. Price..v---+-+, 400 yards<11 112 10 20 10 11 11 12 8—106 (09 

| $200 yards. 8 6 91011 10 41010 785 (4 
(100. Fards. 10 11 12 10 10 12 11 10 12 12—110 5 30 

@. Wood 

WaHirh Own. 

CHARLESTON, 8. C., July 12th.—Thinking some of your readers 
in military teams might be interested in the shooting of their 

brothers in the South, I send youscore of a match shot to-day he- 
tween German Hussars and Palmetto Guards. Distance 200 
yards, Sharps military rifles :— 

pe EreD, GUARDS. 
J. Nichols.........5..- Ee ads 445444 4 4-49 
W.M. Manyon...-...---.-. a Pe eh 5654/4444 4 4 4 4-49 
th TREGD ED, ae eve = -trortse ena Aout & 5d 5 fo 44 FR 2 pay 

. F. Ellis.. 434446 6 £ 4 dap 
1 M. Gunby- 444543 8 4 5 5-41 
J. W. Winberg 5443838 45 8 5 4 49 
A. M. Williams. 4434 4 4 B 4 4 5-39 
W. W. Whilden 24 44 44 4 5 8 4-88 

Bota y Feo. Bona Belethsats tudes ot dis.s\e na kas) eS or BENE Oe 2% 4) ol LP te 325 
GERMAN HUSSARS, 

rt elwin iele ttt: eet eee ae 4544564 4 5 4 4-43 
NEIGLO side Bate ae sce bko tere. MBeh iho wets 44344838 4 5 5 5-42 

Fr. IMS DHESo alae lddebtcidan eet. days 4468438345 4 4-40 
BR, Windheim .- aie -5 3 44 44 6 3 3 4-39 
TEN ET yyy tol ty, 2 ae eet Sota ss apni cote 4488544 4 8 4-38 
IROTODIGE heh at os depp ewes ue gece mauty ne 843444383 8 4 4-36 
Jy Bebarkin’ 2203 Se a8 4.8.84 2 4.4 5-85 
We Ostexrholen «92-5 oo eect ne ee 238423 4 4 3 4 8-32 

PBot a Fe ade a, a ty Se ee ee hie ecieah nil dian meee B04 
F.M.G 

THE HALFORD-HYDE MATCH, 

B* noon of Saturday last it was generally known on this side 

the water that the team of Americans whom Mr. Hyde had 
collected to meet a company of Britishers had met with a crush- 

ing defeat, Despite all adyice to the contrary, and in direct op- 
Position to the calmer judgment of men who were in a hettor po- 

sition and ina better frame of mind than he to estimate the 
strength of the British team and the weakness of lis own party, 
Mr. Hyde persisted in carrying out his arrangement with Sir 

Henry Halford for a British-American match, The match was 

sefi down for the last day ot the Wimbledon meeting, and on Sat- 

urday last it was fought. The Americans had been shooting 

through the prize meeting, and had secured plenty of individual 

meetings and had secured plenty of individual practice. They 

were busy working and struggling for the many tempting prizes 

to he found on the long list of the English prize meeting, The 

“representative American gentlemen,''as they were proud to 

style themselves, had become a mere party of mug-hunters. 
There was an abundanee of time between the close of the Irish 

match on June 29th last, and the match of Saturday last, for the 
American team to have taken a season of systematic dvill. The 

Dollymount Range was open to them. So that at Houndslow and 
a dozon others. They did notayuil themselves of these openings, 

and while Sir Henry Hallord was displaying more than ordinary 
gare and caution in the selection and discipline of hismen, Hyde 

was working, really if not intentionally, to stir up fnternal dis- 
sension in the squad of shooters which he dignitied with the name 
of team. Col, Bodine, with Rathbone and Wishér, had wisely set 

sail (or Americn, preferring to show their Opinion of the serib 

mateh by keeping severely away. To add to the discomfort of 

the Americuns and set ihe dlimax to the chapter of perverse 
binders in which they huye been blundering fora month nast, 
Hyde must needs get inio a wrangle over his wine, resulting in 
the withdrawal of arrow from the team nnd the stibstitution of 
Rockwell This removed the last prop from the platform on 
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“which the Americans were to stand and win. Farrow has long 

heen accustomed to hold his own in Icng as well as short range 
svork. Heisspecially an individual shot, not caring much for 

the help to be zained from those squmdded with him. He was 

thrown over, 2nd in his place was taken a man regarded asa yery 

tinstable shot, but in this particular instance totally unprepared 

for elevation toa place on the teams. That he wasso unprepared 
is only in keeping with the whole management of the team, and 

the blaine can be laid only at tne door of the captain (?) of the 
team, There isa cabled story that Hyde and one of his men 

quarreled over the possession of a cask of sherry, and that the 

team man, for reasons satisfactory to himself, no doubt, preferred 

to take Hyde's assertions and promises in writing rather than 
by word of mouth. 

As finally made up,the Hyde team included Jackson, Laird, 
Scott, Brown. Hyde, Dudley, Gerrish and Rockwell. The British 

iteam were divided into four Ivishmen and four Englishmen 

squadded into two groups at targets H and I, according to the na- 

itionalities. Young, Fenton, Joynt and Milner were the Irish 
contingent, while the Englishmen were Bates, Evans, Godsal and 
Humphries. 

The firing opened at 9:45 with pleasant weather prevailing ; by 

10 o'clock, however, the clouds began to gather, and it was eyi- 
dent that there was to be a downfall of rain. It came before this 

range had been fired over, bit not till the parting shots. The 

Britishers, with their superior organization, had been enabled to 
fire promptly, one«fter another, while the Hyde men prolonged 
théir miserable performance until they were caught In the rain 
on target B. Scott, Laird, Jackson and Rockwell shotin order. 
Scott opened with a bullseye, Laird and Jackson following with 
the same, while Rockwell went off into a center on target C. 
Hyde, Gerrish, Tudley and Brown followed in order. The open- 

ing was poor, and while Gerrish and Dudley secured a bullseye, 
Brown took only a center. On the other targets seven bullseyes 

and @ cente ¢ were the openings shown, placing the figure for the 

iirst roun{ gt Halford Team 39, Hyde Team 26. On thenextround 
the totals showed Halford Team 7f, Hyde Team 74. On the next 
round -4 elean score of bullseyes from the Hyde targets and a sin- 

gle ecrmter onthe part of the British men kept them only one 

Poratapart. But with the fourth round a pair of inners from the 

A _merigan targets widened the gap between the totals, and the 

fiyde men thereafter had a hopeless stern chase. They never 

ame within hailing distance of their opponents. Not a single 
anner was made on the British targets at this range while the 

_Americans had no less than twelve of them, with a miss thrownin 

to help the down pace. While the British average was 72+ In the 

possible 75, the Hyde squad scored but 68 at this range, and a differ- 

ence of 36 points killed anything but the most remote chance of 

a victory for the visitors. 

With the opening at 900 yards it was evident that the Hyde men 

were utterly demoralized. While the British opening round was 

37, the opposition was but 31, Rockwell sending # bullet into the 

earth before the target, He changed his gun, taking a reserve 

one from Scott; but, aflera few shots, of which the majority 

Were misses, he went back to his own weapon. The weather, 
during this time, was very favorable. Though the wind yeered 

freyuently and rather sharply several times during the day, 

the changes were not such as should haye prevented skillful rifle- 

meén from making good scores. The light was simply magnill- 

weut, During the first stage it was a cold, leaden gray, but ob- 

deets were yery distinct. As the day advanced, the light became 
more mellow, and the targets stood clear and sharp cut against 

the butts. Before the second stage was finished, ‘gun fire’”’ noti- 

fled that hinch was waiting, Sir Henry Halford made a strenu- 

ous effort to induce the military officers in charge of the butts to 

continue the shooting until the scores were complete, but in 

vain. After an hour's interval, the shooting at 900 yards was com- 

pldted, the score board showing that the Americans had fallen 

behind 44 points. Atthis range the British team was 80 points 

abead, with victory assured. 

Tt was evident when the 1,000 yards stage opened that the Amer- 

icuns had giyen up all hope of winning the match. Each man 

shot for himsetf, intent only on making a comparatively decent 

showing in the mass of inferiority which the Hyde team had be- 

come, The Britishers were a trifle careless, too, with their yic- 

tory so jvell assured, and the result shows that the American 1,000 
yards total was a point ahead of that made by the Britishers. The 

grand total, howeyer, came with a difference of 79 points in favor 

of the Halford team. 

The actual work of the teamsin detail may be seen in the fol- 

lowing scores i— 

THE HALPORD TEAM. 

Name. Yards Totals- 
545655555555 55 5—7 

J, K. Milner....... ch 555455555554 445-71+212 
1 9445454545525 5 5-67 

5555455545555 55-73 
Liout. Fenton.,....... 5555555555464 3 5-71 +209 

§1,000;.15 544435456436 4 5—65 
U 6565455455555 5 5-73 

A. P. Humphrey...... 900....455554556585 45 5—70 +207 
4,000.05 54453555824 5 4 5-64 

5454554555445 55-70 
Major Young...,...-.. 1855555454445 44 5-67 +206 

-6555354555535 5 4-69 
65555455545556 5-13 

Baker,...--.-. Lorene 6455555553655 6 4-71>205 
2555658385554 24-61 
4555545654655 5 4-71 

J. Russell Joynt...... 5554555558555 5 6-72 \204 
$3544334385554 45-61 
6455455555545 5 572) 

@odsal,...0..-. 6.6... 65655544553 6 6 34-68 +202 
HHA LZBASA4HH 44 5—G2h 
pb455555555555 5-74 

TiyAliss .¢-..025- F cwes 6445454565554 5 4—t9 +202 
3548545450463 5 4-59 

THY HYDE TEAM, 

55554545555545 5-12 
W. H, Jackson 456455455555 6 4 4-89 +209 

2558456455555 5 5-68 
b4594545555485 5-67 

0. H, Laird:.,.......... 6655555465455 5 3-71+205 
4845505445544 5 5-87 
6555545555455 55—-"3) 

Dr, 8.1. Scott,........ 5565444455558 4 407 +208 
(455535244543 45 5-63) 

AEREESSS ES SEER EH . FP. Brown,.......--- 55 555454 § 45 6—71 -202 
vi 0445585455552 3 560) 

PESPRRLERGSGED Elan rant Hyde,..-----4-. 6555545505443 8— 
aes 6345454465565 58 5 5-08 

WOVenc= 2ececstcwe ce ty NE 536444 
BEY. 95554866648 55 5 Leet 

25555545 55555558 73 og 
. Gerrish....... ee wb B45 542054535 5 3-6 
es N00 BSAK R244 54525 23-59) 

pets t Bhd ELESSTE EASE La Shag 8, Ri [:) | ee 0 E 
Bibi {moo iG 0gas to ab eg am i 

S45 

By ranges the scores stood :— 

HALFORD TEAM, 
800 Yds. 900 Yds 1,000 Yds. Total. 

Milner.......-.. Perece see vil 67 par 
Fenton... -. i3 val 65 209 

70 lire 207 
OT 60 206 
71 fil 20 
72 61 pa) 
68 62 202 
69 22 

Totals. :...-.......-, 580 5n9 1,047 
AVerHzes.,......-. a. Wt (iE Gad 2055 

HYDE TRAM. 
Jackson .. A 12 6) 68 209 
Laird. 71 67 205 
Seott., 67 63 zl 
Brown 71 60 202 
Hyde. 63 66 198 
Dudley. Gt 67 197 
Gerrish. 60 58 180 
Rockwell,..........-.4- Bt 50 0) 164 

international matches which ran 4s in the second day of the British- 

American match of 1877, where the American team total ran up 

to 1,670, the hgures of the Halford team on Saturday last ave the 
best ever made at, Wimbledon in # team match. 

The Eleho Shield scores for the’seven years during which the 
new round bullseye target has been in use stand as follows -—— 

800 Yds. 900 Yds, 1,000 Yds. Total, 
Scotland...,...---- 50d 488 AN5 437 

18744 England........... 462 460 405 
Treland....... 473 440 1,878 

_ \ ireland... 527 ATT 1,606 
18754 Scotland... Bll 44 1,503 

Enegland.... 504 483 1,502 
Engeland,......... 490 484 1,48 

18764 Scotland -...- teee- DOL 508 451 1,458 
Treland. ........... ATQ A449 454 1,882 
Treland. 543 51T 508 1,608 

18774 Bngland.... 518 478 413 1,404 
Scotland ;.. 830 470 439 1430 
Ireland, ...- 535 535 1,610 

1878+ England.....- G21 505 1,00 
Scotland... ..1..-- 528 497 1,552 

i} Scotland, 487 497 1,595 
1879+ Ireland... 509 476 1,494 

| Englan 496 483 1,482 
{ Ireiand.. 545 526 T0538 

18804 Enyland,. 548 526 1,637 
[Scotland .....0.52) 540 446 1,523 

CoLumans, Ohio, July 7th—The shoot for the new State Badge 
closed to-day with a very close run of work, On the day previous 

the Westerville team retired with a lead of eleven teams, and one 

yet to hear from—Richwood. Thelatter was out bright and early 

this morning, and faced the target with asteady nerve, They built 

up an evenly balanced score, and between9 and 10 o'clock finished 

the contest with 350 points out of a possible 500, being forty-two 

better than Westerville, the next best. The team was jubilant 

over the result, and came to the city with their guns spiked with 

brooms, They repaired to the office of the Adjutant-Generdl, 
when Governor Foster made a speach and presented the $100 gold 

badge to the Richwood team. He also presented Mr, G, W. Spael- 
man with the $50 gold badge for the bestindiyidual shot. The 
following is the complete team score :— 

COMPANY G, FOURTEENTH REGIMENT, KIGHWOOD. 
pst) 0219 ep aes Pej ets sory ees wey eer 2 B44 430 83 4 4-3) 
Cunningham 353454 3 3 4-33 
Price 446424 4 4 4-287 
G. G. 4504883 3 4 3-2 
G, B. Tucker 42444 4 4 8 3-236 
Sparks... 3$B4332 8 4 3 
Ed, Price 454344 3 4 3-38 
Woodruff . 443844 4 3 2 3-35 
Miller 43843804 4 4 2-38 
Field 434483 5 4 5 8—20 

Motalls. so-<- sess $e ee Pee Dura owen ponepn wet ee arate fete eee DOD 
The team scores stood :— 

Co. G., Fourteenth Regiment, Westerville. 
Co. B, Eighth Regiment, Akron...,..-.. 
Co. D, Hleventh Regiment, Yan Wert . 
Co. A, Third Regiment, Covington,.,.-- 
Co. K, Seventeenth Regiment, Hebron.. 
Governor's Guard, unattached........ ... . 
Co. K, Fourteenth Regiment, Delaware. . 
Co. F, Fourteenth Regiment, Columbus 
Co. F, Seventeenth Regiment, Coshocton 212 
Oo. A, Fourteenth Regiment, Columbus.. . 280 
Co. B, Fourteenth Regiment, Columbus.... FESR end eer tL 

‘The individual prizes were contested for at another target, each 

man twenty shots, the scores standing :— 
D. A. Martin, A Co,, Third Regiment......-.. 68 
D. M. Bonland, D Co., Eleyenth Regiment. 68 
John Rison, D Go., Eleventh Regiment..... 70 
Charles Collier, D Co., Eleventh Regiment. 69 
J. W. Jones, D Co., Hlevyenth Regiment... 63 
R. Craig, D Co,, Hleyenth Regiment,---.. 63 
J.d. Foust, B Co., Eighth Regiment..........-- 69 
J,CQonningham, G Co., Fourteenth Regiment.. 66 
V. W. Spratt, G Co., Fourteenth Regiment,.... 63 
G. 0. Shuman, A Co,, Third Repiment,..-.-- aoe 66 
J.D. Rike, A Co., Third Regiment....,,.,..-..--- 77 
G. W. Speelman, A Co., Third Regiment ..-...... 18 
H. Platt, # Co.. Seventeenth Regiment,.........- 67 
George Hultsberry, K Co., Seventeenth Revimen' BG 
D. W. Turner, K Co,, Seventeenth Regiment,...-.............. 62 
Charles Davis, Governor's Guard..............-.- é4 
E, W, Fields, G Co., Fourteenth Regiment....... GT 
Frank Failing, Governor’s Guard.--,.__..... 62 
Sim. Price, C Go., Fourteenth Heximent.........,-- 2 His 
FP. S. Knox, Governor's Guard..... ik cs sec see e eee sapes weenes ot 
J, J. Woodruff, G Co., Fourteenth Regiment. xy 6Y 
KE. Price, G Co,, Fourteenth Rewiment......-.....,..;....4 os 6 
—— Miller, G Co., Fourteenth Reziment........--........ ..... 61 
James Sparks, G Co., Fourteenth Regiment........-........0.00s 1 
Cupt. Tucker, G Go., Fourteenth Regiment......... -..... sree =i 
G. G. Sparks, G Co., Fourteenth Reyiment.,,,,.....,.,----.- 69 
ee 

TWIST VERSUS VELOCITY, 

Editor Forest and Stredm :— 
The problem of the influence of twist on velocity, is a yery in- 

interesting one to me, and if you will bear with me,I will 

briefly give an abstract of some experiments of the United States 

Ordnance Department, which I have not seen published, bearing 

on this subject. he experienue of these officers, with minds 

trained in the inyestigation of these abstract questions and with 

the use of the finest instruments to be had} for the determination 
of initial pressure and initial velocity, should be taken with a 
great degree of authority. 

In 1874, during an inyestigation of the srstem of ‘muzzle 
rifling,” the attention of the Chief of Ordnance is called, by a 

prominent army officer, to the ‘apparently great and unneces- 

sary waste of force,'' caused by a twist of one turn in 22 inches, 
adopted in the new army .45 caliber rifle. The question being 

referred to Col. Beuton tor Inyestigation, that officer reports 
(Ordnance Notes No. 30) and estimates, after a preliminary exam- 
ination, the difference in initial velocity, obtained from a smooth 

pore, -45 caliber, and thesame barrel, yrooyed with a 22 inch twist, 
at49feet persecond, This estimate is based upon an approxiq 

(0.13 inch) of the ball ground its longer axis, in an equation orig— 
{nated by him embracing all the elements of the problem. 
“This loss " (he reports) “ig no greater,thun is liable to oceur in 
a series of Initial yelocities obtained with the same ammunition, 
and produces but little variation in the accuracy of fire and in 
the Hatness of the trajectory.” “'In further confirmation of 
this," the results of a serjes of experiments at the Frankford 

Arsenal is submitted (at 800and 500 yards), with two .45 caliber 
rifles, one haying a 23 inch and the other a 35 inch twist. The rifle 

with the 23 ineh twist at both ranges required less elevation than 

the one with 35 inch twist; an indication that,in this instanue 
increased twist certainly did not reduce the velocity, Another 
example is giyen, to the same purport, from preyious experi- 
ments, 

Subsequently, by a carefully constructed qnd enlarged model, 
Lieut. Metealf fixed » correct value to K, the radius of gyra- 

tion (equals 0.1556), which determined the difference in yelocittes 
obtaiued from smooth bore and the rifle of the 23 inch twist to be 
61 feet, instead of 49 Feet persecond, To test the accuracy of the 
formula, two barrels were then grooved in exactly the same way 
except the grooves in one case were straight, and in the other 

case, with & 22inch twist, Initial velocities obtained from these 
Tifles, with service charges (7) ers. powder and 40 gts, of lead), 

showed for the first, 1412 feet, and with thesecond 1,383 feet per 
second, a difference of 60 feet per second, a result agreeing closely — 

with thatfrom the formula. Velogities*were then taken from 
tyo “partly grooved" barrels, one with 222 inch tyist and the 
other with a 48 inch twist, with results of 1,351 feet and 1,371 feet per 
second, respectively, a difference of only 20 feet per second—too 
small to take account of, as in the series of initial yelocities, taken 

during these experiments, with the same service charge and same 

rifled barrel, there isa variation of 64 feet per second. 

On Noy, 20th, 1878, a series of experiments were made 

under the auspices of the editor of the London Field, by the well 
known London rifle inakers, the Messrs. Holland, to ascertain 
the initial yelocities and penetration of different rifles designed 

for large game. No attention appears to have been paid to the 

twist of the grooving (as that feature is not reported); but one 

| 
4 

1 
J 

i} 

mate yaluation given to K, representing the radius of gyration | 

experiment directly bore upon that point, The velocities ob- 
tained from 4 10 bore smooth-bore and #10 hore rifle, each using 
eight drachms 0, & H. No. 6, and a 089+ spherical ball, are given as 

1,470 and 1,460 feet per second, respectively,a difference of only 
10 feet—twist of grooving not given, but supposed to be moder- 

ate. Itis stated, in the discussion following, as being the rule at 

Woolwich Arsenal, to allow 48 feet per second for error of Instru= 

ment in testing yelocities, 

‘The results, from the above experiments, indicate that there is — 

little or no loss in yelocity in the small bore rifles, between a 
moderate twist and a more rapid twist, whereas1 am inclined to 
think that, even at short ranges, increased acciiracy is gained by 

the rapid twist, Judging from the results of experiments just 

made by mie, to obtain acturate trajectories with different 

charges and projectiles, by means of paper screens, at 252 yards 

interyals, and comparing them with the trajectories and yeloci- | 

ties obtained at the late rifle trial by the Messrs, Holland, T fee; 

sure that with the usual service charge and using the same pow- | 
der, 0. & H, No. 6., an initial yelocity is obtained of at least 1,850 © 

to 1,900 feet per second, the rj having a 20-inch twist and 34 ~ 

inch barrel, Barometric pressure, 24.05 inches, which of course © 

should be allowed for, in making a comparison for points, when | 
the pressure is about 29.50 inehes. 

There is one point, in the discussion of this question, usually — 
overlooked: the necessity of a certain amount of confinement to 

the powder, as, with all explosives, to insure its complete com- - 

bustion and develop its maximum expansive fores. This apparent ~ 
to me that there are certain conditions of powder charge, weight ~ 

of ball, and depth and twist of gruoying, from. whivh no loss of * 

yelocity need occur. As an illustration, [ suppose that with a - 

45-cal., 30-inch barrel, 95ers. of powder, and 5h0grs. of ball and 

smooth bore, the maximum résults are obtained, the powder 

fully consumed and its full expansiye foree developed. Instead 
of the 5i0grs. ball, substitute one of half its weight (say 275grs.),. 

ali other conditions remaining the same. Itis evident to me the 

light ball will be forced from the muzzle before the powder is 

consumed, resulting in a loss of power; but, by grooving the 

same barrel, with grooves more or less deep and with twist more 
or less rapid, 2 certain amount of resistance is produced equal in 

amount to the resistance offered by the 27igrs., which representa 
the diiference of weight of the two balls. On firing the ght 
ball from the grooved barrel the powder then will be fully con- 

sumed, and its maximum expansive force developed and the 
same “energy” (product of weight and velocity) will be im- 

parted to each ball at moment of exit from the muzzle. Under 
the aboye conditions, it will appear that the twist, ete., would not 
effect the velooity, though italways increases the recoil. The in— 

ference, alsa, is that the smooth bore will not burn as much pow- 
der as the grvoyed barrel, with same weight of ball. 
Bearing upon thissubject, I will brietly recapitulate the results 

of exhaustive experiments made by Major. J. P. Farley, of the 

Ordnance Department, made to determine ‘what length of bore 
of service rifles gives a maximum initlul velocity to the bullet.”” 
With the service charge (70, 405grs.) experiments were made with 

11 different lengths of barrel, from 5 inches to 122 inches, “The 

experiments conclusively show that below 22 invh (carbine) length 

of barrel” (where the yelocity was 1,210 feet) “the initial velocity 
rapidly deoreased. At rifle length (52.6 inch) the velocity was 1,420 
feet. Then the increase was slow up to 90 invhes, and from that 

length to 112inches n0 increase of a practicable character was 
realized, and then the yelocity retrogradéd. At #0 inch length, 

velocity 1,418 fect; at 2 inches the maximum yelovity was at- 
tained, 1423 feet. With service length of bore (52.6 inches) and ser- 
yive ball (405g¢rs and varying charges of powder, from l0grs. to 140 

grs.) the velocities gradually increased until, at 10zrs,, the maxi = 

mum yelocity was reached (1,536 feet per second), after which the 

yelocities retyozra ied, with increased charges, to 1,49ifeet. With 
service bore, services charge or powder and yarying halls, the 

highest velocities was obtained with the 230zrs. (pistol) ball—1,a39 

feet. With the 112 inch barrel, 120g¢rs. powder and 230grs. ball, a 
yolocity of 2,088 feet per sesond wis obtained. Substituting a 
405grs. ball in the Just experiment, the yelocity attained was 1,730 
feet persecond. Withsame length of bore, ‘so long as propor 
tional weights of powder and ball are preserved, the yelocities 

are practically the same; 28 M0grs. of powder and S00g¢ra, lend gave 

a yelocity varying but litticfrom thatineident to T0grs. powder 
and 405 of lead." “When long barrels were fired there was little 

if any smoke, but instead asmall quantity of black dust, oa it 

were, issued from the muzzle.” “The reporbof the discharge with 7 
tho long barrel was light, and that of the short barrelheayy. A 
8inch bore rotated the ball perfectly, but less than linch of 
prooves failed to do so, and the recvil with the short barrel was | 
excessive." a 
The conclusions arrived at were, that having in yiew the quese — 

tion of recoil, accuracy, convenience of bundling, etc., theservica 

tifie already adopted (asalso the service charge) was the proper 
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mode}. These “ ordinance notes’ contain a great deal of yalu- 
ablé information, of which the above is a short synopsis, and 

their full publication would be duly appreciated by sportsmen. T 
have neverseen them in print until recently. It appears that 

with service charge (70,405 grs.), increasing the length of bore 

from 32.6 inches to 112 inches, increases the initial yelocity 216 feet 
per second. With 120 grs. powder, and 405 grs. lead, increasing 

the longth of bore similarly, incroases the velocity 197 feet. 

In the light of these facts the question is naturally suggested, 
whether, if a 45 caliber, 32.6 inch barrel, is not of sufficient length 

to utilize fully the cases from 70 grs, powder, Gan it be expected 
that a 20 inch, 24 inch, 26 inch and 28 inch barrel will fully con- 
sume from 40t9 70 and 110 ers., such lengths haying been adopted 
in some cases by most of the prominent rifle factories? Would 
it not be better to proportionately lighten the barrels and 
lengthen them to 30 or 32 inches, without adding to weirht, 

thereby insuring a better balanced arm,and capable of giving 

greater velocity ? Itis understood that “‘ musket’ powder was 

used in the aboye experiments, which is understood to be a little 

eourser, slower burning and of a little less strength than the 

standard F. G. rifie powder of American manufacture, but there 

is not sufficient difference in strength to affect the results. 
Tm conclusion, I fear that friendly shoot with Mr. H. W. G. 

eannot soon take place, unless be joins mein a contemplated ex- 

cursion during the fallamong the big horn, elk, etc. I promise 
him royal sport, and inthe meantime we may beable to unrayel 

some of the mysteries of ‘twist’? and other rifle anomalies. He 

shall also be introduced to a few grizzlies, and during the inter- 

view | will see that his flanks and rear are well protected, Je 
Montana. 

Cricket, 
a 

FIXTURES. 

July 30th, at Syracuse.—Onondagas vs, Oswego Falls. 
July 3lst, at Hoboken.—_St. George vs. Staten Island_ 
ugust 3d, at Prospect Park.—Newark vs, Manhattan. 

August 6th.—at Syracuse.—Utica vs. Onondagas. 
——< 

THE CANADIAN CRICKETERS.—The tourof the team called “Ca- 

nadian eleven,” unsuccessful from the first, has terminated. All 
future fixtures have been abandoned, and Hail, Smith and Gillean 
sailed from Liverpool for Quebec and home two weeks ago, and 
the remainder of the team followed last week. 

—We call the attention of all cricketers to the notice of Shaw 
4& Shrewsbury, in another column. 

—The Marion second played the Unions, of Kingston, Philadel- 
phia, on the 24th inst. at Ardmore, Merion, first innings, 104, 

Recond, 114, five wickets. Union, first innings, 68. 

—The Germantown and Girard second elevens played at Nice- 

town on the 24thinst. Girard, 96 and51; Germantown, 87. 

THE STATEN ISLAND CLUB’s TOUR.—On Saturday, July 17th, a 

Jolly party of cricketers belonging to the Staten Island Cricket 
Club left this city for Detroit, Mich., where they arrived in time, 

on Monday, to commence their game with the Peninsulars, of that 
city, They were kindly received by the cricketers Lhere, and after 
tivo days’ play left a ball behind them. Smith, the new profes- 

sional of the Peninsular Cricket Club, just sent over by Alfred 
Shaw, from Nottingham, England, proved a terror. He is a young 

man of medium stature, and like most English professionals is 

quist and reserved in bearing. His style issaid to resemble that 

of the Australian *‘demon,” aithough not so fast. This was his 
first game withthe Peninsulars. From Detrort to Toronto occu- 
pied the night of Tuesday, and upon reaching there several of the 

team looked as if they had been entered in a ‘ go-as-youl-please,” 

and their play certainly proyed it. The lion received them with 

open arms, and treated them right royally. The grounds of the 

Toronto Cricket Club are famous for good wickets, and the 
match, although one sided, was full of merit and fine cricket. 

Wednesday evening saw the match brought to a close, and on 

Thursday areturn was commenced and drawn. Friday, Hamilton 

was Visited, and there their old foes of last year were on hand to 
duplicate their victory of lastseason at Staten Island. A glance at 
the records of this mateh shows that the Islanders topped last 
year'sinnings, 47 and 43, by 49 and 75. Unfortunately, Mr. Waud 

was absent, but Mr, Simonds hadcome from Kansas City. After 

lJeaying another ball, No. 3, the tourists left for home, 
on Saturday, via Niagara Falls. They reached home sate and 

sound, on Monday, with enough stories of theirtrip to keep the 

mouths of the junior members open for weeks to come. It is 

but fair to say theeleyen was a weak one, both Harvey and Miley 

being sthy-at-homes. Thefollowing are the full scores of the 

matches, winding up with a batting ayerage table of the trip ;— 

Sraven ISLAND vs. PENTNSULARS,—First match. Played at the 
Recreation Park, Detroit, Mich., on July 19th and 20th, resulting in 

the defeat of the tourists by an innings and 25runs. The condi- 
tion of the ground, owing to the heavy rains, was unfavorable to 

the Staten Islanders, as they went first to the bat. Score:— 
STATEN ISLAND. 

First Innings. 
ee Moore, ¢ Bamford. 

Second Innings. 

bSmith.... : 
c¢ Martin, b Smith, 

b maieeresons 
b Sinith, .,.- 
b Littlejohn .- 
c Neville, b Lit 
b Littlejohn . .... 
@ Martin, b Smith 
¢ Neville, b wisi 
run out . A. Bingham, b 

, Furber, ec Heigho, b 
Bye.. 

| NWSSSKHHHwWSoS CF 

=! ° E a b<) 
PENINSULAR—FIRST INNINGS. 

G. Heigho, | bw, b Sprague..30 | F. Hinchman, c Lane, b J. J. 
TH. Bamford, b Lame......2..-..17 
We pte, 6 Bingham, bid. 

220 gan 
an Neville, e ‘Maning, Sete ‘A. Wiley, b Lane. 
ee 4.) 1. Martin, not GEIR 

fy iy Bye, leg byes 3.. 

O] Total... 
BOWLING ANALYSIS8, 

PENINSULAR—EIRS? INNEVGS, 
oe Maidens, Pune mas : 

Eyre 
J. culniesonr, c “Moore, ae) 

i | ie i 
1 10 i 

4 7 4 
6 3 5. 

AUATEN ISUANO—FHIRST INNINGS. 
Lane ; Fogg rarerect oe ayia ahor =Aa3 10 4 : 
prague... pleas; Peer tt) erty) € 

ne Borner once rieedycstaeatcnaevere= OU i ati a 

Berrie. rey en es tee 1 run out. a2 10 
ALF. H. Maning, b Kennedy. 7 rinout...1..... st} 

| M, ©, Byre, run out. 4 b Woolver “ 6 
D. A. Bingham, b Fer > 5b Woolverton 0 
J, Filmer, run out....,.. . 0 not out. 7] 
A. Furber, not out. 0 b Ferrie 1 
Leg-byes ., bets , 5 Bye .... 1 

Total ..... RRC p er eet hse, aoe 49 Total ....... Ayn Be Spares ae TE 

First Inai 7k eal Reeonaltang irst Innings. econd Innings. 
A, Woolverton, run out.... I notout........-...... ered rood 

A La, LVN OUby ace reecereysisee Ad 

[iToRoNno ts. SratmN IstAnp.—Second match. Played at To- 

ronto July 21st, and resulted in the visitors’ defeat by an Innings 

and63 runs. The wicket upon which this match was played is 

probably the best in America. The eleven of the home club was 
the best it ever brought om the field, it being stronger than that 

pitted against the Young Américas a few weeks ago. Among the 
recruits were Browning, of Montreal, the hero of the largest score 

in America; E. R. Ogden, of Chicago, and Logan, of Fenelon 

Falls, the latter probably the best bowler inthe Dominion, The 

feature of the match was Behan'’s score of Tl, procured by mus- 

terly defense, combined with free and vigorous hitting. It con- 

tained one4, seven 4s, fifteen 2s, and singles. He was finally 

eaught splendidly by Filmer at deep long off off Lane, who 

bowled superbly throughout. Score :— 
TORONTO—FLIBST INNINGS. 

H. Totten, b Lane............ 10 | N. Pearson, b Sprague.....,., 2 
W. Townsend, e sub, b FP. C. Blake, not out,.... 9 

Bprerdi.ss Pes. lt. sane rey F H. D. Helmcken, b Lane. 0 
A. Sante b Spracue..... 0} 0. J. Logan, b Lane...... 0) 
G. B. Ogden, b Lane..,... ...» 3&| Byes 2, leg bye 1, widel.....- 4 
P, 48, Irving, b SPIRE ME Sis & —— 
G, W. Godfrey, b Lane... Otay decirene cealdl hae al oe 115 
G. B. Behan, ¢ Filmer, b Lane 71 

STATEN ISLAND. 
First Innings, Second Innings. 

C. W. Bance, 1b w, CRATE: 2 b ae Be STS, aie rears 
R. Hole, } bw, b Ogden....... 9 run Out-....-.,..-.,.....- bobsns 8 
A. F. H. Maning. oHelmeien b Ogi BSE Je 2 
J. HE. Sprague, b Ogden.. b Opden....... ee 
J. RK. Moore, b Ogden. EDA RM STE a 8, Sarat anede dead de 2 
Lane ( Reon EE i 3 jeu Taq (2) er Ba Pe ee 1 
M. C. Eyre, b paced Un bs Homane wee sete ys Sa ee 5 
J.J. Byre, ec Godfrey, b Logan 1 b Ogden. aber 
D, A. Bingham, b Logan.,.:.. 0 b Ogden. robehall 
A, Furber, b Ogden... .. 0 notout.. bate i) 
J. Kilmer, hot out. 2 bD b Ogden. SOetelato’ falea 4 
Bye 1, leg byes 2...........-... 8 Wide....... Wei Wann Fat pov ety cian 

Total........+ HR IE eee Me I at TL a a ee 82 
BOWLING ANALYSIS. 

SLATEN ISLAND—FIRST INNINGS. 
ERE hehe ne es Sia oa 

5 at t 
o i 

“Wide—s wd. Hyre, i, 

TORONTO—FIRST INNINGS. 
Logan,,-,---.+ ie. fe ee Deveerre 51 5 5 
Ogden,.........., Uk Min: Beer bea 60 5 9 5 

Second Innings. 
IW eT Fee ee eke eB ke Eee we tO 4 15 2 
(OFT seas ogsnnsgadey acel- bbe andnes 69 5 16 7 
Wide—Logan, I. 

TORONTO 08. STATHN ISLAND.—Retura match. Played at To- 
ronto, July 22d. Drawn. The tourists were in much better form 
for this match than they were for the one on the previous day, 
haying secured a good night’s rest. The feature of the match was 

the batting of Lane and Browning. Score:— 
STATEN ISLAND—PIRST INNINGS. TORONTO—FIRST INNINGS. 
C, W, Bance, b Ogden......... 21] P. AS. Irving,o Bance, b Lane 0 
J.R.Moore, cand b Helmeken tp A. Browing, b Lane.. 
R. Hole, b Orden,...... . IE nes @ Bance, b L 
Lane, st Blake, b Behan. 2 E. RK. Ogden, b Lane.. 
J. J. Byre, ¢ Blake, b Behan.. Ep. WwW. Goatrey, b Spragu 
J.E. SD Ean. rs) pogtreys b G. B. Behan, b Sprague 
Beh Ww. Townsend, not out. 

H. poe to bat..... 
H. D. Helmcken, to b 

0 
M. C. Eyre, ¢ Baines, b Ogden 6 
J. Filmer, ¢ Godfrey, b Buhen : F. C. Blake, to bat 
A. Furber, b. Behan. . Wy J, Vickers, to bat.. 
D. A, Bmgham, not out...... 0| Byel, wide 1...........:.0000: 
Leg-byes 3, wide 1......,..... 4 

IIGtAEL sient. sas ftceeleeh- tenes a | Mio) ¢:) Eee Se Pe tot bo 49 

Hoehite ANALYSIS. 
TORONTO. 
Runs. Maidens. Wickets. Wides 

2 3h 1 0 
2 10 0 
4 at 3 1 
4 15 6 0 

STATEN ISLAND. 
IP e ey Pees . 46 4 20 4 0 
J.J. Byre. o« 16 0 1% 0 1 
Sprague, .......4... 30 0 15 2 0 
HAMILTON vs. STATEN IsLAND.—Third match, played at ‘Ham- 

ilton, July 23d, resulted in victory for the home club, by ten 

wickets. Score:— 
STATEN ISLAND. 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
R. Moore, ¢ A, H. 

a Kennedy..........--.00.-- 
Me W. Bance, b Hay 
R. Hole, b Ferrie . 
Lane, b Ferrie..,.,,. 
J. J. Hyre, b Kenned ag 

Hope, 

¢ Gillespie, sub, b K pepe 16 
ce Park, b peepee Pree 6 
1b w, b Ferrie - : 
¢ Cummings, sul 

‘errie 
J. B Sprague, c A. 

A, H. Hope, ¢ Moore, b Lane 36 not out. 
C. Hyman, b Lane....... .... 
H. Simonds, ! b w, b Lane... # 
R. K, Hope, run out 18 
ny aa ¢, Bingham, b 

R, Kennedy, lh pb Lane,_ az 
J. Park, run out.. oh 

Byes 10, leg-byes ‘ $8 ga eat 

UME er eoeoe bop Meacvacuas-& EWS ital Se we cat aa coe serene 7 

BOWLING ANALYSIS. 
HAMILTON—'prrst INNINGS, 

Oe: bet ee Wickets. 
Kemmedy......c..ee Anan tie colt 3 
FOrviel.< Mt aesesepetecrs We ri cH 5 

K Epnenye 0 43 2 
Ferrie. . 7 Rt 3 
AICO ihe aan! : 1 4 0 
Woolyerton. Aya 8, 7 8 % 

5 
2 
0 
0 

Secona Innings. 
Lane ,,,,~..-- 1 0 2 0 
Sprague....-..._, 1 0 5 0 

HAMERPON vg, STATON ‘guiim —Rabien mateh. Played at Ham- 

ilton, July 24th. Drawn, Score :— 
SUATEN ISLAND. 

J. it. Moore, not out.,........80) J. J. Wyre, not out..,.,..-.++- 
R. Hole. lk Wolverton...,...-. 
C. W- Bruce, b. Wolverton... 5 Dense Wee eias sees erahtee sel Ob 

/ ANALYSIS OF BOWLING. 
HAMILTON. 

i Overs. Maidens, Runs. Wickets. 
Woolverton.... ay Ih 4 11 P] 
Gillespie ._ - 8 2 a1 () 
Ferrie... Pty et 10, 3 als 0 

BATTING AVERAGES. 
poke Most Vimes Ay.runs 

in & not per 
‘Es tans: gs. Match. out. Inn’gs. 
8 29 BL 1 11.70 
8 av 30 1 11. 
g 23 23 0 7.87 
$ a) 17 0 4.69 
vi 6 10 0 8.42 
5 7 abl 1 ¢ 
ri 2 9 16 0 2.88: 

a. renieeee 7 2 4 6 2 2A 
J.B. Sprazue. 4 My 13 Gi 6 0 1.85: 
TI), A. Bingham 4 vi 6 5 5 1 1. 
Al Furber..... 4 vi 4 z 2 3 i 

PATERSON vs. NEWARK.—Played at Haledon, N.J., July 22d, 

and resulted in the defeut of the Newarkers by 6 wickets on first. 

innings scores :— 
NEWARS—FIRST INNINGS. PATERSON—FPIRST INNINGS, 

Boote, b Bullock.. . 6| Kirk.e Boote,b Satterthwaite 0! 
Wilkinson, b Brewster.. > 4] Wardle, b Borie, ra 
Satterthwaite, b Lae ee - 19 | Bullock,e Poinier, 
Stanford, b Brewster.. . U| Brewster (professional), b 
Williams, b Scott... ee Borrie ....,,.-.-- 1 
Poinier, b Scott, ,. 8) Hinchcliffe, not o 2 
Borie, b brewster. - 0) Scott, not out. ,......., 1 
Knight, b Brewster, . a 2 : 
Orton, b Brewster. -- O 
Owens, not out.. ate 
Brientnall, c Hinchcliffe, b | 

BLO WStOl. 2 ergy rene coece es we 1 ‘ 
Byes 7, leg-bye Y wides 7..... Byes2, lew-bye 1, wides 4...... 7 1b =| 

WlOug Pat ore on tieawtddae despise BA ST coal atte tas era re stale 

MANHATTAN vs. New YORK.—Played at Prospect Park, July 

28d. Won by home club by an innings and 28runs, Score s— 

NEW YORK. _ < 
First Innings. Ssceond Innings. 

Giles, Jr.,c¢ Morris, b Hooper il b Hooper. 5 
Makin, run oOut......-.....00ss 5 motout.... bo] 
Caldwell, run out...,......... 0 b Hosford () 
Blaney, run out... 5 cand b Hosford 9 
Freed, b Greig... .....250.. Hose oO ALYURGDIUG-e hae pe wee oe 0 
Borie, 1b Ww, b Hooper... 22 5. [bow,b Hooper’ 9 -i8ilie! 9 
McIntosh, run out,.. .. Ll ¢Hosford, b Hooper.....—-- 0 
Bacon, run out...............- 0 c Byron, b Hooper........--. 1 
Allworth, c Byron, b Greig... 0 b Hosford.....--.............. it} 
Jordan, st Morris, b Greig.... @ b Hosford,.......,...._. bow fy 
Landrum, not out............. 0 ec Middleton, b Hoop See) 

BYR eo ees care mas a /eeeieots Ne P 

Potslaiare--- TH Fs hahiacat tee WROTE 5 aoe ee hoa pies werk ty 41 
MANHATTAN. 

Hosford, b Borie............-- 13.| Greig, 1b w,b Giles.........- 16 
Chippendale, biGiles Jays ., 0} Fhudbert, b Giles.. -...,-.--- , 0 
Vint, e Giles, b Allworth.:... 0| Morris, p,.ot out., 2 
Castle, b Giles........5..--5 . 15| Hooper, ) bw, b Molntosh . 2 
Middleton, c Makin, b Giles.. 1| Byes 3, leg-bye 1, wides 3. - af 
Jackson, b Giles.............-- 
Byron, c Freed, b Borrie..... 7 Total... .< Be 6 _ 98 

St. GEORGE vs. STATEN ISLAND.-—Played at Honeeee N. Jie 

July 24th. Won by the Dragon Slayers by an innings and6é runs- 

Score :— 
STATON ISLAND. 

First Innings. Second Innings. 
Outerbridge, ec Rutherfurd, b 
Maer Ap Oe) ote feces aes tT e@ Webster, b W- Butterfard. 1 

Haughton, rumout....,....... 4 b Moeran....- ..--..-J20.0.04 ] 
Pool, b Sadler.......-.....---- % bW. Rutherfurd......,,....— a) 
Stevens, b Sadler ............. 0 b W. Rutherfurd.__ G 
Harvey, notout......--.... ,. 1 b W. Rutherfurd.. 4 
Tucker, run out 1 b Moerun......... me. as 
Blackburn, b Sadler 2 run out,..-.... 0 
A. Rich, ¢ Herrick, bSadler.. 2 not out......... LU 0 
Carroll, b Moeran..,,.-...-.. 0 b W. Rutherford pes 
Byes 5, Wides 8.....0050s00 cn, 18 Byes 4, lee-byrot.,....... eevee 

Mota] ip caasveets4e ste do raree cote = tas hast 2 ee. Oe 30 

sT. tee a 
Morean, b Harvey.........006+ Huchards on,1 bw. b Haugh- 
Herrick, b Harvey....... .... H OLN Ea fhe see taxe sata a 5 viersieee = 2 
Sadler, c and b Stevens,.....- 54 Perrys) 3 Bausbion?, 1 
Webster, b Haughton.....-.. _ NOE out, tak 
Giles, Sr.,c and b Stevens... is Byes" 2) wides 2:.c.-...ceeu-rr ee 4 
W. Rutherfurd, b Steyens... 1 _ 

T jtal....... Sher neces | ie 

—The Onondaga Club is open to re ceive challenges from elabs: 
in Central New York, to play for? he silyer eup held by them- 
Communications may be sent to V .y, GC. H, Millward, Secretary of 

the Onondaga Club. 

CAMBRIDGE vs, OXFORD.—The forty-sixth anniversary of this 
match was played at Lord’s, iv the presence of 44,000 persons, or, 
June 28th and 29th, ane. yesw'ited in a victory for Cambridge b y 
lig runs. Score;— 

OAMBRIDGH. 
First Inning +s, Second Tnnings. 

Hon. Ivo SED ¢ H ayrison, b ce Treyor, b Evans........ Vrvuplle 
Patterson 0.0.20) 250 isp 50) 

H, Whitfeld, bE yang... 17! 0 ¢ Kowler, b Harrison.....:... 32 
A. G. Steel, b Hy rrison....... 19 st Fowler, b Evans..._.,..--- 4. 
R. 8. Jones, 3 Fiyans....--. .. 1 ¢ Uolebrook,b Harrison, ..-- 2 
QO. T. Studd, b “Mvans.......,.- 1 ¢ Hirst, h M° eee, Ae nee, i 
G@. 8. 8tudd,) pw, b Hvans.. 88 b M'Lachlan... ..0220022227 40 
©. P. Wilson {HOt Out... 183 Gand b Greene., Bog cine Es 
A.¥F. Ford, Byans.,..-...-. ga vais.) nese Soe ricer tN) 
0. P. Lane’ ishire, b Eyans.. 5 b M'Dachlan-.... 22. .cillsce 2) 
P. H. Mor'ton, b M’Lachlan.. 12 not out mS 
C.W. Foley, b Thornton, .- 0 b Byans, 
Byes 14, leg byes 3........-.,- 1j Byes I4, less byes 4 

TGR LRT atec « adeeb plete sponte bite 1882 \Potalre tw A. 232 

The Oxford score and the analysis of the bowling of this 

match were given last week, tho score ol the Cambridge br sing: 

inadvertently left over until to-day. A reference to the fivat 

column of page 499, last item, will render the whole intelligiblia. 

Youné AMERICA vs. PORT Hopr.—The Young America Cli bot 

Philadelphia held the first match of their Canadian tour at Pert 

Hope on the 5th and 6th of July. Tae Port Hope ground is situ— 
ated at Penryn Park, the residence of Col. Williams, M. P., and! 
so far as the naturalsurroundings are concerned is, perhaps, asi 

pretty 2 ground as there is on the Continent, The wicket was a: 

very £0od one, and the outfielding fair. The home club went tw 

the wicket first and were soon disposed of for 37, Vhey ourcht to 

have made more, but asis generally the case when a young club 

meets one of more celebrity, the former batsmen are wenerally 
neryous and unable to show whut they are worth. Hayden sawr 
six wickets fall,and played a barn door innings for 10. H. Hall! 

rot 20 in the best form shown by any of the Canadians. he bowl- 
ing and fielding of the visitors were both magnifivent, The analy- 

sig of C. A. Newhall’s bowling willspeak foritself, Van Rens- 

saeler’s combination of wicket-keeping and long-stopping wags 

first-cliuss, the best ever scen on the grounds, The Young Amori- 
cas got 105 in their innings, owing chiefly to the stubborn de- 

fenge and fine play of Dan Newhall, for 3%. Bussier played a 

lucky innings for 11, R. Newhall got 14 by hard hitting, and Cald- 

well 17 by perhaps the prettiest play ofthe day. Vhe bowliny of 
Logan and Heid was very good, the visiting team pronouncing if 
asgood as any amateur American bowling they had ever played 

against. The fieiding was quife ip to the murk, that of Jones (a 

hoy from Trinity Colloxe suhool) at cover point, und Wadsworth 
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fb point, being most prominent. Port Hope, who commenced 

¢beir second innings on Monday afternoon, did better in their 

second atlempt, but failed by five runs te save the one jnoniogs de- 

fout. Rogers got 24 by very sheady batting, Tronsdell, who 

played in good form, 1%, including a 6 to ayilare leg. Young 

TJoues played yery nicely tors. The bowlne and fieldiag of ihe 

visitors was again magnificent, and worth going ® long distance 

to seo. On Wednesday evening the Port Hope Club entertained 

their visitors at agarden party, which was largely attended and 

passed olf yery su ecessfully. ScoREnR. 

—Montreal easily defeated Three Rivers, at Montreal, by 134 to 

Win the first innings. Montreal's second innings totalled 182. 

Browning, for the winners, made 49 and 62, 

Raratone @d) vs. GrRARD (2d).—Played at West Philadelphia 

July 1ith, and won by the home club by 61 runs on first innings’ 

SCOres :— 
BELMONT SECOND—FELREYT INNINGS. 

B. Want, run out............-- 19| 8. B. Knight, c Grogs, b Blood 18 
W. W. Porter, run ovt....... 22) G, i. Morgan, not omt....,..- 13 
J. A. Scott, ¢ Booth, b Blood, 29] F. Warner, b Hargrave... -- 

J. FP. Fahnestock, Jr., 6b Wil- 
aL, ) MST PROD ee OOo artascet telecon © 0 

Bye 1, leg byes 4, wides 4, no 
DaNelee lees: soil 

Pp. T. Collins, ¢ Hareraye, 
BIB MAO GWE Aer cba cies eee 
Dp. PF. Stoever, ¢ j 
Blogdi.teis Pa 0 Tee pepasee pee 

J. Scott, Jy. ¢ Gross, h Booth 8 —— 
J.8. Richards. b Booth,,.... 0] Totalc...---.cc eee Bnere is) 

GIRARD SECOND. t 
Wirst any, A AN Second Tnnings. 

. Hawthorne, ¢ Knight, 
HM : 6 bd. Boott...2, 444-4. ua: 0 
§. Booth, b Stoever... § b Stoever. oe 
J,.Adams, ¢ J.Svatt,b 3 i) not out... - 2 
B, Boothroyd, run out. 0 
J. Garvin, b J..Sentt -- 6 not out.., reagan) 
B. Wigham, c Stoever, We > 
BOOtl yee ean eaten 2 ¢ Morgan, bd Scott........... 1 

J. Blood, ¢ Stoeyer,b J.Seott & uStoever, b J. Scott. feat 
©. Hargrave, b Stover. ..... 6 rum out... ,-..----0104, nn 
G. Gross, ¢ Morgan, hJ. Scott 6 
J, Wilkinson, b Stoever....,. 1 
'’, Hawthorne, not out....,.. 0 bJScott,., father ted cnaesne 
Byes 2, leg byes 3..-....,---.5 Hi] 
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—Address all communications to “ Forest and Stream 
Publishing Company, New York.” 

————__—_—- 

FIXTURES. 

July $1—Atlantic Y. C. Cruise Bastward. 
July di—Bunker Hill Y. CG. Annual Regatta. 
July 3l-—Beverly ¥. C. Champiouship Races, Swampscott. 
Aug. 1—Provincetown Y. C. Union Regatta. 
Aug. §3—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake Georga, 
Auy. 4—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake Georre, 
Aug. h—Canoe Congress Regatta, Lake George. 
Aug. j—Canve Congress Rewatta, Lake George, 
Aug. §$—-Quaker City Y, C, Harbor Cruise. 
Aug. S—New York Bay Repattn,. 
Aug. 11—N. ¥. ¥..C. Annual Cruise Hastward. 
Auy.12—Quiney Y. C! Championship Reyatta,. 
Aug. 14 or 21—Beyerly ¥. C. He Regatta, Swampscott, 
Aug. 144—Washington Village Y. C. Regatta. 
Aug. 15-2$—Quaker City Y. G. Annual Cruise. 
Aug. 1j7—Selem Bay Y, 0. Fall Regatta. 
Aug. 17—Cape May Regatta, 
Aug. 185—Provincetown Y, C, Regatta. 
Aug. — Butfalo Y, 0, Regatta. 
Aug. 26—-Quiney Y. C. Regatta, . 
Aug. 28—Beyerly Y. C. Championship Races, Beverly, 
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CHALLENGE TO THE ANTHRACITE, 

EBititor Forest did Stream:—_ : ” 
Tn view of the clains to public recognition which the most eco- 

nomical method of generating und applying steam holds forth, 
we are willing to do our share toward solying the problems at 
issuc among engineers, and consequently Yequest you to publish 
the following :— ' . 
We will be pleased to enter upon a friendly competition 

against the Perkinssystem of boilers and engines on board the 
sithracite with our own coil boiler and compound engines on 
board the steam yacht Leila, upon such terms and conditions as 
may be mutually aereed upon. We uope, therefore, that an early 
reply to our proposition may be received from the owner or 
agents of the steumer Anthracite, as the questions of economy 
and speed ave of vitul importance to all steam users, and a better 
opportunity of determining to what extent steam can be ex- 
panded ata saving in fuel muy not again be offered than during 
the stuy of the Anthrucite in our waters, — Very pepeealy. 

THe HERESHOFE MANUFACTURING OO. 
Bristol, R. T., July 20th. 

We trust that this challenge will be accepted by the Anthra- 

cite, There is no reason why it should not, and there is eyery 

reason why it should, The Anthracite came to America to show 

the reat econonry of high steum in yoneral and the Perkins sys- 

tem in partionlar. She has been most extensively “written up™ 
by the lay press, which does not understand anything about such 
matters. As yet not & single journal competent to deal with 

engineering questions bags really examined the Perkins claims 

from a scientific stindpoint; they haye so far been vontent to 

give the news of her arrival and reputed performance from the 
lips of interested parties. The duily press having given the cue. 

all others haye painted in the sume eclors, We are not among 

those who take much stovk in the Perkins system other than as 

it represents only a clumsy and complicated reproduction of the 
Amerivun soil system. There is not a single point in the Perkins 

boller which issuperior to the Herresholf doil or to the Koot 

boiler, or to Babcock and Wilvox's boiler, or any other sectional 

or pipe boiler, Tt is simply a reproduction of a very old idea, 

clothed in a garb just different enough to deceive the uninitiated 
2nd to warrant the assumption of aspecial name. In principlethe 

bolleris absolutely identical with the Babcockand Wilcox,and in its 
practical structure it is mach inferior. 80 for as the Perkins en- 

wines are concerned, they aré an entirely uncalled for complica- 
tion and oxuessive weight in proportion to the power developed, 
the ndoption of the single acting cylinders to overcome the 
Wuorniuy away of packing being 4 most erude, clumsy, and ex- 

pensive roundabout way of overcoming a yery small diliculty. 

To enineers, the statement which has been going the rounds 

of the press “thatthe great difficulty of proyiding glands with 

pucking which would not leak or burn away was finally overcome 

by Mr, Perkins substituting a third single acting cylinder, which 

therefore had no gland,” must huye emanated froma yery worthy 

disciple of Watt and Stephenson indeed, butitis published as gos- 

pel troth, nevertheléss, all over the country, and is exceedingly 
egomplimentary to Mr. Perkins. Now,as tothe truth of the matter, 

the idea of using steam at high pressure as a means of obtaining 
economy is us 01d as the hills, and has been worked to the fullest 

beneiit in more than onesystem, Mr. Perkins hus simply carried 
his steam to still hither pressure, not because of any yirtue in 

fils apparatys, NOt because others could not do the same, but sim- 

ply bensuse others who have worked the Held haye gone eyen 

further than Mr. Perkins, and after experiments have found that 
in practice no stonomy is gained by carrying steam much vyer 
175 pounds, however seductive higher pressures may be ii theory, 

|, Mr. Perkins is simply the vietim of a yery enticing theory, but he 
will olitain equal results when he dotus back to 200 pounds anda 

welldesigned compound of the wsual blyle. Eviction of addi- 

tional tihachinery, extra friction of steam in its niimerous trans 

fers, Increased areas for condensation and expansion in passaces, 

back pressures and increased weights of boiler and ongine, will 

probably account for this failing of practice to work up to 

the standard of theory. His present engines are good only for 

the scrap heap. No wonder that Unglishmen ave slow in adopt-— 

ing them, and no wondur thatthe §. 8. Wanderer, 700 tons, Mr. 
Lambort, has thyown the whole Perkins system oyerbourd and 

come back to a shell boiler and tivee cylindey compounds. But 
as the Anthraette is here to prove things, aud not merely to inflate 

the ayerage newspaper réporter or picayune nautical fiysheet, we 

trust thatthe interested parties will not hesitate to accept any 
reasonable challenge to an actual test; otherwise, they may as 

well make up their minds at oOnee that Americans will ight shy of 

the whole business, and yiew thé An/lratite in the same light 

they do a circus in the country—good enough tolook atas lone 

as it isa “free show,” but forgotten as soon as passed by, If the 

Herreshoff Manufacturing Co, will offer anything like fair terms 

to the Anthracite, we hope a competitive trial will be brought 
about, for the Herresboffs represent the most adyanced prawtice 

in America, and the outcome of the trial would do yery much to- 
ward settling one of the most prominent engineering questions 
ol the day. 
uu SS 

A GREAT STEAM YACHT RACE, 

Biitor to Forest and Stream :— 
T hereby ‘authorize " myself to bet twenty million dollars that 

none of the new steam yachts, built or building can make as fast 
time from Sandy Hook to Festnet as a first-class ocean steamer, 
and I hereby further authorize" you to contribute ffly cents 
towara sending the fellow that says they can, to the nearest Juna- 
ticasylum. Bend bill for cost of transportation to the asylum 
and ten years’ board prepaid to A. MUONCHAUSEN. 

In general we are opposed to encouraging bets for such large 

sums as Mr. Munchanseo proposes, and would counsel retaining 

a few millions for a rainy day, butour correspondent has such u 

sure thing of it this time that our constitutionally moral char- 

acter must take a back seat. Let ussee: Hook to Fastnet, 2,800 
miles; full speed at sea, 14 knots; coal, 6 days; 14 times 24 is 336 

miles per diy; 5 times 336 is 1,080 miles. Left to make inder sail, 
1,120 miles. Yes, on the whole, we think we will chip in another 

fifty cents to the asylum fund. 
oe 

THH BENNETT CHALLENGE CUPS, 

HE following are the conditions under which the Various 
Challenge Cups, presented by Ex-Com,J. G. Bennett to the 

New York Yacht Club, can be sailed for — 
THE CAPE MAY CHALLUNGE CUP, 

The course for the Cape May Challenge Cup, presented to the 
eed in 1872, by Jas. Gordon Bennett, Esq.,is establi:hed as fol- 
OWS i— 
From in imaginary line between the judge's steamer and Buoy 

No. 5, off Sandy Hook, to and astound the Five-Pathom Light- 
Ship, off Cape May, leaving it on the port or starboard hand, at 
will, and back to Sandy Hook Light-Ship, passing the same to the 
southward and eastward, within onb hundred yards distance. 
The Cup will be awarded subject to the following conditions as 

expressed in tbe Jetter of the donor ;— 
1.—It is to be held by the winner for thirty days after the race, 

without liability to challenge. 
2.—Upon the expiration of that period, the winner must accept 

any challenge, and be prepared to sail a race over the same course 
within fifteen days from the receipt of such challenge, or forfeit 
the Cup to the challenger; but should any yacht sueceed In hold- 
ing the Cup in two consecutive races during one season, it will 
not again be liable to challenge until the commencement of the 
yiutchting season of the following year. The Cup will become 
the ona jide property of any yacht holding it successfully 
through three consecutive contests. 
3.—The yachting season in American waters, in reference to this 

Cup, is understovd to be trom the third Thursday in Jone until 
the third Thursday in October in each year. 
4,—Should a yacht holding this Cup be sold out of the New 

York Yacht Olub, the Cup shall not go with her, but shall be re- 
turned to the vlub to be ugain sailed for; and if the Cup siiould be 
held by a foreign yacht, and she should be sold out of the club to 
which she belongs, the Cup shall not be sold with her, but shall 
he semeney to the New York Yacht Club to be sailed for as aboye 
provided. ; 
5.—In the syent of the Cup being held at the close of a season 

by a foreign yacht, the owner thereof will be lable to challenge 
during the sexson of the next year for an ocean race, oyeru 
egurse from the Needles, Isle of Wirht, to and around n stake- 
bout off the harbor of Cherbourg, and return, 
6.—Any yacht challenging the holder must deposit $500 with 

the Repatta Committee, to be forfeited in case the challenging 
arty ig not successful in winning, otherwise to be returned to 
im. If forfeited by him, te be invested in a cup to become the 

property of the challenged party. 

Cup No. 1. 

Cup No.1 will be offered to the schooner yachts of the New 
York Yacht Club, to be sailed forat the June regatta, over the 
usual course; viz.: from the anchorage off Staten Island, to and 
around the lightship off Sandy Hook and return. Said cup to be 
held by the winner for the term of 30 days after the race, without 
Hability to challenge. Upon the expiration of said period, the 
winner of the cup must accept any challenge sent by u member 
of said club, and be prepared to sail a race over the same course, 
or such other course as may be desiznated by the annually elected 
Regalia Committee of the New York Yuecht Clob, or, in the ab- 
sence of the members thereof, by a committee appointed by the 
commodore of the said club, or the senior otticer presets within 
the usual cruising limits of the New York Yacht Olib squadron, 
and of equal distance (say not oyer forty statute miles), Within 
the space of fifteen days next ensuing the receipt of such chal- 
lenge, or forfeit the cup to the challenger. During the time in 
which the yachts are sailing in squadron, such rave must be 
sailed upon, anotice of 5 days, instead of Hfteen days, as above 
reyuired. 
Should any yacht succeed in holding the cup in two consecutive 

races duriny one season, the winner thereof will not again be lia- 
ble to challénge until the commenvemunt of the yachting season 
ot the year next ensuing. 
The races will be sailed according to the rules of the New York 

Yacht Club, with the time allowance. 
Cur No.2. 

Gup No.2 will be offered to the sloop yachts of the New York 
Yacht Club, to be sailed oyer such a course, and at such a time 
as nay be desiznated by Lhe revatta committee, or by sich orher 
as is provided for above, and to bo won and held upon the same 
conditions as the cup for the schooner yachts. 

Cur No.4, 
Cup No.8 will be offered to. the yachts of all nations, to be 

sailed for in an ocean race, On & course from the lightsbip olf 
Newport to and around the lirhtship off Sandy Hook and outside 
of Long Island and return. Said oup to be held by the winner for 
the term of 30 days after the race, without liability to challenge. 
Upon the Cota ee of said period, the winner of the cup must 
Q0Gept any challenze sod be prepared to sail a raue over the same 
course within the space of fifteen days next ensuing the peceipt 
ofsuch challenge, or forleif the cup to the challenger, Should 
any yacht succeed in holding the cup im two consecutive races 
during one season, the owner thereol will not again he Huble to 
chillenwe until the commencement of the yachting seuson of the 
year next ensuing. 

Tn the vent of the cup being held at the close of a season by a 
foreign yacht, the owner thereof will he liable to challonge dur- 
ing the Setison of the year ensuing, for an ocean race over a 
cours6 from the Needles, Isle of Wiyht, to and around a stale- 
boat off the harbor of Cherbourg, and return, 

The oceanrace, for Cup No. 3,2bove named, will he sailed ac- 
cording to the rulosof the New York Yacht Club, but without al- 
lowance Lor time. a 
It is understood thal in caseany yacht holding one of the he- 

Tore-mentioned Ohytlenge Qups shall be sold nut ef the New York 
Yacht Squadron. the Cup js not disposed of with her, but must be 
returned th the New York Yacht Club, to be sailed for again in the 
nninner and forth provided for the schooners dnd sloops and for 
gts aceait aes He as 

Lis also understood thatin case & foreiyn yacht should hold 
the Challenge Cup, and should be sold out ot a Royal Yacht Club, 
the Cup isnot sold with her, but must be returned to the New 
aoe ey hy to be sailed foragain in an ocean race a3 above 
proyided, 
4 The yachting season in American waters for the befove-named 
Challenge Cups, will be from the third Thursday in June until the 
third Thursday in October. ‘ 
pon each of the Challenge Cups there shall be engrayed the 

nimes of thoso yachts and the owners thereof that haye held the 
Same, and a die, with appropriate deyices thereon, shall be en- 
graved, from which medals ean be struck, to be held by the 
owners of those yachts which haye been successful in conipetiny 
for any of the before-mentioned prizes 
or 

SEAWANHAKA YACHT CLUB, 

ANNUAL CRUISE. 

EE our last week's issue we left, the squadron of this club riding 
to their second bowersin thesnug harbor of Newport, over 

Sunday, July 18th. Next morning when the preparatory signal 
was given, there was little of the needful wind, and the Commo- 
dore did not pull the lock string for the first gin till 845 AM, by 
which time a brisk breeze struck in fr seaward, and the cruisers 
lost no timein working out clear of Brenton’s Reef, on theirrun ta 
that hospitable yachtsman's paradise, and the small craft’s vltime 
thule, New Bedford. They could lay their course, when outside, 
on the starboard tack, though a tritla 190 near to_stand spinnakers 
until after Dumpling Rock, off Round Hill, had been weathered, 
Schemer showed the way, and gained by sundry short cuts, which 
the others, for want of familiarity with the bottom thereabouts, 
could not undertake. The Muriel cutter did some excellent snil- 
ing again, proving herself quite equal in speed to the averape 
sloop, and the Herald pays her this well-jeserved compliment :— 
‘The Muriel also passed her conrpetitors, getting the lead of the 

Volante shortly alter passing the buoy. Tis boat did excellent 
sailing all day, and added to the high opinion already held con- 
cerning ler sailing qualities, Some yery pretty racing occurred 
between this boat and the outside yachts that accompanied the 
fleet, resulting in her dropping them one by one.” 
We admire the candid fairness of this quotation, which, comin 

from an entirely disinterested source, nay de tuken as gospel, an’ 
aga big lotof proof that cutters, syen of the narrowest type, can be 
made to sail fast, whether Afwiiel happens to fill the bill or not. 
Probably Muriel would only be an sverage cutter among yachts 
of herilk, dnd overzealous partisaus, who draw from her defeat 
by some sloops their argument that the whole of her type cannot 
show speed, Are resting their case upon a rather logical founda- 
tion. ‘he yeryfact that a single, haphazard cutter of the ex- 
treme type can call forth such praises as the Herald bestows, 
when pitted against the very flower of a thousand sloops, cer- 
tainly leaves it at least an open question whether a cutter could 
not be picked out of a thousand as well to hold her own with the 
best of sloops. As things are, however, the chances are so heavily’ 
in favor of the sloop that building a cutter to beat them all may 
well be considered a risky undertaking, and as being in any event 
a heavy handivap at the very outset against the cutter. 
Reging was the last boat to leave, having taken the time of the 

others as they weathered the Lime Rockin Newport harbor; but 
she was not long in running through the fleet into third place, 
Schemerund Ware still holding the lead. Before the day was over, 
Wanderers length began tostell, andsent her up on the flagship’s 
quarter. — ; 
When Dumpling Rock had been dropped, spinakers came out 

of the locker and wrupid run was mide to Clark's Point, Here 
the leaders were brought * by " to await the fleet and the time of 
the yaohts was taken by Schenier at un anchor. The latter had led 
ali day, and had made the distanee from Lime Rock to the Point 
in 436,14, Wave in 448.42, Reging 4.37.29, Wanderer 444,12, Muriel 
4,564.18, Volwite 5.15.8, Corsair 5.14.10, Intrepid 5.28.53. With the 
commodore leading, the fleensailedinto harbor in close order aud 
were received with a salute from the fleet of the New Bedford Y_ 
C., justin from 4 crise of several days. The next day, Tuesday, 
July 20th, was 80 stormy and wet that the racing which had been 
set. down for the forenoon and @¢yening entertainment by the N. 
B. ¥. GC. failed to some off, and all hands had to stiek to their 
dvabins all day and take it outin Hayanasand yarns. The Hyiter— 
prise cutter was expected, asa match between her and Regiut was 
agreed upon and probably would have been suiled, but for thelab- 
sence of the Boston cutter. A catboat race between the members 
of the Seawankaka ¥.0,,as well as the gig aud yawl races, were 
all drowned out of the programme by Jupiter Pluvius. The 
yaatch between lnterpruse and Reyina has been postponed to Aug, 
ith. The mostimportant event during the crise, however, was 
the critical inspection of the Heet for the purpose of pacer 
the unoual * prize for seamanship." The commodore appoite 
©, B. Cromwell, Esq., secretary of the chub, as a committee of 
one to undertuke the examination, and a better choice could 
hardly have been mada, as the tormer yice-commodors is himself 
an expert and as familiar with the subject as a professional. 
Atter Penciting and a minute inspection of each yacht, tha com- 
petition narrowed down to the Murtel cutter and the new Corsair 
sloop, the final decision being reseryed tor further consideration. 
At9 A.M, 1éxXt forenoon, the squadron got underway for New- 
port, there to disband. Petrel and Comfort, cutters, which had 
made the Whale City July 20th, remained behind to enter a race 
sailed by the New Bedturd Y.C., both cutters belonging to the 
elub. Jitrepid parted company, bound for the Hast. Of the rest, 
Sdhemer worked out with usual smartness, Muriel close in her 
Wake and holding to the sloop in refreshing style. Regina sradu- 
ally overpowered the smaller cratt and went into the lead with 
Schemer sticking to her all the way and making port only two 
minutes later. A fog closed down and hid the yachts, so that no 
account could be taken of the racing. Muriel was third ship in 
41m. astern of Schener, One hour tater Volante'’s chain rattled 
through her haweepipe, the Wave having boye in sight some 
20m. sooner; Corsair not reported at§e.m., probably huying tuken 
refuge along shore from the dense fog. ‘he Owners pulled 
aboard the cammodoré in the evening and it was voted to dis- 
bund, the eruise haying been highly successful and instructive us 
well as thoroughly enjoyed by all hands, 

oo ——————— 

SALEM BAY YACHT CLUB, 

SALEM, Mess., July 25th. 
Editor Forest.and Stream i— 
Our annual regatta, suiled July #Ist, was a dull race, as you 

will 5ee by the times made comparing it with the lust regatta, Tn 
the tirst class the Viva got over about 20 miles of her course 
in the six hours, 10 miles being almost dead to windward. In the 
third ¢lass the contest between Wave Crest and Peri was close, as 
they started wifliin 20 seconds of each other and returned within 
4 seconds, yarying only fourteen seconds tor the course of 7 
miles. Dolplin bad s, bad streak of luck. The course out was a 
dead beat to windward, and she bad outsailed Curlewand Alignon 
and was leading by over ao mile and a half when a sudden shift of 
wind and calm streak threw her dead to leeward and astern by 
over a mile, and the wind dying ott soon afterward made it 
impossible to catch the rest, The record for the day is as fol- 
lows =— 

FIRST CLASS, 
Name, Owner and Itz. 

‘Viva, G. W. Benson, kk. sloop, 
Lizzie A. Roby, J. Brown, k. schooner 

SHCOND GLASS. 

Did not finish, 
Becalmed. 

Corrected Time, 
H, M, 8, iJ 

k. schooner, #7 tona..,........ 8 5d 40 
oes 4 16 

atest Fite i 
Notjtaken- 

WHIRD CLASS. : 
Actual Corrected 

Length, ‘ime. Ting 
Name, Owner ond Rig. » In, .-M,35. .M. 

Coquette, F. A. Brown, ¢. D. cat.. . 21.11 2 1 
Pepi #. HL. Cabot, @, b. cat....:-— 1.) 21. ig 68 
Wave Crest, KE, B, Rogers, c. b, cat... 4 30 B 
Dash, A, 8. Browne, ¢. b. cat......... 22. 6 Qa 40° a 
Vesta, G. b. Berry, k. schooner.-.... 27. He) 1} 
Candia, H. 13, Chapman, c.b. cat... 20. 
Madeluine, F. A. Welden, u,b, sloop, 20. 
Orna, A Liebsch, k, s]00ps.,..,..-.-4, ae, & 

Name, Owner and Riz 
Curlew, H. W. Peabody, 
Mignon, Dodge & Wallis, c. b. sloop, 10 tons... 
Mary Allen, 4. Lamesa kk. sloop, 24 tons,,.... 
Dolphin, G. W. Manstield, 

/ 
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TOGNTH CLASS. 

Name and Owner. Rte H.M.S. H. M8. 
Hermes, N. Chase..2..,.5--20-..s2-s 00 is. 6 # 1 1S 3 06 48 
Pink, €. A. Prye .. Io 6 4 05 06 8 49 Al 
Gracie, W, H. Meldram 45 450 17 4 4 28 
Comet, W.H. Rogers 18.6 Not taken. 

Oe ee 

BEVERLY YACHT CLUB, 

Biditor Forest and Stream :— 
Owing to illness of one of the committee the following reports 

have not deen published at an earlier date. In order that the 
record may be complete, please insert them in FOREST AND 

REAM. 
The first special regatta of the season, and the fifty-fourth of 

the elub, was suiled xt Cotuit, July 3d. Wind northeast, moder- 
ate; weatherfogey; over an outside course as follows: From 
Bell Buoy, leaving Collier’s Ledge and Succonnesset Lightship on 
starboard hand to starting point—fourteen miles. Following is 
the summary -— 

Water Actual Corrected 
Line. Time. Time. 

Name, owner and riz. Fr. In. H. M. 8. H, M, &. 
Nomad, J.8. Fay, Jr., sloop.... 28. 3 2 10 4+ 2 7 53 
Maude, H. Stocktonstall, cat. ,- 21. 8 2 42 B4t 2 30 19} 
Waguoit, Aug. UT. Perkins, sloop 21, 6 2 44 55 2 38 12 
Norna, Francis C, Lowell, cat... 19. 2 53 s2h 2 35 454 

Wajuott lost some time by a mistake in the course. Nomad won 
sasily, Maude taking second prize. Judges—A, Coolidge, In, F. 
G. Eldvidge, Tr. 
The second special regatta of the season, and the fifty-fifth re- 

gatta of the club, was sailed at Cotuit, July 7th. Wind southwest, 
light. Course: From Codman’s Wharf, leaving stakeboats off 
Savage's Point and Quahang Shoal on the starboard hand to start- 
ing point, three times round—$ miles. Judges—A. Lawrence 
Lowell, Russell Hooper. Judges’ yacht, Vorna, B. Y.0. This 
race was for small boats. The summary is as follows :— 

ater Actual Corrected 
Line, Time. Time, 

Name, owner and rig. Ft, In. H. M. 8. H. M, 8. 
Nina, Francis C. Lowell, cat.... 15. 1 1 60 11} 1 283 3h 
Scup, John T. Coolidge, Jr., cat, 12. 5 1 65 8 1 27 40% 
Louyse, J, T. Coolidge, Jv., cat... 12. 7 1 56 2 1 31 26 
Scup takes first prize, Wind second. CLEW GARNET. 

Answers to Corvespoutents, 
oo 

("No notice taken of Anonymous Communications. 
———— 

| H.S., Boston.—Address Thos, Sedgwick Steele, Hartford, Conn. 

8. E., Batchelloryille-—Write to our canoe advertisers for cir~ 

Culars. 

M. C. K., Warm Springs, N, C.—For birds’ eggs write to J. Wal- 

lace, 17 North William street, N. Y- 

A. A.N., City—For lawn tennis rules consult the manual of 

the game, published by J. B. Lippincott & Co. 

J.H. #., Arlington, Md.—We have referred your communica- 
tion to the Peako’s Island Club, Peake’s Island, Maine, who are 

looking for wild pigeons. 

T, M, C.—The scores in snipe shooting have related to shots 
while the birds were on the wing. Your account of shooting 

birds on the ground would hardly be appropriate in that connec- 

tion, : 4 

W. B. M., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—For full information about the 
route and cost of Maine trip, sce in our issue of Feb. 26th, 1880, 
* Parmachenee andthe Rangeley Circuit,” It coyers the ground 

completely, y 

P. H. Mc&k., North Platte, Neb.—We do not understand that 

there is any difference in the present methods of manufacture 
from the old methods, and we fail to see how the same process 

can produce the different results named. : 

A. P. T., Belaire, Ohio.—The lessee of the Laval is Hon. D. E. 

Price, Quebec. The open season for sea, or striped, bass (Rocews 

lineatus) in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick is Aug. Ist to April 
1st, Tor nets; augling with hook and line allowable at all times. ; 

§., Menominee, Mich.—Can you furnish me the address of two 
or more parties from whom TI can probably get specimens of 

Rocky Mountain lion, moose, and ell heads and horns, etc., for 

mounting ? Ans. Write to J. Wallace, 16 North William street, 

New York. 

G. B.J., New York.—One of the makers of your gun was & 
clerk of Spies. The gunis very likely one of cheap Birmingham 

make, but the fact that the barrels are soft is nothing against it. 

Soft barrels belong to the best of guns ; eyen laminated steel may 

ba cut with a sharp knife. 

W.0. C., Boston, Mass—Apply twice a day the following oint- 

ment, with plentylof friction: Powdered bicarbonate of potash, 

one ounce; powdered white vitriol, one-quarter ounce; sub-sul- 

“phir, tyo ounces; lard, eight ounces. Mix and rub weil into the 

skin. Continue the Fowler solution of arsenic, five drops twice a 

day with dog’s food, Send your name and address in full. 

J.B. H., New York.—Paul Mead’s Dash was out of a red Trish 
setter biich owned by Mr, A. Johnson. She was sent to Albany, 

N. Y., and warded by a red Irish setter from Treland, the owner 
being ona tour to this country, Mr. Johnson paid $25 for the 

services of the dog, Red Dash being one of that litter. Mr. F. H. 

Palmer's ved Trish bitch Belle had no puppies when sent here. 
She came from Dublin, 

'’. B.—Do black bass ever become lousy? If so, do they ever 

haye afungoid growth all, or nearly all, through their flesh? The 

growth that is the *fungoid”’ resembles what a miner would call 

amossagate. Ihavea bass containing just such as I have de- 
scribed. I will make you some microscopic slides and send them 

down. Ans. All fresh water fishes haye fungoid growths on in- 

jured parts, and are subject to parasites. 

J. H. M., Poughkeepsie, N. ¥.—As a subscriber to your valuable 

journal I would like to know how to! can fish andgame. After a 

trip up in the mountains IT would like to bring back as much as 

possible of whathas been caught and killed. Ans. You cannot 

can fish or meats without expensive machinery. You may bring 

them back in brine or dry-salted, or, if not to be kept overa few 
days, a mixture of pepper and brown sugaris#ood. Clean the 
fish and rub this well along the backbone. 

HAt, Baltimore.—l. What hat do you consider the best for pro- 

tection against the sun when fishing or otherwise exposed to it; 

is not the cork hat very good? 2. Do trout take the Ay in West 

Virginia about July Ist? 3. What is the best thing to protect you 

from the flies? Ans. 1. The cork hat is god; so is avell yenti- 

Jated felt hat, with cabbage or other large leayes inthe top. 2. 

Yes. 3. Oil of pennyroyal isused; also preparations of tar, which 

are about as bad as the flies, Perhaps a fly net or “bee bonnet” is 

a8 food as any. 

B. M., New York.—Can you tell me of‘any retired lakes in the 

southern psrt of Canada, where IL can get good black bass fishing 

—like Charleston Lake, for instance? How can they be reached? 

Ans, There are lakes in York, Cardwell and Ontario counties, 

Go to Toronto and take rail north or northwest for these. You 
can hardly miss blaclx bass in any Canadian lakes. Charleston 
Lake is eighteen miles from Brockyille, and north of that isa 

chain of lakes whieh are little frequented, and on some of which 
it is said, an angler neyer wet u line. 

8. P. G., Sayannah.—Strictly, the manner of measuring should, 

be regulated by the rules you have agreed to sail under. If those 

rules do not cover the ease in question, the matter must be refer- 

red to the club or ruling authorities for decision, as the meas- 

urer has no right to give the rules his personal interpretation, 

unless authority to that effect has been specially delegated to him, 

but must act simply ina ministerial capacity. On broad grounds 
the measurement on deck should be taken without reference to 

the protruding of the water line at either end,as long as the 

water line is also measured and the mean length used, but if only 

over all length is used, then the greatest length should be taken 

wherever found. 

G. H. T.—We assume that by 30-inch level you mean the pitch 
of the screw, Then with 450 turns, and say 20 per cent. slip, your 
launch should make 10.24 miles—instead, you say she makes only 

eight. This may be due to faulty propeller, inadequate model 

for higher speed, or to both. The latter is most likely the case, 

as your boat of 35x7}is rather short and wide for speed. You also 

turn up too fast; and a larger wheel and fewer turns would serve 

Letter. As you do not wish to increase the draft, experiments 

with yarious wheels would probably result in a gain, but cannot 

recommend any special wheel. The usual one fora 35f1. launch 

would be 82x48 or thereabouts, from which we judge your wheel 

churns the water too much and has not effective surface enough. 

The Herreshoffs haye a good speed wheel; apply to them. 

W.5. C.—Will you inform me through your valuable paper 

what you would call the following fish? Some parties claim it to 

be a brook trout and othersto bea salmon trout. Tt was caught 

the other morning about 1 o'clock by a young man while fishing 

for bullheads at the entrance uf-the outlet to our Lake * Chau- 

tuuqua.” The lake was stocked some fiye or six years ago with 

salmon trout, but from what I can understand, tley were de- 

atroyed by the pickerel, which predominate. The following are 

the dimensions: Weight, 14 pounds; length, M4-inuhes; width, 3} 

inches; circumference, §} inches; tail very nearly straight; tins 

pink, edges of same black; dorsal fin mottled with black; 

measures neross the thickest part of the back, 1i inches; pearl 

eolored line through center of side from head to tail; breadth of 

tail, 2{ inches, same color ag back fin; color of belly golden; color 

of eyes: center black, iris yellow. Spots on side, carmine mixed 

with light pearl. Head shaped something like a shad, only larger 

mouth. Large number of teeth, Ans. Color is not to be depended 

upon in fish. The lake trout or “salmon trout” isnot red spot- 

ted. Itmay bea brook trout, unless its head is too much “like a 
shad,” 

Capt. WILCOXx’s BLUEFISH Story.—Capt. Wilcox, of a 
Mystic menhaden fishing tug, says that last week when 
he was off the south shore of Long Island in company 
with three schooners, they ran across the largest school 
of bluefish he or any of the crews had ever seen. On, 
board of the tug was a bran new $300 seine, very 
strong and capacious. It was let out, and the tug 
started with it around the school. As the folds of the 
seine swept steadily together, the water boiled with the 
violent motion of the imprisoned fish, Fifty thousand 
bluefish were loaded on the decks of the three schoon- 
ers and the tug, The fish weighed from two to six 
pounds apiece and loaded down the four vessels. But 
the beautiful net was an utter ruin. There was not a 
mesh left that was not chewed into small strings. It 
was a dead loss, and was thrown awey. ‘The fisher- 
men say that where one fish was caught ten or more 
made their escape, 

———— 

LirerannLy LED InTO Capriviry.—The learned author 
of the ‘Descent of Man,” in noticing that the animals 
often suffer from the diseases that aftlict ourselves, might 
have added that in some cases they are not free from 
our vices also, According toa recent letter from Darfur, 
in Africa, the monkeys of that region are inordinately 
fond of a kind of beer made by the natives, who use the 
beverage to capture their simial poor relations. Haying 
placed quantities of the beer where the monkeys can get 
at it, the natives wait until their victims are in various 
degrees of inebriation, and when they then mingle with 
them the poor creatures are too much fuddled to'recog- 
nize the differences between negro and ape. When the 
negro takes the hand of one of them to lead him off, some 
other fond creature clings to the hand of the latter one, 
another to his hand, and thus a single negro may some- 
times be seen carrying off a string of staggering monkeys, 
When secured, the beer is administered in decreasing 
uantities, so that they may only gradually awaken to 

the sad result of their spree,—Bosion Herald. 
—»—— 

Escarep Sra-Lions.—Hight sea-lions, which had been 
confined in a crib at the Brighton Beach Aquarium, En- . 
geman’s Pier, Coney Island, escaped into the ocean last 
Friday evening, and at once disappeared for parts un- 
known. Three mammoth snapping turtles went with 
them, The largest of the sea-lions was known as ‘ Bill ;” 
he was about Gft. 2in, in length, and his mate, ‘‘ Fanny,” 
was almost as large. There were also, beside the four 
other medium sized specimens, two baby sea-lions, The 
proprietor estimated the loss at $5,000. No imsurance. 
Much trepidation was manifested among the bathers at 
Coney Island when it became known that the lions were 
at large. The fear was, however, entirely groundless. 
These amphibians are formidable only in hame, ant. 
would not molest a human leg, unless they mistook it 
for a good faf herring. Hngeman, the owner of the lions, 
offered a reward of $50 each for their return. 

Hliscellancous Advertisements. 

KEEP’S Shirts, the Best. 
KBEP'S SHIRTS, the cheapest. 
KREEP'S PAT, PARTLY-MADE SHIRTS, easily 

finished. 
KEDe’S KID GLOVES, none better. 

_infto the manufacture of it for our own account. 
quality gut is made, 

Spanish Silk Worm Gut. 

Per Thousand. 

While there he organized the most extensive and perfect factory for making this article in the world. 
grades named below will run at least 25 per cent better than those of any other manujacturers. 

Per Thousand. 

les GREAT REDUCTION in the quality of this article, and the increasing admixtui'e of rough stands, has forded 18 to go 
Our Mr, Imbrie has just returned from Murcia, Spain, where all the high 

The 

Per Thousand, | 
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SPE eke Ee Toe pL Eadronie tan Demecesee ered, Sind. da diptdtiae she ko Weso.c 0: doce Me 2000 | Padronist © 15 invhes.... 1000 
-KEEP'S Pa’. : 8,6 for $1. 4 Are MAE ee AIT Le RBEP'S GOLD PLATE COLLAR AND. SEBEVE Regular Superior, ... -_ - ae ee U0 Imperial ‘dy GRR Mesa .-, 40 00 Marafia lst ©. 15 inches.... 50 00 

i ry half VA f Kuepa satis. SVeY BME Gowen Of) padyon BA eee FCO. | 
te pao. wae free in any part of 

nion, "S risk, 4 | Discount to Manufacturers. 
BP @- D ALWAYS THE AND 

CHEAPEST, York. 
ed for gouds not satisfactory 

ireulars free to any address. 

Keep Manufacturing Co., 
31, 633, 635, and 637 RBOADWAY, WN. ¥. 

Ostrich Farming. 
CTIVE OR SILENT PARTNER 
wanted, with $20,000 to $50,000, to Join a 

young man in the above business in San Joxquino 
Valley, California, Advertiser has had long ex- 
perience on ostrich farms in South Africa; 
thoroughly understands the business in all its 
branches, such as mating, care of breeding and 
feather birds, rearmge of chicks, and sorting 
feathers for the London and Paris markets. 
Large profits can be deriyed from the invest- 

ment; more money in it than sheep or eattie 
ranching. Any person answering This with in— 
tention of acting as uctive partner must be 
strictly temperate; none others need apply. 

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 48 Maiden Lane, New 
arena | Biscellancous, —_——. Sov Sire. 

"THE SPORTSMAN’S LIBRARY. FOR SALE, 

Horsman’s 
Is Indorsed and Highly Recommended by 

lian, Maurice Thompeon, Father of Archery tn this country ; 
Hi A. Thompem, By, Champion Archer of the United States, 
Henry 0. Career, Esg., Pres't of the National Archery Agsoclation, 
d. 8. Brownell, Heq., President of the Kaytern Archery Association ; 

and otherleading Arelers. 
Special attention ia called to HoRswAN’s SPANISH Yew-BAckeD 

Bows and footed peacock: featherei Arrows. 
Seud stamp for Wustrated Catalogues of Archery & Lawn Tenula, 

E. 1. HORSMAN, 

Arch ery 

id heer great pressure On our advertising space 
obliges us to withdraw the list of books 

which we have on sale to muke room for other 
matter. 
Any book on yachting or field sports, is pre- 

viously advertised in these volumns, will be tur- 
nished on receipt of price. FOREST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHING CO. Jy2nat 
A ER TEED 
MOYPE-WRITER TO EXCHANGE, — 

Willexchange a nearly bran new TY?PE- 
WRITER, in perfect condition, used but about 
four weeks, and Gost $125 cush, for its equiva- 
lent in fine hunting-bont (folding canvas, or 
Bond iron sectional boat preferred) and tly-red, 
or other sportsmen’s equipments. H, B. RON BY, 
East Savinaw. Mich- Jtly.22 

ANTED—A man to take charge of 
akennel. One who thoroughly under- 

stands the rearing and breakiny of puppies. A 
Best of reterences given ind required, Address, | 30 & 82 William Street, New York. | single mun preferred. Good references wanted 

iving full name, ete., ete,, W. D., Occidental | gemgole Agent for Brownell’ rm | Inquire of C, Z, MILEY, Lancaster, Pa. : 
Fiotel, San Frauclgco, Cal. JyaMnat, | Book and Sore Cardadnow S ATCBOrY. Boor k | ; »* Fuly20,3t, 
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or 

Am Barthiy Paradise. 

PLEASURE, HEALTH, HAPPINESS. 
Address BOX 97, CAMURIDG-E, Md. may13,6m 

Fo SALE—Cheap, a new Wm. Powell 
& Son's 10 eange. 91b. wun. Cuse and im- 

Avidress 8., this office. plements complete. 
July29,1t. 

POR SALE—One hundred and forty 
mounted birds oF Town. They are im fine 

order, and miost of them pame birds. A foot 
breseh-loading on wouldi be tuken in part pay- 
ment, J. GSMIVH, Alsous, Rossouth County, 
Towa. July29,1t, 

) fe SALE.—One Steven's single barrel Shot, 
Gun, best quality, lot of shells, ete,, cheap, 

T. H, PARKER, Ashburnham, Mass, dulyey 



FOREST AND STREAM. 

EE oe 

[Junyy29, 1880, 

Ghe Henne. Ghe Henne, 

INTERNATIONAL DOG SHOW 
TORONTO, CANADA. SEPT, 8th, 9th AND 10th, 

1480, §4501N PRIZHS AND MEDALS, 
This bench show will be held in connection 

fe ae great Industrial Bxhition, at 
Toronto, on the above dates, and will be the 
finest ever held in the Dominion. Entries close 
Aug. 21st, 4 

Prize list and rules free on application to 
. J. HILL, Secretary, Toronto. 

Toronto, July 20th, 1880. July29.2t- 

NEVERSINK LODGE KENNELS, 
WN THE STUD.—Rough-coated St. Ber- 
nard, “Marco;’ Newfoundland, “ Keeper ;” 

pointer, “Croxteth;" Bue Belton, “Decimal 
Hash ;" Trish setier, “Rover Il," and in season 
puppics for sale out of rt. Bernird * Braunfels, 

is 4 ze 

champion pointer “ Queen,’ champion Gordon 
“Beauty,” Blue elton “Silk,” Irish setters 
“Moya and Biddy,’ cocker *Flirt,’’ colleys 
“Mab and “ Tassie.” Besides pupples, 7 have 
for sale yard and Hele proken doys. Write for 
full pedigree and ¢atalozues fo 
aie A. BE. GODEFFROY, 

Guymard, Orange County, N. Y. 

IN THE STUD. 

The imported pure Layerack setter, 

“* ALDERSHOTT.” 
oy, lemon Belton; whelped September 11th. 

Paloy, oer 1878. Thoroughly broken. : 

For particulars, addresa 
ERDMAN A. HERZBERG, 

1164 Pacitie street, 
Brooklyn, L. I, 

Post: office address. BOX 3910, New York City. 

OR SALHE—Bight beautiful liver and 
white setter pups, two months old; pedi- 

sree given on application. Address J.*H. D, 
a O. Box 176, Madison, N.J_ Price $10. 

: July29,1t-. 

OR SALE—Foxhound pups, $5 each, 
Hi. M. THAYER, Winterport, Me. 

July29,1t 

iI 

NGLISH MASTIFF PUPS recently 
Uv adyertisedureallsold. Pups from another 

lifter will be veady for delivery in three weeks. 
WM. H. LEER, Boston, Mass. July29,2t. 

POR Salo —A good squirrel and rabbit dog. 
Address FF. 0. FOWLER, 

Jy29-1t Moodus, Conn. 

OR 8A LE—The Llewellen bitch ‘ Lady 
Lorne” (Livy If.-Roy Bell), now nearly 

tayo years old. Also **Roylet’’ (Livy Il.-Koyal 
Duke) fourteen months old. Will be sold rea- 
Sonably if taken at once. For price, pedigree, 
ete., ddress DR. GERHARD, Canada Ne oe. 

Suly29,1t. 

half foxhound. 
WOLDEN, Sherborn, Mass. 

jie SALE.—A black and tan Gordon 
setter dog sixteen months old (Doane’s Tom 

and Bessie); yard broken, sound, handsome and 
very promising. Price $25. Address A. McDON- 
ALD, box 820, Rockland, Maine- Jy29-1t 

EAGLE PUPPIES FOR SALE,—Ad- 
dress H. J, F., Lock Box 3i4, 

aI y2ii-1L Scranton, Pa. 
. 

POR SALE.—My red Trish doz pup Mack, eight 
k months old, allred with black nose. Mack 
ismy choice of « litter; well yard broken and 
ininds proniptly; sire, Bob, Plunket-Carrie; dam, 
Kate, York-Maud; price, $25. Am about to 
change my residence, and oiler all my fine dogs 
for sule without reserve. Parties who do not 
Mizan business need notreply. CHAS. F. KENT, 
Binghamton, N. Y. July29,tt 

ULEOUL KENNELS.—¥or pure Cocker 
Spaniels of all ages—also in the stud, pure 

eoctker Skip 11., liver and white, fut-eouted, fine 
feather; will serve bitches at $10; litters guar— 
anteed, Address ROBEKT WALKER, Keeper 
Oulecut Kennels, Franklin, Del. Co., N.Y. 

Dr. Gordon Stables, R. N. 
TWYFORD. BERKS, ENGLAND, 

Author of the 

“PRACTICAL KENNEL GUIDE,” &C. 

begs to inform Ladies and Gentlemen iu America 
that he purchases and sends out dows of any de- 
sired breen.- fit for the highest competition. 

WN. B—A bad dog never left the Doctor's Ken- 
nels. deci tf. 

FOR SALE, 
When six weeks old, two tog and two_bitch 
pointer puppies, by Mr. Edmund Orgill's Chatn- 
pion Rush, out of my Champion Dutchess, 
whelped..uly ad, lemon and white, all very swong 
and handsome. Price 350-—dog or bitch. 

——ALso—- 

TWO BITCHES—*.MAXIM " AND ‘' CHARM.” 

Same sire and dam, one year old, yery handsome 
and perfectin ¢yery way; will be capital work- 
ers. Lreserved them for my own use, but find 
i have more doys than [ cin handle, and will part 
withthem. Price $75 each, or $125 forthe pair. 
GEO, VAN WAGENEN, 212 West street, New 
Youk City, Julylbat 

rey KRACHES PORE BRED BRTTERS.—One 
of dogs, worked on partiidge and snipe last 

eason ; One dt ey ps, partly house oroken, for sale 
for vost Of breaking, or exchange, having no place 
to keep ikem, for Wineliester rifles, model of 
1878, and Express short mupazing. Por pedigree 
and any olice information, apply to M. 8. 
MOORE, M. D,, yO. Lock Box 7, Fredonia. 
NX, July h2,5t 

Imperial Kennel 
Setters and Pointers thor- 

ourhly Field Broken, — 
Young Dogs handled with 

skill and peeing 
Dogs haye daily access to salt 

water. 
N.B.—Setter and Pointer 

puppies; also, broken dogs for sale; full pedi- 
grees, Address H. C. GLOVER,Toms River, N. J 

PUR SALE—Three handsome red Irish setter 
pups, eigbt weeks old, large, strong and 

healthy, oul of Nora, she hy champion York x 
Belle; and one braee of handsome Llewellyn 
pups out of Belle, she by Pride of the Borderx 
Kirby and Warwick, both parents being thor- 
oughly broken and prize winners. Prices reason- 
able. For particulars and full pedigrees, in- 
quire of the CONESTOGA KENNEL, 532 East 
Orungestrect, Lancaster, Pa. Junely,tf 

R ORY O'MORE KENNEL.—Champion 
ay Rory O’ More in the stud, he handsomest, 

as well as one of the best field and best bredred 
Irish dogs in the United States. Winner of fitst 
prize at New York, 1877; champion at New York, 
189; champion at Hudson, 1879, and winner of 
the gold necldace at New York, 1880. For sale, 
thoroughbred pups: Address W, N, CALLEN- 
DER, Albany, June?z4,tf 

LACHINE KENNELS, 
if HAVE moyed my kennel of cockers to 

the vicinity of New York. Will hayeno pups 
before October. Cora, Flirt, Madcap, all to be 
bred to Bijou, this week, June 21st. 
GEO. D. MACDOUGALL, P. 0. Drawer 4342, 
Junezt-vf. New York. 

E, B. GOLDSMITH, 
Custom House and Forwarding Agent, 

58 WALL STREET, NEW YORE. 

ECELVES AND FORWARDS Dogs, 
Fowls, etc., ta any destination. Kennel 

Clubs, Sportsmen and others, inteudine to import 
dogs from Europe, should have their stock con- 
sizned to him. Information furnished in regard 
to the best methods of importing, shipping, ete. 

INE LODGE KENNELS,—1I am pre- 
L pared to take a limited number of dogs, 

either setters or pointers, and train them thor- 
oughly. I give my puppies séven mouths’ work 
out of the twelve, and guarantee satisfaction, if 
the dog has all the natural instincts. Refer- 
ences on application, Prices, $50 and $75, ac- 
cording to length of time I keep the dog, with 
discount to parties at long distances. A. 
WINTER, Cairo, Thomas County, Goorw ite 

Jot 2, 

OR SALE—A red setter dog puppy, ten 
months old, by Rake, out of Belle IL 

Rake oy Dr, Gautier’s Dan and Laverack’s Ruby. 
Belle If. by Dr, Strachan's Dan Il., out of came 
owner's Belle, The puppy shows signs of being 
nn extra tine field dog,is yery handsome, and in 
good conaigou. Address X, Y. Z,, this office. 

junes.b 
ee 

Means or two dogs to train 
for Field Trials, M. VON CULIN, Del- 

tuware City,Del. June2ttf. 

K 9 KENNELS. 
REAKING, breeding, boarding, Large 
stréam on the place, and daily access. Best 

feed and care. Terms easy. Inclose stamp. 
By mail—K 9 Mange Cure, 40u.; K9 Worm Pow- 

ders, i(c.; K-9 Plea Powders, 60c,; K 9Soap, 25c. 
Kennels one mile from Dover, Del. Address 

E, & C. VON CULIN, 
Dover, Del. P.0,Box 218. 

EDIGREES.—For samples and prices 
Bend two three cent stamps to M. VON 

CULIN. (See above.) June2itt. 

MICKE’S 
Never Failing Dog Distemper Cure 

and Flea Destroyer. 

For sale by all Druggists at 25 Cents each, 

Wholesale Agents — Charles L. Ritzman, 943, 
Broadway, N. Y.; Bruen & Hobart, =14 Fulton 
Street, N. Y.; Smith, Kline & Co.,309 N. Third 
Street Phila.; Finley & ce Ee 85 Magazine 
Streat, New Orleans, La.; W. H. Holabird, Val- 
paraiso, Ind.: Trimble & Kleibacker, Baltimore. 
_Cure or Destroyer sent by mail on receipt of 

25c., to L, A. MICKE, Baston, Pa, 

Fleas! Fleas! Worms! Worms! 
Steadman’s Flea Powder for Dogs. 

A BANE TO FLEAS—A BOON To DOGS, 

ees POWDER is guaranteed to kill 
fleas on dogs or any other animals, or mone 

returned. Itisputup in patent boxes with slid- 
ing pepper box top, which greatly facilitates its 
use. Simple and efficacious. 

Price 50 cents hy mail, Postpaid, 

AREA NUT FOR WORMS IN DOGS. 
moe ars ae REMEDY. ‘ th 

up in boxes containing ten powders, wi 
full directions for use, “i : | 

Price 59 cents per Box by mail. 

Both the above are recommended by Rop 4xD 
Gun und Forest 4nd Stream, 

CONROY, BISSET & MALLESON, 
85 Fulton Street, N. Y. 

HENRY C. SQUIRES, 
oet 12 1 Cortlandt Street, N. ¥. 

W ANTED to exchange afour year old 
trained pointer dog, tora well bred setter 

dog pup, ore six weeks old, Apply BOX 16;9° 
P.Q., Philadelphia. Jyne-rt. 

" 
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Cathery’s Dog Soap, 
PRIZEIMEDAL. 

fh | — 

CO, CAWHERY, - - ~ LONDON. 

OR WASHING ALL KINDS OF DOGS, 
Will destroy Fleas, cleanse the skin and bai 

trom Scurf and Smells, making the Cost. fine 
and glossy, without giving cold or doing the 
least harm to the snimal, and safely and effec- 
tively curelihe Mange. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS. 
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS., 

Wholesale Agents, 

McKESSON & ROBBINS, 
NEW YORK. 

Sample Cake sent on receipt of 50 cents. 
July 8-13h. 

FLEAS! 
SE DR. AL. WATTS’ FLEA SOAP, 

a safe and efficacious remedy and preyen- 
tiye for fleas and all eruptions of the skin pro- 
duced by them. It cleanses the hair of all im- 
purities, purges it of all disagreeable odor, and 
possesses the most thorough disinfecting prop- 
erties. Itis impossible for fieas to liye where it 
isused, Price, 25 cents per cake. Forsale by all 
druggists. Wholesale depot, 164 Tincola street 
Boston, Dr. Watts offers for sule the\largest 
assortment in America of dogs of all breetis. All 
diseases of fogs skillfully treated, Medicines 
with full instruction, sent toany addvess upon 
receipt of one dollar, The fact that Dr. Watis 
hus for four consecutive years neld by appoint- 
ment the posilion of Special Officer of the City 
of Boston to haye charge of unlicensed dogs, is 
sufficient guarantee of reliability. AJ] commu- 
nications and orders will receive prompt atten- 
tion. Address : DR. AL, WATTS, 
Mar 25-tf 164 Lincoln street, Boston, Mass. 

RARE CHANCE.—For sale, English 
setters; Don, a splendid large orange 

white ticked dog, brother to Champion France, 
but superiorevery way, $50; Moll, a yery beauti- 
ful biteh, orange white, black points, two first 
IZEB $75; Dick, a very line dog, orange white 
black points; Rusa IL, orange white ticked, 
second prize; she with Dick, $100; the best brace 
1 ever shot over. Three orange white ticked 
dogs, twelye mouths old, very tine, full of hunt, 
$20 each; also puppies ten months old, Gordon 
and Layerack combined. Sob, black, white and 
biue ticked; Jim, black white tan, $15 each. A 
brace, black and white, well matched, $25. A 
black white tan gyp, five months old, $10. Pup- 
pies two months eld, out of Rusa If. by Don, 
orange white ticked, a brace for $10 if taken by 
July Ist. They cannot be heaten for looks and 
natural field qualities. This isa chance you can- 
not afford to Jose if you want tine stocle for very 
little money. Address ASA L. SHERWOOD, 
Skaneateles, N. ¥. Junezttt, 

T. BERNARDS FOR SALE|,—The un- 
dersigned, wishing to reduce his kennel, offers 

for bale several napnificent imported Mount St. 
Bernard dogs and bitches, carefully selected from 
the best Huropean strains. To be sold for no 
fault, Tor prices, age a eta., address, 

BR ROY 4, COLLINS 
Sept 18-tf Lancaster, Mass., U.S.A. 

CHAMPION LIGHT WEIGHT POINTER 
“RUSH.” 

“In the Stud.” 
Rush is lemon and white, and winner at New 

York, Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Louis- 
villeShows. He is an excellent field dog; tine 
nose. fast, stylish and staunch, For full partic- 
ulars, pedigree and field qualities address 

EDMUND ORGILL, 
1,090 Dean street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

an.22-tf. Fee $25. 

RISH RED SETTER PUPS,—Capt. T. 8. 
Trench, of Ireland, offers for sale three splen- 

did pups six months old the lth of June, 1880. 
These pups took the first prize in Dublin, in 
May, 1880, and are considered to be second to 
none of their kind. For price, pedigree, ete., 
apply to C. 8, TRENCH, Chula Depot, Va. 

Julyl,2mos 

al ptt! YOUR OWN DOGS, in the most artis- 
tic manner. For information send two three 

cent stamps to M. VON CULIN, Delaware City, 
el, July8,tt 

ALEN—B. and T.; by Colburn's Dash ex Mul- 
* lin’s Belle. Phe above dog, winner of tirst 
in brace stakes of the Bastern Field Trials; will 
be allowed toserye a few bitches of approved 
Torm and blood. Stud tee $25, and $2 for 
groom, Address 

H. ¥. ATEN, M-D., 
84 Hanson place, 

Brooklyn,N. Y, 

MAIN Gi. 
SCRA TT CHE s. 
GLOVERS IMPERIAL MANGE CURD is war- 

ranted to cure all kinds and conditions of mange 
or skin diseases of any nature on dows or cattle 
without injury to the animal, Qne application 
is usually all thatisnecessary. ForSCRATCHES 
in ES it bas no equal, H. GLOVER, 
Sole prop’t'r Imperial Kennel, Tom's River, N.J. 

rents ; poukoys Hissett & Malleson, fo Fulton 
st., N. ¥.; Jonn P. Lovell & Sons, Doek Square, 

QO. Grubb & Co., Market st., 

cokes, Hildee ee ait N oor Outi ae roo. rr 30h 0. " 
Louis, Price, 0 cents, 

The Rennel, 

THE BLUE STAR KENNEL 
OR THE 

COCKER SPANIEL 
BREEDING KENNEL 

OF 

M. P. McKOON, FRANKLIN, DEL. CO., N. ¥. 
KEEP ONLY COCKERS of the finest strains. 
I sell only young stock, I guarantee satis- 

faction and safe delivery to eyery customer. 
These beautiful and intelligent dogs cannot be 
beaten for ruifed crouse and woodeock shooting 
and retrieving. Correspondents inclosing stauip 
ui eet printed pedigrees, circulars, testimo- 
niala etc, 

AISY-RANGER II. WHELPS, — 
Daisy, out of Belle, and half sister to Don- 

ner’s Bessie, winner at L. T.; by Calhoon's Sam, 
an excellent field dog ; whelpad, June 10th, seven, 
three dogs and four bitches, to Ranger II.; four 
clear white, three with orange spots; fine fleld 
stock, orsale; apply to JOHN WHITE, 
Jy22-3t Bridgeport, Conn 

Sportsmen's Boutes. 

ONG ISLAND R.R.—SPRING SCHED- 
ULB, taking effect March 14th, 1880.—Leaye 

HUN'TER'S P'l' (Flatbush Aye., B’klyn, 5 min. 
earlier) for 
Babylon, 8,35 A.M,, 3,35, 4.35, 6.35 p.m. Sundays, 
A.M. 
Col, P’'t& Whitestone, 7.35, 8,45, 10, 11.85 av, 

2.35, 3.35, 4.85, 5, 6.35, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.35, 9,15, 10.45 P.M., 
12.15 night. 
Sundays, 0.35, 10.35 a.m; 1.85, 5.85, 7, 10 p.a, 
Blushing, 0.30, 7.35, 845, 10:, 11.35 A... 2.35, 3.35, 

4.35, 5, 9.35, 6, 6.85, 7, 7.85, 9.151045 P.M, 12.16 night. 
Sundays, 9.35, 10.35 .4.M., 1,35, 3, 5,35, 7, 10 p.m, 

_ Far AICEETE AY, 8,35, 11 A,M., 4.35, 5.35, 7 P.M. 
Rockaway Beach, 11 A.m., 4.35 P.M Sundays, 9A.M. 
and 6.45 P.M 
Great Neck,6.30, 7.35.11,35 A.at,, 4.85, 5,85,6,35 P.M, 

Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, 9.86 A.M., 5.35 Pat. 
Garden City, Queens and Hempstead, 8, 10 A.nr., 

1,38, 3.85, 4.85, 5.35, 6.35 Pm. From Flatbush ay. 
daily, except Sunday, and from Hunter's Point, 
Monday, Wed., Fri. and Saturday, 12.15 night, 
Wednesdays and Sundays only from Flatbush ay, 
10 P.M. Sunday, 9 AvM., 1.35,.6.05 P.M, 
Glen Cove, Locust Valley, Glen Head and Ros- 

lyn, 8 10 A.A, 8.85, 4.35, 6.35, 6.35 Par. Sundays, 9 
AM,, 6.85 PM. 
Greenport and Sag Harbor, 8 A.M, 8.85 PAL 
Huntington and Northport, 8 10 A... 4.35, 6.85 

P.M. Sundays, 9 A, 6.85 Pm. 
Lakeland and Farmingdals, 8 a.M.,3.35, 5.35 P.M. 
Port Jefferson, 10 4.0f,,4.35 Par. Stindays, 9 A.M. 
Patchogue, 8.45 A.M., 4.35, 5.35 P.M, Sundays, 9 

AM, 
Richmond Hill, Glendale, 8,35, 11 A.M., 3.95, 4.35 

5.85, 6,7 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday nights, 12.15. Sundays, A.M., 6.35 Po 
Creedmoor, 8, 10 A.M,, 1.35 P.m,, Tuesdays, Wed- 

nesdays and Saturdays, beetle ie vil 3d. 
HUNTERS P'T & WALL ST, AN EX-—Leave 

Pier 17, EH. R, (foot Pinest.) for Hunter’s P’t, 8.30, 
10.30, 11.30 A.M., 3.10, 4.10, 5.10,6.10 Paw. For fur 
ther information, tickets, commutation, etc, 
apply al 229 Bway, cor. Barclay. 

LAFFAN Gen'l Pass. Agent. 

Boston and Maine 

RAILROAD. 
Boston and Portland. 

Spring Fishing 
at the 

RANGELEY’S and 
MOOSEHHAD LAKE, 

Facursion Tickets 
Will be placed on sale as soon us the ice is out 
Close connections made at Portland with Grand 
Trunk and Maine Central Baars for all the 
Wishing Grounds in Maine and Northern New 
England. 
Tickets may be obtained at Boston City Office 

280 WASHT GTON STREET, and at the Station, 
Information by mail, if desired. : 

JAS.T. FURBER, D.J. FLANDERS, 
Gen, Supt. Gen. Ticket Agent. 

“THE FISHING LINE.” 
TAKE THE 

Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R. 
Mackinaw,Gran pids andCincinnatiShort Line 

FOR THE 

Trout, Grayling, and Black Bass Fisheries, 
= AND THE 
‘ FAMOU SUMMER RESORTS AND LAKES 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN, 
The waters of the 

Grand Traverse Region 
and the Michigan North Woods are unsurpasse 
if equaled, in the abundance and great yariety ©: 
fish contained. 
BROOK TROUT abound in thestreams, and 

the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING is found 
only in those waters. 
The UT season begins May 1 and ends Sept.I, 
The GRAYLING Season opens June land ends 
ov. 1. 
BLACK RASS, PIKE, PICKERELand MUSGA- 

LONGE, also abound in large numbers in the 
many lakes and lakelets of this territory. 
The sportsman Can readily send trophies of his 

skill to his friends or “club” at home, j3ice for 
packing tish can be had at many points, 
TAKE YOUR FAMILY WIT OU. The soe 

nery of the North Woodsand Lakesis beau- 
tiful; the air is pure,dry and bracing. The cli- 

cial to those suffering mate is peculiarly ben 

Hoy Fever and Asthma Affections. 
The hotel accommodations are good, fav eur 

passing. theaverage in countries new enough to 
afford the finest of fishing. 
D the season Round Trip Excursion Tick~ 

ete will be cold at low rates,and attractive train 
facilities offered to Tourista and Sportsmen. 
Dogs, Gu Fishing Yackle Carried Freeai 

owner'srisk. : ‘ 
It is ouraim tomakesportsmen feel ‘at home™ 

sathisroute. F x Tourist's Guide (an utrrictive 
‘Dilustrated book +f 80 pages), can full 
formation ani! zcuinite of aS Fishing 
Growads and ume Cards, iddress, A.B. LEET, 
= — Gen, Pass, Agent Grund Rapids, 

i 
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MANUFACTURER OF 

MEDALS, 
BADGES AND EMBLEMS 

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Special Designs Sent Free 
UPON APPLICATION, 

Anything in the Jewelry Line Made 
to Order. 

Hotels ynd Routes for Sportsmen, | Hotels und Rontes for Sportenret. 

ee SSI De HOUSE, Forked River, 
_ WN. J.; situated directly on the water, in 

theimmediate vicinity of the best gunning and 
fishing of Barnegat Bay. Fine weakfishing 
Ne perma) ay Her day; anes a 
$3 per day. en or circulars to CHAS, A. 
SMITH, Forked River, N. J. 

Norton HOUSE, Cottage City, Mar- 
tha’s Vineyard, Mass.—Our waters at pres- 

ent are alive with biuefish. Sea bass are plenty ; 
general fishing gond, Terms for room and bo Ird, 
$7 U0 per week. Vishing Tackle of all kinds fur- 
nished gratis, Refer by permission to Col. Wm. 
8. Bowen, 816 Arch street; Phila: also to Geo. J. 
Geer, Jv., 453 Broome street, N. Y. 
N. B. Leave New York, via Fall River line, at 

6:30 P.mM., and reach here, Vineyard, at9 o'clock 
A.M. CHARLES L SCRANTON, Proprietor 

alike Etouse, 
PRINCETON, MAINE. 

Goon Perch and Pickerel Fishing. Only two 
‘ hours’ ride or sail from Grand Lake, s0 
famous for its salmon and trout. Passengers by 
the7 P.M, train from Boston will reach Princeton 
following evening at 6—only 23hours. Guides 
furnished, <All inquiries cheerfully responded 
to by the proprietors, W.G. ROSE & CO. 

Bromfield House, Boston. 

Wo) aa 

MESSENGER, Preprietor. 

Wild Fowl! Shooting, 
SPRING VILLE HOUSE OR SPORTSMEN’S RE- 

TREAT, SHINNECOCK BAY, L. I. 
Y A PRACTICAL GUNNER AND AN OLD 
bayman. Hasalways on hand the best of 

boats, batteries, etc,, with the largestrig of train— 
ed wild-geese decoys on the coast. The best 
ground in the vicinity of New York for bay snipe 
shooting of all varieties. Specialattention given 
by himself to his guests, and satistaction guaran- 
teed. Address Wm. N. LANE, Good Ground, L.I. 
Refers by permission to J.B, Shepherd, 891 Broad- 
way and, Wm, Dutcher, 320, Broadway, N. Y. 

FISHING RESORTS 
Great North Shore, 

Lake Superior, 
Are best reached by the steamers of the long 

established 

COLLINGWOOD LINE. 
Connections are made at Collingwood, Sault 

Ste. Marie and Duluth, bi-weekly, for:the une- 
qualled trout streams at Thunder Bay, Pigeon 

River, Current River, Michipicoton Island, 
State Islands and 

NWEPriGcow. 

Our “Inside Route” passes through the finest. 
scenery, the 

GEORGIAN BAY, 

MANITOULIN CHANNEL, and 

CANADIAN NORTH SHORE, 

Information given and inquiries solicited. 

BARLOW CUMBERLAND, 
GBENL, TRAFFIC MANAGER, 

35 Yonge Strees 
Toronto, 

To Hunting and Fishing Parties. 

The Pullman Car Company 

xs PREPARED TO CHARTER THE | 
new cars * DayyCrocket" and ‘Izaak Walton," 

which are fitted up with dining room and kitch- 
en, sleeping apartments, lavatories, etc., also aoe 
yiuee with racks el cine for guns and fishing 
tac and kennels for dogs. 

pial sep rates and other desired information 
furnished on application to Gen'l a aus (on 
Oo., Chicago, OB. 

i 

TO SPORTSMEN: 
The Pennsylvania R. R. €o., 

Respectfully invite attention tothe 

SUPERIOR FACILITIES 
afforded by their lines for reaching most of the 
TROUTING PARKS and RACE COURSES in the 
Middle States. These lines pee on Ore 
FROM ALL IMPORTANT POINTS, avoid the dit- 
fieulties and dangers of reshipment, while the ex- 
cellent cars which run over the smooth steel 

: enable STOCK TO BE TRANSPORTED 
without failure or injury, 

THE LINES OF 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
also reach the best localities for 

GUNNING AND FISHING 
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. EXCURSION 
TICKETS are sold at the offices of the Companyin 
all the principle cities to KANE#, RENOVA, BED. 
FORD, CRESSON, RALSTON, MINNEOUA. ae 
other well-known centers for 

Trout Fishing, Wing Shooting, and Still | 
Hunting. 

Also, to 

TUCKERTON, BEACH HAVEN, CAPH MAY. 
SQUAN, and peints on the NEW JERSEY COAST 
renowned for ete WATHR SPORT AFTER 

L. P. FARMER, Gen’l Pass. Agent. 

Franz THOMSON, Gen’ Manager. feblj-ti 

Chesapeake & Chio R. R. 
The Route of the Sportsman and Angler to 

the Best Hunting and Fishing , 

* Grounds of Virginia and 

West Virginia, 

Comprising those of Central and Piedmont Vir- 
ide Blue Ridge Mountains, Valley of Virginia, 

leghany Mountains, Greenbrier and New 
Rivers, and awha Valley, and including in 
their yarieties of game and ish, deer, bear, wild 
turkeys, wild duck, grouse, ually snipe, wook- 
cock, mountain trout, bass, ey pickerel, ete. 
Guns, fishing tackle, and one dog for each 

sportsman carried free, 

_The Route of the Tourist, 

through the most beautiful and picturesque sce- 
nery of the Virginia Mountains to their most fa- 
mous watering places and summer resorts, 

The_Only Route via White Sul- 
, pPhur Springs. 

Railroad eonnections at Cincinnati, with the 
West, Northwest and Southwest ; at Gordonsville 
with the North and Northeast; and at Richmond 
and Charlotteyille with the South, All modern 
improvements in equipment. 

CONWAY R, HOWARD, 

Gen, Passenger and ee Agent,’ 
may. ly ichmond WV. 

Old Dominion Line. 
HE STEAMERS of this Line reach 
some of the finest waterfowl and upland 

shooting sections in the country. Connecting di- 
rect for Chincoteague, Cobb's Island, and points 

| onthe Peninsula, City Point, James River, Cur- 
rituck, Florida and the mountanious country of 
Virginia, Tennessee, etc. Norfolk steamers sail 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Lewes, oe 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at3P.m. Fu 
information given at office, 197 Greenwich st.,.NY. 

septes-ly. 
0 
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Miscellaneous Advertisements. 

Y SHOOTING SUITS 
A SPECIALTY. 

YROM GOODS OF MY OWN IMPORTATION—DHAD GRASS COLOR,— 
ALSO, ALL-WOOL WINDSOR CORD, VELVETEEN, FUSTIAN CANVAS--all prices. 

Send for Price-List and Samples. Address 

F. L. SHELDON, Rahway, N. J. 

maor"“BEATS THE WORLD,” a: 

Old Judgesmoking Tobacco, 
The Only Tobacco Ever Manufactured that does not Bite the Tongue, 

Something Important for Cigarette Smokersto Know. 

a HE ‘MAJORITY OF SMOKERS 
\ are perhaps not aware, that in 

_ smoking Cigarettes made of the 
ordinary pure rice paper, they have been 
inhaling THE MOST DEADLY OF POL 
SONS, thrown off by all burning paper. 
namely : The Oilof Creosote. CHARLES 
G. EMERY, of the firm of GOODWIN & 
bO,, manufacturers of ‘OLD JUDGE” 

iq Cigarettes and Smoking Tobacco in- 
i vented and patented a process, March 

5th, 1878, by which the Rice Paper used 
as wrappers for “OLD JUDGE” Cigare 
ettes has been so prepared that the un- 
pleasant ODOR. and the injurious effects 
of the Oil of Creosote are completely 
neutralized or destroyed, and the paper 
made saliva PEDGE to prevent its Lreak- 

ing or melting in the mouth. ‘Che unprecedented popularity of * OLD.JUDGE” Cigarettes is owing 
to the fact that this process has been used exclusively in their manufacture, no one else having the 
rirht touseit. The great advantage and importance of this invention willat once be recognized by 
all smokers, and its truth demoustrated by the first *OLD JUDGE" Cigarette they smoke. 
Sold by all leading dealers. Try them and you will use no others, 

Manufactured by GOODWIN & CO.,207 and 209 Water st” 
NEWT SORE. 

HODGMAN & GO, 
425 Broadway and 27 Maiden Lane, 

Now Yoxrix, 
ARE OFFERING THE LARGHST ASSORTMENT OF 

RUE BEE 
1 ' 1) ( 

unin ant Fisting Outs 
COMPRISING 

Light Weight Shooting Jackets, 
Hats, Cartridge Bags,Gun Covers, 

RUBBER FISHING PANTS, 
RUBBER FISHING BOOTS, 

Rubber Hiankeots, i) 

And Complete Rubber Outfits. 
[ESTABLISHED 1838.] Send for Catalogue, Rubber Sheoting Jacket. 

A PLE BIN DEH, 

W HICH, WHEN FULL, makes a permanent binding; for sale by FOREST AND 
STREAM PUBLISHINGCOMPANY, 39 and 40 Park Row, ‘Times’ building N.Y. 75 Cts. 

Sent bymail, #1. 

RUIN AR PERE & FILS. 
Established 1729. 

Connoisseurs pronounce recent shipments of 

these Wines to be unequaled in quality. 

Verzenay, dry, full bodied, rich flavor. 

Garte Blanche, Fruity, delicate favor, not too 

x DODGE, CAMMEYER & CO,, 

16 Cortlandt St.. Sole Ag"ts for the United States 

(Hl ANP ARIES THE COLLENDER BILLIARD TABLES. 

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE 
H, W. COLLENDER COMPANY. Natural History Store. 

N the department of Taxidermy I offer for 
[ salen very fine assortment of Game Birds of the 
yery best work, and a large assortment of native 
and foreign species, all prepared by first-class 
workmen. } 
Qne case of game birds, which is probably the 

finest inthe country ‘>tfer at $300. 
W.J. KNOWLTON, 

168 Treniont stveut, Boston, Mass. 

W aAREROoms 

78S Broadway, New York: 
SZ and 86 State street, Uhicago : 

17 South Fifth st., S&. Lowis. 

5 Gold, Crystal. Lace. Perfumed & Chromo 
Cards, name in Gold and Jet, 10¢c, Clinton, 

- Bros.. Clintonyille, Ct. 

ALDRED’S YEW BOWS. 
fre: CROOK & CO! 

Fishing Tackle and Archery, 
50 Fulton street, N. Y. 

——— Ew SOLE AGENTS FOR 

—= THOMAS ALDRED, London, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

HERY inthe YYorld 
SEND FOR WEIGHTS AND PRICES. 
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Guns, Anvmunition, Gtr, 
——_ os 

———— 

E. Hi. MADISON, 
PRACTICAL 

GUNSMITH, 
_564. Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 

The Fox, Colt’s, Parker and Daty 

‘ Guns. 
J Stocks altered to fitthe shooter. Guns 
eh Full Choke, rae La Denes or SAN 

Game Shooting. Pistal Grips fitted, Pin Fires con- 
verted to Central PORN Ni Su Barrels titted, Ex- 

nsion Ribs, New Lumps, ete. . 
Seaurtis of every description done in an hon 
est manner and at reasonable rates, 
Madison’s Browning Mixture,A1,50c. per bottle. 
Sportsmen’s and Rifiemen’s Sundries. 
Shells londea Al, and poodssent everywhere C, 

©. D. Send stamp for answers to queries. jieler- 
ences from ali the clubs of the city. decld t£ 

Edwinson C.Green’s 

WINNING GUNS,| ¢ 
Send stamp for illustrated price list to 

C, & A. HAYDEN, 
JACKSONVILLE, ILL, 

Sole Importers. 

Guns,, Amanition, Gtr. 

FOX’S PATENT 

OEECH-LOADING SHOT GUN, A 

Wonderfully Simple. Wonderfully Strong. 
* The barrels slide one side, 

‘t t To to] ie FE ron Ries Go 
S nd stamp for circular, to 

| {AMERICAN ARMS COMPANY, 
103 Milk street, Boston, Muss. 

FH, RAYMOND, Treas, 

WING SHOOTING WITH RIFLE, 
Lyman’s patent combination Gun Sight 

is a great improyen.ent in rear sights. 

Send for circular containing full de- 
scription. Address 

WILLIAM LYMAN, 

Middlefield, Conn. 

a 

Guns, Ammunition, Ete, 

THE SNEIDER. 
Pat. 18685, 
Rels, 1880, 
Pat, 1580, 

to Breech-Loaders. 
Pin-Fire Guns Altered to Central-Fire, 

Stocks B-nt to Any Crook, 
GUNS BORED TO SHOOT CLOSE. 

Send for Illustrated Catalozue. 

CLARK & SNEIDER, 
214 W. PRATT STREET, BALTIMORE, MD. 
aan ce ene 

EXPLOSIVE TARGET BALLS, ee ea eee eee 

CIIEAPER THAN GLASS. Samples sent by | meet 
Our Decoy Diving Apparatus is | SOUNDEST AND BEST SHOOTING ARMS IN 

mail, 25 cents. 
deadly on ducks; by mail, $1 . 

Guns, Aomumition, Gtr. 

J. STEVENS & CO0,’S 

Breech-Loading Arms 
DOUBLE GUNS. 

THE ORIGINAL VW | Twist. Laminated Extra. 
AMERIGAN HAMMERLESS Tier eam bl = - SINGLE GUNS. 

i Plain. Twist. L inated. GUNS WITH HAMMERS ON OUR GRIP | $1555 $15.50 ae s1T.00 AND BOLD; AND DOUBLE GRIP ACTIONS, RIFLES. 
SIZES FROM 4 TO 20. pedliher 24 in. Bay Padme 

Muzzle-Loaders Altered 32, 38, 44 caliber... “a 
Extra for globe sights and varnished stock, $3. 

HUNTER’S PET RIFLES, 

Sin. 20in. 22im. 24in, 
22, 82, 38 and 44 caliber.$18 $19 $20 $21 

POCKET RIFLES. 
10m, Win, J5in. 18in, 

22, 82 caliber,...... $12.25 $13.25 0 $15 $16.50 
GALLERY PISTOLS. 

Light, Heavy. 
$20.00 $22.00 

J. Stevens & Co. have nearly doubled the ca— 
pacity of their works, and for several months 
have been obliged to run the factory at night to 

the increased demand; showing that the 

E WORLD, when sold at such moderate $1, “i 
DIVING DECOY CO., Rochester, N. ¥ prices, will force their way into favor without 

THE BALLARD RIFLE STILL VICTORIOUS! 

The Empire 

ALL DEALERS HAVE THEM. 

SEE J. 8. SUMNER’S FULLSCORE AT WALNUT HILL, 56 IN A POSSIBLE 50 FEB. 28, 1889 
Fifteen Bull’s-eyes in Succession! 

BUTs THe 

SAME MATCH, 200YARDS OFF-HAND, MADE WITH BALLARD RIFLE, NO. 61-2. 

The Ballard is the only Rifle that has made a Full 
The Ballard is the only American Rifle that has won the Prince Albert Prize at Wimbledon. 

THE BALLARD ALWAYS 

Rifie Club, in their trips to Boston, 

Score at Creedmoor 

SHOoOrHKH 

ALL used Ballards, 
“A WORD TO THE WISE,” ATC. 

SCHOVERLING, 
Sole Agents »n New York for CARD’S REVOLVING BALL TRAP 

FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LISTS APPLY TO 

DALY & CALES, 
$4 Chambers street, NEW YORK CITY: 

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 

FINE BREECH-LOADING GUNS, /Rough 
948 Broadway, near Twenty-third St., New York. 

Fine 

FISHING TACKLE. 
The Celebrated Peg Reels 

in Stock, 

THE NEW FLOAT TROLLER.% 
Bass, 76 Cents: Pickerel, $1 00: Maska- 

longe, $1 25. 

Sent by mailon receipt of price. 

<a 

Mire-Arms of 

The “RED RUBBER 
GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE. 

WM.R. SCHAEFER | JOS. 
61 Elmst., Boston, Mass., > 

Dealer in 

SPORTSMEN'S — EQUIPMENTS 
And Manufacturer of 

Breech Loading Shot Guns 
To Order. 

ACCENTS for the sale of the BATTLARD 
RIFLES, and of the DALY breech-load- 

ing SHOTGUNS. A fulllineof the Clabrough: 
Moore, Bonehill, and other makes of imported 
guns, always on hand. Particular attention 
paid to CHOKE-BORING GUNS to shoot close 
and hard. SPRATT’S DOG FOOD, etc., ete. 
Gun stocks bent, warranted to stay. All work 
executed in the most skillful manner, 

HUNTING HATCHETS, 

2 TT VES aOR Sy bp a a 2.50 
Send fora circular. 

A. CROSBY & CO., Waterville, Me. 
“The Canadian patent for the above cover is 

now forsale. Address as above.” a 
r 

SHELLS LOAPED TO ORDER. 

IMPORTER OF 

re 

KMvery 
AND EVERYTHING PERTAININGTO SHOOTING: AND FISHING OU'TFITS, ALSO 

OPTICAL Goonws. 
TELESCOPES, MARINE GLASSES, FIELDS GLASSEs, COMPASSES, BTC, 

” r the FOREST AND STREAM), Sent postpaid for $2, 
canes EAD aT OEE by he Rae List OF SECONL-HAND GUNS. 

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE, 

Description, 

C. GRUBB & CO, 

CUTLERY 

of the 

Finest Quality. 

Razors with sufety attachments, 

Bowie Knives, Hunting Clasp Kniyes, Stilletos, 
Dirks, ete, 

712 MARKET;STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

dAgenis for the Satie of the Celebrated Breech-Loading Guns of 

James Purdey & Sons, London: 

W. & C, Scott & Son, P. Webley & Son, W, W. Greener, 
Jd. Pp. CLABROUGH & BRO., C.G. BONEHILL, 

Ana others. 

ALSO. AGENTS FOR COLT’S NEW BREECH-LOADING GUNS, PARKER BRO’S, 
FOX'S PATENT, JOHN A, NICROLS, and other AMERICAN MAKERS, 

ALL EINDS OF 

Hi Imericoanm HBreeeh"DMeading Rifles. 
A large assortment of the BEST and most APPROVED Appurtenances, Ammunition, Mate 

rigis. etc.. for Breech-Loading Guns. 

GLAsS BALLS AND TRAPS GF ALL KINDS. 

KRUC & CO’S | 
CHAMPAGNES! 

STANDARD AND DRY. 

The Sportsman's Wine |! 
A.ROCHERE AU &CO. 

SOLE AGEN‘S, 
6 South William street, NewYork. 

16 and 18 St. Louis St., New Orleans, 

~~ 

‘END STAMFS FOR PRICE LIST. 

IMPROVED SELF-REGULA TING 
STORM-DEFYING, ‘ 

THE ONLY MILL EMBRACING ALL THE 

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS. 

any 
other device now ™ Usa. 

Mills for export aalty, Address 
No. 70 J ohn Street, ew York. 

The celebrated’*‘ Le Coutre” razor, in stock | 

Water, which can be pumped to any } provements, 

alogue of Traps, Guns and 

the aid of elaborate puffing or paid shooters. 
Send for illustrated price list to 

CHARLES FOLSOM, 
106 Chambers Street, N. ¥., 

DEALER IN 

Fire-Arms, Ahmmunition, and all 
Articles connected with the same, 
and sole Agent for 

J, Stevens & Co,'s Celebrated Arms, 
CINCINNATI, April 10, 1880. 

Mr. FoLrsoM—DxrAR Sik :—I have sold out my 
shooting gallery, containing six of the Stevens 
rifles and four : [have sold a number of 
different makes, but have come to the conclusion 
that the Stevyengare the superior guns, and there- 
fore I wish to deal in them exclusively. You 
can ship me at once two 24 inch .22 eal,, open 
sight rifles, as heayy as you haye. 

Yours yery respectfully, C, M.L EE. 

USE THE BOGARDUS PATENT 

Glass Ball 
. AND SIS PATENT 

¢ GLASS BALL TRAP 
Een Wane preatios, They 
can be had from all gun 
dealers. _ Headquarters 
forGlass Bails and Trapa, 
AGN EW & Co., 153 First 
AY. pra ae Pa.; A. 
li. BOGARDUS, No 158 
Soucn Clark street, Chic- 
ago. Send for Price List 
For Traps—Hart & Sloan, 
Newark, N.J. 

“Field, Cover and Dra 
Shooting,” the only Sobte Se ever publisord by ® mar 
ket hunter, can po bad at 

the above address, Price $2. 

» ELSI WATCHES, Ch: f 
AMER: 

yy Chaing, cte., sent C. O. D. to be e: 0 
Sy Write for Catalogue to STANDARD AMER- = ICAN WATCH CO., PITTSBURGH, PA. 

GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS, es Fivsburess 

ED ae i 3 
= Send stamp for Catalogue. y Rides, Shot Guns, Revolvers, went o. 0, d. for eDination- 

LSSse- 

Card’s Standard Trap 
For Wing Practice. 

United States for W. W. 
GREENER’S SPECIAL GUN, with all the im- 

Price, in trunk gun-cagse, with 
complete set of implements, $85. Send for cat- 

other sporting goods, 

WILL H. GRUTTENDEN, 
General Agent, Cazenovia, Madison Co., N. ¥. 
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